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Grazhdanin, St. Petersburg
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Nashi Zhizn, St. Petersburg
Novosti, St. Petersburg
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Razsvet, St. Petersburg
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Russky Invalid, St. Petersburg
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Combate, Caracas
Commercio, Lima
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Dia, Montevideo
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Journal de Brazil, Rio de Janeiro
Las Ultimas Noticias, Santiago, Chile

Razon, Montevideo
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Danish.

Dannebrog, Copenhagen
Nyo Daglight .Allahanda, Copenhagen
Politiken, Copenhagen

Dutch.

De Amsterdammer Veekblad voor Nederland,
Amsterdam

Japanese.

Asahi, Osaka
Jiji, Tokyo
Kokumin Shimbun, Tokyo
Mainichi, Tokyo
Nichi Nichi, Tokyo
Nippon, Tokyo
Taiyo, Tokyo
Toyo Keizai Sbimpo, Tokyo
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TOPICS OF THE DAY.

THE SURRENDER OF PORT ARTHUR.
" TT looks as if the psychological moment had come for the world-

-* Powers to move for mediation and peace." This comment on

the fall of Port Arthur is quoted from the New York A/nerican.

but the same comment, in slightly varying words, is common to a

large number of American journals. " Secretary Hay." says the

New York World. " could not perform a better service to humanity

than to sound Tokyo and St. Petersburg to ascertain if the friend-

ly offices of the United States would now be accepted in the inter-

ests of a peace that need not humiliate Russia and would give

Japan the assurances for which she has been fighting."

The initiative in this matter should not, however, be taken by

Secretary Hay, says General Sickles, in an interview in the New
York Globe, but by France. He continues:

"The war is over—must be over. In capturing the strongest

fortress in the world—except Gibraltar—Japan has completed the

work for Avhich the war was begun. She has all of Korea and
Manchuria. She is twenty times richer to-day than Russia. She
has the whole of Europe behind her, with the United States in ac-

tive sympathy. Her position is impregnable. The Czar must give

way. He can no more hope to win back his ground than he could

hope to conquer combined Europe. From what I know of the

sentiment of Japan, the Mikado has only waited for the fall of Port

Arthur to advance half-way to a peaceful settlement. Of course,

we would all like to see the United States and Great Britain taking

the leading part in the approaches toward mediation. But the

difficulty is that Russia, remembering our outburst of anger over

the Kishineff massacres, hates us as cordially as she hates Eng-
land. It seems to me that France, Russia's chief creditor and her

passive ally, is logically the first nation to suggest to the Czar that

he must accept his defeat and make peace."

The overture for the surrender of Port Arthur was made by Gen-

eral Stoessel in a note that reached the Japanese lines south of

Shinsiying at five o'clock in the afternoon of January i, reaching

General Nogi himself four hours later. The capitulation was com-

pleted at 4:30 I'.M. the day after. Prior to that event, and just

before hostilities were suspended, the Japanese had occupied

Keekwan Mountain and Q fort and tlie heights .south of the forts,

and known as M and N. More than two months before, on Octo-

ber 21. General Stoessel had wired the Czar: " I now bid you all

good-by forever. Port Arthur is my grave." On January i the

general was still determined to fight. But not a single spot in

town was then safe from the Japanese fire. Says the correspond-

ent of the Associated Press :

" Many of the hospitals were hit and the wounded refused to stay

in them. Some lay in the streets on heaps of ddbris, expo.sed to

tlie bitterly cold weather, and some staggered back to the front,

hurling stones and defying the Japanese till taken prisoners or

deatii came mercifully to end their sufferings. The stock of am-
munition, which had been carefully husbanded for months, was
almost gone, and it was all too evident that Japan was about to

grasp the prize which had cost her an army of men and countless

treasure."

Still the general insisted on fighting. " But we can not fight,"

was the reply of his officers :

"Our men can not move. They sleep standing. They can not

see the bayonets at their breasts. We can order, but they can not

obey.
"' Then you generals fight,' said Stoessel, cHnching his fists."

Not until late in the afternoon did the counsel of his officers

prevail, and General Stoessel, instead of finding his grave in Port

Arthur, has retired covered with glory for his heroic defense, bear-

ing his arms and, by express orders of the Mikado, receiving full

military honors for him.self and the remnant of his army. On this

subject of General Stoessel's protracted defense, even after, as his

despatches two months ago indicated, he had lost all hope of ulti-

mate success, the following utterance by Captain Mahan, U. S. N.,

is recalled :

" There appears to me a very general failure on the part of the

public to recognize that, appealing as is the misery of these brave

soldiers to our every sentiment of humanity, they are not dying

—

have not died—in vain. Whatever the upshot, they have given

their lives, or are still giving their endurance, not merely to save a
barren fortress, but to hold in check, by the imperious necessity

laid upon the enemy to reduce the place, a body of foes, in army
and in fleet, whose hands would otherwise be at the throats of Ku-
ropatkin or Vladivostok. It is no idle sentiment of military punc-

tilio, but the strong demands of a military situation that justify,

nay compel, the resistance, which, whatever may hereafter be-

fall, will cover Stoessel and his troops with undying honor."

So far as the United States is concerned, this honor is bestowed

ungrudgingly. The siege of Port Arthur is designated by the

Philadelphia Public Ledger as " one of the most heroic and long-

continuing ever waged by contending armies." It says further :

" In the terrific events that have ensanguined the hills of Port

Arthur and given the word heroism a new meaning, the present

generation has witnessed what must undoubtedly rank as the most
notable siege of history. Plevna, Sebastopol, Paris, Richmond,
Vicksburg, Antwerp, Rochelle, Syracuse, Carthage, Troy itself

—these yield in their tragic character, in their desperation, in their

terrific energy of attack and defense, in every feature of their spec-

tacular interest and possibly also in the magnitude of the results to

ensue, when compared with Port Arthur.
" Nowhere on earth have men ever fronted men with such mighty
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engines of destruction on one hand, such colossal and artfully con-

trived works of repulse on the other. Probably never before did

such daredevil, infatuated, fatalistic bravery confront and wrestle

so long with an indomitability that might have been of the

bUnd, the dumb, the unthinking, the unfeeling, but the unwearying.

From stereograph, copyrighteJ, lyuj, by rntlerwootl iSc Uiuler^uuJ.

GENERAL NOGI,

Commander of the Japanese troops at the siege of Port Arthur.

and theundespairing. It takes just Japanese to fight like demons,
and just Russians to resist like some elemental thing of nature

which exists to be pounded and to know no difference. Exhibited

tho they have been in the horrid work of war, the qualities shown
by the combatants at Port Arthur have been those splendidly

lieroic ones which in every age draw out men's enthusiastic ap-

plause : on one side valor ready to adventure any impossible enter-

prise of arms, on the other fortitude to endure, to toil, to suffer and
to fight on, never to weary, never to sleep, never to hope, but never

to yield so long as the command is to hold out.
" It was magnificent. Yet the world is glad it is ended at last.

The war will go on, but the slopes around the Gibraltar of the

East at least will run no more with blood. The sorry remnant of

its garrison may be permitted to go home to tell to wondering cir-

cles stories such as Homer never could have framed. The besieg-

ers, after a little rest, may go to yet other battle-fields ; they will be

forever the heroes of Port Arthur. More, alike of besiegers and

besieged, remain than will come away.

"This generation will never forget Port Arthur. The world will

never forget it."

Jn similar vein the Pliiladclphia J^/yss observes:

" History does not record a braver assault or a more valorous

defense, and this bloody confiict will ever stand out as a monu-
ment on both sides of human daring and sacrifice. The courage

and fortitude of the heroic defenders inspired their foes as well

as all mankind with admiration, and they lay down their arms with

all the honors of war. The glory of the dauntless spirit rests with

the vanquished as much as with the victors. The naval side of

the defense was altogether inglorious, save in the bold dash of the

unfortunate Makaroit. but the indomitable resolution of General

Stoessel and his soldiers has not been surpassed in the long and

glowing story of military resistance and endurance. The grizzly

Russian commander will rank among the heroes of all time. His

adversaries were as generous in recognizing his quality as (irant

•was in recognizing that of Lee, and the chivalry of their tribute

will appeal to the sentiment of the world. If the defense was

determined, the attack was persistent and intrepid beyond com-
parison. The world has never witnessed more daring, reckless,

and irresistible assaults upon apparently insurmountable obsta-

cles. The bayonet charge up Nanshan Hill seemed incredible

in its achievement of the well-nigh impossible. Behind the fatal-

ism which has impelled the Japanese to sacrifices beyond belief

has been a mastery of the military art in all its precision of move-
ment and perfection of equipment, which has excited universal

wonder."

What Japan has gained and Russia lost in the operations in and

around Port Arthur is thus sununed up in the New York Press :

"Russia has lost seven battle-ships and the other complement of

a fleet worth something near $100,000,000.
" Russia is driven forever out of the Yellow Sea, and the fond

realization of a warm-water port for the Russian Empire has been
dissipated.

" Russia has lost the fine modern city of Dalny, on which when
hostilities broke out she had spent $125,000,000, and Japan owns
this rich prize of war.

" Russia has lost, and Japan has gained, one of the most elab-

orately constructed fortifications in the world, stretching from Liao

promontory nine and one-half miles to Golden Hill and sixteen

miles inward from the sea.

" Russia has lost, and Japan has gained, another modern city at

Port Arthur, on which an outlay of a quarter of a billion dollars

had been planned by the Russian Empire and on which $140,000,-

000 actually had been spent when Admiral Togo hurled his de-

stroyers against the sleeping squadron last February.
" Russia has lost her railroad from Port Arthur to Liao Yang,

with its spurs, and Japan is in absolute possession of it. Here is

another item running far up in the millions."

The New York Sii/i comments:

" The peace of a hemisphere is in the hands of the Japanese. So
far, they have won an honorable and a magnificent victory, an

GENER..\.L STOESSEL,

The heroic defender of Port Artluir.

achievement which is or very soon will be epoch-making in its

effect. When they took Port Arthur some years ago from China,

occupied it and proceeded to enjoy the fruits of their well-won vic-

tory, it was snatched from them by the civilized bullies of Europe.

Individuals can be inglorious and contemptible, but nations cau.
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MR. FRANCIS E. LEUPP,

Indian Commissioner.

I'ROF. CHARLES V. NEILL,

Who succeeds Col. Carroll D. Wright as Com-
missioner of Labor.

THE HON. ROBERT J. WYNNE,
Postmaster-General.

NEW PRESIDENTIAL APPOINTEES.

outdo tliem : and i£ Russia is now bitterly expiating her share in

the infamy that was then visited upon Japan she is only reaping as

she has sown and as she richly deserves. We need hardly ob-

serve that that chapter in history will never be repeated, not even

if all the Powers in Europe sought to participate in it.

" We hope now for peace, and a lasting peace. There has been

nothing in Russia's conduct of the war by sea or by land, not even

excepting Stoessel's glorious resistance at Port Arthur, which leads

us to believe tliat her further resistance to the arms of Japan can

be seriously or usefully protracted. There must be an end, and it

were better, perhaps, that the end came in Manchuria than in St.

Petersburg or Moscow. If tiiere is delay the end will come in the

West first, and then indeed Russia's sins will have found her out

and dire will be her fate."

The events in the history of Port Arthur, since it began to cut

such an important figure in international aftairs, may be tabulated

as follows

:

November 21. i!y)4.— The Japanese second army corps (Chino-Japanese war),

assaults and occupies Port .\rthur.

May S. iSq;.— The treaty of peace between China and Japan is ratified, ceding
Port .\rthur and the whole Liao-tung peninsula to Japan.

November, 1895.—Another treaty, forced by the interference of Russia and other

nations, is concluded between China and Japan for the retrocession of the

Liao-tung peninsula to China.

March 27. iS()S.— .\ formal treaty is concluded between Russia and China in

which the latter agrees to "lease" Port Arthur and Talienwan with the

adjacent territory, and to permit Russia to erect forts and build barracks.

February 6, 1904.- Diplomatic relations between Japan and Russia are broken
off.

February S. - First attack on the Russian fleet in Port .\rthur Harbor. Russian
battle-ships Czrimi/t/i, Rcfvisan, and Pallada seriously damaged.

February q.—First Iximbardment of Port .-\rthur.

March 26 27.—Japanese attempt to block the entrance with "fire-ships."

April 13. Naval battle. Petropavlovsk sunk, \'ice-.Admiral Makaroff, com-
manding the fleet, and 700 lives lost.

May ;.—Sixty Japanese transjxjrts reach Pitse-Wo with an army for the siege

of Port .\rthur.

May 26-27.— Battle of Kin-Chow and Xanchan Hill ; General Stoessel forced to

retreat to the fortress.

May 30.—Japanese capture Dalny.

June 26. — Nogi captures Waito Mountain and Ken Mountain.

August 5.—Japanese capture outer defenses of Wolf. Green, and Christ Hills.

August 10.- Sortie and dispersal of Russian squadron.

August 14.—Defeat of Vladivostok squadron, attempting to form a juncture

with Port Arthur squadron.

August 26.—Japanese capture parade grounds and Et«shan, one of the impor-

tant fortifications of Port .Arthur.

November 22.—Japanese capture the north fort at East Kirkwan.
November 30—Japanese take 203-Metre Hill.

December 18.— Kirkwan smaller forts stormed, and forts taken on right flank.

T)ecember 29.—Rihlung fort taken.

December 31.—Fort Sungshu captured and old Chinese Wall breached.

January i, 1905.—General Stoessel sends letter asking for terms of capitulation.

January 2.—Terms of surrender signed.

THE NEW AMBASSADOR TO ENGLAND.
' I "HE announcement (unofficial) from Washington that White-

*- law Reid will succeed Joseph H. Choate as Ambassador to

the Court of St. James is greeted by expressions of approval from

papers of every political hue. " The President will provoke no

serious criticism," says the Boston Ho-ald (Ind ),"by this ap-

pointment. If the office is one that may be earned by partizan

service, no one has a stronger claim .for such recognition than

Whitelaw Reid." As an evidence of the feeling of the whole

country toward Mr. Reid's selection the New York Evening Mail
(Rep.) cites the fact that "no other name has been mentioned for

this post of highest rank in our diplomatic service." The New
York Times {\v\di.. Dem.) comments :

" Mr. Reid is to take an office and perform functions for which

he is fitted by character and training. He understands the Ad-
ministration's views, is in political sympathy with it. is trusted by
it. He has the wealth and the social standing and qualification

which constitute the necessary equipment for the highly importanl

personal and unofficial part of his work. He has tact. The Brit-

ons will get on very well with him. The Americans, represented

by him, will get on very well with the I3ritons, and American inter-

ests committed to him will be in good hands."

The New York World (Ind. Dem.) gives the following resume

of Mr. Reid's career

:

"Whitelaw Reid, editor and proprietor of the New York Trib-

une, is one of the ablest and best-known Americans, and one of

the Americans best known in England and on the continent of

Europe.
" Mr. Reid's career, told however briefly, presents a fine and

stimulating example to his fellow countrymen. He was born in

1837 in Xenia, Ohio, and was educated at Miami University, Ohio.
Many American institutions of learning have honored him with

degrees. Cambridge University has made him an LL.D. He is

president of the Board of Regents of New York State University.

Pie is the author of the ' Memoirs of Talleyrand,' ' The Scholar in

Politics,' and other works.
" Mr. Reid served in the civil war, became a war correspondent,

and wrote tersely and graphically. He was clerk to the military

committee of the House of Representatives and afterward librarian

of the House. He joined the editorial staff of The Trib^tne in 1S68

and became its editor and chief proprietor in 1872. One of h's

chiefest aids on that great newspaper was John Hay, now Secre-

tary of State.

"In i88i Mr. Reid married Miss Elizabeth Mills, daugh.tc r 'T
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Darius O. Mills, of this city [New York]. He twice declined the

diplomatic mission to Germany offered to him by Presidents Hayes
and Harrison. President Harrison made him ambassador to

France, where from 1888-92 he served with distinguished ability,

and did much to further

cement the republics'

ancient friendship. In

1892 he was nominated

for Vice-president on
the ticket with General

Harrison.
" Mr. Reid was special

ambassador from the

United States to Great

Britain for Queen Vic-

toria's diamond jubilee,

1897, and he was a com-
missioner for the Treaty

of Peace between the

United States and Spain

in Paris, 1898. His re-

ception as special am-
bassador to Great Brit-

ain for King Edward's
coronation well fore-

casts the greeting that

awaits him now. The
King and Queen re-

ceived Mr. Reid and
his wife with extreme

cordiality. They were

welcomed at and gave

many notable entertain-

ments. Of Mr. Reid's public speeches in England, enough to

quote the Liverpool Daily Post, which said that his address at

the dinner of the American Chamber of Commerce in Liverpool

was full of 'felicitous epigrams,' and added: 'The warmth of

American feeling toward the King and people of this country could

not have found happier and more cordial expression than in the

glowing words of Mr. Whitelaw Reid.'
"

Copyright by A. Dupont, New York,

THE HON. WHITELAW REID,

Who is to succeed Joseph H. Choate as Ambas-
sador to the Court of St. James.

The Outbreak in Samar.—The killing of a lieutenant

and thirty-seven men of the Philippine scouts by the natives at

Dolores, Samar, presents a new phase of the situation in the

Philippines, and one that suggests comparison with our thirty-

years' war with the Indians. These scouts are native Filipinos in

the military service of the United States, officered mainly by

Americans, and they are generally called upon to suppress any

disorder and lawlessness among the Filipinos. "It is an out-

break," declares the Chicago Inter Ocean, " not an insurrection or

rebellion "
; and the Rochester Democrat and Chronicle says that

the attack "strongly emphasizes the objection to the dual control

of the Philippine scouts arising from the practise of assigning these

troops to duty under the orders of the civil government of the is-

lands while still retaining them as dependent on the army for dis-

cipline, pay, rations, transportation, and medical attendance."

The Providence Journal remarks :

" There is nothing in the incident to support apprehensions that

we are not going to be able to maintain orderly government in the

islands nor to substantiate the charges of those who are not yet

done saying that our representatives there are pursuing a cruel and
bloody policy of repression. . . . The outbreak is not unlike others

that have preceded it through the lawless activities of either sav-

ages or ladrones; there are sure to be more such, also, before the

final establishment of fairly permanent peace and order in the is-

lands. Our troubles there in this form are much the same as the

difficulties we had with the Indians here at home in the third quar-

ter of the last century when civilization and orderly government
were being slowly extended over sections of the West which till

then had been left in barbarian control. Indeed, in real serious-

ness and bloodiness these Philippine outbreaks hardly compare
with the Indian wars that kept our army busy for many years even

after the red men had become nothing more than riotous groups

blotting an otherwise peaceful and orderly land
" In any event it is a mere outbreak and not an insurrection or

rebellion that is being dealt with—and only such an outbreak as is

inevitable in the circumstances. So far from being an indication

of the failure of our rule in the islands, it rather marks the gradual

progress of our representatives in the beneficent pacification of a

hitherto disorderly corner of the world."

THE CZAR'S REFORM UKASE.

JUDGING from the general tone of American newspaper com-

ment on the imperial ukase issued at St. Petersburg on De-

cember 26, it would seem that the real significance of this docu-

ment lies not so much in its contents as in the fact that it was pub-

lished at all. The mere promulgation of it, says the Brooklyn

Standard Union, '\% an event of "tremendous" import, since it

recognizes the right of petition, admits existing wrongs, and

makes promises in regard to the future. The same paper adds

:

" Twenty years ago, probably less than ten years ago, the zemst-

vo leaders who dared to ask for a substantial measure of consti-

tutional self-government would have been exiled to Siberia for

their temerity. That they were allowed to meet and formulate

their requests without police molestation, that their petition should

have been received and officially considered, above all, that the

Czar has deemed it prudent or necessary to promise some conces-

sions, is a great step forward amounting almost to a revolution in

itself."

The promised reforms embodied in the new manifesto are as

follows

:

" I. The adoption of effective measures for safeguarding the law

in its full force as the most important pillar of the throne of the au-

tocratic empire, in order that its inviolable fulfilment for all alike

shall be regarded as the first duty by all the authorities and in all

places subject to us
" 2. That local and municipal institutions should be given as wide

scope as possible in the administration of various matters affecting

local welfare, and that they should have conferred upon them the

necessary independence, within legal limitations, and that repre-

sentatives of all sections of the population interested in local mat-

ters should be called upon, under equable conditions, to take part

in these institutions, with a view to the completest satisfaction

possible of their needs. Besides the governments and zemst-

vos, district institutions hitherto existing, there should also be

THROTTLED

!

Once upon a time there was a man who thought he could prevent the dawn of

day by stopping the rooster's crowing. —Maybell in the Brooklyn Eagle.
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established in close connection with them public institutions for

the administration of local affairs in localities of smaller extent.

"3. That in order to secure equality of persons of all classes

before the law. steps should be taken to brinjj; about the necessary

unitication ot judicial procedure through the empire, and to assure

independence of the courts.
" 4. That for the further development of the measures introduced

by us for the protection of workmen in factories, workshops, and
commercial establishments, attention is to be given to the ques-

tion of the introduction of state insurance for workmen.
" 5. That there should be a revision of the exceptional laws

decreed at the time of an unparalleled outbreak of criminal activity

on the part of enemies of public order
"6. That in confirmation of my undeviating heart's desire, as

expressed in the imperial manifesto of March 3, 1903, for the pro-

tection by the fundamental laws of the empire of tolerance in

matters of faith, the laws dealing with the rights of communities
and persons belonging to heterodo?: and non-Christian confessions

should be submitted to revision; and that independently of this,

measures should be taken for the removal of all limitations on the

exercise of their religions not directly mentioned in the law.

"7. That there should be such revision of existing ordinances

limiting the rights of foreigners and measures in certain territories

of the empire, that in future there shall remain only such of them
as are required by the present interests of the empire and the mani-

fest needs of the Russian people.

"S. That all unnecessary restrictions should be removed from

the existing press laws, and that printed speech should be placed

within clearly defined legal limits."

This proclamation, according to the Chicago Evening Post, is

"the response of a benevolent despot to the cry of his people."

Its importance, .says the Philadelphia Public Ledger, is due to the

fact that it lays down "general principles which are broad enough

to furnish a basis for law-making." The New York Evening Post

comments

:

" The Czar's response to the zemstvo petition is more generous

than might have been expected. On the subject of a parliament

he is silent ; no other cour.se. in fact, could be looked for at pres-

ent. On every other count the Czar meets his petitioners half-

way, admitting the justice of their appeal and promising the grad-

ual working out of the required reforms. . . . The case must be

judged not .so much by the actual laws that may be promulgated in

the next few months as by the effect the edict will have permanent-

ly upon reformers in Russia. That a constitution should be granted

at the request of the first national assembly was beyond even the

wildest expectations. In fact, it was freely predicted that Prince

Mirski's congress would receive an open rebuff, on the ground
that their proceedings were virtually seditious. As things stand,

the recent convention finds the major part of its program approved,

and thus there is given every encouragement for other reform as-

semblies to renew the work so au.spiciously begun."

Much less favorable views of the manifesto are taken by several

papers. The New York Press admires it only "as an example of

the successful use of language to conceal thought" ; and the New-

York Globe says :
" The ukase is that of an autocrat, and every line

implies that the Czar has no notion of acknowledging that the peo-

ple of Russia have any rights against the throne." The Philadel-

phia Aorth American comments:

" The pledges made by the sovereign are so hedged about with

provisos and so smothered with diplomatic phraseology that it is

difficult to understand how far the interests of the people have
been advanced. The most promising paragraphs refer to such

adjustment of the legal procedure as will make the courts inde-

pendent and give all classes equal standing before the law; and

the establishment of a greater measure of religious liberty. The
suggestion that 'unnecessary restrictions be removed from existing

press laws ' is elastic enough to be interpreted according to the

views of the bureaucrats who control the Czar, and therefore will

have little result.

"But the chief cau.se of disappointment will be found in the re-

affirmation of the archaic principles of autocracy. The scope of

the local governing bodies is to be widened, but their rights are

rigidly limited to the management of local affairs

" In other words, the Czar's much-heralded proclamation of free-

dom resolves itself into a cautious acknowledgment of local gov-
erning bodies, and it is accompanied by a warning that not while

the present forces rule at St. Petersburg will the Russian people

have any part in shaping the affairs of their nation."

SENATOR DEPEW'S VICTORY.
' 1 "HE protracted controversy among the Republican politicians

-* of New York State in regard to the selection of a successor

to Chauncey M. Depew in the United States Senate has aroused

national interest, and its eventuation in an agreement to reelect

Senator Depew is hailed by his friends as a great victory. Mr.

Depew declares that the outcome of the contest is due " entirely

to Governor Odell," who " has managed a difficult situation with

great skill." The New York Tribune (Rep.) adds :

" It is everywhere unquestioned that Governor Odell had power
to determine the inclination of the scales. It was believed that his

personal feelings were exceedingly friendly to ex-Governor Black,
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CHAUNCEY M. DEPEW.

The decision of his Republican colleagues to reelect him to the Senate is hailed

as a victory of public opinion over " bossism" in state politics.

and some attacks upon him were calculated to drive him to use his

power in that direction. But through it ail he has maintained

silence, and after studying all phases of the situation has suc-

ceeded in securing harmony and an agreement of all interests upon

Mr. Depew as the only candidate whose name will be presented to

the Republican caucus."

The agreement upon Senator Depew is pronounced by the New
York Evening Mail (Re'p.) "a distinct triumph of party opinion,

and, indeed, of public opinion, throughout the State." Mr. Depew

is " unquestionably the choice of the great body of Republicans of

New York," says the New York Sjin (Rep.). The New York

Press (Rep.), which supported ex-Governor Black's candidacy for

the Senatorship, comments:

" The victory which is announced for the election of Mr. Depew
to the United States Senate, it must be frankly confessed, is a

great victory. In no sen.se of the word, however, is it to be con-

sidered a victory of Piatt over Odell or of Depew over Black or of

one faction of the party over another. It is in fact a victory, so

great that, it was inconceivable it could be won, of special interest

over that part of the Republican organization which has made a

zealous effort to resist the power which so often undertakes to
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thwart the will of the people, and, in recent years, has seldom

failed, except when it has measured its strength with such a leader-

ship as that of President Roosevelt."

The New York l4'orM{lnd. Dem.) draws this moral: "Public

opinion has proved stronger than Odell, Black, Payn, and the

machine combined. It has not given to New York the ablest and

most representative Senator that could have been chosen, but it

has at least saved the State the humiliation of being represented in

the United States Senate by another cynical spoilsman." The

New York Evening Post (Ind.) says :

" The result must be a deep mortification to the retiring gover-

nor. During his four years as Chief Executive he has painfully

built up a machine—a steam-roller, his detractors call it— that has

enabled him to crush his old benefactor Piatt, and to claim the

succession as boss. Before the moment came for laying down
office, Odell's power seemed invincible : he held the legislature

with an iron hand; he controlled the state conventions of 1902 and

1904. His obvious purpose was to proceed in the exhilarating

work and have a United States Senator of his own, some one

through whom he could demand a share of the federal patronage.

He went about the task with his usual firmness and confidence.

His adherents were so sure of the outcome that they had begun
their feasts of celebration and their brass bands were already play-

ing ' See the Conquering Hero Comes.' In this hour of humil-

iation Senator Depew has tried to save Odell's face by praising his

magnanimity and diplomacy. The Senator may even have made
concisions on patronage; but the brute fact remains that Odell

was, as Speaker Nixon is said to have told him, ' up against it.'

He was forced to back squarely down, while the angry partizans of

Black damned him to his face as a 'quitter.'

"The secret of this ignominious retreat may never be fully told.

It would be idle to deny that the extended ramifications of the

Vanderbilt railroads in business, journalism, and politics have

been of vast assistance to Senator Depew. But this aspect of the

question is not novel; it is older than many of Senator Depew's
most famous jests. The new factor in the reckoning has been

Governor-elect Higgins. He more than any other one man is

probably responsible for the reelection of Depew."

Papers outside of New York very generally welcorne the pros-

pect of Senator Depew's reelection. He is " unique " among our

national characters, says the Detroit /^«/-;/rt/ (Rep. 1, and "can not

well be spared from the public arena." The Philadelphia Press

(Rep.) declares:

" The strong and universal regard for Mr. Depew is easily under-

stood. For more than forty years he has been constantly at the

command of his party. He has been the most familiar figure

before three generations of New York Republicans. This year he
spoke all over the State to sons whose fathers and grandfathers
gathered again in their ripening years to hear the unbroken voice,,

with the rippling humor and the persuasive appeal, which charmed
them in their youth. No labor too great, no service too arduous,
for Mr. Depew in all these strenuous campaigns from Lincoln's,

first election. Besides he has been every man's friend. Good
nature, kindly disposition, true camaraderie beam from his genial,

face.

" As a Senator he has been a creditable and successful repre-

sentative of his State. He has been quite content to leave the po-

litical management to Mr. Piatt. The social sides and the oratori-

cal demonstrations of the senatorial career have appealed more
strongly to his tastes and his temperament. If he has not been as.

aggressive and resolute as some others, it is because his inclina-

tion is more diplomatic and his touch more velvety. But his inti-

mate knowledge of the business and commercial interests of New
York through long association with their foremost representatives

enables him to speak for them with force and effect. He has made
several notable speeches upon the large public questions which
have been uppermost during the last lew years, and altogether

there will be a general feeling that his reelection is a fit tribute ta

himself and a fortunate determination for the State and the Sen-

ate."

FINANCIAL AND LEGAL OPINIONS ON
FEDERAL TRUST CONTROL.

A LL sorts of outcries and warnings against the recommendation
^^- of federal licenses for trusts and corporations engaged in

interstate commerce are raised, in which the words " unconsti-

tutional" " centralization," and " imperialism " are the ones most:

frequently heard. The main criticism passed by the dailies refers,

to the measure as one to destroy the States and centralize all.

power over industries in the federal Government (see The Lit-

erary Digest for last week). Many of the financial journals and

legal experts are following the same line of criticism, but it is noted

that some of the leading captains of industry in the United States,

are on record in the government reports as favoring federal li-

censes along the lines recommended by Commissioner Garfield.

This fact is interpreted to mean that legislation on the subject is-

possible; but the Chicago Or^w/V/^ warns us to " remember the

old military rule : find out what the enemy wants you to do, and.

then—don't do it."

" What military Germany has found it impossible to suppress,"'

WHY NOT COMPULSORY ARBITRATION ?

— Maybell in the Brooklyn Eagle.

IF HE WOULD ONLY SIGN THE PLEDGE—AND KEEP' IT I

—Opperia the New York American.

SUGGESTED RESOLUTIONS FOR THE NEW YEAR.
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says The Comntercial a>td Financial Chronicle {'^tw York). " what

all the strong governments of Europe confess their inability to cope

with, one man. at the head of a bureau at Washington, is to be asked

to do. 1 1 is needless to say that power would be concentrated in the

hands of this officer such as no administrative official in the whole

of the world's history has ever had." The same paper says furtlver :

"It has been urged that the scheme is a plan to abolish the

States. There would appear to be little doubt that this will be its

effect. For as the conditions for engaging in interstate business

would be fi.xed l)y Congress, the act of the State in granting incor-

poration papers would be merely perfunctory. In addition, how-
ever, it would give us paternalism and absolutism in its worst

form. We do not think that the United States has yet reached

that stage of senile decay where the people are ready to accept a

measure of this kind."

The New XoxV Journal ofCommerce remarks:

" How far this ' license ' system— ' franchise ' is the better word
—would obviate the objection to the' centralization of power in the

federal Government' may be a question. It would not solve the

question of what constitutes interstate commerce, but that will have

to be defined and established by judicial interpretation, whatever
plan of regulation may be adopted. We do not believe in any case

that it would obviate the necessity of removing such sources of

monopoly power in this country as tariff discrimination and the

possession by purchase of exclusive patent rights. No form or

method of incorporation or supervision would eradicate evils which
have their roots elsewhere. But much would be gained by a rem-

edy of corporation abuses, and it is well to have a thorough dis-

cu.ssion of any plan emanating from public authority."

Chief Justice James T. Mitchell, of the Pennsylvania .Supreme

Court, speaking in regard to federal control of corporations, says

that " the federal power has already bee.i stretched far beyond its

/'.
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WONDERS OF THE HE.WENS—A GREAT SIGHT FOR THE MARTIANS.

—Opper in the New York American.

proper boundaries in such matters " ; and that such a proposition

would be "an invasion of the principle of state rights." John

W. Griggs, attorney-general in President McKinley's Cabinet and

a former governor of New Jersey, declares that "by such means

almost every right of the States can be destroyed," and imperial

power given to the federal Government. He says

:

"There are many subjects as to which public injury arises by

reason of unwise and diversified state legislation. Marriage and

divorce laws may be instanced. But no one yet has proposed that

the President shall be given the power to license marriages because

some States have unwise laws on that subject. An ingenious ad-

vocate of centralization could probably find some clause of the

federal Constitution which could be twisted into service as the

basis of a law of Congress which would regulate marriage and
divorce.

" The power involved in this proposed system is so vast, so abso
lute, and so paternal as to render it improbable that a self-gov-

erning people will ever vest it in one man."

In 1S96 Henry H. Rogers, of the Standard Oil Company, de-

clared before the industrial commission " that the Constitution ought

CAN HE ROUND THEM UP?
—Rogers in the New York Herald.

to be amended so that federal charters can be granted on some
such plan as the English." John D. Rockefeller and John D.

Archibald, at that time, also favored federal legislation under which

corporations may be created and regulated. " Commissioner Gar-

field," says Bradstreefs, "takes clear ground upon one crucial

point, namely, that interstate corporations should be subjects of

federal not of state regulation. This point once established, the

way will be rendered easier for a decision as lo which of the alter-

native methods considered, or if not» either of these, what other,

should be adopted, and when the time should be ripe for the put-

ting in force of the system of regulation decided on." The Wall

Street Journal notes that Commissioner Garfield's recommen-

dation has met with much favor among managers of railroad and

industrial companies. The corporations must choose between

government regulation by the forty -five States and government

regulation by the central authority of the federal Government,,

says The Journal, and it adds :
" The choice must be that of a fed-

eral regulation, for that will be uniform over the whole country and

of a higher and more equitable standard. Insurance companies

have, by bitter experience, come round to this view and are now

working for federal control. The principle is exactly the same in

its application to railroads and industrial corporations." James

B. Dill, an expert in the law of industrial corporations and a

strong advocate of federal incorporation, thinks that Garfield's

remedy is too mild. His impression is that the scheme is wrong

because it starts reform at the top, instead of at the bottom, where

it should begin. He argues that the state corporation laws, being

at variance and, as a rule, inadequate, if not actually bad, it would

be unwise to expect that anything short of a federal incorporation

law would accomplish what is desired. He says, as quoted in The

Journal of Commerce :

" The tendency of state legislation to-day is to pass enactments

giving absolution for past corporate sins on the part of promoters

and managers, and to give indulgences for the future. Just how a

federal regulation can go so far down as to control state legis-

latures is a question which I have not solved. The statement that
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a compulsory national law will take away too much power from the

State, and create too much power in the central Government, is a

repetition of the old proposition of state rights, which was threshed

out to a successful issue when the national banking law was
passed. We have an analogy in the struggle that this country

went through in the establishment of the present system of national

banks. We have a direct precedent for the establishment of op-

tional federal corporations. It has worked successfully. The
results of this experience can not be disregarded. Does the com-
missioner refuse the benefit of this precedent by the assertion that

industrial corporations would not come in under a voluntary cor-

poration act ? The banks voluntarily, why not the industrial cor-

porations ? What moved the banks to go in under national bank-
ing laws was public opinion, the belief that a national bank was
better, sounder, and cleaner than a state bank. In other words,

the people put their money where they thought it was safest."

AS TO COLLEGE HAZING.
"V T OT since the days of the " tabasco-sauce " disclosures at

1 M West Point Military Academy three years ago has there

been so much public interest evinced in the question of college

hazing as at the present time. The immediate cause for the re-

newal of discussion is found in the action of Kingdon Gould, a

Columbia freshman and son of George Gould, who recently drew

a pistol on a band of sophomores intent on capturing him as a butt

for their class banquet. The incident has served to elicit some

interesting expressions of opinion from newspaper editors and cor-

respondents. According to the Chicago Record-Herald

:

" When a college freshman is hazed with such violence that he
suffers physical injury public sympathy is strongly with him and
denunciation for his assailants is general. When, on the other

hand, a freshman, seeking to escape from wicked hazers who want
to force him to make a speech at a class dinner, draws a revolver

nd fires in the direction of his pursuers, the sympathy runs the

other way, and the freshman, if not denounced, is at least sneered

at and scorned."

Similarly, the New York limes comments:

" Youth has laws of its own. We elders can not always see more
than folly where the young see vast quantities of wit and humor;
their reason is our unreason in numberless instances, and especially

in this very matter of coercion exercised by several upper classmen

upon a single lower classman we even differ with them widely on
notions of honor and decency. And yet the fact that youth every-

where does; and in every age has done, about the same things, ap-

parently foolish, unreasonable, and barbarous, indicates that its

conduct has a deep-lying explanation which is also a justification.

Within limits, the absurdities it conmiits have no obviously evil

effects on minds or morals."

The Baltimore America?!, on the other hand, maintains that the

real motive behind hazing is one of "sheer cowardly brutality,"

and voices the hope that Kingdon Gould "s action may furnish

" the last argument necessary to lead all the colleges to enact a

Medean law that every hazer shall be expelled in disgrace." The
New York Euening Post says :

" President Butler, in announcing the suspension of four sopho-

mores who persecuted young Gould to the shooting-point, takes

the safe ground that the affair is primarily one of gentlemanliness,

and that the offenders are disciplined quite as much for passing the

modesty that becomes a student in a great city as for their foolish

attempt to kidnap a freshman class officer. And indeed the issue

is pretty nearly this—whether students are a privileged and excep-

tional class in a community, and their peculiar institutions exempt
from the kind of jurisdiction regulating the acts of other young-
sters, or whether they simply must take their chance with the world

at large. The tendency is always to build up a little pays latin with

its own laws. Country colleges almost universally do so. Evidently

President Butler will do nothing to encourage the idea that Morn-
ingside Heights is in any privileged position, and holds his stu-

dents to the standards of conduct enforced elsewhere in the city.

This is not palatable doctrine for strenuous sophomores deprived

of their freshmen, but it will appeal to all sensible people."

WHIPPING-POSTS FOR WIFE-BEATERS.

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT'S suggestion, in his recent Con-

gressional message, that "some form of corporal punish-

ment " is desirable in dealing with wife-beaters and other " offenders

whose criminality takes the shape of brutality and cruelty toward

the weak," has led to efforts to establish a whipping-post in the

District of Columbia, and to some discussion in the press of the

country at large. The Chicago Evening Post izvors the proposal,

on the ground that "no man who beats^his wife is anything short

of a brute and a coward, and for such the infliction of physical

pain seems to be the only punishment that tends to put a check on

his brutality." The same paper says further:

"The law that merely fines or imprisons the wife-beater most

often gives die severest punishment to the innocent victims of the

man's brutality. And it seldom punishes the brute as he should

be punished. From this viewpoint it is not surprising to find those

usually arrayed against ihe administration of harsh and degrading

penalties strongly favoring the whipping-post for that most brutal

offense, the beating of wives."

The Albany Law Journal takes an opposite view :

"It is bad enough for a man to beat his wife. It is still worse

for the Stale to beat him for it. The sheriff whipped a man
brutally and publicly the other day in Maryland. This sort of

punishment degrades the sufferer beyond remedy ; it makes him
revengeful ; he will always ache to kill that sheriff ; and we do not

wonder. It tends to make a brute of the officer inflicting it. A
self-respecting man ought to decline to dirty his hands with it. In

old times they used to keep butchers off the juries in England,

from the popular notion that they were bloodthirsty ; a mistaken

notion, probably. But we do believe that the custom of requiring

a public officer to whip his fellow beings until they bleed and faint,

and sometimes till they come near dying, is very reprehensible. If

we must whip criminals, let us have a machine for doing it, like a

carpet-beater."

TOPICS IN BRIEF.
The way of the transgressor is hard—on the reading public— 77;^ Chicago

Tribune.

The war in the Far East has made the Far West very popular with thousands

of Russians.— Z'/if New York Tribune.

The Colorado Republican view appears to be that any vote that was not cast

for their candidate was fraudulent.— The Pittsburg Dispatch.

The man who exceeded his income in celebrating Christmas thinks he knows
something about how frenzied finance feels.— 7"//^ Washington Star.

There is probably no truth in the report that Tom Lawson is going to carry

his fight against Rockefeller to the point of establishing a rival Sunday-school

class.— The Washington Post.

The Historian :
" Dear old man, it's my business to take care of you."

—Walker in the Nashville American.
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LETTERS AND ART.

BURNE-JONES'S DEFENSE OF HIS ARTISTIC
IDEALS.

BIKNE-JONES is the subject of a notable biography just is-

sued. It is interesting to note that the painter himself ques-

tioned the possibility of writing the biography of any but men of

action. "You can tell the life of those men who have fought and

won and been beaten," he said, " because it is clear and definite
;

but what is there to say about a poet or an artist ?" Yet late in

SIR EDWARD BIRNE-JONES,
At the age of forty-one.

Courtesy of The Macmillan Company.

life he realized that some memorial of him would be written, and

he expressed the wish that his wife should undertake the task

which she has now performed.

Some of the most interesting parts of the book are those that

reveal the workings of his artistic nature and that are valuable as a

commentary on his work, which is more individual, perhaps, than

that of any other artist of modern times. One such passage is the

following, which, in the opinion of a reviewer in the London Tiines^

" reveals the secret of Burne-Jones's inmost belief and the motive

power of his painting "
:

" What you have to do is to express yourself—utter yourself,

turn out what is in you—on the side of beauty and right and truth,

and, of course, you can't turn out your best unless you know what
your best is. . . . What I am driving at is this : We are a living

part, however small, of things as they are. If we believe that

things as they are can be made better than they are, and in that

faith set to work to help the betterment to the best of our ability,

however limited, we are, and can not help being, children of the
kingdom. If we disbelieve in the possibility of betterment,- or
don't try to help it forward, we are and can not help being damned.
It is the ' things as they are ' that is the touchstone— the trial—the
day of judgment. ' How do things as they are strike you ? ' The
question is as bald as an egg, but it is the egg out of which blessed-
ness or unblessedness is everlastingly being hatched for every liv-

ing soul. Of course you can translate it into any religious language
you please—Christian, Buddhist, Mohammedan, or what not. ' Have

you faith ?' I suppose means the .same thing. Faith, not amount
of achievement—which at best must be infinitesimally small— that

is the great thing. Have jv// faith, my dear ? Do you ever tliink

of tiiis poor old woman, our mother, trudging on and on toward
nothing and nowhere, and swear by all your gods that she shall yet

go gloriously some day, with simshine and flowers and chanting of

her children that love her and she loves ? I can never think of

collective humanity as brethren and sisters ; they seem to me
'mother'—more nearly mother than mother nature herself. To
me, this weary toiling, groaning world of men and women is none
other than our lady of the sorrows. It lies on you and me and all

the faithful to make her our lady of the glories. Will she ever be
so ? Will she .'' Will she .'' She shall be, if your toil and mine,

and the toil of a thousand ages of them that come after us can
make her so !

"

The author of the biography makes no attempt at formal criti-

cism of her husband's work, but gives plentiful quotations from

letters and diaries that allow the artist himself to comment upon

his work. When the influence of the " Impressionist " school was

beginning to be felt, he gave utterance against" the doctrine of the

excellence of unfinished work." His words on this point (which are

really an expansion of the testimony he gave in the Ruskin-Whis-

tler lawsuit when called upon as a witness) were as follows: "I

think that nothing short of perfect finish ought to be allowed by

artists; if unfinished pictures become common we shall arrive at a

stage of mere manufacture, and the art of the country will be de-

graded." To the claim that " breadth " was gained by lack of fin-

ish he replied

:

" Breadth can only be got by beautiful finish and bright clear

color well matched, rather than by muzzy. They do make atmos-

phere, but they don't make anything else : they don't make beauty,

SIR EDWARD BURNE-JONES.

From a painting by his son, Sir Philip Burne-Jones.

Courtesy of The Macmillan Company.

they don't make design, they don't make idea, they don't make
anything else but atmosphere, and I don't think that's enough—

I

don't think it's very much.
"They get breadth and a pleasant sense of flatness, it is true,

but that is not by any means a new thing in the world ; it has been
done before most distinctly, and of itself is nothing to make a fuss

about. Other men are hard at it trying to do their work without a
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fuss, but they seem to be a lot of young men setting out to take

painting from its most agreeable side, and to have the least

trouble over their work or getting things or ideas together for it.

" They express the human figure badly—never make a beautiful

face or put a desirable sentiment into it

" Wliistler is another matter, but they are completely in the

hands of their models, and there is no class so undesirable to be

in the hands of. ... I never saw-

any people so destitute of ideas, who
are so bent on making painting a

stupid art, who constantly justify

Byron's cruel saying of it that it is a

stupid art."

The art of portraiture he consid-

ered very seriously from the point of

what " expression " was allowable

—

a question that he had settled with

regard to his imaginative pictures at

an early date. He said :

" Of course my faces have no ex-

pression in the senseln which people

use the word. How should they

have any ? They are not portraits

of people in paroxysms—paroxysms

of terror, hatred, benevolence, de-

sire, avarice, veneration, and all the

passions and emotions that LeBrun
and that kind of person find so mag-

nifique in Raphael's later work

—

mostly painted by his pupils and as-

sistants by the way. It is Winckel"

mann, isn't it, who says that when
}-ou come to the age of expression

in Greek art you have come to the

age of decadence .'' 1 don't remem-
ber how or where it is said, but of

course it is true— it can't be other-

wise in the nature of things
" Portraiture may be a great art.

which it is the greatest art of any

pression. Quite true, but expression of what.-' Of a passion, an

emotion, a mood ? Certainly not. Paint a man or woman with

the damned ' pleasing expression,' or even with the ' charmingly

spontaneous,' so dear to the ' photographic artist ' and you see at

once that the thing is a mask, as silly as the old tragic and comic

mask. The only expression allowable in great portraiture is the

expression of character and moral quality, not of anything tem-

porary, fleeting, or accidental. Apart from portraiture you don't

want even so much, or very seldom : in fact you only want types,

symbols, suggestions. The moment you give what people call ex-

pression, you destroy the typical character of heads and degrade

them into portraits which stand for nothing."

Illustrating from the Avalon picture he was then at work upon,

representing three queens— Queen Morgan le Fay, the Queen of

the Northgalis, and the Queen of the Wastelands, he said

:

"They are queens of an imdying mystery and their names are

Lamentation and Mourning and Wo. A little more expression

and they would be neither queens nor mysteries nor symbols, but

just—not to mention baser names in their presence—Augusta, Es-

meralda, and Dolores, considerably overcome by a recent domes-

tic bereavement. And that, my dear, as you are aware, is not

what I mean ; but put in the expression these good people clamor

for, and there is where you would be landed."

A man whose art is so removed from the life of his own day

would show the same aloofness from its literature, and this indeed

is found in the case of Burne-Jones. .Some words which his

biographer declares are " typical of his constant thought" express

his feelings regarding the realism of modern literature :

" Don't lend me any sad stories—no, not if they are master-

pieces. I can not afford to be made unhappy, and I suspect that

book 'Anna Karenina '— I suspect it is Russian, and if it is I know
what to expect, and I couldn't bear it. There would be a beau-

A FAMILY GROUP,

Mrs. Burne-Jones, and her two children.

Courtesy of The Macmillan Company.

There is a sense, indeed, in

And portraiture involves ex-

tiful woman in it—-all that is best in a woman, and she would be
miserable and love some trumpery frip (as they do) and die of find-

ing out she had been a fool—and it would be beautifully written

and full of nature and just like life, and I couldn't bear it. These
books are written for the hard-hearted, to melt them into a softer

mood for once before they congeal again—as much music is writ-

ten—not for poets but for stockjobbers, to wring iron tears from
them for once ; that is the use of

sorrowful art, to penetrate the thick

hide of the obtuse, and I have grown
to be a coward about pain. I should

like that Anna so much and be so

sorry for her and wish I had been
the man instead of that thing she

would have—and it wouldn't be hap-

py. Look ! tell me it ends well and
that the two lovers marry and are

happy ever afterward, and I'll read

it gratefully—and I shall wait your
answer.

" I don't mind being harrowed, but

tlien it must be in lofty rime or verse

heroical—great kings and queens

—

and then I like it very much; but I

can't bear a tale that has in it a

woman who is knocked about and
made miserable and mad, and thrown

away on a wretch, and is altogether

heart-breaking. I like such a one,

after due troublesomeness and quite

bearable anxiety, to marry the hero

and be happy ever after— is that

very dull or am I very tender-hearted ?

And I dare say the book is like a

Turgenef book. I love and admire

Turgenef beyond words, but I can

not read him ; having read two of

him I will read no more. I know
how good they are— that the Rus-

sians can make splendid women in

their books ; and I know that ours are but poor things in our

books—but I do really suffer when I read them and get demoral-

ized with miserable reflections."

THE FEMININE NOTE IN LITERATURE.

WHAT constitutes the distinctively feminine note in fiction ?

This question has been again raised, but, the critics com-

plain, not definitely answered, in a recent volume of appreciation

from the pen of Mr. William Leonard Courtney, editor of The

Fortnightly Review. Mr. Courtney states his belief that " a pas-

sion for detail is the distinguishing mark of nearly every female

novehst," and that this passion for detail is "a quality which be-

longs to all the best work done by female writers." He cites Miss

Austen, in whose books he finds " a turning-point in literary his-

tory," as the great exemplar of this quality.

The critic of the London Times thinks that some other differ-

entia must be found, as a power of minute observation is at least

as obvious in men's work as in women's. He writes

:

" Who had more of it than Fielding ? Or than Tolstoy ? Both

Thackeray and Dickens excelled in it when they chose. Heaven
knows there is enough of it in Zola. External detail is not Mr.

Meredith's strong point, but Mr. Hardy dwells on it lovingly and

with tremendous effectiveness. Passing to lesser names of con-

temporaries, we might say that in M. Huysmans in France and in

Mr. George Moore in England the love of detail amounts to a pas-

sion indeed."

The same writer goes on to suggest that "an obvious achieve-

ment of women writers which no man can equal with such cer-

tainty is the exposition of female passion " ; and he mentions

Charlotte Bronte and Mademoiselle de Lespinasse. But that

apart, he finds the greatest distinction of women writers in a note
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of comedy, "a comedy at once fine, light, .ind merciless." To

quote further

:

"Mr. Mereditli has laid it down that good comedy can exist

only in a society which contains cultivated women. However that

may be. cultivated women have achieved written comedy of a

peculiar delicacy and point. Of its kind the comedy of Jane Aus-

ten is incomparable. It is utterly merciless. Prancing victims of

their illusions, her men and women are utterly bare to our under-

standing, and their gyrations are irresistibly comic. There is no

explaining away.no invitation to a pathetic view ; she is as free

from that as Molidre himself. That, no doubt, would not be

enough for a feminine note. But Miss Austen does not stand

alone, tho she stands unapproached of her se.x. It is lamentably

true that contemporar)' women writers are mostly in dead earnest,

or that they can not be earnest and amusing as well. . . , The
ablest of them take strong and more or less abstract themes

—

' Lucas Malet,' for instance, with her studies in pathology, and

Mrs. Voynich, with her crusade against cruelty—and any differ-

ence from a masculine handling of them .seems to lie in a certain

narrowness in the intensity. Mrs. Craigie showed once a sense of

comedy on which one miglit found great hopes, but it would seem
as if the seriousness of her function as an interpreter of life had

overshadowed that sense—temporarily, one may hope. Neverthe-

less in the work of women writers, novelists, and letter-writers,

whom most men cherish, this note of comedy, of amused obser-

vation, of humorous per-

ception does prevail. It

is something different
from masculine humor,

and therefore we may call

it a feminine distinction,

a really feminine note,

il we are bound to find

one.''

The London Daily

A'eics believes that the

distinctively feminine
note in contemporary- lit-

erature is to be found,

not in fiction at all, but in

poetry :

" A protest against the

bondage of womanhood
may be found in poem
after poem written by
women. These poems do
not command large audi-

ences, but immediate
' sales " were never a guide

to literary permanence,
and they have after all

the audience ' fit tho few " that alone a poet should aspire to.

"That protest runs clearly and definitely through much quotable

verse like the following:

Oh. to be a woman ! to be left to pique and pine.

When the winds are out and calling to this vagrant heart of mine
All the boats at anchor, they are plunging to be free—
Oh. to be a sailor, and away across the sea I

When the sky is black with thunder, and the sea is white with foam,
The gray gulls whirl up shrieking and seek their rocky home
There is danger on the waters—there is joy where dangers be —
Alas ! to be a woman and the nomad's htart in me.

" It is surely seen at a high point in the ' Knight Errant" of Miss
Louise Imogen Gumey :

Spirits of old that bore me.
And set me, meek of mind.
Between great dreams before me
And deeds as great behind.

Knowing humanity my star

As first abroad I ride

Shall help me wear, with every scar.

Honor at eventide.

Let claws of lightning clutch me
From summer's groaning cloud,

Or ever malice touch me
And glory make me proud.

FR^DltRIC MISTRAL,

The Provencal poet who is one of the recip-

ients of the Nobel prize in literature.

Oh, give my youth, my faith, my sword.
Choice of the heart's desire :

A short life in tlie saddle, Lord!
Not long life by the tire.

" He is indeed a crude critic who does not see the gulf in tech-

nique and in all poetic qualities that separates certain poems
by Mrs. Meynell, Mme. Duclaux, Mrs. Marriott Wat.son, Miss
Guiney, and other women of our day from the old-fashioned

poetry justly called* minor ' with which Eliza Cook, Mrs. Hemans,
' L. E. L.,' and a hundred other women delighted large audiences
in an earlier age,

" In the work of certain women poets of to-day, in tlie fierce pro-

test of many women that nature has not given them man's wider
field for work, may be found the only ' feminine note " that is worth
the consideration of the literary historian."

In this connection a recent statement of Dr. Emil Reich's is

peculiarly interesting. Dr. Reich, writing in Success (December),

predicts that in America women " will be neither the .subjects nor

the inspiration of great male j)oets or artists." But he continues;

"On the other hand, the coming great American poet or artist

will be a woman. Much as prophecies are to be dreaded, 1 do not

hesitate to risk this prediction. It will be poetry of a new iiavor.

It will cause new shivers of poetic delight. It will be as original

in poetry as Chopin was in music. It will be appreciated in Eu-
rope more than in America. But the main social institutions of

America will suffer no change."

THE NOBEL PRIZE FOR LITERATURE.

''T^ HIS year it was found necessary to divide the Nobel prize in

-* literature, a sum of $40,000, between Fr^d^ric Mistral, the

Provencal poet, and Jos^ Echegaray, the Spanish dramatist. The

award, which equally honors France and Spain in the field of lit-

erature, appears to meet with genera! approval. Of the two prize-

men, thinks the New York Jitdependent, the American public is

probably better acquainted with Mistral, owing to Janvier's nar-

rative of liis visits to Provence, first published in Tlie Century

Ma,^aziue in 1S93. and to the translations ot Harriet W. Preston,

published in The At/antic MontJiIym 1S72. Students of the mod-

ern Provencal revival know him as a leader, with the Fdlibres, in

that movement, as well

as a poet of inspiration

and distinction. Says

The Iiuiependeiit :

" He is now in his

seventy-fifth year, and

it is nearly half a cen-

tury since Lamartine

heralded him to the lit-

erary world in these

words

:

" ' A great epic poet is

born; a true Homer of

our own time ; a poet
who has created a lan-

guage out of a dialect

as Petrarch created
Italian.'

" Create a language he

did, but notwithstand-

ing his genius and his

untiring efforts by

means of books, mag-
azines, newspapers, so-

cieties, lectures, festi-

vals, and songs he has

not succeeded in his at-

tempt to make the langue d'oc a rival of the langue d'oi'l, which

beat it in the struggle for existence five hundred years ago. The
efforts of the .seven young Felibres to revive Provengal as a lit-

erary language resemble the Gaelic movement of young Ireland at

the present day, of which the outcome is likely to be similar.

Mistral has. however, never lost courage, and he announces that he

JCS^ ECHEGARAY,
The Spanish dramatist who receives the Nobel

prize in recognition of his contributions to the

drama of ideas.
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will devote the prize to the support of his Provencal museum in

the old palace of Aries. To this enterprise President Roosevelt

was one of the first contributors, and to him the poet showed his

gratitude in an ode."

Of the other prizeman the same periodical says

:

" The award to Echegaray is a recognition of the power of the

drama of ideas. The critics may say that his construction is

faulty, that his people are puppets, his effects exaggerated, the

incidents confused and the endings depressing, but in spite of

these defects his moral earnestness and intensity of purpose have

aroused and impressed the people as other dramatists with fewer

faults have failed to do. It was said in Spain, as it is .said here

now, that it was impossible to get an audience for anything but

light lewdness and comic horseplay, that a native drama was im-

possible because adaptations from the f^rench were so popular that

the people would not stand preaching from the stage. But that

was before Echegaray turned his purifying rivers into the Augean
stables of the theater. He demonstrated that conscience is as use-

ful as a dramatic force as passion, and that the fatalism of the con-

sequences of sin is as efficient a dramatic motive as the fatalism of

the will of the gods in the Greek plays.

" Echegaray was forty years old when he wrote his first play,

which was put upon the stage while he was Minister of Finance.

He was educated as a civil engineer and was a professor in the

School of Engineers for many years. His original work in pure

and applied mathematics ranks him among the foremost scientists

of Spain."

Three of Echegaray 's plays appeared in English translations

about ten years ago. They were " The Great Galeoto," " Folly

and Saintliness," and " The Son of Don Juan."

THE FRENCH ESTIMATE OF EMERSON.

/\ FINAL chapter in Elisabeth Luther Gary's new work on

^^^ Emerson is devoted to the appreciation that writer has re-

ceived from notable critics of France. French critics, she asserts,

can not be said to have neglected Emerson's claim to detailed con-

sideration ;
" and that they so early perceived and so long discussed

his service to humanity may reasonably be considered to prove not

only their perspicacity but the far-reaching character of that ser-

vice." A Frenchman once said that we Americans know French

literature "through the blusterers"; Miss Gary amiably retorts

that they "have taken pains to know us by the best we have pro-

duced," and in their estimates of Emerson they have stood as a

generous illustration of his own words :
" The genius of life is

friendly to the noble, and in the dark brings them friends from

far."

This French appreciation is to be noted in face of the judgment

passed by Dr. Garnett, in i888, that Emerson " can never get be-

yond the English language." He acknowledged the merit of ex-

isting German and Italian translations, and conceded it to be

within the resources of French prose to provide a better trans-

lation still. But, he said," no merely French or German or Italian

reader will have the least notion of the magic of his diction : hardly

even will the foreigner well versed in English enjoy him to the

full."

The earliest estimate of Emerson from the pen of a Frenchman

was the work of M. £mile Montegut and appeared in the Remit

des Deux Mondes in 1847, within a few years after the publication

of the " Essays." Of this notice the present writer says :

" This preoccupation with Emerson on the part of a critic typically

French, in the disinterestedness of his mental processes and the or-

derliness and definiteness of his method, is interesting both as

showing Emerson's appeal to the French intelligence through his

freedom from exuberance, his impartial vision, and his instinctive

mental and moral balance, and as showing the positive value of

criticism based on the application of a definite esthetic and moral
standard to literary phenomena. M. Montegut emphasized in his

analysis of Emerson's newly discovered genius precisely the quali-

ties that attract the critical attention toward him to-day, and

whether or not his estimate of them is sound it is both responsible

and discriminating."

In a paragraph partly interpretative and partly composed of di-

rect quotation. Miss Gary gives the general estimate offered by M.

Montegut as follows

:

" His article opens with a designation now grown somewhat trite

and wearying: 'Emerson, like Montaigne, like Gharron, like

Shakespeare, is a sage.' Following out his comparison, which
doubtless seemed to his readers a bold one, M. Montegut describes

the modern sage as lacking the systematic mind and rigorous logic

of the ancients, declaring that in the sensuous life of the antique

world it was true wisdom to concentrate the mind, as did Socrates

and Seneca, upon a single point and to regulate the life by a single

thought; but that, amid the multiplied points of view and the in-

numerable mental snares of modernity, even the sage has become
adroit rather than audacious, walking with hesitation, and con-

stantly observing his environment. Such is the role played by

Montaigne, Gharron, and Shakespeare— the role of great observer.

Such is the role also that Emerson fills, continually observing and
continually seeking, but at one point surpassing, these richly en-

dowed companions— at the point of character. By his character

and by the audacity and concentration of his thought he is allied to

the ancients, and thus misses no virtue of his class :
" All the quali-

ties of the sage are in him,' his critic finds
—

' originality, sponta-

neity, sagacious observation, delicate analysis, the critical faculty,

the absence of dogmatism.' The critical faculty. ' the principal

attribute of the true sage, is eminent in him, and his writings con-

tain a remarkable picture of the infirmities of the age, and a manly
protest against them in the name of that individuality which is

' stifled by the democratic system.'
"

M. Montegut, and Mr. Morley also, many years later, as Miss

Gary goes on to point out, viewed Emerson's indifference to the

problem of evil with a pained sincerity. " Neither critic can rec-

ognize his modern intei'rogation of the universe in travail and suf-

fering in Emerson's vision of a universe from which pain and evil

are excluded by reason that every man has lived scrupulously ac-

cording to the inner law."

Emerson was treated in a later article by Th. Bentzon, and in

1902 a long and thorough investigation of his work appeared from

the pen of M. Roz. In this last the writer followed in the foot-

steps of M. Montegut and Mr. Morley in declaring the ditificulty of

justifying Emerson's optimism. This optimism, says Miss Gary,

M. Roz "accepts as the ineluctable consequence of Emerson's

system and the fundamental tendency of his mind, but he feels that

his hope is akin to indifference ; his insistence upon the obligation

of each individual to collaborate with the good intentions of the

universe is offset by his dislike of admitting the difficulties, strug-

gles, and disabilities of human nature in its weakness." L^pon

this judgment Miss Gary comments:

" Possibly the inclination to regard Emerson's optimism as of

the heartless type is due to a perfectly simple and, on the whole,

natural error in defining his attitude toward life, an error avoidable

only by attempting to discern as far as possible the mood in which

he advocated receptivity and serenity. He is taxed with the de-

fects of an exclusive doctrine, when apparently his controlling in-

tention was to teach a morality the most inclusive to be conceived.

... Of course there are passages in plenty to convey the general

idea as M. Roz has grasped it. Other passages, however, to be

read in connection with these theories, in which Emerson speaks

of conduct, show his belief in self-discipline and moral action, with

entire recognition of all the demons that fight against morality and

faith."

In closing the essay the writer remarks that curiously enough " it

is a French writer—a Belgian writing in French—who has most

adequately commented on the element in his work most valuable

to the common mind, and least often dwelt upon by judicial critics

—his power, that is, of casting glory over the common day, of see-

ing grandeur in our dust." This criticism of Emerson is embodied
" in the indirect manner of the impressionist" by M. Maurice Mae-

terlinck in his " Le Tresor des Humbles."
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SCIENCE AND INVENTION.

SOME IMPROVEMENTS IN WIRELESS
TELEGRAPHY.

^OME recent advances in space-telegrapliy are described by Dr.

'^ Albert Hattandier in Coswos. These relate chiefly to locali-

zation and secrecy of despatches, the points in which the existing

systems are least successtul. He first speaks of the work of Pro-

fessor Artom. in Italy, in utilizing what is known as the rotating

electric field in wireless telegraphy. Dr. Battandier writes:

" Marconi sends out a circular, or rather spherical, wave whose
field enlarges as it leaves its point of origin. This explains why,

at a certain distance, we must have excessively sensitive apparatus

to detect this infinitesimal wave . . . and why there is an enormous
loss of force. In fact, to actviate at a distance of i.ooc kilometers

[621 miles] a detector at a point of the circumference, the whole

disturbance on 3.000 kilometers [1,864 miles] and more of this cir-

cumference is pure loss. Sig. Artom, instead of sending out circu-

lar waves, sends spiral waves forming a .sort of cone which grows
larger as it removes from the starting-point. Here, too. there is a

waste of energy, but infinitely less considerai)le than in the former

case, since the waves are concentrated in one direction. . . . The
apparatus of Artom is installed at Rome, on .Maddaiena Island and
at the Ponza Islands. Now wiien Professor Artom at Rome is in

communication witii the island of .Maddaiena, which is north of

Sardinia, the Ponza Islands, between Naples and Rome, not only

can not read the message, but can not even tell that it is being
sent

' Hut besides this invention, which is already in use since it is

working under the direction of the Italian naval ministry for a dis-

tance of 300 kilometers [1S6 miles] and more, there is still another

on trial—for the experiments have not yet exceeded 300 meters [9S4

feet]—which attacks the same problem and asserts that it has a

more complete solution. The inventor, who is still a student, a

n,itive of Fontana Liri, is named Armando Parravano. The
double defect of radiotelegraphy. as at present in use, is that it

can not .send several telegrams at once to the same station wliile at

the same time deciphering those that it receives. Up to the pres-

ent time, a receiver is tuned to waves of a given period. If an

electric undulation is sent out, only the properly tuned receiver can

perceive it. This is the method of Marconi, who thus put the

sending-station in tune with the receiving-station. Theoretically

this was perfect, but in practise there has been trouble, and we
may say that the secret of radiograms or Marconigrams is an open
one."

The principle of Sig. Parravano, we are told, is different. He
has succeeded in transmitting electrically, from one station to an-

other, the vibrations of a tuning-fork, so that they will cause to

vibrate the prongs of another fork of the .same pitch, just as if the

two forks were close together. Thus one apparatus may transmit

a number of simultaneous messages witiiout interference, by util

izing a number of forks of different pitches, each of which sounds

its corresponding fork at the receiving-station. These messages

will also be secret, for if an ordinary detector be employed to re-

ceive them, it will be actuated alike by all the different messages,

which will be mixed together and so can not be read. If only one

message is being sent. Parravano accompanies it with a non.sense

message which is sorted out on his apparatus by the proper fork,

but results in unintelligibility with an ordinary detector. To quote

further :

" Parravano is about to try his system between Fontana Liri and

Arpino, and it is probable that he will succeed in this larger field

as he has in his laboratory experiments. It is certain that the

ability to send out electric undulations of determinate length, ca-

pable of acting on a given receiver while leaving others untouched,

opens a great future before us. We can sink mines in the sea,

tuned to a given resonator, and be sure that they will not explode

until a current of the proper period is sent out from beach or bat-

tery. An arrangement of this kind has been devised by an Italian,

Sig. Sabino Ditrani. of Canosa di Puglia. ... It appears, however,
from newspaper accounts, that its results will be much more far-

reaching than this. As Archimedes burned the enemy's vessels

by concentrating on them the sun's rays by means of mirrors, so
this inventor will project special electric waves which will explode
everything within their reach. . . . The papers state that, thanks
to this invention, a hostile army may be put /lors de combo t in a

few minutes by .shocks that need not be mortal. This last clause

is quite a discovery !

"All this, however, is said to be mere boasting. I am of the

opinion that it is, but the impossible of to-day becomes common
to-morrow, and especially in electricity we can never say ' thus far

and no farther.'

" Was not wireless telegraphy itself a Utopia fifteen years ago ,''

Before the .v-rays, would one not have denied the possibility of

seeing through an opaque box or into the interior of the human
body ? Let us not, therefore, say that a thing is impossible, for

to-day's assertions may oe iies to- morrow."

—

Translation made
for'Vwv. Lrri-:K.\uv DuiKsr.

HOW SOCIOLOGISTS WORK.
'^^HE science of sociology has frequently been arraigned for

' vaguene-ss of method and instability of subject-matter. By
certain persons it is regarded as having no standing at all as a real

science, and it is frequently made a butt by editorial writers in the

daily papers when there is a lack of political or social sensations.

In an interesting address, giving an outline of the present status of

sociology, delivered by Prof. Franklin H. Giddings, of Columbia

University, before the Congress of Arts and .Science at St. Louis

last summer and printed in Science (November 11), the science is

defended against these aspersions. While not attempting to show

that our knowledge of society is as thorough or as precise as that

now attainable in physics or chemistry, the writer asserts that

its methods are i)urely scientific, and that it differs from other

sciences, not in standing, but simply in degree of progress, con-

sequent upon its youth. He .says :

' Dealing as we do with highly concrete materials, we place

our main reliance upon systematic induction. The experimental

method of induction, however, is of little avail in the scientific

study of society. Altho social experimenting is at all times going

on. it is difficult to isolate causes or to control conditions with

scientific thoroughness. Observation, therefore, and critically

estahlished records of observations made in bygone days must be

our main dependence, so far as the accumulation of data is con-

cerned.
" Yet in a field so vast, observation itself would be a fruitless

toil if it were not directed by scientific rules. Canons of guidance

we find in the so-called comparative and historical methods.

Selecting any social fact, or correlation of facts, observed in any

given society, we systematically search for a corresponding fact or

correlation in all contemporaneous societies, animal and human,
ethnic and civil. This .search has one clearly defined object,

namely, to determine whether the observed fact is a universal, and

therefore an essential, an elementary phenomenon of society, and,

if it is not universal, to ascertain just how wide its distribution is.

By such research we discover those resemblances and differences

in social phenomena that are the bases of scientific classification,

" Having in this manner arrived at a scheme of classification, we
use it in subsequent observation precisely as the chemist or the

botanist uses the classifications that have been established in his

science. We systematically look for the facts and the correlations

that the classification leads us to anticipate.

" In like manner, following the historical method, we search for a

given social fact at each stage in the historical evolution of a given

society, and thereby determine what social phenomena are con-

tinuous.
" A complete scientific theory of natural causation is established

only whe.i our knowledge becomes quantitatively precise. Often

the law that we seek to formulate eludes us until the correlations

of phenomena have been determined with mathematical exactness.

Sociology has unjustly been reproached for neglecting that atten-

tion to precision which is the boast of other sciences. The indict-

ment of vagueness may be a true bill against individual sociolo-

gists. It is demonstrably not a true bill against sociology. It

is to the scientific students of sociology that the world owes the
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discovery and development of an inestimably valuable form of

the comparative and historical methods, namely, the statistical

method. Every inductive science to-day is adopting this method.

Physics, chemistry, astronomy, and geology would be helpless

without it. The biologists have acknowledged their dependence
upon it by the establishment of a statistical journal, Bioiitetrica.

It is not too much to claim that the possibilities of this now indis-

pensable method of all the sciences were first demonstrated in the

epoch-making social studies of Jaques Ouetelet, and that its employ-
ment in sociology has been out of all proportion to its employment
elsewhere. As developed in recent years ... it has become and
will continue to be, the chiefly important method of sociology, and
assuredly, in the course of time, it will bring our knowledge of so-

ciety up to standards of thoroughness and precision comparable
with the results attained by any natural science."

They are surrounded by a hermetically sealed case, which protects

them from air-currents.

"In the center of the disk is placed a lens of 0.125 meter [4.9

inches] focal distance. In its focus, on a stand very solidly

anchored in the wall, is a powerful source of light of invariable

position. Near the disk a screen, pierced with a small aperture,

allows the light rays to pass after they have traversed the lens.

These rays strike, at 9.5 meters [22 feet] distance, a horizontal rule

divided into millimeters, on which the readings are made. During
the day, the room, of course, must be artificially darkened.

"By means of th is very simple device, M. FoHe has proved physi-

cally the fact of terrestrial libration.'"

—

Translation madefor The
Literary Digest.

IRREGULARITIES OF THE EARTH'S ROTATION
OBSERVED.

IT has been recently shown that the earth does not rotate on its

axis with a perfectly smooth and uniform motion, but is affected

by what is called libration, which makes it appear periodically to

move slightly slower for a time and then slightly faster. These

conclusions are the results of the mathematical theory of the

earth's motion, and the irregularity is so slight that it would ap-

pear hopeless to observe it directly. A French astronomer, how-

ever, has succeeded in performing this apparent impossibility, using

means that resemble those employed in the celebrated Foucault

pendulum experiment to demonstrate the diurnal motion of the

earth. The experiment is fully described in the proceedings of the

Belgian Royal Academy, and the following note is from Cosmos

(Paris, November 26)

:

"In his ' Revision of the constants of stellar astronomy' M.
Folie has found indirectly that the angular velocity of the earth's

crust is not uniform but subject to periodic variations.
" M. Folie attempted to see whether it might not be possible to

render this variation of speed physically sensible, and he reached

the following conclusion : If a body could keep, at the earth's

surface, in virtue of its inertia, the soeed with which it is animated

at a given instant, the difference between this constant velocity

and the variable velocity of the

earth's surface would be visible

after an interval of six hours.

"If a weight be suspended

by a very flexible thread, and

kept vertically under the point

of suspension, it will have the

same velocity as this point.

Then leaving it to its own in-

ertia, it will preserve this same
velocity, while the point of sus-

pension will have at each in-

stant the velocity of the earth's

crust, to which it is rigidly at-

tached.
" The solution of thi. problem

is always complicated by the

periodic deviations which are

introduced in the movement of

the free pendulum of diurnal

period.

"The apparatus used by M.
Folie consists of a pendulum
composed of a leaden disk

weighing 0.4 kilogram [a little

less than a pound], suspended by

two fine platinum wires of o.i

millimeter [0.004 inch] in diam-

eter from a bar of iron placed

in the meridian and solidly an-

chored to a wall running near-

ly east and west. The distance

between the upper ends of the

wires is 0.2 meter [7.9 inches].
MAGNET USED FOR HANDLING IRON PIGS.

Courtesy o£ The American Inventor (New York).

GREAT MAGNETS USED FOR LIFTING.

'T^HE utiUzation of magnetism in the handling of large masses
* of iron has already been noted in these columns. We are

told by Dyer Smith, who writes in The America7i Inventor [Yi^-

cember i) on the subject, that this use has recently had an ex-

tended and interesting development in the iron and steel indus-

tries. Says Mr. Dyer:

" Suspended frohi the hook of a crane, an electromagnet, ener-

gized by an electric current led to it through a flexible wire, picks

up a bulky iron plate of eighteen or twenty times its own weight,

upon merely being brought in contact with it, with the same ease

that a toy magnet in the hands of a child attracts and picks up a

handful of tacks. Where the lifting magnet is employed, the cum-
bersome chains commonly used to attach to the crane-hook work
to be moved are done away with, and so are the crane man's gang
of assistants on the ground, the duties of whom are to pry up the

work and attach the chains. All that is necessary is for the crane-

driver to close a switch completing an electric circuit in which the

magnet is placed, lower the magnet into contact with the article to

be moved, hoist and away. The article is dropped instantly by
opening the switch. Time and labor are thus saved, and with no
loss of safety or efficiency.

"The design of the magnets used differs with the type of service

to which they are to be subjected. 1 1 has been found, for example,

that a magnet capable of lifting a ten-thousand-pound ingot could

not grip five hundred pounds of thin plate. The most general type,

perhaps, is the simple horseshoe, one arm of which is prolonged to

form an envelope for the rest. For plate handling a group of rec-

tangular poles has been found

to be most efficient.

"Anything magnetic can be

handled, but iron and its prod-

ucts naturally furnish the lifting

magnet its best field. Pig iron,

plates, ingots, slabs, blooms,

structural shapes and unwieldy

castings are all taken with fa-

cility. A good example of the

force of electromagnetic attrac-

tion is furnished by the lower

photograph. Two magnets are

lifting a large plate edgewise, a

much more severe test than a

lift on the fiat. The size of the

plate may be estimated by com-
paring its length with that of

the gantry crane, which spans

the whole stockyard. In the

upper picture eight or ten iron

pigs taken from the pile are ad-

hering to the magnet.
" An interesting feature of

plate handling is that a number
of plates in a pile may often be

lifted at once and dropped one

at a time in the proper locations.

This is accomplished by a prop-

erly timed opening and quick

closing of the magnet-controll-

ing switch.
" Another noteworthy appli-

cation of the lifting magnet is

^?^r^:
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TWO ELECTROMAGNETS LIFTING LARGE STEEL PLATE IN A SHIPYARD,
Courtesy of The Amen'can Inventor (New York).

the handling of hot material. The temperature at which iron loses

its magnetism is about 1.300 F.,the second critical point of the

cooling curve of iron, which is easily seen to be so elevated as not

to interfere with the usefulness of the magnet. By the use of the

latter a vast amount of discomfort is spared the men, who would

otherwise have to bend over and chain up to tiie crane a red-hot

casting, for example.
" Lifting magnets are now used to quite an e.xtent abroad, and in

this country have been adopted, among others, by the Illinois

Steel Company, of Chicago; the Otis Steel Company, of Cleve-

land ; and the New York Shipbuilding Company, at Camden.
They are designed and built in the United States by the Electric

Controller and Supply Company.
" In practise a number of magnets, controlled by the one switch,

are used for the handling of bulky articles. In this way plates of

over forty feet in length and eight or ten feet in width are lifted by

two, three, or four magnets. Tests of the power consumed by

magnets give very satisfactory results. In one test a horseshoe

type of magnet, weighing 1.235 pounds, lifted twelve tons, that is,

about nineteen times its own weight. It was supplied with a cur-

rent of 13 amperes at 250 volts, or a power of 3.250 watts. A
rectangular magnet, tested by the Illinois Steel Company, weighing

only 300 pounds, and having a pole-piece of five inches cross-sec-

tion by 3'i inches long, lifted a weight of four tons. This was
with a current consumption of 4 amperes at a pressure of 230 volts,

or an expenditure of 920 watts power.
" By the use of lifting magnets the capacity of a crane is mate-

rially increased, as the time consumed in ' roping up ' work to a

crane-hook is quite a fraction of the time of each job. In a busy,

crowded shop this means a good deal.

" As a precautionary measure, a second wire is usually run from

the generator to the magnet."

The Sun and the Earth's Magnetism.—Efforts have

been made for fifty years past to connect in some way the violent

fluctuations of the earth's magnetic condition called "magnetic

storms "with disturbances on the sun, and the idea that the sun

really causes tliese storms is widespread, altho most scientific men

scarcely regard the connection as proved. The latest attempt to

establish a relation of this kind, made by E. W. Maunder at a re-

cent meeting of the British Astronomical Association, is thus noted

in The Electrical Review (December 24)

:

"It was first supposed that magnetic storms were due to mag-
netic changes in the sun, but in 1892 Lord Kelvin said that such

could not be the case. Another suggestion was that these storms

might be due to streamers from the sun which impinge upon the

earth. Attempts to establish some definite relation between mag-
netic storms and sun spots have also failed, since a magnetic storm

does not always follow the appearance of a sun spot, and there

may be storms without any unusual sun spots. Mr. Maunder
seemed to find a general agreement between tiie appearance of sun

spots and storms, especially when large disturbances only were

considered. He then examined the Greenwich records for the

past twenty years, and he found that in many cases there is ap-

parently a period of recurrence of twenty-seven and one-third days.

This is the apparent period of the sun's rotation. Out of some 276

storms, one-third of these were arranged in pairs spaced apart by a

period of one rotation of the sun. About three-quarters of the

storms showed a rotational period of one form or another. The
conclusions he reaches are that magnetic disturbances apparently

recur with the return of certain definite meridians of the sun to the

center of the disk. He thinks that his research has established

beyond question the origin of magnetic storms, and it introduces

a new conception of the magnetic action of the sun, which seems

to act magnetically within certain restricted areas and along nar-

row lines. Mr. Maunder's ideas have been received with a good
deal of interest, but no one is yet prepared to criticize them."

MAN'S BRAIN AND THE APE'S.

IT is noted in Deniker"s standard work on the development of the

anthropoid ape that the brain of these animals never grows be-

yond the first year, being prevented from so doing by the early

closing of the sutures of the skull. In man, these do not close

until much later, so that the brain is enabled to expand and de-

velop to a much greater degree. Assuming that this expansion

constitutes the chief difference between an ape's brain and a

man's, Mr. A. T. Mundy, in a letter to Nattire (London), sug-

gests that the sutures in an ape's brain should be artificially kept

open, so as to see whether it would expand and develop, with a

consequent increase of the animal's intelligence. To this proposal

Prof.. N. C. Macnamara makes the following answer in the same

paper

:

" In answer to Mr. A. T. Mundy"s questions, it seems to me that

it would be impossible in a young living ape. by artificial means, to

prevent his frontal suture from closing, and if we could succeed in

keeping it open I question if any marked increase in the size of the

animal's frontal lobes would augment his intellectual capacity. It

is not only the great size of man's cerebrum as compared with that

possessed by anthropoid apes which gives him greater intellectual

power, but, . . . the frontal and parietal lobes of the human brain

are far more perfectly developed than the corresponding lobes

among anthropoid apes. This is especially the case with respect

to those motor and psychical areas of man's cerebral convolutions

which control his power of intelHgent speech ; these areas of the

brain are deficient in the anthropoid apes. It is probable that

man's ability to make use of articulate language, and through this
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means to think, has led to the great development of the psychical

elements of his brain. A comparison of the size and confor-

mation of the cranium of tertiary man with that of existing English-

men is an indication of the length of time it has taken for the

human cerebrum, and therefore intellect, to reach its present stage

of evolution. Man and anthropoid apes we hold to be derived

from a common ancestral stock ; the former, under the action of

natural selection and other causes, including, I think, not only an
inherent capacity of cerebral but also of cranial growth, have grad-

ually developed, whereas anthropoid apes, from arrest of cranial

and cerebral growth, have not reached the standard attained by
human beings; the difference between these two orders of beings,

however, is one of degree, and not of kind."'

LONG-DISTANCE TYPEWRITING.
1 T is announced in the daily press that the form of printing tele-

-* graph patented by J. C. Barclay, assistant general manager of

the Western Union Telegraph Company, is now in regular use on

the busiest lines of that company between New York and Buffalo.

Says a reporter of the New York Tribioie (December 2)

:

" It involves the use of standard typewriters instead of the Morse
system. A telegrapher sits down at a typewriter in Buffalo and
writes at his best speed. Wires connect the Buffalo typewriter

with one here. An operator sits before this machine, but he has

nothing to do but feed telegraph blanks into it and to move back
the carriage when it reaches the end of a line. The invention does

the rest, and a clearly typewritten message is reeled off.

"The invention has been used indie regular commercial busi-

ness of the company all this week. As high as 100 words a minute

have been sent successfully and without a mistake. In speed it

far surpasses the old-fashioned method of sending, for which the

record is some fifty words a minute.
"

' This printing telegrapli system is past the experimental stage,'

said Mr. Barclay yesterday. ' We are actually using it between

New York and Buffalo for commercial work. The messages are

turned out from a typewriter at this end just as they are delivered.

There is no copying or rewriting. The man who operates the

sending type^vriter in Buffalo has absolute control of the receiving-

machine at this end except for feeding paper and removing the

carriage.
"' The system will not supplant the Morse system and will not

result in a material decrease in the number of operators. We will

use our regular Morse operators to operate the sending-machines.

Its use will be limited to the crowded wires between large cities.

We would not think of using it in a station like Yonkers or Pough-
keepsie, for instance. It will be of great value to The Associated

Press in sending its news service to a number of papers in the same
large city. Take Philadelphia, for instance. An operator can sit

at a machine in the New York office of the Press Association and
deliver neatly printed copy in every newspaper office in the Quaker
City simultaneously. The apparatus is quite simple and not ex-

pensive. On account of the patents, I can not give you a descrip-

tion of the invention itself.'
"

Printing telegraphs are by no means new, several more or less

successful systems being in existence. For general telegraphic

work, however, these have been too slow, and they could be success-

fully operated only over short distances. Their records have

been made, as a rule, on strips of paper, which is not regarded

with favor by the public.

To Burn Down Trees Electrically.—A device for

felling trees in which a platinum wire heated red hot by means of

an electric current takes the place of a saw is described in The

Scientific American. Of this machine, the invention of two citi-

zens of Little Rock, Ark., the paper just mentioned speaks as fol-

lows :

" The apparatus comprises a frame similar to that of a buck-saw,

across the lower end of which the resistance-wire is stretched.

The tension of the wire may be adjusted by a bar which extends

between the side-arms of the frame, and is clamped at one side by
a thumb-screw which passes through a slot in the bar. The upper

end of the frame is provided with a coil spring adapted to draw
the side-arms together, to take up the slack in the resistance-wire

as it expands when heated by the current. Since ashes are apt to

collect in the kerf and retard the burning of the wood, the inventor

has provided a mechanism for reciprocating the saw-frame.
Furthermore, the resistance wire may also be wound with a short

length of platinum wire, and the coils of the latier will act as drag

SCIENCE BREVITIES.

"A MASS of aluminum," says iV(7/«;iT, " weighs one pound; amass of lead of

equal size weighs something more than four pounds. The English physicist will

say that aluminum is more than fonr times lighter than lead. Weight, heavi-

ness, is an attribute of matter, lightness is absence, or deficiency, of weight. To
say that one article is a certain number of times lighter than another is like say-

ing of two vessels unequally exhausted of air that one is four times emptier than

another." On this The American Machinist comments as follows :
" It might

be added that it is equally erroneous to say that one body or substance is colder

than another. There is no such thing as cold. There are only varying degrees

of heat, and we commonly regard as cold those things that are below 9S degrees

Fahr., or below the temperature of the himian body. But a substance that is at

the freezing temperature is quite hot compared with liquid air, and liquid air

boils violently when in a vessel placed upon a cake of ice."

The variation of temperature with altitude has been recently studied anew by
F. A. Fovel, relying on tlie observations made at several different points in the

French and Swiss mountains. Says a report abstracted by the Revue Scienti-

ftqne from tlie Archives des Sciences physiques et >taturelles (Geneva) :
" In the

winter months important thermic inversions [cases where the higher station is

the warmer] alter the heat-gradient. As for spring and summer, the difference of

temperature between two stations of different height, in the Alpine region, in-

creases from winter to summer and then decreases till the succeeding winter, the

maximum occurring in June. The progressive diminution of the number and
importance of cases of thermic inversion suffices to e.xplain the course of the

phenomenon during the first of these periods, but the inverse explanation does

not hold for the second period, since thermic inversions do not increase in June,

July, and August. M. Fovel attributes the second annual phase to the effect of

the winter cold stored up in the ground in the high mountains ; there would thus

be, in mountain stations, a kind of retardation of the coming of summer analo-

gous to that noted on the shore of great lakes."

—

Translation tnade for The
Literary Digest.

"The layman generally supposes the difficulty in breathing caused by high

altitudes to be due to the 'thinness' of the air, or, as the scientist says, to the

diminished tension of the atmospheric oxygen," says The Dietetic and Hygienic

Gazette. " A series of experiments recently made by A. Mosso on the top of

Monte Rosa renders the above explanation doubtful; indeed, indicates that it is

lack of carbon dioxid rather than oxygen which causes the disagreeable symp-

toms. Carbon dioxid is one of the normal excretions of the lungs, and its pres-

ence in large quantity in the normal atmosphere indicates that the latter is

unsuitable for breathing. Professor Mosso found that when at sea-level the baro-

metric pressure was reduced two-thirds (that is, to five pounds per square inch

instead of fifteen), and tlie proportion of oxygen was increased so that its partial

pressure resembled that of normal air, the symptoms produced by high altitudes,

difficulty of breathing, etc., occurred with violence. On the other hand, a mix-

ture of oxygen and carbon dioxid, the breathing of which in Turin caused giddi-

ness and nausea, when respired on the summit of Monte Rosa was distinctly

agreeable, and produced a feeling of well-being and happiness. Analyses of the

blood suggest that a diminution in the proportion of carbon dioxid, caused by

the low pressure, is the cause of ' mountain-sickness.' Another interesting re-

sult of Dr. Mosso's experiments was the discovery that when alcohol is drunk at

high altitude it fails altogetlier to produce its usual inebriating effects. ' There

is no indication of either excitement or intoxication, and it appears that at sucha

height the nerve-cells are no longer responsive to alcoholic stimulus.' "

J3^9»

ELECTRICAL DEVICE FOR EELLING TREES.

Courtesy of The Scientific American (New York),

teeth to remove the fine ashes and clear out the charred fragments.

The mechanism for reciprocating the saw-frame, which is clearly

depicted in the engraving, may be driven by an electric motor.

The apparatus offers the advantage that it may be operated at long

distance from its source of power, thus giving it a wide radius of

action. The inventor has designed the apparatus particularly for

the use of lumbermen in felling trees. The electric saw permits of

cutting off the trees very close to the ground, and at a much smaller

expenditure of labor than with the usual hand-operated saw."
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THE RELIGIOUS WORLD.

THE FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE
CHRISTIAN RELIGION.

TV yTODERN biblical critics recognize more and more that their

•^' •* duties do not end in destructive work, but include the

task of developing the principles of the Christian religion into har-

mony with the results of modem research in all branches of

thought The "Munich Allgemeiiie Zeituttg. the most influential

journal on the Continent in matters of scholarship, discusses this

problem in the following manner:

"So pronoimced is the conviction among earnest thinkers that

Christianity, as a system of religious faith, has not attained its

highest stage of development that systematic efforts are being

made to effect this further development. A number of leading

university professors have recently united in the publication of a

series of discussions on this subject, entitled ' Beitriige zur Weiter-

entwicklung der christlichen Religion' (Contributions to the

Further Development of the Christian Religion), all agreeing in

the central thesis that such growth and expansion along purely new
lines are not only possible but are demanded by tlie times. Dr.

Schroeder. the Indologist of \'ienna. discusses the character and
origin of religion, as well as its roots and development ; Dr. C.un-

kel, of Berlin, discusses the Old Testament in die light of modern
researcii ; Dr. Deissmann, of Heidelberg, handles the \ew Testa-

ment from the same point of view; Dr. Dorner, of Koenigsberg,

writes on the faith in redemption and dogma; Dr. Herrmann, of

Marburg, di.scusses religion and morality ; Dr. Meyer, of Zwickau,
describes Christianity and the (iermanic nations ; Dr. Encken, of

Jena, writes on science and religion : Dr. Rein, of Jena, on religion

and the school ; Lie. Traub. of Dortmund, on the essence of Chris-

tianity. These discussions are all called forth by the conviction

that Christianity does not occupy that position of power and influ-

ence to which its historical character and mission entitle it. They
purport to grapple with the deepest problems of the day and reach

the conclusion that this position can be achieved if Christianity is

freed from the many e.xtrancous growths that have in the course of

time surrounded the eternal truth that lies at its heart. Many thou-

sands of thinking people consider as temporal and lumian not a few

of the doctrines taught in the past as integral parts of the Christian

faith. Nor can these convictions be crushed by the authority of

state, church, or society. The only way to bridge over the chasm
between modern thought and Christianity is to restore the latter to

its primitive form and thereby bring it into touch with the culture

of the age."

In Professor Kncken"s paper we find the following:

" We see a hard struggle going on between traditional religion and
modem scientific research. Whoever has any appreciation of the

inner connections of life can not be content to permit this struggle

to go on ; he must, seek a soludon. as it affects the ver}- roots of

life. In the light of modern science, the old traditional way of

looking at things is narrow, dull uiio/ipf). anthropomorphic. If

religion is not willing to discard these characteristics, it will lose

its power of controlling the thoughts and feelings of man. The
problems which religion has to solve are now engaging the atten-

tion of other spheres of thought, and religion must adapt itself to

modern thought if it would continue to be recognized as the chief

factor in man's inner life.

" The question is often asked if religion can really satisfy the de-

mands of modern life, or will its reconstruction, ii harmony with

modern thought, mean practically the destruction of religion ? The
question is not so easily answered, and least of all can it be an-

swered in the spirit of those who accept to the fullest extent the

teachings of modern science, but retain a fragment of the old faitli

that may be perfectly inconsistent with those teachings. It would
not be honest to deny that religion has suffered serious losses

through modem science and is now passing through a momentous
crisis. If it can not make good these losses, its disintegration, or,

at any rate, srill further restriction, will be unavoidable. And yet

it does not seem impossible or improbable that religion can and
will adapt itself to these changed conditions, altho it is not alto-

gether clear in what manner this will be brought about."

Rein, in his essay, reaches this conclusion :

" Religious instruction in the manner in which it has been carried

on is now antiquated and must be changed. In this negative prop-
osition thousands are a unit. But in reference to the ' new
courses ' the difference of opinions is vast. It is an idle dream to

imagine that an education without religious motives is possible;
but these motives can not be found in a stereotyped formalism or
dogmatism. Religious education must consist in freeing the con-
science, as was done by the Reformation ; new principles and new
life motives must be instilled."

—

Translations >/iadc forTwvi Lit-
erary Digest.

THE JEWISH ATTITUDE TOWARD JESUS.

13 ABBI ENELOW, of Louisville, Ky., addressing one of the
-*-^ largest and most inlluential Jewish congregations in this

countrv", recendy urged upon his coreligionists the celebration of

Christmas, as commemorating the birth of the teacher Jesus, who
" inculcated the noblest and holiest tenets of all true religion."

This question of the attitude of the modern Jew toward Jesus is one

of considerable interest. In the New York Siin Dr. Isidor Singer,

editor of the "Jewish Encyclopedia," compiles a brief symposium
on the subject, in which he quotes from "some of the most emi-

nent contemporary Jewish theologians, historians, and orientalists."

He quotes Dr. N. Porges, a conservative rabbi of Leipsic, Ger-

many, as follows

:

" Even the most conscientious Jew may without hesitation rec-

ognize that, in view of the immense effect and success of his life,

Jesus has become a figure of the highest order in the history of

religion, and that the noble man, die pure character, the mild heart-

winning personality come forth unmistakably even from the mythi-
cal cover which surrounds his person. The fact that Jesus was a

Jew should, 1 think, in our eyes rather help than hinder the ac-

knowledgment of his high significance, and it is completely incom-
prehensible to me why a Jew should think and speak about Jesus
otherwise than with the highest respect, altho we as Jews repudiate

the belief in his Messianic character and his divine humanity with

the utmost energy from innate conviction."

Dr. Singer goes on to quote from several "representative Ameri-

can Jews." First, from the late Dr. Gustav Gottheil

:

"If he has added to tlieir [the Jewish prophets] spiritual be-

quests new jewels of religious truth, and spoken words which are

words of life because they touch the deepest springs of the human
heart, why should we Jews not glory in him .'' The crown of thorns

on his head makes him only the more our brother, for to this

day it is borne by his people. Were he alive to-day who, think

you, would be nearer his heart— the persecuted or the perse-

cutors }
"

From Dr. Morris Jastrow, Professor of Semitic Languages in the

University of Pennsylvania, we have the following:

"
1 1 is commonly said that the Jews rejected Jesus. They did so

in the sense in which they rejected the teachings of their earlier

prophets, but the question may be pertinently asked. Has Chris-

tianity accepted Jesus ? The long hoped for reconciliation be-

tween Judaism and Christianity will come when once the teachings

of Jesus shall have become the axioms of human conduct."

From the pen of Mr. Simon Wolf, President of the Independent

Order B'nai B'rith, we read:

"
I look upon him as a great teacher and reformer, one who

aimed at the uplifting of suffering humanity, whose every motive

was kindness, mercy, charity, and justice, and if his wise teaching

and example have not always been followed the blame should not

be his, but rather those who have claimed to be his followers."

Dr. Singer concludes

:

" In spite of the narrow vestry and petticoat orthodoxy which a

handful of Anglo-Oriental pseudo-romanticists are anxious to im-

plant just now in the American soil, liberal American Judaism, led

by advanced theologians of the type of Dr. K. Kohler in Cincin-

nati and Dr. E. G. Hirsch in Chicago, will continue tearing down
the walls of separation between the children of the same Father.

Wo to the ill-advised Jewish philanthropists who ?.re throwing the
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weight of their gold bars into the balance of religio-national re-

action ! The poor masses, alas ! will have to harvest the bitter

fruits of their Pyrrhian triumph."

THE SITUATION IN THE SCOTTISH FREE
CHURCH.

"
J\ LARGE and flourishing church, comprising nearly a quar-
^~*- ter of the population of Scotland, with a national influence

even greater than her numbers represent, and prosecuting exten-

sive missions in Europe, Asia, and Africa, has been suddenly de-

creed to have lost her identity, through her union with another

church and certain changes in her formulas which this union re-

quired ; and to have forfeited in consequence all her invested

funds and the bulk of her real estate." Thus concisely 'TY/^? Qjiar-

terly 7i'^?^'/fc'^£/ (London) states the situation which has resulted from

the litigation between the United Free Church of Scotland and the

diminutive body nicknamed the " Wee Free Church" (see The
Literary Digest, August 20 and September 3, 1904). The situ-

ation in itself is sensational to a degree, but beyond this an issue is

involved which affects every church in Great Britain that desires

to maintain spiritual freedom, along with an organized system of

government and the collective control of church property which

that implies. The situation has two distinct aspects : on the one

hand the material effects of the decision; on the other its influ-

ence on the future liberty of churches. The complexities of the

first, in all probabihty, will necessitate the appointment of a royal

commission. The second aspect is being keenly discussed by the

big reviews, both secular and theological. A writer in the London

Quarterly Revieiu thus states the crux of the Lords' decision

affecting a church's right to modify its doctrine :

"The Lord Chancellor and those who thought with him laid it

down that, while a church might have power to make alterations

or innovations in its doctrine qua church, it has no such power
qud corporation, that is, as possessing property and administering

a trust. A non-established church, said Lord Davey—we do not

quote his exact words—is an organization united by the possession

of common principles; and while for its own purposes and in re-

lation to its members it has unrestricted power of legislation, yet

if its property was intended to be held in trust on the basis of doc-
trines modifiable from time to time by the decision of a majority

in that church, the intention to permit such modification of doc-

trine must be made clear beyond question in the terms of the trust.

He held that in this case no such intention to permit modification

was made clear, and therefore that the majority in the Free
Church had acted ultra vires"

The same writer comments :

" Those who think it sufficient to deal with a church as if it were

a joint-stock business, with articles of association which must be
closely examined and literally interpreted, will inevitably take a
different view of a modification in doctrine from those who view
a church as a living, growing organism, bound to preserve its type,

but with power to change in detail as time advances, provided the

great ends for which the life of the organism has been originated

and maintained are rationally and adequately answered
"The resources of civilization are not exhausted by the formulae

of any particular trust deed ; and if that which the Free Church
framed in 1844 permitted what they consider to be the monstrous
legal decision of 1904, it is not impossible to frame a better.

" That decision, however, utters a loud warning to non-con-

formist churches that they should see that their houses are in

order, and not attempt to slight the technicalities of legal enact-

ments. Congregationalists have been in the habit of boasting of

their superiority to creeds; but where trust deeds are concerned
. . . they will do well to be careful. ... In America a much
larger measure of freedom is enjoyed by ecclesiastical corpora-

tions ; but the cases are not entirely parallel, and it is with English
law that we are now particularly concerned.

"The Methodist communities afford the nearest analogy to the

Presbyterian. As the law stands at present, how far is it possible

for Methodist churches to unite, if in either body there be a per-

tinacious, tho numerically small, minority opposed to union ?

What measure of freedom does the law permit in modifying ad-

ministration—say, for exampie, ministerial itinerancy? We put

the question broadly, since we understand that the stipulations of

trusts in the different Methodist bodies vary considerably. Again,

in matters of doctrine, the very form of the subordinate standards

—Wesley's fifty-three sermons and notes on the New Testament

—

indicates that not a literal but a broadly equitable interpretation of

what is meant by adhesion to these standards is intended. But it

would not be well for any of these highly organized churches ta

wait for troublous times of controversy and a hotly contested law-

suit to find out precisely where it stands in relation to its own trust

deeds. And we at least hold that it is quite intolerable for the

state of things to continue which makes legally possible such a fet-

tering of the powers of Free churches as the recent judgment has
effected."

Mr. Charles Douglas, writing in The Contemporary RevieWy

says

:

"The position of all churches which use or acknowledge doc-

trinal standards or maintain a collective policy is affected by the

judgment. They are told, in effect, that the law does not recog-

nize churches where property is concerned, but only beneficiaries

under a trust, powerless to alter its terms, incapable of declaring

the purposes for which they exist, restrained from taking any step

which may even be held by a civil court to involve a change of doc-

trine. Churches that exist on such terms, bound to the intellectual

methods of the past, forbidden under ruinous penalties to think

out the issues of Christian faith for themselves, place themselves,

surely, in a position of fatal inferiority and disability. But if even
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an express provision for change, such as we have seen that the

Free Church of 1900 possessed, does not protect liberty, it is not

easy to see how any effective organization is possible for Fret-

churches. Wherever any combination is formed more complex
than that of a congregation worshiping togetlier, it seems, under

the judgment that has been given, impossible to preser\e .. power
to change doctrine or policy without sacrificing all trust property."

Mr. Augustine Birrell. in Tlu Iiidcpcndent Review (London),

comments on this point as follows :

" Is the language of 1643 a binding trust .' Why not ? asked the

Lord Chancellor. Mr. Haldane answered, because ' the church is

like an organism ; the materials may change, and there may be

metabolism of every item of which it consists, and yet the church

goes on preserving its organic life through the medium of its sys-

tem of church government, which provides for a supreme assemlily

supreme in that matter of doctrine' E.xcellent sense, particularly

when dealing with perpetuities. To pin the church of 1904 down
to the language of 1643 is ridiculous. Is the present Archbishop
of Canterbury more unlike Tillotson or Laud ? The thing can not

be done. People who subscribe funds to churches in perpetuity

must take their chance. The pious citizen of Antioch who lent his

house for the assembling together of those who were there first

called Christians would be much startled could he see and hear the

mass as it is performed to-day either in St. Peter's, Rome, or St.

Paul's. London. Things will be what they will be. A guinea

subscription does not enable you to dictate to posterity. ' Creeds

pass, rites change, no altar standeth whole.'
"

" Are the Free churches free ? " asks the London Quarterly Re-

view, y^hich characterizes the decision of the highest British Court

of Appeal as "one of the most unjustifiable morally, however

legally correct " in the annals of English law. " We hold that the

judgment, however in accordance with the strict letter of the law.

is iniquitous, in the strict etymological sense of the term," remarks

the same review, and adds that the very conditions of healthy

church existence are seriously affected by it. Dr. W. Robertson

Nicoll. in The Contemporary Review, writes: "No doubt the de-

.sire of the majority in the House of Lords was to ascertain and

give effect to the mind of the donors of the trust fund. Manifestly

they have failed to do so. The unintentional effect of their judg-

ment is confiscation on an unexampled scale. Is there not an ur-

gent call for immediate redress in the interests of common justice as

well as of Christianity ?"

The Hoiniletic Review (New York) remarks that by this decision

" an enormous power has been lodged in the hands of a single mal-

content to defeat the will of a large community by the invocation

of a dead hand to bind the living to obsolete forms." It affects,

says the Duke of Argyll in a recent letter to the press, "all British

churches that do not by their constitution formally allow their

Members to * agree to differ,' a liberty seldom given to churches in

words, tho nearly always practised in action."

RENAN'S LETTERS TO BERTHELOT.
A NEW volume by Ernest Renan naturally attracts attention.

^^ The author of the " Vie de J^sus " occupies one of the fore-

most places in the literature of the latter half of the nineteenth

century. For a period he wielded a species of intellectual sov-

ereignty in France, comparable to that of Voltaire in the eighteenth

centurj'. His celebrity was considerably enhanced by the theologi-

cal controversies of which he was the storm-center and which, in

the minds of many' are most intimately associated with his name.

Those who have read the" Souvenirs "of Renan will recall the life-

long friendship which existed between the French author and the

famous scientist, Berthelot. To that friendship, unique in the his-

tory of contemporary literature, we owe the recently published

volume entitled "Renan's Letters from the Holy Land," which has

been translated into English by Lorenzo O'Rourke.

The translator's introduction sketches in broad outline the per-

sonality of the great religious historian, and calls attention to cer-

tain traits which have marked him out for unique distinction :

" Ernest Renan was probably the greatest literary creative artist

and one of the most original and brilliant thinkers of the latter half

of the nineteenth century. The literary wizardry of his pages, the

originality of his pictures, the refinement and artistic beauty of his

conceptions, have gained for him a lonely eminence among mod-

ern historians. His prose bears the stamp of classic simplicity re-

lieved by a Breton warmth and glow, and endued with that creative

originality which is the recognized birthmark of genius. His vast

philological studies have thrown a white light upon the Hebrew
and Christian histories, and the mighty figures of sacred story

which have molded the ideas of the race for ages stand out on his

canvas like creatures of flesh and blood. The rare gift of recre-

ating the remote past, the magic which reincarnates the brooding

shadows of antiquity, enabling us to touch hands, almost, with the

demi-gods of history—the sorcery which makes dead ages live

again, and evokes the buried glories of five thousand years— all

this was the endowment of Kenan."

The immense celebrity which Renan attained was due in large

measure to tlie gifts thus alluded to. Original creative literary art

and the modern scientific and critical faculty were for once found

united. Berthelot evidently has this in mind when he writes in an

introductory sketch appearing in this volume :

" I would have loved to describe the second great moral crisis,

which decided the life of Renan, and which transformed the learned
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author of the historj- of Semitic languages into the poetic and
genial writer of the ' Life of Jesus." This change was the origin

of his great reputation and of his universal influence, both on ac-

count of the nature of the religious problems at the heart of which

he boldly placed himself, and of the admirable literary form of his

new writings. One may perceive the beginnings of this evolution

of his mind in the letters from Italy."

The Italian letters, here alluded to, precede those from the Holy

Land and constitute about a third of the book. Probably the

most interesting feature of the new Renan volume is the light

which it sheds upon dark corners of the many-sided Frenchman's

character. He once said he half regretted that his life had been

devoted entirely to the history of Israel— to the almost total exclu-

sion of Greece. In this correspondence the artistic side of his

nature emerges in a strong light. In writing from Rome (Novem-

ber, i849\ the critic is vanquished utterly by the artist:

"This city is an enchantress; it slumbers and seems exhausted;

there is in these ruins an indefinable charm ; in tiiese churches that

one encounters at every step there is a tranquillity, a fascination

almost supernatural. Would you believe it ? I am completely

changed. I am no longer French; I am no longer the critic; I

am unworthy of the role ; I have no longer any opinions ; I know
not what to say about all this. . . . You know tliat religious im-

pressions are very potent with me, and that as a result of my edu-

cation they mingle in an indefinable proportion with the most
mysterious instincts of my nature. These impressions have awa-

kened here with an energy that I can not describe to you. I had
not understood what popular religion is when considered naively

and outside the sphere

of criticism. I had not

understood a people

creating unceasingly in

the domain of religion,

taking its dogmas after

a fashion, living and
true. Let us not de-

ceive ourselves; this

people is as Catholic

as the Arabs of the

Mosque are Moham-
medan. The religion

is religion itself; to

speak to them against

their religion is to

speak to them against

their interests

—

inter-

ests which are as real

as any of the other

needs of nature. I

came into this country

strangely prejudiced

against the religion of

the South ; I had ready-

made phrases to fit this

trivial and subtle cult

;

Rome represented for

me the perversion of the

religious instinct ; I ex-

pected to laugh at my
ease at the foolery of

the Gcsu and the super-

stitions of this country.

Well, old friend, the

Madonnas have van-

quished me; I have found in this people, in its faith, in its civil-

ization, a grandeur, poetry, ideality, which are incomparable."

The letters from the Holy Land reveal the subtle literary charm

which later took the world captive in the famous " Life of Jesus."

One can perceive the actual adumbration of the celebrated style in

such passages as these

:

"Jerusalem is, indeed, the most singular place in the world; its

present is an imrivaled medley of the ludicrous and odious, while

behind all this is the most extraordinary past— still translucid at

every step. . . . Here, assuredly, are Bethphage, Bethany, and

the Mount of Olives, the places beloved of Jesus. Gethsemane is

ERNEST RENAN,

Author of the " Vie de Jesus." During his

life " he wielded a species of intellectual sov-

ereignty in France, comparable to that of Vol-

taire in the eighteenth century."

M. BERTHELOT,

The famous French cliemist, wlio was Renan's
most intimate friend.

not far from this little region ; according to some monks, it is near

a group of very old ohve-trees. Yonder is Bethsaida, Siloam, and
its fountain. Golgotha was not far from where they now place it.

This road cut in the rock, and descending from Galilee, has cer-

tainly borne the footprints of Jesus, and is certainly the place

where he received from
the.se poor bands of Gal-

ileans that triumph at

the hands of the poor
which cost him his life."

Writing from Beyrout

(September 12, 1861)

Renan says :
" I have

employed my long days

at Ghazir in correcting

my ' Life of Jesus,' such

as I have conceived it

in (ialilee and in the

country of Souri. In

eight days it will be

finished ; I have only

yet to write the account

of his last two days.

I have succeeded in

giving all these events

an ordered sequence

which is completely
lacking in the gospels.

I believe that this time

one will have before his eyes living beings, and not these pale,

lifeless phantoms — Jesus, Mary, Peter, etc.. considered as ab-

stract beings, and only typified."

The concluding letters of the volume are intensely personal.

Renan is dying, but the flame of his intellect is undimmed. Death

has no terrors for the sage. He dictates to Berthelot through his

son Ary :

" My condition reinains always the same ; for the past three

months there has been not a trace of improvement, nor, indeed, it

must be said, of aggravation. Things are just as Potain told me
they would be. Happily, for some years past, I have regarded the

days that have been granted to me as a special grace—a surplus of

favor. I hope to publish my two volumes which complete the his-

tory of Israel."

Here are some of the last words written by Renan

:

" To end is nothing ; I have almost filled in the framework of my
life, and altho I could make good use of a few years, I am ready

to go. What is cruel is the havoc that one causes in dear lives.

This is where a reasonable euthanasia, guided by a sense of phi-

losophy, could do much. Like yourself, I frankly study my gen-

eral physiological condition. The physician of Lannion, a very

serious man, knows of cases analogous to mine that have lasted

eighteen months. The struggle will come after me. Let come
what will. I shall utilize the remnant of life that is left to me. I

am this moment working at the correcting" of the proofs ot the

fourth and fifth volume of ' Israel.' I would like to revise the

whole thing. If another does this I shall be impatient in the depths

of purgatory. Outside of tlie Eternal and myself, no one has any

idea of the changes that I v,ould have cared to make. God's will

be done. /// iitnimque paraiiis."

By the death of the Rev. John White Chadwick. the Unitarian Church in

America loses one of its most distinguished pastors. Dr. Chadwick was the son

of a Marblehead seaman, and in his youth was apprenticed to a shoemaker. His

determination to become a Unitarian minister dated from his reading of a sermon

by the Rev. .Samuel Longfellow, a brotlier of the poet. Among Dr. Chadwick's

published works are :
" The Old and the New Unitarian Belief," '" The Bible of

To-day," " The Man Jesus," and a volume of " Poems." The C/iris/iaii Rcg-is-

ier (Boston) says of him: " He had won honorable fame as a preacher, a theolo-

gian, an author, and a literary critic. In these four departments he had the

unusual distinction of standing in the first rank among his fellows. He never

aimed at popularity, and, while no man enjoyed more than he did the sympathy
and praise of his friends, he stood ready at any moment to sacrifice ever>"thing

if he believed that his duty called him to say that which was unpleasant t-o the

public and to his nearest friends. He had the quality which one of liis admirers

smilingly described as ' his fierce goodness.' "
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FOREIGN COMMENT.

THE TISZA "GUILLOTINE" AND THE
HUNGARIAN PANDEMONIUM.

UNLESS means be found to put a speedy end to the desperate

parliamentary- teud which has so King rent the Magyar

world asunder, the consequences to all Europe, say competent for-

eign organs, may be irretrievably disastrous. The despondent

tone of press comment on the topic is well-nigh unanimous. The

vehemence of the Hungarian newspapers themselves is regarded as

one of the worst possible signs. London organs, Paris organs, and

some Herlin organs fear that, while the immediate crisis may be

tided over, the future is maturing a European issue of the graves^

sort.

The parties to the constitutional conflict, according to their

ollicial organs, firmly believe that disruption of the Austro-Hun-

garian monarchy would be preferable to defeat or even to com-

pn^mise. The FueggetUn Magyar Orszag, setting fortii the views

of the extreme anti-Austrian group, tells Count Ti.sza, the Hun-

garian Premier, that there can be but one survivor of the present

struggle. The Alkotniauy (IJudapest), organ of the clerical oppo-

sition group, is calling all Magyars to tlie fray. The Egycteitcs

(Budapest), mouthpiece of the Hungarian party of independence,

says that " wild as were the scenes " in Parliament last month, they

will be "even more revolutionary" if Premier Tisza or his suc-

•cssor persists in working what the bellicose Magyar press calls

"the g^nllotine." How "wild "the scenes referred to must have

been may be inferred from a description of one of them in the

London Times :

" Some deputies, famed for violence, attempted to rash the presi-

dential tribune. The police resisted passively until struck in the

face. They then tried to force the deputies back, and in this

effort were supported by their comrades from the other side of the

tribune. A general scuffle ensued, a policeman being thrown
down, pummeled, and finally carried out of the hall One infu-

riated deputy named Pozsgay then detached a heavy strip ot wood
from the side of the tribune and with it belabored the heads of the

policemen. Reenforced by newcomers, the other deputies followed

this example and tore down every available fragment of wood for

use as weapon or missile. The police captain hereupon urged his

men to take the offensive, but was himself struck on the head by
the leg of a chair and obliged to leave the hall. His men then

beat a hasty retreat and the honor of Parliament was redeemed. •

"An independent deputy named Nessi rushed to the I'remier's

armchair, tore it from its place, and threw it into the center of the

hemicycle. The ministerial benches and blotting-pads were torn

to pieces in a twinkling, and attention was turned to the president's

tribune. The bell, books, and papers on his desk were thrown on
to the floor of the House, his massive chair cast over the balus-

trade, and but for its stout construction the tribune itself would
have been demolished. The leather chairs reserved for the secre-

taries of the Chamber were next flung to augment the goodly heap
which had rapidly collected itself in the middle of the Chamber.
Then, their fury appeased, the opposition rested from their labors

and vented their satisfaction with cries of triumph

"What the opposition deputies had forgotten to destroy in their

rage was now broken to pieces in cold blood to be preserved in

memory of the occasion. M. Thaly, M. Kossuth, M. Rakovsky,
I)aron Panffy, and other opposition leaders were kept busy sign-

ing their names upon broken legs of chairs and fragments of

paneling. \'elvet was stripped from the presidential chair, till

then nearly intact, the prelates and priests of the opposition sliow-

ing particular eagerness to obtain some shreds. The most undig-

nified scene of all was tlie production of a photographic camera,

witli which Paron lianffy.M. Rakovsky, M. Ugron, Mgr. Molnar,

and other prominent deputies, were photographed in various

attitudes on the heap of ruins."

All of which is not quite so " wild " as some of the other pro-

ceedings, altho the Afagyar Neiiisct concedes that it is "fairly

wild." It should be regarded, we are told by our Hungarian con-

temporary, "as a symbol."

The symbolical significance upon whicii stress is thus laid can

be appreciated only from the standpoint of the so-called " Tisza

guillotine." This is the opposition's name for the "standing

orders" or new rules of procedure in the Chamber of Deputies at

Budapest. Premier Tisza had tiiese rules jiassed last November

after a scene pronounced " wild " even for Budapest. The rules

remain "void and of no effect " asserts the Ftieggeilen Magyai'

Orszag, because the conduct of the session at whicli they were

carried was "an infraction of the organic law of the kingdom " on

the part of tlie president of the Chamber itself, who is declared

"a tool of the Austrians." The object of the Premier is held by

this authority to be to " prevent the national will from asserting

itself " and to " crush out Magyar national life " as embodied in "a

national army and a national and independent economic system."

Such is the contention of the opposition, a contention involving,

according to the Magyar non-Liberal press, Hungarian indepen-

dence from "the rest of Europe." To yield on the question of

" the guillotine," thinks the Egyetertes, would be to admit that

«.v

BARON BANFFV. FRANCIS KOSSUTH. COUNT APPONYI
A former Premier, who He signed his name to nu- Said to be " the real leader

"

climbed the " heap of ruins" in merous broken legs of chairs of the combination of deputies

the chamber and was photo- and distributed them among who wrecked the hall of the

graphed in "an attitude of his admirers as souvenirs. Hungarian chamber,
triumph."

SURVIVORS OF THE WRECK AT BUDAPEST

STEPHEN TISZA. M. WEKERLE.
The Hungarian Premier, It is said that he alone can

whose new rules of procedure now assuage political passions

occasioned the rioting of the by becoming premier of Hun-
deputies at Budapest. gary.
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" Hungar)^ is not an independent entity, but a local depend-

ency."

The political personages involved in the crisis fall under two

groupings, in spite of the various parties in the Chamber of Depu-

ties. On one side stands Premier Stephen Tisza. son of the great

Koloman Tisza, who ruled this same Chamber for some fifteen

years. Stephen Tisza leads the Liberals, who number about 220

in a chamber of 448 deputies. Opposed to him is a coalition of

the " independence party," the clerical independents, the clerical

popular party, the nationalists, the "new" party, and some ill-as-

sorted particularists. They muster, all told, some 190 votes. The

Croatians. who hold at times the balance of power, have been

voting with Tisza. The united opposition is led nominally by

Francis Kossuth, son of the great patriot, but really, it would

seem, by Count Albert Apponyi, who has been regarded as a great

"conservative force " in Hungarian political life. Premier Tisza

is thought to be greatly hampered by the defection of Count Julius

Andrassy, leader of a liberal group, and by the combination of the

followers of Baron Banffy—a former Premier—with the oppo-

sition. The London Standard studi'es the

Hungarian outlook in this exhaustive fash-

ion :

All might come right after the dissolution

which Count Tisza has promised to advise,

if he finds it impossible to put down parlia-

mentary' obstruction and restore order in the

legislature. But Count Apponyi hinted that

the opposition might not be content to abide

by the verdict of the polls. Perhaps they

have discovered already that this is not likely

to be in their favor. For their virulence does

not seem to meet with much response in the

constituencies, where such playful fantasies

as the exhibition of the Premier's effigy borne

on a coffin fail to gratify the public taste.

Count Apponyi, indeed, has anticipated an

adverse decision by endeavoring to discredit

the tribunal in advance. He suggests that

no great regard need be paid to the result of

the general election, since the vote will not

really be that of the kingdom as a whole.

The franchise in Hungary is limited, and.

according to the count, only nine hundred

thousand persons are allowed to exercise it

out of some four millions of adult males.

The answer to this is that among a constitu-

tional people—and the Hungarians are extremely proud to be

classed under that category — the opinion of the electorate for

the time being must be allowed to prevail. It is open to the op-

position to endeavor to enlarge the franchise. But till they can

get their reform bill through they must abide by the decision of

the existing constituencies. Otherwise they will approach within

a perilously short distance of conduct which must be called rebel-

lious or revolutionary.

" The real danger of the situation in Hungary is that there is a

party in the politics of the kingdom which aims at subverting the

existing system. M. Kossuth and his friends have never been

reconciled to the union with Austria. They are the heirs of ^L
Kossuth's father, the famous dictator of the War of Independence,

who died, as he had lived, in the ideals of 1848
" To observers from outside, nothing can seem more unpro-

pitious to either section in the dual monarchy than any further

strain on their somewhat precarious union. Neither moiety is

strong enough to stand alone ; and both are in the presence of

powerful and ambitious neighbors. The Hungarians, who retain

a good deal of the haughty self-confidence born of the age-long

struggle with the Turks, may, perhaps, think that they could

guard their own national existence against all assaults from with-

out. Perhaps they could. But the foe is wiihin their own gates.

The Magyars form the dominant, but not the most numerous, por-

tion of the population. If any constitutional reconstruction should

take place on a large scale, they could hardly withhold from the

Slav and Rumanian elements that share of political power to

which their numbers would entitle them. A break-up of the Aus-

tro-Hungarian monarchy opens out a vague and menacing vista."

—

Translations 7Jiade for Thk Literary Digest.

E. D. MOREL.

Leader of the crusade against the Kongo Free

State administration.

ALLEGED BRIBERY OF WITNESSES AGAINST
THE KONGO.

I\ SUCCESSION of insinuations, emanating from the so-called

*^^ " Kongolese press " of Belgium, would persuade the world

that there has been a wholesale bribery of witnesses for the pur-

pose of manufacturing atrocity charges against the administration

of the Kongo Free State. The object of attack, in almost every

instance, has been Mr. E. Deville Morel, editor of The West

Afticati Mail, secretary of the Kongo Reform Association and

author of a work on the alleged " horrors of the Kongo" ("King

Leopold's Rule in Africa"), which is now the subject of much sen-

sational comment in England. The Inddpeiidance Beige (Brussels)

has undertaken a personal campaign against Mr. Morel, who, it

alleges, employed a former member of the Kongo official service

to approach the chief of police of the Lower Kongo with the sug-

gestion that he should give information in

support of the atrocity charges. The chief of

police, if we are to accept his own story, re-

solved "to trick and to expose" his tempter

as the best means of discrediting the agita-

tion against " the horrors of the Kongo." The

Belgian organ is convinced of the good inten-

tions of the chief of police in the subtle nego-

tiations that ensued. Mr. Morel, however,

pronounces the several allegations of the

Indep^ndance Beige " unqualified falsehoods

of which the extravagant absurdity must be

apparent to the meanest intelligence." How-

ever this may be, definite promises of sensa-

tional revelations to come have given fresh

impetus to the campaign Mr. Morel is wag-

ing. Still, the I)idt'pcndance Beige maintains

that whatever " revelations " may be forthcom-

ing are based upon calumny. Mr. Morel's

book on the Kongo has given great offense in

Belgium. It is alleged to consist of " preju-

diced allegations," while his tales of horror

are denounced in various Brussels papers as-

"fabrications" pure and simple. It is gener-

ally conceded in London dailies, however, that matters have been

brought to such a pass that action is imperative. The numerous

stories of maiming, mutilation, ill-treatment of women and chil-

dren, gross corruption of high officials, and complicity of King

Leopold in almost every form of maladministration have aroused

English public opinion to an almost unprecedented extent. Yet,

to revert again to the Ind pciidaiice Beige :

" A certain section of the English press continues its campaign

against the independent state of the Kongo and the lying and

calumnious affirmations are renewed each day and served up to

readers on the other side of the channel without any attempt to

furni.sh the replies of the partizans of the Kongo, without any vin-

dication of the reasons of a moral or material nature w'hich have

led the majority of the pamphleteers to publish the ' revelations'

appearing in the newspapers for some years. It certainly seems,

as we have hinted already, that there has been some exaggeration

in Belgium of the importance of this campaign, and that too much
anxiety has been manifested as a result of the British Govern-

ment's disposition to cause an ivivestigation such as is asked by

politicians who regard the affirmations of the Fox Bournes and the

Burrows as gospel. We believe, for our part, that official England

is far from being so determined as is alleged to go forward with

the matter. We deem it a grave blunder to make an outcry over

the scandal and to suspect the London cabinet of seeking to profit

by this wholly factitious movement to lay hands upon territory

which has been so admirably developed by our countrymen."

In the desire of certain British imperialists to add the Kongo
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territory to thetMiipire upon wmch the sun never sets is to be found

the real source of wh.itever strength is still left in the Kongo agita-

tion, according to most Belgian organs. In tiiat section of the

continental European press which is officially inspired, the subject

of the Kongo is dealt with in very reserved fashion. It is other-

wise in the London press. The recent appointment of a commis-

sion of inquiry into the " horrors " by the Kongo administration

has caused the London Times to declare :

"The commission, as actually constituted, consists of three

members. One of them is attorney-general of the Belgian Court

of Cas.sation, another is president of tiie Court of Appeal at Boma,
and the third is a .Swiss jurist. In so small a body the neutral point

of view could hardly, perhaps, have had any larger representation
;

but the arrangement certainly throws a heavy responsibility on the

only member who may be supposed to approach the question ab-

solutely without predilection on either side

" In the instructions as published the commissioners may fairly

be said to have 'been allowed an unfettered latitude of inquiry.

They might investigate for as long as they plea.sed and wherever

they thought necessarj-. They were to be accorded the fullest

opportunities of takini; evidence, and all possible assistance in

procedure from the Kongolese officials. Mr. Fox-Bourne, how-

ever, assures us that the president of the commission has only

obtained three months' leave of

absence from his duties as at-

torney general of the Court of

Cassation. This would allow

him merely two months for ac-

tual investigation in the Kongo,
and in so short a time it is hard-

ly supposed that he can cover

the ground traversed last year

by Mr. Casement, to say noth-

ing of other regions of the State.

Limitations like the.se do not

augur well for the thoroughness

of the inquiry.
" However excellent may be

the private intentions of the

commissioners, their proceed-

ings will probably become the

subject of stormy controversy,

as may be seen, indeed, from
one case which has already aris-

en. Some English missionaries

from the Kongo, who happened
to be at home, had requested to

be allowed to give evidence be-

fore the commission left Europe. According to M. Hermann,
the commissioners were quite willing and a date was fixed, but

the missionaries 'sneaked off.' Mr. Fox-Bourne, on the other

hand, has an apparently satisfactory explanation of this incident

to offer. He says the notice given was so short that the mission-

aries could not possibly go to Brussels, and that, in consequence,

an effort will be made to tender to the commission when it reaches

Boma evidence to compensate for that which the missionaries

failed to give. In passing we may express the hope that, tho it

does not come directly within the scope of its inquiry, the com-
mission will throw some light on the alleged persecution of mis-

sionaries in the Kongo by the officials, of which Mr. Morel
sends us circumstantial particulars to-day. We have no wish to

assume that the inquiry will be a farce, tho we must admit that a

great deal of moral courage and the widest interpretation of the

promised freedom of action will be necessary to make it a success.

It is, however, a matter of no little significance that the Kongo
Administration should be despatching this commission at all.

They seem to have realized at last that the case for inquiry put

forward by the British Government is too strong to be waved aside

by mere unsupported negation. They have found themselves

obliged to adopt at least the semblance of an investigation, and we
hope, for their own credit, that the character of the inquiry will be

more thorough than its critics are willing to allow."

But editorials like this simply prove to Brussels organs that

Britan is " scheming " to enlarge her African empire.

—

Transla-

tions /nadefor The Literary Digest.

':;i4 lt^l ttf^t^
Hail, monarch, good and grand, Ruling the Congo land ! Hail, Leopold !

Tusks we must bring to thee, Rubber from every tree.

THE SYVETON TRAGEDY IN FRANCE.

UNDER circumstances which, as one Paris paper declares,

" have shaken France to the very foundations," Premier

Combes is the beneficiary of a radical change in the aspect of the

unsparing conflict between clericalism and himself. The revo-

lution—for so it is termed by impartial newspapers outside France

—has been wrought by the tragical effacement of the late Gabriel

Syveton. This is the name of the deputy who struck the Minister

of War in the face some weeks ago during a highly exciting scene

in the chamber. M. Syveton was on the eve of his appearance

before the authorities to answer for that assault, when Paris was

amazed by the announcement that he had been found dead at his

home. A few of those organs which are most bitter in their oppo-

sition to Premier Combes spread reports that M. Syveton had

been " as.sassinated." It was most unfortunate, thinks Xhe /oiir?tal

(it's DSats (Paris). anti-Combes, that such a charge should have

been circulated. The far-reaching consequences of the real facts

in the case, it now fears, may include a new lease of life for the

Combes ministry.

That, at least, is the view of many English dailies. Premier

Combes is understood to have been considering the extreme step

of dissolving the Chamber, says

the London Standard. But the

Syveton tragedy came at the

right moment, according to the

London Times, to administer a

"crushing blow" to the oppo-

nents of the ministry.

As is usual when an " affair
"

involves the fate of the minis-

try, there are different versions

of the facts. From what is

positively asserted in the Paris

Matin, Action, Htinianite, and

Aurore, all of which are par-

tizan, the Syveton tragedy growg

out of the marriage, about eight

years ago, of the late anti-

Combes deputy with a widow

whose personal attractions are

the subject of much untranslat-

able newspaper rhetoric. This

lady had at the time a daughter of whose beauty the French an-

ticlerical dailies possess much definite information. Between the

late M. Syveton and this daughter there gradually came to ^subsist

an affection the exact nature of which may profoundly influence

the course of French politics for an indefinite tiiiie to come. M.
Syveton's stepdaughter was recently married, and in due time con-

fided to her husband—we follow anticlerical authorities here—

a

story of the sort to which Tarquin and Tereus are indebted' for

their prominence in classical poetry. There was a stormy scene

when the stepdaughter and her husband, AL Syveton and his wife

assembled to discuss their mutual concerns. Mme. Syveton is

represented as inflexibly resolved upon a divorce, and the last re-

corded utterance of the late deputy, if we may believe anticlerical

authorities, was :
" There is nothing for me to do but to disappear."

Thus the anticlerical version. But reference to the clerical Gau-

lois, the anti-Combes Figaro, and dailies of kindred views, discloses

M. Syveton in the light of a martyr. The stepdaughter becomes the

victim of one of those delusions so familiar to students of medico-

legal evidence, and the Combes ministry is represented as conspi-

ring to blacken the character of a man who strove desperately to

overthrow it. Mme. Syveton is reported as saying :
" All I care

about is that the memory of my husband should remain untouched

amid all the calumny of which it has been the object." The Hu-

manit^ (Paris) demands that the truth be made known, alleging

that the Syveton case is " a drama which the forces of reaction

Or our poor heads shall be Cut off and sold !

- Kladdcradatsck (Berlin).
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have endeavored to use to the prejudice of the democracy." To
the Joiirnal des D3ats (Paris), the episode is additional evidence

of the indiscretions of the opponents of Premier Combes, indiscre-

tions to which he is indebted for so many renewals of his lease of

power. It says:

" Surprise, emotion, grief explain many an act of imprudence, but

thej- do not always excuse it. M. Syveton's friends have certainly

committed a grave act of imprudence by pronouncing, with em-
phasis, beside the body of the unfortunate deputy, the word of

assassination. Certain frames of mind, unfortunately too preva-

lent, at once give rise to this ready hypothesis in the event of a

sudden death. This has often happened in liistory, which has not

been made the clearer for it. But public men, representatives of

a party and invested from that circumstance with a moral respon-

sibility, should control their first impressions and inform them-

selves before they speak. If they do not do so, they render them-

selves liable to subsequent painful embarrassments. Assassination

seems to them the most natural thing, the most probable, even the

most certain, on the part of tlieir opponents. In the present case

it seemed the evident thing to tiie most distinguished members of

the ' Patrie franqaise ' league that the crime had been committed

by the Free Masons. This they at once cried from the house-

tops. It is true that if, in place of M. Syveton, some radical or

some socialist of prominence had fallen a victim to the same fate,

many men would not have failed to attribute the deed to the re-

ligious orders. This is the logic of party passions, but it is a

melancholy logic.

"To yield to this logic is not without its inconveniences, and we
are not surprised that the Nationalists [the anti-Combes element

in the Chamber of Deputies] are once more finding this out.

They may have generous instincts, but they do not reflect before

acting upon them. Incurably impulsive, everything is mirage to

their imagination. They always believe themselves to be on the

eve of success and they end only by accumulating a series of de-

feats. Syveton only too faithfully represented their lack of fore-

sight. His last parliamentary manifestation served the Govern-
ment he wished to overturn and, by a strange fatality, the sensation

made over his death threatens to-day to serve his worst enemies."
— Translations madefor H\iv. Literary Digest.

AuTOBiOGR.-\PHY.— '' I owe it to my faithful readers and silpporters, if not even
to myself, to point out what an extraordinary justification the late crisis has
afforded, not of one incident or of one policy, but of the whole course of my
career as a counselor of my countrymen on the high matters of national and
imperial policy," writes W. T. Stead in the London Re-<ieu' of Revieivs. "I
wrote The Truth About the Navy,' and the publication of those articles began
the regeneration of the British navy and the restoration of our supremacy of the

sea. . . . The part which I was called upon to play in the agitation which led up
to the meeting of the Peace Conference is known to everybody."

A SENSATIONAL STATEMENT REGARDING
HOLLAND.

"T^WO Dutch newspapers have for some few years been c-on-

-* spicuous by their insistence upon the need of closer relations

between Germany and Holland. These organs are the Dagblad

(Utrecht) and the Vaderland {'Yhe. Hague). They are not to be

regarded as in any sense representative of Dutch opinion on the

subject, say most other newspapers published in Wilhelmina"s

small kingdom. Certainly leading Dutch dailies, such as the

Handelsblad^ the Telegraaf. the Nieilwe Coiiiant, the A'ieuiue

Rotterdainsche Courant, and others in Amsterdam, Rotterdam,

and leading centers declare that Holland is determined to remain

an independent nation, and that any rumor of more intimate rela-

tions with Germany is baseless. The Hamburger Nachrichten is

of opinion that these Dutch views represent the public opinion of

Holland. The Utrecht Dagblad and the Vaderland, adds the

German daily, are provincial organs which can not be regarded as

authoritative on the subject. Nevertheless, claims the Hamburger

Nachrichten, the time is coming when Holland must " fall as a

ripe fruit into the lap" of Germany.

That time is almost at hand, says Arnold White, the English

publicist, in T]ie Fortnightly Review (London). He makes a

series of sensational statements regarding the design of Emperor

William to seize Holland. "If Germany is to be stopped from

seizing Holland," writes the Englishman, " three things are nec-

essary." There must be peace between England and Russia.

British troops must be ready to embark at an hour's notice " to

hold the strategic points." "The third essential to prevent the

occupation of Holland by Germany is the declaration of war by

France "

:

" Consider the consequences of the war that will arise when the

Kaiser seizes Holland, in consequence of an Anglo-Russian quar-

rel. The occupation of Holland by Germany is a pistol held be-

hind the ear of France and in the center of the forehead of Bri-

tannia. Neither England nor France could exist with the

Pan-Germans in Holland. No alliance between Germany and

England, or Germany and France, is within the region of practical

politics. Therefore the only quarter from which assistance

against England (who is the rival that Germany fears; can be ob-

tained is Russia. Everything points to the existence of a Russo-

German understanding— the price being that Germany should have

a free hand in Holland."

—

Translations madefor 'Y^^^ Literary
Digest.

f

Russia :
" Will you open the Dardanelles to my war-ships ?

"

" Look, Peter, the holy season's lights burn brightest "among- the heathens this

Turkey :

'"
I would if I thought they would not soon come back." year."

—Fiscliietto (Turin). — Walire Jacob (S>\.\xXXs3.TVt.

"PORT ARTHUR OR BUST!"
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NOTABLE BOOKS OF THE DAY.

TALES FROM REAL LIFE.

The Records. By Cvrus Townsend Brady.
Price. $1.50. G. W. Dillingham Company.

Illustrated. Cloth, 321 pp.

OF all living .\inerican authors, there is none other, perhaps, who
writes as rapidly as Dr. Brady, it being no uncommon thing for

three or even four volumes by him to be announced in the

course of a year. Yet his books are always readable and in fair de-

mand. The present collection of short stories is a fair specimen of his

art. Aptly named " The Records," these tales, we are assured, are but

disguised chapters from real life. Many of the stories are of Western

liHiiU. Among these is one of the best in the book, entitled " How the

Kid WenPOver the Range." Herein is related how a young lady, one

of a small party camping for pleasure on the outskirts of civilization

in the far West, petulantly rides away from her lover for a morning's

canter over the prairie. A storm arises, she loses her way, and, in at-

tempting to escape from the fury of

the wind and rain, blunders into

" Hell's Hole." the impregnable

mountain shelter of a gang of fugi-

tives from the law. The young lady

is fortunate in falling into the hands
of " the Kid," a tenderfoot in crime,

who had killed his man, and killed the

sheriff, too, and then had fled to the
" Hole" for protection. But the Kid

is not really a bad lad, and at the risk

of his life he protects this visiting

angel, and then conducts her down
the lonely trail and within sight of

her camp. Nearing the camp, they

emerge from a tract of woods iuto a

stretch of open plain. At the same
time tlie camp-party, searching for

the girl, and a sheriff's posse hunting

for the man, enter the little plain from
a wood on the other side. The girl

presses her steed upon her companion and begs him to flee. She im-

plores the posse not to follow, to listen to her story first ! But the lust

of man-hunt is upon the men and the rifle's bullets outstrip the horse's

hoofs.

The other stories in the collection are, for the most part, similar re-

countings of events in series, narrated with grace and facility. There
is no attempt at moralization, no probmg of problems psychic or psy-

chological. It is a volume of plain tales for every-day readers, told in

a plain and every-day style.

CYRUS TOWNSEND BRADY.

PERSONALITY—WHAT IS IT?
Mlltipi.e Personality: An Experimental Investigation into the Nature of

Human Individuality. By Boris Sidis. M..-\., PhrD.. and Simon P. Good-
hart, Ph. B., M.D. Cloth, 462 pp. Price, $2.50 net. D. .\ppleton & Co.

""r" HE study of human personality, until recently pursued almost e.x-

X clusively along metaphysical lines, may fairly be said to stand

to-day on an empirical footing as an outcome of recognition of

the adaptability of hypnotism as an agent in probing into the secrets of

the processes of the mind. Already, thanks chiefly to the investiga-

tions of the French psychologists of the Nancy and SalpStrifere schools,

the mechanism of consciousness has been explored to a degree ynheard
of under the old speculative methods, and, in the flood of light thrown
by modern research, it has been found possible to correct many malad-
justments of the psychic organism, much in the manner in which the

knife of the surgeon exposes and removes the causes of ills in the bodily

organism. But modern investigators are by no means a unit regarding
the answers that shall be returned to the problems involved in the

question, " What is the meaning of personality ?" and, least of all, to the

problem, " Is personality a principle or a product ? " In the monograph
before us. Dr. Sidis, a pioneer in the introduction of the methods of the

French psychologists into this country, presents an original view of

personality based on long experimentation in some of its most striking

phenomena.
This view, it should be said, was first formulated by him in a little

volume called "The Psychology of Suggestion," published about six

years ago, the present work being largely an amplification of the theory
then broached. The argument approaches the psychical from the

physiological side, turning on the parallel between the functional inter-

relation of psychic elements and systems, and the functional interrela-

tion of neuron elements and systems. Just as the physical individual

may be regarded as a highly complex unity does Dr. Sidis look upon
the psychic entity. The mind is painted by him as a synthesis of many
systems, of what he terms moments-consciousness; consciousness itself

is of a multiplex character; personality appears, not in the unified

series form of the associationists nor in the wave form of Hegelianism,
but as a sort of hierarchy, having its central point in self-consciousness

and resting on the physiological basis of aggregation of cellular clusters

and systems. With the disaggregation of these clusters and systems
under the influence of injurious stimuli there is a concomitant dissocia-

tion of moments-consciousness. In posthypnotic states we encounter
one phase of dissociation ; in hysteria we find another. If the stimuli be
strong enough there may be a total disintegration of the personality

and complete amnesia. Such a condition, as may be imagined, is ex-

tremely rare. The classic case of Mary Reynolds was, indeed, the only
one on record until the case of the Rev. Thomas C. Hanna came under
the observation of Dr. Sidis and Dr. Simon P. Goodhart. A brief sketch
of this case was given in "The Psychology of Suggestion." It is now
fully discussed here, with an account of the manner in which a cure
was effected.

In that a cure -uuxs effected, the case becomes uniciue in the annals of

pathology. An outline of the salient facts connected with it must suffice

here. As the result of a carriage accident, Mr. Hanna lost not only all

sense of personal identity, but the knowledge of everything he had ac-

quired from the date of iiis birth to the time of his accident. He was
as a newly born babe, and it was found necessary to teach him to talk,

walk, read, and write. For some lime it was thought that his personality

had forever vanished; but one day he spoke of dreams in which his

relatives recognized that experiences of his past life had been mirrored
to him. The attempt was at once made to stimulate the lost personality

to reassert itself. It was found impossible to employ hypnotism, and
resort was had to a process called hypnoidization. Little by little the

primary personality gathered strength, until there came a period of

alternating personalities. Finally, the two personalities encountered
each other, as it were, in Mr. Hanna's waking consciousness, and an
actual synthetization was effected, a fusion personality being formed
and persisting ever since.

Whatever be thought of the conclusions reached by Dr. Sidis as a re-

sult of studying this case and other instances of " multiple personality,"

there can be no doubt that in this volume he makes a useful addition to

the literature of practical psychopathy. While he writes as a specialist

for specialists, the work is of value to the lay reader as indicating at

once the importance of this branch of scientific inquiry and the progress
therein.

IN TUSCANY.
The Road in Tusca.vy. A Commentary. By Maurice Hewlett. Cloth, 2

vols., pp. xvi, 3S3 ; xiv, 377. Price, S6 net per set. The Macmillan Company.

MR. HEWLETT has returned to his first love in these charming
volumes, which are attractive both in matter and in manner.
It is Mr. Hewlett's way, even in his novels, to buttonhole you,

as it were, and take you into his confidence. He appeals only to ap-

preciative readers, and assumes that they have the culture and the in-

telligence to appreciate his by no means obvious points. This is

naturally flattering to the vanity of the reader, and accounts in large

measure for the unusual popularity of a writer who is by no means
popular either in choice of subject or in method of treatment. In his

present contribution he takes up on a larger scale the treatment of

scenes and persons with which he be-

gan his literary career in " Earthwork
Out of Tuscany." He claims to in-

terest himself more in the people than

in the places, but he by no means neg-

lects topography and localities, tho

by a curious inconsistency he leaves

Florence out of his treatment of

Tuscany, and thus makes his book a

Hamletless Hamlet. But all the other

towns he describes are representa-

tive. Here you have Lucca and Pisa,

Volterra and Sienna, besides numer-
ous villages less well-known to fame.

These Mr. Hewlett deals with with

equal grace and thoroughness, till at

last you get to know your Tuscany as

well as old Ford made you know your

Spain, or Doughty makes you ac-

quainted with unvisited Arabia.

What Mr. Hewlett has done for the

spirit of the land, Mr. Joseph Pennell has done for its outward appear-

ance. These volumes are adorned—that is the only fitting word—with

over two hundred illustrations in Mr. Pennell's best style, which fre-

quently recalls Turner in his third and best manner. It seems impossi-

ble to give atmospheric effects more subtly in mere black and white,

and Mr. Pennell's economy of line has nowhere been better displayed

than in these admirable drawings of his.

One scarcely knows whether one appreciates the drawings better be-

cause of Mr. Hewlett's descriptions, or enjoys Mr. Hewlett's descrip-

tions because of Mr. Pennell's black-and-white translations. Which-
ever be the case, or if both be true, the result is that these make the

work an almost ideal guide-book, if it were not somewhat too bulky.

As it is, one will have to read these volumes before going to Tuscany,

and then afterward on one's return enjoy the scenes one more in

word and picture

MAURICE HEWLETT.
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A WAR CORRESPONDENT IN THE FAR EAST.
With Kuroki in Manchuria. By Frederick Palmer. Cloth, 362 pp. Price,

$1.50 net. Charles Scribner's Sons.

•"nr^O see ! to see, and not get killed, and have something worth

1 while for this article!" is the cry of every gallant war corre-

spondent, as it was of Mr. Palmer at the front with Kuroki.

The present work begins with the outbreak of the Russo-Japanese war
and the scene opens, with all the 6clat of romance, at Tokyo. We ac-

company the author through Corea, with its filth, poverty, and white-

robed inhabitants, to the banks of the Yalu. The crossing of this

boundary river accomplished, we witness the battle, and are presented

with a vivid description of the horrors of Hamatan. Next comes the

triumphant success of the Japanese at

Motien Pass; the Japanese victory at

Tiensuiten follows; the events at Li-

aoyang are detailed, and the fiery pen
of the correspondent brings before

our eyes, with all the suggestiveness,

the color, and movement thrown upon
the canvas by the rapid brush of an
impressionist, the struggle of the Jap-
anese in wmning their position, the

deadly artillery duel which ensued,

and the final retreat of Kuropatkin.

Here the present story ends. Altho
Mr. Palmer has only furnished us with

a sketch of the first chapter in the

most significant war of modern times,

he has done it so well that the reader
will find himself prepared to follow

intelligently the subsequent opera-

tions of the Russians and Japanese in

Manchuria. He enables us to enter

into the spirit of Japanese patriotism, to appreciate the stupendous in-

dustry, patient foresight, and elaborate mechanical preparation with
which the statesmen and soldiers of Nippon entered upon this crucial

struggle. In order to comprehend all the Japanese have done in the

study of Occidental strategy, the use of Occidental weapons and the

science of transport and commissariat, we need only compare the ex-

periences of the soldiers of Queen Victoria in the Crimea and those of

the Mikado in Manchuria. It has taken Japan fifty years to emerge from
a warfare of armor, swords, and junks to a warfare of repeating-rifles,

Napoleonic tactics, and ironclads. The dictum of the late laureate will

be reversed after the perusal of Mr. Palmer's brilliant recital. Better

fifty years of Cathay than a cycle of Europe.
The early chapters, as well as the two last chapters, are the work not

only of a newspaper reporter but of an extremely acute and thoughtful

publicist. The politics and military systems revealed by the present

situation in the East are there stated in a clear and interesting manner,
and it would be difficult to attain a proper knowledge of what is going
on in the present field of war without first mastering this narrative,

brief as it is, of the Russo-Japanese struggle up to the first retreat

of Kuropatkin.

FREDERICK P.ALMEK.

MUSCULAR CHRISTIANITY.
The Prospector. A Tale of the Crow's Nest Pass. By Ralph Connor.

Cloth, 401 pp. Price, $1.50. Fleming H. Revell Company.

THIS tale of Ralph Connor's is, if anything, crisper, stronger, and
better than any of its forerunners. It is a book that sways us

with the power of elemental forces, that thrills with dramatic
situations, and holds the reader's interest with a grip so intense as to be
at times almost painful, but one which he is yet loath to have loosened. Its

scene lies on the borderland of that vast Canadian country which " Black

Rock" and "The Sky Pilot" have invested with a romantic glamour
for a host of readers; the time is that primitive era of the pioneer previ-

ous to the extension of the transcontinental railroad, when prospecting,

panning gold, and ranching on a limited scale occupied the attention of

a scattered and motley handful of settlers. Cowboys, half-breeds,

ranchers, "broken" men and unprincipled adventurers make a pictur-

esque assortment. " Canada was cut off at the Lakes, the land beyond
was a wilderness, untraveled for the most part but by the Indian or

trapper. . . . Only under some great passion did men leave home and
those dearer than life, and, casting aside dreams of social, commercial, or

other greatness, devote themselves to life on that rude frontier."

Such a passion seized Shock, the hero of this tale, otherwise the Rev.
Hamish Macgregor, missionary to Loon Lake in the great Northwest.
He acquired his nickname, by the way, from his touseled, tow head,

was a youth of massive build, and the only child of a widowed Highland
mother living in Toronto.

The story opens with a spirited account of a football match between
Toronto and McGill Universities. Among the spectators are three

persons who figure prominently in the tale, the two daughters of Mrs.

Fairbanks, the society woman, and Mrs. Macgregor, Shock's mother. It

is plain in the beginning that Helen Fairbanks will fall in love with

Shock—only to be opposed by her haughty mother, who considers him

her inferior. In the midst of their college interests there comes upon
the scene a great man from the West, a sort of Presbyterian bishop
called Superintendent, a man of magnetism and power, looking for
missionaries to go to the far Western
wilderness. Shock is inoculated with
the Western microbe, he feels the call,

and, tho the sacrifice is great, will

obey. His widowed mother, to whom
her son is as the apple of her eye,

yields him up, with noble but heart-

breaking self-abnegation, and for-

titude greater than that of a Spartan
mother. And these two separate

never to meet again. The parting,

too, of Shock and Helen is highly

dramatic.

The scene shifts to the missionary's

station in the West, which the author
knows so well. Shock's missionary
training in the wards of Toronto hard-

ly prepared him for his new experi-

ences, but he is equal to them. His
powerful frame and cool head, disci-

plined in football days, find abundant
exercise here, for in the very beginning he is face to face with condi-

tions where muscular power is more than moral suasion. By virtue

thereof he wins the admiration and later devotion of the vanquished
cowboy Ike, and withstands the attack of Carroll, the blackbrowed bully

of Loon Lake.

With picturesque and rapid advance the tale carries us through varied

exploits and adventures which give many a thrill and gasp of delight

at the heroic qualities of Shock, heroic both of hand and heart; and if

he does loom somewhat large physically and morally, we can forgive

the exaggeration, for he is a lovable fellow. Not great as a preacher,

he is great as an organizer, a pastor and a living example of practical

Christianity in general. There is plenty of work to his hand, troubles
oppose and failure besets him too; but through it all he passes tri-

umphantly wearing his old scrimmage smile.
There is preaching in the book, but the author's art has made it an

integral and natural part of the narrative, and its teaching is mainly by
implication. On the whole, whoever loves portrayal of the pathos and
sublimity of life, whoever loves to mingle smiles with tears, whoever
worships at the shrine of devotion, heroism, and faith, whoever loves
manly courage and unfaltering obedience to duty will derive much
satisfaction from this book, and, if we mistake not, a spiritual
chastening and uplift to the soul.

RALPH CONNOR.

THE STORY OF AN INDIAN VILLAGE.
The Ojibway. By Joseph A. Gilfillan.

Neale Publishing Company.
Cloth, 457 pp. Price, $1.50. The

THE Rev. Mr. Gilfillan has labored for almost half a century as a

missionary among the Minnesota Indians. He has known them
in a stage that was primitive savagery in all save the family re-

lation ; he has seen them advance by successive degrees, not only to

the life of material civilization, but also to that of the spirit, to which,

indeed, their first state was not so remote as is generally believed.

This advance he describes in "The Ojibway," a book which, tho cast

in the form of fiction, consists of the annals of a real Indian village,

slightly altered for reasons which will become apparent to the reader.

He introduces us personally to almost every inhabitant, and as a result

we are made to feel artistically the great truth that the scientific

ethnologists have in vain tried to impress upon us intellectually, viz.,

that Indians differ individually in mental and moral traits as widely as

do the members of civilized communities, and in much the same manner.
Indeed, Mr. Gilfillan's story might easily have been converted into an
allegory of civilized life. The leading character, the evil genius of the

community, " Sha-bosh-kunk," whose name maybe freely rendered as
" Mr. Getthere," is a type of the trickster and hypocrite who is to be
found everywhere in the laud from Wall Street to Alaska. The story

of the clever use he made of the introduction of the lucifer match to

rob the citizens of a neighboring village of all their portable property,

if it had been told by such a genius as the late Charles Godfrey Leland,

would live as a classic of American humor. There are other episodes
which would have their proper setting in verse. The war parties are
true subjects for epic treatment ; the immolation of the Sioux girl by
Red-Sky-of-the-Morning forms a tragic theme as perfect as the sacri-

fice of Iphigenia ; and the amusing quarrel between the two women,
"Tough Bones" and "Low Sky" presents just such a scene as
Theocritus, the master of the idyl, loved to depict as taking place
among Sicilian peasants.
Five Ojibway songs are introduced, which have been transcribed and

harmonized by Edwin S. Tracy. They enforce the view taken by
Frederick R. Burton, the composer, who has organized a troupe of

Ojibway singers, that there is a basis in Indian songs for an American
school of music, as rich and original as that possessed by any nation.

Mr. Gilfillan's book is so naive in its lack of literary art as to be
thoroughly refreshing to the reader satiated with conventional fiction.

Altho its forms are rude and its colors crude, these contain and radiate

a life in comparison with which that known as "strenuous" and that
known as " simple" seem poor and passing indeed.
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BOOKS RECEIVED.
The LliKKAKV UuiKsr is in receipt of the follow-

ing books:

" Selected roems."— Elizabeth Barrett Browning.

<Ginn & Co.)

" Through Spectacles of F"eeling." — By author of

*' Times and Days." (Lonp;nians. Green & Co.)

" Pages from a Country Diary." I'ercival Somers.

(Longmans, Green & Co.)

" Charles Brockden Brown.''— Martin Samuel Vilas.

(Free Press .Association.)

•• Die Joumalisten." — Gustav Freytag. (Ginn &
Co. I

"The Rubaiyat of Omar Cayenne."- Gellett Bur-

gess. I Frederick A. Stokes Company.)

".Abraham Lincoln."— \V. Martin Jones. (R. W.
Lace, Rochester, N. Y.)

" The Splendor of Human Body.''— Bishop Brent.

{Longmans, Green & Co., 5o.6o net.)

" House, Garden, and Field."—L. C. Miall. (Long-

mans, Green & Co.)

• Washington and Lincoln." — Cjnis Townsend

Brady. (Publishing Society, Sons of the Revolution.)

" The Complete Poetical Works of Shelley." —
Edited Thomas Hutchinson, M..-\. (Oxford Univer-

sity Press.)

Instrumental .Music: "Air de Ballet," A. Hervey

;

"Caprice," H. W. Harris; 'Elves Frolic," H. W.
Harris :

" They say ' Tis Love,' " Rudolph Ganz :

-' The River." G. A. Grant-Schaefer ;
" By the Lake,"

G. .A. Grant-Schaefer; " At Sundown." G. A. Grant-

Schaefer; "The Clover-field," G. A. Grant-Schaefer.

(Cla>-ton F. Summy Company.)

" Moral Education." Edward Howard Griggs.

<B. W. Huebsch, $2 net.)

" Life of Edna L>-all." J. hi. Escreet. (Longmans,

Green & Co., Ji.6o.)

Dress Outfits for Abroad."- -Ardern Holt. (Long-

mans, Green & Co., $0.75.)

' Water - Color Painting."— Mary L. I'.reakell.

<Longmans, Green & Co., $0.75.)

" Hockey as a Game for Women."— Edith Thomp-
son. (Longmans, Green & Co.. $0.75.)

" Seventeenth .\nnual Report of the Commissioner
of Industrial Statistics."—Henry E. Tiepke. tE. L.

Freeman, Providence.)

" Homespun Candies."—Annie M. Jones. (Rohde &
Haskins.)

Friends for the Friendly."—Compiled by Annie

M. Jones, t Rohde & Haskins.)

" Books and My Food." -Elisabeth Luther Caryand
Annie M. Jones. (Rohde & Haskins, $1 net.)

" The Goodness of God." — George T. Knight.

<Unive»salist Publishing House.)

"A Divorce."—Paul Bourget. (Charles Scribner's

Sons.)

" The Bertrams." — .Anthony Trollope. (John

Lane.)

"The Business Career." — Albert -Shaw. (Paul

Elaer & Co., $1 net.)

" The Story of .Art Throughout the Ages." — S
Reinach. (Charles Scribner's Sons, $2 net.)

" Forty Years of Active Service."— Col. Charles T.

O'Ferrall. (XeaJe Publishing Company. $2 net.)

" .A Treatise on Rocks, Rock-weathering and Soils."

—George P. Merrill. (Macmillan Company, $4.)

" India."—Sir Thomas H. Holdich. ( D. Appleton

& Co., $2.50 net.)

" Who's Who in England." (A. and C. Black, Lon-
don.)

" Who's Who Vear-Book." (A. and C. Black.)

" The English Woman's Vear-Book."— Edited by
Emily Janes. (.A. and C. Black.)

"Rebelsof the New South."- Walter Marion Ray-
mond. (Charles H. Kerr & Co., Si.)

"Julius Caesar."—Edited by Charlotte Porter and
Helen A. Clarke. (Thomas V. Crowell & Co., $0.50

net.)

" Old West Surrey."—(Jertrude Jekyll. (Longmans,
Green & Co.)

" Letters from the Holy Land."— Ernest Renan.
(Doubleday, Page & Co., $2 net.)

AN EXTRAORDINARY BARGAIN

Three Hundred Special

Ostermoor Mattresses
SPECIAL CLEARANCE SALE OF SURPLUS STOCK.

A SURPLUS lot of especially fine French Edge Ostermoor
Mattresses of extra thickness, extra weight, and exceptional

softness in the highest grade coverings, regular price being

$23.00, will be closed out regardless of cost, to make room for

regular stock, at the extremely low price of $18.50 each.

These Mattresses are tiie very softest we can make, and are in

every way fully as desirable, and as great, if not greater bargains

than the 600 lot of Special Hotel Mattresses we sold last year at

the same price. If you were fortunate enough to secure one of

same, you will fully appreciate the present sale.

The mattresses are all full double-bed size, 4 feet 6 inches wide,

6 feet 4 inches long, in two parts, with round corners, five-inch in-

seamed borders, and soft Rolled French Edges, exactly lil<;e the

photographic illustration.

The filling is especially selected Ostermoor sheets, all hand laid,

and closed within ticking entirely by hand sewing. Mattresses weigh
60 lbs. each. 15 lbs. more than regular, and are far softer and much
more luxuriously comfortable than regular.

The coverings are all of extra fine quality in the beautiful Mercer-
ized French Art Twills, in various colors—pink, blue, red or yellow

—

on high-grade, dust-proof satin finish ticking, stripes in linen effect;

also plain, old fashioned, narrow blue and white heiring bone.

The mattresses are made up in the daintiest possible manner by
our most e.xpert specialists. They represent, in the very highest

degree, the celebrated O.STER.MOOK merit of Excellence, and are

a rare bargain both in price and quality.

PRICE, $18.50 EACH
We pay Transportation Charges anywhere in the United States.

Only while they last; first come, first served.

The opportunity to secure same is limited.

Terms of sale: Cash in advance ; none sent C.O.D.

Note :— Ostermoor Mattresses, regular stock, same size,

two parts, cost ?i5.5oeach. They have Tour inch border, weigh
45 lbs., and are covered with A. C. A. Tickin^j. These .special

Mattresses cost S23.00 each, finish fully two inches thicker,

weigh 15 lbs. more, have round comers soft French-Rolled
Edges—close diamond tufts - and beautiful high-grade fine

quality covering and very much softer and far more resilient.

If you do not wish a mattress now, and care to know more
about the " Ostermoor " Mattress, send your name on a postal

for our free book, " The Test of Time," a veritable work of

art, 136 pages in 2 colors, profusely illustrated, it's well worth
while.

OSTERMOOR & COMPANY
119 ELIZABETH STREET, NEW YORK

Wken ordering, please state first, second, and eve7i third choice of color of covering, in oase all

you like are already sold, as there will be no time for correspondence.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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The Best
Transmission
Most automobile troubles arise

in the transmission case. The
transmission of the Cadillac has

solved one of the most difficult

problems of the automobile. It

insures perfect running, reduces

cost of maintenance and repairs

and gives greater power. It is

simple, strong and noiseless.

Every part of the

is built with care,

thoroughness and precision.

The result is extreme durability

and absence of annoyance to the

operator. The speed range of the

Cadillac is from four to thirty

miles an hour, the maximum speed

being easily maintained with four

passengers. Let us send you

Booklet AD and give you the

name of the nearest Cadillac

agency where you can satisfy your-

self that nothing at double the

money equals the Cadillac.

Price, $750 to $900.

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE COMPANY,
Detroit, Mich.

Member Association Licensed Automobile
Manufacturers.

Model B
$»00

First Mortgage Farm Loans

We have them for sale !?200 to $'2,500 riinnint; for five
yearH. Interest paid promptly annually. VVe make
these loans with our own money and sell them as
chance may offer, hence have nothing to sell that is

not good enough security for our own money. We
inspect every piece of land before placing a loan on
same, and never loan to exceed 40 per cent, of actual
selling value. We have been makingthese loans since
188;i Neverlost a dollar for an investor yet. Send for
booklet "We're Bight on the Ground," 128 page de-
scriptive matter of the country, complete descriptive
list of on-handloana, etc. We are reliable and finan-
cially responsible. Can you sell our loans to investors?

E. J. LANDER & CO.. Box 8, Grand Forks, N. D.

CURRENT POETRY.
Three Poems.

By MuTSUHiTO, Emperor of Japan.

[The poems here translated, which appeared in the
Kokianut Shimlnin for November 7, 1Q04, seem to
have been composed at different periods. Number
one evidently was written before the war. Number
two dates from the actual commencement of the war.
Number three is what we see in Japan to-day.]

My heart's at peace with all, and fain would I

Live, as I love, in life-long amity

;

And yet the storm-clouds lower, the rising wind
Stirs up the waves ; the elemental strife

Rages around. I do not understand

Why this should be.

II.

'Tis surely not our fault.

V/e've sou.ght to be sincere in deed and word

;

We have exhausted every means to press

A clear and truthful case, but all in vain.

Now may the God that sees the hearts of men
Approve of what we do !

They're at the front,

Our brave young men ; and now the middle-aged

Are shouldering their arms ; and in the fields

The old men gather in the abundant rice.

Low stooping o'er the sheaves : all ages vie

In cheerful self-devotion to the Land.
—From The hidependenl

.

Behold the Earth.

By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Behold the earth, swung in among the stars,

Fit home for gods, if men were only kind.

Do thou thy part to shape it to those ends,

By shaping thine own life to perfectness.

Seek nothing for thyself, or thine own kin.

That robs another of one hope or joy.

Let no man toil in poverty and pain

To give thee unearned lu.xury and ease.

Feed not the hungry servitor witli stones,

That idle guests may fatten on thy bread.

Look for the good in stranger and in foe,

Nor save thy praises for the cherished few.

And let the weakest sinner find in thee

An impetus to reach receding heights.

Behold the Earth, swung in among the stars.

Fit home for gods : wake thou the god within.

And, by the broad example of thy love,

Communicate omnipotence to Men.
All men are unawakened gods. Be thine

The voice to rouse them from unhappy sleep.

—Prom Ainslee's Magazine.

November in the South.

(A Jingling Parody.)

By Frank L. Stanton.

Sing the song of sunshine

—

Birds in chorus sweet.

Banks of bluest violets

Twinklin' at your feet

!

Bees a-himtin' honey

In meadows of delight

;

Lilies nod "Good Morning!"

In summer-gowns of white.

Greenest banks of clover,

Crystal streams and springs
;

Gray doves flying over

With music in their wings I

Leaf there, has a tinging

Of its frosty foes,

But the sun is fringing

With silver, every rose !

That's the way the south is

—

Paradise for man

!

Rosy-red, her mouth is :

Kiss it, while you can !

—From The Atlanta Constitution.

T.r*S •**.

£n '^em

*Ta /

THE .Ty-pEWRiTER

TYPEWRITER
COMPETITION

Suppose you were just starting a type-

writer (aclory.

What chance would you have to build up

a business if your machine was simply an

ordinary typewriter — no better than the

others? It would be a hard, uphill, almost

hopeless, fight.

BUT—if your machine was actually better

than the others if it outpointed tliem feature

lor feature—was better constructed— lasted

longer - practically cost nothing for repairs

—

in fact, was more modern in every way

—

then, and only then , could you successfully

compete—and win.

That is just what the Fox Typew. \ .r Com-

pany has done.

The Fox Typewriter itself is the cause of

our success. It is better than any other and

excels in every one of the vital points in type-

writer construction.

We prove it every time we make a sale

—

or we could not make it.

The reason why Is told in our catalogue

—

by our agents—by the work the machine does

— by the unprejudiced business man who has

compared the Fox with others.

Will you give the Fox a chance to make

good ? It costs nothing to try. We do no

ask anything mere cf ycu than you yourself

ask cf others for your own goods.

Anybody anywhere can try a Fox Type-

writer for 10 days. Write for our plan.

New 1 905 Catalogue just out.

It describes the machine in detail, and will

be mailed on request.

Fox Type%>rUer Co,:, Ltd*

Executive Office and Factory

550 Front Street

Grand Rapids, Mich.

You don't
know how neat
iind comfortable eye-

^^iBim glasses can be until you
'^ aH^Br lii^d out about

Shur = On
Eye = giasses

Built on an entirely new principle. .

Don't feel tight, but won't fall off.

Made in all shapes and can be used with anj
nose-guard. At all opticians. " Shiir-On" on
the mounting.

Valuable book free
Send IIS the nsiiiie of your opticlnn
ind we will mail you our book on the
care of the eyes.

E. KIRSTEIN SONS CO., Dep«. E
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

E-labljjhed IHli4.

Readers of The Litkrary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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IF YOU WANT
For Your

Farm, Home or Business

I Can Get It
No Matter Where Your Property is Located

Or What It Is Worth

IF
I did not have the ability and facilities to sell your property, I certainly could

not afford to pay for this advertisement. This " ad." (like all my other " ads.")

is practically sure to place on my list a number of new ])roperties, and I am just

as sure to sell these properties, and make enough money in commissions to pay for

the cost of the " ad." and make a good profit besides. That is why I have the

largest real estate business in the workl to day.

Why not put your property among the number that will be sold as a result

of this "ad."?
I will not only be able to sell it—some lime—but will be able to sell it quickly

;

I am a specialist in quick sales. I have the most complete and up-to-date equipment
in the world. I have branch offices throughout the countr)-, and a field force of over

3,000 men to find buyers.

I do not handle any of the lines usually carried by the ordinary real estate agent.

I do not make any money through renting, conveyancing, mortgages, insur-

ance, etc. I MUST SELL real estate—and lots of it—or go out of business.

I can assure you I am not going out of business. On the contrary, I expect

to find, at the close of the year 1905, that I have sold tw^ice as many properties

as I did in 1904, but it will first be necessary for me to "list" more
properties. I want to list VOU RS and SELL it. It doesn't matter

whether you have a farm, a home without any land, or a business ;

it doesn't matter what it is worth, or where it is located. If you
will fill out the Hank letter of inquiry below and mail it to me to-day,

I will tell you how and why I can quickly convert the property into

cash, and will give you my complete plan (free) and terms for

handling it. The information I will give you will be of great value

to you, even if you should decide not to sell. You had better write to-day before you forget it.

If you want to buy any kind of Farm, Home or Business, in any part of the country, tell me your requirements.

fill them promptly and satisfactorily. /-

W. M. OSTRANDER - 279 North American eidg, Philadelphia

If You Want to SELL, Fill Out, Cut Out,

and Mail This Coupon to Me To - Day

If You Want to BUY, Fill Out, Cut Out,

and Mail This Coupon to Me To-Day

1905
W. M. OSTRANDER,

279 North American Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Please send, without cost to me, a plan for finding a cash buyer

for my property, which consists of

in the town or city of

County of and State of

and which I desire to sell for $

Following is a brief description of the property

:

W. M. OSTRANDER,
279 North American Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

With a view to buying, I desire information about properties

which correspond approximately to the following specifications :

Kind of property

Size State

.

City, County or part of State preferred.

The price must be between $ and

I will pay $ down and the balance

.

Name. .

.

Address

.

Name. .

Address

Headers of The Ltterari Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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There are in the United States

and Canada 27,251 printers.

^ Every one is an authorized

retail agency for Old Hampshire
Bond, made up into business

stationery and printed matter.

^ Every printer either has a

complete stock of Old Hamp-
shire Bond or knows where to get

it promptly. ^ Ask your printer

to show you the kind of business

stationery he can make from

'• Look for tJu Water Mark"

Many large business houses have told us that

Old Hampshire Bond is the best paper for

letterheads, envelopes, checks, stock certifi-

cates, bonds, etc. Vou can see for yourself

if you will write lis on yourpresent letterhead

for the Book of Specimens, showing samples

of the above-named forms printed, litho-

giaphed, and engraved on
Old Hampshire Bond in

white and fourteen colors,

Hampshire Paper Company
South Hadley Falls, Massachusetts.

Tlie only p.iper makers in the world
making buml papers exclusively.

MODEL V" GASOLINE

Four Cylinder. Bevel Gear Driye. Double
Ball Bearing's,. Pressed Steel Frame. Side

Enlrances,. Finish and Trimnriinisthe

'

', Finest. January Deliveries.

ne' of Casoline'ftnd Electric cmra will

.exhibition a( the New York and
.Chicago Autoi

lots East 22(1 Street, Indiunapolis, Ind.

Send for this
Print your own cnrds, oiroulars, A-o.

Prt'ss ¥•"»• Sm.il] newspaper press ^IJS.

Moneysaver. Print for others, bigprofits.
TjpesPttinK easy, printed rules sent.
Write to makers fore.'italop, presses, tvpe,
paper, &c. IHK PKKSS (;o., MEItlDE.N, CONN.

Him an' Me.

Being a story of the " Adriondacks " told by me in

the words of him who had borne with buck-fever and
bad marksmanship until, liaving been long out of

meat and patience, he put his confidence in me and we
sallied forth.

By Irving B.\cheller.

We'd greased our tongues with bacon 'til tliey'dsliy at

food an' fork

An' the trails o' thought were slippery an' slopin'

toward New York
;

An' our gizzards shook an' trembled an" were most
uncommon hot,

An' the oaths were slippin' easy from the tongue o'

Philo Scott.

Then skyward rose a flapjack an' a hefty oath he

swore.

An' he spoke of all his sufferin' which lie couldn't

Stan' no more
;

An' the flapjack got to jumpin' like a rabbit on tlie

run

As he give liis compliments to them who couldn't p'int

a gun.

He told how deer would let 'em come an' stan' an' rest

an' shoot,

An' how bold an' how insultin' tliey w-ould eye the

tenderfoot

;

How he—Fide Scott—was hankerin' fer suthin' fit to

eat,
"

! " says he. " Le's you an' me go out an' find

some meat."

We paddled off a-whisperin' beneath tlie long birch

limbs,

An' we snooked along as silent as a sucker when he

swims

;

I could hear him slow his paddle as eroun' the turns

lie bore

;

I could hear his neck a-creakin' while his eye run up
the shore.

An' soon we come acrost a buck as big an' bold as sin,

An' Philo took t' swallerin' to keep hisfeelin's in;

An' every time he swallered, as he slowly swung
eroun',

I could hear his Adam's apple go a-squeakin' up an'

down.

He sot an' worked his paddle jest as skilful as he could,

An' we went on slow an' careless, like a cliunk o' float-

in' wood
;

An' I kind o' shook an' shivered an' tlie pesky ol'

canoe.

It seemed to feel as I did, for it shook an' shivered too.

I sot there, full o' deviltry, a-p'intin' with a gun.

An' we come up clost and closter, but the deer he

didn't run
;

An' Philo shet his teeth so liard he split his briar-root

As he held his breath a-waitin' an' e.xpectin' me to

shoot.

I could kind o' feel him hanker, I could kind o' hear

him think,

An' we'd come so nigh the animal we didn't dast_to

wink.

But I kep' on a-p'intin' of the rifle at the deer,

Jest as if I was expectin' fer to stick it in his ear.

An' Philo fetched the gunnel soft an' shook it with his

knee
;

I kind o' felt him nudgin' an' a-wisliin' he was me,

But I kep' on a-p'intin' with a foolish kind o' grin,

Enjoyin' all the wickedness that he was holdin' in.

An' of a sudden I could feel a tremble in his feet
;

I knew that he was gettin' mad an' fiUin' up with heat.

An' his blood it kind o' simmered, but he couldn't say

a damn—
He'd the feelin's of a panther an' the quiet of a lamb.

THE BEST WINTER RESORT
The Walter Sanitarium

WALTERS PARK. PA.
Only 92 minutes from Reading Terminal, Philadelphia, without change. Booklet.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention tiie publication when
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But 1 only sot a-p'intin' at the shoulder of the deer,

An' we snooked along as ca-arelul an' we kep" a-draw-

in' near

;

An' Philo so deceivin'- as if frozen into rock,

• Was all het up with sinfulness from headgear unto

sock.

An' his foot come creepin" forwards an' he tetched me

with his boot.

An' he whisjiered low an' anxious, an" says lie, " Why
don't ye shoot ?

"

An' the buck he see the time had come fer him an' us

to part.
\

An' he flung the spray as I'hilo pull the trigger ot his

heart.

He had panthers in his bosom, he had horns upon his

mind ;

An' the panthers spit an" rassled an' their fur riz up

behind ;

An' he gored me with his langiiidge an' he clawed me

with his eye

Til I wisht that, when I done him dirt, I hadn't been

so nigh.

He scairt the fish beneath us an" the birds upon the

shore,

An' he spoke of all his sufferin' which he couldn't

Stan" no more

:

Then he sot an' thought an' muttered as he pushed a

mile er so

Like a man that's lost an' weajy on the mountain of

his wo.

An' he eyed me over cur'ous an' with pity on his face.

An' he seemed to be a sortin' words to make 'em fit

the case.

• Of all the harmless critters that I ever met," says he,

There ain't not none more harmlesser- my God !—

than what you be."'

An' he added, kind o' sorrowful, an' hove a mighty

sigh

:

• Id be 'shamed t' meet another deer an" look him in

ih-' eye.

God knows a man that p'ints so never orter hev no

grub,

What game are you e.xpectin' fer t' slaughter with a

club?"

An' I answered w ith a riddle :
" It has head an' eyes

an' feet

An' is black an' white an" harmless, but a fearful

thing to meet

;

It's a long an' pesky animal as any in the county.

•Can't ye guess ?— I've ketched a ixjme an' I'll give ye

half the bounty."

—From Harper's Weekly.

Da^wn's Recompense.

By Margaret Houston.

He bet,,?ed me for the little toys at night,

That I had taken lest he play too long;

The little broken toys—his sole delight.

I held him close in wiser arms and strong;

And sang with trembling voice the even-song.

Reluctantly the drowsy lids dropped low,

The while he pleaded for the boon denied.

Then when he slept, to dream-content to know,

I mended them and laid them by his side

;

That he might find them in the early light,

And wake the gladder for the ransomed sight.

So, Lord, like children, at the even fall

We weep for broken playthings, loath to part.

BERMUDA AND THE «' BEK3IUDIAN."
Now that the northern states are in the grip of winter,

Bermuda, that little Arcadia where ever\thing is beautiful

either in form, color, or odor, attracts attention. Thither
the Quebec Steamship Company maintains a weekly ser-

vice with well-appointed steamships, of which the new
Bertnudian, a twin-screw steel vessel of 5.500 tons burden,
represents the acme of marine architecture. From New
York the trip is now made in 48 hours.
Bermudian life is essentially out of doors. The mean

temperature is 65'' Fahrenheit. Persons who wish to

escape the rigors of winter, who love the beautiful, and
who enjoy the quiet simple life which this idyllic spot
affords should send for the descriptive booklet on Bermuda
recently published by the Quebec Steamship Company

;

it may be had for the asking from their agents, A. E.
Outerbridge &. Co., jg Broadway, New York. The winter-
:season passenger rates are very moderate, and range from
three cents a mile upward. Round-trip tickets good for
six months may be had for J50.

V --
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The Pierce Stanhope
is and always was a distinct achievement in the way of a popular-priced,

all-around automobile, built primarily to stand the strenuous demands of

a physician's work, which means to give the greatest amount of service

with the least amount of bother, and which certainly fulfills the require-

ments of any ordinary user. It is built for hard work. It has all the

good points of the Pierce cars. It is ine.xpensive, and it is a particularly

graceful design to look upon.

See it at a near agent's, and also write for both popular and techni-

cal descriptions.

The Pierce line for 1905 is read}-. It consists of three mechanisms
and six cars. There are

The Pierce Stanhope, without top.

The Great Arrow Tonneau car, 28-32 H. P.

The Suburban. 28-52 H. P. ( Bodies )
-

The Landaulet, 28-32 H. P. by ,^ .

The Opera Coach, 28-32 H. P. ( Q«i>^by
) _

The Arrow Tonneau, 24-28 H. P.,

$1,200
4,000
5,000
5.000
5.000
3,500

The Suburban, The Landaulet, and the Opera Coach have what are

known as Limousine bodies.

Pierce cars were awarded the Grand Prize at the St. Louis Exposition.

The Pierce book and technical description of each of these cars sent

on request to us or to your nearest agent.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY, Buffalo, N. Y.

cMa.nufa.cturers of fierce Cycles

Members of Association of Licensed^Automobile Manufacturers

Dowling& Maguire, Boston, Mass.

R. W. Whipple, Binphamton, N. Y.

H. Paulman & Co , Chicago, 111.

The George N. Pierce Co , Denver, Colo.

Stirling Automobile Co , Detroit, Mich.

N. L. Biever, Derby, Conn.
Elmira Arms Co., Elmira, N. Y.
Waterman Bros , Fresno, Cal.

J. A. Place, Geneva, N. Y.
East Coast Automobile Co., Jacksonville, Fla.

L H. Johnson, Los Angeles, Cal.

Harrolds Motor Car Co., New York, N. Y.

The Geo. N. Pierce Co., Oakland, Cal.
Wilson & Company, Ottawa, Canada.
Banker Bros. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
H. J. Willard, Portland, Me.
R. v. Connerat, Savannah, Ga.
C. P Joy Automobile Co., St. Paul, Minn.
Mobile Carriage Co., San Francisco, Cal.
Standard Motor Car Co., Scranton, Pa.
Western Automobile Co., St. Louis, Mo.
M C. Blacknian, Syracuse, N. Y.
Miller-Mundy Motor Car Co., Utica, N. Y.
Central Automobile Exchange, Worcester, Mass.

Readers of Thk Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN)
Formerly THE FRED MACEY CO . . i/«r.

|

The Bookcase for the Home

fl The Macey Sectional Bookcase is

mechanically correct and artistically

perfect.

^ Made in a variety of woods and fin-

ishes with beautiful leaded and other
decorated glass effects to suit every
place and purse.

^ Can be increased to accommodate a
growing library and re-arranged, still

preserving an effect in accord with
the style of furnishing.

^ You take no risk whatever when
you buy the genuine Macey Sectional

Bookcase. We ship " On Approval,"
freight paid and satisfaction guaran-
teed.

New Illustrated Catalosrue P UOt i^n. on ref|uest

RETAIL STORES:
New York 343 Broadway
Boston 178 Federal Street
Chicago . . . 152 Wabash Avenue
Philadelphia . . . 14 N. 13th Street

DIANONDSONCREDIT
THE chief consideration in buying a dia-

mond is not the price quoted, but the real
value of the goods offered, which is de-

termined by the greatest brilliancy, the purest
color, perfection in cut, shape and polish.
These nigh qualities you-will find in our goods.
Any article illustrated in our catalogue will

be sent by express without charge for your
examination.

Our Terms are 20 per cent.

down and 10 per cent.

per n\onth.

Transactions strictly confidential.
Every purchase fully guaranteed.

Liberal Exchanges.

We are the Oldest Diamond House in
the trade, having been established since 1843,
and the fact that we import diamonds in the
rough state and cut and polish ihem in our
own lapidaries enables us to supply the finest
gems at a saving :>i 15 to iJ.'S per ;^ent;
Write for our new catalogue, Edition 13—

a

Diamond Authority. Sent Free.

J.M.LYON^CO.
65, 67,69 NASSAU ST.NEWYORK

^^^^u^^^!

HARTSHORN
SHADE ROLLERS
Bear the script name of Stewart

Hartshorn on label.

Wood Rollers. Tin Rollers.

While Thou, unmoved because Thou knowest all,

'. Dost fold us from the treasures of our heart.

And we shall find them at the morning-tide,

Awaiting us, unbroke and beautified.

—From Aijislec's Magazhu.

To a Child Reading

By Edward Dovle.

My Darling ! spell the words out. You may creep

Across the syllables on hands and knees,

And stumble often, yet pass me with ease

And reach the spring upon the summit steep.

Oh, I could lay me down, dear child ! and weep
These charred orbs out, but that you. then, might cease

Your upward effort, and, with inciuiries.

Stoop down and probe my heart too deep, too deep

!

I thirst for knowledge. Oh, for an endless drink

!

Your goblet leaks the whole way from the spring

—

No matter; to its rim a few drops cling,

And these refresh me with the joy to think

That you, my darling ! have the morning's wing

To cross the mountain, at whose base I sink.

—From Lippincotfs Magazine.

PERSONALS.
The Hero of Port Arthur.— Everybody agrees

in admiration of General Stoessel, the defender of

Port Arthur, and of the magnificent stand that he has

made for so many months against terrible odds and

while under most awful miseries. As often happens

in similar cases, General Stoessel was not thought

very much of in Russia until the Russo-Japanese war

began. General Stoessel has a little of the German in

him, for his grandfather was of German descent and

was a member of the Lutheran Church. Tii-Bits

(London) , from which we take the above facts, tells

the following stories about the general

:

His intimates knew that Stoessel was the kind of

man who would never give in to anything, and that he

was capable of as much bravery as any soldier in

Europe. One time when Russia was engaged in an-

other war and Stoessel was a captain and defending a

most difficult position, a subordinate officer came to

him and reported that his position was most desperate

and that the post which he had been ordered to hold

could no longer be held. Stoessel looked at liim sadly

for a moment, and then placed his hand gently on the

young officer's shoulder, remarking quietly to him,
" But you can die." The youngster went out without

another word with a grim determination to fight to

the end.

There is another very characteristic story told of

Stoessel. One day in times of peace the Russian offi-

cers in .St. Petersburg, as is their occasional custom,

assembled in a room at their military headquarters in

order to play the war game, that they might keep
their notions of strategy fresh. Sides were chosen,

and Stoessel, with a few others, sat on one side of the

table, with a few other officers, as the supposed de-

fenders of a very hazardous position which it was of

extreme importance should be saved, the attackers

being on the other side of the table, and the pieces rep-

resenting regiments, guns, cavalry, and so forth being

disposed on the board between them. The attackers

made good progress, and after the pieces had been

moved for an hour or two and the umpires had ruled

many of the defenders' forces out of action their posi-

tion looked serious in the extreme and capitulation

appeared inevitable.

There was then a private consultation amongst the

officers who were playing the gaine on the losing side

as to what should be done. "I should spike my guns
and then commit suicide," said one of them half-seri-

ously. " I should consider that I had done all that

was humanly possible, and simply wait for the march
of events," said another. Then they all looked hard

at Stoessel as, with a deep earnestness in his voice and
as if forgetful that it was but a game after all, he ex-

claimed :
" I should write my last letter to the Czar,

my master, and say that I had done my duty, and
should do it to the last. Then, with every man I

could gather round me, I should make one last desper-
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ate attack on this point, consigning my soul to God
beforehand."'

There seems in this incident and these words to

have been a dim prophecy of future events in the Far
East. When Port Arthur was considered to be in ex-

tremities .Stoessel prayed and wrote to the Czar ask-

ing for his blessing and that of the Czarina.

It has al\va)-s been ."^toessel's practise to mix among
his men as one of them, and to inspire them with hope
and coucage in every way. .At night time when his

soldiers are resting in camp, he frequently divests him-

self of his officers uniform with its many decorations

and puts on instead that of a private soldier, which he

always carries about with him from place to place for

this special purpose. In this attire he will patrol the

camp in silence, peeping into a tent here and there,

giving the pass-word to the sentries, and only now and
then addressing a word to those whom he encounters.

One time he stopped suddenly in the middle of this

moody march and asked a man near him the question,

bluntly. For whom do you fight 'f
" " For the Czar

and my country," promptly replied the man. Stoessel

hesitated for a moment, and then quietly observed,
" Those are two very good reasons, my man. but there

are more. I must talk to you some other time."'

Whether he did so or not can not be told, but all who
know .*<toessel, and even those who have read this arti-

cle, can guess what was in his mind.

Stoessel is a married man. and his wife is a very

diminutive, fragile-looking l.idy. with a pale, sweet

face. She does not look hardy enough for an officer's

wife, but she too is a brave woman, and she adores her

husband and believes that all he does is right, and ap-

proves of it accordingly.

How it Feel-s to he a Citizen.— Charles Gibson,

the Creek Indian, wlio has attracted attention by his

articles on the Indian, according to the Kansas City

Journal, had the restrictions removed from him not

long since and became a full-fledged American citizen.

His thoughts on the change in his conditions are inter-

esting. He is quoted by The Jotirnal -as, SAymg:

" Well, in the first place, you feel kind of salubrious,

as the fellow said, and again you kind of take the big

head and feel as if you were as good, as a Creek negro,

and again you find all at once that you are cultivating

a fine taste for pie. When you hitch up to your un-

painted bugg^y, minus a top. and you rattle off to your

claim of 160 acres of land, and when you arrive there

you say within yourself :
' This is my dirt, to own and

to hold to myself, my heirs and assigns forever, or until

death or a large bundle of greenbacks do us part.'

Then you feel salubrious some more, and the next feel

that comes upon you is to the effect that you are

eligible to any office in the United States if there was
not an if in the way. But it is a great satisfaction to

know that you have bulged the population of the

United Stalses one more, anyway, whether you fill the

President's chair or not. Then you think how would
an Indian look in the House or Senate. One thing is

sure, he will look no worse than Curtis, of Kansas, or

Logan, in his time. We received the papers that takes

them off of us the same day that Roosevelt and Parker
had the buck ague, election day, and could have voted
for them, had we a voting precinct handy. There was
a vote lost that might have been placed where it might
have done the most good to the greatest number, but
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we said within ourself, Indian like, ' heeddites chee,'

which is to say, ' keep an eye on us next time.' Now,

there are other advantages added to the man w ith the

restrictions removed. One is, he has something to sell

now where he did not before ; not land, but a solid vote

that will bring him a few dollars as long as he lives

without much struggle, his vote being as valuable as

either that of Roosevelt or Parker, and again one will

naturally draw attention from the velvet hand office-

seeker, who will be sure to recognize you just before

the election. He is liable to be very sociable, asking

about the health of your good wife and smart children,

and then take you around the corner and set 'em up.

These little flatter favors are good for the American's

health. With all these things in sight, you feel like

saying, as Bill Nye did, that before his death he could

not be elected Senator, even tho he fitted the place, but

the next day after his death he wished some friend to

inscribe on his headstone, ' He got there.' So it is with

one having the chains taken from his shins. ' He got

there with the restrictions removed' would look well,

if he was so fortunate as to liave a slab of marble

placed over his head. Take it all in all as far as we

have gone, it looks as if it might be a good thing to

take the restrictions off of every man's land."

The Captain of the Supreme Court.—Few of

those who witnessed the opening session of the United

States Supreme Court at the national capital, says

Success, recalled the fact that Justice Holmes once

served his country in the field, even as he does now in

her highest tribunal. We read :

The dignified judge seated farthest at the right of

the chief justice was the " my captain " of Oliver

Wendell Holmes the First, the hero of that delightful

sketch by the essayist-poet, which he called " In Search

of the Captain." Yet it was a true story—of the

paternal quest for the son reported seriously wounded
at Antietam.
Numerous distressing circumstances united to throw

the an.xious father off the track again and again, but

at length the search culminated happily in a railroad

train. This is what Dr. Holmes wrote of it

:

" In the first car, on the fourth seat to the right, I saw
my captain ; there saw I him, even my firstborn, whom
I had sought through many cities.

" ' How are you, boy ?

'

" ' How are you, dad ?

'

" Such are the proprieties of life as they are observed

among us Anglo-Sa.xons of the nineteenth century,

decently disguising those natural impulses that made
Joseph, the prime minister of Egypt, weep aloud so

that the Egyptians and the house of Pharaoh heard,

—nay, which had once overcome his shaggy old uncle

Esau so entirely that he fell on his brother's neck and
cried like a baby, in the presence of all the women."

A Villain.—A number of professional men gathered

at the Art Club of Philadelphia recently were exchang-

ing reminiscences of Edwin Forrest, the great trage-

dian. One of them, says Harper^s Weekly, told a

story of Forrest's experience in the West, which was

not only of interest in itself, but also a tribute to the

art of the actor.

The play was " Virginius," and Forrest was at his

best. In the scene where he slays his daughter, the

audience was almost stricken with awe, and not a

sound was heard until the scene was concluded, after

which the artist was greeted with overpowering ap-

plause. In the following act Virginius comes on the

stage looking worn and distracted. The reaction has

set in, he is frenzied over the loss of his daughter, and
he walks up and down, crying out, " Virginia, Virginia,

where is my child ?

"

An old miner, who occupied a front row in the

orchestra and who had been terribly wrought up by
the murder scene, could stand this no longer, and,

arising in his place, shouted out in loud tones, freighted

with intense indignation

:

" Why, you old villain, you killed her in the market-
house in the last act. You know it well enough. You
are a hypocrite as well as a villain."

The laughter and applause that greeted this unex-
pected turn in the performance made it necessary to

ring down the curtain.
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IIow Mttrkhani Siipprt'Afted a Book.— Recently

a nun called on Kdwin Markhani, author of " The

Man with the Hoe," we are told by Suaess, and intro-

duced himself as the writer of a book on which, he

said, he h.id siient twenty-tive years of study and re-

search. Mr. Markham, who is unusually kind in Usten-

ing to and counseling with amateur authors, immedi-

ately felt that one who has spent a quarter of a century

on his work is rare, and he invited him to his study

without delay.

• What is the nature of your work .' " asked Mr
Markham.
•

I have written the greatest book of the ages," began

the new author ;
" I have solved the mystery of the

world. I know all about it. I am prepared to prove

my statements. I know just why the world was made,

who really made it. and I have laid b.re the mysteries

of creation. I
"

" My good man." said Mr. Markham, interrupting

him, " if you have come to me for advice, let me tell

you to take your manuscript at once and bum it. If

you have solved the mystery of this world, you are its

greatest enemy. Why," continued the poet, " if you

have solved the mystery of the world you have robbed

men of their greatest joy. Vou have left us nothing to

work for, you have destroyed our ambition, you have

reduced us to mere animals. It is the mysteries of the

world that have made it great, and I, for one, don't

want to have them solved."

Mr. Markham's visitor sat dumbfounded for a mo-

ment. The vision of his twenty-five years of labor

flitted before him as he said

:

" I guess you're right—I guess you're right."

A Ne^r Roosevelt .Anecdote.— .V personal sketch

of Governor La FoUette, contributed to Harper s

Weekly by Earle Hooker Elaton, contains a new and

entertaining anecdote of President Roosevelt, which

Mr. Eaton quotes in the President's own words.

Mr. Roosevelt, it seems, was present at a reception

attended by Governor and Mrs. La Follette. The
President and Mrs. La Follette were standing in one

corner engaged in conversation and eating ice<ream.

He was doing the bulk of the talking and she was an

attentive and unwavering listener.

"Suddenly I discovered," says the President, "that

for at least five minutes I had been pouring ice-cream

down the front of her handsome evening-gown. .She

had known it all the time, but had not indicated it by

even the quiver of an eyelash or by the slightest change

in the smiling, interested e.xpression upon her face

;

she had simply been too polite to interrupt me by word

or look or move, no matter what happened to the

gown !"

MORE OR LESS PUNGENT.
Why He Sluidciered.—W.-\RIJEN tjust before the

execution) :

'" Wouldn't you like the services of a

minister ?

"

Convict (shuddering) :
" Heavens, no ! De judge

didn't sentence me to be married, did he ?
^^—Puck.

-Vli, the Baby.—" Hello I I don't see much of you

any more," said the cribbage fiend. " Why don't you
run around and play a little crib some night ?

"

" Huh I

' snorted Nupop. " there's a little crib along-

side o' my bed that makes me run around these nights

and it's anything but \t\z.yy—Philadelphia Press.

The Universal Dissolvent.—"'Will alcohol dis-

solve sugar ?

"

"It will," replied Old Soak; "it will dissolve gold

and brick houses, and horses, and happiness and love

and everything else worth having."- //o«5/<7« Post.

Unaccommodating.- Mr. Cityflatt (readingi:

"The widow of that 'commuter' who was killed in

the railroad wTeck has been awarded sixty thousand
dollars damages."
Mrs. CirvFL.ATT: " There—and I've been vainly

trying to induce you to move to the suburbs for years

—you mean thing I ''—Puck.

The Yankee Way.—Irritated FRENCHMAN
(to American who has mistaken him for a waiter) :
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" Sir-r, you haf gr-r-rossly insulted me. There is my

card. My seconds vill vait upon you, sir-r-r."

American :
" Never mind your seconds, Frenchy.

You can wait on me just as well. Pass me the Worces-

tershire sauce, and be quick about it."— Tit-Bits.

Coultl do Without It.—A Boston lady had given

her market-man lier daily order over the telephone, and

later in the day decided to change it a little and coun-

termand an order she had given for some liver.

Ringing up her market-man she said :

'• Vou remember that I gave an order for a pound of

liver a while ago ?

"

" Yes," was the reply.

" \Vell, I find that I do not need it. and you need not

send it."

Before she could put down the receiver she heard the

market-man say to some one in the store :

'• Take out Mrs. Blank's liver. She says she can get

along without xtP—Lippincott's Magazine.

Within the L,aw. — Mother : 'Tommy, you

broke off a big piece of tliat fruit cake, didn't you ?"

Tommy :
" Did I ?

"

Mother :
" You bad boy ! You know you did.

Didn't I tell you not to touch that cake ?

"

Tommy : "No, ma'am. You told me not to cut it."

—Philadelphia Press.

Insinuation.—Patron (in restaurant) :
" What

are you bothering me for ?
"

Head Usher: " The gentleman at the next table

wanted me to ask if you wouldn't please face the other

way. He says he was nearly eaten by an alligator once

and can't bear to see you eat."—Chicago News.

Absent-minded Willie. — TEACHER : Now,

Willie, you may close your geography and recite."

Willie: "Suddenly throwing off his disguise, the

great detective cried: ' Ha, villain ! You little thought

Dick Harter was on your track.' ^'—Puck.

A Telephonic Danger. — Paterfamilias (who

has just rung up the call-office, and has his attention di-

verted by his little daughter) :
" Hullo, dear, coming to

kiss me good-night ?

"

Voice of Female Telephone Clerk (severely):

" I beg your pardon ? "—Piiiii/i.

Didn't Bother about the Child.—Mrs. Canby :

" Oh, Titus, the baby has swallowed a hairpin !

"

Mr. Canbv :
" That's it

;
just as I expected. Now

you'll want money to buy some more. It's nothing but

money; money, money in this house the whole blessed

time.:'— Tit-Bits.

An Opening Left.—BANK President :
" We're

ruined ! The cashier has absconded with one hundred

thousand dollars."
,

Director :

'' Don't get excited. He has left a note

offering to take us into patnership."—/,//<-.

From One Who Knows. — Peckham : "You
can't eat ? Why, what's the matter with you ?

"

Younger: "Well, to be perfectly frank with you,

I'm so much in love I don't feel like eating anything."

Peckham :
" Huh ! After you marry the girl you'll

be the same way, only it'll be indigestion then."

—

Philadelphia Press.

A Fellow Feeling.- District Visitor: "I've

just had a letter from my son Reggie, saying he has

won a scholarship. I can't tell you how delighted I

am. I
"

Rustic Party :
" I can understand yer feelings,

mum. I felt just the same when our pig won a medal

at the Agricultural Show ! ''—Punch.

Christmas Proverbs.—A new toy is soon broken.

Look not a rocking-horse in the mouth.

It is never too late to exchange.

A candy cane in the hand is worth two in the mouth,

Vou can't eat your turkey and have it, too.

Never light your tree candles at both ends.

-Puck.

Decollette.— She was magnificent in ball attire.

" By what right, sir, do you tell me I shall not wear

this gown ? " she demanded, with flashing eyes.

" Before we were married, your old father asked me
if I could keep you in clothes, and I assured him I

NET

^PROFIT

At i Less than Brick

THEY are hollow, fire-proof, non-porous, can be finished in any color or texture, and

excel brick and wood in durability and beauty. They replace all building materials.

They have a low first cost because of cheapness of cement, its combination with cheap

materials and large use of common labor in making and laying. They have no mainte-

nance cost because of freedom from effects of the elements. The investment in a Dykema
plant is but 15 per cent, of that in a brick plant of the same capacity.

The manufacturer of Cement Stone by the Dykema System

tnakes a better material at less cost, and has a field as great

as the combinedfield of brick, -wood and natural stone.

We Equip Plants for the Manufacture of Stone by the
Dykema System. Ask for booklet H 15.

IF YOU EXPECT TO BUILD
Send us 25 cents coin and 6 cents stamps for our book of

cement house plans and cement information. Address
Dept. HH I.

If not within reach of a Dykema plant, we supply equipment
with which you can build of stone at practically wood cost.

K. Dykema & Son, 415 Mich. Trust BIdg., Grand Rapids, Micli.

Have You Had MyFree
Lesson ii\ Jiu-Jitsu?

IF
YOU do not already know that Jiii-

Jitsu is the most wonderful system of

physical training and self-defense in

the world to-day I invite you to write for

my FREE LESSON and demonstrate this

to your own satisfaction.

It is to the persistent practice of Jiu-.Jitsu that the
•Tapanese owe their courage aud success in battle, their
almost superhuman strength and power of endurance,
their low death rate and their material progress. Surely
a system of physical training which has done so much
for the Inland Nation will interest YOU. Jiu-.Jitsu not
only embodies the ideal principles of attaining perfect
health and perfect physical development, but as a
means of self-defeuse It is as potent at short range as
the deadliest weapon. A knowledge of its self-preserv-
ing principles renders a man or woman impregnable to
every form of vicious attack.

Jealously Guarded Secrets Revealed
For over two thousand years the principles of Jiu-

Jitsu have been religiously guarded. By an imperial
edict the teaching of the system was forbidden outside
of Japan. The friendly feeling, however, existing be-
tween Japan and the United States has been iTistru-
mental in releasing Jiu-Jitsu from its oath-bound

VAE KKIII \ABE, Late of the 'len-Shin Ryu .School of Japan secrecy, and I have been delegated to teach, without re-
serve, all the secrets of this ancient art to Americans.

I have just written an intensely interesting book which explains and makes clear the principles of Jiu-

Jitsu in a manner which will never beapproached by any American writer. So long as the edition lasts this

book together with my first lesson in Jiu-Jitsu, will be sent free to interested persons. The lesson is fully

illustrated and teaches one of the most effective methods known for disposing of a dangerous antagonist.

If you desire to learn all the closely guarded secrets of this marvelous science send me your name and
address, and you will receive the book and specimen lesson by return mail, postage paid. Address

^'AE K-ICHI >'rtBE, 3^1 C Realty Bldg., Ftochester. IN. >^.

Men Do Not Go to Church
A t)ol<l and vigorous discussion by

Rev. Cortland Myers, 16mo, Clo. COc.

Funk & Wagnalls Company, Pubs, 44-60 E. 23d St., NewYork

WHY The Lost
IGmo, cloth, 75c.

WEDDING RING
Hearl-to-heart talks on
Muirriage and its pitfalls.
By Rev. Cortland Mye? s

Funk & Wagnalls Companj-, Pubs., K. Y.

I have a hook to hang on and am sold in a yellow box.

Sold Only In a Yellow Bo.\—for your protection. Curved handle and face to Ct the mouth,
in irregular tufts—eleuns between the teeth. Hole in handle and hook to hold it.

This means much to cleanly per-

Adults'36c.
Youths' 25c Children's 25c.

Ry mail or at dealers. .^r«/f for our free
booklet.'-Tooth Truths." FLORENCE MTG. CO., 14 Pine St., Florence, 1

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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could," replied he, and met her look of hifih defiance

with a look of steady determination. -A'wi^.

Wine and Otherwlwe. — Some husbands never

know how much they are beloved until their wives

want a new hat.

The man who said the pen was mightier than the

sword must have witnessed a French duel.

Look ,\fter the i)ennies—your wife will see that the

dollars don't get away from you.

Some women are born bargain hunters, others con-

tract the habit at the age of three or four.

The man who is always giving fwinters on how to

manage a wife can usually be found in the woodshed

after supper smoking his evening cigar.

When a man's hat won't fit him in the morning it is

not always a sign that he's been out with the boys the

night before. He may have got the best of an argu-

ment with his wife. Columbus Dispatch.

A "J»ck-of-All-Trafle»."— In answer to an ad-

vertisement for someb(xly to take charge of a church

choir and play the organ the following reply was re-

ceived :

'• Sir : I noticed your advertisement for an organist

and music teacher, either lady or gentleman. Having

been both for several years, I offer you my services."—

Tit-Bits.

From the Polkvllle lArk.i Clarion.—Jim I.ob-

stock. from out 'Possum Trotway, dropped in last

Wednesday and laid on our table an egg which meas-

ured eleven inches in circumference. He requests us

to ask our readers if any of them can beat it. Puck.

Urgent Measures.—.She : "Oh, Henry, that cow

seems to be coming awfully fast !

"

Henry: " Er — yes. I'm afraid she has lost her calf,

and '

She: " Well, do something about it quick to make

her see that you are not it !
"- Chicago Neus.

Ambiguous.—" This custom of having two tele-

phones in the office has its disadvantages, too," said

the business man. " We've got a new office boy, and

one of his duties is to answer the telephone. The
other day he heard the bell ring, and, coming to me,

said :
' You're wanted at the 'phone by a lady.'

" Which one?' I inquired, thinking of the 'phones,

of course.
" Please, sir,' stammered the boy, ' I -I—I think it's

your wife.'"— Portland Express.

Too Much to Expect.— '• See here, landlord,

must I sit here forever before I get the half-chicken

that I have ordered ?
"

" Oh, no, sir I I'm only waiting till somebody comes
and orders the other half. Of course, I can't kill half

a chicken I "—Washington Post.

His Biggest Story.—After an unsuccessful ban-

quet the chairman said :
" Gentlemen, we have with us

to-night Professor Long-Bowe, who will tell us one of

his best and biggest ' after-dinner ' stories."

Professor Long-Bowe: "Mr. Chairman and

gentlemen, to begin with my biggest story, let me tell

you how thoroughly I have enjoyed your banquet."—
Tit-Bits.

A Failure.—DiCK :
" Do you know anything about

flirting?
"

Tim : No, I thought I did when I tried it, but she

married me."— Chicago News.

Before and After.—Mr. Busybody: "Pardon
me for mentioning it, but isn't your wife a little rude

to you at times ?
"

Mr. Henpecked-. "Well, it does seem so to me.
Before we were married she used to sit on my knee.

Now she sits all over m^."—Som&n\\\e Journal.

Needed a Light.— Jimmie was afraid of the dark
and wanted a light left in the room when he went to

bed. When scolded by his mother, he sobbed :
" I-I

c-can't s-see to s-sleep 1 "

—

Puck.

Repartee.- ' Hubby, dear, I can't wait to tell you
what I'm going to buy you !

"

" Darling wife, what is it ?
"

' Well, I am going to get a silver card-tray, a bronze
Hercules for the mantelpiece, and a new Persian rug

iicaders of The Literary

ONEY

This is only one of thousands of boys who are making money easily

by selling

THE SATUim/lY
EVENING POST

after school hours. It doesn't take much talking to make folks buy

The Post— we've told people all over the country about it, and most

everybody knows it. Some of our boys depend on street sales, but most

of them get regular customers to whom they del'>er 7he Post each week.

A few hours' easy work a week will give you plenty of pocket money. If

some of our boys can make as much as $15 a week, why shouldn't you be

able to make at least a couple of dollars? Write us and we will send you

our handsome booklet, "Boys Who Make Money." Along with it will come

a complete outfit, including 10 copies of The Post— all free. When you

have sold these copies at 5c each you will have money to buy more at whole-

sale prices. We also give sweaters, watches, etc., free, when you have sold

a certain number of copies. In addition

$250 in Extra Cash Prizes
each month to boys who increase their sales.

The Curtis Publishing Company, 991 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

HOWTO BREATHE
For Health, Strength and Endurance

Read Long and JIascle Cultlire, the ninsl instruc-

tive book ever puiilished on the vit,ll suitjectof

BREATHING AND EXERCISE
>V4 pages. Fully illustrated. «(K>.OtM) already sold.

Correct and im-orrect breathing described by dia-

grams, etc, book sent on receipt of 10 cents.

p. von BOECKMANN, R.S.
1134 Hartford Building New York

TO PROVE that Dans' "Tip-top" is

the best, and siiupk'st t'l'vice for making
lOO Copies from pen-written and 60

Copies from typewritten oripinal,

we will ship complete duplicator,
cap size, without deposit, on
ten (10) days' trial.

Price .S7.5(Jlc^.'<traiJi <l»r" „_+
discount of ;&/{i% '>/-3>o nei

D.irs I»l'PLll\%TOK to.

m
A most wonderful

medicine for ail bronchial
affectionsm Avoid ImftatlonB.

THE FKI.IX .*.

Daus Building, 111 John St., IVew York City

Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.

Our Hand Book on Patents, Trade-Marks, etc.

,

sent free. Patents procured through Munn cfe

Co., receive free notice In the

SCIENTIFIO A>IERIOAJ>r
MUNN «fe CO.. a57 Broadway, N. Y.

Branch Office: 361 F St., Washington, D.C.
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Pears'
The ingredients

in many soaps, re-

quire free alkali to

saponify them.

The rich, cool

lather of Pears' does

not result from free

alkali, fats or rosin.

Pears' and purity

are synonymous.
Matchless for the complexion.

i;n BULBS
^^ \# 35 Cents.
Will t;row 111 the house '

'or out of doors. '

HyacinUiB, Tulips,
Crocus, Fuchsias,
OxaliB, JoDQuils,
Daffodils, Dewey Lily,
Tuberoeee^ Gladiolus,
Chinese Lily, Begonia.
Grloxinia, "Lilies of the
Valley—all postpaid, 25c. in stuin|.jOrcoin.
Asa premium with these Bulbs we will send

FREE a giant collection of flower seeds — over 2U(( varieties.

Addiess, Hillside I^ursery, SomerviUci Mass.

Absolutely Pure and Aerated

Distilled Walter
made in your own lionse with

THE SANITARY STILL
without trouble and at triflinf>-

cost. Inllnltelv sniicrior to iinv
nilcr. Write forldd-piiKc hooklct,
free, with letters from prominent
people. Afjents wanted.

A. H. PKIRCE MFG. CO..
68 N. (ireen St., Chicago.
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to put in tlie front of my dressing-table. What are

you going to do for me, Tootsey ?

"

"I've been thinking, Jane, and have made up my
mind to get you a new shaving-brush." - Tit-Bits.

Too .Substantial.—Enpeck : "My wife told me
to buy her a good broom."

Dealer: " Well, here's one with a hickory hand'e

—waiTanted not to break."

Enpeck :
" Great Scott ! Do you think my skull is

made of cast-iron ? "—Chicago Nnvs.

Getting Back at Uini.-^MRS. Benham : "I
wonder what people will wear in heaven ?

"

Benham: "I suppose you will want the most ex-

pensive things, the same as here on earth."

Mrs. Benham: "That needn't worry you; you

won't be there to pay for them."— Brooklyn Life.

AnotlxT Hunt.—" Say," queried the shade of

Plato, " where is Diogenes 1
"

" Oh, he's got a new scheme," replied the shade of

Socrates. " He took his lantern this morning and
started for the United States to look for a Democrat."
— Chicago News.

Current Events.

Foreign.

Russo-Japanese War.

December 26. — A Russian volunteer force near
Mukden surprises a body of Japanese, of whom
about a hundred are killed. It is rumored in

Japan that Holland had granted to Russia the
use of Saliarg, a port in tne straits of Malacca,
for the use of the Baltic fleet.

December 28.—Japan officially announces that mines
have been laid in the harbor of Kelung, For-
mosa

; Japanese cruisers are reported off the
China coast. Orders are given to the Chinese
cruisers at Shanghai to prevent the escape of
Russian war-ships Askold i^v^ii. Grozovot.

December 29.—The Japanese, by a series of assaults
following the explosion of mines, capture Rih-
lung fort, sustaining a loss of 1,000 men. Russia
appoints Vice-Admiral Denbassoff to succeed
Aclniiral Kaznakoft on the North Sea Commis-
sion.

December 30.—Admirals Togo and Kamimura are
enthusiastically welcomed in Tokyo.

December 31. -Reports from Mukden show that the
Russians are now in winter quarters. Russia's
war expenses, it is reported, amounted on Novem-
ber 23 to 5238,000,000 with outstanding credits of

$126,000,000.

January i.- General Stoessel sends a letter to General
Nogi asking terms for the surrender of Port
Arthur. Pour Russian torpedo-boat destroyers
reach Chefu.

Other Foreign News.
December 26.—The Czar in an imperial manifesto

promises liberal reforms to Russia, but the plea
of the zemstvos for a national assembly is not
granted ; unrest in Russia is increasing, accord-
ing to reports, and the university at Moscow is

closed.

December 27, - Serious disturbances occur in Mos-
cow; the Rtissian people are inclined to accept
the Emperor's proposed reforms as liberal meas-
ures.

December 29.—The crisis in Morocco becomes acute,
and P"rance is preparing to send a naval
squadron.

December 31.— The situation in Morocco is such that
British subjects are requested to remove from the
outskirts of Tangier to the city, in order to secure
protection.

Domestic.

December 26.—Whitelaw Reid, it is announced, will
succeed Joseph H. Choate, as Ambassador to
Great Britain.

Seiior Quesada, the Cuban minister at Washing-
ton, denies reports of bad sanitary conditions ni

Cuba.

Earl of Suffolk and Berkshire and Miss Margue-
rite Hyde Leiter are married at Washington.

December 27.—Attorney-General Moody files a peti-

tion in the United States district court askint^

for an injunction to restrain the General Paper
Company and subsidiary concerns from domg
business in combination.

Mr. Moody also announces that no bill to carry
out the President's suggestions for railway rate
control would be prepared in his department,
but that aid would freely be given to Congress in

any legislation on the subject.

Here are two results that are accomplished by
the use of the

Will Relieve Bunions
This protector will stop all bunion pain

immediately—and will relieve the worst bunion
permanently. It is not a medicine, but a soft,
pliable, leather device worn over the stocking,
protecting the bunion all the time from all

friction and irritation.

Enlarged Toe Joint De-
formities Corrected womover
enlarged toe joints this Protector will remove
the unsightly bulge in shoes. It will enable
you to wear the proper fit, and shoe will always
retain its graceful shape.

Price 50 cents each ?.ERf>'im
by mail, postpaid, if not obtainable at your shoe or drug
dealer or chiropodist. Important—When orderins state
size shoe worn, and if single Protector is wanted whether
for right or left foot.

IVRITK FOR DE.SCRIPTIVII; I'OLDKR

Notice to Shoe and Drug Dealers
We desire to place our Protectors on sale with dealers in

the territory from which we are now receiving thousands of
orders by mail. We invite correspondence from dealers.
Trade prices and discounts sent on request.

FISCHER MFG. CO., 404 Clinton St., MILWAUKEE. WIS.

THE SIMPLE LIFE.

QREAT
BOOKS

BY

CHAS.

WAGNER.

"THE SIMPLE LIFE."
"THE VOICE OF NATURE.

(( THE BUSY LIFE. »>

These are three of the greatest books of the present day,
and President Roosevelt says of them. "I am preaching
your books to my countrymen." LOO pages each. Paper
cover, 30 cents each ; cloth bound, CO cents each. Sent by
mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. Agents wanted to sell
them. Address all orders to J. S. OGILVIE PUBLISH-
ING CO., 53 Rose Street. New York.

Keep irv Touch
BE

Newell l)w.!..|it Hill)-

The Pulpit

of To-daLy
Subscribe Now For

MONDAY EDITION OF

THE BROOKLYN DAILY EAGLE
ItROOKLYIV, .\. V.

14 Columns of Verbat.tiiT\ Sermon Reports
Includes the sermon of Dr. Newell Dwight Hillis.

Plyiiioutli (!liurcli. which is printed each Mf nd;iy-

ir;1..50 a year. ITnited States and Canada, lon-it-u
subscription, S3. 00.

Sample sent free on request. Address Dept. 26
Clubsof 3 subscribers. Jl.OOeach peryear, TT. S. and

Canada. Foreign Clubs of 3, $2.00 each per year.

CURIOSITIES
""' LAW AND LAWYERS

By CKO.iKE JAMES

'Iiimniierahle good tliinfrs relatinsr to tlie le^al

profession. We know of no volume betterntlnpted
to amuse and edify both the lawyer aud the lay-

man."

—

Green Bag, Boston.

8vo. Cloth. $3.00

I r.\K A WAU.\.4L,I.*!i to. , Pubs. XEIV YORK
Assistant-.\ttorney-General Camiibell in a patent

Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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Vou pay five

times too much
for lamp-chim-
neys.

Buy good ones.

Macbeth. '

If you use a wrong chimney, you lose a
j

good deal of both light and comfort, and

w.iste a dollar or two a year a lamp on

chimneys.

Do you want the Index ? Write i..e.

Macbeth, Pittslmrgb.

RHEUMATISM
RELIEVED

BY ABSORPTION
Tha Foot Pores Now Made to Vield Up Acid

Poisons From the Blood by Remark-
able Discovery Which All Can

TRY FREE-PAY WHEN SATISFIED.
Send your name today; you will get i)y re-

turn mail, postpaid

—

FREE To Try—a pair

of Magic Foot Drafts, the yrcat Michigan Dis-
covery, which has proven such a remarkably
safe and sure remedy for riieumatism of all

kinds that they are now being extensively Imi-

tated abroad as well as in this country. In
England infringement against Magic Foot
Drafts has recently been enjoined by the

courts, thus protect-

i ng rheumatic suffer-

ers against imita-

tions liable to be
injurious.

Magic Foot Drafts
are worn inside the stocking (without the least

Inconvenience), and they relieve rheumatism,
chronic or acute, in every part of the body, by
absorbing uric acid and other impurities from
the blood through the large foot pores. Thou-
sands of letters from relieved rheumatics

—

some of them the toughest old chronics in the
country, can be seen by anyone calling at our
offices. If the Drafts relieve all these people,
why shouldn't they relieve you ? Write to-day
to Magic Foot Draft Co., T F 7 Oliver Bldg.,

Jackson, Mich. Vou will get the Drafts by
return mail. If you are satisfied with the relief

they give, send us one dollar. If not, send
nothing. You Decide. A valuable new book
(in colors) on rheumatism comes free with the
Drafts. Send no money, only your name.

TMOe lUIIIC

A SUBSCRIPTION
A new periodical has

just been started. The

FOR ONE YEAR-FREE! r-rp™
lished Oc'tobtT 1. It is intended for men and women
who love books and are al)le to enjov sometliinpr more
than the deeting liction of the day. "To introduce the
little monthly i»-riodical amontr such persons we have
decided to give one year's subscription FREE to every
reader of Tiik Litekakv Dk;kst who will take the
trouble to ask for It. There will be no bills, duns, nor
question of arrears. The name of the periodical is

'"SArrE PIQIAXTE" and it is beinir published month-
ly by Fnnk & Waaualls Company, 44-60 ii ^J|||AP
East 23d St , N.Y. Just send a postal witli OHUut
your name and address and ask DinilANTE'" '

lor the free year's subscription. rl^UHIi I k
Readers of The LiTKRiLRT

case holds that American laws do not apply to
the canal zone.

December 28.— Georgia farmers set fire to several
thousand bales ofcotton in pursuance of a plan
to raise tiie price of cotton.

Governor-elect .\danis of Colorado asks that the
vote of the State be thoroughly investiRated.

It is said that the Northern Cheyenne Indians are
staning. tiovernnient supplies having been
withdrawn on the theory that Indians are self-

supiKjrtinjj.

Deceniter aq. — President Roosevelt aiipoints J.
Hampton Moore, ot I'hiladelphia, Chief of the
llureau of Manufactures in the Department of
Commerce and Labor.

Mr. North, Director of the Census, issues a state-
ment defending the bureau's cotton reports
against attacks made on them by .Southern
ginners, and he declares that the bureau will not
collect cotton figures as long as the boycott of
the ginners is maintained.

December 30.—.-Vdmiral Walker contradicts reports
of dissatisfaction among the employees of the
Panama Canal Commission on the Isthmus.

The Grand Jury of the District of Columbia recom-
mends the whipping-post for wife-beaters and
petty larceny offenders.

The Colorado .Suoreme Court decides to open all

the Denver ballot-boxes and make a thorough
investigation of tlie frauds at the recent election.

necenil)er 31.—V . S. .Senator John II. Mitchell and
Representative Hinger Hermann are indicted on
charges of land frauds at Portland, Ore.

CHESS.
[AH communications for this Department should be

addressed: " Chess-Editor, Literarv
Dkjest."]

Problem 1,018.

First Prize Two-er Football and Field.

By P. F. I5LAKE.

Black—Ten Pieces.

White— Nine I'ieces.

2Q3B1; 2P3pi; 1R4P1; P3k2p; Rs6:
P2; 2bi P Psb; K I Bj.

White mates in two moves.

Problem 1,019.

First Prize Three-er Football and Field.

By F. W. Wynne.

Black—Nine Pieces.

m
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fte^ ^ mm
WM X 'WM

m
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TARTARLITHINE
For many years has been prescribed

by our leading physicians. One writes :

used Tartarlithine with more
corn-benefit than any other drug or

bination of drugs that I have ever

used."

Rheumatism

Tartarlithine rarely fails because it supplies
the blood with the necessary substances to dis-

solve aiul remove the poison of rheumatism

—

uric acid. We want every sufferer to try it, and
will send a sample p.ickage w itli our booklet on
the cure of rheumatism free to eve;y applicant.

Prescribed and endorsed by the
leading physicians 0/ the country.

ASK YOUR DOCTOR ABOUT IT
Free sample and our booklet on the

cure 0/Rheutuatism setit on request

McKesson & Bobbins '"a.^^'iZu"*-

Sole agents/or the Tartarlithine Co.

TheFinSenTria'tment

FOR SKIN DISEASES

has proven eminently
successful in America.
We have permanently
relieved many serious

cases at our Institute

by our CJenuine High
Power Finsen Lamps
imported from Co-
penhagen. This
treatment is not a
cure-all. but it is(

sure in many dis-^

eases heretofore prof, niels r. finsen

regarded as incurable, as Lupus (skin

consumption). Eczema, Psoriasis, Skin

Cancer, lUrthmarks and Facial Blemishes.

It is knifeless, painless, harmless. We
have special books describing each of the

above and other skin diseases in detail

and giving names of patients treated. They
are free. Write for the book you desire.

THE FINSEN LIGHT INSTITUTE OF

AMERICA

Suite C, 78 State St., Chicago

SEE THAT CLIP?
THE NIAGARA CLIP Ijulds st-

curely from the tliiniie.st .sheet
of paper up to H in- m tbickne.s.s,
andean be used overand overagaiu.
Better tlian pins fur tlluig letcers,
records, cards, etc. Avoid iinsinlitly
pinholes in attaching: sec(»nd letters,
bu.^iness cards, checks, drafts, in-
voices, etc. Put up iu tjoxes of 1(m)

especialJy for desU convenience.
Sample box 15 ceuts, postpaid.

NIAGARA CLIP COMPANY, 37 Park St., N. Y. City

White—Eight Pieces.

60i; ppzptSp; r6P; IP2B3; p2Pk3;
Prp;3K2Pi;8.
White mates in three moves.

Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers

LOVE Knsaged couples will litid many im-
portiint truths on ttic fundanit ntal
re(iuirements of true love, with ad-
vice on courtship and tlie proper

preparation of mind and liody for marriage in H. S.
Pomeroy's book, "The Kthics of Marriage." I'imo,
cloth, %\. Funk AWagnalls Company, Pubs., New York
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Problem i,020.

By O. Nemo.

Third Prize International Problem-Tourney.

Black— Thirteen Pieces.

M̂

White—Nine Pieces.

4R3; KQ6;p2PiP2; rpiPBipi; P3k3;
ibspipiP; 4rp2;4bS2.
White mates in three moves.

We pubhshed the first prize by Cisar, and the

second prize by Trcala, and credited them to Das
Neue Illustrirte Blatt. This is hardly correct, as

they are the prize-winners in an international tourney,

under the management of The Brighto)i Society and

Das Neue Illustrirte Blatt. The Judges are Dr. E.

Mazel, Austria, representing continental views, and

B. G. Laws, England, representing English ideas.

Problem 1,021.

By Dr. C. Planck.

Black—Nine Pieces.

Ml 1
^ ft
,M% M* wm' -mm.

m. 5 fC

5 S 2; r b 6; i

I P2 P P 2; K7; 8.

White mates in two moves.

White—Seven Pieces.

• I PP3; pipSkpiQ; 8;

Solution of Problems.

No. 1,012. Key-move : R—K 3.

R-Q3
K-Q4

No. 1,013.

Q-B4 Q—B 3, mate

B-B3

R—K Kt 8

P-KB5

Other

B--K4

Other

g-K 3 ch

K--Q4

PxQ
QxPch

K--Q4

K-
R
-Bs
X P ch

P
Q-

X R
-B4ch

Q-

Q-

Q 6, mate

-K 6, mate

B—Q 6, mate

3. Q—K 6, mate

R—B 3, mate

Q—R 5, mate

Kt—K 6, mate

KxQ
Solved by the Rev. I. W. B., Bethlehem, Pa.; Mc

Marble, Worcester, Mass.; the Rev. G. Dobbs, New
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The Terrible Story of the NEW African Slave - Trade.

Startling Disclosures of Misrule in the Kongo State

Almost incredible barbarities practised upon the millions of natives throughout

the vast heart of Africa under Belgian rule

—

a crying iniquity which confronts

all civilized nations—the workings of the new slave trade-system laid bare, v^

KING LEOPOLD'S
RULE IN AFRICA

By EDMUND D. MOREL. (E.D.M.)
Author of "Affairs in IVest Africa,'" " The British Camp in French Kongo," " The Kongo Slave State,"

" The Empire's Cotton Supply,'" "The Sierra Leotie Hut-Tax Insurrection," " Trading
Monopolies in IVest Africa,'''' etc., etc.

Within the covers of this book is one of the most terrible indictments of

so-called civilization ever presented to the world. The horrors of the new
slavery would be incredible were they not supported by an overwhelming mass
of definite and authoritative evidence.

A Travesty of Civilization

Ponder Vpon These Conditions in the
Dark Continent

" In four years the natives of the Kongo
territories have been robbed, in the name of

philanthropy and civilization, of produce
collected by them to the tune of nearly

;if6,000,000. And that is the least count in

the indictment. The number of human
lives that have been sacrificed, directly and
indirectly, in the process is appalling to

contemplate. One of the largest of the

trusts, Mr. Roger Casement tells us, ex-

pended in three years 72,000 cartridges 'in

the production of india-rubber,' and he
quotes a diary shown him testifying to the

usage by the Government of 6,000 cartridges

in six months on Mambozo River, 'which
means that 6,000 are killed or mutilated,

because for every cartiidge used the soldiers

must bring back a right hand.' The diary

adds: 'It means more than 6,000, for the
people told me repeatedly that the soldiers

kill the children with the butt of their guns.' "

A Typica.1 a^nd Concrete Case

Here is the True Story of a Native
Child

It tells of an attack upon a native family

by a force of King Leopold's soldiers. This
is what happened :

"... Then the soldiers came again to

fight us. We ran into the bush. . . . After
that they saw a little of my mother's head,

and the soldiers ran quickly toward the

place where we were, and caught my grand-
mother, my mother, my sister, and another
little one younger than us. Several of the

soldiers argued about my mother, because
each wanted her for a wife, so they finally

decided to kill her. They killed her with

a gun. They shot her through the stomach,
and she fell, and when I saw that I cried

very much. . . ."

They went on to kill the grandmother and
the little girl, running a knife into her
stomach, and leaving the body there. And
this, as Mr. Morel says, is merely a single

incident in the rubber war.

An army of 30,000 is forcing the natives to bring in rubber and ivory.

If enough is not produced, this army holds women as hostages, flogging and
torturing them. This army chains men to posts, cuts off the hands of little

children, engages in wholesale massacres of towns and villages, and practises

almost every conceivable barbarity.

This book gives a complete, authoritative exposition of the whole subject

;

it will help awaken American public opinion, and deserves the

serious attention of every friend of humanity.

Photogravure frontispiece, 26 half-tone illustrations, two maps, large 8vo, Cloth, 4go pp.,

$S-7S- postpaid.

Funk <a Wagnalls Company, Pubs., 44-60 Ea^st 23d Street, New York

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication wben ^^Ti^iIlg to advertisers.
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liirhtpd patrons conducttxi durintf pajst 'ii years havea|>-
prwiated the unique service of onr small. sele<'t parties.

TR.%VKL. FKKE FROM C.IKK
If you wish the fullest enjoyment from jour next

trip abroad, write for Ulustmted Book L sentfree.

532 WALNUT ST.. PHILA

CLARK'S CRVISC OF THE "AR-ABIC
1.1. hOI ton.s. <iii»' of iht' finest, largest and

steadiest stc*amers in the world.

o THE ORIENT
Fobrunry 3 to .tprll i:t. I1»n.%

Seventy days, costinK only S400 and up.
including shore excursions^.

SPECIAI, FEtTlRES: Msdeirn. C.nli?., Seville. Algiers, Malta.
19 day* In Kcypt and the Holy Land, Constantinople. Athens,
Rome, Ihe Kiviera. eli;. Ticket* gc^nl to ^lop o\er in Europe.

NUMEROUS ESCORTED PARTIES TO F.rROPE.
FRANK C. CLARK. 113 Broadway, New York

WJ* ¥ T IJ /^ ¥J BJ*
Tenth year. Two high-class tours

Tv \J ly % # 1 Wj nt moderate price. Southern route
May 30 ; Northern route June 21.

Address I>R. n. H. Kl'GLER, 426 Halnnt .Street, Clnrlnnali.

A Life Saver What to do till the doctor comes.
TDeft hands and ready wits,

'Emergency Notes'' posts ev-
erybody. A book for every
household. Price 50 cents.

Funk & Wapnalls Co., New York.

Quick!

EDUCATIONAL

Miss C. E. Mason's Suburban School for Girls.

THE CASTLE,
T n r r y t o n n - o II -

Hudson, \. V. An
ideal school. Advan-
tages of N. Y. city. All
departments. Special
courses in Art, Music,
Literature, Languages,
etc. For illustrated
circular V, address.

Miss C. E. Mason, LL.M.

Orlcins; F. S. Ferg^uson, Birmingham, Ala.; H. W.
I?.irry, Boston; A. C. White, New York City; O.

W'irzburn, Gr.ind Rapids, Mich.; Dr. J. H. S.,

Ceneva, N. V.; W. Riink, Highland Falls, N. Y.; S.

^V. Bampton, Philadelphia ; F. Gamaye, Westboro,

Mass.; R. II. Ramsey, Germantown, Pa.; B. Alten,

Elyria, O.; Dr. J. H. S., Geneva, \. Y.; the Rev. L. II.

Hahler, Mariaville, N. Y.; the Rev. W. Rech, Kiel,

Wis.; M. D. M., New Orleans; L. R. Willi.-ims, South
( )maha ; J. F. Court, New York City ; C. Nugent, New
Vork City ; A. Rooke, Philadelphia.

1,012: •• 23," Philadelphia ; the Rev. J. G. Law, Wal-
li.xlla. S. C; L. Goldmark, Paterson, N. J.; the Rev.

M. Tarnowski, Camden, N. J.; R. H. Renshaw, Uni-
versity of Virginia; Z. G. Detroit, H. P. Brunner,

University of Pennsylvania; A. V. Milholland, Balti-

more; H. F. K., Jr.: W. D. L. Robbins, New York
City; C. W. .Shewalter, Washington; W. J. Kelly,

Monticello, Ga.; Miss J. Houston, Troutville, Va.; J.

K. Wharton, Sherman, Te.\.; L. Wyman. I'ainesville,

().; V. R. A., South Bethlehem, Pa.; W. K. Greely,

Boston ; C. L. Anders, Commerce, Tex.; W. E. Man-
near. Wilkesbarre, Pa.; J. A. Weber, Pekin, 111.; J.

M. Ilanley, Mandan, N. D.; W. G. Hayward, Indian-

apolis; Lyndon, Athens, Ga.; S. L. Brewer, Tuskegee,

Ala.

Comments (1,013) •
" I' seems plain that the R must

move ; but one has to look carefully to rtnd tlie place "

— M. M.; "Excellent strategy and several close
' tries' "—G. D.; '" Artfully and ingeniously planned"

—J. H. S.; "Full of misleading 'tries.' Key-move
rather unexpected'"— L. H. B.; " A very fine problem"
— L. R. W.; " The best thing in this tine and difficult

problem is the ' try ' Q -Q 3, which a/most solves it

"

A. R.

In addition to those rejtorted, M. Wisner, Norris.

Mont., got 1,007, J. E. Ballou, Roxbury, Mass.; F. W.
Howay, New Westminster, B. C, 1,010; W. G. Rosea,
Cincinnati, i.oio. i.oii: W. E. II.. 1,011,

Concerning Problem 1,007.

Several solvers can not see the solution of 1,007.

They think that Q-R 6 is defeated by the "checks"
which Black can give. In every instance White stops

the " check " and gives mate.

Q-R 6 B~Kt6, mate

R-Kt 2ch

R-K 5 ch
2. B—Q 4. mate

E—B 5 mate

P-Q4ch
The extraordinary feature of this problem is that when
Black "checks" he cuts off his B on Q R sq, and
White, interposing the B, gives mate by discovery.

Erratum,

In note concerning Problem 1,010, read

B—Q 7 No mate.

R-Q B sq

Marshall's Defense of the Ruy Lopez.

We have received " Chess Openings" by F. J.

Marshall, consisting of analyses of principal openings
and thirty games. In the preface Mr. Marshall says;
" I do not regard this plan of attack (Ruy Lopez) as

formidable, because I hold that the first player can not

make a move to which the defense has not an adequate
reply. This being so. Black must have, and I believe

has, a reply which takes the sting out of White's

B— Kt 5. . . . White's third move B— Kt 5 is not made
with the object of a direct threat upon the Knight, or

immediate capture of the King's Pawn ; therefore a

reply which seeks to dislodge the Bishop, defend either

Knight or Pawn, or both, only strengthens the attack,

or, in other words, plays directly into the hands of the

opposing force. ... I advocate the total disregrard of

the threat, and favor the adoption of a move which
gives Black a corresponding attack upon White's

position. This move is 3..., P—K B 4. . . . The
move has been described as theoretically unsound;
but after careful analysis I have failed to discover

upon what ground this opinion is based, and therefore

counsel the second player to reply persistently to

3 B-Kt 5 in the Ruy Lopez with 3.., P-K B 4."

In Lasker s Chess Magazine, the Champion of the

World gives the following analysis of the defense 3.

.
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P—K B {, which lie claims shows that White obtains

a very superior game

:

IlVu'h: B/aci.

1 P—K 4 P-K 4
2 Kt—K B 3 Kt—Q B 3
3 B—Kt 5 P—K B4

Wl..te's strategy should be to bring all of his force
into play as rapidly as can be possibly done^ provided
no material is sacrificed

n be possibly done, provided
He should beyond question

or doubt, move 4 Kt—B3 . Black has now two lines of
play open to him : Kt—Q B 3, or P x P.

(A) 4 Kt-E 3 Kt-B3
5 Q-K 2 PxP (A
6 Q Kt X P B-K 2

7 Kt X K ch PxKt
8 B X Kt Q PxB
9P-Q4 PxP
10 B—K 6 K R—Ktsq
ir Castles (Q R) P-QB4
12 Kt—R 4

White now threatens Q—R ? ch. or 0—B 4 or K
R—K sq. Black has no valid defense.

(A .)s Kt—Qs
6 Kt X Kt Px Kt
7 P X P ch B-K 2

8 Kt—K 4 Castles

9 Kt X Kt ch B X Kt

If R x Kt, P—K Kt 4 will follow, White threatening
U-B4ch.

10 Castles P-Q4
II <;-R5 B-K 4
12 B-y 3.

(B)4 PxP
5 Kt X P P-Q4

Now, without going into the merits of the sacrifice,
Kt X K P, we propose a simple line of play, to weaken
Black's center Pawns.
6 Kt - B 3 as a consequence of this retreat, B—Q 3 is

out of question. Black seems, therefore, obliged7 not
to lose more valuable time, to advance.

6

7 Kt— K. 5

8P-Q4
9 P—K B 3
loQx P
11 B-K B4
12 Castles (Q R)

P-

gt
P >

B-
Q-

-K5

-K 2

-K3

Black must not
His position is very

Castle on account of K R-
inferior to that of White.

-K sq

Since Dr. Lasker has placed the stamp of his dis-

approval on the 2 P-B4 defense to the Ruy Lopez,
which, he says, is satisfactorily met by 4 Kt—B 3.

Marshall's pet variation in this opening assumes ad-

ditional interest for all students of the game. In his

analysis the World's Champion states that the only

two continuations at Black's disposal, after the fourth

move of White aforesaid are : 4. ., Kt—KB 3 or P x P.

In a correspondence game played by H. W. Barry, of

Boston against Messrs. Cooper and Pentelow in con-

sultation, the first named experimented with 4,.

B —B 4. This move is somewhat more adventurous
than the others, but in the instance cited, it proved
successful, and Black won by means of a rather pretty
attack. The score :

(Note and score from T/ie Brooklyn Eagle)

Ruy Lopez.

ALLIES. BARRY.
White. Black.

1 P-K 4 P—K 4
2 Kt— K B 3Kt—Q B 33H-Kt5 P-B4
4Kt-B3 B—B 4
5 P X P Kt-B 3
6 B X Kt Q P X B
7 Kt X P B X P ch
8 K X P, Q-Q ; ch
9 K— B 3 Castles
10 P—Q 3 (a) B X P
11 B—B 4 Kt-Kt 5
12 O-Q 2 KtxKtch
13 K— Kt 3 P— K Kt 4
14 Kt—K 2 P X B ch

ALLIES.
White.

15 Kt X P
16 P—KR 3
i7Q-Bsq
18 K—R 2

19 R— B sq
!o Q X Kt
Ji P—K Kt 3Q— K 6
22Q—Kt2 B-K 5
23 P X B R X Kt
24 P X B R X Kt
2.PxR QxBPch
26K-Rsq RxO
-.7 K X R QxKPch

Resigns.

BARRV.
Black.
K—R sq
Kt— B 5R— Kt sq
Kt— K 6
Kt X Rch
Q R—K B sq

Ca) He does not care to succor his Kt, as the hostile
Kt IS prepared to go to Kt 5 with deadly effect.
White very soon finds his position to be untenable.

Center Gambit.

Notes by J. H. Blackburne.

BELLINCHAM.
lilack.

P-K 4

police say, I an-
in the hopes

BLACKBURNE.
White.

I P—K 4
2P-Q4

From information received, as the poi
ticipated a Petroff defense, so played this
of bringing about my favorite Scotch.

PxP
3 Kt—K B 3 Kt— K B 3

But he declines and gets what I wished to avoid
VIZ., the Petroff.

4 P—K 5 Kt—K 3
5 Q X P P_Q 4
6 P X V eiipas Kt x Q p
7B—KB4
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atmosphere admirably in this book.

" His vivid and realistic pictures of the Moor and his
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—

Daily Telegraph.

" The things seen are seen from within and described in
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that mysterious land."

—

Tlie Graphic, London.
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"

— Truth, London.

8vo, cloth, ornamental cover, 17 full-page illustrations,
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The books give li- K Kt 5, but I prefer this move.

Ki—B3
8y-yj B-K.J
g Kt— tJ 3 B—K 3
10 !'• y 3 Castles

11 Castles (K Kl K— K sq
13 K R-K sq B-B3

Not a good square for the Bishop. B—B sq is the

correct play.

13 V. X Kt P xB
14 P-K k 3 P-Q 4

15 Kt—

K

' >—H 2

Q-Q 2 instead, so as to enable him to offer an ex-

chani;e of llKhops at K B 4 is certainly stronj;er.

But he is evidently playing to win.

loP-j;, Kt-K 4

17 Kt .X Kt B X Kt
IS l; - Kt 5 K — K a

i^ Kt-g 4 R-Q sq
joKt—B3 B-B3
21 1—g , Q-Kt 3
J., g R_gsq P-K R 3

Either P Kt^orQR-Ks<^ was better, but he
wishes to avoid the excnange of Kt for B.

23 r. Kt sq K R— K sq

=4 Kt-Q 4 R-Q 3

He certainly ought to have taken the Kt with very
good prostHJcts of a Wraw. Black overrates the
strength of the two Bishops.

25 (J— C. 2 P— Kt 3

36 g - P. sq K—Kt 2

27?— K B4 R-g Esq
38 g-Q 3 B—g 2

2gQK B 3 R— K sq

30 R X R v. X R
31 P-K Kt 4

The advance of these Pawns is irresistible.

B— B 3

Still B X Kt would have given him some relief.

w I'-K R4 Q-Qsq
33 P—Kt -^ P X P
v« R P X P

Position after White's 34th move : R P x P.

Black I Mr. Bellinghani I.

\\*hite— .Mr. Blackburne).

B—K 2

It is now too late to take the Kt, as Q x B ch fol-

lowed with R Q 2 would win easily. What I really
expected was B x Kt P, the reply to which would be
Q-Kt 3.

35 R—K sq B—B sq

36 g—R 4 B—Q 2

37 P-B 5 K-Kt sq

It is obvious that the Pawn can not be taken on ac-
count of Kt X P ch, etc.

:;8 P—B 6 g—Q B sq

3q R—K B sq

Intending B x P followed, if P x B, by P—B 7 ch,
and mates next move.

B-R6
40 R— B 4

To prevent Q—Kt 5 ch. He has now no way of
stopping B x P. Black's play throughout has been
below his usual form. He was severely handicapped
by the knowledge that a Draw was of no use to him.

B-Kt2
41 P .1 B K X P
42 (^ R 6 ch K—Kt sq
43 R — R 4 liesigns.

Keen Retort.—He was one of those men who
show the animal nature by forever growling over their

meals.
" You should be glad to have such a nice wife," said

the little woman across the table.

" I don't see why ? " he snarled. " You were husband-
hunting when you bagged me.''

His wife smiled sardonically.

'"I used to think I was husband-hunting," she re-

torted, " but now I think I must have been bear-

hunting,"—Chicago News.

Headers of Thx Lttxrart

CHRIST IN MODERN LIFE

WHAT DOES JESUS SAY CONCERNING:

THE RELATION OF HUSBAND AND WIFE

THE RELATION OF PARENT AND CHILD

THE RELATION OF MASTER AND SERVANT

THE RELATION OF CHRISTIANS TO COMMERCE

THE RELATION OF CHRISTIANS TO AMUSEMENTS

THE RELATION OF CHRISTIANS TO THE STATE

THESE QUESTIONS are answered in a little volume
coutainiiig the record of six extraordinary addresses by
G. Campisell Morgan, the foremost evangelical teacher

of the hour. It is n\ai\ed /ree 0/ c/targ^e and postpaid to any-
body who will send 25 cents in coin or stamps, for ten weeks'
trial subscription to TllK RAM'S IIORX, the well-known
independent weekly and the most widely quoted paper in the
world. These issues of The Ram's Horn will contain:

I. Articles from Ghosn el Howie, the Syrian scholar

describing discoveries in Palestine zu/iic/i zvofider-

fully coujlrm the Bible.

II. Melville A. Shaver contributes five articles

which will establish the haltinj' faith of multitudes :

III.

IV.

3. "WHY I BELIEVE IN THE CHURCH"

BELIEVE IN THE FUTURE LIFE"

'WHY I BELIEVE IN GOO" 2. "WHY I BELIEVE IN CHRIST"

4. "WHY I BELIEVE IN THE SCRIPTURES" 5. "WHY

Charles L Kloss, the well-known pastor of Central Congregational Church
of rhiladelphia, has a strong article entitled:

IS THE CHURCH FACING AN APOSTASY OR A REVIVAL ?
"

The Ram's Horn has, also, just started a serial which, beyond doubt, is the

best story that has been zuritten in ten years.

Our offer is to send The Ram's Horn TEN WEEKS as a trial subscription to

anybody who will send 2j cents, either in coin or stamps; also, to mail free,

Dr. Morgans invaluably little bonk entitled "CHRIST IN MODERN LIFE."
Answer quickly and get the hrnr/ii ofour serial storyjust starting

THE RAM'S HORN CO., I20LASALLE AVENUE, CHICAGO
Robert MclNTVRB,D.D,,says: "The /Cams Horn Is a national force and an authentic blessing every week,"

MAN
Charles Godfrey Leland's Last Book

WOMANInteresting discussions of the physical and psy-

chical traces of man in woman's and woman in man's nature written in Mr. Leland's
characteristically charming style and full of original theories on sex.

Xh Alternate Sex
THE author's theory is that every man has a certain amount of woman in his nature, every woman a

certain amount of man in hers, and that mind being thus a double thing, can be productive only in

its duality. To quote his own words: "Just in exact proportion to the Feminine remains in Man's
structure is there left in him a female mentality, while the converse is true for woman, and this is at the
bottom of more in our habits of thouglit than any metaphysician ever dreamed, and it is destined, when
it shall be fully understood, to work wonders in the future.

'

" It is excellent reading, full of the fniit of keen ob- I " A tncst quaint book is this. It is charming."

—

servation."

—

The Evening Sun, New York. | Minneapolis Times.

13mo, cloth, 141 pages. )gil net ; by mail $1.08

FUINI'C «fc \AyMCilN/%LLS C:0/VIF»/\!N'V, F>uk>llshers, INeuv 'VorU..

for Liquor and

Drug Using
A scientific remedy which has been

skilfully and successfully administered by

medical specialists for the past 25 years*

A0 ihc following Keoley Institute's

Rfrmlneham, Ala.
Hot Spring, Ark.
Los Antrelfs, Cat.

San I'ranoiseo, Cal.
1170 Jlarket St.

West Haven, Conn.
Atlanta, t^a.
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Lexington, Mass.
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Alhamhra Hot Springs, IHont.

North Conway, N. H.
KolTalu, N. \.

nhile riain§, N. Y.

ColumliiiN, O.
Oennlson Ave.

Portland, Ore.
Philadelphia, Pa.

^Vi N. Broad St.

HarrUburg, Pa.

PittsburfT, Pa.
4246 Fifth Ave.

Providence, K. I.

Klohmond, Ya.
Seattle, Hasfa.
Waukesha, \S\n,

Toronto, Ont.
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Sav8 $6—A $15 Library for $9
To A January

,

Digest Club

We have arranged to publish a special
edition of this invaluable sermon library
for the benefit of a Literary Digest Club of

500 members. To the members of this Club the work, which regularly sells at $15, will be supplied for only $9, or only 90 cents per
volume. No money is required until the special edition is ready for distribution, which will not be until some time in January,
When itis readv we will notifv vou, andyoumay sendus $1 down iinir M C^IUAI F AFilV nrAiimrn maiii
and pay the balance $1 a month. We guarantee satisfaction. NUT A SINuLC UcNT RtQUIRED NOW

" No living preacher's sermons are better worth owning. Whoever reads them will be
richly instructed."

—

Chancellor H. M. McCracken.

The Splendid Ten-Volume Library of

MACLAREN'S SERMONS
Providing All of the Important Pulpit Masterpieces ofAlexander

Maclaren, "the Greatest of Living Preachers"
Into the warp and woof of these sermons have been interwoven the rich gifts that have placed

Dr. Maclaren at the head of the world's greatest living pulpit leaders. Their insight is the deep-
est, their reasoning irresistible. They make the Scriptures infinitely richer in meaning than ever
before. They are characterized by a marvelous wealth and variety of illustration. In every line
is found simplicity of language, with the purest and choicest of diction. The word isever the servant

of the thought, and their dignified, forceful eloquence strikes deep into the mind and the heart. Filled with side-lights, new
applications of familiar portions of the Scriptures, and vast stores of inspiring thoughts, their suggestive value to the wide-awake,
influential preacher is incalculable.

Francis E. Clark, D.D., President United Society of Christian Endeavor, Tremont Temple, Boston,
Mass.: " Not only is there thought deep and comprehensive, but they furnish a mine of beautiful illus-

trations—illustrations which do not merely ornament the theme or, by their glitter, detract from the
central thought, but illustrations which are like crystal windows into the heart of t he su bject, which
with Dr. Maclaren is always from the word of God. In my opinion Br. Maclaren
furnishes the finest illustrations of^pository preaching of this or perhaps any other age.

10 Volumes

Cloth-bound

Volume I. Triumphant Certainties.
" Marked by fresliness of thought, oriKinality of expression, and spiritual power."

—

The Record,

London.
Volume II. Christ in the Heart.

" Dr. Maclaren is at his best in this volume."—The Christian.

Volumes III and IV. A Year's Ministry. (1st and 2d Series.)

"Clear, pointed. Impressive."

—

Manchester Guardian.

Volumes V, VI, and VII. Manchester Sermons.
(1st, 2d, and 3d Series.)

"Vigorous in style, full of thought, and rich in illustration."
—The Spectator.

Volume VIII. The Secret of Power, etc.
" From them all we may well gather hints or suggestions.''

—John Bul-^'

Volume IX. Week-Day Evening Addresses.
" Every sentence tells. The teacher preaches, and his

|

preachings touch and lift all that is best in us."—British iiuartcrlij Review.

Volume X. The Victors' Crowns.

C. M. Parhhttrsf, D.D., LL.D.,
New York: "Vigorous and rich in

his conception of religious

truth, warm in his apprecia-

tions, and crystalline in

his mode of presentation.

Dr. Maclaren's sermons

are almost an essential of

every well-assorted Chris-

tian library."

Bishop W. F. Malla-
Ueu, Aubumdale, Mass.:

" His sermons are models

in the choice of subjects

and method of treat-

ment."

Bishop Samuel Fal-

lotvs, Chicago, 111.: "I
consider hlmtheprinceof

English preachers."

3,400 Pages

Grown 8vo

David tXatnes Bur-
rell, V.D., New York:

"Alexander Maclaren
stands in the front rank

of living preachers. His

discourses should be read

by young ministers as

masterpieces of homiletic

oratory."

Sweeping

Praise from

the Highest Authorities

David Gregg, D.D., ZL.D., Brooklyn, N. Y.:
minister should be without them."

"No

Arthur T. rierson, D.D., Brooklyn, N. Y.: "Among all

living preachers. Rev. Dr. Alexander Maclaren, of Manchester, Is

facile i)rinceps, and in the past century has had no superior,

"perhaps no rival."

tT. B. Remensnyder, Tt.D., New York : " I regard the sermons of

Dr. Maclaren the best models for the pulpit of any in our generation.'"

Bishop F. D. Duntington, Syracuse, N. Y. : "These discourses
ought to do much to raise the standard of our American pulpit in dig-

nity, Scripturalness, fervor, and force."

It. S. MacArthur, D.D., LIj.D., New York :
" He combines

scholarly study of the Scriptures with popularity in preaching as
does no other man."

Wayland JToyt, D.D., Philadelphia, Pa. :
" They are in the truest

way expository, so they are as fresh and varied as the Bible itself."

Jlerricli tTohnson, D.D., Chicago, 111. : "Dr. Maclaren is suggestive,

helpful, fresh, and often strikingly impressive."

January
Club

Maclaren's
Sermons

'Enrolment Blank

Funk & VVagnalls Co.

30 E. 23d Street,
New York City.

Gentlemen :—Please enroll
in your January Club

for the ten-volume set of
^^ -^ Maclaren's Sermons at $9, F.

IaSm tUn Inniini-ii i Itnvnvii Hl/v/tnt Hliik The Special edition which we shall publish for the ^Fy^ O. B. New York, regular price

Join the January Literary Digest Club JanuaW literary digest ciub of soo members win^^^^
be in every particular similar i<j uie regular $15 edition. It will be supplied to those who send ^^ J>^ which win not be before January and
us the coupon opposite for $9, P. 0. B. New York. Send no money untU we notify you tliat ^^ *^F mo"nthiv'insta\ment**of'*f'<^ach"'iM^
the books are ready, which will not be before next month. Then send us $1, and we will ^^r a^^J^ „™i"rstood'thn't "you guarantee satisfac-

promptly ship the work to you. If unsatisfactory, you may return it within five days. If ^^^y'^F tion. and that i may return the books, if un-

satisfactory, pay the balance in eight monthly instalments of$1 each. Send coupon to-day. ^jJT^ satisfactory, and my money will be refunded.

Name

[..D.I.7 Address..

Neivell Difight Jlillis, D.D., Brooklyn, N. Y. :
" Invaluable to teachers,

theological students, and preachers. The ten volumes contain the complete

round of Christian doctrine and precept."

Funk & Wagnalls Co., Pubs., 44-60 E. 23d Street, New York City

Headers of The Litkbabv Diokst are asked to mention the publication when writine to advertisers.
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TOPICS OF THE DAY.

THE PEACE PROSPECT IN THE FAR EAST.

/\ .M ERICA.\ newspaper discussion of the fall of Port Arthur
^^*-

is focu.sed very larjjelyon the possibilities of an early peace,

and the prevailing temper of press comment is best indicated by

the statement that a cessation of hostilities between Russia and

Japan is desired, but not expected. Despatches from Washing-

ton which represent Kogoro Takahira. the Japanese minister, as

stating tliat Japan is "as much in earnest to-day as at the outset of

the war." and which make it plain that Count Cassini, the Russian

ambassador, looks to his (Government to " carry on the war to the

end." are cited as showing a stubborn attitude on the part of both

nations. "We should be very glad indeed." says the New York

E^'cnins; Post. " if we could share a widespread belief that Stoes-

sels surrender brings peace appreciably nearer. But the obstinacy

of an autocrat w ho knows as much or as little about what is going

on as his entourage permits him to. with the natural desire of the

army and many proud Russians for revenge, is the all-important

factor in the situation."

The Philadelphia /«y«/><?r comments :

" If the Russian Government were prepared to be guided in this

momentous matter by the counsels of common sense based upon
an unflinching and intelligent recognition of the facts, there would
be little room for doubt as to its decision. It would be driven to

admit the hopelessness of the undertaking upon whicli it so ini-

providently entered, and to acknowledge the wisdom of extricating

itself without delay from the dreadful dilemma in which by its own
arrogance and ra.shness and ignorance and incompetence and greed

it has been placed. It would see that it can never hope to eject

the Japanese from the position which their supreme valor and their

immense sacrifices and their incomparable efficiency have won. It

would understand the physical impossibility of placing and main-

taining in Manchuria, tiirough the agency of a railroad which can

not at the utmost transport more than one thousand troops a day,

a force superior or equal to that which the Japanese will easily be
able to maintain there ; and making a virtue of necessity it would
admit its defeat and make the best of it.

" But governments, being composed of men, are human, and with

them, as with the rest of us. passion is apt to usurp the place of

prudence. The Russians are not likely to surrender now merely
because that would be the sensible thing to do. They are more
likely to argue that they can not afford to surrender and to accept

the loss of prestige which a surrender would involve, so long as

any chance remains of retrieving their position."

In spite, however, of the firm attitude officially maintained by

Russia—and the Russian Imperial Council has resolved that Rus-

sia will not con.sent to make peace until she has won a decisive

victory over Japan— signs of weakening are detected by several

journals. Revolutionist agitators in Russia are taking every ad-

vantage of the (lOvernment's present position; the St. Petersburg

papers are becoming bolder and bolder in their criticism of the

conduct of the war; and an extraordinary council has been sum-

moned by the Czar. To quote the New York Tribune

:

" Reports of something resembling a crisis in Russian domestic
as well as foreign affairs are probably not exaggerated. It is well

known that the Czar's reform decree and the government note

which accompanied it wrought popular feeling to a high pitch

before the fall of Port Arthur. The latter incident must, of

course, have greatly inten.sified the feeling and added to the gen-

eral embarrassment of the (Government. The imperial council

which is now to be held will certainly be important, and may be

epoch-making. Nations have at times resorted to foreign war i'i

order to allay or to counteract domestic dis.satisfaction. It would
not be altogether illogical for a nation to make peace abroad in

order to allay a rising storm at home. There aie those in Russia

who think it would be the part of wi.sdom for that country so to

do. We shall see whether they or the irrcconcilalile war party are

the more influential.

"The statement was made, just before the fall of Port .Arthur.

that in Russia at large popular interest in the war with Japan had
taken a place decidedly inferior to that of the proposed domestic

reforms. W'e can easily believe it. It is quite natural and rea-

sonable that it should be so. For, where the war directly affects

the welfare of one. the reforms would affect a score. While suc-

cess in the war would mean material gain for a few, the granting of

reforms would mean great good for the overwhelming majority.

Moreover, this war was not begun in response to any popular de-

mand, but has all along been regarded with disfavor by a large

part, perhaps a majority, of the Russian people; while the vast

majority of thinking people in Russia have long been looking and
earnestly wishing for reforms in government."

The reported recall of Admiral Rohzdestvensky's fleet is re-

garded as an even more significant indication of Russian weaken-

ing. .Says the New York Globe :

" For a long time it has been apparent that if Russia is to win

the war she must win it by a naval victory. As long as Togo's

ships are in undisputed control of the Yellow Sea it is practically

impossible for Russia to expel the Japanese from Manchuria.

Even tho Kuropatkin should have double the number of Oyama it

would take many months, if not years, to drive the Japanese out of

their successive lines of defense. It is doubtful if the Russian

general has any real hope of reconquering the region he has lost

unless Japanese communications are cut by Russian naval suprem-

acy. Even if the Japanese fell back to Port Arthur, what char.ce

would there be of recapturing the fortress if it were constantly

reenforced. resupplied with food and munitions? The siege of the

last six months has shown that Port Arthur can not be taken un-

less isolated. If the destruction of the Japanese fleet is a con-

dition precedent to Russian success, the significance of giving to

Japan control of the sea for an indefinite period can hardly be ex-

aggerated. It looks quite as much an abandonment of the con-

test as when Philip of Spain withdrew his Armada.
" It is, of course, possible that Russia may redespatch the rieet
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THE PRICE OF VICTORY !

—Davenport in New York Mail.

SUNRISE AT PORT AKIHUR.
— Ireland in Columbus Dispatch.

THE ACCIDENT OF BIRTH.

—Walker in Chattanooga Press.

PORT ARTHUR—AND AFTER.

when certain additional battle-ships which are being built are fin-

ished. If this is the plan, the decisive naval action is deferred for

many months, and Japan has ample time to get ready. . . . That

the Russian admiralty has any intention of actually sending a fleet

to wrestle with Togo is now more a matter of doubt than ever. If

there is no such intention, it seems as useless for Russia to prolong

the war as it was for Stoessel to hold out longer in Port Arthur."

And yet, thinks the Kansas City Star, there is "only the remo-

test prospect " that the pressure brought to bear upon Russia at

this lime will end the war. "The prolongation of the conflict

through one more campaign at least," adds the Brooklyn Eagle,

" is certain as long as Russia's ally, France, and Japan's ally,

Great Britain, severally and jointly decline to meddle in a quarrel

which they alone have power to terminate." The Baltimore Si/u

says

:

"The United States might with propriety proffer its services at

the proper time to the belligerents as peacemaker. But this Gov-

ernment will, of course, not e.xtend its services as mediator until it

has received an intimation that the belligerents are not averse to

mediation. Great Britain is the ally of Japan
;

France is the ally of Russia. The relations

between France and Great Britain are now of

a friendly nature. Are not these Powers the

logical mediators? During the last eighteen

months President Roosevelt has had occasion

to reflect in rather severe terms upon Russian

policy. It is possible that the Government
at St. Petersburg has not forgotten the State

Department's charge in the summer of 1903

that Russian diplomacy was striving to defeat

the commercial treaty between the United

States and China. It is possible that the

President's action in respect to the Kisheneff

massacre or his comments in his last message

to Congress upon the Russian passport system

have not passed out of the memory of the

statesmen at St. Petersburg. There is also

an impression in the Russian capital that the

moral support of the United States has been

extended to Japan from the day the conflict

began to the present time. If Russia, ignor-

ing these considerations, should ask the United

States to act as intermediary, there would un-

questionably be a prompt and friendly re-

sponse from our Government. But unless

France and Great Britain are disqualified, by
reason of their relations with the belligerents,

from acting as peacemakers, and Germany is

not acceptable to Japan in the r61e of medi-

ator, it seems unlikely that mediation will be

undertaken by the United States, earnestly as

President Roosevelt desires to restore peace
in the Orient."

LEADING FEATURES OF 1904.

' I ^HE year 1904, as interpreted by the American press, has
1 been distinguished alike for its deeds of war and of peace.

GENERAL STOESSEL,

Who has received a message from the Czar,

thanking him for his " gallant defense " of Port
Arthur, and who is permitted by the Mikado
to wear his sword, in view of his " splendid

loyalty " to his country.

" Tho marred by a bloody war," says the Baltimore Aj/ierican, "it

has witnessed many notable advances along the lines of human en-

deavor, and has to its credit not a few movements intended for the

betterment of the world "
; and the Ai\a.x\\.a. Journal declares :

" The year has been noteworthy for congresses looking to man's
social, intellectual, and spiritual betterment, and it has seen issued

a world-wide call of the nations to a second Hague conference for

the promotion of universal peace. The year has given us one of

the greatest battles, one of the most remarkable sieges, and one of

the most marvelous series of brilliant victories ever known. But
it has given us, too, equally remarkable triumphs in the realms of

peace."

The conflict in the Far East is regarded as the great event of the

year. After eleven months of bloodshed it is still believed to be in

its early stages. In contrast with the dark side of the war is the

progress that has been made toward peace.

The Anglo-French treaty was followed by a
series of arbitration treaties to which most

of the leading nations of the world are parties,

and by the promise of a second peace con-

ference at The Hague. The arbitration of

the North Sea affair and the decision of The
Hague Tribunal that Great Britain, Germany,

and Italy were entitled to a preferred claim

on the indemnity which Venezuela had by

their blockade been made to promise, are

both held as examples of the progress made
toward the arbitration of international dis-

putes. Other incidents of international im-

portance have been the continued tariff agita-

tion in Great Britain ; the signing of a treaty

which strengthens British suzerainty in Tibet ^

the rescue of Mr. Perdicaris from Moorish

bandits ; the extortion from Turkey, by an

American naval demonstration, of the same

treatment for American schools and other en-

terprises as that given to those of the other

Powers ; the adoption of the gold standard by

Mexico ; Germany's war against the Hereros

in Southwest Africa ; the conflict between

Church and State in France ; the state of an-

archy in Morocco ; the exposures in regard to

King Leopold's rule in the Kongo ; the as-

sassination of Von Plehve in Russia and the

subsequent demands for liberal reforms, and
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the answer of the Czar, in which several important reiorms are

promised. The United States stopped civil strife in Panama;

Ar;.;entine and Chile have settled their differences ; while dis-

turbed conditions continue in Haiti, Santo Domingo, Venezuela,

and Colombia.

In the United States the most important event of the year, ac-

cording to the Kansas City 6V<z/-. " was the tremendous popular in-

dorsement of the administration of President Roosevelt with a

victory never before equaled in an American

presidential election." Other imiiortant do-

mestic events are thus summarized by the

Philadelphia Public Ledger

:

"The history of the United States during

the past year has been that of a nation doing

notable things for the welfare of its own peo-

ple, and exploiting its influence and resources

in directions which will benefit the world.

Easily first among the great works of public

utility begun in 1904 is that of the Panama
Canal, now a purely American undertaking,

whose construction will be carried forward

with the celerity and energy which character-

ize American enterprise. The Louisiana Pur-

chase Exposition, exceeding in extent and
comprehensiveness all previous efforts of the

kind, epitomized in a spectacular way the

progress of the country and of the age in every

sphere of industrial activity. The completion

of great engineering projects, such as the sub-

ways of New York and Boston, the beginning

of the vast work of tunneling the Hudson
River, mark a stage in the development of

rapid means of communication in American
cities.

"The year 1904 will be memorable for the

initiative taken by the United States for the calling of another

Hague conference in the interest of the world's peace and for the

negotiation of various arbitration treaties in which our good offices

and participation have been helpful."

In inventive and scientific circles the year has not been very pro-

ductive, but, as tlie New York World points out, it has seen the

development of many previous discoveries along lines already laid

out. Several disastrous occurrences are recorded, aside from the

yearly railroad accidents. Baltimore, Rochester, and Toronto

suffered great loss by fire, and the burning of tlie General Slocum

and the sinking of the I^'orge were the greatest of the disasters on

water.

The features of the financial and commercial year are sum-

marized by Bradstreet's as follows :

" Taken as a whole, 1904 was the direct antithesis of 1903, which
began finely and ended lamely. Like the latter, it was a year of

sharply contrasting counter-movements in trade, industry, and
speculation

" Wheat alone of the important crops was shorter by 13 per cent,

than in 1903, and 200,000,000 bushels, or 26 per cent., less than in

1901. Statistics of interior movement, however, indicate some
underestimation. Flour-milling necessities induced imports of

Canadian wheat in bond, the return of some American already

exported, the shipment of Pacific coast wheat to the East, and
offerings of Russian grain at Atlantic ports. Record yields of

potatoes, barley, and rice and next to the largest crops of corn and
oats, however, guarantee a yield of food crops 8 per cent, larger

than in 1903, while higher prices indicate returns to producers ex-

ceeding all previous years. One drawback is that, owing to in-

sistent domestic demand, we have fallen from first place as a

wheat exporter, and European shortages have been supplied by
Russia, India, and Argentina. European demand for our corn

gives hope that some of our trade may be regained. The enor-

mous cotton crop—possibly 13.000.000 bales—assures a large sup-

ply after two years of short yields, but the money return to the

South will be less than in 1903. Cotton proved the mainstay of

our foreign trade. Our total exports in 1904 will probably aggre-

SENATOR MITCHELL, OF OREGON.

Indicted for conspiracy to defraud the Gov
ernment of public lands.

gate $1,460,000,000, a simi only 2 per cent, below 1903, the record

total, and of this raw cotton has contributed one-fourth, the largest

sum ever realized from one article. This gain and those made by
beef cattle, iron, and steel, copper, mineral oils, and latterly cotton

goods, are the bright spots in a trade that, because of the enor-

mous reduction in breadstuffs shipments, which are less than half

those of 1903, just failed to equal the best of the past four years of

excellent export business. Imports will exceed $1,025,000,000, a
sum at least 2 per cent, larger than the 1903 record total, and ma-

king with exports a total of $2,485,000,000,

slightly in excess of the record."

Among tlie dead of the year are many per-

sons of distinction. We summarize from the

Philadelphia Record

:

For this State (Pennsylvania), of course, the

list begins with Senator Quay, and with him
may be mentioned Senators Hanna and Hoar
—three of the most prominent figures in the

Senate. Ex-Senator Vest, who had but re-

cently retired from public life, also died last

year. Two of the most prominent Confeder-

ate commanders, Generals Longstreet and
Gordon, were among the dead. Notable
churchmen who died were Archbishop Elder,

of Cincinnati, and Bishop Huntington, of

Central New York. Of artists and literary

men there were : John Rogers, who, if not a
great, was certainly a popular sculptor, and R.

S. Greenough, one of our greatest sculptors;

Laurence Hutton, Park Godwin, and Pro-

fessor von Hoist. Other notable deaths were
those of Postmaster-General Payne, Mayor
McLane, of Baltimore, and George Francis

Train.

The most distinguished foreigner who died

was Paul Kruger, of the Transvaal. Others

were Sir William Vernon Harcourt, Sir Henry M. Stanley, The-

odor Herzl (the Zionist), George Frederick Watts, and Jean Ldon
Gdrome, Sir Edwin Arnold, Miss Frances Power Cobbe, Samuel
Smiles, Sir Leslie Stephen, and George L. Watson (English yacht

designer).

A review of the leading religious developments of the year will

be found in another department.

THE PUBLIC LAND FRAUDS.

A SCANDAL "beside which the postal frauds will seem like

the work of petty-larceny thieves " is anticipated by the New
York /'r^5j(Rep.) as a result of recent charges made in connection

with the administration of public lands in Oregon, Idaho, and Cali-

fornia. Legal proceedings have already been instituted against

United States Senator Mitchell and Representative Hermann, both

of Oregon, and Mr. John H. Hall, United States district attorney

of Oregon, has been removed from office by the President. The

significance of this new governmental crusade is thus gaged by

the Boston Transcript {K^^.):

" What is now in progress is but another stage of a series of in-

quiries which have had results in a number of arrests, in several

indictments, and some convictions. For more than a year past the

Government has been active in the prosecution of a ring of ' oper-

ators ' who by various fraudulent methods thought they had suc-

ceedea 'n gathering to themselves considerable sections of the

public domain mainly in the Pacific Northwest. Their operations

were engineered from several points contemporaneously. They
had their representatives or agents in New York, in Washington,
in Oregon, and in California, and, of course their accomplices,

without whose aid they could hare done little toward carrying out

their schemes, were dishonest officials.

" Some of these officials have been indicted and others have been
convicted, but the suggestion of despatches from Oregon is that

the great patrons, the real bosses, are ' higher up.' The hope is

natural that the inquiry will climb to the highest points of vantage
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on which the great beneficiaries and secret promoters of these

frauds have relied for safety."

The Chicago Z'«//k AWtv (I nd.i supplies the following further

information

:

" Fraudulent practises in connection with the distribution of gov-

ernment lands have been common in the past, and the opportunities

lor them have been abundant. In erect<«ng the national domain
into States and Territories the federal Government in many cases

reserved immense tracts of land to be used in such manner as it

might deem wise. In all. the domain thus acquired and placed

under the jurisdiction of Congress covers a vast territory. Tho
much of it has been taken up by Indian reservations, preemption

or sale, about 1,070,000.000 acres still remain, of which 917,000,000

are unappropriated and unreserved. The total value of this ter-

ritory has been estimated at about $1,000,000,000. In distributing

these lands to individuals the Government has tried different plans.

The common method of distribution now is that provided for un-

der the homestead act, whereby persons who have certain quali-

fications and who can show that they have entered upon land for

its occupation and improvement in accordance with the terms of

the law can receive a patent or deed to the land, paying only a

nominal fee. In such cases the land-seekers file their applications

with local officials representing the government land office. After

investigation these officials i.ssue certificates attesting the validity

of the claim and these certificates are sent to Washington to be

passed upon finally.

"The charge against Senator IVIitchell and Congressman Her-

mann is that, in collusion with certain claimants, they conspired to

expedite to patent certain certificates that were fraudulent or fic-

titious, using their official influence to that end. Whatever the

truth may be, the fact that the Government, in its effort to stop

land frauds, does not hesitate to strike at high officials if it finds

giound for such action should have no little restraining effect on

the politicians who have made such frauds a specialty."

Senator Mitchell is the third Senator within a year to be indicted

for crime. He was elected to the Senate in 1873, and has repre-

sented his State at Washington for tiie greater part of twenty-two

years. Says the Kansas City /c/z/v/i?/ (Rep.) :

" It has created much surprise and regret that such an old, expe-

rienced, and respected statesman as John H. Mitchell should be

mixed up in land frauds and be compelled to stand trial before a

jury in the federal court for crimes which, if proved against him.

may possibly make him spend tiie rest of his life behind prison

walls. The Senator is now over seventy years of age. There is

hardly enough time or energy left in him to make amends for any
crime he may be guilty of, or to rehabilitate his reputation if the sus-

picions and charges against him should be proved. But an indict-

ment does not always mean conviction or guilt, and the Oregon
statesman will not be regarded as an evil-doer until he is .so ad-

judged on a fair trial.

" A few decades ago the position of a United States Senator was
looked upon as so dignified and exalted that it protected the in-

cumbent even from reproach. Many Senators have shown politi-

cal bias and bad judgment, but the number who have been im-

pugned for personal dishonesty has been very small. In recent

years, however, the Senate seems to be falling somewhat in the

estimation of the people. A man is no longer considered great

and honorable merely because he is a Senator. His position sim-

ply gives him a fine opportunity to prove himself as such, and in

some cases the most has not been made of this opportunity."

COTTON BURNING IN THE SOUTH.

SEVERAL correspondents have written to Southern newspapers

advising the farmers to burn a part of their cotton in order to

raise the market price, and a circular making the same proposal is

said to have been widely distributed. During the past month the

Charleston At'Tfj and C^/z^vV/' printed a letter calling upon the men
of the South to " rise up and on the first of January burn one mill-

ion bales of cotton. If that doe.sn't remedy the matter." contin-

ued the writer, " burn another million bales !
" So far as can be

ascertained, the net result of these iaflammatory exhortations up to

date has been the burning of one cotton bale in Clay County, Ga.

This single episode, however, with its accretion of legend and ex-

aggeration, has served to start a spirited discussion throughout the

country. Tlie IVall StreetJournal co\x\\r\eni?. indignantly on what

it regards as an " immoral proceeding," concluding :
" The incident

is most depressing to those who realize the absolute dependence of

free institutions upon a sound public opinion, especially in the

matter of morals." The Boston /"/'^//jtw}!'/' finds the proceeding

"more foolish than immoral." The New York (7/(^'/;^ declares

:

" If, as predicted, the burning becomes general, it will be one of

the most remarkable agrarian movemenis ever known. If the

planters are really possessed of the notion that by destroying part

of their property they can make the remainder more valuable than

the whole, then the political economists, from Adam Smith down.

A BURNING SH.AME.AGRICULTIR.AL .\RSON. " „^.v,..,,v.

Burning Cotton at Fort Gaines. Ga Mr. Doll Weevil: "Burning cotton to keep the price up! Why do tliey

— Maybell in the IJrooklyn Eagle. gun for me. the best friend tliey ever had ? "'

Morg

CARTOON VIEWS OF THE COTTON BURNING EPISODE
Morgan in the Philadelphia hiqiiitcr.
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AlTDKNEY tiENKRAL: " Try it awhile

-My head aches and it'spot to be solved."

—McWhorter in tlie St. Paul Dispixtdi.

THE SENATE WILL PLEAM-l <_()MH TO ORDER.
—OpiJer in the New York Aiin-rUaii.

CONGRESS AND THE TRUSTS CARICATURED.

GOOD USE OK THE BIG STICK.
De Mar in the Philadelphia Record.

may well ask themselves if their teaching has not been altogether

idle. The corn-burning in tlij West is not a precedent. The com
was used as fuel, the hirmers discovering tiiat it was cheaper to

bum the com than to buy coal. In England, when the bank-notes

were burned, there was a somewhat similar movement, but it pro-

ceeded from a different motive. Our trades-unions have regu-

lations which imply economic waste, but these uniformly are in the

way of increasing tlie demand, not for the destruction of an exist-

ent supply."

In the South, however, there is little disposition to regard the

episode in a .serious light. "There was a vast amount of .smoke

caused by this little fire." remarks the Atlanta Journal. The

Macon Telegraph pronounces the cotton-burning proposals

"absurd"; and the Augusta Chioiiicle observes: "The whole

thing seems too radically ridiculous to have originated even with

no other idea than perpetrating a joke." The Florida Times-

L'njon and Citizen (Jacksonville) says :

"The Southern cotton-planters, getting a fancy price for their

cotton last year, very foolislily planted this year by far the largest

acreage ever planted. They have no one except themselves to

blame for the present price of cotton. The price to-day is none

too low. The farmers of the South could have made it 20 cents

or 5. If they chose to make it 5 cents, they have no reason to com-
plain that it is 6 '2. In ignoring the law of supply and demand,
they have brought the price ot cotton below the cost of produc-

tion. They have done this themselves, and it is childish in them

to try to throw the blame on others.
" If the present price of cotton will teach the farmers of the

South to grow other things that they need, and only grow cotton

as a surplus crop, it will do them a vast amount of good. They
have the cotton situation entirely in their own hands. They can

get whatever they wish for cotton. They have sold it as high as a

dollar a pound, and while it is to be hoped that they will never do
this again the fact that they iiave shows that they have the sit-

uation completely in their own hands.
" We hear much talk of new cotton sections. We can not blame

the nations of Europe for trying to become independent of the

South, but they certainly can not become so while the present gen-

eration is alive. Whether they will one hundred years from now
is a matter of guess, but for all practical purposes the Soutli has a

monopoly of cotton and will keep it as far as we can see into the

future. The South has no competition to fear, except Southern

competition. If the South will produce a lo.ooo.ooo-bale crop, it

need not worry over what the balance of the world does. It will

get 15 cents for its cotton. If it produces a crop of more than

12.000.000 bales, it will get 5 cents."

The American Cotton Manufacturer (Charlotte, N. C.) says:

" The air is tilled with almost ever}- conceivable kind of plan for

putting the price of cotton back to ten cents. Between the ridicu-

lous suggestion that the farmers burn 1,000,000 bales and the more
reasonable one that they shall refuse to sell such cotton as remains
in their possession at prevailing prices, all manner of more or less

practicable and utterly impracticable schemes have been seriously

put forth
" If all this talk and action leads to the ehmination of parasitical

control of the market and a steadying of values it will be of un-

told benefit to the entire trade.
" No doubt all this earnest agitation will be of some real value,

but the most diligent and serious consideration of the entire ques-

tion ijy leaders i.ot only in the culture, but also in the manufactur-
ing and wholesale merchandizing of the world's cotton, will be

absolutely necessarj' for the evolution of the best measures tor

self-protection."

PROSECUTING THE "PAPER TRUST."

"PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT and Attorney-General Moody
' are "entitled to public commendation and gratitude," says

the New York World {\x\(S.. Dem.), for their action in beginning

suit to enjoin the operations of the General Paper Company of

Wisconsin. " Every newspaper reader in the country is interested

in this action." adds the Pittsburg Gazette (Rep.). The legal step

referred to was urged a year ago by the American Newspaper

Publishers" Association at its meeting in New York, and is based

on the subsequent investigations of James M. Beck, of New York,

and Frank B. Kellogg, of St. Paul. Minn., special attorneys ap-

pointed by the United States Government. According to the New
York Commercial (inA. Rep.):

" The facts unearthed have justified the attorney-general in

bringing suit against this Western paper ' combine ' looking to its

dissolution and the prevention of its illegal practises—and it may
reasonably be regarded as only an initial movement which, if suc-

cessful, will eventually "be directed against all law-breakers in the

paper and other manufacturing trades.

" That it must be successful those consumers having the closest

knowledge of conditions in the news-print-paper trade can scarcely

doubt. Consolidations and combinations among manufacturers

in this line— there are two of them, one operating chiefly in the

W'est, the other in the East—have failed conspicuously both in

promoting economies of production and in reducing the price. In

1897 the average cost of white paper to the leading daily news-

papers of the country was about $35 per ton. To-day some of

them pay as high as $45 per ton ; and the average cost is probably

above S41. In other words, under ' trust' control in the paper

trade tlie newspaper publishers of the United States are paying

about S4.Sod.000 a year more for paper than they paid when com-
petition in the trade was free, when prices were not set arbitrarily,

when there was no ' division of territory,' and nothing approaching

monopoly in the business. It would be manifestly unfair to say

that there have been no contributing causes for this changed con-

dition—for there have been two or three—but no honest inves-

tigator of the facts will fail to lay the chief responsibility for it at

the door of the ' combine " that controls the news-print-paper trade

to-day."

The Washington Star (Rep.) points out that "no less than

twenty-five companies operate through the General Paper Com-

pany, which fixes prices, maps out zones of trade, and controls

the business of the constituent companies "
; and it expresses the
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hope that "an odious monopoly will be brought to book." The
Indianapolis Senfifiel [Dem.) comments:

" One or two of the principal Paper trust magnates in jail, or

their product confiscated, would probably produce consternation in

trust ranks and lead to a revised way of doing business.
" But the sensible business way is to abolish the tariff on paper

and pulp, and if the newspaper proprietors would all insist on this,

Congress would do it. The weekly newspaper proprietors are

just as much interested in proportion as the great dailies, for the

largely increased cost to them of paper is quite an item every

week, both for their newspaper and for that used in job printing."

MR. CASSATT'S WAR ON REBATES.

ONE man, we are told, has in five years done what the courts,

the Interstate Commerce Commission, and Congress had

not been able to do in twenty-five—abolish railroad favors to the

trusts. It is a familiar charge that the Standard Oil Company
crowded out its rivals

PRESIDENT CASSATT,

Whose war on rebates has succeeded where the

United States Government failed.

and attained its monop-

oly by special favors

in the way of freight re-

bates from the Pennsyl-

vania and other rail-

roads. The strongest

proof of this charge has

been the testimony given

in 1879 by A. J. Cassatt,

who was then vice-pres-

ident of the Pennsyl-

vania in charge of traffic.

In spite of this evidence,

nobody seemed to be

able to root out the in-

iquity, however, so in

1899, when Mr. Cassatt

became president of the

Pennsylvania, he took

up the task the United

States Government had

been unequal to, and

accomplished it. Mr.

Frank H. Spearman, in his new book on " The Strategy of Great

Railroads," tells about it thus :

" When Mr. Cassatt assumed executive control of the Pennsyl-

vania System, he found freight rates from end to end of the United

States steeped in discrimination. By traffic managers the last pre-

tense of justice in the sale of freight transportation had been aban-

doned, and Mr. Cassatt, coming in as president of the Pennsyl-

vania, found railroads under the club of the big shippers. The
instrument of this rate discrimination has always been the secret

rebate : the upbuilding of one shipper's fortunes at the expense

of another, the curse of iraffic management, and the most trying

problem in railroad affairs. It has been preached upon, inveighed

against, and legislated against, all quite in vain. Like the robber

baron of the Rhine, the American industrial baron has long laid

under tribute the transportation lines of America ; the big buyer of

transportation has taken the American road by the throat and forced

it to deliver. To make the situation more cheerful, the railroad

has been held by orators and jurists as responsible for the de-

moralized situation and for the upbuilding of trusts and monop-
olies.

" Tho railroads have been parties to secret rebates, it would be

difficult to show that they have always been willing parties. Es-

cape from a situation confessedly intolerable had been sought for

years ; but escape seemed impossible. The big shipper dictated

his terms, and the small shipper and the railroad paid the bills.

Congress passed laws of no avail. The courts of the United

States had been repeatedly appealed to, but while conditions grew

steadily worse, they sat with folded arm behind the broad conclu-

sion that transportation was a private commodity which might be

sold to one man at one price ajaxi to his neighbor at another
price.

"It has been denied that such is, the ease, but there are facts that
put clearly on record the attitude of American courts during this

period of transportation anarchism. In 1879 Mr. Cassatt, then
vice-president of the Pennsylvania Railroad in charge of traffic,

testified in the equity suits brought by the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, known as the Standard Oil Inquiries. He told the
court without evasion or reservation the exact relations between
the Standard Oil Company and the Pennsylvania road, and his

testimony thus became an official record, subject to the u.se of

every Pennsylvania shipper who might seek in court to recover ex-

cessive freight charges made upon his particular shipments. Must
it not be inferred that if the attitude of American courts promised
relief to the small shipper the Pennsylvania road, with Mr. Cas-
satt's testimony on record, would have been deluged with suits to

recover excessive charges ? But were any such suits brought ?

Not one. Counsel understood too well the hopelessness in that

day of a legal appeal to advise any client to proceed against a rail-

road on the ground of unjust discrimination.
" Twenty years later Mr. Cassatt, drawn against his strong per-

sonal inclination out of his retirement, was elected to the presi-

dency of the Pennsylvania Railroad system ; but whoever else had
forgotten Standard Oil and 1879, Mr. Cassatt had not forgotten.

He determined that rate discrimination in the United States, the

impoverishment of the investor, the ruin of the honest shipper, and
the cause of so many railroad receiverships should cease, and to

the task of putting it down he and his associates addressed them-
selves ; and after public prints and public speakers had shouted

themselves hoarse ; after Congress had failed in solving the prob-

lem, as it has always failed ; after the courts of the United States

had failed, as they have always failed, this railroad man and his

associates took the abuse in hand and stamped it out of American
railroading.

"It was the community of interest plan evolved by Mr. Cassatt

that did away with secret freight-rates and rebates. To accom-
plish this, the Pennsylvania, acting with other heavy owners in the

railroad field, acquired large interests in the weaker roads, until,

with cooperation, courage, and patience, the trunk lines, one and
all, were brought into a phalanx against the common enemy.

"This is the record of Alexander J. Cassatt. He has made un-

just discrimination in railroad traffic a thing of the past. He,
largely, has made it possible for the public freight-rate to stalk

abroad day or night, unarmed, anywhere in the United States.

The traditional captain of industry to day that should attempt to

dictate terms to a trunk-line manager would be laughed out of the

traffic offices. Mr. Cassatt has fought the fight of the courts, of

Congress, of the small shipper, and of common honesty until it

has become possible for an American to ship a single carload of

freight as cheaply as a trust can ship a thousand ; and when the

accounts in American railroad history are made up, this fact can

not be overlooked, distorted, or forgotten."

MINNESOTA TO ABOLISH GRAND JURIES.

LEGAL experts and others have for some time past been

broaching the subject of abolition of the grand-jury system,

but it has remained for Minnesota to take a decided step in the

matter. The voters of that State, by a majority of 121,000, have

adopted a constitutional amendment abolishing the grand jury and

empowering the state legislature to provide some other means of

investigating cases and bringing persons before the courts for trial.

The legislature will carry the popular idea into effect. The news-

papers, tho they are inclined to wait and see how the scheme

works, are of the opinion that it will be productive of better re-

sults. It is recalled that some years ago the United States Su-

preme Court decided that a State had the power to do away with

the grand-jury system, and it is believed that other States may fol-

low Minnesota if the plan proves worthy. The Boston Transcript

remarks

:

" The grand jury is an institution as old as Anglo-Saxon civili-

zation, and prevails practically everywhere under the English law

except now in Minnesota and in Scotland. All the United States

adopted it when their governments were framed, and Minnesota is

the first, altho perhaps not the last, to do away with it. For many
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years the grand jury lias been a mere appendage to the office of

• district attorney or public prosecutor. A grand jury, as originally

formed, tried no question and found no verdict. The proper

authority for the Government brings before it a case of supposed

crime or wrong and a bill of indictment, and presents tvr parte

testimony on the subject. If the grand jury approves, it tinds ' a

true bill ' and presents the case to the court. But the grand jury

has a wider function than this, altho it is so commonly disregarded

that in almost every case the jury considers only evidence brought

before it. It may. on its own initiative, present to the court any

public wrongs which it thinks should be brought to the attention

of a tribunal It is the failure of the grand jury to act in this re-

spect that has made it generally a mere auxiliary of the public

prosecutor
" In adopting a new method of procedure the legislature will of

course be bounded by the constitutional limits guarding the rights

of individuals, but these are ample without the grand-jury pro-

vision. The Minnesota people are apparently thoroughly con-

vinced that no important safeguard has been done away with in

thus abolishing what has become a merely advisory body."

The New Orleans Times-Democrat comments

:

"If it should happen that the method of information to the

•court by the prosecuting officer or examining magistrate, or what-

ever other method may be devised in Minnesota, should prove

genuinely superior to the grand jury, it is just possible that some
other States might conclude to cut loose from antiquity and adopt

the plan that promi.ses better results."

•GOVERNOR PENNYPACKER'S NEW PLAN
"MUZZLING" THE PRESS.

FOR

' I "'WO years ago, the governor of Pennsylvania secured the en-

* actment of a law providing for the punishment of news-

papers guilty of "negligence in the ascertainment of facts," and

awarding damages for " injuries to business reputation " and

"physical and mental suffering" caused by pictures, cartoons,

headlines, etc. He was mercilessly satirized for his champion-

ship of this measure, and the law has remained unenforced on the

statute-books. Nothing daunted, he formulates, in his latest mes-

sage to the Pennsylvania legislature, a new plan for "muzzling" a

disrespectful press. He leads up to his argument by citing the

case of an offended citizen who recently " shot and killed an edi-

tor, was tried for murder and acquitted," adding the comment

:

" Lawlessness is the inevitable result of a failure of the law to cor-

Tect existing evils. " He says further :

" Under the English common law, when a woman habitually

made outcries of scandals upon the public highways to the an-

noyance of the neighborhood, she was held to be a common scold

and a public nuisance. Anybody may abate a public nuisance,

and she was punished by being ducked in a neighboring pond.
" I suggest the application of this legal principle to the habitual

publication of scandalous untruths.
" Let the persons [any six persons, citizens of Pennsylvania]

harmed or annoyed present a petition to the attorney-general set-

ting forth the facts, and if, in his judgment, they show a case of

habitual falsehood, defamation, and scandal, so as to constitute a

public nuisance, let him file a bill in the Court of Common Pleas
having jurisdiction, asking for an abatement of the nuisance, and
let the court have authority, upon sufficient proof, to make such
abatement by suppression of the journal so offending, in whole or

in part', as may be necessary."

The Philadelphia North American (Ind. Rep.), against which

this proposal is known to be specially aimed, retorts by proposing

a " law to suppress nuisances in office who bring contempt on the

State." The Philadelphia ^////^r/zw (Rep.) declares :
" It is pitiable

to see the governor of Pennsylvania persist in making himself a

laughing-stock of his countrymen whenever he attempts to deal

with this question, which in his mind seems to have become a sort

of monomania." Mr. Charles Emory Smith, of the Philadelphia

Press (Rep.), finds some comfort in the thought that " it would be

impossible to find two Pennypackers in the State." He contin-

ues :

" But what shall be said of the Executive who devotes the chief
part of his message to an undignified and unworthy discussion of
the smallest and least consequential affairs of any journal 1 What
measure of contempt shall fall upon the pitiful prostitution of a
public document to the exhibition of petty spites and personal
wounds ? Granted that there may at times be wrongs in journal-
ism, is it becoming or decent in the governor of the State to en-

gage in unseemly controversies and to bandy puerile epithets ?

The spectacle is one which must bring the blush of shame to the
people of this great commonwealth."

The Pittsburg Gazette (Rep.) comes to the support of the gov-

ernor :

" The comments of the governor upon the outrageous abuse of
the freedom of the press that has marked the rise of yellow jour-
nalism will evoke a sympathetic response from all citizens who
hold the view that the function of the press is to act as a medium
of intelligence and not as an instrument of slander and defamation.
The governor is entirely correct in the assumption that reputable
papers will have no objection to any remedy, however drastic,

which will correct this evil which threatens to destroy the influence

" Wise men are steadied by the pos-

session of power."—Extract from the
Governor's Message.
Bradford in the Philadelphia North

THE .SUGGESTED REMEDY.
''What is the remedy? Sooner or

later one must be provided. Recently
an offended citizen shot and killed an
editor, was tried for murder and ac-

quitted." — Extract from the Gover- American
nor's Message.
- Gage in the Philadelphia North

American.

SUCH CARTOONS AS THESE HAVE INCURRED THE GOVERNOR'S DIS-
PLEASURE, AND THEY COULD BE SUPPRESSED IF HIS PROPOSED MEASURE
BECAME A LAW.

of the press and to discredit it as a social institution. The gov-
ernor proposes to treat the newspaper scold like the common scold,

whose tongue is the instrument of disturbance, and which is sub-

ject to abatement as a public nuisance. It is certainly the case

that the edge of the law needs sharpening before it can deal effec-

tively with this pest."

The Baltimore Herald (ind..) comments:

" That there are papers conducted with little honesty of intention

and less regard for private feelings simply means that there is no
greater restriction upon the kind of men who go into the news-
paper business than upon those who take up any other trade, pro-

fession, or employment. You can not prevent a man by injunction

or otherwise from telling an untruth, nor can you prevent a paper
from printing untrustworthy news.

" But the confidence of a community is the most valuable asset

a paper can have, and it would prefer a dozen indictments or suits

under the new law proposed by Governor Pennypacker to the

slightest loss of reputation for reliability. The only law that can
curb a newspaper is the law of public opinion. It acknowledges
its responsibility to the public and disregards that responsibility at

its peril."
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OUR TEN MILLION POOR.

ACCORDING to an estimate of Robert Hunter's, based on

several years' experience in charity and settlement work in

Chicago and New York, at least ten million of our people are in a

state of acute poverty at the present time. The word " poverty
"

Mr. Hunter defines in the sense in which it is used by Prof. Alfred

Marshall. " Those who are in poverty." he says, "may be able to

get a bare sustenance, but they are not able to obtain ' those nec-

essaries which will permit them to maintain a state of physical

efficiency." They are the large class in any industrial nation who

are on the verge of distress. Only the most miserable of them are

starving or dependent upon charity, but all of them are receiving

too little of the common necessities to keep themselves at their

best, physically." These words appear in Mr. Hunter's new book,

entitled " Poverty," from which we quote further :

"The total number of paupers in the United States in the year

1S91 was about 3,000,000 according to the estimates of Prof. Rich-

ard T. Ely and of Mr. Charles D. Kellogg, then secretary of the

Charity Organization Society of New York City. The census

figures are too incomplete to be relied upon, but the returns from

the almshouses show that the number of paupers increased almost

as fast as population during the decade from iSSo to 1890. In

Hartford, Conn., the number of paupers increased about 50 per

cent, during the same decade. An increase not less great took

place in many other cities of the country. It is questionable

whether the same increase occurred in the last decade. In two or

three States a more economical administration of the poor-law

funds, during the last decade, has diminished the number of per-

sons dependent upon outdoor relief, altho in several States the

number of paupers has increased. But the figures of most of the

States are too incomplete to permit of an exact statement con-

cerning the increase or decrease of pauperism. Only by means of

an estimate, such as Professor Ely made in 1S91. can we gain any

idea of the number of dependent persons. Taking a similar basis

to the one used by him, there is every indication that not less than

4.000,000 persons are >iozv dependent upon the public for relief."

Mr. Hunter goes on to give figures which show that (i) in 1899

eighteen per cent, of the people in New York State were recipients

of public or private charity
; (2) in 1903 twenty per cent, of the

people in Boston were in distress; (3) in 1903 fourteen per cent, of

the families of Manhattan were evicted ; and (4) every year about

ten per cent, of those who die in Manhattan have pauper burials.

He continues

:

" The most conservative estimate that can fairly be made of the

distress existing in the industrial States is 14 per cent, of the total

population ; while in all probability no less than 20 per cent, of the

people in these States, in ordinarily prosperous years, are in pov-

erty. This brings us to the conclusion that one-fifth, or 6,600,000

persons in the States of New York, Massachusetts, Connecticut,

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, and Michigan

are in poverty. Taking half of this percentage and applying it to

the other States, many of which have important industrial com-

munities, as, for instance, Wisconsin, Colorado, California, Rhode
Island, etc., the conclusion is that not less than 10,000,000 persons

in the United States are in poverty
" Many indications lend themselves to the support of this con-

clusion. A very large proportion of the working classes are prop-

ertyless ; a very large mass of people, not only in our largest cities,

but in all industrial communities as well, live in most insanitary

conditions; there is a high death-rate from tuberculosis in most of

our States ; a large proportion of the unskilled workers receive,

even when employed, wages insufficient to obtain the necessaries

for maintaining physical efficiency ; from all indications, the num-
ber'injured and killed in dangerous trades is enormous: and. last-

ly, there is uncertainty of employment for all classes of workers.

About 30 per cent, of the workers in the industrial States are

employed only a part of each year, and, in consequence, suffer a

serious decrease in their yearly wages, which, in the case of the

un.skilled at least, means to suffer poverty. Nevertheless, the

estimate that somewhat over 10,000,000 persons in this country are

in poverty does not indicate that our poverty is as great propor-

tionately as that of England. But it should be said that a careful

examination would, in all probability, disclose a greater poverty

than the estimate indicates."

The Philadelphia Public Ledgei- thinks that these figures are

likely to startle the easy-going optimism of the American people.

It adds the comment :
" Strong argument may be marshaled against

this classification as too pessimistic, but the author's facts,

theories, and his treatment are all suggestive in the highest degree,,

and form a valuable contribution to the subject
'

The Latest Northern Securities Dec-sion.—The
decision in the Northern Securities case recently handed down

by the United States Court of Appeals in Philadelphia is one

affecting not the legality of the Securities combination, but the

distribution of its assets. It grows out of a contest for suprem-

acy between Mr. Hill and Mr. Morgan on the one hand, and Mr.

Harriman on the other, and, according to the New York /onrnal

of Coininerce, " the public interests do not seem to come in on

either side." That paper continues: "It is neither justice nor

equity that is sought, but simply control by certain concentrated

interests of capital. . . . The general body of stockholders and the

great public are mere spectatars of the contest of gladiators." To
this the Philadelphia Public Ledger adds :

"The Northern Securities Company was formed for the purpose

of obtaining and holding the capital stock of the Northern Pacific

and Great Northern railways, in order to bring these competing

lines under one control. It has been decided by the Supreme
Court that this purpose was unlawful, and the company was there-

fore forbidden to hold the shares in its possession. What was it

to do with them ?

" Messrs. Hill and Morgan proposed to distribute them pro rata

among the shareholders of the Northern Securities Company,
which would thereupon be dissolved. This would be the ordinary

method upon the dissolution of a corporation. It was contended

by Mr. Harriman, on the other hand, that if the holding of these

shares was unlawful their acquisition must have been equally so,

and that the shares should be returned to those from whom they

were acquired, thus restoring each of the two roads to its former

owners.
" The lower court gave sufficient consideration to this view to

grant an injunction subject to appeal. The Appellate Court has

now dissolved the injunction, and the distribution will be made as

Hill and Morgan proposed. As these two, or the interests they

represent, control the majority of the shares of the Northern Se-

curities, they will presumably receive a controlling interest in each

of the two competing railways, thus securing as individuals the end

intended to be obtained by the dissolved corporation. Thus ends,

apparently, the first victory over the trusts.'
"

TOPICS IN BRIEF.

LiBER.M.i.Y translated, the Czar in-

forms the zemstvos that they may have

anything they want if they do not want
anything he does not want to give them.
— The Washington Post.

The New Yorn Sidi is trying to in-

duce England to issue a proclamation

setting Ireland free on Christmas day,

1Q05. England is still hesitating.— The
Chicago Record-Herald.

It is better, manifestly, for the South

to burn its cotton for the purpose of di-

minishing the supply on hand, than that

it should burn its negroes for the same
jjurpose.— TIic Kansas City Star.

Who can blame the Czar for refusing

to establish a Russian Congress when
he reflects that it propably would estab-

lish a Congressional Record and a free

seeds distribution ? — //;(? Savan/iah
Press.

" Do the Stars Explode ? " is the

anxious incjuiry of a magazine writer,

who should send his query to Mr. Froh-

man instead of bothering the general

public at the busy season of the year.

—

The Washington Post.

D.\VID LOHENGRIN HILL RETIRES.

" Farewell, my Trusty Swan !

"

- Brinkerhoff in the Toledo Blade.
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LETTERS AND ART.

RECOLLECTIONS OF MONCURE D. CONWAY.
" A MODEL autobiography " is what The Aihenamin calls the

•^ * "Autobiography. .Memoirs, and Experiences" of Mon-

cure U. Conway, which has just been published. The author liim-

sclf declares, apropos of the purpose of his work, " So far as my

personal life is concerned, I have gathered mostly the flowers that

have bloomed along my path." The variety of his garner is one

of its most striking features. In his reports of the famous people

he has known there is an added interest in tiie fact that they are

seen mainly in their relation to the controlling ideas of the author's

own life. Much as we know of Carlyle. for instance, the following

seems to open another door into the house of that wonderful man's

mind :

" The thing that especially amazed me about Carlyle was the

e.xtent of his intellectual pilgrimage. From the spring of 1S63

until shortly before his death in 1S81 1 saw him often. During

that eighteen years after my thirty-first birthday I had studied

scientitic problems under scientific men and revised my religious

and political philosophy ; I had entered new phases of thought and

belief; but there was never one in which Carlyle had not been

there before me. He had studied clo.sely every philosophy, gen-

eralization, and theology. He knew every direction where an im-

penetrable wall would be found, and every deep and byway of

speculation.
" An erroneous impression about Carlyle is that he was station-

ary in his ideas. But Carlyle. even within my memory, grew in a

way rare among literary men in advanced years
"

I think Carlyle outgrew some of his heroes. When Germany
conferred the Order of Civil .Merit on him he was rather irritated

by it. When I mentioned it. he .said he should have been as weK
satisfied if they had sent him a few pounds of good tobacco. He
had said to Varnhagen von Ense. who called on him with thanks

of all Germany for the life of Friedrich :
'

I have had no satisfac-

tion in it at all, only labor and sorrow. What the devil had I to

do with your Friedrich anyhow!' My first mi.sgivings about

Cromwell came from Carlyle. I had got high ideas of him from

the last lecture on ' Heroes and Hero Worship,' but when I said

something in that vein it was plain that he had moderated, if not

lost, his old enthusiasm for Cromwell. He spoke of Cromwell's

power, of the ' strong nose buttre.ssing the forehead of him.' but

the only other comment was that it was a grievous thing to break

all of the ties binding men to an e.xisting order, whatever its evils.

In his lectures on ' Heroes and Hero Worship ' there is at every-

turn a ring of lingering Calvinism. The Cromwellian war was the

struggle of men intent on the real essence of things against men
intent on the semblances and forms of things. But when the dis-

covery was made that Puritanism did not represent the real essence

of things, but dogmatized on things of which it was most ignorant,

Carlyle had more consideration for the ' semblances."
"

As a divinity student at Cambridge, Mass., Mr. Conway enjoyed

at the outset of his career the friendship of the best of the New
England intellectuals. He was a disciple of Emerson and has

much to say of him in the present work. The following account

of Holmes is especially interesting :

" I had the happiness of making nearer acquaintance with Oliver

Wendell Holmes, the author I ranked next to Emerson and Haw-
thorne in American literature. To have listened to his Lowell

lectures on the English poets was among the most cherished sou-

venirs of my first year at Harvard College. . . . He was fraternal

with the Unitarians and the witty speaker at their annual banquets;

but all that he wrote, and even the speeches, were per\-aded by a

spirit of skepticism. With profound affection for Emerson, he

considered many of the transcendentalists sickly. ' They throw

away the healthy ruddy-hearted book because they crave some-
thing for their inner life,' he said; ' their inner lives are perpetual

mendicants.'
" It was not only in religious matters that Holmes was skeptical.

but in all sociological and political theories. He looked upon all

such movements with a half poetic, half pathological interest, and

sometimes humored reformers as he might a patient, but never

gave himself to any reform. . . . He was the only American
scholar and thinker 1 ever met who appreciated French genius and
the moral greatness of Paris. His skepticism I now think of as

of the French type, and I have often been reminded of him in

talking with Renan. What he most felicitated himself upon was
his leading part in securing the general use of anesthetics."

In 1S63 Mr. Conway went to England with the purpose of wri-

ting and lecturing to enlist the sympatliy of Englishmen with the

North in the civil struggle of that time. The visit eventuated in

his accepting the pastorate of the Unitarian chapel at South Place,

London, and in making his home in tliat city for a quarter of a

century. He became so identified with people and movements of

DR. MONCURE D. CONWAY,

Whose recent autobiography throws interesting side-lights upon many of the

intellectual leaders of an earlier generation in England and .\merica.

the English intellectual life that the present generation has looked

upon him as an Englishman. Out of the ci^.vded portrait gallery

that the second volume of the autobiography becomes we select

this sketch of Tennyson :

" Tennyson was in every way different from the man I expected

to see. The portrait published with his poems in America con-

veyed some of the expression around his eyes, but not the long

head and the long face. I\loreover, of all the eminent men I have%»

met, he was the one who could least be seen before he had spoken.

His deep and blunt voice and his fondness for strong Saxon words,

such as would make a Tennysonian faint if met in one of his lines,

his almost Quaker-like plainness of manner, albeit softened by the

gentle eye and the healthy humanity of his thought, did not sup-

port my preconception that he was the drawing-room idealist.

When in speaking of Robert Browning with high estimation, he

yet wondered at 'a certain roughness' in his poems, it rather

amused me ; for Browning put the utmost daintiness—while Ten-
nyson put all of his roughness— into his talk. He did not seem to

me a typical Englishman, despite his passionate patriotism. . . .

In his library Tennyson put me into an easy-chair, then went on
telling good anecdotes—these not about his contemporaries, but

concerning personages of a past generation. But I admired him
most out on the cliff. When he had accompanied me along the

sea on my way to the station, then turned and walked slowly back,

I gave a look at him from a hundred yards' distance, and he ap-

peared to me the ideal Prospero summoning around him the beau-

tiful forms that will never fade from his isle."

From this gallery we take also the portrait of William Morris

:

"Again and again have I stood in Hyde Park with the humble

crowd listening to William Morris while carriages of the wealthy
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rolled past. He. too, might have enjoyed his carriage instead of

trying to engrave on those hearts his transcendant sociology and

to animate them with visions of reform beautiful as the windows

he stained for churches. Out there on the grass, a rude bench for

his pulpit, rough people for his audience, William Morris raged

against himself as one of the class of non-producing oppressors.
' If I were in the situation of most of you I should take to hard

drinking.' I was a listener solely from interest in the man, having

no faith in any socialism except that poor people should unite in

communal means for physical comfort, in order that mental in-

dividuality may increase.
" William iMorris impressed me then as a noble but still more a

pathetic tigure ; as I look back on the scene it appears to me tragi-

cal. For I believe his premature death was in part due to disillu-

sion. I think of him now as one who spoke to the multitudes in

an unknown tongue, as if Prospero had called up his exquisite

masque for a company of comparative Calibans. Meanwhile
those who really understood as well as loved iiim were forming

their oases to make life beautiful in the brief interval of existence.

The Prometheus that brought their fire had consumed faith in the

future life, and grim, remorseless London forbade any faith in a

coming heaven on earth."

Mr. Conway's picture of Artemus Ward in London is a little

masterpiece of portraiture

:

"' Artemus the delicious,' as Charles Reade called him, came to

London in June, iS66, and gave his 'piece' in Egyptian Hall.

The refined, delicate, intellectual countenance, the sweet, grave

mouth from which one might have expected philosophical lec-

tures, retained their seriousness while listeners were convulsed

with laughter. There was something magical about it. Every
sentence was a surprise. He played on his audience as Liszt did

on a piano—most easily when most effectively. Who can ever

forget his attempt to stop his Italian pianist
—

' a count in his own
country, but not much account in this '—who went on playing

loudly while he was trying to tell us an ' affecting incident ' that

occurred near a small clump of trees shown on his panorama of the

Far West. The music stormed on ; we could see only lips and

arms pathetically moving, till the piano suddenly ceased, and we
heard—it was all we heard—' and she fainted in Reginald's arms.'

His tricks have been attempted in many theaters, but Artemus
Ward was inimitable. And all the time the man was dying.

Never was American in London so beloved. . . . When it was
learned that the most delightful of men was wasting away under

rapid consumption even while he was charming us, the grief was
inexpressible."

STEVENSON'S WOMEN.
T T is now an old charge that Stevenson's women are less vitally

-• drawn than his men. This partial ineffectiveness, it has been

suggested, is due to a want of intimacy in the handling of his fe-

male characters, or in other words to " a chivalrous respect for the

'sanctities of refined womanhood which keeps the author at too

polite a distance from his subject." This theory, says Kate Leslie

Smith {The Booklove7-'s Magazine, January), is doubtless founded

on Stevenson's own explanation to Sidney Colvin in one of the

"Vailima Letters." The passage referred to is as follows : "As
for women, I am no longer in any fear of them; I can do a sort

all right; age makes me less afraid of a petticoat, but I am a little

in fear of grossness. . . . With a writer of my prosaic literalness

and pertinacity of point of view, this all shoves toward grossness

—positively even toward the far more damnable closeness."

To form an opinion of Stevenson's own attitude toward women
from a critical study of his heroines, Kate Leslie Smith tells us,

would be making the greatest possible mistake. She says :

" How little his personal attitude is responsible for the absence

of women from many of his novels and tales, and their lack of

color when they do appear, can be estimated by a careful reading

of his letters and essays with an eye solely to allusions to women.
There is a notable frequency of reference and comment that throws

light upon the subject; and his poems and dedications to the gen"

tier sex show a decided appreciation of its charm
" How frequently he testifies to the success and happiness of his

own marriage
;
yet we look in vain in his books for pictures of

connubial bliss, and must content ourselves with sketches of Jim
Pinkerton and his bride in' The Wrecker,' Monsieur and Madame
Berthelini in ' Providence and the Guitar,' and the generous strug-

gle of Keawe and his Kokua to buy the bottle from each other in

' The Bottle Imp.'
"

Old ladies, we are told, lield a special charm for Stevenson.

That he knew how to reproduce them in fiction is proved by the

drawing of Flora's aunt, in "St. Ives." Miss Smith relates that

"he could never forgive Thackeray for the old age of Beatrix, nor

W. S. Ciilbert for the humiliating personage of Lady Jane." Of

his attitude toward women in general Miss Smith says:

"The stand Stevenson took with regard to the respect and con-

sideration due to womanhood is clearly pronounced in his essay on
Robert Burns. Tho he called himself a prosaist and a realist, his

own attitude to women had ever a certain element of chivalry, and
Bums's promiscuous love-making was absolutely repulsive to him.

It is difficult for American readers to realize what a storm of un-

reasoning and unreasonable protest this essay aroused among those

in Scotland who idolized Burns; nor can we understand how it

could have been made grounds for objection to the Stevenson
memorial
"We are assured by a man who knew him well, both in youth

and manhood, that his relations to women were never those of a
Burns, a Byron, or a Heine, nor had he the insatiable longing for

the companionship and intimacy with the other sex which charac-

terized these three. Professor Baildon declares there can be no
doubt that, regarded humanly, honestly, and fairly, Stevenson can
be called nothing less than a good man. It is a question whether
his art suffered from his virtue in this respect. Certainly, in his

descriptions of Catriona and David Balfour, his chivalrous regard

for women helped instead of hampered him, and he has succeeded
in giving a wholly unique analysis of virtuous love in both sexes.

'His personal and private views with regard to the relation of

the sexes are most fully expressed in a letter to his favorite cousin,

R. A. M. Stevenson. ' If I had to begin again— I know not

—

si

jeiinesse saimif, si vieillesse pouvait. ... I know not at all—

I

believe I should try to honor sex more religiously. The worst of

our education is that Christianity does not recognize and hallow

sex. It looks askance at it, over its shoulder, oppressed as it is by
reminiscences of hermits and Asiatic self-tortures. It is a terrible

hiatus in our modern religions that they can not see and make ven-

erable that which they ought to see first and hallow most.'
"

The writer goes on to cite the opinions of Henry James and of

Charles Warren Stoddard in respect to Stevenson's attitude toward

women. We read

:

" Henry James, in his ' Partial Portrait' of his friend, tells us
that it is Stevenson's sympathy with the juvenile, and that feeling

about life which leads him to regard women as so many superfluous

girls in a boy's game, that accounts for his deprecating remarks on
marriage in ' Virginibus Puerisque. ' With him women are only

grown-up girls, unless it be the delightful maiden, fit daughter of

an imperial race, whom he commemorates in ' An Inland Voy-
age.'

" In ' Exits and Entrances' Charles Warren Stoddard throws a

different light on Stevenson's personality from that in which other

biographers have regarded him. Mr. Stoddard's wide experience

in the South Seas has doubtless influenced his point of view, and
he speaks as one having authority of the effect of tropical laxity

upon a man of Stevenson's temperament. He considers the

tropics the truest test of a man's moral integrity, and says that

Stevenson ' was not likely to blanch his cheek at the apparition of

a wave crested with nudities, or was the apotheosis of the flesh

destined in any wise to disturb the eye or distract the imagination

or derange the delicate palate of a valetudinarian .such as he.'

Mr. Stoddard characterizes Stevenson as a man whose sympathies

were literary and artistic ; whose intimacies were born and bred

above the ears ; and laments that in a man of his nobility, consum-
mate art, and wit, he finds no flesh-tint."

As to American women. Miss Smith remarks that Stevenson,

while testifying to his appreciation by choosing his wife from

among them, has not followed Kipling's example by committing

himself to an opinion of them en masse.
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THE ALLEGED CRISIS IN THE ENGLISH
BOOK MARKET.

ACCORDING to W. Teignnioulh Shore, the editor of the Lon-

don Ai.ai1ciiiy and Literature, the present condition ot the

book publishing business in England is "critical and the cause of

grave disquiet to all who take a sincere interest in the well-being

of English letters." Tublishers of cheap magazines and penny

periodicals are conceded to be " for the most part thriving"; but

high-class publishers " bitterly complain that times were never so

bad as they are now; yester-year was evil, this is worse; books

are a drug in the market and the book-buyer's purse is tight shut."

There is no doubt, says Mr. Teignmouth Shore, that " these com-

plaints are only too well founded "
; and he proceeds to ask :

" What

are the causes of this disastrous state of affairs, and what w ill be

the outcome of it .' " His answer to these questions may be briefly

summed up in his statement that there are " too many publishers
"

and "too many books." He writes (in The Fortnightly Re^'ie-uj,

December!

:

" Competition among the publishers is too keen. There are too

many publishing houses, so that not only is the market overstocked

with books, but the books themselves are often of poor quality,

there not being suflicient authors of merit to go round. There are

stated to be eighty publishers now . whereas a few years ago there

were but twenty ! Is there a proportionate increase in competent

writers ? Or do those who write well write too much .^ For a lime

this condition of things may prove protitable to the audiors. who
now demand of the publishers prices that are sometimes almost

prohibitive. The literary agent is a factor here, a not entirely

beneficent influence. A history of publishing would show that on

the whole authors have not been hardly dealt with, and wo betide

our writers if they slay the golden goose by playing the game of

' heads I win. tails you lose.'
"

The overproduction of books on the Russo-Japanese war, of

autobiographies, and of cheap reprints, is cited to illustrate the

wTiter's contention that the demand of the reading public is " sup-

plied over and over again." He continues :

"When a market is overstocked, merchants pursue two courses

in order to secure trade : they endeavor to outshout their rivals in

the effort to attract customers and they strive to undersell one an-

other. Neither course is dignified, nor in the upshot profitable.

The book publisher shouts through the editorial and the adverti-

sing columns of the newspapers and the magazines. If a man has

goods for sale he must announce the fact to the public, but he need

not yell or blow his own trumpet. Such methods may attract in

the cases of the first few who indulge in such unmannerly clamor,

but when many are shouting at the top of their voices babel is the

only result. So is it with the advertising of books; in this country

the advertiser too often thinks it sufficient to cry aloud that he sells

the very best goods at most reasonable if not ridiculously low

prices; the cry has ceased to attract, reiteration has dulled its

charm. Between impudence and old-fashioned dignity in adver-

tising there is a happy mean. Americans are adepts in the art of

advertising, and are gradually learning that loud and indiscrimi-

nate shouting is unprofitable and expensive. The whole theory of

advertising books, or anything else, is this: a commodity is for

sale, there are certain persons who desire to purchase it, w-ho

should be inforrhed tliat the thing they desire is obtainable, that it

is of good quality and of reasonable price ; that is all. The diffi-

culty is to make sure of your announcement being read and that

by the right people. In order to attain this result advertisements

must be suitably worded, well designed, and 'placed' rightly.

Continued exaggeration and overemphasis are precisely the same
as crying ' wolf ' where no wolf is. When by chance the plain

truth is told it is not credited. Many a publisher in this country

neither words his announcements effectively nor places them in the

most suitable mediums. Some are content with making a bald

statement of fact, others indulge in vivacious but unconvincing

fictions; and the public have come to believe that in advertise-

ments is no truth to be found—a result brought about by the fool-

ish ' booming " and ' puffing ' of second-rate books and incompetent

writers. The result of it all is disastrous : every day vociferation

grows louder and louder, the shout of yesterday is the whisper of

to-morrow; the public are deafened, stunned, incredulous; the

still small voice of literature is drowned in the bellowing of the

bookmaker."

Existing evils can be remedied, says Mr. Teignmouth Shore, in

concluding, " only by efforts on the part of the publishers," and " if

these efforts are not made, the law of the survival of the fittest

must take its course." On this point the writer says further

:

" Publishers can be divided into two classes : those who flood the

market with cheap trash, who, alas, fiourish and will fiourish. and

those who do their duty toward literature, producing good books
and finding it diflicult to earn profits, because there is only a lim-

ited, number of such works to be found, and too many publishers

clamorous to handle them. The literary ' output ' must be cur-

tailed to meet and no more than satisfy the demand, a higher de-

gree of excellence so being maintained and neither purchasers nor

sellers of books being overwhelmed by the mountains of volumes

set before them. Publishers must bestir themselves, the stable

houses holding their own by vigor and discretion. Those that sur-

vive the struggle will probably be those which have on their lists

the works of standard authors, living and dead, and which deal

largely in school and other text-books which are in constant de"

mand."

THE DEATH OF THEODORE THOMAS.
A ETER fifty years of consecration to the cause of music in

-^^ America, Theodore Thomas has died from pneumonia, at

his home in Chicago. The debt of the United States to this one

man, says the New York Times, "is the debt of a pupil to a

teacher ; or it is the debt of a people led out of a wilderness to the

prophet who has shown them a sight of the promised land.'' "To
-Mr. Thomas more than to any other single force," adds the same

paper, "is due the present state of musical culture in this country."

Wilhelm Gericke, conductor of the Boston Symphony Orchestra,

in a communication to the New York Herald., refers to Mr.

Thomas as "the greatest orchestra conductor in the world."

Heinrich Conreid, director of the Metropolitan Opera House

Company, New York, declares that he "did more for musical art

in America than any other man ever did or ever will accomplish."

" To write an appreciation of Theodore Thomas," says The Globe

(New York), "is to write the history of music in America for the

last half-century."

In the self-appointed task of educating the public to an appre-

ciation of the best in music, Mr. Thomas had a long and up-hill

struggle which would have broken a weaker man. During tho.se

days he once said to an intimate friend (says The Herald)

:

"1 have gone without food longer than I should, I have walked
when I could not afford to ride, I have even played when my hands
were cold, but I shall succeed, for 1 shall never give up my belief

that at last the people will come to me, and my concerts will be
crowded. I have undying faith in the latent musical appreciation

of the American public."

Born in Essens, Hanover, in 1835, Mr. Thomas came with his

parents to this country at the age of ten. He was then considered

a prodigy as a violinist. His family settled in New York, where

he at once appeared in public concerts. The story of his long and

full career is told as briefly as the facts permit by the New York

E^'ejiing Post :

" His performance even then [as a boy of ten or twelve] was dis-

tinguished by remarkable resonance of tone, precision, and deli-

cacy. From New York he went South and,traveled until 1851,

when he returned to this city and played at the opera as one of the

principal violinists during the engagement of Sontag, Jenny Lind,

Grisi, and Mario. In 1853 he canceled most of his engagements
and devoted himself to the study of various branches of music,

taking a course in harmony under Rudolph Schellinger. Under
Arditi, who was then conductor of the opera during the engage-

ment of Mme. Lagrange, Theodore Thomas rose to be leader of

the orchestra and continued to fill the position of leader and con-

ductor in different German and Itahan troupes until 186 1, when he

gave up all connection with the theater. Before this, in 1854, he
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had become one of the leading members of the Philharmonic So-

ciety of New York, and in 1S57 he traveled with Thalberg and

afterward with Piccolomini and other distinguished foreign artists.

In 1S55. in connection with Messrs. Mason, Bergmann, Rosenthal,

and Matzka, he estabhshed the quartet soirees which proved im-

mensely popular.

"It was at this time that Mr. Thomas, whose authority as a

conductor and as an expert in the making of programs was fully

assured, laid the foundations of that splendid orchestra which for

many years represented the height of musical achievement in this

country and made his name celebrated throughout the extent of the

artistic world. During the winter of 1862-63 he conducted the

concerts of the Brooklyn Philharmonic Society. In 1864 and 1S65

he acted asdirector of the New York Institution for the Blind.' In

1S66 he gave concerts in Irving Hall, and then he traveled with his

orchestra through many sections of the country, returning to give

performances at the Terrace Garden in Third

Avenue, and later in the Central Park Garden,

which places became the Meccas of all lovers

of good music. His orchestra remained prac-

ticaiiy intact until 188S.

" His first orchestral tour was made in 1S69

with an orchestra of sixty-four. These con-

certs were resumed at Steinway Hall in 1872.

\Vhen Wagner was little more than a name in

America, Theodore Thomas began to give

copious extracts from his works. It was in

1870 that he introduced ' The Ride of the

\'alkyries.' Soon after he gave ' The Magic
Fire Scene,' from the same opera, and ' Sieg-

fried's Funeral March.' In 1878 the presi-

dency of a new college of music at Cincinnati

was tendered to him, and he accepted the

offer on the express condition that he should

be at liberty to carry on his work as a con-

ductor of the New York and Brooklyn Phil-

harmonic concerts. He only held this post

for two years.
" The success of the Cincinnati triennial fes-

tiv'al, established in 1874, led to others of a

similar nature. In 1884 Mr. Thomas organ-

ized a series of festivals in the leading cities

of the country. At the close of these festi-

vals, which occupied three months, his entire

orchestra was taken across the continent to

the Pacific coast, where similar programs were

presented. In 1885 he accepted the directorship of Mrs. Thurber's

American Opera Company. With a great orchestra and a nu-

merous band of singers, he gave ' Lohengrin,' ' The Flying Dutch-

man,' ' Orpheus,' ' The Taming of the Shrew,' and ' Nero' in

various places. The enterprise was a monetary failure, but the

important cities of the country enjoyed a rare festival of opera.
" In 1 891 he was called to Chicago to direct the new orchestra

established in that city. He was not a stranger there, for he had

visited Chicago as early as 1859, and ten years later began a series

of orchestral concerts, continuing them, under local organizations,

from 1870 to 1877, In this latter year he established in Chicago a

regular season, gave festivals there in 18S2-84, and continued the

annual series of concerts from the establishment of the orchestra

over which he has had charge until now. This orchestra was

founded in 1890, through the efforts of fifty men, who contributed

each one thousand dollars. Since that time the orchestra has

given many concerts in Chicago and elsewhere, and under Mr.

Thomas's leadership has reached a high degree of proficiency.

He gave the Chicago organization the use of his private musical

library, the largest in the world, and of inestimable value. In 1895

he celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of his arrival in the United

States. Only the other day, on the 15th of last December, he took

formal possession of Orchestra Hall, the fine new building erected

on Michigan Avenue, Chicago, as the permanent home of the band
of which he was the creator."

Says the Boston T7-ansc7'ipt :

" In these days of endowed symphony orchestras in some of the

wealthier cities of the country, it is difficult for younger generations

o understand the honor in which the name of Theodore Thomas
has been held by his contemporaries. Nowadays it is merely a

matter of setting aside a million or so and issuing the fiat, and an

Copyright liy C. W. Lnn^don.

MR. THEODORE THOM.AS.

" The most conspicuous figure in

modern history of music in America."'

died in Chicago, January 4.

Cimi'tesy of Every!ody' s Magazine, New York

orchestra exists. In Thomas's day the taste and desire for good
music had to be built up in the first place. In New York there

was, to be sure, the old Philharmonic, and in Boston there was the

old Harvard Musical Association, giving symphonies and other

classical music to subscribers. It was Theodore Thomas's des-

tined life-work to create the broader popular base for musical cul-

ture on which alone it can have any vital relation to or influence on
the national character and refinement. ......

" Many were the devices he had to resort to to obtain support by
the public, for our ' benevolent feudalism ' had not risen as yet in

the seventies. His strategetics included luring the public to one
of those popular resorts called ' gardens,' introduced in New York
and the West from Germany. He also sought maintenance for

his permanent organization in tours, and many were the leanly

recompensed ©r downright disastrous visits of the Thomas Orches-
tra to Boston—then, to him, it is sad to recall, ' the enemy's coun-

try.' Good Mr. John S. Dwight, as the

champion of the then decadent Harvard mus-
ical's symphonies, and as the leading musical

critic of his day, used to insist that ' a certain

rugged naturalness ' in the interpretation of

symphonies was, after all, superior in appeal

to a really refined appreciation than the me-
chanical perfections of the Thomas men !

" Thus all of Thomas's efforts to make a

financial surety of fine music in America were
one after another, year by year, doomed to

disappointment. It is this pathetic and heroic

struggle, during all of which it never occurred

to him to give it up, that accounts for his

being held by those who witnessed it all, one

of our American heroes, a man, to be ever re-

membered and looked up to as a public char-

acter and benefactor. Of course, there were

with \\\n\ the usual ' defects of his qualities.'

A born leader fit for such a struggle must be

made of the sternest stuff, and Theodore
Thomas, tho personally modest to shyness,

was ? dictator in matters of music and a hard

mas'er with his players. Nor did he ever

i^'V'er his crest after those great musical

fo: ndations of Cincinnati and Chicago adopt-

ed him and finally solved the financial prob-

lem of his famous orchestra. He has died

in harness, as he would have chosen, and

with his place in art and share in the evolution

of a better American culture honorably recognized and the great

work of his planting in full bearing."

the

He

NOTES.
Count Tolstov lias opened book-stores in Moscow and St. Petersburg and i-^

offering to provide village libraries with books at cheap prices.

T/ie Li/oary World, after a career of over thirty yeare, during the last two of

\vhicli it was puljlished by L. C. Page & Co., Boston, has been absorbed by The
Critic- (New York), which will now appear as T/ie Critic- and Literary World.

Critics have questioned the historic authenticity of Irving Bacheller's repre-

sentation of tlie Emperor Augustus in his recent novel, " Vergilius." On the

other liand Prof. Harry Thurston Peck, of Columbia University, indorses Mr.

Bacheller's portrayal of this " crafty, brave, cowardly, and altogether parado.xical

Emperor." Professor Peck writes :
" Mr. Bacheller's conception of the charac-

ter is a true one, supported at all points by the curious evidence that has come
down in the pages of Tacitus, Suetonius, and Dion Cassius, the three principal

authorities on this subject. Augustus affords an interesting study to the psy-

chologist no less than to the liistorian. He was a bundle of paradoxes, and al-

most every pliase of liis temperament and disposition was contradicted by some
other. Thus lie liad no Ijelief in tlie gods, against whom in private he blas-

phemed ; yet at the same time he was intensely superstitious, and did everytliing

in liis power as liead of tlie state to restore tlie ancient worship to its old suprem-

acy—in tliis resembling tlie first Napoleon. A brave man in the presence of

ordinary danger, he liid himself in cellars during tlninder-stomis, where he

cowered and shook with fear. Immoral in his private life, he caused tlie passage

of tlie strictest laws to promote marriage and to punish infractions of the mar-

riage Ijond. Able to forgive upon occasion all manner of personal injuries, he

nevertlieless was capable of acts wliich were savage in their barbarity, so that

once when some prisoners were brought before him he tore out their eyes witli his

two thumbs. Yet, on the whole, and especially in the later years of his life, and
at the time when Mr. Bacheller describes him. he was guilty of few excesses. . . .

Crafty, far-seeing, inflexible of purpose, he ruled the nation which he liad con-

verted into an empire in all but name with sagacity and with a minuteness of

care wliicli left nothing unnoticed, from the rumors of disaffection in a distant

l)rovince down to tlie personal affairs of his entourage and the discussion of

points of grammar. Mr. Bacliellei's Augustus is the man liimself as he was after

he had passed his 60th year."
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SCIENCE AND INVENTION,

THE BIGGEST LOCOMOTIVE EVER MADE.

I\
recent years it h.is become necessary to use extra, or pusher.

engines to haul trains up mountain-gr.ides, because the number

and size of the cars have increased so that no ordinary engine can

do the work. To do away with these expensive extra engines, the

locomotive shown in the accompanying illustration has been built

for tlK" Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. It is the largest and most

powerful locomotive ever constructed in this or any other country.

In an article on the locomotive exhibit at the St. Louis Fair, of

which it formed a part. The Scientijic At/nrican says of it

:

"For several reasons it was easily the most original among the

exhibits of locomotives. In the first place, it has the characteristics

(ever dear to the American heart) of being the biggest thing of its

kind in existence. AnoUier distinctive feature is that this loco-

motive is constructed on the principles of a very successful type of

compound locomotive that has been used tor many years in Europe

for heavy freight service. It is known as the Mallet type, after

and of course the engine, which will operate in mountain service,

is not expected to run faster tlian a switching engine. In fact, tlie

Mallet type may be considered to consist of two 6 wheel switching

engines with their frames coupled, and both served by a single

boiler fastened rigidly to the frame of tlie rear engine and being

allowed lateral swing over the forward six drivers, wliich act as a

separate truck.
" .As a large nimiber of similar engines have been built and are

running al)road, and as they have been illustrated to some extent

in technical journals, the type is not a total stranger to American
railway men. The interesting part is the method by which the

system has been adapted to American requirements. But few of

the details in common with otiier types are radically different from
home practise."

T/id Railroad Gazeilc says that the heaviest locomotive hereto-

fore used on the Baltimore & Ohio w'eighs 193,500 pounds, of

which 173,000 pounds are on the driving-wheels. Speaking of the

.Mallet type, the same paper says:

"This arrangement [of wheels] gives a total-adhesion engine, a

long total wheel base, but a very short rigid wheel-base. It is

THE HEAVIEST AND .MOST POWERFUL LOCOMOTIVE EVER BUILT.

the inventor. In this system the compounding is divided between

two separate engines, each of which is carried on its own separate

frame. The high-pressure engine is carried on the main loco-

motive frame, and the low pres.sure engine is carried on a forward

six-wheeled radial truck, which is attached by a vertical hinge to

the main frame. A flexible coupling is arranged for the steam-

pipe, leading from the high-pressure to the low-pressure cylinders.

The enormous boiler has a diameter of S4 inches. It carries

5,366.3 square inches of heating surface in its tubes, and 2194
square feet of heating surface in its fire-box, making a total of

5.5S5'2 square feet for the whole boiler. The fire-box has a total

length of 108 's inches, a width of 36 '4! inches, and the grate area

is 72.2 square feet. The total weight on tlie driving-wheels, which

are 56 inches in diameter, is 334.500 pounds, tiiis being the total

weight of the engine. An interesting fact is that the 436 tubes in

the boiler have a total length of not far sl.ort of two miles.

"With a boiler pressure of 235 pounds to the square inch, using

live steam in all four cylinders (which the enormous boiler capacity

renders possible, not merely at starting, but steadily when the en-

gine is underway) this remarkable locomotive can e.xert a drawbar
pull of 82,000 pounds and a drawbar pull of about 71,500 pounds

when she is working compound. . . , Previous to sending the en-

gine to St. Louis, the engine was tested at .Schenectady, where she

took a 63-car train weighing 3,150 tons up a one-per-cent. grade.

On the level, it can safely be said that she w'ould be capable of

iiauling a train of considerably over twice that weight at a speed

of from ten to twelve miles per hour."

.A, later issue of the same periodical says

:

" .A good idea of the great increase in the size and power of loco-

motives since Stephenson's time may be obtained by comparing
his engine with the one just described. The total heating surface

of the ' Rocket' was 137.75 square feet; its drawbar pull was
about 785 pounds and its weight in working order was but a little

over 9,coo pounds."

The Mallet type locomotive has its entire weight (in this engine

334,500 pounds) distributed on driving-wheels, thus affording an

enormous tractive power. The Railiuay Age says :

"The total weight is distributed over 30 feet 6 inches of track

especially adapted to slow, heavy work on grades where sharp

curves must be passed. . . . The purpose of the design was two-

fold : first, to allow the construction of new lines possessing equal

capacity, but having curves of shorter radius and rails of lighter

weight than those required by previously existing engines; and

secondly, to furnish to existing lines more powerful and more
economical engines than those in hand without increasing the load

on individual wheels, or the resistance of the locomotive on

curves."

PRESSURE OF THE SUN'S RAYS.

WRITING of the recently verified discovery that light exerts

an actual, tho very slight, pressure on bodies against

which it strikes, and speaking of the application of this principle

in the explanation of certain cosmic phenomena, Garret P. Serviss

says, in Success :

"To apply this, remember that gravitation is proportional to

volume and light pressure to surface. Since, then, the ratio of

surface to volume increases as the body becomes smaller, it fol-

lows that the ratio of light-pressure to gravitation must likewise

increase. We are now ready for an actual example, and we will

follow in this an admirably clear statement of the problem recently

made by Professor Poynting: Keeping in mind what has already

been said about the effect of diminishing size, imagine that we
could divide the earth into eight globes of equal mass and volume.

Each of these would have half the diameter of the original earth

and one-quarter of its surface. But the eight globes together

would expose twice the total surface of the earth, so that the light-

pres-sure would be twice as great as before, altho the total pull of

gravitation by the sun on the eight globes would be no greater

than its pull on the earth, because there has been no increase of

the original mass— it has simply been divided into eight equal

parts. Then divide each of the eight globes again into eight equal

parts. Once more you double the amount of surface exposed, and

consequently the light-pressure, without increasing the gravitation.

It is easy to see that by continuing the process of division you

would finally have the earth divided into portions so small, and
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with a total surface so great, that the light-pressure would equal

the gravitation. When that point was reached, the earth, now re-

duced to a cloud of dust particles, would be balanced in space,

betwee.i the pull of gravitation and the repulsion of Hght. How
small would those particles have to be .'' Calculation shows that

their diameter could not exceed about one one-hundred-thousandth

of an inch. Make them still smaller, thereby further increasing

the ratio of their surface to their volume, and they would be actu-

ally driven away by the light-waves ! So we see about how small

Alice in Wonderland would have to be in order that the sunbeams
could carry her off as wind carries a thistle-down. One of the first

practical applications of this principle in astronomy concerns

comets" tails. It may be that those strange and wonderful appen-

dages are composed of minute particles of matter driven off from

a comet's nucleus by light-pressure. Another application furnishes

a probable explanation of that strange illumination, having the sun

for its center, which is called the zodiacal light. This may be

caused by fine dust driven away from tiie sun by its waves of

radiant energ}-. It is even possible that light-pressure, or ra-

diation-pressure, may explain some of the extraordinary shapes

seen in those most marvelous of all celestial phenomena, the

nebula;."

STEREOSCOPY WITHOUT A STEREOSCOPE.
STEREOSCOPIC pictures, widi their startling illusion of real-

ity, are fascinating; but after a while one tires of tiie appar-

atus through which they must be viewed to produce this illusion.

Hence the numerous attempts to employ the stereoscopic principle

in some way other than by the formal u.se of a stereoscope. These

have been partly successful, tho all involve some special eflort or

the use of some peculiar device, which is as complex, or more so,

than the stereoscope itself. The latest of these, which seems also

to be the simplest, has just been invented by an American photo-

graphic expert, Ives, of Philadelphia. We translate a description

of his ingenious method contributed to La A'aiurc (Paris) by .M.

G. Mareschal, who says:

" We often find lovers of stereoscopy who can produce the effect

of stereoscopic relief without an apparatus, by converging the eyes

toward the line of separation of the two pictures. At the end of a

few seconds there is the impression of tliree images instead of two,

of which the central one is in relief. But most of us have little time

for this kind of voluntary cross-eyedness, which is quite fatiguing

and which the majority will attempt in vain. In general, it is

much preferable to use an apparatus.
" Stereoscopy has .so often been discussed here that it will not be

necessary to dwell on the prin-

ciples that govern the percep-

tion of relief in images of this

kind. It may be noted, how-
ever, that all devices that have

been invented for looking at

stereoscopic images are so ar-

ranged that each eye can see

only the image destined for it.

Altho Mr. Ives, the inventor

of the ' parallax stereogram.'

places no apparatus at all in the

hands of the observer, he also

employs an arrangement that

answers this condition ; ... it

is sufficient to place [his pic-

tures] at a proper distance from

the eye to perceive the relief

with superb effect.

"To reach this result. Mr.

Ives u.ses two stereoscopic im-

ages obtained with a camera
furnished with two objectives

.slightly deviated from their nor-

mal position, so that the two re-

sulting images are nearly super-

posed on the plate. Complete
superposition can not take'place,

because the two images are

taken from different points of

view, but it is designedly incomplete in another respect, one of

the images being about lo to 15 millimeters [about Yi inch] to

one side of the other. Before the sensitive plate, at a distance
of one or two millimeters [^V to -^.^ inch], he places a sheet of glass

on which are traced vertically parallel lines to the number of about

4 to the millimeter [100 to the inch], each line being larger than the

interval that separates them—a sort of grill with very close bars.

Its design is to mask part of the image, and it may be understood
that this part can not be the same for both objectives.

" With the negative thus obtained, a positive on glass is made by
the ordinary processes ; a sheet of ground glass is placed behind
it. and in front of it, at a .short distance, a grill identical with that

used in making the negative.

"The result of this arrangement is that when the positive is ob-

served, the opaque lines of the grill will mask for each eye the

image that does not belong to it. This may be seen by performing
a very simple experiment. Mark on a sheet of paper two lines,

one full the other dotted, at about a centimeter [j^ inch] apart.

Then hold before the paper, and between the two lines, a pencil at

a distance of about 2 centimeters. If the head is held still, the

two lines are seen perfectly, because bodi eyes are open; if one
eye be closed, only one of the two lines is seen. The experiment
may be carried farther by taking .several other lines and several

pencils in the same conditions ; we may then suppose that the full

lines are the elements of the image to be seen by the right eye, for

example, while the dotted lines are the elements of that intended

for the left eye. the pencils representing the grill.

" To carry out the method of Mr. Ives, the grill niay be obtained

by photographing a sheet of white paper, on which lines are traced

with India ink. A negative will thus be obtained which may serve

to print other grills when desired. It is clear that we must have,

at least in the negative, certain conditions of opacity in the blacks

and purity in the whites, which collodion alone will give. But it

is probable that il will be simpler to buy the typical grill of a spe-

cialist

" Images in relief obtained by Ives's method would seem to be

especially valuable in portraiture, and they will probably be ex-

ploited before long in the.se conditions."

—

Translation made for

The Literary Digest.

A

THREE DVNELECTRON CELLS COUPLED IN SERIES.

Each cell produces 9-10 Volt, 5oo Amperes.

Courtesy of The Iron Age (New York).

A NEW SOURCE OF ELECTRICITY.

NEW primary cell of great power, which the inventor be-

lieves to be destined to commercial success, has been de-

vised and Iniilt by an investigator in Newark, N. J. The cell,

which is contained in a cast-iron case nearly two feet square, is

peculiar in that its action will not take place except at a high tem-

perature, which must be main-

tained by a furnace. The " dyn-

electron." as the unit has been

named, is thus described in TJie

Iron Age (December 8), by S.

D. \'. Burr. Savs this writer:

" He [the inventor] has suc-

ceeded in obtaining an electric

current of commercial propor-

tion by utilizing the chemical

action and reaction of .sub-

stances that are cheap. These
substances are not destroyed,

in the sense that they are so

changed as to be of no use in

the apparatus, but a new com-
bination is formed which is

again changed back to the

original. These alterations are

taking place uniformly and with-

out intermission in the cell, and

the loss of the substances is in-

significant.

" The construction of a dyn-

electron cell, as the inventor

terms it, will be understood

from the following description :

All of the parts are placed
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within a cast-iron shell, which measures i6 x

i6x::6 inches. . . . Depending from the cap

covering the shell is a closed central chamber,

in the sides of which are placed iron tubes

open at both ends. Within each tube is a

porous carbon rod mechanically attached to

the iron but insulated from it. The carbon

rods are bored part way through, the inner

ends being open to the central air-chamber

and the outer ends closed. Each cell contains

64 of these rods separated from their contain-

ing tubes by a space of about i^t inch. The
central chamber is air-tight and contains a

bus-bar to which the rods are connected by

cables. The side chambers, into which the

carbon tubes project, contain an electrolyte

composed of 15 gallons of water and a small

quantity of sodium hydrate and iron oxid.

.... The unit, as it stands, provides two

poles, a negative and a positive, the iron shell

constituting the former and the carbons the

latter "

The action of the cell is dependent upon

lieat and the presence of air, without which

the electrical current obtained from it is im-

perceptible. When the temperature reaches 392' F. and air is ad-

mitted, chemical action at once ensues between it and the sodium

hydrate, and then in turn between the products so formed and the

iron oxid. It is claimed that these combinations form a contin-

uous cycle, at the end of which the substances in the cell are in

nature and quantity precisely what they were at the beginning. It

this is so, the energy of the cell must evidently be derived from the

heat applied to it. and it must be regarded as a form of thermo-

electric generator. However this may be, it is stated that each of

the cells, when kept at the temperature mentioned above, will fur-

nish nearly one electrical horse-power. Mr. Burr goes on to say :

"The commercial value of this method of obtaining electricity

will depend solely upon the cost of maintaining the cell at the re-

quired temperature. 390 F.. and the cost of supplying air. These
are the only expenses, provided there is no loss, as stated, in the

component parts of the electrolyte. It is claimed that tests have

shown that it requires only 3.900 British thermal units to keep the

cell at its best working temperature, or, in other words, an ex-

penditure of 6 cubic feet of gas of 650 heat units per cubic foot.

This is equal to about '3 pound of good anthracite coal. It is not

probable that these tigures will be even approached with the ap-

paratus as it now stands, because the furnace is crude and the cast

iron containing shell, with its thick walls, is better adapted to the

rapid dissipation of the heat of combustion than it is for its trans-

mission to the electrolyte. A rectangular cast-iron vessel has

never been recognized as an economical steam-generator. Having
discovered a simple method of generating an electric current the

inventor will naturally take up the consideration of those features

upon which the commercial prosperity of the device must depend
—namely, reliability and economy."

ONE ELEME.NT CARRYING CARBON ELEC

TP.ODES AND THEIR CONTAINING TUBES.

Courtesy of The Iron A ge (New York).

WHAT HAS PSYCHICAL RESEARCH
ACCOMPLISHED?

IN his presidential address before the Society for Psychical Re-

.search at London recently. Prof. W. F. Barrett, of the Royal

College of Science, Dublin, sought to summarize the results that

the society has achieved, in justitication of its existence. This

address is one of the best presentations of the status of psychical

research that has recently appeared, and shows clearly the difficul-

ties admitted by its advocates, as well as the extent to which they

lean upon a series of arguments from analogy. In these argu-

ments, however, the speaker does not mention the now famous

N-rays, which, if they really exist, give some ground for expec-

tation that telepathy may one day be placed on a basis of scientific

experiment. To quote from the address as printed in The Editca-

-tioiial Re7'ieu< (November)

:

" Altho there is a more open mind on the part of science toward

psychical research it must be confessed it is

still looked at askance by the leaders and
organs of official science

" No one asserts that the knowledge we are

seeking to obtain is unimportant, . . . nor, so
far as I know, does any one assert we are

hasty and incautious, or unscientific in our
method of investigation. No doubt one reason

for the present attitude of official science to-

ward us has been the prevalence and paralyz-

ing influence of a materialistic philosophy.

.... Nevertheless, as a body, tho with some
notable exceptions, even our religious teach-

ers do not welcome us with open arms. The
common ground and ofificial view of both
science and religion are that all extension to

our existing knowledge in their respective de-

partments can come only through the channels

recognized by each ; in the one case the chan-

nel is bounded by the five senses, and in the

other case it is that sanctioned by author-

ity

"Inquiry among our scientific friends has
shown me that the root of much, perhaps of

most, of the scientific skepticism toward our

work is not because the phenomena are start-

ling or inexplicable, but because they can not be repeated at pleas-

ure ; hence so very few scientific men have the opportunity of

verifying the observations some of us have made. . . . This might
well give ground for suspense of judgment, but surely not for any
hostile attitude. It is, of course, most desirable to be able to

repeat our experiments at pleasure, but the very nature of our
inquiry precludes this. We do not refuse to believe in the fall of

meteoric stones unless we can see one falling. . . . Now, unques-
tionably there are at present more capable witnesses who can
speak from personal and careful inquiry as to the fact of telepathy,

or of what is called .spiritualistic phenomena, than there are per-

sons living who can testify to having seen the actual fall from
space of meteoric stones

" There is, however, no reason why the methods so successfully

pursued by science should not also be pursued in the study of the

complex and shifting phenomena of human personality. Now,
this is precisely the object of our society—the accurate investi-

gation of that wide range of obscure but wonderful powers in-

cluded within the mysterious thing wc call ourself. Albeit we are

hut at tiie beginning of a task so vast that it may, in time to come,
make all the discoveries of physical science seem trivial, all its

labors seem insignificant in comparison with the stupendous prob-

lems tliat are before us."

Professor Barrett devotes the remainder of his address to the

consideration of three chief fields of psychical research— telepathy,

hypnotism, and spiritualistic phenomena in the narrower sense.

His treatment of the.se topics seems less a summary of results fully

accomplished, as the title of his address would lead one to expect,

than an enumeration of the difiiculdes which attend the explanation

and investigation of the phenomena. Thus he remarks that " much
remains to be done before telepathy can take its place as an ac-

cepted axiom of scientific knowledge," and cites the following un-

settled points in regard to its nature :

"By what process can one mind affect another at a distance ?

Physical science teaches us that there is no such thing as 'action at

a distance.' Energy at a distance reaches us either by the trans-

lation of matter through space, or by the intermediary action of

some medium. We may talk of brain-waves, but that is only un-

scientific talk : we know nothing of the kind. . . . We must wait

patiently for more light on the mode of transmission of thought

through space.
" Another question is as follows : May not the uncertainty and

difticulty of our experiments in thought-transference partly arise

from the fact that we are not going to work the right way? We
try to obtain evidence -of the transmission of a word or idea through

some conscious and voluntary act on the part of the percipient.

. . . Ought we not rather to seek for evidence of thought-transfer-

ence in the region of the subconscious life? I believe in the

case of both the agent and the percipient the conscious will plays

only a secondary part. This is also true, I think, in all cases of
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suggestion, and of the therapeutic effect of suggestion. It is notablj'

seen in the cures wrought by what is known as Christian Science.

And so in telepathy, we need to hand over the whole matter to the

subliminal activities. The difficulty is how to do this. Hypnosis

is one way. . .
.' Automatic writing would be the most effective.

but that is not very common
" Other questions suggest themselves. Is it the idea or the word,

the motion [emotion ?] or the expression of the emotion, that is

transmitted in telepathy .? . . . Then, again, may not animals share

with man this telepathic power ?
"

Professor Barrett believes that the recent discoveries in the field

of radioactivity in the realm of physical matter lend countenance

to a belief in similar unconscious radiation and reaction between

mind and mind, and that the nature of gravitation may afford a

basis of argument for the belief that " every center of conscious-

ness is likely to react telepathically upon every other center." He
also believes that the demonstration of telepathy will make ob-

vious the efficacy of prayer and the possibility of divine inspi-

ration. "If telepathy be indisputable, if our creaturely minds can,

without voice or sensation, impress each other, the Infinite mind is

likely thus to have revealed itself in all ages to responsive human

hearts."

With regard to spiritualistic phenomena, tho considerable differ-

ences of opinion exist even within the society. Professor Barrett

avers: "The investigations we have published undeniably estab-

lish the fact that human personality embraces a far larger scope

than science has hitherto recognized. That it partakes of a two-

fold life, on one side a stli-consciousness which is awakened by,

and related to, time and space, to sense and outward things; on

the other side a deeper, slumbering, but potential consciousness.

the record of every unheeded past impression, possessing higher

receptive and perceptive powers than our normal self-conscious-

ness—a self that, I believe, links our individual life to the ocean of

life, and to the source of all life."

But while the speaker is inclined to take mediums and medium-

ship seriously, he recognizes that the related phenomena are sin-

gularly narrow and distorted in their scope. He concludes

:

" Whatever view we take, the records of these manifestations in

our ' Proceedings ' give us the impression of a truncated personality,
' the dwindling remnant of a life,' rather than of a fuller, larger

life. Hence, while in my opinion psychical research does show us

that intelligence can exist in the unseen, and personality can sur-

vive the shock of death, we must not confuse mere, and perhaps

temporary, survival after death with that higher and more expanded
life which we desire and mean by immortality, and the attainment

of which, whatever be our creed, is only to be won through the
' process of the cross.'

"

THE CAUSE OF CONSCIOUSNESS.
•" I ""HE explanation of consciousness is the great stumbling-block

*• in the way of those who attempt to correlate all the phe-

nomena of life with those governed by the ordinary laws of physics

and chemistry. If man were an automaton, he might be regarded

as merely a mechanism ; but his consciousness of his own acts

places him in a different category. That some biologists, how-

ever, do not despair of bringing even this refractory fact into the

mechanical scheme is shown by a passage in a recent paper read

by Prof. Jacques Loeb before the Congress of Arts and Sciences

at the St. Louis exposition. Says the professor, as quoted in

Science (December 9)

:

" As far as the mechanism of consciousness is concerned no
scientific fact has thus far been found that promises an unraveling

of this mechanism in the near future. It maybe said, however,
that at least the nature of the biological problem here involved can

be stated. From a scientific point of view we may say that what
we call consciousness is the function of a definite machine which
we will call the machine of associative memory. Whatever the

nature of this machine in living beings may be, it has an essential

feature in common with the phonograph, namely, that it is capable

of reproducing impressions in the same chronological order in

which they come to us. Even simultaneous impressions of a dif-

ferent physical character, such as, for instance, optical and acous-

tical, easily fuse in memory and form an inseparable complex.

The mechanism upon which associative memory depends seems to

be located, in higher vertebrates at least, in the cerebral hemi-

spheres, as the experiments of Goltz have shown. The same
author has shown, moreover, that one of the two hemispheres suf-

fices for the efficiency of this mechanism and for the full action of

consciousness. As far, however, as the physical or chemical char-

acter of the mechanism of memory is concerned, we possess only

a few starting-points. We know that the nerve-cells are especially

rich in fatty constituents, and Overton and Hans Meyer have shown
that substances which are easily soluble in fat also act as very

powerful anesthetics—for instance, chloroform, ether, and alcohol,

and so on. It may be possible that the mechanism of associative

memory depends in some way upon the constitution or action of

the fatty compounds in our nerve-cells."

MISTAKES IN THE SIMPLON TUNNEL.

THE construction of the great Simplon tunnel, now nearing

completion, has furnished numerous instances of how un-

safe it is to prophesy. Nearly all the predictions on whose ac-

curacy the engineers relied have proved incorrect, tho made by

eminent specialists in science. The geologists were particularly

unlucky, if we are to credit Herr Sulzer, one of the engineers, who
recently delivered an address on the subject before the Society of

Swiss Engineers, at Winterthur. To quote from a translation that

appears in The American Inventor (December 15)

:

" The views of the geologists proved to be extremely incorrect.

They told us, for example, that from their examination of the dip

and strike of the rock exposures they were confident that we should

find the strata tilted to a more or less perpendicular position, which

would be very favorable for excavation. But instead of crossing

the strata in a practically vertical position we found them almost,

or quite, horizontal. This increased the labor of perforation and
required enormous sums of money to make the roof of the tunnel

secure. The rock was not so solid or cohesive as it would have

been if the excavation had penetrated vertical strata. The ge-

ologists told us that we should encounter very little water on the

southern, or Italian, side of the tunnel. The fact was, however,

that we met great streams of water. From August, 1900, to the

present time, no less than 1,022 liters a .second have been pouring

from the south end. The geologists also told us that we should

probably find troublesome streams at Kilometer 5, on the north

side of the mountain. It svas just here that the rock was perfectly

dry.

" The pressure on the roof of the tunnel is very much greater

than it would have been if the rock strata had been vertical. In

one stretch about a half mile long the pressure was so great that no
means we had hitherto used were adequate. Large tree-trunks put

in for supports were broken. We finally introduced many steel

pillars supporting a steel vaulting, with which we lined the roof.

This difficulty was overcome only after six months of dangerous

work, in which our average advance in digging was only twenty-

five centimeters a day instead of five and one-half meters. Neither

had we been led to expect the almost intolerable heat we encoun-

tered. We had been told that the maximum temperature at the

depth of the excavation would probably be 107" F. This would

be bad enough, but not intolerable. But suddenly we reached a

point in the work where the temperature arose to I3I^ Science is

unable to explain the phenomenon. The refrigerating plant was
made adequate for this new difficulty and we managed to maintain

the temperature at about 77'. Then suddenly the temperature fell

to its original level. We are wholly unable to explain those very

rapid and enormous changes in the temperature
" These were the chief difficulties that compelled the tunnel com-

pany to ask for an extension of the contract time, and an additional

appropriation. The work is now proceeding in a satisfactory man-
ner, and we have no doubt that the first tunnel and the lower part

of tlie second tunnel will be completed in contract time. The first

tunnel will be opened to traffic on April 30, 1905, and the company,
if necessary, will push the work on Sundays and holidays to have

everything ready on that date."
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THE RELIGIOUS WORLD,

RELIGIOUS FEATURES OF 1904.

IN the religious world, it appears, the past year brought forward

few novel problems for solution, altho it saw many interesting

developments in forces and tendencies not essentially new. Of

preeminent interest, as The Ifomiletic /?t't'/Vw points out, has been

the conflict between the Roman Catholic Church and the French

Government— a conflict in which the la.st blow has not been struck.

In the opinion of the Boston Transcript, tiie only religious book

published during the year which seems likely to establish a claim

to be considered epoch-making, is August Sabatier's " Religions

of Authority." The same paper classifies the more notable results

of ecclesiastical activity under two heads: first, the relations be-

tween church and state ; second, the adjustment of polity or inter-

nal administration to new social conditions. Under the first head

it gives, in part, the following summary :

" By a new treaty between the United States and China, the pre-

cise rights of American missionaries in the empire have been de-

fined and China's unquestioned right to full judicial and police

rule over Christian converts has been conceded. Owing to Rus-

sia's misrepresentation of Japan's motives and aims, the Japanese

Prime Minister in a formal statement to the occidental world has

redefined the attitude of Japan toward religionists of every name,

making it clear that the empire grants fullest liberty of belief and

worship, and that Japan now has no established or state religion.

" The papacy in Italy under Pius X.'s wise leadership has come
to a partial if not complete understanding with the King and the

ministry as to the future relations of the two organizations— the

ancient church and the modern kingdom ; and as proof of the

altered and mellowed attitude of tlie church, participation as elec-

tors and as candidates by Roman Catholics in the recent parlia-

mentary and municipal elections was winked at tho not ordered by

the Pope, with results favorable to conservative interests, and

retarding to the ambitions of secular socialism. In France, on the

contrary, the papacy finds itself at odds with a militant ministry

and electorate bent on severing the concordat, abolishing state

subsidies to all churches, and putting religion and statecraft on

precisely the same basis they are in the United States.

" In Germany, owing to the Government's support of legislation

withdrawing the last of the Falk laws, that excluding Jesuits from

the empire, there has been a renewal of the historic controversy

between Protestantism and Catholicism, and a stiffening of the

Protestant forces throughout the nation, in the light of increasing

Roman power. In Russia the scheme of reform outlined by the

presidents and members of the zemstvos and recently presented to

the Czar has, among its first planks, one demanding liberty of con-

science and worship, and recognition of the civil and religious

rights of dissenters from the orthodox Greek Church; and this

concession the Czar grants in his latest ukase
" At home there has been renewed discussion of the truth or

falsity of the Roman Catholic contention that the public-school

system is irreligious because .secular. Judicial decisions have

maintained the rights of Christian Scientists to teach and practise

freely."

Under this same head is mentioned the " Passive-Resistance
"

movement in England and Wales, and the Free-Church trouble in

Scotland.

Under the second head, the adjustment of ecclesiastical adminis-

tration to new conditions. The Transcript speaks as follows :

" As the deposit theory of church origins loses its grip, as the

evolutionary conception gains ground, clergy and laity feel the

freer to make changes to suit present-day needs. There is a draw-

ing together of Christians of all names toward frank, mutual rec-

ognition of the legitimacy of all of the three great types of church

government, Episcopal, Presbyterian, and Independent or Con-

gregational. Within each group there are movements which be-

tray the sense of need of modification of type in the face of altered

conditions. The movement for recognition of the laity in the

Church of England, the increasing weight of authority given to

recommendations of the American priesthood in the nomination,

by the papacy, of bishops for American dioceses, the continued

lay opposition to the scheme to create a graded hierarchy of arch-

bishops and bishops in the Protestant Episcopal Church in this

country, and the summary action of the last Methodist Episcopal

General Conference in relegating to a subordinate place bishops

who were incapacitated by age or infirmities, all indicate that the

episcopate as an order is not encroaching on the rights of the peo-

ple, but rather is being compelled to concede some of its power or

modify its claims.
" On the other hand, the admitted advantage which comes from

a closely coordinated and authoritatively led body of workers, in

comparison with a loosely bound and individualistic body of ad-

herents, is being seen and admitted by many of the Independent or

Congregational denominations to-day, and without any concessions

as to episcopal authority in matters of belief or without any cre-

ation of a specially sacred class of leaders, they are quietly accept-

ing the principle of combination for belter administrative ends,

for closer fellowship, and are admitting the need of superintending

officials. This explains the recent decision of American Baptists,

North and South, to join with British Baptists in creating an In-

ternational Council similar to the Pan- Presbyterian or Interna-

tional Congregational councils, the suggestion that American
Baptists—North— establish a National Council similar to the Con-
gregational National Council ; it accounts for the action of the

latter body in authorizing its moderator to officiate ad interim in

ways that he may think effective for conserving denominational in-

terests; for the movement among American reformed Jewish rab-

bis toward creation of a synod on tiie old Jewish models; and for

the increasing measure of superintending care by the general

superintendent of the Universalist denomination, and the president

and secretary of the American Unitarian Association.

"It is not without significance that the type of church least con-

cerned with modifications of polity just now is the Presbyterian,

in which both principles of authority and liberty, local independ-

ence and authority of the vicinage, find expression."

The growtli of sentiment in favor of denominational unity, which

was so marked a feature of 1903, suffered no decline during the

year just past. There have been movements toward union, not

only between the sects within each group, but between certain

sharply differentiated Christian communions, remarks The Trans-

cript; and it specifies as follows:

" W'esleyans of England have begun negotiations for a reunion

similar to those effected years ago between the Wesleyans in Aus-

tralia and Canada ; the Baptists of this country have agreed to

have a joint meeting to debate the possibility of ending the strife

between sections, born of the slavery issue; the Presbyterian

Church North and the Cumberland Presbyterians have voted in

their highest legislature favoring union, and the matter is now
before the presbyteries for ratification; and the Northern Presby-

terian Church has formally withdrawn its irritating comments on

the attitude of the Southern Presbyterian Church relative to the

slavery issue. The Protestant Episcopal General Convention has

made it possible for bodies of Christians to be affiliated with that

church without compulsory use of the church's ritual, Trinitarian

and Unitarian Congregationalists have interchanged pulpits and

received deputations from the other at national representative as-

semblies. Lutherans have conferred as to the possibility of end-

ing the many synodical differentiations and strifes. All this within

specific groups.

"While on a larger scale and of considerably more significance

have been such movements as the steps toward unity betvvee.x

Trinitarian Congregationalists, Methodist Protestants, and the

United Brethren, formally ratified by the highest assemblies of the

two former denominations; the consultations between Presby-

terians, Methodists, and Congregationalists in Canada looking

toward formal church union, and a similar movement in Australia.

In these cases there is a distinct advance beyond what was noted

above. It is here proposed that a blend of the Episcopal, Presby-

terian, and Congregational politics be effected, and that theological

differences such as formerly alienated Calvinists and Arminians be

sunk in a simpler statement of the teachings of Jesus, derived from

the Gospel."

It has not, we are told, been a year of marked emphasis on doc-

trinal aspects of religion. Nevertheless, The Transcript cites

some notable incidents in this connection :

" The papal interdict on Abb^ Loisy and his partial if not
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complete submission, has stirred Liberal Catholic circles on the

Continent, in England, and in this country. . . . In the Church of

England the pulpit utterances of Canon Hensly-Henson with

respect to the fallibility of the Bible, and of Rev. G. E. Beeby as

to the naturalness of Jesus's conception and birth have stirred anew
the old controversy between the low and high churchmen on one

side and the broad churchmen on the other

"In this country attacks on Prof. Borden P. Bowne of Bos-

ton University have continued, and have been formally pronounced
unwarranted by the New York East Conference. At the Metho-
dist Episcopal General Conference similar attacks on Chancellor

Day of Syracuse University, Professor Terry of Garret Biblical

Institute, Evanston, and Professor Mitchell of Boston University,

made by Evangelist Munhall and some Western Methodists, fell

flat, and were not seriously considered by the delegates. Union
Theological Seminar}-, New York City, has returned to its original

basis of freedom from control in doctrinal matters by the Pres-

byterian Church North, and the Presbytery of Nassau, L. I., has

voted to retain in its membership Rev. S. T. Carter, who rejects

the Westminster Confession of Faith."

Socialism and the labor question have attracted the attention of

the church during the year. To quote again from the same

source

:

" A feeling that something had to be done to meet the waxing
antipathy or indifference of the wage-earners has led to more in-

telligent study of the problem ; and tentative approaches by the

church toward the makers of opinion and formulators of policy

among laboring men and women have been made. On the Con-
tinent, where secular socialism is strong, the Roman Catholic

Church, as in Italy and Holland, has joined forces with men who
are its opponents on many issues, to defeat the avowed foes of the

church. In England and Scotland it is difficult to see any event

during the' year indicating that the churches are alive to the crisis,

unless it be in the serious mood engendered by contemplation of

the figures of the London Daily News census and of Mr. Charles

Booth's review of the religious conditions of London, and in the

success of the great mission-halls of the Wesleyan Church planted

in centers of unchurched populations in English and Scotch pro-

vincial towns and in London. In this country both the Congre-

gational National Council and the Protestant Episcopal general

convention carefully considered reports froni eminent committees
on the problems at issue between labor and capital, and the Con-
gregational Council had representatives of organized labor on its

program. The Presbyterian Church North has preceded other

sects in its appointment of a secretary of its home missionary de-

partment whose especial business it is to mediate between the

church and the wage-earner."

TIic 'frajiscnpt finds, that as a disciplinary agent affecting ethics,

civics, and national life, the church has not been conspicuous.

We read :

" Fighting to preserve its own life, to reconstruct its own polity

and doctrinal statements, and to hold its former relative position

in the world, it has not been able to be aggressively authoritative

in the domain of ethics. Yet there are signs of its interest in such

matters. A majority voted at the last general conference still to

hold Northern Methodists in obedience to the present disciplinary

rules prohibiting amusements that are deemed antagonistic to the

spiritual life. The Protestant Episcopal General Convention

ordered additional precautions and rules governing the clergy in

the remarriage of innocent divorced persons, and almost came to

taking the radical position that no divorced persons, whether inno-

cent or guilty, were to be married by its clergy. This cliurch has

the credit of discussing in its highest legislative court this national

evil in a more thoroughgoing way than any other church, and it

has stimulated other churches through their representative leaders

to unite in a conference with it to bring about marriage and divorce

reform."

There has been renewed emphasis, we are told, on the evangel-

istic and revival type of religion, and missionary zeal has not

waned

:

" The Methodist Episcopal General Conference, the Baptist joint

meetings, the Congregational National Council each appointed

special committees on evangelism, imitating the action of the

Presbyterian General Assembly a few years ago. In Atlanta,

Ga., Springfield, Mass., and Brooklyn, N. Y., there have been
special can>paigns on a large scale during the past year. As the

year closes news comes of a sweeping reviftfal in Wales, led by an
hitherto unknown man. Evan Roberts, whose preaching seems
to have swept his emotional, imaginative Celtic compatriots into a
mood of fervent emotion that recalls the records of old. In Eng-
land and Ireland two American evangelists, Messrs. Torrey and
Alexander, have had conspicuous success, and in South Africa
' Gypsy Smith,' the well-known English evangelist, has done more
than any other man, by his evangelistic labors, in bringing the

alienated British and Dutch clergymen back to terms of Christian

fellowship again
" Not only is the Christian propaganda throughout the world re-

ceiving—absolutely if not relatively—more funds and volunteers

than ever before, but oriental faiths in turn are compelled by the

rivalry of the Christians to set about missionary enterprises, and
representatives of these religions are now laboring in Europe and
America ; Christian missionary enterprise has taken on more and
more the educational and industrial aspects of similar propaganda
at home, and is less reliant than formerly on the merely evangel-

istic type of propagation. In addition there has been further evi-

dence of a distinct alteration of attitude toward the ethnic faiths,

and a greater effort to find common ground for the new life and
creed

.

"

IN PRAISE OF "DIVINE DISCONTENT."
INSTINCTS of conformity and of non-conformity both play an

important part in the evolution of man's mind. But " of these

two," says Dr. C. W. Saleeby (in the London Academy and Lit-

erature), "non-conformity is undoubtedly the most precious" ; for

"all conformity is but conformity to a previous non-conformity,"

just as^to speak in scientific terms
—

"all heredity is but inheri-

tance of a previous variation." With the avowed intention of

" singing the praises of revolt, of protestantism, doubt, discontent,

dissent, heterodoxy," Dr. Saleeby proceeds:

" The greatest of all Protestants, in the most important of all

matters, was Jesus Christ. After him, in the supreme sphere of

morals, may be named a mighty host— Isaiah, the Buddha, Soc-

rates, Savonarola. These were men indeed, for does not Emer-
son tell us that ' whoso would be a man must be a non-conformist.'

And here, as elsewhere, the law of universal rhythm is observed.

The typical history of the dissenter, of whom these are the

greatest, is as inevitable as it is familiar. To begin with, he is in

a minority of one. Convention, which can not crush the truth of

which he is the protagonist, can at any rate make short work of

Jiiin. Its weapons are the cross, hemlock, or the stake. There-

after the truth which made him free survives in a more or less de-

generate form to enslave his followers. 'There arises an organ-

ization, claiming to speak and act with authority. To its adherents

it denies that exercise of private judgment which led to its

foundation. They must conform to the traditional non-conform-

ity, which, however, being interpreted by men of smaller caliber,

is always somewhat of a travesty of the original. Later there

arises another filled with divine discontent, and the whole process

is repeated. Those who decry Herbert Spencer to-day are the in-

tellectual descendants of the men who called Socrates a corrupter

of youth ; and their descendants will deny some new truth a cen-

tury hence because it can not be reconciled with some page of the

synthetic philosophy."

Dr. Saleeby goes on to cite Aristotle, Copernicus, and Darwin

as types of great dissenters whose intellectual discoveries even-

tuated in the establishment of binding dogmas. " For centuries,"

he says, " the authority of Aristotle, adopted by the church, ar-

rested all intellectual progress. For many decades the authority

of Newton, lent to the emission or corpuscular theory of light, ob-

structed the way to acceptance of the undulatory theory. To-day

the authority of Darwin is interfering with the proper appreciation

of factors in organic evolution other than natural selection." As

in the intellectual world, so in the esthetic: Bach, Wagner, and

Richard Strauss asserted their genius by breaking down accepted

critical canons. In short, says Dr. Saleeby, "every orthodoxy

was once a heresy." He concludes :

" Thus while the church still teaches, I suppose, as once it
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t.iujiht. that disbelief is a mortal sin, liistory teaches us that it is

tlie seed of all progress ; while the accei)tance of any dogma or

convention is the acceptance of some one's rejection of some other

dogma or convention. If you accuse me of despising the work of

the past, I answer that this, when we read aright, is what our

fathers, of their experience, have taught us. It is of such right

reading that the essentially modern idea of toleration is horn.

Men can be expected to tolerate dissent only when they can study,

on a sufHciently large scale, the history- of opinion. They despise

the work of the past who refuse to learn tiierefrom. And if you

or I should suffer some distress, as suffer we must, at the uprising

of some form of discontent which, rightly or wrongly, we can not

call divine, we may take comfort from that great saying of Car

lyle's: The first of all truths is this, that a lie can not enduri- for-

ever."

THE WELSH REVIVAL.

'^"*HE remarkable revival movement, as a result of which all

-*• South Wales is said to be aflame with religious enthusiasm.

is attracting attention in all parts of the Christian world. Mr. \V.

T. Stead predicts that its influence will ultimately spread until " it

will be neither in the West alone nor in the East, but will spread

over the whole land as the waters cover the face of the mighty

deep." The movement is said to have had its origin in a country

cliapel in Cardiganshire, whence it spread rapidly eastward through

the crowded populations of tlie Glamorganshire coal-tields. It is

widiout organization, and seems independent of .systematic propa-

gation : but a young miner named Evan Roberts, with his" singing

sisterhood," is generally regarded as its principal leader. Tlie

movement is described as essentially a " singing." and not a

"preaching." revival. The London Ciiianiian (Church of Eng

land^ gives the following summary of its more practical results

:

" Large numbers of ' sudden conversions ' are reported, and men
of careless or evil lives stand up and ' testify " to their faith in

Christ. In some places the public-houses are almost deserted, the

police magistrates find their work materially reduced, and colliery

managers are surprised at the steadier work and the absence of the

accustomed blasphemies from the pit galleries. In not a few

cases football-matches, which in Wales not less than in many
regions of England have been tainted by gambling and brutality.

have been abandoned because the members of the teams were

ashamed of their 'former conversation.' Prayer-meetings have

been held at the bottom of mine-shafts, and open-air services on

the deserted football grounds. Even if we allow for possible ex-

aggeration by .sensational journalists, and if we take into account

the emotional nature which distinguishes the Welsh even more
perhaps tlian the Celts of other lands, there can be no doubt that

an extraordinary wave of religious enthusiasm is rushing over the

principality and. for the time at all events, is changing the lives of

thousands of its inhabitants."

" Much as we may find to object to in ' corybantic " religion."

adds the same paper. " much as we may distrust the permanence

of the results produced by emotionalism, and may even fear that

excitement will produce hysteria, it is impossible either to doubt

the sincerity of the leaders of such a movement or to ignore tlie

effect which is produced upon the lives of those who are con-

verted."

Mr. Stead, wlio visited tlie scene of the revival, suggests

that Welsh religious enthusiasm may be destined to impart as com-

pelling an impulse to the churches of the world as Welsh coal sup-

plies to its navies. Writing in the London Daily Chronicie of the

methods of the revival and his own impressions of it, he says in

part

:

"This public self-con.secration, this definite and decisive avowal
of a determination to put under their feet their dead past of vice

and sin and indifference, and to reach out toward a higher ideal of

human existence, is going on everywhere in South Wales. Nor.
if we think of it sanely and look at it in the right perspective, is

there a nobler spectacle appealing more directly to the highest in-

stincts of our nature to be seen in all the world to-day

"The revival is borne along upon billowing waves of sacred

song. It is to other revivals what the Italian opera is to the ordi-

nary theater. It is the singing, not the preaching, that is the in-

strument which is most efficacious in striking the hearts of men.
In this respect these services in the Welsh chapel reminded me
strangely of the beautiful liturgical services of the Greek Church,
notably in St. Isaac's of St. Petersljurg on Easter morn, and in the

receptions of the pilgrim at the Troitski Monastery, near Moscow.
"The most extraordinary thing about the meetings which I at-

tended was the extent to which they were absolutely without any
hum.-fn direction or leadership. ' We must obey the .Spirit,' is the

watchword of Evan Roberts, and he is as obedient as the humblest

MR. EV.\N ROHERTS,

Who apijears to be the leadinir figure in connection with the wave of religious en-

thusiasm which is sweeping over South Wales.

of his followers. The meetings open—after any amount of pre-

liminary singing, while the congregation is assembling—by the

reading of a chapter or a psalm. Then it is go as you please for

two hours or more.
" .And the amazing thing is that it does go and does not get en-

tangled in what might seem to be inevitable confusion. Three-

fourths of the meeting consists of singing. No one uses a hymn-
book. No one gives out a hymn. The last person io control the

meeting in any way is Mr. Evan Roberts. People pray and sing,

give testimony; exhort as the Spirit moves them. As a study of

the psychology of crowds I have seen nothing like it. You feel

that the thousand or fifteen hundred persons before you have

become merged into one myriad-headed, but single-souled person-

ality.

" You can watch what they call the influence of the power of the

Spirit playing over the crowded congregation as an eddying wind

plays over the surface of a pond. If any one carried away by his

feelings prays too long, or if any one when speaking fails to touch

the right note, some one— it maybe anybody—commences to sing.

For a moment there is a hesitation as if the meeting were in doubt

as to its decision, whether to hear the speaker or to continue to

join in the prayer or whether to sing. If it decides to hear and to

pray the singing dies away. If. on the other hand, as it usually

happens, the people decide to sing, the chorus swells in volume

until it drowns all other sound

"The singing sisters— there are five of them, one, Mme. Mor-

gan, who was a professional singer—are as conspicuous figures in

the movement as Evan Roberts himself. Some of their solos are

wonders of dramatic and musical appeal. Nor is the effect les-

sened by the fact that the singers, like the speakers, sometimes

break down in sobs and tears. The meeting always breaks
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O-it into a j assionate and consoling song, until the soloist, hav-

ing recovered her breath, rises from her knees and resumes her

song.
" The praying and singing are both wonderful, but more impres-

sive than either are the breaks which occur when utterance can no

more, and the sobbing in the silence momentarily heard is drowned

in a tempest of melody. No need for an organ. The assembly

was its own organ as a thousand sorrowing or rejoicing hearts

found expression in the sacred psalmody of their native hills."'

At Bethesda, th^ chief center of disturbance during the Penrhyn

quarry conflict, the revival is said to have done more in a week

than the most sanguine hoped could be accomplished in ten years

to heal the social, religious, and domestic breaches caused by the

great strike. The Salvationists are now cooperating with the

Welsh revivalists, and the religious awakening is apparently

affecting all denominations throughout the principality.

IS IMIVIORTALITY WITHOUT MEMORY
DESIRABLE?

MR. J. ELLIS iMcTAGGART, of Trinity College, Cam-

bridge, contributes an article on " Human Preexistence " to

T/ie Internatio)ial Journal of Eiliics (I^hiladelphia), in which he

maintains that " the belief in human preexistence is a more prob-

able doctrine than any other form of the belief in immortality."

In support of this contention, he advances the familiar arguments

that the continuity of the universe involves past, as well as future,

existence, and that what we call inborn characteristics bear a great

resemblance to characteristics which, in other cases, we know to

be due to the condensed results of experience. The statement of

these arguments leads to a recognition of the fact that reincarnation

means immortality without memory (since we have no memory of

previous lives), and to a consideration of the question : Is immor-

tality on such terms desirable ? This question is answered in the

affirmative

:

"The value of memory is that by its means the past may serve

the wisdom, the virtue, and the love of the present. If the past

could help the present in a like manner without the aid of memory,
the absence of memory need not remove the value from a succes-

sion of lives.

" Let us consider wisdom first. Can we be wiser by reason of

something which we have forgotten 't Unquestionably we can.

Wisdom is not merely, or chiefly, amassed facts, or even recorded

judgments. It depends primarily on a mind competent to deal

with facts and to form judgments. Now the acquisition of knowl-

edge and experience, if wisely conducted, may strengthen the

mind. Of that we have sufficient evidence in this life. And so a

man who dies after acquiring knowledge— and all men acquire

some—might enter his new life, deprived, indeed, of his knowl-

edge, but not deprived of the increased strength and delicacy of

mind which he had gained in acquiring the knowledge. And, if

so, he will be wiser in the second life because of what has hap-

pened in the first. Progress, therefore, has not perished with

memory
" So, again, with virtue. And here the point is perhaps clearer.

For it is obvious that the memory of moral vicissitudes is of no
moral value except in .so far as it helps to form the moral charac-

ter, and that, if this is done, the memory could be discarded with-

out loss. Now we can not doubt that a character may remain de-

termined by an event which has been forgotten. I have forgotten

the greater number of the good and evil acts which I have done in

this life. And yet each must have left a trace on my character.

And so, if a man carries over into his next life the dispositions and
tendencies which he has gained by the moral contests of this life,

the value of those contests has not been destroyed by the death

which has destroyed the memory of them.
" There remains love. And here the problem is, I admit, more

difficult. Firstly, because it is more important, for it is here, and
not in wisdom or virtue, that I think we find, not only the supreme
value of life, but also the sole reality of life, and, indeed, of the

universe. And then particular loves do not submit to be taken as

means, in the same way as particular cases of cognition or volition

do. ... It would be better to look forward to annihilation for

both of us than to be forced into a view which would add squalor

to misery.
" But if we look farther, we shall find, I think, that . . . people

who love one another can not be dependent for their proximity to

each other—and consequently for the possibility of their love— on
some chance or mechanical arrangement whose recurrence we could

have no reason to expect. Their love is not the effect of prox-

imity, but its cause. For their love is the expression of the ulti-

mate fact that each of them is more closely connected with the

other than he is with people in general. And proximity in a par-

ticular life, like everything else, is the effect—or, rather, the mani-

festation under particular circumstances—of those relations which
make up the eternal nature of the universe.

" If, therefore, two people love one another in this life, we have^

on the assumption that they are immortal, good reason for believ-

ing that their lives are bound up with one another, not for one life

only, but forever. This would not involve their meeting in every

life, any more than it would involve that they should meet every

day of each life. Love can survive occasional absences, and is

often even stronger for them. And the universe is on a large

scale, and might admit or require long absences. What we are

entitled to believe is that, while time remains, their eternal nearness

must continually find its temporal expression in proximity
" Death is thus the most perfect example of the ' collapse into

immediacy '— that mysterious phrase of Hegel's—where all that

was before a mass of hard-won acquisitions has been merged in

the unity of a developed character. . . . And surely death acquires

a new and deeper significance when we regard it no longer as a

single and unexplained break in an unending life, but as part of the

continually recurring rhythm of progress— as inevitable, as natural,

and as benevolent as sleep. We have only left youth behind us as

we have left, this evening, the sunrise. They will both come back,

and they do not grow old."

The Eastern Question a Religious Question.

—

Air. Robert E. Speer, secretary of the Board of Foreign Missions

of the Presbyterian Church, claims that the Eastern question is-

essentially a religious question. In his recent two-volume work,

entitled " Missions and Modern History," he writes:

" The influence of the West on Asia is of necessity religious. In

the East all life is religious—politics, trade, social custom, all

human intercourse. No influence touches it without religious re-

sults. Probably there has never been a purely political attempt

made at Eastern power which the Eastern people did not view in

its religious aspect. . . . Our commercial invasion, which we com-
placently regard as free from all religious bearings, does not ap-

pear so to a single oriental or African people. The Eastern ques-

tion is of necessity a religious question, because it is Eastern, and
there never was supremer folly than that of the people who sneer

at missions as a force exterior to the real movement of the world

and missionaries as men and women of no influence in actual

hfe
" Western government of the East and Western trade have never

been popular. They have not bridged and can not bridge the so-

cial chasm. The spirit in which they are carried on u.sually tends

to widen the chasm. The only way in which it can be bridged, as

Professor Seeley suggested, is by religious sympathy. The mis-

sion enterprise is of the deepest philosophic necessity to the West-
ern propaganda. The Eastern question will always be a religious

question. To attempt to solve it with purely seqular agencies has

always failed, and will always fail. The civilizing of Asia, the

temper of mind to accept civilization, the transformation of char-

acter, which alone is civilization, patience with what is repellant in

Western contact until its better aspects are seen, the success of the

purely secular work of our propaganda in Asia— all are dependent

upon the enterprise of missions, its success in slowly establishing

a religious community, and thus conquering, in the one possilble

wa> , the antipathies of the centuries and bridging the chasms that

divide men."

Word comes from Constantinople that the Porte has refused to authorize the

street sales of Bibles, as such sales would constitute a violation of the Turkish

law relating to propagandas. Henceforth Bibles can be sold only in the shops or

depots of the Bible societies.
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FOREIGN COMMENT.

CONDITIONS PRECEDENT TO PEACE.

THE decline and fall of the Russian Empire, as that process is

conceived to proceed by the (iibbons of the London press.

may render the capture of Port Arthur inconspicuous through the

magnitude of misfortunes yet to come. But this, as the London

.\t"c:i declares, is " ill-informed conjecture," because the English

can only guess at Russia's real plans. It is otherwise in the case

of Japan. English journals think they can read tlic Tokyo iiiincl

as affected by the present juncture of affairs on land and sea.

Anyhow, the London S/a/is/. to take, at haphazard, the first

among responsible and competent students of the subject, thinks

" there will have to be another campaign," and that " the Japanese

Government will be able largely to reenforce Marshal Oyama."

Oyama will therefore be numerically superior by this time. He
can move his forces freely because the theater of war is frozen

over. Should Kuropatkin tind his communications threatened, lie

will retreat, " possibly as far as Harbin." "In any event, we may

reasonably conclude that the Russians will not acknowledge them-

selves utterly defeated until General Kuropatkin has been com-

pelled to evacuate the

1 more fertile portions of

Manchuria." Then,
and not before, as our

authority discerns the

facts, " it would clearly

be the wise course for

tile Russian Govern-

ment to make peace."

To quote further

:

".Suppose negotia-

tions were opened, what
would be the probable

terms of Japan.? For
some time after the war
broke out, it is an open
secret that the Japanese
Government would have

gladly concluded peace

on the same terms as it

offered before hostili-

ties broke out. But as

the struggle has gone
on so many months, as

the resources of the em-
pire in men and money
have been subjected to

a great strain, and as

evidence has been given

of the immense strength of certain positions, especially of Port

Arthur, it seems reasonable to conclude that when negotiations for

peace are opened Japan will put forward very much more stringent

demands than she would have been satisfied with in the beginning.

For one thing, it is evident that she will take very' good care that

Rus.sia can never again get possession of Port Arthur. For an-

other. !c is reasonably certain that she will insist upon tb.'> renun-

ciation of a"il Russian claims upon Manchuria."

Japan may not now be so disposed as formerly to hanci

Arthur and Manchuria over to China,^ys this commentator, a.i,.,

that notion is beginning to prevail among many London organs

which are in touch with the Japanese Minister to England. It is

predicted, with something like conviction, that Japan will insist

upon permanently retaining Port Arthur. She will also want an

indemnity. It should not be overlooked, however, that there is a

growing tendency among English newspapers of the Liberal po-

litical school to comment with a certain coolness of sympathy on

Japanese policy. The tendency sometimes asserts itself strongly

in such dailies as the London jYe-ivs and Westiniiistej- Gazette.

The last named asserts that in view of recent events " the Japanese

will come down to the footlights and declare a profound desire for

peace." Furthermore:

" It would be accounted a gracious thing by the friends of Japan
if at liiat point [the expulsion of Kuropatkin] her Government
came forward to sa\ :

PRINCE KHILKOFF.

He is responsible for the Russian transport

and traffic over the Trans-."^iberian Railway.
His success in keeping open the long line of

communications has won high praise from the

London Times.

' The war has now been

carried as far as. by im-

perative obligation, we
proposed to carry it.

If it is to go farther,

here we abide, confident

tiiat no Russian army
will turn us back after a

few months' occupation

of the ground. But
without asking for ces-

sation of the war, we
wish to make known
that we are more than

willing to put an end to

it. on conditions accord-

ant with tho.se which, as

far as we are concerned,

would have averted a

most disturbing con-

flict." Such a declara-

tion would cost nothing,

pledge Japan to nothing

within a wide range of

particulars, and yet be

highly serviceable to her

at the worst. It would

do little to soothe the

embarrassments of the

Russian Government.
for example, but would rather enhance its responsibility for what-

ever misfortune ensued upon persistence in the war

"The release of many thousands of Japanese in the south must
make a disturbing difference to Kuropatkin in the north. If, then,

the Japanese Government does propose to avow informally a will-

ing mind to peace, the occasion seems to be at hand. The fall of

Port Arthur may suffice to bring it on ; and within the last month,

as we have very good reason for believing, the European nations

have turned their thoughts to intervention pretty closely. The
Dogger-Bank ' incident ' sufficed for that. A little more Dogger-

Bank incidents, a little more British impatience with the authors

of it. and half Europe might have been at war within a month.

That has been a moving lesson. And tho tliere are not a few even

ADMIRAL AVEI.I.AN.

He is now, says the ¥3^x1% Matin, " full-fledged

Minister of Marine" instead of a mere subordi-

nate to Grand Duke Alexis, as heretofore. This

indicates an " upheaval " among the grand-ducal

cliques.

PEACE ON EARTH.

' If I only knew the countersign !

"

—PuncJi (London).
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among ourselves, apparently, who see nothing but heroism, im-

perialism, inspiration in the gross carnage of the war, whether it

ought to goon, and if so, for what and for whose benefit is a grow-

ing question in every land.
" Yet that intervention has its own great dangers and difficulties

is only too manifest, and those that are obvious are not all. But,

however well this is understood, the business of intervention re-

mains. It can not be put aside for non-intervention as a final

choice; it can certainly be put off. The nations may, if they

please, go through a much longer period of non-intervention. But
sooner or later, and in whatever conditions may arise at a near or

a comparatively distant day, intervention to resettle the relations

of East and West is inevitable; and so far as may now be seen,

postponement is as likely to increase as to diminish its perils."

THE UNITED STATES AS SECOND FIDDLE TO
ENGLAND.

THE most remarkable feature of world politics, asserts the

Berlin Krenz Zeititiig for perhaps the fifth or sixth time,

is the way the United States is made to play second fiddle to Eng-

land. Washington, asserts a writer in the organ of the P^oreign

Office in Berlin, is becoming more

and more an echo of London-

The phenomenon, thinks this au-

thority, is very satisfactory to the

British Government, which takes

care never to push the pecuniary

claims of British subjects against

the United States in a way cal-

culated to annoy or embarrass the

American authorities. Indeed,

the old saying that no English-

man abroad can be wronged with

impunity because the flag protects

him must, in the Lhiited States,

be pronounced obsolete. Eng-

land is too eager to win the favor

of the American republic to carry

any claim of the sort to extremes.

Such being the facts, as set

forth in the Berlin daily already

named—and other Berlin dailies

sometimes support these utter-

ances— it is important, thinks the

Kf'eiiz Zeitung, to ascertain the

causes of so unusual a circum-

stance. The truth is, it feels ccn-

fident, that American opinion on

world politics is manufactured in

London. All American news-

papers echo London views. A
common language, common tra-

THE DEFENCELESS CRUSTACEAN.

John Bull at the mercy of his enemies. Indignantly dedicated to the War
Office and successive Secretaries of State for War.

[" This country follows the procedure of that edible invertebrate, the lob-

ster. .\t intervals the lobster casts its shell, and until a new one grows he is

absolutely helpless and has to conceal himself in a hole. That is our case,

only we have no sheltering hole . . . We appoint a committee which dis-

covers a number of things previously known to all other nations, we provide

ourselves with a new shell, lucky if nobody attacks us in the meantime, and
then we go to sleep again.''— 7"/;^; " Thiics" vii the disgraccfitl state of our
Field Artillery. Dccoiibcr /j.]

ditions, and many other factors

enable England to lead all countries in the competition for influence

with the United States. As regards the manufacture of public

opinion through the newspapers our authority avers :

" Unfortunately, England has at command means of influencing

public opinion in the United States to an extent which no other

country can hope to equal. Nearly all news from Europe comes
to the United States through London and with an English twist.

In consequence of the speech common to both countries articles

in English newspapers can be reproduced most readily by Ameri-
can papers, and the more use is made of this ass's bridge because
the merit of English papers greatly surpasses the merit of Ameri-
can papers. What does it matter to English papers if there be a

general copying without credit if in this way English ideas can
only be propagated 'i There are many American papers which

trail in the wake of English papers mainly for the reason that it is

the most convenient thing for them to do, saving them labor and
thought. To them it is, perhaps, personally indifferent whether

they copy an article directed against Germany or against Bulgaria.

But when they find in the London Spectator a well-written article

aimed against Germany they simply copy it in order that their in-

terminable columns may be rapidly filled. The original work of

such sheets as the American papers consists mainly in the an-

nouncement of accidents, piquant sensations and telegrams. In-

ternal political affairs are considered, but in the preparation of

fundamental articles on European political problems the American
newspaper man is not at ease and, as a general thing, he knows
nothing at all about it. As far as this feature is concerned, Lon-

don is in the habit of providing for him, and hence the vast ma-
jority of the American people look at all things European through

English spectacles."

As an instance of the type of article which inspires American

distrust of Germany, according to the Kreuz Zeitung, the follow-

ing, from the London Spectat07\ may be quoted :

"The German Empire, as its rulers know, is becoming so over-

populated that prosperity for its working classes is hardly to be

looked for. The rush of its armies of children perpetually keeps

down wages, and develops forever a thirst for the possession of

the few countries in which emigrants might construct new Ger-

manies. The able rulers of the

empire see that quite clearly, and
would run serious risks in the way
of expenditure and effort if only

they might hope to acquire broad
lands upon which German emi-

grants could construct a German
society and live forever in indus-

trious health. But when they look

abroad in search of attractive

dumping-grounds they find the

two Anglo-Saxon races perpetu-

ally in the way—Great Britain with

her colonies and dependencies,

and America with her Monroe
Doctrine. It seems to them that

the British lay claim to too much
of the world ; and that America,

which protects the vast legions of

her southern continent—regions

which are among the most attrac-

tive, and probably the richest,

within this closely restricted

planet— is playing, whether con-

sciously or unconsciously, the part

of dog- in- the- manger. So far

from being overfull, the old Span-

ish-American states are import-

ing immigrants by the million in

every decade ; and even that sup-

ply, now chiefly Italian and Ger-

man, fails to keep pace with the

growing necessity for more peas-

ants and more skilled labor. If

William II. had been reigning

when the civil war temporarily

paralyzed the United States, he

probably would not have sprung

at Mexico as Napoleon III. did, for he would not have been

dreaming about the future grandeur of the Latin peoples; but the

independence of Brazil, w^ich is the size of Europe, includes all

chmates, and contains every resource except population, would

have been seriously endangered, while that of Argentina and Uru-

guay would conceivably have disappeared. These last two w'ishes

—for coaling-stations, and empty provinces in the temperate zones

—do not spring from any wild ambition in the German Emperor, or

any arrogance in the German staff. They are the result of per-

manent conditions which would be as operative if William II. had

passed away, or if the German staff had fallen into unskilled

hands. It is, therefore, nearly impossible for Great Britain or

America to cease from watching the growth of the German fleet

—

which is sure to be well built, well manned, and well commanded
—with a certain uneasiness, which to those who hope so much

-Punch (London).
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from the creation of that fleet has an appearance of suspicion, or

even of malignity."

The point of view from .which the English regard tiie sentiment

now entertained for them over here is made evident in a study of

the subject which the London Outlook has just made. Its analysis

of the situation is quite different from that of the (German daily.

To quote :

" KniTl.ind is the European I'ower with which the United States

most often come into contact on their path of self-development,

and for many years we were, to all practical purposes, the only

Power; so that naturally we bore tiiefuU brunt of that anti-foreign

instinct which is deep-seated in the American breast. We fought

with them for their independence; we annoyed their commerce
with our right of search; and then, in the War of 1S12, burned

their Capitol; during the Civil War our sympathy with the South

found a voice in our greatest statesman ; we allowed the Alabama
to sail—a piece of carelessness which cost us si.\ millions ; we dis-

puted their Northwest territory; we beat them over the Bering

Sea arbitration ; and until quite lately we gave them reason to

think that we inte;ided to keep a fooling: on the Isthmus of Pana-

ma. No wonder that the Monroe Doctrine should have been gen-

erally interpreted as calling a halt to English pretensions! It is

true that things are better now ; England is no longer the tra-

ditional enemy she was. But the old feeling dies hard. Jingoism

is alive and strong, and ever ready to tlare up against us, particu-

larly in the West and Middle West, which are the most vigorous

and progressive parts of tlie Union. No vote<atching recipe is

a greater favorite with politicians than twisting the lion's tail, and

nothing sells a paper better than sinister rumors of English designs

against American integrity. Even now, even after our loyalty at

the time of the Spanish War. a slight occasion will throw the pub-

lic into a state bordering on hysteria. The \'enezuclan affair is a

good example, when our momentary cooperation with Germany
nearly undid all that we had gained by dissociating ourselves dur-

ing the war from the Powers that then favored intervention on be-

half of Spain. Still, this sensitiveness of American public opinion

has certainly grown less morbid of late years. The fact is that

Germany is gradually entering into our inheritance of wrath. The
change began with the Spanish War. was fairly completed by the

violent and tactless action of the German naval authorities against

\'enezuela, and is perpetuated by the growing suspicion that Ger-

man Kolonialpclitik has an eye to the acquisition of influence in

South America. Russia also is coming in for a share of the dis-

like once reserved for us. The massacre of Jews at Kishineff sent

a thrill of disgust over .America, and it is something very like right-

eous indignation which puts Americans unanimously on the side of

the Japanese in the present struggle. True. anti-Russian feeling is

more sentimental and less political than anti-German feeling; but

such as it is, it is enlisted on the side of our allies, and helps the

reaction in our favor."

—

Translations made for The Literary
Digest.

NICHOLAS 11. AND THE GRAND DUCAL
FACTIONS.

XT O American who is without first-hand information regarding

•* ^ the " most interesting country in the world," as Russia is

now styled by the Netie Freie Presse (Vienna), would unhesitating-

ly accept as a true picture the caricature of a government over

which Nicholas II. would now appear, from a certain type of

press comment abroad, to be presiding. But as all the news-

papers of Western Europe can scarcely be in a conspiracy to cover

the autocracy with infamy and ridicule, it is an inevitable inference

that the court of the Romanoffs has become, for the time being,

an exalted Bedlam. Naval officers in open revolt against the Min-

istry of Marine, provincial governors resigning in a rage, military

magnates giving one another the lie and grand dukes almost open-

ly threatening the Czar with deposition appear and disappear in

yards of press despatches and reams of newspaper comment.

Nicholas II. himself is believed by certain Paris dailies to have

been " captured " by the grand ducal faction which wants Rozh-

destvensky reenforced and a bold bid made for the recovery of

Russia's supremacy on the sea as against Japan. If this be the

real state of the case, according to the London dailies, it means

that a severe Dardanelles crisis can not be avoided. Russia will

insist on sending ships from the Black Sea to the Mediterranean,

and Great Britain will feel called upon to protest both as a party

to the international agreement regarding the use of the Dardanelles

and as a party to the Anglo-Japanese alliance. However, this

newspaper hypothesis will explode if the dominant grand ducal

faction collapses, and of that, it is thought by the 1ndifpcndance

Beige (Brussels^, recipient of the confidences of Russian liberals,

there is a prospect.

The old-fashioned reactionaries of the traditional Muscovite

school, led by the Grand Duke Sergius, are understood to have

been completely routed. Sergius, it is averred by the Paris ^[a-

tin, whose correspondent enjoys the confidence of the clique which

has gained control of the Ministry of Marine, wanted the Czar to

dismiss Prince Sviatopolk-Mirski from his post as Minister of the

Interior. There was, it seems, a desperate factional struggle

among the grand dukes, the party of Sergius "losing" the Czar.

The defeated grand duke had to give up his post as Governor-

General of Moscow, and involved in his fall were a number of the

violently Muscovite provincial governors of the Plehve school.

Muravieff, the reactionary Minister of Justice, was involved in the

factional catastrophe. Grand I3uke Alexis, the highly militant

spirit in control of the Ministry of Marine since the outbreak of

the war, escaped dismissal (it is suspected by the Echo de Pan's,

whose St. Petersburg correspondent seems to be favored by the

new influences) by practically surrendering to the party in the

ascendant. Alexis has sustained the blow of the promotion of

Admiral Avellan to be full-fledged Minister of Marine. The ad-

miral has hitherto been a mere subordinate to Alexis. The release

of Captain Klado, mouthpiece of the faction now controlling the

navy, who has been denouncing Russian naval policy in the Av-

voye Vremya (St. Petersburg), was another humiliation to this

grand duke. Alexander Mikhailovitch, the grand duke whom the

Paris press declares to be Captain Klado's chief supporter, is

understood to have protected the Noi'oye Vremya from the con-

sequences of its denunciation of the naval conduct of the war.

The considerations which led the Czar to consent to the official

upheaval are hinted at by the London Spectator. " If, as is al-

leged," it remarks, "grand ducal inflvence is cast into the scale,

this fresh movement assumes a new and ominous significance. The
greatest danger to the existing regime, as we have often contended,

is to be apprehended not from a popular but a court revolution.

A Russian Boulanger, backed by the grand ducal camarilla, might

make history with formidable speed." The factional divisions

among the grand dukes themselves are thus outlined by a well-

informed writer in the London News :

"They |the grand dukes] fall, naturally, into three classes— the

cosmopolitan men-about-town, the personally ambitious, and the

patriotic. Of these the first are the least directly dangerous. But
the indolence and extravagance of this class has, all the same, a

very bad effect on the masses at home, and the reports received of

the wasteful luxury of their vagrant existence tend to bring the

whole Russian aristocracy into contempt.
" The second class are distinctly dangerous. They deliberately

pursue the policy of upsetting the existing monarchy and setting a

Czar from one of the collateral branches of the family on the

throne of all the Russias. The present Czar is perfectly aware of

the undercurrents of treason among his relations ; the knowledge

is not the least of his countless anxieties.

"There remains the third class— those grand dukes who are gen-

uinely loyal to the existing ruler, and entirely patriotic. Most of

these are quite young men, but one or two of the present Czar's

uncles are numbered among them. These men are soldiers heart

and soul. But patriotic as they are, they are still proud. They
refuse ever to communicate with the Czar through the medium of

his ministers—to do so would be to degrade their position, and un-

less they think the matter of the most vital seriousness they do not

consult the Czar at all, honestly believing that his time is too

precious."

Assuming these to be the conditions at court—and the author-
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ities we have quoted are well informed and conscientious, altho

possibly in error on some point of detail—the question arises,

What will be the policy of the immediate future ? In domestic

affairs, the Czar, thinks the Berlin Kreits Zeitung, will remain an

autocrat. As regards the war, according to the Paris Gaulois^

there will be an energetic effort to retrieve disaster all along the

line. The fall of Port Arthur, confirming all the arguments of the

faction in power, will not weaken the position of those who con-

tend that tlie defeated party fatally misunderstood the strategy of

the situation from the beginning. Recent articles in the A^ovoye

Vreinya are understood in Paris to mean that Kuropatkin will be

allowed to retreat "all he pleases" until plans are matured to

threaten Japan's communications by sea. Everything now is

thought to depend upon the ability of Prince Sviatopolk-Mirski to

appease the discontent at home until prestige abroad has been

raised.

CHINA'S AGONY.

THREE prospects confront China, the likelihood of each vary-

ing with the nationality of the European official organ one

chances to pick up. She may be divided into "spheres of influ-

ence " and her territory allotted among the great Powers. This is

the German aspiration, as the suspicious London Times interprets

it. China may come wholly under the domination of Russia, her

population being assimilated with the Russian peasant system.

This is still a grand ducal dream at St. Petersburg, say writers in

French papers occasionally. Lastly, China may acquire civili-

zation and capacity for self government under the tuition of Japan.

That is Japan's own notion, according to the European press ; but

Russian and French papers add that Japan's real purpose is ab-

sorption. This is the foundation of " the yellow peril " wherever it

is still preached.

A decisive influence in the determination of China'sdestiny will,

think foreign organs, be exercised by the colossal indemnity which

the Powers have exacted from her. This famous indemnity was

made payable in annual instalments extending to and including the

year 1940. The grand total, in terms of American gold coin, has

been calculated as $337,500,000, with annual interest at four per

cent. The international status of the indemnity inspires perennial

discussion in the continental European dailies, which are once

more agitated by the policy of the United States with regard to it.

Russia's claim to absorb the lion's share of this huge sum does not

seem to be questioned any longer. Germany is entitled to the

next largest portion, according to her authoritative dailies.

France was getting about fifteen per cent, and Great Britain about

eleven per cent, on the first basis of distribution, which is under-

stood to have been modified. Japan, the United States, and Italy

fall into a third group in tlie distribution. Their shares, as cal-

culated by some Japanese authorities, would vary between six and

eight per cent. each. At the tail of the procession are found Bel-

gium, Austria-Hungary, Holland, and Spain, their respective per-

centages of the indemnity not rising, in any one instance, above

two per cent. , while falling to a fraction of one per cent, in the case

of Spain. The Chinese indemnity, as far as regards its distri-

bution among the Powers, is, according to a writer in the Paris

Figaro, " on the side of the big battalions " and its present disposal

will depend upon the skill of individual diplomatists. Not one

newspaper in Europe seems to be aware of the precise accuracy

of the percentages here given. They are based on the original

calculations, which were merely preliminary. China is in a state

of such chronic discontent on the whole subject that the Paris

Temps, speaking for the P'rench Foreign Office, observes

:

" In the peculiarly delicate situation which the Russo-Japanese
war creates in the Far East, it seems evident that the chief interest

of Europe—or at least of those of the Powers that want peace— is

to be as careful as possible regarding China and to provoke no in-

cident of a nature to wound her legitimate susceptibilities. This

policy of good sense and of wisdom imposes itself so clearly upon
all governments aware of the eventual seriousness of a general
crisis, that, hitherto, without any previous understanding, almost
without any special determination, it has been adhered to by
Western diplomacy in Peking with some consistency.

" It was permissible to connect this reasonable and prudent state

of mind with the attitude of the Powers concerning the question

of the mode of payment of the indemnity (known as the Boxer in-

demnity) in November last. At that time authentic and practically

official despatches had made it known that a sort of compromise
was reached between China and her creditors.

"Altho supported with perseverance by the United States, the

Government of the celestial empire renounced its contention that

the indemnity ought to be paid in silver. It had admitted the

principle of payment in gold, in conformity with the demands of

the majority of the Powers, only reserving the right to stipulate, as

regards the mode of payment of successive instalments of the in-

demnity, such conditions as were adjudged acceptable by a majority

of the representatives of Europe's financial interests in China
" Unfortunately, since then, not a step has been taken in the

direction of this happy solution. On the contrary, the persistent

silence of diplomacy threatens further to intensify relations which
are always uncordial

"It is scarcely necessary to call attention to the fact that it is

perilous to subordinate the policy of Europe in the Far East to

special interests and to dissatisfy China seriously. One of the

most regrettable consequences of this policy is to divide the Powers
and to place in deplorable opposition two species of syndicates

—

that of Russia, Ger-many, and France against that of England, the

United States, and Japan
"

The opposition of the Powers thus revealed has long been evi-

dent to the London Standard and the 1ndipendance Beige (Brus-

sels). Those influential organs have anticipated some such crisis

as seems to be maturing. As they perceive the underlying causes,

the purely technical details of European finance are only indirectly

involved. In raising the money required to meet the annual pay-

ments on account of the indemnity, the Government of Peking has

devised a method of practical spohation which keeps the native

population throughout the empire in a state of aggravated discon-

tent. The ensuing internal complications have been the subject of

various articles in the Revjic de Paris, the Revue Bleue (Paris),

the Revue des Deux Mo7ides (Paris), and other European periodi-

cals for some time past. The Peking mandarins have imposed the

burden of the indemnity upon the eighteen provinces which make

up China proper. The wealthy and populous provinces, situated

mostly in the south and west of the empire, have been levied

upon for excessive contributions. These are the very provinces

which took little or no part in the uprising against the " foreign

devils." The northern provinces, where the outbreak was fiercest,

are not rich enough to yield heavy payments to the Powers.

Another feature of the situation has been revealed in some Brit-

ish journals published within the Chinese Empire, including The

North China //^?;'a/^/(Shanghai)and The Celestial Et/ipire (Shang-

hai). " There is danger of a general conflagration unless the ut-

most vigilance is exercised by those interested to prevent it," says

the former. The vicious characteristic of the indemnity situation,

as these and other observers note it, is that the great mandarins of

Peking make requisitions upon the viceroys and authorities of the

several provinces for such remittances as are thought likely to be

forthcoming. These remittances must be sent in; otherwise the

viceroy concerned will be deprived of office or suffer some impair-

ment of his "face." The horrors connected with the extortion of

these vast sums from the natives are pronounced by writers who

profess to have witnessed them comparable only with the wringing

of taxes from the peasantry of France in the period preceding the

French Revolution. " If a province has to raise a specified sum in

one year, the viceroy levies twice or thrice the sum, pocketing the

difference or as much of it as his subordinates, more corrupt than

himself when that is possible, will let him."

—

Translations tnade

for The Literary Digest.
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NOTABLE BOOKS OF IHE DAY.

HOW WE ARE HELD UP TO THE GERMANS.
The Ameru a.n>. Hv Hiwo Muii^ti-ilier^, I'rolessor of Psvcholosy at Harvard

I'mversity. rranslated bv lidwin 15. Holt. I'h.D., Instructor at Harvard
I'niversity. biy pp. Price. J2.50 net. McCliire, Phillips & Co.

1"* O the German mind in its native environment nothing seems more
difficult of comprehension than the politic:il, social, and ethical

relations which condition the life led by the American people.

In undertaking to explain the phenomena to the subjects of William II.,

Professor Miinsterberg has attempted a task of much difficulty, notwith-

standing his own splendid qualifications for it. The professor is a

representativc^ of the dominant type in German life—the tyi^e which

regards the military form of society as the best, all things considered.

for the fatherland. He is devoted to the Hohenzollern dynasty and to

its ideals. It is important to bear this in mind when estimating the

book he has written.

Ti) Germans of the professor's type, his elaborate sttidy of our life

and institutions ought to be valuable and informing in spite of the mis-

information with which his pages abound. Professor Miinsterberg's

sympathy with many aspects of things American has not protected him
from the consequences of a recklessness of statement which is inex-

plicable. He is inexcusably slipshod in asserting that " it has never so

far happened that a Vice-President has been elected to the Presidency,'

because he should know that John Adams and Thomas Jefferson each

served as Vice-President before becoming President. Some of his

blunders appear to be due to inade-

quate digestion of material, as when
he declares that " the judges of the

separate States are elected for short

periods of from four to seven years."

In one State some of the judges are

elected by the people for twenty-one

years. In some States the term of an
elective judge extends to ten years,

and even to fourteen years. Again,

there are States in which the judges

are not elected. Another class of Pro-

fessor Miinsterberg's misstatements
would appear to be the result of a
dogmatic mode of expressing his in-

dividual views, as when he says of

South American republics that " their

lofty constitutions" are " filled with

the most high-flown and philosophical

utterances, but are obeyed by no one."

It has been our fortune to read the

organic laws of Chile. Argentine, Br;izil. Peru, and Paraguay without

coming across "high-flown moral and philosophical utterances." As
for the assertion that the constitution of a South American republic is

" obeyed by no one," it may be sufficient to refer to the administrations

of the late President Prudente de Moraes of Brazil, and of his succes-

sors. Dr. Campos Salles and Rodriguez Alves. They secured obedience

to the constitution of the land. The constitution of Chile and the

constitution of the Argentine Republic are in force and vigor at this

moment, the type of statesman dominant in those countries being, in

many respects, admirable.

Professor Miinsterberg says so many things which one might call in

question as a statement of fact that we shall dismiss this branch of the

subject with one more citation. " The contrast," he writes, " between
Europe as the land of tyranny and America as a democratic free soil

no longer holds; nor can the notion be bolstered up any longer even
for political ends." When we remember that in Germany it has

recently been pronounced illegal for a brother to defend his sister from
the assault of a ruffian when that ruffian happens to wear a certain uni-

form; when we see Frenchmen proscribed on account of their religious

beliefs; when Russian.^ are dragged from their beds to exile without

any form of trial; when Professor Miinsterberg's own countrymen are

exclaiming against the revelations of the Konigsberg trials, it does seem
that the contrast in which he refuses to believe could, to use his own
phrase, " be bolstered up."

In his anxiety to make American political phenomena intelligible.

Professor Miinsterberg has. we fear, involved the subject in obscurity

to his fellow Germans at home. In setting down the fact—anomalous
to the professor, naturally—that journalists in this country have become
ambassadors abroad, he should have explained the difference between
an American newspaper editor and a German journalist, receiving his
' inspiration " from the Wilhelmstrasse. The German newspaper press,

as a state-regulated machine, can produce no Horace Greeleys, no
WhitelawReids. no Charles Emory Smiths. Again, an ambassador from
this country has no such functions to fulfil as those allotted to Baron
von Mumm, for instance, now William II. 's representative in Peking.

To be sure, the appointment of the average Berlin newspaper editor

to an ambassadorship would involve a startling transition. The pro-

fessor's failure to explain that no such startling transition would ensue

HUGO MUNSTERBERG.

in the appointment of Whitelaw Reid to the British mission is but one
instance of many inadequacies in his book. What we Americans under-
stand by a newspaper does not exist, and would not be permitted to

exist, in Germany to-day.

We can not persuade ourselves that friendship between this country
and his own, which Professor Miinsterberg professes to desire, will be
promoted by his attack upon the Monroe Doctrine. The professor's

denunciation of that doctrine will aid and comfort those English
diplomatists and editors who are so fond of assuring us that attacks
upon the Monroe Doctrine can always h^ traced to Germany.

ON THE AMERICAN PARNASSUS.
The Younger American Poets. By Jessie B. Kittenhouse. Cloth, pp.

xiv, 352. Price, $1 50 net. Little, Brown & Co.

OVER five hundred poets are represented in Stedman's American
Anthology, most of whom are classed as "younger" poets,

namely, poets born within the last half-century and whose work
is still in the making. The present work in eighteen brief distinct

studies analyzes and interprets the best work of a number of represen-

tative poets of this class. The author's criticism is made with sympathy
and charm. She possesses in large measure the poetic instinct that fits

her to be interpreter as well as critic. She does not attempt to group
her poets into schools, nor to assign to each his or her ultimate niche in

the temple of fame; but she discusses them in the light of their best

work, and quotes liberally. " Richard Ilovey," we are told, is "a poet
of convictions rather than of fancies. . . . He stands for comradeship;
for taking vows of one's own soul; for alliance with the shaping spirit

of things; for a sane, wholesome, lusty manhood ; a hearty, confident

surrender to life."

Miss Lizette Woodworth Reese, the vSouthern poetess, author of " A
Handful of Lavender" and "A Quiet Road" is described as an
Elizabethan, not by aflfectation but by temperament. Her work has

affinities with Herrick but is less buoyant. As for Bliss Carman : "In.

one mood he is the mystic, dwelling in a speculative nebula of thought;

in another, the realist, concerning himself only with the demonstrable;
and hence his work discloses a wide range of affinities. He is not a
strongly constructive thinker, but intuitional in his mental processes,

and liis verse demands that gift in his readers." Louise Imogen
Guiney's work is likened to a (Ireek temple set in an American wood-
land. Again, " it has no flaccid thought. There is fiber in all she writes;

fiber and nerve."

Mr. Charles G. D. Roberts, we are told, " presents so marked an
example of evolution in the style of his work and the sources of his

inspiration, that he has from volume to volume, like the nautilus,

'changed his last year's dwelling for the new,' and having entered the

'more stately mansion,' has 'known the old no more.' . •. . Mr.

Roberts has the rare pictorial gift of flashing a scene before one with-

out employing an excess of imagery, and never that which is confused

or cumbrous. His style is nervous, magnetic, direct, and has, in his

later work, very little superfluous tissue."

Edith M. Thomas is "an earnest idealist ... a quiet singer whose
thoughtful restraint is one of her chief distinctions." Madison Cawein
is described as "a poet-naturalist." " -A. handbook of the flora of his

State [Kentucky] could doubtless be compiled from his poems . . . but

it would be a botany plus imagination and sympathy."

Professor Woodberry's work is "ethical and intellectual rather than
emotional. Tho rising often to an impassioned height, it is a passion
of the brain, pure and cold as a flood of moonlight."
Other poets discussed are: George E. Santayana, Josephine Preston

Peabody. Frederic Lawrence Knowles, Alice Brown, Richard Burton,
Clinton .Scollard, Mary McNeil Fenollosa, Ridgely Torrence, Gertrude
Hall, and Arthur Upson.

A GEM OF A GIRL.

The Tomboy .AT Work. By Jeannette L. Gilder. Cloth, 252 pp. Price, $1.25.

Doubleday, Page & Co.

THE sad world owes a debt of gratitude to those who can evoke its

smiles. Miss Gilder's " Autobiography of a Tomboy," produced

two years ago, charmed, amused, and captivated a large circleof

readers. Encouraged by the way that mirthful record awakened re-

sponsive laughter far and near, the versatile editor of T/ic' Critic now
takes us with her into other phases of the tomboy's life, and the result

is such that we could wish her tomboy, instead of growing elderly and

sedate, remained a tomboy indefinitelyand continued having adventures

about which we might read when tired, weary, or depressed. By its

breeziness, genuine humor and pervading vitality, this delightful book

can not fail to give enjoyment to every class of readers. Its tone is so

genuine and unstrained that one might suspect the writer had in these

pages l;)vingly disguised some of her very own experience.

If all tomboys were like Nell Gilbert, we could wish the world had

more of them. Slie is not the rowdyish, masculine, athletic creature

one might associate with that name, but a girl preeminently sane,

healthy, strong, fun-loving, work-loving, and full of force. She is not

pretty; nor yet is she very gifted in flummery accomplishments any

more than she is in the matter of simple addition. But she has an

enviable personality and a pushful way and is chock full of common
sense. She is not the kind that sit down and wait for things to happen.
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She is determined to support herself and aid her widowed mother. She

becomes a business girl, shifts about from one position to another, and

bounces up again from defeat like a rubber ball. She prefers working
to weeping, thoroughly disbelieving

the maxim that "men must work and
women must weep."
Her first position was in the adju-

tant-general's office at Trenton, ex-

amining the records for a man who
was to write a history of the New
Jersey troops in the Civil War. The
doings of the handsome young ad-

jutant, of our tomboy's bosom friend

Kate Redmond, and the schoolmaster

of Birdlington gave food for thought

and knowledge of human nature to

our observant tomboy. Leaving that

office she was equally ready to write

poetry or make cane chairs, but short-

ly discovered that work in the Phila-

delphia mint was more to her liking

than either. In that post she infused

some spirit into the score of subdued
women who were her associates, and

who admired her courage no less than they delighted in her singing

during work hours. After this, she vainly tried her hand at adding re-

bellious columns of figures in the city auditor's office at Newark. The
other clerk—a music-lover—and she struck a bargain whereby she was

to whistle opera arias for his delectation while he performed her share

of the work. This arrangement did not jibe with her sense of honesty

:and she departed to try her hand at proof-reading on a newspaper. This

effort proved a failure. But loving the smell of printer's ink, she at

last found the niche she wanted—a literary position on a daily news-
.paper in Newark. She had found her life's work.
The closing pages relate how she rose through successive stages

—

pearls of laughter being strewn along the way—to a position near the

top of the ladder in metropolitan journalism. To become acquainted
-with this admirable tomboy is to admire—we had almost said to love

—

her; but Miss Gilder's book is not a love-story.

JEANNETTE L. GILDER.

PROMETHEUS AGAIN IN DRAMA.
Cloth, 107 pp. Price,The Fire Bringer. By William Vaughn Moody.

$1.10 net. Houghton, Mifflin & Co.

TOLSTOY says that there will always be a false note in the work of

any writer who tries to reconstruct the past, for the reason that

no one can write sincerely of anything which he has not himself

experienced. Yet if man had not the desire and the faculty of peering

into the backward and abysm of time, the flying hours, once gone,

would be forever dead to us. If through imagination the poet were not

permitted to give pillar and tower to the glooms and glories of the

vanished past, how much of wisdom and joy would be lost to the world!

Landor and Keats would have been barred from their realms of gold;

Tennyson could not have scaled the walls of Camelot; Stephen Phillips

could not have brought us tidings from Circe's Isle.

Mr. Vaughn Moody, in " The Fire Bringer," then, would seem to have

justification for following in the track of .^^Sschylus, Shelley, and Goethe,

•seeking to revive the world-old story of Prometheus and the theft of

^re. Every age calls out a new translation of Homer, because every

•age has a new mood toward the old story. Witness the Renaissance

pouring through Chapman's Homer, and the stilted and corseted

-seventeenth century parading through Pope's. The Prometheus theme
also is ever fresh, for it is the ever-present collision of free will with

fate, of the spirit of man with blind Necessity. So from age to age the

story is told again and again.

^schylus in " Prometheus Bound " left us one of the sublime literary

monuments of antiquity, tlio it be merely a section of a trilogy or tetral-

ogy where only the central action is portrayed, without introduction or

•conclusion. Mrs. Browning gives us a translation of this tragedy—all

fire and foam—gives it in a free and beautiful way as one who tells

rapidly a vivid tale from memory. Goethe leaves vis only one mono-
logue of the drama he intended to write. Shelley finds in the Prome-
theus Unbound a theme suited to his temperament; and in his splendid

drama (which is to all other dramas what the Ninth Symphony is to all

other symphonies) he makes the old Titan typify the passionate revolt

of Humanity against the tyranny of Creed and Custom.
Mr. Moody gives a new note, not so poignant perhaps, not so vibrant,

as the strain of the older poets; but resilient with the questionings of

to-day that beat against that old Promethean cliff of fate. Unlike the

other poets—tho perhaps following the lost first ^schylean drama

—

Mr. Moody takes for his action the period before the chaining of Prome-
theus, a time anterior to the myths. Here he has a fresh field for his

high imaginings. At a first reading, so subtle are Mr. Moody's
dramatic movements, one may fail to get the drift and dimensions of

his drama. This is a fault. But on further study one catches the large-

ness of the theme and sees the fine and bold invention that fills that far-

off, rayless void of antiquity with eager men and women called out of

nothingness and old night.

Remote from human interest the place and people of the drama may
be—as remote as the scenes and characters of Southey's huge and now-
forgotten epics. But Mr. Moody succeeds in giving to the dim proce.s-

sion of his drama the same passions and pains and wistful wonderings
that harass the men and women of our own time, who still taste these

mortal tears and ask the meaning of the gift of days. The lofty tone
is held throughout. All is large and serene. There is everywhere the

high-bred manner and a fine feeling for words. At times lie says a
significant thing with unsurpassable simplicity of expression, which is

the mark of the great style.

TWO STORIES OF PRISON LIFE.
Mrs. Maybrick's Own Story: My Fifteen Lost Years. By Florence

Elizabeth Maybrick. Cloth, i2mo, 394 pp. Price, f 1.20 net. Funk & Wag-

Cloth, i2mo, 276 pp. Price, S1.50. The

nails Company.

Life in Sing Sing. By Number 1,500.
Bobbs-Merrill Company.

T T is fitting that there should have appeared among the many books
• filled with the joyful spirit of Christmas some that suggest the

pathos of life.

Mrs. Maybrick has a command of journalistic style that, in view of her
fifteen years of solitary confinement and hard labor, is most remarkable.

She begins her story in the approved manner of sensational description,

plunging dramatically iti tnedias res with an account of her arrest and
the emotions of outraged innocence that this action aroused within her;

but she gradually lifts her style to the literary plane, and toward the

close of the story, is writing passages that are worthy of preservation.

This for instance:

"My safety [from madness] lay, as I found, in compressing my
thoughts to the smallest compass of mental existence, and no sooner did
worldly visions or memories intrude themselves, as they necessarily
would, than I immediately and resolutely shut them out as one draws
the blind to exclude the light. But this exclusion of the world created
a dark background which served only to intensify the light that shone
upon me from realms unseen of mortal eyes. Lonely I was, yet I was
never alone."

Mrs. Maybrick made her outward life the exponent of this inward
light with wide-reaching results. Her example of unvarying neatness

and civility was imitated by her fel-

low prisoners, and her cell was ex-

hibited to visiting female warders
from county prisons all over Eng-
land, as a model on which every cell

should be patterned. Her book shows
that since liberation she is continuing

her altruistic life, working with all

her energies in the cause of prison re-

form. In a measure, let us hope, she

has in losing her life really found it,

exchanging a career of social pleasure

for a work of social regeneration.

FLORENCE ELIZABETH MAYBRICK.

Number 1,500 has also, it seems,
really "found himself" in prison.

Had he not been punished for his first

crime, he might have devoted his ex-

ceptional ingenuity to harmful pur-

suits, instead of applying them, as he
did in prison, to the amelioration of

the condition of his fellows, with the subjective result that his own life

was enriched beyond his own realization.

All the convicts in Sing Sing passed daily the prison press, lying idle

because of the law against contract prison printing. Only "Number
1,500" saw his chance. He writes:

" It was new and complete, attracting my longing gaze every time I

marched by it. If I only had that plant up State somewhere, I used to
say to myself, what a happy activity for myself I could create! Finally
the idea took form in my mind that I might be able to create it right
where it was."

He drew up a prospectus of a bi-weekly newspaper, " devoted to the

interest of Sing Sing Prison and its inmates," which should "act as a

moral and educative factor among the prisoners."

"Almost despairing of success," he submitted his proposition to the

authorities. The time was propitious, and to the great joy of the pro-

jector the plan was indorsed, and the paper, The Star of Hope as it

was called, was started under his management, achieved instant suc-

cess, and has fulfilled every purpose for which it was designed. "Its

indirect influence was also important. ... It lent to its writers a faith

in themselves, throwing new light on the duties and possibilities of life,''

even life in a prison.

From this experience, Number 1,500 acquired certain ideas concerning

the government of a prison which are well worth serious consideration.

" The man on entering prison should be made to earn the very shelter
that covers him. He should be made to earn his food, his clothing, his

bed, his soap and every article he uses, ... in the same way that a man
in any community must earn the means by which he lives."
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You Can Gain New Life

In this Great Temple of Health
ABSOLUTELY
FIREPROOF

SOLID AND
ENDURING

BUILT OF
STEEL, STONE, BRICK

COST
$1,200,000

THE BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM
THE BATTLE CREEK

SANITARIUM

SYSTEM COMPRISES:

Open-AIr Treatment

Cold-Air Gymnastics

Cross Country Walks

TobogganinK, 5keeing

5leiKh Rides, Skating

Swedish Gymnastics

General Health Culture

Attractive jMenu, Daintily
Served

Diet Kitchen

Prescribed Dietaries

£xtensiA'e Physiologic

Laboratories

School of Health

•Finsen Ray, X-Ray

'Baths of Every Sort, In-
cluding Nauheim Baths,
Electric Light Baths

Phototherapy

Massage and Mechanical
Movements

The Battle Creek

Sanitarium
is a place where people

eat for health, exercise for

health, sleep, dress, take

baths, learn to swim, get

sunburned and tanned in

the sun in summer, and

by the electric light in

•winter—do everj-thing for

health.

N(>r simply a medical hotel or resort, but the perfected result of thirty years' experience in sani-

tarium construction and management—a place where, by the aid of all the helps afforded by modern
ideas of hygiene, sanitation, and rational medicine, the patient is trained and educated out of liis

morbid state into a condition of health. A model building, absolutely fireproof, erected in 1903, with

electric lights, telephones, steam heat, and ventilating duct tor every room; all modern hotel appointments.

r A
EVERY POSSIBLE COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE FOR INVALIDS

One hundred suites with private baths.

Great Palm Garden with magnificent tropical growths.

A big Gymnasium and four large swimming baths.

Dining-room and Kitchen at top of house; no kitchen or hospital odors.

Uniform temperature, day and night ; a good supply of sweet, pure, crisp Michi-
gan air.

T'
HE Battle Creek Sanitarium has long been known throughout the United States, and to a consider-

able extent in foreign lands, as the foremost exponent and most complete representative among
medical institutions of the physiological method, not as an exclusive system, but as the true cura-

tive method. The physiological method makes use of all the natural agents which are essential to tlie

maintenance of vigorous life. An intelligent and experienced physician patient recently remarked: "I

note that the forces of nature are here utilized as the chief means of treatment, and more fully than I ever

before witnessed; and what more powerful agencies can be imagined than the forces of nature ?
"

Invalids Recover Health at Battle Creek
who have sought relief elsewhere without success. It is the most thoroughly equipped and comfortable

place for sick and tired people. Special provisions are made for the winter care of sick folks. Ex-

penses are moderate. Medical attention, baths, services of bath attendants, together with required

medical treatment, with room and board, all are included at no more than first-class hotel rates

DON'T 60 TO THE

GERM-LADEN

ATMOSPHERE

OF THE SOUTH

Michigan enjoys the ideal

"temperate" climate. The
sultry air of other latitudes

in July and August is

scarcely felt here. In

winter, the not too severe

cold weather " toning up "

is one of the best of vital

stimulants.

People often get sick in

pursuit of pleasure. Tiiere

is real pleasure in

getting well. Here

is the place to /^
find this

pleasu le.

O^/ THE

SANITARIUM

Battle Creek,

Mich.

for only room and board elsewhere.

SEND FOR. HANDSOME ILLUS
TRATED BOOKLET—FREE

Our 64-page booklet " D," containing more than 100 photographic glimp-

ses of this great Temple of Health and its surroundings, gives an interesting

account of the Battle Creek Sanitarium System of Health Culture for

sick and well. It will be sent free to all who sign the attached request

coupon and mail it to

Please mail to my
address below your

illustrated booklet " D "

as advertised in The Liter-

.-vRY Digest.

Name

Address

THE SANITARIUM, BATTLE CREEK. MICH.
Readers ot The lirrKKARr Pigkst arc asKed to mention the publication wnen writing to advertisers.
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A-R-E
SIXS

The Aim
of the

Wise Investor
is immediate and steady income,

plus ample security. Both qual-

ities are found in A-R-E SIX'S.

AN INTEREST-BEARING SECURITY
based upon carefully selected

New York City real estate is a
rational investment. It always
pays, and it does not hazard the

money invested. A-R-E SIX'S
have paid 6 per cent steadily for

seventeen years to thousands of

investors.

THE BEST SECURITY ON EARTH
is earth itself—real estate—above
all, New York City real estate

;

and it is this security—millions

of dollars' worth of it—including'

over six miles of lot frontage at

stations of the new Subway and
other rapid transit lines, which
.secures A-R-E SIX'S.
NEW YORK CITY REAL ESTATE
does not fluctuate ; it has for over 100
years been constantly growing in val-

ue, paying large profits on and increas-

ing the safety of any investment based
upon it. THE AMERICAN REAL
ESTATE CO. uses its funds solely in

this field and issues at par, for any
amount in multiples of ^100, its

SIX PER CENT CERTIFICATES
Principal and interest guaranteed by
Assets of over $7,000,000, including
Capital and surplus of over #1,100,000.
Interest semi-annually by coupons pay-
able at Chemical National Bank, New
York. Negotiable and transferable.

Liberal withdrawal privileges.

Map of^ew York City, showing the lo-

cation of our various properties along the Sub-
way and other circulars with full particulars
on request. Write today.

American Real Estate Co.
914 Dun Bldg., Mew York City

OFFICERS AND DIEECTORS
EDWIN K. MARTIN, President.

DYER B. HOLMES, Vice-President & Treasurer.
WILLIAM B. HINCKLEY, Secretary.

EDWARD B. BOYNTON. WILLIAM H. CHICKERING

JAMES COWDEN MEYERS, Counsel.

The Oldest Real Estate Corporaiion Doing Business in

New York City.

GEM NAIL
CPPPM

Owes its popularity

to proved facts- Complete
manicure set fits pocket or purse

—trims, files and rerhoves hang-nails better

than scissors or knife—Warranted Sterling

silver handle, $i.oo.

Send tuio-ci'nt utiuiipfiir "Can- «'' he Xuils."

H. C. COOK CO..
17 Main St., Ansonia, Ct.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
The Liter.aky Digest is in receipt of the follow-

ing books

:

" Facts about Violins and Violin-Making." Hans
Tietgen. (Published by author, New York, $0.25.)

' Seven Lamps for the Teachers' Way."—Frank A.

Hill. iCiinn&Co.)

"Songs of the Stars."— Rieman Baxley. (Pacific

Press Pub. Company.)

" Sceur Marie."—Mary Randall .Shippey. (Robert

Grier Cooke.)

' The Sunday-school."— Rev. Oscar S. Michael.

(Young Churchman Company, #1.50 net.)

" The Child."—Amy Eliza Tanner. (Rand, Mc-

Xally & Co.)

" A Study in Consciousness."- Annie Besant. (John

Lane. $1.50 net.)

'' Early Western Travels." Vol. X. —Reuben Gold

Thwaites. 1.Arthur H. Clark Company.)

' The Tower of Pelee."— Angelo Heilprin. (J. B.

Lippincott Company.)

' On Collecting Engravings, Pottery, Porcelain,

Glass, and Silver." -Robert IClward. ( I^ongmans,

Green & Co.)

" Life of Thomas Hart Benton."—William M.

Meigs. (J. B. Lippincott Company, Janet.)

"Diseases of Society." G. Frank Lydston, M.D.

(J. B. Lippincott Company, $3 net.)

" On Holy Ground." -William L. Worcester. (J.B.

Lijjpincott Company.)

" Isaac Pitman's .Shorthand Instructor."— Isaac Pit-

man. (Isaac Pitman & Sons, $1.50.)

" California and its Missions."— Bryan J. Cinch.

(The WhitakercSc Ray Co., 2 vols., $5 net.)

' Walter Pieterse."—Multatuli, translated by Hu-
bert Evans. (Friderici & Gareis, $1.50.)

Little Journeys: Thoreau." — Elbert Hubbard.
I Roycrofters, $0.25.)

CURRENT POETRY.
Phoebus Apollo.

By Guy Wetmore C.^rrvl.

Hear us, PhcEbus Apollo, who are shorn of contempt

and pride.

Humbled and crushed in a world gone wrong since the

smoke on thine altars died .

Hear us, Lord of the morning. King of the Eastern

Flame,

I )awn on our doubts and darkness and the night of our

later shame !

Tliere are strange gods come among us, of passion,

and scorn, and greed ;

T'liey are throned in our stately cities, our sons at

their altars bleed ;

Tlie smoke of their thousand battles hatli blinded thy

children's eyes,

.And our hearts are sick for a ruler that answers us not

with lies,

Sick for thy light unblemished, great fruit of Latona's

pain-
Hear us, Phoebus Apollo, and come to thine own

again !

( )ur eyes of earth grown weary, through the backward

ages peer.

Till, wooed by our eager craving, tlie scent of thy

birth grows clear,

And across the calm JEgenn, gray-green in the early

morn.

We hear the cry of the circling swans that salute the

god new-born—
The challenge of mighty Python, the song of thy

shafts that go

Straight to the heart of the monster, sped from the

loosened bow.

Again through the vale of Tempe a magical music

rings

The songs of the marching muses, the ripjjle of tin

gered strings I

But this is our dreaming only ; we wait for a stronger

strain :

Hear us. f^huebus .Apollo, and come to thine own
again !

MODEL ^GASOLINE
Four Cylinder, Bevel Gear Drive. Double
Ball Bearings. Pressed Steel Frame, Side

Entrances. Finish and Trimmings the

Finest. January Deliveries.

Our full line of Gasoline and Electric cars will

' be on exhibition at' the New York and

HATIONAL/AOTOH VEHICLE Ca
1018 East 22d Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

Your Brains Know
Then if YOU know your brains—the backbone
of inind—you will kiiow liovv yon do things. You
will know how the Brain acts through its cim-

nected natural physical forces to produce certain
results.

Don't go on guessing at things, and injuring

yourself, by a blind use of good gray matter,

(iet Erbes'
'

BRAIN BOOK
and learn the why and how to train the Real

conscious and subconscious mind in any direction

you desire ; learn to double the value and returns

of your education and thought. It's so plainly

written, so VITAL and HELPFUL toward REAL
SUCCESS that you should have it.

$1.30 2>ostpaid. Get it today.

THE PROMETHEAN PUBLISHER,
N. Rockwell & Crystal Sts., Chicago, Ills.

The
*

' Ocularscope
'

'

Free

Your Glasses at Wholesale
Examine your ouTi
eyes without an ocu-
list. Send (or our
"OCULARSCOPE. 'he
latest invention of the

20th century. SENT
FREE with our beautiful illustrated catalogue of specta-

cles and eyeglasses. MAIL ORDER ONLY. " Send to-day.

GRAND RAPIDS WHOLESALE OPTICIANS,
404 houseman Building, Orand Rapids, Mich.

We Can
Qualify
Yo\i For
The Civil
Service

If you nro an American
over 18 years of a^e anil
able to read and write, wf
can qualify you for a i/ood
t;overnment position. The
cost is low- Write rtt tmoe
for Civil Service Booklt^t.
State age.

International (orrt's. Schools

llox SSN C, Soranton, l*a.

Readers ol The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publicatiou wheu writing'- to advertisei-s.
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There are some amony us. Diviner, wlu) kimw not thy

way or will.

Sonit- of thy rebel children «ho bow to the stnmge

j;.>ds still.

Some that dream of oppression, and many that dream

of gold,

Whose ears are deaf to the music that gladdened the

world of old.

But we, the few and tlie faithful, we are weary of wars

unjust.

There is left no god of our thousand gods that we love.

iR-lieve, or trust :

In our courts is justice scolded at. in our senates gold

has sway.

And the deeds of our priests and preachers make mock
«>f the words they say !

Cardinals, kings, and captains, there is left none tit to

reign :

Hear us. Phiebus .Apollo, and come to thine own
again !

We have hearkened to creeds unnumbered, we have

given them trial and test.

And the creed of thy Delphic temple is still of them
all the best ;

Thy clean-limbed, lithe disciples, slender, and strong,

and young.

They swing of their long processions, the lilt of the

songs they sung.

Thine own majestic presence, pursuing the nymph of

dawn.

In thy chariot eastward blazing, by the swans and
griffons drawn :

The spell of thy liqiiid nuisic. once heard in the sjieed-

ing year

:

These are the things, (ireat .Archer, that we yearn to

see and hear.

For beside thy creed untarnished all others are stale

and vain !

Hear us, Phtcbus Apollo, and come to thine own
again

!

Monarch of light and laughter, honor, and trust, and
truth.

God of all inspiration. King of eternal vouth.

Wlu>se words are fitted to music as jewels are set in

gold.

There is need of thy splendid worship in a world
grown grim and old I

We have drunk the wine of ages, we are come to the

dregs and lees.

And the shrines are all unworthy where we bend re-

luctant knees ;

The brand of the beast is on us, we grovel, and grope,

and err.

Wake. Great god of the Morning, the moment has

C( me to stir!

The stars of our night of evil on a wan horizon wane :

Hear us, Phtcbus .\ix)llo, and come to thine own
again !

—From ' The Garden of Years"

Nature's Man.

Bv Robert Lovem.^n.

A thousand years doth Nature plan

Upon the making of a Man ;

She sweeps the generations through,

To find the patient, strong, and true;

She rends the surge of seven seas,

Rearing an humble Socrates

:

She burns a hundred years of sun,

Sealing the soul of Solomon.

A thousand years doth Nature plan

Upon the making of a Man ;

She sees the ages dawn apace,

Ere Moses rouse liis shackled race.

THF
UNIVERSITY
PRINTS

THE ONLY STUDENTS SERIES
The catalo,;ue alone i.s a valuable manual and ;ri idc

1 143 subjects in Greek and Italian art not published in any
other series. Handbook or outlines accompany each series.

THE MICHELANGELO ALBUM
begins our new Library Series, the largest and finest Prints
ever issued. Sold at one-tenth the price of the nearest
equivalent. Sample Print, 10 cents. Art Department,
Bureaj of Uniiersity Travel, 201 Clarendon St., Boston.

^Qii^ffouneediit
^do this!

Don't beg for every cent
you need. Don't growl
because you never have
a penny of your own.
Get to work and earn
your own spending
money, as six thou-
sand other boys are
doing it, selHng

The Saturday
Evening Post

All of our boys started this way—
What's to stop you from making

a week ? Now don't put this off.

:

after school hours. No, it isn't

hard work. It leaves you plenty
playtime. A few hours' work a

week and monzyyou' ZH' earned
will be jingling in your pocket, to

spend as you please. Now don't

let anybody say you
haven't the grit and
spunk of other boys.
Sitrightdown and write

us a letter to send you the com-
plete outfit. It's free, and in-

cludes 10 copies of The Post.
Sell these at 5c the copy, and
with those 50c you can buy
more copies at wholesale prices,

some are making $15 a week now
at least one, two or three dollars

The earlier you start the more you make as you go along.

$250 in Extra Cash Prizes
each month to boys who do good work.

The Curtis Publishing Company, 1091 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa

DIAMOND^
To protect the shoe-buying public from deception and to afford an easy,

et inconspicuous, means of identification, all Diamond Fast Color
Eyelets have been marked with a small diamond •" slightly raised

on the face of each eyelet.
When buying shoes, if you wish to feel assured that the eyelets

will always look new, never change color, and will

never turn brassy no matter how long or under
what conditions the shoes be worn, or what
price you paid for them, find

the diamond- on the eyelet.

This is a small itfvi. hut on iviportaiit

oru'.partifiilarly as the retail shor price
js not ehatii/ed 6// it. Yok can affont the

best xchen it casts you nothing extra.

EYELET CO., BOSTON. MASS.

Samples that will show you tlie Diamond and a
booklet teMin^^ how they are made, mailed free.

UNITED FAST COLOR

$30 Church Money
No Investment. No Risk. Send no Money.

If you wi.sli to laiseinotify quickty and eaail.v for any cliurch
purpose, seud us the photographs of your church and your
pastor aud we will reproduce them, together, In carbon pho-
tography on 200 satin finished, aluminum pin trays and send
trays to you express prepaid. Everybody wants this exqui-
site souvenir of church and pastor and your members quickly
sell them at 25 cents each. You keep $.'iO for your profit and
send us $20 in full payment for the 200 souvenirs. Send pho-
tographs (an.v size) and names to-day. Send no Money.
Your workers will sell all the souvenirs in tendays as hun-
dreds of others have and you can send us our money any
mne within a montli. Write and learn success of others.

New Method Co., 5633 So. Park Ave., Chicago. iTBfu sauplu tkay on bi^qcest

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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Delightful Mid -Winter Cruises
BY THE

Palatial Twln-Screw Cruising Steamer

"Prinzessin Victoria Lulse"
To the WEST INDIES

Lea\'ing New York February 2d and March 7th,

1905, duration from 24 to 28 days. Covering the

picturesque islands of the Caribbean Sea, includ-

ing Nassau, Cuba (Santiago and Havana),

Jamaica (Kingston), Porto Rico (San Juan), St.

Thomas, Barbados (Bridgeto«-n), Trinidad {Port

of Spain, Pitch Lake), Martinique (Fort de

France, St Pierre, Mt. Pelee), Venezuela (La

Guayra, Caracas, Valencia, Puerto Cabello),

Curacoa and Bermuda, Hamilton.
These cruises should appeal to all

lovers of Winter cruises under such
splendid conditions. Send for hand-

some illustrated book, which tells of

this and other attractive cruises.

Hamburg American Line

37 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Agencies in all Principal Cities

4

High-Grade MemoriaLls
should not be selected hastily or at hap-

hazard. Erected for all time, the problem

of material and design should be solved in

relation to the amount to be expended, and
the plot and its surroundings. This has been
the life-work of

J. L. Miller
(Successor to Thomas & Miller)

Quincy, Mass., U. S. A.

Write
me for

designs
and
estimaf

CASH FOR YOUR BOOKS
We pay cash for books in large or small quantities. If

you have an entire library for sale, or only a few vol-
umes of which you no longer have need, write us.

EXPERT APPRAISEMENT and CATALOGUING
Mr. Francis gives his personal attention and experience
to appraising and cataloguing libraries. Send foriatalof^ue.

EVERETT & FRANCIS CO.,
Jl« K. -iftA St.
.%!•:« VOKK.

Or Homer or sweet Shakespeare sing,

Beside his deep eternal spring

;

The centuries rise in reverence when
Buddha doth come unto his men.

A thousand years doth Nature plan

Upon the making of a Ivian
;

She fills his heart with fire and faith,

She leaves him loyal unto death
;

She lights his lustrous, loving eye

With flashes of immortality;

She adds one more undying name
Upon the heated scroll of Fame.
—Front " Songsfrom a Georgia Gardeji.

Unity.

By John Greenleaf Whittier.

[This poem was written by Mr. Wliittier while he
was a guest at the Asquam House. A fair was being
held in aid of the little Episcopal church at Holder-
ness. and people at the hotel were asked to contribute.
These lines were Whittier's contribution, and the
ladies in charge of the fair received ten dollars for
them. They were written in an album now in the
possession of a niece of Whittier's Philadelphia
friend, Joseph Liddon Pennock. S. T. Pickard.]

Forgive, O Lord, our severing ways,

The separate altars that we raise.

The varying tongues that speak Thy praise 1

Suffice it now. In time to be

Shall one great temple rise to Thee,

Thy church our broad humanity.

White flowers of love its walls shall climb,

Sweet bells of peace shall ring its chime,

Its days shall all be holy time.

The hymn, long sought, shall then be heard,

The music of the world's accord.

Confessing Christ, the inward word !

That song shall swell from shore to shore,

One faith, one love, one hope restore

The seamless garb that Jesus wore !

AsQUAM House, Holderness, N. H.
Seventh Month, 28, 1883.

PERSONALS.
Hit by Seventeen Bullets.— Kirinchenko, a Rus-

sian, is probably the most thoroughly shot-to-pieces

man who has survived the present war. He arrived at

Moscow recently from Harbin, says a despatch to the

New York Evening Post, where, after weeks in the

hospital, the doctors extracted seventeen bullets from

him, amputated one leg, and discharged him as cured.

He gave his experience as follows :

It was at Liaoyang that I was put out of commission

for good. On the evening of September 2 we had been

ordered to attack some of the Japanese trenches. We
had to cross a good piece of open ground under a heavy

cross fire, and there were men falling every step from

the time we broke cover to the minute we rushed the

trenches at the point of the bayonet. Nothing hap-

pened to me until we were close to the Japanese lines,

when I got a bullet in my right foot that brought me
down. From that time I was no more good except as

a target, but I must say I drew a good deal of Japanese

ammunition, if that counted for anything.

Our fellows went on and carried the Japanese

trenches on the left in a hand-to-hand fight. But

there was a long line of works on the right that we did

not take, and where they kept on shooting. They were

tlie people who did for me. I was on the ground with

my teeth chattering, mostly with pain. Scared ? Of
course I was. It seemed to me when those fellows on

the right found I wasn't dead they didn't take an inter-

est in shooting at anything but me. That probably

wasn't so, but that was the way it seemed at the time.

Anyhow, I made up my mind to get out, and crawled

along toward the trenches where our men had gone

over the top. As no one came back I thought they

must have captured them. I hadn't more than started

going until a bullet in my right shoulder rolled me over

again. I got my gun in my left hand and kept on

crawling. Then I got shot in the left leg just above

the knee. Then two or three bullets got me in the

right leg. I dropped my gun and helped myself along

with my left hand. But they must have thought I was
having too easy a time of it, for I got shot through the

At Factory Prices
On Aiiproval—to lie rcluiued at our expense if not saUsfaclory.

Only $25.00 \S^.
beautiful Bulf.t. Would
cost at ri-tiiil %'L'i.m.
Choice Quarter-sawed
Golden Oak ; piano pol-
ish ; hand-cut carvings;
French bevel mirror, 40x
12 inches; roll -drawer
fronts, cross- blinded ;one
drawer plush lined ; solid
brass trimmings ;_ ball-
beariue casters. 46 inches
wide, 60 inches high.

for this Luxnri-

K.ickcr-would cost $£000 at
retail. Covered with our
Reliable Old Oak genuine
leather; best long-tempered
steel springs, softly padcicil
with curled horsehair. Width
38 inches. Height 41 inches.

^IQ 7R buys this
aiOi 19 polished
Golden Oak 48 inch
Desk. Quarter-sawed
front ; built up writ-
ing bed, tablets and
panels ; large center
drawer with Yale
lock; right-hand
lower drawer par-
titioned for books.
Pigeon Hole boxes,
8Kc. each extra.

WE PAY FREIGHT
east of Omaha and
north of Tennessee-

points beyond equalized.
CATAI.OGl E A. Library and Office—fATALOGlTE R, Din-

ing-Room—t'ATAI.OGlE C, Bed-Hoom Furniture—sent
FREE, if jou address 61 N. Ionia St.

GRAND RAPIDS FIRNITIRE MFG. CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

The otify GRAND PRIZE for
Vegetables at ST. LOUIS was

won by products of

Burpee's Seeds
If you garden you
want THE BEST

and we shall be pleased to mail you

Burpee's Farm Annual for 1905

an elegant ne:a book of lyS pages,
which tells the plain truth, with
hundreds of illustrations, beautiful

colored plates and describes Superb
Novelties of unusual merit. Write
to-day ! A postal card will do, while

it is sufficient to address simply

Burpee, Philadelphia
W. ATLEE BtTRPEE & CO.

The World's Largest Mail-Order Seed Trade

DIAMONDS

WHY NOT ^ ?"?
1905 by '

JLsavingsome money ! The
best way to save is to buy a
Diamond through the "Loftis Way."
Easy monthly payments and 20 per cent
annual Increase in value is certain, or 17 per cent
more than Saving Banks pay. Send for our Catalogue
and select the Diamond you want. We will send It at
once with all charges paid. If you like It, pay one-flfth
of the price and keep It, sending the balance to us la
eight equal monthly payments. Write today for the
finest Diamond.Watch and Jewelry Catalogue published.

Wlniieraofthe(;4>LI»MEDAli
at St. LouIh ExpoHitton*

X PIT lHamond Cuttero and
U liU< Maiiiifuc'tiirliig Jewclem.

fiept. A.41, 82 to 98 State Street, ClUCAGU, ILL.

IQ. vv atcu

LOFTIS"-

At tlip same prieo no others oontnin so innch.
^ol«l as tli<> Kr<-ini>iitz l>lated Collar Button.
Kasily liultoned. <-asil.y iinbuttoiipfl. Ntays but-

toned, liooklct for postal Klvinsniuoli Informa-
tion. Krenientz «k Co., 63 Chestnut St., Newark. N. J.
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TH E chief consideration in buying a dia-

mond is not the [rice quoted, but the real

value of the goods offered, which is de-
termined by the greatest brilliancy, the purest
color, perfection in cut, shape and polish.

These nigh qiulities you-will find in our goods.
Any article illustrated in our catalogue will

be sent by express without charge for your
examination.

Our Terms are 20 per cei\t.

down and 10 per cent.

per month.
Transactions strictly confidential.
Every purchase fully guaranteed.

Liberal Exchanges.

We are ihe Oldest Diaiiiond HonHO in

the trade, having been established since 1X43,
and the fact th<tt we import diamonds In the
rough state and cut and poli.-ih ihtm in our
own lapidaries enphles us to supply the finest
gems at a saving >f iTt to 25 per <ent.
Write for our new catalogue, Edition 13- a
Uiatnond Authority. Sent Free.

J.M.LYON&CO.
65. 67,69 NASSAUST.NCWYORK

SE,PIA
tones are easily obtained on
Velox Paper by the use of

VELOX
FcE,-developi:r
A new, simple process.

50 cents, at the dealers.

Nepera Division,
EASTMAN KODAK CO.

Rochester, N. Y,

Miss G. E. Mason's Suburban School for Girls.

THE CASTLE,
T ii r r y t o « n - « n -

Hudsuii. .\. V. An
ideal school. Advan-
tages of N. Y. city. All
departments. Special
courses in .\rt. Music,
Literature, Languages,
etc. For illustrated
circular V, address,

>Uss C. E. Mason, LL.M.

SEE THAT CLIP?
THE XIAGAKA CLII' liolds pe-

curely from the thinnest sheet
of paper up to K in. in thickness,
andean be used overand overagain.
Better than pins for filing letters,
records, cards, etc. Avoid unsightly
pinholes in attaching second letters,
business cards, checks, drafts, in-
voices, etc Put up in boxes ot loo
especially for desk convenience.
Sample box 15 cents, postpaid.

NIAGARA CLIP COMPANY, 37 Park St., N. Y

left shoulder, and that brought me down flat. There
was nothinK for it then but to wriggle along like a

>nake on my breast and stomach. I kept on getting

•-hot in my right leg, but all the feeling had gone out

>f it, so I didn't mind that much. The last time I rec-

ollect getting hit was agtiin in the left shoulder.

It was just dawn by the time I got to the trenches,

,ind when I finally wriggled over the top I thought they

were full of Japanese. But it happened what Japanese
uniforms 1 saw were on corpses, and the live people

were talking Russian, so I yelled for help. The men
took me to a bandaging station two miles away, and
the doctors didn't think I was much good keeping. 1

had thirteen bullets in my riglit leg and side, and four

scattered aroimd other parts of me. But they tied me
up and sent me on to Harbin, where they cut my leg

off. So here I am, crippled ; but that is better than

being dead or a prisoner.

A Jolin Allen Story.- Private John Allen, the

Mississippi Congressman, says the New York Sun,

was making a strong effort to secure the removal of a

Republican postmaster and the appointment of a

Democrat during one of the administrations of Mr.

Cleveland. He made two futile calls at the White

House and the third time the President said rather

bluntly:

' Mr. Allen, the civil-service rules seem to apply in

this case and it is useless for you to keep insisting on

the removal of this postmaster."

Allen was silent for a moment and then he said

:

" Mr. President, I don't want to take up your time

by recalling that in your campaign I left my beloved

State and stumped for you in New York, nor do I care

to estimate to what e.xtent the twenty-seven speeches

I made up there were responsible for the i.ioo majority

by which you carried the State and won your election.

" Neither do I wish to recall my exhibition of joy on

that election night—an e.xhibition which resulted in

my wife's not speaking to me for a week. But Mr.

President, I just want to tell you a little story before

I go.

" Down in my district a fairly wealthy farmer died

and his kin began squabbling over the estate. The
man's son hired me as his attorney and the case

dragged through the courts.

" One day the son came into my office and asked me
if he couldn't e.xpect a settlement soon, as his money
was nearly gone.

"'It's no use, Jim,' I said, 'you can't hurry the

Supreme Court of the great State of Mississippi.'

" The young fellow sat for a minute or two with his

head resting in his hands and then he got up to go.
"

' Mr. Allen,' he said, ' do you know, sometimes I

wish father hadn't died ! '

"

.Mien didn't get that postmastership for his man,

but he got a better political plum within a week.

The Simple I.lfe.—One of the greatest charms of

the late Senator George F. Hoar which especially en-

deared him to his countrymen, we are told by T/te

VouiA's Companion , was his simplicity and genuine-

ness.

" I have never got over being a boy," he wrote a year

or two ago. " It does not seem likely that I ever shall.

I have to-day, at the age of three score and sixteen, less

sense of my own dignity than I had when, at sixteen,

I w^alked for the first time into the college chapel at

Harvard, clad as the statute required in a ' black or

black-mi.xed coat, with buttons of the same color,' and

the admiring world, with its eyes on the venerable

freshman, seemed to me to be saying to itself, ' Ecce

caudam !
' (Behold the tail.)

"

" I never inlierited any wealth, nor had any," he said

at another time, replying to a statement circulated at

Pittsburg that he was a rich man and out of sympathy

CALIFORNIA INFORMATION
California is a big State ; large of area, rich in natural

wealth, tremendous m its scenic features and with a future

full of great promise. Every American is more or less

interested in knowing about this wonderful commonwealth.
A forty page folder with more than half a hundred

beautiful illustrations and a complete map of the State in

colors, has been issued by the Chicago & North-Westem
Railway. It contains in condensed and interesting form a
mass of information on various subjects of interest, inclu.

ding a list of hotels at California tourist points with their

rates, capacity, etc. Sent to any address on receipt of four

cents in stamps. W. B. Kniskem, Passenger Traffic

Manager, C. & N.-W. Ry., Chicago.

$10,00 SAVED
Purchase $10.00 worth of

Larkin Soaps
and receive a

$10 Premium FREE
Factory- to -Fiimily dealing saves more

money than yon think, and will assist in fur-
ni.shing your home without cost. With your
$10.00 -selection of Larkin Laundry and Toilet
Soaps, Toilet Articles, Flavoring Extracts
and other Household Necessities, you receive
the many middlemen's saved profits and ex-
penses in a valuable 810.00 premium free

—

hundreds to choose from. Yoti get a retail
value of $20.00 with each $10.00 purchase-
just twice what the retailer gives you.

ijfpri

^fe

.^wmm
White Enameled Steel, Brass-Trimmed Bed No. 1 0.
Haiiilsonie in (lesisin ami tiiiisli. .'^trimt; anil durable.

Kree lor using or scUiiik' $10.00 worth of Larkin
I'roduclB.

LARKIN COMBINATION CASE
If preferred, you may select $10.00 worth

from forty Household Necessities
80 bars Sweet Home Soap $4.00
5 bars White Woolen Soap 3.'S

8 pkgs. Horaxine Soap Powder 80
5 bars Honor Bright Scouring Soap 25

Maid o' the Mist Bath Soap 50
Modjcska Toilet Soap... 60"

.30

10 bars
doz,

i'? doz.
% doz,a

Old English Castile Soap,
Elite Glycerine Toilet Soap 25
Creme Oatmeal Toilet Soap 25
Borated Tar Soap 25
.Safeguard Carbolic Soap 25
World's Work Toilet Soap 10

1 stick Larkin Shaving Soap 10
1 3-oz. lM)ttlo Derma Balm—skin-lotion. .25

bottle Violet Toilet Water 50
jar Cold Cream .25
bottle Vanilla Flavoring Extract .30
bottle Tooth Powder 20
box Talcum Powder 15
bottle Glycerine 10
box Silver Polish 05
can Larkin Liquid Stove Polish .10
Larkin Shoe Polish—Black paste .10

% doz.
y. doz.

% doz.
% doz

1 4-oz.

I 2-oz.

1 2-oz.

1 2-oz.

1 3-oz.

1 2-oz.

1 3-oz.
1 8-oz.

1 box
Added to which is the present-for-cash of

60 cents' worth extra of Products. $10.00

THIRTY DAYS' TRIAL
Larkin Products and Premiums always please.

Money refunded if any Product or Premium
is unsatisfactory after thirty days' trial.

Send Trial Order, or Write for Premium List 72
It's full of interest—over 600 premium ofTers.

Established, 1875. Buffalo, N. Y.

To Cas Engine Operators
Dynamo Ignition.

Motsinger Auto-Sparker
i^Ho hattery to start or run. Theorfginali
^48pee(1-controlle<l frictioQ-drive Dynamo.
'" Driven parallel with engine shaft. No

belts. No beveled pulley or beveled
fly wheel necessary. For make and
break and jump-spark system.Water
and dust proof. Fully Guaranteed.
MOTSINGER DEVICE MFG. CO.,

67]V1:iin Street, Pendleton, Ind., U.S.A.

VAPOR

—

GAS LAMPSTHE"NULITE"
A 20th-CVntnry evolution in the art of lighting. Entirely new,
100 candle power, 7 hours one cent. Superior to electricity or

"" gas and cheaper than coal oil. No trouble to keep
clean, absolutely safe. Sella atsight. We also manu-
facture table lamps, wall lamps, chandeliers, store and
street lamps. Aefnts wanted atonce. .Write for free

catalogue and prices. We manufacture all kinds and
grades of mantles. If you buy them direct from as we
will save you dealers' pi ofi ta. Prices sent upon request.

Chlcaeo Soiar I^tght Co. , Peijt' B, Chleago>
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MAKE A STOVE of

your LAMP or GAS JET
by attiiching a

GIANT
HEATER
getting Heat and Light at One Cost

The Giant Heater so applied will

heat any ordinary room in zero
weather, without interfering with
the light.

.

I

Economical, as no more gas or oil is

1 consumed with our heater attached.
This heater is a scientifically con-

structed brassglobe that accumulates,
intensifies, and radiates the heat fnim

jour central-draught lamp or gas jet that ordinarily
goes to waste—giving a thorough and uniform heat.
Attracts cold air on the vacuum principle, thoroughly

warming, purifying, and circulating the air. No odor,
no ashes, or trouble.
The Giant Heater is easily applied to any himp

chimney, gas jet, or any mantle burner (artificial or
natural gas. Absolutely no danger as heater in no
way interferes with the combustion.
There isn't a home in the country that does not at

some time of the year need a Giant Heater—and some
need it all the time—for the bathroom, su-k-rooiii, bed-
room, den, or office : for light cooking, heating water
for shaving, warming babies' food, etc.

'One night last April we were awakened aii.l rminil nne of our

chiUlren with a raging fever. My hu^hand lighted tlie himp. our

Giant Heater on. and we soon had hot water to apply on child.

Had we wailed for water to heat on stove 1 am sure the httle one
would have been in convulsions."

—

Mrs. G. R. Petty, Cham-
piij?n. Illinois.

Ou Round >Vick
Lump

I

Price

Send to-day for a heater—we will sem)
It by fir.»>t express, or nmil. all charges prt--

pniii. Fully guaranteed.
Il'vou want more information >*end lor

ii.H.klet,

Polished Itrass Complete, .«1..'>0

-f Mrkel-plliled on Kr»>>, $2.U0

4;i.l.\T HK.ITKK f«.
S^ ?Ionmuuth St., Sprin^lield, Mass. Ou (<us Flame

First Mortgage Farm Loans

\Ve have them for sale ^'200 to ^2, .500 running for five
years. Interest pafd promptly annually. VVe make
these loans with our own money and sell them as
chance may offer, hence have nothing to sell that is

not good enough security for our own money. \\'e
inspect every piece of land before placing a loan on
same, and never loan to exceed 40 per cent, of actual
selling value. We have been makingthese loans since
18K1 Never lost a dollar for an investor yet. Send for
booklet "We're Right on the Ground." 1'28 page de-
scriiitive matter of the country, complete descriptive
list of on-hand loans, etc. We are reliable and finan-
cially responsible. Can you sell our loans to investors?

E. J. LANDER & CO., Box 8. Grand Forks, N. D.

OASM BUYER
WAITING FOR YOUR

REAL ESTATEor BUSINESS
No matter where located send me a full
description of the property, name your
I'lwest cash price, and my quick-sale
->stemwill get you the money. Don't
hesitate. Don't think I can't do it. Try
me! Established 1881. Bank references.
Write me to-day. FlUVK I'. n,F.VEI.AM>.
1 . 7S'28 .i<lums Kxju-ess Huilduit;, t'hieftiro, Ills.

Known all over the world
as a s tattle cough and

voice loxengcm

DEAF
Kxpert Lip Reiider, absolutely deaf \h years ; more
oral pupils oflered than accepted. Teaches hard-of-
heariug persons most practical, inteie-stuig and inex-
|)eusive method hv mail.

I>, I.II>>IA\.\, P. O. Ilrawpr 3G1)4. Boston

with the people. " My share of my father's estate was
about ten thousand five hundred dollars. All the in-

come-producing property I have in the world, or ever

have had, yields me a little less than eighteen hundred

dollars a year. With that e.\ception, tlie house where

I live and two or three vacant lots constitute my whole

worldly possessions.

As to office-holding and working, I think there are

few men on this continent who have put so much hard

work into life as I have. I went one winter to the Mas-

sachusetts House of Representatives when I was twen-

ty-five years old, and one winter to the Massachusetts

Senate when I was thirty. The pay was two dollars a

day at that time. ... I have been in Washington
twenty years as Representative and Senator, the whole

time getting a little poorer year by year. During all

this time I have never been able to hire a house in

Washington. My wife and I have experienced the va-

rying fortunes of Washington boarding-houses, some-

times very comfortable, and a good deal of the time

living in a fashion to which no Pittsburg mechanic

earning two dollars a day would subject his family.

" The chief carnal hrxury of my life is in breakfast-

ing every Sunday with an orthodox friend, a lady who
has a rare gift for making fishballs and coffee. You
unfortunate and beniglited Pennsylvanians can never

know the exquisite flavor of the codfish, salted, made
into balls and eaten of a Sunday morning by a person

w-hose theology is sound and who believes in all the five

points of Calvinism. I am myself but an unworthy

heretic ; but I am of Puritan stock of the seventh gen-

eration, and there is vouchsafed to me also some share

of that ecstasy and a dim glimpseof that beatific vision.

Be assured, my benighted Pennsylvania friend, that in

that hour when the week begins, all the terrapin of

Philadelphia or lialtimore and all the soft-shelled crabs

of the Atlantic shore might pull at my trousers legs

and thrust themselves on my notice in vain."

MORE OR LESS PUNGENT.
Not ReaUy Literary. — Mk. Buppums: "I see

that they have indicted twenty-four bookmakers in

New York City."

Mrs. BiippuMs: "And yet New York has been so

proud of having fifty Carnegie libraries!"— Brooklyn

Life.

The Great Question.—Fond Young Mother
(with first-born): " Now, which of us do you think he

is like ?

"

Friend (judicially) :
" Well, of course, intelligence

has not really dawned in his countenance yet, but he's

wonderfully like both of you !"

—

Puiuli.

Certain of One Thing.—" Well, little boy," said

the kind-hearted dentist, " does the tooth hurt you ?
"

" I don't know whether it's the tooth or whether it's

just me," groaned the boy. " But I'm blamed sure

tliat if you'll separate us the pain'Il go away."'

Still he howled lustily when the dentist effected the

separation.— Chicago Tribune.

Tommy's Idea of It.

—

W'en my Pop talks of Standard Oil

It makes my heart beat faster,

I'ur fear I'll git some, 'cause I know
Tlie standard oil is castor.

—Catholic Standard and Times (Philadelphia).

Trouble About Due.—Said a nervous passenger

to the mother of a howling imp in the express train :

" Madam, is there anything any of us can do to pac-

ify your little boy ?"

" Oh, thank you. yes," said the mother of the spoilt

BERMUDA AND THE "BEKMUDIAN."
Now that the northern states are in the grip of winter,

Bermuda, that liitle Arcadia where everythina; is beautiful

either in form, color, or odor, attracts attention. Thither
the Quebec Steamship Company maintains a weekly ser-

vice with well-appointed steamships, of whicli the new
Bermudiaii, a twin-.'crew steel vessel of 5,500 tons burden,
represents the acme of marine architecture. From New
York the trip is now made in 48 hours.

Bsrmudian life is essentially out of doors. The mean
temperature is 65° Fahrenheit. Persons who wish to

escape the rigors of winter, who love the beautilul, and
who enjoy the quiet simple life which this idyllic spot

affords should send tor the descrip'.ive booklet on Bermuda
recently jjublished by the Quebec Steamship Company;
it may be had for the asking from their agents, A. E.
Outerbridge & Co., 3g Broadway, New York. The winter-

season passenger rates are very moderate, and range from
three cents a mile upward. Round-trip tickets good for

six months may be had for $50.

$50,000 5%
First Mort^a^e Gold Bonds
The Carroll Light, Heat & Power Company of{ei^ the unsold

portion of its entire issue of $IOU,OUO of bonds.

The company has been selling electric light and power
for sixteen years and furnishing hot-water heating lor lour
years in Carroll, Iowa, County Seat of Carroll County. The
company is operating under twemy-five-year franchises,
from 1903, without remuneratioti to the city, and has no
competition in the lighting and heating business. The
duplication value of the plant is about $175,000. The net
earnings last fiscal year were over four and a half times the
interest charge on its bonds. 1 mprovements made last year
have doubled the capacity of the plant.

Net earnings for October. 1904 - S5.090.00
" November, "

- 6.027.30

December, " - 6,477.30
Bonds dated April 4, icp4, due 1924. Denomination

;?i,ooo.oo. Interest April and October. Redemption op-
tional after October, 19^7, at 105 and interest.

American Trust & Savings Banl(, Trustee
These bonds are offered to investors desiring an abso-

lute first mortgage investment on a Public Utility proposi-
tion. They are as safe as mortgages on any farm in Carroll
County. The company is selling its bonds direct to inves-
tors at an attractive price and full particulars as to the
property—business and price, will be promptly furnished by
Charles E. Temple, Vice-Pres., Grand Rapids, Mich., or
Bond Dept., American Trust & Savings Bank, Chicago, Ills.

OUR GUARANTEE
We will send you by prepaid

expres.s an Evans Vacuum Cap
to use thirty days, and all we
ask of you is to deposit the
price of the appliance in any
bank in Saint Louis during the
trial period, subject to your
own order.

If you do not cultivate a
sufficient growth of hair with-
in this time to convince you
that this method is effective,
simply notify the bank and

they will return your de-
posit.

The effect of the vacuum
is pleasant and exhilarat-
ing. Jt gives the scalp
vigorous exercise with-
out rubbing and induces

free and active circulation without the use of drugs
or lotions.

EVANS VACUUM CAP CO.
440 Fullerton BIdg, 5t. Louis, Mo.

PETER MOLLERS
COD LIVER OIL

is scientifically prepared under the

most improved method, insuring

cleanliness in every detail of manu-
facture, and consequently is

PURE—SWEET—DIGESTIBLE.

No disagreeable taste or odor and
Always Produces Satisfactory Results

SOLD ONLY IN FLAT. OVAL BOTTLES.
BEARING NAME OF

SchieffeiinSCo.New YorK, Sole Agents

Tehit)te^Cldsp$

NevcrHurt

Your Glasses
Do they hurt ? Are they
shaky? Temple Clasps
"stay put" so they won't
fall off, yet so gently you
forget they are on. Ko
piurh nor pull anywhere.
liriiuties too. Our book,

"Eye-Lot,'ii'." tells all about them and it's FREE.
ItKIG(;S OI'TK'AI. ((>., :iol-l>. Triangle Blile., Itochester, N. Y.

A 1000 years of mistakes and then the

the closet with a slant, the only sort p^ ,

of cimstruction that is healthy,
i
"^^

clean, comfortable. The NATURO "

is the only improvement made in
water Closets .since the style TOU
know was conceived. Areii'tyou in-

ters sted m knowing ' Wliy ? " Write
f,.r b.ioU- D. It tells >M (I'tMil. ^-ith

illustruiions. THE X.*TI'RO CO., Salpin, IV. J
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<hild. '• You see, the dear little pet just wants to

throw his jam t.irt at the jussengers. and I was afraid

they wouldn't like it. Please to stand where you are.

Now. stop crying, darling. This kind gentleman

wants to play with you."— Tit-BUs.

There was no Need tar Talking. — " Does the

baby t.ilk yet ?
" asked a friend of the family.

•• No." replied the baby's disgusted little brother-

" the b.iby doesn't need to talk."

" Doesn't need to talk ?
"

" No. .Ml the baby has to do is to yell, and it gets

everything there is in the house that's worth having.'

— TH-Bils.

A flentle Knock.—" Please, sir," pleaded the 1
1'

gar, I'd like to get a square meal. I
"

Here, poor fellow," said Kloseman, " here's a i^enny

for you."
" Oh, thank you, sir ; but, pardon me, you haven't got

a dyspei)sia tablet about you, have you? I always

suffer when I overeat."— Philadelphia Press.

How About It.— Miss Row (.coldly): " No, sir,

I have no use for love like yours
!

"

Mr. Phoxv (eagerly): "Then you return it?"—
•Cleveland Leader.

Too Much Water.—
Mary had a little lamb,

.\nd it was full of vim ;

It got in Wall Street. That's the end—
The lamb it couldn't swim.

—Yonkers Statesman.

A Susrgestlon.—" This pay-roll is too big," ex-

claimed the manager of the " Hamlet " company.
*' Can't we get along with less people ?

"

" You might give up the ghost.'' suggested one of the

gravediggers.

.And the manager, wrongly thinking the suggestion

referred to himself, discharged the himiorist instanter.

— Tit-Bits.

TRAVEL TRAVEL

Current Events.

Foreign.

Russo-Japanese War.

January 2.—The terms for the surrender of Port
.\rtnur ate concluded at a conference between
the aides of the opposing gen';raLs. It is reported
from Mukden that an attempt by the Japanese
to force the Russian center had been repulsed
with heavy loss. Rohdestvensky's squadron of
five battle -ships and three cruisers arrive at
Sainte- Marie, Madagascar.

January 3.—The Japanese take possession of Port
Arthur; by terms of surrender the Russian offi-

cers are paroled, but the privates and non-com-
missioned officers are taken prisoners. Des-
patches from St. Petersburg declare that no offer
of peace, except one directly from Japan, would
be considered.

January 4.—The Japanese, according to reports,
found 20,000 sick and 5,000 able soldiers in Port
.Arthur. Japanese officials in Tokyo declare that
talk of peace is futile, and that preparations are
under way for a continued campaign on land
and sea.

Januarv 5.— St. Petersburg reports that Admiral
Rohdestvensky's flag-ship, the battle-ship A'w/as
Souraroff.sXtM.zV. a rock and foundered off Mad-
agascar. It is announced that General Stoessel
w-ill be court-martialed when he reaches St. Pe-
tersburg. The agitation for reform in Russia
has increased to such an extent that it is believed
that internal affairs may force her to conclude
peace.

January 6.—Japanese naval experts hope to save
several of the Russian ships sunk at Port
Arthur.

January 7.—The Japanese Emperor issues a procla-
mation thanking General Nogi and his army.
Details of the interview between Generals Nogi

J and Stoessel tell of the mutual esteem voiceci by
the commanders at Port Arthur.

January 8. — General Nogi repoits the total number
of prisoners taken at Port .Arthur as 87S officers
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and 23,491 men; Generals Fock, Smirnoff, and
Gaibatoivsky and Rear Admiral Wiren decline
to give their parole and will go to Japan as pris-
oners with their men.

Other Foreign News.
January 2.—A letter is published in the London

Tivtcs which Count Tolstoy wrote to the Czar
about three years ago urging reforms in Russia.

January 3.—The Sultan prohibits the sale of Bibles
on the streets of Turkish cities.

January 5.—The home of the British consul outside
Tangier is again attacked by Moorish brigands.

January 6.—The Archbishop of Canterbury refuses
a request of American churches that he use his
influence to have the educational ta.\ removed
from British non-conformists.

January 7.— General von Trotha reports a German
victory after fifty hours' fighting against 1,000
Witbois at Grossnabas, Southwest Africa.

Domestic.

Congress.
January i,.—Senate : The Statehood bill is taken

up; Senator Foraker offers an amendment to
the bill, which is believed to outline a plan of
action of opposition to the pending measure.
Senator Newlands offers a resolution providing
for a commission to draw up an act to consoli-
date all the railroads under government control.

House : Representative Baker, of New York,
offers a resolution proposing an investigation of
the conduct nf the Secretary of the Navy in the
matter of railroad rebates.

January 'i.—Senate: The Statehood bill is discussed
and bills are passed providing for the reorgani-
zation of the medical corps of the army, for pro-
motion in the ordinance corps, and for better
quarters for consuls.

House: Representative Livingston's resolution
calling on the Department of Agriculture for
the facts on which its cotton forecast was based
is tabled after a long debate; the Hill currency
bill is discussed.

January 6.

—

Senate: The nomination of William D.
Crum to be Collector of the Port of Charleston,
S. C, is confirmed.

House: The Fortifications Appropriation bill is

passed.

Other Domestic News.

January 2.^Denver Republicans claim that iS,ooo
spurious ballots were cast for Adams.

January 3.—The Navy Department at Washington
issues a statement declaring the present war has
proven the supremacy of battle-ships.

The federal court at Philadelphia reverses the
restraining order obtained by E. H. Harriman
in the New Jersey courts in the Northern .Secu-

rities case, and decides that the Northern Pacific
stock should be distributed.

The President objects to the incorporation of Sec-
retary Morton's isooling plan as corollary to the
scheme to abolish rebates.

Governor Pennypacker, of Pennsylvania, asks the
legislature to enact a law which would allow the
suppression of newspapers as common nuisances.

January 4.—Attorney-General Moody, in his brief in

the Beef trust case in the Supreme Court, declares
that a comjjlete monopoly exists controlling the
prices of cattle and meat.

Theodore Thomas dies at Chicago.

January 5.— President Roosevelt addresses the For-
est Congress on the necessity for preserving the
timber.

Governor Douglas, of Massachusetts, recommends
tariff revision in his first message to the legisla-

ture, and urges the appointment of a commission
to report on the subject.

January 6.—Arguments in the Beef trust case are
begun in the United States Supreme Coiut.

January 7.—At a conference between President
Roosevelt and Republican leaders it is decided
to postpone tariff revision until fall.

The Colorado legislature declares Alva Adams
elected governor.
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DU.EST."]

Problem 1,022.

F. .\. L. Kl'skop.

Rbck—5^ven Piece's.

n« t ^^

t . 1
ii >

m^m
t - - B 1

T 1
.

' %^m m,

White -Eight Pieces.

S; 3SPS2: 2p4b; 7R; 4k3; sBRiPiri;
6 P I ; 3 K 2 Q 1.

White mates in two moves.

Problem 1,023.

L. Vetesnik.

Rhick— Eleven Pieces.

White Ten Pieces.

S ; 2 p 5 ; 2 P R b I I' H ; r P 2 k p i Q ; P p 3 r 2 !

iBpp3p; ib4PK;S.
White mates in three moves.

Solution of Problems

No. 1,014. Key-move : Q—K B 5.

No. 1,015.

R—Q 8 R X B ch R-Q 5, mate

Kt-Bs KxR

R—R 8, mate

Px R

R Q R 8 R X P, mate

Kt other Any

Solved by the Rev. I. W. B., Bethlehem, Pa.; M
Marble, Worcester, Mass.; the Rev. G. I')obbs, New
Orleans; F. S. Ferguson, Birmingham, Ala.; H. W.
Barry, Boston: A. C. White, New York City; Dr. J.

H. S., Geneva, N. V.; the Rev. J. G. Law, Walhalla,

S. C; .S. W. Bampton, Philadelphia ; F. Gamage,
Westboro, Mass.; R. H. Ramsey, Germantown, Pa.;

the Rev. W. Rech, Kiel, Wis.; A. Rooke, Franklin

Chess-club, Philadelphia ; C. Nugent, New York City
;

the Rev. L. II. Biililer, Mariaville, N.Y.; J. H. Cravens,

Kansas City, Mo.; J. E. Wharton, Sherman, Tex.; L.

Goldmark, Paterson, N. J.; W. R. Ellis, lUoonifield,

Nebr.; C. P. Crumb, St. Louis ; E. A. C, Kinderhook,

N. Y.; Miss J. Houston Troutville, Va.; the Rev. M.
Tarnowski, Camden, N. J.; B. Alten, Elyria, O.;

Lyndon, Athens, Ga.; W. G. Hosea, Cincinnati ; F.

Alsip, Ogden, 111.; H. C. Adams and W. C. Gayhart,

Toledo; L. Wynian, Painesville, O.; S. L. Brewer,

Tuskegee, Ala.; Dr. E. W. Stevens, Dryad, Wash.
1,014: "Twenty-three," Philadelphia; C. L. Anders,

Commerce, Tex.; C. W. Shewalter, Washington, D.

C; C. W. Corbin, Altoona; W. K. Greely, Boston
;

H. F. K., Jr., New York City; E. A. Kusel, Oroville,

Cal.; M. Almy, Chicago; D. Hamlin, Orono, Me.; D.

W. Saltonstall. New York City ; S. von Ragiie, Eden
College, St. Louis; W. E. Mannear, Wilkesbarre,

Pa.; Dr. P. Joor, Maxwell, la.; F. R. Walter, Chagrin

Falls, O.; W. E. Warner, Nicholson, Pa.

Comments (1,014): "Fine key to one of Maximow's

give:im a\a/ay7A s
We are going to give away, absolutely FREE of cost, 74 sets of the most interesting LIBRARY OP LITERA-

TURE ever published. This is a rare opportunity. It will interest you. We have on hand, bound in cloth, 74 setsof the

LIBRARY OF HISTORICAL ROMANCES
B'V ;V\UHLB/*C^H

There being so few of these, we have decided to let them go for less than half price, upon easy monthly payments,
and to give away with each of these 74 sets, FREE, one set of

SHAKESPEAR^E'S COMPLETE WOR.KS
In Eight Magnificent Volumes. Worth $16.00 per Set

THE "LIBRARY OF HISTORICAL ROMANCES" are strong, vivid stories as well as good history.
No set of books published leproduce so vividly the social life of the times they describe.
" Frederick the Great and His Court " is the most remarkable romance ever issued.

" Henry the Eighth and His Court" and " Joseph the Second and His Court " are marvels for interest and instruction.
" Sans Souci " and " The Merchant of Berhn " are unrivaled in the entire domain of historical romance.
All classes are represented in these volumes as they lived and loved, thought and acted. Thus the human interest

always prevails and has given this set of books enduring popularity.
Hundreds of historical characters are written about in these volumes, and their lives and actions are described in the

most interesting style imaginable. In reading these romances one really feels they are a part of the time and
people they are reading about.

Below we give the contents of one volume. This will illustrate to you how interesting the entire set of 18 magnifi-
cent volumes must be.

NAPOLEON AND BLUCHER. Napoleon at Dresden. Frederick William and H.irdenberg. The White Lady. Na-
poleon and the White Lady. Napoleon's High-bom Ancestors. Napoleon's Departure from Dresden. The Last Days
of 1812. The Conspirators of Heligoland. The European Conspiracy. Gebhard Leberecht Blucher. Recollections of

Mecklenburg. Glad Tidings. The Oath. Chancellor Von Hardenberg. The Interrupted Supper. The Defection of General
York. The Warning. The Diplomatist. The Clainoyante. An Adventuress. The Two Diplomatists. The Attack. The
Courier's Return. The Manife.sto. Leonora Prohaska. Joan of Orleans. The National Representatives. War and an Armis-
tice. Theodore Komer. The Heroic Tailor. The General-in-Chief of the .Silesian Army. The Ball at the City Hall of Breslau.
The Appointment. After the Battle of Bautzen. Bad News. 'I'he Traitors. Napoleon and Mettemich. Deliverance of Ger-
many. On the Katzbach. Bh.cher as a Writer. The Revolt of the Generals. The Battle of Leipsic. The Nineteenth of

October. Hannibal Ante Portas. Blucher's Birthday. Passage of the Rhine. Napoleon's New Year's Day. The King
of Rome. Josephine. TallevTand. Madame Letitia. Fall of Paris. The Battle of La Rothiere. The Diseased Eyes.
On to Paris! Departure of IVIaria Louisa. The Capitulation of Paris. Night and Morning Near Paris. "Napoleon

RE.tD CAREFrLLT-PRICE 18 CI T IN HALVES /^,
Tfyou accept this ofler, you will iilw;iysli;ivem your pusses- /oy t nSinn the most instructive .Ttid entertainiug books ever ''^ ^^

at Fontainebleau. A Soul in Purgatory.

These Are the Titles of the Eighteen Volumes
Napoleon and the Queen of

Prnssi.'i
The Empress Josephine
Napoleon and Bluecher
Queen Hortenso
Marie Antoinette and Her

Son
Prince Engene and His Times
The Dauehter of an Empress
Joseph II. and His Court
Frederick the Great and His

Court
Berlin and Sans-SoucI

His

and
Her

Frederick the Great and
Family

Goethe and Schiller
The Merchant of Berlin,

Maria Theresa and
Fireman

Louise of Prussia and Her
Times

Old Fritz and the New Era
Andreas Hofer
Mohammed Ali and HisHotise
Henry VIII. and ; Catherine

Parr

published in the English Imigunge, and they will cost
only $1.00 a month for a few months.
DEStUIITSON OF THE FREE SHAKESPEARE

1-14

These 18 volumes contain a history of the great crisis in Germany, Austria,

Russia, England, Switzerland, Egypt, France, Holland, Prussia, during 200

years of startling events told in intensely interesting and romantic form.

The boobs are printed upon extra quality of paper Irom e.isy-to-read type,

are attractively illustrated and beautifully bound. Titles and ornaments are

stamped in gold on back, and trimmed edges. Size of the volumes is seven

and three-quarters by five and one-half inches.

Those IS volumes contain 9,000 pa^es of the nio.st

Instructive and Interestiug reading ever publlshrd.

FREE
/^/SHAKESPEARE

It cniit.ims all the Tr,agedie3, all the Comedies, /l9v OFFER
all the Poems and Sonnets, and embracing a /^
History of the Early Drama, an Exhaustive /» / A. L Fowie
Biography, Shakespeare's will, Introduction /JP/ ic" E. 17th St.
to each Phiy, Index to Characters, Glos- /^/ New York, N. Y.
sary of Obsolete Words, Names of
Actors and Actresses ofShakespeare's /^'
Day, Notes on each Play, etc., etc., /v'
from the works of Collier, Knight, /<S^ '

Dyce, Douce, Hunter, Richard- / •

son, Ver Plank, and Hudson. /fr \

4

A. L FOWLE, 16 E. 17th Street, New York

Edited by George Long
Uuyckinck

Many fuU-p.-ige illustra-
tions, irifluding por-
traits of leading
Shakespearian act
ora and actresses,

and scenes from
the plays taken
from the famous
Roydell Gallery.
8 volume s.

Handsomely and
durably bound
in fine cloth, gilt

tops with gold
lettering and
stampmg.

You may send me, all

charges prepaid, upon m-
a^ection, one complete set ot

'The Library of Hi.-^torical

Romances," 18 volume-'?, size

7% X 5^ inche.-*, bound in com-
bination art cloths, light red backs,

dark red sides, gold back stamping;
alMO one setsof Shakespeare's Complete

Works, 8 beautiful volumes. After ex-

amining the book'*, if I decide to keep them,
I will pay you for " The Library of Historical

Romances " only (you to present me with
Shakespeare's Complete Works) 50c. alter e.\-

amination, and $1.00 a month for 19 months. if

after examination I decide not to keep " The
Library of Historical Romances," I will send both
sets of books to you, all charges collect.
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favorite themes "-M. M.; "A graceful sfetting of a

very pretty idea"—G. D.: - Remarkable, in tliat every

mate is given by discovery "—F. S. F.; " Unique, in

tliat Black has choice of five defensive checks "—J. H.

S.; -A remarkable production"—J. G. L.; "Very

pretty : but key too obvious "—L. H. B. ;
" Highly in-

genious-very clever"—J. H. C; " A rare specimen of

beauty and purity "-L. G.; " Easy "—C. L. A.

1.015 :
" ^'eat compliment, well expressed "—M. M.;

'• The strategy, tho clever, is not deep"—G. D.; " Per-

fect construction and finish "— F. S. F.; " Pretty, but

rather transparent "—J. H. S.; "One of the Boston-

ian's choicest gems"—J. G. L.; "Very clever and

pleasing"-C. N.; "A masterful Bijou"—A. R.;
•
\'ery ingenious; but the fact that Kt is the only mov-

able piece makes the solution too easy. Very good

problem tho, our critic to the contrary notwithstand-

ng"—V. H. B.; "Well varied for Black's restricted

position"—J. H. C; "I will not say that it is 'won-

derful,' ' grand,' or ' the best I ever saw
' ; but I will

say it is elegant"—J. E. W.; " Another good Barry"

—L. G.; " Fine theme well concealed with entangling

'trys': worthy of the composer and enscribee"—W.
R. E.; " Both problems gave me considerable pain

;

but the two-er rather more pleasure than the three-er.

It was very exciting and gratifying to see the Kt fit

into all the ' checks '" -C. P. C.

In addition to these reported, P.J. got i,oii ; E. W.
S., i.oii, 1,012; W. G. H., N. D. Waffle, Salt Spring-

ville, N. Y., 1,012.

Charousek Gems.

Mr. L. Hoffer has all the manuscript games of the

j'oung Master, Charousek, whose death caused so

great aloss to Chess. Charousek was one of the very

great players, combining in his play accuracy, bril-

Jiancy, and originality.

Comments by Mr. Hoffer.

Played by Correspondence in 1893.

Kieseritzky Gambit.

BEU. CHAROUSEK
White. Black.

lP-K4 P-K 4
2 P—K B 4 Px P
3 Kt-K B 3 P-K Kt 4
4 P-K R 4 P-Kt 5

5 Kt-K 5 B—Kt2
6 Kt X Kt P P-Q4
7 Kt—B 2 PxP
8KtxP Q-K2
gQ-K2 Kt-Q B 3

lo P—B 3 Kt-R3

BEU.
White.

11 Kt—B 2

12 P-Q 4
13 B X P
14 P X Kt
15 Q-Q 2

16 B—K 2

17 Kt-B 3
18 Q- B sq
rg Q-K 3
Resigns.

CHAROUSEK.
Black.

B-K 3
Kt—B4
K Kt X Q P
Kt X P
B-Kt 6ch
B—B5
Castles Q R
Kt X B
KtxB

The Kieseritzky Gambit turns out invariably in

favor of Black, and is the reason for the variation in-

vented by Professor Rice, which has gained such a

world-wide publicity as the Rice Gambit. Knowing
the defect of the Kieseritzky Gambit, some of the

players introduced in the Vienna Gambit Tourna-

ment (after 5.., B-Kt 2; 6 P-Q 4, P-Q 3); 7

Kt X B P with tolerable success. It gives a more re-

liable attack than the sacrifice in the Allgaier Gambit.

Anyhow, 6 P—Q 4 is much better than 6 Kt x Kt P as

in the text. Black has it all his own then. White,

however, could make a better fight with 7 P—Q 4.

The remainder of the game plays itself, only Cha-

rousek finishes it in his usual elegant way.

Played in 1897.

King's Knight's Gambit.

MAKOVETZ.
Black.

Q-Kt3
Castles
Q-B3
Q-R3
Kt-Kt 5
Px P
Resigns.

3. ., P—Q 4 is inferior to many of the other defenses,

and certainly to 3.., P-K Kt 4, which might tempt
White to the Kieseritzky, Allgaier, or Muzio varia-

tions. But having selected the defense in the text he

should have continued 4.., Kt—K B 3. 4.., QxP
gives White a quick development - the main object of

the Gambit. With the King still at its original

square and the Queen in front of it, he must be ex-

posed to an overwhelming attack. He might have

had some chances of resistance, however, had he

played q.., B—B 3, so as to secure a retreat for the

Queen. He tried to escape afterward with 13..,

Kt—Kt 5, but Charousek cut off the retreat of the

Queen with 14 P—Q 6 and the Queen was lost.

CHAROUSEK. MAKOVETZ. CHAROUSEK.
White. Black. White.

I P-K 4 P—K 4 9 B X P
2 P-K B 4 PxP 10 Kt-K 5

3 Kt-K B 3 P-Q 4 II Kt—B 44PxP QxP 12 P-Q 5

5 Kt-B 3 Q-K 3 ch 13 P-QR4
6 B-K 2 B-K 2 14 P-Q 6

7 Castles Kt-K B 3 15 Kt—Q 5

8 P-Q 4 B-Q 2
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TOPICS OF THE DAY.

THE PRESIDENT AND THE REBATE
QUESTION.

"PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT'S announcement that, unless

-*- the question of railroad rebates is adequately treated during

the present session of Congress, he will call an extra session to

deal with this problem, is regarded as the logical outcome of his

lately formulated policy. In his message to Congress he stated

his conviction that " the most important legislative act now needed

as regards the regulation of corporations " is an act " to confer on

the Interstate Commerce Commission the power to revise rates

and regulations." and his view has many influential supporters.

The Minnesota legislature has passed unanimously a joint reso-

lution commending the President's efforts to control the railroads

and fetter monopoly ; and the Nebraska House of Representatives

has instructed the State's members of Congress to support his

railroad program. Governor La Follette, of Wisconsin, in his

message to the legislature, emphasizes the "gross discrimi-

nations" of the railway companies, urges the appointment of a

freight-rate commission, and declares that "no power short of the

Government itself is adequate now to meet existing conditions."

Even the political opponents of President Roosevelt are lending a

measure of support to his position. William Jennings Bryan has

said, in an address before the Indiana State legislature, that he

was " encouraged " by President Roosevelt's " recommendation that

the powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission be enlarged and

that that commission be given power to regulate railroad rates."

He added

:

" I am glad that the President has taken the position he has, and
I hope every Democrat in the Senate and House will support him
to the utmost, and I will say in advance that I shall recommend
the defeat of every Democrat for renomination who does not stand

by the President in his efforts to bring about those recommen-
dations."

The real problem confronting the President and those who desire

immediate railroad legislation, as is pointed out by the Washing-

ton correspondent of the New York E^'enhig J\7si {Ind..), is to find

a cour.se of action that "will not run counter to some provision of

the Constitution or decision of the Supreme Court." Three meth-

ods of meeting the present situation have been suggested. The
first is to apply the principles of the Elkins anti-rebate law to all

decisions of the Interstate Commerce Commission and thus secure

an early review of each of its ruhngs by a court of final resort. A
second change is that proposed by the Quarles-Cooper bill, and

indorsed by the President, whereby the decision of the Commis-

sion as to the reasonableness of a given rate would be immediately

enforced by a declaration as to the rate which the Commission

considers reasonable, this new rate to be at once enforced, subject

to review by the courts. A third method, recently suggested by

Senator Elkins, is to establish in each of the nine judicial circuits

of the United States a special court for the trial of all cases con-

nected with transportation. The Railway W^i^r/^ (Philadelphia),

to which we are indebted for this diagnosis of the existing situation,

finds some merit in the remedies propo.sed, without definitely

committing itself to any of the three. It comments

:

" At pre.sent it can not be denied that the regulation attempted by
the Commission is very far from being effective. The procedure

of the Commission is familiar. A complaint is brought to that

body, evidence on both sides is heard, the Commission makes a

decision, and orders that a given rate is unreasonable and that the

railroads change that rate. As a rule, the railway manager, natu-

rally confident of his own wisdom, refuses to obey. The Commis-
sion then goes to the Circuit Court and requests an order upon the

railroad to comply with the.se demands. The court may grant this

order, but an appeal is usually taken to the Circuit Court of Appeals,

and from this court the case may go to the Supreme Court. It may
happen, therefore, that several years elapse between the decision

of the Commission upon the reasonableness of a given rate and the

final decision of the court of last resort as to the reasonableness or

unreasonableness of the rate in question. By the time the case has

been decided conditions may have entirely changed, and the ne-

cessity for regulation may have disappeared.
" Now it can not be denied that this method of procedure is

ludicrously absurd. Regulation of interstate rates by a commis-
sion may not be necessary, but regulation which does not regulate

is worse than unnecessary ; it is ridiculous. We question if the

ave'rage railroad official would uphold the present system on any

other ground than because it enables him to avoid compliance with

orders of a body, supposedly clothed with authority to enforce

compliance with its decision

."The problem is how to secure just and reasonable transpor-

tation charges— reasonable to the shipper and just to the stock-

holder. The railroads have been working upon it for the past fifty

years or more. They admit that they have not solved the problem.

We believe they would welcome with rejoicing any assured solu-

tion, even if it were governmental control. It is a misinterpre-

tation of conditions to assume, as so many editorial writers have
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assumed, that the railroads are opposed to governmental regulation

of rates. What they do object to, and rightly, is any legalized

meddling with a most complicated situation by bungling incom-

petents. Assure the railroads that the federal body which it is

proposed shall exercise the powers advocated by the President is

to be composed of experts of recognized standing and integrity

—

men in whom the railroads and the public alike may have con-

fidence—and acquiescence in any scheme which guarantees just

and reasonable rates will not be lacking on the part of the Ameri-

can railroads."

Mr. Paul Morton, the Secretary of the Navy, who is known to be

the President's personal adviser in the new crusade against re-

bates, but who is accused of abetting, in the past, the very illegal-

ities that he is now striving to abolish, has an article in the New
York Outlook (January 14) on " Railway Rate Regulation." He
expresses his belief that "one of three things is sure to take place

PERHAPS WITH A LITTLE LESS BALLAST ESCAPE WOULD BE EASIER.
—Bradley in the Chicago News.

in the conduct of our railway systems," namely (i) legalization of

pools— the right of the railways to make enforceable contracts

between themselves as to a division of earnings; or (2) the furtlier

unification of ownership, thereby delivering in time the entire rail-

way ownership of the country into the hands of a few individuals

or one syndicate ; or (3) government ownership of the railroads.

The first of the three proposals is regarded by Mr. Morton as the

most satisfactory. " I stand firmly for the proposition," he says,

" that, with a foundation carefully constructed so that rates /uusf

be reasonable, there is nothing to apprehend from pooling." He
continues

:

"As to pending legislation, I would continue the present Inter-

state Commerce Commission in substantially its present form.

Let it go on making investigations and findings. If it finds a rate

is unreasonable (either too high or too low, everything else being

considered), let it order such rates as it deems reasonable, and if

the railways do not make them effective in thirty days, then let the

entire matter be referred to a central court of transportation of,

say, three or five members, to be created especially to consider

and expedite all questions of interstate commerce so far as the

transportation of the country is concerned, it being understood

that this central court shall have power to adjudicate in all such

cases except those involving constitutional questions; and the

findings of this court in interstate matters to be final.''

President Cassatt, of the Pennsylvania Railroad, is said to be

cooperating with Mr. Roosevelt in his present plans, and Presi-

dent A. B. Stickney, of the Chicago Great Western Railway, de-

clares that he has no objection to governmental regulation. On

the other hand, Samuel Spencer, president of the Southern Rail-

way, who spoke vigorously before the House committee on inter-

state and foreign commerce a few days ago, and who has been

authorized to voice the sentiment of the New York Central, Erie,

Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul, Northern Pacific, Illinois

Central, Delaware, Lackawanna and Western, and other railway

companies, is strongly hostile to the Cooper-Quarles bill or any

proposition to authorize the Interstate Commerce Commission to

fix railway rates.

Speaking of the country as a whole, the New York Press (Rep.)

says ;
" The country is a unit in its demand for a square deal from
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the railroads, and it is in no mood for delay.

Times-Democrat (Deiu.) comments

:

The New Orleans

" We may expect to see the President more emphatic and de-

termined in his intention to break up the demoralizing system of

rebates and endeavoring to press through Congress his recom-

mendations. It does not follow that he will succeed. He is cer-

tain to meet with extraordinary opposition from some of the lead-

ers in his own party, and the dominant influence in that party will

exert itself to prevent tlie passage of his plan.

"This will bring about sooner or later a struggle between the

President and Congress. How it will end none can say with any

certainty, for both the President and the Republican leaders are

equally obstinate and determined. The result of this battle will

determine whether the President or the railroads are stronger, and

which is to control the destinies of the country."

From sU'r.^Oifraph, copyriijhttfil ly05, l)y Uniierwoo'l A Underwooii. Nfw York.

A HUGE SIEGE GUN OK THE JAPANESE THIRD ARMY AT PORT ARTHUR.

ness. China has given her civilization to the nations that surroimd

her on all sides, without any desire to conquer them or to exploit

their wealth. The soldier is distinctly subordinate to the man of

peace in the national ideals. India herself, while torn by the most
terrible internal dissensions, had essentially a policy and philosophy

of peace; her woes, like those which have periodically overtaken

China, being due to the lack of effective resistance inviting the

foreign invader and conqueror. Japan, with all the warlike spirit

in her blood, has still set the ideals of peace above those of war, as

is seen in her national festivals, and in the temper of her artistic

and social life."

The specter of the " yellow peril," evoked by those who view

with apprehension the growing prestige of Japan, is pronounced by

Professor Reinsch " the most chimerical phenomenon that has ap-

peared in political thought since the Middle Ages." It is equally

JAPAN'S LEADERSHIP IN ASIA.

BY her triumph at Port Arthur. Japan is believed to have won

not merely a new ranking among the world powers, but also

a new ascendency in Asiatic life. " Within the last decade," says

Prof. Paul .S. Reinsch, of the University of Wisconsin," there has

dawned upon the Japanese mind an influence far transcending any

former national experience—the feeling of a sacred mission, by

which the island nation is called to act as the guardian of Asiatic

civilization, to summon the peoples of Asia to a realization of their

unity, and to defend the ideals and treasures of Asiatic life against

ruthless destruction through foreign invasion." In an endeavor to

realize the significance of this portent, Professor Reinsch con-

tinues {North American Review-, January)

:

" It cannot be denied that the attitude of Japan, before and since

the furies of war were unchained, has been unequivocal. She is

fighting to prevent a European autocracy from conquering the

mastery of Asia. Under the circumstances, it is a perfectly nat-

ural and honorable ambition to arouse the peoples of that con-

tinent to a feeling of the value of their civilization and of the soli-

darUy of their interests. We naturally ask ourselves the question

whether, considering the character of this civilization, we have

reason to fear its purposes. Yet, as represented by the great na-

tions that are its true exponents, its first characteristic is peaceful-

THE SUN FLAG OF JAPAN.
It has risen over more than Port Arthur.

—Bartholomew in the Minneapolis /owrwa/.
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fantastic, he thinks, whether regarded from the military or indus-

trial standpoint. He writes further :

" There is in present Oriental conditions and ideas not the least

vestige that can be used as a basis for alarmist prophecies.

Neither China, India, nor Japan has ever engaged in offensive war-

fare of conquest. Thej^ have themselves suffered at the hands of

the hordes at the memory of which the nations of Europe are still

trembling; and it is one of the glories of Japan to have success-

fully repelled these invaders, who again and again overran the rich

countries of the Continent.
" The thought of an industrial peril has prima facie more proba-

bility. But before indulging in sensational visions it is well to re-

member that the Oriental nations can excel us only through effi-

ciency, and that, in order to become dangerous competitors, they

must develop our industrial and financial mechanism, they must

have among their workmen the intelligence without which our

highly complicated machinery would be useless. Their labor can

no longer remain cheap; for, without raising the standard of liv-

ing, the efficiency of European and American workmen can not be

approached. At the present time, a factory girl in Massachusetts

does the work which in Japan is performed by six people. Should

the Oriental manufacturer, in the course of time, be able to turn

out the coarser products, the finer articles would still be made by
us. Such a development would be a distinct gain since the richer

our customers and the more productive their industries the more
will they be able to purchase from us. With all the development

of Japanese industry in the last three decades, her imports from

the Western nations have increased thirtyfold. Moreover, Japan
would be the last nation to destroy the promising market of China

by an overdevelopment of Chinese manufacturing industries.

For, if Japan has any definite ambition, it is that of creating an

active commerce throughout the Orient, and reaping the vast profits

of a middle-man. Should Japan be successful in the present war,

the exclusive policy initiated by Russia and France would be defi-

nitely defeated. Not only has Japan given the most positive

assurances of an opposite policy, but it would plainly not be to her

interest to take any different course. As an Oriental nation, she is

able to create the routes and organizations of commerce through-

out the Orient, far more speedily and effectively than any European
nation, even were it to orientalize itself."

The real source of the yellow peril, adds the writer, may be

found in the ambitions of the Russian absolutist party ; in the im-

perialistic imagination of Kaiser Wilhelm ; in the French desire to

expand the Indo-Chinese sphere ; in the commercial and capital-

istic impulse. He concludes

:

" It is to be expected that these forces will attempt to annihilate

the effects of a Japanese victory by preparing an international in-

terference for the ' peace of Asia.' But wo to the peace of the

world if such an arrangement were again concluded, with the clear

purpose to deny the right of the Orient to live its own life and to

protect its own ideals. The last vestige of belief in international

justice would be killed in the Japanese, and the entire Oriental

world would be forced to reahze that its safety lay alone in stub-

born, fierce resistance. The real yellow peril would then arise,

tho even then the forces thus- evoked might confine themselves to

a purely defensive action. It is the present duty of British and
American diplomacy to prevent such an injustice to Japan and the

consequent danger to the peace of the world. Japan is fighting

our battle. This is so well understood that in Germany and
France it is popularly believed that our governments are setting

her on.

"The very least that the Anglo-Saxon races can do for the

representative of their policy in the Orient is to counteract the

diplomatic influence that would by roundabout means again de-

prive the Japanese of the fruits of their unexampled self-sacrifice.

We do not mean to indicate that the Japanese will demand Man-
churia. They are undoubtedly sincere in their promise to restore

this province to China, but they have a right to demand that Rus-
sian intrigue shall forever be shut out from that country.

" The yellow peril is of our own making. There is no irrepress-

ible conflict between Oriental and Western civilization. On the

contrary, they are complementary to each other, not competitive.

During the last century our own civilization, torn by internal con-

flicts and troubled by uncertainties, has sought for broader views-

in Oriental thought; Japanese art has shown our artists a new way
of beauty, in which, by painting light in all its splendid manifes-

tations, a new vista of artistic possibilities has been opened up.

The monistic thought of Oriental philosophy has been more and
more approached and assimilated by our scientific system. Only
narrow-mindedness can see in this civilization a danger which we
must subdue ; only ignorance can consider it as worthless and
vicious.

" We can imagine no greater political crime, not only against

the Orient, but against ourselves, than the attempt to turn Ori-

ental civilization from its natural course of development into

alien channels, to destroy its broad and noble ideals, its peaceful

industrial life, in order to force it into a sham similitude with our

system, with the result that its millions will be doomed to a new
slavery to alien capital, or to the warlike ambitions of a victorious

czardom. Nor has there ever appeared in pohtical discussion a

greater folly than the effort to conjure up the phantom of a great

warlike movement on the part of these essentially peaceful so-

cieties, and to preach the Machiavellian doctrine, ' Destroy them,

before they can destroy us.'
"

THE WAR CLOUD NOW SEEMS TO HAVE A SILVER LINING.
—McCutcheon in the Chicago Tribune.

A SLENDER CHANCE.
—Morgan in the Philadelphia Inqitirer..

LOOKING FOR THE DOVE.
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ADAMS'S VICTORY IN COLORADO.

AFTER a iwo-months' contest, the Colorado legislature has

settled the issue between the rival claimants to the gov-

ernorhhip by declaring Alva Adams duly elected governor by a

plurality of nearly ten thousand. " It seems to be the lairest and

best solution possible." says the Kansas City /ottnia/ (Rep.), "of

a muddle that had a decidedly ugly look and that contained pos-

sibilities of serious disturbances." On the face of the returns,

Adams (Uem.)\vas elected by a plurality of about eleven thou-

sand ; but ex-Governor Peabody (Rep.) and his supporters asserted

that Adams was elected by fraud. The Supreme Court was drawn

into the controversy, and through its activity extensive frauds in

Denver were uncovered. The court ordered the vote of a number

of Denver precincts thrown out on the ground of wholesale fraud,

and also authorized a thorough investigation of tlie election.

Meanwhile the legislature, which is strongly Republican, took a

hand in the contest, and after a short canvass of the vote declared

Adams elected. While the Republicans have lost the governor-

ship, they have won continued control of the State Supreme Court

in its enlarged form. "The settlement." says the Chicago Recoru-

Hcrald, "was the result of a political deal, a barefaced barter of

jobs. And those ' jobs," to the shame of Colorado it must be said,

were positions on the bench of the Supreme Court of the State.

The FlLll'lNu—' litre's where I take a lesson in self-government."

—May in the Detroit /owrwa/.

positions which, above all others, should be honorable and hon-

ored."

"The conclusion so suddenly arrived at will strengthen the sus-

picion that the Peabody partizans aimed at nothing short of steal-

ing the State," declares the Cleveland Plain Dealer (InA. Dem.).

The Detroit Free Press (Ind.) remarks that the action of the

legislature " is an encouraging sign, indicating returning reason and

a determinatior. to permit the disposition in a decent manner of

one of the most disgraceful incidents in the history of the coun-

try." The Denver News (Dem.) comments on the result

:

" The seating of Governor Adams is a great victory for the peo-

ple. The plans to count him out if he were elected were laid long

before November 8 last. A long series of steps were taken, all

looking toward preparations to cheat him out of his place even tho

it had been given to him by a large majority of votes. Since the

election the plan has been carried forward with relentless energy,

backed by the money and influence of the great corporations to

which Peabody has been a faithful and obedient servant during his

two years in office.

" Had it not been for the wisdom of the framers of the Consti-

tution and the honesty, fearlessness, and public spirit of a group
of Republicans who joined with the Democrats to prevent the

theft of the governorship the corporation plan undoubtedly would

have been carried out in its entirety and Colorado would have been

compelled to endure the calamity of another two years of Pea-

body.
" Deliverance from this infliction may well be made a cause for

general thanksgiving throughout the State to-day. With Alva

Adams in the governor's chair the commonwealth may look for-

ward to a degree of peace, cooperation, and industrial progress
that would have been impossible with I'eabody in possession of

the executive power.
" However much Mr. Peabody may shine in some other walk of

life, the past two years have shown that he lacks every ciuality

necessary in the compo-
sition of a statesman."

ALVA AD.\MS,

Ex-Governor Pea-

body has not given up

the fight. He has con-

tested the .seat, and the

legislature is now mak-

ing a sweeping investi-

gation. F.A.Williams,

chairman of the Repub-

lican state committee,

says in a statement to

the Denver Republican :

" The Republicans of

this city and State won
a splendid victory on

November .S last, despite

the most widespread and
brazen frauds.

"This committee is

prepared to present the

facts to the legislature

and to fully prove that

Governor Peabody wrxs

fairly reelected. We
shall also proceed to

present the proofs of

the outrageous frauds practised to tiie district attorney and to the

courts
" In the clear light of the evidence, we have already furnislied

the Supreme Court 'the face of the returns.' upon which Alva
Adams was declared elected, means nothing.

"The returns are false and fraudulent; the open ballot-boxes

speak the truth."

Governor Adams, in his inaugural address, calls for election re-

form. He .says: "
I demand the enactment of an honest and effi-

cient primary law. In framing your election laws, see that their

meshes are strong enough to hold the big election thief as well as

the small. The ordinary ballot crook at the polls is had enough,

but back of him, responsible for him, is some one infinitely

stronger and more dangerous." Ex-Governor Peabody, in a recent

address, also recommended a modern primary and registration law,

and advised the consideration of the advisability of using voting-

machines. " To the people of Colorado," says the New York Trid-

nne (Rep.), " the pressing question is not so much whether Adams
or Peabody was elected as whether the State is to rid itself of the

domination of the ballot-box stuffer."

Who, after tlie approval of the legislature, was
formally inaugurated Governor of Colorado on
January lo. Ex-Governor J'eabody and his suj)-

porters are now contesting his right to the seat.

A "PLAGUE OF POLITICAL CORRUPTION" IN

INDIANA.

GOVERNOR DURBIx\', of Indiana, in closing his term of

office, has submitted to his legislature a message which con-

tains some sensational statements regarding political corruption.

He declares that there is a single county casting a little over 5,000

votes in which there were, during the last campaign, nearly 1,200

votes regularly listed as purchasable, and that ^1,500 was spent in

the purchase of votes in an attempt to control the election in that

county. He asks for drastic remedial measures to check the

"plague of political corruption " whicli is fastening itself upon In-

diana politics to an " appalling " extent. He thinks that the pres-

ent need is " legislation framed in the light of a clearer conception

of the enormity of the offense involved in the purcha.se or sale of

a vote." And he adds: "Our present statute is farcical, as it
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places no penalty on the vote-buyer." On this the Indianapolis

Se////;ie/ (Dem.) comments: " T/ie Seiiiinel has contended at all

times that the law exempting the vote-buyer from punishment was

an outrageous enactment and it is glad to find the retiring exec-

vutive in agreement with it."

The Chicago Eve/ti/ig Post (Rep.) points out the same " truly

•extraordinary defect " in the Illinois statute, which explicitly pro-

vides.that the bribe-giver is not liable to punishment. The same
paper adds: "It would be more enlightened and more just if the

contrary provision were made. The disease should be cured at its

•source, and the source is the bribe-giver, especially in the case of

'tiie buying of votes " The Chicago Tribune (Rep.) says:

" Governor Durbin recommends that a penalty be imposed on
the vote-buyer as well as the vote-seller. That was the law once,

•but it was changed, because it was believed the buyer would be
more willing to give evidence if he could not be prosecuted. The
iacts do not appear to sustain the theory.

" There would be more convictions with the law as it is if there

were State's attorneys who would collect evidence, lay it before

grand juries, and have offenders indicted. There is so Httle

privacy about the corrupt use of money in some parts of Indiana
that it will be easy to get evidence.

" Frequently complaint is made of the inadequacy of laws when
the real inadequacy is to be found in those who administer them.
This may be true as regards vote-buying."

SAVING THE FORESTS.

A TIMBER famine is predicted by President Roosevelt "if

the present rate of forest destruction is allowed to continue."

This rather startHng prophecy was made in an address before the

recent American Forest Congress, iield in Washington and at-

-.tended by more than a thousand lumberers, miners, engineers,

and railway and grazing men. The President went on to say

:

" Fire, wasteful and destructive forms of lumbering, and legiti-

Tiate use are together destroying ou_ forest resources far more
apidly than they are being replaced.
" What such a famine would mean to each of the industries of

the United States it is scarcely possible to imagine. And the

period of recovery from the injuries which a timber famine would

entail would be measured by the slow growth of the trees them-

selves.
" Fortunately, the remedy is a simple one, and your presence

here is proof that it is being applied.
" It is only as the producing and commercial interests of the

countiy come to realize that they need to have trees growing up in.

the forest not less than they need the product of the trees cut

down, that we may hope to see the permanent prosperity of both
safely .secured."

Passing on to a plea for the creation of a national forest service

and the concentration of all the forest work of the Government in

the Department of Agriculture, the President said :

"The policy which this Administration is trying to carry out

through the creation of such a service is that of making the national

forests more actively and more permanently useful to the people

of the West, and 1 am heartily glad to know that Western senti-

ment supports more and more vigorously the policy of setting aside

national forests, the policy of creating a national forest service,

and especially the policy of increasing the permanent usefulness

of these forest lands to all those who come in contact with them.
" With what is rapidly getting to be the unbroken sentiment of

the West behind this forest policy, and with what is rapidly getting

to be the unbroken support of the great industries behind the gen-

eral policy cf the conservative use of the forest, we have a right tO'

feel tliat we have entered on an era of great and lasting progress."

The forest problem is regarded by the New York Tribiate cis

" the most vital internal problem in the United States." The Chi-

cago Record-Herald fears that " at the present rate of use—or

abuse— the vast forest reserves of the Pacific slope will be ex-

hausted within half a century," and the Boston Trattscrtpt calls

attention to the fact that "forest fires in the United Statss annually

destroy from $25,000,000 to $50,000,000." The last-named paper

says further

:

"It is less than twenty years since the Governmant interested!

itself very seriously in this matter. In 1898 the federal forest serv-

ice was but a small division of the Agricultural Department.
Three years later it was advanced to the dignity of a bureau, and!

to-day it stands upon as strong and efficient a basis as any othier

branch of the government service.

"But this is not the most hopeful feature of the situation. The-

lumbermen and the railroad men are cooperating more and more
with the national authorities. .Schools of forestry are becoming
a regular feature of our higher institutions of learning. The first

to be established was in 1898. Now Yale University has a school

splendidly equipped and other schools are located at Biltmoie, N.
C, and at Harvard, Michigan, Nebraska,, Maine, and other uni-

versities, and the science is taught at many agricultural colleges,

our own among them. Many young men, and even some young
women, are finding the study attractive and entermg upon it with

enthusiasm, while the growing tendeiaey among those engaged in,

CLIPPING THE eagle's WINGS.
— Smith in the Pittsburg Post.

TRYING TO BLOW IT OUT.

—DeMar in the Philadelphia Record.

THE KEYSTONE GOVERNOR IN ACTION.
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SCPi>UCATING THE TOTEM POLE.
- Gtejig in the Atlanta Coiis/ifution.

KOR THE PL'ni-IC GOOD.
Moruan in flie I'liiladelpliia Inquirer.

it's a rOOR TRUST THAT DOESN'T WORK liOTH WAYS.
— Rogers in the New York Herald.

SOME TRUST ATTITUDES ILLUSTRATED.

the lumbering industry—now the fourth in rank in tlie country— to

conduct their operations upon more enligiitened principles, makes

these studies very practical and remunerative.
" The expert idea of forestry is not to have the woodlands un-

touched, but to treat them as any other crop-bearing lands would

be handled, to make them give profitable returns, and yet keep

them in the way of constant reproduction. Another phase of the

problem is to so regulate and protect them as to minimize the con-

stant danger from fires, which have been so destructive and waste-

ful in the past."

From the recent report of the Secretary' of the Interior it ap-

pears that nine additional forest reserves were established last

year, and that the fifty-nine reserves created under the act of 1S91

embrace 62,763,494 acres.

THE BEEF TRUST" AND INTERSTATE
COMIVIERCE.

" ' I " HERE is no anti-trust proceeding with which the whole

•^ people have more sympathy than with this attack on the

packers," says the New York Evening Mail (Rep.) concerning

Attorney-General Moody's latest arraignment of the so-called

"beef trust." Mr. Moody's attitude is revealed in a brief sub-

mitted to the .Supreme Court. He charges " a conspiracy or agree-

ment between nearly all the producers of a commodity necessary

to hfe, by which the confederates acquire absolute control and do-

minion over production, sale, and distribution of that commodity

throughout the entire territory of the nation, with the power at will

to raise prices to the consumer of the finished product and lower

prices to the producer of the raw material " ; and adds :
" That

there is a conspiracy to control the market of the nation for fresh

meats, that it does control it, and that its control is merciless and

oppressive, are facts known to all men."

The central question to be decided in this case, as is pointed out

by the Chicago Record-Herald (Rep.), is whether the existing

agreement between the meat-packers " controls sales and prices in

more tlian one State and thereby violates the trust law." As the

Buffalo Express (Rep.) puts it

:

" The fact that the packers buy their meat in all parts of the

country and sell it in all parts is believed by Mr. Moody to be

proof that they engage in interstate commerce. The attorney for

the meat companies appears to hold that because a packer may
produce in only one State the force of the attorney-general's con-

tention is destroyed. It is a fine distinction. The decision of the

Supreme Court on this point alone will be worth all the trouble

that the case has cost the United States Government."

The New York Journal of Commerce (Fin.) discusses the issue

thus

:

" That several of these packing concerns act in concert under

some kind of agreement or understanding in the buying of their

material, distributing the product and regulating prices of both,

is not denied. They have establishinents in different States, they

buy cattle in different States, and they ship meat pretty much all

over the country, where it is sold to consumers. Their claim;

seems to be that the buying of cattle is in each case a complete
transaction within a Stale. The transportation from one State to-

anotiier is not done by them, but by railroads, which are engaged'!

in interstate commerce and which act for them as for other ship-

pers. The cattle, being delivered at the yards and packing-houses,

are converted into meat as a manufacturing process within a State.

That, they say, is no part of interstate commerce, and they declare

that tlie meat is there sold to agents or selling-houses, and is by
them sent to various markets for ultimate sale. Again transpor-

tation may be interstate commerce, but they are not engaged in

that. Finally, the selling by those who have bought of the packers.

is local in the various markets where the meat products are de-

livered, and that is not interstate commerce.
"Thus the combination may buy cattle in several Stales fromi

Texas to Michigan, to be sent to .St. Louis, Kansas City, Omaha,
and Chicago for slaughter and the sale of meat, and the meat may
be .sent to various States, East, West, and South, and sold per-

haps by men or corporations controlled by the trust and acting

under its rule as to price and terms of trade, and yet there is no
interstate commerce in the operation except that of the transpor-

tation companies, carrying from State to State. It remains to be
seen what view the Supreme Court will take of the various links

in this chain of traffic, whether it will consider each as separate

and independent or so connected with the others as to form a con-

tinuous transaction."

Mr. Lucien F. Swift, head of the well-known Swift packing con-

cern of Chicago, has published this statement:

"The reports in circulation about the ' Beef trust' are without

foundation. There is absolutely no conspiracy or combination to-

control either the purchase of live stock or the sale of meats or

packing house products; on the other hand, the packing industry

is subject to the severest kind of competition both in buying ancE

selling, and the per cent, of profit on sales in the packing-house

industry is less than in any other line of business."

Dynamiting Frederick the Great.—"Gessler Rous-

seau." a dynamiter who confesses that he sent an infernal machine

to the Cunard liner Unibria in New York in May, 1903, and who

made an unsuccessful attempt a few days ago to blow up the

Kaiser's statue of Frederick the Great in Washington, alleges his

"patriotic Americanism " as the motive of his actions. But there

is no doubt, thinks the Washington Post, that his act will be " con-

demned by all right-minded Americans." The Providence /^«r-

iial says

:

" Had the attempt to blow up the statue of Frederick the Great

at Washington succeeded, another international issue might have
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arisen. Even as it is. the German Emperor may be irritated at

this exhibition of ill-feeling. That the act of the offender repre-

sents public sentiment is, of course, not the case. But such an

outrage may have been stimulated by the foclish comments of ill-

informed persons when the gift was offered. It has been repeated

ad iiaiiscain that Frederick was a despot and that he should not

be honored by any true American. The fact that he was the most
enlightened ruler and greatest soldier of his time has been brushed

aside as irrelevant. A nation which refused all admiration to any

great man whose principles and ideals were not in exact accordance

with its own would deserve to be called barbarous rather than civi-

lized. The cultivation of a narrow chauvinism is a fault, whether
attempted by a democracy or a monarchy."

The Philadelphia ///^///Vv;- comments :

"The incident will hardly disturb the existing cordial relations

between this country and Germany. It is not recalled that Eng-
land blazed with resentment when a supposed American disfigured

Major Andre's effigy in Westminster Abbey ; but now, as in the

case of the insult to that amiable spy's memory, a few foreign

journalists who personally have no love for this country may in-

dulge in some more or less biting comment on Yankee vandalism.

. . . The insult was directed in reality against the Government and
people of the United States, not against past or present German
emperors or the German people."

THE PENDING STATEHOOD BILL.

'T^HE proposed admission of Oklahoma and the Indian Ter-

•*- ritory under the former's name meets with little or no ob-

jection from the newspapers; but the feeling is expressed that to

admit Arizona and New Mexico at this time, under the name of

Arizona, would be a mistaken policy. The terms of the bill now
before Congress seem to be agreeable to Oklahoma and Indian

Territory, but in Arizona public opinion is protesting with all its

might against the proposed merger with New Mexico. The gov-

ernor of Arizona says that the people " would desire that their

commonwealth remain a territory rather than be joined with New
Mexico"; and their delegate in Congress declared that they

" would rather wait until the crack of doom." It is considered un-

fortunate that this opposition should jeopardize the fortunes of

Oklahoma and Indian Territory, and it is thought that the bill in

its present form will not pass Congress.

The Kansas City y^;//r//rt/ and .S7(7;- declare that if Arizona and

New Mexico interests could be eliminated from the debate, a bill

admitting Oklahoma into the Union would perhaps be passed

within a few weeks. The Star says that " the objections to the

admission of the mountain territories should not be allowed to de-

feat the legitimate aspirations and absolute rights of the people of

Indian Territory and Oklahoma"; and T/ie Joui-iial AecVAXt?,:

" These two Western Territories have killed Oklahoma's chances

for statehood time and again during the last four years. So the

time has come for Oklahoma to part company with them. . . .

Oklahoma should take some positive declaratory action. If the

territorial legislature would pass a resolution setting forth succinct-

ly the injustice of her treatment and earnestly demand immediate

statehood there is reason to believe that Congress would heed the

appeal."

The Washington .S'/rt:r remarks :

" The fight comes over the union of Arizona and New Mexico.
Why should they not be united .'* Look at their history, their slow-

growth as Territories and their population. They have been the

most backward of all our territories. They are to-day in anything

but a promising condition when statehood and its obligations are

considered. Think upon one point alone, and what it discloses.

It is to be required that 'state officers must .speak the English lan-

guage, and that the public schools of the State shall always be

conducted in English !
' This refers to the large Mexican popu-

lation of the new State, which is no more American now than it

was fifty years ago. To use a homely old phrase, a large number
of the people are ' set in their ways,' and neither the American
language nor American life has flourished in that atmosphere."

If the people of the Territories are wise, the Chicago Inter

Ocean says, " they will promptly accept the terms offered them,

and quickly show that the senatorial obstructionists do not repre-

sent them. For the terms are undoubtedly the best that the ma-

jority of the existing States will or should offer." But the Boston

Tya)iscript declares that " to compel Arizona to a union with New
Mexico against the protests of the Arizonans will be an example

of the tyranny of a congressional majority that may very readily

react on it." The Tucson (Ariz.) Citizen is outspoken in its de-

nunciation of the bill. It says;

" The people of Arizona are opposed to this measure. They
demand separate statehood for Arizona. If the Republicans of

Congress deny this right, the people of Arizona prefer to remain

under the Territorial form of government indefinitely rather than

be linked with New Mexico in statehood. There can neither be

peace, happiness, prosperity, nor true liberty in a merger with

New Mexico and Arizona under one government. The people of

the two political divisions are dissimilar in tastes, hereditary in-

clinations, civilization, and industrial habits. History teaches

that alien peoples can not be wisely merged under one Govern-

ment against the consent of one of the parties to the transaction.

Witness Ireland and England, Sweden and Norway, Austria and

Hungary. In our own early days Maine was annexed to Massa-

chusetts against the will of the people of Maine, and practical

anarchy prevailed in Maine until it was set free and converted into

a self-governing State."

In case Arizona and New Mexico are admitted as a single State,

they will together form the second largest State in the Union, fall-

ing about 30,000 square miles below Texas in area. The total

population of the two Territories in 1900 was 318,241, when Texas

had 3,048,710 inhabitants. Oklahoma and Indian Territory as a

single State will rank with the larger States, but not with the larg-

est. Their combined area is 70,430 square miles, or considerably

smaller than Nebraska or South Dakota. In 1900 these Ter-

ritories had a total population of 790,000.

NOT ENOUGH CLOTHES TO GO AROUND.
— Brinkerhoff in the Toledo Blade.

TOPICS IN BRIEF.

Ex-Judge Parker lost liis first case before his old court. Perhaps he can

not as yet overcome the losing habit.— The Baltitno>-e American.

The Czar does not flatter himself that if the voice of the people got a good

chance in Russia he would have anything like a Roosevelt plurality. - The
VVashiiigioii Star.

Dr. Chadwick announces that he is going to write a book. This will come
as a shock to the people who have been inclined to sympathize with him.— 7"^^

Chicago Record-Herald.
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LETTERS AND ART.

LITERARY FEATURES OF 1904.

" '"T'^HE books of the year have been greater tlian ever in num-

* ber," remarks tlie Boston Transcript, " but from them all

it has been possible to select, without mucii effort, the few which

boar evidence that their authors have a message of importance to

give to the world." Altho complete and summarized statistics are

not yet available, we are told that in this country alone more than

twenty-live hundred works, exclusive of reprints, have been issued

from the press during 1904. The reprints were probably at least

as numerous as the new publications. The Book/nan (New York),

which compiles monthly lists of the "best-selling" books, gives

some interesting generalizations based upon these lists. For one

thing, it calls attention to the fact that such names as George

Meredith, Thomas Hardy, Kudyard Kipling, J. M. Barrie, Henry

James. William Dean Howells— in short, names of the first mag-

nitude in contemporary literature— are not in evidence in these

lists of " best-sellers." " During the past twelve months," says

The- Bookman (January^, "Mr. James, Mr. Kipling, and Mr.

Howells have not been idle, yet so far as these lists are concerned,

' Traffics and Discoveries,' ' The Golden Bowl,' and ' The Son of

Royal Langbrith ' might never have been written." From its

monthly lists that publication derives the following table of the

eight books which led the sales in the United States during the

year:
Points.

1. The Crossing qi3

2. The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come 866

3. Rebecca 718

4. The Deliverance 64S

5. .^ir Mortimer 524

6. I« tne Bi>hop's Carriage 419

7. Tlie .Silent Places 400

8. My Friend Prospero 348

The eight authors represented by this list are Winston Church-

ill, John Fox, Jr., Kate Douglas Wiggin, Ellen Glasgow, Mary

John.iton, Miriam Michelson, Stewart Edward W'hite, and Henry

Harland. Curiously enough, lour of these books were written by

men and four by women.

Given a thousand new books belonging to the categories recog-

nized as literary, writes William Morton Payne (in The IVorld

To-day^, and it is barely possible that one out of the thousand may

be an addition to the permanent literature of the world, while ten

may hold their own among the books that are remembered for a

generation. Glancing over the output of the past year, in the field

of English literature, Mr. Payne mentions Swinburne's new volume

of poems and iMr. William Vaughn Moody's "The Fire Bringer"

as probably belonging to the first class. In fiction, he finds, noth-

ing has appeared that can possibly be described as of the first

importance.

Turning to the literature of continental Europe, he writes:

" Bjornson. Ibsen. Tolstoy, and Carducci are the greatest Euro-

pean writers now living, and we have from them nothing of con-

sequence save Tolstoy's eloquent and moving ' Bethink Your-

selves.' which is not so much literature as a tract. From men of

the second rank we may chronicle d"Annunzio"s drama, ' La Figlia

di Jorio,' Hauptmann"s tragedy. ' Rose Bernot.' Sudermann's
comedy, ' Der Sturmgeselle Sokrates,' and Echegaray's ' La
Desequilibrada.' How extraordinary a fact it is that year after

year the most important works of literature that come to us from

the Continent are works written for the stage ; whereas that is the

one category in which we should never dream of expecting an im-

portant work from any English or American author."

The past year, says the Boston Transcript, has brought forth

fewer novels than any of the immediately preceding years. Of

these novels The Transcript selects the following list of forty as

.specially worthy of mention :

The Sea Wolf- Jack London.
The Divine Fire—May Sinclair.

Broke of Covendon—J. C. Snaith.

-The Common Lot—Robert Herrick.

The Reaper—Edith Rickert.

Genevra- Charles Marriott.

Richard Gresham— Robert Morss Lovett.

Olive Latham— E. L. V'oynich.

Nostronio—Joseph Conrad.
Romance - Joseph Conrad.
The Undercurrent— Robert Grant.

Rachel Marr Morley Roberts.

Traffics and Discoveries- Rudyard Kipling.

The Deliverance Ellen Glasgow. (

The Last Hope Henry Seton Merriman.
My Friend Prospero— Henry Harland.
The American Prisoner—Eden Phillpotts.

Molett— Baroness von Hutten.

The Day Before Yesterday—Sara Andrew Shafer.

The Price of Youth Margery Williams.
Sir Mortimer—Mary Johnston.
Kwaidan-Lafcadio Hearn.
Nami Ko— Kenjiro Tokutomi.
Susannah and One Otiier—Emma Albanesi.

The Descent of Man—Edith Wharton.
The Woman with the Fan Robert Hichens.

Dorothea — Maarten Maartens.
The Queen's Quair -Maurice Hewlett.

The Crossing Winston Churchill.

A Divorce Paul Bourget.

The Seiners- James B. Connolly.

The Transgression of Andrew Vane—Guy Wetmore Carryl.

The Interloper—Violet Jacobs.

The Seeker Harry Leon Wilson.

The Food of the Gods-H. G. Wells.

God's Good Man— Marie Corelli.

The Son of Royal Langbrith—W. D. Howells.

The Golden Bowl— Henry James.
The Prodigal Son Hall Caine.

The Abbess of Vlaye Stanley J. Weyman.
Double Harness—Anthony Hope.
The Masquerader Katherine Cecil Thurston.

Whosoever Shall Offend— F. Marion Crawford.

Baccarat- F^rank Danby.

Great Britain and the LInited States are almost equally repre-

sented in the above list, and more than one-third of the books

named are by women.

In the field of history four important works have been carried

well on their way toward completion. These are: "A History of

North America," in twenty volumes, edited by Guy Carleton Lee

;

"The American Nation," twenty-eight volumes, edited by Prof.

Albert Bushnell Hart; "A History of the United States and

Its People," twelve volumes, by- Elroy McKendree Avery; and
" The L^nited States : A History of Three Centuries," ten volumes,

by William Estabrook Chancellor and Fletcher Willis Hewes.

The focusing of attention upon the Far East, owing to the Rus-

so-Japanese War, has naturally resulted in many books relating to

the people and conditions in those regions now under the lime-

light.

Literary history and biography Iiave been enriched by a wealth

of material during the past year. Says The 'Transcript :

"The English Men of Letters series has been continued with

lives of Jeremy Taylor, Tennyson, Rossetti, Maria Edgeworth,

Thomas Hobbes, and Adam Smith, the two volumes added to the

American Men of Letters have recounted the lives of Francis

Parkman and William Hickling Prescott, and in a new series

called Literary Lives a beginning has been made with biographies

of Matthew Arnold, Cardinal Newman, and John Bunyan. Tol-

stoy has been made the theme of two critical studies, as also has

Disraeli, while Edward FitzGerald's life is minutely recorded in

two volumes by Thomas Wright, the same author also being re-

sponsible for an extended work in four volumes comprising the

correspondence of William Cowper. Thackeray has been made
the subject of two works covering his letters to an American fam-

ily and his experiences in the United States, while Shakespeare is

the theme of many volumes, the most notable being William J.

Rolfe's lengthy life of the great dramatist. In the Beacon Bi-

ographies, Walt Whitman now finds place from the pen of Isaac

Hull Piatt, other biographies of moment issued during the year

being those of Frederick W. Farrar, Charles Dudley Warner,

Charles Reade, Lope de Vega, Aubrey De Vere, Alexander Bain,

Thomas Nast, and Edna Lyall. Of especial note, moreover, are

the Memorials of Edward Burne-Jones, the autobiography and remi-

niscences of Moncure D. Conway and the Ruskin letters written

to and edited by Charles Eliot Norton."

To this list should be added the autobiography of Herbert
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Emma ! . . . I love you !

"

Courtesy of John Lane.

Spencer. Of printed drama in England and America, Thomas

Hard\'s " Tlie Dynasts," George Bernard Shaw's " Man and Super-

man," Stephen Phillips's " The Sin of David," and Thomas Bailey

Aldrich's "Judith of Bethulia" call for mention.

The fields of sociology, religion, philosophy, education, art, and

nature study have not been neglected, and more children's books

have been issued than in any preceding year.

The most important literary anniversaries celebrated were : in

Italy, the si.x hundredth anniversary of Petrarch's birth ; in France,

the centenary of the birth of George Sand ; and in the United

States the similar centenary of J^athaniel Hawthorne.

The death role for the year includes: Maurus Jokai, the one

Hungarian writer of world-wide reputation ; Anton Chekliov, the

brilliant young Russian novelist; Sir Edwin Arnold, poet and

journalist; Samuel Smiles, the veteran author of "Self Plelp";

Lafcadio Hearn, whose pen has revealed the heart of Japan to

English and American readers; and Guy Wetmore Carryl, who

at thirty-one " was forced to lay down the clever pen with which

he had awakened so much healthy laughter."

THE FATHER OF MODERN CARICATURE.
" ""

I ^HE name of Honore Daumier," says M. Henri Frantz, in

-^ the annual supplemental volume to The lutcrnatioiial Slii-

dio, " stands prominent as that of one among the greatest and most

original personalities in the history of French art during the nine-

teenth century." He stands alone, declares the same writer, for

he had no immediate predecessor; but, considering his imitators

in succeeding generations, lie may be looked upon as the father of

modern caricature. As a precursor, then, he was the inventor of

his metier, and " is perhaps more nearly akin to some inspired

genius of the Middle Ages, whose ardor and impassioned faith are

all his own." Balzac said there was something of Michelan-

gelo in this man. The writer adds by way of general estimate :

" Not only does Daumier show himself, by the quality of his

work in lithography and painting, by the potency of his satire and
the sparkle of his wit, one of the finest minds of the nineteenth

century to whom we willingly assign a place beside a Balzac, a

Victor Hugo, a Delacroix; but he also astounds us by his immense
productivity. To give some idea of this, I may recall the fact that

it took M. Loys Delteil four years of assiduous labor, fortified by
an erudition quite beyond the common, to compile in one large

volume the catalogue of his lithographed works, apart from his

paintings and drawings."

The portrait of the man, recently executed by M. Delteil from

\:f-=^\

" Besides, we should not be happy together."

Courtesy of John Lane.

STUDIES IN EXPRESSION,

data not heretofore published, shows the artist at the time of his

greatest fame :

" He was very broad-shouldered, his head rather big, with slight-

ly sunken eyes which must, however, have had an extraordinary

power of penetration. Tho the nose is a little heavy and inelegant,,

the projecting forehead, unusually massive like that of Victor

Hugo or of Beethoven, and barred with a determined furrow, re-

veals the great thinker, the man of lofty and noble aspirations.

The rather longhair thrown backward adds to the frank expression

of the fine head; and finally the beard, worn eii collier ?lzq.ox(\\\\%

to the then prevailing fashion, gives to Daumier"s face tlie distinc-

tive mark of his period."

Strength, power, and glowing faith are the qualities ascribed to-

liim. He has produced work, says the writer, " which lias remained

young, from which years have taken nothing of its savor ; which,,

apart from some details

of purely contemporary

interest, attracts and

delights us as much as

it did our fathers."

Daumier was on the

staff of La Caricature,

"that journal which
played so prominent a

part during the reign of

Louis Philippe, prepar-

ing from tlie first years

of this bourgeois reign,

the revolution of 1848."

Associated with him

under the editor, Phil-

ipon, were Grandville,

Raffet, August Bon-

quet, Despret, Monnier,

Travies, and Pigel.

Says the writer

:

"Among these artists

Daumier early signal-

ized himself by his vi-

vacity and strength

;

every day there was
some invention more witty than the last for the purpose of tli row-

ing ridicule upon the sovereign and his rule. Sometimes the long

face of Louis Philippe is transformed into a pear— that famous
pear made historic by the genius of these men ; sometimes it is

the prince's avarice that is attacked by their wit; and there are

endless pleasantries upon the royal family. A caricature of the

^
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HONOR^ D.\UMIER,

" The father of modern caricature," and one-

of the most original figures in the history of

French art during the nineteenth century.
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" Henry! . . . you misjudge me greatly,"

Courtesy of John Lane.

" Nothing like it for a cold in the head, worth its weight in gold"

Courtesy of John Lane.

BY HONOR^ DAUMIER.

king as the Cain who has just assassinated Liberty made a great

stir, as did the litliograph which shows us Louis Philippe walking

with rapid steps alongside a wall whereon his shadow forms the

silhouette of a woman with a IMirygian cap on her head, pursu-

ing him dagger in hand."

Daumier's works are not highly finished, but " are drawn with

almost brutal power, regardless of minute detail, like a fresco by

some Michelangelo of caricature." The writer continues :

"And this kinship between the master's portrait-lithographs and

sculpture is no mere chance; we know, in fact, that in preparing

for his line-work Daumier would begm by modeling from memory
a portrait of his subject in the round; and the lithograph was but

the complement of this preliminary sketch in clay, which repre-

sented the original still more faithfully. None of these portraits

was ever executed from life, but invariably from memory. It must
be observed that this memory was marvelous in extent and accu-

racy, as Baudelaire records in iiis' Curiosites Esthetiques," where,

indeed, he alludes frequently to the genius who was so familiar to

him and so dear. ' IJaumier's distingui.shing note as an artist,' he

writes, ' is his certainty. His drawing is fluent and easy ; it is a

continuous improvisation. He has a wonderful, almost superhu-

man memory, from which he works as from a model. His powers

of observation are such that in his work we never find a single head

that is out of character with the figure beneath it.'
"

When La Caricature was suppressed by " the laws of Septem-

ber curtailing the liberty of the press," Daumier directed his atten-

tion to the life and manners of the time. " Perhaps," says M.

Frantz. " his talent here appears less powerful, less vigorous ; but

what treasures of humor, wit. and mischief henceforward issued

almost daily from his hand!" In estimating him in compari.son

with two of his noted cojifreres in this new field, Monnier and Ga-

vami, the author writes :

" Henry Monnier. older by some years . . . was to a certain

extent his forerunner as a depicter of contemporary manners.

Was it not he, indeed, who first represented in his clever drawings

the bourgeois, upon whom Daumier in his turn wsfs now to seize ?

But while Monnier drew the bourgeois hardly caricatured, only

occasionally overstated, Daumier, with his sublime exaggeration,

elevated his scenes of middle-class life into a sort of epic. Mon-
nier, in his concise, laborious, harmoniously finished compositions,

wherein decorative arrangement is never disregarded, is more
nearly akin to the Flemish artists, who were also so successful in

hitting off the bourgeoisie of their day ; Daumier, on the contrary,

cared little about decorative arrangement ; a thousand times greater

than Monnier and his other contemporaries, he draws all his best

effects from them themselves ; from their gestures faithfully noted

by the power of memorj' already brought to bear upon his poetic

portraits, from their muscular and skeletal structure the huge ab-

surdity of which at once strikes him.

"It is by this Balzac-like grandiloquence that he rises so far

above Gavarni, who was doubtless more charming, more graceful,

and, let us confess it, more of an artist. Gavarni, besides, was in-

finitely wittier; he had the knack of devising telling inscriptions

for his pictures, a task which Daumier generally left to Philipon.

But he had not that sense of real life which astounds us in Dau-
mier's work, any more than he had the power of drawing, of force-

ful modeling, which characterizes Daumier's slightest .sketch.

" In Daumier's drawings there is an element both of the tran-

sitory and of the eternal. When they fail to appeal to us in their

actual side, we can at least appreciate the profound knowledge
they reveal of the passions, defects, and vices of mankind. From
this point of view, the swindler, the shady speculator, the rascal

without a conscience are represented with all the fidelity to nature

of Plautus, Rabelais, Mol'ere, or Balzac. It is this that places

Daumier's work above and beyond all that is merely a passing

craze or fashion."

HAS AMERICA NO LITERARY STANDARDS?

WE are overrun by current criticism of a swash-buckhng

kind, presented with a bold assumption of authority," re-

marks a writer in Harper's Weekly, who is reminded of "Mr.

Arnold's feeling of frustration when he quoted a literary verdict

from The Saturday Review, and received the reply that the Bap-

tist Banner thought otherwise." Our literary criticism, he goes on

to .say, is the personal preference of the man in the street, or at

best, the gratitude of the jaded hack-writer for the tale that re-

quired the least effort. While admitting that this country has

standards in some things—in conduct, for example—he believes

that, aside from purely academical circles, it has no literary stand-

ards. We read farther

:

" As a nation we do not care for high standards. We are fond

of thinking one thing just as good as another and one opinion as

likely to be true as the next. In scholarship, as in society, we
stand for liberty and equality. We are lamentably lacking in any

literary tradition or standard of excellence to measure by. What
passes muster as criticism is worth as little as the advertisements

along the city fences.
" One critic, whose name is, at least, well known, finds fault with

Mr. Hardy for pointing out that fiction is failing because it lacks

philosophy. Mr. Meredith had already spoken at length upon this

very obvious fact. But our critic is entirely undaunted by the

opinion of the two greatest living novelists, and he points out with

vim that the smaller the content and substance of a book the better

it is. Another critic, carrying on the national tradition of glori-

fying the trite and temporary, congratulates Mrs. Deland,not upon
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doing a veiy nice, readable little book for girls called ' The Com-
mon Way/ but that she refrained from literary studies and serious

criticism. We can not help wondering why it is so commendable
to avoid studies in literature. Would this critic seriously advise

Mr. Saintsbury to relinquish the history of criticism, supposing

Mr. Saintsbury turned to him for counsels of perfection, and to

bend his energies to heart-to-heart talks with girls upon courtship ?

Mr. Saintsbury could bring a broad and extended knowledge of

many literatures to bear upon the theme
" All this futile and careless making the ' worse appear the better

reason ' is the result of our national disregard of standards of ex-

cellence. Renan pointed out our danger to us long ago. ' The
countries," he writes, ' which, like the United States, have created

a considerable popular instruction without any serious higher in-

struction will long have to expiate the fault by their intellectual

mediocrity, their vulgarity of manners, and their lack of general

intelligence.' This was written more than a quarter of a century

ago, but it describes us to-day. It is this carelessness of any

higher training for a calling which has turned our literary criticism

into a rebuke and a scorning. We are as careless of the truth and

value of our verdicts as we are of the truth and fairness in an ad-

vertisement of a quack medicine.

"There is an element of unfairness, aye, of unscrupulousness, in

this paid practise of lowering standards, however lightly it be

done. It is certainly justifiable to speak a kindly word of adver-

tisement for the common current of mediocre production, but it is

another thing to try to empiiasize it by pulling down to the same
level what is of real and actual value as literature.

"To do this tends to increase flippancy and to degrade scholar-

ship."

THE LITERARY VALUE OF SINCERITY.

MR. NORMAN HAPGOOD tells how, returning some two

years ago from Europe, he resumed the profession of jour-

nalism with reluctance, believing it to be a field in which there was

a necessary conflict between popularity and sincerity. But "a

year and a half has convinced me," he now writes {m' Collio-'s

Weekly), " that the more thoroughly one expresses his thoughts,

his feelings, his ideals, even his doubts, the better the public will

be pleased."

Mr. Arthur Stringer, writing in Book News (January), expresses

as much belief in the value of sincerity in the writing of fiction as

does Mr. Hapgood in its journalistic value. To-day, Mr. Stringer

admits, when there is so much whittling to make the round peg of

art fit the square hole of commercialism, it is something of a para-

dox to urge that nothing is so practical as the ideal. " Never in

the dusty household of letters has the divorce of intellectual con-

science from popular success seemed more complete." To be sin-

cere, he adds, is strangely original, and "to be original is to rule."

We quote in part his summing up of the present literary conditions

in this country :

" It is even questioned, now and then, if our national expression

will ever be a verbal one—as tho all our kenneled moods and aspi-

rations could ever be content to howl at the world in East River

bridges and skyscrapers !

"The 'democratization' of learning, the narcotic requirements

of our more febrile urban existence, the anesthetic demands of life

ravaged and torn and disfigured by relentless industrialism, the

recent emancipation and the present mental unrest of our only

aristocracy of leisure, which is one of women, tending more and

more to make the kingdom of culture a veritable gynecocracy, the

eviscerating influence of organized science on wonder and faith—
all these, combined with an equally cogent factor in the modern
commercialized and highly complex methods for the manufacture
and distribution of devious literary wares, have tended to make the

world's call on the creative artist not only an impatient one, but

also a perverted one. . -. . He must please, or he must perish. If

he is to be popular and a money-maker, he must not take aim at

special little coteries, but must blaze diffusively and indiscrimi-

nately at the huddled flock of the general reader. He must admin-

ister to our erotomania; he must be decorously genial and enga-

ging; he must adroitly skirt all the deeper and darker issues of

life ; he must be forever limpid and lucid, lest in our fatigue we
flee from him ; he must be fine and brave and intrepid, lest in our
hesitadons and despairs we learn to hate him; and above all he
must be brief and bold and to the point, or, overbusy as we are,

we will have none of his frills of style and his furbelows of grace !'

" Such is the fashion of the day— if unstable, like all fashions,

still grimly ineluctable. Through it all, through the flashing

braveries, and the fine optimisms, and the genial evasions, the

popular author has his day, or his month, or his year at most, after

which he and his book fall away, the ebb-tide in his royalties,

begins, and he is left to lament that his literary world has none of

that audacious yet patient foresight which so characterizes the

commercial world of his fellows. He knows that the eternal hu-

manities await there, just beyond the pale of his possible activities;

he knows that the profounder and vaster currents of experience

and of consciousness sweep back and forth about him, fretting for

their interpreter, that terror and pity and wonder, that gigantic

hates and loves and wars, shrink away inarticulate, alien to his-

respectable, four-sided bourgeois self-satisfaction. So he strangles-

artistic conscience on a rope of tinseled fripperies. And since it-

is demanded of him, he repeats the familiar and well-tested note

and continues to paint life as a brocaded wall paper, chattering

mincingly of the outside world, as tho it were a recently renovated

boudoir
" He now lies in the hollow of the middleman's hand ; he is a cog

on a new wheel of industry. He has no time and no chance for-

heroics. He is an industrious, sadly overworked, fastidious, adap-

tive, resourceful, and very obliging individual, with a natural

enough passion for prosperity, and a human enough desire for

well-being, and a modern enough dread of penury, claiming his

royalties and his due recognition, yet ever and anon protesting"

plaintively against the conditions under which he must labor."

Yet in spite of these conditions, urges Mr. Stringer, success,

waits upon the author who will dare to be sincere, as it waited

upon Cervantes and Goethe and Wordsworth and Tolstoy, "all of

whom found in their day that sincerity had both its mediate and.

its immediate market value." He continues :

" For, after all, nothing succeeds like this same sincerity. In it

lies the only ultimate escape from that stupendous and pathetic

waste of energy and effort, where the seas of the commonplace
beat on the shores of the unsatisfied. So wistfully do we look

back to the giants of old. so pensively do we await the apostle of

the newer order which is to show us a literature once more devoted

and disinterested, that everything unique, bizarre, outlandish, un-

restrained, now that even criticism is no longer constructive, is

given a too attentive ear; and the waste goes on, a mockery to our

much-vaunted conservation of energy and latter-day husbanding of

economic forces. The fashions change, and with them the be-

wildered author. Yet the very tides of caprice which bear him up-

must in time carry him down. Infected with the editorial obses-

sion of the hour, he studies his life through the glass of a precon-

ceived idea, and scatters his ink—and one touch of history makes
the whole book rot. One shift of circumstance, and the archaic

and dreamy Ireland of Yeats is the Ireland of Wyndham and

Plunkett. One move of destiny and Kipling's imperial mistress of
the world is creeping back to her island home, shaken and shamed,
with the veldt-dust on her purple. One sigh of actuality and the-

pink-bubbled Japan of a Pierre Loti bursts on the air, with an un-

looked-for roar of good gunpowder.
" But still the popular author continues to hitch his wagon to the-

star of the moment, penuriously profiting thereby, surrendering a.

conviction or two, day by day, timorously creeping from the ele-

mental tissues of life to the empty embroideries of life, becoming
more and more subservient to those sordid tendencies which

threaten ultimately to commercialize and degrade his calling as-

completely as the drama of his country has- been commercialized,

and degraded."

A REVIEWER in the London O^i'/ooX- claims that it might be maintained with

more than a slight show of reason tliat Mr. Swinburne's capital defect as a poet

is due to a limited sense of hunior. To quote furtlier :
" He is not greatly sensi--

tive to hunior, on the whole, nor a humorist at all. Therefore he lacks propor-

tion, in his enthusiasms, in his vocabulary, in the length of his poems, the multi--

tude and occasional monotony of his stanzas, the diffuseneSs of liis thought,

which reveals itself at times in verbosH^y, and, above all, inihis prebccupation i

with merely mechanical difficulties."
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SCIENCE AND INVENTION,

TO PRESERVE VEGETABLES BY DRYING.

AN EW extension of the " evaporating " process to the prepa-

ration of all green vegetables is described in Tlic llouscliold

by H. -Annette Toole, who asserts that it bids fair to revolutionize

the trade in "green stuff " and perhaps in other food substances,

since it may be applied even to eggs. meat, and fish. .She says:

"They are treated with hot air in such a way that tliey become
perfectly dry and yet are entirely uncooked, while color, flavor,

and nutriment are preserved. While the product is called steri-

lized food, sterilization was not the primary thought of the

inventor. This problem was to treat foods, vegetables especially,

so that they would fumish varied aiul healthful rations for troops

sent to tropical climates, or for armies of laborers engaged in

such enterprises as the digging of the Panama Canal. The
primary object was to prepare vegetables so that they could be

used in conjunction with meats treated in the same manner, to pro-

duce palatalile and healthful soups and stews.

"The inventor appears to have done more, for while household

use was not contemplated, there are indications that housekeepers

will tind the new products available.

"As nothing but water is taken out, nothing else is required for

the process of restoration. No chemicals of any sort are added,

no sugar is evolved as by some methods of evaporation and none

already present is eliminated. There is no temptation to add arti-

ficial coloring, as the restored vegetable or fruit has its original

color

"The contents of the cartons present an inviting appearance.

Potatoes look like rice. They have parted with their eighty per

cent, of water; when treated with water they l)ecome vastly greater

in bulk and are speedily ready to be served as mashed potatoes.

Spmach loses ninety per cent, of its weight and is quickly restored

to its original color. String beans of the green varieties grow
somewhat darker, resembling pieces of green cord about an inch

and a half long. Brussels sprouts become pretty, crinkly green

balls; cabbage resembles thin pieces of creamy white paper,

weighing eight per cent, of its original weight. Hubbard .squash

is in attractive-looking, translucent golden slices. It has been re-

duced ninety per cent, in weight and yet has parted with nothing

but water
" Rhubarb weighs four and one-half per cent, as much as origi-

nally and becomes of paper thinness, swelling to its original pro-

portions when dropped into water. Parsley looks like a large

grained variety of green tea ; it has lost its ninety-three per cent.

of water. Leeks are in attractive green and white slices. Toma-
toes are treated whole and can be used in any way in which fresh

tomatoes are available. Cauliflower is in good-sized, creamy
pieces. All the vegetables are treated with equal success.

"Eggs are perfectly preserved, and while, of course, they can

not be served boiled, they are available not only for cooking pur-

poses, but furnish material for a ' scramble ' in which the freshne.ss

of the egg is assured. Creamed beef is in round granules about as

coarse as when chopped for hash, and can be used for that or for

stews. Fish is perfectly preserved, the fact that it is in pieces not

being a disadvantage for use in military rations, where it would be

most likely to be employed. As the experiments have progres.sed

it has been found practicable to deal with larger masses than at

first, until at present beefsteaks can be successfully treated.

" Apples, pears, bananas, and even the orange have been dried

and restored in the same manner as vegetables. Peaches thus

treated return to their original color and furnish excellent material

for a dish of peaches and cream. Cranberries are treated whole,
" The keeping properties of vegetables and fruits thus prepared

seem indefinite. They require simply to be kept in a dr}' place.

The receptacles are round, pasteboard cartons six and one-half

inches high and three inches in diameter.

"The expense.it is believed, will be no greater than that of

canned goods. A great saving is made in weight, which will re-

sult in a corresponding saving in freight rates and storage space.

Roughly estimated, a case containing twenty-four cans of spinach

weighs about sixty-three pounds, divided thus : spinach thirty-two

and one-quarter pounds, water seventeen and three-quarter pounds,

nns eight pounds, and case about five pounds. The case of steri-

' A spinach, which contains the equivalent of the twenty-four

cans, weighs about five pounds, of which two pounds are spinach

and the rest cartons and case. The saving of space in provision-

ing steamships will be great. It is customary to take sufficient

supplies for the outward and return voyage, buying on each side

those things which can be purchased there of the preferable qual-

ity, ice-cream, for instance, being all bought on this side of the

Atlantic.
" Potatoes and onions, which are probably the two most essen-

tial vegetables, can not be carried [now] to the Philippines, as they

spoil immediately. The army and navy will welcome the new- idea

if it proves a success. Much more food can be carried on the dog-
trains (which sometimes have to become man-trains) of Ala.ska,

where every ounce of weight becomes a torture, but the want of it

means death. To the ranchman or the prairie farmer's wife, much
added comfort will be possible. The advantage to the ordinary-

household, and esi)ecially to the vast numbers of families housed
in city flats, will be numerous. The vegetable cellar is already a
thing of the past and it seems probable that the unsanitary garbage-
pail will follow it. The stripping off of all unsalable portions is

done at the factory. The carton contains nothing but available

food. The hou.sewife, in late winter, will not need to sigh over the

fact that there is only a very limited array of vegetables in market
and those of poor quality, while the imported and hothouse prod-
ucts are far beyond the limits of her purse."

MORE ABOUT CREEPING RAILS.

1 N a recent issue we quoted, in this department, from an editorial

'• in The Railway Age, entitled " Creeping Rails and Continuou.s.

Track." The information contained therein has aroused some
discussion, and two forms of arrangement have been offered to,

The .Igc, both of which are said to be perfectly successful, to,

prove that even bad cases of creeping rails are not incurable by-

simple means. We quote from the same paper in its issue of De-
cember 30. in which it says of these two devices :

" The first of these has no particular name, but is an arrange-

ment, illustrated herewith, in use at a drawbridge on the Chicago.

SUGGESTION FOR PHEVENTING CREEPING OF RAILS ON BRIDGES.

Courtesy of The Railway Age (Chicago).

& Western Indiana Railroad, where great trouble has been expe-«

rienced and a considerable rail movement took place at a most
awkward spot. It consists merely in bending three rails, so that

when placed diagonally against the track rails the ends shall be
parallel thereto. These rails, at each end, are then fastened to the

track rails by means of three i-inch brack-bolts, and frog-fillers of

the proper length are placed between the diagonal rails and the

track rails to provide a flangeway. The effect of this plan is evi-

dent, since the tendency is to pull against the direction of creeping

and the results have justified the anticipations, since no creeping

has been noticed since the device was put in. It is quite evident

here, in order to obviate the necessity for drilling holes in the webs
of the track rails, that the joints in the track may be made to coin-

cide with the ends of the diagonal rail, and this method also rec-

ommends itself from the equally evident fact that these diagonal

rails may be put in as often as is desired if the creeping tendency

extends over a long space.
" The second method mentioned above, altho a patented device,

is very simple, and the illustrations are self-explanatory. One of

the great difficulties as.sociated with almost all means for pre-

venting the creeping of track involves some drilling or punching of

the rails, and in the simple clip illustrated here this objection is

done away with. From this construction it will be seen that any
tendency of the rail to move through the clip merely tends to

tighten the grip of the base-plate against the bottom of the rail^.
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THE CHICAGO & WESTERN INDIANA ANTI-CREEPING DEVICE.

Courtesy of The Railway Age (Chicago).

and since no injury is done to the rails, these may be placed, if the

trouble is a serious one, so that a bearing is secured against every

crosstie for a considerable length of track.

" Under our present construction there is nothing that can be

done to destroy the tendency of rails to creep, but there are tricks

in all trades, and by careful consideration of the circumstances

there scarcely is a case which will be found unsusceptible of great

improvement. In particular, the creeping is frequently noticed on

bridges or long trestles, where it may amount to several inches a

week. It is a curious fact, which will be confirmed by most main-

tenance of way engineers whose memory extends back to that time,

that the old stringer supports for the rails on Howe truss bridges

seldom caused much trouble in the matter of creeping rails, al-

tho they were thoroughly undesirable in other ways. Taking a

hint from this fact, it was found that by spacing the crossties on

a bridge at distances apart, as in the accompanying illustration,

exactly equal to the width of the crosstie, and then filling these

spaces with blocks to which the rails were spiked, even very bad

cases of creeping were cured."

The statement in the original editorial that rails always creep in

the direction of traffic is denied by a correspondent who writes to

Thp: Digest over the signature " An Ex-Roadmaster." He says :

" My experience as an old roadmaster, and for thirty-seven years

in similar Hne of work, is that rails creep ... on one side in one

direction opposite from the heavy pull of the engines passing while

the other side will stand still.

" I also know that single track, with stone-ballasted oak ties,

thirty-foot rails thoroughly spiked in slots of angle bars and with

proper expansion, will not creep.

" I would like to have some learned engineer advise why one side

creeps and the other side lies quiet, on an east-and-west lying road,

and why south-side rails will creep to the east."

Natural Circle of Mushrooms.—A colony of about

eighty mushrooms, growing in a circle about twenty-four feet in

diameter, is "shown in a photograph

sent by Arthur Inkersley to The

American Inventor. Says the writer :

"The circle is not so complete as

it was originally, a few of the mush-

rooms having been trampled down by

cattle. The photograph was made
about four miles from Wilmington
College, in Western Ohio, by Prof. F.

S. Lamar, of the college faculty.

Theie were several other circles of

mushrooms in the same region, some
of them larger, but not so well pre-

served as the one in the picture.

Some of the mushrooms had a di-

ameter of ten inches. Professor

Lamar explains the growth in a circle

thus: ' Mushrooms are nourished by
organic matter and quickly exhaust

the soil wherein they grow. The
spores that fall within the exhausted
area perish. In a spot where one

mushroom grows in one year a group may grow in the next, the

soil becoming exhausted within this area. Next year, if the con-

ditions are favorable, a circle of mushrooms is produced ; and year

after year the circle will increase in diameter. It is not often,

however, that so perfect a circle as the one shown in the photo-

graph is found.'
"

INFLUENCE OF DIRECTION ON THE HUMAN
ORGANISM.

' I ^HE idea that the direction in which one lies, stands, or faces

' may affect in some unknown way his feelings or activity is

more or less common. M. Charles Fere, a French biologist, be-

lieves that he has grounds for holding that this idea is well

founded. M. F^r^ reports that he knows a number of persons

who assert that they sleep better when they are lying north and

south; also that Mme. Jaell, a pianist, plays with greater facility

when her instrument faces west. Noting these and other similar

assertions, and remembering also the numerous westerly migrations

of the human race, the development of great cities on an east-and-

west line, and the tendency of trees to grow in the same directions,

he has recently attempted to see whether orientation has any real

influence on activity. To ascertain this he employed the ergo-

graph, a device that registers the amount of work done by pulling

against a spring, using the instrument while facing each of the

eight principal points of the compass. The results, which he com-

municated last autumn to the Paris Societe de Biologie, are thus

summarized in the Revue Scientiftqtie,^Nh\c\\ criticizes them some-

what unfavorably :

"The work done by the right middle finger had the following

values in different directions: South, 43.11; southeast, 39.15 ; east,

68.82; northeast, 36.82; north, 43.83; northwest, 33.96; west,

75.82 ; southwest, 45.42 [the results with the left middle finger were
similar].

" Thus it is the west and east that constitute the directions most
favorable to activity. It is sufficient

to turn the head in the proper direc-

tion to cause the influence of that

direction to manifest itself.

" Here is a very interesting, not to

say important, assertion. But in fact

ergograph records taken by different

persons, or even by the same person,

in different directions are not in any

way comparable. Otherwise it would

be necessary, from the industrial point

of view, for workmen to place them-

selves in the east-and-west position, in

their workshops, in order to obtain a

maximum production."

The writer in the Revue Scientifique

goes on to criticize the experiments

as follows

:

PHENOMENAL MUSHROOM GROWTH.
Courtesy of The American Inventor (New York).

"
I should have serious scruples

against advising any important con-

structive changes along this line, for
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I can not help finding the foundation a little weak. Tiiirty ergo-

graph records in each direction are very few, tho they may be

quite conclusive. That one person only was submitted to the ex-

periment diminishes the value of the results, which alter all only

are true of this person. A theory can not be found on one case,

and it has often been said, tho frequently forgotten, tiiat science

has to do only with general statements. And, further, it must be

confessed that the subject in this case was singularly bad, in my
opinion at least, for it was the author himself— the author who had

been thinking about the people who slept best in the meridian, the

musical execution of Mme.Jael [and the other similar cases]. . . .

Now when the ergograph is employed to verify a hypothesis we
should use a subject who knows nothing about w hat we are trying

to ascertain.

"A subject endosved with M. Perd"s intelligence is by that very

fact a dangerous subject. In working with the ergograpli in such a

manner that the will-power may intervene with greater or less regu-

larity, one is perfectly capable of unconsciously vitiating the results.

" So we must be prudent and wait. The idea is very interesting

and certainly may be true, but it calls for and deserves confirma-

tion. It is to be hoped that M. Fere, who is an untiring worker,

instead of dispersing his activity in trying to establish a very great

number of results that are always insufficiently supported to be
regarded as proved, and which are often neglected, may take up,

on the contrary, some one fact and establish it by a complete and
systematic experimental demonstration."

—

Translation made for
The Literary Digest.

THE USE OF AUTOMOBILES IN ASTRONOMY.
' I 'HE above title reads a little like a line from " Alice in Won-
^ derland." but it is perfectly serious. We are told by M.

Emile Touchet, adjunct secretary of the Astronomical Society of

France, who writes in La Xatttre (Paris. December 17) that auto-

mobiles have been lately used by French astronomers to transport

observers and material to some point where it is desired to take

obser\ations during a limited time, as in the observation of shooting-

stars. In order to calculate the height of these meteors and tiie

length of their paths, they must be observed from at least two points

AUTOMOBILE OBSERVATORY WITH ACCESSORIES FOR STUDYING METEORS.

simultaneously. The motor-car thus used as a temporary observa-

tory is fitted up specially for the purpose. M. Touchet writes

:

" It is easy to understand the difficulties encountered in the prac-

tical organization of a system of stations for the study of shooting-

stars, having at once the proper conditions of distance, orien-

tation, and comfort, especially as very often the observers, the

'volunteers of science,' as M. Radau very happily terms them,

have occupations that require them to be absent daily.

" It may be seen thus why, in view of all these contradictory re-

quirements, the plan was formed of using, for the organization of

temporary stations, automobiles in which could be quickly trans-

ported to the proper localities observers furnished with tlie neces-
sary apparatus."

Tliis plan was adopted, we are told, in the neighborhood of Paris

in 1903, when the November shower of meteors took place in ex-

A SELF-PROPELLED STEAM FIRE ENGINE, BUILT IN LONDON.

Courtesy of Cassier's Magazine.

ceptionally fine weather. Observers from the Chevreuse observ-

atory were sent by automobile to Authon-la-Plaine, about 15

miles distant. Eighty-five meteors were observed at the two sta-

tions, of which twenty-two coincided and furnished the basis of

calculations of height. From these it appeared that the meteors

appeared at a mean height of 104 kilometers [64 miles] and disap-

peared at 76 kilometers [47 miles], the average length of path being

35 kilometers [22 miles]. M. Touchet says:

"The observations brought to light a curious fact, which does

not accord at all with the generally received idea that observations

should be made during a very brief time and after a complete rest

of several hours. Notwithstanding a fatiguing day and four hours

of uninterrupted observation each night, the paths recorded at

each station toward the end of the night showed more precision

than at the beginning ; they were also more concordant on the sec-

ond day than on the first. It thus seems that there was a sort of

progressive acquisition of skill, and that the quality of the obser-

vations became better with time. The illustration shows the auto-

mobile observatory with its accessories ; a glazed disk lighted from

beneath, on which to place the charts, a telescope of slight mag-
nifying power to study the meteor-paths, etc

" Shooting-stars have been observed from balloons, and we know
that the results obtained by this method have not been very satis-

factory, which is not astonishing when we take into consideration

the mobility of the aerial station and the impossibility of deter-

mining its exact location at every instant. We believe that auto-

mobiles, on the contrary, are destined to render great service in

the study of meteors, whenever it is necessary to establish flying-

stations or to cover the vicinity of a central observatory."

—

Trans-

lation made for TYiY. Literary Digest.

Wanted: an Up-to-date Fire-engine.—The horse-

drawn fire-engine is pronounced an anachronism by Cassier's

Magazine, which declares that it should be classed with the horse-

car as a " back number." Says the editor

:

" One of the absurdities of twentieth-century engineering is the

horse-drawn steam fire-engine in large city service. Self-propulsion
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for such engines has been talked of for the past twentj- years,

but the sum-total of all that has been accomplished during that

time toward dispensing with animal traction has amounted to rela-

tively little—a fact particularly noticeable in America, the generally

accredited home of advanced ideas. -Indeed, it appears to have

been left to conservative British engineers to blaze the way. so to

speak, in this field, and the result is that steam-motor tire-engines;

petrol, or what in America would be called gasoline, motor fire-

engines; and even electrically operated tire-pump equipments, are

currently advertised specialties of British make which ought to be

Avorthy object-lessons to American municipalities and lire-engine

builders. At least half a dozen British towns, if not more, have

motor-driven tire-engines, either steam or petrol, while Cape Town,

in South Africa, and Valparaiso, in Chile, and even Mauritius, are

equipped with petrol motor hose-carts and tenders, if not pumps.

The petrol motor tire-engine at present has probably the most im-

mediately promising opportunities ; but it is not at all unlikely that

in the near future also there will be electric taps along city streets.

exactly as there are now fire-hydrants, from which electric tire-

pumps will be able to take current, the propelling power from the

outfit being derived from electric storage-

batteries, which in turn may be recharged

irom the same taps. But whatever the

power system, animal traction for fire-

engines should not be permitted to survive

much longer; it should have disappeared

with the horse-car on city streets."

SPONTANEOUS RECURRENCE
OF THOUGHT.

POSSIBLY some events that have been

looked upon as dependent on occult

agencies, or as explicable only on some

such hypothesis as that of thought-trans-

ference, may be due to simple periodicity

in the operations of the brain—the fact

that an image once presented to conscious-

ness tends to recur, without voluntary

effort, at the end of a specified period.

This theory has recently been pnt forth by

Dr. Herman Swoboda, of Vienna, who has

been studying some interesting data bear-

ing on the cause and significance of dreams.

Says Public Opinion, in a translation of an

article from the Hamburger y\Y?c7/;7V///^;/ .•

"This scientist believes that impressions

and events are again brought into the field

•of consciousness after certain specified

intervals, in the case of men after twenty-

three days and in the case of women after

twenty-eight days. Thoughts and recol-

lections, on the other hand, have a periodi-

city wliich is apparently not explained in any way by examina-

tion of the customary train of ideas. The reproduction of im-

pressions and recollection;: is so regular tliat Dr. .Swoboda has

frequently succeeded in predicting the appearance of certain

-dreams at specific times.

" He himself always has the well-known ' flying-dream ' twenty-

three days after he has been skating, and it is probable tliat

continual u.se of our arms and legs in other than in a normal

jiianner, as in dancing, skating, bicycling, etc., will, after a period

-of twenty-three or twenty-eight days, produce the ' flying-dream.'

This form of dream is doubtless the result of the so-called mus-

•cular sense, for we possess a feeling not only of the position of our

muscles, but also of the changes wliich these muscles undergo in

•movement.
" However, the most remarkable part of Dr. Swoboda's work is

its bearing on premonitions and the key it gives to the explanation

of a large mass of this phenomena. Again, we will resort to

Tthe cases mentioned by the author, which will indicate his

•meaning clearly and briefly. Dr. Swoboda tells of a case of

a physician who dreams that he is called upon to see a

sick child. The third of January the physician made a visit

to the child under discussion, and the night of the 27th and
28th of March he had his dream. During his visit of the 3d
of January he had received his impressions, which after the

triple lapse of the period of twenty-eight days were again pre-

sented in the dream. At the same time the physician had his

dream the mother of the child had a dream which represented

the former visit of the physician, in the case of the physician

the dream creating a premonition that he would be called to see

the child, while with the mother there was suggested the advisa-

bility of calling in the physician.

"A much more remarkable ca.se, however, is that of a written

correspondence carried on by Swoboda with a person at a dis-

tance. One day Swoboda"s correspondent declared that he had
foreseen in a dream the arrival of Swoboda's letter, and upon in-

vestigation it developed that the letters were written exactly

twenty-three and forty six days apart. From the time of starting

the correspondence the time for the two writers was the same, a
fact which indicates that the spontaneous recollection would lead

the one wlio owed a letter to write the same, and the one who was
to receive a letter to expect it, the next time the case being re-

versed. This fact will also explain why
the letters written by the two men often

crossed."

ELECTRIC ARC ON A TRANSMISSION LINE IN
UTAH, CAUSED BY A SALT-STORM.

Courtesy of Cassier's Magazine.

Electric Arc due to Salt in the
Air.— In Utah the air is sometimes filled

with alkaline dust brought by the winds

from the neighboring desert. These dust-

laden winds, known as salt-storms, some-

times bring about the formation of a huge

aerial electric arc between the direct and

return circuits of a power-transmission

line. One of these is herewith produced

from an article on power transmission in

Cassiers Magazine. Says the writer:

"It is a mistake to suppose that Utah
climate is favorable [to electric transmis-

sion]. During the rainy season it is as

wet as any, and the alkali dust of the so-

called salt-storms is as trying as sea-coast

spray. At times dense volumes of this

impalpable dust from the Great Desert are

accompanied by clouds or fog. In this

damp, sticky state the dust completely

covers to a considerable depth the under

as well as the upper surfaces of insulators,

as well as poles, cross-arms, and pins.

Over these surfaces streamers gradually

creep until, meeting at the pole, they

break into an arc, like that which was
photographed by Mr. C. E. Baker, the

line patrolman at Mercur. ... A quick

turn of the generator rheostat at the criti-

cal instant breaks the arc, without interrupting service of induc-

tion-motors."'

SCIENCE BREVITIES.

" It is a matter of notoriety," writes Dr. A. II. Friedenberg, of New York to

American Medicine (December 24), "that, as regards decency of appearance,

our United States money can not compete with most foreign money. Abroad,

with the exception of the fractional cuiTency of Italy and Austria, it is a rare

thing to find oneself in the possession of bank-notes that are not fresh, clean, and
crisp. I am informed that in England the public is so indulged in this particular

that it is the custom of the Bank of England to cancel, destroy, and reissue aU
notes, soiled or not, that are presented for payment."

" The watering of wine, or adulteration, by many liquids or even solids, is in-

fallibly told by the telephone, in the novel method of M. Maneuvrier, of Paris,"

says The American Inventor. " Two glasses, one containing the wine to be

tested, and the other the same quantity of wine known to be pure, are placed on
an instrument resembling a pair of scales. The telephone is in contact with both

liquids, and if both are pure no sound is heard, but if one contains water the

telephone sounds until a pointer is moved to such a point on a dial that the con-

ductivity of the liquids is equalized. The number indicated on the dial is then

read, when reference to a previously prepared chart shows the e.xact amount of

water."
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THE RELIGIOUS WORLD.

BABEL-BIBEL AND KILIMANDSHARO.
''

I ' H K liabel IJibcl controversy brought into prominence tlie

* claim that many of the stories and teachings of the Hebrew

iicripturesare not peculiar to these, but are shared in common with

other nations. The latest and most surprising addition to this

claim comes from German East Africa. The details are given by

Munzinger. the great African traveler and specialist, in the supple-

ment of the Munich Allgeiiieinc Zeituiig (No. 275). From this

source we condense as follows :

Not only Biblical science but oriental research in general has

come recently into possession of a mass of new data, the result of

the researches of Captain Merker. of the Colonial troops in East-

ern Africa. Captain Merker has for years been studying closely

the character and the traditions of the gifted Masai people, in the

steppes east of the Kilimandsharo. His book has been published

with the financial support of the German Colonial Society by the

house of Keimer, and is an ethnological study of the highest qual-

ity. Merker has discovered that in the traditions of this people

there are undoubted evidences of their close relations with the He-
brews, not directly but indirectly, by the possession of religious

views and stories that are common to the Semitic peoples. It is

evident that the Masai are of the .Semitic race, and hence are kin

and kith of the Hebrews and Arabs, being a branch of this family,

which, like others, such as the Abyssinians. was forced to cross

over from Arabia and settle in Africa. Merker is of the opinion

that this migration took place as early as 4000 H.c. They differ

from the surrounding blacks in every particular, but in nothing

more than in their religion, which, in contrast with the polydemon-
ism of all the negro tribes, is the simplest and purest monotheism.
Their God is called 'Ng ai and is represented as a bodily being.

The Masai are not allowed to make any image of their supreme
being. They regard themselves as the chosen people of God, and
believe that all other peoples are to be subject to them. After

•death a protecting angel, who accompanies every Masai, takes the

departed soul into the land of the clouds. .At the gates of this

<:L»untry 'Ng ai determines what the fate of the soul shall be. The
good are admitted to paradi.se, but evil men are driven into a dreary

desert.

Their myths stand in close connection with those of the book of

Genesis, and are based on a story of creation, an original state of

innocence, and the fall. Originally the world was a void and dry

•desert in which a dragon did as he pleased. Their God descended
from heaven and fought the dragon and conquered him through his

blood, which became water, by which the dry desert was watered
and made fruitful. There where the contest had taken place Para-

dise was established. Then God created, merely by the Word of

His command, the sun. the moon, the stars, the plants, the ani-

mals, and, last of all, the first human couple. The man He sent

from heaven, but the woman, at the command of God, came forth

from the earth. In Paradise, where they both lived, they were
without care. 'Ng ai permitted them to eat of all of the fruit of

the garden ; but the fruit of a single tree they were not to touch.

God frequently paid a visit to the first pair. In doing so He each

time descended by a ladder and a.scended the same way again.

One day He did not find them at once and finally discovered them
hiding amid the bushes. When questioned the man finally con-

fessed that they were ashamed because tiiey had eaten of the for-

bidden fruit, saying that the woman had been the first to do so.

The latter in turn blamed the three-headed serpent. In anger

'Ng ai banished the man and woman from Paradise, and sent the

Tnorning-star to protect the garden against them.

Further the traditions of the Masai tell of a deluge that was to

be an atonement for the wickedness of man, and they tell also of a

set of commands that 'Ng ai declared to their forefathers from the

mountains. According to them, among the commands are the

following

:

" There is but one God. He has sent me [an angel is represented

as speaking]. You have so far called Him E'majan (the one that

forgives) or E'magelam (the Almighty); but now you shall call

Him 'Ng ai. Ye shall make no image of 'Ng ai. If you follow

His commandments it will be well with you ; if not. He will punish

•you with famine and pestilence."

Merker, who demonstrates to the satisfaction of himself and

Munzinger that these are really Masai traditions and can not pos-

sibly have been derived, directly or indirectly, from the Scriptures,

discusses four theories that could explain these remarkable anal-

ogies. He concludes that the Ma.sai, as Semitics, represent a
tradition in common with the Babylonians, the Arabs, and the

Hebrews, and that their faith and these myths go back to hoary

antiquity, where the Semitics were all as yet one people with one

common creed. Masai have distinct recollections of a people

called Amoroi and one called El-eberel, the former being identified

by Merker with the Amorites and the latter with the Hebrews.

Munzinger remarks that this discovery adds further evidence to

the claims of those who have found remnants of the Phenician

people, the neighbors of the Hebrews, all along the east coast of

Africa, and who there locate the Ophir of the Bible.— 7>-fl«,y-

latioii made for The Literary Digest.

THE "SELF-ASSERTION" OF JESUS.

|\ /I R. D. S. CAIRNS, the author of a lengthy and closely rea-

*• ' -^ soned paper running through two successive numbers of The

Conie»iporary i'?if7'/V7t' (London), affirms his conviction that " the

interpretation of the personality of Jesus is the storm-center of the

theological controversy of the present day, as it was of the first

Christian centuries "
; and he thinks that the vital point at issue, in

the discussion of this momentous question, lies between those who
hold to the " humanitarian " and those who hold to the " transcen-

dent " theory of the life of Christ. Stated briefly, the humanitarian

view" teaches that Christ is simply the summit spirit of humanity,

the highest interpreter of the great unchanging, spiritual environ-

ment of the soul." But how is it possible, asks Mr. Cairns, to

reconcile this view with Christ's repeated assertions of his Mes-

sianic mission .' He proceeds :

"The question now immediately before us is this: Does the

theory afford an adequate explanation of the primitive Christian

consciousness, or of the self-consciousness of Christ, as we may
reach them by fair use of the epistles and the gospels .''

"It is. clearly, to a great extent out of harmony with the every-

day Christian life and thought of the churches as we know them.

It is true that humanitarianism, in its theistic form, has much in

common with such teaching and life. It shares with them their

belief in the Fatherhood of (iod, the brotherhood of man, the law

of self-sacrifice for the common good, and the immortality of the

soul. But there is one element, at least, in the traditional teach-

ing which it is unable to assimilate, and that is what it believes to

be an exaggerated estimate of the personality of Jesus. In his

famous ' Address to Divinity .Students,' in the year 183S, Emerson
gave striking expression to this revolt. ' In this point of view,' he
says, referring to the divine nature of the human soul, 'we become
very sensible of the first defect of historical Christianity. Histori-

cal Christianity has fallen into the error that corrupts all attempts

to communicate religion. As it appears to us, and as it has ap-

peared for ages, it is not the doctrine of the soul, but an exag-

geration of the personal, the positive, the ritual. It has dwelt, it

dwells with noxious exaggeration about the person of Jesus. . .
.'

" To Dr. Martineau, in England, belongs the credit of having

first discerned the critical importance of this question ; and in his

book on ' The Seat of Authority in Religion ' we find, with all its

historical shortcomings, the most thoroughgoing endeavor to de-

liver humanitarianism from its dilemma. His solution is simple

and drastic. He fully admits that the apostles accord to Christ a

place incompatible with the humanitarian solution, and would, I

suppose, have no quarrel with the statement that they ' dwell with

noxious exaggeration about the person of Jesus. ' But he accounts

for all this by regarding it as a Jewish survival. Just as the earlier

Brahmanism lived on beneath the surface in primitive Buddhism,

and worked itself to the surface in the apotheosis of the Buddha,
so, I suppose, he would picture to himself the survival of messianic

and apocalyptic ideas in the epistles. . . . The facts groan and cry

out under such treatment. We feel that by such critical methods
almost anything could be proved

" If Martineau's way out of the dilemma is impossible for us, is

that of F. W. Newman in any way more possible.' That writer
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says frankly that we must recognize that Jesus had an overweening

estimate of himself, and that when that was touched, he was irri-

table and hard. Can tliat view be equated with what we otherwise

know of the character and teaching of Jesus? . . . Every student

of comparative ethics knows the peculiar emphasis which Christian

morality lays upon the self-suppressing virtues. A new virtue ap-

pears in the classical heathen world with the new religion—the vir-

tue of humility. This quality of patience, gentleness, self-repres-

sion, lowliness, true magnanimity, is essential to the Christian

type, and of it the apostolical writers habitually adduce Jesus as

the great example. The case for it is indeed stated by Jesus him-

self with a paradoxical vividness which causes the greatest difficulty

to many minds, because it seems to them unpractical and over-

driven. Now this is surely not the type of ethical teaching which

could ever come from a character of the kind which Mr. Newman
describes. There must be something radically wrong with a con-

struction which leads to such results as these. What is it, then,

which is wrong ? What is the initial error which leads to the

critical violences of Martineau and the moral contradictions of his

friend ? It is the postulate with which they both start; it is the

fundamental theory of humanitarianism, the theory which assumes
that Jesus can be explained by the same principles as explain Zoro-

aster or Gautama or Mohammed; that, like them, he is simply a

great interpreter, a revealer of new truths about the unchanging
spiritual environment of the soul."

If the humanitarian view be the true one, argues Mr. Cairns, if

Jesus be simply a man, then "authority of the kind which he as-

serted would indeed be spiritual tyranny, a tyranny traceable to

his overweening estimate of himself." But the transcendent

theory starts from different premises :

"It holds that the personality of Jesus was absolutely unique,

and, therefore, that the analogy between him and the founders of

other religions, while valid and illuminating up to a certain point,

is inadequate. The founding of the Kingdom of God, to those

who hold this view, is not simply a historical development, but a

great cosmic event, which finds a partial analogy in the first ap-

pearing of organic life in the physical realm, or the emergence of

self-conscious human life in the animal world. The Apostle Paul,

indeed, goes farther and compares it to a new creation. On this

view the personality of Jesus is essentially that of the mediator of

the divine life. Let us, for the moment, and for the argument,

suppose that his personality is of this unique kind. Let us sup-

pose that faith in him, acceptance of his authority, the whole per-

sonal element of love, trust, reverence, obedience, really initiated

his disciples into a higher and nobler life of communion with God,
a life which at every point was maintained, and increased pari
passu with the maintenance and enrichment of the personal rela-

tion with himself; let us suppose that the spiritual universe was
actually so ordered by God ; would it not then be his bounden
duty, his divine vocation, to make this momentous spiritual fact

plain and clear to men? If so, how could he better do it than by
following just such a course of action as the gospels represent him
to have followed ? On such a view the paradox between his self-

assertion and his humility would disappear. He might with per-

fect consistency say, ' All things are delivered unto me of my
Father,' and, in the same breath, ' I am meek and lowly in heart.'

On the view thus provisionally suggested we can illustrate the

solution of the paradox from human life. Take the case of a mon-
arch, who by the historic traditions and the institutional structure

of a nation represents its national life, or a President, who by com-
mon consent is the representative of a great commonwealth. Such
a man may in spirit be humble and self-forgetful, but none the less

under the sense of historic vocation he may assert and maintain his

rightful place and refuse to tolerate any usurping and presumptuous
rivalry, which would disable him from doing the work with which
the nation has entrusted him, or wrong the honor of the people
through its representative head. Yet, St. Louis on his throne, or

Lincoln in his Cabinet, may be in essential spirit a humbler man
than the ragged beggar at his gates. The self-assertion of the

ruler may spring from natural arrogance, but it may also spring

from self-denying love for his people, and a clear perception that

its welfare depends on the maintenance of social order, an order to

which his vocation is necessary and vital. Self-assej-fion in itself

is not a vice. It may be a heroic virtue. Everything depends
upon its motive, and whether or no there is reality behind it. The
explanation which the theory of transcendence gives of the self-

assertion of Jesus is that there was reality behind it, and that Jesus
followed the course which he did follow because it was his divine

vocation, the only way in which he could adequately reveal his

Father's will and redeem the souls of men. It is here, I believe,

that the only adequate solution of the problem is to be found. It

is only if we grant the unique and peculiar personality and relations

to God and man of Jesus Christ that we can understand the pic-

ture given by the gospel records and harmonize their apparent
contradictions."

THE FATALISM OF MODERN SCIENCE.

^OME noteworthy passages in the autobiography of Moncure
*^ D. Conway point to his belief in the failure of science, after

having weakened the faith in supernaturalism, to furnish a suf-

ficient ethical guide. He records the reflection made in his diary

in 1903 that " it has become necessary entirely to revise the bear-

ings of science on ethics." He quotes his friend, Goldwin Smith,

as foreseeing "fatal results to the next generation unless sci-

ence can construct something to take the place of the failing:

religious conscience." Herbert Spencer, he declares, saw the-

fatality as already arrived; and he admits that " apprehensions of

this kind have long beset rationalistic preachers and publicists, of

whom some have been swept away by the floods of jingoism and

militantism."

Surveys of the changed conditions from 1S82 to the present lead

to these conclusions. In 18S2 Darwin and Emerson died ; and Dr.

Conway remarks: "It was a notable circumstance that on the

death of these two men, who have done away with supernatural-

ism, no voice of odiuiii theologicuin broke the homage of England

and America." From the Continent, however, came one dissen-

tient voice :

"Amid the universal homage to Darwin, one adverse sentiment

is widely noted and rebuked. L' (Jiiivers, the Roman Catholic

organ in Paris, said :
' When hypotheses tend to nothing less than

the destruction of faith, the shutting out of God from the heart of

man, and the diffusion of the filthy leprosy of materialism, the

savant who invents and propagates them is either a criminal or a

fool. Voild ce que nous avons a dire du Darwin des singes.''
"

The disappointed expectations wrought by the developments of

the eighteen years following this event are thus recorded by Dr,

Conway

:

"Paris, 1900. How far away appear the years when I wrote

down my impressions of the funeral of Darwin. I can not dis-

cover in history any eighteen years so marked by changes in the

moral condition of the world as those that have followed that time.

It now looks to me like the closing of an epoch, ominously marked
by graves of the great whose ideals are interred with them,

"The Roman Catholic organ in Paris, which in 1882 was de-

nounced for its brutal words on Darwin, has its revatiche in 1900.

On the eve of the International Peace Congress, about to be held

in Paris, VUnivers publishes an article that falls on our midsum-
mer like Arctic cold. The spirit of peace it declares has fled the

earth because Darwinism has taken possession of it. The pleas

for peace have been inspired by a faith in the divine nature and
origin of men ; they were all seen as children of one Father, and
war was fratricide. 'But now that men are seen as the children of

apes, what matters it whether they are slaughtered or not

!

" So runs through its columns the terrible article— terrible by rea-

son of the passionate earnestness with which it represents its day

of judgment. It is small consolation to defend moral corollaries

of science by saying that where the bee sucks honey the spider

sucks poison. For to those filled with horror by the murderous-

aggressions of strong nations on the weak the proverb can only

suggest that the spider is taking possession of the world. Seated

here in Paris while the exposition is presenting at the close of the

century a picture of the harmonious industrial nation distributed

through all nations, L'Univers opens before me a dreary prospect

of decivilization and decadence. The humanitarian spirit that

breathed through the literature and art of England and America for

fifty years (1832-82) is entombed in a sepulchre which few even

garnish, while the mourners grown gray, who shared its spirit, are
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savages everywhere ; now that the European nations are vying
with one another in political burglaries ; now that we have entered
upon an era of social cannibalism, in which the strong nations are
devouring the weaker ; now that national interests, national pres-
tige, pluck, and so forth, are alone thought of, and equity has
utterly dropped out of thought, while rectitude is scorned as ' unc-
tuous '

; it is useless to resist the wave of barbarism. There is a
bad time coming, and civilized mankind will (morally) be uncivi-

lized betore civilization can again advance
" The universal aggressiveness and universal culture of blood-

thirst will bring back military despotism, out of which, after many
generations, partial freedom may again emerge."

THt CHRlSllAiN iWliriE) AND NUN-C H RISTl.AN WOKLU, A.U. lOO.

Courtesy of TAf Churchman.

helpless as the women who heard the cry of their dying leader,
' My power, my power, why liast thou forsaken me ?

'

"

Reverting to the subject again in 1903 the author writes:

** Had the Roman Catholic writer in Paris, who said that Dar-
win had slain peace, followed his own doctrines to their logical

result, he would have seen that they include belief in the providen-

tial character of all the evils and agonies of the world ; also that

Darwin and the apes are equally a part of the eternal order with

the Pope and his crusaders.

Yet I can not help recognizing

the terrible fact under that

anathema on science. The basis

of democracy is the much mis-

quoted affirmation of the Dec-
laration of Independence— ' all

men are created equal.' Its

strictly religious essence has

been lost by tlie substitution of
' born ' for ' created.' Republi-

canism , democracy , negro eman-
cipation, were all based on be-

lief in the fatherhood of God
and brotherhood of man. The
religious sanction having brok-

en down, its place can not be

taken by science until all human
beings are scientific.

"No class of men in the

modern world are of higher

character in all the relations of life, private and public, than the

men of science. The man of science lives in the presence of

tremendous forces ; he is trained in the knowledge of cause and
effect; his hourly instruction is in laws that fail not and which no

prayer nor penitence can escape ; he knows that his every action

to man or woman or child is taken up by forces impartial between

good and evil, pain and pleasure, and carried on to unending results.

Science alone understands the reality in this world of that hell and

heaven which superstition has located in a future svorld where they

have lost actuality in the minds they once controlled
" Were it possible that the masses of mankind could be developed

out of the mass and become individual thinkers, science would

surely reach them with its saving grace of self-restraint, while de-

livering them from the ethical fictions which obstruct the moral

freedom essential to happiness."

The " fatalism " of Herbert Spencer, noted by the author and

quoted at the beginning, is exhibited, coupled with views of a pes-

simistic nature not dissimilar to the foregoing, in two letters writ-

ten to Mr. Conway apropos of tiie latter's proposal of "an unoffi-

cial arbitration by the most eminent jurists and pubhcists of all

nations on every dispute that threatened peace—a court formed of

unofficial men like Mommsen, Virchow, Zola. Spencer, President

Eliot—whose judgment, tho it could not be enforced, would

strengthen the party of peace in each country menacing another."

Spencer wrote in reply :

" I sympathize in your feelings and your aims, but not in your
hopes

" Now that the white savages of Europe are overrunning the dark

THt CHKISriAN ANU N(;.S-L1I

Courtesy of The

AN OBJECT-LESSON IN THE PROGRESS OF
CHRISTIANITY.

''T^'HE Rev. G. C. F. Bratenahl, of the Protestant Episcopal
•• Church of St. Alban's, Washington, D. C, has made a

series of maps graphically illustrating the progress of Christianity

toward its promised conquest of the world. Three of these maps
we reproduce from The Churchman (New York), which comments
upon them in part as follows :

" First of all, the world is shown as it was at the end of the first

century. The Western hemisphere is, of course, in outer dark-

ness, so is nearly all of Africa, Asia, and Europe. Christianity is

practically confined to the southern shores of the Black Sea and
the eastern extremity of the

Mediterranean, tho it stretches

along the eastern shore of the

Red Sea for some little dis-

tance, linds firm lodgment in

Macedonia and Thessaly, and
is found in scattered communi-
ties on either shore of the Adri-

atic, at Rome, and sporadically

elsewhere in Italy. The map
also indicates the presence of

Christianity in the British
Islands."

The second map here shown

represents the geographical

status of Christianity in 1549,
" a year memorable in Anglican

annals because it witnessed the

issue of the first Book of Com-

mon Prayer and the supersession, through act of Parliament, of

the Latin mis.sal by the English liturgy." Of this period The

Churchinait remarks

:

" Spain has now become, at least nominally, wholly Christian.

The entire Scandinavian peninsula is Christianized, the larger part

of what we now call Russia in Europe, and most of the territory

now covered by the Balkan States. There has indeed been loss.

The Moslems have conquered and held what is now Greece and

Turkey ; they have conquered Asia Minor ; but the territorial gain

KISIIAN WUKI.U, A.U. I54y.

Churchman.

tHE CHRISTIAN AND NON-CHRISTIAN WORLD, A.D. 190O.

Courtesy of The Churchman.
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far exceeds the loss, and once more it is the virile populations that

;have embraced Christianity, or perhaps it would be juster to say

that the populations that have embraced Christianity have shown
:increased and enduring progressive powers. But even after these

fifteen centuries and more Christianity is still known only in a

corner of the world."

The third map represents the world in 1900. Says The Church-

.//lan :

" How complete is the transformation when we turn from the

: situation in 1549 to that in 1900. Only four centuries and a half

have intervened, a period less than that between the first Crusade

.and the Reformation, yet now, thanks to that Reformation and to

the missionary spirit that it reinfused into the church, the relation

of Christian to pagan is transformed. We do not have to look for

light amid the darkness, but rather seek out what still remains of

darkness in the flooding light. Africa alone remains still the dark

continent; subtropical Asia still beckons to missionary emprise

;

but the whole North Temperate zone and almost the whole South

Temperate zone is Christian, and if there are still blotches of

black in South America, these districts are not yet Christianized

• only because they are sparsely inhabited and hardly habitable.

JVIuch indeed remains to be done, but it is relatively little in con-

trast with what has been achieved. No wonder that missionary

• optimism looks forward to the Christianizing of the world ' in this

.^feneration.'
"

THE RELIGIOUS ASPECT OF PSYCHICAL
RESEARCH.

THE phrase " psychical research " has held an alluring and tan-

tahzing interest for the public mind ever since the organi-

.zation of a society for its prosecution in 1882. As is well known,

this society aims to investigate in a scientific spirit all occult

manifestations that are brought to its knowledge. For some time

the attitude of the churches toward the phenomena dealt with,

more especially those of Spiritualism, was one of aloofness or even

hostility. That the latter is still the attitude of Roman Catholi-

cism is indicated by an article in a recent number of The Ave Maria
(Notre Dame, Indiana), in the course of which the writer refers to

the meeting-rooms of spiritists as" the very antechambers of hell."

He further expresses his conviction, backed by various modern

.authorities in his own church, that "spiritism, where it is not im-

posture, is diabolism pure and simple."

That most ministers of the gospel take only lukewarm interest

in a movement which possibly offers them scientific evidence of

immortality, was remarked some time ago by Prof. James H. Hys-

lop. Mr. Gerald Birney Smith, in a recent number of The Biblical

World (Chicago), defends this indifference on the ground that psy-

chical research can not strengthen the cause of religion. Says

Mr. Smith :

"This lukewarmness was the instinctive expression of the funda-

mental difference between the message of science and the message
• of religion. Science proceeds to put us into intellectual contact

\\'\i\\ facts, in order that we may form rational conclusions on the

basis of these facts. Religion proceeds to put us into personal

•contact with God, in order that, having experienced His presence

in our lives, we may have moral convictions as to God's eternal

providence for His children. It would be quite possible for one

to believe in a future life on the basis of such facts as are estab-

lished by the Society for Psychical Research, and yet have no per-

isonal communion with God. Why should not an atheist assent to

Mr. Meyers's conclusion [that we have scientific proof that per-

:Sonality survives death] if he were satisfied with the evidence ?"

But the latest word on this subject to attract public attention

•comes from the Rev. Dr. R. Heber Newton (Protestant Epis-

-copal), whose attitude is one of neither aloofness nor hostility. In

an address before the American Institute for Scientific Research

Dr. Newton is reported to have avowed his acceptance of spiri-

tistic evidences of immortality, and to have expressed a belief that

the real significance of psychical research is in its religious bear-

ing. The New York Times reports his address in part as follows :

" The most striking feature of our present day is that one after

another of the beliefs of the far past, spread wide among men,
which have been supposed to be mere superstitions, have been

strangely vindicating themselves before the bar of reason—at least

giving ample cause to warrant a scientific investigation

"The Middle Ages believed that the saints were surrounded by
halos. Again the scientist laughed in his sleeve — if he was court-

eous enough not to laugh openly. Yet Baron Reichenbach showed
that certain scientists recognized a luminousness in magnets, and
since the earth is now known to be a great magnet man may also

be a good-sized one.

"The Middle Ages also believed that saints received the imprint

of the wounds of Jesus on their hands and feet. A beautiful su-

perstition, said our scientists. Now medical scrutiny confesses

that the stigmata are facts, tho exceptional facts, to be explained

naturally, of course, as every other marvel is to be explained.

"Clairvoyance was nothing but a will-o'-the-wisp, but it also is

now a confessed power of certain organizations. MoUie Fancher,

over in Brooklyn, has proved stronger than the incredulity of our

savants. Read that charming picture of Joan of Arc by Mark
Twain, and you will admit with him that this peasant girl, with

her powers of clairaudience, hearing her mystic voices, is a fact

which defies explanation by our knowledge up to date. ... So
one may run on through a list of strange, unaccountable, mys-

terious, and most unbelievable powers of man, leading up to that

nightmare of the dogmatic scientist, spiritism. The belief in the

existence of unseen spirits and of their power of communication

with us in the flesh is one of the oldest, most widespread, and most

insistent beliefs of man, and it has revived strangely in our day.
" For the first time in the history of man these powers have been

scientifically investigated in our day. Already the result is that a

considerable number of eminent men of science have had the cour-

age to avow that, after allowing for illusion, fraud, and every pos-

sible hypothesis of interpretation, they have been driven up to the

ultimate solution of the problem— the belief in the actual com-

munication of the spirits of those whom we call dead with the liv-

ing

"Religious faith is finding its true foundations in the recognition

of man as a spiritual being, a being who has had dominion over

nature given to him, as the child of a vaster spiritual being, the

Lord of all life. The one belief absolutely essential to ethics

—

immortality—is coming within the ken of a scientific demonstra-

tion. This is the potency and promise of psychic research."

The New York Sun comments as follows

:

" The late Rev. Joseph Cook once caused some disturbance in

orthodox circles by lecturing on ' spiritualism with an if.' Heber

Newton's conversion to the idea of a scientific or actual basis for

the facts of clairvoyance, along with Dr. Funk's experiences in the

case of the widow's mite, would indicate that such circles in the

metropolis are being invaded by Spiritualism without any ifs about

it whatsoever."

Dr. Minot J. Savage, of the Church of the Messiah (Unitarian),

New York, has expressed himself in a recent interview to much the

same effect; and not long ago Mr. Andrew Lang, after surveying

some of the results of psychical research, wrote (in Harper's

Magazine) as follows

:

" My conclusion, then, is that I believe in human transcendental

faculties which ' annihilate time and space.' Again, I think that

such faculties raise a presumption that somewhat in us does not

wholly die, but, retaining the consciousness of earthly experience,

joins ' the choir invisible.' I am certain that the subject deserves

scientific investigation, and scientific minds ought to be quite un-

biased by the wish to prove that conscience survives death, and by

the wish to stamp out ' superstition.'
"

The Chicago Evening Post, after commenting on some of the

above statements, reinarks that " to the true man of science, the

truth-seeker, there has never been a time in the history of human
thought when research held so much of deep and awe-inspiring

interest." We have come to believe, adds the same paper, that in

"the vasty regions of knowledge " which lie beyond the tangible

self, " the advance through courage and faith and honesty and in-

dustry is certain," and the rewards "more alluring than any other

conceivable to the human mind."
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KUROPATKIN'S VALLEY FORGE.

"^ X 7 KITEKS 1)1 romantic iictiou who are so lortimate as to be

• ' popular a century licnce willtind tlie raw material of some

excitintc chapters in tlie detailed studies of Kuropatkin's winter

quarters which take up so much space in the Etlto lie l\jris. the

JVm'oye V'remya (St. Petersbui^), and the London 1 iiues. Uni-

THE czar's review.
• Walire Jacob ( Stuttgart )

.

forms degenerated to rags, feet bound in pieces of skin, food that

has rotted—no single feature irrelevant to a stirring historical nar-

rative tinds place. The stage-like pictures of a snowy camp by

moonlight, the escape of spies, and the stern questioning of Japa-

jiese prisoners by a man mufHed in a long black coat which fails to

-conceal from the discerning eye the noble form of the commander-

in-chief himself— all these things suggest the antique lumber-room

•of sensational fiction, perhaps. But a distinctly novel effect is

.attained by the absence of the least allusion to a beautiful, mys-

terious young lady, speaking words of warning. That function is

.assumed by the military experts of European organs. Yet there

is a very promising opening for a first chapter in the favorite cry

•of the Mikado's troops to Kuropatkin's soldiers, as reported in the

A'ovoye Vremya : " Lay down your arms, you ragged men I

"

The ragged men will not take that advice, we learn from the

Paris Figaro. They number about 400,000—from 350.000 to 400,-

•000. according to the IndependuHce Beige (Brussels), claiming " sure

sources of information "—and they are expecting to take the offen-

:sive in the near future. Their base is the line from Harbin to

AHadivostok. The men have received high felt winter boots, and

at Mukden there has lately been a distribution of 200.000 fur cloaks.

It is the Japanese who suffer from tiie cold, adds the Novoye Vreui-

ya. Japanese patrols are discovered in a condition so frozen that

they can not fire their rifles. Some of the men have lost their

limbs from congelation. A detailed account of the condition of

the Czar's forces in the Rossky Iiti'alid {SX. Petersburg^ given by

Kuropatkin himself, says :
" Even in the most advanced positions

they receive well-cooked food, hot bread, and tiesh rations, with

tea and sugar. Often in my visits I have tasted their food and

found it good. . . . The army is amply supplied with food and

-warm clothing." The Paris Temps claims reliable first-hand

authority for its statement that the Russian troops are kept warm

in their underground camp. The pressing question of fuel is al-

leged to have been solved by the utilization of the Fushan mines,

which " will suffice for the needs of an army of a million."

Kuropatkin's preparations for the coming campaign, according

to the Fc/to de Paris, contemplate a turning of the Japanese right

with "an immense force" constructing a military, railway in its own

rear as it advances. When the Russian forward movement begins,

Kvu()patl<in's army will he 600,000 strong. " If required, the Rus-

sian army will be strengthened until it reaches 800,000." The
Russians estimate the total Japanese effective force on the main-

land at about 340.000, according to the Berlin Lokal-Anzeiger. But

they admit that they would need about 500,000 men to make per-

manent headway against Oyama. They have 650,000 or nearly so

at present, if the Petit Parisieii may* be relied upon, and its expert

is said to be well informed. But the figures " should be received

with caution," says the London Times, adding: " It is planned to

bring up Marshal Oyama's command to 500,000 men, besides

heavily reenforcing his artillery." The strategic problem, French

dailies think, is "simple." Japan hopes to strengthen herself

behind a long line of defense well to the north of the theater of

war. The flanks of her armies will be protected by her fleets on

both sides of the Liaotung peninsula. Her command of the sea

will keep open her communications with the base at home. Kuro-

patkin's great turning movement will, it is predicted, make short

work of all this in the spring. What may be intended by the offen-

sive movement expected by some French dailies within a week or

two is not clearly indicated.— Translations made for ^wv. Lit-

erary Digest.

THE IDEAS OF MR. WITTE.

1"*HE confusion in London a century ago when it was announced

that the price of porter would be raised to sixpence the pot

would seem harmony, if an inference may be drawn from the Euro-

pean press, beside thediscord occasioned in St. Petersburg's grand

ducal circles by the renascence of Mr. Witte. The obscuration of

that statesman, when he quitted the Ministry of Finance in some-

thing like disgrace months ago, was supposed by the Neue Freie

Presse (Vienna) to be definitive. The weights of grand ducal dis-

pleasure had been tied

to the political corpse

of Mr. Witte, all that

was left of him being

dropped over the side of

the ship of state. Now,

however, he makes un-

deniable signs of ani-

mation on the surface

of the Czar's sea of

troubles. Indeed, it

our judgment is to be

swayed by that of the

Paris Temps, a daily

which has means of

knowing the truth, we

shall mix our metaphors

again and descry the

genius of Mr. W^itte

emerging from eclipse in

a meridian splendor that

may shed glory upon the

reign of Nicholas IL :

SERGIUS WITTE

He is the one man. according to the London
Outlook, who can find a solution for the Russian
crisis.

" A profound knowl

edge of economic prob-

lems, a long experience with Russian questions, a clear mind, de-

fined views, a firm will, had assured to Mr. Witte great influence

over the actions of his sovereign. Because he was the author of

the financial reforms, the creator of Russian industry, he enjoyed,
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speaking generally, brilliant prestige. Because he had a system,

precise intentions, definite plans, he had assumed a powerful

ascendancy over Nicholas II., a sensitive and timid autocrat,

undecided in his views, hesitating in his acts, but profoundly de-

voted to the welfare of his subjects.

"Nevertheless, Mr. Witte saw his star pale. A star of more

rubescent gleam, of more persistency, had risen. . . . Mr. Plehve

had views infinitely less broad than those of the Minister of Fi-

nance. His designs were not less defined, but they were defined

more narrowly. He passed rapidly from plan to action. That

always impresses the timid. Mr. Plehve considered that the ideas

of Mr. Witte were prejudicial to the autocracy, to the happiness of

the Russian people. He said so, not with violence, but gently.

M. Witte had never soothed the pride of his sovereign nor the sus-

ceptibilities of the man. Mr. Plehve made use of flattery. Nich-

olas II. changed his adviser. The Minister of Finance resigned."

A word of explanation may be interjected at this point regarding

the point of view of the Paris Temps. The organ of the French

Foreign Office is understood to express the views of those Parisian

statesmen who fear the reflex action

of Russian financial and military

reverses in France itself. The de-

sire of the element for which the

French semi-official daily speaks is

said to be for the restoration of Mr.

Witte to something like influence

as a means of protecting the inter-

ests of Russia's ally. To resume

our quotation :

" Mr. Plehve died. A mild man
succeeded him. Prince Sviatopolk-

Mirski does not seem to have a

precisely defined political program.

He believes in tlie efficacy of good-

ness, of amiable words, of ciiarit-

able actions. He has applied him-

self, since he became minister, to

assuaging the ills caused by the un-

compromising absolutism of a po-

liceman-minister. He has soothed

small irritations, satisfied personal

wishes. He has not tried to mod-
ify the existing state of thuigs pro-

foundly nor to act methodically in

accordance with a policy thought

out in advance.
" What use the Russian people have made of the relaxation of

the reins authorized by Prince Mirski is known. The people at

once called for a constitution with all the rights granted to citizens

in free countries. It is said that the minister was taken unawares,

that he .shrank back at the violence with which claims were put

forth. He offered benevolence. He was asked for reforms. It

appears that he had neither the wish to refuse them nor the bold-

ness to grant them. He hesitated.
" It will be understood why, at this time, Mr. Witte has regained

over Nicholas II. the ascendancy he formerly had. He can bring

forward a system, definite plans, precise ideas. He won the vic-

tory during the recent conferences of the ministers wlio were as-

sembled at the palace of Tsarskbe-Selo. It seems that just now
Mr. Witte governs under the reign of Prince Mirski.

" Mr. Witte is not a liberal. He despises the parliamentary sys-

tem, its properties, its sonorous and hollow phrases, its lack of

continuity, the uncertainty in which it dooms ministers to live and
the predominance it assures to special interests. He believes thai:

it is the state alone that should triumph over the selfishness of the

individual and rapidly as.sure the realization of measures required

in the public interest. All the traits of the absolutist, the devotee
of the state and the socialist are found in him. It is not a man
like that who will ever ask for a constitution. He would much
prefer an absolute, autocratic government of which he was the

Prime Minister. His ambition would be to become tlie Richelieu
of a Louis XIII."

And with rare unanimity, the leading European liberal organs

pronounce Mr. Witte the man for the emergency.— Translations

madefor The Literary Digest.

THE HARVEST.

THE IMPENDING CRITICAL SITUATION IN
WORLD POLITICS.

"\ ^ 7 ERE the poet's eye, in a fine frenzy rolling up and down the

^ * editorial columns of the leading newspapers of Europe, to

have visions of the great Powers in ma.squerade costume. Ger-

many, unless the insinuations of the London press be poisoned,

would certainly appear as Mephistopheles, while Great Britain, if

the Ha?}iburger Nachric/iten and a few of its contemporaries were

drawn upon for inspiration, would have to assume the facile dis-

guise of Judas Iscariot. Russia is now conceived on the Thames
as the King Lear of nations, the " poor, infirm, weak, and despised

old man " of world politics, while Japan is held up in Berlin as the

Faust of diplomacy, a nation which has driven the hardest of bar-

gains with the devil— the Anglo-Japanese alliance, namely. There

is a German scheme maturing to break up that alliance, according

to the Manchester Giiardia/r s miormdiUon. It gives the following

particulars upon the authority of " an old member of the diplomatic

corps in London of very great ex-

perience and sobriety of judg-

ment "

:

"To wean Russia from France
or to join both in a fresh combina-
tion in Europe, and to wean Japan
from Great Britain, are now the

aims of German diplomacy. The
present war in the Far East is sup-

posed to afford an opportunity for

the former. If the European com-
bination there could be restored to

the position in which it was after

the war between Japan and China
in 1S94, so much the better for

Russia in the Far East and so

much the better for Germany in

Europe.
" But the weak spot in these plans

is that no allowance is made for

the deep distrust of German diplo-

macy which prevails in all the For-

eign Offices and among democratic-

ally governed nations. German
diplomacy has fallen on evil days,

and is reaping the harvest sown in

his later years by Bismarck with

his network of secret treaties, his

contracts of reinsurance, his unscrupulous policy, his reptile press,

and all the rest of it. It is a standing illustration that in public

as in private affairs honesty is, after all, the best poHcy."

This utterance supplements a recent characteristic despatch of

the Berlin correspondent of the London Ti.yies, a journalist to

whom the Prussian Minister of Foreign Affairs, Baron von Richt-

hofen, is alleged by the Hamburger NachricJiten to have once ex-

claimed :
" You have done more to sow dissension between Great

Britain and Germany than any living man !" This correspondent

has just scored again professionally by a despatch in the course of

which he says

:

"The situation in the Far East and the relations which, mainly

through tiie personal exertions of the Emperor William, Germany
has during the last six months succeeded in establishing with Rus-

sia open up perspectives for German policy which have not been

within the vision of German statesmen since the Treaty of Shi-

monoseki and the joint action of Russia, Germany, and France
upon that occasion. The policy which was popularly illustrated

by the Emperor William's cartoon of the ' yellow peril ' conceived

Russia, Germany, and France in the foreground of a grouping of

the Powers which was intended to illustrate their attitude toward

the great problem of the Far East. The particular reasons why
this inchoate new triple alliance never attained perfect cohesion or

permanence are perfectly familiar to students of Russian and Ger-

man diplomacy. There are, however, the strongest grounds for

believing that Germany regards the present juncture as even more
favoj'able than the former o]:)portunity for bringing Russia and

Wahre Jacob (Stuttgart)
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France into line with her in order to establish a more lasting con-

trol ol the situation in tlie Far East and for other purposes. It is

the interest of France that Russia should no longer be paralyzed

as a European factor by the exigencies of the present campaign on

land and sea. It is the interest of (".ermany to reestablish the Far

Eastern triple alliance with the object of ultimately transferring its

influence to Europe, and perhaps even of substituting what might

be classed a ' horizontal ' European triplice for the " perpendicular,'

one which exhibits so many signs of decay, and for which even in

Berlin such scant respect is frequently manifested.
" In order to achieve this object it is necessary to pave the way

for a permanent entente between Russia and Japan by breaking up

the Anglo-Japanese alliance."

An exhaustive study, from the German point of view, of the

chief considerations here involved has recently been made by the

Berlin Kreuz Zeitiing. This organ is believed to derive much of

its inspiration from the imperial chancellor, Count von Biilow.

The count and the foreign editor of the Berlin daily dine together

once a week, says the London Xatioital Review, and the foreign

editor makes regular trips to St. Petersburg, where he gets into

touch with officials who understand the importance of the press as

it thrives in Western Europe. The Kreuz Zeitung^Aso enjoys the

reputation Of being a sort of " court paper " to William II. Be all

this as it may. oui Berlin contemporary carries weight when it

says

:

" Verj- shortly after the conclusion of the Chinese-Japanese war

in 1895, Count Okuma, then Japan's Prime Minister, announced

that Japan would enter the spheres of world-industry and world-

politics. Europe, according to him, had attained her highest de-

velopment in wealth, civilization, and power. The United States

of North America in the twentieth century would be as powerful

as Europe. In Asia Siberia would develop. Australia would gain

in power. Hitherto Europe had possessed the supremacy. Here-

after Europe would have to share that .supremacy with others. As
a matter of fact. Japan, too, hopes to attain a foremost position in

world-politics. She has been dreaming for years of Japanese

supremacy on the Eastern Asiatic shores of the Pacific, of a Mon-
roe Doctrine for Eastern Asia under her own tutelage. She is

preparing herself for the struggles of the future by strengthening

her military arm. This verj- Count Okuma declared as far back

as 1S98 that the time was near when in the steppes of Siberia Japan
would contend with the West for the rule of the world !

" Count Okuma recently set forth the aims which Japan .should

seek to attain in a somewhat loftier strain. Japan must become
not only the guardian of the' sick man ' of the East, namely China,

but gain for herself an exclusive right to rule in the Far East.
" On the way to this goal Japan, by silent effort, already con-

tinuing for years, has made noteworthy progress, especially as

regards China.
" After her defeat of 1895. China was more than ever filled with

hatred and contempt for the Japanese. Since then an astonishing

change has taken place in China. Japanese influence there grows
yearly greater, and the Japanese have succeeded in filling the Chi-

nese with suspicion, fear, and hatred of the white man. On the

basis of a common aversion for the West and with the aid of the

written language common to both, as Dr. O. Franke, an eminent

German expert on China, has made clear in his writings, the foes

of old came together. There occurred nothing to mar this develop-

ment of amity, altho the Japanese, to their great regret, had to

fight on the side of the white Powers against the China who was
allied to themselves racially. In place of the former aversion there

is between Chinese and Japanese—at least for the present—a keen

sentiment of racial unity."

The various organizations by means of which the Japanese strive

to promote this racial sentiment are referred to by the Berlin daily

as significant indications for the future. The Japanese point of

view in all this is thus analyzed :

" Advisedly, strenuously, and successfully Japan is taking pains

to influence the transformation of the intellectual life of China,

more particularly in the domain of education. The educated ele-

ments among the Chinese are filled with Japanese ideas and are to

be animated, as far as possible, with the Japanese spirit. Not
only in the schools and universities, not only in the army and

police of China, but also in her temples, the emissaries of Japan
are at work.

" China is to be mentally, politically, and militarily, and not least

economically, trailed in the wake of Japan. Japan will have made
a great forward step toward this end should she succeed by means
of the war in destroying Russian supremacy in Manchuria and in

restoring this important province practically to the Chinese Empire.
Then would Japan become in the eyes of the Chinese what she

would so gladly seem—the protector and defender of China and of

the yellow race in general
" Were the Chinese to organize themselves in the military sense

under the tuition of the Japanese, the Japanese Monroe Doctrine

would be practically interchangeable with the simple and popular

formula ' East Asia for the East Asiatics under Japanese leader-

ship !
' In the possibility that China and Japan, under the aegis of

this formula, may combine into a great Power capable of standing

by itself and of emancipating itself from the influence of the West,
consists the political aspect of the yellow peril. For the practical

realization of that formula must lead to the exclusion of the West-
ern Powers from the Far East. For this reason Western Powers
must pay greater heed to Japanese aspirations in China than they

have done hitherto in order to prevent the propagation of the East
Asiatic idea throughout China. With a due perception of this,

China must also be influenced, altho not by means of force and
struggles but through proper and skilful treatment. With the

East Asiatic gospel the peacefully disposed Chinese will have
nothing to do unless they are forcibly driven to it by the blunders

of tiie white Powers. In view of this possibility the white Powers
should recognize their solidarity in the presence of the East Asiatic

ambitions of Japan, and they should act in the interest of all white

nations.

"With Siam, too, Japan has sought to establish relations. In

1902 a Japanese syndicate obtained in Bangkok a large land con-

cession for the development of the silk industry. The Siamese

fleet has been materially strengthened under the direction of Japa-

nese officers. Japanese officials have been made advisers to the

King of Siam. In the year 1903 the Siamese Crown Prince visited

the Japanese capital and established personal relations between

the two courts. . . . According to the statements of Franke, evi-

dence is not wanting to show that Japanese aspirations have ex-

tended as far as India. In the year 1902 Japanese pilgrims crossed

India to Kabul nominally to a Buddhist shrine but in reality to

make a pact with the Ameer of Afghanistan. With Persia also

Japan would appear to sustain special relations. In Mongolia and

in Tibet Japanese travelers have made themselves conspicuous.

Such facts are at any rate worthy of attention and reveal the ex-

tent to which Japanese aspirations could be carried under given

circumstances."

Japan thus calculates her probabilities :

" In the attainment of her vast ends, according to Jingo Japanese

organs, Japan has no great obstacles to give her concern. The
vitality of France is exhausted and she will soon cease to be in

the list of great Powers. Her colonies in Asia are irretrievably

going. Germany, whose economic competition the Japanese had

hoped to be rid of, will play only a subordinate part in the history

of China. Great Britain will be chiefly concerned for the safety of

India and will be less concerned in the future regarding East Asia.

Even the North American union merely intends to assure the place

it has already won in the Far East and is far more keenly alive to

the need for promoting its interests in South America.
" Should the English really resign their claims in East Asia in

favor of the Japanese, a very improbable contingency, the North

Americans will, at any rate, cling with the more determination to

the Philippines, for they see in this archipelago in the Far East a

stepping-stone to the goal of their world-politics—mastery of the

Pacific. At the same time, Japanese Jingoes regard East Asia,

and more particularly China, as Japan's domain. They are con-

vinced of their ability to thrash still further the still unconquered

Russia, and they manifest in everything an ambition so boundless

that it will be profoundly checked by the progress of events. For

all the Powers already named, not only France and Russia, not

only Great Britain and the North American union, but even Ger-

many, must feel such a deep interest in the economic and political

development of East Asia as to be forced, should Japan not really

be defeated by Russia, to halt the high-flown aspirations of the

Japanese, or of their Jingo politicians, at any rate."

—

Translatiofis

madefor The Literary Digest.
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AN ALLIANCE BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES
AND A EUROPEAN POWER.

LONG has the soul of Roosevelt yearned for war as the one

remaining solution of the labor problem, remarks the alleged

expert on American affairs who is allowed so much space in the

Berlin Kreuz Zeitiiiig. " High finance," that is to say, Wall

Street, understands the purpose of the President—our Berlin con-

temporary calls him "Teddy "—and is tacitly promoting his meta-

morphosis of that abstraction, the Monroe Doctrine, into fighting

material. The coming Administration will evade the demands of

organized labor with peals of ordnance shot off at Old-World mili-

tary Powers. William Jennings Bryan "manifestly anticipates

that his star will shine" on March 4, 1909. "Wo to you, trusts!

Wo to thee, Wall Street!" "The clever Teddy already sees it

coming." He would, therefore, " drown Acheron's hollow groan
"

in " the loud flourishes of the trumpets of war. " "The voice of

revolt against capitalism shall die away amid the clash of arms."

Mr. Roosevelt is convinced that the Monroe Doctrine was not

made to rust unused.

The Monroe Doctrine forecasts of otiier important European

organs—attracted to the theme by the Santo Domingo troubles, the

recent speech of former Secretary of War Root, and the utterances

of the President himself—are not like this. The Paris Temps,

speaking practically with the voice of the French Foreign Office,

asserts that an alliance between the United States and a European

Power (Great Britain) is the logical outcome of what is being said

and done in the atmosphere of militant Rooseveltism by which the

republic of Washington is enveloped :

"If a political dogma existed for the United States throughout

the more than a century during which the conciliating and liberal

spirit of Washington has presided over its destinies, a dogma of

which the Hamiltons, the Jeffersons, the Madisons, and the Mon-
roes established the precedents, it was certainly that of non-inter-

vention in international affairs.

"The great republic, essentially peaceful, dedicated by fate as

well as by free choice to the development of its internal liberties, of

its prosperity, and of its democratic institutions rather than to a

continuous territorial expansion, certainly did not renounce the

natural and almost necessary absorption of neighboring regions.

The history of the purchase of Louisiana, and especially the his-

tory of the annexation of Texas and of the other States taken from
Mexico are there to prove it.

" The republic did not systematically decline the arbitrament to

force. The War of 1S12, the War with Mexico, proclaimed it loftily

enough.
" Yet the statesmen of the republic, the founders and fathers of

the Constitution, traced a sort of circle beyond which and outside

of which the federal Government was not to exert its influence

And one of the essential maxims of what was called ' the Ameri-
can doctrine ' was rigorous abstention from any alliance. Friend-

ship with all the world, but no special pledges—such was the

immutable tradition of American diplomacy
"The Monroe Doctrine, formulated heretofore in definite fashion

to stop the usurpations of Europe and the admitted counterpart of

which was American non-intervention in the affairs of the other

hemisphere—this doctrine has assumed an offensive character in

the mouth of President Roosevelt as it once did in that of Sec-

retary of State Olney, and in the acts of the federal diplomacy.

. . . The standing army will not long remain at the limit of 65,000

men. As for the navy, it is developing rapidly ; its thirteen battle-

ships will soon be twenty-five, its six armored cruisers ten, and, in

addition to the 109 other units of the present fleet, the republic has

had the good sense to increase its submarines.
" Politics has its internal logic. Such a situation, so different

from that desired by the fathers of the republic and from that

which they had transmitted to their successors, calls for a new and

decided innovation. Talk of the need of alliances has begun.
" Isolation weighs upon those who take part in the international

drama. Voices are raised recommending the accession of the

United States to the Anglo-Japanese alliance and the formation of

an Anglo-Saxon league with the addition of the advance guard of

the yellow race."

The intimation in the last few lines has elicited the following

from the London Times :

" We note with interest that the New York .S"«;/, not hitherto very

friendly to this country, thinks that expenditure upon the navy
might be reduced by an alliance with this country on the model of

the Anglo-Japanese Alliance. It is needless to say that anything
tending to cement our friendship with the United States would be
welcome to this country, but we hardly follow the argument that

an alliance of the kind suggested would render a strong American
navy superfluous. It seems, on the contrary, to make it nece.ssary

if the alliance is not to be impossibly one-sided and at the same
time ineffective for the contemplated purposes. England and
America, both strong upon the ocean and linked by a solid

alliance, would be the best possible guarantee for the peace of the

world. In the mean time, we venture to regard the growth of the

American navy as an expression of those deeper instincts which

work out national destinies athwart the superficial opinions of the

moment. It is the precursor of, and preparation for, that larger

part in the world's affairs which the United States are destined to

play, altho aloofness may long find advocates."

—

Translations

/iiade for The Literary Digest.

POINTS OF VIEW.

Australia Against Japan.—The radical Australian organs, wedded to the

"white Australian" policy and headed by the Sydney Bulletin, are alarming:

English organs^by their opposition to the .-Xnglo-Japanese alliance.

Von BiJLOw's Eloquence.—The German imperial chancellor is thought by
the Paris Temps to be one of the wittiest parliamentary speakers in Europe \.

but the Paris Humanize declares that he utters only " second-hand raillery and.

worn-out epigrams."

Nippon Sentiment.—" We rejoice tliat the relations between Great Britain,

and Russia have improved." declares the Tokyo Yo?-odzii. " We want to fight

and chastise Russia single-handed. .She will then be unable to say that she was-

whipped because we were aided by our ally."

Ru.s.siAN Pronunciation.— The proper pronunciation of Admiral Rozh-
destvensky's name, says a writer in the Berlin Kreuz Zcitiing, is '" roe-shest-ven-

skee," the accent being on the second syllable. But a writer in the Paris Temps
says the correct pronunciation is " Rozh-dest-ven-sky," the accent being on the

penultimate.

A Warning.—" Were Canadians to shirk the responsibility of Imperial de-

fense and allow gradual absorption by the United States as a result of closer

commercial union, they would probably find themselves involved in wars of a.

more or less fratricidal character," says the London Monthly Review, " for the-

great struggle which is bound to arise between capital and labor, and the ter-

rific ' negro ' problem, both point toward sanguinary conflicts in the not distant^,

future."

THE JAURfeS DUEL.

M,\uAME Jaur^s :
" Don't go out to-day. 1 had a frightful dream-somethings

serious will happen to you."

Jean Jaur^s: "No harm can befall mc to day. Tm only going to fight a.

duel." —t//-t (Berlin).
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NOTABLE BOOKS OF THE DAY.

A SEARCHING LOVE PROBLEM.
Paths of Ji'dcment. liy Anne Douglas Sedgwitk.

51.50. The Century Company.
Cloth, 346 pp. Price,

ONE must j)raise the intense love interest of this story, the strong

handling of the theme, the vigorous character-drawing, and
the firm exotic finish of the author's style. Miss Sedgwick's

previous work would lead one to expect all of this. There are a few
blurs, however—once or twice almost a ,i,''/iss(i(/c- into the melodramatic,

and an occasional preciosity through excess of imagination—faults that

lean to virtue's side. One tendency that is detected in Miss Sedgwick
is her penchant for enforcing a spiritual quality, whether in emotion or

aim, by material analogy. In fact, she almost writes herself down a lit-

erary pantheist, for whom there is a facile poetic kinship between the

rational and the brute world.

A young girl, Felicia Merrick, is a beautifully direct, sincere, and bed-

rock pattern of femininity. She has fallen in love with Maurice Wynne,
a young fellow, alluring to the motherly instinct by his faults almost as

much as by his virtues. He has the artist's soul and the weak self-in-

dulgent will that is so frequently its note. The reader is well-nigh

swept into dubbing him a cad. In his ignoble self-seeking, he plays fast

and loose with the passionate love two women entertain for him. He
wrote essays, painted portraits, and played the violin.

Geoffrey Uaunt and Lady .Angela Bagley are foils for these two. Geof-
frey Daunt is essentially virile, a quiet, masterful man. The sterner

things of life are his soul's meat : Ambition, Duty. Justice, Achievement.
The passion of love in such a man
must needs be endued with higher,

stronger quality, just as the love he
would inspire in the right woman
would perforce have a strain of almost

sacramental devotion. The Lady An-
gela has the pose habit and, spiritii-

e'lk, precieiist\ must be described as a

"cat." She is in love, really in love,

with Maurice Wynne. She is wealthy,

clever, and "smart," a personage in

the London world.

Felicia has lived aloof with her
father, a pompous, mediocre pedant,
" in the position, dubiously fortunate

for him, of being twenty years behind
the best thought of his time and fifty

years aliead of that of his neighbors."

Her mother died when the girl was
thirteen. After Felicia and Wynne
are engaged, Geoffrey Daunt, igno-

rant of this, proposes to her one day. The engagement has been on
some months, and for most of them Wynne has been separated from
his fianci'e, ostensibly with a view to amassing money enough for them
to marry. During this interval. Lady Angela has been throwing herself

at Wynne's head, in a determined but subtle way, and in a solvent,

esthetic moment he has virtually declared his passion for her.

When Geofifrey Daunt finds out that Felicia loves Wynne and that

the latter's poverty debars him from marrying her, he with a level-

headed generosity that makes his conduct superb rather than quixotic,

supplies his young friend with an income, not without a consequent
exiguity [in his own. Thereupon Wynne writes a letter to the Lady
Angela that almost renders futile Miss .Sedgwick's effort to conserve
any sympathetic interest in him on the reader's part.

Miss Sedgwick works out very cleverly this complication of a partie

guarrve. and tactfully enough, in the evolution of the tragedy, does not
wreck the lives of the two worthy lovers. It is a strong, psychological

study, and " Paths of Judgment" deserves more praise and grateful ac-

ceptance than many a novel which will enjoy greater acclaim. The
telling is nearly as interesting as the thing told, for Miss Sedgwick is a

mistress of the art of writing.

ANNE DOUGLAS SEDGWICK.

A GRAPHIC PICTURE OF A BLEAK REGION.
Dr. Luke of the Labrador. By Norman Duncan.

$1.50. Fleming H. Revell Company.
Cloth, 227 pp. Price,

WHOEVER craves a trip to Labrador and finds it inconvenient to

take it may do the next best thing through a reading of this book

;

for in it one may not only see the life of hardship, but feel the

climate, smell the brash saltness of the wild sea, and realize a manner
of life before which the streiiuousness of more favored climes lapses

into ease. As for the characters of the tale, we must take the au-

thor's word for them. They are, in the main, of a coarser fiber, more
long-suffering and enduring, than any people known to us on our own
seaboard. They also appear to have a dialect quite their own, whether
we subject it to comparison with that of New England or of any of the

peoples of the British Isles, from whom the Labradoreans presumably

have descended. Their religion, too, appears to be a trifle mixed and
not a little archaic, and, in the heroic front which it presents in behalf
of unending punishment in the world to come, would find it hard to-

meet its like in another people to-

day, unless, perchance, in certain

members of the Salvation Army.
The pitiable condition of a people

without medical attendance in their

sorest need makes a powerful appeal.

One feels that the author has here

struck a note that has at some time
affected him deeply. It is in this

connection that he introduces Doctor
Luke, who works such needful change
among the people and outgenerals
the somewhat too typical stage villain

of the tale. Some of the people ring

very true; they compel our belief in

them, altho we have never met them.
Others seem too much like a creation

of the author's brain when in senti-

mental mood; they hardly fit in with
their environment. They are t(50 sub-

limated for their kind. In this respect

they soar as far away from their neighbors as did some of Dickens's-

special pets when that great yarn-spinner was in his most extreme--

mood for fondling certain of his creations.

NOKMAN DUNCAN.

AN ETHICAL PORTRAIT OF JOHN D.

ROCKEFELLER.
History of the .Standakd Oil Company. By Ida M. Tarbell. Cloth^

2 vols., 406, 409 pp. Price, 55.00 net. McClure, Phillips & Co.

MISS TARBELL, the author of "The Life of Lincoln," continues-

to write biography, even tho her present work bears the name
of history. "John D. Rockefeller, a Study ih Personality and'

Ideals," would have been a fit title for the book. Whatever be the corpor-

ation with which Mr. Rockefeller is at the time connected, whether the

South Improvement Company, the Standard Oil Company, the Standard:

Oil Trust, or the many allied and tributary oil and tran.sportation com-
panies. Miss Tarbell shows that his is ever the master intellect and guid-

ing purpose. With a persistence as unwavering as her subject's, she con-

stitutes herself his nemesis, and, laying hold of Mr. Rockefeller's unmis-

takable personality as the one unchanging element among all the elusive

corporate forms, she wrests from him the secret, not only of his own
strength, but of all industrial monopoly. This is, she finds, the assump-
tion of a right to dominate an industry in open defiance of natural

justice and in secret disregard of established law. This right is based

on a specious construction of the law of natural selection, expressed by
John D. Rockefeller, Jr., in his famous comparison of a trust to the

American Beauty Rose (quoted as a text to Volume I.), and on the

modern appendix to the decalogue—" thou shalt not be found out."

Over against such an assumption. Miss Tarbell places the Americau
ideals of "a square deal," publicity, and obedience to the spirit as well

as to the letter of the law.

Miss Tarbell shows the existence and the conflict of these ideals from

almost the beginning of the oil industry in this country. Of the early

producers and independent refiners of the oil regions she writes:

" They believed in independent effort—every man for himself and fair

play for all. They wanted competition, loved open fight. They con-
sidered that all business should be
done openly; that the railways were
bound as public carriers to give equal
rates; that any combination which
favored one firm or one locality at the
expense of another was unjust and
illegal. This belief, long held by
many of the oil men, had been crys-
tallized by the uprising [the oil war
of 1872] into a common sentiment. It

had become the moral code of fne
region."

As Miss Tarbell goes on to say, Mr.

Rockefeller's point of view was dif-

ferent. He believed that the "good
of all " lay in a rate-controlling and
abuse-abating monopoly, such as he
proposed. As railway rebates, etc.,

were necessary for such control, he

favored them. He knew that this

was against the common law, but,

because this law was evaded, prob-

ably believed that, in spite of agree-

ments, if he did not get rebates, others would. So why not he? To-

continue in direct quotation:

" Those theories which the body of oil men held as vital and funda-
mental, Mr. Rockefeller and his associates either did not compreherd'

IDA M. tarbell.
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or were deaf to. This lack of comprehension by many men of what
seems to other men to be the most obvious principles of justice is not
rare. Many men who are widely known as good, share it. Mr. Rocke-
feller was 'good.' There was no more faithful Baptist in Cleveland
than he ... he gave to its poor. He visited its sick. . . . He was
simple and frugal in his habits. He never went to the theater, never
drank wine. . . . Religious emotions and sentiments of charity, pro-
priety and self-denial seem to have taken the place in him of notions of

justice and regard for the rights of others."

According to our author, it was not because Mr. Rockefeller's code is

superior to that of the independents that he triumphed in the long series

of conflicts which she relates; she holds that, materially as well as mor-

ally, it was inferior, and that Mr. Rockefeller won only by his fidelity

to it, and through the faithlessness of many of his opponents to their

code. He could always tempt individuals by the immediate and sure

returns of treachery to forego the deferred and uncertain rewards of

loyalty.

In like manner, Miss Tarbell contends that free and competitive con-

duct of the oil industry would have done more for its development and
for the public good than conduct by a monopoly. The great and dar-

ing inventions and enterprises such as the seaboard pipe-line, she shows
to have been the work of independents, and she proves by conclusive

figures that capital was never lacking to any promising project in the

oil industry. Miss Tarbell admits the existence of many commercial

virtues in Mr. Rockefeller and his associates; indeed, she devotes an

entire chapter to "The Legitimate Greatness of the Company"; but

these, she claims, are not exclusively the virtues of monopoly.

On the economic side. Miss Tarbell presents the remedy for the

Standard Oil and kindred monopolies, of " free and equal transportation

privileges by rail, pipe, and waterway." She admits that to apply this

may require severe operations, but says that those who have profited

by violent discrimination in the past can not complain of forcible equal-

ization. "As for the ethical side, there is no cure but in an increasing

scorn of unfair play—an increasing sense that a thing won by breaking

the rules of the game is not worth the winning."

HISTORY AND A WOMAN'S HEART.
Reminiscences of Peace and War. By Mrs. Roger A. Pryor. Cloth, 402

pp. Price, $2.00. The Macmillan Company.

WHATEVER the feeling with which one takes up Mrs. Pryor's

record of the Civil War, critical, aggressive, or curious, he does

not get very deep into it before he gratefully realizes that he

is the sympathetic and delighted confidant of a charming woman. The
personal note, so happily pervasive, is not detrimental to the historical

value of the work. The author is adorably Southern and ever exqui-

sitely feminine; but she ranges her facts and sets forth her views no
less logically than fairly. It is her most distinguished merit that suffer-

ing has not made her bitter, nor misfortune crippled a beautiful nature.

The gift of humor is resiliently hers,

and the ready play of her blithe fancy,

so far from impairing the dignity or

impressiveness of her chronicle, lends

to it a most gracious, pathetic en-

forcement.

Her style is limpid, sprightly, and
artistic. Altho " the present volume,"
as is said in the Preface, " recalls that

era in the aspect in which it appeared
to a woman rather than as it appeared
to a statesman or philosopher," there

IS that in it which statesman and
philosopher may approvingly heed;
for Mrs. Pryor is intellectual, and
was in touch with the prominent
shapers of events.

The portrayal of Washington and
its political and social life "before
the war" is thoroughly enjoyable.

It is intime, vivid, naive. Roger A.

Pryor was then editorial writer on the Washington Union, and a

personal friend of President Franklin Pierce, whose inauguration Mrs.

Pryor describes. William L. Marcy, Jefferson Davis, and Caleb Cushing,
who held positions in Pierce's Cabinet as Secretaries of State and War,
and Attorney-General, were well-known acquaintances of the Pryors.

August Belmont was Minister at The Hague, Mr. Mason at the French
Court, and Mr. Buchanan at the Court of Saint James.
Later, it fell to Mrs. Pryor to inform President Buchanan, as they were

assisting at a smart wedding, of South Carolina's secession from the

Union. " He looked at me, stunned for a moment. Falling back and
grasping the arms of his chair, he whispered: ' Madam, might I beg you
to have my carriage called ?

' . . . This was the tremendous event which
v/as to change all our lives—to give us poverty for riches, mutilation and
wounds for strength and health, obscurity and degradation for honor

and distinction, exile and loneliness for inherited Jiomes and friends,

pain and deatk for happiness and life." Twelve days later, on New
Year's day, 1861, Mrs. Pryor hastily collected her household belongings

and with her little boys departed homeward. Mr. Pryor remained and

MRS. ROGER A. PRYOR.

kept his seat in Congress until Lincoln's inauguration. Then they were
reunited in Petersburg, and soon after he was elected to the Provisional

Congress of the Confederate States of America and commissioned colo-

nel by Governor Letcher. General Beauregard deputed him to demand
the surrender of Fort Sumter, and, when surrender was disdained, the
commandant invited Colonel Pryor to fire the first shot, which " honor "

he declined. " I have often wondered," says Mrs. Pryor, " what would
have been the effect upon the fortunes of our own family had my hus-

band fired the shot that ushered in the war. Even had his life been
spared, he certainly would not have become an eminent lawyer in the
State of New York and a justice of its Supreme Court."
After the fighting began, while her husband—" My General "—was de-

voting his very energy to the fierce game of war, Mrs. Pryor, with her
young children, lived in turn at Petersburg, in Charlotte County, on the

Blackwater, or in Richmond, going from bad to worse in the matter of

creature comforts and anxieties, but indomitably loyal to her duties as

Southern woman, mother, and wife. Speaking of the shells that burst

around her during the siege of Petersburg, she says: "I never felt

afraid of them. I was brought up to believe in predestination. Cour-
age, after all, is much a matter of nerve.''

As a contribution to the literature of the Civil War, Mrs. Pryor's
" Reminiscences " are valuable, affording a wonderfully graphic picture

of how the South felt and suffered, especially that part of its population
which did not shoulder muskets.

O. HENRY.

A PURPLE PATCH.
Cabbages and Kings. By O. Henry. Cloth, 334 pp. Price, $1.50. McCiure,

Phillips & Co.

IT is a far cry from "Maria." Georges Isaacs' irised romance, that

came to us from Colombia on the Caribbean fifty years ago, and
the story just sprung yesterday from the coral sands of that same

sea—Mr. O. Henry's " Cabbages and Kings." But different as are the

two tales—the old tender pastoral and this rollicking, vaudevillainish

new narrative—still we get from both the same feeling of the luscious

languor of the lands of afternoon that

they both celebrate, of the large lei-

sure of the people, and of their naive

delight in merely being alive.

Mr. O. Henry has not given us a

draft of the vintage of immortality,

perhaps, as has Georges, Isaacs in

"Maria" ; but still he has given us

a volume designed, to use one of his

own swinging phrases, to cause the

amelioration of ennui. In the wake
of Cervantes, he draws "a titter of

mirth from the rusty caisque of old

Romance." But he does not rap the

grandiose Spaniard, with his pin-

wheel politics and his paper-flower

parade of circumstance and cere-

mony, with any more gusto than he

fillips the jingo American abroad for

"graft."

His Americans—and these are of

various blends of blood—his consuls, his hucksters and fakirs, are of the

new school. They are immitigably resourceful, and prismatically vo-

cabularized, whether graduated from curbstone or from college, a type

that cheerily supplants the b'gosh Yankee of venerable memory.
Commerce and Cupid are in merry chassez through the book. There

are various lovely ladies doing duty in dream and deed, but, as befits

damsel and duenna of these lands, they are mostly in the background.

The bustling, boisterous foreigner jostles the courteous, unhasting Cas-

tilian, and always outwits him as the Devil is always outwitted in the

Miracle Play. But under the burlesque heroics, one somehow feels the

pathos of life, the pathos of a poetic and vanishing civilization crowded

out by newer and cruder ideals. Mr. Henry apprehends his characters

with the loving heart. Under affectation, idiosyncrasy, or even wrong-

doing, there is not a character in the book who is not lovable, and this

warm humanity is its saving quality.

The chapters, like those of "The Virginian," are of the sort that un-

couple into good short stories. Indeed, most of them have appeared in

this guise in periodicals. Mr. Henry has quite ingeniously clamped the

parts together, but it is in structure that the book is weak. The confi-

dential poem and the jaunty rag, tag and bobtail of the appendices

(however well spiked the body of the book) scarcely make up for the

beginning and the end that Aristotle inflexibly demands. If Mr. Henry
will fling aside the Higher Carelessness that permits such teasing of the

reader he can give us better things.

Tho at times the book lacks dramatic sequence, it is full of the

dynamics that we call "go." As with scare-heads and red paint, we
are lured on from episode to episode. Arranged for the stage, with the

scenery on chromatic canvas, instead of in adjectives; with the unique

and ornate characters themselves speaking for us their joyous Dooley-

Ade vernacular, and manipulating the crossed wires of fate—as a play,

" Cabbages and Kings " ought to make a purple patch in melodrama.
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The Best
Transmission
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in the transmission case. The
transmission of the Cadillac has

solved one of the most difficult

problems of the automobile. It

insures perfect running, reduces

cost of maintenance and repairs
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Every part of the
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CURRENT POETRY.
Life's Tragedies.

By Gerald Gould.

Thou art not to be pitied, who has known
The threat of midnight when tlie forelands moan

And all the winds are out

;

Dread and despair and anguish, the great things

That sit like crowns upon the brows of Kings
Or that Queens weep about

—

If by these only thou hast been accursed,

Grieve not too much ; for these are not the worst.

It is the slow and softly dropping tears

That bring the furrows to man's face ; the years,

Falling and fall'n in vain.

That turn the gold to gray upon his head

;

And the dull days to disappointment wed,

And pain that follows pain

That make life bitter in the mouth, and strew

The dead with roses, but the quick with yew.

Better a wide and windy world, and scope

For rise and downfall of a mighty hope,

Than many little ills
;

Better the sudden horror, the swift wrong.

Than doubts and cares that die not, and the long

Monotony that kills;

The empty dawns, pale stars, and narrow skies,

Mean hopes, mean fears, mean sorrows, and mean
sighs.

—From The Spectator.

The Call of the Wander-Spirit.

By Louise Morgan Sill.

" Come out to the open, brothers,

The open plain of the sea !

Leave children, and wives, and mothers.

And range afar with me.

" .\far where the winds are giving

Their souls to wander free,

Where life's for the lusty living-

Come brothers, come with me.
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• The spray of the salted surges

Cuts sharp with tiMiic tain.

The spume of the billnw merges

In ice, and stirtgs again.

" But down long ocean reaches

Vo«r course will lie to the calm

And -iilver of tropic beaches.

The fireen of the fruited palm.''

Thus day and night I call them.

In spring, in winter drear ;

Wh.iteve< the fates befall them

They can not, will not hear.

They toil and bear in sadness

The ancient yoke of Need—
The guerdon of all their madness—
Nor pause, nor hope, nor heed.

They soothe a mother's sorrow.

They guard a wife's rejxise.

For marveling children borrow

Its fragrance from the rose.

Content with bribe and barter,

.And counterplot of care.

Half sinner and li.df a martyr.

They dare, and fear to dare.

Yet sometimes to my calling

They turn with w istful eyes.

And imder the laughter falling

1 hear their smothered sighs.

-From Harper's Weekly.
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The Child That Once You Were.

By Florence Wilkinson.

hopeless face of middle-age.

O disappointed eyes.

And lips of thin finality!

What sad soul stalks behind that cage.

Those stem bars of mortality .'

1 saw the child that once you were

Flit to your look one day,

A tender boyhood just beginning.

And my quick throat rose sharp with tears

To think ( f all tlie sodden years,

•Since then, and all the sinning.

The trusting child that once you were,

Not wholly drugged to sleep.

And all those dreadful spades of earth

To bury you more deep I

—From McClure^s Magazine.

Best of All.

By Eidth M. Thu.m.as.

in my youth. I longed to hear

Trumpet measures breathing clear

To the theme my heart should read ;

In my youth. I longed to see

Shades Pierian ope for me--

Laurel boughs float down my meed

!

In my mid-age, nought I care

For the tnimijet's hollow bl.ire—

Nesting wrens its throat may stop I

In my mid-age I require

Peace and shelter, household fire.

Ere their leaves the forests drop I
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starting in business, and ten copies of

The Post free. You sell these for 5c each

and that provides all the money you need

for buying further supplies. Now don't put

this off for " some time or other," but write

us to-day, and by next week you'll have

money in your pocket. To boys who sell

a certain number of copies we give, among
other prizes, watches, sweaters, etc., free.

$250 in Extra Cash Prizes
each month to boys who do good work.'

The Curtis Publishing Company
1191 Arch St., Philadelphia

Postaoe Stamp Collecting
As a holili} or ili\<-rlitii: pursuit, nil.

lertiiit; '>! forfiifii jioslii^,- stiinips

onl} a|i[ifals t(i llu- luiire iiitellitreiil.

A weekly paper devoted to the
pastime reaches 10.000 readers.
It will be sent to you 6 weeks for
Scents. If you are interested
and mention THE LlTERAUy

Digest, we will send you in addition fri-f the following;

:

100 foreign stamps and a pocket album, jin illustrated stamp
ciitaloirue, and a book of information "About Stamps,"
\\'e offer for cash orders : SIG ditferent foreign stamps for
¥l.50; 1.000. all different. ¥3.'i5 ; 500 mixed foreign stamps.
15c. Gummed hinees for mounting stamps, 10c. per 1.000.

Mention this paper.

Qfomn Alhlimp No. l. Flexible cover, doth hack . . *2oe.

OlalllU HIUUIMOi .Nil. ->. Full srrrn cloth, stiff ro\er . 5)lc.

No. :{. (loth .'s siold lo hold fi,(l()0 stps., J.'ie.

Stamps submitted on approval at 50;« discount from
standard catalogue. Correspondence solicited with col-
lectors. Collections and rare stamps botight for cash.

C. 11. 9IEKEEL STAUP & Pl'llLISHIXO CO., St. Loais, 91a.

pUCAP RATFC California, Washington. Oregon,wnCHr nil I kw (;olorado. We secure reduced
rates on Household Goods to the above States for intend-
ing settlers. Write for rates. Map of California free.

TKANS-CONTI.NE.NT.tL FREIGHT CO., F.3o5 Dearborn St., Chieago.

Our Hand Book on Patents, Trade-Marks, etc.,
Bent free. I'atents procured through Munn <fc

Co., receive free notice In the

Scientific A>ierican
MUN:N' & CO.. *57 Broadway, N. Y.

Branch Office: 361 FSt, Washington, D.C.

WHAT LAWSON SAYS
about Frenzied Finance" tallies exactly with Bed-
ding's wontlerful prophecies (made in 1896', which also
covernumberless other issues and promise startlins; sur-
prises for this year and after. His proofs wen' gathered
from the Bible, Astrology, The Pyramids of Egypt. Evolu-
tionary law, a study ot existing conditions, and 100 other
important sources, therefore though different from Law-
son's are also convincing.
Get his 396-page book, also his SOO-page book, "Mysteries

Unveiled," which sells for .$1.00. The two sent postpaid
for $1.50. Every business man and wage-earner should
study these remarkable books as a means of avoiding busi-
ness complications. Send to E. Loomis, Inwood, N. Y. City,

Readers ol THff '".itkrary Digest arc asked to mention the publication wben witting to advertisers.
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Barrin^tonr+Iall
i>

CAN

I

Hnrrinartoii Hall i-^ :i rich, well-matureii, well-blentled IMocbn
and J IV. I prei>;ired r()r the coffee pot by an entirely new process.

It i- c-iit into line particles i)f uniform size and is freed from thf

dust :ind bitter tannin-bearina rli;iti'— the only injurious property
in cort'ee—always foiinil in coHee Rre.und the old way.

Send for Fi-ee Booklet. ' THE sr.CRFJ OK GOOD COFFEE"
It expI.Ains why no Other cotlee can equal HiirrinErton Hall in

flavor, and why it <an be used without ill ett'ect by those who timl

ordinary coflee iiyures them. One pound of Barringrtou Hall
(steel-cut) will make 20 cups more of perfect, full-strength cofiee

than the same of ;iny other brand cround the old way.

A DELICIOUS COFFEE
Not Sl TaLsteless Substitvite

CAITIOX : Baker's ItarriiiL-lon Hall i?. the only genuine
Steel-Cul Coltee.

We own the proress by patent right ; and roast, steel-cut and
pack by machinery at our factory in 1 and 2 lb. sealed tins

Tliere are so-railed imitations on the market. Yom' protection,

therefore, is in asking for and receiving only the Origmal Bar-
rington Hall Brand.

CUT OFF THIS COUPON.
B.4KER & CO., Coffee Importers,

214 -.id St. .N., Minneapolis, illinn.

Plea.«e send me. without expense, sample can of Barrington Hall, the
Steel-Cut Coffee, and booklet ; in consideration I give herewith my gro-

rer's name (onthe mirgin)

My own address is

.

COCPOS.

IS in Itself" a private fire department
for your home, office, or factory. It

does the same work as the chemical

engines of the regular fire department

—but it does more, because it is al-

ways ready for immediate use, can

be operated by anyone, and quenches

fires anyivhere.

^ The "Keystone" Fire Extinguisher re-

duces insurance rates. Examined and approved

under the standard of the National Board of Fire

Underwriters.

^'Does the Work of Fifty Pails."

^ It is X.htch-t'af>estj2nJ bat !^\>^TO\eA extinguisher.

We pay freight east of Rocky Mountains.

Our free booklet, "Seconds Saved in Fighting
Fire," contains much valuable information.
Aj?ejils wiuited in every locality. \n oxperienw re^jnired.

James Boyd & Brother

No. 4 North Fourth Street, Philadelphia
M.'niul.utnrers of

*TRE PROTECTION EtjriPJIF.VT, KIKE HOSE, HOSE
COl FLINGS, HOSE PIPE.S, Etc. I

1^^[
HARTSHORN

SHADE ROLLERS
Bear the script name of .Stewart

Hartshorn on label.

WoodRollers. Tin Rollers.

Absoluiely

In^my winter, shall I still

Seek abroad with fretful will,

Wanting all that I have not ?

Let me swift that chance forestall,

Say " What's mine is best of all,

Else it were not in my lot '

"

-From Lij>pincotf's Magazine.

Pure a^nd Aerated

Distilled Walter
made in your own house wllh

THE SANITARY STILL
without trouble and at trifling
•cost. Infinitely superior to tiny
filter. Write for lOD-page booklet,
tree, with letters from prominent
people. Agents wanted.

A. H. PEIRCE MFG. CO..
•C8iS'. Green St., Chirago.

Readers of The LiTErtARr

To Stevenson.

By Charle.s Keeler.

Wanderer o"er life's inhospitable seas.

With galleon sails to waft tliee vmto lands

Of old romance, where jocund fancy stands,

Luring sad hearts to youth, where tropic trees

Rustle before the trade-wind's welcome breeze,

And warm blue waves roll up on coral strands,

Or, on the reef, with clapping of white hands;
Teller of tales the world afar to please.

Thy caravel sailed forth o'er chartless waves,

But, ere it left, a mighty far-off cry

Reached o'er the sea,—the tardy world's acclaim :

Hail and farewell to him who fearless braves

The luirestoring deep with spirit high.

Bequeathing kindliness, more prized than fame.
—From Impressions Quarterly

.

The Question.

By h Poet in Exile.

I.

This is the cry

That echoes through the wilderness of earth

Through song and sorrow, day and death and birth ;

Why .?

11.

It is the liigh

Wall of the child with all his life to face.

IMan's last dumb question as he reaches space:

Why?
-From The Japan Weekly Mail.

Hymn of the Year.

Bv the Lord Bi.shop (jf Ripon.

Lord of the. Spring, who dost restore to earth her

slumb'ring powers.

And from tlieir wintry prison-house dost liberate the

flowers.

Beauty in place of bondage give, wake us to liberty !

The flowers of life are in Thy hand, oh make us fair to

Thee

!

Lord of the Summer and the noon, who bidst Thy
sun to pour

His bounteous beams on everything from an unstint-

ing "tore.

Send forth Thy summer gifts on us Thy light that we
may see,

Thy generous love that we may glow with warmth
that comes from Thee.

Lord of the Autumn and the fruit. Father of harvest

gold.

Who giv'st the toilers sure reward as in the days of

old.

Thy Spirit's law fulfil in us, that we may fruitful be

In love, and joy, and gentleness, in peace and purity.

Lord of the Winter and the cold, when earth lies bleak

and bare,

We silent seek our wonted hearth and find a shelter

there.

When time has stolen flowers and fruit and life's last

leaf away.

Be Thou our shelter and our home on that lone wintry

day.

—New York E-ening- Mail.

MODEL GASOLINE

Four Cylinder, Bevel Gear Drive. Double
Ball Bearings. Pressed Steel Frame, Side

Entrances, Finish and Trimmings the
Finest. January Deliveries.

r\..- f..i| |j„e of Gasoline and Electric cars will

on exhibition at the New York anil

.
Chicago Automobile Showa.

I^TioMAL/^oTOR Vehicle ca
lOlS East 2°2d Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

You can Safely Smoke in a
Powder Magazine with a

BARGER
This wonderful cigar-shaped pipe spillt no fire or

ashes. Its convenience, safety, and cleanliness are the
results of exclusive patented features.

SAFETY
PIPE

Oi-Kjn, ready for filling and li^lit

^«m' i ....ri'-Jit^-^Sej

Shnwing porcel.iin container nr ctip removed for cleming.
The porcelain cup is left unglazed to absorb the

nicotine. To clean cup. pi ce in fire.

The BAKGEK SAFETY PIPE has pipe economy
with clijar appcarnnce and eonTenlence. Ideal for
smoking while riding, driving or automobiling against
the wind at any speed.
The pipe for sportsmen, farmers, trainmen, for

workers in offices, workshops and factories—for every
smoker. Praised by the ladies. Smokes freely—any
kind of tobacco. If your dealer cannot supply you—
we Clin! Sent prepaid for SO cents.

The Burger Safety Pipe Co., Dept. 13, Hopedale, IIU

LEARN TO WRITE
ADVERTISEMENTS
Taught by Mail Thoroughly. Taught bythe
founders of the orifxinal school. Taught in an
expert manner, enabling you to earn expert sal-

ary. .Seven years' successand hundreds of success-
ful graduates. Large prospectus free on request.
PAGE-DAVIS CO., Dept. 31, 90 Wabash Ave., Chicago

At the same price no others contain so much gold as the
Kreinentz Plated Cidlar Hiilton. Easily l>uttoned, easily un-
buttoned. Stays Ijuttoni'd. Booklet for postal giving much
informati<m, Krenienli .V. Co., 63 Chestnut St., Newark, N. J.

MANAGER WANTED
ftrst-class man for theA manufacturing company wishes the services of a

management of an important ciepartment.

As it is desired to enlarge the scope of the business and to secure a man of

marked lousiness abihty, who will devote himself to the affairs of the concern with

more zeal and enthusiasm than is usual with mere employees, it is desired tliat he

be able and willing, if satisfied upon thorough investigation, to make an invest-

ment and become a director and oflicer in the Company.
For particulars address : Rooms 4055 & 6 Metropolitan Building, N. Y. City

Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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PERSONALS.
A ltf«-i>imueiHl»t ion to <ieiierftl Spluiier.—

Applicants for government positions under the civil

service have a more or less discouraging time of it. It

was not so in the olden days, says the Washington

Post, when positions were first thrown open to women

during the Civil War. Ilert is the story of the appoint-

ment, under (ieneral Spinner, of one who is still a

cltfrk in the Treasury Department:

•
It was in 18(14," s'^^ said, "two years after the ap-

pointment of women had become a permanent thing.

I was in Wasliington visiting a sister. I made up

my mind th.it I wanted a iH)sition.and so. without say-

ing a word to any one, I went to the Treasury and made

my own application. I simply walked into General

Spinner's office and said

:

" (ieneral Spinner, I would like a position in the

Treasury.' Tlie general looked up carelessly, and then

vent on with his work.
'• How long have you been in W.ishington ?

' he

asked.
" Three years."

' What intluence have you :
' he asked.

""What influence?' 1 stammered. "1 don't know
what you mean.' I was beginning to get embarrassed.

Ves, influence," he said. ' Wliat Congressman do

you know ?

"

•
I don't know any," I faltered. This time the gen-

eral threw down his pen, leaned back in his chair and

looked at me.
'' You've been in Washington three years and don't

know any Congressman ? he queried. 'Good I That's

recommendation enough. Tlie position is yours.'"'

King ICiIWHril's Peculiar Tastes.-King Kd-

ward is never conventional when he can avoid being

so with satisfaction to himself and those around him.

His Majesty is particularly individual in regard to his

t.istes in food, and has many peculiarities in this re-

si)ect which are known to few beyond his intimate

friends. Says a writer in Tit-Bits (London) :

The King is very fond of his afternoon tea, and
having a sweet tooth, as Queen \'ictoria had, likes to

see confectionery on the table. But it is not so well

known that His Majesty never by anychance partakes

of butter, and that, moreover, he never takes tea made
with milk, but in the Russian fashion, with a piece of

lemon instead.

Similarly he has a sjjecial way of his own of making
coffee, or, rather it is the way of his own particular

coffee-maker, Ibrahim, a dark-skinned Turk, with

whose skill in this particular department of kitchen

work His Majesty was at the first experience so

pleased that he brought him home with him from one

of his journeys abroad, and installed him in the royal

household to do nothing else but make the King's

coffee. So indispensable is Ibrahim to the King that

he is often taken abroad with him. His method of

making the King's coffee is as follows : First of all

the water is boiled, and then the coffee is put in and
allowed to " infuse." Ibrahim then warms it again

until the coffee grounds " rise to the top, turn over,

and descend." The grounds are then allowed to

settle, and finally Ibrahim pours off the liquid with a

flourish of his long dark arm, the coffee as he makes it

in this way being superb.

Another peculiarity of the King's taste is for the

German black bread which is known as " schwarz-

brot." It has been a favorite with him for many years :

but it is an acquired taste and needs much assiduous

cultivation, for the person who tastes it for the first

time feels that he would never care to do so again.

However, two varieties of rye bread baked in the

German fashion are regularly supplied by a German
firm in the City of London for his Majesty's use. One
variety has a large proportion of Vienna flour added
to the rye meal, and in the case of this bread the

peculiar sour flavor is not so noticeable. Beginners
who wish to train themselves to eating " schwarzbrot

'

usually begin with it. But it is the real " schwartz-

©UATIIFII^ Would your little ones enjoy
nlUinCnO a magazine full of beautiful

pictures and stories made expressly for them?
If so, send for a free copy.

LinLE FOLKS' MAGAZINE, Box 12, Salem, Mass.

1^
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The Stars df the Show
Again the Ford Cars held the "center of the stage " at the New York show.

Experienced motorists were enthusiastic in praise of Henry Ford's advanced ideas and
the universal query " What has Ford this year?" emphasized the fact that the Auto-

mobile world looks to Henry Ford for the ultimate perfection of motor-driven vehicles.

For ii)05 we have the Ford Mooki. " B " with a

four-cylinder (vertical) engine, extra long wheel base,

side entrance tonneau, direct drive, and an absolutely
new and original idea in driving construction. Weight
is 1700 lbs., and as the engine develops more than 20

H. P., it gives the car more power for its weight
than any Automobile of similar type.

The Ford driving-frame is such an evident ad-
vance in construction that everyone interested ought
to have our new catalogue describing this wonderful
Ford invention. Price of Model " B," ^2,000.

"wi

k:

FORD MODEL C. PRICE $950

FORO MOOEL B, PRICE $2000

The Ford Model "C " h.is a lo H. P., double
opposed motor with the successful Ford planetary
transmission, a lengthened wheel base and perfect
distribution of weight, making it the most practical
car on the market for businc.^ or jirofessional men
or for ordinary family use. The price of Model " C "

is S950, with detachible lonneau, so the car can be
used as a runabout if desired.

Economy of maintenance, always a feature of the
Ford cars, is further guaranteed in the 1905 Models,
by liglit, strong construction and mechanical sim-
plic ty and excellence.

Catal'-gie sent on request,

Ford Motor Co., Detroit* Mich.
Canadian Trade supplied by Ford Motor Co. of Canada, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.

gy ''' of a Ccimera'w
value is in the lens

The Grand Prize
at the World's Fair has
been awarded to the

GOERZ LENS
in competition with the world. Goerz
lenses are essential in the making of

perfect pictures.

The manufacturers have always

claimed to make the best lenses in

the woild—competition has proved it.

Catalog Free.
Main Office:

Berlin-Friedenaw, Germany.

Branch Offices

:

4 and 5 Holbom Circus, London, England.

22 Rue De I'Entrepot, Paris.

C. p. GOER.Z.
Room 34, 52 E. Union Square, Sew York.

The Red Poocher, by Seumas MacManus.—A
story bubbling over with Irish wit. 7.") cents. Funk &
Wagnalls Company, Publishers, New York.

BURPEE'S
SEEDS GROW AND
WIN MORE PRIZES
than the products of any other

brand ! Besides several Gold

Medals they won A Grand
Prize for vegetables at the St.

Louis Exposition.

If you intend to try Burpee's Seeds we
will mail free our Complete Catalogue

of 178 pages, with beautiful colored

plates and illustrations from photo-

graphs taken at our famous Fordhook

Farms, the largest trial grounds in

America. Write to-day

!

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CQ., Seed Growers, Philadelphia

FOR MEN WHO THINK AND ACT
" The Affirmative Intellect," by Chas. Ferguson.

Funk & Wagnalls Company, Publishers, New York.
90c.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing t > advertisers.
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V

W
No Binding

When Bending

^PRESIDENT^
Suspenders

never bind the shoulders or pull the but-
tons. You cannot get into a position
that will defy this perfect self-adjust-
ment. There is no strain anywhere.
That's why they are so comfortable—
that's why tliey wear so long. None
so easy. An absolute guarantee with
every pair. Price 50c and 81.00,
every store everywhere or mailed
postpaid.

THE C. A. EDGARTON MFG. CO..

Box 333 Shirley, Mass.

Safety Razor

24 RAZORS
IN ONE

300 Velvet Shaves

WITHOUT
STROPPING
Ask your dealer or send

for an Interesting booklet

giving our thirty-day free

trial offer. Awarded Gold iVledal.

St. Louis Exposition. I904.

®I|? (giUfttr Baks (Ko.
1640 Manhattan Building, - CHICAGO.

References; Continental National Bank, Chicago
Dun s and Bradstreet's.

XHE /\F»F»LE
For <ji:ks Kiii^iiH'!^, LiaiiiicUos,

Automobiles, etc.
No more belt, battt-ry, comtrmtator trou-
bles. Dirt and water jironf.

Easily attached, increases power
and speed. Send for full par-

• ticulars on our storage battt-rits,

llspark coils, timing devii?es,

spark I'lutjs. our Gray Mufller.

land all kinds of itfiiition apparatus.

IThe Davton Electrical Mtg. Co.
125 Beaver llldg., Dayton, OIiId.

AUTOMATIC

SpARtiCJ*

Song Poems Wanted
ONE SUCCESS MEANS A FORTUNE. I write the
music and submit to all the New York Music Publishers.
C. F. MILLER, Room 723, mS Broadway, New York.

brot," the genuine sour black bread which most fre-

quently finds its way to the King's table, and His Ma-
jesty thoroughly enjoys it.

One of the King's favorite dishes at the dinner-table

is a minute chicken on a morsel of toast. These little

" poussins," as they are called by the poulterer, yield

but two or three mouthfuls of delicate, white flesh,

and in London they are retailed at such high prices

that they are a rare dainty. Nevertheless, in the

West of Ireland they are sold by barefooted peasant

girls, who charge only 6d. each for them.

His Majesty is extremely abstemious in regard to

liquid refreshment : but here again he has considerable

individuality of taste, and perhaps this is most

curiously exem[)lified in the case of the "cocktail"

which is his own invention. This is made up of a

little rye whisky, some crushed ice, a small square of

pineapple, a piece of lemon peel, a few drops of

maraschino, ditto of champagne, a dash of Angostura
bitters, and powdered sugar, sufficient to bring the

mixture exactly up to the royal recjuirements.

Mr. Leupp Got Even.— Previously to taking up

the duties of Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Francis

E. Leupp called upon his predecessor, Mr. Jones, to

talk over the business of the office, and the following

occurred, according to a Washington despatch to the

New York Times:

" By the bye, Mr. Leupp," said the commissioner,

"I have just been informed that my business matters

have so shaped themselves that I will not be obliged to

leave Washington until next March. I have decided,

therefore, to remain on the pay-roll at least until the

4th."

" That's most extraordinary, Mr. Commissioner,"

said Mr. Leupp. " I have made all my aiTangements

to begin work on the 3d ; public notice of the fact has

been given, and your decision puts me in a most em-

barrassing position."

" I can't help that, Leupp," said the commissioner.
" I got a chance to stay on the pay-roll three months

longer, and you will have to make the best of it."

Two days later Mr. Leupp discovered that he had

been made the victim of a practical joke. Then he

made up his mind to get even.

On Friday Commissioner Jones was informed by an

employee of the office of the Secretary of the Interior

that before transferring his accounts to Mr. Leupp it

would be necesspiv fo.- him to turn into the Treasury

a sum equal to the ..mount of a year's salary, which is

$5,000.

" What's that ?" said the commissioner. " What do

you mean by .t ? There must be some mistake."
" There is no mistake," said Mr. Leupp's emissary,

for such he proved later to be. " You owe the Govern-

ment a year's salary. In your letter to the President

you state that your resignation becomes effective Jan-

uary I, 1904. Technically, therefore, you have not been

a commissioner for a year."

" What's that ? " exclaimed the commissioner, his

face turning red. " Am I d. earning or the victim of a

practical joke ?

"

" I am merely stating a fact, Mr. Commissioner," was
the reply.

Then the Commissioner of Indian Affairs made a

flying leap for his desk and fished out his letter of res-

ignation to the President. And, sure enough, he dis-

covered that he had told the President his resignation

took effect January i, 1904. He was then apprised that

the conspiracy against him had been conceived by his

successor, Mr. Leupp.
" I take off my hat to Mr. Leupp," he said. " We

will now cry quits."

BEKMUDA AND THE "BERMUDIAN,"
Now that the northern states are in the grip of winter,

Bermuda, that little Arcadia where everydiing is beautiful

either in form, color, or odor, attracts attention. Thither
the Quebec Steamship Company maintains a weekly ser-

vice with well-appointed steamships, of which the new
Bert7iuclia)i, a twin-screw steel vessel of 5,500 tons burden,
represents the acme of marine architecture. From New
York the trip is now made in 48 hours.
Bermudian life is essentially out of doors. The mean

temperature is 65° Fahrenheit. Persons who wish to

escape the rigors of winter, wno love the beautiful, and
who enjoy the quiet simple life which this idyllic spot
affords should send for the descriptive booklet on Bermuda
recently published by the Quebec Steamship Company

;

it may be had for the asking from their agents, A. E.
Outerbridge & Co., 39 Broadway, New York. The winter-
season passenger rates are very moderate, and range from
three cents a mile upward. Round-trip tickets good for
six months may be had for $50.

Pears'
Most soaps clog

the skin pores by

the fats and free

alkali in their com-

position.

Pears' is quickly

rinsed off, leaves

the pores open and

the skin soft and

cool.

Established in 1789.

Home
KINDERGARTEN

For MotKers
A. practical plan of kindergarten especially

adapted to home use. Covers entire year. Arranged
according to season. Can be commenced at any
time. Saves time and worry, is inexpensive. Enables
the mother to keep her children amused with right
materiuJs, and at tne same time instruct them ac-
cording to most approved kiiidergrarten principles.

All necessary materials are furnislied free.

CATALOGUE "VVnte for Catalogue, giving synopsis and

FRPF '"" description of our m.'ul course. It's
^^ valiinldp to vnu, Init we .'*end it free,

HOME KINDERGARTEN SCHOOL
525 Washington Arcade, Detroit, Mich.

% G U A RAN TEED
WATER BONDS

Write for Circular L, and New York. Boston, Phila
delphia, and Pittsburgh bunk references.

OF PITTSBURGH, PA.

P.%ID-UP CAPITAl, - - SaOO.OOO.OO
JAMES S. KUHN, L. L. McCLELLAND,

President. Sec^y and Treasitrer.

Send for this
Print your own cards, circulars, ifcc-

Press $5. Small newspaper press ^IS-

Money saver. Print for others, big profits'

Typesetting easy, printed rules sent'
Write to makers for catalog. pres.ses, type,

paper. &c. THE PRESS CO., MEKIDEN, COX.N.

|il/^M#Atf# by Success IVlagazine, on a
WWanieaf ' straight salary Basis

.t .VMUiiji lu.iii or Wixiian in fvery ti'Uiity to t:.k.' i li;!rge of our <-iti-

Rcription business. A few traveling positions also open. Posi-

tions permanent. References required. Apply to

Success Magazine^ Bidldi^b.N'ew'York

Readers of The Litekart Disest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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MORE OR LESS PUNGENT.
Cot»l.—" Edith :" the old gentlem.in bawled liom

the head of the st.iirs, " you just ask your young man
if he doesn't tliink it's near bedtime."
" Very well, pa," replied the dear girl in the parlor

;

then, after a pause, " Jack says Yes, if you're sleepy, go

to bed, by all means." - Philadelphia Press.

A Primer of I>iteriitare - What is the Literature

of to-day ?

Fiction.

How is Fiction divided ?

Into Historical Novels and Nature Books.

What is a Historical Novel?

One that shows no trace of History or of Novelty.

What is a Nature Book ?

A volume of misinformation about animals.

Why are Nature Books popular just now ?

Because they are the fashion.

Mention some recent Nature Books.
" The Lions of the Lord," " Pigs in Clover," " The

Octopus," '• The Blue Goose." and '• The Sea Wolf."

What are the best-selling books ?

Those which sell the best people.

What is a Magazine ?

A small body of Literature entirely surrounded by

advertisements.

Why is a comic paper so called ?

Because it's so funny that anybody buys it.

What is a Critic ?

A Critic is a man who writes about the books he

doesn't like.

What is Poetry ?

Lines of words ending with the same sound.

What is a Minor Poet ?

A poet not yet twenty-one years of age.

What is a Major Poet ?

There isn't any.

What is a Pubhsher .'

A man who is blamed if a book doesn't sell, and ig-

nored if it does.

What does a publisher mean by Problem Novels ?

All, e.xcept Kipling's an.l Mrs. Humphry Ward's.

What makes a book a phenomenal success ?

Much bad, much pad, and much ad.—Carolyn Wells

in The Metropolitan Magazine.

The Times Have Changed.—
In Eden, once, a rib became

A woman, so they say

;

But now its ribbons that become

The woman of to-day.

Cincinnati Commercial- Tribune.

The Keal Thing.—First Sk.\ter : "Did you

hurt yourself when you fell just then ?
"

Second Skater: "Oh, no. I had a lovely time.

When the back of my head struck the ice I thought I

was at an all-star performance."—Z'fj'ro/V Free Press.

To Get the Good of It. — When Edna, aged

seven, saw a funeral procession pass the house she

turned to her mother and asked, " Do all funerals

have carriages ?

"

" Yes, dear," answered her parent.

" Then," said Edna, " when I die and go to my own
funeral, please, mother, may I sit on top with the

coachman and do the driving ?
"—Lippincotfs Maga-

zine.

Just the Case.—" I refuse to talk to you, sir,"

roared the indignant old father. " If you will come

HOW FAR DO YOU
WALK IN A DAY?

Did it ever occur to you that perhaps you
walked miles just going around your home,
shop or office? Perhaps you'd like to know. I f

so, get a Pedometer. A Pedometer is an in-

genious affair that goes when you go and
stops when you stop. This instrument has
heretofore cost from ten to fifteen dollars. It

is not a toy. but an accurate and valuable
recorder of distances.

YOU CAN GET A ITDErErfPEDOMETER T HCibS
by sendiu^ us $1.00 for a year's subscription to MODERN
Machinery, our monthly magazine, which will keep you
posted on the great progress which is being made in the ma-
chinery world (and i fyou would keep abreast of the times you
must read MODERN MACHINERY), interestingly written, well
Illustrated, Sample Copr, 10«; $1.00 per year—and a Pedometer,
FREE. Subscribe Sow.

MODERN MACHINEKY COMPANY.
820 Security BoUdiug. CHICAGO, ULXINOIS

HOT ASHES CAUSE MANY
FIRES, SAYS ARCHIBALD.

Chief of Fire. Department Gives

Warning to Citizens.

i-"No\v i» the season to warn the householder
against (he danger of selling fire lo his premises
by cans of hot ashes carelessly dumped into recep-
tacles or piled in a cellar while yet capable of
igniting inflamniablc material," said Fire Chief
Archibald Monday. Three alarms of fire had
been sounded the night before, and the cause of
each was hut ashes. " It is well to be sure that the

ashes arc not dumped into a receptacle that they
are likely to ignite, or piled near any wall. Before
the winter is over we will probably have 30 fires,

at least, traceable to hot ashe s. *!—Cincinnati
Ti'neS'bfitr, Oct. 2$, /904 ' ' ''

Nofear of fire
if hot ashes are dumped into

Witt's
Corrugated

Can
Made of steel, galvanized. Rim (not
can bottom) touches floor. Close-fitting

lid. Fire-proof. Strongest can made.

Ask your dealer for "Witt's"
("Witt's Cain" stamped in lid.)

Acknowledged overywhoroliy those who liavo used them,
to bo the only safe, neat, sanitary can for ashes or garbage.

If your dealer hasn't them, send us his name • we will
send you through him, on his order, Can or pail

on approval.
If you like it, pay the dealer; if not,
senditback; we will protect the dealer ,^, „ „„, . _.
and it won't cost you a cent. If you ^o. 3-20>4x26 in

have no dealer order direct from us. Pall, two sizes

M'l ite us forfurther information.

Three Sizes:
No. 1— 15?4x26 in.

No. '2—18 x26in.

5 and 7 gal.

The Witt Cornice Co., Dept.K Cincinnati.O.

MAKE A
your LAMP

STOVE of

or GAS JET
by titturhiu)^ a

GIANT
HEATER
getting Heat and Light at One Cost

The Giant Ht'iitcr so npplifd will
heat any onliniiry room in zero
wi-athor, witliout interfering with
tholiiiht.
Economiciil. n» no moregns or oil is

consumed with our heater attached.
This hfattT is a scientifically con-

structed brass nlobc that accutiiulatcs.
intcnsiiit's, an<l radiates the heat from

yonr centrnldrau«ht lamp or khs jet that onlinarily
Ijoes to waste—giving a thorough an<l uniform lieat.
.Attracts cold airon the vat'Uiim principle, thoroughly

warming, purifying, and circulating theair. Noodor,
no ashes, or tronbh'.
The Giant Heater is easily apidied to any lamp

chimney, gas jet. or any mantle t>urner artiticial or
natural gas . Absolutely no ilanger us heater in no
way interferes with the combustion.
There isn't a home in the country that does not at

some time of the year need a Giant Heater—and some
need it all the time—for the bathriMtm. sick-romn, bed-
room, den, or office : for light cooking, heating water
for shaving, warming babies' foo<l, etc.
" I have had my Giant Heater for a year, and I de-

penil on it altogether to heat my study room. The
dimensions of the room are VixM feet, hut the Giant
Heater will make it warm and comfortable even in the
coldest weather."—iaura Blood, Longmont. Col.

P«w/-» Polished
inUCt .\ickel-pl

Itriun Cumplrte, .^L.^O

SkNP to-day for a HKATER—we will .-.-lid

it l)y first express, or mail, :ill rhargf-s pre-
paid. Fully guaranteed.

ITynu want more information send for

booklet.

(;i.l.\T HEATKK CO.
064 nonniouth St., Springfield, Kass.

/»«, e «1\

^^
1

On Gas Flame

ex
First Mortgage Farm Loans

We have them for sale $200 to J2.500 running for five
years. Interest paid promptly annually. We make
these loans with our t>wn money and sell them as
chance may offer, hence have nothing to sell that is
not good enough security for our own money. We
inspect every piece of land before placing a loan on
same, and never loan to exceed 40 per cent, of actual
selling value. We have been making these loans since
1H83. Never lost a dollar for an investor yet. Send for
booklet "We're Right on the Ground." 128 page de-
scriptive matter of the country, cotrplete descriptive
list of on-hand loans, etc. We are reliable and finan-
cially responsible. Can you sell our loans to investors?

E. J. LANDER & CO., Box 8, Grand Forks, N. D.

The Perfect Perpetual Calendar
simplest, most reliable : 50 cents. Post-free. Funk

& Wagnalls Company, 44-60 East 23d Street, New York.

RHEUMATISM
RELIEVED

WITHOUT MEDICINE
New Remedy Discovered Which Ab-

sorbs Acid Impurities Through
the Large Foot Pores.

A DOLLAR PAIR FREE
On Approval—Write To-day.

Don't take medicine for Rheumatism, but
send your name to the makers of Magic Foot
Drafts, the great Michigan discovery which is

relieving every kind of Rheumatism without
medicine—chronic or acute— Muscular, Sciatic,

Lumbago, Gout, etc., no matter in what part of

the body. You'll get the Drafts by return mail.

If you are satisfied with the relief they give,

send us one dollar.

If not, send nothing.

You Decide.

Magic Foot Drafts
possess the remark-
able quality of ab-

sorbing from the blood the impurities which
cause Rheumatism, relieving where everything

else has failed. They are even relieving cases

of 30 and 40 years' standing. They will relieve

you. Send your name to-day to Magic Foot
Draft Co., T F21 Oliver Bldg., Jackson, Mich.

Our splendid new book on Rheumatism comes
free with the Drafts. Send no money—only

your name. Write to-day.

TIIADE MARK

eRONCHWl m
Pi*omptly rolieve

Throat and Lung Troublesm
A sintplB romedym

^°*GOUr & RHEUMATISM
Uiethe Great Engrllsh Remedy
BLAIR'S PILLSl
Safe, Sure, Effective. 50c. & $1.
I>RUeGIWTS. or 224 Wllllitm St., N. Y.

B«aders of The LnsBAKT Dioest are asked to mentioa the publication when writing to adyertiaers.
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Old Hampshire Bond,

made ''a little better

than seems necessary,"

is good paper tor business sta-

tionery—many discriminating

business men have told us it is

the best.

OLD EJAMPSfllKE i@Kli
'' Look /or the M'atcr Mark"

Have your printer show you the Old
Hampshire Bond Book of Specimens

—

or, better still, write us for a copy. It

contains suggestive letterheads, and other

business forms, printed, lithographed, and

engraved on the white and 14 colors of

Old Hampshire Bond.

Please write on your present
letterhead.

Hampshire Paper Co.

South Hadley Falls, Massachusetts

The only pnper mnkers in the world

making bond p.iper exclusively.

^. FRENCH—GERMAN
J SPANISH—ITALIAN

' Spoken, Taught and Mastered
Through the

^^ LANGUAGE-
PHONE
METHOD

Wnik ul I»r

Coiul)iti4.-d M ith

The r.osouthal

Co in III on Sense

Metliiiil i>r

Fnictical Ijhiu:iiistry

Ricliiinl S. Rosenthal

YOU HEAR THE EXACT PRONUNCIATION OF
EACH WORD AND PHRASE. A few minutes' pniotitft
several times a day at sjiare moments tcives a thorough
mastery of couvcrsatioual French, (German, Spiinisli, or
Italiiin.

.(-p„f;yv„. tfstinHmials. booklet, am! letter.

International Language-Phone Method
etropolii I!Ml-., llroudxaynnd ICtli St.11(1! yie

,
X. V.

What Is Daus'Tip-Topr
TO PROVE tliat Dans' "Tip-tup" is

:;,. ^, the hest and simplest device ftjr making
2_--^d,\ 100 Copies from pen-written and 50
~~*^— ^** copies fnun typewritten original,

we will ship ((JMi|ilete duplicator,
cap size, without deposit, on
ten (10) days' trial.
Pricr .sr..'()hxx trtuJr a «^ j.

i>.»i s ni'Pi.icATOR « o.Till': ri<:i,i\'
Uaii.'s liiiiltliiiK John .SI., .\cw Vork titj

«MkMMMMMMII««i^^MIIIMi*WtMMn#^MWMM«%M«M

IPeter Moller's
Cod Liver Oil

Should be Purchased for the
Following Good Reasons

:

It is a pure oil, so pure that it is posi-
tively free from disagreeable taste and
odor. Children take it without persua-
sion. It digests readily, does not cling
to the palate, and never "repeats."

It is made and bottled by Peter Moller
at tiis own factory at the Norway fisher-
ies—no adulteration possible.

Not sold in bulk. You know you set
the genuine when yoti receive the
flat, oval bottle bearing the name o£

Schieffelin & Company,
soTjE agents

New York

around when you are sober to ask me for my daughter

I may consider the matter."
" When I'm shober ? Thash all right, old man,

thash all right. Glad to do it. Only I never seem to

want her when I'm shober."— Oi/trr/^o Record-Herald.

TRAVEL

\ Cliargr,—Freda : "Oh, Arthur, may I ask the

clergyman to omit the word ' obey ' from the marriage

service ?

"

AkTHtjK (thinking of his future wife's large bank
ing account); " Certainly, dear. Just tell him to make
it " love, honor, and supply."—/^«^y.

Current Events.

Foreign.

Russo-Japanese War.

January g. — Port Arthur's shattered garrison
marches out of tlie captured fortress on its way

|

to Japanese prisons. According to reports,
General Stoessel believed, up to the time of his
surrender, that Kuroijatkin was only 20 miles

j

distant from Port Artluir with a relief force.
[

The sessions of the N'ortli Sea Commission are
resumed in Paris.

January 10. - Tokyo reports that the Russian army
in Manchuria is becoming disorganized, and
that there is wide distrust of Kuropatkin among
his generals.

January 11.—The second squadron of the Baltic fleet
enters the Suez Canal bound for Madagascar.
The Emperors of Russia and Japan grant the
Kaiser's request that lie be jjermitted to confer
decorations on Generals Nogi and Stoessel.

January 12. — Marshal Oyama's army, reinforced
from I'ort Arthur, is reported to number 388,000
men witli 1,245 guns. The North Sea Commis-
sion's rules of procedure provide that tlie Britisli
side of the Dogger Bank case shall be heard first,

and that all testimony sliall be taken in public.
General Nogi reports the transfer at Port Arthur
complete ; 80,000 shells and 30 tons of ammuni-
tion were surrendered.

January 13. Two thousand Cossack raiders attack
New-Cliwang and destroy sections of the rail-

'

road south of Liao-Vang; the raiders are re-
pulsed by the Japanese'. A Russian protest
against alleged violations of neutrality by China
is presented to Secretary Hay by Count Cassini.

January i;. Japan accuses the Russians of viola-
ting China's neutrality in making a raid on New-
Chwang through neutral territory; Secretary
Hay may ask the Powers to act in concert to
prevent further violations by either of the com-
batants.

Other Foreign News.
January q. — The rivalry between Mr. Witte and

Prince Mirski, it is said, will end in the former
succeeding tlie latter as Minister of the Interior
of Russia.

I

January 10.— The treaty of peace between Chile and
Bolivia is signed. ;

A lieutenant and private of the United States
cavalry are killed in a battle with Moro outlaws
in Jolo.

Tlie French Foreign Minister declares that the

oesioweD _
3 ORDCR. FOR.

^OOK LOVeR5, «

-''/'.TLOW PRICes ,

eM8LA20N£D IN f^J'y
CORReCT 5TyL£^;

^ Addresses and Resolutions
engrossed and illuminated for
Club and Society Committees.

Ames & RoIIirvsorv
203 Bko.\dwav, New York
Send 2C. stamp for illus-

trated catalogue.

Cufe)

EDUCATIONAL

Miss C. E. Mason's Suburban School for Girls.

THE CASTLE,
T :i r r y t o n n - o 11 -

iiu<l»<<iii. .\. V. An
ideal school. Advan-
tages of N. Y. city. All
departments. Special
courses in Art, Music,
Literature. Languages,
etc. For illustrated
circular V, address.

Miss C. E. MASt>N, LL.M

CHARMING INDIAN LEGENDS
and stories of animals and the woods in "Kuloskap
the Master." Send for handsome illustrated circular.

Funk & WagnaUs Company, New York.
Readers of The Litbeary Dipbst are asked to mention the publication when writ'ng to advertisers.

Delightful Mid -Winter Cruises
BY THE

Palatial Twin-Screw Cruising Steamer^

"Prinzessin Victoria Luise"
To the WEST INDIES

Leaving New Vork February 2d and March 7th,

i<pS, duration from 24 to 28 days. Covering the

picturesque islands of the Caribbean Sea, includ-

ing Nassau, Cuba (Santiago and Havana),
Jamaica (Kingston), Porto Rico (San Juan), St.

Thomas, Barbados (Bridgetown), Trinidad (Port

of Spain, Pitch Lake!, Martinique 1 Fort de
France, St Pierre, Ml. Pelee), Venezuela 'La
Guayra, Caracas, Valencia, Puerto C:btllo),

Cura ;oa and Bermuda, Hamilton.
These cruises sho.ild appeal to all

lovers of Winter cruises imder such
splendi 1 conditions. Send for hand-

some illustrated book, whic'.i tells of

this and other attiacdve cruises.

Hamburg: American Line

37 BROADWAY, NEW YORK ^
Age7icies in all Principal Cities

A

THE GREAT SOUTHWEST

with its famous

Rice, Oil and Sugar Fields

LOUISIANA
AND

TEXAS
best reached by

Southern
Pacific

OPERATING THROUGH DAILY SERVICE

Inquire

BuSTON, iro AVashingtfm St.

Nkw York

rHlLADKi.rm.v, 632 Chpstnut St.

B.VLTIMORK. Pipt^r RiiiUting,

( 1 Broadway Baltimore St-

SVK.VCUSE. 129 So. Franklin St.

. ( 349 Broadwiiy
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TRAVEL

JAMAICA

An Ideal Vacation
The perfect climate and

wonderful natural attractions

of Jamaica offer a most tempt-
ing and easy escape from the

discomforts of a Northern
Winter.

For a vacation of restful

enjoyment there is no spot

that quite equals "The Gem
of the West Indies."

The four days' sea-trip is

made on new vessels that

afford the traveler ever}- com-
fort and luxury

UNITED FRUIT
COMPANY'S

Steel Twin-Strcu U. S. Mail
Steamships

Admiral Dewey Admiral Scbley

Admiral Sampson Admiral Farragut

Sail weekly from Boston and Phila-

delphia. New American built
Steamships B U C K M A N and
WATSON weekly from Baltimore.

Round Trip \
inciu.iina

( One way~ J \it*ii I -i unit '

$75
< Meals and
( StatertK>m i S40

Weekly sailings from New Orleans
to Colon, Republic of Panama,
Limon, Costa Rica, and ports in

Central and South America.

" A Happy Month in Jamaica "

is the title of a beautiful book
we will send you free of cost, to-

gether with our monthlv paper,
'" The Golden Caribbean."

United Fruif CompaLny,
L(^nK Wharf, Boston.

oNortli Wharves, Philadt-lphia.
HuKhes & Henry Sts.. Baltimore.

321 Charles St.. New Orleans.

Raymond & Whitcomb Co.
Thomas Cook & Son.

New York and principal cities.

IIIIIIIIH llllllll

University

Travel
Do you care for Histor)'.> XHEN GO
Are you interested in Art ?

Do you enjoy Scenerj'? JO GREECE
Ju>r the best of each is there.

OUR. YACHTING CRUISE
is the only way to see Greece.

Bureau of University Travel, 201 Clarendon St., Boston.

IJ* ¥ T IJ ^% ¥J ¥J* Tenth year. Two high-class tours
Wj iJ 1\ t # I r> ?t ™o_<l^>"lt6 price. Southern route

Address DR. M. M.
May 30 ; Northern route June 21.

KltaER, 426 Walnut Street, Cincinnati.

Europe
Select two months' Summer Tour.
Small party. Best steamers. Per-
.sonal escort. Apply at once. Rpv.
Ij. D. Temple, Watertonn Z, Mass.

Sultan of Morocco has restored the French mili-
tary advisers and that the crisis has been re-

lieved.

January ii. -Natives on the upper Kongo are re-
ported to have revolted, storming the American
and Catholic missionary stations, and murder-
ing white settlers.

January 13.—The I'nited States demands the annul-
ment of the sentence against an .American for al-

leged complicity in tlie bond frauds; energetic
intervention is threatened.

January 15.— M. Combes and his Ministry decide to
resijjn, in order to allow the imiting imder a new
Cabinet of those elements which are hostile to
the Premier,

The -American Chamber of Commerce in Berlin
sends a petition to President Roosevelt urging a
reciprocity treaty with Germany.

Domestic.

Congress.
January a.— Senate : The Omnibus Claims bill i^

passed, and Senator Morgan speaks against the
Statehood bill.

House : The resolution providing for holding the
inaugural ball in the Pension Building is

adopted.

January 10.—Senate: Certain amendments to the
Statehood bill suggested by the Indian Affairs
committee are adopted. More protests against
Senator Smoot are presented.

House: The Currency bill is considered and the
articles of impeachment against Judge Swayne
are presented.

January 11.

—

Senate: Senator Newlands speaks in
favor of his resolutions looking to the govern-
ment control of railroads. The Smoot hearing
is resumed; evidence is heard in support of the
Mormons.

House: The ,\rmy Appropriation bill is consid-
ered, and an amendment to cut off full pay of
retired officers in state service is adopted.

January 12.

—

Senate: The Legislative Appropria-
tion bill is taken up and the oill of the Merchant
Marine Commission is reported.

House: The Swayne impeachment charges are
discussed.

January 13.- Senate: The Legislative Appropriation
bill is passed.

House : Discussion of the Swayne impeachment
charges is continued.

January 14.— .StfWd/i'.- Senator Beveridge makes an
unsuccessful attempt to fi.x a time for a vote on
the Statehood bill.

House : All records in private pension legislation
are broken, 459 bills being passed in 108 minutes.

Other Domestic News.

January 9.— Attorney - General Moody closes his
argument against the Beef trust in the United
States Supreme Court.

Charles W. Fairbanks sends his resignation as
United States Senator to the governor of In-
diana.

January 10.—Alva Adams is inaugurated governor
of Colorado ; e.\-Governor Peabody declares
that he will contest the seat.

Senator Cockrell,of Missouri, accepts the appoint-
ment to the Interstate Commerce Commission.

A lx)mb is exploded near the statue of Frederick
the Great in Washington, but no harm is done.

January 11.—President Roosevelt decides to call an
extra session of Congress, probably next fall, to
consider railroad rate legislation.

The President announces that he will withdraw
the arbitration treaties pendinjj in the Senate if

amendments neutralizing their intended effect

are made.

January 12.—The contest for governor in Colorado
is opened; the legislature is asked to open the
ballot-bo.xes in the suspected precincts in Denver
and elsewhere in the State.

January 13.—Representative Warner, of Illinois, is

appointed Commissioner of Pensions.

President Roosevelt sends the report of the Pan-
ama Canal Commission to Confess accom-
panied by a letter recommending that he be in-

vested with complete control of the work, and
that the number of commissioners be reduced.

The Missouri legislative committee begins an in-

quiry into campaign contributions by brewers.

January 15.—William Williams, Commissioner of
Immigration, resigns.

FliROPF Unexcelled tour. Select party. Persona]kWnvr k escort of college professor. Apply early.
Rev. J. F. Ii. BASCHEX, KASTO.V, PA.

EUROPE and ORIENT
Twenty-fourth season of uninterrupted success.
Conifurt and ieiswre. Tliorongli siglitseeina: under ex-

Ijert sruidanct*. Limited parties. Ail arrangements
first class. Speci.'il tours arranged for small
private parties. DK. .-nitl MIIS. HOW.tBD

S. PAI.VE, \*» Ridgre Street, (;leiis I'alls, X. M.

TRAVEL

DELIGHTFUL
CR.UISE to the )

MADEIRA, SPAIN

I
TheMEDITERRANEAN

AND

The ORIENT
By the Twin-Screw S.S. MOLTKE

From New York

JANUARY 50. 1905

A Cruise of 76 Days

Costing from $300 upwards

Itinerary includes : Funchal (Madei-
ra), Cadiz (Seville, Granada, the Al-

hambra), Gibraltar, Malaga, Algiers,

Genoa, Villefranche (Nice and Monte
Carle), Syracuse, Malta, Alexandria
(the Pyramids of Gizeh and Sak-
karah, Luxor, etc.), Beyrouth (Damas-
cus and Baalbek), Jaffa (Jerusalem,

Bethlehem, Jericho, the Jordan, the

Dead Sea), Constantinople ( Bosphorus
to the Black Sea), Piraeus (Athens), Kala-

maki (Corinth, Mycenas, Argos and Ti-

ryns), Nauplia (Greece), Messina, Paler-

.mo, Naples and Genoa. The steamer
[then returns to New York.

Number limited to 350 persons

All arrangements strictly first-class

\Send/or IllustratedBooklet, Rates, etc.

HAMBURG=AMERICAN LINE
35=37 BROADWAY, N. Y.

PHiLADELPfflA, 1229 Walnut St.
Chicago, LM Randolph St.

San Francisco, 401 California St.
Boston, 70 State St. St. Louis, 901 Olive St.

FOREIGNfiS^
p^/

Our personal atteutioii to all details; of

travel affords patrons of our small, ex

elusive parties every facility for the

fullest enjoyment of a trip abroad.

Established quarter ofa century.

Sailing Dntes: Oriental, 18 February J

Aniiuji! Spring. 29 April: N'orway-Sweden,
15 June; Annual long Summer and Vari-

ations, 17 June; ( Iri-^h Section, 9 June) ; Summer 3Iediterninean,

irjune; Special Medilerranean, 27 June ; Midsumiiier, 19 July.
TIIAVEI. KKEE FHOM CARE.

0(ir illii^Jtr.iteil Ix.ok I- aives complete information. Sent free,

2Wet InU* S* i; . Ph il*i'dG.Jphia

L TilA

CLARK'S CRUISE OF THE "ARABIC

T
15,801 tons, one of the finest, largest and

steadiest steamers in the world.

O THE ORIENT
February 3 to Apri! IS, lOO.Ti

Seventy days, costing only Si-JOO .-Jiid up,
including shore c^ccursions.

SPECIAL FEATURES : Madeira, Cadiz. Seville, Algiers, Malta,

9 days in Egyiit anil the Holy Laud, Constantinople, Athens,

Rome, the Riviera, etc. Tickets good to stop over m Europe.

NUMEROUS ESCORTED PARTIES TO EUROPE.
FRANK C. CLARK. 113 Broadway, New York

Readers of THE Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when ^Titing to advertisers.
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CHESS.
[All communications for this Department should be

addressed :
" Chess-Editor, Literary

Digest."]

Problem 1,024.

Composed for The Literary Digest by

The Rev. W. Rech.

Black -Nine Pieces.

m^'mm m

White—Eight Pieces.

B7; 3QK3; ip2Sipi; biPSpiri; 4k3;
lP2p3;4pibi; 4B3.

White mates in two moves.

Problem 1,025.

The Rev. J. Jespersen.

Black— Ten Pieces.

SIZE DOESN'T COUNT
IF YOU KNOW mmsQ

THE COME ALONG
ONE OF THE 40 METHODS KNOWN TO
JIUJITSU FOB PARALYZING THE ARM.
USED BY JAPANESE POLICEMEN IN
ARRESTING OBSTREPEROUS PERSONS

The Japanese National System of Physical Training and Self=Defence
JIU-JIT.SU IS a system of exercise that develops strength and endurance. The Japa-
nese, though small of stature, possess almost superhuman strength. In the allied march

through China in 1900, they repeatedly out-marched the soldiers of every
other nation. They attributed their strength and powers of endurance to
the persistent practice of JIU-JITSU. JCvery soldier of the Mikado is
skilled in the art. JIU-JITSU embodies the ideal principles of attaining
perfect health and perfect physical development. It is the evolution of
twenty-live centuries of constant practice and improvement. It is a sys-
tem of physical training and self-defense which surpasses all others.
Its basis is strategy and skill. As a means of self-defense, men or women
versed in JIU-JITSU can protect themselves against persons twice their size
and streng;th.

Jiu=Jitsu Successfully Taught by Mail
For over 2,000 years the principles of Jiu-jitsu have been religiously guarded.

By an Imperial edict the teaching of the system was forbidden outside ol Japan,
The friendly feeling, however, existing between Japan and the United States has
been iu'^trnnieiital in releasing Jiu-Jitsu from its oath-bound secrecy, and all the
secrets of the Japanese National System of Physical Culture and Self-Defense are
now being revealed to the American people tor the first time by the YABE SCHOOL
OP JITJ-Jl'l'^U, at Rochester, N. Y. Mr. Y. K. Yabe, formei^y of the Ten-shin
Ryu School of Jiu-Jitsu, has formulated a correspondence course which containa
full instruction in Jiu-Jitsu. It is identical with the course taught in the leading
school of Japan.

FIRST LESSON SENT FREE
An intensely interesting book which explains the principles of Jiu-Jitsu has jnst

been written by Mr. Yabe, As long as the edition lasts, this book, together with
the first lesson in the art, will be sent free to interested persons. The lesson is fully
illustrated with full-page half-tone engravings, and shows one of the mose effective
methods known to Jiu-Jitsu for disposing of a dangerous antagonist. If you desire
to learn more about the closely-guarded secrets of this marvellous science, yotl
should write to-day for this free book and specimen lesson. They will be sent yon
by return mail, postpjiid. Adtlress

THE YABE SCHOOL OF JIU-JITSU, 3SI-D, Realty Building, Rochester, N. Y.

White— Twelve Pieces.

Kb^Sz; 5P1P; iPip2Dr; ipikSlSl;
ipiBp3; iP2PiPi;4B2Q; 5b2.

White mates in tliree moves.

Problem 1,026.

Composed for The Literary Digest by

F. S. Ferguson, Birmingham, Ala.

Black - Three Pieces.

White—Seven Pieces.

8;3P4; 3P2bi; iBikiS'Ki; P4F1Q; 8;
i

o.

White mates in two moves.

Erratum.

Problem 1,022, white Q should be on K R sq.

IP iio iihe

Two Special Cruises to

tlie Mediterranean
By the Twin-Screw Cruising Steamer

"Prinzessin Victoria Luise"
FRO.H NEW YORK, ,tl>UlI. Ilh, 190.')

DURATION 24 DATS
Itinerar)-—Azores (2.5 hours' stay),

Mnripira"(27 hoursi. Canary Islands
(12 hours]. Gibraltar iGranada, AI-

haiubra, 63 hoursi,Algiers i34 hours),
Palermo ill hoursj, Nf^Jjles (28

hoursi, and Genoa.
This same steamer will continue

on a 14-day cruise to Hamburg,
Leaving Genoa April 30th, 1S05. for
Villefranche, Corsica, Sardinia,
Tunis, Algiers, Oran. Gibraltar.
Lisbon, Oporto. Dover and Ham-
burg. Where can the tourist or one
in search of health find such a de-
lightful cruise as this ?

Learn more about them by send-
ing for book giving details of these
and other cruises.

HAMBURG AMERICAN LINE

37 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Agencies in all Principal Cities

Ili'^iMlJilliriuiiriail Plllllllii!5illMlfc1ilillll!iriliii §

SELL
SHORT
STORIES

Story-Writing and Journalism
taught l>y mail ; short stories and book mantiMTipt.'i

(TTticised and revised ; also placed on coninii.ssion
;

send for free booklet, " Writino for Profit "
;

tells how. Estab. 1895. The National Pre§s As-
4<><>iation, 101 The Kaldnin, Indianapolis, Ind.

The Finsen Light
Treatment

FOR SKIN DISEASES
has proven eminently
successful in America.
We have permanently
relieved many serious

cases at our Institute

by our Genuine High
Power Finsen Lamps
imported from Co-
penhagen. This
treatment is not a

cure-all, but it is^

sure in many dis-

eases heretofore

regarded as incurable, as Lupus (skin

consumption), Eczema, Psoriasis, Skin

Cancer, Birthmarks and Facial Blemishes.

It is knifeless, painless, harmless. We
have special books describing each of the

above and other skin diseases in detail

and giving names of patients treated. They
are free. Write for the book you desire.

THE FINSEN LIGHT INSTITUTE OF

AMERICA

Suite C, 78 State St., Chicago

PROF. NIELS R. FINSEN

Daniel Everton, by Israel Putnam.—This is a
story of loye and soldier adventure in the Philippines.
SI.20. Funk k Wagnalls Company, Publishers, New
York.

H
ERVOUSNESS

Exhausted or Debilitated

Nerve Force from any Cause.

Relieved by WINCHESTER'S SPECIFIC PILL
It contains no Mercury, Iron, Cantharides, or any injurious ingredient fvhateTer.

This Pill is purely vegetable, has been tested and prescribed by physicians, and has proven to be the best, safest, and most eflfec-
tive treatment knoTJim to medical science for restoring Vitality, no matter how originally impaired, as It reaches the root of the-
ailment. Our remedies are the best of their kind, and contain only the best and purest ingredients that money can bay and
science produce ; therefore we cannot offer free samples.

Price. ONE DOLLAR per Box, (^^ HuiTibug or Treatment Scheme
pPQCnMAI nPINinNS Dear Sirs: I have iist-d a iK.ttleof your Hypophosphitos of Manganese for liver and kidney-•uuiint. ui iiti\jf\j. complaints in my .jwn peisi.iiand received much benefit so I will enclose live dollars and
will ask you to send me as much as you can by expr ess pre|jaid tor that amount, until Me can get it through the regular
channels. I am confident it is just what I have been in search of for many years. 1 am prescribing your Hypophosphites of
Lime and Soda, and am pleased with the preparation. Yours sincerely Dr. T. J. WEST.

I know of no remed.v in the whole Materia Medica equal to your Specitic Pill for Nervous Debility.—ADOLPH BEHRE,
M.D., Professor of Organic Chemistry and Physiology, New York.

''"^cureiy'seafed'"" Wmchestcf & Co., Oiemists, S 609 Beekman BIdg., New York.

FOR WEAK LUNGS USE WINCHESTER'S HYPOPHOSPHITES. Est. 1858.
Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writinji to advertisers.
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Solution of Problems.

No. i,oi6. Key-move : Q—Kt 6i

No. 1,017.

Author's solution : R— B3.

Second Solution : P— Kt 3.

Solved by the Rev. I. W. B., Bethlehem, Pa.; M.

Marble, Worcester, Mass.; the Rev. G. Dobbs, New
Orleans; F. S. Ferguson, Birmingham, Ala.; H. W.
Barry, Boston; A. C. White, New York City; Dr. J.

H. S., Geneva, N. V.; the Rev. J. G. Law, Walhalla,

S. C; S. W. Bampton, Philadelphia ; F. Gamage.

Westboro, Mass.; R. H. Ramsey, Germantown, Pa.:

the Rev. W. Rech, Kiel, Wis.; A. Rooke, Franklin

Chess-club, Philadelphia ; C. Nugent, New York City '

the Rev. L. H. liahler, Mariaville, N. Y.; J. E. Whar-

ton, Sherman. Te.\.; L. Goldmark, Paterson, N.J.; E.

A. C, Kinderhook. N. Y.; Miss J. Houston, Trout-

ville, Va.; the Rev. M. Tarnowski, Camden, N. J.; S.

L. Brewer, Tuskegee, Ala.; G. Patterson, Winnipeg,

Can.; E. A. Kusel, Oroville, Cal.; R. H. Renshaw,
University of Vitginia; N. D. Waffle, Salt Spring-

ville, N. Y.; W. E. Hayward, Indianapolis; J. F.

Court, New York City ; A. B. Peticolas, Yictoria.

Tex.; J.M. Wantz, Blanchester, O.; Miss N.Cockerill.

Nevada. Mo.; F. R. Walters, Chagrin Falls, O.; J. M.
Hanley. Mandan, N. D.; E. C. Haskell, .^hellsburg,

la.; O. C. Pitkin, Syracuse, N. Y.; W. G. Hosea,

Cincinnati ; C. P. Crumb, St. Louis ; A. Regenbrecht,

Peters, Tex.; T. A. Unsworth, Brooklyn.

1,016: " Twenty-three," Philadelphia; J. H. Cravens,

Kansas City, Mo.; C. W. Shewalter, Washington, D.

C; Z. G., Detroit; M. Almy, Chicago; C. W. C,
.\ltoona; W. E. Mannear, Wilkesbarre, Pa.; 1). Ham-
lin. Orono, Me.; H. F. K., Jr., New York City; Rus-
sell. Germantown, Pa.; B. R. Sitts, Bridgeport, Conn.;

J. W. Thorne, Spearsville, La.; A. V. Miliiolland,

Baltimore; W. K. Greely, Boston; C. L. Anders,
Commerce, Tex.; S. von Ragiie, Eden College, St.

Louis ; T. R. A., South Bethlehem, Pa.; Lyndon,
Athens, Ga.; M. Wisner. Norris, Mont.

1,017 ' W. E. Warner, Nicholson, Pa.

In addition to those reported R. G. Eyrich, New-
Orleans, got :,oi2 1,015; ^l. ^V., 1,012, 1,014; J. W. T.,

C. E. Woodward, Chicopee Falls, Mass.; F. W. Ho-
way. New Westminster, B. C, 1.014; M. D. M , New
Orleans, O. C. P.. A. R., 1.014. Joij ; E. A. K., 1,015.

Concerning 1,017.

Here we have a problem with a second solution pass-

ing the Judges of an International Tournament, and
receiving second prize. Only seventeen solvers sent

the second solution, and not one solver sent both solu-

tions. This is almost as strange a fact as that it

passed the Judges, for the solvers of The Literary
Digest usually find a " cook."

Twenty-four States and Canada represented by this

week's solvers. We would like to see every State
represented in this column.

Highly Appreciated.

Nf.br., December 29, 1904.

Digest, New York City.

Bloomfield,

@hess-Editor Literary
Dear Sir: I wish to assure you at J.his season of the

year that there are a great many people who are
weekly readers of your ably edited Chess-columns and
delighted students of your problems, who never report
to you the fact or bother to send in solutions. In this

town we have a Chess-club of fifteen member, nearly
all of whom buy or are subscribers to The Literary
Digest, and your department is to them the most in-

teresting feature of the magazine, and while they solve
many of the problems yet I have never known solu-

tions to be forwarded by any of them except myself
and then only af long intervals. I have often felt,

however, that the publishers might conclude from the
silence of Chess-enthusiasts that the department was
not filling the field it really is. and I wish to advise
them of the fact that fully one-half of their circulation
at this place-which is probably about twenty copies
weekly — should be credited directly to the Chess-
department, even tho they doubtless have never im-
agined such to be the case and no word is ever sent in

from our club. We hope to see the department main-
tained at its high standard during the coming year,

and could stand even an increase of the interesting

matter which you publish. Yours very truly

W. R. Ellis.

Lamp-chim-

neys that break

are not

Macbeth's.
If you use a wrong chimney, you lose a

good deal of both light and comfort, and

waste a dollar or two a year a lamp on

chimneys.

Do you want the Index ? Write me.

Macbeth', Pittsburgh.

DEAF
K.xpeit Lip Ueader. absolutely deaf 15 years; nic)re

"n«I pupils ofiered thnn accepted. Teathes hard-of.
Iifariiig persons moft practical, interesting and inex-
I«ensivt? method bv mail,

I». IIPMAWW P» 6. Drawer 301f^, Boston

The 'BEST' Light
Portable lOO-Candle Power light.

JEvery lamp warranted.The niostl
brilUant,economicnl lighttnade.l
No grease, dirt, odor or smoke.

|

AGENTS WANTED ETEETWHKRE.
THE BEST LIGHT COMPANY.

j)<} E. SIh SI,, Canton, O,

1877 for 27 years 1905^

We have successfully treated

CANCER
Without tlie Use of the Knife.

The ..crkshire Hills Sanatorium is the only institution in

the world where cancer and tumors (that are accessible) are
successfully treated. Describe your case and we will give

an opinion and complete information. Drs. W. E. Brown
& Son, North Adams, Mass.

Attacks stopped permanently. Cause removed. Breath-
iac organs and nervous system restored. Symptoms never
return. No raedieines needed afterwards. 21 years of
BiieeesB treatinu Asthma and Hay Fever. 5S.000 imtients.
Book 3.%.'% five. Very interesting.
Write P. HAROLD HAYES, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Get a New Start
In the Southwest

If your ambition is to be independent, to own your shop,
manage your own store, run your own business, we can help you.

Why pay high rent in the over-crowded East ? In the Southwest,
along the new lines of the Rock Island System, it is surprising what a small amount
of capital is necessary to successfully engage in business.

We can tell you of thousands who have started with a capital
of less than $joo, who are now on the high road to independence. The .Southwest
is provided with physicians, lawyers, and professional men generally. The need is

for industrial enterprises more than all else.

If you are a mechanic or merchant, it is worth a great deal
to be located among such prosperous people as those in the Southwest. Nowhere
in the world is there such an opportunity for men who want to improve their
condition.

The rich soil, mild, open winters, long growing season, variety
and number of crops, and good markets, make it a prosperous section—where
success is easy.

In Oklahoma, Indian Territory, Te.xas, Arkansas,- Missouri, or
Kansas, one can select just the occupation desired. Small manufactories, stores,
and industries of various kinds are in demand.

How We Can Help. The Rock Island has no land to sell,

but is deeply interested in inducing a desirable class of people to locate tributary to
its lines. To do this we maintain a department for the purpose of giving truthful
and complete information regarding every opening that exists in our vast territory.
We have collected valuable data about all the districts along our lines. We will tell

you where the openings are, the amount of capital needed, the price of lands, and
about the very low railroad rate in effect to enable you to reach the land of
opportunity.

All you have to do is to fill out the coupon below and mail it

to the undersigned, and all your questions will be promptly answered by a per-
sonal letter. Do it to-day.

Please send me booklet about.
and particulars of reduced rates to that section.

.(name section)

Name_

Rocklsiand

System
r

P.O. Address

State

^^
JOHN SEBASTIAN,

Passenger Traffic Manager Rock Island System,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Readers of The Litkrary Diokst are asked to mention the publication vUen writing to advertisers.
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SMITH
TYPEWRI

THE SMITH PREMIER TYPEWRITER CO.
HOME OFFICE AKD FACTORY, SYRACl'SE, N. Y.

THE chief consideration in buying a dia-

mond is iiot tlie iirice quoted, but the real

value of the goods offered, which is de-
termined by the greatest brilliancy, the purest
color, perfection in cut, shape and polish.
These high qualities you-will find in our goods.
Any article illustrated in our catalogue will

be sent by express without charge for your
examination.

Our Terms are 20 per cent.

down and 10 per cent.

per n\onth.

Transactions strictly confidential.
Every purchase fully guaranteed.

Liberal Exchanges.

We are the Oldest Diamond House in
the trade, having been established since 1843,
and the fact that we import diamonds In the
rough state and cut and polish them in our
own lapidaries enphles us to supply the finest
gems at a saving jf lr» to 3.5 per rent.
Write for our new catalogue, Edition 13—

a

Diamond Authority. Sent Free.

J.M.LYON^CO.
65, 67,69 NASSAU ST NEWYORK

SEEJHAT CLIP?
THE Nl.WiAKA CLll' hold.s se-

curely from the tliinuesl sheet
of paper up to J^ in. in thickne.'is,

and can be used overand nver again.
Better than pins for filing letters,
records, cards, etc. Avoid unsightly
pinholes in Httachint; second letters,
business eards, cheeks, drafts, in-
voices, etc. Fut up iu boxes of lou
especially for desk convenience.
Sample Ijox 15 cents, postpaid.

NIAGARA CLIP COMPANY, 37 Park St,

CURIOSITIES
OF LAW AND LAWYERS

By CROAKE JAMES
• liimiiiierahle good things relating to the legal

profession. We know of no volume better adapted
to amuse and edify both the lawyer aiid the lay-
man."

—

Green Dag, Boston.

8vo, Cloth, $3.00
FUi\'K<fc WAU\'AL,i.!!lCO., IMibS., IVEW YOKK

Another Boy-Wonder.

A new star in the American Chess-firmament has

arisen in the person of Jose Raul Capablanca, of

Havana, Cuba, sixteen years old. He is already far

above the average of well-equipped amateurs. He is

now here in America attending the Woodyciiff School,

at South Orange, N. J., where he proposes to prepare

for Columbia. He has been an occasional visitor at

the Manhattan Chess-Club. In a game with Joseph

D. Redding, the lawyer, Capablanca scored a victory

in a game lasting twenty-nine moves. After resign-

ing, Mr. Redding, to test the lad's resources, asked

him what he would have done at that point had he

continued by capturing the rook offered to him.

Without hesitation Capablanca replied: "I would
have mated you in ten moves," and proceeded to de-

monstrate offhand the method of procedure.

His style of play is well illustrated by the game
played with J. D. Redding, referred to. The score is

appended.

Petroff's Defense

CAPABLANC.\,
IVkiti.

1 P-K4
2 Kt
3 P-U4
4 B-Q ,

5 B X Kt
6 Kt .X P
7 Q-K 2

8 P X B
9 Kt—B 3

10 Kt X P
11 Castles
12 P— K B
T3 Q-Q 3

14 X Kt
15 Q-K 2

REDDING.
Black.

P—K 4KB 3 Kt-K B 3
Kt X P
P—Q 4
P xB
B-Q 3
B xKt
B— B 4
Castles
Kt—B3
R—K sq
Kt-Q 5
Kt X P
Q-Q 5 ch
Q X Kt

C.'VP.'VBLANCA. REDDING.
ll'hitt'. Black.

16 B—K 3 R—K ,

17 QR-QBsqR— K Kt 3
18 K R-Q sq P- K R 4
iQ R X P B—R 6

20 P—K Kt 3 P—R 5
21 P—Kt 3 P X P
22 P
23 R

P
Q4

24 Q-Q B 2

25 R— (^ 6

26 Q—Kt 2

27 (.) X Kt P
28 P—K 6

zq R X B

R—K R 8

Q—R 2

P—K Kt 3
B-B4
B-R6
R-K sq
Bx P
Resigns.

Critique Criticized.

" Mr. Nugent's remarks are very apt : but couldn't

you publish some of Mr. Nugent's problems to give

your solvers the necessary practise ! Please do. It

will add to the gaiety of your column"—" 23."

" I think C. N. is too hard on your solvers ; he ought

to remember that to the less gifted mortals many
things that are really commonplace seem ' wonderful.'

By all means let the solvers say what they think."

—

J. E. Wharton.
" Please use your influence to have the ' Wonder-

fuls " and ' Best evers ' continued in the Comment-
column. They are like the ' How are you's ' and
' Glad to see you's ' that one is greeted with each

morning. They do not mean much, but they are

pleasant to hear. If the comments serve no other

purpose, they, at least, soothe the feelings of those who
attempt a solution and fail. Have the professional

criticisms by all means ; they are valuable and appre-

ciated ; but do not bar out the others. If none were

allowed to make remarks but those who have ideas to

express, what a very silent world we should live in !

"

[Signed.] A Would-be Solver.

Limericks.

—

NO USE LOOKING.

There was an old maid in Squedunk,

Who always looked under her bunk

;

When no man she saw.

One night she said, " Pshaw !

These men really haven't much spunk."

HOW SHE SHOPPED.

A girl with a quarter went shopping.

And kept half a dozen clerks hopping.

She spent just one dime,

uBt she had a good time

;

Oh, she was an expert at shopping

!

—Ka?isas City Times.

TARTARUTHINE
For ly years been
by our leading physicians
" Since my beginning of

of medicine I have beev

lithine with the very happiest results

to patients and myself."

prescribed

)ne writes :

le practice

using Tartar-

Rheumatism

Tartarlithine rarely fails because it supplies

the blood with tlie necessary substances to dis-

solve .ind remove the poison of rheumatism^
uric acid. We want every sufferer to Xry it, and
will send a sample package with our booklet on
the cure of rheumatism free to every applicant.

Prescribed atid endorsed by the

leading physicians 0/ the country.

ASK YOVR DOCTOR ABOVT IT
Free sample and our booklet on the

cure ofRheumatism sent on request

McKesson & Robbins
Sole agents/or tlie Tartarlithine Co,

7» Fiiltnii St.
.Vcw Vork

/wiaiAM'sA

Williams'

Shaving

Stick

signifies—Perfection.

Williams Shaving Sticks, Shaving
j

Tablets, Toilet Waters, Talcum
Powder, Jersey Cream Toilet

Soap, etc., sold everywhere

Write for booklet " How to Shave

'

THE J. B. WILLIAMS CO.
Glastonbury, Conn.

MORPHINE
All DruK Habits painlessly, permanently, privately

treated. Most wonderful highly recommended discovery
known, almost miraculous For years indorsed by the
Secretaries of the Foreign Mission Boards, the late
Rev. Dr. John Hall, of N. Y.; Gen. Horatio C. King, of
B'klyn; Robt. D. Pinkerton, of Phila. ; Mother Prindell,
of Rescue Mission, N, Y., and others. Hopeless cases a
specialty. Free trial treatment. Booklet most convinc-
ing. Write in confidence to RICHIE CO., 105 St. James
Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The World's Greatest Missionary Magazine
With live up-to-date articles and information on every
feature of missions.

The Missionary Review of
the World

Interdenominational and International
" The only complete review of Missionary 01 K-rations

and problems."— r/^e littcky London.
Issued monthly and illustrated. $2 .JOper year

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Pubs.. NEW YORK

«

Some live^ 3^elike«

rioes
the more \4ort^^^^M\z brighrer"
Busy wives who usz SAPQLIQ
never seem ^o firow o Id.Trv a. ca^ke —

,-*-COPVRl OM 1

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when -writing to advertisers.
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TOPICS OF THE DAY.

THE UPHEAVAL IN RUSSIA.
" I ^HE potentialities of the revolutionary uprising in Russia are

- treated by our newspapers from two points of view—one,

lhat the loyalty of the Cossacks to the Czar will give him power to

put down the uprising ; the other, that Russia is so permeated with

discontent that nothing can keep the people down. A despatch

from Paris says that the "general view " there, " including that of

officials, is one of the deepest apprehension that the events of to-

day may precipitate in Russia a period of revolution such as France

has witnessed." And as if to corroborate this evidence from the

city of revolutions, a despatch from St. Petersburg quotes "a

member of the Emperor's household " as saying that this uprising

will end the war with Japan, and that Russia will have a consti-

tution, or Nicholas will lose his head. The long train of evidences,

culminating in the zemstvo petition, that the empire is saturated

with impatience of despotism, and the further consideration that

in recent years Russia has been turning from agriculture to manu-

facturing, and hence from an isolated and ignorant peasantry to a

class more capable of united action, persuade our newspaper edi-

tors that Ivan Ivanovitch is no longer the man to smart uncom-

plainingly under the Cossack whip. Maxim Gorki, the Russian

novelist, said in St, Petersburg last Sunday evening:

" To-day inaugurated revolution in Russia. The Emperor's
prestige will be irrevocably shattered by the shedding of innocent

blood. He has alienated himself forever from this people.
" Gopon taught the workmen to believe that an appeal direct to

the' Little Father ' would be heeded. They have been undeceived.
" Gopon is now convinced that peaceful means have failed and

that the only remedy is force. It is now the people against the op-

pressors, and the battle will be fought to the bitter end."

St, Petersburg, it appears, had been disquieted for several days

by industrial strikes when, on Thursday of last week, during a re-

ligious ceremony on the frozen Neva, the discharge of an artillery

salute from a neighboring battery was followed by a rain ot grape-

shot around the Czar and the imperial party, kilhng a policeman

and wounding several others. According to the official version,

this was an accident. Next day the strikers began to surge

through the strefets of the city, forcing their way into factories and

compelling the workmen to join them, and on Saturday, under the

leadership of a priest named Gopon, they announced that on Sun-

day they would appear at the Winter Palace, unarmed, with their

wives and children, to present a petition to the Emperor. A large

number of them, it was further announced, had sworn to protect

the Czar with their own lives, if necessary. The Czar, however,

withdrew to the Tsarskoe-Selo palace, outside the city, and when the

petitioners began their march to the Winter Palace, led by Father

Gopon, they were met by cordons of troops, and, upon their re-

fusal to disperse, were shot down Ly hundreds. In the petition

which it was their purpose to present to the Czar, the following

paragraphs occur

:

"Sire: We, workmen, inhabitants of St. Petersburg, of all

classes, our wives, children, and indigent parents, come to you,

our sovereign, asking for protection.

"We are poor, persecuted, burdened with labor beyond our
strength. We are insulted, treated not as men, but as slaves who
ought to bear their cruel fate in silence. We have suffered, but

we are being plunged deeper in the mire and deprived of our rights.
" Uninstructed, stifled by destitution and injustice, we are per-

ishing. We have no strength left.

" Sire, we have arrived at the extreme limits of endurance ; we
have reached the terrible moment when death is to be preferred to

a continuation of our intolerable sufferings. We have left our

work, and informed our employers that we will not resume until

our demands are conceded. We have not asked much ; we have
asked but for means of livelihood, without which life is a burden

and labor continual torture.

" Our first request is that our masters should investigate our

case. They have refused. The right to put forward our claim has

been denied to us, it being held that such right is not recognized

by law
" Any one of us who dared raise his voice in the interests of the

people of the working classes has been thrown into prison or trans-

ported. Kindness and good feeling have been treated as a crime.
" The bureaucracy has brought the country to the verge of ruin

by a shameful war. It is luring it to its downfall. We have no

voice in the heavy burdens imposed ; we do not know for whom or

why this money is wrung from an impoverished people, and we do
not know how it is expended.

"This state of things, contrary to divine laws, renders life im-

possible. It were better that we should all perish, we workers and

all Russia. Then, good luck to capitalists and exploiters and poor,

corrupt officials, robbers of the Russian people.
" We pray your Majesty graciously to receive our demands,

which are inspired by a desire for your Majesty's and our welfare

and the consciousness of the necessity of escape from an intolerable

situation, Russia is too great and her needs are too varied and

numerous for officials only to rule. National representation is in-

dispensable, as only the people themselves know the country's real

needs.
" Refuse not thy aid, but order a convocation of representatives

of all classes, including workmen. Let all be free and equal in the

elections, and to this end permit the election of a constituent as-

sembly and general secret ballot. That is our chief demand, in

which all else centers It is the sole balm for our wounds, which

will otherwise speedily bring us death.
" A single measure, however, will not heal all our wounds.

Therefore we acquaint you frankly and openly on behalf of the

whole of the Russian working classes, as to a father, with our

further demands
" '^here, sire, are our principal needs, satisfaction whereof can
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free Russia from slavery and misery, make her prosperous, and

enable workmen to organize in defense of their interests against

the capitalist exploitation and official robbery which are stifling the

people. Order and swear they shall be satisfied, and you will make
Russia happy and glorious and inscribe your name forever in the

hearts of our people and their posterity, while should you repulse

and reject our prayer we will die in this square before your palace.

We have nowhere else to go.
" Only two paths are open to us ; either toward liberty and hap-

piness or to the grave. Should our lives serve as a holocaust for

suffering Russia we shall not regret the sacrifice, but shall bear it

willingly."

" It takes no spirit of prophecy to see that the old order of things

in Russia draws to its merited end," remarks the New York Globe

j

and theNew York Press agrees that " the days of the Russian Em-

pire are numbered." Last Sunday's massacre " is probably the

prelude to a cataclysm such as the world has not beheld since the

five terrible years that followed the meeting, in 17S9, of the states-

general at Versailles," believes the New York Su)i, which goes on

to say

:

" What was the crime for which on Sunday upward of two thou-

sand of the inhabitants of St. Petersburg were killed and five thou-

sand wounded .'' Accompanied by their wives and children and

headed by a poor priest, Father Gopon, more than a hundred thou-

sand workingmen, unarmed or very poorly armed, and with no

intention of using their arms, unless attacked, were approaching

their sovereign's abode in the firm hope that, in compliance with

the prayer conveyed to him the day before, he would receive at the

hands of his children a petition embodying the following not exor-

bitant requests, namely: That equal political rights should be

granted to all classes from grand duke to workman ; that there

should be freedom from search by the police ; that there should be

freedom of speech and of religious belief, and, finally, that the

question whether the war with Japan should be stopped should be

left to representatives of the Russian people for decision. Now,
even in Oriental despotisms the right of petition is held sacred, and

assuredly in the requests just cited there was nothing so overween-

ing, so insolent, so monstrous, that only by wholesale and premedi-

tated massacre could the petitioners be fitly answened
" There can be no more deadly delusion than the arrogant as-

sumption that the hopes and griefs and prayers of a great and sore-

afflicted people can be silenced with grape-shot and drowned in

blood. We are much mistaken if the grand ducal coterie, which

is responsible for Sunday's infamous work, does not find shortly

that it has to deal with no transient outbreak of discontented and

embittered workingmen, but with the unquenchable volcanic erup-

tion of a nation's despair."

Whatever the outcome, Nicholas has lost the affection of his

people, remarks the Philadelphia Public Ledger. It continues:

" No monarch of history ever had such an opportunity as has

been within the grasp of Nicholas II. of Russia. He has witnessed

the social awakening of an empire potentially the mightiest that

ever girdled half the earth. It is not a bitter nihilism, a denying,

barren, atheistic spirit of hate and destruction that, at least within

the span of his reign, has pressed against the barriers of his me-

dieval absolutism— it is the hopeful, willing spirit of men newly

awakened to the tasks of the busy world and their own call to take

part in them. The last decade has seen the Russian landscape

transformed by rising mills and factories, by multiplying railroads

and the Russian consciousness animated by the amazing faith

voiced by Count Mouravieff: 'We Russians bear upon our

.shoulders the new age. We come to relieve the " tired men." '

" To become the genius of this new Russia, the idol of a rejuve-

nate empire, Nicholas needed only to have acquiesced in a program

which the more progressive nations had already outlined and which

the best brain of his own countrymen was eager to perfect. He
has fallen under the evil influence of the reactionaries— Plehve,

who has met his reward, Pobiedonostseff and their fellows. Not
entirely, perhaps, for Witte and Mirski are allowed their occa-

sional alternative counsel. In that latter fact Russia and the out-

side world have placed their hope. It appears now that the hope

is vain. The blood spilt yesterday will encrimson Russian history

for many a day."

OUR "FISCAL PROTECTORATE" IN SANTO
DOMINGO.

T7X-SECRETARY ROOT'S recent enunciation, before the

^-^ New England Society, of the general principles involved in

what he termed a " corollary " of the Monroe Doctrine, has found,

an immediate application in the action of the United States Gov-

ernment in respect to Santo Domingo. He said on that occasion:

"We don't undertake to say that the republics of Central and
South America are to be relieved from their international obli-

gations. We don't undertake to say that the Powers of Europe
shall not enforce their rights against these members of the sister-

hood of nations. It is only when the enforcement of those rights,

comes to the point of taking possession of the territory of any

American people that we say that is inconsistent with the peace

and safety of the United States. And we can not say it with jus-

tice unless we also say that the American republics are themselves-

to be just."

In the present instance, a protocol has been signed under the

terms of which the United States Government is to exercise a " fis-

cal protectorate " over the Dominican Republic. According to the

statement of Assistant Secretary Loomis, made public in Wash-

ington, " the Government of the United States has been explicitly

repeatedly, and emphatically informed by more than one of the

great Powers that it ought either to evolve some order out of the

financial chaos in the Dominican Republic, or to assent to certain

European creditors of that republic, doing this." In view of that

fact

:

" Representatives of this Government and of Santo Domingo
have signed a memorandum of a proposed agreement looking to

the American control of the fiscal affairs, upon the request and

with the consent of the Dominican Government
" President Morales has signed a decree ... in which the Gov-

ernment of the United States is officially asked to take full charge

of all the Dominican custom-houses, to name all the employees,

and to collect all the revenues, 45 per cent, of which are to be re-

turned to the Dominican Government for its current expenses.

The balance is to be used to meet the interest charges on the

acknowledged bonded indebtedness and other obligations of the-

republic. Any surplus will be turned over to the Dominican Gov-

ernment. The obligations representing the bonded indebtedness,

are largely owned by foreign creditors.

" The Government of the United States does not guarantee the

debts of Santo Domingo or agree to provide for the payment of

them, but only promises to try so to organize and adjust the fiscal

administration of the country that in time their liquidation may be

accomplished automatically and on a basis of equity toward all

creditors."

The New York T"/-/^;/;/^ (Rep.) comments : "Practically. Santo

Domingo asks the United States to save her from ruin by assu-

ming a large measure of administrative control of her affairs. That

is a good deal to ask. It would be a good deal to grant. But it

would also be a great deal to refuse. Indeed, it might be ques-

tioned whether this country could afford to refuse it. in view of

what such refusal might mean." To this the Philadelphia Public-

Ledger (Ind.) adds

:

" How serious is the undertaking may be shown by a statement

of Santo Domingo's financial condition. In November last the

Dominican Government owed a total debt of $32,000,000. The
estimated customs revenues for the year 1905 are $1,850,000, and

the expenses to be taken from that sum are estimated at $1,300,000,

leaving under prosperous conditions the sum of $550,000 to be ap-

plied to the extinguishment of the debt. It appears, therefore,

that it will require half a century—or a very long time at best—for

the payment of the debt of $32,000,000

"The United Stateshas undertaken to give the Dominicans good:

government. The Dominicans need reforming sadly, but the prec-

edent involved should not be overlooked. . . . Multitudes of Amer-
icans who will not object strongly to the disciplining of Santo •

Domingo will recognize the seriousness of the burdens which we
have assumed if we shall proceed to take over the Government of

Venezuela, for instance, and then of Guatemala, Costa Rica, Bra-

zil, and the whole habitable part of the hemisphere south of us
"
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CRUSADE AGAINST VICE IN NEW YORK.
A \ ^ HAT some call one of New York City's " periodic spasms

» * of virtue " is now in full operation, under the leadership of

District Attorney Jerome and Police Commissioner McAdoo.

The next city election is now less than a year off, and there is an

impression in some quarters that this sudden activity is due in part

to the approach of that

event. Mr. Jerome is

closing up the gambling

h o uses in wholesale

fashion and making big

bonfires of thousands of

dollars' worth of gam-

bling paraphernalia, and

Commissioner McAdoo
has established a new

detective force to watch

the police and other de-

tectives. .Several civic

associations are con-

sidering the formation

of a " vigilance com-

mittee " to rootoutvice,

and there is a strong

movement afoot to wipe

out the " Raines law

hotels." Meanwhile the

newspapers are showing

that crime and vice are

rampant in the city, and

Mr. Jerome is quoted as

saying that " never within my knowledge has the police depart-

ment been so honeycombed with dereliction and dishonesty as to-

day."

"Not since the closing months of the \'an Wyck administration."

says the New York Times, " has there been such a general and

active impulse in the public mind of revolt against the threatening

and disgusting conditions e.\isting in the community with the con-

nivance of the police"; and the New York Globe remarks: "Are

we going to continue indefinitely in the present condition '^. One

thing may be taken for granted, that this condition will continue as

long as the politicians of both parties are permitted to have their

Copyrighted by J. £. Pardy, Boston.

DISTRICT ATTORNEY JEROME,

Who is conducting a vigorous campaign against

the gamblers.

way about it. for they all work together to keep the police force

what it is." The New York World declares that Commissioner

McAdoo is the " tool or the victim of a ' system ' stronger than he

—a system rooted in politics, fortified by secret organizations

witliin the force and by court decisions that have restored to duty

unfit otticers— that is aided by unwise and oppressive laws and

held together by the co-

hesive power of 'graft,'"

The Raines e.xcise

law. savs Mr, Jerome,

is the real root % -;ll

the evil m New York.

The New York dailies

are now admitting that

that law is a dismal fail-

ure, and that it is pro-

ducing more harm than

good. The New York

Times says of it

:

" There are several

varieties of cant, hyp-

ocrisy, self-delusion,

humbug, fraud, crime,

afid vileness bound up
in the Raines liquor tax

law. I'ndoubledly it is

the worst law ever en-

acted in the .State of

New York. It not only

has failed to cure any
of the evils at which it

was aimed, but it has
been the cause of other ills so great and grievous that if its re-

sponsible authors and abettors should henceforth, lead the lives

of saints, and every day accomplish works of penance and atone-

ment, they could not put themselves in a condition sufficiently re-

generate to free the minds of their friends from all anxiety about
them on judgment day.

" The intent of the Raines law was to restrict the sale of liquor,

in particular on Sunday. That purpose has not been accom-
plished. The law declared that liquor could be sold on Sunday
only in ' hotels " having a certain equipment of rooms and furnish-

ing food with the drinks called for. The immediate consequence
was that a class of ' hotels ' has been created to meet the require-

ments of the law. That is not the worst of it. The Raines law

Cop> ri-^httd by I*irie MacDoimM, New Vork,

POLICE COMMISSIONER MCADOO,

Who says that the criticism of his department
is inspired by political motives.

SHOCKING

!

—Warren in the New York Globe.

Police Captain—" I can't see anything wrong in my precinct. Commissioner."

—Davenport in the New York E-'ev!>jg Mail.

TWO METHODS.
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hotels ai^ not hotels at all. They are houses of ill-fame. For the

high tax imposed and the cost of maintaining the required number
of rooms compelled hundreds of persons who had before that been
nothing worse than liquor sellers to become proprietors of disorder-

ly houses. JMeanwhile saloon-keepers who have not taken out a
' hotel ' license, and therefore have not the right to sell on Sunday,
keep their places open by the side door on that day and pay pro-

tection money to the police for that illicit privilege. PoHce bribery

and an increase and extension throughout the city of the social evil

are two of the direct and necessary consequences of this law."

Ex-State Senator Plunkitt, the Tammany district leader, de-

clares that the crusade against police cor ..."On is a Republican

scheme to get control of the Polic^ Department. He is reported

as saying

:

" It's the same old game— stirrin" up a row about vice and police

corruption to give the Republicans a chance to put through a state

constabulary bill and grab the Police Department. The same
game is tried regular every two years. These people are sacri-

iicin" the fair and spotless name of New York City for their own
selfish ends. They are givin' the people all over the country the

idea that it ain't safe to walk the streets here, and that footpads
own the town. What's the result } People are gettin' afraid to

come here to do their shoppin', and our great business interests

are sufferin'. After a while, if this thing keeps up, you'll see half

the stores in town with signs of ' to let ' in the windows.
" Ben Odell is runnin' the whole game. He's been tryin' to cap-

ture New York City for a long time, and turn it over to his hay-

seeds. I'm surprised that any New Yorker should play into his

hand. If he had his way, our police department would be abol-

ished, and we would have a lot of constables from Cayuga, St.

Lawrence, and Cattaraugus counties who would go about the

streets asking, ' Where's Union Square .'" or ' How do you get to

Central Park ?

'

"Just you watch now and see if the Republicans don't try to

work off a constabulary bill or something of that kind !"

OUTLOOK FOR RAILROAD REGULATION.

ANY one who expects to see the present Congress enact a law

for the regulation of railroad rates expects more than the

Washington leaders and journalistic experts are willing to predict.

"We may be able to pass something this session, but I have very

grave doubts of it," remarked Senator Elkins the other day, after

a talk with the President; and the Philadelphia Ledger (Ind.)

thinks " it is extremely doubtful if any railroad-rate legislation will

be passed at this session." Two bills supplementing each other,

and reported to bear the stamp of executive favor, have been in-

V*

Dame Democracv- ' Stop thief :

"

— Bush in the New York U'or/J.

THE NEW SIGNAL.
—Bradley in the Chicago News.

troducedby Representatives Esch, of Wisconsin, and Townsend, of

Michigan; another is brought forward by Chairman Hepburn of the

House Commerce Committee ; Representative Davey, of Louisi-

ana, has introduced a bill embodying the ideasof half a dozen Demo-
cratic leaders ; Representative Hearst is devoting hours of oratory

and pages of newspaper space to a bill of his own, and others are

supporting the Quarles-Cooper bill. All these bills, in one form

or another, increase the power of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission over railroad rates, and provide for the review of the

Commission's decisions by special or existing courts. The best

that can be expected of this array of bills, in the opinion of the

New York Journal of Commerce, "is that they will present a

ground for thorough discussion and threshing out of the problem."

The House is expected by some to pass a measure of this sort

before the end of the session (March 4), but it is widely believed

that the Senate will require more time. The Brooklyn Citizen

(Dem.), which thinks that the President " does not remain long in

one frame of mind on any subject," predicts that by the time the

House and Senate have deliberated a few months on this topic,

the President's mind will be turned to something else, and railroad

regulation will be forgotten. The New York Suti (Ind.), which

regards governmental interference with business very coldly, says:

"Of course, no railway rate bill will be passed by the Fifty-

eighth Congress. The House may go through the form of mold-

ing a hasty measure, but it is agreed a.nong the augurs that the

Senate will not lick it into shape.
" Wise delay. Time and the maturest consideration are needed.

Every budding statesman and economist has his plan. One would

think that this complex and enormous question could be disposed

of blithely and off-hand, with no more thought or trouble than is

required for the laying of a petition on the clerk's desk.
" Better go slow than go wrong ; a saw to be kept in mind also

at the called session, if there is to be one, of the Fifty-ninth Con-

gress next fall.

" We notice that the lawyers are much less enthusiastic than

some of the laymen about railway-rate bills. The Constitution is

damnably in the way of quick relief reforms and reformers."

The Chicago Tribune (Rep.), however, expects that the proposed

measure will be law before next Christmas. To quote:

"Railroad-rate legislation will be delayed, but not until next De-

cember. There will be an extra session of the next Congress,

probably in the spring, and if not then, certainly in the fall. The

delay will not be harmful. There will be more time for the pre-

liminary discussion of a question which is of vital interest to the
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producers of the country, to its large and small cities, and to all its

industries. There will be continuous popular discussion. There

will be many meetings like the one held yesterday in this city to

expose and denounce the railroad discriminations which are de-

priving Cliicago of her grain trade. By the time that Congress

takes up the subject of railroad-rate legislation members will have

received precise and urgent instructions from their constituents

which they will not venture to disobey, liy that time, too, there

probably will be a consensus of opinion among thosj most com-

petent to deal with the subject as to the details of legislation.

" Whether the question of tariff revision shall be taken up at the

extra session is for Congress to determine. It will be governed

largely by the attitude of the public. If there be such a demand
for tariff consideration as there is for that of the regulation of rail-

road rates, it is not difficult to conjecture what will happen.
' However it may be as to tariff revision, there is an assurance

that action will be taken concerning the regulation of railroad

rates. The President has stirred up the people on that subject.

They stand behind him in the South as well as in the North and

West, a solid and imperative mass demanding relief of Congress."

SECRETARY HAY AND CHINA.
7''HE usual chorus of newspaper approval greets Secretary

Hay's successful extraction of further promises from tiie

Powers to respect the integrity of China ; but some show a dispo-

sition to ask what he intends to do if Russia chooses to disregard

the pact and appropriate a slice of the big empire. The Russian

Government has been complaining for some time that China has

not maintained a strict neutrality, and it is keenly suspected by

the Washington S/iif , the New Orleans Picayune^ the Minneapolis

Journal, and many other papers, that the St. Peter.sburg Govern-

ment is deliberately manufacturing a situation in which it will

seem to be justified in making aggressions on China. In that case,

asks the New ^'ork World, "how does Secretary Hay propose to

maintain the ' administrative entity ' of China? He can not fight

for it. and talking about it may prove ridiculous if nobody pays

attention to what he says. When the facts were so ugly at the start

it is hard to understand how he ever came to indulge in so beau-

tiful a diplomatic theorj-." The Philadelphia Record remarks

similarly :

" What would Secretary Hay propose that this Government
should do if Russia should follow up by deeds her allegations of

China's imperfect neutrality and her threats of breaking the com-
pact whereby the war has thus far been localized.'' If Russia

should march troops into Pe-chi-li or seize a Chinese port for a

naval base would it be proposed by the Administration to employ

China—" Better gettee wellee flirst."

—Mahony in the Washington Star.

Mr. Hay—" Mind your P's and Q'.s !

"

— Maybell in the Brooklyn Eagle.

force in order to maintain the 'administrative integrity ' of China i

Would this Government enter a coalition of Powers to preserve

China's neutrality inviolate ? If not, why should the Secretary
' butt in ' at all "i The Russian Government would be likely to go
to any length, even to a lawless descent upon China, in order to

save its face. It seems to be prepared to provoke intervention,

and the Administration would either have to make good, or, by
retreating, invite ridicule and humiliation."

Walter Wellman, the keen Washington correspondent of the

Chicago Record-Heraid xwA. the Philadelphia Press, says that Mr.

Hay's move blocks a Russian scheme to end the war l)y dividing

Manchuria with Japan. He writes :

"The secret of Russia's recent accusation against China's neu-

trality is out at last. The Russian scheme was to make that claim

the basis of a settlement of the war by forming a defensive alliance

with Japan, the Mikado to retain control of Korea and of a part of

Manchuria, including Port Arthur (the fortress to be dismantled)

and Russia to hold the upper part of Manchuria with an outlet for

her railroad to a port on the western side of the gulf of Liao Tung,

in the vicinity of Shanhaikwan.
" There is information of the best character that if Japan is will-

ing to make peace on some such terms as these, Russia is prepared

to enter negotiations. The meaning of such a settlement, of course,

would be that Russia recognizes the inevitable as to Korea and the

Liao Tung peninsula—recognizes that Japan is there to stay—and

that Russia proposes simply to move over to the western side of

the gulf and entrench herself anew.
" It is not believed here that Japan will assent to any such par-

cehngout of Chinese territory as the price of peace. But through-

out the diplomatic world there are various opinions on this score,

and in some quarters it is feared that Tokyo, weary of war and

fearful of financial drain, may consent to the bargain.
" But at this juncture enters perhaps the most important play of

all—the move made by John Hay to rally once more the great

Powers in defense of the territorial integrity of China. Mr. Hay
is not trying, /^r j-i?, to block Russia's efforts to arrive at a settle-

ment with Japan, but he is endeavoring, with his usual foresight

and skill, to veto the Russian plan to make peace at the expense of

China and by the appropriation of another slice of Chinese ter-

ritory.

" Mr. Hay's efforts in this direction have been rewarded with

such success that it may now be said without reserve that the great

Powers, excepting of course Russia and Japan, have been ranged

under American leadership in what amounts to an international

guarantee of the integrity of China. Hence the Russian game to

make China the pawn of peace is blocked, barring the unlooked-

for event that Japan throws over her Western sympathizers and
joins hands with her present enemy, seeking an aUiance and a

division of the spoils."
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GOVERNOR DOUGLAS, OF MASSACHUSETTS,

Who arranged a settlement of the great Fall

River strike.

END OF THE FALL RIVER STRIKE.

GO\'ERNOR DOUGLAS, of Massachusetts, is being warmly

congratulated by the newspapers on his settlement of the

great Fall River strike, the greatest strike in the history of the

textile industry. For half a year some 25,000 operatives have been

idle in Fall River, and a despatch from that city says that the ag-

gregate direct losses to all interests during the strike are reckoned

to be fully $5,000,000.

The strike was due to

a wage - reduction ,of

twelve and one-half

per cent., following a

previous reduction of

ten per cent. Under

the agreement brought

about by the gov-

ernor, the strikers re-

turn to work at the re-

duced wage which they

resisted, while the em-

ployers are to submit

the question of an in-

crease to arbitration.

" The ending of the

stubborn controversy

is a splendid tribute to

the diplomacy, tact,

ability, and statesman-

ship of Governor
Douglas," remarks the

Hartford Times j and

the Washington 6"^;;- advises us all to " keep an eye on that prosper-

ous and lucky cobbler." This triumph "will commend him anew

to the attention of politicians as an available candidate for almost

any elective office," observes the Providence /c^c/v/^r/.

The New \o\\i Journal of Commerce warns the operatives that

the South is getting the upper hand of New England in cotton-

manufacturing, and tells them that they can not shut their eyes to

this fact " and insist upon terms of employment that ignore its ex-

istence, without coming to greater grief than they have yet ex-

perienced." The Providence Journal, quoted above, which is

pubHshed in the midst of the New England cotton-mill region, and

only a few miles from Fall River, treats the settlement thus

:

" Under the agreement of which Governor Douglas has secured

the acceptance, the mill-owners have been forced to concede prac-

tically nothing. The yielding has been almost wholly on the part

of the operatives. The notices of reduction of wages that were

posted si.x months ago have not been taken down ; the operatives

return to work for precisely the wages they struck against rather than

accept. To be sure they have a promise that the governor will later

on try to fix upon a rate of profitableness in manufacturing at

which the operatives shall be entitled to an increase of present

wages. But, as the employers and employees seem to be still far

apart in opinion as to how much more of a margin between the

cost of raw material and the price of the finished goods is nec-

essary to justify an increase, it is by no means sure that the hope

thus held out will be realized. The fundamental causes of the

controversy have not been rooted out; tho the mills will start up

again with full complements of labor there is no surety that there

will not be more trouble in the spring; it is really a truce more

than a settlement that Governor Douglas has brought about.
" His idea seems to be that it will be possible to arrange a sliding

scale of wages whereby the compensation of the operatives will

move up or down as the margin between the cost of cotton and the

price of cloth widens or narrows. To others, too, that has always

seemed a reasonable arrangement, equitable to both parties. Un-

fortunately it has not been found to work well when previously

tried in Fall River. The operatives have been glad enough to take

their increase of wages when the margin widened, but they have
usually been disposed to make trouble when a narrowing of the

margin brought decrease of wages. Is there any reason to think

that it will be otherwise hereafter, even if, as is not certain, it is

found possible to come to an agreement as to how much of a

change in margin is to cause a change in wages .'' In any event,

moreover, there remain certain broader obstacles to successful

cotton manufacturing in Fall River, as heretofore explained in

these columns, which the present agreement in no way touches or

promises to touch.

"All that has been accomplished is that the mills are to be run

for a fev/ months at least, money is to be put in circulation, idle-

ness and its attendant sufferings are to cease. This alone, however,

is no small blessing to a very unhappy community ; and no one

should grudge Governor Douglas whatever credit he may get for

DOOLEY AND LAWSON ON BANKS.

THOMAS W. LAWSON and "Mr. Dooley " come out simul-

taneously with articles which indicate that they have a sorry

opinion of our banks. Mr. Lawson seems to have reached his

conclusion by observing the operations of Messrs. Rockefeller and

Rogers; " Mr. Dooley" his, by observing the operations of Mrs.

Chadwick. The former, in a half-page daily newspaper advertise-

ment, counsels the people not to call for all their bank deposits at

one time, but Dooley is silent on this important point. Up to

the time of our going to press the banks are obstinately persisting

in doing business as usual.

As recent controversies seem to show that Mr. Lawson likes to

have the last word, we will quote Mr. Dooley first:

"Well, sir, I've been doin' th' bankers iv thiscounthry a gr-reat

injustice.

" I've put thim down all me life as cold, stony-hearted men that

wud as soon part with their lives as with their money. I had a

pitcher iv a banker in me mind, a stern, hard-featured ol" gin tie-

man with curly side-whiskers settin' on th' people's money an'

stallin' off both th' borrower who comes be night with a dhrill an'

th' more rayfined burglar who calls in th' daytime with a good
story. I was afraid iv thim. I wud no more dare to ask a banker

to take a dhrink or shoot th' shoots with me thin I wud an arch-

bishop. If I talked to wan iv thim, I'd look up all me statements

in th' almanac an' all me wurruds in th' ditchnary to see that I got

nawthin' wrong.

"An' I made a mistake about thim. Far fr'm bein' a hard,

cynical class, th' bankers iv America is a lot iv jolly dogs that be-

lieves in human nature, takes life as it is, aisy come, aisy go, hur-

rah boys, we'll be a long time dead. Hard to borrow money fr'm

thim ? On th' conthry, it's hard to keep thim fr'm crowdin" it on

ye. They'll lend ye money on annything ye shove in, on a dhream

that ye saw a sojer on horseback, on th' sad story iv ye'er life or

ye'er wurrud iv honor if ye're ready to go back on it. I niver

knew what collateral was ontil this lady fr'm Cleveland come
along. Collateral is a misstatement on which bankers lend money.

If ye broke into a bank in Ohio tomorrah, ye'd prob'ly find th"

vaults full iv Louisiana lotthry tickets, bets on th' races an" ray-

ports iv crystal gazing.
" Bankin' is a strange business annyhow. I make up me mind

that I need more money than I have, or I want to build a railroad

in Omaha or a gas-house in Milwaukee, or Mrs. Chadwick wants an

autymobill or something else happens, an' I start a bank. I build

a brick house, put ir'n gratings on th' window an' ye an' Donohue

fight each other to see who'll get his money first to me. I accept

it very reluctantly an' as a gr-reat favor to ye.

" Says I,' Hinnissy an' Donohue,' says I, ' ye ar-re rayspictable

wurrukin' men an' I will keep ye'er money f"r ye rather thin see ye

spind it in riochous livin',' says I. ' As a gr-reat favor to ye, I

will take care iv these lithographs be lendin' thim to me frinds.'

says I. 'If ye want th' money back ye can have it anny time be-

tween nine in th' mornin' an' three in th" afternoon except Sundays

an' holidays,' says I, ' but don't both come at wanst,' says I, ' or

nather iv ye'll get it," says I. Well, ye lave ye'er money with me
an' I suppose ye think iv it lyin" safe an' sound in th' big sthrong

box where th' burglar boys can't get it. Ye sleep betther at nights
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because ye feel that ye'er money is where no wan can reach it ex-

cept over me dead body.
" If ye on'y knew, ye've not turned ye'er back befure I "ve chased

those hard-earned dollars off th" premises. With ye'er money 1

build a house an' rent it to start you. I start a railroad witli it

an' ye wurruk on th' railroad at two dollars a day. Ye'er money
makes me a prom'nent citizen. Th' newspapers intherview me on

what shud be done with th' toilin' masses, manin' ye an' Donohue ;

I consthruct th' foreign policy iv th' Governmint; 1 tell ye how ye

shud vote. Ye've got to vote th' way I say or 1 won't give ye

back ye'er money.
"An' all this time ye think iv that little bundle iv pitchers nest-

Tin' in th' safe in my brick house with me setlin' at th' dure with a

shotgun acrost me knees. But wan day ye need th' money to bury

some wan an' ye hurry down to see me. ' Sorry." says 1. ' but I've

just given it all to a lady who come out iv th' Chinese laundhray

ne.\t dure an" said she was the question-abul aunt iv Jawn D.

Rockefellar.' An" there ye ar-re."

Mr. Lawson avers that the " System " of oil and copper magnates

which he is attacking has cleverly obtained control of the country's

financial system, and is using it to rob tlie people of their savings.

" When the people are fully awakened to the conditions I de-

scribe." he declares, " surely they will arise in their wrath and

sweep the money-changers from the temple." He goes on (in

JElveryhotiy's Magazine)

:

"What is the connection between the ' System' and the minor

financial institutions throughout the country which are owned and

•controlled by groups of sturdy men who know not W^all Street and

•its frenzied votaries, and who are ignorant of ' made dollars "
?

Let us see. We will take five national banks in different parts of

the country, each having a capital of $200,000. and deposits of

S2. 000.000. One is in the farming district of Kansas; another is

in Louisiana in a cotton district ; a third is in the orange groves of

California : in the mining district of Montana is a fourth ; the tifth

is in the logging and lumber country of Maine. These $10,000,000

•of deposits represent savings earned by the type of men who have

•made America what she is, and who laugh when they read in their

Jocal papers: ' Panic in W'all Street; stocks shrink a billion dollars

in a day.' ' Fools and their money are easily parted.' they say,
* but Wall Street gets none of our honestly earned money.' Now
ihe officers of these five banks are honest men and they know noth-

ing of the ' System," yet the day of the panic they all telegraph to

their Illinois correspondent, the big Chicago bank, ' Loan our bal-

ance. S200.000. at best rate." That day the Chicago bank with

similar telegrams from forty-five other correspondents in va-

rious parts of the country, wires its New York correspondent,

the big Wall Street bank, ' Loan our balance, $2,000,000. at best

rate.'

"Thereupon the great New York bank sends its brokers out

upon ' the Street ' to loan on inflated securities of one kind or an-

other which its officers, the votaries of the ' System," had purchased
in immense quantides at slaughter prices the millions belonging to

the Chicago bank and to other correspondents of its own in Cin-

cinnati and Omaha and St. Louis and other big cities. The de-

cline is stayed, and then the world learns that the panic is over and
that the stocks, of which the people have been ' shaken out ' to the

extent of a billion dollars, have recovered in a day $500,000,000 of

it, and that probably in a few days more will recover the other five

hundred million. Who has 7-ecovered this vast sum ? The people

who had been ' shaken out " ? No, indeed ! The votaries of the
' System ' have made it—they and the frenzied financiers whose
haunt is Wall Street, and w'hose harvest is in such wreckage.

"The part that the five little banks innocently played in this ter-

rific robbery was unimportant. What is important is that it was
the funds of their depositors and others like them which the ' Sys-

tem ' used to turn the stock-market and make an immense profit

out of the recovery of values. It is true the banks received but
two and one-half or three per cent, for the use of their balances,

and their officers would scorn the suggestion that they had put any
of their money in jeopardy in a Wall-Street gamble. But what I

have outlined happened, and has happened many a time before and
since, and goes to prove my assertion that every financial insti-

tution which is taking the money of the people for the ostensible

purpose of safeguarding it or putting it to use for them, is a ^ art

of the machinery for the plundering of the people."

"ILLIMITABLE" POWER OF THE PRESIDENT.

THE United States has entered upon a career of "executive

expansion," led by a President who is the "incarnation" of

that spirit, supported by "an overwhelming indorsement " at the

polls in a campaign on this very issue. This is the serious sit-

uation that confronts the country, according to Mr. Charles A.

Gardiner, one of the leading lights of the New York bar, who gave

his views in an address to the New York State Bar Association in

Albany on Wednesday of last week. This address is "likely to be

one of the most important contributions to the political develop-

ment of the century," declares the New York Press. After an

exhaustive examination of the powers of the American Executive,

Mr. Gardiner says that the President of the United States is "a

majestic constitutional figure, uncontrolled by Congress, unre-

strained by the courts, vested with plenary constitutional power

and absolute constitutional discretion, a sovereign over 80,000,000

people, and the servant of 80.000,000 sovereigns." Except for the

fact that his treaties and appointments are subject to the approval

of the Senate, "every executive power of the 80,000,000 sovereign

citizens is now vested

in the President, with

absolute discretion to

use It. No one,'

CHARLES A. GARDINER,

avers Mr. Gardiner, has

determined the "illimit-

able extent " of the

office, and "no one can

determine it .so long as

the republic endures."

P>y ids oath to "pre-

serve, protect, and de-

fend the Constitution,"

the President has the

right and duty, we are

told, to enforce the suf-

frage provisions of the

Constitution in the

South without waiting

for any further legisla-

tion from Congress.

Mr. Gardiner notes the

fact that Congress is
Whose idea of the power of the President is

considered rather startling,
given the power to "en-

force" the amendments by "appropriate legislation," but he ob-

serves that "this power is permissive, not mandatory, nor is it

even restrictive on the President." Mr. Gardiner says further:

"The President holds his office directly from the people. He
executes it for them alone, is responsible to them alone, and im-

peachment, which is punishment for high crimes and misdemeanors
against the sovereign, is therefore his logical and only punishment.

The standing menace of impeachment and undivided responsibility

to the people are, in my opinion, more effectual safeguards against

executive usurpation than decrees of courts or mandates of Con-
gress

" When in his judgment the highest good of the people forbids

him to execute a law, he may refuse to execute it, altho Congress

may direct him to do so.

"When his judgment pronounces a law constitutional, he may
execute it, altho the courts declare it unconstitutional and forbid

him to execute it; and he may refuse to execute a law that the

courts declare constitutional and command him to execute. Such
exercise of his discretion can not be revised by any judicial or

legislative proceeding (4 Wall., 498-9) ; the only remedy is impeach-

ment. But so long as he acts ' faithfully,' that is, to the best of

his judgment, his discretion is final and conclusive.

"Many historic conflicts between Congress, the courts, and the

President illustrate these principles. Jackson's contest with Con-
gress over the bank, Johnson's refusal to execute the reconstruc-

tion acts, Jefferson's defiance of the court in the Burr case,
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Jackson's disregard of Marshall's Cherokee Indian decision, and

Lincoki's peremptory refusal to obey the mandate of Chief Justice

Taney—these and many other historic instances show that if the

President acts in good faith for what he deems the welfare of the

people, his discretion is absolute and supreme."

Several Independent Democratic papers view this address with

alarm. The New York Times, in a two-column editorial, says

that " there is grave reason to believe that the present Chief Magis-

trate needs no encouragement to pursue confidently the path of

' Executive expansion " which Mr. Gardiner declares to be open to

him." The Boston Herald remarks apprehensively that such a

President might defy impeachment. It says :

"The President of the United States appears to be exalted above

the law in the conduct of his office. To him is attributed a war-

rant of authority that will enable him to alter or destroy the politi-

cal structure, and even the organic structure of the state, if it hap-

pen that he can command a support in Congress which prevents

his impeachment. Why may he not defy impeachment, and, in

the exercise of his discretion under his oath ' to execute his office
'

and ' to the best of his ability preserve, protect, and defend the

Constitution of the United States,' declare that Congress is acting

in violation of the Constitution, and disperse it by a military force ?

A Caesar could hardly ask for a better opportunity than Mr. Gar-

diner provides by his interpretation of the President's constitutional

powers. What is the use of the qualified phrase ' constitutional

powers,' when the President is made the sole and absolute judge

of what it is constitutional for him to do, and of what is unconsti-

tutional if done by others ?"

The Brooklyn Eagle calls for an anti-presidential-expansionist

movement in the following paragraph :

" Should Mr. Gardiner's virtual claim of presidential absolutism

ever become the doctrine of our people and the habit of our Gov-
ernment, we are satisfied the States would not survive the tran-

sition of rule which would result, and that the form of statehood

would not long remain, after the fact of it had disappeared. We
are, therefore, persuaded that Mr. Gardiner has put journalism

and statesmanship under obligation—by the shock which his paper

will administer to both. That shock in its recoil should bring our

people back to the truth that this is a government of laws and not

of men, a government which derives its powers, within its States,

from the consent of the governed alone and which should adjust

its policy toward its provinces to the purpose and to the aspiration

of preparing them for the fullest measure of local liberty and of

personal rights compatible with their provincial relationship.

That will take time. That will require patience, but the people of

the States United, that is, the people of the United States, should

jealously guard against that disappearance of statehood and that

doctrine of an executive above law which Mr. Gardiner so bril-

liantly and so dangerously suggests and defends."

The New York Press, in a four-column editorial, avers that " the

American people will go further than Mr. Gardiner has gone in his

argument, startling and sensational tho his advance may appear to

some," and "will go to the absolute conclusion, in reason and in

force, that the President's powers have no limitations whatsoever,

by Congress, by the Supreme Court, by the written Constitution

itself, beyond the only supreme authority tliere can be in our kind

of government— the sovereign will of the people ! " Conversely,,

the New York Globe thinks that this same sovereign will of the

people will keep the President from going to the lengths that Mr.

Gardiner assigns to him.

TOPICS IN BRIEF.
For the first time in tlieir lives the inhabitants of Vladivostok are not longing:

for spring.— The Chicago News.

It begins to look as tho the Delaware legislature will again be forced to ad-

journ without a sale.— The Toledo Blade.

Premier Balfour says that " England is too great," but he can prove that

he is not to blame for it.— The Chicago News.

A CURIOUS confusion of names seems to have occurred in connection with the

Beef trust proceedings. Moody is swift and Swift is moody.— The Baltimot-e

American.

St. Petersburg announces that the Baltic fleet "will stay in the Indiar»

Ocean." It will if those Japs ever come up with it.— The Philadelphia Nortk
American.

" Between Wind and Water."— Of course, if Wall Street gets to shooting

over the Lawson expose, it will have to be chronicled as a naval battle.— The
Commoner, Lincoln, Neb.

Ten admirals and five lieutenant-generals surrendered at Port Arthur. This-

may account for the fact that the Russians seem unaccountably hopeful.— //;<?

Nczv York Evening Mail.

The man who ran for the Presidency on the Liberal party's ticket last fall has
secured a job as a janitor. He will now have a chance to glut his thirst for

power.— The Chicago Record-Herald.

Records have been unearthed which indicate that labor-unions were in exist-

ence in the early Roman days. That probably accounts for the fact that '"Rome
was not built in a day."

—

The Washington Post.

The Rev. C. M. Sheldon having explained what he would do if he were ;;

farmer and if he were an editor, let him tell what he would do if he were in

Admiral Rozhdestvensky's place.— The Kansas City Star.

Judging by the number of measures recommended by the President which will

not be considered at this session, it would seem as tho Mr. Roosevelt ought to

have saved his last message for the next Congress.— y/ztr New York World.

THERE IS GOING TO BE "SOMETHING DOING."

—Westerman in The Ohio State Journal.

THE MODERN ALEXANDER CUTTING THE GORDIAN KNOT.

—Bartholomew in the Minneapolis /o?^;-«a/>

ENDING THE DELAY AT PANAMA.
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LETTERS AND ART.

HOW LOWELL BECAME AN ANGLOMANIAC.

OOME new light is shed upon the ch.mge of feeling in James
*—^ Russell Lowell toward the English character and temper by

Mr. James Douglas's recent biography of Theodore Watts-Dun-

ton. Mr. Douglas describes the first meeting between Watts-

Dunton and tlie author of *' On a Certain Condescension in Foreign-

ers," who afterward was accused ot Anglomania. Wo read that

shortly after Lowell had accepted the post of American minister

in England. Mr. \Vatt.s-Dunton met him at dinner. He was not

tlien personally acquainted with Lowell, and observed him only as

a stranger who sat near by, talking in a manner as tho wishing to

•entice him into conversation. Lowell was passing severe strictures

upon English writers—Dickens, Thackeray, and others. As the

•dinner wore on, his conversation left literary names and took up

.political ones, and he was equally severe upon the political figures

of the time, and also upon the prominent political men of the pre-

"vious generation—Palmerston. Lord John Rus.sell, and the like.

"Then the name of the .-/Ai/^rtwrt came up . . . and the gentleman

<lwelt with much emphasis on the iniquity of England in letting the

Alabama escape. This diatribe he concluded thus: 'You know

-we owe England nodiing !
' In saying this he again looked at Mr.

Watts-Dunton, manifestly addressing his remarks to him. ..."

Mr. Watts-Dunton accepted the challenge and took up the cudgels

for his own country. Later on Lowell mollified the wrath of his

British neighbor in the manner given below :

"' Well,' he said,' I will tell you something that I think will not

be altogether unpleasant to you. When I came to take up my
permanent residence in London a short time ago. I was talking to

a friend of mine about London and Londoners, and I said to him :

"There is one man whom 1 very much want to meet!" "You,"
said he, "why you can meet anybody from the royal family down-
ward. Who is the man you want to meet .'' " " It is a man in the

literary world," said I, "and I have no doubt you can introduce me
to him. It is the writer of the chief poetical criticism in The
Athenceum." My friend laughed. " Well, it is curious," he re-

plied, " that this is one of the few men in die literarj- world that I

-can not .introduce to you. I scarcely know him. and besides not

long ago he passed strictures on my writing which I don't much
approve of." Does that interest you ?' added Mr. Lowell.

"' Very much,' said Mr. Watts-Dunton.
"' Would it interest you to know that ever since your first article

in The Aihenceuin I have read every article you have written ?'

"' Very much,' said Mr. Watts-Dunton.
"

' Would it interest you to know that on reading your first article

i said to a friend of mine :
" At last there is a new voice in English

•criticism " ?

'

"' Very much,' said Mr. Watts-Dunton ;
' but you must first tell

me what that article was, for I don't believe there is one of my
countrjmen who could do so.'

"' That article,' said Lowell. ' was an essay on the " Comedy of

the Nodes Ai/ibrosiaiia-." 3.nd. it opened with an Oriental anecdote.

. . . And I will go further, every line you have written in The
AthencEU7n has been read by me, and often reread.'

'•' Well,' said Mr. Watts-Dunton, ' I confess to being amazed,

for I assure you that in my own couniry, e.xcept within a narrow

circle of friends, my name is absolutely unknown. And I must

add that I feel honored, for it is not a week since I told a friend

that I have a great admiration for some of your critical essays.

But still I don't quite forgive you for your onslaught upon my
poor little island. My sympathies are not strongly John Bullish,

and they tell me that my verses are more Celtic than Anglo-Saxon
in temper. But I am somewhat of a patriot in my way, and I don't

quite forgive you.'
"

The two men fraternized before the meeting was over, and later

on Watts-Dunton became a weekly visitor at the American Em-
bassy. Says Mr. Douglas

:

"This went on for a long time, and Mr. Watts-Dunton is fond

of recalling the way in which Lowell's Anglophobia became milder
and milder, ' fine by degrees and beautifully less,' until at last it

entirely vanished. Then it was followed by something like Anglo-
mania. Lowell began to talk with the greatest appreciation of a
thousand English institutions and ways which he formerly would
have deprecated. The climax of this revolution was reached when
Mr. Watts-Dunton said to him :

"' Lowell, you are now so much more of a John Bull than I am
that I have ceased to be able to follow you. The English ladies

are— let us say, charm-
ing ; English gentlemen
are— let us say, charm-
ing, or at least some of

them. Everything is

charming. But there is

one thing you can not

say a word for, and
that is our detestable

climate.'
"' And can you really

speak thus of the finest

climate in the world ?

'

.said Lowell. ' I posi-

tively can not live out

of it.'

"
' Well,' said Mr.

Watts-Dunton, '.you
and I will cease to talk

about England and John
Bull, if you please. I

can not follow you.'
" In relating this anec-

dote Mr. Watts-Dun-
ton, however, insisted

that with all his love

of England, Lowell
never bated one jot of his

loyalty to his own country. There never was a stancher American
than James Russell Lowell. Let one unjust word be said about
America and he was a changed man. Mr. Watts-Dunton has

always contended that the pre.sent good feeling between the

two great branches of the Anglo-Saxon race was due mainly to

Lowell."

MR. THEODORE WATTS-DUNTON,
The distinguished English critic, whose biog-

raphy has Ix;en recently published.

THE "AMERICAN PERIL" IN ART,.

THE election of J. Pierpont Morgan as president of the board

of trustees of the Metropolitan Museum of Art at New
York has reawakened in Europe the old alarmist outcry that the

European nations are in danger of being denuded of their art

treasures by wealthy Americans. Herr Siegfried Lilienthal, a

well-known art critic of Berlin, has begun an agitation for inter-

national action in regard to this alleged peril. He advocates laws

to prohibit the taking of works of art from Europe to America.

Herr Lilienthal has published in the Tageblatt the written views

on this subject of some half-dozen or more of the leading art con-

noisseurs of Florence, Rome, Paris, and Berlin. With one excep-

tion these all recognize a peril and favor the idea of protective

legislation. Says M. Henri Maret, art publicist, of Paris: "The

question is really very serious. One can see the time approaching

when our richest collections will have emigrated to the United

States." On the other hand. Privy Councillor Herr Wilhelm Bode,

director of the Royal Gallery of Paintings at Berlin, writes:

" Shall we cry out for such laws as those of Turkey, Greece, and

Italy, to the injury of our own people and without essential effect ?

The greatest works of art in (Germany and Italy belong to the

State. Only a few are in the possession of private persons.

Those privately owned in France belong to money barons, who

either keep them or present them to the public. Only in England

are rare collections privately owned, and there the holders are too

rich to sell them. Besides, if works of art go to the United States

it is in the interest of art. The rich men there who buy works of

taste and genius either at once or later give them to public
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galleries. All who see them are benefited and the world's pleasure

in art is increased."

Discussing Herr Lilienthal's agitation with tl Herald reporter,

Mr. Samuel P. Avery, a New York art dealer, remarked :

"It would be too late to pass a restrictive law in France, for the

reason that some of the best works of modern French artists are

already in this country. I doubt if any law affecting modern
works of art would be constitutional, as it would be an interference

with the right of an individual to sell his handiwork.
" Americans are buying more foreign work each year. About

ten per cent, of their purchases are old masters, and the rest is

modern. We have so much French work here that a distinctive

showing of French artists could not be made at the Paris Expo-
sition of 1900. The paintings shown at the Comparative Exhi-

bition at the Fine Arts Gallery here were insured for $1,500,000,

which gives some idea of the value of works of art owned in this

city."

The Evening Post (New York) expresses surprise at the exag-

gerated attitude of these European connoisseurs, who apparently

regard Mr. Morgan as a worthy successor of his namesake of the

Spanish Main. It says further :

"American art lovers are the last people who wish to see an in-

discriminate raid upon the dealers and collectors of Europe. Mr.
Morgan is unlikely to play the promiscuous overbearing purchaser
which the European directors have erected into a bogey man. . . .

"Just at present we ride the crest of the wave, .but so have many
others before us. For a hundred years England boasted the great-

est collections. She still may; but for twenty-five years past there

has been a marked depletion of her wealth in this regard, France,

Germany, and the United States drawing heavily upon her 'Store

of art. But even here in New York any one who follows the sales

knows that we, too, lose to Europe. The romantic portrait of

Giorgio Cornaro, attributed to Titian and originally in the Castle

Howard collection, went back to England about two years ago.

Before it a magnificent Van Dyck of the Genoese period was sold

here, but vanished across the water. These are merely indications

that time works equitably in this as in other matters. And the

directors who want to keep European art from going to America
are only less misguided than the home-market clubs here who
want to keep out the art of 'abroad.' Indeed, to find these two
bodies in a common cause is to enjoy a unique and grotesque fel"

lowship of esthetics and stark commercialism."

IVIORALS OF THE PRESENT FRENCH STAGE.
QUOTING Faguet's dictum—" Every great drama presupposes

and suggests a moral question "—G. Le Bidois, in the Cor-

7-espondant (2z.x\^&^,^>. z\^x\q.2\ organ, says that " the crowd is ever

in quest of a conscience." While people go to the theater to be

amu.sed, they like to be taken seriously, and to carry home with

them something to think about. " They love to discuss with others

the serious ideas suggested by the play." The play-writers are " to

a number of people of the period the real, the only spiritual direc-

tors which they recognize. . . . Toward what end are they direct-

ing and drawing their listeners 1"

He answers this question by reviewing the principal plays which

have been produced on the French stage during the season 1903-

1904. " What conclusion must we come to," he says, "after this

rapid survey of the year's plays ? What moral impression have

they left on the mind .'*" The writers of to-day, he tinds, have

no decided sympathies in harmony with which they could influence

the spectators; they "seem to regard with equal favor all the

ephemeral creatures of their capricious fancy. Sometimes they

are so oddly misled by their art that they fail to make themselves

understood, and we receive an impression far removed from that

which they intended to convey." Yet, on the whole, M. Le Bi-

dois's review of the year's plays does not justify a gloomy judg-

ment. "It would appear that upon all important topics the ' old

code of morals ' maintains its position, and possibly is gaining

ground." He says further :

" The subject of marriage, which for the past ten years has been

so flippantly handled, is now actually viewed in a less unfavorable-
light. ' Free love ' is being relegated to the domain of such revo-

lutionary Utopias as are heralded by the enemies of the present
social order ; among all, saving anarchists and nihilists, it meets-
with a lukewarm sympathy, ever ready to change into open repu-
diation. Adultery, which our playwrights were wont to make- a
strong point of, in the development of a situation, at last has been
made to appear as it really is, afiflictive, pitiable, or hideous. . . .

All this augurs well. But shall we at once raise cries of victory ?

Far from it. . . . The licentiousness of many scenes in the works
we have reviewed, their crudity of expression, make us pay dearly

for such reasonable suggestions as we have derived from them. At
any moment this sophisticated and uncertain morality may yield

to outside assaults, or crumble from its own inherent weakness.
There is, however, one reassuring fact, namely, the appearance
this year among certain authors of an anxiety to become more
genuine observers, to stick to the facts of life, and actual life is the

source of illumination and learning to the heart of men. To-
writers for the stage it reveals the fact that art must be moral, if:

it would be true, and that the result of insight into life is the com-
prehension of a morality at once the most solid and the most ex-

alted."— Translation /nadefor Tmy. Literary Digest.

THEODORE THOMAS: SOME APPRECIATIONS
OF HIS WORK.

\ LTHO Theodore Thomas produced no compositions of his.

•^*- own, remarks the New York Independent, " he did more

than any other man who ever lived for the development of our

music." In his conducting he stood preeminent for a " wonderful

catholicity of taste and a consequent versatility in interpretation,"

says the same journal, and it continues

:

"He insisted all his life on the towering greatness and worth of

Bach, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, and Schubert, and his reading,

of the works of those old masters was recognized as authoritative.

When the name of Richard Wagner was as yet unknown in Amer-
ica Mr. Thomas began to perform his music, and he long did_

valiant service for the Wagner cause. An amusing story is told of

his answer to an objector who complained that he did not like

Wagner's music. Said Thomas: 'Not like Wagner's music .^

Why, man, you've got to like it. I shall continue to play it until

you do like it.' He introduced Tschaikowsky to American au-

diences. He gave early recognition to the genius of Brahms.
He was one of the first to preach the very new gospel of Richard
Strauss. In short, nearly all the best of the new music of the last

fifty years received its first American performance under the baton
of Theodore Thomas."

"The essence of Theodore Thomas's life," says Mr. Charles E.

Russell, " was inflexible devotion to high aims." " His art was his-

religion," exclaims another critic. Mr. Russell, writing in the New
York American, characterizes him as " the greatest interpreter of

Beethoven the world has ever had, probably the greatest inter-

preter of Wagner, the greatest of Liszt, the greatest of Bach and,

Schubert." Of his interpretative insight the Chicago Record-

Herald &diys :

" He understood the spirit of a composition, ' the tone of time

'

in it, the national genius when it was in any manner colored there-

by, the deepest meaning of the composer. He was criticized for

his readings of Bach, but the more one studies the life, thought,

environment of that master the more one appreciates the legitimacy

of Mr. Thomas's interpretation of him. Outwardly stern and im-

passive, Mr. Thomas had a rare instinct for the sensuous beauty,

the passion and emotional significance of music. He was always

vital, never perfunctory or ' academic," in his work."

In the Springfield Republican we read :

"A curious incomprehension of the position of a conductor ob-

tained in the crude criticism of little more than a generation ago in

this country. It was common then to say that Mr. Thomas was a

violinist who failed, and that he was not a composer at all, and
was in fact nothing save a baton wielder, as if that were nothing.

But as a matter of fact, at that time, when Thomas entered upon
his remarkable career, he had every likelihood of reputation as a

violinist ; but that was to him a small thing compared with the-
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power ot a griat hi^\ri^ intellect, a consummate acquaintance with

all music in its great forms, a subtle and protound knowledge of

the relations and comparisons of composers, and a catholic com-

prehension of every school, so that he became the great and origi-

nal educator of the American public in the esteem of the orchestra,

with its infinite variation and control of the emotion and thought

of men and women."

.Musicians speak also of Mr. Thomas's unsurpassed skill as a

program-maker. Dr. William Mason, a friend and associate,

says: "He brought the art of making programs to perfection by

putting pieces into the right order of sequence, thus avoiding in-

congruities." .And T/ie //K^i'pf/u/cft/' adds: "It was more than

that. His programs had a rounded whole, a complete fitness, and

an independent harmony and contrast of parts which made them

the despair of other conductors." The second volume of his

biography, which is in course of preparation, will consist wholly

of his programs, we are told.

" He paved the way for the American creative musician," says

7'/te Evening Post (New York). " by providing the receptivity and

taste for the art which are a prerequisite of creativeness—the me-

dium for its growth."

DECADENCE OF THE "LOVE INTEREST"
IN MUSIC.

'"P HE "love interest" as an inspirational force, Mr. Lawrence

Gilman tells us, is losing ground with the contemporary

composer, as compared with the music-maker of the immediate

past. There is nothing more curiously significant of the present

estate of creative musical art, he says, than its comparative free-

dom from " those phantasms of sex that have been hovering over

so much of our music during the past century." According to his

finding, music is to-day "metaphysical, mystical, ethnological,

pictorial, in the most immediate sense of the word—a medium for

the paraphrasing and annotating the art of the painter, the fulmi-

nations of philosophy." To emphasize this point, Mr. Gilman

first turns back to the period when the " love interest " was the

dominating note in music. He writes {The Criterion, December)

:

" Since Beethoven first disclosed to music the inexhaustible pos-

sibilities of human experience as an available subject-matter, the

emotion of sex has been, one might almost say. the paramount ele-

ment in the inspirational outfit of the music-maker. Can one recall

the most e.xcellent and characteristic utterances of .Schubert, of

Schumann, of Chopin, of Berlioz, of Liszt, and, finally, of Wag-
ner, and not recognize at once that they are, in their most exquis-

ite moments, just so many variations on that obsessing theme

—

the stimulus of sex? One has only to allege that master evocator

of erotic enchantments, the creator of ' Tristan und Isolde,' of

which he could write to his beloved Mathilde Wesendonk, who
was the inspiration and the cause of it: '

I feel as if I should like

to devote all the rest of my life to this music' Indeed, one might

almost take this, his supreme, his incomparable achievement, as

the type and index of the music of the nineteenth century, in its

most distinguishing aspect. Here, as Mr. Newman has noted, the

last word in sex music has been said. In this magnificent tone

poem— this music which is as ' a singing and soaring tianie '— is

achieved an apotheosis of the erotic, a glorification of the magical

ardors of sex. If this particular element in the substance of ex-

pressive music is capable— as one knows it is—of yielding the most
noble and moving loveliness which the art can command, it has

found its complete proof and justification in this supreme signal

of the genius of Richard Wagner. In ' Tristan ' Wagner exposed,

beyond the possibility of misconception, the dominant emotional

impulse in the music of his century.
" Of his forerunners, Chopin came nearest to a parallel intensity

in the particular region wherein we are placing Wagner's inspi-

ration. The haunting and languorous beauty, the insistent melan-

choly of the febrile Pole—are they not saturated with the color and
mood of sex ? . . . And Schumann, the author of that obvious

autobiography of triumphant love, the D minor symphony ; Schu-
bert . . . whose most piercing tones sang with naive beauty the

romances and tragedies of sex ; Robert Franz, most gentle and
noble of eroticists; Brahms, who chanted with grave ecsta.sy all

the phases of romantic adventure ; Bcrlioe, with iiis huge and fan-

tastic orchestral fervors; Liszt, Raff, Tschaikowsky (to specify

at random)^were not these men, each and all, thrall to the mys-

tery and magic of sexual emotion ?
"

But it will be obvious to the most casual observer of esthetic

affairs, says Mr. Gilman, that the music which is characteristic of

to-day is in a very different case. Its vivifying influence, he

states, are independent, in a singular degree, of the erotic stimu-

lus ; and he continues :

" Its impulses and influences cover a larger territory than music

has ever before attempted to include within its domain ;
and in this

decentralization and ex-

MR. LAWRENCE GILM.AN,

Who tells US that the " love interest " as an
inspirational force is losing ground with the

contemporary composer.

pansion, the ' love in-

terest ' has come to

occupy a distinctly sub-

ordinate position. This

is not by any means to

say that love music— if

we may. for the sake of

brevity, so designate it

—has wholly vanished

from the plane of ap-

preciable things ; but

merely to indicate the

curious fact of its sub-

ordinate place in con-

temporary art. Doubt-

less the song form will

always invite composers
to the lyric utterance of

sexual sentiment ;. and
in the songs of the

modern music-maker

the ' love interest ' is

appropriately operative

and evident. But—and

here is the difference

—

the admirable songs of

to-day, as Strau.ss's,

Mac Do well's, Loef-

fier's, Debussy's (Grieg is an exception), are not the most repre-

sentative expression of their composer's art ; while the contrary

was the case with Franz, .Schumann, and Schubert, whose songs I

have alleged to enforce my argument.
" The vitally characteristic work of the preeminent musicians of

to-day—of Strauss, Debussy, Loeftier, MacDowell, Elgar— is not

largely concerned with the sex element. Strauss, the musical pro-

tagonist of our time, is exploring quite other regions of human ex-

perience for the causal themes of his titanic musical imaginings.

In 'Tod und Verklarung ' it is with spiritual confiict.s and
aspirations of overpowering significance that he is concerned

-^^

'Till Eulenspiegel ' is riotous and exhilarating burlesque; ' Don
Quixote ' embodies the quintessence of philosophical comedy, and
the profoundest humanity ; in ' Also Sprach Zarathustra ' he has
sounded vast spaces, cosmical in their implications :

' Ein Helden-

leben ' is broadly autobiographic—dealing only incidentally, tho

most eloquently, with the sexual element. His ' Symphonia Do-
mestica ' is, of course, merely a brilliant and amusing diversion

;

and even in the early ' Don Juan '—where, surely, one might reason-

ably look for an exfoliation of eroticism—Strauss's interest, as his

prophet Mr. Newman has discerningly remarked, is in an aspect of

the story capable of much more profound and searching treatment

than is usually accorded to the legend ; and the music, as he says, is

clearly not the work of a romanticist, but of a realist and humanist.

"Turning to France', we find Debussy, the foremost represen-

tative of the neo-Gallic group, employing his subtle and luminous

art in the weaving of a colorful mysticism into shapes of impal"

pable and opalescent beauty— a Whistler of composers, tho with

an added vision and intensity. Charles Martin Loefiler, an Ameri-
canized Alsatian and a music-maker of the first order, is, like De-
bussy, a mystic, a m.usical Maeterlinck, who finds in the tragic

symbols of the Belgian poet and the wayward fantasies of Verlaine

and Baudelaire and Kahn a congenial text for his reading of the

beauty, or the terror, or the pathos of life, and its spiritual corol-

laries. Edward MacDowell, the foremost of native American
composers, is a poet of the natural world, a Celtic visionary, a
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dweller in the regions of fairy and enchantment, a bard recount-

ing, in full-throated speech, the heroic splendors of an elder time,

or celebrating the wonder and loveliness of the external world.

And in England there is Sir Edward Elgar, to think of—a musical

.pietist, a mystic of the austerer sort, who has found in Cardinal

Newman's ecstatic and elevated poem,' The Dream of Gerontius,'

the motive for his most impressive and representative achievement

—a work in oratorio form charged at many points with a lofty and

poignant beauty ; or who gives us sheer tonalized theology in his

' Apostles ' ; or landscape and atmosphere in his orchestral rhap-

sody, ' In the South '

; or dehcate fantasy in his recent ' Dream
Children,' after Cha.les Lamb; or—who shall venture to say

what ?— in that amazing decoction which we heard in New York

last winter, a series of variations, to which I have before referred,

depicting the peculiarities of various of Mr. Elgar's personal

friends. Turning to Russia, one might instance Rachmaninoff,

Gluzunoff, Taneyeff."

After pointing out that his argument is not effected by the work

•of such men as Saint-Saens, Massenet, Grieg, Rimski Korsakoff,

and others, who are really " survivals of a musical past," Mr. Gil-

man concludes

:

"
I have indicated what seems to me a singular and most inter-

-esting phase of contemporary musical art—one which would ap-

pear, on the whole, to signalize an admirable tendency. It is

well that the expressional territory of music should be widened.

^But, on the other hand, it is not well that we should fail to appre-

ciate the indispensable office of the authentic romanticiscc in their

capacity as emotional lyrists, who attest for us the imnuitable ap-

peal of that changeless and timeless loveliness which the visible

world of the senses and the invisible world of the imagination are

-ceaselessly revealing."

THE MONSTER IN FICTION.

A WRITER in the London Globe makes a brief survey of the

part played by the abnormal or monstrous in fiction. This

is a dominant element, of course, in the folktales of all countries.

In the stories of the nursery " not only are the laws of time and

space set at naught, but giants and dwarfs, animals and flowers

•dowered with the gift of speech and with powers of transformation,

men and women possessed of occult and wonderfully mysterious

powers, are all familiar features." Even in fiction for grown-ups,

the writer finds, the monstrous plays a conspicuous if not extensive

part. He mentions Victor Hugo's dwarf Quasimodo, the strange

creatures in which Swift embodied his bitter satires in "Gulli-

ver's Travels," Mrs. Shelley's animated monster in " Frankenstein,"

.and the Mr. Hyde of Stevenson's wonderful allegory. He says

.-further

:

" In this connection, one thinks at once of Caliban, the embodi-

ment of all that is gross and earthy, presented in semihuman form.

Coleridge describes him as having' the dawnings of understanding

without reason or the moral sense ; and in him, as in some brute

animals, this advance to the intellectual faculties, without the

moral sense, is marked by the appearance of vice !
' But the mon-

sters of poetry and arama form a class apart from those of fiction.

In FlaulDert's ' Tentations de St. Antoine ' are to be found mon-

sters in plenty. Among them are strange creatures with half the

usual complement of eyes, cheeks, and hands, a great red Hon with

a human figure and three rows of teeth, and other prodigies of the

same kind. But these grotesques are not very impressive. Much
more horrible are the creatures whom Mr. Wells has depicted in

that dream of horror, the ' Island of Dr. Moreau '-half-human

creatures produced by skilled vivisection, transfusion, and other

arts of the laboratory and torture-chamber. It is one of the grim-

• mest of short stories, but a product of undoubted genius."

We read again :

" Another form which the appearance of the abnormal takes in

literary fiction is in the strange characteristics attributed to cer-

tain characters. In this class three figures stand out prominently.

The first of the three, in point of time, is Elsie Venner, the heroine

•of Oliver Wendell Holmes's romance of that name. Of the doc-

tor's ' medicated novels,' as some one once happily called them,
"' Elsie Venner ' is easily the best, and the study of the strange

prenatal influence which so affected the whole of Elsie's short life

is of the greatest interest, altho the idea on which it is based is not
a little repulsive. The second outstanding example of this class

of character is also from an American hand— the remarkable study

of Donatello in Hawthorne's ' Marble Faun,' or, as it is more
usually (and unmeaningly) called on this side of the Atlantic,
' Transformation.' No figure in Hawthorne's wonderful gallery is

more carefully wrought in every detail than this strange being,

with the ever-present suggestion of the woodland faun, whose early

innocence of the knowledge of evil is so soon overshadowed by the

real tragedy that life brings him. Donatello is the innocent ani-

mal in whom the soul is awakened or born through the mediums of

trouble and sin ; and, as Miriam says, ' comes back to his original

self, with an inestimable treasure of improvement won from an
experience of pain.' The third example of the character in fiction

with abnormal characteristics, which is well known to readers, is

of a rather different kind, and need not detain us. We mean
Svengali, in ' Trilby,' with his power of hypnotic suggestion and
control of iiis victim."

ROOSEVELT AS A MAN OF LETTERS.

PROF. MAURICE FRANCIS EGAN, who fills the chair of

English literature in the Catholic University, Washington,

discovers in President Roosevelt " the new type of the man of let-

ters— a type which is so virile, so energetic, so vivid, that the

academic man and the dilettante are startled and even shocked by

it, for it forces them to try to find a more exact term as a substi-

tute for that shrunken word ' literature.' " When Professor Egan
first met Mr. Roosevelt, having read his " Life of Cromwell" and
" The Strenuous Life," his impression was, " Here is a man of let-

ters in love with life." But when he came to know the man and

his books better, he said :
" Here is a man who loves life so well

that he must give the best he finds in life to his fellow men."

"His books," says Professor Egan, "are personal expressions,

experience, thought, mood— in a word, temperament—written in

accordance with the conventions of his time." We read further (in

Men and Women, January), in regard to his " Life of Cromwell " :

" In ' Cromwell ' Mr. Roosevelt sees a momentous epoch with

eyes that have viewed the results of the epoch in all their aspects.

The conclusions of the academic historian do not seem to concern

him ; he goes at the kernel of the causes of things in his own way :

he sees events in their relation to one another from the point of

view of a man without prejudices. ' I was shocked when I first

read Mr. Roosevelt's "Cromwell," a distinguished Oxford man
said; ' Oliver Cromwell was a new being in that book ; but when
I analyzed my feeling, I found that my disapproval was entirely

due to the fact that my traditions had been rather roughly, if un-

consciously, brushed aside, and I read it a second time with great

profit and some pleasure. No Englishman could have done it and

no Englishman could have attempted to give so essent'ally a mod-
ern view of Cromwell's times without the affectation of making a

discovery.'
"

Simplicity and directness, says Professor Egan, are " the values

that make the attraction of his written style so poignant " ; ana he

continues

:

" Le style c'est Vho)nnie ; and to hear him talk is to feel that, with

added maturity and unequaled experience, he will yet do great

things in letters. It is a reasonable censure of state papers that

they are inhuman and, therefore, unreadable except to the tech-

nical-minded. And we remember that one of Anthony Trollope's

causes for congratulating himself, in his ' Autobiography,' on his

success as a post-office inspector is that he made his reports lit-

erature. Mr. Roosevelt's state papers are literature in the sense

that they are personal, written to be read by men who ought to

have an interest in discovering the cause of events in order to turn

them to good."

In reading Mr. Roosevelt's books, including the " Presidential

Addresses and State Papers," one sees, says Professor Egan, that

there is growth with every new utterance ; and this fact, continues

the professor, makes it peculiarly difficult to define his place and

importance in the world of letters.
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SCIENCE AND INVENTION,

THE BODILY HEAT OF INSECTS.

'T~^HAT even an insect has some bodily heat, and tliat its resist-

^ ing power to outside temperature, wiiether high or low, is

quite remarkable— even inexplicable— is asserted by M. A.

Acloque in an article on the subject contributed to Cosmos (Paris,

December lo). The writer summarizes considerable recent ob-

servation on the subject as well as the work of some older in-

vestigators. Rewrites:

" Do insects produce any heat by the working of their organism .''

It is quite generally understood that these invertebrates, like other
' cold-blooded ' creatures, have no temperature of their own, and

that they put themselves in equilibrium with the surrounding fluid

—air or water. Their size renders direct observation very deli-

cate, so that it is difficult either to confirm or to disprove this ; but

the history of entomology records several experiments that tend to

show that it is not exact in all cases. It is, besides this, difficult

to see why all organic work should not be accompanied by a pro-

duction of heat, at any rate by a very small one
" Inch saw a Fahrenheit thermometer rise five degrees in a glass

vase full of Lytta vesicatoria and seven degrees in an anthill,

Swammerdam and Reaumur observed that the temperature of

beehives keeps above that of the exterior air in winter. . . . Ac-
cording to Huber, who repeated these observations, this temper-

ature is nearly constant at 25' Reaumur [SS' F.]. When the bees

in the glass hives used by

HIBERNATING BUTTERFLY.

Vanessa atalanta.

Reaumur in his obser\-a-

tions were agitated they

caused their wings to vi-

brate with great rapidity,

and the interior heat then

increased to such a point

that the walls became
very hot ; often even the

wax melted.
" Doubtless we may at-

tribute part of the high

temperature of beehives

to the fermentation of the

contents; but their in-

mates must contribute

also to produce it, since

it increases when they are in motion. This production of heat is

no doubt a consequence of respiration, which is more frequent

and more intense when the bees are agitated
" However this may be, we may say that the heat given off indi-

vidually by the insects is always very slight. They confirm the

general law announced by F. Edwards, according to which living

creatures resist cold better as their ability to give off heat is

slighter. According to Spallanzani, the caterpillars of the Pieris

brassica cease to absorb oxygen at i' R. [34' F.] and stiffen at

— 2.5' [27' F.]; the chrysalides of the same species cease to

breathe at 4 [41 F.]. According to Carlisle, the Coleoptera
move about with difficulty at 36 F. and at 34° they are quite

stupefied; below this their muscles no longer act and they have
lost all excitability. But it is especially in the states of egg, larva,

and nymph that insects are able to bear cold, and experiments
along this line show that it is fallacious to believe that they are

destroyed by a severe winter
" We should not. however, consider the point of congelation as

the extreme limit of cold that larva; or grubs can bear without
dying; they do not necessarily die, in fact, even when turned into

bits of ice. Lacordaire reports a very curious fact that he ob-

served in the caterpillars of the genus Leiicaiiiaj these were
frozen so hard that they were brittle and made a metaUic sound
when dropped into a glass. Nevertheless nearly all went through
their metamorphosis normally in the spring and turned into butter-

flies at the usual time. De Geer has seen caterpillars return to

life after having been enclosed for some time in a block of ice.

"This resistance to cold explains how we can find insects in re-

gions very near the pole, and why the rigors of our own winters

do them little injury. Certain species, and in particular some lepi-

doptera, hatch out only in winter. Insects have each year a period
of enfeebled life, which they undergo in all of their different stages

;

HIBERNATING BUTTERFLY.

Rhodocera rhamni.

but the phenomenon of hibernation is more properly attributed to

those that become torpid in the adult stage during the bad season.

This is not entirely due to fall of temperature; we often see insects

that go through it seeking their winter shelter long before the cold
is severe enough to affect them ; and remaining there in spring.

when the warmer sun has

already made them able

to move. Some diurnal

lepidoptera, . . . issue

from their chrysalides

about the middle of the

month of August, an
epoch when the heat is

usually very great, and al-

most at once fall into a

lethargy, from which they

do not wake until the fol-

lowing spring, in weather
that is not nearly so warm.

" Insects in general bear

heat as well as cold.

Kirby and Spence affirm

that they have seen them return to life after immersion in>

boiling water. Hydrocanthars have been found living in hot
springs at a very high temperature. The melasomes, inhabitants

of the most arid regions of the globe, can live on the surface of

sand under the ceaseless rays of a vertical sun. In Brazil and
Cayenne termites' nests are frequently found with tlie surface so
burning hot that the hand can not be borne on it, and nevertheless
the galleries near the surface are full of insects in activity. The
cause of such resistance to heat and cold does not appear, in the

present state of our knowledge."

—

Tianslation madefor IlWIl Lit-
erary Digest.

HOW TO KILL A LOBSTER.
""

I ^ H E cruelty involved in boiling lobsters alive is usually re-

-* garded as unavoidable. This is by no means the ca.se, ac-

cording to Our Animal Friends, which produces, in support of its-

contention, a brief article by Dr. Austin Flint, embodying direc-

tions how to kill a lobster almost instantly with a sharp knife.

According to the writer in Our Animal Friends, however, the

restaurant-keepers who advertise " broiled live lobster" are not as

cruel as they seem, since they invariably split the lobster first,

thus putting an end to its hfe at once. Says this writer:

"A writer in one of the London papers has been shocking the

public with a discourse upon the shameful cruelty involved in

broiling live lobsters. He describes the manner in which this hor-

rible cruelty is practised, the lobster's claws being so fastened as
to make him helpless, and the wretched creature being then held

down, while still alive, over the broiler, until it died of the torture,.

HOW TO KILL A CRAB.

Courtesy of Our Ani7>ial Friends.

after which the cooking was comfortably finished. The writer

bitterly condemns the restaurant proprietors by whom this cruelty

is practised and the public which encourages the practise by call-

ing for ' broiled live lobster.

'

"Judging from an experience which is by no means rare, we
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Courtesy of The Scientific American (New York).

shall expect shortly to see some other crank rushing into the New
York papers with a similar story and with the same condemnation

of the restaurateurs and the public. Therefore we take time by

the forelock, and hasten to assure the citizens of New York that

the English writer must have been drawing very largely on a too

vivid imagination. The fact is that lobsters are never cooked in the

manner he describes. What the restaurant-keepers describe as a

' broiled live lobster" is not a lobster that is broiled alive. The
lobster is alive when the cook takes it in hand, but it is perfectly

^ dead before its car-

cass is laid on the

broiler. It is split

from end to end

with a cleaver, and

its death is abso-

lutely instantane-

ous, the cleaver
passing directly

through the vital

organ, so that life

and sensation are

instantly destroyed.

It is needless to say

that tiiere can be

no cruelty in the

subsequent broil-

ing of the two parts

of the dead lobster.

" Thus it appears

that there is no

cruelty whatever in

the preparation of

what is incorrectly

called the broiled

live lobster. On
the contrary, this

process is very

much less cruel
than that of plung-

ing the living lobster into boiling water. It is that atrocious style

of cookery that ought to be condemned and stopped wherever it is

practised. There is no reason in the world why it should ever be

committed, for the lobster can be killed instantaneously and al-

most, if not quite, painlessly, with very little trouble. All that is

necessary is to drive a skewer or any sharp instrument at the point

indicated in the illustration herewith published. At that point of

its anatomy is situated the vital ganglion which is described by Dr.

Austin Flint in the brief statement herewith printed. The moment
that ganglion is punctured the lobster dies. For that reason, every

humane person will see that lobsters or crabs which are boiled in

his kitchen shall be mercifully killed before they are boiled, instead

of being cruelly and wickedly, and quite needlessly, boiled to

-death."

Dr. Flint's article, above alluded to, runs as follows:

" The only part of the nervous system of the lobster that may be

capable of sensory impressions that are known as pain is in the

supra-esophageal ganglion. This ganglion gives off the optic

nerves, the motor nerves of the eyes, and nerves to the anterior

antennas. It is easy in a few seconds to break up this ganglion in

a lobster or crab; and it is then certain that the animal has been

rendered insensible to boiling water or the splitting and broiling in

the preparation of the so-called ' broiled live lobster.'

" In the immature lobster, which is never used for food, each

somite (segment) has a pair of nerve-ganglia, which are distinct

until the animal arrives at full development ; but in the adult lob-

ster, the three anterior pairs are fused into a nervous mass of con-

siderable size, that may be called a brain. This nerve-center is

situated in front of the mouth and gullet, and it is called the supra-

esophageal ganglion.

"In crabs there are two connected masses of nervous matter:

The anterior mass, or ganglion, corresponds to the supra-esopha-

geal ganglion of lobsters, and gives off nerves to the eyes and to

the anterior parts ; the thoracic ganglion, which is the larger, gives

off nerves to other parts. It may be assumed that the supra-

esophageal ganglion corresponds to the brain of animals higher in

the scale.

" It is not difficult to destroy instantly the brain of a lobster or

crab and produce insensibility to pain. In a lobster, taking the

eye-stems as a guide, a sharp-pointed kitchen knife or a sharp ice-

pick may be thrust through the head at the point where two lines

following the direction of the stems would meet. A lobster treated

in this way becomes motionless, excepting insignificant reflex acts.

Crabs may be killed in practically the same way. The eye-stems

of crabs arc nearly in a line with each other; and the brain may
be destroyed by transfixing the head at about their point of junc-

tion. The succeeding reflex movements, however, are more vio-

lent and persistent than in the lobster. It is not difficult, there-

fore, to kill instantly lobsters or crabs before preparing them for

food."

A NOVEL WATER-WHEEL.
UNDER this head an improved form of overshot wheel, in-

vented by l-virchbach, a German mechanician, is described

in The Scientijic A>nerican (January 14) by Dr. Alfred Gradenwitz.

He notes, to begin with, that altho the ordinary overshot wheel is a

very simple device, having been designed long before the art of

machine construction had reached any degree of perfection, its

efficiency has been equaled only by a few complicated and expen-

sive contrivances, such as Francis turbines, Pelton wheels, etc.

He goes on to say :

"There are, however, three drawbacks in ordinary overshot

wheels: First, the impact of the water, as it rushes in rapidly, can

not be sustained and utilized adequately, the inflow tending to

force the water accumulated in the wheel out of its buckets. (It

should be borne in mind also that the water-jet strikes only the

upper edge of the bucket, splashing above the wheel.) Second,

the wheel is filled before beginning its revolution up to only a

quarter of its entire capacity, as, at the level of the axle, the water

necessarily falls out of the buckets. Third, the wheel during its

revolution loses too early the weight of the water accumulated.

Prof. Frank Kirchbach, of Munich, Ciermany, has tried to obviate

these three objectionable features in his ' hydrovolve,' thus in-

creasing the efficiency of water-wheels and opening new fields for

the utilization of hydraulic power.

"The hydrovolve, as shown in the drawing, has two sets of

buckets, spaced apart by a narrow channel and so arranged that

the overflow of the inner set of buckets will pour down the channel,

THE HVDKOLOCOMOTIVE ON ITS TRACK.

Courtesy of The Scientific Avierican (New York).

filling the outer set of buckets. This arrangement results in half

of the rim being loaded so as to impart to the wheel a high start-

ing torque. After the wheel has once commenced its revolution,

the amount of impact water can be so increased as to fill the

Inickets nearly up to the outer edge, when the surplus water instead

of being lost always flows inward. The capacity is thus far greater
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At points where depths end in arrows the soundings were not taken in center but on side of the valley. A, E, B, C, D, location of cross sectfens, E is situated

four miles above B. Soundings given in feet. Abrupt steps of 400 and 500 feet respectively are found to occur in the gradient just above depths of 1662 and 2292

foot soundings.
Courtesy of The American Journal 0/ Science {'Sew WsiVtn^ Conn.).

than with overshot wheels, where the buckets should best be filled

only to one-third of their capacity lest the water be lost too early.

"The operation of the hydrovolve is as follows: First, the live

force of the water is projected against the curved inner surfaces of

the buckets, the water being deviated downward, and the detri-

mental back impetus being avoided as in the I'elton wheel. The
impact obviously decreases as the peripheral speed augments.

The second action is due to the action of gravity, which produces

an accelerated motion of the buckets and the passage of the water

through the overflow channels. There is further a considerable

reaction caused by the water leaving the inner bucket over the

outer buckets. As the water on leaving the wheel must have given

off the whole of its speed, issuing in a direction diametrically op-

posite to the inflow, all its capacity of work has been absorbed by

the wheel. It should be mentioned in this connection that witli

ordinary water-wheels and turbines the foaming water that issues

gives evidence of the amount of energy still contained in the out-

flowing water, while with the hydrovolve the lower water level in

front of the wheel remains practically quiet.

"Small hydrovolves (50 centimeters in diameter and 30 centi-

meters in width) may be connected to the water-mains so as to

serve for driving sewing-machines, ventilating-fans, and the like.

In the design of the hydrovolve the well-known hydraulic formulae

have to be used. It is claimed that upward of 90 per cent, effi-

ciency is derived from the theoretical force as calculated from the

diameter of the wheel (//) and the amount of water per second (q),

being equal to 4^//, while a furtlier improvement of the efficiency is

derived from the impulse due to the speed of the water which is

allowed to act fully."

The inventor, to illustrate the efficiency of this form of water

motor, has adapted it to a locomotive, as shown in the illustration.

The wheel is supplied with water, through a siphon, from an ele-

vated trough by the side of the track. It is scarcely to be sup-

posed, however, that the device is intended to be more than a

curious toy.

A GREAT SUBMARINE CANON NEAR NEW
YORK.

THAT the mouth of the Hudson was once many miles beyond

New York, and that its channel may be traced by soundings

to the edge of the great continental " shelf " which roughly parallels

our Atlantic coast and which is only the ancient coast line sub-

merged by slow subsidence—these are facts known to every stu-

dent of geolog}-. But the state of the case, and especially the

great depth of the gorge through which the river once made its

way seaward, is brought out with unusual clearness in a recent

article contributed by Dr. J. W. Spencer to T/te American Jour-

nal of Science {January). It is hard for New Yorkers to realize

that the ocean waves over which one gazes from the Coney Island

beach hide a great sinuous chasm into which Mount Washington

might be cast, with room on top for quite a respectable Catskill

peak. This, however, is the simple truth. This submarine valley.

Dr. Spencer tells us, was discovered during the early work of the

United States coast survey, but Prof. J. D. Dana of Yale was the

first to recognize it as the old bed of the Hudson. Subsequent

measurements and discussions by Lindenkohl, Upham, Dana, and

the author established its great size and importance. Says Dr.

Spencer

:

" In 1885 Prof. A. Lindenkohl discovered the channel suddenly

transformed into a cafion near the continental border, reaching to

a depth of 2,400 feet below the surface of submerged plain, which
is here about 400 feet beneath sea-level. Ikit near the then known
mouth there appeared a great bar. In 1897 I pointed out that the

channel was traceable to great depths, which is now proved. A
sounding was made near the supposed bar, which has proved to be
only a measurement taken on the side of a deep cafion with a pre-

cipitous wall. Tlien four miles beyond this point, against another

lateral bank, a further sounding reaches to 4,800 feet, revealing a

cafion 3,800 feet in depth, where
the continental shelf is not sub-

merged more than i.ooo feet.

High up on the sides the gorge

here is less than two miles wide,

but the incision of the outer

cafion into the shelf has a

breadth of four miles. At its

head the cafion begins in an
amphitheater, having a descent

from 330 feet to i.ioo feet in the

distance of about a mile. Two
more steps of 400 and 500 feet

respectively follow. Again, be-

tween 27 and 31 miles below its

head, there is another great step

of 2.000 feet to the depth of

4,800 feet mentioned. And the

gradient below is probably by
other great steps. This is just

beyond the border of the sub-

marine plain and shows the

caiion with a depth of 3,800

feet. The caiion is double, a

second or more sinuous gorge

traverses the outer. A little

farther on is a tributar\- head-

ing in a cove. At 42 miles the

canon begins to widen into a

valley, which at 48 miles has a

precipitous wall of 2,000 feet in

height. The valley opens into

an embayment or wider valley

which also receives that from
the Connecticut, now discovered

to a depth of about 6,000 feet

for the first time, but without

details to describe its form. In

cutting through the continental

bench, at 3,000-3,500 feet be-

neath sea-level, the floor of the

cafion is between 6.000 and 7,000

feet below the surface of the

ocean. The valley is continu-

ous to a point 71 miles from the head of the gorge and where it

is recognizable at a depth of about 9,000 feet.

That the " Hudsonian caiion" is merely the old river-bed, now

submerged by continental sinking. Dr. Spencer thinks beyond dis-

pute, Hypoiheses that it was dug out by glaciers while still below

water, that it marks the line of a " fault "or great split in the rocky

bed of the ocean, or that it was excavated by a submarine current,

he rejects, giving his reasons in each instance. He concludes

:

"This is following out the lines of Dana, Lindenkohl, and otiier

students of the submarine channel, in that they considered it a

7 atiL£3

Fig. 2.—Cross sections located at A,
E, B, C, D, in longitudinal sections.

Their position on map corresponds to

similar depths, in feet, there shown.

E (at a point four miles above B) and
C show the double character of the

cafion.

Courtesy of T/ze American Journal 0/
Science (New Haven, Conn.).
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drowned land valley. I have analyzed every other known possible

cause of its origin. So great are the probabilities and so long

have these been accepted unquestioned, that very strong proof

would be required to modify this view.

"The period of the great elevation has been found to coincide

with that of the early Pleistocene. Since then there has been a

subsidence to somewhat below the present level, followed by a

reelevation of 250 feet as seen in the shallow channels of the shelf.

With other minor changes, the region is now sinking at the rate of

two feet a century.

"This caiion feature at our door corroborates the great changes

of level worked out most extensively by Hull of Britain, Nansen
of Norway, and myself here and in the West Indies, following

methods which the father of geography, Prof. J. P. Lesley, pre-

dicted in 188S ' must throw light on the whole subject of elevation

and subsidence, as applicable to the entire area of the United

States.'"

T
AN EARLY USE OF THE PROPELLER.

HAT the use of the screw-propeller as a substitute for sculls

or paddles in the propulsion of boats had been known and

experimented upon at least a third of a century prior to the time

ordinarily assigned for its invention, has been brought out by the

publication in the Ithaca Daily News (December 10, 1904) of a

letter written by one Robert Kase, Jr., of Hoboken, N. J., and

dated November 16, 1805, which has just come to light among

some old papers now in the possession of a resident of Ithaca, who

is a grandson of the writer. After describing some tests of sculls

attached to the stern of a boat and driven by a steam-engine, which

were unsuccessful on account of insufficient boiler-power, the writer

of the letter states his faith in the superiority of a propeller in the

following words

:

" You may recollect the description I gave you when I first had
the pleasure of seeing you at Hoboken. To the extremity of an
axis, passing nearly in a horizontal position through the stern of

the boat, is fixed a number of arms with wings like those of a wind-

mill or smokejack.
" These arms are made capable of ready adjustment, so that the

most advantageous obliquity of their angle may be attained after

a few trials. The principle of an oblique stroke is the same here

as in the scull— but the continuity of movement in the wings gives

them great advantage over the alternation in the sculls, both in the

loss of time and in the resistance of the fluid in the change of mo-
tion. . . . It is absolutely necessary to have at least two, revolving

in opposite directions, to prevent the tendency to rotation which a

single wheel gives to a boat. Since you were here I have made a

fair experiment on the wheel compared with ours.

"Two men were placed at two cranks, by which a wheel in the

stern of the boat was turned. With a stop-watch the time of pass-

ing over a given distance was precisely ascertained. After making
a sufficient number of trials, the wheel was taken off and the same
men furnished with oars.

" The result of repeated trials was a few seconds in favor of the

wheel. It is unnecessary to observe that the wheel must have

worked to much disadvantage."

OUR LACK OF HONORS IN SCIENCE.

ALTHO the prizes for scientific achievement bestowed yearly

under the large bequest of Alfred Nobel, the Swedish in-

ventor, have now been awarded for several years, and altho they

may be given to citizens of any nation, none has yet been taken by

an American. This, according to an editorial writer in The West-

ern Electrician (Chicago), is due to the fact that comparatively

little of the class of original work honored by these awards has

been done in the United States. He goes on to say

:

"The quantity of research work in this country is, it must be ad-

mitted, small when compared with that of European nations. For
instance, England has been granted two of this year's prizes, that

for physics to Lord Rayleigh, and the one in chemistry going to

Sir William Ramsay. No one in the United States can quarrel

with these names surely. Lord Rayleigh was senior wrangler at

Cambridge in 1S65, since when, by experimental and mathematical
research, he has been a constant contributor to scientific progress.

As one of our English contemporaries remarks, he is one of the
greatest living authorities on acoustics, his 'Theory of Sound'
[1877] being still a standard work. His best-known and perhaps
most valuable discovery was the finding of argon in the atmosphere
a decade ago. P)y a most refined chemical investigation, in the-

later stages of which he was associated with the other Nobel prize-

winner. Sir William Ramsay, he demonstrated the existence of an
inert gas, which was added to the list of elements under the name
of argon. It is announced that Lord Rayleigh will present the

value of the Nobel prize (about $39,000) to his alma mater. Sir

William Ramsay has been the recipient of almost every medal and
honor conferred by scientific bodies. Educated at Glasgow and
Tiibingen, he became successively principal of University College,

Bristol, and professor of chemistry at University College, London.
He followed up the discovery of argon first by the detection o£
helium in the mineral clevite, and then his skilful investigations,,

assisted by Dr. Travers, resulted in the detection of three new
gases in our atmosphere—krypton, meon, and xenon—the experi-

mental work leading to these results ranking with the most refined

ever carried out. Recently Sir William and Mr. Soddy have
demonstrated that the ultimate residue of the disintegration of

radium is helium.
" This is the kind of work the world can well afford to honor.

Mere of it is being done in this country, year by year, at the great

universities and through the agency of such bodies as that most
promising foundation, the Carnegie Institution. It will not be
long, we confidently predict, before a greater proportion of the dis-

coveries in pure science will be credited to the United States."

SCIENCE BREVITIES.

"The discovery of a means of metamorphosing radishes into potatoes has
been made in so solemn a place as the Academy of Sciences, Paris," says Th^
American Inventor. " M. MolHard takes a very young radish, ' Pasteurizes' it

in a certain way, and it grows up into a fine potatoe. More scientifically, the

yoimg radish is cultivated in a glass retort, after a process invented by Pasteur,

in a concentrated solution of glucose. Starch then develops plentifully in the

cells of the radish, which swells out. loses its pepperiness,and acquires practically

the consistence, flavor, and especially the nutritive properties of the potato."

" To enlist rats in the construction of telephone systems may sound empirical

to the electrical engineer, but we have it on the authority of Soiind Waves that

the familiar pest has been found a valuable assistant in this work," says T/ie

Scientific American Sitppleme)it. " To stimulate, however, it is necessary to

introduce his traditional enemy the ferret. Then the process is simple. The
subterranean tubes for the reception of the cables having been laid, a rat is let

loose at the starting-point. Having run a little way, a trained ferret, with a

string to his leg, is turned in after him. The tubes run into manholes at inter-

vals, and the rat, furtively glancing back, sees the glaring eyes of his arch-foe

rapidly approaching. By the end of the section of tube the rat is either over-

taken or falls into the manhole, and then another rat is requisitioned to run the

next block. At the end of each section the string is removed from the ferret's

leg, and a small rope, which is then attached to the other end of the string, is

hauled through."

Scientific men are somewhat nonplussed by the recent investigations of Dr.

Korosy, a Hungarian physiologist, which point unmistakably to the intellectual

superiority of girls, even as regards proficiency in arithmetic, a subject usually

regarded as the special prerogative of boys. Says a writer in The Lancet (Lon-

don): "The vulnerable features of these statistics, if, indeed, inferences drawn
from the intellectual capacity of the girl can be applied to that of the grown
woman, is that they refer to a period of life which both in boys and girls is sub-

ject to disturbances, sexual and otherwise. These disturbances are so funda-

mentally bound up with the general development of the organism, intellectual

and organic, that it beliooves us to be particularly careful in making any sort of a.

comparison between the two sexes. The unexplained factors which apparently

conduce to a form of intellectual precocity in girls, taken in conjunction with the

biological tendency for the establishment of an inverse relationship between the

rate of organic development and the duration of a physiologically useful life,^

may offer some explanation of the fact that nearly the whole work of human
progress can be traced to the maturer activities of the male and not of the female

intellect."

An interesting theory of the mechanism by which the direction of incident

light is perceived by plants has been put forward by G. Haberlandt, a German
botanist. Says Nature (December S): " He believes that the epidermic cells

are, so to speak, the eyes of the plant. Thus, according to his view, when light

strikes a leaf at right angles to the surface it results, from the plano-convex fornv

of the epidermic cells, tliat the inner wall of each cell is illuminated more brightly

in the center than at the periphery. This makes it possible for the leaf to orien-

tate itself in regard to light. Thus, suppose the ijlant to be moved so that the

light now strikes the leaf obliquely, the bright patches of liglit on the inner cell-

walls will no longer be central. This change may be believed to constitute a

stimulus calling forth a curvature of the leaf stalk by which tlie leaf is brought

again to its normal position at right angles to the incident light. Thus the leaf

moves when the bright patch is not central, and comes to rest when each of its

epidermic cells is centrally illuminated."
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THE RELIGIOUS WORLD.

SIR OLIVER LODGE ON PRAYER AND
MIRACLES.

SIR OLIVER LODGE, the eminent British scientist wl\ose ut-

terances on various topics of religious beliel and dogma have

of late attracted wide attention, contributes to The Coiitempoiary

Revie-w (December) a discussion of miracles and the efficacy of

prayer. The spirit of criticism in which he approaches these sub-

jects is constructive rather than destructive. His general attitude

is indicated by the following .sentence :
" .Most men are aware that

it is a sign of unbalanced judgment to con-

clude, on the strength of a few momentous

discoveries, that the whole structure of re-

ligious belief, built up through the ages

by the developing human race from fun-

damental emotions and instincts and ex-

periences, is unsubstantial and insecure."

About a quarter of a century ago. he re-

minds us, a few of the "less considerate"

men of science instituted " a kind of jubi-

lant rat-hunt under the venerable theologi-

cal edifice." Altho the exploration had

unpleasant features, " its results have been

purifying and healthful, and the perma-

nent substratum of fact will in due time be

cleared of the decaying refuse of cen-

turies."

The present significant attitude of such

liberal scientists as Sir Oliver is defined in

the following paragraph :

"Assertions are made concerning ma-
terial facts in the name of religion ; these

science is bound to criticize. Testimony

is borne to inner personal experience ; on

that physical science does well to be silent.

Nevertheless many of us are impressed

with the conviction that everything in the

universe may become intelligible if we go
the right way to work ; and so we are com-
ing to recognize, on the one hand, that

every system of truth must be intimately

connected with every other, and that this

connection will constitute a trustworthy

support as soon as it is revealed by the

progress of knowledge ; and on the other

hand, that the extensive foundation of truth

now being laid by scientific workers will

ultimately support a gorgeous building of

esthetic feeling and religious faith."

Turning to the connected subjects, the

possibility of the miraculous and the efficacy of prayer, Sir Oliver

reduces the question to two main issues which he states as follows :

1. Are we to believe in irrefragable law?

2. Are we to believe in spiritual guidance?

He goes on to say :

"So far as I conceive my present mission, it is to urge that the

two beliefs are not inconsistent with each other, and that we may
and should contemplate and gradually feel our way toward accept-

ing both, (i) We must realize that the Whole is a single undevi-

ating law-saturated cosmos
; (2) but we must also realize that the

Whole consists not of matter and motion alone, nor yet of spirit and
will alone, but of both and all ; and we must even yet further, and
enormously, enlarge our conception of what the Whole contains.

" Scientific men have preached the first of these desiderata, but
have been liable to take a narrow view regarding the second.
Keenly alive to law. and knowledge, and material fact, they have
been occasionally blind to art^ to emotion, to poetry, and to the

SIR OLIVER LODGE,

The eminent British scientist, wliose utterances on re

ligioiis topics have attracted wide attention.

higher mental and spiritual environment which inspires and glori-

fies the realm of knowledge.
" The temptation of religious men has also lain in the direction

of too narrow an exclusiveness, for they have been so occupied

with their own conceptions of the fulness of things that they have
failed to grasp what is meant by the first of the above require-

ments ; they have allowed the emotional content to overpower the

intellectual, and have too often ignored, disliked, and practically

rejected an integral portion of the scheme—appearing to desire,

what no one] can really wish for, a world of uncertainty and ca-

price, where effects can be produced without adequate cause, and
where the connection of antecedent and consequent can be arbi-

trarily dislocated
" liut to those who are able to combine the acceptance of both

the above faiths, prayer is part of the

orderly cosmos, and may be an efficient

portion of the guiding and controlling will;

somewhat as the desire of the inhabitants

of a town for a civic improvement may be

a part of the agency which ultimately

brings it about, no matter whether the

city be representatively or autocratically

governed.

"The two beliefs can not be logically

and effectively combined by those who
think of themselves as .something detached

from and outside the cosmos, operating on

it externally and seeking to modify its man-
ifestations by vain petitions addressed to

a system of ordered force. To such per-

sons the above propositions must seem
contradictory or mutually exclusive. But
if we can grasp the idea that we ourselves

are an intimate part of the whole scheme,
that our wishes and desires are a part of

the controlling and guiding will—then our

mental action can not but be efficient, if we
exercise it in accordance with the highest

and truest laws of our being

"Miracles lie all around us: only they

are not miraculous. Special providences

envelop us : only they are not special.

Prayer is a means of communication as

natural and as simple as is speech.
" Realize that you are part of a great,

orderly, and mutually helpful cosmos, that

you are not stranded or isolated in a for-

eign universe, but that you are part of it

and closely akin to it; and your sense of

sympathy will be enlarged, your power of

free communication will be opened, and
the heartfelt aspiration and communion
and petition that we call prayer will come
as easily and as naturally as converse with

those human friends and relations whose
visible bodily presence gladdens and en-

riches your present life."

Sir Oliver concludes his paper with the

following paragraphs, which briefly summarize his views

:

" The atmosphere of religion should be recognized as enveloping

and permeating everything; it should not be specially or exclu-

sively sought as an emanation from signs and wonders. Strange

and ultranormal things may happen, and are well worthy of study,

but they are not to be regarded as especially holy. Some of them
may represent either extension or survival of human faculty, while

others may be an inevitable endowment or attribute of a sufficient-

ly lofty character; but none of them can be accepted without in-

vestigation. Testimony concerning such things is to be treated in

a skeptical and yet open-minded spirit; the results of theory and

experiment are to be utilized, as in any other branch of natural

knowledge ; and indiscriminate dogmatic rejection is as inappro-

priate as wholesale uncritical acceptance.
" The bearing on the hopes and fears of humanity of such un-

usual facts as can be verified may be considerable, but they bear

no exceptional witness to guidance and control. Guidance and

control, if admitted at all, must be regarded as constant and
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continuous; and it is just this uniform cliaracter that makes them

so difficult to recognize. It is alwajs difficult to perceive or appre-

hend anything which is perfectly regular and continuous. Those
ii.sh, for instance, which are submerged in ocean depths, beyond

the reach of waves and tides, are probably utterly unconscious of

the existence of water; and. however intelligent, they can have

but little reason to believe in that medium, notwithstanding that

their whole being, life, and motion, is dependent upon it from in-

stant to instant. The motion of the earth, again, furious rush tho

it is^fifty times faster than a cannon-ball— is quite inappreciable

to our senses ; it has to be inferred from celestial observations,

and it was strenuously disbelieved by the agnostics of an earlier

day.

"Uniformity is always difficult to grasp; our senses are not

made for it. and yet it is characteristic of everything that is most

efficient; jerks and jolts are easy to appreciate, but they do not

conduce to progress. Steady motion is what conveys us on our

way. collisions are but a retarding influence. The sefeker after

miracle, in the exceptional and narrow or exclusive sense, is pining

for a catastrophe; the investigator of miracle, in the continuous

and broad or comprehensive sense, has the universe for a labora-

tory."

"SAINT JOAN OF ARC."

7^ HIS year Joan of Arc passed the second stage of her canoni-

zation (see The Literary Digest. February 6. 1904) at

the hands of the church by whose inquisition she was condemned

as heretical nearly five centuries ago. Within the last few weeks

a Paris professor, who in his lecture-room attacked her character,

was removed by the Government, under pressure of popular indig-

nation. Still more recently a socialist leader in the French cham-

ber of deputies was compelled to fight a duel for the same offense.

But even more interesting than these popular and patriotic tributes

to the Maid of Domremy is one which comes from the pen of

a distinguished American. In Harper's Magazijie (December)

Mark Twain resurrects for us this wonderful peasant maid as "a

very good, very brave, very strong, very simple, very sweet girl,

and a great genius unaccounted for. apparently, by any rational-

istic explanation of her efflorescence in an unsympathetic time and

a sodden environment." For the facts of her life Mark Twain

draws upon the sworn testimony so minutely set down in the offi-

cial record of the " Trials and Rehabilitation." This testimony,

he says, gives us " a vivid picture of a career and personality of so

extraordinary a character that we are helped to accept them as

actualities by the very fact that both are beyond the inventive

reach of fiction." Here is Mark Twain's portrayal of Joan at the

age of sixteen

:

" She lived in°a dull little village on the frontiers of civilization;

she had been nowhere and had seen nothing ; she knew none but

simple shepherd folk ; she had never seen a person of note ; she

hardly knew what a soldier looked like ; she had never ridden a

horse, nor had a warlike weapon in her hand; she could neither

read nor write ; she could spin and sew ; she knew her catechism

and her prayers and the fabulous histories of the saints, and this

was all her learning
" She went to the veteran commandant of Vancouleurs and de-

manded an escort of soldiers, saying she must march to the help

of the King of France, since she was commissioned of God to win

back his lost kingdom for him and set the crown upon his head.

The commandant said. ' What, you.'' you are only a child." And he

advised that she be taken back to her village and have her ears

boxed. But she said she must obey God, and would come again,

and again, and yet again, and finally she would get the soldiers.

She said truly. In time he yielded, after months of delay and re-

fusal, and gave her the soldiers ; and took off his sword and gave
her that, and said, ' Go—and let come what may.' She made her

long and perilous journey through the enemy's country, and spoke

with the King, and convinced him. Then she was summoned
before the University of Poitiers to prove that she ivas commis-

sioned of God and not of Satan, and daily during three weeks she

sat before that learned congress unafraid, and capably answered
their deep questions out of her ignorant but able head and her sim-

ple and honest heart; and again she won her case, and with it the

wondering admiration of all that august company."

At the age of seventeen she was made commander-in-chief of the

first army she had ever seen. The story of the marvelous military

career, lasting only thirteen months, upon which she now em-

barked—" the briefest epoch-making military career known to his-

tory "— is too familiar to need repetition. Then comes the sad

brief remnant of her life, spent behind prison bars, and terminating

at the stake. But it is here, during her captivity and trial, that her

astoundingly heroic qualities are most clearly revealed. Of this

period Mark Twain writes:

" She was now shut up in the dungeons of the Castle of Rouen
and kept in an iron cage, with her hands and feet and neck chained

to a pillar; and fropi that time forth during all the months of her

imprisonment, till the end, several rough English soldiers stood

guard over her night and day—and not outside her room, but in it.

It was a dreary and hideous captivity, but it did not conquer her:

nothing could break that invincible spirit. From first to last she

was a prisoner a year; and she spent the last three months of it on
trial for her life before a formidable array of ecclesiastical judges,

and disputing the ground with them foot by foot and inch by inch

with brilliant generalship and dauntless pluck. The spectacle of

that solitary girl, forlorn and friendless, without advocate or ad-

viser, and without the help and guidance of any copy of the charges

brought against her or rescript of the complex and voluminous
daily proceedings of the court to modify the crushing strain upon
her astonishing memory, fighting that long battle serene and un-

dismayed against these colossal odds, stands alone in its pathos

and its sublimity ; it has nowhere its mate, either in the annals of

fact or in the inventions of fiction."

The personality which made possible so astonishing a career,

says Mark Twain, " is one to be reverently studied, loved, and

marveled at, but not to be wholly understood and accounted for by

even the most searching analysis." He continues:

" She is the wonder of the ages. And when we consider her ori-

gin, her early circumstances, her sex, and that she did all the

things upon which her renown rests while she was still a young
girl, we recognize that while our race continues she will be also the

riddle of the ages
" We can understand how she could be born with military ge-

nius, with leonine courage, with incomparable fortitude, with a

mind which was in several particulars a prodigy—a mind which in-

cluded among its specialties the lawyer's gift of detecting traps

laid by the adversary in cunning and treacherous arrangements of

seemingly innocent words, the orator's gift of eloquence, the ad-

vocate's gift of presenting a case in clear and compact form, the

judge's gift of sorting and weighing evidence, and finally, some-

thing recognizable as more than a mere trace of the statesman's

gift of understanding a political situation and how to make profit-

able use of such opportunities as it offers ; we can comprehend
how she could be born with these great qualities, but we can not

comprehend how they became immediately usable and effective

without the developing forces of a sympathetic atmosphere and the

training which comes of teaching, study, practise—years of prac-

tise—and the crowning and perfecting help of a thousand mis-

takes. . . . Out of a cattle-pasturing peasant village lost in the

remotenesses of an unvisited wilderness and atrophied with ages

of stupefaction and ignorance we can not see a Joan of Arc issue

equipped to the last detail for her amazing career and hope to be

able to explain the riddle of it, labor at it as we may.

"It is beyond us. All the rules fail in this girl's case. In the

world's history she stands alone—quite alone."

Her history has still another feature, he adds, which sets her

apart and leaves her without fellow or competitor:

" There have been many uninspired prophets, but she was the

o:dy one whoever ventured the daring detail of naming, along with

a foretold event, the event's precise nature, the special time-limit

within which it would occur, and the place

—

and scoredfiilfihiienf.

At \'aucouleurs she said she must go to the King and be made his

general, and break the English power, and crown her sovereign

—

at' Reims.' It all happened. It was all to happen ' next year

'

—and it did. She foretold her first wound and its character and

date a month in advance, and the prophecy was recorded in a pub-
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lie record-book tliree weeks in advance. Siie repeated it the morn-
ing of the date named, and it was fuitillcd before night. .\t Tours
she foretoki the limit of her military career—saying it would end

in one yearlroni the time of its utterance—and she was right. She
foretold her martyrdom—using ///<;/ iiv/vA and naming a time three

months away—and again she was right. At a time when France

seemed hopele.ssly and permanently in the hands of the English

she twice asserted in her prison before her judges tiiat within

seven years the English would meet with a mightier disaster than

had been the fall of Orleans: it happened within five— the fall of

Paris. Other prophecies of hers came true, both as to the event

named and the time-limit prescribed."

Taking into account, concludes Mark Twain, her origin, youth,

se.\, illiteracy, early environment, and the obstructing conditions

under which she exploited her high gifts, Joan of Arc " is easily and

by far the most extraordinary person the human race has ever pro-

duced."

RELIGION, EAST AND WEST.
" TT is a striking fact that in the Western hemisphere, where the

-*• prevalent form of religion is Christianity, one is more likely

to receive the impression of a waning interest in religion and a

fading sense of God than in the Eastern hemisphere, where,

through an immemorial past, has occurred the rise and spread of

religions that control the major part of the race; where, in the

present, religion still is the chief business of life." So writes Dr.

Charles Cuthbert Hall, president of the Union Theological Semi-

nary, in an address delivered at Columbia University, New York,

and recently published in pamphlet form. Dr. Hall has traveled

extensively in the East, delivering in various cities of India the

Barrows lectures. He e.\pands this view of the relative promi-

nence of religion in the East and in the West with the following

interesting statements:

" It is yet more striking that the impression of the decline of the

popular sense of God deepens, in the Western hemisphere, with-

in the areas of Protestantism. The Church of Rome in Europe
and in America interests and holds the people now as of old. She
supplies to the popular heart a certain sense of divine majesty that

provokes the impulse of wor.ship. She creates an atmosphere in

which the affairs of religion appear to be enthroned above the

commercial and domestic interests of men. Disregarding for the

moment all matters of doctrine, an impartial mind must grant that

•where Rome speaks, be it in London or Cologne, in Milan or

Venice, in New York or in a factory town or a prairie hamlet, she

speaks to the people, and they answer, flocking to her altars, wor-

shiping at her uplifting of the .symbol of the body of God.
" This is not the prevailing modern experience within the area of

Protestantism. One can understand how the lack of it and the

Iqnging for it have led certain within the nominal boundaries of

Protestantism to assimilate Roman practise, as in the Oxford
movement and the Anglo-Catholic revival of to-day. Put, exclu-

ding exceptional cases to be found in all the greater Protestant

sects, the average results of religious efforts have not in recent

times been commensurate with our belief that religion is the chief

end of man
" In the East one finds lands where religion is more than food,

more than raiment, even existence itself— the life of the people.

The history of the East is the history of its religions. . . . By
contrast with the atmosphere of religion that pervades the East,

the expressions of the religious instinct in the areas of Western
Protestantism seem sporadic and occasional. Eliminating for the

moment the relative values of things believed in the East, and con-

sidering only the psychological significance of Oriental religious

practise, the scenes tliat meet the open-minded observer in India,

for example, fill one with the conviction that to worship is for man
as normal as to breathe, and that modern Protestantism in Europe
and America is not equal with the East in satisfying the popular

instinct in relation to God."

But Protestant Christianity in the East is not open to the same

criticism as in the West. Says Dr. Hall:

" I have observed closely the worship of Protestant Christians

among the Singhalese of Colombo, the Tamils of Madura, the

Bengalis of the North, the Bhils of Rajputana. the Japanese of

Sendai. Everywhere have I found a sense of divine majesty per-

vading those as.semblies that suggested the church of the first

days ; an apostolic atmosphere that showed that time has not

wasted the essence of revelation, nor exhausted its power to en-

thrall and to permeate the soul.

"All of this popular response to the religious motive in the

Orient is very different. I had almost said, terribly different, from
what one finds in Christian lands of the West. The East is on (ire

with the passion of religion. The West is cool and non-commit-
tal ; her altars do not glow. The gods and the forces of the un-

seen control the East, creating that aspect of sublime indifference

to things which, to the keen, calculating materialism of Euro-
peans, to whom things

rather than ideas are

real, is first inscrutable,

then contemptible."

The accent in modern

Protestantism, says Dr.

Hall, " is too much on

people, too little on the

mystery of God in

Christ." He is never-

theless optimistic, and

states the grounds of

his hope in the follow-

ing words

:

"
I believe in the hu-

man need of God, and

the psychological ne-

cessity of worship as a

part of life. The East
would have taught me
this if the West already

had not done so. The
souls of men must speak

to God, for they are of

Him. ' H these should

hold their peace, the

stones would immedi-

ately cry out.' I believe that great multitudes of the population,

to whom sacerdotalism makes no appeal, are wearying for a re-

vival of Protestant worship that shall give opportunity for expres-

sion to the pent-up reverence and longing in the souls of men. I

believe that this revival of Proiestant worship in its glorious sim-

plicity is inseparable fi-om a revival of preaching in the apostolic

sense of the declaration of the truth of God, and that wheresoever

that type of preaching exists in purity and power, there is to be

found popular evidence of its normal relation to the religious sense

of man. Finally, I believe that the critical movement, in a man-
ner so marvelous and so contrary to general expectation as to

suggest a divine overruling, has prepared the way for a type of

preaching that shall be first of all religious, as occupied with the

content of revelation, and because so transcendently religious, vi-

tally ethical, and practical."

riiOto. by H. K. Lawsun, New York.

REV. CHARLES CUTHBERT HALL,

Who finds in the Orient a more vital interest

in religion and a more vivid sense of God than
in the Occident.

MODERN ORTHODOX VIEW OF "VERBAL
INSPIRATION."

'"T'HAT the traditional "verbal inspiration"' theory has to a

^ large degree lost its hold even on orthodox theologians is

one of the plain lessons of recent theological literature. In Ger-

many there is but a single university professor in the Protestant

theological faculties for whom it is even claimed that he still ad-

heres to the old view, and that is Professor Ndsgen, of Rostock.

In recent German theological literature there is but a smgle work,

the " Theopneustie," of Koellner, which defends this traditional

position on scientific grounds. Just in what way modern orthodox

thought in Germany has modified the "verbal inspiration" theory

and what it offers in place thereof, may be gathered from a lengthy

discussion of the subject which Pastor Andersen, of Flensburg,

contributes to the Reformation. We give the following conden-

sation of his statements

:

The doctrine of verbal inspiration is not an integral part of the
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faith of the Evangelical Church, but is a well-meant, tho at bottom

unbiblical, invention of the theologians.

This doctrine to a certain extent is originally derived in part

from the Judaism of the Talmud and in part from hellenistic and

heathen ideas, which have found their way into Christian theology

through Philo.

The idea was first introduced into Lutheran theology by Corp-

zow, of Leipsic, as the older theologians, notably Quenstedt and

Johann Gerhard, and especially Luther himself, know nothing

about it.

The rise of this doctrine resulted from the temptation which the

older Protestant theologians could not withstand, namely, to op-

pose to the Roman Catholic polemics, which could appeal to the

comfortable authority of the church, an equally ea.sy and massive

authority as a final place of refuge in theological discussions.

Its further spread was particularly favored by the Reformed
Church, which regarded the .Scriptures as a collection of "proof

passages" {dicta probantia), or a Christian legal codex, in which

even the difference between the Old and the New Testament was
disregarded.

From these sources this theory gradually found its way into the

Protestant churches, but has in this process been given a mechani-

cal, legal, and purely external character.

The doctrine of verbal in.spiration is shown to be false by two

undeniable facts: namely, in the first place, that we possess the

Biblical text in a form that has tens of thousands of variants ; and,

secondly, that the sense of certain statements of the Scripture is

often so hidden as to admit five, ten, and even twenty different

explanations.

To say that notwithstanding all these variants and mistakes the

Scriptures do not cease to be the verbally inspired and errorless

Word of God, is accordingly neither honest nor logical. Vox the

faith of the Christian congregations the doctrine of verbal inspi-

ration is practically of no importance, unless as a corollary it is

held that the translations of the liible are also inerrant. To return

to this doctrine is a return to the letter theology of the Jewish

Scribes and to give our congregations stones instead of bread.

Again, it is not through this view that souls are led to a certainty

of their faith, but to a carnal security only tiiat is without founda-

tion. Such a conception of tiie Scriptures as an authority nec-

essarily leads to a purely mechanical conception of these books,

and is substantially Roman Catholic in cliaracter and spirit.

Editorially, the Reformatio)!, which is now the organ of the

famous ex-Court Preacher Stdcker, declares that these views "are

exceedingly clear," and other conservative journals, such as the

Leipsic Kirchenzeitiing, tiie Berlin Kircheiizeititng, and even

the ultra-dogmatic Alte Glaitbc indorse these positions. They

are fairly representative of the teachings of the orthodox state

churches, the old view being held only by the small " Free

Churches. "— Translation made for The Liteharv Digest.

"THE POPE THAT IS TO BE."

LJNDER this caption Mr. Philip Sidney, F.R.Hist.S., dis-

cusses certain imaginary reforms which, he as.sumes, will

be brought about in the Roman Catholic Church by the selection

of " an energetic English-speaking Pope, who will endeavor to

wrest the government of his church from the thraldom of an Ital-

ian Jesuitical clique." In tiie whole history of the papacy, but one

Englishman has ever sat on Peter's chair ; and other nationalities

have been almost as markedly passed over in favor of Italians.

If this condition of affairs endures, says Mr. Sidney, the Catholi-

cism of the church must suffer. Therefore the day must come, he

claims, when such a pope as he describes will have to be elected,

" if the Roman Church is to be saved from sinking into the depths

of degradation and disruption." .Such a pope, he says, would

have "a tremendous and most difficult. Init most noble task to per-

form." We read further ( TJie Westminster I\e7'iew, January)

:

" He would have to put into execution the long-delayed reforms

of over a thou.sand years. He would have to clear the Vatican of

its evil counselors and their malign influences. He would have to

inspire confidence in a world which for centuries has had the

strongest reasons to distrust papal diplomacy. He would have to

clear monasteries and churches of spurious relics. He would have
to abolish the ' final vows ' taken by monks and nuns. He would
have to prevent poor people from being imposed upon by extor-

tionate demands for the payment of sums of money to deliver souls

out of the flames of purgatory. He would have to curb the rest-

less ambition and despotism of the Jesuits, and to check the sloth

of some of the monastic orders. He would have to regulate the

donation of indulgences. He would have to put a stop to the

frightful cruelties practised on dumb animals by his coreligionists

in Italy and Spain.
" Such a pope would have to reverse the policy of his Italian

predecessors. He would have to bury the bull of Pio Nono pro-

claiming himself infallible. He would have to recognize, once and
for all, the just rights of a united Italy. He would have to sur-

render the last fragment of his temporal power. He would have
to make a huge bonfire of the forged decretals and the contradic-

tory bulls

"The Inquisition would be abolished, and the Index Expurga-
torius no longer published. This latter list, in fact, has for some
considerable time past degenerated into a mere farce, since it has
become almost impossible for its editors to find room for all the
heretical works they would like to denounce, and the gross ab-

surdity of the situation was realized at the accession of Pope Leo-
XIII., when one of the Pontiff's first acts was to remove from the

Index one of his own works, which had long ago been judged and
condemned as heretical ! Putting books on the Index, moreover,
does not in these freer days stop their being read, and in some
cases serving as an advertisement even aid their circulation."

Mr. Sidney summarizes in the following concise list the most-

urgent of the reforms which he believes some future pope will have

to institute :

"(i) The restoration of the cup to the laity, at holy communion.
"(2j Permission to married convert clergymen to take holy or-

ders, on joining the Roman Church.
"
(3) The resignation of a pope on reaching the age of seventy.

"
(4) The surrender of all claims to the temporal power

"(5) The appointment, in every country, of a commission to

examine into the authenticity of the relics preserved for the ador-

ation of the faithful.

"(6) Raising the age limit of confirmation for children, and
thereby preventing their approaching the altar for communion, and
entering the confessional too soon.

"
(7) Restriction of the powers and numbers of the Society of

Jesus.

"(8) The publication of an annual balance-sheet, minutely show-
ing the distribution of the funds collected under the name of
" Peter's Pence."

"(9) The abolition of the taking of ' final vows' by monks and
nuns. By this I mean vows binding men and women, young or

old, to conventual seclusion for the whole of their lives."

Mr. Sidney detects already signs of a coming storm within the

Roman Catholic communion. "Americanism" and " Liberal Ca-

tholicism," he points out, are movements gradually growing in

intellectual force and vivacity. Although from time to time de-

nounced and retarded, they revive and continue to flourish. He
concludes

:

"Until a pope, such as we have now described, shall sit in

Peter's chair, all schemes so constantly discussed concerning the

so-called reunion of Christendom, and reunion with Rome, can

never assume any practical form. ... In the sixteenth century

Rome fell from her proud position, simply because she refused to

grant reasonable concessions to the reformers, and unless some
great liberal pope be elected in this century, or early in the next,

her further fall will be by then far more disastrous than it was in

Luther's day. It will not be a further decline, but a complete

collapse."

" Christianity is now the prevailing religion of the world," says Tlic Ctiurck-

Economist, which continues :
"' Its adherents, according to Dr. Roberts, amount

to 477,080,158. The ne.xt religious faith in point of numbers is Confucianism

with 256.000,000 adherents. Hinduism is third with 100,000,000 and Mohamme-
danism fourth with 176,834.372. Buddhism is given i47,c)oo,ooo. Tlie various-

smaller heathen faiths count up only 118,129.470. This is on the basis of a popu-

lation of the globe of 1,430.000,000. In other words, the adherents of Christianity-

comprise just about one-third of the world's population."
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FOREIGN COMMENT.

TOLSTOY ON THE NEED OF RUSSIA.

• /~^ OOD Hamlet, cast thy nighted color off and let thine eye

^^J look like a friend on Denmark!" might almost, with a

change of the geographical expression, be taken as the text of the

letter written by Count Tolstoy to the Czar and recently published

by the London Times. At any rate the /"fj/tv Z/<yv/ (Budapest)

tells us that Nicholas II. is " the Hamlet of Russia." Certainly,

were a comparison instituted between the comments upon Nicho-

las II. appearing in European organs and the comments upon tlie

character of Hamlet whicii great Siiakespearian scholars have left

us, tlie resultant analogies seem striking enough. " Nicholas II.,"

declares the \.oxidiOV\. Outlook ,
" whose mind, as has been said, is a

mirror reflecting in turn the face of everybody who approaches

him, has shown the fatal irresoluteness of a nature which, hanging

between two courses, is almost certain to incline in the first case to

the better, and to decide upon second thoughts for the worse."

"Hamlet's intellectual subtlety," avers Dowden, " sees every side

of every question, thinks too precisely on the event, considers all

things too curiously, studies anew every conviction." "While he

can appreciate effects," says T/ie Quarterly Review (London) of

Nicholas IL, "his faculty of discerning their relations to causes is

almost atrophied. He is ever struggling with phantoms, con-

versing with saints, fighting with windmills, or consulting the spirits

of the dead." "His thoughts and the images of his fancy," says

Coleridge of Hamlet, "are far more vivid than his actual percep-

tions ; and his very perceptions, instantly passing through the

medium of his contemplations, acquire, as tiiey pass, a form and

color not naturally their own. . . . He vacillates from sensibility

and procrastinates from thought and loses the power of action."

" He is not a genius," remarks the London Spectator oi Nicholas

II. , "has been imperfectly trained and lacks, as you may see in

every line of his manifesto, the terrible—we had almost written the

appalling—decisiveness which since the days of Ivan the Terrible

has been the distinguishing characteristic of his predecessors. He
is swayed day by day by different advisers." "The impossible is

asked of him—not the impossible in itself, but the impossible to

him," writes Goethe of Hamlet. " How he winds, turns, agonizes,

advances, and recoils, ever reminded, ever reminding himself."

Nay, if we are to adopt the theory of the London Times, the

j^^***-^^

dejection of tlie autocrat would seem inspiicd by the reflection of

the melancholy Dane :

The time is out of joint : O cursed spite,

Tliat ever I was born to set it ri;;lit !

for the great British newspaper, among its innumerable analyses

of the state of mind of tlie hesitating Nicholas, has printed this;

"The dead weight of tradition and tlie malign influence of the

official classes seem to have paralyzed the liand whicli he longs to

stretch down to liis peo-

ple. Between liim and
them tliere is a great

gulf fixed. Upon his

efforts to reach tlicni

across it liis future and

theirs must largely de-

pend. I'ity and sym-

pathy . as well as admira-

tion, will fill all generous

minds, as they watch

the lonely figure of the

youthful sovereign striv-

ing, in the awful isola-

tion of boundless power,

to learn and to do his

duty by his people. The
father of history, in a

justly celebrated pas-

sage, represents one of

the soldiers of an Ori-

ental potentate as de-

claring, in an hour of

crisis tc him and to liis

race, that the worst of

all sufferings is to know
well what should be

done without power to

doit. But to our minds

VICE-ADMIRAL DUBASSOKK.

He represents Russia in the inquiry into the

]Iull disaster and has denied a Figaro interview

which made him say jjeace was desired by St.

Petersburg.

RUN OUT.

The Russ—" Come on, Ivanovichski—'taint much of a show town anyway."
— World (Toronto).

there is a fate yet more terrible than tliis. It is to be clothed

with limitless command over tens of millions of men and to shud-

der in conscious ignorance of how that dread trust should be em-
ployed."

Such is the intellectual complexion of the potentate whom the

voice of Tolstoy implores to blend the stern determination of Cato

with the iron will of Bismarck by acting without delay upon the

following information and advice :

" Autocracy is an outgrown form of government which may an-

swer to the demands of a people somewhere in Central Africa, apart

from the whole world, but not the demands of the Russian people,

which is growing ever more enlightened by the enlightenment

common to the whole world; and therefore it is possible to main-

tain this form of government and the orthodoxy connected with it

—as, indeed, is now being done—only by every kind of violence,

special control, arbitrary exilements, executions, religious perse-

cutions, prohibitions of books and papers, distortion of education,

and, in general, every kind of bad and cruel deeds.
" Such have hitherto been the actions of your reign, beginning

with the answer to the Tver deputation, which called forth the

general indignation of all the Russian public, when you called the

most legitimate desires of the people ' senseless dreamings,' and

continuing in all your measures concerning Finland, Chinese ap-

propriations, your project of The Hague Conference accompanied

by the increase of the army, your weakening of self-government

and strengthening of administrative despotism, your support of

persecution for faith, your consent to the institution of the spirit

monopoly

—

i.e., governmental trading in that poison which is ruin-

ing the people—and, lastly, your insistence in maintaining corporal

punishment notwithstanding all the petitions which are being ad-

dressed to you for the abolition of this senseless and utterly use-

less measure which disgraces the Russian people. All these are

deeds which you could not have committed had you not, according

to the advice of your light-minded helpers, put before yourself the

impossible aim not only of arresting the life of the people, but of

reverting it to its former and outlived condition.
" By measures of coercion one can oppress a people, but not rule

them. The only means in our time to rule the people indeed is
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placing oneself at the head of the movement of the people from

evil to good, from darkness to light, to lead them to the attainment

of the objects nearest to this end. In order to be able to do this

it is first of all necessary to give the people the possibility of ex-

pressing their desires and uants, then lending ear to these desires

and wants, to fulfil those of them which will answer tiie demands
not of one class or category, but of the majority, the mass of the

working people."

This was written many months ago, although only recently made

public. There is much more to the same purpose, but this will

serve as a summing up :

" The first thing which now lies before the Government is the

abolition of that oppression which prevents the people from ex-

pressing their desires and needs. One can not do good to a man
whose mouth has been gagged in order not to hear what he desires

for his welfare. Only after having ascertained the desires and
needs of your people, or of the majority of them, is it possible to

rule the people and to do them good.
" Dear brotlier, you have but one life in this world, and you can

spend it painfully in futile efforts to arrest the God-ordained prog-

ress of mankind from evil to good, from darkness to light, or you
may, entering into the needs and desires of the people and de-

voting your life to their satisfaction, peacefully and joyously pass

it in the service of God and men."

KUROPATKIN'S ARMY AND THE COMMAND
OF THE SEA.

KUROPATKIN, his autocratic lord, and the whole grand

ducal circle are exposed to view, through a haze of Euro-

pean press comment, in the thunderstruck and astonished state of

those fallen angels who, lying with Satan on the burning lake,

began finally to debate whether another battle should be hazarded

for the recovery of heaven. In the one case, as in the other, the

sentence of the strongest and the fiercest spirits is all for open war,

while the subtle minority would confuse the foe with meditated"

guile. The babble of these last will make no music in the Roma-
noff ear, predict various London dailies. The Paris press, too,

sees Russia's wearied virtue on the perilous edge of battle. Kuro-

patkin, with his 400,000 effectives—this total is that given by the

Paris Figaro—must stake all upon one final effort. St. Peters-

burg is not unmindful of the risks, say our French authorities.

Without the command of the sea, now resting with Japan, it is

impossible to do more than remind the foe that Russia can still

fight. As the Paris Temps, which foretells another campaign, ex-

plains :

" The catastrophe of the first of January shapes wholly anew the

strategical situation and posits afresh all the great problems of the

distribution and of the employment of the forces which the long

resistance of the fortress left, up till recently, precisely as they

were on the first day of the war. We shall see the Japanese solve

those problems, as far as they are concerned, with the speed and
the regard to realities which are peculiar to them. Thanks to the

railway they have organized between Dalny and Liao-Yang, they

will transport their siege army to the Sha-ho to convert it as quick-

ly as possible into an army of operations. They will organize

bases, they will rest simultaneously upon this i;ailway, upon the

Niao-ho and upon China as well as upon the secondary line of

communication hitherto established by them between Feng-wang-
cheng and the Yalu. The Russians, on their side, wMll prepare to

continue the war. There can be no doubt that they see in their

army on the Sha-ho the means of a possible revenge, and that they

are preparing to put it to the test as soon as the season permits.
" The general idea that will then dominate the operations of one

side as well as of the other now^ asserts itself very clearly. It is

the very idea that inspired the campaign of 1904, but modified and
adjusted in view of the decisive event which marked the first day
of the campaign of 1905. Every effort of the Japanese had been
directed to the capture of Port Arthur. Their sole object hence-

forth will be to retain it. The Russians would have desired to

save the place. They will do the utmost to regain it.

" Hence the attitude of Marshal Oyama on the Sha-ho must
henceforth be, it would seem, defensive. That is what General

Kuroki positively affirmed lately to some Russian prisoners who-
have repeated the statement. The general added that the fall of

Port Arthur would, to the Japanese, indicate the point at whicli

their special aim had been attained and that beyond this point they

would have merely to drag on the war until the enemy took the-

initiative in proposing terms of peace. That is what General Dra-

gomiroff, for his part, asserted at the very beginning of the war,,

when he declared that the undertakings of the Japanese in Man-
churia were necessarily restricted, that their active forces there-

were simply covering Port Arthur by playing a part analogous to

that known in old militarv parlance as the countervalliation of be-

sieged places. To s''^aue the Russians out of this portion of the

world, said Genera Dragomiroff, was for the time being beyond
the power of th Japanese. This ambitious policy could be car-

ried out only -'
:. some subsequent time, in case the Cl^uiese were

to make comr. jii cause with the Nippons and if the Russians con-

tinued to su ply both with rods with which themselves could be
smitten."

The (juestion is. then. What use can the Russians make of their

armies under Kuropatkin ? The French daily answers :

"The Russians seem assured, at the opening of the coming cam-
paign, of a certain numerical superiority which will place them in

good shape to take the offensive. Prudence would suggest that

they do not set too great store by this superiority, at least in the

initial operations, for the quality of the troops they will have to

oppose, as well as die moral force with which they are animated,

is open to no doubt. But in a study of the strategical situation

which we set forth here only in large outline and with the sole pur-

pose of estimating the future of Port Arthur, let us not be reluc-

tant to forecast success for the Russians, let us decide the fortunes

of this preliminary action, a new and bloody battle on the Sha-ho,

in their favor. Let us concede that after this success the Japanese
armies shall be thrown back toward Korea, that the Russians hold

them there by a strong strategic guard posted on the summits of

the mountains, as they did in June last. Favoring circumstances

will permit them to descend again as far as Inku and to approach
the Liao-tung. But this advance will remain sterile and can not

find its logical development in any undertaking against Port Arthur.
" Arriving, in fact, in the Liao-tung, the Russians will sink into

a state of dependence upon the Japanese fleets which have com-
mand of the sea. . . . The conclusion to be drawn is simple.

Never will the Russians retake Port Arthur unless, as a condition

precedent, they regain command of the sea. Never will the prey

which they have seized by military means be wrested from the

Japanese unless the same military means are employed. As re-

gards what may be wrested from the Japanese later on by diplo-

matic means and in the way of fair exchange, that is another ques-

tion and one which can be answered only in a negative sense, since

it was a cession of this very kind, in 1895, which made the Japa-

nese resolve to prepare for their present revenge and since the

Japanese are waging war to-day only to tear up the treaty of Shi-

monoseki."

Meanwhile, we are told by the military expert of the London

Times, " the armies are in such close proximity that events are at

the mercy of an incident or a stroke initiated by a subordinate' :

but this well-posted observer seems convinced that the war wih

"recommence with its customary severity as soon as the climate

permits." Kuropatkin's effectives are about 250,000. "There is

no need to pay any regard to the fictions of 500,000, 600,000, and

even 800.000 men which are once more scattered abroad in the

press of Europe and even echoed in America." Of the immediate

outlook, this expert writes :

" In order to move at this season of the year an army must be

able to find food, water, forage, and fuel, and it must be housed.

The supply of water presents obvious difficulties at this season,

forage there is none save what the army carries with it, and all

accounts show that fuel is only obtained in small quantities and

with difficulty even while the armies remainhalted. If the country

and the roads present fewer difficulties for the movement of car-

riages at this season than at any other, it is not possible for a sus-

tained advance to be undertaken without such serious losses of

men and animals by exposure as woidd be almost as bad as a

defeat. Nothing is impossible in war, but many things are not
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expedient ; and tho no one would care to fore-

tell a Russian resolve, which is usually formed
irrespective of circumstances, it would cer-

tainly be a very foolish act to initiate an ad-

vance without weighinsj all the circumstances

and without being able to prosecute a move-
ment once begun. Operations at the present

date, we should judge, can only be undertaken

by small bodies of troops with special equip-

ment, in so far as continuous movements are

concerned. More important affairs must be
limited rather to hours than to days, since

the losses by exposure for a longer period

would tend to ruin the army incurring them.

Kuropatkin, indeed, in a recent missive to a

department at St. Petersburg, speaks of the

losses he expects to incur by cold and ex-

posure when he advances. The offensive is

still, apparently, in his mind, but unless he is

beguiled into an attack before Nogi's troops

reach Oyama there is no special fascination

for him in movement before his reinforce-

ments appear and his three armies are regu-

larly constituted. We .should certainly be-

lieve that he is at present in no condition

to take the field with success, nor can we
name a date when this situation is likely to

be changed."

—

Translations made for The Literary Digest

.MALRICli ROUVIEK.

His selection as Premier of the French Re-
public hung in the balance for days.

THE NEW FRENCH MINISTRY.

ALL that has been foreshadowed in the Paris press regarding

the new French ministry is consistent with the hypothesis

that only a rearrangement of parts is going on inside the anticleri-

cal atom. A coordination of the observed phenomena by both the

moderate republican Journal des Dt'bats (Paris) and the extreme

republican-socialist Ac/ion (Paris) indicates that there has been no

transformation into new elements, politically. The procession of

monks and nuns must still pass, as under Combes, through the

ministerial laboratory' and emerge blistered with the red-hot poker

of anticlericali.sm, which, it is assumed, will be kept at white heat

for that popular purpose. The Paris Temps continues to plead

against the suppression of Christianity altogether, as it puts if,

but the newspaper enemies of the religious orders (they are numer-

ous) and the newspaper champions of separation of church and

state (they are not so numerous) declare that any temporizing

would precipitate the fall of a ministry formed during the present

crisis. The socialist Humanite (Paris) and the anticlerical

Aurore (Paris) are peculiarly positive in thus,

predicting. This is understood in clerical

organs like the Ganlois (Paris) to imply a

threat addressed to politicians of the type of
Maurice Kouvier, Minister of Finance under
Combes, whose name, at this writing, is much
canvassed in connection with the post of

premier. Should he form a ministry, as

seems possible, the extreme wing of the an-

ticlerical combination so long dominant will

have received a setback. But the anticlerical

combination itself, according to the trend of

press opinion in Paris, would remain intact

or nearly so under Rouvier. He is pro-

nounced by The Money Market Review (Lon-

don) "the most brilliant financier that ever

held the portfolio of finance under the third

republic," with the single exception of L^on

Say. Rouvier is deputy for Grasse, in the

Alpes Maritimes, and was once Prime Min-

ister for six months about sixteen years ago.

He will be sixty-three next April. His pro-

posed income tax law and his plan to impose

something like "high license "upon the own-

ers of private stills made him the subject of much heated com-

ment in French organs recently. Such moderate republican

dailies as the Journal des Ddbats are inclined to approve of him,

but the anticlerical Action professes to distrust him for that very

reason.— Translations made for Twe. Literary Digest.

INEFFECTIVENESS OF CHINA'S NEUTRALITY.

THE very vigor with which China is blowing the bubble of her

own neutrality, according to some European dailies, justifies

Mr. John Hay"s apprehension that it will burst. China, it is con-

ceded, means well, but she is suspected of regarding despatches

from the Department of State at Washington as mere literature.

The mandarins, being men whose distinction is due primarily to

knowledge of the classics, peruse Mr. Hay's despatches with at-

tention, for it is known to them that he is the author of some fine

verses. There is much European newspaper sympathy for the

United States Government in its effort to impress Peking with the

precise character of the Secretary of State's official communi-

cations. The task is difficult because the Wai-wu-pu believes the
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VICE-ADMIRAL SHIBAYAMA. CAPTAIN NASHIBA. REAR-ADMIRAL NAGAI.COMMANDER TUCHIYA,

He is one of the Japanese He commanded the Japanese Who led the destroyer flotilla He commanded "No. 4" de-

admirals whose blood is said to battle-ship that was blown up "A." stroyer flotilla,

contain a European mi.xture. by a Russian mine.

MASTERS OF THE PACIFIC.

CAPTAIN TAKEDORE,

Commander of the armored
cruiser Iivatc.
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United States will not go to war over the matter. Meanwhile,

there is a manifestation of interest abroad in the rumored con-

version, through American diplomatic influence, of the Empress-

Dowager to Christian Science. As for China's neutrality, The

Saturday Review (London), which pronounces it ineffective, de-

clares ;

"It is an anomaly of the most striking character that a neutral

Power should be dependent on the services of others, as is China

for the protection of her territorial waters from invasion. She can

not defend her own rights, and this helpless position exposes the

property and subjects of other Powers in those territorial waters

to the perils of war. The subjects of other nations cry out to be

protected when Chinese protection is seen to be a futility, and the

temptation of a nation to protect its own nationals is ahnost too

strong to be resisted in spite of the manifest danger of becoming

implicated in formal belligerency with either Russia or Japan with

consequences whicli no one can foresee. Yet if China can not

perform her duties toward neutrals from the fact of lier not being

able to defend her own rights and dignity the protection must be

afforded in some way ; and this can only be by a general under-

standing of the neutral nations to do by combination among them-

selves what neither they nor China can do single-handed. Russia

and Japan have both flouted China because she is weak, because

her neutrality is ineffective, and, as an ineffective neutral, she can

be made by both belligerents to submit to their demands."

Returning to the subject in a subsequent editorial, our contem-

porary adds

:

"Yet tlie position is cynically, almost ludicrously, ciuaint. If

we imagine France looking stolidly on while England tried to e.x-

pel Germany from Picardy. and the rest of the world advising her

solicitously to keep still, we get an approximate parallel to the

position of China in regard to the Russo-Japanese War. The very

inconceivability of the thing may afford a measure of the difference

in character and temperament between Europeans and Cliinese ;

and that peculiarity finds precise expression in Li Hung Chang's

alleged affirmation that ' if China left the Russians in possession

of Manchuria no serious harm would ensue, as friction would arise

between Russia and Japan over Korea and a conflict was bound to

break out. Then, if things took an unfavorable turn for the Japa-

nese, it would be China's business to join the Russians, thus estab-

lishing a claim upon the gratitude of Russia ; while, if the Rus-

sians were unable to withstand the Japanese, she could join the

latter— getting back Manchuria, probably, in either case, as a

token of gratitude '— for her help. There is astuteness, if not much
chivalry, in watching two combatants fight over a prize which you

hope to annex by siding with the victor when his superiority is de-

clared. It is an attitude which postulates, however, certain limi-

tations—such as failure to conceive that the victor may not assess

help tendered imder such conditions quite so highly as the offerer

presurmised."

It is a mistake to suppose that Chinese sentiment generally is

opposed to the presence of Russia in Manchuria or that the war

itself has been made a burden to the masses of the Chinese, de-

clares a well-informed writer in the A'cuc Fi'eie Presse (Vienna).

The Russians are viewed with disfavor by some of the Chinese

officials in Manchuria. A faction of the mandarin element in

Peking is likewise anti-Russian. Put there is another side to the

shield :

" The war with Japan can be conducted in a foreign, very popu-

lous, and wealthy region without any necessity on the part of Rus-

sia to fear hostility from the native population. In truth, Russia

can to a certain extent rely upon the support of this very popu-

lation, at any rate, if she spends her money freely. This result is

attained through various positive and negative means. The most
important is the timely and generous use of money and next is the

strict discipline prevailing in the army. The Russians have taken

care to avoid interference with the institutions, customs, and tra-

ditions of the people. ..*....
" But all that has been said on this point relates to the sendments

existing between the Russians and the native population, the mer-

chant Fong, the peasant Tsing, the coolie Ling and their friends,

comrades, and relatives. The mandarins, as well as the officials

in general, from the humblest scribe to Jan-Joon, the governor-
general of Manchuria, are Russia's sworn foes."

—

Translations
madefor Twv. Litekarv Digest.

RUSSIAN PRESS ON THE RUSSIAN CRISIS.

\ NOMALOUS in the extreme has been the status of the Rus-
•^ » sian press (that which is not subject to preliminary censor-

ship) since the appointment of Prince Sviatopolk-Mirski and the

revival of the liberal movement. At first it enjoyed an exceptional

degree of freedom, and used it with great boldness and courage,

demanding comprehensive reforms and hinting at constitutional

government. Since the secret zemstvo conference, which the

press was not allowed to report or even to mention, this freedom

has been gradually restricted. Nothing has been said on or about

the various meetings, resolutions, petitions, and addresses which

have preceded or followed the Czar's reform decree. The decree

itself has been commented upon, but vaguely and guardedly, the

most significant remarks being rather "between the lines" than in

them. The advanced Riiss notes this fact and complains that the

article of the code in regard to the press that has been most objec-

tionable is again being applied with the old rigor.

One paper has been suspended for three months, two have re-

ceived second warnings for " pernicious tendencies," and several

have been given first warnings. What is gained by such measures?

asks the Riiss, and continues :

" Every day tens of thousands of readers open their papers to

find in them verification or correction of personal impressions ex-

perienced the day before or of reports of events by eye-witnesses.

How amazed readers would be if, on the morrow of a flood, they

found not a line descriptive of the event ! They are not so unso-

phisticated as to suppose that editors pay no attention to the ques-

tions of vital interest to the country. . . . Seeing nothing in the

papers, the readers resort to other means of obtaining infor-

mation, and they succeed, even in distant provincial corners.

Foreign papers are smuggled in and devoured with avidity.
" Why, then, attempt the impossible by means of coercion of the

Russian press and of the Russian reader ? The restriction of free-

dom of publication does harm rather than good. It leads to the

dissemination of false and exaggerated reports of the very matters

it is sought to keep from the public."

The A'o7'osti indorses these observations and adds that the advo-

cates of the policy of silence and suppression resemble the ostrich

in its proverbial folly of sticking the head into the sand as a means

of escaping pursuit.

In spite of the Government's repressive measures and circulars

and warnings, some of the more radical organs of opinion continue

to exercise the freedom which officially has been withdrawn. The

Roitsskya llcdoinosti, of Moscow, the organ of the university pro-

fessors, says this about the fall of Port Arthur and the whole war

over Manchuria

:

" Port Arthur is not Russia. For the mass of the Russian peo-

ple it is something remote and unknown, a strange piece of Chinese

territory which we have improperly occupied with the intention of

keeping it. Russia will never forget the bloodshed and the ter-

ribly tragic end of a short-sighted policy, or the needless victims

thereof."

The Czar's decree has evidently disappointed even the less liberal

Russian editors. All praise it, but read into it meanings of their

own preference. The Aw^^j// says that it will constitute a great

step if the bureaucracy shall observe the conditions necessary to

the success of the reforms. The St. Petersburg Viedomosti urgts

cooperation between the state and public bodies, while the Russ

says that a great responsibility rests upon the ministers and that

reforms can not be accomplished by bureaucratic methods. It

demands " participation by all classes of society in the work of

legislation " and ample discussion of the proposals by the press

and Y)\\h\\c.— Translations made for T-a-E Literary Digest.
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NOTABLE BOOKS OF THE DAY.

VITAL MEMOIRS OF THE CIVIL WAR.
A Belle of the Fifties. By Mrs. Virginia Clay-Clopton. Cloth, 379 pp.

Price, ^2.75. Uoubleday, Page & Co.

MRS. CLAY, of Alabama, in these reminiscences, has given to the

public a volume of generous size, which deals interestingly with

matters social and political, especially Washington life, during

the terms of Presidents Pierce and Buchanan, and with events relating

to the Civil War from the standpoint of a Southern woman. Mrs. Clay

incidentally furnishes a vivid record of a lady who was a belle, a de-

voted wife, and an ardent partizan, to whom " Reconstruction " has

not been a grateful nor even an indifferently accepted policy. The
'• Memoirs " have been "gathered and edited by Ada Sterling," a lady

whose footnotes show a sympathetic feeling for the Southern loyalty of

their author. The title is felicitous, as Mrs. Clay was a very adequate
embodiment of all that the word " belle " stands for to Southern ears

—the chivalry of men and the ex-

quisite suzerainty which beauty,

grace, and accomplishments bestow
on the meridional young woman.
The cheerful readiness with which

Mrs. Clay expatiates upon the graces

and charm of Washington society and
its best exponents during ante-bellum

days affords a picture in marked con-

trast to the sufferings during the

struggle and the wearing anxiety and
trials which were hers in notable de-

gree immediately after the close of

the war. Jlr. Clay was suspected of

participation in the assassination of

Abraham Lincoln. He surrendered

himself, and with Jefferson Davis was
confined for months in Fortress Mon-
roe, wliile his wife was besieging

President Andy Johnson for his re-

lease. The procrastinating and eva-

sive policy of that shifty President was enough to wear out a less

energetic or less devoted woman. But it is gratifying to see how mag-
nanimously some of the most prominent and influeutial men in public

life in the North acted toward the lady.

At times the acrimonious quality of Mrs. Clay's ardor for the " Lost
Cause " is irritating. She and Mrs. Roger A. Pryor passed through
like joys and sorrows. Both had an ardent love for their Southland,

both were beautiful women, with qualities that made them ornaments
of the highest social life, and each had for husband a man prominent as

legislator and soldier ; but there is a dignity, a sweet restraint in Mrs.

Pryor's recently published " Reminiscences " which the other lady does
not so fully evidence.

Mrs. Clay dwells more at length on her early life, and the prestige her
wit, charm, and cleverness secured her in society is evidently a soothing

recollection. An entire chapter is devoted to Mrs. Senator Gwyn's
fancy ball in 1858, one of those social events which almost attain histor-

ical importance. Mrs. Clay, as "Mrs. Partington," seems to have been
the success of the evening. She writes:

" I had an amusing rencontre \_sic .'] with Senator Seward that evening.
That this pronounced Northerner had made numerous efforts in the past
to meet me I was well aware; but my Southern sentiments were wholly
disapproving of him, and I had resisted even my kinder-hearted hus-
band's plea, and had steadily refused to permit him to be introduced to
me. ' Not even to save the nation could I be induced to eat his bread,
to drink his wine, to enter his domicile, to speak to him !

' I once impet-
uously declared when the question came up in private of attending
some function which the Northern Senator was projecting."

To decline acquaintance with any gentleman is a lady's privilege ; to

make such a remark in youth, and especially "in private,'' admits of

condonation ; but, surely, to recall it at this remove from the war and
after half a century's tempering of sectional feeling does not command
absolute approval, even on no more serious ground than good taste.

MRS. VIRGINIA CLAV-CLOPTON.

THE STORY OF A MEMORABLE DAY.
Bl.^Ck Friday. By Frederick S. Isham. Cloth, 409 pp. Price, $1.50. The

Bobbs-Merrill Company.

AVERY lively story is this, the ostensible theme of which is the

love of a self-made Wall Street money king for an aristocratic

but impoverished maiden, whom he marries under the belief that

his own masterful love has evoked response in her. This portion, the

basis of the story, is in itself interesting in the revelations and cross

purposes that arise between the married pair; but the larger interest

for many readers may be found in the graphic portrayal of the gold

panic that occurred in the days when Jay Gould and " Jim " Fisk were

partners in the transactions that culminated in the day known as Black
Friday. The hero of the story, Richard Strong, is made to meet in

private conference President Grant, and to save the country fromi

bankruptcy.

Many well-known characters of that period flit through these pages,,

among them the "Commodore," founder of the Vanderbilt wealth.
Doubtless it may surprise some younger readers to realize that only a
generation stands between themselves and the virile existence of that
redoubtable personage. Other people not openly named may be dis-

covered under thin disguise, while Fisk and the opera-boufte queens,
with whom he delighted to identify himself, disport themselves in life

size and naturalness. Really the jolly unctuous face of " pedler Jim "

seems to rise again in the flesh before one. The tribulations of the
hero and heroine take them abroad, where they are caught in Paris
during the reign of the Commune. Altogether the book has an en-
gagingly familiar air. It is not high-class literature, but it is enter-

taining.

A SUPERB MONSTER.
The Sea-Wolf. By Jack London. Cloth, 366 pp. Price, $1.50. The Mac-

millan Company, New York.

IN none of his works has Jack London shown such a blend of strength
and weakness as in his latest novel "The Sea-Wolf." He has
created a monster of humanity and slightly strained his lungs in

blowing the breath of life into this Frankenstein. When weighed logic-

ally, one more than doubts the truth of this creation, not only as to its-

possibility but as to its coherency as a mental elaboration. But what-
ever shortcomings in the creation, this Captain of the G/wsi has superb-

virility, and is a contribution to the literary fictions that inhere in the

reader's memory.
" The Sea-Wolf " is a study in character and a chronicle of adventure,

Mr. London has unfortunately welded on to the Doric past of his tale a

love interest that is rather melan-
choly. In this portion of the book
(that is, about one-third of it) he goes
weak from the start, and is flabbily

sentimental. The Wolf Larsen sec-

tion of the story is enormously vital,

with certain dumb patches; but the

rest is wearisomely conventional.

The narrator of the tale is Hum-
phrey Van Weyden, thirty-five, pos-

sessed of abundant means and literary

in his pursuits. He has no father, but
has a mother and several sisters.

Humphrey, as a product of his envi-

ronment, is a "sissy" himself, a pur-

posely emphasized foil for the gran-

ite masculinity of Wolf Larsen. This
delicate dilettante, in sailing across

San Francisco Bay one foggy January
day, is flung into the sea, thanks to a

collision in which his ferryboat went
down, and is picked up by Larsen's Ghost. As the pampered boy with a.

rich father is made a man of by a similar stroke of destiny in " Captains

Courageous," so " Hump " is schooled into capability, strength, and
manliness on this sealing schooner, under the drastic interest and per-

sonal attention of Wolf Larsen. This magnificent ruffian is handsome,
of ideal physique, self-educated, and his favorite pastime is tyrannical

exercise of his power. He is more cruel than Nero, and Jean Valjean is a

physical weakling compared to him. All sorts of reflected lights are

felt in this novel. Wolf Larsen is a marine Rochester to Hump's Jane
Eyre. He is the most utter materialist. Man, as he puts it, is only a

particle in the fermenting mass of yeast which Energy is, and Might is

the only Right. There is no lapse into tenderness on his part, and he

dies with almost sublime consistency, true to himself to the last.

When " Hump " was putting Wolf Larsen's stateroom to rights in the

beginning of his terrible novitiate, he found a rack of books—Shake-

speare, Tennyson, Poe, DeQuincey, Tyndall, Proctor, Darwin, Bulfinch,

a lot of grammars and " The Dean's English" ! Between the blankets

of the berth was a complete Browning open at " In a Balcony," with

passages underlined in pencil.

Lying one night on the forecastle head, " Hump" hears Wolf quoting

poetry to the stars. In response to Hump's expression of surprise that

such a man should be no more than the obscure master of a seal-hunting

vessel with a reputation for frightful brutality. Wolf says: "No man
makes opportunity. All the great men ever did was to know it when it

came to them. The Corsican knew. I have dreamed as greatly as the

Corsican. I should have known the opportunity, but it never came.
The thorns sprang up and choked me." "Beautiful langwidge" this,

to quote the Cockney coak on the Ghost, and Mr. London wrestles with

his vocabulary to feed it to the " Sea-Wolf." Sucli thought and such
phrasing are as incongruous, given the circumstances and the man, as

are descriptions of "high life" by " gifted writers " of the Laura Jean
Libbey stripe. The delineation is not above censure, but the impression

JACK LONDON.
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made is deep and permanent. Wolf Larsen is a sort of reincarnation

of the dog-hero in " The Call to the Wild," but with the wolf's ferocity,

native rather than, as in the former book, acquired.

A LONDONIZED IVIARK TWAIN.
Americ.\n Wives and Others. By Jerome K. Jerome. Illustrated. Cloth,

364 pp. Price, Si-50. Frederick A. Stokes Company.

IT was in 1889 that Mr. Jerome "caught on," first in England, then

in this country, with " The Idle Thoughts of an Idle Fellow" and
" Three ]\Ien in a Boat." Since then he has been steadily indus-

trious, and has in both coimtries his readers. His humor is not always
very delicate (nor in fact very droll) ; sometimes, as it seems to Ameri-

cans, it is a bit heavy, and in spots

coarse. On the other hand, it occa-

sionally results in reading a capital

lesson, as in "American Wives."
Mr. Jerome recalls at times Tom
Hood ; or possibly he might be re-

garded as a "Mark Twain," Lon-
donized.

It is a mistake to suppose that

Mr. Jerome is a mere "funny man."
There is not till the end a spark of

facetiousness in, for instance, " Dawn
o' Day in the Big Cities"

;
yet it is

a beautiful and refreshing bit of

writing. In "Riddle of the Servant

Girl," with the aid of Mrs. Wilkins,

his fictitious laundress, lie strikes out

practical and really helpful sug-

gestions. He has strong opinions
JEROME K. JEROME.

gj^^j fecHngs that he sometimes urges

under cover of jocularity; being

read}', no doubt, to ask an English equivalent of Horace's hackneyed
question :

ridentem dicere verum.

Quid vetat ?

Of the fair sex he is no abject slave. The large problems that are en-

gaging the world's thought claim his interest; and he sometimes shows,

if but casually, clear insight into them. His interest in the Capital-and-

Labor question luill crop out; see, for example, the striking picture at

the close of "Sport-struck Mortals." In " The Yellow Mask" (a con-

sideration, among other topics, of things Chinese) he hits the nail on the

head several times. The wholly serious paper on Russia is instructive

and in places very earnest.

Readers of Mr. Jerome's books know that they wreathe the face in a

heart-felt smile, and now and then prod into ebullient laughter. The
•ciuality they have found in others of them they will find in this.

FEATURES OF OUR CONTINENTAL FACE.
North America. By Israel C. Russell, Professor of Geology in the Univer-

sity of Michigan. Cloth, 435 pp. Price, $2.50 net. With maps and dia-
grams. D. Appleton & Co.

FROM the standpoint of a geographer, using the term in its com-
prehensive sense, there are facts of first importance concerning

the continent upon which our destiny is cast. They are facts

which embrace such diverse topics as American political geography,

the aborigines, the rocks of which North America may be said to be

•composed, the topography of the land, its climate, plant and animal
life, and even the submarine topography of the Caribbean region. It

is the aim of Professor Russell to give an instructive and interesting

account of all these things.

The success of the efl'ort, regarded as a study of American man's en-

vironment, is undeniable. It is interesting to learn from so high an
authority that our knowledge of the physical features of our continent,

while great in the aggregate, is relatively small. Immense expanses of

territory have yet to be really explored, and Professor Russell has him-
self been struck with the "inadequacy and incompleteness" of much
that passes for thorough work in this field. We might add that we
Tiave ourselves been struck with the slipshod discursiveness of one or

two of Professor Russell's predecessors in this very domain. As a piece

of literature, the work is unusual in being all that one could reasonably

•expect. Facts are clearly assembled. The style is simple. Professor

Russell's own opinion is that a book of this kind should embrace two
leading divisions. The physical geography should first receive atten-

tion, after which would logically come the subject of man's dependence
upon the conditions thus outlined. But each chapter in this book had
to present a complete view of its theme, and it is well that Professor

Russell has not followed his own scheme too arbitrarily.

The characteristics of "five primary physiographic provinces" of

North America have profoundly influenced the human history of the

continent. The coastal plains and plateaus come first. They extend
from the Atlantic to the Appalachians. Next are the mountain-ranges,
extending from what we call Georgia northward, beyond which, again,

we have another system of plains and plateaus. The mountain-chains
on the western side of the continent form one more province in this

scheme of classification, while the West Indies, Southern Mexico, and
Central America constitute the final grand division. The maps and
diagrams certainly render this scheme a plausible one to the eye.

President Roosevelt is said to be so familiar with the face of this coun-
try that he can tell just where he may be, after a long railway trip in a
sleeping-car, by merely looking out of the window. We should imag-
ine that any reader of Professor Russell's chapters on climate and geol-
ogy might do the same, but in a more scientific way.
The account of the aborigines and the colored map accompanying it

embody, we conjecture, much new and heretofore inaccessible material.
Professor Russell is extremely cautious in theorizing upon the origin of
the tribes who were " at home when the conqueror came." He inclines
to the idea that the Indians had lived on the North American continent
from a remote antiquity. They did not arrive from Asia by way of
Bering Strait. This conclusion is not that of some other authorities,
but Professor Russell masters every point thoroughly and his mocie of
presentation is convincing.

POPULAR HISTORY AT ITS BEST.
A History of the United States and Its People. By Elroy McKen-

dree Avery. In twelve volumes. Vol. I. Embossed cloth, 405 pp. Price,

J6.25 net. The Burrows Brothers Company.

IT would seem that the ptiblishers of " The Jesuit Relations," which
the late John Fiske declared to be " the most important historical

enterprise ever undertaken in America," have set out to exceed
their record. In the present undertaking they have discarded their for-

mer advantage in exploiting a new and special domain of research, and
boldly challenge comparison with the many and excellent studies that

have appeared, especially of late, in that broad and favorite field,

United States history.

For eighteen years the author and his publishers have worked in har-

mony, subjecting their respective plans to careful tests and severe
criticism, with the result that a triumph has been achieved, both on the

literarv and the mechanical side of book-building, the glory of which is

" enough to go round."

It must not be inferred, however, that in Mr. Avery we have another
Macaulay or Carlyle, or even a Fiske or Froude, which last historian he
somewhat resembles in historical method and in literary style, when
this is consciously attempted. Mr. Avery is simply a fine type, possibly

the finest our country has yet produced, of the popular historian—the

kind who writes for the average American of culture, the product of the

public schools, and who stands apart from both the literary artist in his-

tory and the university "historian of the chair." It is with such a

writer as John Clark Ridpath that he may be rightly, and with advan-
tage to himself, compared.
Knowing his audience, that great body of men and women who in

high-school days acquired a general and impartial interest in such varied

subjects as geology and physiography, as well as in history proper, Mr.

Avery boldly and wisely overrides the conventions which have bound
most American historians, and opens his work, not with the story of

Columbus, but with that of "The First Americans," the men whose
relics appear in the glacial drift of bygone millenniums. The second
chapter, "The Neolithic Americans," is perhaps the most fascinating

and instructive in,the book. It will do much to demolish the widespread
view of the exotic civilization of the " Mound Builders," conceived and
disseminated by early so-called archeologists, who, in the phrase of Mr.

Avery, dreamed over the mounds instead of digging into them.

We are prepared for the story of Columbus by brief chapters on pre-

vious discoveries of America, in which the mixture of mylh and fact is

judiciously sifted, and by art account of Prince Henry of Portugal,

known as the " Navigator," to whom would certainly have come the

credit of discovering the new continent, by accident if not design, had
the Genoese sailor not anticipated him.

After the death of Columbus, the drama of American discovery and
exploration becomes a pageant, a procession of "the Conquerors"

—

haughty figures in the panoply of war, marching through a lane of

death and devastation to their own doom of obloquy. One form alone,

in the robes of a priest. Las Casas, is seen staying the oppressors and
succoring their victims.

In Chapter XX., "The Pioneers of New France," the Canadian dis-

coveries and settlements of Cartier are described, and the tragic story

is told of the murder of the Huguenot colonists of Florida by the Span-
ish claimants of that territory, together with the theatrical but insub-
stantial vengeance of De Gourgues.

In Chapter XXL, "Westward, Ho !" the romantic spirit of which is

suggested by its title, the author introduces the effectual chastisers of
Spanish arrogance and cruelty, the English adventurers ; and so pre-
pares us for the subject of Volume II., the settlement, largely by the
English, of the thirteen colonies.
The last chapter, " The Indians of North America," belongs logically

to the beginning of the book, and should have succeeded the account of
" The Neolithic Americans," to support the author's contention that
there was racial continuity between all the generations of pre-European
inhabitants of the American continent.
As already suggested, the material form of the book is level with its

high literary quality. The wealth of colored maps, and of illustrations

etched on copper to permit the use of soft instead of calendered paper,
is especially commendable.
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Ends with this Edition

It is believed that The Century Dictionary &
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as THE GREAT AMERICAN WORK OF
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Without any qualilication " The Century " is the most useful and valuable purchase

that can be made. It will not be set aside after the first enthusiasm of ownership, but

will be used more and more as its wonderful possibilities are discovered. It will open

wide to vou and yours its wonderful storehouse of facts through all the months of the

year and for manv years, for, as Daniel Coit Gilman, ex-President of Johns Hopkins
Universitv, savs :

*' This combination of dictionary, encyclopedia, gazeteer, atlas, and
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EVIDENCE
Boston, Mass., October 22d, 1904.

EvAxs Vaccttm Cap Company.
Saint Louis. Missouri.

Gentlemen :—I believe that any man whose blood is in good

condition can cultivate a healthy and complete growth of hair. 1

had been losing my hair for about ten ye;irs and there was a bare

space about three inclies wide extending from front to the back part

of my head. 1 saw the adverti;ement of the Evans Vacuum Cap in

Munspy'd Magazine some time ago and the logic of the argument
appealed to me. I cut the advertisement out and earned it in my
pocket, knowing that 1 would be in Saint Louis at the World's Fair

m charge of my Automobile Spring Exhibit, which was recently

awarded a gold medal.

1 have now used the Cap for a little over three months, and my
photograph enclosed herewith will show you the results 1 have
obtained. 1 mailed this photograph home to my wife in Boston, and

her surprise at noting the growth of hair on my head will, perhaps,

be appreciated by quoting from her letter :
—"Your pjcture came in

this morning, but how strange it seems. Are yon wearing a wig, or

has the Cap really made your hnir grow in again ?
"

Although I appreciate the honor of getting the gold medal on my
own invention, yet I am frank to say that 1 have derived more satis-

faction from having my hair restored than receiving the medal.

My success with tbe Cap has been so pronounced that it has led

to quite a number of sales among other exhibitors who were watch-

ing my progress. Smcerely,

(Sig.) John Hector Graham. 148 Harold St.

OUR GUARANTEE
We will send you by prepaid express an

Evans Vacuum Cap to use thirty days, and
all we ask of you is

to deposit the price

of the Appliance in

any bank in Saint

Louis during the trial

period, subject to

your own order.

If you do not
cultivate a sufficient

growth of hair with-

in this time to con-

vince you that this

method is effective,

simply notify the

bank and they will return your deposit.

The effect of the vacuum is pleasant and
exhilarating. It gives the scalp vigorous

exercise without rubbing, and induces free

and active circulation without the use of

drugs or lotions.

Evans Vacuum Cap Co.
440 Fullerton Building, Saint Louis, No.

.^OPBMRY^J,

The so-called "lines of care" aie'often really lines of

lack of care—Woodbury's Facial Soap creates and
preserves the natural smooth firmness of the skin.

Send 10 <5ts. for samples of all four preparations.

The AndrewJergens Co. Sole Licensee, Cincinnati

BOOKS RECEIVED.

The Literary Digest is in receipt of the follow-

ing books:

" Shakespearean Tragedy : Lectures on Hamlet,

Othello. King Lear and Macbeth."—A. C. Bradley.

(The Macmillan Company, $3.25.)

"Miscellaneous Essays and Addresses." — Henry
Sidgwick. (The Macmillan Company, $3.25.)

" Musing and Pastes."— Bert Finck. (John P. Mor-

ton & Co.)

" The Millionaire Baby."—Anna Katharine Green.

(Bobbs-Merrill Company.)

"Modern Industrial Progress."— C. H. Cochrane.

(J. B. Lippincott, $3 net.)

" The News-Tribune Cartoon." — R. D. Handy.

(News-Tribune. Duluth, Minn.)

" Medieval Civilization."— Dana Carleton Munro
and George Clarke Sellery. (The Century Company,

$1.25 net.)

" Simple Rules for Bridge."—R. N. Steele. (Wil-

liam R. Jenkins.)

" The Busy Life."—Rev. Charles Wagner. (J. S.

Ogilvie Publishing Company, $0.60.)

" Library of Congress : Select List of References on

Impeachment." (Government Printing Press.)

" Don Juan Valera—El Cautivo De Dona Mencia."

—R. Diez de la Cortina. (William R. Jenkins, $0.35.)

" The Higher Critic's Bible or God's Bible."-Wm.
Henry Burns. (Eaton & Mains, :Ji. 5.)

" The Old Family Doctor."—Henry C. Brainerd.

(Arthur H. Clark Company, $1 net )

"Ideals of Science and Faith." — The Rev. J. E.

Hand. (Longmans, Green, & Co., $1.60 net.)

"Electricity in Every-day Life."—Edwin J. Hous-

ton, Ph.D. (P. F. Collier & -Son, 3 vols.)

"A Thunderstorm."—J. N. Rhoads. (Ferris &
Leach, J1.25 net.)

" In the Name of Liberty."—Owen Johnson. (Tlie

Century Company, $1.50.)

"Theodore Watts - Dunton." — James Douglas.

(John Lane, $3.50 net.)

" Roman Society from Nero to Marcus Aurelius."

—Samuel Dill. (The Macmillan Company, $4 net.)

" Library of Congress : Check List of Foreign

Newspapers." — Allan Bedient Slauson. (Govern-

ment Printing Office.)

" The Carolinians." -Annie L. Sloan. (The Neale

Publishing Company, $1.50.)

CURRENT POETRY
As I Go Speeding.

By Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

As I go speeding to the Western Gate,

Let me not murmur at unwelcome Fate,

But rather life's unnumbered joys relate

—

As I go speeding west.

Beyond the sunset lies effulgent dawn.

I would not make men sad while journeying on.

Nor give them food for tears, when I am gone.

I would not make men sad.

Too much we talk of gloom, and grief, and shade,

Forgetting that kind law a just God made.

Whereby small woes with mighty joys are paid.

Too much we talk of gloom.

Yea, there are vast delights on this good earth,

And he who counts them, from his hour of birth.

Shall find this life a thing of precious worth.

Yea, there are vast delights.

Declaration of Independence
The original Dccliiration is failini; rapiilly. Secretary

Hay has withdrawn it from exhibition. The many thou-
sands of visitors to the State Department now are shown
an official facsimile.
I will send you. prepaid, an officially certified tacsimile

showing the original document exactly as it appeared
before the fading began. Secretary Hay's official certifi-

cate, under seal of the State Department, will be repro-
duced at the bottom attesting its genuineness. Size,

before framing, 'Hi x SO inches. Appropriate for home,
office, library, school or lodge. Price, two dollars.
W. AUSTIN, 118 East 17th Street. New York City.

More than half a-milHon copies

of the Burpee Catalogues for 1905

have been mailed already.

Have you received one ? If not

it will pay you to write to-day.

Simply address ' BURPEE'S
SEEDS, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

and you will receive by return mail

Burpee's Farm Annual,—so long

recognized as the "Leading Ameri-

can Seed Catalogue." It is a

handsome book of 178 pages, with

elegant colored plates and tells the

truth about the

BEST SEEDS that GROW!

Stropping a Razor is a Fine Art
29 out of 30 who try it fail

The Farny Razor Sharpener including Safety Razor
attachment i never fails.

Combines grinding, honing, sharpening in one operation.
Works with mathematical exactness always on same nnpj©
of bevel and under even spring pressure. Price, - - :H."0.

To enjoy shaving order Farny Double Concave Razor, $2.00,

Bookh't on request.

F. A. Reichardt ®. Co., 391a. Broadway. New York

Oct a Profitable Buxiitcf:s Educatinn Inj Mail.

Certified A ^^^ . . w^m^ .^^^ Earn $25 to

Public 'Accountants $100 a Day

Our couisc by mail is the work of expeits who have made
accounting their life work. Instruction complete and thor-
ough ; satisfactiou guaranteed ; fees moderate. We alsa
teach by mail :

BOOKKEEPING, BUSINESS PRACTICE,
COMMERCIAL LAW, BUSINESS ARITHMETIC
Write (or our lit!).') IVoi^pei-tu? anil mention subject tlmt interests you.

Universal Business Institute, Dejit. W, 27 E. 22d St., New York

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when wTiting to advertisers.
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As I go speeding west, I look for light.

A million st.irs shine through one single night,

And all the sunset promises are bright—

As I go speeding west.

— From Aiuske's Miiguzine,
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The Change.

By Theduosia G.vkkison.

Blinded and winged, Love came to me

—

I wondered at his gviise

" Why, he will riy with wings." quoth I,

" .And blind -he is not wise.''

And straightway clipped his wings and tore

The kerchief from his eyes.

I made him over to my whim

—

Bereft of flight he lies ;

A changeling lad, dull-eyed and sad.

Who views the world with sighs.

That was a rose-hued kerchief once

He wore across his eyes.

He may not fly, he needs must see

—

He should be glad thereof

;

It was my whim did this for him.

All carefulness to prove.

So wise and wingless he, sometimes

I doubt if he be Love.
—From Aiiislee's Magazine.

PERSONALS.
R. .Swain Gifford.—The late R. Swain Gifford

/as one of the three artists who went to Alaska in the

•scientific party m.ide up by E. H. Harriman in i&jq.

The other two artists were F. S. Dellenbaugh and

Louis .A. Fuertes. The trip took three months. Mr.

Dellenbaugh, in speaking of Mr. Gifford to a New

York Sun reporter, brought in one or two incidents of

the trip to Alaska. He said :

"Gifford was liked by every one in the party. He
,ade a gfreat many sketches on the trip, and later did

many paintings in oil as the result of it. Mr. Harri-

man now has in his collection a large painting of a

glacier done by Gifford that is a fine piece of work.

Gifford had one very thrilling experience on the trip,

which might have cost his life.

" The steamer was anchored in Glacier Bay, and he

•was alone on the beach near Muir inlet, sketching.

He was making a sketch of the Muir glacier, which
was 250 feet above water and two miles wide. Sud-

denly he noticed an enormous mass of ice breaking

away from the glacier. It was several hundred yards

long, and Gifford quickly realized that he was witness-

ing something few men had seen. He saw his danger
if he stayed on the beach, but he wanted a picture of

that huge detached mass of ice. He had his camera
with him ; he quickly adjusted it and took a snapshot.

He didn't lose a minute then in collecting his tools

and running as fast as he could to the high ground.
" He escaped none too soon. The great mass of ice

dropped into the water, and then came a return wave
that would have swallowed the artist if lie hadn't been
on high ground. He got a good picture of the ice fall-

ing into the water, and that pleased him more than

anything else. I have a lantern-slide picture of that

scene, which he presented to me.
" He made a sketch of the peak of Mount Elias, and

stayed up all night to get it. We both had been trying

for several days to get a view of the high peak, but the

clouds hung so low we could not. I went to bed at my
accustomed time, but Gifford waited until 2 a.m., and
saw the glowering clouds over the mountain peak
disappear- He got busy at once, and got the sketch

he so much desired.'"

Magnetic >Ir. Burr.— .•As a very small child, Re-

becca Harding Davis was brought, indirectly, into

touch with Aaron Burr through a little withered old

woman who taught the children of the village their A,

B, C's. The circumstances are narrated in The Satur-

day Evening Post :

" She had been," says Mrs. Davis, " the only child of

one of the foremost men of the country, and when she
was a girl of sixteen was made the head of his house in

Philadelphia, and had for her daily guests Washington
and Franklin and the lesser political leaders. Her
father was one of Burr's most relentless opponents.

4TRAIN LOAD OF BOOKS
Biggest Book House in the Country Failed.

\Vr bon^rht its entire stook of now nnii iip-todate
books. Wt' will sfll titein to you at n €lls4*<»iiiit of
from «0 10 00 por c<»nt. from the it^dlHr price.
Hi'if's youi- I'lmru'f to add tine »taiuluril books from
tliousands of titles to your library iu sets, series, and
single vols., on history, bio(rra]inv, j-riem-e. t-ssnys,

travel. tU-tion, education, iH>etry. luone medical, juve-
nile, rehjcion and bibles. These are sani|ile prices :

$l.r»0 IxMtbs AiK^h a* **I>»vM llnrtim," " ,4IIrp of Old
Vlnfpiini*^,** •* »hi'n knlfrblhoud Hiu lu Kh»wer," " (>rttu-

ntnrk," I'lr., for 3S fpntt.

FnryrlitpeiliM Itritunnlra, regiilnr $34, our prlr« $4.73.
Itiiltur\ 4'orapli'le >Vurk», ;t2 >oIuui«>m, rof^iiliir $50, uur

price $ls.r)0.

DIrkens' Ctiniplete Works, 15 volnmeN, $*2.*i5.

rhous:indso[ other books at sanu- low prices while
they hist. See our bargain list before ordering.
Write tuduy.

CLAKKSON & COOPER. DEPT. 18. CHICAGO
Ageuts cau luake 2uO per cent, selliug these books.

GEM
. NAIL ^

CLIPPER^
Is very handy. It's

a complete mani-
cure outfit. ^et
smaller than a knife
or scissors. "V'our

nails can easily be
kept in perfect condition. Price 25c.

bv mail. Sold everywhere. Sterling
silver handle, price $1.00.

SrtttI ttro cftif sffiittp for "Care of
the \ails."

H. V. COOK CO.,
17 Main St., Ansonln. Conn.

Cjdn solid.'iJ^edLibracry
°5Modern
Household

C0okin5^

ecibcs

IN FIVE
VOLUMES

Christine Terhune Herrick

Editor-in-Ckief

Vol. I—THE MODERN HOSTESS
A complete encyclopedia of etiquette. IT TELLS

the proper thing for C;U E.ST and HOSTE.SS. How
to give a dinner— little or big. What kind of invita-

tions to send. How to accept such invitations or

send regrets. How to select your guests, and why.
Every detail of setting the table and serving. The
same information for LUNCHEONS, TEAS,
SUPPERS, etc.

When a wedding occurs at your home— bound to

happen if you have children tells you how to go
about it for a CHURCH or HOME WEDDING.
If you are a GUEST only, BRIDESMAID OR
GROOMSMAN, it tells you your part. Gives every

detail covering Engagement- Congratulations, En-
gagement Ring, Wedding Preliminaries, Invitations,

Bridesmaids' Dinner, Wedding Ring, Music, Re-
freshments, Presents, etc.

The same information in detail for Balls and
Dances, Receptions, Musicale.s, Theatre, Evening
and Garden Parties. Also the etiquette of Calls,

Cards, Correspondence, etc.

Vol. 2—THE COOKING SCHOOL
It presents a complete course of Cooking Lessons,

giving every detail of each process, which ordinary

cook books do not, taking the place of the attend-

ance at Cooking School, where a course costs from
;?2o to$5o. These lessons are by MRS. HERRICK,
who gives you the benefit of her lifelong experience,
much of which was acquired through association with
her mother, MARION HARLAND. It helps you
run your household economically, solve the Servant
Problem, to do your marketing and select good
meats, etc.

Vols. 3 and 4—RECIPES
These two volumes constitute the most complete

Cook Book ever published. Hundreds of original
Recipes never before published, a consolidation of
the best that is contained in the other Cook Books,
many of which in single volumes sell for more than
this set will cost you. Solves the daily question,
" What shall we eat to-day ?

"

Vol. 5—THE MANS VOLUME
How to carve meat, poultry, and game ; fully illus-

trated. Thegreatest variety of Channg-Dish Recipes
and Nut Dishes. How to make all kinds of refresh-
ing beverages. The story of the Wines of the world.
Interprets all the foreign cooking terms. Sugges-
tions for pleasant conversation at meals. How to
respond to toasts—^ves many clever ones ; how to
make a little after-dinner talk or respond to the well
wishes of your guests.

A Bargain, if You Are Prompt
This work has just been issued, and the publishers have set aside the first

500 sets for introductory purposes, to be sold at about half the regular
price, which is Sm. We believe the books to be so good that each of
these sets sold will sell two others at the regular price. Of these 500

rets we offer you one set at ?8.oo (payable, if you wish, at the
rate of $1.00 down and $1.00 per month) We will send you a
set by express, prepaid, for examination. After 5 days, if not
satisfactory, return the books at our expense.

This work is thoroughly up to date. It should be In every

home. It is BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED, bound in white

oilcloth so that you can wash it if it becomes soiled. A
bargain if you are prompt.

J. BODMER CO.
J'ublishers

WEST 22D STREET
NEW YOR.K

GOOD FOR ONE DOLLAR
Send us with your order for the Con

solida'ed Library of Modern Cookin„
your favorite recipe—if it has not -

already been published- and we
will allow you an additional

discount of ?i.oo, so that

the Library will cost you
only $7.00. Send this

coupon with the order.

R. J.
Bodmer

Co.,

West 22(1

St., N. Y.

Please ."lend me
on approvjil. ex-

press prepaid, a set

ofthe Library of Mod-
n Cuobtng and House-

old recipex, in white oil-

cloth. If satisjiutory, I agree
o pay $1 within five days and
per month until $8 is paid. It

not satisfactory, 1 aRree to return
set within five days at your expense

Name
Street

City L. D. 1-28
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THE AIR-COOLED
HAS NO SEASON
Zero weather or the hottest days do

not affect PREMIERS. 3 YEARS'
practical service BY USERS have
demonstrated that the PREMIER is

built on correct, scientific and practical
lines. If you are searching for the car
that will meet your requirements in
all ways, investigate before placing
your order.
Write today for illustrated descrip^-

tive catalogue of the Premier.
PROMPT DELIVERIES.

PREMIER MOTOR MFG. CO.
208 Shelby Street, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Defy the Coldest Blizzard with a

Vestibule

Storm Shield.
It keeps the driver warm and dry as in a closed cab.

It saves the horse against tlie wind and stops the
strain on buggy top. Fits on any buggy and looks
neat and firm. Curtains and windows disappear by a
touch. No incumbrance—put on or off in two minutes.
Sent on approval. Picture catalog free. ".Are you
with us ?

"

REX BUGGY SHIELD CO.
25 Oak Street, Connersville, Ind.

DIAMONDS
ONCREDtm^^

WHY NOT \^l,
saving some money? The

'

best way to save Is to buy a
Diamond through the "Loftis Way.'
Easy monthly payments and 2() per c"ent;
annual increase In value Is certain, or 17 per cent
more than Saving Banks pay. Send for our Catalogue
and select the Diamond you want. We will send It at
once with all charges paid. If you like It, pay one-nfth
of the price and keep It, sending the balance to us in
eight equal monthly payments. Write today for the
flneat Dlamond.Watchand .Jewelry Catalogue published.

WinncrHoftlie<;OLI»MEI»AI,
at St. Loiitx Exposition.
I^iiimond CiittcrH and

Mnniit'aotnriiifi^ •lewelerM.LOFTIS™^-
»«?<• A-4I,

(SCO,.
02 to as state Street, CHICAUO, IhU

Attacks stopped permanently. Cause removed. Breath-
ing organs and nervous system restored. Symptoms never
return. No medicines needed afterwards. *21 years of
success treating Asthma and Hay Fever. 58,000 patients.
Book fi!i.\ tvoe. Very interesting.
Write P. HAROLD HAYES, BUFFALO, N. Y.

He went to Richmond, with all the rest of the world,

to the trial of the arch traitor, taking his daughter with

him. They were quartered at the hotel.

" When Burr was released, before the trial began, he

called upon all the leading ladies of the town, among
the rest upon the daughter of his chief enemy. Every
morning thereafter he sent her a basket of choice roses.

She had been taught to loatjie and despise Burr and
Benedict Arnold and Judas Iscariot alike as brother

traitors. But the roses and the man himself soon

changed her.

'"When the trial opened,' she told me, 'the best

people of the country were in that old house. Burr's

adherents were ranged on one side of the courtroom

his enemies on the other. My dear, every woman there

sat on Burr's side !

'

"
' And you ?

'

" Her brilliant eyes blazed under their wliite lashes.

I was on the foremost row ! My father saw me and
came down from his place and led me back to tlie hotel.

He was white with anger. He locked me in my room
and kept me there while the trial lasted. Fathers did

such things in those days. I could do nothing for my
new friend but pray for him, and I did it for days with

cries and tears. How I hated the traitors who gave

evidence against him - the friends he had trusted ! For

I believed Aaron Buit to be an innocent man and a

great hero.' She lowered her voice and glanced around

cautiously. ' And, my child, there are times when I

believe it still!'

" Which was treason," adds Mrs. Davis, in telling

the story to her friends, " for pretty Kitty had married

the man whose testimony had almost sent Burr to the

gallows."

Current Events.

Foreign.

Russo-Japanese War.

January 16.—Increased activity is reported along the
Japanese front below Mukden. Conditions in

Port .Arthur, according to the Japanese, indicate
that the fortress had been practically given
away General Kuropatkin's report of the
Cossack raid on New-Chwang declares that the
Russian losses were slight while the Japanese
suffered severely : the alleged invasion of
Chinese territory by the Cossacks gives rise to
grave international problems; Russia, according
to Japanese oflScials, violated the Hay agree-
ment in the hope that the act would lead to in-

tervention.

January 17.— Russia denies that the Cossack raiders
invaded China; Secretary Hay sends a note to
China detailing Russia's charges. The North
Sea Commission in secret session receives state-

ments of particulars from England and Russia

;

the latter repeats the charge that Japanese tor-

pedo-boats were among the fishing-craft.

January 18.—Japanese declare that Chinese regulars
accompanied the Cossacks on the raid against
New-Chwang. The Russian squadron en route
to join Admiral Rozhdestvensky reaches Jebutil,
French Somaliland.

January 19.— The first public session of the North
Sea Commission in held in Paris. Secretary
Hay. it is said, has received assurance from the
Powers that there shall be no attempt upon the
integrity of China after the Russo-Japanese
War.

Other Foreign News.

January 16.— M. Rouvier is regarded as the probable
successor of M. Combes as French Premier.

January 18. -The resignation of the Combes Min-
istry is accepted by President Loubet.

January it).—The Czar and official party narrowly
escape injury by the accidental discharge of a
gun loaded with grape shot during the ceremony
of blessing the waters of the Neva, in St. Peters-
burg.

January 20.— The strike in St. Petersburg assumes
an open political phase ; a committee, represent-
ing tne strikers, aeniand an opportunity to pre-

CALIFORNIA INFOKMATION.
California is a big State; lai'ge of area, rich in natural

weahh, tremendous in its scenic features, and with a future

full of great promise. Every American is more or less in-

terested in knowing about this wonderful commonwealth.
A forty-page folder, with more than half a hundred

beautiful illustrations and a complete fnap of the State in

colors, has been issued by the Chicago & North-Western
'

Railway. It contains, in condensed and interesting form, I

a mass of information on various subjects of interest, in-

cluding a list of hotels at California tourist points^ with
their rates, capacity, etc. Sent to any address on receipt of

four cents in stamps. W. B. Kniskern, Passenger Traffic

Manager, C. & N. W. Ry., 22 Fifth Ave., Chicago.

1A/H/\T IS IT-P
\A/HERE IS IT*?

You will find it in the

UNIVERSITY PRINTS
with 1 142 others not included
in any other series.

Biirenii of University Travel,
301 I'laroiidoii !<t., Boston.

6%
First Mortgage Farm Loans

We have them for sale $'.00 to $2,500 running for five
years. Interest paiil promptly annuall.v. \\> make
these loans with our own money and sell them as
chance may «<fer, hence have nothing to sell that is
net good enough security for our own money. We
inspect every piece of land before placing 11 lonn on
same, and never loan to exceed 40 per cent, of actual
selling value. We have been makingthese loans since
1883. Never lost a dollar for an investor yet. Send for
booklet "We're Right on the Ground," I'iS i)age de-
scriptive matter of the country, complete descriptive
list of on-hand loans, etc. We are relinble nnd finan-
cially responsible. Can you sell our loans to investors?

E. J. LANDER & CO.. Box 8, Grand Fork;. N. D.

The Imiirovf^d Mi'lliod uf

FINISHING FLOORS
FiUhtg cracks

li-ilh

Grippin's
Fillfr and
Patent
Applier

old or new, for rugrs or
otherwise, with Grippin's
Wood Crack and 1 rkvuk
Filler and Finishing
Spkcialties, is very siiupie
and economical, not le-
quiring skilled labor
though the highest dt gyee
of perfection is attained.
We give full instructions
for treating all surfaces.
Write to day fur our de-
scriptive matter to

GRIPPIX MFC. CO.,
Depl. II, Newark, New York

What Is Daus' Tip-Top?
TO PKOVE that Daus' "Tip-top" is
the best and simplest device for making
XOO CopieH from pen-written and 50

Copies from typewritten original,
we will ship complete duplicator,
cap size, "without deposit, on
ten (10) days' trial.

Price $7.50less trade a *• __4.
iHiiciniDt of ,)',•?'/,?; I) / 90 "CI

THE FELIX A. DAIS DrpLlCATOR TO.
Dniis Buildiiiii:, 111 John 8t.. IVew lurk City

We Can
Qualify
You For
The Civil
Service

If you are an American
over 18 years of age and
able to read and write, we
can qualify you for a good
government position. The
cost is low. Write at once
for Civil Service Booklet.
State age.

International CorreK. Seliools

Boi 888 C, 8rranton, Pa.

A 1000 years of mistakes and then the

iATTHJlS®
the closet with a slant, the only sort
of construction that is healthy,
clean, comfortable. The N.^TURO
is the only improvement made in
water Closets since the style TOl'
know was conceived. Aren't you in-

terested in knowing ' Why '.
" Write

fc.r book D. It tells in detail, "itli

illustrations. THE K.ITI-RO CO., Salem, BT. J.

" My sole regret, that it is mine to give
Onl.y one life that my dear land may

NATHAN HALE ^'^rx'ir.^T^

By William Oril way rartridge. Sculptor
The Story of Nuth.in Hale's Ufe and a
study ot his character. $1.00 uet. By
mail SI 10. Nathan Hale
Fl.NK A WAGNALLS COIIP.^NY, >>ub«., >.Y.
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LARKIN
FACTORYTO-FAMILY DEALING

Saves Money
HOMES rVRNISHED

FREE
DL'Y $10 worth of Larkin Lauiuiry nnd
^ Toilet Soai>s, ToiUt Artick's, Flavoring
Extracts and other daily Household Neces-
sities and receive free, a 810 Premium— the
middlemen's 8ave<l profits. People every-
where praise the Larkiii Products and Pre-

miums. Get acquainted with the Larkin
Idea—it benefits thousands.

$20.00 Retail Value for $10.00
Write for Premium List No. 72

Contains ooiiirlt'tc iiifonnation ami nearly 700
valuablo lucniiuni olTci-s.

ESTAB.,
1»75. Lnrkin Co. Buffalo, N. Y.

Learn the Truth
Do you know

that the main cause of unbappi-
nes.s, ill-health, sickly children
and divorce is admitted by phy-
sicians and shown by court rec-
ords to l)c ignorance of the laws
of self and sex?

Sexology
H/nstrutiui

Contains in one volume

—

Knowledge a Young .M;in ShouM Have.
Knowl.rlei. a Young Huihanrt ."Should Have.
KnovledEca Kathir Should Hav.-.
Knottli-dgea Kalhir Should Impart to Hl« Son.
Medical Knowledge a Hui^band Should Hare.

Knowledge a Young Woman Should Have.
Knowledge a Young Wife Should Have.
KDOwledge a .Mother Should Have.
Knowledge a .Mother Should Impart to Hvr Daughter
Medical Knowledge a Wife Should Have.

By William If. Walling, A. M., jtf. /).

Rich Clotli Biidiao, Fvll Gold Stamp, llluitrited, S2.00
Write for" Other People's Opiuinns ' and TaW- ..r (-..nt.-m-.

PURITAN PUB. CO.. Oept. B, PHIUOELPHIA

VENUS PENCIL^ N9 165 (Copying)

SMOOTHEST WRITING

"MOST DURABLE
PENCIL
. MADE

per doz

postpaid, if

not It dralers

ASSORTED SAMPLES
ior l«c, ZSt or Stc postpaid.

American Lead Pencil Co.
< j Eut WuhisgtsB Sq., H. 7
2 1 Farrtngdon Ave., London

HTyym

SEEJHAT CUP?
THE N1.4GARA CLIP holds se-

curely from the thinnest .sheet
of paper up to ^ in. in thickness,
and can he used overand overagain.
Better than pins for filing letters,
records, cards, etc. Avoid unsightlv
pinholes in attaching second letters,
business cards, checks, drafts, in-
voices, etc.- Put up in lx>xes of Inn
especially for desk convenience.
Sample box 15 cents, postpaid.

NIAGARA CLIP COMPANY, 37 Park St„ N. Y. City

Months FreeO
|B_^B If you are interested in any kind of invest-^^^V ment. Oil, Mining, Plantation, Industrial,^^^^ Lands, Stocks, Bonds, Mortgages, etc., send us

your name and address and we will send you
The Investor's Review for three months free of charge.
A journal of advice for investors. Gives latest and most
reliable information concerning new enterprises. Knowl-
edge is power. Great opiiortunities come and go. Great
fakes likewise. Get posted before investing. "A>iteto-dav.

INVESTOR'S REVIEW, 1300 Gaff BIdg., CHICAGO, ILL.
'

sent .in .tppe.il to the Cz.ir to intervene in tlieir

beiialf, but that is denied.

January 21.—An a.sireenient is sijjned at Santo I)o-
niiiiso by which the I'nited States, while jji'ii''

anteein!" tlie inte^jrity of Ooniinican territory,
aijrees to aid in preservinj; order, and assumes
charge of tiie finances of the republic.

January 22. - The striking workmen, in vain at-
tempts to reach the palace to present their
grievances to the Czar, are swept back by vol-
leys from the military, and as a result 500 i)er-

sons are killed or wounded; some reports place
the casualties at 5,000.

Domestic.

Congress.
Januarv 16.—A-wtr/r.- The Statehood bill is consid-

ered. Judge McCart)', of the Utah Supreme
Court, testifies in the Smoot hearing.

Ifoiisc: The Swayne impeachment case is dis-
cussed.

January ly. -Senate: Senator Mitchell defends liim-
self against the land fraud charges on wliich he
was indicted in Oregon. Debate on the .State-
hood bill is continued.

House : The Swayne case is ag:ain discussed.

January 18.- ^^wiT/tf.- Senator Stone, of Missouri,
makes a plea for an investigation of tlie methods
of collecting funds in tlie last presidential cam-
paign ; discussion of the Stateliood bill con-
tinues.

House : The articles of impeachment against
Judge Swain are adopted.

January ic).—Senate : Discussion of the .Statehood
bill continues. A message is received from tlie

President advocating the appointment of si.x

e.xperts to study industrial and trade conditions
abroad.

House : The Army Appropriation bill is taken up

]:inwAry 20.' Senate : The Statehood and ]"ur Seal
Indemnity bills are considered ; tlie e.xtraditidii
treaty with Spain is ratified. .Senator Smoot
denies all charges made by those who are seek-
ing to have him expelled from the Senate.

House : The Army Appropriation bill is passed.

January 21.— Senate ." A resolution to proceed with
the Swayne case is adopted, and tlie Fortifica-
tions .Appropriation bill is taken up.

House : Speaker Cannon appoints a committee of
seven to manage the Swayne impeachment trial

in the Senate. The Indian .Appropriation bill

is passed.

Other Domestic News.

January 16. — The I'nited States Supreme Court
grants a new trial to Senator Burton, of Kansas,
who was convicted in St. Louis of using his in-

fluence with the Post-office Department in be-
half of an alleged " get-ricli-cjuick "' concern.

Robert Watchorn is appointed to succeed Wil-
liams as Commissioner of Immigration at New
York.

January ly.^.-Vndrew Carnegie offers to reimburse
Oberlin students who lost through the alleged
Chadwick forgeries.

Jamiary 18. The Fall River strike is ended through
the mediation of Oovernor Douglas.

January 21. - William J. Bryan visits President
Roosevelt and commends his attitude toward
railroads and trusts.

MORE OR LESS PUNGENT.
After the Christening.—" The minister prayed

that the baby would eventually become a missionary,

and what do you reckon its father said ?"

Can't imagine."
" Bless his little soul, he's fat enough to eat right

now ! "—Atlanta Constitution.

A Demonstration.— '• Mamma, what is frenzied

finance ?

"

"Hush! Just watch your papa figuring up the

Christmas h\\\s."^Houston Post.

A Joker Squelched.— Professor (looking for

fun): " Johnny, what time is it by your nose ?
'

Johnny (bootblack with many chums aroundr.

"Mine ain't running. Is yomsV — Lijjpincotfs

Mag'azine.

\ Postponement Inevitable.—" If yoh husban'

beats you, mebbe you kin hab him sent to de whippin'-

pos'," said Mrs. Potomac Jackson.
" If my husban' ev^r beats me," said Mrs. Tolliver

Grapevine, " dey kin send him to de whippin'-pos' if

dey wants to. But dey'll have to wait till he gits out'n

de hospital."— Wasliington Star.

*.-..«

"V

vw'q

I
KNOW of two men who read my last ad-
vertisement, and who said they didn't believe
what I say is true.

Why didn't they believe }

Mow can I make them believe.-'

If you, and all other men
who smoke, could be convinced
that the cjuality and value of
my cigars are exactly as I state,

my factory could not begin to

fill all the orders I would re-

ceive. Neither could any other
cigar factory in the world.
Those who are not personally

acquainted with me are entitled

to proof that I am a man of
my word, so I give you that
chance by letting you test my
cigars.

I can't take my cigars in

person to smokers and urge a
free trial, but I do the ne.xt

best thing—send a hundred by
express, prepaid, and without
any advance payment whatever.

I am all the time hearing
from new people who want to

try my cigars. The result has
been that during the past two
and a half years I have been
compelled to move three times,
always into larger quarters. I

am pleased, of course, but am
out for still larger business.
Thousands of smokers have
become regular patrons of
mine, but there are hundreds
of other thousands who have
not yet accepted my offer.

Afore than 7/ per cent, of all
the dinars that I send out go to

people "who have bought of me
before. Men are free to do as

they choose, so I do not need
to suggest the reason why they
send in re-orders.

My claim is—that the equal
of my Shivers Panetela Cigar
is not retailed for less than loc,
and that no other cigar in the

world is sold to the consumer
at a price so near the actual
cost of manufacture. I guar-
antee that the filler of these

cigars is clear, clean, long Havana, and that the

wrappers are genuine Sumatra,

MY OFFER
I will, upon request, send tn a reader of The Literary

Digest one hundred Shivers' Panetela Cigars, express
prepaid, on approval. He may smoke ten and return the

other ninety at my expense, If he is not pleased. If he is-

satisfied and keeps the cigars, he agrees to remit the

price for them ($5) within ten days. I simply want to<

give the cigars a chance to sell themselves.

In ordering, please use business letter head,
or inclose business card, and state whether mild,
medium or strong cigars are desired.
Write ine if you smoke.

HERBERT D. SHIVERS
906 Filbert Street Philadelphia, Pa.

FIATFOOT
Kheumatic Pains, Weak Ankles, Tired Feet mg

instantly relieved and permanently ciireil by tlie

EXACT SIZE

Panetela
EXACT SHAPE

VT.AiiTATt INSTEP SUPFOMT
Worn in.side the shoe like an ordinary iiniersole. Rec-
ommended by i>liysicians. Oiianinteed it* instructions
are foll<-)wed. For sale at shoe stores, driit^gists. and
suririciil ii'stniment dealers, or sent bv mail postpaid
tor $3.00 per pair. Write to-day for free circular
and particulars.

GEO. U. I.OIVDOi\ MVti. CO.
^ 4<> a ITnion Street, lij-nn, MnsSi M

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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CHESS.
[All communications for this Department should be

addressed :
" Chess-Editor, Literary

Digest."]

Problem 1,027.

A. F. Mackenzie.

Black— Twelve Pieces.

" " '"' "*

"'//^i''^

^^//. ''<^^::- t

t
^m.

J

^'m.

White— Ten Pieces.

1Q3K1S; P3BP2; ipiSPipi; pP2k2p;
2B1P3; 3P2PP; iP4Si;7b.
White mates in three moves.

Problem 1,028.

Composed for The Literary Digest by

C. H. Battey, Paris, France.

Black— Nine Pieces.

m. m
wmA -m

'wm. m

i '9. W

m m
IX W///////A Bk.

White—Nine Pieces.

2rq4-. S4S2; 4p2b; R6r;BPk5;K2p2Qi;
3 P 4 ; B 2 b I S 2.

White mates in two moves.

Solution cf Problems.

No. 1,018. Key-move : Q—K B 8.

No. i,oig.

Kt—K 6

2

2.

2

2

2.

2

Kt—B 5, ch Q— K 6, mate

K-Q 4 K-B 3

P- K Kt 4 ch

3'

Kt—K Kt5, mate

K-i;4

R X Kt

K— K 5 (n.ust)

Q—Kt4ch
K-Q 4 (must)

Q X Pch

3-

Q— 15 3, mate
3-

Kt—B 4, mate

R-B3 K—Q 4 (must)

Q X Kt P, ch

K—B 4 (must)

Kt—Q B s, ch

3-

Kt—Kt 7, mate

P X K Kt P
P— Kt 4, mate

3-

P .X Q Kt P K-B 4 (must)

No. 1,020.

K—Kt6 K—R 7 Q-KR7, mate

Kt X P, ch Any
Q—K R 7, ch Q—Q Kt 7, mate— 2. •).

B-B 5 K X P
K—B6! Q—K R 7, mate

B-B 7

R^"Q7

Any
Q—KR7, ch Kt-K3, mate

3.

K X P

r
DIGESTS
ITSELF

INFANTS
INVALIDS

DYSPEPTICS

^

is delicious, pulverized, taro, a staple vegetable of Hawuii, which
digests itself, and contains more nutrition than any other food.
Agrees with everybody. Infants. Invalids, and Dyspeptics can eat and
enjoy Taroena at every meal, no matter how irritated or weak the
stomach is from improper feeding, nervousness, fevers, alcoholism,
medicine, seasickness, morning sickness or disease. Taroena " stays
down," nourishes, calms, strengthens. If you have any difficulty with
eating, try Taroena. Regular size, EOc. ; Large, $] .00 ; Hospital. $3.00.
At drug stores everywhere. -Send lOc. for Triiil Size, enough for
4 iiK-als. Address Bo.t T.

CDCC beautiful picture of Hawaii, 8x24, mailed free for "Crest" fromrntt top of Taroena Box, 50c, or $1.00 size. Buy of your druggist and
mail "I'rest " to us, or send 50«. or $1.00 to us and Taroeua, with picture,
will be forwarded prepaid.

TARO FOOD CO., Danbury, Conn.. U. S. Agents

IT'S SlIMWER^NOW IN

JAMAICA
The Island for Rest

and Recreation
SUPERB SERVICE

BY THE STEAMERS OF THE

ATLAS LINE SERVICE
WEEKLY SAILINGS TO

J.%9IAICA, COLOMBIA, and COSTA
KIC.l ; also to HAl TI

To Jamaica, .^40 ; round trip, $7.'i. Tnenly-Three Uay
Cruise, $125. Rates include stateroom accom-
modation and meals. For particulars apply to

H.\I»ll{rK4; - AMEICICA^ LIKE
St.'S-itT Kroadnay, .%'. T.

l.l't llaiid<ilpli .street, Chieago
\-i-i\^ Walnut Street, Pliila.
00« Oli\e Street. St Louis.

WONDERFUL STOVE'g;°ArE''l^
BURNS 905S AIR-ONLY 10^, OIL-GAS.
7*iOO Aold one month. Customers delighted
'with llurrlson A'ulveless 011>eas Stove.
Splendid for cooking; also heating; rooms,

stores, offices, etc., with Radi-
ator Attch. No wick, dirt, or
ashes—no coal bills or drudg-

?ery—cheap, safe fuel, 15c to 3Uc
a week should furnish fuel-gas
for cooking for small family.
Easily operated — absolutely
safe—all sizes, ^ up. Write—
Cntoloe FREE and Special

Prices. AGENTS WANTKJ»—I!i4» Weekly. Address
World MfK. Co., 5i i>0 World U'ld'g, Cincinnati, O.

Bronchial
Coughs

Ot6

->l1

CURES WHILE YOU SLEEP

Whooping Cough, Croup,

Bronchitis, Coughs, Grip, Hay

Fever, Diphthcria.Scarlct Fever

Don't tail to use Cresolene
for the distressing imd often
fata.l affections for which it is

recommended. For more than twenty years
we have had the most conclusive assurances
that there is nothing better. Ask your
physician about it.

An iiiferestintr descriptive hooklet is sent free, which gives

the hiu'Ile^t testimonials as to its value. All l>rugglsts.

VA1'0.«'RF>0I.K>K CO.. ISO Filllon Strert, New York.

FIRST FOLIO SHAKESPEARE
Photographic facsimile of the famous British Museum
Volume, over i ,ooo pages, 52.50.

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Pubs., NEW YORK

Relieve anti cui*e Throat
Troubles caused by cold
or use of the voiccm

GRAY HAIR RESTORED
"WALNUTTA HAIR STAIN"

Restores Gray, Streaked or Bleached
Hair, or Mustache iii9t:intaiieoiisl j.
Gives any shade from L.iKlit Brown
to BIsiek. Uoes not Wiish or rub
off. Contains no poisons, and is not
sticky nor greasy. Sold by all nnj«

tIrusK'sts, or we will send you a Trial size for /IJG
Postpaid; large size (eight times as much 1 60 cents. ^mm^
PACIFIC TKADI.NU CO., - 213 Mehols Bidg., St. Louis, flu.

A new periodical has

just been started.

With the De-

cember num-

A SUBSCRIPTION
FOR ONE YEAR-FREE!
bi-r the circulation reaches ten thousand copies, and
the subscription list is rapidly growing. It is intended
for men and women \Vho love books and are able to

enjoy something more than the fleeting fiction of the
day. To introduce the little monthly periodical among
such persons we have decided to give one year's sub-
scription (or until the end of 1905) FREE to every
reader of The Literary Digest who will take the
trouble to ask for it. There will be no bills, duns, nor
question of arrears. The name of the perirdical is
" SAUCE PIQUANTE " and it is being published month-
ly by Funk & Wagnalls Company, 44-60 ii QJ|||Ar
East 23d St, N.Y. Just send a postal with OAUVC
your name and address and ask

for the free year's subscription. PIQUANTE"

TITTLEBAT TITJVIOUSE
The new edition of Dr. Samuel Warren's immortal
"Ten Thousand a Year." Cloth, illustrated, #1.50.

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Pubs . NEW YORK

^nes^brighHy m d^nouse where.^.-.^^^^
a^bolishes dirh bub"Dirh

©end despa^ira^re close of kinrTry iMn
your next- house-clea^ning-^^^^^i^a

Readers of The LrrEtiART Digest are asked to mention the publication when wiiting to advertisers.
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g—K R :, ch

P- g Kt 5 K X P

No. 1,021. Key-move : Q

g X P, male

Rsq.

Solved by the Rev. I \V. B., lietlileheiu, Pa.; M.
Marble, Worcester, Ma>>.; the Rev. G. Dobbs. New-

Orleans; F. S. Ferguson. Birmingliam. .Ala.; H. W,
Barry, lioston: A. C. White, New Vork City; Dr. J.

H. i>., Geneva, N. V.: .'-^. W. Banipton, Philadelphia;

F. Ganiage, Westboro, Mass,: R. H. Ramsey. Cierman-

town, }'a.; B. Alten, Klyria. O.; the Rev. W. Rech.

Kiel. Wis.; 1.. I.. Williams, South Omaha; the Rev.

J, G. Law, Walhall.i. S. C; E. ,\. C. Kinderliook.

N. v.; C. Nugent. New York Citv; li. W. La Mothe,
Stratford. Conn.; N. IV Waffle. Salt S|irini;ville, N.
Y.; .\ Re,?enbrecht, I'eti.'i>. Tex.; (). C. Pitkin, .^yra-
•cuse. .\. v.; J. M. W.uit/. lilanchester, I).; .\. Rooke,
Philadelphia ; M. 1). M . New Orleans.

i.oiS: C. W. -Shewalter. Washington. D. C; .\. V.
MilhoUand, Baltimore.

i.oiS. 1,019, 1,020 : Dr. NL C. Johnston, Hoije, N.
Oak,

i,oiS, i,oiq. 1,021 : C. S. Jacobs, Montreal; the Rev.
L. H Bahler, Mariaville, N. V.; W. i:. Hayward, In-
-dian.i polls ; Miss J, Houston, Troutville, \'.<.,

i,oi8, 1,020, 1,021 : L. Goldniark, Paterson, N.J.
l,oiS, 1,021 :

' Twenty three."' Philadelphia; I), llam-
iin, C>rono, Me.; Russell. tJerniantown. Pa.; M. Wis-
ner, Norris, Mont.; J. W. Thome, S[)earsville, La,;
L 0"S.. Blacksburg, \'a.; Ci. M. Bramwell. .New \'ork
City; C. P. Crumb, St. Louis; E. A. Kusel, Oroville,
•Cal.; W. G. Hosea, Cincinnati; ,S, von Ragiie. Eden
College. St, Louis ; W. K. Cireely. Boston.

i,oio : J, S. S., Orono. Me.

1,010, I.02I : C. K. Woodward. Chicopee Falls,
.Mass,: B. .Sitts, Bridy;eiK>rt. Conn; J. >I. llanley,
Mandan. N. Dak,; L. Wynian, I'ainesville, O.

1,021 : Lyndon, Athens, Ga.

Comments (i,oi8'; "" Black Kt masterfullv h.mdled"
t-M. M.; ' The maneuvre of the black Kt i> the fea-
"ture"'— G. D.; '" Fairly ;;ood "" F. S. F.; " Poor, for a
Srize-winner "'— B. A.; '" Very tine, and, for a 2-er, very

ifftciilt
•' B, W. L. M.; " Choice ''-J. G. 1..; -Hardly

a Tourney-prizer "— C. S. J.:
"" \'ery mteresting" D.

H,; Not so difficult as 1,012" - M, W,
1,01^: '• Surely a winner "— M. M.: " .\ little beauty

in Wynne's biest style "i-G. D.; " .\ little old-
fashk'ned. but excellent " -F. .">. F.; "This is. |)ossi-

bly. in)t one of the author's best ; but the most fastid-
ious of the higher critics ' n\ust concede its general
merit"—J. H, S.; "A lieautiful example of mate-
puritv" -R. H. R.; "Clean-cut, beautiful conniosi-
-tion''-B. W. L. M.; " Admirable"—J. G. L.

1.02c: ' Harder than the other three nroblems to-
gethtr: but not so tine as i.oig" M. M.: "Rather

. novel and clever "—G. 1 '.;
" .A strong problem marred

T)ydu:\ls and short mates "- F. S. F.; "The central
feature ;s the retrograde key-move. A liappy stroke''

—J. H. .>>.:
' It would be interesting to know why the

eminent Judges scaled this problem down to third
prize. -At first sight, its appearance is not attractive;
"but after unravehng its mysteries, it becomes a thing
of beauty, combined with marvelous difficulty " R.
H, R.: " Lobsteresque strategy. Its ditficultness is

about its only merit''- B. W. L. M.
1,021: In the Dr.'s tine and peculiar style" M. .NL;

"A_ pretty Planck "-G. D.; "Very fine''— C. S.
J.;"Key-move not difficult: mates very ])retty. Tne

Chess-column is unusually good"— R,
In addition to those reported G, W, Brown, Jub-

bulpore, India, got cm ; H. .\. Goodman, Mittineague,
Mass., 1,012; C. F. R. P.. Muskoka, Can.. 1.014: Dr.
P. Joor. Maxwell, la., 1,01^. 1,016, 1,017; !-• O'.S., 1,016;
E, C. Brinker, Riegelsville, Pa.; M, D, M., L, W„ and
B, A., 1.016 1,017.

Concerning 1,017.

This problem as published in Tuf Litfr.arv
Digest was taken from one of the leading Chess-

magazines. Since publishing the solution, we have
received what we believe to be the correct position : a
black Kt should be on K R scj. This presents the
second solution : P— Kt 3. We sincerely regret this
-error, and offer our apologies to the distinguished
Judges.

g% Instead of 4%

$2j Di'ward, wtthdranahli^
ct ao days* notice.

Investments bear earnings
fronri day received to day
withdrawn.

Surervised by New Yo'"'t
tunking Department.

Tl^ONEY now drawing i%
^•* can be saffl.v rein-
vested through tliis Com-
I>any at »;<—increasinj; tlie
income 25 per cent. Con-
servative investors will ap-
[ireciate a i^liin afforiling
all the se<'urity ami profit
without the annoyance of
individual niortgatrc loans.
Description of nietiiofls,

names of mnnv patrons,
and ail desired informa-
tion on request.

.Lssfts, . . . $1,700,000

Surplus and Profits, $IGU.00O

iidustrial Savings aud Loai! Co.

lUiO Broailway. N\-w York.

MATTRESSES
BaLf^aLin Sale of Surplus Stock

To close out quickly, needing room for regular stock, we
offer beautiful high grade Ostermoor Mattresses, regular
$30 specials ; weighing 60 pounds each ; extra thick and ex-
ceptionally soft French Rolled Edges; assorted Art Tick-
ings; Pink, Blue, Green, Yellow, Violet, also Satin Finish,
Linen Stripes, size 4ft. 6in. x 6ft. 4in. ; both one or two parts.

Only while they last, at $18.50 each. Delivered anywhere.

OSTERMOOR
119 Elizabeth Street. New York City.

And now. I>.»I»IK>« .*\I» (liKVTI.iO.MKW
I wish to inform \<>u that it is not n(cissur> to

Insure your Collar Button

BUY A ONE-PIECE

"KR.EMENTZ"
which carries automat ic insurance. If anything
happens to it your dealiT will i;iv<>>ou a new one.
But nothinu can liappen. It is made in one
stronjj piece. No joints, >io solderina. Will
not bend or break. Kasy to button and unbutton
becausi- it is correctly shaia-il. Double thick
shank. Graceful design. 'Zi Models for ladies
and gentlemen ; gold, silver, or rolled i)late.
Be sure you get the

"KREMENTZ"
Free booklt't. * Tkk SroitvoK a Collak But-
ton" inivesentertJiiniim information, ANant oneV

Krementz & Co., 63 Chestnut St.. Newark, N. J.

Grand Mid - Winter Tours

LOW R.\TES TO

CALIFORNIA
Tickets gtiod to return until Nov. 1

Parties willleave Ne'W York, Itoston, and Phila-
delphia, etc., in Jan., Feb., and March, and visit River-
side, Redlands, San Diego, Pasadena, Los Angeles, Santa
Barbara, S.mta Cruz, Monterey, San Jose, San Rafael,
and San Francisco. The return journey includes the
Sierra Nevada and the florges and Caions of Colorado by
daylight. Salt Lake City, Denver, Manitou Springs, and
the (iarden of the Gods, etc. Business men and their fam-
ilies and ladies can see all important points without waste
of time, traveling luxuriously, and being relieved of every
care.

OTHER. TOVRS To Florida, Me.xico,

Porto Rico, Mardi
Around the World,Gras Carnival, Japan,

Hawaii, Europe, Cruise to West Indies, etc.

Railroad and Steamship Tickets everywhere.
Send for book, mentioning information desired.

RAYMOND & WHITGOMB CO.

Philadelphia,
New York ; 25 Union Sq-
Boston. Pittsburg, Chicago, etc.

THE SIMPLE LIFE

GREAT
BOOKS

BY

CHAS.

WAGNER.

"THE SIMPLE LIFE."
"THE VOICE OF NATURE."

it THE BUSY LIFE. »>

These arp three of the t^reatest books of the ijresent day.
and President Roosevelt says t>f thcni. '*I am preaching
your books to my countrymen." '-00 pages each. Paper
cover, 30 cents each ; cloth bound. (0 cents each. Sent by
mail, postpaid, on receipt of price, .\gents wanted to sell
them. Address all orders to .). S. OGILVIE PUBLISH-
ING CO.. 53 Rose Street. New York.

Do not be satisfied with an indefinite
"emulsion" which may disguise impuri-
ties, but which does not exclude them.

Peter Moller's
Cod Liver Oil
may beobtained of any good druggist. It

is made and bottledin Norway, thus reach-
ing you without possibility of adultera-
tion. It is so pure that it is entirely

Free from all Disa-
greeable Taste or Odor

Digests completely —no nauseous "repeat-
ing." Never sold in bulk. Take only the
flat, oval bottles bearing name of

Schieffelin & Company, New York
SOLE AGKNTS

6Z
INTEREST PAID ON DE-
POSITS, COMPOUNDED
SEMI-ANNUALLY.

"Banking by Mail" on request.

Equitable Banking and Loan Co.,
GEO. A. SMITH, President MaCOn, Ca.

VAPOR

—

GAS LAMPSTHE"NULITE"
A€iRIVT8 AUK COIXINO MOiVI^V

A 20th-CenUiry evolution iu tlie art of li^htiiif;. Entirely new,
lUU candle power, 7 hours one cent. Su^-eiior to electricity or

gas and cheaper than coal oil. No trouble to keep
clean, absolutely s:ife. Sells atsiglit. M'e also manu-
facture table lanijis, wall lamps, chandeliers, ttore and
street lamps. Airt-nts W5>nted at once. Vrite for free

catalogue »xu\ prices. We manufacture all kinds and
grades of iiiiinlles. If you buy them direct from us we
will save ynu dealers' piofits. Prices seni. upon request,

Chicago Solar l^ight Co.. Dent. B. Chleago.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writ'ng to advertisers.
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Notable Books by

Louis Albert Banks, D.D.

'Dr. Banks lias eiiiiiient skill In statino: and il-

lustrating familiar truths in a striking manner,
and in point of getting the animated interest of the

hearer few preachers of
the present day are bet-
ter worthy of study."

—

Tlic A.di-aHcc,Ch\c'go

"There is something
clear, straight, and
forceful about the style
of Dr. Banks, and his
method of treating
Scriptural subjects is

instructive and help-
ful."— C/(J(A7irt»t Ad-
vocate, Pittsburg.

"There is no more
distinguished example
of the modern people's
preacher in the Ameri-
can pulpit to-day than
Dr. Banks."— T/ifi In-

Dli. BASKS dependent, ^awYor^.

The Christian Gentlemen
Bright and chatty talks to young men on practical
maUere of every-day lite. 12mo, cloth To cents

My Young Man
Ten straightforward talks to young men. l^mo,
cloth 75 cents

Twentieth-Century Knighthood
Addresses to young men in which examples from
ancient chivalry are used to illustrate modern
conditions. 12mo, cloth 75 cents

Hero Tales from Sacred Story
Eighteen stniiesof stirring heroism from the Bi-
ble. l:.'mn, cloth 81.50

Sermon Stories for Boys and Girls
Short stories of special interest to young folks,

with which are interwoven practical and helj)tul

lessons, l^mo, cloth, illustrated Sl.OU

Anecdotes and Morals
Over 501) illustrations drawn from every-day inci-
dents, and each accompanied by a forceful charac-
ter lesson. Vivao, cloth, 463 pages §1.50

Morals in Poetry and Story
A volume of several hundred morals for tlie use of
preachers, religious workers, writers, and others.
13mo, cloth S1.50

Windows for Sermons
A study of the art of sermonic illustration, togeth-
er witli 400 fresh illustrations suited for sermons,
religious talks, and I'eform addresses. ]2mo.
cloth §1.20

A Year's Prayer-Meeting Talks
Fifty-two talks for prayer-meetings, providing
helpful material for an entire year. 12ino,
cloth Sl.OO

Dr. Banks's

Famous Revival Books
Christ and His Friends
Thirty-one revival sermons (text from St. .John's
(iospel). 12mo, cloth S1.50

The Fisherman and His Friends
studies from the life of Vi-Wv :!l sermons (texts
from John, Matthew, Acts). Cloth .Sl.;5()

Paul and His Friends
Ttiirty-one revival sermons. Lessons from the life

of Paul. 12mo, cloth §1.50

John and His Friends
Thirty-one revival sermons (texts from tlie Gospel
of Joini). 12mo, cloth .*1..5()

David and His Friends
Thirty-one revival seinions (texts from Sanuiel
and tiie Psalms). 12iiio, doth .§1.50

On the Trail of Moses
Thirty-one revival seiinons. 12mo, cloth §1.20

The Unexpected Christ
Thirtv-one evangelistic sermons. ]2nio, cloth,
:i2.s pages §1.50

The Saloon-Keeper's Ledger
Temp('ran<-e rexival discoursi's. (.'loth.. .75 cents

Seven Times Around Jericho
Seven temperance discourses. 12mo 75cents

VI
Funk & Waonaiis Company, PuDs.New York

Xhe Detroit XribuiU' . " The reader is carried on from incident to incident with the most intense feeling.'

Mrs. Maybrick's Own Story
By FLORENCE ELIZABETH MAYBRICK

In this volume Mrs. Maybrick tells the complete story of her fifteen

years of English prison life. It is a narrative of intense humati
interest, and is accompanied by a careful legal digest of this

celebrated case.

Southern »*!!/<» r, Atlanta : "A most deeply interesting story from beginning
to end."

Los Angeles Times : " Tlie book is one of the deepest pathos, full, for people

tjr,c- w>vnr.>>^., of heart and imagination, of far stronger human interest than any piece of fiction
MRS. MAYBRICK can well be "

yeif Orleans Piciiijnne: "One of the strangest romances of real life in modem times."

I'-'mn, t'liilh, 10 Ilnlf-Tiiiii> nj list ral ions. I'lioe, .«1.20 net ; by Mnil, $l.;l(». Siilisciiplion E<li(iou liuiiilsouu'l)' bound, wide niarjins,

]>liuli>^ravure portrait of Mrs. ,llayl)rick : fai-Ii vopy «ifb autbor's personal aiilo:rra|)li. I'rice, $-.0(t, jiosta^e free. Airents>\an*efl.

ITI.VK A WA«.\ \I,I,S COMP.WV. l>iil>lisli(>i-s. - I4-00 F.AST 3S<1 STRKET. IVEW VOKK

Magically Appealing Irish Lolfe Stories

me PASSIONATE HEARTS
By ANNA MACMANUS

ISuao, T5 cents, postpaid.

Beautiful, throbbing, full of novelty, humor,
tenderness, passion, and tragedy are these

stories. These tales of gallant, poetic Irisli-

men and blue-eyed Colleens are " instinct

with beauty," says the Glasgow Herald.

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Publishers, NEW YORK

Partly Paid For Books

32
Magnificent
Boolvs, Less than

Cents a
Volnine49

One Man's Loss is

Another Man's Gain
THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY; READ CAREFULLY
We have on hand twenty-one (21) sets of the "Makers of

History" in thirty-two (32) magnificent volumes, bound in cloth

and half-leather, that have been partly paid for by some one.

These twenty-one (21) sets were subscribed for by our customers
and delivered to them, and we received in payment about one-half

of our price ; then the books were returned to us on account of the

inability of the subscriber to pay us the balance due. The books
have been thoroughly inspected and where a volume was not abso-

lutely good as new a new volume was substituted ; thus these

twenty-one (21) sets are perfect in every respect ; this we guarantee.

The regular price of the thirty-two (32) volumes in cloth is §32.00

a set, and in special library or half-leather binding is ^48.00 a set,

but as we have already received about one-half of the price of these

books from our customers, we have decided to let these special sets,

only twenty-one (21) in number, go to those who first apply, for less

than half-price upon small monthly payments. Read coupon
carefully.

The " Makers of History " are tlie most entertaining and instruc-

tive friends you could possibly have in your home. Each volume
is a complete narrative of a man or woman who in their time made
things happen. There is not a dull page in the entire 32 volumes.

No set of books published can compare in interest or instruction

with the " Makers of History." They are as absorbing as anything

you can imagine. They are the kind of books that keep people up
late reading. Once you start to read any of these volumes you dis-

like to stop until the book is finished. Hundreds of thousands

know and own these books. Their sale is ever increasing, because

they are real books to be read and enjoyed— not to be put away and

never looked at.

Read Carefully : Remember these books are partly paid for, so

you only have to pay half-price. We extend to you free examina-

tion ; if the books are not found to be satisfactory return them at

our expense ;
you do not take any risk ; it costs you nothing to

have the books sent to you ; if you do not care to keep them after

seeing them they are to be returned, all charges collect.

Sign and mail coupon to us to-day. We say to-day be-

cause we know that these twenty-one (21J sets will all be

claimed almost immediately.

We Recommend the Special Library Binding

TITLES OF BOOKS.
William the Conqueror
Alexander the Great
Alfred the Great
Richard I.

Cyrus the Great
Genghis Khan
Xerxes
Julius Csesar

Pyrrhus
Charles I.

Josephine
Marie Antoinette
Hernando Corlez

King Philip

Louis Philippe

Queen Elizabeth

Cleopatra

Margaret of Anjou
Richard II.

Darius the Great

Peter the Great

Hannibal
Nero
Romulus
Horfense
Madame Roland
Henry IV.

Joseph Bonaparte
Louis XIV.
Charles II.

Richard III.

Mary Queen of Scots

Tliis Is refill;/ the ojipoitiiniti/ of'

11 lifetime. Yon inenr no ohiiijiilioii

and it costs yon nothinij to inces-
tiffdfe the (jrentest book hnrffain
ecer offered.

Harper's History Club

16 East 17th Street, New York, N. Y.

Free Eight Volumes Shakespeare Coupon

Harper's History Club, 16Eastl7tb St., New York.

You may send me foi- inspection nnfi approval one set o£ the

m.%ki<:rs ov historv.
32 vohnnes, bound in the style indicated by having the " X "

beside it.^

Cloth Bindinjr (regular price $32 per set). 1 will pay for

same it I deoitle to l;eep the books as follows: 60 cents

after I examine them, and $1.00 a month for fifteen

montlis.
,

Special Library Bindiris: (regular price $48.00 per set. 1

will pay for same, if 1 decide to keep the oooks, as
follows ! 50 cents after 1 e.Yamine them, and §1.60 a
month for fifteen months.

It is understood vou send to me upon approval, the " Makei -

of History," in S2 volumes, and if I decide not to keep the

books I ain to return them to you, charges collect.

N.4.ME .

STREET

CITY OK TOWN.

8T.4TE
L. 1).

Readers of The Literary Digest ait asked to mcutiuu tliu publlcatiuu wlit-u writaitr t.> advertisers.
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TOPICS OF THE DAY.

RUSSIAN REVOLUTIONARY PROSPECTS.
"^ ^ ^ H I LE the Cossacks " may quench the flame for a time, they

'' * can not put out the fire." remarks the Chicago A^ews,

commenting upon the pohcy of bullets and bayonets that is meted

out to the Russian strikers. The outbreak of the vvorkingmen

"may be controlled temporarily by force," observes the Philadel-

phia Evening TelegrapJi. similarly," but it marks the beginning of

that terrible convulsion through which nations pass in their advance

toward civil and religious liberty." Our newspapers see great sig-

nificance in the wide extent of the disorders, which spread south-

eastward across European Russia from St. Petersburg to Moscow
and Saratoff, on the \'olga, and southwestward for a thousand

miles along the western border of the empire, taking ia Helsing-

foj.s, Reval. Kolpino. Dorpat, Riga, Mitau, Libau, Vilna, Kovno,

Warsaw, Radom, and Lodz. Importance is also attached to the

petitions for reforms and the protests against the St. Petersburg

massacre of January 15 made by the St. Petersburg editors, the

Economic Society, the Juridic Society, and the Council of the

Polytechnic Institute in St. Petersburg, as proving, in connection

with the zemstvo petition, that the exasperation with the present

regime and the demand for a representative government pervade

all classes. The Philadelphia Ledger believes that the revolution

"seems fairly to have begun," and "altho it is not likely to gather

much physical force until the army is ready to join it, still ultimate

success seems inevitable," and it adds :
" The Revolution in

France, which began with the calling of the States-General, took a

year or two to gather headway ; it may well be so in Russia."

The collection of revenue and the conscription of troops are ex-

pected to suffer severely from this upheaval ; and the New York

World thinks that if Nicholas "has any hopes of winning the

struggle in the Far East, he must first make his peace with his

own people," while the New York Journal of Conniierce argues

conversely that whatever policy Nicholas may adopt at home

—

whether more concessions, or more Cossacks—" the abandonment

of the struggle in the Far East would seem to be an essential part*

of it." Reports are current that disaffection is rife in Kuropatkin's

army, and that reservists in barracks in Russia or in trains bound

for the front are decamping in large numbers with their rifles and

equipments.

The Brooklyn Eagle expects to see Russia shorn of its dis-

affected provinces and " chastened, but ennobled." To quote :

" It is hardly possible to avert the dismemberment of the empire.

The fires of revolt are burning, not merely in Moscow and St.

Petersburg, not merely in camps and fleets, but in the provinces

where the yoke has borne heavily on imwilling necks for centuries.

In the various wars in which Russia has been embroiled in recent

times she has conquered and taken over Poland, Finland, Mol-
davia, Wallachia. Armenia, and the Caucasian states as she had
taken over Esthonia, Livonia, and Ingria,and these sections have
been waiting the time when the yoke could be flung off and na-

tional liberty restored. In the East the plans for extension that

began with the seizure of the Japanese island of Saghalien, and
the pushing southward of the Siberian frontier, are doomed to

failure. Japan, the new Power, will safeguard the integrity of the

East Asian states, as the Powers uphold that of Europe, and as we
have set ourselves to maintain the sovereignty of our fellow repub-

lics in the South.

"England sees hope in the massacre at St. Petersburg. Her
own schemes of conquest, peaceful when possible, but none the

less conquest, will thrive in the removal of her strongest foe. In-

dia will no longer require the watch at its northern frontiers, and
England's influence in the regions below the Caspian will augment.

Before the century ends the map of the Old World will have been
made over. Even within a score of years we shall probably see a

Poland delivered from its lord, a free and democratic Finland, a
Turkey forced beyond the Bosporus, a Japan whose sphere of in-

fluence has widened over the shores of China, a China, too, that is

progressive and reformed, an India larger, more firmly united than

the India of to-day, and, brooding over the ruins of her ancient

empire, a Russia, chastened, but ennobled, a Russia whose people

enjoy the liberty that is given to all the world besides, for it is only

to those who strike for it that freedom is awarded."

If revolution comes, predicts the Springfield Republican, the

world's sympathy may shift from the revolutionists to the Govern-

ment. 1 1 argues thus

:

"'It is the loneliest autocracy ever known,' is a remark made
concerning the Government of Russia. Where, indeed, are its

friends .'' At war with Japan, dreaded by China, hated even by
the Turks, condemned by the immense bulk of Christendom, at-

tacked by its own people at home, the Russian autocracy is most
surely the loneliest Government on the face of the earth. East
and West, at this moment, seem united in withholding from it the

slightest sympathy, while among hundreds of millions throughout

the world the Muscovite tyranny is an object of execration. Even
where one would naturally look for some defense of the czardom
at this time, as in Berlin, Vienna, and Paris, not a voice is raised

in behalf of the autocracy. 1 1 must have some friends in the courts
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SERGE WITTE.

Some regard him as the only man
who can handle the present crisis. He
says :

" I am of no influence in the Ad-
ministration."

PRINCE SVIATOPOLK-MIRSKI,

Russian Minister of the Interior ; a
man of liberal leanings. Much is ex-

pected from his influence within the

Government.

The Boston Herald and the New
York American print this as a por-

trait of

FATHER GOPON,

the Russian revolutionary leader.

COUNT LEO TOLSTOY,

Who counsels non-resistance, but

whose liberal teachings have per-

meated Russian society.

REFORMERS WITHIN THE GOVERNMENT. REFORMERS OUTSIDE THE GOVERNMENT.

of the two kaisers, whose own empires, on tlieir eastern boundaries,

march with the frontier of Russia. But there the silence is pro-

found. Throughout Germany and Austria, as well as France,

England, and the United States, the jjopular heart has but one

feeling, which is sympathy of the deepest character with revolution

in almost any form in the land of the Czar.
" In the past popular movements against despotism have gen-

erally lost the sympathy of the more conservative classes of society

through their excesses in attacks on life and property. Both in

this country and in England public sympathy with the French

Revolution was exceedingly strong until it fell under the guidance

and control of the terrorists. So long as the overthrow of the old

despotism, on the whole, was peaceful in its movement there was
no strong popular revulsion of feeling against it outside of France.

But when finally the Jacobins gained the mastery, slew the king,

and began the reign of terror, the reaction abroad was tremendous.

Edmund Burke, from the outset unsympathetic with the revolu-

tion, now attacked it with prodigious power, and to him more than

to any other man was the English reaction due. In America,
even, where the principle of democracy had already taken deep
root, stories of the terror produced a profound impression and
turned the people of property and social standing and also the

federalist party almost in a mass against the revolutionary move-
ment. The reaction abroad, particularly in England, proved to be

most unfortunate, since it alined the country which should have

been sympathetic with popular liberties alongside the European
monarchical alliance for the restoration of the Bourbons, and thus

inaugurated the great foreign wars.
" In Russia to-day it may not be possible to restrain the passions

of people with the revolutionary ferment any more than it was pos-

sible to restrain the Jacobins of Paris. Men are human. It is,

however, altogether likely that resorts to extreme measures of

violence by the revolutionary leaders would tend to shock the con-

servative people of all countries and thus shatter that extraordinary

body of world sentiment which now is so hostile to the existing

order in the Russian Empire."

THE RING IS OUT.
— Maybell in the Brooklyn Eagle.

J>?AN

ROCKING THE BOAT.
—Spencer in the Omaha World-Herald.

ATTITUDE OF THE PEOPLE.
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CRANU DUKE SERGE ALKXANURO-
VITCH.

Serge and \'ladiniir are thought to

be practically in control of affairs, their

influence dominating the Czar.

t.RANl) DIKI-; VLADIMIR,

Commanding the military in St. Pe-

tersburg, w ho says that " the i>eoi)le are

unlit for a constitution, and there will

be none given.''

M. ZriiREI T,

One of the busiest men in Russia at

present. He is director of the censor-

ship.

GENERAL TREPOFF,

Who has been given command of the

St. Petersburg police. '" It may be

proper to express the hope that no
American insurance company is carry-

ing a risk on his life," says the Hart-

ford Times.

SITTING ON THE SAFETY-VALVE."

The loss of Port .Arthur must seem a pretty small thing to the Czar just now.
— The Philadelphia Press.

What Russia needs most of all for immediate relief is a grand-duke famine.

—

The Chicago Record-Herald.

We do not see just how Russia is going to be able to lay the blame on China

this time.— The Washington Post.

Rl'Ssi.\ may not think the yellow peril so terrible after a little further experi-

ence with the red f)eril.— The Chicago News.

Are they trying at St. Petersburg to have the place appear nice and homelike

to Stoessel w hen he comes ?— The Chicago Neus.

It has been some time since women and children were shot down in the streets

of heathen Tokyo.— The Philadelphia North American.

Russia's third fleet should take along the guns from the bourse esplanade so

that the people at home would be safe.— 7"//<; Chicago News.

The Czar might have acknowledged the right of the people to petition for

redress of grievances without paying anymore attention to the grievances than

the United States Senate does.— The Detroit Free Press.

There is only one high personage in Russia who is not worrying over the

present situation. The Czarowitz .Mexis continues to poke his fists into his

eyes and coo in soft imperial indifference.— Z'/ic New York Evening Mail.

Will Poland one day come in on a " partition of Russia"?

—

The New York
Evening Alail.

The Little Father is little. There can be no further doubt of that.— T'/ie

Chicago Record-Herald.

Whf.n Stoessel gets home he may have to get out a search warrant to find the

Czar.— The New York American.

If Japan can not lick Russia alone, the appearances are that Russia will take

hold and help.— The Chicago News.

Winter sports in St. Petersburg include an exhibition of skating on thin ice

by N. Romanoff.— The Ne7i' York American.

It daily grows more difficult for tlie Russian bureaucrats, in talking of the war,

to tell where the front is. - The Cohimbits Dispatch.

The Czar probably regrets now tliat he did not carry out any of his plans for

going to the front with the army.— The Washington Post.

A remarkable thing in connection with this Russian business is that every-

body knew it was going to happen and everybody is surprised that it is happen-
ing.— The Philadelphia North American.

It might be well for some of the subway experts to go over to Russia about

now and submit sealed bids. The Czar would doubtless be glad to have some
good, rapid tunneling done.— The Chicago Rccord-Hcrald.

>i-ll",i:ii-

'ALL THIS MUST PASS AWAY."

-Opper in the New York American.

ATTITUDE OF THE AUTOCRACY.

answered.
—Donahey in the Cleveland Plain Dealer.
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M. KOROLENKO, M. PHILOSOPHO FF, MME. TAFFY-LOKCHVITSNY, M. OSTROGORSKY,

Popular Russian writers present at a reform banquet in St. Petersburg at which a resolution was adopted declaring against "the war into which the Government
has dragged the nation without consideration of national opinion and interests," and demanding " free representation of the people, elected on the principle of equal

rights and by secret ballot."

VOICES OF THE PEOPLE.

"I

WAS THE PORT ARTHUR SURRENDER
NEEDLESS?

T seems that Port Arthur was the tomb of nothing more than

General Stoessel's reputation," says the Detroit News, in

view of the reports that are being printed about the condition of

the fortress when it was occupied by the Japanese. General

Stoessel had been lauded as a hero of the first magnitude, and his

plucky defense of Port Arthur was slated for a high place in world

history. However, since correspondents have entered the sur-

rendered fortress, for the first time since the siege began, they

give a very different story from that which has appeared in the

newspapers hitherto. The London Teleg?-aph's corrQs-pondiZni, after

surveying the second line of defenses, says it is scarcely credible

that the Russians should have relinquished the positions. He
adds that quantities of rifles, ammunition, and shells were thrown

into the sea, and that the sufferings of the garrison from scarcity

of food were greatly exaggerated. Other correspondents concur

in these statements. They say that the place could have held out

much longer. Japanese officers are reported as saying that the

troops were able and willing to fight on, and that the infantry

loudly protested that the place had been given away. The corre-

spondent of the London 7»//t'j believes that" no more discreditable

surrender is recorded in history," and he says

:

" There were 25,000 able-bodied men, capable of making a sortie,

hundreds of officers all well nourished, and plenty of ammunition,

the largest magazine being untouched and full to the roof with all

kinds of ammunition for naval guns.

"There was, further, ample food for three months, even if no
fresh supplies could be received, and, besides, the waters are teem-

ing with fish. There was an abundance of wine and medical com-
forts and large quantities of fuel of all kinds.

" The stories that the Red Cross buildings were wrecked by the

Japanese fire are admitted by reputable residents to have been

'zi'^^
THE "little father."

—Edgren in the New York World.

ATTITUDE OF NICHOLAS.

A tottering throne.

—Davenport in the New York Evening Mail.
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pure fabrications to excite sympathy. All accounts agree in con-

demning the majority of the ofticers, who feared the failure of com-

forts more than of ammunition, and agree that no man ever held

a responsible command who less deserved the title of hero than

General Stoessel."

At the surrender of Port .Arthur. General Stoessel gave his pa-

role, and he is returning to Russia, where he will be tried before a

court-martial. " If Stoessel falls into disgrace," says the Brooklyn

limes, " and possibly forfeits his life as a consequence of the sur-

render ... he w ill have had one meed of satisfaction, as a sooth-

ing potion, and that is that he has been lauded as a hero times

without number, and just escaped the laurel wreath by the failure

of his courage at the most critical period of his life."

That Stoessel surrendered because the purpose of the defense

had been accomplished, is the belief of the New York Tridune,

which says

:

"It was worth while for Russia to suffer that loss for the sake of

what she gained or avoided losing elsewhere. If we consider that

General Stoessel's duty and object were to detain General Nogi's

army in the south, and thus deprive Marshal Oyama of its aid, we
must see how great a service he rendered by his stubborn defense.

Had Nogi's loo.ooo men been free to join Oyama at Liao-Yang,

Kuropatkin would probably have been completely crushed or cap-

tured, instead of being able to retire in good order to Mukden. If

Stoessel thus saved Kuropatkin from destruction he did a great

deed for Russia, which was amply worth doing. From that point

of view Russia may regard the cost of Port Arthur as well ex-

pended."

ASPECTS OF THE SANTO DOMINGO
PROTECTORATE.

' I "HE news tliat a revolt is anticipated in Santo Domingo upon
^ the announcement of our " fiscal protectorate " over the "re-

public " (considered in these columns last week) affords a sharp

contrast to the reception of the same announcement in this coun-

try. Here a noticeable feature of the situation is the approval of

President Roosevelt's course by many influential Democratic pa-

pers. Some of our Senators were oppressed by the fear that the

President intended to carry the matter through without "the advice

and consent of the Senate," but they were speedily relieved by the

assurance that such is not the case. The Washington correspond-

ent of the New York //^/^/(Dem.) insists that it was the Presi-

dent's original intention to "establish a protectorate by his own
act," but he "completely backed down" when "a serious clash

with the Senate " was threatened. T/ie Sufi's Washington man,

however, learns at the State Department that" it had been the Ad-

ministration's intention from the beginning to give the Senate the

opportunity of approving or disapproving the agreement, which

officials say they think is in the form of a protocol."

Few papers disapprove this extension of our authority to regu-

late Santo Domingo's troubled finances. '"For one, we are heart-

ily glad that the United States has taken hold of Santo Domingo,"

declares the Richmond Times-Dispatch {D^xn..)\ and the Brooklyn

Citizen (Dem.) believes that "public opinion in this country will

undoubtedly approve." "An American protectorate will be a dis"

tinct gain for civilization," in the opinion of the Philadelphia Rec-

ord (Dem.); and the Jacksonville (Fla.) Times-Union (Dem.) ad-

vises the other Latin-American governments to "hasten to make
similar arrangements." Several other anti-imperialist papers, like

the New Orleans Picayune (Dem.), the Hartford Z/w^i- (Dem),
and the Buffalo Express (Rep.), comment on the bargain without

adverse criticism.

"This means the end of Santo Domingo as an independent

country," for " it is wholly improbable that the receivership will

ever be given up by the United .States Government," predicts the

Springfield Republican (Ind.), and so think the Pittsburg Post

(Dem.), the Philadelphia Inquirer {R&-p.), and a number of other

papers.

Objections to the Santo Domingo arrangement are heard from

the New York World (Dem.), Herald (Ind.), and Evening Post

(Ind.). As The Herald s\\v\'e^-^ the possibility that we may proceed

" to govern or possibly annex one or all of the black republics and

the republics of Central and South America," it exclaims that " the

vista is appalling !" The World \s equally dismayed at the pros-

pect of our becoming responsible for "foreign debts aggregating

$1,336,417,249" and "$419,984,658 of domestic debts, billions of

paper money and hundreds of millions due to foreign citizens and

corporations for subsidies, damages, and other claims," and the

prospect of undertaking to "keep order among nearly sixty million

people, of mixed Spanish, Portuguese, Indian, and negro blood,

divided among twenty sham republics which have had at least three

hundred revolutions in eighty years,"

Las Ultimas Noticias, (A Santiago, Chile, reassures the South

American republics which fear "Yankee imperialism" and "the

absorption of the republics of South America by the colossus of

the North " thus :

'

"The United States Government does not wish any territory oJC

conquest, for the simple reason that it does not need more territopy.

One of the States alone, Texas, has all the climates of the wotld..

SA-nCTIflB—

r MORAL—don't be TOO NOISY.

Your uncle is still reaching.

—Satterfield in the Milwaukee /o^/rw^/.

can raise all of nature's products and make any kind of manufac-
tured goods, and can itself supply all the necessaries of the

80,000,000 inhabitants of the United States. Accordingly, liberty

to Cuba was given as soon as she was in a position to manage her
own affairs, and in like manner there is to-day in North America
a very strong party which wishes to relinquish the Philippines, as
they consider them a prejudicial element to national prosperity.

"The tendency of nations in modern times has decidedly
changed, as they are not now after territorial expansion or con-
quest as a means of development. What the great nations desire

is the control of markets, and to this end they bend all their ener-
gies.

"The battle-cry of the • Americanists ' will undoubtedly be inter-

vention in extreme cases, to which President Roosevelt referred.

With this intervention there will be manifested in colossal
proportions the ' danger of the North,' which plays such an impor-
tant part in their declamations.

" It is in our hands to avoid this intc-vention, but it is not a men-
ace to the established governments which take part with pride in

the concert of nations. That intervention refers only to those re-

publics which are in a perpetual state of anarchy, which disregard
international laws, which do not meet their monetary or other ob-
ligations, which have, in fact, done everything possible to lose
their character as civilized nations.

"The countries which have established governments, which meet
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their obligations and have due respect for foreign rights have noth-

ing to fear from the United States.

" As a proof of this, there are the declarations which President

Roosevelt made lately to one of the directors of this newspaper:
' It is regrettable,' he said, ' that all the South American republics

do not have, like Chile, a suitable form of government, which
might give guarantees and be able to inspire the respect of the

•whole world. Chile is a country which has known how^ to defend

itself when attacked, and has never failed to meet its obligations.

This we know, and we are, in consequence, drawn toward them.

If all the South American countries would follow in the footsteps

of Chile, we should have had no reason to regret the events which
on several occasions have forced us to intervene actively in the

policy of that part of our continent.'
" The above words of President Roosevelt perfectly show the

spirit of his declarations in his message of yesterday. There is

nothing in it, therefore, to disturb the real spirit of Americanism.
"

' The peril of the North ' is only a myth if the South does not

provoke the North with internal disturbances or violations of inter-

.
pational law and break its word in financial matters."

AN ECONOMIC REVOLUTION.

-jTUDGE PETER S. GROSSCUP, of Chicago, presents in the

J February McChire's a new phase of the striking change from

individual ownership of property to corporation control that has

been in progress in this country during the last twenty-five years.

This change has often been referred to as a fact by campaign ora-

tors and writers, but the list:ner or reader has usually been left to

supply the proof from his own observation or experience. Judge

Grosscup,however, finds his proof in the figures in the Census and

Treasury Department reports. He finds, in brief, that in the last

twenty-five years the population of the country has grown 50 per

. cent, and the general wealth of the country 60 per cent. ; while the

(bank deposits (national, state, and savings) have grown 500 per

. cent. In 1880 the bank deposits amounted to a little over $2,250,-

.000,000; in 1904, to $11,000,000,000. During the last campaign

•some of the Republican papers dwelt at great length upon the tre-

mendous growth of bank deposits as proof of our soaring prosper-

ity
; Judge Grosscup dwells upon it as proof that our people are

withdrawing their money from individual enterprises and placing

it in the banks, which reinvest it in corporation securities. Thus

the institution of private property, which, "more than any other

secular agency, brought us to civilization," and on which " the

world's republican institutions must continue to rest," is now un-

dergoing " a strain never put on it before." Judge Grosscup says

further

:

" The effect of the corporation, under the prevailing policy of the

free, go-as-you-please method of organization and management,

•has been to drive the bulk of our people, other than farmers, out

of property ownership; and, if allowed to go on as at present, it

will keep them out. When the individual proprietor of the past

sells out his business to the corporation, he does not reinvest his

capital in his old hne of business. He puts it in the bank, or in

some bond. When the workman has got together some savings,

he does not become a proprietor or part proprietor. He spends

it, or puts it in the bank. To men like these no kind of active in-

vestment, practically considered, is left open. The industries are

-now dominated by the corporation, and proprietorship in the cor-

poration has come to be for those only who are experienced in cor-

porate ways, or who are willing to take a chance at the corporate

wheel. And thus it happens that, just at this moment, we are in

the midst of a sweep of events that, unless arrested and turned to

a different account, will transform this country from a nation whose

property is within the proprietorship of the people at large, to a

nation whose industrial property, so far as active proprietorship

goes, will be "largely in the hands of a few skilled or fortunate so-

called captains of industry, and their lieutenants."

If this tendency is not stopped, we shall become "a nation of

^dependents," declares Judge Grosscup, and he would stop it by

federal control of corporations, the excision of stock-jobbing and
water-logged concerns, and an employees' profit-sharing system.

To quote :

" The transformation of the ownership of a country's industrial

property, from its people generally to a few of its people only,,

reaches the bed-rock of social and moral forces on which alone the

whole structure of republican institutions rests; for, under such
conditions, instead of depending, each on himself and his own in-

telligence chiefly for success, the great bulk of our people, increas-

ingly, will become dependents upon others. Those who possess

investible means will come to rely solely upon the great financial

institutions ; and those who possess nothing but capacity for labor,

upon the great organizations of labor. That is paternalism
;
pa-

ternalism in almost its final form ; the paternalism that will event-

ually divide the country into two hostile camps, the camp of those
who have, and the camp of those who have not; the paternalism

that speedily descends into actual state socialism, or a dry-rotted

citizenship as nerveless and squalid as state socialism.
" Here, then, in our own day, and at this early hour of the day,

is the parting of the ways. Ahead lies the road to paternalism.

To the left is the open road to state socialism. They look now
like distinct ways, these two roads, over bogs and precipices all

their own. But a little way ahead, within the distance that any
clear eye can carry, the two roads meet. For let it not be forgot-

ten by those who preach the so-called rights of ' industrial liberty/

that the out-and-out socialists and radical labor men are not the

only influences that are pushing our country to the edge of the so-

cialistic precipice. These have allies; and the ally on which they

most rely, and justifiably rely, are just those men who, regardless of

all considerations other than those of money and power greed, are

launching the dishonest corporate contrivances that, under our ex-

isting corporation policy, obtain without hindrance the credit and
sanction of the Government's great seal.

"It is only by a turn to the right, by what may seem to some a
sharp turn, that our one safe pathway forward will be found.

That way lies over high ground. Individual Opportunity—the op-

portiinity, actual as well as in theory, to each individual to par-

ticipate in the proprietorship of the country. That ground is, in

its best and highest sense, republican ground. To gain that

ground, the paramount problem is not how to stop the growth of

property, and the building up of wealth ; but how to manage it so

that every species of property, like a healthful growing tree, will

spread its roots deeply and widely in the soil of a popular proprie-

torship. The paramount problem is not how to crush, or hawk at,

or hamper the corporation, merely because it is a corporation ; but

how to make this new form of property ownership a workable

agent toward repeopleizing the proprietorship 0/ the country's in-

dustries.

"The first step in the solution of that problem is, that the Gov-
ernment obtain a full grasp of the whole subject-matter; and this,

in my judgment, can adequately be done only by putting aside the

five-and-forty bewildering state hands for the one great national

hand.
" The second step, the step for which the first is taken, is to take

care upon what kind of corporate proposal the Government's great

seal is set—to cut out the stock-jobbing corporation ; the water-

logged corporation ; the mere vision of visionaries; the labyrin-

thian corporation whose stock and bond issues are so purposely tan-

gled that no mind, not an expert's, can follow their sinuosities. In

short, to regenerate the corporation.
" The third step is to open to the wage-earner of the country the

road to proprietorship. The basis of every successful enterprise

is the command : Go forth, increase, and muUiply ; and to no en-

terprise can rightfully be denied the fruits of that command. But
capital is not the sole thing that enters into enterprise. The skill

that puts the ship together, or that subsequently pilots her, is not

the sole thing. The men who drive the bolts and feed the fires

contribute ; and to them, as to the capitalist, and to the captains

and lieutenants of industry, should go a part of the increment; not

as gratuity, but as their proper allotment out of the combined
forces that have made the enterprise successful. Of course, to

make such partnership between capital and labor a thing that

ought to be done is the work of the big hearts and big brains in

the industrial field. But to make such partnership a thing that

can be done is the work of those who shall recast and regenerate

the country's corporation policy."
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FEASIBILITY OF A SEA-LEVEL PANAMA
CANAL.

ly /T R. Bl'XAl'A'ARILLA. the civil engineer who played such

^^^ an important part in the I'anama secession and the transfer

CI the canal rights to this country, presents in the January issue of

La Science au XX^- Steele a detailed argument in favor of building

a high-level canal at Panama, with locks, and dredging it grad-

ually down to sea-level. He thinks that this can be done without

interrupting trattic, and argues that this method would give us the

use of the canal some years earlier, wiiile providing eventually for

a sea-level waterway. Mr. John Barrett, our Minister to Panama,

however, thinks that we .should build the canal at sea-level at the

start. He tells us in the February Review of Reviews that a sea-

level canal at Panama can be built for only $50,000,000 more than

the original estimate for the high-level canal, and can be completed

in ten years, which was the original estimate for the high-level

waterway. Chief Engineer Wallace has been understood by our

newspapers assaying that a sea-level canal would cost $300,000,000

and take twenty years in construction, but Mr. Barrett desires " to

call attention to the fact that Mr. Wallace has not yet advocated

either a sea level or a high-level canal, and has not yet submitted

any final figures as to the cost or time of construction." He adds

:

" These stories and criticisms emanate from the statement he

made before the congressional committee, when they questioned

him during their recent visit to the isthmus. If this official report,

later on submitted to Congress, is carefully read, it w^l be noticed

that he himself did not make any final estimate or express any

decided views. He simply informed the committee what were the

estimates and the conclusions lor a sea-level canal that could be

based on the figures of the former commission, respectively of

$300,000,000 and twenty years. It is due to the conservative char-

acter of Chief Engineer Wallace's methods to state that he will

not commit himself on this point until he has made such complete

investigations and experiments that he will be sure of his premises

and his deductions."

A sea-level canal. Mr. Barrett points out, would save expen.se in

operation and time in the passage of ships, minimize danger of in-

terruption by floods, earthquakes, etc., and permit widening or

deepening without putting the canal out of service. At the same

time, he admits that " there is no doubt that the higher the level,

the quicker will be the time and the le.ss the cost of construction."

Improvements in dredging machinery and methods, however, will

permit the completion of the sea-level canal by 1914 at a cost of

$250,000,000, including the $50,000,000 paid to the French com-

pany and the Panama Government. Mr. Barrett's expectation

that the sea-level route can be finished by 1914 is based upon the

idea that the Gam boa dam on the Chagres River will provide

enough power to light

the canal brilliantly

from end to end witii

electricity and permit

the work to go on night

and day. With regard

to the cost, he says :

" From knowledge we
have at hand, based

upon experience with

the old French machin-

ery, steam-siiovels, and

transportation facilities

in the central, or Cule-

bra section, which pre-

sents the greatest diffi-

culties and cost, it can

be stated that this cen-

tral section can be ex-

cavated, by the use of

modern steam-shovels

and machinery, for $30,-

000,000 less than the

estimate of the former

canal commission!
Carefully computed fig-

ures of cost per cubic

yard of earth and rock demonstrate this saving beyond question-.

For instance. Chief Engineer Wallace has already made the re-

markable record of reducing the expen.se per cubic yard of excava-

tion of earth and loose rock in the Culebra section from 80 cents per
cubic yard under the French regime {and a figure used by the
former commission in its estimates) approximately to 50 cents per
cubic yard, and it is not at all improbable that he will have this

down to 40 cents when modern American steam-shovels and trans-

portation facilities under experienced engineers are installed.

Now, to this $30,000,000 let us add $20,000,000 saved on construc-

tion of other sections of the canal, and we can count upon the sum
$50,000,000 as a clear saving over the former estimates and ren-

dered available for the construction of a sea-level canal. The
estimate of the former commission also included $50,000,000 which

CHI El'- ENGINEER WALLACET,.

Whose views on the cost and feasibility of a'

•sea-level canal have been misunderstood.

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING bOKT TO FALL UPON.
— Warren in the New York Globe.

|anc> if he does Doir- f>l

RUSSIA'S DANGEROUS PUZZLE—FIND A NAVAL BASE.
—Goldsmith in the Boston Herald.

BASE DESIGNS.
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has been paid out in proportionate amounts to the French com-

pany and the Panama Government for property and franchises.

'if we now add this latter $50,000,000 to the other $50,000,000,

we have a total of Si 00.000,000, which, subtracted from the total

former estimate of $300,000,000, will make the actual bonajide cost

of the sea-level canal only $200,000,000. The estimate of the

former commission for a high-level canal was $200,000,000. If we
subtract from that the $50,000,000 paid proportionately to the

French company and the Panama Government, we have $150,000,-

000 as the actual bonafide cost of the high-level canal, or a differ-

ence between the two projects, in confirmation of my conclusion

stated above, of only $50,000,000. Of course, it may be maintained

that there should be a corresponding deduction, on account of

modern machines and methods, in the commission's estimates for

a high-level canal, but the point I wish to make is that a sea-level

waterway need not cost more than $50,000,000 beyond the average

amount which the American people have been educated to believe

must be expended to have any kind of a canal, and which expen-

xiiture they have already ratified with enthusiasm. Considering

the signal advantages to be gained by a sea-level canal, this addi-

tional amount will be readily approved by them, especially when
they are convinced that the time required will not be too long."

DALLYING WITH THE ARBITRATION
TREATIES.

'T^HE President's critics have often declared that Congress

* might some time have to restrain him from plunging the

country into war; but we believe that nobody ever predicted that

either house of Congress would ever be found holding him back

from an effort to involve the country in a peace movement. And
now that the Senate appears in this picturesque role, some of the

dailies are berating that dignified body roundly. The Senate is

" meddlesome," "grasping after power," and " seeking always to

encroacii on the prerogatives of others," declares the Chicago Trib-

une; and the New York Eve.ni7ig Post accuses it of "treating a

matter of universal import in the same spirit of ultraparochialism

with which it considers the cause of the American beet or the fish-

oil industry."

Two considerations, we are told, are influencing the Senate to

delay ratification of the arbitration treaties with Great Britain.

France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Portugal, and Switzerland. One
is the idea that the treaties should be amended so as to provide

that the President shall never enter into arbitration with another

Power without the consent of the Senate, and the second con-

sideration is tlie fear of the Southern Senators that the holders of

repudiated Southern state bonds may be able, under these treaties,

to sue for payment. The first consideration does not elicit much
newspaper sympathy. " There is no danger," remarks the Detroit

JVeivs, " that the national honor will be stained by giving the ex-

ecutive full power to pursue a policy of peace ; to give to any one

man the power to declare war, would be an entirely different ques-

tion." As for the second consideration, assurance is given by the

President, in a letter to Senator Cullom, and by ex-Secretary of

State John \V. Foster, in an article in the New York Indepeiident,

that there is nothing in it. Mr. Foster intimates that the bond-

redemption scare was started by the Clan-Na-Gael, of Philadelphia,

as a bugaboo to frighten the Southern Senators and defeat the

arbitration treaty with Great Britain. He goes into a long argu-

ment to show tliat the idea has no foundation in fact, and, indeed,

we have seen nothing but assertion in support of it. Most of the

Southern press take no stock in the claim, but several of them re-

mark that it might be well to allay all fear by inserting an amend-

ment tiiat will cover the case.

The President, however, is represented as being determined that

the treaties shall be ratified in the exact form in which he sent them

to the Senate. Holland, the 5Jew York correspondent of the Phil-

adelphia P}-ess, gives an interesting account of a conference be"

tween Senator Lodge. Senator .Spooner, and President Roosevelt,

in which the President's attitude is pretty clearly portrayed. To
quote

:

" The particular day does not matter, but upon a certain day the

President had an important consultation with Senators Lodge, of

Massachusetts, and Spooner, of Wisconsin.
" Senator Lodge put before the President not exactly tentatively,

but as tho the plan had been perfectly formulated, certain prop6sed
amendments to the various arbitration treaties now before the Sen-

ate. The President listened in amazement. There came over his

face that grim, peculiar expression which those who have run

counter to him can better picture to themselves than any words can

do it. Senator Lodge's proposed amendments involved the adop-

tion of shriveled or atrophied arbitration treaties. The propo-

sition written out of diplomatic conventional language was simply

this, that the United States agreed with Great Britain or Germany,
or any of the nations that it will undertake hereafter to arbitrate

upon certain items set forth in ah original agreement, provided it

is disposed thus to arbitrate.
" The President heard this proposed amendment and he simply

said, ' I'll think it over.' The Senators did not need any hint from

the President as to the conclusion to which he would come after

thinking it over. The President seems to have thought it over for

just about the length of time that he was in conference with Sena-

tors Lodge and Spooner. For making due allowance for the length

of time required for correspondence to be transmitted from the

White House to the Capitol, it is almost demonstrable that the

President, immediately after the Senators departed, went to his

writing-desk. He wrote two letters.

" One of them was addressed to Senator Lodge, not in his capac-

ity as Senator, but as to one who had been for years a friend with

whom some intimacy of corre.spondence was permitted.
" In that letter the President spoke with something of the ear-

nestness, the conciseness, and hint of just indignation which were
so strongly illustrated in the letter written to Judge Parker on the

eve of the presidential campaign. It was a letter which, in the

colloquialism of the Senate, might raise a blister. The President

made it clear that he understood why these amendments were pro-

posed. He knew that they had not been written to perfect or

strengthen the arbitration treaties, but to bring to the Senate some
increase of the power it has already obtained. The President de-

clared that amendments like that would vitiate the treaties and he

closed the letter in practically these words

:

"• If the committee adopts the amendments then I shall imme-
diately withdraw all arbitration treaties from the Senate ; and in

doing that I shall write, for the information of the public, a letter

which will set forth all the facts so that the public may understand

why and how these international agreements were defeated.'
" To Senator Spooner the President also wrote, evidently after

he wrote to Senator Lodge, but before the ink of the Lodge letter

was dry. The President reads well another language than that of

books and understands another speech than that of tongue. He
understood well enough Senator Spooner"s relation to this propo-

sition. It was a complacent rather than an initiative relation.

Therefore the letter to Senator Spooner was more suave, gentler

in its phraseology, but as clear and firm in its view as the letter

to Senator Lodge.

"Upon the following morning Senator Cullom, chairman of the

committee, thought it worth while to call at the White House.
The kindly and shrewd Senator from Illinois appreciated to the

full the situation as it had been developed and the grim humor that

was in it. He said incidentally to the President, or at least is so

reported to have said, that he thought he was safe in teUing the

President that he need not worry about the proposed Lodge
amendments. The committee would not adopt them."

TOPICS IN BRIEF.

There is no beef trust. It says so itself. - The Chicago Tribune.

The Carnegie peace palace at Tlie Hague is to be erected close to the Bosch.

They spell it with a " c " over there.— Z'//i? Washing-ion Post.

It would be e.xceedingly unfortunate if Parker should lose the electoral vote of

Louisiana after the brilliant fight he made last November.— 77/^ Chicago Eve-
ning Post.

Paul Doumer, who has been elected president of the French chamber of

deputies, is a Republican. You could have told that he was a Republican by his

getting elected.— The Atlanta Journal < Deni.)

.
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LETTERS AND ART.

RICHARD WAGNER'S LOVE-LETTERS.

A WORK of surpassing interest to music-lovers, and more es-

pecially to Wagner enthusiasts, has just made its appear-

ance in Europe. It contains the letters of Richard Wagner to

^L-ltililde Wesendonk. and is probably destined to occupy a dis-

tinguished place in the Mterature of the love affairs of genius. The

famous romance of Balzac and Madame Hanska, which has been

recalled in this connection, suggests some remarkable analogies.

It is known that the beautiful Pole whom Balzac finally married

was the source of inspiration of some of the novelist's greatest

work. In like manner Mathilde Wesendonk exerted a charm over

the great composer which urges him to some of his loftiest flights.

She was the original of " Isolde." " It is entirely owing to you."

he writes to her." that I have been able to write' Tristan,' and for

this I shall thank you from the depths of my soul throughout all

eternity." It was during his intimacy with Mathilde that he com-

posed the " Nibelungen Ring." Each evening he would read over

fragments of the manuscript to her. and play portions of the score

for her. He seems to have placed reliance upon her taste, and

sometimes altered his compositions at her suggestion.

As a result of his participation in the revolutionary movement of

1S49, Wagner was obliged to leave Germany and to make his tem-

porary home in Zurich. There he became acquainted with Ma-

thilde Wesendonk, the wife of a rich German merchant. By

degrees a strong friendship sprang up between the two. Wagner

was about forty years old and Mathilde twenty-four. She was

beautiful, endowed with artistic tastes, wrote verses, and was a

passionate lover of music. Her husband, Otto Wesendonk. ex-

tended to Wagner and his wife a generous hospitality. The cor-

respondence covers the period 1S53-71.

The intense melancholy and pessimism of Wagner's tempera-

ment dominates this correspondence. "Your letter—how sad it

makes me !"— is the opening sentence of the work, and seems to

sound its key-note. " The demon leaves one of our hearts," he

cries, " only to enter the other. How shall we conquer it.'" A
little later he writes :

" As tho still more were needed to add to my troubles, there is

my wife's poor health. For two months I have expected daily the

announcement of her sudden death. The doctor felt obliged to

prepare me for this event. All around me breathes of death.

Whether I turn to the past or future, sorrowful images meet my
gaze, and life has lost all attraction for me.

" My child. I can now dream of but a single means of salvation,

and that must come from the uttermost depths of my heart, not

from any external cause. It has a name: peace! ab.solute ap-

peasement of desire. Noble and worthy victory ! To live for

others will be our consolation."

Schopenhauer's influence over Wagner is marked. The name

of the pessimist philosopher appears again and again in these let-

ters. " My choice of reading," says Wagner, " is sufficiently lim-

ited. I am ever returning to my Schopenhauer, who, as I told him

recently, in spite of his imperfections, leads me through the most

wonderful labyrinth of ideas." He writes in October, 1858 :

" My friend Schopenhauer says somewhere :
' It is much easier

to point out the faults and errors in a work of genius than to give

a clear and complete exposition of its value. For faults are things

of a particular and determined nature, a circumstance w'hich per-

mits of them being perceived in their entirety, while, on the con-

trary, the distinct characteristic of a work of genius and that which
constitutes its excellence are that it is fathomless and inexhaus-

tible.' It is with the deepest conviction that 1 apply these words
to your last letter. What seems to me faulty in it is perceived

easily, and 1 could have named it immediately after its perusal.

The depth, the beauty, the divine character of your letter is infi-

nite and inexhaustible, so that 1 can but enjoy it, and may not

describe it to you. To express to you what unique and efficacious

ccyisolation it is for me to realize your purity and nobleness, would
be impossible; its expression must be left to the future, to the

supreme effort of my life. What outward shape it will take 1 can
not indeed tell you, since that is a matter of destiny. . . . You
know my life up to the day I met you, up to the day when you
becamj mine. 1 have retired from the world which has become
more and more hostile to my nature, without, however, breaking

all the ties which bind me to it as an artist and a man without re-

sources. I fled from the human species because contact with it

was painful to me. I sought, with perseverance, solitude and a
life of retirement, and yet I cherished with a growing intensity the

hope of finding in a single heart, in some individuality, a refuge, a
haven of salvation, where I should be received without reserve.

By the laws of nature such hopes could be realized only by a lov-

ing woman. Even without discovering her, this became clear to

my poet's intuition, and my greatest efforts but proved to me the

impossibility of attaining my aim in any male friendship. But
never did I believe that I should find happiness so complete, peace
so absolute, as I have found in you. Once more I must repeat that

you have h.ad the courage to incur all the suffering that it is pos-

sible to incur in this world in order to be able to say to me, '
I love

you!' This was my salvation; from this came the sacred calm
which gave my life a new significance. But this goal could but be
reached at the cost of great suffering, of all the torments of love.

We have drained the chalice to the dregs. . . . And now that we
have undergone all the torments, now when no pang has been
spared us, there should dawn for us the higher life which we have
merited by these difficult trials. In you it already shines with

such reality and purity that I can not refrain from describing to

you how it has already begun to appear in me. The world has

been conquered : it has been overcome by our love, by our suffer-

ing."

When he writes of his music, Wagner expresses himself in un-

measured terms. " My theme becomes more interesting every

day." he says in one letter, " since it is a cjuestion of results which

could not possibly be reached by any one but myself. In effect,

no other man has been a poet and musician in the same sense as I,

and therefore I am able to obtain glimpses of things impossible to

any other." Referring to " Tristan and Isolde," he says :

" Since yesterday I have been working on ' Tristan.' I am ever

at the second act. Ah, what music that will be ! I could toil all

my life long at this music alone. Oh, this will be profound and
beautiful ! And the most sublime wonders become incarnate so

easily in my idea ! Never have I done anything equal to this.

My existence is so absolutely bound up in this music that I do not

want to know when it will be finished."

By the summer of 1859. the attachment between Wagner and

f>au Wesendonk had become so distasteful both to Herr Wesen-

donk and to Wagner's own wife that the composer was compelled

to leave Zurich. Seven years later Frau Wagner died. In 1870

Wagner married Cosima von Bulow.

—

Translation made for The
Literary Digest.

THE ART-IDEALS OF WATTS AND OF
TOLSTOY.

A FUNDAMENTAL similarity between the artistic motives

of G. F. Watts and of Tolstoy is discovered by Haldane

Macfall, a writer in the London Academy and Literature. He
writes

:

"Both men began their artistic lives in a time of technical stress

and change and war in the theories and aims of art. Both men
accepted placidly the ' isms' of that day, triumphed each in the

stronghold of his artistic parish, and, planting his standard on the

topmost battlements, awoke to find that art was a greater and more

majestic and more vital thing than the gabble of the studios and

the laws of the critics—a greater activity, in fact, than what they

themselves had thought it. Tolstoy recanted in his philosophic

and powerful critical work ' What is Art ?
' and came at last very

near the truth, tho not the whole truth. Watts recanted and also

came near the truth, but still not the whole truth

" Watts and Tolstoy reached the heights of technical beauty,

looked down from the vantage of their mastery, and found that it
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was not all—not enough. They both flung themselves with tie^y

zeal into the question of what lay beyond all this—the beautiful husk

of art—and they both realized that art was something far more

vast, far more wonderful than the exquisite technique which was
their tool. Tolstoy went into a wrong road by confusing art with

rehgion, and Watts into a road not quite so wrong by confusing

the greatness of art with the greatness of the idea or subject

—

nevertheless, agreatness nearer the truth than mere beauty, as also

was Tolstoy's, for in following their newly revealed aims both art-

ists came nearer to the all-overwhelming fact that art is not the

mere priggish joy of the cultured lover of the beautiful, but is a

universal need of the human hunger and the human soul— that art

is the interpretation of life through the emotions. But Watts's

theory that great art should ' teach the mysteries of life and death '

missed the fact that art's function is not to teach ; it is far greater
;

it is to make one foci. In other words, art alone creates when it is

so beautifully uttered that we sense the emotions of another's emo-

tional experience, whereby we become enriched in experience of

life—-just as through speech we become enriched in experience of

life through the thinking of others. And it is meet and right that

if we wish to live the fullest life we should not only experience our

own puny and limited adventures of living, but that we should hold

out eager hands and open eager hearts to the emotions of the

world ; and, if we are not little mean souls, we shall, courage help-

ing us, essay to know the tragedy and the pain and the agony of

life as well as its more pleasant splendors and its more alluring

mysteries, that we may thereby grope the deeper into life than did

the beauty-seeking Greek, setting up pity and nobility and gentle-

ness and the wiping away of tears as a part of our godhood so that

beauty alone shall be but the carpet of our heavens."

THE BURIED TREASURES OF HERCULANEUM.

CHARLES WALDSTEIN, Slade Professor of Fine Art in

Cambridge University, England, and formerly a director of

the American school at Athens, has come to the United States to

raise money and enlist public sympathy in behalf of a plan for

the systematic excavation of Her-

culaneum. He declares that— in

spite of newspaper despatches to the

contrary— the Italian Government is

entirely agreeable to his designs.

The King of England and the Em-
peror of Germany, President Loubet

and President Roosevelt, have all

consented to serve on an interna-

tional committee now in process of

formation. During his stay in this

country Professor Waldstein has lec-

tured before influential audiences in

the White House at Washington and

in Mr. J. Pierpont Morgan's New
York house. He outlines his plan

of organization as follows :

" The work is to be carried out by
an international staff of experts, but

Italy, which possesses so many ar-

cheological excavators and engineers

of eminence—like Signori Boni, Lan-

ciani, Orsi, Halbherr, Barnabei, and
Milani—must have a predominant
position in the work.

" Moreover, tho the provisional

plan is to have an international com-
mittee as trustee of the fund, with

power to appoint the international

staff, the Italian Government will

retain its sovereign rights in its own
lands, and the work must be carried

on in the spirit of its laws. The
provisional plan is that, with the

King of Italy as the head, the inter-

national committee shall contain as

PROF. CHARLES WALDSTEIN, OI-" CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY,

Who is visiting this country in tlie interest of a plan for the systema-

tic e.\cavation of Herculaneum.

<'.}• officio members the minister of public instruction, the director-

general of Antiquities ( Signor Fiorilli), and the Sindaco (mayor) of

Naples. There will be one representative of each of the foreign

nations."

" Pompeii and Herculaneum are no more alike, altho only eight

miles apart, than Coney Island and Newport," says Professor

Waldstein (as reported by the New York Evening Post). He is

cjuoted further

:

" The difference between the cities is that Pompeii, tho much
influenced by Hellenic culture, was never a real center of Greek
civilization, whereas Herculaneum, a distinctly Hellenic founda-

tion, ever was a representative home of Greek art and literature,

as the spasmodic excavations already made have shown. Pompeii
was a purely commercial town ; not a single manuscript has been
found there; while at Herculaneum the unsystematic excavations

of the past have yielded from one villa alone 1,750 papyri. Nearly
all the perfect specimens of art, notably the bronzes, have come
down to us in a most beautiful state of preservation from Hercu-
laneum, and not from Pompeii.

"Besides this intrinsic difference between the two places, the

eruption of 79 A.D. affected them very differently. Pompeii, stand-

ing on an eminence, was destroyed, but not completely covered by
hot ashes, cinders, and pumice-stone. The objects of art as a
result have either been modified, damaged, or destroyed. As the

tops of the houses were visible after eruption, the inhabitants of

the surrounding country returned to dig after treasures. Hercu-
laneum, on the other hand, was covered by a torrent of liquid mud,
a mixture of ashes and cinders with water. Almost instantane-

ously it was completely buried, and to a depth so great that its

ancient works remained untouched.
" It is a widespread misapprehension, wholly without foundation,

that Herculaneum is covered by solid lava. Geologists and arche-

ologists are now agreed that the so-called lava fangosa is a friable

material which can be worked by the excavator, and something
that preserves exceptionally well the objects buried in it. The
marble is not calcined, the wood not burned, the glass not melted,

and the manuscripts not destroyed. The wonderful state of pres-

ervation of the bronzes in the

Naples Museum gives evidence of

this fact. Moreover, as Hercula-

neum was a favorite summer-resort

of rich Romans, one of whose villas,

supposed to be that of Piso, the rival

of Cicero, has alone produced a rich

harvest of works of art, we have
reason to hope for a wealth of dis-

covery which will outweigh in im-

portance all that the chief cities

of the ancient world have hitherto

yielded."

George M. Olcott, Professor of

Archeology in Columbia University,

points out (in an interview with a

New York Herald reporter) the ex-

traordinary difficulties presented by

the proposed excavation. Pompeii,

at the time of its disinterment, was

covered only by a drift of ashes and

volcanic substance. Over Hercula-

neum " there happens to be a large

and thriving city—one might almost

say two cities, for in addition to Re-

sina,the town just over Herculaneum,

there is Portici, which is so close

that it is hard to say exactly where

Resina stops and Portici begins—

and part of Herculaneum lies under

Portici." In Professor Olcott's

opinion, the excavating committee

would either have to buy the towns,

as Rome bought the village in the

case of the excavations at Delphi,
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or, .;s has been suggested,

m.ike the exc.ivations in

the form of a giant tunnel.

He says further:

"If I'rofessor Wald-
stein be enabled to carry

out his idea of excavating

Herculaneum, the impor-

tance of the achievement

can not even be esti-

mated. Judging from the

ver>' small portion already

excavated and the propor-

Honately large results ob-

tiined in the way of rare

tnd valuable treasures,

the enormous expense of

the undertaking would be

repaid many times over.

Of course, the United

States and any other

<:ountries which might

give their aid to the pro-

ject would gain nothing

except the glory of assist-

ing the scientific re-

searches of the world in

general. But. you see.

it is really a bigger issue

than merely Herculaneum itelf.

MAXIM GORKI AND THE RUSSIAN WRITER ANDREYEV.

Gorki is one of the leaders of the Russian uprising, and was arrested a few days ago ii. Riga.

If the King of Italy gives

his consent to the excavations—and he is said to be suffici-

ently interested to do so— it will mark the beginning of a new
era in the matter of Italian law and Italian prejudice. Hitherto,

you know, they have not been willing to have outside Powers
make any excavations on Italian soil

" In his proposed magnificent undertaking Dr. Waldstein has

the earnest and appreciative sympathy of the entire world of arche-

ology, and indeed of all persons desiring the enlightenment which

is accomplished by research. His work will be a noble one, and

he is entitled to the thanks of the world."

MAXIM GORKI: THE MOUTHPIECE OF
RUSSIAN REVOLT.

" A REFRESHING note of energy and courage, which is quite

^^^ unique in Russian literature, sounds through the stories of

Gorki," says Prince Peter Kropotkin, in a critical estimate of the

novelist, rendered specially timely by Gorki's activity and impris-

onment in connection with the present Russian uprising. Prince

Kropotkin continues (in the New York Independent):

"His tramps are miserably poor, but they 'don't care.' They
drink, but there is nothing among them nearly approaching the

dark drunkenness of despair which w'e see in Levitoff. Even the

most 'down-trodden' one of them, far from making a virtue of his

lielplessness, as Dostoyevsky's heroes always did, dreams of re-

forming the world and making it rich. He dreams of the moment
when 'we, once " the poor," shall vanish, after having enriched the

CrcESuses with the richness of the spirit and the power of life ' (' A
Mistake ').

" Gorki can not stand whining ; he can not bear that self-castiga-

tion in which other Russian writers so much delight, which Turge-
nef's j-W(J-Hamlets used to express so poetically, of which Dos-
toyevsky has made a virtue, and of which Russia offers such an
infinite variety of examples. Gorki knows the type, but he has no
pity for such men. ' What's all this talk about circumstances.?'

he makes 'Old Izerghil' say.

"
'Every one makes his own circumstances! I see all sorts of

men—but the strong ones —where are they ? There are fewer and
fewer noble men !

'

" Gorki's favorite type is the ' rebel"—the man in full revolt

against society, but at the same time a strong man, a power; and
as he has found among the tramps with whom he has lived, at

least the type in embryo, it is from this stratum of society that he
takes his most interesting heroes

"However, Gorki's rebel-tramp is not a Nietzscheite, who ig-

nores everything beyond
his narrow egotism or

imagines himself an
' overman '

; the ' diseased

ambition' of 'an intel-

lectual ' is required to

create the true Nietz-

.scheite type. In Gorki's

tramps, as in his women
of the lowest class, there

are flashes of greatness

of character and a sim-

plicity which is incompat-

ible with the superman's
self-conceit. He does not

idealize them so as to

make of them real heroes

;

that would be too untrue

to life : the tramp is still

a defeated being. But he
shows how, among these

men, owing to an inner

consciousness of strength,

there are moments of

greatness, even tho that

inner force be not strong

enough to make out of

Orldff (in ' The Orldlfs ')

or Iliy<-i (in 'The Three ')

a real power, a real hero

— the man who fights against those much stronger than himself.

He seems to say : Why are not you, intellectuals, as truly ' indi-

vidual,' as frankly rebellious against the society you criticize, and
as strong as some of these submerged ones are?"

Prince Kropotkin goes on to show how Gorki voices the pessi-

mism and idealism, the despair and the aspiration, of the Russian

masses

:

" Over and over again Gorki returns to the idea of the necessity

of an ideal in the work of the novel-writer. He says:

"' Th.° cause of the present opinion (in Russian society) is the
neglect of idealism. Those who have exiled from life all romanti-
cism have stripped us so as to leave us quite naked; this is why
we are so uninteresting to one another, and so disgusted with one
another' (' A Mistake').

" And in ' The Reader ' he develops his esthetic canons in full.

He tells how one of his earliest productions, on its appearance in

print, is read one night before a circle of friends. He receives

many compliments for it, and, after leaving the house, is tramping

along a deserted street, feeling for the first time in his existence

the happiness of life, when a person, unknown to him, and whom
he had not noticed among those present at the reading, overtakes

him and begins to talk about the duties of the author. Says the

stranger

:

" 'You will agree with me that the duty of literature is to aid man
in understanding himself, to raise his faith in himself, to develop
his longing for truth ; to combat what is bad in men ; to find what
is good in them, and to wake up in their souls shame, anger, cour-
age—to do everything, in short, to render men strong in a noble
sense of the word, and capable of inspiring their lives with the holy
spirit of beauty. It seems to me, we need once more to have
dreams, pretty creations of our fancy and visions, because the life

we have built up is poor in color, is dim and dull. . . . Well, let us
try— perhaps imagination will help a man to rise above the earth
and find his true place on it, which he has lost.'

"' Nothing but every-day life, every-day life, only every-day
people, every-day thoughts and events. When will you, then,
speak of " the rebel spirit," of the necessity of a new birth of the
spirit? Where is, then, the calling to the creation of a new life?

the lessons of courage? the words which give wings to the soul ?
'

"' Confess you don't know how to represent life, so that your
pictures of it shall provoke in man a redemptive spirit of shame
and a burning desire of creating new forms of life. . . . Can you
accelerate the pulsation of life? Can you inspire it with energy,
as others have done?'

"'
I see many intelligent men round about me, but few noble

ones among them, and these few are broken and suffering souls.

I don't know why it should be so, but so it is ; the better the man,
the cleaner and the more honest his soul, the less energy he has,
the more he suffers, and the harder is his life. . . . But altho thev
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suffer so much from feeling the want of something better, they
have not the force to create it.'

"' One thing more, Can j^ou awatce in man a laughter full of the

joy of life, and at the same time elevating to the soul? Look

—

men have quite forgotten good, wholesome laughter !

'

"' The sense of life is not in self-satisfaction, after all; man is

better than that. The sense of life is in the beauty and the force

of striving toward some aim; every moment of being ought to

have its higher aim. Wrath, hatred, shame, loathing, and, finally,

a grim despair—these are the levers by means of which you may
destroy everything on earth. What can you do to awake a thirst

for life, when you only whine, sigh, moan, or coolly point out to

man that he is nothing but dust.?

'

"" Oh. for a man, firm and loving, with a burning heart and a
powerful, all-embracing mind. In the stuffy atmosphere of shame-
ful silence, his prophetic words would resound like a tocsin, and
perhaps the mean souls of the living dead would shiver !

'

"

In the literature of all nations, says Prince Kropotkin, including

the short stories of Guy de Maupassant and Bret Harte, " there are

few things in which such a fine analysis of complicated and strug-

gling human feelings is given, such interesting, original, and new

pictures are so well depicted, and human psychology is so admir-

ably interwoven with a background of nature," as in the storiesof

Gorki. He has found at last " that happy combination of realism

with idealism for which the Russian folk-novelists have been

striving for so many years."

SIR LESLIE STEPHEN ON DISRAELI'S NOVELS.

DURING the closing weeks of 1904 the centennial of Benja-

min Disraeli's birth was marked by the appearance of a

new edition of his novels. Even more recently his name has en-

joyed effective advertising through the discovery of an unfinished

novel from his pen, and through the purchase of this fragment of

a story, as announced by the New York Times, at the very unusual

price of a dollar a word.

It is well known that Disraeli made his writing entirely second-

ary to his political career. In this connection it is interesting to

note that so unsentimental and practical a critic as the late Sir

Leslie Stephen (in his " Hours in a Library," of which an Ameri-

can edition now appears) has recorded his impulse to "lament the

degradation of a promising novelist into a prime minister," and to

"wish that Disraeli's brilliant literary ability had been allowed to

ripen undisturbed by all the worries and distractions of parliamen-

tary existence."

To the matter-of-fact person, says Sir Leslie, Disraeli's novels

must be a standing offense, so imperceptibly does the author's atti-

tude change from the serious to the ironical. Even the profes-

sional critic, he says, finds this characteristic bewildering. We
read

:

•

" He [Disraeli] has moments of obvious seriousness ; at frequent

intervals comes a flash of downright sarcasm, as unmistakable in

its meaning as the cut of a whip across your face ; and elsewhere

we have passages which aim unmistakably, and sometimes with

unmistakable success, at rhetorical excellence. But, between the

two, there is a wide field where we may interpret his meaning as

we please. The philosophical theory may imply a genuine belief,

or may be a mere bit of conventional filling in, or perhaps a par-

ody of his friends or himself. The gorgeous passages may be in-

tentionally overcolored, or may really represent his most sincere

taste. His homage may be genuine or a biting mockery. His

extravagances are kept precisely at such a pitch that it is equally

fair to argue that a satirist must have meant them to be absurd, or

to argue only that he would have seen their absurdity in anybody
else. The unfortunate critic finds himself in a position analogous

to that of the suitors in ' The Merchant of Venice.' He may
blunder grievously, whatever alternative he selects. If he pro-

nounces a passage to be pure gold, it may turn out to be merely

the mask of a bitter sneer; or he may declare it to be ingenious

burlesque when put forward in the most serious earnest; or may
ridicule it as overstrained bombast, and find that it was never

meant to be anything else. . . . Delight in blending the pathetic

with the ludicrous is the characteristic of the true humorist. Dis-

raeli is not exacdy a humorist, but something for which the rough

nomenclature of critics has not yet provided a distinctive name.
His pathos is not sufficiently tender, nor his laughter quite genial

enough. The quality which results is homologous to, tho not
identical with, genuine humor: for the smile we must substitute a
sneer, and the element which enters into combination with the sat-

ire is something more distantly allied to poetical unction than to

glittering rhetoric. The Disraelian irony thus compounded is hith-

erto a uniciue product of intellectual chemistry."

Of another peculiarity of Disraeli's novels Sir Leslie writes as
follows

:

"In some writers we may learn the age of the author by the age
of his hero. A novelist who adopts the common practise of paint-

ing from himself naturally finds out the merits of middle age in his

later works. But'n every one of Disraeli's works, from ' Vivian

Grey ' to ' Lothair,' the central figure is a youth, who is frequently

a statesman' at school, and astonishes the world before he has
reached his majority. . . . The exuberant buoyancy of his youth-

ful heroes gives a certain contagious charm to Disraeli's pages,

which is attractive even when verging upon extravagance. ... If

at bottom his heroes are rather eccentric than original, they have
at least a righteous hatred of all bores and Philistines, and despise

orthodoxy, political economy, and sound information generally.

They can provide you with new theories of politics and history, as
easily as Mercutio could pour out a string of similes ; and we have
scarcely the heart to ask whether this vivacious ebullition implies

the process of fermentation by which a powerful mind clears its

crude ideas, or only an imitation of the process by which superla-

tive cleverness apes true genius."

No one can ever accuse Disraeli of want of audacity, remarks

Sir Leslie. " He does not, like weaker men, shrink from introdu-

cing men of genius because he is afraid that he will not be able to

make them talk in character; and when, in ' Venetia,' he intro-

duces Byron and Shelley, he is kind enough to write poetry for

them, which produces as great an effect as the original."

Of the novelist's treatment of love as art material we read:

"All Disraeli's passionate lovers—and they are very passionate

—are provided with fitting scenery. . . . Everywhere we make
love in gilded palaces, to born princesses in gorgeous apparel ; ter-

raced gardens, with springing fountains and antique statues, are

in the background; or at least an ancestral castle, with long gal-

leries filled with the armor borne by our ancestors to the Holy
Land, rises in cheery state, waiting to be restored on a scale of

unprecedented magnificence by the dower of our affianced brides.

And, of course, the passion is suitable to such accessories. ' There
is no love but at first sight,' says Disraeli; and, indeed, love at

first sight is alone natural to such beings, on whom beauty and
talent have been poured out as lavishly as wealth, and who need

never condescend to thoughts of their natural needs. It is the love

of Romeo and Juliet amid the gardens of Verona ; or rather the

love of Aladdin ot the wondrous lamp for some incomparable

beauty, de.serving to be enshrined in a palace erected by the hands

of genii. The passion of the lover must be vivid and splendid

enough to stand out worthily against so gorgeous a background

;

and it must flash and glitter and dazzle our commonplace intel-

lects."

Disraeli's style, says Sir Leslie, "has a kind of metallic glitter,

brilliant, sparkling with numerous flashes of wit and fancy, and

never wanting in sharpness of effect, tho it may be deficient in deli-

cacy."

NOTES.
Mr. Henry James recently delivered an address on '" The Lesson of Balzac,"

before the Contemporary Chib, Philadelphia. Altho the famous American

novelist is sixty-one years of age, this is said to be the only occasion upon which

he has ever spoken from a public platform.

From statistics recently compiled by Mr. Horace White, it appears that Mr.

Andrew Carnegie's benefactions in the form of public libraries have already

amounted to the tremendous sum of S3q.325,240. Of this amount $29,094,080 has

been given to the United States, where there are now 619 towns containing Car-

negie libraries.

The Bookman's January Hst of the si.x best-selling books of the previous

month is as follows :

1. The Masquerader.— Thurston. 4. The Prodigal Son.— Caine.

2. Beverly of Graustark. - McCutcheon. 5. The Affair at the Inn.—Wiggin.

3. The Sea Wolf.— London. 6. The Undercurrent.—Grant.
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SCIENCE AND INVENTION,

THE ART OF SHAMMING DISEASE.

IT would seem strange, at tirst sight, that the ingenuity of man

should be expended on the simulation of disease. Those per-

sons, however, who have become experts along this line are always

seeking, not the disease itself or its symptoms, but some exemption

or luxury supposed to be consequent upon it. We are told in an

article on the subject contributed to The Zrt//c^^/ (London, January

7) that disease may be simulated to gain alms, to obtain admission

to the comforts of a hospital, to escape militar>- service, or even

merely to attract public notice. Says the writer:

" Probably the commonest motive is the wish to obtain contri-

butions from the charitable and thus to prevent the necessity for

working, which is extremely distasteful to these professional beg-

gars. Ulcers and paralysis are the usual forms in which this mo-

tive manifests itself. Kits of all kinds are, however, frequently

simulated, especially tits of an epileptiiorm nature, and in cases

where the malingerer has had opportunities ot observing some one

atflicted with epilepsy the resemblance to the true epileptic seizure

may be extraordinarily great: the frothing of the mouth is usually

brought about by means of a small piece of soap, the discovery of

which in a ' patient's ' mouth would, to say the least, cause the fits

to be looked upon with grave suspicion. The tits are usually also

rather overdone, and it is a common failing of the malingerer that

he is not satisfied with a reasonable amount of disease."

Of the simulation of disease to obtain admission to a hospital,

the writer says

:

"This form of malingering is especially likely to be successful

when there is some obvious lesion which may form a basis for the

superstructure derived from the patient's imagination. In one

case a young man a few years ago received a .severe blow on the

head and even now some irregularity can be detected on the skull.

He describes attacks of Jacksonian epilepsy, and. as the lesion is

situated over the motor area of the corresponding side of the body,

he readily gains admission into a surgical ward. He will even

agree to have an operation performed for the removal of the dam-
aged portion of the cranial bone which is supposed to be causing

his fits, tho curiously he never has a satisfactory fit except when
alone. His custom is to decline the operation when the day fixed

for its performance arrives, and on leaving the hospital he at-

tempts, generally successfully, to repeat the performance else-

where. One of the most inveterate of these malingerers is, or

rather was. a man who had a genuine paralysis of the left arm with

some weakness of the leg on the same side
" It is. however, in connection with the naval and military serv-

ices that the art of malingery finds its chief exponents. Indeed,

the word ' malinger' was first applied to the attempts of soldiers

to evade arduous or unpleasant duty. . . . In the days when it was
necessary for a soldier to bite off the end of the cartridge in load-

ing his musket it was no uncommon event for a man to have one or

more teeth extracted or filed down so as to obtain exemption."

How shall these frauds be detected ? The task, it would appear,

is not an easy one. Sometimes threats are successful, but even

these may fail. Says the writer :

"The amount of pain and discomfort which malingerers are will-

ing to endure to obtain their discharge is almost incredible, but the

facts are well attested. A limb has been held in a fixed position

for many months and not even the application of the actual cautery

has sufficed to move it. Many men have chopped off some fingers

and have claimed that it was an accident. Mental derangement of

one sort or another is a favorite form of malingery, but the results

usually resemble the popular or stage idea of insanity rather than

the true products of mental alienation. It is not uncommon for

the malingerer to combine two forms of in.sanity. and this may be
of value in detection. Still, it is often very difficult to be certain

that a patient is shamming. There are, however, some phenomena
which can not be simulated. It is impossible for a sane man to

imitate successfully the persistent insomnia which often occurs in

the insane ; the impostor can not put off sleep beyond the second
or third day.

" Another frequent motive for malingering is to attract attention

not for the purpose of obtaining money but merely to gain notice.

This motive is most frequently seen in young, unmarried women.
The most common manifestation is to be found in the skin, where

ulcers, bulla?, and other lesions suddenly appear. Simulated joint

affections are also not rare, and there are many other forms. These
cases merge imperceptibly into hysteria, and indeed in many hys- -

teria is combined with the wish to deceive. It is not improbable

that in some of these patients there is a certain degree of cutaneous

anesthesia which renders the self-mutilation more easy of accom-
plishment. There are other causes for simulating disease or in-

jury. Sometimes it is done to avoid punishment, sometimes tcu

wreak vengeance on another person who is accused of having in'-

tiicted the injury. To obtain compensation for injury in a railway

accident several lesions may be simulated, and especially those

obscure and ill-defined conditions which have been attributed to

' spinal concussion.' These latter form a large and very important

class, the detection of the fraud of which is often most difficult.

" The threat of the application of the actual cautery has cured

paralysis, but cases have been recorded where malingerers have

endured the cautery on several occasions. A man who simulated

blindness was placed on the edge of a jetty and told to walk

straight forward. He stepped out and fell into the water, lor he

knew that those who were testing him dared not let him drown.

In another case, however, a man who seemed to have paralysis of

an arm allowed the amputating knife to be placed close to it with-

out flinching, but when thrown into the river he struck out with

both arms and swam. A very useful method of detection is the

suggesting of new signs and symptoms to the patient. The sur-

geon remarks—say in the case of a paralyzed arm— in the hearing

of the malingerer that it is strange that the little finger is flexed, it

ought to be straight. In all probability at the next visit the little

finger will have assumed the suggested position. The more outri

and irregular the fresh symptoms suggested by the surgeon the

more definite is the detection. In general anesthesia we possess a
valuable means of discriminating in certain cases between true and
fal.se paralysis or contractures. While the patient is just going

under or recovering from anesthesia the ' paralyzed ' limb may be

seen to move freely. It is well always to remember the possibility

of a disorder being feigned, especially when a strong motive exists,

for by this vigilance cases may be detected which would otherwise

escape notice. In the detection, however, of cases which we im-

agine to be examples of malingery it is important that no methods
should be adopted which can do harm, should our supposition be

groundless, for it is far better that many impostors should succeed

than that one real sufferer should be condemned uselessly to un-

dergo further pain. It is no more than a mistake to be deceived

by a malingerer, it is almost a crime to deal harshly with one who-

is really afflicted with disease."

A FOGLESS TUNNEL.

THE fact that during a recent heavy fog in New York the air

in the new Subway was perfectly clear is causing much joy

among certain papers that predicted this result when the matter

happened to be under discussion several years ago. Says Eti-

gineering News, which is one of the fortunate sheets entitled to-

say, " I told you so" :

" At that time [December, 1897] a fight was being waged in New
York City between the friends and enemies of the projected under-

ground railway. Several heavy fogs caused serious delays in the

elevated railway service and the lines of suburban travel, and The^

Post mildly remarked that ' it probably occurred to more than one
of the belated passengers that the fog could not, in the case of art'

underground road, play such havoc with the time of busy people."
" This chance remark attracted the attention of the New York

Sim and The Railroad Gazette, both of which journals were at that

time opposing the Rapid-Transit enterprise, and they waxed face-

tious over the ignorance of The Post editor, who supposed that the

fog conditions would be any better in the tunnel than outside.

They asked him how he proposed to keep the fog out of the tun-

nel, and some very wise members of the engineering profession

wrote to The Post editor and explained to him how very much
worse a fog might be in a tunnel than on the surface !

" In our editorial above referred to, after reviewing the conten-

tions of the various parties as above, we gave some reasons for be-

lieving that fog would not be present in .the tunnel of an under-

ground road, even when it was thick in the streets above. We
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printed also a letter from the chief engineer of the Boston Sub-

way, showing that up to that time that subway had been free from

iog when the city itself was wrapped in it.

" And now for the reason why we ha\e rehearsed this bit of

ancient history: On Tuesday. December 27, New York City was

enveloped in the worst fog that has l)een known for years. No
ocean or coasting steamers entered or left the harbor for a whole

day. Even the Sound steamers remained tied up at their piers.

Suburban trains were greatly hampered in their movements, and .so

were the trains on the elevated railways. Passengers descending

from the street to the Subway platforms, however, emerged from

a fog into a clear atmosphere. There was no sign of fog in the

Subway, and every one took it quite as a matter of course that it

should be absent there."

DIGGING OUT A IVI AMIVIOTH.

THE preservative effects of cold storage could not be better

illustrated than by the carcasses of mammoths occasionally

found in the ice or the frozen ground of Siberia, with flesh in as

oood condition as when the animals died, thousands of years ago.

^ixtracts from the diary of a scientific man sent by the Russian

authorities to superintend the removal of one of these monsters to

a museum have been translated for the Smithsonian Institution and

are quoted in The Scientijic Aj/ierican Sitpplenicnt (];\n\i7iry 21).

The writer, Ur. O. F. Herz, of the Imperial Academy of Sciences,

started from St. Petersburg on Ma}' 3, 1901, reaching the vicinity

of the mammoth in September. He found that the animal had

already been partially uncovered by the natives, so that its flesh

had begun to decay. He writes :

"As I did not personally see the Lamut, S. Tarabykin, who dis-

covered the mammoth. I can only give the story of the find as told

me by Yavlovski. The Lamut, while deer-hunting, was led to the

discovery by finding a tusk a short distance above the real find.

Upon the mammoth's head there was but one tusk, which the

Lamut and two companions chopped out. As the latter afterward

informed me, there was no trunk. At the end of August, 1900, all

^hree repaired to Kolyma, where they sold the ivory to Yavlovski,

telling him of the discovery. The Cossack, being an intelligent

man. investiga'ted the find personally, procured small portions of

the body as evidence, and reported to the police commissioner,

who in turn informed the governor of the matter.

"September 11. 1901. — Itwas so warm to-day that the soil be-

came loose and easily handled, and I was enabled to begin the work
of excavation. The body lies in a cliff that faces east and extends

for a mile in a semicircle. The mammoth is about sixty-seven

yards back from the bank of the river. There is an upper stratum

of earth, covered with moss. Beneath this is a mass of loam and
earth mixed with stones, roots, pieces of wood, and lamellar plates

of ice. Underneath this alluvial layer there is a vertical wall of

ice, which stands free above the mammoth. Upon this supposed
ice incline are huge shapeless masses of earth, evidently moved
downward by the thawing of the ice as well as the water falling

from the upper ' tiaga ' or marshy forest at the top of the cliff.

According to natives, the head of the mammoth was exposed two
years ago by the breaking away of a mass of earth ; the rest of the

body in August, 1900.

" After taking some pictures, I began the excavation, and soon
exposed the skull. To my great surprise I found well-preserved

food fragments between the teeth, and this fact serves as proof that

the animal died in this very position after a short death-struggle.

I found the marks made by the Lamuts in removing the left tusk,

but I could find no traces of the right one.
" At a depth of 27 inches we found the left foreleg, still covered

with hair up to the humerus, notwithstanding that the epidermis

had completely rotted. In a frozen condition we may succeed in

getting it to St. Petersburg. The hair appears to consist of a yel-

lowish-brown undercoat, 10 to 12 inches long, with a thick, bristle-

like upper coat, rust-brown in color, about 4 to 5 inches long. The
lett foreleg is bent, so that it is evident that the mammoth tried to

crawl out of the pit or crevice into which he probably fell, but ap-

parently he was so badly injured by the fall that he could not free

himself. Further excavation exposed the right hindleg, which
had become turned almost horizontally under the abdomen. Upon
the left hindleg I found portions of decayed flesh, in which the

muscular bundles were easily discernible. The stench emitted by

this extremity was almost unbearable.
" September 12.—After we removed the earth from under the left

SIDE VIEW OF THE M.\MMOTH AFTER PARTIAL EXCAVATION,
Courtesy of The Scientijic American Sujiplcment (New York).
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caycd, while the other organs, exposed later, were practic.illy tle-

stroycd.

"October 4. -We removed the left shoulder-blade and part of
the ribs, and then cleaned part of the stomach, which contained an
immense quantity of food remnants. In the afternoon we severed
the left foreleg.

" October 5.—To-day we skinned the left side and exposed
several ribs, mostly well preserved. Then we skinned the head, of
which parts were preserved. In the afternoon we removed the left

shoulder, upon which we allowed the tendons and muscular tibers

to remain. The flesh from under the shoulder, which is fibrous

and marbled with fat, is dark red in color and looks as fresh as
well-frozen beef or horse meat. The dogs cleaned up whatever
mammoth fle.sh was thrown to them. The skin on the left

shoulder is three-quarters of an inch thick, and on the right side

nine-tenths of an inch thick.
" The longest hair found came from the shoulders. It is ashy or

pale blond in color, and is probably what has been erroneously-

called the mammoth mane."

The last entry translated is dated October 11, and chronicles the

packing of tlie last fragment of tlie monster. It is now in the St.

Petersburg Museum, as shown in the illustration.

LEFT FOREFOOT OF THE MAMMOTH.
Courtesy of I'he Scientific American Siipp'emcnt (New York).

leg, the tliick underwool was exposed.
Part fell out. but the remainder will be

saved by bandages. The color may
be described as roan. Five hoof-

shaped blunt nails could also be seen

at the end of the digits.

" Considerable ice was found in un-

covering the right foreleg, from which
most of the hair was missing. The
leg was so placed as to indicate that

the mammoth after falling had sup-

ported himself on this leg while at-

tempting to step forward with the left

one. We concluded that he had died

while in this position, and that he had
by no means been washed there by
water from elsewhere."

The extracts from Herz's diary

show that work on the animal was

continued until the middle of October,

a house being built over the carcass

in which it was gradually dismem-

bered and packed for shipment. Early

in October M. Herz writes :

"October 3.—After removing the

last layer of earth from the back, the

remains of food in the stomach were
exposed. The latter was badly de-

THE SOAP-TREE AND ITS USES.

'nr^'HE soap-tree of Algeria, its uses, and the possibility of its

* cultivation in Europe or America, are the subjects treated

in a recent report by Daniel .S. Kidder, United States consul at

Algiers. As printed in The Daily Coiisn/ar Reports (W.X'sWm^ion,

January 17) his statement runs, in part, as follows

:

" The soap-tree in Algeria appears to be a hybrid, and has char-

acteristics quite different from those of any of the known varieties

coming from India, Japan, China, and Central America, and it is

superior to all in general usefulness. For this reason Dr. Trabut,

director of the botanical services of the general government of

Algeria, suggested the name of Sapindus iiti/is, which has been
generally adopted.

"The Sapiiidus ufills is a large tree with a smooth, straight

trunk. The plants reach to about 10 feet in height in the first two
years, and begin to bear in six years; but the fruit production in-

creases largely as the tree becomes older. The flowers are male
and female, or hermaphrodite. The berry is round in appearance,

but with a distinct keel like that of a walnut encircling it. It is,

when fresh, smooth, shiny, and fleshy. When dried it is tough,

in FRO.M BERESOVK.A IN THE ZOOLOGIC.'\L MUSEUM IN' ST. I'ETERSBURG, RECONSTRUCTED IN THE
POSITION IN WHICH IT WAS FOUND.

Courtesy of The Scientific Ainericun Stif>plci>ient (N'ew York).
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gummy, and translucid ; the color varies from yellowish-green to

brown. In size it varies from about half an inch to an inch in

diameter. Dried, it weighs from one-eighth to one-quarter of an

ounce. The seeds form about a third of the total weight. The
tree, when fully grown, is from 40 to 50 feet tall and produces 200

pounds of fruit annually.
" Several varieties produced from seed have given poor results.

The only practical method of reproduction is from cuttings. These
cuttings should be planted in February in Algeria and countries

with similar climate. They must be copiously watered during the

summer.
" So far the cultivation of this tree in Algeria has been confined

to the low-lying lands near the coast (the orange belt), but it is

believed that it would endure a more severe climate. The only

large plantation of the.se trees is that of M. Bertrand at his prop-

erty of Boukandoura, about 18 miles from Algiers, covering some
•150 acres ; but there are many small plantations, and recently the

cultivation of the tree is being largely undertaken.

"There are no important manufactures of soap-tree products in

Algeria. The entire product of the plantation referred to above

went last year to Germany. A good deal of the fruit is employed
in its natural state, and many chemists produce specialties from it,

such as ' saponine,' an excellent washing powder, ' sapindine,' a

(reputed hair wash, and many other articles for toilet purposes.

Panama wood, which is extensively used in Europe for washing,

contains on an average about 8 per cent, of saponine, while the

dried fruit of the soap-tree contains fully 28 per cent. When
freight is taken into consideration the difference can be easily

estimated.

"The wood of the soap-tree is also valuable. It is fine-grained,

takes a good polish, and is very suitable for furniture. The seed

contains a considerable quantity of fine oil. It seems that the cul-

tivation of this tree might be remunerative in California and in our

Southern States."

ARE THERE TIDES ON THE GREAT LAKES?
•"

I "HEORETICALLY, of course, there are tides in all bodies of

-* water on the earth's surface, large Or small. Even in the

Great Lakes of this continent, however, we are assured by Clyde

Potts, writing in Eiigiiieerinq N'ews, these are entirely masked by

fluctuations due to other causes, some of which are quite notice-

able. Mr. Potts's communication was called forth by a recent

paper read before the Western Society of Engineers by Mr. A. W.
Shaw on the so-called tides of Lake Michigan. He says :

"There is undoubtedly a tide on Lake Michigan and on all the

Great Lakes, for, as some old hydi'aulician has said, there is a tide

5n a tea-cup. The tides on the Great Lakes due to the moon may
or may not be appreciable, but they are lost sight of in the other

disturbances of the water-level, among which is the disturbance or

fluctuation noted by Mr. .Shaw. This fluctuation is undoubtedly

due to a difference of barometric pressure at the extremities of the

Jake. The water in the lake acts as an evenly balanced scale and

weighs the atmospheric pressure at each end (or side). Frequently

preceding a heavy storm the self-registering water-gage recorded

fluctuations of two feet or more coming in and going out as large

tidal waves with a period between high and high, varying from
twenty minutes to more than an hour. It was apparent that the

elapsed time between high and high depended on at what points

on the lake the barometric pressures created the wave. If the

wave was created by a difference of pressure at points on the east

and the west sides of the lake (approximately 90 miles), then the

wave would- travel across and back in a much shorter time than

when set in motion by a difference of pressure at the north and

south ends. The waves of duration of twenty minutes between high

and high were probably waves traveling across the lake.

"It is really the same thing on a large scale as what would hap-

pen if we were to take an oblong basin of water and set a wave
traveling lengthwise or crosswise by tilting motion. The geo-

graphical situation of Milwaukee is such that waves traveling the

length of the lake would show on the record going south, and again

going north in a less time than the next trip south.

"Lake Erie is much more interesting than Lake Michigan, for

here the effect of the wind is added to the barometric pressure in

producing violent fluctuations. Lake Erie lies in the direction of

Ihe prevailing winds and the variation, such as Mr. Shaw describes

as occurring at Chicago, has at Buffalo been more than 13 feet.

This was unusual and was a rare combination of great difference

of barometric pressure and heavy winds. One very interesting

thing in connection with this great fluctuation on Lake Erie was
that when the government gage at Buffalo began to show a rise,

the government gage at the west end of the lake began to show a
corresponding fall at almost the same instant.

" There are many interesting things in the hydraulics of the Great
Lakes which will develop with the mass of informadon being col-

lected by the United States Lake Survey."

Chemical Prediction.—The prize of success as a chemi-

cal prophet is held before the eyes of the young worker by an edi-

torial writer in T/ie Engineeri7ig and MtiihigJournal, who says :

"Chemical prediction finds many illustrations, not only in the

field of carbon chemistry (where nice synthesis works out thou-

sands of anticipated derivatives), but also in the history of the ele-

ments themselves. In the sixties, Mendeleeff predicted several

unknowns, which subsequently appeared and were named, respec-

tively, scandium (eka-boron), gallmm (eka-alumiiium), and germa-
nium (eka-silicon). Mendeleeff's prediction regarding these three

elements was correct to, say, 90 or 95 per cent, of the facts. But
the opportunity for prediction is by no means exhausted. If any
one wishes a good examination paper in comparative inorganic

chemistry, let him predict the properties of the unknown, next in

atomic weight order, namely, eka-manganese. It is below man-
ganese, follows molybdenum and precedes ruthenium. Its atomic

weight will be near, and below, 100. It should be a gray metal,

possibly occurring" both native and combined. It should have a

specific gravity of a little over 9. It should have several stages of

oxidation, the lower ones acting as bases (and possibly as reducers)

,

and the higher as acids (and perhaps as oxidizers); and so the

statement might be extended indefinitely. It is strange that no
trace of this missing element has yet been recognized, tho the

search has been conducted for nearly 40 years. Eka-manganese
is only one of many waiting riddles in inorganic chemistry. In-

deed there is room for 20 certainly, and perhaps 30, more unknown
elements in the periodic sequence ; but none offers a basis for pre-

diction equal to that presented by eka-manganese."

SCIENCE BREVITIES.

In iSSo the population of tlie United States was 50,155,783 and the number of

telephones, according to an abstract of a recent census bulletin issued by the

Government, of all kinds was 54,319, giving an average of 923 persons per tele-

phone; the population of continental United States in igo2 is estimated at 78,576,-

436, and the number of telephones operated in that year was 2,315,297, giving an
average of 34 persons per telephone.

The statement recently quoted in these columns to the effect that the failure

of Americans to receive any of the Nobel prizes is a proof of our lack of pro-

ficiency in e.xperimental science is controverted by an editoria,l writer in The Na-
tional Geographic Magazine, who says :

" The reason is not lack of appreciation

abroad of what we are doing in this country, but the neglect of Americans to

apply for the prizes, owing to misunderstanding of the manner in which the

awards are made. In the awarding of jjrizes only those persons are considered

who are formally nominated as candidates by some institution, college, or scien-

tific society of rank and character. Not a single American, we.are informed, has

yet been presented for consideration, and the impression abroad is that Ameri-

cans are not interested in the prizes."

" A HORSE shod with metal shoes should not be driven rapidly on an asphalt

pavement," says Popular Mechanics. " The heat produced will not only be

painful to the horse, but may seriously injure him. One of our subscribers re-

cently called to relate his experience in driving on asphalt pavement. He was
riding horseback in company with a friend, when the two engaged in a friendly

race. After they had gone about a mile, his friend's horse threw a shoe. Going
back to the place the rider dismounted and picked up the shoe, which was so hot

it not only severely blistered his hand, but did not cool so it could be taken up
for several minutes. At each step the horse slips a little, and this constant rapid

sliding of the metal shoe, under weight, upon the sand contained in the pave-

ment, generated a high degree of heat."

A CURIOUS story of a race of Arctic giants is told by Captain Jensen of the

cryolite bark Silicon, who has just returned to Philadelphia from a cruise in

Greenland waters. Says The New York Times (December 25); "He tells of a

race of giants seven, eight, and even nine feet tall, having their habitat in those

far northern and practically inaccessible regions. Some of them visited the

Eskimos and Danes at the mining settlement of Arsuck, a short distance from

Ivigtut Bay. There was a legend of such a people among the Eskimos, but in re-

cent generations none of them had been seen till these late visitors made their

appearance. In color and contour of features they were like North American
Indians ; they had a language of their own, witli no knowledge of the Eskimo
dialects, and were obliged to express their meaning as well as they could by signs.

Their tale was that they had been driven from their homes in the far interior by

great storms and cold weather."
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THE RELIGIOUS WORLD.

CAN THE CHURCH SURVIVE AS A "SOCIAL
AND PHILANTHROPIC ORGANIZATION"?

''

I
'HERK would seem to be a certain siijiiirtcance in the fact that

• two of our most widely circulated magazines

—

.)//< /isty's und

The Costitopolitan—have recently published articles by women em-

phasizing the growing secularization of the church. In each case

the writer approves the tendency and speculates as to its out-

come. The article in Mitnsey's ( " Every-day Church Work ") is by

Bertha Henry Smith, who propounds the question, Should the

church concern itself with the bodily needs of the people, as well

as their souls? and deals at some length with " the practical answer

that is being given to this important question in the great Ameri-

can cities." She concludes

:

"Dr. Rainsford says: 'Good, wholesome recreation is tirst cou-

sin to religion. The refreshing of the body goes a long way toward
giving the soul a chance.

'

" Because it has become a purveyor of these things to its people,

because it runs employment bureaus and loan associations, lodging-

houses, wood-yards, and day-nurseries, the church has abandoned
none of its dignity. Becau.se it has directed its energies toward
the 'uplifting of the whole man instead of a fraction of him,' it has

lost no whit of its spiritual power.

"There are clergymen who say that one day the church will go
back to its tirst and greatest mission, which is to preach. There
are others with deeper wisdom and farther sight, who shake their

heads and say, ' Never !
'

"

The writer of the Cosmopolitan article (" Some Churches and

their Problems") signs herself "A Minister's Wife," but attacks

her subject in the spirit of the iconoclast. " The minister of to-

day," she declares, "has no living message; the old theology has

gone. . . . The religious belief of to-day is verily problematical.

The theology of to-morrow is a greater conundrum. But the indi-

cations are that the church as a social and philanthropic organiza-

tion will, in some modified form, survive." She continues :

" In the church of to-morrow will be found centered the varied

forms of the social life of the community. Club-rooms, Christian

Association rooms, and halls for various purposes will no longer

be required. In a small city of from twenty to thirty thousand
people, the duplication of churches and other buildings for public

use. where the money must in each case come from about the same
men. is in every case a drain upon the private resources that should

be spent in providing e.\tra comforts or even lu.xuries for the indi-

vidual families. The member of the coming church will know
no distinction between his church life and his ordinary pursuits.

Whatever he now does, with a clear conscience, outside the church,

and very likely many other things as well, he will then take into the

church building. It will be the most cheerful, attractive place in

town, always open, and the center of ever>' kind of helpful influ-

ence.
" Men. women, and children will find their varied social and intel-

lectual, as well as moral, wants not only provided for, but catered

to. In short, the church will be what it ought to be, the hearth-

stone of the composite life of the community.
" This church of to-morrow will have no creed, save the simple

one of service to humanity.
" Its pulpit will have become a platform, and its preachers will

be more of a procession than they are now. . . . The platform

work will be done by specialists, very much as is done in some of

our universities to-daj'., these men being engaged for single ad-

dresses long in advance, and making a tour of the leading churches
of the country. The Sundays when, for financial or other reasons,

these men can not be secured, will find upon the platform tlie lead-

ing citizens of the town, who will discuss questions of public inter-

est. And there will be many musical Sundays, when the people will

get the uplift and inspiration which is so vital an element in living.

" To the church attendant of to-morrow the idea of the church
being a one-time object of charity will be a revelation. He will

call at the down-town office of its treasurer once a month and pay
his church bill as readily, and as much as a matter of course, as he

does his gas bill or his taxes."

** A very interesting mission for the church of the living (iod, the

church founded by Jesus Christ
!

" exclaims Tlie Baptist Coinmon-
li'ealtJi (Philadelphia). The same paper comments further:

" The church as a human organization of any kind will die, and
die very soon. It is not a human organization ; it is a divine organ-
ization, with a divine life pulsating between the Head above and the
members here on the earth. It is an organism which grows by
divine power, to which the Lord adds those who are being saved.
It exists preeminently to .satisfy the deep spiritual hunger of man.
It has no reason to exist as a charitable institution. It can not do
that sort of work as economically or successfully as our charity
organization societies and our state and city agencies. It can not
expect to live as a place of amusement or instruction, for it can
not compete in this direction with the concert-halls and the theater.

The only liope of survival that the church has lies in the continu-
ance of emphasis upon its spiritual mission. There it lias no rival

—there it is supreme. Whatever social work the church does is

incidental; its future as well as its present mission is the salvation

of men's souls."

THE FEMININE ELEMENT IN DEITY.
" nr^HE most sacred and wonderful fact that the universe con-

-*• tains," says Mr. George Barlow, a writer in The Contem-

porary Review (January), is the fact that "womanhood, divine

womanhood, forms a portion of Godhead." He goes on to point

out that the idea of the "distinct and direct presence of the femi-

nine nature in the Divinity," implied in the dual term, " Elohim,"

used in the Hebrew scriptures, and unmistakably indicated in the

passage in the first chapter of Genesis, " So God [Elohim] created

man in iiis own image; . . . male and female created he them,"

has lain at the root of much of the most important religious think-

ing of the world; and he reveals the immediate significance of his

argument in the statenvnt: " If God be a biune Being, asceticism

and celibacy must be direct contraventions of His nature." To
quote further:

" The teaching of Swedenborg upon these points was extraordi-

narily lucid and impressive. Tho he wrote so many years ago, he

may almost be said to have combined in his rendering of the uni-

verse the truths of modern physiology and those expressed by St.

Paul. Swedenborg is nothing if not physiological. He even an-

ticipated some of the discoveries of modern science.
" Now as to divine dualism and the expression of divine dualism

in angelic humanity, his view is in exact accord with the views

held by the most thoughtful psychical teachers of to-day. He
believed that at the head of the heavenly hierarchy there are two
classes of angels, the spiritual and the celestial. The spiritual

angels manifest knowledge in its highest embodiments. The celes-

tial angels belong to a still loftier order and represent the highest

incarnation of the love-principle. He also believed that marriage

exists among angels as upon earth, and that the noblest attainable

felicity was only to be reached through perfectly pure, and also

perfectly passionate, conjugal—or, as he calls it, conjugial—love.

In this he was exactly at one with Kingsley.
" A high, but inferior order of angels, Swedenborg thought, were

unable to grasp the conjugal idea, and found happiness in the sin-

gle or unwedded condition. To sucli a class many saints and mys-

tics, both male and female, would belong. To them the more pas- .

sionate class of angels would appear overardent. To the more
loving group of beings, the other class would appear cold and
defective. Each type of character would, in fact, repel and be
misunderstood by the other. (This is exactly what happens
among the corresponding types of human beings upon earth.)

" If Swedenborg and Charles Kingsley were right, it is clear that

the whole of human life must be regarded from a new point of

view. Human life becomes a thing no longer entirely separated

from the spiritual life. It becomes an integral part of it. The
soul is no longer to be looked upon as wholly distinct from the

body. The flesh is no longer to be thought of as opposed to the

spirit. Soul and body are developing together, harmoniously and

by means of each other."

The saying of Jesus, " When they shall rise from the dead, they

neither marry nor are given in marriage, but are as the angels

which are in heaven," would seem to argue in favor of celibacy as

the highest state. But Mr. Barlow com.ments :
" The very question
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is as to what tlie angels of heaven are. They may, in some in-

stances, as Kingsley believed, be continuing and consummating,

with infinite joy. marriage-unions, the initial stages of which took

place, and could only take place, upon earth. We can not con-

ceive of the abandonment of any integral portion of our humanity,

except as a definite and irretrievable .loss." He continues :

"It is very curious and instructive to notice the way in which

the instinct of the Reman Catholic Church has acted in the matter

of the divine dualism—or perhaps it would be more correct to say,

the instinct of a considerable portion of humanity acting through

the Roman Church. There has evidently always been a deep feel-

ing in the human race that the doctrine of the Fatherhood of God
did not fully meet human needs or satisfy human yearning. Hu-
man beings, especially at moments of grief and anguish, crave for

the sympathy, the gentleness, the tenderness of motherhood. This
gentleness, tenderness, sympathy must in some way, men thought,

be resident in the Divine Being. The Roman Church endeavored

to meet the craving by enunciating the dogma of the Virgin Mother
of God. This, without interfering with the doctrine of God the

Father, introduced the attributes of feminine tenderness and sweet-

ness into Divinity, or what was regarded and worshiped as Divin-

ity. We know how, for century after century, the Southern na-

tions, especially the women of the Southern nations, have found
comfort and help through believing that their sorrows are sympa-
thized with and their burdens shared by the tenderly loving heart

of the Virgin. It is the same idea—the same inward pressure has

produced it—the idea of the Divine Femininity.
" Frederick Robertson, in his sermon, ' On the Glory of the Vir-

gin Mother,' touched upon this point. But he, being a Protestant,

took another course. He recognized the necessity of seeking and
finding the feminine element in Deity. But he asserted that it

should be sought and found, not in the Virgin Mary, but in Christ,

the softer and tenderer side of whose character provided us, he

thought, with the needed blending of the feminine and the divine.
" Those who have studied the writings of Theodore Parker, the

great American Theistic preacher, will remember that in his very

beautiful prayers he always addressed God as the ' Father and
Mother of the Universe.' He was much attached to his own
mother, and those who have known what a mother's love may
really mean will never be content without ascribing motherhood,
and the tenderness of motherhood, to God."

Mr. Barlow feels tiiat we are justified in inferring that the action

of the divine Nature upon our own is in some sort a material

action. "The phenomena which accompany what in religious cir-

cles is spoken of as ' conversion,' " he says, " are phenomena which,

absolutely real and significant, proceed by definite laws, laws as

definite as those which govern the action of electricity. There

are, in fact, divine electrical currents, currents which impinge upon

tlie soul-nerves of human beings in a recipient condition, and pro-

duce their unerring and wonderful results." He concludes:

" It is perfectly plain that if, with many deep spiritual thinkers,

we are to hold that the tenderest and purest divine love currents

can only be communicated to humanity through the specially re-

fined and delicate atomic structure of woman, she is lifted to a

place in creation hitherto undreamed of, and becomes a being

potentially of angelic importance and angelic attributes. I think

that the world's best poetry not only confirms the theory, but in

facts suggests and even proclaims it. I think the truth may be

found implicit in Shelley's verses, in much of Swinburne's noblest

poetry, in Mrs. Browning's poems, in the poems of Keats, of Hugo,
and of many others. I think it was also conveyed in much of the

more mystical and less clearly understood teaching of St. Paul.

And I think the real obstacle to the full apprehension of the truth

lies in the dulness, the petty jealousies, and the want of faith of

woman herself.

" We may gather from all this how utterly foolish and futile the

ascetic attempt to expel sex from the universe has been. It is far

more probable that sex, sex in Deity, represented in the world of

matter by the ceaseless interchange of electrical affinities, is the

underlying fact upon which the whole cosmos reposes, than that

sex is at any point absent from the universal scheme. Love, as

Dante said, ' drives ihe sun and stars along.' If there were no
such thing as sex— if the sex-element could be extirpated from the

universe— it is not unlikely that the whole immeasurable structure-

would collapse. We may be pretty confident that a universe con-

taining no feminine life-vibrations would either be an impossible

universe, or, if possible, it would be a universe of an inferioi- and
degraded type.

"The most highly wrought and poetic natures do, in effect, com-
bine the masculine and feminine attributes. Mere maleness is not

a noble thing; it is a coarse and crude thing. From its un-

checked action in the world all evil things have sprung- wars,

greed, cruelty, injustice, falseness, corruption. Human history

may, from the religious point of view, almost be regarded as a rec-

ord of the long striving of the Holy Spirit, the divine feminine, to

penetrate with its pure sunlight the gloom and darkness accruing

from the lusts and wickedness of men."

RELIGIOUS STATISTICS FOR 1904.

VALUABLE statistics, showing the strength and recent growth

of the American churches and of Protestant missionary so-

cieties throughout the world, have just been compiled by the Rev.

Dr. H. K. Carroll and the Rev. Dr. D. L. Leonard. Dr. Carroll's

figures, which appear in the latest of his annual summaries fur-

nished to Tlie Christmn Advocate (New York) and are devoted to

home conditions, disclose a net gain of all denominations during

1904 of 1,674 ministers, 2,310 churches, and 582,878 communicants.
" The gains," as he points out, " are somewhat smaller than those

reported a year ago ; but the increase in communicants in the Ro-

man Catholic Church has carried that denomination apparently

beyond the ten million line." Among the other religious bodies it

will be noted that the Lutherans lead in the ratio of growth, with a

gain recorded as 73,856. Appended is the complete table, show-

ing ministers, churches, communicants, and relative gains or de-

creases {d)

:

Denominations.

Adventists (6 bodies)
Baptist (13 bodies)
Brethren (River) (3 bodies )

Brethren (Plymoutn; C4 bodies).
Catholics ( 8 bodies)
Catholic Apostolic
Chinese Temples
Christadelphians
Christian Connection—
Christian Catholic (Dowie)
Christian Missionary Associa-
tion

Christian Scientists
Church of God (Winebrenna-
rian)

Church of the New lerusalem. ..

Communistic Societies (6 bodies)
Congregationalists
Disciples of Christ
Dunkards (4 bodies )

Evano;elical ( 2 bodies)
Friends (4 bodies)
Friends of the Temple
German Evangelical Protestant.
German Evangelical Synod
lews 12 bodies)
Latter-Day Saints ( 2 bodies)
Lutherans (22 bodies)
Swedish Evano;ehcal Mission
Covenant (Waldenstromians) .

.

Mennonites ( 12 bodies)
Methodists (17 bodies)
Moravians
Presbyterians (12 bodies)
Protestant Episcopal (2 bodies).
Reformed C3 bodies)
Salvation Army
Schwenkfeldians
Social Brethren
Society for Ethical Culture . .

.

SpirituaHsts
Tlieosophical Society
United Brethren (2 bodies) ...

Unitarians
UniversaHsts
Independent Congregations. .

.

Summary for 1904.

c

1.5)0

35r7i3
151

13,521

95

1.348
104

10

1,222

460

133

Grand total in 1904.

Grand total in 1903.

6,127

6,635
3.258
1.423

1.445

4
100

945

1,560

7.471

291
1.200

39,997
130

12,658

5.139
1.994

2.367

3
17

2.385

555
727

54

«
-c

U

2,424
52,001

108

314
11,411

10

63
1,340
no

580

134
22

11,088

1,125

2,656

1,075

4
155

1,213

570
1,338

13.094

307

„757
58,530

116

15,801
7,oos

2,528

721

7
20

4.483
456
869
156

E 3
o <-.

O

92.418

5,150,815
3.605
6,661

10,233,824

1,491

151,113

149.439

199,658

197,348

1,277

101,597
40,000

754
66,022

38,000

7,982

3,084
667,951

1,233,866

114,194

164,709
117,065

340
20,000

209,791
143,000

1,789,766

33,400
60.953

6,256.738

16,327

1,697,697

807,924
401,001

25.009
600

913
1,500

45.030
2,431

273,200
71,000

54,000
14,126

Net Gains for
1904.

176

99

104

dio

30,313,311

29,730,433

158

%
91

62

343

dl\
75
6

3

226

E a
o u

2,942

65,040

241,955

52
I

5,739

</io

79

^6

At

13

26,489
a 1,000

1,716
510

819
1,178

73,856

8j
i7§j

138

47
i

25

3

1,061

69,244
232

36-175
25.381

10,423

17

dl

1,674

1,707

d\
^373

8^

2,310

3,276

294

531
rf6,9i4

462

582,878

889^^73+
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Dr. Carroll makes a lew observations in regard to the accuracy

of his estimate of the present strength of the Christian Catholic

boil\ . the Christian Scientists, and the Latter-Day Saints. For

several years, it seems, General Overseer Dovvie has refused infor-

mation as to the number of his followers, and the figures given in

the table are based on reports that have appeared from time to

time in Lt-uvts of Htaliii^^, the organ of the movement. Dr. Car-

roll thinks that " the estimate of 40,000 communicants must be a

ma.ximum figure." The Christian Science statistics he regards as

fairly accurate, but in this case also the task of collecting e.xact

information was a diflicult one, and was specially impeded by the

fact that many members of the "mother church" in Boston are

also members of other churches. The Mormon Church has prob-

ably several thousand more members than would appear from the

table. "Yearly returns," says Dr. Carroll, "are received from the

secretary of the Reorganized (or non-polygamous) Church, but

inquiries for statistics of the Utah branch are unsatisfied. Full

returns were gathered for the United States Census in 1S90, but

there is nothing later that is authoritative."

The following table shows the order of denominational families:

Denominational Families.

Catholic.
Methodist
Baptist
Lutheran
Presbyterian
Episcopal
Reformed
I.atter-Day Saints
United Brethren
Evangelical Bodies
JewisTi
Friends
Dunkards
Adventists
Mennonites

Rank in

1904.

I

2

3
4

5

6

9
10

II

12

13

14

15

Communi-
cants.

10,233,824

6,256,733
5.150,815
1,789,766

1,697,697
807.924
401,001

343.250
273.200

164,709
143,000
117,065
114,194

92,410

00,953

Rank in

1890.

10

II

12

'3
14

15

Communi-
cants.

6,257,871

4,589,284
3,717.969
1,231,072

1,278,362

540,509

3°9.45»
166.125

225,281
J33.3'3

130,406
107,208

73-795
60,491
41,541

Dr. Leonard's statistics are published in the January issue of

The Missionary Revieiv of the World (New York). They deal

with missions to non-Christian and non-Protestant peoples during

1904, omitting work done in non-papal Europe, but covering that

in behalf of Indians, Chinese, and Japanese in the United States.

Of the fifty-five societies specified, twenty-eight are American.

The total income of all the societies in 1904 was §18,509,013, an

increase of $1,394,630, or about seven and one-half per cent, over

the income of the same societies for the preceding year. The
American societies report a total income of $7,807,992. The figures

show that this country supports 1,970 ordained missionaries, or,

with laymen, wives, and unmarried women, a total force of 5,489;

22,593 native helpers; 9,936 stations and out-stations; and 8,066

missionary schools, with 301,170 scholars. The number of com-

municants added during the year is 56,306, making a total of

399,983-

These figures are pronounced "amazing" by The Evangelical

yl/^jj^;/^^r (Cleveland), and The Christian Endeavor IVorld (Bos-

ton) remarks: "It is encouraging to know that there are more

Christians to-day, in proportion to the population, more students

of the Bible, and more givers to missions than ever before." The

American /v7V//<^ (Philadelphia) comments:

" These figures can give at the best but a feeble idea of the state

of religion in our country. They will impress every one with the

fact that Roman Catholicism is a very mighty force, rapidly ex-

panding. A church of 10,000,000 believers is impressive. But it

is also a somewhat sublime fact that there are 188,247 Protestant

churches in the towns and villages of our country, with more than

137,000 ministers, laboring to spread the truth and to increase

righteousness, and that the year's work has added more than 340,000
persons to these Protestant churches. There have been no start-

ling revivals, no great religious upheavals during these twelve
months. It has rather been a year of slow growth, and the gain is

probably a solid one. On the whole we may well thank God and
take courage."

SCHIAPARELLI ON THE ASTRONOMY OF THE
OLD TESTAIVIENT.

1 N view of the problems raised by the Babel-Bible controver.sy, a

*^ recent book by the famous Milan astronomer, Giovanni Schia-

parelli, entitled " L'Astronomia ncll' Antico Tcstamento," is of

exceptional interest; not because it makes any effort to harmonize

the Scriptures and natural science, but because it gives the views of

a savant of international reputation on the actual teachings of the

Old Testament in reference to the heavens and the earth. These

views are in substance as follows :

The idea of the world as entertained by tlie Hebrew writers

shows that the picture of the earth and its surroundings was not

unlike that of other peoples of antiquity. The earth is regarded

as a rounded plane, which divides the universe into two parts.

Above is the arch of the heavens, the extreme ends of which rest

upon the earth ; beneath it is flie deep, the abyss. The distance

from the heaven to the earth can not be measured, and the same is

true of the expanse of the earth. The center of the earth is found

in Palestine, especially in Jerusalem (Ezekiel v. 5), a view which

was entertained by Dante. The Hebrews knew of the other pro-

pies of the earth only to the extent of about 30 degrees. Beneath

the earth were to be found the great masses of the waters, the

sources of the seas. These are the lower waters in contrast with

the upper, which are found above the firmament. Through open-

ings and canals the subterranean waters come to the surface of the

dry land and produce rivers and springs ; and they are also con-

nected with the seas and cau.se these to have the same height. In

this way the Hebrews explain why the seas, altho rivers constantly

empty into them, do not rise, and the fountains and springs do not

dry up ;
" which explanation for its time was exceedingly thought-

ful." In the depth of the abyss is Sheol, the abiding-place of

the dead. Above the earth is the expanse of the firmament, firm

and fixed as a mirror of metal (Job xxxviii. i8). It is a transparent

vault, through which the light of the stars can be seen. On the

sides above the firmament there is a second wall, which contains

the receptacles of the rain, snow, and hail (Job xxxviii. 22). Be-

neath this space, on the same level with the earth and the sea, are

the receptacles of the winds (Jeremiah x. 13; li. 16; Psalms
XXXV. 7).

Above the firmament are the stars, and also the sun, which

moves constantly around the earth, to rise at its accustomed place.

Eclipses of the .sun and moon are regarded as premonitions of

divine wrath and punishments (Joel iii. 3-4; Amos viii. 9).

Eclipses of the sun were exceedingly rare in Palestine, and in the

times of Joel and Amos could be observed only on August 15, 831

B.C. and April 2, 824 B.C. Between 763 b.c. and the destruction of

the first Temple there was no total eclipse of the sun in Palestine,

so that Micah iii. 6 and Isaiah xiii. 4 can refer only to reports of

earlier prophets.

Above the sun and the moon the stars are found. While the

firmament is a fixed and firm vault, the starry heavens are com-
pared with a tent curtain. As in the case of other peoples of

antiquity, special groups of stars attracted particular attention,

such as the big bear, Orion and the Pleiades. The totality of the

stars is often called " the host of heaven." Only two planets are

mentioned in the Old Testament, namely, Venus (Isaiah xiv. 12)

and Saturn, which is doubtless referred to in Amos v. 26. As-

syrian astrology, much to the credit of the Hebrews, was sharply

antagonized by the prophets.

The Jewish division of time depended upon their astronomy.

The Hebrew day began in the evening, in accordance with the

universal custom of those nations that begin the month with the

first appearance of the new moon. The division of the day into

hours appears in a later period, and in the book of Daniel is found

for the first time the word translated by the Vulgate hora

(hour). The Hebrew year in the earliest times began in the fall

;

but already in 2 Kings (xi. i) a new year in spring is mentioned.

The Hebrew week of seven days is the same as that of the Baby-

lonians, and is dependent on the phases of the moon, but not on

the seven planets. The Sabbath is the only day that had a special

name.

The theological and Biblical importance of these conclusions of

the Milan savant are being eagerly utilized by the religious jour-

nals, especially as in general they are regarded as favoring a con-

servative conception of the Scriptures and their contents. In the
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Leipsic KirchejizeiUmg (No. 35) special emphasis is laid upon the

fact that not one of these conclusions in any way antagonizes the

idea of revelation in the Old Testament. Mythological and super-

stitious elements nowhere appear in the astronomical ideas of the

Old-Testament writers; indeed, Israel's ideas on these subjects are

superior even to those of the gifted East Indians. The Hebrews

have religiously purer conceptions of nature and its phenomena

than even the educated Greeks and Romans. Here, too, this

journal claims, are seen the evidences of the providential guidance

and education of Israel by Jehovah.— Translations made for The
Literary Digest.

RELIGIOUS IDEALS OF GREECE AND ISRAEL.

PROF. S. H. BUTCHER, in his recent book, "Harvard Lec-

tures on Greek Subjects," emphasizes some striking diver-

gences between the ideals of perfection represented by Greece and

by Israel. These two nations, he premises, were alike in that each

felt itself to be a peculiar people, marked off from the surrounding

races "by the possession of intellectual or religious truths which

determined the bent and meaning of its history." The influence by

which both Jews and Greeks have acted on all after ages—an in-

fluence which has survived the outward forms of national existence

—belongs, says Professor Butcher, to " the mysterious forces of

the spirit." With both races, the first impulse toward national

•unity came through religion. " As the Hebrew prophets were

•charged with guarding the spiritual heritage of Israel, so the Pyth-

ian Apollo fostered the ideal of Hellenic character in religion,

-morality, and art." But beyond this the divergence begins. Of

the Delphic religion Professor Butcher writes:

" Apollo was the familiar friend and counselor of the nation. He
took into his keeping the civic life of Greece. Under Delphic su-

pervision the colonial system was organized, and missionaries of

•Greek culture were settled in every land. . . . Apollo, moreover,

was invested with all the gracious attributes of knowledge and

artistic skill. He was the god of science, of art, of poetry; he

presided at the games and festivals. . . . The Delphic priestess,

seized and subdued by an apparently divine possession, lifted out

•of herself in transport, presents a contrast to the Hebrew prophet

whose reason and senses remain undisturbed under the stress of

inspiration."

The familiar attitude of the Greek toward his god presents, too,

a strong contrast to " the distant and awful communion which the

Hebrew prophets held with the Almighty." Of these prophets we

read further

:

"They never ceased to be the guardians of an ideal sentiment.

Not that they merely reflected prevalent opinion. If in a sense

they were the spokesmen of the nation, they became so only by

•combating the will and denouncing the vices of their fellow coun-

trymen. Between prophets and people there was an unending con-

flict. We speak of the monotheism of the Jews; yet they were

ever prone to idolatry, being recalled from it only by warning and

disasters. We speak of their spiritual faculty ; yet who more car-

nal than they ?—lovers of pleasure, lovers of ease, lovers of money.

Again and again they were saved from themselves only by their

inspired teachers, by the austere voice of prophecy.

"There were moments when religion stood opposed— as one

might think— to a larger patriotism ; and the prophets had to bear

the hard reproach of appearing anti-national. Jeremiah was cast

into prison as a traitor. Two conflicting tendencies, as Renan has

•shown, were at work within Judaism : one, to mix with other na-

tions and learn the ways of the world ; the other, to shun all con-

tact with alien civilizations—art, commerce, foreign alliances being

regarded as so mapy dangers which might detach the people from

their true allegiance. The first policy—that of expansion—was the

policy of the kings; the second, the policy of the prophets. The
attitude of the prophets toward outside movements and influences

was one of extreme circumspection or distrust. But the narrower

—we might be inclined to say the more illiberal view—was, after

.all, the truly national one. Once we grant that the peculiar mis-

sion of Israel was to guard the principle of monotheism, and that

any premature attempt at expansion would have meant absorption

into heathendom, it follows that the pursuit of secular aims and of

a many-sided development would have been for the nation the
abandonment of her high calling."

The Greeks, on the other hand, had no such instinct of isolation,

says Professor Butcher. Their racial impulse was rather to im-

pose their culture and their religion upon surrounding nations, with

the dim idea that the world was one day to be Hellenized. Speak-
ing further of the contrast between the ideals of the two races, the

author says

:

"To the Hebrews it was committed to proclaim to mankind the
one and supreme God, to keep alive His pure worship, to assert the
inexorable moral law in a corrupt and heathen world. For the

Greeks the paramount end was tlie perfection of the whole nature,
the unfolding of every power and capacity, the complete equipment
of the man and of the citizen for secular existence. The Hebrews
had no achievement to show in the purely secular sphere of thought
and conduct. They had no art if we except music—no science, no
philosophy, no organized political life, no civic activity, no public
spirit. In regard to plastic representation, they were pure icono-
clasts ; for idolatry was a danger near and menacing. The search
for causes—the inspiring principle of the scientific spirit—was for

them either an idle occupation of which man soon wearies, as in

Ecclesiastes, or an encroachment on the rights of God. The dis-

covery of a reign of law in nature, which to the lonians of the

sixth century B.C. seemed the highest function of the human intel-

lect, was alien to the Hebrew mode of thought."

Professor Butcher qualifies the above statements by admitting

that the Hebrews had the art of poetry; but they limited art al-

most entirely to the expression of religious emotion. With them

"the epic, and the drama in its strict sense, are wanting." "We
have not the laughter as well as the tears of humanity ; no airy

structures of the fancy ; none of the playful ironies of existence

;

no half lights or subtle undertones ; none of the rich variety of

poetry in its graceful and intermediate forms." Another interest-

ing contrast is brought out by the statement that " Greek poetry in

its more serious forms is almost as deeply penetrated with the-

ology as is Hebrew poetry with religion." The Hebrew poet, the

author states, " seldom dares to dwell upon those problems touch-

ing the moral government of the world which exercised a grave

fascination over the imaginative mind of Greece."

The Jewish ideal, we read, " simplified life by leaving half of it

untouched." It remained for Greece " to make the earth a home,"

by developing the possibilities of "art, science, secular poetry,

philosophy, political life, and social intercourse." Professor

Butcher concludes :

" Each people is at once the historical counter-

part and the supplement of the other; each element, by contrib-

uting its own portion to our common Christianity, has added to

the inalienable treasure of the world."

RELIGIOUS NOTES.
Are we entering upon a new age of cathedral building? asks the New York

Tribune. Not long ago it was announced that $750,000 had become available for

work on the new cathedral of St. John the Divine
; it is a matter of months only

since the great Roman Catholic Cathedral of Westminster, in London, w'as fin-

ished ; and it is less than a year since a bequest of §1,000,000 toward the construc-

tion of a cathedral for Boston was recorded. These facts lead 77/1? Tribitne to

remark :
" The vast commercial structures, the luxurious hotels, must reach at

last a limit beyond which men will go only for ' God and country.' Has the time

come? In this period of magnificence and lavishness in building, are we at last

turning some of our riches to the visible glorification of religion ? If we are, we
are coming indeed to a new age of cathedral building."'

Recent despatches from Denmark tell of remarkable experiments, carried on in

the sound between Denmark and Sweden, for the purpose of testing the seaworthi-

ness of a vessel built according to the dimensions of Noah's Ark, as given in

Gen. vi. 15. According to the Copenhagen Daily Daitiiehrog :
" Naval architect

Vogt, who has experimented for a long time with the dimensions of Noah's Ark
as given in the Bible, has recently completed a model of that ancient craft. . . .

It measures 30 feet in length by 5 feet in width by 3 feet in height, the actual

measurements of the ark of Noah being 300 x 50 x 30. The model is built in the

shape of an old-fashioned saddle-roof, so that a cross-section represents an isos-

celes triangle. When this queer-looking craft was released from the tugboat

which had towed it outside the harbor and left to face the weather on its own
account, it developed remarkable sea-going qualities. It drifted sideways with

the tide, creating a belt of calm water to leeward, and the test proved conclu-

sively that a vessel of this primitive make might be perfectly seaworthy for a long

voyage. It is well known that the proportionate dimensions used by modern

shipbuilders are identical with those of the diluvian vessel."
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FOREIGN COMMENT.

POLITICAL IDEAS OF THE RUSSIAN MASSES.
\1^HEN some Russian regiments, during the reign of a czar

* * long dead, rent the air of St. Petersburg with shouts of " a

constitution!" tliey conceived themselves, it appears from what

the I'aris I'igaro says, to be applauding a lady in whom the inter-

est of the Grand Duke Constantine was very tender and romantic.

The political ideas of the .Muscovite masses are represented in

well-informed French and British organs to be not less anthropo-

morphic to-day. There are. to be sure. Russian proletarians in

ifvhose opinion chronic hunger, chronic thirst, and chronic lack of

employment ought to be unconstitutional ; but they are seemingly

the intelligent few. The aspirations of the flogged majority could

bj realized only through such a Jack Cade as vowed " there shall

be in England seven halfpenny loaves sold for a penny ; the three

liooped pot shall have ten hoops and 1 will make it felony to drink

small beer." Forged imperial rescripts, indorsing even more ex-

travagant innovations, have been

widely circulated among the peas-

antry, according to the London

Times. That newspaper has

printed details of uprisings
against territorial aristocrats

which give point to the observa-

tion of the London Spectator that

"a jacquerie is at least as prob-

able in Russia as a revolution."

"One must remember," notes

Sydney Brooks, however, in the

London Mail. " that the domestic

situation has materially changed

within the last twenty years."

This change, he believes, is not

away from political revolution.

Rather are the masses driven in-

<0 it:

" The difference, of course, con-

sists in and is due to the growth
of industrialism. The students

and peasants and unofficial intel-

lectuels, who hitherto have been

the chief agents of unrest, have

now a new and formidable ally in the artisan ; and the artisans as

a class are little likely to accept or be acceptable to the pure gos-

pel of autocracy and orthodo.xy. Student riots and peasant riots

are an old tale in Russia, and have never been more than sporadic.

Petitions from the nobility for representative government are also

a familiar phenomenon. What is new is to find the workingman
himself a novelty, and an ominous one, clamoring for his political

rights and pursuing them by all the weapons of Western agitation.

When you get 30,000 artisans shouting ' Down with autocracy,'

cheering for liberty, and listening with unrestrained enthusiasm to

revolutionary speakers, you may be sure that a movement is on
foot which will not be very seriously affected by such decrees and
proclamations as the Czar issued the other day. and which nothing

but full and final success can satisfy.

" To forward industrialism and yet expect to keep things as they

•were; to grant concessions under pressure and yet be disappointed

when the pressure is increased : to favor education and yet resolve

that it shall bear no political fruit; to raise the nation industrially

and intellectually and to repress it politically ; to admit liberty here

and there and yet to think it can be enclosed within prescribed
limits; to emancipate the serfs and yet be astounded at the new
spirit of individualism and independence; to beat once modern
and medieval, Chinese and American, an autocracy at the top and
•communistic at the base—that is the grand experiment in contra-

<iictory opposites that czardom is making. And it explains why
the czars must always try to take back with one hand what they
offer with the other."

These are the observations of a competent publicist, but they

THE LITTLE I-.\THER

may be supplemented by the views of a correspondent of the Lon-

don Times who has made a special study of the working classes in

the Czar's capital

:

" As regards the interest taken in politics by St. Petersburg work-
men opinions differ; but I am inclined to think, on the whole, that

the basis of discontent and the chief cause of the strikes, at all

events in St. Petersburg, are mainly economic. In other parts of

Russia the political clement may predominate, and, of course,

there are revolutionary societies throughout tiie country, and the

circulation of ' subversive ' literature is .said to be very widespread
and increasing. But the political movement is more active among
the />ourgf()isie,?.nd even the aristocracy, whereas among the work-
ing classes the chief desideratum is to obtain some improvement
in their economic conditions. The Government, by its repressive

measures, is tending to increase the danger of which it stands in

such deadly fear, and to promote political as well as economic dis-

content. The workingmen. especially in the large towns, are be-

ginning to .see that strikes may bring about improvements, and, in

fact, both the increase of wages and the reduction of hours are

largely due to the strikes. Doubtless political agitators have
helped to cause tiie strikes, but if

the ground had not been already

prepared by the wretched condi-

tions of life in tiie towns the arti-

sans would not have listened,

especially as they knew what
treatment they might expect at

the hands of the police. Factory
managers have told me that the

behavior of the strikers is usually

most exemplary, whereas the bru-

tality of the police is incredible.

One method employed by the au-

thorities to put an end to strikes

is to seize a dozen or more work-
men from factories where there

are disturbances and .send them
home to their native villages.

The men thus singled out as ex-

amples are chosen, not because

they were personally implicated

in the strike— in many cases tiiey

were not implicated at all— but

.solely because they have the

largest families to keep, so as to

make their case all the liarder,

and tluis terrify the others."AND HIS S.\I.\T.

- Kladderadaisch ( Berlin )

.

Great numbers of the working

classes, says this authority, have never even heard of the Russo-

Japane.se War; but those who have heard of its existence regard

it with " indifference or opposition." This ignorance is not par-

ticularly displeasing to the Government, which, we are further

told, " regards ordinary artisans with suspicion and actually places

difficulties in the way of their settling down in large numbers in

any particular quarter of the town (of St, Petersburg) most con-

venient to their work, as it fears that close contact may generate

dangerous political movements and facilitate revolutionary propa-

ganda." The workman dwells in an economic inferno:

" The authorities are always extraordinarily nervous lest any-

thing done in favor of the working classes might foment a desire

for liberties of a political character. Any demands on the part of

the workman for higher wages or shorter hours are regarded in the

light of dangerous agitation, and strikes are prohibited and treated

as a most heinous offense. The first labor law was passed in 1882,

prohibiting the employment in factories of children under 12 and

night work for children between 12 and 14. In special cases, with

the authorization of the finance Minister, they may be employed
at night, but must be free for the next 24 hours. This prohibition

was afterward extended to women in certain trades, save when the

male head of the family was also employed. Factory inspectors

were appointed, and the persons chosen for these positions were
usually very able and conscientious. As a rule their tendency was
to side with the workman against the employer whenever disputes

arose, and much has been done by the Government to render the
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neasure nugatorj*. The reports of the inspectors have ceased to

fie published since iS86.

" Hours of labor, which were formerly unlimited, have now been

fixed at ii>2, but in some establishments they are voluntarily re-

duced to ioj4 or II, and in many cases no night work is done at

all. But it is in the conditions of life that the Russian industrial

population is particularly badly off.

" The typical Russian factory was a vast establishment, usually

in a rural district at some distance from a town, but forming a large

village or small town in itself. Here the workmen were lodged,

.

fed, clothed, educated, amused, and policed by the factory owners

and formed a little world to themselves. But with the growth of

the industrial movement in the towns these conditions have, to a

great extent, ceased to be. At the same time, while agriculture

no longer supports anything like the whole population, the indus-

trial development is not yet sufficient to deal with the surplus, and

the supply of labor is always far in excess of the demand. The
conditions of life for workingmen are exceptionally hard in the

large towns, especially in St. Petersburg, where the rents are very

high. The squalor of workingmen's dwellings is such as would

not be tolerated in other countries. The Government has done

nothing to bring about an improvement in this connection."

"THEODORE I."

WHEN that eminent Briton, the Rev. R. J. Campbell, was

granted an interview with the President of the United

States last summer at Oyster Bay, the conversation drifted to the

subject of the London Times. Theodore Roosevelt is represented

as having expressed a high opinion of that newspaper. His esti-

mate of the Paris Figaro, as avowed to a representative of the

French daily who saw him at the White House, would seem to be

equally exalted. The Nciie Freie Presse (Vienna) is likewise for-

tunate enough to be able to quote in its own columns Mr. Roose-

velt's assurance to its representative that he regularly reads it with

gratification. The Independance Beige (Brussels), unless the

President of the United States has been misquoted, is diligently

scanned by the executive eye. But this list could be expanded to

an extent suggesting that as Diogenes, were he not Diogenes,

would be Alexander the Great, so the President, were he not the

President, would be what is informally referred to among the

populace as a " jollier."

Workable or unworkable as this hypothesis may be, the ad-

miration referred to is, in every case, mutual. Mr. Roosevelt does

not admire the European organs just named more sincerely than

they admire him. T\\q Figaro notes with pleasure the presidential

fluency in French. The Neue Freie Presse is gratified by Mr.

Roosevelt's command of German. The Indt'pendance Beige calls

frequent attention to " the robust sincerity of the brilliant Presi-

dent of the United States" and to his "loyalty," to which it has

"so often rendered homage." As for the London Times, its count-

less reasons for admiring Mr. Roosevelt are expressed with such

copiousness as to entail occasional pressure upon its space. But

the very freshest note of admiration is sounded by Blackwood's

(Edinburgh), and that, too, in the form of an elaborate editorial

utterance

:

" Theodore L knows but one rival in the realm of autocracy, and

that rival is William II. The two monarchs have the same pride

in their own achievements ; the same faith that, under providence,

th€y control the destinies of the world. Their knowledge is equal,

both in depth and superficies. There is no department of human
intelligence which each is not ready to take under his special pat-

ronage ; and happy are the countries whose governors are not

merely omnipotent but omniscient. Whenever either of the two

heroes appears in the public eye, the same halo of glory surrounds

his Smple forehead, the same air of authority clings about the

lightest word he utters. When William II. opens his lips, the

whole of Europe toccers. If Theodore I. deigns |to speak, both

hemispheres are convulsed. But in nothing do the two monarchs
resemble each other so much as in their easy mastery of the ob-

vious. Moral maxinas roll from their tongues empty and sonorous.

Never since the world began have more variations been played

upon the ancient theme, ' Be virtuous and you will be happy,' than

by these two executants. William II. is never silent for long ; and
if Theodore I. is not quite so talkative as his cousin, he seldom

opens his mouth without proving his strenuous efficiency. The
message which he sent to Congress a few weeks ago bears all the

marks of imperial genius. Indeed, no other save only William

II. could have said so little in thirteen and a half columns of solid

type. With peerless skill he mingled the winged words of Tacitus

with the homely proverbs which he learned at his mother's knee.

With splendid ingenuity he proved how an intelligent autocrat

could take both sides in any dispute at one and the same time
\

could fight with the same hand for rich and poor; and could advo-

cate in the same breath the conflicting causes of peace and war.

And doubtless America listened to the good tidings with one eye
half closed and with the satisfied assurance that it had heard it all

before.

"Now Theodore I. is no disciple of Machiavelli. He firmly

believes that the same moral law should dominate nations as domi-
nates individuals, and his belief may have some solid basis in

America, where . . . the individual is as Machiavellian in his in-

terpretation of morality as the wickedest state in the Old World.

However, the President sets up a high standard for state and
citizen alike, and he holds that 'the peace of justice ' should be the

steady aim of all enlightened nations. Herein he is not singular.

It is the ' peace of justice ' at which we are all aiming, both men
and nations. But the President is not content to enforce the
' peace of justice' upon his own country. He is determined that

it shall prevail throughout all the world. In accordance with the

Monroe Doctrine, he will permit no one else to interfere with the

Western hemisphere. There he stands, with bull's-eye lantern in

his hand, a resolute, all-seeing policeman. With an affability

which well becomes his imperial dignity, he declares that * any
country, whose people conduct themselves well, can count upon
our hearty friendship.' In other words, there is no state, be it

ever so humble, that need fear the interference of the Unitcfl

States so long as it keeps order and pays its debts. But wo betic'.o

the evil-doer! If any poor South American republic dares to

loosen the ties of civilized society, the President of the United

States will rise up indignant and superb, and show that he too, as

well as any tyrant in played-out Europe, is ready to exercise an
' international police power.' Yet while he cries. Hands off! [to]

the Old World in the Western hemisphere, he is not disinclined to

inflict reforms upon the nations of Europe. ' There are ca.ses,'

says he, with the true accent of a benevolent despot, ' in which,

while our own interests are not greatly involved, strong appeal is

made to our sympathies.' Casting the light of his dark lantern

across the Atlantic, he sees that crimes are sometimes committed
' on so vast a scale and of such peculiar horror ' that it is the plain

duty of America to intervene. Were we concerned with any less

exalted mortal than the President of the United States, we might

point out that even he can not have his cake and eat it too ; that if

he excludes us from the Western hemisphere, he might reasonably

be asked to keep his flashlight out of the Eastern. But his great

soul will be content with nothing less than the ' entire earth,' and.

whether we like it or not, there is a policeman in Washington
ready at any moment to run us in.

" No doubt we ought to be very grateful to Mr. Roosevelt for

his promise of universal benevolence. But we are churli.sh enough
to think that he would be wiser to confine his attention to his own
side of the world. Europe has already secured a providence of its.

own, and there is no room within its narrow limits both for William

II. and his rival. Moreover, if it may be .said without offense,

there is plenty of work for the policeman in the United States.

If the President looks nearer home he will find not a few crimes

of which it is his ' manifest duty ' to show his 'disapproval.' It is

true that he takes a lofty view of his own country. ' The question
'

of being a good American,' says he, ' has nothing whatever to do
with a man's birthplace, any more than it has to do with his creed.

Good Americanism is a matter of heart, of experience, of lofty

aspiration, sound common sense, but not of birthplace or of creed.'

What, then, is good Americanism '^. The President's glittering"

generalities tell us nothing, and if we look elsewhere for a defi-

nition, we shall find one which is not consoling to the self-love of

the great republic. It is impossible to pick up an American news-

paper or to open an American magazine without lighting on abun-

dant evidence that the United States are animated by a spirit of

lawlessness unparalleled in the history of the civilized world. We
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have no wisli to bring a charge against a whole nation. That fool-

ish enterprise may safely be left, in Lord Chesterfield's phrase, to

valfts de chainbre and to other foolisli persons who aspire to wit,

having none. C'.ood Americans differ in nowise from good Eng-

lishmen or good Russians. lUit if we may believe the Americans

themselves, there is so much work for them to do at home, that it

will be some centuries before the President of the United States

need travel to Europe in search of a stable for his Herculean hands

to cleanse."

INTERNATIONAL EFFECTS OF A RUSSIAN
CRASH.

JEEFREV, that prince of essayists, assures us that a popular

revolution spontaneously evokes a " prevailing disdain of au-

thority " and a "boldness of thinking " in the moving spirits of the

upheaval, " together with a kindling of the imagination and de-

velopment of intellect in a great multitude of persons." One is

tempted, after a perusal of the European press, to suggest that

this boldness of thinking and this kindling of the imagination may

be just now too eager to admit of tarrying for the actual manifes-

tations of the revolutionary process. The lightning of some news-

paper interpretation is so far ahead of the thunder now in the

Russian sky that it must, from all that is said in more careful

organs, be irrelevant to the prevailing storm. There is not the

slightest prospect of a genuine revolution in Russia, it is averred

by the Kreiiz Zeitung (Berlin), the Grenzboten (Leipsic), the

Temps (Paris), and many other equally responsible and equally

competent observers. Most of them concede the probability of

fundamental changes in the organization of the state, the Xeuc

Frcic Prtssc (Vienna) being especially sanguine on this head. The

London Spectator has been devoting much attention to the Russian

crisis for weeks, and the upshot of what it says is that a revolution,

in the true sense of the word, is not very probable altho the thing

is possible. " A revolution is not impending," says the Grenzboten.

" Such a thing could be expected only by liberal doctrinaires in

Western Europe who know nothing of Russia."

That part of the subject being thus dismissed, it remains to con-

sider the international effects of the grave Russian crisis which the

best authorities concede to have matured. St. Petersburg, it is

expected by London dailies, will be eliminated as a factor in world-

politics for a long time to come. The consequences will be of the

first importance. Germany, according to the London Spectator,

will become "mistress of the Continent" and the Austrian Empire

may be shattered. The Balkans will be set in a blaze. " French

society will be shaken to its heart." But such conclusions, in the

opinion of the Jnd^pendance Beige (Brussels), are based upon too

low an estimate of the reserve force of Russia. Even the defeat

of the Russians by Japan, synclironizing with an upheaval in Mus-

covy itself, would leave the empire of the Czar a formidable factor

in world-politics

:

" From the European point of view, the friendship of Russia re-

mains valuable still, since it is not possible to find a practical solu-

tion for any one of the problems presented to this portion of the

Avorld without taking into account, to a certain extent, the wish of

the St. Petersburg Government. The Power which would delib-

•erately overlook the Russian influence must thus run directly coun
ter to an obstacle against which it might easily .shatter itself. This
is not due to the fact that for the time being there is distraction in

the councils of the Czar, nor to the fact that this great nation, fail-

ing to understand the purpose of the struggle going on in the Far
East, gives evidence of anxiety and impatience—not for such rea-

sons is it allowable to speak, as is done here and there, of the ap-

proaching end of the vast empire. Russian power is now passing

through a terrible crisis, but it will emerge from it, for a nation

like that one has certainly a part to play in the world. Not by
disasters of the present sort, grave tho they be, can the energy of

Russia be extinguished."

—

Translations madefor Th^ Literary
Digest.

RUSSIA'S ALLY ON THE RUSSIAN CRISIS.

IT is conceded in the German press that the consequences of

being the ally of Russia must be embarrassing just now to a

nation which officially glories in the tra.litions of the French Revo-

lution. The absolutism of tlie Romanoffs professes itself, through

die A'ovoye Vremya (St. Petersburg), to be the loyal ally still of

that republic, founded on a "declaration of the rights of man," in

which, according to the clerical Gaulois (Paris) and Univers

(Paris), "Jacobinical orgies " are held in honor of the achievements

of Marat, Danton, Robespierre, and the reign of terror. The

dynasty which has just pronounced its own authority divine is,

through Count Lamsdorff, assuring the French Ambassador in St.

Petersburg of its reliance upon the friendship of what the clerical

Correspotidant Z7i\\?>" !i.x\. c.theistic republic," while the anticlerical

Action (Paris) is at the same time assuring St. Petersburg tiiat tho

t paint its despotic face an inch thick, to a democratic complexion

AT I'OKT ARTHUR.

Peace—" Will you do me honor now ?
"

The Foes—" We are going to slaughter each otlier elsewhere, first."

—Fischictto (Turin).

it must come at last. With far more circumspection than any of

these, the organ of the French Foreign Office, the Paris Temps,

informs the world that " France, scrupulously observing the obli-

gations of discretion imposed upon her as regards the internal pol-

icy of her ally, has never interposed with advice." The statement

is definite and the source is well informed, but a statement equally

definite from a source equally well informed leads to another infer-

ence entirely different. The Paris correspondent of the London

Times, in closest touch with the official world, has been making

intimations which, emanating from such an authority, have been

regarded as hints. Among them is this :

" The resistance of the Czar can have but evil consequences.

One of them may be predicted with a fair amount of confidence.

While France is daily progressing in the path of democracy, her

ally clings to reaction and to autocracy in its worst form. It is

impossible to suppose that a nation that governs itself can have the

same feehng toward a nation under personal government that it

would toward a free people, and nowadays international pacts and

alliances only derive their full value from the approval and support

of the people, on behalf of whom they are concluded. In this in-

stance we have the French people going in one direction and the

Russians driven by their autocracy in another. There is real

sympathy among the French for their Russian aUies in their trials

at home and in the Far East."

From the standpoint of these remarks, there is a new significance
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in the assertion of the Paris Temps that in Russia to-day " it is not

enough to promise." The French daih' is paying particular atten-

tion to affairs in St. Petersburg and among other things it de-

clares :

"The imperial rescript, we said on the day after its appearance,

promises legality and not liberty to the subjects of Nicholas II.

Russia, at present, is handed over not so much to the autocracy of

an absolute sovereign as to the discretion of an all-powerful police.

The power of the Czar partakes of the nature both of the Byzan-
tine Empire and the Tartar khanate. It suggests the authority of

the Sultan at Constantinople, of the Shah of Persia, or of the Son
of Heaven. Between this form of monarchy . . . and consti-

tutional monarchy there is an intermediary stage. This stage is

that of an absolute, regular, and legal monarchy, wherein the will

of the sovereign is set forth in the laws and institutions imposed
by this will as limitations. It is this and nothing else that Nich-
olas II. appears to have wished to create by his rescript of De-
cember 25."

But by far the most informing and elaborate study of the crisis

in Russia is to be found in the Roman Catholic and monarchical

Correspondant (VzYxs), a magazine with exceptionally good means

of finding out the prevailing political views of St. Petersburg so-

ciety. " There must be reforms," asserts this authority. But for

the success of the necessary reforms, which, it inquires, would be

preferable—an absolute government or a constitutional monarchy ?

It thus amplifies:

"Suppression or moderation of the censorship, freedom of con-

science, freedom of the press, fiscal reform, and educational reform

could be brought about just as well by a regular, absolute mon-
archy as by a parliament. The example of Prussia from 1807 to

1850 and that of England during the last thirty years show that as

much may be expected from the one as from the other. The com-

plete, radical recasting—for any other would be vain—of the bu-

reaucratic organization and of the official system can be effected

only upon pressure by the nation regularly represented and by the

nation itself. No autocrat would have the strength indispensable

to this formidable sweeping away, for he would be alone in the

attempt. The Russian bureaucracy has become a hydra with a

hundred sucking tentacles which grip both the nation and the

throne. The time has gone by when a Peter the Great, a physical

and intellectual giant, wielded with his own hand the pen of the

legislator, the cudgel of the pedagogue and the ax of the execu-

tioner. But, on the other hand, a parliament, with its divisions.

its hesitations, its compromises, its pusillanimous ministers facing-

great responsibilities and anxious regarding the political electorate,

would be incapable of adequately solving the peasant problem.
It could do no more than bring it forward, and the masses set in

motion would solve it themselves in their own way, the way hoped
for by the prophets of the great dawn. Even if well conceived
and well formulated, this reform would necessitate heavy financial

sacrifices, impingements upon the private rights of great landed
proprietors, and, in its execution, thanks to the stupid suspicion
of the peasants regarding any innovation even when advantageous
to themselves, there would be a need for measures of coercion for

which the absolute monarchy could not have too much moral pres-

tige and military strength. But the condition and the difficulty of
these measures of progress is that the monarchy, while retaining

its strength, must respect the limits to its own caprices established

by itself.

" If it should not know how to govern itself, will there be revo-

lution ? Certainly not. It is necessary to have not the slightest

notion of what Russia really is to admit the possibility in that

country of a 1789, of an 1830, and of an 1848. The former capital

of Moscow is no longer anything but a great provincial city and
St. Petersburg is an enormous Versailles. Now political revo-

lutions are made in capitals. In Russia the only dangerous ele-

ments are in the provincial districts.

" That is why it is premature to speak of a ' Russian crash.' . . .

It is true that Russia is at this moment passing through a very
grave crisis, internal and external, but even so the real peril, great

as it may be. is not of a political nature. It is economic—and s,o-

QAzX."— Translations madefor 'YYiY. Literary Digest.

POINTS OF VIEW.

Primary Colors.—" According to the Daily Mail, the Peace Party at St.

Petersburg; advocates an alliance between Russia, Japan, and China, 'with Russia
as the guide and in control of the Yellow Race,' " says l^onAoxi Puncli. "But
tlie Japanese can hardly be so yellow and so green at the same time."

" Go Not, Happy Day !

"—" The large savings of France are at the disposal

of every country which is ready to engage in new enterprise," says the London
Statist. " Germany has emerged from the depression that followed the late

crisis, and now German trade is e.xceedingly active and prosperous. Italy has

made extraordinary progress during recent years. Switzerland, Belgium, and
Holland are all doing well. In tlie United States there has been a series of ex-

cellent seasons. The country has accumulated immense wealth. Everybody is

looking forward to the future with hope, for everybody recognizes that the pres-

ent setback in Wall Street is a mere passing phenomenon, that trade is sound

and that there is sure to be a rapid recovery. Canada is making equally great

progress. Argentina, Chile, Brazil, and Uruguay are all doing well. India has

made extraordinary recovery since the period of famines came to an end."

DAWN.
Russia (on seeing himself for the first time)—" Well ! To think I've allowed

him to lead me about like this. Why, I could eat him."

—Judy (London).

WHAT THE WISE MEN BRING THE RUSSIAN CHILD.

-Pischietto (Turin).

YOU CAN'T FOOL ALL THE PEOPLE ALL THE TIME.
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KussidLii Histori^iYs oiv Russiol
The only complete narrative of Russian history published, including translations from the Russians Bestuzhev^Riumin,

Shilder. Shumakr. Soloviev, Kostomarov, etc., in Vol. XVII of THE HISTORIANS' HISTORY OF THE WORLD.

m
[HAT will happen in

Russia? Nothing more
>eiiuiis, signilicant and
terrible than the Russian

crisis has arisen since the French
Revolution. The greatest empire

on the globe, in continuous land

area, the only one that has ever

seemed to make autocracy possible

as a permanent system of govern-

ment, trembles on the brink of

revolution. What will be the fate

of the wretched Czar? Is there

among the groaning, half-articulate

mass of Russians a leader of men
like Mirabeau or Danton, a con-

quering adventurer like Napoleon
Bonaparte ?

In order to understand
these questions, do you not

think it necessary to know the

Russian character and the past

historj' of the country, as it has

been written by the greate>;t Euro-

pean observers, and especially by
Russians and men who have taken

part in the historj- of the country'?

There is not a more interesting

story in all literature dark and
grewsome though it be.

Works by Russians on
Russia have been utterly neg-

ilected. They are untranslated

nto English for the most part.

You read anybody on Russia, pro-

vided he is entertaining, from W.
T. Stead to Senator Beveridge,

but never a Russian. Is not this

wrong* There are great Russian
historians. Vou will find all of

their WTitings that can throw light

on the present crisis in Volume
XVII (the history of Russia down
to the Russo-Japanese War) in

The Historians^ History of the

World. We give you 37,950
words translated from N. K. Shil-

der; 16,500 words from K. N.
Bestuzhev-Riumin ; 11,220 words
from A. A. Shumakr; 9,000 words
from G. M. Soloviev; 8,500 from
N. I. Kostomarov ; 6,600 from
N. M. Karamzin, et cetera. These
Russian narratives are supple-

mented by the writings of foreign

historians like Sir Donald Mac-
kenzie Wallace, Professor Alfred
Rambaud and Baron Haxthausen.
We have also translated for the

first time the best German and
French works on the country.

Russian history, as it un-
folds itself before you here,

seems an appalling tragedy, more
terrible because more real than an
ancient Greek tragedy. Its per-

sonages are tyrants, murderers, and
maniacs. All their actions lead on
to the inevitable doom decreed by
fate. The first conspicuous act of
the Russian autocrats is a crime
against humanity—the suppression
of the interesting and flourishing

repubUcs that existed in Russia in

the Middle Ages. Ivan the Great
(1462-1505) enslaved Novgorod
and Viatka, and Pskov succumbed
in the reign of his successor

(
page

172c/ seq. )

.

The Historians^ History trans-
lates 6,600 words on this epoch
from the Russian historian, K. N.
Bestuzhev-Riumin.

In all the annals of his-
toric cruelty, e\en in the most
fantastic oriental despotisms, there

is no such era of mad tyranny and
senseless bloodshed as the reign of

Ivan the Terrible (1547-15S4).

Karamzin calls it "seven epochs
of massacre." Because certain of

the nobility were disaffected, he
organized a select body of mis-

creants, who made house-to-house
visits in Moscow daily with long
knives, murdering all those who
displeased the Czar or themselves.

This was well called " The Reign
of Terror"

( page 202).

But his crowning deed
was his massacre of the peo-

ple of Novgorod. A criminal had
forged a letter in the name of the

city of Novgorod, asking the pro-

tection of the King of Poland. It

was sufficient excuse for Ivan's ven-

geance. .Surrounded by the cruci-

fix and the insignia of the Church
he condemned the Novgorodians
to massacre. One thousand of

them were brought before him
daily and tortured to death by
methods too horrible to relate

(page 203 et seq.). All the while

he addressed religious harangues
to them. Throughout his atroci-

ties the common people never
ceased to revere him. That has
been their attitude toward their

rulers to this day. That is a key-
note of Russian history.

The Historians' history gives

you 14.520 words on the reign of

Ivan the Terrible.

In Peter the Great (1684-
1725) we see a. tyra.nt who
devoted tremendous talents and
real patriotism to consolidating

and perfecting a permanent sys-

tem of despotism. He knew how-

difficult it was, and he planned ac-

cordingly (pages 249-327). He
succeeded as well as could be ex-

pected. Incidentally he tortured

his only son to death for an un-
proved crime.

The Iiistorians'' History devotes

57,460 words to Peter the Great,

the authorities including the Rus-
sians, Soloviev, and Kostomarov,
and Haxthausen.
The murder of the Czar

Pa^ul I (1798-1801) was a
typical incident of Russian history.

He had annoyed the court party

by his eccentricities. Nine of

them entered his bedroom at night

and choked him to death (page

440).

An extraordinary situa-
tion arose. On the death of

the Emperor Alexander I, the

Czar had ordered that the throne
should not pass to his oldest

brother and natural heir, the

Czarevitch Constantine.but to his

second brother, the Grand Duke
Nicholas.

Nicholas, who was in command
at St. Petersburg, insisted that
" dear Constantine " should be
Czar. He proclaimed Constan-
tine and officials took the oath of

allegiance. But Constantine, who
was at Warsaw, publicly addressed
Nicholas as Czar.

This situation caused a
twelve days' interregnum,
during which secret soci-

eties in Poland and all over
the Empire became active.

At last Nicholas consented
to be Czar. The troops
were ordered to take the
oath to him on December
26, 1825. Some of them
refused. A great crowd,
including the secret society

men, since known as the

Dekabrists, assembled in

the streets near the Winter
Palace (pages 533-539)-
They hoped Xo over-

throw the autocracy,
just as the present agitators

do. Then Nicholas I

showed his true character

and capacity. He ordered
the artillery to fire on the

crowd with grapeshot and
an uncounted number of

them were slaughtered. It

was just like the late butch-

ery in the Nevski Prospekt.
Then Nicholas proceeded
to the celebration of his

Tc Denm.
In Nicholas I Shil-

der shows usadespot
created to fill the super-

human oftice of Czar. His
audacity and self-confidence

were boundless. He was the

handsomest man in Europe, as

beautiful as a (Jreek god, one
writer says, and of colossal stature.

In 1 83 1 a severe outbreak of

cholera excited the ignorant Rus-
sians to riot. They believed the

disease the result of a conspiracy.

The whole empire was in a tur-

moil. Shops in cities were looted,

castles in the country sacked. In

St. Petersburg the mob wrecked
hospitals and killed the doctors.

The next day Nicholas went alone

among the infuriated people and
said:

"Misdeeds were com-
n\itted yesterday. Shame
on the Russian people for for-

getting the faith of their fathers

and imitating the turbulence of

the French and the Poles. Down
on your knees and beg the for-

giveness of the Almighty."
Most of them obeyed humbly,

but when a few murmured, he
cried :

" Whom do you want ? Is

Alexander II (1818-1881)

The Czar Liberator. He emancipated 22,000^000-

serfs and was killed March 2, ibSi, by the Nihil-
ists—at the instigation of the Court party, it is

believed.

it I ? I am afraid of nothing,"

and pointed to his breast (page

549).

Nicholas butchered the
Poles till "all was quiet in
Warsaw." He was succeeded
by Alexander II, whose emanci-
pation of 22,000,000 serfs, re-

lated by Julius Eckhardt, is the-

one bright spot in the dark history

of the Romanoffs. His proclama-
tion is given in full, as are all

such documents. His cruel assas-

sination is described by the Rus-
sian writer Shumakr. He was the
fourth Czar to perish by assassi-

nation.

A period of brutal re-
action began in 1883, under
Alexander III, and has lasted to

the present day (page 611 et seq.).

The historians^ History fvi\y closes

this chapter of history with a long
quotation from General Kuropat-
kin, describing " the eminently
peaceful Russian policy in
Manchuria" (page 619).

THE HISTORIANS* HJSTORY OF THE WORLD Cpublished by The
History Association of London and The Outlook oi New York) is the first

great world history—a full, accurate, and dramatic story of all nations, from
7000 B.C. to 1904 A.D. The history of each country is a complete and consecu-
tive narrative, and no country is omitted that ever had a serious historv. More
than $3,0.000 has teen spent on the work. Itjis called THE HISTORIANS"
HISTOR-Y because the history of the world is here told in the actual words of
2,000 of the greatest historians of all ages, with contributions from the principal

living writers, such as Professor Hart, of Harvard; Professor Harnack, of Berhn;
Professor Rambaud, of Paris, and Professor Cheyne, of Oxford.
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CURRENT POETRY.
Czar! Louis XVI! Adsit Omen.

By Algernon Charles Swinburne.

Peace on his lying lips, and on his hands

Blood, smiled and cowered the tyrant, seeing afar

His bondslaves perish and acclaim their Czar.

Now, sheltered scarce by Murder's loyal bands.

Clothed on with slaughter, naked else he stands-

He flies and stands not now, the blood-red star

That marks the face of midnight as a scar.

Tyranny trembles on the brow it brands.

And shudders toward the ^pit where deathless death

Leaves no life more for liars and slayers to live.

Fly, coward, and cower while there 's time to fly.

Cherish awhile thy terror-shortened breath.

Not as thy grandsire died, if Justice give

Judgment, but slain by judgment thou shalt die.

-F/-o>/! Pall Mall Gazette.
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Two Wise Old Men.

Bv JoAgiiN Miller.

The world lay as a dream of love,

Lay drowned in beauty, drowsed in peace,

Lay tilled with plenty, fat -increase,

Lay low-voiced as a wooing dove.

And N'et, poor, blind man was not glad,

But to and fro, contentious, mad.

Rebellious, restless, hard he sought

And sought and sought—he scarce knew what.

The Persian monarch shook his head,

Slow twirled his twisted, raven beard.

As one who doubted, questioned, feared.

Then called his poet up and said :

'• What aileth man, blind man, that he,

Stiff-necked and selfish, will not see

Von gorgeous glories overhead.

These flowers clinibing to the knee,

As climb sweet babes that loving cling

To hear a song ?—Go forth and sing !

"

The poet pas.sed. He sang all day.

Sang all the year, sang many years
;

He sang in joy, he sang in tears.

By desert way or watered way,

Vet all his singing was in vain.

Man would not list, man would not heed

Save but for lust and selfish greed

And selfish glory and hard gain.

And so at last the poet sang

In biting hunger and hard pain

No more, but tattered, bent and gray.

He hanged his harp and let it hang

Where keen winds walked with wintry rain.

High on a willow by the way.

The while he sought his king to cry

His failure forth and reason why.

The old king pulled his thin white beard,

Slow sipped his sherbet nervously.

Peered right and left, suspicious peered,

Thrummed with a foot as one who feared,

Then fi.xed his crown on close ; then he

Clutched tight the wide arm of his throne,

And sat all sullen, sad and lone.

At last he savagely caught up
And drained, deep drained, his jeweled cup;
Then fierce he bade his poet say.

And briefly say, what of the day .''

The trembling poet felt his head.

He felt his thin neck chokingly.
' Oh, king, this world is good to see

!

Oh, king, this world is beautiful !"

The king's thin beard was white as wool.

The while he plucked it terribly,

Then suddenly and savage said :

" Cut that ! cut that I or lose your head !

"

The poet's knees smote knee to.knee.

The poet's face was pitiful.

" Have mercy, king ! hear me, hear me !

This gorgeous world is beautiful,

This beauteous world is good to see

;

But man. poor man, he has not time
To see one thing at all, save one ''

' Haste, haste, dull poet, and have done
With all such feeble, foolish rime !

No time? Bah ! man. no bit of time
To see but one thing ? Well, that one ?

"
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" That one, oh, king-, that one fair thing

Of all fair things on earth to see,

Oh, king, oh, wise and mighty king.

That takes man's time continually,

That takes man's time and drinks it up
As you have drained your jeweled cup

—

Is woman, woman, wilful, fair

—

Just woman, woman, every vhere
!

''

The king scarce knew what next to do ;

He did not like that ugly truth ;

For, far back in his sunny youth.

He, too, had loved a goodly few.

He punched a button, punched it twice,

Then as he wiped his beard he said

;

" Oh, threadbare bard of foolish rime,

If man looks all his time at her,

Sees naught but her, pray tell me, sir,

Why, how does woman spend her time ?

"

The singer is a simple bird,

The simplest ever seen or heard.

It will not lie, it knows no thing

Save but to sing and truly sing.

The poet reached his neck, his head,

As if to lay it on the shelf

And quit the hard and hapless trade

Of simple truth and homely rime

That brought him neither peace nor pelf

;

Then with his last, faint gasp he said

:

" Why, woman, woman, matron, maid,

She puts in all her precious time

In looking, looking at herself 1

"

A silence then was heard to fall

So hard it broke into a grin !

The old king thought a space and thought

Of when her face was all in ail-

When love was scarce a wasteful sin,

And even kingdoms were as naught.

At last he laughed, and in a trice

He banged the button, banged it thrice.

Then clutched his poet's hand and then

These two white-bearded, wise old men
They sat that throne and chinned and chinned,

And grinned, they did, and grinned and grinned

!

—From Stiiari Set.

The Face of Life.

By Edwin M.a.rkham.

Life cried to Youth, " I bear the cryptic key :

I grant you two desires, but only two.

What gifts have I to crown and comfort you ?

"

Youth answered :
" I am blind and I would see;

Open my eyes and let me look on thee."

'Twas done : he saw the face of Life, and then
Cried brokenly, " Now make me blind again !"

—From the Papyrus.

Lines.

Selected by " Mark Twain " for an inscription on the

gravestone of his daughter, in Woodlawn Cemetery,
Elmira. The author is not known.

Warm summer sun,

Shine kindly here.

Warm southern wind,

Blow softly here.

Green sod above.

Lie light, lie light.

Good-night, dear heart,

Good-night, good-night.

A Novel Type.

By Madeline Bridge.s.

Her tact is keen, her poise is charming

—

He's quite at ease who talks with her;

No awkward pause, no lapse alarming

Is e'er permitted to occur.

She soothes and smooths the roughest places.

And steers and cheers life's stumbling paces.

She has a smile for one— for twenty

—

And tho well read, as women go.

You'll find that you can teach her plenty.

There is so much she docsiiH know.
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She greets your jests with reverent laughter—

Oh, she's the girl the wits are after

!

Her soul is full of deep religion

Which shows in acts, as well as words,

And then, she's pretty as a pigeon

—

Which is the prettiest of birds.

You'd like to know her ? Then I wish you'd

JRead my new novel, when 'tis issued !

- From Snitiii Set.

PERSONALS.
The Freeet Man in Kuiisia.— This is the title

'conferred on Count Leo Tolstoy by Vance Thompson

who writes on the subject in Success (February). He

«a>-s:

Tolstoy is the freest man in Russia. Not the great

'Muscovite Czar himself is so free in will and deed. Of

&U the fifteen thousand laws of the land not one weighs

upon him. He says what he pleases, writes what he

pleases, and does what he pleases. From Czar to tax

collector, no official jierturbs him. Not even the cares

of projierty or the burden of a family rests uiKin him.

In that white land where nothing is free where the

Czar is cabined among his counselors and even thought

is chained—Tolstoy's liberty is absolutely untram-

meled. He realizes the paradox of being - under a

regime in which the will of one man is the law supreme

—freer than his master. There, where everything is

done in the dark, and where a cloud of suspicion and

mystery hangs over every house, he lives in a fiercer

light than that which beats on any throne. At Vasnaia

Poliana he keeps open house. The very laws relating

to passports relax a little in favor of those who enter

Russia si)eaking his name. . . . Tolstoy owes his mi-

raculous freedom not to state policy; he owes it to the

Czar.

Nicholas H., whose realm runs over forty degrees of

latitude, and who is considered the sole retresentative

to his subjects of God upon earth, is himself a Tolstoist.

The Czar is a kindly*, overworked, unhappy man ; he

writes vague, melancholy verses, rides a bicycle, and
takes amateur photographs—his amusements are few :

Tolstoy's book appealed to the Slavic mysticism in

him, accorded with his dreamy love of humanity, and
woke in him aspirations for peace on earth and the ful-

filment of the early Christians' dreams of fraternity

and equality in love. He reads Tolstoy ; he talks Tol-

stoy-as Edward VII. reads the racing guide and talks

horses, and as William II. reads everything and talks

everything. Between the Czar, imprisoned in absolute

sovereignty, and the free old man of Vasnaia Poliana.

there is a strange bond of sympathy, both mental and

spiritual.

It was not long ago that the Czar gave a notable

sign of his friendship. The holy synod of all the Rus-

sias. I dare say you remember, e.\cluded Tolstoy from

the Orthodox Church. It was an archaic and rather

needless proceeding, tho churches English and .Ameri-

can have been known to do as much for notable here-

tics. Anyway, Tolstoy having denied the clnirch. the

church, in turn, denied him. It was one little boy say-

ing, "I won't play in your yard !" and the other little

•boy retorting, fiercely, "I forbid you to play in my
j"ard I " But the act of the synod raised a storm

:

:gloomy. excitable Russia was swept by agitation. The
radicals, socialists, anti-churchmen, and atheists were
bitter in their denunciation of the church. One bold

reformer was excited to the point of dynamiting a

•chapel; another tried to assassinate Pobiedonostev.

Why they wanted Tolstoy to be recognized by a church
in which neither he nor they believed is a mystery.

Tolstoy's wife wrote a fierce, womanly letter, which
added to the ferment. With loving, feminine logic,

she argued that Tolstoy's place was in the church, be-

cause his life was pure ; but in the new religion he has
founded he denies the existence of God [Comprehen-
sion of life takes the place of God], the divinity of

Christ, and a future life. So reason was on the side of

the synod.

Here it was the Czar intervened. He summoned the
head of the holy synod, Pobiedonostev, and demanded
an explanation. It was easy to show him that the
church could not have acted otherwise without abne-
gating its creed.

" That may be true," said the Czar angrily, " but
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such a measure should not have been taken without

consulting Count Tolstoy. He is not a.>/mz/ii/i- .'
"

Thereupon there was a correspondence in which

Tolstoy, with his usual eloquence, urged the Czar to

aboUsh all laws which punish as crimes attacks upon
the state religion. This was the end of it ; but had

the Czar known in time, he would have protected Tol-

stoy against the cliurch and saved him from tlie penalty

—not very severe for an unbeliever- of excommuni-
cation. Thanks to the Czar, Tolstoy is free as the air

;

he walks abroad untouched of any law. But the Czar,

unlike the poor, is not with him always.

Once, in Moscow, near the Borovitchskaia gate, he

saw a persistent beggar, asking alms, who exclaimed

:

" A little penny, brother, in the name of Christ !

"

A police officer approached ; he was young, martial,

and wrapped in the regulation sheepskin. At sight of

him the beggar fled, hobbling away in fright and
haste.

" Is it possible," said Tolstoy to himself, " that peo-

ple are forbidden to ask charity, in Christ's name,—in

a Christian land ?
"

" Brother," he said to the policeman, " can you

read ?

"

" Yes," said the officer politely, for Tolstoy has a
grand air.

" Have you read the Bible? "

" Yes."
" And do you remember Christ's orders to feed the

hungry ? "—and he cited the words. The policeman

was evidently troubled ; he turned to his questioner

and asked

:

" And you, sir, — you can read?"
" Yes, brother,"
" And have you read the police regulations ?

"

" Yes, brother,"

" And do you remember that begging in the main

streets is forbidden ?"

The prophet fcund no answer ready.

WRITING IN SIGHT

Carmen .Sylva as a Nurse. — Carmen Sylva,

Queen of Rumania, took an active part in the care of

the wounded during the last Turko-Russian war.

She describes in a recent number of the Revue ( Paris)

some of the episodes that most impressed her dur-

ing the time she so tenderly officiated among the

wounded and the dying. Here is one of several of the

Queen's personal e.xperiences

:

" I was standing in the little veranda where the sim

used always to shine so cheeringly, and where so many
convalescents were warming themselves by its au-

tumnal and comforting rays, waiting for the next con-

veyance of wounded which had been announced, but

had not yet arrived. At last its long, sad-toned

whistle broke in upon the silence around, and the

train entered slowly the little station of Cotrocenti,

which I I'.ad transformed into a refuge for the wounded
destined to the several hospitals about

''In the hospital, many of the wounded. rose from

their beds into sitting postures, to gaze at the new-

comers, by the dim and uncertain light of a small

lamp hanging before a saintly image. Others, grum-

bling, did not move, making no sign, betraying no in-

terest, no curiosity, nor even turning a look toward

the door.
" The surgeons moved from bed to bed, dressing

wounds and changing bandages. A lady of my suite

held a candle in her hand, while I did what I could to

instil a little courage among the patients. The new-

comers, stretched out like tired children on beds and

chairs, were praying, muiTnuring, groaning. Every

now and then one or the other would exclaim :
' Oh,

those cars, those cars !
' ... They had borne the dis-

comforts of the trip for five weary days, along bad

roads, piled, one on top of the other, in vehicles that

were old and rickety,

" .Some of the wounds were so awful that we did not

designate them any more by the usual term (caiureiia),

for the poor wretches had ended by comprehending

the sense of the word. Instead, we whispered, in

French, ily a du noir
" One there was who never uttered a word nor a

sound. His eyes were fixed intently on one spot on

the floor, and he gritted his teeth unceasmgly. When
we approached him, we found his wound was a serious

one : one finger of the hand, carried off by a ball, was

already mortifying; the wound full of 'pus.' Tiie

?,urgeons shook their heads, and one murmured ' what
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a Strange wound!'— just as a stream of blood gushed

forth, covering my dress. The wounded man, almost

fainting, rested his head on my shoulder, and between

his set teeth imijlored that the finicer miijht be ampu
tated. The surgeons had great difficulty in sewing

the vein and arresting the hemorrliage. The finger

seemed to have been torn off by a stroke that started

from the palm of the hand. Trembling with cold, the

poor fellow recited prayers unceasingly; but, tho we
wished he would speak, and tried, as far as his weak-

ened state allowed, to make him do so, he never re-

sponded, mumbling only the same prayer, his teetli

still set, his eyes always riveted on the Hoor.
" Next morning I returned to his bedside, and again

later in the day. One of the ladies officiating as

nurse reported that the sick man had asked for me
persistently that day. They had tried to e.xtort from

hmi the cause of his an.xiety, but he obstinately had

refused to speak to any one but myself. .-V priest had

been summoned, fliat he might, by confessing and
taking the sacraments, find alleviation to his torment

;

but that too proved unavailable. He only kept re-

peating incessantly: ' The princess, I wish the prin-

cess, I will tell all to the princess.' Then he was told

that he would have to wait \mtil the following day ;

that it was not known where I was. .And as I entered

the room and he caught sight of me, I saw the bed

shaking under him, wliile he suddenly leapt to the

floor trying to reach me, falling heavily down on his

knees. The assistant nurses helped support him
while he held up and joined his hands as I neared him.

praymg alo.id and confessing to me. While he talked

his teeth chattered furiously, and he trembled so that

the bed on which he had been placed again shook vio-

lently.

"A yellowish hue was rapidly spreading over his

countenance. The general infection had begun, and
in his face was a look of such iiorror that I was filled

with pity and dread.
" ' I did it." he groaned. ' I did it. I thought of my

mother, and the devil whispered to me, "One stroke,

you will get a wound, you will be sent home." And
now I must die. I did it, I committed suicide, and
now I am lost for eternity. 1 must go to hell, I am
going to hell! A coward, a suicide; and the devil is

waiting. Hell is open before me ! Give me a little

peace, forgive me, before I go to eternal damna-
tion !

'

"I tried to comfort him and spoke to him of the
sufferings and the love of Christ. He interrupted me.
crying: 'For you, yes, for you! your path is strewn
with roses: but for me, there is only hell for me!'
He spoke more, much more, in the same strain; the
other sick ones raising themselves on their beds to
listen, with silent horror depicted on their poor pale
faces, to the ravings of the dying man

" The surgeons even were moved, and surrounded
that awful bed of death, where a man young, hand-
some, and only yesterday strong and happy, lay hope-
less to-day, hopeless, with perhaps no bigger sin on
his conscience than the one just confessed; dying,
with visions around him and a prey, as he believed, to
the torments of heW." -Translation »tade /or The
Literary Digest.

The M»n who took Port Arthur. — General

Baron Nogi, the brilliant leader whose forces captured

the seemingly impregnable fortress of Port Arthur
after a most remarkable siege, is fifty-four years of
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age, and therefore, as famous men go, is still a young

man. Says Tit-Bits:

Xogi has been a devoted family man all his life, but
puts the ties of country before the ties of family. Be-
fore the war with Russia broke out he had two fine

sons. When hostilities commenced he and his elder

son were one day talking about the likelihood of their

going to the front, when the younger son came up to

them and exclaimed that if they were going to the

war he wanted to go too.

Excellent !
" replied the father ;

" it shall be a race

in patriotism between us."

There has been a sequel to this incident which is

very sad, and which Nogi glories. The elder boy be-

came a lieutenant in the First Division, and his father

was just setting out from Japan for the attack upon
Port Arthur when the news of his death reached him.
He had been killed in the battle at Nanshan. The
sorrow-stricken mother was about to prepare for the

funeral service when Nogi turned to her and asked
her to hold it bark.

" I say this," he said, " because I and my other son
have resolved to give our lives for the Emperor if nec-

essary, and if we all die one funeral will serve for us

instead of three !

"

Only a few days before the fall of Port Arthur the

second son was killed at the capture of 203-Metre Hill,

and now only Nogi, the father, remains. It is said

that the Japanese were so impatient for the fall of

Port Arthur that they would not have tolerated the

delay in any other general than Nogi, being to a man
assured that he would do all that was humanly pos-

sible.

MORE OR LESS PUNGENT.
Ari.stocracy.—Mr. Backbay Smithers : "Blood

counts ; one of my ancestors was present at the sign-

ing of the Declaration of Independence."

Mr. Isaac Mosesson :
" Pshaw, dat's nodings.

Vun of my ancestors vas brezent ad de signing uv de

Ten Commandments."- Smart Set.

A Step Downward.—This is told of a Philadel-

phian wliose "mother-in-law was alarmingly ill. One
night the physician shook his head and said impres-

sively :

" She has got to go to a hot climate. Mind, I don't

mean a warm place, but a hot one."

The son-in-law disappeared, but soon emerged from
the cellar carrying an ax. Handing it to the doctor,

he exclaimed

:

" Here, you do it ! I can't ! "—Lippineotf s Maga-
zine.

He Knew the Birds. — " Well, Casey," said

Wagley, " I hear the crops are so poor in Ireland that

they can't even afford to keep scarecrows there."

" The truth's not in ye ! " replied Casey,
" Oh, come now, you know very well they haven't

any scarecrows there."

" Haven't we, tho ? Shure, many's the time I've

Philadelphia Press.

A Time For all Things. — Miss De Wil-
sonby: "Do you believe in infant damnation, pro-

fessor?"

Professor L.\ Tynn: "Only at night."— /"^c/fr.

Out of the Mouth, etc. — The Sunday-school

teacher was telling her scholars about the fall of

Jericho.
" And the people marched around and around," she
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said, singing songs and blowing trumpets, until all

of a sudden down came the walls and
"

" If they sung like my sister does," interrupted the

littlest chap, " it ain't no wonder they fell down."—

LippincotCs Magazine.

Extracts frnin "The Rubaiyat of Omar
Cayenne. "—Bv Gelett Burgess.

WA K E ! For the Hack can scatter into flight

Shakespeare and Dante in a single night

!

The I'enny-a-liner is abroad, and strikes

Our Modern Literature with blithering Blight.

Before Historical Romances died,

Methought a Voice from Art's Olympus cried :

" When all Dumas and :Scott is still for Sale,

Why nod o'er drowsy tales by Tyros tried ?"

A cocksure Crew with names ne'er heard before

Greedily shouted :
"' Open then the door !

You know how little Stuff is going to live

;

But where it came from there is plenty more."

Now, the New-Year reviving old Desires,

The Artist poor to Calendars aspires

;

But of the Stuff the Publisher puts out.

Most in the Pai)er Basket soon suspires.

" Harum" indeed is gone, and " I^dy Rose"

And Janice Meredith,"' where no one knows;

But still the .Author gushes overtime,

And many a Poet babbles on in Prose.

Myself when young did eagerly peruse

James, Meredith and Hardy but to lose

My Reason trying to make Head or Tail—
The more I read, the more did they confuse.

With them the Germs of Madness did I sow.

And with " Two Magics " sought to make it grow ;

Yet this was all the Answer that I found :

" What it is all about, I do not Know."

Into the Library, and W/iy not knowing.

Nor What I Want, I find myself a-going,

.\ndout of it. with Nothing fit to Read-
Such is the Catalogue's anemic Showing !

Up from the Country onto gay Broadway

1 came and bought a '" Scribner's" yesterday,

And many a Tale I read and understood.

But not the master-tale of Kipling's " They."

There was a Plot to which I found no Key,

And Others seem to be as Dull as Me;
Some little talk there was of Ghosts and Such

;

Then Mrs. Bathurst left me more at Sea.

Kim could not answer, Sherlock Holmes would fail.

The most enlightened IJrowningite turn pale

In futile Wonder and in blank Dismay

—

Say, is there ANY meaning to that Tale ?

Then of the Critic, he who works behind

The Author's back, I tried the Clew to find ;

But he too was in Darkness, and I heard

A Literary Agent say: "THEY .ALL ARE
BLIND!"

Current Events.

Foreign.

Russia.

January 24. — The strike of Russian workmen
spreads to Moscow, Kovno, Radom, and Vilna

;

troops patrol the streets of Moscow. Revolu-
tionary manifestoes are distributed in St. Peters-
burg, and several prominent members of the
reform party are arrested.

January 2;.—St. Petersburg is practically in a state
of siege ; General Trepoff , the newly appointed
goyernor-general of St. Petersburg, warns the
strikers to return to work under pain of deporta-
tion. The strike spreads to Narva, Saratoff,
and Reval. and the situation at Moscow contin-
ues to rouse the gravest fear. Maxim Gorki,
the novelist and leader in the reform movement,
is arrested at Riga. An anti-Russian demon-
stration is reported in Finland.

January 26.—While in St. Petersburg and Moscow
the strikers seem to be cowed, uprisings and
strikes attended with bloodshed are reported
from various points in Russia. The Minister of
the Intel ior promises to consider the cases of

A Nutntious Fooc/=Dr/nkforo//A(^cs

Second : The ,$choolboy wilK
his ,shiniiv5j mornii^ face.

vi^.

kfllJCK'l Ff»-

J
.y^

17 /f;

>
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the prominent writers who were sent to prison

for their activity in the political and economic
agitation.

January 27.—The strike reaches Warsaw and is

spreading rapidly ; two are killed in a clash be-

tween strikers and troops. Troops are called

out to disperse strikers at Mitau. Advices from
St. Petersburg are to the effect that the authori-
ties regard the danger of a general tie-up of Rus-
sian industries as past and assert that the at-

tempt to convert the movement into a political

revolt has failed.

Tanuary 29.—Rioting and pillage are reported in

Warsaw, in spite of the presence of troops. The
Russian Holy Synod issues a proclamation de-
fending the autocracy.

Russo-Japanese War.

January 23.—Admiral Kamimura leaves Tokyo to
rejoin his squadron. Thirteen junks with 500
refugees from Port Arthur on board arrive at

Chefu.

January 24.—China's reply to Russia's charges of
having violated neutrality is a general denial

;

counter charges are made against Russia.

January 27.—General Kuropatkin reports the repulse
of a Japaneseattackon the Russian right Hank,
and the capture of Sandepas and a number of
positions near Shakhe.

January 29.—General Sakharoff sends word that
General Kuropatkin has been driven out of San-
depas, and Marshal Oyama reports that all the
Russians on his left have been forced back across
the Hun RiTer.

Other Foreign News.

January 26. — An outbreak is reported in Santo
Domingo, and American marines are ordered to
the scene.

January 27.—M. Rouvier, new Premier of France,
announces a policy which is identical with that
of M. Combes.

Domestic.

Congress.

January 23.

—

Seiiate: The Fortifications Appro-
priation bill is passed; Senator Beveridge again
fails to set a date for taking the vote on the State-
hood bill. Senator Smoot refuses to testify con-
cerning the Mormon endowment ceremony.

House: The District of Columbia Appropriation
bill is taken up.

January 2^.—Senate : The members are sworn in by
the Chief Justice as a court to try Judge
Swayne.

House : The day is devoted to District of Colum-
bia business.

Jaxmaxy 2^.—Senate : The provision of the Army
Appropriation bill supposedly aimed at General
Miles IS warmly debated.

House: The Military Academy and the District
of Columbia Appropriation bills are passed ; a
bill extending tne Presidential succession is

;also passed.

January 26.— 5^«(Z/(?.- The Army Appropriation bill

is passed.

House: Speeches are made on the railroad rate
question, Representative Williams pledging
Democratic support to the President's policy;
the Agricultural Appropriation bill is con-
sidered. .A bill to regulate strike injunctions,
prepared at the request of labor leaders, is in-
troduced.

January 7^.Senate: The Statehood bill is dis-
cussed; the beginning of the trial of Judge
Swayne is set for February 10.

House: The Agricultural Appropriation bill is

passed.

January &.—Senate : Thf- day is devoted to eulogies
of the life of Senator Hoar.

House: A resolution calling for an investigation
of the iron and steel industry by the Secretary
of Commerce is adopted. 373 private pension
bills are passed. Secretary Taft, before the
Ways and Means committee, declares for the re-
duction of the tariff on Philippine products.

Other Domestic News.

January 23.-It is reported from Washington that
the American commission to supervise the col-
lection of the customs duties of Santo Domingo
and pay the republic's debts would be composed
probably of three lawyers and two financiers.

Handwriting experts report that nearly one-third
of the ballots cast at the last election in nineteen
precincts in Denver are fraudulent.

January 26. -The convention of cotton-growers at
New Orleans indorses the proposed railroad rate
legislation.

The President tells a delegation of churchmen,
calling on him in connection with the anti-
divorce crusade, that the preservation of home
is more important than all questions of currency
and tariff.
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CHESS.
{All comnumications lor this Department should be

addressed: " Chess-Editor, Literary
Digest."]

Problem 1,029.

A. KlEISSH, liHKENBKElTSTEIN.

( Ojfizitrs-S<./tiii-/izt-ititng-.'>

lUack— Eight I'ieces.

1
i

:«

r

,

jm^

m r

\

t

§1
%

W niu-— >i\ Pieces.

b7; p3Bipr; p;: S; iRiKikip; 1Q5P;
6 P I ; 7 s.

White mates in three moves.

Our attention has been called to this problem pub-

lished in Lasher's Magazine (December). It is very

difficult, and altogether a charming composition.

Problem 1,030.

Composed for The Literary Digest and Dedi-

cated to The Rev. G. Dobbs. by

MURR.^Y ^L\KBLE.

lU.ick— I'our I'ieci.-

White— Eight Pieces.

k;; 8; PP6; 5; S; 1KS2R2; 2R2rqR:
2Q4B.
White mates in two moves.

Solution of Problems.

No. 1,022. ( Place Q on K R sq.)

Key-move : R—Kt 5.

No. 1.023.

Q—R 4 B X R ch Q-E 2, mate

Kx R K—B ,
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A thicaj^o business man investigated the results secured from a Peck -Williamson
Underfeed Furnace installed in a residence of eleven rooms, standing high on tlie lake

front—east front—with entire north and west walls exposed as well as front. He
discovered the house had been thoroughly heated during the entire severe last winter
at a total cost of exactly $36. Before the introduction of the P.-W. Underfeed
F"urnace it had cost as high as $125 a winter to heat the same house. In concluding
his voluntary report to us of the above facts, our correspondent stated:

"As this is better than any story you print, I thought you
would like to know it—although it is a rather HARD STORY."

It should be hardly necessary to add that the gentleman in question had his old heating apparatus removed and
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K— B 8

2.

2.

2.

2

2.

Q-K7
Any
R X B ch

Q X B, mate
3-

B—K 3, mate

R X Q K-Qs
Q-Q 4 ch

RxQ
Q-K7
Any
y X R, ch

K-B 3

B-Kt 7, ch

R X B, mate

R-QBs
Q X B, mate

3-

R X B, mate

R X Kt P
3-

Q—K sq, mate

P X R K—K 5

Solved by the Rev. I. W. B., Bethlehem, Pa.; M.

Marble, Worcester, Mass.; the Rev. G. Dobbs, New
Orleans; F. S. Ferguson, Birmingham, Ala.; H. W.
Barry, Boston ; A. C. White, New York City ; Dr. J.

H. S., Geneva, N. V.; the Rev. J. G. Law, Walhalla,

S. C; S. W. Banipton, Philadelphia ; F. Gamage,

Westboro, Mass.; R. H. Ramsey, Germantown, Pa.;

the Rev. W. Rech, Kiel, Wis.; A. Rooke, Franklin

Chess-club, Philadelphia ; C. Nugent, New York City ;

the Rev. L. H. Bahler, Mariaville, N. Y.; L. Gold-

mark. Paterson, N.J.; E. A. C, Kinderhook, N. Y.;

Miss J. Houston, Troutville, Va.; the Rev. M. Tar-

nowski, Camden, N. J.; B. .-Vlten, Elyria, O.; W. G.

Hosea, Cincinnati; O. C. Pitkin, Syracuse, N. Y.; B.

W. La Mothe, Stratford, Conn.; N. D. Waffle, Salt

Springi'ille, N. Y.; W. E. Hayward, Indianapolis; R.

H. Renshaw, University of Viiginia; G. Patterson,

Winnipeg, Can.; the Rev. S. M. Morton, D.D., Eff-

ingham, 111.; L. R. Williams, South Omaha; J.

McMuiTay, Luna Landing, Ark.; B. R. Sitts, Bridge-

port, Conn.; M. D. M., New Orleans; Ur. P. Joor,

Maxwell, la.

1022: "Twenty-three," Philadelphia; A. V. Milhol-

land, Baltimore ; J. H. Cravens, Kansas City.; S. von

Rague, Eden College, St. Louis ; Russell, German-

town, Pa.; Dr. M.J. Burstein, New York City; C. W.
Corbin, Altoona, Pa.; T. A. Unsworth, New York

City; C. E. Woodward, Chicopee Falls, Mass.; C. W.
Shewalter, Washington, D. C; J. A. Weber, Pekln,

111.; F. Alsip, Ogden, 111.; Z. G., Detroit.

Comments (1,022): "A pretty 2-er "—M. M.; "Meri-

torious construction "—G. D.; " A real beauty "—J. G.

L.; " Very good "- L. G.; "Good key; commonplace

mates"— B. W. L. M.; " Ought to have a prize"—A.

V. N.; " Action of Kt's P very clever"—J. H. C.

1,023; " ^'ce little 3-er, with restrictive key and a

few minor faults "—M. M.; "Neat mates "- G. D.;

"A good illustration of the Q and two B's theme"—
F. S. F.; " A versatile and dashing foreigner "—J . H.

S.; " A bold Queen"— J. G. L.; "It is a pity that a
dual cropped out after i as 2 Q—O 4, ch

R-QB5,
would have been one of the brightest spots in this fine

problem"—R. H. R.; " Rather weak for a Twentieth-

Century problem"—L. G.; "Very pleasing variations"

L. H. B.; "Obvious key"-B. W. L. M.; "I have

found this problem hard and interesting"—S. M. M.
In addition to those reported W. E. H. solved 1,014

and 1,015; R. G. Eyrich, St. Louis, 1,014, i)0i5> 1,018,

1,019,1,021; the Rev. M. T., G. P., J. P. S., College-

ville. Pa., 1,018-1,021 ; T. A. U., S. L. Brewer, Tuske-

gee. Ala.; E. C. Brinker, Riegelsville, Pa., i,oiS, i,oiq,

1,021 ; Miss N. Cockerill, Nevada, Mo., 1,016, 1,018,

1,021 ; W. D. L. Robbins, New York City, 1,018, 1,021

;

Dr. P. J., A. V. M., the Rev. S. M. M., Dr. M. C.

Johnston, Hope, North Dakota, 1,021.

Problem-Tourney.

The Ham/'s/cad aiid Higligate Express announce
its Eighth Tourney for Two-move Problems. A prize

of One Guinea is offered by the Proprietors of the

Ha)npsicad and Highgate Express and six book-
prizes from the Chess-Editor. Two entries only from
each cornposer. Sealed envelopes and mottoes op-
tional. Full solution on back of diagram preferred.
Address Chess-Editor, " Express" Office, Hampstead,
N. W., England. Entries close on April 30, 1905.

Marshall-Janowski Match.

F. J. Marshall, the American player, leads in the

match with D. Janowski, Chess Champion of France;
the record at this writing (January 30) stands two
games to one in Marshall's favor.

Correspondence Chess,
Mr. Anton Reus, io6 S. Wolfe Street, Baltimore,

Md., desires to play by correspondence. He prefers
players living in Maine and Florida.
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You Will |T;r| Never Forget
I will I

purchase and study our little book, entitled

"Assimilative Memory," embracing the

entire world-famous Loisette Memory System,

price only ^2.50, you will quickly perfect

your memory so as to avoid all the little slips

and big lapses. FUNK & WAGNALLS
COMPANY, Sole Publishers, 4460 East 23d

But Always

btreet,

N. Y.
Remember
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Without
Macbeth on it

what can you

expect of a

iampchimneyl
You need to know how to manage your

lamps to have cointort with them at small cost

Better rea 1 my Index ; I send it free.

Macbeth, Pittsburgh.

We Give these S5 Trousers

Ey
Amm with the first suit ordered of us.

Aircl in order to demonstrate our
claims and secure your permanent
trade and that of vour friends.

WE WILL PAY $100 t.> :in.von.. who
\Till prove that

wt* ilo not cut ami mako every suit to

Ity oar Improved nyfiteni wecanm&ke
suits and overcoais to yi<ur measure, .'urrectly

fittti'l aii'l eleeantly triminet). at less cost th:iii

yoiir local tailor would have to p^y for the cloth
an*! trimming.
Our .>it*w Style Rook pives the latest cit

St>lesatid our samples are of the newest a*

ai>»st ("'(.ular ali-w.t.l suitings. P'^n't b'

rea<lv mule suits Iperhaps advertised as tai]> r

made) uotil you pet our st^ les, samples and
I>ri<*e8, sent for the asking
Wt< Take Alt the KUk, cut and mak.>

vour silt lo mea>ure and ^ivo you live dain
tlmp In your own home to examine, try on, ani
show to your friends before deci'lin^ to keep i

it. If vou are ni>t perfectly satisfied, send it

hicjc ,at inir expense A p"stal will brine full ii

John K. li'oodH «l- <'o., Si I 8 5th Ave., Chlfaffo

WILLIAMS
'SHAVING
STICK

The acme of luxury,

convenience

and ^

economy.
*

Willlami' Sliarlng Sllck^
Sh.\vin» TRbltls, 1 Toilet
Walers, Talcnm Powder,
Jerwy Cream Toilet boap.

ITriU for booklet
• Most to Sli»Te"

The J. B. Williams Co. f^^^
GLASTONBURY, CONN. C^n^^_Ai

^)n^j^^-

HARTSHORN
SHADE ROLLERS
Bear the script name of Stewart

Hartshorn on label.

Wood Rollers. Tin Rollers.

GOUT & RHEUMATISM
etheGreat English Remedy
BUfAIR'S PIH2S\

I

Safe, Sure, Effective. 50c. & $1.
ni!rt;GI*T«, or 224 Willi.im SI., N. Tf,l^^

Attac-ks «toppO'l perm.inently. Cause removed. Breath-
ing- orsjan-iinfl nervous system restored. Symptoms never
return. No medicines needed afterwards. *21 years of
mccess trentins: Asthma and Hay Fever. £8,000 patients.
lt»ok a.j.* free. Very interesting.
Write P. HAROLD HAYES, BUFFALO, N. Y.

A Game for the Student.
The following; «nnie was played in the Teleprapliic

Correspondence Tourney of the Festi Hirlap. The
notes are by Geza Maroczy. with the addition, m one
case, of a variation by (ieore Marco. The game was
originally published in the Pcsti Hirlap.

King's Bishop's Game.
BEN M1HAI.Y.

1 P— K 4
2 B-li 4

y, Kt-K B 3

More to be recommended is 3

MAVER GYORGV.
Black.

P-K 4
Kt-K B 3

Kt X

or 3 Kt-Q B 3.

-. P-Q 3

The predilection used to be for 4 Kt—Q B 3, with the
continuation 4. .

, Kt x Kt ; 5 Q P x Kt, 1'— K B 3, etc.

Kt-K B 3
5t<t.xP P-Q 4

White must retreat his Bishop ; and it is now obvious
that the opening is not in his favor.

6B— Kt3 H—Q 3

7 P-Q 4 Castles
8 Castles P—Q B 4 !

9 P-Q B 3 Kt-yB3
10 Kt X Kt P X Kt
1

1

P X P B X P
\z B-Kt5 Q—g 3

13 H X Kt Q X 1;

14B-B2
There is no better defense against the threatened , .,

n-g R 3.

KR-Ksq
Better than 14. ., B—Q R 3.

15Q-Q3 B-KKt;!!
This move is the initiation of a beautiful and well-

thought-out combination. White has no adequate de-
fense. 1 he game is one of theoretical interest.

16 B—Q sq

16 Q X P ch is not good. For example : (i) t6 Q x P
ch, K— 15 sq 17 B—y 3 (Black is threatened . . (^ x I! P
ch, etc), K—K 2 (Black is now threatening .. K R—

K

K sql; 18 B—B 2 (to make room for the gueen), K R—
K R sq ; 19 Q-Q ,, R x R P ; 20 g- Kt 3, B—Q 3, and
Black wins. (H.) 16 g x P ch, K—B sq ; 17 Q— R Sch,
K—K 2; i8 R—K sq ch, K—Q 2, and Black wins.
<ni.) Herr Marco's additional variation. Insufficient,
also, is 16 Kt-Q 2, for example : 16, ., I!—K 7 ; 17 Q x
I'ch, K-Bsq; i8gR-Ksq, P-KKts!; lo Kt—

B

;. B X R ; 20 (,)—R 6 ch, K—Kt sq ; 21 R x B, R-K 7 ;

and Black wins easily.

Position after White's i6th move : B—Q sq.

R— K s

:

A masterly move, with an exquisitely beautiful com-
bination to follow it.

17B-B3
I White had played 17 Kt—Q 2, he would have found

the following surprise in store for him : 17. ., Q x B Pch
;

18 K—R sq, g-Kt 8 ch : 19 R x R, R X R mate.

17 BxB
18 R X R

If, instead, 18 Q x B, Black would have won as fol-

lows:

18. ., Q X Q ; 19 P x Q, Q R—K sq ; 20 Kt-R 3,
R X g R ; 21 R X R, R—K 7, etc.

18

19 K—B sq
20 K X B
21 Q-K 3
22 Kt-R 3
23QXQ
24 Kt—B 2

B X Pch
B X P ch
Bx R
B-R5
Q-K 2

Bx Q
B-B4

White resigned.

CALIFORNIA INFORMATION.
California is a big State ; large of area, rich in natural

wealth, tremendous in its scenic features, and with a future
full of great promise. Every American is more or less in-

terested in knowing about this wonderful commonwealth.
A forty-page folder, with more than half a hundred

beautiful illustrations and a complete map of the State in
colors, has been issued by the Chicago & North-Westem
Railway. It contains, in condensed and interesting form,
a mass of information on various subjects of interest, in-

cluding a list of hotels at California tourist points, with
their rates, capacity, etc. Sent to any address on receipt of
four cents in stamps. W. B. Kniskem, Passenger Traffic
Manager, C. & N. W. Ry., 22 Fifth Ave., Chicago.

pVou Save $ 1 Q,
By purchasing $10.00 worth of

Larkin Soaps

$10 Premium Free
"yilE Larkin Idea of Factory-to-Family deal-
• ing ofTers to every thrifty housekeeper
the opportunity to save money and obtain
lioine furnishings without cost. Larkin Prod-
ucts and Prcniunn.s are in use everywhere.

With your $10.00 selection of Larkin Laun=
dry and Toilet Soaps, Toilet Articles, Fla^
voring Extracts ana other Household Neces-
sities, you receive the many middlemen's
saveii profit.s and expenses in a f10.00 Premium
free—hundrecla to choose from.

Larkin customers appreciate getting twice
what the retailer gives

$20.00 Retail Value for $10.00

Mapt.e Kitchkn Cabinet No. 5.

Convenient labor-saving arrangement. Made
of hard Wliite Jlaple, with gloss finish. Strong
and durable. Free tor using or selling $10.00 worth
of Larkin I'rodu<;ts.

A LARKIN COMBINATION CASE
If preferred, you may select $10.00
worth from forty Household Necessities

80 bars Sweet Home Soap 84.00

5 bars White Woolen Soap 35

8 pkgs. Boraxinc Soap Powder 80
."i l)ars Honor Bright Scouring Soap 25
10 bars Maid o' the M ist Bath Soap 50

y. doz. Modjcska Toilet Soaj) 60
M doz. Old English Castile Soap 30
i| doz. Elite Glycerine Toilet Soap 25
M doz. Creme Oatmeal Toilet Soap 25
yi doz. Borated Tar Soap 25
V? doz. Safeguard Carlxilic Soap 25

\i doz. World's Work Toilet Soap 10

1 stick Larkin Shaving Soap 10
1 3-oz. bottle Derma Balm—skin lotion .25

1 4-oz. bottle Violet Toilet Water 50
1 2-oz. jar Cold Cream 25
1 2-oz. bottle Vanilla Flavoring Extract. .30

1 2-oz. bottle Tooth Powder 20
1 3-oz. box Talcum Powder 15
1 2-oz. bottle Glycerine 10
1 3-oz. box Silver Polish 05
1 8-oz. can Larkin Liquid Stove Polish. .10

I box Larkin Shoe Polish—Black Paste .10

Added to which is the prpsent-for-oash of "
an extra 50 cents' worth of I'roducts. $10.00

TRY SOAPS THIRTY DAYS
Larkin Products ami rreniiums have given the

highest satisfaction for thirty years. Money re-

t iinded if any Product or I'leiiiiiun proves luisatis-
factory after thirty days' trial.

Send Trial Order, or Write for Premium List 72
Nearly 700 Premium offers. Homes furnished free.

L^rktrt Co.
Established, 1875. BUFFALO, N. Y.

Coughs

An unexcollBdromedy for
Throat and Lung Troublesm
Contain nothing injuriousm

CURIOSITIES
OF LAW AND LAWYERS

By CROAKE JAMES

" Innumerable good things relating to the legal
profession. We know of no volume better adapted
to amuse and edify both the lawyer and the lay-

man."

—

Crreen Bag, Boston.

8vo, Cloth, $3.00
I''Vi\K<& WAGIVAL,I.8€0., I'libs., »IE1V VORK
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tHE TEXXCOGRAPHER'S

In this column, to decide questions concerning the correct

Tuse of words, the Funli & Wagnalls Standard Dictionary is

..consulted as arbiter.

To Correspondents. — Owing to Increased de-
mands upon bis space the " Lexicographer " finds him-
self unable to answer anonymous correspondence.
Hereafter no anonymous correspondence will be con-
sidered In this column.

"C. K. B.," Boston, Mass.
—

" Pray, what Is the mean-
ing of the word 'toric'V Oculists bid us get toric

lenses for our eyeglasses, and opticians advertise them,
tho the salesmen seem at a loss to define them. Can
you enlighten me ?

"

A "toric lens" is a spectacle lens in which
one of the surfaces is a segment of an equilat-
eral zone of a tore, Toric lenses are used for
eciualizing the surfaces of sphero-cylindrical
lenses possessing a strong spherical curvature.

"P. M.," Columbia, S. C.
—
"Is either of the follow-

ing sentences grammatically correct : 'He is a mutual
friend of ours,' " He is a mutual friend of mine ' ?

"

Neither of the sentences cited is correct. In
the first "of ours" and in the second "of
mine" are redundant, for "mutual" means
pertaining reciprocally to both of two persons,
parties or sides ; shared alike

;
joint; common,

or to which two or more persons have tlie same
or equal claims.

"Subscriber," Prairie du Chien, Wis.—" Please in-
form me whether ' tendentious ' is a good English word
and what are its meaning and derivation. Is an author
justified in coining such a word V

"

The term is of recent origin and may be char-
acterized as a nonce-word. It is derived from
the German tendenzios, meaning " having a de-
cided tendency ; biased; unfair." The word is

Tscarcely coined, bvit an Anglicized form of a Ger-
man word. The test of time will show whether
•or not the author was justified in using it.

"B. A. 0.," Terre Haute, Ind.—" (1) Is the word
' Baldwin,' when used to designate a variety of apple, a
proper noun? If so, is not the word ' winesap ' also a
proper noun? (3) The word 'china' is printed with a
:small ' c ' on page 330 of the Standard Dictionary. Is it

a common or class noun there ?
"

(1) The word " Baldwin" in the Standard is

properly printed with a capital, being derived
from a proper name; " winesap " is properly
printed with a small letter, not having such a
derivation. (2) When priiited with a small
initial letter it is a common noun ; when printed
witli a capital letter it is a proper noun. When
a capital letter in brackets as [C], precedes a
/definition, it denotes that in the sense defined
the word should be capitalized.

"H. D.," Diamond Springs, Cal.—"What authoritv
have you for defining 'Sabbath ' as the seventh day of
the week? I fail to find any. Probably you can' en-
lighten me."

The decalogue as found in the twentieth
•chapter of the Book of Exodus, especially the
ninth, tenth, and eleventh verses. See also
Smith's " Dictionary of the Bible," p. 3490.

"T. N. O.," San Francisco, Cal.—"To settle a dispute
please give me the correct pronunciation of the words
fagade,' 'puerile,' 'subtle,' 'surtout,' and 'turgid.'"

The correct pronunciations of tlie words cited
are given below. " Fa9ade," fa'sahd' (first

"a" as in "ask"), not fas'aid ; "puerile,"
pew'ur-il, not pure'ile; " subtle," sut'l (" u" as
in\"but"), not sub'til ; "surtout," sur-toot'
(French, sur'too' ; "u" as in "burn"); "tur-
bid," tur'jid, not tur'ghid.

OLT
ACETYLENE

GAS

: oi-TL^ C a, rirfjd e --FeetT^e n e ra to r s_C oTribine
^-SAFETY ^.,>'*^RILU.AJMCE ECONOMY___

„ It costs lesb than elec-
tricity. Averages less
than City Gas at Ji oo
per thousand. Cheaper -

even to use tlian kero-
sene for equal light.

__Any (ync can run it.

cr written compari-_
son can give an—ade

~pte3 byjnsuraiice
panics wiihcnj't _„_

extra preimlTirT. Lamps-—quate idea of its beauty
..<-overlUrii,-Electric wires or power. It gives the
'""cross" and a fire_re-—color values of sunlight.
-Stilts. There can be no Electric lights are dull
2;-stored upgas willi a Colt ^and yellow besideit.

, ^ ,lVd'-Prpve'This-In_Our Free Book
-^^^^descriBltig the Acetylene principle, the "Colt" Gener ito

X^pfices on all sizes from lo lijjhtsjip, and scores of testi
~-

^ Please state your needs ond ask questions

givins;

motiialsr

. COI^ cor, D^^t. T:;^~^2J Barclay Sl.TNew-Xork
\' The largwt "fefthers of \cfet\-leca api>afatUft ni the world

^^

£staJ}llshed
1823

Cfjttfeertnfi

Illvistrated
Catalogue
sent upon
aLpplicatlon

PIANOS

CHICKERING
6. SONS,

805 Tremorvt St.,
Boston, Mass.

Nepera
Solution
A Universal Developer
For Velox, (except glossy)
Dehko, Azo, Bromide Paper
and Lantern Slides and in
connection with Nepera
Capsules a perfect devel=
oper for Film or Plates.

At All Dealers. 25 Cents.

Nepera. Division,
EASTMAN KODAK CO.

Rochester, N. Y.

Keep irv ToiicK
WITH

The Pulpit

of To-daLy
Newell Dwighi Hiiiis. Subscribc Now For

MONDAY EDITION OF
THE BROOKLYN DAILY EAGLE

KItOOKI.VIV, X. \.

14 Columns of Verbatim Sermon Reports
Inelu'les the serin(^n of i.)r. Newell I.>wight Hillis.

Plymouth Church, which is printed etieh Monday.
$1.50 a year, tinited States and Canada. Foreign

subscription, .s3.00.

Sample sent free on request. Address Dept. 26
Clubsof 3 subscribers, $1.00each per year, IT. S. and

Canada. Foreign Clubs of 3, .$2.00 each per year.

Daniel Everton, by Israel Putnam.—This is a

story of love and soldier adventure in tlie Philippines.

$1.20. Funk & Wagnalls Company, Publisbers, New
York.

FRENCH—GERMAN
SPANISH—ITALIAN
Spoken, Taught and Mastered

Through tbe

LANGUAGE-
PHONE
METHOD

Combined u i(h

The Roseiitlial

Common Sciixe

Metliod of

Fraclical Miiguistry

Ricbard S. riosentlialThe Latest and liest Work of Dr.

YOU HEAR THE EXACT PRONUNCIATION OF
EACH WORD AND PHRASE. A few minutes' practice
several times a day at spare moments gives a thorough
mastery of conversational French, iierman, Sfinni^h, or
Italiiin.

g^ii^fgy testimonials, boukh't. and letter.

International Language- Phone Method
llOS Melropolis Bldg., Broa<l»aj- niid IBtli .St., .\. V.

Postage staiDp Collecting
As a hobby or divertine pursuit, rol-
leetin^ of foreign poslase slauips
only appeals to the more intelligent.

A weekly paper devoted to the
pastime reaches 10,000 readers.
It will be sent to you 6 weeks for
Scents. If you are interested
and mention The Literary

Digest, we will send you in addition free the following :

100 foreign stamps and a pocket album, an illustrated stamp
catalogue, and a book of information "About Stamps."
We offer for cash orders : 546 ditferent foreign stamps for
*1.50; 1,000, all different, $3.25; .500 mixed foreign stamps,
15c. Gummed hinges for mounting stamps. 10c. per 1,000.
Mention this paper.

Cfomn Alhlimo No. 1. Flexible cover, cloth back . . 25c.
OldlMU AlliUIIIOi No. -.'. Full green clotb. stiff cover . 511c.

! ^u. S. Cloth & gold to hold r>,0(l(> stps., <oc.

stumps submitted on api)roval at 50/" discount from
standard catalogue. Correspondence solicited with col-
lectors. Collections and rare stamps bought for cash.

C. II. II1£K££L STAJIF & PUIiLISHING CO., St. Louis, Mo.

What Is Daus' Tip -Top?
TO PKOVE that Daus' " TiiUop " is

the best and simplest device for making
100 Copies from pen-written and 50
L Copies from typewritten original,

Y, we will ship complete duplicator,
V^ cap size, witliout deposit, on

i/S^ten (10) days' trial.
Price $7.50les»tr(tiUgn^ „.^
rUKCovnt of S3V^% or 3>0 "IBT

THK FKIilX .1. DATS UrPLlCliTOK ( <>.

Daus {JldiiiK:, HI Jobii St., Xt'W Voi-k City

CHURCH GLASS-&»C«
American Mosaic Glass Windows ; Ecclesias-

tical Furnishings ; English Stained Glass
"Windows; Church Decorations

5TODI0SAND.9X.WFCTT^-S;T
WORKSHOPS '^^ 1I1-.0 I CjV O I*

PATENTS
Our Hand 15ook on Patents, Trade-Marks, etc.
Bent free. Patents procured through Munn &
Co., receive free notice in the

Scientific Americajj
MUNjST &; CO.. 357 Broadway, N. Y.

Branch Offick: 361 FSt., Washington, D.C.

FOK MEN WHO THINK AND ACT
"The Affirmative Intellect," by Chas. Ferguson, goc.

Funk & Wagnalls Company, Publishers, New York.
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TOPICS OF THE DAY.

EFFECTS OF THE BEEF TRUST DECISION.
T T may be a rather peculiar commentary upon our national char-

* acter that while the newspapers are calling for prison-cells

and stripes for the beef-trust magnates if they disregard the Su-

preme Court's decision, they calmly predict, at the same time, that

the magnates will continue the same extortions as of yore, without

any change of residence or costume. Mr. Hearst's New York

Amencati wants to see the beef barons "given numbers of con-

victs and cells in a penitentiary." and The IJ'or/d ioresee?, a "gen-

eral disappointment," probably not extending to the packers them-

selves, however, if the President " does not promptly set in

operation the machinery- of the criminal courts against the beef

trust." The Brooklyn Citizen calls them " murderous conspi-

rators " because they are " killing the poor by depriving them of

food." Even such conservative papers as the New York Eve}iiiig

Mail, The Journal of Commerce . and the Washington Times join

in suggesting sojourns in jail for the packers if they do not reform.

We are told in despatches from Chicago, however, that the pack-

ers declare the decision " will not make the slightest difference in

the conduct of their business," because they " are not in a com-

bination to restrain trade," and there is no trust. The Pittsburg

Dispatch recalls half a dozen outlawed trusts that have gone on in

very much the same way as if no legal bolt had been launched at

them : and the Baltimore American thinks the beef trust " will

doubtless continue to do business in the old way at the old stand."

The Pittsburg Gazette believes the court order can be easily

evaded, and remarks that "the practical effect of tlie decision is

very doubtful." Predictions that the decision will he followed by

lower prices for meat are extremely rare.

The oil business, and many other lines of trade, seem to TJie

Journal of Commerce to be brought within the range of federal

power by this decision, and it ob.serves that " it may be that the

reach of this statute for dealing with the abu.ses of trusts may be

beyond anything yet imagined." Judge Grosscup, of Chicago,

whose injunction is sustained by this decision, considers it "a long

step in the direction of effectual government supervision," and so

thinks The Wall Street

Journal. "It is per-

haps not too much to

say," comments the lat-

ter authority, " that the

step from this decision

to federal incorpora-

tions or federal fran-

chises, as is proposed

l)y Commissioner Gar-

tield. is not a long one."

By this decision,

which is unanimous, tlie

defendants are enjoined

not to restrain inter-

state commerce in fresh

meats " either by direct-

ing or requiring their

respective agents to re-

frain from bidding
against each other." or

by " raising or lowering

prices or fixing uniform

prices." or by "curtail-

ing the quantity of such

meats shipped." or by
" maintaining rules for

the giving of credit to

dealers " which will re-

strict competition, or by "imposing uniform charges for cartage

and delivery" which will restrict competition, or by receiving

transportation " at less than the regular rates."

The decision is rendered under the Sherman act, which prohibits

combinations and conspiracies in restraint of interstate commeice.

It had been supposed, from the Supreme Court decision in the

Knight case, that this act could not touch manufacturing com-

binations. In the Knight case the court refused to prohibit the

combination of a number of sugar refineries in Philadelphia, on the

ground that manufacturing sugar in Philadelphia was not interstate

commerce. In the beef-trust case, however, the court views the

entire operations of the -trust, the purchase of cattle in one or more

.States, the dressing of the beef in another, and the sale of the prod-

ucts in many more, and decides that the trust is engaged in inter-

state commerce. Mr. Justice Holmes, who read the court's de-

cision, says on this point:

" Altho the combination alleged embraces restraint and mo-
nopoly of trade within a single State, its effect upon commerce

J. OGDEN ARMOUR,
President of Armour & Co., and the most

powerful figure in the beef trust. Charles

Edward Russell calls him " probably the ablest,

certainlythe most daring manipulator among all

the captains of finance," and adds :
" No more

extraordinary figure has ever appeared in the

world's commercial affairs ; no man, not even
Mr. Rockefeller, has conceived a commercial
empire so dazzling."
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U.S. BEEF TRUST BEEF TRUST U.S.

THE TERRIBLE BEEF TRUST.

—Triggs in the New York Press.

ROPED, THROWN, AND BRANDED.
—Gage in tlie Philadelphia North American.

REDUCING BEEF.

among the States is not accidental, secondary, remote, or merely

probable. On the allegations of the bill the latter commerce, no
less, perhaps even more, than commerce within a single State, is

an object of attack. Moreover, it is a direct object. It is that for

the sake of which the several specific acts and courses of conduct

are done and adopted.

"Therefore the case is not like United States vs. E. C. Knight

Company, where the subject-matter of the combination was manu-
facture and the direct object monopoly of manufacture within a

State. However likely monopoly of commerce among the States

in the article manufactured was to follow from the agreement, it

was not a necessary consequence nor a primary end. Here the

subject-matter is sales, and the very point of the combination is to

restrain and monopolize commerce among the States in respect of

such sales.

"For the foregoing reasons we are of opinion that the carrying

out of the scheme alleged, by the means set forth, properly may be
enjoined, and that the bill can not be dismissed.

"We pass now to the particulars and will consider the cor-

responding parts of the injunction at the same time. The first

question arises on the sixth section.
" The section charges a combination of independent dealers to

restrict the competition of their agents when purchasing stock for

them in the stock-yards. The purchasers and their slaughtering

establishments are largely in different States from those of the

stock-yards, and the sellers of the cattle, perhaps it is not too

much to assume, largely in different States from either. The in-

tent of the combination is not merely to restrict competition among
the parties, but, as we have said, by force of the general allegation

at the end of the bill, to aid in an attempt to monopolize commerce
among the States. 1 1 is said that this charge is too vague and that

it does not set forth a case of commerce among the States.
" Taking up the latter objection first, commerce among the States

is not a technical legal conception, but a practical one, drawn from

the course of business. When cattle are sent for sale from a place

in one State, with the expectation that they will end their transit,

after purchase, in another, and when in effect they do so, with only

the interruption necessary to find a purchaser at the stock yards,

and when this is a typical, constantly recurring course, the current

thus existing is a current of commerce among the States, and the

purchase of the cattle is a part and incident of such commerce.
" What we say is true at least of such a purchase by residents in

another State from that of the seller and of the cattle. And we
need not trouble ourselves at this time as to whether the statute

could be escaped by any arrangement as to the place where the

sale, in point of law, is consummated."

Charles Edward Russell, who has been investigating the beef

trust for Everybody's Magazine, says of it in the February

number

:

" Three times a day this power comes to the table of every house-

hold in America, rich or poor, great or small, known or unknown
;

it comes there and extorts its tribute. It crosses the ocean and
makes its presence felt in multitudes of homes that would not

know how to give it a name. It controls prices and regulates

traffic in a thousand markets. It changes conditions and builds up
and pulls down industries ; it makes men poor or rich as it will; it

controls or establishes or obliterates vast enterprises across the

civilized circuit. Its lightest word affects men on the plains of

Argentina or the by-streets of London.
Of some of the most important industries of this country it has

an absolute, iron-clad, infrangible monopoly ; of others it has a

control that for practical purposes of profit is not less complete.

It fixes at its own will the price of every pound of fresh, salted,

smoked, or preserved meat prepared and sold in the United States.

It fixes the price of every ham, every pound of bacon, every pound
of lard, every can of prepared soup. It has an absolute monopoly
of our enormous meat exports, dressed and preserved. It has an

absolute monopoly of the American trade in fertilizers, hides,

bristles, horn, and bone products. It owns or controls or domi-
nates every slaughter-house except a few that have inconsiderable

local or special trades. It owns steam and electric railroads, it

owns the entire trolley-car service in several cities, and is acquiring

the like property elsewhere. It owns factories, shops, stock-yards,

mills, land and land companies, plants, warehouses, politicians,

legislators, and Congressmen.
" It defies Wall Street and all that therein is. It terrorizes great

railroad corporations long used to terrorizing others. It takes toll

from big and little, it gouges millions from railroad companies, and

cent pieces from obscure shippers. To-day it is compelling a lord-

ly railroad to dismiss its general manager, to-morrow it is black-

listing'and ruining some little commission merchant. It is remorse-

less, tireless, greedy, insatiable, and it plans achievements so much
greater than any so far recorded in the history of commerce that

the imagination flags in trying to follow its future possibilities.

"It fixes, for its own profit, the prices the farmer of the West
shall receive for his cattle and hogs, and the prices the butcher of

the East shall charge for his meat.

"It fixes the price that the grower of California shall receive for

his fruit, and the price the laborer of New York shall pay for his

breakfast.

"It lays hands upon the melon-grower of Colorado and the cot-

ton-grower of Georgia, and compels each to share with it the scanty

proceeds of his toil.

"It can affect the cost of living in Aberdeen and Geneva as easily
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as in Chicago and New York. It has in the last three years in-

creased, for its own benefit, the expenses of every household in

America. It controls or influences the prices of one-half the food

consumed by the nation. It has its share in the proceeds of more
commodities of daily consumption tiian all other trusts, combina-

tions, and monopolies together, and the prices of these it seeks to

augment for its own profit.

It can make, within certain limits, the price of wheat, of corn.

of oats, what it pleases; it will shortly be able to control the price

of every loaf of bread.
" Its operations have impoverished or ruined farmers and stock-

men, destroyed millions of investments, caused banks to break and

men to commit suicide, precipitated strikes, and annihilated indus-

tries.

" So great is the terror it inspires in some quarters that citizens

under the constitutional guarantees of freedom do not dare, even

in the privacy of their offices or homes, to speak a word that this

power would not approve of, and multimillionaires, railroad mag-
nates, and captains of industry quail before it.

"At every step of its progress it has violated national or state

law. or both, and with impunity. It has been declared by federal

and state courts to be an outlaw and to have no right to exist. It

has gone steadily on strengthening its hold, extending its lines, and
multiplying its victims.

" We are accustomed to think that the Standard Oil Company is

the ultimate of monopolistic achievement; here is something com-
pared with which the Standard Oil Company is puerile ; here is

something that affects a thousand lives where the Standard Oil

Company affects one; here is sometiiing that promises greater

fortunes and greater power than ten Standard Oil Companies.
Reaching out. absorbing industry after industry, augmenting and

building, by great brute strength and by insidious, intricate, hardly

•discoverable windings and turnings, day and night this monstrous
thing grows and strengthens until its grip is at the nation's

throat."

THE PRESIDENT AND THE DEMOCRATS.
'T^^HE coldness of some of the Republican leaders toward the

-* President's most cherished reforms and the warm indorse-

ment of them by Mr. Bryan, Mr. Williams, and Mr. Hearst, three

of the foremost Democratic chieftains, cause some of the political

experts to predict a split in the Republican party. " It is perfectly

clear" to the Washington correspondent of the New York Herald
" that there must be either a backdown on the part of Republican

Senators or a split which will divide the Republican party into two

great factions." The Savannah iVifw^ (Dem.) wonders " whether

tlie President isn't more nearly in accord with the Democratic

party than with his own party," and the New York J
I
'orM Anks if

it is not possible " that out of this storm and stress of Presidential

activity there will come a new party made up of Roosevelt Repub-
licans and Bryan Democrats ? " T//e It 'orld adds that " Mr. Bryan

himself is said to believe this," and it suggests that such Repub-
licans as Governor Deneen of Illinois, Governor La Follette of

Wisconsin, and ex-Gov'i'rnor Van Sant of Minnesota would be

prominent figures in such a new party. The New York Sun,

which is essentially a conservative paper, printed a thoughtful

editorial some weeks ago in which it noted that the radical leaders

are now in the saddle in both the great parties, and it seemed to

see little indication of the appearance of a conservative party in

the near future. It says :
" Can anybody tell where that conserva-

tive party is at present ? It may be in the bowels of time. It is

not visible."

Mr. Bryan continues to commend the President's railroad policy.

"
I hope the Democratic party in this country," he declared in New

Haven a few days ago, "will forget itself and stand by President

Roosevelt and help him carry out what is good." John Sharp

Williams, too, the Democratic leader in the House, whose forces

have been rather mutinous of late, commends the President as

" more of an American than a Republican," and says that when it

comes to dealing with his railroad policies, "we will toe-mark his

footmarks, not becau.se he is President, but because he is right,

and we call upon you as American citizens to help us toe-mark."

Mr. Hearst's New York A>nerican,\\\C\z\v has been making severe

strictures upon the late Democratic Presidential candidate, the

Democratic House leader, and New York's Democratic mayor,

classes Mr. Roosevelt's utterances with those of Lincoln and Jack-

son, and declares that "Mr. Roosevelt, finding the Democratic

temple abandoned by the ' leaders,' has walked in and taken pos-

session." And the Indianapolis SeiitineL said to be the organ of

Chairman Taggart, of the Democratic National Committee, says

in a complimentary editorial that " if Mr. Roosevelt is the instru-

ment chosen to lead the forces now marshaled against the increas-

ing encroachments of the railroads, he is fairly entitled to the

moral support of the people without regard to party."

Even the Southern Democratic papers, which were once sup-

posed to be so bitterly opposed to Mr. Roosevelt that no recon-

ciliation was possible, now show a more friendly attitude. " Many

MUST THE DEMOCRATIC DONKEY PULL THE WHOLE OUTFIT?

—Bradley in the Chicago News.

A TRUST-SHOCKING SPECTACLE.

—DeMar in the Philadelphia Record.

FRENZIED POLITICS.
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Nicholas (to Kuropatkin)—" Wave your flag and distract his attention until

he begins to hibernate again."

—McCutcheon in the Chicago Tribtcne.

WORKINGS

of his principles are purely Democratic," saj's tlie Richmond Tiuies-

Dispatch (Dem.), especially his railroad policy, and it declares that

in this policy " he will be upheld by all Democrats." The New
Orleans Titnes-Deviocrat (Dem.), which has often criticized Mr.

Roosevelt pretty severely, now says that " the differences between

the President and the South have been adjusted most satisfac-

torily," and it is pleased to see the Democrats giving him better

support than that given by his own party. To quote :

" The differences between the President and the South have been

adjusted most satisfactorily. Mr. Roosevelt has spoken in a

friendly spirit, and has shown that he is not hostile to the South.

He did not confine himself merely to words, and his good offices

were well seen in the killing of the threatening Crumpacker bill.

This danger is no longer to be feared. Under these circumstances,

and having nothing to fear from the Administration on the negro

question, it is not to be wondered at that the South should enter-

tain a new opinion of the President and should be prepared to sus-

tain his policy where it is to the general interest of the country.
•' But it is not from the South alone that Mr. Roosevelt has won

words of praise and promises of support for his reform program,

but from the Democrats generally. The railroad question is not,

or rather should not. be a partizan one ; and the Republican lead-

ers will find it difficult to make it appear so. The Democrats have

alvvays occupied a more popular position in their attitude toward
the corporations than their opponents. In advocating, therefore,

the better government control of railroads the President is doing

what the Democracy has repeatedly declared for."

Tie Chicago E7'eniitg Post {'R^-p.), however, which looks at the

Adrr inistration railroad policy with a rather unsympathetic eye,

warn i the President that all this Democratic approval bodes no

good to him, and it hints that a modification of his policy might be

we'd. It says:

"' \vhen thine enemies praise thee, study well thy conduct lest

thou ao wrong.' President Roosevelt's efforts to induce Congress

to pass a law that will enable the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion to establish freight rates for the railroads iiave obtained for

him 'he approbation of W. J. Bryan and the promised support of

the Democratic representatives in the House. It is just within the

bouniOs of possibility that these gentlemen are desirous of doing

Mr. Roosevelt a good turn, and there is perhaps one chance in a

thousand that they have got on the right side of an important pub-

lic que-otion ; but heretofore they have been noted for the unerring

accuracy with which they have championed the wrong, and, there-

fore, because of their past, it is desirable to go slowly in dealing

tvith any measure that meets their approval in the present."

RUSSIAN LEADERS ON THEIR SITUATION.
' I ' HE men who are pictured in our newspaper cartoons as sitting

-' on a volcano have been asked by the enterprising American
editors what they think about the prospects of an eruption, and

they reply that everything is quiet. " There can be no revolution

now; it is all over; all will remain calm," says Governor-General

Trepoff to The World's representative ; and Grand Duke Vladimir,

in another interview, says that " the situation is not so bad as it is

painted." and declares that the disorders "are not revolutionary at

base." A constitution, says Vladimir, is out of the question, but

I HAVE THE HONOR TO INFORM YOUR ROYAL AND SACREU HIGHNESS-
THAT THE PETITION OF Y'OUR LOYAL SUBJECTS HAS BEEN GRANTED."

—McWhorter in the St. Paul Dispatch.

OF THE RUSSIAN

" still, there is a necessity for reforms, and they will be granted by
the autocracy " and the people " will receive the means of presenting

their needs and grievances direct to the sovereign." The Czar has-

not been interviewed, but in an address to a delegation of working-

men who paid him a call (by appointment) last week, he admitted that

" many things require improvement " and added :
" In my solicitude

for the working classes, I shall take measures which will assure

tliat everything possible will be done to improve their lot." This

was on the same day that Mirsky, the liberal minister, was retired

from the administration. Prince Ukhtomsky, the liberal St. Pe-

tersburg journalist who is said to be a warm friend of the Czar,

says to a correspondent of the New York American that " there is-

no political outcome possible from the uprising" and adds: "I

think a constitution is inadvisable in the present state of the popu-

lation, and prefer summoning the Zemskiye Sombori, or National

Assembly, in which all classes would be represented, to address-

and advise with the Emperor."
;

Count Tolstoy seems to agree that no armed revolution is likely.

He says in a World interview :

" The townsfolk seek only peace to work under honest conditions

—the country people desire only the ownership of the land. The
creed of Thoreau and of Henry George is ingrained in every Rus-

sian heart. But the Russian people have no desire for represen-

tative government—none. On the contrary, they wish the contin-

uance of the autocratic monarchy, wiiicli is their best safeguard

against the nobility and landed aristocracy.
" In fact, the Czar is the master of every inch of the soil, and he

could, and should, give it to the toilers of it. The people know
the Czar can, and they believe he will do so. So they will not

bolster the middle and noble classes, only to crystalhze and make
permanent the status quo by granting unimportant concessions.

" Never will there be an armed, general revolution in Russia.
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Consciously or unconsciously, the people know that the right way

for them to all good is not by arms and murder, but by spiritual

enlightenment; know that the only action permissible or expedient

is passive resistance and a campaign of education."

\'ladiniir's statement, coming from the man who is supposed to

be " behind the throne," has attracted comment all over the coun-

try. Says the grand duke :

"
1 have read the accounts in the foreign press 1 have stood

aghast at the frightful stories of the butcheries of innocent people

which they have printed. I know they say well-intentioned pa-

triots, with a priest at their head, coming peacefully to place

their grievances before his majesty, were ruthlessly shot down in

the streets, but we know that behind this peaceful procession was

an anarchist and socialist plot, of which the overwhelming majority

of the workmen were merely innocent tools. We know from ex-

amination of the dead and those arrested that some alleged priests

were actually revolutionary agitators and students in disgui.se.

" We had to save the city from a mob. Unfortunately to do so

innocent and guilty suffered alike. But suppose one hundred and

forty thousand men had reached the gates of the Winter Palace;

they would have sacked it as the mob sacked X'ersailles. From
the palace they would have gone elsewhere, and the whole city

would have been delivered over to anarchy, riot, bloodshed, and

flames. Our duty was the duty of every government. The same
situation has confronted cities in other countries. Why, because

this occurred in Russia, should the whole world point the finger of

scorn at us ? In the midst of our difficulties, why should we be

turned upon ?

"With this unhappy war upon our shoulders, we are passing

through a crisis. I will not attempt to conceal it ; it can not be

concealed, but with the help of God we will emerge from it as we

the Emperor is everything. Give the peasant a vote and all would

be anarchy. Still, there is a necessity for reforms, and they will

be granted by the autocracy."

INTO HIS OWN MINES AGAIN.
—Gilbert in the Denver Times.

MIND

have emerged from other troubles in the past. In the interior

there are many elements of discord, but the situation is not so bad

as it is painted. The disorders at Warsaw. Kieff. and elsewhere

are largely industrial, produced by trade depression and con-

sequent lack of employment on account of the war. They are not

revolutionary at base.
" People speak of a constitution. A constitution would mean the

end of Russia, as the state would be gone, anarchy would super-

vene, and when it ended the empire would be disintegrated. Fin-

land, Poland, and perhaps other frontier provinces would have
broken away. Russia is not ripe for a constitution. Go out

among the peasants, who comprise the vast bulk of the empire's

population, and try to explain to them government by suffrage.

The peasant knows nothing of government: he does not even

know what the word means. He knows his Emperor. For him

INDIAN FUNDS AND SECTARIAN SCHOOLS.

IT is "small and dirty work," says Mr. Charles J. Bonaparte, of

Baltimore, to" fan the dying embers of sectarian hatred among
Christians of different denominations." He makes this remark in

regard to the vigorous ember-fanning now in progress over the u.se

of $98,460 of Indian trust funds for Catholic mission schools and

$4,320 for a Lutheran mission school, after Congress had emphatic-

ally declared its purpose not to appropriate any more money for

sectarian schools, and the Government had declined even to give to

the .sectarian schools the ration-money due to the Indian children

living in them. Bishop Hare, of the Protestant Episcopal Church,

who has worked among the Indians for years, has given out a long

statement in which he says that the missionary societies approved

the policy of withholding (iovernment appropriations from sec-

tarian schools, but saw nothing inconsistent in the grant of rations

and annuities to the Indian children in the schools. Indian Com-

missioner Jones, Secretary Hitchcock, and President Roosevelt all

decided against this claim, however, on the ground that such a

grant " would certainly offend the spirit of the acts of Congress."

" Imagine my surprise, therefore," says the bishop, "on discover-

ing last September that the same executive officers who had

declared this to be the policy of the (lOvernment and had admin-

istered the policy with inexorable suddenness and severity, had

been making large contracts for the conduct of mission boarding-

schools ! " These large contracts, it appears, w ere made on the

strength of petitions, signed by Indians, requesting that such a

disposition be made of the interest on their trust funds deposited

with the Government. Bishop Hare alleges that about two-thirds

of the signers" merely attached their mark" without knowing what

the petition meant, others say that each Indian who signed received

a loaf of bread, and The Outlook declares that " so far as we can

learn, as many Indians have petitioned against this disbursement

as have petitioned for it."

Further heat is added to this discussion by Senator Bard, of

California, who said, a few days ago. at a Senate committee hear-

ing on the Indian appropriation bill, that he was approached by

<^Ai.DM V^ILDER

IS THIS A SPIRIT WE CAN AFFORD TO ENCOURAGE f

—Wilder in the Chicago Record-Herald.

ILLUSTRATED.
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Dr. E. L. Scharf, of the Catholic University, in the spring of 1902,

with the remarkable proposition that if Congress would continue

the appropriation of $150,000 for two years to the Catholic mission

schools, he would guarantee that twenty doubtful Congressional

districts would go Republican. No such appropriation was made

by Congress, but the payment from the Indian trust funds was

made as stated above. Dr. Scharf. in a World interview, says

that his proposition to Senator Bard was that if representatives in

the twenty districts were opposed on account of the requested ap-

propriation, the opposition would be "successfully combated."

He adds that the whole affair "was a matter of practical politics."

Cardinal Gibbons, in a public statement, declares " that the Catho-

lic Church has no political agent at Washington or anywhere

else ; that Prof. E. L. Scharf. who is referred to in Senator Bard's

statement, is not an agent of the Catholic Church or of the Bureau

of Catholic Indian Missions, and has never been employed by the

church or the Catholic Indian Bureau in any way whatsoever."

The reply of the Administration is in the form of a letter from

President Roosevelt to the Secretary of the Interior. It is. in

brief, that the trust money of the Indians belongs to them, and

they can petition to use it as they see fit. regardless of what Con-

gress may have decided in respect to the use of other funds. After

recalling the decision of the Department of Justice " that the pro-

hibition of the law as to the use of public moneys for sectarian

schools did not extend to moneys belonging to the Indians them-

selves and not to the public, and that these moneys belonging to

the Indians themselves might be applied in accordance with the

desire of the Indians for the support of the schools to which they

were sending their children," the President continues:

" There was in my judgment no cjuestion that, inasmuch as the

legal authority existed to grant the request of the Indians, they

were entitled as a matter of moral right to have the moneys coming
to them used for the education of their children at the schools of

their choice. Care must be taken, of course, to see that any pe-

tition by the Indians is genuine, and that the money appropriated

for any given school represents only the pro rata proportion to

which the Indians making the petition are entitled. But if these

two conditions are fulfilled, it is in my opinion just and right that

the Indians themselves should have their wishes respected when
they request that their own money—not the money of the public-
be applied to the support of certain schools to which they desire to

send their children. The practise will be continued by the depart-

ment unless Congress should decree to the contrary, or, of course,

unless the courts should decide that the decision of the Depart-
ment of Justice is erroneous.

" It is, however, greatly to be desired that the bill introduced by
Representative Lacey, providing for permission to allot these an-
nuities in severalty to the Indians, exactly as is now done with
land, should be enacted into law. Its enactment and administra-
tion would prevent the raising of any question of this character,

for each individual Indian would then be left free to use the money
to which he is entitled outright, on his own initiative, instead of
having it used for him by the Secretary of the Interior in con-
sequence of his petition. I earnestly hope that Congress will at

once enact this bill into law."

"The incident is a disagreeable one, and we wish lieartily that

the President had steered clear of it," says the New York Times;
and The Outlook remarks : /

" For the Government, which is the guardian of the Indians, to

expend their trust funds for sectarian purposes, is to apply to the

Indians a policy which would not be applied in dealing with any
other people ; a policy which is un-American, which is in direct

contravention of the constitutional provisions of many of our
States, which violates the spirit of the Constitution of the United
States, and introduces sectarian strife among the Indians by set-

ting Protestant and Roman Catholic Indians signing antagonistic

petitions. This is but to transfer the ecclesiastical lobby from
Washington to the Reservation; to jump from the frying-pan into

the fire."

The New York Evening Post condemns the Administration's

act thus

:

"Congress has spoken unequivocally against any form of gov-
ernment subvention to these sectarian schools. The principle is

unassailable, established by thousands of years of experience, that

government partnership in a religious enterprise is an exhaustless

source of corruption. As Bishop Hare puts it, the Government
was ' driven to a seemingly pitiless act by a high and imperative

sense of public duty.'

"We must therefore share Bishop Hare's amazement at dis-

covering the wretched subterfuge by which the Administration

found a way to favor Catholics. Petitions were quietly circulated

among certain Indians, two-thirds of whom signed with a mark.
On 150 signatures from a tribe of 5,000, money from the tribal

funds held in trust at Washington was paid to the Catholic

schools «

" The fact that the purpose of this trickery was to glorify God
and advance the power of the Catholic Church does not—in spite

of the web of casuistry that may be spun about it—alter the essen-

tial baseness of the act. The responsibility for paying out the

JJ^

WINTER SPORTS—THE SENATORIAL SLIDE.

—Webster in tlie Chicaffo Inter Ocean.
Miss Oklahoma—" Boys, you may not want to go in, but please let me pass."

— Walker in the Manchester Mirror.

POLITICAL INS AND OUTS.
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money rests either with Commissioner Jones, Secretary Hitch-

cock, or Tresidcnt Kooscv»>lt. Whatever technical defense any

one of them can offer for the legality of the act. none can deny that

l>oth in intent and effect this diversion of funds has thwarted the

will of Congress, disregarded the rights of other sects, and over-

thrown a sound principle."

ADVENTURES OF THE SANTO DOMINGO
TREATY.

AS if it were not enough for the little republic of Santo Domin-

go to be itself executing a perpetual series of revolutionary

somersaults, it seems that it is likely to drag us into the same game.

So it appears, at any rate, from an editorial in the New York Sun,

which charges President Roosevelt with trying to make a treaty

with Santo Domingo without the aid of the Senate, and avers that

if he should succeed in overthrowing the constitutional provision

for Senatorial action on treaties. " the Republican form of govern-

ment which has blessed this nation for more than a century would

cease to e.xist ; and irresponsible autocracy like that of Russia

would be the hideous substitute." It was on Friday of last week

that The Sun published the text of an agreement signed by two

representatives of Santo Domingo and by Commander Dillingham

and Minister Dawson for the United States, providing for Ameri-

can supervision of Dominican finances, but containing no provision

for ratification by the Senate. The Sun obtained this from the

Gaceia Official of Santo Domingo, and devoted a two-column

editorial to the fact that the clause relating to Senatorial approval

was left out. The Times came out next day with nearly two col-

umns on the same subject. The Evening Post called it " an amazing

document," and the Indianapolis Xeivs, said to be the organ of

Vice-President-elect Fairbanks, declared that " if this performance

is allowed to pass unchallenged, it will be exceedingly difficult to

put any limit to the President's power."

Meanwhile, however, inquiry at the State Department in Wash-

ington elicited the information, so the Herald's Washington cor-

respondent tells us, that The Sun's find in the Gaceta Official " is

not the text of the agreement under which the United States will

administer the affairs of the black republic," but was one that had

been disapproved by the State Department, and the real treaty " is

yet to be signed, and. as the Senate is to ratify it, it is now being

drawn with great care at Santo Domingo City under daily instruc-

tions from the department to Mr. Dawson, the American Min-

ister." The general explanation seems to be that Messrs. Dilling-

ham and Dawson "bungled matters very badly," as one paper

says, and executed a faulty agreement without .sufficient consul-

tation with the State Department. A number of opposition papers,

however, hold to the view that the President intended to ignore the

Senate, but has been compelled to back down.

The Philadelphia /'rt'ji^ remarks that "several of the conspicuous

New York papers have gone off half-cocked," and adds :

" The truth is that in a matter of such importance it is unwise to

pronounce a premature judgment, and that is precisely what our

New York contemporaries have done. A fi.scal control through

the administration of the custom-houses for the honest collection

of the revenues and their faithful apportionment to the conduct of

Government and the payment of debt in fulfilment of an arbitral

decision, is a legitimate executive function. Our history shows
several precedents and analogies. Even a broader interposition

for the protection of life and property would be justifiable. But
the establishment of a larger protectorate under the theory that, if

we will not permit European interference, w-e must give guarantees

of just treatment, involves the application of a corollary of the

Monroe Doctrine and of a national policy which can not be under-

taken without the concurrence of the Senate."

TOPICS IN BRIEF.

It begins to look as the the lucky Russians are those who are prisoners of ths

Japs.— T/ic Detroit Free Press.

The Czar might h; ve been a little more specific when he asserted that victory
was certain.— The Detroit Free Press.

For once the Russian authorities are disposed to underestimate the losses in-

flicted by their troops.— T'/rf Chicago News.

There is one bright spot in the St. Petersburg jumble. The lawyers refuse tO'

practise until the trouble is settled.— The Chicago Neivs.

General Stoessel is now on the way home. Fortunately for the rest of the
world there's no place like it.— The Mihvat(kcc Sentinel.

General Trepoff says the troubles at St. Petersburg are at an end, but he
is not just certain yet as to which end.— The Washingtoit Post.

It is safe to guess that no German coal baron will begin to tail: about his
" divine right " loud enough for the Kaiser to hear.— The Chicago News.

For a nation that c'oes not profess Christianity, China is expected to do con-
siderable in the way of turning the otiier clieek.— The Detroit Free Press.

The Sultan of Morocco is threatening to declare a " holy war." If he declares

that kind of a war, he will have to stay out himself.— T'/;^ Atlanta Journal.

Colorado ought to increase the term of its governor to six years. The pres-

ent allowance is too short to tell who is elected.— T'//^: St. Louis Globc-Dcinocrat.

The .Mormons have received no revelations for a number of years, but some of
the leaders are expecting one, with a Washington, D. C.,date.— 7"/;^ Washington
Post.

.Among the improvements contemplated by the nation's railroads tl\is year is.

the adoption of the block system in the United States Senate.— /"/(i- AVrf York
American.

" Hell is reserved for treacherous Mormons," says a Smoot case witness.

Proof of that would make a lot of persons feel more comfortable.— T'.'if Wash-
ington Post.

The Russian governor at Kovno lias promised reform. That sounds just like

the inaugural address of the average governor of an American State.— The At-
lanta Joitrnal.

Tom Lawson says that ten men will soon own all the wealth in tlie country.

We would like a photograph of them in the act of getting Hetty Green's share.

—

The Washington Post.

A Chicago Chinaman knocked down two hold-up men the other niglit. FTis-,

country, however, in a somewhat analogous case, is unable to profit by the sug*-

gestion. - The .Mihiaukee Sentinel.

Congress will really not have time enough to pa:ss any of the rate regulatiort

bills ; but it can pass private pension bills at the average speed of three and one-

half per minute.— The Pittsburg Dispatch.

Mr. McAdoo darkly hints that all the people who are getting held up or mur-
dered are doing so for the purpose of discrediting Tammany in some political

campaign.— The Brooklyn Standard Union.

If General Nogi could only wind up his fighting business in time to come over

here and take a swing around the Chautauqua lecture circuit he could make
enough money to carry Japan through another war.— The Denver Republican.

President Roosevelt has undertaken to give the island of Santo Domingo
an honest government, economically administered. Philadelphia next! — Z'Ae

Philadelphia Ledger.

A despot who will not be dictated to.

Voice from Under the Bed.—"I won't! I am determined to be master
in my own house !"

—Bradley in the Chicago AVwj.
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LETTERS AND ART.

A RUSSIAN "NORA "-WITH A DIFFERENCE.

IN spite of the war, the present season in the Russian capital has

been very brilHant, musically and dramatically. Several new

plays and operas have been produced with success, the public ap-

parently forgetting for the moment the external and internal troubles

of the empire.

One of the most interesting and " modern " of the new plays is

described by the Si. Petersburg critics as a Russian " Nora," tho

it is not an imitation of Ibsen's social drama. It is from the pen

of a young playwright, C. Naidienov, who has disclosed a fine

technique, as well as exceptional ability in seizing upon vital and

significant aspects of life. He is declared to be a born dramatist

with decided literary gifts.

His latest work is entitled " The Life of Avdotia," and it deals

with a provincial environment, with its intellectual and moral

emptiness and its demoralizing, blighting effect. The plot, in

brief, is as follows :

Avdotia Stepanovna is the daughter of a rich and not too honest

merchant, whose fortune has been accumulated in shady trans-

actions. His own wife, a good-natured, bright woman, is quite

ashamed of her husband's methods, but she has not had the spirit

to offer any resistance. Their daughter has re(Jeived no education

worth mentioning and is wholly ignorant of life, its interests,

duties, and problems. At the age of sixteen she is married to a

prominent bank official, Isumoff,a man not so much objectionable

as characterless. He is, in fact, the personification of mediocrity

and shallowness. He is a good husband and father, a model citi-

zen, but he has no individuality of any sort. Nothing stirs him,

nothing troubles him, and he can not understand nobler impulses

and aspirations in any one else.

The first several years of the married life of this pair pass in

dull monotony and conformity. Avdotia is scarcely conscious of

her humanity, of her moral personality. At twenty-five, however,

she undergoes a crisis, an awakening—thanks to the appearance in

her narrow sphere of a young man, the son of a mere peasant, of

intelligence and breadth and. energy. She soon falls in love with

this superior man and finds herself at war with everything and

every one in her own circle. She conceives a violent aversion for

her husband. She becomes nervous, restless, reckless, rebellious.

She denounces her relatives and

friends as worthless and con-

temptible, and determines to

break with her past. She must

"find herself" and develop her

individuality ; she must play her

rightful part in the larger life.

When reminded of her duties to

her children, she says, like Nora :

" What sort of mother am I, can

I be ? What can I do for them .-'

They will be better off without

me."

Then, like Nora, she leaves

her home, not coolly and delib-

erately, but in a fit of hysteria.

Unlike Nora, however, she

promptly returns. Lacking in-

itiative, she fears she will merely

become a burden to the young

man she loves. She can not

struggle and work and endure

privation and neglect; so she is

forced to resume the life she has

learned to detest. Reconciled

she is not, but gradually she be-

comes more and more passive

and, as it were, benumbed and

morally stupefied.

There are several secondary

characters in the play—all vic-

tims of their surroundings and i>t .,,,„- 4 x, v i^ Photo, by \ anderVV eyde, New York.

conditions. One, a poet and a new portrait

philosopher without force, finally commits suicide, to everybody's

surprise. Another, an old maid, has loved this poet for fifteen

years and has not found sufficient courage to wrestle with her

unreciprocated affection.

The story of Avdotia, says the critic of the No^wsti^ is at the

same time realistic and symbolical. Thousands of men and

women have her experience, but, what is more serious, the story

illustrates national traits. "We Russians," says the critic, "can

not live; we merely protest; we know how to suffer. We take

fire easily, but we quickly cool and resign ourselves to the vicious

circle from which there is apparently no escape for us. We have

the right impulses and are capable of high thinking and noble

desires, but what we lack is the energy, the perseverance to trans-

late desire into steady action."

The critic of the j\'ovoye Vreiiiya describes the play as "vital,

honest, artistic," as eminently true to reality and strong on its dra-

matic side. He finds in Naidienov the best qualities of Russian

imaginative writers— a passion for truth, sincerity, and artistic and

intellectual integrity.

—

Translations made for The Literary

Digest.
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A "HISTORIAN OF FINE CONSCIENCES."

SOME fifteen years ago, Henry James wrote a critical study

arguing in favor of the idea that the real function of the

novelist is historical. In an article entitled "Henry James: An
Appreciation," which appears in The North American Review

(January), Joseph Conrad pronounces the argument " unassail-

able." "Fiction is history, human history," he says, " or it is

nothing. ... A novelist is a historian, the preserver, the keeper,

the expounder, of human experience." He adds :
" As is meet for

a man of his descent and tradition, Mr. Henry James is the his-

torian of fine consciences." Mr. Conrad goes on to comment

:

"Of course, this is a general statement; but I don't think its

truth will be or can be questioned. Its fault is that it leaves so

much out; and, besides, Mr. Henry James is much too consider-

able to be put into the nutshell of a phrase. The fact remains that

he has made his choice, and that his choice is justified up to the

hilt by the success of his art. He has taken for himself the greater

part. The range of a fine conscience covers more good and evil

than the range of a conscience

which may be called, roughly,

not fine; a conscience less

troubled by the nice discrimina-

tion of shades of conduct. A
fine conscience is more con-

cerned with essentials; its tri-

umphs are more perfect, if less

profitable in a worldly sense.

There is, in short, more truth in

its working for a historian to

detect and to show. It is a thing

of infinite complication and sug-

gestion. None of these escape

the art of Mr. Henry James. He
has mastered the country, his do-

main, not wild indeed, but full of

romantic glimpses, of deep shad-

ows and sunny places. There

are no secrets left within his

range. He has disclosed them

as they should be disclosed

—

that is, beautifully. And, in-

deed, ugliness has but little place

in this world of his creation. Yet

it is always felt in the truthful-

ness of his art; it is there, it

surrounds the scene, it presses

close upon it. 1 1 is made visible,

tangible, in the struggles, in the

contacts of the fine consciences,

in their perplexities, in the so-

OF HENRY JAMES. phism of their mistakes. For
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a tine conscience is naturally a virtuous one. What is natural

about it is just its tinencss, an abiding sense of the intangible.

ever-present right. It is most visible in their ultimate triumph.

in their emergence from miracle, through an energetic act of re-

nunci.ition. Energetic, not violent: tlie distinction is wide, enor-

mous, like that between substance and shadow.

"Through it all Mr. Henr>- James keeps a firm hold of the sub-

stance, of what is worth having, of what is worth holding. The
contrar)- opinion has been, if not absolutely atfirmed. then at least

miplied, with some frequency. To most of us. living willingly in

a sort of intellectual moonlight, in the faintly reflected light of

truth, the shadows so firmly renounced by Mr. Henry James's

men and women stand out endowed with extraordinary value, with

a value so e.vtraordinary that their rejection offends, by its uncalled-

for scrupulousness, those business like instincts which a careful

Providence has implanted in our breasts. And, apart from that

just cause of discontent, it is obvious that a solution by rejection

must always present a certain apparent lack of finality, especially

startling when contrasted with the usual methods of solution by re-

wards and punishments, by crowned love, by fortune, by a broken

leg or a sudden death. Why the reading public, which as a body

has never laid upon a story-teller the command to be an artist,

should demand from him this sham of divine omnipotence is

utterly incomprehensible. But .so it is; and the.se solutions are

legitimate, inasmuch as they satisfy the desire for finality, for

which our hearts yearn with a longing greater than the longing for

the loaves and fishes of this earth. Perhaps the only true desire

of mankind, coming thus to light in its hours of leisure, is to be set

at rest. One is never set at rest by Mr. Henr>' James's novels.

His books end as an episode in life ends. Vou remain with the

sense of the life still going on ; and even the subde presence of the

dead is felt in that silence that comes upon the artist creation when
the last word has been read. It is eminently satisfying, but it is

not final. .Mr. Henr>' James, great artist and faithful historian,

never attempts the impossible."

THOMAS MOORE'S PLACE IN ENGLISH
POETRY.

/\ \T\TD picture of the vicissitudes that beset the literary

^^ reputation is given in Stephen Gwynn's biography of

Thomas Moore, the latest addition to the English Men of Letters

Series. The author says that nothing could show more practically

Moore's position in the literary world of his day than the nego-

tiations for the copyright of " Lalla Rookh." It seems that in

1S14 Murray offered two thousand guineas for it. but Moore's

friends thought he should have more, and, going to Longmans, they

claimed that -Mr. Moore should receive no less than the highest

price ever paid for a poem. " That." said Longmans, " was three

thousand pounds paid for ' Rokeby.' ' On this basis they treated,

and the agreement was finally worded :
" That upon your giving

into our hands a poem of the length of ' Rokeby " you shall receive

from us the sum of ^3.000." The poem was published in May.

1817. Its success warranted the position taken by Moore and his

friends, and a quarter of a century later Longmans still looked upon
" Lalla Rookh " as the "cream of the copyrights." In estimating

some of the reasons for the enormous success of a poem almost

wholly neglected by a change in taste. Mr. Gwynn says

:

"
' Lalla Rookh ' was in great measure work done against the

grain, and relying for its success on the secondary qualities of

elaborate finish, profusion of ornament, and variety of interest.

These qualities, however, were present ]a no common degree, and
the poem's success is not to be wondered at. The dose of novelty

in style was just sufficient to attract, without offending by its revolt

against ' the Popish sing-song.' It was indeed so perfectly in the

fashion of its time as to be inevitably demoded after a lapse of

years. The florid loops and curves of the regency period in deco-
rative art have their equivalent in Moore's profuse and lengthily

elaborated metaphors. Certain features of the work must be un-

reservedly condemned. The prose narrative in which the four

poems are set is deplorable—sprightly beyond endurance ; and in

the ' Veiled Prophet,' Moore tears one passion after another to tat-

THOMAS MOORE
(1779-1852).

.\utlior of " I.alla Rookh," " Irish Melodies,"

etc.

ters in bursts of sheer rhetoric. . . . But he had a fine ear for

meter, and in this poem he displayed all his resources, changing
the rliythm half a dozen times, with interpolating bursts of song.

" When, in addition, we remember that the most indolent reader

could ne\er for an instant mistake his meaning— that the volume
of thought was always light as compared with the faculty of ex-

pression— that every
harshness was carefully

smoothed away, and

condensation always
sacrificed to limpidity

—

it is not hard to under-

stand the poem's popu-

larity. Yet, when all

has been said, the last

word is that ' Lalla
Rookh ' is a work of

very secondary merit,

and retains its place in

literature mainly as an

example of an e.xtinct

taste.

.Moore himself seemed

to have the penetrating

sense of a true critic in

regard to his own work

arid was not blinded by

its excessive popularity.

After a long period of

popular favor, Moore

once remarked to Long-

mans that " in a race to

future times ( if anything

of mine could pretend to sucii a run), those little ponies the ' Melo-

dies,' will beat the mare ' Lalla' hollow." A glimp.se of his

amiable personal qualities is given in the following account of his

feeling about his contemporaries

:

" iMoore himself—except during his stay in Paris when much
adulation led him to question whether he might not perhaps really

deserve to rank with Scott and Byron— always regarded his poetry

as unlikely to last. His modesty was real; for not only did he
feel himself overshadowed by Scott and Byron, but, placed in the

difficult position of knowing himself popular and Wordsworth all

but unread, he never hesitated in recognizing Wordsworth's as by

far the greater talenf. His growing admiration for the poet is all

the more remarkable, because at many meetings his sense of ridi-

cule was frequently stimulated by Wordsworth's egotism and
' soliloquacious ' habit of conversation. Coleridge he neither

could like nor understand, and it seems that he did not care much
for Shelley. But throughout his diary one finds him manifesting,

in many passages, the conviction that these men, the unread, were
better artists than himself ; and he notes with exceptional pleasure

any word of praise from them, as if he expected only dislike and
rlisapprobation for his facile and popular verses. Not less should

it be noted that none of them praised Jiis longer poems, but all (ex-

cept of course Wordsworth) spoke with sincere enthusiasm of his

lyrics. The opinion of Landor and of Shelley was, in effect, that

expressed by Moore himself: that of his whole work the ' Irish

Melodies ' alone were likely to last into future times. But both

Shelley (as reported by his wife) and Landor agreed in attributing

to Moore's lyrics the highest poetical merit. How far critical

opinion may ultimately bear out this estimate must remain to be

seen; but probably the. depreciation of Moore's work, which pre-

vails at present, is hardly more judicious than Lord John Russell's

extravagant overpraise."

The solidest achievement of Tom Moore, according to his pres-

ent biographer. \vas that of an innovator in the management of

lyric meters. He notes that the century beginning with Cowper

and Crabbe and ending with Mr. Swinburne has been one of in-

creasing virtuosity, and that Moore is very largely responsible for

the advance. He says:

" It is Moore's great distinction that he brought into English

verse something of the variety and multiplicity of musical rhythms.
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When the " Irish Melodies' began to appear,

it is no wonder that readers should have been

dazzled by the skill with which a profusion

of meters were handled ; and the poet showed

himself even more inventive in rhythms than

in stanzas.
" The most curious part of the matter is

that Moore was really importing into English

poetry some of the characteristics of a litera-

ture which he did not know. He had not a

word of Gaehc, and (like O'Connell) desired

to see it die out. He observes that Spanish

alone of European metrical systems employs
' assonantic ' instead of corisonantic rime, tho

he was bred in a country where rime of this

order had been brought to an extraordinary

pitch of perfection. But he based his work
upon Irish tunes, composed in the primitive

manner, before music was divorced from

poetry. One may say, virtually, that in fitting

words to these tunes, he reproduced in English

the rhythms of Irish folk song."

Mr. Gw-ynn says in conclusion :

"It is no small title to fame for a poet that

he was, in his own country for at least three

generations, the delight and consolation of the

poor. Tattered and thumbed copies of his

poems, broadcast through Ireland, represent better his claim to the

interest of posterity than whatever comely and autographed editions

may be found among the possessions of Bowood and Holland

House."

LEONCAVALLO'S "GERMAN" OPERA.
" /'COMMANDED " by Emperor William some ten years ago to

^>-^ write an opera on a peculiarly and intensely German sub-

ject—the story of " Roland von Berlin " as told in that Teutonic

classic, the romance under the same title written by W. Alexis

—

Leoncavallo, of " Pagliacci " fame, fulfilled the imperial commis-

sion in December last, when his opera was produced in Berlin

with extraordinary pomp and circumstance. The Kaiser and his

court attended the first performance and " led the applause," pro-

voking great enthusiasm. The composer was decorated, and his

work was voted a splendid success, not, however, by the cold-

RUGGIERO LEONCAVALLO,
The Italian composer, whose new opera,

" Der Roland von Berlin," was written at the

request of the Kaiser.

blooded critics of the unofficial press. These

gentlemen bestowed very faint praise upon it,

and ventured to intimate that, on its own

merits, without imperial patronage and " boom-

ing " it would have failed to win even a mild

degree of public favor. The music, tiiey say,

is not of high merit even as viewed in the

abstract; of the Teutonic national spirit it

has not a trace. The plot of the opera is as

follows

:

In the first act we witness a scene in the

public square of the free city of Berlin. The
square is near the bridge which separates

Berlin from its rival municipality, Koeln.

Both cities are troubled, agitated, feverish.

The people have risen against the aldermen

and the burgomaster, who had not properly

protected them. Berlin is menaced by robber-

barons. The Great Elector, Frederick, is

promenading the streets incognito in order to

watch the developments and take advantage

of the right moment and opportunity to put

an end to the disorder.

A young man, Henning, attracts his atten-

tion through the cleverness and skill with which

he guides the excited and fickle multitude,

diverts its wrath from the burgomaster, Rathenaw, and directs it

against a hunted Jewess who is to be publicly whipped for alleged

misconduct. The great elector forms the purpose then and there

of raising Henning and installing him in the position of the pious

old burgomaster who is so unequal to the emergency.

Henning is in love with the burgomaster's daughter, the lovely

Elsbeth. He loves without hope, for he belongs to the merchant

gild, whereas Rathenaw is an aristocrat, and a wide, unbridgable

gulf separates the two castes.

The city of Berlin owes Henning a large sum of money, and the

burgomaster has no funds to meet the obligation. He summons
the Jew Baruch, the father of the girl pubHcly chastised in the first

act, to obtain the necessary sum. The Jew, resentful and seeing

an occasion for gratifying his vengeful feeling, refuses to lend the

money on any terms. Henning appears on the scene, only to learn

that Elsbeth has been betrothed to the son of the burgomaster of

Koeln, the rival city. This union is to signaHze a reconciliation

AN ATTACK OF THE " LEON-CAVALRV" OVERTHROWS THE HOST OF GERMAN COMPOSERS.
—Kladderadatscli (Berlin>.
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ol uio warring communities. A grand feast is given in the Heiiin

town hall to celebrate the happy event ; but old habits prove too

strong, and a new dispute is somehow started which soon leads to

confusion and disorder, and during which Elsbeth is insulted by

her prospective father-in-law . Ilenning is present and acts the

part of a minnesinger. Fearing to compromise Elsbeth, he re-

mains silent and passive. In the disturbance Elsbeth loses her

jewels, which Henning finds and takes away.

In the fourth act, Henning visits Elsbeth and implores her to

accept him. Avowing her love, she yet refuses. The father ar-

rives and swears that so long as the statue of Roland stands in the

square of the city, his daughter will not marry a merchant's .son

and plebeian. At this moment the sound of trumpets is heard.

The city is attacked and the great elector summons it to sur-

render without resistance. Henning rushes out like a madman
just as the great elector enters the city and declares that he will

rule it like a father. The Roland statue, a

symbol of rebellion, is ordered to be overturned

and demolished.

The great elector announces the elevation of

Henning and informs Elsbeth that she is to marry

the young man. But, alas ! on the street, one of

the soldiers of the victorious elector shoots Hen-

ning as a rebel, and he dies just as his ardent w ish

is about to be realized.

The music written for this text, according to the

critics, is without any suggestion of the historic and

local or personal features of the story. The pas-

sionate, human side is conveyed with some beauty,

emotion, and color, but the music would serve in

any opera, ancient or modem, German or cosmo-

politan. The national Havor is wanting. There

are lovely and pathetic and splendid "numbers"

in the opera, notably Elsbeth's final love-song over

her lover's dead body, but as a whole the work is

lacking in ideas and strength and distinction. In

Italy, however, it has just been produced with

pronounced success.

The Berlin correspondent of The Musical

Courier (New York) says :

••The music to which we listen here is that of

the conventional Italian opera writer, the clever

juggler, the routined composer, the man who knows
the orchestra, understands the human voice, and

has the instinct for stage effects. He dexterously

mixes his colors, and applies them to the canvas as

deliberately as occasion requires. He looks at his

material in a matter-of-fact way, and says to him-

self: 'This place is dramatic; here I must let

loose the brass and the tympani. Here I must
express consternation by chromatic runs. Again, this is lyric; I

need the violins and the oboe, or a subdued solo on the French
horns. And still again, this looks radier moonshiny

; a melody
on the flute with tremolo in the strings and arpeggios on the harp
will express it to perfection.' In short, it is music written to order.

It is for the most part hollow pathos, music written for mere
effect. The orchestral effects in their bombastic pretensions of

brassy noise often suggest Meyerbeer, without, however, sugges-

ting that master's great technical command. There is also gen-

uine, passionate Italian cantilena, but it is devoid of originality.

Even when Leoncavallo speaks to us in language of his own it is

the same language in which he spoke to us years ago."

The Musical Courier (New York) says editorially :

" It is interesting to Americans to know that there is a chance of

our hearing the ' Roland of Berlin ' in New^ York before the end of

the present season. Charles B. Dillingham, a theatrical manager.
announces that he began negotiations with the composer before the

production of ' Roland.' and has received a cablegram from Leon-
cavallo accepting an option and an offer on the work. The Dil-

lingham plans contemplate a production in the spring, with Fritzi

Scheff in the role of the burgomaster's daughter."

—

Translation
madefor TwY. Literary Digest.

JAMES S. METCALFE,
Dramatic critic of Life. He is

ciiarged with "bitter and unwar-
ranted racial attacks," and has
been forbidden admittance to forty-

seven New York theaters.

SUPPRESSING'A DRAMATIC CRITIC.
\ DLSCLSSIO.X uiiich disctoses widespread hostility to the

^^ peculiar methods adopted by the so-called " Theatrical

Trust," and which affects the whole relationship of theatrical man-
agers and critics, has followed the recent action of forty-seven the-

atrical man.igers in New York in passing a resolution excluding

Mr. James S. Metcalfe, the dramatic critic of Life, from their the-

aters. Mr. Metcalfe is accused of " bitter and unwarranted racial

attacks " on the members of the association, and has already been

refused admittance to a number of New York theaters. He has

retorted by bringing a charge of "criminal conspiracy "against the

managers, and the matter is at present the subject of official in-

vestigation by the District Attorney's office.

This incident is variously interpreted. In some quarters it is

thought that Mr. Metcalfe's successful defense

of a libel suit brought against his paper by Klaw

& Erlanger, on account of a cartoon printed a1

the time of the Iroquois disaster, furnishes a mo
live for the policy of the managers; but Mr.

Daniel Frohman, who speaks as the president of

the association, insists that all the trouble has been

caused by Mr. Metcalfe' s " scurrilous attacks" on

the Jews, " carried on for a number of years by him

in his paper." The Hebrew Sia /idanl (New York)

says: "For a long time his bigoted writings have

been tolerated, and it was only when the unjusti-

fiable attacks upon the managers became too

offensive that they took the action in excluding him
from their theaters, for which action they deserve

credit." From this view The Jewish Daily A^eivs

(New York) dissents. It says :

" The only point at issue here is whether the

Frohmans and the others who have it in their

power to issue an order barring from forty-seven

theaters in New York City Mr. Metcalfe or any
one else against whom they may happen to have a
grievance, were acting properly when they made
the reason for this exclusion that Mr. Metcalfe
wantonly attacks Jews.

"It won't do, this excuse. This sudden rush

to the shelter of the protecting folds of Judea's

standard is even more insulting to the Jews than

antisemitic articles, such as Mr. Metcalfe is

charged with writing."

Life comments editorially

:

"The theatrical trust has 20 long dictated to

American managers, American artists, and Amer-
ican newspapers that it has grown arrogant and

despotic. In the case of Life, it found that the proprietors of

this journal still retained a belief in American independence, and

that they could not be cajoled or intimidated. Then Messrs. Klaw
& Erlanger thought they had found a vulnerable point in Lifers

armor and brought a libel suit for heavy damages. A judge and

jury in an American court declined to aid and abet them in their

attempt to silence us.

" The last desperate resort against Life is to threaten physical

violence, to attempt, by combination, to drive Life's critic out of

his position and to arouse race hatred against this journal.

" It is not likely that even these methods will succeed."

The New York Dramatic Mi?-ror has this to say :

" If critics can be shut out of theaters in New York on purely

extraneous grounds, and the scheme should work here to the satis-

faction of the persons who control the theaters of this country^

those persons may take it into their heads to exclude from their

houses everywhere all those whose duty it is to write of the drama,

if the writers display the hardihood necessary to tell the public the

truth about plays and players.

" No doubt it would be a delighting condition for the theatrical

trust and those who are ready to assist in fighting the battles of

the trust, if ' attractions ' could be put forward everywhere with
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preliminary peansof praise and songs of jtriumph in the press after

their representation, without reference to the facts.

" Of course, it might be that if newspapers everywhere should

be forced to ' whoop up ' all theatrical enterprises and prevented

from telling the truth about those that call for criticism, the the-

atrical ' business ' would prove a wonderful success. And yet

there is a suspicion that such a system would not work to any-

body's gratification long, and that sooner or later it would be diffi-

cult to get the pubHc into any theater on any pretext, or induce it

to read theatrical ' notices ' in the press, except as a matter of

amusement that would satisfy the human craving for diversion

and suffice without other entertainment."

In view of the present discussion, special significance attaches

to Mr. Metcalfe's article on "Financing the National Theater," in

The North Anierican Review (February). He declares that six

million dollars is the sum required sufficiently to endow a national

theater, and asks : Broadly speaking, does there exist any neces-

sity for providing the sum which shall make such a theater an

actuality? He answers the question:

" To any one acquainted with the tendencies of the commercial
theater, there can be but one reply : that it is a vital necessity in

the life of the American people ; that nowhere else can a sum so

small, compared with other expenditures for educational purposes,

be used with the promise of securing such far-reaching benefits.

Naturally, only a small proportion of our great population would

ever witness its performances, but its influence would be felt in

every theater in the country, and from them would extend into the

every-day life of all the people. No university and no group of

universities, with endowments vastly exceeding that required for a

national theater, can reach as speedily and with such immediate

educational effect into every part of our national Hfe. The tend-

ency of the theater to-day is downward; downward in its lit-

erature, in its morals, in its manners, in its arts, and in its speech.

We are an easy-going people, and in our amusements take things

as they are provided. To-day, money-getting is the main motive

which animates the purveyors of our theatrical entertainment.

Until there can be set for our theaters a higher standard than that

based chiefly on money-getting, we must expect the downward
tendency to continue. An endowed national theater would set

that standard.

"

WHAT IS STYLE?

IT is essential, thinks Mr. C. F. Keary, that the literary critic

should get rid of the idea that style is a kind of polish, or an

external ornament added to the essential of writing. Style, ac-

cording to his theory, is an instrument not of ornamentation but of

expression. Such writing as is concerned with style aims to ex-

press ideas colored by emotion and by personality. The measure

of style, in Mr. Keary's view, will be the completeness with which

this expression is achieved. Enlarging upon this idea (in The In-

dependent Review, December) he says in part

:

" Baudelaire reports—and he means it for praise—that in conver-

sation Gautier's sentences came out so clear and well-ordered that

they might have been printed straight away. In other words,

Gautier talked like a book. But to talk like a book oneself is as

much a sin against style as to make one of your characters do so.

In the old-fashioned novel, even in Scott's and Dickens's novels,

talking like a book is a privilege reserved for the hero and heroine,

who rarely fail to claim it. Stevenson himself, tho his talk was
often delightfully witty and was always spiritual, had something

of the same fault which Gautier had. It comes from a wish to

play hero to your audience. He gave one a little the impression

of talking for effect. Now to pontificate is a defect of style.

" On the other hand, Newman has recorded that he never had

any other object in view than to convey as clearly as possible his

thought to his reader. That is the other theory of style.

" No doubt there has been something in the influence of the time

which caused and partly justified that rather precious writing which

was Stevenson's—searching the dictionary for unfamiliar words

and so on—and through his authority, through Mr. Meredith's too

(only his case is a little different), has been so broadly scattered

forth in imitations. For—if I may venture on a judgment—there

exists a curious parallel to it in Mr. Whistler's painting. There is

an immense charm in the style of both, Stevenson's and Whistler's,

a something which in neither case have we ever had before, and
should have lost much if it had never been. The atmosphere in

which Stevenson wraps all his ' Arabian Nights ' stories is a thing

inexpressible by other words than his. Changing what needs to

be changed, you taste the same sort of pleasure in Whistler's noc-
turnes and symphonies; and Whistler, now that he is dead, is cre-

ating the same kind of school and formula which Stevenson cre-

ated. But I deny that either artist drew direct from nature, or
that man as man. and not used (so to say) decoratively, is to be
met with in either. ... It is the same, I deem, with Whistler's

portraits. Put beside the painter the brutal truth of Manet, beside

the writer the truth of Gorky (not brutal, tho at first glance it

seems so), and then you can judge. This criticism is, however,,
beside the mark, except to show the effect of a style which is part-

ly good in that it is, in Stevenson, full of individuality and charm;
partly bad, in that it tends to let that charming individuality

obscure the personages of his dramas
" Style is, in one sense, an easier matter to a Newman, always-

intensely in earnest, or to a Carlyle, than to an Elia or a Thack-
eray, or any one who places continually a point of irony between
himself and his audience. But their attitude does not need or pre-

suppose the least of affectation. Always, be your mood what it.

may, you will seek and hope to find the words which belong to it,

which make ambiguity and misunderstanding between you and the-

reader as unlikely as such can be made."

In addition to this broader phase of style, Mr. M. Keary ex-

amines the element of intonation, or " the mere cadence of sound."

In prose, he states, this particular part of style "is used most often

for expressing the personality of the writer." To quote again

:

"The rise and fall of sentences, the use of long words or short

words, the mere alternation of vowel sounds : these things belong

more or less to each writer who has a style of his ownr—to Macau-
lay one sort, to Johnson one sort, to Hooker one sort, to Thack-
eray one sort of cadence or tonality in their prose, taken as a

whole. It is this part of style, more than any other, which is ' of

the man himself.'

"

Mr. Keary adds the further statement:

" The task before our critic who aspires to be a critic of style is

no easy labor. And one can not lay down for him golden rules.

But . . . Horace stands straight in his path with the maxim touch-

ing the sjtDiiua ars. That style alone is of the best which is in the

first place unobtrusive, in the second which does in the long run

convey an impression of individuality, in the third place of an in-

dividuality high above the commonplace."

NOTES.
Sir George NEWNEshas purchased the old established literary weekly, the-

London Academy and Literature.

It will be a hundred years next May since the death of the poet Schiller. In.

this country the centenary has already been marked by a celebration and ad-

dresses at Harvard University.

Paderewski, the pianist, established in iSqg a fund for the encourage-

ment of American musical composition. The income was distributed for the first,

time four years ago, the prize winners being Henry K. Hadley, Horatio W.
Parker, and Arthur Bird. A second competition is now announced.

\V. D.; Moffat, late business manager of Scribner^s Magazine, and Robert
.S. Yard, editor of The Lamp, announce the formation of a corporation under the

title of Moffat, Yard & Co., to engage in a general book, art, and periodical busi-

ness in New York. They have effected a business alliance with the publishers of

Tnvn and Country and have acquired an interest in that periodical.

Tlie Bookntan''s February list of the six best-selling books of tlie previous

month is as follows :

1. The Masquerader.—Thurston. 4. The Sea Wolf.—London.
2. The Prospector.— Connor. 5. The Prodigal Son.— Caine.

3. Beverly of Graustark.-McCutcheon. 6. In the Bishop's Carriage.—Michelson.

Lecturing before the National Arts Club, New York, Mr. Okakura-Kakuzo,.

the author of works on Oriental philosophy and art, recently called attention

to the fact that most of our so-called modern esthetics have been for centuries a

commonplace of Oriental criticism of life. Says the New York Evening Post,

summarizing his address :
" It was a monk of the Ashikaga period (the fourteenth

century) who declared that art was an expression of the playfulness of the human
soul anticipating the latest discussions of the ' play impulse.' And a Chinese

painter of the sixth century definitely anticipated Schopenhauer in declaring art

to be ' the movement of his spirit in the rhythm of things.' Mr. Okakura himself

came very near to the Tolstoyan esthetics in defining art appreciation as ' a com-
munion of minds.' It was a salutary reminder that in art appreciation and theory-

Eastern civilization antedates our own."
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SCIENCE AND INVENTION.

THE CURVES OF SPEECH AND MELODY.

I^HE metliod of investigating the phenomena of speech by

studying the curves on the cylinder of a phonograph, mag-

jiitied more or less through the intervention of a system of levers,

has already been noted in these columns. This method, first em-

ployed by Fleeniing, Jenkin and Ewing, and afterward developed

by Hermann, McKendrick, and others, has recently been greatly

improved by Prof E. W. .Scripture, of Yale. A lecture on the

subject, delivered by hrm before the psychological institute of Ber-

lin University, is thus noticed by John G. McKendrick (whose

name is noted above as an early experimenter on the subject) in

iVa/Mr^ (January 12). He says:

" Dr. Scripture has recently improved the mechanism of his ap-

paratus so as to obtain an amplification of the curves, about three

times in the horizontal and three hundred times in the vertical di-

rection, while the speed of the movement of his gramophone plate

was reduced 126.300 times that at which it rotates during the acous-

tical reproduction of the sound. His curves have been submitted

to analysis, and it shows the en-

ergy with which the researcli is

being prosecuted when he is able

to state that in America he has

twenty persons engaged in this

special bit of work.

"In the discussion of his re-

sults. Professor Scripture, in the

first instance, refers to some re-

marks by Professor Sievers. of

Leipsic, on what may be called the

' melody ' of vowels and words.

Professor Sievers says that each

line and verse of a poem has its

own melody, and that this will be

determined by the psychological

condition of the individual at the

time of its vocal expression. An
author, too, wliile writing a poem,

say one of a dramatic character,

may give a certain ' melody ' to

the expressions of one individ-

ual. Goethe, for example, causes

Faust to drop his voice at the

close of a sentence, while the

voice of Mephistopheles rises and

falls in a variable manner. Sievers also points out, as a curious

fact, that when Goethe completed the poem, many years after he

wrote the earlier portions, he had forgotten these melodic effects,

and the later portions have not the same melodic characteristics.

Professor Scripture supports Professor Sievers's view. This
melodic character will thus affect the quality of a vowel sound.

" Professor Scripture holds that the movement of the vocal cords

does not produce a sinuous curve, and herein he agrees with Ma-
rage, of Paris. l?y the movements of the cords a number of sud-

den and more or less violent shocks are given to the air, and each

shock is communicated to the air in the resonators. In this way
we can interpret the groups of marks made on the wax cylinder of

the phonograph. Each group corresponds to a ' shock ' from the

cords, and the smaller curves making up the group are due to the

movements of the air in the resonators. Professor Scripture is not

satisfied with the theory of Helmholtz that the resonators develop

overtones in a harmonic series, nor with that of Hermann, who as

serts that the resonance tones need not necessarily be harmonic.
He states that he can not interpret his tracings by the rigid appli-

cation of either of these theories, and he lays stress on the fact

that the walls of the resonating cavities above the cords are not

rigid like the resonators of musical instruments, but are soft, as if

the wall were fluid. Such a resonator, he says, will give its own
tone in response to all tones. We confess that here we are not

able fully to comprehend the author's meaning.
" Professor .Scripture endeavors also to establish a close rela-

tionship between the form of the vibration of the cords and the

action of the resonators. According to him, the form of the vibra-

CURVES OF RIP V.AN WINKLE'S TOAST, SPOKEN EV JOSEPH JEFFERSON

lion of the cord may b6 altered by changes in the action of the

muscular fibers that tighten the cord, so as to produce a tone of a

given pitch. Assuming that each muscle-fiber has a separate nerve-

fiber (which is highly improbable), one can see that the tension of,

the cords, even when adapted to the production of a tone of a givem

pitch, might be so modified as to give out a tone-wave of a .special!

form, and that thus an almost infinite variety of qualities of tone

(tone-colors) might be produced. The special quality of tone

would thus, in tlic first instance, depend on the p.sychical conditiorii

of the individual at the moment. In the next place, accordnig to

Professor Scripture, the ' water-wall ' resonators, as he calls them,

will develop their own tones independently of the cord-tones, aniJ

thus, again, by a summation of these tones the quality of the

vowel tone may be almost infinitely varied. In this way there is a

physiological association between the movements of the cords and

the action of the resonators.
\

" Professor Scripture also notes that each vowel has its own har-

mony, depending on the resonators, and that if it is sounded for'

even a short time its ' melody ' may change. This is why it is that,

when we examine the waves corresponding to a vowel as transcribed

from the gramophone they are often seen to change in character as

we approach the end of the series of waves. Tiie writer can cor-

roborate this view from his observations by his own method of

recording directly the vibrations'

of a phonograph recorder on a-

rapidly moving glass plate.

"Professor Scripture also'

points out a fact that was sooii*

apparent to all observers in ex"-

perimental phonetics, namely,

that in the records of the phon-
ograph or gramophone there are

neither syllables nor intermediate

glides, but a succession of waves,
infinitely diverse in form, corre-

sponding to the tones of the voice

or the sounds of any musical in-

strun:ent. The sound of a single

vowel may be in a groove a meter
long on the wax cylinder of the

phonograph, and. in the bottorrk

of this groove there may be thou-

.sands of little groups of waves.

The writer possesses records of
scngs that it drawn out would be
ID- meters in length. Finally,,

Professor Scripture lays em-
phas's on the effect of varying:

interi.-ii'y as influencing quality..

Apart from the theory of vowelt on'^'-- advanced by the author, this-

interesting lecture owes its value .^ the way in which Professor

Scripture approaches the problem from the physiological and psy-

chological side. The mode of production of vowel-tones is in this,

sense not entirely a physical problem. We are dealing with li\^ng

cords moved by living muscles^ and with curiously shaped resonators,

having living walls."

Pleasure and Pain in Evolution.—"Pleasure is a sen-^

timent of ascending evolution
;
pain is the sentiment of the organ-

ism's strife against the causes of decay." This is the conclusion,

reached by M. Bridou^ a French physiologist, in a contribution "on

" The Muscles of Pleasure " that appears in the Revue Scietitijiqiie-

(December 31). The words "pleasure" and "pain," the writer

thinks, are not definite, and the antithesis between them is "purely

literary." Our verbal habits, he says, create an artificial oppo-

sition between what are only different stages of evolution ; woi:ds.

are too narrow and rigid to express the mobility of biological phe-

nomena. The author devotes special attention to the idea that

pain involves the use of constrictor muscles, while in pleasure the

muscles used produce expansion. Among primitive organisms, Jie

says, there are no muscles except constrictors; "the muscles of

pleasure do not exist." The life of a vorticella or other one-celleH

organism must thus be one of Indifference varied by pain ; thereis.

in it not even the germ of joy. Says M. Bridou :

" The history of the motor function starts from a primitive stage:
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where only tlie constrictor muscle exists.' The extensor muscle
becomes differentiated from this primitive form by insensible

transition ; later, it affirms its predominance, becomes supple and
is perfected in its turn. Each phase of this development corre-

sponds to a parallel degree of affective evolution. The heart can
manifest only the violence of passion, the momentary agitation of

life. . . . The play of children indicates a somewhat precise sen-

\ timent of gaiety, but still automatic and almost animal. The
smile, limited to the lips, indicates intellectual satisfaction. It

would seem that the dynamic center of expression rises on the

nerve-axis with the mental value of the emotion. Every perfecting

oi the motor function, every step in the organic hierarchy, adds its

note and its tonality to the expression of feeling. In its totality,

the progress of the neuromuscular apparatus expresses the joy of

living, the continued elevation of desire and sympathy. Under the

influence of grief, or of depressing or morbid acts, life takes no
nevv direction; it persists in its optimistic will and its tendency to

rise. ... It would seem as if the study of muscular, evolution

mfght be able to fill a part of the chasm that lies between these

two terms and contribute to the formation of a more comprehen-
sive theory."— T7-a7islation madefor Tnv^ Literary Dige.st.

SOME INTERESTING ADVICE ABOUT EATING.

FROM a recent address delivered before the Physical Health

Culture Society of Manchester, England, The Lancet (De-

cember 17) quotes a number of paragraphs which it considers

instructive, altho not exactly in the way intended by the speaker.

Apparently the address consisted chiefly of a wholesale condem-

nation of most ordinary foods which he thought were the principal

cause of disease. Says The Lancet :

" For the ignorance on this subject he considered that the edu-

cation authorities were morally responsible because they did not

teach hygiene in all the schools. Salt was the first thing that came
under his ban, and he is reported as saying that,' like arsenic, it is

an irritant poison,' which we must have, but as natural vegetable

salt, which is usually boiled out and thrown away, thus drawing a

marked distinction between what he calls ' organic vegetable salt

"

and ' inorgaTiic mineral salt.' The former, he says, enters into

chemical combination in the system, while the latter ' is merely held

in mechanical solution in the blood. . . . When minerals out of

the earth, such as salt, soda, lime, iron, phosphorus, sulfur, coal,

or brimstone are eaten, they clog the system in much the same way
that dust and dirt clog and wear out machinery.' and he goes on to

say that some eminent authorities ascribe cancer to the use of salt,

especially when food such as fish, meat, bacon, and ham is eaten

which has been cured by salt.

"The idea that salt is the cause of cancer is, of course, by no
means new, and is believed by many as firmly as folks believed

some fifty or sixty years ago that brandy and salt would cure every-

thing.
" He then runs amuck at the use of ' fiery spices, as mustard, pep-

per, ginger, cloves, nutmeg, horseradish, sauces, vinegar, and
pickles,' passing on to denounce—we must say quite rightly in

many cases—the use by manufacturers and vendors of food of

such substances as borax, boric acid, soda, baking powder, cream
of tartar, aniline dyes, and sulfate of copper for coloring. Hence
the foods in which they are mostly used, as jams, marmalade, jel-

lies, milk, butter, margarine, cheese, potted shrimps, sausages,

pies, brawn, polony, cured meat, fish, ham, bacon, and many of

the tinned foods, ought not to be eaten. ' The law ought to forbid

these poisons being introduced into the blood.' Of course the lec-

turer condemned tea, coffee, cocoa, meat extracts, and alcohol as

not being foods but deleterious stimulants which ' mortgage our

nervous forces.' Aerated waters, he says, are generally unwhole-

some from their containing preservatives as tartaric and carbonic

acids, saccharine, artificial or mineral colorings, and flavorings.

* The only liquid necessary' for man is water.' Sugar and all foods

containing it are bad, also honey, while dried, crystallized, very

sweet fruit such as dates and figs are little better. ' Fats are an-

other popular but disease-breeding, death-dealing food. . . . These
fats bring on headaches, fevers, colds, and general debility, and it

is almost impossible to have a fit. a stroke or heart failure without

consuming these foods.' He does allow that some fat is nec-

essary, but says that it may be obtained from whole wheat, oats.

maize, milk, nuts, fish, fowl, and flesh from sheep and oxen nat-

urally fed on pasturage but not from those artificially fattened, like

pigs and prize cattle. He, of course, condemns pastry, puddings,
cakes, all plain and fancy bread, biscuits, confectionery, and other
starchy foods that have any animal or vegetable fat, oil, or butter

as an ingredient. At the close of the lecture one of the audience
asked anxiously whether Mr. Nawell, the lecturer, would tell him
what he might eat. ' Mr. Nawell recommends,' he said, ' vege-
tables, rice, and salads. Is that all ?' He was assured, however,
that a few things were still left that a person over 35 years of age
might eat safely.

" This abstract illustrates the curious mixtures of sense and non-
sense with which the mental appetites of our intelligent Northern
people are regaled and shows also that the adage ' a little learning

is a dangerous thing ' still holds good."

IVIISLEADING ESTIMATES OF
POWER."

CANDLE

' I ^HAT statements regarding the candle-power of different forms
-• of light are often misleading or worse is asserted by an edi-

torial writer in The Electrical Review (January 21). This form of

rating, it notes, is admissible only in case of lamps where the light

is uniformly distributed in all directions. Putting a reflector be-

hind a flame or a lens in front of it does not affect the total

amount of light given out, tho that thrown in one particular direc-

tion may be greatly increased and may be proportionately greater

as the distance grows, owing to the fact that the rays have been

bent into parallelism. Says the writer:

"The practise of rating searchlights and other lights in which
the distribution of light is altered by means of reflectors or lenses

should be abandoned, since it means nothing at all, altho it may
convey the impression that a certain light is exceedingly powerful

or that its light may be seen at a very great distance. Photometric
measurements are based upon the law that the intensity of illumi-

nation at any point varies inversely as the square of its distance

from the source of light, and this law is based upon the assump-
tion that the light is allowed to distribute itself freely in all direc-

tions. Where the distribution is altered in any way, the candle-

power rating should be accompanied by an explanation of how the

measurement was taken.
" With searchlights or other lights intended to throw a beam for

a great distance by means of lenses or reflectors, practically all the

light from the arc is made to pass out from the lamp in one direc-

tion. This beam is made up of nearly parallel rays, and under

such conditions the intensity of illumination does not decrease as

the inverse squar^ law, as the measurement is made farther and
farther from the lamp. For instance, should the intensity be

measured at, say, 100 feet away, and be found to be 1,000,000 can-

dle-power, and another measurement be made 200 feet away, there

will be little difference in the intensity of illumination at the new
point, and hence a rating of 4,000,000 candle-power would be indi-

cated. The absurdity of such a system of rating is evident. Sup-

posing that the rating usually given is modified by stating the dis-

tance at which the measurement has been made, the result would

still be unsatisfactory because by varying the size of the beam of

light the intensity of illumination can also be varied. To be com-
pletely accurate, such a measurement should give not only the can-

dle-power rating and the distance at which the determination has

been made, but also the area of the cross-section of the beam."

A somewhat similar condition of affairs, we are reminded, ex-

isted in the early days of arc-lighting. One still hears of " 2,000-

candle-power " arc lamps, tho the modifying adjective "nominal"

is commonly used. To quote again :

"As a matter of fact, no commercial arc lamp gives 2,000

candle-power. In fact, it does not give 2,000 candle-power in any

one direction. One story of the manner in which this old rating

came to be accepted is to the effect that an enthusiastic salesman

was told that the maximum candle-power given by his lamps in any

one direction was about 500 candles. If, then, he argued, his lamp

would be placed upon a street corner, it would give 500 candles

down each street, and hence was a 2,000-candle-power lamp. On
the same basis, those lamps which were not placed at intersecting
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streets should have been rated only at i.ooo candles, and those

placed where a greater number of streets intersected should have

been rated higher. This rating was dropped some time ago, and

the lamps are now rated according to their energy consumption;

which is satisfactory in one way. but it does not tix rigidly the

amount of light which w ill be obtained from the lamp, since this

varies with the quality of the carbon used. A soft carbon gives a

whiter light, and generally more light, than a hard carbon, tho the

former is consumed more rapidly than the latter. However, since

this matter of the carbons is beyond the control of the maker of

the lamp, the rating of the lamp itself in watts is sufficient, and it

would seem better to adopt a similar method of rating searchlights

and lights intended for lighthouses. If desirable, to this rating

there might be added a statement of the distance which the beam
will carry and be effective."

again disturb the earth after the sun has made a complete rotation,

so as again to bring the stream opposite to the earth. This rota-

tion occupies about 26 days. Consequently, if one and the same
sun-spot is responsible for a magnetic disturbance, the same should
recur at each successive revolution of the sun. According to Mr.
.Maunder's compilation, a number of such successions of two or of

three solar-spot rotations have been recorded."

SUN-SPOTS AND THE EARTH'S MAGNETISM.

IT has long been believed by solar physicists that a causal con-

nection of some sort exists between the material disturbances

on the sun's surface known to us as sun-spots and disturbances in

the earth's magnetic tield. Enough has been written on the sub-

ject to fill several volumes, but a recent paper by E. W. .Maundel

in The Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, Lon-

don, is noteworthy for propounding a definite theory of the con-

nection, which he believes to be no mysterious action at a distance

nor even due to .something akin to magnetic induction, but to be

caused by the passage from sun to earth of jets of extremely ten-

uous ejected matter. Says an editorial writer in The Electrical

World and Engineer
(
Januar)* 2 1)

:

"It has long been recognized that magnetic disturbances at the

surface of our world were in some way connected with sun-spots.

It was observed that there were periods of sun-spot activity alter-

nating witli periods of inactivity, the cycle being about eleven

years. There are similar periods of activity in magnetic disturb-

ance. Moreover, the maxima and minima of the solar-spot activ-

ity and the earth's magnetic-disturbance activity substantially

coincide. Altho the simplest supposition is that the sun-spots

directly affect the earth's magnetic needles, yet it was possible

that some antecedent cause gave rise both to the sun-spots and to

the magnetic disturbances at the same time. It has, however,

recently become evident, as this paper of Mr. Maunder .shows,

that it is necessary to attribute the magnetic disturbance directly

to the sun. It seems evident, therefore, that a sun-spot is asso-

ciated with a violent ejection of electrified matter radially away
from that area of the sun.

" Three forces are know n to be capable of acting upon such

streams of ejected matter, namely, electric stress, gravitation, and
light pressure. The electric stress pushing away the matter must
rapidly diminish as the matter leaves the sun. Gravitation is con-

stantly attracting the matter back to the sun with a force inversely

as the distance. Light, or. more strictly, radiant energy, is con-

stantly pushing the matter away from the sun. So the gravitation

pull and the radiant push fight it out for the resultant action on the

matter. Coarse matter will succumb to gravitation and fall speed-

ily back into the sun ; but as the matter becomes more finely

divided and offers more surface per unit of mass, the sway of

gravitation diminishes. Below a certain critical size of particles,

the push will always exceed the pull and drive the matter away
from the sun.

" An eruptive sun-spot may thus be regarded as a volcano ejecting

a stream or jet of negatively electrified matter radially out from
the sun. The particles travel outward in a direction determined
by the motion received by them when leaving the direct range of

influence of the gravitational forces of the sun, and hence continue

to travel in a radial direction. The earth in its constant travel

through space cuts across the path of these particles which, being
electrified, form the essential elements of a current. It is sup-

posed that the finely divided particles in the jet may reach the

earth in about two days. They become caught by the atmosphere
and constitute an electric current jet in the upper regions of the

same, which will naturally affect the magnetic needles on the

earth's surface. This disturbance may persist for a certain time
after the solar jet has swept past the earth. The same jet can only

NATURE OF THE CHEMICAL ELEMENTS.

' I ^ HE modern student of chemistry is taught to regard the classi-

» fication of the elements made by the Russian chemist, Men-

del^eff as one of the epoch-making events of his science. Par-

ticular interest therefore attaches to a recent article contributed by
this investigator to the last half volume of the new " Russian

Encyclopa'dic Dictionary," embodying the fundamental ideas of

the great chemist as modified by recent discoveries. Mendeleeff

begins by representing our conception of the chemical element as a

necessary result of the mental endeavor to simplify phenomena.

He says (we quote an abridged translation made for Nature, Lon-

don, November 17):

"' The simplest way of conceiving matter in this case is to con-

sider it as the result of combinations of elements which themselves

are matter ; and the phenomena as the results of movements which
are the property of these elements or their aggregations. It was
from this point of view that the conceptions were elaborated as to

the distinction, not only between phenomena and substances, but

also between simple bodies and elements ; becau.se the conception

of a simple body implies the idea of an impossibility of transform-

ing certain bodies into other bodies, while the conception of a
chemical element is merely determined by the desire of diminish-

ing the number of substances which are required for explaining the

great variety of the latter.'

" Mendelceff passes next to the so-called 'rare' elements.

Leaving aside historical details concerning them, he remarks that

it is the more necessary to dwell upon them as they complete to a

great extent our knowledge of the periodic law. ' Our information

about them,' he continues, ' can also, in our opinion, contribute

toward explaining the relations between the phenomena and the

substances in nature; because for the understanding of a multitude

of natural phenomena it is necessary to resort to the conception of

the so-called luminiferous ether, which by all means must be con-

sidered as a ponderable substance, and consequently must have its

place in the system of elements, inasmuch as it reminds us of the

properties of heHum, argon, and other similar elements. The
conception of the ether was resorted to at the outset exclusively

for explaining the phenomena of light, which, as is known, can be

best understood as the result of vibrations of the ether. However,
later on, ether, considered as being distributed throughout the

universe, was resorted to in order to explain, not only electrical

phenomena, but also gravitation itself. In consequence of that, a
ver>' great importance has to be attributed to the ether; and as it

can not be considered as anything but ponderable matter, we are

bound to apply to it all the conceptions which we apply to matter

in general, including also the chemical relations. But as, at the

same time, we are bound to admit that this matter is not only dis-

tributed throughout stellar space (in order to explain the light

which reaches us from the stars), but also penetrates all other sub-

stances ; and as also we must admit that the ether has no capacity

of entering into chemical reactions, or of undergoing any sort of

chemical condensation, therefore the above-mentioned elements,

helium and argon, which are characterized precisely by the ab-

sence of that property of entering into chemical reactions with

other substances, show in this respect a certain similarity with the

ether.'

"Referring further to radium, Mendeldeff remarks that ' there

can be no doubt as to its being a separate element, extremely rare

in nature. As to the emanation of helium by radium, and the pres-

ence of the helium spectrum in the spectrum of radium, he ex-

plains these facts by the occlusion of helium in a compound of ra-

dium, and considers that nothing gives us reasori to think that

radium should be transformed into helium.'

"As to argon and its congeners—neon, krypton, and xenon—
these simple gases, discovered by Ramsay, differ from all the
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iinown elements in that, up till now, notwithstanding the most va-

ried attempts, they could not be brought into combination with any
other substance, or with each other. This gives them a separate

place, quite distinct from all other known elements in the periodic

system, and induces us to complete the system by a new separate

group, the group zero, which group it precedes, the represen-

tatives of which are hydrogen, lithium, sodium, and so on."

In this "zero "group, the chemist has also introduced, he tells

us, two unlcnown elements, x and j' .• first, because in the corona of

the sun, above the region of incandescent hydrogen, there has been

noticed an element with an independent spectrum, named " coro-

nium," whose position shows that it is much lighter than hydro-

gen ; and, secondly, because we have no reason to believe that

hydrogen is the lightest element. He goes on to say

:

"The presence of the elements x and j in the group zero makes
us think that the elements which correspond to these positions in

the system will be distinguished by the absence, in a high degree,

of the capacity of chemical combination—a property which belongs

also, as has been already pointed out, to helium, argon, and their

analogues.
" The same property must be attributed to the substance of the

€ther, which must possess, moreover, an extremely low density,

and consequently a very great rapidity of motion of its molecules,

in order to have the possibility of escaping from the spheres of

attraction, not only from the atmosphere of the earth, but also

from the atmospheres of our sun and other suns the masses of

which are greater than that of ours. The researches concerning

the double stars prove that the masses of the stars which we know
do not exceed the mass of our sun more than thirty-two times,

while in other cases they are equal to it ; therefore, if we attribute

to the ether the properties of gases, we must admit, on the basis of

the kinetic theory of gases, that its specific gravity must be very

«nuch smaller than the specific gravity of hydrogen. In order that

the ether may escape from the sphere of attraction of stars the

mass of which is fifty times greater than the mass of the sun, it

imust, while it chemically resembles argon and helium, have an
atomic weight not more than 0.000000000053 (and a density, in

relation to hydrogen, half as large)
" In conclusion, Mendeldeff indicates that while the conception

•of the chemical elements is connected in the most intimate way
with the generally received treachings of Galileo and Newton
about the mass and the ponderability of matter, as also with the

teaching of Lavoisier concerning the indestructibility of matter,
'' Cfie conception of the ether originates exclusively from the study

of phenomena and the need of reducing them to simpler concep-

tions. Among such conceptions we held for a long time the con-

•ception of imponderable substances (such as phlogiston, luminous

matter, the substance of the positive and negative electricity, heat,

etc.), but gradually this has disappeared, and now we can say with

<ertainty that the luminiferous ether, if it be real, is ponderable,

altho it can not be weighed, just as air can not be weighed in air,

or water in water. We can not exclude the ether from any space

;

it is everywhere and penetrates everything, owing to its extreme

lightness and the rapidity of motion of its molecules. Therefore

such conceptions as that of the ether remain abstract, or concep-

tions of the intellect, like the one which also leads us to the very

teaching about a limited number of chemical elements out of which
all substances in nature are composed.'

"

From Star to Star.—An interesting note on the distances

between the stars is contributed by J. E. Gore, the Dublin as-

tronomer, to T/te Oiserva/ory. Its substance is thus given by M.

E. Touchet in La Natii7'e :

"He recalls, in the first place, that when the distances of two

stars from the earth are known, it is easy to calculate the distance

ibetween them. The problem reduces, in fact, to the solution of a

itriangle of which two sides and the included angle (the angular

distance of the two stars) are known. Applied to Sirius and Pro-

cyon, this method shows that their distance is almost exactly equal

to half that of Sirius and the earth. Between Eta and Mu of Cas-

siopia the interval reduces to about one-fifth of their common dis-

tance from the earth. The double stars that form physical systems

are ordinarily much nearer. In the case of 61 Cygni, which is, after

Alphi Centauri and the star 21,185 of Lalande's catalogue, the
nearest star to the earth, the distance of the two components is 55
times that which separates us from the sun, or more than eight bil-

lion kilometers [5,000,000,000 miles]. Light, with its speed of 300,-

000 kilometers a second, takes no less than -])/, houi's to pass from
one to the other of these twin suns. The brilliancy of the light re-

ceived by each of these stars from the other is ninety million times
more intense than it appears here ; that is to say, more brilliant

than that of the full mcon.
" The two components of Alpha Centauri are nearer still—24

times the distance from the sun to the earth. Seen from one of
them, the other would appear like a small brilliant sun, but would
be still so far away that it would have no diameter apparent to the

naked eye."

—

Trmtslation 7nadefor TvlY. Literary Digest.

A New Profession.—An amusing illustration of the meth-

ods by which some patent-medicine testimonials are obtained is

afforded by the case of a man who was not long ago brought

before a French magistrate on a charge of vagrancy. Says a

writer in The British Medical Journal (December 17), in descri-

bing the case

:

" In reply to a question from the bench as to what he did for a
living the man, who was long and lanky and had a half-starved

look, stated that he was by profession a fat man. He explained to

the astonished magistrate that he was employed by a manufacturer

of medicines for the cure of obesity to pose for an illustrated testi-

monial. For this purpose he was dressed in a suit of 'tights'

made of india-rubber, which was infiated so as to give him the

appearance of a man of Falstaffian dimensions. A photograph

taken of him in this character was described as ' before treatment.'

He was then pumped out by degrees, photographs being taken at

each stage of shrinkage and described as ' after one month's treat-

ment,' ' after two months,' and so forth. It is not a profitable

trade, as photographs once taken have an indefinite run ; hence the
' fat man ' may illustrate the completeness of the cure by dying of

starvation."

SCIENCE BREVITIES.
" It is a curious but well-authenticated fact," says the Kansas City Independ-

ent, " that the wild silkworm produces a silk which is declared to have a better

luster and stronger fiber than that of the captive silkworm. It was assumed
that the confinement of and solicitous care received by the cultivated variety had
produced a race which had lost some of its original vigor. Recent experiments

seem to indicate that the effect so apparent is due entirely to the different food

of the wild and the domesticated silkworm. The leaves of the wild mulberry re-

sult in larger growth at each stage of development and a larger and heavier ma-
ture worm, and one that produces a filament of superior quality."

In a recent talk to the students of Iowa State College, Robert Quayle made
the statement that if one of the best football players in first-class training were

placed on a large locomotive to fire it for a long trip, it would ta.x his physical

powers a great deal more than would the playing of an end ]x>sition on a football

team. He went on : "I might say that if he had, on a good hard winter's night,

to shovel, in the course of five or six hours, about fifteen tons of coal through an
eighteen-inch hole, and were it possible to see that fifteen tons of coal piled up
before him and he was told that he would have to put in that coal in five or si.>c

hours I think he would quit his job before he tackled it."

" A NEW British invention in footwear promises to exercise a vast influence on
the boot and shoe industry," says T/ie Americati Inventor. " Many attempts

have been made at one time or anotlier to produce a shoe with removable soles

and heels, but by various reasons none have proven satisfactory. But [a British

firm] appears to have solved the problem in producing a shoe that has all the ap*-

pearance and merit of an ordinary well-made shoe, but so constructed that the

heel and sole can be easily taken off and new ones put on. The advantages of

such a shoe are obvious, and the most striking feature of the patent is its abso-

lute simplicity. A factory for the manufacture of these shoes is in active opera-

tion at Leeds, England, and by the entliusiastic way in which it is spoken of in

the British press it has evidently met with popular approval."

" A MAN of mediocre ability can observe and collect facts," says Carroll D.

Wright, quoting Dr. Karl Pearson, " but it takes the exceptional man of great

logical power and control of method to draw legitimate conclusions from them.

He [Pearson] thinks that at least 50 per cent, of the observations made and the

data collected are worthless, and that no man, however able, could deduce any re-

sult at all from them; that, in the language of engineers, we need to 'scrap'

about 50 per cent, of tlie products of nineteenth-century science ; that the scien-

tific journals teem with papers which are of no real value at all, recording ob-

servations that can not be of service to any one, because they have not been

undertaken with a due regard to the safeguards which a man takes who makes

observations with a view of testing a theory of his own ; that in other cases the

collector or observer is hopelessly ignorant of the conditions under which alone

accurate work can be done ; that such a man piles up observations and data be-

cause he sees other men doing it, and because that is supposed to be scientifi«

research."
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THE RELIGIOUS WORLD,

IS A GENERAL RELIGIOUS REVIVAL
IMMINENT?

" /^"CHRISTIANITY, "said the London .S^rAz/^r recently, "dif-

^^-^ fcrs from other religions in that it bears within it the capac-

ity for infinite revival." The words may appropriately be recalled

at this lime, in view of the remarkable success of new evangelistic

crusades bcth in England and this country. The Rev. R. A. Tor-

rev and Mr. Charles M. Ale.xander. whose joint campaign in Bir-

mingham, Bristol, and Liverpool was noticed in our pages (Decem-

ber loK have now invaded London and are holding meetings in the

Albert Hall, which seats fifteen thousand people. The Welsh re-

vival ^see The Literarv Digest, Januarj' 14) shows no signs of

abatement. In this countrj-. Schenectady, N.Y.,and Denver, Colo.,

have been the scenes of extraordinarj' "religious awakenings."

Some features of the revival in Schenectady and surrounding

towns are described in a New York Suu editorial (January 25)

:

" Ever)' meeting is packed, and every day scores of conversions

are recorded. Even the children have caught the spiritual con-

tagion, and on last Friday they marched Soo strong through the

principal streets of the town, singing" Onward. Christian Soldiers
'

and ' Stand Up for Jesus.' The business of saloonkeepers is said

to be falling off seriously, so many men having signed the pledge

since the revival began. Meetings are held, not only throughout

the day and evening, but at midnight also, and even at that unusual

hour crowds flock to hear the preaching and to testify publicly to

the new faith they have found.
" In Binghamton also there was last month a stirring time relig-

iously, and in Elmira the I'aulist Fathers have given a great ' mis-

sion,' which corresponds to a Protestant revival. Scores of men
who had fallen away from the church and had not approached its

sacraments in years were brought back to the fold by these elo-

quent missionaries, and many others who had no religious belief

of any kind were won to the faith."

Of the Denver revival, late January despatches give this ac-

count :

" Great revival meetings have been in progress for some time, and

last week there was a day of prayer. Services were held in 60

churches, all public offices, schools, and 500 business houses were

closed. In all 35,000 persons took advantage of this day to secure

spiritual refreshment. They were of all stations in life. Million-

aires and women in silks were elbow to elbow with workingmen
and with women in shawls. At an immense mass-meeting in an

opera-house Governor Adams was on one side of the house and

former Governor Peabody on the other, while the mayor and other

city officials swelled the throng. The legislature adjourned and

attended the services. Denver is shaken as never before."

"Is this another great awakening?" asks the New York Sun.

" Are we to see Catholics and Protestants joining to kindle anew

their common faith in the Redemption which the new scientific

theology brushes aside as a relic of exploded superstition ? " Even

so conservative a paper as the New York Tribune is inclined to

answer these questions in the affirmative. " Whether there is to

be a new and general revival of Christianity," it says, " as a result

of the movements noted, it would be hazardous to predict; but the

signs of the times certainly are favorable to that supposition."

The Springfield Republican comments :

" There are now going on noteworthy religious revivals in South
Wales, in Schenectady, N. Y., and in Denver, Colo. This curiously

scattered sprinkling of awakening influences argues something we
wot not of, but it would seem to indicate that the power of the

•divine spirit, in so far as it is truly present in these emotional dis-

turbances, now as generally of old time, is manifested rather

through fortunate individual effort than because of the presence of

exceptional popular conditions favorable to its reception. For it

may be presumed there is nothing in common between these wide-

ly separated places respecting those experiences in life which may
give rise to a peculiarly receptive state of the moral nature ; in no

case docs it appear that adversity in any of its forms has been
operating in abnormal measure to impress the impressionable that

the eyes of an offended God are upon them

"The London Saturday Review thinks it finds in the Wales re-

vival a character that is new. It says :

**'
It is clear that a religious conception directs the present move-

ment to which the men of the earlier revivals were strangers. Their
minds were fixed on the idea of individual conversion. They
rushed to the cliapels and field preachings to hang on the lips of a
great orator who proclaimed salvation. In the movement of to-

day the underlying idea seems to be the public confession of sin,

and the salvation not so much of the individual as of the com-
munity. In a word, this remarkable revival protest is against
an individualistic and sectarian conception of religion, and a strug-
gle to return to a corporate and positive Christianity.'

That may be true of Wales, but it is doubtful if it is any more true

of the present American revivals than of those which so stirred

communities in western New York State 77 years ago under the

lead of Charles G. Finney, which aroused much theological con-

troversy and which led to considerable application, here in New
England and elsewhere, of the theory that any community, through

a union of churches and protracted meetings, could bring on simi-

lar awakenings."

The Christian ^Idz'ocate {New York, Meth. Episc), says:

" The people who have been saying that the church has outgrown
' revivals ' understand neither the Scriptures nor human nature,

.Such arousals of conscience, sympathy, aspiration for communion
with God, and longing for the .salvation of others are possible any-

where.
" Should all the churches in the land become dead or lukewarm,

an outbreak might occur at any time which would sweep through

the land like a hurricane. But the danger would be that it might

fall into the hands oifanatics, whose false doctrines and dangerous
spirit might be followed by another reaction. The only safeguard

is in churches constantly growing in grace, being abundant in good
works, renouncing the world, the flesh, and the devil—not with the

mouth only, but with the heart—and, not content with this, always

looking and longing for a special time of refreshing ' from the pres-

ence of the Lord.'
" If faith and works go together, churches, like individual Chris-

tians, get what they long for, sometimes more—never less."

The Boston Congregationalist says :

" Times of spiritual uplifting are like the dawn after a dark night

of unbelief. It was a fine recent saying of President Patton, that
' as the night grows darker the stars of prophecy come out.' In-

dividual resolves, quiet leagues of two or three for intercession,

are morning stars of prophecy and hope in the darkness of uncer-

tainty and unbelief. If we could be sure that in every church there

were these longing and interceding few, we should be confident

that the dawn of a great, new, joyful day was close at hand.

"God can raise up leaders. He made one of a publican and a
greater of a Pharisee. He called Moody from the shop and Kirk

and Finney from the law courts. But the power of these great

leaders is not purely personal. It finds points of beginning and

draws sustaining strength from the intercession of many whose
names are little known, or never known at all, except to him who
trusts us and rejoices when we call upon him for the help which he

himself has promised and provides."

In this connection it should be mentioned that the Rev. W. J.

Dawson, who stands for " evangelism plus culture " and tested his

methods in a week's campaign in Plymouth Church, Brooklyn (see

The Literary Digest, December 10), has resigned his London

pastorate and will devote the next four months to evangelistic work

in this country.

Ian Maclaren's Appreciation of Bunyan.—Cole-

ridge declared that the " Pilgrim's Progress " was " incomparably

the best Sumnta Theologice Evangelicce ever produced by a writer

not miraculously inspired." The latest study of its author, by Mr.

Hale White, serves Ian Maclaren (the Rev. Dr. John Watson) as

a peg upon which to hang words of eulogy scarcely less emphatic

than those of Coleridge. He writes (in The Bookman, London):

" It is absurd that evangelicals should have wasted so much tima
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on Puritan divines, who, with a very few exceptions, are as tedious

in their thought as they are illiterate in their style, and not have
realized that all they wanted and sought for in Owen and Goodwin
could be found at its deepest and its brightest in John Bunyan.

One may safely say that all the Puritans have not as much genuine

and lasting theology in them as this Bedford tinker, and that no
book published since the spacious times of Elizabeth is such a

treasury of English speech. The Puritans were provincial in

thought and style, and they are now unreadable : Bunyan had the

universal note, however he got it; his book is religion, not the

theology of a school ; his style is literature, not the jargon of a

sect

"The day is past when any man with the sense of letters in him
can afford to sneer at Bunyan as a man of genius born in a tinker's

hut, or a classic of the artificers in leather, or as the apostle of the

imperfectly educated middle class. Poor Cowper, with his pretty

gentle]muse patronizing Bunyan, is enough to make one weep; but

Burke, speaking of something being degraded into the style of the
' Pilgrim's Progress,' makes you want to do something else.

Johnson knew better, and when he bore witness that there were
only three books he wished longer, one was the ' Pilgrim's Prog-

<"ess.' No man is entitled to look down on Bunyan unless he has

X more splendid imagination and can write better English. In

vhich case Bunyan is safe in our day."

FREE THOUGHT IN THE
ENGLAND.

CHURCH OF

M R. W. H. MALLOCK, the well-known English author, has

been making some sensational charges against the Anglican

Church. He claims that" the most thoughtful and highly educated

of the Anglican clergy " have in large measure " repudiated doctrines

which all traditional orthodoxy regards as essential and fundamen-

tal," and suggests that " laymen may perhaps be ceasing to go to

church because our church services are impregnated with asser-

tions and implications many of which they have come to doubt,

many of which they have come to deny, and some of which even

the most reverent of them have come to regard with ridicule."

Citing, at the outset of his argument, the rationalistic views lately

expressed by Canon Henson and Mr. Beeby in regard to the resur-

rection and virgin birth of Christ, Mr. Mal-

lock proceeds to an analysis of the teachings

of two of the most eminent living representa-

tives of the Anglican Church, Dr. Sanday and

*ihe Bishop of Worcester. He says (in T/ie

Nineteenth Century and After)

:

"They both start with admitting that the

gospels are full of errors, and demand in var-

ious parts very unequal credence. The ac-

counts, for instance, of the circumstances in

which Christ's discourses were spoken were

'often nothing more than vague conjectures

of the evangelists.' Inaccuracies of this kind

are not in themselves important ; but the errors

of the evangelists as historians are far from
ending here. ' Subjective visions ' are de-

scribed by them as objective occurrences ; for

example, says the Bishop of Worcester, the

appearance of the angel to Zacharias, which
* was probably an inward intimation repre-

sented to his imagination in the outward form
of an angel.' Similarly, Dr. Sanday declares

that the ' incidents of Christ's temptation are

on the face of them not historical facts.' Nor
does he stop here. The ' casting out of devils'

—of which the majority of Christ's miracles

consisted—was not really a casting out of

devils at all. Christ himself certainly im-

agined that it was so ; but he imagined this in

accordance with ' the ideas of the time,' the

assumption of these ideas ' being part of his

incarnate manhood '
; while as to the miracles

of the loaves and his walking on the water.

MR. W. H. MALLOCK,

Who charges leaders of the -Anglican Church
with encouraging rationalistic views.

whatever actual incidents may lie at the bottom of these, ' a nine-

teenth-century observer would have given, had he been present, a

different account from that which has come down to us.' Again,

says the bishop, there are incidents in St. Matthew of another

class, such as ' the ass beside the colt,' ' the mingling of gall with

the wine,' and the ' thirty pieces of silver,' which were' due to the

influence of the language of Zacharias and the Psalmist respec-

tively.' Canon Henson has mentioned most of the above points

in his recent letter to the Bishop of London, remarking by the way
that the present Bishop of Exeter has made equally short work
with the gift of tongues at Pentecost, which can not, he says, be
accepted as meaning that the apostles ' received the more or less

permanent power of preaching in foreign languages.'
" But the most important part of the matter is yet to come. I

called attention just now to Dr. Sanday's admission that the human
knowledge of Christ, who believed that he was casting out devils

when he was really doing nothing of the kind, must have been

limited like the knowledge of his contemporaries. The Bishop of

Worcester elaborates this view of the case, with which he is in

entire agreement, and maintains that Christ spoke with super-

human knowledge only about such spiritual matters as the moral

character of God, and of man's proper relation to him, and neither

did nor could speak otherwise than in accordance with the igno-

rance of his time as to all questions connected with science and
human history. Thus his acceptance of certain prophecies in the

Old Testament in a sense different from that which it is possible

for a scholar to attribute to them, and his evident but mistaken

opinion that the establishment of his kingdom would be imme-
diate, neither bind us to accept what scholarship or experience

have disproved, nor are, on the other hand, inconsistent with his

truly divine character."

This kind of reasoning, continues Mr. Mallock, so far dominates

Anglican doctrine that practically all the miracles of the Bible have

now been explained away, excepting four. These are Christ's vir-

gin birth, divinity, resurrection, and ascension. Mr. Mallock com-

ments :

" Whatever nice distinctions may be drawn by clerical experts

between the mass of unbehevable miracles and a privileged mi-

nority of four, they are certain to be quite disregarded by the plain

common sense of laymen. In any case, a multitude of miracles

which the clergy themselves actually tell us to reject are asserted

with ceaseless iteration throughout the whole Enghsh liturgy."

Two Anglican ministers enter protest against

Mr. Mallock's argument in a succeeding issue

of The Nineteenth Century and After. One

of these writers, the Rev. H. Maynard Smith,

is a clergyman in the diocese of Worcester

and warmly defends his bishop, Dr. Gore.

He impugns the accuracy of Mr. Mallock's

quotations and interpretations, and says, in

concluding

:

" It seems to have been Mr. Mallock's ob-

ject to shock the orthodox by proving the

bishop a heretic, and to amuse the heterodox

by exhibiting him as a fool. The charge of

heresy has broken down, and the imputation

of foolishness may best be counteracted by

reading the bishop's works."

The other writer, the Rev. Prebendary

Whitworth, of London, meets Mr. Mallock's

charges in this way :

" Mr. Mallock represents the apologists for

Christianity as having thrown over all the

miracles of the New Testament with the ex-

ception of four: the virgin birth, the divinity

of Christ, the resurrection, and the ascen-

sion. All the rest, he says, ' are brushed

aside as legends or misconceptions of fact,

either because the evidences for them are

worthless or contradictory, or because they

are inconsistent with facts as we now know
them.' The Bishop of Worcester (he says)
' leaves only four remaining ; and can any
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THE BISHOP OF WORCESTER.

They fall under Mr. Mallock's indictment as Anglican teachers who have " repudiated doctrines

which all traditional orthodoxy regards as essential and fundamental."

reasonable man believe that he [the bishop] has succeeded in show-

ing that the evidence for these is any better than the evidence for

the rest?' In anotiier passage Mr. Mallock speaks with con-

tempt of clerical experts drawing nice distinctions between ' the

mass of unbelievable miracles and a privileged minority of four.'

Hut Mr. .Mallock certainly misapprehends the distinction between

the four miracles and the rest. It is not that the rest are unbe-

lievable. We do not make more of the four because of the better

evidence in tluir fa\or.

but because of their in-

herent importance in their

closer bearing on the

Christian faith. This is

seen in a moment when
we consider that if the

incident of the walking

on the sea, or the feeding

of the multitude, or the

raising of Lazarus were

blotted out of the C.ospel

records, Christianity
would still remain what
it is; but if belief in the

incarnation and in the

resurrection were surren-

dered, Christianity would

be overthrown.
" I prefer to speak of

the four miracles as two.

I have already said that

the virgin birth is only an
incident in the mode of

the incarnation ; and the

ascension is a detail con-

sequent upon the resur-

rection. When we speak

of the incarnation and
the resurrection we are

practically covering the ground. These two miracles are vital to

Christianity in a sense that can be predicated of none other.

With the incarnation of Christ, Christianity (as we know it) stands

or falls, and with regard to the resurrection we may say, with St.

Paul, ' If Christ be not risen, then your faith is vain.'
"

The .same writer says further:

" It is well, perhaps, for us to consider here how we should pre-

sent Christianity to an unbelieving world. We should not begin

by insisting on minute details of gospels or acts, nor should we
rely on isolated phra.ses in the epistles of the New Testament.
This would only be to provoke quibbles of vefbal criticism and an

endless controversy on the authority of the documents. We should

rather begin with the broad facts which no one disputes— the ad-

mitted facts of history. . . .

"We may take it as an admitted fact of history that about the

middle of the first century of our era a new religion was being pro-

pagated with extraordinary rapidity and success in almost all parts

of the civilized world ; that the founder of this religion was one

Jesus Christ, who had been crucified at Jerusalem under Pontius

Pilate ; that his followers, to whom its first promulgation was due.

were, for the most part, illiterate men. but that there was some-
thing in their message which caused it to spread like wildfire, so

that by the end of the century, in every city of the Roman world,

there were societies of men and women meeting in the name of

this Christ, singing praises to him as to a God
" The first propagators of Christianity had something to proclaim

which proved itself of marvelous power to overcome the world, and
no other explanation of their power is suggested or alleged save that

which our sacred books afford. We do not base our argument for

Christianity first upon the sacred books, but we base it upon admit-

ted facts of history which the sacred books can alone account for.

"What, then, taas the original gospel of power which overran
the world with such astonishing success? The precise answer can
only be found in the Christian literature, and, however much the

testimony of that literature be discounted by criticism, its general

tenor and effect remain undisputed. . . . We welcome the assist-

ance of scholarship, criticism, and of common sense, yet we con-

tinue in the faith, grounded and settled, and are not moved away
from the hope of the Gospel which we have received."

THE CHURCH'S NEGLECTED OPPORTUNITY.
" T 13EL1EVE scores and hundreds of churches are partial or

* almost total failures because the minister is expending his

main strength in the preparation of sermons for his grown-up peo-

ple, and neglecting almost wholly the possibilities for training

among the young," says the Rev. Charles M. Sheldon, of Topeka,
Kan., in a recent article in the New York Independent on "The

Minister and His Young
People." He continues:

" The most fruitful re-

sults of any young man's
ministry to-day will come
from his enthusiastic,

joyful connection with the

organization of young
people that is best fitted

to do the work of his own
parish. Three hours
every Sunday night spent

with his young people's

society will be more fruit-

ful of results in the next

ten years than three days
spent in the preparation

of a second sermon for a

Sabbath evening preach-

ing .service. I say this

deliberately, after some
eight years' practical ap-

plication of my theory to

practise, I consider t!ie

young people in my own
parish the most hopeful,

and in many ways the

most u.seful, part of the

entire work of my min-

Last year 1 gave two
Next year I
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istry. when I look toward the future

months to preaching services for my Sunday-school,

think I will double the time. I have not the least doubt whatever

concerning the usefulness of these services, if results are what the

ministry is after ; and I do not know what we are preaching for or

why we are in the ministry at all if it is not to build up a future

church that shall represent an every-day righteou.sness such as the

nation does not to-day possess. I believe it is true, as Dr. Hillis

said in his powerful .sermon on ' The Decline of Great Convictions,'

that the strength and enthusiasm of present-day inanhood has gone
into commercial enterprises, and has not gone into moral leader-

ship. What the ministry of this time needs to do is to shape and
train future prophetic leaders. Christian leaders in business life, in

political life, in social life, in literary life. There is a tremendous

lack of moral leadership in America. The Juggernaut of commer-
cial greed has rolled over and is crushing out of existence to-day,

in the lives of thousands of our best and brightest young men and

young women, the higher religious aspirations. The safety of

America, the redemption of its devastated municipal life, the res-

toration of a healthy, enthusiastic hunger and thirst after righteous-

ness rests with the Christian churches of America, and that task

devolves largely upon the ministry of America, and the ministry is

walking away from its widest and largest opportunity if it neglects

its young people. I say, let the ministry of this great country em-
phasize its great message to the children, live with its young peo-

ple, adapt its message to the new shaping of affairs social and

commercial, preach a gospel that demands the principles of the

Sermon on the Mount and the Golden Rule as absolutely for poli-

tics and business as it does for any other phase of human energy.

And the hope of all this is not with those who have become fixed

in their commercial and political dishonesty and .selfishness, but

with the children and youth, who can be trained to apply the Jesus

life to the every-day life. The regeneration of American politics

and American commercialism, the birth of a new and needed right-

eousness for this nation lies with the young generation. There are

no solutions for great public questions worth considering unless at

the foundation of them there is found a child, and in that child the

living germ of life which grows only in a religious training, found

possible only in a Christian home and a Christian church. The
ministry never had such an opportunity as it has to-day. The-
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destinj' of this country can without exaggeration be said to rest

with the young men in the pulpits of America. I have no faith

whatever in the remedy proposed by mere education of the masses,

in the building and equipment of large libraries, in the emphasis laid

upon great colleges and universities, if these things are in any way
whatever divorced from the most profoundly elemental religious

conceptions of righteousness. It will be simply a reproduction of

the culture of paganism with the twentieth-century gilding. What
this country needs is a religious conviction of righteousness which
is fundamental in the life, has its beginning with the child, and
grows up in him the very fiber and warp and woof of his entire be-

ing. The ministry can shape this life as no other power in the

world can do it. It rests with the ministry, then, to see the vision

-of this opportunity and act upon it with enthusiasm and faith."

WHAT ROMAN CATHOLICISM HAS DONE FOR
WOMAN.

JAMES CARDINAL GIBBONS, the most eminent Roman
Catholic prelate in America, claims that " every impartial

student of history is forced to admit that woman is indebted to the

Catholic religion for the elevated station she

enjoys to-day in family and social life." Writ-

ing in Men and Women (Cincinnati), he con-

tinues :

" The Catholic Church, following the maxims
of the Gospel and St. Paul, proclaims women
the peer of man in origin and destiny, in re-

demption by the blood of Christ, and in the

participation of his spiritual gifts. ' Ye are

all,' says the apostle, ' the children of God by

faith which is in Christ Jesus. . . . There is

neither Jew nor Greek ; there is neither servant

nor freeman ; there is neither male norfemale''

(Gal. iii. 26-28). The meaning is that in the

distribution of His gifts God makes no dis-

tinction of person or sex. He bestows them

equally upon bond and free, on male and fe-

male. And as woman's origin and destiny

are the same as man's, so is her dignity equal

to his. As both were redeemed by the same
Lord and as both aspire to the same heav-

enly inheritance, so should they be regarded

as of equal rank on earth ; as they are par-

takers of the same spiritual gifts, so should

they share alike the blessings and prerogatives

of domestic life

" But it was by vindicating the unity, the sanctity, and the indis-

solubility of marriage that the church has conferred the greatest

boon on the female sex. The holiness of the marriage-bond is the

palladium of woman's dignity, while polygamy and divorce involve

her in bondage and degradation
" In vindicating the sanctity of marriage, the church had to con-

tend with a triple enemy—the fierce passions of barbarous tribes,

the arbitrary power of princes, and the compromising spirit of

rebellious churchmen.
" From the fifth to the eighth century Europe was periodically

visited by warlike tribes from the shores of the Baltic, from Asia,

and from Africa. They threatened the overthrow of the Christian

religion, and, in the general upheaval of society, the landmarks of

Christian civilization were well-nigh swept away. The invading

hosts were utter strangers to monogamy and the restraining max-

ims of the Gospel. But when the storm subsided, the voice of

religion was heard in defense of female honor and the sanctity of

marriage, and the triumphant barbarians voluntarily submitted to

the yoke of the Gospel.
" Virginal and conjugal chastity found still more formidable op-

ponents among many of the petty princes and barons of tlie Mid-

dle Ages. Fortified in their castles and surrounded by submissive

vassals, they recognized no power that thwarted their lust; they

set the laws of the land at defiance ; they intimidated the local

clergy; they disregarded even the authority of the bishops. The

only voice before which they trembled and which compelled them

to surrender their prey, was the anatliema of Rome.
" What a sorry figure the so-called reformers presented when the

CARDINAL GIBBONS

honor of woman was at stake, and what little protection she had
to expect from them in the hour of trial ! Luther, in his commen-
tary on Genesis, says that he does not decide whether a man is or
is not permitted to have several \yives at once; yet we all know
that he did decide the question by permitting the Landgrave of
Hesse to have two wives at the same time, his brother reformer
Melanchthon concurring in the decision. We know, also, how
obsequious. Cranmer was to Henry VIII. in sanctioning his di-

vorce from Catherine. How different was the conduct of Pope
Innocent III., who compelled the French king, Philip Augustus,
to dismiss Agnes de Meranie, whom he had unlawfully married,
and take back his lawful wife, Ingelburga of Denmark, whom he
had discarded! And all know with what firmness Pius VII. re-

fused to dissolve the marriage of Jerome Bonaparte with Elizabeth
Patterson.

"The Protestant Bishop of Maine makes the following candid
avowal :

' Laxity of opinion and teaching on the sacredness of the
marriage bond and on the question of divorce originated among
the Protestants oi continental Europe in the sixteenth century. It

soon began to appear in the legislation of Protestant States on that

continent, and nearly at the same time to affect the laws of New
England. From that time to the present it has proceeded from
one degree to another in this country, until, 'especially in New

England and in States most directly affected

by New England opinions and usages, the

Christian conception of the nature and obli-

gations of the marriage-bond finds scarcely

any recognition in legislation or in the pre-

vailing sentiment of the community.' (Quoted
from ' The Calling of a Christian Woman,' by
Rev. Morgan Dix.)"

Of woman's position in the Roman Catholic

Church, Cardinal Ciibbons says:

"Women, it is true, are debarred from the

exercise of the public ministry and the cele-

bration of the Sacred Mysteries, for they are

commanded by the apostle to ' keep silent in

the churches ' (i Cor. xiv. 34). But if they

are not apostles by preaching, they are apos-

tles by prayer, by charity, and by good ex-

ample. If they can not offer up the sacrifice

of the mass, they are priests in the broader

sense of the term ; for they offer up in the

sanctuary of their own homes and on the altar

of their hearts the acceptable sacrifice of sup-

plication, praise, and thanksgiving to God.
Viewing, then, woman's dignity and her work
in the cause of Christ, well may we apply to

her these words of the prince of the apostles

:

' You are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a

purchased people ' (i Peter ii. 9)."

RELIGIOUS NOTES.

On the same day recently—January 29— President Roosevelt and ex-President

Cleveland made addresses on religious subjects from religious platforms. The
President pleaded for interdenominational harmony, at the dedication of a Lu-

theran church in Washington. Mr. Cleveland's address, on "Christianity," was
delivered under the auspices of the Philadelphia Young Men's Christian Asso-

ciation.

Apropos of the activity of Father Gopon as a leader in the Russian uprising.

The Catholic Citizen (Milwaukee) says :
" The present Russian instance is not

tlie first wherein an uprising of tlie people was led or guided by a priest. In the

history of Italy, in the history of Mexico, in the history of Ireland, similarly

generated insurrections have occurred—always and ever, we conceive, to the

honor of the priest's motives if not to the credit of his judgment."

"District-Attorney Jerome was wholly right," says Leslie's Weekly

( New York) ,
" in declaring, as he did recently at a meeting of New York clergy-

men, that the churches were largely responsible for the failure of the Sunday laws

in the city and elsewhere in the State. . . . This is true as to the solution of

the saloon problem, and the same has been true for years past, whatever may have

been the complexion of the party in power. . . . The churches complain that their

wishes and demands find so little apparent consideration at the hands of politi-

cians, legislators, and executive officials. Why? One reason is because they so

rarely agree among themselves on any specific and definite demands, and another

reason is that they do not go about their reform work in a way to command the

attention and cooperation of practical men. No party in city or State could, or

would, resist them if they acted together with earnestness, sincerity, and true

unity of purpose."
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FOREIGN COMMENT.

AUTOCRACY IN WARSAW.

ONE of the best-known and one of the most thorough students

of Poland in our time, it is believed by the London press,

is Dr. George Brandes. That eminent man of letters, in the course

of an elaborate volume on the land, the literature, and the people,

avers that the real and soundest portion of partitioned Poland has

passed under the sway of the Czar. " Altho Russian Poland is

oppressed and tortured as is neither Prussian I'oland nor Austrian

Galicia," he writes, " still it is only here that the heart of Poland is

throbbing and only here tiiat the Polish race may be studied in its

best and rarest originality." But the notion, he adds, that Russian

Poland can ever throw

off the rule of autocracy

is illusory owing to " the

brutal means which the

authorities employ."
It is a general super-

stition which must be

given up," he further

says, " that raw external

means of power are un-

availing to crush and

break down national

spirit." This conclusion

is indorsed by Western

European newspapers

generally, altho London

dailies tell us that

French organs are prej-

udiced on the subject

by their sympathy with

the allied nation ; Ger-

man organs are too par-

tial owing to the exist-

ence of Prussian
Poland ; while Austrian

organs comment on the subject w ith a view to the effect in Austrian

Poland. However this may be, it is only among London news-

papers—apart from the continental mouthpieces of disaffection

—

that the prospect of an insurgent Poland is deemed bright. The
London Spectator has declared that " close observers think that a

new Polish rebellion might be quite possible if Russia were to find

her attention drawn away" by the war to a sufficient extent, but

this is as far as prediction ventures to go. "We regret to add,"

to quote again, " that we see little prospect of a satisfactory set-

tlement of the Polish question, which may at any time thrust it-

self upon the notice of Europe as a dangerous disturber of the

public peace." Responsibility for this result, according to an elab-

orate study of " the Polish nation " in The Quarterly Review
(London), must rest with the autocracy in Warsaw. As regards

liberty of thought and conscience in that city we are informed

:

"Newspapers are subjected to a rigorous censorship; but it is

worth while to note that no Polish newspapers printed beyond the

frontier are even admitted to the privilege of being censored. Any
one coming from GaHcia or Posen and having a parcel wrapped up
in an old newspaper is sure to have it taken away from him, at

least, if nothing worse happens. A man in Warsaw may get a

Chinese paper from Peking, but not the Czas or the Nowa Re-
Jonna from Cracow.

"As to religion, the principle of toleration proclaimed by Cathe-
rine II is still proclaimed ; but practise is another thing. Political

disloyalty can not be borne ; whatever is contrary to the claims of
the state church must be politically disloyal. Roman Catholicism
is accordingly treated as hostile to Russia and favorable to Polish
aspirations. Almost all convents have been closed ; those that

M. KLEIGELS,

The noted " flogger," who is accused by the

Paris Action of having tolerated grave abuses in

Poland.

were spared, forbidden to receive new members, are almost all

empty now. Secular priests live under the close surveillance of

the police, like ticket-

of-leave men in Eng-
land. Without special

leave from the Governor
of Warsaw, entailing. of

cour.se. endless vexa-

tious formalities, they

may not even take a

drive beyond the limits

of their districts : so

that a clergyman may
have to wait more than

six months for the per-

mission to visit a sick

friend, if the district

boundary runs between
them.

" It is true that of late

years the clergy seem to

have been treated rather

more leniently; as the

prison authorities might
deal with a well-be-

haved convict, relaxing

so far as possible the

severity of the rules in

his favor. The lower

clergy—especially men
who are on bad terms

with their bishop, or who let encroachments on the part of the

Russians pass without protest—are now treated with a certain

degree of cautious indulgence. But tjiis change of attitude, such

as it is, by no means implies a change of policy."

Pure autocracy in its most characteristic manifestation at War-

saw is thus indicted :

" Warsaw, we are told, swarms with spies, obstinate, audacious,

following suspected persons about wherever they go, and scarcely

deigning to conceal their business. The Czar, some years back,

gave permission for a statue to the great national poet, Mickiewicz,

to be erected in Warsaw. By order of the police, every street was
lined with Co.ssacks, ready to shoot or cut down the multitudes

who came to see it unveiled, should any demonstration take place.

After a short speech, the ceremony was performed in the presence

of more than twenty thousand people. Not a cry of any sort was
uttered; the whole assembly was hushed into death-like stillness.

But we may be sure that they resented the outrage with all the

GENERAL OBOLENSKV.

He is now ruling Finland, but may be promoted
to high office in St. Petersburg.

REFORM IN RUSSIA.

When the millrace runs both ways it is dangerous to start it from two direc-

tions simultaneously.

—Kladdcradatsch I Berlin).
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passion of their passionate natures, and that the effect of what the

Czar meant as an act of kindness was completely obliterated.

Such things, on a smaller scale, happen daily. To give only one

instance, the Lutnia, a musical society in Warsaw, held its annual

, banquet in 1902, permission being of course previously asked of

the police, which only consented on condition that no speeches

should be made at the toasts. Then was seen a strange spectacle

;

a silent feast, some one at intervals getting up, pointing to another,

and raising his glass, the rest of the company drinking the toast at

the same time : all this in silence.

"But there is far worse. An abominable abuse of justice—

a

criminal recently acquitted solely because he was anti-I'olish and
accused by Poles—deserves mention. Zieniec, a medical professor

in the University of Warsaw, was director of an asylum for deaf

and dumb girls. He had a key made to their dormitory. A
frightful scandal took place ; the affair was flagrant, and witnesses

were in plenty. It was also known that he, being a professor in

the Clinical Hospital of the Child Jesus, had committed rape upon
several of his patients. There was no denying the facts; counsel

for the defense could only plead that the accusation was political,

since he was known as an enemy to I*oles ; and a letter by him de-

nouncing to the police as dangerous conspirators the doctors who
had accused him—written, be it noticed, after the scandal had
taken place—was put in and accepted as evidence. This was
enough ; the man was set free by the judges."

INFLUENCE OF RUSSIA'S COLLAPSE UPON
FRANCE AS A GREAT POWER.

1 T is to France that the comic press of continental Europe most
• confidently looks in its efforts to wed the solemnity of world-

politics with the laughter of the gods. The third republic is almost

invariably represented in cartoons as a fascinating female, flir-

tatious and smart in retorts that wittily summarize the international

situation. Now, at last, the serious press of Europe seems to have

taken its cue from the comic press— if not from one of Count von

Billow's pretty metaphors— in estimating the influence of Russia's

collapse upon France. The latter, believed by some German
organs to be writhing secretly in the toils of the Dual Alliance, is

put, cartoon fashion, in the position of a fascinating female who

RUSSIAN SPORT IN GERMANY.
— Kladderadatsch (Berlin).

has united herself with a bear for the sake of his worldly position,

only to find, when complications come, that the bear's liabihties

exceed his assets. The bear, it is evident from what the Vossische

Zeituuff (Berlin) says, is without that acute sensitiveness to his

own shortcomings which is so apt to cliaracterize, in similar cir-

cumstances, the hero of a novel written by an unmarried young
lady. Our Berlin contemporary predicts that all the money of

foolish France will be borrowed and spent, and that she will be

left in the lurch at last

:

" The war in the Far East has hitherto taken a course which can
be anything but desirable to the French. It is not only that iheir

ally is fundamentally shaken. From the point of view of their own
interests, their ally is lost to them. The relationship subsisting

between the republic and the czardom shows itself more and more
in the guise of a leonine pact. All the advantage is on the side of

Russia. France has only the burdens and the perils. Why did

France strive for such long years to attain an alliance with Russia?
Why did she rejoice when for the first time the word ' alliance ' was
spoken ? Why did she have medals struck and distribute swords of

honor when this brotherhood in arms was formed 1 Certainly not

for the sake of leave to leap to the side of ' the great Czar ' in the

Far East in the event of his not having Japan alone to fight

against. Rather was it hoped to win the help of Russia in the task

of winning back Alsace and Lorraine. The autocrat of all the

Russias was to lend the weight of his mighty arm as a means of

realizing the longings of the French for revenge. One must be a

good neighbor to the neighbor of one's neighbor, according to an

old axiom of diplomacy. For that reason much was hoped from

the war with two fronts that was yet to be forced upon the Ger-

mans, even tho the precise date of that war rem.ained uncertain.

"The calculation was foolish, for no Czar allows the Cossacks

to march anywhere but in the direction of his own interests. But
there was great readiness on the Seine to seize the opportunity to

miscalculate on this point. It may, likewise, have been supposed
that sooner or later some circumstance would arise to make the

Czar regard it as his own interest to degrade the German Emperor
and King of Prussia once more to the level of Margrave of Bran-

denburg. All these calculations are done with for some time to-

come. For by this war in the Far East all Russia is being weak-

ened to such an extent, and by its prolongation she is so com-
promised in the military, economic, and financial sense, as to be in

no position to undertake a war in Europe, more particularly against

a Power of the first rank, like Germany
" Hence the alliance with the czardom has lost for the French,

whether they admit it or not, all practical value. They can expect

no further benefit from this combination. All the greater is the

benefit to Russia. If the British are hindered from coming to the

aid of Japan, in the event of severe defeat being inflicted upon her,

it will be only on account of the danger lest the French make com-

mon cause with the Russians. LTpon this the French would con-

gratulate themselves. The republic has further the doubtful

happiness of supplying the Russians with means of continuing the

war and of paying the interest on their debts. In this respect

Russia will, in the future, make the alliance as productive as it has

been in the past. But that the Czar, once the war is at an end and

the uprising at home quelled, will give the French the expected

equivalent and assist them in the object of which, in Gambetta's

phrase, they must always think and never speak—that is henceforth

out of the question. Even if the Czar were willing, circumstances

would be too strong for him. Russia will require a generation to

pull herself together and regain her strength."

Nothing of this sort is reflected in the authoritative French

press. The. Jotii'iial des Ddbats (Paris), moderate republican, pro-

fesses the serenest confidence in everything Russian. The Figaro

(Paris'), champion of the honor of the French army, manifests a

devotion to the Dual AUiance that accords well with the favor it is

said to enjoy with the Czar's mother. The Gaidois (Paris), cleri-

cal to the core and infatuated with the superiority it discerns in the

monarchical form of government over all others, continues to deem

imputation of discontent with Russia as the last foul affront tfaat

can be heaped on France. But the Temps (Paris), organ of that

Minister of Foreign Affairs whose capacity to accommodate him-

self to any ministerial combination that chances to have the

ascendant in the French chamber was never more conspicuous

than under Premier Rouvier, ventures to connect loyalty to Russia

with friendship for Great Britain. " Anglo-French friendship," it

says, " which the good sense of the two countries has long deemed

to harmonize with their respective interests, appears to-day as an
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tlenuiu in the peace of the world. Governments know it. But

newspapers .should proclaim it loudly." This view shades off very

sympathetically into that of the London S/a/i's/, which urges the

following considerations upon the ally of Russia

:

"The revelation of Russia's unexpected weakness is a serious

disadvantage to France. She staked much upon the alliance with

Russia, and nov: she finds her ally much less powerful than she

h.id anticipated On the other hand. M. Uelcasse [French For-

eign Minister] had. before the revelation was made, taken measures

which to a very considerable extent make up to his country for

what has happened. Before France entered into the alliance with

Russia she was isolated in the world. There was such estrange-

ment between her.self and Italy that Italy, through fear of her

neighbor beyond the .Alps, entered into the Triple Alliance. At

the same time there was much friction between this country and

France. And the relations between France and Spain were also

not satisfactory. Now the fittenle coniiah- has been established

between this country and France. An exceedingly good under-

standing has likewise been establi.shed with Italy. And. lastly,

France has apparently satisfied Spain in regard to Morocco. In-

stead, then, of being isolated in the world, and being more or less

estranged from all her neighbors, she is now on excellent terms

with every neigiibor except Germany. Consequently, the tem-

porary disablement of Russia does not affect her so seriously as at

first sight might appear."

—

Translations madefori wv. Liter.vrv

Digest.

JAPANESE SURVEYS OF THE SITUATION.

Rl'SSI.A. as mirrored in the pupil of the disdainful Japanese

eye, is ignoble in adversity. There was no majesty in her

might, according to the Tokyo press, and there is now no dignity

in her crash. "Men are we and must grieve," remarks Words

worth, "when that which once was great has passed away." which

might seem to imply that the Tokyo Mainichi and its contempo-

raries are something other than human. There is, however, little

trace of sarcasm or of intemperance in thought or expression,

unless we except the///'/ (Tokyo), organ of the educated classes.

which a.sserts that Russia is not to be regarded as " a civilized

Power " and the Nippon (Tokyo), a conservative daily, which trusts

that continental Europe is at last disillusioned regarding autoc-

racy. France is yet under the spell, however, declares the au-

thoritative and important Wjyz/// (Osaka), highly indignant at the

long stay of Admiral Rozhdestvensky"s squadron in Madagascan

waters. The Paris Government must, therefore, be "hostile" to

Japan and " insincere in promises of strict neutrality " solemnly

made. "Further temporizing with a view to assisting the Russians

must be taken seriously." But the Nichi Nichi (Tokyo), under-

stood to be Marquis Ito's organ, and consequently capable of

regarding Russia with a disdainful sort of pity, points out that

Japan's elation at the progress of events need not be fanatical.

These newspapers, and several others that could be quoted, do not

seem to anticipate peace confidently for the present. They inform

Russia that Japan can go on with the war for an indefinite period

without feeling an excessive drain upon her resources in men and

money. The whole situation was, on the day of Port Arthur's

capitulation, made the subject of the following careful survey by

the Kokumin Shimbnn (Tokyo), an independent daily which can

speak authoritatively, altho it maintains a reserve on some points

which suggests that the censor is as severe now as he was known

to be last summer :

" The war is still in its first stage and the final result is yet far

distant. On entering into hostilities, we only accepted the chal-

lenge of Russia, tho in form we assumed the offensive. We are

completely prepared to continue the war until our ultimate object

is realized. There is nothing more misleading than the idea that

the fall of Port Arthur is the virtual end of the war. W^e continue

to stick to our original decision and hold to our policy of a pre-

ponderating influence in Korea and the open door in Manchuria.
It would still be premature to speak to-day of the future of Man-
churia, but it may be asserted that Japan's policy toward Manchuria

has undergone no change. If Japan should act in Manchuria in

the same manner as Russia has acted, it would be a deliberate be-

trayal of the international sympathy which has been shown to us

from the beginning of the Japanese negotiations with Russia.

Nevertheless, we feel warranted in believing that the Powers would

THE BALTIC FLEET IS ANXIOUSLY AWAITED BY THE JAPANESE.
—Kladderadatsch (Berlin).

not make any attempt to deprive us of the fruit of our victory,

should they understand that, in prosecuting this war Japan is doing
invaluable service for the common cause of the civilized world and
is paying a large sacrifice. As for Korea, it is often said that

Japan is not treating her as a truly independent nation, despite all

pledges to preserve the integrity of the l^eninsular Kingdom. The
plain fact is that, when a man can not or will not stand by himself,

somebody has to hold him, or he collapses. Japan's policy toward
Korea has been fixed and unchanged from the time of the Japan-

China War. To maintain the existence of the neighboring king-

dom, Japan takes it upon herself to supervise Korea's financial,

military, and diplomatic affairs. The form of this program is

completely exhibited in the defensive alliance of February, 1904,

and the subsequent agreement between Japan and Korea ; and it is

now all the more important to realize the spirit of the above pro-

gram. Thus Japan has not only the right, but also the duty to

protect Korea, under the terms of the recent engagements. More-
over, Japan has always to bear in mind that the removal of the

neighboring peninsula to a foreign Power is a standing menace to

her very existence.

"Japan drew the sword against so great an adversary as Russia

and has been victorious in every engagement. But the belief that

Japan is unable long to stand the strain of the war seems to prevail

in some sections abroad, especially on the European continent.

Most people have hitherto underestimated Japan's financial re-

sources as much as they underestimated her military power. As
a matter of fact, our resources are abundant, so that it may be a

cause of surprise to the world. It is a gross error to suppose that

Japan is unable to continue the war without resorting to foreign

loans. The last two loans raised in London and New York are

only to keep easy domestic finances. It may be recollected, by

the way, that Japan at the present time is in a somewhat similar

condition with England, at the outbreak of the great revolution in

France. W'ith less than half the present population of Japan, and
with very little, if any, greater wealth, England carried on the

struggle with France for twenty-three years. If, therefore, Japan
is willing to submit to the same sacrifices that England submitted

to a century ago, she can continue the war indefinitely. Japan has

a population of about fifty millions, and whatever armies she puts

in the field, she will have a sufficient population at home to carry

on all the national industries, and to push trade in every favorable

direction. It is a popular fallacy to take only the areas of coun-

tries for comparison of the national strength. The territory of
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Russia is 54 times that of Japan, but the Island Empire is more
thickly populated than the Czar's dominion, which is less fertile

than Japan. The Russians declare that they can mobilize 3.440,-

000 soldiers, but there are in Japan 7,650,000 people liable for

active, reserve, and militia services."

—

Translations made for
The Literary Digest.

A SECRET OF AlVIERICAN DIPLOMACY IN

THE FAR EAST.

NOTHING is more grateful to that "spirit of vanity" which

inflates the Japanese at this moment than " the demonstra-

tive courtesies " and " the unreserved eulogies " which the diplo-

matic agents of the United States in Tokyo "prodigally lavish
"

upon the Government of Japan, asserts the Revue Universelle

(Paris). That periodical has just analyzed with a wealth of detail

the far-reaching designs upon the empire of the Mikado which it

attributes to Washington. The excessive flatteries to which it

calls attention are understood by the French organ to be " dic-

tated " from "above," not as transient features of "a temporary

policy " but as " a line of permanent action," which it proceeds to

expose. For a long time prior to the outbreak of the war with

Spain, says this authority, " the Americans had coveted the Philip-

pines " as " a prey relatively easy to seize " with a view to mastery

of the Pacific. But " the Philippines presented to Japan a prey

seemingly easy to snatch," and the acquisition of the archipelago

by the Americans occasioned " profound stupor" in Tokyo as well

as "a sadness which at the present moment is not wholly dis-

pelled." The L^nited States thoroughly understood the Japanese

state of mind, however, and when the insurrection in the islands

was at its height Washington dealt with Tokyo warily :

"Japan followed the struggle with an anxiety that she ill dissem-

bled. Notwithstanding the silence imposed upon the press and

the muteness within which the official world restrained itself, it

was known that all the wishes of the Japanese were on the side of

the Filipinos, that Japan encouraged them with look and gesture.

It may be added that there was a conviction that the lots of arms

and ammunitions of every kind which left the ports of the land of

the rising sun went to supply the insurgents and to assure them
facilities which, added to those afforded by the mountain retreats

to which they retired, would enable them long to continue the truly

terrible struggle. It was even said that Japanese officers were

among the combatants, and it was not without serious anxiety that

Washington contemplated a situation so grave and from wliich

might spring, any day, fearful complications. Here is one of the

secrets of American policy in the Far East, one of the main rea-

sons for the cordiality of present relations with Japan which has
seemed to astonish the Powers so much and which appears, at first

sight, so extraordinary when we remember the contempt with

which Anglo-Saxons treat nations regarded by them as their infe-

riors. But the Yankee knew that this conflagration he had hghted
might be fed by a nation nearer the scene and developed to formi-

dable proportions for the sake of a revenge harmonizing with Japa-
nese aspirations and wishes. Hence the thousand attentions

shown by the Americans to the Japanese, the flatteries expressed

under a thousand different aspects." .

The tables were soon turned, however. The Japanese found the

Powers of Europe arrayed against them in a plan to compromise

the' integrity of China. The United States desired the open door

and the proceedings of Russia were accordingly watched " with aa

emotion incessantly increasing " at Washington. " The American,

averse by nature from warlike expeditions as much on account of

the constitution which rules him as because of his unmilitary char-

acter, knows that for him the business man is the strongest fighter

he" could have in the world." On the other hand, Japan was

anxious to retrieve the blunder she had committed in exposing the

weakness of China to the world. Washington and Tokyo decided

to make common cause. " The game was a clever one on the part

of Japan, but not so clever, perhaps, on the part of Washington,

which, without much suspecting it, was playing with fire." But

Washington has designs which will be carried out when Japan,

"exhausted in the military and financial sense, must resign herself

to having no further recourse to arms :

"

" On that day Japan herself will see the price that she must pay
for her mad eagerness for greatness, for armaments, for the fury

of combat. . . . And then the American, after having pushed the

Japanese into the struggle, will have laid his hand upon their coun-

try economically. He will have gained by peaceful means a fresh

commercial victory. Proud of his triumph, won at such slight ex-

pense, lifting higher than ever a head swelling with the grandeur

of imperiahsm, the American will be able to affirm that on the other

side of the Pacific, thousands of miles from the mother country, a

second America is about to rise."

—

Translatioti made for The
Literary Digest.

V ZA ^^^mi

'

DIVISION OF LABOR.

[British Naval Estimates for the year 1904 5. .^36,889,500. Appropriations in

aid : Australia, £^-200^00 ; Canada, nil.]

—Punch (London).

MISS CANADA PADDI.ES HER OWN CANOE.

Uncle Sam—" Waal, say, she don't appear to be much on the flirt, does she ?

'

— World (Toronto)

SHY.
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NOTABLE BOOKS OF THE DAY.

SOME MECCAS OF THE MIND.

Backgroi'nds of Literature.
Cloth, 32S pp. Price, f.2.00 net.

r>v Hamilton Wright Mabie.
The Macmillan Company.

Illustrated.

MR. MABIE is a parabollst, and has written some charming things

—css;iys built round a thread of story—somewhat in Mr. Le
Clallienne's vein (minus the incorporated poetry). In " The

Life of the Spirit " he is a powerful preacher. But his main work has

been that of an essayist and critic. Art (that is, fit expression) to him

is the great fact; the supreme art that of living, and man's first duty

culture or development. It may perhaps be said that this development

has a look of being too much jf//-development to interest itself greatly

(whatever its a'titude toward the few) in any uplifting of the many.

Mr. Mabie's belief in balance, poise, "sanity," the avoidance of ex-

tremes, Seems too firm for any surrender to a Passion for Humanity;
and we instinctively feel we should look to him in vain, even with their

particular kind of ability, to be a Wendell Pliillips, a Ruskiii, or a Will-

iam Morris. It is perhaps well for all men of high trainmg, too, to re-

member that not yet, even, has infallibility been conferred upon man

;

that even now the universe is not all explored, the truth not wholly

known; that time and again Western civilization has developed re-

versals of opinion, and in its history human thought has read new
" laws " where once it read old. Not seldom have men of the best cul-

ture and the highest purpose, in some of their oppositions, hindered

rather than helped advance. Surely it is fitting and wise for a great

gift—while accomplishing its own
good in its own way—to be tender of

others' efforts for good.

Mr. Mabie's books have deservedly

taken high rank. In them again,

amid problems of this latest day, has

a strong, sincere spirit sought orien-

tation and guidance for life by the

eternal verities, and allures us with

the results. Its work—marked by
fulness and ripeness of culture, in-

sight, breadth, spiritual delicacy, es-

thetic instinct, general justness of

view, and embodied in a vital and
attractive style—takes its place in

the mind with that of such writers as

Whipple and Higginson, and with
Lowell's and Matthew Arnold's prose.

The theme of this volume is some
environments (region and people) in,

or (as the title tells) some back-

grounds against, which literature has been wrought; and the back-

grounds supplied are Wordsworth's, Emerson's, Washington Irving's,

Goethe's, Mr. Blackmore's, Walt Whitman's, Scott's, and Hawthorne's.

Inwoven with delightful bits of local descriptioh are biography and
critical analysis, and luminous allusion to the author's friends or rivals.

The eight papers are all clear-sighted and charming.

A certain continuity and roundedness of view results from our being
shown, as it were, some strong influences under which these men wnHe,
stealing into them, producing their effect, and then reappearing, trans-

formed, in their works. Naturally, it is the discriminating things said

of the authors in their creative relation that most richly repays the

reading. Of Emerson Mr. Mabie wittily remarks that, in spite of his

scant brilliancy as a farmer, "no one ever took ampler or nobler har-

vests of spirit off the land." It is the true critical faculty, keen and
unerring, tliat defines Wordsworth's duality of vision, detects the weak-
ness in Goethe's work, in Whitman's amid the dross spies the nugget,

champions the affluent but careless Scott, and feels and phrases the

"touch of pallor" in Hawthorne.
The illustrations, mostly from photographs, place correctly and

vividly before us some pregnant scenes and localities. The text is en-

larged from last year's edition.

HAMILTON WRIGHT MABIE.

A POLITICAL NOVEL.
Guthrie of the Times. A Story of Success. By Joseph A. Altsheler.

Illustrated. Cloth, 338 pp. Price, $1.50. Doubleday, Page & Co.

BESIDES short stories and two books for boys, Mr. Altsheler has
written nine novels on subjects drawn mostly from the Revolu-
tionary War, the War of 1812, and the Civil War. This is a tale

of the politics and newspaper life of to-day.

The hero, Guthrie, is correspondent of the Louisville Times at the
Kentucky capital. He is devoted to, and, of course (being the hero),

has great talent for, his profession ; in which, however, as often happens
in journalism, while making reputations for others he wins slight re-

ward himself. " I am," he says, " like one of the college boys at the

football games, who isn't in the game itself, but who can stand on the

coaching lines and shout and yell and make a lot of noise, and some-
times delude the public into the belief that he is really an important
person." An effort is made to impeach the Speaker of the House, on a
charge of having taken bribes to ob-

struct the passage of a bill for char-

tering an electric-gas company in

Louisville, that seems to be in the

popular interest and to strike at mon-
opoly. There is a mystery as to the

real source and motive power of this

movement, started by but one mem-
ber of the House, yet finally convuls-

ing the State. Visiting the " moun-
tains " to report for his paper a

"feud," Guthrie stumbles on a clew
;

goes to New York ; cleverly unearths

the scheme of a firm of bankers there

to push the bill through the Kentucky
legislature, ruining the Speaker be-

cause he stands in their way, and then

to sell out to the local corporations
;

beards the bankers in their office, and
by means of a despatch sent to his

paper clears the Speaker just before

the deciding vote on his impeachment is taken in the Senate. He then

engages in a congressional campaign in Louisville, which results in a
deadlock in convention ; is compelled by the convention to make a

speech, suddenly discovers himself to be a genius, takes his hearers by
storm, is unanimously nominated himself, and is elected by a large in-

crease over the regular party vote. Two successful love affairs, his

own and the Speaker's, run through the story.

The book—while sounding no deeps—is direct, life-like, and readable.

It gives a good idea of life in Kentucky, the author's native State, and
one suspects the originals of several of the characters will be recognized

there. Mr. Altsheler succeeds in making his hero convincingly high-

minded, observant, and quick-witted. As is the way in novels when
moral uplift or political or social amelioration is the theme, the descrip-

tion of Guthrie's great speech (which is not given) is composed of mere
generalities without definite content. Such things perhaps emotionally

lift, but they do not mentally enlighten.

JOSEPH A. altsheler.

UNCLE AB AGAIN.

The Georgians. By Will N. Harben. Cloth, 338 pp. Price, $1.50. Harper
& Brothers.

IN a Georgia jail lies Si Warren under sentence of death for the kill-

ing of Buford., He has behind him a history of drunkenness and
general worthlessness ; and tho he claims that he shot Buford in

self-defense, the fact that he had attempted the lives of other men
weighs heavily against him. Mainly, however, the verdict went against

him because of the absence of an important witness, Abe Wilson, who
alone saw the shooting and is himself a renegade from justice.

Nearly all the citizens of Darley are dead against Warren or indiffer-

ent to his fate, all but two—Abner Daniel and Eric Vaughn. Uncle
Ab's interest in the case springs from general humanity—his sjrmpathy

with the man that is down. The case touches Eric deeper than that.

He is the spendthrift and somewhat dissipated son of a wealthy father

whose crustiness and espousal of the

negro cause make him a unique figure

in the town. It was Eric's lot, while

living on his plantation, which ad-

joined Si Warren's farm, to fall in

love with Warren's daughter, Marie.

Her evil-minded father was suspic-

ious and misconstrued a compromis-
ing situation, which certainly looked

bad enough, into a damning accusa-

tion against his daughter, and became
young Vaughn's most bitter enemy.
Pretty soon Warren left the place,

taking Marie with him. She fell ill,

and when her father returned with

the story of her death he was be-

lieved.

It was after this that the crime

was committed which almost resulted

in the hanging of Warren. For love

of the girl he thought dead, Eric

Vaughn secretly spent large sums in the effort to save Warren, and
came very near to being disinherited by his father, who thought that

his son's means were going the way of the saloon and the gaming-table.

In his efforts to save the condemned man, Eric had an able friend and
counselor in Uncle Ab, who procured a reprieve and at last found the

witness upon whose testimony Warren was set free. He was broken in

WILL N. harben.
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health, however, and soon died. On his deathbed he informed Eric that

the supposedly dead Marie was alive and had become the adopted
daughter of a wealthy family in New Orleans.

There Eric went in person to carry the news of Warren's death and
to get an assurance from Marie that he might still hope to make her his

wife ; but she, misunderstanding his silence during these years, would
not even see him. Later Marie visited her father's grave and learned

from Uncle Ab of the nobility and faithfulness of Eric's devotion.

There in the graveyard, with Uncle Ab in tlie distance bowed over the

tombstone of his long lost sweetheart, the lovers plighted their troth

anew.
This in outline is the plot of a homely tale which brings us close to

the life of a tj'pical Southern town, the lights and shadows of which
Mr. Harben has his own distinctive way of portraying. And he does

so with a large fund of humor and of homespun philosophy, qnaint and
sometimes pathetic, of which the chief mouthpiece is the droll, shrewd,

kindly, mischievous old farmer-bachelor, Abner Daniel. He is the

heart of the book. Many of his sayings might be framed and hung
upon the wall, and his actions always bespeak the true heart that beats

beneath his rusty duster. His method of routing the blatant Rev. Tom
E. Smith and winning the congregation's signatures to the petition for

the reprieve of Warren evinced a high degree &f diplomacy and foren-

sic skill. And that was only one of his tactful triumphs. Daniel's par-

ticular friends. Garden and Leftwich, are interesting fellows, and Jack
Bantram, the itinerant preacher, in spite of his strange eccentricities,

gives out the ring of good metal. All in all, this story is one that can

not fail to interest and amuse.

MONCURE DANIEL CONWAY.

A BUSY LIFETIIVIE OF LOFTY ENDEAVOR.
Autobiography, Memories and Experiences. By Moncure Daniel Con-

way. Cloth, 2 vols., 933 pp. Price, $6.00 net. Houghton, MifHin & Co.

THE final history of politics, religion, and literature, in America and
England, for the last half of the nineteenth century, can not be
written without reference to the autobiography of Moncure

Daniel Conway. One after another and in famous groups and coteries

the great characters of American and English life, from 1850 to the

present day, appear upon this stage

of two hemispheres, playing their

old parts, but almost every one with

some new lines. And among them
all Mr. Conway moves in friendly

converse and counsel, evidently un-

conscious of the fact that he is him-
self one of the principal actors. '

Born in the environment of slave-

holding Virginia aristocracy in 1832,

at the age of sixteen he was an ar-

dent apologist for slavery; a year or

so later he was a Methodist circuit-

preacher; and at nineteen, a convert

to Unitarianism and an eloquent

abolitionist, he was taking a man's
part in men's afifairs. A few years

later, saddened by his abolitionist

friends' appeal to arms, and revolt-

ing from the worship of what he con-

ceived to be a God of war, he left Uni-

tarianism for the more rationalistic cult of Freethought, and went to

preside over South Place Chapel, in London, performing also, during

the first years of his work there, valiant service for the cause of negro

emancipation in the United States.

The work to which Conway gave his best endeavor—the attempt to

abolish slavery by peaceful means—is remembered in these volumes

with some of the passion which he gave to the cause in those eventful

years of civil strife. He believed then, as he does now, that the war
was not necessary to the freeing of the slaves and the preservation of

the Union, and to that idea he recurs again and again. A hater of sla-

very, he hated war more ; and a lover of the Union, he loved justice more.

When armed conflict became inevitable, he went up and down the

Northern States urging with voice and pen immediate emancipation of

the slaves as the only legitimate issue, and declaring that union with a

slave South was worse than disunion with a free North. And when
the war began, he besought Lincoln immediately and completely to

emancipate the slaves, believing that in bringing about an exodus of the

blacks from the slave States into the Northern lines, the power of the

South to sustain an army would be broken. It is in connection with

his present discussion of this phase of the great struggle that occurs

the harshest note in his life's story. He says:

" While recognizing Lincoln's strong personality and high good qual-

ities, I can not participate in his canonization. ... In disregard of the
anticoercion sentiment of press and pulpit, and without the consent of

Congress, he assumed the individual responsibility of sending half a
million men to their graves for the sake of a flag. Wilkes Booth as-

sumed the individual responsibility of sending Lincoln to his grave for

the sake of another flag. . . . Abraham Lincoln decided that the fate

of his country should be decided by powder and shot. In the canoniza-
tion of Lincoln there links a consecration to the sword. , . . And the

white race has suffered in character to such an extent that our presiden-
tial Father Abraham—who persisted in .sacrificing his Isaacs instead of
the brute caught in the thicket by its horns—could he revisit his country
and find us giving up colored citizens to be freely slain and burned, their
blood and ashes still cementing the Union, would feel himself a pilgrim
sojourning in a strange landon his way to seek the land of his promise.
Alas !—the promises of the sword are always broken ! Always !

"

This estimate of "The Great Emancipator" is strangely at variance

with present-day opinion; but for that very reason, and because it

comes from this high-minded lover of liberty, it commands attention

and consideration, especially at a time when the efficacy of war is com-
ing to be so universally doubted.

Among the many real contributions to the history of American poli-

tics in the work is the light thrown upon the motives behind the act of

Webster in favoring the Fugitive Slave Law, which has generally been
interpreted as a bid for the presidential nomination. In correspondence
between Webster and Rev. W. H. Furness, never before published, Mr.

Conway shows that the more creditable motive of a regard for the high

demands of humanity probably actuated the great statesman. Other
correspondence of historical value never before given to the public is

made up of letters from Mazzini to Conway in 1865, proposing a scheme
for a European conflagration with the United States as a participant.

Perhaps it is fortunate for us that this firebrand from Italian revolution

fell where it did.

The pages over which many will delight most to linger, however, are

those that bear the names of Emerson and others of the Concord
coterie.

Inlaid among the serious memories of serious writers (including Car-

lyle, George Eliot, Browning, Tennyson, and Fronde) are numerous
good stories that serve to brighten pages compact with human interest.

THE PERILS OF DARKEST CELIBACY AND
THE WAY OUT.

Far From the Maddening Girls. By Guy Wetmore Carryl. Cloth, 186

pp. Price, J.1.50. McClure, Phillips & Co.

THE humor of this work is easy and effective, as well as sprightly

and sparkling. In a quizzical way, Mr. Carryl exposes the com-

placent bachelor of to-day to the full blaze of criticism from the

public, and the reader will revel in the amusing and clever story.

Mr. Sands begins, in the early part of the book, as a cynic of the first

class. Not from him can be concealed the many whimsies and peccadil-

loes of women. As an illustration of his views of marriage he advises a

man who wishes to cumber himself with something exorbitantly costly

to buy an automobile instead of taking unto himself a wife.

"An automobile," says Mr. Sands, "keeps up a continual clamor

whenever you take it out ; it gets into the habit of blowing you up at

regular intervals ; an automobile is forever in need of new and expen-

sive trimmings; but then.—you can

always exchange an automobile for

something useful. I can say all the

rest of a wife, but I can't say that."

And then the match-makers !
" Only

eternal vigilance is the price of lib-

erty" from them, and Mr. Sands de-

cides to build a house far from them
and their decoys—" the maddening
girls."

In books an obligingly rich relative

always dies at this period, leaving a

large income; "Uncle Ezera" per-

forms this necessary service for Mr.

Sands, and he builds a house with

all bachelor requirements—feminine

ones, such as very commodious closet-

room and bath-tubs, being omitted,
" for a woman must have for her ap-

parel as many hooks as Argus had
eyes, and there is nothing in the world

she makes a greater to-do over than wetting her hair," which she would

do with a shower-bath, which is all Mr. Sands provided. These pre-

cautions taken for his safety, our cynic bachelor settles down in peace,

which is much disturbed, however, by the discovery that one of those

much-dreaded specimens, a girl, lives only a mile away. He alternates

between dread of capture and curiosity about the character of Miss

Susie Berrith, which lead him into frequent but uneasy conversations

with her. "I often felt," he says, "as I do after trying to recover

a wet cake of soap before it reaches the carpet."

Poor bachelor ! from that moment we foresee his ultimate fall—even

the bliss of owning a home suited only for bachelors will not save him.

"This matter of love," Mr. Sands concludes, "is a singular thing

enough as experienced by a man. First of all it bowls over his confi-

dence, the very quality of which he would seem to be in the most urgent

need; and then, in a manner nothing short of gross, turns its attention

to demoralizing his purely material faculties." With this as a last warn-

ing to confirmed bachelors the book is cast upon the world as a means
of showing them the perils of darkest celibacy and the way out.

GUY WETMORE CARRYL.
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ONE of the best proofs that we can save yOU 50 - of ordinary retail cigar prices lies in the fact that a majority of the

brands we otYer you were once handled successfully by jobbers. Our old files would show you that we charged

them just the same price in lots of 10,000 and upwards as we charge you by the single box.

Vou don't have to do more than add to this price the jobbers', the salesmen's, and the retailers' profits and expenses

to double our selling price that is what you paid for our brands then and double our price is what
you pay for similar values at retail now.

Other manufacturers made cigars long before we did, but we are " The Pioneers " in the " Direct-to-You " method.

We believed that you, the consumer, would find it to your distinct advantage to support the movement, and we

calculated that 100 satisfied customers and friends would equal an average single jobber's business.

• Our experience has shown this all to be true. We are now serving 50,000 critical smokers.

We also anticipated Trust movements in the jobbing field. We " turned aside from well-beaten paths."

Ass't. No. 20

Our great
success, is all

in our dupli-

cate orders;

our friends and

those they
bring us.

A one-time

order, unless it

brings repeats

to us, n ] y
means a loss,

so our policy

from the be-

ginning has
been to insure

perfect satis-

faction. See
our guarantee.

Our method

is to have you

select )• o u r

own cigar—
in value every

one we make

saves half
your cigar

money; but

you, of course,

have a choice.

This choice

you make in the

quiet of your

own home, and

if you are not

suited the trial

costs y o u
nothing.

\

We bring

the uniform
product from

our cleanest of

factories to

your door, all

transporta-
tion charges
prepaid, s o

that you make

your own se-

lection without

any influence

but your own

taste. Your
constant p r o -

tection

—

Our
Guarantee.

PICONCIOS
CONCHAS

BALMETTO
PURITANOS

EL PROVOST
PERFECTOS

LA MEDALLA
CONCHAS

From our variety we have arranged several assortments and offer you assortment No. 20 for 750., consisting of three cigars each of four
varieties, as follows

:

PICONCIOS—Clear Havana 4^ in. Conchas at 7 cts. each—

a

15c. value.

BALMETTO—Sumatra WTapper, pure Havana filler, 4^ in. Puri-
tanos at 6 '4c. each—a 12 '4c. value.

EL PROVOST—Sumatra wrapper, pure Havana filler, 434 in.

Perfectos at 6c. each—a izy^c. value.

LA MEDALLA—Sumatra wrapper, pure Havana filler, 4^ in.

Conchas at 5c. each—a loc. value.

Or a similarly made up assortment of 5 and loc. values at 50c., each cigar separately wrapped and described.

OUR GUARANTEE
All cigars we ship are guaranteed to please you, and if for any cause they do not do so,

%ve will exchange cigars with you or refund your full purchase price, charging nothing
for those you may have smoked if not satisfactory. Transportation each w^ay at

our expense.

WHY NOT ORDER NOW WHILE YOU THINK OF 17 ?

In any case send for " Rolled Reveries," our illustrated catalogue, which tells you all about it.

JOHN B. ROGERS «l CO., "The Pioneers,
161 Jarvis Street, Binghamton, N. Y.

Headers of The Lotkraky Digbst are asked to mention the publication Then writing to advertisers.

f>
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Pittsburgh is the center of

the greatest money making

district in the world.

This money earning power is

represented in many of its

industrial stocks and bonds

—

securities that are dealt in

daily on the Pittsburgh Stock

Exchange, and that may be

bought at prices showing a

net return of

5 U 6 1-2 Pir Ctnt.

with a degree of security not

excelled by many investments

paying much less.

The house of Robert C. Hall, with five member-
ships in the Pittsburgh Stock Exchange, makes a
specialty of Pittsburgh securities, such as industrial

first mortgage bonds, bank stocks and preferred
stocks— securities that not only pay a good income,
but that are likely to increase in value from year to
year.

This house does business on a regular brokerage
commission ba^is without bias as to any one
security.

Correspondence with conservative
investors is invited.

ROBERT C. HALL,
340 FOURTH AVE., PITTSBURGH.
Reference—Any bank or banker in Pittsburgh

iarxii

SAMPLE CAN FREE ^ee cou„..n

RarriD^ton Hall i^ a rich, well-nialured. well-blended Motha
and Java prepared for the coffee pot by an entirely new process.

It 13 cut into tine particles of unir()rm size and is freed from the
dust and bitter tannin-bearing chaff— the only injurious property
in coffee—alwaya found in coffee ground the old way.

Send for Free Booklet, "THE SECRET OF GOOD COFFEE"
It explains why no other coffee can equal Barrington Hall in

flavor, and why it can be used without 111 effect hy thn-*e who hml
ordinary coffee injures them. One pound of Barrington Hall
I >iteel-cut) will aiake 20 cups more of perfect, full-.^trength cotlee

than the same of any other brand ground the old way.

A DELICIOUS COFFEE
Not Sl Ta^steless Substltvite

CATTION : Raker*H Barrington Hall is the only genuine
Steet-Cut Coffee.

We own the process by patent right ; and roast, steel-cut and
pack by machinery at our factory in 1 and 2 lb. sealed tins

There are so-called imitations on the market. Your pro*ection.

therefore, is in asking for and receiving only the Original Bar-
rington Hall Brand.

CUT OFF THIS COUPON.
BAEER & CO., CnfTee Impnrleri,

214 2d St. .N'.} .Hinueapiills, .Hinn.

Please send me, without expense, sample can of Harrington Hall, the
Steel-Cut CoHee, and booklet; tit consideration 1 give herewith niy gro-

cer's name (on the margin).

My own addre.s9 is

.

COUPON.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

The Literary Digest is in receipt of the follow-

ing books

:

" My Appeal to America."—Charles Wagner. (Mc-

Clure, Phillips & Co.)

"The Color Line." — William Benjamin Smith.

CMcClure, Phillips & Co., $1.50 net.)

"In the Arena."— Booth Tarkington. (McClure,

Phillips & Co.)

" The Odyssey of Homer."—S. H. Butcher. (The

Macmillan Company.)

" Early Western Travels." — Edited by Reuben

Gold Thwaites. (Arthur H. Clark Company.)

" Last Letters of Aubrey Beardsley."—Rev. John
Gray. (Longmans, Green, & Co.)

" La Belle Paysanne."— Translated by Remus F.

Foster. (Neale Publishing Company, $1.)

" The Child as God's Child."—Charles W. Rishell.

(Eaton & Mains.)

" Practical German Conversation." — Laurence

Fossler. (Ginn & Co.)

" The Threefold Path to Peace."—By Xena. (Graf-

ton Press.)

" Applied Theology."— Rev. F. C. Monfort. (Mon-
fort & Co., $1.)

" The Garden of Allah."—Robert Hickens. (Fred-

erick A. Stokes Company.)

" The Long Ago and the Later On."—George Tis-

dale Bromley. (A. M. Robertson, $1.50 net.)

" Home Care of the Sick."—Amy Elizabeth Pope.

{ American School of Household Economics, Parts I.

and IL, paper, $i net.)

" A Little Brother to the Bear."- William J. Long.

(Ginn & Co.)

" The Mormon Menace."—John Doyle Lee. (Home
Protection Publishing Company.)
" O'er Oceans and Continents."—Fiscar Marison.

(Calumet Publishing Company.)

" John Brown, the Hero."- J. W. Winkley. (James

H. West Company, $0.85.)

" Lawsonized Lyric."— By Jingo. (H. M. Caldwell

Company.)

" The Heart of Asbury's Journal."— Edited by Ezra

Squier Tipple. (Eaton & Mains, $1.50 net.)

"A History of Preaching." -Edwin Charles Dar-

gan. (A. C. Armstrong & Son, $1.75 net.)

L

CURRENT POETRY.
Contemporary Appreciation.

By Wallace Irwin.

I wonder if Milton to Billingsgate fell

When met at the door by his host,

" We've just read that poem of yours about Hell

—

It's really quite neat, and you do it so well

That I wish you would write me a toast."

I wonder if Shakespeare had spasms and fits

When he went out to parties and teas,

.•\nd the hostess would say, " I've been reading your

skits

—

Pray when do you dash off those bright little bits ?

Now say something clever, oh please .'
"

Did Dante the Florentine cease for a time

Of his \oiX gcntil donna to moan
On receipt of the letter, " Dear sir : you're sublime !

And couldn't you write us a neat little rime

For the Beatrice Brand of cologne " ?

Did Omar regret that he'd wasted his time

In a Naishapur drinking-saloon

When the Bartender said, " That there drink is a

dime

—

But jest keep the change, sir, and give us a rime

;

For the boys is all fond of a tune " .''

Tiuae to Invest—Cotnpetent Testimony
John De Morgan, Deputy Commis.sioner of Taxes,

says: " After residing on Staten Island twenty-four years

I came to the conclusion that no more desirable place for

residence could be found than Westerleigh. I therefore
purchased a lot and am erecting a residence."—Testimony
of one who knows the value of real estate. An opportune
time for investment. See "Closing Offer," page facing
first page of reading.

Your dentist will tell

you :
" Digestion begins in the mouth.

A sound, heahhy mouth

and teeth are essential

to good general

health."

Use daily.

%i^

^<(i^ Powder
y Paste

Liquid
Brush

Your dentist will know about Sanitol,

and the importance of preparations
which really produce a clean, healthy
mouth, as well as being pleasant to use.

Highest and Ouly Award, World's Fair, 1904

A helpful booklet on " The Teeth," free.

The Sanitol Chemical Laboratory Co., St. L.oui8

An Association of DENTISTS conducted on the co-oper-
ative plan. Manufacturing Chemists for all Sanitol prep-
arations.

Stropping a Razor is a Fine Art
29 out of 30 who try it fail

The Farny Razor Sharpener including Safety Razor
-^

'. — L attachment) never fails,

Combines grinding, honing, sharpening in one operation.
Works with miithematical exactness always on same angle
of bevel and under even spring pressure. Price, - - ^.00.
To enjoy shaving order Farny Double Concave Razor, *2.00,

Booklet on request.

F. A. Reichardt ®. Co.. 391aL Broadway. New York

AciincPDiDTinM ^""^^ y°" ^^^"^ *^^^

OUDdblllr I lUn new and spicy little

CnR lOnil FRFFV periodical? Only a
run IwUw rnbbi few months owns cir-

culation already has reached ten thousand copies, and
the subscription list Is rapidly growing. It is intended
for men and women who love books and are able to

enjoy something more than the fleeting Action of the
day. To introduce the little monthly periodical among
such persons we have decided to give one year's sub-
scription (or until the end of 1905) FREE to every
reader of The Literary Digest who will take the
trouble to ask for It. There will be no bills, duns, nor
question of arrears. The name of the periodical is
" SAUCE PIQUANTE " and it is being published month-
ly by Funk & Wagnalls Company, 44-60 fi CJ|||AEI
East 23d St., N.Y. Just send a postal with OAUuC
your name and address and ask PIAIIANTF "
for the free year's subscription. rl^UMH I k

The Improved .'Helhod of

FINISHING FLOORS
Fillinrj cracks

ii'ith

Gnitfiin^s
Filler and
Patent
Applier

old or new, for rugs or
otherwise, with Grippin's
Wood Crack and < rkvicb
Filler and Finishing
SPKCIALTIKS, is very simple
and economical, not re-
quiring sifilled labor
thougii the highest degree
of perfection is attained.
We give full instruetions
for treating aU surfaces.
Write to day for our de-
scriptive matter to

CRIPPIV TnVG. iDO..

Dept. H, Newark, ,\ew York

Readers of The literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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- li Homer through Attica wandering slow

Rehearse in Ionic his wTongs

When the natives said, " I'oet, you'll help us, we

know —

We're siviuj; .»n amateur vaudeville show

And we're looking for topical songs " ?

For Poets are peevish and Poets are queer.

And they are outrageously vain ;

They'll live in a garret for many a year

And nuimble their stanzas for no one to hear.

But when asked to they won't entertain 1

—From The Reader Magazine.

Achievement,

By Melville Hesry Cane.

A thing of beauty and a joy

Forever is a certain Nancy

;

How she can fail to charm a boy

I can't see.

Incomparably sweet her air.

Her years just trembling over twenty.

With wit and tenderness to spare

.\ plenty.

Too human far to be a saint,—

No saint could do things quite so handsome !

My I she can sketch and golf and sing

.\nd dance some!

Her heart, which some say can't be won.

Is quite in keeping with her beauty.

(It's in my keeping. This is on

TheQ. T.i

And is the future gaily hued ?

.\m I an optimist ? Well, rather.

Last night I utterly subdued

Her father.

—From Leslie' s Weekly.

1 he Camp-Fire.

By Edwin L. Sabin.

Cold night weighs dow n the forest bough.

Strange shapes go Hitting through the gloom.

But see-a spark, a flame, and now
The wilderness is home I

—From The Criterion.

Henry Van Dyke.

By Edmund Clarknce Stedman.

" Health to the poet, scholar, wit. divine.

In whom sweet Nature would all gifts combine

To make us hang upon his lips and say—
The Admirable Crichton of our day.

Whose quill and lute and voice are weapons sheer

That quite outvie that gallant's swift rapier—

Whose dulcet English, from its fount that wells

This night, the Scotsman's dozen tongues excels !

Long may he live, to wear the cloistral gown,

Or from his Little Rivers bring to tow n

From every haunt where purling waters flow—

The mystic flower that only votaries know !

Wouldst view what Nature's portraiture is like ?

The Dame herself hath sat to this Van Dyke."

—Read at a dinnergiven in Dr. Van Dyke's honor

by the Lotos C/uh, New York.

'5% On Long or Short
Term Investments

$2S upward, withdrawable
OB 30 da^^' notice.

Investments bear earnings
from day received to day
withdrawn.

Supervised by New York
Bankincr Iiepartment.

MONEY received at any
time in the year, yields

•y% per annum for every day
we haie It. You should learn
how far our operations are
removed from any element
of speculation. Conservative
investors will appreciate a
plan affordiner all the se-
curity and profit without the
annoyance of individual
inortg'age loans. "Write for
particulars.

Assets, . , , $1,700,000
SnrplDs and Profits, $160,000

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS AND
LOAN CO.

1139 Broadway, New York.

A $75 MUSIC BOX
Delivered for Only $1

DOWN A short time ago we
offered Literary Di-
gest readers a limited

number of high-grade

music boxes, which were
These were all quickly

They proved so popular

N

40 Boxes at

Half-Price

placed in our stock through an adjustment of a wholesale order,

snapped up as a result of the very unusual reduction on them.
and their purchasers have been so uniformly delighted with tiiem, that we have decided to

meet the demand for more like them by offering a limited number of boxes with similar

mechanism but somewhat better cases, offered while they last to Literary Digest
readers at the sweeping discount of eLlmost half price. These identical boxes formerly
sold a.1 $75. We offer the remaining boxes at the price of $41 eaicK. guaranteeing satis-

faction and enabling the purchasers to pay for them on easy little payments. Previous
experience has shown us that the stock will soon go at these figures.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
In one of these boxes you will find a sumptuous and enduring gift for every occasion, an
endless source of enjoyment in the home of every music lover, a choice and exquisite

addition to the treasures of every household.

Full and Splendid

Equipment

The box is

equipped with
three6-tune cylin-

ders (the regular

price of which is

56 each), giving

eighteen tunes in

all. The cylin-

ders are 7^
inches long. The
handsome solid

mahogany, hand-
carved case is 23
inches long, 131^
inches wide, and
1 1 inches deep.
It is a big, hand-
some music box.

Exquisite Solid

Mahogany Case

The box is fur-

nished in a rich

and elegant hand-
carved full solid

mahogany case

(with drawer
for cylinders),
giving it a singu-

larly chaste and
sumptuous ap-
pearance. It

forms a beautiful

addition to the

home furnish-

ings, and will
please the most
particular lover

of the tasteful.

It ir\cludes all the latest perfections, such as tune Indicator, IsLrge cylinders, tune,
skipper, indicator, etc.. etc. Any number of cylinders may be added. Its tone is
>vonderfuIly brilliant, rich and chvaracterfvil, full of melody and musical charm.

A Genuine Jacot Swiss Interchangeable Cylinder

MUSIC BOX
This Splendid Box is made by the Oldest Music Box Hovise in tKe Vnited Staktes.

A'warded Gold Medal at the St. Louis Exposition.

A FEW WORDS OF SUGGESTION ^•'HirH%VTr;cV„^V.f,*'Sl^H%?'?fi5
Every mu.sic lover, whether able lo pLiy .1 imisit.il instriin>ent or not, may listen at any time to the .sweetest tunes
from this splendid little instnmient It reproduces the choicest selections with such delicate expression, such
rich harmony, and such perfect modulation as to entertain and delight the most refined and critical tastes. It

enables you to enjoy an almost unlimited variety of music ; it is always ready to play for you ; it never gets tired,

it will last for years upon years, and it is far more inexpensive than many other musical instruments. It is

moreover a beautiful addition to the furnishings of the home.

A Few^ of the Superior Fea.tures of this Superior Box
WORKMANSHIP- Every feature of the workman-

ship of this box and the materials used in its construc-
tion is of the highest obtainable quality. We are the
oldest music box makers in this country, and we devote
minute care to every detail of construction.

SAFETY CHECK—This valuable appliance pre-
vents any damage to the box in case its mechanism
gives way.

REMEMBER, ONLY 40 BOXES
AT THIS REDUCTION

We are so confident of the pleasing qualities of these boxes that we offer them to Literary Digest readers on
the most liberal terms, placing the 40 boxes within
easy reach of every reader of this magazine. You
take no risk in accepting this speciafoffer. Sign
and mail the coupon to-day with %i. Upon receipt

we will send you one of the 40 boxes securely
boxed, express or F. O. B. New York If the box
is satisfactory pay us the balance in eight monthly
instalments of $5 each. If not satisfactory hold
subject to our order.

TUNE INDICATOR—This is a dial wi;h figures

corresponding to those on the programme card, and

a hand controlled by the motion of the cylinder, and

pointing to the number of the tune playing.

TUNE SKIPPER—By means of this mechanism

the cylinder can be set at once on any desired tune.

You Take No Risk. We Guarantee
Satisfaction. Only $ I Down Brings

a Boxto Your Homefor Examination

V.

JACOT MUSIC BOX CO.
Sendfar catalogue ofStella andMira Music Boxes

39 Union Square, New York.

Special Coupon Good for One of the 40 Boxes

Jacot Music Box Co., 39 Union Square, New York
Gkntlkmkn: I accept your speriRl oHer of a Jacot Interchiinge-

iihle Cylinder Music Box, formeily $75; special price to 40 Liter-
Aiiv DiQKST readers, $41. I enclose herewith $1. upon receipt of
which you are to send me the bo.x, F. O. B. N. Y. 1 agree to pay
the linlance oCthe price in 8 monthly instalments of $5 each. It is

understood that you guarantee satisfaction, and that if the box proves

unsatisfactory, I may holil the same subject to your order and you
will refund whatever I have paid on the box. It is also agreed that

the box remains your property until entirely paid for.

L. D. Name

Address .

Readers of The Litkrary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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PERSONALS.
The Human Side of Lincoln.—Col. William H.

Crook, who in 1S63 was appointed a special body-

guard to President Lincoln, who is now the disburs-

ing officer at the White House, has just related some

facts illustrating Lincoln's deep affection and has

thrown new light on the simple life of the great man.

Mr. Ferdinand Cowle Iglehart, who interviewed the

colonel, publishes the story in the current Success.

In reply to a request that he say something about Mr.

Lincoln and his son, " Tad," Colonel Crook re-

sponded :

" There never was such devo*^ion as ^Ir. Lincoln

manifested for this boy. He was the apple of his eye.

Everything the child did he thought was right, and

everything he said he thought was cute. What grand

old times the two had together! It was hard to tell

which was the younger, each was so full of play.

They would race and romp and play hide-and-go-seek.

The favorite game was ' horse.' Sometimes the father

would hold the strings, as the driver, and the boy

would be the horse ; then the boy would drive, and the

father would be the horse. Then Mr. Lincoln would

say, ' Taddy, you are tired and want to ride horseback,'

and would toss him up till he sat upon his tall shoul-

ders, with his little legs hanging down and close about

his father's neck. Then the horse would walk and trot

and gallop about the rooms and halls. The little fel-

low would laugh and fairly shout with joy, and his

father would be just as happy.
" A poor woman came to the White House one day

to see the President about her husband, who was in

trouble. The President was absent, but ' Tad ' was at

home. The woman called the boy to her and said :

' My husband is in prison. We have boys and girls at

home who are cold and hungry. Your papa can un-

lock the door of the prison and let our children's papa
come home and care for us. Won't you ask your father

to let him come home ?

'

" ' Tad ' could not talk or think about anything else

but that poor, distressed family, and of his pledge to

try and bring relief. When the President returned,
' Tad' was at him at once about the case of distress.

Mr. Lincoln had other things on his mind, and did not

pay much attention to the child till he clung to his

father's legs and begged him to sit down and let him
tell the sad story. The father told him that the wom-
an would be back the next day, and he would then know
what he would do. That did not satisfy the son, who
climbed on his father's lap, threw his arms about his

neck, and said: 'Papa-day (meaning 'papa dear'),

won't you promise me now to let the man out ?
' It

was too much for the great man, who said :
' Taddie,

my pet,T will let him out because you ask me to.' I

never saw a more beautiful picture nor two happier

persons than Lincoln and ' Tad.'
" Mr. Lincoln used to say many funny things. He

kept me laughing at his stories. I remember one eve-

ning, just before the close of the Civil War, that he had
some visitors at the White House, among them some
Senators and members of Congress. One of the guests

asked the President what he would do with Jefferson

Davis if he were captured. Crossing his legs and look-

ing at his friends with that peculiar twinkle in his

eyes, he said :
' Gentlemen, that reminds me of an in-

cident of my home in Illinois. One morning, when I

was on my way to the office, I saw a small boy standing
on a street corner crying as if his heart would break.

I asked him what was the cause of his sorrow. He
said, " Mister, don't you see that coon ? " pointing to a
poor little beast that he had tied to a string. " Well,
that animal has given me a heap of trouble all the way
along, and now he has nearly gnawed the string in two.

I wish to goodness he would gnaw it in two and get

away, so I could go home and tell my folks he had es-

caped from me." Gentlemen, this homely story carries

its own lesson and answers your question.'
" Everybody knew that Mr. Lincoln had no feeling

Stop the Leaks act Home.
You seek to minimize expense in business—do the same

at home. Keep an account which shows exactly wtiere
your money goes—which points out the needless expendi-
tures and the place to economize. BradslrcersJ'rartical Ac-
count Book for Home Expenses solves your expense problems in
a simple and interesting way. It gives a complete classi-
fied record of your household and personal expenses, either
in a general way or to a cent. Requires but two minutes
a day. Book is full cloth bound—has 150 pages—lasts three
years. Write for Free Sample Paee—fully explaining details,
or send .•Jl.OO for the book ' prepaid'.

P. L. BRADSTREET & CO., Evanston, 111.

THAN 400 SJJUO^S
Without Stropping N^^X

At Less Than 1-4 Cent A Shave
Think what thi.s meant to the man who tortured himself

for years with the old style razors before he wrote us.
THE SECRET is in the wafer blades, double-edged, and tempered in a

manner not possible with the forged blade used in ordinary and other safety
razors. Every blade—ground with diamond dust—will give an averaga of 10 to
40 perfect velvet shaves, according to the beard, without bother of stropping

devices. Twelve of these double-edged blades go
with each set. We uniformly exchange one new
blade for two old blades returned, so there are
twenty-two blades furnished with original outfit.
After these are all used, new ones, by this ex-
change plan, cost you less than 5 cents each.
The razor, as shown, is separated into its three

solid parts with the blade ready to be clamped into
position for shaving.
Note the concave effect of the double-edged

wafer blade when ready to shave and compare this
one feature with any other razor. Whole outfit
sent in velvet-lined case.

Now Let The Oiilpttp Prove Itself To You
> \ ery day for a month. Then, il for any reaHon you'd
rather have your money than the razor, return the razor.
Vour money back and weleome.

Awarded Gold Medal for Merit
at St. LouIh £xpo8itlon, 1904.

Auk your dealer. If he doesn't sell it he can
procure it for you. At any rate, write for our inter-
esting booklet. Mailed free.

ulllp ^tlpttp &alpB (Eotntiattit,
1640 Manhattan BolldiDg, Chicago, lU.

RefereDce, Continental National Bank, Chicago.

DOUBLE
EDGED
WAFER,
BLADE

ACTUAL '

5IZE ;^;^5,j

TRIPLE ^>!

SILVER
^"'^

PLATE

v^iS'

BURPEE'S
SEEDS GROW AND
WIN MORE PRIZES
than the products of any other

brand! Besides several Gold

Medals they won A Grand
Prize for vegetables at the St.

Louis Exposition.

If you intend to try Burpee's Seeds we
will mail free our Complete Catalogue

of 178 pages, with beautiful colored

plates and illustrations from photo-

graphs taken at our famous Fordhook
Farms, the largest trial grounds in

America. Write to-day

!

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CQ., Seed Growers, Pbiladelphia

resq^m^
CURES WHILE YOU SLEEP

Whooping Cough, Croup,

Bronchitis, Coughs, Grip, Hay
Fever, Diphthcria.Scarlet Fever

Don't fall to use Cresolene
for the distressing and often
fatal affections for which it Is

recomni ended. For more than twenty years
we have had the most conclusive assurances
that there is nothing better. Ask your
physician about it.

An interesting descriptive "Dooklet is sent free, which gives
the hijjhest testimonials as to its value. All Orusielsts.

VAPO.CKESOLENE CO., 180 Fulton Street, New York.

GEM
CLIPPER

I reduces the beauty curve
—better than if scissors

.;ire used. It is familiarly
known as the miniature
manicure set.

Trims—Files—Cleans
AND

Removes HaLrvgnails
For sale everywhere—sent
postpaid 25 cents. Large
size with sterling silver
handle, for dressing table,
1.00.

.Send two cent stamp for
" Care of the Nails."

H. C. COOK CO.,
17 Mniii St..

4-* ¥ l^T O 17 I^T /^ $25,000.00 made from hnlf acre.
1 1 I fll ^ r^l^ \l Eiisily grown in Garden or Farm.^"*^*^*^*^^'

Roots and seeds for sale. Send
4c. for postage and get booklet A K, telling all about it.

Mcdowell ginseng garden, joplin, mo.

At the same price no others contain so much gold as the
Kremenlz Plated Collar Ifutton. Easily buttoned, easily un-
buttoned. Stays buttoned. Booklet for postal giving much
information. Krementi & Co., 63 Chestnut St., Newark, N.J.

%
IN CS O I- D

First Mortgage Farm Loans

INTEREST Asn PRINCIPAL J^^i^Z,. FREE

We have been selling these mortgages since 1S83. We
can refer you to Eastern investors who have bought
our mortgages for 20 years. Send for complete list of

on-hand loans, 38-page booklet, " We're Right on the
Ground," descriptive literature of the country, refer-

ences, etc.

E. J. Lander & Co., '?hv' Grand Forks, N. D.

^<r-%-

NOW Is the time
to start a

Diamond Savings Account
Select the Diamond you would like to 1

own and wear from our 1905 Catalogue'
and It will be sent at once on approval.
It you like it, pay one-iifth of the price
and keep it, sending the balance to us in
eight equal monthly payments. We open these
accounts with all honest persons who want to save.
Diamonds will pay 20 per cent prolit from increased
values in 1901), or five times better than banks. Satis
faction absolutely guaranteed. Write for Catalog today,

LOFTIS BROS. & CO.(f|y
DIAMONDS. WATCHES. JEWELRY

Dept. B-41
, 92 to 98 State Street, Chicago, III.

li'tiiners of Gold Medal at St. Louis Exposition.
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i>i bitterness agninst the people of the South, and th.^t

he always advised tenderness and leniency in dealing

with those who siirrenderetl to the Union cause.

•• Mrs. Lincoln and the President had an ensaijeinent

to take a drive one afternoon. At the appointed lioiir

Mrs. Lincoln drove up to the steps and asked me to

tell the President that she was ready for the drive. He
had some une.\i)ected business of importance which

delayed him. I returned and told her that the Presi-

dent would be down soon. In a few moments she be-

came impatient, and, in rather sharp language, ordered

me to bring her husband to the carriage. 1 went back

and informed the President of the condition of his

wife's temper, and in the softest voice he said: 'She

sometimes gets a little excited, but it does her so much
good and me so little harm that I would not object to

it for the world." And he came down the steps with

me and had what he afterward told me was a most de-

lightful drive.

" No unkind word ever fell to me from Lincoln's lips.

Many were his expressions of commendation. 1 know-

he was pleased with my ser^ices, for he told me so, and

how proud I was then, and am now, for his favor. I

was drafted into the army, and he would not let niego,

saying that he needed me at the White House. When
his son. Robert, was Secretary of War, he showed nie

a card to Secretary Stanton, WTitten by President Lin-

coln at the time I was drafted, saying, ' I can not spare

my bodyguard. Fix it up' ; and I stayed at my post.

What an honor it is to have been so near to so good
and great a man !

"

The Czar In Proverb. In a recent number of the

Paris Figaro were found collated some characteristic

Russian proverbs that regard the Czar and his posi-

tion and find much current application :

" When the Czar spits into a dish, it breaks into

pieces for very pride.

" The crown does not protect the Czar from head-

ache.
" Even the lungs of the Czar can not blow out the

sun.
" The Czar's back, too, would bleed if it were gashed

with the knout.
• The Czar even covered with boils is declared to be

in good health.

" When the Czar rides behind a hired horse every

step is charged as a league.

" The Czar may be a cousin of God. but His brother

he is not.

' The Czar's arm is long, but it can not reach to

heaven.
" Neither can the Czar's vinegar make anything

sweet.
' The hand of the Czar, too, has only five fingers.
'• The voice of the Czar has an echo even when there

are no mountains in the vicinity.

"The troika (team of three horses abreast) of the
Czar leaves a deep trace behind it.

' It is not more difficult for Death to carry a fat Czar
than to carry a lean beggar.

'• The tear in the eye of the Czar costs his country
many, many a handkerchief.

' When the Czar wTites verses, ... wo be to the

poet 1

'• When the Czar plays, his ministers have only one
eye and the countrymen are blind.

' What the Czar can not accomplish time can do.

'Even the Czar's cow can not bring anything else

into the world but a calf.

' When the Czar has the smallpox his country bears
the iCdiXs:''— Translation made for The Literary
Digest.

MORE OR LESS PUNGENT.
Not Up to Date.—We were twenty years ahead of

our friends, the Cubans, in slang, said a soldier who
served two years over there. One day I agreed to

meet a Cuban to play cards, but was sent to the guard-
house for some infraction and did not see him for

several days. When we did meet he asked for an ex-
planation and, of course, I replied :

" I couldn't keep the appointment because I got it in

the neck that day."

He looked me over in a puzzled way, then came for-

ward and turned my collar down and carefully in-

spected my neck. To his surprise he found nothing

Lea & Perrins'
Sauce

IHE ORIGINAL WORCESTERSHIRE

The Peerless Seasoning

This bottle with the label bearing the signature,

Lea & Perrins, is familiar to the public, having

been on the market for more than seventy
years. As a seasoning it improves more dishes

than any other relish ever offered to the public.

Soups, Fish, Meats, Game, Salads, etc., are

made delicious by its proper use.

LEA & PERRINS' SAUCE adds enjoyment

to every dinner,

John Duncan's Sons, Agents, New Yotk.

CKafing
Di sKes

Chafing Dishes made by the Meriden Company
are heavily plated on hard metal and are of

great durability, elegance of design and superior

finish. Furnished in a great variety of styles

and sizes, affording a wide latitude of selection

and range of price from $^ to $50.

A full line 0/ accessories - IVaiters, Flagons,

Forks, Spoons, Skimmers and condiment articles

can be obtained if desired

Yacht CKafing DisK Thc MERIDEN CO., SilYcrsniiths
Our Chafing Dish IJooklet, with

prices in full, is now ready. It will

be sent without cost to all who ask
for Booklet " K 2."

International Silver Co. , Successor

218 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

We Can
Qualify
You For
The Civil
Service

If you are an .\merican
over 18 years of age ami
able to read and write, we
can (iiialifyyou for a fcro(»«i

government i>osition. The
cost is low. Write at on<'e
for Vlvil Service Buuklil.
State age.

International Corre». Schools

Uoi SSS C, Scranton, Pa.

G(t a Profltahlc Business Education hij Mail.

"
'""AccountantsP""""

Public '$100 a Day
Our course by mail i.s tlie work uf experts who have made

aeeountiiiK their life work. Instruction complete and Ihor-
ijunh ; satisfaction guaranteed ; fees moderate. We also
teach hv mail :

BOOKKEEPING, BUSINESS PRACTICE,
COMMERCIAL LAW, BUSINESS ARITHMETIC
\\'( lie lor our 1905 Pro'^ppt tu3 ami mention subject that interests you,

Liiiversal Business Institute* Dept. \\\ 27 E. 22d St, New York

SURELY YOU WANT ONE

The Swinging Typewriter Stand
is one of those invaluable inventions which make
an office man wonder how he ever got along without
them. Attached to either or both sides of the desk,
it swings the typewriter, card index, or reference file

around just where you want them, and swings them
back out of the way when you are through.
Look at tKe lllvistratiorv and you'll appre-

ciate at once the ease and utility of the idea. Gives
one-third more desk room, saves time, space, and
money. When you've read the little descriptive
book and learned how little they cost, you'll not be
satisfied until you've seen and tried tne Swinging
Typewriter Stand.

Let VIS servd you tKe little book

The Swinging Typewriter Stand Company
No. I Dennison BIdg., Toledo, Ohio.
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THE T;XTyP£WRlTE:R

If you write letters

READ THIS

Just examine the work of the Fox

Typewriter. Then compare it care-

fully with the work done by any

other typewriter, no matter which,

and you will find that the work of

every typewriter other than the FOX
is faulty, letters crowded together,

too far apart, bad alignment, and

many " bad " places on a single page.

Then look at the work of the Fox

—it is as near perfection as anything

can be— alignment perfect, letters

properly spaced, no crowding, no

piling, no fault to find .

Make the test by examining your

mail and then let us send a Fox to

you at our expense so you can prove

these statements yourself.

We know we can prove it because

we are doing it every day.

Any kind of an inquiry will bring

our complete catalogue and a machine

if you are ready.

Fox Typewriter Co.

Executive Offices and Factory

550 North Front St.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Pan-Toc

of al).

A GENTLEMAN'S
DRESSING CIIAlli

whjch pre^+.ses ami cresises your trousers wliil^

yoii sleep. Provides an improved hanger i'or

coat and vest, a hnndy place for slipper^^ <>r

shoes. Tlnsch.iir will POSITIVELY prevent
buggy knees by 500 Ib.-^. pressure in-

stantly applied. Your rlothmg will

appear as FKESH EVERY MORNING
as if'ju.'^t from the tailor's. Saves it:^

cost in 6 months and will last a
lifetime. Indi.-p^nsable in a gentle-

roaTi's apartrrif-nt. Price within reach
Write today for illustrated descriptive folder

CENTRAL MANTEL CO., 131G Olive St., ST. LOVIS,

Attacks stopped permanently. Cause removed. Breath-
ing organs and nervous s.vstem restored. Symptoms never
return. No medicines nee(ied afterwards, 21 years of
success treating Asthma and Hay Fever. 58,000 patients.
Kook 35A frfe. Very interesting.
Write P. HAROLD HAYES, BUFFALO, N. Y. I

out of the way and stepping back he threw up his

hands and exclaimed :

" Caramba ? but what a wonderful people ! You
get a bullet in the neck Monday and here on Tuesday

there is not even a scar left to show it ! "—Co/tti/idus

Dispatch.

Not AVithoiit Resources.—" But do you think

you can support my daughter ?"

" Well, it isn't as if I were marrying an orphan, you

know."'—^;«(7/'/ Set.

Willie Wise.— Teacher : "Willie, who was it

that prompted you then? I heard some one whisper

that date to you."'

Willie: " Please, ma'am, I expect it was history

repeatin" itself again."

—

Tit-Bits.

Current Events.

Foreign.

Russia.
January 31.—Grand Duke Vladimir, in an interview,

declares it is certain the people will be given a
voice in the government, tno the principle of

autocracy will be maintained. The committee
of ministers discussing the proposed reforms
publishes a report with the purpose of showing
the people that the plans outlined in the decree
of December 26 are being considered.

Feburary i. — The situation in Poland continues
strained. Prince Mirski, the Russian Minister
of the Interior, resigns. The Czar receives a
deputation of workmen, counseling patience
and promising reforms. A relief fund is started
by the Czar, Empress, and Empress Dowager
for the benefit of tne families of those who were
killed or wounded in the affair of January 22.

February 2.—The council of ministers considering
the reforms submit proposals for the enlarging
of the powers of the Senate, restricting the
powers of the Ministers, providing for direct re-

lations between the Czar and the people, and
providing fixed procedure and greater effective-
ness in minor law courts. An outbreak in Po-
land is suppressed by the police. Authorities
declare that the strike in Warsaw is ended.

February 3.—Forty thousand men are on strike at
Sosnovice, while in the Polish industrial centers
the movement continues to spread, with scatter-
ing outbreaks of disorder ; ten persons are killed
in a brush between strikers and the military at
Lodz. General Trepoff declares that Maxim
Gorki will have to stand trial; the charges are
not made public.

Russo-Japanese War.

January 30.—Japan, in formally denying all of the
Russian charges of violations or Cliina's neu-
trality, makes countercharges of similar nature
against Russia.

January 31.—General Kuropatkin reports that the
Japanese had failed to press their attack and
that villages captured by the Russians are still

held.

February i.—Advices from Mukden say that the
armies are in their former positions. Reports of
surgeons of General Oku's army show that since
the beginning of the campaign about 5,000 men
were killed and 20,000 wounded, of whom 16 per
cent, have died; there were only 40 deaths from
sickness.

February 2.—The .\merican Pacific Scjuadron sails

from Cavite for waters of the southern Philip-
pine archipelago to maintain American neutral-
ity.

February 4.— Reports from St. Petersburg say that
General Kuropatkin has asked permission to
transfer his command to General Linevitch.

Domestic.
Congress.

January 30. — President Roosevelt sends a message
to both Houses, suggesting'the collection of sta-
tistics on marriage and divorce.

Senate: The vote on the Statehood bill is to be
taken on February 7.

House: Consideration of the Post-office .Appropri-
ation bill begins.

January 31.

—

Senate: The Statehood bill is dis-

cussed and a bill to prevent express companies
from carrying obscene literature is passed.

House: The Post-office Appropriation bill is con-
sidered. The Senate amendments to the Army
bill are defeated. A favorable report is made on
the Mann bill to abolish the Panama Canal Com-
mission and give the President entire control of
the canal construction.

February i.— Senate : Discussion of the Statehood
bill continues.

House : The Post-office bill is discussed.

IS in Itself a private fire department
tor your home, office, or factory. It

does the same work as the chemical
engines of the regular fire department
—but it does more, because it is al-

ways ready for immediate use, can
be operated by anyone, and quenches
fires anywhere.

fl The "Keystone" Fire Extinguisher re-

duces insurance rates. Examined and approved
under the standard of the National Board of Fire

Underwriters.

"Does the Work of Fifty Pails."
^It is the i/ieapesl antJ besl approved extinguisher.

We pay freight east of Rocky Mountains.

Our free booklet, " Seconds Saved in Fighting
Fire," contains much valuable information.
Agents wanted in every li>cality. No experience rei|ulred.

James Boyd & Brother

No. 4 North Fourth Street, Philadelphia
MMniifacturers of

FIRE PROTECTION Klflll'IIENT, FIRE HOSE, HOSE
. ^ COlPLINtiS, HOSE PIPES, Etc. J

Learn the Truth
Do you know

that the main cause of unhappi-
ness. Ill-health, sickly children
and divorce is admitted by phy-
sicians and shown by court rec-

ords to be ignorance of the laws
of self and sex?

Sexology
lUiistrated

Coniains in one volume

—

Knowledge a Young Man ShouM Have.
Knowledge a Young Husband Should Have.
Knowledge a Father Should Have.
Knowledge a Father Should Impart to His Son.
Medical Knowledge a Husband Should Have.

Knowledge a Young Woman Should Have.
Knowledge a Young Wife Should Have.
Knowledge a Mother Should Have.
Knowledge a Mother Should Impart to Her Daughter.
Medical Knowledge a Wife Should Have.

By U'iliiam //. WalUng, A. M,, M. D.

Rich Cloth Binding, Full Gold Stamp. Illustrated, $2.00

Write for " Oth<T People's Opinions " and Table of Contents.

PURITAN PUB. CO., Dept. B, PHILADELPHIA

A 1000 years of mistakes and then the

the closet with a slant, the only sort
of construction that is healtln',
clean, comfortable. The NATUKD
is the only improvement made in
water Closets since the style YOU
know was conceived. Aren'tyou in-

terested in knowing " Why » " Write
for book D. It tells in detail, witb
illustrations. THE IXATl'KO CO.. S.tlem, W. J.

THE"NULITE"rArL''«°M%^
Oth-CVutury evolution iu the art of lighting. Entirely new,
caudle power, 7 hours one cent, Superior to electricity or

gas and cheaper than coal oil. No trouble to Keep
clean, absolutely safe. Sells atsiglit. We also manu-
facture table Lamps, wall lamps, ch.indeliers, store and
street lamps. Agents wanted atonce.^W'rite for free

catalogue and prices. We manufacture all kinds and
grades of mantles. If yon buy them direct from us we
will save ynu de<ilers' piotits. Prices seni- upon request.

Cbi/'«PO Soiar l>ltfht Co.. Dept. H. I'hieugo.

I Turned Out S30l^
worth of plating in two weeks, writes M. L. Smith of

I Pa. (used small ouilit). Rev. Geo. P. Crawford writes,

f made $7.00 first day. J. J. S. Mills, a farmer, writes,

can easily make $5.00 day plating. Thoa. Parker,
schoolteacher 21 years, writes, *' I made $9.80

profit one day, $9,35 another.'* Plating
^Business easily learned. We t«ach you

JFrce—No Experience Required.
I Kverybody has tableware, watches, jew-

I
elry and metal goods to be plated with

^Oold, Silver, Nickel and Metal plating.

''Heavy Plate—latest process. No toy or
humhne.%Outfl»a all sizpo. Evervthing guaranteed. LFI' X%
3TAUT YOU. Write today for Catlog, Agency and Offer. Addrew
F. €}ray &. Co. Plating: Works, CinclnnaU, O.
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February 2.

—

Strnaie: The .-Vfjricultural .\ppropria-
tion Dill is discussed ; Senator Lodge attacks the
policy ot free seed distribution.

House : Debate on the Post-ottice bill continues.

February 3.

—

SenaU: Discussion of the Statehood
bill continues; Judjje Swayne enters a plea of
not guilty in reply to the impeachment charges
against him.

House: The Post-office .'\ppropriation bill is

passed.

February ^.—Senate : The Statehood and .Agricul-

tural .Appropriation bills are considered.

House : The Diplomatic and Consular .Appropria-
tion bill is passed.

Other Do.mestic News.

January 30.— The United States Supreme Court de-
clares the Ueef trust illegal, and affirms the
conviction of .A. W. Machen and others convict-
ed in the [wstal fraud cases.

Government superv-ision of railroad rates is urged
by the President in a speech at Philadelphia.

January 31.— The Government, it is said, will resort
to criminal prosecutions, if necessary, to enforce
the Supreme Court's injunction against the
Beef trust.

Senator Hard, of California, charges that the agent
of a Catholic society offered to carry 20 districts

for the Republicans if the Catholic schools
would receive aid from the Indian funds.

February 1.—Senator Mitchell, of Oregon, is again
indicted for alleged bribery in connection with
the land fraud cases.

Cardinal Gibbons, in a statement concerning Sena-
tor Bard's disclosures concerning Indian schools,
says the agent referred to did not represent the
Catholics.

February 2.—.Attorney-General Moody decides that
adrawback of 99 per cent, of the duty may legally
be allowed on e.xported flour made in part from
imported wheat,

February 3. — The Interstate Commerce Commission
charges the Santa Fe Railroad Company with
"flagrant and wilful violations of the law," in
granting rebates to the Colorado Fuel and Iron
Company.

February 4.— It is announced in Washington that
this Government will not assume control of the
fina;ices of .Santo Domingo until the agreement
with that country has been ratified by the Senate.

President Roosevelt in a letter to Secretary Hitch-
cock explains the distribution of Indian mission
school funds.

February j. ('resident Roosevelt decides to make
several more speeches in favor of a railroad rate
bill, with the hope of influencing Congress
through the people.

CHESS.
[All communications for this Department should be

addressed: " Chess-Editor, Literary
Digest."]

Problem 1,031,

E. J. \VINTER-\VOOD.

{Hampstead and Higbgate Express.)

Black— Eleven Pieces.

^ ^^^ ^^wv A i^^im' I

White— Twelve Pieces.

8; 2P2P2; S3PQ ir; 1 pPi K2p; sSkBR3
2P1P3: biPbiP2:2sB4
White mates in two moves.

Profitable Investments
In December, 1904, a property adjoining Westerleieh on

the west was sold for $20,500. It has since been resold for
$25,000—3 net gain in less than a month of over §4,000.
See " Closing Offer," page facing first page of rtadirg.
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ONE OF THESE OUTFITS kept in your desk will save you more time, bother

and worry than anything else you ever bought. Order one and fry it ; if it is not

worth more to YOU than we ask for it, send it back and we will do the same

with your money. We could not afford to make such a liberal offer if our goods did

not possess sufficient merit to insure your being perfecilly satisfied with them.
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'LOOSE LEAF LEDGER

' >oi/rC/)o/ce of40 Different Rpnis

Dimensions of Binder UTicn Open

fC

•''^-g-TL-^

r6 in. wide, 5H in. high, \'^^ in. tlii^k.

The Outfit Consists of the Following Articles

MOORE'S

MOVIBIE

MIRIERS

ONE COMPLETE LOOSE LEAF BINDER—
Covered wilh the Bneit quality of imported
Buckram; »ize 5)i inches high. 8J4 inches wide.

I 'i Inches thick ; filled with Linen Bond Sheets

and Indexes.

T'WO HUNDRED (200) PRINTED RECORD
SHEETS — Size 8 inches wide by 5 inches high

(your choice of five ledger rulings or any of trie

forty [401 different forms lifled below), made of

a fine quality Linen Bond paper.

\burMoney S.^s

Backifyou ^
>Vantit.

ONE COMPLETE SET OF ALPHABETICAL
INDEX SHEETS—With tabs printed on both

TWENTY-FIVE (25) PLAIN MOVABLE
METAL MARKERS—For indexing the records

by dates, without diAurbing the alphabetical

arrangement.

ONE SPECIAL HEAVY INDEX SHEET—
Numbered from I to 3 1 , inclusive, or v^ilh the

months or the alphabet, as desired.
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List of Special Printed Forms Furnished 'With This Outfit
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The Five Ledger Rulings:
Center Ruled Ledger l-onns No. 117C
Extra Debit Ledger Forms No. X17D
Petty Ledger Forms No. 117
Stantiard Ledger Forms No. ii^B
Doultle Ledger Forms No. 117L
Advertising Contracts No. 150
Advertising Returns No. 135
Cost of Production No. 115
Catalogue Indexing No. 151
Cash Book Ruled Sheets Nos. 136-138
Duplicating Reouisition Blanks
Dentist's Records No, 107
Emplo\ees Records No. 143

MOORES
MODERH
METHODS

Following Up Collections No. 145
Freight Claims No. no
Horizontal Ruled I-orms(fivc colors)
Household Hxi>ensc Records No.z6i
Installment Accounts No. 123
Insurance Othcc Records No. 199
I nsurance Solicitor's Records N0.1S5
Journal Ruled Sheets Nos. 136-138
L.awyers' Collection Docket No. 137
Library Indexing No. 159
Lodge or Society Records No. 127
Mortgage and Loan Records No. 133
Monthly Time Sheets No. 121
Orders Received Blanks No. 130

Plain Manila Sheets for Scrap Book
Price List HIanks No. 133
Publishers' Subscription List No. 217
Physicians' Records No. 140
Purchasing Agents Records No. 157
Prospective Customers List No. 104
Quadrille Ruled Forms
Quotations Given No. X09
Quotations Received No. jit
Real Estate Records No. 197
Recapitulation Blanks No. 102
Salesmen's " Follow Up " No. 153
Stock on Hand Record No. 113
Weekly Time Sheets No. 119

MOORE'S

MODERR
METHODS

MOORE'S

MOVIBLE

MtRKERS

Our Free Book

lOORE'S

MOVtBLE

MIRKERS

"MOORE'S MODERN METHODS" contains 128
pages of valuable infctrmation on Bookkeeping and

Loose Leaf Accounting. It illustrates and describes the 40 different forms furnished with tliis

outfit, and fully explains the many advantages of our methods. MAY WeSenu It TO You?

John C. Moore Corporation
291 Stone St.. Rochester, N. Y.

Established 1839—Makers of everything in the line of Blank Books, Loose Leaf Binders, Post
Binders, Clutch Bintlersand Utiice Stationery

We sell direct to Consumers ONLY, Which means you pay ONE profit only!

MOORE'S

MOOERK
METHODS

MOORE'S

MOVIBLE

MARKERS

MOORE'S

MOOERK
METHODS

MOORE'S

MOVtBLE

MtRKERS

MOORES
MODERN

METHODS

MOORE'S

MODERN

MiTHOOS

MOORE'S

MODERN

METHODS

MOORE'S

MODERN

METHODSM MOORE'S HJI
MODERN im
METHODS IWI

MOORE'S

MODERN

METHODS

MOORE'S

MODERH
METHODS

Th'FinSeriTre'a'.ment

FOR SKIN DISEASES
has proven eminently
successful in America.
We have permanently
relieved many serious
cases at our Institute

by our Genuine High
Power Finsen Lamps
imported from Co-
penhagen. This
treatment is not a
cure-all, but it is

sure in many dis-

eases heretofore prof, niels r. finsen

regarded as incurable, as Lupus (skin

consumption), Eczema, Psoriasis, Skin
Cancer, Birthmarks and Facial Blemishes.
It is knifeless, painless, harmless. We
have special books describing each of the

above and other skin diseases in detail

and giving names of patients treated. They
are free. Write for the book you desire.

THE FINSEN LIGHT INSTITUTE OF

AMERICA

Suite C, 78 State St., Chicago

SEE THAT CLIP?
THE M.^GAKA CLIl' holds se-

curely from the thinne.it sheet
of paper up to }^ in. in thickness,
and can be used overand overagain.
Better than pins for filing letters,
recordfi. cards, etc. Avoid unsightly
pinholes in attaching second letters,
business cards, checks, drafts, in-
voices, etc. : Put up in boxes of 100
especially for desk convenience.
Sample box 15 cents, postpaid.

NIAGARA CLIP COMPANY, 37 Park St., N

ADDS, ^'/M
SCBTKACTS, Mfc
Bit LTIPLItS, ^^
DIVIDES. fP (aparll.v, 090,999,999. „

r. . 1 JJl BooklHKr»e. Agents Wanted S,.. .

mUlBLes. hWarnulSl., Kcnsfll, ll)»«. Handj.Surf. All ii

cfprableN

fj
to (hoM* cost-
Inghandredtiof
~ llollars.

$10

soBULBS
^\^Z!i Cents.
Will (trow in the house '

•'or out of doors. '

Hyacinths, Tulips,
CrocUB, FuchBias,
Oxalie, Jonquils,
Daffodils, Dcwoy Lily,
Tuberoses^, Gladiolus,
Chinese Lily, BcRonia.
Gloxinia, 'Lilies of the
Valley—all postpaid, 25c. in stainpsorcoin*
ABa premiu in with these BulbB we will send

FREEapriant collection of flower seeds— over 2ou varieties,
Adtiiess, Hillside JNursery, Soiaervillc> Massa

YY'^AMT'prv Editors, clergymen, and other
^ I l-< l-/ educated men of business ability

to represent us. 'Weekly salary or guarantee paid. Give
age, qualifications, references. DODD, MEAD & CO.,
New 'Vrork.

D10K8T are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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TOIXEBKEER

Problem 1,032.

A. SCHOSCHINE.

(Prize-taker, Schachmatiioje Obozrenye.)

Black—Seven Pieces.

1
'mm

^""

"xlm

f/^rjx^.

fm.

'• W/Mofy- m. ^1
m.

White—Ten Pieces.

irs;-, ibQ4K;ipiP4; 3k4; P2P1RPS;
2 p 3 P I ; s I P 5 ; 8.

White mates in tliree moves.

Soluticn of Problems.

No. 1,024. Key-move : K—B 7.

No. 1,025.

Q—R 3 B—B 4 ch P .X P, mate

l!xQ

KtxQ

P X B (must)
i-

Kt-Qs B— B 3, mate

Px Kt
3-

KtxQ Kt P, mate

Other
3-

Kt (K 5)x P Kt—K 7, mate

Any
Q-Q7 Q—B 6, mate

B-B 2

3-

Q-Q 7, ch Q—Kt 7, mate

B—Q 3 (must)
3. ....

Rx Q

B .< 1;

Px Kt

Solved by the Rev. I. W. B., Bethlehem, Pa.; M.
Marble, Worcester, Mass.; the Rev. G. Dobbs, New
Orleans; F. S. Ferguson, Birmingham, Ala.; H. W.
Barry, Boston ; A. C. White, New York City ; Dr. J.

H. S., Geneva, N. Y.; the Rev. J. G. Law, Walhalla,

S. C; S. W'. Banipton, Philadelphia ; F. Gamage,
Westboro, Mass.; R. H. Ramsey, Germantown, Pa.;

the Rev. W. Rech, Kiel, Wis.; A. Rooke, Franklin

Cliess-club, Philadelphia ; C. Nugent, New York City ;

the Rev. L. H. Bahler, Mariaville, N. Y.; L. Gold-

mark, Paterson, N. J.; E. A. C, Kinderhook, N. Y.;

Miss J. Houston, Troutville, Va.;> the Rev. M. Tar-

nowski, Camden, N. J.; W. G. Hosea, Cincinnati; O.

C. Pitkin, Syracuse, N. Y.; B. W'. La Mothe, Strat-

ford, Conn.; N. D. Waffle, Salt Springville, N. Y.; W.
E. Hayward, Indianapolis ; R. H. Renshaw, Univer-

sity of Viiginia; G. Patterson, Winnipeg, Can.; L.

R. Williams, South Omaha ; M. D. M , New Orleans
;

W. Runk, Highland Falls, N. Y.; J. E. Wharton,
Sherman, Tex.; W. T. St. Auburn, Grossepointe

Farms, Mich.; A. Regenbrecht, Peters, Tex.; T. W.,

Paris, Tenn.; T. A. Unsworth, New York City.

1,024: " Twenty-three," Philadelphia ; C. \s . Shew-

alter, Washington, D. C; J. A. Weber, Pekin, 111.

1.024, 1,026: The Rev. S. M. Morton, D.D., Effing-

ham, 111.; M. Wisner, Norris, Mont.; D. Hamlini

Orono, Me.; S. von Rague and E. Bratzel, Eden Col-

lege, St. Louis; L. O'S., Blacksburg, Va.; Z. G., De-
troit; Russell, Germantown, Pa.; C. W. Corbin, Al-

toona, Pa.; E. C. Brinker, Riegelsville, Pa.

1.025, 1-026: B. Alten, Elyria, O.; C. E. W. Wood-
ward, Chicopee Falls, Mass.

1,026: B. R. Sitts, Bridgeport, Conn.; P. A. Hat-

chard, New York City ; Dr. P. Joor, Maxwell, la.; J.

W. Thorne, Spearsville, La.; A. B. Peticolas, Vic-

toria, Tex.; W. D. L. Robbins, New York City ; C. L.

Anders, Commerce, Tex.; F. Alsip, Ogden, 111.; CM.
Strahan, University of Georgia; Dr. J. S. Stevens,

Orono, Me.; A. V. Milholand, Baltimore
;

Athens, Ga.; E. A. Kusel, Oroville, Cal.; J.

Oakland, 111.; W. £. Warner, Nicholson, Pa.

Comments (1,024): "Good key"—M. M.

well done"-G, D.; "Good"-F. S. F.; '• Good for a

prize"— J. G. L.; " Easy and simple"— L. H. B.; "An-
other instance where Knighthood is in flower"— L. G.;

" A good wholesome problem"— B. W. L. M.; "Very
neatly constructed. Easy or difficult according to the

condition of your mind "—W. E. H.; "A noteworthy

cotnposition "—W. R.; " Fine"—J. E. W.; " A prize-

problem"— M. W^

1,025 •
" The plot is exposed when one sees i

P X Kt,

or White's pretty 2 B— B 4 ch. A stunning key "— M.
M.; " Characteristically subtle "—G. D.; "The mates

are exceptionally fine"— F. S. F.; "Worthy of its

author"— J. G. L.; "Very pleasing, with many sur-

prises"— L. H. B.; " Difficult and exceedingly clever"

—L. G.; "The problem as a whole is Ir eking in

strength" — B. W. L. M.; "An expert solver would

CALIFORNIA INFORMATION.
California is a big State ; large of area, rich in natural

wealth, tremendous in its scenic features, and with a future
full of great promise. Every American is more or less in-

terested in knowing about this wonderful commonwealth.
A forty-page folder, with more than half a hundred

beautiful illustrations and a complete map of the State in

colors, has been issued by the (Chicago & North-Westem
Railway. It contains, in condensed and interesting form,
a mass of information on various subjects of interest, in-

cluding a list of hotels at California tourist points, with
their rates, capacity, etc. Sent to any address on receipt of

four cents in stamps. W. B. Kniskem, Passenger Traffic

Manager, C. & N. W. Ry., 22 Fifth Ave., Chicago.

Lyndon,
E. Lord,

" Very

MORGA

wMmm
Smmlm

Standing or Walking
Hard leather heels are tiresome. They jar

your body and exhaust your nerves, leaving you
worried and unfitted for your best efforts.

TRY A PAIR OF
MORGAN <a WRIGHT

Rubber Heels
and see how restful they are. Vou can stand
longer and walk farther without being wearied.

Made in our own factory, of exceptionally
tough springy stock. They are the best that

money can buy, yet cost no more than other
kinds.

Fifty cents, of your shoe dealer, attached, or by
mail thirty-five cents. When ordering by mail,

send impression of heel.

MORGAN & WRIGHT, CHICAGO.

Temple-Clasps Your Glasses
Do they hurt ? Are they
shaky? Send 4c. for our
"Eye-Logic," It is full of
information ; also tells all

about proper glasses—the
kind that do not hurt your

nose or fall off. ff you value your ei/es, send for it.

BKIU(iS OPTKAL CO., 351-E, 'f rianglp KIdg., Iterbester, .N. ¥.

Never Hurt

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.

LUCIFER'SonoflDeMn^
Send 10 cts. to 500 Fulton St., Chicago, and get 2 copies of

this unique Fortnightly Journal of Sexolog>'—the most im-
portant yet most neglected of all sciences. " Lucifer is

no profane or satanic title. It is the Latin Luciferus, the

Light-bringer, the Morning Star."— Webster's Dictionary
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divine the key-move almost on sight "— L. K. \V.;

• \>ry difhciilt and very beautiful ''—J. E. W.
i,o»: "A cute little miniature"— M. M.; " Neat"—

G. L).; Four pure and pretty mates"— J. G. L.; "Too

easy tor the Preobrajenskys of the The L. D."— L.

G.; For a simple problem, this is first class"— S. M.

M.: ' Of your royal pair of 2-ers, I think the Q-move

problem is the better constructed, while the K-move

problem is more original "— W. T. St. A.

In addition to those reported \V. T. St. A. got i,oiS

-1,023: F. W. Howay, New Westminster, B. C, i.oiS,

i,o», 1,021: .\. Heine, Parkersburg, \V. Va.; i,oiS,

1,020, 1,021, 1,022; W. D. L. K., i,oiJ>. 1.021; L. H. li..

i,o»; B. A.. E. B.. E. A. K., L. OS., J.M. Hanley.

Mandan, N. Dak.. 1,022; W. R., E. C. B., '• Clejor,"

New York City, J. P. S.. CoUegeville, Pa., R. G. Ey-

rich. New Orleans, 1,022. 1.023: T. .\. U., 1,023.

Marshall-Janowski Match.

At time of going to press the score stood : Marshall,

2; Janowski. 2; Draw, i.

Marshall's Record,

Year.

iSgq
igoo
igoi
igo3

1902

1903
1903
1904
1904
1904
1904

Place.

London (minor)
Paris
Monte Carlo
Monte Carlo
Hanover
Monte Carlo
Vienna
Monto Carlo
Monte Carlo ( Rice)

.

Cambridge Springs.
St. Louis

Rank. Won,

I 8H
3-4 12

10 5H
9 II

9-10 S

9 12 1

2 iiJ4

3 6Ji
1-2 6
I «3

1

' 3H

Lost.

2K
4

r-
9

3H
4
2

Janowski's Record.

Year.

1894

1895
1S96
1S96

1897

1898
1898
1S99
iqoo

1900
rgoi

1902
1902

1904

Place.

Leipsic
Hastings
Nuremberg
Budai>est
Berhn
Vienna
Cologne
London
Paris
Munich
Monte Carlo
Monte Carlo
Hanover
Cambridge Springs.

Rank.

6-7

Won.

ioJ4
12-14 9>i
5 11%
4-5 7
4 I2J4

3 26 J4

9 8
2-4 18

10 9
7-10 754
I loJi

3 14
I 13K
2-3 II

Lost.

b'A
ii!4

6J4

k
7

9

Ih
2>4

5

3J^

4

From St. Louis Tourney.

Xotes by Dr. Emanuel Lasker.

Marshall, having already secured first prize, brokt-
loose from his favorite Queen's Pawn opening to indulyi
in old-time Chess.

J. F. MARSHALL.
White.

X P-K4
= P-Q4
3 Ki-K B3

This check is considered premature.
ply 4 B—Q 2. B X B

; 5 g Kt x

MLOTKOWSKV.
Black.
P—K 4
P X P
B— Kt 5Ch
White might re-

P.. Kt-Q K 3 ; 6
B—Kt 5. The ordinary defense 3 ... Kt—Q B 3; 4
Kt X P, Kt—B 3, or else 3 . ., Kt—K V, 3, leads to a very
good game for Black.

4 P—B 3 P X P
? Px P B—B 4
6 B-Q B 4 P-Q 3
7 Q-Kt 3 Q-Q 2

The correct move, because blocking a check by White's
Queen after the Q Kt is developed to B 3 and threatens
to go to R 4.

5 Castles Kt—Q B 3Q—B 2 Kt-B 3
10 B—K Kt 5 Q-K 2

The more aggressive move was Q— Kt 5. The game
might then have proceeded 11 Q Kt— Q 2, B—K 3 ; 12
B—K 2 (or Kt 5), Kt—Q 2, leaving Black with a good
development, a pawn plus and no assailable points.

iiQKt—Q2 P-KR3
12B-R4 P—K Kt 4

13 B—K Kt 3. Now White has obtained an
opening for lasting attack, both on the K's side and in the
center by means of P—K 5.

13 Kt—K R 4
14 P—K 5 Kt X B
15 P X P Q X P
16 R P X Kt Castles

17 Q R—Q sq. Not at all in Marshall's usual
vigorous style. Why not 17 Kt—K 4, forcing B—B 4 ;

Remarkable Offer
made to close out at once the last of the 1,500 lots in
Westerleigh so as to be able to finish quickly the extended
improvement ; $140,000 in improvements added during 1904.
See " Closing Offer," page facing first page of reading.

Readers of The Literary

If you want to buy

BOOKS
Buy from us and save money. We handle

tens of thousands of books which have been

in circulation in The Booklovers Library from

three or four months to a year ; nearly all as

good as new. We are selling to hundreds

of public and private libraries. History,

science, biography, literature, politics, juvenile,

travel, fiction, French, (lerman, etc. Send
for our new catalogue of over 3000 titles.

Mention The Literary Digest

The Philadelphia Bookstore Co.
1031 Race Street. Philadelphia

BUFFALO
LithiaMter

A Natural Spring Water. Has been before the

public for thirty years. It has been tested by lead-

ing physicians at home and abroad. We would

like to send you a pamphlet giving the experience

of these physicians with its use in BRIGHT'S
DISEASE, ALBUMINURIA, GOUT, RHEU-
MATISM and all URIC ACID TROUBLES.

For sale by the general drtigf and mineral water trade.

PROPRIETOR BUFFALO LITHIA SPRINGS, VIRGINIA

Some live4^t?^re like'

_ fioes
^he more woTft^^^;f/f^hhe brighrer."
Busy wives who use SAPQL=.IO
never seem t'O grow old.Trv a. ce^ke •••

Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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For Hair

1 Thousand Dollars

How often have you heard the re-

mark, " I will give any man a thou-

sand dollars who can make hair grow
on my head." So far as we know
there is but one method that will in-

duce hair growth, and that is the

Vacuum Process.

We have proved conclusively that

for ever}' live follicle a reasonable

use of our Appliance will develop a

healthy and natural hair.

Our Guarantee
We will send you by prepaid ex-

press an Evans Vacuum Cap to use
thirty days, and all we ask of you is

to deposit the price of the Appli-

ance in any bank in Saint Louis
during the trial period, subject to

your own order.

If you do not cultivate a sufficient

growth of hair within this time to

convince you that this method is

effective, simply notify the bank
and they will return your deposit.

The effect of the vacuum is pleas-

ant and exhilarating. It gives the

scalp vigorous exercise without rub-

bing, and induces free and active

circulation without the use of drugs
or lotions.

EVANS VACUUM CAP CO.

440 Fullerton BIdg., St. Louis, Mo.

Newell Dnight Hillis, D.D.

' Tlif vfrv best of i rs kinit

pnl)li-liHil.'

IF
you 'wrould like to

sell your goods to the

clergy, advertise them
in The Horniletic Re-
'bie'w, the clergyman's
Magazine of America.
Undenominational. One
out of every three preach-

ers in the United States

read it. We will tell you
all about it if interested.

44 East 23d Street.
Ne^v York.

i3 Q R-Q sq, Q-Kt 3 ; 19 B-Q 3, B-Kt 3 ; 20 P-
Kt 4, with an excellent game ?

17 B-Kt 3

This move was necessary because White threatened
Kt — Kt 3, with all kinds of evil consequences for Black.

18 Kt -x P. An ingenious idea. The defense
put up by Black against it shows Mlotkowsky to be a
player of resources.

18 P.x Kt
19 Kt— i; 3 Q—B 3
20 R—Q 5 R—Q sq
21 R -x f ch K—B sq
22 Q—R 7 Kt—K 2

23 B .X P ? Here, as Marshall points out in his

notes, (American Chess Bulletin^ November), 23 P-K
Kt 4 should have been played in order to prevent Black's
next move. The game might then have proceeded 23...
B-K3; 24 B X B, PxB; 25 Kt-K s; or 23.., Kt—
Kt 3 ; 24 R—K sq threatening B x P, with very good
good chances for at least a Draw,

23 B-KB4
All this is very well played by Black. Had he captured

the Bishop at once White would have proceeded with
g-R 8 ch and Kt-K ;.

24 Q-R 5
25 Q—R 6 ch

26 R-
Queen to R 2.

26 ...

Now
easily.

Kt Black had

Q X B
K—K sq

intended to play his

Black being two pieces

R-

ahead.

-Q3
ought

27 Q-Kt 5 Q-B 3
28 R—K sq Q X Q
29 Kt X Q K—Q 2

30 R(Kt 7) X Kt ch K—B 3

31 P—Kt 4. Very neat. If, now, B x Kt P
;

32 Kt—B 7 attacking the Rook and indirectly, by means
of Kt—K 5 ch, also the Bishop.

3t R-Q 7?

Not so strong as 31.., R—K Kt sq
; 32 Kt—B 7,

R—Q 7 ; 33 Kt—K 5 ch, K— Kt 4 ; 34 P x B, B x P ch
;

35 K—B sq ; B X R followed by Q R x P.

32 P x B B X P ch
33 K—B sq B X R
34 R X B R—K Kt sq

Black now has a difficult game.

Position after White's 31st move.

%»

H
i ^ ^'4iS^'

m m m
m. §M

^^_^i;W

35 R—K 6 ch

36 R—K 5 ch.
upon Black wins by 36.

38 P— Kt 7, R—K Kt 3 ;

by K-Q 3.

36

37 P-B 6

38 Kt—K 4

39 K-B 2

If, now, White allows

K— Kt 4

Better than R— Kt 6, where-
, R X R

; 37 P X R, R-Q -,

;

39 Kt—K 6, K—B 3 followed

DEAF
Kxittrt Lip Reader, .'ilisoltitely lieaf \h years; more
<iral piipil.s ortered than an-epted. Tearliew hard-of-

heariufi j)ersons most l)raclical. iilterestinK and inex-

I)en-*ive method bv mail.

I»>I.*\'X. V. O. i»r:iwoi- 2«U«. Boston

K—B 5R-Q 2

R—B 2

R-Kt3
R X P ch. Black will have the

best of the ending ; because the White Q-side Pawns
must fall.

40 K—K 3 threatens a very neat and almost
pure mate ; but weak nevertheless, because he must now
lose the Kt P. R—K B 5 at once, to be followed by K

—

B 3. P—Kt 4,—Kt 5 etc., would have been stronger.

40 P— Kt 3
41 R—K B s R X Kt P
42 P—R 4 P—R 4

43 K— B 4 K— Kt 6

44 K.-K 5 R-K 7

45 R—B 4 K X P
46K-K6 R—R 2

Unfathomable! Why not R—B sq. If, then, 47 K
K 7, R—O R sq

; 48 P--B 7, K—Kt 6; 49 P—

B

(Queens) R x Q ; 50 K x Q, P—R 5, Black should have
won.

47 K-Q 5

48 P-B 7
49 P-B 8 (Q)

so R X R. Now the White
theater of operations insures the Draw.

50
51 P-B 4
52 R-B 3ch
53 Kt—B3
54 Kt—R 4 ch

55 R-Q R 3

56 K-Q 4

57 K-Q 3

K—Kt6
R—R sq
R X Q
K being nearer the

P-R5
P—R 6
K— Kt 7
P—R 7K-B 8

R-Q B 7
K— KtS
R X P and Draws.

fRADE MAHK

Just Say:
Send me a Dollar Pair

Free==To Try
and you will get free on approval, as soon as
the mails can bring them, a pair of the celebra-
ted MAQIC FOOT DRAFTS, the great Michigan
remedy for

RHEUMATISM
of every nature—chronic or acute, muscular,
sciatic, Lumbago, Qouf, etc., no matter where

located or how se-

vere. The drafts are
worn on the soles of
the feet without in-

convenience, and re-

lieve by drawing out
and absorbing the poisonous acids and pain-

causing impurities from the blood through the
great foot-pores. Try them at home when you
get them. Then if you are fully satisfied with
the benefit received you can send us One Dollar.

If not, keep your money. You Decide. You
try the drafts entirely at our expense and risk,

and you can see that we couldn't afford to

make such a wonderful offer if they didn't

relieve.

Magic Foot Drafts are producing marvelous
results. They are relieving some of the worse
cases on record, after doctors and all other
treatments had failed.

Z. H. Palmer, Pittsburg, writes that the Drafts relieved
him after 28 years of .suffering.

They relieved T. S. Curtis, Erie, Pa., at the age of

82 years.

Geo. J. Nolanson, Bathurst, Canada, was relieved after

20 years of other expensive treatments.

Mrs. Z, J. Smith, of San Francisco, Cal., writes:
" Magic Foot Drafts have relieved my husband of rheuma-
tism, and never have I paid out a dollar that is sent so
willingly as this."

" I was relieved after wearing them (Magic Foot Drafts)

24 hours." Emma O'Reilly, Buford, Wyo.

Remember—it costs you nothing to try the

Drafts—and a dollar is little to pay if benefited.

A scientific booklet (in colors) on Rheumatism,
comes free with the Drafts, all prepaid. Write
today. Do it now ! MAGIC FOOT DRAFT CO.,

TF II. Oliver BIdg., Jackson, Mich.

$250.00 GYMNASIUM
OUTFIT

FOR ONLY $5.00
This is iv comiilrte house Bjmnasium, consisting of
SwiiiKiii;; Riii;:s, Trnpczc. Ilorizoiitnl Bar.
Swiiiy^iii:^ Ito.-irU ami Stirrups, all of which can
bp put 111' in small s))ace in any home or office. In-
dispensable to au> business or professional man. stu-
fleut. etc.. also makes an ideal indoor exerciser for
thpcliihiren. Saws many times its cost in doctor's
bills, renders unnecessary expensive courses in phys-
ical culture, affords continual recreation and exer-
cise. A marvel of completeness, simplicity and
practical utility, will last for years, and takes the
place of a large gymnasium, at one-fiftieth the cost.
Made of fine worsted webbing, on the best three-

ply woolen, .Japanned or nickel-plated iron rings
and iiick<uv bars. Made in two sizes. Children's,
#4. .*>(»: Ailnlts. S.5.00. Sent anywhere CO.
I». on apiiroval. Catalog on request. .l.%«'OB
Mil. 9.14;. 7:J W. AVnshington St., Cliieaso,
ilauufai'turer of fi>muastie, .\thletic and Sporting

I

THE TROUBLE WOMAN. A clever short story

by Clara MoRKis. Small i2mo, 60 pages. Illustrated.

40C. net. (Hour-Glass Series.) Funk & Wagnalls
Company, Pubs., New York.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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- TO PROVE that Daus' " Tip-top " ;s

X^̂ ^^v Ŝ'^^'^ the best and simplest device for making
''"' ^•^— --* ^^100 Copies from pen-written and 50

Copies from tyiiewritten original,
we will slii)) complete diiiilicator,

cap size, w^itliout deposit, on
ten (10) days' trial.
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THE TEXXCOGRAfHER'S

In this column, to dix-lde questions ronoeniini; the rorrect

use of words, the Funk & >VaKnalIa Standard Dictionary is

consulted a^ arbiter.

To Correspondents.—Owing to increiused de-

mands iiiH.)!! his space the "LexU'ojrraplicr" tlmls iiiiii-

sclf unable In answer anonymous coiTesiHiiidi'iict'.

Hereafter no anonrnious correspondence will l)e con-

sldeivU In this column.

"C. M. T.,'" Baton Roupe, La.— "Pleu.si* e.vpluin what
Is meant liy wave-len^rihs in color tests, :iiii| if ]iossible

jnve an example."

According to tlie undulatory tlieory of liglit,

which is the one universally accepted at tiie

present tlay, light consist.-- of waves or iiiidula-

tory periodic disturhances in a liypotlietical

ine<liiiiii which is called the " Inniiniferous
ether.'' The color of the light depends upon
the length of these little waves. Fi)r example.
a wave which is '/looo.io of an inch lonir pro-
duces upon our eyes tlie sensation whicli is

calleil " red." If the wave be only alxjiit two-
thirds as long (that is, ' loonoo of an inch), it

will produce the sensation called "green." If

the waves are only ' joooou of an inch long,
they produce the sensation called "violet."
Red and violet are the limits of our color per-

ception : for if the "waves" are longer than
"soooo of an inch, or shorter than about
'/•oooo of an inch, they do not produce any
sensations of light upon the eyes. The lonsrer
waves prcxluce the sensation of beat, and the
shorter, chemical changes that, for example,
will affect a photographic plate. Tims all

colors or combinations of colors have a wave-
length.

"R. E. W.." BloonideUl (Vnt*^, N. .1.—"In a small
German dictionary that I imssess I Und the (iermaii
word iixritir deUned as 'three cumocks.' What is a
'curnock' V"

A " curnock " is a dry measure formerly used
in the west of England and in parts of SotUh
Wales. Its capacity was variable. For corn it

usually equaled four bushels, for wheat some-
times three bushels, for coal and lime it varied
from ten to tifteen busliels.

"H. T. J.," Orange, N. .T.—The sentence you
quote is not good English.

"W. H. R." Wheeling. W. AVa.—" Kindly fell me the
correct pronunciation of (1) 'attache' and (2) 'mes-
dames.'

"

(1) A'ta'sbay' (the first two vowels being
sounded as "a" in "ask," the third having the
sound of "a" in "bay"). (2) Maydani' o,-

mez'damz (the "a" in the second syllable
having the sound of "a" in " anoint ').

"CO. F.." Kansas City, Mo.—" Kindly state if the
following sentence is correct :

' Our weight and measure
is correct.'

"

The sentence is not correct and should read,
" Our weight and measure are correct."

"P. H. M.," Allegheny, Pa.—"In a recent review I
read ' Individuality is synonymous of personality.' Is
"of ' the correct preposition to use after ' synonymous "?

"

"Synonymous with" is the proper expres-
sion in this case.

'p.
.1. ().,'" Ralston, Iowa.—" Please inform me in

what book I can llnd the character Klizabeth Bennet as
heroine.'"

See .Jane Austen's " Pride and Prejudice."

"F. K. \.," Manti, Utah.—"What authority is there
for spelling ' pavilion ' with two ' Ts " V Was it ever so
spelled y I have heard it contended that the snelling
of this word has recently been changed."

^
The modern spelling of the word is with one
1." The form containing two "Ts" is obsolete.

MEMORIALS
Unique designs prepared by iny own artists

enable you to select high-grade monumental
work in Quincy, Harre, Westerly or other
leading granite. Estimates made from your
own plans.

The knowledge I have gained in a life-time of
work and study is at your command. Prices the
lowest possible for best workmanship in making
and setting every stone ordered—economy with
quality, you [)ay no middleman's profits. Write
for nn new//tv I'^wklct.

I also make Mausoleums and Public Drinking Fountains

J.L.MILLER
(r.';;:,:T;m..) Quincy, Mass. .U.S.A.
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Peter MoUer's
Cod Liver Oil
is just pure cod liver oil— "ree from dis-
guise, because none is needed. It is the
impurity or adulteration in cod liver oil

that makes it offensive to taste and smell.
The purity of Moller's Oil makes it

Free from Taste or Odor
It is this purity that makes Moller's

Oil so digestible and without that nau-
seous " repeat."

The cenuine is sold imlu in flat, oval bottles,
imported from Norway, bearing the name of

Schleffelin & Company, New York
SOLE AGKNTS
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GRAY HAIR RESTORED
"WALNUTTA HAIR STAIN"

RpHtores Gray, Strciikcil or HIciiched
Hair, or MiiMtache iiiNtiiiiliiiieoiiNly.
Givi's any nIimcIi' from UkHI Urowii
lo Bliiek. Itoes no) \v:i!!ili or i-iih

oil*. Contains no poisons, anil is not
sticky nor Krcasy. Solil b.> all Ofln

cirutCKlstS. or wp will send you a Trial sizi- for /MR
I'ostpaid; lartjesize leight times as mucin CO < cnts.
IMdKIC I'lUIII.VU CO., . 2l;l Mcliols lllilg., S(. I.ouis, .llu.

TOLSTOY'S PLAYS. Containing Leo Tolstoy's
Rreat plays, "The Power of D.nrkness." "The Fruit
Disliller " and " The Fruits of Culture." (The second
yoliinic of Tolstoy's Complete Works. Library Edi-
tion.) Xvo, cloth, half-tone frontispiece, 262 pages. Ji-so.
P'unk i^ Wagnalls Company, Pubs., New York.
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Mark

HAIR INSURANCE
1 M.AKE HAIR BEAUTIFUL
and here is positive proof

So T«,t Sculps Her|iiire the
>,|ftiue TrfUtmonl.

FrPP ElStninStinn * physician studies your bodily ailments before he gives youibb i-Auiiiiiiuiiuiii medicine. A micro.scopical examination of your hair will reveal
the cause of your scalp infection. .Send me fresh combings, today, and I will tell you,

-,- - free of charge, what ails your hair and scalp, and what
treatment you need.

Premiums. Vr",u\lu

Mysji
n|ip(*iiraii4-c.

tiriil linir in niiddl** :ik^c Is :i| a
nil. If your hiiir is healthy now, it

kept s(i ; if not. I can mak4> it healthy and beautiful.
i'cinl n inrdicH will preserve it and insure a youthful

INSURE YOUR HAIR
I )\\Ki: SK K HAIR \\¥A,l, l.\Sl'IUN(; IT AGAIKSI FAIX1\(; OUT.

Accumulative Benefits, lieiM'rin^uvi"'"''"'"^""

BEFORE
Reproduced bu ptrmission.

PhoTofnoh copy r.i I.-tIrr ;inti r»li'»tf>-«

ol'this lady iiiiulfd on requf ,st.

luai t rejitment
|iiistti\f Ij rriMli4'iiir<« itiiiKlriirT, >^1 ops fulling; hair, Hiiil |)r<>veiil<>

liuhliips<4. .\h liiiiu UM uiiy life rpiiiuin^ in the folliclps of the hair,
new httir run he jinmn. Your hair can be saved to extreme
oldn^-e

Hair and Scalp
"rty years in

States, an<l hiive treiitefl (tiftlrult cases
where others hnve failed. I am not experiraentintT' -^y liouk 2* on
Hair nml Sculp, sent on receipt of 2-cent stamp for postage.
Send fresh combines by return mail to-day

Non-Experimenting, h^s::^.''^^ ,]?;'

Franrt' )in<l United States, an<l hiivp trciitp<

ONE YEAR LATER
to MADAME N. HESSLER. Specialist for the Hair and Sc&lp.

coPYKiGHTEu MARSHALL FIELD BLDC. CHICAGO, ILLS.

N
ERYOUSNESS

Exhausted or Debilitated

Nerve Force from any Cause.

Relieved by WINCHESTER'S SPECIFIC PILL
It contains no Mercury, Iron, Canthariden, or any injurious ingredient whatever.

This rill is purely veiretable, lia-s been tested and prescribed by physicians, and has proven to be the best, safes';, and most effec-
tive treatment kno'W'n to medical science for restoring? Vitalit,v. no matter how originally impaired, as it reaches the root of the
ailment. Our remedies are the best of their kind, and contain only the best and purest ingredients that money can buy and
science produce ; therefore we cannot offer free samples.

Price, ONE DOLLAR per Box,
by Sealed Mail.

pppcnjUAl nPINiniSm • riearSirs: 1 have used a bottle ot your Hypiipbosphites of Mant;auese for liver and kidney^""'"^ urimui^O. complaints in my own person an<l received much benefit, so 1 will enclose live dollars and
will ask yoii to send me as much as you can by express prepaid for that amount, until \^e can t^et it through the rejjular
charuiels. 1 am confident it is .just what 1 have i>eeu in search of for many years. I jim prescribing your Hypophosphites of
Lime and Soda, and am pleased with the preparation. Yours sincerely Dr. T. J. WEST.

I know of no remedy in the whole Materia Medica equal to your Specific Pill for Nervous Debility.—ADOLPH BEHRE,
M.D., Professor of Organic Chemistry and Physiology, New York.

'"'slcureV;ieaTed.'"- WincHester & Cc, CheHiists, S 609 Beekman BIdg., New York.

FOR WEAK LUNGS USE WINCHESTER'S HYPOPHOSPHITES. Est. 1858.

No Humbug or Treatment Scheme

THE STANDARD PREACHER'S MAGAZINE
Exposition and discu.ssion of living issues and topics in

all branches of religious activity.

THE HOMILETIG REVIEW
International and Undenominational

** 1 have taken Th>: Homtletic Review since 1882, and have founii

it constantly helpful rmi siiBgestive."—iJai't'd J. Burrell, D.D.
Issued Montlili/. $.1.00 a Year

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Pubs., NEW YORK

S^o^^i

r^ocv^^ #
Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication wben writing to advertisers,
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catarrhal affBCtions of
the throatm Avoid imitations.
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BOOKS FOR. PHYSICIANS

PREVENTION OF DISEASE
THIS work presents the iatest opinion and the most

eoDclusively demonstrated fact on the prevention of
every important form of human disease. It is the

first work in the Enghsh language to provide research
from eminent specialists and authorities on this entire
vast subject. It is written by authorities of international
reputation. With introduction by H. Timbrkll Bdl-
STRODE, M.D.

Francis A. Scratchteij. M.D.: "Written by men eminent
intheirspeeialty.it will be of great value to the physi-
cian. Each subject is presented thoroughly and most at-
tractively.''

Two Volumes, 8vo. Cloth, 1«81 pp. \et
price, $3.75 per volume. Si7..50 per set.

Physician vs. Bacteriologist
Tins volume embraces Kosenbach's discussion on clini-

co-bacteriologic and hygienic problems based on original
investigations, representinsr the contest against tlie over-
growth of bacteriology. By Prof. O. Kosenbach, M.D.

Gond Health Clinic, Syracuse :
" The book is a good one

to add to your library if you would have the latest word
from the scientific world upon the cause, cure, and pre-
vention of disease."

ISino, Cloth, 455 pp. 81. SO net

Electro-Diagnosis and

Electro-Therapeutics
The contents include a clear and concise explanation of

the principles of electricity, and the latest research as to
the physiological effects of electricity upon the liumau
body. By Or. Toby Cohn, Nerve Specialist, Berlin.

St. Louis Medical and Surgical Journal :
" The book is

a sate and reliable guide, and will be found of the highest
value."

8 Plates, '»» Cuts, istvo. Cloth. SS.OO uet

NERVES IN DISORDER
This book seeks to dispel ignorance regarding all func-
tional nerve diseases and to set forth the most advanced
and valuable scientific principles for successf idly treating
these troubles. By A. T. Schofield, M.D., M.R.C.S.

Philadelphia Telegraph : " It isa work valuable alike to
professional and non-professional readers."

I3IIIO, Cloth, 3IM pp. $1.50 postpaid

THE FORCE OF MIND
The action of the mind in the cause and cure of many
disorders is considered in this book from new and scien-
tific standpoints, with suggestions for the practical use of
this knowledge by physicians and laymen. By A. T.
Schofield, M.D., M.R.C.S.

London Times: "In this forcibly written work Dr.
Schofield emphasizes and illustrates the part played in
the causation and cure of disease."

I-Jnio, Cloth, 347 pp. $3.00 postpaid

SPRINGS OF CHARACTER
This work gives the latest scientific information on the
sources and qualities of character, showing the imptn--
tance of character and the soundest principles for its de-
velopment. By A. T. Schofield, M.D., .M.H C.S.

St. Louis Globe-Democrat: ".Ml the subtle and occult,
as well as educational and outside agencies that tell upon
the developing character, are considered."

Svo, Cloth, S.'iO pp. $1.50 postpaid

THE UNCONSCIOUS MIND
A study into the my.steries of the niind and tlitii- relalion
to physical and psychical life, containing the latest scien-
tific research on this topic. By A. T. Schofield, M.D.,
M.R.C.S.

T. .1/. Hartmann . D.D.. McKeesport, Pa :
" It is a mas-

terly book on a subject that demands earnest considera-
tion."

8vo, Cloth. -t.'Sl pp. $S.OO postpaid

Handbook of Medical

and Orthopedic Gymnastics
The principles and application of Swedish gymnastics,
massage, and orthopedics, with descriptions of many
cases of illiress, helped or cured by gymnastic ti-eatment.
By .\NDREW Wide. M.D.

Health Culture, Kew York :
" Dr. Wild's work should be

in the library of every physician and in the hands of
every layman who desires to develop himself toward
physical perfection."

8vo, Cloth, 383 pp. Illustrated. 93. OO net

A BRIEF OF NECROSCOPY
.\ clear, concise manual of medical informalion giving
with sufficient detail all practical facts connected witli the
study, diagnosis, technique, and medico-legal aspects of a
post-mortem examination. By Gustav Schmidt, .M.1>.

Medical Recorder, Chicago ;
" It is leliable and instruc-

tive.' '

rocket Size. I Onto, Leather. 186 pp. Sl.OO

Write for Circulars

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY. Pubs., NEW YORK

Referenoe \A/ork:s
for

A List of Works Containing the Literary Nuggets of Many Libraries

HON. JOSEPH
H. CHOATE
" I have always found

this cyclopedia the most

complete and useful
book of the kind ever

published."

"iJj/ long odds the best book of q%iotations."—NEw York Herald.

The Cyclopedia of Practical Quotations
Over 30,000 choice quotations classified under a wide diversity of
subjects, with 86,000 lines of concordance ; also a complete
appendix, with proverhs from the foreign languages, Latin law
terms, etc. By .1. K. Hoyt.
8vo, 1,205 pp. Prices: Buckram, $6. oo ; Law Sheep, $8.oo ; Half

Morocco, $10.00; Full Morocco, $12.00.

HON. CARROLL
D. WRIGHT
"I find it one of the

most valuable books of

dates that has yet been

published."

Ocer Seviiihi i\ iiliiritfi nf llistani Mitdi: IiistaiitUj Accessible.

The Cyclopedia of Cassified Dates
The vital and important facts of universal history since the
earliest times are given, classified chronologically under the
chief topics of human interest. Archbishop Ireland says : "It
responds to a great need which thousands have felt." Compiled
by Chas. E. Little.

Large 8vo, 1,462 pp. Cloth, $10.00 ; Sheep, $12.50 ; Half Morocco,
$i«.oo; Full Morocco, $18 00.

BENJAMIN
KIDO
" I am struck -with

its excellence and com-

pleteness. The plan

... is admirably car-

ried out.'?

A Complete Epitome of Social and Economic Fact and Opinion.

The Encyclopedia of Social Reforms
It supplies facts and expert opinions of Sociology, Economics,
and all subjects directly or indirectly allied. The most eminent
authorities have set forth the theories of the various schools,
enabling the reader to weigh and judge for himself. Edited
by W. D. P. Bliss.

Large 8vo, 1,447 pp. Cloth, $7.50; Sheep, $9.50; Half Morocco,
$12.00 ; Full riorocco, $14.00. Agents Wanted.

NEW YORK
OBSERVER
" This monumental

work has been made as

complete and perfect as

could be desired."

The 3fo.<f Complete Coneonlanee fur Both Clergu and Laymen.

Young's Ana ytical Concordance to the Bible

It includes 311,000 references, marking 30,000 Xew-Testament
readings. It gives the original Hebrew or Greek of any word in
the English Bible, with tlie literal meaning of each, and reliable
parallel passages. By Robert Young, D.D.
4to, 1,168 pp. Prices: Cloth, $5.00; Tan Sheep, $750 ; Half Moroc-

co, $9.00 ; Full Morocco, $12.00. Thumb Index, 75 cts. extra.

PRESIDENT
W. H. P. FAUNCE
"It avoids the 'bo-

gus ' science so largely

used for illustration,

and is a safe handbook

for speakers and
writers."

A Condcni^ed Lihraiii nf Scioitific Thought in One Volume.

Scientific Side-Lights

A Cyclopedia of Science, containing nearly 4,000 selections from
the foremost scientific authorities of our time, illustrating many
thousands of topics in religion, morals, politics, history, educa-
tion, social progress, and industrial and domestic life. Edited
by .T.\MEs C. Pernald.

8 vo, Cloth, 925 pp. $5.00; Law Sheep, $6.50; Half Morocco, $8.00 ;

Full Morocco. $10.00.

hon. richard
olney
"Thoroughly up to

date and indispensable

to all who aim to keep

in touch with the liter-

ature of the times."

The Richest Treasun-housc of the English Language,

The Funk & Wagnalls Standard Dictionary

The latest subscription edition, new from cover to cover, con-
tains 92,000 more terms than any other dictionary of the lan-

guage, or 317,000 vocabulary terms, cyclopedia and atlas of the
world, 24 beautiful colored plates, 125,000 synonyms and anto-
nyms, besides innutr.erable exclusive and superior features.

Sold exclusively by subscription. Send for Prospectus and Easy
Instalment Terms.

THE boston
herald
"The Office standard

Dictionary is to be pre-

ferred to all other dic-

tionaries meant for

office or desk use."

The Most Comprehensive Abridged Dictionary for handy desk use.

The Office Standard Dictionary
Abridged from the Funk & Wagnalls Standard Dictionary. This
is the most comprehensive and up-to-date abridged dictionary
published. Inampleness, accuracy and convenience, and every
other feature it supersedes all other abridged dictionanas.

8vo, 923 pages, Heavy Cloth, Leather Back, $2.50; Full Leather,
$4.oo;"Thumb Index, So cents extra.

FUNK ^ WAGNALLS COMPANY, Publishers, NEW YORK

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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TOPICS OF THE DAY.

COMMENT ON THE INDIAN SCHOOL
SCANDAL.

TV /lOST of the daily newspapers do not seem ready, as yet, to

^^ * comment upon the payment of Indian trust funds to the

Catholic and Lutheran mission schools, considered at length in

these columns last week, but among those which do comment we
have looked in vain for a justiticatioa of the Administration's

course. The good work of the schools and the good intentions of

the President are spoken of. but not their good judgment. It is an

"inglorious muddle," declares the New York Eveniug Fosf,'m

which " the trust funds of the wards of tlie nation are seized for the

sake of showing one sect the most outrageous favoriti.sm "
; and

the Springfield Republican calls it a case of " political jugglery in

behalf of a religious sect," in which " the usual methods of the

Roman Catholic politicians are presented." " Such deep and far-

reaching resentment has been aroused," avers the Boston Tran-

script, " that Congress can not afford to ignore it." Is it a " square

deal," asks the Boston Herald, to give one denomination nearly

$100,000 on the quiet
—
"should not all the Protestant mission

boards have been promptly notified that this way of obtaining sup-

port for their denominational schools was open to them ?" Mr.
S. M. Brosius. agent of the Indian Rights Association, quotes the

President's declaration, in his letter of defense, that the money
appropriated for any one school should represent " only the pro

rata proportion to which the Indians making the petition are en-

titled," and then he shows that if the Administration had followed

this rule in the cases of the Roman Catholic missions at Pine

Ridge, Rosebud, and Crow Creek, they would have received only

$1,803 instead of $55,620, an excessof over $53,000, which does not

seem to be justified even by the President himself. The New
York Sun turns to the regulations of the Indian Office, based on
the United States statutes, and finds that this allotment of Indian

trust funds to mission schools in response to a petition is irregular.

" Treaty funds," the regulations provide," can not be diverted from

the .objects for which appropriated without the consent of the

tribes, expres.sed in general council, which consent, stated in wri-

ting, must be approved by the Secretary of the Interior, and the

approval communicated to the agent [of the tribes affected] before

the diversion can be made." " It would seem, therefore," remarks

The Sun, '"that even from a technical viewpoint the allotments of

tribal trust funds to sectarian schools were illegal," and "if they

were illegal, it is idle to talk about their moral justification."

The Augusta (Ga.) Chronicle, however, argues that " one Catholic

school has, really, been wortli a half dozen so-called non-sectarian

schools in uplifting the

Indian and fitting him.

in a practical way. for

civilized life," and it

thinks it is a pity that

the aid to the Catholic

schools can not go on.

It says of their value to

the red man :

"This is due, no
doubt, to the fact that

hundreds of good priests

and devoted nuns have

consecrated themselves

to this work, and. in

season and out, labor

unceasingly for the sal-

vation and education of

the I ndian ; whereas
with the non-sectarian

teacher such work is too

often a mere matter of

expediency, or, at best,

a temporary underta-

king for which many of

them have no special

fitness. Many broad-

minded Protestants have

already borne testimony

to the splendid work that has been done by these consecrated

Catholic missionaries among the Indians, and regard the with-

drawal of government aid from these schools as a distinct backstep

in the work of reclaiming the Red Man.
"Without reference to creed, therefore, it seems a pity that this

good work can not go on as heretofore. If the Catholic Church, or

any other church, can so materially aid the Government in edu-

cating and civilizing the Indian, there would seem to be no sound

reason why it should not be allowed to do so. To put an end to

such work because of some theoretical objection to government

aid for sectarian schools is to ' strain at a gnat and swallow a

camel.' It is, indeed, a species of narrowness, that can not find

favor in the eyes of broad-minded people, to say nothing of the All

Wise Ruler, who must, very often, look with p'ty upon our petty

performances here below."

The Detroit News would go several steps farther and have all

the government appropriations for the Indian disbursed through

the missionaries. To quote :

" In general it would be much better for allparties concerned, and

most of all for the Indians, if the government funds appropriated

for the Indians could be dispensed through properly authorized and

regulated missions, regardless of denominations. It would be in-

finitely more satisfactory than making the distribution through

BISHOP HARE,

Of the Protestant Episcopal Church, who says

he tried in vain to secure the regular govern-

ment rations for his Indian pupils, while the

Catholic and Lutheran schools were paid over

$100,000 on doubtful Indian petitions.
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politicians who are often appointed to the

otifice of Indian agent, regardless of character

or qualifications.
" Most of the Indian outbreaks of the past

have been the result of official dishonesty and

abuse. Most of the villainous whisky which

lias demoralized a people well worth saving,

has found its way through connivance or

neglect of unscrupulous agents. By use of

the missions a double purpose would be

served. The Indians would be better treated,

better educated, and given the benefit of

religious ministration. Missions would not

concoct conspiracies for depriving the In-

dians of their lands, and procure immunity

from prosecution or even exposure by taking

in as side-partners men of capital and mem-
bers of Congress. Indians would not be

preyed upon by dishonest traders, but would

be under wholesome influences which would

tend to keep them in peaceful contentment

with their lot.

•• Altho it is against the policy of the Gov-
ernment to lend aid to sectarian schools, that

policy might well be abated where the Indians

are concerned. No matter what religious de-

nomination might be chosen as the agent of

the Government, or if all of them who had
established missions should receive the com-
missions, the care of the Indians would be in

better hands than ever before, and the Gov-
ernment would be less often made ashamed of its administration

of Indian affairs."

SENATOR BARD, OF CALIFORNIA,

Who says he was approached by Prof. E. L.

Scharf, of the Catholic University in Wash-
ington, with the proposition that if Congress
would appropriate $150,000 for two years to

the Catholic mission scliools, he would guar-

antee that twenty doubtful Congress districts

would go Republican.

raw material, on which the duty will be re-

funded when they export them made up into

shoes, clothing, furniture, machinery, etc.

While the manufacturers are experiencing

these pleasurable emotions, however, our

farmers, who see the " protection " to their

products seriously impaired, are alarmed.

Senator Hansbrough, of North Dakota, has

introduced a bill declaring that Congress does

not sanction this interpretation of the Dingley

act's drawback clause, and a resolution of

protest has been introduced into the Minne-

sota legislature. Dissatisfaction, of a some-

what different nature, is also expected to

affect the consumer when he beholds these

manufactured products selling abroad for less

than home prices. The Providence Journal

(Rep.), the Detroit Free Press (Ind.), and the

New York World (Dem.) predict trouble

from this feature of the situation, and The

Outlook says similarly

:

DRAWBACKS OF THE DRAWBACK DECISION.

T TURING the last week in January, according to The North-
*~^ -cvestern Miller (Minneapolis), the mills of that city sold

50.000 barrels of flour for export, the best showing for a long time
;

due, so The iMiller s,3.y^, \o Attorney-General Moody's drawback

decision, by which ninety-nine per cent, of the duty paid on im-

ported wheat is refunded when it is reexported in the form of flour.

The millers are naturally jubilant over a ruling that increases their

business to such a gratifying amount, and other manufacturers are

represented by the newspapers as indulging in rosy anticipations

of importing hides, wool, lumber, steel, and many other kinds of

"This decision would, if we understand it

aright, practically give free lumber, free wool,

free hides, as well as free wheat, but it would

give the benefit of this freedom from the im-

port duty only to purchasers abroad. In other

words, in order to protect our American man-

ufacturers, all American con.sumers would pay anywhere from ten

to fifty per cent, more for articles manufactured in America than

would be charged for the same articles to Englishmen in Liver-

pool or London. It has been contended by the advocates of the

protective system that the duties are paid by the foreigner. We
wonder what such an advocate would say when he finds himself

paying from ten to fifty per cent, more for the American protected

article than the foreigner pays for the same American article at

home."
The Detroit Free Press thinks this may be the entering wedge

that will topple the tariff wall over. It remarks

:

" If the drawback system works effectively to increase our foreign

trade, if it is a system that can be taken advantage of to the profit

of many manufacturers, the opinion of Attorney-General Moody
may be regarded as the first step in the revision of the tariff, be-

cause the result will be an object-lesson of such obvious benefit

CAN IT BE THE COAI. TRUST?

A black spot has been discovered on the sun, 80,000 miles across.

—Leipziger in tlie Detroit News.

Nicholas—" Shades of Peter tlie Great ! Have the Japs got after him too ?"

—Groesbeck in the Cliicago Chronicle.

CARTOON ASTRONOiVlY.
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THE TRl'STS LATEST D01)i;F..

—Smith in tlie I'ittsbiirt; Poit.

isn't it a shame to make us go 'way around like this?"
—Leipziger in the Detroit News.

MAJESTY OF THE LAW.

that the most hidebound stand-patter will tind his arguments an-

swered before thev arc uttered."

SANTA FE AND SECRETARY MORTON.

THE verdict of the Interstate Commerce Commission that the

Santa Ftf road has been guilty of " flagrant, wilful, and con-

tinuous violation of the law " derives its chief interest to the news-

papers from the fact that Paul Morton, now Secretary of the

Navy, and jiopularly supposed to be a valued adviser of the Presi-

dent in his railroad campaign, was vice-president and tratiic man-

ager of the Santa F^ while the practises thus condemned were in

operation. According to the Commission, the Atchison, Topeka

and Santa Fe Railroad Company had. up to

November 27. 1904. wilfully violated the

Elkins law. which forbids the giving of re-

bates on freight rates to favored customers.

Mr. Morton was officially connected with that

road at the time these rebates were given,

but the report docs not mention him. These

revelations regarding Mr. Morton's connec-

tion with this company, according to Wash-

ington despatches, have proved a great em-

barrassment to the President. Evidence

gathered by the Commission shows that tlie

Santa F^ road had been giving large rebates

by various devices to the Colorado Fuel and

Iron Company, so that that company should

have absolute control of the coal trade from

points in Colorado and New Mexico to EI

Paso, Texas. It was found that "the .Santa

Fe Company and the Colorado Fuel and Iron

Company virtually entered into a partnership

in the handling of this coal, in the execution

of which the published schedules of the Santa

Fe were utterly disregarded."

The puni.shment provided for the offense is

a fine ranging from $1,000 to $20,000; but that

is not sufficient, in the opinion of many papers.

"Effectual discouragement for this crime,"

says the New York Press, " will be had only

secretary MORTON.
" Secretary Morton's past experience of the

urgent pressure to which railroad managers
are subjected, both by competitive shippers

and otlier roads," says the Richmond Times-
Dispatch, '" will doubtless be of real assistance

to the President, but it is an unexpected turn

of the wheel that makes a Cabinet member the

source of information for the President on
' How to Cut Rates.' "

by classing it with burglary and other felonies and by putting

criminal railroad directors and traffic managers in stripes for long

prison terms "
; and the Pittsburg Post remarks that " it is evident

from this case that more effective legislation is needed under which

railroad officials and shippers can be imprisoned and damages be

recovered by the persons or companies suffering from their illegal

acts."

Some of the dailies are hoping that this report will be followed

by an active and thorough prosecution of the case by Attorney-Gen-

eral Moody. Mr. Morton will escape responsibility, being im-

mune from punishment because he testified before the commission.

"On the ' set a thief to catch a thief principle," declares the

Brooklyn Times, " Secretary Morton should be one of the most

valuable members of the Cabinet in aiding the President to formu.

late his anti-discrimination policy." So, too,

thinks the Detroit Free Press, which re-

marks :

" Mr. Morton has clearly outlived his use-

fulness in the eyes of the railroads. His in-

timate knowledge of the innermost workings

of these corporations has made him a man to

be feared. Should he decide to leave the

Cabinet to-morrow, there is little likelihood

that he could obtain a position with .a rail-

road befitting one of his wide experience and
admitted ability. In transportation circles he

stands in the light of a man who has turned

State's evidence. However, the opposition

which has developed is of a nature that in-

dicates the possibilities in connection with his

retention as a member of President Roose-

velt's Cabinet. His views on the question of

rate regulation are not those of a theorist, but

the practical man, whose knowledge was
gained through long years of experience.

His expressions in this direction have not

been fully concurred in by the railroads,

strengthening the belief that, whether expe-

riencing a change of heart or not, his ideas

are those of the President and the public

rather than of the transportation companies.

Whether, as intimated, his motives in granting

rebates while traffic manager of the Santa Fd
road were altruistic, or prompted by the be-

lief that continued infraction would result in

publicity and corrective legislation, the fact
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remains that it had precise^ that effect. Mr. Morton is in a

position to render valuable service to the Administration. With
his intimate knowledge of the problem now confronting Con-

gress, and in the role of confidential adviser to the President, he

can make himself a power for good or evil. The uneasiness

evinced by some of the railroads indicates a fear that his course

will not be wholly satisfactory to them. If Mr. Morton can assist

in framing legislation that will, in the language of the President,
' keep the highways of commerce open to all on equal terms," he

will have done much to condone for his former course and to

justify his retention in the Cabinet."

Other papers think it best that Secretary Morton resign. " His

appearance before the country as the Administration's adviser on

railroad policy would be as unfortunate as offensive," declares the

Boston TranscriptJ and the Baltimore ^V(?wj thinks that Secretary

Morton would help the President considerably by resigning. It

says:

" Mr. Morton's point of view is that of a railroad man who ap-

proves violation of the law by railways when it will further their

business interests. His closeness to the President tends to dis-

credit the sincerity of the whole Administration movement for rail-

way-rate legislation. If he should leave the Cabinet, not only

would he remove this cloud, but he would strengthen the hands of

the President by that act more than he possibly could by any ad-

vice he ynay be able to give as a railway expert. The forcing out

of a Cabinet officer close to the President because of a faulty rec-

ord in the railway business would remove every trace of doubt as

to the sincerity of the President in standing for effective railway

legislation. It would do much more. It would rally every luke-

warm advocate of railway legislation, heartily and enthusiastically,

to the President's standard. Mr. Morton can do a patriotic serv-

ice by leaving the Cabinet."

TEMPERING "GOVERNMENT BY INJUNCTION."

IN the wholesale appropriation of Democratic thunderbolts by

President Roosevelt, the introduction into Congress of a bill to

take the " starch " out of " government by injunction " in labor dis-

putes, bearing the approval of the Administration, is treated as

little short of grand larceny; but the Detroit Free Press (Ind.)

thinks that the "genial and gentle " Democratic candidate of 1896

and 1900 will approve the spoliation and urge his followers to sup-

port the bill. This measure, we are told, is the result of confer-

ences between the President and Secretary Morton, Commissioner

Garfield, Attorney-General Moody, Chairman Jenkins of the House

Judiciary Committee, and representatives of labor organizations

and corporate interests. Chairman Jenkins introduced the meas-

ure. It provides, in brief, that in labor disputes ^n injunction shall

not be issued until opportunity is given the adverse party to the

proceedings to be heard by the court. At present, one party to a

dispute may obtain a temporary injunction which has full force

until a hearing can be had for its dissolution or continuance, and

the labor organizations aver that grave injustice is often done them

in this way. The Free Press thinks that " the Jenkins measure is

a rational solution of a vexatious problem , and its adoption promises

to allay the pangs of ' government by injunction ' " ; but it also

believes that it " is quite as much as organized labor is entitled to,"

and " is all that can be asked in justice, and it is probably as far as

any but the Socialists and the mercenary agitators would go."

The Springfield Republicaji avers that the injunction habit has

gained such a hold upon our judges that the most casual utterance^

of the magic word starts the judicial hand toward the ever-ready

pile of blanks. It says :

"It has come to pass that many equity judges think no more of

issuing a writ of injunction than of adjourning court for lunch. It

may almost be said that let the word ' injunction ' reach their ears

from some part of the court-room, and a writ of temporary re-

straint is forthcoming without more ado—so greatly and strongly

has grown in recent years the practise of resorting to what should

be and what used to be a power of unusual and exceptional appli-

cation. Our judiciary fairly may be said to have drifted into a bad
case of the injunction habit which operates mechanically upon a

pile of injunction blanks on the bench and at the first word of peti-

tion within the hearing of the court. Injunctions are being issued

in all sorts of cases outside of as well as within equity—where the

law provides a remedy as well as where it does not, and where the

law has deliberately refused to recognize the act as wrongful, as

well as where the law would have prohibited could it have fore-

seen ; and cases are not unknown, even locally, where an injunction

has issued to hold up the most ordinary prosecutions indue process

of law, at the instance of attorneys who, failing other means, would
win their case by interposing interminable delays.

"If the bill now presented to Congress as an Administration

measure will tend ever so slightly to check this particularly glaring

abuse of equity powers, its enactment would be justified. We
may have to endure government by injunction, but if so let it be

made in some degree at least a deliberative instead of a hair-trig-

ger government."

Commissioner Garfield explains that the proposed measure is

inerely a revival of the method in use from 1793 to 1872. He says:

"The original statute of 1793 provided that a hearing should be

had before the issuance of any extraordinary writ. Equity Rule
No. 55 simply carried that provision into effect in all injunction

proceedings. Under the revision of the Revised Statutes in 1872,

the old law was so changed as. in effect, to repeal that part of

Equity Rule No. 5 requiring the giving of notice before granting

the temporary restraining order. The bill introduced by Repre-

sentative Jenkins restores that provision of the rule which requires

that due notice must be given to the adverse party in all labor

cases before the writ may issue. Its effect will be not to limit the

right of injunction, but it will prevent the improvident granting of

writs of injunction by affording the adverse party an opportunity

to be heard before action is taken by the court."

Objection is urged by the New York Journal of Commerce

against the attempt " to make a distinction between labor disputes-

and other disputes, and to give labor organizations some particular

favor in law or equity," and it fears that the delay inherent in the

new procedure may be dangerous. So, too, thinks the New York

Globe, which adds that the difficulty of naming or bringing into

court the thousands of strikers who may form the " adverse party
"

will present another objection. " Imagine," it says, "what would

have happened in 1894 if it had been neces.sary to name the 100,00a

or more strikers, each one of whom must be heard before an in-

junction against him could issue. An injunction proceeding would

be farcical under these circumstances." " In some cases," declares

the Indianapolis ^Wt^'j, this new rule "might tend to precipitate

the very wrong sought to be prevented." The New York Times

suggests that the labor-unionists favor the bill because they think

they can destroy all the property they wish to in a day and a night.

It remarks

:

" In a day and a night a mob of strikers can accomplish a great

deal. After receiving notice that a restraining writ has been ap-

plied for, strikers could destroy the terminal property and tear up

the tracks of a railroad company, for instance, without incurring

any other risk than that of being called to account by the mu-

nicipal authorities, possibly lenient or collusive; while such acts-

of destruction committed after the issue of the writ would get them

into very serious trouble with federal autliority. Before the court,

hampered by such a measure as that introduced by Mr. Jenkins,

could get around to issue the injunction a body of strikers really in

earnest could destroy a considerable part of the tangible assets of

an employing corporation.
" Perhaps the representatives of labor have concluded, after

much consultation, that by getting promptly at work strikers could

do in twenty-four hours everything that the tardy injunction would

forbid them to do. By thus making the writ futile they would, in

effect, abolish the detested 'government by injunction.' The
abuse of the injunction has been more talked about than actually

observed. The purpose of the application in every case is to pre-

vent lawless acts and restrain the wanton destruction of property.

It brings the rioters at once within the sphere of the federal power,,

and so provides for the not infrequent neglect of nerveless local

authorities to use the constabulary power. It is a wholesome
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purpose. Mr. Jenkins's bill has no other object that we can see

except to confer upon strikine; labor organizations freedom of riot

pending the injimctioii notice and hearing. The rigiit to strike is

in this country abundantly protected by law and by the courts. So

far as that right is concerned, the Jenkins bill is quite superfluous.

We are unaware of any considerations of the public welfare which

should commend this bill to the favorable action of Congress."

NEW STARS IN THE FLAG.

WE have it on good poetical authority that " when Freedom

from her mountain height unfurled her standard to the air,

she tore the azure robe of night and set the stars of glory there."

Ever since that event the azure robe has been subject to further

mutilation from time to time, but it has often happened that an

attempt to tear off another star to add to the "unfurled standard
"

has proved unsuccessful. At present our newspaper editors seem

to be firmly convinced that the stellar symbols for New Mexico

and Arizona should not be torn from the azure robe just yet.

Why, exclaims the Philadelphia Inquirer, New Mexico is "filled

with Mexicans and ' greasers,' " and " is about as much fitted for

statehood as is a section of the moon." "All of her intelligent

population bunched together." it adds," would not make a respect-

able Congressional district in Pennsylvania." As a State it" would

be a political pawn that in a peculiar degree would lend itself to

forbidden influences," its religion "is mainly Mormon," and "it is

a fertile field for the exploitation of political adventurers," is the

unfavorable comment of the Philadelphia /'r^jj/ and the Brooklyn

Standard Union takes a similar view of the matter. Arizona is

also too Mormon to suit the latter journal. Arizona has secured

favorable action from the House twice in its history-, and New
Mexico seventeen times. The Senate voted favorably on New
Mexico once before the present instance, but failed to agree with

the House on details. The Buffalo Express says this good word

for New Mexico

:

"The admission of New Mexico is an act of justice which has

been withheld much too long. There was a promise given at the

time the Territorj- was acquired from Mexico that it .should be ad-

mitted to statehood at an early date. A delay of 60 years hardly

can be called a fulfilment of that promise. The people of the Ter-

ritor>- deserved the good-will of the United States by remaining

loyal during the Civil War. even resisting in arms an attempt to

bring them into the Confederacy. The population in 1900 was

195,310, and it can be looked upon as settled and reasonably per-

manent. Few territories have been obliged to wait for so large a
population before admission.

" Ari/ona's turn will come later, tho probably not until after the

next census."

The contemplated admission of Oklahoma and Indian Territory

as one .State meets well-nigh unanimous approval, altho the Hart-

ford //y/.r.v declares that to thrust the responsibilities of citizenship

"upon thousands of red men who do not even know what they

mean" is " foolish and wicked legislation." The New York j^'v^-

w/^/f^i'/rt// commends the clause in the Senate bill providing for pro-

hibition of the liquor traffic for twenty-one years in the new State,

and remarks that" it is well that the nation .should have guarantees

against the assassination of its Indian people with rum." But

several other journals ridicule this provision. It is a blunder

" which ought to be surprising, did we not consider the insanity,

not to say hypocrisy, the Senate has shown in yielding to the press-

ure of the W. C. T. U. in the past," .says The Standard Union;

and the New York Times observes similarly :

"The reverend members of the Senate who ' jammed ' this pro-

vision into the statehood bill had for the most part not the slight-

est expectation that it would stand. ,\\\(S. they acted on their

sober judgment, independently exercised, they would not have in-

dulged in a piece of legislation so opposed to all precedent, so un-

sound in theory, so risky in practise. They simply went in fear of

the so-called temperance vote, and especially of the vote that can
be influenced by the Woman's Christian Temperance Union. Sin-

cere as are the emotions of these ladies artd admirable as would be
the conciition to which they aspire to bring society, it can not 1>6

said that they are safe guides for the upper house of the Congress
of the I'nited States."

Other journals consider that the prohibitory clau.se is necessary

to maintain, in a measure at least, our treaty, obligations to the In-

dian tribes who, when transferred to Indian Territory, were guar-

anteed freedom from the sale of alcoholic liiquors.

Oklahoma's claims to statehood are reviewed as follows l)y the

New York Press :

" Should the new State of Oklahoma send the right kind of Sena-

tors the country will have no complaint to make against the addi-

tion of the forty-sixth star to the Hag. In quality of population

and quantify of territory cemented to the Union Oklahoma com-
pare*, favorably with many States at the time they came in, and it

is a better State from many points of view than rottenest Delaware
and darkest Rhode Island and others of the constellation.

" Oklahoma will rank thirtieth in population (790,391), displacing

tl*MiSE

"« yfiR If,

fMNCHum/i

Hits NOT )IT

dEGUN

KUROPATKIN—" Then let Cassini begin it. I can't."

—Cory in the New York World.
IF HE CUTS THE line!

—Bartholomew in the M.'innea.po\is Journa/,

CUTTING LINES.
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Maine, and her population will be larger than that of fifteen States

(all figures census of 1900)

:

Maine 694.466

Colorado 539.700

Florida 528,542

Washington 5118,703

Rhode Island 428,556

Oregon 413036
New Hampshire 411,588

South Dakota 401,570

Virginia 343,641

North Dakota 319,146

Utah 276,749

Montana 243,329

Delaware 184,735

Wyoming 92,531

Nevada 42,335

" West Virginia, Connecticut, Nebraska, and Maryland are little

larger in population than the new State. Geographically Okla-

homa is a compact State, the 39,030 square miles of Oklahoma
Territory and the 31,400 of Indian Territory making the new mem-
ber of the Union very nearly the size of Missouri. Within her

borders Oklahoma could hold New York, Rhode Island, Vermont,

New Jersey, Delaware, and the District of Columbia and still have

something to spare. Oklahoma in every way towers above the in-

significant mining-camp that is called Nevada, and which has two
United States Senators for a population not one-third as large as

that of the smallest Congress district of New York City.

" Statistically the qualifications of Oklahoma for statehood are

unexceptionable. If she does not sell her two commissions in the

United States Senate to the highest bidder, and if she does not add

two votes to the railroad combination in that body against the

President and the people, there will be no regret over her admis-

sion to the American confederacy."

TAXING THE COLONIES.

THE Philippine issue is taking on a new form. The Repub-

lican and Democratic policies for ultimate Philippine inde-

pendence so nearly coincide that some of the newspapers, Repub-

lican as well as Democratic, believe that that issue is in the

background for the present, and devote their discussion to the

question of taxing the islanders. Secretary Taft, in his statement

before a House committee, favoring the bill removing all duties

upon articles imported from the Philippines, except tobacco and

sugar, and reducing those to twenty-five per cent, of the Dingley

rates if they can not be removed altogether, declared :
" Is it pos-

sible that the House of Representatives or the Senate can force

upon these people a domestic policy with reference to the carrying

of goods and yet withhold the opportunity of markets for those

goods ?" That is the real PhiHppine issue now, according to the

New York IVorM (Dem.). The Secretary also declared that when

they are thoroughly prepared for it independence would be granted

to the Filipinos if they then desired it. " Practically the Adminis-

tration has come over to the anti-imperialist side," says T/ie

JVorldj and the Philadelphia Record(I^tm.) believes that the Re-

publicans are " wearying of ' benevolent assimilation '
"

; but the

Washington Star (Rep.) declares that " if there has been any

change of front or concession, the anti-imperialists have made it."

It will be remembered that last year Congress passed a law pro-

viding that after July i, 1906, all commerce between the United

States and the Philippines should be confined to American bot-

toms. "In other words," the Baltimore Sun (Dem.) remarks:
" Congress in the tariff legislation treats the Philippines as a foreign

country and in the navigation laws is to treat them as a part of the

United States, in both respects placing them under the greatest

possible hardship and disadvantage." " In this way," adds the

Baltimore American (Rep.), " the Philippines are to a great extent

deprived of outside commercial facilities and taxed heavily for

using American agencies."

The Manila Bul/eii/i and the San Francisco Chronicle (Rep.)

both make strong pleas for free trade between the United States

and the Philippines. The Bulletin remarks that "common justice

should obtain a greater reduction than twenty-five per cent, of the

Dingley rate on sugar and tobacco," and it continues: "The peo-

ple of America left no doubt as to their wishes for the future of

the islands. If the question of free trade between the two portions

of Uncle Sam's territory was left to a popular vote, there is no

doubt of the verdict being in the affirmative." The Chronicle says :

" Nothing more discreditable was ever done or attempted by any
organized body of American people than the determined effort of

the sugar and tobacco men to exclude. PhiHppine products from

free entry to our markets. It means the bald, bold exploitation of

a subject race by their conquerors. It can not be excused. It can

not be extenuated. It is the robbery of the weak for the benefit of

the strong. If the American people consent to it no American can

ever again point to the flag of his country as the emblem of honor
and justice."

The proposed reduction in the tariff has aroused the powerful

tobacco and sugar interests, and they are making a determined

fight against the proposal. The Cigar Manufacturers' Association

of America declares that the proposed legis-lation " is fraught with

most disastrous consequences " for the cigai; manufacturers; and

PORTRAIT OF A GENTLEMAN,

Who would prefer the divorce laws left precisely as they are.

—Morgan in the Philadelphia Inquirer.

UNC-LE SAM'S C-tO-THES PROBL-BM.

. 'J
'

', TT-.Evarts'th'the Cleveland Leader.

STUDIES IN TEMPERATURE.
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Tobucco (New York) adds that the advocates of the proposed re-

duction " are inditferent as to wliat its effects may be upon the thou-

sands of cigar manufacturers in the United States, with their mill-

ions of capital invested, and the tens of thousands of persons in

their employ, whose means of a livelihood is at stake." The

Michigan Sugar Manufacturers' Association recently declared that

"any reduction of the present duty on sugar coming from the

Philippine Islands would eventually destroy the entire sugar in-

dustry of the United States." The Louisiana Planter and Sugar

Manufacturer {.l^tw Orleans) says:

" The Cuban reciprocity treaty, as we now see. is like the wooden

horse, wiiich the foolish Trojans brought into their city and in

whose belly were concealed the cunning Greeks.

"That treaty especially provided that no favors were to be

granted ' foreign ' sugar producers and no change made in the

sugar schedule for the tive years the treaty ran. The beet-sugar

people accepted the situation on account of this proviso, and per-

force the cane-sugar people submitted. Now it would appear that

the powers that be. despite the decision of the Supreme Court, are

going to set up the contention that the Philippine Islands' Govern-

ment is not a ' foreign' government, and are going to try to con

cede 50 per cent, more of the import duty on sugar to the product

of those islands
" It becomes the duty of the sugar-planters of Louisiana to make

every effort to resist the proposed diminution of the duties on

Philippine sugars and to endeavor to maintain the present duties,

which are only now beginning to relieve this industrj' after the

many years of depression that have befallen it since the adoption

of the Wilson bill in 1894."

EVOLVING A RAILROAD LAW.

SEVERAL papers think they have found a strange anomaly in

the Townsend-Esch railroad regulation bill that passed the

House in such overwhelming style on Thursday of last week. The

furor for regulation has been aroused mainly by the railroad favors

to big shippers, by the rebates, private-car abuses, private-track

allowances, etc. ;
yet the aim of the House bill, we are told, is to

clothe the Interstate Commerce Commission with power to change

and regulate rates and schedules, an entirely separate matter.

Thus the New York Journal of Commerce complains that " the

measure does not touch the matter of rebates or departures of any

kind from the pubhshed schedules, but gives the commission

power to revise these schedules." As for the secret rebates and

other various discriminations which are not made through the reg-

ular schedules, " the bill provides no remedy for these, and it does

not meet the demand which the aroused public opinion really

makes." Further, it adds, railroad rates in this country are already

low, " and oftener unreasonably low than unreasonably high." The

Sun takes up the same argument, and asks whence comes " this

alleged demand for federal regulation, which can only mean reduc-

tion by federal authority?" The Fhi\ade\ph\a. J?ecord, the New
York Times, and the Providence Journal voice the same idea. An
e.xamination of the text of the bill, however, shows that it is in-

tended to cover not alone rates, but any " practise whatsoever

"

that is "unreasonable or unjustly discriminatory." It provides

that when the commission

" shall, after full hearing, make any finding or ruling, declaring

any existing rate for the transportation of persons or property, or

any regulation or practise whatsoever affecting the transportation

of persons or property to be unreasonable or unjustly discrimina-

tory, the commission shall have power, and it shall be its duty, to

declare and order what shall be a just and reasonable rate, prac-

tise, or regulation to be charged, imposed, or followed in the future

in place of that found to be unreasonable or unjustly discrimina-

torj-, and the order of the commission shall, of its own force, take

effect and become operative thirty days after notice thereof has
been given to the person or persons directly affected thereby ; but
at any time within sixty days from date of such notice any person
or persons directly affected by the order of the commission, and

deeming it to be contrary to law, may institute proceedings in the

court of transportation sitting as a court of equity, to have it re-

viewed and its lawfulness, justness, or reasonableness inquired into

and determined."

The bill provides for a Court of Transportation, " which shall be

composed of five circuit judges of the United States," provides for

its times and places of session, defines its jurisdiction and powers,

and provides for appeals from its decisions to the Supreme Court,

and for expediting the cases when they reach that court.

According to the Washington correspondents, the Senate will

choose a sub-committee to hold hearings on the bill during the

summer, and w^ill take up the matter at the regular session, or a

special session, in the fall. The general expectation seems to be

that the bill will be amended past all recognition. In view of this

program, the action of the House last week seems to be of "very

little importance," thinks the Hartford Times; but the New York

THE FLY ON THE WHEEL.
' Le.ader" Williams—"It's mighty lucky for the country that I'm here !"

- Opper in Mr. Hearst's New York American.

Tribune remarks that the passage of the House bill " may serve a

useful purpose," as it " will tend to concentrate the discussion and

facilitate agreement upon a measure to be enacted," and "will de-

fine the issue."

The Kansas City Times discerns some clever Democratic strat-

egy that may cost the Republicans the next Congress if they con-

tinue their dilatory tactics. It observes :

" The fact that Mr. Bryan is being suspected of a skilful politi-

cal move in approving the President's railroad rate issue ought not

to be lost on a Republican Congress. Evidently if the House or

.Senate lets the year go by without action, the Democrats will be

in a position to appeal to the country at the next Congressional

election.

" The party leaders could say to the people :
' You showed an

overwhelming preference for President Roosevelt. Very well.

See how a Republican Congress is tying his hands on the impor-

tant issue of freight rate regulation. But Mr. Bryan and the Dem-
ocrats have upheld the President in this matter. If you want Mr.

Roosevelt's policies to be carried into effect, elect a Democratic

Congress.'

"This would be a perfectly logical and consistent argument to

make to the vast number of voters who cast their ballots for Mr.

Roo.sevelt at the recent election not because they were Republi-

cans, but because they had confidence in the man. Two years

hence the Congressional candidates will not have the help of the

President's name on the ticket.

" If the Republican party desires to control the Congress to be
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elected in 1906, it would seem the part of wisdom to give heed to

the maneuvers of the enemy and to forestall the capture of Repub-

lican ammunition."

COST OF BUILDING UP THE NAVY.

JUST as Richmond Pearson Hobson is Hooding Congress and

the newspaper offices with startling circulars telling of a " com-

bined moveuient for the. scizme of China, to the exclusion of the

United States, Great Britain, and Japan, a movement that luoitld

set the world on fre," 2.i\A declaring that " war and peace may

hinge upon the activity of America in naval preparation during the

next few years," and saying that " America should have the largest

navy in the world," or, better, should "approach in size the con:-

bined navies of the eartii," the House naval committee inconsider-

ately cuts down the appropriations for new battle-ships, providing

for two instead of three, as recommended by Secretary Morton,

and recommending a total appropriation for naval purposes of

$10,071,000 instead of $114,000,000.

The New Orleans Picaytnie (Dem.) declares that " while a large

navy is costly, it is essential to the security of the country, and the

price, large as it is, is trifling by comparison with the immense

vaMe of the interests protected and rendered secure "
; but the Bal-

:imore JMeivs (Ind.) takes an opposite view, saying:

" The Government is not ' flush ' financially. There is every

evidence of a large deficit this year, and as large a deficit next

}-ear, which will necessitate drawing upon accumulated funds for

government expenses and finally increasing national taxation.

Money asked for naval expansion is badly needed for public build-

ings. The Government is paying big rentals in many cities for

inferior accommodations for its federal ofiices. River and harbor
improvements demand considerable appropriations in order that

the growing commerce of the country shall not be handicapped.

It is an excellent time to ask why such an enormous navy is needed

—why naval expenses should increase more than $20,000,000 in two

years when no other branch of the public service demands such an

increase."

It is not so much the increase in our naval construction as it is

the increased cost of building these ships that is just now the sub-

ject of considerable discussion. The New York Sun (Rep.) shows

that since 1883 we have appropriated $925,000,000 for national de-

fense. Of this sum, $68,475,000 has been spent on our 13 com-

pleted battle-ships, $8,770,000 for completed armored crui.->ers.

$28,625,000 for 13 protected cruisers, and $3,790,000 for 3 unpro-

tected cruisers. Fourteen battle-ships are under construction at

the present time, together with 10 armored cruisers and 23 vessels

of other classes. Secretary I^.Iorlon estimates that when all the

new ships are in commission, the navy will cost $77,000,000 an-

nually for maintenance. " Expensive as a modern navy must i)e."

says The Sun, " it returns to its owners in security and the assur-

ance of freedom from aggression a profit impossible to calculate.

In no section of the country is the billion dollars that has been

spent upon ships and ^^rw/z 7/^/ grudged or regretted. The strong-

est argument that the Administration has to urge in favor of a con-

tinuing liberal treatment of the navy is the establishment as it

exists to-day." The Boston //^r^W comments as follows on the

enormous increase of recent years in the cost of building battle-

ships :

" In urging Congress to authorize the building of at least three

new first-class battle-ships, it has been stated by the departm.ent

officials that such ships would call for something like $22,000,000.

That will mean more than $7,000,000 each, making them by far the

most expensive craft ever constructed for Uncle Sam's navy. We
should be surprised if any war-ship in the world had entailed for

its building such an amount of money. The Oregoji, Indiana, and
Massachusetts, three of our earlier battle-ships, whose keels were
laid in 1891, cost in the vicinity of $3,000,000 each. Later ships,

now under construction, such as the Louisiana and Contircficut,

will cost in the vicinity of $4,000,000, so that, on an estimate of

^22,000.000 for three ships, these vessels would each cost 3,s m.uch.

if not more than was paid for the Oregon and one of the battle-

ships now building combined. If the increase in efficiency and
fighting ability advances as rapidly as does the cost of construc-

tion, then the earlier battle-ships of our navy are already greatly

outclassed, and on that scale a dozen years would appear to be the

limit to the useful life of such ships.

" The naval authorities have urged on Congress the need of more
battle-ships, and they claim that the condition of the trea.sury

should not influence the position taken by the members of Con-

gress ; for, even should the building of these ships be authorized,

only a very small proportion of the money thus appropriated could

be used or drawn from the treasury within a year. The trouble

with that form of argument is that there is no guarantee that, as

long as the present administration is in power, it will not work
next year and the year after for as large a shipbuilding program as

that which has now been submitted to Congress. It is the old plan

of making the future pay the bills authorized in the present, with

the certainty that there will be a still further demand for more of

that kind of financiering in the future. Our battle-ships are very

expensive craft both to construct and to keep in commission, and,

as we have shown, there has been an enormous advance in the cost

of construction."

A STILL-LIFE STUDY.

-Maybell in the Brook-
lyn Eagle.

TOPICS IN BRIEF.

Russia is merely discovering which century this

is. That is all.— Tlie Cliicago News,

We can spare Kaiser Wilhelm some of our pro-

fessors if he will let us pick them out.— The Chicago

Ncvs.

In Russia it will soon be considered a reflection

on a man's intellisence if he is not in jail.— The
Chicago A'ews.

Santo Domingo's customs, it is hoped, will

prove more satisfactory than its manners.— T'/if

Chicago Tribune.

The Czar announces that he wants to ascertain

the best plan for reforms in Russia. Begin at the

top.— The A'e2v Yor/c American.

Remembering what happened to Warsaw's last champion, other champions
are a trifle slow in coming forward.— The Chicago Tribune,

The Evetiing Posf ?,3.);^,\n-a. headline, that there are "too many murders'" in

New York, but fails to tell how many it thinks would be about the right number.

It must occur to Judge Parker that the trusts are not getting a fair return for

all the millions they contributed to the Republican campaign Iwnd.^Thc Kan-
sas City Journal.

The Washington correspondent of the New York Tribune informs us that "it

will be a physical impossibility for the Senate to consider thequastionof railroad

rate legislation intelligently at this session of Congress," but does not say what,

if any, legislation differs from tlie rate legislation in this respect.

COME ON, NICK, DROP YOUR OLD-FASHIONED TRUCK AND GET INTO THE
B.\ND-\V.\(;ON "

!

—McCutcheon in the Chicago Tribune.
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LETTERS AND ART.

IS JOURNALISM RULED BY THE COUNTING-
ROOM?

** QTARTLING " and "deplorable " are the epithets used to de-

'--' scribe journalistic conditions uncovered in an article printed

in a recent issue of the New York Bookniait. The author, a well-

known writer who hides his identity under the nout de plume
" Richard W. Kemp," tries to show that editors nowadays have

very little to say about newspaper policy, and that money is the

all-controlling power. He declares :

"Thirty years ago, American newspapers were still in the indi-

vidualistic stage of their evolution. There really was such a being

as a single, dominant, responsible personality in control of each

great newspaper, and this personality was one which everybody

knew and recognized and felt. There was no clash between op-

posing interests; but the editor was the real chief, indeed he was
the paper. It was a simpler age than this. Ownership and editor-

ship were .substantially identical. Bennett. Greeley. Dana. God-
kin, Medill. Bowles, and tin? rest, even if they did not all actually

possess the full property right to the papers which they edited, had

an important share in them, and so in their editorial labor each

was in every sense writing for his own hand ; for influence, for

reputation, and for financial gain as well. Tiiis gave the great

editor of those days a firm seat in his office. In fact, his seat was
in reality a throne. He knew no superior and he did whatever he

chose, with a genuine pride in his profession and a zest in his work
which could be felt thrilling and stinging through every line that

came from his pen. He was not filling space. He was not just

earning his living. He was making and shaping public opinion.

and both he and his paper were forces to be reckoned with. A
Thurlow Weed, a Raymond, or a Greeley was approached and
consulted by party leaders and high officials with as much respect

and deference as would be paid to the representatives of a great

foreign Power."

In brief, "the policy of the American newspaper, until lately.

was the expression of some one individual's beliefs, prejudices,

and ideals, modified .sometimes by considerations of expediency,

but. on the whole, likely to exercise a definite influence because of

its directness and sincerity." But now all this has changed, avers

the svriter

:

" The contemporary newspaper has grown to be a very big affair.

To conduct it requires an enormous expenditure of money. Its

financial side is exceedingly important. Moreover, we are living

in an age of great financial enterprises, and thj newspaper has
been swept into the same vortex that has swallowed up so many
other agents of civilization. The money kings long ago saw the

value of a newspaper as an adjunct to financial operations, and so
by degrees they secured control of them, one after another, and for

one reason or another. Some millionaires like to own a new.spaper
for the pleasure of it. just as they might like to own a racing

stable, or an ocean-going yacht, or a Scotch moor. But most of

them have a more practical object than this. They recognize the

power of the press as extending in many different directions, and
they covet power—political, financial, social. Therefore, in the

past twenty years, to take the New York papers alone, there is

scarcely one that has not been, or is not now, controlled by some
moneyed magnate. Jay Gould at different times had his finger on
the pulse of two leading journals. Cyrus W. Field did what he
liked with another. The \'anderbilt interest was represented by
an evening paper. Henry \'illard owned another. Mr. Pierpont
Morgan is believed to give orders to a morning paper. The Searles-
Hopkins estate can do what it pleases with an organ which it

has bought. And so the list might be extended, to show how the

ultimate sovereignty of the great newspaper of to-day has passed
away from the editor into the hands of the owner, of whom the

editor is now only the salaried employee."

Most papers at the present time, we are told further, "have no
real policy at all." They are conducted by writers " whose tenure

of office is so insecure that they can have no esprit de corps" and
"who are to the old time organization what a regiment of foreign

mercenaries is to a body of patriotic volunteers." The editor

knows that " a ring on the telephone may mean the instant re-

versal " of all that he has planned ; he is compelled to realize that

he is " only a puppet whose wires are pulled carelessly by a stronger

hand." We read in conclusion :

" There still remain among us many newspapers that illustrate

ability, courage, and independence. But they are diminishing in

number every year as the syndicate type of journalism becomes
more prevalent. Our journalists are losing their individuality, and,
what is worse, all pride in their own calling. You will hear them
declare that the editorial page has no authority, and they are right

;

for the case can not be otherwise when the editors themselves have
no convictions. When the policy of a paper is dictated partly by
the speculative interests of the owner, and partly by the commer-
cial spirit of the counting-room, and when editors have no real be-

lief save that the public is made up entirely of fools, then the day
of the newspaper is over, so far as its influence and dignity are

concerned. The man in the street knows nothing of how a paper
is made, but in the long run he will detect the difference between
what is genuine and what is a mere sham
"The truth is that this new syndicate journalism is not a profes-

sion but a trade. It has neither the dignity, nor the independence,
nor the originality which enter into the life-work of a professional

man. A hundred schools of journalism can not give it character

under conditions such as I have just described. The earlier jour-

nalism was sometimes eccentric and sometimes bigoted ; Init at

least its leaders were their own masters, working single-mindedly

for a definite end, and back of it were always those qualities that

go into the making of a man."

"EXPERT" VIEWS OF CURRENT DRAMATIC
PROBLEMS.

"D ECENT articles from the pens of actors, playwrights, and
*-^ theatrical managers would seem to indicate an unusual in-

terest at this time in the problems of the stage, Mr. Charles

Frohman. Mr. Marc Klaw, Col. Henry W. Savage, Sir Charles

Wyndham. Mr. David Belasco. Mr. William H. Crane, and Mrs.

Minnie Maddern Fiske have all helped to swell the volume of dis-

cussion, and, in view of their eminence in the dramatic profession,

may be said to .speak witii a certain authority.

Mr. Frohman, who operates on a larger scale than that of any

other living theatrical manager, thinks that " the difficulty with the

stage of to-day " lies not, as is often alleged, with the manager, but

with the playwright. "It may seem a remarkable assertion," he

says, " yet it is none the less true that in one year the playwrights

of America, France, Germany, and England have not turned out

six genuine plays." He continues (in Harper's Weekly)

:

" The promise of the American drama is certainly small, tho we
have a number of playwrights in this country who are, in my opin-

ion, equal to any playwrights in the world—and I ba.se this asser-

tion on my acquaintance with the playwrights of the world and on
the cosmopolitan character of my work. Such authors as Gillette,

Thomas. Fitch, George Ade. Paul Potter, and others, turn out as

good, logical, consistent plays as any writers in the world. But
with possibly few exceptions our dramatists have not advanced far

enough in their work to make it acceptable to other countries ; and
this notwithstanding the fact that they produce plays of good con-

struction, serious interest, and genuine comedy."

In spite of this deficiency, says Mr. Frohman, " New York can

show more advancement and more improvement in theatrical prop-

erty—and brought about by the managers alone—than any con-

tinental city." He adds

:

" The class of entertainment that is being given is not only satis-

factory to the audiences, but is beneficial to their health, and in no
way conducive to harm. I am sure that there is more genuine

satisfaction and pleasure and help in going to see a George Ade
play than in sitting through a performance by Mr. Sudermann,
The public seeks entertainment and diversion from care."

Colonel Savage affirms his conviction that " the application of

business principles to the theatrical business " during the past few

years "has eliminated much uncertainty, insuring a more positive
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MARC KLAW
(of the firm of Klaw & Erlanger).

He says :
" The theater is not out to dictate

to public taste. It is out to satisfy the public

demand."

financial return both for manager and artist"; and Sir Charles

Wyndham says: "Personally, I do not think the drama has ever

been in safer hands than those at present." Mr. Klaw, of Klaw &
Erlanger, meets the accusation of " commercialism " by frank-

ly admitting that " the

theater is governed by

the rules and observ-

ances of all other com-

mercial enterprises."

He says further (in TJie

Cosmopolitan)

:

" The theater is not

out to dictate to public

taste. It is out to sat-

isfy the public demand.
While even such a pure-

ly business undertalcing

must be hedged about

with the essential sug-

gestions of artistic re-

quirement, 1 do not

believe the public de-

mands of us that we
give over our commer-
cialism. iVIoreover, the

public would have no

such right. What the

public has the riglit to

ask of the manager is

that he shall give it

good, clean, decent en-

tertainment of a whole-

some sort. That is as far as the public should go. And it is the

duty of the manager to label his wares honestly and clearly, that

they may not be mistaken, just as it is the obligation of every

other merchant to display indications of the character of the con-

tents of his establishment."

Against this utilitarian view of the drama Mr. David Belasco

vigorously protests. He writes (in The Cosmopolitan)

:

" No pursuit classified as an art can be revolutionized and classi-

fied as a business. Business people may enter the theatrical pro-

fession for the purpose of making a living, and in this sense the

profession is undoubtedly a business ; but unless these people

nurse their business as an art, they will soon cease to acquire

either honor or profit with integrity. The artist who paints fifty

pictures in a year must sell them for a song, but he who spends a

year on one canvas may generally command the just reward of his

effort. And it is the same and always the same with the pictures

of the stage. The careful producer who gives time and thought to

his productions, who works ' without haste and without rest,' not

only reaps the recompense of his labors in the shape of ' packed

houses ' and ' long runs,' but has the consciousness of successful

achievement— the consciousness that he has done something, be it

ever so little, toward the uplifting and betterment of one of the

most beautiful of the arts as well as one of the greatest forces

making for the happiness of mankind."

Mrs. Fiske agrees with Mr. Frohman in stating her opinion that

the great dramatic problem is" the procuring of good serious plays

to produce." She also shares his faith in the American play-

wright, declaring :
"

I most firmly believe in the American play-

wright. So much so, indeed, that my interest is almost entirely

with his work." Mr. William H. Crane, in an article in Men and
Women (Cincinnati), takes the position that the final solution of

dramatic problems lies with the public :

" I honestly feel that in the long run the public is always right.

Few if any good, meritorious plays have ever failed except through

some fault of presentation or production. During my professional

career, which covers over forty years, it would indeed be odd if

things did not veer off from what we are pleased to term the even
tenor of their way. There have been times when, I will confess, I

thought the public was a little hard and unjust. After a lapse of

time, however, 1 was always willing to agree privately, as well as

publicly, that the public was right and that I was wrong."

THOIVIAS NAST AND THE EVOLUTION OF
THE AMERICAN CARTOON.

'^"'HE changes which a generation has wrought in the effective

* cartoon are pointed out by Albert Bigelow Paine in his re-

cent biographical work, "Thomas Nast, His Period and His Pic-

tures." In looking through the cartoons of the time when Nast

was fighting the Tweed Ring, for instance, and comparing them
with those of today, the author says that we are " impressed with

something more than the difference in type and treatment." He
continues

:

"To-day the merit of our cartoons lies mainly in their technique

and the clever statement of an existing condition. They are likely

to be the echo of a policy, a reflection of public sentiment, or the

record of daily events. The cartoons of Thomas Nast were for

the most part a manifest, a protest, or a prophecy. They did not

follow public events, but preceded them. They did not echo pub-
lic sentiment, but led it. They did not strive to please the readers,

but convince them. They were not inspired by a mere appre-

ciation of conditions, but by a powerful conviction of right and
principle which would not be gainsaid. In the words of Mr.
Mitchell (editor of Life), ' men, women, and children—those who
read and those who did not'— were stirred by them to the depths
of their being. They applauded them or they condemned them,

but they never passed them by. C. G. Bush recently said to the

writer: ' Nast, more than any other man, demonstrated that a car-

toon is not necessarily a humorous caricature, but a powerful

weapon of good or evil.'

" The altered attitude of our pictures to-day is not due to the in-

dividuals but to the conditions. Nast began when the nation was
in a flame of conflict. When the fierce heat of the battle had sub-

sided, it left the public in the ebullient formative state where
human passions run high and human morals and judgment are

disturbed. At such times strong human personalities leap forth

to seize the molten elements and shape the fabric of futurity.

Such men have little place to-day. The New York Herald not

long ago (March 7, 1902) said, editorially :

"' The press of America merely mirrors public opinion instead

of commanding it.'

" And it is this that the cartoonist of the present must be content

to do. He can but mirror the procession of events—not direct

Photo, by the Missts Selby, New York.

DAVID BELASCO,

Who maintains that " no pursuit classified as an art can be revolutionized and
classified as a business."
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them. Vet should the time return when issues once more are bla-

zing white, when right and wrong press fiercely upon the hearts of

men, then from among the craftsmen of to-day there will rise those

who shall seize the glowing metal and strike as hrmly and with as

sure a blow as did Thomas Nast."

Mr. Paine tells the pathetic story of the way in which changed

conditions reacted upon Nast and robbed him of his public and

practically of his means of livelihood. The man who is looked

upon as the fountain-licad of the American cartoon was cast aside

and abandoned by the very art that lie had done the most toward

developing. To quote :

"The public no longer demanded pictorial crusades, but only a

pageant of clever burlesque with the light hits and mock warfare

that amused to-day and to-morrow were forgotten for all time.

The windmills had become too powerful for those who would gird

on their armor and go forth to re-

dress wrong; the day of knight

errantry was over. Somehow the

gentle and pathetic figure of Don
Quixote can not fail to present itself

to those who in his final days were

familiar with the dreams and strug-

gles and disappointments, and with

the lovable personality of Thomas
Nast."

Of Xast's enduring influence on

the art of the American cartoonist,

we read

:

" Being the first, it was necessary-

for him to establish fundamentals,

to construct the alphabet of an art.

The work was not arbitrarily done,

nor were the results due to accident.

The symbols which to-day confront

us on every hand were each the in-

evitable expression of some existing

condition which by strong, sure men-

tal evolution found absolute embodi-
ment and became a pictured fact.

We can no more efface them than

we can alter the characters of our

spelling-book. The Brother Jona-

than of England we accepted as our

Uncle Sam (tho Nast dignified the

uncouth figure), and later cartoonists

have added to his emblems. But
the old tiger, elephant, donkey, rag

baby, and all the others we have

noted, still do daily service, aiid the

pictorial world without them would
be poor indeed."

The r61e of the cartoonist in the

best days of Thomas Nast was that

of the prophet and the reformer.

He has been called "one of the

great statesmen of his time." and is

said to have been possessed of so

sure a political insight as " to see

approaching events before most men dreamed of them as pos-

sible." Viewing his work from the standpoint of pure art, Mr.

Paine says

:

"There is a divine heritage which rises above class drill and cur-

riculum—a God-given impulse which will seek instinctively and find

•surely the means to enter and the way to conquer and possess the

foreordinated kingdom. Such a genius was that of Thomas Nast.

Lacking a perfect mastery of line, he yet possessed a simpHcity of

treatment, an understanding of black and white color values, with

a clearness of vision, a fertility of idea, and, above and beyond
all, a supreme and unwavering purpose which made him a pictorial

jpower such as this generation is not likely to know again. Perhaps
all this is not art. Perhaps art may not be admitted without the

grace of careful training— the touch that soothes and fills the

critic's eye. But if it be not art, then, at least, it is a genius of

no lesser sort. There are men who will tell you that Grant was
not a general. There are others who will hold that Nast was not

an artist. Yet these two were mighty warriors—each in his own
way—and the world will honor their triumphs when the deeds of
their critics have vanished from the page of memory, and their

bodies liave become but nameless dust."

riiuto. bv Kockwuod, New York.

THOMAS NAST IN 1895.

More than any other man, he '' demonstrated that a cartoon is not

necessarily a humorous caricature, but a powerful weapon of good or

evil."

THOREAU AS REVEALED IN HIS JOURNAL.
npHOREAU, the poet-naturalist of Concord, left behind him
* thirty-nine manuscript volumes containing a daily record of

thoughts and doings from the time of his early manhood until his

death. He drew on this journal quite freely in writing "Walden "

and " A Week on the Concord and Merrimac Rivers," but made no

effort to publish the greater part of

it. Extracts now appearing in 7'/te

Atlantic Monthly (Boston) were se-

lected and edited by Mr. Bradford

Torrey, who contributes a prefatory

essay on " Thoreau as a Diarist."

He says, in part:

" If a man wishes to know Thoreau
as he was, let him read the book.

He will find himself in clean, self-

respecting company, with no call to

blush, as if lie were playing the

eavesdropper. Of confessions, in-

deed, in the spicy sense of the word,

Thoreau had none to make. He
was no Montaigne, no Rousseau, no
.Samuel Pepys. How should he be?
He was a Puritan of Massachusetts,

tho he kept no Sabbath, was seen in

no church—being very different from
Mr. Pepys in more ways than one

—and esteemed the Hebrew Scrip-

tures as a good book like any other.

Once, indeed, when he was thirty-

five years old, he went to a ' party.'

For anything we know, that (with a

little sowing of wild oats in the mat-

ter of smoking dried lily stems when
a boy) was as near as he ever came
to dissipation. And he did not like

it. ' It is a bad place to go to,' he

says— ' thirty or forty persons, most-

ly young women, in a small room,

warm and noisy.' One of the young

women was reputed to be ' pretty

looking '
; but he scarcely looked at

her, tho he was' introduced,' and he

could not hear what she said, be-

cause there was ' such a clacking.'
' I could imagine better places for

conversation,' he goes on, ' where

there should be a certain degree of

silence surrounding you, and less

than forty talking at once. Why, this afternoon, even, I did bet-

ter. There was old Mr. Joseph Hosmer and I ate our luncheon

of cracker and cheese together in the woods. I heard all he said,

tho it was not much, to be sure, and he could hear me. And then

he talked out of such a glorious repose, taking a leisurely bite at

the cracker and cheese between his words ; and so some of him

was communicated to me, and some of me to him, I trust.'
"

If Montaigne could say that he was " born for society and friend-

ship," Thoreau, says Mr. Torrey, was as inevitably" born for con-

templation and solitude." On this point he writes further

:

"His fellow mortals, as a rule, did not recommend themselves to

him. His thoughts were none the better for their company, as

they almost always were for the company of the pine-tree and the

meadow. Inspiration, a refreshing of the spiritual faculties as
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indispensable to him as daily bread, his fellow mortals did not fur-

nish. For this state of things he sometimes (once or twice at leasf)

mildly reproaches himself. It may be that he is to blame for so

commonly skipping humanity and its affairs; he will seek to

amend the fault, he promises. But even at such a moment of ex-

ceptional humility his pen (rev'ersing Balaam's role), runs into left-

handed compliments that are worse, if anything, than the original

offense. Hear him: ' I will not avoid to go by where those men
are repairing the stone bridge. I will see if I can not see poetry

in that, if that will not yield me a reflection. It is narrow to be

confined to woods and fields and grand aspects of nature only. . . .

Why not see men standing in the sun and casting a shadow, even

as trees ? . . . I will try to enjoy them as animals, at least.'

" This is in 1851. A year afterward we find him concerned with

the same theme, but in a less hesitating mood. Now he is on his

high horse, with apologies to nobody. ' It appears to me,' he

begins, ' that to one standing on the heights of philosophy man-

kind and the works of man will have sunk out of sight altogether.'

Man, in his opinion, is ' too much insisted upon.' The poet says,
' The proper study of mankind is man.' I say, Study to forget all

that. Take wider views of the universe. . . . What is the village,

city, State, nation, aye, the civihzed world, that it should concern

a man so much ? The thought of them affects me, in my wisest

hours, as when I pass a woodchuck's hole.'

" A high horse Indeed ! But his comparison is really by no
means so disparaging as it sounds ; for Thoreau took a deep and
lasting interest in woodchucks."

The fundamental paradox of Thoreau's nature is bound up in the

fact that, tho himself a hermit, he " hungered and thirsted after

friendship." Says Mr. Torrey :

" Here, even more than elsewhere, he was an uncompromising
idealist. His craving was for a friendship more than human,
friendship such as it was beyond any one about him to furnish, if

it was not, as may fairly be suspected, beyond his own capacity to

receive. In respect to outward thing.s, his wealth, he truly said,

was to want little. In respect to friendship, his poverty was to

want the unattainable. It might have been retorted upon him, in

his own words, that he was like a man who should complain of

hard times because he could not afford to buy himself a crown.

But the retort would perhaps have been rather smart than fair.

He, at least, would never have acquiesced in it. He confided to

his journal again and again that he asked nothing of his friends

but honesty, sincerity, a grain of real appreciation,' an opportunity

once in a year to speak the truth '
; but in the end it came always

to this, that he insisted upon perfection, and, not finding it, went
on his way hungry. Probably it is true—one seems to divine a

reason for it— that idealists, claimers of the absolute, have com-
monly found their fellow men a disappointment.

" In Thoreau's case it was his best friends who most severely

tried his patience. They invite him to see them, he complains,

and then ' do not show themselves.' He ' pines and starves near

them.' All is useless. They treat him so that he ' feels a thou-

sand miles off.' ' I leave my friends early. I go away to cherish

my idea of friendship.' Surely there is no sentence in all Thoreau's

books that is more thoroughly characteristic than that. And how
neatly it is turned ! Listen also to this, which is equally bitter, and

almost equally perfect in the phrasing :
' No fields are so barren to

me as the men of whom I expect everything, but get nothing. In

their neighborhood I experience a painful yearning for society.'
"

Mr. Torrey says in conclusion:

" Life might have been smoother for him had he been less ex-

acting in his idealism, more tolerant of imperfection in others and

in himself; had he taken his studies, and even his spiritual aspi-

rations, a grain or two less seriously. A bit of boyish play now
and then, the bow quite unbent, or a dose of novel-reading of the

love-making, humanizing (Trollopean) sort, could one imagine it,

with a more temperate cherishing of his moodiness, might have

done him no harm. It would have been for his comfort, so much
may confidently be said, whether for his happiness is another ques-

tion, had he been one of those gentler humorists who can some-

times see themselves, as all humorists have the gift of seeing other

people, funny side out. But then, had these things been so, had

his natural scope been wider, his genius, so to say, more tropical,

richer, freer, more expansive, more various and flexible, more like

the spreading banyan and less like the soaring, sky-pointing spruce

—why, then he would no longer have been Thoreau ; for better or

worse, his speech would have lost its distinctive tang ; and in the

long run the world, which likes a touch of bitter and a touch of

sour, would almost certainly have found the man himself less inter-

esting, and his books less rememberable. And made as he was,
' born to his own affairs,' what else could he do but stick to him-

self .'' ' We are constantly invited to be what we are,' he said.

The words might fittingly have been cut upon his gravestone."

THE SLAV TEMPERAIVIENT IN ART.

A DEFECT of the Slav temperament, Mr. H. M. Conacher
^^*- tells us, is too much feeling. The typical Slav is " as mel-

ancholy as the Greek" and "as impressionable as the Celt." His

temper, remarks Mr. Conacher, might have remained unknown to

us, if we had had to go out of our way to study Slav folklore,

dances, and airs ; but in the nineteenth century it found expression

through men of genius " who have spoken to all Europe." We
read further {T/ie htdependent Review, January) as follows :

"Slav art has become a naive ' criticism of life.' The word
criticism must be used guardedly, as the Slav has little turn for

abstract thought, such as the Greeks and Hindus showed: being

without the curiosity of the former, and feeling more deeply than

the latter, he is less able to settle down to calm contemplation.

So perhaps we should say that the Slav criticism is usually uncon-

scious, but sometimes deliberate, as in Tolstoy, who uses his

powers as an artist to arraign the form of society. . . . We talk of •

his [the Slav's] realism, meaning that he will not see things

through a kindly haze, but in a dry light. Thus he has no feeling

for the romance of war, being quite without the set of ideas con-

nected with chivalry. Even in his unconverted days Tolstoy wrote

of war (in ' Sevastopol') as if it were a horrible thing. Verest-

chagin, the painter, also treated war faithfully in his pictures. In

like manner, Gorky does not take the evils that follow in the train

of Western industrialism for granted ; he paints them in their

naked horror. Well he may ; for certainly the Slav, like the Celt,

seems to degenerate rapidly when he drifts into the slums of cities.

Even Tolstoy is at times more impressionable than consciously

critical : thus ' The Cossacks ' is written under the influence of

Rousseau, the ' Kreutzer Sonata' under that of Schopenhauer.
In some ways Slav feeling seems to be expressed better by Tur-

genef, a sweeter and milder nature than Tolstoy, whose asceti-

cism has a touch of asperity."

Of all arts, says Mr. Conacher, music is the one by which the

Slav has most impressed the Western world ; and in Slav music he

discerns a common expression of the Slav temperament. Of this

music we read

:

" However elaborate the structure of a particular piece may be,

it is likely to have its root in popular airs. Thus it never becomes
artificial; there is always a certain spontaneity and fieshness.

The note of sadness is usually very clear. Sometimes it is too

plaintive, a§ in Chopin, who would probably have been suspected

by Plato, as tending to melt too much the heart of man, and make
him a feeble warrior ; in Tschaikowsky it is sterner, as it is in the

solemn prelude by Rachmaninoff. That music should never be

exotic appears to have been recognized by Dvorak, the Czech

musician ; tho he seems to have applied the principle with an odd
confusion of history. For, being in America, he is said to have

suggested to the people of the United States that they should base

their music on negro melodies.
" If we wish to see what has been the achievement of Slav music

during the past fifty years, we have only to compare the record of

the Slav with that of the Celt in the same period. The Slav has

nothing like the 'Eisteddfod' or ' Feis,' which are a kind of

Dionysia— perhaps the idea of ' competition ' in music would seem

to him incongruous—yet the Celt, with all this systematic culti-

vation, has not produced such masterpieces as those of the great

Slav composers in our time. There is a great number of tra-

ditional Scottish, Irish, and Welsh airs; but they have never

formed a basis for the elaboration of great works. Indeed, the

history of Slav music is not unworthy to be compared with the rise

of Greek drama, which also sprang from the simple songs of a rural

community, met to celebrate some of the festal occasions of their

agricultural year. Each became—within the possibilities of it#

own medium—a sad musing ' o'er the doubtful lot of human kind.'

"
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SCIENCE AND INVENTION,

OUR OUTPUT OF AUTOMOBILES.

THAT this country is now supreme in the design and manufac-

ture of automobiles is asserted by James E. Romans in an

article on " The American Automobile of 1905 " (Collier's IVeckly,

January zi). While our makers especially excel in the lighter types

of vehicle—runabouts, phaetons, and light structures of other

types, we also rival the French in building heavy, high-speed cars,

and in this line, too, we are rapidly coming to the fore. We are

also, Mr. Homans tells us, responsible for the perfected steam

carriage, since to American engineers we must give credit for the

light and compact steel boiler, equipped with copper flues ; also

for several of the most efficient types of tubular boilers. But this

IS not all. Says .Mr. Homans:

' In .American hands the electric vehicle has also risen to an emi-

nent state of perfection, and is now manufactured in nearly every

size and style, from the light runabout to the five-ton truck. It is

the prevailing vehicle for cities, where it is largely represented by

cabs, hansoms, stages, and wagons, and the periodically recurring

nece.ssity of recharging the stomge-batteries is—we may safely as-

sert--the only serious obstacle to an indefinite extension of its use.

• t is the easiest to handle, the cleanest, a.nd, allowing that its driver

observes all rules on the care of his battery, also the least liable to

become disabled. The recent perfection of the famous Edison

iron-nickel storage-cell, with its greater power efficiency per unit

of weight, and its very desirable virtue of being as nearly ' fool-

proof as pny mere human product could be, already bids fair to

extend the sphere of the electromobile.

"There is a wide field of profit for some enterprising capitalist

or corporation who will establish battery relay stations along trav-

eled highways. With this assistance the electric carriage would

speedily rival the trolley-car, and also furnish the public with a

simple and reliable form of motor conveyance.
" In spite of the many conspicuous achievements of American-

built machines, the prominence given to the heavier types is to be

regretted. It tends to conceal the fact that the motor vehicle is

undoubtedly destined to a far wider held than furnishing amuse-

ment for the wealthy. The cars suited to the requirements of

affluent sportsmen are by no means typical of the real advances

tending to constitute the permanence of the automobile. From
another point of view, also, the current tendency toward heavy
machines is to be deplored ; the vast expense involved and the

comparatively small demand tend to limit the business and spread

the false notion that the automobile is costly beyond the ability

of the average citizen. Several notable firms and corporations

have abandoned the business, very largely because commercial
conditions have eliminated their profits. For a concern whose
resources entitle it to very much less than the highest rating, the

competition in the manufacture of high-powered cars speedily be-

comes prohibitive.
" For the production of low-powered vehicles the conditions are

equally discouraging, since, armed with the discredited axioms of

four years ago, the public is still distrustful of the reasonable

priced carriage. Then it was confidently asserted that a light-

weight gasoline automobile, on account of destructive motor vibra-

tion, was an absurdity and a demonstrated failure. People were
taught to accept on authority that air-cooling for any gasoline

vehicle heavier than a cycle was impracticable. A large collection

of data was learnedly arrayed to prove that no motor road carriage

could profitably be manufactured and sold below a figure pro-

hibitively high for people of moderate means.

"At the present time,altho the structural absurdities of 1900 and
1901 have been effectually weeded out, we have efficient light gaso-

line vehicles with reachless side-spring frames, or other construc-

tions equally effective to neutralize vibration ; we have air-cooled

gasoline engines that can propel heavy as well as light cars on
steep grades at good speeds, without a symptom of sticking or

harmful laboring. As to price, the trade lists of 1904 contain

notices of at least fifteen different makes of efificient gasoline

vehicle, ranging between $425 and $700, and averaging six horse-

power, and of ten Afferent makes at ^750, averaging seven and
five-tenths horse-power; one steamer at $650, one at $700, one at

$750; one electric at ;56oo, one at $750. Out of a selection of two
hundred and eighty vehicles, representing the product of one hun-

dred and fifty manufacturers, sixty-eight models were offered at

prices below $1,000. and one hundred and nine other models at

prices ranging between $1,000 and 52,000."

These figures, Mr. Homans believes, demonstrate that it is pos-

sible to manufacture in this country a serviceable motor-carriage

within the means of the average prosperous citizen. They indi-

cate, also, he says, that the light automobile will shortly be a for-

midable rival of the horse. A reliable horse, harness, and buggy

or phaeton carriage can not be purchased for less than ^500, and,

when we consider comparative cost of maintenance, an automobile

at S7S0, or even $1,000, is by far the cheaper conveyance. The
writer goes on

:

"As was the case in the early days of the steam-railroad, even
so it is with the automobile to-day—the popular mmd, like a nerv-

ous horse, must become accustomed to it. Furthermore, the silly

notion that a vehicle propelled by steai.i or gasoline motor is nec-

essarily dangerous and constantly liable to explode must be allayed

in the calm light of fact. With ordinary good care, explosion is

the very last catastrophe the automobilist has need to fear. The
popular mind must be educated also to the point of recognizing

that knowledge is more essential in handling an automobile than

in driving a horse, despite that, as a certain manufacturer well said,

' The first and foremost aim of the automobile-maker is to render

the ignoramus harmless.'
" Despite, then, that our foremost manufacturers are devoting

their energies to perfecting, even more fully, the splendid convey-

ances that are the envy of all who may not own them, and despite

that the public mind has not yet reached that stage in its education

when it can recognize in the motor carriage a readier, speedier,

more enduring, and cheaper means of locomotion than the patient,

hard-worked horse, the fact remains that modern science and in-

genuity have perfected a machine that reduces the cost of travel

to the lowest terms. The automobile runs more easily on average

good country roads than any horse carriage, and, owing to the

growing use of asphalt paving in our cities, it is the only vehicle

that always accomplishes the end of sure and speedy travel and
avoids all suspicion of that truculent cruelty so often witnessed on
cold and slippery days. It can travel at an even rate, mile after

mile, and hour after hour, without stopping or tiring; it is the

same in winter and summer, and in fair weather and foul ; it can

ford a stream or climb a mountain ; it can be started at a moment's
notice, and stabled without food or water; it requires no care, save

that dictated by common sense, enforced by even a rudimentary

knowledge of mechanics and a strict adherence to rules ; finally, it

commends itself as the only vehicle perfectly suited to the stren-

uous conditions of American life, and to gratifying the love of ease

and luxury that is innate in human nature."

BIRDS AND ELECTRIC WIRES.

DO birds avoid electric wires ? If so, is this because they

know instinctively that these wires are " alive " with elec-

tricity ? And, finally, is the electric current in such wire capable

of giving a shock to a creature that sits or perches on it, out of

contact with any other conductor ? These questions are discussed

and answered by E. Monier in the Revue Scientijique, as follows:

" Two cases must be considered—where the current is continuous

and where it is alternating. In the former case the bird may alight

without inconvenience on a high-tension electric conductor ; it runs

no danger, because the current, in its rapid movement, only skims

it. To cause any commotion, the current must pass through the

body. Thus an acrobat . . . may walk on a live electric wire in

the air, but if he commits the imprudence of giving his hand to a

friend on the ground they may both be killed, the current passing

through their bodies lo reach the ground by the shortest path.

"Nijvertheless, if the electric energy transmitted is too great,

there will develop, along the whole wire, a certain degree of heat,

which will warn the bird, and then its instincts will doubtless tell

it not to light on a similar wire, through fear of burning its feet.

"Now consider the alternating, high tension current. In this

case, will the bird that lights on the conductors be in danger?
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Here we approach the unknown, for the effects of the alternating

current on the organism are very variable. Here is an example

:

"An alternating current, all other things being equal, is more
dangerous as the speed of alternation increa.ses, up to a certain

limit ; beyond this the danger diminishes, and in these different cir-

cumstances one may, by touching the wire, get a shock even when
precaution is taken to establish no communication with the ground.

A DIAMOND MINE, SHOWING THE GREAT MASS OF CABLES USED IN HAUL-
ING OUT LOADS.

In this case the bird would be no longer safe. It may be seen that

electricity is tricky and can not be trusted.

" This is not all ; if, after this limit of maximum danger, we con-

tinue to increase the speed of alternation, when the reversals suc-

ceed each other with extreme rapidity, as in Tesla's experiments

(io,ooo a second), the same current that was capable of killing a

man becomes harmless; it may traverse the organs without pro-

ducing pain, and physicians may use it for the treatment of certain

maladies.

"These high-frequency currents are now used on some lines in

electric telegraphy. Birds that light on such wires have nothing
to fear. But whatever may be the nature of the currents, all con-
ductors become dangerous during a thunder-storm. At this time
all the laws of electricity are turned topsy-turvy and it begins to

behave very oddly; lamps are extinguished, despatches are sup-
pressed, and it is not rare to see, after a thunder-clap, small dead
birds hanging by their roasted feet to the electric wire.

" In fine, I believe that birds have no instinctive fear of injury

from electricity. If they rarely alight on conductors, this is per-

haps because they sometimes feel there a degree of heat that seems
to them abnormal or because of the noise due to the vibration of

the wires by the wind. Another reason is probably that they like

best to perch on trees or in the fields under the wild plants."—
Translatioti made for T^v. Literary Digest.

DIAMOND-MINING UP TO DATE.

"ORESENT conditions in the Kimberley diamond-mine, now ther deepest in the world, are thus described by T. Lane Carter,

writing from South Africa to The Engineering and Mining Jour-

nal (January 19)

:

" I was impressed by the growing use of electricity in the Kim-
berley mines. Unlike the Rand, the conditions are most favorable

for electricity. Kimberley practise is quite up to date. There is

a large central power-plant. Save for a small machine, there is

not a steam-engine to be seen, steam-turbines being used entirely.

Two i,ooo-kilc)watt machines are now installed. To meet the

growing demand for power, the plant is being increased to a total

of 4,000 kilowatts. The De Beers Company, besides lighting

their extensive works, illuminate the town of Kimberley from the

plant, and they will also supply the electricity for the new electric

tram system to be built by the municipality
" The Kimberley is now the deepest diamond-mine in the world,

the workings being over 2,000 feet down. I found the atmosphere

of the lower levels rather trying, due more to the moisture of the

air than to a high temperature. Natural ventilation is relied upon
to a great extent, but when the proposed scheme of artificial

LOTERIE D'ANGLETERRE. EMPRESS EUGENIE DIAMOND. STAR OF THE SOUTH. THE PASHA OF EGYPT DIAMOND.

GREATEST DIAMONDS OF
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ventilation is working, the tninj; atmospheric conditions on lower

levels will disappear
" In spite of the assertion that the Vail River diggings, just

north of Kimberley. are about' played out," there are now nearly

1. 200 independent wiiite miners scattered over these old workings.

The majority of them are not ' making salt.' To show what a

gamble the life is, last January, when the river was very low (most

of the hnds are lum' made in the river-bed at low water), a miner

found a diamond the day after he started work worth ^1,200, while

others have been scratching for months and found nothing.
" The labor market at Kimberley is glutted. De Beers now has

about 2,600 white employees on the books. A good number are

given £1 per week as handy men. but could be dispensed with.

The 'out-of-works' is iar.i;e. but there are not as many idle men as

at Johannesburg. There are now about 14.000 native laborers."

than before .' W'h.it ihc cause of this fall may have been we can

not conjecture; l)ut it is interesting to inquire what consequences

it had for the earth. According to Professor Langley, such a

change in the sun would reduce the temperature of the earth's sur-

face by something less than 7.5° C. [13.5' F.]. Now when atten-

tion is directed to the exact observations made at eighty nine sta-

tions in tiie north temperate zone, and when these are compared

IS THE SUN COOLING?

THAT the total amount of heat in the sun tends to be con-

stantly lessened by radiation is believed by all astronomers.

That its temperature remains practically the same from age to age

is almost equally certain. What it is that restores or maintains

this temperature is perhaps the fundamental problem of solar

physics. Whatever its solution may be, exact measurements of

the sun's radiation show that this fluctuates considerably, and it is

probable that these chajiges have an influence on the earth's weath-

er. The most delicate measurements of radiant heat are those

made with Professor Langley's bolometer, an instrument now so

perfected that it will indicate the heat given out by a human face

one-third of a mile distant. The results of some measurements of

solar radiation made by Langley with this device are thus stated by

C. W. Saleeby in The Academy a/td Literature (London, January

21). Says this writer

:

" He [Langley] believes that at the end of March, 1903, contem-
poraneously with a marked increase in sun-spots, something hap-

pened in the sun that caused a rapid fall in the solar radiation,

which subsequently has continued to be about ten per cent, less

a
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with the results of many prev'ious years, it is found that a definite

fall of more than two degrees did actually occur ; nor is it possible

to conceive ' what influence, not solar, could have produced this

rapid and simultaneous reduction of temperatures over the whole
north temperate zone, anrl continued operative for so long a

period.' While we remain ignorant of the cause of this solar

change we can not make any predictions as to its persistence or

possible accentuation. All we can conclude is that our tenure of

this ' lukewarm bullet 'is jjerhaps not so certain as some of us
have thought."

THE GREAT ORLOW DIAMOND. THF. GRAND DUKE OK TUSCANY (AUSTRIA). THE NASSUK DIAMOND.
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E'XPLOITATION OF THE SAHARA.

INTEREST in the Sahara, which to our fathers was only a vast

sea of shifting sand, has been greatly aroused by recent ex-

ploration, for which we have chiefly to thank the French, within

whose " sphere of influence " in Africa the great desert region lies.

We are beginning to realize that it has a fauna, a flora, great cities,

a numerous population, even an occasional rain-storm. The

French are artificially multiplying its oases by sinking thousands

of artesian wells, and now comes a book by M. Paul Leroy-Beau-

lieu entitled "The Sahara, the Sudan, and the Saharan Railways,"

in which he advocates anew a project that he first broached in

1879—the connection of Algeria with the Sudan by a railway line.

In a review of this book in the Re7'ue Scienti/igue (]3.n\xa.rY 14), M.

Henri Pieron warns his countrymen that greatly as their knowledge

of the Sahara has increased of late, they do not yet know it well

enough to warrant carrying out such an extensive project. Sa-

haran exploration, he says, has been carried on hitherto by soldiers

and adventurers ; the systematic collection of information that

must precede any attempt at commercial exploitation has been

conspicuous chiefly by its absence. His review is a strong plea

for this kind of systematized exploration. Says M. Pidron :

" The enterprise is all right ; it is to be desired from the point of

view of the exploitation of these immense regions. This is suf-

ficient to insure its approval. But commercial interests ask for

more than this. They ask, and rightly, for new explorations,

which shall be scientific rather than military. It is thought that

the Devonian strata of the Sahara may include coal deposits. We
must get some idea of their situation, their value, and the pos-

sibility of working them. A scientific study of the moving sands,

which, relying on the Flatters expedition, the author deems harm-

less, should be made. The meteorologic report of engineer

Beringer notes that during a journey of less than three months
there were occasional rains. • A few small and inexpensive meteor-

ologic stations might give more effective information, since even

the variations of temperature are known but imperfectly. We
must rely now wholly on impressions, when we have anything

more to guide us than mere sentiments, favorable or unfavorable.
" We have yet much to do to become acquainted with the fauna

of the region, its flora, and the possibility of practical and re-

munerative cultivation. M. Lamy says of the possibilities: ' It is

probable that if palms should be planted, they would succeed ad-

mirably.'
" In place of opinions we ought to have facts, analyses of soil,

determinations of plants, precise meteorological data, clear indi-

cations of the possibilities of irrigation or of protection against

sudi threatened evils as the shifting of sands or the influence of

certain winds.
" So our opinion is that before embarking in gigantic enterprises,

we should begin by seeking a serious scientific basis. We say

nothing against military expeditions in regions that are not with-

out dangers. Such expeditions may collect priceless geographical

information, giving a good idea of regions more or less unknown
;

nevertheless, it is incontestable that, compared with such expe-

ditions, which are generally, if not always, well supplied with

funds from the War Department budget, scientific exploration is

deplorably neglected. To be sure, we send out archeologists who
bring back to our museums a mummy or two to attract public

curiosity, but we leave to the scientists themselves the duty of de-

fraying the expenses of expeditions to far-away lands, which can

not fail to be enormous.

"If we are to exploit the Sahara, we must know it. If we are to

know it, we rhust not only send thither men in uniform to inspire

the natives with respect or fear of France and to bear aloft her

banner and her prestige ; we must allow more modest individuals

to go there, to stay there, to live there for a considerable time ; for

even if they bring back only stones, plants, and statistics, without

travelers' tales, they will enable us to determine precisely the na-

ture of the region explored and its resources. After this we shall

know what we can do. Nowadays people have great respect for

science, which is too often manifested by neglecting to ask her ad-

vice and going instead to quacks.

"In fine, this project of M. Leroy Beaulieu is undoubtedly right

in theory, 'jut in our opinion we shall not know whether or not it

is practical until we shall have proceeded to explore the Sahara
rationally, systematically, and scientifically, which still remains to

be done and which is most desirable. There may be a science of

colonization, but it should not consist purely of the work of those

who are led into exploration solely by their love of adventure."

—

Trajislation madefoi-Twc Literary Digest.

Facts About Habitual Drunkards.— In the latest re-

port of the inspector under the Inebriates Act now in force in Great

Britain, several points of considerable interest both to the student

of medicine and to the psychologist are noted. Says The Hospital,

in a paragraph on the subject

:

" First may be noted the rarity of serious organic disease among
those formally and judicially certified as habitual inebriates. Tho
upward of a thousand of the worst drunkards in the country have
now been admitted to reformatories, there has not yet been ob-

served among them a single typical instance of cirrhosis of the

liver, and not one of them has required treatment for hematemesis,

jaundice, ascites, or other evidence of serious portal obstruction.

The explanation, it may be presumed, is that persons who do suffer

these possible consequences of alcoholism die before they can be

classed among the ' habituals.' It is a frequent experience to dis-

cover manifest evidences of cirrhosis of the liver and of portal ob-

struction in patients who, while admitting the free or even exces-

sive use of alcoholism, deny intoxication at any time. The steady

and systematic use of alcohol in relative excess, rather than occa-

sional outbreaks of drunkenness with intervals of penitence and
abstinence, is the condition which promotes the organic changes

covered by the term alcoholism, and the habits of those who ulti-

mately reach reformatory discipline are, for the most part, ar-

ranged less on the former than the latter plan. At the same time

it must be recognized as surprising that, among a thousand per-

sons described as ' the worst drunkards in the country,' there

should be such scanty evidence of the pathological changes usually

charged to the debit of alcohol.
" A second feature of importance in the inspector's report is

found in the section dealing with the psychology of the certified

inebriate. The conclusion presented is that drunkenness is to a

large extent due to inherent mental defect, and that in very many
cases the habitual drunkard only differs in degree from persons

who can legally be termed of unsound mind. His mental disorder

exhibits itself by insane actions and conduct rather than in the

form of delusions and hallucinations."

SCIENCE BREVITIES.

Japanese fans that may serve as weapons are mentioned in an article on
fans contributed to Cosmos by M. Francis Marre. In these, he says, '' the exte-

rior sticks that serve as envelopes when the fan is shut are made of thick metal.

A fan of this kind, which may be called a ' military fan,' is a real weapon in the

hands of its ^o%%^%i,OTP— Translation madefor The Literary Digest.

" The German navy has adopted a method of transferring sick and wounded
men from one vessel to another or sending them ashore, which is claimed to be

very comfortable for the patient and a most convenient way of handling helpless

bodies," says Popular Mechanics. " The device is at least unique. The sick

man is first laced up in a stout canvas shroud and, after this operation, looks as

tho he might have been removed from some ancient Egyptian tomb. The back

is stiffened so there is no possibility of the patient's bending, and the sides are

provided with strong rope handles. The upper rings of the canvas casing are

then bent on to the raising tackle, and the sick man is sent up a steel chute in the

twinkling of an eye."

Regarding the communication describing " An Early Use of the Propeller"

in Hoboken, N. J., in 1805, quoted in a recent issue of The Digest, Prof. Will-

iam Kent, Dean of the College of Applied Science of Syracuse University,

writes that it is confirmed on page 265 of Thurston's " History of the Growth of

the Steam-Engine." He says :
" On that page there will be found an illustration

of the machinery of a twin screw steamer built by Colonel John Stevens, of

Hoboken, in 1S04. This identical machinery was preserved for many years in the

Stevens Institute of Technology at Hoboken and is possibly still there, but it

may have been transferred to the National Museum in Washington. The ma-

chinery of the boat comprises not only the two screws and a single engine driving

them, the two shafts being connected by gear-wheels, and also a water-tube

boiler. The twin screws and the water-tube boiler in a modern form are now-

used in the latest examples of marine engineering. Stevens, however, was not

the first to use a screw propeller, for the book referred to, on page 240, shows an

engraving of the steamboat built by John Fitch in 1796. He experimented with

this little steamboat on the Collect Pond, which then covered that part of the

city now occupied by the Tombs. Both Fitch and Stevens were thus earlier than

Fulton, whose famous boat, the Clermont, ascended the Hudson River in 1S07.

Fulton was not the first to drive a steamboat, but l.e was the first to make steam-

boat navigation a commercial success."
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THE RELIGIOUS WORLD,

WHAT HAS THE NEW TESTAMENT BOR-
ROWED FROM ETHNIC RELIGIONS?

Ny
O problem of critical Biblical research is being so closely dis-

* cussed in Germany at this time as tiiat which deals with the

relation of the Scriptures to ethnic religions. What elements in

the Biblical religion, and especially in the New Testament, have

been derived from non-Biblical creeds .-* In the Studierstube

(Stuttgart, No. 12^ Professor iMeinhold. of the University of Bonn,

endeavors to answer this question. He says, in substance :

It has long been recognized by progressive students of the Old

Testament that many of the primitive beliefs and rites of Israel

were derived from outside sources and are really only adaptations

to the peculiar needs and ideas of the Jewish people. Greece,

Persia, and Babylon all contributed influences which profoundly

modified the original faith of Israel. All the fantastic ideas of

later Judaism, such as appear in the apocalyptic literature—Daniel,

Enoch, Ezra, etc.—use the product of this religious syncretism.

Out of this soil Christianity grew. If Jesus himself and his

Galilean companions, in their retired field of activity, were influ-

enced but little by foreign ideas, the Pharisee Paul and the apoca-

lyptic writer John owed much to them. The book of Revelation

has long been recognized as a conglomerate of strange and varying

foreign elements; even the Christianity of the earliest period ex-

hibits doctrines and practises which were derived not from Christ,

but from the current religious thought of the day. The story of

the birth of Jesus, for example, has its parallels in well-known

heathen stories concerning the fleshly connection between divinity

and humanity. This conception w^s revived by Judaism and

transplanted in Christianity.

The same is true of the story of the temptation, which bears a

resemblance to pagan accounts of a struggle among the gods for

supremacy of the world. The transfiguration and ascension of

Christ may be compared to the heathen apotheosis of such heroes

as Hercules, while the story of the descent into Hades is modeled

after such narratives as those describing the visit of Hercules and

Theseus to the lower world. Early Christian beliefs concerning

the resurrection of the Divine Being we can compare with pagan

legends telling of the death of the sun-god in winter and his re.surrec-

tion in summer. The very language of the gospel narrative in ref-

erence to Easter morning and " the rising of the sun " recalls solar

myths and the fabled resurrection of the sun-god at the beginning

of the spring. Moreover, our word " .Sunday " still carries the ob-

vious traces of its origin as the festival day of the sun.

The great gulf that separates Paul from the Gospel of Jesus can

only be explained on the ground that Paul was the pupil of Phari-

sees. Many of his peculiar teachings come not from Jewish

sources but from heathen systems of religion, transmitted through

Gentile-Jewish intelligence. As an example showing the extent to

which this process had gone on, the recent book of Heitmiiller,

"Im Namen Jesu " (In the Name of Jesus), may be cited. The
author proves that the word "name." used in the New Testament
in a manner entirely foreign to its original meaning, is a remnant of

primitive religion. Name and person were at one time closely

combined, and elementary religious ideas were connected with the

words. He who knew the name of a divinity and could pronounce

it was in this way able to secure a blessing. It was the use of the

name of Jesus in the sacraments that made them effective, in the

spirit of sorcerj'. This idea came from the lowest type of religious

thought, reflected in religious mysteries in the days of Jesus, and

was embodied in the earliest Christianity. The essential doctrine

of the sacraments is also of Gentile origin.

The same method can be applied to the problem of problems

—

the Pauline and the Johannine Christology . Here the researches of

Professor Gunkel, of Berlin, have made possible the solution of old

and troublesome enigmas. Even before the days of Paul there

existed among the Jews a faith in a heavenly Christ, which was not

found in the Old Testament. They looked for a Mes.siah before

Jesus came, and incorporated in their account of him many pre-

conceived ideas. Gunkel says :
" Christianity is a syncretistic re-

ligion. It is providential that it passed safely over from the Orient

into the Greek world. It imbibed both influences, and acquired

many features that were foreign to the original gospel."

It goes without saying that the representatives of conservative

theology do not allow these claims to pass unchallenged. One of

the most complete replies is published by Professor Nosgen, of

Rostock, who has the reputation of being the only German Uni-

versity theologian who still believes in the verbal inspiration of the

Scriptures. Writing in the Neue Kristlkhe Zeitschrijft (Erlangen

and Leipsic) under the title "Die Religionsgeschichte und das

Neue Testament" (The History of Religion and the New Testa-

ment), Nosgen declares that both in principle and practise the

method employed by Professor Meinhold is false. Christianity,

he maintains, is a unique religion and not on a parallel with those

of other peoples. He recognizes the fact that other religions have

influenced the Bible to some extent, but claims that such influence

is accidental and incidental, never essential. The phenomenon
presented by a certain similarity between pagan legends and the

Scriptural account of tlie birth , resurrection , and ascension of Christ,

is held to betray only a seeming and not a real connection—least

of all a causal connection. It is another case in which two do the

same thing and yet the things are not the same. The method of

finding these analogies, continues Professor Nosgen, is essentially

superficial, and, like that of all radical Biblical criticism, a gross ex-

aggeration of a germ of truth that some theologians long ago recog-

nized and are perfectly willing to accept.

—

Translations made for

The Litkrary Dickst.

A DREAM OF THE FUTURE CHURCH.
COLOGNE Cathedral and Trinity Church, New York, are

brought into vivid contrast by the Rev. Gerald Stanley Lee,

of Northampton, Mass., in an effort to emphasize his sense of the

difference existing between communities in which religion is domi-

nant and those in which it is submerged and forgotten. In the one

case, there is a "great shape looming up against heaven," with " the

town lying all about it, the crowded floors of men and women liv-

ing and dying around it " ; in the other, " a little toy church," viewed
" through a kind of tunnel called Wall Street" and overtopped by

giant buildings in which "acres of men and women, in chairs, sit

with their feet above its nave " and " hundreds of typewriter girls

bang on their typewriters." Mr. Lee feels that " there is something

rather sad and helpless about being a God—down on Broadway,"

and he affirms his conviction that " the problem that concerns re-

ligion most in this present day of the world is the problem of the

tower of Trinity Church." Continuing (in the New York Outlook,

Februar>' 4), he says:

"
I would not wish to seem to take a stand for the mere mechani-

cal idea that the tower of Trinity Church must be stretched, or

that twenty-one-story blocks in general must be shaved off on top

so that Christian churches in our land can continue to look impres-

sive. But I do believe that the main fact about the church of the

future is that it is going to take the idea of the incarnation serious-

ly. It is going to act on the principle that while the Bible has de-

clared in a general way that God is a spirit, the most important

thing about the spirit, as a matter of human history, is that it has

always insisted upon having a body. It also seems to be a matter

of history that the final test of the vitality and reality of a good
spirit is that it can get a body. In other words, I believe that if

the modern church rules the modern city, it is going to look im-

pressive. If it rules, everybody is going to know it."

During the last few hundred years, the world has been "turned

upside down." The soul has discovered matter, and taken pos-

session of it, and dedicated it. The spirit that fails to " speak in

this new language of matter," that " can not make matter glorious

with itself," will never live, according to Mr. Lee's view. He says

further

:

"The Christian religion is facing the most obstinate and be-

wildering crisis in its history. The church is not in a commanding
position because the rest of the world is more eloquent than we are

—is not so bodiless. The new church is going to be the next feat

of the Strong Man. He has attended to the other things. The iron

in the ground in America—the unborn iron—is organized into a
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steel trust. The very coal, down in its thousands of years' sleep

in the earth, is massed or nearly all massed and is getting ready to

move as one body for the winter. The very ice on the ponds,

before it is frozen, has a body all waiting for it, distributing it to

its finger-tips in the great cities. Even sugar has a body. Mill-

ions of hens are laying eggs to-day as if they were one hen, for a

syndicate out in Chicago. We are familiar enough with the fact

that all powerful ideas are magnificently organized, and insist on
having bodies. It is the fundamental fact that every man is deal-

ing with, in the conduct of his business every year, and yet right in

the midst of it we have the spectacle of the Christian churches still

clinging to a sort of pleasant basket-picnic idea of religion, sepa-

rate churches, separate denominations of separate churches, flock-

ing feebly together on the round earth, each family bringing its

own Httle basket of its own special food and keeping a little apart

and chewing on it, looking over its shoulders at the others perhaps
now and then in a sort of empty, anxious, kind-hearted way—get-

ting together for a few remarks, or a city census, possibly. But
that is all.

" When I see the church I love wrapped in its next two thousand
years, I do not see it any longer Hke this, slipping slowly off the

hill of the world, separate drops or trickles of churches every-

where, drying up or evaporating all by themselves or leaking off

into empty space alone. A few hundred years more and I believe

that almost every considerable town will have a modern, catholic,

unmedieval cathedral in it, and that groups of cathedrals will be in

every great city of the world."

Two spiritual influences are declared to be at work to this end.

One is " the revolt against the separate—the world-wide revolt of

modem life against the provincial in religion, as well as in every-

thing else." The other is the "longing " on the part of the more

serious churches "for companionship, not merely for its own sake

but for the sake of the world." As a result of these and similar

tendencies, Mr. Lee predicts :

" As I see the church of the future, we are not going to give any-

thing up, we are all going to have our individual ways, our chapels,

but we are all going to insist upon having a great central cathedral

in every city, which shall belong to all of us. The church of the

future is going to be a great spiritual metropolis, every man
going there, every man belonging there. It shall be like a great

worshiping street of souls. Men shall feel in church as in some
great hushed city of each other's lives. It shall be the one place

where a man can go with a whole human race and face God. It

is simple enough to get people to agree if we have something
big enough. It is going to be a church where Jonathan Edwards
and John Wesley and Ralph Waldo Emerson and Cardinal New-
man and Luther would be able to worship in the same pew

—

and without having to be born several hundred years ago— to

have people see that their souls belonged together. The church

of the future is going to give room to every man's life while he has

it. If it does this, we will all get together. And if we all get to-

gether, the cathedral is inevitable. We will soon give God a body
on the earth. The church in every town at last shall be to every

man and to every growing boy the greatest thing he knows. It

shall be like the sky over the other things. It shall be fair to God.
I am convinced that not until we have the cathedral in every com-
munity to symbolize the oneness in the churches, and the denomi-
national chapels clustered about it to symbolize their individuality,

can we expect a church that will at once command and invite great

cities and mighty men. The nations of the earth shall be seen

kneeling in it, and all the institutions of the sons of men, the uni-

versities, the corporations, the very railroads, the stately lines of

ships from around the sea, shall bow themselves, and the great

brutal mines from the hollows of the earth— all these shall come,
and be seen kneeling there before the God who is the God of all

that is. To say that he is the God of all that is, is what the cathe-

dral is for. With its hundreds of voices, its hundreds of instru-

ments of praise, its scores of preachers, its unceasing services and
kinds of services, it shall enfold all men in one prayer and song.

The same men will separate to be theological, perhaps. They will

need to go off into different rooms and back parlors to be intellec-

tual, and into different offices or parish houses to perform the de-

tails and to execute the business of religion ; but for worship, the

one thing that all Christians have in common, they are going to

unite, that the worship may be worshipful, that the spirit may have

a body and God be made amazing on the earth."

RELIGIOUS COMMENT ON THE INDIAN
SCHOOL APPROPRIATION.

T^'HE appropriation of $102,780 from Indian trust funds for
-'• the support of sectarian schools, all, with one exception,

Roman Catholic (see The Literary Digest, February ii), has

an immediate significance for the churches and is being warmly
discussed in the religious press. Roman Catholic papers, such

as the Pittsburg Observer, insist that " the present arrangement

simply gives fair play to Catholic Indian children," and express

the hope that it will be continued. The Catholic Standard and
Times (Philadelphia) says

:

" The narrow-minded gentlemen who are always nagging at the
Administration for giving some show of justice to the Indian in

the matters of rations and education seem unable to divest them-
selves of the delusion that the country pays for what the Indian
gets. It is a false idea. It is the Indians' own money that is

doled out to them— the compensation paid them for their lands

surrendered to the State. The impudent effort is made to dictate

to them what schools they are to send their children to, and it is

sought to force them to send them into the government schools by
the withholding of rations from those who will not comply. This
attempt has up to this time been frustrated by the energetic action

of a few friends of the Indians—men like Mr. Morrell, one of our
own [Pennsylvania] representatives, and Senator Aldrich, of Rhode
Island. The Government, to its credit, has refused to be led by
the bigots and acted with decided justice in the matter so far.

"There are two parts to this question. In the one case money
is given to the support of Catholic schools for the Indian children.

In the other the parents get rations for the whole family. It is

chiefly because of the granting of money to the Cathohc schools
that bigots are up in arms. They call these sectarian appropri-

ations. Now, the fact is that they are not appropriations at all.

There is no money of the people's in them. It is the Indians' own
money. They petition that the periodical allowances—the equiva-
lents of their lands—be devoted to the education of their children

in the Catholic schools. On what pretense could any Government
refuse them this plain right, or force the children into schools that

they do not like ?"

Protestant journals take issue with this statement of facts. The
New York Outlook says :

" The Indians have not given their con-

sent to the expenditure, because, so far as we can learn, as many
Indians have petitioned against this disbursement as have peti-

tioned for it." The New York Independent comments:

" It seems clear enough that the President and the Indian Bureau
now recognize that a blunder was made, and they will try to cor-

rect it as best they may. Who is responsible for it we may not

know. The President in a communication says that the appro-

priation seemed just, being made at the request of Indians, not

from any Congressional appropriation, but from their own funds;

he also says that the request was referred to the Department of

Justice, which reported that it was lawful. But he also welcomes
a judicial decision, and urges the same legislation which we have
urged, the assigning to the individual Indians their separate shares

in the trust funds, so that each can expend his share as he pleases

for such education as he chooses. Nevertheless we are not satis"

fied that the attorney-general's decision was correct. It seems to

us clear that the conditions for such a request were not properly

met by the Indians, and that a real wrong was done, inasmuch as

income belonging to the Indians as an entire tribe was given to a

part of the tribe."

The Boston Congregationalist thinks that "this attempt to set

aside or ignore the settled policy of the Government after the

churches have adjusted their mission work to that policy, ... is

not ' a square deal' " ; and the New York Churchman (Prot.

Episc.) observes :
" We can not too zealously guard our precious

heritage and tradition of entire separation of church and state

in America." The Christian Observer (Louisville, Presb.) com-

ments :

" Our protest is not merely against the Government's thus sub-

sidizing the Roman Catholic Church—not merely against its show-

ing favors to that body, which it does not extend to Presbyterians

or Methodists or Baptists, but against any and all entangling
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alliances between church and state. If there was ever a necessity

for the Government to call on tlie churches as its agent in the work

of education, that time has long since passed. Every arrangement

for the state to help the church in teaching religion, or for the

church to become the ser\ant of the state in secular education por-

tends only evil to both."

THE MULTITUDE OF DENOMINATIONS IN

THE UNITED STATES.
" \ CO L'XTKV with tifty religions and only one kind of

^*> sauce I" e.xclaimed a Frenchman visiting England. What
would his amazement and protest have been, asks Mr. Meade C.

Williams, if confronted in this country with three times that num-

ber of denominations .''

The United States census for 1S90 reported 143 different religious

bodies. No religious statistics were included in the census for

1900, but the deficiency has been supplied by Rev. Dr. H. K. Car-

rol, whose investigations show that in 1903 the number had in-

creased to 157. These figures, remarks Mr. Williams, doubtless

give occasion for some to mourn and for others to jeer over the

vision of Christendom and its "warring sects." But there are

facts to be considered, he claims, that mitigate the situation not a

little. We read (in T/ie Princeton Theological Review, January)

:

"These latter years have developed certain erratic organizations

fhich must by courtesy be classed as churches. . . . The very

names of some of these religious bodies will probably be a reve-

lation to many— such, for instance, as the Schwenkfeldians. the

River Brethren, the Si.x I'rinciple Baptists, the Old Two-seed-in-

the-spirit Predestinarian. the United Zion's Children, the Social

Brethren, the Zion Union Apostolic, the Christadelphians, the Life

and Advent Union, the Hoffmanians, etc . . . Included in the

formidable total, it must be remembered, is every organization

which can in the broadest sense of official recognition be classed

as a religious body, such as Spiritualists, theosophical societies.

Christian Scientists, communistic societies, societies of ethical

culture, the Schweinfurth community. Jews. Chinese temples, and

yet other bodies which we do not feel called on to reckon with

when considering the divisions of the Christian church.
" The situation is further relieved by the fact that a large pro-

portion of the 157 bodies reported as separate denominations are

subdivisions within the same church families, thus reducing the

total to about forty-eight generic types, including the exceptional

classes mentioned above. For instance, the Mennonites, number-
ing less, all told, than 60,000 members in 4his country, are so

divided that they alone make twelve out of the 157. The Lutheran

family shows four general bodies and fourteen independent synods.

The Methodist group shows seventeen varieties, each of which has

to be counted in the numerical footing. The Presbyterian family

is represented by twelve bodies, tho for the most part they either

bear the same general name or profess the same general principle

of faith and polity. The Society of Friends (or Quakers), while

comparatively very small, shows four varieties. . . . On the ques-

tion, then, of the abounding denominationalism, the situation is

greatly relieved by the fact that organized Christianity in the

United States is, to a very large degree, concentrated in a few

groups or genera, and that in the work they do and in the front

they bear to the world, the bodies in each separate group are more
or less affiliated with each other. And, further, it must be remem-
bered that these few groups comprise the great mass of the people

embraced within the 157 religious organizations. Of the entire

Protestant or non-Catholic forces in this numerical showing, the

Methodist. Baptist. Presbyterian, and Lutheran families alone

comprise about 74 per cent."

Mr. Williams .specifies some of the conditions contributing to

the multiplication of religions in the United States

:

"To the United States there come people from all parts of the

world, with their long-fixed types of thought and customs. Many
of these types are disposed to remain distinct in their church life,

and to continue here their ancestral church forms and modes and
names. And also, in connection with this, the difference in lan-

guage often accounts for additional church bodies. For instance,

among the different Lutheran bodies the census shows that five

different languages are represented. Then the color line has to be

taken into account in this country—a race feature and an ecclesi-

astical line of cleavage not common in other parts of Christendom.
This circumstance among us helps to swell the aggregate number
of church organizations. And yet another feature peculiar to the
local situation is the vast extent of our territory, with sectional

divisions in character and influence. This may well be accounted
as another contributing cause in the large number of religious or-

ganizations in the United States."

He calls attention to another fact, as further modifying the sit-

uation. We read

:

" It must be borne in mind that very many of these 157 denomi-
nations are so small, in point of adherents and influence on public
life, that they count but little as factors in the divisions of Ameri-
can Christianity. Many of them are constantly diminishing and
approaching the vanishing point. We find in fifty-two of them
(about one-third the entire number reported) that the average of

each membership is but a trifle over one thousand. This large

proportion, then, of the portentous denominational array need not
be considered as seriously adding to the breach of church unity."

A ROMAN CATHOLIC VIEW OF THE HAR-
MONY OF SCIENCE AND FAITH.

\ VOLUME entitled " Ideals of Science and Faith " and made* up of contributions from various writers representing both

sides of the subject brings forward suggestions toward a new
rapprochetnent of science and faith. The aim of the writers is to

find an attitude for both sides that shall represent harmony, rather

than to effect a concurrence in the conclusions to which each has

arrived. One of the writers, Wilfrid Ward, devotes himself to

the position taken by the Church of Rome, and declares that, in

his opinion, " the constitution of the Roman Catholic Church is

suited ideally for the necessary mental adjustments, apart from

the consideration of certain practical difficulties which make the

assimilation of new truths slower among Catholics than in other

religious bodies." He posits the necessity, in dealing with such a

question as the present one, of ascertaining the order of nature in

the human mind and of acting upon it. This order, viewed in re-

lation to science and faith, he .sets fortli as follows

:

"
I assume all forms of religion to present normally a combi-

nation, in very various proportions, of human speculation and tra-

dition, with one aspect of experience—namely, the consciousness

of responsibility contained in conscience, and the sense it conveys

of dependence on a higher power. Speculation and legend are in-

terwoven with those parts of religious experience which are the

true life of religion. And in this connection, as in the case of other

aspects of experience which have become blended with fanciful

conjecture, the lawful function of science is, I maintain, not, in the

first instance, to make a clean sweep of existing beliefs, but to sift

critically their various ingredients. The work of science is not to

destroy the existing religion, or to offer us an entirely new mental

synthesis, but gradually to correct the incidental extravagances of

prescientific speculation on the supernatural, and to prune its over-

growths. One can not destroy religion provisionally. Religion,

once destroyed, will not be effectually replaced. It is too inti-

mately connected with the gradual development of mind and soul

to be given effectually from outside in mature life. A new scien-

tifico-religious creed would not easily take root, for the religious

element in it would be largely destitute of its normal evidence.

Nay, more, the power of inward growth in the religion early im-

planted, its power of holding and molding the mind, may be

easily destroyed by the rough handling even of its mental setting

—of the incidental legends and speculations which it contains."

Mr. Ward expresses the fear that the faculty of religious belief

would be lost if its nature were disregarded and its laws violated

;

hence " the results of historical criticism and of physical science

should be gradually superimposed on the basis of the existing re-

ligion that religion being prior to these results, and the necessary

displacement in its superstructure being gradual, and effected with

due regard for the constitution of the human mind."

Such a modus operandi, the author claims, has ever been adopted
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bj'the Roman Catholic Church, and in answer to the charge that

she has been " historically the foe to science and to freedom of in-

tellect," he admits that " there is a sense in which the church must

be, not indeed a foe to, but a drag on, scientific advance," for it

"has other duties apart from the promotion of the secular sciences

—duties which may in some degree come athwart the immediate

interests of these sciences. To preserve truth as a whole may
mean to arrest for a time a one-sided development. Science may,

therefore, move faster outside the church than within it." He
says further

:

" It is quite true that authority acts normally, not by way of ac-

tive assimilation, but mainly by way of opposition to new develop-

ments of the reason, because authority is the guardian of the de-

posit of faith that is handed down, and it guards it, in the first

instance, in the traditional form, opposing novelty until it is quite

clear that the modification of its form does not mean real mutila-

tion of its essence. Authority opposes the entrance of a new phase
of intellectual expression until such a new phase is shown to be
without danger to the faith. It is the representatives of the intel-

lectual force in the church, and not those of official authority, who
initiate the work of assimilation. Authority tests it and may in

doing so seem to oppose it. She plays, so far as scientific proof
is concerned, the part taken by the ' Devil's advocate,' in the proc-

ess of canonization. She is jealous of disturbing changes in the

bumLLnmetf/um by which faith in the unseen is habitually preserved

hie et nunc ; science is placed by her on the defensive; excesses

and fanciful theories are gradually driven out of court ; a truer and
more exact assimilation of assured results in science and in theology

is thus obtained by the thinkers; then, and not till then, authority

accepts such results passively. She is the guardian, not of the

truths of science, but of the things of the spirit. It is not for her

to initiate inquiries beyond her special province."

The author points out that in tlie theological transformation of

the thirteenth century it was not representatives of ecclesiastical

authority, but theological professors like Albertus Magnus and

Thomas Aquinas, who accomplished the work of assimilating

Christian theology to the philosophical culture of the Renaissance;

and he declares that " our present need is a body of specialists and

theologians of insight, who will do a similar work for the critical

and historical sciences of the twentieth century."

In the search for an " approach " to the desired synthesis which

is the purpose of the volume, the author maintains that the road

taken by the Church of Rome is the one " whereby the security of

both interests can be best defended." He writes :

"Assuming that Christianity was a revelation of spiritual truth,

the interests of truth as a whole are best guarded by an institution

•which does act to some extent as a drag on the freest adoption of

speculations advanced in the name of science and criticism. An
absolutely free admission, broadcast, among all minds, of the most
various caliber, of the highly speculative theories of (more espe-

cially) modern biblical critics—theories inspired often by anti-

Christian prejudice—need not be prejudicial to secular science

itself. It may even contribute to scientific truth from the gems
mixed with rubbish. But it may be opposed to the interests of

truth, as a whole, hie et nunc. It may destroy religious faith in

the many. The imagination becomes overpowered by the kalei-

doscope of irresponsible speculation. The faculty whereby religious

truth is grasped is confused by the overcrowding of the mind. Its

grasp is relaxed. Faith may be killed never to return, and lost

like some traditional secret in art or in painting—as the tradition of

the old Gregorian singing is said to have been lost

"The specially rigid attitude, then, of modern Rome may be re-

garded, roughly, as the response and retort, of a living vigorous

power representing Christianity, which assumes a definite policy

to counteract a policy on the part of what may be called the mod-
ern movement, which is irrehgious as well as scientific. The de-

siderattiin at present is not to dethrone that power represented by

the church, but, as I have already suggested, to cultivate vigorous

thought and wide learning within the church and among all Chris-

tian thinkers, lest a necessary practical policy on the part of the

church should tend to become identified with intellectual iniransi-

geance and sheer opposition to the interests of truth in certain de-

partments. The results of the scientific movement, as they come

to us from the hands of opponents of Christianity, the church can
not accept. They are not pure science. What is advanced as
science is in reality often subtly colored by the prepossessions of
its advocates. Only learning and thought among Christians them-
selves, fairly equal in extent and quality to those of their oppo-
nents, can afford the means for the desired synthesis."

THE SPIRITUAL QUALITY IN AMERICAN
MANHOOD.

SUCCESSFUL achievement in American life is generally held
*—

' to depend on rugged and practical, rather than spiritual, traits.

And yet, as we are reminded by Mr. E. S. Martin (in The Metro-

politan Magazine, February), there is a certain kind of success

which can not be won without "spiritual quality," and "the men
who lack it either can not bring themselves to want the higher kind

of success or can not win it." Mr. Martin continues :

" And what is it .'' It is not piety in the common sense ; it is not

necessarily religiousness; but tho it maybe consistent with any
kind of religion, I do not understand how it can be consistent with

none. It may qualify the strenuous life with all its vigorous phys-

ical and mental activities, or it may sustain and stimulate energies

much less profuse. It is consistent with shrewdness and the

money-getting gift, and with indifference to money ; with thrift and
with pecuniary carelessness; with ambition and with modesty;
with great powers and with lesser ones ; but hardly with stupidity,

for it is itself a quality of intelligence. Let us call it a certain

grasp and comprehension of certain truths, the knowledge of which
is revealed to some babes, and denied to some of the learned;

which comes more by conduct than by study, and more perhaps by
breeding, or the grace of God, than either. Emerson had it.

Lincoln had it. Roosevelt has it, jostled in among a crowd of

other qualities, and it is one thing that makes him hard to beat.

McKinley had it, and the shrewd Hr.nna recognized it in him. It

is pretty hard for a man to get to the White House without it, for

it is an inspiring quality which human instinct recognizes, and to

which in our country a vast concourse of voters are responsive.

Some very able and ambitious politicians have ultimately failed in

leadership precisely for the reason that they lacked it, and the peo-

ple found them out and would not follow them. Other exceedingly

able politicians lacking or losing this quality, have ceased to be

able to aspire, and have turned away from the service of the peo-

ple because they could not prize such rewards as it brought them.

. . . The only men who are really good at getting political ideals

into marketable shape and making them seem profitable to voters

are men who have this spiritual quality, who take counsel of the

spirit, who have insight, and who do what they see, not for effect,

but because they must ; because their very blood constrains them
;

because they are possessed to act the truth they see, and other

goods they might aspire to seem to them uninviting in compari-

son."

RELIGIOUS NOTES.

"There is nothing small," remarks the New York /«</^/^«</^«/, " about Dr.

Dowie's ambitions. He is now arranging, he says, for the purchase of a million

acres in Mexico, with a frontage on the sea of fifty miles, to start a Zionist state.

It will be an interesting experiment, but we recommend him to pray for good
health, for the work requires time, and we doubt if his successors will have his

ability."

Association Men (January) says :
" From every point of view the record of the

Young Men's Christian Association during the past five years may be examined,

progress is apparent. Tested by every standard of measurement by which the

growth and usefulness of an organization can be tried, it is seen that the last five

years have witnessed as great a growth and progress as the entire previous forty-

seven years of its history." The total number of Associations in this country

is now 1,815 ; t^f employed officers, 2,000 ; of enrolled members, 373,502.

Mr. Sydney Brooks, writing in Harper's Weekly, gives some astonishing

facts concerning the finances of the English clergy. The rank and file of the

clergy of the Establislied Church are, he says, miserably underpaid, the total in-

come of the incumbents yielding less than an average of 51,250 a year apiece : and

there are thousands of clergy, he says, who fall far below this average. Fifteen

hundred positions are worth less than $;oo a year. Nor is there anything but the

most inadequate provision made for old and enfeebled clergy. Only a few years

ago, says Mr. Brooks, " there were seven worthy and blameless parsons in the

English poorhouses."

/
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FOREIGN COMMENT.

ATTEMPTS TO JUSTIFY THE BLOODSHED IN

ST. PETERSBURG.

THE cant oi luimanitarianism taints much Western comment

upon recent bloodshed in Russia, declare sundry European

organs, which deplore any further outpourings of lacriniose distil-

lations upon the unchecked effervescence of public feeling. Man

kind, we are told, is misled. In place of an imbecile halt at the

decisive hour, the London Sa/urt/iiy Rfviezo detects in the whiff

of grapeshot which drove the .St. Petersburg mobs to cover evi-

dence of an austere fitness to govern which less autocratic rulers

do not always possess, altho it is conceded by the English weekly

that the mode of repression adopted was sicklied over with those

inevitably mild sentiments into which every form of sway as gentle

as that of Nicholas II. tends to subside. What really took place,

to give the text of this authority's elucidation, was this :

"The Social Democrats at once made use of the opportunity, as

they do on all such occasions, and rushed into the affray for the

furtherance of their own political ends. .-\ general demonstration

of all available refractories was immediately determined upon, with

instructions to assemble in the palace square. The 50.000 strikers

thus recruited by various political agitators, by the unemployed,

and the riffraff of the capital, soon grew into a formidable crowd

of rioters about 80.000 strong, liable at any moment to become an

inflammatory menace to the whole city. A priest with ikons and a

sprinkling of women and children were deftly added to the throng

with a view to mollifying the militar)' who were known to be in

strong force guarding the street-approaches to the palace. The
organizers evidently reckoned that the soldiers would either refuse

to fire on such a crowd or that, if they did so and injured the sacred

ikons or killed some of the women and children, the sympathy of

outsiders could be turned to considerable advantage on the side of

the rioters. The orders issued to the military in such circumstances

were naturally to disperse the rioters and prevent them by every

means from gaining the precincts of the palace. The first meas-

ure adopted was the order for the Cossacks to attack the crowd with

their whips, a less dangerous method, perhaps, than even our own
police practise with the baton. But the concourse of insurgents

was too great and too determined for the Cossacks to deal with ; and

the next order was to fire a volley of blank cartridges. This, how-

ever, had no better result, while the mob was growing in numbers
and fierceness. At last the extreme measures usually adopted in

our own and other countries in cases of riotous uproar were re-

sorted to— the only difference being that no riot act was read

—

the order was issued to fire loaded cartridges. Then inevitably

happened what we have seen placarded in our streets in such sen-

sational terms ' slaughter of women and children.' That the stri-

kers were permitted to approach in such great numbers almost to

the precincts of the Winter Palace indicates that the action of the

authorities was not after all so drastically cruel and oppressive as

is generally asserted abroad. Compared with our Socialist demon-
strations in Trafalgar Square—when the agitators were rigorously

confined to their place of meeting, with the threat of penalty if they

attempted to move ; and of reading the riot act, followed by its

serious consequences— the Russian mob. which in numbers and
composition was infinitely more dangerous, was, it seems to us,

given an almost unmerited license."

Ideas of a similar kind suggest themselves to the Paris Gaulois,

clerical and monarchical. It is amazed at " too tender journalists
"

who seem ready to "collapse with horror" because things do not

happen in Russia as they happen elsewhere. The Paris organ

does not hesitate to assure such journalists that " reasonable men
throughout the whole world—the Christian world of course and not

the Japanese world—experienced an immense relief " at the news

of the Czar's course. The Gaulois adds that it well knows what
" the epileptics of humanitarianism " will reply, but it asserts never-

theless as follows

:

"To begin with, we are not ignorant of the kind of persons into

whose hands certain factories for the production of press des-

patches have fallen—factories in which there are never strikes

—

and while we may be willing enough to buy what they have to sell

us we desire at the same time to supervise them before believing

wholly in what they say. In the next place, we note too much of

a tendency to tacit agreement, in obedience to a hint, to sadden us

because of the extraordinary number of women and children vic-

tims of the repression. What a number of women and children

there were in those uprisings ! Were there really as many as are

alleged .' Did as many fall as we are assured ? In particular,

were there so many children and women in those moving columns
of political demonstrators, who asked, it seems, ' separation of

churrh and state " just like our own parliamentary groups in the

Place de la Concorde?
"lUit. assuming that blood flowed in the streets as freely as it

flowed in the press despatches, and that about the Winter Palace the

day was as tragical as the newspapers made it, it would not be

from the Czar or from the Cossacks that the Russian people ougl;it

to ask for justice, but from the wretched international band which
works under every mask, from the mask of fury to the mask of

sweetness, with an interval beneath the dogmatic mask and even

the apostolic mask, for the paralysis of Russia. Explanations

should be asked of the subterranean and penal .sect which had

some of its members interviewed in London at the very time they

were fiercely reviling the Czar, through their organs in Paris, for

remaining in his palace at 'I'sarskoe-.Selo

" As for the Russian national movement at this beginning of the

twentieth century, it is precisely under the aspect which the

world's press has so scandalously conspired to present it to us, the

same sort of bluff, of lying and of plotting, as was our own national

movement at the end of the eighteenth century. There is the same
kind of secular national pow-er to overcome and we have the same
kind of conspirators, filling with delusions the same kind of mobs,

by making use of the .same kind of pretexts to effect an overthrow.
" If anything appears indisputable, it is assuredly the necessity

of fundamental reforms in Russia. The same was the case in

France at the time of the great revolution. But the most elemen-

tary common sense indicates at the same time that the Russian
' people,' in whose interest these reforms are essential, can not ac-

complish them themselves and must leave their achievement to

those whose function it is to bring thein about, to those who.se

mission it is to decree them, just as it is the trade of cobblers to

mend shoes and of glaziers to fix windows. The Czar does not go
into the factories and take the tools out of the hands of the work-

men in order to show how they should be used. Is it any more
rational, on the part of the workmen, to go in a crowd to the Czar

to take his scepter from him and show him how to wield it, all this

under the leadership of a pope who would be doing much better if

he stuck to his prayers? Admitting even that the Czar does not

use his authority absolutely for the best, can those who.se function

is not that of exercising it exercise it with more capacity ? Does
it follow that, because a painter's pictures might be improved
upon, a street-sweeper or a coachman, who had never seen a can-

vas or a brush, could paint any better ?"

—

Translation made for
The Literary Dige.st.

THE RUSSIAN PRESS ON PEACE.

SINCE the capitulation of Port Arthur, the Russian press has

not ceased discussing the necessity and expediency of con-

cluding peace with Japan and directing attention to internal ques-

tions. Whatever may be the effect of the St. Petersburg troubles,

and the placing of the capital under martial law, up to the day of

the demonstration the papers boldly and, it appeared, almost de-

fiantly, criticized the Government's military course and declared

further persistence in that course to be fraught with disaster and

humiliation. Even those which had demanded the resolute con-

tinuance of the war, like the Novoye Vremya, finally changed their

tone. The boldest of the St. Petersburg papers, Aas/ta Jizn,

said :

"Hitherto the question was, Who will win, Russia or Japan ?

Now the question is a very different one. Will the Japanese
merely retain the Liaotung peninsula, or will they drive us out of

Mukden, Harbin, and perhaps also of Vladivostok ? This is what
faces us should the war be continued.

"Is there any reason for prolonging a hopeless conflict ? Do
we, the Russian people, lack such courage as General Stoessel has
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shown—the courage to admit failure and end the war over territory

we do not need? The Japanese will consent to an honorable peace

—the more honorable the sooner it comes. Peace—this is our im-

perative necessity. It is time to recall the 400,000 troops to their

normal occupations, time to resume the proper activities of na-

tional life." ,

Another paper, Nashi Din, uses almost the same language.

" Peace first of all," it says. " Peace will bring us a complete re-

generation. It will mean a new era, and may heaven send it to us

without delay !" The Moscow organ of advanced liberalism, the

Rousskya Viedoinosti, says that the sacrifices vainly made by Rus-

sia are a great and severe reproach. It continues :

" They should impress upon us that our tasks are not in the dis-

tant Orient, in an alien land, to which we have no right and which

is not necessary to our well-being, but here at home. We should

address ourselves to vital constructive reforms in the empire prop-

er. We should see to it that our last resources are not exhausted,

that law, freedom, and order are established among us, that the

voice of the nation reaches the monarch, and that cooperation is

finally organized between the people and the Government."

Editor Souvorin admits that the peace sentiment is very strong

among those who have the opportunity to express themselves.

But are the masses for peace .'' Is the war unpopular in the coun-

try at large ? He answers that he does not know, that no one can

know, but that the Government can ascertain the real facts by con-

sulting the nation through its representatives. A referendum or

national assembly is hinted at, but the worst evil, according to

Souvorin, is the uncertainty as to the actual feelings and intentions

of the Government. The liberal Novosti, in a long and outspoken

article, declares that the war has discredited the whole policy of

bureaucratic government, censorship of the press, distrust of the

people, and absurd secrecy. There must be a new departure, it

says, and the first condition is a cessation of hostilities. Russia,

however, can not beg for peace ; this would be too degrading, and

as Japan will not offer peace on the right terms, the best course is

to be found in evacuating all Manchuria, retiring into Russian ter-

ritory and awaiting developments. Japan would not follow the

Russian army into Siberia, yet the state of war would continue and

at any future time Russia, better prepared, might resume the strug-

gle. At any rate, adds the Novosti, the Baltic squadron has no

base, and it is useless to send more ships. The command of the

sea will not be regained, nor can a decisive victory be expected on

land. Neither of the two dead-locked armies can destroy the

other, and the JVo-i'osti concludes that the least optimistic views

taken in Europe and America of Russia's present position in Man-

churia are a strictly accurate inference from the patent facts.

—

Translations made for Tn^ Literary Digest.

WASHINGTON DIPLOMACY AND
MONROE DOCTRINE.

THE

/\ S a means of affording the German mind a correct notion of

^^ what it pronounces " the amazing dexterity " of American

diplomacy, the Berlin Kreuz Zeitung finds space for a hypothesis

which it admits to be preposterous. Let it be assumed, we read

in the semi-official daily, that Berlin had informed the Powers that

such claims as they might henceforth present against Holland, Bel-

gium, Denmark, and Switzerland must first be submitted for ap-

proval to the Imperial Chancellor of the German Empire, and " any

Power neglecting to do this and taking direct measures against the

countries named would be met with a declaration of war from Ger-

many." Add the additional hypothesis that Berlin, in thus an-

nouncing its intentions, omitted the formality of consulting Hol-

land, Belgium, Denmark, and Switzerland regarding their several

sentiments in the premises and we shall have a European counter-

part of Washington's latest expansion of the Monroe Doctrine.

"What right has the United States to set up such pretensions?"

inquires our authority, and it replies: "Absolutely none." Fur-

thermore :

" What does this mean ? 1 1 means that the Union sets up a claim

to supremacy over all Central and South American republics with-

out having made so much as a thrust of the sword to attain it.

Prussia had to wage three great wars in order to attain her po-

sition of precedence in the German Empire. It almost seems as

if the Union is attaining a similar, even higher, end through a mere

declaration, accompanied, to be sure, by a veiled menace that all

who do not approve of the step will be constrained to recognition

of the claim by the keen edge of the sword.

"This threat, too, is by no means an empty utterance. If Ger-

many, for instance, were forced to undertake a new expedition

against Venezuela, an American squadron would put itself across

the path of the German squadron. Only against England would
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it be out of the question to make good such an attitude, since the

United States is not able to cope with the British Heet. But it

must be assumed from the recent speech of former Secretary of

War Root that in this particular a mutual understanding exists

between the two great 'Anglo-Saxon' Powers."

—

Translations

made for 'Y\\}£. Literary Digest.

ANTICLERICALISM OF PREMIER ROUVIER.

THE first performances of the French ministerial orchestra

under its new leader. M. Rouvier, suggest to the French

press that he is not so much an interpreter of anticlerical music as

a beater of its time. Hence his efforts are rather remini.scent of a

well-learned lesson in anticlericalism than suggestive of the delight

a French Premier might feel in initiating a policy of defiance to

the Church of Rome. The Jacobin theme is trying to one habit-

uated only to the melody of the budget. Yet the chief consider-

ation in selecting Rouvier was as to whether he could make the

anticlerical note ring out as effectively as Combes was wont to do.

" It is Combes with Combes left out," says the Paris Temps on this

point. Rouvier is held by many French journals to be already

marring by exaggerated emphasis and indistinct phrasing what

might otherwise be a purely anticlerical concert. The elegiac tone

is quite prominent in the anticlerical Aurore (Paris) when it com-

pares the new premier with the old one. M. Rouviers preludes

to separation of church and state, according to the Action (Paris),

Socialist Republican, and ihe Journal des D/dats {Pzris). moderate

Republican, are coldly rendered in the chamber, the impression left

being always that while he is a conscientious and very able execu-

tant, his power of expression and his insight into the inner mean-

ing of the music he interprets are limited. To quote the last

named daily :

"This ministry is a deception. It is that owing probably to M.
Rouvier himself, who may have wished to attain something else

and lacked the vigor. It is a deception for everj-body. The re-

ception accorded it by all the newspapers indicates a general dis-

satisfaction. If we are not content with it, the advanced parties

are not content either. They are making demands and threats.

They show evidence of an intention to be hostile. But perhaps

this is only a pretense on their part. They have been too success-

ful in acts of intimidation hitherto to give that sort of thing up. . . .

" If M. Rouvier has shown himself hesitating and weak, he has
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not, at any rate, the hatreds and the malice of his predecessor. He
has, too, a quite different kind of intelligence, a different capacity,

and a different talent. All that should reassure us and would, in

fact, rea.ssure us, if the passions he does not feel on his own ac-

count were not infused into him by others

"This ministry is not that of M. Rouvier. It is a ministry that

has been imposed upon M. Rouvier."

The new Piemier points out, in recent speeches, that he has not

gone outside the anticlerical combination upon which the former

ministry rested. On the other hand, as the Gaulois (Paris) notes,

it does not include every anticlerical group upon which M. Combes
drew for support. The radical Socialists, upon whom everything

is believed to depend for the time being, will desert Rouvier soon,

it is predicted. The Action^ more or le.ss in sympathy with them,

warns Rouvier that " between the Vatican and France there can be

no question of temporizing or of a concordat. Every ministry that

does not govern against the church will govern in the interest of

reaction."

—

Translations madefor Tn^ Literary Digest.

THE FRENCH OUTBURST AGAINST RUSSIA.

THE quick sarcasms, the scornful laughter, and the angry cries

that plunged the French Chamber of Deputies into uproar

when Premier Rouvier proclaimed " the practical activity " of the

Dual Alliance were all directed against Russia. Something of the

sort was bound to happen, according to recent predictions in the

London Times. The outburst, when it came at length, was violent

enough to please even the Hnmanite (Paris) and the Aurore

(Paris), which despise the Czar and all grand dukes. "Nicholas

II. is an assassin !
" shouted a deputy amid wild applause from an

extreme group. The Minister of Foreign Affairs, in great excite-

ment, asked leave to speak " in terms of the most energetic protest

against unqualifiable language " to which he had had to listen.

"It is the language of humanity and of civilization!" shouted a

deputy. (He belonged to the majority combination at that.) "It

is language that will weigh heavily upon the heads of those who

employ it!" shouted the Minister of Foreign Affairs in a voice

evidently loud since it was heard above a din described in the In-

transigeant (Paris) as "fervent." "You speak like Trepoff!"

shouted another unit of the Rouvier majority, in reply to which the
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Minister of Foreign Affairs shouted that " the susceptibility now

displayed, even tho legitimated a hundred times," was "lacking in

the element of impartial judgment."" The Socialist leader, Jean

Jaures. shouted :
" For the honor of France, land of liberty [inter-

ruptions, noise], our Minister of Foreign Affairs has not the right

to make himself the advocate of the office of the butchery of a

people!" (Loud applause on the extreme left.) Whereat the

Minister of Foreign Affairs made himself heard above a din still

" fervent " to this effect

:

"We ought not to forget that the nation of which the deputy

speaks is a nation in alliance with France, that this alliance has

given us, first, security; that it has given us, next, the capacity to

protect with tranquillity and everywhere our interests, to attend to

our own affairs; that, finally, it has permitted me to undertake, to

continue, and to complete that labor of international understand-

ings to which M. Jaures will not refuse, I hope, the merit of fore-

sight."

This whole parliamentary episode may be accepted as a micro-

cosm of French press opinion. Paris organs which derive their

inspiration from the Minister of Foreign Affairs print long edi-

torials which are but amplifications of the remarks just quoted.

The Temps is an instance. The Journal des Ddbats, responsible,

but out of touch with the new ministry, is, on this one point, a

subdued echo of the Temps. The Figaro., of militarist sym-

pathies, is one more echo. The Gaulois, clerical, is now the most

enthusiastic of French friends of Russian autocracy, proclaiming

its belief that the combination of anticlerical elements under Rou-

vier will undermine the Dual Alliance. When we emerge from

this circle and breathe the air of the Lattterne, Action, Aurore,

Humanite, and other dailies which speak for any one of the par-

ticular groups or factions upon which the Rouvier majority rests,

ever>'thing officially Russian is the object of opprobrium. Thus

is manifested a tendency which, according to the London Times

and other English dailies, promises to add to the Russian compli-

cation in the Far East and the Russian complication in St. Peters-

burg and Moscow a Russian complication in France. An uneasy

consciousness of this is inferred to have prompted the plain words

of the organ of that very Minister of Foreign Affairs who asked

leave to speak " in terms of the most energetic protest against un-

qualifiable language "—the Paris Temps :

"It is certainly possible to assure the maintenance of order by

better and less brutal methods than those which have been em-
ployed (in Russia). But it is difficult for a weak Government to

possess a cool police. Now, it is in the weakness of the Russian
Government that we must look for one of the causes of the too

httle foreseen conflict of the other day. And it is this situation

which must be reformed first of all as a means of afterward deter-

mining efficacious preventive measures. A Minister of the Inte-

rior whose resignation is daily announced without any categorical

denial cutting these utterances short; an instability of the sov-

ereign's confidence sufficiently apparent to diminish the authority

of the individuals in power and yet insufficient to find successors ta
them ; a manifest hesitancy between reform and resistance to it,

between liberaHsm and an attitude of hostility to it—these are un-

fortunate conditions under which to attempt sewing up dangerous
wounds and applying necessary remedies. It must be understood
in St. Petersburg that this confusion will have to come to an end."
— Translations jiiadefor 'YwY. Literary Digest.

POINTS OF VIEW.
Castro and Europe.—"If the Venezuelan president wished to provoke an.

intervention into the affairs of his country," declares the Jozirnal des DebatS
CParis), " he could not do better than he is doing now."

Sticktoitiveness.—" We ought to keep Port Arthur in our hands so long as
our empire e.xists," declares the Tokyo Jiji. " Port Arthur is the key to peace in

the Far East and it is our duty to keep that key in our hands."

A. Change of Opinion. — The improbability of a revolution in Russia has
often been asserted by the A'rcnz Zeitii;:^ (Beriin), organ of certain dipiomativ,

elements in Germany and well informed regarding Russia. But this newspaper
has now modified its opinion ar d declares that there is every reason to appre-
hend revolution in the Czar's European empire.

Poor Show : Fancy Price.—" A bill is now before the United States
Congress which imposes a per capita tax of $3 on every alien entering the

republic, whether by land or sea. Canadians have hitherto, for what reason we
do not know, been exempt from the annoyances meted out to their fellow subjects

at the United States boundary. Whether they are to be spared the humiliation

of paying duty on their persons we do not know," says the Montreal Witness.
" The proceeding looks like a parading of vulgar national conceit, reduced to its

pettiest form, making the country into a show with an admission fee."

Father Gapon.—" He ' iJunged ' (if the phrase be allowed) on the chance of

an interview with the Czar, and the throw was calamitous," says the Manchester
Guardian. " Nothing shows up the magnitude of the Czar's blunder more than

the theory, to which some Russian Socialists inclined at first, that Father Gapon
was really an agent of the Government who was to gather the workers in Palace

Square in order that the Czar might cheat them there by a hollow show of con-

cessions. Our correspondent holds strongly the view that the rising was a spon-

taneous popular movement. It was, as he lias already pointed out in one of his

telegrams, a spontaneous national movement wholly unconnected with either the

Liberal or the Socialist party, and owing nothing to anybody of political doc-

trine. Its cause was a vague, instinctive—one had almost said brute—longing

for freedom. When all criticisms have been passed on Father Gapon the fact

remains that he had the wonderful and inexplicable gift of galvanizing a crowd
into action."

HINT TO NICHOLAS II.—WHAT HAPPENED TO LOUIS XVI.

—Simplicissimus (Munich)

.

ORDER REIGNS IN ST. PETERSBURG.
—Pischietto (Turin).

"9A IRA!
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The New International Encyclopaedia has received "The Grand

Prize" I the highest award) at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition

Adopted by the Boards of Education for use in the Public Schools of New York,
Boston, Pittsburg, Washington, D. C, Cleveland, and Duluth

Ai\ Vi\answerable Argument
No intelligent person can think for a moment that we could sell to over looo Colleges,

Schools, and Public Libraries an encyclopaedia unless it was well known to the purchasers as

one which would fulfil the most exacting requirements of the institutions for which it was
bought. Students and others who are using the encyclopaedia constantly must have one

which is authoritative, and one in which they can find the latest information extant on any

subject to which they may refer. Although only completed May, 1904, over 1000 Colleges,

Schools, and Public Libraries have already purchased

TheNew International Encyclopaedia
A partial list of such purcliasers is given that you may see for yourself that the most important institutions

are enrollfd in the list.

Most of these purchasers already possessed encyclopsedias, so that in their buying can be found the best of

reasons—the necessity of possessing an encyclopa.'dia which is better,

newer, and more useful than any other.

The New International Encyclopaedia is an entirely new work.
It is not a revision of, nor is it based on, any existing work.

In selecting the Editors-in-Chief DANIEL COIT OILMAN, LL.D., Presi-

dent Johns Hopkins L'niversitv 'iS7(i-iQo:.. President cf Carnegie In-
stitution (1902-1905); HARRY THURSTON PECK, Ph.D., L.H.D., Professor
in Columbia University; FRANK MOORE COLBY, M,A., late Professor in

New York University, men of national reputation were sought to give
the weight of unquestioned authority to every article to which they
would give a place in the encyclopa'dia.

As a result of their labors there is offered an encyclopedia which
the New York Sun says " is the most helpful encyclopa'dia in English
that we have seen," and Tlie Nation " as an encyclopa;dia of American
interests for American readers it is undoubtedly the best and fullest in

existence."

Its information is brought down into the year 1904.

It contains 16,339 pages, 67,097 separate articles

on over 1 00,000 subjects. The illustrations are on

a scale never before attempted in such a work.

You need anencycloprrdia—youneed it in your home where you can
consult it easily, where your wife and your cliiklren can have itathand
for reference on every subject arising in reading, conversation or study.

The same reason that induced the choice of the New International
Encyclopaedia above all otliers for the 1000 different schools and libra-

ries should govern your selection. If such buyers, schooled in educa-
tioAal work, best capable of judging wliat is best and most serviceable,
select the New International Encyclopaedia, it will certainly prove
suitable for you. Their judgment is safe to follow.

Let any one, professional man, student, scientist, business man,
mechanic, aye, even laborer, in any field of human occupation, go over
in his mind the advance of knowledge, processes or methods of interest
to him alone within the past ten years, and he must know that an en-
cyclopredia ten years old or more would be almost useless to him.

To have been written and published ten years
later, with ten years more of human knowledge on
its pages than any other encyclopaedia of its class

In print to=day, is to offer an unanswerable
argument for the selection of this encyclopaedia in preference to any or all others.

In connection with the Encyclopaedia we are issuing a companion volume containing courses for reading and
study in the New International which will greatly increase the value of the Encyclopaedia to you.

We would like to send you an elaborate 80-page book, which \ye have prepared, descriptive of this monumental
work. It contains maps, full-page colored lithographs and other illustrations from the Encyclopaedia, also sample
pages and a mass of other interesting matter designed to make you fully acquainted with what you should know
before buying.

The New International Encyclopaedia will be appreciated by every member of the family. It is necessary and
useful to all every day in the year.

You owe it to yourself at least to examine the New International before making any purchase of an
encyclopaedia. Fill out the coupon and send it to-day,

DODD. MEAD ^ CO., PUBLISHER.S
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BOOKS Many of These Are Offered

at Less Than Cost to Make
Most of the books named are remainders of publishers' stock, now marked at prices to effect

a quick sale. Having one of the largest book departments in the country we have an immense
outlet. We are enabled therefore to buy at inside prices and to sell at a proportionate saving.

All prices include postage or expressage prepaid. Make remittances in any way. Binding in

cloth unless otherwise specified. A few books are slightly shelf-worn. Two prices are given,

for example : $i
;

50c.—the first is the price at which the book is published, the second is the

price at which the book can now be had.

p. stands for paper. b. stands for boards. ^1. stands for half leather. 1. stands for leather.

Your order will be immediately acknowledged and shipped promptly. We
have unsurpassed facilities for handling mail order business.

Shakespeare's Works. Complete. $2.50; $1.18.

James Gordon's Wife. $1.00; 38c.

Ways of the Hour. Cooper. $1.00; 38c.

Private Life of King Edward VII. $1.50; 50c.

Complete Poetical Works. Byron. $1.00; 25c.

Life of George Washington. Johnson. ^l.

$2.00; 65c.

History of the United States. Hildredth. 6 vols.

$9.00; $3.00.

The Simple Life. Wagner. Si. 25; 90c.

Rose of Old St. Louis. Dillon. $1.50; «i.o8.

The Undercurrent. Grant. $1.50; $1.08.

The Crossing. Churchill. $1.50; $1.08.

Japanese Art. Hartmann. i voL Si. 60;

$1.14.

D. L. Moody's Anecdotes and Illustrations.

30c.; 20c.

The Sign of the Cross. Barrett. 75c.; 50c.

William Penn. Buell. S2.25; $1.58.

Man Overboard. F. Marion Crawford. 50c.;

29c.

Later Adventures of Wee Macgreegor. Bell.

$1.25; 90c.

Total Eclipses of the Sun. Todd. $1.00; 30c.

Life of Christ. Farrar. 75c.; 42c.

The Judgment of Peter and Paul on Olympus.
Sienkiewicz. 75c.; 37c.

Lyrics and Legends. Perry. $1 . 25 ; 29c.

The Transvaal from Within. FitzPatrick.

$1.25; 35c.

The Death of the Gods. Merejkowski. Si. 50;

The Red Chancellor. Magnay. Si. 50; 52c.

Life of General Greene. Greene. ^\. $2.00;
65c.

History of Russia. Rambaud. 2 vols. S3. 00.

Si .48.

Hypatia. Kingsley. 7Sc.; 43c.

War's Brighter Side. Ralph. Si. 50; 45c.

Eline Vere. Couperus. Si. 00; 24c.

Christmas Stories. Dickens, p. Si. 00; 25c.

Modern Fishers of Men. Raymond, p. 25c.;

14c.

Handbook for Horsewomen. DeBussigny.
50C.; i8c.

Heidenmauer. Cooper. Si. 00; 38c.

Seven Conventions. Clason. $1.00; 25c.

Lost Manuscript. Freytag. p. 50c.; 20c.

Little Regiment. Crane. Si. 00; 26c.

Physiological & Therapeutical Action of Ergot.

Fothergill. Si. 00; 28c.

Sirius. Fowler. $1.50; 41c.

Private Life of Queen Victoria. Si. 50; 50c.

On the Susquehanna. Hammond. $1.50; 45c.

Shipmates. Robertson. Si. 50; 40c.

Many Waters. Shackleton. Si. 50; 42c.

Hemans' Poems. 2 vols. 1.87.00; Si. 60.

Lectures on the True, the Beautiful and the

Good. Cousin. S2.00; 55c.

Some Unrecognized Laws of Nature. Singer &
Berens. S2.50; 78c.

Tommy and Grizel. Barrie. Si. 50; 55c.

Life of General Jackson. Parton. ^1. $2.00;
65c.

History of France. Guizot. 8 vols. $12.00;

85 . 00.

The English Stage. Filon. S2.50; 81.25.
Henn,' Esmond. Thackeray. 75c.; 43c.

The Parsonage Porch. Gilman. 81.00; 26c.

How to Take care of our Eyes. Angcll. 50c.;

15c.

The Main Chance. Nicholson. $1.50; 6oc.

Circumstance. S. Weir Mitchell. $1.50; 6oc.

Bylow Hill. Cable. 81.25; 45^-
Cecilia. Crawford. 75c.; 50c.

A Colonial Freelance. Hotchkiss. 75c.; 50c.

The House Divided. Watson. $1.50; 6oc.

Man Who Laughs. Hugo. 75c.; 40c.

Trelawny. Freeland. 81.50; 50c.

Lucile. Meredith. 1. 82. 00; Si. 20.

All's Fair in Love. Sawyer. 81.50; $1.08.

In Piccadilly. Swift. $1.00; 72c.

Port Argent. Colton. Si. 50; Si. 08.

Strange Adventures of Mr. Middleton. Curtis.

$1.50; 81.08.

Old Gordon Graham. Lorimer. Si. 50; 81.08.

The Prodigal Son. Caine. Si. 50; 81.08.

Elegy and Other Poems. Gray. 1. 75c.; 50c.

Progress of Invention in Nineteenth Century.
Byrn. S3. 00; $1.78.

Tobacco in Song and Story. 75c.; 50c.

Mill on the Floss. Eliot. 75c.; 42c.

A Wounded Name. King. 75c.; 32c.

Found in the Philippines. King. 75c.; 32c.

A Woman of Shawmut. Carpenter. Si. 25;
32c.

Recollections Dante Gabriel Rossetti. Caine.
«i-5o; 55c-

Life of General Scott. Wright. Jl. $2.00; 65c.

History of Germany. Levds. 2 vols. 83.00;
Si. 48.

Andersen's Fairy Tales. 75c.; 43c.

Little Journey in the World. Warner. 75c.;

500.

Monsieur Sylvestre. Sand. 81.00; 35c.

Confessions of a Wife. Adams. $1.50; 55c.

Dr. Nikola. Boothby. 75c.; 50c.

Life of General Taylor. Howard. U. 82.00;
65c.

Ancient History. RoUin. 4 vols. |1. S8.00;

«3-75-
Donovan. Lyall. 75c.; 40c.

Old Curiosity Shop. Dickens. 75c; 45c.

Soldiers Three. Kipling. 75c.; 40c.

A Garrison Tangle. King. 75c.; 32c.

Life of Admiral Farragut. Mahan. il. S2.00;

65 c.

History of Greece. Grote. 12 vols. 818.00;
•86.00.

Miller of Angibault. Sand. Si. 00; 35c.

Naughty Nan. Long. 81.50; 62c.

Dodo. Benson. 75c.; 50c.

Eagle Blood. Creelman. 81.50; 55c.

On the Cross, von Hillern. Si. 50; 58c.

Warrior Gap. King. 75c; 32c.

Life of General Lee. Lee. |1. S2.00; 65c.

Chesterfield's Letters to His Son. 1. 75c.; 49c.

Attic Philosopher in Paris. Souvestre. 1.

81.25; 85c.

Two Centuries of Costume in America. Earle.

2 vols. S5.00; S3. 68.

Masterpieces from Eliot. 1. 81.25; 82c.

Baby's Biography. Kaplan. S3. 75; $1.60.

Double Harness. Hope. 81.50; $1.08.

The Loves of Edwy. O'Neill. Si. 50; 81.08.

Two Years in Palestine and Syria. Thomas.
85.00; 82. 85.

Roweny of Boston. Pool. 75c.; 50c.

History of the English People. Green. 4 vols.

.86.00; 83.85.
Uncle Tom's Cabin. Stowe. Si. 50; 89c.

Curious Courtship of Kate Poins. Shipman.
81.50; 42c.

Son of Gad. Steuart. 81.50; 45c.

Last Lady of Mulberry. Thomas. 81.50; 43c.

'Twixt God and Mammon. Tirebuck. $1.50;

42c.

Way of Escape. Travers. 81.50; 45c.

Professor at the Breakfast Table. Holmes.
81.00; 60c. List Continued on following page.
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Ivanhoe. Scott. 81.50; 89c.
Life of General Jo Johnson. Hughes. ^1. $2.00;

65c.

History Ancient Egyptians. Wilkinson. 2 vols.

83.00; Si. 50.

Story of a Strange Career. Waterloo. Si. 20;
45c-

The Sea Lady. Wells. 81.50; 45c.
Life of General Grant. Wilson. |1. .82.00;

65c.

History of Rome. Gibbon. 6 vols. $9.00;
S3-85-

Ancient Monarchies. Rawlinson. 3 vols. Jl.

86.00; $2.85.

Fort Frayne. King. 75c.; 32c.
Antonia. .Sand. S.1.00; 35c.

A Puritan Pagan. Gordon. 81.00; 25c.
Laws and Properties of Matter. Glazebrook.

Si. 00; 28c.

Money Makers. $1.00; 24c.

Daughters of Nijo. Watana. Si. 50; Si. 08.
The Flower of Youth. Gilson. 81.25; Qoc.
Dictionary of Phrase and Fable. Brewer.

81.50; 87c.

Rebecca. Wiggin. $1.25; 90c.
Dr. Luke. Duncan. $1.50; 81.08.
Steps of Honor. King. $1.50; 81.08.
Resurrection. Tolstoi. Players' Ed. Si. 50;

$1.08.

The First Christmas Tree. Van Dyke. 81.50;
Si. 10.

Monsieur Beaucaire. Tarkington. Si. 25; 90c.
The Two Van Revels. Tarkington. Si. 50;

$1 .00.

The Prospector. Connor. 81.50; 81.08.
Olive Latham. Voynich. 81.50; 81.08.
Villa Claudia. Mitchell. Si. 50; 81.08.
Daily Cheer for All the Year. Reed. 50c. ; 28c.

A Knight of Columbia. King. $1.50; Si. 08.
Sir Mortimer. Johnston. Si. 50; $1.08.
The Holly Tree. Charles Dickens. Si. 50; 95c.

Durbar. Dorothy Menpes. 86.00; S4.48.
Life of General Thomas. Coppee. 5I. S2.00;

65c.

Cloister and the Hearth. Reade. 81.50; 89c.

Vanity Fair. Thackeray. Si. 50; 89c.

Elizabeth Barrett Browning's Writings. 6 vols.

.84. 50; S2.85.

An Army Wife. King. 75c.; 32c.

Sailing of the Long Ships. Newbolt. Si. 00;
25c.

A Street in Suburbia. Pugh. 81.00; 25c.

Englishman's Haven. Gordon. 81.50; 50c.

Syd Belton. Fenn. Si. 50; 50c.

Handbook of Law. Tracy. 86.50; Si. 45.
Treason and Plot. Hume. 84.50; $1.50.
Wanderings by Southern Waters. Barker.

84.50; Si. 25.

Satanstoe. Cooper. 81.00; 38c.

The Outgoing Turk. Thomson. $4.00; $1.00.

The New Moon. Raimond. Si. 00; 24c.

From Flag to Flag. Ripley. 81.00; 26c.

Home Pictures of Enghsh Poets. Sanborn.

81.00; 30c.

Housewives of Edenrise. Popham. 81.50; 38c.

The Phantom Army. Pemberton. Si. 50; 50c.

Life of General Hancock. Walker. |1. S2.00;
6t;c.

Tale of Two Cities. Dickens. Theater Ed.
$1.00; 25c.

Marrow of Tradition. Chesnutt. 81.50; 55c.

The King's Mirror. Hope. 75c.; 50c.

Relation of Animal Diseases to Public Health.

Billings. $4.00; $1.10.

Oak Openings. Cooper. Si. 00; 38c.

Mrs. Fortner's Marital Claims. Johnston.

b. 50C.; i8c.

A Conventional Bohemian. Pendleton, p. 50c.

1 8c.

People at Pisgah. Sanborn. 50c.; 19c.

Life of General Sheridan. Davies. ^1. S2.00;

65c.

Her Lord and Master. Morton. 81.50; 55c.

The Girl at the Half-Way House. Hough. 75c.

;

50c.

Edgar Allan Poe's Writings. 10 vols. $12.50;

$5.00.

Forge in the Forest. Roberts. 75c.; 50c.
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vols.

25 c.

50c.

Books Continued.

Cudjo's C-ivc. Trowbridge. 751-

Bevt-rlv of Graustark. McCutchcon. $1.50;

$i.oS.

Little Miss Dec. Field. $1.25; 90c.

Ben-Hur. Lew Wallace. $1.50; $1.14-

Longfellow's Complete Poems. $1.50; Si. 17.

Samantha at the St. Louis Fair. Josiah Allen's

Wife. $1.50; $1.08.

The Masqueradcrs. Thurston. $1.50; $1.08.

Tennyson's Poems. $i . 50; $1.1 7.

Kab and >Lirjorie. Dr. John Brown. 1. 75c.;

50c.

True Histors- of the Civil War. Lee. $.'.00;

$1.25.
Rochefoucauld's Reflections. 1. 75c.; 50c.

Great .\mericans of History. 12 vols. $12.00;

$3.00.

The Wish. Sudermann. Sr.oo

Kronstadt. Pemherton. $1.30;

The Beleaguered Forest. Peattic. »i.5o; 48c.

Shacklett. Barr. $1.50; 49c.

Last of the Mohicans. Cooper. $1.00; 38c.

Recollections of the Court of the Tuileries. Cu-

rette. $1.00; 26c.

The Romance of L'.Mglon. Carolus. 50c.; 19c.

Rosa .\morosa. Egerton. $1.50; 38c.

Bv Bread .-Mone. Friedman. $1.50; 50c.

Towards Utopia. $1.00; 24c.

Private Life of the Sultan. Dor)s. $1.20; 50c.

The King's .\gent. Paterson. $1.50; 40c.

.•\ Zealot in Tulle. Wildrick. $1 .00; 25c.

The Mormon Prophet. Dougall. $1.50; 50c.

A Damsel or Two. Moore. $1.50; 45c.

A Royal Rhetorician. Ed. by Robert Rait.

$1.00; 28c.

Yekl. Cahn. $1.00; 25c.

John Maidment. Sturgis. p. 50c.; 15c.

More Letters of Charles Darwin. 2 vols. I5 .oc;

Idiot at Home. Bangs. $1.25; qoc.

HohenzoUcrn. C.T.Brady. $1.50; 50c.

Pillar of Light. Tracy. 81.50; $1.08.

Phillips Brooks. Lawrence. 60c.; 43c.

Autobiography of a Thief. Hapgood. $1.25;

89c.

Love .\flairs of Great Musicians. Hughes. 2

vols. $3.20; $2.18.

Whittier's Complete Poems. $1.50; $1.17.

Observations of Mr. Doolev. Dunne. $1.50;

$1.08.

The Conquest. Dye. $1.50; $1.08.

The Walter's Mou. Stoker. 75c.; 20c.

A Border Leander. Seely. 7.sc.; i8c.

Wise Man and a Fool. Kernahan. $1.25; 40c.

Manual of Power. Webber. 83.50; 95c.

New Lands Within the .\rctic Circle. Payer.

83.50; 81.00.

The Awakening of the Duchess. Charles.

81.50; 75c.

The .\rgonauts. Orzeszko. 81.50; 50c.

Evolution of Man and Christianity. Mac-
Queary. 81.75; ^'^

Pageant and Ceremony of the Coronation. Pas-

coe. $1.40; 50C.

Brakespearc. Lawrence. 81.00; 50c.

Dick's Wanderings. Sturgis. p. 50c.; 15c.

A Bayard from Bengal, .\nstey. 81.25;
, The Outlaws, .\rmstrong. $1.25; 35c.

A Nest of Linnets. Moore. Si. 50; 45c

The Alien. Montresor. 81.50; 42c.

World Before the Deluge. P'iguier.

60c.

Warriors of the Crescent, .\dams. Si .5

My Literary Zoo. Sanborn. 75c.; 20c.

Purple Light of Love. McVickar. 75c.

History of Christian Church. Hase.

95c"
Life of Dean Buckland. Gordon. S3. 50;

Commercial Product of Sea. Simmonds. Si

60C.

Mind in Nature. Clark. S3. 50; 90c.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
The Literary Digest is in receipt of the follow-

ing books

:

" The Rubdiydt of the Commuter."- Harry Persons

Taber. (John Bridges.)

"Thoughts of a Fool."—Evelyn Gladys. (E. P.

Rosenthal & Co., $1.50.)

"Mysterious Mr. Sabin."-E. Phillips Oppenheim.

(Little, Brown & Co., $1.50.)

"Sydney Smith." -George W. E. Russell. (Mac-

millan Company, 50.75.)

" The Reformer's Year Book."—Edited by 1-. W. P.

Lawrence and Joseph Edwards. (The Echo, London.)

" Laboratory Directions for Beginners in Bacteriol-

ogy." -Veranus A. Moore. CGinn & Co.. Ji.)

" Dramatic Episodes." ~ Majorie Benton Cooke.

(Dramatic Publishing Company.)

"Cartoons." "Bart" ( Minneapolis /w^rwrt/.)

" Town and Gown Tracts." — Charles Ferguson.

(University Press, Kansas City, Mo.)

" The Mediterranean Traveler." — D. E. Lorenz,

Ph.D. (F. H. Revell Company, $2.50 net.)

"Library of Congress: Vernon - Wagner Manu-

scripts." — Worthington Chauncey Ford. (Govern-

ment Printing Office.)

" The Religious Education .Association." (E.xecu-

tive Office of the Association.)

" Labor Problems.''—Thomas Sewell Adams, Ph.D.,

and Helen L. Sumner, .\.B. (Macmillan Company,

J.1.75 net.)

"The Two Captains." — Cyrus Townsend Brady.

(Macmillan Company, $1.50.)

3it

Si. 50;

o; 45c-

; 20C.

85c.

•75;

Send your list to-day to

Strawbridge ^ Clothier,
40 'Vears at

Market, Eighth and Filbert Sts.,

. PHILADELPHIA. PA.

CURRENT POETRY.
The Kiss.

Bv Louise Morgan Sill.

Last night I had to go to bed

All by myself, my mother said,

'Cause I'd been naughty all day through.

She wouldn't kiss me good-night, too.

I didn't want to let her know
How much I cared 'bout that, and so

I dropped my clothes right on the floor -

A thing I never did before

And put each stocking in a shoe -

She just hates that—and didn't do

My hair, or wash my face, or brush

My teeth, and left things in a squash

All 'round the room ; and then I took

Her picture and my fairy-book

She gave me on my last birthday

In June, and hid 'em both away.

I put my father's picture right

Up in the middle of the light.

To show 'em just the way I feel,

'Cause he said, " Kiss the child, Lucille,

Don't let her go to bed like this

Without your usual good-night kiss."

But she just shook her head and turned

Her back, and then my eyes they burned

Like fire. . . . It's been a horrid day. . . .

.A.nd then, of course, I didn't say

My prayers at all, but went to bed

And wished and wished that I was dead.

Well, I don't know just how it was,

For I'd been half-way sleeping, 'cause

I was so 'pletely tired out—
When I heard something move about

Nov. 13th, i()o4.

Mr. llKRr.uRT D. Shivers, Philadelphia, Pa.

Dear Sir

:

—For the past two years I have been
hunting-for the brand of cigars that ivas distinctively

my smoke, but failed to find it. Last -winter I did'

find a cigar thctt suited vie perfectly in every par-
ticular except the price., which for mc ivasprohibitive.

Now I do not knoxv how your Panetela is gnin^ to-

wear, but it starts in with a rush, and each cigar
that I smoke tastes better than the one b-fore. It is

luckyfor nie that the price is so moderate or I should'
certainly have to go to the poor-house. Every one /
have met so far accuses me of getting reckless and'-

smoking 13c. cigars.
Yours truly

^

^•v.

The above letter is from a pro-
fessor in a prominent New Kngland
College, andwliilst I am aware tliat

testimonials pubhslied without
tlieir signatures are open to sus-

picion, it would be manifestly not
generous for me to give tiie pro-
fessor's name and address to the
public.

I am sure, however, that he would
consent to my giving his name
confidentially to any "doub'ing
Tliomas " who questions the au-
thenticity of tliis letter. The best
of it is he continues to order my
cigars, and 1 haven't the slightest

doubt in tlie world that he will

continue to do so for years to come.
It is not easy to convince smokers

that I am selling cigars by tlie hun-
dred at strictly wholesale prices,

but fortunately I do not have to
convince men a second time. It is

only a question of getting men to
try the cigars.

I repeat—that no other cigar in

the world so good as mine is sold
to the consumer at less than nearly
double its price.

To convmce, I make an offer so
broad and liberal, that I fail to see
how any reasonable man can fail to
take advantage of it.

HY OFFER IS: I will,

upon request, send one
hundred Shivers' Panetela

cigars on approval to a
reader of Literary Digest,

express prepaid. He may
smoke ten cigars and re=

turn the remaining ninety

at my expense, if he is not

pleased ; but if he keeps
them he is to remit the

price, $5.00, within ten

days.

In ordering, please use business
letterhead, or enclose business card,
and state wliether strong, medium
or mild cigars are preferred.
Think a moment what this offer

means—you get the cigars without
advancing a penny. Vou are at
liberty to give them a thorough
trial, smoking ten (one a day if you
so please), comparing them with
your favorite cigar, and then if not
satisfied, you are at liberty to return the remaining
cigars at my e.xpense. Tlie only possible risk that you
run, is that you may smoke ten cigars that possibly
may not altogether please you— if they don't, we have
no quarrel whatever. If they do, you are getting a.

much better cigar than you have ever bought before for
the same money and I have made a customer, so we
are both benefited.

HERBERT D. SHIVERS,.
Manufacturer of Cigars,

906V1LBERT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

H'j

Shivers'
Panetelas
EXACT SIZE
ANIJ SHAI'E

Buy from Our Factory
SAVE A THIRD
Our 'plan of selling direct to user cuts out two
profits and saves a third on retail prices. Our
assortment of carriages and harness is larger than
any dealer can show you. We guarantee all our
goods. We are bona-fide manufacturers—not a
commission house. Seud for our free illus-
trated catalogue,

THE COLUMBUS CARBIAGFAND HARNESS CO., Columbus. Ohio,

Readers of The Lttbrary Diqest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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So quiet, and the next I knew
The door moved back and she came through

And put her arm around me so,

And said, a-whispering very low.
" My poor, dear child," and was so sad,

And kissed me twice—My I I was glad.

—From Harper''s Magazine.

The Master of Music.

IN MEMORIAM-THEODORE THOMAS-1905.

By Henry Van Dyke.

Power of architect, power of painter, and sculptor, and
bard.

Living forever in temple, and picture, and statue, and
song,

'Look how the world with the lights tliat ye lit is en-

girdled and starred :

Brief was the flame of your life, but the lamps of

your art burn long.

Where is the master of music, and how has he vanished

away ?

Where are tlie works that he wrought in the air as a

palace of dreams ?

•Gone—all .gone— like the light on the clouds at the close

of the day !

Darkness enfolds him, and silence descends on the

fields and the streams.

•Once, at the wave of his wand, all the billows of musi-

cal sound
Followed his will, as the sea was ruled by the

prophet of old :

Now that his hand is rela.xed, and the rod has dropped
to the ground,

Lo, how still are the sliores where the mystical har-

monies rolled!

Nay, but not still are the hearts that were filled with

that marvelous sea
;

Purer and deeper forever the tides of their being

shall roll.

Sounding with echoes of joy and of thanks, O Master,

to thee—
Music immortal endures in the depths of the human

soul.

—From T/ic Outlook.

THE LITERARY DIGEST [February is, 1905

If your business letter is written

upon poor paper, it lacks the strength

and power which ought to character-

ize every message you send.

The perfected unity, which is the

result of a carefully phrased and ex-

pressive letter, written upon good

paper, can be obtained when

letterhead is printed upon

On a Proposed Statue to Shakespeare in

London.

By Alfred Austin.

Why should we lodge in marble or in bronze

Spirits more vast than earth, or sea, or sky ?

Wiser the silent worshiper who cons

Their page for Wisdom that will never die.

Unto the favorites of the passing hour

Erect a statue and unveil the bust,

Whereon contemptuous Time will slowly shower

Oblivion's refuse and neglectful dust.

The Monarchs of the Mind, self-sceptered Kings,

Need no memento to transmit tlieir name :

Throned on their thoughts and high imaginings.

They are the Lords, not servitors, of Fame.
Raise pedestals to perishable stuff

:

Gods for themselves are monument enougli.
—From The Independent.

Song from an Unfinished Drama.

Bv William Watson.

Hope, the great explorer, ,

Love whom none can bind.

Youth that looks before her,

Age that looks behind,

Joy with brow like Summer's,

Care with wintry pate,

Masquers are and mummers
At Life's gate.

Pow'r with narrow forehead.

Wealth with niggard palm,

Wisdom old, whose hoar head,

Vaunts a barren calm ;

Haughty overcomers.

In their pomp and state ;—
Masquers all and mummers
At Death's gate 1

—From London Saturday Reviexv.

Readers of The Litk:

your

OLi CHAMP. mi
Look for the Water Mark

N

Discriminating business and profes-

sional men consider it genuinely good

for the purposes intended and assert

their belief by always specifying

''Old Hampshire Bond" when

ordering business stationery from their

printer

You should have the Book of Specimens^

which shows Old Hampshire Bond in

white and fourteen colors, made up into

letterheads and other business forms as

actually used by prominent houses.

Write us on your letterhead.

Hampshire Paper Company
The only paper makers in the world making bond paper exclusively

South Hadlev Falls, Massachusetts.
RARY Digest are asked to mention the publication \viien writing to advertiser;
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The
Food Value
of a Grape

is greater than that of aiu"

other fruit in popular consuiiip

tion. Tiie small amount ot

water, the large amount ut

sugar, t;iuten. mineral salts

and fruit aciJs produce this

superior nutrient qualitv.

WelcKs
CrapeJuice

is not a preparation— just the

juice of the grape bottled, and
bottled within a few hours after

the fruit is picked.

Sick people drink it as an in-

\igorator, and well people as a

tonic. Drink it regularly now
and you will need no so-called

"spring ionics."

Welch's Grape Juice is abso-
lutely pure and unfermented.

Sold by druggists and fjrocers in

quart and pint bottles. Trial dozen
pints, $5. Express paid east of
Omaba. Itooklcrt with delicious
recipes for bcrer.iges and desserts
made from Welch's Grape Juice,
free. Sample three ounce bottle of
Welch's Grape Juice by mail, 10c.

High€s! A'tarti at St. Louis.

Welch Grape Juice Companj
W cstileld. N. V.

v»?'

Boody,McLellan^Co.
Bankers

57 BROADWAY. NEW YORK

Members of the New York Stock Exchange

ORDERS E.XECUTED FOR CASH
OR ON MARGIN

Interest allowed on deposits subject to cheque

BRANCH OFFICES
Albany Poughkeepsie New Haven

Bridgeport and Brooklyn

A Protest

Against the Fine but nlooclthirsty Sonnet of Algernon

Charles Swinburne.

l?v U. II. Nauai..

If yon were lie, and in your poet hands

Fortune had placed the crown, and, marching from

afar,

Came struggling hosts to parley with their Czar,

While dread clouds, like a pall, o"er his wide lands

Hung, shrouding him where lie. unhappy, stands -

What would you do, oh, crimson inkpots' Czar.

Lord of the Lexicon, of words that burn and scar ?

Weak may we be, or strong, yet bound by bands

Of circumstance and custom stronger far than we.

Weep for the slaughtered ; yes, and curse, if curses flv

To whom all wrongs are righted and the angels lie.

Pity the Czar-few men need more than he,

liorn to an imsought throne, perchance to die

By the flung bomb, while ruin fills the sky.

—From the New York Times.

Shur-On

PERSONALS.
Wall Street an«l its Wnrden.s. Underthis head

Alfred Henry Lewis endeavors to tell how thecaptain>

of finance bear the ordeal of riches. He writes in T/u-

SiUurJay Evening Post:

The world for ages, through its copybooks and otlier

avenues of moral as well as commercial instruction,

has advised its youth to save and save and save money,

as tho niggardliness were at the top of all the virtues.

I can not think, as I consider Wall Street, that to

squander is to fail, or that saving spells success. Mr.

Sage saves. Mr. Rockefeller (old and youngi saves, and

there should end the prudent roster.

For the other side, Mr. Schwab gives right and left

;

Mr. Morgan builds hospitals, churches, and parts with

giant money in the name of charity; Mr. Carnegie

piles library on library until they touch the sky, and

the bills' for that piling run into nine figures; Mr,

Keene has a list of pensioners — folk who did him

favors small or great - that is longer than the I'leiscli-

mann bread-line; while the late Mr. Whitney would

sooner sign a check than get one. And these gentle-

men live rich ; and when they die—as Mr. Whitney

died—their unabated estates outtop the thirty-million

figure.

Mr. Lawson. he of Frenzied Finance, is another who

delights in giving, particularly if the giving have a fan-

tastic or fairytale effect. Mr. I,awson was returning

from Louisville. At some way-station the train was

detained, and the active Mr. Lawson got off to stretch

his legs. He fell foul of a smudgy urchin.

" Where do you live, little man ?
" asked Mr. Lawson.

" Live there," returned the smudgy one. pointing to

a near-by shanty where a woman was mowing and bow-

ing above a washtub.

What does your father do ?
"

" He don't do nothin' ; he's dead."
" Is that your mother washing .'

"

•Yep!"
" Do you see this ? "and Mr. Lawson peeled a $500

bill from the roll he took from his pocket.

• Yep 1 " said the smudgy one, lowering his voice out

of respect for the money.
" Well," quoth Mr. Lawson, " hold it tight and run

with it to your mother. Tell her that it's $500, and to

take it to a bank, not to a grocery, to get it changed."

SPENCERIAN
PERFECT

steel Pens
USED BY EXPERT AND CAREFUL
PENMEX FOR NEARLY FIFTY YEARS
Sample card. 12 pens different patterns,
•will be sent for trialon receiptofG cents in

postage stamps. Ask for card H,

SPENCERIAN PEN CO.
349 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

If your eyes .still trouble

you since weiring eye-
clnsses, you li.id better

get Shur-On bye-glasses.

Kntircly new principle.

Don't sliake or feel tiglit.

Won't drop off. Not un-
sightly—improve the looks
as well as the sight.

All shapes at nil optici.Tiis'.

•'Shur-On "on the niountinjj;.

Valuable book free

for the name of your op-
tician. Full of helpful in-

formation about the eyes.

E. Kirstein Sons Co.,

Dept. E, Rochester, N.Y.

Kstablished 1SO4

YOU CAN GET

110 Laffiin Premiiinis
IN SEVERAL WAYS

Thousands of homes are being fur-

nished without cost with Larkin Pre-

miums, given free with each $10.00
purcha.se—your selection— of Larkin

Laundry and Toilet Soaps, Toilet Articles,

Flavoring Extracts and other Household
Necessities. Larkin Products and
Premiums are known everywhere to

be of highest quality. Factory-to-

Family deaHng saves money.

$20.00 Retail Value for $10.00

69^Piece Lamare Cottage Dinner Set.

Marte by the IlufTalo Pottery, arknowlodgprl mann-
tautuiefs of the tliieBtseini-porcelaiii crockery made
in America. One of many usetiU $10 Premimns
offered.

$10.00 PREMIUM FREE
is obtained by families who buy $10.00

worth of I^arkin Products—a year's full

supply.

$10.00 PREMIUM FREE
is easily earned by anyone who sells

among near neighbors a $10.00 assort-

ment of Larkin Products.

$10.00 PREMIUM FREE
goes to each member of a I^arkin Club-
of-Ten who buys otie dollar's worth of

i,arkin Products each month, for ten
mouths.

$10.00 CASH FREE
The Premium chosen may be Larkin
Soaps, etc., when we send $20.00 worth
for $10.00. By selling this quantity a cash
profit of $10.00 is made.

THIRTY DAYS' TRIAL
If after Thirty Days' Trial any Product or

Premium is unsatisfactoiy, money will be
promptly refunded. Satisfaction always
guaranteed.

Send for new Premium List 72
Full of interest. Nearly 700 Premium offers.

Jj^rktrt Ci>.

Established, 1875. Buffalo, N. Y.

^— CUT AND MAIL COUPON TO-DAY. —

—

X/Sfhin Co. Please mail, postpaid, Pre-

mium List 72 and information regarding tile

Larkin Products.

{

Name ..

Street..

P. 0. ..

State ..

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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6% ON NEW YORK REAL ESTATE

TheBest Securityon Earth

is earth itself— real estate—
above all ' New York City real

estate ; and it is this security

—

millions of dollars' worth of it

—

w^hich secures A-R-E SIX'S.

New York Real Estate

does not fluctuate ; it has for over

100 years been steadily growing
in value, paying large profits on
and constantly increasing the

safety of any investment based
upon it.

An Inierest-Bearin^ Security

based upon carefully selected

New York City real estate always
pays, and it does not hazard the

money invested. A-R-E SIX'S
have paid 6 per cent steadily

for seventeen years to thousands
of investors.

The American Real Estate Co.
founded in 1888, is the original

and oldest corporation among
the hundreds now successfully

engaged in the business ofbuying
and improving New York real

estate for income or for sale. In

the enlargement of its business it

offers at par in multiples of $100

Six Per Cent Bonds

Principal and Interest guaran-

teed by Assets ofover $7,000,000,

including Capital and Surplus of

over $1,125,000; interest semi-

annually by coupons payable at

the Chemical Nat'l Bank, N. Y.

Map of Mew York City, sho^ving the

location of our various properties along
the Subway and other circulars with full

particulars on request. Write to-day.

American Real Estate Co.
914 Dun Bldg., Mew York City

OFFICERS AND DIEECTORS
EDWIN K. MARTIN, Prea.

DYER B. HOLMES, V.-Pres. & Treas. I

W^nUAM B. HINCKLEY, Secretary.
EDWARD B BOYNTON.

WILLIAM H. CHICKEEING.

JAMES COWDEN MEYERS, Counsel.

A-R-E
SIXS

/i PATENT

PRESIDENT
Suspenders „

are the only Suspenders
that have a perfect ad-
justable back, conse-
quently there are

None So E.asy
You wear them with-
out realizing it. For
proof try a pair. Guar-
anteed absolutely. 50c
and SI. 00, every store every-
where or mailed postpaid.

The C. A. Edgarton Mfg. Co..

Box 333, Shirley, Mass.

This last lest the local intelligence be puzzled by a

S;oo bill as something beyond its experience. " Now.
scoot !" commanded Mr. Lawson.
The smudgy one " scooted," and the train pulled out

in time to rescue Mr. Lawson from the washerwoman's
gratitude, which she issued clamorously forth to ex-

press.

Speaking of gratitude and favors remembered and
returned, Mr. Keene has a record forty years old. A
retired sailorman once aided Mr. Keene in California;

that was two score years ago. Then the sailorman

died. Mr. Keene cared for his children and sent them
to school. Now he sends the sailorman's grandchil-

dren to school.

The famous lobbyist, Sam Ward, once came near

enough to Mr. Keene to be of friendly use. When the

lobbyist fell upon bad days, it was Mr. Keene who set-

tled upon him an income of $io,oooa year, and the ben-

eficiary died in Italy enjoying it to the last. On one

occasion Mr. Ward told Mr. Keene that he had dis-

covered an enterprise wherein he desired to embark.

It was as sure as the Bank of England, and would make
him a Monte Cristo. Mr. Ward's lips were sealed

against disclosing the nature of the enterprise, even to

Mr. Keene
There was fire in the eye of Mr. W^ard and a color of

hope in- his clieek ; urged by these signs, Mr. Keene
gave him $25,000. It developed later that Mr. Ward
sunk every shilling with a German alchemist in efforts

to turn iron into gold, in which auriferous possibility

the hard-headed lobbyist believed as readily as tho he

were a Doctor Dee or Conan Doyle.

These strong men of money have their weak sides
;

they have their fads, and will spend money like water

on them. Mr. Keene's weakness is the racehorse; Mr.

Morgan's is pictures ; the late Mr. Whitney's w^as rugs

(he is said to have paid :J35,ooo for one, and the trans-

action would have been all right had he left the two

last ciphers off the price) ; Mr. Brady's—of the To-

bacco trust— is black pearls ; Mr. Addicks— of Bay
State Gas—is emeralds ; while Mr. Lawson will go in

pawn to buy a ruby.

Italy's Watchful King.— .\ good story is told in

Leslie's Weck/y of the King of Italy's zeal for effi-

ciency at the time of his succession to the throne.

His foreign minister, Signor Prinetti, asked him to

sign a decree for the augmentation of the Foreign-Office

staff. The King promised to think the matter over,

and the next morning set out alone on foot to pay a

visit to the office. Arriving at nine o'clock, he found

no one there. A long search unearthed a solitary

clerk who was smoking cigarettes. " What are the

hours of this office ?" asked the King. "From eight

to twelve," was the reply. " And when may I expect

to see your colleagues ? " " They generally turn up

about eleven." " Very well. When your chief comes,

tell him that I have been here." ,'\nd then his Majesty
j

sent for Signor Prinetti and suggested that instead of

asking for more clerks he should make it his business

to see that the existing clerks attended to their duties.

Emperor William's Energy.—T. P. O'Connor,

in tlie I,ondon M. .1. P., tells a story which is worth

recording as an instance of the German Emperor's ex-

traordinary interest in all things going on in his em-

pire and his fearless frankness in expressing his views.

The incident occurred at a meeting between the Kaiser

and the Bishop of Metz. Mr. O'Connor relates ;

Bishop Benzler, it seems, used to be a great favorite

of the Emperor, but recently the bishop fell into one

of those quarrels about burial-grounds that in Ger-

many, as well as in England and Wales, seem to have

a great power of making people forget Christian char-

ity. The bishop, because a Protestant had been bur-

ied in this ground, went to the extreme stefj of declar-

ing that the ground had been desecrated, and decided

to curse it.

The Emperor was furious when he heard of this, and

when the bishop was imprudent enough to demand an

audience, he let loose upon the head of the unfortunate

ecclesiastic a flood of eloquent wrath which submerged

him. Here is the principal passage :

' Your Reverence," said the Emperor, " has asked

for an audience, and I have granted it because I also

have a few words to say to you. Before leaving Alsace-

Lorraine I must tell Your Reverence that your attitude

has greatly displeased me. You were represented to

The
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me as a mild and peaceable man ; your actions prove

the contrary. Vou have done worse thiMjis than the

worst lanatic. Vou have cursed a cemetery situated

on Clerman soil, the German soil over which I rule.

l)o not forget. Your Reverence, that I, as German

Emperor, will never tolerato that even one inch of

German --oil -.liould be cursed no, not one inch ! It is

a bishop's duty to bless, and tlie moment you begin to

curse you cease to be tit for your high position."

And when the poor, thunder-struck bishop stam-

mered out that he had withdrawn the curse, this is the

answer he got

:

'• That was the best thing you could do for yourself.

1 should not have received you again. Do not try to

make excuses. There can be no excuse for your ac-

tion. Hut remember one thing. Vou are a Cierman

bishop on German soil, ruled over by your master, the

Emperor. Serve God to the best of your knowledge,

but do not forget that you have also to serve your

country and your King, and that altho the King rules

with a gentle hand, that hand may in a moment be

turned into a mailed fist. 1 ho[>e that we understand

one another completely, and with this I bid you fare-

well."

Jackson and his Hacon.— In Harper's Weekly

recently appeared an interesting account of Andrew
Jackson's duel with Colonel .\very. A correspondent

of The Weelly adds this to the story

:

It was Jackson's habit to carry in his saddle-lxigs

when he attended court a copy of "Bacon's Abridg-

ment," and to make frequent appeals to it in his cases.

This precious book was always carefully done up in

coarse brown pa[)er.and the unwrapping of the volume

was a very solemn function as performed by Jackson,

who was then only twenty-one years old. Avery, dur-

ing the trial which preceded the duel, procured a piece

of bacon the size of the book, and while Jackson was

addressing the court he slipped out the volume from

its wrapping and substitute the bit of pork.

At length Jackson had otcast^n to appeal to Lord

Bacon. While still talking he raised the bearskin

flap of his saddle-bags, drew out the brown-paper

package, carefully untied the string, unfolded the

paper with decorous gravity, and then, without look-

ing at what he held in his hand, exclaimed trium-

phantly, " We will now see what IJacon says !

"

What wonder that the fiery young lawyer blazed

with anger, while the court-room rang w ith laughter at

his e.xpense

!

Homer Martin and Whistler.— In a newly pub-

lished " Reminiscence" of the late Homer Martin, the

American landscape painter, by his widow, appears

the following account of a call on Whistler in his Lon-

don studio in the summer of 1882:

" On the ' glorious Fourth ' we visited Mr. Whistler's

studio, where Homer had occasionally painted. . . .

Whistler's beautiful jxirtrait of his mother was on the

easel. There were some ' nocturnes ' on the walls, and
thei»were doubtless worth remembering. 15ut I never

went there again, and on this occasion my attention

was riveted by the artist and his surroundings, alike

spectacular and bizarre -the man grotesque as a cari-

cature in attitude and aspect ; the rooms all pale blue

and lemon-yellow, even to the many vases and the flow-

ers therein contained. He said a good many things,

not one of which was I able to recall, so lost was I in

contemplation of the general oddity of him and his
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cliosen environment. ' What did you think of him ?

'

asked Homer, after we came away. " Why didn't you

talk ? You never said a thing.' ' I was afraid to open

my lips,' said I, ' lest I should involuntarily tell him to

shake that feather out of his hair. He must have had

his head buried in a pillow before we went in.' 'I wish

you had!' said he, with a laugh. ' That is Jimmy's

feather. He delights in having it noticed.' I had ob-

served that he bowed profoundly on our introduction.

and so brought it into strong evidence ; but I could

scarcely believe, even on testimony, that the premedi-

tated effect was produced by a quite unpremeditated

lock of gray hair."

Apropos of " The .A.dirond-\cks," one of Mr. Mar-

tin's most masterly canvases, JNIrs. Martin said to him :

" Homer, if you never paint another stroke, you will

go out in a blaze of glory." " I have learned to paint

at last," he answered. " If I were quite blind now, and

knew just where the colors were on my palette, I could

express myself."

No Such Word as Fail.—The Makaroff memorial

just issued, says T/ie Saturday Evening Post, recalls

a visit to Washington paid by the stalwart admiral

immediately before the outbreak of the war in the Far

East.

The part of Washington which pleased him best was

the National Museum, where he was under the guid-

ance of one of the best-informed anthropologists in

America, the acting dean. Prof. Otis T. Mason. Pro-

fessor Mason is as small as he is mighty, but straight

as an arrow, in spite of his white hair, and every inch

of him a man. He looked like a picturesque pocket-

edition beside the magnificent Makaroff, with his broad

shoulders and massive chest and huge beard.

They were standing before the incomplete Russian

e,\hibit. Professor Mason explained several reasons

why the collector had failed to do his duty, ending, ac-

cording to his invariable kindness, with the remark :

" I suppose we must consider them as adequate ex-

cuse." Instantly .Admiral Makaroff replied :
" There

are plenty of reasons, but there is never an excuse for

any failure."' His deep voice was like velvet thunder.

It made whatever he said seem momentous. .-Vnd he

came by the principle honestly. It ran in the family.

His grandfather once received an order from the Czar

direct, which was so difficult of e.xecution that the Czar

closed with the unusual words :

" Can it be done ?
"

" .Sire," the general replied, " if it is possible it will

be done. If it is impossible—it shall be done."

MORE OR LESS PUNGENT.
A Disturber.— " What a nice little boy," said the

minister, who was making a call, " won't you come
and shake hands, my son ?

"

' Naw ! " snapped the nice little boy.
" My gracious ! Don't you like me ?

"

" Naw ! I had ter git me hands an' face washed jist

because you come."

—

Philadelphia Press.

A Long Term.-Judge : "The sentence of the

court is that the prisoner be confined in prison the re-

mainder of his natural life."

Prisoner :

"' But, my lord—

"

Judge: "Not another word, sir, or I'll give you
four years mor^."—Tit-Bits

.

The Main Reason.— .A. teacher in a certain school

said to a dull pupil

;

" When I was your age I could answer any question

in arithmetic."

" Yes," said the small child ;
" but you forget that

you had a different teacher to what I have."

Collapse of the schoolmaster.— 7'/A.5//j.

Innocent .Sport.—Mrs. Ryacre: "Now these

here prize-fighters ain't so bad, after all, Hiram."

Mr. Ryacre: "What put that in your head,

Maria .?

"

Mrs. Ryacre :
" The paper says Spike Hogan put
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Kid Casey to sleep. Wasn't that kind of him? 1

i^uess he tucked in the blankets, too.''

—

C/ihug^o JVrtts.

Muuey Talks.— r.\T :
" Sure, I voted th' Kaypub-

lican ticket ;

"

Mike :
" Would ye trust such a party as thot ?

"

Pat :
" They didn't ask me to they paid nie cash."

The Answer.- Teacher :
" Robert, what does a

Volcano do with its lava ? ''

Robert (the dullest boy in the class): "I -uni—ah
—give it up !"

Teacher: "Correct! Very good indeed, Robert."

— Lippincotfs Miigaziiie.

A Kiddle.

-

What is that which is given,

Vet taken as well,

Which makes life a heaven,

Vet sometimes a hell ?

Come, lovers ; come, sweethearts.

The answer is this—

A sweet little.

Fleet little,

Neat little

Kiss !

—Walter Pulitzer in Life.

His Choice.—" Prisoner at the bar," said a judge.
" is there anj-thing you would like to say before sen-

tence is passed upon you .'

"

The prisoner looked toward the door, and remarked
that he would like to say :

' Good evening, if it is agreeable to the company."—
Ti/Bi/s.

What's In a Name ?— .\t Montreal the adverti-

sing manager of the Canadian Pacific is a man named
flam, and the city ticket office is in charge of a man
named Egg. The two are fast friends, and if both hap-

pen to be out of town at once inciiiiries for Ham and Egg
are frequent. Byacoincidenceboth report to an official

named Bacon, whose chief clerk is named Brown.
Recently Ham and Egg were both in Bacon's office.

The telephone rang and Brown answered. He caught
an inquiry for the Canadian Pacific office, and said :

" This is it."

" Who's this talking ? " asked the voice.
" This is Brown. Do you want Bacon?"
" No. I don't want bacon, brown or any other way.

I want one of the Canadian Pacific officials."

' Well, will Ham and Egg do ? They're both here."

"I don't want any of them! Central, switch that

cheap hash house off this wire ! ''-Seattle Post-InteUi-

What He Needed -Most.—" Eh -waiter, apportez
moi un-er— Oh. you know—er—du cafe and—er "

" Sorry, sir. I don't speak Erench."
' Then for heaven's sake send me some one who

does."— Columbia Jester.

That Settled It.-" Why do you think the plain-

tiff insane?" a witness, examined as to somebody's
mental condition, was asked by counsel at a trial.

' Because," replied the witness, "he is continually
going about asserting that he is the Prophet Mo-
hammed."

" And, pray, sir," retorted the learned gentleman of

the wig, " do you think that when a person declares he
is the Prophet Mohammed that is a clear proof of his

insanity ?"

" I do."
" Why ?

"

" Because," answered the witness, regarding his

questioner with easy complacency. " I happen to be
the Prophet Mohammed myself."— Tit-Bits.

The Altogether—A little girl of eight was taken
to visit a boy cousin of the same age.

" My dear," said the little girl's mother, "I want you
to be careful, when playing w ith your cousin, never to
let him see you in your chemise.''

A few days after this the little boy knocked at his

cousin's door and was refused admittance. Presently,
however, she opened the door and bade him enter.
" Why wouldn't you let me come in before ? " asked

the small boy.

" Because," she replied frankly, " mamma said I

Doiitexperment-Justbiiya

^Liin

.-x
^3^

-\
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resold in on'^ year's time will realize a much higher
rateolpiotit than anyotherequally safe investment.

\Vp are Dirert Importers nml Cutters. "We save whole-
salers', jobbers', iiiid retailers' prolits Our prices are 15
per eent. Iti '2o per cenl. less than any competitor can
possihly offer. {Compare ovir i)rKes with your ile.ilers'.

)

We carry an enormous storK. and positi\eIy t-Iatut by e\ery
price quoted in our latalui;.

TERMS:
20fo do>vn and lOf^ per month
Transactions strictly ronflilential. Liberal exili:uige iilau.

A special discount of 10 per cent, will he ullo\fed un
watches durhi^ Miirch.

We were estahlished in 1S43, and are the oldest dia-

mond house ill the trade. As we liandle only Fir^t Maler
stones they can be absolulely depeiuletl upon Ibr quality.

FRENCH—GERMAN
SPANISH—ITALIAN

poken, Taught and Mastered
Through the

LANGUAGE-
PHONE
METHOD

Cnml)ined i\ ith

Tlie Hosoiithiil

Com ni II Sense
Method of

rradical Liii^uistry

The Iiiitest and Best VVork of Dr. Ridiard S. Rosenthal

YOtr HEAR THE EXACT PRONUNCIATION OF
EACH WORD AND PHRASE. A few minutes' practice
several times a day at spare moments gives a thorough
mastery of conversational French, (lermnii, Sjiiinisli, or
Italhin.

geiiiifgj. testimonials, booklrt, and iettir.

International Language- Phone Method
10s:i Mflropolis DMi:., llroadiviiT and Kith St., i\. V.

row Is the time
to start a

Diamond Savings Account -

•Select the Diamond yon would like to
own and wear from our 1905 Catalogue'
and it win be sent at once on approval.
If you like It, pay one-fifth of the price
and keep It, sending the balance to us In
eight equal monthly payments. We open these

""

accounts with all honest persons who want to save.
Diamonds will pay 20 per cent profit from increased
values In 1905. or five times better than banks. Satis
faction absolutely guaranteed. Write for Catalog today.

LOFTIS BROS. <& CO.(f|y
DIAMONDS. WATCHES, JEWELRY

Dept. B-41. 92 to 98 State Street. Chicago, III.

winners of Gold Medal at St. Louis E:spo8ltlon.

% G U A RAN TEED
WATER BONDS

Write for Circular L. and New York, Boston, Phila-
delphia, and Pittsburgh bank references.

OF PITTSBCBGH, PA.

PAID-UP CAPITAI/ - - SaOO.OOO.OO
JAMES S. KUHN, L. L. MCCLELJ.-AND.

President- ^ec'if ami Treasurer.-

must never let you see me in my chemise. But now
that I have taken it off, you may come in."—Z,/////;-
cast's Mazazhie.

Completed Proverbs.—
"Opportunity Icnocks once at every man's door,"

but often makes sure the man is out before knocking.
" It takes two to make a quarrel." How about hus-

band and wife, who are one ?

' A fool and his money are soon parted," wlien the

fool has friends.
' Whatever man has done man can do " better.

" Look before you leap" out of the frying-pan into

the fire.

" Honesty is e.xact to a jienny," but not always to

larger amounts.
" The best things are not bought and sold "

; they are

stolen and kept.
' Pity is akin to love," but kinship does not always

signify friendship.

" The second blow makes the fray," but not if the

first is well placed.

"There's many a slip 'twixt " the cradle, and the

grave.
" Everything comes to tlie man who waits," except

that for which he waits.
'• A fool is never wrong "

; few of us are.

" No fool like an old fool" in the toils of a woman.
" He who hesitates " when lying " is lost."

' Until a man finds a wife he is only half" ; there-

after he is still less.

—From " Completed Proverbs" (Coates, philadel-

pliia).

Something Wrong.—" Now, Henry," she tegah,

with set jaw, " I must have $50 to-day."

" All right," replied her husband, '" here it is."

"Gracious, Henry!" she exclaimed, suddenly pa-

ling. " What's the matter? Are you sick P"-!^!?.!-/;-

htgtoii Star. ';
!

So Different Now.—" Until I met you, Matildaj"

he murmured, in a voice husky with emotion,"! be-

lieved that all -women were deceitful, but when Idook
into your clear, beautiful eyes I beliold there thejvery

soul of candor and loyalty."

" George," she e.xclaimed with enthusiasm, " this is

the happiest moment I have known since papatoqk
me to the London oculist !"

" London oculist !"
. ,

" Ves, dear; you never would have known that my
left eye is a glass one."

Then the moon went under a cloud, and George sat

down and buried his face in the sofa cushion.-^ 7"//-

BHs.

Current Events.

Foreign.

Russia.
February 6.— Procurator-General Soininen of Fin-

land is assassinated at Helsingfors. Twenty
strikers are killed by troops at Kalisz, and one
at Lodz. The nobles of St. Petersburg petition
the Czar for representative government.

February 7.— Disorders in Russian Poland continue ;

several clashes between troops and workmen are
reported, with some casualties.

February S.—Another strike begins at St. Peters-

DeSlONfcD
TO ORDCR. rOR
^OOK LOVeRS,

"Xtlow PRices
Coat$ 0%l^m,%
•eAM3LA20N£D IN
CORReCT STVLe

<1 Addresses and Resolutions
engrossed and illuminated for

Club and Society Committees.

Arrves dl Rollirvsorv

203 Broadway, New York
Send 2C. stamp for illus-

trated catalogue.

S^^

THE SUN TYPEWRITER
for those who desire to produce the most perfect type-
writing. REGULAR STANDARD KEYBOARD. HIGH-
EST SPEED. HEAVIEST MANIFOLDING, VISIBLE
WRITING.

TO absuldlely guarantee our machines.

Sun Typewriter No. 3, price with oak cover
Sun Typewriter No. 2, a standard practical

writing machine, price . . . ,

»75

40
We solicit correspondence with those who are considering
the purchase of a typewriter.

SUN TYPEWRITER COMPANY
239 Broadway, New York

With most people " Typewriters

"

and " $ 1 00.00 " are synonymous.

We found there were many who
wanted and needed a machine who
were looking hard at that $ 1 00.00
(Looks big—doesn't it ?)

The product of our study to meet

the needs of the average purchaser

is the American typewriter at $50.
Not a cheap type wheel or " pad

"

article, but a standard type bar, ribbon

machine with interchangeable steel

type and most important—a one-piece

key and type bar—combining max-

imum efficiency with minimum exertion.

Sold on ea.sy payments. Ask for " The American Way."

AMERICAN TYPEWRITER CO.
Hacketl Bldg. JDet. Warren & Chambers Sts., NewYork

INVALID CHAIRS
At Wholesale Prices
Any style or size of Invalid
Chair J ou want we can fur-
nish DIRECT FROM OUR
FACTORY, at liberal dis-
counts. Our Chairs are
equijiped with all the LA-
TEST IMPROVEMENTS for
the comfort of invalid chil-
dren and adults. WE SHIP
PROMPTLY and PAY THE
FREIGHT anywhere. Write
for our complete catalogue.
FREE.
'"-rdon Mfg. Co.

510 dison Ave. Toledo, O.

GINSENG $25,000.00 made from half acre.
Easily grown in Garden or Farm.
Roots and seeds for sale. Send

4c. for postage and get booklet A K, tellina all about it.

Mcdowell ginseng garden, joplin, mo.

Readers of The Litkmart Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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burg, owing to the failure of employers to con-
cede the workmen's demands.

February lo.— Troops tire on strikers at Sosnovice
and l.odz ; many are killed or wounded. It is

feared that the strike will extend to all the rail

roads of Poland.

Russo-Japanese War.

February 6. — .Admiral Rozhdestvensky, accordine to

a despatch from St. Petersburg, is expected to

start for the Far East at the end of February.
Russia completes ne>;otiations at Paris for a loan
of 52cx3.ooo,ooo. tieneral Gri[)enl)ere;, it is said,

is on his way to .St. Petersburg; Kuropatkin re-

mains in supreme command of tlie Russians in

Manchuria.

Februaryy.— Press and public in Russia are favorinR
the conclusion of peace, and some of the papers
are extremely outsiK>ken regarding the fiitility

of Russia's efforts to bring victory out of defeat.

February 8. Tokyo hears that the Russian grand
dukes have made an effort to secure the aid of a
Eurojwan Power in making peace. .Admiral
Togo boards his tlagship at Kure, to resume sea
duty.

February lo. General Stoessel. in reaching .Aden,
defends himself against the criticisms that he
surrendered I'ort .Arthur before it became neces-
sary.

Other Foreign News.

February S. —The amended protocol between the
United States and Santo Uomingo is signed at
Santo Domingo.

The Privy Council of Great Britain decides the
Gaynor-Greene case in favor of the United
States.

February q.— M. Kouvier, Premier of France, sub-
mits to the Chamljer of Deputies a measure ab-
solutely separating church and state.

Domestic.

Congress.

FebTua.Ty 6.—Sena/e : Debate on the Statehood bill

is closed.

House: The Townsend-Esch Railroad Rate bill

is discussed.

Febniary 7.- Sf«(7/r ; The Statehood bill is passed,
after being amended so as to admit New Slexico
as a separate .state; Indian Territory and Okla-
lioma are admitted as the State of Oklahoma.

Hotise: Representative McCall, of Massachusetts,
makes a sensational speech attacking the rail-

road rate bill ; President Roosevelt, in a mes-
sage, recommends a general plan of survey of the
Philippines in the interest of science.

February S.—Official canvas is made of the electoral
vote by Ixsth houses in joint session, the result
being announced as 3,6 for Roosevelt and Fair-
banks and 140 for Parker and Davis.

Senate : The Committee on Foreign Affairs, after
amending the arbitration treaties to meet the
objection of Southern Senators, decides to re-

port them favorably.

House : Discussion of the Railroad Rate bill con-
tinues.

February 9.

—

Senate : The Agricultural bill is taken
up.

House: The Townsend-Esch Railroad Rate bill

is passed by a vote of 326 to 17; the votes in op-
Ijosition teing cast by eleven Republicans and
six Democrats.

February' 10.—Senate: The taking of testimony in
theSwayne impeachment trialbegins ; the arbi-
tration treaties are considered in e.xecutive ses-
sion.

House: A bill providing for a form of government
for the Panama Canal zone is discussed ; 433
private pension bills are passed.

Other Domestic News.

February 6.—President Roosevelt signs the bill pro-
viding for construction of railroads in the Philip-
pines.

February 8.—Ambassador Porter, in a despatch to
the State Department, says he believes he has
discovered the bones of John Paul Jones in an
ancient cemetery in Paris.

The new Red Cross is organized, with Secretary
Taft at the head.

General Nelson A. Miles, in Boston, defends his
action in imprisoning Jefferson Davis.

February g.—Judson Harmon, of Cincinnati and
Friederick N. Judson of .St. Louis, are appointed
by Attorney General Moody to investigate the
alleged granting of rebates by the Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad Company.

HOVr TO »1SIT C.%l,IFOR\I.l FOR $1
You will receive cart loads of descriptive literatui" from

various promotion committees in Californiii and Oregon
and a circular, " How to Visit California." if you send me
7onr name and address with fl. iNo stamps.)

A. G. GRANT. Fortuna. Cal.

LAMP-FITS.
How do you know what

chimney fits your lamp ?

Your grocer tells you.

How does he know ?

He don't.

Do you then ?

That's about how lamps

are fitted with chimneys by

people who don't use my
Index; and they complain

of bad chimneys ! Lamp-
Fits indeed ! Do you want

the Index? Free.

M.AC BETH, Pittsburgh.

TnE BESTfiLIOni
SluiU' ill

Over lUO diff-

erent styles.

ino^'andle Power
Li.:ht at a cost ot

2c j>or week.

I

THB BEST LIGHT CO.,

Jl.^rr

brilllaiit than
Acetylene or
Klectricity. No
Grease— Sn:oke

—

I irt or Odor.
Apents Wanted
Lverywhcre.

83 E Sih .St . Canton, O. j

PllCAD DATCC California, Washinmon, Oregon,bnCHr nHICO Colorado. We secure reduced
rati's on Household G<»ods ti> the above States for intend-
inKsettlers. Write for rates. Map of California free.

TKA.NS-CONTI.NENTAL KRKKMIT CO., K-:i;.5 Orarliurn St., Chlrago.

SEEJHAT CLIP?
J. curely from the thinnest s^hect
of paper up to \i in. in tliickiiess,

ana can be used overand "Ver again,
lietter than pins for flMnp letttis,
records. (*ard.>, et<'. .\voitl un.sitj:htly
pinholes in attachinj; se<rond letters,
business cards, clie<!ks, drafts, in-
vuices. etc. c hut up in hoxea of 100
especially for desk convenience.
Sample box 15 cents, postpaid.

NIAGARA CLIP COMPANY, 37 Park St., N. Y. City

Bargain Rates to California
Every Day March 1 to May 15

$33 From $
Chicago 30 From

St. Louis

For one-way colonist tickets. Reduced rates from all Eastern points.

The trip is easily and comfortably made via the Rock Island. Two
routes — one through New Mexico, the other through Colorado.

Through tourist cars — hours quicker than any other line. Double
daily tourist service via El Paso — tri-weekly via Colorado. Dining car
service and free reclining chair cars, both routes.

Consult your home ticket agent or write to the undersigned for our
California book and complete folder "Across the Continent in a Tourist
Sleeper."

If you are industrious and capable you can make money in California. The bigr

ranches are breaking up into small farms that need more workers to care for the
incresised product. The towns and cities are prosperous because the country is

prosperous.
You want to see what the country is really like; you can go there, work a few

months, enjoy the delightful climate, the flowers, fruit and scenery, and earn
enough to pay your expenses both tijays by taking advantage of these low rates.

If interested, use this coupon.

JOHN SEBASTIAN, Passenger Traffic Manager,
Rock Island System, CHICAGO.

Please send me rates of fare to California and time
tables— also your illustrated California book, and full

information about your ne^v service.

I expect to leave for California about

and would like information about-

Name_

Address-

City

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.

(NAMK SEOTIONi

_State______J
I
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NOWADAYS, when billions of dollars worth of busi-

ness is transacted by mail, the ability to write a

strong, original convincing letter is an imperative

business requirement. No man can hope to reach the

highest place in business if he is unable to express himself

clearly and forcefully. The language you use in corre-

spondence—or even in speech—must help you sell goods,

win customers, collect debts, even secure the positions you

hold, but it cannot do these things if weak, clumsy, and

half intelligible. The success of an idea or plan—often of

a business itself—depends upon the way it ir, presented.

How is Your English?

Are slips of speech habitual with you ?

Are your letters dry and poorly worded ?

Do they lack the snap, the tone of

words that win ? Get out of this rut

—master the prmciples of smooth, easy,

fluent expression—of crisp, powerful,

straight - from - the - shoulder business

EngHsh. Tighten your grasp on the

English language—it pays.

The man who will help you is Sherwin Cody. He has an
international reputation as an expert on English for busi-

ness men, and now has put his private lessons into four

handy little volumes (time-saving sizes)—seven complete
courses. Word Study, Grammar, Punctuation, Composi-
tion, Business Letter Writing, Story Writing, Creative
Composition hitherto sold in typewritten form for $15 to

$25 for each separate course. These books contain every-
thing that will help you, nothing that is mere lumber.
Better than a dictionary, because they teach a man to be his

own dictionary.

Several large business concerns have introduced these

books to their clerks, from the merest stenographer to the

most experienced correspondent. Heads of big businesses

like Marshall Field & Company, Lyon, Healy& Company,
Tobey Furniture Company, Montgomery Ward & Com-
pany have personally indorsed them. No stronger testi-

mony could be given.

This Set of Four Books
Containing seven complete home-study courses is sold reg-
ularly at $3 per set. We offer it to you at the wholesale
price of %z, if you mention this magazine in sending order
—$3 if the magazine is not mentioned.

THE SYSTEM COMPANY
New York Desk N, CHICAGO London

Okht Oumi o«Sr 0«c«r

*""
'
S'<u sSu SSu

Sexual
Facts

The information in these books
will insure marital happiness and
save mankind untold suffering.

The Sex Series
The only Complete Series of

books puliiished on delicate subjects.
Written in a manner understood by
every person and information given

which chonld not be hidden by false or foolish modesty.
Commended by medical authorities everywhere.

Four books to boys and men. Four books to girls and women.
"Youne Boy." "Yonnt- Clrl."
"Youne Man." "Yoiiiis; Woman."
" Young lIuHband." - "Youns Wlff."
"Man of Forty-flve." "Woman of Forty-BTe."

$1 a copy each, post free. Table of contents free.

Vlr Publlgblnc Co 762 Land Title Bld^ PhlU Pa

CHESS.
[.•\11 communications for this Department should be

addressed: " Chess-Editor, Literary
Digest."]

[Owing to illness of Editor of Chess column the
Solutions of Problems have been omitted from this
issue.]

Problem 1,033,

Composed for The Literary Digest by
George H. Thornton, Buffalo.

Black—Eight Pieces.

P W,

///m», . v/^/'A

i

y. im W *

^. m.

tp III

White—Ten Pieces.

6sK; B1P3S1; 6P1; 2Qpk3; 3pibRi;
3riR2; ipip4; 1B1S4.
White mates in two moves.

Problem 1,034.

Charles Nugent, New York.

(^Lasher's Chess-Magazine, December.)

Black— Two Pieces.

m M
1

m -^sfei wmf._

m
i ''ifM^' IMI
m. 'i^Mi i:^^: mm.

White— Four Pieces.

8 ; 5 B 2 ; 7 p ; 8 ; Q 2 B 1 k 2 ; 8 ; 7 K ; 8.

White mates in three moves.

Viskge Earners
Pay You m . . . 5%

$25 npnarif, lUthdrawable
on 30 duys' notice.

Investments bear earnings
from day received to day
withdrawn.
Supervised by New York
Banking Department.

C^UK loans are secured by
^-^ mortgages on suburban
homes owned by ambitious
wage-earners, paying all in-
terest and part principal
monthly. You would choose
such investments for safety.
We put them within your
reach, paying 5 per annum
on stints large or small from
day of receipt to date of with-
drawal. Conservative inves-
tors will appreciate a plan
affordingallthesecurity and
profit without the annoyance
of individual mortgage loans.
Write for particulars.
Assets, . - - . $1,700,000
Surplus and ProSts, $lliU,OI)0

fndnstrial Savings & Loan Co.
1139 Broadway, New York.

The World's Greatest Missionary Magazine
With live up-to-date articles and information on every
feature of missions.

The Missionary Review of
the World

Interdenominational and International
" The only complete review of Missionary operations

and problems."

—

The Rovk, London.

Issued monthly atid illustrated. $2 .joper year

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Pubs., NEW YORK

1

VALUABLE
CIGAR BOOK FREE

You Need It if You Smoke
It tells you what you want to know about

cigars.
It brings one of our stores to your door.
It tells you about all ki- ds of cigars.
It makes it easy for you to find the cigar you

like best.
It tells you how we deliver cigars and smok-

ers' supplies prepaid to all parts of the
United States.

It is security for satisfactory cigars.
It tells you hoiv and u}hy we can guarantee

at least one-third BETTER CIGARS for
the money,

SEND FOR IT TODAY
DROP A POSTAX, TO

UNITED CIGAR
STORES COMPANY
303FIatiron Bldg., N. Y. City

Over 300 stores in operation.
Capital $2,000,000.

The
**Ocularscope"

Free

Get Your Glasses at Wholesale
Examine your own
eyes without an ocu-
list. Send for our
"OCULARSCOPE,"the
latest invention of the
2oth century. SENT

FREE with our beautiful illustrated catalogue of specta-
cles and eyeglasses. MAIL ORDER ONLY. Send to-day.

GRAND RAPIDS WHOLESALE OPTICIANS,
404 Houseman Building, Grand Rapids, Mich.

DIRECT TO YOU Vrl^U
We are not jobbers or assem-

blera of other people's goods

—

(^.j an X r^.S^"^ build vehicles in our own
J I \Ia[|^M factory. By buying direct from
fc I ^B T tI?!! I as yoa get factory prices

with no middlemen's
profit, yon get every-
thing that is latest, best
and most durable. Our

'^^Y^ large freecataloguetells

RCTAii ootr'C^~S^^^ all about our no moneyETAIL PRICE S45. I ^j^j^ ^^.^^j. p|a„ freight
offer, 2 years Ruaranty and how we ship anywhere

ON 30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL.
We make 140 styles of vehicles from #38.50 np and
100 styles of harness from $4.40 up. Don't bays
vehicle or harness until you have heard from as.

iVrite toda yfor Free Money Savin §• Catalogue,

U. S. BUCCY & CART CO.,
B 560, Cincinnati, O.

PATENTS
Our Hand Book on Patents, Trade-Marks, etc.,

sent free. Patents procured through Munu &
Co., receive free notice in the

Scientific Ainierican
MUNlsr «te CO.. S57 Broadway, N. Y.

Branch Office: 361 F St., Washington, D. C.

At the same price no others contain so much gold as the
Kreuivniz Plated Collar Hiilton. Easily buttoned, easily un-
buttoned. Stays buttoned. Booklet for postal giving mach
information. Krementi .*• t'o., 63 Chestnut St., Newark, N.J,

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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Problem 1,035.

The London Opinion offers a prize every week for

the best problem contributed to its pages. The fol-

lowinn; problem, in the form of the letters L. O., re-

cently received the prize.

C.\uthor's name not given.)

Black— Seven Pieces.

^

4 P--

t -.* 3 1 I
t

a *

White—Ten Pieces.

8; S: S4KP1; P3B2P; S3k2p;
B P R 2 P s 1 ; 8.

White mates in two moves.

P3P2R

The Vienna Tourney.

The contestants in this Tourney were restricted to

the Kings Gambit Declined by 2.., B—B 4. Carl

Schlechter won first prize, and Geza Maroczy finished

second. We give a specimen of Maroczy's fine play,

a sample of a master's blunder, and Schlechter's bril-

liancy.

WOLF.
Biack.
Kt-Qs
Q X Kt
K Q2
R-B8ch
P-B3
R—Pych
g X Q I? ch
K-H2

M.\ROCZV.
H^hiU.

1 P—K 4
2 P-K B 4
s Kt-K B 34B-B4

6 Kt—83
7 P-K R 3
8Q X B
9 Q-Kt 3

10 K—Q sq
11 Px P
12 QxP
13 R—B sq
14 Q X P ch
15 R X Kt
16 Kt-K 2

17 R K 6

WOLF.
£/.tci:

P-K 4
B—B4
P-Q3
Kt-Q B 3
Kt-B 3

B-K Kts
B X Kt
Kt-Q 5
KtxT-ch
Kt X R
Px P
K-Q 2

R-KKtsq
K—Bsq
R X P
Kt-B 7R—B7

MAROCZY.

18 Q—R 5
19 Kt X Kt
20 R-K8ch
21 R X R
22 K—B 2

23 B-K 3

24 B X R
25 K-Kt 3

26

27 ^
28 Qx R Pch K
29Q—Kt8ch K— Kt 3
30Q-Q 8 ch K—B 4
31 R-R 5ch P— Kt 4
2 K X P ch P X R

33 Q— B 7 mate.

ix KPch K—Kt3
)— Kt 8 B—Q 5

Have You Had My
Free Lesson in Jiu-Jitsu?
"T r you do not already know that Jiu-jitsu is the most wonderful
I system of physical training and self-defense in the world to-day, I
-- invite you to write for my FREE LESSON and demonstrate
this to your own satisfaction.

It is to the persistent practice of Jiu-jitsu tliat the Japanese owe
their courage and success in battle, tlieir almost superhuman strength
and power of endurance, their low death rate and their material
progress. Surely a system of physical training wliich has done so

much for the Island Nation will interest you. Jiu-jitsu not only
embodies the ideal principles of attaining perfect healtli and
I)erfect physical development, but as a means of self-defense it is as
potent at short range as the deadliest weapon. A knowledge of
Its self-preserving principles renders a man or woman impregnable
to every form of vicious attack.

JedLlousy Guek.rded Secrets ReveaLled

For over two thousand years the principles of Jiu-jitsu have
been religiously guarded. By an imperial edict the teaching of

YAE KICHI YABE.
Late of the Ten-Shin Ryu-School of Japan.

the system was forbidden outside of Japan. The friendly feeling, however, existing Ix'tween Japan
and trie United States has been instrumental in releasing Jiu-Jitsu from its oath-bound secrecy, and I
have been delegated to teach, without reserve, all the secrets of this ancient art to Americans.

I have just written an intensely interesting book which e.xplains and makes clear the principles of
liu-Jitsu in a manner which will never be approached by any American writer. -So long as the edition
lasts this book, together witli my first lesson in Jiu-jitsu, will be sent free to interested" persons. The
lesson is fully illustrated and teaches one of tlie most effective methods known for, disposing of a
dangerous antagonist.

If you desire to learn all the closely guarded secrets of this marvelous science send your name and
address, and you will receive the book and specimen lesson by return mail, postage paid.

Address

YAE KICHI YABE, 351 F, Realty Building, Rochester, N. Y.

Notice Black's 9th move, whereby he seems to win a

R. This move has been very thoroughly analyzed,

and always in favor of White.

MAROCZV.
ll'Jute.

I P-K 4
2 P-K B

4

3 Kt-K B 34B-B4
5 B-K 2

6 P-B 3

7 P X P
8P-Q4
g Kt—Kt 5
10 Castles .

11 K—Rsq

WOLF.

1 P-K 4
2 P-K B 4
3 Kt-K B 3
4 Kt-B 3
5 Kt-Q R 4
6 P—B 3
7 P-K s8P-Q4
9 B-B 4
10 P X P
11 Castles
12 Kt X B ch
13 B-K 2

14 B X B
13P-Q R4

PERLIS.
Black.

P-K 4
B—B4
P-Q3
B-K 3
Kt-K B 3B— Kt 3
Kt— Kt 5
Px P
Kt-K R 3
Q-Q3
Castles

SCHLECHTER
Black.

p—K4
E—B 4
P-Q3
B-K Kt s
Px P
Q-B3
Q-R3
B—Kt 3
Kt—Q2
Castles
QxP
Kt x Kt
B X Kt
P-Kt4
Kt-B 3

MAROCZV. PERLIS
White. Black.

12 Kt-Q R 3P X P
i3Kt-Kt5 Q—

Q

uKtxQP ^ "
15 B X B
16 P-K R 3
17 R— B 5
18 Kt X Q
19 Kt-R 2

20 E— B 4
Resigns.

WOLF.
White.

,6 Q-Kt 3
17 P-B 4
18 B-Q2
19R—B 2

20 Q X P ch
21 Q— B 6ch
B—B 3

23 K—R sq
24 Q X P ch
25 B X R
26 P—R 3
27 B-B 6
28 K— Kt sq
29 K—R sq

30 K—R 2

B-Kt 5
Kt X B
P-QB4
Q X R
Kt-B 7ch
Ktx Q
Kt X Kt P

SCHLECHTEK.
Black.

Q Kt-Q 4
Kl—Q Kt 5

Q X P ch
Kt-Q 6
K-Q 2

K—K 2

Q X R ch
R-Q3
Kt-Q 2
Q-K6
P-Ktj!
Kt—B 7 ch
Kt—QSdisch
Q-K 8ch
P— Kt 6 mate

Look out for Traps.

Inexperienced players very often fall into traps

;

while as in the following example, an old player some-
times goes wool-gathering before he gets started.

White. Slack.
I P-K 4 P-K 4
2 B-B 4 Kt-K B 33P-Q4 P-Q4
4Px K P KtxP
sBxP Kt-B 4
6 B X P ch, and wins.

TARTARLITHINE
i:L,i.ni\.%TK.'<i I Kit' .%rin a\d
THR I>OIS4>.\ OK ItllKl .MATIS.tl

The Ne^v York Medical Journal says

:

" Tartarlithine will incre.ise the normal
alkalinity of the blood, eliminate uric acid

freely and not disturb the normal ease with
which the kidneys can perform their function.

In rheumatism Tartarlithine is beneficial and
refreshing."

Rheumatism

Tartarlithine rarely fails because it supplies

the blood with the necessary substances to dis-

solve and remove the poison of rheumatism

—

uric acid. We want every sufferer to try it, and
will send a sample package with our booklet on
the cure of rheumatism free to ever>' applicant.

Prescribed and endorsed by the

leading physicians of tJte country.

ASK YOVR DOCTOR ABOVT IT
Free sample and our booklet on the

cure 0/Rheumatism sent on request

McKesson & Bobbins '"x^riTru"*-
Sole agents /or the Tartarlithine Co.

The Finsen Light
Treatment

FOR SKIN DISEASES
has proven eminently
successful in America.
We have permanently
relieved many serious

cases at our Institute

by our Genuine High
Power Finsen Lamps
imported from Co-
penhagen. This
treatment is not a
cure-all, but it is(

sure in many dis-

eases heretofore prof, niels r. finsen

regarded as incurable, as Lupus (skin

consumption), Eczema, Psoriasis, Skin
Cancer, Birthmarks and Facial Blemishes,

It is knifeless, painless, harmless. We
have special books describing each of the

above and other skin diseases in detail

and giving names of patients treated. They
are free. Write for the book you desire.

THE FINSEN LIGHT INSTITUTE OF

AMERICA

Suite C, 78 State St., Chicago

shines brighHy in aLhouse where
^^^^^^ a^bolishes dirtbuK'Dirh

©.nd despa^ir are close o/^ ki n'.-Try iM

n

yournexbhouse-clea.ninjgH^^^^a
Readers of The Lttkraby Diobst are asked to mention the publication vhen writing to advertisers.
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TRAVEL

Just four days separate you from Jamaica,

the most enjoyable island in the Caribbean.

It is blessed by nature with the most wonder-

ful scenery and a climate that is at once both

salubrious and balmy.

For an invigorating vacation, nothing equals

the splendid combination of salt breezes and

tropical sunshine of a Jamaican trip.

The four -day sea-trip is made delightful by

the excellent service of the

UNITED FRUIT
COMPANY'S

Steel Twin-Screw U. S. Mail Steamships

Admiral Dewey Admiral Schley
Admiral Sampson Admiral Farra^ut

sail weekly from Boston and Philadelphia. New
American - built steamships B U C K M A N and
WATSON weekly from Baltimore.

ROUND TRIP. $75 — including Meals and
Stateroom.

ONE WAY. $40.

Weekly sailings from New Orleans to Colon, Re-
public ot Panama, Limon, Casta Rica, and ports in

Central and South America.

"A Happy Month in Jamaica" is the title of a

beautiful book we will send you free of cost, together

v/ith our monthly paper, " The Golden Caribbean."'

UNITED FRUIT COMPANY
Long Wharf, Boston

5 North Wharves, Philadelphia

Hughes and Henry Streets, Baltimore

321 Charles Street, New Orleans

Raymond ®. Whitcomb Co.

Thos. Cook <a SoA

NEW YORK
and Principal Cities

KING EUROPEANTOURS
EUROPE

1905

r2th year. Priyate—select parties
—limited in number.
June 24, Mediterranean trip.
July 1, Central Europe.
July 1, Norway and North Cape.
JulyH. British Isles and France.
Cost from $285 to ^-MO— everything

included. Illustrated booklet E and full particulars,
address

Ki\ci ErnopuAiv touiis,
ItM.'S riiiiilti-rlanil Street, Brooklyn, IV. Y.

HOLIDAYS IN ENGLAND
Send 4 ceits ipostage) for Illustrated Book, entitled

" Holidays ^n Kngland " describing Cathedral Route,
Pilgrim Fathers, Dickens and Tennyson Districts and the
Marwicli Hook of Holland Route, Twin Screw Steam-
ship Line, England to Rotterdam or Antwerp. Address,

GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY OF ENGLAND
362 Broadway. New York

FijrW ' New S. S. CALRDONIA, 9,400 Tons,

1^ Speciall- Ctiartered. July ist. $245 up.^^ Exceptional advantages. Many other tours.
l°Il.l\K «'. « 8<A!(li, 1I» Brondway, IVew York

^-

THE TEXICOCSRAPHER'S^ gASYQfAlR

In this column, to decide questions concerning the correct

use of words, the Funk * Wagnalls Standard Dictionary is

consulted as arbiter.

"A. C. W.," Columbus, O.—" (1) Is the use of 'who'
or ' which ' instead of ' that ' after the superlative degree
correct in such sentences as the following :

' He is the
most successful executive %toho has ever held that of-
fice,' or ' He is one of the most successful leaders wlio
has,' etc.; 'The American estate is the largest ivhich
any civilized people has ever,' etc.; 'She was the best
woman lo/io ever exploited,' etc. ? (3) Also, the use of
hnd instead of icovld ; as, 'The eyes had better be
kept closed,' etc. (3) Goold Brown's rule, 'A future
contingency is best expressed by a verb in the sul)-

junctive present, a mere supposition with indefinite
time by a verb in the subjunctive imperfect, but a con-
ditional circumstance assumed as a fact requires the
indicative mode,' is constantly violated. Has tnodem
usage made stich examples right or is grammar not so
thoroughly taught now as formerly ?

"

(1) The relative that, tho usually equiva-
lent to who or which, evidently differs from both
in being more generally, and perhaps more ap-
propriately, taken in the restrictive sense. It

ought therefore to be preferred to u'ho or which
whenever an antecedent not otherwise limited is

to be restricted by the relative clause. (2) "Had
rather," " had better," are forms condemned by
certain grammatical critics from the days of
Samuel .Johnson, the critics insisting upon' the
substitution of would or should, as the case may
demand, for liad ; but had rather and had better

are thoroughly established English idioms, hav-
ing the almost universal popular and literary
sanction of centuries. " I would rather not go "

is undoubtedly correct when the purpose is to
empliasize the element of choice or will in the
matter ; but in all ordinary cases " I had rather
not go " has the merit of being idiomatic and
easily and universally understood. If for "You
had better stay at liome" we substitute "You
should better stay at home," an entirely different
meaning is expressed, the idea of expediency
giving place to that of obligation. (3) Gramma-
rians are greatly at variance on the subject of
the subjunctive mode, some even going to the
length of denying its existence. A popular
grammar gives this rule: "When doubt and
futurity are both implied, use subjunctive mode,
subjunctive form ; when doubt only and not
futurity is implied, u.se subjunctive mode, in-

dicative form." Example: "If he be there to-
morrow, 1 will go" ;

" If he ts there to-day, all

will be well." The modern tendency seems to

be away from the use of the subjunctive form.
Be and luere are about the only surviving Eng-
lish subjunctive forms.

"A. L. P.," Germantovni, Pa.—"Kindly give the ori-

gin and meaning of the word 'repartee' with an ex-
ample."

The word "repartee" (derived originally
from the Latin re-, again, plus partio, share, from
pars, part) means a ready, witty, or apt reply

;

quick, sharp rejoinder ; also, power or skill in

such wit. As good an example as we can give
was once afforded by a British merchant who
welcomed a young Yankee to his home with
these words: "Good evening! We haven't
seen you for a long while. Have you been
sick, as you say in your country?" "No,
thank you," replied the American frankly and
promptly, " I've been hill, astliey say in yours."

"A.," San Francisco, Cal. - " Is the following sentence
correct :

' When the hour of your departure arrives, are
you readJf ' ? Should not 'are you ready' read 'will

you be ready' ?
"

If we understand the intended meaning of
the sentence it should read: "When the hour
of your departure arrives, will you be ready? "

TRAVEL

THE UNIVER-
SITY TOURS

are THE ONLY TOURS having Vniversity
Leaders, each in his own specialty; Vniversity
Lectures, illustrated by stereopticon

; A Yacht-
ing Cruise on steamer specially equipped for
study and pleasure, and visiting

SICILY. GREECE, and CONSTANTINOPLE
IN BOTH SPRING AND SUMMER.

THE COPLEY TOURS
are University Tours in less expensive edition. Send for
" triple announcement."

Bureau of University Travel. 201 Clarendon St.. Boston

i

^mh^m^
. , Our personal attention to all details ot

FTy travel affords patrons of our small, ex-

- Ff'> elusive parties every facility for the
fullpst enjoyment of a trip abroad.

Established quarter of a century.
Sailing Dates: Annual Spring, 29 April;
Norway-Sweden, l.*) .Inne ; Annual long
Summer and Variation.-*, 17 June; (Irish

Section, 9 .lune) ; Summer Mediterrnnean, IT .Tune; Special
Mediterranean, 27.Time; Midsummer. 19 .hiiy.

TRAVFI. FRKK FROM r.%RE.
Oio illu-lr.it. "I I k I. fivH- ,-,,,ii|il,-t,- nilornialiiiii. .SpuI free.

PhiladelplniHIA*J>.ll.irg»Ti

EUROPE
THIRTY TOURS THIS SEASON.

April to August, by all Routes. Special series via the
Mediterranean. Tours cover the whole of Europe.

Write for Booklet D.

![tr^x.'SV-'s*"*^ $l75to$l,OI5.
Independent Railroad and Steamship Tickets Everywhere.

THOS. COOK A: 80.\.
tJOl and I 185 Kroadnay, 649 Madison Avenue, New York.

EUROPE and ORIENT
Twenty-fourth season of uninterrupted success.
I'oiufort and leisure. Thorough sightseeini; under ex-
pert guidance. Limited pHrties. All arrang;enien(b

first class. Special tours arranged for small
private parties. DR. :ind MK!^. HOWARD

$. PAUVE, 14S Ridge Street, <ilens Falls, \, T.

Europe
select two months' Summer Tour.
Small party. Best steamers. Pe
son;il escort. Apply at once. Re
\a» I>. Templet Watertown /, Kass.

£'250

EUROPE
Address UK.

Tenth year. Two high-class tours
at moderate price. Southern route
May 30 ; Northern route June 21.

RlUiLER, 426 Walnut Street, Cinrinnati.

America's Famous Spa.

ATLANTIC CITY
3 Hours
FROM

New York
VIA

New Jersey Central
Solid Vestibule Equipment,

Buffet Parlor Cars.
TRAINS : Ft. Liberty St.. 9.40 A.M.-3.40P.M.

Sundays. 9.40 A.M. only.
South Ferry tive minutes earlier.

Illustrated book on application,

M. BURT, General Pass. Agt., New York.

^^^^°
HARTSHORN

SHADE ROLLERS
Bear the script name of Stewart

Hartshorn on label.

Wood Rollers. Tin Rollers.

(O^GOUTSf RHEUMATISM
I UsetheGreat English Remedy
BLTAIR'S PfLCSl

[Safe, Sure, Effective. 50c. & $1.
nRi:GC;I»TS, or -221 IVIlli.im St., N. Y.

THE BUCCANEERS. An up-to-date story of the
black fl.ig in business, by Henky M. Hyde. i2mo,
cloth, 236 pages. ;?i.2o net. Funk & Wagnalls Com-
pany, Pubs., New York.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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TOPICS OF THE DAY.

THE PRESIDENT AND THE SENATE.
'T^HE first-fruit of the President's attempt to start another world-
• peace movement is a fight with the Senate that is stirring up

the newspaper cudgels all over the countn,-. It was his intention

to have America take the lead in a world-wide exchange of arbitra-

tion treaties; but as a result of this disagreement we seem likely to

be the one important nation, so the Buffalo Express remarks, to be

left outside the movement. In the Senate's attempt to keep the

President from belittling it. observes the Hartford Cottrant. it has

belittled itself. Indeed, says the New \oxV Evening Post, it "has

actually crippled our diplomacy," a reflection that several other

journals share. The burking of all these arbitration treaties by

this quarrel " can not fail to impair, for a time, the influence of this

country in the general council of nations," for " the foreign Powers

can not communicate with the Senate, and they are informed, in

substance, that it is hardly worth while bothering themselves with

the President," remarks the Brooklyn Citizen. So, too, thinks the

Boston Herald., which asks what weight the European Powers will

attach to future notes of Secretary Hay on such topics as the in-

tegrity of China, a comment that is echoed by the St. Petersburg

Novoye Vremya, as reported by cable, which inquires sarcastically

if the Hay notes in regard to China are worth anything in view of

this revelation that the real dictator in foreign affairs is the Senate,

which has never said a word about China. The fact is, says The
Herald, the Senate's action " has vastly weakened the authority

and honor of the office of the American Secretary of State in every

court of Europe."

The whole conflict between President and Senate rages over the

two words " agreement " and "treaty." In the seven arbitration

treaties transmitted to the Senate by the President, it was provided

that each question submitted to arbitration under these treaties

should be defined by a " special agreement." The Senate, despite

the President's earnest protest, amended them to provide instead

for a " special treaty." A " special treaty " would have to be sub-

mitted to the Senate, a " special agreement " would not, and the

President holds that treaties that merely provide for other treaties

contain nothing except an "expression of barren intention, and, as

compared with what has already been provided for in The Hague
arbitration treaty, they probably represent, not a step forward, but
a slight step backward." The President announces that he will

take no steps to secure the assent of the foreign Powers to the

treaties in their amended form.

Sir Thomas Barclay, an English advocate of arbitration, calls

the Senate's action " disgraceful," and says it is " the severest blow
the peace movement has received in years." Oscar S. Straus in-

dorses the President's position. At the President's dinner in " Lit-

tle Hungary " in New York last week Congressman Sulzer and
District Attorney Jerome, both Democrats, praised the President

and -scored the Senate, amid wild applause. The Chicago Record-

Herald thinks the only commendable feature of the Senate's action

is the fact that it has given added impetus to the movement for

popular election of Senators. Other papers that approve the

President's course are the New York E7>eni>ig Post, Evening
Mail, Press. tlxiA Journal of Commerce, and the Philadelphia Press

and Inquirer. The New York Tribune, whose editor, Mr. White-

law Reid, is expecting to be appointed ambassador to the court of

St. James, an appointment upon which the President and Senate

must agree, is maintaining complete silence upon the present un-

pleasantness.

Turning to the other side, we find ex-Secretary Foster, Wayne
MacVeagh, and Mr. Carnegie indorsing the Senate's position.

Senator Lodge has prepared a statement showing that in prac-

tically all the European Powers signatory to these treaties the con-

templated "agreements" would have to be acted upon by one or

both of the legislative bodies; and in reply to reflections upon the

Senate's motives another prominent Senator is quoted as saying

that " the fact that the Senate has ratified forty-three out of the

forty-four arbitration treaties submitted to it [prior to the present

treaties] demonstrates how unwarranted is the implication that the

Senate is not in sympathy with the principle of arbitration, while

the fact that out of the forty-three arbitration treaties ratified only

six were amended effectually disposes of the allegation that the

Senate is inclined to be captious in such matters." The Philadel-

phia Record thinks the Senate has "earned a fresh title to the con-

fidence of the American people " and " proved itself worthy of the

body in the best days of its history." The Washington Post,

similarly, thinks the unamended treaties gave the President too

much power in binding our Government to the setdement of differ-

ences with foreign governments, and declares that the Senate's

action has " earned it the respect and gratitude of the people."

The Sun sees Mr. Roosevelt engaged in "vast schemes of centrali-

zation and of the aggrandizement of the executive power," and the

State Department gradually being filled with " the tenets and prac-

tises of a Muravieff, a Pobiedonostseff, and a Plehve." The

//>r«/<f sees " the maintenance of republican principles of govern-

ment " in danger, but rejoices that " thanks to the patriotism of the

Senate, the danger has been averted for a time." Says the Hart-

ford Times : "It is a narrow view which shuts the eye to the man-

ner in which Panama was detached from Colombia, and the way

by which American rule has been started in Santo Domingo, and

praises the President as safer, saner, or more patriotic than the

Senate of the United States."
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AN INSTRUCTIVE INSURANCE JAR.

WHEN the captains of "high finance" fall out, there are al-

ways some interesting reflections in the newspapers. Just

five years ago Mr. Frick had a falling-out with Mr. Carnegie and

gave away the fact that the Carnegie Steel Company had made

^21,000,000 net profit in

1899, and expected to

make $40,000,000 in

1900, sums that the

newspapers contrasted

rather sharply with Mr.

Carnegie's library gifts.

Last week there came

to light a falling-out be-

tween Mr. James H.

Hyde, who owns a ma-

jority of the stock of

the Equitable Life As-

surance Society, and a

number of the com-

pany's officers, led by

James W. Alexander,

the president. The

Equitable " is perhaps

the most conspicuous

institution in the whole

world of insurance and

finance," says The Sun,

and the attack on Mr.

Hyde " is in some re-

Copyrighted bj- Rockwood, New York.

JAMES W. ALEXANDER,

President of the Equitable, who led the attack

on Mr. Hyde.

spects the most remarkable and momentous manifestation that has

ever occurred in the history of a great life insurance company."

The Alexander faction made two demands—first, that the con-

cern be made a mutual company by giving to policy-holders whose

policies amount to at least $5,000 votes in the election of directors
;

and, second, that Mr. Hyde be retired from his position as first

vice-president. "It is incompatible with present public opinion,

as well as with the interest of the society and its beneficiaries,"

they declared, in a petition to the directors, " that the policy-hold-

ers, as the real parties in interest, should continue to be without

any voice in the administration of these funds, but that the entire

power of .selecting directors should be vested in and exercised

solely by the holder for the time being of the majority of the so-

ciety's nominal capital stock." And the reelection of Mr. Hyde,

they added, " would be most prejudicial to the welfare and progress

of the society and the conservation of the trust funds held for the

benefit of our policy-holders," for "Mr. Hyde's prominence in va-

rious ways, and his acts as vice-president are such as tend to pro-

voke criticism of the society, to create misgivings as to the con-

servatism of its management, and to injure its business as an

institution which has been uniformly held out to the public as con-

ducted solely on the mut'ial plan for the benefit and protection of

its policy-holders."

A truce was effected at the directors' meeting on Thursday of

last week. All the old officers, of both factions, were reelected,

and a committee containing representatives of both parties was

chosen to plan a scheme for " mutualizing " the company. A
member of the Hyde party gave out a statement at the close of the

meeting accusing the Alexander contingent of being less anxious

for the welfare of the policy-holders than anxious for their " prox-

ies," after mutualization, in order to vote themselves into the sad-

dle. The whole incident shows, according to The Sjih, that "this

great corporation is internally rent asunder, not by the shortcom-

ings of young Mr. Hyde, but by selfish and unscrupulous greed."

The company is capitalized at $100,000, consisting of one thousand

shares of the par value of $100 each, with dividends limited to

seven per cent, a year, so that the income that can be derived in

dividends from the entire capital stock is limited to $7,000 per an-

num. Yet it is reported that E. H. Harriman and a group of asso-

ciates have offered to buy Mr. Hyde's share of the stock (fifty-one

per cent.) for $5,000,000. Says The Sun :

" What an entirely new aspect must the Equitable present to its

policy-holders and to the insurance departments of the several

States and countries where its business is transacted ! Five mil-

lions of money paid for what ? For fifty thousand dollars' worth
of a trumpery 7 per cent, stock ? Or for the power to use, divert,

and manipulate the hundreds of millions in cash and securities

which belong to the policy-holders, the real owners of the Equi-
table ?

"

The World takes up the same idea and remarks that "the policy-

holders are not the only persons interested " in it. It goes on to

say

:

"The insurance companies have now become the great agencies

in high finance and trust exploitation. By means of the premiums
paid by policy-holders they provide the money for these colossal

schemes of financial centralization. The savings of the people in

the form of insurance premiums are turned over to the captains of

industry and used to control gas companies, electric-light com-
panies, telephone companies, street-car companies, railway com-
panies, and various other forms of corporation activity. Wherever
there is a consolidation of great public-service corporations to stifle

competition and squeeze the public it will generally be found that

the money of a great life-insurance company is behind it. With-

out this convenient ' surplus ' high finance would be hard pressed

for funds in its gigantic schemes of flotation. The insurance pur-

pose in life insurance has now become almost incidental to the

speculative purpose.

"The differences in the Equitable Company, which were tem-

porarily settled yesterday by a compromise, have finally fastened

public attention upon this extraordinary aspect of the life-insurance

business. Real light has at last been thrown upon President

Roosevelt's recommendation that the powers of the Federal Bu-

reau of Corporations be extended over the interstate business of

the life-insurance companies. In time the public may learn some-

thing about the most important art of modern life insurance— its

relations with Wall Street and the endless-chain means by which a

few men are able to control practically all the public utilities of the

country at the expense

of its 80,000,000 peo-

ple."

Mr.' Hyde's "prom-

inence in various ways,"

mentioned in the Alex-

ander petition, is taken

to refer to his social ex-

travagancies, which cul-

minated a few weeks

ago in a " Louis XIV.

ball," whose magnifi-

cence might have given

the " grand monarch "

himself some new ideas

in that line. The eve-

ning's entertainment is

said to have cost the

tidy sum of $100,000.

The Evening Post says

of this feature of the

case

:

JAMES H. HYDE,

„ ^y
. ,. Whose conduct, according to the Alexander

JNever is glitter or
petition, tends " to provoke criticism of the so-

OStentation more out of ciety, to create misgivings as to the conservatism

place than in a man of its management, and to injure its business."

given charge of the

investments, or savings, or provision for old age and death, of

hundreds of thousands of people. They jealously watch his bear-

ing and his conduct. Many things they will tolerate or forgive;

but the unpardonable sin in a great fiduciar}- oflScer is light fickle-

ness and sensational display. John Bull, it has been said, will
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stand many things, but can not stand frivolity in those who ought

to be grave. I'nole Sam is as fastidious, if not more so ; and
the men in whom he most insists upon sobriety and propriety are

the men at the head of institutions having direct financial rela-

tions with sober and proper citizens all over the land.
" It is a peculiar standard of behavior which we impose upon rich

men in this fiduciary capacity. Wastrels and wealthy young fools

have their Hing with their own money—or their fathers'—and we
simply laugh or wonder or scotf at the spectacle ; but let it be a

case which touches, or seems to touch, funds or investments held

in trust for others, and the Puritan instantly leaps out of the

pocket. Mr. Schwab had this truth unpleasantly brought home to

him. He had plenty of his own to plunge with at Monte Carlo and
dazzle the natives; but it was not jovial ' Charlie,' generous with

his money easy got and easy gone that Americans beheld, but the

President of the United States Steel Corporation; and his frivol-

ous conduct actually shook its credit and finally shook him out of

his office. The Puritan investors in steel securities rose up and
demanded that such an Agag be hewn in pieces before the Lord.

It is. we feel, a sound instinct which exacts at least the appearance
of sagacity and poise of character in great financial administrators.

There are unwritten guarantees in finance, and this is one of them.

Large responsibility ill becomes a social butterfly."

QUIETING COLOMBIA.

SOME of the daily papers view askance President Reyes's pro-

posals to reestablish friendly relations between the United

States and Colombia, and incidentally to sell a couple of islands.

Islands are our national weakness, says the New York World, and
" if President Reyes really wants to sell islands, he has picked out

the most promising customer in the world " ; and a paragrapher

remarks that "Colombia may have a debt for L'ncle Sam to collect

for her." President Reyes, according to the despatches from

Bogota, would like to have the United States permit Panama to

vote on the question whether or not she will return to Colombia.

If it shall decide to remain independent. President Reyes pro-

poses that the L'nited States purchase from Colombia for Sio.ooo,-

ooo or $15,000,000 the islands of San Andres and San Luis in the

Caribbean Sea. In any event the canal zone is to remain with the

United States.

These propositions find little favor in the newspapers of this

country. In the first place, it is pointed out, the United States

could not permit the suggested plebiscite, since the independence

of Panama is fixed by the very first article of the canal treaty.

However, the Springfield Republican and the Philadelphia Ledger

think that the United States should do something to make Colom-
bia more contented. " A liberal price paid to Colombia for these

islands, which would be considered as merely a continuation of the

canal zone, would, according to The Republican," resiort. friend-

ly feelings and would go far toward improving the position of

American interests" throughout that country. The Ledger says

similarly :

" Colombia owes it to the action of the United States that she
lost the isthmus, the price paid for the canal concession and the

future rentals. It is now too late to undo what was done in No-
vember, 1903, but there are not a few Americans who would gladly
welcome any plan by which their Government might be enabled
to make reparation to Colombia for what they believe to have
been a grievous wrong, and to set an example to the world and a
precedent in the dealings of great nations with weaker neigh-

bors."

The Brooklyn Standard Union distrusts Colombia's good inten-

tions, for it remarks

:

" What she wants first of all is to have Uncle Sam use his good
graces to help her get Panama back into the Colombian fold, for

the little isthmian state was the most valuable part of the United
States of Colombia. Failing this, the real estate deal is the alter-

native. The islands may be of strategic value to us, having a bear-

ing on the protection of the canal ; but this country is likely to be
war)- of its dealings with the Latin-American republic. . . . Co-
lombia is tricky and not to be trusted. We owe her nothing on
account of Panama, for she brought on the separation herself by
her injustice toward that province, nor could we be expected to

help her get that province back. It would undo all the good work
done for the canal."

Fate of an Illinois Reformer.—The Illinois legislature

has given notice that " while vigilant in shielding corrupters," it

"will be vigorous in punishing accusers," remarks the Chicago

Public, a reform weekly, in commenting upon the expulsion of Re-

presentative Comerford. Mr. Comerford, who is the first member
of the Illinois legislature to suffer this punishment, had delivered a

lecture before the Illinois College of Law, in which he scored the

legislature in biting terms, saying, among other things, that it was

"a great auction-mart for the sale of special privileges." The
speech made a great sensation, and a commission was appointed to

/m^CA'*^^

ROLL-C.-VLL IN THE UNITED STATES SENATE.

—McCutcheon in the Chicago Tribune,
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I vyA6 BoKN A Dutchman
'of fiery 50UTHEI<N5rocK,

K ND I'm AfiAYFRENCH<ifNmMAN

OF CCLDqKArPLYMOUTHROCIC;

^
I'm a son of the West,

ImasonoftheEast
AndASohofou)BrianBoru;

, -^NDWHrNl'MiNvrrEj)
In LiKEVY/iEDE-LiQHTED
TO BE A HUHQARIAH Too!

FOR HE HIMSELF HATH SAID IT, AND IT'S GREATLY TO HIS CREDIT, " HE'S.

A COS-MO-POL-I-TAN."
—Rogers in the New York Herald.

CHARACTER STUDIES.
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UNCLE SAM WOULD LIKE THE JOB.

Teddy—" Well, anyhow, my uncle kin lick yer whole family."

—Bartholomew in the Minneapolis /oz/rwa/.

STRIKING MOODS

investigate the matter. Tlie commission ruled that it would con-

sider charges against the present legislature only, which has just

begun its session, and as Mr. Comerford had little or no proof of

corruption at this session, his charges were held to be slanderous,

and by a vote of 12 1 to 13 he was expelled. The Chicago Inter

Ocean and Journal criticize the legislature severely for this ac-

tion, but the other Chicago papers think Mr. Comerford brought

his fate upon himself by making charges he could not prove. " The
assembly has the right to demand that it shall not be prejudged, and

that no one of its own members shall, without proof, scandalize

it in the public estimation," says the Chicago Tribune ; and the

Chicago Evening Post remarks that "no legislative body could

retain its own self-respect or the confidence of its constituents if it

failed to punish one of its members who called his colleagues

boodlers " ; but "on the action of the legislature during the re-

mainder of its career will depend the final judgment." Says the

Chicago Chronicle :

" It is perfectly obvious that a habit of reckless accusation is just

as harmful to the cause of truth and morality as bona-fide expo-

sures are beneficial to it. The cry of ' wolf ' made too often in sport

always results at last in its failing to arouse attention when the

wolf is really coming. There is no surer way to plunge the com-
munity into hopelessness and indifference in regard to official cor-

ruption than by a succession of sensational exposures which turn

out to be no exposures at all."

SANTO DOMINGO CUSTOMS AND SENATE
CUSTOMS.

THERE is a well-defined idea, plainly expressed in some papers

and only hinted at in others, that President Roosevelt origi-

nally intended to put the Santo Domingo plan into operation with-

out consulting the Senate, and was really responsible for the dis-

avowed and rejected " agreement " which made no provision for

Senatorial " advice and consent." All criticism of this sort is dis-

continued, however, now that he has sent to the Senate a treaty

drawn in due and regular form, providing for American supervision

of the Santo Dominican customs in the interests of the little repub-

lic's creditors. In this treaty it is provided that " the Government

of the United States of America, viewing any attempt on the part

of the governments outside of this hemisphere to oppress or con-

trol the destiny of the Dominican republic as a manifestation of

an unfriendly disposition toward the United States, is, in com-

pliance with the request of the Dominican Government, disposed

to lend its assistance toward effecting a satisfactory arrangement

with all the creditors of the Dominican Government, agreeing to

respect the complete territorial integrity of the Dominican repub-

lic." To this end we agree to take charge of all the custom-

houses, pay the Dominican Government 45 per cent, of the total

amount collected, and apply the remainder to the payment of cus-

tom-house employees and the liquidation of Dominican debts, the

surplus to be at the disposal of the Dominican Government. It is

stipulated that " any reform of the system of duties and taxes shall

be made in agreement with the President of the United States,"

and it is provided that " this agreement shall take etfect after its

Good-by, my Rate-bill,

Farewell to you

;

One last fond look

Into your eyes of blue.

—Leipziger in the Detroit News.

OF THE SENATE,

approval by the United Slates Senate and the Congress of the

Dominican repubhc."

President Roosevelt says in his message to the Senate accom-

panying the treaty

:

" The justification for the United States taking this burden and

incurring this responsibihty is to be found in the fact that it is in-

compatible with international equity for the United States to refuse

to allow other Powers to take the only means at their disposal of

satisfying the claims of their creditors, and yet to refuse itself to

take any such steps.

" An aggrieved nation can without interfering with the Monroe

Doctrine take what action it sees fit in the adjustment of its dis-

putes with American States, provided that action does not take the

shape of interference with their form of government or of the de-

spoilment of their territory under any disguise. But, short of this,

when the question is one of a money claim, the only way which

remains finally to collect it is a blockade, or bombardment, or the

seizure of the custom-houses, and this means, as has been said

above, what is in effect a possession, even tho only a temporary

possession, of territory.

"The United States then becomes a party in interest, because

under the Monroe Doctrine it can not see any European Power

seize and permanently occupy the territory of one of these repub-

lics, and yet such seizure of territory, disguised or undisguised,

may eventually offer the only way in which the Power in question

can collect any debts, unless there is interference on the part of the

United States."

The Providence Journal learns that our intervention in Santo
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Dominj^o w.is hastened by the fact that plans svere ripening for a

determined revolt against President Morales, who hurriedly put his

custom-houses into our hands, on the theory that 45 per cent,

will be better for him than nothing. Now, argues The Journal,

" this puts the whole affair before us in a new light," and shows

why the President could ill afford to wait the action of a dilatory

Senate. It remarks

:

" If it had been simply a question of fixing up the turbulent repub-

lic's finances it could have been argued, as indeed it was, that the

President might have been less hasty and without loss deferred the

negotiations and the naval demonstration till after consultation

with Congress. But if the real purpose was to avert an impending

revolution it was obviously necessary to act immediately if at all.

And it is just such emergencies that we are now likely to have to

meet, more or less unexpectedly, in various parts of the world. It

is agreed on all sides that it is against our interests and every-

body's interests that there be permitted such disturbances in neigh-

boring countries as Santo Domingo has just escaped ; it is also

admitted, and in fact has just been practically demonstrated in this

particular case, that by a very little use of the big stick we can

prevent them. But plainly it must often happen that the situation,

if it is to be dealt with at all effectively, will require a very prompt

exercise of a rather wide discretionary power on the part of the

President. It is the recognition of this fact, and not any desire to

magnify the E.\ecutive or to shear the Senate of any of its consti-

tutional rights, that warrants the suggestion that some way must

be found for giving the President a fairly free hand in such busi-

ness."

More trouble along the same line is expected by the Chicago

Tribune, upon receipt of tlie news that Honduras has repudiated

UP AGAINST A BAD GAME.
—McWhorter in the St. Paul Dispatch.

THE RAILROADS,

part of its foreign debt; and the New Orleans Picayune hears that

Argentina, Chile, and Brazil are getting restless under the idea that

the .Monroe Doctrine makes them wards of this country, and are

thinking of contracting European alliances.

The New York Evening Post ridicules the President's idea of

the Monroe Doctrine thus:

" The President's message accompanying the Santo Domingo
treaty explains that it is the Monroe Doctrine which prevents us

from allowing foreign nations to collect their debts from American
republics. This shows wl>at a juggler's hat the Doctrine is. Any-

thing can be pulled out of it, from a rabbit to a goose. Other na-

tions have proceeded to exact their just dues from republics in this

hemisphere, and have done it with our consent and even applause.

Germany did it, in the case of Venezuela, when Mr. Roosevelt

himself was President. Was not the Monroe Doctrine then in

full vigor .•' How could it tolerate at that time what it now shrinks

from in horror } The real answer to these questions is, of course,

that the Monroe Doctrine is too much like a great swelling word of

vanity, which we utilize as an excuse for doing whatever we wish.

When the President says that it is the Doctrine which inhibits

foreign governments from demanding payment of Santo Domingo,
he actually means that he does not want them to do it."

KANSAS AND STANDARD OIL.

'IV' AN SAS, the home of " lost political causes and bizarre eco-

•* * nomic experiments," as the Cleveland Plain Dealer charac-

terizes it, is just now in the midst of an interesting contest with

one of the most powerful industrial combinations in existence, the

results of which are expected to be felt throughout the nation.

The Standard Oil Company has a monopoly in the Kansas oil-field,

and Kansas is endeavoring to break the power of that corporation

over the wells and markets of that State. "The trust has all the

pipe lines in the State, and it is the only refiner," we are told by

the Philadelphia Z^'^^'^^ry "consequently, it could and did charge

the independent producers just what it pleased for the conveyance

of the crude oil to its own refineries, and paid only what it pleased

for the crude oil. Thus the producers were squeezed so hard that

they either had to sell out the oil-fields to the trust at its own price

or sell oil at a loss." Backed by public opinion, the Kansas legis-

lature has proceeded to deal with the monopoly by passing new

legislation. One act has just been signed by the Governor, pro^

viding for a state refinery having an output of one thousand bar-

rels a day, operated by convict labor. Another new law makes the

Standard's pipe lines for the conveyance of oil " common carriers,"

and not only fixes maximum rates for the conveyance of oil, but

prohibits discrimination. As soon as the Standard heard that all

the power of the State was being arrayed against it, it proceeded

"to teach the State of Kansas a lesson," as one of the Standard

officials is reported to have put it, by ordering a suspension of all

operations in Kansas, andthe crude oil producers were in conse-

quence compelled to stop pumping oil and to discharge their help.

The Kansas situation is taken as an entering wedge for the

prosecution of a national investigation of the Standard Oil Com-

pany. On February 15 the House of Representatives unanimously

adopted a resolution introduced by Mr. Campbell, of Kansas, pro-

viding for the investigation of the corporation from top to bottom

T.^KE THIS PILL OR SOMETHING WORSE!"
—Rostrup in the Richmond Times-Dispatch.

AND THE PRESIDENT.
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by the Department of Commerce. The following day President

Roosevelt, in accordance with this action, ordered a special in-

vestigation by the Bureau of Corporations of the Department of

Commerce. It is believed that the Kansas situation will give the

Government the infermation necessary to proceed against the big

oil trust. "The Kaasas incident will be well worth while if it re-

sults in a thorough iaf^stigation of Standard Oil methods," de-

clares the New York World.

The preposition for the state oil refinery is being commented

upen as leading to state socialism, and some of the members of

the Kansas lower house, in voting for it, expressed apprehension

that they were assisting to rehabilitate populism. " I hate to see

this step taken," said Speaker Stubbs. "No doubt the battle

should be made, but the way of going into the fight is all wrong.

We've taken two weeks to prepare to fight a monopoly worth

countless miUions, and such haste is foolish. We're back in be-

nighted days of populism, that's all." The Topeka Capital, sup-

porting the project for a state refinery, frankly admits that it is a

species of socialism, but it says that occasionally a monopoly be-

'AWOM

'T'^ir-

WHAT'S the matter with KANSAS !

—Triggs in the New York Press.

comes so oppressive and intolerant that it can only be reached by

socialistic remedies. The Capital beheves that a state refinery

will restore competition in the oil industry of that State. It says :

"With a refinery the State becomes a shipper and as such has

the legal machinery to enforce its rights. In so doing it enforces

the rights of all competitors as well, to reasonable and equal rates

and prices.

"It may be said that if the State can avail itself of its own laws,

so may private capital; but we come back to the point that private

capital has surrendered the fight and has no faith in the effective-

ness of the laws, with their technicalities and their delays. It is as

a means of reviving private competition, clearing the way for the

freedom of industry, that a state refinery appeals to the people and

arouses the opposition of the trust.

" In the end it is not socialism that will come out of this effort of

the State itself to enter a field of manufacture, but if it succeeds it

will wrest the oil business from the control of private monopoly

and restore it to free competition."

The Kansas QM-^ Journal, however, says the" state refinery proj-

ect, besides being rankly socialistic, is clearly impractical. Might

as well attempt to bail out Lake Superior with a hand scoop as to

try to handle the Kansas oil yield with a little two-by-four state

refinery." The same paper continues:

" The agitation in Kansas was started by the oil producers.

They came roaring up to Topeka with a challenge to the Standard
to fight. They said they wanted to whip the Standard with the

weapon of competition. To do it they asked for a toy refinery

that could handle i,ooo barrels of oil a day. They seemed not to

think of the 26,000 barrels a day which the state refinery could not
handle. It is about such a campaign as Nogi could have waged
against Port Arthur if he had armed his soldiers with popguns.
. . . The refinery bill ought to be entitled ' An act to reduce the

price of crude oil, and to keep out independent refineries.' It will

reduce the price of crude oil. It will not reduce the price of manu-
factured oil save at a loss to taxpayers. It will stifle every thought
of independent refineries, for no man not fit for the lunatic asylum
would think of going into competition with a state refinery that

starts out with free convict labor and the declaration that it will

sell at less than cost.

" There is just one way in which the Standard oil monopoly may
be broken. That is by establishing conditions under which cut-

throat practises must be abolished and fairness in transportation

established all over the country. There are millions of capital

ready to go into the oil business when such conditions are assured.

They can be assured in only one way and that is through the intel-

ligent action of Congress. They can not be brought in the slight-

est degree by any action of Kansas, for Kansas can not have
anything to say about interstate commerce. Just as an example
of what we mean, and of how impotent Kansas is in this oil sit-

uation, we submit this proposition : The legislature is proceeding

to establish maximum rates on oil in Kansas. If these rates are

not confiscatory they can be sustained on purely Kansas traffic.

But how are they going to reach in any way the Standard Com-
pany which ships crude oil out of Kansas, manufactures it in an-

other State, and then ships it back to Kansas ? They may control

the transportation prices of the Kansas state refinery, but how are

they going to reach the question of rebates or overcharges or un-

dercharges on interstate commerce ?

"

SERGIUS.
" A ^ / E have firm confidence that all our subjects will share and

* * sympathize in our sorrow and will unite their heartfelt

prayers with our own for the repose of the soul of the departed."

says the Czar in a royal proclamation of his grief over the assas-

sination of his uncle, the Grand Duke Serge Alexandrovitch (or

Sergius, as the American newspapers call him). The reports from

Russia, however, seem to indicate that the confidence of the Czar

in this regard may not be entirely rewarded ; and in America the

impression seems to be pretty firmly held that the grand duke's

taking-off was largely the result of his own acts. " In his life he

knew no pity, and in his death he will command but little," is one

comment that is characteristic of many. His profligacy and vi-

ciousness are the qualities most widely spoken of, and he is blamed

for beginning and persisting in the present war, for pilfering the

Red Cross funds, persecuting the Jews and the students, and seizmg

the funds of the Armenian Church. For years he has "been re-

garded as the evil genius of the present Emperor," says the New
York Times. The London 2«(7;Y<?;-/k i?^wVw, in its famous article

on the Czar, takes an extremely unfavorable view of the grand

duke and then informs us that he was the Czar's chief religious

adviser. Where Nicholas will now turn for spiritual guidance will

be a matter of considerable importance.

Great significance is attached by our newspapers to the fact that

this assassination is one of a striking series. In less than a year

Bobrikoff, Plehve, Boguslavsky, Solsalon, and the Vice-Governor

of EHzabetpol have been sent to their rewards by bombs and bul-

lets, and now the assassin has taken one of the royal family, a man

thought by many to be the real ruler of Russia. The Philadelphia

Ledger XooV.^ for more murders of this sort in the near future. It

says

:

" There can be no doubt of the deep and widespread revolution-

ary feeling of which this murder is the symptom. The men who

freely venture their lives in the execution of what they conceive to

be a patriotic service are not to be overawed. There will be no
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lack of willing volunteers in the desperate plot that seems to be

drawing nearer and nearer to the throne itself. Not even the army

can afford defense against this peril, and week by week tiie whole

position of the Russian Government grows more precarious, and

the whole country is seething with revolt. In an appeal to the

lawful spirit of the nation, in a representative assembly, would

seem the Czar's only security. That he will have the timely cour-

age thus to put himself in the nation's hands is more than can rea-

sonably be hoped for. And yet, if

not, what is to be the end ?"

Little hope is felt that the remov-

al of Sergius will better the condi-

tion of the people. Thus the New
York Sun remarks

:

" Will the assassination of one man
or of a dozen men lighten the burden

of Russia ? It is very doubtful.

Even if all the tribe of Romanoff

were wiped out there stands back of

them the bureaucracy. It was that

which wrecked the Roman Empire

and the Byzantine Empire and that

is as surely wrecking the orthodox

empire which in a way is their suc-

cessor. It may be that the terror

inspired by assassination may make
it yield, but only revolution will re-

move it, and it may very well be that

this present rebellion is revolution."

GR.\ND UUKE SERGE ALEX.AN
UKOVITCH,

Killed by a bomb in Moscow
on Friday of last week.

" Nothing good can come of his

death ; assassination never advanced

the cause of freedom," says the New
York American ; and The Evening- Mail S2iys %m\\7^T\y :

" Detestation of his life and his reactionary influence in Russia's

affairs will not temper the world's detestation of this crime. It is

a crime not only against the law and against God, but against the

cause of the Russian people who are demanding a chance to par-

ticipate in their own government.
" The engine of destruction which burst beneath the carriage of

Alexander II. did not advance the cause of freedom for Russia,

nor will this. That cause is too sacred a thing to profane with

Nihilistic bombs. It must rest, if it is to prosper, not on secret

conspiracy and murder, but on right and justice and open action."

The only possible remedy for this epidemic of assassination is a

liberalization of the Russian Government, but the adoption of this

remedy " is extremely doubtful," thinks the New York Times.

To quote :

" Assassination is unquestionably the last desperate resort

against despotic absolutism. It is easy for us to condemn it. as it

is right that we should, for there is no evidence in history and no

sound basis in reasoning for the conclusion that despotic absolut-

ism will yield to violence. But the fact which must remain most

clear in the minds of men accustomed to democratic institutions is

that the only possible remedy for the murderous disease is the

gradual establishment of some means for the expression and exe-

cution of the will of the people. That this means will be resorted

to is extremely doubtful. The reactionary party in Russia is the

military party. Its leaders are soldiers trained in the semibarbaric

school of Russian arms. They are not cowards, death has no ex-

traordinary terrors for them ; exposure to it is a part of their pro-

fession, and the actual presence of danger is likely to make them

more resolute and severe than ever. From this point of view the

violence of the revolutionists should be deplored. It may be that

the intellectual portion of the upper classes, men not trained in the

school of Russian arms but familiar with and inspired by the life

of other nations, men like Witte and Mirski, may fully realize the

warning and induce the ruling class to act upon it. For the mo-
ment the prospect for order and for liberty in Russia is only ren-

dered more gloomy by this terrible crime."

TOPICS IN BRIEF.

The Senate is likely to do something in restraint of the railroads on February
29.— T/ie Minneapolis Journal.

What the President seems to need most is an arbitration treaty with the

Senate.— The New York World.

It is observable that these warnings to postmasters against undue political ac-

tivity all come after the election.— The Louisville Courier-Journal.

The author of " The Call of the Wild" has been nominated for mayor by the

Socialists of Oakland, Cal. He has accepted the ca-W.— The Baltimore Ameri-
can.

It is understood that the discovery of poison in the fountain-pen of Johann
Hoch has greatly excited the cupidity of Thomas W. Lawson. - ///<? Kansas City

Star.

Chari.es M. Schwab denies the report that he is to build Russia a new
navy. This confirms the popular suspicion that Russia has no money Xah.— The
Atlanta Journal.

President Roosevelt asks that the railroads treat us all alike. Does he
exjiect them to furnish free car-fare and cross-country jaunts to the rest of us ?

—

The Louisville Courier-Journal.

"I THINK the Czar of Russia is a very inconsistent man." "Nonsense. He
wanted universal peace a year ago, and it is safe to gamble that he wants it now
worse than he did then."—Z//!:;.

It would almost seem that Chairman Cortelyou failed to furnish President

Roosevelt with a list of all those trusts who contributed to the recent campaign
fund.— The Augusta (Ga.) Chronicle.

Possibly Mr. J. P. Morgan decided to transfer his attention to railroad build-

ing in China t)ecause American steel rails cost so much less over there than at

home.— The Ohio State Journal.

It would be a little awkward if the Santo Dominicans should ask the Presi-

dent to suppress the Senate insurrection before interfering any further in their

affairs.— 7"//^ New York American.

Russia lias a larger percentage of blind people than any other country in

Europe. It also has the largest percentage of people who might see but refuse to

look.— The Chicago Record-Herald.

It appears from all reports that Great Britain and Germany are only re-

strained from going to war with each other by the absence of anything tangible to

fight about.— The Kansas City Star.

Tom Taggart says that the Democratic party should cut loose from the

East. If Tom will study the returns of the recent election, he will find that it

has already done so.— The Atlanta Journal.

St. Petersburg despatches say that Russia will not consider peace proposi-

tions until she has won a signal victory. This agrees with Count Cassini's asser-

tion that the war will last a long time.— 77^^ Washington Post.

Governor Vardaman thanks God that a few of the faithful are with us

still. In view of their apparent scarcity, however, it devolves upon Governor
Vardaman to take the best of care of himself.— The Chicago Tribune.

After Congress gets through with Judge Swayne for charging up ten dollars

a day to Uncle Sam for his hotel hash, it will no doubt discipline any of its mem-
bers who are thrifty enough to collect twenty cents a mile mileage from Uncle
Sam while riding on a free pass.— The Atlanta Constitution.

If the Czar wants to be absolutely safe from bullets he would better enlist with

the Japs.— The Commoner.

Uncle Sam—" Well, sonny, what's the matter ?"

New Mexico—" Please, sir, I just came from the Senate, and I don't know

whether I'm a State or a Territory."

—Webster in the Chicago Inter Ocean.
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LETTERS AND ART.

THE KAISER'S PLAN FOR AN EDUCATIONAL
ENTENTE.

T/'AISER WILHELM recently directed Baron Speck von
-^^ Sternberg, the German ambassador to the United States,

to lay before President Roosevelt a suggestion for an exchange of

professors between German and American universities. In this

matter he seems to have

been anticipated by ac-

tion on the part of the

universities themselves.

According to newspaper

despatches, Prof.

Francis G. Peabody, of

Harvard University,

has already been select-

ed by the University of

Berlin to be the first

lecturer under an ar-

rangement entered into

between Harvard and

Berlin; and Harvard, it

is stated, will soon re-

ceive a list of available

professors from Berlin

from which to make her

choice. A Franco-

American oitente of a

similar nature has also

been effected. Says

the New York Evening

Post

;

PROF. FR.\NCIS G. PEABODY, OF HARVARD
UNIVERSITY,

Who has been chosen to lecture at the Univer-
sity of Berlin under an arrangement recently

made between Harvard and Berlin.

" The Kaiser's suggestion of exchange of professors between
German and American universities may be jokingly taken as an

expression of concern at the readiness with which a kind of P>anco-

American educational alliance has been arranged. Mr. James H.
Hyde's energy and discretion have established an international

lecture bureau, such as the late Major Pond would surely have en-

vied, without quite understanding. Now this kind of circulation

of academic luminaries is undoubtedly desirable ; but it is a case

of the amenities, not of the essentials. The lecturers who come
and go between Paris and our university towns contribute to the

elegance and variety of academic life wherever they go, but hardly

to the staple of instruction. German professors are, happily, not

infrequent visitors to this country ; some of them have been called

permanently to our university chairs, as have one or two Ameri-
cans to German. \i the Kaiser desires to increase their number
and give such envoys a quasi-ambassadorial function, they will be

heartily welcome. But rather little is likely to come of any organ-

ized movement to that effect. The conditions that have made
Mr. Hyde's propaganda so successful are lacking in the other case.

Our universities are already and perhaps excessively Germanized,
and for many years to come the trend toward the breadth,

liberality, and finish of French scholarship is likely to be

wholesome."

The Cleveland Leader is more favorably impressed by " the

advantages likely to accrue from reciprocity in thought and inter-

change of educational views " if the Kaiser's suggestion is serious-

ly considered ; and the New York Times comments

:

" It is a inatter for sincere gratification that the older and more
highly trained institutions of culture in Europe should deem it de-

sirable that their students should sit under the teachings of our

professors. The debt that American education owes to these

institutions and to the influence they represent and embody is in-

calciriable.

"It may be said, also, with entire respect for the other nations,

that this debt has been peculiarly large to the institutions of Ger-

many. They have been the faithful trustees of the treasures, the

privileges, and the opportunities of intellectual life in a somewhat
different way, and in a different degree from those of any other

land. They have especially been rich in investigators in every
branch of learning and of science. More, perhaps, than in any
other country, scholarship in its broadest sense has been in Ger-
many a recognized career, with ample rewards of recognition for

its devotees and with a singular self-respect among them and gen-
eral respect for them quite independent of material wealth. No-
where has the ' splendid fire ' of Prometheus, ' from which the

ornatures of a day shall mightily fashion great arts,' been cher-

ished and used more steadfastly or with higher devotion. Ameri-
cans have drawn from that source much inspiration and received

much aid and guidance. It is extremely gratifying to have prac-

tical testimony to the recognition of the fact that the relation of

our scholars and of theirs is now one of common aims and of co-

operation."

"DON QUIXOTE" AND ITS AUTHOR.
npHE tercentenary of the publication of " Don Quixote," which
^ was recently honored at a banquet of literary men held in

London and is to be observed in the near future in Madrid, Paris,

and other leading cities, has led to a number of attempts to esti-

mate the place of Cervantes in world literature. " Don Quixote,"

says a writer in the London Academy, " is Spain's patent of

nobility^ in the world of letters. . . . There would be a Spanish

literature without Cervantes ; but then it would have no life outside

the peninsula. He has raised his brethren by excelling them, for,

thanks to him, they do belong to the family which has produced

one member who ranks with Ariosto, Shakespeare, and Molifere."

Major Martin Hume, the author of a newly published work en-

titled " Spanish Influence on English Literature," thinks that the

supreme distinction of " Don Quixote " lies in its faithfulness as an

"ironical national allegory." At the beginning of Spain's deca-

dence, during a period of military and naval defeat and of great

national distress, the book " was instinctively hailed as a voice

which echoed the people's disillusionment and their mocking scorn

for the ideals that had failed them." Major Hume says further (in

the London Outlook)

:

"It is probable that Cervantes stumbled accidentally upon his

great discovery, a discovery of his own strength as much as of a
national allegory, for ' Don Quixote ' was at first intended to be

but a short story satirizing the Hterary form of the already dis-

credited tales of chivalry. But whether he knew it or not, Cer-

vantes did much more than write a literary satire. He put into

deathless prose the truth that was rankling in the nation's heart:

that a whole people had been led astray by false ideals, and that

sloth, decay, and ruin were all they had to show for a century of

heroic sacrifice. Like the true Spaniard that he was, the author

laughed with bitter gibe at the craze that had made Spain appear

great, while its strength was ebbing from it. ' Quixote ' was self-

sacrificing, generous, magnanimous through all his aberrations,

and so had Spaniards been. They had sought sacred personal dis-

tinction by unselfish sacrifice for an abstract ideal, just as ' Quixote '

had performed all his derring-do for an idealized Dulcinea; and
they had put as much trust as he in the magic aid which had
failed them. Prosaic reality was too strong both for the Spanish

nation and for' Quixote': starvation, depopulation, and national

defeat and ruin, in the one case, were as insistent against inflated

pretensions, as were windmills, cudgels, and brute strength in the

other. The contrast between the mistaken high aims and the

coarse reality was as evident in the case of the deceived nation as

in that of the distraught individual. But when it was applied as a

literary device by a humorous genius it became irresistibly funny

as well as being bitterly ironical ; while the fidelity and fertility of

the descriptions of rural workaday Spain furnished another at-

traction to readers sated with the artificiality of the pastoral and

chivalric romances, and too familiar with the poetical adornments

of the drama. The significance of ' Don Quixote ' from the na-

tional point of view, and one of the main reasons for its initial

popularity, was that it first presented, in supremely attractive liter-

ary form, the vivid contrast between the inflated pretensions that

had blinded the Spanish people and the bitter reality that had re-

sulted from them."

Heine once pronounced " Don Quixote " " the greatest satire

against human enthusiasm " ever penned ; but this view is com-

bated by latter-day critics. "No one, not even a Cervantes, can.
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make a satire against human t>nthusiasm," says an editorial writer

in T. I'.'s Weekly ( London) ;
" on tiiat vast target every arrow must

lose itself." The same writer continues:

" It is not because three hundred years ago Cervantes revolution-

ized the Spanish book trade that Europe rang last week with the

echoes of his fame. 1 1 is not even that he invested the age of chiv-

alry with the wii^ard moonlight of the breaking day. No. it is

because in shattering a dream he gave substance to that human

enthusiasm which survives all dreams. . . . Cervantes was essen-

tially a man of the wide world. Like Othello, he could tell

(^f most disastrous chances,

Of moving accidents by tiood and tlekl.

Of hair-breatli 'scapes i' the imminent deadly breach,

Of Ijeing taken by the insolent foe

And sold to slavery, of my redemption thence

.-\nd portance in my travels' history.

When, at an age well above fifty, he sat down to write ' Don Qui-

xote " for money, he may well have seen little beyond the imme-

diate and technical purpose of his burlesque. But the riches of

his e.xperience. his turbulent power of e.xpression, and all his affec-

tion for neighbors and neighborhood, were enlisted by his task, and

the task expanded to employ them. The miracle of ' Don Qui-

xote '
is that its chief characters maintain through all the hurly-

burly of description and incident their unique attraction. Altho

the majestic and piteous figure of the kni*ht. and that of the

squire, simple in himself, but shrewd with the shrewdness of his

race, could alone have given immortal currency to the story, yet

both of these characters might have been developed, and actually

are developed, in a fourth of the printers" space occupied by the

romance. 15ut Cervantes was above all things abundant, bewilder-

ingly and incorrigibly abundant. His book is a w orld in itself, and.

being a great book as well as a big book, its very size has awed

posterity. It has become in some degree a superstition."

Some discussion has taken place as to whether " Don Quixote
"

was a sad or a merry book. It is recalled that Carlyle found it

" the joyfulest of books." while Sismondi thought it the most mel-

.-incholy. "Are they not both right?" asks Mr. H. E. Watts, a

writer in the Philadelphia Public Ledger; "and is it not to this

double character, in which laughter and tears are so subtly

blended, that ' Don Quixote " owes its perennial charm and vm-

dying savor ?
" Mr. Watts goes on to say :

"The secret of the perennial freshness of ' Don Quixote " is but

partially revealed in the story itself. The art. indeed, is of its kind

exquisite. .\s a mere story-teller. Cervantes must be reckoned as

one of the very tirst in that calling. In the mere technical part too

MIGUEL DE CERVANTES.
(After a painting by Velasquez.)

"the second sally."

(From an etching by William Strang.)

Courtesy of The Macmillan Company

mucli can not be saiil for the consummate ease and grace of the

narrative, careless and almost reckless of literary effort as it is.

No work was ever produced by human art so perfectly simple and

sincere, so utterly devoid of self-consciousness or any vulgar trick

of authorship. The wit, the humor, the good sense, and the human
nature which are the distinguishing characteristics of ' Don Qui-

xote ' are so carefully blended and rise so naturally out of the sit-

uation as to defy analysis. Of the invention, what can be said

that is not an echo of a thousand voices ? Don Quixote himself

is the most lovable personage in all fiction. He has stood as

the model which all

who have followed Cer-

vantes have never been

tired of copying. Hudi-

bras and Uncle Toby.
Colonel Newcome, and
Mr. Pickwick— what
are all these, and many
others but the descend-

ants of the hero of La
Mancha, who stands as

much higher than any of

his progeny as Amadis
does to his children and

grand-children."

" Don Quixote" was

first published in Janu-

ary, 1605, and was trans-

lated into English seven

years later. Transla-

tions were subsequently

made into every modern

language, and more than

three hundred editions

have now been printed.

The book has suggested fruitful tiiemes lor dramatic treatment, and

Sir Henry Irving's impersonation of thecjuixotic hero is still fresh

in the public memory.

SOME FRENCH CRITICS ON SHAKESPEARE.
O HAKESPEARE was appreciated by French critics before his

^ merits had become recognized by any other nation on the

continent of Europe, and he has always been taken very seriously

by the critics of France, altho interpreted from widely

different points of view. Such is the contention of Rend

Doumic in the Revue des Deux Mondes apropos of " The

History of English Literature," by Ambassador J. J.

Jusserand, who is now representing the republic of France

at Washington.

England did not appreciate the greatness of her lof-

tiest and most representative poet until the eighteenth

century. In the latter half of the seventeenth century

the rimed plays of Dryden, and the works of Beaumont

and Fletcher were preferred to those of the Swan of

Avon. In 1694 Addison omitted Shakespeare's name

from his "List of the Best English Poets." Says M.

Doumic :

" The earliest criticism uttered out of England on this

poet was a French criticism. It expresses the opinion

of Nicolas Clement, librarian to Louis XIV., who be-

tween 1675 and 16S4 catalogued the books of his master.

Louis XIV. possessed a copy of Shakespeare ! Need-

less to say he never opened it. His librarian had an

opinion of the poet which is in the main favorable. ' This.

English poet,' he says, ' has a fine imagination; his de-

scriptions are true to nature, and he expresses himself

with exquisite precision; but these fine qualities are

marred by the rubbish with which his coinedies are in-

terlarded.' This criticism was never published; it

proves at least that the name of Shakespeare had reached

France at the end of the seventeenth century. All the

literary journals of France had offered a presentation
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of Shakespeare to their readers long before Lessing in Ger-

many commenced in 1758 to expound the methods, explain the

genius, and celebrate the glory of that poet."

There are three French theories, M. Doumic tells us. in accord-

ance with which Shakespeare is to be interpreted. The first is

that the genius of Shakespeare was unique, bizarre, unparalleled,

and not to be measured by any known standard. " Diderot wrote

to Tronchin :
' Ah, my dear sir, this Shakespeare is a terrible crea-

ture ; he is neither the Gladiator nor the Apollo Belvedere of an-

tique sculpture ; but the uncouth and clumsy colossus of Notre

Dame; a gothic colossus, yet men such as we are can pass be-

tween his legs.' Voltaire in his later days regretted having intro-

duced Shakespeare to Frenchmen. He speaks of his comedies as

"pieces suited only to a country fair," and reproaches himself for

having been the first to point out to France "the pearls which he

had picked out of the vast dunghill of the English poet's works."

On the other hand, the French romanticists saw in Shakespeare

the typical poet of genius :
" They constructed for themselves a

Shakespeare who was a great man sunk in poverty, a wanderer,

broken in health, despised, disgraced, betrayed, experiencing in

real life all the passion described in his dramas; hurling defiance

at society as he knew it, and creating out of his sorrow and his

errors the work in which he has expressed the tragic and gloomy

character of his genius." Victor Hugo, we are told, has still an-

other theory of Shakespeare's genius. He considered it as a blind

and instinctive force, which carried its possessor he knew not

whither, by processes of which he himself was unaware. " In con-

templating this genius the critic must sink into a sort of blessed

and stupid ecstasy, admiring everything as a dumb brute might

admire, and accepting with acquiescence both faults and excel-

lencies as one accepts the valley with the mountain. . . . This is

the cause of those contradictions, that discord, incoherence, fre-

quent use of contrasts, that mixture of horror and tenderness, of

grandeur and triviaUty, of exquisite poetry and lawless obscenity.

He is obscure because his utterances are beyond the control of his

will."

Rend Doumic goes on to say that Shakespeare's genius was, as

a matter of fact, controlled and directed by the requirements of his

audience. He was neither, like Byron, bent on expressing his

own experiences, nor, like Balaam, compelled by the unconscious

forces of genius to prophesy things which he did not understand :

" In England as in France there are two systems of dramatic

composition. The first consists in modeling a play in accordance

with the secret desires of the public; the second in imposing on

the public a work of art which appeals to ihat reason which has

dictated the lines of its composition. Shakespeare was free to

choose between these two systems. He decided in favor of the

first, because he had a more or less vague impression that it was

most in accordance with his personal idiosyncrasies. To this sys-

tem he dedicated his genius.. Thanks to him, the dramatic sys-

tem of the Middle Ages, as embodied in the Mystery Play, de-

veloped a literary form at tlie very moment when both in England

and France it was about to die away without reaching literary

maturity. Thus the Middle Age drama burst forth in literature

clothed with all the radiant beauty of genuine art. The special

work of .Shakespeare consists in having given to the more ancient

drama a literary value which centuries of gestation, which hun-

dreds of works created by the sympathetic cooperation of writers

and hearers, had perhaps made a way for, but never attained. He
alone was able to make use of literary elements so far untouched

by the combining' hand of art. In these materials he found a con-

genial field for the exercise of his genius, and he has handled them

with .so unerring a touch that it is absurd to speak of his creations

as fortuitous and involuntary. Perhaps this is what Voltaire

meant when he, spoke of Shake.speare's works as alone suitable for

a country fair. Anyway the works of Shakespeare will be easily

interpreted by us if, instead of regarding them as the productions

of a genius incomprehensible to Frenchmen because separated

from them by the insuperable barrier of race, we look upon them

as the most magnificent expression of an artistic method whose

merits are as palpable as its faults. We may deliberately speak

of beauties and of faults in this connection, for it is here that we
find an explanation of the poet's renown in France. As the clas-

sic theater was constituted on a system exactly opposite to the
system chosen and consecrated by Shakespeare, the more the clas-

sic ideal dies out, so much the more sensible do we become to the

Shakespearian ideal of beauty. Many of the characteristics of
Shakespeare's genius which puzzle us spring from the fact that his

poetry is of a type precise and definite, but very different from
that which has succeeded with us. His contrasts and his contra-

dictions may be accounted for by the Ifmitations of this poetic

type without reference to the exigencies of his public's tempera-
ment, and without claiming for the artist the excuse of an uncon-
trollable imagination or of the fine frenzy of the inspired poet.

The laws of the human intellect are everywhere the same, and the
rules of literary composition do not change with the latitude. It

is a mistake to put Shakespeare in a class by himself, and to con-

sider his works as defying the resources of analysis. It is on this

point even to-day that the French critics of Shakespeare have yet

much to accomplish. One step will be made in understanding his

genius when they agree to approach it without superstition and
without awe, as they approach that of Dante or of Milton, that of

Corneille or of Hugo, with a view of analyzing its elements, of
determining its relation to its environments, and of recognizing

that in his genius, as in that of all the great masters of intellect,

there is nothing mysterious—unless it be the phenomenon of ge-

nius itself."

—

Translatio7t madefor The Literary Digest.

THE HISTORIC POSITION OF BEETHOVEN.

A STUDY of music in its evolutional aspects is presented by

Daniel Gregory Mason, of New York, who points out in his

recent work, " Beethoven and His Forerunners," that Beethoven is

the latest of the great masters whom it is at present possible to

place in his correct historic position. According to this writer,

two favoring conditions concurred to make Beethoven's position a

fortunate one :

" Historic and analytic thought alike reveal the fact that the high-

est pinnacles of art can be scaled only at those happy moments
when favoring conditions of two distinct kinds happen to coincide.

The artist who is to attain supreme greatness must in the first place

have at his command a type of artistic technique that has already

been developed to the verge of maturity, but that still awaits its-

complete efflorescence. As Sir Hubert Parry well says: ' Inspi-

ration without method and means at its disposal will no more en-

able a man to write a symphony than to build a ship or a cathe-

dral.' These means must be ah'eady highly developed, yet not

to the point of exhaustion. If the technique is primitive, no ardor

of artistic enthusiasm can reach through it a full utterance ; if all

its potencies have been actualized, no inspiration can reanimate it.

" In the second place, the artist so happy as to inherit a technique

ripe, but not overripe, must also, if he is to attain to supreme great-

ness, be in unison with the thought and feehng of his age, echo

from the common mind of his fellows a deep, broad, and universal

eloquence, as tho all mankind spoke through him as a mouthpiece.

He must live in the midst of some great general awakening of the

human spirit, to which he lends voice. Merely personal art can be

interesting, graceful, charming, moving, noble ; but it can not have

the profundity, the breadth, the elevation, which we recognize in

the highest art, such as Greek sculpture, Ehzabethan drama, or

symphonic music."

Beethoven, says Mr. Mason, had at his command "an iniierited

technique, just brought to the verge of maturity," and he had " be-

hind and below him. as a rich nourishing soil for his genius, a

great, new, common enthusiasm of humanity." The use he made

of this inheritance of technique is described as follows:

" The indebtedness of the early Beethoven to his immediate fore-

runners, and the untiring pains he took to learn his lesson thor-

oughly, call for special emphasis because so much has been said

and written of his originality, his disregard for conventions, his

non-conforming, revolutionary tendencies. He was indeed an

anarch of outworn conventions, but he was anything but an anarch

of art. No man ever recognized more cordially his inherited re-

sources ; no man was ever less misled by a petty ideal of mere
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oddness. by a confusion of idiosyncrasy with originality. Bee-

thoven was a great individual because he assimilated the strength

of all humanity. His originality, like all originality that has value,

consisted in a fresh, sincere e.xpression of universal truths through

the best technical means which were available in his day. . . .

Quite tireless was he in the manipulation of a theme, over and

over again, until it suited his rigorous taste; truly wonderful is the

ever-sensitive discrimination with which he excised redundancies,

softened crudities, enhanced beauties, and refined textures, until at

last the melody was as perfect, as

inevitable, as organic as a sentence

by Flaubert, Sir Thomas Browne,

or Cardinal Newman."

His qualities as a conscientious

artist, we are told further, enabled

him to push his work to a higher

stage of interest than his forerunners

had attained. His early work con-

tains " conceptions that Haydn and

Mozart could not have imagined

;

but these are worked out with a

skill and ingenuity like theirs in

kind, if greater in degree." To con-

tinue the comparison :

" The most striking and pervasive

difference lies in the immensely in-

creased closeness of texture, intens-

ity of meaning, logic, vigor, poig-

nancy. All the strings are tightened,

and Habbiness, diffuseness, meaning-

less ornament and filling are swept

away. As Beethoven's self-assur-

ance, habit of examining all conven-

tions for himself, and relentless dis-

crimination of the essence from the

accident, made him in society a brief

but pregnant talker, an eccentric but

true man, so they made him a forci-

ble, concise, and logical musician.

How ruthlessly he discards tiie mere-

ly pretty, the sensuously tickling, the

amiably vapid and pointless ! He wastes no energy in preamble,

interlude, or peroration. He puts in his outline in a few bold,

right strokes, leaving much to the intelligence of his hearers.

Concentrating his whole mind on a single thought, he follows it out

relentlessly to the end. will not be distracted or seduced into side

issues. He tolerates no superfluous tones in his fabric, but makes
it compact, close, rigorously thematic. The expanses of the music
stretch out broad and sequential, the climaxes unfold deliberately,

gather force and body like a rising sea."

Beethoven is described as the artistic spokesman in the world of

music of that new enthusiasm for liberty and democracy which

dominated the closing years of the eighteenth century. Haydn,

says the writer, "had reflected for the first time in music the uni-

versal interest in all kinds of human emotion, sacred and profane,

that marked the dawn of the new era. But in his music the emo-

tion remains naive, impulsive, childlike ; it has not taken on the

earnestness, the sense of responsibility, of manhood. . . . But

with Beethoven childishness is put away, and the new spirit steps

out boldly into the world, aware of its obligations as well as of its

privileges, clear-eyed, sad, and serious, to live the full yet difficult

life of freedom." To quote still further:

"The closeness of Beethoven's relation to the idealistic spirit of

his time is shown equally by two distinct yet supplementary aspects

of his work. As it was characteristic of the idealism which fed

him to set supreme store by human emotion in all its intensity and
diversity, so it is characteristic of his music to voice emotion with

a fulness, poignancy, definiteness, and variety that sharply contrast

it with the more formal decorative music of his forerunners. And
as it was equally characteristic of idealism to recognize the respon-

sibilities of freedom, to. restrain and control all particular emotions

BEET

(After a paintin

in the interest of a balanced spiritual life, so it was equally char-

acteristic of Beethoven to hold all his marvelous emotional expres-

siveness constantly in subordination to the integral effect of his

composition as a whole, to value plastic beauty even more highly

than eloquent appeal to feeling. In other words, Beethoven the

musician is equally remarkable for two qualities, eloquence of ex-

pression and beauty of form, which in his best work are always
held in an exact and firmly controlled balance. And if we would
fully understand his supremacy, we must perceive not only his

achievements in both directions, but

the high artistic power with which
he correlates them."

After Beethoven, declares Mr.

Mason, music began to ramify in so

many directions that it is impossible

to classify its phases in hard and

fast lines. He adds :

"It had its romanticists, Schubert,

Schumann, Mendelssohn, Chopin,

who uttered with freer passion and
poetry the emotional and spiritual

meanings already heard in Beetho-

ven. It had its realists, notably

Berlioz and Liszt, who. attempting

to divert it into the realm of pictor-

ial delineation and description, have
been followed by all the horde of

contemporary writers of program-
music. It had its nationalists, men
like Glinka, Smetana, and in our own
day, Grieg and Dvdrak, who sought

to impress upon its speech a local

accent. Above all, it had one great

master, Brahms, who, assimilating

the polyphony of Bach, the archi-

tectonic structure of Beethoven, and
the romantic ardor of Schumann,
added to them all his own austere

beauty and profound feeling. But
we are too near these later masters

to get any general, justly propor-

tioned view of them. . . . The gen-

eral trend of musical evolution,

down to Beethoven so clearly traceable, so obviously continuous,

becomes after him bafHingly complex."

MOVEN.

by Joseph Stieber.)

THE OLDEST LOVE-LETTER IN THE WORLD.

WHAT is believed to be the oldest love-letter in existence was

recently discovered in Chaldea. It was written on clay,

probably in the year 2200 u.c, and is described as follows in the

Corriere della Sera (Rome)

:

" We possess many love-songs of the old Egyptians, but a gen-

uine love-letter had not heretofore been found. Only recently, in

Chaldea. was a love-letter found, written on clay. Tho the letter

has much formality for such a missive, the reader can feel the ten-

derness that lies hidden between its lines. The document was
produced, we should say, in the year 2200 B.C. and was found in

Sippara, the biblical Sepharvani. Apparently the lady lived there,

while her beloved was a resident of Babylon. The letter reads

:

"'To the lady, Kasbuya [little ewe] says Gimil Marduk [the

favorite of Merodach] this: May the sun god of Marduk afford

you eternal life. I write wishing that I may know how your health
is. Oh, send me a message about it. I live in Babylon and have
not seen you, and for this reason I am very anxious. Send me a
message that will tell me when you will come to me, so that I may
be happy. Come in Marchesvan. May you live long for my
sake.'

" Doubtless the summons to come in Marchesvan is based on the

writer's wish that she may have an opportunity to share with him
the festivals of that month and the gaiety that comes with them.

" Tho no love-letters have been found in Egypt, this country may
claim to have the most beautiful love-songs. Egypt was the land

of eternity; there death was only an incident of life, and woman
was man's 'beloved sister ' as well in the 'hidden land' as on
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earth. This beautiful side of the Egyptian character is shown
most clearlj' in the celebrated Song of the Harpist, of the year

2500 B.C., that probably was sung at the Egyptian festivals

:

"'Graciously grant us days free from sorrow, Holy Father.
Come near! Behold, ointments and perfumes bring we unto
you ; blossoms and lilies do we bring to adorn the neck of your
sister— of her who lives in your heart, ot her who sits there beside
you. Come near ! Music and song are greeting you. And the

days of sadness—these have sunk away, and radiant joy is smiling
and will smile till the day on which you will pass into the land that

4oves eternal silence.'

"

THE AUTHOR OF "BEN-HUR."

DURING various stages of his career, the late Gen. Lew Wal-

lace was soldier, lawyer, legislator, and diplomat ; but his

name will doubtless go down to posterity as the author of " Ben-

Hur." Of this remarkable novel fourteen editions, aggregating

1,000,000 copies, have been printed. "Except 'Uncle Tom's

Cabin,'" says the New York Globe, "no American book has

equaled it in popularity, and even now, twenty-five years after its

appearance, the sale is said to be as great as ever." "' Ben-Hur'

fell at a psychological moment," as the Philadelphia Press points

out ; and the Atlanta Constitution declares :

"The motive for the great semi religious story of ' Ben-Hur

'

came to the author after a straightforward talk with Ingersoll on

the subject of religion and the existence of

a God, and it was to refute his doctrine and

show the purely human probability of a God-
man that the great novelist undertook the

preparation of the work that has been trans-

lated into almost every known language.

Other books he has written, ' The Fair God'

and the ' Prince of India,' which have con-

tributed to his reputation and increased his

fame, but none have been the success in either

a financial, literary, or moral way that has the

wonderful story of the young Jew. It has

probably won more money for the author in

book and dramatized form than any literary

work of the present day."

In a bulletin issued by Harper & Brothers,

the publishers of " Ben-Hur," the following

account of the genesis of the novel is given :

" If ever a literary success was earned by

hard work. General Wallace earned it with
' Ben-Hur.' He first started the book as a

novelette which he intended to offer to Har-

fer's Magazine ; but the story expanded until

it far outgrew the original design, and occupied

its author for seven years. Full as it is with

the most graphic pictures of Palestine, it is

difficult to realize that General Wallace had

never been in that country when he wrote the novel. The general

was recently asked how he accomplished such wonderful results,

and replied as follows :

"
' I doubt if any novel has ever had more careful studies for its

background and life than those made for " Ben-Hur." I knew that

the novel would be criticized by men who had devoted their lives

to biblical lore, and I studied Palestine through maps and books.
I read everything in the way of travel, scientific investigation, and
geography. I had scores of maps and worked with them about
me. My best guide was a relief map of Palestine made in Ger-
many. This was hung on my wall, and by means of it I took my
characters through the passes of the mountains and up and down
the hills, measuring their daily travel by the scale of miles. I also

made studies of the bird and animal life of the time and place.'
"

The New York Evening Post comments :

" Matthew Arnold had much to say about' the grand style.' For
hundreds of thousands of readers Lew Wallace is the inventor of

the grand style. True, these modest critics live in what such su-

perior persons as Arnold call Philistia, but they buy books by the

ton. When they find an elaborated manner, which is gorgeous

with Oriental imagery, and suggests a fusion of ' Marmion,' ' The
Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,' and the Bible, and which

GEN. LEW WALLACE,
Who died at his home in Crawfordsville, Ind

on February 15.

in the more notable passages is rhythmical, they exult in having
discovered the real thing, and they are justly proud of their dis-

cernment. Take this

:

"' Out flew the many-folded lash in his hand ; over the backs of
the startled steeds it writhed and hissed, and hissed and writhed
again and again ; and tho it fell not, there were both sting and
menace in its quick report; and as the man passed thus from quiet
to resisdess action, his face suffused, his eyes gleaming, along the
reins he seemed to flash his will ; and instantly not one, but the
four as one, answered with a leap that landed them alongside the
Roman's car.'

A man who can thrill at such sentences as these can surely spend
his hours happily while waiting for the gallows.

"The style, however, is merely the gilded vehicle for characters

and incidents which make a dime novel about bandits and beauties

.seem dull and lifeless. . . . 'Ben-Hur' gives us Crimson Dick,
Old Sleuth, Jesse James, and the Queen of the Outlaws combined
with the strongest religious influences; it is as edifying as a prize

fight in a Young Men's Christian Association—unrestrained excite-

ment and profound piety. The subtitle, ' Tale of the Christ,'

would alone have sold two of the dullest books ever written, Beck-
er's ' Gallus' and ' Charicles

'
; it made ' Ben-Hur' a household

word. From 1885 to 1900 no church entertainment was complete
unless the local amateur elocutionist let herself go on the chariot

race. No boy who went to Sunday-school could have escaped the

story had he tried. Whenever the class reached the life of Christ,

the teacher read that chapter of ' Ben-Hur' begmning, ' A mile

and a half, it may be two miles, southeast of Bethlehem, there is a
plain separated from the town by an inter-

vening swell of the mountain.'
" People of wide reading are naturally in-

clined to sneer at the meretricious qualities

of 'Ben-Hur'; but they can stick to ' The
Ordeal of Richard Feverel.' ' Ben-Hur ' was
never meant for them, but it has gone straight

to the heart of the solid Puritans, who, thank

heaven ! are still the backbone ot America."

The main facts of General Wallace's career

are summarized as follows in the New York

Tribune :

" Gen. Lew Wallace was born in Brook-
ville, Franklin County, Ind., in 1827, a son of

Gov. David W. Wallace. ... At the be-

ginning of the Civil War he was appointed

adjutant-general of Indiana, and soon after

colonel of the nth Indiana Volunteer Reg-
iment. He served in West Virginia, became
brigadier-general, commanded a division at

Donelson, and in 1862 was made major-gen-

eral. He was in command of a division at

Shiloh. He prepared the defenses of Cin-

cinnati in 1863, and held the city against

Gen. Edmund Kirby Smith.
" Later he was put in command of the mid-

dle department and the Eighth Army Corps.

In 1864 he intercepted the march of Gen. Jubal A. Early on

Washington, and conducted the battle of Monocacy. He was the

second member of the court that tried the assassins of President

Lincoln, and president of the court that tried and convicted

Henry Wirz, the commandant of the Andersonville Prison.
" After the war he was governor of New Mexico from 1878 to

1881, and Minister to Turkey from 1881 to 1885, having previously

declined the appointment as Chargd d'Affaires at Paraguay and

Uruguay. His novel ' Ben-Hur' appeared in 1880. Among his

other writings are ' The Life of General Harrison.' 1888; 'The
Fair God,' 1873; ' The Boyhood of Christ,' 1888; ' The Prince of

India,' 1893, and ' The Wooing of Malkatoon,' 1898. He married.

in 1852, Susan Arnold Elston."

" Nothing could be more ilhiminating as to the crisis through which the spirit

of Russian regeneration is now passing," says the New York Siui, " than Ma.xim
Goi-ky's 'Refuge for the Night,'" presented recently for the first time in .America

at the Irving Place Theater, New York, and described in The Literary Digest,
February 21, 1903. It is a mere " collection of portraits of degenerates and crimi-

nals, with th» smallest modicum of dramatic action." adds the same paper, but

"th; whole is formed with an idea of the new spiritual life in Russia, or rather of

its futility, which constitutes it one of the most stupendous soul tragedies in

modern literature."
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SCIENCE AND INVENTION.

IS HALF OF OUR SCIENCE WORTHLESS?
'TH.VT fifty per cent, of the results of modern experimental

science is <jood for nothing is. in effect, the statement made

l;y no less an authority than Prof. Karl Pearson, of Entjland,

author of " The Grammar of Science." The data that we have so

industriously collected are, he says, partly inaccurate and partly

useless. Not more than half is worth keeping This statement

is elicited by an elaborate proposition by Prof. Simon Newcomb.

looking toward the systematization of research. Professor New-

comb's scheme was sent by its author for criticism to a number of

eminent scientific men, of whom Professor Pearson is one, and

their remarks are printed, with an account of the plan, in the third

year-book of the Carnegie Institution. Professor Pearson's com-

ment is that we need not so mucli tiie organization of investigation

as individual investigators witli brains. His views are abstracted

and commented upon in the New York Eiiening' Post {Yehruzry 3)

as follows

:

" We need not so much a method of manipulating present statis-

tics, as a means of getting rid of valueless data altogether. ' At
least 50 per cent, of the observations made and the data collected

are worthless, and no man, however able, could deduce any result

from them at all. In engineer's language, we need to "scrap"
about 50 per cent, of the products of nineteenth-century science.'

Dr. Pearson specifies as notoriously inaccurate meteorologic and

medical statistics. Biological and sociological observations arc

ordinarily even of lower value. He doubts whether ' even a small

proportion of the biometric data being accumulated in Europe and

America could by any amount of ingenuity be made to provide

valuable results,' and believes ' that the man capable of making it

yield them would be better employed in collecting and reducing

his own material.'

"To assume a position of authority over the incompetents would

be immensely difficult, he fears. The director of a bureau for re-

search is too likely to find himself ' in an impossible position rela-

tive to the mediocre observers whose data he is to manipulate.'

In short. Professor Pearson ever comes back to his thesis, that it

is difficult and always risky to base any generalization on the data

collected by routine observers. Inclined as we are to divide

scientists into those who measure and accumulate and those who
draw general conclusions from the materials thus gathered. Pro-

fessor Pearson brings us back sharply to the real dilemma, that no

man whose nose is always on the details of observation is a safe

fact-gatherer, while no onewho.se head is too high above such

necessar>' drudgery is a safe generalizer. In his scorn of statistics

as they are frequently taken, no one conversant with the facts will

find Professor Pearson too severe. In these matters one has to do
not only with defective intelligence, but with incredible indolence

and fraud. Throughout the country the Government pays thou-

sands of persons to take stated weather observations. How many
of these hand in sheer guesses .-* It was an edifying sight in a

small New England town to note the elaborate system of correc-

tions by which the observer, an habitual late riser, ascertained the

readings he was supposed to take at six o'clock. But his statistics

were doubtless as good as many that pass through the government
printing-office. Short of fraud, this measuring age produces

masses of statistics that prove everything or nothing. After the

Presidential election we were offered a chart of appalling size and
exemplary neatness, in which was recorded election by election the

vote of every town in the State for a matter of fifty years back.

In this way one might study the political fluctuations of New York
or of Cobleskill. It is such methods that make Professor Pearson
wonder if the fault is not more with bad observers than with tardy

theorists, and lead him to offer, in place of Professor Newcomb's
more ambitious scheme, a modest plan for a statistical and com-
putating institute.

"This frank confession of a scientist brings a certain comfort to

philologers and historians who, imagining modestly that their own
subjects had a monopoly in misuse of the statistical method, looked

upon the data of the exact sciences with something like super-

stitious awe. In view, however, of Professor Pearson's avowals.
it is evident that a strong human bond exists between him who

measures average sentence-length, color words, and the like, and
him who tabulates, say, immigration under categories of raciality

and red-headedness. The difficulty is, after all, that which Sir
Joshua's pupil found with his palette. Statistics as well as colors
need to be mixed with brains

;
and all the organization in the world

brings us little nearer that desideratum. Professor Newcomb's
circular note has provoked a very interesting discussion ; it may
result in the establishment of some new and measurably valuable
facility for science. A substitute for the great scientist it will

scarcely supply, and the great scientist when he comes will be
rather little beholden to organized encouragement. Unhappily,
Professor Pearson's idea of an institute for the discouragement of

unintelligent research seems even more of a dream than Profes-
sor Newcomb's clearing-house and directorate for experimental
science."

"RACE SUICIDE" IN BRITISH UPPER CLASSES,

' I ^HE question of the relative importance of heredity and edu-
-* cation in the formation of character, both physical and men-

tal, is a classical one, and probably there will always be difference

of opinion about it. There is practical unanimity, however, in the

conclusion that neither of these factors is negligible. In particu-

lar, we are warned by Prof. Karl Pearson, in a recent article in

Biomeirika, that education can only develop ; it can not create.

If a man has not inherited ability to learn, education can not make
him learn. Professor Pearson believes that in England the pro-

portion of the superior intellects to the mediocre and inferior is

diminishing, and he attributes this to " race suicide " among the

intelligent classes. Professor Pearson's text is furnished by the

results of some comparisons that he has been making for a number

of year;; in the Knglisli schools. His paper is thus partly sum-

marized and partly quoted in Cosmos (Paris)

:

" Pearson has not considered it proper, or even possible, to study

heredity directly—heredity from parents to children, because we
can not usually observe at the same time the parent and the adult

child, and a child can not be compared with an adult. So he has
preferred to study resemblances between brothers, as well for men^
tal as for physical characteristics. On the other hand, he has pre-

ferred to make this comparison between children ; it is easier to

appreciate their character than that of adults, not to mention the

fact that it is easier to get exact estimates of children than of

adults. It may be objected that the character of a child is not

completely formed. But this is true of both terms of the compari-

son ; it is as if we should compare two larval forms instead of two
adult ones. Pearson then proceeds to an extended investigation

of a great number of brothers and sisters in various schools, noting

a certain number of physical and psychical characteristics. Five

years were occupied in collecting his data. The general conclu-

sion—for we can not enter into the details of Pearson's paper
without reproducing his series of tables and diagrams— is that

psychic heredity is sensibly equal to physical heredity. This is

interesting in itself, for the question of heredity in general; it is

also interesting for its bearing on the question of the influence of

education and environment. For if the psychic resemblance be-

tween children of the same parents, when not subjected to exactly

the same influences, is the same as the physical resemblance, this

must be because the surrounding conditions are relatively without

influence. It may be observed in passing that the resemblance

between children is of exactly the same degree as that between
parent and child, namely, 0.5. Pearson, in closing his paper, notes

a few general considerations of great interest.

" Things being as they are, it is evident that even if the environ-

ment, the education, the surrounding conditions, can develop the

moral and mental qualities and are useful for such development,

their action can go no farther. These agents can not create these

qualities. Their origin is more remote, like that of the health and
the physical strength. It is a matter of breeds. There are good
breeds and bad breeds too, just as with animals.

" And with much sincerity Mr. Karl Pearson applies this conclu-

sion to EngHsh society. ' Our merchants,' he says, ' declare that:

we are no longer strong enough to compete with the Germans or

the Americans Our scientists, when they have seen what is going

on in foreign lands, proclaim the glory of foreign universities and
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advocate the developmentof technical instruction. Our politicians,

stricken with fear, demand heroic remedies.'

"There is something at the bottom of all this ; it is not simple

literature, or the fantastic sociology of uncultivated people. There

is a lack of men of superior intelligence ; there is a lack of intel-

ligence in the British merchant, workman, and professional man.
There is poverty of great directing minds and of average dirigible

minds. This must come from the fact that the superior breeds or

families of the nation, intellectually, are not reproducing in suf-

ficient quantity. It is the mediocre and inferior breeds that prop-

agate like rabbits. The least fit are the most fertile. If this is

the case, it will be vain to introduce better educational methods.

They will not raise the hereditarily feeble intellect to the level of

that which is hereditarily strong. Education can not take the

place of breed ; it can not put into the blood what has not been

placed there by those who alone have the power to do so. It is

therefore necessary that reproduction in the superior stocks should

be more abundant than it is; otherwise the proportion of superior

to inferior individuals will rapidly change in favor of the latter

;

the worthless elements will gain enormously on the valuable ones

unless we find the means either to diminish the fertility of the

former—which is impracticable—or to increase that of the latter,

which is practicable, for it depends on themselves, their relative

sterility being certainly voluntary."

—

Translaiion i/iade jor The
Literary Digest.

TALKING BACKWARD.
7"* HE curious results of reversing the motion of the phonograph

has often been commented upon. The effect is probably

shown best in the form of an instrument devised by Poulsen, in

which the record is magnetic and made upon a steel ribbon or wire.

The latest type of this instrument, which was exhibited at the re-

cent Philadelphia meeting of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, is described in Science (February lo), by

Prof. Francis E. Nipher, of Washington University, in a letter

bearing the heading "A New Field for Language Study." The

wire in thij instrument is carried on two spools driven electrically.

As it moves from one of these to the other, it passes between the

poles of a small magnet and reproduces the spoken words in a tele-

phone-receiver by magneto-induction. If the motion of the wire is

in the same direction as that in which it moved when it took the

original magnetic record, the words are reproduced as ordinarily

heard in conversation. If the wire is reversed, the same sounds

are presented in reverse order. Says Professor Nipher:

" You hear what you would hear if you were to follow the sound-

waves after they have passed the ear, traveling through tiiem in a

radial direction with twice the velocity of sound. The reversed

words are perfectly definite in character, and constitute a new lan-

guage related in a simple mathematical way to that originally

spoken. One might learn to pronounce a sentence of this lan-

guage, thus derived from an English sentence, impress it upon a

fresh wire, and the instrument on reversal would translate it into

English. This new language might be called the Hsilgne. . . . in.

order to properly typify the relation between the two languages,

not only should the order of the letters be reversed, but each letter

should be reversed as to right and left, as when the word is seen by
reflection from a mirror. The ear may, however, be supposed to

traverse the system of sound-waves produced by an orator, in any

one of an infinite variety of directions. The path traversed by the

ear, and a radial line drawn to the mouth of the speaker, may make
any angle a between o" and i8o'. If the velocity of the ear be

correspondingly varied, we shall have in the above case a great

spectrum of languages lying between Hsilgne and English.

"As the angle approaches 90% the variable language becomes
more barbarous and inarticulate. When it equals 90% the ear

would be moving parallel to the wave-fronts, and nothing would be

heard. The conditions realized are analogous to those which hold

in a photographic plate when the fog line is approached, separating

the negative from the positive picture. It would be very interest-

ing to determine whether there is any radical difference between
the positives and the corresponding negatives of a spoken language.

Each language, corresponding to a given value of [the angle] a

with English as a base would have a corresponding negative.

where the angle is a -)- 180. The Poulsen instrument is now per-

fectly adapted to the study of the relation of any language to its

negative, if either be placed on record in the wire. Of course in

such a reversal as the Poulsen instrument gives, the grammatical

construction is also reversed. Some of the difficulties that would

be met in learning to talk Hsilgne can be realized by reading this

communication backward, beginning with the last word and ending

with the first. In such a reading the words themselves are not

reversed, but. the order in which they are presented to the ear is

that which would hold in the negative language."

HOW WE CATCH COLD.

MODERN research seems to have established the fact that

after all the " old-fashioned " ideas with regard to colds are

not far wrong. It is, of course, true that a " cold " is a malady due

to germs; but there seems to be no doubt that the chilHng of the

body lessens its resistance and so renders it an easy prey. In the

Arctic regions, where the influenza germ cannot live and where

colds are said to be unknown, it may be safe to sit in a draft or

to get one's feet wet; but in the temperate zone these indulgences

will continue to be risky for the average man. Says a writer in

The Medical Record :

" The rationale of the causation of the ordinary ' cold ' is pretty

well understood at the present day, and it is generally conceded

that when circulatory disturbances or vital depression are produced

as the result of localized or general chilling of the body surface,

newly entered or already present pathogenic bacteria are enabled

to attack the body with very good chances of success. At such

times it is said that the powers of resistance are below par, and

consequently the bacteria gain an easy victory. Tliis point was
illustrated in telling fashion by Diirck, who found that rabbits in-

fected with pneumococci developed pneumonia if they were sub-

jected to severe cold, whereas unchilled control animals survived.
" The mechanism of this weakening of the vital forces has not

been satisfactorily explained, however, and considerable interest,

therefore, attaches to experimental work on the subject recently

done by f>anz Nagelschmidt. This observer contributes to the

recent 'S>^n2.\.ov Festschrift a description of his studies on the hemo-
lytic and bactericidal power of the blood after the animal has been

exposed to cold. Rabbits and goats were used, and the activity of

the antibodies of the serum was tested before and after immersion
of the whole animal or portions of its body in ice water for varying

lengths of time. The results obtained showed some curious incon-

sistencies that still demand explanation, but in general it may be

said that by chilling the surface it is possible to reduce the number
of antibodies in the blood to a very marked degree. This means
that the body is deprived of a goodly proportion of its defensive

weapons, and therefore under such conditions it easily falls a prey

to infections of all sorts. The effect of cold in bringing on attacks

of paroxysmal hemoglobinuria is well known, and it may be that

this obscure condition will be illuminated by further developments

along the same line of investigation. A point of practical impor-

tance is the fact that it was found that repeated exposure to slight

degrees of cold brought about an increase of antibodies, and this

observation therefore affords a theoretical justification of the prac-

tically approved methods of ' hardening ' the body by hydrothera-

peutic and other methods of training. Such procedures should

not only serve to protect against cold and allied conditions, but also

should render the body better able to cope with bacterial and other

noxa of all kinds."

Ore-Finding by Electric Waves.—A description of an

apparatus and method used in locating lodes by means of electric

waves appears in The Electrocheinist and Metallurgist. The fol-

lowing abstract is from The Mining Magazine :

"The transmitting apparatus consists of an induction-coil

adapted to deliver, when required, a very heavy secondary dis-

charge into a glass condenser from which wires connect to portable

electrodes. The receiving-circuit consists of two telephone receiv-

ers, each of 500 to 900 ohms resistance, connected to the exploring

electrodes through a series-parallel switch. On earthing the trans-

mitting electrodes, usually about 100 yards apart, a field of force is

created in the earth's crust, somewhat similar to an exaggerated
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A SEEDLESS, CORELESS, BLOOMLESS APPLE.

Courtesy of The Scientific American (New York),

field of iorce from a large horseshoe magnet. With a suitable

amount of condenser in action and proper adjustment of spark-

gaps, the telephones connected to the receiving electrodes give a

note audible at least a mile away. A good conducting-lode changes

the shape and intensity of the normal tield, elongating it in the

direction of the strike. Waves passing into the lode at great

depths are brought up to the surface. Hence there is a concen-

tration of energy over the apex of the lode and a corresponding in-

crease of the sounds in the telephones when in the neighborhood

of the lode. With lodes which act as insulating bodies the held

is never elongated, but possesses its normal shape. On encounter-

ing the lode the waves are brought to the surface of the ground,

since they can not pass through the lode, and are concentrated in

the space between the apex of the lode and the earth's crust; and

when the telephone electrodes arrive at a point over a lode of this

kind, the increase in sound is sudden and intense. Further par-

ticulars as to the behavior of vertical deposits and faulted lodes are

given bv the author."

The Hard-working Japanese Student.—That the

Japanese student is industrious, even to the point of overwork, is

asserted by M. Revon, a Frenchman who was for seven years a

professor in the University of Tokyo. Says this authority, ac-

cording to The British MedicalJournal (]a.n\idLTy 28):

" So keen is he about his work that he will read by the light of a

cage full of glowworms if he can get no better source of illumi-

nation. He hangs on his master's lips, taking notes with feverish

eagerness, and asking innumerable questions after the lecture. So
far from having to be urged to work, he rather needs, as Johnson
might have said, to be' sufHaminated." One of M. Revon's pupils

went mad, and several died as the result of excessive study.

Abundant provision is made by the university authorities for gym-
nastics and other physical exercises; nevertheless, overwork is

making Japanese students a race of bespectacled, prematurely aged
men. foredoomed to consumption. Overpressure begins early

and lasts throughout the whole period of studentship. Before

entering the university a young man has to go through the second-

ary and afterward the higher schools, where in the space of three

or four years he learns three or four European languages, besides

the general principles of the science to which he may wish later to

devote himself. Owing to the length of the curriculum, Japanese
are for the most part older than European students ; many of them,
indeed, are married and fathers of families. Academic discipline

is easily maintained, as the students have the greatest veneration

for their teachers, who on their part are always courteous and ac-

cessible. Exchanges of hospitality between masters and pupils

are frequent, and social intercourse is constant and intimate. The
Japanese student has from childhood been familiar with the ancient

maxim :
' Thy father and mother are as the sky and earth ; thy

lord as the moon ; thy teacher as the sun.' These sentiments have
been crj-stallized into a proverb of three words

—

Oudji yori so-

datchi, which means ' Education is more than birth.'
"

AN APPLE WITHOUT A CORE.

'T^^HE seedless orange is now a familiar fruit. Its analogue—

a

••• seedless apple— is the latest wonder of the plant breeders,

whose efforts seem likely to turn the whole world of fruit and

vegetables benevolently topsy-turvy. The new apple is described

in The Scientijic Atnerican (February 4) by A. Frederick Collins,

as follows

:

" This marvelous improvement in the common apple, fulfilling in

letter as well as in spirit the jest of the schoolboy, who proclaimed

that ' there ain't going to be no core,' would seem to indicate that

the new apple will eventually monopolize the markets of the world,

for reasons which the appended data clearly point out.

" By way of illustration, it may be said that the seedless and core-

less apple follows closely the analogue presented- by the seedless

orange, and is in fact a prototype of the latter. When the seedless

orange was introduced to the public, it was regarded in the light

of a horticultural wonder, for, if there were no needs, by what un-

canny method was their kind propagated.
" Shrouded in a mystery such as this, it required some little time

for the matter-of-fact virtues to impress themselves and the real

merits of the fruit to become known; but once eaten, its subtle

qualities were forgotten, and its advantages were quickly appre-

ciated, and from that day to this the old-fashioned variety, with

its multiplicity of seeds, has suffered severely, having been almost

driven from the market and left all but out of the race. Now let

us ascertain the real difference between the two varieties of the

oranges, as the comparison will serve a useful purpose when the

old and the new species of apples are being similarly considered.

The reason seedless oranges are universally preferred to those that

contain ovules is not because any saving is effected, but simply that

the seeds are in the way. The ordinary apple presents a wholly

different aspect, for the seeds are inclosed in hard pockets that

represent at least one-fourth of the apple, and which can not be

utilized in any way as an article of food, whereas in the seedless

variety the.se disagreeable features are entirely eliminated. Still,

what is more to the point of economy, apples without seeds are

also wormless, for it is well known to growers that worms in apples

obtain their sustenance not from the meat, but from the seeds

;

hence it is evident that if a worm was hatched in a seedless apple,

it could not live."

The seedless apple, we are told further, had its origin only a few

years ago, and its history is brief. The credit for its propagation

belongs to John F. Spencer, of Grand Junction, Colo., who, after

attempting for several years to produce it. finally secured five trees

that bore seedless, coreless, and wormless apples. To quote

again

:

" From this little group have budded two thousand more trees,

which at present constitute the entire seedless apple stock of the

world ; and from these two thousand trees all the rest of the world

must be supplied. It is estimated that these will have produ-ced

about three hundred and seventy-five thousand nursery trees by the
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fall of 1905, and that the following year at least two million live

hundred thousand trees will furnish the supply.
" There are many striking peculiarities in the development of the

seedless tree, as well as in the fruit. As an instance, it may be

cited that the tree is blossomless ; and while there is a stamen and

a very small quantity of pollen, exactly as in the blossom of the

ordinary apple-tree, yet the blossom or flower itself is missing.

The photograph shows the only bloom, flower, or blossom that

ever appears on the seedless apple-tree.

" The only thing that resembles a blossom comes in the form of

several small green leaves that grow around the little apple to shel-

ter it. It is this lack of blossom that makes it almost impossible

for the coddling moth to deposit its eggs, and this practically in-

sures a wormless apple. As it is the blossom of the common
apple-tree that is attacked by cold and frost, the seedless apple-

tree is immune, and the late frosts that play havoc with the apple-

grower's purse by denuding his orchard may now become a thing

of the past, and at the same time prevent worry and increase

profits.

" The seedless apple-tree has a hard, smooth bark, and may be

grown in any climate ; the meat of the new apple, like that of the

seedless orange, is very solid, and in both there is a slightly hard-

ened substance at the navel end. Through long development this

has almost disappeared in the orange ; and while it is more or less

prominent in the seedless apple, it has been materially reduced on

the last generation of trees, and ail sizes tend to show that it will

grow smaller with successive generations, as the navel end of the

orange has grown smaller.

"The apples, which are of a beautiful dark red color with yellow

strawberry dots, are of a goodly size and have a flavor similar to

the wine sap."

TREES AS CONDUCTORS OF ELECTRICITY.

THAT the trunk of a tree will conduct electricity is shown by

the frequency with which trees serve as paths for the light-

ning discharge from cloud to earth. That it is by no means a per-

fect conductor is sufficiently evident from the fact that the dis-

charge, in its passage, often rends and destroys the trunk. But

for feeble currents a tree may act as an excellent conductor, and

sometimes, in so doing, may serve a useful purpose, as is shown

by recent experimental researches by Major G. O. Squier, on the

Pacific coast. These are described in a pamphlet published by

the War Department, and thus commented upon in The Electrical

World ajid Engineer (January 28)

:

" In the first place, it is shown that a good ground connection

for telephone, or for buzzer-telegraph circuits, may be made by a

stout nail driven into the trunk of a tree. It is stated that good

ground has in this way been secured in localities where, owing to

the dryness of the soil, the ordinary method of driving an iron

spike into the ground proved ineffectual. A tree must reach moist

ground with its roots in order to maintain a permanent state of

nourishment from the soil. No doubt the sap, which forms the

conducting substance in a tree, has a relatively high resistivity, of

the same order as that of .saline solutions perhaps; but owing to

the wide ramifications of the roots the virtual length of the sap

path to ground when divided by the virtual aggregate cross-sec-

tional area of the path, produces only a moderate resistance. It

would be interesting to measure the resistivity of the sap from a

number of trees and ascertain how closely the ground-connection

resistance within them checks with the resistance by estimation of

the geometrical dimensions.

"It is stated that a telephone operator up a tree, with a single

insulated wire leading from a distant station, can make effective

ground connection for his telephone circuit by holding the ground

wire in his hand and touching a live twig or leaf. In such a case

it would be expected that the resistance of the ground connection

would be relatively high. The succe.ss of the experiment is prob-

ably attributable to the sensitiveness of the telephone. One of the

original experiments announced to demonstrate the sensitiveness

of the telephone, when that instrument was yet young, was that a

man standing on a dry log over a grass plot, having to his ear a

telephone connected by an insulated wire running to a distant in-

terlocutor, could make sufficient ground connection for speech by

touching a blade of grass with his shoe. Some interesting expeii-

ments are described in regard to the use of living trees as wireless

telegraph antennae. When sending wireless signals from a station

at short range, it was found possible not only to tap a tree, between
base and a fairly high trunk point, in order to receive the signals;

but also to tap the ground surface in the neighborhood of the tree

with a similar result. The results reported hardly bear the infer-

ence that a free could be used successfully as a ready-made antenna

for long-distance wireless telegraphy ; but they indicate that trees

are influenced by electromagnetic waves in the same manner as re-

ceiving antenna;, so that they must absorb some of the wave energy

passing by. This capabihty of absorbing wave energy by vege-

table growths may be a reason why signals carry farther over

oceans than over land.

" Experiments are also described showing that at certain hours

of the day a small but appreciable potential difference exists be-

tween nails driven into tree-trunks 25 feet up and at the base.

Owing to the presence of the moist conducting-path between the

two electrodes, such potential differences would produce a feeble

electric current, and also a small amount of heat energy. Such
phenomena should be investigated further. Loud sounds were

heard in the telephone-connecting points at different heights on

trees near the overhead transmission wires of the California Gas
& Electric Corporation of San Francisco. These wires transmit

power three-phase at 56 kilovolts and 60 cycles per second. Ap-

preciable alternating-current strengths flow up and down the trunks

of neighboring trees, but altho the influence must have been oper-

ating for several years, no effect on the growth of the trees or

shrubs is definitely discernible."

SCIENCE BREVITIES.
" Two Baltimore architects have drawn plans for a building entirely without

wood," says The Engineering and MiningJournal. '• It will be si.x stories, and

will have a frontage of 41.5 feet. The entire structure is to be of reinforced con-

crete and steel. Even the doors, trims, window-sashes, and door-jambs are to be

of metal."

" An English dentist is reported as having invented a sleeping-bunk for

steamers which will remain level in any sea." says The Electrical Review. " The

cot is suspended in a steel framework from the roof of one of the deck cabins,

and the motion of the boat is counteracted by four cords from each corner which

pass through electric brakes. These automatically maintain the cot in a hori-

zontal position."

" The entire sanitary arrangements of both railway coaches and Pullman-cars

require careful supervision and the introduction of radical reforms," says The

Medical Record. " As matters are now, sleeping-berths are a distinct menace to

health. . . . The water-closet and washing arrangements of railway cars are dis-

gracefully inadequate and inimical to health, and perhaps no people but the long-

suffering American would have endured the present condition of ^.ffairs so long."

" The Brooklyn Bridge, once the pride of the metropolis and the wonder of the

world," says Electricity, " is now reaching a period in its history when the para-

mount question of danger overrides all other considerations and the structure

must be rebuilt to insure public confidence and safety. Its rate of deterioration

has been $1,000,000 a year, which the engineering e.xperts have attributed to the

causes of overstrain and electrolysis. Overstram perhaps was to have been e.x-

pected of the only direct connecting link between two great cities: but electroly-

sis as a cause of destruction to so noble a structure represents a certain know-

ing heedlessness on the part of trolley companies whose experiences should have

called for some provision on their part against such disastrous consequences.

Let means lie taken to prevent similar destruction of the new bridges farther up

the river."

A City of Cretins.—According to M. Guillaume Capus, tlie author of a

book entitled " Les Medecinset la Medecine en Asie Centrale." the population of

the town of Khokand in Turkestan consists for the most part of sufferers from

goiter and cretinism, says The Lancet. " The traveler entering the town is at

once struck by the fact that nearly every person he meets is the bearer of a more

or less voluminous goiter. Khokand is the only place in Turkestan in which

such a state of things exists, and there appears to be nothing in the place or its

surroundings to account for the prevalence of goiter and cretinism. Its sanitary

condition is satisfactory. The town is situated at a height of 1,300 feet, and is

abundantly supplied with water from a river which, like the others in the same

region, comes from the .\!ai Mountains. When the Russian troops occupied

Khokand in 1878, the medical officers noted that a tenth of the garrison tecame

affected with goiter after a few months' stay. The tumors yielded to the iodin

treatment ; nevertheless it was decided to abandon Khokand and transfer the

headquarters to Marghillan."

"Our Chinese friends will be interested in the way foreign devils control

dragons," says The Electrical World and Engineer. • In the opera ' Siegfried,'

a dragon is an important feature of the entertainment. This opera was rendered

at the Metropolitan Opera House in New York recently. The insides of the

dragon, which is made of canvas and papier-mache, consist of two small boys,

who are supposed to guide the beast's movements in accordance with the music.

Thev are rarely equal to doing that correctly, even after rehearsal. The per-

formance the other night is said to have been given without a single stage re-

hearsal, as no time could be found for the preparation of the opera. It was,

therefore, more than ever necessary to have the occupants of Dcr Warm's inside

kept up to their business. The stage manager decided to install a telephone in

the beast. It connected with the opera-house switchboard. On one end was

Herr Greder. the stage manager, and at the other were two receivers strapped to

the heads of the two boys, who received momentarily directions as to what they

should do. The dragon under the circumstances covered himself with credit."
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THE RELIGIOUS WORLD.

ARE CHRIST'S IDEALS SUITABLE TO THE
LIFE OF TO-DAY?

IN Germany a discus.sion has recently been started in regard to a

very practical phase of Christianity. Are the moral principles

laid down by Je.sus in Palestine nineteen himdred years ago still to

be regarded as authoritative under the entirely different conditions

prevailing in our day and age ? A writer who raises this question

in the Tfu-o/ooisches Literaturblatt (Leipsio says in substance :

Some of the teachings of Jesus seem to be contradictory. Thus
at one time he pictures God as a Father who permits His sun to

shine on the righteous and unrighteous; and at another as a just

judge who is guided entirely by the principles that obtain among
men. Or in one case a reward is promised to faithful human
labor, and in another men are exhorted to labor without thouglit

of reward. In the attitude of Jesus toward the Jewish law and so-

ciety there are contradictions. The eternal

existence of the law is promised, and at the

same time Jesus himself ignores this law in

many matters. The family, society, and the

state are sometimes recognized, and. again,

are declared to be inferior to the discipleship

which follows Christ as its highest ideal.

Actually Buddhistic appears the command
that we are to suffer all injustice and resist

not evil. With such injunctions the advice to

flee in time of danger (.Matt. xxiv. i6) and to

buy a sword (Luke xxii. 36-38) do not har-

monize.

It is not surprising that many efforts have

been made to bring the api)arently con trad ic-

toiy teachings of Jesus into harmony with the

natural thinking of men. Sometimes this is

done by violence. -A certain historical kerne!

is revealed, which is regarded as satisfactory

for modern times, and all the rest is treated as

additional matter added by the disciples and

the authors of the New-Testament books.

In other instances the view is held that

Jesus was a visionary, who looked upon the

pre.sent world with extreme pessimism, and

expected salvation only in a Kingdom of God
to be realized in the distant future on a new
earth. A third class describes the teachings

of Jesus as a combination of later Jewish

thought, of the ideals of the classical nations,

and of Oriental sentimentality. But all agree in this, that these

teachings as they stand are unsuitable to our times and to a large

extent antiquated.

Approaching this subject from the opposite point of view. Dr.

C. F. G. Heinrici, in a brochure entided " 1st die Lebenslehre Jesu

zeitgemoss ? " (Are the Life-Ideals of Jesus Adapted to our Times 'i)

argues as follows

:

Christ's doctrine of life grows out of a uniform and inwardly

harmonious fundamental idea. The underlying unity is to be

found in the fact that all his demands are based on a conception of

the Kingdom of God as already existing in this world. The search

for the Kingdom and its righteousness is the motive to which he

relates the conduct of the Christian in each individual instance.

This Kingdom is not one of carnal joys, nor of " enthusiastic ex-

citement." but of unseltishness. It is primarily of a moral and

spiritual character. The demand that in case of necessity family

and society be renounced, is not the fanatical demand of a pessi-

mism that despises the world, but the deliberate call of duty, which

forbids the soul to be torn from God for any cause whatever. The
command that we swear not is absolute for the children of the

Kingdom, and is not invalidated by the fact that Christians, in

this world of falsehood, sometimes have to take an oath in testi-

mony of the truth. The demand that we resist not evil prac-

tically means only that we .should overcome evil with good, and,

thus interpreted, leads not to mere passive endurance but to posi-

tive ethical action. In the same way all the other ideals of life

taught by Jesus can be explained in a perfectly natural way.

Dr. Sternbeck, who comments on this brochure in ihe Lifera/nr-

zeituiig, says that the principle of Heinrici can possibly be formu-

lated more positively if it is stated that all the demands of Jesus

bearing on the relations of his followers with other men are based

on the law of love.— Translations tnadc for Twv. Literary Di-

gest.

LESSONS OF THE WELSH REVIVAL.

"pvURINt; late yc

*-^ religious circle

.MR. W. 1. STEAU,

Editor of J'hc Review of Reviews (London),
who says of the Welsh revival :

'" Some of its

fruits will last as long as the human soul en-

dures."

ears the opinion has been freely expressed in

rcles that the old-style religious revival, with its

intense enthusiasm, its public confessions, and its multitude of

"conversions," would never be witnessed again. This idea is

effectually dispelled by the present Welsh revival (see The Lit-

erary Digest, January 14). Mr. Evan Roberts, the leader of the

movement, who has been questioned as to the methods by which

such remarkable results have been achieved, declares that he has

no methods, and that " the power of the revival in South Wales is

not of men, but of God." He says further

(in a "Message to the Church " contributed to

The Hotniletic Review^ March)

:

"
I never prejjare the words I shall speak.

I leave all that to Him. I am not the source
of this revival. I am only one agent in what
is growing to be a multitude. I am not mov-
ing men's hearts and changing men's lives;

not I, but ' God worketh in me.' I have found
what is. in my belief, the highest kind of Chris-

tianity. I desire to give my life, which is all

I have to give, to helping others to find it

also. Many have already found it, thank Ciod f

and many more are finding it through them.
" This is my work as He has pointed it out

to me. His Spirit came to me one night, when
upon my knees I asked Him for guidance,

and five months later I was baptized with the

Spirit. He has led me as He will lead all

those who, conscious of their human weak-

ness, lean upon Him as children upon a

father. I know that the work which has been

done through me is not due to any human
ability that 1 possess. It is His work and
to His glory

'
I believe that the world is upon the thresh-

old of a great religious revival, and I pray daily

that I may be allowed to help bring this about."

-Mr. W. T. Stead recently visited Wales and has written a pam-

phlet on the revival (reprinted in this country ) in which he expresses

his conviction that " periodical revivals of religion are as marked a

phenomenon in the history of England, possibly of other lands, as

the processions of the seasons." He submits the following record

of revivals in support of his contention :

Revival. Result.

12th century The Cistercian . . Magna Charta.

13th century The Friars Parliamentary Government.
14th century Wyclif The Peasant Revolt.

16th century Tyndale The Reformation.
17th century. ... Puritanism The Fall of Despotism and the Founding of

New England.
i7>2th century. .Quakerism The Revolution of 1688 and the Founding of

Pennsylvania.

iSth century Methodist The Era of Reform.
igth century .American The Era of Democracy.
20th century Welsh Who can say?

He writes further

:

"The Christian churches in England may accept it as now being

absolutely beyond all serious dispute that the revival in South

Wales is a very real and a very genuine thing. That there may
have been here and there instances of unwisdom and of extrava-

gance is possible. They have been very few and unimportant.

The Welsh are an emotional race, and they are apt to demonstrate

their feelings more effusively than phlegmatic Saxons. But I cer-

tainly saw nothing of that kind that might not be paralleled in inis-

sion services in England. The fact is, there has been so little

handle given to the enemy who ever is hungering for occasion to

blaspheme that the revival, so far, lacks that one great testimony
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in its favor which all good causes have in the furious abuse of

those who may compendiously and picturesquely be described as

the staff officers of the devil. ' Wo be unto you when all men
speak well of you ' was true of revivals as of anything else. The
revival has, so far, had little of that cause for rejoicing that is sup-

plied by persecution and abuse. The testimony in its favor is

almost wearisomely mo-
notonous. Magistrates

and policemen, journal-

ists and employers of

labor, Salvationists and

ordained ministers, all

say the same thing, to

wit, that the revival is

working mightily for

good wherever it has

broken out.

" Of course, the doubt-

ing Thomases of the

land will shake their

skeptical heads, and,

when convinced against

their will that the reviv-

al is bearing good fruit,

will ask whether it will

last. To which I do
not hesitate to reply

that some of its fruits

will last as long as the

human soul endures."

THE REV. G. CAMPBELL MORGAN, D.D., OF
LONDON.

He says :
'' God has given Wales in these days

a new conviction and consciousness of himself.

That is the profound thing, the underlying

truth."

Courtesy of F. H. Revell Company, N. Y.

The Rev. Dr. G.

Campbell Morgan, who

has also been to Wales

to discover the facts at

first hand, recently de-

clared (in a sermon

printed in The Christian CommomvealtJi [London] and condensed

in the Boston Congregationalist)

:

" It is a church revival. I do not mean by that merely a revival

among church-members. It is that, but it is held in church build-

ings. 1 have been saying for a long time that the revival which is

to be permanent in the life of a nation must be associated with the

life of the churches. What I am looking for is that there shall

come a revival breaking out in all our regular church life. The
meetings are held in the chapels, all up and down the valleys, and

it began among church-members; and when it touches the outside

•man it makes him into a church-member at once. I am tremen-

•dously suspicious of any mission or revival movement that treats

with contempt the Church of Christ, and affects to despise the

churches. Within five weeks 20,000 have joined the churches. I

think more than that have been converted, but the churches in

Wales have enrolled during the last five weeks 20,000 new mem-
bers. It is a movement in the church and of the church, a move-

ment in which the true functions and forces of the church are being

•exercised and filled.

" What effect is this work producing upon men ? First of all, it

is turning Christians everywhere into evangelists. There is noth-

ing more remarkable about it than that, I think. People you never

•expected to see doing this kind of thing are becoming definite per-

sonal workers
" The movement is characterized by the most remarkable con-

fession of sin, confessions that must be costly. I heard some of

them, men rising who have been members of the church and

•officers of the church, confessing hidden sin in their heart, impurity

committed and condoned, and seeking prayer for its putting away.

The whole movement is marvelously characterized by a confession

of Jesus Christ, testimony to his power, to his goodness, to his

beneficence, and testimony merging forevermore into outbursts of

singing.
" This whole thing is of God ; it is a visitation in which he is

•making men conscious of himself, without any human agency.

The revival is far more widespread than the fire zone. In this

sense you may understand that the fire zone is where the meetings

.are actually held, and where you feel the flame that burns. But
even when you come out of it, and go into railway trains, or into a

shop, a bank, anywhere, men everywhere are talking of God.
Whether they obey or not is another matter. There are thousands

not yielded to the constraint of God, but God has given Wales in

these days a new conviction and consciousness of himself. That
is the profound thing, the underlying truth."

The Saturday Review (London) thinks that "to prophesy the

future effects of this Welsh revival would be as idle as to speculate

upon the causes that have called it forth." " One thing, however,"

it says, " seems certain. Welsh religion can never again become

as individualistic or sectarian as it has been in the past; and the'

catholic conception of Christianity which the revival has reintro-

duced into Wales may in time have ecclesiastical and politic con-

sequences of lasting importance. ... A new chapter seems to

have been opened in Welsh history which, ere it is ended, may
record events of deep religious interest to other lands besides

Wales."

THE SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF RELIGION.

I
N the opinion of Prof. Edwin D. Starbuck, Ph.D., of Earlham

•* College, Indiana, no influence is having a more direct effect

upon the actual religious life of the world to-day than the great in-

terest that has sprung up within the last decade in the careful and

thoughtful study of religious experience. Professor Starbuck

names Professor James's " Varieties of Religious Experience " as

" the last and best exponent " of a school of thought which is main-

ly occupied with discovering " what religion actually means to the

persons who profess it," and which has "served to clear up many

things that would otherwise have remained hazy and uncertain."

He continues (in Tlie Hoiniletic Review, February) : •

"It will ever be true, I believe, that the chief outcome of such

study will be those results which are helpful in our personal lives

and in our common growing life together. But it must not be over-

looked that, in so far as we come to understand religion, in so far

as its facts stand out in great perspective, it is inevitable that they

will clear our minds on the ultimate questions that are forever

pressing in upon us. For instance, what is the true and abiding

reality? What am I ? What is the universe ? Will it and I en-

dure in the midst of all the change ? What relation have we now
and what relation shall we have at last 1 What is that life that is

ever breaking through the limits of my own, in and for itself ?

While these problems must remain unanswerable to finite minds,

there is no doubt that one of the chief motives that impel the stu-

dents of religion is the feeling that somehow they are warming
upon, and hemming in a little closer, the answer to these ever-

recurring questions. If the study of religion helps us to square our-

selves better with these insistent questions and satisfies in a meas-

ure the craving every one has to attach his life to the really true

and abiding, that also is in the highest sense practical."

There is nothing essentially new, Professor Starbuck goes on to

say, in the psychological study of religion. Inquiries of a similar

nature were undertaken by Socrates and Tertullian, and perhaps

earlier. But there are certain points in which the work of the

modern psychologist maybe said to differ from that of most of the

philosophers and psychologists of the past. In the first place, his

method is " more objective, or, as people call it. more empirical."

He is busy finding out " how things really are" not how they must

be. Furthermore

:

" By studying actual religious experience, one is inevitably led to

look into religion from the inside as something full of warmth and
meaning; while the attitude engendered by the historical and so-

ciological approach is that of looking at religion from the outside

and so coming to regard it as a mechanism which in some way
subserves the ends of social evolution, but as essentially without

content and inner significance. The former method of approach
leads straight into religion, the latter leads out of it. The logical

outcome of studying merely the forms and records of religion has

been historically, for example, French skepticism centering in the

Comtean positivistic philosophy and in the prevalent ' survival

theory ' of religion which has looked upon it as an institution well

adapted to an earlier age for holding men together under efficient

leadership, for directing and dominating their morals and the like,
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and which native conservatism has carried over into the present;

but which, with the advance of science and human enlightenment,

is less and less essential to our needs."

I'rofessor Starbuck enumerates some of tlie results that are

being realized from the scientific study of religion under five heads,

declaring that (i) it widens the range of individual experience;

(2) it has a direct bearing on religious education ; (3) i^ places

religion among the legitimate human interests; (4) it contributes

to the growth of religion ; and (5) it deepens the spiritual life. He
concludes

:

" It is possible to combine the thoughtful and the practical, the

scientific and religious attitude. It is a hopeful indication that the

psychological study ot religion is being encouraged within the

churches as much as, if not more than, outside them. They not

only furnish much of the raw material, but give it their sympathy

and appreciation. A consideration of the results of such study has

recently had a prominent place in the programs of church conven-

tions and organizations in various parts of the world.
"' What I most crave to see,' said Thomas Arnold, ' and what

still seems to me no impossible dream, is inquiry and belief going

on together.' Professor Rice, in his' Christian Faith in an Age of

Science,' while discussing the compatibility of theoretical skepti-

cism with a practical faith, says: ' In so far as that aspiration (of

Arnold) finds its fulfilment in the individual and in the church, we
shall be saved alike from the dogmatism that resists all progress

and from the skepticism that dooms life to aimlessness and help-

lessness.' 'J^he scientific study of religion, pursued in the way in

which it has been in the past, represents the essential spirit of re-

ligion in the process of refining and perfecting itself from within.

The spirit that is showing itself within the church and in the lives

•of so many of its great e.xponents stands for the love of truth, ta-

king root in the heart and conduct of mankind. In the two there is

no contradiction. Let us hope the world is moving on to some-

thing better."

A NEW THEORY OF EVIL.

EDW.ARD CARPENTER, in his recently published volume

entitled "The Art of Creation," propounds a theory of evil

to the effect that " devils are very real powers and centers of human

energy and vitality." This statement is made in an effort to ex-

plain the widespread belief in devils—a belief which Mr. Carpen-

ter coordinates with that in gods, the gods, of course, being "pow-

ers making for life and harmony," and the devils "powers making

for discord and death." In bringing these statements into agree-

ment with modern scientific conceptions, he says;

" There are centers in the human body and mind which make for

corruption : we know that. There are centers of disease in the

body, alien growths which consume and waste its substance; cen-

ters of disease in the mind, alien and consuming passions, ungov-

erned greeds and desires, hatreds, vanities. There are such things

as lust without love, desire of food and drink without reverence for

health, love of power without pity, love of gain without charity.

Every one sees that here are centers of activity in the human being

which in the long run must lead to corruption and disintegration.

There are similar centers in society at large and the life of the race.

If the higher centers and those which lead to beneficial and har-

monious and permanent activities are the foci where the gods
•dwell, then these others are the seats of what we call diabolic and
demoniac agencies."

By a line of argument derived from the modern scientific doc-

trine of evolution and heredity. Mr. Carpenter looks back through
" the race memory " to find the origin of what is now called evil.

In this he is following a method akin to that employed by Lafcadio

Hearn in his volume of essays entitled " Exotics and Introspec-

tives." The development of a special case is sufficient to show his

method of procedure. Thus :

" Take any one of the instances above—say love of power. Far
back in the history of the race did the domination of one indi-

vidual by another (little known among the animals) begin. How
many thousands and thousands of times to the ancestors of each of

«is has the face of some petty tyrant made itself hateful ? How

deeply have his cruelties, his meannesses, seared the memory of

his features in the heart of his victim ? How intensely may this

long line of memories have come down surrounded by a glamour of

fear and hatred ? How easy to see that a certain similarity of fea-

tures and expression in this long line may have given rise to the

joint picture of a diabolic figure delighting in cruelty and tyranny

—a veritable Satan, composite indeed of race memories, yet lurk-

ing terrible in the subconsciousness of every child, and even in the

adult man or woman !

"Not only do we all bear in our heredity the remembrance of

countless tyrannies suffered and the vague image of a devil corre-

sponding whom we hate; but we also and similarly bear the re-

membrance of tyranny inflicted on others, and the pleasure accom-
panying (from immemorial time) such exercise of power. Over
and over again the lower human and animal nature within our

countless ancestors has rejoiced in its sense of power accompany-
ing some cruel and tyrannous action, till at last such actions have

been invested with a sort of glamor, and the temptation to tyran-

nize (actually to. inflict pain) may come down to us with an attrac-

tion otherwise hard to explain."

The above explanation, the author avers, will answer in the case

of any of the other evils mentioned, the word tyranny only needing

to be changed to selfishness, greed, lust, and so forth. In further

comment upon this view he says :

" The strange psychology of passion is difficult to understand in

any other way— the inordinate enchantment which surrounds the

pleasures of the senses, so disproportionate to the actual enjoy-

ment experienced ; the mania to which it may rise—of drink, or

greed, or whatever it may be ; the sense (so frequent) of a diabolic

power impelling one; the abhorrence, even while they are being

perpetrated, of the actions which we call our own. All this seems

only explicable by the

fact that we bear in our

bodies the experience

and memory of count-

less beings who, having

witnessed or embodied
the same action from

opposite sides, transmit

to us on one side an in-

tense and reduplicated

magnetism in its favor,

and on the other side a

multiplied hatred of it;

and from both sides

the sense of a sinister

agency at work within.

The strife between hu-

man beings in the past

and arising out of the

life of the senses is re-

enacted, in miniature

and in memory, within

our own breasts ; there

the reconciliation waits

to be worked out and

the strange justice of

nature to be fulfilled.

But it is obvious that

where such conditions exist, and the sense of the diabolic is

present, we are dealing with centers which contain the elements

of strife and disintegration within themselves, and which are there-

fore leading to corruption, insanity, and death."

The author relates this conception of evil or of devils to his idea

of deity as " the expression and embodiment of great formative

ideas " by declaring that " the devils also represent formative ideas,

but ideas of a lower grade, which necessarily in time have to be

superseded." To quote further :

"These particular centers of activity, in fact, in the human race

and human body, have not always been centers of corruption or

degeneration—quite the reverse— tho there are various ways in

which they may have become so. Originally perfectly natural and

healthy (like all the animal instincts, say), and therefore carrying

the sense of pleasure and goodness with them, yet anyone of them

EDWARD CARPENTER,

Author of " Towards Democracy," " Civiliza-

tion, Its Cause and Cure," etc.
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ma}-, in course of time, become disproportionately developed and

lapse into conflict therefore with the rest of the nature ; or it may,

as it grows, develop seeds of strife within itself; or, as humanity

grows and changes and adjusts itself round other centers, the cen-

ter in question may have to be readjusted or broken up. In any

of these cases the sense of evil will be developed in connection

with it; and the continuance of the center in its particular course

will involve the threat of corruption or death to the race or the in-

dividual. Thus the agencies or personalities which are associated

with these centers take on a maleficent aspect. They may not

have worn this always. They may have been angels and gods (and

the power and fascination that they exercise is mainly due to the

long far-back and beneHcent root-activity of the ideas which they

represent in the human race) ; but now they are become falling

angels, dethroned gods. Luciferswith a lurid light upon them ; and

the pleasures and activities associated with them have become de-

lusive pleasures, insane and fruitless activities, stricken and made
barren by the piin and suffering of others who are involved ; tliey

stand for motives wiiich are being ejected from the bosom of hu-

manity."

To this class, the author states, belong the vast number of mate-

rial and animal pleasures and satisfactions. Further, the special

forms which the ideas of wealth, or praise, or power, or passion,

have hitherto worn, have proved unworthy and are being super-

seded or modified. The root-ideas are changing their aspect.

Illustration is to be found in the change from the old paganism to

Christianity when the pagan centers of life became decadent and

the pagan gods were changed into devils. "Similar revolutions

had taken place before ; and as the gods of Ciiristianity were now

driving out the god of Olympus, so had these in their time driven

out Chronos and Rhea and their crew ; and these again had disen-

throned the primitive deities Uranus and Gzea— strange far-back

records of the growing life of the laces witliin whose bosoms these

gods dwelt."

THE "RENAISSANCE OF WONDER" IN

MODERN TIMES.
TV/TARCELLIN BERTHELOT, the distinguished French
•^

' -* chemist, declares, in a recent work, his conviction that

"science will end by destroying all pretensions to mysterious be-

liefs and every form of superstition." On this the San Francisco

Argonaut comments :

" It may be so. But, as M. Berthelot is doubtless well aware,

adherence to ' mysterious beliefs ' is more, rather than less, com-
mon to-day than during the last decades of the nineteenth century.

Thirty years ago, on the skirmi.sh-line of civilization, stood your

materialistic scientist. He was the ' advanced thinker. ' To-day,

your ' advanced thinker,' the same type of man, has been carried

by the current toward mysticism. It is the inevitable reaction.

The pendulum is swinging back. Thirty years ago it was the

intellectual fashion to believe nothing not susceptible of proof.

To-day it is almost the fashion to be transcendentally credulous.

Among the mystically inclined are some of our greatest names

—

men like Maurice Maeterlinck and Rudyard Kipling. Thinkers

like Andrew Lang, Sir William Crookes, and Alfred Russel Wal-
lace are touched with the spirit of mysticism. Only a few weeks

ago, James Hervey Hyslop. Professor of Logic and Ethics in Colum-

bia University, affirmed his belief in the instantaneous transmis-

sion of a message between mind and mind, by spirit agency, across

the Atlantic Ocean. The significant thing is that while such a

statement, made thirty years ago by a man holding such a position,

would have caused him to lose caste with his colleagues, now it

does not, ajDpreciably. There is less dogmatism among scientists

than ever there was. A few weeks ago Sir Oliver Lodge, in an

address to a Birmingham (England i, audience, affirmed his belief

that a trace of individuality might cling even to inanimate objects.

' Thus,' he said, ' I would not hold that even a doll on which much
affection was lavished was wholly inert in the inorganic sense.'

Astounding statement ! It is true that many of these semi-mystics

like Lodge would repudiate the assertion that their attitude toward

such matters was anything l)ut scientific. The fact is, however,

that the primary impulse is not in the least so. The impulse of the

movement comes from the intellectual dreamers^the poets. The
Rev. R. Heber Newton, formerly pastor of the Memorial Chapel

at Stanford, is the latest to aline himself with the modern mystics..

If he is correctly quoted by the press, he told the American Insti-

tute for Scientific Research of New York that he had finally con-

cluded, after allowing for illusion, fraud, and every possible

hypothesis of interpretation, that there still remained facts unex-

plainable except upon the ground of the communication of ' the

spirits of those whom we call dead with the living.' The most
significant thing about his statement is jiot that he makes it, but

that it is received by press and public, not wil'i ridicule, but with

considerable fcspect. Among all the intellectual movements of

the time, this ' renaissance of wonder' is certainly the most inter-

esting."

THE CHURCHES' BELITTLING OF THE
MINISTRY.

PROF. SHAILER MATHEWS, of Chicago University,

whose article, " Are Our Children to Have an Educated Minis-

try .?"(see The Literary Digest, September 17, 1904) started an

interesting discussion in the religious world, and who has received,

as a result of that article, a large number of letters from ministers

and students throughout the country, is led to emphasize a point in

the controversy which has not received very general attention,

namely, the belittling of the ministry by the church itself. He
cites the opinion of a " most successful and influential clergyman

"

who intimates that, under present conditions, a minister's salary is

often so inadequate that he is unable to support his family in a de-

cent manner, and who declares :
" I had no desire for my oldest son

to enter the ministrj.-, and I do not covet the work for the little

fellow who is now making sunshine in our home." A Canadian

clergyman quoted thinks it humiliating that " every ' Tom, Dick,

and Harry ' should vote en such a question as the fitness or unfit*

ness of a man to enter the ministry." A loimer theological student

of Professor Mathews writes ;

" The minister is ' hired ' by the people, and it is thoroughly un-

derstood that if he antagonizes even a small number of his mem-
bers, his work will be seriously handicapped, and yet he is expected

to teach moral standards to the very people who hire him, and to

lead them unanimously, radicals and conservatives alike, into an

understanding of the constantly developing religious thought of

the day."

The general tenor of the letters received evokes the following

comment from Professor Mathews (in the Chicago Standard):

"
I do not agree with all of these opinions, but they are wortb

considering. They come from all parts of the country and are

typical of a general attitude of mind on the part of ministers them-

selves. However extreme niay be some of the positions their

writers have taken, one thing stands out in them all : The office of

the minister as such demands rehabilitation in the mind of the

church. You can get good men to suffer privation, actually to be

heroes and indeed martyrs, where there is an opportunity to ac-

complish something; but you can not get good men to sacrifice

themselves for a cause they are practically told is not sacred. The
church that belittles and mistreats its leaders ; whose members do

not desire their children to become pastors ; whose attitude toward

its pastors is niggardly, critical, and unappreciative rather than re-

spectful and cooperative, is simply practi.sing suicide. It may get

men, but it will get men who are ready to submit to such treat-

ment. Does it want them? The finest of our young men will

always be anxious to serve their divine Master. They will be

ready to sacrifice for him and their fellows. They will be eager

as teachers, and editors, and Y. M. C. A. workers, and charity-

workers, and as missionaries to do the very work w^hich the min-

istry is intended to do, but as long as the churches depreciate the

ministry they will hesitate to be ministers. The distinction they

draw is not between Christian activity and indifference to Christian

needs. It is drawn sharply between the ministry and other forms

of what for lack of a better word I must call professional religious

and philanthropic work. The revival of interest in the ministry

will have to begin in the revival of respect for the office which the

minister holds. You cannot turn a prophet into a hired man. . . .

Give his office the honor it demands— I will not say the salary it

demands—and the question of the ministerial student will be

solved. But the church will not get the men it needs until it holds

their office sacred and desirable."
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FOREIGN COMMENT.

A NEW RUSSIAN BUREAUCRATIC INDICT-
MENT OF NICHOLAS 11.

I^HAT indictment of .Nicholas II.. by a member of the Russian

otticral circle, to which The Quarterly Review (London)

gave publicit) not long ago, was. it is averred, submitted to Prime

Minister Balfour in the form of proof-sheets. Mr. Balfour is quoted

on good authority as having expressed the opinion that the article

should not be published. If this anecdote be true, Mr. Balfour

may be unplea.santly impressed by a fresh indictment of Nicholas

II. from the same bureaucratic pen, altho the medium of pub-

lication this time is The National Review (London), organ of that

school of British diplomacy which desires the admission of (ireat

Britain to the Franco- Russian alliance. The anonymous writer,

evidently a Russian, tills thirty pages of the London periodical in

coming to the conclusion that autocracy is "at its last gasp" and

that "whatever else may survive the coming storm, that monstros-

ity must surely go." His conception of the crisis is introduced in

these words :

"Tokens of the coming storm are now many and unmistakable,

and cries are heard that the Russian ship of state is in danger.

But they are the fears of men of little faith. It is not the ship of

state that is in peril. That stout vessel will weather worse storms

than any as yet experienced in Europe, not excepting the tempest

of 1789. .Manned by a hardy, buoyant, resourceful crew, it has

nought to fear. Nothing is now at issue beyond the present trip

and the rights and duties of the skipper. And on those questions

a decision must soon be taken. For compass and chart have been

put aside and we are drifting toward rocks and sandbanks. Of
the crew—with no goal to attract, no commander to inspirit them
—some arc indifferent and many sluggish, while the most active are

preparing to mutiny. They all merge their welfare in the safety of

the ship, and as a consequence would persuade or if necessary

compel the captain to take a pilot on board. It is in that temper

—

for which history may perhaps find a less harsh term than criminal

—that the real and only danger lies."

There is some praise for the Czar, even from this critic. Nich-

olas 1 1, is styled " a model husband " and " a tender father," while

" a most obliging disposition also marks his intercourse with foreign

dynasties." Short work, too, is made by this well-informed author-

ityof the Hamlet theory of Nicholas II. "s character. His Majesty

is nothing, we are told, if not decisive. " There is not one minister

now in the Emperor's council chamber sufficiently magnetic in

manner or dazzling in mind to fascinate the will or sway the intel-

lect of his imperial master." Pobiedonostseff never did it, nor

Witte, nor \'on IMehve. The grand dukes alone can be said to

sway him and tiiat only to a certain extent. To quote :

"Nicholas II.. therefore, is his own master, and is himself an-

swerable for his men and measures, such being his imperial will

and pleasure. If some of the men are unclean monsters—grand
ducal harpies—who rob the people of their substance, and '' break
the records ' of vice and crime without drawing down punishment
or provoking censure, he who tolerates, shields, and befriends

them shares the odium of their misdeeds and participates in their

risks. If the Czar robs Finland of her liberties, despoils Arme-
nian schools and churches, suppresses the nationality of the Poles,

and keeps the Russians more miserable than any foreign element
of our population, we may discuss his motives, but we can not
question his responsibility. At the same time, it is a fact which
should be noted as an extenuating circumstance that in everything
he does and leaves undone he is strongly, but, as a rule, indirectly,

influenced by his uncles, cousins, and nephews, the imperial

drones, who are ever buzzing about him. They seem endowed
with a special faculty of calling forth what is least estimable in the

Emperor's character. They surround him with a moral atmos-
phere charged with mephitic and stupefying vapors, which bring
on a morbid mood, and then the slightest touch from without pro-

vokes the acts which cause our people to wince and writhe.
" Only of late has it become known that Nicholas II. at the liead

of his grand ducal satellites ha.; long bcun his own adviser and his

own t^overumont, and from that moment the lines (;f iiis pt)rtrait

gained in sharpness. For he now stands forth as the author of the

present sanguinary war, the marplot of the military staff, and the

main obstacle to tlie peace to which he has so often publicly done
lip-worship. In that mock heroic role of VEtat c'est ///oi, Nicholas

II. is also recognized as the one hindrance to popular reforms at

home."

All the blunders and shortcomings attributed to Alexeieff's mis-

management of the negotiations with Japan and to Alexeieff's sub-

sequent interference with Kuropatkin should be credited to the

Czar liimself, we are told. Alexeieft' " could not have done any-

•
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He is now in supreme military control of the city government of St. Petersburg,

and is said to be one of the men marked for assassination.

thing else ; it was his duty." These circumstances are declared by

the anonymous Russian to be within his knowledge. The Czar is

accused of a defective sense of honor in some pecuniary trans-

actions and of "indifference to slaughter and callousness to the

spread of human misery." On the last point we read :

" My own friends and acquaintances who have seen him in many
moods, and perhaps at his best and worst, report the same defect.

I informed him of the lamentable state of the district,' one of

them said to me lately, ' and drew a harrowing picture of men and

women steeped in misery, racked with pain, but he only answered

:

" Yes, I know, I know," and bowed me out.' Those words, ' Yes,

I know, I know,' have figured as thejinis uttered by the Czar at

the close of history's chapters on the f^innish Constitution, the

Armenian church and schools, the nationality of the Poles, the lib-

erty of conscience of our own people. ' I know, I know !
' Would

to heaven he realized what he knows ! Men, like trees, fall on
their leaning side, and in the Czar's case the leaning side is not an

inclination to assuage human suffering, otherwise there would have

been less misery during the great famine and far less bloodshed

during the present reign."

Somewhat sensational statements regarding the Czar's toleration

of a practise known in this country as " grafting " come next in

order. The anonymous one hints at what he could tell

:

" One has but to rake any money scandal well enough in order to

come upon a grand duke at the bottom of it. While foreign

ladies can realize millions for their smiles upon the scions of the

imperial house, these soldiers with their festering wounds, their
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quivering limbs, and their oozing life blood, are thrown upon heaps

of horse dung and bumped and jolted for days without medica-

ments, food, washing, water, or any other antiseptics than the

frost.

" And none of the grand ducal sybarites, who live largely on the

money extorted from the people, offers a rouble for the wounded
or his sword for the cause of the autocracy. They keep for them-

selves the honors and rewards, reserving the hardships and dangers

for the obscure ' gray ' soldier. Not a copeck of the millions which
the grand dukes received or squeezed from our people have they

given back for warm clothing for the soldiers or medicaments for

the wounded and the sick. And while numbers of heroes—genuine

heroes—cured of their wounds are turned adrift without a shirt to

their backs, the grand ducal drones strut about with stars and
ribbons and all the finery symbolical of bravery and virtue, accom-
panied at times by tie r fair Aspasias. To most of these men,
who impregnate the Emperor's mind with mischievous notions, the

gratification of their passions is the sole law of their existence, and
the acquisition of money for that indulgence the one purpose that

regulates their activity. We are neither puritanical nor hypocriti-

cal in Russia, and we can make great allowances for our imperial

family. But we object to a numerous caste of mere blood-sucking

parasites, some of whose lives are made up of unpunished crimes,

mean shifts, colossal frauds, and outlandish vices. They form a

sorry herd of masqueraders who, to assume their proper shapes,

need but a sip from a Circe's wine-cup."

The point of view from which the Czar regards Russia is alleged

to be the following :

" He is unable to rid himself of the idea that Russia is his estate,

his vochina. Other countries may be governed badly or well, but

at least they are ruled for the nation : ours is managed only for the

dynasty. For Russia is an estate, not a state. It belongs to the

Holstein-Gotthorp family— is in reality their private property.

Hence the Czar refuses to listen to the advice of his ' serfs,' even

when they would have the Augean stables of the grand dukery
cleansed and disinfected. His imperial uncles, cousins, and

The Mikado (to the Czar)—" May your Majesty long continue your 'tran-

quillizing' methods. In the meantime, deign to accept this decoration as Japan's

best friend." —PtincJi (London).

nephews are dearer to him than the Fatherland, their interests

touch him more closely than the fate of people. It was Grand
Dukes Vladimir and Sergius who gave its final shape to the ukase.

It is the grand dukes who clog every wheel in the state machinery,

taking much and giving little, obtaining honors in exchange for

honor. Probably no such greedy and unscrupulous hangers-on of

royalty have ever been known to liistory. They fear no law, they

despise every minister, they live on tlie fat of the land, and are

ready to ruin the nation for the pettiest of interests. Before Rus-

sia could again reconcile herself to autocracy the claws of those

harpies must be cut. That seemed evident to all, or rather to all

but the Emperor. His Majesty ignored it. He recently said to
one of his ministers who had spoken to him of a legislative cham-
ber :

* I will not entertain the idea. Besides, it is a matter which
concerns not myself only, but my family, and they will never con-
sent.'"

EUROPE'S CHANGE OF VIEW REGARDING
REVOLUTION.

" 'T^ HERE are many ways of dying," observes the London Spec-

*- tatoi\ " and tho some of them are slow the funeral always

arrives and the body always disappears from the sunlight." The
corpse of this imagery is autocracy itself. As one turns from Eng-

lish organs of opinion to their contemporaries on the continent of

Europe, rhetorical ornaments vary, but the verdicts are in substan-

tial agreement. Influential newspapers which barely a month ago

scouted the possibility of revolution in Russia now pronounce it in-

evitable. Revolution is not always defined in the same way by

these prophets, but the thing assumes definite shape before them.

Even the Kreuz Zei/ie//^ (BerVni) would seem, from a comparison

between its present utterances and those which it put forth a little

while back, to realize that it has underestimated the strength of the

forces of disaffection. The EngHsh weekly already quoted, hith-

erto reluctant to foretell a crash, now remarks, among many similar

observations

:

"The probability that the dynasty will be crippled and a revolu-

tion of some kind inaugurated is very great. The true pivot of

power in Russia, the mystical belief in the autocratic Czar, has been
shaken, if not destroyed. The autocracy substituted for his is that

of the elder grand dukes, who have no ' divine ' claims, who are

divided by incurable jealousies, spites, and rival female preten-

sions, and who are, with one exception, m.en without great parties

behind them. If they make, as is possible, a palace revolution,

they run the risk of dividing the troops, for the baby heir and the

sickly Grand Duke Michael stand between the strong Vladimir and
the succession, and the army, or sections of it, might pronounce for

different men. Every ambition will be unloosed, and under an

autocracy fear makes all ambitions fiercer. Meanwhile Kuropat-

kin will be hampered by want of supplies and reenforcements, and
a new discredit must fall upon Russian arms, which are now em-
ployed six thousand miles from St. Petersburg, and liable to pa-

ralysis from any interruption en route. The great cities, Moscow,
Odessa, Kieff, Riga, and perhaps others farther east, are seething

with agitation; the Reservists are furious and have arms; and it

is hardly conceivable that the millions of revolutionaries, all white

men and most of them drilled men, should not produce a compe-
tent leader who when he appears will be recognized in a fiasli.

Even if we discredit the very minute accounts of the mutiny of the

Black Sea sailors, and the refusal of the troops to crush them, it is

clear that the vastness of the empire which has so long protected

the central power is turning against it, and that the authorities may
be more than bewildered by the necessity of violent repression in

so many places at once. Prophecy is, of course, futile; but we
should say that unless the imperial family produces, or can attract,

a chancellor of genius who understands how to preserve the au-

tocracy by conciliation, or to transmute it into a despotism bound

by laws like the governments of India and Germany, the days of

the terrible regime which has prevailed in Russia for more than

two centuries are approaching to an end."

Even more striking is the change of view apparent in the case of

Dr. Theodore Schiemann, a very high authority on Russian internal

affairs, his sources of information including St. Petersburg officials

of high rank as well as diplomatic authorities in Berlin. Dr.

Schiemann has not hitherto taken a pessimistic view of autocracy

in Russia. He has even been quoted as favoring its continuance

and as believing in its powers of recuperation. However this may

be, he now writes in the A'ciie Freie Pj-csse (Vienna)

:

" What we are witnessing at this moment is not a mere rising of

St. Petersburg workmen but one of the symptoms of a maturing

Russian revolution, the aim of which is the transformation of Rus-

sia into one of the forms of Western national existence.

"Whether or not the St. Petersburg rising be suppressed, the
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object of it will endure. The forces therein will remain and those

forces will strive farther and the day will surely come when their

purpose will be achieved. Whether this will redound to the ijood

fortune or to the misfortune of Russia is another question which

will be answered in various ways by Russian patriots and by ob-

servers outside the empire. While the number of sincere sup-

porters of the autocratic system is very small, there are, neverthe-

less, many who share the conviction that Western constitutional

theories are not applicable on Russian soil. But these persons

have not been able to formulate any general and effective program,

whereas the vast majority of the politically minded friends of

reform have declared with little re.serve for constitutional mon-
archical institutions. These Russian liberals are especially nu-

merous in all the free professions, but they are likewise to be met

with in bureaucratic circles. They may not have expressed them-

selves otticially, but they avow very tar-reaching radical convic-

tions. Those who adhere resolutely and unconditionally to the

prevailing system are the members of the higher bureaucracy

whose careers cover partly the reign of Alexander III. and partly

the administration of \'on IMehve. To these should be added the

group of higher ecclesiastics."

—

Translations madefor The Lit-

erary UiGE.ST.

PRIME MINISTER BALFOUR AND HIS POLICY.

MR. JOHN MORLEY, addressing his constituents some

weeks ago, offered a handsome donation to any one of

them who could put down on a sheet of note-paper Prime Minister

Balfour's views on that fiscal question which has agitated Oreat

Britain ever since Mr. Joseph Chamberlain propounded it nearly

two years ago. " I do not know what Mr. Gladstone would have

said if anybody had asked him to put any opinion within the com-

pass of a sheet of note-paper," retorted Mr. Balfour when his turn

came to address his own constituents. "
I f I adequately appreciate

the soul of that great man, no ordinary note-paper would have been

adequate even for a much smaller subject." Whereupon the

Prime Minister, confessing that he lacked Gladstone's " amplitude

of statement" and "eloquence of delivery," took up Mr. Morley's

challenge by exhibiting a half sheet of note-paper on which was

written, he said, " the essence and outline " of his policy. This he

read aloud to the audience, advising all present to claim Mr. Mor-

ley's promised donation. What Mr. Balfour read is thus quoted

in the London Standard :

" Firstly, I desire such an alteration of our fiscal .system as will

give us a freedom of action, impossible while we hold ourselves

boimd by the maxim that no taxation should be imposed except for

revenue. I desire this freedom, in the main, for three reasons: It

will strengthen our hands in any negotiations by which we may
hope to lower foreign hostile tariffs. It may enable us to protect

the fiscal independence of those colonies which desire to give us

preferential treatment. It may be useful where we wish to check

the importation of those foreign goods which, because they are

bounty-fed or tariff-protected abroad, are sold below cost price

here. Such importations are ultimately as injurious to the con-

sumer as they arc immediately ruinous to the producer.
" Secondly, I desire closer commercial union with the colonies,

and I do so because I desire closer union in all its best modes, and
because this particular mode is intrinsically of great importance,

and has received much colonial support. I also think it might

produce great and growing commercial advantages both to the

colonies and the mother country by promoting freer trade between

them.
" No doubt such commercial union is beset with many difSculties.

Those can best be dealt with by a colonial conierence, provided its

objects are permitted to be discussed unhampered by limiting in-

structions. I recommend, therefore, that the subject shall be re-

ferred to a conference on those terms.
" Fourthly, and lastly, I do not desire to raise home prices for

the purpose of aiding home productions."

This was triumphantly hailed by the newspaper supporters of

Mr. Balfour as a sufficient answer to journals like the London

Spectator and the London Westminster Gazette, which have been

saying for months that Mr. Balfour is so evasive that no one can

tell whether he favors the Chamberlain preferential tariff scheme
or not. " We should not dream of interfering with Mr. Balfour's

lucidity," replied the London Morninq Post to this. "We there-

fore leave our readers to answer for themselves, if they can, the

momentous question whether Mr. Balfour is on Mr. Chamberlain's

side or against him. If Mr. Balfour is as clear as he asserts him-

self to be, there can not he any doubt on the subject." But much

THE DIVINING ROD.

Joe the " Dowser "
:
" Very awkward ! I guaranteed a strong protectionist

current somewhere or other ; but the silly rod won't work !

"

—Punch (London).

doubt on the subject is still expressed, as may be seen from the

opposition press. " Mr. Balfour made a great parade of frank-

ness," asserts the London Chronicle. " He even produced the

sheet of note-paper which Mr. Morley called for and read out his

points, one, two, three, and four. But at the end of it all the real

nature and extent of the Prime Minister's policy and its relations

to Mr. Chamberlain's policy are still matters of conjecture." "Mr.

Balfour dealt with the question of free trade in a hot very admir-

able temper," thinks the London A^ews, "and with his invariable

and invincible, and, we are afraid we must add, his intentional ob-

scurity." All of which, it will be seen, throws no light upon the

rumored approaching dissolution of Parliament and the prophecy

that a general election is impending. Upon this whole subject the

English newspapers afford such a medley of conjecture and par-

tizan opinion that no definite idea can, at this writing, be extracted

by the most diligent study.

FLOGGING UNDER THE CZAR.

THE survival of flogging as a Russian administrative measure

should be carefully distinguished from the abstract theory

upon which the Czar has forbidden its continuance, it would seem

from the explanations of those European organs which seek to

reconcile the maintenance of the institution with its official aboli-

tion by imperial rescript. From the autocratic standpoint, as set

forth in the Paris Temps and the London Times, it becomes easy

to harmonize Nicholas 1
1. 's formal prohibition of flogging with the

continued application of whips to the backs of men, women, and

children. The apparent inconsistency is due to a fundamental

misconception of the workings of Russian institutions. As ail the

poets of the world have really sung but one great song, all the

Czars have combined to erect a single autocratic fabric. Not even

by imperial ukase could Nicholas II. be assumed to intend destruc-

tion of the organic unity of that system of which he is the divinely
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appointed head. "The sole restraint upon the etfect and upon the

indefinite multiplication of these declarations of the imperial will,"

says a writer in the London Times. " is the consideration that the

Czar must not contradict himself by oversetting the provisions of

one of these manifestoes by the promulgation of another in a con-

trary sense." Or, as a writer in the Paris Action puts it, it is the

interpretation of the imperial will in particular cases, rather than

the official expression of that will in general terms that is decisive

with the police. Alexander III. is said to have done some of his

own interpreting in the form of secret communications with con-

sequences that manifest themselves under the present reign, ac-

cording to the following particulars supplied by the writer in the

London Times just quoted :

" The usual course of judicial procedure in Russia is as follows

:

The preliminary investigation is conducted by a non-commissioned

officer of police, under the nominal supervision of the public pros-

ecutor. A report of the proceedings is then drawn up and is

transmitted to the higher judicial instances. It finally reaches the

office of the Minister of the Interior, who decides whether the trial

of the case shall be entrusted to the administrative authorities or

to a regular judicial tribunal. For the trial of cases of high trea-

son a special bench is impaneled, consisting of officers of the law,

the marshal of the nobility, the burgomaster and the head man of

the parish or district, but the Minister of the Interior can decree

the formation of special courts for the trial of any offense. More-

over, in view of the fact that for over ten years the whole of Rus-

sia has been declared to be in a state of siege, any accused person

may be handed over by the military governor to the courts-martial

for trial. Flogging, even of crowds on a large scale, is universal,

and it was resorted to notably at Kharkoff during the recent rising.

At the time, the action of the authorities was regarded as an arbi-

trary and wanton measure, but it has since transpired that it rested

upon a secret ordinance of the Emperor Alexander III. Political

offenders, including women, have repeatedly been subjected to this

outrage."

Particulars of a more definite kind than any of these are given in

the Nordisk Rcvy (Stockholm), an authoritative and careful Scan-

dinavian periodical which bases its information upon reports from

refugees of character and standing. The abolition of flogging,

it informs the world, is formal, not practical:

"Only those few paragraphs in the law which provided that the

penalty of flogging for offenses of a specified kind could be com-

muted to a fine have been affected by the fatherly benevolence of

the Czar's action. The flogging which goes on outside the law is

not hinted at in the manifesto. Yet this is the very form of flog-

ging which is indulged in to the utmost and which has set the seal

of barbarism upon the autocratic system of Russia. When the

present governor-general of Finland, Obolensky, ordered the flog-

ging of hundreds of peasants in Harjkoff, many of them until they
died of exhaustion, it was all done not in accordance with the law
but outside of it. There was no greater regard for the law when
Governor von VVahl, of Vilna, the present assistant in the Ministry

of the Interior, ordered the closing of the doors of the theater in

that town and then ordered soldiery and police to enter and flog

the whole public, men, women, and children. ' Governors and
other officials not only represent the autocracy but the principle of

autocracy as well, and they must therefore regard the power of the

autocrat as being, in principle, above the law.' Such is thr heory

of this subject now advocated throughout Russia by Pobiedonost-
seff, Mestchersky, and the late Von Plehve, a theory which has

received the express sanction and the application of which has

been formally approved by his Imperial Majesty himself. Hence-
forth, therefore, nobody may legally be flogged in holy Russia,

yet at the pleasure of the officials they may spank as much as they

please.

"It would be impossible to credit the accounts of what is going

on if they did not come from individuals whose veracity is above
suspicion."

The Scandinavian periodical then gives details of the flogging of

men and women by officials in penal institutions and elsewhere, and

concludes with a renewal of its assertion that while flogging has

been abolished in theory it is still maintained in practise as an ad-

ministrative measure.

—

T?'aiislations made for The Literary

Digest.

POINTS OF VIEW.
Prophecy.—" The army tliat has failed against Japan," declares the London

News, " -will fail eventually also against the Russian people."

Deep.—" Russia is hoping that Rozhdestvensky will be found responsible for

the North Sea outrage," says the Tokyo //yV, " to afford a pretext for the recall

of the Baltic squadron."

Future of the Anglo-J.\panese Alliance. — "The Anglo-Japanese
agreement runs for five years from the date of its signature (January 30, igo2i,

being terminable by twelve months' notice on either side," says the London Na-
tional Review. " In other words," it adds, " our future relations with Japan,

which form the corner-stone of Far Eastern policy, upon which depends the

maintenance of the most hopeful markets outside the British Empire, will be at

the mercy of whatever Cabinet may chance to hold office in this country on Janu-

ary 30 of ne.xt year ; unless Japan is still engaged in war, for, by a singularly wise

provision, the agreement remains in force ' until peace is concluded.' It is some-

what strange that the subject should be sedulously boycotted by British statesmen

of both parties, as it is second to no other question in importance."

IN HIS ( ONFIUENCE.

The Czar consults those whom he trusts as to whether he ought to give Russia

a constitution. —Simplicissimus (Munich).

Wounded Russian Bear (to the Czar):

eaten ?

"

How would you prefer to be

—Hire (Paris).

TRIALS OF AN AUTOCRAT.
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NOTABLE BOOKS OF THE DAY.

A LIVERY FOR CREDENTIALS.

The Man on the Box. By Harold MacGrath. Cloth, 361 pp. Price, ti.50.

The Bobbs-Merrill Company.

MR. MacGRATH, author of "The Grey Cloak," and "The
Puppet Crown," presents a kindred story in " The Man on the

Bo.x," a light and sufficiently entertaining "short story" which

has been stretched to the dimensions of a novelet. Mr. MacGrath has

a pretty facility with the pen, and his brisk narration helps to carry a

light tale with not too much invention.
" The Man on the Bo.x " has Washington as the scene of the drama.

Robert Warburton, an amazingly handsome young man who has re-

sig^ned from the army because he yearns for more excitement, travels

for some years. In returning to America he falls in love with a Southern

Venus and follows her to Washington, altho he has been unable to se-

cure an introduction. At the start, this creates a smile of surprise, for

a hero who could not bring about an acquaintance with a sweet girl on

an ocean liner, especially when she has no more of a chaperon than an

elderly, affectionate father, doesn't seem worth his salt.

It is passing strange, too, that when he arrives in Washington and

finds that his dear sister Nancy was room-ma^e of his Dulcinea at Smith

College, he does not demand from her speedy measures looking to a

formal presentation. He does not

even go to a ball at the British Em-
bassy that evening, altho his sister

invites him to. (Query: May any one
invited to a ball at an embassy care-

lessly ask somebody else to "come
along" ?) Instead, Robert goes out

to the stable to inspect the horses and
suddenly conceives the idea of don-

ning the coachman's garb and driving

the party home from the embassy
after the ball. lie planned, when the

girls should get out of the carriage, to

kiss them and reap full reward for his

boyish prank in their astonishment

and surprise. The astute reader sur-

mises that some hitch will occur in

the program, which will be conducive
to the story and its denouement. There
does, indeed, and beyond stating that

it is Ske who is in the carriage and

who receives the pseudo-coachman's enthusiastic osculation, there shall

be no further revelation of Mr. MacGrath's plot, which embraces an

elegant Russian secret service count and a genial, aristocratic parent

v?hose taste for gambling leads him into devious ways.

One serious fault in Mr. MacGrath's manner of telling the story is his

frequent obtrusion as author, for the purpose of elucidations which hardly

seem necessary. " I dislike exceedingly to intrude my own personality

into this narrative," he says, " but as I -was passively concerned I do not

see how I can avoid it." To both these apologetic statements the reader

will fail to assent. Nor is he excused by his neat remark that the
'' first person, singular, perpendicular, as Thackeray had it, in type looks

rather agreeable to the eye.'' Yes: as Thackeray had it!

HAROLD MACGRATH.

THE NATION'S POOR,

Poverty. By Robert Hunter. Cloth, pp. ix, 3S2. Price, 5i-5o net. The Mac-
millan Company.

FROM his investigations as a social worker in Chicago and New
York, his observations in other cities, and a careful study of

published data on the subject of poverty, Mr. Hunter has written

a book of the greatest social value. It is confessedly not an inquiry at

first hand into the particulars of a single locality, suc4i as is Mr. Rocon-
tree's volume on York, or Mr. Booth's on London; but its wider scope

compensates, in part at least, for its lac'ic of minute detail, since it gives

us a view of the poverty of the entire nation.

The easy-going optimism of the American people will be shaken
somewhat by the author's conclusions. That some degree of poverty

exists in the land of the full dinner-pail and the overflowing barn has been
generally conceded; but that it is general and with any class constant

has as generally been denied. Mr. Hunter finds that 10,000,000 persons,

or one-eighth of the nation's population, are in a more or less constant

state of poverty, and that 40 per cent, of these, or 4,000,000 persons,

are paupers, dependent upon some form of public relief. While personal

defects, such as drunkenness, laziness, and inefficiency are responsible

for a part of this awful mass of privation, it is conclusively shown that

by far the greater part is due to low wages, to disemployment, to

deaths and raaimings of breadwinners while at work, and to sickness

caused by insanitation and crowding in the slums. As to wages, it is

shown that hundreds of thousands of wage-earners do not receive, even

when steadily at work, a sufficient wage to keep themselves and their

dependents in a state of physical

efficiency. Irregularity of employ-
ment apparently increases, nearly

6,500,000 workers in painful occu-

pations having been out of employ-
ment for greater or less periods dur-

ing the year igoo, and more than

2,000,000 male wage-earners having
been idle from four to six months
during that year. The casualties in

industry exceed those of war. Some
64,000 persons are killed and some
1,600,000 seriously wounded in the

United States every year. Most of

these, it may be presumed, have
relatives in some degree dependent
upon their earnings, and every cas-

ualty adds to the mass of poverty.

There are no adequate figures on
the contribution which insanitary Copyright, 1904, by The Macmlllan Company.

surroundings make to poverty, tho Robert hunter.
all observers recognize its frightful

influence. The causes of poverty are thus, in the main, social, and not
individual.

Tho the author indicates certain ameliorative measures for immediate
application, it is not difficult to read between his lines a despair of any
real remedy short of coUectivist action.

THE WHITE MAN'S BURDEN.
The Negro: The Southerner's Problem. By Thomas Nelson Page.

Cloth, pp. xii, 316. Price, $1.25 net. Charles Scribner's Sons.

THE vast importance of the Negro problem is thus stated by the

author of these essays: "Next to representative government,
this is to-day the most tremendous question which faces directly

one-third of the people of the United States, and only less immediately

all of them. It includes the labor question of the South, and must in

time affect that of the whole country. It does more : it affects all those

conditions which make life endurable and perhaps even possible in a
dozen States of the Union." Mr. Page has dealt with the problem
frankly and temperately and from the sound standpoint of the best

mutual good of the two races. He sees and writes asa Southerner, bu:

is neither partizan nor prejudiced. Unlike certain doctrinaires and
cocksure politicians, Mr. Page has no cut-and-dried solution of the grave
problem; yet this presentation of the subject in its wide bearings by
one who intimately knows conditions at the South, and has so muchre-

gard for the black man as is evidenced in his delightful stories of the

negro people must have an informing and clarifying effect.

Two chief errors implanted in the negro mind a generation ago

were, that the "Southern white was his enemy" and "that his race

could be legislated into equality with the white." The idea that the

Southerner was incapable of doing

justice to the negroes is, we are as-

sured, happily passing away.

Throughout these essays, distinc-

tion is made between the respectable

negro element in the South, who are

not included in the strictures made
upon the race as a whole, and the

great mass of the blacks, about nine

millions in number, who are not only

devoid of any shred of morality but

are enveloped in an ignorance which
forty years and the expenditure of

more than one hundred millions of

dollars for education—money raised

by taxes upon the Southern whites

—

have failed to remedy.
In tracing the historical side of the

question, the fact is brought out

of the exemplary behavior of the

negroes during the Civil War. Their

attachment and fidelity were remarkable. Since emancipation, how-
ever, changes have taken place. " The chief trouble that arose between
the two races in the South after the war grew out of the ignorance at

the North of the actual conditions at the South, and the ignorance -at

the South of the temper and power of the North." This ignorance was
conspicuous in the pernicious teaching that the negro was the nation's

ward and that he could be legislated into equality with the white man.
The P^reedmen's Bureau and the secret order of the Union League did

untold harm in antagonizing the races and in solidifying the negroes

against their former masters. The crowning error was the enfranchi-

sing of all the adult negroes, without regard to fitness in morals or in-

telligence. The consequences were disastrous. Now the old cordial

THOMAS nelson PAGE.
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relations between the races are gone. On the part of the whites is "in-

difference and contempt"; on the part of the blacks, "indifference and
€nvy."
The fundamental mistake has consistently been made of "consider-

ing the negroes as absolutelj- of one class." But there are three classes,

or at any rate two—the common lump or "new issue," and the " upper
faction." The latter class is vastly superior in morals and character

to the "new issue," of whom the majority lack the instinct for morality

and pure family life, as one may read also in the book of W. H. Thomas,
himself a negro. This condition results in the brutal crime which has

to its account so many lynchings.

In his discussion of the lynching of negroes, Mr. Page expresses be-

lief " that the arrest and the prompt handing over to the law of negroes

by negroes, for assault on white women, would do more to break up
ravishing and to restore amicable relations between the two races than

all the resolutions of all the conventions and all the harangues of all the

politicians." A similar idea, it is pointed out, is in practical operation

under the British Government in Hongkong, where English, Chinese,

and Indian police are employed to handle the affairs of a mixed popula-

tion.

The false notion that the negroes have of being a special class is de-

plored by the author, who says: "A great step will be taken toward
the solution of the problem when the negroes shall be considered, and
shall consider themselves, ' not in the lump ' but as individuals "—to be
judged by the standards of morality and intelUgence, each on his own
merits. The question will finally be settled along economic lines. Mr.

Page's only solution of the problem is, "to leave it to work itself out

along the lines of economic laws, with such aid as may be rendered by
an enlightened public spirit and a broad-minded patriotism." In other

words, he has no great faith in outside interference. He is satisfied that

the final settlement must be by way of elevating both races. Elemen-
tary education for the negro is advocated; this to include "industrial

education" and higher education for those who can make a good use of

it; and, "as the only sound foundation for the whole system of educa-

tion, the negro must be taught the great elementary truths of morality

and duty."

In addition to his own wide knowledge and observation of the South,

Mr. Page brings into court the best types of the negroes themselves

—

such men as Washington, Tliomas, and DuBois.

THE GIST OF HERBERT SPENCER.
Herbert Spencer. An Estimate and Review. By Josiah Royce. Together

with a Chapter of Personal Reminiscences by James Collier. Cloth, 234 pp.
Price, $1.25 net. Fox, Duffield & Co.

PROFESSOR ROYCE has performed a very timely service by pre-

paring this excellent "Estimate and Review" of the life-work of

Herbert Spencer. Its aim is to "reconsider the ideals and the

methods of Spencer's philosophy in the light of his autobiography."

The book, however, is in no sense a summary of Spencer's rather elabo-

rate and imposing "System" ; nor does it discuss the aspects of his

teaching which have become most
familiar to the general public—his

agnosticism, his hedonistic ethics, his

rejection of the supernatural. These
doctrines are not original with Spen-
cer; nor were they primary factors in

the genesis of the " Synthetic Philos-

ophy." For these reasons, but par-

ticularly because Spencer's treatment

of such metaphysical questions is too
'

' incidental " and too '
' uninstructed'

'

to be of any real importance. Pro-

fessor Royce ignores it and goes
straight to the crucial point—his con-

tribution to the Theory of Evolution.

What Spencer "undertook to do was
to reduce to unity certain aspects of

the world of empirical fact." He
should be judged primarily by his

success in this attempt. The real

question is, "How far did he help

people to understand evolution?" "Is his 'unification' of the purely

phenomenal processes of evolution a generalization at once sound and
enlightening ?"

The answer is not altogether simple. And Professor Royce' s analy-

sis of the problems involved is somewhat too extended and too technical

in statement to be either summarized or followed in detail in a brief re-

view. We may, however, indicate the result at which Professor Royce
arrives. It is that Spencer fails to explain the tinity underlying the two

opposed processes which, between them, appear to include all the phe-

nomena of evolution ; and so fails to tell us just what evolution is. Thus,

in the inorganic world, the primary process is one of integration or consol-

idation ; in the organic world, however, it is the expansive anabolic proc-

esses of living things—processes relatively opposed to consolidation;

while in the social and moral spheres, the primary process is likewise

JOSIAH ROYCE.

one of expansion. What, then, is evolution always and everywhere?
As " Spencer's theory of evolution does not determine the relations of

the essential processes of evolution to one another," his account fails to

provide us with a universal formula, descriptive and explanatory of all

the phenomena of evolution. Hence, despite the great value of his serv-

ices in this particular direction, we must after all regard him as only a
pioneer.

So concisely has Professor Royce disposed of a large and intricate

subject that it is found possible to include within the compass of a small
book two further sections, a paper upon Spencer's educational theories,

and a chapter of personal reminiscences by James Collier, for many
years Spencer's secretary.

Spencer's theory of education is not an application of his principles of

evolution to educational problems, for the four essays comprising his

work on "Education" were all written during the years (the fifties)

when the doctrine of evolution was itself in a formative state. It, how-
ever, strikingly illustrates his general attitude toward human life, and
also the intimate relation which existed between his views and teach-

ings on the one hand and his own education, traits of character, and
personal experience on the other. The ideal education is substantially

the education which Herbert Spencer himself received; the knowledge
which is of most worth is the kind of knowledge he possessed. Both
were probably the most valuable for Herbert Spencer, for whom about
one-half the content of human culture had no meaning. Other types of

mind have other, and some of them larger, needs. Every reader of the
" Autobiography " must have received a strong impression of the ama-
zing bareness of Spencer's conception of human life and human history;

and this impression is only intensified by the reading of Professor Royce's
review of his educational theories. "The narrowness of Spencer's out-

look into the field of education is as obvious as is the wholesomeness of

his attitude toward all the educational problems that he actually com-
prehends."

A BUSINESS NOVEL.
The Buccaneers : A Story of the Black Flag in Business. By Henry M.

Hyde. Cloth, 236 pp. Price, $1.20 net. Funk & Wagnalls Company.

ONLY lately have our writers as a class buckled earnestly to the

task of describing the life of our own country. One result of

their doing this in fiction is a class of stories that aim at accom-
plishing for our day what Hawthorne effected in his by drawing Judge
Pyncheon, or Thackeray, yet more fully, in England with his portraits

of Pitt Crawley and the elder Osborne. That is to say, the viotif of

these stories is the revelation of the meanness and moral deformity

that often lie behind worldly success. The later novels have one ad-

vantage: their ability to draw upon a wider knowledge of economics

than was available at the date of the earlier ones. Industrial conditions

furnish perhaps the burning question of our time. Among our younger

novelists who have based books on them are Frederic S. Isham, Joseph

A. Altsheler, and David Graham Phillips. With "The Buccaneers"

Mr. Hyde, whose authorship is comparatively recent, enters the same
field. His story is a good one of the kind.

The principal figure in the tale is Thomas Tabb, president of the

Wireless Motor Company, unscrupulous, astute, and very able—a typi-

cal captain of industry at the age of sixty-four. We picture to ourselves

his cowed yet admiring "hands" in confidential moments saying of

him: "The old man's a screamer!" To him is opposed John Clark,

president of the International Electric Appliance Corporation, one of

the same kind, but only thirty-five. The two clash and wage a war for

the market, which is fought on both sides with great skill, utter un-

scrupulousness, and intense bitterness. It would be unfair to the

author to give here details of the result, but the history makes ab-

sorbing reading. Putting the title, subtitle, and chapter headings

{" The Rover's Commission," " Mutiny," " A Shot Across the Bows,"

"The Prize Escapes," etc.) in terms of the old buccaneer literature,

and so bringing out the not forced analogy between piracy and modern
business, seems to be a mildly original feature. The industrial war,

with its various participants, its lying, spying, trickery, bribery,

"bluffing," "sharp practise," lawsuits, intimidation and duplicity, is

the one element in the story that is fully worked out. The rest is

"sketchy," going to show that woman's position (represented by Mrs.

Thomas Tabb) in a business scheme of life is not a very happy one;

and that, once in a while, she takes the bit in her teeth—when, as the

all-conquering Tabb remarks on one occasion of his daughter, " Women
are hell! " The helplessness of the church, too, in the hands of capital

is hinted at in the person of the young rector, really the hero of the

tale.

There is little psychological analysis in the book, what there is being

assigned to the business magnates and the heroine, and no descriptive

writing. The story (told in short, snappy sentences) is action, and

moves from cover to cover. It is a close study of our commercialism,

strongly put, and will be enjoyed by those who like to read about and

understand an element that plays a leading part in American life to-day.

The impression the book leaves with us is that the monster Business,

some of the repulsiveness of whose internal structure the story lays

bare, is something—if not guided or restrained—likely to crush the best

in us all!
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The 28-32 horse-power PIERCE GREAT
ARROW CAR, King of Belgium Tonneau,
with side entrance, equipped with cape
top, extending well over front seat,

drop curtains to completely enclose
sides and rear. Price $4,000.
Top extra.

The 28-32 horse-power PIERCE GREAT
ARROW LANDAULET body by

J. M. Quinby & Company. Price $5,000.

Top extra.

The 24-28 horse-power PIERCE GREAT ARROW CAR, King of Belgium Tonneau, with side entrance, equipped with
full canopy top, with sliding glass front and full leather drop curtains side and rear.

PIERCE CARS ARE AMERICAN CARS
built for American roads, American conditions and American temperaments. They were
awarded the Grand Prize at the St. Louis Exposition on points which show their incontestable
superiority.

The man who wants the best that can be done in car-building will at least give the
PIERCE the benefit of a thorough investigation.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY, Buffalo, N. Y.
Also Makers of Pierce Cycles

Members of Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

Dowling& Maguire, Boston, Mass.
R. W. Whipple, Binghamton, N. Y.
H. Paulman & Co , Chicago, III.

The George N. Pierce Co., Denver, Colo.
Stirling Automobile Co., Detroit, Mich.
N. L. Biever, Derby. Conn.
Elmira Arms Co., Elmira, N. Y.

Waterman Bros , Fresno, Cal.

J. A. Place, Geneva, N. Y.

East Coast Automobile Co., Jacksonville, Fla.

LIST OF AGENTS
L. H. Johnson, Los Angeles, Cal.
Harrolds Motor Car Co., New York, N. Y.
The Geo. N. Pierce Co., Oakland, Cal.
Wilson & Company, Ottawa, Canada.
Banker Bros. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
J. H. Willard, Portland, Me.
R. V. Connerat, Savannah, Ga.
C. P Joy Automobile Co., St. Paul, Minn.
Mobile Carriage Co., San Francisco, Cal.
Standard Motor Car Co., Scranton, Pa.

Western Automobile Co., St. Louis, Mo.
M. C. Blackman Automobile Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Miller-Mundy Motor Car Co., Utica, N. Y.
Central Automobile Exchange, Worcester, Mass.
United States Automobile Co., Rochester, N. Y.
The Shepard Company, Providence, R. I.

The Simpson-Strauss Automobile Co.,
Louisville, Ky.

S. A. Miner, Hartford, Conn.
A. C. Thompson Co., Spokane, Wash.

TET

Readers of The Literakt Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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THE AIR-COOLED
HAS NO SEASON
Zero weather or the hottest days do

not affect PREMIERS. 3 YEARS'
practical service BY USERS have
demonstrated that the PREMIER is

built on correct, scientific and practical
lines. If you are searchin;; for the car
that will meet your requirements in
all ways, investigate before placing
your order.
Write today for illustrated descrip-

tive catalogue of the Premier.
PROMPT DELIVERIES.

PREMIER MOTOR MFG. CO.
208 Shelby Street, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

3mmMT
LTOU can
I wear a

fine diamond. Tho
L.()FTIS SYSTEM

makob It very easy to do
Send for our 190.') Cata-

logue and make a selection
from the thousands of beautiful

pieces In UlamondA, Wuti'heg
and Jewelry illustrated. We

Bend your selection subject to
approval, and you are under no

obligations to buy unless you wish
to do so. We also pay all express
charges, so there l3 no expense

whatever to you. If you like what wo
send and want to keep lt,you may do

BO by paying one-litth of the
price. The balance you may send
to us In eight equal monthly pay
ments. Any honest person's credit
is good on our easy payment plan.
,We give a written and signed guar-
,ntee with every diamond, attest-
ing Its quality and value. We are

I "<^ r Af^ the largest retailers of diamonds in

IkAX/F^ J^^***^ ^°'''''' and the only DiamondJtAV E. J A Cutters in the world selling at re-

lADIAMOND tail. Our goods (I>IAMONI»S,
I \ lAmw & WATCHES and JEVVELKY)
5b^^"\'^ carried off the honors at the Saint
HHlIEART Louis Exposition, and were given
^^the highest award—the eOLI> MEDAL. Please
write to-day for Catalogue. Satisfaction
Bbsolutely guaranteed.

Loftis Bros. & CQ.&)
Diamond Merchants,

Jewelers and Opticians.

Dept. B.4I 92to98 State St., Chicago. III.

Get Close to Nature
by working a few hours a day this spring
in your flower garden. It will make a
new woman of you. Let me help you do
It! For 8c and the names of two flower-
loving friends, I will start you with 4
packets of pure fresh seeds:
Nasturtiums — 20 kinds ^ RoyalShow Pansies— 100 colors; SweetPeas—10 varieties; Asters—all kinds.
FREE. -FLORAL CULTURE. "and 13th Annual
."atalogue, with special oBer of ?100 in cash prizea
for btflt pictures of Tard or lawn eown with the
famous Lll'PINCOTT flower seeds. Write meKOW—while jou think of it

MISS C. H. LIPPINCOTT
Pioneer Seeds-woman of AtnerUa

_ 319 6th Street,
Minneapolis, Minn.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

The Liter.ary Digest is in receipt of the follow-

ing books

:

" Elements of Analytic Geometry." — Percey F.

Smith, Ph.D. (Ginn & Co.)
" Collier's Self-Indexing Annual."' (P. F. Collier &

Son.)
" How Shall We Escape ? "—Rev. French E. Oliver.

(Fleming H. Revell Company.)
" Accidents and Emergencies."— Charles W. Dulles,

M.D. CJ. K. Blakiston's Son & Co.)
" The House of Hawley."—Elmore Elliott Peake.

(D. Appleton & Co., $1.50.)

"The Clock and the Key."—Arthur Henry Vesey.

(D. Appleton & Co., Si. 50.)

" Constantine the Great."—John B. Firth. (G. P.

Putnam's Sons.)
" Syllabus of Continental European History."

—

Oliver H. Richardson, Ph.D. (Ginn & Co.)

" Library of Congress : The Kohl Collection."

—

Justin Winsor. (Government Printing Office.)

" The Four Doctrines with the Nine Questions."

—

E. Swedenborg. (American Swedenborg Printing and
Publishing .Society.)

" Who Was Swedenborg, and What Are His Wri-
tings?" (The American Swedenborg Printing and
Publishing Society.)

"The Moralist."-G. L. Morrill. (Harrison &
Smith Company, Minneapolis, paper.)

" .Spalding's Official Athletic Almanac."—Composed
by James E. Sullivan. (American Sports Publishing

Company, paper, $0.10.)

" Spalding's Official Bowling Guide." — Samuel
Karpf. (American Sports Publishing Company,
$0.10.)

" Kobo : A Story of the Russo-Japanese War."

—

Herbert Strang. (G. P. Putnam's Sons.)

" Ainerica's Aid to Germany in 1S70-71." — Adolf

Hepner. (Published by author, St. Louis, Mo., $1.50.)

" Contes Choisis."—Honore de Balzac. (G. P. Put

nam's Sons, $1 net.)

" Atala Rene le Dernier."—A. Chateaubriand. (C.

P. Putnam's Sons, $i net.)

" The Commonwealth of Man."—Robert Afton Hol-

land, S.T.D. (G. P. Putnam's Sons.)

" The Liquor Tax Law in New York." — ^Vm.

Travers Jerome. (G. P. Putnam's Sons.)
" The Kaiser as He Is."— Henri de Noussanne. (G.

P. Putnam's Sons.)

"An Act in a Backwater."—E. F. Benson. (D.

Appleton & Co.)

" The Fire of Spring."—Margaret Potter. (D. Ap-

pleton & Co., $1.50.)

" The Conquest of the Southwest."—Cyrus Town-
send Brady. (D. Appleton & Co., $1.50 net.)

" Breaking the Wilderness."—Frederick S. Dellen-

baugh. (G. P. Putnam's .Sons, $3.50 net.)

CURRENT POETRY.

The Chant of the Vultures.

By Edwin M.a.kkh.^m

W'e are circling, glad of the battle ; we lejoice in the

smell of the smoke.

Fight on in the hell of the trenches : we publish your

fame with a cioak !

Ye will lie in dim heaps when the sunset blows cold on

the reddening sand
;

Yet fight, for the dead will have wages—a death-clutch

of dust in the hand.

Ye have given us banquet, O kings, and still do we

clamor for moie ;

Vast, vast is our hunger, as vast as the sea-hunger

gnawing the shore.

EDUCATION BRAINEDBy PHILIP
H. ERBES
Based on Brain facts. Ends the blind use of mind

in every phase. For education ?nd self-education 30C.

Originsof Brain and Mind
A practical, popular work in which the American atuhor

has outdiscovered and outdone the most audacious
European evolutionist. $1.30 postpaid.

PROMETHEAN PUBLISHING CO.,
622 N. ROCKWELL STREET, CHICAGO.

Lea & Pcrrins'
Sauce

THE ORlGrNAL WORCESTERSHIRE

IL

The Peerless
Seasoning

Butlers in the best families, chefs in
leading hotels and cafes and all first-

class cooks can tell you that Soups, Fish,
Hot and Cold Meats, Gravies. Game,
Salads, etc., are given a rare and ap-
petizing relish if seasoned with

LEA & PERRINS' SAUCE. Refuse
imitations.

John Duncan'sSons, Agents, New York,

I

BURPEE'S
SEEDS GROW AND
WIN MORE PRIZES
than the products of any other

brand! Besides several Gold

Medals they won A Grand

Prize for vegetables at the St.

Louis Exposition.

If you intend to try Burpee's Seeds we

will mail free our Complete Catalogue

of 178 pages, with beautiful colored

plates and illustrations from photo-

graphs taken at our famous Fordhook

Farms, the largest trial grounds in

America. Write to-day

!

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Seed Growers, Philadelphia

^^^L '^h^ Improved THeth od of

^FINISHING FLOORS
»vR/-S J

^i^^'"Oi'>'<'cks old or new, for rugs or

tSKTjCI ^ "" '
.

otherwise, with Grippin's

B^ * I SW'"^ J Wood Crack and Crkvick
mmt.Xi FiUfrand Filler and Finishing

PjliiMH
Patent Specialties, is very simple

1 f iW^ jlppiicr and economical, not re-

f Bf uirl Ti
quiring skilled labor

''' ma El ^ ,411'jIIF.^ of perfection is attained.

////Ki« / /

V^ We give tull instructions
1 ^ for treating all surfaces.

IIJtRI Write to da.v for our de-
L 1 \5\"''t\ seriptive matter to

1 \\\\\ GRIPPIIV MFG. CO.,

1 \A\\\ Dept. B, Newark, New York

Readers of The LitbiUrV Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.

ESSAYS "i^ii^^^^^"""^^^^^""^^^^^"""""^^^^^^^
__PP_i._~ written on anv .subject at short nciticc. S.itis-I
^f^^^*^"^? faction guaianteed. All transactions con- 1
LECTURES liaentiai; IK-ivis I'aee, 1773 Broiidnay, N. Y.l
;etc., etc. «i^«™.^^«^.^—a^^^™—i^^——

J

Attacks stopped permanently. Cause removed. Breath-
ing organs and nervous system restored. Symi)toms never
return. No medicines needed afterwards. 21 years of

hiuccss treating Asthma and Hay Fever. 58.000 patients.

itouli 'J.l,* free. Very interesting. _ .. »,
Write P. HAROLD HAYES, BUFFALO, N. Y.
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'Tis well ye are swift with your signals—the blaze of

the banners, the blare

Of the bugles, the KH>m of battalions, the cannon-

breath hot on the air.

It is for our hunger ye hurry, it is for our feast ye are

met

:

Be sure we will never forget you, O servants that

never forget 1

For we are the Spirits of Battle, the peerage of greed

we defend :

Our lineage rose from the Night, and we go without

fellow or friend.

We were, ere our sers-ant Sesostris spread over the

Asian lands

The smoke of the blood of the peoples, the ashes he

blew from his brands.

We circled in revel for ages above the Assyrian stream.

While Babylon builded her beauty, and faded to dust

and to dream.

We scattered our laughter on Europe—and Troy was

a word and a waste.

The glory of Carthage was ruined, the grandeur of

Rome was effaced

!

And we blazoned the name of Tiniour, as he harried

his herd of kings,

And the host of his hordes wound on. a dragon with

undulant rings.

And we slid down the wind upon France, when the

steps of the earthquake passed.

When the liastile bloomed into flame, and the heavens

went by on the blast.

We hung over Austerlitz cheering the armies with ju-

bilant cries;

We scented three kings at the carnage, and croaked

our applause from the skies.

O kings, ye have catered to vultures—have chosen to

feed us forsooth

Tiie joy of the world and her glory, the hope of the

world and her youth.

O kings, ye are diligent lackeys : we laurel your names

with our praise.

For ye are the staff of our comfort, for ye are the

strength of our days.

Then spur on the host in the trenches to give up the

sky at a stroke :

We tell all the winds of their glory : we publish their

fame with a croak I

—Prom Collier's Weekly.

Opportunity.

By Robert Underwood Johnson.

He heard his loyal people cry

Like children to a saint

:

" Help, Little Father, or we die

!

We star^'e and freeze and faint.

The noble hears not for his crimes,

The soldier, for his drum.

The Procurator, for his chimes—

At last to thee we come.

" To-morrow, with a faithful priest

—

God's best gift to the poor

—

A throng shall stand, as at a feast,

Before thy palace door.

And that with favor it be crowned,

The prayer we bring to thee

Shall to the Holy Cross be bound

As Christ on Calvary.

" And wives and children too shall come
To move thy piteous heart.

And when thou see'st them, pale and numb,
Thy ready tear shall start.

Hawaii's Food Supply.

The second largest agricultural industry of the Hawaiian
Territory is the cultivation of a vegetable called tare. Tare
grows in the ground under water like rice. The root re-

sembles a large sweet potato. The stock and leaf look
veijr much like those of the calla lily. It requires about
eighteen months for the taro plant to mature.
Taro forms the chief food of the Hawaiians. The prin-

cipal way of cooking it is in a porridge something like oat-
meal, although it can also be made into about as many
different kinds of food as wheat flour.

A remarkable feature of taro is the natural dextrin or
digestive ferment which it contains, rendering it when
cooked so easy to digest that in the hospitals of Honolulu
it is prescribed as the principal diet. It is an ideal food for
infants and invalids and for persons of feeble or fitful di-

gestion. It may be interesting to note that in the native
Hawaiian language there is no word meaning '

' indigestion"
or to c orrespond with our word " Dyspepsia."

Standard
PORCELAIN ENAMELED
Ba+hs & One Piece ^

Lava+ories

mm 'T^HE low price of 'jStsodafd* Porcelain Enameled Ware permits every
* home the comfort of a modern and sanitary bathroom. No matter

how inexpensive the equipment, *;$tsiidat^ Ware is beautiful and luxurious,
while iis freedom from cracks and crevices brings an assurance of health to
the entire household.

The fixtures shown in this illustration, TStsadard' Modern Bathroom De-
sign P36, cost approximately $84.25, not counting piping and labor.

If you aro planning to ha%*e a nt'W bathroom oquipmt'nt or a lavatory you will find our
handsome book " MODKRN BATHROOMS" of the Krcatfst iiHsistauoe. It shows many
simple, inexpensive interiors as well as luxurious ones for the laumiry. kitchen, and
toilet-room as well as bathroom. It Kives expert advice, su^^wofltions for deeorati(jn and
approximate cost of each tiiture. Sent on receipt of 6 cents postage ilOO pagesi.

C.lfT/O.V; Every piece c/'^Standaref Ware bears our guarantee "Green a7/rf Gold"

label, and has our tntde-tnark Tstaildai'v^ cast on the outside. Unless the label and
trade-mark are on thefixture it is fwt '^StssdanT IVare. Re/use substitutes—they are
all inferior a?td 'Mill costyou Tnore in the end.

Dept. 35 Standard .Santtans 11);^. Co. p;ttsburgh, Pa

Oificci and Showrooms in New York: Standard* Building, 35-37 West 3Ilt Sttect
In London: 22 Holborn Viaduct

THE'^NULITE"77 --VAPOR-—
GAS LAMPS

Ai;E^'T8 AKK COIMA'G AIOXKV. j
A 20th-CVutury evolution in the art of lighting. Entirely new,
lUO caudle power, 7 hours one cent. Superior to electricity or

tras and cheaper than coal oil. No trouble to keep
icltan, absoiutf ly safe. Peilu atsiglit. We also manu-
faeture table laiii]i8, wall lamps, chandeliers, store and
street lamps. Atrents wanted atomv.^W'rite for free

catalofjue and prices. We manufacture all kinds and
gratJes i-f mantles. If yon buy them liirt-ct from us we
will save y<.u ilf^ltrrs' pi "tits. Prices st-n.. u[>"ti ri-tjviest.

ChicaeO Solar Llyht Co., Dent. B. <'hir;igo>

Afford speedy relief in
Bronchial and Lung TroultleSm

Sold only in bojcesm

WE WANT TO GIVE YOU THIS
$1.00 LIGHTNING CALCULATOR FREE

The greatest labor-saving -work on figures ever published.
ABSOLlITKLiY INVaLUABLK to merchants, mechanics, manufacturers,

bankers, machinists, clerks, or anyone who handles figures. No matter ^vhat the
example is, it shows the whole answer at a glance. No limit to how large or
small the figures, or what the traction. Every conceivable problem fully worked out
and answer given at once.
THE GKEATEST BOOK of its kind the world has ever known. The answer

to any question is as easily found as a word in a pocket dictionary.

This Book required 35 years' work to complete it.

No matter who you are or what your business, this book prevents mistakes, relieves

the mind, saves labor, time and money, makes you independent, sure and self-reliant in

'^'^^
WE GIVE IT TO YOU FREE ON THESE TERMS

»aiit to iiirreas^e the Subscription £.lst of our monthly Joiiriiiil,

Unncpil MAPHINFRY The foundation of civilization rests on inventions of new machinery. To""Wtim niMUnillbllli keep abreast of mechanical progress should be the aim of every intelligent
man. Our publication keeps you informed, and it is written so all can understand it, and the best illustrated
of its class. MonKII.\ iHAC'HI.X'ERV costs you 91.00 n year. We want to get you started reading
this paper regularly, and therefore make you this offer.

Modern Machinery, one year, S1.00
Ropp's New Calculator (just out) publishers price, $1 .00 I

Send us yoursubseriptionat once, enclosing $1.00 with this ad., and we will mail you Moilern Machinery
every month for one year and the Calculator FKEE at once. If not just as represented, send the book
right back and we will refund your money. Don't delay accepting this proposition ; write to-day. Remem-
ber, money back to-morrow if dissatisfied.

MODERN MACHINERY PUB. CO., 1309 Security BIdg., CHICAGO, ILL.

We

$2.00 Value

Readers of The Literart Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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<>,^tT{ANj)

/AfCOHt
No. 2

The house of Robert C. Hall,

owning five memberships on the

Pittsburg Stock Exchange, offers

its services to conservative invest-

ors, as a specialist in what might

be termed Pittsburg Securities,

including First Mortgage bonds,

backed by the great industries of

Pittsburg— Bank stocks and high

grade preferred stocks — securi-

ties that are dealt in daily on the

Pittsburg Stock Exchange and

that may be bought at prices that

guarantee a net return of

5 to 6y^ Per Cent.

on the investment. There are

many such securities that are not

only perfectly safe, but that are

apt to increase in value as time

passes. This house does strictly

a brokerage business without bias

to any one security.

Correspondence invited.

ROBERT C. HALL,
240 FOURTH AVE., PITTSBURG, PA.

Reference—Any bank or banker in Pittsburg.

JBcTIJirCUISNEH
is in itself a private fire department
for your home, office, or factory. It

does the same work as the chemical
engines of the regular fire department
—but It does more, because it is al-

ways ready f-^r immediate use, can

be operated by anyone, and quenches
fires anywhere.

^ The "Keystone" Fire Extinguisher re-

duces insurance rates. Examined and approved

under the standard of the National Board of Fire

Underwriters.

•'Does the Work ot Fifty Pails."
^It is the. cheapest and best n^^xo\eA extinguisher.

We pay freight east of Rocky Mountains.

Our free booklet, " Seconds Saved in Fighting
Fire," contains much valuable information.
Agents wanted hi every loculily. No experience refinired.

James Boyd & Brother

No. 4 North Fourth Street, Philadelphia
M:inufaoturers of

FIRE TROTECTIOM EQUIPMENT, FfllE HOSE, HOSE
- COIPUNGS, HOSE PIPES, Etc. J

i^IMdTWf* $25,000.00 made from half acre.

\M 1 1 'I >-» r.«l^ \J Easily grown in Garden or Farm.
Roots and seeds for sale. Send

4e. for pcetagfi and get booklet A K, telling all about it.

Mcdowell ginseng garden, joplin, mo.

We blame thee not ; how couldst thou know,

With courtiers trained to hide ?

But thou wilt hear ; our daily wo
Shall woo thee to our side."

Then the good angel of the Czar

Spake with a sibyl's voice :

" Let no mischance this moment mar,

'Tis sent thee to rejoice.

Go meet thy people as they trudge

Toward thee their weary way,

To find in thee a righteous judge ;

And go unarmed as they.

" Enough, through centuries of wrong,

Thy line's inverted fame,

The Romanoff has been too long

The synonym of shame.

Then haste to meet the cross afar.

Do thou what courage can.

And thou shalt be the greater Czar

If thou but show the man."

He rose, resolved ; but—fortune dire !

—

One glance his purpose crossed

:

An impulse from some recreant sire

Triumphed, and he was lost.

The flower is trampled in the sod
;

False dawn delays the day :

And once again the Will of God
Marches the bloody way.

—From Harper'' s Weekly.

PERSONALS.
The Czar's Check.— Professor Tuxen, the Da-

nish artist who painted " The Coronation of Edward

VII," says the Copenhagen daily Kobenhavn, re-

ceived' an order from the Russian Emperor for a copy

of this painting, and agreed to furnish it for the sum

of 12,000 rubles.

A short time ago the professor went to St. Peters-

burg to deliver the painting. He was granted an

audience with the Czar, who expressed his satisfaction

with the picture, and who handed the professor an

order on the imperial treasury for the sum agreed

upon. When the professor presented the check for

payment, he was told that an order from the Emperor
was subject to a discount, and he had to accept a sum
considerably smaller than the face value of the check.

Before his departure from Russia the professor had a

farewell audience with his Majesty, who, in the course

of conversation, asked him ;
" Did you get your money.

Professor ? " Professor Tuxen replied that he had

not intended to mention the matter, but since his Maj-

esty himself raised the question he would say that he

had received only part of the money. At this the

Czar seemed not at all surprised, but calmly made out

another order for the sum which had been deducted

from the original amount, and thus Tuxen got his

money.— Translation made ^or The Literary Di-

gest.

Joe Jeflferson's Seventy-sixth Birthday.—On
February 20 the venerable actor "Joe" Jefferson was

seventy-six years old, and this fact served to recall

some amusing incidents of a stage career of seventy-

three years. The exact date of his debut none may

give, says a writer in the New York Evening Mail,

for he was a baby in arms when he first appeared on

the stage. Mr. Jefferson remembers a few incidents

of his very early appearance, and he is quoted as say-

ing:

" Had I been old enough to curse at the time, I dare

say I should have muttered very nasty things of the

national anthem. I had gone on to recite the ' Star-

Spangled Banner,' but I could get no further than

'Oh, say, can you see ?' Three several times I

asked the question, or began to, and then some one

hissed and I fled. When was that ? Heaven knows.

There is no danger of my forgetting the incident, but

the month and the year are beyond me.
" Nor will I ever forget the time when I cut the

cocoon of leading mandom to become a gaudy butter-

fly, headed starward. When I opened my window

that spring morning the soft and vernal air, which I

presume was about somewhere, made no appeal to me
at all, for there, just across the street, was a fence

bearing my name in letters four feet high. I stood en-

And now. L,ADIKS AIVD GE.\TL,EMKIV,
I wish to inform you that it is not necessary to

Insure your Collar Button

BVY A QNE-PIECE

••KREMENTZ"
which carries automatic insurance. If anything
happens to it your dealer will give you a new one.
But nothing can happen. It is made in one
strong piece. No joints. No soldering. Will
not bend or break. Easy to button and unbutton
because it is correctly shaped. Double thick
shank. Graceful design. 21 Models for ladies
and gentlemen ; gold, silver, or rolled plate.
Be sure you get the

"KREMENTZ"
Free booklet, "The Story of a Collar But-
ton" givesentertaining information. Wantone?

Krementz & Co., 63 Chestnut St., Newark, N. J.

b

Stropping a Razor is a Fine Art
29 out of 30 who try it fail

The Famy Razor Sharpener I^^S^eitf-ife^WX
Combines grinding, honing, sharpening in one operation.
Works with mathematical exactness always on same angle
of bevel and under even spring pressure. Price, - - **[^'
To enjoy shaving order Farny Double Concave Razor, t^J*''
Booklet on request. Ordered together. S5.00-
F. A. Reichardt ®. Co.. 391aL Broadway. New York

6
In Gold

No Taxes

Did you ever know of anybody
who lost a dollar by investing his
money in well and conservatively
placed

First Fan WloilEaEes

through a reliable and responsible
firm ? We have been selling N. D.

_^^_i^^^^^— First Mortgage Farm Loans since

1883 to Eastern investors, and as yet have never lost a
dollar for a client. Our mortgages range in amounts
from $500 up, and run for 5 years. We refer to Dun
or Bradstreet. to any bank or business house in this

city—and upon request will send you names and ad-

dresses of some of our oldest investors—representing
nearly everv State in the Union. Send for complete
descriptive list of on-hand loans, also booklet entitled

" We're Right on the Ground "

. J. I_A.IMDEIR & CO.
Box "8," CRAND FORKS, N. D,

USEFUL
ARTICLE
25 cents
One used daily,

i^' saving time and
trouble, is the

"COOK POCKET PENCIL SHARPENER.
Used like a knife, making any lengtli point de-

sired, retaining the cliips in a little box. Blades

are of the best tempered steel, body is brass and
heavily nickeled, size convenient for pocket or

purse. For sale by dealers or sent by mail on
receipt of 2; cts. Stamps taken.

H. C. COOK COMPANY.
17 Main Street, Ansonia, Conn.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication wnen wTiting to advertisers.
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tranced—until I suddenly happened to notice that not

one man of .ill the scores that were passing gave so

much as a glance at the name that meant Me. Per-

haps I pitied them, and anyway. I giiess I was quite

like other young men, and sat down, half-dressed, to

dream dreams."

A Vi«?\v of Swinburne. — Harold Begbie, in the

London Mail, gives this view of " the greatest living

poet," Swinburne

:

" I think he is the happiest creature under heaven.

It is amazing to sit with him and listen to him. One
feels breathless under the ceaseless rapture of his con-

tentment. The tall forehead is clear like a summer
sky ; the violet eyes overflow with twinkling laughter ;

the lips, visible under mustache and beard of fading

gold, bubble over with banter and quick merriment.

He interrupts for a jest the reading of a poem ; he re-

members in the midst of ix)litical talk a swim in some

mountain-locked lake or the supper at an inn after a

famous walk on a moonlit coast. He is quick with his

words, speaking in a high and feminine voice, and he

is irresistible in his sudden and eager appeals to one's

sympathies. One could no more be vexed with him

than with a favorite bird.

" But he forces upon the mind the miracle of per-

sonality, and leaves one dumbfounded. He is entirely

without curiosity. He experiences not the smallest

desire in the world to seek out the mysteries of e.xist-

ence. Darwin has spoken the last word. Creation

is explained. God has passed away forever out of our

cosmogony. We shall die, but our children will in-

herit. Ours to enjoy the beautiful world, to make it

better and freer for our children, and never to think of

ultimate mysteries. Why should we?
' That a mind so extraordinarily endowed can ac-

cept such a position—which tacitly implies a finality

in science—and can rest his ardent soul in a creed so

comfortless, barren, and untenable, is a miracle which

will surely strike the future critic of the poems, and

interest for long years to come the careful student of

genius. But the very miracle is the key to the per-

sonality. Swinburne is a boy, the eternal child of our

laborious days. Nothing can make him b/asc or dull

the edge of his appetite of pure enjoyment. He lives

every second of his life—fully, resolutely, merrily, and
blithely."

MORE OR LESS PUNGENT.
The Ruling Passion.—'' You probably don't re-

member me," began the self-made man proudly. " but

twenty years ago, when I was a poor humble boy, you

gave me a message to carry
''

" Yes, yes," cried the busy man. " Where's the

answer ? "

—

Smart Set.

Poor Dad

—

F.\THEr :
" What did the teacher say

when she heard you swear ?
"

Sm.\ll Boy :
" She asked me where I learned it."

F.\THER :
" What did you tell her ?

"

Boy :
" I didn't want to give you away, pa, so I

blamed it on the parrot."

—

Detroit Free Press.

A Hint.—" Energy," said the young man who had
been calling steadily for about a year, " energy and
promptitude—those are what are wanted nowadays."

" Yes, indeed," replied the young lady, with mean-
ing. " Just look at young Mr. Wilson. He met Miss

IM :na/ vork:

Subway Profits
The largest profits of the last four

years in New York Real Estate have
been made along the upper Manhattan
subway.

I can offer you like opportunity in the
next great subway extension. Will
demonstrate this to interested investors.

Write or call on

140 NASSAU ST.,

NEW YORK.

THE F^OOED THAT I3ICiESTS ITSELf
Tiirivonn is a new food 11s olil as tho hills. It is cooked taro, nothini;

added and nothine taken away. Taro is a cultivated vegetable of Hawaii,
KrowinK under water. It is now, and always has been, tho ehief food of
Hawaiiaus. Everybody knows what a strong athletic race they are.

Tanvena "digests itself." Taro contains its own digestant. No matter
how feeble or delicate or upset digestion may be, Taro-ena "stays down," calms and nourishes.
It is more natritious than any other food. It is a natural vinsweetened food for Infants. In-
faliiis, lyiispriitics, and all who have stomach troubles. Its taste is peculiarly delicious and
satisfying. 1'2 ozs. .'i*»f., 2C\ ozs. !ft I .OO, aO ozs. #».00, at drug stores, or by mail, prepaid.

SK\D lOc FOK TIII.VL !i>IZE-K!VOl OH F4»K FOOR HIKALS.
TPDipip .\ beautiful picture, 8x29, of Waikiki Beach, Honolulu, will be mailed free fort fxdCi "Crmt" from top of 50c. or $1.00 Taroena box. Address

-rA.IRO F-OOO C50., ^ox ' D^nk>i-iry, ^onn.

Cjsiu soildL^tTecL Libraury
'^Modern
Household.

IN FIVE
VOLUMES

Christine Terhune Herrick

Editor-in-Chief

Vol. I—THE MODERN HOSTESS
A complete encyclopedi.i of etiquette. IT TELLS

the proper thing for GUEST and HOSTESS. How
to give a dinner— little or big. What kind of invita-

tions to send. How to accept such invitations or

send regrets. How to select your guests, and why.
Every detail of setdng the table and serving. The
same information for LUNCHEONS, TEAS,
SUPPERS, etc.

When a wedding occurs at your home—bound to

happen if you have children- tells you how to go
about it for a CHURCH or HOME WEDDING.
If you are a GUEST only, BRIDESMAID OR
GROOMSMAN , it tells you your part. Gives every

detail covering Engagement— Congratulations, En-
gagement Ring, Wedding Preliminaries, Invitations,

Bridesmaids' Dinner, Wedding Ring, Music, Re-
freshments, Presents, etc.

The same information in detail for Balls and
Dances, Receptions, Musicales, Theatre, Evening
and Garden Parties. Also the etiquette of Calls,

Cards, Correspondence, etc.

Vol. 2—THE COOKING SCHOOL
It presents a complete course of Cooking Lessons,

giving every detail of each process, which ordinary

cook books do not, taking the place of the attend-

ance at Cookmg School, where a course costs from
$20 to$5o. These lessons are by MRS. HERRICK,
who gives you the benefit of her lifelong experience,
much of which was acquired through association with
her mother, MARION HARLAND. It helps you
run your household economically, solve the Servant
Problem, to do your marketing and select good
meats, etc.

Vols. 3 aivd 4—RECIPES
These two volumes constitute the most complete

Cook Book ever published. Hundreds of original
Recipes never before published, a consolidation of
the best that is contained in the other Cook Books,
many of which in single volumes sell for more than
this set will cost you. Solves the daily question,
" What shall we eat to-day? "

Vol. 5—THE MAN'S VOLUME
How to carve meat, poultry, and game ; fully illus-

trated. The greatest variety of Chafing-Dish Recipes
and Nut Dishes. How to make all kinds of refresh-
ing beverages. The story of the Wines of the world.
Interprets all the foreign cooking terms. Sugges-
tions for pleasant conversation at meals. How to
respond to toasts—gives many clever ones ; how to
make a little after-dinner talk or respond to the well
wishes of your guests.

A Bargairv if You Are Prompt
This work has just been issued, and the publishers have set aside the first

500 sets for introductory purposes, to be sold at about half the regular
price, which is JS15. We believe the books to be so good that each of
these sets sold will sell two others at the regular price. Of these 500

sets we offer you one set at $8.00 (payable, if you wish, at the
rate of $1.00 down and $1.00 per month) We will send you a
set by express, prepaid, for examination. After 5 days, if not
satisfactory, return the books at our expense.

This work Is thoroughly up to date. It should be In every

home. It Is BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED, bound in white

oilcloth so that you can wash it if it becomes soiled. A
bargain if you are prompt.

J. BODMER CO.
J'ubli.shers

WEST 22D STREET
NEW YORK

FOR ONE DOLLARGOOD
Send us with your order for the Con-

solidated Library of Modem Cooking,

your favorite recipe— if it has not y
already been published— and we
will allow you an additional

discount of #1.00, so that

the Library will cost you
only $7.00. Send this

coupon with the order.

ofth.

J.
Bodmer

Co.,
West 22d
St., a. Y.

Please send me
on approval, ex-

press prepaid, a set

.e Library of mod-
ern Cooking Rud House-

hold recipes, in white oil-

cloth. Itsatisfactory, I agree
to pay $1 within five days and

1 per month until $8 is paid. It

satisfactory, I agree to return

the set within five diiya at your expense

Name

Street

City L.D.3-2.3 J (

Readers of The Literary digest are asKed to mention the publleation when writing to advertisers.
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A Busy Man's Brain Box
This is the most complete device ever

invented for fiHng and classifying clip-

pings, illustrations, manuscripts and all

miscellaneous matters which some time

or other you will want without a minute's

delay.

THE LITERARY DIGEST
Anderson only two months ago, and he is engaged to

|

her already."— Tit-Bits.

[February 25, 1905

It keeps your pockets and
your desk clean and saves
niemoiandmn tlint would
otherwise be lost. It af-
fords you instant access to
everything- you file in it.

It is a savings bank for
information —worth i7
scrap books and any num-
ber of picreon - holes. It

consists <'f a number of
specially made holders ar-
ranged in a substantial
air-tight, dust-proof box.
Each one of these holders
not only shows "hat is

contained in it, but by an
ingenious indexing' system
shows just wliere cvei-y-
thing else refenin;,' to its

contents may be found.
Especially useful to busi-
ness men because it sits
conveniently on your desk
and takes care absolutely
of all the papers and data
that you might otherwise
lose or forget — perhaps
throw in a waste basket
for want of a better place
to put it. The Brain Box
is a genuine Library Filing
Cabinet, never before
made in desk size and ha?
sold from $15.00 to $5o.i)0

in large sizes. Is equal in
every respect to the ex-

pensive kind except the size and the woodwork.

WITH YOUR NAME STAMPED IN GOLD
For a limited time we will give these Brain
Boxes free with subscriptions to SYSTEM.

Through SYSTEM you can learn all that any one can pos-
sibly tell you about system and business methods. It tells
every month all the new
business tricks that save
time—all the little office
wxinkles that save worry,
200 or more pages of
indispensable informa-
tion for business men.
The regular reading
of SYSTEM will solve
your business perplex-
ities—but if it does not
SYSTEM has a staff of
experts— p r a c t i e a i

business m e n—w h o
will answer your

Saved.— Mrs. Washington was just about comple-
ting " The Confessions of a Wife," when the Father of

his country burst into the room and hastily destroyed

the manuscript.

"What!" he exclaimed, "have you no feeling?

Don't you know that this would destroy my chances

of going into history as the man who never told a lie ?
"

-Life.

Usually the Case.—Gladys :
" Men are such con-

ceited things ! Why, one may see them any time ga-

zing at a looking-glass."

Tom (meaningly): "Yes, but it's always a good-

looking lass."— Tit-Bits.

FREE

?ue3tions gladly and cheer-
ull.y and promptly. This

service will cost you not one
single penny— if vou are a
subscriber to SYSTEM. The price of SYSTEM is two dollars a
year. It is worth a great deal more than that to any alert
business man with his eyes on the main chance.

Special
Send us two dollars for a year's
subscription to SYSTEM aud
we will send you, every cost pre-
paid, a brain box with your
name in gold on it. It you
are already a subscriber and
your subscription has not yet
expired, simply order us to re-
new it for one year from its

present date of expiration and
we will send you a cabinet free.
Write your name and addrejs
in the margin opposite : tear
out this advertisement and
mail it to us. Inclose the money
and we will enter you ag a sub-
scriber—send you an expert
consultation certificate enti-
tling you to free advice—and
ship you the box. Act at once.
We have only a few boxes on
hand and we believe they will
be snapped up ill a hurry. Send
to-day. Address

Regular Departments in

SYSTEM

Building a Sales Force

Organizing an Advertising
Department

Organizing a Factory
Busmess Correspondence
Credits and Collections

Talks to Salesmen
Systems in Banking
System in Shipping
Systems (or the Retailer

Real Estate and Insurance

System in the Professions

Short-Cuts that Save
The Business Man's Re-
view

Successful through System.
(Biographical)

Answered by Experts

THE SYSTEM COMPANY
New York For Desk N. CHICAGO London

There is Money
For You

In

There
is a big and
iDcreaaiug deman<
for short aiory writers,

The field i^ big and the 'work-

ere few. We can train you by mail
for any branch of newspaper and maga
line work. Write to-day for full particulars.

8prafrue Correo. School of Journalt(4in,
284 Majestic Building;, Detroit, Mich.

What Is Daus' Tip-Top?
TO PROVE that Daus' "Tip-top" is

the best and simplest device for making
lOO Copies from pen-written and 50

Copies from typewritten original,
we will ship complete duplicator,
cap size, without deposit, on
ten (lO) days' trial.

Price $7.50lcsx trade^c |,q*

Current Events.

r/isrownf of 33 9^% n
THE FELIX A. DA IS DliPlLIC.4TOIl «0.

Daii!« Builillniur, 111 John St., IVcw I'ork City

Foreign.
Russia.
February 12.—The Czar orders the appointment of

a commission to inquire into the St. Petersburg
labor question. It is also reported that the Em-
peror will establish a land congress.

February 13.—Reports from all over Russia foretell
the failure of the labor movement and the speedy
resumption of work. The Russian Council of
Ministers calls upon the Minister of Finance to
draft reform measures, including those demanded
by the workingmen.

February i6.— St. Petersburg workers, after a few-

hours in various factories, renew the strike, and
troops are again mobilized within the city.

February 17.—Grand Duke .Sergius. uncle of the
Czar, is blown to pieces by a bomb while driving
at Moscow.

Russo-Japanese War.
February 12.—Japanese bombard Lone Tree Hill.

Kuropatkin reports that the railroad between
Harbin and Mukden has been cut by Japanese
raiders, and that General Kaulbars has taken
command of the Russian second Manchurian
army.

February 13.—The North Sea case is closed before
the international commission at Paris.

February 15.—The Russian third Pacific squadron
leaves Libau for the Far East. A Japanese re-

port says that a force of q.ooo Russian cavalry,
with guns, is operating on Oyama's extreme left

flank, and is advancing on Heikontai.

February 16.—Japanese report the repulse of Russian
attacks on Waitao Mountain, and the retreat of
the Russian cavalry force which had moved
against the Japanese left. General Gripenberg,
removed from command of Russia's second Man-
churian army, arrives in St. Petersburg.

Other Foreign News.
February 13.—German colonists in Samoa ask the

Reichstag to secure payment of the indemnity
from the United States and Great Britain, under
the arbitration award of 1902, which, they say, has
not been paid.

February 14.—King Edward opens the British par-
liamentary session.

February 15.— President Castro declines to arbitrate
the asphalt claims and other pending disputes
with the United States and negotiations are at
a standstill.

February 16.—The Supreme Court of Venezuela re-

affirms its decision sequestrating the lands of the
American Asphalt Company.

Domestic.
Congress.
February 11. —Senate: The arbitration treaties are

ratified, after an amendment changing the word
"agreement " to " treaty " had been adopted by
vote of 50 to 9, and a letter from President
Roosevelt criticizing the change had been read.

House: Bills for the better protection of life on
steamships are passed.

February 12,.— Senate: The Swayne impeachment
trial continues ; the Agricultural bill is consid-
ered.

House: Congressmen Hearst, of New York, and
Sullivan, of Massachusetts, make sensational
speeches, heaping abuse upon each other.

February li,.—Senate: Senator Lodge defends the
.Senate in its action on the arbitration treaties.

The Agricultural Appropriation bill is passed
after the adoption of an amendment prohibiting
drawbacks on wheat imported to make flour for

export.

House: The Naval Appropriation bill is taken
up. Representative Littlefield speaks on our

> foreign policy and extravagant e.xpenditures.

February i^.—Senate: The Santo Domingo treaty
is sent in with a letter from the President, ta-

Style 335
Boston's most fashionable piano

IVERS & Pond
Pianos

You should examine these masterpieces of

artistic piano construction before you buy.

Connoisseurs quiclcly detect the superiority

oi their tone quality and the delicacy and

perfection of their action touch. In these

essential conditions the latest Ivers & Pond
models approach perfection. The compound
bent wood sounding-board bridge and the

agraffe construction are recent improvements

that greatly enhance the vibration and tune-

staying qualities of these pianos. A new
catalogue picturing and describing our 1905
models, the most perfect musically and beau-

tiful architecturally we have ever made, will

be sent free.

Prices are the lowest consistent with best quality.

We will mail you our price list if no dealer sells our

pianos in your locality. Easy payments wherever you

live. May we submit our proposition, which includes

prices, easy payments, sending pianos for trial in your

home, etc. .'' Write us.

Ivers & Pond Piano Co.
121 Boylston St., Boston.

T^J,—Mortgages—Absolutely Safe

—

7%

5;^ 20-Year Electric Railroad Bonds, and
5% 15-Yea.r Gas Bonds, at Par

7% Interest seems large to one .ic'customed to a low rate,
but the conditions in this section are such that the bor-
rower can afford to pay it.

This is a new country, just opening up, and immense
cities wiU soon be found where small towns are now loca-
ted; and farming lands will soon bring twice as much as
they can be bought for to-day.
We are in a position to place 7" Mortgages on both City

property and choice Farm l.Tnds, on three and five years'
time ; and the collateral will be of such a nature as to be
increasing all the time.
These Mortgages will be taken in the name of "THE

C011JI0XWEALTII LAND Jfc TKIST tO.," of Ardmore. Indian
Territory, and transferred to you, so that you will have the
mortgaged property and our own guarantee that principal
and interest will be paid.
We can offer at par a few '0-year .W Electric Railway

Bonds, and some 15-year 5f> Gas Bonds in amounts of
S500.00 and ?1. 000.00.
We invite correspondence. For further information re-

garding the above, and for informiition relative to the
Indian Territory, address THE ('OJI]I10N«EALTH LAND &
TRIST CO., Ardmora, Ind, Ter. $45,000.00 Paid-up Capital.

None just as

good for repair-

ing broken
articles.

Major's Cement

best in the
world. Price
ISC. per bottle.

Leather and Rubber Cement same price.

If not sold in your town, mail price

and we will forward either kind.

THE ALPHONSE MAJOR CEMENT CO., N. Y. City.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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HAIR
A Practical Invention

That has Proven Effective

Last month we suggested to those

placing order for the Evans Vacuum
Cap that their checks be dated ten days

in advance.

The Jefferson Bank guarantee on the

Cap, however, together with the fact that

nearly every sale has led to other orders,

has simplv deluged us with work, and we
now suggest that those who contemplate

placing order date their checks at least

thirty days ahead, as we can not promise

earlier shipment.

This, of course, is quite a reflection

upon our ability in not being prepared,

but we now have
arrangements under
way that svill enable

us to make shipment
of nearly a thousand
Caps daily.

The Evans Vacu-
um Cap is used a

few minutes each

day, and it only re-

quires about ten

days to get the scalp

loose and pliable,

and this condition

is essential to the

life and growth of

the hair—the hair

cannot thrive in a

tight and congested

scalp.

The Vacuum
gives the scalp a pleasant, tingling sen-

sation, and the advantage of the process

is that a healthful circulation is obtained

without rubbing and without the use of

drugs or lotions.

Illnstrated book, describing this invention and its

possibilities, will be sent to any one on request.

Evans Vacuum Cap Co.,

440 Fullerton Building,

St. Louis, Mo.

To Cas Engine Operators
l>yiiauio Ignition.

Motsinger Auto-Sparker
No h; - -

-•
. - -No hattery to start or run. The original

^Bpeed-controlled friction-drive rtynanio.
Driven parallel with engine shaft. No

belts. No beveled pulley or beveled
fly wheel necessary. For make and

^ '> break and jump-spark system. Water
•"^ and dust proof. Fully Guabasteed.

MOTSINGER DEVICE MFG. CO.,
67 Main Street, Pendleton.Ind., U.S.A.

ASH BUY
WAITING FOR YOUR

REAL ESTATEor BUSINESS
No matter where located send me a full
dest-ription of the property, name your
lowest cash price, and my tiiiick-sale

system will get you the money. Don't
hesitate. Don't think I can't do it. Try
me! Eat,".blishedl881. Bank references.
Write me to-day. KKA.\K P. t'l.KVELAM),

Eeal Estate Expert, IS:J8 .tdams Expr^s Building, Chicago, Ills.

Readers of The Literary

kinjj a position that to maintain the Monroe
Doctrine the United States nuist see tliat the
republics of tlie soutlt pay their just ciebts.

House: Tiie Naval bill is ajjain discussed. A
resolution is passed lequestini; an investigation
of the Standard Oil trust by the Department of
Commerce.

February ib.-Sc->i(7U: The S\va.yne impeachment
trial continues.

House: The wheat drawback amendment to the
Agricultural bill is returned to tlie Senate, be-

cause it invades the constitutional prerogatives
of tlie Mouse. The bill providing a form of gov-
ernment for the Canal zone is passed.

February 17.

—

Senu/e: The Diplomatic and Con-
sular .Appropriation bill is passed. The amend-
ment to the .\i>riciiltural bill repealing the wheat
drawback is stricken from the bill.

House : The Statehood bill is sent to a conference
committee, and the Naval bill is discussed.

Other Domestic News.

February 11 —It is announced at the White House
that all the members of the Cabinet except Post-
master-General Wynne, will be reappointed on
March 6; Mr. Cortelyou will become Postmaster-
General and Mr. Wynne will be made consul-
general at London.

February 13.— Secretary Hay announces that the
arbitration treaties amended by the Senate will

not be presented to the governments with which
they were negotiated.

President Roosevelt delivers a speech touching
upon the race issue before the Republican Club
of New York City.

Senator Mitchell, Congressman Hermann and
others are again indicted by the federal grand
jury at Portland, Ore., in connection with the
land fraud cases.

February 15.— The Kansas House of Representa-
tives passes the bill for a state oil refinery to

fight the Standard Oil trust.

February 16.— President Roosevelt directs Commis-
sioner Garfield to proceed immediately with the
Standard Oil investigation requested by the
House of Representatives.

February 17.—The Kansas Legislature passes the
bill making pipe lines for the transportation of

oil common carriers. The governor signs the

bill providing for a state oil refinery.

CHESS.
[All communications for this Department should be

addressed: " Chess-Editor, Literary
Digest."]

Problem 1,036.

Karl Eggert, Hamburg,

Black—Three Pieces.

—.»

m «
White—Nine Pieces.

8 ; 7 K ; 8 ; i b i P 4 ; i p i k 4 ; P i S 1 R 3
P S I R I B ; 8.

White mates in three moves.

The Bonds
We Offer
with our rec-

o m m e n d a-

tion, are not

bought and

sold on com-
mission.
We buy
these bonds

direct from
the Com-
panies with

our own capital, making it absolutely-

necessary that we previously investi-

gate the legal and financial standing

of such bonds in order to protect our

own interests.

Our Years of Training as bankers

has given us a keen insight into

investment values and opportunities,

and consequently enables us to serve

the best interests of our clients.

We sell Railroad, Gas and other

high grade bonds suitable for Banks,

Trust Companies and individual in-

vestors and have special facilities for

giving you quotations and data for

the purchase, sale, or exchange of

any of this class of bonds.

If you are seeking an investment

now we will be pleased to submit

our March offerings.

A. N. CHANDLER & CO.

Bankers

120 Broadway, New York. Bourse, Philadelphia

Our booklet, " Hints and Helps to In-

vestors," is a study of bond investments

well worth reading. It may be had by

sending your name and address, which,

for convenience, may be written on the

margin of this page and mailed to us.

WANTED Editors, clergymen, and other
educated men of business ability

to represent us. Weekly salary or guarantee paid. Give
age, qualifications, references. DODD, MEAD & CO.,
New York.

$30 Church Money
Ho Investment. No Risk. Send no Money.

If you wish to raise money quickly and easily for any church
purpose, send us the photographs of your church and your
pastor and we will reproduce ttiem, together, In carbon pho-
to^aphy on 200 satin finished, aluminum pm trays and send
trays to you express prepaid. Everybody wants this exqui-
site souvenir of church and pastor and yovir members quickly
sell them at25cents each. You keep$30 for your profit and
send us $20 in full payment for the 2U0 souvenirs. Send pho-
tographs (any size) and names to-da.v. Send no Money.
Your workers will sell all the souvenirs in ten days as hun-
dreds of others have and you can send us our money any
time within a month. Write and learn success of others.

New Method Co., 5533 So. Park Ave., Chicago.
Digest are asked to mention ttie publication vhen writing to advertisers.

FBEE 8AHPLK TBAY Oil BGQIJCBT
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Problem 1,037.

Composed for The Literary Digest by The
Rev. G. Dobbs, New Orleans.

Black -Seven Pieces.

t»j ^1

» m

m
:/MM

White— Nine Pieces.

1R6; Q7-. 3P3B; 8; 5S2; P1S2K2;
2pqPs2;rBkb4.
White mates in two moves.

Solution of Problems.

No. 1,027.

B—R 2

2.

2.

2

2.

2.

Kt—E 4

ch

Q—K 5 or Q 6,

mate

K-Q 5 Any
K—Kt 7

J*

Kt-B 5, mate

P-Kt4 K-Q 5

3-

B-B 6, mate

Other

Kt-B 5, P-K Kt 4, mate

P-K R 5 K X Kt

Q-Q8

K-Qs

3-

Kt—B 4, mate

P-QR5
B—B 6, mate

Other

No. 1,028. Three Key-moves: Q-K 5, Q-R 4 ch,

and O- Kt 4 ch.

SoRed by the Rev. I. W. B., Bethlehem, Pa.; M.
Marble, Worcester, Mass.; the Rev. G. Dobbs, New
Orleans; F. S. Ferguson, Birmingham, Ala.; H. W.
Barry, Boston; A. C. White, New York City; W.
Rimk, Highland Falls. N. Y.; Dr. J. H. S., Geneva,
N. Y.; the Rev. J. G. Law, Walhalla, S. C; S. W.
Banipton, Philadelphia ; F. Gamage, Westboro,
Mass.; R. H. Ramsey, Germantown, Pa.; the Rev. W.
Rech, Kiel. Wis.; A. Rooke, Franklin Chess-club,

Philadelphia; C. Nugent, New York City; the Rev.
L. H. Bahler, Mariaville, N. Y.; E. A. C, Kinder-
hook, N. Y.; the Rev. M. Tarnowski, Camden, N. J.;

O. C. Pitkin. Syracuse, N. Y.; B. W. La Mothe, Strat-

ford, Conn.; N. D. Waffle, Salt SpringviUe, N. Y.; R.
H. Renshaw, University of Viiginia; G. Patterson,

Winnipeg, Can.; L. R. Williams, South Omaha ; R.

G. Eyrich, New Orleans ; C. H. Schneider, Decatur,

Ind.; J. M. W., Blanchester, O.; E. C. Brinker,

Riegelsville, Pa.; M. D. M., New Orleans ; J. P. S.,

Collegeville, Pa.
1,028: "Twenty-three," Philadelphia; C. W. She-

waiter, Washington, D. C; L. Goldmark. Paterson, N.

J.; the Rev. S. M. Morton, D.D.. Effingham, 111.;

Miss J. Houston, Troutville, Va.; W. E. Hayward,
Indianapolis; P. G. Toepfer, Milwaukee; Russell,

Germantown, Pa.; C. W. C, .Mtoona, Pa.; Lyndon,
Athens. Ga.; W. E. Warner, Nicholson, Pa.; E. A.

Kusel. Oroville, Cal.; L H. Cravens, Kansas City, Mo.;

F. Alsip. Ogden.Ill.: Dr.P. Toor, Maxwell, la,; J.S.S.,
Orono, Me.'; J.W. Thorne, Spearsville, La.; D. Han,-

Mo HIGHER. DIVIDEND
25^«MOR.E INCOME

$25 ui)ward, withdrawable
on 30 days* notice.

Investments bear earnings
from day received to day
withdrawn.

Supervised by New York
Banking Department.

SEARCHING investiga-
tion of this Company's

record, its present stand-
ing, and its conservative
methods will assure you
that its funds are better
secured than the average
4% investment.
We pay you 5% per annum

—a quarter larger income.
You will appreciate the
convenience of our "Cer-
tificate" systeni for han-
dling accounts by mail, p
Write for particulars.

Assels, .... $1,7<M),000
Surplus and Profits, SltiO.OOO

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS AND
LOAN CO.

1139 Broadway, New York.

If you want to buy

BOOKS
Buy from us and save money. We handle

tens of thousands af books which have been
in circulation in T^he Booklovers Library from
three or four months to a year ; nearly all as

good as new. We are selling to hundreds
of public and private libraries. History,

science, biography, literature, politics, juvenile,

travel, fiction, French, German, etc. Send
for our new catalogue of over 3000 titles.

Mention The Literary Digest

The Philadelphia Bookstore Co.
1031 Race Street, Philadelphia

With most people " Typewriters
"

and " $ 1 00.00 " are synonymous.

We found there were many who
wanted and needed a machine who
were looking hard at that $ 1 00.00

(Looks big—doesn't it ?)

The product of our study to meet

the needs of the average purchaser

is the American typewriter at $50.

Not a cheap type wheel or "pad"

article, but a standard type bar, ribbon

machine with interchangeable steel

type and most important—a one-piece

key and type bar—combining max-

imum efficiency with minimum exertion.

Sold on lasy pauiieiits, A\k lor ' Tin: Aniiririiii Way."

AMERICAN TYPEWRITER CO.

Hackett Bldg. bet. Warren & Chambers Sts. , New York

PETER HOLLERS
COD LIVER OIL

IS AGREEABLE TO TAKE

is digestible, easily assimilated,

and maybe tahen continuously

without causing gastric dis>

turbance.

PUT UP ONLY IN FLAT, OVAL BOTTLES

BEARING OUR NAME AS SOLE AGENTS.

Schieffelin S Co., New TorK.

a.'i Cents.

,

Will frrow in the house '

f'OT out of doors. ?

HyacinthB, Tulips,
Crocus, Fuchsias,
OsnliB, Jonquils,
Daffodils, Dewey Lily,
Tuberoses, Gladiolus,
Chinese LUy, Begonia.
jloxinia. Lilies of the
Valley—all postpaid, '25c. in stainpsorcoin.
As a premium with theseBulbs we will send

PREKaciant collection of flower seeds— over 2(10 varieties.

Addiess, Hillside Nursery, Somerville, JUasa*

CURES WHILE YOU SLEEP

Whooping Cough, Croup,

Bronchitis, Coughs, Grip, Hay

Fcvcr.Dlphtheria.Scarlct Fever

Don't fail to use Chesolene
for the distressing and often

-..^^ fatal affections for which it is

recommended. For more than twenty years

we have had the most conclusive assurances
that there is nothing better. Ask. your
physician about it.

An interesting descriptive booklet is sent free, which ^ives

the highest testimonials as to its value. XW HruKijists.

VAPO-CKESOLEJSE CO., 180 riilton Street. ».. York.

RUSSIA AT THE BAR OP THE .AMERICAN
FEOPL K. A searching inquiry into the Kischinef out-

rages, with full documentary matter bv Isiuoke Singer,

Editor of "The Jewish Encyclopedia." i2mo, cloth,

296 paees. $1.50 net. Funk & Wagnalls Company,
Pubs., New York.

\ inoo years of mistakes and then the

the r|(,,,oi uiiii ,1 .^laiit. the only sort

of construciiou ihat is healthy,

clean, comfortable. The N.\TURO >

is the only improvement made in

water Closets since the style TOL
know was conceived. .Aren't you in-

terested in knowing " Why •" Write ,^

fur book D. It tells in detail, with

illustrations. THE X-VTfltO « <».
.
>al. \. J.

KING LEOPOLD'S KCLE IN AFRICA. A de-

tailed and circumstantial indictment of Belgian misrule

in the Congo State, bv Edmund D. Mokel, author oj

" Affairs in West Africa," etc. 8vo, cloth, illustrated

with ^6 half-tones and 2 maps, 490 pages. ^3.75 Funk

& Wagnalls Company, Pubs., New York

Readers of The Litkrart Digest are asked to mention the publication ;yhen writing to advertisers
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lin. Otonii. Me.; J. S. Hills, New York City ; L. O'S.,

liU.ksburs;, Va.; \V. G. Hosea, Cincinnati; .\. Ketjen-

brtvht. IVters, IVx.; C. M. Strahan. .Athens. Ca.; \V.

H. Keid and .\. N. Migh^ate, C)il City V. M. C. .\.;

H. T. lUanchard. MilwauKee; Or. M. C. Johnston,
Ho(*, .N. l»ak.; C. K. \V. Woodward, Chicopee Falls,

Mass.; C. .A Fisher, West Hartford; -A. \ . Milliol-

laiui, IJaltimore; S. von Kayn^ and E. Bratzel, Kden
College. St. l.ouis : K. W. Hums, (ireat Falls, Mont.;
\'. H. Moon, Maumette. Kaiis.; H. J. Hothe. Balti-

more. Md.; .M. WisniT. Norris, Mont.; W. K. Cireelv,

B>Nton; IV II. Wiltsie. Jamestown, N. V.; F. .\.

Hatk:hard, New York Citv: I. >F Harper, Columbus,
Ind.; K. H. Davies, Mai-nolia. .\rk.: C. P. Crumb, ^t.

l.ouis; C. S. Jacobs, Montreal; Master C. Silvert

y 12 years I. Bt>ston.
Comments 1 1.027") :

'" The strategy is worthy its dis-

tinguished author G 1).; " Yery difficult " F". S.

F; ' Disapt-ointini; at first ; a closer study reveals the
subtle .urace and finish of the author's best work"— J.

H. S ;
• Slonunental " J. G. L.; '" .Apt to puzzle the

solver: B — Kt j lcK)ks as tho it would answer the same
purpose" W. R.; "'

.A fine example of Pawn-defense"
— R. H. R.; " Yery t;ood. Has several close " tries ' a
well-hidden kev, and interesting vars'."— B. AY. L. M.:
"Fine co.istructive ability"— L. R. AV.; " Beautiful'*
-R. G. h.
Many Ivers will be amazed to learn that B—Kt 3

will not solve 1,027. The last variation in the solution
proves this

:

B—Kt 3 Q— k' 8 No mate.
I. 2. 3.

P (J R S P .X B
In .addition to those reported E. AA'. Gile, White

Sulphur Spring-i. Mont., solved 1.021, 1.022, 1,024, i.oz6;

F. W. Howay. New AA'estminster. B. C, 1,022, 1,024,

L. Brewer. Tuskegee, Ala., 1,022 1,026; R.
. 1.022. 1,024, 1.025, i-ojo; P. G. T., 1.024, 1.025,

AY. K. G., J. P. S., .A. Heine, Parkersburg. \\.
1.024. 1,026; E. .A. K., Dr. P. J.. 1.02; ; .M. D. M.,
1,026; Dr. .M. C. I., J. R. Beede, AA'est Epping,

., .A. 1. Innes. .Aitkin, Minn., C. S. J., 1,026.

Twenty-nine States and Canada represented by this
week's solvers.

1.020

;

G E.
1.026;

Ya.,
1,025

N.

Marshall-Janowski Match.

.At the time of going to press the score stood: Mar-

shall, 5 ; Janowski, 4 ; Draw, 2.

The First Game.
MAK>HALL.
U'Aitc
P Q4

2 p- g B 4

3U Kt-«3
4 P X (^ P
5P--K4
6 r—Kt 5 ch I

7 P X P
8 Q X Q ch
9 Kt X K

10 K Kt—R 3
11 B—K 3
12 R— (,) sq
i; II-Q2
14 R X B
15 Castles
16 Kt—],) 6

17 R— K sq
18 P—Q Kt 4
19 Kt X K P
20 R X Kt
21 K R—K 2

22 P- H 3
23 K— B 2

24 R X R
25 P-(J R 3
26 R— <.',R 2

27 Kt Kt sq
28 Kt— K 2

29 P—O R 4

30 R— E 2 ch
31 R-U4

Position after White's 62d move.

JANOWSKI. MARSHALL. JANOWSKI.
Black. ii-h,u. Black.
P-O4
P-R3
P-QB4

3=>K-K3 P-B 4

33 I'- Kt 4 P X P
34RXP R— Kt 6ch

KPx P ,5 K-B 2 Kt-Kt4
Px K P -,6 R—Q 4 ch K-K 2

l!-Q2 ,7 P-P. 4 Kt—B 2

Bx B 38 R—K 4 ch K-Q2
KxQ 39 R-Q 4 ch Kt-Q 3
B X P 40 Kt- Kt 3 K-K 3P-K R3 41 P-Kt5 R-Kt7 ch
Kt-Qi 42 K-Ktsq R-R7
B-Kt 5ch 43 Kt-K 4 Kt X Kt
I! X B ch 44 R X Kt ch K-B 3

P-Q R4K Kt-B 3 4sP-Kt6
K-K 2 46 R—K 4 R-Kt 7
K R—UKt sq 47 R-B 5 R X P
Kt-B 4 48 R X P R-Kt 7
Kt-K 3 49 R—R 8 K-B 4
Kt X Kt 50 R-B 8ch K-Kt 5
R-Qsq 31 P-K 5 K-B 6

Q R I5sq 52P-R3 R-Kt 7ch
k— B 8 ch 53 K-B sq R-K R 7
R X R 54 K-Ksq Rx P
R Q Kt8 55 P-B 6 Px P
R-Kt6 56 R X P ch K-Kt 7K-Q3 57 R-Kt 6ch K-R 7
K H3 58 R—g Kt b P—R 4
R-Q 6 5qR X P P Rs
R— Kt6 60 k—Kt 4 K—Kt 7K-Q3 61 R-Kt 4 ch K-R 7
R-Kt 7 62 K-B 2 K-R 8

63 p-

64 K
65 P
66 K
67 R
68 R
69R
70 k
71 R
72 K

AA'hite forces a win.

—R 5 R--R 7ch 73 K-Kt 2 R— B sq R--R6 74 K-Kt 3 K
R 6 R--B 6 ch 73 K-Kt 4 R

-K2 R--Q R6 76 K-B 3 R
X P ch K--Kt7 77 K-Kt 3 K
-Kt4ch K--R6 78 P—R 7 R
—Kt6 K--Rs 79 R—R 6 R
-<> 2 K~-R4 80 K—R 5 K
.—Q Kt 6 K--Kt4 81 R-B 6 ch K—B 2 K--B4 82 R-B 8 wins.

Readers of

.
-R4

k.— K 4
(-R 8

-B S ch
c;-Q4
-Q R8
-Kt 8 ch
-B4

^-Q4

An IdealVqyag<
"bo ~blie

^

MEDITERMNWJ
By the Twin-Screw Cruising Steamer

"Prinzessin Victoria Luise"
tUOII \KU MIlik, M'KII, llh, lgU5

DURATION 24 DAYS
Itinerary—Azores *25 hours' stay),

^liult'ira '27 hoursj. Ctinary IslandH
12 hours , Gihniltar Granaila. Al-
haiiihra. 63 hours ,Alni**rs 'Ai htnirsj,
Pahriuo 11 hours, Naples i2B

hours , and Genoa.
This same stennuT will continue

on a 14-«iay cruise to Hamburg,
Leavinj! Genoa A|>ril SOth. I'.OS, for
ViUefranche, Corsica, Sardinia,
Tunis, Aliiiers, Ornn, Gibraltar,
Lisbon. Oporto. Dover and Ham-
burg. Where can the tourist or one
in search of health find such a de-
lightful cruise as this ?

Kates 900 iipwiircls.

Durina June, .luly an<l AuRust

12 SUMMER CRUISES
By S.S. Prinzessin Victoria Luise,

Meteor, Moltke and Hamburg.

.Soul/or I'poklft

Hamburg American Line
37 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Ae^encies in all Priiicit'al Cities

I

The World's Most FsLmous Bohemia.

Tlie Real Latin Quarter
By F. BERKELEY SMITH

AMthiir i>f " IIuw Paris Amiisia Itself"

Racy sketches of the life and characters of the
famous Bohemia of Paris. So real are its descrip-
tions that the reader feels that he has taken an
actual trip through the Quarter, enjoyed the jrood

cheer at Lavenues, listened to the cliansons at
Marcel I.etray's, looked <io\vn upon the giddy whirl
of the Hal Bullier, peeped into studios, chatted with
models, and .seen every nook and corner of this

celebrated community.

lI'iV/i liH) ilrnniiifia (iml cnmera .s»irtj).</(o(,s- ?*//

lilt iiutliot; tint carirnturen in eohtr hy th<

Fniicli <nril<lt^n^i,•<t Sanclia^ and iratci-color
fiiiiili.ii)ii:ic liji F. ?{<>i)hiii.-^(>n Smitli.

" It is like a trip to Paris."-fViaWcs /). Gibson.
" You have left nothing nndone."—Frederic fiem-

ingtoti.

ISnio, Cloth, S05 Pages, S1.30 postpaid

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY. Pubs.. NEW YORK

IF YOU
ARE A FATHER

MOTHER, SWEETHEART
Then every word of the plain talks in the

little book, " The Ethics of Marriage,"
by H. S. PoMEROY, M.D., is of vital impor-
tance to you. i2mo, cloth, $1.00 postpaid.

FUNK <S. WAGNALLS COMPANY, Pubs.

44-60 East 23d Street, New York

T'^'FinSentre'a'tment

FOR SKIN DISEASES
has proven eminently
successful in America.
We have permanently
relieved many serious

cases at our Institute

by our Genuine High
Power Finsen Lamps
imported from Co-
penhagen. This
treatment is not a

cure-all, but it is|

sure in many dis-

eases heretofore prof, niels k. finsen

regarded as incurable, as Lupus (skin

consumption), Eczema, Psoriasis, Skin

Cancer, Birthmarks and Facial Blemishes.

It is knifeless, painless, harmless. We
have special books describing each of the

above and other skin diseases in detail

and giving names of patients treated. They
are free. Write for the book you desire.

THE FINSEN LIGHT INSTITUTE OF

AMERICA

Suite C, 78 State St., Chicago

ONEY
ER!WONDERFUL STOVE-£;°a^

Bl K.VS !M»^i AlK—OM>Y lO-J OIL-OAS.
7^00 Hold one month, (vustomers delighted

'with lliirrlsoii Vulveless Oll-icas (Stove.
ISpIcndId for cooking; also heatine rooms,

stores, offices, etc., with Radi-
ator Attch. No wick, dirt, or
ashes—no coal bills or drudg-
^ery—cheap, safe fuel. 15c to 30o
a week should furniBn tuel-Kaa
for cooking for small family.
Easily operated — absolutely
safe—all sizes, $3 up. Write

—

('ntaloe FREE and Special
PHoen. AGENTS WANTED—$40 Weekly. Address
World Mftr. Co.. 6790 World B'Id'ir. Cincinnati, O.

GOLDFIELD, NEVADA
"The Greatest Gold Camp on Earth"

I have lived in the camp over a year, and

can give reUable data (without charge)

regarding mines, stocks and real estate.

ARTHUR E. BARNES
S«c. and Mgr. Goldfield Water Co.

GRAY HAIR RESTORED
"WALNUTT* HAIR STAIN"

Restores Gray, Streaked or Kleaehed
Hair, or Mustache instil tiiiKMtiiNly,
Gives any shade from Li^^lit Bi-omi
t(> Bliifk. Dues not >Viish or riilt
off. Contains no poisons, and is not
sticky nor greasy. Sold b.y nil Ortn

driiueists, or we will send you a Trial size for /IJC
Postpaid; large size (eight times as much: 60 cents. p>_^
I'ACIFIC TRADING CO., - 2i;i Nichols Hldg., St. Louis, Mo.

N
ERYOUSNESS

Exhausted or Debilitated

Nerve Force from any Cause.
'

Relieved by WINCHESTER'S SPECIFIC PILL
It contains no Jlercury, Iron, Cantharides, or any injurious ingredient whatever.

Thisl'lll is purely vegetable, has been tested and prescribed by physicians, and has proven to be the best, safest, and most effec-
tive treatment known to medical science for restDring Vitality, no matter how originally impaired, as it reaches the root uI the
ailment. Our remedies are the best of their kind, and contain only the best and purest ingredieiits that money can Ijuy and
science prodtice ; therefore we cannot offer free samples.

Price, ONE^DOLLAR per Box, fq^ HuiTibug ot Treatment Scheme
pppCQMAI OPINIONS * Dear Sirs; I have used a bottle of your Hypophosphites of Mansanese foi- liver and kidney\.7vimu ui ii^iuivo. complaints in my own person and rectived much benefit, so 1 will enclose live dollars and
will ask you to send me as much as you can by express prepaid for that amount, until we can g:et it througrh the regrular
channels. I am conlideut it is jusf what I have beepi in search of for many years. I am prescribing your Hypophosphites of
Lime ami Soda, and am pleased with the preparation. Yours sincerely Dr. T. J. WEST.

I know of no remedy in the whole Materia Medica equal to your Specific Pill for Nervous Debility.—ADOLPH BEHRE,
M.D., Professor of Organic Chemistry and Physiuiogy, New York.

Send for free treatise,
securely sealed

.

Winchester & Co., Chemists, S 609 Beekman Bldg;., New York.

FOR WEAK LUNGS USE WINCHESTER'S HYPOPHOSPHITES. Est. 1858.
The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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tHE jEXXCOeRAPHfiR'S^ gASYQHAm

In this column, to decide questions concerning the correct

use of words, the Funk & Wagnalls Standard Dictionary is

consulted as arbiter.

'"T. P.," Stamford, Conn.—" Which form should
have the preference in addressing a clergyman, 'The
Kev. John Blank' or simply 'Rev. John Blank'? Is

any difference in rank indicated by the article ? What
other forms of address are there for churchmen? "

The form " Rev. John Blank " is that usually
sanctioned by custom. The use of the article

simply lends emphasis to the address. In
speech the article is commonly used ; in ad-
dressing correspondence it is usually omitted.
In usage a clergyman or member of a Roman
Catholic religious order is styled "Reverend";
a dean in the Anglican church, a principal (if a
clergyman) of a Scotch university, or the mod-
erator of the Scotch General Assembly is styled
"Very Reverend"; a bishop, "Right Rever-
end"; an archbishop, "Most Reverend"; an
archdeacon, " Venerable."

"J. E. L.," Cape Town, South Africa.—" (1) Can one
speak of a liquid sometimes absorbing a hard sub-
stance? Does not a hard substance dissolve into a
liquid? (2) Is not 'saccharin' a sweet substance
found in sugar-cane, beet-roots, pineapple, etc.? Can
you give the composition of saccharine tablets ? Why
are they so named ? How is saccharin obtained from
coal-tar ? (3) Which is correct, ' I intended to have
ffone' or ' I intended to go ' (when unforeseen circum-
stances have prevented one from going on a journey)?
Please state the rules of grammar governing this point."

(1) Liquid substances have been known to
absorb hard substances, as in zincography, in
which the following is the action of the acid
aised upon the metal : The acid is poured upon
the prepared plate, and the work of etching be-
gins. The acid liquefies the metal, such as cop-
per or zinc, and takes into its own body this metal
in aninvisihle form. It does not burn the metal
away as a hot iron would burn away a piece of
paper. If the acid that has been used for the
etching of the metal were put through a chem-
ical process it would be possible to restore the
metal to its metallic form. If the acid after
ibeing used were put some place where the
liquid would be absorbed by the atmosphere, it

would be found that a deposit would be left be-
ihind, and the constituents of this deposit would
ibe a metal and the solids of the acid. For
further elucidation of this point we would ad-
vise you to communicate with some scientific
journal. (2) Are you not confusing " saccha-
rose "with "saccharin"? The former is ob-
tained from sugar-cane, maple, beet, etc.

"Saccharin," according ^o a decision based on
the Standard Dictionary recently and given by
t;he United States Board of General Appraisers
(see " Treasury Decisions," October 12, 1904) is
" a white crystalline compound (CtHsS.NOs)
derived from toluene, a constituent of coal-tar.
It is three hundred times sweeter than cane-
sugar. . . ; Saccharin was discovered by Ira
Rerasen and Charles Fahlberg in the chemical
laboratory of Johns Hopkins University."
Saccharin is obtained from coal-tar by distilla-
tion. (3) Coal-tar is the black pitch obtained
from bituminous coal by distillation. (4) "I
intended to go " is correct. The rule on this is

as follows: "Verbs of commanding, desiring,
expecting, hoping, intending, permitting, and
some others, in all their tenses, refer to actions
or events relatively present or future.

"

"R. H. W.," Pittsburg, Pa.—"Which is correct to
say of a soldier under Are, that he is on the flring-Iine
or in the flring-line ?

"

It is customary to say on
in the zone of fire.

the firing-line and

"Raffles"

Gentleman
Burglar

The activity of $1

the Scotland Yard

detectives forces

"Raffles," gentle-

man burglar, to

temporary retire-

ment
—

"a rest cure,"

he calls it.

He breaks into

the house of the

Inspector of Prisons, who
is traveling on the Continent.

Here "Raffles" makes his home.

The Inspector returns unexpectedly and upsets the Cracksman's

plans. He overcomes, gags, and binds the unlucky official, and

leaves* him to take "a rest cure" of a rather indefinite length.

"The Rest Cure," the third "Raffles" tale, appears in

Now on

ale Colliers
Ten cents

the copy

MARCH HOUSEHOLD NUMBER

Learn the Truth
Do you know

that the main cau.se of unhappi-
ness, ill-health, sickly children
and divorce is admitted by phy-
sicians and shown by court rec-

ords to be ignorance of the laws
of self and sex ?

Sexology
Jliustrated

Contains in one volume

—

Knowledge a Young Man Should Have.
Knowledge a Young Husband Should Have.
Knowledge a Father Should Have.
Knowledge a Father Should Impart to His Son.
Medical Knowledge a Husband Should Have.

Knowledge a Young VVoinao Should Have.
Knowledge a Young Wife Should Have.
Knowledge a Mother Should Have.
Knowledge a Mother Should Impart to Her Daughter.
Medical Knowledge aWile Should Have.

By U'iUiani H. M'allhi!;, A.M.. .M.D.
Rich Clolh Binding, Full Gold Stamp, Illustrated, $2.00
Write for *' Other People's Opinions " and Table of Contents.

PURITAN PUB. CO., Dept. B, PHILADELPHIA

THINGS SEEN IN MOKOCCO. A bundle of

sketches, stories, jottings, impressions, and the like from
Morocco, by A. J. Dawson, author of '' African Nights'
Entertainment," etc. 8vo, cloth, 354 pages, 17 full-page

half-tone illustrations. $2. 50 net. Funk & Wagnalls
Company, Pubs., New York.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.

The Supreme Authority on Every Question

Relating to the Entire English Language

THE FUNK & WAGNALLS

STANDARD DICTIONARY

D
F you would own a dictionary in which
vou may seek and never be disap-

pointed, in which you may not only

find absolute authority on the spellings, pro-
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TOPICS OF THE DAY.

AFTER STANDARD OIL.

SEVENTEEN .St.ites. according to a despatch from Topeka,

have " wired for a copy of the state refinerj- law " (considered

in these columns last week), and despatches from Texas, Missouri,

Oklahoma, Indiana, Wisconsin, and Colorado report that move-

ments are afoot for legislative acts of various kinds against the

Standard Oil Company. The digging up of all these hatchets,

coming simultaneously with the government investigation, makes

the newspapers think that a spectacular and unprecedented assault

upon the big oil concern is in preparation. It " shows that the

country is thoroughly aroused." declares the Kansas City Star,

and " the rapidity with which the agitation has spread ought to

suggest to the gentlemen in control of the Standard that in the

long run it perhaps does not pay to use methods that arouse the

bitter antagonism of a whole country." The price of the Standard

shares shows a sharp decline. Yet the press comment reveals a

general feeling that nothing will be accomplished. The company
has been investigated by Congress and by Ohio, Texas, and other

States many times, and has been subjected to hostile legislation in

Germany, England, Russia, Turkey, and Rumania, but has never

been crippled by these attacks. The public " may get a good,

hard, healthy run for its money," remarks the New York Su7i; and

the Cleveland Plain Dealer thinks the Standard is like the big man
who was being beaten by his little wife, and who said, " By all

means keep it up ; it doesn't hurt me and seems to amuse you."
" When we consider the enormous power and wealth of this cor-

poration," declares the Baltimore Sun" we are forced to believe

that even the United States, the most powerful country in the

world, is at a disadvantage in a contest with it."

Representative Philip P. Campbell, of Kansas, who introduced

into the House the resolution requesting an investigation of the oil

industry by the Government, told the reporters the other day, after

an interview at the White House, that " the President realizes that

this is the most important investigation of the kind which has been

undertaken, and he is going into it with the determination that it

shall be as thorough and successful as the machinery of the Gov-

ernment can make it." Mr. Campbell said further:

"The .Standard Oil Company is preparing to fight the Govern-
ment with all the resources at its command. As soon as they

learned that the House had ordered an investigation of their meth-
ods, the managers of the big concern called off their boycott on
Kansas oil and began to buy again. I suppose that they found or

borrowed some money somewhere. Anyway, they got hold of

enough to resume the purchase of the commodity. When they

shut down buying a week or so before that, they did so, they said,

because they were short of money. The Standard Oil Company
can always find enough money when they need it. They found
enough out at Humboldt to crush a litde refinery started by local

capital there. As soon as the small concern had got on its feet

and was reaching out

for a little of the trade

adjacent to its refinery

the Standard siiipped

oil in there and pro-

ceeded to undersell.

They finally got the

price down to 4 cents a

gallon throughout the

territory of the Hum-
boldt concern. Outside

of that territory, how-
ever, the price was 1

1

or 12 cents, as it had
been before the war be-

gan. That is an illus

tration of the way the

Standard Oil Company
crushes out competi-

tion. I do not believe

that the public at large

really has any complaint

to make against the

monopoly. Oil is a

great deal cheaper than

it ever was before the

Standard Oil Company
seized the petroleum

business of the country. But the small refiners and well-owners

are the ones who have suffered from the merciless tactics of the

octopus. The people of Kansas do not wish to injure the Stand-

ard Oil Company, and neither do I. All that I am trying to do
and all that the people of Kansas are trying to accomplish is to

secure a 'square deal' from the Standard Oil Company. If

they had received that kind of treatment the agitation for state

refineries would never have been started, and I would never

have introduced that resolution in the House. If you could see

the hundreds of letters and telegrams I am receiving daily from all

parts of the country, you would readily believe that' this investiga-

tion is one of the most popular moves ever made."

The New York Press and Evening Post, two journals that rep-

resent quite divergent schools of thought, unite in condemning
" investigations " that end in talk or fines, and demand that guilty

trust magnates be sent to jail. The Press exclaims :

" There is law to punish the pickpocket who steals your purse.

There is law to punish the burglar who robs your house. There is

a law to punish the starving man who grabs a loaf of bread. BUT
THERE IS NO LAW TO PUNISH THE TRUST CRIMI-
NAL WHO ROBS YOU OF YOUR MEANS OF LIVELI-
HOOD, who cuts your business out from under your feet, and

GOVERNOR HOCH, OK KANSAS,

Who started the fight for a state oil refinery.
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who does it openly in the sight of men and

laughs at you because you have no redress.

"The Standard Oil prosecution by the De-

partment of Justice will be worthless except

to demonstrate that the penalty for trust crim-

inality is inadequate and ineffectual, and that

STANDARD OIL ROBBERY CAN BE
STOPPED ONLY BY PUTTING
STANDARD OIL CRIMINALS IN THE
SAME CLASS AS THE LAW HAS PUT
BURGLARS AND HIGHWAY ROB-
BERS."

TJie Ki'cning Post obr,erves :

" Until the law smites in their persons a few

of these gentlemen, who sustain our churches,

adorn our clubs, and promote our philanthro-

pies, the talk of controlling the trusts as such

is the wildest unreason or the most patent

hypocrisy. Nobody likes to be imprisoned.

The most formidable deterrent lies at our

hand, and we are too easy-going to use it

;

and until a fearless enforcement of the present

laws lands a few pillars of society behind the

bars, all executive excursions and alarms

against the trusts will recall that king of P'rance

whose twenty thousand men came down the

hill and passed into nursery mythology."

The Journal of Coj/u/ietre, which gives Wall Street a severe

moral lecture every few days, treats the trust magnates to a caus-

tic criticism as follows :

"The discontent with trusts and combinations of capital, the

hostility to great corporations, the complaint of franchise abuses
and unreasonable charges for service, the drift toward socialistic

schemes, so far as these exist, are not due so much to jealousy of

wealth or industrial power where these are acquired by superior

foresight, ability, and skill, or even by exceptional opportunity in

exploiting the resources of nature, as to a feeling that power is

attained and used by dishonest and unscrupulous means to enrich

some at the expense of others. It is the measure of truth at the

bottom of this feeling that excites agitation and gives support to

attacks upon capital and capitalists, and to proposals for radical

or drastic remedies

"A monopoly that crushes out- competition by great corporate

combinations is not different in moral quality from the personal

exploit of the man who ruins another by intrigue and deception,

undermining and destroying his business. Capital inflation and

REPRF.SENTATINE CAMPBELL, OF KANSAS,
Who introduced into Congress the resolu-

tion requesting a Federal investigation of the

oil industry.

Stock-watering which enable a set of men to

get money for their use from the public with-

out earning it or giving a full equivalent in

value is just as much cheating as selling

merchandise that is not what it purports to

be or getting pay without delivery of the pre-

tended value. Schemes of promotion and ex-

ploiting which enrich those engaged in them
with no corresponding productive results for

the community, from whose earnings and sav-

ings the means are obtained, are in effect

schemes of rapine as truly as those of bandits

and pirates, and ha\e the same moral quality.

When railroads receive franchises and priv-

ileges from the public for the purpose of per-

forming a service in return, from which their

revenues are to be derived, and then make
unjust charges or discriminate against some
and in favor of others, they are engaged in

robbing one part of the community for the

profit of another for the sake of a share in the

gains of iniquity. Financial institutions which
hold a fiduciary relation to those from whom
their resources are derived, bound by law to

administer these resources equitably for the

benefit of those intrusting them to their keep-

ing, and which employ these in schemes of

profit for the enrichment of those who manage
their affairs, are as much traitors to their trust as the guardian or

executor who makes use of an estate intrusted to his care for his

own individual profit.

" Unjust gain, the abuse of power, the iniquitous use of oppor-

tunity or advantage in business should be judged by the same
standard and have the same effect upon the estimation in which
those responsible for them are held when they are the work of

financial magnates and captains of industry as when they are per-

petrated by insignificant individuals in the small affairs of life.

The deeds are those of men. who act with human motives of sel-

fishness and greed or of honor and integrity, like other men, and
they should be judged by the same moral standard and treated

with the same consideration. If they deceive and defraud, if they

violate the laws, if they use bribery and corruption, if they are

guilty of acts that would be crimes in others, they should suffer

the opprobrium and the penalties that go with such deeds under

the moral standards of civilized society. The use of wealth in

social display, in ostentatious philanthropy, in the patronage of

science, literature, and art, or in the support of churches, should

not be permitted to hide their iniquity or redeem their reputations

One Czar to Another—'' It's hard luck, brother."

—Carter in the Minneapolis Times.

•' YOU SURELY DON'T MEAN IT, UNCLE !

"

- DeMar in the Philadelphia Record.

TROUBLES OF THE MIGHTY.
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THE HORSE BLEW FIRST.

An elopement that lias been declared off.

—Cory in the New York World.
A man obtained some medicine from a veterinary surgeon, with directions to

blow it through a tube down the horse's throat, but just as he got ready to blow,

the horse blew first. -(Old .Story.) —Maybell in the Brooklyn Eagle.

ARBITRATION FAILURE EXPLAINED.

from obloquy. Most of the perplexing problems of the time and

the greatest social, political, and industrial difficulties with which

we have to contend are due to perverted or obscured standards of

conduct, or a failure to apply the recognized standards to men
who work in organized bodies or control and direct the larger op-

erations of industry and trade. They are not to be .solved or over-

come by more legislation or by the slow process of enforcing

laws, unless at the same time the ordinary rules of honesty, jus-

tice, integrity, and regard for the rights of others are recognized

as applicable to the large operations as well as the small affairs

of life, and insisted upon by the prevailing public .sentiment, in

which the real power for correcting evils and remedying wrongs
must reside."

BEEF MAGNATES AND PRISON STRIPES.

\ \ 7HEX the Supreme Court sustained the injunction restrain-

* ' ing the packers from violating the anti-trust act, a few

weeks ago, we were told in despatches from Chicago that the pack-

ers declared the decision would " not make the slightest difference

in the conduct of their business," because they were "not in a

combination to restrain trade." Now we are told that " United

States District Attorney Bethea is said to be in possession of evi-

dence supporting the charge that not a single packing firm has

kept within the law during the last twelve months or more," and

"the best information obtainable" is that "agents of Armour,

Swift, and Morris have been doing business regularly in defiance

of the law. in spite of admonitions from the heads of departments,

and that Schwarzschild & Sulzberger have been the most flagrant

offenders." For more than eight months, we are informed, the

federal officials have been on a still hunt for evidence, and on

Tuesday of last week, " like a thunderbolt from a clear sky," a

force of marshals descended upon the offices of the packing firms

and subpoenaed a hundred or more witnesses to appear before the

grand jury. Subpoenas were served not only in Chicago, but in

St. Paul, Minneapolis, Philadelphia, Boston, Brooklyn, New
York, Jersey City, Cleveland. Cincinnati, Omaha, St. Louis, and

New Orleans. The hearing before the grand jury is expected to

take place the latter part of this month, and the magnates con-

cerned are taken to be the men named in the injunction, viz. : J.

Ogden Armour. Edward Morris, Ira Morris, Arthur Meeker,

Charles F. Langdon. Edward A. Cudahy, Louis F. Swift,

D. Edwin Hartwell, Frank E. Vogel, William Russell, Edward C.

Swift, W. H. Noyes, Nelson Morris, Patrick A. Valentine, Calvin

^L Favorite, Thomas J. Conners, Michael Cudahy, Albert F.

Boohert, Lawrence A. Carter, Jesse P. Lyman, Louis Pfaelzer,

Albert H. \'edder. and Ferdinand Sulzberger. The violation of

the anti-trust law is punishable by a fine of $5,000, or imprison-

ment for one year, or both, and any persons injured by the vio-

lation may recover three times the amount of the damages sus-

tained, with costs of prosecution and attorney's fee.

There seems to be a feeling among the newspapers that if the

beef magnates are guilty, they should be sent to jail. They

should be put on " the same footing as the burglar or the sneak

thief," declares the New York Press ; and the Brooklyn Citizen

says

:

" When the guilt of the individual members of the trust has been

established, let the courts send the convicted ones to prison. A
money fine of five thou.sand dollars is a mere bagatelle to these

multimillionaires, and they would not hesitate to continue their

illegal business under such conditions. A term in prison, how-

ever, is an altogether different thing. The brand of the convict is

something that not all the wealth of Rockefeller can wipe out, and

rather than undergo this mental humiliation the monopolists will

be content in the future to permit the natural laws of supply and

demand to regulate prices and output."

"It is a serious situation for the gentlemen of the beef trust,"

and, if guilty, " the infliction of the penalty of imprisonment upon

them or upon any of them would be impressive, exemplary, and

undoubtedly deterrent," remarks the New York Times j and the

New York Evening Post observes :

" A criminal prosecution of the beef trust will bring sorrow to no

hearts but those of the packers. The beef trust shares with the

Standard Oil Company the distinction of having no friends. The
cattle-growers and sheep-raisers hate it because, according to their

accusation, it does not pay a fair price for their stock ; and the

consumers everywhere curse it because, as they believe, it charges

them too much for the dressed meat. In this case, then, ' running

amuck ' will help rather than hurt the Administration politically.

The recent decision of the Supreme Court affords hope that the

Attorney-General can bring the beef trust to book. Should he suc-

ceed, he will be justified in pressing for the severe penalty of im-

prisonment for a year rather than the mild censure of a fine of

$5,000. Before we plunge into further anti-trust legislation, we
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must see what we can accomplish under present laws ; and no fair

test can be made until we try the extreme punishment. If the so-

called ' trust evils ' be not checked by the spectacle of a few emi-

nent financiers breaking stone or working in a jute-mill, then our

statesmen can consider other plans of salvation."

John S. Miller, counsel for the packers, says they are not guilty.

To quote

:

" The packers or their counsel have no information as to the pur-

pose of the Government in the movement now going on. We
know no more about it than the pubhc does, and are left to draw
such inferences as every one may draw. From the great number
and the character of the witnesses being summoned, it may be the

purpose to ascertain if, in the conduct of their business, these de-

fendants have violated Judge Grosscup's injunction. We have no
fears as to the actual facts.

" I have kept in touch with my clients since this injunction was
issued, in 1903, and have from time to time conferred with one and

now another, and I have been assured that they have in good faith

observed it.

" We sincerely trust we may look for and relieve the ' square

deal ' which is promised to every one and as the facts justify it, we
may be relieved from misrepresentation and unjust suspicion."

LOOKING FOR PEACE.
" ' I '"HE war in the Far East will end when Russia is victorious,

^ and not a moment before," said Count Cassini to a Wash-

ington correspondent on Thursday of last week, a statement that

leads a paragrapher to remark that we are evidently in for a long

war. Early in the week a St. Petersburg despatch had contained

the outline of some supposed peace terms that were said to be

under contemplation; but as they gave the Mikado only what is

now held by his troops, provided for no indemnity, intimated that

Russia would retain a large part of Manchuria, and stipulated that

Vladivostok he made an open, neutral port, it was soon seen that

such terms would suit neither party, and the Pittsburg Dispatch

observed that the report needed to be taken with "a whole salt

cellar." The unanimity with which our newspapers expressed the

hope that there might be some basis of truth in these peace rumors,

coupled with their unreserved predictions that the longer the war

the worse will the Russian defeat be, shows the friendly spirit of

their advice. " Every indication threatens a revival of Russian

disasters as soon as action is resumed," says the New York Trib-

une, in an editorial recommending peace negotiations; and a St.

Petersburg despatch reports that the hope of overwhelming Japan-

is fading somewhat, even in ofiicial circles. The Russian official

opinion is, however, that Kuropatkin's army is still in fighting

trim, Rozhdestvensky's fleet unharmed, and everything ready for

another trial of strength, and under these circumstances " a gov-

ernment that would crave peace of Russia's enemy while still ca-

pable of winning victory would be giving the party of change gen-

uine grounds for a revolution." Furthermore, says another

correspondent, " the Government realizes the danger of nego-

tiations which might terminate in a fiasco or in dishonorable peace,,

and which would in either case aggravate the internal situation,"

and so it is contemplating a convocation of the zemsky sobor, a_

popular assembly, which can declare for peace, if it wishes, and

thus relieve the Administration of the responsibility. The New
York Heiald, which seems to be our principal Russian sym-

pathizer, reminds the British papers which are suggesting peace to-

the Czar that Great Britain was in no better plight in the first

stages of the Boer war, and it remarks that their "pacific ardor

would be very laudable were it not manifestly dictated by a desire

to see Russia definitively humiliated and a lurking fear that Japan

may be powerless in the end to inflict that humiliation."

The domestic situation, says a Berlin correspondent, is " now
within the control of the authorities." The same day's news told

of riots, strikes, murders, incendiarism, and a general insurrection-

ary situation throughout Russian Poland and Transcaucasia. One
town on the Black Sea is said to have been captured by the strikers

and then bombarded by the Russian fleet. Mr. Witte is said to

have made a report on the financial situation to the effect that any

decrease of taxes will prove disastrous to the revenue, and any in-

crease will start a revolution. The Sun treats as the most impor-

tant feature of the situation the mass-meeting of the faculty and

students of the great University of St. Petersburg on Monday of

last week, at which a remarkable set of resolutions was adopted,,

calling Russian absolutism " effete," its measures " ridiculous." and

its methods " reckless." The war was declared " a criminal adven-

ture," and radical political reforms were demanded. A portrait of

the Czar was torn to rags, the " Marseillaise " was sung with the

wildest enthusiasm, and the students paraded around the hall

carrying a red flag with the motto, " Hail to the Constituent As-

sembly !" It was voted to discontinue the work of the university

-rrJ^wi^
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WHICH WAV, rZAR ?

—Westerman in The Ohio State Joiirnal.

REAPING THE WHIRLWIND.
—Leipziger in the Detroit News.

TWO WAYS.
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for the rest of the college year in view of

the existing situation. Here are the res-

olutions :

" Etfete Russian absolutism is draw ins>

daily—nay, hourly—to its inevitable doom.
I'owerless to cope with an awakened peo-

ple, in its agony ic devises one measure

more, ridiculous than another and one

method more reckless than another to de-

lay its downfall.
" It entered upon a criminal adventure

in the Far East, which has cost the people

tens of thousands of lives and millions of

hard-earned money. Conscious of its goal,

the intelligence of the students has long

conducted a stubborn tight to obtain the

most elementary human rights, often fall-

ing fainting before the brutal force of an

unbridled Government until at last the pro-

letariat entered the historic arena, and at

the same time, as it came to the knowledge

of itself, dealt czardom the heaviest blows.
" The recent bloody events have clearly

shown what absolutism is capable of in de-

fense of its pitiful, shameful existence.

The sincere, fraternal, harmonious action

of the proletariat on those days of January

signed the death-warrant of absolutism and

without doubt insured the speedy political

liberation of Russia.
" We, as a section of the educated com-

munity, conscious of our goal, welcome the

solidarity of workmen and put forward the

following demands

:

" First—Summoning a legislative assem-

bly on the basis of a universal, equal, and

secret ballot of male and female citizens;

freedom of speech ; freedom of the press

;

freedom of organization and of striking.

" Second—Amnesty for all who have

been punished for their political or relig-

ious convictions.
" Third—The fact of belonging to any

shall not prejudice political rights.

" Further, as a guarantee against interference of the Russian

Government in the free execution of these demands, a people's

militia must immediately be formed, in whose ranks all citizens

can fight to realize our aspirations.

"Recognizing the significance of this historical moment, when
Russia is emerging from a period of ferment into open revolt, and

when every one has but one end in view, we can not pursue our

studies, and therefore suspend them until September. By that time

events will have furnished new material for the solution of the.se

questions."

' The Tribune publishes a rather remarkable letter in tlie follow-

ing editorial

:

" A significant light is cast upon the state of unrest pervading all

classes in Russia by the personal message of a prominent Russian
to a friend in this country which we are permitted to publish. For
obvious reasons it would not do to give the writer's name or fur-

nish any hint of his identity. He belongs, however, to a wealthy
family which is on terms of intimacy with the imperial hou.sehold.

He is related to members of the Ministry and is himself a high

official. His message was written in French on one of the Red
Cross picture postal cards which have been sold in large numbers
to swell the fund to care for the victims of Japanese bullets. His
words, literally translated, are :

'
' I .had wished to wTite thee a letter, above all, abovit our ideas on the uar.

The war is most unpopular, and we all desire our own defeat. We hope that it

will epen the eyes of the common people to the fraud of our government, which
is universally hated. One hears on all sides that the Japanese are fighting for

our freedom—there is nowhere the slightest feeling against the Japanese.'

" How this remarkatjle sentiment ever came to be let out of Rus-
sia is a subject for speculation, but certainly it came out by mail

and was duly delivered in this country by the postal authorities.

. . . If on ' all sides ' among the Russian
upper cla.sses it is said that the Japanese
are fighting for Russian freedom and an
intelligent Russian can report 'we all de-

sire our own defeat,' on what a precarious

foundation must the whole bureaucracy,

with its domestic and foreign troubles,

stand } However we may consider this

letter, it is prophetic of important changes
in Russian society."

A WOMAN'S STATUE IN THE
CAPITOL.

'T^Hl
A 1

•STATUE OF FRANCES E. WILLARD.

The work of Miss Helen Farnsworth Mears. of

Oshkosh. Wis. Mr. .St. Gaudens says; "Miss
Mears has succeeded far beyond my expectations,

and has made a purely distinctive work; one

showing, in a way that it seems to me only a wo-

man could do, the union of strength with feminine

gentleness—a quality most tender and elusive, bvit

which she has most certainly infused into her

work."

[E first statue of a woman to be

placed in Statuary Hall, in ii>e Na-

tional Capitol—the statue to Frances E.

Willard— is made the subject of consid-

erable newspaper remark, and every news-

paper that comments upon it concedes that

the honor is well deserved. Illinois might

liave presented a statue of Lincoln, Grant,

or Douglas, said Representative Foss. in

whose district Miss Willard lived, but

these men were so great that they be-

longed to the nation rather than to Illinois.

While the statue is a tribute to Miss

W'illard, he added, it is in a larger and

truer sense a tribute to woman and the

magnificent progress she has made under

our tree institutions.

The Omaha lVor/(i-IIe>-a/<l \\o-pts to see

other American women similarly honored.

It says

:

particular nationality

" It improves the hall, it dignifies the col-

lection, to have in it the statue of the no-

blest American woman along with those

ot tile country's famous men, and there will be further improve-

ment and still added dignity when the marble likenesses ot other

famous women are installed there. The collection will be more

representative and comprehensive. It will better indicate all the

splendid faculties and infiuences that have lent glory to Americaa

achievement and exalted the character of the national life."

The Washington Star speaks of Miss Willard's life and influ-

ence as follows :

"If ever an American woman deserved the tribute to her mem-
ory that was paid yesterday by the Congress of the United States,

it was P>ances E. Willard. Yor she, notably among the members
of her sex, contributed in her life to the welfare of mankind. With
a genius for organization seldom equaled either among men or

women, she assembled the forces of the women of America in a

great fight against the liquor evil. She lectured and preached,

worked and schemed, to weld all the elements opposed to that

traffic into a great powerful whole. When she died, seven years

ago, she had accomplished that task. Her name was a household

word throughout the United .States, and was familiarly known in

Europe. She had become a power. And her influence remains

to-day, and will continue as long as women work against evil and
seek the betterment of mankind.

" For nearly a quarter of a century Frances E. Willard was in

the front rank of the temperance workers of the United States.

.She made some mistakes. She was human. But her mistakes

were insignificant compared with her wonderful achievements and
the remarkable effect of her teachings and encouragement upon all

her followers. She quickened the temperance cause wherever she

spoke and the enthusiasm she inspired remained an active force.

"With all her public work Miss Willard remained a lovable

woman, and her devoted admirers and friends were legion. It was
an honor to khow her, a privilege to hear her speak. It is no
wonder that with such a leader the ranks of the W. C. T. L',

should be filled with women of all social positions, vying with each
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other to make the most of opportunities for the cause of temper-

ance ; nor that men should pause in their business to lend a hand
earnestly and devotedly to aid in the fight against the drink evil.

"The organization which Miss VViliard made so strong remains
to-day and will continue to remain one of the most useful factors

in the world for the correction of evil influences. It ramifies in a

myriad of directions. It is based upon the home itself, and in the

home it works its best ends. The spectacle of many hundreds of

little children passing by the statue in the capitol yesterday and
casting flowers at its base was a type of the power of this organi-

zation. Every child who joined in that great procession will be
strengthened by the experience in the years to come when the

temptations of life are met and fought.

"Thus in a signal manner has the State of Illinois and the Con-
gress of the United States set Miss Willard before the world as a
great American. If each memorial and statue erected in this

country commemorated a life so useful and a character so inspir-

ing, the public art of the United States would indeed stand for

something—for uplift and purification, at least."

ucts sold in a liquid or semi-liquid, and all solid articles that are
sold in the powdered state, are likely to be adulterated, and in

search for adulteration all such articles are examined.
"'The bureau believes that greater care in the preparation of

food was never exercised ; that the makers were never so careful
that their wares be palatable and wholesome ; that they have suf-

fered no diminished sense of responsibility ; but the fact remains
XX^^.i food-adulteration is luore prei'aleut than ever before.''

"

FOOD-ADULTERATION.
" I ^HE man who said he was always glad to get hash, because
•* then he knew what he was eating, is brought to mind by an

article on the adulteration of our foods, contributed to T/ie

Woman's Home Companion by Henry Irving Dodge. It would

appear from the discoveries of the United States Bureau of Chem-
istry that if man becomes what he eats, he is certainly wonderfully

and fearfully made. A man may not get a stone when he asks for

bread, but when he buys anything in a can or a bottle, it often

takes a keen chemist to discover what he does get. Dr. Bigelow,

chief of the Division of Foods, found several wine establishments

where a bottle of California wine was made to hail from France,

Germany, or any other desirable place by the simple method of

pasting on the right label, while the humble porker parades in tin

cans as "potted turkey," "chicken," and "grouse." Arsenic, cop-

per, zinc, lead, and aniline dyes are also found in foods offered to

the public. "To poison for a patriotic purpose, or even for re-

venge, has the redeeming quality of romance," says Mr. Dodge,

"but to do it for money degrades the poisoner from the classic

dignity of Borgia to the low condition of ' Suicide Hall McGurk.' "

He says of the discoveries by the Bureau of Chemistry :

" In 1903 the law prohibiting the importation of adulterated and
misbranded foods was passed, and in the very first year of its en-

forcement by the Bureau of Chemistry no less than two hundred
and t^venty-three out of one thousand nine hundred and fifty-two

shipments were found to be in violation of it. Of these, ninety-

two shipments were wine, ranging in quantities from one hundred
dollars' worth to three hundred cases; thirty-one of meat; thirty-

seven of olive-oil, and sixty-three miscellaneous. The wine was
French white and German, both chemically preserved, the former
with sulfurous and salicylic acid, and the latter with salicylic

acid alone. The meat consisted of sausage from Germany, and
was chemically preserved with boracic acid, benzoic acid, and
aluminum compounds. If the matter of the preserved sausages

were not so serious it would, in view of the virtuous attitude of the

Germans in regard to Yankee pork, be funny. Perhaps this is

some of our own alleged poisoned pork coming back to us in obe-

dience to an ironical dictate of destiny. The olive-oil was from
France and Italy, and was adulterated with peanut, sesame, and
cotton-seed oils.

" In addition to the foregoing the bureau examined one thousand

two hundred and forty samples of American foods, of which twelve

per cent, was found to be adulterated.
" Every precaution that experience has evolved is used by the

bureau to prevent fraud ; every device and measure that science

has developed have been used to detect food adulteration. Fear-

less men have exposed it. The press has sounded the warning

over the whole land. An agitated people has denianded protection

from the fraud, and many States have joined the crusade against

it. And yet in the face of all this is the startling statement of

the chief of the Division of Foods of the Bureau of Chemistry :

"' On the whole, we may expect that all coqimercial food prod-

BOODLING IN CALIFORNIA.
CALIFORNIA is just now wrought up over the exposure of

the alleged bribery of several of its state Senators. The
case has not as yet attracted much attention in the newspapers

outside that State, but there are some features of the incident that

add general interest to the affair. Four of the Senators, Frank

French, Harry Bunkers, Eli Wright, and E. J. Emmons, have

been indicted for soliciting and receiving bribes, after they had

walked into a trap set by energetic detectives. The case may be

summarized as follows from the mass of testimony that is now ap-

pearing in the California papers : Some suspicion had been cast

upon the business methods of the building and loan associations,

and a Senate committee had lately been appointed to investigate,

and to suggest a measure that would put these concerns under

regulation. There are rumors that some of these building and

loan companies had blocked measures of this kind in the past, and
in the present instance they proceeded to do the same thing. An
official of one of the companies approached Joseph Jordan, the

clerk of the San Francisco delegation at Sacramento and the legis-

lative correspondent of the San Francisco Post, with the idea of

finding out the names of four Senators who would "do business."

According to Jordan's own story, he named the Senators, and it

was arranged that the four should get $350 apiece to influence their

votes on any legislation that might turn up affecting that concern.

Jordan, as the " go-between," was to get $250 for his trouble. The
money, we learn, was brought to Sacramento by a detective, who
passed as a representative of the loan association, and who told

Jordan he must see with his own eyes that the money was put to

the use agreed upon. Other detectives were lurking in the back-

ground when Jordan passed the money over to the four Senators.

When the detectives made their true character known, Jordan and

his friends saw they were caught in a trap. A senatorial commit-

tee is now investigating the case, and it is expected that the report

will recommend the dismissal of the four accused members of the

Senate. Jordan, it is expected, will escape punishment, since he

turned State's evidence ; but he has been dismissed from his po-

sition at Sacramento. The accused, who, by the way, were denied

by the Senate the right to give evidence under oath, have written

a report to the committee denying their guilt. They say that the

alleged bribery was a scheme of the corporation " by which it

hopes it will sidetrack everything in relation to the proposed legis-

lation and by inflaming the public mind cause to be forgotten the

promised investigation into its business and business methods."

"The prompt indictment of the bribed Senators," says the Pasa-

dena (Cal.) News, "which will without doubt be followed by their

equally prompt expulsion from the Senate, will have a good influ-

ence in this State. It was the one thing that could redeem its

honor. Corruption is bound to exist, but when it is uncovered and

then goes without punishment, the whole State shares in the taint."

" When accused in open Senate," observes the San Francisco

C/ironicle, " the Senators had the bearing of guilty men. The

methods of their defense have been juggling and disingenuous.

There are none to say that their reputation is such as to render

their guilt improbable." The San Francisco correspondent of the

Stockton (Cal.) Mail, in giving his view of the building and loan

concerns, which he believes are at the root of the present scandal,

says

:

"Wholly apart from the striking lesson administered to

;;•??:'!"'»'
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legislative boodlery. the exposures in Sacramento will have a valu-

able incidental result. It has put the investigation of the building

and loan corporations on a reputable basis, and the conclusions that

may be arrived at by the new committee charged with this duty

will c.irry a weight that could never have attached to the findings

of the original committee constituted, as it was, of men of dubious

records and suspicious antecedents.
" Now. it is a fact that a great many of these concerns are no

better than bunco-shops of a peculiarly dangerous sort, because

they hold out the bait of glittering promises to poor and hard-

working people who are struggling to lay aside a nest egg for old

age. The machinery that the State has provided in the shape of a

building and loan commission to supervise the operations of these

concerns has become worse than useless. Instead of being a safe-

guard, it has become a positive public danger. It is the fact that

Senator Shortridge, one of the commissioners, took a loan of $300

from the Continental Building and Loan Association

"It is notorious that some of these concerns have bribed legis-

latures in the past to block measures designed to put them under

regulation, and therefore the present agitation will have a useful

effect in concentrating public attention on the subject and com-

pelling the enactment of the necessary legislation.

"
I can point you to a dozen building and loan associations in

this city which are run solely as salary propositions. An investor

will pay money into any one of these concerns for five years and

come out about even or a little behind. He loses, of course, all

the interest that would have accrued on his savings had he put

them in the bank. The contracts that they hand out to their cus-

tomers are highly ingenious and are designed to impose on ignorant

people. One consequence of these contracts is that there is a con-

stantly increasing volume of building and loan litigation and a

lawyer with a big salary has become a necessary adjunct of the

outfit."

DECISION IN THE NORTH SEA CASE.

TH E remark of Punch that the only evidence that there was a

single torpedo-boat in the North Sea was the assertion of

the Russian commander that he saw two, hits off the idea, more

plainly expressed in many of our papers, that General Vodka was

in command on the fatal night when Rozhdestvensky fired into the

Hull fishing-fleet. The international commission, which rendered

its decision in Paris a few days ago, makes an equally veiled refer-

ence, so some of our editors think, when it declares that " their

views as formulated are not of a nature to cast any disrespect upon

the military valor nor upon the sentiments of humanity of Admiral

Rozhdestvensky and the personnel of his squadron." Nothing is

said about the admiral's judgment, and the idea is suggested that

their views "as formulated" in regard to his valor and humanity

may differ in some degree from their private ideas on the subject.

"The finding is an equilibrist's performance, an artificial balan-

cing," says the Paris Temps, as reported by cable, " but what mat-

ter if in form it is honorable to both opponents? It has resulted

in the maintenance of peace."

The main point of the decision, that the bombardment of the

trawlers was unjustified, confirms the behef our journals have held

from the first. The commission says:

"The commissioners recognize unanimously that the fishing-fleet

committed no hostile act, and the majority of the commissioners

being of the opinion that there were not, neither among the fish-

ing-boats nor in their vicinity, any torpedo-boats, the opening of

fire by Admiral Rozhdestvensky was not justified."

This decision" brings about the entirely peaceable adjustment of

a matter which only a short time ago would hardly have failed to

lead to open hostilities," observes the New York Times, and it

adds

:

" That such a disaster was avoided, that a matter of the gravest

importance, arousing .such intense feeling, should have been ad-

justed quietly by a company of competent and quiet gentlemen,

sitting day after day in a foreign capital, is an impressive as well'

as a substantial triumph of the principle underlying arbitration.

It gives us the right to hope that the more that principle is applied

intelligently and with good-will the fewer will be found the ob-

stacles to its practical .success." ,

The rights of the neutral are, by this verdict, given precedence,

over the rights of the belligerent, and the New York Ttibuiie re-

gards this as the most important feature of the result. 1 1 remarks : i

" While pleasant things are said of the Russian commander and'

full allowance is made for the trying circumstances in which he was
placed, the salient feature of the verdict, writ large and unmista-

kable, is that the firing of the Russians upon the fishing-fleet was
unjustifiable. Whatever the extenuating circumstances. Admiral
Rozhdestvensky is condemned. It is Great Britain, not Russia,

that has won the case. That is the gratifying thing. It is grati-

fying not because Great Britain has won, but because the neutral

power has won, and thus a valuable precedent has been set for the

maintenance and vindication of neutral rights at sea. Not cai'eat

pacator, but caveat bellator ; not let the neutral beware of being

UP AGAINST A TOUGH PROPOSITION.
—Gilbert in the Denver Times

^TO ALU THE PtOPUE.

FREE SEEDS FOR FARMERS, WHY NOT FREE THINGS FOR EVERYBODY?
—Maybell in the Brooklyn Eagle.

KINKS IN OUR "FREE GOVERNMENT."
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in the way of the belligerent, but let the belligerent take care not

to injure the neutral, is the rule.

" We have already discussed, in reference to that former misre-

port, the desirability of paying more attention to the rights of neu-

trals, so that war. whenever it unhappily occurs, shall disturb as

little as possible the legitimate pursuits of the non-belligerent na-

tions. This decision is a step toward that end. As such it may
not commend itself to Russia, since she is now at war and might
therefore find it to her belligerent interest to have neutral rights

disregarded ; but it will be most pleasing to the nations that are at

peace, and they form the vast majority of the world. It is another

vindication and promotion of arbitration, and it is another step

toward the greater assurance of peace; for everything that re-

stricts the action of belligerents and enlarges the rights of neutrals

must necessarily make for the discouragement of war and for the

preservation of peace."

"VICTIMS OF ACQUITTAL."
T ^ fHEN the police and prosecuting attorney drive a man into

* ' bankruptcy on a mistaken charge of murder, the State

should indemnify him for the damage it has done— so thinks Mr.

Frank W. Mack, who, from the reporters' table, has "studied the

desperate and hopeless face " of many an acquittal victim, and who
is now taking steps to secure legislation along this line in New

York State. Underour

present laws, "it is fair

to say that toward the

man found ' not guilty
'

the public is less en-

lightened and humane

than it is toward the

convicted criminal." All

sorts of Christian insti-

tutions are ready to give

the ex-convicta lift, but

for the ex-suspect " no

compensatory measures

have ever been adopted

or set afoot." Writing-

in Everybody's Mag-
azine. Mr. Mack con-

tinues :

" The plight of an

acquitted ' murder pris-

oner ' is without dup-

licate or parallel in

human affairs. The
acquitting verdict of a

murder jury is a con-

fession by the State that the jury itself had no valid ground for

existence, that the judicial machinery had slipped a cog, that offi-

cials too careless or too eager had clutched a victim instead of a

culprit.

" And the freed ' suspect'—the acquitted man ?

" Stripped and broken, bruised by foul handling, scarred by sus-

picion, pallid from death's shadow and seared as by hell-fire, the

acquitted man stands dumbly impotent of moral redress or physical

indemnity. And the public, having scourged him as a vicarious

sacrifice, expects him to be thankful because it did not kill him.

"The State bears alone only one result of the false charge and

of the bootless trial. It takes over to itself all the chagrin of its

prosecuting officials at their vain effort to convict. The victim of

acquittal is, however, compelled to share with the State in the

money cost of his own trial. Indeed, he is, by grotesque anomaly,

a party financially to both sides of the action.
" A man accused of murder confronts persecutors who bring to

their paid efforts an implacable purpose to build or preserve a per-

sonal reputation. So horrid is the charge and so keen is the hunt,

that the prisoner is driven to his utmost resource. He may no

longer rely upon presumptive innocence, for innocence has been

and may again be strangled by circumstantial evidence. He enters

upon a defense which becomes practically a deadly trial by the ac-

MR. FRANK W. MACK,

Who argues for the indemnification of tlie

" victims of acquittal."

cused to prove himself mnocent. Along with his name, his pride,

and his life, he tosses in his own fortune or pittance, and possibly

the possessions of his friends.
" At the end a jury foreman declares him ' not guilty," and, finan-

cially, he stands stripped. He has exhausted his resources to keep
himself from being killed, and he stands alone with his rescued

life. Through taxation he has borne part of the expense incurred

by the State in assaulting it, and the entire cost of its defense

against confessedly wrongful attack."

The merits of the proposed indemnification statute are dis-

cussed pro and con as follows :

" Shall there not then be made a statute, under which an ac-

quitted man may recover from the State, on proper voucher and
audit, at least the amount of money spent to defend him against

charges of murder that failed to convict?
" Men acquitted of murder, bereft of money, health, and position,

have with grim sarcasm become public charges, having no better

standing than the drunken wreck who at their side eats almshouse
food from the same style of tin plate.

" During possible years of imprisonment pending trial for mur-
der, the accused man is as one dead to civic life. No verdict of

acquittal can ever renew or restore the rights of franchise or citi-

zenship which have meanwhile fied past him.

"While advocating a statute of indemnity to men acquitted

of murder, I am quite conscious that guilty men, by sympathy,

money, or influence, have been acquitted, and that others may be

:

but the State abides by the .success or the failure of its prosecuting

machinery, and the indemnity principle must hold steadily for all

men whose lives have been periled by error of the State.

"Objections to an indemnifying statute may be raised by some
one to whom occurs the possibility of unduly great fees for legal

help to the accused, but acquitted, man. The ground for such ob-

jection might undoubtedly exist, for the great treasury of the State

is a tempting creditor. Yes, high fees might be charged by the

prisoner's counsel, and even collusion between the two might oc-

cur. And more : An indemnity statute might induce conspiracy

by shady lawyers with persons, who could be proven innocent and

would be willing to endure a murder trial for a share in the ac-

quittal indemnity. Aye, these abuses might arise, and others

which only the operation of the statute could disclose. But they

are relatively trivia! and could be corrected. Better far that the

State should be mulcted thus, than that one innocent man be not

only disgraced, but beggared by an expense thrust upon him by the

State.

"The chagrin of a police official with a ' blind murder' in his

territory can not be known to the civilian. Personal ambition and

the prestige of the force are powerful factors in detective work.

They might in some great case blur the proper view of acts and

evidence. Deterrents to precipitate action are never amiss. The
police chase for a prisoner in notable murder cases might be wise-

ly modified by an acquittal indemnity statute which should charge

back some part of every indemnity payment upon officials respon-

sible for murder charges against ' not guilty ' men.

"The number of acquittal victims is relatively small. They
come forth from the trial-fire so penniless and so broken that they

have no means or power tor agitation. Were their numbers such

that, for a year or for a day even, they might hold a voting balance,

the masters of legislation would be on tiptoe of solicitation in their

behalf."

TOPICS IN BRIEF.

The Senate and the President seem to have confused arbitrariness and arbi-

tration.— I'/ie New York Aiiicrna,..

Booker Washington made a call at the White House the other day, be-

tween meals.— The Atlanta Constitution.

In order to be on the safe side it might he well for a few Senators to take up

the study of jiu-jitsu.— T/te Chicago Rccord-Hcratd.

If the President makes a success of runn'ng Santo Domingo, he should next

be appointed receiver of Colorado.— 7'/;<* Atlanta Journal.

Under the President's order, the commissioner of corporations will proceed

to find out what everybody else knows atout Standard Oil.— The Detroit Neu-s-

By having its criminals work in the state oil refinery Kansas feels that it will

be in a better position to comi^ete with Standard 0\\.— The Detroit Free Press.

If Russia had an army of soldiers wlio were as accurate marksmen as her bomb
throwers the war with Japan might terminate differently.— The Detroit Free

Press.
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LETTERS AND ART.

T'

DISCOURAGING FEATURES OF OUR
LITERARY DEVELOPMENT.

HE overwhelming influence of our women, the lack of out-

ward pressure which would drive us to an intenser inward

life, and our almost exclusive preoccupation with commerce and

industry are emphasized by Emil Reich, a brilliant Hungarian, in

a recent attempt to explain the "literary inferiority " of America,

when compared with other countries. This diagnosis of our sup-

posed intellectual malady commends itself to Charles Leonard

iJ Moore, a writer in the Chicago Dial (February i6), who thinks

" "it is safe to say that there was. not relatively but absolutely.

twenty times as much sympathy for and appreciation of things of

||
the mind " fifty years ago as there is to-day. Proceeding to com-

ment on present literary conditions in this country along the lines

suggested by the Hungarian author. Mr. ^^oore says:

' As a corollary to the dominance of woman in our life we have

a wor.ship of prettiness and decorum. We do small things deli-

cately. We are much concerned with style, and import the last

year's fashions from France and England and make fetiches of

them. As women approve authority, we are fond of maxim-ma-
kers and moralists and writers who tell us how to succeed in life. I

have always thought that people must be very bad to need to go
to church as much as they do ; and similarly I think the nation

must be weak mentally and morally which requires so many props

of moral phrases and axioms to support it. On the other hand,

our women-instructed minds shrink from strong passions and tragic

situations. We must apologize for indulging in tragedy, as Snug
the Joiner apologized for bringing a lion into the presence of the

ladies. Whitman was perfectly right in his characterization of our

lady-hke literature. If he had only had the ability to visualize his

ideas, to create instead of merely making catalogues of possible

characters and giving hints of situations rank from the soil, he

would have been a great literary reformer. That he would have

been popular is another thing. Poe. our profoundest thinker and
artist, is not popular. Hawthorne, a tragedian of the spirit, is not

popular. Cooper is only read by boys ; Herman Melville and
Brockden Browne are not read at all. Hardly anything, indeed, is

read to-day except that which deals gracefully with the common-
place, touches on the domestic emotions, or gratifies our social

vanity by reviving the names and deeds of our not very remote

forefathers."

Mr. Moore points out that "the strength of Europe is in its

division," that " the hard-won boundaries of the different lands have

preserved national peculiarities, have fostered variety of strength

and character, have fenced out influences which would have re-

sulted in a Chinese uniformity." Continuing, he says:

"Here in America we have established a certain form of civili-

zation and then set it in motion on its Juggernaut course to crush

and roll out all originality and level the natural elevations and de-

pressions of humanity into one desert of commonplace. Every-

body must be alike through twenty degrees of latitude and fifty of

longitude. Even if the type of civilization which we have evolved

were the highest possible, such sameness would be soul-depressing.

Every one, I suppose, has revolted against the Miltonic idea of

heaven because of the monotony of amiability and harp-playing

which prevailed there before Lucifer put some variety into the

place. The slightest acquaintance with foreign countries is enough
to convince one that the cultivation of personality, of eccentricity

even, adds greatly to the delight of human intercourse. And of

course it is the salt and savor of literature. Compare two contem-

porary novels, one English and the other American, and it will be

seen at once that English life is infinitely richer in varied types of

humanity than American."

In regard to the charge that America is almost exclusively pre-

occupied with commerce and industry, Mr. Moore writes:

" Commercialism, I fear, is ingrained in America— it is blood of

our blood, bone of our bone. Other nations, of course, have been

and are commercial, and as long as we must eat and have clothes

to cover us there is no lielp for it. But in other nations there is a
saving sense of something better. The secret desire of an Eng-
lishman is to be a Lord. The secret desire of a Frenchman is to
be a member of the Academy. The secret desire of a German is to
write a big book on the dialects of the Turanian tribes. These
ambitions are a ferment that elevate and lighten life. I have cast
about a good deal for a formula which would express the honest
ambition of the average American, and the other day I found it in

the first line of an insurance advertisement which met my eye. It

ran thus :
' To live better and save more is the big idea which goes

to bed with us all.' Obviously this sage of the shop does not
mean by his' live better' the same thing which Marcus Aurelius
meant when he said, ' Even in a palace life may be lived well."'

No ! He means by it to have more food and better clothes, and a
bigger house and greater social importance. There is no harm,
indeed there is good, in these things; but to make them the ' big
idea which goes to bed with us all,'—why, the Hottentots have a
higher hope. No real religion, or art, or literature, no science
save that which ministers to material wants, can flourish in a com-
munity obsessed by such ambition."

The writer concludes

:

" We can not always tell at a given time what ferment is going
on about us. what rich and glorious fabrics of thought and art are

rising like exhalations, silent and unseen. But certainly there is

little in America today to encourage a lover of the things of the

mind.' Our poets are driven into business, our artists into exile.

Our thinkers become college professors, where they dry up and
blow away. Sir Richard Temple said once that ' None was ever
a great poet who did much apply himself to anything else.' We
can not expect a great literature if we do not support and back the

persons who can produce. But Americans do not want a great

literature. They want, in the inspired words of our insurance ad-

vertisement, ' to live better and save more.'"

THE CONFESSIONS OF OSCAR WILDE.

\ N extraordinary book has just been issued from the press.

•^^- Its title is " De Profundis," and it was written by Oscar

Wilde. It was composed, .says Robert Ross, the author of the

preface, during the last months of the writer's imprisonment, and

was the only work he wrote while in prison and the last prose work

he ever wrote. The famous " Ballad of Reading Gaol," says Mr.

Ross, was not composed or even planned until Oscar Wilde had

regained his liberty. With regard to the present work, the author

wrote: "I do not defend my conduct. I explain it." That ex-

planation is contained in brief in the following paragraphs

:

"
I was a man who stood in symbolic relations to the art and cul-

ture of my age. I had realized this for myself at the very dawn of

my manhood, and had forced my age to realize it afterward. Few
men hold such a position in their own lifetime, and have it so ac-

knowledged. It is usually discerned, if discerned at all, by the his-

torian, or the critic, long after both the man and his age have

passed away. With me it was different. I felt it myself and
made others feel it. Byron was a symbolic figure, but his relations

were to the passion of his age and itsvveariness of passion. Mine
were to something more noble, more permanent, of more vital

issue, of larger scope.

"The gods had given me almost everything. But I let myself

be lured into long spells of senseless and sensual ease. I amused
myself with being 3. flaneur, ?i dandy, a man of fashion. I sur-

rounded myself with the smaller natures and the meaner minds. I

became the spendthrift of my own genius, and to waste an eternal

youth gave me a curious joy. Tired of being on the heights, I de-

liberately went to the depths in the search for new sensation.

What the paradox was to me in the sphere of thought, perversity

became to me in the sphere of passion. Desire, at the end, was a

malady or a madness, or both. I grew careless of the lives of

others. I took pleasure where it pleased me and passed on. I

forgot that every little action of the common day makes or un-

makes character, and that therefore what one has done in the

secret chamber one has some day to cry aloud on the housetop. I

ceased to be lord over myself. I was no longer the captain of my
soul, and did not know it. I allowed pleasure to dominate me. I
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ended in horrible disgrace. There is only one thing for me now,
absolute humility."

In the evolution of his nature during the two years' imprison-

ment, he marks such stages as " wild despair; an abandonment to

grief that was piteous even to look at; terrible and impotent rage;

bitterness and .scorn ; anguish that wept aloud ; misery that could

find no voice ; sorrow that was dumb." He asserts that he passed

through every possible mood of suffering, and finally reached " an

ultimate discovery " which he accepts as " the starting-point for a

fresh development." He says:

" 1 see quite clearly what I ought to do ; in fact must do. And
when I use such a phrase as that, I need not say that I am not allu-

ding to any external sanction or command. I admit none. I am far

more of an individualist than I ever was. Nothing seems to me of

the smallest value except what one gets out of oneself. My nature

is seeking a fresh mode of self-realization. That is all I am con-

cerned with. And the first thing that I have got to do is to free my-
self from any possible bitterness of feeling against the world. . . .

" Morality does not help me. I am a born antinomian. I am
one of those who are made for exceptions, not for laws. But while

I see that there is nothing wrong in what one does, I see that there

is something wrong in what one becomes. It is well to have

learned that
"

I want to get to the point when I shall be able to say quite

simply, and without affectation, that the two great turning-points

in my life were when my father sent me to Oxford, and when so-

ciety sent me to prison. I will not say that prison is the best

thing that could have happened to me ; for that phrase would
savor of too great bitterness toward myself. I would sooner say

or hear it said of me that I was so typical a child of my age that,

in my perversity and for that perversity's sake, I turned the good
things of my life to evil, and the evil things of my life to good."

Contemplating the time when he should be released from prison,

he writes

:

"1*

" The fact of my having been the common prisoner of a common
jail I must frankly accept, and, curious as it may seem, one of the

things I shall have to teach myself is not to be ashamed of it. I

must accept it as a punishment,

and if one is ashamed of having

been punished, one migiit just

as well never have been pun-

ished at all. Of course there

are many things of which I was
convicted that I had not done,

but then there were many things

of which I was convicted that I

had done, and a still greater

number of things in my life for

which I was never indicted at

all. And as the gods are strange

and punish us for what is good
and humane in us as much as

for what is evil and perverse, I

must accept the fact that one is

punished for the good as well

as for the evil that one does.

I have no doubt that it is quite

right one should be. It helps

one, or should help one, to re-

alize both, and not to be too

conceited about either. And if

I then am not ashamed of my
punishment, as I hope not to

be, I shall be able to think,

and walk, and live with free-

dom
" In the very fact that people

will recognize me wherever I

go, and know all about my life,

as far as its follies go, I can

discern something good for me.

It will force on me the necessity

of again asserting myself as an

artist, and as soon as I possibly

can. If I can produce only one

OSCAR WILDE.

(From an etching by J. E. Kelly, made in 1882 during Wilde's American tour.)

Courtesy of G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York.

beautiful work of art I shall be able to rob malice of its venom,
and cowardice of its sneer, and to pluck out the tongue of scorn
by the roots.

" And if life be, as it surely is, a problem to me, I am no less a
problem lo life. People must adopt some attitude toward me, and
so pass judgment i^oth on themselves and me. I need not say 1

am not talking of particular individuals. The only people I would
care to be with now are artists and people who have suffered:

those who know what beauty is and those who know what sorrow
is : nobody else interests me. Nor am I making any demands on
life. In all that I have said I am simply concerned with my own
mental attitude toward life as a whole ; and I feel that not to be
ashamed of having been punished is one of the first points I must
attain to, for the sake of my own perfection, and because I am so

imperfect."

The philosophy of life which, the writer avers, experience had

finally revealed to him is that sorrow is the supreme emotion of

which man is capable, and that it is " at once the type and test of

all great art." He says :

" What the artist is always looking for is the mode of existence

in which the soul and body are one and indivisible ; in which the

outward is expressive of the inward : in which form reveals. Of
such modes of existence there are not a few : youth and the arts

preoccupied with youth may serve as a model for us at one mo-
ment : at another we may like to think that it is subtlety and sensi-

tiveness of impression, its suggestion of a spirit dwelling in external

things and making its raiment of earth and air, of mist and city

alike, and in its morbid sympathy of its moods, and tones, and
colors, modern landscape art is realizing for us pictorially what
was realized in such plastic perfection by the Greeks. Music, in

which all subject is absorbed in expression and can not be sepa-

rated from it, is a complex example, and a flower or a child, a

simple example, of what I mean ; but sorrow is the ultimate type

both in life and art.

" Behind joy and laughter there may be a temperament, coar.se.

hard, and callous. But behind sorrow there is always sorrow.

Pain, unlike pleasure, wears no mask. Truth in art is not any

correspondence between the essential idea and the accidental exist-

ence ; it is not the resemblance

of shape to shadow, or of the

form mirrored in the crystal to

the form itself; it is no echo

coming from a hollow hill, any

more than it is a silver well of

water in the valley that shows
the moon to the moon and Nar-

cissus to Narcissus. Truth in

art is the unity of a thing with

itself: the outward rendered ex-

pressive of the inward : the soul

made incarnate : the body in-

stinct with spirit. For this

reason there is no truth com-
parable to sorrow. There are

times when sorrow seems to me
to be the only truth. Other

things may be the illusions of

the eye or the appetiie, made to

blind the one and cloy the other,

but out of sorrow have the

worlds been built, and at the

birth of a child or a star there

is pain."

The impulse of artistic crea-

tion was strongly reasserting it-

self during the days when his

prison life was nearing an end.

" If I ever write again," he said,

" in the sense of producing ar-

tistic work, there are just two

subjects on which and through

which I desire to express my-

self : one is ' Christ as the

precursor of the romantic
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movement in life '
; the other is ' The

artistic lite considered in its reia

lion to conduct.'" He goes on to

express the following hope :

" I'erhaps there may come into my
art no less than into my life a still

deeper note, one of greater unity of

passion and directness of impulse.

Not width but intensity is the true

aim of modern art. We are no
longer in art concerned with the

type. It is with the exception that

we have to do. I can not put my
sufferings into any form they took,

I need hardly say. Art only begins

where imitation ends, but something

must come into my work, of fuller

memory of words perhaps, of richer

cadences, of more curious effects,

of simpler architectural order, of

some esthetic quality at any rate.

"When Marsyas was ' torn from
the scabbard of his limbs'

—

della

vagina della ineiiibrc sue, to use one

of Dante's most terrible Tacitean

phrases—he had no more song, the

Greek said. Apollo had been victor.

The lyre had vanquished the reed.

But perhaps the (^reeks were mis-

taken. I hear in much modern art

the cry of Marsyas. It is bitter in

Baudelaire, sweet and plaintive in

Lamartine, mystic in \'erlaine. It is in the deferred resolutions of

Chopin's music. It is in the discontent that haunts Burne-Jones's

women. Even Matthew Arnold, whose song of Callicles tells of

' the triumph of the sweet persuasive lyre,' and the ' famous final

victory,' in such a clear note of lyrical beauty, has not a little of

it; in the troubled undertone of doubt and distress that haunts his

verses, neither Goethe nor Wordsworth could help him, tho he fol-

lowed each in turn, and when he seeks to mourn for ' Thyrsis,' or

to sing of the ' Scholar Gypsy,' it is the reed that he has to take

for the rendering of his strain. But whether or not the Phrygian

Faun was silent, I can not be. Expression is as necessary to me
as leaf and blossoms are to the black branches of the trees that

show themselves above the prison walls and are so restless in the

wind. Between my art and the world there is now a wide gulf.

but between art and mvself there is none."

SIR CASr.\R rUKDON CLARKE,

Art Director of the South Kensington Museum, London, wlio is at

present on a visit to this country, and e.xpects to assume the director-

ship of the Metropolitan Museum, New Vork, in September.

Courtesy of the New York Independent.

THE NEW DIRECTOR OF THE METROPOLI-
TAN MUSEUM.

THE selection of Sir C. Purdon Clarke, art director of the Soutli

Kensington Museum, London, to succeed the late General

di Cesnola as director of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
York, is hailed as the best that could have been made. " It sim-

ply means," says Mr. George F. Parker, an American journalist

who has come into intimate contact with Sir Purdon Clarke, " that

New York is to have the services of the best-trained, all-round

museum manager now living." This appointment, adds Mr. Rob-

ert W. De Forest, secretary of the museum, " emphasizes the edu-

cational side of our New York Museum, and coming so soon after

the acceptance of the presidency by Mr. Morgan, and the great

bequest of Jacob S. Rogers, it opens a vista of possibilities which

should warm the heart of every art lover in America." The New
York Ti?)ies comments

:

"The Metropolitan is no longer a private concern in which a

number of public-spirited citizens carried on a great undertaking

in the face of difficulties little known to the rest of New York,

making mistakes now and then, to be sure, but in the main per-

forming their duty with exemplary diligence and patience. It has

taken on the complexion of an institution for the pubHc weal which

is housed in a city building located on city ground. When the late

Gen. Palma di Cesnola was appointed, the matter was a private

concern; now that Sir C. Purdon
Clarke has been made director there

is every reason to regard the act as

one that affects the entire com-
munity.

" Sir Purdon Clarke has the great

advantage of having been trained in

the service of a museum which under
its successive governors has amassed
a wonderful treasure of art objects

from all parts of the British world.

South Kensington has marched of

late with British ideas of imperial

federation and is a great storehouse

of the most interesting objects ob-
tainable from India, China, Africa,

and the American dependencies.

Toward this result Sir Purdon
Clarke has contributed a large share.

He is a much traveled man who
knows many things of many climes,

a very Ulysses of the realm of in-

dustrial art. On the other hand, he

knows little about American art and
the needs of the American public.

But surely it will not take a man of

his attainments long to survey the

held and determine the difference be-

tween the problem of the South Ken-
sington and that of the Metropolitan.

"The work cut out for him might
well inspire a good organizer, for

there is everything to do in order to

make the Metropolitan a model for other museums in the United

States. Only those who have looked into such matters will reahze

the difficulties there are in getting a heterogeneous mass of ob-

jects properly displayed, guarded, and catalogued; yet that is

the mere A B C of what a museum should be. Much will ])e ex-

pected of a skilled director like Sir Purdon Clarke, and all the

more because it is evidently the intention on the part of the trustees

to give him a free hand."

There is a disposition in some quarters to question the wisdom

of choosing an English director. " We started in with an Italian."

says Mr. Charles R. Lamb, the New York artist and architect,

" and now we are going to try an Englishman. Are there no com-

petent men in America ?" To this Mr. William M. Laffan, of the

New York Sun, has replied :

"The talk of selecting an American simply because he is an

American is foolish. We have no great museums in this country

in which men have been trained to such duties. Our opportunities

have not been cultivated. So, perforce, the trustees of the museum
had to go abroad."

PROTESTS AGAINST OUR COPYRIGHT LAW.

T HE American copyright law, passed in 1S91 and now in proc-

ess of amendment, is responsible for a literary controversy

that involves several of the best-known authors and publishers of

the English-speaking world. In this country, the discussion was

started by William Dean Howells in an editorial article (Harper's

Magazine, December) declaring that the law has had the effect

of depriving Americans of "the best English literature." Mark

Twain followed with an equally severe arraignment {North Amer-

ican Review, January), based on the alleged injustice of the pres-

ent "forty-two year limit," and with a plea for perpetual copyright

under conditions insuring cheap editions to the public. In Eng-

land, where the subject is being debated through the columns of

the London Standard, Frederic Harrison has characterized the

law as "unfair, mischievous, and irritating to writers, and most in-

jurious to the cause of true literature to both peoples "
; while Rider

Haggard expresses the hope that its " troublesome and injurious

restrictions" may soon be amended by Congress. Sir Arthur
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Conan Doyle thinks the evils are sufficiently grievous to justify a

policy of legal retaliation on the part of Great Britain. 'j..

The existing provisions of our copyright law are explained' by

the New York Times Saturday Review as follows :

" We have no international copyright in any complete sense, none
like that provided by the Berne convention, which gives to writers

of all nations signing the convention full copyright after mere reg-

istration. All we do is to give copyright to a book written by a

foreigner and manufactured in this country and published no later

here than at home. That is very limping copyright indeed, but it

is the best that could be had at the time. . . . An amendment to

the law has been pending some three years ; all opposition to it has

been overcome, and it will, we hope, pass this winter. In effect it

provides tliat the owner of a oook in a foreign language can get a

copyright in this country at any time within a year after foreign

publication if it ' shall be the first copyright in this country for a

translation of such a book,' i.e.^ if no one gets ahead of him.

Practically no one is likely to try to get ahead of him in that time,

because the success of a ' pirated ' edition would hardly be sure

enough to warrant the expenditure. This amendment would be of

great value in securing cooperation between American and conti-

nental publishers."

The main points in Mr. Howells's indictment are contained in

this paragraph :

"The international copyright act which the best of our authors

and pubhshers joined some ten years ago in extorting from a re-

luctant Congress has been disappointing not only in the expected

ways, . . . but in some quite unexpected ones. We have not only

been deprived of the best English literature which we had so cheap

because we stole it, but the law has strangely and curiously re-

sulted in alienating the international public which the authors of

the two countries chiefly concerned used to enjoy, or rather which

used to enjoy them. English authors have now less currency in

America than they had before the passage of the act, and Ameri-

can authors have less currency in England, altho in the social,

political, and commercial interests there has been so great an

affinition of their respective nations."

Against this statement Mr. O. P. Brett, of the Macmillan Com--

pany, sets his belief (as recorded in the New York Evening Post)

that " the audience for the book of importance publislied in Amer-

ica or Great Britain to-day is limited only by the confines of the

countries where English is spoken, an audience greater in numbers,

welfare, and intelligence than ever before in the history of the

world." And George Haven Putnam, of G. P. Putnam's Sons,

says

:

" The publishers and booksellers who have in their hands the

management of the business side of literary property, the Amer-
ican authors who have both a sentimental and a direct business in-

terest in the conditions controlling such property, and the authors

on both sides of the Atlantic who have had grounds for satisfaction

in the extension of their markets, would be able to give to Mr.

Howells some practical evidence to the fact that, taken purely on

the business side, the results of tlie international copyright law

have been of service to the several business interests involved."

The present tone of the British protest against our copyright law

is evidently inspired by the feeling that the amendment now pend-

ing before Congress unduly favors the continental nations and dis-

criminates against England. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's proposed

pohcy of retaliation is not favored, however, by such writers as

Hall Caine. Edmund Gosse, and Arthur Symons, all of whom as-

sert their conviction that any system of reprisals would be a mis-

take. Mrs. Lucy Clifford suggests a petition to Congress signed

by English authors who have a public in America. Mr. William

Heinemann wi-shes the "year's grace," now granted to foreign na-

tions, extended to England. Edward Marston, of Sampson Low,

Marston & Co., sums up the whole discussion (in The Publishers''

Circular. London) as follows :

" What is the true remedy for this crying evil.? It is quite clear

that no possible good can be done by retaliation and mighty

little by getting a year's grace. The great point is that English

authors should bring all their forces to bear on the abolition of the

' typesetting clause,' which would clear the ground in every direction

—not by threats of retaliation, not bypassing a special Act of Par-
liament (to bear on the American people only) to compel typeset-

ting in England of works by American authors, and by introducing

a customs import duty to apply to Americans only—but by appeal-

ing to the good feeling, the right judgment, the sense of justice,

one might almost say the common-sense of the American people.

It will surely be quite time enough to think of any retaliatory

measures when such an appeal fails."

A NEW TRIBUTE TO HENRY JAMES.
1\ /TRS. GERTRUDE ATHERTON, the well-known novelist,

^^ *- has written a letter to the San Francisco yir^^waw/ (Feb-

ruary 6), expressing her satisfaction in the increasing interest in the

works of Henry James and her astonishment that Mr. James " has

not a large public for at least two-thirds of all he writes." She

continues

:

"His marvelous psychology and his unique style might be re-

sponsible for the devotion of the fastidious, but it seems to me
that the average intelligence should read ' The Other House ' with

as breathless and painful an interest as the most thrilling drama
excites in a playhouse audience. It is, in fact, a drama cast

in narrative form, and if Mr. James were a foreigner it would
have been analyzed as exhaustively as Ibsen's ' Ghosts.' . . .

Then there is' What Maisie Knew,' a novel of profound human
interest and full of fascinating incident. Who that has known
Maisie, poor little soul, can ever forget her ? For my part, I never
cross the English Channel that I do not picture her there, half-way

between the two inhospitable coasts where her conscienceless par-

ent—I mean Mr. James—left her. ' The Turning of the Screw ' is

the most horrible, the most powerful, and the most artistic ghost
story in any language ; and ' The Way it Came,' a variation on the

same supernatural theme, is all exquisite. ' The Wings of the

Dove ' and ' The Sacred Fount ' I could exist without, but where
in modern literature is there a more dramatic, a more iiuman, a

more.various, a more breathlessly interesting novel than ' The Am-
bassadors'? The first two or three chapters are stiff reading, I

admit, but from the moment the story moves over to Paris, it is

one of the most enthralling tales ever written. And when to this-

great gift for the story is added one of the best intellects of the

age, an unrivaled knowledge of the world, a style that piques with

its elusiveness, and fiatiers with its perfections, and an absolute

originality, what more in heaven's name would one ask of a novel-

ist ? And in his earlier books— ' The Americans,' ' The Euro-

pean,' ' The Portrait of a Lady.' ' Roderick Hudson," Daisy Mil-

ler '—he is simplicity itself; altho not to my mind so interesting as

in his later work."

Mrs. Atherton does not pretend to "account for bad taste on the

part of the public," but thinks she can explain " the popularity that

now threatens Mr. James for the second time "
:

" During the last ten years or so there has been a flourishing crop-

of Henry James disciples, both here and in England. They have

enjoyed a considerable popularity, and the public, in this wise, has

not only been educated up to his second manner, but has finally

discovered how much better he is than any of his imitators. Mrs.
Wharton, for instance, charmingly as she writes and thinks, and
fine and penetrating as is much of her analysis, has neither objec-

tivity nor background. Her stories are hungup in the air, and her

people mentalities whose names 'one immediately forgets. But
Henry James, no matter how hard he tries, can not suppress his

great gift of objectivity ; he may whimsically attempt to smother
a character in words and the character lives and breathes as vigor-

ously as a woman under a veil on a windy day. They remain with

vou forever, these people of his, types sometimes terrible in their

distinctness, as in ' The Ambassadors ' and ' The Other House.'
And no one is so rich in background, in perspective, in the filling

in of every crevice—so thick ; I use this word because the prevail-

ing characteristic of American literature is thinness, and in no
writers is thinness so accentuated as in the disciples of Henry
James. He is a great master, and they have taken what he can
teach, but the pertainments I have mentioned are as uncopiable as
his charm—a fascination, not so much of manner as of mental per-

sonality that magnedzes even where the subject fails to interest.
" His ' boom ' has come at the right moment. Not only has the

public been carefully prepared—however unwittingly—to reappre-

ciate him, but psychology is once more the fashion, and no man so
artfully combines psychological analysis with the great gift of the

story-teller as Henry James."
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SCIENCE AND INVENTION.

CAN BIRDS SMELL?

I^'HAT the sense of smell in birds must be slightly developed,

if at all. appears from the fact that their olfactory bulbs are

small and isolated from the rest of the brain. The nasal chambers

are best developed in birds which seek their food in the sea, in

which pursuit smell would appear to be of little service. The

teachings of anatomy on the subject are thus obscure, and until

recently there had been no direct ol)servation on the subject. This

lack, however, has now been supplied by Alexander Hill, who

writes to A'a/»re (London, February 2) to describe some investi-

gations of his own, which fail to show any signs of a sense of smell

in birds. Says Mr. Hill:

"A study of the habits of flesh-eating birds shows that if they

possess the sense of smell at all. it is not sufficiently acute to enable

them to use it in finding food. All observers are agreed that when

a carcass is hidden, by never so slight a screen, it is safe from the

attacks of vultures and other carrion-seekers; but the most re-

markable proof of the ineffectiveness of the sense (if it exist at all)

is afforded by experiences which Dr. Ciuillemard was good enough

to relate to me. Many times it has happened, he tells me. that.

having shot a wild beast or other game whicii was too heavy to

carry home, he has disemboweled it. and has hidden the carcass

in the hole of an ' ant-bear.' On returning with natives to carry it

to camp, he has found a circle of vultures standing round the spot

where the offal had been thrown, completely unaware of the car-

cass within a few yards of their beaks. Of observations proving

the possession of the sense I know none, unless we are willing to

accept as evidence the belief, which is very general among fanciers,

that birds are attached to the smell of ani.se. and the similar belief

of gamekeepers in some parts of the country that they are attracted

by valerian. It is said that pigeons maybe prevented from de-

serting the dove-cote by smearing their boxes with oil of anise.

Poachers are supposed to lure hen-pheasants from a wood by
anointing gate-posts with tincture of valerian.

" With the view of testing the smelling powers of graminivorous

birds, I placed a pair of turkeys in a pen which communicated
with a large wired-in-run. The pen was closed by means of a

trap-door. In the run I placed, each day. two heaps of grain,

right and left of the trap-door, but so far in front of it that they

made with it an angle of about 50 degrees. Various substances

which give out a powerful odor were placed under one of the

heaps, alternately the right and the left. The birds were lightly

fed in the morning in their pen. At two o'clock the trap-door was
rai.sed, and they were admitted to the enclosure. It was curious

to note that after the first few days the hen almost always came
out first (in the last ten experiments this rule was broken but once)»

and invariably went to the heap on her right ; the cock following

went to the heap on the left. The cock usually tried the hen's

heap after feeding for a short time from his own, but the hen never

trespassed upon the preserve of the cock. In the earlier obser-

vations I placed beneath one of the heaps a slice of bread soaked

with tincture of asafetida, essence of anise, oil of lavender, or

sprinkled with valerianate of zinc or powdered camphor. When
the birds, plunging their beaks into the bread, took some of the

tincture or essential oil into the mouth, the head was lifted up and
shaken, but they immediately recommenced to peck at the grain.

They were completely indifferent to tlie presence of camphor or

valerianate of zinc. In several cases in which these substances

were used, they consumed the bread. As a turkey does not steady

the thing at which it is pecking, with its foot, but, seizing it in the

beak, shakes it violently until a piece is detached, it is probable

that most of the powder was shaken from the bread.
" As these experiments gave absolutely negative results, the birds

showing neither preference for nor repugnance to any of the odor-

ous substances used, I proceeded to stronger measures. The grain

was placed upon a seven-inch cook"s sieve, inverted. The odorous

substance was placed beneath the sieve. Each of the following

experiments was repeated three times, first with a small quantity

of ' smell,' then with a great deal, and lastly with as much as pos-

sible. It is only necessary to describe the final tests. Four
ounces of carbide was thrown into a saucer of water and placed

beneath one of the sieves. There was no reason to think that the

birds were aware of the existence of the acetylene which was
evolved. The saucer was filled with bisulfid of carbon. The
hen turkey finished her meal. When the grain was exhausted she

knocked the sieve over with her foot. Both birds then lowered

their beaks to within half an inch of the colorless liquid, which
they appeared to examine. It is perhaps unfortunate that they

had already satisfied their thirst at the water-trough. A bath

sponge soaked in chloroform was placed under the sieve, the wire

of which rested upon it. The hen finished her meal without leav-

ing the sieve. Toward the end she pecked very slowly, and fre-

quently raised her head and stretched her wings as if partially

narcotized. This experiment was repeated on the cock, but I

could not detect any indications of narcosis. The saucer was
filled with hot dilute sulfuric acid, into which an ounce of pow-
dered cyanid of potassium was thrown. The evolution of prussic

acid was so violent that I considered the neighborhood unsafe.

My gardener, who was working thirty yards away, spoke to me of

the ' smell of almonds.' For some minutes the cock turkey fed

with his usual eagerness; then, suddenly, he began to stagger

round the enclosure, crossing his legs and holding his beak straight

up in the air. He made his way back into the pen, where he stood

with head down and wings outstretched. After ten minutes he re-

turned to the enclo.sure, but did not eat any more grain. His comb
and wattles were deeply suffused with blood.

" In all observations on the sense of smell of animals we have an

obvious difficulty to face. There is no reason for supposing that

an animal enjoys an odor which pleases us or dislikes one which

we find disagreeable. My dog appeared to be almost indifferent

to bisulfid of carbon. He showed, however, great repugnance to

chloroform and prussic acid. It is difficult to think that an animal

which is unable to protect it.self from the injurious effects of such

drugs as these can possess the sense of smell."

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF MATHEMATICAL
APTITUDE.

A WELL-KNOWN educator recently declared that mathe-

matical aptitude in a student was a fair measure of his gen-

eral mental ability. Those who can not abide mathematics will

hardly agree with this, but they will be interested none the less in

a book bearing the title that stands at the head of this article, re-

cently published in Buenos Ayres, Argentina, by Prof. Victor

Mercante, director of the normal school of that city. The author,

we learn from a review by M. B. Pi^ronin the Revue Scientifique,

has examined separately eighty-three boys and one hundred and

thirty-four girls from eight to fifteen years old, scattered through-

out seven different classes, in order to ascertain in what mathe-

matical aptitude consists and how its existence in the young pupil

may be ascertained. Says M. Pieron :

"Among his conclusions we note . . . what is common to all

kinds of work— that mathematical aptitude is inversely propor-

tional to the duration of the peculiar kind of reaction-time that is

measured by the reading of numbers, on the one hand, and in inte-

grations by addition, subtraction, or multiplication, on the other.

The result is that by a rapid examination we can ascertain in a

general way whether a child has an average, an inferior, or a supe-

rior aptitude for mathematics. This method alone would not ap-

pear to be absolutely sufficient; at least, its constant exactitude

has not been perfectly demonstrated, just as, in medicine, the

practitioner needs to clear up his diagnosis by observing several

symptoms. But it is something to have noted even one. By
studying and discussing this, we shall determine its value and dis-

cover others.
" W^e should like to note a number of other interesting conclu-

sions, but must confine ourselves to mentioning the curious fact

that at about the age of 13 years a certain abnormal activity of

memory is noted in the classes, probably under the influence of

puberty. When this' collective hyperamnesia ' has disappeared,

the reason begins to outstrip the memory; but this does not take

place until after a phase of intellectual depression—the author

goes so far as to call it ' temporary cretinism '—which he attributes

hypothetically to autointoxication. At 14 years the memory is
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lELEPHONE LINE CONSTRUCTION—OLD MJi I HUD OF fOLE RAISING
A score of men push the big timber upward.

Courtesy of Tkt- Teclinical World (Chicago)

sensibly inferior to what it was at 13 years, wliile tlie creative im-

agination and the reason have considerably developed, by a sort of

sudden leap. All this is naturally of value in the consideration of

numbers and arithmetic, but there are similar facts in other do-

mains. The age, for example, at which this takes place would not

be the same in all children, especially in different countries, and

would also differ with sex. But it is certain that those who have

taught ever so little, and the more numerous class who remember
what they observed during student life, have remarked many of

these sudden transitions which suddenly reveal an intellect and

change a mind, while a kind of childishness, perhaps a morbid
symptom, persists in other pupils

"It is to be hoped that M. Mercante's book may be translated

into French and placed in the hands of those who are occupied

with education, altho they are hardly prepared to read treatises

containing more figures and tables than fine phrases. Perhaps
those who have conquered their first feelings of repugnance will

take delight in the precision and the fertility of a method that has

something more to it than words."

—

Translation made for The
Literary Digest.

THE FATAL GAS-JET.

'T^HAT the farmer of the comic journals, whose exploits in

-* blowing out the gas are daily celebrated in more or less

amusing paragraphs, is not the only foolish person who deals with

gas-jets is noted by an editorial writer in the New York Times,

who tells his readers with truth that to go to sleep with a gas-flame

burning low in the room is extremely risky. He says

:

" Frequent casualties emphasize the danger of turning down the

gas and leaving it burning ' low ' all night. This danger exists at

all times, but especially in winter, and is much greater in New
York, where water-gas is supplied, than it is in cities which still

depend upon retort gas. The reason for this is that water-gas car-

ries on the average four or five times as much carbon monoxid
per unit of bulk as retort gas. Carbon monoxid is a very ener-

getic blood poison. It has for the hemoglobin of the blood about
four hundred times the affinity of oxygen, and as little as two-tenths

of one percent, in air breathed is certain to produce very serious

symptoms of heart derangement in persons exposed to it, while in

the presence of four-tenths of one per cent, np form of animal life

can long be sustained.
" Gas does not freeze ; neither do gas pipes. What may freeze

is the vapor of water carried by all gas in larger or smaller per-

centages. This watery vapor is condensed as frost on the inside

of a cold pipe and may build up enough to close it. A very few
degrees of heat will reconvert it into water, and when such conver-
sion takes place a pipe which may have been temporarily closed is

open again and permits gas to pass through. This happens fre-

quently in dwellings, and explains why a gaslight turned low will

sometimes ' go out ' and gas is sub-

sequently found flowing through the

l:)urner.

" There are many safe lights for

the bedroom, and gas is so unsafe

that its use for this purpose can only

be attributed to ignorance of the

danger it involves at all seasons, but

especially in winter."

Commenting on this with approval,

The ElectricaT Review (New York)

says

:

" In matters of this kind, and par-

ticularly as it is impossible to reach

everybody concerned with one warn-

ing, the warning should be repeated

from time to time
" Gas is to-day the illuminant most

widely used in cities. It is as well a

valuable fuel. There is no probabil-

ity of its being driven completely from

its well-established position, at least

for a long time. Therefore the dangers

incident to its use should be realized

by all who have occasion to use it, either as a source of light

or for heating or cooking."

QUICK WORK IN BUILDING WIRE-LINES.

I\ NEW pole -derrick, by which two men may quickly set up a
^^^ telegraph pole that would ordinarily require a score of labor-

ers, is described by a writer in The Technical World (Chicago).

This device is said to have contributed to some recent phenomenal

speed in the equipment of telephone lines. Says the magazine

just named :

" Some remarkably quick work has been going on this past sum-
mer in the construction of a new long-distance telephone service

between New York and Boston, the crew completing a daily aver-

age of more than 3,000 feet of line. Probably more telephonic

messages are transmitted annually between these two centers than

TELEPHONE LINE CONSTRUCTION.— PC LE-DERRICK IN OPERATION.
By means of tliis device, four men are enabled to erect a two-ton pole.

Courtesy of The Technical World (Chicago),
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bciwccn any other two cities of the world. . . . An efficient aid in

the undertaking has been a newlj- invented pole-derrick, which was

devised by one of the foremen of construction of the Bell system

Ordinarily the great chestnut or cedar poles, weighing a couple ol

tons or more, are erected by a score of men struggling with un-

wieldy pike-poles ; but this simple apparatus enables four men
without difficulty to do the work of twenty.

"The new contrivance consists of a heavy wagon, witli two

2S-foot spars which stand like an inverted V. one leg over each

pair of wheels. When the derrick has been dragged to the vicinity

of a pole hole, it is guyed to near-by trees or rocks—or. by an ar-

rangement of crowbars, to the ground—in order that the heavy

pole may be raised without overturning it.

"Once the apparatus stands ready, the men screw oii tlie pole

cross arms and spike their supports. A strong logging-chain is

passed around the pole, well above the center of gravity : and the

horses are hitched to the draw-rope. At a signal from the fore-

man, the horses start on a steady, even pull, whereupon the ropes

tighten, the blocks creak, and straightway the big stick swings

clear. Two of the men guide i^s butt; and, as soon as this is

squarely over the hole, the horses back slowly, and the stick drops

into place. Thereupon the foreman climbs the shaft, removes the

chain, and gives orders for the horses to be hitched up again and

the derrick moved on to the next pole. Meantime the pole is

straightened up by the ' fillers,' and the earth is thrown in about it.

Such a derrick, requiring but four men. two horses, and a boy

driver, saves from fifteen to twenty dollars a day in wages.
" This particular construction crew has been aided also by a

' reel-wagon " which allows them to string ten wires simultaneous-

ly. The essential feature of this is a specially constructed wagon
with five wire-reels placed horizontally on either side. It is

said to be a great improvement over the old method of stringing

wires."

SOME NEW FORMS OF DOOR.

TWO new types of sliding-door, neither of which employs

wheels or rollers, are described in a recent issue or La Na-

ture (Paris), by M. G. Chalmar^s. Both are said to be particularly

easy to open and shut, and to be free from the distressing liability

to become jammed that distinguishes most forms of sliding-door.

Says the writer

:

"The doors on hinges that are most commonly used are not the

most convenient; they require a considerable space for opening

and. besides, it is difficult, not to say impossible, to make them
close tightly ; they sag on their hinges and must be given play on

all sides that they may open and shut easily. For these reasons

and others recourse has often been had. in closing the passage-

ways between different rooms, to doors that slide parallel to the

wall. The means most often emploxed is to cause the door to

THE ' IN1HSTRI..\ " DO(JUVVITII DIAGONAL PANELS.

roll on rails by means of wheels i^elow or above ; but this arrange-

ment often causes jamming, which makes it difficult to work, and
in any case it is always rather noi.sy. M. G. Berthier has con-

ceived a plan to hang the door on ' lazy tongs ' arranged in such

manner that it will always move silently and without effort.

"It may be seen from the picture that the mode of suspension

consists chiefly of two levers A D and B C, united at E and able

to slide at C and D^ while turning about the points A and B.
" The points B and D, of which one is pivoted and the other

slides, are fixed on the wall, and when the door is opened the com-
bination folds up as shown at the left of the picture. There have

been shown here two similar systems of levers, supporting the

same door, one with pivots below at the points A and B and the

other with them above. This arrangement is made to obtain com-
plete equilibrium when a single door is used to close the opening.

or, as is here supposed, when the two doors are independent.

When, on the contrary, they are dependent, that is, when they

always must open or close together, only one system of levers is

necessary for each, but care must be taken to locate the pivots

above for one and below for the other, and to connect the two
doors by an endless chain engaging two pinions with ball-bearings

and placed horizontally under the floor. The doors are attached

to opposed sections of this chain. ... In any case complete

ease of motion is secured by the u.se of the ' lazy-tongs ' suspen-

sion.

"Among other novelties of this kind should be mentioned the

door with diagonal panels made by the ' Industria' Company.
This is very original and is a decided departure from the beaten

paths, which fact has not prevented its adoption in Belgium, the

country of its origin, in numerous houses and even in some the-

aters. But it offers special advantages for street-cars, carriages,

and boats, where it is difficult to install an ordinary door; and its

application may be extended to all sorts of openings, such as win-

dows, etc.

"The principle consists in hanging one of the panels (here the

left one) on an axis at A and pivoting the other on an axis at By
the two panels are joined by a rod, one of whose ends is seen at

//, where it is fastened to the right-hand panel, and whose other

end is jointed to the upper part of the lever, pivoted at A, which
is part of the left-hand panel. This system of mounting allows of

perfect balance and automatic working, either in opening or shut-

ting ; it suffices to destroy the balance by a preponderance of

weight in one direction or the other. The panels are held in po-

sition, when closed, for example, by means of a simple locking-

device that needs only to be touched to be opened. By using an
electromagnet, the door may be controlled from a distance. This

peculiarity, of being able to cause the door to open itself, no mat-

ter how great its weight may be, may receive a large number of

applications, notably in theaters, where it is especially interesting

The construction of this new kind of door is very solid; the diag-

onal cut, far from being ungraceful, lends itself to treatment in

accord with the taste of the day, which under the name of ' the

new art ' accepts forms that are much odder than this."

—

Trans-

lation madefor The Literary Digest.
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IS ACTION AT A DISTANCE POSSIBLE?

TO the negative answer usuall}' given to this question, and to

the consequent attempts to explain apparent cases of action

at a distance, we owe some of the greatest advances in modern

science. That the distant bell acts on the listening ear only by

means of a sound-wave propagated through the intervening air, and

that the distant source of light affects the retina by means of a

similar wave moving in a supposititious ether, are now familiar

results of scientific discovery. Yet a numerous school of physicists

has never taken kindly to the absolute denial of action at a dis-

tance, and the more so that one of the fundamental facts of physics,

namely, gravitation, has never been satisfactorily explained by the

qualities of an intervening medium. This school has been espe-

cially strong among French men of science, so we need not be

surprised to find its views upheld in a posthumous work of the

late M. Charles Renouvier, and mentioned with approval in a

review of that work in Cosmos ^ by M. C. de Kirwan. Says this

writer:

" A thinker to whom some one quoted the philosophical maxim
that ' a body can act only where it is,' replied, 'But where is it ?

'

And this is not simply a play on words, for it is impossible to

designate the place of an action ; all we know about is the place of

the effect. ... It had better been said: a'body is where it acts.'

And in fact the force and the action are locahzed only as we con-

sider them scientifically in their effects or in their conditions of ex-

istence ; in themselves we can not connect them with place, and we
can not say that they occupy, fill, or bound spaces

" Action at a distance remains an ultimate fact, inexpHcable by

the principles of shock or the pressure of bodies in immediate con-

tact. And this fact (the fact of gravitation) is the foundation of

the most magnificent theoretical structure that science has ever

erected."

The adversaries of action at a distance rely on the supposed ne-

cessity of contact, direct or intermediate, between the acting body

and the body acted on. But this contact really has not existence

in nature. We must not believe that we see two bodies touch,

since between two surfaces in so-called contact there are innumer-

able molecules whose functions determine, when they touch us, the

external relations of our organs and of all our sensations. Doubt-

less the distances that separate bodies in " contact " are infinitely

small, but they exist, and their extent, no matter how small, does

not weaken the principle. Thus argues M. Renouvier, and he

goes farther than most of his fellow philosophers, since apparently

he denies altogether the necessity of postulating a universal ether,

while they content themselves with asserting that the existence of

such an ether is no bar to their contention, since it must itself con-

sist of molecules or their analogues, which, tiio hacked very close-

ly, must act on each other " at a distance," however small. Says

his commentator

:

" Whatever we call the principle by virtue of which bodies move
in space according to Newton's law, we shall not avoid the dif-

ficulty. Or rather we shall recognize implicitly—unconsciously, if

you will—the reality of action at a distance, while disguising it

under different names.
" Whether or not we admit the existence of an etherial medium,

the fact of the law formulated by Newton exists none the less. To
oppose to this law an a pj-iori objection of metaphysical order, is

simply to increase the difficulty, without great profit. And to rely

on Newton's authority to convict it of absurdity is to forget the

circumstances and the difficulties with which the great astronomer

had to deal. May not this discourteous objection be turned in an-

other direction and applied to the hypothesis of an ether that is as

rigid as the diamond or even more so, and yet impalpable, pene-

trating, and penetrable, to which we are obliged to resort to avoid

the pretended absurdity of action at a distance ?

"There are doubtless in the posthumous book of M. Renouvier

propositions and theses quite subject to question; there may be

even some that are to be regretted. But we find there also a good

number of precious truths, and if the book aids in dissipating the

idea that it is impossible for bodies to act and react at a distance,
it will have rendered, in our opinion, a great service to science and
even to rattdi^hysiz?,."— Translation 7nadeforTn-E Literary Di-
gest.

PURIFICATION OF DRINKING-WATER BY
COPPER.

T^HE fact that copper salts, in exceedingly small amounts, are

-^ poisonous to vegetable life has led to their employment to

rid water of living or growing vegetable organisms of all kinds,

from algae to the microscopic disease germ. The minute quantity

of the salts used is regarded as not likely to cause injury to the

human organism, so that the process may safely be used to purify

or disinfect drinking-water. In the opinion of The Engineering

News, however, these methods should be used with great care.

An editorial writer in that paper, in a recent issue, says

:

"The proposal to use copper or copper compounds as a germi-
cide in potable water should be received with the utmost caution

until more scientific data as to its efiicienc^' and its non-poisonous
quahty are made public. The use of coppci sulfate as an algacide

is a very different proposition, inasmuch as algse are not in them-
selves a menace to public health, so life is not endangered if the

algae are not killed, and the quantity of copper sulfate required ap-

pears to be much smaller than when used as a germicide. With a

water believed to contain typhoid germs it is of the utmost impor-

tance that the method of treatment be known to possess a high

degree of efficiency under the varying conditions of practical use

on a large or small scale, and also that the method be simple in its

application or else that its use be kept in the hands of experienced

and judicious men
"To our minds the most serious aspects of this subject are the

danger that undue reliance will be placed upon this germicide be-

cause of its cheapness, and that opponents of filtration will urge

the use of copper sulfate by the water-works authorities or even
copper foil and copper vessels by householders instead of fil-

tration. This applies to public authorities and to advocates of low

rates of taxation rather than to householders. If there were much
likelihood that many householders would ever rely on copper ves-

sels or copper foil as a protection against sewage-polluted water

the consequences might be viewed with apprehension, both be-

cause of the uncertainty that all the water used for drinking and
culinary purposes would be given any or sufficient contact with the

copper and, on the other hand, the possibility that so long contacts

would be allowed as to take up objectionable quantities of copper."

SCIENCE BREVITIES.

The new process of timber-preservation in which sugar or sirup is used has

already laeen aUuded to in these columns. We are now told that this method,

which is known as the Powell process, is being experimented with in England.

Says The Railway nttd Engineering Reviezv (January 14): "It consists in boil-

ing the wood in a ' compound saccharine solution, whereby the latent air is driven

out and the albumin and sap coagulated.' The wood is then allowed to cool in

the solution until it is sufficiently impregnated, and finally it is dried at a high

temperature. For rough wood, such as railroad ties, paving-blocks, etc., beet

sirup is used for the solution, but for light-colored and fine woods the best beet

sugar is used. The plant, as described by The Railway Engineer, is simple.

The wood is packed (so that the solution can circulate all round each piece) on

trucks, which are run into a cyclinder . . . lined inside with pipes, which serve

the double purpose of heating and cooling the solution. The cylinder is closed,

as in creosoting, and the solution is run into it, and afterward pumped back to a

tank."

The question asked by a correspondent in the issue of January 21st as to why
one side of a railway track often creeps while the other lies quiet, and why south-

side rails creep to the east on an east-and-west lying road is thus answered by

Robert Kingman, writing to us from Brooklyn under date of January 26: " It is

well known that on such a road in the Northern hemisphere, the north-lying rail

wears out more quickly than its companion, while in the Southern hemisphere

it is the south-lying rail which suffers earliest ; also that a rapidly moving body

pursuing a supposedly due easterl y course in the Northern hemisphere will be after

a certain distance considerably deflected to the north, while the opposite condi-

tions obtain in the Southern hemisphere. These facts are of course explained by

the centrifugal action developed and exercised in the course of the earth's rapid

rotation from west to east. This centrifugal action, together with the excess of

pressure which it causes on the north-lying rails, undoubtedly causes or allows

the south-lying rails to creep in an easterly direction in the United States, so

that it would be interesting to hear of some observation on this point in the

Southern hemisphere where the reverse would certainly be found the rule."
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THE RELIGIOUS WORLD.

AN INDICTMENT OF "YELLOW PULPITISM."

""V/'ELLOW" methods are rampant not merely in journalism

^ but in religion, if we may accept the statements of a recent

writer in the New York Independent, who bases his observations

on the perusal and classification of a year's " Religious Notices " in

the metropolitan newspapers. He thinks that the Saturday adver-

tisements of many of the churches are " unpardonable " in their

" vulgarity and flippancy," and adds: "It .seems to me that the

very same principles are applied here as elsewhere, but without the

same effect. Every trick of successful advertising in other depart-

ments is imitated, but in no single ca.se is the imitation ever so

clever as the original; in fact, it is not often clever at all." To
quote further

:

" There are some special things, perhaps half a dozen, upon each

one of which, in turn, stress is laid in the hope that it will attract

a congregation. In one whole group, for example, all the em-
phasis is laid upon the music. . . . Matters continue much as they

were at the dedication of Nebuchadnezzar's image : the people are

bidden to ' fall down and worship what time they hear the sound

of the cornet, flute, harp, sackbut. psaltery, dulcimer, and all kinds

of music' One notice refers to ' a new organ.' another mentions

a ' string quartet and organ.' another boasts of ' stringed instru-

ments and a chorus choir ' ; somewhere a ' famous quartet will be

present and sing ' ; somewhere else ' the music will be under the

direction of Professor X. and the singing will be led by Madam
Q., the favorite soprano.' while, in still a third place.' Herr B., the

distinguished cornetist. will perform.' One church advertises a
' 'cellist and contralto.' another an ' imported tenor,' another a
' basso soloist." and still another the fact that there will be ' violin

music and euphonious solos,' whatever they may be."

From the group of "musical " notices, in which the name of the

preacher does not appear at all, the writer passes on to a consid-

eration of the type in which the minister's name and the subject of

his address are given, first in a subordinate position, and finally as

the most important features. He continues :

" As regards the actual texts themselves here are some instances

taken at random and set forth in terms of their literal wording.

They are all genuine. Not one is my own invention. I could not

have invented them if I had tried. I am not at all sure that I got

all that were singular, nor even that I have chosen the most star-

tling ; for, by the time that I had read the list half through nothing

any longer looked strange or .surprising. When taken out of their

setting this is how they look in cold print: ' Seeking Grass for

Mules and Finding Elijah ' ;
' A Great Gulf Fixed, one of a series

of Trumpet Blast Addresses ' ;
' Nathan Said unto David, " Thou

Art the Man "
; or. The Crack Detective '

;
' Out of the Frying-pan

into the Fire: A Study of a Recent Suicide.'

"In most cases where ' subjects ' are announced without texts

the subject is either so ambiguous as to suggest nothing definite or

else it is so large and general that one could drag into the discus-

sion of it almost anything.

"Those that are very large are often overwhelming. For ex-

ample :
' The Metaphysics of Sociology.' ' The Changes That

Have Taken Place in Christianity in the Past Eighteen Hundred
Years,' ' What About the Human Race ? or. Men and Women.'
Sometimes they are bewildering, as, for example, ' An Interview

with a Noted Scientist of 900 B.C.' Sometimes they are startling.

as,' The Persistence of Hell.' Sometimes they are intended to be
practical, as, ' How to Succeed : Get a Good Job and Stick to It.'

Sometimes they even contain foreign words and phrases; for in-

stance, a missionary address on ' The Eastern Question—" Com-
bien ?"' And here is one I do not quite know how to classify:
' Justification, Adoption, and Sanctification, with blackboard
diagrams.'

"

Special services of special kinds
—

" from Love Feasts and

Seances to Carnivals and Festivals"—suggest the following para-

graph :

" Nothing is either too sacred or too silly to be made an ' occa-

sion.' The sacrament of the Lord's Supper is made a function to

which' all are cordially invited"; efforts to pay debts are made
into ' jubilees ' ; baptism is advertised as a ' spectacle,' while Sun-
day-schools, Bible classes, and prayer-meetings are merest pas-

times. There are also varied performances given with the aid of

a magic lantern, one of which is described as ' intensely dramatic
and interesting,' another as ' a unique and delightful entertain-

ment,' while still a third has ' an attractive program with unique

features.' Favorite among these during the past year has been the

reproduction of scenes from the Passion Play and ' Everyman,'
concerning which the theory seems to be that the play's the thing

wherein I'll catch the conscience of the—crowd."

What earthly purpose can this " yellow pulpitism " serve ? asks

the writer. "The purpose seems to be twofold," he says, "one

part of which is honest and one part dishonest." The first is to

acquaint the public, by legitimate methods, with the hours and

places of worship, the names of the preachers and the nature of

the service. The second and much more obvious purpose is to

"draw a crowd " by means which call to mind" the tone of a street-

hawker in front of a dime museum, of which the leading notes are

braggadocio and dishonesty." The writer concludes:

" There are those who urge that it is impossible to arouse the at-

tention of the multitude by ordinary means and that therefore it is

permissible to use any means at first to bring them into a position

where they may hear .something that in itself is really edifying.

Ah, yes; but—well, that simply will not work. The fallacy here

lies in the fact that when such an end is made to justify a means
the process seldom proceeds any farther than the means. People

who come to what they think is going to be a circus are not going

to be put off—at least never a second time—with a serious sermon.

A crowd can not be collected by a mountebank's tricks and then

appealed to with the .solemn truth of God."

THE RELIGIOUS EDUCATION ASSOCIATION.

THE third annual convention of the Religious Education Asso-

ciation, held in Boston, February 12 to 16, is characterized

by the New York Outlook as "an event of great moral signifi-

cance." An organization which came into existence only two years

ago, yet already has a membership of two thousand, may well

command respect; but, in the opinion of The Outlook, " the men
and women wiio make the long list of membership and the high

purpose of the association demand more attention than has yet

been accorded it from the press." The same paper says further of

the Boston convention

:

" Scores of sessions were held, fifteen at a time, in various halls

scattered through the city (each department having its own pro-

gram), in addition to the mass-meetings of the general association.

Forty States and Territories and several European countries were
represented, and more than twenty denominations, yet there was
almost no allusion to difference in creed. . . . It is no small serv-

ice which the association renders in furnishing a platform on which

men of various faiths can speak with freedom and without con-

troversy ; but it is an equal service that it renders in bringing to-

gether the various agencies for religious education in their regular

daily activities."

Among those who took an active part in the proceedings of the

convention may be mentioned President Faunce, of Brown Uni-

versity ; President Harris, of Amherst College ; President Hall, of

Clark University ; President Pritchett, of the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology ; Bishop Laurence (Prot. Episc), of Massa-

chusetts; Bishop Goodsell (Meth. Episc), of Massachusetts; the

Rev. Thomas J. Shahan, of the Catholic University, Washington.

D. C. ; Prof. Francis G. Peabody, Dean of Harvard Divinity

School; and the Rev. Dr. Samuel A. Eliot, president of the

American Unitarian Association. Bishop W. F. McDowell, of

the Methodist Episcopal Church, was elected the new president

of the Religious Education Association. The Rev. Dr. Charles

Cuthbert Hall, the retiring president, thus briefly, in one of his

speeches, defined the purpose of the association :

" In no sense is it revolutionary. There is no purpose to upset
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BISHOP W. F. MCDOWELL, OF CHICAGO,

Newly elected President of the Relig-

ious Education Association.

traditions. In tlie second place, we are not sectarian. There is

no desire to set aside work now going on. The sole purpose of

this association is to gather together and coordinate the many re-

ligious forces in this country

now working for religious in-

terests."

Prof. George Albert Coe,

of Northwestern University,

speaking at greater length on

the same subject, said :

" If I were to ask, ' What
does the religious education

movement signify ?
' various

answers would be given, ac-

cording to the predominating

interests of the person answer-

ing. Some would say: ' It

signities that we are dissatis-

fied with existing methods of

Sunday-school instruction and

desire to improve them.' And
that answer would be correct.

Others would say : 'There is at

present a widespread and ap-

parent!)' growing ignorance of

the Bible, and we desire to set

going a force that shall stim-

ulate a study of the Bible.'

And that answer, also, would

be correct. Still others would

declare :
' Since religious instruction has been excluded from

the public schools, we have found no substitute. Therefore

we are organizing to see if we can not bring back into our national

education the religious element.' And that, I suppose, would be

correct in large measure. Again we would hear that 'religious in-

struction in the home had declined in the last generation, and that

it was desired to give to the child his birthright of a religious train-

ing.' That answer, too, would be correct. Is it not an expression

of our sense that there is something deeper and better and more

commanding in life than all our commercialism, than all our mate-

rialism, than even that which perhaps we are accustomed to call

culture? Is not this movement an expression of this revival of

religion of which we have heard ?"

The Boston Congregationalist expresses its confidence that " this

association, far from being in any way unsympathetic with evan-

gelism, is itself already one of the signs that a new religious mood

is taking possession of men's minds." Zioit's Herald (Boston,

Meth. Episc.) comments:
" The convention just held has exercised appreciable and valuable

influence in the direction of creating a better

feeling between denominations, sociedes, and

academic institutions. This better feeling, it

may be claimed, is the source rather than the

product of the association, which could not

have been born in the earlier mihtant decades

of the nineteenth century. Nevertheless, the

association, now that it is formed, is exerting a

powerful persuasion in leading men of different

denominations to see that while they disagree

on a few things they can unite for social action

on a far greater number of matters, in rubbing

down sectarian angles, and in helping good men
to accomplish that feat hitherto deemed im-

possible in ecclesiastical optics— see around

the corner of their own temple walls into the

gateway of another's sanctuary.
" The third important service rendered by

the convention has been the coordination of

educational and religious activities. A feeling

of esprit de corps among educators has been

cultivated; the dignity of the teacher's calling

as such has been asserted ; the social value of

the minister as an educator has been recog-

nized ; the dovetailing of numerous agencies

diverse in method but one in purpose has been

admitted as an actuality or advocated as an aim
;

and the significance of every part in the total system has been
shown. The ideal, as yet achieved but in part, has been whole-

ness. Educational chaos is giving way to religious cosmos. In-

cidentally to this systematization (which, it is to be hoped, will

not be attempted too mechanically) overlapping of agencies will be
avoided and deficiencies which are now too evident will be sup-

plied."

I

THE REV. CLIFFORD W. BARNES,

General Secretary of the Religious Educa-

tion Association.

SIR OLIVER LODGE ON HAECKEL.
N his recent lecture on " Mind and Matter," delivered before tne

Birmingham and Midland Institute and now printed in The

Hidbert Joiinm/ {hondon). Sir Oliver Lodge addresses himself to

" the intelligent artisan or other hard-headed reader who considers

that Christian faith is undermined and the whole religious edifice

upset by the scientific philosophy advocated by Professor Ilaeckel

under the name ' Monism.' " He concedes, at the outset of his

argument,' the high character of Haeckel's credentials "as an emi-

nent biologist and as the explainer and introducer of Darwinism in

Germany," and thinks it " a great tribute to his literary ability and

eloquence that a fairly abstruse work on so comprehensive a sub-

ject as ' The Riddle of the Universe ' should have obtained so wide

a circulation"; but he adds: "For a man of science to . . . pre-

tend that he comes with scientific authority to take official posses-

sion of that territory upon which it has been the long-cherished

wish of philosophy to enter, is, so to speak, to take the bit between

his teeth and to bolt away from his scientific tether altogether."

Expressing himself, in another passage, even more emphatically,

Sir Oliver says:

" It appears to me that altho he [Haeckel] has been borne for-

ward on the advancing wave of monistic philosophy, he has, in its

specification, attempted such precision of materialistic detail, and
subjected it to so narrow and limited a view of the totality of ex-

perience, that the progress of thought has left him, as well as his

great English exemplar, Herbert Spencer, somewhat high and dry,

belated and stranded by the tide of opinion which has now begun

to flow in another direction. He is, as it were, a surviving voice

from the middle of the nineteenth century ; he represents, in clear

and eloquent fashion, opinions which then were prevalent among
many leaders of thought—opinions which they themselves in many
cases, and their successors still more, lived to outgrow ; so that by

this time Professor Haeckel's voice is as the voice of one crying in

the wilderness, not as the pioneer or vanguard of an advancing

army, but as the despairing shout of a standard-bearer, still bold

and unflinching, but abandoned by the retreating ranks of his com-
rades as they march to new orders in a fresh direction."

Haeckel's fundamental doctrine of " Monism " is criticized thus :

" Professor Haeckel writes almost as if it [Monism] were a recent

invention, but in truth there have been many
versions of it, and in one form or another the

idea is quite old, older than Plato, as old as

Parmenides. It is as a matter of fact a hy-

pothesis, a philosophic guess, a grasping after

unity—a unity to which the human mind seems

impelled—an attempt to realize the essential

simplicity and oneness of all existence by in-

cluding everything in one single fundamental

reality, of which the whole world, with all. its

diversity of sensual impressions and conscious-

ness, is but an assemblage of appearances.
" As a working hypothesis such an attempt at

unification is eminently appropriate ; and for

some form of ultimate monism there is no

doubt much that can be said. . . . We can not

be permanently satisfied with dualism, but it is

possible to be over-hasty, and also too pre-

cisely insistent. There are those who seem to

think that a monistic view of existence precludes

the legitimacy of speaking of soul and body, or

of God and spiritual beings, or of guidance and

management, at all; that is to say, they seem

to think that because things can be ultimately

unified, therefore they are unified proximately

and for practical purposes. We might as well

urge that it was incorrect to speak of the
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chemical elements, or of the various materials with whicii in daily

life we have to deal, or of the structures in which we live or which

we. see and handle, as separate and real things, because in the last

resort we believe that they may be all reduced to an aggregation

of corpuscles, or to some other mode of unity."

Sir Oliver proceeds to analyze wliat he regards as the two main

propositions of Haeckel's philosophy, namely : (i) the theory of the

inorganic origin of life, will, and consciousness ; and (2) the theory

of persistence as a test of real existence. The

first is declared to be " quite unsupported by

the facts of science as at present known." and

the second rests on doctrines whicii are "very

far from being axiomatic." "It is singular,"

adds Sir Oliver, " that even during Haeckel's

lifetime the atom shows signs of breaking up

into stuff which is not ordinary- matter ; and it

is quite likely that before long fresh atoms of

matter may be brought into being in a labor-

atory." He goes on to say :

"
I admit, however, that a certain specula-

tive hypothesis, really underlying Haeckel's

contention, tho not explicitly formulated by

him, deserves consideration. It is noi a

scientitic theory, but it is a plausible assump-

tion. There is a sense in which the guess is

plausible that real existence is a permanent

thing: that anything which really and fun-

damentally exi's/s. in a serious and untrivial

and non-accidental fashion, can be trusted

not suddenly to go out of existence and leave

no trace behind. Arbitrary collocations may
and must be temporary, but there may be in

each a fundamental substratum which if it

can be reached will be found to be eternal."

EKNi-.SI HAHLKEL,

The eminent German scientist.

" The Riddle of the Universe,"

ders of Life," etc.

-Author of

The Won-

There is a sense, continues Sir Oliver, in which matter and mind

may be "different aspects of some fundamental unity." A lofty

kind of monism can be true, he thinks, just as a lofty kind of pan-

theism can be true ; but" the miserable degraded monism and lower

pantheism which limits the term ' god ' to that part of existence of

which we are now aware—sometimes indeed to a fraction only of

that—which limits the term ' mind " to that of which we are our-

selves conscious, and the term ' matter ' to the dust of the earth and

the other visible bodies, is a system of thought appropriate perhaps

to a fertile and energetic portion of the nineteenth century, but not

likely to survive as a system of perennial truth." He says, in con-

clusion :

" The essence of mind is design and purpose. There are some
who deny that there is any design or purpose in the universe at all

:

but how can that be maintained when humanity itself possesses

these attributes ? Is it not more reasonable to say that just as we
are conscious of the power of guidance in ourselves, so guidance

and intelligent control may be an element running through the uni-

verse, and may be incorporated even in material things ? ... If

we could grasp the entire scheme ot things, so far from wishing to

' shatter it to bits and then remold it nearer to the heart's desire,'

we should hail it as better and more satisfying than any of our

random imaginings. The universe is in no way limited to our con-

ceptions : it has a reality apart from them ; nevertheless they

themselves constitute a part of it, and can only take a clear and
consistent character in so far as they correspond with something
true and real. Whatever we can clearly and consistently conceive,

that is ipsoJacto in a sense already existent in the universe as a

whole; and that, or something better, we shall find to be a dim
foreshadowing of a higher reality.

"That is my creed, and, optimistic tho it be, it seems to me the

only rational creed for a man of science who, undeterred by any
accusation of dualism, realizes strongly that our entire selves

—our thoughts, conceptions, desires, as well as our perceptions

and our acts—are all

but parts of one stupendous whole,

Whose body Nature is, and God the soul."

THE DUKHOBORS.

''r^HE first consecutive account in the English language of the
-* evolution and character of the "peculiar people " known as

the Dukhobdrs is given in a volume by Aylmer Maude, the Tol-

stoyan disciple. The author claims at the outset that much mis-

information is current concerning the.se people because " what has

been written about them has seldom been written impartially," and

has been " set down in order to make out a

case for or against them." By way of general

characterization he says

:

" What is true of other men is true of them
—they have not lived up to their beliefs. Like
other sects, their views have varied from man
to man and from year to year. They were
for the most part an illiterate folk who .seldom

put their thoughts on paper. They accepted
the decisions of recognized leaders, one ot

whom always came into authority as soon as

iiis predecessor died. Through long years of

persecution they learned to conceal their be-

liefs ; and it is impossible to say with cer-

tainty and exactitude what, as a community,
they have believed at any given moment, tho

the main trend of their thought and the mat-

,ters of practise on which they differed from
their neighbors are plainly discernible."

The sect, according to Mr. Maude, had its

formal organization about the middle of the

eighteenth century, but its sources are trace-

able as far back as the fifteenth century, when

the term Judaizers was given to a party of

Russian dissenters who combined Jewish

tendencies with rationalism. This party de-

nied the divinity of Jesus and rejected the worship of icons. The

same positions were taken by the Dukhobdrs. The present writer

finds no sufficient justification for the assertion often made that

the sect was founded by a Quaker, but notes the similarity of the

two sects in their identification of Christ with the " inward voice"

and their capacity " to see a moral issue clearly and to feel sure

of what is right." "Neither primitive Quaker nor Dukhobor re-

jected the Christ executed in Judea many centuries ago; but to

neither of them was his life and death of as much importance as

the Christ within."

The first Dukhobdr leader whose name can be given was Syl-

van Kolesnikof, of the village of Nikolsk, in the government of

Ekaterinoslaf, who flourished between 1750 and 1775. " He taught

his followers that as the externalities of religion were unimportant,

they might conform to the ceremonial religion of whatever prov-

ince or country they happened to be in." He taught that " by the

cleansing of repentance and the enlightenment of spiritual instruc-

tion, men reach the sweetness of union with God." A thoughtful

and eloquent rnan, devoting himself to the instruction of peasants

and willing to organize a sect, he wielded a strong and natural in-

fluence among a very " ignorant and ill-governed people, neglected

by a corrupt church." At the close of his career the sect reached a

point " which illustrates the old saying that extremes meet." Thus :

" Criticism of external authority and reliance on individual inspi-

ration had brought the sect to a point at which one short step

placed them again under an external authority, and led to a state

of deception which has lasted to our own day, and with which the

Canadian Government has yet to reckon."

'
In the early part of the nineteenth century. Emperor Alexander

I., in order to alleviate the persecutions that the members of the

sect suffered from their neighbors and also in order to restrict their

own proselytizing, caused them to be gathered from various parts

of Russia and settled them in the fertile district of the milky

waters, north of the Sea of Azof. Says Mr. Maude :

"It might have been expected that the Dukhobdrs, who had
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been so critical and denunciatory of all governments, would get

into trouble when it came to forming their own administration ; for

it is much easier to criticize than to construct, and in a peasant

sect it might be expected that some of the adherents would be

backward, ignorant, and hard to manage. No difficulty, however,

appears to have been encountered in the organization of the com-
munity. From the very start order reigned in the new settlement,

and it advanced rapidly in prosperity, gave the Russian authorities

for many years little trouble, and extorted high praise for good
order and success in agriculture from those who visited it."

Their leader (at that time named Kapoustin) " established him-

self as absolute ruler and instilled into the people habits of secrecy

with reference to all that concerned the sect, and of implicit

obedience to himself."

" Isolated and subject to the rule of z strong and able leader, ' a

cake of custom 'formed itself among and around the Dukhobors,
and they ceased to be propagandists. Kapoustin adopted every

means to retain their allegiance. He appointed thirty elders and

twelve apostles, by whose aid he governed. The common mem-
bers of the sect were discouraged from learning to read or write.

The occupations approved of for them were agriculture and han-

dicrafts. Trade and commerce were discouraged as likely to

engender covetousness ; also, as causing intercourse with the
' Chaldeans,' or outsiders whose opinions and practises might be

harmful to the chosen people."

Upon the death of Kapoustin dark days ensued for the Du-

khobdrs. " The evil that follows a one-man power, namely, the im-

possibility of securing a succession of good and capable men,"

overtook them. The descendants of Kapoustin, son and grandson,

fell into "evil practises and became drunkards." Tho secrecy was

observed among the sectarists, the Government got wind of the

fact that within the community disobedience to the chief was pun-

ished with death, and so flagrant were the outrages discovered that

Emperor Nicholas I. decided to transport the whole body of the

Dukhobors to the Caucasus, allowing only such to remain as were

willing to join the orthodox church.

In 1894-95 Tolstoy first made acquaintance with the Dukhobors,

and, says Mr. Maude, " it is interesting to note how naturally and

inevitably he fell into serious error as to the real character of the

sect." They seemed to meet the outward requirements of his own

teachings. Thus

:

" They worked with their hands, yet were dignified and full of

confidence in themselves and their group. They produced more
than they consumed ; rejected the church and the state ; acknowl-

edged (apparently) no human authority, yet lived together and co-

operated in a closely knit community. They professed the very

principles of Christian anarchy dear to Tolstoy ; and (apparently)

put these into actual practise without the disintegrating result so

painfully evident in the failure of the Tolstoy colonies, and which,

through all history, has accompanied attempts to carry on work
collectively without recognizing ourselves as part of a social organ-

ism we can not suddenly reshape when and how we will."

In 1895 the Dukhobors refused conscription and were subjected

to severe persecution by the Russian Government. Tolstoy and

his English friends aided in securing from the Government permis-

sion for their emigration, and several thousands of them were

brought to British North America. Here their development lias

increased along material lines, but has shown some astonishing

outbreaks of religious mania, such as the "pilgrimages " of 1903,

when the zealots undertook to proclaim that " it was wrong to

make use of metal obtained from the earth and smelted by the labor

of our enslaved brethren; that it was wrong to train horses or

cattle to do our work ; and that it was wrong to use money, which,

bearing the image and superscription of Cajsar, should be returned

back to Caisar "
; that it was wrong to till the ground, " to spoil the

earth," when there are warm countries where men may live by eat-

ing fruits." Such manifestations were temporary, but Canada, in

the opinion of the author, has a problem to deal with in their per-

sistence to refuse to become British subjects. The present leader,

Verigin, is a capable man and a propagator of many of Tolstoy's

doctrines. Mr. Maude thinks that the chief danger of the future

is in the possible succession of an incompetent or fanatical leader.

A ROMAN CATHOLIC'S CRITICISM OF
CELIBACY.

pROM expressions frequendy heard in the more independent
* sections of the Roman Catholic Church, it is evident that

differences of opinion exist among Roman Catholics in regard to

the doctrine of celibacy. There has lately appeared in the Renais-

sance (Munich, No. 11), from the pen of the well-known " Reform

Catholic " editor and writer. Dr. Joseph Muller, an article entitled

"Zum Thema Priesterzolebat " (" On the Subject of the Celibacy of

the Priests "). He says in substance :

Recent statistics published in Wiirtemberg show that the Prot-

estant clergy of that kingdom receive about two-thirds of their

additions from the educated classes, and that fully one-third are

the sons of Protestant clergymen. Only one-third of the Protes-

tant pastors come from the families of the peasants and tiie lower

classes of society. These statistics reveal conditions similar to

those prevailing in all Protestant lands. The great majority of

Protestant clergymen come from the higher and more educated

ranks. On the other hand, these same statistics show that a pre-

ponderance of Roman Catholic clergymen come from the lower

social ranks. Exceedingly few belong to educated and cultured

families, and it is apparent that many men enter the ranks of the

priesthood to escape the disagreeable features of poverty and
adopt the sacred calling largely by compulsion. And yet, notwith-

standing this, there is an insufficient number of priests, due solely

to compulsory celibacy. Not only that, but the large contingent

of ministers' sons which augments the ranks of the Protestant

clergy is entirely lacking in the case of the Roman Catholic

Church.

In addition, this state of celibacy has had a most harmful effect

upon the people, as well as upon the clergy themselves. It repre-

sents a kind of robbery of society, by which the further propagation

of a certain percentage of educated and morally developed people

is prevented, and its effect is positively detrimental to the progress

of the race. The Protestant family is a center of culture and edu-

cation, a mission headquarters for higher ideals for the whole con-

gregation and the whole neighborhood. In the nature of the case,

the home of the priest can never exert the same influence. It is

one of the remarkable features of the higher educational history of

Germany, as also of other countries, that no other class has pro-

duced such a large number of great scholars, officials, leaders in

thought and action, both men and women, as the number produced

by the Protestant parsonage. On the other hand, the inferiority

of the Roman Catholic intelligence, as compared with the Protes-

tant, as well as the superiority of the Protestants, even in Roman
Catholic countries, in wealth and station, is one of the results of

present conditions.

The complaint is commonly heard that the Roman Catholic

clergy have Httle sympathy and understanding in dealing with the

needs and feelings of the lower classes. This complaint arises

chiefly in France, and it must be confessed that it is caused by the

fact that the clergy have no families and no family life.

There is a way out of the trouble that would preserve the dignity

of the clergy. All that is necessary is to return to the old practise

of allowing a distinction between the lower and the upper clergy.

Under that arrangement the clergy of the lower orders could marry
and e.xercise all the functions of the clergy, with the exception of
the service at the altar and that of confession.

It is necessary, in a matter like celibacy, which is a purely human
obhgation, to take circumstances into consideration and to change
the rule where wisdom demands a change. The rules were made
for men, and not men for the rules. Human nature must be re-

spected. The laws of nature are like dogmas. Personal liberty,

too, has its rights, especially in such an important matter as the

founding of a family. The writer would not say that all the clergy

even of the lower orders should marry; but, in case of necessity,

it should be permitted.

In further discussion of this subject, a series of articles has

recently appeared in the Berlin iXa/ionalzcitHng on" Dz^ Evan-

gelische Pfarrhaus " ("The Protestant Pastor's Family"). It

furnishes some indirect evidence in favor of a married clergy, by

giving in full statistics which show how much of the best and most

successful intellectual and practical work of the nation and the

world has been done by the sons of Protestant clergymen. It de-

scribes the Protestant parsonage as "the greatest home of culture

and morality and character in the nation."

—

Translations madefor
The Literary Digest.
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FOREIGN COMMENT.

JAPANESE FORECASTS OF JAPANESE PEACE
TERMS.

TT is high time that Japan ceased to give herself the airs of a

-^ " great moral hero." of " a Confucius or a Jesus Christ engaged

in a holy war without interested motives," declares the Toyo Keizai

Shimpo (Tokyo), an organ which can speak at first hand regarding

responsible Japanese opinion. " If we have any intention of ac-

quiring territories, let us take them openly. We should change

the language of our diplomacy. It were best that we refrain from

constantly invoking sentiments of pity, of morality, of right."

This language, characteristic of those leading Japanese organs

which are just now advocating

"Japanese supremacy in the P^ar

East," is taken in France to mean

that the Tokyo Government will

consent to no peace which does

not recognize, in some form or

other, the sovereignty of the Nip-

pons in Korea, in Manchuria, and

even, it would appear, in China

itself. In confirmation of this

French interpretation of Japan's

attitude to peace, attention is di-

rected in Paris publications to

an article in the Revue diploiiia-

tiqiie from the pen of Professor

Tomizu. who occupies the chair

of international law in the Uni-

versity of Tokyo. The writings

of this eminent publicist did

much, it is said, to prepare the

Japanese mind for a war with

Russia. The professor preaches

Japanese supremacy in the Far

East. The following paragraphs

from his article are believed by

the Rci'tie de Paris and by a writer in the Noimelle Re7>ue (Paris)

to reHect the official mind of Tokyo

:

" China seems now to have lost her opportunity of ever becoming
a great power. Henceforth it is the interest of Japan to obtain on

the mainland of Asia territory bounding the territory of China.

To state the truth more clearly, if we return Manchuria to China

as matter of form, it must be in order that Manchuria shall become
a Japanese possession in point of fact.

" Were Manchuria to become a Japanese possession, and if later

troubles were to arise in the interior of China, Japan would be in a

position to calm those disturbances at once. Japan must not

shrink, if circumstances require it, from sending her army into

China. ... If, then, forced by circumstances, Japan should take

possession of China, it would not be difficult for her to hold the

country. The very length of the present war may have its advan-

tages. During the period in which her army must remain in Man-
churia, Japan will establish friendly relations with the people, she

will set up a military government, protect agriculture, collect the

taxes, and the like—things which will permit her to maintain there

a large army without excessive expense and to prepare the ground
for a future territorial acquisition. The army is now in occupation

of that portion of Manchuria which is richest. It would be ab-

surd, after having expended so much there in lives and in treasure,

to return it to China without an indemnity. But with or without

an indemnity, it is simply right to restore it to China in name only.

If the Japanese had not defeated the Russians, Russia would have

retained Manchuria in fact and in form."

Nor is this the only forecast of Japanese peace terms with which

this high authority has enriched the columns of responsible organs.

For Professor Tomizu, writing in the Tokyo Taiyo, declares that

Russia must be asked to cede all Siberia, east of Lake Baikal, to

Japan. The fundamental ideas with which Japan approaches the

whole subject of peace have been set forth, moreover, by the con-

servative and somewhat anti-foreign Nihongin (Tokyo), a periodi-

cal which circulates among the educated and aristocratic Japanese :

" While it has been proudly asserted that it is for the peace of

the Far East that we are throwing away so many millions, so

many lives, and for which we are risking the development of our
country, we are neither such weakling benefactors as to rob our-

selves of our property and give it to others, nor such slavish crea-

tures of the past as to expend our resources in trying to keep as
they are all the institutions of Eastern Asia, thus uselessly pro-

longing their existence. Unless we had something of moment to

gain for ourselves, why did we take this tremendous responsibility

upon us ? What signifies peace in the Far East .''

"The Far Eastern question, in the beginning, was the question

of the partition of China. It had
a destructive character. To-day,
on the contrary, it is the integ-

rity of China that means durable

peace in the Far East. The
question has assumed a construc-

tive character. The explanation

is that at first it was pretended

that the Far Eastern question

must be settled only by the Eu-
ropeans and the Americans, the

peoples who were alien to the

Far East. To-day the Far Ea.s-

tern question must be settled by
an empire which has risen in a

corner of the East, Japan^the
Europeans and the Americans
taking a subordinate position.

The peace of the Oriental Fa^
East requires that by a union of

the Orientals of the Far East,

under the transforming influence

of Japan, a great empire be

formed on the Far Eastern shores

of the Asiatic continent, so that

militarily, economically, and po-

litically the caprices and the acts

of violence of Europeans and

Americans shall cease to be possible, and that the people of the

Far East shall themselves maintain order in every respect.

"Japan's action, since the new era, has always been directed to

the attainment of this end. Henceforth we shall no longer tolerate

the insults and the acts of violence of the foreigners. If they

choose to regard these territories as they regard India or Egypt,

if they lose respect for us and, without making any distinctions

between races and degrees of civilization, proceed to violence

against the peoples which have a right to their existence upon the

territories in question, we will heap upon them misfortunes and

disasters from which they will not recover. That is what we want

THE RUSSIAN BEGINNING.
-Ploli (Vienna).

the world to understand. "-

Digest.

Traiislatio)is inadefor The Literary

THE ZEMSKY SOBOR.

SHOULD the Czar yield to the pressure which, well-informed

Paris dailies declare, has been brought to bear upon him, he

will call back to life one of the most ancient institutions of Russia.

This is the zemsky sobor, which the Paris Teuips defines as " the

plenary council of the representatives of the Russian soil " and

which the Berlin J^rwa>/j concedes to be " in spirit" a parliament

of "all elements in the population." But the Journal des Ddbais

(Paris) suspects that bureaucratic influence may interpret the func-

tions of the zemsky sobor in an autocratic sense, while the liberal

element will strive to show from Russian history that this long de-

funct body is the constitutional depository of popular sovereignty.

The Paris Tei/ips is, on the whole, more definite in its account of

the institution itself. We quote :

"During the Muscovite period of history, there were thirty-two
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zemsky sobers in the course of five hundred years. Their convo-

cation was particularly frequent during the epoch of greatest

troubles (first half of the seventeenth century) for the reason that

the central power was weak. It was a zemsky sobor which, by

the votes of people and peasants, put an end to dissension by the

election of the founder of the present dynasty, Michael Fedorovitch

Romanoff. Michael and his son Alexis summoned zemsky sobors

in every great crisis of their respective reigns. Peter the Great,

third of the Romanoffs, put an end to this ancient custom by the

introduction into his country of Western European bureaucracy,

an innovation for which Russia is to-day but little grateful to him.

"The zemsky sobor tradition slumbered, so to speak, through-

out the whole of the eighteenth century. Yet for a time it awoke
in its full splendor under Catherine II. at the time of the convo-

cation of the great legislative commission charged with formulating

a new code (1766). It was a zemsky sobor modernized, something

like the states-general. But the events that happened in France

twenty years or so later on rendered encounters with the nation a

threatening prospect to sovereigns.
" For more than a hundred years the reports of the proceedings

of the great commission were buried under the dust amid the

archives. Alexander III., then Czarevitch, ordered their publi-

cation. Shortly afterward, the liberal impulse which marked the

first years of his reign, a reaction from the military events of 1877,

gave new vigor to the idea of a zemsky sobor. Golskvastov, the

great champion of the idea, drew up a plan which Count Ignatieff,

Mmister of the Interior, induced the Czar to approve. The text

of a manifesto, summoning a zemsky sobor, was, it is said, signed

by Alexander III. Its promulgation was fixed for May 18, 18S2,

anniversary of the Ascension as well as birthday of the Czarevitch

Nicholas. But mysterious influences asserted themselves on May
15, completely modifying the intentions of the sovereign.

"Once more the zemsky sobor principle went into eclipse, but

the idea remained in the air. It has been widely disseminated by
discussion in recent years. In 1S92 Mr. Syromiatnikoff, the emi-

nent Russian publicist, undertook the conversion of Mr. von
Plehve to the principle. He actually succeeded for a lime, ac-

cording to an article which he has printed in the Slovo. But other

advisers subsequently influenced the minister in a contrary direc-

tion.

" Mr. Souvorin, the Russian editor and writer, has begun to de-

velop his ideas on this subject. He sees in the historical and
purely Russian institution of the zemsky sobor a popular guarantee

and, as it were, law of life of the autocracy. Dipped in the waters

of the zemsky sobor, as into a healing spring, the autocracy of the

Czar emerges strengthened and increased. Zemsky sobor, accord-

ing to him. does not necessarily mean a council or parliament of

the members of zemstvos. It is used in this sense only by a con-

fusion of ideas."

—

Translations made f07- The Literary Di-

gest.

FRANCE FROM THE POPE'S POINT OF VIEW.

PIUS X. is far from discouraged by the outlook in France. He
seems to meet Paris journalists with cordiality and candor,

if anything may be deduced from the interviews with him which

appear from time to time in reliable dailies like the Figaro^ Temps,

and Journal des Ddbats. In ail these interviews the sovereign

pontiff, while admitting that the immediate prospect is one of

trouble, is made to declare that he anticipates a period of peace

and mutual affection between France and the Holy See. It is de-

clared—not in the words of the Pope himself but by those who

ought to know what he really thinks—that separation of church

and state in the third republic would not perturb him at all. M.

Anatole France, member of the French Academy, thinks the re-

verse. In his articles in the Neue Frete Presse (Vienna) he depicts

distinguished Vatican personages in a state of sheer dismay at the

impending fate of the Concordat.

By way of preface to a fundamental factor in the situation,

the relation of the P^ench clergy to the anticlerical form of

separation of church and state which is conceded by most authori-

ties to be impending, it will be profitable to glance at an article in

Tlie Edinburgh Revieiv or\ "France and the Vatican." It is be-

lieved, we are informed, that an attempt to " purge " the episcopate

will shortly be undertaken by the \'atican. "Certain prelates of

unblemished reputation," adds our authority," whose only offenses

are their attitude of reserve toward the congregations (religious

orders), their refusal to support the campaign against the republic,

and— in a few cases—their sympathy with the movement toward a

scientific theology, are already marked out for attack. The refusal

of Rome to institute to the ten sees now vacant gives color to this

belief, which is entertained in quarters usually well informed and

has been encouraged by the clerical press. This process of ' purg-

ing ' would be facilitated by the repeal of the Concordat." The

outcome is thus prophesied by this writer:

"The bishops and higher clergy would be simply nominees of

Rome. Thus the rights of the laity, surviving, however faintly,

under the present system, as in our own ' congd d'^lire,^ would be

extinguished ; thus the last vestige of popular election, without

which the early church refused to acknowledge a bishop as legiti-

mately appointed, would disappear. The present method of .selec-

tion is not ideal. ' Le gouvernement propose un fripon ; Rome un

cure de campagne : on nomme un imbecile' [' The Government
proposes a rascal ; Rome a country pastor ; an idiot is appointed "]

said a cynic; and tho, applied to a hierarchy of which Mgr. Mig-

not and Mgr. La Croix are members, the formula is inadequate, it
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THE FRENCH EPISCOPACY.

contains the proverbial grain of trutii. Whether things would be

better if, as in England, Rome had a free hand may be doubted.
* What sort of men are the Roman Catholic bishops ?

' an English

convert of the last generation, a militant ultramontane, was asked.

'Morally, highly respectable; intellectually, beneath contempt,'

was the answer. The choice of authority falls instinctively on

pliant nullities, opportunist under one Pope, frankly obscurantist

under another. With twenty years of Pius X. and his Spanish ad-

visers the French hierarchy would consist of Richards, Turinaz,

and Rumeaux. The interests of religion would suffer. Given a

quick-witted people, already sitting loose to and contemptuous of

Catholicism, it is easy to foresee the result."

We are afforded this insight into the point of view from which

tlie Pope is alleged to regard the crisis

:

" Everything is against him : his seminary training, his provin-

cialism, his seclusion from the free air of the world. France—her

people, her history, her language even— is strange to him : he sees
' men as trees, walking ' ; he misconceives the situation with which
he has to deal. He sees, because he is prepared to see it, an athe-

ist ministry kept in power by the vote of a godless majority; per-

secuted religious—guileless Jesuits and peace-loving Assumption-
ists—secularism rampant in the schools; unbelief, in the shape of

criticism, invading the clergy, religion attacked from without and
from within. And his singleness of purpose forbids him to take

into account the motives of prudence that would have weighed
with his predecessor: he is for rebuilding the walls of Jerusalem,

sword as well as trowel in hand."

The "essential opposition " between the French policy of the

Pope and that of his predecessor is averred, by the authority' we
are quoting, to be the source of the whole difficulty

:

"If ever a Pope had need of accurate information and prudent
counsel, that Pope is Pius X. Never was the incompatibility be-

tween Catholicism, as a polity, and society more palpable ; never
was the opposition between Catholic teaching, as commonly pre-

sented, and science more radical or more widely felt. This incom-
patibility and this opposition have reached their climax in France.
And this for two reasons. Of all European peoples, the French
are the most intelligent, the most open to ideas. Without the

thoroughness of the German or the practical sense of the English
mind, the French excels the former in quickness and the latter in

versatility; it represents an element in life and knowledge with
which civilization could ill dispense. The influence of France, in-

deed, requires to be balanced by other influences, but to injure

France is to lessen the intelligence and lower the vitality of man-
kind. Especially has this been so since the fall of the empire
gave free play to the genius of the nation, which is at once pacific

and progressive. Neither its men nor its measures are beyond
criticism : but. with all the defects of both, the third republic has a

stability which is wanting to more apparently stable governments,

because it has entered definitely upon the lines on which human
progress is destined to advance. Hence the accentuation of the

gulf between Catholicism and society, a clerical theocracy and the

modern state. On one question after another—education, mar-
riage, association, etc.—their interests came into conflict. But
over and above these several issues is the essential difference of

purpo.se and conception : the former exists for a class, the latter

for the community ; the former looks back, the latter on. On the

other hand, the ties that bind France to Latin Christianity are

ancient and intimate : the designation ' Most Christian ' attached

to tlie sovereign, and ' Eldest daughter of the church ' to the na-

tion, represent facts too vital to the past to be meaningless for the

present. Catholicism embodies the French, as distinctively as

Protestantism the German, spirit. . . . Protestantism without Ger-

many, Catholicism without France—here, as there, the soul would
lack its embodiment.
"Leo XIIL, with the instinct of a statesman, saw this: Pius X.

is bUnd to it."

The assertion that " the church is more and more losing her hold

on the people, particularly on the educated classes" in France, is

made by a Roman Catholic correspondent of the London Tivies,

who bases the statement upon information claimed to have been

received from members of the clergy. This writer adds, on the

subject of the state of mind of the French Roman Catholics:

"As to the reasons for the estrangement from religion of so large

a proportion of the French people thoughtful Catholics are pretty

well agreed. They hold Rome to be chiefly responsible. The
Vatican, they say, has for the last half-century and more persist-

ently encouraged fanatics and crushed every movement that prom-
ised to bring about a revival of religion in France. There have
been several such movements since the time of Lamennais, and
they have all met the same fate as that with which he was identi-

fied. In the early nineties there was a great revival of enthusiasm

among French Catholics, partly, at least, due to the encyclical

Reriiin Novariun of LeoXIII.and other utterances of the late

Pope which seemed to be progressive in tendency. This enthu-

siasm found expression in such organizations as the ' Union pro-

gressiste dela Jeunesse catholique,' of which M. Fdlix Boudin was
the founder. The movement was bitterly opposed by the Ultra-

montane party in France, but it grew stronger and more influential

in spite of their opposition until at last Rome, as usual, yielded to

the fanatics, and the movement was ended by the letter of Leo
XIIL condemning' Americanism ' in January, 1899. As everyone
knows Pius X. has crushed the other great intellectual movement
with which the name of the Abbe Loisy is connected ; M. Loisy's

marvelous apologetic had an extraordinary influence on thought in

France, and the eyes of intellectual men were once more turning

toward the church. Leo XI 1 1, had for once departed from the
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Roman policy, and at the end of his life refused to sanction the

condemnation of M. Loisy, but his successor reversed his policy

at the earliest opportunity. The attitude of intelligent French

CathoHcs is now almost one of hopelessness,"

—

Translations made

for The Literary Digest.

necessary, for the purposes of public defense. This is not to be
accepted as the ill-balanced idea of some patriotic enthusiast whose
imagination has been fired by the exploits of the English fishing

cobles that relentlessly hung on the flanks of the Great Armada, or

by the adventures of the Baltic fleet on the Dogger Bank. On the

contrary, it is part of a well-considered scheme to enlist as wide a
constituency as possible in support of the bill."

BRITISH ANXIETY REGARDING THE AMERICAN
SHIP SUBSIDY SCHEME.

THE man behind the gun. as a factor in Great Britain's suprem-

acy on the seas, has been quite eclipsed in the English

press by the man behind the ship subsidy scheme recently formu-

lated by the United States Merchant Marine Commission. Should

that man turn out to be President Roosevelt, the outlook for Brit-

ish shipping, think the leading London journals, may prove to be

very serious. " Great Britain is shortly to be called upon to face

an effort to wrest from her the commercial supremacy on the seas

beyond measure more determined and more formidable tlian any

effort made within the memory of the present generation," accord-

ing to the London Times. The prospect, it fears, is " by no means

pleasant." Of most immediate importance to England, says the

London Outlook, is the tonnage tax which it is proposed to impose

on foreign vessels entering United States ports. It adds:

" A duty of 8 cents (4d.) per net ton, not to exceed 8o cents per

net ton in any one year, is to be chargeable for each entry by sea

on all vessels from foreign ports in North America and some ports

in South America ; and i6 cents per net ton, not to exceed |i.6o in

any one year, on vessels arriving from any other foreign port.

The tax is a severe one, and its obvious design is to shield United

States shipping from foreign competition. It is not altogether

clear what is the wisest course for a foreign nation to pursue with

regard to it, for in such a case as our own, for example, British

shipping is at present so much greater in tonnage than that of the

United States that any retaliatory tax imposed by Great Britain

on United States shipping would be nugatory in results compared
with a similar tax imposed by the United States on British ship-

ping. There are many more British ships trading with the United

States to pay an American tax than there are American ships tra-

ding with Great Britain to pay a British tax. It is likely, however,

that the best plan would be not to retahate against any tonnage

tax separately, but to deal with it as part of the whole question of

fiscal reform, and to use other duties or shipping regulations as in-

terchangeable levers, if the expression may be employed, for nego-

tiating witii foreign Powers for reciprocal treatment of British

shipping and commerce."

The expediency of the ship subsidy scheme as a whole, from tlie

point of view of American interests, is doubted by the London

Economist, organ of an influential section in the great circle of

British finance. It refers to "the erroneous assertions " and " the

fallacious arguments" which the Merchant Marine Commission

has, it believes, made u.se of to advocate the plan. "It is impos-

sible," it says further, " to regard seriou.sly many of the statements

put forward by the commission." Moreover:

"At present the American merchant engaged in commerce with

foreign countries has the advantage of freights regulated by free

competition in the markets of the world ; but if the restrictive

policy of the commission is carried out, he will certainly have to

pay higher rates for the transport of his goods, and that will give

the traders of other countries with whom he is competing in neutral

markets an advantage which may prove seriously detrimental to

America's external commerce. This danger is recognized in the

United States, but the advocates of subsidies for the mercantile

marine retort upon their opponents by demanding why, if protection

is good for other industries, it is not also good for shipping. . . .

"The desirability of providing for national defense by building

up a merchant marine is persistently kept in the foreground by the

commission, but an examination of the details of the scheme pro-

pounded strongly suggests that protection of a commercial, rather

than of a national, character is the foundation upon which it is

really based. It will have been seen, for example, that fishing-ves-

sels are to be included among the craft that are to be taken, if

REASONS FOR DEEMING A RUSSIAN REVO-
LUTION UNLIKELY.

' I ""HE solution of the crisis in Russia will very probably be the

• summoning of a sort of national assembly, thinks Dr. E. J.

Dillon, who studies the topic at length in The Conietnporaiy Re-

view (London). Dr. Dillon is said to be a very well-informed stu-

dent of Russian conditions, and his view that a violent revolution

is, on the whole, unlikely, is thought by the London press to be

entitled to great weight. Even more emphatic in the same sense

is Dr. A. S. Rappoport, who has long studied Russian revolution-

ary methods at first hand and who possesses the most intimate

acquaintance with the state of mind of the Muscovite masses. In

the course of an exhaustive study in The Fortnightly Revieiu

(London) he asserts that "neither a revolution nor an insurrection

is threatening Russia," although he does not minimize in the least

the gravity of the internal situation. His argument runs:

" The real explanation of all the stir caused in the European
press lies in the fact that the isolated expressions of discontent are

being mistaken for the outcry of the whole nation. But it is only

a storm in a teacup. Now and then a few turbulent spirits, called

Young Russia, steeped in the ideas of the West, try ' to blow

about the candles in the dark night of their country, so that the

curtains of the throne stand in danger of catching fire. But the

police soon bring out the fire-engines, and the candles are being

kept closer snuffed—that is all' The strikers go back to work,

the deputations return home, the processions are stopped, a few

thousands are killed, the banquets come to an end, and the

speeches terminate with an enthusiastic ' Boshe Tsarya Khranee.'

The agitation of individuals who are in a ridiculous minority—

a

mere handful of some lo.ooo discontented agitators among a popu-

lation of 130,000.000—and whom, most probably, either some wild

dash of foreign blood or the influence of Western thought has

driven to opposition, finds no response among the masses.
" The vast population is unaffected by the movement. A revo-

lution is the result of a general national discontent. Like streams

gushing forth from sources hidden in the silent depth of the soil,

like trees sprouting forth from buried roots, a revolution is the

outcome of a spirit of discontent that has penetrated all the strata

of the nation. Such is not the case in Russia, Just as the deep

of the ocean remains calm and undisturbed by the gales and fu-

rious winds that lash its surface, so the bulk of the Russian people

remains untouched by the currents of thought which from time to

time cross the upper classes, and continues its sleep of apathy and

resignation,"

Revolution is alien to the Russian temperament, we are further

assured, the fact being made evident throughout the history of the

nation, which our authority summarizes in support of his thesis.

" The Russian's revolts are tinctured with the hue of submissive-

ness " "The Russian is unhappy if he is left to himself, but as

long as he can account for some external superior power that tor-

tures him, he is satisfied." " The Russian peasant . . . never re-

spects a man who treats him as a human being." The Russian

students who resolved to " go among the people " failed after some

fifteen years of propaganda. " Had they found an echo in the vast

forests of the nation, had they found that the Russian peasant was

ready to rise and claim human rights, that the Russian peasant

was energetic and self-reliant, their work would not have been

given up." This authority concludes, after surveying all the pros-

pects, that " by their own strength the Russian people will never

be able to open their prison windows and allow the light of a new

era to penetrate into their dark abodes."
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NOTABLE BOOKS OF THE DAY.

I

THE NOVELIST IN THE HOOSIER
LEGISLATURE.

In THE Arena. Tales of People and Politics. I5v I'.ooth rarkiiii;ton. Cloth,
276 pp. Price, $1.50. McClure, Phillips & Co.

"^O make out just what is going on you ought to get down in the

arena yourself. Once you're in it, the view you'll have and the

fighting that will come your way will more than repay you."

This advice to the author, which is reproduced in the Preface to

these stories, indicates precisely what the author himself has done.

He was elected not long ago to a seat in the Indiana legislature,

and the si.x tales which this volume contains are mainly the out-

come of his observations and experiences as a participator in "the
game " of politics. Political characters and situations in a small town
in the middle West are endowed by Mr. Tarkmgton with wonderful
human interest and charm. The simple Hoosier people who rise out of

rural insignificance into political prominence, meet with relentless forces

and, all unfitted for the combat, are forced to bear a hand in fierce con-

flicts which shake a man's moral foundations to the base, are humorously
and pathetically drawn; and across the canvas plays a gentle satiric

light that reminds one of George Ade in his recent rural comedies. Mr.

Tarkington has imparted to these tales a life-like quality that is most
convincing. The types, however, are the old familiar ones.

" Boss Gorgett '' is a tale told by an assistant boss who helped to get

an impracticable theorist and reformer nominated for mayor of a small

city. Gorgett, threatened by the young candidate with an expose of

a trick to stuflf the ballot-box, completely turns the tables on his oppo-
nent, who, to save his name, comes to him begging for mercy, and goes
home shamefully humiliated and crushed politically. The shrewdness

of the boss is admirable and his con-

duct points the moral that beneath
the skin even politicians are human
beings.

"The Aliens" is a story of Toby,
Italian chestnut vender, his love for

Beiiha, the pretty (ierman waitress,

and the malign influence of ward
politics upon their fate.

In "The Need of Money," Uncle
Billy Rollinson, a weak, innocent old

man, whom some fortuitous circum-

stance elected to the legislature, is

a pathetic figure. His perpetual need
of money is caused by the goings on
of a spendthrift son, Henry. By
keeping quiet. Uncle Billy manages
to get along in the House until his

leader's anti-monopolistic bill comes
up for its third reading. Just before

this the old man's scm got himself

into a criminal entanglement. The saving of the son is made the means
of bribing Uncle Billy to desert his leader and vote against the bill.

Then a storm breaks about his head that drives the old man to drink.

The story of " Hector" tells of a precocious "born orator," an embryo
Daniel Webster, possessed with inordinate self-confidence and egotism.
" Mrs. Protheroe " is a tale of the " lady lobbyist," and the way in which
her beautiful brown eyes queered the political career of Alonzo Raw-
son, the young senator from Stackpole.

BOOTH T.^RKINGTON.
Courtesy of McClure, Phillips & Co.

JAPAN AND "THE WHITE DISASTER.
The Awakening ok Jap.\n. By Okakura-Kakuzo.

$1.20 net. The Century Company.
Cloth, 225 pp. Price

WHILE the main purpose of this little volume is to acquaint the

Western reader with the principal facts in the regeneration of

Japan, and to exhibit the sources of the qualities that since the

downfall of the shogunate have so rapidly gained for the Japanese a
place in the comity of nations, it is chiefly valuable in its expression of

the views of a school of native thought that would seem destined to ex-

ert a strong influence in the shaping of the country's future. It is to

this.aspect of the work, therefore, that we would draw especial atten-

tion. For the rest, it will suffice to say that Mr. Okakura admirably
presents in small compass the factors and forces which we have already
been permitted to study in detail through the intelligent investigations

of such authorities as Satow, Aston, Chamberlain, Brinkley, Dyer, and
Hearn ; and gives an excellent outline sketch of the history of Japan
from the advent of Commodore Perry to the present day. In "The
Ideals of the East," Mr. Okakura proved himself a clear and careful

thinker, and his reputation will not suffer from his present book. As
an interpreter of the Oriental mind he is peculiarly equipped. From
early manhood a student of the philosophy and history of his native

OKAKURA-KAKUZO.

land, he is thoroughly imbued with its traditions, while prolonged trav-

els in America and Europe have enabled hitn to grasp the Western
viewpoint and to gage the advantages
of Western methods and policies by
both Occidental and Oriental stand-

ards. He is preeminently a leader

of the philosophic reactionists of

modern Japan, of those who would
give practical effect to Henry Dyer's
exhortation: "The peoples of the

East should retain all that is charac-

teristically Eastern in so far as it

helps the higher life, and adopt only

those Western methods which will en-

able them to live their own lives in

their own way and according to their

own ideals." With Okakura, and with

those who feel as he does, it is not a

question of reverting to the policy of

seclusion, but of preserving the na-

tional individuality by a healthy re-

vival of such phases of the past as

will best subserve Japanese interests.

Mr. Okakura has not hesitated to make material sacrifices to attain his

ends. Thus, when he found the Government unwilling to adopt his plans
for the restoration of ancient Japanese art, he promptly resigned the di-

rectorate of the Imperial .'\rt School and, followed by half the faculty,

founded a private school for the teaching of native art. The movement
has been otherwise fostered by the establishment of clubs and periodi-

cals devoted to the inculcation of old Japan.
Mr. Okakura clearly shows that the essential purpose of this crusade

is to assist in the solution of the problems that have been forced upon
Japan by what, half in jest, half in earnest, he calls "The White Dis-

aster." It was inevitable that in the wake of the blessings of Western
civilization should follow its evils, and if the Japanese have been quick
to appreciate the one, they have also learned to fear the other. A brief

citation will make plain the position assumed by those now entering a
protest against the wholesale introduction of Western manners, customs
and processes

:

"To the mind of the average Westerner it may seem but natural to
regard with feelings of unmingled triumph that world of to-day in which
organization has made of society a huge machine ministering to its own
necessities. . . . Yet to the bland irony of China the machine appears
as a toy, not an ideal. The Venerable East still distinguishes between
means and ends. The West is for progress, but progress toward what ?

When material efficiency is complete, what end, asks Asia, will have
been accomplished ? ... In spite of the vaunted freedom of the West,
true individuality is destroyed in the competition for wealth, and hap-
piness and contentment are sacrificed to an incessant craving for more.
The West takes pride in its emancipation from medieval superstition,
but what of that idolatrous worship of wealth that has taken its place ?

What sufferings and discontent lie hidden behind the gorgeous mask of
the present! The voice of socialism is a wail over the agonies of Wes-
tern economics—the tragedy of Capital and Labor."

Thus the reverse side of the shield as the Easterner sees it. And
hence the efforts of such as Okakura to ward off the evils of modern in-

dustrialism while taking full advantage of the benefits it brings, and to

preserve the national life as it was in " the good old days."

WHY THE WAR HAD TO COME.
The Russo-Japanese Conflict: Its Causes and Issues. By K.

Asakawa, Ph.D., Lecturer on the Civilization and History of East Asia at
Dartmouth College. With an Introduction by Frederick Wells Williams,
Assistant Professor of Modern Oriental History at Yale. Illustrated.
Cloth, 338 pp. Price, $2 net. Houghton, Mifflin & Co.

HERE are glowing pages, made up of the finest part of pure jour-

nalism. Every impressive circumstance making unique in the

history of our globe that crisis in the throes of which Russia for

the moment lies is interpreted with a seer's vision. We are made to see

that Nippon is summoning the nati-ms of the earth to a real parliament

of man. The collapse of the ancient land to which Confucius gave his

system is studied by Doctor Asakawa as a subject of vital concern to

every one of the Powers, great and small. All the forces of which world-

politics disposes are brought to bear in a conflict which the author views

as one not of regiments and of battle-ships merely but of gigantic vest-

ed interests and even of time-honored religions. Three or at most four

great Powers interest themselves actively in the settlement of the

Mediterranean question. The problem of the Balkans has been en-

trusted by a common consent to the united wisdom of a few chancel-

leries. But the conflict of world-politics in the ravaged East presents

throughout these pages no less impressive a spectacle of powers and
dominions thaa Lucifer himself beheld when he summoned all fallen

creatures for a vain war with their Creator.

The theme is opened with Japan's first perception of the fact that

when the rule of the Muscovite autocrat is extended over new areas in

the vast region from the Caucasus to the Pacific, there results no such

relation as that of colony to mother-country. Every additional inch of
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the soil of Asia over which the Government of St. Petersburg gains
sway becomes as integral a portion of Holj' Russia as is the site on
which stands the Kremlin at Moscow. Russia has no colonies. She
wants none. What she accomplishes is the territorial enlargement of

Russia herself. An absorbed tribe in Manchuria merely swells the
Muscovite population. This is the essential feature in Russian expan-
sion, according to Doctor Asakawa to which tlie world owes the war
now proceeding.

Thus contemplated, the problem of .Asia as a whole does not consist

merely in the spread of Russian influence throughout the region com-
prehended under an inadequate term like Manchuria. Japan notes an
outward sweep from St. Petersburg through the instrumentality of

sucli familiar apparatus as ice-free ports, spheres of interest, exploring
expeditions, traders, spies, diplomatic conventions, railway guards.
The day was fated, for reasons here studied at length and with the aid

of the late documents in the case, when the Czar's Government must
have to abandon its policy of merely peaceful penetration. Russia,

without knowing it, had reached the era of the last resort of kings.

The dawn of this solemn truth upon her slow mind came in the poignant
form of afterthought.

Through the medium, too, of just such a book as this, Japan replies to

the contention of those statesmen in continental Europe who regard
with indulgent skepticism the claim that the Government of Tokyo is in-

spired by no real desire for territorial aggrandisement. The spirit of

territorial aggression, we are told by Doctor Asakawa, is as alien to the
spirit of the Japanese to-day as it has ever been in the past. But everj'

international question with which Japan has to deal relates to China
and Korea. Japan's geographical position constitutes her the guardian
of the portals commanding her own coasts. Her. commercial preten
sions in the regions thereabout are based upon the irresistible logic of

circumstances. Korea is the granary of Japan as well as the field which
nature presents for the energies of her redundant population. Strategi-

cally, Korea is of the first importance to the naval policy which Japan
has prescribed for herself and which will have been translated into

action, we infer from what we here read, only when Japan has a fleet

superior to the combined squadrons of any possible hostile coalition in

far Eastern waters. The Gibraltar of Japan is a Korean island off the

southern coast of the hermit kingdom, commanding the channnel be-

tween Japan and the mainland. Control of this point had become an
absorbing object as well to the arch-enemy of Japan as to Japan herself.

The crucial test of Japanese world policy had therefore to be made in

the disposition of Korea. Korea is not Japan's buffer state, but an out-

post of that civilizing mission to which she so fondly looks forward.

Failure in Korea woiild, so far as Japanese world policy is concerned,
be failure everywhere.

HICHEIMS AT HIS BEST.

The G.^rden of Allah. By Robert Hichens.
Frederick A. Stokes Company.

Cloth, 482 pp. Price, $1.50'

H AS Mr. Robert Hichens found himself .' Since the time he wrote
anonymously "The Green Carnation," he has made many at-

tempts to find a form of expression in the novel which would do
justice to his very penetrating but somewhat morbid imagination. For
a time he was obsessed by "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," of which he
made two or three imitations. The somewhat decadent strain in

Stevenson's powerful sermonette story had evidently an overpowering
attraction for Mr. Hichens. More recently he has attempted the fan-

tastic and the picaresque, but in all cases his theme was London and
its chiaroscuro. In the present volume he breaks new ground in more
senses than one. He places the scene on the borders and within the

great African desert at the back of Algeria, and the earlier pages in the

volume smack somewhat of Baedeker; but he has placed in this some-
what somber and bizarre environ-

ment a couple of figures that stand

out as strong, as somber, and as well-

defined as the shadows of the desert

itself.

The central idea of the book is a

powerful one—the breaking of his

vows by a Trappist brother, his mar-
riage, his repentance, his return to his

cell. But this is interwoven with the

attraction his remarkable nature has
for a spoiled child of the saloons

of London who has sought a new
life on the borders of the Sahara.

The intermingled attraction and re-

pulsion of these two characters is

done with the hand of a master; there

is no other word for it. By careful

economy of material, Mr. Hichens
has concentrated his powers on the

two central figures till we hear the

very pulsations of their hearts, and yet with it all he manages to keep up
the secret and mystery of his hero for over half the book, and arouse

'A.

ROBERT HICHENS.

our interest in a way that has rarely been affected by any contemporary
writer in English.

It is a strong book, written, if one may say so, straight from the
shoulder; few words, few incidents fail to hit home. Without indulging
in comparative estimates, there can be no doubt that Mr. Hichens has
written a strong book, and one that will give him an established place
in the ranks of English novelists. While there are touches which recall

the somewhat morbid and decadent tone of his earlier work, his treat-
ment is throughout sober and sane, and the moral—for it has a moral-
is of the highest.

RADISSON AND THE GREAT NORTHWEST.
Pathfinders of the West: Radisson, La 'Verendrye, Lewis and Clark. By

A. C. Laut. Illustrated. 8vo, pp. xxv, 380. Price, $2.00 net. The Macmil-
lan Company.

C. LAUT" is Miss Agnes Laut, author of " Heralds of Em-
pire," " Story of the Trapper," and other virile narratives of

dauntless adventure and exploit. In her dedication of the
present volume to President Suite, of the Royal Society (Canada), Miss
Laut plainly avows her purpose of "upsetting the apple-cart of public
opinion." To the inevitable question, Why do we find no mention here
of Marquette and Juliet and La Salle ? her reply is prompt and to the
point :

" Because they were not pathfinders." Not Marquette, Joliet,

or La Salle discovered the great Northwest, but two poor adventurers
who sacrificed all earthly possessions to the rapture of that discovery,
" and provoked from the governments of France and England a hostil-

ity so bitter that their very names have been bounded to infamy."
These are Sieur Pierre Esprit Radisson and Sieur M^dard Chouart

Groseillers, fur-traders of Three Rivers, Quebec. These two went ex-

ploring " on their own hook "
; they defied New France and Old France,

and, lastly, England ; and they asked no favors of the Church. " The
historians of France and England either slurred over the discoveries of

the obnoxious pair or blackened their memories without compunction."
" Space is lacking for half the lies written about them." But, in 1885,

came a discovery that practically wiped out the work of the pseudo-
historians. There was found in the British Museum, the Bodleian
Library, and Hudson's Bay House, London, unquestionably authentic

record of Radisson's voyages, written by himself. Parkman's history

was already prepared, but he made what reparation he could by ap-
pending a footnote to subsequent editions of two of his books, conce-
ding that the travels of Radisson and Groseillers took them to the

"Forked River" before 1660. Full corroboration of all that Radisson
relates is to be found in chronicles written in his ovfn time and m state

papers. " One must either accept the explorer's story as conclusive,"

says Miss Laut, " or, in rejecting his journal,.must also reject as fiction

the 'Jesuit Relations,' the 'Marine Archives,' Dollier de Casson,'

'Marie de I'lncarnation,' and the 'Abbe Belmont,' which record the

events as Radisson records them." Radisson's memory has been the

subject of conti'oversy ever since his death. This controversy—first

between the governments of France and England, subsequently be-

tween French and English historians—has eclipsed the real achieve-

ments of the man.
But when we come to the quivering, humming yarn that Miss Laut is

spinning for us, we are caught in a disheveled revel of tales such as may
well " hold children from play and old men from the chimney-corner."

Any eager American school-boy may be willing to forego his sweet-

heart, his football, or his fights for the pure joy of lying on his back un-

der a tree and abandoning himself to the intoxication of Miss Laut's

earlier chapters, charged as they are with fights and captures and death-

songs, slaying of sleeping guards and wild dashes for freedom, pursuits

and recaptures, "running the gantlet," and tortures exquisite and ar-

tistic, not to mention such spirited interludes as the massacres of French
and Hurons and Eskimo and of Dollard's immortal little band.

And so we come to Radisson's third voyage, crowned by the discov-

ery of the Great Northwest. While Radisson was among the Iroquois,

the little world of New France had not been asleep. Before Radisson
was born, Jean Nicolet, of Three Rivers, had passed westward through

the Straits of Mackinaw, and had coasted down Lake Michigan as far as

Green Bay (probably in 1634). Some years later the great Jesuit mar-
tyr, Joques, had preached to the Indians of Sault Ste. Marie ; but be-

yond that was an unknown world " that beckoned the young adventur-

ers as with the hand of a siren." Of the great beyond, known to-day

as the Great Northwest, only this had been learned—that from it came
the priceless stores of beaver pelts, brought down the Ottawa to Three
Rivers by the Algonquins ; and in it roved the wild races, whose terri-

tory extended northwest and north to unknown, nameless seas.

Before the opening of spring, in 1659, Radisson and Groseillers had
made their way across what is now Wisconsin to a mighty river, " rush-
ing and profound "

; and on its shores they found " a great nation, the
people of the fire," the Sioux. They were standing on the threshold of

the Great Beyond. " They saw before them not the Sea of China, not
kingdoms for conquest, not a short road to Asia. They saw what every
Westerner sees to-day—a land waiting for its people, wealth waiting
for the workers, an empire waiting for its builders."
There were other voyages after that, but the great work was done

when Radisson and Groseillers stood together on the bank of the Upper
Mississippi—ten years before IMarquette and Joliet, twenty years before
La Salle, a hundred years before La V(5rendrye.
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CURRENT POETRY.

To Christendom, A.D. 1904.

By Edith M. Thomas.

(Of Port .Arthur.)

Across your brows, O Cliristendom. a brand!

Upon the winds of Time, your evil fame I

For, now, ye leave your own to sword and flame

And hourly wasting by a pagan hand !

Afar, laodicean, do ye stand—

O Christendom (but Christian in the name),

Ve Western I'owers, that will not wake to shame,

Nor reach to free that dwindling, leaguered band !

Confess, the fire of primal Faith bums low !

For never thus the Medieval World

Had vainly heard such kindred cry of wo;

But, with the banners of the Cross unfurled,

Its legions had streamed forth - had met the foe

—

And downward from that Christian fortress hurled!

—From The Nnv York Eveii'ntg Fast.

This My Life.

By John Vance Cheney.

I strive to keep me in the sun
;

I pick no quarrel with the years.

Nor with the fates—not even the one

That holds the shears.

I take occasion by the hand ;

Pm not too nice 'twixt weed and flower

;

1 do not stay to understand

;

I take mine hour.

The time is short enough at best.

I push right onward while I may

;

I open to the winds my breast,

And walk the way.

A kind heart greets me here and there

;

I hide from it my doubts and fears.

I trudge, and s?y the path is fair

Along the years.

—From The Independent.

Harry's Married.

By Gei.ett Blrgess.

Harry once was popular, the life of every party,

Harry's tales were listened to, Harry's jests were

cheered

;

Harry's laugh infectious was considered bright and
hearty.

Everybody watched for him imtil he had appeared !

Now the girls avoid him just as if a bore they feared 1

Now they find him stupid and his conversation arid

;

Now the eyes are listless to the face they once en-

deared—

Harry's married.

Harry once could count upon a half a dozen letters

Every single morning when the early mail got in
;

Harry was imprisoned in a dozen dainty fetters—

(Harry wasn't quite so good as Harry might have

been.)

Now his plate is empty, and his correspondence

thin.

The postman now is missing many missives that he

carried.

Harry's face at breakfast lacks its customary grin-
Harry's married.
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Banjo—The tones ot any or all of these in-

struments may be reproduced perfectly by any

ordinary player on the piano by means of our

Instrumental Attachment. This improve-

ment is patented by us and cannot be had in

any other piano.

WING ORGANS are made with the

same care and sold in the same way as Wing
Pianos. Separate organ catalogue sent on

request.

YOU NEED THIS BOOK
If You Intend to Buy a Piano-
No Matter What Make

A book—not a catalogue—that gives you all the information

possessed by experts. It tells about the different materials used

in the different parts of a piano ; the way the different parts are

put together, what causes pianos to get out of order and in ^ J>

tact is a complete encyclopedia. It makes the selection ^ i.\^'
of a piano easy. If read carefully, it will make you a

judge of tone, action, workmanship and finish. It

tells you how to test a piano and how to tell good
from bad. It is absolutely the only book of its

kind ever published. It contains 156 large

pages and hundreds of illustrations, all de-

Its name is "The Book of Complete Infor- ^ ^ ^,

mation About Pianos." We send it free to anyone wishing to buy a ^ is .
^

piano. All you have to do is to send us your name and address.

Send us a Postal Today while you think of it, just giv-

ing your name and address, or send us the attached coupon and
the valuable book of information, also full particulars about

the WING PIANO, with prices, terms of payment, etc

voted to piano construction.

WING
&SON

will be sent to you promptly by mail

WING &. SON
352=390 West 13th Street, New York

1868- -."iTtli YEAR- -1905

352-390 W. I3th

St., New York

Send to the name and
address writteti below,

the Book of Complete Infor-
ntatio)i Abotd Pianos, also

prices and terms of payment
on Wing Pianos.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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The

Car of Economy
In no feature is Cadillac superiority

more pronounced than in the economy
of maintenance—a motor problem
which, until we entered the field, re-

mained unsolved. The simple, durable,

common-sense construction of the

Cadillac, its perfect self-adaptability to

the various exigencies of automobile

travel, make it by far the most eco-

nomically maintained of all motor cars.

Absolute dependability and safety of

operation under all conditions are in-

sured in the Cadillac by its wonderful
ease and simplicity of control, for

neither the motor nor its connections

can in any way be deranged through a

mistake in manipulation. By a single,

almost unnoticeable, movement of the

driver's hand, the speed of the car,

though it equal that of an express train,

may within a few feet be reduced to a

mere snail-pace.

The illustration above shows our new
Model F Touring Cadillac, a car of

almost incredible power and endurance,

embodying all that could be desired, in

appointment, elegance of design, ex-

cellence of construction, comfort of

riding. These same surpassing quali-

fications are manifest in the other

models.

Model F—Side-Entrance Touring: Car,
shown above, $950.

Model B—Touring: Car, with detach-
able tonneau, $900.

Model E—Lig-ht, stylish, powerful
Runabout, divided seat, $750.

Model D—F o u r-C v 1 i n d e r , 30 h. p.
Touring: Car, $2,800.
All prices f.o.b. Detroit.

Write for catalog A D, ancJ address of near-
est dealer, Ivhere you can try a Caddlac.

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE CO.,
Detroit, Mich.

Member Asso. Licensed Auto. Mfrs.

HEATING
The "PIERCE" SYSTEM QF STEAM

and WATER HEATING.
has been installed In thousands of homes,
clmrehes and public buildings. It means true

j

economy In heating. Do not experiment
with unknown, untried systems. Such
practice is costly and unsatisfactory.
Write for bookltjt exjiiaiiiing our perfect system of

I Hi-ating and Sanitary Plumljing.

PIERCE, BUTLER& PIERCE MFG CO..
Dept. C, Syracuse, N. Y.,

Mannfaclurers Heatiag and SaDitary Goods.

PLUMBING

Harry once was telephoned to gay, impromptu din

ners,

Always room for Harry and another extra chair,

Harry once was intimate with many petty sinners,

Harry found an open door and welcome everywhere.

Now he's got a wife at home, there's no one seems to

care

;

All his old advances now are mercilessly parried.

Harry'd like to call again, but Harry doesn't dare

—

Harry's married.

Harry once, on Christmas Day, had many a pretty

present

—

Pillows, pipes and photographs, cigarettes and
socks—

Every girl who knew him tried to make his birthday

pleasant—

Slippers, soap and shaving sets, Conchas by the box

!

Now he smiles sardonic when the pitying postman
knocks

!

Just a card with " Greetings," that a day behind has

tarried

—

" Greetings to Yourself and Wife," his old adorer

mocks

—

Harry's married.

Harry, to the married women, once was " interesting."

There he told his troubles, and they called him
" foolish boy !

"

( Many other things they said were not of his request-

ing.)

Now they fail to find in him a comfort and a joy.

Now the maid who trusted him has grown a little

coy.

All the little love-affairs with which her soul is harried

Now are secret sorrows, and they're not to be his

toy!

Harry's married

!

—Prom The Metropolitan Magazine.

Love Song.

By Thomas Nelson Page.

Love's for Youth, and not for Age,

E'en tho Age should wear a crown

;

For the Poet, not the Sage
;

Not the Monarch, but the Clown.

Love's for Peace, and not for War,
E'en tho War bring all renown

;

For the Violet, not the Star;

For the Meadow, not the Town.

Love's for lads and Love's for maids,

Courts a smile and flies a frown
;

Love's for Love, and saucy jades

Love loves most when Love has flown.

Love a cruel tyrant is :

Slays his victims with a glance.

Straight recovers with a kiss.

But to slay again, perchance.

Wouldst thou know where Love doth bide ?

Whence his sharpest arrows fly ?

In a dimple Love may hide,

Or the ambush of an eye.

Wert thou clad in triple mail,

In a desert far apart.

Not a whit viJould this avail

;

Love would find and pierce thy heart.

—From Scribner's Magazine.

The Last Trek.

By F. Edmund Garrett.

[Lines written for the funeral progress of Paul Kruger
through Cape Town, on the way to burial at Pretoria,
December i6th, 1904.—The funeral of C. J. Rhodes
passed through the same streets April 3d, 1902.]

Who comes, to sob of slow-breathed guns borne past

In solemn pageant ? This is he that threw

Challenge to England. From the veld he drew
A strength that bade her sea-strength pause, aghast.

Before the bastions vast

And infinite redoubts of the Karoo.

" Pass, friend ! " who living were so stout a foe,

Unquelled, unwon, not imcommiserate !

The British sentry at Van Riebeck's gate

Salutes you, and as once three years ago

The crowd moves hushed and slow,

And silence holds the city desolate.

MAY'S FLOWER
Nor them Grown P> AD flCMO
Seeds & PSants UAKUCNO
AN OLD TIME GARDEN for 25c
Bachelor Buttons Mignonette Sweet Pea Zinnias
Sweet William Ntisturtium Stocks Pansy
English Daisies Sweet Alyssum Phlox Pinks
Special—1 packet each of the above 12 varieties for

«6c; regular price, $1.00.

A FORMAL GARDEN for $1.00
All beds 4x6, and sufficient seed sent to plant same.

A Bed of Pansies 30
" Mignonette with border of Blue Lobellia i.5

'• " Heliotrope with border of Sweet Alyesum. 30
" ** Gaillardia with border of Dwarf Nastur-

tium 25
" Oriental Poppies with border of Candytuft 25

" " Semple's Branching Asters with border of
English Daisies 35

30 foot Hedge of Sweet Peas 30

Special—the above 7 beds, $1.00i regular price 52-00

Flowers for an English Garden, $3.00
All Hurdy Perennial Plants.

Rosea. 8 varieties $ 75 Iris, New German, 8
Peonies, 4 varieties- . . 75 plants 75
Phlox. 8 varieties 75 Hollyhocks, 8 plants, 4
Dahlias. 4 varieties - - 50 varieties 75
Golden Glow, 12 plants 1-00

The above for $8.00; value $5-25
Any portion of above collection sent at prices quoted
postpaid. With every order we will mail Free our hand-
some catalogue of seeds, plants, trees, etc., containing
floral hints, together with sever.al separate designs for
beds. Write I,. J,.MAY& CO., St.Paul.Mina.

5 MILLION,™
oEEDoOF

Martha Washin^on
Collection

of Aster, Balaam, Pansy,
Sweet Pea, P.nk Salvia,
Cosmos, Phlox Myosotis,
Verbena, Nasturtium, Pe-
tunia, Heliotrope, Cypress
Vine, Mignonette, with the
followingBulbsFKEE

:

One Dewey Lily (as

above). 1 Begonia, 1
Freesias, 1 Tuberose, 1 Gladiolus.

All of the above sent, postpaid, for 10 cents, in

coin or stamps. Order early. Avoid the rush.

MYSTIC TALLEY SEED CO., Medford, Mass,

Postage Stamp Coilectino
As a hobby or diverlina: pursuit, col-

leetin^ of foreiarH poslJiiit' sl:iiu|i-'-

only appeals to the more iiitelligeut.

A weekly paper devoted to the
pastime reaches 10,000 readers.
It will l)e sent to you 6 weeks for
5 cents. If you are interested
and mention The Ljteeary

Digest, we will send you in addition free the following :

100 foreign stamps and a pocket album, an illustrated stamp
catalogue, and a book of information " About Stamps."
We offer for cash orders : 546 different foreign stamps for
$1.50; 1,000. all different. $3.25; 500 mixed foreign stamps,
15c. Gummed hinges for mounting stamps, 10c. per l.OOO.

Mention this paper.

Qtomn Alhlltnc^ Nn.l. Flexible rover, doth hark . . 2."ir.

OldlllU HlUUIIIbi No. -.>. Full sreen rioth, stiff rover . Mc.
.No. :i. Cloth .v. gold to liold (;,(MM) stps., "Sc.

Stamps suhniittir'd on approval at .'.0'^ discount from
standard catalof-rut-. Correspondence solicited with col-
lectors. Collecti<ins and rare stamps bought for cash.

C. H. JLEKEEL STAMP & PCBLISHIMG CO., St. Lonis, Jlo.

WE WANT AGENTS
in every town to ride and sell our bicycles.

Good pay. Finest guaranteed 1005 91UDELS.
with Punrture-Proof ^ 1f% *^^ ^^^^M.
tires.Coaster-Brakes V'**' *** ip^*r
lil03& 1004 Models tf "T *_, tf#0
of Best Makes V * '«' ^B^
BOO Second-Hand Wheels
All makes & Mod- ^ O ^ ^O
elo good as new V** ««* ^O
CLKARING SALE at half cost.
We SHIP ON A P P R O lA L and

TEN DAYS TRIAL to anyone
-without a cent deposit. Write at once for

Special Offer on sample bicycle.

TIKES, SUNDRIES, AFTOMOBILES.
MEAD CYCLE CO., G 134, CHICAGO

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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The long last trek begins. Now something; thrills

Our Eiiglisli hearts, tliat, uncoiifesseaanddini.

Drew Dutch hearts north, that April day, witli him
Whose grave is hewn in the eternal hills.

The war of these two wills

Was as the warring of the Anakim.

What might have been, had these two been at one ?

Or had the wise old peasant, wiser yet,

Taught strength to mate with freedom and beget

The true republic, nor, till sands had run.

Gripped close as Bible and gun
The keys of power, like some fond amulet ?

He called to God for storm; and on his head —
Alas 1 not his alone—the thunders fell.

But not by his own text, who ill could spell,

Nor in our shallow scales shall he be weighed.

Whose dust, lapped round with lead.

To shrill debate lies inaccessible.

Bred up to beard the lion, youth and man
He towered the great chief of a little folk ;

Till, once, the scarred old hunter missed his stroke.

And by the blue Mediterranean

Pined for some brackish /««
Far south, self-e.\iled, till the tired heart broke.

So ends the feud. Death gives for those cold lips

Our password. Home, then ! by the northward way
He trod with heroes of the trek, when they

On seas of desert launched their wagonships.

The dream new worlds eclipse

Yet shed a glory througli their narrower day.

Bear home your dead ; nor from our wreaths recoil,

Sad Boers ; like soms rough foster-sire shall he

Be honored by our sons, co-heirs made free

Of Africa, like yours, by blood and toil,

And proud that British soil.

Which bore, received him back in obsequy.
—From The London Spectator.

The Shadow of Beauty.

By Arthur Davison Ficke.

I know you are not fair ; no thousand ships

Moved forth to search you in a foreign land;

Nor did a hero bow to kiss your hand,

Nor gods come down to touch your hf)neyed lips.

Yet looking on you all my being slips

Dreaming away from its accustomed bands

Until in unknown worlds it naked stands

And by untrodden deeps the life-drink sips.

A thousand shadows gird you : all I know
Or ever dreamed lingers in your deep eyes. . . .

Over the waters haunted breezes blow.

Hear you the music ? . . . The slow daylight flies. .

I only feel a joy that never dies

And mists of dreams forgotten long ago.
—From Scribner^s Magazine.

PERSONALS.
The Legal Side of Joseph W. Folk. — Much

has been written atout Governor Folk, of Missouri,

and his remarkable fight against corruption in office,

while he was Circuit Attorney of St. Louis. Mr. K.

G. Bellairs, in The Green Bag (Boston), endeavors to

analyze the legal side of " this foe to boodle." Mr. Bel-

lairs says

:

Joseph W. Folk, while he could not be rated as a

profound jurist—he is too young for that— neverthe-

less has the combination of mental and physicalenergy

in a very high degree ; and he is so happily poised that

he can turn rapidly from one to the other without any
sense of confusion, and with a clear perception of the

ultimate end. He can investigate with surprising ra-

pidity the available authorities upon a legal proposi-

tion, and form from them a clear and certain image
of the law ; and he is superlatively active, resourceful

and persuasive, always dangerous, with an uncanny
and unerring faculty of finding and hammering the

weak point in an adversary's case. . . . Evidence of

bribery is the hardest sort of testimony to obtain. It

is only by these slips that a start can be made. When
it has sufficiently developed to wring from a legis-

lator that he has been offered a bribe, Folk relies

on the confronting method. All whom he suspects he

summons, and they are left singly in the dark room,

Pi

The six Franklins are by far the fastest cars of their size and
weight and cost. For example, the 12 horse-power 1275 lb. Light
Tonneau (made in three styles—tonneau detachable, side or rear en-
trance) will go more miles in a day and give more in practical auto-
mobiling the year round than heavy cars rated at 18 to 20 horse-power.

The reason is simple
: We were the first American maker to build

four-cylinder cars, and we have made air-cooling a distinctive success
from the very start. We understand air-cooling and four-cylinder,
and the mechanical engineering that goes with them, thoroughly and
absolutely. We have a success to ofTer you—not an experiment.

The Franklin four-cylinder Runabout is the fastest American
Runabout at any price. This is a new model and we have sold
already twice the number we first intended to make. The Franklin
20 horse-power and 30 horse-power Touring-cars are the most power-
ful to weight and the most simple of all touring cars. All Franklins
are so set on their springs that they ride comfortably and put little

strain upon the car on rough roads. All Franklin cars are sensitive
and true of control, and all are the most marvelous hill-climbers of
their class.

The main questions are : cost, speed, reliability, comfort, and
cost of maintenance. Look into the last question good and hard and
interview a Franklin owner.

H. H. Franklin Mf^. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Send for catalogue
and "Coast to Coast"
book, which
everybody

—

everybody

—

reads
every
word of.

Mctnber Association

Licensed Automo-
hile Manufac-

turers.

WANTED Editors, clergymen, and other
I f^ T IkT CriWT/^

"educated men of business ability
| ^J £^ ^t^lN Vl

to represent us. Weekly salary or fuarantee paid. Give
age, qualifications, references. DODD, MEAD & CO.,
New York.

$25,000.00 made from half iicre.
Easily grown in Garden or Farm.
Roots and seeds for sile. .St nd

4c. for postatrp and net booklet A K. tellinii all about it.

Mcdowell ginseng garden, joplin. mo.

SAVE ONE THIRD
By Buying of the Makers

We are actual manufacturers—not a commission house.
We can and do save our customers one third on retail prices
by selling direct to user and cutting out all dealers' profits.

All our goods carry our guarantee. Our free illustrated cata-
logue shows a greater assortment of carriages and harness
than any dealer can show you. Send for it.

THE COLUMBUS
CARRIAGE AND HARNESS COMPANY,

COLUMBUS. OHIO.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writinp; to advertisers.
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Far better than hair in

Health, Comfort

and Economy
is the celebrated

Built-Not Stuffed
Will never mat or pack, or require re-

making;. Germ-proof, water-proof, dust-

proof and vermin-proof. Unwearoutable.
SIZES AND PRICES

2 feet 6 inches wide, 25 lbs., S8.35
3 feet wide, . . 30 lbs., 10.00
3 feet 6 inches wide, 35 lbs., 11.70
4 feet wide, . . 40 lbs., 13.35
4 feet 6 inches -wide, 45 lbs., 15,00

All 6 feet 3 inches long.

In two parts, 50c. extra. Special sizes, special prices.

Express Charges Prepaid Everywhere.

Money back if you are not satisfied during
thirty nights' trial

Beware of fraudulent imitations on sale at stores.
Don't be fooled; the name of (.>stermoor and our
guarantee label is sewn on every genuine mattress.

A bcautiftd catalogue is yours for the asking.

OSTERMOOR & CO., 1 1 9 Elizabeth St., NewYork
Canadian Agency: The Ideal Bedding Co.. Ltd.. Montreal

THE SUN TYPEWRITER
for those who desire to produce the most perfect type-
writing. EEGULAR STANDARD KEYBOARD, HIGH-
EST SPEED, HEAVIEST MANIFOLDING, VISIBLE
WRITING.

ire absoltilely guarantee our machines.

Rim Typewriter No. 3. price with oak cover
Sun Typewriter No. 2, a stjindard prnctical

writing machine, prict^ . . . ,

ST.'i

Wesolicit correspondence with those who are considerine
the pnn'hasf.* of a tj i)ewrit*'r.

and every half-hour or so brought into the chamber or

into his private office to confront the informer. He is

asked no questions in the presence of the man who has

told all, but later is called in and given a chance to

purge his conscience. Senator Bush was one of these.

He held out for a long while when the State investiga-

tion commenced. Time after time he was confronted

with witnesses, but lie stuck to his statement that he

had been an honest man throughout tlie twelve years

he had served in the Senate. Finally Folk found his

weakness.
'' You are a God-fearing man ? " he asked.
" Yes, sir."

' You and your wife say your prayers together night

and morning ?"

" Yes, sir."

'' Senator Bush, go home and pray. Pray to God for

the Light and come back to-morrow."

Bush returned the ne.xt day. He was weeping bit-

terly as he stepped into Folk's office, and, rushing for-

ward, he kissed the prosecutor's hands. " I will tell

all," he said. " Thank God that I met you. 1 prayed

last night and was shown the way. Take me before

the Grand Jury at once." He kept his word and un-

raveled such a story of corruption in high office as

staggered the State.

Mr. Folk, according to Mr. Bellairs, is a master in

the handling of a jury. Tho not conspicuously elo-

quent, he has the power of binding his men to him

and it takes him a brief space to gain the confidence of

the jury. In his addresses in the boodle persecutions

he usually injected some biblical quotation. For in-

stance :

"' .And Jesus went into the Temple of God and cast

out all them that sold and bought in the temple, and

overthrew the tables of the moneychangers and the

seats of them that sold doves—And said unto them :

' It is written, my house shall be called the house of

prayer ; but you have made it a den of thieves.'

"

His closing remarks are always in the nature of ap-

peals. In the trial of Edward Butler at Columbia,

Mo., says Mr. Bellairs, Mr. Folk found over the en-

trance to the court-house the words: "Oh, Justice,

when e.xpelled from other habitations, make this thy

dwelling-place." According to the writer

—

Those words were his theme and made the iron-

nerved millionaire wince. In closing, Folk sent a thrill

through his hearers with this appeal :
" Missouri, Mis-

souri, I am pleading for thee, pleading for thee."

Tlie Attempt to Bribe Na.st.—Albert Bigelow

Paine's biography of Thomas Nast, the great cartoon-

ist, contains some striking stories, among which the

following is perhaps the most remarkable. It hap-

pened during the days when Nast's cartoons were

rousing public sentiment against the Tweed ring :

A lawyer friend one day intimated to Nast that, in

appreciation of his great work, a party of rich men
wished to send him abroad and give him a chance to

study art under the world's masters. The friend was

probably innocent enough—an unconscious tool of the

ring.

Nast said very little except that he appreciated the

offer and would be delighted to go, but for the fact

that he had important business, just then, in New
York. He fancied that he detected the far, faint odor

of a mouse under the idea, but he did not mention this

to liis friend. On the following Sunday an officer of

SUN TYPEWRITER COMPANY SalGSmeil WfllltGd
239 Broadway, New York

MOUNT BIRDSmail t»
:iiiil ;iriunal^, A (if-iif^htrul wen k )m|- men. »oilli'll

) and httyn, Qintkly learned *inniig Bp.tre time.
Fa.srinai)n^, prufituble. Ailorri liome, den and
office with heautiful appciniPiis. Thousamis ol'

successful students. St;)n<t.Tr<i methods, highe.^^t

references. Satl^fartiou guurHnleed. Onr new
catalog absoh;tely kkkk. W'iutk kor onk to-
day. The N. W. SCHOOL OK TAXIDEKMY,
78 Commercial National Bank. Omaha, Neh.

ROYAITV PAin ^°^ Musical Compositions

ON
SONG - POEMS

r'e arninge anil popularizi

PIONEER MUSIC PUB. CO.(lnc.)
:t4:t .Hanhiitliin Kiiildini:,

(IIICKiO, ILL.

to Bell CHICAGO
Typewriters and
supplies in all un-
occupied territory.
If you can sell $100
machines for $35,
write us and we
will start you in a
permanent and
very profitable
business. TheCHICAGO has
many points of su-
periority over any
other machine, but

sells at its right price $36.00—one-third the trust

bolstered price of the so-called "Standard" machines.
Catalogue and full information free.

The CHK'AOO WKlTlBfG MAmiWECO.
8? Wendell Street, CHICAGO. ILL.

Add $300 a Year
To Your Salary
You can do it easily.

It won't take time from your
regular business, either.

Just an hour or so in the evening at
your convenience.

And you can do it if you're a bank
president, without loss of dignity.

Become a local sales agent for the
Oliver Typewriter.

Sell a few machines a year,'with our
assistance—with the help of our exper-
ience—our knowledge °f typewriters

—

our regular correspondence—our trav-

eling salesmen, and you can easily add
$300 a year to your salary.

Many of our local agents do more
than that—some make 300 a month—
several have big offices with from five

to twelve assistants and many of our

big salaried men—the heads of depart-
ments, managers, etc., were at one time
local sales agents.

Now it isn't hard to sell

The Standard Visible Writer
For the Oliver is the businessman's

typewriter.

It does better work at less cost than

the ordinary typewriter.

It is sim^plified in construction, has
only 503 parts, in place of the 4,000 of

the ordinary typewriter—hence fewer
wearing points to give out— less repairs

to be made; does clearer, neater work;

has the writing in sight; can be easily

learned; and is more satisfactory in

every way than any other typewrite.

We find that Competition simply

demonstrates the superiority of the

Oliver over every other typewriter.
Now we make special terms with locad

agents. And you can be a local agent— if

there is no other in your town— if you are
the right man.

Write today for full information as to
prices. Don't :iut it off, for as soon as
territory is represented we can't ap-
point another local agent. And we're
receiving manyinquiries. 'Write today.

The Oliver Typewriter Co.
130 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Principal Foreign Office—75 Queen Victoria St.. London

IKNOW Is the time ' 3
to start a

Diamond Savings Account
Select the Diamond you would like tol
own and wear from our 1905 Catalogue'
and It will be sent at once on approvaL
If you like it, pay one-litth of the price
and keep It, sending the balance to us In ^^ '"

!

eight equal monthly payments. We open these
accounts with all honest persons who want to save.
Diamonds win pay 20 per cent profit from increased
values in 1905, or five times better than banks. Satla
faction absolutely guaranteed. Write for Catalog today.

LOFTIS BROS. & CO.(f|^)
DIAMONDS. WATCHES. JEWELRY •

Dept. C-41, 92 to 98 State Street, Chicago, III.

winners of Gold Medal at St. ]C.ou1b Exposition.

Yi)U can positivrly {jualify to earn a .

salary of from $25 to $100 per week if A
you learn to write advertisements. Hun- •
dreds are doing so now. A beautiful pro- I
spectus giving full details

Kent free by writing to

P.tGK-BAVlS COMPANY
Suite 81,00 Wabash At., Chicago STOvWRITE

iOVERTISEMENT

Readers of The Litkraky Digest are asked to. mention the publication ^\nen wriiiiif to advertisers.
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tlw Uniadway Bank, where the ring kept its accounts,

came out to Morristown to see Nast. He talked of a

number of things. Then he said ;

""
I iiear you have

been made an offer to ^o abroad for art study."
' Yes," nodded Nast. " but 1 can't go. I haven't tlie

time.''

' But they will pay you for your time. I have every

reason to believe you could get $100,000 for the trip."

Nast iK)ndered a moment, then :
" Do you think I

could get #200,000?"
" I do. I believe from what I have heard in tiie

bank that you could get it. Vou have a great talent:

but y»)u need study and you need rest. Besides, this

ring business will get you into trouble. They own all

the judges and jurors, and can get you locked up for

libel. My advice is to take the money and get away."

Nast looked out into the street, and perhaps won-

dered what f 200.000 would do for him. It would pay

the mortgage on the house in the city. It would give

him years of study abroad. It would make him com-
fortable for life. I^resently he said :

" Don't you think

I could get J500.000 to make that trip ?

"

The bank official scarcely hesitated. " Vou can.

You can get f500,000 in gold to drop this ring business

ard get out of the country."

Nast laughed a little. He had played the game far

enough.

"Well, I don't think I'll do it, " he said. " I made
up my mind not long ago to put some of those fellows

behind the bars, and I'm going to put them there 1

"

The banker rose, rather quietly.

" Only be careful, Mr. Nast, that you do not first put

yourself in a coffin !
" he smiled.

It was not until two years later that he met Nast,

one day, on Broadway. . .^

"My God, Nast !
" he said. " you ikid- it, after all

!

"

<R ^^, -*.

"There'g Always Room.*' Colpnel Henry

Watterson's lecture on " MoneJ^Smd Morals," says

Smith D. Fry, in Success (March 1. reminds one of tiie

fact that, altho the great editor always had morals, he

did not always have money. He himself has told if

thus:

"I arrived in Cincinnati one blustering winter

night a ragged, hungry stranger, just out of the rebel

army. I had just enough money to pay for a night's

lodging. How well I remember wandering about the

streets of the great city wondering what the ne.xt day

would bring me. I believed that I had ability as a

journalist, and was satisfied that I could prove it if I

could get an opportunity. Several times 1 was in the

act of entering the different morning newspaper offices

and applying for work, but I was so downhearted that

I did not have the courage to do so. I took a good
sleep that night, and did not get up till late the next

day.

"My ca.se was a desperate one, and I knew that I

must secure employment. I never was more deter-

mined in life, before nor since. I felt as if I could face

the sternest editor in the land without a quiver. In

this frame of mind I started out to make a tour of the

various offices. At the first the editor told me, in a

brutally blunt way, that his staff was crowded, and
then he resumed work. I visited all of the newsiiaper

oflSces with the same result, except The Times office.

That paper had a large job-printing office attached

to it which did a great deal of theatrical printing. I

also noticed that the paper had a miserably written

dramatic column. I called on Colonel .Starbuck, the

editor and proprietor, and asked if there were any va-

cancies on his staff.

"'There are never any vacancies on a good paper,

but there's always room for a good man,' replied the

colonel.

" I shall never forget that answer, and it is one that

I have always made to applicants for positions. I

succeeded in impressing him with my belief that I

could improve his dramatic column, and proposed to

write it for nothing, if he would give me twenty-five

percent, commission on the printing and advertising

which I might secure. He declined my proposition.

and, as I was turning away in despair, he said that he

would give me twelve dollars per week to perform that

service.

" What a change came over me ! I immediately felt

myself suddenly enriched. He then told me that I

was engaged only for a week, and that if I didn't suit,

I would be discharged at the end of the week. I told

him that I knew a permanent job when I saw it, that
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tliis job would be permanent, and that if he did not
find me competent, I would consider it an offense if he
did not remove me.

" It was the first day of the week, and I started out
at once. I never undertook a task with more enthu-
siasm. I attended the theaters every night. Before the
end of the week, Colonel .Starbuck expressed his ap-
proval. On Saturday afternoon I went to the theaters

to collect the money due T/ie Times for advertising

and printing. At the National Theater, after collect-

ing the money, I was handed an envelope addressed to

me. Supposing that it contained an item of news or a
ticket, I put it into my pocket unopened. At Pike's

another envelope bearing my name was presented me,
and the same thing occurred at Wood's Theater.

" When I returned to T/ie Times office, I opened
the envelopes and found that the ones presented to me
at the National and Pike's each contained ten dollars,

and the one handed me at Wood's contained five dol-

lars. I told Colonel Starbuck the circumstances and
tendered him the money. He said that it did not be-

long to him and he would not accept it. I said that it

certainly did not belong to me, and that I would not

accept it, so I returned the donations to the theatrical

managers. They said that the money had been given
me in consideration of the favorable notices which had
been given to their performances.
" A short time afterward Colonel Starbuck made

me managing editor."

I-ew Wallace's Kegiment.— The late Gen. Lew
Wallace once described the organization of his civil

war regiment, and his words are given by the Louis-

ville Courier-Jmirnal as follows

:

" When I accepted the position of adjutant-general,

it was with the understanding that I should have one
of the first regiments raised and take it to the field.

Therefore I selected what was known as the Eleventh

Indiana, and uniformed it myself, and in a few days

we were ready to leave for the front. The occasion of

our departure was one long to be remembered by the

people of Indianapolis. We assembled in the state-

house yard to hear speeches and good-bys, and at the

conclusion of the ceremonies I addressed my com-
rades. I said :

" ' Boys, we are soon to depart for the seat of war to

discharge a patriotic duty, but before we go I want to

remind you that it has been charged by the official

reports that during the Mexican war a part of the

Second Indiana regiment ran during the battle of

Buena Vista. The insinuation that such action was
cowardly has been a stigma upon the name of Indiana

troops ever since, and I want you to kneel down here

and swear to remember Buena Vista.'

" In an instant every boy was on his knees.
" ' Do you swear ?

' I asked.
" ' We swear to remember Buena Vista,' came the

response, full and strong.
" Then we were soon away, with that battle-cry as

our slogan. Some weeks later, when we were in front

of the enemy in West Virginia, and were likely to be

engaged at any time, I discovered that my ammuni-

tion supply was well-nigh exhausted. I sent word to

Gen. Tom Morris that I wanted more ammunition at

once, and he reported he was unable to furnish me
any. There was then but one thing for me to do : I

must change my position before the enemy should

strike my column. Accordingly I issued orders to

that effect, and as we marched along to a point un-

known to the rank and file there came a feeling to all

that we were retreating. Then it was that the scene

of our grand resolve in the statehouse yard came to

my mind, and .from some point near the last column

every now and then I would hear some fellow bellow

out in half derision :
' Remember Buena Vista!'

" It struck me like a shot, but I never seemed to

hear it. Finally an ammunition-train arrived, when I

at once placed my men in line of battle, and such

cheering no one ever heard before. Buena Vista was

avenged."

McClusky, Ex-Cliief of New York's Detect-

ives.— Here is an instance of Mr. McClusky's work,

which we quote from Pearson''s Magazine, and which

illustrates his remarkable memory for faces :

One night during the early days, long before New-

York became the "Greater City" she is to-day, when

the " famous " Byrnes was chief of the forty sleuths in
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the detective bureau, McClusky, at that time Byrnes's

risht-haiid man, was walking; past Oelmonico's old

restaurant in Twenty-sixth Street when he suddenly

came to a sto!>. Clancini; casually throuph a window

he had sinj;le<i out of the crowd of diners one of three

men seated around a table. Me had recognized a no-

torious ' crook."

Only one who has seen thousands of faces daily and

has .ittempted to memorize particular features can

properly appreciate McClusky's feat. Despite the

lapse of two years, despite a handsome, black, square

trimmed beard which the fugitive had raised, and de-

spite the fact that he was supjwsed to be in Eurojje, in

the aristocratic-looking gentleman seated at table the

detective recognized a once gaunt, haggard individual,

much wanted.

McClusky, in those days nicknamed "Gentleman

George" because of his scrupulous care in attire, en-

tered the restaurant and walked toward the three diners.

It was the most natural thing in the world that a guest

should happen across three friends at dinner, and

hardly a soul in the gaudy, brilliant assemblage sus-

pected an impending arrest. Only the house detective

and the night manager had recognized the " sleuth,'"

and they feared a scene. But one of the things upon

which McClusky prided himself was his knack of

doing things smoothly.
" Sorry to interrupt you, gentlemen. I am McClusky,

of Inspector Byrnes's staff," he began, dropping into a

chair. " As for you, John Russell, alias McDermott,"

he continued, addressing the black-bearded man, " In-

spector Byrnes has been looking for you for some time.

You're wanted at Headquarters."

Lightning from a clear sky crashing through the

center of the table could not have caused greater

surprise.
'• There nuist be some mistake. I am Sir Robert

Peak. I met Mr. Russell on the Etruria and we came

into town only this morning," explained the host of

the occasion.

But there was no mistake. Russell had been wanted

for two years on the double charge of bigamy and

grand larceny, and he was nipped in the bud of further

•• business," for he had represented himself as a man of

wealth and influence, had made arrangements to guide

Sir Robert and his friend on a shooting trip through

the West, and had managed to get control of the com-

mon cashbo.x, containing seven thousand five hundred

dollars.

How 'IJen-Hur" Came to the Harpers.—

The death of Gen. Lew Wallace recalls the circum-

stances of his first visit to Harper Brothers, with the

manuscript of " Ben-Hur"' under his arm. A literary

note from the publishers says :

He was personally unknown to the Harpers at that

time, and after introducing himself he explained to

Mr. J. Henry' Harper that he had written a book which

dealt with the life of Christ. Mr. Harper asked him if

Christ actually appeared in the story, and General

Wallace replied that he did. Mr. Harper then re-

marked that this subject was a delicate one to treat in

a novel, and General Wallace answered that if there

were anything in the story that could offend a fellow

Christian, he would rather cut off his right hand than

publish it. He then explained to Mr. Harper that the

book had resulted from a spirited controversy he had

held with Roliert G. Ingersoll on the subject of re-

ligion, in which Ingersoll- had defeated him in argu-

ment. General Wallace went away from the discus-

sion with a troubled mind. For some time he con-

templated writing a theological work which would

strengthen religious faith at the point of Ingersoll's

brilliant attack. But he decided that theologians

could do that work much better than he, and, besides,

his desire was to reach and help the masses. He lay

awake by night pondering the question which had taken

possession of his mind, and eventually decided to write

a religious novel in which he could embody his under
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standing of religious truth. " Ben-Hur"' was the re-

sult. When General Wallace had told these inter-

esting facts to Mr. Harper he left the manuscript,

expressing the hope that his own estimate of the work

would be indorsed by the house. The manuscript

was read in the usual way by the readers of the firm

and was promptly accepted. General Wallace told

Mr. Harper later on that he had written the book in

all sorts of out-of-the-way places,—on boats, railroads,

in carriages, wherever he had an opportunity, after-

ward correcting and revising with the utmost patience

and care. It seems astonishing that he had never

been to the Holy Land when he wrote " Ben-Hur,"

but worked out the minute topography of the country,

as it is presentect in the story, entirely from maps and

reading. He once said to Mr. Harper that when even-

tually he did visit Palestine he was himself surprised

at the absolute accuracy of his descriptions, whicli

tallied exactly with the facts ; and he was fond of tell

•ing how he found the very stone which he had iniai^

ined as a resting-place for Ben-Hur at a certain point

of the story. The book was published on November

12. iS8o. and for the first year the sales hung (ire : it

•showed no signs of general popularity. Then it began

to grow year by year. Translations were made in

language after language. The sales still increased

and everybody read it. It has now sold on well to a

million copies, and, what is more striking, shows no

sign of abatement. Its yearly sales are greater now,

twenty-four years after its first appearance, than they

have ever been. Another distinguishing feature of its

•success is the fact that it has never been issued in an

edition cheaper than the regular $1.50 form in which it

was originally published. On the other hand, four-

teen luxurious editions of it have been issued from

time to time by the Harpers; and its career conclu-

sively shows that the public has accepted the book as

decisively as the publishers did, and has set the stamp

.of its approval upon its manifest sincerity and worth.

Friendships Betw^een Noted Actors.— " Joe"

Jefferson and "Billy" Florence lived in the closest

•sympathy until death divided them, a decade or more

ago. A. Frank .Stull, in Lipp'nicotfs Magazine, tells

this story of the two noted actors :

They had toiled and triumphed together, until each

man's soul vibrated in sensitive accord with the other.

The Jefferson-Florence Company was at the Arch.

For the first of the week Florence had the role of Sir

Lucius O' Trigger in the " Rivals," and later they were

playing " The Heir at Law," with Jefferson for Dr.

Pangloss and Viola Allen as leading lady, while Flo-

rence was 'Zekiel Homespun. Billy had been ailing

for several days, and Jefferson's love for his friend af-

forded a telepathic medium through whicli flashed a

vag^je note of alarm.

) " You're looking bad, old man. Better give up for a

night," he warned.

Not even Billy's protest, " Pshaw, it is only a cold;

I'll come around all right," allayed the fear that some-

thing was going to happen. Young Jefferson, who
was stage manager, was bidden to send the order

among all the stage hands, " Watch Mr. Florence !

"

That was Wednesday. His buoyant spirit no longer

sparkled with its usual luster. He had complained a

little of the pain that was creeping through his body.

On Saturday he admitted that he was sick, but he

stuck to his part. The fever flush blended with the

glory of the last triumph tliat throbbed through his

veins, but the audience in front knew only that an old-

time favorite was entertaining them in his happy old-

t:ime way. They gave of their approval in unstinted

measure. And to Florence, battling bravely with dis-

ease, the exhilarating intoxication of applause became

the stimulant that braced him to the end. The last

words of his part were his valedictory to the footlights.
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Instantaneous

Water Heater
|

not only supplies hot water instantly, but con-
itantly—in any quantity and at any temperature
desired. It is economical in botli time and
money. Invaluable in times of sickness.
Always ready for use; nothing to get out of
order. Made of best copper, nickel plated ; should
last a lifetime. 50,000 gl'ving daily satisfaction. Send for our hand-
some descriptive booklet, " The Lujrury of a Bath." It's FREE,
Our other Instantaneous Heater—the Crescent AUTOMATIC—supplies

hot water to all parts of a building witliout the trouble of lighting.
Gas turns on and off automatically. Catalogue on request.

HUMPHREY CO., Dept. B, Kalamazoo, Mich.

V^

•The Whole Thing in a Nutshell"

200 EGGS fl

PER HEH
The third edition of

the book, " 200 I<::ggs a
Year Per Hen, "is now
ready. Revised, en-
larged, and in part re-

written. 80 jiages. Contains among other things
the method of feeding by which Mr. S. D. Fox, of
Wolfboro, N. H., won the prize of $100 in gold offered
by the manufacturers of a well-known condition
po^B'der for the best egg record during the wintef
months. Simple as a, b, c—and yet we guarantee It
to start hens to laying earlier and to induce them to
lay more eggs than any other method under the sun.
The book also contains recipe for egg food and tonic
used by Mr. Fox, which brought him in one winter
day 68 eggs from 72 hens ; and for five days in suc-
cession from the same flock 64 eggs a day. Mr.E F.
Chamberlain, of Wolfboro. N. H., says :

" By fol-
lowing the methods outlined in your book I obtained
1.4!t6 eggs from S)I R. I. Reds in the month of Janu-
ary, 1!M)2. From 14 pullets picked at random out of
a farmer's flock the author got 2,999 eggs in one year
—an average of over 214 eggs apiece. It has been my
ambition in writing "200 Eggs a Year Per Hen"
to make it the standard book on egg production and
profits in poultry. Tells all there is to know, and
tells it in a i)lain, common-sense way. Price 50
cents, or with a year's siibtacrlptloii, OOc. ; or
given as a premium for four yearly siibsorlptlons
to the Ainerioan Poultry AdvoeatoatSSf. each.

Our Paper is handsomely illustratecl. S2 to 64 pages,

25 cents per year. 4 months' trial, 10 cents. Sample
Free. CATALOGUE of poultry books frc<-.

AMERICAN POULTRY ADVOCATE
17 Hoi^an Block, Syracuse, N. V.

THE BEST LIGHT
Produces a safe, white, power-
ful light, brighter than acetylene
or electricity. 100-candle power
at a cost of '2c per week.
Made in over too different stvles—

every onewarj-anted. Agents wanted
No dirt-, smoke, or odor. Kverywhere.

TlIK BKST LIGHT COJIPAW,
Sa E. Sth St., Canton, Ohio

TARTARUTHINE
A Philadelphia pliysician writes :

" I would
state that 1 have used Tartarlithine since first

put upon the market, and with the best results.

Were I to furnish medicine in my oflice to my
patients (which I do not do), Tartarlithine

would be one of the preparations which I

should keep on hand in quantity for the pur-
pose. I cannot give it a stronger endorsement,

I think."

Rheumatism

Tartarlithine rarely fails because it supplies
the blood with the necessary substances to dis-

solve and remove the poison of rheumatism-
uric acid. We want every sufferer to try it, and
will send a sample package with our booklet on
the cure of rheumatism free to every applicant.

Prescribed and endorsed by the
leading physicians of tlie country.

Ask Yovir Doctor Abovit It

Free sample and our booklet on the
cure ofRheumatism sent on request

McKesson & Bobbins "^^i^^'
Sole agents for the lartarUthine Co.

6R0NCHWL
C'OUGHS

Soothe the Throatm Re-
lieve the hacking Gough
of Oonsumptionm

FRONT PAD BELT

HOSE SUPPORTER
GIVING THE

POPULAR
STRAIGHT

FRONT
EFFECT

rect

Hygienio
Comfortable

Lie. under Pat. Dec.5,'99

Readers of Thk Litehart Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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You Waste Steam and
Consequently Fuel

if the pressure is a bit higher than you
require.

Mason
Reducing

Valves
reduce and maintain an even

pressure of steam, air or water,

regardless of changes in the

initiaipressure

.

Can be set for any pressure

by turning a key, and do not

have to be locked the en-

gineer retains the key.

They are absolutely
accurate.

Write Us for Information
stating your needs. We will

send our catalogue of many eco-
nomical and convenient devices
and answer any inquiries per-
sonally.

MASON REGULATOR CO.
Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

For sale all over the world.

The

Home

KINDERGARTEN
FOR MOTHERS

Enables mothers to amu.sie ami instruct their
children with riwht materials and aooordinB to
most approved Kinderuarten i)rineiple». It is
simple and practical, saves care and worry,
requires no extra time. Inexpensive—all ma-
terials are furnished.

CATALOGUE ^^'rile l<>r Cat-ilogue. giving synopsis ami
ppcc '^"'^ tiesrnption ol our niailrniirfte. It's"^^

v;iIu.Hblp to yon. hnt we send it free.

HOIVIE KINDERGARTEN SCHOOL
525 Washington Arcade, Detroit, IVIich.

% GUARANTEED
WATER BON DS

Write for Circular L, and New York, Boston, Phila-
delphia, and Pittsburgh bank references.

OORPO^JIOH
OF PITTSBIJKGH, PA.

PAID-UP C.%PIT.*Iy - - SSOO.OOO.OO
L. L. MCCLELLAND,

.See'?/ and Trt^asurar.
JAMES S. KUHN,

President*

Absolutely Pure e^nd Aerated

Distilled Walter
made in your o\>n house with

THE SANITARY STILL
without trouble and at trifling

cost. Infinitely superior to any
filter. Write for 100-page booklet,

free, with letters from prominent
people. Agents wanted.

A. H. PEIRCE MFQ. CO.,
68 N. Green St., Chicago.

rhe great, glittering playhouse swam before his eyes.

He staggered into the wings, and everybody keeping

tlie pitiful vigil, " Watch Florence," saw him fail into

the waiting arms of John Christie, the boss carpenter.

Tom Jefferson went with the caiTiage that took him to

the Continental Hotel. Pneumonia did its work
ciuickly, and, four days later. Death dropped the cur-

t,»in on Billy Florence's sufferings.

MORE OR LESS PUNGENT.
Inborn.- .Vdam ;

" What are you doing to that fig

eaf ?

•'

Eve :
" .Mtering it, of course. It's all out of style."

Smart Set.

A Hlberniclsm.—Casey : "'Tis hard luck about

Kearney. Oi hear he had to have his leg cut off be-

chune the ankle an' the knee."

Cassidv: ''.\y! the docthers decided that to save

the whole leg they'd have to cut off part of \\.P—Phila-

delphia Press.

Wanted Her Own Way.—" What do you think

you are going to hatch out of that doorknob and that

piece of brick ? " sneeringly asked the old rooster.

"I'll hatch a skyscraper if I want to!" squawked
the old hen. fiercely. " Vou go and attend to your

own affairs. I'm running this branch of the business."

—Chicago Tribune.

Progress.— Here is a letter from a Parisian, a gen-

tleman of some literary note in his own country, who
states that he is learning English by the aid of a small

text-book and dictionary, without anyotlier instructor,

and he adds :

" In small time I can learn so many English as I

tliink I will to come at the London and go on the
scaffold to \ti<:\.\\x&P— Tit-Bits.

Sharing the Evil. — Mothkk : "Ethel, you

naughty child, what have you been doing to make
Charley cry so ?"'

P'thel: "I've only been sharing my cod-liver oil

with him, dear mamma. Vou said it was so nice."

—

Harper''s Bazaar.

A Skating Match.— Bessik :
" How on earth did

.\lay get engaged to Miss .Shadyside ?"

Tom :
" Not on earth, but on ice. He rashly said,

Lean on me, Miss Shadyside ; /'// support you.' "—

Puck.

Rattle of Gong.— " Maybe his little excellency

wants a rattle," ventured the imperial nurse. " Should

I get him one ?"

" No." replied the Czar, with a sad look at his heir,

" he'll be rattled enough later on."

—

Detroit Tribtiite.

Never Satisfied.—Wife : "It's a measly shame
that women are not allowed to occupy the presidential

chair."

Husband :
" Huh ! They ought to be thankful for

the privilege of keeping out of the electric chair."

—

Colttvibits Dispatch.

Help Wanted.—Mother: "Don't let me catch

you at that jam again !

"

Tommy :
" Well, maw, if you'd keep it lower down,

I could get away quicker."

—

New York Sun.

Tlie Way He Looked at It.—"So you want to

marry my daughter, do you, young man 1
" asked the

grouty father.

" Ye-s, s-i-r," stammered the young man.
" Well, can you support a family ?"

"How many are there of you, sir?"

—

Yotikers

Statesman.

No Bitter Memory.—" Now, if you would only go

to church," the evangelist exhorted. " Why don't

you .'

"

" Well—er—yer see, boss," stammered the hobo.
" I hope you have no feeling against the church, my

man."
" Oh, no, I ain't got no grudge again' it. Mine wuz

a home weddin'."

—

Philadelphia Press.

Time for a Change.—Papa: "Are you writing

to that sweetheart of yours again, Edith ? Why, you

r \
FRENCH—GERMAN
SPANISH—ITALIAN

Do You Know?
of the new method for learning to read, write, and
speak the French, (ierman Spanish or Italian
Languages which is revolutionizing the cumber-
some, wearisome, old-fashioned system ?

Do you know in what complete harmony this
new system is with tlie natural process of thought,
irresistibly comj)elling you to think and speak any
language you wish to know, casting aside elaborate
rules and technicalities?

Do you realize that you can quickly, easily,
accurately, glide into complete mastery of a new
language, making the jjiocess a pleasant mental
diversion, instead of an irksome drudgery?

Do you appreciate the vast importance to your
education and versatility ; do you appreciate what
possibilities in your reading, conversation, and
travel such an understanding opens ?

Do you not wish to investigate the emphatic and
unqualified claims which this new system supports
with the experience of over half a million, who
have enjoyed its marvelous success ?

Would You?
Would you care to see facsimile letters from the

leading university language authorities, giving their
verdict on this new language study system, including
personal communications from —

Arthur H. Palmer, Prof, of the German Language and
Literature, YALE UNIVERSITY;

Kenneth McKenzie, Instructor in Romance Lan-
guages, YALE UNIVERSirV

;

S. H. Gage, Instructor in the French Language,
CORNELL UNIVERSITY;

Prof. C. W. E. Miller, JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY;

William Addison Hervey, Department of Germanic
Languages, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY;

Samuel G. Smith, D D , PH I)., LLP.,
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA;

R. L. Sanderson, Assistant Professor of the French
Language, and Head of Department for French

Conversation, YALE UNIVERSITY
;

M. P. Tilly, PH.D., SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY;
Charles C. Clarke, Jr., Prof, of tlie F'rencli Language,

SHEFFIELD .SCIENTIFIC .SCHOOL,
lYALE UNIVERSITY);

G. Merrick Baker, Instructor in the German Language,
YALE UNIVERSITY:

Walter H. Nichols, Instructor in the German Lan-
guage, UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO

;

A. E. Curdy, Instructor in the French Language,
YALE UNIVERSITY.

Do you not think that the expert opinions of these
men are worth investigating, when it costs you only a
postage stamp to do so ?

Would You
if You Could
spend a few minutes a day whenever convenient,
for a few weeks, and attain speaking, writing and
reading proficiency in anotlier language you oo not
know ?

Would you, if you could, share all the advantages
of this system with any or every member of your
family without extra cost?

Would you, if you could, receive direct instruc-
tion from the living voices of native professors r

Would you, if you could, without taking any risk

on your part, examine, at your leisure in your own
home, tliis wonderful new system ?

Mail to us the Free Inquiry Coupon telow, and
it will bring you the facsimile letters from many
university and other authorities, public and profes-
sional men, also booklets and explanatory litera-

ture.

FREE INQUIRY COUPON
International College of Languages,

Broiifiwiiy iind 16th Street. New York City.

Please send to my address the facsimile letters

and other literature mentioned in your advertise-

ment in The Litebary Digest.

NAME.

ADDKES.'i.

internationaLl LaLnguage-Phone Method

BroaLdwaLV <S. 16th Street, Nev/ York

Readers of The Literart Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to aavertisers.
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WHEN you think of book cases,
you naturally think of Globe-
Wernicke. There are a good

many logical reasons why this is true,

and we would like to explain to vou
just why you should cling to first

impressions and buy Globe-Wernicke
book cases.

We make more book cases than all

our competitors combined. The mag-
nitude of the business closely affects

the product. A big, prosperous busi-

ness ineans economy in the buying of

materials. It also means first choice

in materials.

We select the finest woods that can
be found, and because our purchases
are large, the price is low. We employ
none but the most skilled workmen,
and our equipment is the best that

money can provide.

The finished product embodies the

best materials, workmanship and
finish, and every book case we make is

equipped with a door equalizer that is

an absolute surety against binding, SO that

every section is as near perfection as
human effort can make it.

It fits itself, and all other Globe-Wer-
nicke cases of its class with which you
may use it in the future. Another thing
of importance is that our standing, our
commercial rating and the magnitude
of our business insures permanency.
When you wish to add additional

book cases next year, or in ten or
twenty years from now, the Globe-
Wernicke product will be ready
for you.

As to price, we fix that. No goods
of quality can be sold at lower prices

than we make, and no manufacturer
trifles with the prices we have set.

Thus we protect you as to quality,

as to assurances of the future and as
to price.

You do not have to pay the freight,

and if one of our agents is near you,
the book case will be delivered and
set up free of charge. Write for our
catalog M-lO'l and list of agents.

CINCINNATI

NEW YORK: 380-382 Broadway
CHICAGO: 224-228 Wabash Ave.

BOSTON: 91-93 Federal St.

LONDON ; 8 Bunhill Row. E. C.

Sexual
Facts

The information in these books
will insure marital happiness and
save mankind untold suffering.

The Sex Series
The only CoMPLETH Series of

books published on delicate subjects.
Written in a m,-inner understood by
every person and information i^iven

which shonld not be hidden by false or foolish modesty.
Commended by medical authorities everywhere.

Four books to boys and men. Four books to girls and women.
"Toan«Boy." " Youne Girl."
"Younjr Man." "Youne Woman.""^ uuiic Hnnband." "Youne Wife."
"Man of Forty.Ave." "Woman of Forty-flTe."
91a copy each, post free. Table of contents free.

VlrPnbllghlnc Co 762 Land THIe Bld^ Phlla Pa

THE LITERARY DIGEST
seem to have been doing so for years ! How do you
sign your letters ?

"

Edith: "Oh, I always say, 'I remain, ever your
loving Edith Jones !

'

"

Papa: "Oh, well, strike out the 'I remain, ever,'

and put three lines under the ' Jones ' ! It's time that

young man was coming to tlie point ! "—Tit-Bits.

[March 4, 1905

Fly, Flee, Flaw, Flue.

A fly and a flea in a flue

Were imprisoned. Now what could they do ?

Said the fly: - Let us flee
'"

" Let us fly," said the flea—

So they flew through a flaw in the flue.

—Puck.

Wifey and the Match.

When wifey tries to light a match,

'Tis jolly worth your while

To happen to be somewhere near

—

But don't you dare to smile.

She clutches that poor little waif

With grip of burnished steel,

Then dances 'round, and 'round, and 'round.

Upon her slippered lieel.

Then sets her teeth shut tight and close,

And gives her eyes a squint

Along that waiting, fragile stick

As if the deuce were in't.

.She strikes it first upon the bo.x,

Then on the kitchen floor

;

Then pirouettes across the room
And tries the cellar door.

The parlor stove is next in line.

And then she tries her shoe.

Then whispers something 'neath her breath

;

And the game is up to you.

You light, of course, the lucifer

With soul-inspiring swings.

Then wifey sweetly smiles and says,

" Men are such stupid things."

—New York Smi.

Current Events.

Foreign.
Russia.

February i8.—The royal family of Russia is terror-

ized and has been warned by the police not to

leave the palaces. Requiem masses are said in

St. Petersburg and Moscow for Grand Duke
Sergius.

February 20.—Professors and students of the Uni-

versity at St. Petersburg vote to close the insti-

tution until fall, and adopt resolutions boldly

demanding liberty throughout the empire.

February 22.—Reports from the Caucasus say that a

provisional government of Armenians has been

established at Batoum and Katais; fighting oc-

curs at Baku. Grand dukes leave St. Peters-

burg to attend the fimeral of Sergius at Moscow.

Febniary 23.- The Black Sea fleet, it is reported,

has bombarded Pati, one of the cities in posses-

sion of strikers. Strikers in Warsaw are re-

ported to have resorted to violence, and at Baku
street battles continue. All of the railroads con-

necting Warsaw with Germany, Austria, and

other Russian cities are tied up. The funeral of

Grand Duke Sergius is held in Moscow.

February 25.—Despatches from St. Petersburg say

the situation in Southern Russia is growing

steadily worse; the country between the Black

and Caspian Seas is in open revolt.

February 26.— Most of the railroads of Russia are

now under martial law.

Readers of The Literary

Russo-Japanese War.

February 20.~Tokyo reports that Kuropatkin is

massing large forces on the Russian left, indi-

cating a plan to turn Kuroki's position. Ren-

nenkamp returns from a raid around the Japa-

nese left flank, losing only one man killed and

twelve wounded.

February 21.—Russia, it is reported, is ready to

Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertJMrs.

THE BEST

ECURI.
ON EARTH

IS '-^

Mrth itself
,-5^.

,^ .'*„'«<<'"i-

]^EW YORK REAL ESTATE offers

to-day, as it has for over 1 00 years, the

most profitable and stable field of investment.

It does not fluctuate but steadily grows in

value, paying large profits on and constantly

increasing the safety of any investment based
upon it. It is this security—millions of dollars'

worth of it—which secures A-R-E SIX'S.
The American Real Estate Company,

founded in 1 888, is the original and oldest

corporation among the hundreds now success-

fully engaged in the business of buying and
improving New York real estate for income
or for sale. In the enlargement of its business

it offers at par in multiples of $ 1 00

Six Per Cent Gold Bonds
Both Principal and Interest are guaranteed

by Assets of over $7,000,000, including

Capital and Surplus of over $1,125,000;
intere^ is payable semi-annually by coupons
at The Chemical National Bank, N. Y.
They are negotiable and transferable and
carry liberal withdrawal privileges.

An interest-bearing Security based upon
carefully selected New York City real estate

always pays, and does not hazard the money
invested. A-R-E SIX'S have paid 6^
steadily for seventeen years to thousands of

investors. Affording liberal return, absolute

safety and cash availability, they combine the

three essentials of the ideal investment.
Map of New York City, showing the location of our
various properties, and other circulars with full par-
ticulars on request. WRITE TO-DAY.

(Hmrman^fal^gtate ([qinpani^

914 Dun Building, New York
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Edwin K. Martin, President

Dyer B. Holmes, Vice-President and Treasurer
William B. Hinckley, Secretary

Edward B. Boynton William H. Chickering

Lester S. Holmes, Cashier
Francis H. Sisson, Asst. Secretary

James Cowden Myers, Counsel

A-R-E
SIXS

WILLIAMS
'SHAVING!
STICK

i

"The Shaver's

Joy."
Creamy—comforting.

Williams' Shaving Sticks, Shaving Tablets,
Toilet Waters, Talcum Powder,

Jersey Cieam Toilet Soap,
etc., sold everywhere

Write for booklet " How to Shave '

THE J. B. WILLIAMS CO.
Glastonbury, Conn.
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TransmitsEnergy

^/"OUR stomach is the dy-

\ namo of your body. It

should supply all the

power needed to keep every

organ and function in full

vigor and health. Its ability

to do this depends upon the

food you eat and the air you

breathe. ^ A diet of starch

and sugar alone will not build

the perfect body, nor will it

adequately sustain life. Foods

that make fat do not make
brawn. " Pre-digested " foods

weaken the stomach by re-

lieving it of the work that

Nature intended it to do.

Shredded
Wheat
Biscuit

makes the stomach strong by
enabling it to do its own work
and this strenjrthens everv or-

gan of the body. ^ The wheat

kernel contains all the elements

of nutrition, and Shredded
Wheat Biscuit contains all the

wheat kernel. ^ Always serve

according to directions—there

are over 250 recipes by famous
cooks—and the result will not

only be delicious, but will prove

to you that you are eating a

food containing the maximum
of nutritive value. ^ Tris-
cuit, the whole wheat cracker

as bread, toast or wafer, de-

licious with butter, cheese or

preserves. It makes delicious

sandwiches.

Sendfor " The Vital Question

Cook Book" ft-ee

THE NATURAL
FOOD COMPANY
Niagara Falls, N. Y.

make sweeping concessions in Japan to end the

war; tliese concessions are said to include Japa-

nese sovereignty in Korea and possession of

I.iao-Tiint; |jeninsula, and the ceding of Man-
churia to China.

^

IVbruary 22. Rumors from St. Petersburg say that

Kuropatkjn lias been flanked and has been com-

jielled to retire from his positions on the Shakhe.

According to a seniiHifficial statement, the North

Sea Commission has decided in favor of Russia.

February 23.—Statements from various sources indi-

cate that Russia will continue the war. A Ber-

lin report says that the Czar has decided against

peace.

February 24. Kuropatkin reports that twenty

Japanese torpedo-boats and a large warship are

on the way to Vladivostok. The Japanese are

reported to be closing in on the Russian left

flank ; the Russian outposts have been driven

into the main positions.

I'ebruary 25.— IJeresneff Hill, on the Russian left

flank, is captured by the Japanese after fierce

fighting. The Japanese are apparently prepar-

ing to attack the passes which form part of the

main Russian lines on the east. The North Sea

Commission denies that there were no hostile

vessels in the neighborhood of the Russian

squadron, and that Admiral Rozhdestvensky

was responsible for the result of the firing on the

trawlers.

Other Foreign News.

l^ebruary 18.—Various nations of Europe decline

Prince George's proposal for the anne.\ation of

Crete by Greece.

Domestic.
Congress.

February i&.—SeuoU : A cla-,h occurs over the ap-

pointment of conferees on the .Statehood bill.

House: The Pension Appropriation bill is passed.

I'ebruary \q.—House: Services are held in memory
of Matthew S. Quay.

February 20.- Senate: Controversy over the State-

hood bill continues.

House: The Naval Appropriation bill is passed,

the provision for two battle-ships being retained.

February 21.— Senate: The Military Academy Ap.

propriation bill is passed. Senator Elkins de-

clares there will Ije no railway rate legfislation

this session.

House: The Philippine Tariff bill and a measure

providing for the return of Union and Confeder-

ate battle-tlags to the States are passed.

February 22.—Senate : The Panama Canal Zone bill

and the Swayne Impeachment case are con-

sidered.

House: The .Army .Appropriation bill is returned

to conference ; the River and Harbor bill is dis-

cussed.

February 23.

—

Senate : The Canal Zone bill is passed.

House: The River and Harbor bill is passed.

February 24.

—

Senate: The Swayne impeachment
trial continues.

House: The Sundry Civil Appropriation bill is

discussed.

February 2^.—Senate : The Statehood and the Pan-

ama Canal Zone bills are sent to conference, and

the Naval Appropriation bill is taken up.

Other Domestic News.

February 18.— President Roosevelt receives a portrait

of the Empress-Dowager of China.

February 19.—The taking of testimony in the Color-

ado governorship contest is completed.

February 20.—One hundred and seven miners are re-

ported dead and a hundred more entombed in a

coal-mine near Bessemer, Ala., from an explo-

sion of gas.

Missouri, Wisconsin, Oklahoma, and Te.xas are

reported to be about to enter the fight against

the .Standard Oil Company.

•Z!ir'*'ii

\l/ We art' so certain it will please you that we
|

ofl'er a

SAMPLE CAN FREE
See roiipon.

(Possibly your nearest j^ioctr hainiles it now.)

Iturrlngloii Hull is h rich, well-niaturfd. well-
blendetl Mocha and Java prepared for the
cotfee pot hy an entirely new process.

It is cut into tine jmrticles of uniform size and
is freed from the dust and bitter tannin-bear-
ingr chaff tlie only injurious propcitv in coffee
—always found in coflVe ground tlie old way.

Send for Free Booklet
" TKe Secret of Good Coffee "
It fxplains why no ottier cotfee cnn equal

Itarrln^toii Hull in flavor. an<i why itcan iKU.sed
without ill effect by those who tind ordinary
coffee injures them. One pound of Harrington
Hall (steel-cut) v\ill make 20 cups more of per-
fect, full stren^rth coffee than the same of any
other brand ^I'ound the old way.

A DELICIOUS COFFEE
NOT A TASTELESS SUBSTITUTE

CAt'TI4>\ : Hiikei'*M Hiirrhiu;t<>n Hull is the
only ^enunie Steel-Cut Coffee.

We own the process hy patent right ; and
roast, steel-cut and pack by madiinery at our
factory in 1 arid 2 lb. sealed tins. There are so-

called iinitati<ins on the market. Your pro-
tection, therefore, is in askintr for and receiving
only the Original Harrington Hall Brand.

CUT OFF THIS COUPON
r^-r -^-a or copy coupon, givinj? ma^'azine W^.
'

W^"^?S(J **'^*^ grtx-er's name.

BAKER & CO., Coffee Importers

244 2d Street N . , Minneapolis, Minn

.

I'lease semi ine, without expense, sample can
of Barriinrton Hall, the .Steel-Cut Coffee, and
hooklet ; in consideration, I give herewith my
grocer's name (on the margin).

Mv own address is

KLIP BINDER
The KLIHS and the Cover from the KLIP
BINDER. You can cover a magazine or
bind a volume in ten seconds. Instantly
removable. Sample dozen Klips, with keys,
mailed for 75 cents. Cover prloe-ll«l free,

H. H. BALLARD. 327. Pittsfield. Mass.

Shur-On
Eye-glasses

February 21.—A special federal grand jury is formed !

Beaders of Thk Ltterajit Digest are asked to mention tbe publication 'vnen writing to advertisers.

not shaky and don't make you ntrvou.s Don't
:li or feel tight, but tliey won't come off. Neat

in appearance and you don't twist them out of shape
in putting them on. No other |;lasses like them.

All shapes at all opticians'. I sed with any nose-
guaril. " Shur-On " on the mountine:.

Valuable book free
" Eyeology " is full of information on the care of

the eyes. Send us your optician's name and
GET A COPY FREE.

B. Kirstein Sons Co., Dept. E
Established 1864. Rochester, N. Y.
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Chafing Dishes

OUR NEW CHAFING DISH BOOK-
LET, WITH PRICES IN FULL, IS

NOW READY. IT WILL BE SENT
WITHOUT COST TO ALL WHO
ASK FOR BOOKLET " K 2

"

Chafing Dishes made by the Meriden

Company are heavily plated on hard metal.

Because of their great durability, elegance

of design, and superior finish, they have

earned a reputation that today makes

them the standard of this class of goods.

Furnished in a great variety of styles and

sizes, affording a wide latitude of selection

and ranging in prices from ^4 to $50.

Electric Chafing Dishes made to connect with any

electric light system are illustrated in a separate book.

Send for it.

The MERIDEN CO,, Silversmiths

Intsrnational Silver Co., Successor

218 Fifth Ave., Madison Square, New York

$1:?8 DRESSES- ANY MAN
With an All-Wool Cheviot

Made-tu-JUea^ure Suit.

EXTRAPAIR FDCC
OF TROUSERS IICK

To introduce our famous made-
to-nieasiire custom tailoring we
make this uneq\ialed offer of a
Suit made to your meaHure^
in the latest E^^'Iish Sack Style,
well made and durably trimmed
for only iiiT.98. Equal to your
local tailor''s $15 suit, and give
you an extra pair of trou-
sers of the same cloth as the suit,

or a fancy pattern if desired, ab-
solutely tri-o. Send us your
name and address and we will
send you Free Samples of
cloth, measurement blank and
tape line. Send HO money
liiit write to-day to

GENTS' OUTFITTING CO. Dept 19,
242 Market St., Chicago.

Ref; First National Hank. Cliicago.

Capital, $1S,0(»0,00().

Traveling Salesmen Wanted.

What Is Daus' Tip-Top?

r^-^v.-v«;*

LV^iMB
s^^^-feVr

:V^^

TII£ FK1.,IX A
DauM BuildiiiK, 111 John .St

TO PROVE that Daus' "Tip-top'
the bpst and simplest device for niaki

.

100 Copies from pen-written and 50
Copies from typewritten orifrinal,

we will ship complete dtiplicator,

cap sixe, without deposit, on
ten (lO) days' trial.
Price .S7.'jnles>t tra<li le e» „-+
fli.ffinnit of S:VA%i>r 90 lei

DAITS I»ITPL,ICAT0II ( 4>.

Slew Voik City

AoXVvAVU^

in Chicago to investigate the Beef trust, and
subpcEnas for the leading packers and many of

their employees are issued.

February 22.— President Roosevelt speaks on " Some
Maxims of WasBington " at the University of

Pennsylvania
; he advocates a strong navy to

prevent war.

.\n investigation of charges of bribery in the Indiana
legislature discloses that many of the members
of the House received $100 bills for their votes

against an anticigarette bill.

February 25.—Five lives are lost and property valued
at $2,000,000 is destroyed by a fire at Hot
Springs, Ark.

February 26.—The engineering committee of the

Panama Canal Commission recommends the

construction of a sea-level canal, which, it is de-

clared, can be completed in twelve years at a

cost of $230,500,000.

CHESS.
[All communications for this Department should be

addressed: " Chess-Editor, Literary
Digest."]

Problem 1,038.

First Prize Tliglischc Rimdschaii Tourney.

Black— Thirteen Pieces.

i^'fM '""W
'^1

m % i
m. « mm. '&M,y.mm

liB'FB
jm .,„„„„„

mi. m.
m. li

White—Ten Pieces.

1B1SQ3; ib2b2r; pPiSipip; 3p2ps
P 2 k 4 ; I p 1 P p I p I ; I P 2 P 3 ; 6 K I.

White mates in three moves.

Problem 1,039.

W. F. W1LL.S.

Black— Ten Pieces."

wL.. ^ .;M

^ m^^m^

i_ ?^_
ym

m%.
^ Wm.

^D,:

White—Fourteen Pieces.

K 1 R 3 b b
; 4 s P 2; i p p 5 ; i P P p i P 2;

3kirRii B2P3S; P4P1Q; 1B3SS1.
White mates in two moves.

The B. C. M. calls attention to this problem, which

appeared originally in the Norwich Mercury, as a

record-breaker for clean mates. Mr. Keeble, Chess-

editor of The Mercury says :
" Whatever may be saigl

of this problem, it will, we think, always be regarded

Attacks stopped permnnently. Cause removed. Breath-
ing organs and nervoun system restored. Symptoms never
return. No medicines needed afterwards. '21 years of
Buccess treating Asthma and Hay Fever. 58.000 patients.
Bnok tf .%.% free. Very interesting.
Write P. HAROLD HAYES, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Headers of Thk Litkbart Digest are asked to mention ti;o pubhcation when writing to advertisers.

Good lamp-chimneys

one make

mv name on 'em all.

Macbeth.

y

How to take care of lamps, including the

getting of right-shape chimneys, is in my

Index ; sent free.

'vI.\cnF,T'T Pittsburgh.

At Factory Prices
On Approval—to be returned at oar pippnse ir not snIUfarlor}

Only $25.00 t'his

beautiful Buffet. Would
cost at retail $42.00.
Choice Quarter-8awe<l
Golden Oak ;

piano pol-

ish ; hand-cut carvings :

French bevel mirror. 40x
12 inches ; roll - drawer
fronts, cross- banded; one
drawer plush lined ; solid

brass trimmings ; ball-

beariUL' casters. 46 inches
wide, 60 inches high.

^QQ on ^^'' t'''^ Lnxuri-
i^£9i9U ous Turkish
Kocker—would cost $6000 at
retail. Covered with our
Kcliable Old Oak genuine
leather; best long-temjiired
steel springs, softly padded
with curled horsehair. Width
38 inches. Height 41 inches.

^IQ 7 c buys this
dlOi I 9 polished
Golden Oak 48 inch
Desk. Quarter-sawed
front; built up writ-
ing bed, tablets and
panels; large center
drawer with Yale
I of k; right -hand
lower drawer par-
titioned for books.
Pigeon Hole boxes,
8Mc. each extra.

WE PAY KKEIGHT
east of Omaha and
north of Tennessee-

Points beyond equalized.
CATALOfiFE A, Library and Office- CATAI.OfilE B, Din-

ing-Room—CATAI.OGIE (', Bed-Room Furniture— sent
FREE, if you address 61 N. Ionia St.

(iRAMI ItAI'inS KIKMTl'KG JIKG. CO., Grand Kapids, Jlirh.

Nature Cures
Doctors do not cure the sick. Na-
ture does that. Obey her laws and
you can't get sick. Violate these

laws and you f^wVkeep well. The
Naturopath is a magazine devoted
entirely to nature-cure methods.
It is clean, bright, original and
inspiring. Sample copy free.

THE NATUROPATH, Suite 50,
(24 E. S9th St., New York City

Send for this
Print your own cards, circulars, i^'.

Press $•>• Small newspaper press :fl^.

Money saver. Print for others, big profits.
Typesetting easy, printed rules sent.
Write to makers for catalog, pres-ses. type,
paper, Ac. THE PRESS CO., MERIDE.N, C«.\N.
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Hammer the Hammer
of a loaded Iver Johnson
without tear of discharge
—you take no
risk.

I

as a record ; but honors for the idea largely belong to

! the American composer who showed the way." (Com-

pare Problem i,ooS, by K. S. Howard.)

Problem 1,040.

Composed for Thk Litekarv Digest by

I>. W. I..\ MoTHii, Stratford, Conn.

Black—Seven Pieces.

REVOLVERS
Throw one loaded ngr.iinst a stone wall—on the

floor—snap tlie haiiuner with yotir timnih—it

cannot go off

—

hut don t try it with any other
make. Our booklet, "Shots," tells why. and
deals—in short snappy style—with the subject

of revolvers in the home. It will be sent free,

together with illustrated catalogue telling the
whole story of sizes, styles, calibres and prices.

Write now while you think of it.

WARNING— F.very genuine Iver Johnson has
the name Iver Johnson on the barrel and the
Chili's //^(i</ trade-mark on thegiip—look for it.

Iver John.son Revolvers are for sale at all

Hardware or Sporting goods dealers.

Prices: Hammer *i.Oii; Hammerless, ib.oo.

Iver Johnson's Arms and Cycle Works
Fitchburg, Mass

New York Office: 99 Chambers Street

SPENCERIAN
PERFECT

steel Pens
USED BY EXrERT AND CAREFUL
PENME.N' FOR NEARLY FIFTY YEARS
Sample card. 12 pons different patterns,
will be sent for trial on receipt of6 cents in

postajie stamps. Ask for card /?,

SPENCERIAN PEN CO.
349 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

White Six Pieces.

8; isipQniK.;4R3-. 2RiB2p;8;8;pr6;
bk6.

White mates in three moves.

Probleni 1,041.

J. W. Allen.

iFrom The B. C. M.)

lilack—Seven Pieces.

White— Six Pieces.

2S3Q i; 3P4; 4R P2; iSpkaKi; apaPbi;
4 p 3 ; 8 -. 8.

White mates in two moves.

Solution of Problems.

R—Kt 7

IJ X R

No. 1,029.

P—Kt 4

B—B 6

P X P ;« />as.

Q—Q Kt 8, mate

3-

Q— B 7, mate

Q—K 3, mate

ESSAYS
SPEECHES written on anv siitject atshort niitice. Satis-

,
^r'.r, "^2 faction guaranteed. All transactions con-LbCTURtb fidential. Ilavis Pnee, ITTS Broadnay, N. V.
etc., etc. ^^^^^>^^^^_^^_^BB^^^_^^a>

Other

No. 1,030. Key-move : Q—K Kt sq.

No. 1.031. Key-move: K— B4.

!

SureWarmth
In hot air heating the heat is expected

to "come up" through registers placed

in the most protected part of the room.
It has to be so "coaxed" in— esj.ecially

on windy days. Stoves of course heat

the rooms only in " spots."

In steam or hot water warming the

heat is compelled to circulate through
the hollow pipes and radiators, which
are placed wherever warmth is most
needed.

AMERICANxIDEAL
ii Radiators ^Iboilers
carry warmth uniformly to all parts of the build-

ing, no matter how stormy or bitter cold. The
farm or city family suffering from a cold house
would be surprised to know how quickly, simply,
noiselessly our outfit is put in, and brings great

comfort and fuel economy.
Write for free booklet " Heating Investments."

^^PIGANpADIATO]?rOA\PANY

II

Dept. 32 CHICAGO

«

i'

^^^^ Û^^
HARTSHORN

SHADE ROLLERS
Bear the script name of Stewart

Hartshorn on label.

Wood Rollers. Tin Rollers.

PLT
ACETYLENE

GAS '

Carbide = Feed Generators Combine
SAFETY BR.LLIANCE ECONO.VIY

Accepted b.v jnsurance No written comi>ar«son It costs less than elec-
companies without ex- can give an aileciuate trif ity. Averages less

t."a premiura. Lamps idea of it-s beauty or tjhancitygasattil.OOpei
overturn electrJc wires power Itaivesthocol- tiiou.^and. CheapCi to
cross'aud hreresults. or values of sunli:;ot. u.-»e than kerosc"0 for

There can be no stored Electric lightsaroduli eruiallight.
up gas with a Colt. and yellow beside it. Easy to use.

We Prove This in Our Free Book it.^7v\eno%rin':
ciple. Colt generator, prices on all sizes from 10 lights up, and
scores of testimonials. State your needs and ask questions.

J. B. COLT CO., Dept. T, 21 Barclay St.. New York
CHICAGO PHlLADi;LPHI.\ LOS ANG' ES

CHURCH GLi\SS««C«
American Mosaic Glass Windows: Ecclesias-

I

tical Furnishings ; English Stained Glass
Windows; Church Decorations

5TODIOSAND.Om7FQT'?0-<rr
-»- !»•< E VV *' O 13 IV. "^

iurHand Book on Patents, Trade-Marks, etc.,

sent free. Patents procured through Munu &
Co., receive free notice in the

Scientific American
MUISTM' «fe CO.. S57 Broadway, N. Y.

Branch Office: 361 F St., Washington, D. C.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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Kt-Bs

No. 1,032.

Q—K B 7 ch

KxQ
R-K 4

3-

3-

3-

3-

3-

Kt— Kt 7, mate

K-K3
Q—B 6, mate

BxR 3 KxQ
Q—B 4 ch

KxQ
Kt—K 3 ch

Kt— K 3, mate

Kt-Rt 5

Q X Kt, mate

Kt— K.2 K-K 3

Q X Kt ch
2.

K-B 5

Q-Q7!

P—Q 5, mate

Kt X P
Q—Kt 4, mate

"Especially the

BuffaloLiTHiA
Water of

Virginia.
99

B—R sq K-B =

Solved by the Rev. I. W. B., Bethlehem, Pa.; M.

Marble. Worcester, Mass.; the Rev. G. Dobbs, New
Orleans; F. S. Fergfiison, Boston, Mass.; A. C.White,

New York City; F. Gamage, Westboro, Mass.;

W. Runk, Highland Falls, N. Y.; .S. W. Bamp-

ton. Philadelphia ; R. H. Ramsey, Germantown,

Pa.; the Rev. W. Rech, Kiel, Wis.; the Rev. J. G.

Law, Walhalla, S. C; C. Nugent, New York City;

B. W. La Mothe, Stratford, Conn.; N. D. Waffle, Salt

Springville, N. Y.; C. H. Schneider, Decatur, Ind.; A.

Regenbrecht, Peters, Tex.; C. E. W. Woodward,

Chicopee Falls, Mass.; R. H. Renshaw, University of

Viiginia; W. G. Hosea, Cincinnati; W. T. St. Au-

burn, Gtossepointe Farms, Mich.; E. A. C, Kinder-

hook, N. Y.

1,029: S. L. Brewer, Tuskegee, Ala.; W. H. C,
Canadian, Tex.

i,02g, 1,030 : J. P. S., Collegeville, Pa.; E. H. Davies,

Magnolia, Ark.; P. A. Toepfer, Milwaukee ; S. C.

Simpson, San Francisco.

1,029, 1,030, 1,031 :
" Twenty-three," Philadelphia.

1.029, i.03i> 1,032: Dr. J. H. S., Geneva, N. Y.; L.

Goldmark, Paterson, N. J.; the Rev. L. H. Bahler,

Mariaville, N. Y.; W. E. Hayward, Indianapolis.

1,030: M. Wisner, Norris, Mont.; D. H. Wiltsie,

Jamestown, N. Y.; J. H. Cravens, Kansas City, Mo.;

C. S. Jacobs, Montreal; W. H. Greely, Boston; C. L.

Anders, Commerce, Tex.; R. M. Brockman, Grand

Forks, N. Dak.

1.030, 1,0031 : Russell, Germantown, Pa.; E. A.

Kusel, Oroville, Cal.; B. Alten, Elyria, O.; C. W. C,
Altoona, Pa.; A. Heine, Parkersburg, W. Va.; J. M.

Harper, Columbus, Ind.

1.030, 1,031, 1,032 : L. R. Williams, Omaha ; the Rev.

S. M. Morton, D.D., Effingham, 111.; C. P. Crumb, St.

Louis ;
" Clejos," New York City.

1,031 : J. P. P., Columbus, O.; H. A. Seller, Denver
;

S. von Rague and E. Bratzel, Eden College, St.

Louis ; Z. G., Detroit ; W. D. L. R., New York City;

G. A. P., Shepard, O.; " 168," New Haven
; J. S. S.,

Orono, Me.; E. Irion, Elmhurst College, 111.; C. W.
Shewalter, Washington, D. C; Lyndon, Athens, Ga.;

H. .S. Hartzog, Fayetteville, Ark.; G. Lane, New York
City; W. M. Warner, Mauzonola, Colo.; A. C.

Bowerman, Dinuba, Cal.

1.031, 1.032: T. A. Unsworth, Flatbush, L. I.; I.

Innes, Aitkin, Minn.; C. M. Strahan, University of

Georgia; J. McMurray, Luna Landing, Ark.; Dr. M.
C.Johnston, Hope, N. Dak.; G. Patterson, Winnipeg,

Can.; J. W. Thorne, Spearsville, La.; J. E. Wharton,

Sherman, Tex.; E. C. Brinker, Riegelsville, Pa.

Comments (1,0291: "Ingeniously original "—G. D.;
" Magnificent "— F. S. F.; " I can hardly agree with

you as to the difficulty of the problem. After study-

ing a few minutes, I tried P— Kt 4, and the mystery

was at once disclosed "—W. R.; "One of the finest

gems that ever graced the Chess-board"—R. H. R.;
" This is the sort of problem that delights the artistic

souls of your ' higher critics"— C. N.; "Exquisitely

pretty, but I did not find it difficult "- B. W. L. M.;
" Worthy of your eulogy"—W. T. St. A.; "As inter-

esting as it is difficult—a perfect gem"— L. G.

ig>33.00 Pacific Coast.

Tickets on sale daily, March i to May 15, Chicago to

San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle,

Victoria and Vancouver via the Chicago, Union Pacific

and North-Western Line. Correspondingly low rates

from other points. Daily and personally conducted excur-
sions in Pullman tourist sleeping-cars from Chicago to

Portland, .San Francisco and Los Angeles wi.hout change.
Double berth only $7.00. Fast trains, choice of routes.
Meals in dining-cars (a la cartel. Booklets and folders
sent postpaid on receipt of 4 cents in stamp-;. .^11 agents
sell tickets via this line. Address : W. M. KNISKERN,
P. T. M., C. & N. W. Ry., Chica-o, Ills.

Headers ot The LircRARr

For Bright's Disease, Albuminuria, Renal Cal-

culi, Gout, Rheumatism and All Diseases

Dependent Upon a Uric Acid Diathesis.

Samuel O. L. Potter, A. M., M. D., M. R. C. P., London, Professor of

the Principles and Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medicine in the College Phy-

sicians and Surgeons ofSan Francisco, Cal. , iu his '

' Hand-Book of Materia Medica,

PharmacyandThirapeutics,"in thecitation ofremediesunderthehead of ••Chronic

Bright's Disease," says: "Min- U„-.-«,*^ | vnntL lAlATrD
°^^'^''g^"'^'

eral vraters, especially the OVZwnlAM bl 1 IIIA RAl til

t-ASri-iuria!'?!,::'," "BUEFALO LiTHIA WffiTER

has many
is highly rec-

ommended.''

George Halsted Boyland, A. M., M. D.,ofParis, Doctor of Medicine , of

the Faculty of Paris, in the New York Medical Journal, August 22, 1896, _
says:

"There is no remedy as absolutely specific in all forms of Albuminuria and

Bright's Disease, whether R|||r|rAlil I ITHIA WATTD ^P'''"« ^^\}'
acute or chronic, as UwCrftlA* bl 1nUl IlffU E.K , accompanied by

a milk diet. In all cases of pregnancy, where albumin is found in the urine as late

as the last week before confinement, if this water and a milk diet are prescribed,

the albumin disappears rapidly from the urine and the patient has a positive guar-

antee against puerperal convulsions."

T. Griswold Comstock, A. M., M. D., of St. Louis, Mo says : "I have

T:M71 Buffalo LithiaWater iron^^S i^^eiSirst:
companied by Renal Colic, and always with the most satisfactory results. In

Renal Calculi, where there is an excess of Uric Acid, it is especially efficacious."

Medical testimony which defies all imputation or question mailed to any address.

BUEFAijO LiTHMWnER l^^t^H^^St
PROPRIETOR BUFFALO LITHIA SPRINCS, VIRGINIA.

for Liquor and

Drug Using
A scientific remedy which has been

skilfully and successfully administered by

medical specialists for the past 25 years*

At the ioiiovifing ifee/ey institutes

:

Rirniineham, Ala.

H<it Springs, Arb.
l(Os Antr^-lfs, Cal.

102*2 So. KlowerSt.
San Kraiiclsro, Cal.

tl7(» narhet St.

West llaveD, Conn.

Atlanta, Ca.
nasliiniitun, IK C.

211 N.(a|(ilol St.

I)»iu'li). III.

narion, lull.

Des Moiiifs, la.

Crab Orchard, Ky.

urlland, Ifle.

I.pxinifton, THass.

St. Louis, .Ho.

'2H().t I.oeust St.

Alhamhra Hot Spring'^, Slont.
North Con^taj, N. H.
Buffalo, N. \.

White riains, N. Y.
Coliimhuv, O

104< N. Pfnnison Ave.
rortlnud. Ore.
Philadelphia, Ta.

si-' >. Broad S(.

Harrishur:*, l*a.

Pitt-ihurff, Pa.
4*246 Fifth Ave.

Providence, K. I.

Itichmond, Va.
Seattle. \Va«h.
Waukpi^ha, His.
Toronto, Ont,

Magically Appealing Irish Ldbe Stories

IShe PASSIONATE HEARTS
By ANNA MACMANUS

12mo, 75 cents, postpaid.

Beautiful, throbbing, full of novelty, humor,
tenderness, passion, and tragedy are these
stories. These tales of gallant, poetic Irish-

men and blue-eyed Colleens are "instinct
with beauty," says the Glasgow Herald.

FUNK & W^AGNALLS COMPANY, Publishers, NEW YORK

'Some live^i^^are like

hoes
Vhe more worrt^^ff/y-me brighrer."
Busy wives who use SAP © L=>l O
never seem ^o 4row old.Trv a. ca^ke •••

Digest are askoa to mention tho publication when writing to advertisers.
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1,030 :
• Grateful for the dedicition of this clever

composition "-G. D.; "New, stronf, and beautiful"

F. S. F.; " Highly interesting "-\V. R.; " Another

star "—J- G. L.; "High class in every respect"— C.

X ;
•• Very tine "-B. W. L. M.; " A beauty "-S.M. M.

1,031: '"Neatly constructed; key obvious"— G. D.:

'Very interesting"— J. G. L.; "A remarkably good

cross-check"— B. C. I.. M.; " Not without merit ; but

clumsy"— L. H. B.; "A sprightly treatment of an in-

teresting theme "—Dr. J, H. S.

1,032: " Refreshing"— M. M.; " \ery enjoyable "—

G. D.; " A weak key, otherwise a fine problem"—W.
R.; " The key is a surface-move; but the after-play is

beautiful'-R. H. R.; 'A star-problem"- N. D. W.;
•' Fine"—W. T. St. .\.; " One of the very best 3-ers "-

S. M. M.; '• Exquisite "-C. P. C; '" First class"-!.,

i:. B.; •• Brilliancy :"-L.G.
The most amazing thing about 1,030 is that so many

persons were caught by the several traps the author

Q-Kt5 No mate
had so cunningly set.

R-Q7
Q—K 3, Q—R 6, etc. No mate.

Q-Kt 8ch
In addition to those reported, G. A. P., got 1,026;

W. T. St. A., S. L. B., B. A., T. A. W., 1,027, 1.028; G.

P., W. E. Warner, Nicholson, Pa., L. A. Maynard,

Kingston, Mich., F. \V. Howay, New Westminster.

B. C, E. W. Gile, White Sulphur Springs, Mont.,

1,028.

The Tournament of the Pennsylvania Chess-Asso-

ciation was held on February 22. Thirty players par-

ticipated. Mr. S. W. Bampton, Franklin Chess-club,

Philadelphia, made a clean score, and won the

Championship of Pennsylvania for one year.

Concerning Problem 1,034.

Remove the white Knight.

The Great Match.

Second Game.

JANOWSKI. MARSHALL. JANOWSKI. MARSHALL.
H^'hite. BUck. White. Black.

•P-Q4 P-K 3 24 K R X Q R-K 3
2 p-g B 4 P-Q 4 25 Kt-Q 3 B-R3
3 Kt-Q B 3 P-QB4 26 R—Kt sq B-QB5
4 P-K 3 Kt-Q B 3 27 Kt-B sq B-K 4
5 Kt-K B , Kt-B 3 28 B X B R X B
6B-Q3
7 Castles

B-Q 3 29 P—Kt 3 P-Q R4
Castles 30 P- Q R 4 K— B sq

8 B-Q2 P-Q Kt3 31 Kt-Q 3 B X Kt
9 R— B sq Kt-Q Kt s 32 R X B P-QB5

10 B-K 2 Kt-K 5 33 R-B 3 R-K 3
II P-Q R 3 Kt X Kt 34R(Kt)-Q RxP
12 R X Kt Kt-B 3 B sq
•3 B-Q 3 P-B 4 35 R X R Px R
14 R-B sq R—B3 36 R-Kt sq R-Q Kt 3
15 B PxP K Px P 37 B-B sq R-Kt 5
i6 P X P PxP 38 B— Kt 5 Kt—B sq
17B-B3 R-R 3 39 K— B sq Kt-Q 3
18 P-K Kt 1 R—Ktsq 40 B-Q 3 Kt-B 5
19 R—K sq Q-Ksq 4. K-K2 P-Kt 3
20 B— B sq Kt-K 2 42 P-B 3 Kt— Kt 3
21 B-Kt 2 Q-R4 43 B-Kt 5 Kt-B 5
22 P-K R 4 B-Kt 2 Resigns.
23 Kt-K 5 QxQ

Third G.\ME.

MARSHALL. JANOWSKI. MARSHALL. JANOWSKI.
White. Black. White. Black.

I P-Q 4 P-Q 4 27 Kt-B 6 ch K—Kt 2
2 P-Q B 4 P-K 3 28 Kt-Q 5 B-Q sq
3 Kt-Q B 3 Kt—K B 3 29 B-K sq K-Ktl
4 B-Kt 5 Q Kt-Q 2 30 P—R 4 P-R3
5 P-K 3 B-K 2 31 PxP PxP^
6 B-Q 3 P-QKt3 32 P-Q Kt 4 P-B 5
7 Kt-B 3 B-Kt 2 33 Kt-B 3 R-Kt 6
8P X P PxP 34 K-B 2 B-B 2

9 Castles P-B 4 35 K-K 2 B X P
10 R—B sq Castles 36 R x R P xR
II Kt-K 5 Ktx Kt 37 K-Q sq B-QBs
12 P X Kt Kt-K 5 38 K—B sq K—R4
I3B X Kt P X B 39 Kt—Q sq B-B 8mQxQ BxQ 40 P-Kt 5 B X K Kt F
IS H-B 4 B-K 2 41 B-B 3 Bx B
16 K R—Q sc K R—Q sq 42 Kt X B K-R5
17 Kt-Kt5 R-Q6 43 K-Kt 2 P-Kt 5
18 Kt-Q 6 B-Q 4 44KXP P-Kt 6
19 P-Q Kt 3 P-K Kt 4 45 Kt-K 2 Bx P
20 B-Kt 3 P-QR4 46 K—B 4 P-Kt 7
2. P-B 3 P-R5 47 K-Q 4 B-B 6
22 P X K P R X Rch 48Kt-Ktsq K—Kt6
23 R X R B-K 3 49 P— K 4 B-Kt 5
24 R-Kt sq PxP 50 K-K 3 P-B 3
25 P X P R—R 7 Resigns
26 Kt—K 8 R—R6

Marshall-Janowski Match.

At the time of going to press the score stood

:

shall, 7; Janowski, 4 ; Draws, 3.

Mar-

The Boston Tran-
script says :

" For di-

rectness, simplicity and
logical treatment they
could hardly be ex-

celled. They are
models of comprehen-
.siveness."

Dr. Benjamin An-
ilreu's says :

" Crisp, di-

rect, simple, complete."

CI 1V ry Chafman,
Noted Advertising
Copy Expert, says:
"With them at hand,
every spare moment
can be improved to

decided financial ad-
vantage."

Several large busi-

ness concerns have in-

troduced these books to

all their clerks, from
the merest stenographer
to the most experienced
correspondent. Heads
of many big businesses
like Marshall Field &
Company. Lyon, Healy
& Company, To bey
Furniture Company,
Montgomery Ward &
Company have person-
ally endorsed them.
No stronger testimony
could be given.

NOWADAYS, when billions of dollars wortn ot business is transacted by mail, the ability

to write a strong, original, convincing letter is an imperative business requirement. No
man can hope to reach the highest place in business if he is unable to express himself

clearly and forcefully. The language you use in correspondence—or even in speech—must help
you sell goods, win customers, collect debts, even secure the positions you hold, but it cannot do
these things if weak, clumsy and half intelligible. The success of an idea or plan—often of a
business itself—depends upon the way it is presented.

How is Your EnglisK?
Are slips of speech habitual with you ? Are your letters dry and poorly worded ? Do
they lack the snap, the tone of words that win ? Get out of this rut—master the prin-

ciples of smooth, easy, fluent expression— of crisp, powerful, straight - from - the - shoulder

business English. Tighten your grasp on the English language—it pays.

The man who will help you is Sherwin Cody. He has an international reputation as an expert on English for

business men, and now has put his private lessons into four handy little volumes (time-saving size)— seven complete
courses, Word Study, Grammar, Punctuation, Composition, Business Letter Writing, Creative Composition, hith-

erto sold in typewritten form for $15 to $25 for each separate course. These books contain everything that will

help you, nothing that is mere lumber. They teach a man to be his own dictionary.

Bi'SiNEss Managers. — Several wholesale houses
have introduced Mr. Cody's Books and personal criti-

cism of English service to all their clerks who write
letters, from the merest stenographer to the most ex-
perienced correspondent. It pays.

Credit Men.—Here is a point for you. You are
not too old to learn yourself, and you will find that the
credit of your house will improve wonderfully if you
see that every letter that goes out is the best.

Young Business Men.— If you want the touch, the
snap, the tone of "words that win" in the business
world go to the man who is both a scholar and a
master of straight-from-the-shoulder business English.
His little books should be your daily companions.

This Set ©/ Four Books
Containing seven complete home-study courses is sold regularly at

$2, per set. We offer it to you at the wholesale price of $z, if you
send our coupon with order—$3 without coupon.

^he SYSTEM COMPANY

AdvERTisEMENT WRITERS.—You Can't afford to

let mistakes creep into your work. The only way to

avoid errors is to have a good reference work con-
stantly at hand.

Correspondents.—Don't write the time-worn
commercial jargon , but get out of your rut by get-

ting the knack of writers who are masters. Mr.
Cody has a simple, easy method in his "Com
position" book.

.Stenographers.—The only way to get

a better salary is to improve your English
Keep Mr. Cody's book atyour elhow and
in six months you will be -worth twice

what you are now, and you will get it,

too.

GAe
System

Con\pany
ChicaLgo
DeskN

Enclosed find %z
for which mail me

a set of Cody Books
all complete, regular

price J3. If I am not
satisfied, you are to re-

turn my money.

Name..

New York For Desk N, Chicago London Address..

30,000 C^HOICE <p«JOT/\TIOINS.
Ron, .Joseph IT. Choftfe : " I have olways fovnd it the most contvlete and iise.fifl book ofthe kind ever published."
General Stewart Z-. lYootifortl : " f'se/iil and vatuable. It has been to me a practiral help.**

THE CYCLOPEDIA OF PRACTICAL QUOTATIONS
Thirty Thousand Choice Quotations with Eighty-six Thousand lines of Concordance. Proverbs
from the French, German, etc , and other modem foreign languages, each followed by its Eng-
lish translation. Also a full list of Latin law terms and their translations. By J. K. Hoyt.

Hon. A. S. Hewitt :
" The work, always indispensable to the scholar and the author, appears to me to be

incapable of further improvement."

Cover Design by George Wliarton Edwards. 8vo, 1205pp. Prices: Buckram, $6.00; Law
Sheep, $8.00; Half Horocco, $10.00; Full norocco. $12.00.

FUNK, dfc \A/PiGIN/*LLS C::OA\F»/l INY, Pubs., - ISEVl/ YORK.
Readers of Th« Litkrary Diokst are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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Half-Price Assignment Sale
We have just availed ourselves of one of those rare opportuni-
ties which come to the book trade, and through the insol-
vency of the original publishers we have secured at a bargain
price a limited edition of this masterpiece. We now offer
Literary Digest readers the benetit of this purchase. It is a
pleasure to offer our patrons such a masterly work on such
easy terms.^ fS i:§§ YOU SAVE $29.50
The above ligures show the genuine bargain we are able to
offer. We further offer easy terms of payment and send you
the complete library without charge for your critical exami-
nation. The coupon brings the work, carriage prepaid.

NO MONEY REQUIRED NOW'ilsslors^ro^?^
More than 2,300 years of universal history spread before the reader in
the form of vivid and vital life-stories of the world's greatest men.

History is Mainly the Biographies of a few Imperial Men.'''—Lowell.

HEROESOF
HISTORY

A Library of Fascinating Biograpny

With these stories of the lives of the world's great men is inter-
woven the narrative of universal history from the earliest times
to our own day. It is the only work which covers tlie whole
field, and which is at the same time of distinguished author-

ship. To read these volumes is to come into intimate touch with the great characters who
stand as beacon lights upon the hills of time. The stories of tlieir lives enrich and illumine
history as nothing else can do. It is a work of permanent interest, intensely absorbing
style, and autlioritative throughout. Every member of every intelligent family will find in
it an inexhaustible fund of entertaining and profitable reading.

THE SUBJECTS, THE PERIODS, AND THE EMINENT AUTHORS
Hughes
Montefiore
Sirams
Sparks
Franklin
Otis
Holloway
Crockett
Hartley
Burdett
Keteham
Head ley

No other biographical work except this contains all of the following Immortal names : Washington,
Lincoln, Napoleon, Grant, Columbus, Cromwell, Frederick the Great, Nelson, Franklin, AVilUam the Silent,

Livingstone, Stanley, and Joan of Arc. These are all vital molders of the world's history.

THE TWENTY-FIVE VOLUMES ARE SPLENDID EXAMPLES OF HANDSOME BOOKMAKING
THE BINDING is of rich red half-morocco leather, I THE PAPER Is of superior quality, made expressly I THE ILLUSTRATIONS include half-tones and wood

titles and designs stamped in heavy gold. | fur this work. Deckle edges, gilt tops. |
engravings printed on heavy plate-paper.

THE TYPE is large and clear, the ink used is of extra fine quality, producing perfect impressions and making easy-to-read pages.

Vast Stores of Absorbing and Educative Reading for all Classes of Intelligent Men and Women

Alexander the Great {;r)fi-333B.C.) Williams David Livingstone" (1812-1873)
Julius Caesar (100-44 B.C.) Froude Henry M. Stanley (1841-1904)
Charlemagne. Emperor (74:J-H14) Hodgkin Captain John Smith (1580-1631)
Alfred the Great (849-901) Hughes George Washington (1732-1T99)
William the Conqueror (llL'7-1087) Freeman Autobiography cf Franklin (1706-1790)

Joan of Arc (1412-1431) Michelet Paul Jones (1747-1792)

Christopher Columbus (llltr. I0O61 Irving Nathan Hale (17.55-1776)

William the Silent (|.V!:{ 1."),S4) Harrison Autobiography of Crockett (1786-18.36)

Queen Elizabeth (ir>:{;i-itio;3) Beesly Col. Daniel Boone (17*5-1820)

Oliver Cromwell (1599-lft58) Hood Kit Carson (1809-1868)

Frederick the Great (17ia-1786) Kugler Abraham Lincoln (1809-18a5)

Admiral Nelson (17.58-1805) Southey General Grant (1822-1885)

Napoleon Bonaparte (1769-1821) Headley

TO THE LAWYER, PUBLIC MAN and PROFESSIONAL MAN
LAWYERS AND PROFESSKXNAL MEN will And

these books the means for mental discipline and di-
version ; the source of rich material for illustration
and suggestion. The panorama of human history
from Alexander the Great to U. S. (irant is full of
significance to every speaker antl writer.

TO THE CLERGYMAN, TEACHER and PARENT

TO CLERGYMEN these books spread before the
mind a knowledge of the greatest deeds of the
most illustrious personages in the history of the
world. For Sunday-school Libraries these books
are not only wholesome and entertaining, but of

vast educative influence.

TO THE PLAIN, EVERY-DAY CITIZEN

EVERY INTELLIGENT MAN AND WOMAN will
find these books full of messages of utility appli-
cable to daily life. For making history winning to

young minds they are unexcelled, and they are
intensely absorbing to every one who appreciates
good reading.

TYPICAL OPINIONS OF JUST A FEW OF THE AUTHORS AND THE BOOKS
TJ. S. Senator J. S. Gallirirffr ; "

I beg to ackhowledge receipt of ' Heroes of History,' and to congratulate you on the splendid work you have issued.

As I examine the works more thoroughly I am the more delighted with them. In all my library I have no set of books I prize as highly as these. The price
asked for them is absurdly low."

The Manehester Guardian .says of "Queen Elizabeth": "The best
and most trustworthy of the many books that have dwelt with the life and
deeds of that bright. Occidental Star, Queen Elizabeth."

J)r. Neu'ell DungUt Hilli.s says of "David Livingstone": "The
wanderings of Ulysses are not more fascinating than this epoch of discovery
and exploration of Livinjrstone."

The Entire Library Shipped to You for Inspection WITHOUT CHARGE
Sign and mail to us the inspection coupon, and we will ship you, carriage prepaid, for five days'

examination, the entire library, twenty-live volumes, so that you may, at your leisure, critically

examine the scope of the work, its distinguished literary style, and the handsome mechanical quali-

ties of the books. The regular price is $62. -50, special price SIS, payable 8:3 within 5 days if satisfactory
and S2 a month. If not satisfactory, notify us and hold books subject to our order. Receipt of the
volumes by you implies no obligation on your part to keep them unless you feel that they will forui
valuable and important additions to your library.

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Publishers, 44-60 East 23d Street, New York

(1 T OFF, si(;n,
A.NB MAIL . . . FREE INSPECTION COUPON
FuNK& Wagnalls Company. Pubs., New York.

Gentlemen .—Please send me (transportation prepaid , for my
free inspection, a complete set of " Heroes ofllistor^ ," in
'25 half morocco volumes, to be held subject to your order after
5 days if not satisfactory. If I keep the books, I agree to pay
you or your order ^3 within 5 days and $2 monthly thereafter
for IT) months. Title to books is not to pass to me until fully
paid for.

Xame

Address.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the pttblicatton wUen writing to advertisers.
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TOPICS OF THE DAY.

THE INAUGURATION.

THE biggest and most spectacular inaugural celebration in our

histor}' leads the newspapers again lo remark upon the

President's tremendous popularity, and to voice the apprehension,

plainly expressed in some editorials and hinted in others, that his

alleged tendency to overstep his powers during his term as an "ac-

cidental " President may develop to an even greater degree now

that he is President by election to that office. The inauguration

" eclipsed any other such occasion that has taken place in the capi-

tal," says the Washington correspondent of the New York Globe

j

the enthusiasm "was of a kind that made even seasoned veterans

in politics catch their breath in amazement "
; and at the conclusion

of the oath, " the silence was broken by a mighty roar of greeting

that literally shook the ground." Says The Sun : " Roosevelt Re-

pubHcans, Roosevelt Democrats ; nobody but Roosevelt in sight

;

that is the political landscape apparent to the hasty eye ; a land-

scape which no great shifting of the scenes is needed to alter

materially." The President himself, we are told, makes light of

the Democratic fears that he will usurp undue power. The Wash-

ington correspondent of the New York Times reports that while

the parade was passing the reviewing stand, the President re-

marked laughingly to one of his neighbors, " I really shuddered

slightly to-day as I swore to obey the Constitution !
" As the Por-

to Rican contingent passed, he remarked to Senator Bacon

(Dem.), "They look pretty well for an oppressed people, eh, Sena-

tor?" And as the Filipino scouts, beautifully drilled and disci-

plined, swung past with their band playing "Garry Owen," he

observed, " The wretched serfs disguise their feelings admirably."

A few minutes later he said to Senator Lodge : "You should have

seen Bacon hide his face when the Filipinos came by. The
' slaves ' were rejoicing in their shackles."

No new issue is presented in the inaugural address, which is de-

voted to an exhortation to face foreign and domestic probltms in a

righteous and determined spirit. The President said, in part:

"Toward all other nations, large and small, our attitude must be

one of cordial and sincere friendship. We must show not only in

our words but in our deeds that we are earnestly desirous of secur-

ing their good-will by acting toward them in a spirit of just and
generous recognition of all their rights. But justice and generosity

in a nation, as in an individual, count most when shown not by the

weak but by the strong. While ever careful to refrain from
wronging others, we must be no less insistent that we are not

wronged ourselves. We wish peace ; but w^e wish the peace of

justice ; the peace of righteousness. We wish it because we think

it is right, and not because we are afraid. No weak nation that

acts rightly and justly should ever have cause to fear us, and no
strong power should ever be able to single us out as a subject tor

insolent aggression.
" Our relations with the other powers of the world are important

;

but still more important are our relations among ourselves. Such
growth in wealth, in population, and in power as this nation has

seen during the century and a quarter of its national life is inevi-

tably accompanied by a like growth in the problems which are ever

before every nation that rises to greatness. Power invariably

means both responsibility and danger. Our forefathers faced cer-

tain perils which we have outgrown. We now face other perils,

the very existence of which it was impossible that they should

foresee. Modern life is both complex and intense, and the tre-

mendous changes wrought by the extraordinary industrial develop-

ment of the last half century are felt in every fiber of our social and
political being. Never before have men tried so vast and formi-

dable an experiment as that of administering the affairs of a con-

tinent under the forms of a democratic republic. The conditions

which have told for our marvelous material well being, which have

developed to a very high degree our energy, self-reliance, and in-

dividual initiative, also have brought the care and anxiety insepa-

rable from the accumulation of great wealth in industrial centers.

Upon the success of our experiment much depends, not only as

regards our welfare, but as regards the welfare of mankind.
"If we fail, the cause of free self government throughout the

world will rock to its foundations; and, therefore, our respon-

sibility is heavy, to ourselves, to the world as it is to-day, and to

the generations yet unborn. There is no good reason why we
should fear the future, but there is every reason why we should

face it seriously, neither hiding from ourselves the gravity of the

problems before us nor fearing to approach these problems with

the unbending, unflinching purpose to solve them aright."

The New York fFicr/^ (Dem.) regrets what it regards as the

martial and minatory tone of the President's address. It says :

"What particular country is threatening us? What power is

disposed to deny us ' the peace of justice, the peace of righteous-

ness'? What government is likely to assume that our ' justice

and generosity ' are inspired by weakness rather than by strength ?

" Is there no national strength except that of standing armies and

batde-ships ? Then Russia, with the greatest of all standing

armies, has the greatest national strength. Then all the other na-

tions of the earth are groveling at the feet of Great Britain, with

her commanding sea-power.
" Even in the solemnly impressive ceremony of the inauguration

Mr. Roosevelt can not forget the Big Stick which leans affection-

ately against the platform on which the oath of office is adminis-

tered.

"Yet how trivial are all our dangers from abroad in comparison

with our dangers "at home! How trifling is our foreign peril in

comparison with our domestic peril ! How little do all the battle-

ships of three empires count against us in comparison with the

bribery of public servants and the private looting of the public's

heritage ! What menace is there in all the legions of Europe in

comparison with the menace of corporation control of American
political institutions ? What peril is to be found in the military

resources of all Europe which compares with that system of organ-

ized greed and cunning which, in the language of Justice David J.
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THE GREAT AMERICAN DURBAR.
—Rogers in Harper''s Weekly.

Brewer of the United States Supreme Court, is lifting ' ///^ (T^;--

Poraiion into a position of constant danger and menace to

republican institutions ' ?
" Will Mr. Roosevelt never perceive that in trying to emphasize

military greatness he is diverting the attention of the American
people from the supreme danger? From the supreme menace.''

From the gravest influence that threatens to swerve the republic

from its destiny?"

To turn from one Democratic paper to another, the New York

Times (Dem.) says that " no man save one actuated by the worst

motives would dispute or deny anything the President said in his

inaugural." To quote further :

" We have just inaugurated as our President a man whose great

gifts of mind and strength of character leave us in no doubt what-

ever about his ability to bear up under the responsibihties of that

office. He is high-minded, resolute, independent, self-sustaining,

Outgoing President—" Take my seat."

Incoming President-" De-lighted!"

—Walker in tlie Boise Statesman.

beyond all evil enticements and persuasions, and fully determined
if he can bring it about that we shall increase in honor and estate

during his Chief Magistracy. Other nations thus favored by for-

tune might fall into a condition of besotted content. That peril

does not confront us. Mr. Roosevelt will not permit it. He ad-

monishes us that the problems we have to solve are grave, that the

experiment of administering under democratic forms the affairs of

a continent is 'vast and formidable,' that if we fail ' the cause of

free self-government throughout the world will rock to its foun-

dations.' No man save one actuated by the worst motives would

dispute or deny anything the President said in his inaugural. It is

indeed true that our duties and our responsibilities demand of us

courage, hardihood, and endurance."

Mr. Roosevelt " embodies more completely than any President

since Lincoln the thoughts and purposes of the electorate which

chose him," says the New York Tridnne (Rep.), in the following

paragraph :

" President Roosevelt's aims and personality have won him ai

affection and influence hardly measurable by ordinary politics

standards. He enters ofifice as the successful candidate of a politi-

cal party, yet his extraordinary victory last November quite over-

ran the narrower limitations of partizanship, and he begins his full

term with the consciousness that in the working out of his political

ideals he has behind him the practically united sentiment of tlie

American people. He embodies more completely than any Presi-

dent since Lincoln the thoughts and purposes of the electorate

which chose him. Popular satisfaction and popular confidei

found an extraordinary expression in his election, and the same
feelings tind expression in the enthusiastic satisfaction with which

his safe induction into office for another four years is hailed. And
this, more than any outward pomp or pageant, gave true color and

significance to the ceremony so successfully conductea yesterday."

The New York Sun (Ind.) says of the general enthusiasm for

Roosevelt

:

"This temporary truce of parties is not unwelcome; and the

brilliant personality of Mr. Roosevelt possesses the stage. If he

is ever tempted to forget, in the exhilaration of his honorable in-

tentions, the little restraints of the Constitution, Congress, or at

least the Senate, will not fail to remind him of them. If, in hi.s

impatience with admitted or imaginary evils, and his eagerness to

show results, he recommends dangerous or doubtful remedies, the

conservative and constitutional opposition will, doubtless, make
itself felt effectively."
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RETURNING THE CONFEDERATE BATTLE-
FLAGS.

ONLY one newspaper in the countrj'. so far as we have seen,

objects to the return of the Union and Confederate batde-

tlags now in the custody of the War Department in Washington.

The unanimous vote of both houses of Congress for this resto-

ration, and thegeneral complacency of the country at large, appear

remarkable to the newspapers that remember the tempest of criti-

cism that assailed President Cleveland in 1887, and turned him

from his purpose, when he authorized Adjutant-General Drum to

do the same thing. General Fairchild, commander of the G. A. R.

at that time, called loudly for palsy for the brain that conceived

the order, for the tongue that dictated it, and for the hand that

wrote it; Major Harper, of Pennsylvania, called the order " the

grossest insult that could possibly be given to the Union soldiers"
;

and the governors of Iowa. Nebraska, and Ohio sent strong tele-

grams of protest to the President. Governor Foraker, of Ohio

(now a member of the Senate which pa.ssed the resolution unani-

mously"!, said at that time that he oppo.sed the return of the Con-

federate standards, " not that I have any affection for the dirty

rags, but because they are emblems of treason, and are wanted for

no other purpose than public parade and to fire the Southern heart

with pride for a lost cause that ought never to be recalled except

with shame, because the crime of the age." "Foraker still lives,"

observes the Boston Journal^ " and the fact that he has changed

greatly in heart was proven not long ago by the fact that he intro-

duced the bill providing that the Government mark the graves of

Confederate soldiers buried in the North."

By this resolution " the last public act has been taken to efface

the scars left by the dreadful warfare, and truly a doxology of

thanks and rejoicing is in order," says the New Orleans Picayune

;

and the New Orleans Times-Democrat observes :

" When we reflect what an outburst of opposition the proposal

to do what has just been done caused during Mr. Cleveland's ad-

ministration we begin to realize the immensity of the change that

has come over popular sentiment in only a few years. Then sec-

tional hostility was an open, undisguised fact, and the North was

hardly in the mood for magnanimity. But now how different

everything is ! The unthinkable of thirty years ago, the improb-

able of less than two decades since, has become the actual of to-

day. The sections once divided by bitter memories have again
been welded by sentiment, as well as the fierce heat of war, into a
single whole. And the men on either side who have contributed

to thisgreat consummation, Grady, Lamar, McKinley, and others,

have done for their country what is above all price or praise."

The Atlanta Constitution rejoices in the following editorial over

the abolition of sectionalism :

" There are now no ' sections ' in the old rancorous sense. The
South has been ' back in the house of its fathers ' in letter and
spirit for so long a term that, save in hallowed memory, it has
almost forgotten it was ever elsewhere. As always with quarrels

between brethren, the aftermath has brought an even closer under-

standing and a more cordial relationship than that which preceded

the arbitrament of arms. The interests of Georgia and New
York, of Texas and of California have become those of a common
country. The perils of another war, mutually shared, and the

noble words and deeds of the rank and file on either side, have
narrowed the ancient chasm until it is hardly perceptible.

" Wide tolerance and the best spirit on either side call com-
pellingly for the complete obliteration of anything savoring, even
remotely, of bitterness or recrimination. The essence of this feel-

ing is demonstrated in the recent statement of John Sharp Will-

iams and others, that the South could afford to ignore even the

petty practises of a Miles, when it came to a question of liberality

at the present time.
" So with the return to Dixie of the tattered banners of a hun-

dred bloody battles, let us place them in the archives of our State

capitols and forget, except in reverence and tenderness, the intense

bitterness of a bygone era. Let there not be in our personal

relations nor our legislation the slightest taint of difference nor

division.

"But a few weeks .separate the birthdays of Lee, Lincoln, and
Washington, men who stand for such mighty epochs in our lumi-

nous history. The return of our scarred standards in conjunction

with these events marks a beautiful and significant lesson. Let us

not lose sight of its teachings."

J. M. Lewis makes the return of the flags the subject of these

lines in the Houston Post

:

Aye, bring the flags, the tattered and shot torn,

The rent and faded banners that were borne

By hands now dust and cheered by lips now dead,

Fhmg high o'er ramparts rent with shot and red

With blood of brave, brave men of North and South !

Aye, bring them back ! With eyes tear-dimmed, and mouth
Whose lines show grief and back of grief a pride.

AVE THEODORE!
Keppler in Fuck.
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WHY wouldn't this BE BETTER THAN CHLOROFORM? IF NOAH HAD BEEN CHLOROFORMED AT SIXTY!!

An amendment to Dr. Osier's statement that men over forty accomplisli noth- Dr. Osier forgets that Noah was 600 years old when lie launched the ark and
ing, and that they should retire or be chloroformed at sixty. saved the human race.

—Donahey in the Cleveland Plain Dealer. —Hurljjut in the Brooklyn Citizen.

CARTOON RAPS AT OSLER.

The South will take them ! For these flags have died
Brave men—no braver ! in the rain of death
The flags they yielded only with their breath.

Aye, bring the flags, the flag at Sharpsburg lost

!

And bring the flag at Appomattox tossed !

Bring them to Dixie where, for what they mean,
The hearts long dust, the weary years between,

Old Dixie's strains, the far flung rebel yell.

The sons who died in war's red seething hell.

They will be treasured, kissed with pain-drooped mouth !

There is no North to-day nor any South ;

Abreast they march where unwon lieights still gleam

;

But save the flags, mementoes of a dream.

THE SWAYNE ACQUITTAL.
''F^HE fact that the vote in the Senate on the Svvayne impeach-

- ment followed party lines pretty closely is used by the

Democratic papers to show that Swayne was really guilty, but was

acquitted by the Republican majority because

of his politics ; and is used by the Republican

papers, conversely, to show that he is an in-

nocent man, persecuted by the Democrats

because he is a Republican. The first view

seems to be held by the New York World

(Dam.) and the Philadelphia J?ecord (Dem.);

and the second view by the Philadelphia /"r^j-i-

(Rep.) and the Hartford Conrant (Rep.).

Diametrically opposite results of the case are

also predicted. The Senate's failure to punish

Judge Swayne for overcharging his expense

account, accepting railroad favors, and resi-

ding outside his district gives all the other

judges free rein to indulge in similar practises,

according to the New York Globe; while the

Brooklyn Citizen and the Philadelphia Ledger

think, on the other hand, that the Swayne

case will serve as a warning and stiffen the

morality of the judiciary.

Few, if any, newspapers express surprise at

the result, and most of them seem to think

that while the judge's conduct was repre-

hensible, it did not reach the weight of " high

crimes and misdemeanors " required by the

JUDGE SWAYNE.

" While he may not have done enough to

waiTant impeachment," says the Baltimore

Herald, " it has been shown that he is not a

particular ornament to the bench."

Constitution for conviction. Even that stern censor of public

anorals, The Evening Post, says that " the Senate could not rea-

sonably have done anything else than acquit the judge," for " it was

straining the facts to call him guilty of high crimes and misde-

meanors, and invoke the extreme remedy of the Constitution

against him."

The Springfield Republican believes that the impeachment,

without conviction, is sufficient punishment to cover the judge's

conduct. It remarks:

" It may be said that, even tho Judge Swayne be guilty on all the

counts of the indictment, he has been sufficiently punished through

mere impeachment and without conviction. And this maybe true.

Impeachment in itself, let alone conviction, has historically come
to possess in the public mind a very grave character. Most people

fail to distinguish between the charge and the decree of guilt

thereon. Impeachment and conviction mean
to them one and the same thing. Andrew
Johnson remains as deeply branded in the

common view as if he had actually been con-

victed and removed from office. The indict-

ment of a grand jury is a good deal for any

man to stand, even tho later proved innocent

of the charges. But indictment by the nation-

al House of Representatives in itself inflicts

a stigma much worse, and no federal judge or

other ofidcial will ever care to risk it, no mat-

ter how prompt and unanimous might be the

vote in favor of acquittal. Judge Swayne has

certainly, therefore, received a punishment,

even in acquictal, which is fully commensur-

ate with all the offenses charged; so great,

in fact, that it is understood he will make no

effort to presume anything on the verdict of

the Senate, but will resign."

The Washington Times thinks that the warn-

ing of the Swayne case will not be lost upon

the judiciary. It says:

" Doubtless much good will come out of

this case. It will be a lesson not only to

Judge Swayne, but to the judiciary in general.

The country expects the men on the bench

to maintain a high standard not merely as to
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just and fearless construction of the law. hut

as to ethics and personal demeanor. They
are regarded as a superior class, to whom
preterment has come as a reward for ability,

and that integrity shall be part of their equip-

ment is so thorouglily understood as to need

no mention. For a judge to come under any

shadow of doubt as to any of these qualifica-

tions is for him to lose a measure of his use-

fulness.
" The report that Judge Swayne will resign

will be believed. Such a course would be

natural. Until the decision of the court he

could not have retired without a tacit admis-

sion of culpability. Now that he has been

acquitted he can regard himself as vindi-

cated. At the same time it would hardly be

possible for him to retain his place with any

thought that in the public esteem he held the

station to which by common consent he was
entitled until charges had been made against

him."

DEATH OF MRS. STANFORD.
OELDOiM have the threads of tragedy,

^ romance, poverty, and riches been woven

into so picturesque a fabric as appears in the newspaper sketches

of the life of Mrs. Jane Lathrop Stanford (widow of Leland

Stanford), who died of strychnine poisoning in Honolulu on

Tuesday night of last week. Coming to California in poverty,

she had seen her husband rise to be Governor of the State and

the leading spirit of the Union Pacific Railroad ; had seen his

millions turned to the endowment of the richest university in

America by a vision immediately following the death of his only

son; then, upon her husband's death, had found his property tied

up in litigation, and denied herself every luxury to keep the doors

of the university open ; and at last, after seeing the institution

safely started upon a promising career, this woman of eighty

years, already shaken in health, and without a known enemy in the

world, is stricken with poison on an island of the Pacific. Upon
the news of her death the California legislature adjourned in re-

spect to her memory, and flags were placed at half-mast through-

out the State.

President Jordan, of Stanford University, says that she was "' the

MRS. JANE LATHROP STANFORD,

Who died in Honolulu last week of strychnine

poisoning.

wisest as well as the niost generous friend of

learning in our time." To (juote :

•'
1 1 in tlie years we knew her she ever had a

selfish feeling no one ever detected it. All

her thoughts were of the university and of

the way to make it effective for wisdom and
righteousness. No one outside the university

can understand the difficulties in her way in

the final establishment of the university, and
her patient deeds of self-sacrifice can be
known only to those who saw them from day
to day.

" .Some day the world may understand a

part of this. It will then know her for the

wisest as well as the most generous friend of

learning in our time. It will know her as the

most loyal and most devoted of wives, who
did always the best that she could do. Wise,
devoted, steadfast, prudent, patient and just,

every good word we can use was hers by
right. The men and women of the university

feel the loss not alone of the most generous

of helpers, but the nearest of friends."

The New York Tribune says:

"It is almost incredible that any Human
being can have wished to harm Mrs. Leland Stanford. It would,

on the contrary, have seemed certain that everybody with whom
she had ever been associated would be solicitous to shield her

from danger, threat, or apprehension. Yet her sudden death in

Honolulu, whither she had gone under circumstances hitherto

imperfectly understood, is suggestive not merely of a tragedy, but

of a hideous crime.
" The university founded in memory of their son by Senator and

Mrs. .Stanford, enriched by him at his death and put not long ago
by her act into possession of virtually all her great estate, will

doubtless continue its beneficent services in the field of education

without interruption or disturbance. Yet Mrs. Stanford's death

creates a void which can not be filled, and her devoted and pro-

foundly sympathetic ministrations in its behalf will long be missed

by those responsible for the fulfilment of a sacred trust which is

without a parallel among memorial foundations."

The Stanford gifts to tlie university are recounted as follows in

the New York Tivies :

"When Senator Stanford died he bequeathed to the university

'-^;x^^

ON THE giant's TRAIL.
—DeMar in the Philadelphia Record.

—The Kansas City Times.

FOOTPRINTS ON THE SANDS OF TIME.
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$2,500,000, but he left debts amoun'.'.ng to half this sum. Mrs.
Stanford saw to it. however, that the bequest was honored. The
United States Government brought suit against the estate for

$15,000,000, and had it won, the university would have been
doomed. The suit was for the old and expired debts of the Pacific

Railroad kings, known as the ' Big Four.'

"The courts allowed Mrs. Stanford $150,000 a year, as in ac-

cordance with her style of living when her husband was Governor.
The greater part of this she gave to the university, living in great

simplicity herself. Mrs. Stanford was about to sell her jewels,

estimated at being worth $2,000,000 and the 600 horses she had on
her ranch, when the decision of the Supreme Court, after years of

delay, restored to her the estate. The full bequest was then paid,

and to each of the students, who during the hard times had been
forced to pay an entrance fee of $10, the amount was returned.

" In 1S97 Mrs. Stanford announced that her San Francisco resi-

dence, valued at $1,000,000, was to become the property of the

university upon her death. Four years later she deeded the major
part of her estate, estimated at $30,000,000, to the institution. The
estate had enormously increased through her investments and
management. She watched the university with jealous care, with
the result that now and then she had serious disagreements with

some of its authorities."

WHAT CONGRESS DID.
'"

I
"HE record of the session of Congress just closed "is not a

-- brilliant one," says the New York Herald (Ind.)
; and the

Brooklyn Eagle (Dem.) remarks that " its tendency has been to ar-

rest action rather than to carry it out. " This conservative tendency

of the Congress is seen in the fact that on the most important mat-

ters that engaged public attention, such as tariff revision, the rail-

road rate bills, the statehood bills, the Santo Domingo treaty, new

legislation for Panama, and the Indian school-fund question, it ad-

journed without taking any action ; and in the case of the arbi-

tration treaties, the Senate amendments resulted in their abandon-

ment by the President. The anti-injunction bill, too, slumber-ed to

the end of the session in a committee-room pigeon-hole, and the

proposed shipping-subsidy legislation met a similar fate. The
agitation in favor of increasing the President's salary resulted in a

proposed amendment to an appropriation bill to that effect, but it

was barred out on a point of order. Throughout the session fre-

quent protests have appeared in our newspapers against the con-

tinuance of our tariff duties on Philippine products, and against

the application of our coastwise laws to Philippine commerce, but

without effect.

Turning to the affirmative side of the record, the main work of

the session has been the preparation and passage of the great ap-

propriation bills for carrying on the work of the Government. The
appropriations at this session amount to something like $800,000,-

000. Among these is an appropriation of $1,000,000 for deepening

the Delaware River channel, an improvement which Philadelphia

has been appealing to Congress for for years, and which is ex-

pected to add greatly to the city's commerce. Two new battle-

ships are provided for in the naval appropriation bill. Half a

dozen bills aimed to strengthen the steamboat inspection service

and prevent a repetition of the Slocum disaster have been made

law. Provision has been made for returning the Confederate and

Union battle-Mags to their respective States. A request from the

House has started a Federal investigation of the oil industry.

Senatorial opposition to the President in the amendment of his

arbitration treaties and inaction on the railroad rate bills and Santo

Domingo treaty, and support of the President by the House

Democrats have lent much life and warmth to what might other-

wise have been a dull session. Picturesqueness was also added to

the closing days of the House session by the vote of the represen-

tatives to pay themselves $190,000 mileage for the " constructive

recess " between the special and regular sessions in the fall of 1903.

The two sessions really merged into each other, but the President

had made " recess appointments " on the idea that there was a

"constructive recess," so the House (which impeached Judge

Swayne a few weeks ago for drawing more than his actual ex-

penses, and which had just passed a bill imposing fine and im-

prisonment on any judge who should present a false claim for ex-

penses) voted to pay itself railroad fare home and back for the

imaginary time between the two sessions. The New York Eve-
iii)ig Mail (Rep.) compares the members to pickpockets, and de-

clares that" there has never been anything meaner than this House
attempt to get hold of $190,000 of unearned public money." The
Senate struck the appropriation out of the bill.

In the closing days of the session the President sent to Congress

a partial report on the operations of the beef trust, in which Com-
missioner Garfield says that an investigation shows that the six

big packing firms under investigation kill about 45 per cent,

of the total meat killed in the United States, that their profits are

not large, and that there appears to be no general interownership

of stock among these companies. TJie Tfv^irA/ (Dem.) suggests

that " now that Commissioner Garfield has proved how near the

beef-packers are running to bankruptcy. President Roosevelt

ought to nead a popular subscription to repay them their court

expenses." The Washington correspondent of The Times (T) em.),

however, thinks the mild tone of the report due to the fact that

" the Government, being on the point of beginning a criminal

prosecution against the trust, does not intend to furnish it with

ammunition in advance."

The Chicago Trihuie (Rep.) thinks the postponement of action

on the railroad-rate bill is an attempt by the railroad magnates to

throw dust in the eyes of the people, or to delay action until the

people forget it ; but 7he Tribune warns them that in this case

their plan will fail. The New York .S"/^;/ (Rep.), The Journal of

Cotnmerce, the Philadelphia Inquirer (Rep.), and the St. Louis

Globe-Democrat (Rep.), however, believe that more mature con-

sideration will be beneficial. Says The Globe-Democrat :

" The delay may not be as harmful as may be supposed. The
Senate's interstate commerce committee will have hearings

throughout the recess on the railway-rate question, and will be

ready when the new Congress meets next December in its regular

session to deal more intelligently with the issue than it could now.

Of course, if Congress should be called in extra session the matter

would be taken up earlier. An extra session, if one should be had,

would be for the purpose of getting legislation on this question.

President Roosevelt thinks it is the biggest issue now before the

country. Apparently a large majority of the American people

stand with him in this opinion. The Esch-Townsend bill had a

nearly unanimous vote in the House. Democrats and Republicans

supported it. Democratic and Republican legislatures in several

States have come out in commendation of the President on this

question. Democratic leaders from Bryan and Williams down
have extolled him for his work on this issue. Democratic papers

all over the country support him in his rate regulation propaganda.
" The failure of the House bill on railway regulation means the

postponement of the latter for a few months or a year, and the

passage of a more carefully drawn measure than the Esch-Town-
send bill, which was prepared in a hurry."

The Senate has also directed its committee on finance to inves-

tigate the tariff question, a step that many regard as a move for

tariff revision. Thus the Washington Evening Star (Rep.) s^ys:

" The resolution adopted by the Senate authorizing and directing

the finance committee of that body to sit during the recess and in-

vestigate customs and internal revenue taxes, is an admirable step

in the direction of tariff revision. All friends of revision should

hail it with lively satisfaction.

" The excuse for non-action at this session on the tariff question

was the same as in the case of the railroad rates. It was too large

a question to be dealt with in a limited time. Too great interests

were involved to make hasty action .safe. Let us wait until there

was time enough, and until matters had been threshed out a little

more. What was the revision program ? How far did it reach.?

How much of the Dingley law was to be reshaped .-' Why go into

the work until it had been cut out by competent hands?
" It must be admitted that the revisionists have so far dealt a lit-

tle too much in generalities. The inequahties in some cases are
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•so plain they need not be named, altho they are named whenever

the !»ul)jtct is mentioned, liut taking the matter by and large no

adequate idea has yet been presented of just what is necessary to

bring the Uingley law up to date, and make it fit the conditions of

this day as admirably as it did the conditions of the day when it

went into etfect.

" Experts can easily solve this matter, and those who desire ac-

tion by the next Congress, and as members^ of that body will

be present to urge action, should lose no time in preparing them-

selves for the fray. It is going to be a very spirited contest. The
standpatters are getting ready to dispute every inch of the way,

and they represent interests that are powerfully intrenched in the

good things of this world. Were they permitted to have their way
there would be no change at all in the tariff law, but schedules.

long since outgrown, would be continued in operation until a crash

of some kind made action absolutely necessary."

POPULAR REPRESENTATION IN RUSSIA.
" I " H K people of St. Petersburg are represented in the cable de-

•• spatches as rubbing their eyes in amazement at the Czar's

manifesto and rescript of March 3, and, to judge from the news-

paper comment, this optical massage has not been confined to Rus-

sia. In the morning the Czar gave out his manifesto, calling upon

all those who were " true to Russia's past " to " rally around the

throne," and join in " the great and sacred task of overcoming the

stubborn foreign foe and eradicating revolt at home." This was

taken as a call to all friends of the autocracy to rally against the

reformers. But in the afternoon the Emperor was out with an-

other communication, a rescript addressed to the Minister of the

Interior, in which he declared his resolve, " with the help of God,

to convene the worthiest men. pos.sessing the confidence of the

people and elected by them, to participate in the elaboration and

consideration of legislative measures." This rescript, according

to a high official. " is not a step toward, but the actual grant to the

people of the means whereby their duly elected representatives can

place before his Majesty their views upon every important measure

affecting them and recommended by the council of the empire."

Pobiedonosiseff, Procurator of the Holy Synod and leader of the

reactionary party, is said to have written the manifesto of the

morning, but to have received the rescript of the afternoon with

surprise, indignation, and "emphatic language."

The New York Ez>ening Post thinks that Nicholas is a victim of

vacillation, and " seems like a man distraught." It adds :

" Liberty, however, thrives upon the follies and weaknesses of

those who would stay its course. It was from the feeble hands of

John that the barons of England wrested the great charter. So
from the vague and reluctant concessions which Nicholas, torn

with doubts and fears, is proposing, may yet be built up a Russian
parliament. Details are still wanting. Probably the Czar and his

counselors do not themselves know exactly what they want or in-

tend. But the thing is that the people are in the way to utter their

autlioritative voice. With whatever restrictions the elected repre-

sentatives may at first be hedged about ; however slowly they may
find and discharge their function ; the necessary beginning has

been made. Once assembled, the spokesmen of the people can

not be silenced or dispersed. They will acquire strength as they

go on. Hence we may be confident that, with whatever delays or

temporary backsets, we are witnessing the passing of the old order

in Russia."

The Philadelphia Ledger takes this hopeful view :

" The voice of the Russian people has been heard at last by the

autocrat; in one sense, at least, the gulf between emperor and sub-

jects has been bridged, and never again shall the anachronistic

despotism of the Romanoffs be reestablished on its old basis.

" Wavering and uncertain as the deliberations between the Czar
and his advisers may seem, nothing is more certain than that they

are bound to result in substantial concessions to the popular de-

mands. The amazing outburst of free speech which the Govern-
ment has permitted—beginning with the demands of the zemstvo
representatives in November, and culminating in the extraordinary

boldness of the workingmen in insisting upon the relea.se of the im-

prisoned strikers, and upon immunity and free speech for their

delegates as a condition precedent to their participation in the for-

mation of an economic commission— can not be fruitless of results.

It may be that the imperial prisoner at Czarskoe-Selo and his

Ministers will deny the summons for a zemsky sobor as an expe-

dient too archaic; that they will put off the formulation of a con-

stitution or the adoption of a parliamentary system in its Western
development ; but the Russian people have gone too far to be much
longer denied a rightful share in government. The imperial con-

cession may take the form of a national assembly to consult and
propose laws, but, whatever its form, it will be a radical departure

from the old rdgime. The knell has rung in Russia for the ex-

treme form of absolutism."

TOPICS IN BRIEF.

Russia also needs a navy sobor. - The Detroit Free Press.

Evidently Standard Oil is sadly deficient when it comes to quieting troubled

waters.— The Detroit Free Press.

Men may lose their usefulness after forty, but Mrs. Chadwick did not find

them so.— Tlie Balttuiore Atncricaii.

The infant heir to the Russian throne has the grippe. Probably caught what
his papa lost.— The New York American.

The Denver Republican declares that Colorado must have more people. Evi-

dently that or less votes.— 7"Ae Philadelphia Press.

The charge of cowardice against General Stoessel is disproved by the fact that

he has returned to Russia.— The Washington Post.

Russian students say that it is impossible to study under such conditions.

It seems that the time has come to recite.— The Detroit Free Press.

If Professor Osier really thinks a man is no good after he is sixty, he might try

to beat Uncle Russell Sage on a stock deal.— 77is New York World.

Savs President Hadley, of Yale :
" The country wants more President Roose-

velts." Yes, but one at a ti me, doctor ; one at a time.— The Milwaukee Se ntincl-

It may pay those Kansans to read up on how the Standard Oil Company was

driven out of Pennsylvania about a cjuarter of a century ago.— The Washington

Post.

about the only way left.

—Morgan in the Philadelphia Inquirer.

Mr. John Barrett, the American Minister to Panama, asks us to announce

an offer of $225 in prizes "for the best papers on the relations of the United

States with the Latin-American Republics, to be competed for by young men
and women now in the regular course of any college or university of recognized

standing in the United States." Mr. Barrett makes this offer in a letter to Presi-

dent Nicholas Murray Butler, of Columbia University, New York City, and sug-

gests that the prizes be $100, $75, and $50 respectively, and that President Butler,

Albert Shaw, and President Finley, of the College of the City of New York, be

the judges. As the matter is thus left with President Butler, any further informa-

tion, presumably, can be obtained from him. " The present is most opportune,"

says Mr. Barrett, " for inaugurating a new era in the study of Latin America, be-

cause, under the administration of President Roosevelt and his announced policy,

in whom and which the I,atin states have great confidence, remarkable progress

is sure to be made in evolving better international relations."
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LETTERS AND ART.

SOIVIE OBSERVATIONS ON THE AMERICAN
SHORT STORY.

TWELVE thousand stories, received by Collier''s Weekly in a

prize competition initiated in February of last year, afford a

basis for some interesting generalizations regarding the present

tendencies of American fiction. The three judges in the contest-

Mr. Walter H. Page, Mr. William Allen White, and Senator

Lodge, of Massachusetts—were unable to agree upon a verdict,

but compromised by awarding the first prize of ^5,000 to Rowland

Thomas, of Peabody, Mass. ; the second prize of $2,000 to Mar-

garet Deland, of Boston, Mass. ; and the third prize of $1,000 to

Raymond AL Alden, of Palo Alto, Cal. Not the least striking

feature of a competition in which many of the leading authors of

the country participated is the fact that the first and third prizes

went to men who are comparatively unknown.

Mr. Page, writing in Collier's JF^^/^'/y (February 11) of his expe-

rience as a judge in this competition, says

:

" It is a helpful exercise to determine what constitutes a good
story, and it was interesting to see what sorts of material these

writers selected, and how skilfully they used it. I have not had
a pleasanter experience for years.

" A good story is—a good story ; for there is not room enough in

a weekly journal, nor time enough in a well-filled calendar, to un-

dertake definitions. But this much is true—a story must be a suc-

cession of events or experiences, and a single picture or a mere
description is not a story. It may be material for a story; but

good material must be put together well to make a story. There
were ' strong ' manuscripts that failed, for this reason, to commend
themselves to me. They were like pieces of good building stone?

but they were not put together. So many writers seemed to mis-

take good material for good stories, that I wonder if this be not a

common mistake in our time. Surely it is a fundamental mistake

to forget that story-telling is an art, a difficult art, too. A man
who has a stirring fact or a thrilling experience has not a story

until he has used it in some proper way—has constructed it, has

built it.

" It indicates, no doubt, one mood of our time and country that

so few of these stories were about life in towns or in cities, or even

about indoor life. If our frontier has disappeared in fact, it re-

mains in fiction. The scenes of a very large proportion of them
were in the West; few were about life in the Eastern States, and
surprisingly few were New England stories. The West (the trans-

Mississippi region) and the Southern States were the scenes of

most of them."

Mr. White expresses surpri.se at the comparative worthlessness

of so many of the stories submitted. "To the average man who
would give the matter of story-writing any thought," he says, "it

would appear that at least a thousand of those twelve thousand

stories would be in the list of possible winners. To say that by a

casual reading eleven thousand five hundred out of a possible

twelve thousand stories would be cast out as utterly unworthy of

competition with the five hundred remaining seems preposterous.

Yet it is true and more than true." Mr. White thinks that "if a

man has anything to say he will begin to say it in the first thou-

sand words he writes," and he records it as his own experience, in

the Collier''s contest, that " each of the first ninety-five stories in

every hundred could be cast aside with five minutes' reading."

He continues

:

" Among the twelve thousand stories submitted for competition

in this contest, one sees that the time of every story but one is set

since the election of President McKinley, and one or two of the

best stories come down to the latter half of the present admin-
istration. Civil-war stories are missing, the mortgage on the farm
and the wayward daughter are missing, Indian fighting stories are

missing, and dialect stories are missing. There is but one doublet

and hose in the hundred stories, and not a pair of top-boots and
miner's whiskers in the lot. On the other hand, there are two
automobiles, a modern battle-ship, a big prairie-type engine, a

pianola, a police scandal, a freak woman reporter, a modern hos-

pital, innumerable trained nurses, five-o'clock commuters' trains

whizzing by every ten thousand words, and telephone buzzers zip-

ping on every page. More than this, the whole contest is full of

east wind. Forty per cent, of the stories are located in and around
New York City, and twenty per cent, that are located elsewhere

concern New Yorkers in exile. And this also is curious : When
the New Yorker in these stories has to leave New York he goes
straight to the desert west of the Rocky Mountains. The Arizona
desert catches six New Yorkers in the hundred stories, the Nevada
and California desert catches ten New Yorkers, the Idaho desert

two, and if Collier's holds a few more contests, the desert will

blossom as the rose, and the Yucca stalks winking with electric

signs will coax wayfarers inio the haunts of the Gila monster and
the horned toad. After New York and the desert, the home of

true romance, judging from these stories, would seem to be New
England. There only do the expense accounts of the heroes and
heroines shrink into the background. They live with no visible

means of support, except in a few instances the old farm. Fol-

lowing New England, California is the next most popular habitat

of the story people. Just one story is located in Chicago, and one
in some town like Pittsburg. Three stories are located in the mid-
dle West, one in central Illinois, a second in Indiana, and a third

at some Mississippi River town, say Davenport, la. Davenport
gets one of the three labor stories, Chicago another, the third

being located in the clouds some place. Two of the labor stories

are socialistic, and the Davenport story, being of the West West-
ern, is strongly anti-socialistic or individualistic. Alaska comes in

for one scene of a telepathic story, with the central office down in

Italy, and Japan gets all the stage setting of one story and one act

in another story. The only war story in the lot is located in the

Island of Luzon, and the hero is a black man. The black man and
the race question are the themes of four stories. In one the fel-

low marries an octoroon, in another the girl escapes marrying a

mulatto, in the third there is a public burning of the quadroon son

of the local district judge for the usual offense. Two of the authors

of the three stories concerned with miscegenation are opposed to

it, and one author seems to be in doubt. It is interesting to ob-

serve that this topic, which has scarcely any place in the discus-

sion of intelligent people north of the black belt, should dominate

3 per cent, of these stories, or as much attention as the labor

question. There is but one political story and one temperance
story in the hundred—which, considering that the stc ies were sent

in during a political campaign, and at a time when railroads and
insurance companies are bringing the question of temperance for-

ward, is rather odd.
" None of the better writers in the contest put in too much local

color, yet all of them used it—even those who preached and were
improbable—and used it with discrimination. And the hopeful

thing for real literature in this country is this: That only four

writers wrote what might be called foreign stories."

An Antique Encyclopedia.—A very unusual text has

recently come to light and is attracting considerable attention in

Berhn. It is written on a leaf that was formerly wound around a

mummy, and the style of the letters used indicates that it is more

than two thousand years old. A late number of the Sitzungs-

Berichle, of the Berlin Academy, speaking of papyri that have

fallen into German hands, says

:

" First we had the ' Persians ' of Timotheus, then the Didymus
commentaries on Demosthenes, together with many other frag-

ments of Greek poetry and prose, and to-day we have this remark-

able text. ... In it mention is made, in formal order, of legis-

lators, painters, sculptors, architects, and mechanics. Only the

most prominent representatives of the professions and trades have

been selected, and frequently the particular achievement is stated

to which the representative owes his fame. Following these tlie

seven wonders of the world, the largest islands, the highest moun-
tains, the longest rivers, and the most beautiful fountains are

enumerated.

"The text, which is concluded with these, is only an extract

from a larger work which, in its turn, is based on the results of

Alexandrine investigation. How fragmentary the transmis.sion to

us of these results formerly was is shown by the fact that not sel-

dom we read mention of new texts and of new men. We are told»
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for instance, of a certain Phenician, Abdaraxos, who is said to

have produced the objects of mechanical art found in Alexandria,

and of one Dorion who invented an engine of war that bore the

appropriate name, ' The Ender of War."

"The greatest significance of the discovery lies in the fact that

it gives new and authentic information concerning the men of an-

tiquity who won a classical reputation in their art."

—

Translation

made for The. Literary Digest.

KOROLENKO, APOSTLE OF PITY.

VLADIMIR KOROLENKO, the " discoverer " of Gorki and

the present editor of the influential Russian magazine, Russ-

kaya Bogatstvo, is the subject of an article by Christian Brinton

in The Bookman (March). Mr. Brinton characterizes the Russian

author as " an exponent of social pity," and declares: "It is he

who personities more than any one el.se that surging social con-

science which must in tlie end re-

deem Russia." Continuing, he says :

" Like Gogol. Korolenko is a Lit-

tle Russian, and hence came nat-

urally by an unfailing tenderness of

heart and a genial, robust outlook

that never forsook him even in the

face of incredible hardship. He
was born, in 1853, at Zhitomir, in

Volhynia, the son of a Cossack

father and a Polish mother. While

he was attending the Technological

Institute at St. Petersburg his father

died, leaving the family penniless.

Poor as he was, Korolenko man-
aged, however, to enter the Petrov-

sky College of Agriculture in Mos-
cow. Yet he was not there long

befoi a he was pounced upon by the

police and banished to the Govern-

ment of Vologda. It was but the

beginning of a ten-years' persecu-

tion, which he bore with unflinching

fortitude. Whether forced to live

among fanatic \'otiaks or semisav-

age Yakuts, he always managed to

get closer to the human heart and

to read more deeply the perplexing

mystery of human destiny. Years

of loneliness and privation in the

most desolate quarters of the empire

could not break his spirit. ... He
has never penned a line that does

not thrill with love for human kind

or radiate an abiding tenderness for

the frail and the forlorn. Instead of being embittered by his ex-

periences, he has been broadened. Among cripples or convicts,

among navvies or thieves, along the ice-bound Lena or the slum-

bering Volga, in filthy kabak or in tumble-down izba, he has al-

ways found sparks of kindness and of courage. He does not

concern himself with those who indulge in sentimental self-anal-

ysis, but with those who are hungry or sick unto death. Women
seldom flit across his pages, for women are plastic, adaptable, and

easily appeased. It is more apt to be a blind child or a man
shattered by suffering or blighted by ignorance who becomes his

pathetic and appealing hero. There is hardly a character in the

entire range of his work that has not been taken direct from the

teeming, troubled life about him. He has never had to invent a

situation nor to manufacture a tragedy. The material for innu-

merable plots lay seething before his eyes, and heart-racking scenes

were daily enacted in his presence. Yet despite everything he

has remained a mellow, sunny Little Russian, transfusing all he

saw with sympathy and with a playful, endearing commiseration
that nothing could obscure."

Of Korolenko's literary achievement we read:

"' Makar's Dream,' Korolenko's first story of importance, which
appeared in the Russkaya J/yj/ while its author was still in exile,

opened the eyes of Russia to a new man and to a new field. It is

a pro.se epic, fanciful, yet real, depicting with color, precision, and
expansive humor life among the Yakuts of the Siberian Ta'iga.

The effect of the story was tonic. It came at a time when Tolstoy
was confusing the public with ' My Confession ' and ' My Re-
ligion,' and when (}arshin's ' Red Flower' was adding to the gen-
eral hysteria. Here at last was a sane, jovial talent, a man who
had not forgotten how to laugh. ' Sketches of a Siberian Tourist

'

followed, and they, together with 'A Saghalinian," At-Davan,'
and a score of kindred tales quickly assured Korolenko's repu-
tation. For consummate poetic realism and for pure descriptive
beauty, Turgenef himself never surpassed certain of these
sketches, and for poignant humanity they often recall the agonizing
pages of Crime and Punishment.' With later stories the range
of character and incident became almost infinite. The grotesque
terror of Makar was followed by the tremulous aspiration of little

Joachim in' The Blind Musician '; the demoniac cruelty of Arabin
in ' At-Davan ' found antithesis in the garrulous solicitude of old
Tiburzky. ' In Bad Company ' and ' A Paradox' are two of the

most exquisite bits of child analysis

in any language, and ' At Night'
and ' The Old Bell-Ringer' show a
power of evoking the supernatural

that has rarely been equalled. The
appeal to sympathy which persists

through all these stories is infec-

tious, not obvious. It is almost un-

willingly that Korolenko touches the

lieart-strings, and yet he never fails

to do so."

Korolenko is " ev'en greater as a
man than as a writer," says Mr.

Brinton in conclusion ;
" and it is as

a man that he is worshiped by his

countrymen. They worship him be-

cause he is an individualist, an

idealist, because he believes with

every apostle of progress that there

is many a dawn which has not yet

shed its light."

THE APHRODITE STATUE
IN NEW YORK.

A

VLADIMIR KOROLENKO
Editor of Russkaya Bogatstvo (St. Petersburg); author of ' Sketches

of a Siberian Tourist," " The Blind Musician," etc

STATUE of Aphrodite, ex-

hibited at the National Arts

Club, New York, during the past

few days, has aroused extraordinary

interest in the artistic world. Its

owner, Mr. Frederick Linton, is

convinced that it is " the greatest

piece of ancient Greek art in the

world " ; and Mr. Charles de Kay, the art critic of the New York

Times, discusses its merits in the following glowing terms :

"It is Aphrodite, as we .see from the dolphin curving a fantastic

and very living tail from the surface of the water on which the

goddess stands, the same dolphin that accompanies the Venus de

Medici—but how superior in vivacity and in carving ! It is Aphro-

dite, as we see from the Greek profile, the soft hair caught behind

the head and held in place by a fillet, from the one open hand
lightly extended in front low down, the other crossing the bosom
and touching the nipple of the left breast—like the Venus de Med-
ici again. But how superior to that vaunted and rightly admired

Venus is this r^7/^;/iZ///^ from the Grecian past ! The Medici's arm
was never found, and a Florentine sculptor restored it. Had this

statue been discovered in the time of Michelangelo, the resto-

ration would have been different.

" For what is this kind of jeweled strap carved on the hand and

partly broken off ? Not a bracelet—altho, half way between

shoulder and elbow on the left arm, one sees a depression meant

to retain there a bracelet of gold. No, it is the remnant of the

Girdle of Venus, that magic belt which made woman or goddess

who possessed it irresistible, as we remember Hera found it, when
she borrowed it from Aphrodite in the Iliad. This piece alone.
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this arm and hand with the ends of the girdle still adhering, would
be enough by itself to make this statue one of the most famous in

the world.

"It is Aphrodite Gendtiera, Venus the mother, who stands here

with the stains of her long seclusion covering the fair marble of

her face and figure

" Who can be the prodigy in sculpture capable of this ? Who
could chisel from the live stone with such ease and sovereign mas-
tery a figure of which we see only exquisite copies in the Venuses
at Rome, Naples, and Munich ? No one less than Praxiteles him-

self !

"

The origin of the statue is wrapped in mystery. Mr. Linton

declares that he is pledged to secrecy on this point ; but, according

to rumor, the work was found walled up in a stable near Palermo,

Sicily. It has been in Mr. Linton's possession for sixteen years,

was exhibited at the Columbian Exposition in 1893, and has been

in a storage warehouse since that time. Prof. Allen Marquand,

of Princeton University, examined the statue seven years ago, and

recorded his estimate in Sc7-ibnei's Magazine. He remarked that

many who had seen the statue had " been so charmed with its

beauty as to care little whether it is ancient or not" ; and, in spite

of his emphasis on certain "suspicious" features in its execution,

left the impression that he regarded it as a genuine product of

ancient Greek art.

Signor Ettore Pais, director of the Naples Museum, who is at

present in this country, is deeply impressed by the importance of

the statue, and pronounces it, without hesitation, antique Grecian

marble. In this judgment Mr. Alexander Manzavinos, a marble-

cutter of Athens, concurs ; while Mr. Choles, a Greek archeologist,

who has worked for many years at excavations in Greece under

Prof. Charles Waldstein, believes that the Linton " Aphrodite " is

a genuine Praxiteles. Against these opinions must be set those of

Dr. Henry Stephens Washington, of Locust, N. J., who is recog-

nized as the leading authority on marbles in America, and .of F.

Edwin Elwell, curator of statuary at the Metropolitan Museum of

Art. Dr. Washington makes the unqualified statement (to a New
York Times reporter) that the statue is not by Praxiteles, adding

that " the claim that it is is little less than wildly ridiculous." Mr.

Elwell says

:

" I am certain that this' Aphrodite ' is not of ancient origin ; that

it is not Greek, and that it is of a period not more remote than the

Renaissance. It is an exceptionally clever piece of sculpturing;

of that there is no question, but that it is of ancient origin I do not

believe. I have no hesitancy in saying that the figure was not

made by Praxiteles, nor by any artist of his period, but by some
clever sculptor of a much later period."

The New York Evening Post prints the following account of an

interview with Signor A. Olivotti, a well-known New York art

dealer who has a residence in Florence, Italy, and is believed

to possess accurate knowledge concerning the much-discussed

" Aphrodite "

:

"'
I have been somewhat amused,' said Signor Olivotti, ' at the

agitation here in New York over the so-called " Aphrodite " statue,

and especially at its attribution to the chisel of Praxiteles on the

slenderest of foundations.'
" He was asked why he doubted the antiquity of the work.
"' Knowing the skill of some of our sculptors in Italy,' he re-

plied, ' I see nothing in the statue itself to make me think it may
not be a modern work. Quite possibly it dates from one hundred

years or so ago, when antique marble was more easily to be had

and cheaper than now, and it is very likely that the marble of this

statue is antique. But antique marble alone does not make an

antique statue.'
"' What about the report that you know something about the

sale of this " Aphrodite " in 1889 ?
' was asked.

"' Apart from the internal evidence,' he said, ' I have informa-

tion from Florence that a Venus, which was said to be antique,

was purchased from a certain marquis in Florence by a dealer in

antiquities, for a comparatively small price, and that it was resold

in 1889 to an Englishman of tiie name of Linton. As the name of

the present owner of the " Aphrodite " is Linton, and as he says
that it was acquired by him in 1889, it seems not improbable that
the Venus of Florence and the " Aphrodite " of the Arts Club are
identical.'

" When asked if the Venus caused much of a stir in the art
world of Florence, Signor Olivotti said :

"' No, it did not make a great commotion there, nor was it ever
assumed to be a rival of the Venus di Medici of the Uffizi Gal-
lery.

'

"

INTELLECTUAL TRAITS OF COVENTRY
PATMORE.

A NAME which looms somewhat large in the prophetic im-
•^^ agination of Mr. Edmund Gosse is that of Coventry Pat-

more, the English poet whose biography Mr. Gosse has just con-

tributed to the series of " Literary Lives" (edited by W. Robertson

Nicoll). Patmore won a popular reputation by his earlier work,

"The Angel in the House" (1854-56), but his vogue declined,

especially in the eyes of the critics, after the pubhcation of Swin-

burne's" Poems and Ballads " (1866). Mr. Gosse looks to a revival

of interest in this neglected poet which shall give him a unique

and permanent place in English literature. In individualizing this

figure among the class of nineteenth-century poets, the biographer

declares

:

"The central impression which long impact with the mind of

Coventry Patmore produced was that here was an example—pos-
sibly the most remarkable e.xample in England at that time— of the

intellectual and moral aristocrat. To no other man of his age was
the general trend of the nineteenth century toward uniformity and
solidarity so detestable as it was to Patmore. The give and take

of modern toleratimi, the concentrated action of masses of men,
whose units fit into one another, meant absolutely nothing to him.

He would abandon no privilege for the general convenience ; he
watched the modern instinct warring against the solitary person,

instinctively so hateful to democracies, and he defied it. Defiance

was not a burden to him ; he was 'ever a fighter,' requiring for com-
f>lete mental health the salubrious sensation of antagonism

" If we study this mental attitude more closely, we find that it

denoted the exercise of a singular moral independence. Patmore
is not comprehended unless we remember that he deliberately arro-

gated to himself the right to perform certain intellectual acts which
were of an exceptional nature. It appears to me that throughout

his whole life in maturity he was training himself to absolute lib-

erty in matters of will, altho at the same time, by a paradox, re-

maining strictly obedient to the laws of the Church of Rome.
This led him to an ingenuity of expression which sometimes
appeared casuistical, but there was no real inconsistency. His in-

dependence enabled him to believe that he was never driven along

paths which seemed those of obedience and renunciation, but that

his spirit leaped ahead to obey before the order was given and to

renounce in joy before the temptation was formulated. His atti-

tude to certain persons within his own communion showed how
anxious he was that his freedom should not be tampered with.

The hot flame of the tyrannicide burned in his breast, and he was
ready to destroy any one who threatened his individual independ-

ence."

Mr. Gosse goes on to say that Patmore showed a noticeable

openness of mind, "where his curious prejudices did not happen

to interfere." His sympathy embraced Emerson, Swedenborg,

Pascal, and even Schopenhauer. Swedenborg attracted him " by

the closeness of his visionary teaching to that of the Catholic

Church, altho it was reached from an opposite point of view" to

his own. " When he himself was reproved for boldness in his

expressions about the mysteries of the faith, he could hardly have

found words which would better express his feelings than those in

which Pascal rebuffed the suggestion that he should withdraw the

' Provinciales.' " He might have replied about his own " Psyche "

odes, says Mr. Gosse, " Loin de m'en repentir, si j'etais a les faire,

je les ferais encore plus fortes" (So far am I from repenting,

that if I had to write them again. I should write them even more
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strongly). As to his attitude toward Schopenhauer the author

proceeds

:

* A certain pessimism in general matters, united to or imposed

upon his extraordinary optimism in particular instances, led Pat-

more to sympathize with those who have despaired of the system

of human institutions. He was drawn with a vehement attraction

to the dark philosophy of Schopenhauer, of whom he was one of

the earliest students in this country. The tremendous effort which

Patmore was always making to prevent his religious faith from

compromising his intellectual judgment enabled him to tolerate

the apparent atheism in the German philosopher's system. But it

is very curious to notice that Patmore, like Nietzsche long after-

ward (in iSSS), recognized in Schopenhauer an element which his

general readers were far from observing. Each of them, from his

diametrically opposite view, instinctively detected what was still

Christian in Schopenhauer, and observed how much he continued

to be dominated by Christian formulas."

A view of his curious habit of making and breaking friendships

is brought out in the following

:

" He was so very loyal to his restricted friendships that a fresh

incongruity is to be traced in the notorious fact that he had sac-

rificed more illustrious friends on the altar of caprice than any

other man in England. He had been intimate with Tennyson.

Emerson, Browning, Rossetti. Millais, and Woolner, yet each of

these intimacies ceased as time went on, and each was broken off

or dropped by Patmore. He had got a reputation in some quarters

for churli.shness which it is not very easy to explain away, yet

which he did not quite deserve. The cessation of these relation-

ships was due to several causes. In the cases of Tennyson and in

lesser measure of Ruskin, the youthful spirit of idolatry had given

place to a mature independence not so agreeable to the idol.

" Another cause for the rupture of certain early friendships was
religious sentiment. H must never be forgotten that Patmore was
not merely a Catholic, but an enthusiastically convinced and stren-

uous one. His conversion to Rome severed many old ties, and he

was not anxious that these should be renewed. His attitude to

Rossetti was typical. He spoke of no one with more heat of re-

sentment than of Rossetti; I remember that, on occasion of that

poet's death, in 1882, I was bewildered by Patmore's expressions.

He drew himself up in his chair, his eyes blazed, he was like the

Prophet Ezekiel in his denunciation. He considered, so he ex-

plained, that Rossetti, more than any other man since tlie great

old artist-age, had been dowered with insight into spiritual mys-
teries, that the Ark of passion had been delivered into his hands
and that he had played with it, had used it to serve his curiosity

and his vanity, had profaned the Holy of Holies; that he was Uz-
zah and Pandarus, and that tliere was no forgiveness for him any-

where."

It rarely happens, says Mr. Gosse, that a knowledge of the

man is so essential to the comprehension of his writings as in the

case of Patmore. He continues :

"To understand the poems, some vision of the angular, vivid,

discordant, and yet exquisitely fascinating person who composed
them is necessary. During a great portion of his life the genius

of Patmore was under an almost unbroken cloud ; it was the object

of ridicule and rebuke ; even now, when honor is generally paid to

his name, the extraordinary originality and force of his best work
is properly appreciated by but few. It is my firm conviction that

the influence of Coventry Patmore. as the master-psychologist of

love, human and divine, is destined steadily to increase, and that

a future generation will look back to him with a mingled homage
and curiosity when many of those whose doings now fill the col-

umns of our newspapers are forgotten.

"

Mr. Gosse thinks it not very unsafe to predict Patmore's po-

sition in literary history. Noting that he does not stand quite in

the central stream of the age in which he lived, he will not, he

says, " be inevitably thought of as representative of the intellect

of his time, like Tennyson, nor as a spreading human force, like

Browning, nor as a universal stimulant and irritant, like Matthew
Arnold." Yet, he declares, there is no reason why his fame should

be less durable than that of Tennyson and Arnold, " altho it must
always be smaller and of a radiance less extended."

BERNARD SHAW'S POLITICO-SOCIAL SATIRE,
"JOHN BULL'S OTHER ISLAND."

IN Germany, and on the Continent generally, Mr. George Ber-

nard Shaw is now more and more discussed as one of the

most remarkable and considerable of English playwrights. In

England, however, he is still treated as a brilliant and paradoxical

person who takes no one and nothing seriously. His latest com-

edy, "John Bull's Other Island," had just six performances at the

London Court Theater at special matinees. The critics pro-

nounced it one of his cleverest and most bewildering bits of dra-

matic fooling, one of them remarking that it must have been

Mr. Shaw's intention to flout fantastically and impartially every

proposed and conceivable solution of the Irish question. All

agreed that it wilfully and perversely violated every rule of con-

struction and development observed, not without success, by Mr.

Shaw himself in other plays.

The plot is thin and slight, and may be briefly indicated as fol-

lows :

Broadbent, a typical Englishman, and Larry Doyle, an angli-

cized Irishman, are engineers and partners in business in London.
Broadbent is a political radical, who lives on shibboleths and is an

ardent reformer and humanitarian, with a wonderful capacity for

misunderstanding men and facts. He is a champion of the op-

pressed Irish, whom he does not know in the least.

He decides to study the Irish question "on the ground," and
persuades his partner, a man without illusions or shams, to set

out for the Emerald Isle with him. Larry goes without the slight-

est faith in the undertaking. They arrive, and go to a village,

Roscullen, where they get into " touch " with many native types

—

a peasant superstitious enough to be a Pagan ; an unfrocked priest

named Keegan, supposed to be insane, but who is only a mystic;

the parish priest, as superstitious as the peasant, tho in a different

way, and so on.

Broadbent meets a Miss Nora, an old sweetheart of Larry's,

who has not lost her love for that cynical individual. He falls in

love with her, but the girl laughs at him. Next day, Larry having

refused to stand for Parliament for that district, Broadbent is in-

duced to present himself as a candidate. He gladly consents, and
begins to make stump speeches on home rule, land and church

affairs that excite the amusement of the natives, who fool him in a

hundred different ways without his suspecting the least incongruity

in his position.

To increase his popularity, Broadbent offers to take a farmer's

pig home on a motor-car. Unfortunately, the automobile runs

over the pig and, in addition, knocks the window out of the village

china-shop. The grave Englishman, unabashed, continues his

queer campaign, and the situation' grows more and more farcical.

He makes love to Nora, in spite of his rebuff, and finally she ac-

cepts him, having satisfied herself that Larry had ceased to care

for her. The villagers accept him in a political sense, and after

many comical debates and incidents Broadbent announces that he

will build a big hotel in the village, restore the old tower, and lay

out golf links.

There are innumerable " Shawisms " in the piece, and the digs

at the Irish are as plentiful as those at John Bull. The critic to

whom " Man and Superman " was dedicated, Mr. Walkley, wrote

about the play in the London Times

:

"' It's all rot,' says Broadbent, the Englishman, of some speech
by his Irish friend, Larry Doyle, ' it's all rot, but it's so brilliant,

you know.'. Here, no doubt, Mr. Shaw is slyly taking a side

glance at the usual English verdict on his own works. That ver-

dict will need some slight modification in the case of ' John Bull's

Other Island.' For, in the first place, the play is not all rot.

Further, it has some other qualities than mere brilliancy. It is at

once a delight and a disappointment. It delights us by its policy

of pin-pricks. Mr. Shaw takes up the empty bladders of life, the

current commonplaces, the cant phrases, the windbags of rodo-
montade, the hollow conventions, and the sham sentiments; quiet-

ly inserts his pin; and the thing collapses with a pop. Occasion-
ally, he indulges in fiercer onslaughts with more formidable
weapons. Like Johnson, after a certain conversation described
by Garrick, he has ' tossed and gored several persons.' The play
delights us, again, by its able dialectic. Its interlocutors never
shirk a point or swerve from it ; every side gets a fair hearing, and
tho, in the end, all parties are dismissed with costs, we have a con-
viction that justice has been done."
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SCIENCE AND INVENTION.

A NEW DISCOVERY IN ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

WHAT is characterized by The Electrical World and En-

gineer as" upon the whole the most sensational innovation

in electric lighting of recent years," has just been announced in

both the technical and the daily press. This innovation, which

consists in the use of incandescent filaments made of the rare metal

tantalum, is said by the papers quoted above (January 28) to be

extraordinary, not only in the result, but in the commercial em-

ployment of a material the very name of which is unknown to most

people and which has previously ranked as a mere chemical cu-

riosity. To quote further

:

" Starting with true German pertinacity on a quest for refractory

conductors, Siemens & Halske set competent chemists at the task

and kept unflinchingly on until success was attained. The actual

outcome was perhaps more fortunate than they would have been

justified in hoping, since the material finally found possesses unex-

pectedly valuable characteristics. Tantalum, to begin with, is a

rare element belonging to the same chemical group as bismuth and
antimony. We may note that it, with its near relation, niobium,

was first found a little more than a century ago in a rare mineral

from Massachusetts. The pair were considerably mixed in the

minds of the early investigators, and it was fifty years or more
before their identity became quite clear. Tantalum had, up to the

time of these experiments, been known in the metallic state only

as a black powder, probably somewhat impure, but still remark-

able in its highly refractory character and its immunity from at-

tack by all acids save hydrofluoric. In the skilful hands of Dr.

Von Bolton, this somewhat impracticable material was purified

and reduced in vacuo (it takes fire in the air) and from the crucible

emerged a new metal in its true form, heavy, malleable, ductile,

strong as steel and more resistant than platinum to heat and chemi-

cal reagents. Moreover, it has a much higher specific resistance

than platinum and a slightly lower coefiicient of expansion with

heat.
" With this combination of qualities the making of a glow-lamp

with a tantalum filament was a comparatively simple task. Its

very high melting-point insured the endurance of the slender wire

even when pushed to

a radiant efficiency far

above that practicable

with carbon, and, in

fact, the tantalum lamps

have proved capable of

good life when working

steadily at better than

two watts per candle-

power. This efficiency

implies a finer and
whiter light than at the

efficiency now common
in glow-lamps—a light

like that of the Nernst

lamp or the acetylene

flame. The chief diffi-

culty to be overcome in

using the tantalum fila-

ment was the support of

so long a wire as was
necessary, having a tendency to droop v/hen hot. For a normal

I lo-volt lamp the length of wire to be supported is about 2 feet, and

the supporting spiders, while looking a bit complicated, can still

be gotten into a bulb of modest dimensions which can be burned in

any position. The economical efticiency, of course, will rise as the

production of the new lamp is cheapened, but it appears to be a

little better than two watts per candle, as just noted, and that effi-

ciency remains fairly steady. Lamps for lower voltage are con-

siderably easier to produce and can be pushed to a higher effici-

ency, owing to the better proportions of the filament. As compared

with the carbon filament lamp, the tantalum lamp on the figures

given is considerably more efficient at anywhere nearly the same
life—so much more efficient, in fact, as to make a radical change

in the electric-lighting situation if it comes into extensive use ; and

it is reported especially to excel in holding up its candle-power in

long use."

The only incandescent lamp yet invented whose properties ap-

proach these in value is that with a filament of osmium, which suf-

fers from the bad mechanical properties of the material and its ex-

treme rarity. While tantalum has been regarded chiefly as a chemi-

cal curiosity, its ores exist in considerable quantities. It occurs as

tantalite in Finland, Sweden, North Carolina, and elsewhere; in

columbite in numerous localities, both here and abroad, and in a

dozen or so rare minerals less well known than these. Perhaps the

chief American source, we are told, would be samarskite, which is

found in good quantities in North Carolina, and contains about 20

per cent, of tantalum oxid. To quote the writer's conclusion :

"It is altogether likely that a little commercial pressure will re-

sult in a reasonably good supply of ore. At all events, it is not

forbiddingly rare hke osmium, but is rather of the order of scarcity

of the materials used in making Nernst glowers. As one pound of

the metal will make some 20,000 filaments, and as its metallurgy

does not involve any extraordinary difficulties, altho a bit trouble-

some, there is no reason to fear any serious hitch from lack of

material, as might well be the case with some of the rare metals.

Questions of cost and of life will have to be thoroughly threshed

out, but we are inclined to look upon this tantalum lamp seriously

as the first important step taken toward a new order of things in

incandescent lighting. A glow-lamp with a filament drawn of a

pure metal has much in its favor, and when this metal is refractory

enough to stand incandescence up to an efficiency of two watts per

candle-power, it begins to look as if something were doing. A
two-watt incandescent lamp, it is almost needless to say, can give

the electric arc a very hard struggle to retain its supremacy, espe-

cially the enclosed arc. We shall await the appearance of the tan-

talum lamp in commercial practise with great interest, for if it

meets the claims of life and efficiency now made for it, the art of

electric lighting will have much to be thankful for."

'ii 'sr'at '41 '51 '61 •7f8| -91 -ilo'iiruz.

SOME OF THE FLINT IMPLEMENTS.

HOW STONEHENGE WAS BUILT.

ONE of the largest monoliths of England's great prehistoric

stone circle on Salisbury Plain recently showed signs of fall-

ing, and it has been hoisted again to its former position. In the

course of the work, as

we are told by Sir Nor-

man Lockyer in an ar-

ticle \n Nature {L.o^diOw,

February 9), important

facts were discovered

bearing on the age of

the monument and the

method by which its

stones were erected.

The stone implements

discovered indicate that

it was the product of the

Neolithic age, or about

1700 B.C. The mono-

liths are not of the local

stone, and appear to

have been glacial boul-

ders, if they were not transported by the builders to the place where

they now stand. They appear to have been put in place by the fol-

lowing method, to quote Sir Norman's abstract of a paper on the

subject by Professor Gowland, who was charged by the Society of

Antiquaries with the conduct of the excavations. Says Sir Nor-

man :

" Professor Gowland's memoir deals only with the leaning stone,

but I take it for granted that the same method was employed

throughout. This method was this:

"(i) The ground on the site it was to occupy was removed, the

chalk rock being cut into in such a manner as to leave a ledge, on

which the base of the stone was to rest, and a perpendicular face

rising from it, against which as a buttress one side would bear
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when set up. From the bottom of this hole an inclined plane was

cut to the surface, down which the monolith which had already

been dressed was slid until its base rested on the ledge.

"{2) It was then gradually raised into a vertical position by

means first of levers and afterward of ropes. The levers would be
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FEET
FACE OF ROCK AGAINST WHICH A STONE WAS RAISED.

long trunks of trees, to one end of which a number of ropes were

attached (this metliod is still employed in Japan), so that the

weights and pulling force of many men might be exerted on them.

The stronger ropes were probably of hide or hair ; but others of

straw, or of withes of hazel or willow, may have been in use for

minor purposes.
"
(3) As the stone was raised, it w-as packed up with logs of tim-

ber and probably also with blocks of stone placed beneath it.

"(4) After its upper end had reached a certain elevation, ropes

were attached to it, and it was then hauled by numerous men into

a vertical position, so that its back rested against t/te perpendicular

face of the chalk which had been prepared for it. During this

part of the operation, struts of timber would probably be placed

against its sides to guard against slip.

"As regards the raising of the lintels, and imposts, and the pla-

cing of them on the tops of the uprig^its, there would be even less

difficulty than in the erection of the uprights themselves.

"It could be easily effected by the simple method practised in

Japan for placing heavy blocks of stone in position. The stone,

when lying on the ground, would be raised a little at one end by

means of long wooden levers. A packing of logs would then be

placed under the end so raised, the other extremity of the stone

would be similarly raised and packed, and the raising and packing

at alternate ends would be continued until the block had gradually

reached the height of the uprights. It would then be simply

pushed forward by levers until it rested upon them."

Analysis of an English Fog.—A report on "What
Fogs are Made of," recently presented by Professor Knecht, of

the Manchester Technical School, is of interest to those who care

for information about the constituent elements of one of England's

celebrated " pea-soup" fogs. Says a commentator in The Lancet :

" In the School of Technology huge fans drive the air from in-

let.s Dla.f'fd at 25 feet and 70 feet above the ground level. Before

reaching the fans the air passes a screen or filter consisting of

about one hundred galvanized corrugated iron sheets, fixed on

edge three-quarters of an inch apart and completely filling the air-

inlet duct. Immediately above the screen the air meets with a fine

spray of water, and passing through the screens and fans is heated

by exhaust steam. The bulk of the impurities of the air are thus

removed and fall with the water into two chambers. After the fog

at the end of November the sludge taken from these chambers was
black, as if it consisted of soot. On drying, however, it became
gray, and left on ignition a very large amount of ash. It contained

only very small quantities of hydrocarbons and phenolic constit-

uents. The percentage of ordinary soot was small. During the

fog of December 22 more exact analyses were made from the mat-
ter filtered out from air passing through the screens at the rate of

300,000 cubic feet an hour, with a flow of water of 240 gallons.

The water became black and greasy-looking ; it contains a small

quantity of black solids in suspension, the filtrate had an acid re-

action, due chiefly to sulfuric acid, . . . representing a total of ap-

proximately 3.5 oz. of acid taken out hourly. The total solids of

the wash-water were in the proportion of 91.7 gr. per gallon ; they

consisted of a considerable quantity of iron in the ferrous state,

and some in the ferric, ammonia, lime, magnesia, a trace of arsenic,

and sulfuric and hydrochloric acids. The iron probably came from
the screens, but the other parts of the sludge probably from the

high chimney near the school, in which the combustion of the coal

is far more perfect than in house fires. The screens and water do
not remove all the particles. Black particles exist in the air in

these buildings."

WHAT IS A SUN-SPOT?

WE have just passed a sun-spot maximum ; that is. the num
ber of spots on the sun, which varies with regularity

reached its greatest value in the latter part of last year and has

begun to decrease. It will keep on lessening until 191 1. What
are these so-called " spots " ? Why does their number regularly

increase and decrease .'' What influence, if any, do they have on

terrestrial conditions ? Some of these questions are as yet unan-

swered ; others may be answered with some degree of probability.

In 77/1? Scientific American (February 18) appears an article that

well presents the state of scientific knowledge on the subject. In

the first place, the writer tells us, we are suffering from lack of

data. He says

:

" If we only had behind us a hundred years of good meteorologi-

cal observations, and also an unbroken record of observations of

PHOTOGRAPH OF THE NEW 70,000-MILE SUN-SPOT, TAKEN AT HARVARD
COLLEGE OBSERVATORY.

" The earth could be dropped into this spot, like a pea into a thimble, witliout

grazing tlie sides."

Courtesy of The Scientific American (New York).

sun-spots and prominences, we would be in a far better position to

determine the influence of the sun on the weather
" Unfortunately, meteorological records are- not of any value

further back than about fifty years. In the case of solar phe-

nomena the investigator is still more restricted ; for altho the ob-

servations of sun-spots have been made in a more or less crude

manner for many years, it was not until 1830 that systematic obser-

vation was adopted. Moreover, the solar prominences, important

indicators of the sun's activity, were not recorded until 1872.

"It happens that there is a decided periodicity in the number of

.spots. During some years only a few spots can be seen ; during
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RELATIVE SIZES OF THE 70,000-MILE SUN-SPOT AND
THE EARTH. WHITE SPOT REPRESENTS THE EARTH.

Courtesy of The Scientific American (New York).

Others they are more xiumerous. This variation, it has been

found, proceeds according to a fairly well-defined law. The aver-

age period from one minimum to another is ii.i years, and in every

case the time from one minimum to the next ma.ximum is less than

from that on to

the next mini-

mum again. In

other words, the

spot quantity de-

creases through

a little over
seven and i n-

creases through

less than four

years. We do
not know in the

least why this

should be so

;

and altho many
attempts have
been made to

show that cer-

tain planets af-

fect spots by
their attraction, in the opinion of those who have considered the

matter most judicially there is no proof that they are due to any in-

fluence external to the sun itself. If the apparent law holds good,

the approaching maximum will occur in about a little more than

three years after the last minimum. This occurred in about the

middle of 1901, and again at the end of the year 1904.
" Another curious fact relating to the sun-spot cycle is that when

the interval from minimum to maximum is shortest, the total num-
ber of spots included in the whole period from minimum to mini-

mum is greatest."

The spots travel across the sun's face, we are told, in about

thirteen days. They disappear around the western side, and many

of them reappear at the east again in about thirteen days more.

All lie north or south of the solar equator^ and move in belts

roughly corresponding with our temperate zones. To quote

further

:

"Those near the equator rotate in less time than those near the

poles, very much as tho the rim of a great fly-wheel were to make
fewer revolutions per minute than one of its spokes ; or the outer

end of the spoke more revolutions per minute than a part nearer

the axle. This may seem a mechanical paradox, and yet this is

what occurs on the sun. A spot is not a solid or a liquid, but a

mass of glowing vapor. It is therefore possible that one part of

it may turn faster than

the other
" Examined through a

telescope of considerable

magnifying power, a spot

appears like an immense
ragged hole in the crust

of the solar surface, fol-

lowed by a number of

similar size. A spot is a

cavity and not an eleva-

tion. As the spot turns

from us, the phenomenon
is similar to that of look-

ing across the edge of a

great shallow saucer, only

that the outline is irregu-

lar and that where the

bottom should be there is

nothing but the blackness

of what seems an im-

measurably deep chasm.

These vast cavities, as we
have said, are not solid

things and not properly to

be compared even with

masses of slag swimming
on molten metal

"Near the edge of the

sun's disk the spots appear to rise up through the obscuring at-

mosphere, and gather here and there in groups of hundreds to form

white cloud-like patches {facitlce), which may sometimes be seen

even with a spyglass. Looking straight into a spot through a very

large telescope, the penumbra is seen to be made up of long white

filaments twisted into curious rope-like formations, while the central

part is like a great flame ending in fiery spires. Over these hang
what look like clouds, such as we sometimes see in our sky; but

more transparent than the finest lace veil and having, not the fleecy

look of our clouds, but the appearance of being filled with almost

infinitely delicate threads of light. With all this there is some-
thing crystalline about the appearance of a spot, not unlike frost

figures on a window-pane. Indeed, the intense whiteness of every-

thing is suggestive of something very cold."

ELECTRICAL COOKING.

'"r'^HAT cooking by means of electricity—or rather by means of

•• electrically generated heat—has passed the experimental

stage, is the belief of Day Allen Willey, who writes on the subject

in The Western Electricia)i (February 4). He assures us that

practically every form of cooking may now be done on the electric

range, and that the only problem which remains to be solved is

that of expense. He writes ;

"The housewife or cook can roast, broil, or fry the meats, stew

the vegetables, bake the bread and biscuit, heat the dishes on
which the viands are to be served, and prepare the various bev-

erages without needing a pound of liquid or solid fuel. Thus the

economy of space is apparent, for the clumsy and bulky firebox

which the stove utilizing solid fuel must contain is unnecessary and
the room can be devoted to ovens or other receptacles. Conse-

quently the necessary apparatus for a family can be condensed into

a comparatively small room and the kitchen and pantry combined
in one if desired. Even the refrigerator for perishable food can be
kept in the same apartment, as the amount of heat which escapes

in the air from the electric units is so small that the temperature

around the apparatus is but little affected.

" Foreign electricians have given much attention to electric cook-

ing utensils, and in use[in Great Britain and on the Continent are a

number of systems. Possibly the Le Roy is the most represen-

tative type of the foreign methods. It has a screw-thread upon
which is wound a metallic conductor formed of a special alloy.

The two ends of each porcelain support are provided with metallic

caps forming current collectors and to which are attached the ends

of the wire constituting the electric resistance. The metallic con-

ductor wound around the porcelain is formed of several juxtaposed

wires which permit of the use of a greater current than with a

ELECTRIC URNS AND STEW-PANS IN KITCHEN OF A NIAG.\RA FALLS FACTORY.

Courtesy of The Western Electrician (Chicago).
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single wire, since the heat radiating surface is greater than with one.

The result is that, in order to form a given resistance, the length

of tlie wires is necessarily less and there is a saving in the weight

of metal. By the passage of the electric current the wires are

raised to a red heat and the porcelain itself soon becomes incan-

descent, thus increasing to a large extent the surface of calorific

emission. . . . The various heating elements are placed in a jacket

consisting of a glass cylinder for stoves and fireplaces and a half-

cylinder of asbestos for domestic apparatus
" In the United States two systems which have been extensively

used mploy heating elements composed of wire and of mica spe-

cially prepared. Where the wire is used it is set in a film of

enamel, which is burned on the surface of the utensil, thoroughly

insulating it from the metallic portions. The mica unit, as it may
be termed, consists of a thin strip of this material coated with a

compound which includes sulfid of gold mixed with oil and nitro-

benzin. After the coating has been applied to the mica the unit

is exposed to a heat sufficient to literally burn the gold in the mica,

expelling all of the organic matter. If the work has properly been

done the unit will withstand a current of 220 volts without damage,
altho in common practise the voltage is considerably less. ... In

the majority of systems the application of the current is such that

the ovens can be heated to a required degree in at least twenty

minutes, while the smaller utensils are ready to prepare the food

in from five to ten minutes." •

In short, the question of cost, we are told, is all that interferes

with the general adoption of electric cooking. From the stand-

point of the percentage of energy utilized, of course, it is vastly

more "economical" than cooking by the heat generated in any

kind of combustion. Says Mr. Willey :

" We have become so accustomed to the enormous percentage

of waste which accompanies the use of solid fuel that it is a ques-

tion if we realize how much of the heat generated in this way is of

no value. The ordinary kitchen range requires nearly if not quite

20 times as much wood or coal to cook a meal as should be needed,

since between 90 per cent, and 95 per cent, is not applied to the

preparation of the viands. A very large proportion of the heat

generated by gas is burned in the combustion caused by the appli-

cation of air and is wasted, while even the most improved oil-stove

wastes a far greater percentage of heat units than the electric ap-

paratus. It is an encouraging fact that methods have been de-

vised which actually save from 80 to 90 per cent, of the electric-

heat units, and in some instances but five per cent, has been
wasted. Only the cost of generating the current has stood in the

way of its general introduction
" Broadly speaking, the cost to the ordinary consumer of elec-

tricity for cooking ranges from eight cents to fifteen cents per kilo-

watt-hour. At Niagara Falls, however, the current is generated

so cheaply that it is supplied in some instances as low as four

cents. It is not improbable that there are other places in this

country where water-power is available to operate generating units

at such a low cost that current can be used in the vicinity for do-

mestic purposes as well as for operating machinery and illumi-

nation. Consequently we may first expect to see it used exten-

siveh' in communities which are adjacent to such sources of

power, but with the development of the long-distance transmission

lines it is not fantastic to expect that a few years hence the house-

wife will be cooking with the electric current in places possibly 100

miles from the source of its origin."

HOW LARGE CAN A CRYSTAL GROW?
T S there a limit to crystal growth ? Theoretically there is none

;

*• there appears to be no reason why, under proper conditions,

•we should not have salt crystals as large as a house or diamonds

and emeralds as big as a city block. Yet such huge crystals have

never been found, and Prof. Ernst Haeckel believes that there is

some natural law that limits or prevents their formation. Taking

as his text the recent discovery of a diamond that breaks the rec-

ord for size, Charles S. Palmer, writing in The Engineering and
AliningJournal, opposes Haeckel's theory. He says :

"The announcement of the recent discovery of the largest dia-

mond on record is a reminder that crystal growth still has its sur-

prises. A carat weighs 3! grains troy ; and the stone weighs 3,030
carats, or 628 grams, or considerably over a pound ; the repetition

of the figures is worth while to fix the size clearly in one's appre-
hension. Report says that it is of the size of an average man's
fist, and a noted gem expert is quoted to the effect that it is like

two teacups, joined mouth to mouth. Certainly it is a pretty size

in the rough, whatever it may prove in the cutting

"The query arises whether there is a limit to the size of crystals,

and this query is particularly pertinent just now when the press is

busy reviewing an authority who draws largely on some supposed
limitation in the size of crystals. In his recently translated book,
' The Wonders of Life,' Ernst H. Haeckel strenuously—and rather

presumingly—lays it down as a law, because small crystals grow
on larger ones of the .same species and in the same solution, that

therefore there is a limit to size in crystal growth. It would be in-

teresting to know where Professor Haeckel learned of this law.

What little observation is available teaches that, given time

enough, the small crystals are food for the larger ones, which may
expand their size indefinitely. Indeed the surface of a crystal,

whether whole or broken, seems to consist of a sheet of exactly

orientated molecules which stand, inviting further addition of

other similar molecules on themselves as a foundation, and so on
ad infiniiujn. There is no a priori reason for a limit in growth by
addition, and none has been observed, other than that naturally

dependent on limited supply of material and limited time for nice

molecular deposition. Professor Haeckel, the learned but dis-

putatious, should bethink himself before he builds a system of

philosophy on any such taken-for-granted assumption ; but his

mistake has served to call attention to a phase of molecular co-

hesion which is worthy of much study. A crystal has no geo-

metrical center, in the sense that a beginner conceives it from the

study of symmetrical models. It requires only a few slices for

optical and microscopic examination to show that, it is direction,

not distance from a hypothetical center, that determines the polar-

iscopic and other related properties. Thus the natural tabular

crystal of wolframite makes a perfect illustration for demon-
stration of uniaxial rings and crosses ; sliding of this natural slice

parallel with the plane of the stage of the microscope causes no
displacement of the optical figure ; it is apparent that any part of

it, as observed, is a center of optical symmetry. Hence in molec-

ular arrangement, the side of a crystal is as much the center of

internal crystallographic structure, as is the apparent geometrical

center. Or, in other words, the edge of a crystal is like a brick

wall ; it will carry as many more courses of brick as nature's jour-

neymen can build on, with the time and material at their disposal.

There is, then, no limit to the possible size of crystals."

SCIENCE BREVITIES.

" The terrible action of radium emanation on the tissues of the human body is

well known," says Cosmos. " M. Becquerel's cruel experience of it will doubtless

be remembered. Such an energetic activity has led physicians to attempt to use

it in the treatment of certain diseases. At one time it was thought that it would
furnish the long-sought cure for cancer. But whatever may be the hoped-for

effects, they will be used, of course, only with the greatest caution. What, then,

must we think of the invention of Dr. London, of St. Petersburg, who proposes

to incorporate radium with the woolen cloth of which garments are made ? He
thinks that a few milligrams of radium will be sufficient to give to our clothes

activity that may render inestimable service in the case of certain skin diseases.

This ' emanated' wool (that is the name he gives it) will preserve its virtues in-

definitely, and may serve for successive treatments. The question is whether the

patients will not lose their skins as well as the skin disease. This modern robe

of Nessus inspires us with confidence in only a very limited degree." — Tra/ts/a-

tion made for The Literary Digest.

Regarding the article on the growth of moss on trees, noticed in The Di-

gest of November 26th, Dr. Blake Bigelow, of Derrick, N. Y., writes us as fol-

lows: " The facts as stated may be authentic, and yet perhaps the prevailing

winds and climate of a locality may determine the question of moisture, etc., for

that particular region. About six years ago I became lost in an Adirondack

forest, and was wandering without sleep or food, nearly freezing for two days and
two nights and until noon of tlie third day. Without describing the horrors of

my personal suffering, suffice it to say that the sun was clouded during all of

that time, so I could not use that for a guide. I was in a dense swamp forest of

thick spruce and balsam, and when on the third day the snowing ceased I remem-

bered having heard guides say that the moss was always heaviest on the north

side of the trees. It was not an easy matter to determine for some time, but it

continually and rapidly grew less and less difficult to decide where was the pre-

ponderance of moss, and calling that side north, I kept constantly traveling to

the south, and in about four hours came to the river where I had crossed it on
beginning my unfortunate hunting trip. I have never had any doubt since then

that moss does grow much more abundantly upon the north side of the trees, at

least here in the Adirondacks."
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THE RELIGIOUS WORLD.

THE NEED OF THE HELLENIC NOTE IN

MODERN LIFE.

MR. G. LOWES DICKINSON, a London writer, has re-

cently set himself to inquire candidly what it is that the

modern man believes in as a good and desirable human life. Is it

the ideal of the gospel ? Is it that of medieval Christianity ? Is

it that of paganism .'' Or does it contain elements of all these ?

Proceeding to answer these questions (in The Independoit Review,

February), Mr. Dickinson insists that the world of to-day is "no

longer Christian in the sense and tradition of the Christian Church."

For " the ideal of the church, as the history of Christianity shows, is

asceticism," and the modern man refuses to accept asceticism as

an ideal, and emphatically repudiates " the gospel of Christianity

when restated in terms of modern life by one who, like Tolstoy,

really does believe in it." To continue the quotation:

" The type of man at which historical Christianity aimed was the

saint. And we have assumed that that ought not to be our aim.

But then, what ought .'' I would suggest that, whatever else our

ideal may include, it must at least incorporate the ideal of pagan-

ism; and that we have more to learn on this head from the Greeks
than from any one else. For there is expressed in Greek literature

and art a finer and nobler sense of the values of life, as it may
actually be lived under the conditions of mortality, than is to be

met with in the recorded experience of any other people. But the

Greek ideal is the antithesis of the Christian. It asserts the har-

mony instead of the antagonism of body and soul; it praises the

active life which the saint condemns ; it embraces the world and
the flesh, tho it denies the devil. Nor is it for that reason, as is

sometimes held, in order to stamp it with inferiority to Christianity,

an ideal of materialism. The very conception of materialism im-

plies a previous one-sided exaltation of spiritualism. But the one

was as unknown to the Greeks as the other. They had grasped

from the first the truth which Christianity did its best to oblitei-ate :

that the life of the spirit grows out of the life of the flesh, as the

flower grows out of the soil. Hence their cult of the body ; which

was, be it observed, a cult, not only of health and strength and

skill, but also of beauty. The Greeks, I suppose, are the only

people who have conceived athletics spiritually. So that, seen

through the imagination of Pindar, the victor in the games shines

down the avenue of history like a statue in verse, naked and suf-

fused with light under a cloudless sky, quickened by songs and
dances, chastened by gnomic saws, and thrilled by the vision of

Olympian gods, divine to present him his ideal, yet human too to

spur him to its pursuit. Even the mere body, one might say, was
spiritualized by the Greeks. But they never regarded the body as

the end. It was the instrument of the soul; and it was in order

that it might respond to her lightest motion that they would have

it perfectly tuned. A winged Psyche, perched tiptoe for flight on
the head of an athlete, might be a sculptor's image of the Greek
ideal. On the foundation of health and beauty they built the tem-

ples of science and art. In a delighted activity of body and mind
pursued for its own sake, they found the ideal of the individual.

And it was individuals thus fashioned and trained that coalesced

in their corporate life, and devoted themselves to the service of the

State."

It is " exactly at this point— in the conception and realization of

individual life"— the writer goes on to say, "that our modern

theory and practise are most at sea. We have social ideals based

on justice. We have the intellectual ideal of truth. But we seem

to have lost the conception of the complete man." To quote

again

:

" Our profession of Christianity carries with it an ideal of life

which is partly inadequate, partly false. It is false, in so far as it

still comprises the element of asceticism which, in medieval times,

was its main content; it is inadequate, because it has nothing to

say about the desirable quality of life except that we should love

one another. The importance and truth of this precept I will not

seek to deny. But it appears to me to need supplementing by the

further counsel that we must become a kind of people fit to love

and to be loved. And, when I set myself to consider what that

kind is, I find for my own part no suggestion so stimulating as that

which is embodied in the culture of ancient Greece. We must, I

feel clear, aim, as the Greeks did, at health and strength and
beauty ; we must value these things, as they did, not for them-
selves alone, but for the spiritual life of which they are the indis-

pensable basis; we must learn that the pursuit of wealth, nay of

livelihood even, stultifies itself, so soon as it excludes the possibility

of leisure for which alone it has any value ; for that in the culti-

vation of leisure, that is, of activity good in itself, lies the key and
the meaning of life as far as we can clearly discern it. All this is

pagan; what is not pagan and what may fairly be called Christian,

is the further conviction, that we must somehow or other make this

ideal accessible to all. To do so, we shall have to carry through

an immense and most difficult revolution in the structure of society.

But we shall think it worth while to do this, we shall do it with the

greater hope and inspiration, and with the less fear, antagonism,
and hatred, in proportion as we can evoke in all classes— and espe-

cially among the rich and the cultured—a clear conception and a
passionate desire for the ideal."

AN ITALIAN VIEW OF AMERICAN CHURCH
LIFE.

\ GIFTED son of the Roman Catholic Church, Ugo Ojetti,,

*^*- recently visited this country with a view to studying certain

phases of our religious life. He sought, in particular, information

bearing on the development of Roman Catholicism and its process

of adjustment to American conditions, and he has recorded his im-

pressions in a series of " American Letters " published in the Cor-

riere delta Sera (Milan j. He says in part:

The Roman Catholic clergy in America are of a different type

from that in Europe. They are more active than speculative, thus

illustrating one of the advantages that accrue from the separation

of church and state. In America the clergy must take charge of

the whole work of the church ; they must prepare sermons, collect

moneys, establish schools, build churches, look after their own
incomes and, if possible, make mission tours. All these activities

demand as a fundamental prerequisite perfect freedom. Nobody
thinks in this country of dogmatic controversy. The contem-

plative orders do not flourish in America. In the richest country

of the world the clergy are poorer than anywhere else. The en-

dowments of ecclesiastical positions so common in Europe are un-

known here.

In regard to the " Americanism " of the clergy this must be said :

A religious and theological Americanism does not exist ; but the en-

tire American clergy has an irrepressible longing for freedom, for

practical activity. In Europe the priests dream of the past and
stand in opposition to all innovations. They see in the supremacy
of the church over the state, in the spirit of the Middle Ages, the

panacea for all ills, and, with whatever of courage or energy they

possess, apply themselves to dogmatical and exegetical studies.

In the New World things are different. Here every bishop in every

address that he delivers speaks of freedom, viewing life from the
" modern " standpoint and looking hopefully into the future. Dog-
mas are left severely alone as matters far above the concern of the

average Roman Catholic. No human being has any recollection

of serious theological controversies waged in America by Roman
Catholics against their opponents, and bearing on such subjects,

let us say, as transubstantiation or the Immaculate Conception.

Instead of this, we see Roman Catholic prelates officiating in the

churches of other communions. Archbishop Ireland in March,

1895, preached in a Congregational Church in Minneapolis; the

Bishop of Sacramento, in April, 1903, officiated in a Protestant

Episcopal Church at the funeral of a Protestant Freemason ; and

Bishop Scanlan, in July, 1897, prayed at the monument of Brigham
Young in Salt Lake City. Archbishop Ireland once wrote that the

religion we need does not consist in the singing of beautiful

anthems in finely ornamented choirs, while the people without are

suffering from spiritual and moral starvation. "Go after men's

souls," he said ;
" speak to them, not in unnatural language and

scholastic sermons, but in words that can satisfy both the heart

and the mind."

The Alte Glaube, a Protestant journal published in Leipsic. re-

gards Signor Ojetti's view of Roman Catholicism in America as
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one of unusual signiificance, indicating a tendency on the part of

the American church to drift away from the rigid standards of the

\'atican. "It is not impossible," thinks this paper, "that in

America a church struggle will take place, compared with which

the ' Culturkampf ' in France is a mere storm in a tea-cup."

—

Translations madefor The Literary Digest.

WHAT CHRIST TAUGHT CONCERNING
DIVORCE.

DR. CHARLES BRIGGS'S recent volume on "The Ethical

Teaching of Jesus " deals, among other matters, with the

attitude of Jesus toward the subject of divorce. Jesus discussed

the question of divorce with the Pharisees and his disciples, says

the author, and the character of that discussion partook of casu-

istical reasoning. Thus

:

" The Pharisees asked him :
' Is it lawful for a man to put away

his wife.-*' Jesus answered: What did Moses command you?'
The law determines what is lawful. 'They said :

' Moses suffered

to write a bill of divorcement and put her away.' ' When a

man taketh a wife and marrieth her. then it shall be, if she find no

favor in his eyes, because he hath found some unseemly thing in

her. that he shall write her a bill of divorcement, and give it in her

hand, and send her out of his house. And when she is departed

out of his house, she may go and become another man's wife.'

"This law was variously interpreted by the Pharisees as the

ground of divorce ; some being stricter than others in their expla-

nation of the phrase ' unseemly thing'; but in other respects the

law was plain enough and agreed to by all. Jesus now states his

opinion :
' For your hardness of heart he wrote you this command-

ment. But from the beginning of creation, male and female made
he them. For this cau.se shall a man leave his father and mother,

and shall cleave to his w^ife ; and the twain shall become one flesh-

What tlierefore God hath joined together, let not man put asun-

der.*"

This argument, says the writer, is in the form of a Halacha,

which is further explained as an " exposition and application of the

law, usually in the form of dialogue between the master and his

pupils "—a method which from the name of the most distinguished

of its users is commonly called " the

Socratic method." In his exposition

oi \h\s Halac/ia. Dr. Briggs writes:

" Jesus shows that the original

principle of marriage had to be

broken in a measure by the Deute-

ronomic provision for divorce, be-

cause of circumstances which made
it impracticable to enforce the origi-

nal ideal. Jesus reasserts the origi-

nal ideal as a retstriction upon the law

of divorce ; thus urging that it should

not be used except in the highest

necessity, and better not at all-

Here Jesus recognizes the principle

of ca.suistry in the Deuteronomic
law ; and therefore in the use of all

law. He does not set up a new law

to abrogate the law of Deuteronomy
;

but he appeals to the original princi-

ple in Genesis and recognizes that it

permits of no divorce at all; and
urges that that principle be followed

rather than the permission of di-

vorce, as the context implies, so far

as practicable, unless such ' hard-

ness of heart' continue as to make
the Deuteronomic provision tempo-
rarily expedient.

"It is altogether improper to in-

terpret Jesus here as abrogating the

law of divorce, and making a law
against divorce ; he is asserting es-

sentially the principle of casuistry,

^c^i.

CHARLES AUGUSTUS BRIGGS, D.D., D.LITT

Professor of Theological Encyclopedia and Symbolics in tiie union
Theological Seminary, New York.

which recognized divorce as permissible only because of hardness
of heart; and not to be justified in itself. In other words, divorce
in any case involves the sin of hardness of heart in any one who
takes advantage of the concession of the law."

The author points out that while the law could not be challenged,

it yet involved grave practical difficulties to which the attention

of Jesus was called by his disciples. In answer Jesus gave a

" logion " which the author ventures to render in what he considers

the original form :

Whosoever putteth away his wife comniitteth adultery.

Whosoever putteth away her husband committeth adultery.

He continues

:

" This is as much as to say that marriage should be indissoluble,,

and that whoever dissolves it is guilty of adultery, whether man or
woman. Here Jesus does not think merely of the physical act of
adultery; but goes back of it to the more internal spiritual re-

lations; and regards the separation itself as adulterous, without
regard to any adulterous act, and even if no such act had been
committed. In fact, he regards ' the hardness of heart' which
found in the spouse ' the unseemly thing ' and used it as a justifi-

cation of divorce as in itself already adultery. This is on the same
principle that he uses elsewhere when he interprets adultery as in

the glance of the eye, without regard to its consequences in act.

"The several evangelists and St. Paul give various qualifications

of this logion in the nature of interpretations and practical appli-

cations, recognizing that Jesus had in mind the principle of casu-

istry and the hardness of the hearts of even his own disciples ; and
that it might still be necessary to commit the lesser sin of adultery

by divorce rather than other and greater sins of adultery in other

ways. Thus Matthew inserts the clause ' except for fornication.'

It is probable that this is to be interpreted of fornication before

marriage, which was not discovered until after marriage ; for if the

sin had been committed after marriage, it would have been adultery

and not fornication. ... St. Paul also gives his own interpre-

tation to this logion, advising that when a Christian and an unbe-
liever are married, they should not separate ; but ' if the unbeliev-

ing departeth, let him depart : the brother or the sister is not under
bondage in such cases. ' This is a case where one party insists upon
divorce. The other can not prevent it. The innocent party is not
under bondage ; that is, is released from the marriage tie by the

divorce made by the guilty party.
" Thus the Gospel of Matthew

gives us one exception, fornication
;

St. Paul another, abandonment;
which qualify the logion of Jesus,

and make divorce justifiable under
these circumstances.

" This can only be explained on the

same principle that Jesus used to ex-

plain the Deuteronomic law of di-

vorce : namely, that the ideal of the

indissolubility of the marriage tie

can not always be enforced, owing
to the hardness of men's hearts; that

if one of the parties breaks the tie,

the other can not longer be held in

bondage to it, and that there is a kind

of sin which in itself, in its very na-

ture, dissolves the union.
" As St. Paul says, the innocent

party is not in bondage. So we may
say, Jesus did not put the church or

the state in bondage. He did not

give a new law; but he gave an ad
vice, a counsel, as to the perfect

state of marriage, which should be
held up as an ideal by all his fol-

lowers ; but which can not always be
attained in that state of society

which now exists. All attempts to

force this ideal upon a society whose
ethical and religious character is so

justly described as ' hardness of

heart ' bring forth many more evils

than they cure.

"
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THE BANKRUPTCY OF HIGHER CRITICISM.
" ' I "HE complete wrong-headedness of the whole method of

J- higher criticism," says Emil Reich, a Hungarian writer,

"can not fail to be manifest to anybody who bases his judgments

upon the true essence of the matter in dispute, and not upon mere

externals." These words are used during the course of a trenchant

article arraigning the whole school of higher critics, and more

especially those of Germany, on the ground that their methods are

antiquated, narrowly "philological," and lacking in historical per-

spective. The writer says further (in The Contemporary Review^

February)

:

" Some of the latest samples of philological jugglery with which

the public has been duped are too amusing to be omitted. If only

read from the humorous standpoint, it is doubtful whether any

book could afford a merrier half-hour than one of the latest

achievements of Prof. Hugo Winckler—two volumes in which he

finally dissolves into myth the small portion of Jewish history

which had been mercifully left to us. Listen a while, and you

shall hear how Jewish tradition is a mere flimsy plagiarism of

Babylonian myths. Among the general massacre of Biblical per-

sonalities we can only mention a few of the victims. What person

has hitherto been more historical than Joseph ? But to Professor

Winckler he is an obvious astral myth, for in the 43d chapter of

Genesis, verse 5 , does he not come at noon ? And is not this clear

enough proof that he is a mere personification of the sun ? Be-

sides, if we are disposed to doubt, we must recollect that Joseph

dreamed that the sun, moon, and eleven stars bowed down to him
;

and who should they bow to save the sun ? Joshua, too, is the

sun. For he is the son of Nun, and does not Nun, being inter-

preted, mean fish ? and does not the sun at the spring equinox issue

from the constellation of Pisces? What could be more conclu-

sive ? Besides, does it not amply explain why Joshua's companion
is Caleb .'' Now Caleb is Kaleb, and Kaleb is Kelb, and Kelb is a

dog. So of course Caleb is clearly put for the dog-star Sirius."

This example of " philology run mad " leads on to a statement of

the " utter misconception" of the higher critics in regard to the

fundamental issues at stake. "They imagine," says Herr Reich,

" because they have been able to trace similarities, or even iden-

tities, between the purely external phenomena of Judaism or of

Christianity and the religious ceremonials of ancient Babylonia,

that they have thereby proved that Christianity and Judaism are

nothing but cribs of what the Babylonians long before possessed."

But " within the last few weeks matter has been published which

should finally turn the higher critics out of the position in which

they have been so long comfortably entrenched." Reference is

made here to Captain Merker's account of the religion of the

Masai (see The Literary Digest, January 21), which seems to

indicate that this obscure tribe of East African negroes possess a

body of myths extraordinarily similar to those of the Old Testa-

ment. Herr Reich thinks that this fact can be explained only

on the assumption of a common origin of the Hebrew, Babylonian,

and Masai legends in the legends of Arabia. He says on this

point:

"Arabia, at all times the ' store-chamber of nations,' was never

able to feed her untold thousands of hardy, beautiful, gifted peo-

ple. Accordingly, they emigrated in all directions, as they did in

the times of Mohammed and at other times. Thousands of years

before Christ a stock of religious and other legends had grown up

among them about the great riddles of the world. This they car-

ried into their new countries; and thus the Babylonians, the He-
brews, the Masai, and very probably many another now unknown
tribe from Arabia, whether in Persia, Afghanistan, Beluchistan,

or India, preserved, and still preserves, the legends about creation,

the deluge, the decalogue, etc., in their aboriginal form. It is just

as possible, with purely philological arguments, to deduce the

Masai legends from Hebrew stories as it is to deduce Hebrew
legends from Babylonian myths. Or, to put it in a different fash-

ion, the same philological arguments that have served to declare

the Hebrew legends as mere copies of Babylonian myths, may
now be employed in proving that all the Hebrew legends are of

Masai origin, or vice versa. This absolute inability of the philo-

logical method of higher criticism to decide definitively which is

the parent and which the child, at once condemns it."

The writer says, in conclusion :

"It isevident that philological reasoning which brings us to results

which are so little permanent,results which are absolutely overturned

by the first chance discovery, must have something fundamentally

wrong in it. This fundamental and initial vice, qiiodtractti teiiiporis

convalescere nequit [which the lapse of time cannot heal], which can

be cured neither by the moderation and soberness of Hommel, who
together with a few other historians has not yet given in to the claims

of the ' higher critics,' nor by a stillgreater refinement of philologi-

cal methods—this initial fault has vitiated and will vitiate all mod-
ern hypercriticism of ancient records. Nor is there any particular

difficulty in finding out the true nature of this fault. It is this:

The history of the ancient nations must be constructed not on the

basis of the philological study of their records, but mainly on the

basis of considerations of geography, or, as the present writer has

ventured to call it, of geo-politics. What made the few tribes,

' Semitic' or other, in Palestine, Syria, and Phenicia, so impor-

tant a factor in history was neither their language nor their ' race.'

The Hebrews and the Phenicians have indeed played in history a

role of the first magnitude. So have, even in a greater measure,
the Hellenes. All the three were—and this is the capital point

—

border-nations proper. They lived on the great line of friction

between the powerful and civilized inland empires of Assyria,

Babylon, Egypt, the Hittites, the Phrygians, the Lydians, etc.

All these inland empires necessarily, and as a matter of history,

gravitated toward the ' Great Sea,' or the Mediterranean; all the

peoples on the ' line ' between the Mediterranean and the territories

of the conflicting empires were then necessarily exposed to the

maximum of friction, danger, and deeply agitated activity. Those
nations were called the Hellenes, the Phenicians, the Hebrews,
the Edomites, etc. Being in imminent danger of absorption at the

hands of the empires, those nations could not but see, and did see,

that they could protect themselves with success only by having

recourse either to the immense leverage of sea-power, which the

empires did not possess ; or by energizing themselves both intel-

lectually and politically to a degree much more intense than the

empires had ever done. Accordingly some of them were forced

to lay extraordinary premiums on higher intellect and spiritual

growth, by means of which they resisted the more massive on-

slaught of the intellectually inferior empires, , . , That gigantic

intellectual struggles, such as those border nations were forced to

undertake or else perish, can not be conducted without personali-

ties of the first order, only a mere text-critic can doubt. One may
deny the existence of the Jews ; but once their existence is con-

ceded one can not deny the existence of Moses. One may deny
the existence of the Carthusians; but once their existence, i.e.^

their secular spiritual struggle with all the forces of life is ad-

mitted, one can not possibly deny the historic existence of St.

Bruno. One may minimize, or doubt the Reformation; but

certainly not Luther. Higher criticism has arrived at its final

term: bankruptcy."

Growth of the Christian Endeavor Movement.—
The year 1904 was the twenty-fifth in the history of the Young

People's Society of Christian Endeavor and, in the opinion of its

originator and founder, the Rev. Dr. F. E. Clark, " the best year

that the Christian Endeavor movement has ever known." Some
idea of the progress made by the society is given in an article in

Leslie''s Weekly (New York) by James H. Ross. He says

:

"During the last fiscal year the net gain was 2,000 societies.

There are now 65,327 societies and an estimated membership of

3,919,600. During the past two years thirty-eight States of the

Union gained 10 per cent. The number of societies in Europe
has doubled within the last year, making the total number there

now about five hundred. The proverbial conservatism of Oriental

countries is to be allowed for in order to appreciate the growth

that has occurred in Asia and in the islands of the sea. Slow-

moving China has adopted the society, and there are over a hun-

dred societies in the Fuhkien province. North China is about to

be organized into a separate Christian Endeavor Union under the

leadership of the Rev. Dr. Ament, a missionary of the American
board in Peking. Ten different denominations are represented in

the Japan Union of Christian Endeavor, Congregationalists and
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Presbyterians leading. In India there are 567 societies with a

membership of 1S.200. There is a society in Jerusalem. No En-

<lea\ orers are braver than those of Armenia. Persia reports nearly

forty societies; Syria twenty, and Korea a dozen. South Africa

is well organized, and in nearly all the foreign missions of Africa,

Christian Endeavor is estal)lished more or less firmly. This is true of

the East and West coast missions, of those in Zululand, in Liberia,

and in the Kongo Eree State. Next to the United States, (ireat Brit-

ain has the largest number of societies of any country in the world.

"Germany leads all the continental countries of Europe in the

number of Christian Endeavor societies and in the vigor of the

work accomplished. Australasia is preeminently Endeavor ter-

ritor)-. The Junior Rally in Melbourne last year called together

no less than ten thousand boys and girls with their fathers and

mothers. Phenomenal as this growth is. it can easily be exceeded

by the possibilities of expansion existing at home and abroad, and

doubtless will be exceeded within a relatively short time."

A CHURCH ENVOY TO LABOR.

AN " expert administrator." who expects to make the nation his

field of labor and to devote his whole time and thought to

mediating between the church and the wage-earner, organized and

unorganized, has lately been appointed by the Home Missionary

Society of the Presbyterian Church. His name is Charles Stelzle,

and the task upon which he enters is sympathetically described by

Geoi^e Perry Morris in the Boston Transcript. To quote :

" In the light of the alleged or actual alienation of the wage-earn-

ers of the country from the Protestant churches, Mr. .Stelzle's ap-

pointment is peculiarly interesting. For he was a workman from

the time he was eleven until a few years ago ; he has done time in

a machinist's shop ; he knows the conditions of modern industrial

life from practical experience of them ; and he never has got very

much, if at all, removed from the artisan's standpoint. When the

time came that he felt that he must enter the Christian ministry, it

was only with the idea of beginning an apostolate to the masses,

and after a successful pastorate in a St. Louis church, where his

people were residents of the factory districts, he was called up
higher to his present executive and quasi-episcopal place. Neither

in attire nor manner does he suggest the professional preacher of

the gospel. He is jolly when need be. sober when sobriety is in

order. To-day he may be expounding to a presbytery or to a min-

isters' meeting, the essentials of trades-unionism in which he be-

lieves ; to-morrow, he will be dealing with Socialists, Anarchists.

Single-taxers, Atheists, on some street comer, or in a public hall, or

at a session of a labor union, which, as a trades-unionist he is per-

mitted to attend. His mission is to interpret the church to the

trades-union and the trades-union to the church, and in this work
he has the sanction of the Home Missionary Society of the Pres-

byterian Church and its general assembly. As he goes about he

arranges, if possible—and he has succeeded in six cities— in getting

one member of a minister's association elected a fraternal delegate

of the local allied labor council ; and I'ice versa, a representative

of the labor unions is given the privilege of the minister's meetings.
" When called to a community by local pastors to consult with

them as to methods to be adopted. Mr. Stelzle first arranges for

conferences between clergymen and such wage-earners as may be

in the churches. After a careful survey of the situation, plans for

action are mapped out, and he remains on the ground until the

schemes adopted have been tried and his expert advice has been

tested. His plan of campaign includes twodiffering methods ; one

the evangelistic, in which he carries the gospel message directly

into the shops at noon meetings, and into meetings held in tents in

quarters where artisans reside ; and the second, a sympathetic
educational campaign in churches which can carry on what are

known as ' institutional features ' by which the church edifice or

parish house is made a center of the social and educational life of

the neighborhood. This institutional or social form of service by
the church Mr. Stelzle is convinced can be carried on with very

decided financial limitations, provided human beings with sufficient

talent and consecration are abundant; and one of the many tracts

which he has prepared and uses in his propaganda bears the striking

title of ' One Pastor, One Church, One Year, and One Hundred Dol-
lars,' in which is set forth his own personal experience as a pastor.

"The titles of other of Mr. Stelzle's tracts may be suggestive:
* Has the Minister a " Closed Shop ".''

' ' The Organization of an

Anti-Poverty Society,' ' The Relation of the Church to the Labor
Movement,' ' Class Spirit in America,' ' Labor Leaders in the

Church,' ' Jesus Christ and Rich Men,' ' Is the Church Opposed to

Workingmen } ' These
are scattered far and

wide, and the literature

of the movement is one

of its best features.

"Personal contact

with labor leaders, es-

pecially those of the

older and stronger
trades-unions of the

country, has convinced

Mr. Stelzle that a far

larger percentage of
them than is commonly
supposed are now in the

church and in sympathy
with it. He is confident

that if churches would
set ' at work, in spe-

cific labor among wage-

earners, those of their

members who are arti-

sans, very marked ac-

cessions to the church

would follow. But he
w-ould have this done
without any accentua-

tion of class distinc-

tions, and he has no use

THE REV. CHARLES STELZLE,

Appointed by the Home Missionary Society

of the Presbyterian Church to carry on a relig"-

ioiis propaganda among workingmen.

for ' missions ' supported by churches of the well-to-do in humbler
quarters of the city. Such religious organizations as exist any-

where should be churches, and nothing less.

"In an interview Mr. Stelzle, after his return from Colorado,

where he had been studying the labor situation, said that Socialism

is increasing among the workingmen of the West faster than East-

erners realize. In Colorado, for instance the issue, as he discovers

it, is not unionism but Socialism ; and the strike has entered many
churches, officials differing fundamentally on the issues involved.

For thousands of workingmen Socialism has become a substitute

for the church, the idealism of the earthly propaganda taking the

place of the visions and ideals of the religious faith. This Mr.
Stelzle has tested not only by word of mouth conversations and by
hearing the speeches of orators, but by a careful poll—through

Correspondence of the leaders among the Western labor leaders.

He finds that they are sending about the country as organizers and
agitators, men who were formerly ministers in Protestant churches

or who were Roman Catholic priests, who will use the religious

terminology and appeal to the religious motives, but to the end
that an earthly Utopia may be set up, and without any reference to

the life beyond the grave. He believes that the church must begin

a propaganda which must be carried on out of doors wherever

wage-earners congregate ; that literature, inexpensive and attrac-

tive, written in the language of the people among whom it must
circulate and written to their level, must be printed and circulated

lavishly."

RELIGIOUS NOTES.
A " Catholic Encyclopedia " in fifteen volumes is announced as in course of

publication by the Robert Appleton Company, New York. Mr. Appleton is a

grandson of Daniel Appleton, the founder of D. Appleton & Company, and among
those who are associated with him in this enterprise are the following gentle-

men : Editor-in-chief, Charles George Herbermann, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of

Latin Language and Literature in the College of the City of New York ; asso-

ciate-editors, Edward Aloysius Pace, Ph.D., D.D., Professor of Philosophy in

the Catholic University of America ; Thomas Joseph Shahan, J.U.L.D.D., Pro-

fessor of Church History in the Catholic University of America ; John J. Wynne,
S. J., editor of The AIesscnffer,a.nA Conde Benoit Fallen, Ph.D., LL.D., man-
aging-editor.

" One million one hundred thousand dollars," observes the Boston Congrega-
iionalist, "have been dropped in the lap of Union Theological Seminary by an
unknown donor, resident in the metropolis, who has selected a site for the new
home of the institution near by Columbia University and the many other splen-

did institutions which crown Manhattan Island and foster the higher life of the

nation as well of the ever-expanding city. When newly housed, with new chairs

endowed and old ones enriched, President Hall and his colleagues may sit them-

selves down to teach, with the consciousness that the epoch of persecution for

liberty's sake which the institution passed through in the 'So's has gone forever,

that ample equipment has come with which to do the work of the twentieth cen-

tury, in training up prophets and priests."
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FOREIGN COMMENT.

PERSONAL ASPECTS OF THE REIGN OF THE
CZAR.

NICHOLAS IL may be as conceited and as insufferably vain

as the Paris Action alleges, in which event it follows that,

like the present Prime Minister of Great Britain, he avoids read-

ing English newspapers. If he does take occasional glances at

them, his Majesty may by this time have ascertained from the

London Statist that his throne totters through his own " fits of in-

decision," from the London Econojiiist that he is a " weak auto-

crat," and from a writer in the London Globe that " he is the sport

of the house of Romanoff . . . the puppet, worked by stronger

hands who hold the strings." There is as little crooking of the

pregnant hinges of the knee in the anticlerical press of Paris. The

Czar"s " noble enthusiasm in the cause of his people " is, indeed,

referred to with gratification by the royalist Ganlois, while the

militarist Figaro adds that Nicholas II. "aspires, as always, to

achieve the amelioration of the lot of humanity upon this globe."

But if such appreciations be sound, the trend of European press

comment only proves that the Russian dynastic chief deserves

more sympathetic interpreters.

In accounting for the personal phases of the crisis at the court

of St. Petersburg, our journalistic authorities have assembled a

striking collection of portraits. Before that of the Czarina one

stands arrested. This Hessian princess long remained in the back-

ground, we are assured by a writer in the Paris Temps, because of

her failure to present the Czar with a son. But the arrival of the

first Czarewitch born with that title since the reign of Peter the

Great has, according to ihe Journal des Dibats (Paris), completely

revolutionized the position of the consort of Nicholas II. and act-

ually, we are further told, affected the naval conduct of the war by

undermining the position of the Grand Duke Alexis. That high

authority upon the affairs of the most exalted leaders of the " high
"

hfe, the London World, tells us that Nicholas II. was formerly

prevented from seeking the advice of his wife because " there is

less to be gained by killing a sovereign who has a son ready at

hand to step into his shoes than by killing one who has no direct

heir." Until the birth of her boy recently, the wife had to " stand

aside and see the power she ought to wield and could wield well,

being wielded by usurpers. . . . She has to fight even for her

place by her husband's side, to fight for it against one whose only

claim to it is that she has a son already, altho one that can never

be heir to the Russian Empire."

In this effort to acquire " the power she ought to wield," the

Czarina is alleged in the London Globe and other competent papers

to have met most opposition from the Grand Duke Alexis. " He
is beloved by the navy, of which he is the chief," according to the

British daily, "looked up to by the nobles and worshiped by the

common people. . . . He was antagonistic' to the liberal and

pacific policy of M. Witte, and in the end M. Witte was retired.

. . . He entirely disapproves of the views held by the Czarina and

thwarts her in every possible way." The eclipse of Alexeieff was

the first blow to this grand duke and his comparatively reduced

official authority over the navy is said to be another. Both events

are held in current gossip to mark the rise of the party which has

stood with the Czarina. Of that lady herself the Gaulois declares

:

" Goodness is, indeed, the distinctive characteristic of the dispo-

sition of the Czarina of Russia. That goodness reveals itself in all

her acts as in all her words. It asserts itself in the maternal ten-

derness, in the charity, in the simplicity of her family life.

"It has been the wish of the Czarina that the duties of her sov-

ereign position should have no influence over her private life. At
St. Petersburg, as at Livadia, she devotes the greater portion of

her time to her children. Almost her whole day is passed among
them. She is present when they get up in the morning, at their

meals, at their lessons, when they pray and when they go to bed.

The children are the object of their mother's care at all moments
of the day. It is in her apartments that the Czar always finds her

when, putting aside the cares of empire, he comes to forget, by her

side, the fact that he is autocrat of all the Russias and arbiter of

the destinies of his millions of subjects.
" There, in conversation of an unvaryingly affectionate tone, they

speak unreservedly between themselves and put questions some-

times in French, sometimes in German, more seldom in Russian,

to the young Grand Duchesses Olga, Tatiana, Marie, and Ana-
stasia. The Czarina, altho a (German, has a preference for our

language. She insists that the young grand duchesses all make a.

special study of it. Nicholas II., who also speaks French to per-

fection, makes little use of German. However, Czar and Czarina

read together tlie literary ' novelties ' from both Berlin and Paris.

" As is known, the Czar is simple of taste. The Czarina, for her
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He will, it is understood in Europe, have

authority to decide when and how Japan will

make known officially her terms of peace.
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ADMIRAL SHIBAYAMA,

The Japanese Governor of Port Arthur who
found, according to report, that Stoessel could

have held out for some months longer.

B.\RON HAYASHI,

Japanese Minister in London, who says he

knows nothing of the alleged peace terms.
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THE CZAR AND HIS FAMILY.

The Czarina is holding the Czarevitch. At her right is seated her second

daiiijhter, the Grand Duchess Tatiana. born 1897; on her left stand the Czar and

his first born, the Grand 1 )uchess Olga, bom 1895. Seated on the floor in front are

the Grand Duchess Marie, born 1899, and the Grand Duchess Anastasia.born 1901.

CZAR AND CZAREVITCH.

The Czarevitch, who bears the historic name of Alexis, was born on July 30,

1904. His birth deprived the Grand Duke Michael of his dignity as heir to the
throne.

THE CZAR AT PEACE.

part, detests official receptions, altho she endures them when cir-

cumstances require her. But she is far happier in those exclusive

little gatherings in which she can cast aside luxury and ceremonial.

Her private evening receptions, to which only the very few are

invited, are the more delightful to the Czarina because they permit

her to lay aside pompous toilets."

Further details supplied by this exceptionally reliable authority,

while delightful to read, must be

suppressed to make room for the

remark, by an equally well-in-

formed authority in the Berlin

Nation, that " the Czarina has

imbibed an idea " of " a sickliness

and weakness of will in Nicholas

II." which " constitutes the great-

est and most threatening peril of

the present situation." His Maj-

esty hears words to the same ef-

fect, according to a recent writer

in London Truth, from the lips

of his august mother, the Dow-

ager Empress. This lady and

the Czarina, says a correspondent

of the London Standard, " are as

a rule on opposite sides of all

questions." Tlie Czar's mother

is " reactionary " and a supporter

of M. Pobiedonostseff, a gentle-

man of whom the author of a

recent noteworthy article in The

Quarterly Review (London) made
this remark

:

A TALL ORDER,

"The procurator of the Holy
Synod, a cold-blooded fanatic of

FisENCH Financier (measuring Russian Giant for a new suit)—" Always
happy to give credit to an old customer. But forty millions round the war
chest does cut into a lot of material !"

[Russia is applying to France for a fresh loan of forty millions ($200,000.00).]

—Punch (London).

the Torquemada type, is the champion of oriental despotism in its

final stage, equipped with railways, telegraphs, telephones, and
rifles, and hallowed with canonizations, incense, and holy oil; the

feats of Ivan the Terrible achieved with tlie blessings of St. Sera-

phim."

The Dowager Empress had staked all her chances of power,

says a writer in the London Standard, upon the now displaced

heir-presumptive, her second son,

the Grand Duke Michael Alex-

androvitch. " Under the close

and all-powerful tutelage of the

Empress-Mother and a coterie

of retrogressive counselors," the

grand duke had been led to re-

gard his succession to the throne

ascertain. Th^ Journal des Dd-

bats (Paris) denies the story of

the young man's ill health. He
has, it declares, " led a laborious

and active life " with a view to

attaining the throne. The more

sensational and less reliable news-

papers of Europe have referred

to obscure rumors based upon

what might happen if the Czar's

infant son were no more. But

his Majesty's immediate personal

anxiety is differently conceived

by the Hamburger Echo :

" In the most exalted families

of Western Europe all eventual-

ities have long since been pro-

vided for. Heirs to thrones have

incidentally been trained to other

callings. One could act verv
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well in the capacity of tailor, another as chauffeur, a third as occa-

sional poet (wedding odes at three marks each), a fourth as com-

poser, a fifth as painter, and a sixth as a little of everything. But

in Russia the vicissitudes of time have never been taken into con-

sideration, and poor Nickie now looks gloomily and unprepared

into the future."

—

Translalio?>s made for The Literary Di-

gest.

THE IMPERILED EXISTENCE OF AUSTRIA-
HUNGARY AS A DUAL MONARCHY.

THE son of that "great Kossuth " who induced a Hungarian

national assembly to decree the dethronement of the Haps-

burgs now dominates the pohtical situation in Hungary, as is ad-

mitted even by Vienna dailies. Francis Kossuth, as the Ne^ie

Freie Presse (Vienna) and \S\&Zeit (Vienna) agree, has overthrown

the Hungarian Liberal party which for forty years past has been

one of the two pillars of the dual monarchy. " Austria-Hungary,"

in the words of the London Times, has hitherto meant " Austria

and the Hungarian Liberal party." What Austria-Hungary shall

henceforth mean depends, it adds, upon the sense of responsibility

of Francis Kossuth and the party of " independence " led by him.

That statesman is quoted in Hungarian dailies like the Egyeteries

(Budapest), the Fiiggetlen Magyarorszag, and the Budapest—all

more or less in political sympathy with him—as favoring " a per-

sonal union " of the two halves of the Hapsburg empire. This

expression has been interpreted so variously that Mr. Kossuth has

risen to explain it himself. " There is," he says, " to be nothing in

common between Hungary and Austria except the person of the

sovereign and the obligation of mutual defense, which means the

permanency of offensive and defensive alliance. This is the

strictly legal and historical basis connected with the so-called

pragmatic sanction, or the law establishing the right of succession

of the Hapsburgs on the Hungarian throne."

Yet the son of " the great Kossuth " does not contemplate total

political separation, according to French dailies, including the

Journal des Ddbais (Paris). He seeks simply a somewhat funda-

mental modification of the act of union or compact between Aus-

tria and Hungary. A serious view of the situation is taken, none

the less, by London organs, English opinion on Austro-Hungarian

affairs carrying great weight, by the way, with Hungarians. The
London Standard comments upon the poetic justice of it all

:

" Kossuth is the representative and inheritor of the traditions

which his father, the famous dictator of 1849, bequeathed to the

Magyar people when the hope of Hungarian independence wasde-
stroyed by the bayonets of Austria and Russia. The eloquent

champion of the defeated race dedicated his life to the lost cause

of national separatism. He traveled through England and Amer-
ica, intrigued and diplomatized in France and Italy, and he wrote

books and circulated pamphlets, all with the object of reversing

the verdict of the disastrous day of Villagos. It was, of course,

all in vain. Enthusiastic crowds applauded the fiery orator in

London and New York, and astute statesmen temporized with

him. But neither the sympathetic multitude nor the Palmerstons

and Louis Napoleons had any real inclination to further the enter-

prise of dividing the Hapsburgs from their Transleithanian do-

minions, or setting up that Hungarian republic which was the goal

of Kossuth's ambition. The restoration of Magyar liberties was
secured neither by rebellion nor by external agency, but by the

timely pressure brought to bear by the sagacious Deak, at a time

when the humiliating war with Prussia had wrought a salutary

change in the methods of Vienna. But the AnsgleicJi of 1867, long

regarded with satisfaction as the masterpiece of the Emperor
Francis Joseph's moderate and conciliatory statesmanship, was
never accepted by the Kossuthists. The sons and immediate fol-

lowers of the dictator continued to hold aloft the banner inscribed

with the motto of independence. For years they remained a

powerless and insignificant group, whose pretensions were not

seriously regarded. It is a singular example of time's revenges

that the leader of this small faction should have become the arbiter •

of Hungarian politics, the maker and unmaker of ministries, the

man without whom, it is now acknowledged, a stable cabinet can

hardly be formed at Budapest. It is more remarkable still that

this politician should be received in friendly audience by the ruler

of the dual realm, and that the son and namesake of the insurrec-

tionary chief should be accepted as the authoritative adviser of the

same sovereign who was solemnly ' deposed ' by his father six-and-

fifty years ago. Of all the unexampled vicissitudes through which

Kaiser Francis Joseph has passed, there is none much more stri-

king than this. But by this time the King of Hungary must be

beyond the reach of surprise."

Any Hungarian ministry of the immediate future, thinks the

Paris Te/nps, will be a "makeshift" only.— Translations made

for The Literary Digest.

T.ittle father ! Isn't it time to stop treating me as if I were a child ?
"

I don't treat you as a child. I treat you as a man by having you shot."

— Fiscliictto CYuxin)

.

MujiK—" Little father ! Little father !"

Czar—" I thought he had fallen asleep !

"

—De Aiiistcrdannncr Vcckblad voor Nederland.

THE CHILD IS FATHER TO THE MAN.
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PROFESSOR KARIEKF.

A noted liberal writer re-

cently arrested in St. Peters-

burg.

M. AKM..MEH-.

His articles in Russian
journals have aroused dis-

pleasure in the Ministry of the

Interior.

MINISTER OF THE INTERIOR,
BOULIGUINE.

He has latelybeen appointed

successor to Prince Sviatopolk-

Mirsky, and will censor the

press severely.

DR. SOUVORIN.

One of the most noted of

Russia's newspaper editors.

PROFESSOR CHKODSKY.

He has had many encounters
with the St. Petersburg police

on account of his newspaper
articles advocating freedom of

speech.

SOME RUSSIAN THINKERS AND THEIR CENSOR.

THE RUSSIAN BUREAUCRACY AND THE
RUSSIAN NOBILITY.

TN its most immediate aspect the crisis in Russia is a struggle

^ between the " new " bureaucracy and the " old nobility," in the

opinion of Ale.xander Ular, the somewhat mysterious but seeming-

ly very well-informed writer on Russian topics. Alexander Ular,

it is averred, must be a pseudonym. At any rate, the name ap-

pears under articles dealing with Russian foreign and domestic

policy in the ^wr^r^ (Paris), the Revue (Paris), The Contemporary

Review (London), and other leading publications. Only a person

with access to official sources of information could make Alex-

ander Ular's revelations, it is believed by some European papers.

He would be unlikely, hence, to sign his real name to such an

article as appears over his signature in The Coniet/tporary Review,

dealing with the struggle between bureaucracy and nobility in

Russia. He writes:

" This is the result of the creation of the bureaucratic caste, itself

a consequence of the democratic reforms of Alexander II. Down
to the middle of the last century the direction of political affairs

was concentrated in the hands of the nobility, under the personal

supervision of the Czar. It was the reign of the aristocratic caste.

Bourgeois officials were charged only with office work, and never

made their way to high positions. The awful revelations of the

Crimean War as to the incapacity of this r^gijite led Alexander II.

to the ' great reforms of the sixties.' The abolition of serfdom,

together with tlie introduction of the zemstvos (county councils),

and of judicial, press, and educational reforms, opened all official

functions to large crowds of gifted young men. From the moment
when otliers than nobles were admitted to the great official schools,

the aristocratic regime came to an end, and a bureaucratic caste

was formed. Capacity was the sole means of making one's way
from the humblest to the highest posts in the empire. Within a

couple of years the middle classes had invaded all official positions.

And as psychology too often will have it with self-made men, their

hatred of the nobility, their former masters, continued, while they

took on in addition a contempt of the lower classes, the ordinary

citizens, whom they were charged with governing and even op-

pressing. Thus they betrayed the whole nation ; the Government
which had appointed them in order to get loyal, scrupulous, and
able officials; the higher classes, who hoped by this infusion of

young blood to construct a new ' nobility of merit'; the middle
classes, who hoped to be loyally represented in the administration

by their fellow citizens ; and the masses who, crushed under the

weight of serfdom, expected, if not a serious increase of welfare,

at least something like justice."

Such, then, is the origin of the Russian bureaucracy as it fulfils

its destiny under Nicholas II. It has driven the nobility into re-

volt, according to the well-informed authority here quoted. Noble-

men, we are even assured, contributed to the large fund for defray-

ing the expenses of the late Von Plehve's "removal." Noblemen
are behind the terrorist campaign. It is an instinct of self-preser-

vation that prompts such a course on the part of the nobility.

They seek to stave off their ruin by the bureaucracy. Of the

mutual attitude of bureaucracy and nobility, one to the other, we
learn :

" Disposing of the immense and uncontrollable power of admin-
istration in a country where opinion is a crime and responsibility

a personal privilege of the sovereign, bureaucracy at once, by the

natural course of its development, was bound to subdue its prin-

cipal enemy the nobility, and to hold office in such away as to

prevent its victims from either applying directly to the Czar, or
taking measures of self-defense. These tasks were so much the

easier that the middle classes, more numerous than the nobility,

were able to push a far greater number of highly talented men into

the highest posts. Is it not an astounding fact that during the last

quarter of the nineteenth century there have been, among several

dozen ministers in Russia, only four noblemen ? Except Prince

Sviatopolk-Mirski, Prince Tolstoy, Goremykin, and Sipiagin, all

the directors of Russian policy and administration have come from
families of comparatively low standing. Witte, a petty railway

clerk; his predecessor, Vyshnegradski, son of a Pole of low con-

dition ; Bogoliepoff, Minister of Public Instruction, killed in 1900,

son of a non-commissioned officer; Zenger, one of his successors,

son of an obscure official ; Plehve himself and others, all are

self-made men ; and, being so, they have always found a keen

pleasure in keeping out men of great family or high standing ; they

have asked for personal aptitude only, and thus have formed a
powerful army of officials, the sole glory and the sole moral prin-

ciple of whom is what the French call arrivisjne,.3.n awful mixture

of egotism, ambition, cynicism, cupidity, and insolence. They
want money and arbitrary power. At the outset of their career

they have neither. Their only wealth is their official position.

This, therefore, they exploit in any way, honest or criminal, in

order to get money, and in order to revenge themselves for what
they have suffered themselves in the past, by oppressing their in-

feriors and the helpless mass of the people. In face of this for-

midable and resistless power, the nobility were in a most painful

situation. Not only had they lost their influence on public affairs,

but they were reduced to the same submission as the other subjects

of the Czar. And this was very hard, since they were accustomed
to be treated by the Czar's Government quite differently from the

slaves or peasants. Of their old privileges nothing remained;
formerly they had reigned as autocrats over twenty million serfs;
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now the}^ had themselves become the serfs of irresponsible bureau-

crats. The only privileges left to them are the right to carry

armorial bearings and to sign by the name of their casdes. For

the rest their condition has become exactly the same as that of

peasants or workmen."

EUROPE'S DISCONTENT WITH THE UNITED
STATES SENATE.

PRESS comment abroad makes it evident that if the nations of

Europe could vote amendments to the written constitution of

this repubhc, the prerogatives of the United States Senate as re-

gards treaties would be modified or abolished. "It should either

be deprived of its power of veto in the matter of treaties," declares

the London Spectator, "or else be regarded as the treaty making

power, with whom the ambassadors should deal directly and to

whom they should even be jointly accredited." Utterances of this

sort have been freely elicited by the Senate's action on the arbi-

tration treaties with various European Powers concerning which

President Roosevelt penned his emphatic letter to the chairman of

the foreign relations committee of the Senate. "It is useless to

carry out delicate negotiations with the executive if they are to be

immediately vetoed by the Senate," complains the London weekly

already quoted. To this another important weekly, the London

Statist, adds that " the amendment of the arbitration treaties by

the Senate clearly makes it more difficult for foreign countries to

enter into treaties with the United States, for, however reasonable

they may find the diplomatic agents of the United States and the

President who gives those agents their instructions, foreign gov-

ernments have always to remember that his diplomatic agents and

the President may be overruled by the Senate, of whose motives

they are incapable of forming any adequate judgment." To the

London Sattirday Review the episode is new evidence that Amer-

ican institutions are inadequate to twentieth-century conditions

:

" The rejection of the arbitration treaties matters little in itself.

Those instruments would have effected little either for good or

evil, but the whole incident is only an instructive skirmish on the

ground where far heavier engagements may be fought at any mo-
ment. Mr. Roosevelt is the embodiment of the national demand
for an active foreign policy, and he has the constitutional right of

command of the army and navy. As it is only since the Spanish

War that the United States can be correctly said to have definitely

taken a conspicuous place in the politics of the world, the extraor-

dinary developments in the Presidential power which that step

brings with it have hardly yet been realized, but it will help every

day to exalt him at the expense of the legislature. The declara-

tions regarding the Monroe Doctrine which Mr. Roosevelt himself

and leading supporters have made of late involve similar results.

" No man in his position can help contemplating with envy the

free hand allowed a British Minister in the manipulation of foreign

affairs, but, if not Mr. Roosevelt, then some early successor will

find himself no less generously entrusted with the national interests

of the United States. The dangers and difficulties inherent in any

attempt to conduct complicated negotiations through represen-

tative bodies may any day appear aggressively insistent even to the

average American. A business people will quickly appreciate

the most businesslike way of conducting public affairs. Hitherto

the existing framework has sufficiently served public requirements.

The new developments make it quite impossible that they can do

so much longer."

But Mr. Roosevelt is not the man to endure defeat by "so slight

a thing" as an adverse vote' in the United States Senate, predicts

the Iiiddpendajice Beige (Brussels). " So far as the arbitration

treaties are particularly involved," it adds, the vote of the Senate

may be dangerous, since, " from the very force of the amendment

adopted, the Senate Will have to be consulted each time it is de-

sired, in virtue of these agreements, to have recourse to arbi-

tration." The Joiu-nal des Dt'bats (Paris) enters into the subject

from the point of view of world politics thus

:

"The decision arrived at by the Ignited States Senate regarding

the arbitration treaties submitted to it is rightly deemed an impor-

tant event. The advocates of arbitration among nations see there-

in a decided check to the cause to which they are devoted, and they

regret this the more as the United States is called upon to play a

constantly increasing part in international politics. The question

has an immediate interest to ourselves, since one of the treaties

which the United States Senate has practically rejected by amend-
ing them had been concluded between France and the United
States. But, in our view, the vote of the Senate is interesting less

on account of the cause of arbitration than from the point of view
of the mode in which this exalted body understands international

politics, first in relation to the outside world and next in relation

to the executive power of the Union
" We have to note first of all a new proof that this assembly (the

United States Senate) assumss the right to modify, in a one-sided

way, an international treaty. Ordinarily, a parliament, confronted

by a treaty, accepts it or rejects it, or else it invites the Govern-
ment to open fresh negotiations with the other contracting party.

But it does not amend it on its own authority. Now, the United
States Senate had already arrogated to itself this right in a case far

more important than the present one. This was in the case of the

first Hay-Pauncefote treaty, concluded with England on the sub-

ject of the interoceanic canal. The Senate had amended it so con-

siderably that it had become unacceptable to England. It results

from the new instance that has just been afforded that diplomacy

must henceforth reckon with this circumstance—the power of the

United States Senate to amend treaties. This power Mr. Roose-
velt himself recognized in his letter to Senator CuUom. The sec-

ond conclusion to be drawn from the vote of the Senate is that this

body is determined to control, in an increasingly effective manner,

the foreign policy of the Government. There was another proof

of this in the sort of conflict that has arisen between it and the

President regarding the Santo Domingo protocol, which the Sen-

ate has insisted shall be transformed into a treaty, so that the

United States shall not, without the consent of the Senate, estab-

lish a disguised protectorate over the republic of Santo Domingo.
It may happen that the Senate will go too far in the exercise of this

prerogative. But on the other hand, considering that governments

have a constantly more decided tendency, thanks to the subter-

fuges and fictions of diplomacy, to withdraw foreign policy from
the control of the representatives of the nation, it is no matter for

surprise that the United States Senate should desire to counteract

this tendency."

—

Translation madefor The Literary Digest.

POINTS OF VIEW.

Anglo-Saxonism.—" To the mind of the Pan-American," contends the Lon-

don Globe, " the presence of the British fiag in the Caribbean has long been an

eyesore and an intrusion."

Inscrutable Oriental.—" Asia has been aroused beyond its wont," says

the London Standard, " and the ferment may go on working long after Russia

and Japan have come to terms."

Not a Bail Case.—" Maxim Gorky's new drama bears the name of ' Dach-

nike,' " says London Picnch, "which we understand is pronounced 'Dash
Nicky.' "

No Russian Revolution.—" Russia is far from a revolution in the usual

sense of the term," writes " a Russian noble of exalted rank " in the London
Mail. " Who are to bring a revolution about ?

"

The War Came Too Late.—" His grand dukes are not above reminding

him," says the London Review of Rcvieivs regarding Nicholas II., " that it was

his infatuated devotion to peace which is responsible for all Russia's disasters."

No Guns, No Peace. -" In consequence of the Sultan of Turkey's decision

to buy no French guns," says London Public Opinion, " M. Constans delivered

an ultimatum threatening to leave Constantinople unless his demands were satis-

fied."

An Upstart Rebuked.—" We do not recognize the Monroe Doctrine as ap-

plying to Canada," says TJie Canadian Magazine (Toronto). "This was a

British country before ever there was a Monroe Doctrine or a United States to

announce it."

Unprecedented.—" What is new is not the liberalism of Russian gentlemen

of position and education," says the London Times, " but the fact that they

should combine in making public profession of their opinions in a more or less

official capacity."

Prosperity in Russia. — It would appear from some leading economic

periodicals in St. Petersburg that the world has formed too pessimistic a notion

of Russia's economic condition. The Ekonomicheskaia Gazeta prints details to

prove that prosperity prevails in many provinces and that the financial outlook

is good. According to Ekonomichcskoie Obozrienic the Russian revenues for

the coming year will be easily collected and the business outlook is improving.
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NOTABLE BOOKS OF THE DAY.

AN ANTE-BELLUM PICTURE OF THE SOUTH-
WITH REFLECTIONS.

Bethany, a Story of the Old South. By Thomas E. Watson. Cloth,
3S3 pp. Price, $1.50. D. Appleton & Co.

THIS is a historical novel possessing the unique characteristic of

having all the history in one part and all the novel in another

—

an arrangement that will be much appreciated by those readers of

the book who prefer to take these two brands of literature " straight."

The author's aim seems to have been to present a picture of the

South before the war, together with some discussion of the causes and
consequences of the great struggle ; and by the use of very simple literary

methods—there is scarcely a trace of a plot in the book—he has been
remarkably successful in accomplishing his purpose. The indictment

he draws against the fire-eating, blood-drinking secessionists and aboli-

tionists of the South and North, and the politicians of the two sections,

who so eagerly touched off a national conflagration that consumed a

million lives, should do much to place the blame for that great holocaust

where it belongs. Indeed, it is not too much to say that our historical

literature has been permanently enriched by his lucid account of the

real attitudes and activities of that famous Georgia group of Southern
leaders in those crucial secession days. It was the fiery, half-mad
" Bob " Toombs, going about the South emitting lurid oratory and de-

claring that he would drink all the blood that should be spilled, who
probably did more than any other man to spread the gospel of seces-

sion; and it was the wise and brave "Alec" Stephens who sought to

counteract the evil influence of Toombs by counseling moderation and
delay. Then there was the magnetic William L. Yancey, adroit apol-

ogist for slavery and impassioned champion of Southern rights; and on
the other side were Ben Hill and Herschel V. Johnson, who fought so

heroically to hold Georgia in the Union when the action of "The Em-
pire State of the South " might turn

the tide of secession and avert the

war.

The book is frankly Southern, how-
ever, and strongly Democratic. New
England's various threats to leave the

Union are recalled to show that se-

cession was not always regarded by
Northerners as synonymous with po-

litical turpitude ; and the gloomy view
is taken that the military victory of

the Federal government ended for-

ever the reign of Jeflfersonian princi-

ples in the republic. Despondently,

he asks:

" Did Yancey see this ? Did Lincoln
see it? Did the Sewards and the
Beechers, the Garrisons and the Ger-
rit Smiths, the Whittiers and the
Sumners, realize that in their blind
methods of striking the shackles off

the slave they would rivet the chains upon unborn millions of the white
race, change the very nature qf the republic, put the scepter into the
hands of the militant, law-defying Hamiltonianism, and hurl our govern-
ment by resistless evolution toward that old, old gulf which has swal-
lowed up every republic known to history—centralism, with its class-

law, its despotism of the few, its subordination of the civilian to the
soldier?"

The love-story in the book has the primary merit of simplicity; and
it is properly conceivable that it is all " just as it happened " in real life,

as the author affirms in the preface. " Uncle Ralph " leaves the sowing of

his wild oats to go to the defense of Southern rights ; and Nellie Roberts
withholds the confession of her love for him until he shall prove himself

worthy of her. Ruel Wade, a brilliant but indolent young preacher—

a

character, by the way, that is remarkably well drawn—comes into the

lovely girl s life; and Misunderstanding, aided and abetted by Gossip

and Slander, causes an estrangement between her and her absent

lover. Then the youth, sick in body and soul, comes home to die, and
to the surprise of the reader he is allowed by the author to do so; the

maiden dies also—not of a broken heart, but from typhoid fever; and
the romance ends—like Mr. Watson's political philosophy—in a quiet

gloom.

Copyright, Pach Bros.. N. Y.. 1904.

THOMAS E. WATSON

A DIREFUL PHASE OF MODERN SLAVERY.
King Leopold's Rule in Africa. By Edmund D. Morel. 466 pp. Price,

S3.75 net. Funk & Wagnalls Company.

A PERUSAL of this book can hardly fail to awaken mingled emo-
tions in the minds of readers. After the first wonderment is

passed that such a state of things could exist even in Africa and
for the most part pass unheeded by the world, in these days of travel

and observation, one follows with admiration the evidences of the au-

thor's patient research. He traces the growth of the evil from the early

seventies, when the Belgian king became first inspired to make himself

European ruler of the Congo, and when the rest of Europe, taking stock

in his promises, grew to regard him as a sort of knight errant of mod-
ern commercial civilization, until his claim was ratified by the Berlin

Conference of 1S84.

With minute care Mr. Morel pictures the Congo native in his com-
paratively barbarous state, and contrasts it with the shocking degrada-
tion and physical cruelty that fol-

lowed the commercial slavery into

which he was plunged through the

white man's greed of gain. The story

of beatings, maimings, starvation and
burnings might seem incredible did

not the author furnish overwhelm-
ing proof from every source, official

and unofficial—the letters of mission-

aries, published diaries of travelers,

consular reports, commercial records,

debates in the Flouse of Commons.
Every source of supply is ransacked

and the proofs laid bare.

One is filled with amazement alike

at the chicanery and lying of Belgian

officials when appealed to in behalf of

the natives, and the indifference of the

English Government when asked to

interpose. Not until after frequent

rebuffs and the indefatigable efforts of

a few prominent Englishmen working upon English public opinion did

the slowly growing movement consolidate into the Congo Reform Asso-

ciation, with Mr. Morel, the patient gleaner and active observer, as sec-

retary. It is in the latter capacity he now comes before the American
people and incidentally gives his book to the public. It is putting it

mildly to say that he is steeped in his subject, for the freeing of Congo-
land from a slavery worse than any known to the modern world seems
to have become an obsession with him. Considering the mass of mate-

rial, the book is well written, vivacious in style, and the pictures taken

from actual life heighten the vividness of the narrative.

EDMUND D. morel.

CHINA AND HER NEIGHBORS.
New Forces in Old China. By Arthur J. Brown. Cloth, 382 pp. Price,

Ji.Sonet. Illustrated. Fleming H. Revell Company.

Europe and the Far East. By R. K. Douglas. Cloth, 450 pp. Price,

$2.00. The Macmillan Company.

POLITICAL students and statesmen throughout the world are to-

day keenly watching an ancient sluggish leviathan arousing it-

self from its world-old torpor under the stimulus imparted by the

inoculation of Western ideas. That leviathan is China^ and while many
view with satisfaction the transformation rapidly bringing her into line

with modem civilization, the thought of this portentous change is filling

some with grave forebodings.

The theme of this transformation so silently, surely going forward

along religious, political, economic, and commercial lines engages the

pen of Mr. Brown, and he handles it with a knowledge gained by long

study of oriental problems and in an extended tour which he made in

China shortly after the Boxer troubles. He treats the subject in fresh,

journalistic style, and with an appreciation of the good points in the

Mongolian that is pleasing to meet with. In a readable way a great

deal of information concerning Chinese character and customs is im-

parted, while the main thesis of this

book is never lost sight of. Some
of its matter was originally prepared

as Princeton lectures, and some has

appeared in articles in leading

monthlies.

Salient features of the book that

deserve to be emphasized are its com-

plete account of the Chinese railway

system up to date, of the startling

facts of the rapid development of

American trade with China, of the

colossal extent of the economic revo-

lution in China, and the presentation

of the fact that to-day China has

almost one hundred newspapers,

whereas ten years ago she had none.

Among many other questions, the

author discusses two that 'are of

vital interest and importance at the

present time, the "yellow peril,"

and the alleged responsibility of missionaries for disturbances that

have occurred in China. Mr. Brown forcefully refutes the charge

against the missionary, and to the expressed fear of some that the New
China will become a "peril" to nations of the West he is somewhat
non-committal. His sensing of the situation can, however, be gathered

ARTHUR J. brown.
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from what follows. "It is by no means impossible," he says, "that
some new Genghis Khan or Tamerlane may arise, and with the weapons
of modern warfare in his hands and these uncounted millions at his com-
mand, gaze about on the pygmies that we call the Powers! Christen-

dom has too long regarded heathen nations with a pity not unmingled
with contempt. It is now beginning to regard them with a respect not

unmingled with fear."

Mr. Douglas's book will appeal more directly to the student than to

the general r.eader. Excellent maps, an index, a bibliography and an
appendix on Chinese geographical names add to its scholarly complete-
ness. The aim is "to give a connected history of the relations which
have prevailed between the nations of the West and the Empires of

China, Japan, Annam and Siam. The ground thus covered is so vast

and the pjsriods dealt with are so extended that it has been necessary
to summarize much which otherwise might well have merited a more
detailed treatment."

The author is the keeper of oriental books at the British Museum and
professor of Chinese at King's College, London. His volume belongs
to the Cambridge Historical Series, under the general editorship of G.
W. Prothero, from whom Mr. Douglas borrowed his chapter on the

Revolution in Japan.
The opening chapters, dealing with China, give a clear,, synoptic ac-

count of the inception of traffic between East and West, the opium
trade and the international unpleasantness in which England became
embroiled because of it, the T'aip'ing rebellion in which General Gor-
don of heroic memory played an important part, and the missionary
riots of 1879.

Turning to Japan the author tells of the opening of that country to

foreigners, and it is pointed out that the first act in the making of the

New Japan was accomplished in 1868 with the abolishment of the old

feudal system. Two chapters tell of Western industrial innovations and
reform movements in China, and another is devoted to the Chino-Jap-
anese War. Further discussion of reform and reaction in China since

the eighties follows, and a lucid account is given of the Boxers and the
anti-foreign risings of which the memory is still recent. The facts and
the policies of European powers in Annam and Siam are briefly pre-

sented. The final chapter sketches the steps leading up to the Russo-
Japanese War. As to the Russian occupation of Port Arthur, this author
says: " A more unprincipled act it is impossible to imagine; and the

Japanese did well to be angry."

As regards China, these two volumes are in a way complementary.
The first gives us an intimate picture of Chinese life, manners and pres-

ent state of transition; the second, an historical review of all the

movements that to-day arc bearing fruit in the making of a New
China.

A LAST LANDMARK.
Literary Landmarks of the Scottish Universities. By Laurence

Hutton. Illustrated. With Index. Cloth, 200 pp. Price, $1.25. G. P. Put-
nam's Sons.

JOURNALIST, editor, lecturer, autobiographer—these offices Lau-
rence Hutton filled ; but as an essayist and critic he was most wide-
ly known. This posthumous volume (published four months after

his death last June) closes Mr. Hutton's most important contribution to

literature, the series of " Literary Landmarks." The landmarks all aim
chiefly at describing, in conjunction
with the personages that gave them
interest, houses or neighborhoods
once dwelt in by departed authors.

In their preparation no pains were
spared to reach accurate and reliable

information, and they are attractively

written. The series began with " Lit-

erary Landmarks of London " in 1888,

and includes "Literary Landmarks
of Edinburgh," of Jerusalem, Venice,

Florence, etc.; eight volumes in all,

appearing at intervals of two or three

years. This last volume is one of the

best, full of delightful fact and pict-

ure of the universities of Edinburgh,
Glasgow, Aberdeen, and St. Andrews.
The last, the mother of the group, the

author styles "perhaps the most per-

fect specimen of a university town,

pure and simple, in all the world."
Each university, with its several colleges, is treated historically and
descriptively: its government, teaching', famous professors and high
officials, the libraries, with their special treasures of books or manu-
scripts, the students' life, manners, customs, pranks, etc. When one
recalls some of the names the plan of the work involves—Drummond, of

Hawthornden, Robert and William Aytoun, Crichton ("The Admira-
ble "), Goldsmith, Scott, Hume, Dugald Stewart, Smollett, Campbell,
Dr. Chalmers, Byron, Adam Smith, Lord Brougham, Sir David Brew-

LAURENCE HUTTON.

ster, Carlyle, Charles Darwin (the list might be continued)— its possibil-

ities appear. The style is enlivened by Mr. Hutton's usual occasional

turns of dry humor.
The Scottish, like the German, universities, non-residential, have lit-

tle or no class feeling. The curious fact is noted that it is only at two
colleges of St. Andrews that the great majority of students try for or

obtain degrees; at Edinburgh and Glasgow a large percentage attend

merely to obtain a certain amount of instruction in selected branches,

which won they voluntarily drop out. There is an anecdote of Robert
Louis Stevenson to the effect that, while at Edinburgh, he was such a

distressful absentee from classes that, when once at the year's end told

by a certain professor that the latter had no recollection of having ever

seen his face before, he was obliged to confess the professor probably
never had.

The illustrations (mostly from photographs) are numerous, good, and
helpful.

CRIME AND ITS TREATMENT.
The Diseases of Society. The Vice and Crime Problem. By G. Frank

Lydston, M.D. Cloth, 626 pp. J. B. Lippincott Company.

" T T has been urged that the modern criminologist has been pointing
A out errors and assuming an attitude at once pessimistic and icon-

oclastic, but that nothing has come of it all. It is at once admit-

ted that our results have been meager. The explanation is simple,

however. The science of criminology is still in its infancy. . . . Ma-
ligned and misunderstood . . . handicapped by the bad logic of quasi

scientists, the modern criminologist has fought his way toward a hear-

ing which is as yet almost confined to the chosen few." In these words
does Dr. G. Frank Lydston endeavor to account for the slow headway
of the " scientific materialism " that is to rejuvenate society. A better

explanation, however, is afforded by the contemplation of the work in

which these words occur, which is an elaborate study in social pathology

with especial reference to the society of the United States of to-day and
to-morrow. Perceiving vice and crime rampant throughout the land,

increasing, despite punitive, corrective, and repressive legislation, at a

ratio in excess of the increase in population, its author addresses him-

self to the double task of diagnosis and prescription. His quest into

the causation of social disease leads him to undertake a survey of the

conditions prevailing in all strata of society and in many of the salient

walks of life, and results in the framing of as lurid an indictment of our

social system as could well be conceived—an indictment that is a strange

mixture of profound generalizations, half-truths and exaggerations.

When it comes to the question of remedies we find, coupled with sug-

gestions of high helpfulness, proposals repulsive alike to the mind and
to the heart. The difficulty is that the average "modern criminal an-

thropologist" goes to extremes, views human nature in a false perspec-

tive, rides hobbies, and otherwise so conducts his labors as to provoke
prejudices inevitably reacting disastrously on that in his work which is

of real value. And thus it is with Dr. Lydston's monograph.
Yet there should be no overlooking the fact that it holds much de-

serving of the most serious consideration by those who have at heart

tl:2 problem of social betterment. This problem, of course, is one of

prevention as much as it is one of cure, and it cannot be gainsaid that

society is doing all too little to prevent the prospective from becoming
the actual criminal, that it acts altogether too much on the principle of

laissez-faire. Whether or not it be true, as claimed by Dr. Lydston
in common with his fellow investigators of the modern school, that de-

generacy underlies all social disease, that the born criminal is always,

and the occasional criminal usually, a defective, certain it is that in-

sufficient attention has in the past been paid to the physical side of

criminality and to the possibilities of overcoming the evil effects of

heredity and environment by ameliorative measures. And in so far as

the criminologist, whatever his viewpoint, awakens the conscience of

society to its responsibilities in this direction, and impels action to the

removal of noxious stimuli and the upbuilding of salutary inhibitions,

he may count his work well done. Viewing Dr. Lydston's book
thus broadly it becomes of real importance. It may well be regarded

as extremely undesirable, even were it possible, to give effect to certain

of his recommendations—and in particular the drastic matrimonial
legislation whereby he would strike at the prime source of trouble; but
in respect to other of his suggestions there can be nothing but praise.

Already, happily, some of these have been anticipated; the remainder
cannot too soon be put into execution.
The book is freely and intelligently illustrated, the illustrations in-

cluding a remarkably comprehensive series of crania and types.

Poetical Gluts and Poetical Gluttons. — " Could anything be more
cruel," says The Evening- Post (New Vork\ "than the act of The Critic in

sending broadcast to the poets of the land a circular asking them to explain 'the

slump in poetry' ? It really ought to be classed among those questions one

would wish not to have asked. And the answers ? Naturally most of the writers

protest that there is no such slump at all Most of the writers who admit

that poetry is losing ground, blame the public. The great and indifferent public

will not be much pained by the accusation, but why drag in the press ?
" The

lack of seriousness in the attitude which the press takes to all higher literature,"

says one poet, giving his three reasons for the decline of poetry. But, as always.

Dr. Henry van Dyke has hit the nail on the head. The difficulty is not with the

poets or the pubhc, but with those emissaries of Satan, the critics.
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Aid the Natural Changes
of the skin by using HAND SAPOLIO. If you want a velvet skin, don't

PUT ON preparations, but TAKE OFF the dead skin, and let the new
perfect cuticle furnish its own beauty. Those who use HAND SAPOLIO
need no cosmetics— Nature, relieved, does its own work, and you will

gain, or retain, a natural beauty that no balms or powders can imitate.

THE FIRST STEP
away from selt-respect is

lack ot care in personal

cleanliness ; the first move

in building up a proper

pride in man, woman, or

child, is a visit to the

bath-tub. You can't be

healthy, or pretty, or even

good, unless vou are clean.

Use hand SAPOLIO.
It pleases every one.

THE PERFECT
PURITY of HAND
SAPOLIO makes it a very

desirable toilet article ;

it contains no animal

fats, but is made from the

most healthful of the

vegetable oils. It is truly

the " Dainty Woman's

Friend." Its use is a

fine habit.

W H Y TAKE
DAINTY CARE of

your mouth , and neglect

your pores. the myriad

mouths of vour skin ?

HAND SAPOLIO does

not gloss them over, or

chemicallv dissolve their

health - giving oils, y e t

clears them thoroughly by

a method of its own.

WW INSIST "^i
Do it gently, wisely, but firmly.

Insist on having HAND SAPOLIO
from your dealer. He owes it

to you.

He may be slow—hasten him a bit!

He may be timid—don't blame him,

he has often been fooled into buying

unsalable stuff—tell him that the very

name SAPOLIO is a guarantee that the

article will be good and salable.

He may hope that you will forget it

—that you do not want it badly— Insist,

don't let him forget that you want it

very badly.

He can order a small box—36 cakes

—from any Wholesale Grocer in the

United States. If he does, he will re-

tain, and we will secure, an exceedingly

valuable thing—your friendship.

JIST INSIST I

A BEAUTIFUL
SKIN can only be se-

cured through Nature's

work. Ghastly horrid imi-

tations of beauty are made

by cosmetics, balms, pow-

ders, and other injurious

compounds. They put

a coat over the already

clogged pores of the skin

and double the injury.

WOULD YOU
WIN PLACE.? Be

clean, both in and out.

We cannot undertake

the former task-—that lies

with vourself-- but the

latter we can aid with

HAND SAPOLIO.

It costs but a trifle

—

its use is a fine labit.

HAND SAPOLIO
neither coats over the sur-

face, nor does it go down
into the pores and dissolve

their necessary oils. It

opens the pores, liberates

their activities, but works

chemical change inno

those delicate juices that go

to make up the charm and

bloom of a healthy com-
plexion. Test it yourself.

For Everybody at Home—HAND SAPOLIO
THE BABY, because it is so soft and dainty for its delicate skin.

THE SCHOOLBOY, because its use insures him " Perfect " marks in neatness.

THE " BIG SISTER," because it keeps her complexion and hands soft and pretty,

THE BUSY MOTHER, because it keeps her hands young and pretty in spite of housework and sewing.

THE FATHER himself, because it helps him to leave behind the grime of daily work, AND
TT- ir BECAUSE IT KEEPS THE SKIN SOFT, REMOVES STAINS, AND AIDS
1 OUrSGlI THE NATURAL CHANGES OF THE SKIN.

Readers of The LrrKRARV Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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^^tTYAND

/NCOHt
No. 3

Pittsburgh Securities

recommended tor

conserv^ative invest-

ors desiring safety

and a living income.

Manufacturers Light and Heat Co., 6%
serial bonds.

American Sewer Pipe, 20 year 6% bonds.

Union Switch and Signal, 8*^, stock par

$50, selling about ^88.

Pittsburgh and Allegheny Telephone,

^% bonds, selling under par.

Westinghouse Electric, 105*, stock par

^50, selling about ^90.

Harbison & Walker, 6%, preferred stock.

and others equally good—all

selling regularly on the Pitts-

burgh Stock Exchange and
perfectly safe conservative in-

vestments.

Write for Detailed Description.

ROBERT C. HALL.
Member Pittsbnrgli Stocic Exchange,

240 FOURTH AVE., PITTSBURGH.

Reference—Any bank or banker in Pittsburgh.

OP
Chain

Chainless
and

Motor

For 27 Years
^we have been in the field and our naine
plates stand for superior quality; deal-
ers prefer to handle and riders lilte to
use wheels that are backed by years of
successful manufacturing experience.

Bicycles of All Grades
and at Various Prices

$22.50 to $100.00.

A complete line of juveniles.

Columbia Cleveland
Tribune Crawford

POPE MFG. CO.. Hartford, Conn.
Rambler Crescent
Monarch Imperial

^POPE MFG. CO., Chicago, I1L<

Address Dept. B for catalogues.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

The Literary Digest is in receipt of the follow-

ing books

:

" Benjamin Disraeli : Earl of Beaconsfield, K. G., a

Ciitical Appreciation." — Dr. H. Pereira Mendes.

CThe Cambridge Society.)

" Endymion." — Benjamin Disraeli. (The Cam-
bridge Society.)

" The Man of Sorrows."—Elbert Hubbard. (The

Roycrofters.)

" De Profundis."—Oscar Wilde. (G. P. Putnam's

Sons, $1.25.)

"The Revelation Rediscovered."—J. C. C. Clarke,

D.D. (G. P. Clarke, Upper Alton, 111.)

" The Mysteries of the Zimniy Dvdretz."—Charles

W. Pafflow. (Neale Publishing Company.)

" The Prize to the Hardy."—Alice Winter. (Bobbs-

Merrill Company.)

"Letters from Tuskegee, Being the Confessions of

a Yankee."— Ruperth Fehnstoke. (Roberts & Son,

Birmingham, Ala., $0.50.)

" The White Devil and The Ducliess of Malfy."—

John Webster. (D. C. Heath & Co.)

" Select Poems of Samuel Taylor Coleridge."—Ar-

ranged by Andrew J. George, A.M. (D. C. Heath &
Co.)

''i " A Blot in the 'Scutcheon," " Colombe's Birthday,"

"A Soul's Tragedy," and "In a Balcony."—Robert

Browning. (D. C. Heath & Co.)

" The Teaching of the Gospel of John."— J. Ritchie

Smith. (Fleming H. Revell Company, $1.50 net.)

"A B C of Bee Culture."-A. I. and E. R. Root.

(Published by Authors, Medina, Ohio.)

CURRENT POETRY.
At the Ebb-Tide.

By John B. Tabb.

O marshes that remain

In anguish dumb,

Till over you again

The waters come.

So must my life abide

In silent pain,

Till Love—the truant tide-

Comes back again.

—Prom the Cosinopolitan Magazine.

Sad Hearts are Out of Date.

By- Clinton Dangerfield.

Sad hearts are out of date. We laugh and jest.

When we take wounds as well as when we strike.

One cannot tell the conquerors on Love's field-

Victors and vanquished look so much alike !

But sometimes when the mask unguarded falls

One sees the actor's self behind the part.

And half holds those the wiser who, of old.

Washed, unashamed, with tears a broken lieart.

—From T/tc Delineator.

"Thus Runs the World Away."

By John Vance Cheney.

One comes with kind, capacious hold,

But tlirough his fingers slips the gold;

He with the talons, his the hands

That rake up riches as the sands.

One fats as does the ox unbroke

;

Never on his red neck the yoke.

The pale, stooped thing, with heart and brain,

On him the weight of toil and pain.
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The dress of a letter is just

as important as its address.

Lacking either, it fails to

get there.

mfmm. 1
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One longs,—she with the full warm breast,

But no babe's head does on it rest ;

On some starved slant a fool thought fair

Love's boon is thrust, and suckled there.

—From McCiure's Magazine.

Silence.

By Kent Knowlton.

The flower that fails the springing year,

The unreviving grain of corn,

Tlie song that never reaches ear.

The golden word that dies unborn,

Are hardly missed from Nature's store,

Or from the treasure-house of men.

There lies the universe -why more?

Unnumbered songs—why sing again?

So, when long, languorous summer days

Enfold me, by green-bordered streams,

I need not seek the glowing phrase

That melts the veil from mist-clad dreams.

And when bleak winter evenings bring

The firelight and the easy-chair,

If from the flames a song should spring.

And music thrill the drowsy air,

'Twere well to keep within the heart

The melody, unspoiled and whole.

Nor mar with ineffectual art

The perfect note that reached the soul.

—From Lippi)icott's Magazine.

PERSONALS.
An Anecdotelegg Oflieeholder.—James Rudolf

Garfield, the Commissioner of Corporations, who is

now engaged in an investigation of the Standard Oil

Company, is said by a writer in the New York Tribune

to be a man who has never been the victim of a prac-

tical joke, who has never perpetrated a joke on any

one else, or told stories about himself. The writer

says

:

As soon as the Kansas oil agitation began to claim

the front pages of the daily papers there was a sudden

demand for information alxiut the man who was or-

dered by the President and the Congress to investigate

the Standard Oil Company. " Give us a few charac-

teristic anecdotes about Garfield," was the order that

most of the correspondents received. At first the " as-

signment " caused no particular sensation along Xews-

paiaer Row. It would be easy enough to gather all the

reminiscences required from almost any Ohio Con-

gressman or Federal officeholder, for Garfield had

been in public life a decade or more in his own State

before coming to Washington, and must have figured

in numerous interesting incidents. But this reasoning

proved unsound.

"Garfield? Why, of course, I know all about Gar-

field," is the way the first Ohio Congressman would
begin when he would be urged to " tell something

about" the man who is to probe Mr. Rockefeller's

" system." " Let's see. He's the younger son of Presi-

dent Garfield, was a boy around the White House,

went to school at Mentor, studied law, graduated, went

to the Ohio Senate, came here as Civil Service Com-
missioner, was made Commissioner of Corporations

when the new Department of Commerce and Labor
was established. What more do you want ? Oh, yes;

he plays tennis and takes long walks in the woods."
" Thank you ever so much, but don't you recollect

an anecdote or two about Mr. Garfield ? " urged the un-

satisfied newsgatherer.
' Don't believe I can. Never heard one about him.

He's too serious," was the uniform reply throughout

the national capital.

Next to the Attorney-General and Senator Lodge
Mr. Garfield is probably the man most frequently con-

sulted by the President. This is probably due to the

fact that the work of the Bureau of Corporations is

nearer and dearer to the President's heart just at pres-

ent than any other great enterprise of the Administra-

tion. Then, too, Mr. Garfield, from his years devoted

to that branch of the government, is an e.xpert on mat-

ters pertaining to the Civil Service. The President

himself was a Civil Service Commissioner once upon
a time, and still takes an abiding interest in the wel-

fare of the bureau. Add to these items the fact Mr.
Garfield is a lucid, forceful talker, well informed on

"*KiiS
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current topics, plays tennis handily, and can, if the

need arises, keep up with the President on a ten-mile

jaunt across country, and it is not difficult to under-

stand why he is often chosen as a companion by the

head of the Administration. When Mr. Garfield first

entered upon his duties as Commissioner of Corpora-

tions it is said that he did not play a very good game
of tennis. One day after he had gone through several

sets with the President on the court south of the White

House oflfice building, and had been unmercifully

beaten each time, the President exclaimed, in great

disgust

:

" Garfield, if you make as poor a Commissioner of

Corporations as you do a tennis player I'm going to

put another man in your place."

Since that time, it should be said to Mr. Garfield's

credit, the President has often had occasion to compli-

ment instead of censure his play. Indeed, it is under-

stood the President was not always the victor when

they met last fall on the chalk-marked court and

measured skill with the rackets.

Klleii Tei-ry and the Keporter.—A good story

is told of Miss Ellen Terry upon her last professional

appearance in Milwaukee. Says The Saturday

Evening Post:

She was visited at her hotel upon the morning other

arrival by a little newspaper woman, not long in the

service of the press, and very much in awe of Miss

Terry and of the importance of her mission. The

actress sent down a message, in response to her visi-

tor's card, that she was leaving in a few moments to

pay a visit, and that she would have a moment free on

her way to the carriage. But she was delayed, and

when she came through the room where the news-

paper woman was waiting. Miss Terry was already

late for her appointment.
" I haven't a second," she said to the young woman,

" but, if you care to drive with me to the house of my
friend, I will talk with you on the way."

In gratitude and delight the young woman followed

Miss Terry to the coupe and the actress talked rapidly

and to the point all the way to her destination.

" Now," she said as she left the carriage, " I shall be

but a moment. Don't you want to wait for me ?

"

It is needless to say that the young woman waited.

Miss Terry presently reappeared in still more gracious

mood. With her hand on the carriage-door she directed

the coachman.
" And now, please, for a long drive !

" she said.

All the way to a distant park and back the actress

amused her little guest with stories of her own life, of

her youth, of her early ambition, and then turned

winningly with a demand that she be told all about

the hopes apd work of the newspaper woman. And
when she reached her hotel she cried :

" No—I am going to take you to your office, and you

must let me come in and see where you work."

So up to the noisy, inky floor on which the paper

was going to press went Miss Terry and her guide,

through the city-room, where men were calling

" Copy !" and the city editor was storming over the

telephone, to the little room at the end of the hall

where, among the books for review, tlie newspaperwo-
man had her desk.

" Now show me what you wrote yesterday, and show
me some books," demanded Miss Terry and sat down
composedly on a corner of the desk.

In a few minutes every one knew that she was there,

and the city editor and a number of the men hurried
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Siron^ in Dollars and in Brains

of Nanagemeni.

The Fidelity & Casualty Company of New
York is a great corporation and is steadily

growing greater. At the close of business on
December 31, 1904, it had assets amounting
to $6,791,185.19, of which $2,180,230.4? was
surplus to policy-holders. The company's
capital is $500,000. Its net surplus, above
capital, is $1,686,230.47, or more than three
and one-half times the capital.

System and organization have reached an
unusual degree of perfection in the conduct of
the Fidelity &, Casualty's business. Opera-
ting various lines of insitrance, an effective

organization is necessary for each line ; in uo
other way could a diversity of interests be
taken care of. The executive staff of the
company is a strong one ; the several depart-
ments are under the direction of underwriters
of reputation and experience.

The purpose to build carefully, to under-
write conservatively, to separate wheat from
chaff, prevails througliout the corporation.
This is the wise policy which President Seward
has impressed upon all his subordinates, and
is to-day, and for a long time has been, the
spirit of the Fidelity & Casualty's manage-
ment. The Insurance Press notices that the
company continues to add steadily to the
funds voluntarily set aside as a reinforce-
ment of the liability reserves. In liability
underwriting it adheres firmly to the most
conservative practices.

Tlie table below indicates briefly tlie growth
of tlie company since 1884, in 5-year periods :

Year.

1884

1889

1894

1899

1904

Gross Assets.

..$512,026.11

.1,017,315.74

.2,136,700.33

, .3,601,126.49

,.6.791,185.19

Cash Income.

..$428,757.48

. 1,079,754.92

. 2,483,176.07

. 3,.591,.338.86

. 5,474,474.72

Since its organization, in 1876, the Fidelity

& Casualty has paid losses amounting to

$19,655,793.02.
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into their coats and approached the room. Miss

Terry, in her long tan coat and bhie veil, stood bow-

ing and smiling among them, and ended by writing lier

autograph for every one.

It was'a characteristic incident, significant of one of

the sources of charm with whicli Miss Terry wins

every one to her.

MORE OR LESS PUNGENT.
He Couliln't Tell.—Pat :

" Phwat do Moike call

his new woife ?
"

Terrance: "Hegorralan' how shud Oi know?
Oi've never bin there whin they've been quarrelin'."—

Judge.

Woman's Ages.— He :
" They say a man hassevea

ages."

She: " \Vomen are more stable. They have one

age and stick to H."—Detroit Free Press

History Retold. -Henry VIII. lay dying.
•' Alas," he 'moaned, " for my wasted youth ! If I

had only settled down early I might have had as many
wives as Johann Hoch."

It was evident to the watchers from the tone of sin-

cerity in his voice that he was truly penitent.- Chicago

Journal.

Chilling Memories. — The Oldest Inhabitant

rubbed his ears reflectively.

' No," he said, " dunno's I remember a colder snap

or snappier cold than this spell, except one. Back in

the '50s I recollect one momin' when the steam froze

to the spout of the tea-kettle as 'twuz sittin' on the

red-hot kitchin stove. Ves.'twuz pretty cold that day.

Sally Boggs, our hired girl, laughed while she wuz out

feedin' the pigs a few cakes of ice, an' her mouth froze

wide open, an' she couldn't get it shet until the Febru-

ary thaw set in ! "—Detroit News.

DiflTerent Sect.—Three-year-old Albert was pos-

sessed of an unusually amiable disposition, so it was
but natural that his mother should be greatly con-

cerned when he awoke one morning in a cross and irri-

table mood.
" I know you are bilious, .\lbert," she said, " or you

would not be so cross."

"I'snot bilious, no such thing!" retorted .-Mbert in

an indignant tone. "You know very well, mamma,
I's Mes'dist."— Z,////«to//'.r Magazine.

Stroiig: Denial.— Mrs. Caller (sweetly): "Isn't

your husband getting a little bald ?
"

Mrs. Homer (indignantly): "I should say not

!

There isn't a single bald hair on his head."— Co/«w/-

bus Dispatch.

Superseded.—Foreigner : "The eagle is your

national bird, isn't it
.'

"

X.'\tive: "Oh, that was some time ago. Now it's

the stork."—Z.//^.

At the Circns.—He: "Which do you prefer,

Sally, one ring or two ?
"

She :
" Oh ! this is so sudden, William, but I guess

—guess one will do for the pxesenX.."— Lifipincotf's

Magazine.

Wanted the Receipt. — Beck (despondently) :

"I said something my wife didn't like, and she hasn't

spoken to me for two days."

Peck (eagerly) " Can you remember what it was

you said ? ''—Cleveland Leader.

Next on the Program.- ' I don't know what is

coming to us," sighed Mrs. Jones, as she handed the

Si33.00 Pacific Coast.
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Mattress and Flounce ; and
Wardrobe Box.

The mechanism is so simple that a child
can operate it. Made of very best quality
steel angles, attractively and durably en-
ameled. Good dark green denim-top mat-
tress, filled with tine carded wool. Kip Van
Winlile Spring guaranteed 20 years. Cedar-
stained pine box rolls out from beneath on
castors. Closed, couch is 2 ft. 2 in. wide, 6 ft.

2 in. long ; as bed 4 ft. 2 in. wide. Send ¥10,

money order or N. Y. draft, and we will ship
couch to you promptly. Bargain at ¥l8. but we
make this low price to introduce samples of our
goods in every community.

METAL FURNITURE MFG. CO
Dept. D. 17 W. 42d Street. New York. J

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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MA Queer Thing ^

to Advertise
Shoe eylets—the little holes through

which your shoe-laces slip.

You never think of them when you
buy your shoes, but j'ou think of them
every day when the color has worn or
chipped off and the brassy 7ings spoil

the dressy look of your shoes.

Diamond
FAST COLOR

Eyelets
always look new, never change color,

never turn brassy. These are their

only merits, but they make perfection.

Known by the Mark
Slightly raised on
each eyelet. The dia-
mond IS so small it's

hard to find, but like all

diamonds) worth find-

ing. Shoes bearing
Diamond Fast Color
Eyelets cost you no
more than others, so insist on shoes that
have them—take no others.

A book avil samples of the Eyelets show-

ing the ^' are mailed free oh request.

United Fast Color Eyelet Company, Boston, Mass.
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Spring

Ensures Restful Sleep
Complete relaxation and restful sleep

are sure on Foster Ideal and Four
Hundred Spring Beds. They con-

form to every curve of the body, yielding

luxurious ease, yet never sag or become
uneven, every spring returning instantly

to its original level when the sleeper

arises. Especially adapted to heavy
people. Construction patented. " Ideal "

trade-mark on every one. Write for

booklet "Wide-awake Facts About
Sleep," sent free with name of dealer.

FOSTER BROS. MFG. CO.
41 Broad Street, - UUca N. Y.
1441 N. 16th St.. St. Louis, Mo.

NAILGtlPBM^
When you have once used this lit-

tle " Gem " it becomes indispen-
sable. Try it and see. Clips,
Cleans, Files and Removes
]( A N G N .A. I L s. By mail, 25c.

.Sterling Silver Handle, $1.00.

Send, two rriif stuntp foT']
'' Care of'tlie A(/i7s."

THE H. C. COOK CO.,

^_Q 17 Main St., Ansonia, Ct.

paper over to her husband :
" I'm sure things is bad

enough, already."
'• Why, what's the matter now, my dear ? " murmured

John, with a mouthful of muffin.
" Matter, indeed !" snorted Mrs. Jones. " Just like

you men
; haven't the poor rate, water, and other rates

all been increased, and now the papers say the birth

rate is going up? Then they ought to—Now, John,
what are you laughing at ? "— Tit-Bits.

New Field for Dictionaries.- Mrs. Ella Men-
tary writes to a department store for a dictionary of

convenient size and scope to be used in bed. Her hus-

band has recently taken to the use of long words in his

sleep Xz\k.—Lippincott^ s Magazine.

Those Bible Places. —" Mamma, what's the

Miz?"
' The Miz, dear ? I'm sure I don't know. Where

did you hear about it ?

"

" Why, the man at Sunday-school said God made
Heaven an' earth an' all that's in the Miz ! "—Brooklyn
Life.

Strange, if True.—Pat: "Do yez ever git dis-

pondint, Moike ?
"

Mike: "Only whin Oi'm feeling 'blue.' Oi al-

ways feel good as long as Oi'm feeling foine, be gobs!"
—Puck.

The Rule was Too Short.— Pat was busily en-

gaged laying bricks one day when the foreman came
to him and said :

" Pat, go back to the end of the building and meas-
ure the length of the foundation for me."

Pat vanished, and after a stay of some duration re-

turned.
" Well, Pat," said the foreman, " did you measure

it?"
" Oi did," answered Pat.
" How long was it ?" was the question.
" Altogither." answered Pat, " 'twas as long as me

rule, me arm, an' two bricks."

—

Lippincotfs Magazine.

Current Events.

Foreign.

Russo-Japanese War.

February 27.—Hard fighting continues on the east-
ern flanks of the armies in Manchuria. De-
spatches from Mukden say that part of Kuroki's
troops have crossed the Shakhe River. The
Russian Government orders the officers of the
Lena who broke their parole, to return to this
country.

February 28.—Despatches from Mukden indicate
that a general battle is going on along the whole
of the 100 miles of front occupied by the two
armies and that Kuropatkin has replied to Gen-
eral Kuroki's attack on the Russian left by a
counter attack on the Japanese left.

March i.—The battle along the Shakhe continues.
It is reported that the Japanese are making a
flank move around the Russian left. Military
authorities in St. Petersburg believe that Kuro-
patkin will be forced to retreat. General
Stoessel arrives at St. Petersburg, and is coldly
received.

March 2.— Reports from .St. Petersburg indicate that
Kuropatkui has removed a large part of his
stores from Mukden. The Japanese continue the
attack against the Russian positions on the

6% ON YOUR MONEY
First Mortgage Loans
You can safely invest your money with us, and

be absolutely sure of getting six per cent free

and clear of taxes and all otlier expenses.

No risk or speculation— your money will be

secured by first mortgage on Farm Homes. We
give you ,^3 to %t, worth of gilt-edge security for

every dollar you invest with us. Our : 28-page

publication descriptive of the country is full of

interesting facts, and puts this whole country

before you clearly—we'll send it free to pros

pective investors— also our booklet "We're
Right on the Ground," and list of loans.

The dentist can only
repair the ills of the teeth; he
cannot keep them
healthy without
your daily care.

Use

Powder
Paste
Liquid
Brush

The Sanitol products will not take
the place of visits to your dentist,
but their use will preserve the health
of the teeth and mouth, making
painful operations unnecessar3\
A helpful booklet on "The Teeth," free.

The Sanitol Chemical Laboratory Company, St. Louis
Manufacturing Chemists for all Sanitol prepara- ,.

tions, products of an Association of DENTISTS
conducted on the co-operative plan.

Highest and only Award World's Fair, 1904

^Leonard
Cleanable
Refrigerator

ThB simplest and best
remedy foi* Hoarseness
and Sore Throatm

iieadera of The Literarit L)iqest are asked to mention ti;e publication when writing to advertisers.

E. J. Lander & Co . Box 8, Grand Forks, N. D.J

LINED WrTH

Genuine Porcelain Enamel
3 flred on sheet steel. Youcan
^ not break, Sfratch pT cor-

rode this wonderful lining.
It will labl lorever, sweet

and clean. Sliding adjust-
able shelves of same mate-
rial, case of oak with Quar-

,
ter sawed panels. Hand pol-

,ished golden finish, nickel
trimmings, eight walls with
mineral wool insulation.
This style 35i22 ff 07 Cn
x46inch V* liwW
Freight paid as far as the
Mississippi and Ohio rivers.
We sell direct where we

.have no agent. Satisfaction
' guaranteed. Send for book-
let showing other styles from
SS.iS up and froa sampl» ot

our wonderful lining. Beware of imitations.

The GrsLnd Rapids Refrigerator Company.
33 Ottawa St., Grand Rapids, Mich.

niproved Method of

FINISHING FLOORS
Filli ml Clacks

icilh

Grijtt^in^s
Filler and
Patent
Applier

old or new, for rugs or
otherwise, with GHiPPlN's
Wood Crack and crevke
Filler and Fimshikg
Specialties, is very sinijile

and econoinieal, not it-
quiring skilled laboi
though the Inghest degiee
of perfection is attained.
We give full instruelioiis
for treating all surfaces.
Write to day for our de-
scriptive matter to

ORIPPI\ ItlFG. CO.,
Uept* B, Kowurk, New York

E"NIJLITE" —VAPOR—HUkl I Ei GAS LAMPS
AGRiVTS AKE CUIMIVO MO\Fl.
Century evolution iu tlie art of lijrhtin-. ^Ititirely new,
die power, 7 hours one cent. Superior to eltctrjcitv or
gas and cheaper than coal oil.

_ No trouble to keep
clean, absolutely safe. Sells at sight. We also manu-
facture table lamps, wall lamps, cnandeliers, store and
street lamps. Agents wanted at once.^Write for free

catalogrue and prices. We nianufarture all kinds and
grades of mantles. If you buy them direct from us we
will save you dealers* piolits. Prices seni upon request,

Chicago Sftiar I^lprht Co.. nejjj. B. rhifago^
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Shakhe, drivinj; in both flanks and advancing
on Putiloti (Lone Tree) Hill.

March 3.—Hoth wings of the Russian army are

crumpled toward Mukden : the Japanese are

pressintc hard on the centre, and Kuropatkin is

believed to be in retreat to Tie-Ling.

Ki ssiA.

1-ebruarv 27.—Riots occur in many Polish villages,

and the agitation is spreading among the peas-

ants. Maxim Ciorki. the Russian novelist, is re-

leased and then learrested; he may be deported.

February 28. The strike in Warsaw assumes grave
proiKjrtions. Indications point to the adoption
of stricter measures to preserve order.

March i.— The Czar is still undecided as to whether
he will grant his subjects a voice in government
affairs ; he has definitely decided against a Zem-
skv sobor, or a constitutional form of govern-
ment. Letters bearing the signature of Father
Gopon are being circulated urging the Russian
people to revolt and commanding the Czar to

renounce his throne.

March 3.— In a pathetic appeal the Czar calls on the
people to rally arouna the throne and defend
the country from internal enemies. The Em-
peror also issues a rescript calling for an elective

Russian assembly, and orders the Council of

Ministers to receive suggestions and prepare
plans.

Domestic.
Congress.

F"ebruary ri.—Senate: Judge Swayne is acquitted
on tne twelve charges of impeachment. The
Naval .Appropriation bill is passed after a spir-

ited debate in whicli the 1 'resident's Santo Do-
mingo policy is discussed.

House: The Sundry Civil .Appropriation bill is

passed.

February &.—Senate: The Indian .Appropriation

bill IS taken up, and an amendment governing
payments to sectarian schools is passed. Sena-
tor Kearns, retiring Senator from Utah, de-

nounces the Mormon Church as a political and
social monarchy, controlling the politics of the
State and monopolizing its business.

House: The General Deficiency bill is discussed,

and a number of minor bills are passed.

March i. Senate: .Appropriation bills, carrying
more than <;;;9,ooo.ooo. are passed. The Philip-

pine tariff bill is passed.

House: The proposition to raise the President's

salary to $75,000 and to give him a pension of

$25,000 for life is defeated.

March 3-4.— The work of the fifty-eighth Congress is

being completed. In both houses the conference
reports on various bills are agreed upon.

Other Do.mestic News.

February 27. — Four Senators, accused of taking
bribes, are e.xpelled from the California Legisla-

ture.

George S. Boutwell, former United States Sena-
tor. Governor of .Massachusetts, and Secretary
of the Treasury, dies at Groton, Mass.

February 28.—The State Department is notified that
Colombia has appointed! a minister to the United
States and would resume relations with this

country.

Clergymen in large numbers assemble in Phila-
defpniaand prayed that Divine Providence would
lead Mayor Weaver from the hands of politi-

cians so that he would give the municipality a
better administration and do more to free the
city of vice.

March i.—Secretary Hay formally assures the Hai-
tian Minister that the United States has no in-

tention of acquiring either Haiti or Santo Do-
mingo.

Kansas Legislature passes the anti-discrimination
bill, the last of the measures aimed at the Stand-
ard Oil Company.

Mrs. Jane Stanford, of California, dies at Hono-
lulu.

March 2.—Great crowds of visitors arrive in Wash-
ington to attend the inauguration of President
Roosevelt'. The ceremonies promise to eclipse
anything of the kind on record.

March 3.—The report of Commissioner Garfield on
the operations of the beef trust is made public

;

the findings are, generally, in favor of the pack-
ers.

There is Money^
For You
_ _In

ers few. "W e can train you by mail "^"

for any branch of newspaper and maga'
zitie work, Writeto-day tor full ()articular3.

^prag'ue CorreH. School of Journalism,
284 Majestic Buildings Detroit, Mich.

There
is a big and ^^
increasing demand -

for short story writers. -^
The field is big and the work-
ers few. We can train you by mail

All These Years
The Branch of Silver Plated Ware which has worn best, looked best and

been made in most artistic patterns is the

Silver of our Sires

1847 ROGERS BROS.
To-day it is the standard Silver Plate by which all others are compared.

Why not then have the best when it is intrinsically more valuable than any

other, even though it cost no more than the inferior. Spoons, forks and

knives of old and classic patterns, as well as new and modern designs.

Send for our booklet " K-5," sent free, which shows patterns.

THE MERIDEN CO., Silversmiths.
International Silver Co. Successor,

218 Fifth Avenue, Madison Square, New York.

V

"^»^^
First

Impressions

Are Lasting
First glance at the " Haynes "

and you're impressed with its

appearance—it's the equal of
cars at higher prices, and it's

just as good as it looks. Price
doesn't always regulate the

value, because we couldn't use better material if paid double the price.
Then in mechanical construction we have the benefit of Mr. Haynes' expert

knowledge and extensive experience (as he built the first gasoline car in America),
and the many new features adopted are evidence as to his ability to keep "ahead
of the times " and give you a car free from troubles, and one that'll add pleasure
to your travels and trips.

There are three models described in ( ur catalogue, which you should write
for, and carefully study the many " Haynes" improvements and advantages.

F»RICES :

MODEL K—35-40 H. P. 4-cyHnder, 108-inch wheel, 41^-inch tires, $3,000
Victoria or Folding Extension Top, $200 extra.

MODEL M— 16-18 H. P. 2-cyIinder, double side entrance Tonneau, 81-inch wheel base,

32-inch wheels, 3}^{^-inch tires, - --------- $1,500
MODEL L— i6~i8 H. P. 2-cyUnder (two passenger, with folding front seat), 81-inch

wheel base, 32-inch wheels, 3>/o-inch tires, ..----. $1,350
Regular " Haynes " Three Speeds forward and reverse, controlled by one lever, used in all models.

THE HAYNES -Apperson CO.. Kokomo, Ind.
The Oldest Makers of Gasoline Cars in America

NEW YO R-K Member 0/A . L.A.M. CHICAGO

*' My sole reffrt^t. that it is mine to give
Onlv one life that my dear laud may

liv..
•

THRIDEAl.
l».%TRIOT

rsy William Ordway Partridge. Sculptor
The Story of Nathan Hale's life and a
study ot his character. $1.00 uet. By
mail $1 10.

FUNK A WAGXALLS COMPANY

NATHAN HALE

Nathan Hale
, Pubs., >.T.

GINSENG $2.5.000.00 made from halt acre.
Easil,v grown in Garden or Farm-
Roots aud seeds for sale. Send

4c. for postage and get booklet A K. telling all about it.

Mcdowell ginseng garden, joplin. mo.

ESSAYS ^i^™^^"iiii""**""«"™i^^^^^^^^«^^^^^^"""^
opc-ppur-c "littcn onany suhjectatshoi't nut ice. SatiS'

pjrjri,,"^2 facnnii guaranteed. All tran.sactions con-LECTURES ii,i,.,itial. Kiivis I'iiste, 177:t Bfiiiwlwiiv, N. Y.
etc., etc. ^^^^^^^__^_
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CHESS.
[All communications for this Department should be

addressed: " Chess-Editor, Literary
Digest."]

Problem 1,042.

First Prize Tiiglischc Rundschait Tourney.

Black - Ten Pieces.

^m.^ ^
'fmm -mm.

I W^i: ^m. wm/^.

ft
'^^%

w y i-'^i 'mm.il

I ^
'#1 #fc1

m ^_ ^P ^m

m • •
White -Eight Pieces.

6qi; 2p5; piBiPr2; rikSK3; 3SRpbi:
8 ; P 6 s ; s 5 B I.

White mates in two moves.

Problem 1,043.

C. Dahl.

Black— Eight Pieces.

SSI i"*!!!
III. « •ja"jg

iii «

11 s

^ ii '•mm,

'a
m

1

White—Eleven Pieces.

BjQt; 2SPS2R; 1S3P2; ipkipP2;
IP iq P3; I P6; K P6; 6B 1.

White mates in three moves.

Solution of Problems,

No. 1,033. Key-move : Q—Kt 4.

No. 1,035. Key-move: B—K 6.

Solved by the Rev. I. W. B., Bethlehem, Pa.; M.
Marble, Worcester, Mass.; the Rev. G. Dobbs, New
Orleans; F. S. Ferguson, Birmingham, Ala.; H. W.
Barry, Boston ; A. C. White, New York City; F.

Gamage, Westboro, Mass.; W. Runk, Highland Falls,

N. Y.: R. H. Ramsey, Germantown, Pa.; Dr. J. H.

S., Geneva, N. Y.; the Rev. J. G. Law, Walhalla, .S.

C; B. W. La Mothe, Stratford, Conn.; C. Nugent,

New York City; the Rev. S. M. Morton, Effingham,

111.; S. W. Bampton, Philadelphia
; J. E. Wharton,

Sherman, Te.x.; the Rev. L. H. Bahler, Mariaville,

N. Y.; W^. T. St. Auburn, Grossepointe Farms, Mich.;

G. Patterson, Winnipeg, Can.; £. A. C, Kinderhook,

N. Y.; L. R. Williams, Omaha ; A. Regenbrecht,

Peters, Tex.; R. G. Eyrich, New Orleans; Russell,

Germantown, Pa.; R. H. Renshaw, University of

Viiginia ; N. D. Waffle, Salt Springville, N. Y.; W. J.

Ferris, New Castle, Del.: W. E. Hayward, Indian-

apolis; W. G. Hosea, Cincinnati ;
" Clejor," New

York City; Dr. P. Joor, Maxwell, la.; J. M. W., Blan-

chester, O.; A. Heine, Parkersburg, W. Va.; M. Wis-
ner, Norris, Mont.; C. P. Crumb, St. Louis ; C. L.

Anders, Commerce, Tex.; B. Alten, Elyria, O. ; Z.G..
Detroit; F. .•\lsip, Ogden, 111.; S. von Ragufe, Eden
College, St. Louis; J. P. S., Collegeville, Pa.

1,033: W. H. Greely, Boston; J. K. Weber, Pekin,

111.; H. A. Seller, Denver.

1,035 : The Rev. W. Rech, Kiel, Wis.; E. A. Kusel,

^^ 400 SHAVES
Without Stropping
At Less Than 1-4 Cent A Shave

Think what this meant to the man who tortured himself
for years with the old style razors before he vprote us.
THK SECRET is in the wafer blades, double-edged, and tempered in a

manner not possible with the forged blade used in ordinary and other safety
razors. Every blade—ground with diamond dust

—

will give an average of 10 to
40 perfect velvet shaves, according to the beard, without bother of stropping

devices. Twelve of these double-edged blades go
with each set. We uniformly exchange one new
blade for two old blades returned, so there are
twenty-two blades furnished with original outfit.
After these are all used, new ones, by this ex-
change plan, cost you less than .5 cents each.
The razor, as shown, is separated into its three

solid parts with the blade ready to be clamped into
position for shaving.
Note the concave effect of the double-edged

wafer blade when ready to shave and compare this
one feature with any other razor. Whole outfit
sent in velvet-lined case

CONCAVE
GUARD

DOUBLE
EDGED
WAFER.
BLADE

Now Let The ffiilrltp Prove Itself To You
every day for a month. Then, 11 for any reaHon you'd
ratlier have your money Ttian tiie razor, return tlie razor.
Vour money buck and welcome.

Awarded Gold .Medul for Merit
at St. LouIh Exposition, 1!»04.

Asli your dealer. If he doesn't sell it he can
procure it for you. At any rate, write for our inter-
e. ting booklet. Mailed free.

Uihp (StlpttP g'alps (Uomfiani;,
IGto Manhattan Baildlng, Chicago, 111.

Reference, Continental Xafi ri
' t,l:.

I'f'^.J:.:

WodC

*S*>

r^ooA ' <^

'^"^

STUDY ITS MERITS

UNDERWOOD
WRITING IN SIGHT

Saves one-qaarter of yoor employee's time.

Adds 25",; to your typewriting

and cilice efficiency.

Saves its cost witliin one year in any bnsy office.

I
"Once tried, always nsed.''|

^UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER CO.,

241 Broadway. New York.

Specially adapted lor use with the 'Xnll
Book-keeping System."

The Flight of Time
whether reckoned from a watch, a calender, or a
new wrinkle seems to hesitate in the face of the

youth sustaining qualities of Woodbury's Facial Soap,

Send 10 (Its. for samples of all four preparations.

The Andr^)v Jergens Co. Sole Licensee, Cin. O.

New avenues of business

ctre opened up through a
Smith PremierTypewriter

Send for Booklet
The5mith Premier ^(DewriterCo.

^yracuseNT. . .

Branches in all large cities

At the same price no others contain so much gold as the
Kremcnli Plated Collar Katton. Easily btittoned, easily un-
buttoned. Stays buttoned. Booklet for postal giving much
information. Krementi & Co., 63 Chestnut St., Newark, N. J.

^A\ irii iMP::>(g)

Ten Centuries of Physic
Mankind endured the mistal<en suffering of physic

for over i ,ooo years before Twentieth Century science dis-

covered the true inwardness of this vital matter and

N^^^iyil^Kn) the closet with the slant,

the only sort of construction that

is actually comfortable, cleanly,
healthful.

Prominent phy,sicians are pro-
' nounced in their praise of Nature
I Progressive architects are unan-
! imous in specifying it.

You owe it to yourself to under-

j

stand this subject. Booklet D.
! fully illustrated, free on request.

j
The Nature Co., Salem, N. J., II.S.A.
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C)roville, Cal.; J . \V. Thorne, ^lpea^sv•ille, La.; \V. E.

Mannear. Wilkesbarre, Pa.; S. W. Travis, Jr., New
York City.

Comments u.053> :
" \'ery skilfully made"-M.M:

•A neater combination of " pinning ' is seldom pub-

lishetl" Dr. J. H. S.; ' Tairly ditticult"—S. M. M.;

' (Juite ingenious "—L. H. B.; "An able composi-

tion" W.T.St. A.; "Elegant" M. W.; "A very

tine illustration of this theme"" W. K. G.

1.035
' -"^^ •* literal ' problem we must admire it ;

b\it as an ordinary 2-er. while neat enough, it's not

very able "' M. M.; '" No particular merit apart from

the lettering"—G. I).; " Ingenious, and not a bad prob-

lem'"— Dr. J. H. S.; Superior to the average ' letter'

problem" B. W. L. M.; "It well deserves a prize"—

S. M. M.; " More of a curiosity than anything else"—

L. H. B.; " This fantasy is cleverly worked out, and is

well above the average 2^t. I know of one veteran

solver who thought it so easy that he managed to find

the -fro/ig^ Key-move in less than si.\ty seconds" R.

The solution of the very elegant problem, 1,034 is

held over to give solvers an opportunity to examine it

after correction is made.

In addition to those reported, S. Chugerman, New
York City, got 1,028 and 1,031; O. C. Pitkin, Syracuse,

N. Y.. 1.030, 1.031. 1.032; C. Silbert. Boston, 1,030. 1,031

;

K. G. E., \V. K. G.. M. ^V.. J. G. Overholser, Balfour,

N. Dak., the Rev. .\. S. Innes, .\itken. Minn., F. W.
Howay. New Westminster, B. C, U.S. S., Des Moines,

1.031 ; C. M. Strahan, University of Georgia, 1,032.

Marshall-Janowski Match.

.\t the time of going to press tlie score stood : Mar-

shall. 7: Janowski, 5 ; Draws, 4.

James Mason.

The world of Chess mourns the death of James
Mason.

James Mason was born in Ireland on November 19,

1S49. He began to study Chess when he was about

twenty-two years of age, and secured his first impor-

tant successes in tournament-play in Philadelphia and

New \'ork in 1S76. obtaining the first prize in both

contests. His principal other honors were as follows :

Divided fifth and sixth prizes at Berlin in 18S1, third

prize at Vienna in 1882, tied for fifth, sixth, and
seventh prizes at London in 1S83 lin this tournament
he played a magnificent game witli Zukertort, who
won first prize)" third prize at Nuremberg in 1883,
first prize in .^impson"s Handicap in 1SS4. tied for
third prize at Bradford in 1S8S (in this, an eighteen-
ijlavcr tournament, he is credited witli not having
lost a game until the fifteenth round), divided thircT
fourth and fifth prizes at .Vmsterdani in 1889, seventli
prize at New York in iS<Sq. tied for fifth prize at Man-
chester in 1S90. Mason also played at Leipzig in 1S94.
in London in 1899. at Monte Carlo in 1903. and in
many other tournaments and matches of lesser im-
portance The last important contest in which he
took part was the National Tournament at the City
of London Chess Club in .August last year. .-Mtho
always a player of the keenest insight and withagreat
fund of patience Mason did not take the game quite
seriously enough. Had he done so he would un-
doubtedly have attained the very highest honors.
Mason was an able writer, and his principal books
" The .Art of Chess,"' " The Principles of Chess," and
" Social Chess "" will almost rank as chess-classics.

Played in New York Tourney, 1S89.

•• \SON. TSCHIOORIN. MASON. TSCHIGOKIN.
IV/liU. Black. White. Black.

I P-Q* P-Q4 8 B— Kt 5ch K—K 2
2 \>.— ti 4 P-QB4 g Kt— B 3 Kt X P
3 B X Kt R X li .0 0—Q 2 KtxKt
4 P.x P Q-R 4 ch 11 g-Kt 5 ch P— B 3sKt-Q B 3 p-k; 3 12 Q X B ch K— B 2
6P-K 4 B X P 13 B—K 8 ch Resigns.
7P X P Kt-B3

You don't have to be an electrical
engineer to understand the articles
published in

"ELECTRICITY"
Subscribe for this WEEKLY journal
and keep abreast of the times.

Only ONE DOLLAR A YEAR for

52 issues or 1,000,000 words of inter-
esting matter. Sample copy free.

Address

ELECTRICITY NEWSPAPER CO.,
136 Liberty Street, New York.

Lea & Pcrrins'
Sauce

THE ORIGINAL WORCESTERSHIRE

The Peerless

Seasoning

All the family derive a lasting

benefit from a well seasoned dish.

The perfection cf seasoning for

most dishes is

LEA & PERRINS' SAUCE.
Cold Meats, Baked Beans, Welsh
Rarebit. Fried Oysters, French
Dressing and Pot Pies are made
more enjoyable by its proper use.

lohn Duncan's Sons, Asjcnts, New York.

SURELY YOU V^ANT ONE

The Swinging Typewriter Stand
is one of those invaluable inventions which make
an office man wonder how he ever got along without
them. .Attached to either or botli sides of the desk,
it swings the ty|x? writer, card inde.x, or reference file

around just where you want them, and swings tliem
back out of the way when you are through.
Look at tKe illvistration and you'll appre-

ciate at once the ease and utility of the idea. Gives
one-third more desk room, saves time, space, and
money. AViien you've read tlie little descriptive
book and learnea liow little they cost, you'll not be
satisfied imtil you've seen and tried tne .Swinging
Tyi)ewriter Stand.

Let \js servd you tKe little book

The Swinging Typewriter Stand Company
No. I Dennison BIdg., Toledo, Ohio.
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Rarline ^1
Fir^ and Be^ Aid

'

lo WOMEN who MUST do

Washing and Cleaning

'Vl^AM'T'prj Editors, clergymen, and other
^^ /»! ~ 1 L^U educated men of business ability

to represent us. Weekly salary or jniarantee paid. Give
age, qualifications, references. DODD, ME'AD & CG.,
New York. '

Nature Cures
Doctors do not cure the sick. Na-
ture does that. Obey her laws and
you (-(?«'/ get sick. Violate these

laws and you (-(;«'^ keep well. The
Naturopath is a magazine devoted

entirely to nature-cure methods.

It is clean, bright, original and
inspiring. Sample copy free.

THE NATUROPATH, Suite 50,
124 E. 59th St., New York City

I Turned Out S30l^
worth of plating in two w-eka, writes M. L. Smith of

I
Pa. (used small outfit). Rev. Geo. P. Crawford writes,

[ made $7.00 first day. J. J. S. Mills, a farmer, writest
can easily make $5.00 day plating. Thoa. Parker,

school teacher 21 years, writes, •' I made $9.80
profit one day, $9.35 another." Plating

^[iu.sinesa easily learned. We teach yoa
|Free—Ao Experience Required.
Ill Everybody has tableware, waiches, jew-

I

elry and metal goods to be plated with
srOold, Silver, Nickel and Metal plating.

_ _ 'Heavy Plate—latest process. No loy or
humbne.% Outfits all sizp'^, Evervthing guaranteed. .l.VV TS
3TARTY0C. Write today for Catlog, Agency and Offer. Adireaa

F. Oray A: Co. Plntin^Works, Cincinnati, 0«
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No wabbly bearings on the No. 7

American Typewriter to work loose,

disturb the alignment, or finally break

down.
The No. 7 American Typewriter

with key and type on one steel bar

fc^^ MIL.
"""^ ^^

eliminates twelve hundred useless parts

and enables us to offer you a standard

machine for $50.

^ If you want $ 1 00 typewriter value

for $50 write to-day for our catalogue
" The American Way " and Easy
Payment Plan.

AMERICAN TYPEWRITER CO.
Eslablished Fourteen Years

HackettBldg. bet \X'arren&ChambersSts., New York

Stropping a Razor is a Fine Art
fail

The Famy Razor Sharpener :',-.S«,fn'ev^r^f-;;?,°:
Combint-s sjrinding. himins!, sharpcninK in one operation.
Works with mathematical exactness always on same angle
of bevel and under even sprine pressure. Price, - - ¥*.00.

To enjoy shaving order Farny Double Concave Kazor, *'2.00.

Buiikift nil ri-qiii'st. «»rrt<Te«l lOKctlU'r. S.'i.OO.

F. A. R.eichardt ®. Co.. 391a. Broadway. New York

m IDEAL SIGHl
RESTORER

Is Your
Sigh) Failing?

All refractive errors,

muscular trouble &
chronic diseases o!

the Eye cured by

scientific MASSAGE

Illustrated treatise with aS'idavit testimonials
j

Iree. Address

TPE IDEAL COMPANY,
239 Broadway, New York.

GRAY HAIR RESTORED
"WALNUTTA HAIR STAIN"

Restores Gray. Streaked or Bleached
Hair, or Mustache iiMtiiiitiiiiooiisly.
Gives any shade from L,i»lit Uro« ii

to Bhiok. Does ») nanh or rub
ofl". Contains no poisoi*;. aiirl is not
sticky nor greasy. Sold by all OHm

• druKKists, or we will send you a Trial size for ^Ud
Postpaid; large size (eight times as much) 60 cents. >»^
I'.MIFIC TIUUI.NG CO., - 213 Nloh.)ls Hide., St. I.ouK, .1I.>.

THE TEXXCOGRAPHER'S^ gASYQlAlR

In this column, to decide questions concerning the correct

use of words, the Funk A W'agnalls Standard Dictionary is

consulted as arbiter.

"E. T. G.," Pouglikecpsie, N. Y.—"I want to know
with whom the naiue ' Hilieinia,' used as designating
' Ireland,' originated aud why. Can you tell me V

"

" Hibernia " (derived from the Gaelic " Eri,'"

Irish "Erin," meaning " westland") is the Latin
name for " Ireland " of which a better form is

"lerne." Other forms mentioned in the classics

are " Jbernia " and, " Ivernia." "Meyers Kon-
versations-Lexikon " derives it from the Celtic
" Eirin," or " Erin.

"E.B. R.," Cornwall, Ont.—"Ina quotation from the
New York Eveninq Post I read: 'It is one of the
best plays in its class that has been produced here.'

Is not ' that ' related, by both pro.ximity and sense, to

the plural word " plays,' and must not the verb agree and
not be ' has ' but ' have ' V

"

In the sentence cited the verb should be in the
plural form. "That" (antecedent "plaj^s")
here is plural, and should have a verb to agree
with it.

" P. C. B.".—" (1) What is the possessive form of the
expression ' some one else ' ? (2) I learned a rule, 'the
possessive is formed by adding s, except to plural nouns
ending in s, to which the apostrophe only should be
added.' Does not this rule apply to proper nouns like
' Jones,' ' James,' etc. ?

"

(1) " Someoneelse's " is good usage, butmany
prefer to treat such expressions simply as ellip-

tical, as, the umbrella is somcbody'x else (i.e.,

other than tlie person previously mentioned).
The subject is covered by the Standard Dic-
tionary on p. 588, under " else."

(2) "Some words ending in a sibilant omit
the 5 of the possessive to avoid the disagreeable
repetition of a hissing sound. The rules for the
possessive followed by the Standard Dictionary
are : (a) To singular monosyllablic nouns end-
ing in a sibilant sound, as s, .«, ce, se, or den-
tal ge, add the apostrophe and s, except when
the following word begins with a sibilant

sound; as, " .lames's reign"; "Jones's hat";
"a fox' skin." (b) Singular dissyllabic nouns
ending in a sibilant sound add the apostro-

phe and .s, unless the .sibilant is preceded by
another sibilant or the last syllable is unac-
cented ; as, " Porus ' defeat" ;

" Moses' face"
;

"Jesus' disciples"; " Hortense's fate." (c)

Singular polysyllabic nouns ending in a sibi-

lant sound add the apostrophe and s only
when a principal or secondary accent falls on
the last syllable as "Boniface's mistake";
"Quackenbos's Rhetoric," etc.

" E. A. K., " Centralia, III.—" (1) Is it correct to say
3 and 4 is 7 ; or must it be, 3 and 4 are 7 ? (2) Which is

correct, 3 times 4 is 12 or 3 times 4 are 13 ?
"

(1) When the words "the sum of" precede
the first question the verb should be in the
singular ; when they do not, the verb should be
in the plural.

(2) When the words " the product of " pre-
cede the second question the verb should be in
the singular ; when they are omitted, the verb
should be in the plural.

CURIOSITIES
OF LAW AND LAWYERS

By CR0.4KE JAMES

" Innumerable good things relating to the legal
profession. We know of no volume better adapted
to amuse and edify both the lawyer and the lay-

man."

—

Green Bag, Boston.

8vo. Cloth, $3.00

FUIVK & %VAC\.1LI.N CO., I'ubs., IVEIV YORK

RHEUMATISM
TREATED

ON APPROVAL
New External Remedy so Successful That
the Makers Are Willing to Wait For Their

Pay Until the Work is Done.

SEHD YOUR NAME TO-DAY
We want to send—free to try—to every rheu-

matic sufferer in the land, a pair of Magic
Foot Drafts, the great Michigan external

remedy for rheumatism.of every kind no matter
where located or how severe. Send us your
name to-day. The Drafts will come prepaid by
return mail. If you are satisfied with the relief

they bring you, then you can send us One Dol-
lar. If not, they cost you nothing. This is the

only way we sell the Drafts. Nobody pays
until satisfied, and you can see that we couldn't

afford to make such an offer if the Drafts
didn't do as we say.

fR.DE MAHK / ... The Drafts are

worn as illustrated,

and operate by ab-

sorbing acid impu-
rities from the blood
through the pores

of the tender foot soles, and also acting on the

important nerve centers there. We will gladly

show anyone who calls the thousands of testi-

monial letters we have received from relieved

chronic cases in all parts of the world. Our
free booklet (in colors) on Rheumatism contains

a number of these testimonials, with photo-

graphs. Write to-day to the Magic Foot Draft

Co., TFi2 Oliver Bldg., Jackson, Mich., for a

trial pair of Drafts on approval and our free

book. Do it now.

Learn the Truth
Do you know

that the main cause of unhappi-
ness, ill-health, sickly children
and divorce is admitted by phy-
sicians and shown by court rec-

ords to be ignorance of the laws
of self and sex ?

Sexology
Illustrated

Confains in one volume

—

Knowledge a Young Man Should Have.
Knowk-dge a Young Husband Should Have.
Knowledge a Father Should Have.
Knowledge a Father Should Impart to His Son.
Medical Knowledge a Husband Should Have. •

Knowledge a Young Woman Should Have.
Knowledge a Young Wife Should Have.
Knowledge a Mother Should Have.
Knowledge a Mother Should Impart to Her Daughter.
Medical Knowledge a Wife Should Have.

By ]VilUam H. Walling, A.M., M.D.
Rich Cloth Binding, Full Gold Stamp, Illustrated, $2.00.
Write fur " Other People"^ Opinions " and Table of Contents.

PURITAN PUB. CO., Dept. B, PHILADELPHIA

^Uresc^^tA.

CURES WHILE YOU SLEEP

Whooping Cough, Croup,

Bronchitis, Coughs, Grip, Hay

Fcver,Diphtheria,Scarlet Fever

Don't fail to wse Cresolexe
for the distressing and often
fatal aflfections for which it is

recommended. For more than twenty years
wo have had the most conclusive assurances
that there is nothing better. Ask your
physician about it.

An interesting descriptive booklet is sent free, which gives

the liiijliest testimoni.ils as to its value. AH Drueclst*.

VAPO-CKESIU.ENE CO., 180 riilton Street. NewYorl.

PARSIFAL. The story and analysis of Wagner's
great opera, by H. R. H.wveis. Small i2mo, cloth, 68

pages, 40c. (Hour-Glass Series.) Funk & Wagnalls
Company, Pubs., New York.
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TOPICS OF THE DAY.

THE BATTLE OF MUKDEN.

ON March 2 General Kuropatkin remarked, in a despatch to

the Czar, that important news might be expected in two

weeks ; on March 12 he reported that he had lost 200,000 men and

500 guns, and asked the Czar"s permission to give up his command,

alleging the urgent need of physical and mental rest. A few weeks

ago the St. Petersburg Government indignantly denied that it was

considering certain peace terms, and added that in any terms

offered, " Russia's position in the Far East must be recognized "
;

now our papers are beginning to think that Russia itself is about

the only nation that fails to recognize its position in that quarter.

It was on February 20 that the two great armies, extended for a

liundred miles along the Sha River, began their flanking move-

ments that ended in the present Russian disaster. All winter they

had faced each other in entrenchments, pits, caves, and burrows,

and had tried to fight a battle in January, in cold so bitter that the

wounded froze to death if left an hour on the field. From Feb-

ruary 20 to March 2 the despatches told of hard fighting along the

Russian left, in which General Kuroki pressed the Russians stead-

ily back. Meanwhile General Nogi and his Port Arthur veterans

had been stealing around Kuropatkin's right, and on March 3 both

wings of the Russian army were reported flanked and driven in.

The Russians then began a general retreat, but on Thursday

(March 9) Kuroki's scouts discovered a number of gaps in the

Russian left wing, and during a blinding dust-storm Kuroki drove

a wedge deeply into the Russian flank, disarranged all of Kuro-

patkin's plans, and turned the retreat into a rout. According to

the estimates of the European press, Kuropatkin went into action

with from 350,000 to 400,000 effectives, while Oyama had some

500.000. Kuropatkin reports a loss of 200,000, in killed, wounded,

and prisoners, and Oyama reports a loss of 41,222. The Japanese

commander says that the heaps of captured ammunition and sup-

plies "resemble hills." It need hardly be added that in duration

and magnitude this battle dwarfs any other conflict of authentic

history, ancient or modern. The Russian army's " power as a

fighting force is destroyed." says the Philadelphia Press; "it can

no longer be a formidable antagonist, nor is it possible for Russia

under existing conditions to replace this disorganized army on

Manchurian soil in any reasonable period." To collect another

force large enough to take the offensive " would require at least a

twelvemonth, and therefore the next campaign in the Far East, if

there be one, must be postponed until 1906," says the New York

Sun J and the New York Evening Post adds that" the prospect of

a victory is now obviously so far in the future as to be beyond cal-

culation."

The New York Tribune discusses the larger aspects of the bat-

tle as follows

:

"Another name is added to the world's Armageddon roll. An-
other companion is given to Marathon and Arbela, to Chalons and
Tours, to Lutzen and Blenheim, to Leipsic and Waterloo, to

Gettysburg and Sadowa, to Sedan and Plevna. Henceforth when
men think of those mighty conflicts they will think also of Muk-
den, the latest and not the least of them all; for, whatever may
become of Kuropatkin and of some remnant of his once gigantic

army, the record of Mukden yesterday passed into perpetual his-

tory. The greatest army the great Russian Empire has ever

marshaled, securely established in its own chosen citadel and
stronghold, has been attacked by a force despised as its immeas-
urable inferior, and has been stormed, defeated, crushed, demora-

lized, and scattered far and wide. It is what our Gallic cousins

call a debacle. Whoever may escape the furious pursuit of Nogi
and Kuroki and Kawamura and may straggle back across the hills

to Kirin or to Harbin, this is plain : The Russian army of Man-
churia, as an effective force, has ceased to exist.

" Nor is it only in its physical magnitude—surpassing that of any
other recorded conflict of modern or ancient times—that Mukden
gives the world's attention pause. We have recalled Arbela.

But Mukden, in a suggestive sense, is Arbela reversed. Let that

not be overlooked. Here is a purely Asiatic nation, in some re-

spects the most Oriental of all the Orient. Within the memory of

men now living and scarcely yet grown old it was as secluded as

Tibet, and as much apart from modern civilization. In the course

of a single generation-it has thrown off the lethargy of centuries

and come to the front with an irresistible rush. Its first hostile

impact has been upon that European nation which is of all most
populous and which has for years vaunted itself upon being most
powerful in war. At the first touch the white European power
has crumbled into ruin, and the yellow Asiatic power stands es-

sentially uninjured and triumphant. Truly, there is food in that

fact for some of the most serious thought our proud white peoples

have ever known.
"There is the more food for thought in that the Japanese have

beaten the Russians with their own weapons. It was not an over-

whelming of a small civilized force by an innumerable sea of sav-

ages, as at Isandhlwana. Rather was it the victory of a more per-

fect over a less perfect civilization. The Japanese have won all

through this last thirteen months of marvels by virtue of superior

science. They have given to the world an exhibition of scientific

warfare such as has never been seen before. Not even Moltke in

1866 and in 1870 rivaled these sons of the Samurai in organization

and in precision of execution. The simple fact is that Europe and
America have never yet got away from a certain empiricism in

warfare. But the Japanese, when they were made to realize ten

years ago the necessity of a war with a great European Power, set

themselves down to study out the campaign with mathematical

precision, as tho'they were solving some problem in Euclid. They
worked the whole thing out scientifically—strategy, tactics, equip-

ment, transportation, commissariat, sanitation, surgery, and what
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not. Now they have been applying in practise all that they mas-
tered in theory. How well their theories have worked in practise

may be read all the way from Port Arthur to Mukden."

The St. Petersburg despatches say that the Russians hope for

ultimate victory by exhausting Japan financially. " We can win

the war at this desk I" the Finance Minister is said to have ex-

claimed, tapping his table. It is rumored, however, that the Paris

financiers are insisting that the Czar take steps to end the war

before they lend him more money. T/ie Coiniiiercial and Finan-

cial Chronicie thinks that if the war goes on, the Russian bond

prices will sink and thus the " sinews of war " will be cut. It says :

" We can fancy that after the experience we are now having it

will be a long day before any two nations will again accept the

alternative of the sword for settling their disputes. It is likewise

hardly possible that the Japanese and Russian contest can be con-

From stereograph, copyrighted by H. C White Co., New inrk.
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JAPAN OF TO-DAY

tinned much longer. The money lenders certainly must have had
enough of it. Besides, Russia's internal condition ought to ler'^^

those who furnish ' the sinews of war' to use a little pressure in

inducing that country to accept peace. If they do not of their own
motion, and Russia continues to tight, we can not conceive how the

quotations of the outstanding bonds can be hereafter supported

;

and with a decline in the old issues, new issues would fare badly."

The New York Sun says on this point:

" Even if Russia's fiscal resources were not already strained to

the utmost, it would be impossible to wring from her people's rep-

resentatives supplies adequate to the prosecution for another

twelvemonth of a war wantonly provoked and shamefully miscon-

ducted. The money indispensable for a continuance of the contest

would have to be procured from the bankers of Central and West-

ern Europe. It has been computed that France has already in-

vested $1,600,000,000 in Russia; is it credible that the French

Oyama—" I spell his name that way."

—Evans in the Cleveland Leader.

'the war will be PROSECUTED TO THE END."—The Czar.

— Rehse in the St. Paul Pionccr-Press.

"SWORDS AND
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AND TO-MORROW.

people will pour out hundreds of millions more to be wasted in

hostile operations at the further end of Asia, which, as experience

has shown, would have scarcely any prospect of success? Assum-
ing that the Rothschilds and other Paris financiers will decline to

make further advances for such a visionary project, can we deem
it probable that the bankers of Berlin would show themselves more
optimistic and be willing to stake their credit on the chance of a

Russian commander's being able a year hence to beat such a stra-

tegist and tactician as Marshal Oyama has shown himself to be?

It is at the same time evident that, relegated to his own resources,

Nicholas II. can not keep up a fight for an indefinite period thou-

sands of miles from the base of supplies. 1 1 would take something

more than wind to mobilize, equip, transport, and feed another

army of half a million men. A smaller force could accomplish

nothing against the Japanese, who, once masters of Manchuria,

would be able to live upon the country-.

"The Russian Government welcomed the termination of the

From slereogr.iph, topyri^rhteii. hy il. l'. White Co., New Yorii.
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Crimean War. altho it was foreseen that the terms of peace would

involve a sacrifice of territory laboriously won from the Turks.

Financial exhaustion compelled it to submit to a loss wliich,as the

event was to prove, it could hope to retrieve within a quarter of a

century. The Romanoff dynasty is in a far worse plight to-day

than that in which it found itself after the fall of Sebastopol ; for

now, besides encountering iuimiliation at the hands of foreign

enemies, it is threatened with revolution at home. The Czar and

his near relatives, however, are .said to be still inflexibly resolved

upon persistence in the war; but so was George III., after the sur-

render of Cornwallis made the retention of the thirteen colonies

impossible.

"A sovereign's pride must bend when purse-strings are tight-

ened by a power mightier than his own. A prosecution of the war

in the Far East for another twelvemonth is impracticable, unless

European bankers betray what they have seldom been accused of,

a lack of common sense."

e»i.P.iJ,V,t>c«-

"l don't see ANY GRACEFUL WAY OF CLIMBING DOWN."
— Brinkerhoff in the Toledo Blade.

WHAT THE WORLD HOPES TO SEE IN A RUSSIAN DEFEAT.

—Wilder in the Chicago Record-Heralds

PLOWSHARES."
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THE BEEF TRUST'S SMALL PROFITS.

''F^'HE beef-trust magnates are more likely to appear in the bank-

* ruptcy court than in the criminai court, concludes the editor

of the Brooklyn Eagle, aiiev a sympathetic review of Commis-

sioner Garfield's report (briefly considered in these columns last

week), and probably

without any intention on

his part to recall the

old pun about pickled

tongue and ox- tail soup,

he says it is evident

" that the packers are

having quite as hard a

time as the rest of us

in trying to make the

two ends meet." The
editor of the New York

EveniJig Mail, too, is

so impressed by the

showing of small profits

that he fears the smash-

ing of the trust would

be followed by a rise in

the price of meat of

three or four cents a

pound. People who
think the commissioner

is mistaken are remind-

Copyriijhted by J. E. Piirdy, Boston,

COMMISSIONER GARFIELD.

His critics are reminded by the Boston //f;-<7/(/ j u *! tj * r_r
., . , , , , ... .... r ed by the Boston lier-
that he has made an exhaustive investigation or •'

the beef trust, and probably knows more about aid that the COmmis-
it than they do.

^i^^^^ j^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^_

haustive investigation of the subject, and probably knows more

about it than they do.

Commissioner Garfield's report is summarized as follows in the

despatches from Washington:

"The report of the commissioner of corporations is to the effect

that six packing companies—Armour Sc Co., Swift & Co., Morris &
Co., the National Packing Company, the Schwarzschild & Sulz-

berger Company, and the Cudahy Packing Company—slaughtered

in the year 1903 about 45 per cent, of the total indicated slaughter

in the United States; that the average net profit in 1903 for three

of the companies was 99 cents per head ; that the year 1902, instead

of being one of exorbitant profits, was less profitable than usual, and
that during the months w'hen prices of beef were the highest, some
at least of the leading packers were actually losing money on every

head slaughtered.
" The changes in the margin between prices of cattle and beef

are in themselves no indications whatever of the change in profits,

says the report. Prices and conditions for the years 1902, 1903,

and 1904 are reviewed, and the conclusions are stated that the six

companies especially discussed are apparently not overcapitalized;

that the percentage of profit on the gross volume of business is

comparatively small; and that during the years 1902, 1903, and

1904, Swift & Co,'s profils have not exceeded 2 per cent, of the

total sales; Cudahy & Co.'s is stated at 1.8 for 1904 and 2.3 per

cent, for 1902.

" With reference to private car lines in the packing industry it is

.stated that the profit is a very liberal one, a net return of from 14

to 17 per cent, being indicated; but it is added that, reckoned on

the basis of dressed beef transported, the profit would add but lit-

tle to the cost of beef to the consumer. The profit of one concern,

Cudahy Packing Company, on its investment in cars was as high

as 22 per cent, in one year. Further, it is stated that the six prin-

cipal packing concerns, wiiile they slaughtered only 45 per cent, of

the total cattle killed in 1903, slaughter nearly 98 per cent, of the

cattle killed in eight leading Western packing centers; that they

control a very large percentage of the trade in beef, particularly in

the East, and that they furnish New York about 75 per cent., Bos-

ton more than 85 per cent., Philadelphia about 60 per cent., Pitts-

burg more than 60, and Baltimore about 50 per cent.

"The report in conclusion says that the National Packing Com-

pany, mentioned as one of the ' big six,' is a merger of various

packing plants, but, except for that concern, there appears to be no
general interownership of stock among the six principal com-
panies."

The newspapers published in the great meat-packing centers,

however, treat the idea of a two-per-cent. profit by the trust as the

hugesl joke of the year. The Kansas City Times wants the hat

passed for the poor packers. It says

:

" As a result of the distressing condition of the packing com-
panies, as revealed by the 'findings' of Commissioner Garfield,

some formal public action should be taken. The modest packers
probably would have suffered on in silence, playing the roles of

undiscovered philanthropists, had not they been forced to admit
their generous benefactions in a court of law. But now that the

truth is known, justice should be done. The people must eat

more porterhouse and less chuck. They must eat more chops and
canned soup. They must encourage the railroads in giving special

concessions to the packing trust. They must boycott things that

are not shipped in the trust's private cars. And if this generous
patronage does not help the packers out of the hole, let the hat be
passed. ' Us ' for the packers !

"

The Kansas City /ounia/, too, is greatly relieved to learn "that

instead of the beef trust being a greedy combination formed to rob

the cattle dealer at one end and the consumer at the other, it is

simply a humane society organized to force down prices to the

consumer and encourage the live-stock industry by paying dealers

more than their animals are worth." It goes on :

"Just how consumers were enabled, before the trust was formed,

to buy all kinds of meats much cheaper while the cattle and sheep

and hog-growers were receiving better rates for their products is

neither here nor there ; let the dead past bury its dead. We are

living in the active, costly present, and dealing with conditions as

we find them. Nor is it pertinent to inquire how the big packers

have managed to pile up vast fortunes while occupying their time

in serving the public for nothing. Only unreasonable carpers will

think of these things when they might be instructively reading Mr.
Garfield's report. The important fact, officially certified, is that

the beef trust is our kind and gentle friend, and that we should be
badly off indeed without its kindly ministrations.

" Long live the benevolent beef trust, and long may the era of

low cattle and high steaks continue to alleviate human suffering

and bless mankind."

The Kansas legislature, on Monday of last week, passed a reso-

lution expressing the " disgust of the people of Kansas " at the

Garfield—" I can not tell a lie; I did it with my little hatchet."

—Handy in the Duluth News-Tribune.
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report, and calling upon the President to appoint a "competent

person " to investigate the trust.

The Boston Herald says this good word for tlie trust's oper-

ations :

"One fact should be borne in mind which too easily escapes re-

membrance. This is that, since the system of meat distribution

established by the Western packing corporations has been in

vogue, the people in this part of the country have been able to ob-

tain a food supply incomparably better than anything their fathers

had known, or they themselves had known prior to the establish-

ment ot these distributive methods. One can obtain as good a

roast of beef or a beefsteak at a little town in Maine or on Cape
Cod as can be .secured in Boston. But twenty or thirty years ago.

outside of a few large cities, the meat that was sold as beef would

commonly be looked upon as uneatable by tjiose who had enjoyed

a city food e.xperience. The distribution plan has equalized con-

ditions by lifting all to a high level, and has given to the great mass
of the people opportunities in the food line that they never before

enjoyed. No doubt, in the earlier e.xperiencesof the beef-packing

houses and the .systems of special cars, large profits were made by

those who were pioneers in the business, but, apparently, these

have been to quite an e.xtent rubbed away by usage; hence at the

present time, on what the Commissioner of Corporations announces

to be a not excessive capitalization, the profits made are not as

large as those which are considered necessary to bring satisfaction

to the proprietors in the greater part of the business undertakings

of our country."

Berlin ; and the .St. Louis Globe-Democrat fears that this fore-

shadows a formidable movement that may load us up with unde-

sirable receiverships, and "might develop a comic-opera side

which would not be quite so humorous for us as it would be for the

rest of the world." F. R. Guernsey, editor of The Mexican Her-

ald, says, however, that the popular idea of the Latin-American

republics which is entertained in the White House is a gro-ssly

mistaken and unjust one. Writing in the Boston Herald, he re-

marks :

"The Latin-America which exists as a mental image in the mind
of the chief executive at Washington differs from the reality in

many respects. Not all the Latin-American nations are Uruguays,
\'enezuelas, and Colombias. It would be a good thing if Mr.
Roosevelt, who has taken to heart Joseph Chamberlain's advice to
' think imi)erially,' would travel imperially, and see these Soutiiern

lands for himself. He would find in Chili, Argentina, Peru, Brazil,

and Mexico that civilization of the most approved modern kind is

making its way.
" President Roosevelt in his preachments forgets that Latin-

America is in evolution^that .States formerly distracted by civil

war are now great and

SHEARING THE SANTO DOMINGO TREATY,

''T ""HE Washington correspondents tell us that when the Senate

^ is through with the Santo Domingo treaty, its own authors

will be unable to recognize it. All reference to the Monroe Doc-

trine, however veiled, we are informed, is to be stricken out, and

nothing will remain in the document that can be used as a prece-

dent in dealing with other bankrupt American republics. If the

Democrats in the .Senate should decide to act together in oppo-

sition, says The Herald's Washington correspondent, "it is likely

they could defeat the treaty, because it requires a two-thirds vote

of all Senators present. There happen to be in the present Senate

fifty -six Republicans and thirty-two Democrats and two vacancies.

If the Republicans elect Senators in Missouri and Delaware they

will still lack enough votes to ratify if the Democrats make rati-

fication a party measure." In his message to the Senate at the

beginning of its extra session, the President said that the treaty's

"primary benefit will be to Santo Domingo." while " the benefit to

the United States will consist chiefly in the tendency under the

treaty to secure stability, order, and prosperity in Santo Domin-

go, and the removal of the apprehension lest foreign Powers make
aggressions on .Santo Domingo in the course of collecting claims

due their citizens." If the treaty is not ratified, he adds, " the

chances are that American creditors will fare ill as compared with

those of other nations." This last point, says the New York Trib-

une, "will not be devoid of a particularly practical force, making

its appeal directly to the pecuniary interests of this country."

The Washington Post regards the Santo Domingo policy as

"far-reaching and dangerous." and advocates, instead, the "abso-

lute prohibition on the part of the United States and all foreign

Powers of the use of force to collect private debts in any of the

countries to which that doctrine applies, and the refusal by our

Government to collect such debts for its own subjects or for the

subjects ot any other country." It says: " The proposition that a

government has a right to tax its subjects to provide ships of

war and fighting men to collect private debts, or that it has a

right to risk the lives of any of its subjects in that kind of war-

fare is so self-evidently wrong that the simplest statement of it

exposes its abhorrent character."

Smce the announcement of the President's Santo Domingo

policy* the bonds of all the bankrupt republics in this hemisphere

have been soaring upward in the markets of London, Paris, and

peaceful communities,

and that revolutions arc

things of the past in the

more advanced coun-

tries. The still dis-

turbed countries arc

paying the penalty tor

their folly in being
shunned by foreign cap-

ital. This is the best

lesson they can receive,

far better than flourish-

ings of the ' big stick.'

It is all part of evolu-

tion ; the nation that

finds itself regarded as

barbaric, and is avoided

by men of enterprise,

comes to contrast its

melancholy position
with that of its prosper-

ous and well-behaved

neighbors. Thus the

lesson sinks in.

" Mr. Roosevelt lives

too intimately in the

company of the strenu-

ous and the uninformed

about these Southern

countries. There are

some millions of otherwise intelligent compatriots who really

fancy that Latin-America is a desperate region filled with brigands.

They should know better, but they are too busy to read up on these

matters."

Secretary Hay recently informed the Haytian minister in Wash-

ington, in answer to an inquiry on the subject, that " the Govern-

ment of the United States of America has no intention of annexing

either Hayti or Santo Domingo, and no desire of acquiring pos-

session of them, either by force or by negotiation; and that, even

if the citizens of either of these republics should solicit incorpor-

ation into the American LJnion, there would be no inclination on

the part of the national Government, nor in the sphere of public

opinion, to agree to any such proposal." The Boston Herald,

however, has little faith in such assurances. It observes :

"At the beginning of the .Spanish War President McKinley sol-

emnly protested that no purpose of acquisition of territory was en-

tertained by the United States. Such acquisition, he declared,

would be ' criminal aggression.' But what happened.'' When the'

United States shall have controlled the financial and political

affairs of Santo Domingo for a few years, neither Mr. Roosevelt

nor Mr. Hay will be in power, and who dare say that their succes-

sors will respect their declarations? The business proposed is,

PRESIDENT MORALES.

His an.xiety for an .\merican fiscal protector-

ate, some of our papers think, is a ruse to retain

the rule of Santo Domingo under the protection

of American guns, wliich will overawe insurrec-

tion.
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ROBERT S. M'CORMICK,

Transferred from St. Peters-
burg to Paris.

EDWIN H. CONGER.

After seven years in Peking
he goes to Mexico for a brief
term before retirement.

Copyright by Purdy, Boston.

HENRY WHITE,

Promoted to be Ambassador
to Italy after a long and suc-
cessful term as -Secretary of
Embassy in London.

Copyright by Piirdy, Boston.

GEORGE V. L. MEYER.

Several papers e.xpress a
hesitation to congratulate him
on his transfer from Rome to
St. Petersburtr.

AMBASSADORS IN TRANSITION.

WHITELAW REID,

Who retires from the editor-
ship and direction of the New
York Tribtote to become Am-
bassador to Great Britain.

hke war. one of which the consequences can not be predicted.
Such talk as this of Secretary Hay kas little significance and
affords no security."

DISSECTING THE APPOINTIVIENTS.

HP HE cabinet comes in for a few slurring- remarks from its critics

upon the occasion of its appointment by the President and
confirmation by the Senate. Secretary Taft is the only one in the
list with mind enough of his own "to disagree with the President
and tell him frankly when he is about to make mistakes," thinks
the New York Times (Dem.,); while the Philadelphia Ledge?-
(Ind.), which is under the same general ownership and direction as
the New York Times, believes that Secretary Hay "

is the only
one of the number whose retention of his office will be generally
regarded as of the first importance." The New York Press (Rep.)
declares that Secretary Morton is out of place in the cabinet

; and
the Boston /i'^ra/^j? (Ind.) ob.serves that " the announcement that
Mr. Shaw is to leave the Treasury Department in February, on
the completion of four years' ser-

vice, is one that the country will re-

ceive without poignant regret." The
Republican papers, it is perhaps

needless to say, extol the cabinet

officers in glowing terms.

The Springfield y?^;^///V/Vv2;/ (Ind.)

remarks upon the ab.sence of the

"great party chieftains" from the

President's council table. It says :

" The present cabinet is especially

distinguished for the absence of great
party chieftains such as have for-

merly, as a rule, been called to the
leading places. Mr. Hay has never
been conspicuously identified with
party politics. Mr. Taft was taken
from the federal bench. Mr. Morton
is holding his first public office and
was a Democrat until within a year
or two. Mr. Cortelyou first became
a working politician last fall. Mr.
Metcalf had only a local reputation
as a congressman when appointed.
The political reputation and infiu-

.SENATdK CO( KKELL,

Of Missouri, a " White House
Democrat," who is rewarded with
a place on the Interstate Com-
merce Commission.

ence of Messrs. Shaw and Wilson were confined to Iowa The
Websters, Clays, Shermans, Bayards and Blaines of party po-
litics no longer, as President Roosevelt is shaping things, alter-
nate between cabinet and senatorial positions, but tend rather to
concentrate in the Senate and there create a power which over-
shadows the whole legislative department and contests with the
President for the mastery of the executive department."

The appointment of ex-Senator Cockrell (Den^i.) to be a member
of the Interstate Commerce Commission is favorably received by
the press. Senator Cockrell supported the President's Panama
policy in the Senate, and lost his .seat by the Republican victory in
Missouri last fall. Mr. Wynne, who became postmaster-general
upon the death of Mr. Payne, makes way for Mr. Cortelyou. as
anticipated, and is made consul-general at London. The diplo-
matic appointments are discussed as follows by the Philadelphia
Press (Rep, )

:

•• The most conspicuous and important appointment is that of
Whitelaw Reid as Ambassador to England. The signal fitness of
this selection will be everywhere recognized. Mr. Reid is pecul-

iarly qualified by experience, train-
ing, taste, and culture for our fore-
most diplomatic post. His success-
ful career as Minister to France,
emphasized by his work on the Paris
Commission, attested his special
capacity for this service, and his
whole life has been a preparation
for its requirements. His intellect-
ual equipment and social gifts are
equally adapted to the place. The
English mission has been filled by a
long line of men of distinction who
have reflected luster on our country
by their rank in statesmanship, ora-
tory, or literature, and Mr. Reid will
fully sustain its reputation. He is

already widely known in England,
where he has been on two special
missions, and will be altogether ac-
ceptable as the American Ambas-
sador.

" Mr. Meyer has shown ability,

energy, and a willingness to do
things at Rome, and goes to what
is now the difficult and trying post
of St. Petersburg, where there will

ROBERT J. WYNNE,

Who vacates the Postmaster-
Generalship for Mr. Cortelyou
and is made Consul-General at

London.
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be work to do. No man has better earned a promotion than

Harrv White. He has long been both a wheel-horse and a high-

stepper at London, the prince of secretaries, the confidant of min-

istries the favorite of royalty and the indefatigable representative

of American interests. It is ht that his unequaled service should

be rewarded and crowned with an ambassadorship.

" Anions- the other notable appointments is that of Mr. KockhiU

to China in place of Mr. Conger, who is transferred to Mexico.

The mission to China is now one of the most important in the en-

tire service, and Mr. Rockhill is qualified for it by special training

bevond almost any other man in the country. The whole list of

appointments has more merit and less dead weight than is usual

in so considerable a number."

SUBWAY-ELEVATED STRIKE IN NEW YORK.

THE strike of subway and elevated railroad employees in New

York City last week is considered notable because of the

immense traffic of the two systems, reaching an aggregate of a

million passengers a day; because of the fact that Mr. August

Belmont, president of the Interborough Company, is also presi-

dent of the National Civic Federation, whose aim is to avert and

heal just such labor difficulties; because the motormen. in striking,

violated a contract made last fall, which does not expire until 1907 ;

and because the strike collapsed within three or four days. The

strikers did not get much sympathy from the New York press.

The Awencan and Evening Journal the two Hearst papers, al-

ways find that the strikers are right and the employers wrong;

while the Sun, Times, z.^^ Evening PostMi^x a deep and serious

consideration of both sides, always find that the employers are

right and the strikers wrong. The Tribune is also usually in the

latter group. In this strike, however, the metropolitan press left

the Hearst papers virtually alone in their support of the strikers.

The violauon of contract by the motormen, their precipitation of

the strike without an appeal to mediation, and the alacrity with

which other men sought the vacant places, alienated sympathy.

In a day or two it also developed that the strikers did not even

have the sympathy of their own national organizations, the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and the Amalgamated As-

sociation of Electric and Street Railway Employees, and were not

authorized by these to strike. Grand Chief Stone, of the former

organization, issued an order to the motormen to go back to work

or be expelled, and President Mahon, of the latter organization,

advised its members to go back to their duties. President Mahon

says that " repeated tenders " of mediation, from labor leaders, be-

fore the strike "were inconsiderately rejected by the strikers."

Mayor McClellan tendered his services as mediator after the strike

began, and the men then showed an inclination to accept, but the

strike was already crumbling and the Interborough authorities re-

jected the offer. The strikers numbered about 5,000, and they de-

manded the elimination of the physical test for motormen and

other employees and the substitution of " a practical road test,"

and asked for shorter hours for all employees and more pay for all

except the motormen, who were already receiving $350 a day.

The men claimed that the Interborough managers had broken the

contract made last fall, but failed to give the public any clear idea

of what the violation consisted of. On Friday the motormen's

organization was expelled from the Brotherhood of Locomotive

Engineers.

The World, which can not well be accused of any partiality for

capital at the expense of labor, tells as follows why the strike

failed :

" To the success of any great strike four conditions are neces-

sary :

"
1. There must be a substantial grievance.

"
2. There must be competent leadership.

"
3. There must be a clear and strong public sympathy and sup-

port.
"
4. There must be a chance to win.

" None of these conditions favored the strike of the Interborough

employees.

"It is the general feeling among the employees of other roads

and among workers at corresponding wages in other kinds of busi-

ness that the elevated and subway men had the easiest jobs and

the best pay of any railway operatives in the country.

" In addition to this the motormen had made an agreement for

three years which they broke in joining the strike. This agree-

ment has been recognized and declared by the chief of the National

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, who directs that the motor-

men be ordered to return to work. Their conduct was further ag-

gravated by failure to give any time for arbitration, as they were

bound to do.
" This was bad faith and bad leadership.

" Public sympathy, which naturally turns to the side of the work-

ers, was forfeited at the start by these facts and acts. Hundreds

of thousands of working men and women were unable to get to

7'- '4t^^

GENERAL KUROKI, AGED OVER SIXTY, AND THE OSLER CHLOROFORM
BRIGADE.
—McCutcheon in the Chicago Tribune.

f-o, xofiPiL /t/ff TO Lurc/y to //

(Mb' ^ooa/O l/ioys />/<f^o P/f/fC7rc£.

WHY wouldn't some of these things serve as well as

CHLOROFORM ?

— Handy in the Duluth News-Tribune.

MORE OSLER SUGGESTIONS.
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their tasks, or were subjected to serious delays and perils owing to

a strike precipitated without adequate cause or authority, and

without proper effort for a peaceful settlement.

" It was seen that there was no hope of success when it became

apparent that there were plenty of men ready and eager to take the

strikers' places if they could be assured of protection. This pro-

tection was demanded by public sentiment and promptly pledged

by the police. No strike has ever been won in New York by vio-

lence, and none ever will be."

A RAILROAD REJOINDER.

THE people who are making such an outcry about railroad re-

bates are reminded by TJie Railway Age (Chicago) that the

shippers are just as guilty as the roads, and often worse. " Rail-

way managers do not give away the revenue of their roads unless

they are obliged to do so," remarks The Age, and the shippers,

while equally guilty before the law, get most of the advantage and

profit of the deal. Indeed, this authority thinks that, "with few

exceptions, those who denounce the railways for favoring other

customers would be glad to get transportation at less than the law-

ful rate if they could," and it notes with pain that " if the railways

will not give rate reductions, very many shippers proceed to steal

them." The extent of this stealing " would astonish the country if

the facts were known." The interstate commerce law provides a

fine of $5,000 for each case of false billing, weighing, classification,

or other fraud by which transportation is secured at less than the

regular rate, with or without the connivance of the carrier, and "it

would be supposed that, in a law-abiding community, attempts to

violate a law so specific and carrying such heavy penalties would

be few and far between." Yet. says The Age :

"During a single month, within the territory covered by the

Western lines, upward of 50,000 such attempts, involving fraud to

the amount of more than $100,000, have been detected by the rail-

ways. The aggregate involved in such frauds on the part of ship-

pers detected during the year 1904 in this same territory was nearly

$1,500,000; and it is certain that by no means all of the attempts

were discovered. Only recently the board of railroad commission-

ers in Kansas were petitioned to forbid the railways to open and
examine packages, for the detection of false billing, etc., the peti-

tioners admitting that they were misrepresenting their goods and
did not want to pay the lawful rate. In a hearing before the

Texas commission last month the representative of manufacturers

of high-class breakfast foods, who was arguing for a lower classi-

fication on the goods, admitted that he was at that time shipping

them under a false designation for the purpose of obtaining less

than the authorized rate. In fact, so universal is the desire, and
so common is the attempt, to ' beat the railroads ' by this means,
that it has come to be looked upon as a matter of course.

" It is to be said in this connection that the railways themselves

are largely responsible for these numerous violations of the law.

Altho knowing the facts, and having in their hands the evidence of

the fraud, not one of them has sutHcient backbone to enter a com-
plaint. They maintain extensive bureaus at large cost for the pur-

pose of detecting and correcting these misrepresentations and
seemingly are content to let it go at that, whereas they should fur-

nish evidence to the proper authorities for the prosecution of the

offenders. The reason for this neglect of a plain duty is the

knowledge that the road which takes the initiative will be made to

suffer in loss of business. The Railway Age, knowing the facts,

appeals to the Interstate Commerce Commission to institute an

inquiry into the practises revealed by the records of the Western
Weighing and Inspection Bureau and the Joint Rate Inspection

Bureau, to the end that these widespread abuses may be stopped.

The introduction of the records of these organizations into court

would disclose a state of affairs that would make a good many per-

sons who now profess to be virtuously indignant over disregard of

the law by the railways wish they had been more circumspect

themselves in this same regard."

TOPICS IN BRIEF.

It might enliven the ceremonies some if General Miles could be assigned the

duty of returning those captured Confederate battle-flags.— The Washington
Post.

Russia is threatened with an epidemic of cholera. The Russians seem de-

termined to get something that the laps won't try to take from them.— The New
York American.

Municipal ownership of existing public utility plants would be grand if the

plants could be purchased on the valuation they give in to the tax assessor.— The
Memphis News-Scimitar.

If the Indians were smart they would organize a Standard Oil Company of

their own in the Territory. Then the Senate might be willing to listen to them.
— The Philadelphia Inquirer.

Santo Domingo celebrated its sixty-seventh year of " independence" yester-

day. Now there's an opportunity for Dr. Osier to which we'll all give our moral

support \—The Detroit Jonrjial.

Mrs. Cassie Chadwick has not yet put herself in the Lavvson class by

claiming that her financial transactions were in the interests of the American

people.— The Milwaukee Sentinel.

A California professor claims to be able to create life by chemical means.

He might join forces with Dr. Osier, and by chloroforming all the old people and

making chemical new ones, the whole problem of life would be satisfactorily set-

tled.— The Baltimore American.
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U. S —" Don't get dizzy, Theodore !

"

—Rogers in the New York Herald.

" hooray I FOUR MORE YEARS OF TEDDY I"

— McCutcheon in the Chicago Tribune.

INAUGURATION AFTERTHOUGHTS.
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LETTERS AND ART.

IS THERE A "SLUMP IN POETRY"?

I^^IIK latlier pessimistic remarks of the English poet-laureate, a

year ago, on " The Cirowing Distaste for the Higher Forms

of Poetry." started a literary controversy which is still occupying

the attention of the English reading public. Mr. Edward Thomas,

writing in The Book Monthly (London\ seems to e.xpress the con-

sensus of opinion on the other side of the water when he says that

the poets of to-day are "a crowd of pleasant singers, but no

heaven-sent choir." Mr. John Lane, as reported in the same

magazine, is of the opinion that "there has not, at any time, been

so much good poetry written as there is to-day," yet goes on to

say that, in spite of this fact, the publication of such poetry is not

a commercial proposition. He attributes the public's neglect of

the Muse to the following causes: "The ill influence which arises

from the exclusive recognition of a few poets—the magnifying of

them so that other genuine singers are overlooked ;" the revulsion

against poetry and estheticism generally which ensued after the

Oscar Wilde debacle; the competition of the "khaki" poetry of

Kipling. Henley, and Newbolt: and the virtual defection of

Stephen Phillips and John Davidson, who relinquished " writing

poetry for the study" for " writing verse for the stage." On this

the London Academy comments :

"Surely the real cause of the languishing of the Muse lies

deeper. The majority of the great English poets of the earlier

nineteenth century were all identified with some great movement.
preached some definite creed, possessed a striking and compelling

individuality. But nowadays we have scant time for great literary

movements, and but a fraction even of the better of our minor
poets strike the true personal note or impress us as being gifted

with much more than a mere technical excellence."

The New York Critic (March) prints an interesting symposium

on the alleged " slump " in poetry, presenting the views of Messrs.

Houghton, Mifflin &
Co., whose list of au-

thors includes the names

of the most famous

American poets ; of Mr.

Richard G. Badger, the

Boston "publisher of

young poets "
; and of

twenty-two of our best

known poets. The most

notable feature of the

discussion is its opti-

mistic tone.

Messrs. Houghton.
Mifflin & Co. declare:

" Our experience tells

us that edition after

edition is called for, of

all great poetry : and

that so far from the de-

mand decreasing, it in-

creases with enormous

strides, and in direct

proportion to the edu-

cation of a cultivated

opinion among the body of the people." Mr. Badger says

:

" It certainly seems to me that the public demand for poetry of

the better class is steadily, if slowly, increasing. From a stand-

point which to me is very satisfactory, I would say that during the

past three years, in which time I have paid particular attention to

the publication of poetry, my actual sales have practically doubled

each year. This is the sort of evidence that appeals to me
strongly."

Prof. Henry van Dyke, of Princeton University, thinks that the

MR. RICHARD G. BAUGER.

A publisher of poetry who thinks that "the
public demand for poetry of the better class is

steadily, if slowly, increasing."

MR. JOHN LANE, OF LONDON.

He says :
" There has not, at any time, been so

much good poetry written as there is to-day."

people who are willing to give a welcome to genuine and vital

poetry are liy no means all dead. " There are still a good many of

them," he says, " hidden away in quiet places, and sometimes where

you would least expect to find them : in factories and shops, in

country schoolhouses and mission stations, in city offices, and in

lonely cabins among the mountains." I-'lorence Earle Coates is

convinced that " there is verse being written as exquisite as any

that has blessed mankind." "The standard is high," she adds,

"and of itself proves

the interest felt in the

subject by ' the minds

that matter.'" Paul

Laurence Dunbar, the

negro poet, says

:

" It may be the con-

sensus of opinion that

the love for poetry is

declining, but I for one

don't believe it, and the

only proof I have in my
contention is that in the

smaller towns, say of

not over one hundred

thousand inhabitants,

poetry — verse if you
will— still holds a very

decided sway. Go into

any school on a Friday

afternoon, in our Mid-
dle West, and I think

after you have gotten

through listening to the
' Friday afternoon exer-

ci.ses,' you will agree

with me. Perhaps New
\\)rk, Chicago, Philadelphia, and Boston are too busy for it, but I

do not believe that we of the great Middle West and the people of

the old New England towns and the old dramatic Southerners have
yet gotten past it."

Mr. Frederic Lawrence Knowles writes even more emphatically

of the advantages enjoyed by the twentieth-century poet:

" We are tempted to look back upon the heyday of Longfellow's

fame as to a lost golden age. And yet Mr. Riley's poems sell far

more widely than Longfellow's ever did. ' Childe Harold ' and
' The Raven ' leaped into fame no more quickly than ' The Man
with the Hoe.' and reached the eyes of no such extensive circle of

readers. What would not Browning have given, as a young man,
for the audience that awaits every new poetic drama of Stephen
Phillips, or volume of lyrics by William Watson? And what Eng-
lish-speaking poet from Chaucer to the present has commanded,
during his lifetime, half the number of readers that greets every

new ballad of Mr. Kipling? For the first time in history, tele-

graph and cable bring the whole reading world to the feet of the

poet who, like Kipling or Swinburne, has something of interna-

tional interest to say."

Not all the contributors to the symposium, however, take views

so hopeful. Madison Cawein is conscious of " a lack of esthetic

sympathy, of spiritual appreciation " in our day. due, as he thinks,

to the scientific and practical character of the age ; and Lloyd

Mifflin says:

" The higher kinds of poetry have seldom at any time had many
readers, and a present popularity is often a forerunner of oblivion.

Not the public of to-day but time is the poet's judge, and he who
deserves immortality shall receive it. The poet is the pride of

Civilization, but her crown is one of inuiiortelles. which she places

only on his grave. She may seem to scorn the poet living, yet,

peering into the future, she says of him, not unkindly. ' The same
man, when dead, shall be beloved ' —Extincfits aiiialntur idem.

Thus it is that the poets of to-day, tho comparatively unread,.may
take hope of the future ; for if after they shall have passed away
there be found in their writing anything of beseeching loveliness

—anything of poignant beauty—we may be sure that Posterity will

guard it among her treasures."
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MAETERLINCK'S APPRECIATION OF "KING
LEAR."

A HOSTILE criticism of Shakespeare's" King Lear," penned

by M. £mile Faguet in connection with a recent production

of the drama in Paris, has provoked Maurice Maeterlinck to a

spirited defense of what he terms " the most formidable tragedy

born under our heavens." It is safe to declare, he thinks, "after

surveying the literatures of every period and of every country,"

that " the tragedy of the old king constitutes the mightiest, the

vastest, the most stirring, the most intense dramatic poem that has

ever been written." He continues (in T/ie Fortnightly Review.,

February):

" Were we to be asked from the height of another planet which
is the synthetic play representative and archetypal of the human
stage, the play in which the ideal of the loftiest scenic poetry is

most fully realized, it seems to me certain that, after due delib-

eration, all the poets of our earth, the best judges in this exigency,

would with one voice name ' King Lear.' They could only for a

moment weigh the claims of two or three masterpieces of the

Greek stage, or else—for virtually Shakespeare can be compared
with none save himself—of that other miracle of

his genius, the tragic story of ' Hamlet, Prince of

Denmark.'
"' Prometheus,' the' Orestes," QidipusTyrannus'

are wonderful but isolated trees, whereas ' King
Lear ' is a marvelous forest. Let us admit that

Shakespeare's poem is less clear, not so evident, not

so visibly harmonious, not so pure in outline, not so

perfect, in the rather conventional sense of the word
;

let us grant that it has faults as enormous as its

good qualities: this fact none the less remains, that

it surpasses all the others in the mass, the rarity, the

density, the strange mobility, the prodigious bulk

of the tragic beauties which it contains."

tragic works, the only one which time has not touched. It needs
an effort of our goodwill, a forgetting of our place and of our
present certainties, for us to be sincerely and wholly stirred by the
spectacle of 'Hamlet,' 'Macbeth,' or'CEdipus.' On the other
hand, the wrath, the howls of .suffering, the prodigious curses of
the old man, of the outraged father, seem to belong to our hearts
and to our reasons of to-day ; they rise under our own sky ; and,
in respect of all the profound truths that form the spiritual and
sentimental atmosphere of our planet, there is nothing essential to

be added to them, nothing to be withdrawn. Were Shakespeare
to come back to us on earth, he could no longer write ' Hamlet ' or
' Macbeth,' he would feel that the august and gloomy main ideas
upon which those poems rest would no longer carry them, whereas
he would not have to modify a situation or a line in ' King Lear.'"

Comparing '" King Lear" with " Hamlet," M. Mae-

terlinck finds the thought of the former " less active,

less profound, less quivering, less prophetic." On

the other hand, " how much more vigorous, massive,

and irresistible does the spirit of the work appear !"

To quote further

:

"' Hamlet," ' Macbeth,' ' Prometheus,' the ' Ores-

tes,' ' CEdipus,' belong to a class of poems which

are more exalted than the others because displayed

on a sort of sacred mountain surrounded by a certain

mystery. This is what, in the hierarchy of the mas-

terpieces, places ' Hamlet ' incontestably above
' Othello,' for instance; altho ' Othello' is as pas-

sionately, as profoundly, and, doubtless, more nor-

mally human. They owe to this mountain which

places them between heaven and earth the best part

of their somber and sublime power. Now, if we ex-

amine the formation of this mountain, we become aware that the

elements which compose it are borrowed from a variable and ar-

bitrary supernaturalism ; it is a 'beyond' of a contestable kind

and appearance, which are religious or superstitious : transitory,

therefore, or local. But^—and this it is that gives it a place apart

among the four or five great dramatic poems of the world—in ' King
Lear' there is no supernaturalism proper. The gods, the inhab-

itants of the great imaginary worlds do not meddle with the action
;

fatality itself is here quite inward, is no more than infatuated pas-

sion ; and yet the immense drama unfolds its li\e acts on a summit
as high, as overladen with spells, with poetry and with unwonted

inquietudes, as tho all the traditional forces of heaven and hell

had vied in ardor to overtop its peaks. The absurdity of the prim-

itive anecdote (all the great masterpieces, being intended to repre-

sent typical actions of a necessarily far-fetched, exclusive and ex-

cessive character, are founded on a more or less absurd anecdote)

is overwhelmed in the sublime magnificence of the height at which
it is developed. To study more closely the structure of that sum-
mit : it is formed solely of enormous human strata, of gigantic

blocks of passion, of reason, of general and almost familiar senti-

ments, overthrown, heaped up, superposed by an awful tempest, but

one profoundly suited to all that is most human in human nature.

COLIN CAMPBELL COOPER,

Whose pictures of "sky-

scrapers" and American street

scenes are attracting attention

in the artistic world.

A PAINTER OF MODERN INDUSTRIALISM.
A N artist has arisen to portray " the visible turmoil and glory
-^^ of industrialism." His name is Colin Campbell Cooper,

and we learn from an article by Albert W. Barker (in The Book-

lover s Magazi/ie, March) that his remarkable pictures of "sky-

scrapers " and American street scenes represent but

the latest phase of a talent already liberally expended

in work of a somewhat different kind. Says Mr.

Barker:

" He was known as a painter of pleasant and
workmanlike pictures long before he awoke to the

possibilities of the modern office-building, but he
had been hitherto a painter of cathedrals and pictur-

esque corners of the Old World. Our interest in

these things, if we will own the truth, is only an am-
ateur's interest, not at all a downright vital interest.

It would take a luminist or colorist of the first rank,

a man who would make his subject-matter the ' ef-

fect ' of light or color itself— things of universal and
perennial interest—to have claimed our spontaneous
attention to cathedral pictures. As students and
artists we admire and study the.se wonderful build-

ings ; but we have no share in the spirit that pro-

duced them, or we would be building them to-day,

as poorer nations and poorer centuries once did.

They are venerable, and we have respect for them
as for the ideals and works and companions of our

grandparents.
" We may have love and reverence for these, but

our problem in life is so far different that we can

not work it out on the old lines, and we turn from

them to our own interests and companions with a

sense of getting back to life and reality

"There is every mark of this spirit in Mr. Cooper's

skyscrapers. His enthusiasm is contagious; as a

colorist and luminist, as a painter of light and color

for their own sakes, his message rings truer and

has a quicker accent than of old, and is the more convincing be-

cause he is talking of it in relation to ourselves and our own sur-

roundings."

A further gain resulting from the altered character of Mr. Coop-

er's work is thus described :

" Expression adds the power of human intelligence to the dumb
forces of formative evolution. That our skyscraper can be held

up to us as a central fact in a beautiful image, that the skyscraper

is shown to us in elements of beauty which already belong to it,

will tend materially to make us regard it in its esthetic aspect.

Those elements of order and proportion which we instinctively

feel to be pleasure-giving beauty, however diverse in form they

may appear, are at bottom the same elements of order and propor-

tion which appeal to the minds of the thinker and the hand of the

workman. Crude as these buildings are to-day, the drift of the

sunlight on them, the glorious and often merciful veil of mists, and

the glittering galaxies of their own lights by night help us to that

relation toward them of instinctive joy in a beauty already there.

And this relation gives the surest promise of their future perfec-

tion, even from the utilitarian standpoint."

That is why ' King Lear ' remains the youngest of the great The writer thinks that Mr. Cooper would probably disclaim any
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THE FERRIES, NEW YORK.

(Dy Colin Campbell Cooper.)

functional value to society in his paintings, and would choose to

have them regarded " merely as images ot the visii)ie phase of

modern life—simply as pictures, with no other aim than to record

in a beautiful way the very heart and trutii of the appearance of

things." He says in conclusion :

"A painting is an expression—an expression Pi tiie artist's joy.

if you will. If it really expresses that, transfers that joy to the

beholder, shows in what he took joy and why. surely that is re-

sponsibility and function enough. It must be true, or it will be

only perplexing. . . . Mr. Cooper professedly

strives to get the true ring in his work, to

make his pictures like the visions that give

him joy. They afford us the essence of the

visible turmoil and glory of industrialism.

Meantime, if it is his open belief in a func-

tionless art that keeps his work so sensitively

true, even if we happen to differ with him we
must still rejoice that he believes as he does."

An American Performance of

Ibsen's Latest Drama.—"When We
Dead Awake," Ibsen's latest and probably

last play, was produced in Copenhagen five

years ago, and described in our pages at that

time. It has been presented in New York,

during the past few days, by a theatrical com-

pany organized by Mr. Maurice Campbell, and

is the subject of considerable discussion in

the metropolitan press. The title of the

drama refers to those " dead " who " awake,"

at the end of their lives, to a realization of the

fact that they have missed the one thing in

life worth living for—love, and its moiif is

briefly elucidated by The Times as follows :

"The theme, not unlike that of Haupt-

niann's " N'crsunkene (ilocke.' and D'Annunzio's ' Gioconda,' may
be accepted as the tragic presentment of two human souls, wan-
dering for a time in the mists of doubt and misunderstanding, then

suddenly brought together in the tragic crisis of their Hves. Minds
less gifted with a power for penetrating mystic symbolism will see in

the relations of Rubek,the sculptor, and Irene, the model of his

'Day of Resurrection,' in those of Ulfheim, the brutal hunter, and
Maia Rubek, the sculptor's wife, only a suggestion of those unhappy
conditions which prevail where love and passion are synonymous."

Of the first performance given in New York The Sitn says : "It

was not great. It was not even generally

good, being in many respects pitifully bad.

Yet, thanks mainly to the power of the play,

the occasion was of absorbing interest and

deserves to take a high rank in the events of

the theatrical year." To this Tlie Evening

Post adds :

ST. PAULS CHURCH, NEW YORK.

(By Colin Campbell Cooper.)

" A good many disquisitions, more or less in-

genious, speculative, dogmatic, or profound,

have been written to explain just what the

'master' meant by this deliverance, but the

uncertainty upon the subject seems to be still

almost as thick as the mountain mists in which
the personages are involved when the final cur-

tain falls. The result was almost inevitable,

and does not necessarily imply any special lack

of comprehension on the part of the commen-
tators. . . . Nothing is clear but the shadow
of the morbid and pessimistic spirit which en-

velops it. Perhaps the suggestion that the

play is Ibsen's fiercely ironic comment upon
the futility of all endeavor to rescue humanity
from the slough in which it loves to wallow,

and upon the comparatively small harvest

reaped by his own lifetime of evangelization^

is nearer the truth than any other, and cer-

tainly accords with the cynicism which is,

one of the most salient traits in his rugged
character."
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AMERICAN MEN OF LETTERS IN THE SIXTIES.

/\ CHAPTER in Justin McCarthy's autobiography, recently

*^ published under the title " An Irishman's Story," deals with

his first visit to New York in 1868 and sketches the leading literary

personalities that he met here. It is interesting to note that in the

majority of cases these men were active and hard-working journal-

ists in addition to being authors and poets of distinction. Chief

among them was William Cullen Bryant, who is described as hav-

ing been then some seventy-five years of age, but "as quick and

ready in his movements as if he had not passed middle life," and,
" despite his white hair, his long white beard and bald forehead, he

seemed to carry with him something like the elasticity of perpetual

youth." Mr. McCarthy writes further:

" Bryant had traveled much in Europe and the East, and had
visited England several times. He was one of the most variously

educated men it has ever been my good fort-

une to meet. His classical scholarship was
of the highest order, and I think his trans-

lation of the ' Iliad ' one of the best English

versions ever produced. He was intimately

acquainted with the literature of France,

Germany, Italy, and Spain, and could speak

the language of these countries with fluency

and with remarkable accuracy. I may men-
tion that at a later period of my acquaintance

with Bryant the poet presided at a dinner

given at Delmonico's restaurant to a number
of distinguished foreign visitors, who had
come to New York, if I remember rightly, on
the occasion of some international exhibition.

Bryant had to introduce by a speech of his

own each toast proposing the health of a for-

eign guest. He spoke, according as the toast

suggested, in the language of the country from
which the guests had come, and he seemed to

captivate the several nationalities by his lin-

guistic skill, as well as by his natural gift of

eloquence."

One of the vividest portraits that the book

contains is that of Horace Greeley, editor

and chief owner of the New York Tribune.

Mr. McCarthy acknowledges his unique per

sonality in saying that " he did not recall to mind any one else

whom one had ever met." Mr. Greeley's methods of getting

through his work as editor of a great daily newspaper amused and

interested the English visitor in that they were " so entirely unlike

the methods of English journalism." He says:

" The editor of a London daily newspaper lives in a sort of sanc-

tuary, which is not to be approached without due notice and care-

ful previous arrangement by any but his working colleagues.

While Greeley was in the editorial room of the New York
Tribune, he was ready to see any one who called at the outer office

and expressed a wish to say something to him. One might, in

fact, walk in unannounced, and if Greeley was at the moment en-

gaged in throwing off a leading article he would get up from his

unfinished work, hear what the stranger had to say, give him a

reply, and then go on with his task as if nothing had intervened to

put him out."

The more intimate portrait which the author presents is as fol-

lows :

" He was not much of a classical student, and did not claim any

high culture, or, indeed, any great interest in literature or art. He
was eccentric in his habits, as well as in his manners; he never

went in for the ways of society ; and he was an uncompromising
teetotaller. He dressed in the most careless way, and never con-

cerned himself about the fashion of the passing season. He often

spoke out his opinions on various subjects with a frankness which

took little account of the prejudices or susceptibilities of his listen-

ers. But he was a man of the purest and noblest character; he

was absolutely sincere and disinterested in all the ways and acts of

JUSTIN m'carthy,

Author of " A History of Our Own Times."
" Modern England," etc.

his private life, and when once he had formed a decided opinion on
some great public question he was ready to back that opinion with
all that he was worth."

George William Curtis is declared to have been " one of the most
charming writers and fascinating speakers then in the United

States." Furthermore:

" Curtis ranked among the most successful literary lecturers of

that time, and I never missed an opportunity of hearing him when-
ever I had the chance. I shall never forget the manner in which,
during one of his lectures, he quoted that touching and noble lyric

by Arthur Hugh Clough, ' Green Fields of England.' I thought
at the time that any Englishman, however proud and fond of his

country's associations and scenery, must have found a new thrill

of patriotic feeling pass through him and a new inspiration given
to him by listening to those lines as they came with such exquisite

music and modulation from the lips of an American."

Another American friend was Bayard Taylor, of whom Mr.

McCarthy says :
" He was among the first of

the distinguished travelers who devoted them-

selves to the task, not of mere exploration,

but of the literary and poetic illumination of

far-off foreign scenes." He emphasizes a

further fact which has been very generally

overlooked :

" Bayard Taylor . . . made what I believe

to be the first complete translation into Eng-
lish of Goethe's ' Faust.' Up to the publi-

cation of that volume the English reader, if

unacquainted with German, had to be content

with that first part of the poem which ends

in the fate of Gretcheo. Bayard Taylor, hke
every true lover of Goethe, regarded such a

way of dealing with 'Faust' as absolutely

misleading and even intolerable, spoiling the

whole narrative and purpose of the immortal
drama. He was greatly devoted to German
literature, and I remember having had many
lively disputes with him as to the merits of

some of the modern German poets. There
were poems of Freiligrath for instance, which
he greatly disparaged, and which I warmly
admired, and over these we had occasionally

lively interchange of argument. But we were

thoroughly agreed in our estimate of the great

classic German poets, and in the conviction that ' Faust ' can no
more be appreciated by reading what is called its first part than
' Macbeth " could be appreciated if we were to read no more of it

after Duncan had been done to death."

NOTES.

To-Morrorv is tlie title of a new monthly magazine published in Chicago by

Bv instruction of W. R. Callaway, General Passenger Agent, two copies of

The LiTER.XRV Digest will be found hereafter in the new Buffet-Library cars

of the Minneapolis, St. Paul and Ste. Marie Railway.

The Book-mail' s Marcli list of the six best-selling books of the previous month
is as follows :

The Masquerader.— Thurston.

2. The Clansman.—Dixon.

3. Tlie Prospector.—Connor.

4. Beverly of Graustark. - McCutcheon.

5. The Sea Wolf.—London.
6. The Man on the Box.— MacGrath.

Mr. Clement Shorter, writing in the London Sfihcrc, enters protest

against the prevailing tendency toward e.xtravagant laudation of Robert Louis

Stevenson. " No man has been brought less under the light of criticism." he

says, " tlian Stevenson. His must have been a delightful personality. He se-

cured enthusiastic friends. . . . He had a sense for style that few have to-day.

But that is quite another thing to his being a great writer, which, to read some
of the eulogies that have been passed upon him, one might be misled into as-

suming. The great writers of every epoch are those who strike a new note, who
break away from the convention. Not in one single department of his literary

work did Stevenson break away from convention. Carlyle was a great wTiter,

Ruskin was a great writer, .Scott was a great writer. George Borrow was a great

WTiter, exactly as in poetry Wordsworth. Shel'ey, and Byron were great writers,

because all these men did break away from convention and contributed something

entirely new to English literature."
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SCIENCE AND INVENTION.

WILL THE HUMAN BODY FLOAT?

IT is commonly stated tliat the human body is normally lighter

than water. The truth seems to be, according to recent care-

ful determinations, that it is sometimes lighter and sometimes

heavier. The difference may be so slight that the same person

will float in salt water and sink in fresh water. This difference in

floating capacity was clearly recognized by our forefrahcrs, who

based upon it the celebrated method of "trial by water," to ascer-

tain the guilt or innocence of a suspected witch or sorcerer. Cu-

riously enough, modem research shows that abnormal lightness of

the body is often due to nervous disease, which affects the bony

structure, so that persons whose queerness laid them open to su.s-

picion of witchcraft would be very apt to float in the trial, and so

furnish conclusive proof of their dealings with the evil one I The

matter is discussed in an interesting article in Cosmos (Paris, Jan-

uary 2i), from which we translate the following paragraphs.

Speaking of the " trial by water." the writer says

:

" The Abbe de Fleury, in his ' Ecclesiastical History.' says that

this trial by water was a .sure way of never finding anybody guilty.

This opinion was opposed by Voltaire in the following words:
' M. de Fleury says that it was a sure way of allowing the guilty to

escape; I believe that it was a sure way of killing the innocent.

There are. of course, many persons whose chest is so large and

whose lungs are so light tiiat they can not sink when a large rope,

binding them in several turns, makes, together with the body, a

volume lighter than an equal quantity of water.'
" The variations of the body's specitic gravity may explain . . .

the fact that certain persons sink in water while others float. The
figures found in books about the specific gravity of the human
body vary within quite large limits. This may be understood

when we realize that the body is composed of a great number of

tissues, some solid and others liquid, diversely distributed and

each having its own specific gravity. For the liquid tissues this

lies between 1.005 (^1^^ aqueous humor) and 1.055 (^'^^ blood).

"The specific gravity of the various solid tissues also differs, the

values lying between the two e.\tremes of 1.030 (the brain) and 1.975

(bony tissue). Of all the solid or liquid tissues, only the adipose

tissue, whose specific gravity is 0.941, is lighter than water.
" Unless excessive obesity or abundance of adipose tissue coun-

terbalances the density of the other tissues, the human body is

therefore generally heavier than water. This is why swimming re-

quires a series of movements whose effect is to prevent the body

from sinking.
" Nevertheless M. Ferrier has observed a number of rather thin

people, of normal mu.scular development and in good health, who
say that they have a feeling of buoyancy in the water

"The only possible explanation of this is to admit that these

persons are abnormally light. M. Ferrier verified this in the case

of two of his subjects, whose specific gravities were found to be

respectively o.S 167 and 0.958. Both were thus lighter tlian water.*
" According to M. Ferrier, this diminution of the density of the

body is most often due todemineralization of the bony tissue. He
took care to verify this hypothesis by administering to certain of

his patients, for a considerable period, salts of lime (the carbonate.

bicarbonate, and tribasic phosphate). The result was curious

enough. The young man could no longer float and even had some
difficulty in swimming for any length of time. The physician could

no longer float in fresh water, and others could remain in a bath-

tub without feeling that their bodies were sustained by the water.

It should also be added that all these persons had grown slightly

fatter, altho their muscular systems had remained sensibly the

same. The lime ingested, assimilated, and stored up by the organ-

ism in the bones of these persons had thus increased the weight of

the bony tissue and in this way raised the entire specific gravity of

the body.
" This specific lightness of the bones . . . often accompanies

special alterations of the teeth, which are of a gray or bluish-white

and often attacked with caries. . . . The possible diminution of

the density of the body explains also the variable results that were
given by a form of trial less known than that by water, which I

have found indicated in a book on the legal proceedings regarding

sorcery. This method, which was a strange one, even incredible,

was in usage at Oudewater.in southern Holland. The person sus-

pected of magic was weighed there in the town scales, and if the

weight of the body corresponded to the exterior appearance, the

communal authority gave him a certificate in the form of letters

patent, protecting him, in whatever place he might be, from an ac-

cusation of the same nature.
" There ie found in the work entitled ' History and Description

of the City of Oudewater,' by G. J. van Kinschot, on page 152, a
list of persons accused, or only .suspected, of sorcery, who were

weighed in the city balance, as well as the certificates that were
issued to them."

One of these certificates is quoted by the writer in the article

from which we have been translating above ; it solemnly attests, at

much length, that the person to whom it was issued has been duly

weighed by the burgomaster and his weight found to "accord with

the natural proportions of the body." The writer goes on to say

in conclusion :

" In the eighteenth century several authors noted the diminution

of tlie specific gravity of the body as a frequent symptom of hys-

teria. When it is permanent it ought, as Dr. Ferrier has shown,

to be considered as the sign of an alteration of the bony tissue. It

may also be brought about temporarily by flatulence. This symp-
tom is found quite often among nervous subjects."

—

Translation

>iiadefor Thv. Literary Digest.

•Z-a Presse Medicale, January 11, 1905.

THE ACE-LIIVIIT OF IVIAN'S USEFULNESS.
' I ' HE paragraphers, serious and comic, and the writers of criti-

-*• • cal editorials owe much to Dr. William Osier, the latest

scientific gift from the new world to the old. Dr. Osier is about

to pass from a chair in Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, to

the Regius professorship of medicine in Oxford University, the

most conspicuous post that England has to offer a medical instruc-

tor. He is thus, for the time being, a marked man, and when he

was reported as having said at a recent banquet that a man had

outlived his usefulness at forty and ought to be chloroformed at

sixty, he became celebrated, in a trice, in thousands of homes

where his enviable reputation as a physician would have left him

unknown. Dr. Osier hastened to explain, next day, that the latter

half of his program, as outlined by the reporters, was merely a

playful allusion to a half forgotten novel by Trollope, where eu-

thanasia was applied to sexagenarians. As regards the former

half, he stood to his guns, explaining, however, that he meant only

that the chief creative period of man's life precedes his fortieth

year. That a man may be at his best as a teacher, an adminis-

trator, or the maker of a fortune, after forty. Dr. Osier does not

deny : but that, if every man in the last hundred years had died or

had been banished to a desert island at this age, the arts and

sciences would to-day have been as advanced as they actually are,

he thinks most probable. The flood of articles, editorials, para-

graphs, cartoons, and squibs evoked by all this has rarely been

exceeded as a response to any single assertion. The more serious

of them are well represented by the following editorial from The

IVor/dCNew York, February 26), whose writer begins by denying

Dr. Osier's fundamental thesis, which he calls " an absurdly un-

scientific theory for a scientific man to put forth." T/ie IVorld

writer goes on to say :

" In the first place, the great majority of mankind have prac-

tically no creative usefulness, or at best only rudimentary creative

faculties. In the next place, there is no common rule of develop-

ment. In some the period of infancy is very long. In others it is

comparatively short. Some mature early and begin to decay

early. Others mature late and begin to decay late.

" An Alexander may run his course in thirty-three years, and a

Moltke may organize a Sedan at seventy. A Pitt may die of old

age at forty-seven, while a Gladstone may fight the battle of Home
Rule at eighty-four. The military genius of Napoleon was prac-

tically spent at forty. Grant's had not been awakened at forty.
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A Keats may finish his song at twenty-six, and a Milton publish

* Paradise Lost ' at fifty-nine.

"There is no rule. The creative period with one man may be

long and with another it may be short. We should expect an Ital-

ian to mature earlier than a Prussian, and yet quite as many ex-

amples of Prussian precocity as of Italian precocity could prob-

ably be found.
" Dr. Osier has invaded the field of psychology, and it is evident

that while he may be a very high authority on abdominal tumors,

he is not a great psychologist. In spite of his apparent earnest-

ness The JVor/d still believes that the doctor has not really been

serious. He has been having his little joke at the expense of the

spry old fellows who always get peevish when somebody insinuates

that they are not so young as they were twenty years ago."

A CHAPTER IN CREATION.

THAT the present state of geological knowledge enables us

to follow with some exactness the various steps by which

tlie earth's crust was formed on its once molten mass and by which

the present structural peculiarities of the surface arose, is the

belief of M. L. de Launay, who contributes an interesting article

on the subject to La A'afure {]-dnua.ry 21). As the chief peculiar-

ities of the crust are what we call mountain chains or regions, the

article is chiefly a discussion of thi genesis of mountains. Says

M. de Launay

:

" The first idea—a somewhat surprising one—that we must be-

come accustomed to, in understanding this history, is that mountain

Zone of Secondary folds

I Zone of Xertiary movements

Directions of Folding Axe& of Tertiary fracture

general chart of zones of terrestrial folding in the northern
hemisphere; polar projection.

chains are, despite appearances, a very recent element in terrestrial

scenery; very young and very ephemeral ; and that the same is

true of certain oceanic depressions, of which the Atlantic is chief.

It is easy to determine the age of a mountain, to refer its age to

one of the periods that have been numbered ordinally in the chron-

ologic series established by geologists. It is sufficient to find in

this mountain, in a dislocated, overturned, bent state, marine de-

posits of a determinate period, sediments whose date is betrayed
by their marine fossils; to be able to affirm that the movement to

which the elevation of the mountain chain is due is posterior to the

age of these deposits, since during their formation there existed,

in the*place where to-day are peaks and glaciers, a sea whose

sediments, first horizontal, were later raised in air and crumpled
like a sheet of paper by internal forces.

" A similar labor of identification, of chronologic determination,

having been accompHshed little by little in all parts of the earth,

geologists have reached a point where they can recognize the age
of all the present mountains, and can see that this age differs in

different localities. What could not have been foreseen is that

they can show, with tiie same exactness, that there have existed on
parts of the globe now leveled off older mountain chains, once
like our Alps or Himalayas, but afterward eroded, destroyed to

their bases by the prolonged work of water, glacial action, and
atmospheric change.

" In such proof there is no element of hypothesis, and altho one
or another point of detail may remain disputable, especially in con-

tinents yet incompletely explored, the different results are suf-

ficiently concordant throughout the world that we may deduce a

general law from them.
" This law, which is illustrated by the accompanying map, is very

curious and quite clear. By simply looking at this map, where are

represented by different shadings the parts of the earth in the order

in which they have been folded up, that is, transformed into moun-
tain chains, and afterward consolidated, it may be seen that, for

the northern part of our Northern Hemisphere, the consolidation,

starting from the Pole, has proceeded toward the Equator, where,

on the other hand, there was a second but primitively consolidated

force from which the movement was likewise propagated. This is

to say that the first mountain elevations in our hemisphere arose

in two concentric belts—one around the North Pole, the other be-

tween the Tpopic and the Equator, in a series of regions, such as

Siberia, Canada, Greenland, Scandinavia, Central Africa, India,

and Brazil, where the landscapes to-day show the characteristic

aspect of flat plains; precisely because here the mountainous ele-

vations, being the oldest, have been most completely destroyed.

Then another similar wrinkle was formed around the first arctic

masses, across the regions of Europe that now constitute the

Spanish plateau, the plateaus of Central France, Bohemia and
Russia. Finally, the present orographic elevations of the globe

form a third group of folds that are still more recent, whose ge-

ologic unity would appear from this proximity of age; the Alps,

with their divergent branches, such as the Pyrenees, Apennines,

etc., are thus connected with the Himalayas and the Malay
Archipelago, and by way of Japan are united to the Western
American folds.

" To-day, the zone reserved for future foldings, where, if geologic

liistory continues as it has begun, may one day arise a new alpine

chain, is that which lies between the Mediterranean, the Gulf of

Mexico, and the Indian Ocean, and in which the action of internal

forces and the instability of the terrestrial crust are made manifest

to us by the frequency of earthquakes.
" We may even go further and discover more exactly the mechan-

ism of these foldings, conceiving their cause broadly, without re-

garding technical details. The general principle of all tliese

movements is, in fact, the progressive contraction of the terrestrial

sphere, whose internal nucleus tends more and more to shrink in

cooling, which determines in the outside crust, as in the crust of a

lava stream, dislocated and distorted by the weakening of its sup-

port, movements of folding or caving in. Ceaselessly the Pole

flattens out and tends to approach the Equator, thus compressing

and wrinkling up more and more the intermediate zone. Owing to

these constant displacements, which have been taking place since

the origin of this scoriaceous envelope, the latter has assumed a

very unequal thickness, according to locality ; for it may be easily

imagined that the result of a folding, by determining a mountain-

ous elevation and provoking on the other hand injections of deep-

lying eruptive rocks, must have consolidated the zone corre-

sponding to this envelope and brought about increased thick-

ness.
" It is thus that at the North Pole, on one side, and between

Tropic and Equator on the other, have been formed since the

beginning two solid rings (i, in the chart) more or less dislocated

and separated by subsequent fractures and faults—two resistant

rings, two jaws as of a vise, between which the intermediate zone,

weaker, thinner, and more elastic, must in the end have been

folded, bent or broken, when internal contraction has caused these

jaws to draw nearer and nearer together.
" A first series of similar movements . . . then enveloped the

ancient primitive masses of the peripheric ring (2), which by the

same law was consolidated by the folding and added to these
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masses, increasing their extent, just as ice forms along the edge of

a pond.
" The phenomena continuing in the same way, when we get to

the tertiary period, which is the nearest to us of the geologic

periods, the zone where the last foldings (3) could take place had
become very narrow, and we must suppose that the result was that

the folds (the Alps, Caucasus, Himalayas, etc.) were of unusual

size. But, besides this, these last folds were peculiarly compli-

cated. It may be imagined that such a contraction in a homo-
geneous sphere could not have pre.sented the theoretical regularity

to which I have reduced it in my exposition in order that the prin-

ciple might be better understood. Each of the primitive irregu-

larities necessarily induced, in the course of time, corresponding

irregularities, more and more accentuated. For example, a solid

nucleus, accidentally formed in a region of future foldings, would
force the latter to pass around it, like waves around a pebble.

Thus the great, regular, parallel folds of the early ages were suc-

ceeded by the complicated sinuosities of the recent mountain
chains of Southern Europe. The general cause of these sinu-

osities is now so well established that, when one is found, we may
at once look for the ' reef ' that caused it ; such an accident corre-

sponds, in geology, to the perturbations that led to the discovery

of the planet Neptune."

—

Translation made Jor The Literary
Digest.

HIGH SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY.
' I "HE photography of objects moving at high speeds, or, what

*^ is the same thing, the taking of a photograph by exceeding-

ly brief exposure—a thousandth of a second or less— is one of the

most interesting achievements of modern science. This high-

speed work dates back scarcely ten years, yet pictures that involve

it are passed by without special comment. Most people, even

many amateur photographers, do not know how these results are

obtained. An article by C. H. Claudy in The American Inventor

(Washington) gives some information on the subject. Says this

writer

:

" In the early days of photography, an exposure of several min-

utes was necessary to secure the desired fully timed negative. It

was prophesied, however, by an early pioneer, that the day would
come when photographs could be taken in a second or less. Could
that prophet look upon photography as it is to-day, and see well-

timed negatives being made in the twelve-hundredth part of a sec-

ond, and printable results from half that exposure, what wonder
would not fill his mind.

"Just think for an instant what the twelve-hundredth part of a

second really means. A railroad train going sixty miles an hour,

or eighty-eight feet per second, would move, in such an interval,

less than one inch. A bullet, with a muzzle velocity of twelve

hundred feet per second, would get but one short foot from the

muzzle before a twelve-hundredth of a second had elapsed. Could
two bells be rung, one one-twelve-hundredth of a second after the

other, the sound-waves given out by them both would travel

withm five feet of each other, too close for any human ear to dis-

tinguish that there was more than one sound. Yet in this tiny bit

of time the eye of the camera can record on the sensitive plate

evervthing in front of it, with sufficient force to make a good nega-

tive."

One essential of high-speed photography, namely, the modern

sensitive plate, is not touched upon in Mr. Claudy's article. The

necessity of a very "fast" lens, that is, one that will allow a maxi-

mum of light to pass in the brief time of exposure, is mentioned

and then the writer proceeds to explain the mechanical means by

which the exposure itself is obtained and regulated. In the ordi-

nary camera, a snap-shot is taken by means of a shutter that works

in front of the lens. The fastest shutter of this kind gives an ex-

posure of several thousandths of a second—much longer than those

required in the high-speed photography of which we are speaking.

The shutter used in this kind of photography, called the "focal-

plane " shutter, operates not outside the lens but inside the camera,

just in front of the plate, of which it exposes different parts in

succession. To quote again :

" The focal shutter is a curtain which slides in front of the plate,

and having a slit cut in it. This slit travels over the plate, expo-

sing it in successive intervals, a little at a time. Now, on a five-

by-seven plate, the curtain, we will suppose, travels from top to

bottom along the short dimension. In other words the slit travels

five inches. Now, if this slit is five inches across, it is obvious

that the exposure will be equal to the speed of the slit; that is, if

the sHt travels five inches in the thirtieth part of a second, the ex-

posure is one-thirtieth of a second in duration. But if the slit be

made smaller, to two and one-half inches across, and run at the

same speed, the exposure will be one-half of the first one, because

the opening being half the area of the first, but half the amount of

light can pass in the same time. The exposure then is one-sixtieth

of a second. With a curtain-slit of one and one-quarter inches,

the exposure is one one-hundred and twentieth part of a second.

With an opening ten times smaller, or one-eighth of an inch, the

exposure is one-tenth of that amount, or one twelve-hundredth of

a second.

"And that, in fact, is how such exposures are made. These
focal-plane shutters are made with the curtain in two parts, so that

the slit can be adjusted, and the actual speed of the curtain seldom

exceeds one-fortieth of a second. One-fortieth of a second, the

time required for a slit required to slide five inches, works out for

the speed of the slit in miles per hour as follows

:

" Five inches in one-fortieth second is 200 inches in one second,
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i2,ooo inches in one minute, or i.ooo feet; i.ooo feet per minute is

5,000 feet in five minutes, or approximately twelve miles per hour,

a speed at which it is quite feasible to start and stop a comparative-

ly delicate piece of mechanism."

WHY DO WE SEE RIGHT SIDE UP?

THIS question is perhaps the oldest in physiological optics.

The experts have mostly agreed to ignore it as metaphysical

rather than optical, but it will not down. It is well known that a

lens system, such as that of the eye, inverts the image, and that in

fact the tiny picture of external objects cast upon the retina is up-

side down. Why, then, do we see objects in their proper relations

to the vertical ? That there are still persons whose minds are not

satisfied with any answer to this question not based on the anatomy

of the sense-organs is shown by the theory of a French writer. M.

Georges Poullain, described and criticized in the Reciicil d'Oph-

ialutologie, and abstracted in the Revue Scieniijiqite. The critic

takes the usual modern view that the question is not an optical one

at all. IVI. Poullain has an anatomical explanation to offer; he

would have us believe that images are seen right side up, altho

they are inverted on the retina, simply because they are reversed

again on their way to the brain. To quote from the article just

named

:

"The fibers of the optic nerve cross in the chiasma— the nerve-

bundle makes a double turn, the second in a direction almost per-

pendicular to the first. Now, if we examine a compound bundle

we find that after the second turn the lower part has become the

upper, and vice versa
" The nervous image therefore behaves like a real image, and is

reversed again as if it were one. The fibers of the lower part of

the retina thus terminate in the upper part of the optic center."

What follows is the comment of the critical reviewer. He says:

"This hypothesis is ingenious, but is it founded on fact; and

does it sufficiendy account for the phenomena to be explained .''

The author is not an anatomist and relies for his data on the work
of M. D^jerine. Thus we lack the verification that might be fur-

nished by studies of degenerescence and by numerous pathologic

observations. And a histological investigation also is necessary,

for a twisted nerve is not like a straight bundle of fibers that is

turned by force. There is more plasticity in a nerve that curves in

the course of its growth.

"This anatomical hypothesis, then, has not too solid a basis.

The author is a legidmate successor of others who have been in-

terested in this question ; he indulges in philosophic anatomy like

Descartes. And, besides, the question itself would appear to be

purely philosophical. We have in it an example of those badly

stated problems whose discussion should be regarded as useless in

this modern age.
" It is, in fact, based on an absolute metaphysical conception

—

that of the notions of ' up ' and ' down.' It is known nowadays
that these notions are essentially motor notions, dependent on the

muscles, and we have no right to regard vision as immobile. In

fact, the muscular sense is not only the sense of movements like

those of the hand, which might perhaps, in a visual image, convey
an idea of ' up-and-down ' relationship, but the muscular sense is

shown especially in the delicate movements of the ocular globes.

The ' upper ' part of an image is the part that becomes distinct

when the eye executes an upward movement, and reciprocally.

"This shows how absurd the problem is. It is interesting only

because it is concerned at bottom with the old questions of the re-

lationship of mind and body, of the conscious image and of its

material substratum. The problem of upright vision, if it is a

problem at all, is the problem of the nature of thought. And it is

to this problem, which present-day science very properly ignores,

that M. Poullain has made an anatomo-metaphysical contribution."

— Tr-anslaiion 7>u;deforlwv. Literary Uige.st.

years ago does not appear from the accounts in the daily papers,

and they are chiefly interesting at present from the remarks that

they elicit from these papers. There seems to be a disposition to

treat Loeb's announcement as a claim to the discovery of .sponta-

neous generation, or the " creation of life," which it clearly is not.

The eggs of many of the lower organisms develop without fertili-

zation, and hence no natural law is violated by the discovery that

the eggs of one species will hatch under chemical treatment. Says

The Times (New York, March 2!:

" Dr. Loeb is a very bright and ingenious experimenter, but a
consensus of opinion among biologists would sliow that he is rated

rather as a man of lively imagination than an inerrant investigator

of natural phenomena. . . . There are many species of living or-

ganisms the eggs of which are hatchable without fertilization. It

may be Dr. Loeb has found that the list of these is increased by
one, which is interesting but not especially important, and will not

revolutionize our concepts of the origin of life."

In an editorial article, The Globe (New York, March 3) speaks

as follows

:

"Six years ago, after a series of experiments at Woods Holl,

Mass., Professor Loeb made a similar statement, then saying that

the fertilization of the eggs of sea urchins was accomplished

through tlie action of sea water. Biologists throughout the world

generally refused to accept his conclusion that life could be manu-
factured. One of the familiar methods of propagation is by par-

thenogenesis, that is, the splitting of cells. Parthenogenetic re-

production thus does; not depend on sexual fertilization. A
number of species have been found whose eggs, even tho detached

from the parent, are bisexual and thus hatch without fertilization.

It is suspected that Professor Loeb has merely demonstrated that

the eggs of the sea urchin under certain conditions reproduce ac-

cording to this method."

Dr. Loeb's New Experiments.— The success of experi-

ments in the artificial fertilization of sea urchins is again an-

nounced by Prof. Jacques Loeb, of the University of California.

How his results differ from the similar ones published about six

SCIENCE BREVITIES.

" .\ DEVICE for cleaning furniture, carpets and draperies that will relegate tlie

feather duster and broom to oblivion and at the same time corral the disease germ
is a portable dust-gathering apparatus that has been perfected primarily for the

use of the housewife," says The Railway and Engineering Review. " It is a

French invention and operates on the suction principle, having a bellows of the

accordion type, to which is connected a tube having at its free end a dusting-

brush. The bellows contains a packing which receives and holds the dust drawn
into it."

" It has recently been found," says Collier's Weekly, February i8, " that if sec-

tions of wood are placed in contact with a photographic plate and both are kept

in absolute darkness a picture of the wood is obtained. These photographs
usually show the annual rings of the stem section ; sometimes it is the spring

growth which is most active on the plate and sometimes it is the denser autumn
growth which has the greater effect. The wood of all trees does not show the

same degree of activity, some woods being nearly inert ; thus the wood of oak or

beech is active, that of elm or horse-chestnut comparatively inactive. The wood
seems to be the only part of the tree which has this peculiar power, since no pic-

tures are given by the bark and stem. Experiments have shown that it is the res-

inous principles of the wood which are the effective agents in this piienomenon."

The facts, real or alleged, that are under investigation by such organizations

as the Society for Psychical Research are regarded by most scientific men as not

legitimate objects of study, despite the fact that many eminent men of science

are deeply interested in its work. This society has long knocked in vain at the

portals guarded by orthodox philosophy. Its subject-matter has always suffered

for lack of a sufificiently descriptive name. " Occultism" suggests mystery with

its accompanying suspicions of trickery. Even the adjective " psychical," as

used in the society's title, is objectionable as being too inclusive. Its newly
chosen president, M. Charles Richet, in his inaug^iral address, has attempted to

make good the lack by suggesting the word " metapsychics " with its corre-

sponding adjective " metapsychical." Whether the society will adopt his sug-

gestion by assuming the new prefix does not yet appear. So conservative a

journal as The Lancet speaks very kindly of M. Richet's address.

A New Potato.—" Attention has recently been called to a communication
to the Academy of Science regarding the Solamim covimersoni imported from
Uruguay for the last few years," says Cojww. '"Hitherto, this plant has been
regarded chiefly as a food for cattle, but M. Labergerie, who has undertaken its

cultivation in Vienna, altho the climate there seemed not very favorable, has suc-

ceeded by fortunate and persevering selection in improving its taste so much
that the new potato may now be regarded as a vpluable addition to the food of

man. at least in southern France. It flourishes especially in moist regions. A
special feature of the plant is that it produces at the same time underground and
aeiial tubers. By selection, M. Labergerie has succeeded in growing nearly

QO,ooo kilograms to the hectare [about 40 tons to the acre]. . . . .'\11 this is full

of promise, especially as in the course of the experimental cultures of M. Laber-

gerie there have been formed a number of varieties presenting different charac-

teristics. Among them, the violet variety seems to be the most vigorous and the

most productive."— Z'raw.f/a^ww >«a(/tf/o?' The Literary Digest.
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THE RELIGIOUS WORLD.

CAN THE TRUTH OF IMMORTALITY BE ES-
TABLISHED BY SCIENTIFIC METHODS?

IT is " a scandal to science," in the opinion of Prof. James H.

Hyslop, that financial provision has not been made for the

adequate investigation of evidence which seems to prove the exist-

ence of the soul after death. He cites " such experiences as those

of Lord Brougham, Professor Romanes, Andrew Lang," "the

hundreds of thousands of instances recorded in the ' Phantasms of

the Living,' in the ' Census of Hallucinations ' by the Society for

Psycliical Research, Flammarion's ' L'Inconnu,' F. W. H. Myers's

' Human Personality, and Its Survival of Bodily- Death,'" and" the

many thousands of facts not yet published but on record," and goes

on to comment (in The North American Review, March)

:

" I can well conceive, as I know to have occurred in some cases,

that imagination has produced creations which examination soon

dispels as illusions. But there are many thousands of well-authen-

ticated instances, involving certain kinds of detail and coincidence

with distant facts not known at the time, which are not easily ex-

plicable by either chance or ordinary hallucination, and which make
them fit subjects of scientific investigation, even tho they result in

proving less than that which they superficially claim to suggest.

It is easier to ignore them or to ridicule them on the popular prej-

udice against their significance than it is to suit one's skeptical

theory to the facts, and they are usually ridiculed by those who
will not examine all the evidence."

The very scientific materialism of our day, continues Professor

Hyslop, points definitely to " the possibility, or at least to the ra-

tionality of supposing the possibility, of a future life." Writing

further on this point, he says :

" Physical science admits the existence of a supersensible world

of reality which had not been suspected or proved until within re-

cent years. We may instance Roentgen rays, the various forms

of radioactive energy whose whole gamut is not yet known, and

the speculations about ions and electrons that take us far beyond

the world of Lucretian atoms into the measureless universe of ether,

whose properties make it impossible to apply the term ' matter' to

it without removing the antagonism of matter to the spiritual. All

these discoveries represent realities quite as supersensible as the

Christian conception of the immaterial, and we escape calling them
spiritual only because the development of human thought has come
to confine the connotation of ' spirit' to implications of conscious-

ness as its necessary and only function. It is this and this alone

that prevents us from claiming that the outcome of physical sci-

ence is the proof of a spiritual world. W^e have so defined the na-

ture and problem of spirit as implicative of personal consciousness

that there can be no proof of its reality apart from the animal or-

ganism and its functions until we show that consciousness and per-

sonal identity can survive death. All that the discovery of super-

sensible forms of energy proves is that the limitations of reality are

not confined to the material world as we directly know it, but that

there may be vast regions of energy which can be inferred or

known only by its effects in the physical cosmos."

These facts " suggest the possibility of the survival of conscious-

ness after death," and, according to Professor Hyslop's view, " it

only requires .such evidence of personal identity as can not be ex-

plained by fraud or illusion to establish that survival through com-

munication with the discarnate." He says in conclusion :

"The phenomena of hyperesthesia, which exhibit remarkably

delicate sensibilities of the human organism, and the still more re-

markable phenomena which suggest telepathy or the transcenden-

tal transmission of thought between incarnate minds, tho very

sporadic, are facts that make the evidence of communication with

the discarnate quite possible, if they exist, and any evidence of

personal identity, transcending explanation by fraud, illusion, and
telepathy, would prove that existence.

" Now there is a large body of facts that claim this very charac-

ter, and they are respectable enough to demand serious attention

and investigation, even tho they are insufficient to prove what they

are alleged to support. They are more sporadic than the phenom-
ena on which physical science relies for its investigations of resid-

ual realities, but they are less sporadic than experimental telep-

athy, and altogether make it a scandal to science that they are

not financially provided for in the scheme of investigation, I have
enumerated above the sources and records of the facts which al-

lege at least a supernormal explanation and suggest the existence

of discarnate spirits as the most natural explanation of some of

them. But the complications and perplexities of the problem are

so vast and baffling tliat assurance of any interpretation will be the

reward of an investigation scarcely paralleled by any other efforts

of science. The price of conviction on either side will be much
patience and disappointment in the unlimited field of abnormal
psychology, with only such glimpses of the transcendental as may
filter through pathological media, and as would raise suspicion of

their source were it not that all ordinary explanations are excluded,

and that the difficulties and conditions of communication apologize

for the character of the phenomena. The dignities and precon-

ceptions of ordinary philosophy will have to he banished from con-

sideration, just as the golden age of the past had to be contemned
in the study of evolution, and with adequate protection against

fraud and illusion we shall have to distinguish the residual phe-

nomena that constitute beacon lights of another world or indicate

little islands of promise in a .Serbonian bog of pathology. But it

will not matter for the result, and it may even conduce to its moral

value, if, in the difficulties and limitations under which proof must
come, we discover a world which conceals as much as it reveals,,

and if the same patient efforts that gave us argon and radium should

obtain the evidence of another life, the belief in which, if shorn of

the follies and abuses that have haunted its path in the past, may
color with its own hues man's little islet of time, and often that

conception of his possibilities and duties which may regenerate his

individual and his social life."

READJUSTMENT OF THEOLOGY AND ETHICS
ON THE MONISTIC BASIS.

ERNST HAECKEL, Professor of Biology in the University

of Jena, has lately issued what he describes as his last con-

tribution to philosophical science, a work called " The Wonders of

Life." This work is popular in its presentation, and supplemental!

in character to his earlier "Riddle of the Universe." In the pres-

ent work he indulges in some prophetic utterances concerning the

readjustments that he believes must shortly ensue between the va-

rious branches of modern science and the doctrine of monism

which is the basis of his system. As to the present conditions

of belief he is somewhat pessimistic, declaring that " intellectual

life was in many respects more advanced at the beginning of the

nineteenth than of the twentieth century." He says further:

" A survey of the twenty chief branches of modern science and
their relation to monism and dualism shows that we are face tcv

face with great contradictions, and that we are still far from the

harmonious and successful adjustment of these differences. They
are partly due to a real antinomy of reason in the Kantist sense

—

an antithesis in ideas, in which the positive seems to be just as

capable of proof as its contradictory. But, for the most part, this

unfortunate antinomy in the sciences is connected with their his-

torical development. Pure reason, the highest quality of civilized

man, was gradually evolved from the intelligence of the savage,

and this in turn from the instincts of the apes and lower mammals;
and many relics of its former lower condition remain to-day, and

have, through practical reason, a most prejudicial influence on

science. These dualistic prejudices and irrational dogmas—intel-

lectual residua of the primitive condition of the race, fossil ideas

and rudimentary instincts—still pervade the whole of modern the-

ology, jurisprudence, politics, ethics, psychology, and anthropol-

ogy."

In the four dogmatic sciences,— sociology, politics, jurisprudence,

and theology— the author declares, traditional dualism is still

paramount, and " medieval traditions retain a good deal of their

power." Most of their official representatives " cling to prejudices

and superstitions of all sorts, and very slowly and gradually admit
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the acquisitions of pure reason as embodied in monistic anthro-

pology and psychology." In dealing with the question of the pres-

ent status of theology and its necessary readjustment, he says

:

" Theology has stood at the head of the four venerable ' facul-

ties ' at our universities for centuries. It still holds this place of

honor, as the church, the organ of practical theology, continues to

exercise a profound influence on life. In fact, most of the other

branches of applied science—especially jurisprudence, politics,

ethics, and pedagogics—are still more or less affected by religious

prejudices. The chief of these is the idea of God conceived in

some form or other as the Supreme Being; as Goethe says,

* Every one calls the best he knows his God.' However, the idea

of God is not the chief feature of all religions. The three greatest

Asiatic religions—Buddhism, Brahmanism, and Confucianism

—

were at first purely atheistic; Buddhism was at once idealistic and

pessimistic, whence Schopenhauer regarded it as the highest of all

religions. On the other hand, belief in a personal God is the cen-

tral feature of the three great Mediterranean religions. This an-

thropomorphic God is conceived in a hundred forms in the various

sects of the Mosaic, Christian, and Mohammedan religions, but his

existence remains one of the chief articles of faith. No evidence

of his existence is to be found ; this was very ably shown by Kant,

altho he thought that practical reason postulated it. All that reve-

lation is supposed to teach us on the matter belongs to the region

of fiction. The whole field of theology, especially dogmatic the-

ology, and tne whole of the church teaching based on it are based

on dualistic metaphysics and superstitious traditions. It is no

longer a serious subject of scientific treatment. On the other

hand, comparative religion is a very important branch of theoret-

ical theology. It deals with the origin, development, and signifi-

cance of religion on the basis of modern anthropology, ethnology,

psychology, and history. When we study without prejudice the

results of these sciences bearing on religion, theology turns out to

be pantheism, in the sense of Spinoza and Goethe, and thus mon-
ism becomes a connecting link between religion and science."

The belief in miracles— the transgression of natural laws by su-

pernatural forces, "which pure reason calls superstition"— the

author avers is "much more prevalent than is usually thought."

He holds that " superstition and unreason are the worst enemies of

the human race, while science and reason are its greatest friends."

Hence " it is our duty and task to attack the belief in miracles

wherever we find it, in the interest of the race. We have to prove

that the reign of natural law extends over the whole world of phe-

nomena as far as we can reach it. A general survey of the history

of faith, on the one hand, and of science, on the other, clearly

shows that the advance of the latter has always been accompanied

by an increasing knowledge of fixed natural laws and the shrinking

of superstition into an ever-lessening area." Concerning the

"prevalent" belief in miracles he says:

"There are three chief reasons why we find this still so prevalent

— the continued influence of dualistic metaphysics, the authority

of the Christian Church, and the pressure of the modern state in

allying itself with the church. These three strong bulwarks of su-

perstition are so hostile to pure reason and the truth it seeks that

we must devote special attention to them. It is a question of the

highest interests of humanity. The struggle against superstition

and ignorance is a fight for civilization. Our modern civilization

will only emerge from it in triumph, and we shall only eliminate

the last barbaric features from our social and political life, when
the light of true knowledge has driven out the belief in miracles

and the prejudices of dualism."

Professor Haeckel declares that the monistic principle demands

that the proper view to be taken of morals is that of their develop-

ment from habit and adaptation, tho in the present attitude of man
there exists a contradiction between the monistic claims of pure

reason and the dualistic claims of practical reason. This, he as-

serts, has been largely sustained by Kant's teaching, " but his

categorical imperative has been completely refuted by modern

science." He says again :

"The metaphysical grounding of morality on free will and ethical

intuitions {a priori) must be replaced by a physiologic ethic, based

on monistic psychology. As this can no more recognize a moral

order of the world of history than a loving Providence in the life

of the individual, the monistic morality of the future must be re-

ducible to the laws of biology, and especially of evolution."

The readjustments which he esteems necessary and inevitable

will have to be brought about by education, and to effect this

changes must be made in the curricula of studies. Thus

:

"It is now more and more generally acknowledged in educated
countries that a complete reform of our educational curriculum is

needed, both in elementary and secondary schools and at the uni-

versities. On the one hand, most governments, following their

conservative instinct, cling as far as possible to medieval tra-

ditions, and find support in the dogmatic teaching of theology and
jurisprudence. On the other hand, the representatives of pure
reason seek to get rid of these fetters, and to introduce the empiri-

cal and critical methods of modern science and medicine into what
are called the mental sciences. The opposition between the two
parties is accentuated by their different sociological tendencies.

Liberal humanists claim that the freedom and education of all men
is the aim of progressive evolution, in the conviction that the free

development of the personality of each individual is the surest

guaranty of happiness. To conservative governments this is a

matter of indifference ; they look on the individual citizens, in ac-

cordance with the manifold division of labor, merely as so many
screws and wheels in the great organism of the state. The ' upper
ten thousand ' naturally think of their own welfare first, and desire

to keep all higher education to themselves. But in the light of

pure reason the state is not an end in itself; it is a means to insure

the prosperity of the citizens. To each of these, whatever their

condition, the opportunity should be afforded of acquiring the

higher education and developing their talents. Hence in education

we should impart a general outlook on all sides of human life. . . .

While occupying ourselves with the ideal world in art and poetry,

and cultivating the play of emotion, we persist, nevertheless, in

thinking that the real world, the object of science, can be truly

known only by experience and pure reason. Truth and poetry are

then united in the perfect harmony of monism."

A GERMAN MOHAMIVIEDAN'S DEFENSE OF
ISLAM.

CONVERSIONS to Islam from Christianity have been re-

corded in the past, but it is none the less surprising to find a

man trained in European universities exalting on " theoretical " and

scientific grounds the Mohammedan faith and civili^tion above

the Christian. Such a man is Schmitz du Moulin, a German mi-

ning engineer who has embraced the Moslem faith, and is now

known as Mohammed Adil. He has written a work entitled " Der

Islam, i.e., Die Ergebung in Gottes Heiligen Willen" (" Islam, or

the Submission to the Holy Will of God "), issued recently in Leip-

zig. Born in the city of Ziilpich, on the Rhine, he has been en-

gaged for a quarter of a century in mining and engineering work

in the Moslem Orient, especially in the Dutch Indies. His obser-

vations and studies have made him an enthusiastic champion of the

religion established by the prophet of Mecca. According to the

argument presented in his book :

Islam is not only " a " religion, but is " the " absolute religion, the

original revelation, the " true Christianity," dating from the begin-

ning of human thought. It is the curse of Christianity that it be-

came identified with European heathenism, and the Christian can

only win deliverance by becoming a true Moslem. Mohammedans
are the true disciples of Jesus. There is nothing in the precepts of

Islam which a Roman Catholic might not accept.

That Mohammed was a true prophet is the unprejudiced verdict

of history. He was moved by the spirit, as a result of mental and
spiritual ecstasy, to seek to inspire his fellow men with great relig-

ious ideals, and he actually succeeded in doing so. Such a man is

distinguished from the average fanatic by the success of his efforts,

and is separated from the mere politician by the ideality of his

views and purposes. In the case of such a man, the actual success

achieved is always different from what he anticipated. His influ-

ence is only increased by time and distance. A prophet is without

honor in his own country, and wins recognition only after his death.

Measured by these standards Mohammed was a prophet.

It is not claimed that Mohammed was the only prophet. Other
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THE BERLIN "DOME"
(Dedicated on February 271.

Emperor William has expressed his hope that it may become the " Westminster Abbey" of Germany, and that it may prove to the Protestant world what St. Peter's

is to the Roman Catholic.

nations can make similar claims for their heroes. Never has a

particular revelation been the only one or the last. Every nation

has had its own divine representative, each according to its needs

and its ability to appreciate such a revelation. There is no doubt
that Zoroaster, Laotse, Confucius, Buddha, and others were real

messengers from God, true prophets, according to the conditions

and requirements of their times. But the greatest of these is Mo-
hammed.
The leading advantages of Mohammedanism, when compared

with Christianity, are to be found in its practical morality, and

especially in the proof that it furnishes of philanthropic love. If

the biblical principle, that we are to judge religions by their fruits,

is applied to Islam, we find it a religion in every respect superior

to Christianity. In the Mohammedan world, material interests are

scarcely considered, in comparison with ethical principles and
teachings. The social side of Islam compares more than favora-

bly with that of Christian countries. The Moiiammedans are a

charitable people, and show a real concern for the poor and suffer-

ing. The so-called social problem .scarcely exists in the Moham-
medan countries of the East. Again, the tolerance shown by
Moslems, in contrast with that of other religions, is a marked
characteristic of the faith, and the charge of " religious fanaticism

"

brought against them is absolutely false. As a matter of fact, no
Christian country is so tolerant as the Moslem East, as can be seen

from the treatment accorded by Mohammedan countries to the

RoiTian Catholic orders.

Another phase of Mohammedan superiority is found in its sex-

ual purity. In this respect the Turks stand infinitely higher than

any of the Balkan nations. Among Moslems the strictest morality

is everywhere observed. In so-called Christian nations, on the

other hand, grossest immorality prevails, except in the case of cler-

gymen, monks, nuns, and a few really noble men.

The Munich Allgemeiite Zei'/ung discusses this Moslem apologia

at considerable length. It says in substance :

The author very shrewdly manages to hide the weaknesses of

Islam and to put into the foreground the defects of Christian civil-

ization. In this way he makes out a case against the latter. The
work is not acceptable from a scientific point of view ; nor does it

represent an objective search for the truth. The author is neither

a historian nor a philosopher. His account of Christianity, espe-

cially as it comes in contact with the Orient through its commercial

representatives, is rather a caricature. His book is a comparison of

idealized but unreal Mohammedanism with a misrepresented but

equally unreal Christianity. Altho perhaps the greatest and most
ambitious polemical work of modern Moslem scholarship, it can

claim no scientific consideration.

—

Translations made for The
Literary Digest.

THE NEW BERLIN CATHEDRAL.

THE completion and dedication of the new Lutheran cathedral

in Berlin are regarded as events of international importance

in the ecclesiastical world. To the service of consecration, which

took place on February 27, the German Emperor invited represen-

tatives of all the Protestant churches, his declared purpose being

to make the Berlin " Dome " a universal church for all Protestants,

as St. Peter's is a universal church for all Roman Catholics. " We
are not building a church," he said recently, in conversation with

the architect, "for the province of Brandenburg, nor for Prussia,

nor even for all Germany, but a cathedral for the Protestants of the

world. I should like Protestants everywhere to feel that they have

an interest in this building, have pride in it, and feel welcome here

of right." From press despatches we cull the following additional

information

:

The new Cathedral, or Dome, of Berlin was projected by the

late Emperor Frederick and his Empress as a kind of Westmin-

ster Abbey of Germany, and has been fourteen years in building.

In the immense crypts already lie the bones of eighty-seven Hohen-
zollerns, and in future, besides the sovereigns, the great German
dead will be placed there.

The building is 341 feetlong, asagainst thescofeetof St. Paul's,

London. The cupola, with the lantern, rises to a height of 325

feet from the pavement, while that of St. Paul's is 365 feet high.

The two bell towers at the west end are 21 1 feet high.

The corner-stone of the cathedral was laid in 1S94. The Prus-

sian Diet contributed ^2,500,000 to its erection, but this sufficed

only for the actual building. The very elaborate decoration and

mosaic work is as yet hardly begun. The organ, with 7.000 tubes,

is the largest in the world, except that at Riga. The church

is built of yellow sandstone, tho vari-colored marble has been
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employed for pillars. The architect is Professor Raschdorff, the

style a mingling of Byzantine and Romanesque.

The New York Times thinks that the establishment of this ca-

thedral, " under the direct auspices and personal care of the Empe-

ror," comes as near to " marking the establishment of a state church

as the exertions of the monarch could bring it." The same paper

comments further

:

" That would be the conclusion to be drawn from the establish-

ment of the cathedral, even without more explicit explanation.

But the pains that have been taken to secure at the opening the

attendance of conspicuous representatives of other Protestantism

than that of Germany shows that the intention goes much further

than the establishment of a Prussian state churcii, in the sense, at

least, of a Prussian court church. It is almost avowedly to make
Berlin the Rome of the Protestant world, in so far as the idea of

an ecclesiastical center may consist with the right of private judg-

ment as opposed to ecclesiastical control, which is at the very basis

of Protestantism. And the establishment of a Protestant cathedral

which aims to transcend the limits of any one communion or of any

one country seems to involve the establishment, in a manner of

speaking, of a Protestant Pope. Dr. Dryander, the Prussian court

preacher who preached the opening discourse, did not shrink from

this conclusion. On the contrary, he dotted his i's with great ex-

plicitness in setting forth ' the Emperor's desire that this building

should be the center of Protestantism, and that the German Empe-
ror should in a general sense be the protector of the faith.'

" Without doubt, if there is to be a Protestant Pope, or in so far

as there is to be one, the Kaiser fills the bill more nearly than any

other earthly potentate. He has more Protestant subjects than

any other, excepting the King of England. And the Anglican va-

riety of Protestantism has always been recognized, both by its ad-

mirers and its detractors, as a variety suited only for home con-

sumption, or at least for consumption by English-speaking persons

imbued with British traditions, and not for exportation. King

Edward would hardly be moved to compete with his royal nephew
for the headship of the Reformed churches throughout the world.

The headship of Continental European Protestantism, at least,

naturally devolves upon the (ierman Kaiser, in so far as it devolves

upon anybody. We may now see that the necessity under which
the Kaiser has felt himself to be of forming and expressing opinions

upon such subjects, for example, as biblical criticism, had a special

root, in addition to his general necessity of forming and expressing

opinions upon all matters of human concern or interest

" It is very impressive to find such a demonstration of the essen-

tial Christian unity of Protestantism as was afforded by the cere-

monies of the consecration. It is not fantastic to expect that such

a demonstration may have its effect upon the religious evolution of

the world."

Roman Catholic opinion is voiced by The New M'orhi (Chicago)

as follows

:

" The German Kaiser is a good man and certainly he has so far

treated his Catholic subjects with fairness, the Catholic Poles of

Posen excepted, but really can not a melancholy note be caught in

the midst of this Berlin hallelujah? The Kaiser's own statisticians

prove that Protestantism is perishing in Germany. The professors

in his great universities so assert and even some of his own preach-

ers so admit. Between the advance of materialism on one side

and Catholicism on the other, Lutheranism is being ground to pow-
der. If it were not for the support of the German CathoHc party

it is questionable if the crown would be on his head to-day. So-

cialism would be singularly dominant.
" Without a supporting Catholicism what would be the fate of

the Kaiser's Protestant St. Peter's? It could not remain. It is

environed by a perishing Protestantism, and when the latter dies

the great structure must pass to other hands. Whose? It may be

those of Socialists temporarily, but eventually the Catholic Church
will come into possession. As a far-sighted statesman the Kaiser

must foresee this. As to the English and American clergymen

who lauded his purpose, why, compliments are easy to give.

They knew better while they spoke."

Prof. Francis Brown, of Union Theological Seminary ; the Rev.

Dr. Prugh, of Grace Reformed Church, Pittsburg; the Rev. J. J.

Heischmann, of St. Peter's Evangelical Lutheran German Church,

Brooklyn; and the Rev. Dr. Dickie, pastor of the American church

in Berlin, represented this country at the consecration ceremonies
;

and a telegram of congratulation to the German Emperor and Ger-

man clergy was signed by Bishop Potter, Bishop E. G. Andrews^

President Faunce, President Charles Cuthbert Hall, and other emi-

nent American churchmen.

/

A FREETHINKER'S TRIBUTE TO THE BIBLE.

1\ /I R. F. J. GOULD, one of the intellectual leaders o< the
IVx Free-Thought movement in England, confesses himself

deeply impressed by " the use of the Bible as a source of imagery

for the common people," and declares that, "speaking only from

the point of view of literature and culture," he should regret its.

disappearance. He expresses these sentiments in an article in The

Literary Guide and Rationalist Review (London), from which we
quote further

:

" Millions of church-going and chapel-going men and women are
shut out from the rich resources of the classics, of general Oriental

legend (except in such cases as the ' Arabian Nights"), and from,

the varied treasures of Teutonic mythology, European folklore,

and medieval chronicles and poetry. They have no imaginative

reservoir, so to speak, but the Bible. Burns, emancipated as he
was from Scottish pietism, caught the influence of Bible imagery
in his ' Cotter's Saturday night '

:

The priest-like father reads the sacred page,

How Abram was the friend of God on high;
Or Moses bade eternal warfare wage
With Amalek'.s ungracious progeny

;

Or how the royal bard did groaning lie

Beneath the stroke of Heaven's avenging ire;

Or Job's pathetic plaint and wailing cry;

Or rapt Isaiah's wild, seraphic fire/,

Or other holy seers that tune the sacred lyre.

It seems to me that, when working men and women read the Bible
(as many do, or used to do) with veneration and interest, they act-

ually attain, however crudely and inadequately, a sympathetic in-

sight into history. The history they learned at school was too

often lifeless and meaningless; but in the Bible they experience a
combination of history and moral emotion. This combination was
what Carlyle, amid many defects, nobly assisted the British mind
to appreciate ; but for the bulk of the working classes it is only

approached through the medium of the Bible. In the pages of the

Bible the peasant and the ill-educated house-mother gain glimpses

of a large past—of kings, judges, prophets, patriarchs, poets, he-

roes, and martyrs ; and of glowing landscapes of the East, of

pyramids and temples, of the tents of Shem, the rose of Sharon,

and the cedars of Lebanon. I should profoundly distrust any
rationalistic analysis which was so intent on liberating the pro-

letarian soul from theological bonds that it carelessly left that soul

without a popular and easily accessible treasury of poetic remi-

niscence and metaphor.

"It must be borne in mind that the Bible has only figured in the

people's literature for a few centuries. Before the days of Luther
and Wycliffe the villager and artizan knew nothing of it except

through sermons, ritual, church windows and carvings, and the

like. And I fervently trust that the education of the future will

supply the people with a far ampler apparatus of fancy and alle-

gorical phrase and picture than either cathedral or Bible presented.

Not only is that my hope ; it is my expectation. As the literature

of the world is revealed to the masses, I am confident there will be
gradually constructed a new scheme of legend, anecdote, and
maxims which will appeal to the imagination and add beauty to

the household words. The scheme will be broader and nobler in

expanse and content than that which the Biblical books could fur-

nish. The spirit of Ariel and the magic of Prospero will supersede

the tamer and more limited charm of the Pentateuch and the Gos-

pel. I long to see the supersession accomplished. Meanwhile, I

simply want to urge that rationalism has only done half its work
when it dispossesses theism, and neglects to beckon to the stage

the new and grander muse."

The Union Congregational Church of East Brookfield, Mass., has decided, by
a unanimous vote, to unite with the Episcopal Church Diocese of Western Mas-

sachusetts. By the Boston Waichiiian (Baptist) this event is viewed as one
"of much significance in its indication of a tendency toward a ritualistic wor-

ship." The New York Chtirihman (Protestant Episcopal) says: "Congre-

gations in New England have frequently changed their ecclesiastical alleg:iance;

King's chapel in Boston, is a conspicuous instance, and so are many, perhaps

most, of the Unitarian churches in Eastern Massachusetts. But this is thought

to be the first time in this country that a church body has made such a change

with no division among its members.

"
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FOREIGN COMMENT.

THE PROSPECT OF PEACE.

"117 ITH one well-informed section of the European press say-

• * inij. in almost the words of the London Outlook, that

" there are signs in plenty that the war will probably not last much

lons;er." and with another equally well-informed section of the

same press arguing, as does the Paris Temps, that tiic time has

not yet come for even " negotiations " of peace terms, the outlook

either way is rendered doubtful for the moment. The Czar means

to leave the whole question of peace or war to the Zemski Sobor,

according to information reaching the London Times, information

which it does not wholh accept, however. At any rate, it observes,

editorially

:

" It is impossible to refuse admiration to such an ingenious way
out of the immediate difficulty. The Russian Government, we are

told, realize the danger of negotiations which might end in a fiasco.

They are not. therefore, very anxious to move on their own ac-

count; and a distorted impression has got abroad about the late

deliberations at Tsarskoe Selo. On the other hand, they are con-

fronted with an internal

crisis of the most seri-

ous kind. After quiet-

ing down for a little, the

troubles have now bro-

ken out with renewed

veliemence in most of

the disturbed centers,

and it is quite obvious

that the Government
must do .something. . . .

Accordingly the Rus-

sian CiOvernment have

decided to make the

concession of summon-
i.ig the Zemski Sobor.

They appear, further, to

have hit on the happy
tliought of avoiding

other awkward topics

by inviting it to settle

the question of war or

peace. We do not sup-

pose that the Zemski
Sobor will refuse that

invitation. But we very

much question whether

they will 'settle' any-

thing in their deliberations except what has been settled by the

Government already. The Zemski Sobor is an archaic body,

which seems to possess no positive powers except those of mere
assent. Are they any more likely to strike out a line for them-

selves and enforce it than that Sobor which obediently indorsed

the views of Ivan the Terrible on a similar question more than

three centuries ago? Probably they are not. But whatever

course they take, they will bear the responsibility, while the Gov-
ernment will enjoy the prestige of having consulted the people. It

certainly seems the most ingenious device which the Czar's ad-

visers have yet thought out."

The financial world of London is presumed, for obvious reasons,

to have means of finding out not only Russia's intentions regard-

ing peace, but the attitude Japan would adopt if the diplomatists

of St. Petersburg really desired to end the war. Nevertheless, thd

London Statist, speaking with practically the authority of the

"high finance " of Britain, can only say that for Russia " the wisest

course is to make peace as quickly as possible, even tho the terms

be extremely hard," and the London Economist, unable to make
up its mind regarding the outlook, asserts that it is not the duty

of the Japanese to make peace, " in the absence of solid securities

against that renewal of the struggle for which some Russians

frankly aver that any peace must be a preparation." The A^eue

Freie Pjxsse (,\'iennaj understands that King Edward is interest-

GENF.R.AL C. I.ASOKK.

He has been mentioned as a possible Russian
Minister of War should Sakharoff resisrn.

ing himscll personally in the question of peace, and the Ind^pen-

dance Beige (Brussels) credits Emperor William with exertions

in this direction, both

rulers acting in more or

less personal capacities

as kinsmen of the Czar.

^'ct King" Edward's sec-

retary has informed the

Neues Wiener Tagblatt

that his Majesty " has

heard of no peace ne-

gotiations." and the

London Mail thinks

"this 1) 1 u n t denial

should dispose of a

myth invented by inter

ested parties with a po-

litical aim," the English

daily adding

:

" The facts as to the

peace negotiations may
be briefly slated, and
amount to tliis: that

certain proposals were

put forward by infiuen- „ , , ^, „,. ,. , , ,

r , • c Head of the Warsaw police, who has been
tial personages m St. responsible for order in the capital of Russian

Petersburg, as a feeler, Poland,

to ascertain what Japan
would require. It was evident from the first moment that these

Russian proposals, which suggested among other things the par-

tition of Manchuria, would never satisfy Tokyo, or meet the

reasonable demand of tiie Japanese for future security. We
pointed out. at the date when the Russian terms made their first

appearance, that they were entirely unofficial, and that they were

not of a nature to meet with acceptance in Japan. At the same
time we published in our news column the general outline of the

Japanese terms. Japan requires the restitution of Manchuria to

China, with proper guaranties, tlie surrender of Saghalien, and
temporarily also of \Madivostok. a limitation of the Russian fleet

in the Ear East, the surrender of the warships interned at neutral

ports, and the payment of an indemnity of ^100,000,000 [about

$500,000,000] to cover the cost of the war to Japan. The Russian

proposals fell far below this minimum.
" There is no reason why Japan should reduce her terms. Her

navy and army are in the strongest possible position."

Were the army of Kuropatkin to cease to exist as an organized

BARON DE NOLKKN,

FIRST ADVANCES.

Russian Bear (tentatively)—"Ahem!"—Punch (London).
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body, there might be some prospect of peace soon, thinks the

Journal des Ddbats (J^-3s\^). which deems preposterous the theory

that Russia would pay an indemnit\', make Vladivostok a free

port, cede Southern Manchuria to anybody, or place any of her

v^^ »-a-^» —

LIBERTY ON THE MARCH IN RUSSIA.
—Indiscret (Paris).

Asiatic lines of railway under any other control than her own. " If

peace is to be concluded at tliis juncture—a thing of which every-

body would be glad— it can be a matter of an honorable peace only,

and not of a humiliating Y>^2iCe."^Translations made for The
Literary Digest.

GREAT BRITAIN, THE UNITED STATES, AND
THE ARBITRATION TREATIES.

THE relations between the United. States and Great Britain

have at this moment attained a phase " where they are best

left alone," in the opinion of the organ of England's aristocracy,

the l^o'Cidon Morning Post. The less said about Anglo-American

relations, it feels sure, " the better," " where they do not require

parading, and where time and the natural course of events may

safely be trusted to improve and confirm them." It is, therefore,

not at all concerned because an arbitration treaty between Great

Britain and the United States happened to be in " the imposing

batch" which circumstances led the Senate to "devitalize." It

actually sympathizes with the attitude of the United States Senate :

" The Senate is a body rigidly tenacious of its constitutional

privileges, and prompt to resent any encroachment upon them. It

is clear that any arbitration treaty to be effective must to some
extent encroach upon those privileges. If it is to be of any value

at all it must automatically refer some questions—they need not be

many, nor need they be important— to arbitration. But to do that

is to deprive the Senate of part, at any rate, of its most valued

prerogatives, and to endow the President with authority to carry a

negotiation with a foreign power through all its stages without

once consulting the Senate. To ask the American Senate to con-

cur in an arbitration treaty, even one that is modeled on the re-

stricted lines of the Anglo-French treaty, is therefore to ask it to

sign away a portion of its rights. To any such surrender we may
be quite sure that the Senate will never consent, nor can we blame

it for refusing."

This is but one quotation among many which could be given to

indicate that England considers an arbitration treaty superfluous.

"The Senate in the present case defends its privileges against ail

the powers impartially," remarks The Westminster Gazette (Lon-

don), "and we need not, therefore, suppose any special hostility to

this country, such as seemed to animate a section of the Senate in

the case of the Olney-Pauncefote treaty." " No doubt the Senate

thinks itself in the right," adds the London News. " Men abusing

an absolute power invested in them often do." "The Senators,

like members of other bodies with perpetual succession, have

duties toward their successors as well as to themselves," observes

the London Times. "It would not be either wise or becoming for

citizens of another country, even of the country from which the

United States derive so large apart of the law and custom of their

constitution, to pronounce a strong opinion upon the difference be-

tween the President and the Senate." " Some people say this is

the work of the Irishmen who were determined to upset the Anglo-

American treaty," says the London Speaker, but its own opinion

is that the Senate bears President Roosevelt a grudge " for his

threatened attack on the trusts."

AN AGITATION FOR THE PARTITION OF
CHINA.

\ PLAN for the partition of China is attributed to Berlin by
*^*- certain London organs which make it their business to warn

the English against the diplomacy of Germany. The London

Times has gone the length of describing Germany as " caught" by

Japan in the act of dismembering the dominions of the Son of

Heaven. But a new phase has been put upon the subject by the

inauguration of a French agitation for the partition of China, be-

hind which, according to rumor, are publicists of responsibility.

The noted writer on world politics, Pierre de Coubertin, has an

exhaustive study of the subject in the Paris Figaro. France, he

avers, has everything to gain by the partition of China, and much

to lose by the maintenance of her administrative entity in its existing

form. The Japanese are, presumably, prepared to seize French

Indo-China when " the time is ripe." Furthermore :

"With whom shall we reach an understanding? With Europe,

with which our interests are identical. On what basis? There is

but one—the partition of China into protectorates with partial oc-

cupation. Yesterday that would have been an act of folly. To-

day it is safety. To-morrow it may be too late. The Chinese tool

may not escape the hands which are striving to seize it. Between
white hands and yellow hands, shall we hesitate? The plan, in its

large outhne, is very clear. It is to approve the Russian descent

toward Pekin, to allow English penetration along the Yang-tse, to

lead the Germans to complete their line of ocean stations by solid

establishments on the Chinese coast, to draw thither the Italians,

to round out our own empire by an undisputed protectorate over

Siam and a serious penetration in Yunnan and Kwang-si. and to

give to this collective acquisition by the Old World of a large por-

tion of the Far East the only suitable sanction—a general treaty of

guaranties embracing the Dutch possessions and providing for the

defense of the general interests a numerous and well-equipped in-

ternational naval force."

The appearance of this suggestion in the Figaro synchronizes

with an utterance in the organ of the French Foreign Office, the

Paris Temps, along similar lines, altho less specific. The coin-

cidence has attracted some attention in one or two London dailies.

The Temps calls attention to the measures adopted by the Japan-

ese for the extension of " their material and moral influence " in

the Far East. They mean to hold Korea permanently. " In China

Japanese activity is not less penetrating because it assumes another

form." High Chine.se officials and grand mandarins are falling

under the spell of Tokyo. Some two thousand Chinese students

are now studying in Japan. The Paris organ sums up :

" If we consider this vast, supple, and varied organization in

connection with the movement started by the Indo-Japanese Asso-

ciation to divert Indian women from the teachings of England and

to attract them to Japan ; if we remember certain journeys, little

known but indisputable, undertaken by Japanese missions to the

Indies, to Afghanistan, and even as far as Persia, without over-

looking Indo-China: if we remember the anxiety recently occa-

sioned the Australians by the growing importance of Japanese
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emigration to the southern portion of their territory, one is led,

tho one puts aside the theory of the yellow peril in its brutal form

of a military menace directed against Europe, to regard as an ac-

complished tact, liecoming daily more worthy of attention, Japan's

seizure of the whole of Eastern Asia."

Here is a French utterance from a more or less official source

which, it is pointed out in pro-Japanese European dailies, echoes

recent pleas in the Berlin Kreuz ZeitungM\d

dailies presumed to be inspired by the Ger-

man Foreign Office. The English view of

Japan's position in the Far East continues

practically unchanged and is still reflected in

the following words from the London Out-

look :

"Asia has found a leader. An Asiatic

nation, armed with a Western constitution,

has overtlirown the last and greatest of the

despotic powers of Europe. Those are two

facts staggering in themselves and beyond

computation in their ultimate effects. Will

there be a simultaneous stirring of those two

mighty masses, hitherto inert or cramped

—

Russia and China.'' .And if so, what may a

modernized Russia, really conscious of itself,

portend for the world? Still more, what may
one look for from a China, not, indeed, fired

with Japan's own spirit— that is as impossible

as that South America should become like

the United States—but developed by Japan's

enterprise, awakened by her example, and

controlled in policy and destiny by Japanese

ambitions.''"

CLIFFORD SIFTON.

But Japan is still far from the goal, says the

London Saturday RevieiL'.

"The tenacity of Russia and the difficulty

of inflicting on her really vital blows have always made her the

least desirable of adversaries. Frederick the Great discovered

this in the Seven Years' War, Napoleon learned it at much
greater cost, and there is no reason at all to believe that the ex-

perience of the Japanese will be otherwise in the twentieth century.

With all their cleverness they have not yet produced a soldier to

rival those two masters of the art of war."— Translation madefor
The Literary Digest.

His recent resignation from the Laurier

ministry is connected in the Canadian press

with the Dominion Government's bill pro-

viding for state aid to sectarian schools in the
' new provinces."

THE SECTARIAN UPHEAVAL IN CANADA.

\ 1 ^ITH a long speech, in which he hinted that the number of

* * murders, divorces, and lynchings in this country is due to

the American public-school system, the Canadian Prime Minister,

laid before the Dominion parliament at Ottawa a bill which has

caused even the stanch Toronto Globe, the chief ministerial

organ, to attack the government policy,

while the conservative Tribune (Winnipeg)

declares that " Canada is face to face with a

devastating agitation that may do incalcula-

ble harm." A resignation from the Laurier

ministry was the first consequence of the in-

troduction of the new measure, which requires

that sectarian schools shall be subsidized out

of public funds in the two big provinces of

Saskatchewan and Alberta, soon to be cre-

ated out of " the northwest territories." The

Laurier bill is "an infamy," says the Toronto

l-l7'ening Telegram, which sets forth (in cap-

ital type) the following editorial views:

"The Laurier bill of 1905 enables the Roman
Catholic Church to claim its per capita share

of public taxation and public land for any-

thing which the hierarchy inay choose to call

a separate school.

"The school arrangement made in 1875,

liad as it was, left the territories with some
1 ight to impose standards of efficiency upon
every school sharing in public money or pub-

lic lands.

"The Laurier bill of 1905 leaves the new
provinces with no option but to hand over the

per capita share of public lands and public

money to the Roman Catholic hierarchy.

"The school arrangement made in 1875 left State aid to separate

schools conditional upon the efficiency of these schools.

"The Laurier bill of 1905 makes State aid to Roman Catholic

schools compulsory, regardless of the efficiency of these schools."

There are grave constitutional objections to the Laurier measure,

in the opinion of both the Ottawa Citizen and the Toronto Globe.

" Under the constitution," says the former—and by constitution it

means the British North America act of the London Parliament—

STAKED OUT,

And made ready for the Church and State branding iron.

—Toronto World.

A CHANGE IN THE DIRECTION OF THE WIND.

Sunny Ways treacherously fires the prairie in the direction of the Little Red
School House—but the wind changes. —Toronto World.

CARTOONS ON THE SECTARIAN SCHOOL ISSUE IN CANADA.
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"the provinces of the Dominion have jurisdiction over their own

educational affairs. That means, if it means anything, that the

people of the new provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan have

control of the school question within their own boundaries. There

is no authority in the British North America act or anywiiere else

giving the Federal Government the right to usurp that authority."

But the Toronto A'eius thinks the proposed legislation is not tech-

nically a violation of the British North America act, " the consti-

tution of Canada." Yet, it declares, the spirit of that act has been

violated in the bill. The Toronto G/obe, however, says " the pro-

vincial rights " of the new provinces would be swept away by the

bill. " If the people of Saskatchewan and Alberta want separate

schools, let them have them on their own motion and in the way

provided by the constitution." This is the point of view from

•which the press of the northwest territories themselves comments

lupon the subject. " Leave everything possible to provincial settle-

ment and control," says The Prairie Witness (Indian Head). "A
great mistake," remarks the Red Deer (Alberta) News, speaking of

the Laurier proposals
—"one which from a national standpoint in-

volves a false principle, and which entails upon the coming gen-

eration a continuous struggle which wise statesmanship might now
render unnecessary." The Pincher Creek (Alberta) Rocky Moun-
tain Echo thinks the question involved should be left to the people

of the new provinces for decision. So does Tlie Saskatchewan

Herald (Battleford).

The press of Eastern Canada seems, on tlie whole, somewhat

surprised that Sir Wilfrid Laurier, a Liberal Prime Minister,

should be advocating sectarian or " separate " schools in the new

provinces. "Sir Wilfrid Laurier has swallowed himself," thinks

the Toronto Saturday A'igJit. "He rolled his past and himself

into one large ball and swallowed it with an oratorical gulp." But

the Toronto Star can not accept such statements of fact and opin-

ion, nor can the Winnipeg Free Press. Both are convinced that

the people in the propo.sed new provinces will accept the Laurier

autonomy bill without objection. The former remarks:

"There is no getting around the fact that in conceding separate

schools in Alberta and Saskatchewan the majority of the people of

Canada will be conceding sometliing to a minority. In the same
line Ontario concedes something to a Roman Catholic minority,

•while in Quebec something is conceded to a Protestant minority.

It is worth while to reverse the situation and consider it. If the

500,000 inhabitants of the two new provinces were as overwhelm-
ingly Roman Catholic as they are Protestant, and if the promise
•were that this preponderance would grow greater year by year,

would we not as Protestants be as much concerned at this moment
about the religious and educational freedom of the Protestant

minority as the people of Quebec can possibly be at this moment
about their fellow religionists in the West? Put yourself in his

place and you will begin to understand."

To which the Ottawa Free Press adds :

" Some of the newspapers are talking about provincial rights in

the matter of the determination of the educational policy, but they

seem to have forgotten that there are no provincial rights.

" When the provinces of Ontario and Quebec entered confed-

eration they were sovereign provinces with rights clearly defined.

"It was some time afterward that the Dominion Parliament ob-

tained by concession and purchase from the Imperial Govern-
ment and the Hudson Bay Company the sovereignty of these ter-

ritories. .......
"The excitement which has been stirred in Toronto over this

question is based upon the narrowest sectarian prejudice, and the

attempt to raise a provincial rights issue is casuistical and founded

upon a misapprehension of the foundations of our institutions.

"Tiie people in the Northwest themselves appear to be perfectly

willing to accept the conditions proposed by Sir Wilfrid Laurier.

"As we have already pointed out, the Confederation Act gives

ample authority for the course proposed. Section 93 expressly

•declares that in and for each province the legislature may exclu-

sively make laws in relation to education, subject and according to

the following provision: ' Nothing in this act shall prejudicially

affect any right or privilege wit!) respect to the denominational

schools which any class of persons have by law in the province at

the union.'

" The people of these two provinces have had under the succes-
sive acts which have given them territorial rights the enjoyment of
separate school privileges.

"They have exercised those rights to the extent of establishing
nine Roman Catholic schools and two Protestant schools. They
are entitled by equity to the enjoyment of those privileges in the

future just as they, have been in the past."

The views of the French Canadian organs are in complete har-

mony with tiie sentiments expressed by Sir Wilfrid Laurier. The
Montreal Canada prints assertions in support of the Prime Min-

ister's contention that morality in the United States is lower than

Canadian morality as a consequence of the character of the Ameri-

can public school. But the Toronto Sun takes the Prime Minister

to task for having made such a statement and says

:

" Is the standard of public morality (taking the word in its broad-
est sense) so much higher in Canada than it is across the lines?

When this question is raised we are at once pointed to the lynch-

ings in the South. But we must remember the peculiar conditions

in the black belt in the southern half of this continent— the con-

stant horror that exists there of white blood with its pride of an-

cestry being lost in the black flood which surges around. To
bring a superior race in contact with an inferior one, even when
the supremacy of the former is unquestioned, is to incur a grave
danger

"The divorce evil? It is true we have not so many divorces, in

proportion to population, as there are in the United States. But
this is largely owing to the cost of proceedings in this country. In

order to escape that cost quite a number of Canadians have sought
relief in United States courts. That our great cities are not free

of tiie vices which are an accompaniment of the divorce evil is

known to all familiar with the circumstances. On the other hand,

some of our men who have traveled over a large part of the United
States on agricultural educational work, and have thus come in

contact with the real people across the border, will bear testimony

to the fact that the average of morality is quite as high in rural

New York, Michigan, and other Northern States as it is in rural

Ontario.

"It is true, violent crimes are more numerous there than here,

but in the ten years ending with 1900 nearly 2,000,000 immigrants
arrived in the United States from Italy, Russia, Poland, and Aus-
tro-Hungary, and the bulk of these congregated in the cities and
mining centers. As our immigration from the same sources in-

creases crimes of violence will increase here, too.

" So far as political morality is concerned we have not much to

gain by comparison."

This and other criticisms are based upon what Sir Wilfrid Lau-

rier said regarding the superiority he discerns in Canadian moral-

ity to morality in the LInited States, a superiority attributed by the

Prime Minister to the sectarian educational system of the Domin-

ion. His words, says the Winnipeg Telegram., were in part

:

" Little attention was given, up to tlie last few years, to the mate-

rials which were introduced into the republic ; little regard was paid

among themselves to the observance of the law, and it is not a

slander upon our neighbors—for, indeed, the fact is admitted in

their current literature—that frontier civilization is a by-word for

lawlessness. We have proceeded upon different methods
" We live in the confederation of the seven provinces which con-

stitute our nation to-day where, by the will and tolerance of the

people, in every school Christian morals and Christian dogmas are

taught to the youth of the country ; and we live by the side of a

country, a great nation, a nation for which I have the greatest ad-

miration, but whose example I do not take in everything, in the

schools of which these morals and these dogmas are not taught,

for fear that dogmas might be taught in which all do not believe.

When I compare these two countries; when I compare Canada
with the United States ; when I compare the status of the two na-

tions; when I think upon their future ; when I observe the social

conditions of the civil society in each of them ; when I observe in

this country of ours a total absence of lynchings and an almost

total absence of divorces and murders, for my part I thank heaven

that we are living in a country where the young children of the land

are taught Christian morals."
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NOTABLE BOOKS OF THE DAY.

THE UNCRITICAL BIOGRAPHY OF A CRITIC.

Theodore Watts-Dunton, Poet, Novelist, Critic. By James Doug-
las. Cloth, pp. xiv, 481. Price, 113.50 net. John Lane.

MR. WATTS-DUNTON is one of the best contemporary critics

in England. He has especially distinguished himself by articles

on pi>etry, in The At/u-nicum and in the " Encyclopedia Britan-

nica," which have distinctly advanced our knowledge of the technique

of the poet's art. Besides this, he has written poems of some distinc-

tion in the Oypsy dialect and a few sonnets of a mystic character, but

ranking high. In addition to all this, Mr. Watts-Dunton has had con-

siderable success with his novel " Aylwin," the faults of construction of

which were redeemed by a certain romantic coloring, and by an intimate

glance at the rich personality of Dante Gabriel Rossetti. Mr. Watts-

Dunlon has been the intimate friend of Rossetti and Swinburne for

thirty years, and he has known all the eminent personages of English

letters during that period.

All this, however, scarcely deserves what may be termed a contem-
porary biography, and certainly not one couched in the adulatory tones

indulged in by Mr. Douglas. He attempts to leave the impression that

no critic since Coleridge has shown so much insight into English litera-

ture, no poet since Rossetti has written such poetry, no novelist since

Thackeray has written such a novel as " Aylwin." In a certain sense

this latter statement is true, but scarcely in the sense that Mr. Douglas
means. Besides the deserved encomiums on Mr. Watts-Dunton's criti-

cisms, the author lavishes a wealth of praise on the rest of Mr. Watts-
Dunton's work which ought to make that gentleman himself somewhat
embarrassed. Yet there are indications that the latter has supplied

much of the material. Many of the anecdotes are so intimate that they

can only have been communicated by Mr. Watts-Dunton himself, and
the selections from his criticisms are often of such personal insight that

they can only have been suggested by their author. Altogether, we
can scarcely acquit Mr. Watts-Dunton of participation in the literary

indiscretion committed by Mr. Douglas.

The book is, however, in a measure, redeemed for lovers of literature

by excellent illustrations, which will be of value in future years for the

students of Mr. Swinburne's and Mr. Rossetti's art; and for those who
are interested in the similar but inferior work of Mr. Watts-Dunton,
the book supplies an ample anthology of his work both in prose and
verse. It would have been better if there had been more prose criti-

cism, in which Mr. Watts-Dunton excels, and less gush, in which Mr.

Douglas has proved himself too facile.

A MISSIONARY CONTRIBUTION TO SCIENCE.
Fetichism in West Africa. By Robert Hamill Nassau. Cloth, 389 pp.

I*rice, $2.50 net. Charles Scribner's Sons.

1"* HE services of missionaries to science, and particularly to the ad-

vancement of ethnological knowledge, have long been gratefully

recognized. From the scientific standpoint, no man is so hap-

pily situated among savage peoples as the tactful and observant mis-

sionary. In his position of spiritual and temporal adviser he comes, in

the passage of time, to enjoy the confidence of those to whom he min-
isters, and out of this confidence should be able, where others would
fail, to fathom the mysterious workings of the barbaric mind and heart.

When he is quick to appreciate the value of these revelations and enjoys

leisure to formulate the fruits of his study, a contribution of no small

importance to science is the result. Such a contribution is Dr. Robert
Hamill Nassau's " Fetichism in West Africa."

For upward of forty years Dr. Nassau has labored as a missionary

in French Congoland; has made an intimate study of the religion,

traditions, customs, and characteristics of the tribesmen; has, for com-
parative purposes, read widely concerning the peoples of other parts of

Africa, and now, from a rich storehouse of memory and memoranda,
links his observations together in the form of a well-written mono-
graph. Scientists may take issue with some of his conclusions, as with

certain of his theories, especially that in regard to the religion of prim-

itive man, but there can be no question of the intrinsic value to science

of the facts presented by him.

The spirit in which he has prosecuted his task is well expressed by
his statement: " I did not think it reasonable to dismiss curtly as ab-

surd the cherished sentiments of so large a portion of the human race.

I asked myself: Is there no logical ground for the existence of these

sentiments, no philosophy behind all these beliefs?" At the outset of

his inquest he was impressed by the essentially religious aspect of all

phases of African life
—"the particular exponent of religious worship,

the fetich," governing the arrangement of all social relations. He
found, as he informs us with a wealth of detail, fetiches for everything

—for hunting, fishing, planting, making war, trading, traveling, loving,

marrying, and dying. But in all this he perceived more than mere
superstition and folly; he descried a strange admixture of the true and
the false, and it is largely for the purpose of assisting the missionary to

attain the best results through appreciating that in the native African

which may wisely be cultivated and that which should tactfully be ex-

tirpated that this book has been written.

With Dr. Nassau it is a basic contention that the African, however
degraded, has some idea of the existence of God, and that religion is a
universal feature of savage life. Wherever he went he found that the

most unenlightened had a name for the Supreme Being, the " One-Who-
Made-Us "

; but in the conception of the quality of his supremacy the

natives greatly differed. As Dr. J. L. Wilson has said : "The pre-

vailing notion seems to be that God, after having made the world and
filled it with inhabitants, retired to some remote corner of the universe,

and has allowed the affairs of the world to come under the control of

evil spirits ; and hence the only religious worship that is ever per-

formed is directed to these spirits, the object of which is to court their

favor or ward off the evil effects of their displeasure.'' Here we see

the germs of the animism and fetichism that Dr. Nassau encoun-

tered on every hand. To those among whom he worked, the air,

caves, rocks, and forests were peopled with spirits, among which the

souls of the dead largely predominated. This, as Dr. Nassau
points out, implies a belief in a future life. In regard to the nature of

the soul itself, however, he found a conflict of testimony, one, two,

three, and even four souls being accredited to the individual according

to the " school " of native thought. On the other hand, all " schools"

agree as to the tremendous influence that may be exerted on body and
sjul alike by " witchcraft." And thus it comes about that magic is as

the breath of life to the untutored African.

A large portion of the book is devoted to an exposition of the lengths

to which this belief in magic impels the natives. Throughout the terri-

tory traversed by Dr. Nassau he found "Witchcraft Companies"
and other secret fetichistic societies, terrorizing entire communities
and productive of great social and economic ills. One of the longest

chapters is given over to a summing up of the practical effects of fe-

tichism as a whole, and the work is brought to a close with a most enter-

taining and suggestive collection of folk-lore tales, of high value to the

student. Indeed, the scientific interest is so obvious that it is surpris-

ing the publishers have not seen fit to provide an index.

JAPANESE LIFE—AN ALL-AROUND VIEW.
J.AP.'KNESE Life in Town and Country. By George William Knox.

Cloth, 267 pp. Price, f 1.20 net. G. P. Putnam's Sons.

BOOKS on all things Japanese—history, art, religion, modern life and
military exploits— some more, and others less informing, have
rolled off the presses, until the conscientious reader of all the

new books may fairly be said to be japanned. " Japanese Life in Town
and Country " has not the value of Mr. OkakuraKaduzo's studies of the

sources of Japanese inspirations, or

the fascination of the delicate inter-

pretative essays of Lafcadio Hearii,

or the statistical weight of "The
Russo-Japanese Conflict"; but it

gives, in spite of faults, an excellent,

all-around survey of the different

phases of history and life in the land

of cherry-blossoms and chrysanthe-

mums. It gives, moreover, a clear

idea of how this apparently sudden
modern revolution was made possible

by the naturally receptive mind of the

Japanese, their ability for reorganiza-

tion, and their long feudal training.

The vague and unsatisfactory por-

tion of the book, strangely enough,

is that which treats of religion.

Fewer quotations and a clearer man-
ner of presentment would have made
the chapters on Buddhism and Confu-

cianism more tangible and more readable. For this, Professor Knox, in

part, atones by translating a delightful sermon for " ladies and children,"

which holds the popular ethical teachings of the early nineteenth century

in a nutshell. It is wholly irresistible with its foreign wording and its

quaint parables, and sounds strangely familiar, an alien echo of Sunday
mornings in other parts of the world. After dwelling on the past for the

interpretation of the present, Professor Knox takes up modern life in

its many aspects and activities, and finds the samurai of New Japan so

full of energy and inquisitiveness that even an ordinary conversation

with a foreigner seems to resolve itself into a game of Twenty Ques-

tions.

Much has been said of the unreliability of the Japanese in commercial

transactions. It has been the basis of more than one indignant denun-

ciation. Professor Knox acknowledges it as the greatest national dan-

ger and disgrace, but pleads extenuating circumstances in the forced

growth of commercialism and the slow changing of the Japanese atti-

tude toward it as follows :

" ' There is such a thing as trade,' said an old samurai to his pupil,
' see that you know nothing of it, for trade is the only game in which
the winner is disgraced.' In a thoroughgoing feudal society, where per-

sonal gain was excluded, where men were to receive their daily portions

GEORGE WILLIAM KNOX.
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and therewith to be content, the man who sought gain was outside the

pale of respectability. Merchants there must be, as there must be scav-

engers, but both are to be avoided and despised. With such a name
it is not surprising that the merchants came to deserve it."

Whether Japan can hold the position she has so gallantly gained. Pro-

fessor Knox does not argue, except in so far as to say that " the achieve-

ments of the present are the promise of the future." Professor Knox
has had the unusual experience of fifteen years' intimacy with Japanese

thought and life. His judgment is generous, and his observation keen.

It is a pity that with so much interesting material his book has appar-

ently been hurried in preparation. Besides a cut and dried quality, al-

most inevitable because of the limitations of a series, there are faults of

arrangement and a clumsiness of phraseology that a little more time

and care would have prevented.

A MYSTERIOUS DISAPPEARANCE.
The Millionaire Baby. By Anna Katherine Green. Illustrated. Cloth,

358 pp. Price, I1.50. The Bobbs-MeTill Company.

TO "Sherlock Holmes" and to "Raffles" more than to any other

influence the renaissance of the detective story, which had rather

fallen into disrepute, may be attributed. Of this kind of story,

it is almost needless to say, is "The Millionaire Baby." Starting with

the disappearance of the only daughter of a family conspicuous for

wealth and social position, the story follows the fortunes of a young
detective, the head of a private agency, who is trying to recoup his

financial losses and to restore his prestige, dimmed by recent failure,

by the return of the missing child unharmed. The author has been

clever in the selection of her locale^ an extensive and somewhat isolated

estate on the east bank of the Hudson; in the delineation of her char-

acters, and in the atmosphere with which she has surrounded the

action—one of hereditary influences and psycho-physical phantasma-

goria. But she has not been clever enough to avoid that favorite ex-

pedient, which grows a little tiresome, whereby the regular police

authorities are made to adopt absurd theories in dealing with the mys-
tery under investigation.

Philo Ocumpaugh, the millionaire, is in Europe when the disappear-

ance of little Gwendolen throws his wife into a state of feverish excite-

ment that causes her friends to fear for her sanity. He cables to the

United States directing that the sum of $50,000 be offered for the re-

turn of the child unhurt. This draws to the Ocumpaugh estate sleuths

from every part of tlie country, among them the detective Trevitt, who
is made the mouthpiece of the author. Mrs. Ocumpaugh, who is young
and beautiful, becomes in her natural grief an object of universal solici-

tude. Even more appealing and scarcely less beautiful is Mrs. Carew,
her near neighbor and close friend. Certainly Mrs. Carew is drawn in

attractive colors, and from the first her devotion to the missing child is

undoubted. The reader can not but feel, however, that many of her

actions are insincere and that she is guiltily complicated in the abduc-
tion, if abduction it is.

The story abounds in episodes which are thrilling and well recounted.

One of the best of these describes a midnight visit to the tumble-down
retreat of a fanatical old doctor, in Yonkers ; another describes a stealthy

search by Trevitt and Mrs. Carew of a dilapidated, haunted pavilion

on the Ocumpaugh grounds—the center of the mystery and an object

of superstitious dread. By far the best bit in the whole book is the

secret history of this pavilion, which later in the night of the search

Mrs. Carew relates to the detective. The story, nevertheless, should

not be characterized as episodical. It is well and closely constructed,

and the development is continuous. The denouement is as satisfactory

as it is unexpected. The author, by the way, has not made the most of

her opportunities for an accompanying love-story.

A REMARKABLE CHARACTER.
Memorials of Edward Burne-Jones. By G. B-J. Cloth, 2 vols., pp. xii.

-|- 309 ; ix+ 372. Price, S6.00 net. The Macmillan Company.

LADY BURNE-JONES has performed a notable achievement in

this account of the life and character of her distinguished hus-

band, the late Edward Burne-Jones, the most prolific and influen-

tial of the group of painters known as the Pre-Raphaelites. She does
not attempt in the slightest to deal with the painter, but she succeeds in

portraying the man. No more intimate account of a man's life and
character has been given of recent years to the English reading public.

With no loss of dignity, the smallest domestic details are related to

throw light upon Sir Edward's character, and for once the public is

treated as if it were an old friend of the family. Nothing pertinent is

omitted which could make us realize what kind of man it was who pro-
duced those visions of beauty which many think to be the supreme
achievement of English art. We learn on what exiguous means he
started life, how full of fun and frolic the early days of struggle were,
the earnest spirit of far-reaching aims which underlay the fun, the com-
mon sense and uncommon industry which went with the high aims of

the artist and his friends.

For this book deals not alone with Burne-Jones himself, but with the
set who from Birmingham went down to Oxford about 1850, most of

them intending to join the church, and the majority of them ultimately

adopting a life of art. Edward Burne-Jones and William Morris were
the two stars of the system, and its sun was Dante Gabriel Rossetti, and
the present book is almost as valuable for the light it throws upon Ros-
setti and Morris as for the revelations it gives of Burne-Jones. All the
world knows how the set founded a furnishing establishment which ul-

timately revolutionized the decorative taste of the whole Anglo-Saxon
world. That was mainly Morris's work, but Burne-Jones was a member
of the firm, and the two friends were so closely connected that it would
be difficult to separate their art activities.

It was a strenuous life that is depicted in these pages. Throughout
his career Burne-Jones was hampered by weak health, but the enormous
output of his pencil shows how courageously he fought against it. Yet
his career was brightened by the friendship of the best men of his time,

and interesting glimpses are accordingly caught of Carlyle and Glad-
stone, George Eliot and Paderewski, Alma-Tadema and Lord Leighton.
Above all, Ruskin makes his appearance in the early part of the career

as an inspiration and influence.

Lady Burne-Jones, however, has not in any way overloaded pages
with extraneous matter relating to other personalities, except in so far

as they throw light on her husband's character. Few books of biography
keep so close to their object as this. No one can read it through with-

out coming quite close to one of the most attractive personalities of the

nineteenth century.

THE REVIVAL OF METAPHYSICS.
Elements OF Metaphysics. By A. E. Taylor. Cloth, pp. xvi -f- 419. Price,

$3.00. The Macmillan Company.

A System of Metaphysics. By George Stuart Fullerton. Cloth, 627 pp.
Price, $4.00. The Macmillan Company.

PERHAPS one of the most remarkable signs of contemporary
thought is the revived interest in metaphysics. Owing in large

measure to the influence of David Hume, the educated English
public have consistently refused even to consider those problems of ex-

istence which have troubled humanity from the time when it first be-

gan to think. But of recent years quite a remarkable reaction has

taken place in this regard, and under the influence of men like F. H.
Bradley, T. H. Green, and to some extent Shadworth Hodgson, a whole
school of philosophers have arisen in England who display a remarkable
unanimity in the results they reach about the ultimate realities. In

particular the series of Gifford lectures has produced such works as

Professor Ward's " Naturalismand Agnosticism," and Professor Royce's
"World and the Individual." At the same time the principles of

mathematics have been engaging deep attention at Cambridge, England,
and Johns Hopkins University, with the result that far-reaching views

have been enunciated with regard to numerical infiniteness which are

not without their influence on metaphysical problems.

Professor Taylor's work is an admirable introduction into the new
thought. He is in large measure a follower of Mr. F. H. Bradley, but
has also been touched with influence from Professors Ward and Royce,
and he has made a very stimulating attempt to summarize some of the

teachings of these three writers. In particular he has grasped the sig-

nificance of the new psychology, which regards conation or willing as

the central fact of mental life, and thus evades many of the difficulties

that the older style of psychology caused in its application to meta-
physics.

He poses the metaphysical problem in the form given to it by his

master, Mr. Bradley, the title of whose chief work, "Appearance and
Reality," might almost have served for that of Professor Taylor. One
can not help surmising that both thinkers have made the fundamental
confusion of identifying the real in itself with the real for some interested

person. By confining it to the latter meaning they obtain an idealism

which is systematic and attractive, but, one can not help thinking, cuts

off much of the reality of the world. The striking point, however,

about Professor Taylor's work is the use he makes of teleological con-

ceptions. While the old argument from design is being given up, a new
one has rapidly been adopted by the new thought which can not fail to

have a most important influence on the future of theology.

Professor Fullerton's work, on the other hand, while taking some ac-

count of the new thought, is mostly antagonistic to it. He calls his

book a system of metaphysics, but it is one of the most unsystematic

works of the kind we have come across. Nearly half of it is devoted
rather to psychology than to metaphysics, and somewhat antiquated

psychologj'- at that. Yet he has obviously read much, and thought con-

siderably on the problems which he discusses. His mind is an acute

one, and his comments on Clifliord's celebrated mind-stuff theory and
on Professor Royce's novel proof for the existence of God, are keen and
in many ways conclusive. But the whole book leaves a very indefinite

impression and can scarcely be recommended either to those who feel

tempted to commence this fascinating subject or to those who have al-

ready ventured more deeply into it.

As a matter of fact, the metaphysician deals with the most permanent
interests of mankind and the true realities of existence, but he gen-

erally does so in such a technical manner that most people who admire

philosophical poetry which deals with the same problems are repelled

by the arid technicalities of metaphysics. Even Professor Ta3ior's

book is not written so that they who desire to run as they read can

peruse it with any clear understanding.
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"At the Edge of the Yellow Sky."~Guy A. Jamie-
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" The Letters of Theodora."—Adelaide L. Rouse,

(Macmillan Company, $1.50.)

" The Study of the Parables."—Ada R. Habershon.
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" The Golden Hope."—Robert H. Fuller. (Mac-
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"On Becoming Blind."—Dr. Emile Javal. (Mac-
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"School Songs, with College Flavor."—Leo Rich
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Rainey Harper. (University of Chicago Press.)
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" Hannah Logan's Courtship."— Albert Cook Myers.

(Ferris & Leach, Philadelphia.)

"A Year's Wandering in Bible Lands."— George

Aaron Barton. (Ferris & Leach, $2 net.)

" Moths and Butterflies." — Mary C. Dickerson.

(Ginn & Co., Si.4o.)

" The World as Intention." — L. P. Gratacap.
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William Edwards Fitch, M.D. (Neal Publishing

Company, $2.)

" The Story of the Congo Free State." — Henry Wei
lington Wack. (G. P. Putnam's Sons, $3-50 net.)

" Out of Bondage." — Rowland E. Robinson.

(Houghton, Mifflin & Co., $1-25.)

" The Opal."—A Novel. (Houghton, Mifflin & Co..

$1.25.)

" Our Navy and the Barbary Corsairs."—Gardner

W. Allen. (Houghton, Mifflin & Co., $1.50 net.)
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Adams. (Houghton, Mifflin & Co., S3. 50.)

" The Epistle to the Ephesians." — Joseph Parker,

D.D. (A. C. Armstrong & Son.)

" The Opera Singers." — Gustav Kobbe. (Oliver

Ditson Company.)

" Billy Duane."—Frances Aymar Mathews. (Dodd,

Mead & Co., $1.50.)

" Pam."— Bettina von Hutten. (Dodd, Mead &
Co., Si.50-)

" The Hawthorne Centenary at the Wayside Con-

cord 1904." (Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Si.25 net.)

" Light on Some Dark Places—Some Things About
the Building Business in New York City."— Theo.

Starrett. (Published by Author, New York.)

" A Peculiar People." — Mrs. Arabella V. Chase.

(Wm. C. Chase, Washington, Si.)

"The Drink Problem."— Henry C. Potter. (Thos.

Y. Crowell & Co., S0.35.)

" Wonder - Book."— Nathaniel Hawthorne. (Mac-

millan Company.)

" The Personality of God." — Lyman Abbott.

(Thos. Y. Crowell & Co.)

" The Harvest of the Sea." — W. T. Grenfell.

(Fleming H. Revell Company, Si net.)
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The popularity of our cars has created a demand for a

complete line of Ford Models from which every users'

individual requirements can be satisfied.

Model B. $2000.
Side entrance tonneau,

4-cylin(ier vertical motor

riodel P. $iaoo
Has the popular Ford
double opposed motor,
divided front seat, rear

entrance
touueau

Model C. Syfio
Removable rear en-

train ce tonneau,double
opposed motor.

Get a Ford demon-

stration of power in

comparison with other

cars and see the differ-

ence between actual

power ind rated power

Detailed deBrriptions of these
models, togettier with our new
catalogue, descrihing unique
Ford features, will be Belli on
request.

Ford Motor Company, Detroit, Micli.
Canmdi«D tradv iiDpplivd hy the Ford Uotur Co. of Canada, Ltd., >Valkerville, Oot.

CURRENT POETRY.
The Broken Glass.

Bv John Whitk Ch.vdwick.

When it was whole, across this mirror fine

What images of strength and beauty passed .'

Here was the loveliness of woman glassed.

Of children, too, and, only less divine.

The forms of rocks and trees, the glorious shine

Of suns and stars, and, wondrously amassed.

The journeying clouds ; beneath them, ocean's vast

niimitable surge of restless brine.

'Tis shattered now, and all these things and more-
Great thoughts, imaginations strong and free-

Are in this glass reflected brokenly;

Crazed is the dance upon that polished floor.

Poor useless frame that held this sacred trust,

Too soon thou canst not crumble into dust

!

—/•'roll! Scribiter's Magazine.

The Watcher.

By Fanny Kemble Johnson.

Three of the night, wlien men are still,

Vou hear the Silence creeping down

—

All day it crouches on the hill

And looks toward the town.

But only at the dead of night

It dares to leave its dark retreat

And like an evil, untamed thing

Invade the vacant street.

The thousand sleep and do not hear.

Sleep sound, sleep deep, and never know
How hours long throughout the town

It paces to and fro.

Or lies at ease with large bright eyes

Fixed full upon my window square.

$33.00 Pacific Coast.

Tickets on sale daily, March i to May 15, Chicago to

San Francisco. Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle,

Victoria and Vancouver via the Chicago, Union Pacific

and North-Westem Line Correspondingly low rates

from other points. Daily and personally conducted excur-
sions in Pullman tourist sleeping-cars from Chicago to

Portland, .San Francisco and Los Angeles without change.
Double berth only $7 00. Fast trains, choice of routes.

Meals in dining-cars 1 a la carte 1 Booklets and folders

sent postpaid on receipt of 4 cents in stamps. All agents
sell tickets via this line. Address : W. M. KNISKERN,
P. T. M., C. & N. W. Ry., Chicago, Ills.
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For sometimes, sickened of surmise,

I rise and find it there.

I shudder, but I surely know
Some day when fires of Dawn are lit

To drive it backward to the hill.

That I shall follow it.

And let it lead me where the pines

Cast shadows that shall never shift.

For any sun. and leave me lost

Where shadows never lift.

—From Harper''s Magazine.

The Real Autocrat.

Lines WTitten after seeing a photograph of the infant
Czarevitch in his mother's arms.

Bv Edward J. Wheeler.

What tho a mighty empire reels and rocks.

And Revolution lifts his gory hand !

Complacent still amid the earthquake shocks.

One monarch on a throne unshaken stands.

Tho all the glittering social fabric fall,

Burying alike the evil and the good.

One precious thing shall rise amid it all

The autocracy divine of Babyhood.

For it is founded on the sacred right

Of utter helplessness : more potent far

Its mute appeal than, in their serried might.

Are all the massed battalions of the Czar.

All else might fall to dust or rise in smoke,

Vet this, emergent and inviolate.

Beauty and order would again evoke.

Restore the temples and rebuild the state.

AN IMPULSE EVERY RLYOLUTION!!

"^^^/nuytem^O
You understand, do you, that when we say " Two

impulses every revolution " we mean that the

wonderful Elmore two-cylinder two-cycle engine
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Car of Economy
In no feature is Cadillac superiority

more pronounced than in the economy
of maintenance—a motor problem
which, until we entered the field, re-

mained unsolved. The simple, durable,

common-sense construction of the

Cadillac, its perfect self-adaptability to

the various exigencies of automobile
travel, make it by far the most eco-

nomically maintained of all motor cars.

Absolute dependability and safety of

operation under all conditions are in-

sured in the Cadillac by its wonderful
ease and simplicity of control, for

neither the motor nor its connections
can in any way be deranged through a
mistake in manipulation. By a single,

almost unnoticeable, movement of the

driver's hand, the speed of the car,

though it equal that of an express train,

may within a few feet be reduced to a

mere snail-pace.

The illustration above shows our new
Model F Touring Cadillac, a car of

almost incredible power and enduraftce,

embodying all that could be desired, in

appointment, elegance of design, ex-

cellence of construction, comfort of

riding. These same surpassing quali-

fications are manifest in the other

models.

Model F—Side-Entrance Touring^ Car,
shown above, $950.

Model B—Touring: Car, witli detach-
able tonnean, $900.

Model E—Light, stylish, powerful
Runabout, divided seat, $750.

Model D—F n r-C v 1 i n d e r , 30 h. p.
Touringr Car, $2,800.
AH prices f.o.b. Detroit.

Write for catalog A O, and address of near-
est dealer, Ivhere you can try a Caddlac.

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE CO.,
Detroit, Mich.

Member Asso. Licensed Auto, itfrs.
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You will find it in the

UNIVERSITY PRINTS
with 1 142 others not included

in any other series.

ICui-fsiu of Uiiivorslt y Travel,
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PERSONALS.
Founder of the Stanford University.—The

death of Mrs. Stanford leads a correspondent of the

New York Tribune to give some new facts relating to

the origin of Leland Stanford, Jr., University. He

writes :

" Early one morning, in 1884, the chaplain of the

American Church in Florence, Italy, was called to the

Hotel de la Pai.x, in that city, by a message that stated

Mr. Stanford's son had just died and that Mr. and
Mrs. Stanford would very much like to see him.

" He went at once and was taken into a darkened
chamber, where the young man"s body had been tem-

porarily arranged. There he had prayers, Mr. and
Mrs. Stanford and tlie former's secretary being present.
" When lie had finished, Mr. Stanford, who, tho a

strong man, seemed stunned, said to the chaplain :

' I have just had a very strange experience, and if you
will be kind enough to come into the next room I

would like to tell you about it, and ask your advice.'

As tliey were about to enter he paused a moment and
said :

' Would you object to my asking my wife to

come, too ?
' The chaplain, of course, said he would

not, so the three entered the room, and as soon as the

door was closed and all were seated Mr. Stanford

said: ' Just after my son died I sank into a chair and
for a time became unconscious. While I was in this

state my son, who seemed to be standing just beside

me, said :
" Father, I want you to build a university

for the benefit of poor young men, so that they can

have the same advantages the rich have." After that

he left me. Now, tell me what you think of that, and
do you think I ought to do it?' This question was
addressed to the chaplain, who, with Mrs. Stanford,

had been listening intently.

" The chaplain replied: 'It seems to me more im-

portant what you think about it ; that is, are you in

sympathy with the idea, and is it in your power to

carry it out ?
'

' Yes,' said Mr. Stanford, ' I do think

it would be a good thing, and we have no one to leave

our money to now.'
" ' Why not do it, then ?

' asked the chaplain, ' for it

would be a fine and noble life work for you, as well as

a fitting memorial to your son.'

" ' I will, and I want you to come and advise me
what to do and 'how to do it.' For this the chaplain

was unprepared, and he tried to explain that his rela-

tions to his work in Florence were of such a nature as

to make an acceptance impossible. Mr. Stanford,

apparently thinking it was a financial matter, offered

to pay all debts or claims, and asked the chaplain

what salary he would come for, offering him various

sums as high as $50,000, after which he wished him to

state what sum would induce him to go. Nor could

he seem to realize that it was not a question of

money, or that the chaplain would gladly go with him

without any salary, being financially independent

himself, if he felt free to do so, as he was deeply inter-

ested in this pjroject which had been so unusually and

so unexpectedly introduced.

" The conversation then turned upon a memorial

marble group of the parents and son, with the latter as

the central figure, after which Mr. Stanford made a

final effort to persuade the chaplain to accompany
him, and when they parted his manner was that uf ,1

man who was at a loss to understand what sort of a

person it could be that could not be hired if the offer

was big enough. He seemed amazed and perhaps a

trifle disgusted, but it did him good, for it diverted his

thought in some measure from the blow he had just

received.

" It was in this way that the idea of the Leland

Stanford, Jr., University originated."

How Roosevelt IJecaine a Rancliman.—A. T.

Packard, writing in The Saturday Evoiing Post

(Philadelphia), tells how Mr. Roosevelt made his first

step into ranch life. It was in 1882 that he visited the
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frontier town of Medora, Dak., to arrange with the

Chimney Butte outfit to take him on a buffalo hunt.

The story continues

:

In the course of the evening, after the theme of buf-

falo hunting liad been worn threadbare, the talk some-

how turned to ranching. Of course, the boys warmed

to this subject right away, for they were i)ractical cat-

tlemen. More than this, they were sound and level-

headed business men and had a shrewd realization of

the sjreat profits to be made in ranching. As I remem-

ber it. the young ranchmen did not know that their

visitor was in command of wliat, in those days, was

considered an independent fortune, and that he could

draw his check for an amount sufficient to acquire al-

most any average outfit in that part of the great

northern cattle range. Hut, at any rate, their hearts

were in their theme, and they must have talked most

convincingly, for Roosevelt listened intently to all

that was said, considered their statements carefully,

and repeatedly interrupted to ask questions and to

offer comments.

Almost the last thing before they turned into their

bunks that night Roosevelt asked them how much

money would be required to start a ranch in the right

shape, so that it would have every reasonable chance

for success. They told him that the first two or three

years would " spoil the looks of $45,000."

"And how much of that sum would be needed in

spot cash, at the outset ?"

" Ten thousand dollars would start the game all

right," responded Merrifield.

With that the subject was dropped until they all

lined up at the breakfast-table in the morning. Of

course, the boys thought that their guest had probably

forgotten all about the brilliant prospects of the ranch-

ing business as they had painted them to him the

evening before. Buffalo hunting was all they ex-

pected him to think of for the remainder of the day.

But right there was where he sprung a real Roosevelt

surprise on them.

Suddenly looking up from his plate of breakfast

bacon, he said :
" Boys, I've been thinking about that

ranching proposition, and I'll go into it with you. If

you are agreed I'll draw my check right now for the

#10,000."

The boys were all too much astonished to do more

than nod their heads in assent ; but that was all that

was necessary, for Roosevelt drew his checkbook from

his pocket and made his word good without rising

from the table.

Then they started out on their buffalo hunt, and I

do not doubt that the President now looks back on his

ride at the heels of the shaggy herd that day as one of

the rarest and most interesting of his e.xperiences as a

sportsman.

He remained in the Bad Lands only a short time,

returning after a few days to take up the strenuous

life of civilization as it is lived in New York. If he

expected soon to get back to the ranch, as no doubt he

did. he was disappointed, for before he could do so the

time had arrived for him to complete his investment.

This he did by sending his ranch partners a draft for

$35,000.

In order to realize how quickly President Roosevelt

forms his judgments of men, and how completely he

trusts those judgments after he has once formed them,

let me emphasize the fact that it required only one

evening's conversation with entire strangers to bring

him to the determination to place in their hands an

investment of $45,000, $10,000 of that amount to be

paid on the spot ; that he did not ask them for security
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or even for references— did not even make inquiries

about their reliability, connections, or resources. He
simply put his money on an offhand "size-up" of

their character.

This is the way he has always acted in his dealings

with men, and it is a matter of record that his average

in picking winners is astonishingly high. Whether in

politics, in business, in sportsmanship, or in society,

this method of selecting his associates is thoroughly

characteristic of Theodore Roosevelt and is one of the

elements whicli have carried him into the Wliite

House and given him a place in the minds of millions

of his countrymen as the ideal American. He does

not trust men indiscriminately, but intuitively : and in

comparatively a small percentage of cases has his con-

fidence been misplaced.

Many hundreds of our subscribers, especially those

who were interested in The Literary Digest's
Tour to Europe a few years ago, will be interested to

learn that Dr. R. H. Crunden, under whose able

management that tour was undertaken, has estab-

lished a connection with the Raymond & Whitcomb
Company, 25 Union Square, New York City.

Current Events.

Foreign.

Russo-Japanese War.

March 4.—Kuropatkin reports that the left wing of
his army has been broken, and that the Japanese
are preparing to crumple up its right, and are
threatening the line of retreat. Oyama's plan is

believed to be to break the Russian flanks, encir-
cle the Russians, and deal a final crushing blow
at the centre.

March 6. -Despatches say that the Japanese en-
veloping movement has been successful, and
that scouts of Kuroki's and Nogi's armies have
met north of Tie Pass. An attack along the
entire Japanese line is said to be in progress
while the battle rages in a great arc around
Mukden.

March 8.—Reports from the front indicate that
Kuropatkin has been defeated and has aban-
doned his positions south of Mukden. The
Japanese are now attacking Mukden from all

sides, and Kuropatkin is expected to retreat
from that city to Tie-Ling. Paris hears that
the Russian fleet under Rozhdestvensky has left

Madagascar waters, bound for home.

March g.—Oyama reports that the railway between
Mukden and Tie-Ling has been cut, and that
fighting continues nortn and northwest of Muk-
den. A despatch from New-Chwang says that
80,000 Russians are surrounded at Tie Pass. It

is reported that the Russian Ambassador in Lon-
don has paid $325,000 indemnity to the Hull
trawlers who were fired on by the Baltic fleet.

March 10.— Mukden and Fu-Shun are in the hands
of the Japanese; immense quantities of stores,

guns, and ammunition are captured by Oyama,
who reports that the Japanese enveloping move-
ment has been entirely successful. Kurojjatkin
reports that he is surrounded, but the Russian
War Office officials think he may try to fight his
way through to safety.^

Russia.

March 4.—The Czar's rescript regarding an elective
assembly is well received by the Russian people.
Disturbances continue throughout Russia, espe-
cially in Poland.

March g.—The news of the defeat of the Russians in

Manchuria is received with rejoicing in Poland
and also in St. Petersburg. Peasant risings, ac-

comianied with great destruction of property,
are reported from the Baltic provinces.

March 10.—Count Tolstoy, in a letter to tlie London
Times, says all governments are evil ; he advises
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liberalism, and says that reforms must be ac-

complished by the moral uplifting of the indi-

vidual.

Othkr Foreign News.

March 4.- The German Government is reported to

be sounding Washinj-ton as to the prospect of

an arbitration treaty with the United States.

March 6.- Mr. Wyndham. Chief Secretary for Ire-

land in the British Ministry, resigns because of
the recent Parliamentary controversy over Ire-

land.

March 7.— .\ motion in the House of Commons call-

ing for remedial measures in regard to evicted
tenants in Ireland is defeated by a vote of 220 to
1S2.

Congress.
Domestic.

March 4.—The Fifty-eighth Congress is brought to
a close with the usual formalities in both houses.

March b.— Senate : The special session called by
President Roosevelt is begun. A message is re-

ceived from the President urging the ratification

of the Santo Domingo treafy. Nominations of

Cabinet members, ambassaciors, and ministers
are presented. Ex-Senator Cockrell, of Mis-
souri, is appointed Interstate Commerce Com-
missioner.

March 8.- Senate: The diplomatic and consular
appointments made by the President are con-
firmed; the Foreign Relations Committee
amends the Dominican treaty.

March 9.

—

Senate: The F"oreign Relations Commit-
tee orders a favorable report on the Dominican
treaty.

March 10.—Senate: Funeral services for Senator
Bate are held in tlie .Senate Chamber. The
Senators, it is said, will fight the confirmation of
the negro, ,-\nderson, who was appointed Col-
lector of Internal Revenue at New York.

Other Domestic News.

March 4.— President Roosevelt and Vice-President
F^airbanks are inaugurated at the Capitol at
Washington.

March 5.- Commissioner of Corporations Garfield
announces that he has begun the inquiry into
the methods of the Standard Oil Company.

Secretary Taft's visit to the Philippines in July.it
is said, may involve a change in the Govern-
ment's policy looking to a larger measure of self-
government of the islands.

March 6.— .\ Republican State Senator of Colorado
declares that Si.500 had been offered to him to
vote for Governor Adams in the Governorship
contest.

March 7.— Mr. Cortelvou takes up the duties as
Postmaster-General ; he announces his intention
of resigning the Chairmanship of the Republi-
can National Committee.

A strike on the two principal transit systems of
New York causes great inconvenience to more
than a million people in the metropolis.

March 8. -President Roosevelt intends to make
radical changes in the membership of the Pana-
ma Canal Commission.

March 9.—Senator ^Villiam B. Bate, of Tennessee,
dies in Washington from pneumonia resulting
from a cold caught on inauguration day.

Proved His Teacher Wrong. - Little Willie's

father found his youthful son holding up one of his

rabbits by the ears and saying to him :
" How much is

seven times seven, now ?
"

' Bah," the father heard the boy say, " I knew you
couldn't. Here's another one : Si.x times si.x is how
much ?

"

" Why, Willie, what in the world are you doing with
your rabbit ? " asked the father.

Willie threw the rabbit down with disgust, "I
knew our teacher was lying to us," was all he said.

'" Why. how ? " asked his father.

" Why. she told us this morning that rabbits were
the greatest multipliers in the world."—Ladies' Home
Journal.
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Highly endorsed. If you wish to see n Kood thine nf this
«u. c!

enclose 25 cts. for booklet to W. H. Kiiiil).-ill.
lUM b. Monroe Avenue, Green Bay, Wis.

Plenty of Wings
to Choose From

Tlie Wing's the thing for
Spring. Plenty o£ breath-
ing room as the ther-
mometer creeps up.

It took 23 new and
original names to desig-
nate all our wing styles.
We have them in all

shapes and heights, and
in quarter sizes.
We do a tremendous

business in wings.— first,

because our many styles
are right.— then they don't
break the first or second
trip to the laundry. |#"

* * *

TO PROVE r:r!'i7-
delibly mark your collars as
they go to the laundry,— sec
which kind gets most marks.

Ask your furnisher for Cor- ^^—«^

liss-Coon Collars. If he won't /^/^i
supply you, we will by mail V-iiJ|
at 15o each, 2 for 25c.

Write for the Book, "Better
Collars." It shows the styles
and tells why better collars.

CORLISS, COON 6 CO., Dept. J, TROY, N.Y.

Three heights—
2. -IH,, 2S in.

DON
Co: ^.s

2i^"3^«

Why Collars Break
Hold a Corliss-Coon Collar to a strong

light. You will see where interlining has been
cut away. Interlinings are of heavy mater-
ial, to support the fine surface linens; the

body of the collar needs two interlinings,

—

four ply of material in all.

But when four thicknesses are ironed in

a sharp fold the outside material is stretched

to the point of breaking.
The prevention in Corliss-Coon Collars:

—

One interlining is cut away from the entire

wing and both of them at the top of the fold,

where ordinary wing collars break first

BUILD YOUR OWN BOAT
BY THE BROOKS SYSTEM
Vdii can build your own

Launch— Sail boat—Row boat or
Canof in your iuisurt; time

—

ovcninKH—and tht? work will bo
a source of profit and pleasure.
It's easy when we show you how.

.*!'.! (•o*crs the povt of u .*.iO float,

CheapiT hunts ro«>t \k"*s in proportion.
Write us— we'll ti*ll you how.
The Brooks System consists of

exact size l*rlnle(l rnlterns of
every piece, with Detailed instnic-
tions ji complete set of Workint;
lUuslrulions, showing each step
of the work, an itemized bill of
:niftt(>rial re(iuired and how to
secure it.

it\er ^ix thousand amateurs suc-
cessfully built boats by the
Brooks System last year. Fifty
per cent, of them have built
their second boat. Many have
established themselves in the
Boat manufacturing business.

Patterns ofjill kinds and .-«i7.«'-slroni 12
to bh feet. Prire.H from .$^.50 up

—

Catalog and particulars FHKK. F()r

25r. 100 page catalog containingvahiidile
inforniation from the amateur yachts-
man, ehowing several working ilhistni-

tions of each boat, and a full set for
<:>ne boat. Full hne of kn^x-k-down and
completed boats. When so ordered

—

F'attfrns ;ire expressed, charges prepaid,
('. (1. I),, to ;in.,w --.\:iiT,iii;itl..li.

Brooks Boat Manufacturing Co.
Originators of Uih Pattern System

ofBoat lluilding

2403 Ship St., Bay (ily, Mich., V.S.A.

Kaise Money Itaisiiif? 25c. Book Frec

GINSENG
TImt every reader of '/Vie Lit-

erarii Dii/fst muy learn how
larKO profits are to be made
throuKh the planting of Gin-
seng in a small garden spaee, I
am distributing a limited edi-
tion of my regular 25 cent kook
absolutely without charge.

I am 7'h(nnps(ni of Scranton,
the Ginseng Man. I sell the
true American Ginseng roots
and seed, and guarantee them.
W'rile fur hixik l(i-(t;iv. Acfiits w.uited.

.'IrOiiii* C Thoiiipson
Dfpt. 72. Iliotnpsnn IJIiIr. . S< ranton.Pa,

You don't have to be an electrical
engineer to understand the articles
published in

"ELECTRICITY"
Subscribe for this WEEKLY journal
and keep abreast of the times.

Only ONE DOLLAR A YEAR for

52 issues or 1,000,000 words of inter-
esting matter. Sample copy free.

Address

ELECTRICITY NEWSPAPER

Nature Helps
Are you sick ? It's your fault. Are
you half sick .'' You are to blame.
You have violated nature's laws.

Stop it. Grow strong, robust and
spirited. How? Well, if you send
IOC. for postage we'll surprise you.

It's so easy to live properly you
won't believe it at first. And it IS

a grand, new way to live too.

THE NATUROPATH, Suite 50,
124 B. 59th St., New York City

What Is Daus' Tip-Top?

Onus Biiildiiii;,

TO PKOVE that Daus' "Tip-top " is

the best and simplest device for making
100 Copies from pen-written and 50

Copies from typewritten original,
we will ship complete duplicator,
cap size, without deposit,
ten (10) days' tri&l.
Pr/ir .?/'.. 'O'fs.s- (/(irfc ^ ^ _ ,

rli:<ciyini1 nf S3'/,% (ir «t>0 let
OAIT.S ISITPMCATOIt iU.

Ill John St., iVcw Vurk City

COUGHS

invaluable to consutn/t^
tivBSg and all who suffer
front throat disordersm

THE ALTERNATE SEX. New theories relating
to the female intellect in man, and the mascuHne in
woman, by Chakles Godfrey Leland, F.R S.L.A.M.,
author of "The Breitman Ballads," etc., i2nio,
cloth, 134 paees. Si.oo net. P'unk & Wagnalls Com-
pany, Pubs., New York.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertiaers.

"itSii'tV MOUNT BIRDS
iifitl ;inimals. A lii-lighHu! work !-.i iiicn. » nmtMB
and buys. Qukkly learned duiiii« spart; time.
FascinntiiiB, profitable. Adorn home, den and
office witti lieautiful specimens. Thousands ol
successful students. Standard methods, liishest

references. SHlisfuftion iruarHiileed* Our new
catalog AMSOI,in'KI.Y KKKK. \^'l{lTK FOR ONE TO-
DAY. Thp N. W, SCHOOL OF TAXIDERMY,
78 Conuuercial National Hank, Omaha, Neb.
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A Sound Investment
DIAMOND prices are adv.ineing-, and so rapidly

that only those dealers who tarry large quan-
tities can puarantee their prices in advance

with any certainty. A diamond bought now and
resold in one year's time will realize a ninch higher
rate ofprofit than any other equally sale investment.

We nre Direct Importers anil Cutters. \\'e save whole-

.salers', jobbers', and retailers' prolits. Onr prices are 15
per tent. ti> 25 per cent, less than an) competitor can
possibly offer. (Compare our prices with your dealers'.)

W'e carry an enormous stock, anil positively stand by every

price quoted in our catalog.

TERMS:
20;^ down and \0% per month
TraiBactions strictly conlidential. Liberal exchange plan.

A special discount of 10 per cent, will be allowed on
watches during March.

We were established in IMIS, and are the oldest dia-

mond house in the trade. .\s we handle only First \Vater

stones they can be absolutely depended upon for quality.

fo ON YOUR MONEY
First Mortgage Loans
You can safely invest your money with us, and

be absolutely sure of getting six per cent free

and clear of taxes and all other expenses.

No risk or speculation -your money will be
secured by first mortgage on Farin Homes. We
give you $3 to I5 worth of gilt-edge security for

every dollar you invest wfth us. Our 128-page

publication descriptive of the country is full of
interesting facts, and puts this whole country

before you clearly—we'll send it free to pros-

pective investors—also our booklet '
' We're

Right on the Ground," and list of loans.

1^
E. J. Lander & Co., Box 8, Grand Forks, N. D.

Williams'

Shaving

Stick
nifies—Perfection.

Williams Shaving Sticks, Shaving .

Tablets, Toilet Waters, Talcum
Powder, Jersey Cream Toilet
Soap, etc., sold everywhere

Write for booklet " How to Shave "

THE J. B. WILLIAMS CO.
Glastonbury, Conn.

Postage Stamp ooiiecting
,\s a hobliy or di^e^lin^ jiiirsuti, col-

p'ctiii^ ot fiireiirn poslatre stamps
only apjieals to Itie more iiitellif;ent.

A weekly paper devoted to the
pastime reaches 10,000 readers.
It will be sent to you 6 weeks for

,5 cents. If you are interested
and mention The Literaet

Digest, we will send you in addition //w the following:
100 foreign stamps and a jiocket albtim, an illustrated stamp
catalogue, and a book of information " About Stamps."
We otfer for cash orders : 54fi rlifFerent foreign stamps for
$1.50; 1,000. all different, *3.'2.t ; M) mixed foreign stamps.
l!5c. Gummed hinges for mounting stamps, 10c. per 1,000.
Mention this paper.

Clomn Alhlimo No. l. Flexible cover, clolh Imck . . 25c.
OldlllU AluUIIIOl No. 2. Full ereen cloth, stiff rover . AOc.

.No. 3. t'lulh .V: aold to hold 6,(100 stps., 75c.

Stamps submitted on approvtil at 50-'^ discount from
standard catalogue. Corre3i)ondence solicited with col-
lectfirs. Collections and rare stamps bought for cash.

V. II. )>£K£EL STAMP ic PCKLISHING CO., St. Louis, Mo.

Readers of The Litkrar

CHESS.
[All communications for this Department should be

addressed: " Chess-Editor, Literary
Digest."]

Problem 1,044.

Composed for The Liter.\ry Digest by

Albert A. ARNkEiM, New York City.

Black- Ten Pieces.

i
mi

m •

im amiJTcSl X rjlat
'^^fi ^"y*<'' fe*^

m. mm
fm

White -Eight Pieces.

8; 4Kppq; P3S3; RbRpks; ^Srap; 6pi;
6 B I

; 4 Q I B I.

White mates in two moves.

Problem 1,045.

Composed for The Literary Digest by

Murray Marble,

Affectionately inscribed to Dr. J. O. Marble.

Black—Two Pieces.

WW: W
M « i^

W'£.':' A WM//,

^m. iSl wwM ywM
mm. <mM. W/.

WHiite—Nine Pieces.

2B5; 8; 7B; PaPp P2; I K2k3; 4P3; 3R4;
5 R2.

White mates in three moves.

Erratum.

Problem 1,040 : Black P on K R 3 instead of K R 4.

Solution of Problems.

No. 1,034.

(Remove the Knight.)

Q—K 8 K— Kt ^ Q—K 5, mate

K—B4

K—B 6

K-Kt4

Any
i-

B—R sch Q—K 5, mate

K-Bs
3-

B-R5! B—B 6, mate

K-R5
3-

Q—K 5, mate

Other

"LET HER GO!"
You can't estimate the benefit and
/«n your boy or girl would get out

Irish Ma-il
** It*s f/eared**

Ideal exercise for young muscles.
Doesn't overtax. A cleverly
designed, strongly built little hand
car. Has speed, snap, style.

Perfectly safe. If your dealer
haen't it, order direct from us.

Write for illustrated booklet
FKKK.

Hill-Standard Mfe. Co., 252 Irish Mail Street, Auderson, Ind.
Successors to The Standard MJg. Co.

It takes a good

dealer to sell right

lamp-c h imneys
when wrong ones

pay so much better.

Macbeth.

The Index tells you, in ten minutes, allyou

need to know for comfort with lamps and

the saving of chimney-money; sent free;

do you want it?

Macbeth, Pittsburgb.

— - - - - ^^. -tj. _^

"

Now Is the time • J.
to start a

Diamond Savings Account
Select the Diamond you would like tol
own and wear from our 1905 Catalogue'
and It will be sent at once on approval.
If you like It, pay one-tifth of tlie price
and keep It, sending the balance to us In
eight equal monthly payments. We open these
accounts with all honest persons who want to save.
Diamonds will pay 20 per cent profit from Increased
values in 1905. or five times better than banks. Satis
faction absolutely guaranteed. Write for Catalog today.

LOFTIS BROS. & CO.(f|y
DIAT^ONDS. WATCHES. JEWELRY

Dept. C.4I, 92 to 98 State Street. Chicago, III.

winners of Gnld Medal at St. Louts Exposition.

SPENCERIAN
PERFECT

Steel Pens
USED BY EXPERT AND CAREFUL
PENMEN FOR NEARLY FIFTY YEARS
Sample card, 12 pens different patterns,
•will be sent for trial on receipt of6 cents in

postage stamps. Ask for card R,

SPENCERIAN PEN CO.
349 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

^lOP FORGETTING

!

ITHE KEY TO SICCE^

««HOW TO REMEMBER*'

Write to-day for this wonderful]- resting,

illustrated 32-page Booklet, telling' ' bout the

fascinating DICKSON METHOD—absolutely guar-

anteed to improve your memory

—

Sent FREE.
DICKSON SCHOOL OF MEMORY, 754 Kimball Hall, Chicago

nUCJlD DATCC California, Washington. Oregon.
WnCflr nHICd Colorado. We secure reduced
rates on Housthol.l Goods to the above States for intend-
ing settlers. Write for rates. Map of California free.

TRANS-CONTINENTAL FKEIGHT CO., F-SoS Uearboru St., Cliicago.

A4jttu)fVUI
Attacks stopped permanently. Cause removed. Breath-
ing organs and nervous system restored. Symptoms never
return. No medicines needed afterwards. 21 years of
success treating Asthma and Hay Fever. 68,000 patients.
Rook 9!i.\ free. Very interesting.
Write P. HAROLD HAYES, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Y Digest are asked to mention ti;o publication when writing to advertisers.
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B—K 3 ch B—R 5, mate

K-Kt5 K--B6

K--B4

3.

Other

B-K 3ch

Q—K 6, mate
3-

Q—K 4, mate

Q or B mate

P-R4
B— Kt sq.

Any

No. 1,036. Key-move

No. 1,037. Key-move

Solved by M. Marble, Worcester, Mass.; the Rev. G
Dobbs, New Orleans ; F. S. Ferguson, Birmingham,
Ala.; H. W. Barry, Boston; A. C. White, New Vork
City; W. Runk, Highland Falls, N. Y.; Dr. J. H. S.,

Geneva, N. V.; S. W. Bampton, Philadelphia ; F.

Gamage, Westboro, Mass.; R. H. Ramsey, German-
town, Pa.; the Rev. W. Rech, Kiel, Wis.; A. Kooke,
Franklin Cliess-club, Philadelphia ; C. Nugent, New
York City; the Rev. I.. H. Bahler, Mariaville, N. Y.;

£. A. C, Kinderhook, N. Y.; B. W. La Mothe, Strat-

ford, Conn.; N. D. Waffle, Salt Springville, N. Y.; L.

R. Williams, Omaha ; C. H. Schneider, Decatur, 111.;

J. E. Wharton, Sherman, Tex.; J. P. S., Collegeville,

Pa.; .-X. Heine, Parkersburg, W. Va.; " Clejor," New
York City.

1,034: L. Goldmark. Paterson, N. J.; G. Patterson,

Winnipeg, Can.; R. G. Eyrich, New Orleans; H. A.

Seller, Denver ; G. Lane, New York City.

1,034,1.037: "Twenty-three," Philadelphia; R. H.
Renshaw, University of Yiiginia; A. Regenbrecht,

Peters, Te.\.

1.036: E. A. Kusel, Oroville, Cal.; Lyndon, Athens,

Ga.; J. McMurray, Luna Landing, Ark.

1,036, 1037: The Rev. J. G. Law, Walhalla, S. C;
the Rev. S. M. Morton, D.D., Effingham, 111.; C. S.

Jacobs, Montreal; W. E. Hayward, Indianapolis; W.
G. Hosea, Cincinnati; B. .\lten, EljTia, O. ; C. P
Crumb, St. Louis.; A. F. Tarrazi, New York City.

1.037: D. H. Wiltsie, Jamestown, N. Y.; Z. G.,

Detroit; M. Wisner, Norris, Mont.; Russell, German-
town, Pa.; J. H. Cravens, Kansas City, Mo.; Dr. P.

Joor. Maxwell, la.; D. L. H. Cogswell, Warner, N.

H.; C. E. W. Woodward, Chicof)ee Falls, Mass.; K. D.

Robinson, Westfield, N. J.; L. A. Maynard Kingston,

Mich.; R. M. Brockman, Grand Forks, N. Dak.; S.

von Rague, St. Louis; G.J. Cosgrove, Philadelphia;

P. A. Hatchard, New York City; J. R. Beede, West
Epping. N. IL; C. SilLiert itwelve years old), Boston.

Comments (1,0341: " A fine 3-er notwithstanding the

restrictive Key "—M. M.; "Pretty fair miniature"—
G. D.; "Very good"—J. H. S.; "Scientific; varia-

tions after i and i very fine"—R.
K-Kt 4 K—Kt 5

H. R.; " Very difficult "-L. H. B.; "Neat and easy"
-B. W. L. M.; "Most beautiful"— C. H. S.; "Not
wonderful; key too obvious" J. E. W.; " One of the

best "— L. G.; "It is not easy to hurt such a position"
-" 23"

1.036: "Very clever"—G. D.; "The R-maneuvers
are superb"— R. H. R.; "Key-move rather forced;

but the variations are magnificent, and the problem is

very high class "-C. N.; " Beautiful"—L. H. B.;

" Very perplexing "— C. H. S.; " I admire this very

much"-J. E. W.; "Fine"-J. G. L.; "One of the

best"-S. M. M.; "Too pointed "-C. S. J.; "Diffi-

cult and beautiful"— W. E. H.

1,037: " Excellent setting"—M. M.; "Interesting"—
W. R.; " Key evident ; but refreshing on account of

seven distinct defensive 'check'"— R. H. R.; "Very
clever "—W. R.; " Odd and good ; too bad that the

white P is necessary"—C. N.; "Above the average"
—B. W ^ M.; " Most ingenious"—J. E.W.; " Truly

PROGRESSIVE
NEW ORLEANS

Bargains in Manufacturing Sites and

Commercial Realty

Write us for 'Particulars

EMILIEN PERRIN
345 Baronne Street

NEW ORLEANS. LA.
v. J

Witt's
Corrugated Can

For Ashes Take no chances. Your house is not

safe from fire unless kitchen and fur-

nace ashes f.re put in Witt's Can, the ow\y fire-proof •a^\v

can. Indispensable to a neat yard or cellar.

ForGarbae** ^" ^^"'^ ^^" garbage offends
M.\j\. v^axx^agc neither eye nor nose; can't attract

flies nor be scattered by dogs. -Sr/w/Azr}- garbage holder.

No wooden staves to break off; no iron supports to

add needless weight. A trim can made of corrugated

sted (one piece), galvanized and with close fitting lid.

Strongest ash and garbage can made. ^-^ ''"^

ll/";**' !> *1 f'^r ashes, ffarba<:;^e and for "
"

" '* * ® '^^*-
If e 71 c r a I household rise.

Easly carried. Practically never wears out.

AsR your dealer for "Witt's"
(" Wilfs Can'' stamped in HI.) If your dealer hasn't them, send us
his name; we will send you ihrough him, on his order, Can or Pail

on approval.
If you like it, pay the deal-r; if nc^t, send it back to him; we will

protect the dealer and it woi't cost you a cent. If you have no dealer
order direct from us. JVri'e us for any further information. Easv to carryTHE WITT CORNICE CO., Dept. K, Cincinnati, O. Two sizes: 5 and 7 glj.

Three Sizes :

No. I

—

1$>4 X z6 in.

No. 2— 18 X 26 in.

No. 3—2oJ< X z6 in.

TARTARLITHINE
A Kansas City Physiiian writes:

—

I desire to state that I have used

Tartarlithine in my own case, and re-

sults obtained under minute observa-

tion during administraion, thus far,

have been exceedingly 'avorable.

Rheumatism

Tartarlithine rarely fails because it supplies

the blood with tlie necessa'y substances to dis-

solve and remove the poison of rlieumatism

—

uric acid. We want ever^' sufferer to try it, and
will send a sample packag2 w ith our booklet on
the cure of rheumatism free to every applicant.

Preicribed and eidorsed by t/te

hading physicians 0/ t/te country.

Ask Yoxjr Doctor Abovit It

Free sninf>tc and oifr booklet on ttie

cure 0/Rheninatis fli sent on request

McKesson & Bobbins ''V,'^'V:;:-k''-

Sole agents for the lartarlithine Co.

HIGHXLASS
INVESTMENT

A manufacturing
enterprise, organized

/\nD/\n'rf IMii>v ^'^^ *" uninterrupted
OPPORTUNITY operation for fifty

^_l^^_^^^^^^^^ five years, offers for^^^^^^^^^^^^^
sale alimited amount

of preferred stock bearing interest at ]%.

The earnings of this company are in no wise
speculative, and the rate of interest offered
is based on the past and present business.
This is not an offer of general stock sub-

scription, but represents a private interest
bought in by an official of the company,
and which he is now desirous of placing
among a few selected investors.

Forfurther particulars and information, address

V. IS. IWEKT.ME.XT CO., 1*. O. Box 1 5»*J,

MIII.AUEI.I'III.V. I*.%.

% GUAR.ANTEED
WATER BONDS

Writo for Circular L, jind New York, Boston, Phila-
delphia, and Pittsburgh bunk references.

GORPO^ON
or PITTSBURGH, PA.

I».*IU-UP CAPIT.IL, - - S300, 000.00
JAMES S. KUHN, L. L. McCLELLAND,

Presiile-nt. Sec'f/and Treasurer.

flBEARNS
i-;Te»:iyirRiTEi

ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertisement writers earn big salaries^from
$"-*5 to $100 per weelc. Learn this protitable

business easily and quickly BY MAIL. The
school that trradimtes experts is en-

dorsed by all leading business men
and publishers of the country,

Beautifu Prospectus free.

PAGE-DAVIS COMPANY |
Suite 31, 90 Wabash Avenue f

CHICAGO 2

I

i

A Dream of Fair Women (Tennyson)
An Alt rcirtl.ilio tonUiining (lO) pictures ol

be;iiitiful women representing djrterent types from

the orient:iI Ijeauty to the Cowboy Girl of the wild

west. All niiide in tlie most beautiful and nrtistic

colors. Size 7x10 inches, made on artist stippled

paper. Very appropriate for framing and just the

thing for your den. Sent prepaid to any address m
U. S. or Canada for 50c. e.xp. or J'. O. M. 0.,

currency or V. S. stiimps. Address

THE WHITE riTV AKT COMPAHiY
Sa.l l»<-:ii-l>orii St., Cliioaso, III.

p. >.— II you order in ten days an extra picture

entitled " A Nifty Dip " will be sent free.

Our Hand Book on Patents, Trade-Marks, etc.,

sent free. Patents procured through Munu <fe

Co., receive free notice in the

Scientific A>ierica.n
MUIS'?^ & CO.. S57 Broadway, N. Y.

Branch Office: 361 F St., Washington, D.C.

(O^^GaUT & RHEUMATISM
Uaethe Great English Remedy
BLAIR'S PILLSl
Safe, Sure, Effective. 50c. & SI.
IHtUOGISTS. or 224 Milliam St., N. V.

.At the same prieo no others contain so much
^ol<I af^ the Krementz I'latetl Collar Button.
Easily buttoned, easily unbuttoned. Stays but-

toned. Itooklet for postal privtntr iniioh Inrornia-
tlon. Krementz .fc Co. , 63Cbestmit St.,Newark, N. J.

JONATHAN, A TRAGEDY
A charming volume of verse by Thos. Ewing, Jr. By

mail, ;?i.07. Funk& Wagnalls Company, Pubs., New York

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when -wTiting to advertisers.
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a fine double 'check' feature"— "23"; "Capital"

—J. G. L.; "Fine"-S. M. M.; " Clumsy "-C. S. J.;

" Soft-shell "-M. W.
In addition to those reported, V. H. Moon, Mar-

quette, Kan., U. S. S., Des Moines, got 1.031 ; A. H.,

1,032 ; L. G., 1,033 ' E. P. Ketchum, New York City,

1.033- i'°35 ; A. F. T., 1,035.

Marshall Wins.

Score : S to 5.

The match between Frank J. Marshall and D.

Janowski, champion of France, was finished on

March 7th, when Marshall won his eighth game. The
match was for $1,000, first eight games, draws not

FRANK J. MARSHALL.

counting. Seventeen games were played. There

were four Draw games. This is a fine showing for

the American, and places him far up on the Masters'

class.

Jano'wski Challenges Marshall.

The French cliampion has written to Marshall as

follows :

'" Dear Sir : I consider tlie result of our match far

from proving our respective abilities. On the con-

trary, as in the great majority of games, I allowed the

win or draw' to escape me, I am persuaded that, nor-

mally, I should have won very easily.

" I therefore challenge you to a return-match on the

follovring conditions : The first winner of ten games
to be declared the winner ; draws not to ceunt. I

also offer you the advantage of four points, that is to

say, my first four wins are not to count. Stakes are

not to exceed 5,000 f. ($1,000).

(Signed) "Janowski."

New York-Pennsylvania Correspondence

Match.

The official report of the great Correspondence

Match between New York and Pennsylvania, begun
on November 4, iqoi, has been made public. The final

score is Pennsylvania, 263J4 ", New York, 244K. The
shortest game was won by Prof. James A. Dewey,
Pennsylvania, his opponent resigning after six moves.

Tlie longest game was won by J. E. Crook, New York,

after eighty-si.x moves. The two best games won by
A. B. Hodges, New York, and Mordecai Morgan,
Pennsylvania. The first game scored was won by Dr.

J. T. Wright, Pennsylvania.

Teichmann Beats Napier.

The Teichmann- Napier match for a purse of £s°
given by Mr. F. G. Nauman was won by Teichmann.
Score : Teichmann, 5 ; Napier, i ; draws, 4. Both
players participated in the Masters' Tournament of

the City of London Chess-club, Napier winning first

prize. Then, the American won the championship of

the British Chess-federation. Teichmann took first

prize in the Rice-Gambit Tournament held recently in

London.
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is as potent at short range as the deadliest weapon. A knowledge of its self-preserving
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Jealously Guarded Secrets Revealed
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TOPICS OF THE DAY.

SENATE, PRESIDENT, AND SANTO DOMINGO.

SENATORIAL pique is thought by many papers to be the real

cause of the Senate's failure to ratify the treaty giving our

Government a " fiscal protectorate " over Santo Domingo. Many
of the Senators are convinced that it was President Roosevelt's

original intention to take charge of the Dominican finances without

consulting the Senate at all ; and they show their resentment by

first amending tlie treaty almost past recognition, and then letting

it lie over till the session next winter. One story has it that their

first intention was to punish the President by radical amendments,

but he smilingly acquiesced in all of them, so the only thing left to

do was to kill the treaty or let it lie over, and the latter course was

taken. Secretary Hay declares that " it was never for a moment
contemplated that there would not be submitted to the United

States Senate at the proper time for its consideration a protocol or

treaty embodying the essential features of the agreement signed on

January 21 at Santo Domingo City," and he adds that that agree-

ment "was signed at that time for the purpose of meeting the re-

quirements of certain political conditions at Santo Domingo to

avert further disorder and bloodshed," and " the action of our rep-

resentative in this respect was approved." The Washington Post

(Ind.)and the New York ^'ww (Ind.) remain unconvinced by this

statement, however, and a number of Senators share their doubts.

The Washington correspondent of the New York Tribune (Rep.),

which favors the treaty, and the Washington correspondent of the

New York Evening Post (Ind.) which opposes it, agree in saying

that the Republican majority in the Senate viewed the failure

of the treaty with perfect complacency. Says The Posfs corre-

spondent :

" Republicans of the Senate were perfectly willing to lie down in

the Santo Domingo fight. They could have ratified the treaty if

they had desired, but instead they were only too glad to administer

a rebuke to Roosevelt. The President holds that his schemes of

tariff readjustment, railroad legislation, and reform in pubhc land

laws, which he is ready to press on Congress in an extra session,

are largely, if not wholly, responsible for the Senate's attitude.

The Senate is the Gibraltar stronghold of opposition to these and

other Roosevelt policies. What could be better than to weaken
his prestige now, with an extra session scheduled for October,

when all the chance for the success of his policies depends on the

popular enthusiasm for them? He might summon such popular

support that the Senate would be compelled to yield in certain

legislation, and the great special interests would have reason to

feel disappointed in the agents whom they had put on guard here.

The way to weaken Roosevelt for his extra session campaign is to

break his influence with the country. A series of defeats in treaties

affords an excellent opportunity for this, because the blame can so

plausibly be attached io the Democrats. With the two-thirds rule,

the responsibilities for defeat will be technically theirs."

" The failure of the treaty only postpones the day of intervention

and prolongs and aggravates the difficulty," says the Philadelphia

/"/fj-j- (Rep.), and it believes that " we might better meet it now.

than when it will become much more perplexing." So, too, think

the Washington Star (Rep.), the Cleveland Leader (Rep.), the

Chicago Inter Ocean (Rep.), the Philadelphia Inquirer (Rep.), the

New York Evening Mail (Rep.), and the Pittsburg Gazette (Rep.).

The New York Press (Rep.), which delivers almost daily invec-

tives against the Senate, says of the treaty failure:

"Any club to hit President Roosevelt is all right for the Senate

to use. It is all the same to the Senators whether the blow hurts

the cause of world peace, but leaves the President unharmed, or

whether the blow puts the life of the Monroe Doctrine in danger if

it is aimed at the head of the Senate's opponent.
" It is the same with the Santo Domingo treaty as with the arbi-

tration treaties. The spirit in which the United States Senate

smothers Mr. Hay's measure to protect the Monroe Doctrine in

Santo Domingo is the ' anything-to-give-Roosevelt-a-black-eye
'

spirit. Superficially there is more or less a division on party lines,

to fool the people some of the time. The Senate line-up on the

arbitration treaties was too much of a give-away.
" But deep down in the evil hearts of the railroad and trust Sena-

tors is the wish to be revenged on the President for his stupendous

effrontery in forcing them into a position where they will have to

choose between suicidal service to those who hire them and re-

sponse to the people's demand for release from serfdom to plu-

t' cracy
" But all the people can not be fooled by this clumsy Senate

strategy even for a part of the time, and none for all of the time.

If war ever comes with a European Power in Santo Domingo the

United States Senate will be to blame, not President Roosevelt.
" And if war should come out of the Senate's criminal course in

the Santo Domingo business it would be welcomed by the plu-

tocracy as a last recourse to postpone the final reckoning of the

people of the United States with syndicated railroad and trust ex-

tortion."

Turning to the papers that oppose the treaty, the Boston Herald

(Ind.) thinks that in this case the Senate " has rendered a great

protective service to the nation"; and the New York Herald

(Ind.) is glad to feel that " this sharp reproof administered to Mr.

Roosevelt at the beginning of his term will contribute to cool the

heyday in his blood, remind him that he is not yet dictator, but

President, and that there are coordinate branches of the Govern-

ment of this republic." Similar approval is voiced by the Louis-

ville Coiirier-Journal (T)em.),\\\e. Atlanta Constitution (Dem.),and

Journal {T)&m.), the Brooklyn Eagle (Dem.), the Savannah News
(Dem.), and the IndianapoHs News (Ind.). The New York
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World (Dem.) disputes the allegation that the Senators shelved

the treaty for spite. It says :

"Whi'.T it is probably true that the Republican Senators could

have forced the ratification of the treaty had they so desired, their

republics. The whole undertal<ing was so obviously ill-advised

and so evidently a product of the President's impulsiveness that it

failed to command cordial support from any quarter."

THRASHED

!

-Maybell in the Brooklyn Eagle.

refusal to do so can not be ascribed entirely to personal pique or a

desire to rebuke Mr. Roosevelt, as some of the correspondents as-

sert. The fact of the matter is that the whole Dominican affair

was bungled by the President and his representatives from the

start. One blunder has trodden on another's heels, so fast they

followed. Explanations have tended rather to make matters worse
than better, and the treaty as finally presented to the Senate was
so clumsily and carelessly drawn that Senators openly expressed

their astonishment at such diplomatic slovenliness.

"It has been apparent from the outset that there was no popular
approval of Mr. Roo.5evelt's proposed fiscal-protectorate exper-

NuRSE Senate—" Now, who frave that youngster that stuff?"

—Bartholomew in the Vi\x\nes.T^oX\% Journal.

iment. Even the party organs damned the treaty with faint

praise. The American people refused to take kindly to the idea

of transforming the United States Government into a collection

agency for the benefit of foreign creditors of Spanish-American

AGITATION AGAINST JAPANESE IMMIGRATION
IN CALIFORNIA.

A WELL-DEFINED movement has been begun in California

for the restriction of Japanese immigration, and the subject,

which has been touched on lightly heretofore, is invested by the

Pacific coast papers with as much importance as is attributed to

the matter of Chinese immigration. The movement was started

by the San Francisco C/ironicle, which, in daily editorials, dwelt

upon the menace of the Japanese invasion to the business and so-

cial life of California. Governor Pardee, Lieutenant-Governor

Anderson, and the State legislature have also joined in the move-

ment. Both houses of the legislature have adopted resolutions

calling the attention of the President and Congress to the subject,

and demanding that action be taken without delay, by treaty o.

otherwise, " tending to limit within reasonable bounds and diminish

in a mirked degree the further immigration of Japanese laborers

to the United States." It is pointed out in various newspapers

that there are about loo.ooo Japanese in the United States, and

that, of these, only about 8.000 have landed in San Francisco from

1901 to 1904 ; but it is feared that the end of the Russo-Japanese

War will throw a million or more men on their own resources.

Therefore an influx of Japanese, mostly coolies in search of work,

is expected on the western coast of the United States. Even now

from Hawaii comes the report that the Japanese are likely to over-

run that island if Americans do not take steps to prevent it. and

San Francisco papers state that steamship agents are in Hawaii to

deplete the plantations in order to fill contracts made in the United

States.

The problem " contains as much of menace as the matter of

Chinese immigration ever did," declares the Santa Clara (Cal.)

Journal; and the Hanford (Cal.) Av/Z/V/t'/ remarks that "the Chi-

nese question was one great bone of contention, but it was a fish

bone compared to what the Japanese question soon will be to the

white man's home and the white man's occupation here in this

country if measures are not taken to limit the inflow of the Asiat-

ics." The San Francisco Argotiaut says the people on the Pacific

coast will have to fight the battle alone, since " we shall not be

able at the present time to impose our beliefs about Japanese ex-

clusion upon the people of the nation— 80,000,000 of them—who

have been carefully educated to believe the Jap a charming little

hero." The San Francisco Chronicle points out that certain indus-

tries are passing into the hands of the Japanese, and that Japanese

gang labor is displacing white labor in certain districts by under-

bidding it. If the process is continued there is going to be trouble

sooner or later in the form of race riots and acts of violence.

"With no idle mouths to feed," says The Chronicle, "they herd in

old shacks, and can exist and lay up money where white men with

families to support would starve." The same paper goes on to

say :

" The issue involves the entire structure and character of Ameri-

can society, and concerns the manual laborer not one whit more

than others. We in California already see this to be true. To
the Eastern people, not in close touch with Oriental labor, it will

not be so apparent. They must be made to see it by the most im-

pressive presentation which we can make. Sufficient has already

occurred here to make it plain that if Japanese immigration is

unchecked it is only a question of time when our rural populatipn

will be Japanese, our rural civilization Japanese, and the white

population hard pressed in our cities and towns. The Chinese

were faithful laborers and did not buy land. The Japanese are

unfaithful laborers and do buy land. There is all the difference in

the world. They are driving their stakes in our fruit-growing dis-

tricts, where they intend to stay and possess the land. The people
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of California are determined that they shall do neither. And we

are prepared to take that stand and insist upon it. regardless of

the consequences to our fruit industry, our sugar-beet industry, or

any other industry. What work can not be.done without Oriental

labor, that work must go unperformed. Our fruit industries are

important. Our land, our homes, and our civilization are far more

important. And they are in danger."

There are, however, some papers on the coast which ridicule the

idea of a Japanese invasion. " The arrival of thousands every

month at the port of New York, out of the byways and the muck

of Europe." says the Alameda (Cal.) Argus, " is to us greatly more

dangerous than the coming of the Japs Irom the other direction."

The editor of The California Christian Advocate (San Francisco)

refers to The Chronicle's crusade as being inspired by race-preju-

dice. He says:

" Strange to relate, the Asiatic alone gets belabored by The

Chronicle, and nothing is said as to the Italians and other nation-

alities that have come into California during recent years, hun-

dreds of them to every ten of the Asiatics, and have crowded the

native-bom American out of many a place and many a coveted

opportunity.
" We are in favor of protecting our own native-bom population

from all foreign encroachments that tend to make conditions worse

than they are now. We do not wish to see the standard of living

lowered, but raised. But we do not, however, believe in discrimi-

nation. Let us have immigration laws that will keep out the unde-

sirable of other nationalities as well as those of China and Japan.

"One of our readers, a man whom we highly esteem, wrote us

from Southern California a few weeks ago that he feared it would

be necessary for him to go back East in order to make a living,

because of the coming of the Japanese into the orange picking and

packing work.
" But from what we know of the situation in the East we do not

see how his condition could be bettered by such a removal.

"There is the other side to the Japanese labor question on this

coast, upon which The Chronicle has not touched. There are

good and able men who claim that the fruit industry of California

demands this labor. They will not sit idly by while is sounded

the slogan, ' Whatever else may happen, the Japanese must go.'

" By all means let us protect the laboring man, but let us not be

so senseless as to kill the fow-1 that lays the golden egg, even if it

be not a very large egg. In this respect, certainly, something is

better than nothing."

SELLING WORLD'S FAIR AWARDS.
A SPECIAL committee of the Lltah legislature, in a report on

-^^^ the conduct of the State's commission to the St. Louis Ex-

position, alleges a gigantic conspiracy on the part of the officials in

the matter of " awards " and " prize ribbons. " The report declares

that the so-called awards of medals and ribbons to so-called suc-

cessful exhibitors constitute an " immense and gigantic fraud, with

President Francis standing as sponsor for and approving the

same." The awards, it is alleged, were not based on supreme

merit, but were sold for sums ranging from ^500 to $20,000. The
Washington StarznA Times, the Springfield Republican, the New
York Press, the Detroit Free Press, and the Philadelphia Tele-

graph regard these charges as serious, and urge that the matter be

investigated further. " This is the assertion of so scandalous a

thing in the conduct of an exposition under Federal control," says

the Philadelphia Telegraph, " that the authorities should not rest

unti' it is probed to the very bottom "
; and the Washington Times

remarks :
" The exposition was directed by men of repute, above

any chicanery or fraud. Such grafting as may have been done, if

any, must be ascribed to underlings ready to betray the officials

who had trusted them. These will either welcome the opportunity

to explain or have to accept the verdict that they are afraid to ex-

plain." The report, which was submitted to the Utah legislature

on March 11, reads, in part, as follows:

" We are convinced, from the result of our investigation, that the

people have been deceived and have been led to believe that the

awards received represented real merit of exhibits offered, while in

fact they were nothing but a mock and a fraud, issued by a straw

incorporation for the sole purpose of being sold to be used in a

commercial way as advertising matter
" We met one jof the agents, a Mr. Page, who was employed

specially to sell on commission these awards. He showed us one

award which was issued as superior over all others, which he as-

sured us that, as agent for' the St. Louis official award ribbon

committee, by authority of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition,'

he had sold for $500 and received his commission thereon. He
also showed us another official ribbon award which he had sold,

and declared to us that the person to whom he had sold it had
never had an exhibit in the fair at all. He also declared that the

National Cash Register Company had paid as much as $20,000 for

these so-called official awards, to be used expressly for the purpose

*i-e Beer -rnuaT

THE POPULAR PORTRAIT PAINTER.

Standard Oil Trust—" Really, young man, you have made an e.xcellent

likeness. I wouldn't mind sitting to you myself."

— Triggs in the New York Press.

an object of charity.

Garfield—" Of course I investigated, uncle. I asked him if he was poor and
honest, and he said he was."

'

—Rogers in the New York Herald.

MR. GARFIELD'S EFFORTS CARICATURED.
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SENATOR JOHN H. MITCHELL,

Involved in the Oregon land scandal.

CONGRESSMAN BINGER HERMANN,

The land commissioner whose objections to the

deals were overcome by Senator Mitchell.

BM
I^^^^^^^^^^H ^^^^K^^^^^Bt^^^-1

^^^^^^^^^EflH^^v^j^iK^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H

CONGRESSMAN J. N. WILLIAMSON,

Under indictment.

of advertising the business of said company. He informed us fur-

ther that there were many more awards that he had sold, as well

as great numbers sold by other agents.

"We visited the office of the ' St. Louis official award ribbon

committee, by authority of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition,' in

the Demenil Building, and found that the representative in charge

was on hand and ready to do business by selling additional awards,

altho the exposition had closed months ago."

STEALING OREGON LAND.

A GRAPHIC description of the alleged methods used by

numerous Oregonians of high and low degree to bunco the

Government out of millions of acres of land is given by E. W.
Wright, a Portland, Ore., correspondent of the Boston Transc7'ipt.

The Government's investigation of these land frauds has been at-

tracting national attention and men of national prominence have

been dragged into the affair. At present, under indictment and

charged with complicity in these frauds in

Oregon, are United States Senator John H.

Mitchell, Congressmen Binger Hermann and

J. N. Williamson, State Senators George C.

Brownell and F. P. JNIays, United States Dis-

trict Attorney John Hall, ex-Surveyor Gen-

eral Henry Meldrum and scores of others.

"Where and when these frauds began," says

Mr. Wright, " is a matter that has not yet

been traced, and where the trouble will all end

is something too problematical for even the

' seventh son of a seventh daughter.'
"

The exposures promise to involve Wash-

ington, California, Idaho, and perhaps other

States.

The four principal schemes used are sum-

marized as follows by Mr. Wright: first,

swindling the Government by fraudulent sur-

veys made on the application of fictitious in-

dividuals; second, securing by perjured tes-

timony title to worthless lands whicii were

then exchanged by an adroit system for good

land; third, "the acquisition of large tracts

of land by corporations or their agents, by

SECRETARY HITCHCOCK,
Wlio is unearthing tlie Oregon land frauds.

"The whitewash brush has no place in his equip-

ment," says the New Yorli Sun.

means of ' stool pigeons ' who, on perjured testimony, secured title

to the land and immediately turned it over to the parties who sup-

plied the money"; fourth, "fencing of government land by big

corporations owning large tracts adjoining that which they fenced,

and which they used to the exclusion of bona fide settlers." The
methods in " lieu land frauds "were much the same in all cases,

and one will suffice as an example. Mr. Wright gives an extended

account of the famous "seven-eleven" (township ii, south range 7

east) cases, which caused the indictment of Senator Mitchell and

Congressman Hermann. Mr. Wright says:

"' Seven-eleven,' lying upon the summit of the Cascade Moun-
tains, was about as poor a section of land as could be found in the

State, but it suited the purpose of McKinley, Puter et al., and
they filed homestead claims on that land with all of the eagerness

that they would have displayed had it been rich enough to grow
beans. Some of these filings were made by the real people, no-

tably Frank Walgomot, Mrs. Emma Watson, Maud Witte, and a

few others, but the great bulk of the claims were filed by people

who never existed except in the minds of

Puter, McKinley £t al. To facilitate the bus-

iness of the land offices. United States com-
missioners are permitted to receive filings

and take final proofs. The fictitious settlers

in 'seven-eleven' all made proof before

United States Commissioner Marie Ware at

Eugene, Ore., a talented young lady who had
fallen heir to the office by the death of her

father, who was for many years commissioner

for that district. According to the evidence

that has been introduced. Miss Ware became
an ally of the land sharks very early in the

game, and she rushed their filings on to Wash-
ington with great despatch.

" As soon as possible after the filings were

made the ' homesteaders ' of ' seven-eleven '

commuted— that is, instead of remaining on

the land five years and then proving up with-

out paying for the land, they paid a fee of

$1.25 per acre to United States Commissioner

Ware, and she sent the papers to the local

land office from which they were sent on to

Washington for patent. When this first

batch of 'seven-eleven' commuters' filings

reached the office of Binger Hermann, then

United States Land Commissioner at Wash-
ington, he despatched Clark Loomis, a special
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igent, to Oregon to examine the land and see that all was well. I\Ir.

Loomis made a very favorable report, which, it afterward devel-

oped, cost McKinley, Puter ^/ al., a good round sum per claim.

Hermann was still suspicious, and Special Agent Ormsby was sent

over the trail to the ' seven-eleven ' country, only to return with the

same pleasing story that was related by Loomis, the only difference,

if there was any. being due to the decreased size of tiie subsidy forth-

coming. All of this investigation caused delay, and as no lieu

land script would be issued until a patent was granted, Puter, one

of the chief conspirators, set out for Washington, accompanied by

Mrs. Emma Watson. He carried a letter from State Senator F.

P. Mays to United States Senator Mitchell, requesting Mitchell

to do what he could to expedite the issuance of patents to the lands.

He introduced Mrs.'W'atson as a hard-working woman who had

invested her savings in these claims, and stated that unless she

could secure patents to the lands she would be ruined.
" Puter also states that he paid Senator Mitchell two one thou-

sand dollar bills, on receipt of which Mitchell went at once to the

office of Land Commissioner Hermann and urged him to rush the

filings to patent. The commissioner still demurred, but Mitchell

finally won him over, and when Puter returned to Oregon he and
his associates were the possessors of patents to several thousand
acres of land that was worthless for all purposes except the pro-

duction of script. These lands were sold at a h.igh figure to Fred-

erick Kribs, representing C. A. Smith and the Pilsburys of Min-
neapolis. Kribs immediately took script for his holdings and filed

on valuable timber lands in Southern Oregon
"It would be an impossibility to determine even approximately

HOT SHOT IN QUIP AND CARTOON.

RrssiA will find that the price of peace has gone up considerably in the past

few weeks.— The Philadelphia Press.

It may console the Russians to know that Secretary Hay limited the war zone
to Manchuria.— ///<• Washiugtoii Post.

If it Is not too late, will Kuropatkin specify which sea it was he proposed to

drive ne Jap army into ?— The Washington Post.

Rcj.iDESTVENSKV is in position to claim credit for having lost less than any
other Russian commander.— 77;f AVit' York American.

St. Petersburg reports that part of the Russian army was saved. Probably
the nart that remained at home.— 7"//<^ Atlanta Journal.

i'AXiME Gorky is to be banished from Russia. It is difficult to see how that

can De looked upon as hard luck.— The New York American.

It is settled that there is a yellow peril for those who travel 6,000 miles to stir

It up.— The St. Louis Globe-Democrat.

Perhaps it was Kuropatkin's idea

to draw the Japanese on to Moscow
or St. Petersburg and then give them
nioL medicine.— The Xashiiile Amer-
ican.

If the Czar is really desirous of

tiring Japan out financially he might

turn all his troops over to the enemy
for maintenance as prisoners of war.
— The Detroit Free Press.

Considered in the light of past

events, the Russians could scarcely be

blamed for considering an escape from
the Japs in the light of a victory.—

The Detroit Free Press.

It is said that when General Kuro-
patkin left St. Petersburg to take

charge of the Russian army in Man-
churia he boastingly remarked: "

.

will be dictated in Tokyo, remember
that.'' It looks as if that would be

so.— The Bttrlingion Hawkeye.

. One would think that Russia needed peace a good deal more than prestige in

its business just at present.— The Chicago News.

Japan is doing its share toward vindicating Russia's assertion that the war
will go ahead as usual.— The Washington Star.

The Czar will do the handsome thing by his people if he sends all the grand
dukes out to command armies.— /Vic Brooklyn Standard Union.

The Japs are surely tough. They " fell upon Jochwengghauptsze " yesterday,,

but got up and went on just the same.— The New York Evening Mail.

The Czar was proved to be right a month ago when he prophesied *^'aat "a
sweeping and glorious victory is imminent."

—

The Detroit Journal.

There is no prospect that there will be any raw in the Russian Congress over

the return to Japan of the captured battle-flags.— /'/ic Washington Post.

The Russian general who has real

presence of mind seems to be Gripen-

berg. He got out of Manchuria about

six weeks fago.— The New York Eve-

ning Mail.

If the Czar wanted at Mukden a

man that would hold out torever, why
didn't he put Niedringhaus, of Mis-

souri, in command?

—

The New York
Evening Mail.

If the Czar sends out a second army
his safest plan will be to halt it at a
half-way point and dare the Japanese
to come and meet it.— The Chicago
Tribnne.

Probably there never was a mili-

tary movement that achieved a more
astounding success than that of Gener-
al Kuropatkin when he started north-
ward for the purpose of luring on those

Japanese generals. — The Chicago
Tribune.

another mysterious STtlANGER.

—McCutcheon in the Chicago Tribune.

TRYING TO MAKE UP HTS MIND.

—Morgan in the Philadelphia Inquirer.

THE ONLY TIE PASS KUROPATKIN IS ABLE TO TAKE.

—Handy in the Duluth News-Tribune.
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how much land the Government has been swindled out of by the

methods followed in the cases herein described, but in the aggre-

gate the value could run into the millions. As yet the operations

of the big railroad companies who ' scripped ' land by thousands

of acres while the smaller operators were gobbling it by quarter

sections, have not been very closely investigated, and they perhaps

never will be. There are also thousands of acres that have been

secured by methods slightly 'shady,' and yet not enough so to war-

rant prosecution. The land laws of the Governm.ent have always

offered a premium on thievery and dishonesty, by presenting to

every one the opportunity of securing at a charge of $1.25 to $2.50

per acre land for which there was a strong demand at $10 to $25

per acre. The unearthing of the gigantic frauds that have been

made possible by such lax, foolish laws is only another case of

locking the stable door after the horse has been stolen. There
will be no more land frauds of consequence in Oregon, for there is

nothing left to steal."

Secretary Hitchcock's quiet but relentless prosecution of these

cases is treated thus by the New York Sun:

" The management of our public land system, in some of its local

operations, has been styled a carnival of fraud. The fraudulent

processes date back about six years. For about half of that time

the quiet man in Washington, with the courage and the self-con-

trol to ignore the carping and the attacks of the offenders, has

camped relentlessly on the trail. His achievements have not been

advertised in glaring newspaper headlines. He has not run a-tilt,

with sounding trumpets, at a supposed mountain only to make
public confession that it was, after all, only a mole hill. Grimly
and steadily he has made up his case. How far it may yet go,

how many more or who else may be caught in the meshes, can not

be said.

"Secretary Hitchcock has done his work, and is still doing it,

with an honesty and fidelity which should give him high place in

the esteem of his fellow citizens. As the Springfield Republican

says, ' Secretary Hitchcock has made good.'
"

The San Francisco Argonaut says of Senator Mitchell's down-

fall

:

"' It is the end '—that is the simple heading which the Orego-

nia7i places over its editorial leader which comments upon the evi-

dence of Judge Tanner, which unmistakably points to the guilt of

Senator John H. Mitchell, of Oregon, in fraudulently receiving

money for his public services. Yes, it is the end. Only a few
weeks ago, this aged Senator, hoary of head and white of beard,

on the fioor of the Senate solemnly denied, with sobs and tears,

that he was guilty of the charges against him. To-day it is quite

clear that John H. Mitchell is not only a consummate actor, but

that at length his ultimate downfall is at hand. His career is with-

out parallel in American politics. For forty years he has been the

master of the Republican party in Oregon. Revolts innumerable

against his domination have been attempted, but they have always

failed."

MUTUALIZING THE EQUITABLE.
" ' I ^HE Equitable scandal has clouded the prospects of every

-•- life-insurance corporation in this country," declares the

New York Evening Post, a journal that cannot be accused of sen-

sationalism. The unanimous agreement of the mutualization com-

mittee of the Equitable upon a plan for giving the policy-holders a

voice in the election of the directors is, therefore, a matter of no

small importance. On Tuesday of last week this committee, con-

sisting of James W. Alexander, Cornelius N. BHss, T. De Witt

Cuyler, Chauncey M. Depew, James H. Hyde, Valentine P.

Snyder, and Gage E. Tarbell, unanimously resolved, according to

their report, "to recommend to the board of directors that the

charter of the society be forthwith amended so as to confer upon

the policy-holders the right to elect a majority of the board of

directors, namely, twenty-eight out of fifty-two," and they add that

"such action was taken with the express consent and approval of

Mr. Hyde as the representative of the majority of the capital stock

of the society." The New York Trihine and Times think that the

adoption of this plan will dispel every cloud from the sky of the

company. " There is every reason to believe that the results will

be lasting and salutary," says The Tributie j and The Times be-

lieves that " the continued prosperity of the Equitable Society is

assured by the adoption of a plan which makes certain the intrust-

ing of its management to a governing body of the highest capacity,

and the interests of stockholders and policy-holders have been

conciliated in a manner that promises future relations of entire

harmony."

The so-called " Policy-holders' Committee," however, fails to

share this rosy view, and has adopted a resolution calling for the

immediate election of the twenty-eight directors to be chosen by

the policy-holders, who would ordinarily be chosen in four years,

at the rate of seven each year. A member of this committee is

quoted as saying :

"While the factions of Mr. Hyde and Mr. Alexander managed
to agree on a plan that would gradually mutualize the company, it

does not seem to us that Mr. Hyde's absolute control would be
endangered by the changes they suggest. At the end of four

years, it is true, the policy-holders would choose twenty-eight

directors, and the Hyde stock would elect only twenty-four, but in

the interval Mr. Hyde would be supreme. Before the ' mutuali-

zation ' had been realized, he could remove from their positions all

the men now associated with the Alexander faction, thus obtaining

entire control of the agencies and acquiring a position that would
make it easy for him to secure proxies from policy-holders."

The New York Sun's suspicions are aroused by the willingness

with which " the controlling stockholders " make these concessions

without indemnification. It remarks:

" The question which is likely to occur to the minds of the advo-

cates of real mutuahzation is whether the willingness of the con-

troUing stockholders to waive the matter of indemnification indi-

cates that they think they are surrendering nothing that is really

valuable to them; or, again, whether they consider that the pro-

posed extension of the process of mutualization over four years by

the gradual election, in bunches of seven, of the twenty-eight pol-

icy-holder directors, offers indemnification enough in the shape of

the continued satisfaction of absolute power during the four-year

period, and the enjoyment for that much longer of opportunities

like the opportunities of the past."

The New York Journal 0/ Commerce gives some figures showing
" the extraordinary growth of the business of life insurance in this

country in the last thirty years, and its tendency to concentrate in

a few large companies." The assets of all the life-insurance com-

panies in the country grew from ^387,000,000, in 1874, to $1,056,-

000,000, in 1894, and $2,226,000,000, in 1903. TheJournal of Com-

jnerce says

:

" Suppose these huge assets should double again in the next ten

years and their investment should increase proportionately in the

securities of great corporations, still tending toward a controlling

influence in financial institutions. The growth of the past has

been attained by various enterprising methods, liberal advertising,

and ingenious use of circulars, energetic and skilful agents stimu-

lated by liberal commissions, and different forms of policy pre-

senting life insurance as an enticing method of profitable invest-

ment. Perhaps one inducement for the energy and enterprise

displayed in extending the business to such proportions may lie in

the power acquired through concentrated control of such vast

resources, but would that inducement be sufficient if the power

was to be exercised solely in the interest of policy-holders for

whose benefit these funds are nominally held in trust.'' Is there

no personal gain for the managers who hold the relation of trustees

in the opportunities for using what must include a great surplus

over the actual requirements of a sound administration of insurance

on the mutual principle? Little is known about the details of ex-

ploiting and syndicate operations, of subsidiary corporations, and

of loans in building and industrial schemes, in which these rapidly

accumulating resources play a part; but there have been many re-

ports and suspicions which are not altogether reassuring in regard

to the strictly fiduciary character of the administration of these

funds. It is a question whether there should not be some limi-

tation upon these accumulations of assets, more specific prescrip-

tions in regard to their investment, a clearer distinction between
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what is necessary to meet current requirements and what is prop-

erly surphis or reserve ; and there seems to be no doubt that there

ought to be more enlightening publicity of accounts and greater

certainty in enforcing the responsibility of trustees, or directors,

and officers in their relation to policyholders and to the public at

large."

LOOKING FOR PEACE.

JUST as the high officials in St. Petersburg were explaining that

Russia would defeat Japan by wearing that nation out finan-

cially, the news came that the French bankers had told Russia that

further loans can not be obtained in that quarter. "This refusal

maybe as bad a defeat for Russia as the disaster at Mukden,"

says the New York Evening Mail, and most of the American

press fail to see how the terrible losses in Manchuria, the difficulty

of obtaining funds, and the popular resistance to conscription can

mean anything but peace. " Another general mobilization," says a

St. Petersburg despatch, "might set the country in flames."

The St. Petersburg officials aver that the French loan is merely

postponed, and announce that they will raise $120,000,000 by an

internal loan, but The Financial Chronicle remarks that the latter

announcement " is not to be taken too seriously." M. Witte is

reported as saying that Russia " can afford to .suffer a defeat in

Manchuria, but not one in Paris." And Lord Rothschild, in

speaking of the French bankers' reasons for refusing the loan,

makes the striking statement that " the French know that to con-

tinue the war means a revolution in Russia, and that to cease it

now under the present conditions means a revolution."

Count Cassini declares that " Russia will assemble another army

mightier than before, and with that army she will settle the issue "
;

but our papers regard such talk as deceptive. "Russia will event-

ually accept Japan's terms simply because she must," thinks the

Brooklyn Standard Union, " and the probability is that even while

a game of bluff is being played in public, tentative inquiries look-

ing toward peace are already secretly under way." Many remark

that Japan is already in possession of most of the territory under

controversy, and the Pittsburg Dispatch believes that the mooted

Russian plan of withdrawing into Siberia and playing a waiting

game "would cost Russia more than to make peace now." It

adds: " 15y negotiations at this juncture she might reasonably

hope to save Vladivostok and the railway line thereto, while if she

should abandon them under the pretext of continued war she

might find it hard to get them back again by a more distant

treaty." The Cleveland Leader, on the other hand, observes :

"It must be remembered that for Russia to make peace now, and
in the face of continued disaster, unrelieved by a single gleam of

successful military prowess, would be to kill, for a generation at

least, all hope of territorial acquisition to the empire, and, more
than that, would mean absolute relinquishment of occupation of

portions of Manchuria in which hundreds of miUions of rubles

have been spent.

"It need not surprise any one if Japan demands, as a condition

precedent to peace, evacuation by Russia of Vladivostok and Har-
bin, as well as the undisputed cession of the island of Saghalien,

acquiescence in Japanese supremacy in Korea and in the Liao-

Tung peninsula, with further solemn obligation not to pursue a

dominant course in Chinese diplomacy or to interfere with the

Japanese in their efforts for an alliance with their neighbors to the

westward.
" Dire as is the dilemma with which the Russian autocracy is

confronted, it is not to be presumed that the horn of peace will be
chosen when it means such absolute defeat and reversal of a policy

that is not only ingrown in governmental circles, but has met the

approval of such subjects as are intelligent enough to under-

stand it."

The future of Asia is being discussed as if the war were already

over. " A new era of Asiatic history has begun," says the Philadel-

phia Ledger, and several of our papers are talking of an " Asiatic

Monroe Doctrine " by which the Japanese will protect that con-

tinent from further foreign encroachments. Chairman Hull, of the

GENERAL LINEVITCH,

Who succeeds Kuropatkin as commander of the
Russian forces.

House Committee on Military Affairs, .said the other day that the

Japanese intend to expel us from the Philippines, and " the United

States will have to sell the islands or tight to keep them " ; and

while most of our papers do not take this alarming forecast serious-

ly, the Springfield Republican, thinks that the announcement of an
" Asiatic Monroe Doctrine " by Japan would afford us a splendid

opportunity to grant independence to the Philippines and retire

from the islands, " accompanied by the assurance that a strong

power, and the greatest

of Oriental powers, was

left as the protector of

the first Oriental repub-

lic." The New York

World approves the

bruited doctrine thus

:

" The Japanese have

not performed prodigies

of valor and loaded

themselves with a bur-

den of debt which will

remain to plague babes

yet unborn merely to

preserve Korea or to rid

their Chinese neighbors

of troublesome tres-

passers in Manchuria.

"Japan is now in a

position to maintain in

effect that the nations

of Eastern Asia 'are

henceforth not to be

considered as subjects

for future colonization

by any European
power.' The doctrine

need not be, as our Monroe Doctrine is not, retroactive. Great
Britain and Germany may hug their privileges at Wei-hai-wei and
Kiaochow. Shanghai may remain part foreign and part native.

The ' open door' need not close in the treaty ports, but there the

process is likely to stop. The dismemberment of China is indefi-

nitely postponed. Japan must hereafter be reckoned with as a

great power and the dominant influence in Eastern Asia.

"And why not? Whatever may be said for white aggression

upon the savage races of Africa and America, there is no excuse

for overturning ancient civilizations like that of China. In India

the mischief is done, with increasing famine as an interesting

result. There it will probably stop, leaving the vigorous northern

races to work out their ov/n problems, which is their natural right.

"Japan will not be friendless in this program ; but friendless or

not, there is no combination of powers that is likely to challenge a

policy of claiming an Asia for Asiatics."

The Hartford Times, in the following editorial, expresses its

sympathy for the Russian people :

"It is impossible for an American not to feel a profound sym-
pathy with the Russian people in the hour of their humiliation.

For the grand dukes and the official bureaucracy we have no sym-
pathy. Their selfishness and inhumanity is the root of the

trouble. But there is a Russian people, dumb, unorganized, and
inarticulate it may be, but still a people of many fine qualities,

whose sons are being maimed and killed on the plains of Man-
churia, not in defense of their country, but on a foreign soil as a

result of the wanton attempt of their Government to extend its

power over the empire of China. It would be an insult to suggest

to the Russian people that ' good may somehow be the final goal

of ill,' that perhaps in the end they may be accorded by their mas-
ters some elementary political rights as an outcome of the war now
bringing grief to so many humble homes. Parents can not be rec-

onciled to the loss of their children by any such remote consider-

ations. The peasant's sons ' go to the East and they do not come
back.' That is all he knows about it. They are lost, and the par-

ents have not even the- consolation of feeling that their children

have died for their country. Human affections are as strong in

Russia as elsewhere, and the burden of hopeless grief that is rest-

ing on that country is unbearable to the imagination."
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THE COLORADO GOVERNORSHIP.

COLORADO is receiving suggestions of a political houseclean-

ing from the newspapers that comment on the gubernatorial

contest that has just ended in a peculiar compromise. By this

compromise James H. Peabody. the Republican candidate, was

seated, on the understanding that he would immediately resign,

making way for Jesse F. McDonald, the Republican Lieutenant-

Governor, which he did, after holding the office one day, March

17. The affair is "infamous," declares the New York World

(Dem). ; and the New York Globe (Rep.) calls it " one of the most

disgusting in recent American politics." These denunciations

arise from the wholesale

allegations and proofs of

fraud that have marked
the contest. When
Governor Adams was

elected last November,

the Repubhcans imme-

diately claimed that his

plurality of 9,774 votes

was due to fraud, and

on January 17 the legis-

lature, which is Repub-

lican, named an in-

vestigation committee

consisting of eighteen

Republicans and nine

Democrats. Charges of

gross fraud were made

by both sides, and four-

teen of the Republican

members of the com-

mittee signed a report

declaring Peabody
elected, while the nine

JAMES H. PEABODY,

Who was Governor of Colorado .St. Patrick's

Day.

Democrats declared that the Peabody claim was not sustained.

The Republican defection from Peabody which was thus shown

in the committee also appeared in the legislature, and when

Senator Alexander (Rep.) proposed that the legislature declare the

election void and seat McDonald, it was resolved to ask the opin-

ion of the State Supreme Court on the scheme. The court decided

adversely, however, and the Peabody managers were confronted

with a compact entered into by twenty-two Republican members

who had determined not to vote for Peabody. Then the plan was

devised for seating Peabody on the understanding that he would

resign, and even with this understanding ten Republicans voted

with the Democrats, the vote standing 55 to 41. During the con-

test charges of bribery and jobbery have been rife around the

capitol. The New York T/wt-j (Dem.) remarks : "A Republican

report in favor of a Republican candidate that nevertheless fails to

receive the solid support of any Republican body to which it is sub-

mitted offers so astonishing an exception to the almost unvarying

story of electoral contests in this country, that the inference of un-

commonly flagrant partizan chicanery in the investigation is fully

warranted."

The Denver A'cws (Dem.) calls the unseating of Adams a

"steal." a "crime." and a "high-handed and ruthless act of a

blindly partizan majority." The Pueblo Chieftain (Rep.), after a

careful examination of the election returns, county by county, con-

cedes the election of Adams and denounces the attempt of the

Peabody coterie to reverse the will of the people. It says further :

" The original Peabody claim was that more than 100 precincts

should be thrown out as a whole, and that 28,500 voters of the

State should be disfranchised in order to give Peabody an appar-

ent plurality in the remaining precincts. The evidence presented

before the contest committee was utterly insufficient to establish

this claim, and all the arguments of all the lawyers of the State

could not have supplied the lack of evidence.
" But when the leading attorney for the contestant boldly threw

off the mask and told tlie Republican members of the assembly

that they were not bound by the law or the evidence, that their

action was to be a political action, and that his argument upon the

evidence would be for the benefit of those highly moral Repub-
licans that required a preponderance of evidence to guide their

actions, he set the case before the assembly in its true light, and
made it impossible for any intelligent citizen of the State to have

any remaining doubts as to what the Peabody conspirators ex-

pected to do."

The Colorado Springs Gazette {'R^''^.) declares that" after a care-

ful consideration of the evidence adduced by both sides, and the

legal precedents bearing on the case, there can scarcely be a rea-

sonable doubt that James H. Peabody was lawfully elected." And
so thinks the Denver Republican (Rep.), the chief Peabody organ,

which adds :
" Great tho the expense of the contest is, the people

will think the money well spent if it results in breaking up the

Democratic machine and crushing the Big Mitt. To get rid of a

corrupt organization which has defied the will of the people and

prostituted our elections for years will be a victory worth all it

may cost and thousands of dollars more." The Republican gave

the following interesting advice to the legislators to guide them in

deciding how to vote :

"The feeble-minded pretense that a member of the legislature is

free to vote with the opposition whenever he pleases, will not stand

for a moment. A private citizen has a perfect right to vote with

any party that may suit him, because he is a free agent and not the

chosen representative of others. But a member of the legislature

is a trustee for his constituents and his party, and is bound in

honor to administer the trust reposed in him in accordance with

the terms upon which it was granted."

TOPICS IN BRIEF.

Up to date the principal digging by the Panama Canal Commission has been

into the United States Treasury.— 77^^ Baltimore Sioi.

In the course of time maybe the Standard Oil Company will contend the States

are in a combine to restrain its trade.— T/ie Dallas News.

If that great revival in Philadelphia is permanent in its results it ought to con-

siderably reduce the vote at the next election.— The Baltimore Sun.

The Denver Reptiblicaji wants to know " What is the Senate for ? " About
everything except what the President is for.— Tlie Washington Post.

The only thing that the Senate does not amend is the .Scripture that Dr. Hale

recites in the morning, and there is no telling when it will fall to on \.\a.\..— The
New York Evening Mail.

The Pennsylvania legislature is having a warm discussion over the Phulhl

bill. Some of the other legislatures have the same measure up, altho they spell

it differently.— Tlie Washington Post.

The French Antarctic expedition did not reach the pole, but it found such an

encouraging lot of difficulties in the way that other expeditions will, doubtless,

follow soon.— The Philadelphia Inquirer.

AnMiNiSTRATiON Supporters can prove that the building of more battle-ships

does not mean war, because they can not get men enough to man the vessels

already in commission.— The Washingtofi Post.

It is understood that the Standard Oil Company is much agitated r.t the pros,

pect of having its lack of profits and steady losses laid bare by the merciless hand

of Commissioner Garfield.— T'/;^ Kansas City Journal.

President Thwing, of Western Reserve University, deplores the lack of

big men in college work. This won't make so much difference, however, if the

rules providing for a more open game go into effect.— T/^^ Ohio State Journal.

A Colorado man raised a sugar beet last year weighing forty-three pounds.

This has escaped general attention hitherto, on account of one or two other

things Colorado was busily engaged in raising last ye?LT.— The Chicago Tribune.

There is no doubt that the people would be glad to accede to the President's

demand for a bigger navy if he could give any assurance of his abihty to get the

Senate to take a sea trip some day when general target practise was going on.—

The Chicago Record-Herald.

Mr John Barrett is offering S225 in prizes to college men who will fur-

nisli the best essays on the relations between tlie United States and the Latin-

American republics. Mr. Barrett knows that the problem may just as well be

given up if the college boys can not solve W.-The Atlanta Journal.
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LETTERS AND ART.

EDITING A PAPER IN RUSSiA.

NEWSPAPERS in Russia are divided into two classes—those

tliat are subject to the " previous censorship." and those

that are not. The former can print nothing without the censor's

approval, wiiile the latter are supposed to enjoy a fair degree of

freedom. The theory is that if they publish matter or comment

objectionable to the Government, the Ministry of the Interior either

" warns " them or. if the offense be serious, suspends them for a

specified term, if not permanently, or prohibits their street sales or

the printing of advertisements by them.

Several days ago Mirsky's successor, Minister Bouliguine, sus-

pended two St. Petersburg dailies, Nasha Jiza and Nashi Dui, for

their "pernicious" and seditious editorials on current affairs.

These papers were among the most outspoken and liberal in the

Russian capital, but the minister's action came as a great shock,

for of late all the papers have been remarkably bold and candid,

thanks to the relaxation of the press laws by Prince Mirsky.

Quite apropos is a satirical sketch just published by the lYoToye

Vrei/iya, the most opportunist of

the great papers, describing the woes

of the editor whose paper is not,

nominally, .subject to the previous

censorship, and who, as the public

believes, can print anything he likes

at the risk of subsequent measures

of discipline. Part of this sketch is

translated below :

Scene. Office of the editor of a

"great" political and literary and

popular daily. The editor is gloomy
and has a weary, resigned air. His
secretary stands beside him and sub-

mits " copy " for next day's paper.
" Here is an item on a conference

of workmen employed in the X fac-

tory."
" Send it to the governor-general

for examination," .says the editor,

dryly.
" Here is an account of the meet-

ing of the city council."
" To the censor of the mayor !

"

" An article on the carrying ca-

pacity of the Siberian Railroad."

"To the military censor."
" A report of the zemstvo meeting

of this province."

"To the governor for examina-

tion."

" Some illustrations for our sup-

plement."
" To the different censors, according to the character of the illus-

trations."

" Here is an item about a scandal in a justice court."
" Kill it ; the mayor has asked by telephone to make no reference

to the affair."

At this moment the doorkeeper enters and says that the " general

bureau on the press" wants to talk to the editor on the 'phone.

The editor takes up the receiver, listens and says to his secretary :

" Make a note to the effect that we are not to reprint the item

about that flogging case in the school." Then, dropping the re-

ceiver. " What else have you got.'^
"

" A letter from the Ural about a disease that 'looks like ' "

" To the censor of the plague commission."

"A telegram from Oriel about cholera
"

" To the censor of the medical department."

"Here is a communication from A. on the zemstvo meeting

there ; the local censor's O. K. is on the article."

" Not enough ; send it to the Interior Ministry."
" An article on labor unions in Switzerland

"

" Let me have it; will look it over. By the way, let me see the

bound volume of ministerial circulars. Come to think of it, there

is something in one of those confidential circulars about such
things."

The secretary retires ; but returns shortly, greatly agitated. "I
can not find the volume of circulars, sir," he says; "can not im-

agine what became of it."

The editor is stunned. He grows pale, then red. " What, in

the name of Satan, do you mean.-* Do you wish to cut my throat?

How can I edit a paper without the book of circulars.'' Can I

carry them all in my head? Now, what shall we do? "

The doorkeeper enters and brings a fresh circular from the gen-

eral press bureau of the ministry. The editor sighs. "What?
Another one ? Good heavens !

" — Translation made for The
Literary Digest.

THE NEW GOETHE MONUMENT IN ROME,

Presented to the city by the German Emperor

GOETHE AS AN EGOTIST.
" T BELIEVE that Goethe was an egotist of the most pro-

-*- nounced type," declares Martial Douel, in La Grande Revue
(Paris), echoing the words of Schiller. The French critic calls his

article a psychological problem, and illustrates his arraignment of

the great German " Olympian " by citing the latter's personal and

literary relations to Beethoven. The
musician was an intense admirer of

Goethe. Before they ever met the

composer said: "The poems of

Goethe make a profound impression

upon me, not only by their sub-

stance, but also by their rhythm.

The voice that soars, as on the wings

of intellect toward the higher regions,

and carries in it the very secret of

harmony, rouses me to musical com-

position. ... I should like to talk

with Goethe to learn whether he

would understand me."

Goethe himself, speaking apropos

of Beethoven's work, tho he does

not mention that composer, re-

marks: "It is one of my greatest

delights to feel a poetic mood in-

spired by past experiences revived

in me by the melody of music."

Yet Goethe was not ready either in

understanding or appreciating music,

and Beethoven was but a superficial

student of poetry and possessed

merely a profound sense of the

beauty of the lyric, as Goethe culti-

vated it in early life. The meet-

ing between the poet and the musi-

cian was brought about in the later

days of the former through the instrumentality of that Bettina

Brentano by association with whom the old poet raked up the fires

of his youth. This interview took place at Teplitz, and Beethoven

found himself treated with chilling dignity and hauteur. The two

men never met again and no friendship was formed between them.

The "psychological problem" is, what was the reason of this?

M. Douel gives several reasons why Goethe repelled Beethoven.

The first he calls " Olympism." Goethe delighted to pose, as a

sort of Olympian Jove, towering above his contemporaries. " Ego-

tism, the selfish desire to realize his life as a thing of beauty, to

keep himself in perfect harmony with his own nature, so a« to

silence or at least to soften the external discords of the world that

surrounded him, could not be indulged without violating the feel-

ings of others." Pride was another motive :

" Goethe is by no means the .sole example of a man of genius not

only impressed but even vitalized by an excessive consciousness of

his personal supremacy. What in reality is the one essential for
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the harmonious and serene development of a fine intellect ex-

patiating above the mountain peak? Does it not consist in a con-

viction of his own value, a faith in his own genius, such as will put
altogether out of sight the relativity of the ego to everything

besides? There is, it is true, a sublime beauty in the radiance of

a genial personality, in so far as it really dominates its epoch, and
the crowd freely accepts its domination. But perhaps the genuine
foundation on which such greatness should be built is less to be
found in the power of artistic expression than in the conformity of

a man"s life to his thought; we feel the inexorable necessity of

seeing the character correspond with the genius, especially in those

loftier types of humanity which make a claim on our admiration

;

we wish for a great man to be worthy of our love. . . . Goethe, in

proportion as his glory and his years increased, purchased the

serenity of his life at die price of his heart's responsiveness, and it

is difficult to think that he failed to reach a rare perfection in un-

sympathetic coldness—such as seemed almost inevitable as the

reverse of a medal so splendidly stamped."

But the causes of Goethe's egotism lay deeper than this. To
quote further

:

" Goethe outlived his early literary enthusiasm and the spirit of

his age. In him the spirit of the eighteenth century was brought
into inharmonious contact with that of the nineteenth. The meet-

ing of Goethe and Beethoven, indeed, was symbolical of the con-

flict of the two eras. . . . Goethe, like his age, had lived to love,

then to despise, the lyric and romantic outburst of the eighteenth

century. Like his age, he had discovered Shakespeare, whom he
even equaled in the entrancing audacity of his ' Faust

'
; like his

age, he had turned aside from the disturbed fountains of life and
aspired to purer and calmer beauties; he had constituted himself

the apostle of serenity, and become profoundly versed in Greek
art ; he had turned his back upon the intellectual and political agi-

tations of a period to which he did not belong and which he would
not seek to comprehend. His own century was dead ; what did he

care for the century that was born in the bosom of new movements
and was utterly unknown to him? . . . The weak point in the

thought of the eighteenth century was its abstract and a priori con-

ception of man as a being all brain, born perfect and continuing

perfect, a being far above all lower animals and utterly indepen-

dent of evolution. The eighteenth century was ignorant of the in-

finite variety of individual types, and an even greater variety in the

changing moods of individual consciousness. This was the almost

unconscious discovery of the nineteenth century at its dawn, and
as soon as this discovery had been made, as soon as the existence

of unexplored domains was established, men rushed forward to-

ward the new horizons with the lofty ardor of those who have dis-

covered new continents."

Goethe, we are told, never entered this new world of thought and

speculation. The older he grew, the more the field of his thought

narrowed itself. He turned away from the widening horizon and

sublimer prospect, and shut himself up in his study, cecluded from

the world of nature which he in some sort repudiated.

" His only anxiety was to soar into the universal, to contemplate

the essence of things, so that he lost the sense of actuality, even of

real life, fleeting and individual as it is. In the glorious days of

his later life, the joyful old man lived in an abstract, not a con-

crete, world, and purposely closed his eyes to all that would inter-

fere with his own harmonious development, and with the security

of that peace with which he strove to wrap himself about as with a

mantle. . . . His ideal became more and more narrow and the

vast and magnificent vision of the world which marks the master-

pieces of his maturity little by little gave place to a conception of

man and the universe which gradually shriveled up and grew more
and more artificial. . . . If the nineteenth century was preeminent-

ly the century of music, is not Beethoven the very man who threw

open, in the vast dominion of self-consciousness, the gigantic and
transporting vistas of his nine symphonies? How could the pro-

foundly human beauty of such lyric music as this be understood by

the selfish serenity of a mind which professed to look upon life as

if, in his own case at least, it had already been raised to the sphere

of the eternal, and had nothing of the human remaining in it?"

The writer says that Goethe's jealousy of the genius of Bee-

thoven and his egotistical retirement within him.self sprang also

from the fact that the poet guessed the coming power of music.

"A secret instinct may have told the poet that, in spite of all,

music would one day threaten to supplant poetry in its own domain
and to dispute possession of the sublimest heights in the realm of
beauty, . . . and that the heritage which had so long disdnguished
Goethe in the eyes of all as the prince of intellect was now to pass
into the hands of others not of his lineage."

THE READING OF OUR COUNTRY
CO IVIIVI UNITIES.

A N investigation was recendy made in a community which
^^ comprises a small village in an Eastern State and a consid-

erable portion of agricultural and grazing country, with a view to

ascertaining what literature is read. The district contains three

hundred and forty-nine families, and boasts four churches with

three resident ministers, and five schools with seven teachers.

The report of the investigation (published in The World''s Work,
March) is devoted almost entirely to the circulation of periodical

literature, but contains this paragraph on the reading of books:

" There is a library containing more than three thousand volumes
of well-selected books. This is supported by a small endowment
and by private subscriptions. Its circulation is confined almost
exclusively to fiction and to magazines. Its more serious books

—

of which it has an excellent stock, tho there are hardly any of

recent date— are very rarely called for. During the year there

were taken out of the library i,ooi volumes by 96 patrons. Of the

1,001 volumes, more than 900 were fiction—an average of over nine

to each patron. Barring two or three homes, the purchase of

books of any kind is practically nil, so that this circulation repre-

sents within a very small margin the total amount of book-reading
in the district. This report places the district far ahead of many
of its size, but it should be observed that not more than a fourth of

the families are reached by the Hbrary."

In the matter of periodical literature, it was found that seventy-

nine different journals were taken. The character of the papers

and their circulation are indicated by the following classification:

Daily and Weekly Papers 323
High-class weeklies (such as Haiper's Weekly, The hidepeniietit, etc.) 7

A weekly paper described as " a cross between T/tc Police News and a regular

newspaper" 43
Religious papers 127

Temperance papers 7
Agricultural papers 65
" Dollar Magazines " 69
More expensive monthlies 13

Periodicals devoted to the interest of woman and the home 119

The Satiirday Eveiiitig Post , The Yo2ith^s Companion, ssid. The American
Boy 25

Humorous papers i

Monthlies varying from fifteen to fifty cents a year; sheets which contain "a
pretty fair amount of literary hash " and " the worst scum of the adver-

tising world" 56

Total 853

The World's Work " Investigator " calls attention to the fact

that " hardly more than one-fourth of the homes regularly receive

the best, as well as the most popular, periodicals." He goes on to

comment

:

"The conclusion derived from this situation is that the constant

increase of magazine circulation and the establishing of new maga-

zines is not doing a great deal to reach the great mass of the peo-

ple in our country communities. A great opportunity for good

service awaits the man who can devise ways and means of reach-

ing the vast multitude which clearly is yet untouched by this rising

flood of good periodical literature."

Taking up the last quoted sentence, the New York Eiiening

Post suggests that "a far greater opportunity for better service

awaits the man who can devise ways and means of keeping the

multitude untouched by this rising flood, and can persuade them to

try the most entertaining and the most stimulating fiction, poetry,

essays, biography, and history. " The Philadelphia Press observes

:

"What needs to be remembered in wailing over the reading of

this borough is that a hundred years ago this village would have

had less than half of its population able to read at all. Doubt-

less much read is poor, but these lives when they were left with-

out even the wider horizon of periodical reading were worse
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still. The hooks now consumed ai. so much completely to the

good. So is the better part of these periodicals. ......
"It is the custom of the literary Saducee to find fault with suc-

cessive stages, because they are not taken in a day. and to weep

over the advance because it is less rapid than men desire who are

ignorant of everything but books. Life is necessary to literature,

but literature is not necessary to lite, and only by slow degrees can

the general mass be schooled to the higher letters as the general

mass is being schooled now as never before. More of the better

and best is needed. Without it lands perish, liut much of the

reading condemned, like some crops, is plowed under and lost,

preparatory to a better and more golden harvest."

THE HUMOR OF SYDNEY SMITH.

THE biography of Sydney Smith by (ieorge W. E. Russell has

made its appearance in the " English Men of Letters " Se-

ries. He is set forth in his public activities as clergyman and re-

former, and by way of distinctive estimate is ranked as "the great-

est humorist whose jokes have come down to us in an authentic

and unmutilated form." "Almost alone among professional jo-

kers," says Mr. Russell, " he made his merriment— rich, natural,

fantastic, unbridled as it was—subserve the serious purposes of his

life and writing." The biographer continues:

"Each joke was a link in an argument; each sarcasm was a

moral lesson. ' Peter Plymley,' and the ' Letters to Archdeacon

Singleton,' the essays on America and on persecuting bishops, will

probably be read as long as the' Tale of a Tub ' or Macaulay's re-

view of ' Satan * Montgomery ; while of detached and isolated jokes

—pure freaks of fun clad in literary garb—an incredible number,

current in daily converse, deduce their birth from this incompara-

ble clergyman
" It would of course be absurd to pretend that all his jokes were

of an equally high order. In his essays and public letters he is

always supremely good ; in his private letters and traditional table-

talk he descends to the level of his correspondents or his company.

Thus, in spite of his own protests against playing on words, he

found his clerk ' a man of great amen-ity of disposition. ' He com-
plimented his friends Mrs. Tighe and Mrs. Cuffe as the 'cuff that

every one would wear, the tie that no one would loose.' His fond-

ness for Lord Grey's family led him to call himself ' Grey-men-

ivorous." When the Hollands were staying with him, 'his house

was as full of hollands as a ginshop.' . . . When a lady asked

him for an epitaph on her pet dog Spot, he proposed ' Out,

damned Spot !

' but ' strange to say she did not think it sentimen-

tal enough.'. . . It was with reference lo this kind of pleasantry

that he said

:

" A joke goes a great way in the country. I have known one last

pretty well for seven years. I remember making a joke after a
meeting of the clergy in Yorkshire, where there was a Rev. Mr.
Buckle, who never spoke when I gave his health. I said that he
was a buckle without a tongue. Most persons within hearing
laughed, but my next neighbor sat unmoved and sunk in thought.
At last, a quarter of an hour after we had all done, he suddenly
nudged me, exclaiming. '

I see fio-u' what you meant, Mr. Smith
;

you meant a joke.' 'Yes.' I said. 'sir; I believe I did.' Upon
which he began laughing so heartily that I thought he would
choke, and was obliged to pat him on the back."

A graver fault than his boyish love of punning, says Mr. Rus-

sell, was the undeniable vein of coarseness which here and there

disfigured Sydney Smith's controversial method; but " it is only

fair to say that these aberrations from good taste and good feeling

became less and less frequent as years went on." The author

points out that the influence of Smollett and his imitators was still

powerful in Sydney Smith's earlier years; that Burke's " obscene

diatribes against the !• rench Revolution were quoted and ad-

mired," and that nobody thought of protesting against " the beast-

liness of Swift or the brutahties of Junius."

Sydney Smith's most famous witticism was that contained in a

speech delivered at a public meeting held at Taunton on October

II, 1S31, to protest against the action of the House of Lords, three

days previously, in throwing out the reform bill that had already

passed the Commons. The famous passage is thus cited :

" As for the possibility of the House of Lords preventing for

SYDNEY SMITH

(1771-1843).

Pronounced by his latest biographer " the

crreatest humorist wliose jokes have come down
to us in an authentic and unmutilated form." •

long a reform of Parliament, I hold it to be the most absurd notion

that ever entered into the human imagination. I do not mean to

be disrespectful, but the attempt of the Lords to stop the progress

of reform reminds me
very forcibly of the

great storm at Sid-

mouth, and of the con-

duct of the excellent

Mrs, Partington on that

occasion. In the winter

of 1S24 there set in a

great flood upon that

town— the tide rose to

an incredible height

—

the waves rushed in

upon the houses, and
everything was threat-

ened with destruction.

In the midst of this

sublime and terrible

storm, Uame Parting-

ton, who lived upon the

beach, was .seen at tlje

door of her house with

mop and pattens, trund-

ling her mop, squeezing

out the sea-water, and

vigorously p u s h i n g
away the Atlantic
Ocean. The Atlantic

was roused. Mrs. Par-

tington's spirit was up
;

but I need not tell you

that the contest was unequal. The Atlantic Ocean beat Mrs,

Partington. She was excellent at a slop or a puddle, but she

should not have meddled with a tempest. Gentlemen, be at your
ease—be quiet and steady. You will beat Mrs. Partington !

"

Fifty years later, an eye-witness wrote :

" As he recounted in felicitous terms the adventures of the ex-

cellent dame, suiting the action to the word with great dramatic

skill, he commenced trundling his imaginary mop and sweeping

back the intrusive waves of the Atlantic with an air of resolute

determination and an appearance of increasing temper. The scene

was realistic in the extreme, and was too much for the gravity of

the most serious. The house rose, the people cheered, and tears

of superabundant laughter trickled down the cheeks of fair women
and veteran reformers."

By way of conclusion the author thus summarizes his estimate:

"Sydney Smith was a patriot of the noblest and purest type; a

genuinely religious man according to his light and opportunity
;

and the happy possessor of a rich and singular talent which he

employed through a long life in the willing service of the helpless,

the persecuted, and the poor. To use his own fine phrase, ' the in-

terests of humanity got into his heart and circulated with his

blood.' He wrote and spoke and acted in prompt obedience to an

imperious conviction. ' If,' he said, ' you ask me who excites me,

I answer you it is that Judge Who stirs good thoughts in honest

hearts—under Whose warrant I impeach the wrong, and by

Whose help I hope to chastise it.' Here was both the source and

the consecration of that glorious mirth by which he still holds his

place in the hearts and on the lips of men."

Mr. Joseph Jacobs, reviewing this book in the New York Times

Saturday Reviezv, declares his conviction that Sydney Smith is an

overestimated man, and that he owes his fame " not so much to

his own merits ... as to the importance of the salon in deter-

mining reputation in EngHsh circles, almost up to the present day,"

Mr. Jacobs says further:

"He writes with fatal facility, but has the commonest of com-
mon sense ; he is on the right side in most discussions of the period

;

he is, like a good Whig, for liberty, retrenchment, and reform ; iie

aided in getting Catholic emancipation, and in the reforming of the

House of Commons. But all these highly creditable qualities do

not save his literary soul or canonize him among English men of

letters."
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BIOGRAPHY AS THE COMING LITERARY
FORM.

"'T^HE annals of civilization cover twenty-five centuries, but

A how few are the first-rate biographies !" exclaims William

Roscoe Thayer, the Harvard historian. The "pursu't of the cos-

mic." he avers, has been all-absorbing; but " the extreme on that

side has been touched," and now " the pendulum begins to swing

back." Almost unperceived, " there is a return to the study of the

concrete, of the individual. . . . The dawn of biography is break-

ing." Mr. Thayer says further (in T/ie North Atnerican Rei'iew,

February I

:

"The most lasting interest which we have is our interest in our

fellows. Be they great or be they small, we know men and women
as individuals, each with his peculiar legacy of form, feature, ges-

ture, character, actions. One attracts us, another repels; but we
can not shake ourselves loose from our interest in them. And so,

after we have read history, which perforce blurs the individual in

its effort to define the great tides of evolution, we turn again to

biography in order to hear human voices; to catch, if may be, the

glance of human eyes : to be reassured that, whatever the events,

they were woven ot the passions of men and women, dead now,

indeed, Init once glowing with life."

The material for biography, continues the writer, is as unlimited

as democracy itself; and it is worth noting, he thinks, that "the

unprecedented advance in the art of fiction during the past century

has followed the universal democratizing spirit, until now the

heroes of novels are not drawn from kings and peers but from any

class, high or humble, and that they dwell neither in fairy land nor

in castles in Spain, but amid our every-day life." If fiction, thanks

to its finer skill, is dominant to-day, biography possesses an incal-

culable advantage owing to its wider scope. " The masterpieces of

the imagination," says Mr. Thayer, "are for ever pent within the

confines prescribed to theni by their creator—we can add nothing

to Macbeth, but accept him and try to understand him as Shake-

speare chose to draw him : but the great personalities of actual life

elude final definition. I no more believe that a definitive biography

of Lincoln will be written than that the world will agree as to the

nature and teaching of Jesus Christ. This elusiveness, as of a

beautiful horizon always tempting yet never attained, gives to

biography a perennial charm " He goes on to say :

"One technical reason why biography will become popular is

obvious : the mass of material about modern times is so enormous

that to write an extended history, based on original sources, will

soon become impossible. The late S. R. Gardiner filled sixteen

large volumes with his account of England in the first half of the

seventeenth century; the future historian who shall attempt to

write, a history of England during the last half of the nineteenth

century will be confronted by ten times more material than the

laborious Gardiner had to sift, and his work, if finished, would

swell to one hundred and sixty volumes. The lives of great men,

even of octogenarians like Bismarck and Gladstone, can hardly be

buried under such mountains. Napoleon is, perhaps, an excep-

tion ; for the material about him is fast surpassing the stretch of

one man's industry, altho, by judicious selection, the pith can be

digested more easily than appears. But history, told through the

eareer of a great man — Cromwell, Washington, Cavour—gains in

clearness and human interest far more than it can lose through the

tendency of a biographer to exaggerate the personal influence of

his hero. Two judges will never agree as to the reaction between

the great man and his environment: nevertheless, we shall come
nearest to the truth when we take great men at their full value.

"For what is the upshot of all life on this earth, from the lowest

organic creatures up to Siiakespeare and Czesar, but a crescent

manifestation of will? Among animals and among primitive hu-

man beings instinct predominates : but, as we ascend the scale,

volition—the deliberate choosing of one policy rather than another,

the doing of each deed with intelligent purpose—^comes more and

more into play. From each accession of this mysterious power
there spring new variations of personality, until will reaches its

highest expression in great men. Does not history confirm this.''

In the most ancient empires the millions lived ahnost wholly by

instinct, submissive to monarchs who ruled by whim or wilfulness,

which is very different from will. But when into a little tribe of

Jews this magic sap was poured, it produced among them more
striking personalities than the innumerable swarms of Babylon,

Egypt, and Chaldea had seen. Later, Greece bore within the

compass of a century her brood of men great in action, great in

thought, great in art, great in character."

Mr. Thayer deprecates a prevailing tendency to belittle or ignore

the individual, and thinks that " the time will doubtless come when

the fatuity of inventing general formulas to explain men of the

most highly specialized and contradictory genius will be too patent

to require demonstration." On this point he writes :

" The same era affords sustenance for the most antagonistic per-

sonalities. The same /?'<?//^e'/j7 guided Leopardi into the Plutonian

wilderness of pessimism whence he never emerged, and Manzoni
to the altar of the Roman Catholic Church, where he knelt devout-

ly all his life. The same Zeitgeist breathed round Newman and
Mill, Jowett and Martineau, Clough and Maurice; nay, to drive

the paradox home, all of us to-day are presumably undergoing simi-

lar general conditions, yet with such widely different results that

we should resent tiie suggestion that we have been cast in one-

mold. The Zeitgeist, therefore, is as slippery and changeable as-

old Proteus— a convenient symbol for general attributes, but quite

incapable of explaining individuals. And so we are brought by
another path to the conclusion that we can best understand history

by studying it through the lives of actual men and women. When
we have once felt the plasticity of human nature, the infinite play

of variation, the apparently boundless sweep of possibility, and
tiie incalculable effects of fortune, we shall discard any system

which pretends to reduce the world to a series of pigeon holes, or
men to marionettes, and which substitutes for the holy mysterious-

ness of life a garish hypothesis."

In concluding, the writer expresses the hope that biography will

"take a fresh start" and "go on improving until its masterpieces

shall be as many and as excellent as those of the other great arts."

"May not the lives of real men," he says, "be written as imperish-

ably as the supreme creations of fiction.'' Shall Hamlet and

Othello, Don Quixote and Tartuffe, shall the master creations of

Hawthorne, Thackeray, and George Eliot, of Turgenef , Manzoni,

and Balzac, have no counterparts in biography? The spell of the

human reasserts itself. We can not habitually satisfy ourselves-

with the cosmic point of view. We are not born to look at life

through either telescope or microscope, but with our naked eyes.

We are men : neither angels nor demons can interest us as much

as our fellows."

NOTES.
The Burlington Magazine, of London, is now published in America by

Robert Grier Cooke.

.\ Wagner theater is being built in Ostend, Belgium. The enterprise was
Ijrojected by Ernest van Dyck. and will open ii\ June with a series of four " Nibe-

lungen "' cycles.

The " Dickens Fellowship," established in London in igo2, is growing apace.

Branches have been recently started in tliis country at Marshall, Mich., and
Chester, Pa., and the organization of a New York branch is now under way.

The society publishes a monthly organ, TIic Dickeusian.

Lafcadio Hearn left a play, written in collaboration with George Le Soir,

of New York. It is called " Lotus Bud of My Heart : K Japanese Fancy in Five-

Flights," and was recently read in a New York studio. !'y The Dramatic Mir-
ror it is ])ronounced " a literary gem which should be published, not on the stage,

for it is too fantastic for any but the operatic method, but in book form, appro-

priate to its rare literary excellence.'' The same paper adds :
" The story is of the

loves of a prince and princess of royal blood, and the ways it leads them, even

through the blood of a devoted friend, to perfect happiness in the Island of Light-

It slows with rich Oriental color that shines through its gems of poetry, which

overlay a', d almost too richly incrust its thoroughly Japanese love-story."

Richard Strauss's " Taillefer," performed in 1903 at Heidelberg, and given

for the first time in this country a few days ago by tlie New York Oratorio So-

ciety, has proved a disappointment to some of the composer's admirers. It is a

setting for chorus, orchestra, and solo voices of a ballad by Uhland which relates

the exploit of the young Norman trouvirc, Taillefer, at the battle of Hastingrs.
•' \Vhile it has much of the vigor and directness which one has come to look for

in Strauss," says Lawrence Oilman in Harper's Weeify," one searches vainly

for vividness of phrase, for felicity of characterization, for any effect which may
justly be called memorable. ... It is impossille to accept ' Taillefer' as a repre-

sentative expression of the genius of the most distinguished and importaxit of
living musicians."
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SCIENCE AND INVENTION.

HOW DESERT PLANTS GET THEIR WATER.

HOW can plants grow "in a barren and dry land where no

water is"? Where there is absolutely no moisture, there

can ot course be neither growth nor life itself. That there is plant

life in most regions that are called "deserts" travelers testify, and

in our own arid southwest there is so much of it that the Carnegie

Institution established in 1903 a special laboratory for the local

study of this desert vegetation. The fact is that even a desert is

not strictly without moisture. That which is present is. of course,

a minimum, and the devices that nature uses to enable the desert

flora to retain and use this minimum are well worth study. In an

article on " Plant Life in the Desert." contributed to Harper's

^[agazint- by Ernest Ingersoll. the writer thus describes some of

them :

"The only source of moisture in the real desert is rain and dew,

for there is no accessible store of underground water ; but dew is

totally absent in some regions, as in our Death Valley, altho said

by Volkens to occur frequently in Egypt and Arabia. This chance

moisture is gathered by the leaves somewhat, but mainly must be

absorbed by the roots. Hence the roots of arid-district plants

keep close to the surface, e.xtending themselves far out in slender

threads (a mesquit examined by Dr. Coville had roots fifty feet

long), in order to exploit the widest area of absorption ; but while

this practise gives a bush stability against the wind, it also renders

its roots easily uncovered. Moreover, there is a limit to the extent

of roots a plant may have, since it can spare only a certain amount
of vitality to make them.

" The obtaining of water, however—to return to the previous

theme— is only a part, and perhaps a minor part, of the problem

before the .xerophyte. The water gathered by a plant is carried

along the roots, bearing food in solution, up the stem and

branches, and then given off by the leaves and all suitable sur-

faces. Such transpiration is a vital necessity, by which life func-

tions are carried on. Where water is plentiful in the soil, the

supply absorbed by the roots keeps pace with the transpiration

(exceeds it a little when making new growth), and all goes well;

but in a drought plants .shrink and wilt because the evaporation

from the broad green surfaces is then in excess of what the roots

can supply. In the desert, drought—killing drought— is the nor-

f VEGETATION IN THE GRAND CANYON OF THE COLORADO, ARIZONA.

The cactus is an Echinocereus, and the shrub behind it Ephedra Nevadensis.

By courtesy of the Carnegie Institution.

mal condition. The very climatic situation which makes the dis-

trict arid presupposes a local atmosphere extremely dry. It does

contain some moisture, which is hygroscopically absorbed by the

soil and goes to feed the roots ; but at best it is dry enough to suck

moisture out of plant leaves with killing speed and persistence.
" Hence for desert vegetation an even greater problem than the

getting of moisture is the keeping and use of it ; and to this end

very serviceable modifications have been gained by the plants of

the arid wastes. Such annual herbs as sprout, which flourish, and

die during the two or three rainy months which suffice to perfect their

seeds, are not much different from ordinary types ; but in the char-

acteristic perennial herbs and shrubs, which must endure through-

out the year, are seen many special adaptations fqr resisting

evaporation. In general, the growth is very slow, the wood close-

grained, hard, and resinous, and the bark, both under ground and
above, thickened, corky, and relatively itnpermeable to water. In

some ca.ses the bark has layers of cells just beneath it, especially

formed to retain water—an arrangement developed mostly in re-

THE WHITE SANDS, TLLAROSA DESERT, NEW MEXICO.

The view toward the San Andreas Mountains. In the foreground are parallel

dunes with characteristic vegetation.

By courtesy of the Carnegie Institution.

gions, like the Mediterranean borders, where water may be ob-

tained in some abundance by the roots, yet not sufficiently to meet
ordinary transpiration during a long dry .season."

It is in the leaves, however. Mr. Ingersoll tells us, that we see

the most striking modifications. These are reduced in size, elon-

gated and thickened, thus reducing the evaporating surface to a

minimum. In some species the functions of leaves are performed

by the greenish stem. In many desert plants all the leaves are

shed at the close of the annual rainy period, thus cutting off all the

outlets of the plant, except a few on the stem, preparatory to the

long hot rest-season. Again, the plants are quite generally pro-

tected by what may be called a growth of vegetable fur. Says

Mr. Ingersoll

:

"The general olive or grayish hue of the foliage of steppes and

deserts, so noticeable even on the' sage-brush plains ' of our West,,

results from the efforts of the plants to conserve their moisture

(and also to check the effect of too much light and heat) by cloth-

ing themselves, and especially their leaves, with a screen of hairs.

All parts of the world furnish examples. In the dry elevated

plains of Brazil, Quito, and Mexico there are large tracts covered

with gregarious, spurgelike growths and gray-haired species of

Croton, and observers say that when the wind blows, undulations

are set up over wide extents of country, like a billowy sea of gray

foHage

"The protection referred to is gained in this way : the hairs as

soon as formed become dead hollow tubes containing air ; and a

layer of dry unchanged air is entangled among them, acting as a

curtain against the excessive light and heat from without, and an

impediment against the escape of both moisture and warmth.

The nights in the desert, as is well known, are cold, and the exces-

sive radiation thereby induced would be highly injurious to plants

were it not checked by some such non-conductor of heat as this

layer of dry, still air. Hence both plants and animals there have

found it necessary to put on woolen clothing—the best material,

as even humanity has discovered, for either shutting heat out or

keeping it in."

Wireless Telegraphy in the Home.—What is be-

lieved to be the first application of wireless telegraphy to domestic

economy is reported in a communication to The Electrical Review

(February 25), by William J. Hainmer. He says:

" During the year 1904 and the present year as well I have used

upon my dining-room table a tiny transmitter consisting of an in-

duction coil with antenna, spark-gap, and key, connected by means
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of a flexible silk cord with four small dry batteries under the table,

these being used for sending Hertzian waves through the walls to

the kitchen for summoning the maid. lu the kitchen, mounted

upon a board, was a second antenna, coherer, relay, electric bell

(the tapper of which was used as a decoherer) and about eight

small dry batteries. This outfit served to do away with the usual

floor push-button. . . . The transmitter used is but little larger

than a good-sized paper-weight and is rather ornamental than

otherwise. I arranged the antenna? in spiral form at the bottom,

so that, by pulling them out and lengthening them, I could use the

transmitter under the same conditions from any room in the house,

by the sick-bed, tor instance, for summoning the nurse or the maid.

... I might also state that nearly five years ago I used a some-

what similar outfit to ring my front door-bell and fire a small

cannon in my parlor while entertaining a party of friends at my
home. On this occasion I carried the transmitter under my arm

to the rear of the building while operating same. The wireless

outfit which I employ might with advantage be modified for do-

mestic use."

the voyage. At the end of the voyage the plates could be ex-

amined for gold, and some idea of the practicability of recovering

the metal would be gained. If it proved that the steamship com-

panies could add to their equipment an effective electrical gold

dredger they might possibly be induced to cheapen the passenger

rates according to the success of the system."

A MINT IN THE SEA.

UNDER this heading The Lancet (London) adverts to the

undoubted fact that the ocean contains gold in solution,

and that the aggregate amount so contained is prodigious.

That the size of the total is due solely to the immense volume of

the sea and that the gold in a cubic foot of the water is almost in-

finitesimal, are generally over-

looked. The matter has been

brought to public attention again

recently by reports in the public

press that a noted English chem-

ist had indorsed a project for

getting out the gold in commer-

cial quantities. The Lancet sug-

gests that an electrolytic device

might be successful. It says:

" We suggested (correctly as

it proves), more than eight years

ago, that the announcement that

definite quantities of gold had
been recovered from sea-water

would be sure to attract the at-

tention of speculators. The fact

that sea-water contained gold

was first made patent, we believe,

by the observation that the de-

posit on the copper plating of jetty piles in sea harbors was com-
paratively rich in the precious metal. . . . Under the heading of ' A
Mint in the Sea,' we drew attention to these observations and dis-

cussed the possibilities of treating sea-water with the view of

recovering what must be a vast amount of gold dissolved in it.

On the estimate that a ton of sea-water contains approximately one

grain the yield would amount to something like 200 tons of gold

per cubic mile, and as the volume of the world's ocean is estimated

at 400,000,000 cubic miles the total possible yield of gold would be

no less than 100,000,000,000 tons— a truly attractive prospect to the

company promoter. We now learn that a serious attempt is to be

made to wrest a proportion, at any rate, of this vast wealth from
the sea, and that a company is about to start the necessary machin-

ery and plant somewhere on the south coast of England. It should

be borne in mind, however, that the original observations as to the

sea containing gold were made on the waters which wash the

shores of a gold-bearing country—namely. New South Wales.
Still, time no doubt sufifices to effect a uniform distribution of the

mineral salts of the sea, altho the composition of sea-water varies

with the locality from which it is taken. We should have thought

that an eminently practical experiment in this direction would
before now have been undertaken by the great steamship com-
panies. Most steamships are equipped with an electric instal-

lation, and it would be quite an easy matter for them to start a sys-

tem of electroplating while at sea without interfering seriously with

the progress of the ship. A couple of large copper plates sus-

pended in the sea and connected with the dynamos would serve as

electrodes and collect the gold contained in the sea-water during

THE NEW BRAZILIAN POTATO (SOLANUM COMMERSONl)

Showing flower, plant and tuber.

A NEW FOOD VEGETABLE.

FROM time to time within the last few years items have ap-

peared in the public press about a new species of potato, on

which experiments have been in progress. So much that is won-

derful and unexpected is done nowadays in the way of plant-breed-

ing and cross-fertilization that it is hard to startle the public;

statements regarding the virtues and value of the new tuber have

therefore met with ready acceptance. It would appear, however,

from a paper contributed to Cosmos (Paris), by M. Jules Rudolph,

that the new potato is not yet quite ready for the market. That it

has a future before it, he thinks probable; but it is not yet certain

whether this may be reached sooner by cultivation and selection,

or by crossing with the ordinary variety. As it stands at present

the species, tho hardy, is too bitter to be edible. Says M. Ru-

dolph :

" The plant is not a new one, having been described by Dunal in

1822. A native of Brazil ... it is very vigorous and reaches the

height of about 60 centimeters

[2 feet], producing numerous
subterranean creepers, throwing

out at intervals aerial stems,

each bearing a tuber at the base.

.... These tubers are of vari-

able form, spherical, pear-

shaped, or egg shaped ; hitherto

they have varied in size from
that of a nut to that of a hen's

egg. . . . These tubers are soft,

and of a yellowish tint ; the

eyes are well marked but not

deeply sunken. The propor-

tion of starch is from 17 to 20

per cent.

" It is to Dr. Meckel, director

of the Marseilles Botanic Gar-

den, that we owe the introduc-

tion of this new Solaniim to cul-

tivation. He has grown it since

1896 without having observed

other variation than a progressive development of the tubers,

which increased in weight from 3 to 150 grams
" In the Solanum Commersoni we have a spontaneous type, from

which cultivation has already removed its natural characteristics,

as it long ago removed those of our ordinary potatoes, of which we
now have more than 500 different varieties and forms
"The plant is vigorous, resists disease, may remain in the

ground all winter, grows in moist soil, and is very productive.

The vigor of the plant is real, but it is a great runner, which is not

a good quality. It does away with h'lling, of course, but from the

point of view of the digger it is a great labor to search for potatoes

over the whole surface of a field, not daring to leave a single corner

untouched.
" Its resistance to disease seems certain at present . . . but plant

diseases do not usually appear until after they have been long cul-

tivated ; and there is nothing to show that this species will prove

more refractory than others.
" One of its best points would seem to be its rusticity ; that is. its

ability to winter in the earth, which is especially valuable in mild

climates where it can thus be dug as needed.

"Its ability to flourish in moist or marshy places is also one of

its best qualities, for our ordinary potatoes prefer a light, dry soil.

This will enable the farmer to place under cultivation soils that

have hitherto remained unproductive, and is possibly its greatest

merit.

"Of its productiveness we will say nothing here, preferring to

wait for confirmation of the figures given. According to these it

is remarkable, reaching 63.000 kilograms to the hectare with the
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violet variety obtained by M Labergerie [about 30 tons to the

acre].

"The most important question remains— tlie quality of the prod-

uct. Of this Uttle has been said, e.xcept tiiat it may be eaten by

cattle, but that the tubers are bitter and that several more years of

cultivation are needed before they will become really edible. This

may easily be realized ; for it is impossible to change in a short

time the food value of a plant so as to adapt it to our tastes.

" This is the plant ; let us see now what may be made of it. Two
ways are open before it. that of selection and that of hybridization.

Both are good practically.

"The plant having already varied, the selective process recom-

mends itself as likely to have good results; but it is usually a long

task, requiring much care and attention. . . . The method, how-

ever, may be more rapid, especially with a plant with a natural

tendency to vary
" But it is especially from the standpoint of hybridization that

I believe this .species capable of servmg a good purpose, and of

preserving in its descendants the vigor of the species, its rusticity,

its immunity from disease, and its ability to flourish in moist and

marshy ground. If, when crossed with one of the edible varieties,

it keeps these good qualities, we shall have made a remarkable

gain from the alimentary point of view.
" Nevertheless, M. Lille, of Lyons, writes us. efforts to obtain

seed have been in vain, as the pollen is not fertile. Different va-

rieties have been cultivated side by side, . . . but there has been

no crossing. The future, however, may have surprises in store

for us.

" To sum up, we have here a spontaneous type of potato that it

is our business to try to improve, for it is perhaps possible to ob-

tain favorable results ; but in cases like this we must be careful not

to be carried away by the magic of numbers and by the supposed

merits of a plant before being able to control the exactitude of the

data
" In any case, this impartial study has for its object to let our

readers know what has been said since 1896 about this potato, in

which we may see, in the course of time, a new element in the de-

velopment of one of our best foods."

—

Translation madefor The
Literary Digest.

FISHES AND SHIPS: THEIR SHAPE AND
SPEED.

SHOULD a vessel's hull be sharp at the bow, or blunt at the

bow and sharp at the stem ? If this can not be settled by the

laws of hydromechanics, it would seem that experience should

before this have answered the question, for ships have been made

of manifold forms and to fit all kinds of theories, reasonable and

unreasonable. An appeal to the shape of various fish as the prop-

er model to be followed is not uncommon. This is the method

followed in the Revue Gdn^ra/e des Sciences by M. C. L. Weyher,

who takes the pike as his pattern and marvels that we are building

hulls on such different lines. His article is reviewed in Cosmos

(February 18) by a critic who thinks that he is all wrong. M.

Weyher's article runs, in part, as follows

:

" Every one who has seen a pike has noticed that it has a large

head,'flattened horizontally, and consequently at right angles to its

tail, altho most other fish have heads that are flattened vertically,

like the tail.

" Being a creature of prey, the pike should surpass other fishes

in speed; otherwise it would not be able to overtake them. To
this end, nature has not only given him a form that is more slender

in the rear than in front (which is an indispensable condition for

the attainment of high speed) ; but she has also effected this inver-

sion of the head with respect to the tail, which contributes largely

to his rapidity of progression.
" Let us remember that when a fluid escapes through an orifice,

a rectangular aperture, for example, the flow, which just after

issuing is rectangular in section, like the hole, twists about so that

a short distance from the orifice the section is a rectangle having
its corresponding sides at right angles to those of the hole

"Reciprocally, the pike may be regarded in the light of this

twisted flow, for in meeting the water horizontally in front and leav-

ing it vertically behind, it allows the liquid to take the minimum
path to close up behind its body and return to a position of repose.

It follows that tlic fisii meets with less resistai. "e in its progress,

for this resistance comes chiefly from the vacuum that would form
behind it if the water did not have time to resume its place during

the passage of the body through it.

" It should be noted, in passing, that all creatures that are called

upon to move rapidly through a fluid are much slenderer behind

than before, and it should be added that forms that are too slender

in front are quite unsuited for great speeds. This may easily be

demonstrated, but would take us too far from our subject for the

moment. We should only say that it is difficult to understand why
designers so often persist in giving to vessels forms that are more
slender in the bow than in the stern, when the contrary should be

the case."

—

Translation made for Thk Literary Digest.

THROUGH THE ALPS AT LAST.
T^HE Simplon tunnel, whose misfortunes have been related at

* length in recent numbers of The Literary Di(;est, has

at length joined its headings, so that there is a clear passage from

portal to portal, altho of course the great work is yet very far from

BARON HUGO VON KAGER,

The Engineer-in-chief of the Simplon tunnel, and his first lieutenant, Mr.
Herman Haeussler, in workaday dress. Baron Kager stands on tlie reader's

right.

completion. The following brief chronology of the tunnel's prog-

ress is given in The Electrical Review :

" The piercing of the Simplon tunnel through the Alps was com-
pleted at 7.20 o'clock on the morning of February 24. The work
was commenced in 1898. The meeting of the two boring parties

(Swiss and Italian) was signaled throughout Switzerland by the

ringing of church bells and the salutes by cannon. President

Ruchet sent congratulatory messages by telegraph to King Victor

Emmanuel and Premier Giolitti, expressing the hope that the great

work would further strengthen the friendship between Italy and
Switzerland and add to their prosperity. The work of preparing

the tunnel for a permanent way will be pushed as rapidly as pos-

sible, and it is hoped to inaugurate the tunnel about March 20.

The length of the Simplon tunnel from Briga, in Switzerland, to

Iselle, on the Italian side of the mountain, is about twelve miles.

A very hard formation of rock was encountered at the outset on
the Iselle side, which rendered necessary the construction of spe-

cial machinery. After the boring had been pushed about two
miles powerful cold springs were met, from which poured more
than 500 gallons of water a minute, and for a time caused a suspen-

sion of all work on the Italian side. Hardly had this difficulty
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been overcome when about 200 feet farther on a stratum of shift-

ing material was encountered, and the further tunneling of about

150 feet required six months' time, and an expenditure of over

$100,000. As the work proceeded it was found that the brickwork

arch, erected for the support of the linished portions of the tunnel.

was threatened with ruin, because of a slippery substance con-

tained in the mountain's formation, and most of the work on the

archway had to be gone over again. But the greatest difficulty

encountered was last September, when hot water began to pour
into the tunnel and caused a further suspension of work for several

months, the temperature rising to 131" F. On the Swiss or north-

ern side there exists an accumulation of water which has been a

constant menace to the workmen. Now that the borders have met
this water can be drawn off. The Swiss and Italian governments
jointly financed the tunnel undertaking, share and share ahke, at

the cost of $15,000,000."

TO KEY WEST BY RAIL.

T^HE latest remarkable railroad project is to build a line of rails

-• from the Florida mainland over and between the Florida

keys to Key West. These islets, as will be remembered, form a

chain stretching into the ocean from the mainland, and forming the

passage known as tlie Florida Straits. They are separated by

'Channels varying from a few hundred feet to several miles in

width. In some cases the distance is so great that it would seem

impossible to connect them with a bridge or other structure, so

that the proposed road will be a great feat of engineering. The

Scientific AmericaJi (February iS) calls it "undoubtedly the most

notable feat in railroad engineering which has ever been conceived."

The writer goes on to say :

" It will form an extension of the Florida East Coast Railway,

"which, as its name indicates, skirts the eastern coast of the State

named. At present it terminates at a station twenty miles south

of Miami, and on the border ot the Everglades. Consequently, to

lay the track to the nearest key, it will be necessary to construct a

considerable mileage through this swamp ; but between the coast

line and Key Largo, the nearest island, no less than twenty miles

of salt-water marsh intervene, which must be spanned by trestle-

work. . . . Before Key West can be reached, it will be necessary

to build 120 miles of railway on the keys and over the sounds and
•other passages separating them. In all, twenty islands are avail-

able for the extension, but no less than 40 miles of elevated work
must be built above the water, not counting the trestling between
Key Largo and the mainland.

" Fortunately, the formation of the keys lends itself to the proj-

-ect. Rising but a few feet above the surface of the water, it con-

sists of coralline rock offering a level and smooth surface after the

few feet of soil which has accumulated on the rock has been re-

moved. But a minimum amount of grading will be required, and
an abundance of ballast is available in the form of pieces of the

rock which is found on all of the keys. The fact that the same
fonnation lies beneath the intervening waters renders the scheme
feasible in the opinion of the engineers, for it offers a sufficiently

"firm foundation into which the supports of the bridges and other

work can be set. The depth of water, however, ranges from 3 to

18 feet, since several of the passages are navigable for vessels of

this draft. The deeper channels will of course be spanned by
drawbridges, and it is proposed to support them on piers of ma-
sonry at a sufficient elevation above high tide. By far the most
extensive marine work will be between what is known as Bahia
Honda and Knight's key. These islands, located about midway
in the series, are no less than 8 miles apart, the water varying in

depth from 6 to 18 feet. At this point the reef which extends

along the Atlantic side of the keys for such a distance is broken,

and a considerable mileage of the structures will be exposed direct-

ly to the open sea. A number of other passages vary from one to

three miles in extent.

" Several methods are available for supporting the elevated

work, but, with the exception of the bridges, it is probable that

steel posts or piling will be utilized entirely. The metal below the

water must be protected by incasing the pillars in wood which has

been treated to a preparation of creosote, which in turn will pre-

vent the wood from being damaged by the teredo."

The extension will be one of the most expensive pieces of rail-

way in the world. Nothing approaching it has ever been at-

tempted, the only marine trestles that can be compared with it

being of wood and of relatively simple construction. To quote

further

:

" The building of this extension will give the railroad in question
access to one of the tinest harbors on the American coast, that of

Key West, which has a depth of 33 feet in the main entrance.
The harbor is accessible by four different passages, and is suffi-

ciently commodious to accommodate a considerable fleet of ocean-
going vessels. It is understood that one reason for building the

extension is to establish a transfer service between Key West and
Havana, so that freight can be shipped from this country to Cuba
by the carload without breaking bulk en route. Havana is about
90 miles from Key West, and a car-ferry steamer having a speed
equal to the ferryboats on the North River could readily make the

round trip in a day of ten hours. In connection with the Panama
Canal, however. Key West possesses special advantages, as it is

actually 250 miles nearer the gulf entrance to the canal than any
other city in the United States. Consequently, with railroad com-
munication, it would offer special facilities as the port for lines of

steamships to the American and Asiatic Pacific coast, as well as

the islands of the Pacific."

Duels on Strictly Sanitary Principles.- It would

appear that, in France at least, the rules of hygiene are to be con-

sulted even in mortal combat. In a note entitled "The Hygiene

of the Duel " in The Lancet (February 25), are related a number of

amusing incidents bearing on this combination of attempts to take

life and to preserve it. Says the writer

:

" Doctors play a prominent part in French duels, and there are

several leaders of the profession who take a serious scientific in-

terest in that generally harmless form of e.xercise. A consultation

is said to have been held not long ago in Paris, in which MM.
Pozzi, Qudnu, and Doyen discussed how duels could be fought
under antiseptic precautions. The outcome of the deliberations of

these luminaries of science was the formulation of a complete code
of dueling hygiene which may be useful to future Sir Lucius
O 'Triggers. It is solemnly recommended that ever>' man who has
an affair of honor on hand should take a purge over night and dis-

infect his intestinal tract after the method of Professor liouchard.

He must go to the ground fasting, and there his whole body must
be thoroughly rubbed down and soaped, then cleared of fatty mat-
ters with alcohol, and finally asepticized with sublimate. He must
next don a suit of clothes just taken from a disinfecting oven, and
he is then ready to face, with the traditional courage of his race,

the chance of a prick or a scratch from his adversary's sword.
The hygiene of the duel may be summed up in the famous formula
of Moliere's candidate. Purgare. ensuita seig>iare ["purge; then

bleed "], with the trifling difference that the duelist purges himself

and tries to bleed his opponent."

SCIENCE BREVITIES.

In some " Notes on I'hospliorescence in Plants and Animals,'" published in an
Australian paper, The Victorian Naturalist, tlie autlior. Miss Bage, calls atten-

tion to the occurrence of phosphorescence in butcher's meat, smce a remarkable
prevalence of this has recently been noticed in Melbourne. So far as the author
could ascertain, no cultures have been taken from phosphorescent meat, so that

the bacteria by whicli the phenomenon is produced are still unknown.

' Two of the world's interesting mammals have lately become e.\tinct without

attracting attention," says Tlie American Inventor. " An English naturalist

points out that the great straight-horned race of the Indian buffalo, which was
occasionally met with fifty or sixty years ago, is no longer known. The other

vanished form is the wolf of the Falkland Islands, a type of considerable impor-

tance, which seems to have been exterminated by strychnin about thirty years

ago."

In a recent lecture delivered by Dr. .Archibald Barr, professor of engineering

in Glasgow University, and noticed in TJie American Machinist, Dr. Barr

pointed out that the larger the body falling through the air the stronger did it

require to be in order to bear the pressure coming down. Thus a large bird is

always heavier in proportion to its size than a small one. Nature has never made
a large creature that flew. The ostrich, for example, could not possibly have

sufficient muscular power to enable it to fly. It is therefore clearly impossible

that man—who is considerably larger than the albatross, perhaps the largest

known flying bird—can ever provide himself with wings which will enable him to

rtv.
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THE RELIGIOUS WORLD.

SHOULD ADVANCED THEOLOGY BE TAUGHT
FROM THE PULPIT?

I^HE Protestant Church of Germany is seldom lacking in dra-

matic illustrations of the never-ending struggle that is going

on between conservative and advanced thinkers. The latest in-

stance of this kind is found in the "Fischer case" in Berlin, in-

volving a prominent pastor, already advanced in years, who defends

the theory that the most advanced theological tliought ought to be

proclaimed from the pulpit and taught in the schools. He stated

his views in an address made before a recent convention of the

Protestant Verein, and has since published them in pamphlet form.

The brochure deals with problems that vitally affect the whole

Protestant world, and its argument may be briefly summarized as

follow s

:

The religious consciousness of former generations was based

on divine revelation. It laid emphasis on miracles and signs.

Divinely given interpretation was held to be the real and indispen-

sable object of a genuine faith, so that often enough the revealed

Book became itself almost a God. This whole conception of rev-

elation has now disappeared from religious thought : it was a prod-

uct of religious reasoning under the form of an antique philoso-

phy. No longer do heaven and earth stand opposite each other as

two worlds. We do not now believe in a lower world of hell.

There can no longer be any claim to a revelation in the old sense

of the word, and the idea is not in harmony with the certain results

of modern scientific research. It is beyond doubt that the investi-

gations of science and of history, and the unprejudiced researches

into the character of original Christianity, which have been going

on for about seventy years without regard to dogmas and doc-

trines, have made religion something entirely different from what

it had traditionally been supposed to be. It has been found, too,

that Christ is a historical person, and that his activity and work
can be plainly understood in the light of his day and surroundings.

The historical Christ, without any signs and wonders, and without

the later Christology, is what the religious consciousness of to-day

must deal with. The deification of Christ has not stood the test of

real historical investigation. Such great problems as those of

creation, providence, prayer a.id its hearing, and the personality

of God wear an entirely new aspect in the light of modern science.

The new truths must be recognized in our pulpits and become a

part of the religious instruction in the schools.

This address, coming from so prominent a preacher, lias caused

astir, and the Consistory of Berlin, composing the ecclesiastical

superiors of Dr. Fischer, at once called upon him to resign his

office, on the ground that he was preaching a doctrine contrary to

that of the church he represented, and that his views were those

of a man who was not yet mature in his theological thinking. The

conservative papers make a good deal of this statement, in view of

the fact that only a year ago the theological faculty of the Univer-

sity of Koenigsberg gave Dr. Fischer the title of D.D.—a degree

rarely conferred in Germany. Dr. Stocker, the most prominent

preacher in Germany, led in the opposition to Dr. Fischer's views,

and a number of congregations held meetings of protest.

In the mean while there have not been wanting defenders, if not

of the radical innovation proposed by Dr. Fischer, at any rate of

the full liberty of theological expression in the name of " scientific

independence." Among others. Professors von Soden and Schoiz.

of the University of Berlin, have published, in the Christlische

Welt (Marburg), a special declaration, in which they express their

•disagreement with the action of the consistory on two grounds

—

one personal, on account of the age and services of Dr. Fischer

;

the other on the ground of principle. It is noteworthy, however,

that even advanced thinkers, in some cases, are not willing to go

as far as Dr. Fischer, altho they agree with him in the main. For

example, Dr. Rade, editor of the Christlische Welt, thinks it

would be dangerous to preach the new Christology from the pulpit.

He is in principle agreed that " the results of the historical study

of Christianity " are to be preached to the people, but demands

that these " results " be first proved correct. He objects to Fisch-

er's Christology on the ground that it is contrary to the Christo-

centric standpoint.

Practically the same position was taken by a special convention

of about thirty Berlin preachers, who demanded that Dr. Fischer

be not deposed from office, because it was held to be dangerous

to abridge the " freedom of expressing theological views in the

churches " or the " independence of scientihc investigators "— what-

ever the official doctrinal standpoint of the churches may be.

Conservative papers maintain that, consistently, such men as

F)r. Fischer should sever their connection with a church which

they no longer represent. The Leipsic Kirchenzeitung insists

that the laity as such favors orthodoxy, and that the demand for

radicalism conies chiefly from the clergy. T!ie contest, it says, is

to a great extent one between " layman's theology" and " preach-

er's \.\\to\o%'j
.'"—Translations made for The Literary Digest.

ENGLISH COMMENT ON THE TORREY-
ALEXANDER CRUSADE.

THE "mission" recently started in the West End of London

by the American evangelists. Dr. Torrey and xMr. Alexan-

der, and already briefly noted in our pages (see The Literary

Digest, February n), has been attended by remarkable success

and is compelling a large share of public attention in England. It

is reported that one hundred thousand applications for admission

to the first meeting in Albert Hall were received, and that ten

thousand persons were actually present. The meeting is vividly

described by Harold Begbie in the London Mail :

" Under the seven-ringed gas chandelier, drooping from the cen-

ter of the vast dome with its bellying canvas, was gathered together

in the splendid hall as strange and eager a congregation as ever

came to a man with a message. People of all classes. A sea of

humanity. One looked into that vast gathering and saw the smil-

ing faces of converted men and the wistful faces of their women
;

the rebellious and half-scornful faces of the men of the world, and

the nervous, flushed faces of ladies of quality. Face after face,

face above face, from the floor to the topmost gallery, till one's

eyes wearied of the human countenance and longed for trees, and

mountains, and moving waters. Not a seat was vacant, except in

the cases of a few darkened boxes, whose owners, objecting to the

mission, refused to lend them. To right and to left, up from

the floor to tiie roof, a dense, multitudinous mass of men and

women
" The address was on the triumphant note sounded by St. Paul

from a prison cell: ' Rejoice in the Lord —always.' rj)r. Torrey

declared that what struck him in London was its joylessness. The

East End is joyless ; so is the West. The poor are joyless ; so

are the rich. You can not have joy if you are ' outside Christ.'

He quoted a lame translation of St. Augustine's magnificent words

:

' Lord, Thou hast made us for Thyself, and we must needs be

weary till we rest in Thee.' The matter of his address was irre-

proachable, his delivery telhng. The sentences were short, with

pauses between the words. ' My friends. The world. Is empty.

GOD,' drawing out the word, ' is full
!

' Now and then a few peo-

ple tried to break into hymns, but they were instantly 'hushed,'

dow^n. Subdued ' Amens' ran round the house. Once when he

mentioned Ingersoll's name there were opposing 'Hear, hears'

from the gallery. There was no instant response from the aud-

ience. Coughing broke out again. He has a strong American

accent, making ' gloery ' of glory, and ' Amurrika ' of America.

He works himself up every now and then, raising both arms above

his head and lifting his face upward. Occasionally he shouts his

message. But on the whole he is quiet and repressed. He made

what I think is the mistake of most missioners. He insisted on

the ease with which sin and trouble can be removed from weary

hearts. ' All you have to do,' he pleaded, 'is to be in Christ ' He
did not tell the people who try and fail how they are to attain that

victory. He was not constraining men and women to draw near,

he was expressing amazement that they remained so far away."

Mr. Begbie goes on to comment

:

"A quickening of the spiritual life is essential, and it is coming
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PROF. HERMAN V. HILPRECHT, OF THE UNI-

VERSITY OK PENNSYLVANIA.

He is charged with publishing as specimens of

a " temple library" found in 1900 at Nippur tab-

lets actually discovered elsewhere several years

earlier.

It is coming from science as well as from religion. I do not think

that American revivals are likely to succeed in the same measure
in England as the spontaneous religious movement has succeeded
in Wales. They may do good, they will certainly help many peo-

ple ; but can they ever

appeal to the national

character? 'Lead,
Kindly Light,' must al-

ways be more to Shake-

speare's England than

Mr. Alexander's ' Tell

Mother I'll Be There.'

It is the heroic sweet-

ness of Christ himself,

and the sternness of his

warnings, that will move
England, not the catchy

tunes of the mission

hymn-book. To bring

American methods to

Christianity is not the

one thing necessary ; to

bring Christianity to

American methods
would more abundantly

serve the destined ends

of righteousness."

T/te CliurcJi Times

(London, Anglican)
amends Mr. Begbie's

last quoted remarks by

registering its convic-

tion that "American

methods must needs be brought to Christianity if the glory and

honor of all the nations are to be gathered into the city of God,"

but that " this is done precisely by bringing Christianity to Ameri-

can methods." It continues:

" There is one only test for every man claiming to be sent by God
in an extraordinary fashion. Does his message tend to confirm

men and women in the faith of the Gospel? Does he knit them

more closely in the bond of charity ? Does he help to bring them

and their members into captivity to the law of Christ? Does he

build up the Christian character? If he fail in these respects, we
shall not listen to his eloquence or be moved by his engaging per-

•sonality ; for tho an angel from heaven should preach to us any

other gospel than that which we have learnt, we shall not receive

him. St. Paul gave his warning to the Galatians at the very be-

ginning of Christianity, and it holds good to the end.

"Have we any reason for supposing that Messrs. Torrey and

Alexander will stand this test? We have none. Time and result

will show. But these are not the lirst American Evangelists who
have visited our shores with the same claims, using the same
methods. Did the visits of Messrs. Moody and Sankey tend to a

strengthening of Christianity in the English people? We have no

reason for supposing anything of the kind. Even if they did no

harm, to be merely harmless is not to show the signs of an apostle.

But we fear that great harm has resulted from their methods—

a

feeble sentimentality fitly expressed in meaningless ditties, a

loosening of the bonds of Christian fellowship, an abiding taste for

revivalism as a substitute for practical religion. The message and

the methods of the new arrivals are so exactly similar to those of

their predecessors, that we can see no ground for anticipating any

better result. The harm will be done, we imagine, chiefly among
dissenters. Careful observers at the Albert Hall agree that the

as.sembled thou.sands were mostly drawn from the habitual or oc-

casional attendants at Protestant places of worship. We are not

surprised. These methods do not appeal to the irreligious. They
appeal to men and women who are accustomed to hymn-singing,

to preaching, to the stir and the emotions of a crowded meeting.

Such persons are affected ; they are roused to a movement of self-

surrender. And the result? It is written large in past experience.

The decadence of English dissent—by which we do not inean a

decay of numbers—will not be arrested by such means. We shall

be thankful if it is not made worse."

The London Outlook, an influential secular weekly, comments

thus:

"The Torrey-Alexander mission must have much to overcome
in the West End of London. Nevertheless, some enthusiasm
there is—some part of every audience stands up in token of its ad-
hesion. It is the old story of crowds. Given any enthusiasm at
all in a crowd not otherwise hostile, that enthusiasm has in every
individual subject to it its collective force. Given a merely pas-
sive multitude— to say nothing of an a priori sympathetic one—

a

distinct and forcible personality must impress itself. Set up a
man in the view of a silent multitude, so he be endowed with con-
viction and a powerful voice, he must, to some extent, sway it. If

there is more to explain, then we must say that there is among us
some spiritual discontent which, in spite of taste and antecedent
difficulties, finds its satisfaction in these American gospellers.

But if Dr. Torrey and Mr. Alexander have in London any success
at all comparable to that of Mr. Roberts in Wales, we shall be
very much surprised. We do not disapprove of their mission.

There is none too much emotion in our lives, and those of us
whose mental aptitudes admit of the appeal may be the better for

forgetting their daily cares while they listen to Dr. Torrey "s ser-

mons and join in Mr. Alexander's hymns. We would that some
general emotion, more consonant with the knowledge and aspi-

ration of the age, might stir in our community. But of Dr. Tor-
rey and Mr. Alexander we would say no ill."

DR. HILPRECHT AND THE NIPPUR TABLETS.
A CONTROVERSY which involves two of the leading Amer-

-^*- ican Assyriologists, Prof. H. V. Hilprecht, of the L'niver-

sity of Pennsylvania, and the Rev. Dr. J. P. Peters, rector of St.

Michael's Church, New York, and which has already led to the

resignation of five of the managers of the Department of Arciieology

in the LTniversity of Pennsylvania, is attracting keen interest in

antiquarian and religious circles. According to the Rev. Dr. Will-

iam Hayes Ward, who is himself an authority in the matters under

dispute and led an expedition to Nippur in 1884-85, the facts of the

case indicate "ungenerous treatment of Dr. Peters" and " perver-

-sity or blunder" on the part of Professor Hilprecht. Writing edi-

torially in the New York Independent, he says:

" The story is this : Dr. Jolin P. Peters, now rector of .St. Michael's

Church in this city, was formerly professor in the University of

THE REV. DR. JOHN P. PETERS,

Rector of St. Michael's Church, New York, who makes the charges against

Professor Hilprecht, and asks " wliether the tablets discovered at Nippur in 1900

do in fact, constitute a library."
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Pennsylvania and in the Episcopal Seminary in Philadelphia. While

there he secured the money for sending out the Wolfe expedition

to Uabylonia in 1SS4-S5, and later for the I'niversity of Pennsylva-

nia expedition at Nippur, which he conducted for two years and of

which he was director afterward while Dr. Haynes was in the tield.

For his first year he took with him Dr. Hilprecht as one of his as-

sistants. He had known Dr. Hilprecht as a fellow student in

Leipsic, and had recommended and introduced him to his position

as professor in the I'niversity of Pennsylvania. At the end of the

first year of e.\cavation at Xippur, when nothing had been found

and there had been troubles and losses. Dr. Hilprecht resigned and

left, declaring that nothing could be found there. Dr. Peters was

not discouraged. He returned home, reor-

ganized the e.xpedition, took two of its mem-
bers witii him. Dr. Haynes and Mr. Noorian.

and closed the year with large discoveries of

buildings, tablets, and monuments. Then he

returned to his work at home, leaving Dr.

Haynes in charge, and later resigned the di-

rectorship, which was given to Dr. Hilprecht.

A year later Dr. Hilprecht went to Nippur,

reaching there just after Dr. Haynes had

gathered in a large and lucky find of tablets.

There he remained some weeks closing up

the e.xpedition, after having been on the

ground, in both visits, some four months.

Meanwhile he had done admirable work in

deciphering and publishing the discoveries of

Dr. Peters's second year.
" But with his second visit to Nippur he

imagined himself to be a great explorer as

well as decipherer. He wrote a book on ex-

plorations in the East, in which he repre-

sented Dr. Peters as incompetent in scholar-

ship and injudicious in his excavations, and
claimed for himself the credit for what had
been done, and especially for tiie discovery of

the last collection of tablets, which he iden-

tified as a ' temple library." and told of the gen-

eral nature of its literarj' contents. But dur-

ing these five years he has never published

a single one of its contents, until scholars

have begun to doubt whether it is anything

more than one of the record rooms of business transactions of

which multitudes are in existence. But he did publish, in America

and Germany, an account of four tablets which he represented as

from this ' temple library.' When Dr. Peters found, however,

that they were not from the ' library.' and three of them from

other cities, and had been purchased years before the ' library ' was
found, he so informed the trustees who had published Dr. Hil-

precht's statement, for their quiet examination.
" But just then Dr. Hilprecht gave a lecture in Philadelphia on

the subject, was questioned, and the whole scandal came out. Dr.

Peters and Professor Prince testified that the tablets did not come
from the ' library," and Professor Haupt said he did not beheve

there was any library, and the managers of the museum tried to

make an investigation, and the trustees of the university objected,

and then the officers of the museum resigned, five members in all,

and Dr. Hilprecht made no defense, but says he is going to Con-

stantinople next month to carry on his work on the ' library.'
"

Dr. Peters states his side of the controversy in a letter to the

New York Times, from which we quote as follows:

"It came to my knowledge that one cut and one description of

tablets alleged by Professor Hilprecht to have come from the

' temple Hbrary ' in Nippur, contained in a volume published by

him with the impress of the Department of Archeology of the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, were in reality tablets purchased under

my directorship some eleven years before the library was discov-

ered, neither of which came from Nippur at all ; and that, further,

in a German publication he had represented two more tablets

found or purchased under my directorship eleven and ten years

earher as coming from this ' temple library' discovered in 1900

at Nippur, furnishing cuts of the same. That is, the major part of

the specimens of tablets found in the ' temple library ' were actu-

ally identified as found elsewhere ten years or more before the dis-

covery of the alleged library
" The question which scholars are naturally asking is whether

the tablets discovered at Nippur in lyoo do, in fact, constitute a
library .!* Why have they not been published.'' Why are they so-

carefully kept from the eyes of all other scholars.? Why, in place
of specimens from the tablets really found in this alleged library

in 1900, has Hilprecht actually pubhshed as specimens of his
' temple library " at least four tablets proved to have been dis-

covered years before, three of them in cities far removed from
Nippur.'"

In view of the charges made, remarks the Baltimore Sun, " the

proper thing for the University of Pennsylvania to do would seem

to be to make a thorough and impartial investigation." The
New York 7>7^«;/t' comments :

I'iiolo. ti'pyrit:ht.f.I by J. E. Purily, Boston.

PRESIDENT WILLIAM R. HARPER, OF THE
UNIVERSITY OK CHICAGO.

He thinks that "specialism in the ministry
is as necessary as specialism in any other pro-

fession."

" Obviously this is such a delicate matter

that outsiders will hesitate about taking sides,

especially as time will probably correct any
grave injustice that may have been done.

The most .serious phase of the matter is-

that doubts have been excited as to the

reality of the great ' temple library ' which the

world has been led to believe once existed at

Nippur. Dr. Hilprecht's critics think that

uncertainty on this point is warranted by
the limited number of tablets of undis-

puted origin that have yet been described

in print, whereas it has been supposed that

tiiousands of such records had been se-

cured.

"A number of good reasons might be ad-

vanced for delay in translation and repro-

duction, and perhaps these will be forthcom-

ing in time. Moreover, Dr. Hilprecht's

friends think that he materially helped his-

case a few evenings ago by exhibiting at a

meeting of the Philosophical Society in Phil-

adelphia two tablets from Nippur that were
apparently of a purely literary character, their

inscriptions being hymns or incantations.

These and other facts which have not yet

been adduced may account for the confidence

which the trustees of the University of Penn-

sylvania seem to place in Dr. Hilprecht.

At pre.sent. therefore, it would be premature to assume that the

great library of Nippur is a fiction."

SPECIALISM IN MINISTERIAL TRAINING.

IN his volume on " The Trend in Higher Education," Dr. Will-

iam R. Harper voices the feeling of many intelligent laymen

in the churches that " the training provided for the students in the

theological seminaries does not meet the requirements of modern

times." In addition to this, he states that the ministers who have

had the training of the seminary " are frequently those who speak

most strongly against the adequacy and the adaptation of the pres-

ent methods"; and the better men, he finds, are coming to think

that a satisfactory preparation may be secured in some other way.

Dr. Harper pleads for a curriculum which would encourage spe-

cialism in the ministry, as opposed to the present curriculum which

requires the same work of every man. The present methods, he

avers, look only to the training of preachers, whereas modern re-

quirements demand "general Christian work," Christian teaching,

and administration of church affairs for which no adequate prepa-

ration can be obtained. He says further :

"The day has come for a broadening of the meaning of the word

minister, and for the cultivation of specialism in the ministry, as

well as in medicine, in law, and in teaching. In the village and

small town a single man can do all the work in the Christian min-

istry, as v.ell as in medicine and in law. There is evidently no

room here for the specialist in any field. But in the small cities,

as well as in the large cities, the time has come when specialism in

the ministry is as necessary as specialism in any other profession.

The ministry stands to-day in this respect where law and medicine

stood twenty-five years ago. The conservatism of the churches-
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explains this holding back, and the fact that the profession of the

ministry has not developed, as other professions have developed,

under the influence of the democratic sentiment, explains why the

stronger and brighter men who come from our churches ignore the

ministry, and choose some other profession."

The kind of training demanded, the writer asserts, is that which

will best adapt the individual to his environment. This neces-

sitates a study of the individual and of the environment. Modi-

fications of the curriculum should be " of such a nature as to meet

the demands suggested by the character of the field in which the

student is to work—the demands, in other words, which in general

concern the present state of society in the midst of which the stu-

dent finds himself." More specifically the writer adds :

" In the first place, the training of the theological student should

be adjusted to the modern democratic situation. Real democracy
is not a century old. The atmosphere of the present day is essen-

tially different from the atmosphere of our grandfathers. Even
fifty years ago men did not dream of the development that was to

come, nor of the results which were to follow the introduction of

self-government by the people. The curriculum of the theological

seminary, however, has not been modified to meet this new sit-

uation. Tho Christianity is democratic through and through, the

-church has, to a large extent, antagonized the democratic spirit.

The masses are out of sympathy with the church, because they

confound the church and Christianity, ascribing to the latter the

aristocratic attitude of the former. If the theological student is to

do his work in a democratic atmosphere, he must be filled with the

democratic spirit and must learn to employ democratic methods.

This is not the spirit, and these are not the methods, of the ordi-

nary theological seminary. And unless this spirit is permitted to

control the work and methods of the seminary, tlie minister will

find the opportunities for his work reduced both in number and in

character.
" Then, certain changes should be made which will bring the

work of the theological student into touch with the modern spirit

of science. The great majority of students who enter the theologi-

cal seminary have but a slight knowledge of science, if any. .They

have come in large measure from the smaller denominational col-

leges, few of which have any equipment adapted to the teaching of

science. Here, indeed, a real difficulty presents itself. If a pros-

pective theological student is sent to a state institution, or to one

of the larger universities in which he would learn directly and defi-

nitely this scientific spirit, he is in danger of being drawn away
from his purpose to preach. If, on the other hand, he goes to a

small denominational college, he fails to secure any adequate

preparation in science or psychology. It is true, moreover, tiiat

theological students in general are devoid of the scientific sense.

They have little or no sympathy with scientific work. They utterly

lack that point of view which will enable them to bring themselves

into relationship with that greatest factor in modern civilization,

popularly called science. The man who has not had training in

•science can not speak effectively on any subject, least of all the

subject of religion, to men who have had sucii training. We
should be surprised, not at the small number of scientists who
maintain their church connections, but rather at the comparatively

large number who retain such connection in spite of the pulpit min-

istrations to which they are compelled to listen.

" And, finally, some adjustment must be found by which tiie cur-

riculum will be enabled to meet the demands that are made by the

present peculiar social conditions. Reference has already been

made to the inability of the ordinary preacher to make an impres-

sion on the lower classes. The evidence would seem to be quite

conclusive that he is equally unable to influence the higher classes.

The country is full of men who have become v»'ealthy. The num-
ber of wealthy men increases every decade. It is democracy itself

that has made possible this large number of wealthy men. The
most interesting problem, perhaps, that confronts the future

democracy is the question : How will she adjust herself to men of

wealth, or they to her.'' Meanwhile, what is the attitude of the

church toward this growing cla.ss of influential men? How shall

men be prepared who shall be able to work out this difficult prob-

lem? For it is the problem of the church as well as the problem

of democracy. Something is being done in sociological lines to

train men to exercise influence among the working classes. Noth-

ing, however, has yet been proposed in the way of training which

will enable the minister to do successful work among the richer

classes."

Practical suggestions for reorganization are given by the writer:

some of the most radical of which are appended here. The first

year of the theological course he would make general ; following

that the work of specialization should begin. Thus:

" I. That at this point the students be allowed to group them-
selves according to the work which they propose to do. In this

way there will come to be a group of those who perhaps are plan-

ning to preach or teach ; another group of those who desire to

become pastors, administrators, or general workers; a third group
for musical workers; and a fourth, if necessary, for medical
workers.

"2. That in each case the student be expected to select a par-

ticular department in which he shall do his principal work. This
will be one of the six departments ordinarily organized in connec-
tion with a divinity school; namely, Old Testament, New Testa-

ment, church history, systematic theology, sociology, homiletics.

It will be to his advantage also to select a second department in

which he shall do secondary work.
"

3. That every student who is preparing to teach or preacli be
encouraged to give a liberal portion of his time to work in natural

science, psychology, and English literature, unless in his college

course he has made such progress in these subjects as would war-

rant his omission of them at this stage of his work.
" 4. That in the group made up of those who are to be pastors,

administrators, and general workers, the English Bible be made
the principal subject, and that the secondary subjects be psy-

chology, pedagogy, and sociology. Of these, neither Hebrew nor

Greek should be required.

"5. That for musical and medical workers courses be laid out

along lines of special adaptation, an effort being made to correlate

the work of the seminary with that of some special institutions in

which music and medicine are the sole subjects of study.

"6. That to as large an extent as possible the work of the stu-

dent be directed to the study and investigation of great problems.
"

7. That ' clinics ' be organized in connection with various

departments of the seminary ; for example, in Sunday-school
work, with the biblical and pedagogical departments; in visitation

work, with tlie sociological department; in preaching and church

administration, with the department of homiletics.

"8. That the scope of the theological seminary be broadened
and, if necessary, the name be changed in order that it may include

instruction for Christian workers of all classes."

RELIGIOUS NOTES.
A NATIONAL campaign against " the alarming growth of the secular -Sunday"

has been started in England. It is headed by the archbishops of Canterbury and
York and a majority of the bishops of the Anglican Church.

An article appearing in this Department three weeks ago bore the misleading

title, " A Roman Catholic's Criticism of Celibacy." The views quoted were

tliose of a " Reform Catholic," not a Roman Catholic. In the same article, celi-

bacy was referred to as a "doctrine." Our attention has been called to the fact

that celibacy is "a law of discipline," not a doctrine, of the Roman Catholic

Church.

The result of the competition, in which Miss Helen Miller Gould offered three

prizes of $1,000, S500 and $250 for the best essays on the comparative merits of

the Revised Version of the Bible (Protestant) and the Douay Version (Roman
Catholic), has been made public by the Rev. Dr. W. W. White, of the Bible

Teachers' Training School, New York. Two hundred and fifty-six essays were

received. The first prize was awarded to the Rev. \V. T. Whitley, a Baptist

clergyman of Preston, England, the second prize to the Rev. G. H. Beard, a Con-
gregational clergyman of New Haven, Conn., and the third prize to Mr. Charles

B. Dalton, an Episcopalian, Assistant-Master in Trinity Parish, New York. The
judges in this contest included President Patton, of Princeton Theological .'Semi-

nary ; Chancellor MacCracken, of New York University, and the Hon. Whitelaw
Reid.

\ SPECTACLE unique in the religious annals of the city was ".itnessed in Bos-

ton on March i, when a great company of ministers and Christian workers, led by

the Rev. W. J. Dawson, of London, and the Rev. Dr. N. D. Hillis, of Brooklyn,

paraded the slum districts, with banners and torches and a Salvation .\rmyband,

inviting all and sundry to attend a great evangelistic meeting in Tremont Temple.
According to '/.ion's Herald (Boston, Methodist Episcopal), the efifort to attract

outsiders " proved very disappointing." The same paper thinks, however, that

the participants in the procession deserve great credit for their action, adding

:

" Indeed, it is a miracle which we beheld—that these excellent Christian people

were ready to join hands with the Salvation Army, and to do anything which

promised to reach the unchurched people of our city. This act of compliance

was wonderfully significant and hopeful."
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The Dowager Empress of Russia is credited with

being the chief enemy of reform.

OPPOSITION OF THE RUSSIAN MASSES TO
FREE INSTITUTIONS.

FREE institutions have no meaning to the masses of the Rus-

sian people, the English are told by the " Russian noble of

exalted rank." the " man of the highest character and of blameless

life." who has been explaining anonymously through the London

JAj/7that the proletarian movement in his native land is " a great

big bluff." Of his coun-

trymen we are told by

this Russian that " the

\ast majority believe in

the benevolent protec-

tion of their sovereign."

an assertion which may

be read in connection

witli the following re-

marks made by a Rus-

sian p e a s a n t
" w h o

works in the city during

the winter." to the St.

I'-itersburg correspond-

ent of the Manchester

Guardian :

"'This business." he

assured me. ' is all the

work of the upper class,

the students They de-

ceived the workingmen.

made them go to his

Majesty with a petition

for more wages, and

tiie workmen went, and

that was mutiny; and of course mutiny cant be allowed, or else

Avhat would become of Russia? So they had to fire on them, and

they wounded a few : but that's all over now and everything is

quiet. And the C/ar will put things to rights. He's going to make
good laws for the workingmen. Why. he received workingmen.

peasants, in his own palace and promi.sed them they siiould have

more wages. So it will be all right now.' ' Ah !

' he added. ' they

say things are very bad abroad ; the best of Russia is that it is a

free country ; here, as long as you pay for your land, nobody inter-

feres with you.'
" Such men as these provide the Grand Duke Vladimir and his

friends with a ready argument

against a constitution. But it

must not be forgotten that their

mental oudook is the result of the

systematic obscurantism of the

present Government."

It would be easy to quote from

some Continental European news-

papers much comment indicating

that a favorite theory- ot English

•dailies regarding the Russian sit-

uation is wholly untenable. That

theory makes the combinadon of

discontented students with dis-

contented workmen in centers ol

population the basis of coming

revolutionary changes in Russia.

But in some French and Ger-

man newspapers it is pointed out

that young students become old

bureaucrats, and that the native

workmen, as distinguished from

the foreign workmen, are not the

backbone ot the reform agitation.

Hence, it is believed bv these

GENKKAI. DEDUI.INE,

Prefect of police in St. I'etersbiirg and a right-

hand man of CJeneral Tiepoff.

organs, the labor demonstration is effectively suppressed. The
whole situation is analyzed at some length by a writer in the Ham-
btcrger A'ackrichlen, for wliose capacity to speak authoritatively

liiat militarist and mo-

narchical (iernian organ

vouches

:

"The present situa-

tion in Russia, accord-

ing to the views of those

judges who know the

country best, would in-

dicate- that the labor

m o V e m e n t—notwith-

standing the excesses

transpiring here and
there—has been over-

come, but that the influ-

ences directed toward
reform of ofificial con-

ditions have not been

overcome. The two
manifestations have ab-

solutely no connection,

but should be distin-

guished from each other

sharply. If there hap-

pened to be support of

one movement by the

other, here and there,

that was a merely ex-

ternal and accidental

circumstance. The one profited from and made use of the otlier

as a result of the exceptional conditions recently prevailing. The
labor disturbances may be safely regarded, notwithstandmg. as a

development brought about by foreign, Polish, Socialist, and
other elements. The most conspicuous parts in these demon-
strations and struggles were certainly played by foreign agitators

and foreign gold. Whetherand to what extent Japan was responsi-

ble may be left out of account. It is otherwise with the reform

ino\ement in Russia, wiiich has signalized itself with utterances

by zemstvos and by tiie representatives of the nobility in municipal

and scientific bodies, etc. These things, like all their forerunners

in the history of the country, are of purely Russian origin and
character. At present it would appear as if they were destined to

attain a measure of success.

"Whence comes, then, this new and powerful manifestation of

the old movement? Of course, the forces now active in Russia
have always been present, but they have been set free on this oc-

casion by the unfortunate course

of the war with Japan. The
Government was thought to be

wholly occupied and discouraged.

Hence the reform movement
broke out with new strength.

For this reason, too, the move-
ment itself meets with disapproval

on the part of those very Rus-
sian patriotic elements which

otherwise might have sympa-
lliized with it. Even in Russia

the national and patriotic ele-

ments consider that it is very

like betrayal of one's country to

take advantage of the difficulties

in which the nation is involved

for the purpose of setting on foot

more or less revolutionary move-
ments within. For the Govern-

ment is thus prevented from de-

voting all its energies to over-

coming the enemy abroad. At
liome, moreover, the peace and

unity of land and people are dis

turbed and the general strength

dissipated. But these undoubt-

edly sound considerations carry
Czar Nicholas—" Has the shooting stopped?"

—Simplicissitinis (Munich)

.
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weight with only a relativel}- small circle of the Russian ' intelli-

gent ' element, which is peculiarly the leader of the immensely

developed reform movement. We see here a contirmation of the

old teaching of experience that certain elementary movements in

the popular life are influenced by the call of patriotism as little

as they are by the statute-book. Those movements stream ove

such considerations, as we saw at home in the case of the miners'

strike [in Germany] when public opinion ranged itself on the side

ROASTING THE DOVE OF PEACE, Wn H OLIVE BKANCH TRIMMINGS.
- Fiscliietto (Turin).

sia after the pattern of the population. This view is at least

worthy of attention. If it seems imperative to summon a repre-

sentative assembly of the whole people, it goes without saying that

such a thing can emerge only from general elections. A represen-

tative assembly of classes is a representation of the people in a
very limited sense.

" The fear of the peasants who can neither read nor write is not

justified. If the Russian Government deems the peasants suf-

ficiently intelligent to manage their own affairs, including those of

judicial nature, there is no reason wiiy they should not be com-
petent to select men in their own confidence to represent them in a
Russian assembly. Theexperience gained with the representative

assemblies in Roumania, Bulgaria, and Servia is of a kind to en-

courage the Russian people to follow the example of their ' little

brothers.' Some twenty-five years ago in Russia it was thought
sufiiciently humiliating that the Russian Government should give a

constitution to the emancipated Bulgarians—a constitution grant-

ing far-reaching liberal demands—whereas the people at home
were refused any concession of a liberal kind.

" But however it may be decided to constitute the zemski so-

bor, which the Russian Government contemplates summoning,
there can be no doubt that the intelligent element of Russia, in its

demand for participation by the people in the Government, is

unanimous and, it would seem, determined to go to every length in

order to attain the end so long desired. Half concessions on the

part of the Government, therefore, will not suffice to effect the

pacification of discontent. The rulers in St. Petersburg would be
well advised in giving their assent to the assembling of a popular

representative body empowered not only to support the Govern-
ment with its counsel, but likewise to exercise a real control over

the finances and the administration. There ought to be no doubt
regarding this matter on the Neva. The prestige of Russia

throughout the whole civilized world depends far more upon lib-

eral internal reforms than upon the outcome of the war with

Japan."

—

Translations madefor Tn-s. Literary Digest.

of the miners, disregarding the breach of contract on the part of

the workers. This is unfortunate enough, but it can no more be

altered than any law of nature.

"It remains noteworthy in the case of the Russian upheaval that

only a small percentage of the whole people has been involved in

the reform movement now meeting with relatively such consider-

able success. It may be asserted even to-day that at least nine-

tenths of the Russian people regard this movement without sym-

pathy and without comprehension. Indeed, they regard the lead-

ers and participants in it as enemies of the Czar and of holy

Russia, and hate them accordingly. That the movement, notwith-

standing the comparatively small number of its adherents, has

been propagated so quickly and so widely is due to a simple rea-

son. The educated classes among the Russian population—altho

they are not in any sense organized throughout the whole empire-
are the only classes to be taken into account in the consideration of

any sort of political movement. They only have sufficient ini-

tiative, capacity, and determination to give expression to their con-

victions even in the presence of autocracy. The great mass of the

Russian population lives on, mentally as well as politically, in slug-

gish inertness."

All this, of course, finds no indorsement in organs which regard

the situation from the liberal, radical, or socialist point of view.

The radical Frankfurter Zeitnng. for instance, a daily which

Nicholas II. is said to read regularly, makes the zemski sobor

rumors the basis of an editorial contention that even those Russian

peasants who can neither i-ead nor write should now receive the

suffrage. It says in the course of its comment:

" There is but one way out of the difficulties, and that is a repre-

sentative assembly of the whole Russian Empire. That is per-

ceived by Russians who are free from prejudice. If the right of

representation be granted to the whole empire, according to Mr.

K. Kostyleff, the noted publicist, writing in the Russ^ that would

still not signify that every corner of the land is to have its repre-

sentative. It is a matter of a mechanical unifying of the various

interests. The object of the election is to bring together five or

six hundred independent persons who possess the general con-

fidence. It is not the aim to contrive a diminutive model of Rus-

RUSSIAN PRESS ON THE ZEMSKI SOBOR.
" f" T AVE you gone crazy 'i " wrote Pobiedonostseff, Procurator

* ^ of the Holy Synod, to Prince Mestchersky, when that

conservative supporter of autocracy years ago suggested the sum-

moning of a zemski sobor (the term means "assembly of the

land," says the St. Petersbnrger Zeitung). Pobiedonostseff's

query caused Mestchersky to drop the subject of the zemski so-

bor, according to the Orazhdanin (St. Petersburg), which relates

the anecdote. But Pobiedonostseff, it is now announced, " is com-

pelled by the state of his health to take a prolonged rest." and the

Grazhdanin, which Prince Mestchersky controls, is dealing with

the subject unreservedly. But the conservative organ is not at all

friendly to the zemski sobor idea as now advanced, giving as a

reason that " it would be impossible to restrict it to the one subject

of peace or war." It even heaps ridicule upon the project, finding

space for satirical verses which make the zemski sobor of the

twentieth century consist of seven conservative landed proprietors,

seventeen student agitators, four anarchist professors, twenty-four

lawyers, a newspaper editor, some Armenians, Finns, and Poles,

not one peasant and five hundred Jews. " As no cripples should

be sent to the front," observes the Grazhdanin editorially, "no

madmen should be summoned to a zemski sobor. It is a great

delusion to suppose that a zemski sobor of reasonable men can be

suddenly brought together." The most conspicuous organ of the

reactionary party, the Moscow I'/'edontosti, asserts that in view of

the assassination of the Grand Duke Sergius, there can be no

further talk of a zemski sobor

:

" After the dreadful event that has filled Moscow with horror,

will St. Petersburg really take delight in so childish an underta-

king as a Zemski Sobor? Should the Government take this mo-
mentous, irrevocable step, should it determine upon the summoning
of a Zemski Sobor, our ' public opinion.' fanaticized by revolution-

ary ideas, will at once see therein evidence that the Government
has become aware of its own helpless weakness, and the forces of

upheaval will at once take advantage of this weakness in order to
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formulate still more excessive demands as a means of further ter-

rorizing Government and society. Hut, it will be urged, some-

thing must be done in order to put an end to the present intolerable

conditions. Yes, not only ' something ' but a great deal. Some-

thing very decisive must be done in order that Russia may once

more be placed under the normal conditions of healthy active life.

" Now, what must be done.'
" We must go back to the rooted principles of the tirm, rational

policy of Alexander III., who did not yield to revolution, but

fought it down."

Ideas of the same general character are urged by this daily in

the article it devotes to the memory of the late Grand Duke Ser-

gius. "We have been unable." it says, " to afford protection to

the man who through the uprightness and adamantine firmness of

his truly Russian convictions and through his immovable tidelity to

the ideals of Alexander III. served as an example to all Russians.

True to his duty as a Russian grand duke he yielded to no com-

promises with the enemies of Russia, and on that account he

brought down upon himself their most devilish hate." It asks, in

subsequent utterances, if it be "so ditticult" to "follow the great

example of him wiio is still living in the memory of all"—Alex-

ander III., the ruler whose ideas made the late Grand Duke Ser-

gius the victim of a deed" which has covered Moscow with shame."

"Is this sacrifice, too, to be in vain.'' No, that is impossible!"

But the Novoye Vremya (St. Petersburg), the political policy of

which it is hard to determine, altho it professes no faith in liberal-

ism and is a foe of Jews everywhere, takes some exception to the

line of reasoning of its Moscow contemporary. It observes :

"What connection can there be between this horrible deed (the

assassination of the Grand Duke Sergius) perpetrated by the inter-

national anarchists, and the striving of all true Russians to restore

the mode of communication between the Russian people and the

Russian Czar.'' The Moscow newspaper naturally recommends
measures of repression, terror against terror. But have we not

seen that this method does not give peace to our land, but only

leads to periodical repetitions of these horrifying deeds of infamy .''

"

Very similar ideas are expressed by the Riiss (St. Petersburg),

an organ which leans toward liberalism. The revolutionary prop-

aganda and its effects can be made impossible, thinks this daily,

only by concessions which-, it hints, must culminate in the zemski

sobor. The subject is canvased with animation from every

point of view in organs so opposed in policy as the Sviet (St.

Petersbui^), devoted to Panslavic theories, and the iXashi Dni

(St. Petersburg!, the radical daily which has been forbidden to ap-

pear until late next May as a punishment for its omission to ex-

press regret at the assassination of the Grand Duke Sergius. The

Nashi Z?«/ was very curious to ascertain the compo.sition of the

zemski sobor, averring that if it were made up of " creatures " it

could not represent Russia. Aery similar sentiments were ex-

pressed by another radical daily, the Nasha Jizii (St. Petersburg),

which the Minister of the Interior has suspended for some weeks

to come because its comments tended to show that the true rem-

edy for revolutionary activity in Russia would be representative in-

stitutions. The tone of these articles was held to be disrespectful

to the memory of the late Grand Duke Sergius. The decision to

suppress this newspaper caused surprise to the London Standard,

which deems recent articles in the columns of its Russian contem-

porary to have been " studiously moderate "
; but one explanation,

a correspondent conjectures, may be found in the fact that the

suppressed daily had many readers among Russian workingmen.

The Nasha Jizn is understood to have aggravated official discon-

tent by calling attention to the fact that there " have been all kinds

of zemski sobors " in Russian history, and that it is well to ascer-

tain beforehand the classes to be represented in such a gathering.

Yet it should be noted that these very points are urged in the St.

Petersburg Russ, which thinks that " the organization [of the

zemski sobor] may become a very pressing question, for upon this

organization must depend the continuance and the capacity, and,

therefore, also the result and the influence of the sobor upon Rus-

sian life." Such comment harmonizes with information supplied

by the St. Petersburg correspondent of the London Standard

:

"The character of the assembly, whether consultative, legis-

lative, or administrative, has depended largely on circumstances.

The Czars have gladly entrusted [it] with the widest powers when
taxes were required, or when their own positions had grown dif-

ficult. Apart from the question of origin it would be difficult to

draw a sharp distinction between the zemski sobor and the early

parliaments of England. But the zemski sobor is now merely a

name. Its composition and powers were never legally fixed, and

the Government can use its name for any sort of representative

gathering.

"The Liberals expect a predominance of the appointed element.

1 1 is .safe to say, however, that if the Government selects only per-

sons known to favor the continuance of bureaucratic anarchy, the

experiment will be Tijiasco, and if it selects, or permits the selec-

tion, of real representatives of the people, the zemski sobor will

prepare the ground for constitutional government. Moreover, it

is uncertain whether events will be as patient as the Emperor is

represented to be."

—

Tra)islations made for The Literary Di-

gest.

THE ROMAN CATHOLIC HIERARCHY AND
CANADA'S POLITICAL UPHEAVAL.

SIR WILFRID LAURIER, Prime Minister of Canada, has

been guilty of conduct that must be likened, in the opinion of

the Toronto Saturday NigJit, to that of " a man who gains admis-

sion into a private residence under the pretext that he is a plumber

come to put in some new pipes, but who, when once permitted to

enter, carries off the piano and gives it to his church." He ob-

tained a parliamentary majority some four months ago, explains

the Toronto periodical, on tlie railway issue, and is now using it to

" HIS master's voice."
— Toronto News.

" fasten " sectarian schools on Canada's projected new provinces

" for all time." The reference is to the educational clauses in the

Prime Minister's bill (described last week in these columns) ad-

mitting Alberta and Saskatchewan as new Dominion provinces.

The clauses, according to many critics, would compel the new

provinces to appropriate money to sectarian schools and otherwise

subsidize them " for all time." Friends of the measure say it sim-

ply protects minority rights " As originally designed, the project

was submitted to his excellency, the papal delegate," asserts T/^e

Mail and Etnpire (Toronto), " and that distinguished prelate gave

it his approval." " Sir Wilfrid can not abandon the educational
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clauses, however," it adds, " without breaking faith with Mgr.

Sbarretti. and, indeed, the entire church." "What is really

sought is the exceptional establishment of a particular church,"

says the Toronto Situ. " which happens to be that of the Prime

Minister and a powerful section of his supporters." "The papal

ablegate," it concludes, " is a very respectable personage, but he

has no business here." And the Toronto A't'2Lis makes the follow-

ing editorial statements regarding the papal representative in Can-

ada :

" Ever since his arrival in Canada the whole power of the church

has been directed to extending the separate schools. In Ontario

the pressure upon parents has been stronger, and the efforts to

convert public into separate schools have become a scandal. New
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life has been given to the movement to restore separate schools in

Manitoba, and the determination of the church to bind the new
provinces to maintain separate schools is still further evidence of

the influence of the ablegate. He is thoroughly representative of

the reactionary element in the Roman Catholic Church.

"Believing, no doubt, that his cause is right, and not compre-

hending the character of the people, nor understanding the spirit

of the continent, he is trying to impose upon Canada conditions

that would be more acceptable to a European state than to the

democracy of America. The two ablegates who preceded him^
Monsignor Merry del Val and Monsignor Ealconio—were more
liberal in their views, and .saw the wisdom of avoiding strife. Ap-
parently Monsignor Sbarretti believes the only way to win is to

make a frontal attack. That is the line of tactics that has been

adopted, and it seems as if the determination of the church is to

force the bills through Parliament by main strength. A serious

mistake is made, however, when it is said that the adoption of the

bills before the House will ' settle the school question forever.'

On the contrary, it will be the signal for a conflict that will con-

tinue imtil the cause of freedom and progress triumphs. The
West is now filling up with Americans who were promised the

little red schoolhouse as it exists in the republic. This is the ag-

gressive and influential element in the new provinces, and it will

ultimately become a political force greater than the province of

Quebec. Whatever victory Monsignor Sbarretti may win by his

reactionary methods now, the future is against him."

Even as far back as the last general election, we are told by this

newspaper, " there were whispers of a bargain betvveen the Gov-

ernment and the Roman Catholic hierarchy," while the Ottawa

correspondent of the Toronto J^Fcr/rf asserts that" what the church

wants in the new provinces more than anything else is a share of

the lands which are growing rapidly in value. This rich prize it

has had its eye upon for a long time, and it will not abandon its

purpose without a struggle. It is holding Sir Wilfrid strictly to

the terms of the bill as first presented to the House."

The Ottawa I^ree Press, however, is but one of various papers

which deny the allegation that the Roman Catholic hierarchy made
any bargain with the ministry or with Sir Wilfrid Laurier. Says

the daily last named :

"What The News wishes to imply, altho it does not assert this

openly, is that there was a compact or bargain between the Gov-
ernment and the Roman Catholic hierarchy which would give that

church an authority over education in the West that it does not

possess under the existing Territorial Act and ordinances; and
that there was an understanding that the school issue should be
kept out of the contest.

" This is a suggestion that ought not to be made without evi-

dence being produced in support of it. There is not a tittle of

evidence to support the belief that the victory in Quebec was won
by any such means. Sir Wilfrid Laurier has been throughout his

whole public career the ardent champion of the rights of the peo-

ple, and it is impossible to believe that he would seek power by
any other means than by the support of the people, freely given to

one who has ever been a firm upholder of their liberties.

"Our contemporary's historical argument tends to refute its own
statements that Sir Wilfrid Laurier proposes to take advantage

of a majority obtained upon other grounds to guarantee and endow
separate schools in the Western territories, for it admits that the

Prime Minister has been the resolute antagonist of the ultramoa-

tanes in his own province for a quarter of a century, and that he
has with boldness and success resented the pretensions of the Que-
bec hierarchy to exercise authority in state affairs.

" The education of the West is preeminently a question for the

people of the West—not for the hierarchy of Quebec or the people

of Ontario to direct or control."

The fact that Goldwin Smith is opposing state aid to sectarian

schools in the new territories, upon the principle of separation of

church and state, seems to T/ie Ca/iada (Montreal), which gives

the French-Canadian clerical view of the matter, to place that

publicist in "community of sentiment " with the cartoons of the

Toronto Il'or/d and Telegram. The Canada is astonished at the

charges of a political bargain between the Roman Catholic hier-

archy and the Laurier following. It says of the opponents of the

measure :

" These good people think it is the ' hierarchy," that is to say, the

higher Catholic clergy, who have exacted of Sir Wilfrid Laurier

the insertion of the school clause in the bills admitting the new
provinces. We need not say that no pressure whatever has been

brought to bear upon Sir Wilfrid to compel him to do his duty as

a statesman. We need not recall the declaration of Mgr. Legal,

Bishop of St. Albert, tliat he has had no communication with any

member of the Government on this subject. Were we to defy the

Smiths, the MacLeans, and others to bring before the public one

proof of the intervention of the Catholic clergy in this affair, they

would laugh in our faces. The communications of the pastor with

his faithful, we should be told by these persons, are confidential

and no trace of them is left.

"To argue on this point would serve no purpose. They are

convinced of the existence of a dark plot, hatched in the shadow of

the confessional, against the absolute omnipotence in educational

legislation of the new provinces. But if they are reduced to ac-

cusing Sir Wilfrid without proof, by mere deduction, we have less

difticulty in proving a flagrant and public intervention of the Prot-

estant clergy in opposition to the maintenance of separate schools

in the Northwest. Not a day passes without their newspapers

bringing us resolutions, now of Methodist conferences, again of

Presbyterian ministerial bodies, almost all in Ontario or in Mani-

toba, asking that the provinces be left free to suppress the sepa-

rate schools. Certainly, the gentlemen who are members of these

conferences, assemblies, and other synods, have a perfect right,

as citizens, to express their opinions on the political questions of

the day. But it is not as citizens, it is as members of the clergy

of different religious denominations that they condemn religious

instruction in the school, and ' resolve ' that the new provinces

should not be prevented from banishing all religious instruction

from their schools."

—

Translations made for The Literary
Digest.
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NOTABLE BOOKS OF THE DAY.

Cloth, 563

rviADAME D'ESTR^ES'S DAUGHTER.
IHK MvKKiAiiK OK Will 1AM AsHE. By Mrs. lluiiiiiluy Ward.

i'P. I'rice, #1.50. Ilar|)er& IJrothers.

HAS Mrs. Humphry Warti fallen into a rut ? Has she succumbed to

the temptation which assails every successful novelist to repeat

successes in modified form ? Certainly her new book bears a remarkable
resemblance in treatment to " Lady Rose's Daughter." It centers around
iho adventures and temptations of a somewhat neurotic member of Kng-
lish society, who this time falls and is not saved by the hero, and it has the

same flashy villain, tho in this case it is a poet-journalist instead of a sol-

dier. The suggested influence of heredity is the same in both heroines,

anrl it may be more than suspected that Ixith of them have a prototype in

the history of English society. The relations between I.ady Kitty Bristol

and GeolTrcy ClitTe in the novel are sufticiently near to those of Lady
Caroline Lamb and Byron in real life, just as in "Lady Rose's Daughter"
the heroine is a reincarnation of Mile. Julie d'Espinasse. Even Lady
Parham, the somewhat grotesque wife of the Prime Minister, may almost
be regarded as a replica of the patrician dame who was Lady Rose's
daughter's rival, tho in one case the medium is caricature, and in the other

chiaroscuro.

Still, with all this resemblance, Mrs. Humphry Ward is sufficient of an
artist to make a second attempt of almost equal interest with an earlier

version. Indeed, this time her portraiture of certain inner circles of Lon-
don will have a success of scandal al-

most equal to that which her heroine

achieves in the book, somewhat after

the manner of Mrs. Norton. That
rather eccentric circle known as the

"Souls" is represented in the book by
a similar set known as the "Archan-
gels." It would almost seem as if she

had drawn her hero from the char-

acter of the present Duke of Devon-
shire, and several other figures strike

one as being rather too exact portraits.

-•Ml these intermingle in a series of

scenes which are not too closely knit

together Viy any 'elevance to the plot,

which is rathe, a soul drama than a

connected series of incidents. Two
final catastrophes cause the deaths of

the guilty lovers, one by the stiletto

of an offended rival, the other by a

convenient attack of phthisis, which has a habit of removing repentant

Magdalenes since the time of the younger Dumas.
There is just a touch of morbidity in the treatment, which chimes in

with the character attributed to the heroine, but it is not altogether a pleas-

ant aspect of Mrs. Ward's work, .^gainst the hysteria of her heroine she

posits the character o( ^^'illiam .^she, careless in his strength, generous

yet hard in his attitude. The portraiture is not altogether successful.

Women novelists always seem to make a hash of their heroes. Nor are

her minor men characters in the present case as effective as in "Lady
Rose's Daughter." No person of the type of Darrell would have helped

Lady Kitty to publish cabinet secrets.

Notwithstanding these failures to ascend the highest artistic heights,

" The Marriage of \\illiam .\she " is a most careful piece of work, and will

reward perusal by its vivid j)ortraiture of a fascinating character set in the

midst of surroundings which are vividly portrayed. That it transcends

in interest and workmanship the majority of novels goes without saying.

.MRS. Ht.MPHRV WAKI).

ROME SEEN BY AN ARTIST'S WIFE.
Roma Beata. By .Maud Howe. Cloth, 362 pp. Price. $2.50 net. Illustrated.

Little, Brown & Co.

THE author of these interesting pen-pictures of Rome, Mrs. John
Elliott, is the daughter of Julia Ward Howe, cousin of Marion

Crawford, niece of Sam Ward (the man who used to carry Horace in his

pocket), sister of Mrs. Laura E. Richards and \viie of John Elliott the

artist. These impressions of the Eternal City were originally expressed

in letters to Mrs. Richards, during Mrs. Elliott's sojourn in Rome while

her husband was engaged there on his mural work for the Boston Public

Library. All of which is calculated to commend these impressions to one

even before he embarks upon the pleasant perusal of them, .^gain, to

convey to an appreciative and sympathetic friend through letters one's

experience of places, men, and things is to make such portrayal under the

most favorable condition. It is naturally more vivacious, more intimate,

and more illuminative than the methodic, if conscientious, keeping of a

diar^^

Mrs. Elliott has a light, firm touch, and a broad, quick and true grasp

of her Rome. The personal note is a great part of the charm in these
pages, as in the letters of Madame Waddinglon. Moreover, one feels that
Mrs. Elliott has absorbed Rome, and there is a grace and gossiping riuality

to her descriptions even of Baedecker
points of interest which makes the

reader friendly. She remains "White "

in her politics, but is cosmopolitanly

sympathetic with tha "Neri," or Cath-
olics, She says: "I was in Rome
when Pius the Ninth died and Leo
the Thirteenth was elected. I have
a very clear impression of my presen-

tation to Pope Leo in the winter of

1878, very sot)n after he became Pope,

The mother [Mrs. Julia Ward Howe
who was also in Rome] refused to go:

those stubborn Protestant knees would
not bow down to Baal or to the Pope.

Our generation takes things different-

ly, not half .so picturcsciuely. We say:

'.\n old man's blessing is a good thing

to have, whether he be a lama from
Thibet or a priest of Rome.'"
Apropos of Pope Leo's asking her, when she was presented to him, how

long she had been in Rome, Mrs. Howe remarks: "I am not sure whether
it was Pope Leo or Pius the Ninth who always asked .strangers how long
they had been in Rome. When the answer indicated that the stav had
been for days or weeks, he said, in parting, 'Addio'; when it had been
months, '.-1 rivederci—au revoir— ' because if you had been here only a
short time, you may not return; but if you have been here for months,
you are sure to come back."

Mrs. Elliott also writes very pleasantly of the most popular woman in

Italy—Queen .Margherita. She and Mrs. Potter Palmer had a private

audience wuth the Queen. "She is still beautiful, her hair magnificent,

her eyes kind and keen. , , . She is much beloved; she has much
charm, besides being good and clever." Surely, a very pretty send-off

even for a Queen. There are a great many smaller things than queens
and popes set forth interestingly by Mrs. Elliott. Those who like for-

eign places and social relations and society and art will find "Roma
Beata" charming reading.

MAUD HOWE.

THE ALL-ACCOMPLISHED EMPEROR.
The Kaiskr .As He Is; or. The Real William II. ( Le Veritable Guil-

laiime II.) By Henri de Noussanne. Translated by SValter Littlefield.
Cloth, pp. .xvii, 257. Price, Si. 25 net. G. P. Putnam's Sous.

THIS, the latest volume on the Kaiser, contains on the whole the most
elaborate study of him that has yet appeared. M. Leudet's book,

a few years ago, gave a hint at its plan, spirit, and conclusion. Part I.

treats of "Royal Qualities in the Man." Part II. considers "Human
Qualities in the Monarch," its several chapters discussing their subject in

his "Physical .'Attributes," " \s Husband and Father," "As Proprietor,

Guest, and Host," " About Town and TraveUing," " As Head of the Army,"
"The \'irtuoso," "As, Preacher and Poet," and "William II. and Love,"
Part III. covers "The Mind of Man and Mf)nar(h." The book tells how
the Kaiser looks and dresses, his habits

and ways. The evolution of the im-

perial mustache and photograph is

described, and the defective left arm.

His speeches, letters, and telegrams

are reviewed; his impulsiveness, van-

ity, and ambition are depicted. We
are given his utterances on social and

domestic economy, education, theol-

ogy, his views on the army, the navy.

There is an account of his ideas on

and his achievements in literature and

the fine arts (M. de Noussanne rates

William II. as "before all and beyond

all . . . an artist"). The story is re-

lated how he dismissed Bismarck and

coerced the Poles, as is that of his ex- 1^^
HENRI DE NOUSSANNE.

perience with Socialism. The author

tells of the presents he gives and of

his vagaries. There are anecdotes

galore. M. de Noussanne essays a portrait of the whole man—char-

acter, heart, mind, beliefs, his secret reasoning on the most intimate sub-

jects and on the most vital themes. He knows just how the Kaiser

feels toward God, and in his inmost mind debates the French question.

He often doubts his sincerity, and thinks he is inconstant in his friendships

and admirations, as well as hard to the defeated (as shown, for exam-

ple, by his treatment of Poland and of Kruger). He believes him to be
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"weak and unstable," a mere "illusion of power," and speaks of "his

work of self-advertising and noise." The last chapter of Part III. and

Part 1\'. forecast the future. On his death, "William II. will leave Ger-

many unstable, di\aded,{poverty -stricken, nerveless, and feeble. ... Its

ambition «ill be its ruin."

The book is based on a theory of the Kaiser that colors every page.

The Frenchman has con\'inced himself that W'iUiam II. is "tin malade,"

i.e., not of sound mind, a trifle "cracked." He marshals (and to some
•extent selects) his facts with a view to upholding this judgment, and is

ever ready to read its support in his story. Yet each fact he gives, and
the facts as a whole, are clearly otherwise explainable. To the impartial

student youth, heredity, restless energy, egotism, ambition, and a catholic

mind suffice hitherto to account for the Kaiser, without any necessity of

an injected theory of mental derangement; nor does lack, on occasion, of

tact demonstrate madness. M. de Noussanne distinctly nullifies his own
theory on page 187: "Some people call him a madman, others a genius.

Both are right." The author must be admitted to be at times a little

malicious, occasionally even capriciously so. He knows well Germany
and Continental affairs. His book—bright, critical, vivacious, cutting

and sho^ving at times deep insight (especially into industrial and political

questions)—is thoroughly good reading. It is a brilliant work.

Dr. von Holleben, and not Herr von Holbein (as stated on page 45),
-was German ambassador at Washington at the time of Prince Henry's

"N-isit. The English of the translation is in places faulty, and the book
has too many typographical errors.

THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES.
Species and Varieties, Their Origin bv Mutation. Lectures de-

livered at the University of California by Hugo DeVries, Professor of Eotany
in the University of Amsterdam. Edited by Daniel Trembly MacDougal,
Assistant Director of the New York Botanical Garden. Pp. xviii, S47. Price,
$5.00 net. The Open Court Publishing Company, Chicago.

THESE lectures give, in a condensed form, the substance of the au-

thor's two large German volumes on the Mutation-theory and
Hybridization, omitting chiefly such matters as would be of interest to

the specialist only. There is thus presented to the intelligent layman a

convenient means of becoming acquainted with the progress of thought
on organic evolution made in one direction during the past generation.

As Darwin's theory of natural selection marked a distinct stage in the

advance beyond the earlier speculations on the subject, the theory of

Mutation is in its turn destined to mark another epoch.

The prevailing idea of descent assumes that new species arise by the

gradual accumulation of favorable characters in the descendants' of those

organisms that manage to survive the selective action of the natural vicis-

situdes in the struggle for existence. Darwin saw that there was great

fluctuation in the characters of the individuals of a species, and that

variations may take place in all directions, unfavorable as well as favora-

ble; and he pointed out that those varying in an unfavorable manner
"would be likely to succumb, and only the ones with favorable characters

would survive and transmit their advantages to their offspring in a higher

average degree. In this way, then, unfavorable qualities being weeded
-out by "natural selection," species adapted to their surroundings gradu-

ally evolve. Darwin also recognized the occasional appearance of

"sports," some of which at any rate are better fitted to their environment
than their brethren, and so give ri.se to new types. According to the

"Neo-Lamarckians" the conditions themselves induce such changes in

organisms as make them better adapted to their surroundings.

Now Professor DeVries says that neither of these methods is the true

one for the origin of species. After pointing out that "species" in the or-

dinary use of the word, as apples, beets, wheat, violets, etc., are not well-

defined entities, but collections of smaller groups or "elementary species,"

each of which is fixed about an average type, he shows that these elemen-

tary species may from time to time produce as offspring individuals hav-

ing new characters, and these give rise to new races specifically distinct

from their ancestors as weil as from all other organisms. Such a sudden
jump is called a "mutation." By means of painstaking experiments and
•cultures extending over some twenty years. Professor DeVries has estab-

lished mutation as an empirical fact, securing, f-or example, about a dozen
new species of evening-primroses that have remained constant since their

origin, and true to seed.

One great difficulty with the Darwinian theory of descent was the

length of time it required for the gradual evolution of existing forms; this

time was much longer than astronomical and geophysical evidence would
allow for the age of the earth in a habitable condition; but according to

this new theory there is no discrepancy. Mutations may occur in all direc-

tions, and natural selection would eliminate the unfit ones; that accounts

for the apparent adaptations of species to their surroundings as well as for

the fact that the older species are not so rich in varieties as the newer ones.

The experiences of breeders with artificial selection, upon which Darwin
•drew .so largely for his demonstration of natural selection, is explained by
DeVries in this way: Since every common so-called species consists really

of a mixture of several distinct sorts of plants, the breeder, in selecting an

individual with exceptional qualities for further cultivation, did not get
merely one that showed common qualities in an exceptional degree, but
one of a relatively rare species mixed in among the others. The species

do not merge into one another as is supposed by Darwinists, but are really

"discontinuous." Thus he explains the numerous gaps or "missing
links," and the fact that improved forms always require constant selection

to keep them up to a high standard ; for there is ever a tendency for the

average to reassert itself in the offspring of extremes. This constant selec-

tion is not necessary in the case of pure breeds.

Most of what is generally called " atavism " or reversion to type, is really

the result either of the constant intercrossing of the numerous related

species crowded together in any region, or the splitting up of the offspring

of a hybrid into types representing the parents— in accordance with
"Mendel's Law," which is confirmed by Professor DeVries's work on
hybridization.

There is no explanation offered for the physiological causes of muta-
tions, but the author does not think a search for such an explanation along
experimental lines a hopeless one. The text closes with the quoted words:
" Natural selection may explain the survival of the fittest, but it can not
explain the arrival of the fittest." This the Mutation theory tries to do.

CYRUS TOWNSEND BRADY.

A BLOT ON OUR NATIONAL ESCUTCHEON.
The Conquest of the .Southwest. By Cyrus Townsend Brady, LL.D.

Cloth, 293 pp. Price, $1.50 net. D. Appfeton & Co.

IN this little volume Dr. Brady gives a fluent and interesting account

of the events leading up to the Mexican War and of the war itself,

with its resultant augmentation of the territory of the United States. The
"Conquest of the Southwest," as Dr. Brady views it, began with the emi-

gration of Americans to Texas and ended with the Gadsden purchase.

Obviously a complete study of the "Conquest" involves an examination

of the American colonization of Texas,

of the relations of Americanized

Texas to the parent republic, of the

secession of Texas, its successful War
of Indejiendence, and the conditions

accompanying its subsequent annex-

ation to the United States, and of the

considerations tha*" led the United

.States to go to war Wilh Mexico. As
Dr. Brady points out, all this is

treated at more or less length in gen-

eral histories, but there is a dearth of

monographs dealing with the subject

as a single and unified whole. This

want he endeavors to meet, and while

his vork can not be said to attain the

dignity of a historical treatise, it is

acceptable as a clear and accurate

outline sketch of the salient phases

and questions involved.

Considerable space is properly devoted to a survey of the ethical aspects

of the "Conquest." Dr. Brady states his position concisely enough:

"The whole proceeding may be described as the story of the spoliation

of a weaker power by a stronger, and is the one serious blot upon our na-

tional history. The conduct of the United States was wholly indefensible

in a large part of the operations about to be discussed, and no truly patri-

otic citizen can think of it without an abiding sense of shame. Nor can

our mortification be diminished by our recognition of the fact that in many
particulars the conduct of Mexico during the period was an affront to

civilization." Elaborating, Dr. Brady holds that each of the three causes

commonly assigned played a contributory part in bringing about the Mexi-

can War: the desire on the part of the slave-holding States to add new terri-

tory out of which other slave-holding States could be con.stituted; the

attempt by the United States to delimit its territory by maintaining the ex-

treme Texas claim ; and the " Manifest Destiny " idea as voiced by Thomas
Hart Benton. It is further certain, the writer affirms, that the "moral
issue" had been obscured by the gross misconduct of Mexico, and that it

was "vastly better for humanity in general and for the conquered section

in particular" that it should become part of the United States. All this,

however, "does not condone our method of acquiring the territory in

question." There can be no doubt that this is a substantially correct

statement of the case.

In his exposition of the successive stages of the "Conquest," Dr. Brady
lays stress on the political rather than the military side, and on movements
rather than men. Not that the heroic, dramatic or picturesque is forgotten,

for we come across some capital pen pictures of the noteworthy figures of

the two wars and of the history-making episodes in which the)' partici-

pated. Interest is heightened by the illustrations, which are in the main
reproductions from old paintings, engravings, and daguerreotypes.
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E\D OLM OPPORTlNITYroPlRCHASE
The Historimis History of the IVorld

At 43% Less Than Regilar Prices
Only immediate orders can be accepted

^=^<x\. tl:ie Introductory Prices =
ADVANCED PRICES ARE ABOUT TO GO INTO EFFECT

(1) The offer of The Historians' History of the World by The Outlook, New York, at the

present prices—43 per cent, less than the regular prices—must be withdrawn in a short time.

(2) The prices will then be advanced.

(3) Public announcement of the expiration of the existing offer of the work is now made in

the advertising pages of the Literary Digest and other publications. This preliminary notice is

given to apprise the public of the urgent necessity of sending their orders immediately if they

wish to secure the history before the prices are advanced.

(4) The completion of the work has now brought it through the introductory stage during

which, for the sake of an effective advertisement, it has been possible to offer it at a price without

regard to the usual method of figuring publishers^ profits.

(5) The method of exploitation by sending to each inquirer, express prepaid both ways, a com-

plete bound volume taken right out of stock, substituting the book itself for the book agent, has proved

an extraordinarily successful method of making the history known. Over 40,000 applications for

these specimen volumes have been received, involving a charge for express alone of about $32,000.

The adoption of this generous policy, involving the sale of the books at nearly half their normal

price, has been more than justified by the result. It has established the ivork in public opinion quickly*

The policy of not employing agents has pleased our subscribers, and the money which would have

been paid in agents' commissions has gone directly into their pockets in return for their good offices in

taking promptly the first edition off our hands.

This newly completed work has been called the greatest story ever told, the history of all man-

kind narrated according to the only satisfactory and perfectly philosophical method yet devised. The
conviction of its value has been expressed by thousands of subscribers and by such high authorities as

Ex-President Cleveland, Professor William M. Sloane, of Columbia University ; Professor E. G. Bourne,

of Yale University; President W. R. Harper, of the University of Chicago; Dr. Edward Everett

Hale, F. Marion Crawford, and hundreds of others.

NOTICE
TN order that Literary Digest readers who have not

yet examined this great zvork may do so before the

advajtced prices go into effect, The Oittlook will send them

a Specimen Volume, express prepaid both ways, IF THIS
APPLICA TION IS SENT A T ONCE.

To THE OUTLOOK
225 Fourth Avenue, City:

Please send a Specimen Volutre of the Historians'

History of the World, without cost to me . I promise

to return it to you at your expense, within seven

days after receipt, whether I decide to subscribe or

not. L. D. 17

Name.

Address.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication wflen writing to advertisers.
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BOOKS RECEIVED.

Ihe Literary Digest is in receipt of the follow-

ing books

:

" Belchamber."—Howard Overing Sturgis. (G. P.

Putnam's Sons, Si. 50.)

" Dr. Grenfell's Parish."— Norman Duncan. (.Flem-

ing H. Revell Company, Si net.;

" Another Hardy Garden Book."—Helena Ruther-
furd Ely. cMacmillan Company, $1.75 net.)

" Beyond Chance of Change." — Sara Andrew
Shafer. cMacmillan Company, $1.50.)

" The Bible from the Standpoint of the Higher
Criticism."— Ramsden Balmforth. (Swan Sonnen-
schein & Co., Si. 25 net.)

" Prison Life of Jefferson Davis."—John J. Craven.

(G. W. Dillingham Company, Si.20 net.)

"Social Law in the Spii-itual World."— Rufus M.
Jones. Cjohn C. Winston Company.)
" Calvary."—A. St. John Chanibre, D.D. (Young

Churchman Company.)
" Trend in Higher Education."—William Rainey

HarpeV. (University of Chicago Press, Si.jo net.

)

" As Wild Birds Sing."—Mary Randall Shippey.
(Robert Grier Cooke.)
" Human Submission." — Morrison I. Swift.

(Liberty Press, So. 25.)

"The Lion's Skin."—John S. Wise. (Doubleday,
Page & Co., S1.50.)

"Tommy Carteret." — Justus Miles Forman.
(Doubleday, Page & Co., S1.50.)

" The Monks' Treasure." — George Horton.
(Bobbs-MeiTill Company.)
" The Port of Storms."—Anna McClure Sholl. (D.

Appleton & Co., Si. 50.)

" The Wanderers."—Henry C. Rowland. (A. S.

Barnes & C, Si. 50.)

" The Eve, Mind, Energy and Matter."—Chalmers
Prentice, M.D. (Donnelley & Sons Company,
Chicago.)
" Columbus,— Historical Play." — Heiman Braeun-

lich. (Herman Braeunlich & Co.)

" The Higher Life of Chicago."— Thomas James
Riley. (University of Chicago Press, S0.75.)

"Studies in Prose and Verse."— Arthur Symons.
(E. P. Dutton & Co., S2.;o net.)

" The Hygiene of the Schoolroom."—William F.
Barry, M.D. (Silver, Burdett & Co.)

"Introductory Physiology and Hygiene."— H. W.
Conn, Ph.D. (.Silver, Burdett & Co.)

" The Life of Hu.gh Price Hughes." — By his

daughter. (A. C. Armstrong & Son.)
" Chatham." — Frederic Harrison. (Macmillan

Company, $1.25 net.)

" The Art of the Musician."—Henry G. Hanchett.
(Macmillan Company, Si.50 net.)

"What is History?"—Karl Lamprecht. (Macmil-
lan Company, $1.25 net.)

" Landscape in History." — Sir Archibald Geikie.
(Macmillan Company, 8/6 net.)

" The Plum Tree." — David Graham Phillips.
(Bobbs-Merrill Company.)
" The Physical Culture Life."— H. Irving Hancock.

(G. P. Putnam's Sons.)

"A Self-Made Man's Wife— Her Letters to Her
Son."—Charles Eustace Merriman. (G P. Putnam's
Sons.)
" Cuba and tlie Intervention."—Albert G. Robinson.

(Longmans, Green & Co.)

CURRENT POETRY.

Omar Repentant.

By Richard Le Gallienne.

Night falls, the stars are rising, and full soon
Over New York shall float the simple moon

;

How bright the streets are with the women's eyes,

And the false friendship of the smart saloon !

Lo ! Broadway like a lane of fallen stars
;

Hearken the roaring cataract of bars,

The scented rustle of the prowling face,

The cling-clang and the moaning of the cars.

Turn we awhile into this pleasant den.

And talk with me of this strange world of men.
A world, alas ! alas ! of women too

—

Turn we awhile into this pleasant den.

See the bartender with his subtle face !

He smiles at me—ah, yes, I know the place,

And me the place knows well—Sir Pandarus
Of Troy is he—of far-descended race.

He is a minor devil of this hell

We call the world— his part here is to sell

Death and damnation—and if you -zt'/V/buy,

Why in the devil's name should he not sell ?

r'

t-
..^

PORCELAIN ENAMELED
^

J Baihs § One Piece Lavatories-

fcuMaasmif^itte:*
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CAT^TION: Every piece of "Stsmianr Ware bears our guarantee "Green and Gold" label, andhas
our trade-mark '^tandai'd" cos/ on the outside. Unless the label and trade-mark are on the fixture it is

not 'MtMimi" Ware. Refuse substitutes—the)) are all inferior and will cost you more in the end.
Offici;»;iiicl Shrowroom in New York :/!. . ». >. is. '^ r^-^r ^

"jtaBdatd* ^tanbarti .§ianitarp Q^fg. Co.,
Builiiini;-, ?,:<-:'.: \V. 31st St. Dept. 35, PITTSBURG, PA.

1-bniIon. Eng.
22 Holboi-n Viaduct
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.^ny, what is yours ?—no ! 110 I the drinks are mine
;

Shall it be whisky, or shall it be wine .'

How young you look—whisky for you, you say?

So be it, stripling, whisky too for mine.

What is the book I saw you with but now ?

The book of verses underneath the bough !"

So tli.tt old poison-pot still catches flies I

" The jug of wine, the loaf of bread, and Thou !

"

Boy, do you know that since the world began

No man hath writ a deadlier Ijook for man ?

^'oii smile— () yes, I know—how old are you ?

Twenty—well, I just measure twice your span.

Vou drank that whisky pretty quick, young sir

—

Now keep your eyes fioin oft that woman there.

And hear me talk—look at her face, you say !

Poor soul ! there are a million more of her.

Now let me tell you what may come to pass

If you continue draining yonder glass—

The \'ine—I beg your pardon— yea I the Grape;
Something like this will surely come to pass :

This glorious garment of your youth shall rot

Little by little ; you will know it not

For the moth hides that feeds upon the silk—

And so the garment of your youth shall rot

Unnoted, till there comes a day you call

Out on your youth to help you— and lo 1 the small

Trickle and trickle out ef yonder glass

Upon the rock of youth has wasted all.

Hearken to one w ho hath the wine-press trod

:

Nights shall you cry to your forgotten God.

.\nd wring your hands and weep hysteric tears.

Till the dawn smites you like a scarlet rod.

Day shall be made of danger, night of dread
;

Faces and fears shall gibber loiind your bed,

.And tears and sweat alike shall sourly stain

The fevered pillow of your furnace head.

,\wake at morn—awake, and so athirst,

.-Vwake as tho this last drink were your first

—

\ fire only to be quenched by fire—
Athirst with the fierce drought of the accurst.—

To your own self your body a burning shame,

No lustral water long shall cool its flame.

A moment in the bath you say, " To-day . .
."

At night—this day as yesterday the same.

This shall the Vine do for you- it shall break

The woman's heart that loves you, it shall take

Away from you your friends-sad, one by one.

And of your own kind heart an agate make.

This shall the Vine do for you— it shall steal

Subtly the kind capacity to feel.

As it to brittle stone your arteries.

So sense by sense in turn it shall congeal.

This shall the Vine do for you—this good brain.

By usury of chance favors, it shall drain

Of all its proper powers to think or dream.

And hold it captive by a vinous chain.

By smaller robberies of power and peace.

The Usurer Vine doth make him much increase

Of mortal souls, ripens and purples him.

And takes on bloom ; such robberies as these

:

Straiglit limbs he makes to falter and fills with aches.

Proud backs he bends, and the strong framework
shakes

Even of doughty captains of the wars
;

No strength beneath the moon but what he breaks.

" Night's candles are burnt out "—O cleansing words

!

I quote you here in town instead of birds

;

The soul of Shakespeare lives in yonder dawn
After a night of pigsties and of sherds.

Night, with her moths and nightmares and the moon,

Is almost gone—the sun is coming soon ;

Night-watchmen and night women and the stars

Are slinking home to sleep till afternoon.
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And you and I that talked the short night through,

What in this coming day are we to do ?

I, being old, shall go on as before,

But you, dear lad, oh, tell me, what of you ?

You are so young, you know so little yet,

You are the sunrise. I am the sunset

:

It matters little what my end shall be.

But you—but you—you can escape it yet 1

Listen—and swear by yonder morning star

To fight, and fight, and fight for what you are,

Straight, trim and true, and pure as men are pure-

Swear to me, lad. by yonder morning star !

—From The Cosmopolitan Magazuic.

Domiduca.

By Edith M. Thomas.

. . . The goddess who watches over one's sat'e coming
home.

—

Marius. Walter Pater.

Lead home, for now the light descends the skies

;

Lead home, O goddess of the evening eyes—
And voice of whisper dying off the leaves^

And touch of velvet air on flowers that sleep

(To-morrow to be slain amid the sheaves) !

Lead home, O brooder of the brooding bird.

With wings bedewed, in grassy covert deep,

Sleep-lulled, with its half-uttered vesper-notes ;

Lead home, O guardian of the crouching flock,

By pools wherein the shadow lies unstirred

;

Lead home the toilers all, who scarce can keep

Their pathway for encumbering drowsiness;

Lead home, pilot of lonely skiffs that rock

On yearning seas where bright tlie moon-path floats

:

Lead all these home, and of thy bounty bless —
Lead home !

Lead home, O goddess of the evening eyes.

And voice of dim response to twilight cries —
Whom ever, since a child, I loved past all.

Served past all deities befriending earth !

Lead home ! . . . and, if I have no home, then rise

Before my way, and, with deceiving charms.

Build me a dream of mine own roof and hearth,

.\nd thither in remembered accents call

And lull me, sobbing, in remembered arms :

Lead home !

—From Scribner's Magazine.

Rain-Songs.

By Paul Laurence Dunbar.

The rain streams down like harp-strings from the sky

;

The wind, that world-old harpist, sitteth by

;

And ever as he sings his low refrain.

He plays upon the harp-strings of the rain.

—Prom Lippincoif s Magazine.

PERSONALS.
How Great Musicians Practi.se. — Few people

are aware of the immense amount of work which is

necessary before a musician plays a piece in public, or

the amount of drudgery which he has to go through in

order to produce a smooth and finished performance.

Tit-Bits tells us of some curious methods of working

that are followed by noted musicians.

It is said that Spohr, one of the greatest masters of

violin-playing of last century, seldom emerged from

his dressing-gown, e.xcept when actually compelled to

dress fora concert. However, ir matters musical Spohr

was the soul of regularity, and seldom, if ever, niiiSid

his daily practise.

Paganini, the greatest violinist who ever lived, was
compelled by an ambitious and avaricious father to

practise ten or twelve hours a day. So tired of the vio-

lin did he become that for several years he gave it up
and interested himself in agricultural pursuits. The
fit of laziness soon passed, and Paganini worked hard

once more at his violin, and to such good purpose that

there was nothing written for the violin which the

clever Italian could not play. In later life he never

practised ; this was because he only played his own
compositions.

It is said that an enthusiastic admirer of Paganini

followed him from place to place, staying at the same
hotels, in the vain hope of hearing the maestro prac-

tise. After spending many hours in the same hotel as

Paganini, he wa:-. once rewarded by a single squeak-
it was Paganini putting on a new string.

Rubinstein - that thunderer of the keyboard—is cred-
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ited with tlie following dictum: " If I do not practise

for a day I know it ; if I miss two days my friends

know it ; and if I miss three days the public knows it."

To come to more modern times, Kubelik is credited

with beiny; not only a h.ird worker, but also a regular

worker ; the latter is even more essential to success

than the former. It is said that the only day on which

Kubelik did not practise was the day after he had

heard of the birth of the now famous twins. " I feel in

such a nervous state I can not even practise," said the

famous little Bohemian as he nervously walked the cor-

ridors of the hotel, awaiting the telegram from his dis-

tant home to say that all was well.

The greatest foe the musician has to tiglit is that

feeling of satiety which overcomes him if his work is

not well apportioned. A friend of the writer, a i)ianist,

has played during the last ten years over 300 different

pieces in public. Each season he acquires some twenty

to thirty new pieces. So hard does he work at these

that, after his short recital tour, he cannot bear to hear

a single bar of any one of them. He is only saved

from inaction by acquiringnew pieces, which, of course,

after a few weeks share the same fate.

It is said that Sarasate does not need to practise ex-

cept when preparing new works for a concert. He
says :

" I am not a slave to the violin, but the violin is

my slave ;" or, in other words, he is, as we know, its

uncomparable master.

One of our foremost English violinists, overcome with

jealousy at tlie honors, and with them the shekels,

which were being showered upon the foreign violinist,

determined to see what he could do to attract attention

to his already fine playing. For some six months he

retired alone with his violin—to a small country cot-

tage. Xot a single soul was allowed within the walls

of his rural retreat. After devoting all his waking

hours to his instrument, in due time he made his ap-

pearance and was rewarded with quite as much praise

as was given to Paderewski or to Kubelik. His great

success—strange to say—did not do him much good,

as, although only in the prime of life, he seldom plays

in public.

A well-known organ soloist once remarked to the

WTJter, " I always arrive the day before I am announced

to play. This is not only to try and secure a little

practice on the actual organ on which I am going to

play, but also to be in time to execute any necessary

repairs." It is nothing unusual for this fine musician

to spend the whole of the night alone in some large

church, the greater part of which time, however, is

spent, not in practising on the keyboard, but actually

inside the organ.

Paderewski, " the fair one of Poland," is another

musician who indulges in nocturnal practising. He
has been known to go into the warehouse of Messrs.

Erard—to which he has access at any time—and there,

with only the night watchman as audience, to play

away all night long. After such a night the great mu-

sician goes to his hotel, retires to bed, and sleeps,

awakening refreshed in time for his recital.

Xjincoln'N Visit to West Point.—Thomas B.

Connery, who was a reporter for the New York

//friT/t/. 'way back in the sixties, gives an interesting

account of an interview he had with Abraham Lin-

coln during his mysterious visit to West Point in 1862.

John Ryan, acting-editor of The Herald iox the time

being, had ordered Mr. Connery to see the President

and learn tlie cause of his visit. Here is the story in

part as given by Mr. Connery in The Criterion (Feb-

ruary);

It was William, the colored valet or attendant of the

President, who opened the doejr and received Mr.

Ryan's letter and the writer's card, on which had been

penciled the words, " Reporter of the New York
HeraldP He scanned the writer over from head to

SSS.OO Pacific Coast.

Tickets on sale daily, March i to May 15, Chicago to

San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle,
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sent postpaid on receipt of 4 cents in stamps. All agents
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P. T. M., C. & N. W. Ry., Chicago, Ills.

"Judicious Advertising," an advertising

trade journal published in Chicago, says :

" About as good advertising as any that is running in the
m.-\eazines is the copy of Herbert D. Shivers, of Phila-
delphia, who goes about popularizing his Panatelas in a
sincere and fair-spoken manner.

' There is something about the whole tone of this adver-
tising that makes you feel that you are considering the
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goods ' to ' deliver,' and who is willing to take the burden
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interest to get in touch with him.
" The Shivers proposition and its mode of statement have

been carefully copied by taggers-on, but none of them have
been able to give to their advertising that whole-souled,
convincing ring- that friendly, hail-fellow spirit—that the
real thing possesses."

Thank you.
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send my cigars on approval to
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concerning them.
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juggle words in that offer. I
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pay. I know and my cus-

tomers know that I am selling them cigars at

wholesale prices.
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HERBERT D. SHIVERS,
906 Filbert Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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What you say over
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teen colors.
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How Would You Like to Get $400.00
in Your Pay Envelope Every Week ?

This is what John T. JVIr-

Cutcheon gets for making pict-

ures for the Chicago Tribune.
Charles Dana Gibson and

Frederic Remington earn even
more than $50,000.00 every
year just Tor making pictures
for Collier's Weekly and Life.

Hundreds ofother less fav(»r-
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$"5.00 to $100.00 a week, and
still the demand fir>r good artists

exceeds the supply.
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"office machine," executing
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Prominent physicians are pro-
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You owe it to yourself to under-
stand this subject. Booklet D.
fully illustrated, free on request.
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foot rather sternly before disappearing; but— surpris-

ing transformation—returned almost at once with all

tlie sternness gone. He was as nice and respectful as

could be, even bowing with a degree of deference, as

he said :

" The President, sah, says, sah, he'll be pleased to

see you now, sah."

Over the threshold, and very hesitatingly, went the

writer into the jjresence of the great man for the

second time in his life—not erect, as I saw him on the

first occasion, at the New York City Hall, confronting

its astute mayor, Fernando Wood ; not cheerful look-

ing and care-free, but bent over and sad looking, sit-

ting on the edge of his bed, with one foot resting on

the opposite knee. He held in one hand Ryan's let-

ter, and the reporter's card in his other hand near his

eyes. Seeing him thus, and observing the bed rather

mussed up, the thought flashed on the writer, that the

tired President had been lying down and that this

visit must have interrupted much-needed repose. His

discomposure was not thereby lessened— especially as

he observed that the President hardly noticed the in-

terruption, seeming for the moment lost in thought.

The writer felt like backing out even then— like turn-

ing, and, if not fleeing incontinently, at least getting

again safely on the other side of the door. But before

one thing or the other could be done President Lin-

coln emerged from his abstraction and spoke :

''Reporter of The Herald, eh? Well, I'm not

afraid of you. Walk right in and sit down."

The President then spoke of various things. He

recalled that he had met Mr. Connery before, and

went on to discuss the theater and plays. The re-

porter at last saw the break in the conversation, so

long waited for, which would enable him to introduce

business :

"Mr. President," he said, " I was sent up here by
the acting editor of The Herald to ascertain, if pos-

sible, the motive of your sudden visit to this place.

Perhaps you will consider it impertinent for me to

inquire into such a subject."

" No, sir, I do not consider it in any way an imper-

tinence. At worst it might be thought an impru-

dence." The lines on his brow all at once deepened

into larger furrows. " You gentlemen of the press

seem to be pretty much like soldiers, who have to

go wherever sent, whatever may be the dangers or

difficulties in the way. God forbid I should, by any
rudeness of speech or manner, make your duties

harder than they are. A while ago I said to you that

I was not afraid of you, which you should know^ can

have a double meaning. If I am not afraid of you. it

is because I feel you are trustworthy. That is to say,

I have no fear that you will violate confidence, or

make improper use of any words I may let fall. The
press has no better friend than I am—no one who is

more ready to acknowledge its great power— its tre-

mendous power for both good and evil. I would like

to have it always on my side, if it could be so, so much,

so very much, depends upon sound public opinion.

Mr. Bennett is an extraordinary exponent of that

truth ; he can do what he likes with the public in

many ways. He is a great editor, and his paper is a

great paper—the greatest in this country, perhaps, if

my good friend Horace Greeley will allow me to say

so. Now, there, sir, in that remark about Greeley is

an illustration of what I mean by trusting gentlemen

of the press. If I made it to some of your profession

they would instantly use it in their papers, and get

me into hotter water with my friend Horace. Ah, do

you gentlemen who control so largely public opinion,

do you ever think how much you might lighten the

burdens of men in power—those poor unfortunates

weighed down by care, anxieties, and responsibilities ?

If you would only give them a consistent and hearty

support, bearing patiently with them when they seem

to be making mistakes and giving them credit at least

for good intentions, when these seem not to be clear,

what comfort you would bestow !

"

He paused for a moment, and the reporter did not

fail to volunteer assurance that nothing that might be

objectionable would be printed by him.
" I trust you, sir, I trust you," said the President.

"My allusion had no present application. As to your

question concerning my motive in coming here, you

may say to your editor it has not been caused by any

crisis in the affairs of the nation."
" He was of the opinion," the writer remarked,

r Digest i-i'o asked to mention the publication when
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"that your Excellency must have come here to confer

with General ^cott about military affairs."

The }*resident mused again for fully a n»inute, and

then, with a twinkle in his eye, observed :

'• There is a gun factory over there, sir," pointing

riverward -to the other side of the Hudson.

I'arrott's gun factory r
"

" Ves, sir, that is what I mean. I am forever experi-

menting with and testing new inventions in fire-arms."

" And you would have me believe that your object

in coming here has been to examine something in

Parrotfs line ?

"

" I would have you consider whether one theory is

not as good as the other," he replied, smiling pleas-

antly.

" Still, sir, if you will allow me to say so, Parrott

could have gone to you without your coming to him,

had you needed to inspect anything new in his line,

while General Scott is an old officer in poor health,

and retired, w horn you would hate to disturb."

"Oh, yes, that is true," he interrupted, quickly, " I

would come a long way to talk with the old hero sooner

than bother him. .And, having come here, I was glad

of the chance to converse with him about the situation

of the country. Now I don"t think I could say more

were we to talk till bedtime."

This seemed an invitation to withdraw, which was
promptly accepted by the WTiter, who stood up pre-

paratory to making his adicti.

"You won't think hard of me, will you?" Presi-

dent Lincoln said, with his most taking smile, and

stretching forth his hand, in which the reporter felt

his own swallowed up as it were. But the pressure

might have been a woman's so gentle was it.

William was waiting beyond the threshold and gave

another generous bow as the writer passed out.

MORE OR LESS PUNGENT.
JuBt as He Thought.

—

\ small boy was reciting

in a geography class. The teacher was trying to

teach him the points of the compass. She explained :

"On your right is the south, your left the north, and
in front of you is the east. Now, what is behind

you?"
The boy studied for a moment, then puckered up

his face and bawled :
" I knew it. I told Ma you'd see

that patch in my pants."—Z.a<^/Vj' Home Journal.

Tale of the liillboard. - Bill had a billboard.

Bill also had a board bill. The board bill bored Bill

so that Bill sold the billboard to pay his board bul.

So after Bill sold his billboard to pay his board bill the

board bill no longer bored VAW.— Yale Expositor.

Rather Startling.—" Our star reporter is getting

too good for this village," said the rural editor.

" We'll have to send him to the city."

" In what way ? " asked the editorial lounger.
" Why, in his stories. In one he states a cow swal-

lowed a pin, and ten years later the cow was killed

and the pin found."
" Well, that might be possible."

" Ves, but he had the nerve to say that the pin had
enlarged into a coupling pin."

—

Detroit Tribune.

Couldn't Hear. — S.^m :

anything."

Doctor :
" You can't hear ?

"

Sam :
" No, %\xr—Star of Hope.

Doctor, I can't hear

Poor Consolation.—Dreamy Dick: " Dey say

dat fortune knocks wunst at ev'ry feller's door."

Ploddi.vg Pete: "Huh! Dat ain't much conser-

lation fer us guys wot ain't got no doors."— Columbus
Dispatch.

A Hint. — Mr. Highlive (looking up from the

paper): "Well, well! Wonders will never cease!

They've got so now that they can photograph in

colors."'

Mrs. Highlive fglancing at his nose): "I think,

my dear, you'd better get your picture taken before

the old process is abandoned."

—

Tit-Bits.

Has a Stepmother.— .\ strapping lad of twelve

was registered in one of the public schools of Phila-

delphia. He readily gave the several facts called for.

but he did not know whether his birthday fell on the

tenth of November or of December.

The principal was surprised at this display of ignor-
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Learn the Truth
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How Pa^ris Amuses Itself
A captivating picture of the merry spirit, the sparkle, the
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ley S.MiTH. Profusely illustrated with photographs,
drawings by the author, and water color drawings by
eminent French artists and caricaturists. i2mo, Cloth,
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ance on the part of so old a child, and he asked how-
it came to pass that he hadn't learned the date of his

birth. "I wasn't born," said the boy, '' I had a step

\\'\o1\\(trr—Lippincotfs Magazine.

Conuiidrum.s for the Wise.—What black thing

enlightens the world ? .\nswer—Ink.
Name something with two lieads and one body.

Answer

—

\ barrel.

If yon were to ride a donkey what fruit would you
resemble? Answer—A pair.

What is that which is lengthened by being cut at

both ends ? Answer—A ditch.

What coat is finished without buttons and put on
wet ? Answer—A coat of paint.

What is that that has neither flesh nor blood, yet

has four fingers and a thumb ? Answer -A glove.

What is it that no one wishes to have and yet when
he has it does not wish to lose it ? Answer—A bald

head.

Why should a housekeeper never put the letter " M "

into her refrigerator? Answer— Because it would
change ice into mice.

Which would you rather, that a lion ate you or a

tiger ? Answer—Why, you would rather that the lion

ate the tiger, of course.

Mr. Bigger, Mrs. Bigger, and Baby Bigger, which of

this interesting family is the biggest, and why the big-

gest? Answer—Baby Bigger, because he is a little

Bigger.

—

Indiatiapolis News.

She Wanted It.—Henson (bashfully) :
" May I

—er—kiss your baby sister ?

"

Alice (in disgust): " Oh, I suppose so—if you are

too cowardly to tackle a girl nearer your own size." —
Tit-Bits.

Current Events.

Foreign.

Russo-Japanese War.

March ii.— Kuropatkin reports that the Russian
retreat on Tie Pass has progressed so favorably
as to put his armies out of danger. The Japa-
nese, however, are still hanging on his flanks and
a continuous rear-guard action is being fought.
The total losses in the battle are estimated at

200,000; the Russian killed, wounded, and miss-
ing are placed at 150,000.

March 12.—Kuropatkin, it is said, will be recalled
and a fresh army will be sent to Manchuria.

March 13.—A world-wide eagerness for peace mani-
fests itself in the press despatches. Indications
are that Marquis Oyama is making great efforts

to capture the entire Russian forces.

March 14.—The Russians at Tie Pass, recovering
from their demoralization, are reorgjanizing
for another stand. A Russian force under Gen-
eral Mistchenko repulses a Japanese attack eight
miles south of Tie Pass ; 1,000 Japanese are
killed. The Council of War summoned by the
Czar decides that the war must go on. The
French bankers decide to postpone indefinitely
the issue of the proposed Russian loan.

March 15.—The Czar approves the selection of his
cousin. Grand Duke Nicholas, to succeed Gen-
eral Kuropatkin. A Japanese fleet of twenty-
two warships is sighted off Singapore, probably
on th-e way westward in search of the Russian
Baltic squadron.

March 17.—General Kuropatkin is dismissed, and
General Linevitch assumes command of the
Russian armies in Manchuria. The retreating
army is reported less than 50 miles north of Tie
Pass, still fighting the Japanese on all sides.

The Russian War Council decides to put a new
army of 450,000 men in the field. Rozhdestven-
sky's fleet sails from Madagascar ; the war
council decides that he shall continue his voyage
and give battle to the Japanese fleet under Ad-
miral Togo. An internal credit loan of $100,-

000,000 is being negotiated by the Russian Min-
istry.

Russia.

March 11.—Advices show that Russia's internal un-
rest is increasing. The Russian Dowager Em-
press, it is reported, will soon leave the country.

March 14. -An attempt to open the schools at War-
saw fails.

March 17.— Mobilization orders lead to renewals of
the strikes in Polish cities.

Other Foreign News.

March 14.—President Castro, of Venezuela, is re-

ported to have ordered the annulment of the
contract and the cutting of the cables of the
French Cable Company. The French Govern-
ment is expected to take energetic action. JONATH.AN, A TRAGEDY

A charming volume of verse by Thos. Ewing, Jr. By
mail, ^1.07. Funk itWagnalls Company, Pubs., New York

Readers of Tbe Literary Dioest are asked to mention the publication wheu writing to advertisers.

March 17.—France complains to the United States
about the situation in Venezuela.

Books Worth Having
AFTER-DINNER STORIES. By John Harrison.
The dinner itself may be ever so good and yet prove
a failure if there is no mirth to enliven the company.
Nothing adds so much zest to an occasion of this
kind as a good story well told. Here are hundreds
of them, short and pithy, and easy to remember.

ASTROLOGY. By M. M. Macgregor. If you wish
to know in what business or profession you will suc-
ceed, what friends you should make, whom you
should marry, the kind of a business partner to
choose, you will find these and many other vital ques-
tions solved in this book by the science of astrology.

EPITAPHS. By Frederic W. Unger. Even death
has its humorous side. There are said to be " ser-
mons in stones," but when they are tombstones there
is many a smile mixed with the moral. The volume
is full of quaint pieces of obituary fancy, with a touch
of the gruesome here and there for a relish. It is the
most carefully made collection of the kind.

GRAPHOLOGY. How to read character from hand-
writing. By Clifford Howard. Do you know that
every time you write five or six lines you furnish a
complete record of your character? Anyone who
understands graphology can tell by simply examining
your handwriting just what kind of person you are.
This book will enable you to become a master of
this most fascinating art.

TOASTS. By William Pittenger. Most men dread
being called upon to respond to a toast or to make an
address. What would you not give for the ability to
be rid of this embarrassment? Noneed togive much
when you can learn the art from this little book. It

will tell you how to do it ; not only that, but by ex-
ample it will show the way.

SLIPS OF SPEECH. By John H. Bechtel. Who
does not make them? The best of us do. Why not
avoid them ? Any one inspired with the spirit of
self-improvement may readily do so. No necessity
for studying rules of grammar or rhetoric when this
book may be had. It teaches both without the study
of either. It is a counsellor, a critic, a companion,
and a guide.

ETIQUETTE. By Agnes H. Morton. There is no
passport to good society like good manners. Even
though one possess wealth and intelligence, his suc-
cess in life may be marred by ignorance of social
customs. A perusal of this book will prevent such
blunders. It is a book for everybody, for the social
leaders as well as for those less ambitious.

LETTER WRITING. By Agnes H. Morton. Why
do most persons dislike to write letters? Is it not
because they cannot say the right thing in the right
place? This admirable book not only shows by nu-
merous examples just what kind of letters to write,

but by directions and suggestions enables the reader
to become an accomplished original letter writer.

FLOWERS : HOW TO GROW THEM. By Eben E.
Rexford. Every woman loves flowers, but few suc-
ceed in growing them. With the help so clearly
given in this book no one need fail. It treats mainly
of indoor flowers and plants—those for window gar-
dening ; all about their selection, care, soil, air,

light, warmth, etc. The chapter on table decoration
alone is worth the price of the book.

Cloth Binding, Each 50c., Postpaid

Sold bv all Booksellers or mailed for the price

THE PENN PUBLISHING COMPANY
926 Arch Street, Philadelphia

/S!^
6R0NCHW1

\§pF
Bronchitis, Astltma, and

Sore Throat effectivoly
and promptly relievedm

Shoes Hade to Your Order.
$4.00 $s.oo SB.Oa

Your health depends aliiiust entirely on being cor-
rectly SHOEO, for your whole body and
weight rest on your feet.

II Costs Less Than 2 cents a Day
to wear shoes made by us, as thousands

of old customers will testify. A
Special Last made for each
foot, which insures absolute

— — correct fit and comfort. Cus-
tomers' Lasts Kept for 5 Years without extra charge. Send
us your name and Post Oftice address, by return mail you will
receive, free of charsre, our Spring and Summer illustrated
Footwear Fashion Pkit«, shoe tape line, foot ruie and self

measurement blank, etc. All Are FREE. Address.
HENRI J. PRINS&CO- Men's Fashionable Custom
Shoe Makers, No. 2 19 M.5, Van Buren SI., CHICAGO.
One Agent Wanted in Each Town. ^/a^aiSS
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A Busy Man's Brain Box
This is the most complete device ever
invented for filing and classifying clip-

pings, illustrations, manuscripts and all

miscellaneous matters which some time
or other you will want without a minute's
delay.

It keeps your pockets and
your ili'SK clean ami saves
iiieinuraiiiliiiii that would
otlnTwise l>e lost. It af-
fords vou instant access to
everythiMtr you lUe in it.

It is a sa\in^^s tmiik for
inforinatioM — w o r t h 47
scrap hooks and any num-
ber of pijreon - holes. It
consists of a number of
specially made liolilers ar-
ranireil in a substantial
alr-tiiilit, dust-proof box.
Each one of these holders
not only shows what is
contained in it, but by an
ingenious indexing system
shows just where every-
thini" else referrinir to its
contents may be found.
Especially useful to busi-
ness men because it sits
Conveniently on your desk
and takes care absolutely
of all the papers and data
that you niisrht otherwise
lose or forget — perhaps
throw in a waste basket
for want of a better place
to put it. The Rrain Hox
is a genuine Library Filing
Cabinet, never before
made in desk size and ha«
sold from $15.00 to $ri».oO
in l.'irge sizes. Is equal in

, . ^
,

every respect to the ex-
pensive kind except the size and tin, woodwork.

WITH YOUR NAME STAMPED IN GOLD
For a limited time we will pive these Rrain
Boxes free with subscriptions to SYSTEM.

Through SYSTEM you can learn all that any one can pos-
sibly tell you about system and business niofhods. It tellsevery month all tho new
business tricks that save
time -all the little office
wrinkles that save worry.
2i>0 or more pages of
indisiH-nsabte informa-
tion for busine.ss men.
The regular reading
of SYSTEM will solve
your business perplex-
Itii-s -but if it dot-s not
SYSTEM has a staflf of
experts -pr a e tic a 1

business m e n—w h o
will answer your
questions gladly and cheer-
fully and promptly. This
service will cost you not one
single penny— if you are a
subscriber to SYSTEM. The price of SYSTEM is two dollars a
year. It is worth a great deal more than that to any alert
busmess man with his eyes on the main chance.

Regular Departments in

SYSTEM

Building a Sales Force

Organizing an Advertising
Department

Organizing a Factory
Business Oarre^pondence
Credits and Collections

Talks to Salesmen
Systems in Bankmg
System in Shipping
Systems for the Retailer

Real Elstate and Insurance
System in the Professions

Short-Cuts that Save
The Business Man's Re-
view

Successful through System.
(Biographical I

Answered by Experts

FREE

Special
Send us two dollars for a year's
subscription to SYSTEM and
we will send you, every cost pre-
paid, a brain box with your
name in gold on it. If you
are already a subscriber and
your subscription has not yet
expired, simply order us to re-
new it for one year from its
present date of expiration and
we will send you a cabinet free.
Write your name and address
in the margin opposite ; tear
out this advertisement and
mail it to us. Inclose the money
and we will enter you as a sub-
scriber—send you an expert
consultation certificate enti-
tUng you to free advice—and
ship you the box. Act at once.
We have only a few boxes on
band and we believe they will
be snapped up in a hurry. Send
to-day. Address

THE SYSTEM COMPANY
New York For Desk N. CHICAGO London

^fc^^^^/Thcrc is Money
i^a big and"^5E^t^^fc^ For You
for jhort story writers.^^^^^J^y^^fc^^ Tn
The field is big and the work-^^^^Kj»^^^^^^ KEm
ers few. M'e can train jou by mail^^^^A^^^^Bl*——

*

for any branch of newspaper and maga- ^^^^^^T ^^
line work. "Writeto-day lur full particulars. ^^"""^ *^^^
Spraffue Corre»*. School of Journalism,
284 Majestic Building, Detroit, Micti.

THE "NIILITF" —VAPOR—
II U LI It GAS LAMPS

AGBXTS ARK COI.VIXO MO.VKY. j
A 20tb-Century evolntion in the art of lighting. Entirely new,
100 candle power, 7 hours one cent. Superior to electricity or

gas and cheaper than coal oil. No trouble to keep
cleac, abj^"lutely safe. Sells at siglit. 'We also manu-
facture table lamps, wall lamps, chandeliers, store and
street lamps. Aerents wanted atoned. Write for free

catalogue and prices. We manufacture all kinds and
grades of mantles. If you buy them direct from us we
will save you dealers' pi ofits. Prices sent upon request.

Chicago Solar Lrlght Co. . Dept. B. Cliicago.

Domestic.
Congress.
March 14. Stim/i-: Debate on tlie Dominican pro-

tocol contiiuies. The treaty is e.xpected to fail

because the debate results in the drawing of
party lines.

March 15. Sf>i(i/e : All hope of securini; the ratifi-

cation of the Dominican treaty at this session is

abandoned, and it is e.xpected to go over to the
next session of Congress.

March 16.

—

Si-iia/f: Senator Morgan, of .Mabama,
speaks against the Dominican treaty.

Other Domestic News.
March 11. Mrs. Chadwick is found guilty at Cleve-

land in her trial on an indictment for conspiracy.

New York's striking trainmen are seeking rein-
statement in their old positions, the strike hav-
ing failed.

March 12.— President Roosevelt, in an address before
the American Tract Society in Washington, de-
clares that inimi!;rants must be aided and up-
lifted in order to furtlier the high ideals neces-
sary to keep alive the national spirit.

A committee of the Utah legislature reports that
the awards of the St. Louis E.xposition are an
' immense and gigantic fraud."

Federal agents are investigating alleged land
frauds in Utah.

March 13. President Roosevelt, before the National
Congress of Mothers, speaks on family life and
denounces race suicide.

The United States Supreme Court declares the
peonage law to be constitutional.

Independent beef packers organize to tight the
beef trust.

March 14.—James H. Hyde consents to a mutualiza-
tion plan for the Etiuitable Life .\ssiirance So-
ciety, by which the ptdicy-hokiers will elect twen-
ty-eight of the fifty directors.

New York State Senate resolves to investigate
New York's gas and electric light prices.

March 15.— Governor James B. Frazier, of Tennes-
see, IS aopointed to succeed the late Senator
Bate in the Senate.

March 16.— Secretary Taft declares that the Ad-
ministration policy in the Philippines is one of
indefinite retention and tliatthe next generation
will settle the question of independence.

The Colorado legislature settles the governorship
contest by unseating (iovernor Ackims and de-
claring James H. Peabody elected. Peabody
having signed his resignation in advance of the
action.

March i;;.—Governor Peabody, of Colorado, resigns,
and is succeeded by Lieutenant-Governor Mac-
donald.

President Roosevelt attends the annual bancjuet
of the Friendly Sons of St. Patrick in New York,
and is given a rousing reception.

^Yisconsin's legislature passes a bill forbidding the
importation, sale, or gift of cigarettes in the
State.

CHESS.
[.\11 communications for this Department should be

addressed: " Chess-Editor, Literary
Digest."]

Problem 1,046.

J. P. Creyghton, Jr.

Illiistracya Polska, Tourney.

Black—Nine Pieces.

White—Eleven Pieces.

qr6: 3Q1P2; iPiRiba; 3b3B; p3kP2;
; ir2PiSs; BS2R2K.
White mates in two moves.

A
RAILROAD
BOND

INVESTMENT
We beg to announce to our

lanre and increasing^ clientele,

and those having funds for in-

vestment, that we have just se-

cured one of the most attractive

Railroad Bond issues that has
been before the public for years.

By purchasing the entire
issue dirc!Ct from the Company
for our own account, we are

enabled to place before those

seeking an investment an offering

of unusual merit at an extremely

attractive price.

An expert and thorough
examina=

,

t i o n of .-^^^3S=£^X
these se-

c u r i t i e s
/j

makes it

possibl e

for us to

recom-
mend them
as of the
highest legal and financial stand-

ing.

Because of their intrinsic
value they are worthy of special

consideration and have our high-

est endorsement. Full data and
quotations upon prompt request.

A. N. CHANDLER & CO.
BANKERS

120 Broadway, New York. Bourse, Philadelphia

Our booklet, " Hints and Helps to In-

vestors," is a study of bond investments
well worth reading. It may be had by
sending your name and address, which,

for convenience, may be written on the

margin of this page and mailed to us.

'5 On Long or Short
Term Investments

$25 QpTvard, withdrawable
on 30 days' notice.

Investments bear earnings
from day received to day
withdrawn.
Supervised by New York
Banking Department.

M<1NEY received at any
titne in the year, yields

.'i/o per annum for every day
we have it. You should learn
how far our operations are
removed from any element
of speculation. Conservative
investors will appreciate a
plan affordinpr all the se-
curity and protit without the
annoyance of individual
mortgage loans. Write for
particulars.

Assets. . . . $l,"OO.onO

Surplus and Profits, $100.(100

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS AND
LOAN CO.

1139 Broadway, New York.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mentlou the publication when writing to advertisers.
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/NCOHt
No. 4

FOR the man who
aims to combine

the essential elements

of safety and income,

there are few invest-

ments of a conserva-

tive nature equal to

the standard in-

dustrial securities of

Pittsburgh.

Tliese securities, in the shape of first mort-
gage bonds and preferred stocks, backed by the
great industrial enterprises of Pittsburgh, are
dealt in daily on the Pittsburgh Stoclt Ex-
change, and may be bought at prices showing
a net return of

5 to 6 1-2 Per Gent.

They may be converted into cash readily at
any time, and are apt to increase in value from
year to year. In the meantime the income is

absolutely secure.

1/ you are interested in conservative
investments ofthis character,

ivrite/or details.

ROBERT C. HALL.
Member Pittsburgh Stock Exchange,

240 FOURTH AVE., PITTSBURGH.
Reference—Any bank or banker in Pittsburgh.

that

Problem 1,047.

Composed for The Literary Digest by

The Rev. W. Reck.

Black—Five Pieces.

White—Six Pieces.

2S1SR2; 2Q1P3; 2K5; 4P3; 4k3; 7B;
3 P 4 ; 3 S 4.

White mates in three moves.

The Marshall-Janowski Match.

The Fourth Game.

H AI R
OUR GUARANTEE

We will send you by prepaid
express an Evans Vacuum Cap
to use thirty days, and all we
ask of you is to deposit the
price of the appliance in any
bank in Saint Louis during the
trial period, subject to your
own order.

you do not cultivate a
cient growth of hair with-
this time to convince you
t this method is effective,
ply rotify the bank and
they will return your de-
posit.

The effectof the vacuum
is pleasant and exhilarat-
ing. It gives the scalp
vigorous exercise with-
out rubbinK and induces

free and active circulation without the use of drugs
or lotions.

Illustrated book free on request.

EVANS VACUUM CAP CO.
440 lullerton Bldg. St. Louis, Mo.

JANOWSKI.
White.

1P-Q1
2 P-Q B 4

3 B-H 4
4P-K3
5 Q-Q 2

6 Kt— 1< B 3
7 P X B P
8B-Q3
9 Q-B sq
10 kt (Kt sq)

11 P—R 3
12 Kt X Kt
13 () X B
i4:B X P
15 K X (}

16 B-K;Kt 3"

17 B— Kt 5
18 K—K 2

ig B X Kt
20 B X P
21 K-Ksq

I 22 B—Q 4
23 R—Q B sq

24 P- V, 4
25 K—Q 2

26 KR-Ktsq
27 R—B 5
28 KR-QBsq
29R X R
30 K— B 3
31 P-K Kt 3

GRAY HAIR RESTORED
"WALNUTTA HAIR STAIN"

Restores Gray. Streaked or Bleached
Hair, or Mustache liist.'intaiK'oiiNly.
Gives any shade from I>l;;lit Brown
to Bliiek. Dot'N not wash or riili
otr. Contains no poisons, and is not
sticky nor greasy. 80I1I li> :ill Oft —

4lru;;;;isl H, or we will send you a Trial size for ^UR
Postpaid; large size leight times as muchi fiO cents. oaaaa
I'At'IFIC TKAUING CO., - 21S MehoU HIdg., M. Loui-i, Mo.

K-Q2
o^ R-Q 5
34R-Q6
33

MARSHALL.
Black.

P— '.> 4
P-K 3

P^- g B 4
Q-Kt 3
Kt-Q B 3
Kt—B 3
B X P
Kt—K 5
B—Kt 5ch
Q-R4

Kt X Kt
B X Kt ch
P X P
QxQch
P-K 4
B-B 4
R—O sq ch
B-O 2

B X B
B—Kt 4 ch
Castles
P-QR3
P-B4
K R—K sq
B—B 3
P—K R 4
R-Q 4
R X R
P-KKt3
K— B 2

li- Q B sq
B-Q2
B—K3
R-B3

JANOWSKI.
White.

35 K X R
36 K—B 3

37 B-B 5 ch
-,8 B—Kt 4
39 K—Q 4
40 K—K 5
41 K— (i 6

42 B—B 3

43 P-Kt 3
44 P-R 3

45 B—K sq
46 B—B 3

47 B-Q 4
48 K—K 6

49 K— B 6

50 K X P
51 P— Kt4
52 P-K 4
53 P-H 5

54 B-B 5

55 P-B 6

56 K X P
57 K—Kt 5
58 B X P
59 B-Q 4
bo B— Kt 2

61 K—B4
62 B—B 3

63 K-K 3
64 P—Kt 4
65 P-K Kt 5
66 K—Q 4
67 K-B 5

Draw.

MARSHALL.
Black.

P X R
K—K 2

K-Ksq
B-Q 4
B— Kt 6

K—B 2

B—R 4
B—Kt4
K—B sq
K-B 2

K—B sq
K-B 2

K—B sq
B—B8
Bx P
B-Kt s
B-K 7
P X P
K-Ksq
B-Q 8

B— Kt 3K—B2
P-K 6
B-B 7K-K 3B-Q 6
B-Kt 3
B-B 7
B—Rs
B-Q 8

K-B 2

B—K 7
B-Kt 4

The Fifth Game.

MARSHALL.
White.

1 P—Q 4
2 P-Q B 4

3 Kt-Q B 3

4 B-Kt 5

5 P-K 4
6 Kt X P
7 Kt X Kt ch
8 Kt-B 3

9 B-Q 3
10 P-K R4
11 B X Kt
12 K—B sq
13 Kt—Kt i
14 B—K 4
15 Q—Kt 3
16 R-Q sq
17 Kt—B 3
18 Q-K 3
19 Q X Q
20 K-K 2

21 K R-K sq
22 P-R 5

23 P—K Kt 3
24 R—Q 2

JANOWSKI.
Black.

P-Q 4
P-K 3
Kt—K B 3
Q Kt—Q 2

Px K P
B-K 2

Kt X Kt
Castles
P—Q Kt 3
B-Kt 2

B— Kt 5ch
Q X B
P— Kt 3
P-B 3

B-K 2

Q R—O sq
Q-B 5
B-Q 3BxQ
P-B 3
R-Q 2

P-K Kt 4
B-Kt sq

K R—Q sq

MARSHALL.
White.

25 K R-Q sq
26 Kt— K sq

27 B—R sq
28 Kt-B 2

29Kt-K 3

30 P-Q 5
31 P X P
32 B— Kt 2

33 K-K sq

34 B-B sq

35 P X P ch
36 Kt-B 2

37 R X R ch
58 R X R ch

39 B X P
40 P—R 3

41 P—Kt 4
42 K-B sq

43 l^t—K sq

44 P-B 3

45 B-K 2

46 B-Kt 5

47 Kt X P
Resigns.

JANOWSKI.
Black.

P-Kt5
P-K B4
K—Kt2
P-R 4
K-B 3
B Px P
P-K 4K—Kt4
P—Kt 4
P-B 5
Px P
R X P :

Rx R *

B X R '

K X P
K—Kt 4P-R 4P-KR5
P-R 6
B—R 2

P—Kt6
P-Kt 7 ch
P-R 7

The Sixth Game.

JANOWSKI.
White.

1 P—K 4
2 P-Q 4
3 Kt-Q B 3

4 P X B P
5 Kt— Kt sq
6 B— 3

7 Kt—K B 3
8 Kt—Q 2

9 Castles
10 R—K sq

MARSHALL.
Black.

P-K 3
P-Q 4P-QB4
P-Q 5
B X P
Kt-QBs
K Kt—K 2

Kt-Kt 3
Castles
Kt-B 5

JANOWSKI.
White.

n Kt—Kt 3
12 X Kt
13 B-y 2

14 B X B
15 Q-Q 2

16 P-B 3

17 Q-Q 3
iS Q R-Q sq P X P
19 Q X P Kt-Q 5
20 Q—K 3 B X Kt

MARSHALL.
Black.

Kt X B
B-Q Kts
P-K 4
Kt X B
Kt-B 3
B-Kt 5
R—Bsq

OP
Chain

Chainless
and

, Motor

For 27 Years
we have been in the field and our name
plates stand for superior quality; deal-
ers prefer to handle and riders like to
use wheels that are backed by years of
successful manufacturing experience.

Bicycles of AH Grades
and at Various Prices

$22.50 to $100.00.

A complete line of juveniles.

Columbia Cleveland
Tribune Crawford

POPE MFG. CO., Hartford. Conn.
Rambler Crescent
Monarch Imperial

^POPE MFG. CO., Chicago, lU.,

Add.Te%i Dept. B for catalogues^

We Give these $5 Trousers
E Y 1 H ^ with the first suit ordered of us,
bAIld in order to demonstrate our
claims and secure your permanent
trade and that of your friends.

WE WILL PAY $100 to anyone who f^
^vill prove that

\

we dti not cut aud make every suit to
measure.
By our improyed system wecanmak''

suits and overcoats to your measure, correctly
fitted and ele?antly trimmed, at less cost tti:iii

your local tailor would have to piy for theclutii

ond trimmings.
Our New Style Book pives the latest citv

fltyles and our samples are of tlie newest and
most popular all-wool suitings. Don't buy
ready made suits (perhaps advertised as tail.ir

made) until you ^et our st> les, samples and
prices, sentfor the asking.
Wj Take All the Risk, cut and make

your suit to measure and give you live daiN
time ill your own home to examine, try on, and
show to your friends before deciding to keep
it. If you are not perfectly satisfied, send it

back, at our expense. A postal will bring full information.
John B. Woods 4fe Co.. SI S 5th Ave., Chleaffo

CURES WHILE YOU SLEEP
Whooping Cou^h, Croup,

Bronchitis, Coughs, Grip, Hay
Fcvcr,Diphthcria,Scarlct Fever

Don't faU to use Cresolene
for the distressing and often
fatal affections for which it is

recommended. For more than twenty years
we have had the most conclusive assurances
that there is nothing better. Ask your
physician about it.

An inferesting- descriptive booklet is sent free, ^vlnVh g-ives

the hig-hest testimonials as to its value. AH DrufpelstS*

VAPO-rRE*OLK>E CO.. ISOrnlton Street, \pw York.

What Is Daus' Tip -Top?
TO PKOVE that Daus' " Tip-top " is

the best and simplest device formaking
100 Copies from pen-written and 60

Copies from typewritten original,

we will ship complete duplicator,
cap size, without deposit, on
ten (10) days' trial.
Price $7.50lesf< trade a ^ j.

(!i.<eovnt nf S:PA% (W 90 nCI
TIIK FEI>IX A. I>A«'S I»liPI.ICATOR CO.

nans BiiilUiiiK. Ill John ^it., IVetv Vork City

Broin Riicinacc ^^ ''J' f^ii' through iinscieullflc
rain DUSineSS l>rsiin metliodst Why lack

" nt^rvc " an<l ftirc*', holplfssly waiting for ideas? \Vhy
not improve liy letting one who knows Brains and Mind
tell josi li«w ? Send *J. 30 for Erbe's Bi;i in Book to-day.

THK I'KOMETHKA.V >!{. « O..
633 .V. RoeUwell Street, - «HICA«0, IE,IiS.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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The Sixth Game.—Continued.

J
>Nii\VM<l.

ai Px B

a, K-Kt a

24 R-O 7

as F K k 4

a6 R X Kt P
ayPxP
a8 R-K B sq

J9 Kt—Q 4

30R X R
31 y^-B i

3aKt-B6

35 K X K
36P-R6

MARSHALL.
Siaci.

Q-Kt s ch
Kt X P ch
Kt X y
R-B7
Kt-K 3
P-B4
R X P
R X Kt P
K R X P ch
Kt— 1! sch
R X R (Kt 7)
Kt — Kt 3
R B 2ch
Rx R
Kt- i: s
Px P

lANOWSKI.
tt^AiU.

37 Ktx R P
3S Kt-B 6

;q P-R 4
40 Kt-K 7 ch
K— B 3

Kt Kt 8
Kt B 6

Kt X P
Kt-B 6

K— Kt 4
47 Kt-Q7
48 Kt-i; 6
49K-B3
50 Kt— Kt 4
51 Kt X Kt
52 Kt-g 3

MARSHALL.
Black.

K—B 2

K-K3
K-B4
Kt- Kt 3
I'-R4
P-R 5

K Kt 5
K X P
K—R6
P-K5
P—K
P—R6
Kt—K 4 ch
P-K6
Draw.

The Seventh Game.

MARSHALL.
Uhite.

.P-Q4
a P—g B 4

30 Kt-B 3
4PX P
5B-B4
6P-K 3

7 Kt- 1; 3
8 B-Q 3

9 H-K 5
10 Kt X Kt
11 Castles
iaP-B4
13Q-I''3
14 g R—B sq

5 g—K 3

16 Q—R 6
17 P—K Kt 4

White two hours, lUack two hours and twelve minmtes.

Position after Black's 27th move.

lANOWSKI. MARSHALL. lANOWSKI.
Black. Vi'ltite. Black.

p-y 4 i8 R-g n 2 B-Kta
p gBj ,9 g -R 3 Kt-g 3
K Kt-B 3 JO K Kt 2 P-Q Kt 4PxP 21 P— Kt 5 Kt B 5
Kt-B 3 .2 R B3 B Kt 2

P K3 23 Q K 4 Kt X Kt
B— K a 24 B P X Kt P—K R4
Kt K R4 25 Kt-K 2 g R -B sq
Kt X B 26 R—B sq g-R 4
Kt-B 3 27 Kt B 4 R-B 2

Castles 28 Kt X R P Px Kt
P-K Kt 3 29Q X P

3oK(Kt 2)-
K R-Q B sq

Kt— K sq P-B4
kt— Kt 1 K B 2

p gR3 31 K P X P <•n pas
B_B3 Resigns.
Kt- K sq

e*

J..
,

...
** —4x

i

Janowbki attempts to double his Rooks. The fine

way that Marshall stops this, makes this one of the

star-games of the match.

Yesterday, To-day, To-morrow. — The pro-

found truth that to-morrow never comes, and yester-

day, altho it is always passing, has never been with

us, 'has led a correspondent to throw off this little

effort

:

• Altho yesterday to-day was to-morrow, and to-

morrow to-day will be yesterday, nevertheless yester-

day to-morrow would be the day after to-morrow,

because to-day would be to-morrow yesterday, and
to-morrow will be to-day to-morrow, or would have

been the day after to-morrow yesterday." We thought

as much.— Tit-Bits

.

MMM w0»m0*0>t0»mm

I

Peter Moller's
Cod Liver Oil

Should be Purchaseil for the
Following Good Reasons

:

It is a pure oil, so pure that it is posi-
tively free from disagreeable taste and
odor. Children take it without persua-
sion. It digests readily, does not cling
to the palate, and never "repeats."

It is made and bottled by Peter MoUer
at his own factory at the Norway fisher-
ies—no adulteration possible.

Not 8o!d in bulk. Ton know you pet
the genuine when .vou receive the
flat, oval bottle bearing the name of

Schieffelin & Company, New York
SOLE AGENTS

WMN M«WM«WWWa MMMMr^Jl

"THE TRUTH IN ITS PROPER. USE"
Few of the daily newspapers—and certainly no specialized newspaper

—are more widely quoted, for their editorial opinions, on business or

political topics, than THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.
Respect for its views is born of a knowledge that it voices the inter-

ests of conservative investors and looks far above the special pleading

which characterizes "court circular" financial journalism.

An independent study ot facts, sanity of judgment and candor of

expression mark its treatment ot all problems aifecting the interests of an

investor. Its aim is e.xpressed in the motto heading this announcement :

•' The Truth In Its Proper Use."

A subscription is cheap insurance on investments.

$1 A MONTH $12 A YEAR
MAKE CHECKS TO THE ORIJER OF

DOW, JONES «& CO.
44 BroaLd St., Newr York

Write for Sample Copy and Special Subscription Oiler.

SKIN DISEASES
CURED

By

The Finsen

Light

Treatment

PllOF. NIKLS It. FINSEN

IF you are a sulTeriT from any form nf skin
disease, or you know of others who are afflicted

we want you to have a free copy of our lath's!

book, just published.

IT fully (lescrilM's this painless, harmless mode
of lisrht treatment lluit requires yo operation.
It tells of its universal success in (lis(!!uses

liitheito regarded as incurable, such as Lupus (skin
consuniption). skin cancer, varicose ulcers, eczema
and many other forms of skin diseases.

WE have permanently relieved manv serious
cases at our institute l)y our Genuine
High Power Finsen Lamps imported

direct from Copenhagen, which are operated l)v

physicians who have been to Copenhagen and are
especially trained for this work.

The Finsen Light Institute of America
Suite C. 78 State Street, Chicago

A LITTLE TREASURE FOR EVERY HOUSEWIFE
How Ijest to clean every-
thing in and abovt the
house. Hundre Is of
useful receipts. 1 jno,

cloth, 75 cts.

The Expert Cleaner
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brated Magic Foot Drafts, the great Michigan
discovery which is relieving all kinds of Rheu-
matism, including even someof the worst chronic

cases in the state. These drafts are worn on
the feet (without the least inconvenience), but

they relieve Rheumatism in every part of the

body, by absorbing the poisonous uric acid and
other impurities from the blood through the

great foot pores. Don't think that because this

remedy is simple and cheap it isn't effective. It

is, and already thousands have writteit us that

it has relieved them. It will relieve you. Send
us your name today and give the Drafts a trial.

If you are satisfied with the benefit recei+ed from
them, then send us one dollar. If not, keep your
money. You decide. A splendid new booklet

on Rheumatism, illustrated with colored plates,

comes free with the Drafts. Write today to

Magic Foot Draft Co., T F 26 Oliver Building,

Jackson, Mich. Send no money, only your name.
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BOOKS FOR. PHYSICIANS

PREVENTION OF DISEASE
THIS work presents the latest opinion and the most

conclusively demonstrated fact on the prevention of
every important form of human disease. It is the

first work in the Kng:lish languapre to provide researdi
from eminent specialists and authorities on this entire
vast subject. It is written by authorities of international
reputation. With introduction by H. Tuibbkll Bul-
STRODE, M.D.

Francis A. Scratehley, M.D.: " Written by men eminent
intheirspeeialty.it will be of great value to the physi-
cian. Each subject is presented thoroughly and most at-
tractively."

Two Voluinps, Svo, Cloth lUSl pp. Net
price $3.75 per volume. $7.50 per set.

Physician vs. Bacteriologist
Tins volume embraces Kosenbach's discussion on ciini-

co-bacteriologic and hygienic pi-oblems based on original
investigations, representing- the contest against the over-
growth of bacteriology. By Prof. O. Rosenbach, M.D.

Gond Health Clinic, Svracuse :
" The book is a good one

to add to your library if you would have the latest word
from the scientific world upon the cause, cure, and pre-
vention of disease."

ISino, Cloth, 455 pp. $1.50 net

Electro-Diagnosis ahd

Electro-Therapeutics
The contents include .1 clear and concise expLanation of

the principles of electricity, and the latest research as to
the physiological effects of electricity upon the human
body. By Dr. Toby Cohn, Nerve Specialist, Berlin.

St. Louis Medical atid Suraical Journal: "The book is

.a safe and reliable guide, and will be found of the highest
value."

8 Plates, SO Cuts. 8vo, Cloth. $3.00 net

NERVES IN DISORDER
This book seeks to dispel ig^noranee reg^ardinj; all tune-
tioiial nerve diseases and to set forth the most advanced
and valuable scientific principles tor successfully treating
the-^e troubles. By A- T. Schofield, M.D., M.K.C.S.

Philadelphia Telegraph : " It isa work valuable alike to
professional and non-professional readers,"

I'Ziiio, Cloth, *^1H pi>- $1.50 |>osl|»aiiU

THE FORCE OF MIND
The action of the mind in the cause and cure of many
disorders is considered in this book from new and scien-

tific standpoints, with suggestions for the practical use of
this knowledge by phvsicians and laymen. By A. T.

SCHOFIELD, M.D., M.R.C.S.

London Times : " In this forcibly written work Dr.
Scholield emphasizes and illustrates the part played 111

the causation and cure of disease."

ISmo, Cloth, 347 pp. $S.OO postpaid

SPRINGS OF CHARACTER
This work gives the latest scientific information on the
sources and qualities of character, showing the impor-
tance of character and the soundest principles for its de-
velopment. By A. T. SCHOFIELD, M.D., M.R C.S.

St. Louis Olobe-Democrat : "All the subtle and occult,

as well as educational and outside agencies that tell upon
the developing character, are considered."

8vo, Cloth, S.IO pp. $1.50 postpniit

THE UNCONSCIOUS MIND
A study into the mysteries of the mind and their relation
to physical and psychical life, containing the latest scien-
tific research on this topic. By A. T. Schofikld, M.D.,
M K.C'.S.

T. M. Hartmann. D.D.. McKeesport, Pa.: " It is a mas-
terly booR on a subject that demands earnest considera-
tion."

8vo, Cloth, 451 pp. 93.00 postpaid

Handbook of Medical

AND Orthopedic Gymnastics
The princi|)les and application of Swedish gymnastics,
massage, and orthopedics, with descriptions of many
cases of illness, helped or cured by gymnastic treatment.
By Andkevv Wide, M.D.

Health Culture, New York :
" Dr. Wild's work should be

in the library of every physician and in the hands of
every laymnh who desires to develop himself toward
phy.sical perfection."

8vo, Cloth, 383 pp. Illustrated. SS.OO not

A BRIEF OF NECROSCOPY
A cle.ar. concise manual of medical mfoi-mati(ni tricing
with sufficient iletail all practical facts connected with the
study, diagnosis, technique, and medico-legal aspects of a
post-mortem examiiiatiiin. By Gustav Schmidt, iM.D.

Medical Recorder, Chicago :
" It is reliable and instruc-

tive.'

l*ocket Size. l«ni<>, Lealher, 186 pp. $1.00

Write for Circulars

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY. Pubs., NEW YORK

EVERY STUDENT OF RELIGIOUS PROG-
RESS NEEDS TO READ THE APRIL

Missionary Review
JUST OUT, Including:

Our Lord's Teachings About Money. Editor-

in-Chief.

The Unoccupied Fields of India. By Geo. S.

Eddy. Illustrated with maps, drawings, and
photographs.

Recent Buddhist Events in Burmah. Rev.
Julius SmitJi.

Christianity's Opportunity in Japan. Rev. G.

F. Draper.
A Silver Dollar Missionary Sermon. Rev. H.
E. Zim7>iertnan.^

The Present Religious Situation in France.
Pasteur Emile Lenoir.

The Pastor's Opportunity and Responsibility

:

A Review of John R. Mott's Book, " The
Pastor and Modern Missions," Rev. Win.

J. Hutchins.
A Boy's Missionary Club and What Came of It.

Miss V. F. Penrose.

Vacation and Mission Study.

Some Knotty Problems in South Africa. L.E.
Herstett.

Christian Campaigning in North Madagascar.
M. Russillon.

What is Hinduism ? A Study Based on the

Indian Census. J. E. Broadbent.

Christian Tibetans of Kalatse.

Editorials.

Some Easter Missionary Thoughts; United
Prayer for Missions ; A Remarkable Series

of Revivals; Government Opportunities for

Indian Mission Schools; Donations Ac-
knowledged.

Books for the Missionary Library :

General Missionary Intelligence.

2r> CENTS PER COPT

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Publishers

44-60 East Twenty-third Street, New York

THE IRISH

THE IRISH

THE IRISH

have always been mighty in-

teresting people, and nobody
knows them better than Justin

McCarthy. He knows their past as thoroughly as he does
their present, and w'.ien he tells all about both in his book
"Ireland and Her Story," he makes a story which the

critics unite in pronouncing "as fascinating as a novel."

One might add that this brilliant little history is much more
fascinating than many novels, and better yet, it is true. The
price is only 5i.oo, postpaid.

AGAIN, are celebrated for

their rollicking humor and keen
wit. Good stories of them are

always welcome. Certainly when one of the cleverest of

Irish storytellers brings out a book it can not fail to make a

hit. Seumas MacManus is the present-day Prince of Irish

Storytellers, and his book " The Red Poocher," has beep

greeted everywhere with such superlatives of praise that it

is useless to try to quote them. May as \yell let every

reader invent his own exclamations of delight when he

closes the book. It can be had for yS cents, postpaid.

ONCE MORE, are lov.

ers through and through.

When we want an ideal love

story, we pick out a gallant, poetic, passionate Irishman

and his blue-eyed colleen, and we are pretty sure to develop

a love story fit to set to music or put upon the stage.

There are always novelty, humor, tenderness, passion, and

sometinie-s tragedy in them. Anna MacManus, sometimes

known as ' Ethna Carbery," the wife of Seumas Mac-
Manus, was endowed with a rare insight into the character

and nature of these people—her people. With the pen of

an artist and a great love in her heart, she has written six

beautiful, throbbing, magically appealing Irish love stories

which now appear in the book " The Passionate Hearts,"

a treasure for any one. The price is 75 cents, postpaid.

IN ALLY, have a wealth
legend, folk-lore, and myth-

ology. The wonderful doings
of their ancient kings and warriors read like fairy tales, and
such indeed they are in large part. Magic swords, spears,

and armor ; the miraculous "quicken-tree," grown from a

fairy seed ; the fairy fleeces ; the wonderful whistler whose
flute-like notes charmed his enemies into fateful sleep ; the

superhuman prowess of the old-time heroes ; the devotion
of friends and the relentless hate of enemies—all play im-
portant parts in the legendary past of this picturesque

people. Anna MacManus, author of "The Passionate
Hearts," has given us nine stories of Irish adventure,
legend, and mythology in her new book " In the Celtic

Past." The stories glow with warm color and throb with
chivalrous action and exciting adventure. The price of
" In the Celtic Past " is the same as that of " The Passion-
ate Hearts," 75 cents, postpaid.

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Pubs., NEW YORK

THE IRISH I

Second Edition RedLdy!
J^it- This powerful and intensely absorbing
story met with such immediate demand that
the first edition was entirely sold out a few
days after publication. We now announce
a second large edition, and call special atten-
tion to the remarkable tributes the book has
already received from the press.

Press, New York ;
" We can recall no tale In

recent Action of a mysterious crime and its con-
sequences that can come irithin .ipeakitio dis-
taucc (if tJiis sriirt/."

SUMMIT
HOUSE
MYSTERY

By L. DOUGALL
Author of " The Zeit-Giist," " Beggars All," Etc.

A story of tragic intensity, pulsating with
human emotion, each chapter leading the
reader breathlessly on to the next with tip-

toe expectancy, tbe denouement resolutely
baflfling the shrewdest guesser. The mys-
tery of a great crime, committed in New
York, the real criminal shielded at terrible
sacrifice by a noble Christian woman, leads
the reader to thrilling scenes in the heart of
the majestic Georgia Moitntains.

Relif/ioHs Telescope, Jiayton: "We venture
the assertion that Miss Dougall has written a
story whose end caw not he foreseen by one
reader in five hundred. It possesses the per-
fection, of fascination."

S1411, New York: "Possibilities are doubt-
less opened by this story of blending forms of fiction

that have been kept apart heretofore. Imagine Sir
Conan Doyle trying to Infuse a strain of George
Eliot into his tales, or Anthony Hope collaborating
with Mr. Meredith."

Buffalo Evening Neirs : " Will appeal to many
kinds of readers, combining as It does a strong plot,

well-drawn characters, thrilling situations, and a
poetic discriptive style."

Globe, New York :
" Here Is a detective storu

into which one might nay a soul has heen iii-

fused. If it does not have an immense popular
success. It will be the public's loss."

^vejtJH*; i»ZV«)7, New York: "Occasionally one
comes across a story that has the exceedingly rare
quality of originality. ' The Summit House Mystery'
is one of them. It carries the reader along, because
it draws him entirely within the Influence of Its

unfolding. It Is capital reading, and good work."

Indianapolis Star:
gree."

' Dramatic In a high de-

TjOttisvillc Courier tTonrnnl : "A mystery
Is always an alluring thing, Ijiit It is seldom that
one Is clothed In a real literary dress and kept
tantaliziuglji unsolrnble imtU the end of the
book, as is this mystery."

Boston Times ; " It is of impressive Interest and
holds the reader In suspense to the end. The story
is clean and graphic. It has literary finish, and Is

masterly. Its characters are clearly drawn. Its se-

cret is cleverly kept and wonderfully revealed. Its

local color of mountainside Is charming, its narra-
tive Is remarkable for ease and simplicity, its char-
acters are like real human beings. The beauty of
the style, the absorbing narrative, underlying mys-
tery, so carefully concealed, so cleverly revealed at
last, will give tlils book a leading place among the
bed nocch of this or any other i/far."

The Mirror, St. Louis: "An exceptionally
good mystery story, one that holds the re:uier a
ttHUiiuj cdiitive until lie has finishid tin J(t.<t

SpritififieUl Bepuhlican : " It would not besiu"-

prlsliig if this proved the most successful of Miss
DougaU's books."

12mo, Cloth, 345 pages. Ornamental
Cover. $1.50 Postpaid to any Address

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Pubs., NEW YORK

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers,
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TOPICS OF THE DAY.

CASTRO'S DEFIANCE.
T^7HILE I'resident Castro's disagreements with the great

' * Powers may have a more serious effect upon him than

upon any one else, a number of American papers feel that this

country stands in danger of being drawn into any imbroglio that he

may stir up. His " crazy " and " foolhardy " acts will again bring

the European war-ships to his coasts, remarks the Providence

Journal, and while " that will be an evil day for Venezuela, it will

be a troublesome day, also, for the United States," for " we can not

keep out of a complication of that sort in that part of the world."

A Paris despatch says that the authorities there consider the

present regime in Venezuela "hopeless," and they "incline to the

view that sooner or later some united means may have to be taken

to insure respect for foreign interests in Venezuela." Castro has

spent the last six months in strengthening the coast defenses of the

republic, a proceeding which the Paris Temps can not reconcile

with a disposition on his part to meet European demands in a con-

ciliatory spirit. Venezuela " is a lunatic asylum broke loose among
the nations." declares the New York Press, " and therefore danger-

ous to the common peace, especially when the United States Sen-

ate, seeking to injure President Roosevelt, is causing an impres-

sion abroad that the Monroe Doctrine has fallen into disrepute

among citizens of the United States !"

The joy of de Bergerac when he found he had succeeded in ma-

king enemies of half Paris may be shared by Castro, who is at

loggerheads with France. Italy, Holland, Belgium, England, Ger-

many, and the United States. The Washington Star describes

and comments on this Donnybrook Fair as follows

:

" Castro is now confronted by a coterie of claimants probably

unparalleled in the world's history. Here is the United States de-

manding that the ordinary forms of legal procedure be observed in

order to preserve the rights of certain American tinanciers who own
asphalt concessions. There is France angry over an arbitrary an-

nulment or holding up of the vested rights of a cable company

chiefly composed of French citizens. Next comes Italy with pro-

tests against the seizure of mines under lease to Italian subjects.

The latest comer in the field of the Venezuelan shindy is Holland,

with a threat to use coercive measures if five Dutch sailors are not

forthwith released from the prison where they have, it is alleged,

been unjustly detained for seven months. And Belgium stands by
with a claim or a grievance of some sort which, in the confusion of

the general situation, is not at present well defined. Beyond this

ring of protesting Powers stand England and Germany with cer-

tain old claims which
are in process of settle-

ment under the arbi-

tration of a sea.son or

two ago. And to mix
the matter up beyond

the possibility of early

and easy adjustment,

Mr. Castro has just

turned what is appreci-

ated as a shrewd trick

in the recognition or

legalizing of certain old

bonds issued by former

governments of Vene-
zuela and heretofore re-

pudiated by the Castro

Government, amounting
to about $26,000,000 in

American gold and held

chiefly by English and
German capitalists.
With the revenues of

the country already
strained to the last point

to stretch over the cur-

rent expenses and to

meet the instalments on
the British-Italian-Ger-

man claims under the

arrangement perfected at The Hague, the revival of these bonds
means that there may be a total collapse of the Venezuelan treas-

ury. In these circumstances there must be devised some effective

method of dealing with Mr. Castro, to the end of abating what
has become an intolerable international nuisance, menacing the

peace of the Western world."

The arrangement to pay off $26,000,000 worth of old bonds is

hailed as " good news " by the Philadelphia Record^ which is glad

to see Venezuela paying a debt of any kind ; but the Philadelphia

Inquirer fears that the effort to pay this " would place the Briti.sh

and German governments in control of nearly all the revenues of

^'enezuelafor at least half a century, and would cut all other claim-

ants out," and " it would amount in effect to the institution of a re-

ceivership of indefinite duration. As under the operation of the

Monroe Doctrine the territory of Venezuela is inviolable," adds

the same paper, " countries with a grievance would in this way be

deprived of any means of satisfaction, and a complication full of

the most dangerous potentialities would be presented." The New
York Times says similarly of this bond contract

:

" According to this contract, 50 per cent, of the customs receipts

of six named Venezuelan ports are to be set aside to pay $26,000,-

000, with interest at 4 per cent., of German and British claims until

the postponed creditors of Venezuela have been paid an unstated

sum from 30 per cent, of the receipts at two other ports, these two
being the principal ports of the republic. After that, Venezuela

shall pay the two preferred creditors 25 per rent, of the receipts of

HERBERT W. BOWE.N,

Our Minister to Venezuela, whose efforts to

induce Castro to submit his dispute with our
asphalt trust to arbitration have been unsuccess-

ful.
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PRESIDENT CASTRO AND HIS CABINET.
Castro says in a cablegram to the Philadelphia /'rrjj-; "There is in reality between Venezuela and Washington no question of sufficient importance to occupy

public attention or worthy of consideration by serious persons. Vour Minister holds himself aloof from tlie good understanding which exists, but \'enezuela will

defend with ardor the common interests and honor of both countries."

these two ports. Considering that the entire revenue of A'enezuela

from customs is only about $3,000,000, this arrangement looks like

constituting Germany and Great Britain perpetual mortgagees of

A'enezuela. The $2,600,000 alleged to have been bestowed upon
Castro personally as a bonus would of itself absorb nearly a year's

income. The Parisian computation that the arrangement secures

to Germany and Great Britain ' a preponderating influence over

Venezuela for fifty years ' appears to be entirely warranted."

President Castro has been informed by our minister, Mr. Bowen,

that if he refuses to arbitrate the claims of the asphalt company,
" the United States will feel free to take the steps which may be

necessary to secure justice." Castro has seized the asphalt lake,

under an order from one of his courts, and is taking out large

quantities of asphalt, the proceeds from which are going into the

Venezuelan treasury. Meanwhile the company, which is often

spoken of in our papers as the " asphalt trust," is importuning the

State Department in Washington daily for help. The New York

H'or/d and Eveniiig Post object to having the life of a single

American soldier risked in such a quarrel. The Brooklyn Eagle

says, however

:

" In the last analysis the rights of the commercial corporation as

defined by international law are those of the individual citizen, and

the fundamental principle of all foreign policies that are worth

while is the protection of the individual in property as well as in

life. We do not guarantee the American citizen who goes to Vene-

zuela against the rascality of the Venezuelan citizen, but we do

guarantee him against the rascality or oppression of the Venezu-

elan Government. If we can not make good that guaranty, we
admit that our foreign policy is a failure in a most vital respect

"

Considerable amusement is afforded our paragraphers by the

following Venezuelan despatch, portraying Castro's bellicose feel-

ing toward us. It says :

" Castro's attitude is reflected in a pamphlet just issued through

one of his advisers. Col. Juan Bautistia Lamedo, in which plans

for sending 30,000 armed Venezuelans against New Orleans are

disclosed.' The pamphlet urges the public to avenge the insults

offered to Venezuela by the Americans, and declares that the inva-

sion of the Mississippi Valley would be the most effective means
of curbing the power of the United States. The following is an

extract from the pamphlet:
"

' Perhaps 30,000 Venezuelans, bearing the glorious national

banner, that very banner whose floating iris illuminated the waters

of La Plata with the splendor of the Venezuelan Fatherland to the

echoes of the clarions of Carabobo, of Bombona, and of Ayacu-

cho, v/ould today be sufficient to wash away the insult which our

glorious flag has received from North America, in the very waters

of the Mississippi. Cunduncurca is not more distant from Venezu-

ela than the hostile land, and the territories which we have to cross

in order to arrive there are almost all of the same Fatherland.'
"

LAWSON ON INSURANCE JUGGLERY.

' I ^HE fact that there are now outstanding in the United States

1 upward of 25,000,000 life-insurance policies of all kinds

" would allow one policy to every family in the United States, and

still leave several millions over for extra measure," so that, " speak-

ing broadly, every person in the United States has a vital con-

cern in this subject." Thus The Wall StreetJournal rnXxoAwz^^ a

series of articles on life insurance, which it is presenting in re-

sponse to" the interest which has developed during the past twelve

months in regard to life insurance." an interest "due, for the most

part, to the extraordinary growth of the life-insurance companies

and life-insurance assets." The astonishing growth of these as-

sets may be seen when it is stated that on January i. 1S80, they

amounted to less than $500,000,000, and on January i, 1905, to

more than $2,500,000,000. While the wealth of the country has

grown 145 per cent, in these twenty-five years, life-insurance assets

have grown 454 per cent. Now the handling of these immense sums

is beginning to be made the subject of remark in some of the most

conservative papers in the country. "There have been many re-

ports and suspicions which are not altogether reassuring in regard

to the strictly fiduciary character of the administration of these

funds," said The Journal of Commerce, in an editorial which we

quoted last week, and it asked :
" Is there no personal gain for the

managers who hold the relation of trustees in the opportunities for

using what must include a great surplus over the actual require-

ments of a sound administration of insurance on the mutual prin-

ciple?" And similarly searching questions are asked by such con-

servative papers as the Sien and Evening Post.

While these misgivings were being expressed in the dailies, an

article by the redoubtable Mr. Lawson, of Boston, was in press, in

which he claims to reveal just how the manipulation of these stu-

pendous funds by the insurance magnates is effected. If Mr.

Lawson is correct, the insurance managers gain the use of these

big sums by having them deposited in trust companies owned by

themselves, after which they pay the insurance company two or

three per cent, for the use of the money, and then make the mil-

lions earn many times as much for them. After noting that in the

last-issued New York report (1903) the " Big Three," the Equi-

table, Mutual, and New York, had some $65,000,000 "deposited in

trust companies and banks drawing interest," Mr Lawson goes on

to say (in the April Everybody's Magazitie)

:

"This sum, at the two-per-cent. interest allowed by the trust

companies, returned to the insurance companies $1,315,775, while

it earned for the trust companies in the different speculations in

which they engaged from five to twenty per cent., or an annual
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protit ot $1,973,663 to 511,184,079, more than the interest paid the

insurance companies lor its use.
" lUii who owns the trust companies? you astc. Some are owned

jointly by the three great insurance corporations and their direc-

tors, others by the directors alone. The men who control the 15 ig

Three organize these tie.xible depositary institutions, allotting hall

or more of their stocks to themselves, the balance to the insurance

companies, or keeping all the stock themselves, for the purpose of

manipulating the stupendous sums in the treasuries of the insurance

companies. The trust company is the irrigating canal of Wall

Street, the insurance company the water-head. For the growth

and development of the various schemes of consolidation, trusti-

fication, and amalgamation in which Wall Street profits are made,
money is required in large quantities. WHien the soil is ready for

the harvest, when negotiations have been matured to the point of

fruition, the trust company's sluice is tapped and the gold Hows
out. And gold which makes a S225 crop sprout where previously

only a Sioo crop grew, is a valuable commodity, for the use of

which large compensation is paid the engineers. Thus we have

the men who hold the treasury-keys of the Big Three, and who
decide how the accumulated premiums of the policy-holders shall

be used and where deposited, actually the owners of these trust

companies and of other corporations and trusts which borrow the

money the trust companies have

on deposit from the insurance

companies.
" The hackneyed defense of

the insurance companies to this

accusation is that great corpor-

ations, such as they are. must
keep on hand, ready for emer-

gencies, enormous amounts of

cash. This is a futile argu-

ment, for in the nature of things

the daily receipts of each of the

Big Three are larger than the

expenditures. We are also told :

' We keep large amounts vead\

to take advantage of a sudden
smash in the market." This

sounds well, but cloaks one of

the most vicious practises of

these great institutions, and an-

other of the insider's opportuni-

ties of private graft. It means
that the officers of the great in-

surance corporations are ever

:^.' •.tVLy...

TURNED DOWN.
Czar—" What can I borrow on this

beautiful weapon ? Look at the roll of

Honor written on it."

France — " We can not loan on
these dangerous weapons any more;
the risk is too great."

—Morgan in the Philadelphia In-

quirer.

.HE ANGEL OF PEACE ARRIVES.
—Gilbert, in the IJenver Times.

ready for a stock-gamble with

the sacred funds of their pohcy-
holders; that is, they admit
their willingness to use the peo-

ple's savings to mak^^surc'thing

gambling-protits from those un-

fortunates who must't^raw 6ver
their' stocks and bond's tiecause

of the 'System's' manipula-

tions. Imagine, my honest, old-

fashioned reader, the millions

of insurance funds used in this

me give you a pict-

ure of how it is done. I have
seen it worked a score of times.

The
dropping tens of

minute, and business men are

saying :
' Oh, if we only had

ca.sh to buy, but we can not get

it ! The banks will not loan at

any price. Rates have gone up
to 100, to 150 per cent, and no
cash is in sight.' No one has

money but the big insurance

companies and the' System's'

votaries. Suddenly mysterious

buying appears—hundreds of

thousands of shares of stock,

and bonds in million blocks.

stock-market is crashing,

millions a

ARE THE THREE BALLS MIGHTIER THAN THE SWORD?
— I.eipziger in the Detroit News.

THE "LITTLE FATHER" vs. THE "UNCLE."

The crash has been stayed ; the panic is over ; stocks are bounding
upward again; millions are being made by the mysterious buyers

with each tick of the clock, and presently it is common knowledge
that all the insurance insiders have cleaned up millions, and— of

course, the company has made something, but the biggest profits

have been won by the men who, having previously personally

loaded up, were able to throw the unlimited buying power of the

policy-holders' millions into the gap. Talk of loaded dice, or any

of the sure-thing gambling-devices ! They are lily-white business

schemes compared with this method of plundering the people.

"Again we are authoritatively informed that the great companies
have so much cash on hand that it is impossible to find investments

for it save at a low rate of interest. The fallacy here is obvious.

If these institutions have grown so unwieldy that they can not con-

duct their business as ably as the smaller companies, the latter are

the ones to insure with, because, right along, they are deriving

larger returns from their invested funds than the big companies.

There are scores of ways, however, by which the sixty-five millions

could be made to earn even larger dividends than the funds in
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stocks and bonds. Let the Big Three offer the use of their big

cash balances by public competition— under the most conservative

conditions that can be prescribed. Instantly the net returns will

double."

THE CHICAGO CAIVIPAIGN.

1\ TUNICIPAL ownership of the street railways is tiie chief
-^* -^ issue in the Chicago mayoralty campaign which will close

on April 4, and this makes the contest "one of the most important

ever waged in an American citv," declares the Baltimore News,

for it brings up the pos-

sibility that " Chicago

will enter immediately

upon vastly the most

important municipal

ownership experiment

ever attempted on this

continent." Chicago

has declared again and

again for municipal

ownership of its street-

railways, by majorities

ranging from 70,000 to

120,000 votes, and the

issue in the present

campaign Hes between

the " immediate" acqui-

sition of the street rail-

ways, advocated by

Judge Dunne (Dem.),

and a more moderate
JOHN MAYNARD HARLAN,

^j^,^^ advocated by Mr.
Republican Candidate for Mayor of Chicago. tj 1 (\} \ T\

u TIT i 1 r • . 1 1 • -Ti a r 1 a n ( rvep . ) • 1 ne
\\e stand for municipal ownership as soon as \ r 1

we can get it. We believe that we can get it a puzzling feature of the

good deal sooner than you can get it under the situation as tlie New
Democratic platform." .

\ ork 1 r-ilnine pomts

out. is the fact that " the franchises of about 75 per cent, of the

mileage of the traction syndicate have expired, but the syndicate

holds ninety-nine-year franchises on the remaining 25 per cent,

of the lines, including all the important downtov/n terminals.

The uptown lines are valueless without the downtown, and con-

versely. The traction company is at present operating on a per-

mit over the lines where franchises have expired." On Monday
evening of last work, as if to complicate the situation still further,

the city council, moved by the fear that the company might pro-

long its grip on the streets by throwing the question of its fran-

chises into the federal courts, anticipated that move by bringing

suit in the State courts to define the company's rights. It is ex-

pected that this litigation will take from three to five years, and

that whoever wins the present election, he will be unable during his

term to acquire the street railway rights and property. The edi-

torials of the Chicago papers are devoted so largely to the person-

alities and small aspects of the campaign that it is difficult to quote

them. The Democratic papers suggest that the Republicans, with

their dilatory policy, are in the pay of J. P. Morgan, the reputed

owner of the street railways; and the Republicans reply that it is

much more likely that Morgan is financing the campaign of the

Democrats, who advocate the acquisition of the railway properties

immediately at whatever price is asked. " The owner, whoever he

may be," says Tlie Clironicle (Rep.), " can afford to pay pretty well

for the election and the services of a mayor who is in a desperate

hurry to buy his property at his own price and pay him out of

money supplied by the public."

Perhaps the clearest statements of the is.sues are to be found in

the speeches of the candidates themselves. Judge Dunne states

and defends his plan thus :

"The Democratic platform not only demands that the city cease

negotiations with tlie traction companies for an extension of the

franchise, but declares that the lines shall be taken over by the city

at once and provides a way for it.

" Municipal ownership has been tried in hundreds of cities of

Great Britain and Europe, and m every case it has resulted in re-

duced cost to the users of these public utilities. It has brought

about an average fare of 2^ cents—^in some cases mucli lower

tlian this—while there has been an increase of the wages of the

.men who work for these companies, better equipment of the street-car

lines, the improvement of the service, and the absolute end of strikes.

" You never hear of a strike here in any of the city departments,

in the police force, the fire department, or the waterworks, altho

all of these departments are operated under municipal ownership.

There will be no strikes on the street-car lines if the city owns
them, because under private ownership the lines are operated for

the purpose of making money, while under municipal operation they

would be run for the purpose of giving good service to tlie citizens.

" The city would give decent wages, and it would not treat the

men as so many cattle. Wherever municipal ownership lias been

in operation it has done away with boodling, because it is the pri-

vate owner of public utilities that bribes the aldermen in the dark

corridors of the city hall and maintains lobbyists at Springfield to

debauch the legislators. It would take the employees of the car

system out of politics, instead of putting them in. We will see

that every employee is put on the civil-service roster without an

examination, if tliis can be done legally, for if a man is now com-

petent to run a street-car for the company he will be equally com-

petent to run it for the city. If there are examinations at all, they

will not be in astronomy or botany, but in such physical conditions

as have to do with the running of street-cars. It has been charged

that this would build up a political machine, but it would not. . . .

"This money [for acquiring the railway properties] could be

raised in two ways. One is the issuance of general bonds of the

city, to which I am opposed.
" The other is the issuance of certificates under the Mueller law,

by which the nickels

of the people and a mort-

gage on the property

would be an ample guar-

antee for capital. These
certificates will be tak-

en. There are millions

of dollars on deposit in

Chicago banks drawing

3 per cent, interest

which will be withdrawn

to buy these certificates.

They will bear 5 per

cent, interest as soon as

the Supreme Court shall

have decided that the

Mueller law is constitu-

tional, and a decision

on this can be secured

in ninety days.
" The security is just

as good as that on which

the traction companies

have sold more than

$100,000,000 worth of

bonds, besides the orig-

inal cost, and no such

amount as this will be

required. The lines can

be bought without a single dollar of taxation on any of the property

in Chicago."

Mr. Harlan thinks his plan will bring municipal ownership sooner

than Judge Dunne's. He says:

" Now for the difference between the Democratic platform and

ours. They want to purchase the worn-out property of the trac-

tion companies. This property will have to be thrown away, for

in spite of all they may tell you the fact that the city buys an old

car does not make it a new car. the f;ict that it buys a cold car

does not make it a warm car, the fact that it purchases a dark car

does not make it a light car, the fact that it buys a sea-going car

does not make it an easily running rar.

" They stand for a municipal lawsuit. Tiiey want to buy the old

JUDGE EDWARD F. DUNNE.

Democratic Candidate for Mayor of Chicago.
' The lines can be bought without a single dollar

if ta.xation on any of the property in Chicago."
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properties, tlieii tlirow tlioin away and pay for a new system out of

our own pockets, 'lliey want to burden down municipal ownership

with a double capitalization.

"They want to ^o into the municipal junk business and compel

us all to take out licenses as municipal junk dealers.

"We don't know any reason why we should come to the rescue

of the companies. We don't know why we should pay for their

old junk. We intend to make them pay for a new system out of

their own pockets and then take it at our own price. Why should

the city stand the loss, as it would have to do if the principles of

the Democratic platform were carried out.'

" You have been told that the Democratic platform provides for

municipal ownership immediately. Some persons have tried to

convey the idea that we are to get it as soon as Judge Dunne is

elected, if such a thing were possible. Judge Dunne himself does
not say so. He says that it provides for the institution of imme-
diate proceedings to bring about an immediate lawsuit. He means
to condemn the properties of the traction companies.

"Do you know how long it will take to complete those condem-
nation proceedings.'' I will give you some idea. You remember
the fight against the Illinois Central Railroad for the lake front.

You know that a suit for the condemnation of the property of the

railroad was begun in 1SS3. Do you know when it was finished?

In 1902, or nearly twenty years after the proceedings were begun.

Twenty years. That is about as long as it will take you to get

into immediate municipal ownersiiip via an immediate lawsuit.
" We stand for municipal ownership as .soon as we can get it.

We believe that we can get it a good deal sooner than you can get

it under the Democratic platform."

A WOMAN'S GRIEVANCE AGAINST THE
"BIG STICK."

IN the hour when President Roosevelt is contemplating the post-

ponement and possible defeat of his pet project of putting

Santo Domingo on its feet financially, the newspapers are spread-

ing broadcast a story to the effect tliat the project in which he has

not met success wais at

one time on the point of

being carried through

swimmingly by a woman
who was formerly his

stenographer, when he

interfered with his " big

stick," took the affair

out of her hands, and

came to grief. It is the

well-nigh unanimous ver-

dict of the newspapers,

however, that Mrs.
Reader and her col-

leagues would have made

an utter failure of their

undertaking, but the pa-

pers have not been able

to convince her of that.

The Dominican vice-

consul in New York de-

nies that his Govern-

ment had anything to do

with the Readers ; and

William Nelson Crom-

well, who played a prom-

inent part in the Pan-

ama coup, denies Mrs.
Coming to New York from Alabama as a steno- Reader's claim that he

grrapherin i89i,she has gained fame by important

financialdeals, actual and attempted. was a co-worker in this

affair ; but she replies,

paying tribute to their cleverness at the expense of their ve-

racity. The story derives its importance from the indorsement

given to it by Senator John T. Morgan, of Alabama, who occupied

Photo by the New York " World."

MRS. ELEANOR RAWLS READER.

SENATOR MDRliAN,

Who knew Mrs. Reader in her girlhood days.
" The treaty which Morales wanted tlie Readers.

to negotiate," he says, " was a much better treaty

than the one we afterward got."

the closing days of the Senate session with relating it and drawing

lessons from it inimical to the treaty.

The Senator's acquaintance with Mrs. Reader, he says, dates

back to the time when she was a country girl in Alabama, the

daughter of his friend, Dr. Ravvls, of Marion. .She came to New
York in 1S91 as a steno-

grapher; in 1896, she

was a confidential agent

of the McKinley forces,

in charge of the news

campaign throughout

the country; in i89<S,

she went to London to

negotiate a large elec-

trical contract for an

American firm, and in

cidentally secured for a

London firm a 85,000.-

000 contract for build

ing railroads in the do

minions of the Sultan

of Johore ; in 1901. slu

married Anthon B. Rea

der. aided him in devel

oping his silver mines in

Peru, averted a revolu-

tion there last syminer,

and in the fall turned

her attention to rehabili-

tating the finances of

Santo Domingo. This

last project was on the verge of success, says Senator Morgan,

when the Administration got wind of it, our minister in .Santo Do-

mingo warned President Morales to drop the negotiations, and Mo-

rales told Mr. Reader he was " afraid of Mr. Roosevelt's big stick
"

and would do nothing more. The .Senator says in an interview;

"The treaty which Morales wanted the P.eaders to negotiate wa.s

a much better treaty than the one we afterward got. It provided

that six commissioners should be appointed, one by each of several

different governments, to collect the revenues and discharge-the

debts of the Government. Morales was to sell Samana Bay to us

for a million dollars. He was to get a million and a half out of the

revenue receipts to run the Government, and if that did not suffice

he was to disband his standing army and reduce his expenses until

a million and a half did cover the expenses.
" You see, the treaty left the administration of the finances in the

hands of an international commission, and did not concentrate that

power in the hands of President Roosevelt. Hence it did not

prove attractive in some quarters."

The Buffalo Express thinks that the scandal, if any, would have

arisen from allowing the Reader scheme to go on, rather than from

squelching it; and the New York CAV;;' thinks it incredible that

Morales would have entered into any such " hare-brained and al-

most paretic proposals." The Philadelphia /';-d?j-j calls the Reader

treaty " preposterous," and adds :

" The United States could not accept the control of the finances

of an American state by an international commission of six, five

of whom come from Europe. Where would the Monroe Doctrine

be if this were done? How could the L^nited States allow this for-

eign control?

"If the State department, by a despatch to Mr. Dawson, our

Minister to Santo Domingo, quashed this treaty, it did right.

Nothing else could be done. Doubt may exist as to whether the

United States should interfere in Santo Domingo. None can ex-

ist that it can not allow joint European control."

The Providence y^«r««/ regrets that a man of Senator Morgan's

character should be led into such an indorsement of " a pair of ad-

venturers." It says:

" It is a cause for general regret that the bitterness of a party
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controversy, involving criticism of tlie President by members of

his own party as well as of the opposition, should induce the ven-

erable and distinguished Senator from Alabama, Mr. Morgan, to

precipitate the opera bouffe performance that has occupied the

stage of the Senate in the closing days of its brief extraordinary,

so-called, session. ... His latest performance in entertaining the

Senate in secret session (thus making sure of full publicity) with a

fanciful tale of the inside history of the Santo Domingo case, fur-

nished to him admittedly by a pair of adventurers, brought the

open ridicule of his colleagues down upon the head of the credulous

old statesman. It is not the first time he has been led into regaling

the Senate and the public with ' fairy tales
'

; he did so in his fight

on the Panama Canal legislation. But it is to be hoped that it will

be his last appearance in the role of a catspaw. The American
people have a high regard for Senator Morgan, but they would

have more faith in him if he would not talk so much."

THE ST. LOUIS AWARDS SCANDAL.

THE charges made by the committee of the Utah Legislature

that the awards of the St. Louis Exposition were peddled

around (considered in these columns last week), and the filing of

similar charges with the national commission of the World's Fair,

have aroused widespread indignation, and some of the newspapers

already look with discredit on the entire award schedule of the

fair. "Is it to come about," asks the Springfield Republican,

" that people will be ashamed to hold prizes, medals, diplomas, and

decorations from the late St. Louis Exposition? To that lament-

able outcome the growing charges of bribery and fraud are tend-

ing." A few days after the report of the Utah committee had

been made public, it became known that many charges of bribery

in the matter of awarding prizes had been filed with the national

commission. Senator Carter, who is at the head of that commis-

sion, says that the exposition has thus far failed to submit any of

the awards to the commission, altho the final settlement of awards

must be approved by that body. He adds that the charges will be

investigated as soon as the exposition company submits the list of

awards officially. It is charged, also, that there was some irregu-

larity in the sale of the World's Fair property. The Chicago

Wrecking Company, it is alleged, got for ^450,000 property that is

worth $2,000,000, and will clear over $1,000,000 on the deal.

Representative Stookey, one of the members of the Utah com

mission that has made the charges, declares that " the whole mat-

ter of the awards was rotten to the bottom." " The official juries,"

he adds, " were composed of men of reputation," but " they passed

upon the findings of the smaller committees without the slightest

effort being made to see if the awards were justified by real merit

and worth. With such officials at the head, it was perfectly easy

for the men in the background to work any scheme they pleased,

and the way they pulled the wool over the eyes of the men at the

front was a caution and a disgrace."

The exposition officials, however, denounce emphatically the

story about the selling of award ribbons. President Francis is

reported to have made this statement:

" These ribbons should not be confused by the public with the

awards themselves. The Exposition Company did not sell the

ribbons. As it disposed of many other concessions it disposed

also of this one. The Exposition Company got a percentage from

the sales made on the grounds.

"The W. B. Conkley Company, of Chicago and Hammond,
Ind., obtained before the exposition opened the board's concession

to sell the official World's Fair guides on the grounds. Later this

company came to us and sought the privilege of selling the award
ribbons to exhibitors, the distinct understanding being that the rib-

bons should be sold only to those who had won prizes and that the

ribbons should designate what kind of awards had been won.

"Without any authority from the Exposition Company, the con-

cessionaires styled themselves the ' Official Ribbon Award Com-
mittee.' If the concessionaires have sold ribbons to any who
should not have had them, the Exposition Company does not know
of it. At any rate, the medals and official diplomas granted by the

superior jury are the only true insignia of honors won by exhibit-

ors."

" These things are most unpleasant," says the Philadelphia In-

quirer, " but it is with sincere regret that we say that the entire

conduct of the exposition last year was in singular contrast to that

which characterized its predecessors"; and, in the words of the

Pittsburg Gazette, " the matter is one that will affect the reputation

of the United States before the world whom we a.sk to contribute

exhibits to these fairs." The Philadelphia Record x&^W^^ to Pres-

ident Francis as follows

:

" Need any one be surprised if the concessionaires, who are in

business for what they can make out of it, sold these ribbons to

persons who had not received prizes ? Only a degree of integrity

that ought not to be expected among speculators in concessions

could avert such corrupt performances.
" No one has ever suspected the personal integrity of Mr. Fran-

cis or of the other gentlemen associated with him in the manage-
ment of the exposition. But their intelligence is compromised by
the transaction the ex-governor describes. If their good names
have been besmirched by the concessionaires to whom they

awarded a contract to sell exhibition ribbons, they have only them-

selves to blame for it."

DELIVERING THE NEW YORK POLICE FROM
TEMPTATION.

' I ^HE perennial struggle to keep the New York police from
• breaking the law bears as its latest flower a " segregation

"

plan that is puzzling the minds of even the metropolitan editors.

This plan, put forth by a " Committee of Nine " of the Chamber of

Commerce, contemplates a segregation, not of the vicious, but of

the police who repress vice. As the statutory duty to " observe

and inspect " illegal resorts is often made the excuse for illegal

domiciliary visits and affords rich opportunities for corruption, the

committee proposes " that these powers shall be exercised by the

commissioner through a special bureau." To quote from the com-

mittee's report more fully :

" Opinions diverge widely in this city as to the extent to which

certain laws should be enforced. In this divergence a corrupt cap-

tain finds his opportunity. By this permission vice flourishes in his

precinct; by his will it is repressed.
" We propose to take away from the captain that power to pro-

tect which gives him the power to exact, and to relieve the force as

a whole from duties the performance of which has been the source

of so much corruption.
" The present system involves the selection by the captains of

men known as wardmen, and creates a connection between the sys-

tem of vice and the system of protection. We desire to see this

connection abolished so far as it is possible to do so. It is obvious

that if the power to protect be taken away from corrupt police cap-

tains the inducement to offenders to pay money to them will be

removed. We would also take from the uniformed police the duty

now imposed by law ' to observe and inspect' illegal resorts. Tlie

present system hasdeveloped a tendency to resort to lawless meth-

ods. It has become a comm.on practise to make arrests without

warrants, not only when norcrime has been committed in the pres-

ence of the officer making the arrest, but when there is no reason

for a belief that a crime has been committed. Domiciliary visits

by the police without warrant are not recognized by the law of the

land. The statutory duty to ' observe and inspect ' illegal resorts

is often made the excuse for such practises. We propose that

these powers shall be exercised by the commissioner through a

special bureau.
" This plan of centralizing the duty of detecting these offenses in

a special bureau is a simple, and, we believe, a sound method of

dealing with the most serious evil affecting the police."

This plan is approved by The Sun, The Times, and the Brook-

lyn Times. The Sun makes the rather lukewarm comment that

" on the principle that any change must be a change for the better,

the committee's recommendation is worth putting into effect for a

limited period at least." But The Times is more enthusiastic.

"It is not only wise, but absolutely necessary," says this journal,
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for "it proceeds on a perfectly sound principle, the concentration

of powers in order to attain the concentration of responsibility."

and "it the plan is adopted, and blackmail continues, the bureau

created will be guilty of it, and the commissioner permitting it can

be held accountable." And the Brooklyn Times says:

It seems to the Brooklyn 77"///t\f that this suggestion is an ad-

mirable one. It is practical and promises good results. It may
be objected that the members of the committee have taken a leaf

out of the book of those who cry for the centralizing of vice in a

given locality, where it may be more easily kept under surveil-

lance, and that their plan simply means the centralizing of black-

mail in a particular bureau, but even if this were so it were better

thus than that the officers of every precinct should be constantly

exposed to the temptation to collect blackmail for the protection

of law-breakers within their jurisdiction. Under the present sys-

tem the captain of each precinct is held responsible for the exist-

ence of vicious resorts in his bailiwick, and his energies and those

of the men under his command are largely concentrated on the

work of detecting the operations of such places or of collecting a

tax for their protection, and the legitimate work of the police force

is necessarily neglected or imperfectly performed. Under the com-
mittee's plan neither captain nor patrolmen shall have any respon-

sibility for this branch of police

work, nor any excuse for levy-

ing tribute upon saloons, pool-

rooms, or disorderly hou.ses.

Their work will be limited to

the preser\ation of order and
the protection of the public, and
the Bureau of Vice will have
entire charge of the other mat-

ter. The plan is worth a trial,

and 77/1? Times is inclined to

believe that it will work well."

The critics of the scheme,

however, greatly outnumber its

friends. " As a scheme to cen-

tralize graft, I think it is ad-

mirable," says District Attorney

Jerome ;
" there is no policeman

who would not be willing to

take one of those jobs without

pay." And The Globe agrees

that " without doubt there would

be a tremendous scramble to

1?ALPli ilC£».

HOW WOULU YOU LIKE TO BE 'JENERAL LINEVITCH.'
—Wilder in the Chicago Record-Herald.

CRUELTIES OF THE WAR.

A LETTER FROM HOME."
-May in the Detroit /ournal.

get into this wonderful bureau."

" .So long as the disposition to

'graft' continues," it adds, "a

method for collecting it will be

found." "Think of the riot of

graft and blackmail that a mon-

opoly of ' protection ' in so ex-

tensive a' sphere of influence'

might produce in that special

bureau !" exclaims the Chicago

Record-Herald, and it asks, per-

tinently, " who will watch and

guard the special bureau ? " The

Evening Post has its serious

doubts about the plan, and so

has The Tribune. The Even-

ing Mail tWmks that the special

bureau would have to be "ap-

proximately equal in size to the

present force, and, of course,

equally liable to temptation."

The Brooklyn Citizen observes

:

" The notion that there would
cease to be dishonest captains,

if only the captains were divided into two classes, one having to do
with the general enforcement of the law, and the other occupied

with gamblers and liquor dealers, ought to immortalize the dis-

coverers. What can be clearer than that the only reason why cer-

tain captains have levied tribute on certain disorderly persons is

because they have not had time to visit them oftener ? Anybody
can see at a glance that a corrupt captain would become the very

soul of purity if he was required to devote his attention exclusively

to the rooting out of vice."

Says The Evening Post :

" If the central authorities can not supervise police captains, can

they, a set of men engaged in the same kind of work and exposed

to the same sort of temptation, simply by calling them a ' special

bureau '.'' To ' centralize,' as the committee say their plan would,
' the duty of detecting these offenses,' might easily result in merely

centralizing the evils and corruption. We shall not, by a change

of names, rise higher than our fountain. And, besides, it is a wide

departure from the conception of a policeman's duty—that is, to

enforce all the laws. If he may omit some, and turn over others,

he will be in danger of thinking that any law is a little thing be-

tween friends. We are fully aware of the great evils at which the

WHY HE STILL HOLDS ON.

The Bear— " Yes, now is the psy-

chological moment for letting go -but
/ can'/r'
— Barclay in the Baltimore News.
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committee are striking. They see how the ramifications of graft

run from Tammany to the police captains and down through the

iniquitous ' %vardmen ' to the saloon-keeper, the gambler, and the

wretched women of the street. But have they not mistaken the

remedy .'' Can they escape the evils by shouldering them off upon
a fresh set of men .-' We must confess to seriously doubting it, and
to asking if the true course be not in some way to reform the force

we have, rather than to fly to another that we know not of."

"THE PUPPET CZAR."
NICHOLAS II. is now regarded by the American press much

as a lump of putty in the hands of his grand dukes and ad-

visers, and writers are giving more and more evidence to substan-

tiate that view. Perceval Gibbon, writing in the April HfcChtre's,

devotes several pages to the personal side of the Czar, show-

ing his weakness and lack of personality. " From the begin-

ning." we are told, "he was the mere vehicle of the powerful."

"The politicians counted on a Czar," Init "instead tliere came a

nervous little bonhomme, lacking any reserves of personality ; a

plastic, commonplace shuffler who could never be more than an

implement, a dumb and involuntary appliance, shaped to the hand

of his masters." Mr. Gibbon thus describes the first view he had

of the Czar of all the Russias :

" It was a pale day, of the moist, Russian summer, and the Czar

had come from Peterhof to say farewell to a war-bound regiment.

Through the arch and into the wan afternoon rode first a squad of

cuirassiers of the bodyguard, a splash of cordial color flung sud-

denly into the scene. The meager light glinted on helmet and cui-

rass, and sparkled here and there on the drawn sabers and the ac-

coutrement of the horses, and the party came down across the

cobbles at a stirring trot, all sparkle and jingle, a fine and splendid

thing to see. After them, another band of color, a chain, let us

say, of strong hues—ofiicers of the household, generals, admirals,

and princes ; and behind these a small black victoria, drawn by

two big stallions ; and then more soldiers.

"With a clatter of hoofs the. party dashed down the way and

into the great gates of the palace, but as they passed there was to

see a man who sat in the carriage, the man for whom all the splen-

dor of arms and panoply was called into being. It was but the

briefest glance, a mere peg on which to hang a first impression,

but it told on me with an effect of dismay. Framed and over-

shadowed in the black hood of his carriage, I saw, bolt upright

and motionless, a little figure immaculately neat, with a face of

dead pallor. Fair hair and a beard duly dressed to a point failed

to withdraw from it a quality of dollishness ; an utter vacancy, the

emptiness of soul-weariness and futility, governed it altogether.

Against its dark background, it stood forth as blank and white as

paper, a thing awful in its corpse-like impassivity, yet pitiable, sor-

row-stirring, and sad as a child in pain. The hands, I think, were

crossed loosely on the knees, and I know that the eyes stared un-

winkingly in front. It was a tragic effigy of weariness that the

cuirassiers guarded, a body shrining a soul worn and distressed,

a visible and warning token of the dread that stalks through Rus-

sia.

" Four seconds, and the carriage was past ; but 1 wondered then

if perhaps some humble, Czar-worshiping man might not have seen

his Emperor face to face for the first time in the grimly ineffectual

doll that flashed past between the horsemen."

That the Czar is con.scious of his plight is shown in the following

incident related by the writer :

"
I have spoken to many men and women who know the Czar

personally, and tho there is disagreement with regard to certain

points in his character, all are agreed in regard to one thing. A
lady who.se connection with the ministry of the imperial court is

intimate, told me on one occasion that the Czar had paused sud-

denly while talking with her, and then remarked:
"' Do you ever feel as tho every one pitied you?'
" She answered something or other, and he added :

' There are

some people in this room who behave as if they thought me mad.

Now I am not mad."
" It is that— the Czar's temperament lacks the calm balance, the

level callousness, which are characteristic of the noble Russian.

At all times nervous, an easy prey to gloom and depression, he
runs at whiles to the opposite extreme, the very apex of hysteria.

Officers at court have seen him weep like a woman, with fits in

which his voice trembles to an emasculate treble, and finishes in a

scream. He poises always over the edge of an emotional crisis,

and, when he affects calm, he gives it evidence in a reckless rutli-

lessness which even Ue Plehve could not excel."

Mr. Gibbon gives this view of tiie Czar as head of the church in

Russia

:

" The prayers of the Czar have been the subject of many jests.

They are a synonym for futility and childish inadequacy. It is

Russia that takes upon herself to use these words. I saw him
once formally suppliant in the vast and splendid Isaac Cathedral,
marching in front of a corps of bishops, and between two lines of

cuirassiers. A stiff, broidered robe was over his shoulders, and
from where I stood I could see only that and the back of his head.

There were chants and anthems innumerable, but presently, when
choir and priests were hushed, there came a thin, treble pipe, a
staccato sciueak like a child's suppressed exclamation— the voice

of the Czar in prayer ! He is the head of the church in Russia,
and perhaps of all his distinctions he prides himself most on this.

It is a vanity that has been carefully fostered in him by M. Pobie-
donostseff, the procurator of the Holy Synod, whom the accessi-

bility of the Czar to flattery has made one of the great forces of

Russian politics.

" Litde, scared, fooled, this is the Czar. Blind, ineffective, and
hysterical, this is the ruler of the Russian Empire. When a cast

of his head, made for the purpose of a new coinage, was submitted
to a great criminological authority in Paris, who was not told

whose it was, the expert, after a careful examination, pronounced
solemnly, ' This is the head of a melancholy maniac' But that is

not true. The real Czar is better illustrated by another story,

which was given to me as true. An official approached him with

papers to be signed, and found him lounging drearily in his room.
"' Your Majesty,' began the official.

" ' I am not " your Majesty," ' replied the Czar. ' I am tired !
'

"

TOPICS IN BRIEF.

The fact that Oyama married a Vassar graduate may e.xplain much.— The
Washington Post.

The Czar wants hi.s people to "stand by him"— but not too close.— The
Chicago T>-ibu>ie.

It seems that the " bear that walks like a man " also runs like a rabbit.— The
L uisville Co it rier-Journal.

But for the Pat in his name, it is a question if there would be any fight at all in

Kuropatkin.— 7"//^ Toledo Blade.

If Japan does want the Pliilippines we might give her the Moro end of the

proposition. - The Baltimore American.

We do not know the Russian word for "hike." We should judge, however,

that they had one.— The New York Evening Mail.

It would be a tremendous joke on the financiers who lent money to Santo Do-

mingo to let them foreclose on the country.— The Detroit Free Press.

The Czar should realize there is not much hope in changing pitchers in the

ninth inning with the score this via.y.— The Brooklyn Standard Union.

A New York policeman has inherited $300,000. That is almost as much as

some of the force make by strict attention to business.— 7'/;<f Atlanta Journal.

Here-AFTER when we discuss the war we intend to talk familiarly about Tie

Pass. It is the first name we have been able to pronounce.— The Atchison Globe.

" The Russian soldiers are pinched by hunger," says a Mukden cable. There

is evidence, also, that they are pinched by the Japanese.— T'/i^ Washington Post.

There would be nothing to it in this Manchurian game if the Russians were

as strong at the bat as they are in running the bases.— The New York American.

If ever General Castro and his army invade New Orleans they will become in-

volved in serious trouble with the police force of that city.— The Chicago Trib-

7<)ie.

It is not surprising to learn that the Japanese yesterday "attacked the Rus-

sian right." They have never attacked the Russian any other way.— 7"//£' A"</«-

sas City Star.

A FOREIGNER can not liold office in the Philippines. It is too bad that some

of the provincial treasurers and disbursing agents had not been foreigners.— 7"/;^

Manila Cablenews.

According to yesterday's despatches from St. Petersburg, General Linevitch

was in a particularly dangerous position. He had General Nogi suiTOunded.—

The Chicago Tvibiine.
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LETTERS AND ART.

A POET'S IMPRESSION OF AMERICA.
/IK. W. 1>. VE.ATS, the Celtic poet, who recently visited our

^* * shores and lectured in many cities, has written an article

extolling America as the land of the poet's dream. He says that

he found the United States " the best educated country " he had

ever known, and that he carried home with him memories "of

charming houses where one saw the tradition of William Morris

commingled with a native tradition, come down from colonial days
;

of Western college buildings where one saw the architecture of the

old Spanish Mi.ssion House adapted to new purposes ; of colleges

that led their districts in all intellectual things; of women who

were not argumentative, altho they luid been to college ; of all that

vivid life where everything is more intense than elsewhere—a thirst

for money, for ideas, for power, beyond our understanding." In

brief, he returned " believing as never before in the future of the

world, not merely the remote future when beauty and leisure shall

have returned to men, but the immediate future of labor and dis-

order." He says further (in 7he Metropolitan Magazine, K^^xW):

" Friends had said to me that in America I should of a certainty

find nothing likable, and I had .set out thinking that for me at any

rate—an artist—there would be nothing. And yet I found there

what is surely the root of all pleasure to an artist, many cultivated

people in every town, with whom one could discuss the most inter-

esting things. In England one finds hardly such people anywhere

but in London. One sometimes comes upon some charming town

with an old cathedral in the midst of it and some fragment of the

old wall that once kept it in safety, and for a moment one thinks

that it had been a better place to winter in than London. Then
one remembers that one could not live there where the only intel-

lectual preoccupation would be, whetlier it was the church-goer or

the chapel-goer that is lost. But everywhere in America— Indi-

anapolis. Minneapolis, Chicago, St. Louis, New York, and far

western San Francisco—one finds people who are of one's own
tribe, liberated souls, partakers of the mysteries as it were. The
words of Morris and of Ruskin have found hearers who have lis-

tened better because of Thoreau and Emerson ; and everywhere
one finds one's own table of values. A man could set up house

without fear wherever the skies are bluest and the shadows deep-

est."

Mr. Yeats ventures the suggestion that the absence of an heredi-

tary aristocracy has something to do with the " intellectual cu-

riosity " of the American people. He continues

:

"An American will boast to you of the seven generations of his

fathers that have been to college, as an Englishman of relations in

the peerage. He has even invented the words ' college-bred ' and

one can see that education opens to man or woman doors that only

birth or wealth would open here. Education is a national passion.

and everywhere one finds some college having its own distinct life,

differing from that of other colleges and getting its endowments
out of its own countryside. And everywhere quite poor people

pare and save to send their children to college, understanding that

their country offers all forms of wealth and power to the disciplined

mind. I was in many colleges, and I went to them expecting to

find vigorous teaching of whatever leads to professional success,

but not expecting to find imaginative teaching. And yet here also

the lack of an hereditary order had brought fire and vigor. A
teacher must interest his pupils, for, if he bore them, no unassailable

tradition will keep them to listen. In many places I found stu-

dents who are set to analyze the modern novel for the whole oi

their first year in literature, and in one great school the pupils read

nothing but the Norse Sagas for a long time, for tlie Sagas, the

headmaster told me, stirred their blood the most. The principal

of a college said to me :
' The English have sent out a Commission

to find out how we teacli science, thinking that our commercial
success depends upon that, but I told them it came from all our

life and that the imagination was more than science.' The men
are for the most part too busy to show their imaginative side out-

side their business, but one finds the women, just in so far as they

have been well educated, according to the accepted meaning of the

word, imaginative, impulsive, and curious about ideas."

It is sometimes assumed that America's scanty artistic output is

due to a lack of " the emotion of antiquity "
; but Mr. Yeats finds

throughout Arnerica " a sense of an immediate stirring past that

should arouse the imagination as much as an age of romance." He
adds: " In the Capitol at Wasiiington there is a dome painted for

four-fifths of its circle with historical frescoes, while one-fifth is

but bare wall. It was felt that but one event, the Civil War, was

important enough to fill that space, but that it was not right to

commemorate civil war. A country that did not feel imaginatively

about its past would have filled it with some state ceremony, some

trivial noisy event." He says, in concluding :

"America lias made many charming houses and some good
novels, and tiiere is Foe and Thoreau and Wliitman, and there is

Emerson, who seems to me of a lesser order because he loved the

formless infinite too well to delight in form, and there is Whistler,

But New England has passed away, and Whistler was shaped far

from America. One can not think that this new America which
has robbed culture of its languor and yet kept its fineness has

found an adequate expression. Is it because it is an America of

women, and women have not yet been abundant creators of the

arts.'' Is it because, as several university teachers said to me,
America has to assimilate with herself millions of immigrants who •

not only come with alien traditions but speak English coldly and
unimaginatively because it is still a foreign tongue.'' Or is it that

America has flung her.self into the private wars of commerce and

must be silent till they are over, as England was during the Wars
of the Roses? I was in some beautiful and quiet towns, but I

stayed in one town where a railway train went up and down the

main street ringing a bell once every hour or so through the day
and night. Perhaps the arts await until some Apollo slay that

python. Yet here and there one could almost hear the footsteps of

the Muses: in that beautiful San I'>ancisco, for instance, under a

sky of untroubled blue, by the edge of that marble Greek theater

at Berkeley College, or in those ornamental gardens a little south-

ward where the policemen ride among the pepper-trees and the

palm-trees with lassoes before them on the saddle. Perhaps it

was only the enchantment of a still sea, of a winter that endured

the violets, and of a lovely book of verses from Petrarch, sent me
by a young writer, that made me fancy that I found there a little

of that pleasure in the arts, which brings creative art and not

scholarship, because it is delight in life itself."

THE WOMAN OF TO-DAY AS A NOVELIST.

IT is deemed a significant fact that the leading American maga-

zines are just at present committing the writing of their serials

to women. The Atlantic Monthly has Margaret Sherwood and

Mary Austin; The Century, Mrs. Humphry Ward, Alice Hegan

Rice, and Kate Douglas Wiggin ; in Harper's Mrs. Ward con-

cludes, and in Scribner's Edith Wharton begins. " Surely the

women novelists have attained their share of the plums, and a few

more !
" exclaims Mr. Robert Bridges. He adds a frank admission

that " the women writers have won their place through no favor-

itism, but because they do extremely good work," and he goes on

to say (in Collier s Weekly. February 25)

:

"The ambitious beginner may study the record of these writers

who have succeeded with much profit. They do not ' dash off'

their inspirations and whine because they are not appreciated.

Every one of them works at her craft with industry, illuminated by

intelligence. The most notable of them have studied and traveled,

and known interesting men and women ; they have persistently

trained their minds and their observation—so that to-day these are

better instruments than when they began. When the craftsman

gets command of his medium he has arrived at the fullest joy of

the artist. Neither fame nor money brings it. Some one recently

quoted Homer Martin as having said at the end of his life, when

nearly blind, ' At last I have learned to paint.' That is the true

spirit of the craftsman in every art.

" Any one who has closely observed the writings of women in the

past twenty years will 'have noticed a distinct broadening of the

sphere in which they have excelled. There is more fiber, a keener

knowledge of more things worth knowing, a better appreciation,

not only of the position of women in our social system, but a

clearer understanding of the place of men. A ' woman's hero'
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has ceased to be a term of reproach or food for laughter by other

men. The current hero (as drawn bjr women writers) is even

allowed to earn his living, to have a profession or some other visi-

ble means of support. Of old he was an elegant creature who
floated through the pages as a fairy prince or a villain. A very in-

teresting comparison could be made between a Jane Austen hero

and a Mrs. Ward hero.
" The higher education and the more sensible freedom of women

is back of all this progress of the women who write. Their minds
have been better trained and they have a surer grasp of the work
of the world which is mostly carried on by men. The biographies

of women writers show a remarkable number of graduates of

Wellesley, Vassar. and Smith (and Mrs. Ward had all the advan-

tages of an Oxford education through her associations).
" If the women have come into their kingdom, it is because of

intelligent and persistent work added to natural aptitude. And
that is. the only royal road for any writer, man or woman."

SUCCESSES OF THE FRENCH DRAMATIC
SEASON.

T N reviewing the first novelties of the Parisian theatrical year,

•• the leading critics noted as interesting the apparent tendency

of the French playwrights to forego politico-social themes and to

return to the old but ever new subjects of universal interest. In-

stead of " thesis " or problem plays, the dramatists have offered

either psychological studies of character or stories of love and pas-

sion. The season is now drawing to an end, and the " reversion,"

whether lasting or mo-

mentary, is for the time

being unmistakable.

Among the pro-

nounced successes of

the winter are : Alfred

Capus's " Notr« Jeu-

nesse " (Our Youth),

Henry Bernstein's " Le

Bercail" (The Fold),

and Jules Lemaitre's

" La Massiere " (The

Managing Head-pupil).

Each of these comedy-

dramas has been highly

praised by the critics

for its truth, strength,

and literary grace.

In the case of Le-

maitre, who has in re-

cent years taken an

active part in party poli-
JULES LEMAITRE, '^ r j r

Whose new play, " La Massiere," is a picture of
^ics and agitation on the

artist life in the Latin Quarter. nationalist and anti-

Dreyfus side, Paris is

celebrating a sort of victory of art and literature over politics, for

Lemaitre is one of the subtlest of critics and writers, and many

have keenly regretted his "giving to party what was intended for

mankind."

To begin with " La Massiere," the elaborate account of the plot

in the Figaro may be condensed as follows

:

Juliette Dupuy is the head pupil who manages the art school of

a famous painter, Mareze, a man of middle age. The girl is brave,

gifted, and industrious, and her personal charm is such that all

who come into contact with her become her ardent admirers and

sympathizers. The painter himself has a genuine affection for her

and shows her special sympathy and regard.

This excites the suspicion of Mme. Mareze, who believes Ju-

liette to be a mere intriguer, and who fears that the painter is in

love with the irresistible pupil. She is not entirely wrong, but

Mareze is wholly unconscious of the real nature of his feeling.

Unpleasant scenes of jealousy result, and Mme. Mareze practically

forbids Juliette to visit the painter in his private studio. The poor
and innocent girl is distressed and outraged, but to prove her
purity and loyalty she offers to leave Paris, sacrifice her artistic

prospects, and accept a position in a provincial city. Mme. Ma-
reze is happy over this solution of the difficulty, but she reckons
without her son, a manly and generous youth, also a painter, who
chivalrously comes to the defense of Juliette and urges her to stay.

Their comradeship naturally ripens into love, and he asks her to

marry him.

Both the father and the mother oppose this, each for different

reasons : the mother, because the girl is penniless and without so-

cial position ; the father, because he realizes his own love for her.

The situation has elements of tragedy, but in the end the father

recovers his self-mastery and consents to the union. The mother
learns to appreciate the fine qualities of the noble girl, and the

marriage takes place.

Incidentally the play is considered one of the best and most in-

teresting pictures of artist life in the Latin Quarter—of its brighter

and more romantic aspects. It is written with admirable simplic-

ity and is declared to be unusually well constructed.

" Le Bercail " has a rather conventional plot, which has been

treated scores of times, but it is handled with much seriousness

and intelligence and produces a profound impression.

Eveline Laundry is a " modern " woman in one sense of the ad-

jective. She is restless, dissatisfied with prosaic existence, fond

of literature and poetry, and full of yearnings and high aspirations.

She reads verses to her husband, Etienne, but meets with little

sympathy from him, for he, a retired /;;i/«j/rzV/ (merchant, man of

affairs), is a simple, good-natured, uninteresting person who can

not understand the finer nature and—to him—strange impulses and
emotions. He means to make Eveline happy, but he is so inferior

that his dull and commonplace existence becomes impossible for

her, and she is wretched and " bored to death " in the marriage

fold. Complete absence of common intellectual interests makes
her domestic life a painful captivity, and gradually she loses all

love for her husband.

Tho perfectly faithful and honest, she finds consolation in more
and more friendly relations with a young novelist, Jacques Fou-

cher, who thinks himself passionately in love with her, but who is

too shallow to possess a genuine feeling of this sort. The hus-

band's sister watches the pair with distrust and jealousy and

maliciously slanders Eveline. Etienne becomes angry and shows
Foucher the door.

Indignant protests on the part of the insulted wife fail to move
the husband, and in an intensely dramatic scene Eveline astonishes

the complacent husband by telling him the whole truth as to her

feelings and instinctive revolt against the narrowness and slavery

of the " fold." As he persists, prohibiting her from seeing Foucher
anywhere, she in a fit of resentment and rage decides to abandon
home, husband, and child—for there is a child of two years in the

family. The husband lets her go, but as she closes the door

behind her, emotion overcomes liim and he realizes his respon-

sibility for the disaster.

Etienne subsequently .secures a divorce, and Eveline finds an-

other " home " with Foucher, who does not really love her and who
soon begins to neglect her. His house, moreover, is a rendezvous

of shady and disreputable characters—music-hall dancers, idlers,

journalistic blackmailers, and " Bohemians " of the lowest order.

Eveline is shocked by their manners and morals; tho she has

sinned, she does not regard herself as belonging to the world in

which she is obliged to move. Finally she leaves Foucher and

becomes an actress, determined to earn her livelihood and lead a

respectable and independent life.

In the final act we are again in Laundry's home. It is Christ-

mas eve, and the family—the father, the aunt, and the faithful

nurse—are busily arranging the presents in the boy's room.

Etienne can not help thinking of old days; in fact, his former wife

has been appearing in the local theater (Lyons), and Etienne has

gone to see her on the stage and recalled their married life of four

years before. Eveline, we learn, has secured permission to see

the child occasionally, having longed for him all these years.

The father and aunt retire, and Eveline quietly enters the room.

A pathetic and charming scene ensues, and then Etienne enters.

At first he is stern and cold ;
gradually his old love for her returns

and as she moves to the door he asks her to remain. And she
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does. Thus she returns to the

fold, which, after all. is prefer-

able to the gilded but coarse and

vulgar and semi-vicious life of

the Koucher element.

Bernstein is considered one of

the most subtle and interesting

of the younger French play-

wrights, but the critics agree

that " Le Bercail" is his most

serious and significant work.

Alfred Capus's " Notre Jeu-

nesse " is also a new variation

upon an old theme, and the

author, in answering certain

criticisms, declared that his

main purpose was to show how

women of the new age and

spirit resolve problems which

to women of a former genera-

tion meant misery and moral

shipwreck. Capus is the most

optimistic of modern French

playwrights, and the more seri-

ous critics, while admiring his

cleverness and technical skill,

tell him that his view of life is

superficial and " Panglossian."

and that his happy endings do not conform to the realities of the

existing society.

The " theme " of " Notre Jeune.sse " is the proper treatment of

"natural" children, especially in a case wMiere the father, loose in

his youth, has reformed and settled down to a respectable life.

Lucien Briant. a manufacturer of middle age, is married to a

charming woman. Helene. who is dislincdy superior to her hus-

band. Helene regrets keenly her childless state and is not particu-

larly happy in her married life. Lucien accidentally finds out that

he has a natural daughter, a young girl who. since her mother's

death, has been without protection and means. She meets her

father in the house of an old friend of his, and, without a word,
from the circumstances of the incident, mutual recognition (or

rather discovery) takes place.

Lucien is willing to do something for the girl (he is not a bad
man), but his wife must never know the secret. He fears lier and
is ashamed of his " wild oats." But she does learn it, and instead

of reproaches, tears, threats of abandonment, she not only forgives

but, attracted by the girFs manner and character, adopts her as

her own daughter. There is not even an explanation with the hus-

band. He sees the two women together, the wife kissing the

daughter, and he understands how Helene has decided the prob-

lem.

Two or three scenes in the play are singled out by the critics of

Le Figaro, Le Journal, and other Paris papers as particularly ad-

mirable in their artistic restraint, naturalness, and humanity.

Capus, they say, scorns tricks, easy and conventional ways, and

theatrical exaggeration. His effects are wrought in an extraor-

dinarily quiet, "modern," subtle manner.— Translations madefor
The Literary Digest.

CRITIC, PLAYWRIGHT,
Magazine (New York).

THE ARISTOCRACY OF ART.
T N bringing together a collection of literary essays written during

-•- the course of the last dozen years or so, Mr. Arthur Symons,

in his volume entitled " Studies in Prose and Verse," gives expres-

sion to his view of the aristocracy of art. He admits that it is not

a popular view, and that the tendency of the times runs largely in

the opposite direction. To quote :

"The world is becoming more and more democratic, and with

democracy art has nothing to do. What is written for the crowd
goes to the crowd ; it lives its bustling day there, and is forgotten.

like to-day's newspaper, to-mor-

row. . . . For the first time in

the history of the world . . .

the crowd has found for it.self

a loud, multitudinous voice. It

has thrown off its chains, the

chains of good taste ; it has

won liberty, the liberty to mis-

behave. It is sick of enduring

the sight of masterpieces ; it is

weary of waiting for some new
excellence to be discovered for

its admiration. It is powerful

now, it must have its own bread

and games, and the slave's re-

venge on its masters. Books
multiply, praise is tossed about

;

but the artist stands aside, not

even hors concottrs, because

there are no longer any judges,

or their voice is drowned by the

gabble of the jurymen, as they

disagree among themselves and
refer the verdict to the by-

standers."

In an essay treating of the

poetic drama of Mr. Stephen

Phillips, the conditions of the

present day as influencing con-

temporary appraisement of the

theater are thus set forth :

" U'e live in a time when the middle class rules ; when the middle

cla.ss will have its say, even in art. The judgments of the crowd
are accepted by the crowd ; there are, alas, no longer tyrants. No
man any longer admits that he is ignorant of anything ; the gentle-

man who has made his money in South Africa talks art with the

gentleman who has made his money on the Stock I^xchange. Once
he was content to buy ; now he must criticize as well. The gam-
bler from abroad takes the opinion of the gambler at home

;

between them they make opinion for their fellows. And they will

have their popular poetry, their popular drama. They, and the

shopkeeper, and the young man brought up at the board school,

form a solid phalanx. They hold together, they thrust in the same
direction. The theaters exist for them ; they have made the the-

aters what they are. They will pay their money for nothing on

which money has not been squandered. A poetical play must not

be given unless it can be mounted at a cost of at least _;^2,ooo; so

much money can not be risked unless there is a probability that

the play will draw the crowd; is it not inevitable that the taste of

the crowd should be consulted humbly, should be followed blindly?

Commercialism rules the theater, as it rules elsewhere than in the

theater. It is all a simple business matter, a question of demand
and supply. A particular kind of article is in demand at the the-

ater: who will meet that demand? Mr. Phillips comes forward

with plays which seem to have been made expressly for the pur-

pose. Their defects help them hardly more than their merits.

They have just enough poetical feeling, just enough action, just

enough spectacle ; they give to the middle-class mind the illusion

of an art ' dealing greatly with great passions '
; they give to that

mind the illusion of being for once in touch with an art dealing

greatly with great passions. They rouse no disquieting reflections

;

they challenge no accepted beliefs. They seem to make the art of

the drama easy, and to reduce poetry at last to the general level."

Mr. Symons, hov/ever, is not of a mind to extol the past at the

expense of the present. The modern spirit of appreciation is only

greater in intensity, not in kind, from that of other days. Art has

sometimes been fortunate in its patrons and thus able to main-

tain its excellence as work fit for furnishing delectation for the aris-

tocracy of mind. In dealing with Mr. Churton Collins's critical

volume, " Ephemera Critica," the author has this to say :

" Mr. Collins tells us, as if he were telling us something startling,

that ' the sole encouragement now left to authors to produce good
books is the satisfaction of their own conscience and the appro-

bation of a few discerning judges.' But has not that, with a very

few exceptions, always been the case ? Good art, except sometimes
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the greatest, so great that it possesses every quality, even commer-
cial value, has never been a money-making commodity. A choice

lies before the artist, if that can be called choice where the true

artist will never know what it is to hesitate at the parting of the

ways. There has never been a time or a country where the popu-

lace has wanted beauty, has wanted, that is, any form of art. Mr.
Collins himself points out that at the great epochs, in the Athens
of Pericles, the Rome of Augustus, the Florence of the Medici,

art was made for the few good judges, not for the judgment of the

crowd ; and it was the good fortune of the artists that there was a

Pericles, an Augustus, a Pope of the Medici, who happened to care

greatly for art. Even in our own days there was a king who cared

greatly for art, who made it possible for Wagner to conquer the

world during his own lifetime, and on his own terms ; who made
possible the greatest achievement in art of our times. People said

he was mad : that is the difference ; they deposed him and allowed

him to drown himself. No doubt he ruled Bavaria with a certain

eccentricity ; he built many expensive palaces, and was unconven-

tional in his methods, and sometimes disturbed the sleep of his

people by driving noisily past their windows at night; but he did

no great wrong to his nation or to the world, caused no bloodshed,

had none of the typical vices and bourgeois ambitions which bring

about great calamities meanly ; and he was a prince to art. There
has been no other since Louis XIV. and thus the populace has

never had art thrust upon it. Why then should it be expected to

encourage or support artists? There was a time when it was the

custom for the impoverished man of letters to appeal to the char-

ity of some wealthy and instructed nobleman. The custom has

changed, and yet, still, is not a painter of originality often obliged

to depend for long periods on the intelligent generosity of a single

buyer? The public has never known good art from bad; it has

never, of its own accord, encouraged good art; it is unreasonable

to expect that it ever will. The present time is not exceptional in

its disregard for good art ; there it is but repeating history. Where
it is exceptional is in its creation of a new order of merit, in its as-

sumption that, as Mr. Collins says, ' the criteria of the multitude

need be the only criteria of what is addressed to the multitude,' in

its enfranchisement of ignorance grown restless with new am-
bitions."

The doctrines of Tolstoy concerning art, as " based on a gen-

erous social doctrine of equality, a conviction of the ' brotherhood

of man,' " and the assumption that " art is no more than an organ

of progress," would naturally come in for the sternest rebuttal.

Such in effect are the following words taken from the essay on

" Tolstoy on Art " :

'" A good and lofty work of art,' Tolstoy tells us, ' may be in-

comprehensible, but not to simple, unperverted laborers (all that is

highest is understood by them).' And he declares that the ' Iliad
'

and ' Odyssey,' the Bible narratives, including the prophetic books,

and other masterpieces of ancient art, are ' quite comprehensi-

ble now to us, educated or uneducated, as they were compre-

hensible to the men of those times, long ago, who were even less

educated than our laborers.' But such a statement is absolutely

unjustifiable: it has no foundation in fact. The ' Iliad,' to an

English laborer, would be completely unintelligible. Imagine him
sitting down to the simplest translation which exists in English,

the prose translation of Lang, Butcher, and Leaf; imagine him
reading: ' Upon the flaming chariot set she her foot, and grasped

her heavy spear, great and stout, wherewith she vanquisheth the

ranks of men, even of heroes with whom she of the awful sire is

wroth !
' To the English laborer the Bible comes with an authority

which no other book possesses for him; he certainly reads it, but

does Re read with an intelligent pleasure, does he really under-

stand, large portions of the prophetic books? It is as certain that

he does not as it is certain that he does read with pleasure, and

understand, the Gospel parables and the stories of Isaac, Jacob,

and Joseph
" Come with me to the Adelphi ; there, in no matter what melo-

drama, you shall see a sorrowful or heroic incident, acted, as it

seems to you, so livingly before you, that it shall make you hot or

cold with suspense, or bring tears to your eyes. Yet neither you

nor I shall differ in our judgment of the melodrama as a work of art

;

and Tolstoy, if he were to see it, would certainly condemn it, from

his own point of view, as strongly as you or I. Yet it has an-

swered, in your case and mine, to his own test of a work of art;

and certainly, to the quite simple-minded or uneducated people

there present, it has been accepted without any critical after-

thought as entirely satisfying.

" No, neither the uneducated judgment nor the instincts of the

uneducated can ever come to have more than the very slightest

value in the determination of what is true or false in art. A gen-
uine democracy of social condition may or may not be practically

possible; but the democracy of intellect, happily, is impossible.
There, at all events, we must always find an aristocracy ; there, at

all events, the stultifying dead-weight of equality must forever be
spared us."

CENSORSHIP "FOR THE PROTECTION OF
IMMATURE MINDS."

A BILL which provides for the suppression of " so-called five-

^^* cent or dime novels, or such literature as is usually found in

the hands of schoolboys and street gamins," is championed by a

New York State assemblyman. He is convinced that "many
youths are led to adopt a career of crime by reading cheap detec-

tive literature," and points to the recent confessions of several

young criminals who admit that they have been eager readers of

" Raffles " and similar stories. His suggestion is widely character-

ized as unpractical, but evokes sympathetic comment. The In-

surance Monitor (New York) says :

" The criminal classes in this country are increasing faster than

the population. Thefts and burglaries are yearly becoming more
numerous. The cost of insurance against these crimes is likely to

increase unless more efficient steps are taken to break up the

sources from which recruits are secured. The great majority of

these crimes are committed by young men, and a large percentage

of them by youths who are either minors or just past their major-

ity. A goodly proportion of these youths receive the inspiration

to their career from two notorious sources : plays in which crime is

held up as heroic, and dime novels. These two are responsible

for filling our jails and houses of correction with future outcasts.

From the gallery gods of the one and the readers of the other come
our youthful offenders. Only a few weeks since the authorities of

one of our leading cities were roused to action by placards of a
sensational play advising that the price of admission should be
stolen if necessary.

" While these two sources of youthful debauchery are well un-

derstood, strange to say no effectual means have yet been found to

suppress them. Freedom of the press and of the stage is assumed
to be endangered if they are interfered with. Public morals and
public safety must be sacrificed to a specious misconception of

popular rights. There is nothing more sacred in the right to pub-
lish a book or perform a drama that shall pander to the criminal

instincts of the young, than the right of a parent to control his

children or the right to sell intoxicants or narcotics to a half-grown

boy. All of these have been recognized as subject to a higher

control on the part of the State. There is no good constitutional

reason why both the drama and the novel should not be subject to

a censorship for the protection of immature minds.
" Every play that is acted and book that is published should be

subject to such a censorship, and its place on the prohibited list

should debar the exhibition of the one or sale of the other to par-

ties within the restricted ages. If the soundness of ihe judgment
is questioned it can be tested in the courts and the property rights

involved can be protected. Both plays and novels would cease to

be profitable if those on whose patronage they chiefly depend were

barred. If an unrestrained license to convert youth into criminals

is essential to the spirit of liberty, the nation can better afford a

moderate despotism which shall guard the morals of its rising gen-

eration."

NOTES.
Jack London's latest book is an exposition of Socialism, entitled " The War

of the Classes."

Manuel Garcia, the teacher of Jenny Lind and the inventor of the laryngo-

scope, celebrated the hundredth anniversary of his birth a few days ago. He was
described in Hermann Klein's recently published " Thirty Years of Musical Life

in London " as " the most illustrious singing teacher of the nineteenth century."

Mr. Klein now adds (in The Musical Courier, New York) :
" I think I might justi-

fiably have gone a little further and set him down, once and for all, as the great-

est singing teacher that ever lived. If there was at any period a greater, or one

as great, the world has certainly failed to consecrate his deeds and his memory."
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SCIENCE AND INVENTION.

THE MACHINERY OF ART.

IT would seem that he who should succeed in evolving a system

of machine-made art would abolish all art. Nevertheless,

some ingenious worker is always trying to accomplish this end.

When his efforts are merely analytical they can do no harm, but

when he tries to apply his results constructively they can hardly be

FIG. I.—APPLICATION OF MATHEMATICAL COLOR NOTATION TO A PICTURE
BY RUBENS.

conducive to artistic progress. Two recent efforts along these lines

are described by M. L. de Launay in La Xature (Paris, February

25', The first is an attempt to analyze and classify the color-

schemes of painters; the other furnishes a method of composing

music mechanically. Says M. de Launay :

" Are there any mathematical laws in esthetics? Is it possible to

state mathematically, to formulate, the pleasure that a work of art

—a combination of colors or sounds—gives us? The question is

not new, and physicists have long been disposed to answer it in the

affirmative, altho the determination of such laws presents difficul-

ties that hitherto have seemed insurmountable. Logically it seems
very probable that our esthetic enjoyment is based upon rhythm—
a certain numerical or geometrical relation, analogous to that

which, in a simpler phenomenon, has been recognized in the case

of the vibrations of tones whose combination in a chord or har-

monic sequence satisfies the ear. The succession of notes or

chords that produce an impression of melody, like the combi-
nations of colors whose eiisetiible appears harmonious, certainly

obey laws, which may not be violated without producing discord
;

the sonority or peculiar brilliancy assumed by a chord or a tone, in

contact with chords or tones that precede it, have a definite physi-

cal cause, and the artistic instinct unconsciously submits to laws
that it would be impossible to codify into formulae. Whoever
should discover such a formula w-ould then make a discovery of a

higher order, analogous to that of the first inventor of the musical
scale, and would furnish to artists the means of translating their

thought by definite processes, by new instruments. So there has
been much investigation along these lines—some of it not without
oddness or temerity. It may be interesting to make known and to

sum up briefly aTecent attempt of this kind, relative to painting,

which probably does not solve the problem, but wdiich synthetizes

certain elements of it by an original method. I shall also say a
word of another theory that attempts to sum up and synthetize the

laws of music. Both furnish, outside of the systems already ap-

plied by this or that painter or composer, others still unused in

almost infinite number. These would be for an artist's advantage
to know ; to derive from them a masterpiece there remains to be
fulfilled only one simple condition, that which esthetic theorists

sometimes forget to take into account—the possession of genius,

"The theory of colors that I am about to mention is due to a

Flemish priest named M. de Lescluze, who has formulated it in a
recent work

" The fundamental idea is that every painter uses a very re-

stricted number of distinct colors, constituting his characteristic
palette or scale. The .scale of a painter includes at most 32 tones,
variable from one painter to another and united, in a general scale
formed of all the color-tones, by a well-defined law. To form a
general .scale the author notes that the colors perceptible to the eye
are of a variable number of undulations and a restricted field, dif-

fering only in the ratio of one to two, from the least to the most
refrangible. Translated into the language of acoustics, with which
we are more familiar, this would be one octave (the two notes at
this interval being in the ratio of two to one), and it is only in this

single octave that all the notes in a painting arc included."

Following out this analogy between sound-vibrations and light

vibrations, the author of the new color notation has filled in this

luminous octave, so that each tone may be represented in the same
way as a musical sound. The vibration numbers of the extremities

of the octave he fixes at 128 and 256, and he includes between them
128 tones, each corresponding to a different shade or tint. Any
one of these may be taken as the keynote of a new scale, just as

any note of the musical scale may be itself a keynote. The in-

ventor tells us, however, that the scales used by painters ordinarily

contain but 32 notes. To quote further:

"The characteristic of each painter is the tonic that he takes as
a starting-point. In one case, for instance, this may be orange
(160), in another red (144), in a third blue (208). The choice of this

tonic also carries with it, necessarily and mathematically, that of

its 31 harmonies, and the result is a sequence of 32 notes united to

each other, on which the artist plays the most diverse melodies
without ever leaving the scale that defines it, and that enables us
to recognize his personality at once from the colors of his palette.

"According to M. de Lescluze, most painters use thus only 6

scales: the Spanish scale (160), the Rubens scale (224), the Jor-

daens scale (144), the Rembrandt scale (208), the Italian scale (168),

the Japanese scale (176). Theoretically there might be 128 of

these, having for keynotes each one of the numbers from 128 to

256. Our illustration gives, for example, the application of this

method to a celebrated picture, the Madonna of the Parrot, by Ru-
bens, in the Antwerp Museum, with notations of the different color-

tones in figures. . . . An original consequence of the theory is that

we may transpose the colors of a picture, like the tones of a musi-

cal phrase , . . ; the harmony persists with a different effect. It

would be curious to construct a keyboard like that of a piano, with

which colored screens could be caused to appear, thus playing
' airs ' in color-harmony."

.So much for the latest attempt to reduce the painter's art to

mathematics. Regarding the most recent effort to do the same for

music, M. de Launay says:

" M, Josset, the author of this method, who is a teacher of blind

pupils at St. Jean de Dieu, has attained extraordinary results; for

FIG. 2.—FRAGMENTS OF THE " PERPETUAL SYMPHONY."

instance, the simultaneous improvisation by 80 musicians on a

theme announced at random by an assistant, each of the musicians

starting from the same point and developing the theme according

to identical mathematical laws. Very rapidly, also, a child finds

itself able to execute the most complicated transpositions and to

give a deceptive imitation of an original composition in the most
modern harmonies
"As far as it can be understood, his theory takes cognizance of

only 37 distinct sounds, which succeed each other at intervals of a

fourth, and which he arranges around a circle to show that the

order in which the sounds or chords follow makes little difference,
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the arrangement running either from left to right or from right to

left. The union of fourths and thirds constitutes all harmony.

Everj' note of the fourths may serve as keynote and may always be

resolved either to right or left in the circular sequence of tones.

.... The consequence of this system is almost absolutely to sup-

press the composer's initiative, since his starting-point, chosen at

random, leads to an inevitable harmonic conclusion. There is no

more music by such or such a composer; there is universal music,

or what the author calls ' perpetual symphony,' and he thus is able

to give us a collection of some hundreds of phrases containing

three or four chords each, and to say : play there, in any order, in

any direction, absolutely at random, with a few connecting notes,

and you will have an harmonious composition. We play and we
are much astonished to find that he is right !"— Ti-aiislaiion viade

for The Literary Digest.

THE PAGOSCOPE: A FROST-PREDICTER.

A DEVICE for foretelling, early in the evening, whether there

is or is not to be a frost during the following night has been

devised by a French meteorologist. It accomplishes its purposes

by ascertaining whether or not the dew-point, or point where the

deposition of moisture from the atmosphere begins, is near, to-

gether with a sufficiently low temperature to insure that the mois-

ture shall Ije deposited in a

solid form. The familiar de-

vice of a wet-bulb thermometer

is employed, the rapid evapo-

ration of water from the mois-

tened bulb lowering the tem-

perature, and the more so as

the air is dryer and farther re-

moved from the dew-point.

An ingenious mechanical con-

trivance obviates the necessity

of the usual mathematical cal-

culations. Says M. Georges

Vitoux, describing this device

in La Naiiire (Paris, Feb-

ruary 4)

:

" A white frost, as every one

knows, is the enemy of the

farmer and gardener. How
many crops that promised to

be fine have l:)een ruined by frost in a single night ! To prevent

such a disaster various remedies of more or less value and ease of

appHcation have long been announced. But this is not all that is

needed to protect young buds and tender shoots against nocturnal

frost; we must also know when it is going to be necessary to use

these remedies. We can not make smudges every night to pro-

tect the vineyards, nor can we undertake to cover up our garden-

plants nightly. . . . The white frost usually comes, to be sure, on

starry nights ; but we should not forget that this is not always the

case.

"The ideal thing would be to have a sure means of warning us

that a frost is near. Then we could take all precautions demanded
by the circumstances. This problem, which is not at all easy at

first sight, is solved very neatly by a small instrument, very simple

and very practical, devised by M. Bernel-Bourette. This instru-

ment, which has been named the ' pagoscope ' \f^i\&^\i pagos. frost,

and skflpein. to discover], is an ingenious application of the psy-

chrometer. Like this latter, it carries two thermometers, one wet

and the other dry, fixed on the same board, wliich also bears a

tablet divided by horizontal lines corresponding to degrees of the

dry thermometer. In fr«nt of this is a pointer whose point tra-

verses a graduated scale corresponding to the indications of the

wet-bulb thermometer.
" To utilize the apparatus, some time before sunset ... it is

fastened to an isolated post about 50 centimeters [20 inches] above

the surface of the ground. After about half an hour, the dry- and

wet-bulb thermometers are in equilibrium and the observation may
be proceeded with. To make it, after noting the temperature

marked by the wet-bulb thermometer, the movable pointer is

THE P-\GOSCOPE.

brought to the corresponding figure on the scale to which it points.

Then, reading the temperature as indicated by the dry thermome-
ter, to see whether or not frost is to be expected in the course of

the night, it is only necessary to see in what point the horizontal

line corresponding to this temperature meets the movable pointer.
" If this point of intersection is found within the zone colored red

on the tablet, frost is certain ; if it is in the green, no frost is to be
feared ; if it is in the yellow zone, there is danger of frost.

" As for the determination, on the tablet, of these three zones-
red, green, and yellow—it is easily done with the aid of a psychro-
metric table, by marking off on the horizontal lines, corresponding
to degrees of the dry thermometer, lengths proportional to the

different values of the dew-points for the different temperatures of

the wet-bulb thermometer.
" This new instrument devised by M. Bernel-Bourette is, as may

be seen, extremely simple and of real practical interest for the

owners of vineyards, for gardeners, and for farmers in general."

—

Translation made for Thy. Literary Digest.

WHENCE COMES THE LIGHT OF THE
FIREFLY?

IT is frequently asserted that the light of the firefly and the glow-

worm is a mystery that science has failed to solve. That this

statement is far from the truth, and that we know as much about

this phenomenon as we can ever hope to know about any fact of

nature, is asserted by Dr. T. Lamb Phipson,in an article on "The

Light of the Glowworm," contributed to Chatnbers^s fournal. In

both these and similar cases, Dr. Phipson tells us, the light is given

out, not directly by the insect, but by a secretion which has been

isolated and studied. Says Dr. Phipson :

"The electric commotions produced by the Torpedo and the

Gyjnnotus have been traced, in these fishes, to a special organ, a

complicated structure connected with their nervous system, as they

have been investigated with considerable success by modern elec-

tricians. In the same manner the phosphorescent organs of the

glowworm and the firefly have, during the last half century, been

the subject of numerous inquiries, but with somewhat less success,

because in this case the organ itself has not been so thoroughly

distinguished and described, and the light is not produced by this

organ directly, but by a secretion which issues from it in the same
manner as bile is produced by the liver or saliva from the salivary

glands. This secretion has been called ' noctilucine.' It is a

white, unctuous substance, devoid of structure, and drying up into

thin, white, shiny films, like the mucine which issues from the

body of the garden snail. It is probably as complicated in its

chemical nature as are many other glandular secretions produced

by animals higher in the scale.

" Noctilucine is produced not only by the glowworm {Lainpyris)

and the firefly {Elater), but by the Scolopendra, a myriapod or

centipede not uncommon in the soil of our rose-beds and on our

garden-walks about the middle of the month of September; by

the Pho/as, a mollusk that bores into the woodwork of seaports

and ships; and by the tiny Nociibtca jniliaris, which is the chief

cau.se of the phosphorescence of the waters of the English Chan-

nel ; not to mention numerous gelatinous beings or polyps
" It is more than probable that the peculiar substance noctilucine,

which shines in the dark like phosphorus, is also produced by the

decomposition of many organic substances—for instance, by the

flesh of fish and by that of other animals; and I have recorded in-

stances in which it has been observed on the skin of man himself

in cases of illness, and in various animal secretions. I presume

that it is also present sometimes in vegetable substances, such as

potatoes, which show a phosphorescent light when they decay

under certain conditions of temperature and moisture, and that it

is the substance which causes the phosphorescence of certain

fungi, such as the mushroom (Aga}-iats) that is not uncommonly
met with in Italy at the foot of the olive-tree.

" In all cases where noctilucine is present it yields the same kind

of spectrum. When subjected to whac is termed ' spectral analy-

sis ' (that is, viewed through a slit and a prism) it yields a band of

light extending between the spectrum lines E and F, which in the

case of the brilliant fireflies of the West Indies will continue

sometimes as far as the line C. In this spectrum we see neither
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bright lines nor d.irk bands; it is what is termed a ' continuous

spectrum.'

"That the bght ol noctilucine will affect a photographic plate

can be put in evidence in the following manner: On a small card-

board box with a perforated lid. and having a sensitive photo-

graphic plate at the bottom of it, a glowworm is placed; and the

whole being covered with a glass tumbler slanding on two thick

straws (so as not to exclude the air), it is left in a dark cupboard

all night. In the morning it will be found that the image of the

perforations in the lid of the box have been reproduced upon the

photographic plate."

The writer describes the manner in which he first obtained noc-

tilucine. He captured a number of the centipedes that secrete it

and irritated them while they were confined in a glass dish, thus

securing a quantity of the curious product. He goes on to say :

"With regard to the glowworm and fireflies being able, as it

were, to extinguish their light at will, it is accounted for by the

fact that the organ which produces the noctilucine is under the in-

fluence of the nervous system of these insects. It is well known
how much, in the higher animals and in man himself, the secre-

tions of the glands are under the control of the nerves. This is

notably the case for the salivary glands, and the old expression,
' His mouth waters at the sight of food,' is an apt illustration. I

believe that in the little ^^octiliica iniliaris, a tiny being in which

no nervous system has yet been detected, and which causes the

beautiful phosphorescence of the waves on our coasts, there must
exist an organ which secretes noctilucine. These little melon-

shaped animals, that are not so large as a pin's head, so long as

they are quiescent come to the surface of the water and remain

dark ; but when the glass which contains the water is slightly

struck with a pencil or the finger they sink down, and glow bright-

ly like diamonds as they descend, as if their luminosity depended
upon the movement and contraction of their bodies.

" In all these cases of animal phosphorescence, the production

of the light appears to be due to the oxidation or slow combustion

of the light-giving substance by the air causing the gradual decom-
position of the noctilucine ; but this substance will shine for some
time under water, until all the air in that liquid is exhausted. It

has been noticed that the eggs of the glowworm are luminous in

tlie dark for some time after they have been deposited. The
glands which secrete the noctilucine in the Scolopendra elecirica

are situated under the scaly rings of the centipede's body, like

those which secrete the wax in bees. At a certain period of the

year (about October) the common earth-worm (Zz^w^^r/a^j) is high-

ly phosphorescent, especially those found in warm dunghills; and
when their light is viewed through a spectroscope it also gives the

spectrum of noctilucine which I have already described."

GRAVITATION AND THE BLOOD.

T F the blood in the human body obeyed the law of gravitation,

^ would it not all run downward into the feet and legs? What
keeps it up? According to Prof. T. Clifford Ailbutt, in a lecture

delivered at the Royal Institution, London, and abstracted in Noc-

ture (February i6), this phenomenon is to be ascribed to what the

lecturer called the " nervous governance " of the arteries. To this

property and to their elasticity must be ascribed not only the prop-

er distribution of the blood throughout the organism, but also a

large saving in work and material, which is effected in the follow-

ing manner

:

" Several functions of the human body can not, save within small

limits, work together. If we are digesting, we are not apt for

thought ; the Alpine climber is mercifully unable to worry over
affairs—his mind is put into abeyance ; and so on. Thus the arte-

rial system, by the means of its nervous connections, contracting

in some areas and dilating in others, automatically diverts its fer-

tilizing streams hither or thither as needs arise. Moreover, it can
enlarge or diminish its bed according to the total quantities of

blood temporarily in circulation— a quantity which is very variable.

By contracting the arteries in considerable areas and corresponding-
ly dilating them in others, the fields of the various functions of the

body can be used alternately, as we see in the irrigation of Alpine
meadows. By the same means the very various pressures of the

blood can be counteracted. When under muscular effort, for in-

stance, the pressure is raised, a corresponding area outside the

muscles is dilated, and pressure more or less equalized; thus the

heart is enabled to do the most work with the least disturbance of

stresses. So in a bath, cold or very hot, the crimping up of the

large cutaneous areas is compen.sated by large dilatations in inter-

nal areas, and pressures return to the normal in two or three min-

utes. The chief area in which blood can be accommodated, and
thus for a time put out of circulation, is a large abdominal area.

" By these considerations the lecturer was led to explain why the

blood in the body does not drop down into our feet and legs, and
leave the brain and other vital parts. Indeed, the blood has a

strong disposition thus to obey the action of gravitation, and one

of the events of approaching death is the falling of the blood into

lower "i:)arts of the body, deserting the heart and brain. Obviously

this is especially the case in upright animals, as in man chiefly, and
in apes in some measure. It is by the vigilance of the nervous

governance that the blood is held up, by the contraction of the ab-

dominal vascular fields; and it is the failure of these mechanisms
which appears as shock, syncope, or collapse."

A VEGETABLE RAT TRAP.

AN interesting collection of carnivorous plants in the University

of Pennsylvania, including a pitcher-plant that may entrap

so large an animal as a rat, is described by the Philadelphia corre-

spondent of the Buffalo Express. He says :

" In an unpretentious looking building attached to the University

of Pennsylvania, visited but seldom even by the students them-

A VEGETABLE RAT-CATCHER.

The spikes close on the neck of the rat.

selves, is one of the most remarkable collections of plants in the

country. Visitors rave over the collection of orchids in this viva-

rium, but overlook, unless told about it, a corner where the plants

that catch and eat their food like living animals thrive in a tem-

perature that reminds one of a Turkish bath.

"These curious plants are to be seen in the very act of trapping

and digesting their food. If you are lucky enough to be taken to

the vivarium by one of the learned professors of the university, you

will be introduced to the Pinguicula caudata, a small and modest-

looking plant that has just been received at the vivarium. It has

shy looks and a pretty flower, but it holds to insects with the tena-

cious grip of fly-paper, and in time absorbs them. All over the

haves of this pretty plant are dead insects that have been caught

and are being slowly digested. A few of these plants placed on

the table in a house infested by flies would, it is said, in time gather

all the pests to its bosom and dine off their remains. Placed on

the porch of a house, where mosquitoes are the chief annoyance,

the Pinguicula caudata might prove a blessing.

" From the tropics has come the Drosera dicholomo, another of

the ' eat-'em-alive ' variety of plants. As a trap for the festive

mosquito'this plant is said to have no superior. Its appetite is un-

limited, its ardor in the work of luring insects to their doom is tire-

less, and it is ready for business by night or day, for so far as the

observations in the vivarium go this death-trap for flies requires no

sleep. Its sole diversion is to eat, and its only item of diet is in-

sects. In the tropics, it is a useful plant. Could it be naturalized

here, an object that the experiments at the university vivarium

intend to achieve, if possible, it would be no less a blessing to
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tortured humanity in the dog daj's than its rival as a fly-catcher, the

Pinguicula caudata.
" But the most extraordinary of all these tropical plants are the

nepenthes. The name is from the Greek, meaning removing sor-

row. It has been applied to a magic potion, calculated to banish

the remembrance of grief and enliven the spirits. The word is

now used figuratively to express any remedy which gives rest and

consolation to an afflicted mind. The humorist who named the

plants at the vivarium nepenthes did so because they settle once

and for all the troubles of any living thing that comes to drink from

the pitcher-like structure that is suspended alluringly from each leaf.

Having captured the thirsty one, the plant eats it at its leisure.

"The innocent looking fluid with which the pitchers of this plant

are filled is not water but a stupefying liquid that numbs the senses

of the rat, mouse, or roach that seeks to assuage its thirst. Having
stupefied the intruder, the plant prevents its escape by closing the

entrance to the pitcher. In the lid of this curious receptacle are

two spikes, in appearance like the fangs of a rattlesnake raised to

strike. These spikes close with a deadly effect on the neck of the

rat who has inserted his head in the pitcher. Even if he does not

succumb to the effect of the drug he has imbibed, he is unable to

withdraw his head from the trap because of the spikes that have
penetrated his neck. In time, according to those who are familiar

with the habits of this strange plant, the prisoner is drawn into the

interior of the pitcher. Juices are employed to dissolve the body,

and in time the creature is absorbed, and goes to nourish the plant

at whose cup the victim came to drink.

"According to the keeper of the vivarium, a close study of the

habits of this plant shows that it is subject to loss of appetite, just

as human beings are. Since being in captivity, so to speak, it has

eaten less than report says it is accustomed to in its native habitat.

The longer it remains in the artificially heated atmosphere of the

vivarium the less it seems to want to eat, altho there is no sign that it

suffers from this voluntary deprivation. Food that it has captured

from the live stock that makes its home in the vivarium remains

undigested in the pitchers for a long time. Where once the mer-

est touch would electrify the plant into life and cause it to close its

fangs in search of a victim, the uncanny thing now languidly and
leisurely responds.

"There are a number of these nepenthes now planted in the

vivarium. They are a source of never-ending interest to the bota-

nists who visit this adjunct to the biological department of the col-

lege. To what use they could be put in this country is not appar-

ent. As rat, mouse, or roach traps they would doubtless be

invaluable to any household, but the temperature at which the

house would have to be kept to insure the plants living would make
their presence the greater of the two evils."

THE INADVISABILITY OF MEDICAL JESTING.

' I "HE medical press does not take kindly to the recent notoriety

*• attained by Dr. Osier through his age-limit remarks as

quoted and commented on by the daily papers. Making due allow-

ance for yellow journalism, they seem to be of opinion that the

speaker himself was not without fault. TIic Medical Record,

which calls Dr. Osier's statements "jocose remarks which have

been taken with unexpected seriousness by the press," objects

particularly to what it terms " his old-time witticism regarding the

uselessness of men past the so-called prime of life." It says :

"The subtle humor of this statement becomes apparent when we
remember that Harvey was born in 1578, and published his work,
' Exercitatio de Motu Cordis et Sanguinis,' in 1628, when he was
fifty years old ; that Lister was born in 1827, and was close on to

fifty years of age when he began to convert the medical world to

the principles of antiseptic surgery ; and that, while Koch was
bom in 1843, and was within one year of forty when he discovered

the tubercle bacillus, even the least appreciative of his admirers

will admit that he has done some good work since 1882. George
Washington, on whose birthday Dr. Osier promulgated his belief

in infant prodigies, was over forty-three years old when he was ap-

pointed commander of the Continental Army, and was fifty -seven

when made first President of the United States. Columbus was
about forty-six years old when he discovered America. Bacon,

Kepler, Shakespeare, Milton, Oliver Cromwell, Robert Fulton

and Morse all added to the sum of human achievement long after

they had passed the dead line of forty years. Osier published his

first medical book when he was forty years old."

American Medicine takes Dr. Osier to task somewhat more se-

riously and on broader grounds. It says, editorially :

" It is true that the energizing discoveries and forces of the world
are usually made and launched by the younger men. But there is

another function and duty quite as valuable to humanity as dis-

covery—more valuable, one may say, because discovery is bound
to come soon or late, and by one mind if not by another. The
history of discoveries shows that they are practically made gen-

erations and perhaps centuries before the world accepts them.
Their acceptance and utilization are, in a word, delayed by prej-

udice. By whose prejudices? Solely and simply by those of the

elder men. They have passed the energizing and discovering time

of life, and alas, they have not learned wisdom. Their true func-

tion is that of judgment, guidance, and advice ; and almost without
exception the older men, the so-called leaders of the profession, do
not pronounce right judgment, do not guide expertly, do not ad-

vise correctly as to what and where is medical truth. It was 22

years after a clear-headed old farmer, who had been driven to prac-

tise vaccination by many years of observation of facts, had demon-
strated the value of the measure— it was 22 years before Jenner
dared to inoculate the Phipps boy. . . . The opposition of Liebig

and other leaders to the theory of micro-organisms kept the world
in ignorance of it for a generation. The work of Morton in the

discovery of anesthesia, of O. W. Holmes in that of puerperal

fever, of McDowell and of Sims in gynecology, as well as of al-

most all discoverers, was killed as long as possible, and in exactly

this way, and precisely by the elder men, the leaders, the judges,

the official spokesmen of the profession. If inclined to be ironically

humorous, one might suggest that a lecture to our b»-other elders

might well be devoted to a criticism of their evident dereliction in

this duty. Dr. Osier blames old men for being no longer young, a

foolish criticism at best, and too indiscriminately made, because

much of the energizing work and many of the great discoveries

have been made by men over 40 ; but he fails utterly to say a word
against their wretchedest fault—the rejection of new truth that the

young have discovered."

Regarding the reported "chloroform" statement, which, it will

be remembered, Dr. Osier repudiates, the same paper says:

" Since the profession of medicine stands as the guardian of

human life, there is something of a shock to even the most careless

that a representative of the profession should speak in favor of

shortening the term of life as a routine measure. The Anglo-

Saxon race particularly is exacting in its standards of dignity,

sympathy, and insight for the physician, in its demands that he

individualize, not generalize, in his measures. An utterance from

a leader in the profession reflecting on the usefulness of existence

beyond a certain period comes with depressing force to the sen-

sitive, reacts with doubt and distrust upon the general profession.

As a serious utterance it would be pessimistic in its every tendency ;

as a jest it is foreign to the genius of the profession, worthy only

of the professional joker or the notoriety seeker."

Pyromania—an Impulse to Burn Things.—That
there is a special form of mental disorder that leads to acts of in-

cendiarism is asserted by Dr. Raoul Leroy, a French physician,

who names this state "pyromania." Says The Lancei

:

" The mental state of such incendiaries, says Dr. Leroy, is pecul-

iar and characteristic. They are weak-minded and are often

members of families in which epilepsy, insanity, or alcoholism oc-

curs. Reference is made to the fact that among the peasant popu-

lation of Normandy, where alcoholism prevails to a high degree,

juvenile crimes of the nature of incendiarism are common. These

feeble-minded delinquents are prone to set fire to buildings or other

objects in revenge against their owners or in some cases merely to

amuse themselves with the spectacle. A few cases, says Dr. Le-

roy, suffer from the influence of an obsession which irresistibly im-

pels them to such acts, such cases forming a special form of insan-

ity to which the term ' pyromania ' is applied."

True cases of pyromania show themselves for the first time at

puberty, and Dr. Leroy concludes that morbid heredity may result

in a brain liable to disorder and readily provoked to morbid im-

pulse on the occurrence of this critical time in mental development.
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THE RELIGIOUS WORLD.

MR. ROCKEFELLER AND THE CLERGY.

THE old question of the propriety or impropriety of accepting

so-called " tainted " money for religious purposes has be-

come the subject of animated discussion in church circles, as the

result of a protest recently made by Massachusetts Congregational

ministers against the acceptance of a gift of $100,000 from John D.

Rockefeller to the American Board of Foreign Missions. The

reasons for the protest appear in a petition addressed to the board

and signed by the Rev. James S. Williamson, of Haverhill ; the

Rev. Dr. Reuen Thomas, of Brookline ; the Rev. David Evans,

of Cambridge ; Mr. George P. Morris, of the Boston Congrega-

iionalist, and nearly forty others. This petition reads as follows

(as given in the Boston Herald)

:

"The public prints of the week ending March 18, 1905, report a

gift of $100,000 to the foreign missionary society of the Congrega-

tional churches from Mr. John D. Rockefeller, the head of the

Standard Oil Company. This company stands before the public

under repeated and recent formidable indictments in specitic terms

for methods which are morally iniquitous and socially destructive.

The church is the moral educator and leader of the people, and in

order to fulfil this calling with freedom and effect it must stand

entirely clear of any implication in the evil it is set to condemn.
The acceptance of such a gift involves the constituents of tiie board

in a relation implying honor toward the donor, and subjects the

board to the charge of ignoring the moral issues involved.

"We, the undersigned, therefore protest against any action by

which our church may even seem to be compromised, and we plead

with the officers of the board to decline the gift of Mr. Rockefeller

or to return it if it has been accepted."

Dr. Thomas declares that at the meeting at which this petition

was drawn up the opinion seemed unanimous that the acceptance

of Mr. Rockefeller's gift would be " a silent indorsement of a noto-

rious individual way of making money by overriding law and crush-

ing out individual competitors," and that "in the present state of

public opinion religious societies ought not to be compromised."

Mr. Williamson is quoted as saying:

"It is not the way of the Christian Church to convert the heathen

with money robbed from the people. The Standard Oil Company .

is so conspicuous for its corrupt methods that the money offered

can not be considered, and if it is soiled we do not want it. Mr.

Rockefeller, in his social life among friends and neighbors, may be

a very genial, companionable man. In the immediate circle of his

family he may be faithful, pure, upright, and loving.

"But Mr. Rockefeller is president of a corporation which, in its

business methods, stands condemned by the best thought of the

republic as an enemy of its life. In commercial life he is a mon-
strosity, in civic life social dynamite.

" Until he repents .sufficiently of the past by either reforming or

leaving the said corporation and making restitution so far as that

is possible, the Christian Church had better ask him to keep this

money and allow the conversion of the heathen abroad to tarry till

we can send the message of light and love by power not publicly

convicted of crime."

New York clergymen take widely differing views of the issues at

stake in this controversy. The Rev. Dr. Charles H. Parkhurst is

glad that the whole question has been raised. He urges that " the

effect of accepting the gift from Rockefeller would be to strengthen

his moral status in the community" ; and adds

:

" If the charges against him are true, it would be better not to

strengthen his moral status. It would be better, in fact, to have

the people frown upon him. Assuming that the charges are just,

if the acceptance of the money would tend to create a sentiment in

favor of his methods of raising money, the acceptance would be

harmful, for there is nothing we need more than a strong public

sentiment of approval for good actions and disapproval for bad."

On the other hand, the Rev. Dr. Robert S. MacArthur considers

the action of the Massachusetts clergy "an insult to Mr. Rockefel-

ler's generosity" ; and the Rev. Dr. Henry A. Stimson, pastor of

the Manhattan Congregationalist Church and recording secretary

of the American Board, says

:

" The duty of the board is simply to accept the gift and dispose
of it according to the purpose for which it was made. This is the

board's duty, for the simple reason that the board is not the recipi-

ent or beneficiary of the gift, but merely the agent to effect a trans-

fer for parties wishing to make gifts for charity. It has no more
of a moral problem than an express company, when it undertakes
to carry a package from one address to another.

"Moreover, from still another point of view, the board has no
moral question to consider in accepting money for charitable pur-

poses, whatever its origin. For the board is only the trustee for

the poor or the heathen for whom the money is intended. That
the board is only the trustee would be upheld by the common law
in court. As trustee, -then, the board has no right at all to refuse

to accept or manage money already, by the act of the donor, be-

longing to the beneficiaries. The board itself is not a beneficiary.

Only I or 2 per cent, of the gifts goes to it, in order to pay the

expense of maintenance and the disposition of the money.
"All the rest goes to the foreign heathen. They alone are the

beneficiaries, and it is for them alone, and not for the board, to

refuse to accept the money, if they feel any moral scruples as to

the method by which it was acquired.

"It would be preposterous, obviously, to require credentials as

to the business straightness of every one wishing to make a gift for

charity. You simply can't tell how money has been earned. If

you attempted to find out, you would bring to a standstill the ma-
chinery of good things. Charities would stop. As I say, it is only

the beneficiaries who have the right to refuse a gift. The trus-

tees, in case they object to taking charge of a certain gift, have
only the option of resigning their positions."

The same differences of opinion are manifest in the comment of

the secular press. To the New York Times it seems " an excess

of scrupulosity to refuse for an unquestionably good purpose money

about the source of which the almoner merely has his doubts."

The New York Globe says :

" Has money morality .^ Is it possible to taint it? A dollar in

its life runs to and fro on many errands. One day it is with a

philanthropist, the next day with a thief. Does it take on the

quality of the man in whose pocket it reposes.? The rich young
man of the New Testament, who it is to be presumed had acquired

his property unjustly, was ordered to sell what he had and give the

proceeds to the poor. Was Jesus less sensitive on a point of mor-

ality than these Boston clergymen? If it is improper to receive

this Rockefeller money for mission purposes, then, of course, there

must be sin in accepting it for any purpose. Impliedly the prop-

erty by which it is represented should be destroyed. Is this good
political economy? What would be left in the world if this rule

were rigidly applied? We have before us simply another of the

old anthropomorphic fallacies. The qualities which relate to hu-

man nature can not be imputed to things. Things are neither in-

nocent nor guilty."

Arguing from an opposite point of view, the Philadelphia Press

expresses its conviction that " the church which lives to serve man-

kind will not suffer in any particular for refusing to make even a

remote and justifiable alliance with an agency which it believes is

without scruple or moral restraint in the promotion of its selfish

purposes" ; while the New York Evening Post comments:

" For the board to accept Mr. Rockefeller's gift, affirm the pro-

testing ministers, would subject it to the charge of ' ignoring the

moral issues involved.' What are they? Note, first, that court

records and evidence taken at legislative inquiries make out against

Mr. Rockefeller -x pn>na facie case of cool and repeated defiance

of the laws of the land. Prima facie proof of his having commit-

ted perjury is also accessible to all. And that the methods of the

company with which his name is identified have been, as the pro-

test recites, ' morally iniquitous and socially destructive,' we sup-

pose no careful and honest student of its history will deny. The
simple question is, then, are gifts from such a man, when not made
openly by way of expiation, to be hailed or to be refused?

" It is eminently a case in which to call in Monsieur Distinguo.

The moral questions involved can not be put into rigid and ready-

made pigeonholes. Every candid man is bound to admit that here,
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too, circumstances alter cases. An endowment of scientific re-

search, for example, might be taken without demur from a crimi-

nal rich man. . . . But when we enter the Christian Church, the

ground whereon we stand is holy, and all the excuses with which

men may be shod elsewhere should be put off their feet.

" The reason is that Christianity is nothing if not a religion

which strikes through appearances to reality. No gilded shams,

no pious frauds, can fail to be shriveled by the test of the teach-

ings of Christ. It is their high function to tear away the wrap-

pings in which custom and convenience encase our comfortable

sins, and expose them in their naked ugliness. . . . Effectively to

denounce evil is to denounce evil men. The best way for the pul-

pit to recover its hold is to give the Pharisees a breathing-space,

and aim at some of the shining marks of our own day. Hence we
feel that the Congregational clergymen who have registered their

solemn protest against taking Mr. Rockefeller's money for con-

verting the heathen have done their best to stem the rising tide of

heathenism at home."

In spite of the storm of protest aroused, the members of the Pru-

dential Committee of the American Board are unanimously in favor

of accepting Mr. Rockefeller's gift. They point out that the Bap-

tist Board of Missions some four years ago accepted I250.000 from

Mr. Rockefeller and that Oberlin College has also accepted $100,000

from him. In the present instance the money was solicited. It

is the consensus of opinion among the members of the committee

that the American Board is not an institution for reforming the

private character of individuals who may give it money, and that

it cannot be within its jurisdiction to form a board of inquiry to

investigate the business methods of such donors.

RESULTS OF ARCHEOLOGICAL
IN PALESTINE.

RESEARCH

FOR fully half a century the Nile and the Tigris-Euphrates val-

leys have almost entirely monopolized the attention of the

biblical archeologist. Only lately Palestine, a country hitherto

closed by the decrees of the government to the pick and spade of

the investigator, has become accessible to antiquarian research.

A leading participant in new excavations in the Holy Land, Prof.

Dr. E. Sellin, of the University of Vienna, publishes in the A^eue

Kirch liehe Zeitschrift

(Erlangen) an account

of the work and its sig-

nificance for the Bible

student. He says in

substance

:

With the exception of

a few spasmodic efforts,

all the systematic ar-

cheological work in the

chief of Bible lands has

been done only within

the past ten or a dozen

years. In 1890-92 Flin-

ders Petrie and Bliss

laid bare a large part of

Tell Hasy, the old bib-

lical Lachish, in South-

western Palestine, and
the ruins of seven cities

were here found one

upon the other. In

1894-97 Bliss was at

work near Jerusalem

and extended the re-

searches of Warren and

Guthe still further. In

1899-1900 Bliss and Mc-
Calister discovered the

remnants of four old

castles on four eleva-

tions in Southwestern
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Palestine, some dating back to the Canaanite period and others

to the Roman. Since 1902 the British Palestine Exploration Soci-

ety, which has been working at Tell Abu Shusheh, some three hours

east of Joppa, has been rewarded by rich results and has succeeded
in uncovering the ancient city of Gezer, which, according to the

Bible, was given to Solomon by his father-in-law, the King of

Egypt. In the same year the Academy of Sciences in Vienna,
with the assistance of the Austrian Government, sent out the pres-

ent writer at the head of an expedition, which has been at work at

Tell Ta'annek, the site of the biblical Taanach, in the plains of

Megiddo. Here a city was laid bare which, during the period be-

tween 2000 and 600 B.C., passed through many vicissitudes, and
was at one time protected in four places by castles. During the

year 1903 the German Palestine Society, under the management of

the experienced Dr. Schumacher, the German consul, has been
working at Tell-el-Mutesellim, the site of the ancient Megiddo,
with excellent results.

The result of these researches, so far as biblical problems are

concerned, can be summarized in the following way

:

1. It has become clear that during the period from 2500 to 1700

B.C. there existed a native type of culture and civilization in Pales-

tine, clearly marked in the different products of the ceramic arts

found, as well as in vases and other decorative work. This type

of culture is sharply distinguished from the Babylonian, which
later made itself felt in Palestine, and also from the Egyptian and
the Phoenician, which appeared at subsequent stages.

2. Evidences of an Israelitish period begin to appear about the

year 1200 B.C., and samples of the utensils, potsherds, vases, etc.,

of this time are at hand, with peculiar red-brown decoration on
some of the crockery. During this period Babylonian influence

has practically disappeared, but the influence of Egypt is still no-

ticeable, Egyptian amulets and figures of gods being found in

goodly number. To sum up : In the Canaanite period, Babyloni-

an, Egyptian, and Phoenician influences are to be detected in Pal-

estine. In the first half of the Israehtish period the dominant in-

fluence is Egyptian ; in the second half, Phoenician and Greek
influences are most prominent.

3. The excavations in Palestine have surprised us by furnishing

accurate data regarding the Canaanite religion ; and the better one

becomes accjuainted with it, the more clearly one perceives the

contrast between the Israelite and Canaanite beliefs, the former
seeming to have developed in a more or less direct antithesis to the

latter. The results of the investigations in this respect can be
summarized in the statement that the Canaanites have become for

us people of flesh and
blood. We realize that

the Bible pictures this

people and their religion

in a manner that is his-

torically correct ; and,

indeed, the naturalistic

and superstitious char-

acter of their religion is

made the more obvious.

Now we can understand

better than ever the life-

and-death struggle in

which the Israelitish

prophets engaged in

warring against this re-

ligion. No bridge could

have spanned the gulf

between the two creeds.

It is true that in ex-

ternal religious observ-

ances, in rites and cere-

monies, there was a

certain similarity be-

tween the religion of

Israel and that of the

people who ethnologi-

cally were their kith and

kin ; but the spirit of

the two was totally dif-

ferent, and Israel's re-

ligion could only thrive

by adopting an attitude
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of antagonism toward all tlie religions that surrounded it. A
phenomenon emphasized in the Bible-Babel controversy, namely,

a certain external similarity between all the leading religions of

Western Asia, is also to be noted in this connection. But Israel,

in appropriating these common forms, gave them an entirely new
and different spirit, which can only be attributed to divine revela-

tion. The religion of Israel is not one of a kind, not even the best

of a kind, but the only one of its kind. It is sui generis, and the

claims of the Scriptures are fully corroborated by the researches

in this new archeological field.

—

Translation made for The Lit-

erary Digest,

A "CONGREGATIONAL CATHEDRAL" IN NEW
YORK.

THE methods of aggressive Christianity in our day are notably

illustrated in the completion and dedication of the new

Broadway Tabernacle in New York. This remarkable edifice is a

veritable "cathedral of Congregationalism in America." It has

cost a million dollars, and its pastor, the Rev.

Dr. Charles E. Jefferson, already anticipates

a million-dollar endowment fund. The Rev,

Sydney H . Cox, an assistant pastor, who writes

of the new church in the Boston Congrega-

f/ona/i'st (Ma.rch 4), says :

" The Tabernacle is the embodiment of a

Congregational statesman's dream of three

years ago, Dr, Jefferson read that dream to

his people at his fourth anniversary. Then
he read it to his trustees, men of civic influ-

ence, intensely busy, conservative and con-

structive, and with little time to study the

details of religious progress and impending

changes. The dream was bold, yet less

startling as one analyzed it. Supreme faith

in a great leader secured consent to its ful-

filment. The dream was next read to an

architect, whose associates acknowledge that

he has fine visions and big achievements un-

trammeled by traditionalism.
" The dream is realized in a splendid temple

of pale bufE brick and pale gray terra cotta.

It embodies, as it ought, the great Puritan

idea of an imperial religion, an e.er-present

Sovereign. It provides for the realization of

the Pilgrim historic ideals. It has cathedral

proportions and comprehensiveness
" The general scheme is late French-Gothic, the tower construc-

tion reminding one somewhat of Trinity Church, Boston. It is a

pioneer destined to have many followers, and the first church thus

adapted to modern conditions. The church is not a ' sky-scraper.'

It is comparatively low (that it may be a striking contrast to sur-

rounding tall buildings), with a magnificent nine-story parish house

at the rear, comprised in a tower, rising majestically with its red-

tiled roof 190 feet above the pavement, the lower part measuring

80x50 feet. The floor space in the tower building is nearly 35,000

square feet. The entire Tabernacle has about 100 rooms and can

house 5.000 people in ten simultaneous meetings, none of which

can interfere with the others."

Sixty-five years have passed since the old Broadway Tabernacle,

" the mother of New York Congregationalism," was founded. To
quote further from Mr. Cox"s article :

" From its birth it has always succeeded, because of its unusual

proportion of stalwart men. It gave $2,000 to help found the

Church of the Pilgrims, the mother of Brooklyn churches, and an-

tedated Plymouth and Clinton Avenue churches by .seven years.

It was born in a revival and lives to-day in the spirit of its foster-

father, the great Charles G. Finney. It was organized with sev-

enty-nine members, and had as its first pastor Edward W, An-
drews, from 1841-44, who increased the membership to 350. At
one time 10,000 people sought to hear his great lectures on the

Second Advent. Mr. Andrews died only ten years ago.

"With the coming of Joseph P. Thompson in 1845, the Taber-

nacle assumed the national importance it has since retained. He

THE REV. DR. CHARLES E. JETKERSON,

Pastor of the newly dedicated Broadway
Tabernacle.

grasped the purpo.se of the church, which was ' founded to reach
the masses of unchurched people,' and made it a center for every
good cause, civic or religious, that needed rallying. When Garri-

-son could speak nowhere else, the Tabernacle was opened to him.
The Thirty-fourth Street edifice became known as ' Liberty Cor-
ner,' Hence it has always been draped with the national flag at

great festivals. When, after twenty-six momentous years, Dr.
Thompson resigned, the membership had increased to nearly 600.

" In 1872 William MacKergo Taylor crossed the Atlantic, and
for twenty years was one of the greatest of pulpit orators and ex-

positors of Scripture, and one of the best-loved men this country
has ever seen. The Tabernacle was lifted to yet higher levels.

In ten years 947 members were added, and annual pew rentals

reached ^537,000, Dr. Taylor laid great emphasis on missions, for

which he collected half a million dollars. He laid the foundations
of the Church Building Society

"After three vigorous pastorates, during which he had caused
the btiilding of twenty-three other churches. Dr. Henry A. Stim-
son became the pastor, , . . and in 1898 Rev. Charles Edward
Jefferson was called from Chelsea, Mass. He found about 350

active members and a difficult situation. Slow-

ly and surely the wisdom and tact, the intel-

lectual power and spiritual discernment of

Dr. Jefferson have welded together all the

elements of the church, until to-day it is one
of the strongest organizations in the coun-

try."

The program outlined for the new Taber-

nacle is interesting as an indication of the

ever-broadening scope of American church

life

:

"As it is the oldest Congregational church,

so the best representatives of the denomination

must be brought from various parts of the

world to deliver their messages. Thus a part

of the endowment scheme will be used, that

modern prophets may proclaim the social,

biblical, historical, or evangelical truths they

have received from God. Pilgrim Hall will

always be open at nominal expense, that the

world's workers may discuss social and in-

dustrial problems.
" A part of the endowment will permit the

annual rendering of the finest music, vocal

and instrumental. The great oratorios will

be sung by large choirs, accompanied by
splendid orchestras. In time there will be

four Sunday services ; the first, at 9 a.m., with free seats for those

who can not worship later

" There will be the month for students at the beginning of the

academic year, expository addresses on the Bible, special services

for the seasons of the year, and evangelism will be proclaimed at

all times. . . . As to missions, all our six societies and several

others have received offerings averaging about $20,000 per year,

and naturally their representatives will speak
" Over the main entrance, on Broadway, is a bas-relief represent-

ing the Sermon on the Mount. Even so Broadway Tabernacle is

sitting at the Master's feet, that each disciple may learn how to

win the lost, and ' that it is not by might nor by power, but by my
Spirit, saith the Lord.'"

THE ALLIANCE OF THEOLOGY WITH THE
UNIVERSITY.

PRESIDENT HARPER'S conviction that" the solution of re-

ligious problems must come from our great universities
"

(see The Literary Digest, December 3), is evidently shared by

Charles Cuthbert Hall, president of the Union Theological Semi-

nary. In a paper read before the International Congress of Arts

and Science, in St. Louis, last September, and now printed in 7/ie

Educational Review (New York), President Hall defends "a plea

for the recognition of theology as a university discipline, rather

than an ecclesiastical discipline," and expresses the hope that
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religious problems may be studied, in the future, " in a place beyond

the jurisdiction of ecclesiastical courts and the limitation of sec-

tarian subscription." That ecclesiastical authority in the domain

of religious thought has served its purpose. President Hall does

not deny. " I am interested simply in pointing out," he says, " that

there is a place, apparently a large and desirable place, for the

teaching of theology under conditions of emancipation from ec-

clesiastical control and of correlation with the other great disci-

plines of the university." He goes on to say :

" The teaching of theology in an atmosphere exempt from ec-

clesiastical tests represents the treatment of a great science ac-

cording to the canons most reverenced in modern university life.

Its major interest is truth in the region dealt with by theology. It

holds no brief on behalf of a certain point of view ; it is under no
anterior commitment to maintain a given system, fixed by objective

authority ; it is under no temptadcn to forestall inquiry, for the

protection of consistency ; it is not repelled by the manifoldness,

nor limited by the dogmatic urgency, of sectarian opinion, but

rather welcomes the same, believing that all honest efforts to ap-

prehend truth contribute, whether by weakness or by strength, to

the ultimate disclosure of its absoluteness."

From this point of view it appears that, " without discriminating

against local and sectarian schools for ministerial training, it is

desirable that there be also an adequate recognition of the teach-

ing of theology in the circle of university scientific pursuits over

which churchly authority has no jurisdiction." To quote again :

" Men think, think for themselves, and altho their thinking may
issue in results substantially identical with the standards of ortho-

doxy, it may be regarded as probable that the strongest minds in

the future will prefer to reach those results by independent inves-

tigation and apart from a commitment in advance to conclusions

defined by authority of the church.

"If this be so, a place must be found where such minds, the

choice product of noble and liberal culture, can pursue research in

the science of theology without disloyalty to their own sense of

mental honesty and equally without the discomfort of living under
ecclesiastical'censure. It is contrary to reason that one should be

made to feel, even by indirection, that it is reprehensible to be

fearless and free in the study of the most sublime of all the

sciences. The way out from this difficulty is in the more intimate

alliance of theology with the university ; in the alignment of the-

ology with the other pursuits of the university ; in the more general

interchange of work on the part of students in the affiliated schools

of the university. Thus may there develop a sympathetic the-

ological culture, ripened and deepened by contact with other dis-

ciplines, in distinction from a segregated tenure of dogmatic opin-

ion."

President Hall lays eloquent stress on the gains that he believes

would result from such a proposed alliance of theology with the

university. " There is no conservatism of revealed religion," he

says, "more pronounced than that which comes through unre-

stricted liberty of research; there is no warmth of devotional life

more constant than in those whose worship is not under the law of

a churchly commandment, but in the liberty of the Spirit." He
emphasizes the need of non-ecclesiastical leadership in the " age-

movement" toward church unity, and in the problems that issue

from the needed philosophical reconstruction of the idea of re-

ligion. His concluding words are as follows :

"The authoritative ecclesiastical interpretations of Christianity,

Protestant and Catholic, were made and imposed prior to the phil-

osophical reconstruction of the idea of religion, and under a state

of deficient knowledge of the non-Christian world. They rest upon

a world-view now, in many important pardculars, abandoned.

They contain no adequate provision for elements in Oriental re-

ligious experience that have now become a part of ascertained

knowledge. The East is opening its reserves of intellectual and

material power before the eyes of an astonished West. It is un-

folding a capacity for heroic devotion, a depth of religious insight

undreamed of by those who constructed theological symbols

founded on erroneous assumptions concerning the non-European

races.

" If truth be homogeneous and incapable of self-contradiction,

there must be an interpretation of Christianity as the absolute re-

ligion, made in the light of the ascertained religious experience of

the world, if the function of Christianity in the world and its mes-
sage to the ethnic faiths are to be conceived and stated adequately.

To demand that this shall be done in schools controlled by eccle-

siastical authority is to demand relatively an impossibihty. Where
the conscience of the ecclesiastical court is in honor bound to en-

force the terms of a theological interpretation incompatible with
later knowledge of psychology and history, the schools within its ju-

risdiction are in honor pledged to conformity in their teaching
" To interpret to the world the religion of the Son of God in

terms of this spirit and essence, and, while honoring the sects, to

rise above them into the undivided inheritance of Christian truth,

this, and more than this, is involved in"the teaching of theology in

an atmosphere exempt from ecclesiastical tests."

PRAYER AND POLITICS.

SEVERAL hundred Philadelphia clergymen and laymen met
recently to discuss municipal conditions and to suggest rem-

edies for what is regarded as a degrading alliance between the po-

lice and the vicious element of the city. As a result of evidence

submitted, a committee of eight ministers and laymen was ap-

pointed to bring the facts in the matter to the attention of the

mayor. It was also decided to pray for deliverance from civic ills,

and prayer was subsequently offered, at a stated time in all the

affiliated churches, for the mayor and the chief of police.

This incident has led to comment, both favorable and unfavor-

able, in the religious press. The Philadelphia Lutheran says:

" Prayer, like all things sacred, can be brought into relations

that tend to defeat the very object it has in view. When it is ad-

verdsed, as would be some theatrical event (for which the newspa-
pers of Philadelphia doubtless were more responsible than the

clergy) ; when some individual is singled out for whom the prayer

is to be offered, and, after threatening him with impeachment, is

given to understand that the courts of heaven are to be invoked in

his behalf; when those very prayers are paraded before the public

in cold print and made the subject of critical inspection ; when oc-

casion is thus needlessly given to unbelievers and scoffers, and
even sensible men both within and without the church, to interpret

even the sincerest motives in a false way—prayer becomes an insult

to intelligence and a caricature of the Christian religion. It, of

course, is not so intended; but that is its effect upon the outside

world. In our judgment it was a most unfortunate performance

(we refer chieHy to the wretched publicity given it), and one that is

likely to do more harm than good."

'IJie Living Chmch (Milwaukee, Prot. Episc.) comments :

" God does not require prompting. The spiritual force inherent

in prayer does not depend upon mapping out a line of action for

Almighty God. The fundamental error of Christian Science is

that it serves an ultimatum upon Almighty God, requiring a cer-

tain exact manner of action on His part ; in place of the filial prayer

of the son to his Father, who is better able to direct the channel in

which the answer to the son's prayer may take, than is the son to

suggest it. Others than Christian Scientists may easily fall into

a like error. The test of a righteous prayer is to be found in the

condition attached by our Lord himself: * Nevertheless, not my
will, but thine be done.'

" We are thoroughly in earnest when we say that we believe that

Satan may possess, and does sometimes possess, a group of men
or a whole municipality in such wise that their common action is

controlled for his diabolic purposes. We thoroughly believe that

prayer and fasting are right spiritual forces to be directed against

such diabolic possession. We l)elieve that such prayer should

leave God to reveal its answer. We believe that it is the duty of

Christian people thus to pray, and that they are conspicuously

neglecting that duty to-day.
" And we feel that the very least of sensationalism, of parade,

of publicity, of criticism of individuals, should attend such com-
mon prayer."
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FOREIGN COMMENT.

THE PEACE JAPAN DOES NOT WANT.
T Al'AN will consent to no peace tluit would leave Russia in a

position to renew the struggle in the Far East at the end of

another ten years. That is a point much insisted upon by English

organs which are in a position to understand the Japanese state of

mind—organs like the London S/a//sf, Times, and Standard.

" Russia," observes the London S/a//s/. " we may safely assume,

will not sit down quietly under her defeat. She will set to work to

Ivan—" Why do you wear your orders and decorations on your back ?

"

The Cossack—" Because otherwise the Japs would not see what a distin-

guished man they have before them !

"

— Wahre Jacob (Stuttgart).

reorganize her army, reconstitute her navy, and, generally, to make

ready for another struggle." That is the very contingency, thinks

the London Post, against which Japanese diplomacy must provide

in the conclusion of any terms of peace. Japan, adds the London

Economist, must have " guaranties " that Russia will not renew the

struggle in the near future. But the matter is put most bluntly by

the London National Review :

"It is not surprising that with their past experience of Russian

diplomacy the statesmen of Tokyo should be highly suspicious of

overtures from St. Petersburg, all the more since a distinguished

Russian admiral has been so obHging as to explain that it is all-

important for Russia to patch, up a provisional peace so as to be

able to prepare to resume the contest under more favorable con-

ditions. We have no knowledge as to what terms Japan may be

willing to accept, but the one essential condition of any settlement

is that it should be of a permanent character. It must contain

guaranties precluding the possibility of any recurrence of the pres-

ent terrible war. As Japan has borne the whole burden of main-

taining the independence and integrity of China and the policy of

the open door, it is to be hoped that the advocates of those policies

— the United States, and above all Great Britain, who is the ally

of Japan—will abstain from offering embarrassing advice as to

what terms the Mikado's Government should or should not accept.

Japan has paid the piper. It is hers to call the tune. She alone

can decide as to what her national interests require. In any case

we may be confident that she will be too shrewd to allow herself to

be entangled in sham negotiations set on foot not with the object

of putting an end to the war, but merely to gain time."

The sore point with Russia, as the London newspapers view it,

is the Japanese hint at an indemnity. This, according to the Lon-

don Mail, is objectionable to Russia because it " proclaims " her

"humiliation" to the world.

French newspapers insist that Russia can not " efface herself
"

from the list of great Powers by accepting any such terms as Japan

is alleged to have put forward recently. Tho. Jourtial des Dt'dats

(Paris) urges this point with emphasis. The Temps (Paris) says

that Japan is being encouraged to "make excessive demands " by

the course of recent events. The mouthpiece of the French For-

eign Office recently went into the whole subject of Russia's attitude

to peace and said :

" That Russian policy in the Far East has been imprudently con-

ducted, that it has been both aggressive and reckless, affording

numerous pretexts to Japanese boldness without meeting it ade-

quately in measures of resistance, does not imply that the historic

law which Russian policy has obeyed in seeking a free outlet to

the sea no longer retains its force. It does not follow that Russia
can submit to being pushed back and sundered from the Chinese
seas by an invading neighbor who is displaying at this moment in

Korea how she interprets in her own case that respect for the in-

tegrity of nations which she recently accused Russia of not ob-

serving as regards China."

—

Translation made for The Lit-

erary Digest.

THE "STRIKES" OF THE INTELLECTUALS IN

RUSSIA.

STUDENT strikes are not unusual in Russia, but in the past

they have seldom been frankly political and revolutionary.

Ordinarily they are directed against police interference with the

activities of academic life and the suppression of student organi-

zations and freedom of teaching. The present strike, extending

to all the higher institutions of learning in St. Petersburg and other

university centers, was directly due to the January tragedy aiid

the Government's general policy. It was voted with substantial

unanimity, by the twenty-five hundred students who attended the

meeting called to discuss the situation, and had the indorsement of

most of the instructors and assistants. It followed *he "strike"

of the lawyers of the capital, who refused to plead or argue cases

in the courts because of their dissatisfaction with the course of the

Government.

The press, with few exceptions, sympathizes with the " intellec-

tual " strikers, tho it is cautious in expressing this sympathy. The

Novoye Vremya has pro-

tested against the action of

the instructors and students,

and has opened its columns

to letters of protesting pro-

fessors and students. One

of the professors writes :

" After what has hap-

pened, no one will venture to

contradict me in saying that

in five years, if not. even

sooner, we shall find one fine

morning that not only the

universities and schools, not

only the government depart-

ments, museums, libraries,

theaters, etc., not only the

lawyers, engineers, physi-

cians, but even the churches

have gone on strike ! I as-

sert that if things remain as

they are in our educational

system and in society, this

will inevitably take place."

The professor attributes

the whole trouble to the

" spiritual anarchy" prevail-

ing in Russia; but he suggests no remedies. Editor Souvorin

thinks that the summoning of an elective national assembly will

put an end to this anarchy, and he boldly advocated this measure

even before the Czar's rescript was issued. Other writers believe

PRINCE MESTCHERSKY,

The reactionary editor of the St. Peters-

burg Graz/uianin and a personal friend

of the Czar.
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that the assembly will not pacify the revolted " intellectuals " un-

less the entire educational system is reorganized on a basis of

freedom and independence.

One of the most remarkable articles provoked by the students'

strike is that of the ex-minister of education, G. E. Zenger, a liber-

al thinker. Writing in the

A'i>7io}'e Vre/nya, he favors

the abolition of the govern-

ment monopoly of higher ed-

ucation. The lesson of the

time, he says, is the need of

free and private universities

under government supervis-

ion, but not dependent upon

government support and not

identified with bureaucratic

management. The Govern-

ment, he says, has been sus-

picious of science and cul-

ture and has concerned itself

with the political opinions of

the professors and students.

This was a mistake. It

meant ignorance and discon-

tent. It made education rev-

olutionary. He goes on to

say :THE MAYOR OF MOSCOW,
Prince Galitzin, who is said to be active as

a liberal reformer.
" I anticipate the objection

that it is dangerous to per-

mit persons not in government service to teach freely the univer-

sity subjects. Frankly, to me it is a matter of indifference whether

he who lectures on my left is the Duke of Alva and he who holds

forth on my right is Marat, so long as the former teaches botany,

say, and the latter Sanskrit grammar. Indeed, I should rejoice

to think that, instead of engaging in butchery, these persons were

devoting themselves to useful science."

The ex-minister hopes the new spirit will be reflected in the pol-

icy of his successor in the department of education, and that free

private universities, with the right to confer degrees, will be al-

lowed. He thinks that Russian society will provide ample means

for educational facilities, and intimates that if his advice is not ac-

cepted no self-respecting professor and few self-respecting students
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will cansenl to accept a status of subjection to police and politica'

control.

The advanced liberal Roiisskaya Jlcdoz/iosti of Moscow says

that the strikes of the intellectuals prove the bankruptcy of the

whole system of repression and supervision and espionage. It ad-

vocates radical reorganization of the universities and freedom of

teaching and organization. If universities were independent, it

says, politics would not affect them and there would be no motive

for " intellectual strikes."

—

Translations made for The Literary

Digest.

A DEFENSE OF ASSASSINATION IN RUSSIA.

ASSASSINATION is " the basis and guaranty " of every " na-

tional and popular " right in the empire of the Czars to the

same extent that Magna Charta is the basis of constitutional liberty

in England, asserts an anonymous writer in The Monthly Reinew

(London), who argues the point with a wealth of historical detail

suggesting intimate acquaintance with the workings of Russian in-

stitutions. " In the year i8oi,"he says further," a short time after

the Czar Paul had been strangled in his bedroom by the high

officers of his circle, a Russian nobleman wrote to Count Munster,
' Despotism tempered by assassination is our Magna Charta.'

This saying has become famous throughout the world, and it is

only too true, for if we look

closely into Russian history

we find that assassination is

a national institution in Rus-

sia." "These are fatal but

none the less true words,"

thinks The Anglo-Russiatt

(London), organ of the Rus-

sian refugees in England,

and much current comment

in European newspapers

may be summed up in the

same terms. This is a very

regrettable circumstance to

Tlie Spectator (London).

"Christianity is hypocrisy if

assassination is declared ex-

cusable by provocation." It

avers

:

GRAND DUKE ALEXIS.

He is said to have gone incognito to

France or Germany to avoid the bomb-
throwers.

DAHOMEY IN RUSSIA.

The Czar -"A fine pyramid— all made of the skulls of my faithful subjects.

Now I'm as good as the King of Dahomey."
— Wahrc Jacob (Stuttgart).

" Even if the Czar were

himself killed, all his rights

would, in the opinion of

those who uphold the autoc-

racy—that is, in the opinion

of the whole army and of a

majority of the peasantry— pass to his child, for whom some re-

gent would fight by the use of the same weapons as those now
employed, with this additional energy imparted to them, that they

would be used on behalf of the innocent, on whose future millions

would rely with hope. There are Russians, we believe, who de-

clare that their only trust is in a change of dynasty; but even

they can not hope to secure that result by successive hand-gren-

ades. It is insurrection they must rely on, or military revolt— that

most dangerous and detestable of political weapons—or passive

resistance to general taxation, the refusal of supplies b}' a vote

of the unorganized people, which so far as we know no revolu-

tionary party, however just its cause, has ever yet secured. Of
those three chances, which one is brought even a little nearer by
a policy of murder, that at the most for some sixty individuals

brings the thought of death a little closer to their fears?"

The most noteworthy feature of assassination as practised in

Russia to-day, thinks the Paris Temps, is the " sort of understand-

ing " which exists between the party of assassination and the ad-

vanced liberals. " The revolutionary party has decided not to put

aside its weapons," adds the Journal des D3ats (Paris). " It has
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THE CZAR AND CZARINA, GRAND DUKES AND GRAND DUCHESSES AT
TSARSKOE-SELO.

GRAND DUKE VLADIMIR AND HIS FAMILY.

A DYNAST AND HIS KINSFOLK.

undertaken a fight without quarter, and it will not hesitate to resort

to the most terrible methods to attain its ends." Other European

dailies are still more explicit in forecasting the operations of the

party of assassination in Russia. The very familiarity of the Rus-

sian mind with such political phenomena, remarks the Hamburger

Nachrichten, will leave it unmoved by future events of the kind.

The Rhetuisch J I ^fsf/a/Zsc/ie Zci/u/ig predicts tha.t the autocracy

will become stronger than ever in Russia because assassination

must provide it with a list of martyrs. The Kreus-Zei/iiiig {\ltr-

lin) protests against the notion that the Russian masses regard as-

sassination as a constitutional "safety valve." "Never and no-

where." it says, "can and will a right-thinking statesman, to say

nothing of an adherent of Christianity, utter the slightest word of

excuse for an assassin." " The Krcus-Zeitung\\-3.di best not men-

tion Christianity in connection with this subject," replies the So-

cialist Voriviiris. "It must surely esteem the great English poet

Milton a true Christian, and yet he. like so many other adherents

of Christianity, defended and proclaimed the murder of tyrants."

—

Translations viade for Tw^ Liter.a.ry Digest.

THE COMING STRUGGLE FOR COMIVIAND OF
THE SEA.

FEW more significant debates have taken place of late in any

European parliament, says the London Times, than that

which resulted in the decision of the French Chamber of Deputies

recently to put into effect a policy of increasing the navy of the re-

public " which will keep French naval power in the same relative

position toward that of Germany as it occupies to-day." " It is not

to be denied," observes the London daily, " that the resolve of

France not to allow the balance of naval power to be further

affected by Germany to her own disadvantage does give point to

the question how far and how long Germany will be able to hold

her own in a competition which her own action has done so much

to intensify." " We are of opinion," replies the Berlin Kreitz Zei-

tungXo this. " that if ever the day should come—we seek it not

—

when our navy will have to show of what it is capable, the world

will experience the same surprise it had in the case of our army,"

It copies into its own editorial columns, " with thanks for the well-

meant advice," these remarks by the London Times

:

" After all there is a limit set by financial endurance to the de-

fensive preparations which any Power can afford to make. ' How-
ever strong you may be,' as the late Lord Salisbury once said,

whether you are a man or a nation, 'there is a point beyond which
your strength will not go. It is courage and wisdom to exert your

strength up to the limit to which you can attain; it is madness and

even worse if you allow yourself to pass that limit. ' That is a salu-

tary warning to all countries in these days of growing expenditure.

It now rests with the German Reichstag to determine which way
wisdom and which way madness lies in view of the fixed resolve

of England and France to maintain their respective positions on
the seas."

The German Reichstag must add more than ever to the German
fleets, says the Leipsic Grenzioten, exponent of the gospel that in

the case of Germany " our future is on the water" ; but the Social-

ist Vorvjdris. the radical Frankfurter Zeitiing, and the liberal

Vossische Zeiiung {V>exY\rC) take quite an opposite view. The agi-

tation for an expanding navy must " discredit Germany," thinks the

Frankfurter Zeitung, to which the Berlin Kreuz Zeiiung r&pW&s

that an " adequate " navy is an " essential instrument " of German

policy. But the resolve

of the French Chamber

that " France will meet

Germany ship for siiip"

means, according to the

London Outlook, that

Germany is quite out of

the struggle for com-

mand of the sea

:

"The determination

of France to maintain

her lead at sea is seri-

ous enough in itself to

counteract the vast re-

lief with whicii. beneath

a politic show of re-

gret, the Germans have

watched the singeing of

the Emperor of Russia's

beard. Even if it were

merely a trial of finan-

cial strength between

France and Germany,
the issue for the latter,

with her limited capital

and tiie financial defects

of her financial machinery, would be doubtful for at least two

decades. But an attempt by Germany to reduce the naval gap
between herself and France would be something more than a duel

of resources. . . . Nor is it France alone that is turning the bal-

ance definitely against him [the German Emperor]. Mr. Roose-

velt has wrung from Congress within the past week substantially

ail that he asked for ; and the Wilhelmstrasse has now to face it

as an unescapable fact that within a few years America will pos-

sess the third, and possibly the second, largest navy in the world."

— Translations madefor Tn^s. Literary Digest.

f^.i
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•
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^ -
REAR-ADMIRAL NEBOYOSTOFF,

Commanding the squadron which was to have
reinforced Rozhdestvensky.
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IMMINENCE OF A MACEDONIAN OUTBREAK.

A UNITED intervention of the European Powers, supported

by "a bloodless naval demonstration," is the only prac-

ticable method of solving the immediate problem in the Balkans,

insists the London Speaker, mouthpiece of those elements which,

as the London Times fears, are " giving countenance " to the idea

that" the revolutionary^ movement has anything to hope " from just

such action as The Speaker urges. The Titnes is concerned at

" the disastrous results which might ensue if the Macedonian bands

supposed that a change of ministry here [in Great Britain] would

mean an active policy in their favor," to which The Speaker replies

that " the phase of repression has already begun " in Macedonia.
" Sooner or later it must provoke repression, to be followed in its

turn by massacre," adds The Speaker^ " a provocation which will

find Bulgaria armed and produce vat length the war which all the

Powers profess to dread." Nor is this a solitary voice. "The
Macedonian welter is so chaotic that Bulgaria feels that sooner or

later she must be drawn into a war of liberation," asserts the Man-

chester Guardian .
" Some months ago she contracted a loan and

ordered a large consignment of quick-firing guns. Tardily and

with difficulty Turkey decided to follow her example." This The

Times feels compelled to admit as a practically correct view of the

possibilities. " We know that both Bulgaria and Turkey are re-

arming themselves," it says, " and that, generally speaking, there

is a good deal of electricity in the air." However, the London

Standard, while confessing that " we can permit ourselves no illu-

sions as to the gravity of the position," points out:

" No special responsibility rests upon us. Our obligations are

those common to all the signatory States. It is true that progress

under the agreement which confers a mandate upon Russia and

Austria, as the Powers, geographically and politically, most con-

cerned for the restoration of order, is distressingly slow. But that

is the inevitable law when the cumbrous machinery of the concert

has to be employed. We should only make confusion worse .con-

founded if we sought to carry out some ameliorating scheme of our

own under the jealous eyes, perhaps in the teeth, of the other Eu-

ropean nations. We should be confronted with the sullen obstruc-

tion of the Ottoman Porte, and, worse still, the ineradicable en-

mities of the various sections of the Christian population. Some
day, it must be hoped, a Christian Governor may be enabled to

essay the task of appeasement. For the present, those whose

sympathies are with the sufferers of all creeds and races in the

conflict that has darkened many a century can best aid by discour-

aging the plots of the Bulgarian and Armenian conspirators.

While the Sultan has to squander his revenues in maintaining a

huge army of occupation, it is vain to look for that reconstruction

of the system of local finance which confessedly lies at the base of

all salutary reform. We admit that misrule has produced the dis-

affection, but the disaffection aggravates and perpetuates the mis-

rule. Is there never to be a break in the vicious circle?"

Notwithstanding the London daily's statement that " no special

responsibility rests upon us," "Cm Journal des D^bais (Paris) fears

that " if the desired result can not be attained in this manner

[Russo-Austrian action] England would herself propose other and

more far-reaching measures. When we reflect that for a long time

the British Government has been impelled by a powerful and ex-

cited public opinion to intervene itself in the direction of Macedo-

nian autonomy, it will be understood that everything would be re-

adjusted afresh and in the most acutely embarrassing manner if

this eventuality were permitted to come about." The Paris Temps

has this conception of the present difficulties:

" The Powers insist upon reforms in Macedonia. The Porte

does not refuse to effect them. It has, indeed, never refused any-

thing, for it is known that the Porte is not niggardly in making

promises. It contents itself with replying ^simply that all this will

be very expensive and that it must increase its resources. This in-

crease of its resources it thinks of obtaining by an addition of three

per cent, to the duties levied upon imports from abroad. Thus the

Powers are confronted by a dilemma. There will be either no in-

crease in import duties and thus no reforms, or else there will be

reforms and in that case an increase in import duties. To the hu-

manitarian wish to improve Macedonian conditions is opposed, it

will be noted, the selfish desire to pay to the Turkish customs no
more than has been paid hitherto. Ottoman diplomacy, which is

practical diplomacy, has no doubt of the success of this operation."
— Translations madefor The Literary Digest.

ENGLISH PRESS ON THE RESULT OF THE
ROZHDESTVENSKY INVESTIGATION.

" f~^ UILTY but blameless," is the gist of the findings of the five

^-^ admirals who investigated Rozhdestvensky 's action in firing

upon the British fishing fleet in the North Sea, thinks the London

Outlook, and it echoes much current London press comment when

it remarks that the official report is " amateurish and lacking in

that precision which obtains in the domestic law of every civilized

country." It is glad that Rozhdestvensky is convicted of firing

upon harmless fishing-smacks " without justification," and that he

is deemed to have been " neglectful in sending assistance to his

victims"; but it complains that "neither his capacity nor his hu-

manity is impugned," while "it follows that he will not be pun-

ished." " If the British Government and people call that satisfac-

tion," chimes in The Pall Mall Gazette (London), " we can only

say that for folk ' in deadly earnest ' they are uncommonly easily

satisfied." "The Russian fleet has been adjudged to be guilty of

error, of uncontrolled fire discipline, and of inhumanity to boot,"

says the London Globe. " The question now arises, what action

will the Czar take to redeem his promises and rehabilitate the

reputation of his navy?
"

But the findings are in the main satisfactory to leading English

dailies. " We should be the last power in the world unduly to fet-

ter the admitted right of men-of-war to take proper steps to secure

their own safety," declares the London Times, "and we must wel-

come the finding of the commissioners that even the very stringent

orders issued by the Russian admiral with this object were not in

themselves excessive." "It establishes the British case," says the

same daily again ;
" inasmuch as it [the report] declares that there

was no complicity on the part of the British trawlers, it fixes the

responsibility of the cannonade on Admiral Rozhdestvensky and

describes his proceedings as not being justifiable. Last, but not

least, it plainly states that there were no torpedo-boats present on

the Dogger bank on the night of the incident." " An example has

been set to the world which, tho it can not prevent wars," thinks

the London Telegraph ," ca.n at least limit their number." "The

result is not only actual peace but substantial justice," thinks the

London A^e7vs. " Substantial justice has been done," concedes the

London Leader. " A definite vindication of the rights of neutrals,"

remarks the London Tost. To the London Standard tiiere seems
" one matter for regret" in that " the award was diplomatically de-

signed to end the whole business quietly with the minimum of un-

pleasantness," which is likewise an aspect of the findings very gall-

ing to the London Chronicle. "If every rash act and hideous

blunder on the high seas," it says, " is to be excused a combatant

fleet on the simple plea of an error of judgment, and to be on that

account immune from censure, a new terror will be added to navi-

gation, and a terror from which we, as the first maritime nation,

have most to suffer." " On all essential points,'" notes the London

Mail, however, "it is now clear the verdict is in favor of England."

POINTS OF VIEW.

On With the Dance.—" There shall be no peace till Russia repents and

sues for it," says the Tokyo Jiji. " We can carry on the struggle with conven-

ience for two or three years yet and even more."

Russia's Best Friend.—" The Russians must thank fhe Japanese for their

coming emancipation," declares the Tokyo Asahi. " The Russian soldiers are

martyrs, but in losing they are really winning freedom for their children."
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CURRENT POETRY.
"In tfie Heights."

(john r. procter.)

By Richard Watson Gilder.

One who this valley passionately loved

No more these slopes shall climb, nor hear these

streams

That like the murmured melody of dreams
His happy spirit moved.

He knew the sudden and mysterious thrill

That takes the heart of man on mountain heights.

These autumn days that flame from hill to hill,

These deep and starry nights.

O vanished spirit ! tell us, if so may be.

Are our wild longings, stirred by scenes like this,—

Our deep-breathed, shadowless felicity,—

A mocking, empty bliss ?

No answering word, save from the inmost soul

That cries : all things are real,—beauty, youth
;

All the heart feels ; of sorrow and joy the whole
;

That which but seems is truth.

This mortal frame, that harbors the inmiortal.

Mechanic tho it be,—in our life's fires

Turns spiritual ; it becomes the portal

Where through the soul aspires.
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The soul's existence in this human sheath

Ts life no more th:\n is the spirit's life

In this wide nature whose keen air we breathe;

Whose strife arms us to strife.

And they are wise who seek not to destroy

The unreasoned happiness of the outpoured year.

To him, the lost ! this vale brought no false joy,

.-\nd therefore is most dear.

Wherever in the majesty of space.

Near or afar, -but not from Gtxi afar.—

Where'er his spirit soars, whatever grace

In his, whatever star,—

The aspirations and imaginings

That in these glorious paths his soul sublimed,

—

They are a part of him ; they are the wings

Whereby he strove and climbed.

Nature to man not alien doth endure ;

His spirit with her spirit is transfused :

On this high mystery dream the humble-pure,

The mightiest poets mused.

The white clouds billow down the blowing sky.

Then. O my heart, be lifted up, rejoice 1

The trumpet of the winds, to that wild voice

Let all my soul reply !

—From the Atlantic Monthly.

The Belated Crown.

By Arthur Strinckr.

Some long-beleaguered portal broken down,

When no defender walks the silent town
;

Some home-bound sailor drowning in the storm

Where gleams the window of his cottage warm;

A steadfast lover, drawing to his breast

The dead that all his days he ne'er caressed ;

Sordello's too belated victory ;

The stricken Nelson, master of the Sea

;

Spent Ladas, reaching for pride's sprig of bay

As Death the unapplauded wins the day.

In such things, Life, we find our tangled fate,

Who read and know and love thee—when too late '.

—From Harper's Magazine.

The Czar Forgives.

By F. Edmund Garrett.

[" In my solicitude for the working classes ... I
am convinced of their honest sentiments . . . and I

pardon their trans^ession."'—The Czar to the select
deputation of survivors of January 22.]

"Alas, my erring brother I "—thus Cain, while Abel

bled,-
" How far, in this deplorable affair, you were misled !

I grant you honest sentiments. Your prayer, tho not

a crime

Per se, became flagitious by the facts of place and
time.

To vent that prayer in public—close to me—was bound
to prove

A cause of trouble, costing me some effort to re.

move. . .
."

(There was no Cossacks then. One had to e.\ecute

one's own
Administrative Orders with a club or jagged stone.

There was no shooting by platoons to military bands.

And the blood which cried aloud was apt to soil the

slayers' hands.)
" But that is past. I let no painful memories intrude.

Repose in the caress of my profound solicitude.

Die happy ! I . . . forgive you."

Earth took a deeper stain

With that, and Abel sank beneath the clemency of

Cain.

As Cain acquitted Abel of criminal intents—
.•\s Herod scorned to nurse a grudge against the Inno-

cents

—

As Catherine de Medici forgave the Huguenots—
And kind Breadalbane buried the transgression of

Glencoe—
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so Nicholas the Clement of his tenderness forgives

The crime of death in those he slew, of hfe in whoso
Hves.

Men, women, children—all who trod that bloody pil-

grimage :

His mercy, like the Cossack whip, regards not sex or

age;

The muddying of the Neva is not pressed against the

Lamb.
And whom the Wolf forgot to spare he yet forbears to

damn.
Forgiveness — ah, benignant grace that makes the

angels smile !

Small wonder if a listener's lips were something wried

the while.

Henceforth, when loving subjects tell the trophies of

his line.

What gifts to Russia Avarranted each \'icegerent

divine.

How this made war, and this gave peace, that freed

the peasant-slave

:

" And Nicholas the Second—what did//c- give ?
"

He . . . forgave.

—From tlie Londoi Outlook.

Service.

By .Ann.^ H. Branch.

If I could only sei"ve him.

How sweet this life would be 1

Last night I dreamed my darling

Alive — returned to me.

I brought him from the cupboard

The things he liked to eat

:

The little piece of honey.

The rye bread and the meat.

I sang the song he asked for

The night he went away.

How was it, when I loved him,

I could have said him nay ?

I took the time to please him,

With hand upon his brow.

-Amid the awful leisure

There was no hurry now.

How strange I once denied him
What took so little while !

A kiss would seem so simple.

So slight a thing a smile !

With pleased sweet looks of wonder
He took what I could give

;

Such words as we deny them
Only because they live.

The pale light of the morning
Shone in upon the wall

;

Come back to me, my darling,

.And I will give you all !

—From McChire^ s Alagazhie.

Inauguration Day.

By RicH.ARij Watson Gilder.

On this great day a child of time and fate

On a new path of power doth stand and wait.

Tlio heavy-burdened, shall his heart rejoice,

I")owered with a nation's faith, an empire's choice.

Who hath no strength but thai the people give,

And in their wills, alone, his will doth live.

On this one day, this, this, is their one man,—
The well-beloved, the chief American !

Whose people are his brothers, fathers, sons :

In this his strength, and not a million guns.
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STODEBAKER
"The Automobile with a reputation behind it."

SIVIPUCiTY of construction, ease of operation and accessibility of all working parts of the STUDEBAKER
GASOU.N'E TWO .AND FOUR CYLINDER CARS explain their particularly succesaful appeal to

touring automobilists. Continued use has demonstrated remarkable speed qualities and constantly available re-

serve power lor hill climbing. The ample passenger accommodations and line finish of these cars can be matched

only in those considerably more expensive. For practical utility, refined style and especially

appropriateness lor town and suburban use the STUDEBAHER ELECTRIC VIC-
TORIA PHAETONS. STANHOPES AND RUN.ABOUTS are growing in

popularity. .As an evidence of their reliable construction a customer writes :

" .V/y

repair bill t /n /u'o years^ has been so small that it can be disregarded entirelu-

Catalogue showing types of both gasohne and eleclilc vehicles sent on request.

STUDEBAKER AUTOMOBILE CO.,
SOUTH BEND. IND.

Member Association of Licensed Agents in all principal cities.

.Automobile Manufacturers.
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I
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THOMAS B. JEFFERY fir COMPANY

ESTABLISHED 1 843 Why pay more for your Smokes when you

can get HAVANA TOBIES, hand- made,
long filler, direct from the makers that are guar-

anteed to give satisfaction or your money refunded?

Sample box of 50, prepaid. $1.00. State shade

desired— light, dark or medium.

CHARLES RUGG ^ SON, Blairsville, Pa.

Whose power is mishtitr than the mightiest crown,

ISecuuse th.it soon he lays that power down

Whose wish, linked to the people's, shall exceed

The force ol civic wrong and banded greed.

Whose voice, in friendship or in warning heard.

Brings to the nations a free people's word

;

.\iid. where the oppressed out from the darkness

grope.

'Tis as the voice of freedom and of hope.

O pray that he may rightly rule tlie State,

And grow, in truly serving, truly great.

—From Collier'' s Weekly.

PERSONALS.
Governor IIocli of Kansas.—The Chicago Trib-

une gives the following estimate of the man who has

led the tight against the Standard Oil Company in

Kansas

:

Governor E. W. Hoch is a tall, angular, slow moving
man. His face is so homely the farmers' wives of

Kansas agree it would sour fresh milk. He is a pious

Metliodist, exhorts in " class" when he is at home in

Marion, and looks as pacific as a universal peace con-

gress. But out in Kansas they have known for

several years that when " Ed" Hoch is roiled he is a

fighter from the old town.

During the Civil War and the reconstruction period

"Ed" was almost the only Republican boy in Dan-
ville, Ky., his birthplace. The Democratic boys of

the place tried forcibly to make him disavow his prin-

ciples. " lid " fought tliem tooth and nail, and still

gasped forth his odious Republican opinions after his

head had been forced beneath the spout of the village

pump. He has been fighting for his principles in the

same uncompromising way ever since. He went to

Kansas in tlie early 'Sos, bought a newspaper at the

little town of Marion, and speedily developed into

a radical prohibitionist. For some time he slept

and ate in his printing ofifice, and was the whole
" force," from editor to devil. He was a member of

the legislature in the winter of 1893. The Populists,

who had the governor and Senate, tried to organize

the House of Representatives, despite the fact that

the Republicans had a legal majority. There was a

fist fight for possession of the speaker's gavel. It

happened, somehow, to be in the hands of the country

editor and Methodist exhorter from Marion County
when the dust cleared away. He was elected speaker

pro iem. and became the Republican leader on the

floor of the House in the most e.xciting legislative

session ever held in Kansas.

Mr. Hoch did not seek the Republican nomination
for governor. The Republican newspapers and
leaders, who were tired of being bossed by " Cy

"

Leland and " Mort " Albaugh, handed it to him on a

platter, and the people elected him in much the sariie

manner.

.\ man who has risen as he has is quite likely to do

his duty as he sees it. He is no demagogue. His

honesty has never been questioned. He is naturally

stubborn, and he becomes immovably so when he

thinks he is right. He is courageous. The weapons
he has selected to fight Mr. Rockefeller with may be

ill chosen. Their kickback may hurt the State worse

than their discharge does the octopus. But whatever

the effects of the fight on Kansas, the octopus seems

quite certain after the war is over to have occasion

to pause and pick a few bird-shot out of its person,

and perhaps some balls of larger caliber.

EXACT SIZE AND SHAPE

Oyania, Man of Victories. — Marquis Iwawo

Oyania, Field Marshal of Japan, is pointed to as pre-

eminently the organizer of victory in the contest with

Russia. The New York World says of him

:

It is said that if Vamagata has been the right hand
of the Mikado, Oyama has been his left hand.

Oyama is of a noble family, and was born in Sat-

suma. \ hereditary count, he was raised to his

present title for brilliant services in the war with

China. He began his career in the War of the

Restoration, proving himself so able that he was made
a major-general in 1872 and sent to Europe, where he

spent three years studying military science. He was

made Vice-Minister of W'ar in 1875, and in the follow-

ing year, when the first rebellion against the new order

Readers of The Literary Diqkst are asked to mention the publication when writing tv aavertisers.
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Reliable Harness
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$35.00 Buggy Harness, $24.75
$50.00 Buggy Harness, $32.00
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of things broke out, he was placed in command of the

army, quickly silencing the uprising.

In the second and greater uprising, in 1877, led by
liis cousin, Count and Gen. T. Saigo, a remarkable

soldier, he was in the field seven months against the

rebels. In this campaign he demonstrated that his

new levies of young men from all classes, but mostly
from commoners, were equal to tlie Satsuma gentry.

Oyama personally led in the final battle, in which tlie

rebels, scorning surrender, were annihilated.

Upon his return to Tokio the Mikado personally

thanked him, appointed him to one high military

office after another, and in iSSo made him Minister of

War. In iSgo he was made a full general, a rank then

held only by himself and Yamagata.
He was in command of the Second Army of inva-

sion in the war with China, conducted the extensive

campaign that resulted in the capture of the two great

Chinese strongholds, Port Arthur and Wei-Hai-Wei.
both of which were considered impre.gnable. Oyama's
science and gallantry in sweeping the Chinese out of

Wei-Hai-Wei and destroying their navy excited the

highest admiration from the foreign military and
naval obsei^vers. Returning once more to Tokio a

victor, he was laden with honors, was made a mar-

quis and promoted, with Yamagata, to the special

rank of field-marshal.

Oyama made a second tour of Europe in 1SS4. and

upon his return inaugurated many reforms and im-

pi'ovements in the Japanese army. He is in the

prime of life, and is said to have proved himself to be

the best equipped in body and mind of all the Japa-

nese leaders. He is especially noted for infusing his

own confidence into his men, even to the humblest

soldier.

Marquis Oyama married Miss Siitematsu Yama-
kawa, who was brilliantly graduated from Vassal

College in 1S82. The Marchioness is devoted to

.Xniericans and their customs, and w-as regarded with

deep affection by those who knew her during the ten

years she was a member of the family of Rev. Dr.

Leonard Bacon of New Haven, whose homv, she

entered when she was twelve years old, and at the col-

lege. She is a Christian.

President's Rapid Reading.—It is remarkable

that, with all his duties, the President manages to do

a good deal of reading. A writer in the April Ccntuiy

Magazine says

:

I have no record of the President's recent reading,

but it is not a secret that he is " keeping up the pace."

.Some of my friends are still" reading at" Morley's

three thick volumes of Gladstone's " Life." The
President, of course, read them promptly, gaining, I

am told, not only a fresh, but a much more favorable

view of the great leader, whom he confessed he had
liitherto failed to understand. A publisher not long

ago told me that Roosevelt seemed to have his eye on

the authors of their house, and now and then a private

letter, full of appreciation, would pass through the

publisher's hands on the way to an author. In the

thick of the campaign of 1904 I happen to know that

he re-read all of Macaulay's " History of England,"

all of Rhodes's " History of the United States " and

Dickens's " Martin Chuzzlewit."

The other afternoon he was handed a new book—

a

not very long dissertation on a matter of current in-

terest. That evening he entertained a number of

guests at dinner, and later there was a musical party

at the White House, at which he was present. At
luncheon, the next day, the giver said to him :

" Mr.

President, of course you have nat had time to look at

that book/' " Oh, yes," said the President, "I have

read it." Whereupon he proved that he had done so

by his criticism of the work. One day, lately, a book

of short stories was sent to him; almost by return

mail came a letter thanking the sender and saying he

had already enjoyed the stories greatly in serial pub-

lication.

"How does he manage to do it?" All I know
about this is that, in the first place, he has by nature

Our little monthly IlmIUi, the "ASH TRAY*
has aroused so much interest among smokers that
we have finally decided to send it to everyone upon
request. An expose of funny incidents.
Write to-day and we will place you on the mail-

ing list FREE OF CHAR.GE.
JOHN B. ROGERS 6l CO., "Th» Pioneers,"

Till' ".Save IlaU'Voiirf'iKar Money " I'olks,

163 Jarvis Street. Binghumton, N. Y.

HEELS OFNEW RUBBER
HAVE THAT .SPRINGY NATURE

wliich makes walking healthful and deliprhtful. A
prominent scientist is qnoteil as sayinK " that the
averas-'e man, weighing 150 Ihs., assuming that he
walks three miles daily, lifts 1,188,000 lbs."Don't you
realize the necessity of cushioning your heels with
New Kniiber ? They absorb the jar on the spine at
each step. If you don't say " O'Snllivan " when you
order, you may receive lifeless heels of old rubber.
O'SulliVan's ccst 60 cents attached, no more than the
not-half-so-good imitations. If dealers can't sup-
ply, send 35 cts. wit h diagram of heel to the makers

O'SULLIVAN RUBBER CO., Lowell, Mass.

This Bath of

Steaming Hot Water
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It Ivas heated in sehen minutes by a Hum-
phrey Crescent Instantaneous Water Heater i

There is never any waste of fuel or time, no
'

limit to the supply of hot water when the
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tinues to run until tlie desired amount
is olitained. The Crescent is equally

^

economical in heating small quanti-
ties, liei'ause the gas burns only when
ttie water runs and vice versa. Al-
ways ready tor use, reijuires no care,
the ideal water heater fur every home.

( mr Iiandsome illustrated booklet,
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complexion worries of womankind. Woodbury s
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Send 10 <5ls. for samples of all four preparations.
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ur practise tlie faculty of extremely rapid reading.

There are some men of letters and '" general readers
"

who never have been able to acquire this art. Others

can take in paragraphs or pages well-nigh at a ulanco.

The I'resident must be one of these photograpliic

readers, who take almost instantly the impression of a

whole paragraph or nearly a whole page, the eye run

ning along the line with lightning-like rapidity, and

leaping to the more inivH)rtant phrases as by instinct.

I have known the following to occur: .A Congress-

man niakes a statement to him and hands him a type-

written pajier. Almost immediately the I'resident

hands it back to him ; whereupon the Congressman

says, deprecatingly :
" Mr. President, may I not leave

this pav>er with you ? I am anxious that you should

read it." " But," answers the President. " I have read

it : you can examine me in it, if you wish."

A Whistler Story.—A friend of the late James

McNeil Whistler saw him on the street in London, a

few years ago, says Harfti's Weekly, talking to a

very ragged little newsboy.

As he approached to speak to the artist, lie noticed

that the boy was as dirty a specimen of the London

' Ne.vsy"' as he had ever encountered — he seemed

smeared all over— literally covered with dirt.

Whistler had just asked him a ciuestion. and the boy

answered

:

" Ves, sir, I've been selling pai)ers three years."

" How old are you ?" impyred Whistler.

" Seven, sir."'

' Oh, you must be more than that."

" No, sir, I ain't."

Then turning to his friend, who had overheard the

conversation. Whistler said, " I don't think he could

get that dirty in seven years, do you ?

"

Koyal QaarrelB Over the Chess- Boaril.-

King Edward, we are told, is developing an enthu-

siasm for chess. In that case, says a wxiter in Tit-

Bits, he is only following in the steps of many of his

predecessors on the throne, including his namesake,

the first Edward. Says the writer :

Whether or not players were more irascible in those

old days than now, it is a curious fact that chess was

often more stimulating to the royal tempers than is

golf in these latter days, and many a game peacefully

begun ended in broken heads. When Prince Henry
afterward Henry I.—once paid a visit to the Court of

France, a chronicler tells us, " he wan so much at

chesse of Louis, the King's eldest sonne, as he. grow-

ing into choller, called him (a naughty name) and

threw the chesse in his face. Henry takes up tlie

chesseboard, and strake Louis with that force as drew

blood, and had killed him had not his brother Robert

come in the meanetime and interposed himselfe. where-

upon they suddenly took horse and gat away."

King John in his younger days had a similar experi-

ence; for a game of chess in which his opponent was

one Fulk Warine ended in a royal row, during which

Fidk gave the prince " so grievous a blowe as almost

to slaie him on the spot." John never forgot the blow

or forgave his irascible opponent, and punished him,

when later he came to the throne, by withholding his

heritage—Whittington Castle -from him.

William the Conqueror more than once lost liis

temper over the game, and on at least one occasion

with serious consecjuences. He was playing with the

son of the King of France when a dispute led to hot
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words, and culminated in William bringing down the '

board so heavily on his opponent's head as to make

him unconscious.
i

Louis XIII. of France was so infatuated with the

game that wherever he went he was accompanied by

his chess-board and men, and invariably played it in

his coach when he took his drives abroad. Charles I.

found it so fascinating that he almost literally played

it to the foot of the scaffold ; and when once his game

was interrupted by news that the Scots had decided to

sell him to the Parliament he proceeded with his move

as unruffled as if, instead of hearing his doom, he had

received a summons to dinner. And when John Fred-

erick, Elector of Saxony, heard over the chess-board

the news that he had been condemned to death, he

completed his move and was again immersed in the

game before the messenger had had time to withdraw.

Exactly. — Peckham : "You can't eat? Why,
what's the matter with you ?

"

Younger: "Well, to be perfectly frank with you,

I'm so much in love I don't feel like eating anything."

Peckham :
" Huh ! After you marry the girl you'll

be the same way, only it'll be indigestion then."

—

Tif-

Bits.

What She Feared.— Higgins :
" My wife says if

I should die she would remain a widow until death.

Of course she might change her mind, but it is sort of

consoling, just the same."

Jinks: "Evidently your wife thinks there is no

other man in the world like you."

Higgins: "On the contrary, she's afraid there is,

and that she'd get \\vm"—Bosto>i Transo-ipt.

Would Shock Her. — " Papa, what would you

say if Mr. Feathertop should ask your permission to

marry me ?

"

" Put your fingers in your ears, my daughter, and I

will rehearse a few of the remarks I shall probably

make if he ever 6.0^%.^''—Chicago Tribune.

Welcome.—" Oh, uncle, I'm so glad you've called.

Baby's so cross, and it always amuses him and makes
him laugh when he sees you !

"

—

Punch.

Resemblances. — Sm.m.l Boy (just home from
school): " Mamma, Miss Simpson says I'm descended

from a monkey."

His Mother ("glancing severely at her husband):
" Not on my side, darling." Harper^s Weekly.

A Demonstration Wanted. Bride :
" I know

you don't l-love me 1

"

Groom : " Why, child, what makes you say that V
Bride: "Because you're not jealous. Why,

Mayme Gray's been married nearly a year, and her

MORE OR LESS PUNGENT.
Nerve.—" Say, boss," began the beggar, " I'm outer

work an "

" See here," interrupted Goodart, " I gave you 50

cents last week."
" Well, yer've earned more since, ain't yer '>.''''^Phil-

adelphia Ledger.

Gross Ignorance.— An East Side kindergartner
|

was about to give her class a lesson, with " Tlie Kit-

ten " as the subject. She began by saying :
" Our

lesson this morning will be all about the kitten. Now,

can any little boy, or girl, tell me which grows on the

kitten—fur or feathers ?
"

A dead silence followed for a minute, when one

little boy said, in a loud voice :
" G-o-o-d Lawd !

Hain't you never seen a kitten ? "—Life.

The Business of Life Insurance

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL is publishing a series of
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They are written by Miles Menander Dawson, F.LA., an
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to the study of investments.

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL is the national financial

daily and its views are frequently quoted in The Literary Digest.

The articles began Monday, March 20, but for $z with the order

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL will be sent for two months,

including back numbers necessary to complete the entire series.

DOW, JONES <a CO., Publishers
44 Broad Street. New York
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husband's so jealous, that he's shot at her twice and
fried to kill himself three times ! ''''—Cleveland Leader.
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CHICKERING
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805 Tremorvt St,
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FlcJto^'Gorters
fit perfectly, hug the limb comfortably
without binding, never let go of the
hose, never tear them, la'st longest, look
neatest - are best garters.
Sold by all dealers. In.si.st on Flexo, and if the
dealer hasn't them, send us his name and 2.5c.

and we will see that you are supplied. Flexo
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A. STEIN «S. CO., 316 Franklin St.. Chicago

I.<>ii<le<l. Aiiuefl, MiSHed. Iratic Spouse:
'

1 lenry, how came you so late getting in ?
"

Henry: "Been down (hic» shoot'n' gallery, m'

dear."

.Spouse :
" I believe you. Vou look half shot now.

Well, did you hit the bull's eye ?

"

Henry: '" No, m' dear. Jush ash I went shootsh

he winked 'is eye an' I m\%\\QA.r—Dallas News.

Current Events.

Foreign.

Kusso-J.APANESE War.

March iS.-.\ report from Harbin says the Chinese
have information that the Japanese will enter
tliat city on ,\pril lo. The Japanese net is again
closinj; on the retreating Russians, Nogi's and
Kuroki's advance .guards h.aving met north of
Tie I'ass to cut the railroad to Harbin.

March 20.— The retreating Russian army is now
twenty-seven miles north of Tie Pass; the Japa-
nese are also advancing, but no longer press
their foe. \ Japanese force under Kawamiira is

approaching Kirin. a position from which the
Russian line of retreat is threatened.

March 21.—General Ktiropatkin, it is said, has ac-
cepted command of the I'irst Russian .Army
under (ieneral Linevitch. The retreat contin-
ues, but the demolition of bridges and devasta-
tion of the country is seriously impeding tlie

pursuing Japanese. Tokyo doubts the ability
of Oyama to cut off the retiring Russians. (Gen-
eral Linevitch is e.vpected to attempt to hold
the line from Kirin to Chang-Chim.

March 22. \ despatch from St. Petersburg says
that all except two of the Emperor's Ministers
are strongly urging the end of the war, and that
Russia might soon make a proposal through
France to japan. The Russians are said to be
concentrating south of Chang-Chun for the de-
fense of Harbin.

March 24.—The Russian rearguard, it is reported, has
halted at a jioint 74 miles north of Tie Pass; the
main army is said to be intrenching to defend
the line of the Sungari River. Reports are cur-
rent in F'aris confirming statements that Russia
has made peace overtures. Russia, according to
reports, has succeeded in raising a •f75,ooo,ooo

internal war loan.

Russia.

March 20. — Governor Masoredoff, of \'iborg, Fin-
land, is shot by a fifteen-year-old boy, who
boasts that he is a " revolutionist."

March 21.—Workmen and peasants join forces in

the Libau district, and a serious revolt is feared.
Eight soldiers and policemen are wounded by
the explosion of a bomb thrown from a window
at Warsaw.

March 2j.—The internal situation continues grave,
and bloodshed is reported from towns in Poland
and the Caucasus and other sections.

Other Foreign News.

March 20.— The French Minister delivers an ulti-

matum to Venezuela stopping seizures of the
French Cable Company's property; French
war-ships are ordered to La Guayra.

March 21. — United States Minister Bowen asks
President Castro to decide whether Venezuela
would arbitrate with the United States. Hol-
land may use coe-cive measures to adjust her
claims against the republic.

March 22.— President Castro leaves Caracas without
replying to the American demands.

The situation in Santo Domingo becomes acute
because of the postponement of action on the
treaty by the United States Senate; President

^ ON YOUR MONEY
First Mortgage Loans
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Morales expects seizure
nations to collect debts.

of ports by foreis^n

March 24.—Jules Verne dies at Amiens, France.

President Castro refuses to arbitrate the American
claims: he declares there is no important ques-
tion between the two nations. President Roose-
velt will take no coercive action at present.

Germany and France, it is declared, will not press
claims against Santo Domingo, pending the
efforts of the United States to adjust its financial
affairs.

Domestic.

March 18.—The United States Senate adjourns and
the Santo Domingo treaty goes over witlmut
action.

Major William Warner is elected United States
.Senator by the Missouri Legislature.

Secretary Hay collapses on the pier in New York
as he is about to board a vessel to take a voyage
in the hope of restoring his health ; overwork is

the cause of his illness.

March 20.— President Roosevelt is contemplating a
radical reorganization of the Panama Canal
Commission, and will, it is said, appoint Charles
E. Magoon. governor of the canal zone,

rjetween sixty and seventy persons are killed in
an explosion in a big shoe factory at Brockton,
Mass.

Serious floods are reported in Upjjer New York
State, in West \'irginia and Western Pennsyl-
vania.

March 21.— The directors of the Equitable Life As-
surance Society ratify the committee's mutuali-
zation plan. This allows the control to remain
in the hands of J. H. Hyde for four years.

Congregational Ministers in New England pro-
test against the acceptance of Jolin 1). Rocke-
feller's gift of $100,000 to foreign missions.

March 22.—The special grand jury to investigate
the beef trust is completed in Chicago.

March 23.—The Administration feels llittle anxiety
over the situation in .Santo Domingo, but the
President feels that the failure of the Senate to
act on the Dominican Treaty has encouraged
President Castro in his opposition to the course
of this Government.

The Delaware Legislature adjourns without elect-
ing a United States senator.

The investigation of the beef trust begins in
Chicago, but none of the proceedings are made
public.

CHESS
[All communications for this Department should be

addressed :
" Chess-Editor, Literary

Digest."]
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These pictures show the development of hair in a very severe case of baldness. The name of this patient will be
sent upon application. My method of procedure in all cases of baldne*i or falling hair is as follows :

Free Examination A physi-
cian stud-

ies your bodily ailments before
he gives you medicine. A micro-
scopical examination of your
hair will reveal the cause of
your scalp infection. Send me
fresli combings today, and I
will tell you, free of charge,
what ails your hair and scalp
iind what treatment you need.

Premiums ««'''"»'';'• •'•"••

III iiiiildl<- age
^\ ht n case came to me. After 8 months. After '2 years. '"."'. •\ I>«-«'iiiiiiiii. If your

hair IS healthy now, it can be
kept so ; if not, I can make it healthy and beautiful. My special remedies will Preserve it and insure a youthful
api)earance.

INSURE YOUR HAIR \:i^\n^LT^ZthTZi
Accumulative Benefits Vour hair is an index to your age. My individual treatment positively eradi-

fates (laiidriiir, slops fallinu Iiair, .-lad prevents baldness. Aslon^as
any life remains in the follieles of the liair, nen li:iir e.-in he ^irunn. Your hair can be saved to
extreme old age.

Non = Experimenting

nenlinic
ings by return mail today to

I have studied Hair and Scalp diseases over thirty years in France and United States,
and have eured diffieiilt esises where others have failed. I am not experi-

^ly hook 3, on Hair and !*ealp. sent on receipt of 2 cent stamp for postage. Send fresh comb-

MADAME
Specialist for tbe Hair and Scalp

M. HESSLER
Marshall Field BIdg., Chicago, Illinois

5tiur-0n
Lye -glasses

Many people don't like
to wear eye-glasses because
they are unsightly. Ordi-
nary glasses are, but it's dif-

[
ferent with
Shur=On Eye=g;lasses.
Hold firmly w i t h o u t

I

pinching. Comfortable and
steady, and so neat in ap-
pearance tliat they really
improve the looks.

.AH sliapt-s at all opticians',
** Shnr-Ou '* on every pair.

Valuable free book
Helpful suggestions about

the care of the eyes mailed
free for the name of vour
optician.

E. Kirsfein Sons Co., Dept. E
Estab. 1864. Rocliester, N. Y.

ENNEN'S BORATED
TALCUM

^ILET
ioWDER
^%=/i[ye^;n^

PRICKLY HEAj^ sL'T^HS
CHAFING, and

' •"—

-

SUNBURN, "t,"L*^°"
Removes all odor of perspiration. De-

lightful after Shaving. Sold everj-where, or

Qjllcd on. receipt of 2Sc. Get Mennen's (the original). Sample Free.

GERHARD MENNEN COMPANY. Newirk. N.J,

.%t the same pii<-e no others eontain so nineh
rold as the lireineiit/, I'laled Collar ICiitton.
BCasily hiillon) <•. t'.-isily unhnttoned. >4la.vs hnt-

oii.fl. BCiMtKlet for postal ;fiviii;; niiK'h infornisi-
.011. tireini'iiiz A Co.. (i3Cbestmit St.,Kewark, K. J.

WHEEL CHAIRS
we MAKE VER 70 STYliES

|^5^ ' Catalogue" B" illustrates—describes— f reel.

' ^^ SARGENT CO., 291 Fourth Ave., NEW YORK

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication whea writing to advertisers,

Kaise Money Raising

GINSENG
That every reader of Ihr I.it-

frtiri/ i>/f/('^7 may learn how
large protits ari' to be made
through the i>lanting of Gin-
seng in a small garden space, I
am distributing a limited edi-
tion of my regular 'JS cent book
absolutely without charge.

I am Tliompsiiii of Scranton.
the Ginseng Man. I sell the
true American Ginseng roots
and seed, and guarantee them.
\\'rite fnr book t(i-d;iy. Agents w.-iiited.

Arthur C Thonipsou
Dept. T'2. Thoiiipfctiiilildp.. Scrntitun.Pa,

Book
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Problem 1,049.

Second Prize, Taglische Rundschau Tourney.

(Compare No. 1,038.)

ni.ick— Three Pieces.

%

White—Ten Pieces.

B7; 7K; 3Q4; 3FP3; 3SkSPi; 4S2P;
3 P 2 P 1 ; 8.

White mates in three moves.

Solution of Problems

No. 1,038. Key-move: P—R 5.

Leading variation

:

P—R5 Kt—B 4 dbl. ch Kt x P, mate
3-

K—K 4 K—B 4

No. 1,039. Key-move : P—B 8 (Q).

No. 1,040. (Place Black P on K R 3), Key-move:
I5-Kt 7.

No. 1,041. Author's Key: Q—R 7, "cooked" by R—
Q 6, dbl. ch.

No. 1,042. Key-move: Kt—Kt 4.

No. 1,043. Key-move : R— B 7.

Solved by M. Marble, Worcester, Mass.; the Rev. G.

Dobbs, New Orleans ; F. S. Fer<»iison, Birmingham.

Ala.; H. W. Barry, Boston; X. C. White, New York

City; W. Runk, Highland Falls, N.Y.; R.H.Ram-
sey. Germantown, Pa.; Dr. J. H. S., Geneva, N. V.;

the Rev.J.G. Law, WaHialla, S. C; B. W. La Mothe,

Stratford, Conn.; C. Nugent. New Vork City; S. W.
Banipton, Philadelphia; the Rev. W. Rech, Kiel.

Wis.; the Rev. L. Bahler, Mariaville, N. V.; A.Heine,

Parkersburg, W. Va.; R. H. Renshaw, University

of Viiginia; N. D. Waffle, Salt Sprinfrville, N. V.;

E. \. C, Kinderhook, N. Y.; A. F. Tarrazi, New
York City; W. G. Hosea, Cincinnati; " Clejor," New
Y'ork City; J. P. S., CollegeviUe, Pa.; L. Goldmark,

Paterson, N. J.; B. .Alten. El>Tia, O.: O. C. Pitkin,

Syracuse, N. Y.; L. R. Williams, Omaha.
'38, '39, '40, '41 : W. T. St. Auburn, Grossepointe

Farms. Mich.; C. S. Jacobs, Montreal; the Rev. J.

Balogh, Pocahontas, Va.; A. G. Heaton, Washington,

D. C; E. P. Ketchum, New York City; E. H.

Davies, Magnolia, Ark.; W. E. Hayward, Indiana-

polis.

'38, '39, '40, '41, '42 : G. Patterson, Winnipeg, Can.:

the Rev. S. M. Morton, D.D., Effingham. Ill : E. A.

Kusel, Oroville, Cal.

'38. '39, '40, '41, '43: J. E. Wharton, Sherman. Tex.;

C. H. S., Decatur, Ind.; C. P Crumb, -St. Louis.

'38, '40, '41 : Dr. E. W. Stevens, Dryad, Wash.
'38, '43: G. F. M., Brooklyn.

'39: M. L. Zimmer, Union College, Schenectady.

'39, '40, '42: Lyndon, Athens, Ga.

'39, '40, '41, '43: A. Regenbrecht, Peters, Tex.

'39, '40, '42: J. H. Cravens, Kansas City, Mo.
'39, '41 : S. Robinson, Steeple Rock, N. Mex.; G

% G U A RAN TEED
WATER BONDS

Write for Circular L. and New York. Boston, Phila-
delphia, and Pittsburgh bunk references.

QORPO^IOH
OF PITTSBtlEGH, PA.

PAID'l'P CAPIT.IL - • S300,000.0U
JAMES S. KUHN, L. L. McCLELLAND,

Presidents Sec'y an<t Treasurer.

A Nutritious Food DrinkforallA^es

Is a delicious food-beverage—supply-
ing nourishment, strength, and refreshment—for

the tired body and wearied brain. Tempting to the appetite,

and besides quenching the thirst, is highly nutritious. As a light

luncheon or table beverage, it is relished by everyone, old or young,

and is more invigorating than tea, coffee or cocoa.

Pure, rich milk and the extract of selected malted grain, in

powder form. Ready in a moment by simply stirring in water. A
nourishing, easily assimilated food in impaired digestion, satisfying

without leaving any distressed feeling. A glassful taken hot upon
retiring, brings refre.shing sleep.

In Lunch Tablet form, also, with chocolate. A delightful confection far

healthier than candy. At all druggists.

Sample mailed free upon request. Our Booklet gives many valuable

recipes, and is also sent free, if mentioned.

Ask for'HORLICK'S ; others are imitations.

Horlick's Food Company, Racine, Wis., U. S. A.
London, England. Montreal, Canada.

•#'

HAVE YOU TASTED IT?

Nut Ghocolate

EACH CAKE

IN A TIN BOX.

Sold by all first class

Grocei's a Druggists.

If not handled by yours

will deliver free upon

receipt oi' price 15* per cake.

Cocoa& Chocolate Works'
I8th. St. a Irving Place, New York Cily.

Boody,McLellan^Co.
Bankers

57 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
Members of the New York Stock Exchange

ORDERS EXECUTED FOR CASH
OR ON MARGIN

Interest allowed on deposits subject to cheque

BRANCH OFFICES
Albany Poughkeepsie New Haven

Hartford, Bridgeport and Brooklyn

Eeader8 of Thb LrrERARi Digkst are asked to mention the publication

What Is Daus' Tip-Top?
TO PROVE that Daus' "Tip-top" is

the best and simplest device for making
100 Copies from pen-written and 50

Copies from typewritten original,

we will ship complete duplicator,

cap size, without deposit, on
ten (lO) days' trial.

Price $7.fiOlcs^ tnuh- ^e „_!.

THE FEIilX .*. DATS DUPLlfATOH «0.
Daus BuildlH)?, Ill John St., !V<>w Voik City

when writing to advertisers.
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The Swing
For Comfort

The Eagle Steel Lawn Swing isnoted
for comfort and safety. The only
swing that can be used by childien
with absolute freedom from danger.
No matter how high or fast you swmg,
the seats remain upright. No tilting

backward or forward.

Ea£(le Steel
Lawn Swing

is oiiilt of carbon steel and will last a
lifetUMC. Can be set up in ten minutes.
Guaranteed to give satisfatrtion or money
refunded. For sale by dealers, or write tor

special offer. Illustrative catalogue free.

A. BUCK'S SONS CO., Poplar Su
Zlizabethtowii. Pa.

$7^8 DRESSESi— ANY MAN
With an All-Wool Cheviot

Made-to-Meafture Suit.
EXTRA PAIR imdrOF TROUSERS mCCi

Tu introduce our famous made-
to-measure custom tailoring we
make this unequaled offer of a
Suit made to your moai^ure*
in the latest Ent;lish Sack Style,
well made and durably trimmed
for only $7.98. "Equal to your
local tailor's $15 suit, and s\\g
you an extra pair of trou-
Hcrs of the same ck»th as the suit,

or a fancy pattern if desired, al>-
Nolutely free. Send us your
name and address and we will
send you Free Samples of
(.loth, measurement blank and
tape-line. Send no money
I'ut write to-day to

GENTS* OUTFiniNG CO. Dept 19,
242 Market St., Chicago.

Kef: First National Hank, Chicago.
Capital, $13,000,000,

Traveling Salesmen Wanted.

MEMORY
MEANS MONEY

The Secret of Certainty in Ilecollection,

PLAINLY STATED; SIMPLY TAUGHT.
Send a postal card for Pelman's groat Book:

"Memory, and What Can Be Done To Improve It."

It Costs you Nothing ; It Explains Everything.

WE GUARANTEE
To Double the Powers of Your Natural Memory in

a Month. Our Prospectus Contains Hundred;' of
Convincing Testimonials and Press Reviews in

Praise of the Pelman System. Write for it to-day.

PELMAN SCHOOL OF MEMORY,
963 Whitehall Building, New York City.

BICYCLES ON TRIAL
for 10 days. We ship on ap-
proval to anyone •without a cent deposit.
Finest guaranteed « Ifk 4m% S0>#
1905 Models ^#C/ lO ^^H"
with Coaster-Brakes & Pimrture-Proof Tires,
100:! & ]!)l)4 models jE 7 4..^ Ctf'X
„fl.st makes "' £ tO *#if
SOO Second-Hand Wheels
All makes & Mod- $ O ^^^ $0
els good as new «* «*# O
KIDER AGENTS WANTED in
each town at jrood pay. lyrite at once for
Special Ofter on sample bicycle.

TIKES, SUNDRIES, AUTOlttOBILES.
MEAD CYCLE CO.. G 134, CHICAGO

ESSAYS ^^.^^^^^^"'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
cppppupc writtenonany subject atshort notice. Satis-

pl^r'.5,,2^2 faetion guarant>'ed. .All transactions con-
•-ECTUKfc!» fidentiai. Davis Paae, 177S BroadnnT, N. Y,
etc., .etc. ^^^^^^_

Lane, New York City; E. C. Drinker, Riegelsville,

Pa.: J. P. H., Fort Schuyler, N. Y.; J. J. Donaldson
and H. C.Johnson, Greenville, Pa.

'39, '41, '42: "Twenty-three," Philadelphia; M. Wis-
ner, Norris, Mont.; P. A. Hatchard, New York City ;

W. K. Greely, Boston
; J. K. Curzon, Auburn, Neb.;

Russell, Germantown, Pa.; K. D. Robinson, New
York City.

'39, '41, '42, '43 : R. G. Eyricli, New Orleans.

'40, '41, '42: Dr. P. Joor. Maxwell, la.; C. E. W.
Woodward, Chicopee Falls, Mass.

'40, '42: E. S. Colvin, Kenosha, ^Vis.

'41 : L. A. Maynard, Kingston, Mich.; S. W. Hatha-
way, Boston; J. G. Overholser, Balfour, N. Dak.; J.

G. .\yeis. Port Jervis N. Y.; J. S. S., Orono, Me.;

W. S. Clarke, Northfield, Vt.; H. S. Hartzog, Fay-

etteville, Ark.; Dr. B. M. Cromwell, Eckhart Mines,

Md.
'41, '42: A. W. Milliolland, Baltimore; S. von

Rague, St. Lcuis ; \V. D. L. Robbins, New York
City; Z. G., Detroit; J. W. Thorne, Spearsville, Pa.

'42: G. Rosenthall, Commerce, Tex.; R. M. Brock-

man, Grand Forks, N. Dak.; J. R. Bevan, Ruther-

ford, N. J.; F. R. Blasland, New Orleans.

'42, '43: J. McMurray, Luna Landing, Ark.

Comments (1.03S): "A characteristically beautiful

foreigner "—M. M.; "A subtle tlireat, leading to

beautiful after-play "—G. D.; " Intricate"—R. H. R.;

" Deserving the highest praise"— B. W. L. M.; "In-

tricate, accurate, and interesting"—J. H. S.; "Very
good, indeed"—A. F. T.; " A pippin"-C.

1,040: "Very sly"- J. H. S.; "A gem"—J.G. L.;

" Takes time to iind the key ; but worth the trouble "—
L. G.; " Quite subtle"—L. R. W.

1,042: "A fine rendering of this theme"—M. M.;

'Very ingenious"— B. W. L. M.; "A model of its

kind"-J. H. S.; "Superfine"-]. G. L.; "Magni-
ficent "—" 23."

1,043: "A sticker at first sight"—M. M.; "One of

the finest of the perfect ' block-class' I've seen "—G.

D.; " Fine example "—J. H. S.; " Very hard key-move

;

first-class "—L. H. B.; " Very beautiful and difficult"

-R. G. E.

In addition to those reported, H. Weidemann, Mexi-

co City, '31, '32; the Rev. J. B., '33, '34, '35 ; the Rev.

S. M. M., W. G. H., E. A. K., '34; W. T. St. A., '34,

'36, '37 ; C. E. W. W., '36.

Twenty-nine States, Canada and Mexico represented

by this week's solvers.

The Marshall-Janowski Match.

In the Seventh Game, Janowski resigned after Mar-

shall's 31st move.

The Eighth Game.

JANOWSKI. MARSHALL. JANOWSKI MARSHALL.
White. Black. White. Black.

I P-K 4 P-Q B4 8 B-Q Kt 5 Castles

2 Q Kt— C i P-K 3 9 Castles B-Kt5
3Kt-B3 P-Q 4 lo B X Kt Px B
4 P.X P P X P ri B—Q 4 Kt—K 5

5 P-Q 4 Q •^t—B 3 12 Q Kt—

R

4 Kt—Kt 4
6 Px P K Kt-B 3 13 B-K 3 B X Kt
7B-K3 B— K 2 14PXB P-QS

Position after Black's 14th move.

^P 1^^ iW"^

,

1
i
1
^ t ifc t

H, i&m iim.
w/M mm, M A ^

mm r-ft« 2 » t^'' m^
rym

15 B X Kt B X B
16 P— K B 4 H X B P
17 t^- Kt 4 Q-B 3
18 K R -K sq (,) R—K sq

19 Q—Kt 2 R—K 3
20 Q R~Q sq K R-K sq
21 R X R R X R
22 K—B sq Q—K 4

Mr. L. Hoffer, in T/ie Field, London, says of this

game :
" Splendidly played by Marshall. On the other

hand, we know not a single one of Janowski's games

in which he has shown such lack of judgment."

,3 Q-B 3 R-B %

24 K-Kt 2 B X R P
25 Q-R 3 P— •< R 3
26 P-Q V, 3 Q—K 7

27 R— !<. B sq B—K 4
28 K— Kt sq P—Q 6

29 P—K B 4 P-Q 7
30 Q—B 8 ch K—R 2 wins.

BRIGHTON
ItUp CARTERS
have a continuous contract to hold up
the socks on millions of energetic
American legs. Flat as your hand,
adjustable, neither bind nor slip, made
of one piece pure silk vyebbing (not

mercerized
cotton). All
c o 1 o rs and
pa t terns,
nickeled trim-

mings— can-

notrust. 2Sca
pair—all deal-

ers or by mail.

Try them.
PIONEER SUSPENDER CO.,

719 Market St., Philadelphia.
Makers of Pioneer Suspenders.

Regis-
tered
Trade
Marls.

on:
poMrtKe

Pearlirve
ktKe clothes

ioiveilirvtKe

iter before

'p\ittii\g(Ken\irv.

' %arliae
rKaLrmless

' txit tkere is a

ight aj\d a.

^_35i\gwayfor

L everytMrxg-

I ReevdtKe
)ireCti0IVSlor\every

l&ckagej ai\d get
tebestresxilts.

itKoMtRubbiixg;

ojRer Soap, or
Kelp of aivy sort.

Upholstered Furniture for the Office, and for the Home

Direct from our Factory

Our new Catalog
shows a full linf* <^f

Couches.Davenports,
Rockers, Wardrobe
Lounges, Hall Seats,
Shirt Waist Boxes,
etc., etc.

We prepay freight
east of Mississii>pi
River and north of
Tennessee.

Handy Box Seat. .'?o.70. 3 ft.

long, 17 in. wide, covered in
Denim and trimmed with
brass l>cading.

$16.63 for this Combination
Couch and Davenport, full-
length couch when arms are
let down.

Our new Catftlos; Is complete.
>^ rite for it Inilay.

Grand Rapids Couch Co>

466 W. Uonard St.,

GRAND RAPIDS, JHICH.

LEARN TO WRITE
ADVERTISEMENTS

The man who can write advertisements lias a decided
advantage over others — he receives a high salary.

Wo will leach you thoroughly and practically by cor-

respondence, eiiabling you to earn from $25 to $100
per week. Send for our handsome prospectus and a

list of hundreds of successful graduates now receiving

salaries up to $100 per weelc, mailed free.

PAGE-DAVIS COMPANT
Address /Suite 81, 90 Wahash Are., Chicago

\Miileither otflce .31, 150 Nassau St., New York.

FOR MEN WHO THINK AND ACT
"The Affirmative Intellect," by Chas. Ferguson, goc

Funk & Wagnalls Company, Publishers, New York.

Readers of The Literary Diqest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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I am proud

of my lamp-
chimneys. I

put my name
on them.

Macbeth.
How to take care of lamps, including the

getting of right-shape chimneys, is in my

Index ; sent free.

Macbeth. Pittsburgh.

SKIN DISEASES
CURED

The Finsen

Light

Treatment

PBOF. NIELS B. FINSEN

IF you are a sufferer from any form of skin
disease, or you linow of others who are afflicted

we want you to have a free (•()i)y of our latest

liook. just published.

IT fully describes this painless, harmless mode
of liVht treatment that requires no ojieration.

It tells of its universal success in disea.>*es

hitherto regarded as incurable, such as Lupus (skin
consumption), skin cancer, varicose ulcers, eczema
and many other forms of skin diseases.

WE have permanently relieved manv serious
cases at our institute by our Oenuine
High Power Finsen Lamps Imported

direct from Copenhagen, which are operated by
physicians who have been to Copenhagen and are
especially trained for this w-ork.

The Finsen Light Institute of America
Suite C. 78 State Street, Chicago

Catch

Fish by

Electricity

i.00
complete

The Eleotrlciure ~ OUTFIT
Any kind of fish may be caught by this new method at will.

No State in the Union has passed any law against this practice;

it's sure every time and great sport, without danger to operator

(it fouls tlie big fish). The original sample cost us $i,coo.

Only a limited number of these outfits can be made this year,

so order early . Outfit all completeonly i? 1 .00 with full instruc-

tions. Can be carried in the fisherman's ordinary tackle box. By
express prepaid, 20 cents extra. Dealersand agents make big

money selling these. Send for catalogue of fishing tackle, etc.

The VIM CO., Dept. 18. 68 E. Lake 8t.,Chleago, 111.

The Ninth Game.

Our Hand Booii on Patents, Trade-Marks, etc.,

Bent free. Patents procured tbrough Munn &
Co., receive free notice in the

Scie:n'tif'io A>ierica.n
MUXIV &; CO.. *i" Broadway, N. Y.

Branch Office: 361 FSt.,WaBhington,I>. C.

MARSHALL. JANOWSKI. MARSHALL. JANOWSKI.
li/iite. Black. W/lltf. Hlack.

1P-Q4 P-Q 4 35 P x B P R(K3)-K
2 P-y B 4 P-K^

Kt-K B 3

36 K— Kt 7

37 P X Kt P
Q-Q3

3 Kt-Q B 3 B-B 3

4 B-Kt 5
"i^r:"'

38 P-Kt 7 ch K X P
5 Kt-B 3 39 R X R ch Rx R
6 P-K 3 Castles 40 P X P K - R sq

7B-y3 P-B 3 41 K-R 2 P X P
8 P xP K Px P 4^ Q-Q 2 Q Q4
qQ-B 2 K—K sq 43 B-R 2 Q K5
10 Castles Kt—B sq 44 B-Kt sq y X B
n Kt-K 5 Kt-Kt s 45 Q X P y-K Kt 3
:2 B-K 1! 4 Kt X Kt 46 R— Kt sq Q -B 2

13 K .\ Kt B-(^ 3 47 Kt-B 2 K-R 2

.4 P-B 4 P-B 3 48 y-B 5 Q-K 3

15 B .\ B Qx B 49 Q-K Kt 5 B-Ksq
16R-B 3 B-Q2 50 R— Kt 2 Q-B 2

17 Q R—K B R— K 2 1 51 y-B 5 ch K— R sq

sq 52 Kt-Q 3 Kt-Ks
18 P-K R 3 R-K sq 53 <-> X Q R xQ
19 K—B 2 P-Q Kt 3 54 R-K 2 Kt-B 3

20 P—R 3 K—R sq 55 Kt-K 5 R-y R2
21 P—Q Kt4 P-Kt 3P-K ft 4

56R~K3 K-Kt2
22 R-Bsq 57R -K Kt 1 K—B sq

23 Kt—y sq P-K R4 ch
24 K Kt sq Kt-R 2 58 R-Q B 3 R-R 5

25 K-B sq R-K Kt2 S9 H-B 5 R-R 4
26 Q—K 2 Kt-B 3 60 R-K 3 Kt—y 4
27 B— Kt sq •P-R 4 61 R-K B 3 Kt-K 2

28 Q— (,) 2 Px P 62 Kt— B4 R-B 4

29 X P Q-B2 63 Kt—Q 6 B—B 3

3oQ-Kt 2 R(Kt2)—K2 64 R-B 2 R-Q 4

3« K-Q B 3 R—K3 65 Kt-B 4 P-R 5

32 R-Kt 3 P-B 4 66 R—B 4 R-Q 8

^,3 P .X V PxP Resigns.

34 P-Kt 4 P-Q 5

The Tenth Game.

JANOWSKI. MARSHALL. JANOWSKI. MARSHALL.
H'/ilU. Black. White. Black.

I P-K 4 P-K 4 46 B—K 2 R-Q 7 ch
2 Kt—K B 1 Kt-Q B 3 47 K-Kt 3 R-Q 2

3Kt-B3 Kt-B 3 48 K—R 3 K-K 3

4 B-Kt 5 B-B 4 49 P-Q Kt4 B-B 4 ch

s Kt X P Kt-Qs 50 K— Kt 3 P—K Kt4
6B—B 4 y-K 2 51 B-Kt sq R-y 7
7 Kt-B 3 P-y 4 52R X P Px Pch
8 Kt X P Kt X Q Kt 53 K-B 4 RxP
q H X Kt

V.^""'
54 R-Kt 6ch K— 1! 2

10 Kt X Kt 55KX B R-Kt 4ch
11 Kt— Kt 3 PxP 56 K—B 4 Rx B
12 Kt X B Q •* Kt 57 P-B 6 R-QB8
'3 P-Q 4 PxP ^./. 58 R X P K-Kt 3

14Q X P Castles 59 P-Kt 5 R-B 5 ch
IS B-K 3 Q-R 4 ch 60 K-K 3 R-B 7
16 Q— () 2 Q-y Kt 4 61 R—R8 P—R6
17 P-Q Kt- H-B4 62 R-KtSch K-B 4
18 p-g B 4" Q-B 3 63 R— Kt 3 P-R 7
ig Castles Q R-Q sq 64 R-R 3 K-K 4
20 Q—R =; B-Q6 65 R X P ch K-Q 3
21 K R-Q sq P-0 R 3 66 R—R 6 K-B 4
22 Q— Kt 6 Q-K5 67 P-R 4 K-Kt 3
23 P-B 3 y-K 4 68 R-R 7 R-R 7

24 R—K sq Q-Kt sq 69 P—B 7 R-Q B 7

25 Q R—y sq B-B7 70 R X P RxP
26 R X R R X R 71 R-R 6 R-B 6 ch
27 B—B 4 y-Bsq 72 K-B 2 K-R 4
23 R—K 7 R-Q 2 73 RxP K X P
29 R—K 5 P-R 3 74 P—Kt 6 K-R 4

30Q-K 7. K-R 2 75 P-Kt 7 R-Kt 6

31 P-K R 3 Q-B 3 76R-1!7 R-Kt 3

32 R-K 8 B-B 4 77 P-B 4 K-Kt 4

33 Q— K 5 B—Kt 8 78 R-B 7 K-R 3

34 Q—Kt 8 R-Q 8 ch 79 P-B 5 K-R 2

35 K-R 2 Q-y Kt 3 80 K-B 3 R-Kt 8

36Q-B8 P-KR4 81 K-B 4 R-B8ch
37 P-B 5 Q-KB3 82 K—Kt 5 R-Kt 8 ch
38 B-K 5 y-B4 83 K-R 6 R-K B8
39 Q X Q ch BxQ 84 K— Kt 6 R—Kt 8 ch
40R—Q Kt8 R—y 2 85 K-B 7 R-K R8
41 K—Kt 3 B—Kt8 86 R-K 7 R-R 7
42 P-R 3 B-B 7 87 P— B 6 R-K Kt 7

43 P-K R 4 P-B 3 88 K—B 8 R— Kt 8

44 B-B 4 K-Kt3 89 P-B 7 Resigns.

45 K-B 2 K-B 4

TARTARLITHINE
A jirominent physician writes as follows : The

characteristic action of Tartarlithine is the

rapidity and promptness with which patients

improve under its use. An improvement is

noticeable within 24 hours. I prescribed
Tartarlithine and in one week there was
absolute disappearance of all of the uric-acid

manifestations.

Rheumatism

Tartarlithine rarely fails because it supplies

the blood with tlie necessary substances to dis-

solve and remove the poison of rheumatism

—

uric acid. We want every sufferer to try it, and
will send a sample package with our booklet on
the cure of rheumatism free to every applicant.

Prescribed and endorsed by the
leading physicians of the country.

Ask Yovir Doctor Abovit It

Free sample and our booklet on the
cure 0/Rheumatism sent on reqtiest

McKesson & Bobbins ''V^^^^-
Sole agents for the Tartarlithine Co,

FLATFOOT
Itheumatio Pains, Weak Ankles, Tired Feet

instantly relieved and permanently cured by the

PLANTAR INSTEP SUPPORT
Worn inside the shoe like an ordinary innersole. Rec-
ommended by physicians. Guarnnteed it instructions
are followed. For sale at shoe stores, dru^rgists, and
surt^icjil instrument dealers, or sent by mail postp .

.

for giS.OO |»er pair. Write to-day for free circ 'i'"

and particulars. ular

CEO. C. I,OJ«DO.\ MFO. CO
^ 404 Union Street, Lynn, Mass ^

A Mooted Question. — A teacher was trying to

explain the meaning of the word " recuperate " to one

of the pupils.

" Now, Willie," said she, " if your father worked

hard all day he would be tired and worn out, wouldn't

he ?

"

" Yes'm."
" Then when night comes and his work is over for

the day, what does he do ?

"

" That's what ma wants to know ." — Moberly
iAfich .) Democrat.

)=^r^^[u^^^

HARTSHORN
SHADE ROLLERS
Bear the script name of Stewart

Hartshorn on label.

Wood Rollers. Tin Rollers.

CHURCH GLASS-kC«
American Mosaic Glass Windows: Ecclesias-

tical Furnishings ; English Stained Glass
Windows ; Church Decorations

5TODI0SAND.9XWFCTT(>-<T

pUCAP RATFQ California, Washington, Oregon,WntHr HH I bw (Colorado. We secure reduced
rates on Jlousehold Goods to the above States for intend-
Ingsettlers. Write for rates. Map of California free.

TRANS-CONTINENTAL FREIGHT CO., F.3.i5 Dearborn St., Chlrago.

2 Styles-"Prophylactic"(„«'Ti',V) and ^^Y'.Sr rv^.l'^V'''V'''kT.lC^r'
Sold Only In a Yellow Box—for your protection. Curved handle and face to fit the mouth. Bristles
in irregular tufts—cleans between the teeth. Hole in handle and hook to hold it.

This means much to cleanly per-

booklet," Tooth Truth?.'

Adults* S6c.
Youths' 25c Children's 25c.

Ry iri.iil or at dealers, genii for our free
FLORENCE MFG. CO., 11 Pine St. , Florence, Maas.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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THE TEXICO€RAPHER*S
^

In this column, to decide questions concerning the correct

•use of words, the Funk & Wagnalla Standard Dictionary is

consulted as arbiter.

" H. S. H.," Cleveland, 0.—The use of the
verb in the singular in both the sentences you
cite is correct.

"A. M. C," Philadelphia. Pa.—"Which of the two
lollowing clauses is correct :

' As one of those who was
in the army'; 'As one of those who were iu the
army'?"

" As one of those who were in the array " is

correct. "Who" here (antecedent "those")
is plural and requires the verb to agree with its

nominative.

"R. R. G.," Antigronish, N. S.—"In Tennyson's 'In
the Children's Hospital ' I find the following sentence:
'Drenched with the hellish oorali-that ever such a
thing should be.' Will you be kind enough to explain
the meaning and give the correct pronunciation of the
word ' oorali ' V

"

The spelling "oorali" is a variant form of
"curare," pronounced coo-rah'ree. It is a
blackish, brittle, resinous extract of Stryclinus
toxifera, used as an arrow-poison. It is a viru-
lent poison only when administered through
the skin. It paralyzes the motor nerves and
kills by suffocation.

"C. P. P.," Ellenton, Fla.—"Can you tell me any-
thing about the "Kilkenny Cats,' a phrase that I have
couie across often iu my reading V

"

The story of the "Kilkenny Cats" has been
variously told. One story runs that on a certain
occasion two cats fought in a sawpit so fiercely
that each swallowed the other, leaving only the
tails to tell the story of the encounter. Another
story is that during the Kebellion in Ireland
the town of Kilkenny was garrisoned by Hes-
sian troops, who amused themselves by tying
two cats together by their tails and throwing
them across a clothes-line to tight. This story
came to the ears of the officers, who determined
to put an end to the practise. On one occasion,
while the men were watching a cat-fight, the
officer on duty approached the barracks ; but he
had been seen by one of the onlookers, who
promptly seized a sword and cut the tails from
the cats, whieli made their escape. When the
officer inquired where the tails came from lie

was told that two cats had been fighting and
had devoured all but the tails of each other.

" N. R. N.," O'Fallon, Md.—"Please let me know tlie

meaning of the phrase 'Mardi Gras.' "

" Mardi Gras" is Shrove Tuesday, the last
day of Carnival, celebrated in some places as a
holiday and with great merrymaking and rev-
elry. Literally, it means "Fat Tuesday" or
"Greedy Tuesday," and is the day before Ash
Wednesday, which marks the beginning of
Lent. " Mardi Gras" is the last day on which
feasting is permitted before the solemn observ-
ance of and period of fasting prescribed for Lent.

"A. R. D.," Washington, I). C—"Kindly explain the
rule for the comparison of adjectives. How would you
compare ' proper ' V

"

Monosyllabic adjectives are regularly com-
pared by adding -er to the positive to form the
comparative, and -est to the positive to form
the supei-lative. Dissyllabic adjectives are
generally compared by prefixing to the positive
more and most or less and lewt. Some dissyllalbic
adjectives (such as those ending with y or mute e)

are compared the same as monosyllabic adjec-
tives {e.g., pretty, prettier, prettiest). "Proper"
in the comparative degree becomes "more
proper" and in the superlative degree "most
proper," according to the rule given above.

AND NO DISCHARGE
Bang the hammer of a loaded Iver Johnson against
the table; throw the revolver around as carelessly
as you would a handkerchief; handle it as roughly
as you may, and there can be positively no discharge
—don't do this witli any other tncke of ?evolver if

you value your life.

\

REVOLVERS

You can't

fire it

unless you

pull the

Trigger

are the only revolvers absolutely safe
from accidental discharge

—

as safe in
the home as the kitchen stove. The
reason lies in the fact that the hammer
never touches tlie firing pin, and tlie

firing pin never comes in contact with
tlie cartridge except when the trigger
is pulled all the way back.

Our Booklet, "SHOTS," mailed free with our descriptive catalogue, />-c>i'^J these
claims and describes Iver Johnsons with complete illustrations. May we send it to you?

IVER JOHNSON SAFETY AUTOMATIC
Price: Hammer, $5.00; Hainmerless. $6.00

hierJohnsons art sold by dealers the world over, or direct frotn us ifyour dealer won't supply you.

IVER JOHNSON'S ARMS AND CYCLE WORKS, FITCHBURG, MASS.

WILLIAMS'
SHAVING
SOAP

**The only Real
Shaving
Soap"

Willinnis' Shaving Sticks,

ShavitigTablels, Toilet
Watersp*ralcum Powder,
Jersey Creaui Toilet Soap,
etc., sold everywhere.

Write for booklet
" How to Shave "

THE J. B. WILLIAMS CO.l

Glastonbury, Conn.

1877 For 27 years 1905
We have successfully treated

CANCER
Without the Use of the Knife.

The Berkshire Hills Sanatorium is the only institution in

the world where cancer and tumors (that are accessible) are
successfully treated. Describe your case and we will give
an opinion and complete information. Drs. W. E. Brown
& Son, North Adams, Mass.

The World's Greatest Missionary Magazine
With live up-to-date articles and information on every
feature of missions.

The Missionary Review of
the World

Interdenominational and International
" TliH only coniplett' review <if Missionary oijerations

tiuii i>rob\t'uis."— Thf liorh-, London.

Issued tnonthly and illustrated. $2 .^o peryear

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Pubs., NEW YORK

OUK FRIENI>S THE MICROBES
The wide attention which Dr. Kosenbach's new book,

"Physician vs. Bacteriologist,"* is receiving in medical

circles and among general readers lends new interest to the

microbe wliich so many have said is at the bottom of all the

deviltry on earth. The poet of the N^w \orV.P?ess bursts

forth with this cheerful carol

:

Sing a song of microbes,
Dainty little things.

Ears and eyes and horns and tails,

Claws and fangs and stings.

Microbes in the carpet,

Microbes in the wall.

Microbes in the vestibule,

Microbes in the hall.

Microbes on my money,
Microbes in my hair,

Microbes on my meat and bread,
Microbes everywhere.

Microbes in the butter.

Microbes in the cheese.
Microbes on the knives and forks,

Microbes in the breeze.
Microbes in the w hisky,

Microbes in the beer,

Microbes in the milk and tea,

Microbes by the year.

Microbes in the kitchen,

Microbes in the bed.
Microbes on the brush and comb,
Microbes in my head.

Microbes in the faucet.

Microbes in the drains.

Microbes in my shoes and boots,
Microbes in my brains.

Friends are little microbes.
Enemies are big.

Life among the microbes is —
Nothing " infra dig."

Fussy little microbes,
Billions at a birth,

Make our flesh and blood and bones.

Keep us on the earth.

* PHYSICIAN VS. BACTERIOLOGIST. By Dr.
Rosenbach. i2mo, cloth, 455 pp. $1.50 net, by mail
?i.64. Funk & Wagnalls Company, Publishers, New-
York.

for Liquor and

Drug Using
A scientific remedy which has been

skilfully and successfully administered by

medical specialists for the past 25 years»

At the following Keeley Institutes :

Birmineham, Ala.
Hot Spriii(»>, Arb,
Ia\s AnK**lfs, Tal.
10112 So. Flower St.

San t-'rancKro, 4'al.

U70 Market St.
West Haven, Conn.

Atlanta, Ca.
Washin^rtoii, D. C.

211 N. Capitol St.

Dwiirht, III.

Marinn, lud.
I)es II1oine§, la.

Crab Orchard, Ky.

Portland, Me.
Lexington, Mass.
St. Louis, Mo.

•2803 Locust St.

Alhamhra Hot Springs, 31ont.
North I'onHay, N. H.
Itufralo, N. \.

>Vhiti' riains. N. V.

(oluniliuk, O
10>(j iN. DeuniNon Ave.

Portland, Ore.
Philadelphia, Pa.

S12 N. Broad St.

Harrisburs, Pa.

I'itt-ibnrs, Pa.
4240 Hfth ATe.

Providence, H. 1.

Klchmond, Va.
St^nttle. ^>asfa.

Waukesha, Wis,
Tor»tnto, Ont.
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TOPICS OF THE DAY.

THE SHREWDNESS OF MORALES.
" I 'HE latest development of the Santo Domingo affair makes
-* some of our papers think that President Morales has talents

that fit him for a larger sphere than his little realm affords.

While Castro is retaining his office in Venezuela by spectacular

defiances of Europe and America, Morales has inveigled no less a

person than the President of the L^nited States into a scheme to

keep him. Morales, in the saddle, by the simple process of calling

for help to put 55 per cent, of his customs' receipts in a New
York bank—such is the spectacle as it presents itself to the Louis-

ville Conner-Journal (Dcm.), the Philadelphia Record {"D&m.), the

Hartford Z/'wdjCDem.). and the Pittsburg Z^zV/rz/c// (Rep.). Soon

after the Senate adjourned without action on the treaty with Santo

Domingo, rumors began to come from that island to the effect that

a plan was under consideration for bringing about the receivership

in some other way, and last week the despatches from Washington

revealed the fact that something of the kind had been accom-

plished. In a letter to the acting Secretary of State, President

Roosevelt outlined the plan by which " the Secretary of War of

the L^nited States will present for nomination by the president of

the Dominican republic " men to collect the Dominican customs,

who will turn 45 per cent, over to the island government and

place 55 per cent, in a New York bank. The money banked

in New York " will there be kept until the Senate has acted " on

the treaty, and " if the action is adverse, the money will then be

turned over to the Dominican Government"; but "if it is favor-

able, it will be distributed among the creditors in proportion to

their just claims under the treaty." As these American collectors

of customs will be appointees of President Morales, the New York

Times (Dem.) and Globe (Rep.) can not see that President Roose-

velt is lending more than the shadow of his authority to the pro-

ceeding ; and The Tribune (Rep.) remarks that the President " is

not going to appoint them or commission them, or anything of that

sort: he is simply going to tell President Morales that such and

such men are, in his opinion, suitable for that work, whereupon

Mr. Morales, if he wishes to do so, will invite them to under-

take it."

Well, then, observes the Louisville Courier-Journal (Dem.),

why could not Morales have done this collecting, banking, and

debt-paying himself.-* Evidently because the shadow of our

authority protects him from the insurgents and the more impor-

tunate creditors. In short, we aie playing his game for him. To
quote

:

"The essential difference between this plan and that proposed

by the treaty is that it seems to dispense with tiie active interven-

tion of the United States. It naturally suggests that Santo Do-
mingo might have set-

tled her financial affairs

without calling on Uncle

Sam to intervene. A
nation, like an individ-

ual, may make a com-

position with creditors.

It may put its finances

into the hands of a re-

ceiver, with instructions

to devote a part of the

receipts to the satisfac-

tion of the claims of

creditors. Why, then,

was it deemed neces-

-sary to make a treaty

with the L'nited States

in order to carry out the

same program which it

is now suggested might

be carried out whether

the treaty be ultimately

ratified or not?
" The correct answer

to the question seems to

be that the services of

the Government of the

United States were not

desired merely as a re-

ceiver and a disbursing

agent. Such work must

be done, anyhow, by one or more individuals, and the Dominican

Government could have named these without assistance. What
was wanted was to enlist the power of the United States for certain

purposes. One of these was to keep Morales, the dictator posing

as President, in power. His course might have been resisted by

the turbulent population, not over-anxious to pay taxes under any

conditions, and especially aveise to paying them for the benefit of

foreign creditors. Another object was that the power of our Gov-

ernment should be used to prevent foreign creditors from pressing

their claims too vigorously. This was confessed by the terms of

the treaty itself. The navy of the United States was expected to

coerce the refractory citizens of Santo Domingo into obedience to

Morales, and to warn off the foreign creditors who were not satis-

fied with the terms of distribution. Our Government was to as-

sume the ungrateful task of keeping a dictator in office and of rec-

onciling foreign creditors to the means provided for satisfying

their claims."

Morales " is evidently playing the treaty for all it is worth," ob-

serves the Philadelphia Recoi-d (Y^&m.) \ and the Hartford Times

(Dem.) remarks that "practically, the United States, acting

THOMAS C. DAWSON,
Our Minister to Santo Domingo, who nego-

tiated the much-criticized "agreement," which
had no provisions for ratification by the Senate,

and who is handling the Dominican end of our

present negotiations.

Courtesy of the New York Herald.
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PRESIDENT MORALES AND CABINET IN THE RECEPTION HALL OF THE GOVERNMENT
PALACE.

Courtesy of the New York Herald.

through the President alone, is intervening in the affairs of a for-

eign country, and guaranteeing the continuance in office there of a

president whose titie is disputed."

A side-light on Morales's own view of the value of the modus

Vivendi is afforded by his message to the New York Herald when

that paper sent him the news of President Roosevelt's action. He

said

:

" The Republic and I myself are again profoundly grateful to

The Herald ior information as to this most important event. It

opens the way to smooth difficulties and relieve a critical situation.

" The reported revolution at Monte Christi gives me no concern.

1 discredit the report, but am telegraphing to the Governors of the

interior provinces to be watchful.
" With the Dixie and United States marines at Monte Christi

an uprising is impossible in that port. If

there were a serious movement in the interior,

I would know of it. The revolutionists usu-

ally cut the land wires, but I have just received

two despatches of a peaceful tenor from

Puerto Plata.
" If there is a revolution I will personally

go to suppress it, but with the modus vivendi

in operation none can make headway. Your

Washington news removes the only serious

fear in my mind."

THE RUSSIAN LOSSES.

A SENSATION was created in the Rus-

sian capital, we are told, when the

Russky Invalid (St. Petersburg) stated, a

few days ago, that since the war began the

War Office had sent to the front 13,087

officers, 761,467 men, 146,148 horses, 1,521

guns, and 316,321 tons of munitions and sup-

plies. Allowing for a force of 60,000 men in

the Far East when the war started, and reck-

oning the present forces under General Lin-

evitch at 300,000, this would indicate a total

Russian loss of half a million men. The de-

spatch of the 750,000 men spoken of above

PROF. JACOB H. HOLLANUEU,

Of Johns Hopkins University, who will visit

Santo Domingo to investigate its fiscal condi-

tion. Professor Hollancier organized tlie

treasury and revenue systems, under the " Hol-

lander law," in Porto Rico in 1901.

" strained the Siberian railroad to its utmost capacity," says the

Invalid ; it strains the belief of our newspapers beyond that

point. The Russian losses may have been frightful, they admit,

but they are inclined to think that a large fraction of the 750.000

men had no more than a paper existence to begin with, and sus-

pect that the money for their pay, rations, equipment, transpor-

tation, etc., was sidetracked before it had gone far from the ad-

ministrative circle. Thus the New York Times says :

"While the statement of the general staff is incredible, it may
have been made in good faith. The numbers named may have

existed ' on paper,' and may have been paid for. But there is no

reason to believe— there does not seem to be a possibility that it

can be true— that the Russian commander in the field has ever

been able to dispose of any such number, or

of much more than half of it."

The Philadelphia Press agrees that the im-

perial treasury has been the worst sufferer.

It remarks

:

" The Russian general staff, by its published

figures in regard to troops shipped to Man-
churia, will confirm the belief that the Rus

sian army rolls have been padded by officer

who profited by embezzling the pay and ra

tions of the men whom they reported in their

regiments.
" On the assertion of the staff, there were

only in Manchuria at the opening of the war

60,000 troops. There have since been sent

761.467 men, 13,087 officers; in all, 774,544.

To this must be added 146,148 horses, 1.521

guns, and 316,321 tons of ammunition.

"The Siberian road is a single-track line,

imperfectly provided with sidings, 6.000 miles

long, with 40-pound rails. It was interrupted

for sixty days a year ago, by various causes

which wholly stopped transport. For another

season the travel over Lake Baikal was

stopped.
" No one imagines that under the best con-

ditions an average of over 2.000 men a day.

with stores, could be kept up. Even at this
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average, this number of troops could not have been sent to Man-

churia. The inevitable conclusion is that these figures represent

the paper and not the actual strength of the Russian army.

"The official return in January, before the war began, gave the

number of troops of the army in Manchuria as 143.000. Accord-

ing to the staff figures now. this was twice the actual number. It

is not improbable that tlie statf figures in the same way give two

men on paper where one man was present in fact. If the staff

figures be about halved, it would give the number which most ob-

servers believe were sent.

" Japanese, (lerman, and English estimates last August placed the

army outside of I'ort .Arthur at 160,000 men. General Kuropatkin

was credited with 260.000 men before the battle of Mukden.

Neither the loss nor the reports give any reason to believe that

the number was larger than this, and from this must be deducted

the men guarding the communications at Vladivostok, Kirin, and

Harbin. The truth in regard to the Russian army may easily

never be known. It is not in regard to the Confederate service.

Estimates said the number who enlisted in the Confederate army

varied from 600.000 to 900,000 men."

MISMANAGEMENT AT PANAMA.

THE resignation of the Panama Canal commissioners, at the

President's request, is received as a confirmation of the

many criticisms of their work, or lack of work, which have been

made of late. Down in the Gulf States, where the interest in our

Panama project was keenest, the papers were beginning to despair

of the completion of the canal unless radical changes were adopted.

At the rate of progress made thus far, declared the Houston Post^

" any one of this generation might as well give up all hope of ever

seeing the canal completed," and the New Orleans Picayune re-

marked that "altho the commission has been in existence for near-

ly a year, there is no reason, from what is seen in the present

situation, to believe that any human being now alive will ever see

an actual ship canal through the Panama Isthmus." Whatever the

human beings now alive in this country may live to see, it is

strongly hinted by Dr. Charles A. L. Reed that those on the isth-

mus have a slim chance of living to see anything unless the tangle

of red tape woven by the commission, " more especially Mr. G run-

sky," be swiftly cut by some strong hand.

Dr. Reed avers that the sanitarj- work has been sadly hampered

by officiousness and ignorance; but the retiring commissioners are

coming out with retorts that Dr. Reed is himself a shining example

of these qualities. General Davis, Governor of the canal zone,

says the doctor's report is " frenzied "
; and Mr. Grunsky, who is

treated by Dr. Reed as the chief sinner, replies by saying that 23

tons of chloride of iron, 52 tons of sulfur, and 14 tons of insect

powder have been shipped to the isthmus, and by quoting favor-

able statements made by

Colonel Gorgas. Sec-

retary Taft thinks the

delays in forwarding

sanitary supplies were
" due rather to the in-

herent clumsiness of the

commission as an ex-

ecutive body than to the

neglect or wilful non-

action of any member
of that board." Presi-

dent Roosevelt says that

many of the doctor's

accusations seem to be

unwarranted, but he

adds that " in view of

our experience with the

workings of the com-

mission, a rearrange-

ment of duties and a

change of personnel, in

view of this rearrange-

ment, should be made."

As for Dr. Reed, the

President observes that he " has not displayed in this report the

qualities of temperament or the power of accurate judicial obser-

vation needed to make a report valuable to the Government."

The author of this report, who is chairman of the legislative

committee of the American Medical Association, visited Panama

in February and, in response to a request from Secretary Taft,

made a statement in which he tells how Colonel Gorgas, the chief

sanitary officer, was hampered and crippled by the commission.

Colonel Gorgas, who conquered yellow fever in Havana, was sent

to Panama with the idea that he would have a free hand to do a

similar work there ; but one of the first acts of the commission, on

the advice of Mr. Grunsky, was to subordinate him " to the Gover-

nor of the zone, to the chief disbursing officer, to the chief of the

DR. CHARLES A. L. REED,

Who accuses the retiring Panama Canal Com-
mission of hampering the sanitary work tliere

with " red tape."

-^^^i%N^

-Berryman in the Washington Post

.

WHERE SPADES ARE TRUMPS.

don't all -SPEAK AT ONCE.
—McWhorter intlie St. Fau! Dispatch.
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IN HOT WATER.
-Morgan in the Philadelphia In-

qiiircr.

THE FLIGHT FROM TEMPTATION.
-Rehse in the St. Fzul Pioneer Press.

bureau of material and supplies, '^(»,^^

to Mr. Grunsky, to the comniis- tl^r.jf

sion, to the Secretary of War,

to the President"; so that

Colonel Gorgas, " the foremost

authority in the world in solving

the peculiar problems that are

connected with sanitation on

the isthmus, is made subordi-

nate of a whole series of other

subordinates who are confessed-

ly ignorant of the very ques-

tions with which he is most

familiar."

A large part of the report is

filled with instances of vain at-

tempts by Colonel Gorgas to get

competent doctors and nurses,

mosquito netting, quinine, ap-

paratus, small repairs, etc., all his requisitions being cut down

or disastrously modified by Mr. Grunsky. His request for a

small emergency fund was treated as an impertinence. The com-

mission evolved the idea that the hospital attendants and orderlies

should consider their service on the isthmus as educational, and

allowed wages so small that only inexperienced and inefficient na-

tives will accept them. The small pay for doctors and nurses is

having similar results.

In July of last year Colonel Gorgas and Engineer Wallace had

their plans ready for installing sewer and water-supply systems in

Colon and Panama, as part of the campaign against yellow fever

and malaria, but such has been the dilatoriness of the commission

in merely approving their plans and orders that the first consign-

ment of pipe has just reached Colon and the next consignment is

not expected till next summer. " And all this," exclaims Dr. Reed,
" by a commission that controls a line of steamers plying weekly

between New York and the isthmus! " He adds

:

" In the light of all these facts, in contrast with the brilliant re-

sults achieved by Colonel Gorgas in Havana, where he was given

not only a free hand but his own purchasing and distributing

agents, the responsibility for the present existence of yellow fever

on the isthmus can be placed nowhere else than on the Isthmian

Canal Commission, more especially on Mr. Grunsky."

In view of all this. Dr. Reed said, " the time has arrived when

the President ought to redeem his word and ask for the resignation

of the commission." A few days after the publication of the re-

port, the President, while criticizing Dr. Reed, intimated that the

personnel oi the commission would soon be recast.

The commission, in reply to Dr. Reed, denies practically all his

statements, and quotes from a letter from Colonel Gorgas to Gen-

eral Davis as follows

:

" In answer to conversation with yourself this morning I desire

to state that I do not think the delays in getting medical supplies

to the isthmus have had anything whatever to do with the yellow

fever at present in Panama. I would also like to state that there

is every evidence that the work is being entirely successful, just as

it was in Havana. Of course, I am referring entirely to the yel-

low-fever work."

LABOR PRESS ON THE NEW YORK STRIKE
FAILURE.

"\ 1 /'E have been watching the labor papers since the collapse of

^ * thesubway-elevatedstrikeinNew York City to see whether

they would uphold the motormen who violated their contract by

striking. With few exceptions, however, they maintain a complete

silence in regard to this impor-

tant labor event, a silence that

may be considered significant

or not, according to individual

judgment. One of the excep-

tions is the New York Worker,

a Socialist weekly whose aim is

the overthrow of the existing

economic structure, and which

welcomes every strike as an aid

to this end. It believes in stand-

ing by the working class even

when the workers make mis-

takes, and, as would be ex-

pected, stands by the strikers

in this case. The National

Labor 7>-/<^m«^ (P ittsburg )

,

however, one of the leading

trades-union papers in the coun-

TERRIBLE TO CONTEMPLATE.

The Benighted Heathen— " What we want to know, before accepting

your services, is, whose money is being used to send you here. No Standard Oil

in ours !

"

—Bartholomew in the Minneapolis /i3Mr«a/.

SOME "TAINTED MONEY" SKETCHES.
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try. is glad the strike collapsed, and calls the failure "a credit to

labor unionism." It declares:

" The collapse of the strike, because it was based on a breach of

contract, is a credit to labor unionism, and is everywhere so re^

garded. There are thousands of enemies of trades unionism whose

favorite cry is that agreements with unions are not worth the paper

they are written on. The action of Mr. Mahon and Mr. Stone,

who were obeyed by the strikers in preference to the local leaders

in New York, gives the lie once more to this slur, and does much
to place the burden of proof on unionism's critics."

The United Mine Workers' _/(;«r//rt/ (Indianapolis), another in-

fluential trades-union paper, says similarly :

" The evil effects of an ill-advised strike were notalily illustrated

in the recent Subway affair. The local officials ignored their na-

tional organizations, broke in some instances their contracts, and

went on a strike. Some of the strikers, in fact most of them, en-

tered into a tiiree-years' contract last September with the Subway
company. If there were any onerous features in that contract,

then was the time to have refused to enter into it—not afterward,

when they had agreed to it. It is true that the men voted to strike,

but their local leaders had a plain duty to perform, to advise them
manfully and honestly. They did not do that ; they ignored their

national officials and rushed their constituents precipitately into

war, and while the unfortunate losers are to be pitied, yet it will

be a wholesome lesson to others. It is the easiest thing in the

world to start a strike, but it is quite another thing to win one

;

particularly is this true when it is brought about by bad faith. A
strike can not be won unless the reason for it appeals to public

sympathy, and bad faith does not so appeal. A strike must be

based upon grounds of justice and reason, and to remedy con-

ditions that will bear the scrutiny of the just and the misrepresen-

tations of the unjust. The Subway strike lacked these essential

features and failed."

The National Civic Federation Review (New York), organ of

the organization of which President Belmont of the Interborough

is president, remarks that in this defeat " the upholding before all

the country of the responsibility of labor for its contracts is a les-

son so valuable in itself and so beneficial to the cause of industrial

peace as to make the outcome of defeat in reality a victory," and

the lesson " is well worth all its cost."

MR. BRYCE REVISITS AMERICA.

THE development of a country like ours, it is said, can be best

estimated by a visitor who comes at long intervals, and it

will probably be agreed that few visitors are better able to make

such an estimate than James Bryce, author of "The American

Commonwealth." Mr. Bryce performs this valuable service to our

country and its critics in two entertainingly written articles in The

Outlook. It has been thirty-four years since he first saw the

United States, and twenty-one years since he gathered the material

for his well-known book. In the quarter-century since then, he

finds, our material development has been " prodigious "
; the trusts

and labor unions have sprung up ; the people "are ceasing to be a

folk of country dwellers "
; there has been a " development of the

higher education in the United States perhaps without a parallel

in the world "
; our love of literature and art is "more widely dif-

fused "
; there is "a growing reaction against the laxity of pro-

cedure in divorce suits"; beauty is sought in city and village im-

provement ; religious opinion " flows in wider channels " ; there

has been a " remarkable growth of women's clubs and societies "
;

municipal corruption continues, but " the reformers seem to be

more numerous and more active "
; there is a " livelier sympathy of

the richer classes for the poorer "
; our Senate " enjoys less of the

confidence and respect of the country than it did," but our State

judges enjoy more
;
political discussions have shifted from the

tariff to industrial questions ; we have grown " less sensitive to

criticism " of our political arrangements by foreigners; our acqui-

sition of the Philippines has made less impression on the national

mind than he expected ; the Monroe Doctrine has received new

interpretations; the South is "more populous and richer" and
" more modern "

; the sons and grand.sons of the Abolitionists are

beginning to doubt the wisdom of the Fifteenth Amendment;
lynchings have not decreased ; the race problem does not seem
" any nearer its ultimate solution ;

" our stream of immigration now
rises in Southern, instead of Northern, Europe, but the keen intel-

ligence of Jew and Italian forbids the fear " that the intellectual

level of the American people will decline ;
" lastly, there now exists

a warmth of feeling, "which did not exist in 1870, toward the old

Britannic motherland," and " one does not need to stay long in

America to perceive that this new friendliness is not merely an

official friendliness of the two governments; it is in the hearts of

the people," and, Mr. Bryce adds, '' esto perpetua."

Of the material aspect of our civilization Mr. Bryce writes :

"That which most strikes the visitor to America to-day is its

prodigious material development. Industrial growth, swift thirty

or forty years ago, ad-

vances more swiftly

now. The rural dis-

tricts are being studded

with villages, the vil-

lages are growing into

cities, the cities are

stretching out long arms
of suburbs which fol-

low the lines of road and
railway in every direc-

tion. The increase of

wealth, even more re-

markable than the in-

crease of population,

impresses a European
more deeply now than

ever before because the

contrast with Europe is

greater. In America
every class seems rich

compared with the cor-

responding class in the

Old World. The huge
fortunes, the fortunes of

those whose income
reaches or exceeds a

million dollars a year,

are of course far more
numerous than in any other country. But the absence of pauper-

ism is still more remarkable. In 1870 I carefully examined the

poor-law system of two great Eastern cities, and found that, altho

there were very few persons needing or receiving support at the

public expense, the number was expected to grow steadily and
quickly as the cities grew. To-day I am told that in these cities

pauperism, tho of course absolutely larger, increases more slowly

than population.
" Life has for a long time been comfortable and easy for the

workingman and the clerk or shopman, as compared with life for

the like class in Europe. But for the classes standing next above
the laborers in point of income life was in 1870 in general plain and
simple, simpler than the life led by the richer class in England or

France. Luxury was then confined to a very few. Simplicity is

not so common to-day. The incomes of those who correspond to

the so-called ' upper middle class ' of Europe are much larger than

such persons enjoy in Europe, and they live on a more lavish scale.

"The 'easier life,' however, does not mean that life is taken

easilJ^ It consists in having and spending more money, not in

doing less work. On the contrary, the stress and rush of hfe

seems greater to-day in America than it ever was before. Every-

body, from the workman to the millionaire, has a larger head of

steam on than his father had."

Of its intellectual aspect he says :

"There has been within these last thirty-five years a development

of the higher education in the United States, perhaps without a

parallel in the world. Previously the Eastern States had but a

very few universities whose best teachers were on a level with the

teachers in the universities of Western Europe. There were a

JAMES BRYCE,

Who writes of the striking changes a quarter-

century has wrought in America.

Courtesy of The Outlook.
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great many institutions bearing the name of university over the

Northern and Middle States and the West, and a smaller number
in the Soutli, but they gave an instruction which, tho in some
places (and especially in New England) it was sound and thorough

as far as it went, was really the instruction rather of a secondary

school than of a university in the proper sense. In the West and
South the teaching, often ambitious when it figured in the pro-

gram, was apt to be superficial and flimsy, giving the appearance

without the solid reality of knowledge. The scientific side was
generally even weaker than the literary. These universities or

colleges had their value, for their very existence was a recognition

of the need for an education above that which the school is in-

tended to supply. I ventured even then to hazard the opinion that

the reformers who wished to extinguish the bulk of them or to turn

them into schools, reserving the degree-granting power to a selected

few on*ly, were mistaken, because improvement and development
might be expected. But I did not expect that the development
would come so fast and go so far. No doubt there are still a great

many whose standard of teaching and examination is that of a

school, not of a true university. But there are also many which
have risen to the European level, and many others which are mov-
ing rapidly toward it. Roughly speaking—for it is impossible to

speak with exactness—America has now not less than fifteen or

perhaps even twenty seats of learning fit to be ranked beside the

universities of Germany, France, and England as respects the

completeness of the instruction which they provide and the thor-

oughness at which they aim. Only a few have a professorial staff

containing names equal to those which adorn the faculties of Ber-

lin and Leipsic and Vienna, of Oxford, Cambridge, Edinburgh,

and Glasgow

.

" Men of brilliant gifts are scarce in all countries, and in America
there has hardly been time to produce a supply equal to the im-

mense demand for the highest instruction which has lately shown
itself. It is the advance in the standard aimed at, and in the

efforts to attain that standard, that is so remarkable. . . . The
salaries for presidents and professors remain low as compared
with the average incomes of persons in the same social rank,

•and as compared with the cost of living. That so many men
of an energy and ability sufficient to win success and wealth in a

business career do nevertheless devote themselves to a career of

teaching and research is a remarkable evidence of the intellectual

zeal which pervades the people
" Literary criticism, formerly at a low ebb, seems to have sen-

sibly improved, whereas in England many people doubt if it is as

acute, as judicious, and as delicate as it was in the sixties. The
love of poetry and the love of art are more widely diffused in

America than ever before ; one finds, for instance, a far greater

number of good pictures in private houses than could have been

seen thirty years ago ; and the building up of public art galleries

has occupied much of the thought and skill of leading citizens as

well as required the expenditure of vast sums. Great ardor is

shown in the investigation of dry subjects, such as questions of

local history. The interest taken in constitutional topics and

economic questions, indeed in everything that belongs to the

sphere of political science, is as great as it is in Germany or

France, and greater than in Britain. This interest is, indeed, con-

fined to one class, which chiefly consists of university teachers,

but it is a new and a noteworthy phenomenon. Few people

thought or wrote on these matters thirty years ago."

could worship this spectacle, which is Me. Then who is it, what
is it, that they worship.? Privately, none knows better than I : it

is my clothes. Without my clothes I should be as destitute of

authority as any other naked person. Nobody could tell me from
a parson, a barber, a dude. Then who is the real Emperor of

Russia.? My clothes. There is no other."

"The Czar's Soliloquy."—Mark Twain gives, in The

North Ameidcan Review, a striking Sartor Resartus sketch of

what might be the Czar's morning meditations, from which we

quote the following paragraph :

"' After the Czar's morning bath it is his habit to meditate an

hour before dressing himself. — London Times Correspondence.'
" [Viewing himself in the pier-glass.] Naked, what am I ? A

lank, skinny, spider-legged libel on the image of God ! Look at

the waxwork head—the face, with the expression of a melon—the

projecting ears—the knotted elbows—the dished breast—the knife-

edged shins—and then the feet, all beads and joints and bone-

sprays, an imitation .t--ray photograph ! There is nothing imperial

about this, nothing imposing, impressive, nothing to invoke awe
and reverence. Is it this that a hundred and forty million Rus-

sians kiss the dust before and worship? Manifestly not ! No one

SOME ST. LOUIS SCANDAL REJOINDERS.

PRESIDENT FRANCIS, of the St. Louis fair, wishing to

*- correct the " serious misapprehension " in regard to the

awards, which has arisen from " the utterly unjustifiable com-

ments " of the sub-committee of the Utah legislature, sends us a

copy of some emphatic telegraphic correspondence that passed

between him and Chairman John C. Cuttler, of the Utah Commis-
sion to the St. Louis Exposition. President Francis denies that

the "exposition management" had anything to do with the sale of

award ribbons to parties not entitled to them, but says he has "es-

tablished proof " of such sale by an employee of the concessionaire

concern. The earlier developments of this controversy are con-

sidered in our last two issues.

In his first telegram to Chairman Cuttler, President Francis in-

forms him that the Utah investigating committee "did not call on

me or any exposition official," and says that their charges " are

ridiculous and libelous." He says further:

"Award ribbons are sold by concessionaire solely, no exposition

official having any interest therein. Their sale permitted by expo-

sition for accommodation of exhibitors, but restricted to those re-

ceiving awards, and any other purchases of such ribbons are fraud

to which both concessionaire and purchaser are parties, and both

will be prosecuted in every instance. Can not understand why any
committee should make such statements without thorough investi-

gation.
" All charges that awards at this exposition are subject of

commercial barter are wholly false and their authors wilful fal-

sifiers, and those who repeat them belong to the same class.

Award diplomas and medals will be delivered to successful exhibi-

tors without charge soon as possible. Of course award ribbon

concessionaire has nothing whatever to do with conferring of

awards."

The Utah committee, in their report, quoted a Mr. Page as author-

ity for some of their most damaging statements. In his second

telegram to Chairman Cuttler President Francis throws some light

on this informant. He says:

" No reply to my message of twenty-first. Stookey is quoted

here as defending his failure to call on me by saying he accidentally

met me in Third National Bank. Upon inquiry there I learn to-

day from President Huttig that when making a hurried call upon

him there were several gentlemen in his office from whom I asked

him to excuse himself a moment. I had short talk with Huttig

and left. He tells me to-day they were members legislative com-

mittee, but that he did not introduce me as they had called upon

him solely to investigate bank account of Utah commission. My
recollection was that I was introduced to several men but did not

hear their names, and their identity was not known to me. I re-

member that one of the party called me by name and shook hands

before I recognized him. He voluntarily told me his name was

Page. I then recalled him as discharged employee of award rib-

bon concessionaire. He had been denied admission to my ofifice

for two months, and I shall have him prosecuted if there is any

law to reach him, as after many efforts I have finally established

proof in one instance of his having sold award ribbons to pur-

chaser not entitled thereto. I should never have expected that a

legislative committee was in the company of Page. Huttig says

committee did not ask to see me, and he did not introduce me to

them because saw I was in a hurry and supposed they would call

at my oflice if desirous of conferring with me officially. I object

to sub-committee's report being on records of your legislature, and

request that you demand for me expunging of same, as it contains

charges and insinuations against myself and other exposition

officials which are wholly baseless, absolutely false and libelous.

If the report is not a privileged communication I shall take steps
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to punish its authors. Have instructed my attorney here to submit

entire matter to attorney there."

Chairman Cuttler. in reply, wired President Francis that he had

had the correspondence published in the Salt Lalce dailies.

The I'hiladelphia Press criticizes the exposition management

thus

:

" The denial by President Francis that prizes were sold to ex-

hibitors at the St. Louis Exposition indicates that there has been

a mi.sunderstanding of some kind. The explanation is rather

peculiar, and mixes thintjs somewhat to the ordinary understand-

ing.
'* .\s several lumdred awards were regularly and properly made

to Pennsylvania exhibitors the subject is one of considerable in-

terest. Mr. Francis states that the sale of award ribbons was per-

mitted by the exposition company for the accommodation of ex-

hibitors, but was restricted to those receiving awards, and any

other purchases of such ribbons are a fraud, to which both the

seller and purchaser are parties. It is the declared purpose to

prosecute both in everj- instance.
' This is what ought to be done, of course, but it was a mistake

to permit a concessionaire to have anything to do with the matter.

The clamor of exhibitors to secure some evidence of awards they

could display had something to do with it. and the ribbon was
such evidence. For that reason its distribution should have been

kept within the hands of the responsible authorities of the expo-

sition. This was the mistake, and it will not be corrected until the

exposition officials have exhausted every effort to punish those

who have sold and bought ribbons fraudulently.
" The real awards, consisting of medals and diplomas, will be

distributed by the exposition management itself. They will be

sent directly to the exhibitors in whatever part of the country they

may be and without any cost whatever to them. It was a year

after the Chicago Exposition closed before the distribution of

medals began; the St. Louis officials expect to have it all over

within that period. This announcement was authoritatively made
in a communication to the Pennsylvania commission received yes-

terday.
" The medals and accompanying diplomas are the real awards.

The ribbons are merely a temporary evidence, but they should

have been guarded as carefully as the medals and diplomas. Had
that been done no scandal would have arisen."

The National Cash Register Company, of Dayton, Ohio, has is-

sued a prompt denial of the statement in the report of the Utah leg-

islature's commission, that " the National Cash Register Company

had paid as much as $20,000 for these so-called official awards, to

be used expressly for the purpose of advertising." Mr. A. A.

Thomas, secretary of the company, says:

" The statement is untrue. The ribbons were not awards, but
intermediate proofs of awards which had been duly and officially

made. As such proofs they had, pro tern., a certain value and
some cost. In being offered to us there was nothing secret about
the matter. It was stated and understood by us that a special cost

had occurred, for which a petty special expense was required.

The amount this company paid was $46, and not $20,000. We
made the payment to the ' St. Louis Official Ribbon Award Com-
mittee of the Official Guide Company ' by tiie authority of the
' Louisiana Purchase Exposition.' Such was at least the letter-

head of the letter written on the subject. We have the printed

circular of the venders of these ribbons, giving colors and accurate

description of them, and also the price. We received some five

prizes and ordered as many ribbons, which were used by us in giv-

ing publicity to the fact of the awards."

TOPICS IN BRIEF.
It is nobody in Delaware. It might have been worse.— The CIticago Record-

Herald.

President Roosevelt's preachments continue to show a broad and easy
grasp of the obvious.— The Boston Herald.

Possibly an international law prohibiting the smoking of cigarettes might
help Castro's case some.— TVic Washington Post.

The latest accident in the subway is the arrival of a Harlem man at his office

inside of half an hour.— The New York Evening Mail.

Mrs. Chadwick was found giiilty on seven counts, altho she protested that

she could not get justice in Ohio.— The Kansas City Star.

The Colorado has been sent to Venezuela. If there is anything in a name,
Castro should subside immediately.— The Atlanta Journal.

Considering the way he has done' things to a trust, it seems wiser not to be

too flippant about Castro's threatened invasion.— The Detroit News.

That Polish boy revolutionist who shot the governor of his province in each

leg evidently knew a Russian's vital spot.— Tlie Atlanta Constitution.

Castro might make a hit by postponing his invasion for four years and then

have his army appear in the inaugural parade.— The Washington Post.

It may be that General Castro believes it to be his high mission to satisfy all

the outstanding grudges against the asphalt monopoly.— The Chicago Tribune.

Peary's new ship was christened Roosevelt yesterday. As soon as she is com-

pleted the doughty lieutenant is to resume his search for the big stick.— 7"//i? Bos-

ton Tratiscript.

President Wilson of Princeton says the proper way to deal with the trusts

is to moralize them. We know a way to clean charcoal, too—just wash it white.

— The Commoner

.

SPRING PLOWING IN MANCHURIA.
— Bushnell in the Des Moines News.

Kuropatkin—" Good-by, Linevitch; I relinquish my command to you. I'm
going to St. Petersburg."

Linevitch—" Well, where do you suppose I'm heading for? Tokyo?"
—Lcipziger in the Detroit News..

MANCHURIAN SNAP-SHOTS.
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LETTERS AND ART.
*

WHAT MAKES A NOVEL POPULAR?

MR. JAMES DOUGLAS, a well-known English critic, has

set himself to answer the above question, and points out at

the outset of his argument that there are two kinds of literary

popularity—one based on the verdict of the few, the other on the

verdict of the many. " The kind of popularity which I propose to

analyze," he explains, " is that which is solely based upon the ver-

dict of the many." He continues {Booklove7-'s Magazine^ April)

:

"It is not generally realized that the voice of the people has

begun to speak in the court of literature only during the past fifty

years. In no other age has the crowd been able to read. The
audiences which applauded the plays of Aristophanes, y^schylus,

Sophocles, and Euripides were not popular audiences. The Ro-

man poets were not read by the Roman people. The great Ori-

ental poets addressed a learned audience. The Elizabethan

dramatists wrote for a scholarly few. So did Fielding, Scott,

Blake, Coleridge, Keats, Shelley, and Wordsworth. Tennyson
was the first really popular poet, but he captured the public ear

mainly by his feebler verse, such as ' The Charge of the Light

Brigade,' ' The May Queen," Enoch Arden,' and ' Maud.' Dick-

ens was the first great popular novelist. He is the true progenitor

of the popular novelists of our own day, and in his work we may
find the first trace of the Ijacillus for which we are searching."

Education, says Mr. Douglas, has not raised the standard of

taste in literature ; it has lowered it. Popularity in our time is

something different from popularity when " Waverley " was pub-

lished. Our writers "keep one eye on their ideal and the other on

the mob." Grant Allen, for example, " killed his talent by trying

to serve these two masters;" and Mr. Kipling "humbly alters the

unhappy ending of ' The Light that Failed ' to please the happy-

enders." Mr. Henry James, chilled by a sense of alienation,

"darkens the windows of his soul with filmy arabesques of frosty

ambiguity "
; while Mr. Maurice Hewlett " wanders in labyrinthine

preciosity." The most popular novelists of the day in England are

Hall Caine and Marie Corelli, and

the causes of their popularity are

thus set forth :

"John Bull dislikes and suspects

subtle shades of character in poli-

tics or any other form of fiction.

He prefers the labeled vice and the

ticketed virtue marked in plain fig-

ures. For him a Gladstone or a

Chamberlain is either an archangel

or an archfiend. Mr. Caine paints

character with the same austere sim-

plicity. The good are good, the bad
are bad, and they do not shade off

into each other. And this, I tliink,

is the .secret of Mr. Caine's Brob-

dingnagian vogue. What delights

me most of all in his work is its vol-

canic seriousness. There may be a

shadowy tinge of affectation in Mr.

Caine's personality, but I feel sure

that his novels are a sincere expres-

sion of his temperament.
" Miss Corelli vies with him in this

spiritual sincerity. ' God's Good
Man ' is horrent with earnestness.

It is a Tate Gallery of John Bulls

in various attitudes of explosive seri-

ousness. If a Frenchman were to

ask me to give him an epitome of

the British temperament, I should

refer him to ' God's Good Man.'

The Rev. John Walden is an incar-

nation of the Rev. John Bull, to

whom it is dedicated."

The secret of the influence of such

JULES VERNE.

He was "a great constructive artist," says the Springfield /?(?/«/'-

lican, who framed a fabric of marvels in "swift, direct, uncompli-

cated, and never tedious narrative, vivacious discourse and vigorous

action, such as there is no parallel to in modern literature."

novels as "The Prodigal Son " and " God's Good Man " is thus

attributed to the fact that " they give back to British soil in copious

showers the emotions which they draw from it"; and Mr. Douglas

confesses that he prefers the " child-like sincerity of Caine and

Corelli " to the" subtle insincerity of Hewlett." He concludes:

" There are two kinds of simplicity—the simplicity of art and the

simplicity of artlessness. Coleridge is right in declaring that an
imaginative work should be written in a simple style, and that the

more imaginative the work the simpler the style should be. The
best example of .subtle simplicity in poetry is Coleridge's ' Chris-
tabel ' ; the best in prose fiction is ' Aylwin,' and that is the secret
of its inscrutable popularity.

"There are signs of a reaction against romantic preciosity. It

is seen in the novels of Mr. Robert Hichens. He groped after

sincerity in 'The Woman with the Fan.' He seems to have
grasped it in ' The Garden of Allah,' one of the sincerest romances
of recent years, and one of the most popular. Another example
of the sincere novel is Mr. Hilaire Belloc's ' Emmanuel Burden,'
a masterpiece of the ironic method. Another sincere novel is Mr.
Barrie's ' Little White Bird,' a book which is worth many a ' Lit-

tle Mary.' All these novels are subtle as well as simple; and it

seems to me that the novel must develop on their lines. ... Sir

Arthur Conan Doyle, in' Micah Clarke ' and 'The White Com-
pany,' was traveling in the right direction, but the popularity of

'Sherlock Holmes ' tempted him, and he fell. The most tragic

proof of the perils of popularity is the case of Mr. Kipling. His
genius naturally yearns to write simple stories and simple lyrics

;

but his knowingnessisdestroying his genius, as it destroyed Brown-
ing's genius. To him and to all our novelists I preach the gospel
of simplicity."

A "KING OF ROIVIANCERS."

JULES VERNE, who died in Amiens a few days ago at the

age of seventy-seven, occupied a place in contemporary liter-

ature that was peculiarly his own. " Idol of boys—two gen-

erations of them—king of romancers, author of a hundred books,"

says a writer in the Philadelphia Press, "his name has been carried

by innumerable translations into every country where youth loves

to hearken to tales of the marvelous.

"

The Springfield Republican adds:

" There is this thing that sets apart

Verne's writings from the French
story-telling genius of the nineteenth

century above all others—its whole-

some and breezy atmosphere, un-

troubled by any miasmatic taints

;

his marvels are as remote from such

things as ' Robinson Crusoe,' and
are not the less entertaining because

they are so eminently adapted to the

reading of boys and girls. Verne
was pained in his later life by the re-

fusal of critics to allow him the merit

of style, that eminent desire of all

writers of the French language,

which so lends itself to aitistic man-
agement ; and especially by his fail-

ure to be elected to the French
Academy, tho he had for his sponsor

Alexandre Dumas fils ; the judges,

while admitting that he had great

popular success, declaring that his

work was not truly literature. But
in surveying his vast output of tales,

numbering two books a year for 40

years, one must recognize in them

the work of a great constructive

artist, who could so knit a fabric of

marvels that it presented a complete

and unassailable whole, starting from

his premi.ses; and who framed them

in a swift, direct, uncomplicated, and

never tedious narrative, vivacious

discourse and vigorous action, such
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as there is no parallel to in modern literature, when one considers

the long period of their production. His work is the geographic,

scientitic story of adventure; and while there maybe something

due to the impulse of I'oe, who was a favorite author, and also

to Defoe, and in a measure to Dumas and even Rabelais, Jules

Verne must be regarded as an original in himself, who has nowa-

days in ' twentieth-century literature," as the Goncourts foresaw,

many followers."

To the New York Evening Post the books of Jules \'erne are

"the ' Arabian Nights.' elaborately fitted with all modern improve-

ments." The same paper says further :
" A submarine boat, a fast

express, an automobile, a dirigible balloon, or a hollow shell shot

at the moon, is a comfortable and highly plausible substitute for a

traveling carpet or a rock. Given the problem of annihilating

space and time, the unknown authors of the ' Arabian Nights ' and

Jules V^eme both solved it according to formulas popular in their

own day." The New York [fVr^j^ comments :

" He lived long enough to learn that the plain facts of latter-day

science are stranger than many of the wildest imaginings of his fic-

tion. . . . The exploits of the submarines of the French Navy are

less wonderful only in degree than the fantastic performances of the

cigar-shaped craft which figured in \'erne"s ' Twenty Thousand
Leagues Under the Sea.' No aeronaut has yet equaled the feats

of the heroes of his ' Five Weeks in a Balloon.' but a Frenchman
the other day traveled from London to Paris in a dirigible airship.

When Verne started out I'hineas Fogg from a London club on a

wager that he could go around the world in eighty days, it looked

like an impossible undertaking. But with express steamers cross-

ing the Atlantic in less than six days. Pacific liners making the trip

from San Francisco to Yokohama in three weeks, and transcontinen-

tal railroads spanning the intervening distances, fifty days are now
enough for the diligent globe-trotter where eighty looked incredibly

short time for Phineas Fogg. No one has yet made \'erne's trip

'From the Earth to the Moon "—except at Coney Island—but
Tesla boasts that he will communicate with the inhabitants of

Mars through spatre. The French novelist never conceived of any-

thing more wonderful than wireless telegraphy, liquid air, radium,

and ;r-rays.

" It is easy to dismiss Jules Verne as a pseudo-scientist, a mere
romancer. But he had the imagination that vivifies science. Edi-

son is said to have made some of his discoveries by jumping at

conclusions, and later filling in the gaps by painstaking experi-

ments in the workshop. With \'erne facts were merely stopping-

places where he took on coal for fresh trips in the realms of

fancy. Our learned men to-day write popular science in solemn

earnest. Verne manufactured most of his science as he went
along, but he made sure of his popularity by being always enter-

taining. After all, the great inventor needs to be something of a

visionary."

From several papers we cull the following account of Jules

Verne's life and work :

He was born in Nantes, France, on February 8, 1828. It was
not until 1863, when he was 35, that he wrote anything successful.

Then he finished his first novel, " Five Weeks in a Balloon," which
was published in Hetzel's Magazine ofEducation and Recreation.

The publisher recognized in the author the creator of a new idea,

that of scientific and geographic romance, and proposed a long

contract by which Verne should produce for him two novels a year.

It is said that the contract was drawn for fifty years and that the

price agreed upon was $4,000 a year. \'erne accepted it and was
bound by it for the rest of his life.

In his later years Jules Verne made his home at Amiens, where
his wife, a widow, whom he married in 1857, was born. He was a
town councillor there for several years. He spent considerable

time each year in travel. Once he visited the United States, being
one of the passengers on the Great Eastern. Then he saw Ni-
agara, ice-bound, a scene which he utilized in one of his novels
later on. He also traveled over Great Britain, Scandinavia, and
Southern Europe, and was especially familiar with the Mediterra-
nean. All his experiences were put to good purpose in tales of

adventure.

During his last years M. Verne had but one real enemy— ill

health. At times his eyes, which grew constantly poorer, so weak-
ened that he was unable to guide his pen, and there were days

when gastralgia martyrized him. But he continued his work.
These ills, to which was added lameness as a result of a pistol

wound inflicted years ago by an insane nephew, prevented his ta-

king any active part in social life. He was an officer of the Legion
of Honor and had the distinction of being the last man decorated

by the Empire.

The most popular of his books include " The Mysterious Island,"

which appeared in 1870; "A Journey to the Center of the Earth,"

in 1872; " Michael Strogoff," in 1876; "The Green Ray," in 1882;

"Christopher Columbus," in 1883; "The Southern Star," in 1884;

and "The Carpathian Chateau," in .1892. His last two volumes,

issued this year, were "The Master of the World " and " A Drama
in Livonia."

THE WHISTLER EXHIBITION IN LONDON.
" nPHE greatest international tribute that has been paid to any

-* modern artist " is what an English correspondent of the

New York Sun calls the Whistler Memorial Exhibition, recently

opened in London by Auguste Rodin, the French sculptor. More

than nine hundred works are shown, comprising oil paintings,

water-color drawings, pastels, lithographs, and etchings. The
King of England has become the chief patron of the exhibition by

lending his own etchings from the royal library at Windsor and

from the private apartments of the Princess Victoria ; the Princess

Loui.se has sent Sir J. E. Boehm's bust of Whistler; President

Loubet has made it possible for the " Portrait of My Mother" to

be brought from the Luxembourg Gallery ; and the Glasgow Cor-

poration has consented to the temporary appropriation of the

famous "Carlyle." Neglect and misunderstanding, which for so

long were Whistler's lot, have been succeeded by a mood of al-

most extravagant appreciation. The London Daily Mail, for ex-

ample, the most widely read newspaper of Great Britain, in dis-

cussing Whistler's place in the history of art, says

:

"That place is second to none, for not only did Whistler's in-

tense feeling for subtle harmonies of tone and exquisite decorative

arrangements practically preclude the possibility of a failure, or

even of an artistic mistake, but he introduced, fought for, and vic-

toriously established a new and infinitely noble conception of the

painter's art."

Mr. Arthur Symons, writing of the exhibition in the London

Outlook, has this to say of Whistler's work and method

:

"It is Whistler's reality that astonishes me the most, and the

variety with which he represents that reality, going clean through

outward things to their essence, that is, to their essential reality
;

never, like Fan tin, setting up an invention in the place of nature.

It is remarkable that an artist who may seem, in his words, to have

denied nature, or to have put himself arrogantly in the place of

nature, should, in his pictures, have given us no image, no outline,

no shade or color, which is not evoked out of a thing really seen

and delicately remembered. Tracing the course of these pictures

from first to last one sees the technique changing from what is in a

sense a realistic to what seems an evasive manner; from the Cour-

bet-like ' Wave ' of 186 1, with its shouldering strength and heavy

paint, to the ' Nocturne, Blue and Green,' of the Thames water

asleep, or to those aspects of people and things in which a butter-

fly seems to have left a little of its colored dust on a flower as it

alights and passes.
" Each comes closer than the last to something really seen, but

with a vision more and more subtle and stealthy. He begins by
building his world after nature's, with supports as solid and as

visible. Gradually he knocks away support after support, expect-

ing the structure to support itself by its own consciousness, so to

speak. At the perfect moment he gives to the eye just enough to

catch in the outlines of things that it may be able to complete them
by that imaginative sympathy which is part of the seeing of works

of art. But he can never be content with that service, and de-

mands ever more and more of it, in his challenge with things, with

himself. And he comes finally to suppose that all eyes have the

sight and sensitiveness of his own ; which is as if one were to ex-

pect the ABC class to read Euclid off the blackboard.
" The attitude toward Whistler of the older critics and of the
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public of yesterday was that of a rather vulgar curiosity. He had

shown them a glimpse, and they wanted a gulp ; and they pressed

close to the canvas to see what a policeman sees when he turns his

bull's-eye on the lock of a door. But the closer they got the less

they saw, and they went away in a rage and said there was nothing

to see. A great man did a great wrong by doing that : the picture

which he thought a pot of paint flung m the face of the public is in

the exhibition to-day, exquisite in its beauty ; and what Ruskin
could do seemed to receive a sanction for the public which had
just got far enough to see Ruskin. The other picture, which

Burne-Jones bore witness against, is there too, the ' Nocturne in

Blue and Silver.' and I had been sitting in front of it for a long

time, drinking in its cool and remote harmony with unusual de-

light, before some one came up to me and told me that it was this

picture which seemed to Burne-Jones (who yet had a sense of hu-

mor) like a bad joke. Vulgar curiosity is never gratified in any of

Whistler's pictures. He never stared at nature, and you must not

stare at his pictures. He treated nature as a gendeman treats a

lady, and his fine manners were rewarded by exquisite revelations.

I am sure that when he was painting a portrait he tried not to see

his sitter, but to let that sitter surprise him, as a delicate artist in

words lets himself be surprised by ideas, each surprise being like a

sudden light. There is always a certain stealth about magic, and
the magical quality did not come into Whistler's pictures by a

forthright effort,"

In several quarters, however, there is a disposition to emphasize

the limitations rather than the excellencies of Whistler's art. Mr.

Christopher Mease, a London correspondent of the Boston 7>-««-

.f^rz)^/, affirms his conviction that Whistler was " not an artist of

many ideas, so much as one who developed a few ideas in many

variations and mediums." He adds :

" What is this ' new and infinitely noble conception of the painter's

art ' but a strictly limited plane of production—an esoteric plane,

defined and dominated by strictly technical consideration ? That it

is possible to produce admirable work upon that plane is, of course,

as evident as the fact that most of the world's masterpieces were

not produced upon that plane. Even the picture generally ac-

cepted as Whistler's masterpiece, the ' Mother,' was not produced
wholly upon that plane, tho he, naturally, either for the sake of his

theory or because he really believed so, contended that it was.

... If Whistler is right, thoSe of us who feel as did Swinburne in

looking at this portrait, the 'intense pathos of significance and ten-

der depth of expression,' are the victims of some foolish delusion.

But we know that this is no delusion. And, indeed, we might

before now have recognized that it really does not matter greatly

what a painter says to us, but only what he paints for us. If we
were to accept Whistler's conception of painting as the only one,

our world of art would be extremely narrow."

Mr. Bernhard Sicket says (Burlington Magazine, March)

:

" Whistler's limitations were greater than those of any other

great painter, but his taste and skill, we may almost say his cun-

ning, were such that, if we consider the works alone, without glanc-

ing aside at a world which did not interest him, we should not sus-

pect it.

" After all, a painter is to be judged in the particular field he has

selected, and if he is successful in that, it is absurd to demand
querulously why he never attempted this or that effect, which his

precursors and contemporaries had successfully represented. He
was wonderfully happy in this, that his limited technique corre-

sponded absolutely to his limited ambition
" While we can not, in view of the magnificent results, regret this

limitation in his particular case, we may yield to his opponents so

far as to admit that his technique is not one to be of much service

to a young student, to whom the world as it lives and breathes is

an inspiration. A student equipped with the armory of Titian or

Turner would be ready for any encounter—heaven and earth, sea

and sky, women and clouds, fruit and fiowers, sunlight and moon-
light, and every other light, would be phenomena within his tech-

nical range. But the followers of Whistler must paint nothing but

Whistlers—dark rooms with dark figures dimly emerging, the sad

or angry sea, the mournful twilight ; or, in a gayer mood, the little

sweetstuff shops, the plays crowded with dainty little figures, the

teeming market-place."

SHAKESPEARE AS AN IMITATOR.

THE statement made by Rene Doumic and quoted in The
Literary Dige.st (February 25), that one step will be

made in understanding Shakespeare's genius when critics " agree

to approach it without superstition and without awe . . . with a

view to analyzing its elements, determining its relation to its en-

vironments, and recognizing that in his genius, as in that of all the

great masters of intellect, there is nothing mysterious—unless it be

the phenomenon of genius itself," is exemplified both in spirit and

in method by Prof. Barrett Wendell in his recently published vol-

ume of addresses, " The Temper of the Seventeenth Century in Eng-

lish Literature." The American professor, who is now lecturing in

the university towns of France, and who delivered the addresses

contained in the present volume before the University of Cambridge

(England) two years ago, takes the same ground' as that of the

French critic in believing that " what may be rationally explained

need not be held a miracle." He says

:

" Supremely as he has now emerged above all other modem
poets, Shakespeare was historically an Elizabethan playwright;

and as the facts of his career grow distinct, there seems nothing in

them more wonderful than that, in spite of his magnitude, his de-

velopment was so normal. So normal, too, was the development

of the drama in his time that one is apt to choose its history as the

most complete recorded example of the natural law which governs

the growth, the flourish, and the decline of schools of art. One
grows, indeed, to think of the Elizabethan drama as if it were an

organism, as distinct and palpable as some physical body; and of

Shakespeare's work, which comes both chronologically and sub-

stantially in the very midst of its brief, intense life, as the single

concrete fact from which its whole history might be inferred."

Shakespeare is no longer to be regarded, the writer contends, as

a genius solitary and original. His early contemporaries, Mar-

lowe, Kyd, Lily, Greene, and Peele, were "all alike purveyors of

novelty to a public which craved it." All were " men of a period,

of a moment whose formal literature was alive with a spirit of en-

thusiastic experiment." He continues:

" To understand Shakespeare, we must keep this spirit and these

facts in mind. Once for all, of course, we must admit the mystery

of his genius ; we must grant his ineffable power of creating things

which have immortally survived the human conditions of their

creation. But we need not fall into the superstition of supposing

that in his own time he could have seemed superhuman. Uncer-

tain as literary chronology remains, enough is known to prove the

chief facts of his personal and artistic history. He came to Lon-

don when the first school of English playwrights—the school at

which we have glanced—had just begun to display its powers and

its limits. He made himself one of them. The others soon died :

Greene, for example, came to a miserable end in 1592; a year

later, Marlowe was killed in a drunken brawl. Shakespeare lived

on, for a while almost the only survivor of this early time. Then,

after a few years, a new and far more sophisticated school of play-

wrights arose. With these, as with the earlier school, Shake-

speare was contemporary ; and he was the only one of the Eliz-

abethan dramatists whose career thus chanced to cover the two

distinct periods of the drama— that of its rise and that of its

decline. Again, the better one knows his surroundings, the more

clearly one begins to perceive that his chief peculiarity, when com-

pared with his contemporaries, was a somewhat sluggish avoidance

of needless invention. When any one else had done a popular

thing, Shakespeare was pretty sure to imitate him and to do it

better. But he hardly ever did anything first. To his contem-

poraries he must have seemed deficient in originality, at least as

compared with Lily or Marlowe, or Ben Jonson, or Beaumont and

Fletcher. He was the most obviously imitative dramatist of all

—

following rather than leading superficial fashion. And so his work

now appears to be the most versatile of all ; his imitative variety

is so comprehensive, indeed, that one can illustrate from Shake-

speare alone the whole history of dramatic literature during the

twenty-five years of his creative life."

The charge of " imitativeness " is based upon some interesting

facts which Professor Wendell presents as the results of special
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studies in chronology by Professor Thorndike. of the faculty of

the Northwestern University. Tiie explanation they afford is pro-

nounced " incomparably more simple " than the old romantic one—
Dowden's for instance—" and incomparably more significant, as

well, to any one wiio has been perplexed to know why Shake-

speare's work, arranged in chronologic order, proves so broadly

typical of literary evolution." He says :

"A young American scholar whose name has hardly yet crossed

the Atlantic— Prof. Ashley Horace Thorndike—has lately made
some studies in dramatic chronology which go far to confirm the

unromantic conjecture that to the end Shakespeare remained
imitative, and little else. I'rofessor Thorndike. for example, has
shown with convincing probability that certain old plays concern-
ing Robin Hood proved popular; a little later. Shakespeare pro-

duced the woods and the outlaws of As You Like It.' The ques-
tion is one of pure chronology ; and pure chronology has convinced
me. for one. that the forest scenes of Arden were written to fit

available costumes and properties—that the green raiment of the

banished duke was an

Elizabethan prototype

of the tubs of Mr. Vin-

cent Crummies. Again,

Professor Thorndike
has shown that Roman
subjects grew popular,

and tragedies of re-

venge, such as Mar-
ston's; a little later

Shakespeare wrote
' Julius Cassar " and
' Hamlet.' With much
more elaboration Pro-

fessor Thorndike has

virtually proved that the

romances of Beaumont
and Fletcher—different

both in motive and in

style from any popular

plays which had preced-

ed them—w-ere conspic-

uously successful on the

London stage before

Shakespeare began to

write romances. It

seems likely, therefore,

that 'Cymbeline,' which

less careful chronology

had conjectured to be a

model for Beaumont and Fletcher, was, in fact, imitated from

models which they had made. In other words. Professor Thorn-

dike has shown that we may account for all the changes in Shake-

speare, after 1600, by merely assuming that the most skilful and

instinctive imitator among the early Elizabethan dramatists re-

mained till the end an instinctively imitative follower of fashions

set by others." /

Further researches into the subject of the chronology of Eliza-

bethan plays will, in the opinion of Professor Wendell, reverse the

long standing verdict, based upon a likeness " in structure, in sub-

ject, and in peculiarities of ver.se " between plays by Shakespeare

and by Beaumont and Fletcher, that the latter were the imitators.

With some qualifications of this new relation the professor pro-

ceeds :

" Shakespeare was the imitator, not they ; indeed, as we have

seen, he was from the beginning an imitator, not an inventor.

And here his imitations are not in all respects better than his

models. The comparative superficiality of Beaumont and Fletcher

made them easy to understand, and by this time Shakespeare was
too pregnant a poet to be instantly comprehensible. Their in-

sidious corruption of temper, too. made them pepper the higher,

and so the surer to please. Shakespeare's qualities were far

greater and deeper than theirs, but theirs were more popular, more
amusing than his. Audiences would probably have preferred

them. In which fact we may find, if we choose, a reason why.
after a little friendly collaboration with Fletcher, Shakespeare may

have withdraw-n from a professional career in which these younger
men proved able to attract tiic public more than he could."

I ROK. BARRETT WENDELL, OE H.ARVAKD
UNIVERSITY.

He contends that Shakespeare " reniai nod till

the end an instinctively imitative follower of

fashions set by others."

A FRENCHMAN'S COMMENT ON OUR LAN-
GUAGE.

F T OW different is the vocabulary of the people living under
*- -^ Cleveland's or Roosevelt's administration from that of a

contemporary of Monroe or Jackson !

" exclaims Pierre de Couber-

tin in the Paris Figaio. Formerly, he adds, " the American tried to

write English. The more scholarly he was, the more he tried to

keep in the beaten track marked out for him by the national litera-

ture. An appropriate turn of expression constituted for him one

more link with the mother country." But now, " the y\merican has

other cares and other tools." To quote further

:

" He has a language distinctly his own, with brief imperative

phrases, strangely colored— the image, it would seem, of the con-

tinent where his haste and his ambition are spread out in a vast

frame. We notice with amusement the telegraphic abbreviations

he has invented :
' Dear Sir, your communication to hand. I de-

layed answering same. . .
.' An Englishman would never write

like that. We call it the influence of the commercial spirit, the

permanent vision of the calf of gold. And we are a little scan-

dalized at the amusement we felt at first.

"But it must not be forgotten that this American language, so

picturesque and so suggestive, supposes other instincts than the

desire to earn money and to economize effort. What power of
imagination and what delicacy of sentiment it reveals at times!

No idiom of the Old W'orld would have dared to coin the tragic

word ' telescope ' to depict the collision of two trains which, going
at full speed, run into and crush each other. We would perhaps
have found something as wildly grewsome, but nothing so coldly

scientific. None of our rivers would have inspired that comparison
—so bewildering on account of its simplicity and its exactitude—

•

between the harnessing of an animal and the utilizing of a mass of

water— ' harness Niagara.' You see immediately, as in a splendid

miniature, the enormous monster subdued by the light harness im-

posed on it by the intelligence of man. Will the English of Amer-
ica one day drive out the English of Europe? Will the language

of the rebel daughter replace that of the old and venerable matron?
W^e await philosophically the solution of this question."

—

Trans-

lation madefor Tnv. Literary Digest.

NOTES.

A STATUE of \V. E. Henley, by .Vugiiste Rodin, is to be erected in Westminster
•Abbey.

Three one-act plays, entitled " The Eyes of the Heart," " A Light from St.

Agnes," and " The Rose," have been written by Mrs. Fiske and recently produced
by her at the Manhattan Theater, New York. The first is a comedy laid in

France ; the second and third deal with Louisiana scenes.

Paderewski's name has lost none of its magic in New York, and sufficed to

draw, a few days ago, one of the greatest audiences ever gathered in Carnegie

Hall. '• Paderewski's playing," says The Sun, "is now at its zenith" ; and The
Herald adds :

" It needed only one number to convince the most critical of his

listeners that Paderewski was still a god among the mere men who play the

piano. All that he did afterward was simply added proof of a truly amazing art

grown greater recently, and that now and then swept even him off his balance, as

it did the audience."

A COMPLETE list of the works of President Roosevelt is given in the New
York Bookman as follows: '"Naval Operations of the War of 1S12" (1882);
" Hunting Trips of a Ranchman" (1885); " Life of Thomas Hart Benton" (1887);

" The Wilderness Hunter" (1887); " Life of Gouverneur Moms " (1888); " Ranch
Life and the Hunting Trail" (1888:; " Essays on Practical Pohtics" (1888); "The
Winning of the West" (1889-1896); "New York City. A History" (1891);

"American Big Game Hunting" (with George Bird Grinnell) (1893); "Report
to the United States Civil Service Commission upon a Visit to Certain Indian

Reservations, etc." (1893); " Liber Scriptorum" (1893); " Claws and Antlers of the

Rocky Mountains" (18941; " Hero Tales from American History" (with Henry
Cabot Lodge) (1895); " Hunting in Many Lands" (with George Bird Grinnell

>

(18951; "American Ideals" (1897); " Trail and Camp Fire" (with George Bird

Grinnell) (18971; " History of the Royal Navy of England" (Part of Vol. VI.)

(1898); "The Rough Riders" (18991; "The Strenuous Life" (1900); "Oliver
Cromwell" ('1901 •; " Camera Shots at Big Game " (Introduction) C1901); "Mes-
sage Communicated to Congress" (iqoi); " How to Bring Up Children" ("1902);
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who Toils" (Introduction) (1903); "Maxims of Theodore Roosevelt" (1903);
" Addresses and Presidential Messages" (1904),
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SCIENCE AND INVENTION.

HAS MATTER ONLY TWO STATES?

MOST text-books on physics tell us that there are three states

of matter— the solid, the liquid, and the gaseous. To these

Sir William Crookes once added a fourth state—that of the stream-

ing particles in an electrified vacuum-tube. Recently the discovery

of unclassifiable intermediate states has become more and more

frequent, so that now it is asserted by M. C. E. Guillaume, in an

article on "The Physics of Solid Bodies According to Modern

Ideas," written for La Nature (Paris), that there are only two clear-

ly distinguishable states—the crystalline and the non-crystalline or

amorphous. Between these two the hne may be drawn sharply

and clearly, while the amorphous or glassy solid, the liquid,

and the gas can not be separated by any such line; they change

one into another by slow and indistinguishable gradations. More-

over, M. Guillaume tells us, of these two states only one is stable

—the crystalline. Into this all matter is striving to pass, and from

it no substance varies unless forced to do so. The individuality of

the crystal is always complete; when it is formed, no matter how

small it may be, it possesses all its characteristics, and there is no

intermediate state between it and uncrystallized matter. Says the

writer

:

"There is really an absolute discontinuity between directed and

undirected matter—between the crystal and the amorphous or

glassy substance. But when this limit has been passed, we find

no other up to the perfect gas ; there is real continuity between the

three states—the fluid without a surface, which is the gas ; the fluid

with one surface at right angles to the force acting upon it, which

characterizes the liquid ; and, finally, the body bounded by definite

surfaces, which is the solid of common parlance—that is to say, a

very viscous, amorphous body, so viscous that ordinary efforts will

not appreciably modify its surface."

The " melting-point " is simply that of passage from the crystal

to the amorphous state. Generally the altered body becomes

liquid, but there may still be so much viscosity that further heat-

ing is necessary for this. Thus the apparent melting-point may be

far above that at which the important change really takes place.

From this point of view the melting of glass, for instance, is not a

change from one state to another, but simply the* gradual diminu-

tion of viscosity of an already amorphous body. When an ice

crystal melts, the change from crystal to non-crystal happens to

be accompanied by a very sudden decrease in viscosity ; but the

former change is the crucial one, not the liquefaction, which is a

mere incident. To quote again :

" Under a given pressure, a crystallized body always melts at a

definite temperature ... it can not be ' superheated.' On the

other hand, superfusion is frequent, for when an amorphous body,

in cooling, reaches the point of solidification, it rarely crystallizes

at once, as a whole. That crystallization may take place, a crys-

talline germ must be formed ; now, at the melting-point the tend-

ency to the formation of germs is very slight, and this tendency is

generally not great except at a much lower temperature. When
the germs have formed, the greatest tendency to crystallization

exists very near the temperature of fusion, but this circumstance

is generally masked by the release of heat that accompanies the

crystallization
" The pasty state may exist far below the normal temperature of

crystallization. The case of sulfur is a classic one, altho it was
long unexplained. When melted sulfur is thrown into water, it

becomes plastic at ordinary temperatures, and hardens only after

several days. The hardening takes place gradually, as the crystals

grow larger, and this growth proceeds more slowly as the temper-

ature recedes from the melting-point.
" If a body increases in volume in passing from the crystalline to

the amorphous state, its melting-point rises with increase of pres-

sure. Fuch is the case with a very great number of substances, at

least in ordinary conditions ; the only two notable exceptions are

water and bismuth.
" But this phenomenon has a limit ; in fact, bodies are generally

more compressible in the amorphous than in the crystalline state

;

the difference between the specific volumes then diminishes as the

pressure rises, and the rate of increase of temperature for a given

increase of pressure varies in the same direction ; then the melting-

point reaches its maximum and beyond that it decreases as the

pressure grows greater.
" For most bodies this maximum is reached only at very high

pressures, which have not yet been attained. For Glauber's salt

. . . M. Tammann has been able lo exceed the maximum, which
occurs at 460 atmospheres of pressure."

Other conditions than those of high temperature may cause the

change from the crystalline to the amorphous state. Great pres-

sure may bring it about, as has been proved recently by several ex-

perimenters. After the pressure has been exerted, the density of

the substance, instead of being increa.sed, is actually found to have

been lowered, a paradoxical result due to the fact that bodies are

naturally less dense and more compressible in the amorphous than

in the crystalline state. Again, the polishing of the crystalline

surface of a metal is partly due to its change into the amorphous

state, as shown by the recent microscopic investigations of Beilby.

To resume our translation :

" From what has been said, it will be seen that crystals constitute

the stable form of matter. . . . The difference between the two

states shows itself in a large number of properties. For instance,

a battery formed of plates respectively of hammered silver and sil-

ver that has been heated has an electromotive force of o.i volt.

. . . But when the couple is heated to 260" the electromotive force

falls gradually and finally disappears. Then the two plates are in

the same state, the hammered plate being entirely recrystallized.

" Such are some of the facts that we must know to understand

the evolution of physicists' ideas regarding the constitution of

matter. The solid state is not, as used to be thought, an immu-
table thing, in which the molecules move in closed circles around a

fixed position of equilibrium. The phenomena of spontaneous

crystallization of metals at temperatures that may be 1,000 degrees

below their melting-points, the electrolysis of glass, first observed

by M. Warburg, the diffusion of gold into lead at ordinary tem-

peratures discovered by the late Sir W. Roberts-Austen, and so

many other phenomena recently investigated, show us that solids

are in perpetual motion toward a state of equilibrium which they

sometimes reach and from which they never recede unless the sur-

rounding conditions are changed. This adaptation of solid matter

is a profound and suggestive phenomenon; it is the rudimentary

image of the adaptation of living beings; it constitutes a kind of

inferior life that has been unsuspected hitherto, but that can no

longer be neglected by the attentive observer."

—

Translatioft jnade

for The Literary Digest.

MUSIC AT A DISTANCE.

ANEW device for electrically transmitting music to distant

points is described by W. E. Brindley in The Western Elec-

trician. The machine, which is the invention of Dr. Thaddeus

Cahill, is to be shown at the Lewis and Clark Exposition at Port-

land, Ore., this .summer. It is based on the principle of the pro-

duction of vibrations by means of an electrical current whose fre-

quency may be controlled at a distance. Says Mr. Brindley

:

" He [Dr. Cahill] conceived the idea of building an electrical

generator that would set up the exact number of vibrations re-

quired to produce each note of the musical scale. For example,

there are 256 vibrations per second necessary to produce middle

C. This is the principle upon which the machine works. The de-

tails are too complicated for the purpose of the present article.

"The operator who produces music on Dr. Cahill's machine

plays on a keyboard similar to that of a piano. It is asserted that

a musician who can play the piano can learn to operate the Cahill

machine in a month. When the operator presses a key there is no

immediate sound, as in a piano. The key is really a button con-

nected with electric wires. When the key is pressed a circuit is

completed, the required vibration is secured and sound is produced,

not at the point of operation, but at the other end of the circuit,

perhaps a hundred or a thousand miles away. When the circuit is

made complete each wire sounds a note upon a metallic disk, being
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translated into coherent music. And the music is not necessarily

similar to that produced on a piano. By increasing the number of

generators, which are operated by an elaborate system of stops

and keys, the machine will produce any kind of music—violin, ban-

jo, mandolin, guitar, etc., or the combination of a number of kinds,

thus giving- the orchestral effect. The volume of the music may
be regulated by means of a rheostat, which is operated like the

controller of a street-car. With a machine equipped with 72 gen-

erators an orchestral program might be rendered in three keys and

with considerable modulation.

"The practical working out of Dr. Cahill's wonderful invention

is being rapidly perfected. Telharmonic companies will be organ-

ized and managed much as are telephone companies, and for a time

it is expected that telephone lines will be utilized in the transmis-

sion of music by Dr. Cahill's method. It is expected that sub-

scribers may be served with music for $5 a month. Operators will

be employed in the various central offices, and these will play con-

tinuously. A daily program will be arranged and mailed to sub-

scribers. Thus one may look at the program, consult the clock,

and turn on the music. Immediately the room will be filled with a

symphony, a- lively march, or a popular ' rag-time ' air, depending

on what the operator is playing in the central office at the time.

"Transmission of music by means of Dr. Cahill's device is prac-

tically unlimited in extent. An operator in Chicago might produce

music for a concert in New York City. Transmission for so great

a distance would probably not be found economical, however, and

the territory covered by one central office will not exceed that in-

cluded within a radius of 25 or 30 miles."

THE UTILIZATION OF OBSTACLES IN WIRE-
LESS TELEGRAPHY.

THE recent experiments in California on the utilization of trees

in wireless telegraphy have been described at some length

in these pages. We are now informed, through Cosmos (Paris,

March 4), by M. A. Breydel, that this writer has successfully em-

ployed not only trees, but also buildings and other large objects to

assist in the transmission of wireless messages. Such objects are

impediments to transmission in ordinary circumstances, when sit-

uated near the sending apparatus. Says the writer

:

" Since the first experiments, it has been noticed that trees,

dwellings, hills, and everything that notably exceeds the antenna

in height act as obstacles to prevent communication, at least when
these are at no great distance from the antenna.

"When, on the contrary, the obstacles are at a great distance

from the apparatus they are of less importance

"It seemed to me that it would be of use to seek to utilize these

obstacles. I have made them serve the purpose of antennae. This

application may be useful for troops in campaign, when they have

not at their disposal balloons in readiness to carry the antennae to

the proper height, or when it is impossible to set up towers for this

purpose.

"The problem to be solved was to concentrate the electric waves
toward these natural obstacles. The solution consists in surround-

ing a tree or a building with a metallic band joined to the trans-

mitting or receiving apparatus. The experiments are most conclu-

sive, and as I have no other aim in my labors than to be of what
use I can to others and not to profit by them myself in any way,

the few indications that follow will show how they may be applied.
" Suppose that we are in the country and have neither balloons

nor any means of erecting antennze rapidly ; we should preferably

choose an isolated tree, vigorous, in full leaf and as high as pos-

sible ; at a yard above the ground we cut in its bark a groove sev-

eral centimeters wide, in which we wind several turns of large un-

covered copper wire, which we connect with the apparatus.
" If we do not wish to destroy the tree, we simply surround it

with a band of copper, several centimeters wide. If there are no
trees, but a church, the tower of a chateau or any prominent build-

ing, we may proceed in the same way, that is, surround the edifice

with a copper strip, making careful contact at places where there

are metal railings or pipes ; if the building has gutters or a light-

ning-rod, the apparatus may simply be connected to the rod or the

leader of the gutter.
" These trees or buildings play the part of antennas and require

only a few yards of copper, as has been stated. It remains to say

a few words about devices for enabling us to know of sudden

changes in the electric state of the atmosphere, or of distant thun-

der-storms. The best consists of a sort of lightning-rod or metal

stem covered with an insulating envelope or fixed on insulators.

This rod is connected to a receiving apparatus, in which may be in-

cluded a microphone, a telephone-receiver, or even a phonograph

or apparatus to register vibrations. This arrangement enables one

to detect the presence of distant thunder-storms ; it may also register

automatically telephone messages and meteorological variations,

electric or ra.z.znt'ixc"—Translation t/tadefor lYiE. Literary Di-

gest.

THE DESTRUCTION OF NIAGARA.

WHEN Lord Kelvin, after inspecting the first great Niagara

power-plant a few years ago, stated that he looked for-

ward to the day when Niagara Falls should run dry, its waters

being entirely diverted to industrial uses, his words were looked

upon as the pardonable hyperbole of an enthusiastic engineer.

Yet the addition of other great plants, and the planning of others

still, have now brought us within sight of the fulfilment of this

prophecy—an event regarded with equanimity by some and with

horror or grief by others. In an article on the subject contributed

to Cassier's Magazine {M.zxch), Alton D. Adams asserts that " chil-

dren already born may yet walk dry-shod from the mainland to

Goat Island, over tlie present river-bed." He goes on to say :

"The greatest menace to Niagara Falls is the construction and

operation of near-by power plants on either side of the river. At
present two such plants are operating on the New York side, and

the construction of three more on the Ontario side is well ad-

vanced ; besides these, a smaller plant is already at work there.

Each of these plants diverts water within 1% miles above, and dis-

charges it a little below Niagara Falls. In view of the relatively

small expense at which water power can be developed by plants

located as these are, it seems probable that strong efforts will be

made to increase indefinitely their number and capacity as the

years roll on. These efforts must be resisted if Niagara Falls are

to be saved.
" Popular ideas as to a practically unlimited supply of water at

Niagara Falls, based on the area of the Great Lakes and the width

of the upper river, are incorrect. Great as is the area of the lakes,

it is only their discharge of water that maintains the falls and is

available for the development of power
"According to the measurements of the United States engineers

in the years 1S99 and 1900, the normal discharge of the Niagara

River for mean level in Lake Erie is 222,000 cubic feet per second,

but this sinks at times to as little as 165,340 cubic feet per second.

Great as is this amount, it is not beyond the capacity of water-

power developments like those now in progress about Niagara

Falls to seriously diminish or even dry up the cataract. On a

clear day, when the rising mist is blown up stream, a person near

the center of the new suspension bridge over the Niagara River,

or at Inspiration Point, on the Canadian side, can readily see the

American and Horse Shoe Falls. The former, with its straight

crest and silvery curtain, is the fall of beauty; but the latter, with

its great mass of dark green water, seemingly rushing to the cen-

tral point, its hidden foot, its loud explosion, and its fountain of

spray, rising like white smoke high above all, is the fall of gran-

deur. Walk out on the rocks at the upper end of Goat Island

where the water just up stream seems ever threatening to rush

upon and wash away the adventurer, and the reasons for the differ-

ences between the falls below are evident.
" On the right, toward the Canadian shore, are three-quarters of

a mile of river with that dark, unbroken surface that indicates deep

water. To the left, between the island and the New York bank,

there is a channel only 400 feet wide whose rugged bottom raises

the first line of breakers and carries all of the water that passes

over the American Fall. How little of the river discharge passes

on the New York side and how much on the Ontario side of Goat
Island, perhaps no one can tell, tho the former is estimated as low

as 10 percent, of the total ; but certain it is that the American Fall

now receives a comparatively small percentage of Niagara River

water
" From these conditions it is evident that any large decrease in

the discharge of Niagara River, either by diversion of water from

the Great Lakes to the Mississippi River or to other rivers, or the
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creation of other cliannels for the flow from Lake Erie to Lake
Ontario, or the construction of canals, pipe lines, or tunnels be-

tween the upper river and the gorge below, must have a much
greater tendenc\- to destro}' the American than the Canadian Fall."

That such diversion is going on and is on the increase is suf-

ficiently evident. Not only is the water taken into the tunnels of

power-plants above the falls, but the Welland Canal takes a large

amount, the Chicago drainage canal much more, and the new

barge canal and other works will make an additional drain. From

a minimum flow of 165,000 feet a second, the agencies already

•complete or nearly so will subtract 67.400 feet a second. The

writer goes on to say :

'" From the foregoing it appears that the total diversion of water

from the Great Lakes above Niagara Falls, for navigation, drain-

age, and power purposes, will reach as much as 67,400 cubic feet

per second when all of the works now operating, or under con-

struction, are carried out to their full, authorized capacity. Even
this volume of water, which is 41 per cent, of the minimum dis-

charge rate of Niagara River, does not include the water taken by

the Welland Canal for purposes of navigation and for the develop-

ment of power by local manufacturing plants along its banks. . . .

"The diversion of this great volume of water, even at the ex-

pense of some of the scenic attractions of the falls, is no doubt
warranted by the great economic and industrial advantages that

result from cheap power. It does not necessarily follow, however,

that this process of water diversion should be extended until the

values of existing power plants are depreciated by lack of water,

the American Fall is dried up, and the Horse Shoe Falls are

robbed of most of their grandeur.
" Yet this is the tendency of the industrial and political forces

now at work. Private enterprise can not be expected to stay its

progress so long as there is a profit to be iriade by the diversion of

Niagara water, and legislatures continue to give away franchises

or peddle them out for trifling considerations.
" For those who wish to see a fair share of the beauty and gran-

deur of Niagara Falls preserved, and even for those who wish to

protect the great investments that have been and are being made
there for power development, the unfortunate feature of the sit-

uation is that several of the immediately adjoining States have

power to authorize the diversion of water from the upper lakes and

Niagara River. The diversion of this water thus becomes a mat-

ter of competition, not only between persons seeking their own
profits, but also between different governments that wish to build

up their respective territories or increase their revenues. Further

complication arises from the fact that the American States have

no power, under the Constitution, to enter individually into any
treaty for the preservation of Niagara Falls, or for the regulation

of the diversion of water from the upper river or the Great Lakes,

because the treaty-making power is vested entirely in the Federal

Government
"From a consideration of the foregoing facts, it seems evident

that the diversion of water from the upper lakes and Niagara River

will be continued until the destruction of the American Fall, and

possibly that of the Canadian Fall, result. Apparently the only

hope lies in the intervention of the sovereign powers concerned."

Development of Species by Temperature.—What
appears to be a remarkable discovery in zoology is described in the

Coiisula?- Repoi'ts by E. T. Liefeld, United States Consul, at Frei--

burg, Germany. According to this report. Professor Standfus, of

Zurich, Switzerland, has succeeded in practically creating new spe-

cies and also in reviving old ones, by the influence of extremes of

temperature. Says Mr. Liefeld :

"The Swiss scientist, up to now, has confined his experiments

to butterflies, and has obtained remarkable results; but there is no
reason why, under similar conditions, the same effects may not be

produced upon bird and animal life. Taking some 6,000 ordinary

caterpillars in their different stages of metamorphoses, he exposed

them to temperatures varying from 40''' to 4° C. (99' to 25'"' F.).

I\Iost of them developed into butterflies of ancient species, which

are now very rare, while others developed into totally new species.

so far unknown to scientists. Certain butterflies are characterized

by successive and different generations. For instance, the chrys-

alis of the butterfly Vanessa levaua gives birth in the spring to

butterflies which lay eggs in summer. In the same year these eggs
produce butterflies which differ completely in form and color from
those of the first generation. The former are named Vanessa
Icvana spring, and the latter Vanessa levajia summer. By submit-
ting the chrysalis of the second form to a temperature of 30' C.
(81° F.), the first form is obtained. The same results have been
accompHshed with the Vanessa nrticcp.A rare butterfly, found only

at the North Cape and in Sardinia. An ancient species which had
entirely disappeared was obtained with the Papilio machaon in the

same manner. During the experiments butterflies which are found
in districts so far apart as the Arctic circle and the Torrid zone
were produced. Even more surprising were the hybrids obtained
from the effects of ' crossing ' under the influence of heat and cold.

Gorgeous specimens, of all the colors of the rainbow beautifully in-

termingled, came forth and developed under the care of Professor
Standfus, who was him.self surprised at the results. Needless to

add, all the ancient species produced are extremely valuable from
a pecuniary point of view, while the ' created ' specimens are prac-

tically priceless."

DUST AND PATENT MEDICINES.
' I ^HAT the number of patent-medicine advertisements in the

-*- newspapers of a town bears a constant relationship to the

cleanness of its streets is asserted by Dr. Robert Hessler of Lo-

gansport, Ind., in an article contributed to American Medicine,

March 4. Dr. Hessler tells us that an increase in the amount of

dust in the streets is at once accompanied by an increase in the

number of advertisements of remedies for the class of diseases due

to dust-infection. He says:

" Altho dust is a product of civilization, yet, paradoxical as it

may seem, the amount of dust in a city is not necessarily an index

of a high degree of civilization, not more than is the presence of

dirt and filth or its accumulation in a house an index of a high so-

cial standing of a family. European travelers are surprised on
seeing the condition of our streets, sidewalks, and the floors of our
public buildings—and some marvel at the accurate aim of our spit-

ters. In many of our smaller cities the spitting habit is something
amazing— likewise the prevalence of colds, catarrh, coughs, rheu-

matic pains and aches, and derangements of the respiratory and
nervous systems and of the alimentary tract.

" This relationship between the spitting habit and the prevalence

of certain ailments crops out in a most striking manner in the col-

umns of our newspapers. I have been following up this matter for

several years and a few statements may be of interest.

" In a general way it may be said that the newspapers reflect the

condition of the city or community, all the way from the village

gossip of the small paper up to most weighty matters in the large

dailies. We will find, moreover, that the newspapers of dusty cities

have dust written all over them, while, on the other hand, the papers

of clean cities are practically free from such references
" If we study the patent-medicine advertisements we will find the

constant recurrence of such terms as catarrh, colds, cough, grip,

sore throat, tonsillitis, pleurisy, rheumatism, backache, lame back,

kidney disease, lumbago, muscular rheumatism, nervousness, head-

ache, neuralgia, nervous prostration, biliousness, gastritis, deranged

stomach, etc. These are names that in nearly every case in which

they are applied are synonyms of dust infection. We must even

include the term ' malaria.' as ordinarily used by city patients, as

may be shown by the following from a well-known nostrum adver-

tisement :
' Malaria is not confined exclusively to the swamps and

marsh}' regions of the country, but wherever there is bad air this

insidious foe to health is found,' and the accompanying list of

symptoms have all the earmarks of dust infection
" Europeans are surprised when they see our newspapers. One

has said :
' To see your newspapers one might be led to believe that

you are a nation of invalids.' The presence of many patent-medi-

cine advertisements shows, certainly, that there is a great demand
for such things—for nostrums supposed to counteract the evil influ-

ence of the dust, or, rather, for the sputum-contaminated atmos-

phere which we are compelled to inhale. At least this is my
opinion, based on my observations.

"If we examine the advertisements of patent medicines proper

more closely, we will find that they can be subdivided into groups,

and that the largest group can be designated as the dust group."

In order to show this graphically, Dr. Hessler marked the space
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occupied by medical advertisements in a variety of newspapers from

different States and countries. For Indiana newspapers the total

space occupied varied from 2.5 to 14.5 per cent. The dust adver-

tisements varied from i.i percent, in a comparatively clean city,

up to 10 per cent, or more in a dusty city. In some clean cities of

the 0\d World the percentage is but a fraction of one percent. To
quote again :

" Tliere are, of course, a number of factors that enter into the

question why patent-medicine advertisements are more numerous
in some newspapers than in others, of the same town or of different

towns and countries. Making due allowance for all other causes

that produce variations, the margin due to the inriuence of infected

dust is still so large that, in my opinion, no other explanation will

suffice.

" When an eigiith of the total space of a newspaper is occupied

by patent-medicine advertisements, whose existence rests mainly

on tiie condition of tiie streets and sidewalks, we may well pause

and inquire if there is not something wrong with the municipality.
" Tlie seasonal variation— that is, the rise and decline of dust ad-

vertisements, is interesting. With us, low ebb is readied in the

summer; high tides occur in the fall and spring. I had shown this

in a chart. The percentage of space occupied by dust advertise-

ments in a leading paper of Indianapolis varied from 1.2 per cent,

in midsummer to 12 per cent, in the early spring. (In the summer
the dust is sterilized by the hot rays of the sun ; in the winter time

fresh air is often at a premium.)
" Whether the patent-medicine men are aware of the influence of

the dust I am unable to say, but they certainly know that it pays

to advertise in certain towns. They also seem to have some idea

about the ultimate division of dust infection or dust disease into

types, such as the catarrhal or rheumatic. By observing certain

advertisements for variable periods of time, we will find that cer-

tain names will be used exclusively, and that .some one of these

will appear in large type and followed by the other in the text in

smaller type, and at the next appearance of the advertisements one

of the latter will be advanced to head the list, and so on in rota-

tion. Thus in one series the terms rheumatism, lumbago, back-

ache, muscular rheumatism, and disease of the kidneys occur. In

another we find tiie words catarrh, colds, cough, grip, weak lungs,

etc.

" That these advertisements will not bear critical inspection is

self-evident. A physician reading them must conclude that they

are written for the kindergarten or for adults with the minds of

children. The claims for curative properties in many instances are

simply preposterous
" If we examine further, we find that there may be a long interval

between .seedtime and harvest. The effect of inhaling a very dusty

atmo-sphere may not manifest itself .seriously for weeks or for

months; that is, in the production of diseases that may have a

fatal ending, such as the various inflammations of the internal or-

gans or of tuberculosis. Common dust, infection, as I have de-

scribed it in my previous paper, is usually self-limited and may sub-

side promptly with a change in atmospheric conditions, but may
continue indefinitely in a dusty atmosphere— whether out of doors

or indoors. The afflicted individual usually resorts at once to

home remedies, and failing to get relief he purchases some one or

more of the much-advertised patent medicines. These latter may
palliate, but we certainly can not speak of a ' cure."

"

Poisonous Coal-Tar Colors.—Of fifty coal-tar colors

examined by G. W. Chlopin, in an investigation reported by him

in the Zeiischi'ift dcr A'ahruiig und Geiiussiiiiiiel, fifteen were

found to be positively poisonous, and twenty others to cause harm-

ful disturbances of the digestive organs and kidneys, or of the

general health of the animals experimented upon. Says The Na-
tional Druggist, in an abstract of Chlopin"s paper:

" Those that are designated under the heading ' Poisonous ' are

aurantia, mandarin (orange No. 2), rnetanil orange (methyl-

orange), butter-yellow (auramin O), brilliant-green, aurin (sodium

salt), echtblau (true blue) R for cotton, ursol D, thiokatechine i,

2, 3, and T, noir autogenique, and noir vidal. As ' harmful ' the

following are named : Metanil yellow, anilin orange T. pyrotin

RR, ponceau RR. benzo-purpurin. erica B, citron yellow, iodin

green, acid green. Bavarian yellow DBF and DSF, cerise DN,

iodesin, rhodamin B and C, cry.sanilin, l)enzoflavin II, methylene
green, primulin, chinolin yellow. In testing for harmful behavior
toward the human skin, carried out by wearing woolen, or cotton,

dyed with the colors named, either on the hands or feet, for from
10 to 18 days, only two were found, namely, auramin O, and ursol

D, the first of which caused a slight reddening, while the latter oc-

casioned a very serious inflammation of the skin. It is noticeable

that most of the seriously poisonous colors are among the yellow
and orange dyes, and next come the blues, browns, and blacks in

order named. \'ery few among the violet and green colors were
found hurtful. Among the reds only one was found harmful, and
none among the really poisonous."

HOW TO COPY AN OLD DAGUERREOTYPE.
'T^HERE are daguerreotype portraits in almost every family,

•* and in many cases these are now fast fading or tarnisiiing.

Yet any amateur photographer can secure from them negatives

from which any number of permanent prints may be struck off.

How to do this is told in La Nature (January 21) by a correspond-

ent signing himself " G. M." -Says this writer:

" The portraits of our grandparents are on the silvered plates of
Daguerre. The image is unique and fragile ; an accident may
ruin it; it is therefore well to make from it a photographic nega-

tive. To do this the silver image must first be well cleaned, with-

out touching it, even with the softest brush, which might leave

traces. It is tarnished by a layer of silver oxid, which it is neces-

sary to remove. First alcohol is allowed to flow over it to dissolve:

the grease, and then it is v/ashed with water under a faucet. Thea
the layer of oxid is dissolved with a solution of cyanid of potas-

sium. This salt is a violent poison, which must be handled cau-

tiously ; if there are cuts or abrasions on the hands, it must not

touch them. Care must also be taken with the daguerreotype, for

the image may be completely removed. A five-per-cent. solution

of the salt is first made, and one or two cubic centimeters are

placed in a beaker with 15 or 20 of water. This solution is turned

on to the plate, held horizontally and balanced lightly, so that it

may be thoroughly covered. If, at the end of several minutes, the

fog of oxid is not removed, the solution is turned back into the

beaker and strengthened with more of the undiluted solution ; this

is repeated several times if necessary. In acting thus prudently

we run no risk of ruining the picture.
" When the plate has been rin.sed under the faucet it is dried by

heating it quickly over an alcohol flame, holding it in an inclined

position; if this takes too long, there is a risk that drops running

over the plate will leave marks on it. When dried, the plate is

photographed ; for this purpose the best light must be sought. If

it is placed in front of a window there will be awkward reflections
;

the light should be at an angle of 45 ' and is obtained easily by pla-

cing the plate at right angles to a window ; the illumination thus

obtained is very good. As the apparatus should also be placed

opposite the window, in order that the axis of the lenses should be

perpendicular to the plane of the image, care should be taken ta

put on the objective a shade formed of a black paper funnel 15 to

20 centimeters [6 to 8 inches] long. Thus a very clear image is

obtained on the ground-glass. The question of the time of expo-

sure must be solved by trial ; it is rarely right at the first attempt,

but it is sufficient to sacrifice two or three plates. Slow emulsions

2ir&^rG.i&xdi\Ae:."— Translation /nade JorTn'E Literary Digest.

SCIENCE BREVITIES.

" At the recent reunion of the Swiss Society of Natural Science at Locarno,"'

says Cosmos (March 11), " O. E. Imhof showed a hydrographic chart of the earth,

on which were indicated, on the one hand, the division of the waters among the

various oceanic basins, and, on the other hand, tlie regions whose waters do not

run toward the sea, at any rate superficially. The greatest of these territories in

which there is no surface flow seaward is that which extends from the neighbor-

hood of the Baltic Sea through Russia and Central Asia nearly to the Yellow

Sea. Another closed basin, mucli less considerable, includes a part of Asia
Minor and Arabia. In Africa there are three ; in Australia, the western part

represents a great region without flow to the sea. North America has four of

these closed basins, two east of the continental divide, at the latitude of the Gulf

of California, and two others more to the north and to the west of the divide.

In South .America one primary closed basin, divided into three secondary basins,

extends from north to south along the Cordilleras ; a second extends from west

to east Ijetween the Cordilleras and Baia \V\2inca.."— Translation made for The
Literary Digest.
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THE RELIGIOUS WORLD.

IS CHRISTIANITY MENACED BY SOCIALISM?

IiS a new book entitled "The Captive City of God," Mr. Richard

Heath, an English writer of radical sympathies and religious

convictions, takes the view that the growth of Socialism is a direct

challenge to Christianity. "The City of God," he says, "is to-

day, with a few exceptions, everywhere dominated by the moneyed

classes. . . . The churches are necessarily enslaved to the plu-

tocracy of Christendom." Sociahsm has come to do for the people

" what the churches ought to have done." To quote further

:

" Socialism is in fact the modern version of Christ's Christianity,

separated from all theology, all clericalism, all public worship, and
from the very idea of the church. It is a new universal religion

which has sprung up in a moribund Christendom. At present it is

dominated by materialism, a materialism which holds Christianity,

as manifested by the German Evangelical and the Roman Catholic

churches, as sometiiing so deadly that it can make no terms with

them. It seems possible that when it gets the upper hand it will

not allow such churches any public existence. And what happens
in the rest of Europe must have its analogical movement here.

How are the British churches, so materialistic themselves, going

to stem the tide of materialism, especially when that materialism

preaches the social gospel they ought to have preached? What
the outcome may be it is not possible to say, but how can we ex-

pect, under such circumstances, anything less than an eclipse of

the churches?

"

In order to avert what seems impending the writer declares that

the first thing needful is " to recover the true idea of the church and

of its place in the great struggle for the democratic ideal "—that is,

to return to the ideals of primitive Christianity, when the churches

were " cities of God showing forth the life of the kingdom of

heaven." He continues

:

" Such churches, the churches of the New Testament and of

early Christianity, are the only societies that can save the world.

To imagine, as many persons of great intelligence and devotion to

the democratic ideal do, that a scientific, economic reform of so-

ciety would eliminate the main evils that are ever working to bring

it to ruin and death, is to suppose man is not part of nature.

There has, for example, beeri to a partial extent such a reform in

progress all over Europe during the last century. Probably in no
period of the world's history has there been anything like the same
humanizing of the law, and of all kinds of social relations. Yet,

to judge from the facts . . . no kind of exterior reform can change
human nature, itself but a department of the natural world and
under the influence of the laws which govern it. There are instincts

in nature which work witli such tremendous force that at times they

are absolutely uncontrollable and rush furiously over the cataract.

Could any kind of economic reform stop the ravages of the sexual

instinct, or satisfy the craving for excitement and stimulants? It

may modify and regulate them, but a true church could change
them from being, as Pandora's box, the source of many evils and
mischiefs, filling the world with diseases and calamities, into a cor-

nucopia pouring out with ceaseless abundance all kinds of lovely

and delightful things. But the only church that can do this is a

church born again as a society, and in every individual of which it

is composed. This is the church we want, and which early Chris-

tianity had. When we have it again we shall once more be on the

road to an universal palingenesis; nature itself is waiting for this

regenerated society."

The reason why the present churches are ineffectual " in the only

sphere they do cultivate, the individual one," is because of " their

indifference to the other—the social sphere." To quote again

:

" It is clear that if they are to prevent the rapid decline of ideals

going on everywhere they themselves must be regenerated. And
it is also clear that if the rapid reaction we are in is to be stopped,

there must no longer be a scission between the two movements of

individual salvation and social salvation, but they must be one
movement, sought by the same apostolate, at the same time and
by the same means. And only a true church can do this one all-

important work.
" For want of such a church a materialistic social democracy has

come into existence, and, by its movement for rendering much of

the democratic ideal part of the law of Germany, has succeeded in

winning the heart of the German democracy, a people crushed un-

der foot ever since the double defeat of the peasants and Anabap-
tists. For want of such a church, the cravings of the downtrodden
wrecks of humanity for the society which Christ prepared for their

salvation, and which has never been allowed to exist long enough
to do so, have taken the form of anarchist-communism. And thus

for want of such a church, the people and the ' submerged tenth '

are turning to other saviors, while the members of the present-day

churches have already been dragged into a movement which very

soon will have to reckon with the masses of Europe— Socialist,

Anarchist, and anti-clerical.

" But the Socialist parties will also prove ineffectual in their

effort at human regeneration, and that for a reason similar in char-

acter, but just the opposite in point of fact. The evangelical

churches have failed because they only seek the regeneration of

society through the regeneration of individuals. The Socialist

parties will fail if they continue to believe that the regeneration of

society will in itself regenerate the individuals of which it is com-
posed. The efforts at the regeneration of society and of the indi-

vidual must be carried on together, and depend on one another, or

neither will ever be satisfactorily accomplished."

A church which should exemplify at once the spirit of primitive

Christianity and of the new socialistic aspiration is the ideal toward

which Mr. Heath turns. He says, in concluding:

"The nature of God is the key to the nature of the church.

Whatever the different functions or offices of its members, in the

church * none is afore or after the other,' none is greater or less

than another, but all, whether they be many or few, are co-equal.

This unity and this equality presuppose liberty as their condition,

and fraternity as their result. But this, the fundamental nature of

the true church, can only be realized so far as love, its primal ne-

cessity, reigns. Love thus inspiring a church, its unity and equal-

ity must lead it to become more and more communistic in its prac-

tise. It would thus realize more fully the democratic ideal, the loss

of which is the great evil which has brought the historical churches

to a veritable apostasy. And so thfe church would reappear, bring-

ing back again in their pristine purity all the fundamental truths

buried in those historical churches, and carrying the banner which
they trod underfoot when they entered into alliance with the pow-
ers of this world. And at the sight of this multiplicity in unity,

this church in conditions of liberty, equality, and fraternity de-

veloping a true city of God, humanity would have an assurance,

such as it has never had since the first centuries, that Christ was
its redeemer and king. For this fact would then have the very-

sign Christ asked that it might have. And from such a city would
go forth a dynamitical force which in the power of Christ would
strike at the very roots of prostitution, drunkenness, and gambling,

and their concomitants, destitution, slum-life, and crime. And
this force would be successful because it emanated from a society

which was not so much destructive as constructive, and which itself

was already a true society."

The Labour Leader, a London Socialist weekly, prints a review

of this book from which we quote as follows

:

" One sees the fascination of this vision of a city of God—a truly

democratic organization, which shall be a visible refuge for the

outcast and the sinner—a harbor where human wrecks shall be joy-

fully received and protected, just because they are human. Such

a vision is attractive and inspiring. Is it possible? Possible it

may be; scarcely, however, we think, by any process of self-re-

form on the part of existing churches such as Mr. Heath looks for-

ward to. They are too hopelessly corrupt, too far gone in class

prejudice and class distinction and in the ' pride of life,' ever to

arise again. The true socialistic church, the real city of God. the

church of the people, will have to be something new, and its foun-

dation, we venture to think, will be laid, not in the area of the so-

called ' Christian' church, either that of the State, or that of the
' free ' and ' voluntary ' middle-class plutocracy, but rather in the

area of social democracy, by spirituaHzing, inspiring, and idealizing

that broad social movement which is an infinitely wider and more
vital force than that waning and dying life which flickers in the

cushioned pews of religious respectability. Nevertheless, altho

we can not altogether share Mr. Heath's faith in an ecclesiastical

regeneration in the democratic direction, we would say that any

religiously minded democrat will find real refreshment in this

book."
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THE CREDIBILITY OF THE GOSPELS.

A IK)IT five years ago Professor Harnack gave a series of lec-

tures before the entire student body of the University of

Berlin on " The Essence of Christianity "
(
" Das Wesen des Chris-

tentunis"). Published in book form, these addresses provoked

international interest and discussion. A new and similar course of

lectures, prepared for the same audience and also intended for per-

manent publication, deals with " The Credibility of the Gospel His-

tory "
(," Claubwiirdigkeit der Evangelischen Geschichte "). A fore-

taste of their quality and the line of argument pursued is afforded

by a it'suf/u' of the first lecture printed in the Christlkhe U'elt

(Marburg^

:

What can we know of Jesus Christ? The question implies our

knowledge of him as an historical personage measured by the de-

mands of exact historical science and unhampered by the para-

phernalia added during the development of the Christian church.

That the Christ as he appears on the face of the evangelical rec-

ords is not the actual Jesus of fact admits of no doubt, in view of

the transformation of the real into the ideal that can be plainly

traced in the earliest records. Christ had twelve disciples during

his earthly career, and yet we know that immediately after liis

death upon the cross

these pupils and others

recognized and adored

him as a divine person

sitting enthroned in the

heavens and possessing

all power. This idea

overshadowed and

transformed all that
they had experienced in

conjunction witli Jesus

during his earthly
career. It is only nat-

ural that from this view-

point the entire history

of Jesus appeared in a

new light and received

a new significance.

Could it be otherwise

tlian that many of the

original colors in which
Christ was depicted ac-

quired entirely different

hues.'' For such a phe-

nomenal change in the

estimate of a historical

personage we have no
parallel. Persons
who had eaten and

drunken with Jesus came to honor him as the Lord of the whole

world ! To argue that this change must have totally transformed

estimates of the earthly career of Jesus requires no analogies.

Even if we knew that Jesus had actually, during his earthly career,

designated himself as the Messiah, and that his disciples had rec-

ognized him as such during his lifetime, this knowledge would in

no way affect the phenomenal transformation which took place in

the minds of the disciples as a result of their faith in the resurrec-

tion. The disciples at best recognized his Messiahship only in

exceptional moments of ecstasy ; they certainly never realized the

consequences of this recognition, and they deserted him on the day
of his death. The change accordingly remains a remarkable one,

and must be an all-important factor in determining the historical

character of Jesus.

We have every reason to expect two layers of tradition in the

gospel—a lower one, in which Christ appears in sharp and unique

outline with the originality of history ; and an upper one, in which

the faith developed by the disciples covers this original foundation.

The great difficulty is to keep the two layers separated at all stages,

and in doing this we reveal the secret of a successful and scientific

study of the life of Jesus. In not a few points it will be found im-

possible to attain to perfect certainty, and all degrees of probabil-

ity will be disclosed.

Another difficulty which confronts all who attempt to elucidate

the historical character of Jesus is presented by the Jewish tradi-

PROF. ADOLF HARNACK, OF THE UNIVERSITY
OF BERLIN.

Whose new lectures deal with the historic basis

of tlie gospel records.

tion in regard to the Messiah. The moment he was hailed by
his disciples as the Messiah, his name became linked with a

multitude of prophecies and legends. The conception of the

Messiah was fixed in the Jewi.sh thought of the day. There
existed at that time among the Jews Messianic dogmatics,
which, however uncertain in details, were definite in general out-

line. The Jewish Messiah stood for certain predicted qualities,

heroic actions, and redemptive acts, and even for certain biograph-
ical data. And so when Jesus of Nazareth was declared to be the

Messiah, all at once these current conceptions and ideals were
applied to him, and the actual memory of the historic person was
modified by doctrinal ideas of what the Messiah was to be. The
historic Christ's picture was sadly marred by the Messianic dog-
matics based more or less on the fulfilment of Old-Testament
prophecy.

Another factor that modified the remembrance of the real Jesus
was the influence of foreign religions. Christianity marks a turn-

ing-point in the history of religious thought ; it arose in an age of

religious change, and its success without this factor would be
scarcely thinkable. National and local religions and all kinds of

cults were the product of the intellectual ferment of the time, and
showed a tendency toward world-religions. By exchange of ideas,

by expansion and adoption of new elements, this process was car-

ried forward. Christianity showed no exceptions to this general

tendency. Old rites and ceremonies, in the guise of mysteries and
'"sacraments," found their way into the new religion, and fantastic

reflections of primitive religious conceptions of the world and of

mythological fictions were added as "histories of revelation." Ju-

daism, in the three centuries before the Christian era, was particu-

larly inrtuenced by this syncretism, and even Pharisaism could not

withstand this spirit. As a consequence, the question necessarily

arises in regard to Jesus Christ himself, or at any rate in regard to

the oldest traditions concerning him, whether his character is not

also portrayed under the influence of this religious syncretism.

How far is his personality unique, and how far can we accept the

paradoxical in his case? While the teachers of comparative relig-

ion are often regarded as unreasonable, and in matters of merely

external resemblance claim an internal connection that does not

exist (as, for example, when Christ is, nolens volens, converted into

the sun-god and the twelve apostles are compared with the twelve

months), yet the abuse of this method does not vitiate its proper

use, and students of the Christ problem will be compelled to take

these factors into consideration.

A final difficulty is presented by the character of the Gospels.

These are not bibliographical productions, but are books of evan-

gelization and edification, the purpose being to awaken or to

strengthen faith, not to depict the life of Christ as such. In all

these problems it is our task to discover just what features belong

to the historic personality of the prophet of Nazareth, and what
features have been added as a result of the faith of his followers

and the religious thought of the times.— Translation made for
The Literary Digest.

THE CHURCH'S HOLD ON AMERICAN MEN.
A PREVAILING conception that the church has not drawn

-^^- men to it in any large numbers, and that there is a lamenta-

ble absence of men from church services and Christian work, is

challenged by the Rev. Kerr Boyce Tupper, of Philadelphia. He
thinks that this position will not bear critical examination, and

presents the following facts (in the Chicago Standard) :

" The largest congregation in the city of Boston is unquestiona-

bly that of Tremont Temple, and there the majority present is not

infrequently men. One of the largest congregations in New York
City is that at the Madison Square Presbyterian Church, and there

generally the majority present is men. The two largest congrega-

tions in the city of Brooklyn are those of the Plymouth Church

and of the Baptist Temple, and in these two congregations men
quite often predominate. The largest congregation in the city of

Chicago is that which gathers weekly in the Auditorium, once pre-

sided over by the scholarly Swing, and now by the eloquent Gun-
saulus ; and there weekly men, in greater numbers than women, it

is said, crowd every available space. Among the largest congre-

gations in the city of Philadelphia are those of the Grace Temple,

the Holy Trinity, the Second Presbyterian, and the First Baptist

churches, and at the night services, at least, at each of these
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churches, it will be found that quite generally more men attend

than women."

The writer reinforces his argument with these figures:

" Of a total United States population to-day of So,000,000, there

are about 14.250,000 young men between the ages of sixteen and

thirty-five. Out of the total llnited States church membership of

29,000,000 there are to-day 5,500,000 young men—note, not moi,

for such would swell the number here given by millions ; hwi young
men. Recent reports from seventy-eight representative churches

in different parts of our land, as gathered by a careful writer, seem

to indicate that 37 per cent, of the total number of young men in

the United States is directly or indirectly connected with the work
of the church. There are to-day sixteen times as many young men
alone in the churches of our land as there were members in these

churches one hundred years ago. Add to these the male youth

connected with our Sunday-schools with their 20,000,000 members,
with young people's societies with their 4,000,000 members, with

the Salvation Army with its 84,000 weekly open-air services, to say

nothing of the exclusively men's organizations, as the brother-

hoods, the Gideons, and the Young Men's Christian Association

—this last-mentioned body with more than 300,000 members and

an annual expenditure of $12,000,000 in our land, while throughout

the world it has to-day 102.000 members who give annually not less

than $80,000 for foreign missions alone.

"Only this month Air. Mott, the famous leader in the Students'

Volunteer Movement, stated that at a recent Young Men's Chris-

tian Association gathering at Yale there were present more than

half of last year's football team, one-third of the college crew, and
other fellows equally representative of that great university. In

the I'niversity of I^ennsylvania there are to-day 3.000 students en-

gaged regularly each week in Bible study. In our American col-

leges at present there are 85,000 students, of whom about 40,000 are

members of Christian churches."

In view of these facts, the statement that men do not go to

church is proclaimed a fallacy. " Men do go to church," says Mr.

Tupper, "and in large numbers, and with sympathetic soul, when

pastor and people give them something to go for—something

which satisfies their highest intellectual and spiritual aspirations

and needs."

A POSITIVIST'S IIVI PEACHMENT OF THE
CHURCHES.

MR. FREDERIC HARRISON, the well-known English

Positivist, is convinced that " in public questions, in poli-

tics, in legislation, in tone of public life, the organized Christian

churches do not do good, but do evil," and he has written a long

and vehement article sustaining this extreme conclusion. Espe-

cially does he castigate the churches for their failure to check " the

immense development of the spirit of aggression and the resort to

war" during the past thirty or forty years, declaring that, in too

many cases, they " have been foremost, more eager than soldiers

or princes, to hound on the war spirit, to gloat over the defeat of

the opponents, and to justify every case of injustice." He con-

tinues (in Tlie Positivist Review^ London):

" Hardly a voice was raised within the churches to stem the tor-

rent of vainglorious passion during any of the wars, least of all

during the infamies of the various South African wars, and. above
all, of the Boer War. Catholics, Methodists, Anglicans, and even

the Quakers or Friends, fanned the fighting temper. They behaved
just as Russian priests do to-day in their war of aggression in the

East, blessing the cannons, and promising heavenly rewards to the

victors. As the head manager of the degraded I^ussian church

said the other day to the 15ishop, 'You are but the instrument in

Christ of the all-potent will of the Little Father by divine right.'

That is the tone of the bishops and archbishops of all establish-

ments, of our establishment. They are the instrument of the gov-

ernment of the day, its tool, its creature. If the Government go
for war. the priests of Christ to-day bless war and consecrate the

engines of destruction. None do it so shamelessly, with such party

zeal, as the prelates and clergy of the Anglican church."

In matters of education and of temperance, Mr. Harrison argues

that Christianity has been equally reactionary. It has been the

historic policy of the church, he charges, to " starve and restrict

the education of the people, save so far as it could exclusively con-

trol it"; and, at the present moment, Anglican churchmen have
" swallowed wars, armaments, and monstrous taxation," as well as

an " act to promote freedom of drink, which they can not have ap-

proved," for the sake of getting the children into their hands. He
proceeds with the indictment

:

" There is nothing exceptional or local about this character of the

Christian churches to throw their force to the wrong side : to the

side of war, oppression, and social injustice. It has been so in

history, at least for centuries; it is so in most Christian lands.

What was the church in the days of Louis XIV., XV., XVI., in

the days of the Dragonnades, the revocation of the edict of Nantes,

in the days of Calas and La Barre? What was it in the revolution

of 1789.'' What was it under Charles X. .'' What was it under
Louis Napoleon, or now? What is the history of the church in

Italy.'' Is it antagonism to monarchy? France is a republic;

Italy a monarchy. But in France and in Italy, for thirty years,

the church has formed one inexorable conspiracy against the

established constitution of the republic in France, and against the

monarchy in Italy. What is the estabhshed church in Germany
but the docile instrument of the kaiserdom and of all his ideas of

war, despotism, and national aggrandisement? Turn to Russia.

There the Christian church is in its most repulsive form, servile to

the tyrant, cruel to its rivals, the apostle of every form of degra-

ding superstition and religious fraud. It is largely responsible for

the infamous persecution of Jews, of dissenters of all sorts ; it

hounds on the agents of the Czardom in crushing Poland, in abolish-

ing Finland, in exciting insurrection in the Balkan states, in push-

ing forward the attack on Turkey. And the prelates seem to have

been partizans of the midnight murder of the King and Queen of

Servia— in the interest of Christ and Holy Russia ! Certainly they

are guilty of crowning the head of the assassin. If we want an

example of the depths of savagery, vainglory, and superstition,

worthy of a Dahomey savage, we should turn to the barbarous

rites now enacted by Russian priests, blessing the war against

Japan. . . . They are only an extreme example of the perversion

of which the Gospel of Christ is capable. We may point to these

Russian priests and monks as the Spartans pointed to their own
drunken helots, as a warning of what they may come to. English

Christians do not descend to these depths of folly and inhumanity.

But the spirit is really, at bottom, much the same. The endowed,
established, and incorporated Christian bodies are found, whether

in history—for many centuries past—-whether in our own land or

in other European countries, whether Catholic, Episcopalian, or

Lutheran, or Calvinist, to make—not for righteousness in nations,

but for the ascendency of classes, the rivalry of nations, and the

maintenance of abuses."

Mr. Harrison attributes the failure of Christianity to what he

considers the defects of the origin of all churches. For him Christ

is "an impassioned idealist," who taught an impossible meekness

and passive submission, and whose " beautiful moral teaching was

entirely founded on wild arbitrary visions claiming to be absolute

truth, and on supernatural sanctions." These were given once for

all in " cast-iron formulae," which soon began to be questioned and

doubted. Thereupon, " the depositories of the old orthodox creed

organized themselves into a close and wealthy corporation. That

corporation naturally clutched on to the state, and to those who
had control of power in all its forms in order to protect their

monopoly and privileges, their possessions, and their dignities in

the name of Christ, the founder of their church, and of his heav-

enly Father."

So it must ever be, thinks Mr. Harrison, when attempts are made

to conserve absolute doctrine. What is needed is a true " religion

of humanity," divorced from "proud dreams" and "weary guess-

ings about the universe." He says, in concluding:

" Let us place man's future life on earth. Let us eschew as ab-

surd and immoral all absolute dogmas and all dogmatizing about

the unknown, the unknowable, and even about the unseen, or,

rather, unobservable. Let us base our system of human morals

on human life, human needs, social progress. Let us enlarge our

I
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system of human morals into a human religion, that is a scheme of

beliet and of practise which can call out all the powers of mans
reverence and man's enthusiasm toward the highest ideals of good-

ness and power within

tile range of our minds
and facidties. But let

this religion be just as

saturated with science,

with truth, with ob-

served realities, as is

our ethic, both religion

.md ethic being frankly

human, intensely social,

and resolutely positive.

Then a rational religion

of humanity will set it-

self to promote and not

to embitter all social re-

forms. It will unite

races, conciliate na-

tions, deprecate wars,

conquests and oppres-

sions, and not divide

and excite national en-

mities and the accursed

pride of race. And the

religion of inhumanity.

so often taught in prac-

tise by the perverted fol-

lowers of the Syrian

idealist, who said

:

' Blessed are the meek,
blessed are the merci-

ful, blessed are the

peace-makers'; but who also said: ' Ve are the salt of the earth,

ye are the light of the world '
:

'
I am come, not to bring peace

but a sword '—will no longer teach men to war on each other,

and to oppress each other."

FREDERIC }1ARKIS()N,

The English Positivist leader, who artjiies

that the influence of the churches, for many cen-

turies past, has made " not for righteousness in

nations, but for the ascendency of classes, the

rivalry of nations, and the maintenance of

abuses."

RELIGIOUS VIEWS OF MR.
GIFT.

ROCKEFELLER'S

IT is evident that the Christian conscience is confronted by a

" knotty problem in casuistry " (to quote a phrase used by

The Evangelical Messenger, Cleveland), in endeavoring to deter-

mine the right ethical attitude toward Mr. Rockefeller's propo.sed

gift of $100,000 to the American Board of Foreign Missions. But

while a majority of the religious journals and of the clergymen

quoted on the subject agree with the Cleveland paper in thinking

that " there is something to be said on both sides of the question."

the dominant feeling seems to be one of approval of the action of

the American Board in announcing its intention to accept the gift.

The New York Independent treats the whole matter in satirical

vein, declaring that the protesting ministers (see The Literary

Digest, April i \. apparently " fear the gift of ten thousand dol-

lars, perhaps, to a school in Turkey or in Ceylon will corrupt its

teachers, so that they will not properly instruct Armenians and

Singhalese in the atrocities of American trusts;" and adding:
'' We would not have these schools refuse money from the Sultan

of Turkey or from some Boddhisata who sits cross-legged before

Buddha's tooth at Kandy." The New York Outlook comments:

" The proposed rejection of Mr. Rockefeller's gift rests on no

coherent and self-consistent principle which is capable of gen-

eral application in solving the question under what conditions

trustees may properly receive gifts of money for the benevolent

work with which they are charged. In our judgment, the refusal

of the New York ministers to join in this protest was founded

on sound ethical principles. It is not the business of a church,

charitable organization, or missionary society to sit in judgment on

the character of the contributions to its work."

The Presbyterian Banner (Pittsburg) says :
" The church should

never cease to cry out against every form of wrong; but property

itself, however wrongly it may have been obtained, when it can

not be returned, should be put to good use. We believe the

American Board of Foreign Missions should receive this gift."

The Christian Work and Evangelist (New York) asks the ques-

tion: "Why not take the money offered by hands of doubtful

cleanness, leaving to the Judge of all to pass upon him [the donor] ?

for it is not he that is received, but his money." The Boston Con-

gregationalist observes

:

"We dissent not from the spirit hut the method of the protest.

The proposed method seems to us ineffectual. Even Mr. Rocke-
feller deserves Christian treatment from the Prudential Commit-
tee : and if there is to be a great contest in this country with the
Standard Cil Company, the right weapons and the right agencies
must be employed. There are other universally applicable, more
normal and more effective ways of curbing the money power in this,

country than by turning down Mr. Rockefeller's gift to the Ameri-
can Board."

The strongest argument on the opposite side of the controversy

comes from the Rev. Dr. Washington Gladden, moderator of the

Congregational Church. Dr. Gladden says that he "opposes, and
shall continue to oppose, the acceptance and u.se of the gift of Mr.

Rockefeller for several reasons." These reasons he formulates in

part as follows

:

"The money thus bestowed does not rightfully belong to the

man who gives it ; it has been flagitiously acquired, and all the

world knows it.

"It may be difficult, in many cases, to judge of the methods by
which wealth has been gained ; the operations are complex, and
we may be in doubt respecting their honesty. It is, no doubt, im-

practicable to undertake the investigation of the sources of all the

gifts that are offered us. But when the investigation has been
thoroughly made, and the case is clear, we are bound to guide our

conduct by the facts made known.
" In this case the investigation has been thoroughly made and the

facts are known. The legislative inquiries, the records of courts,

have given the reading people of this country the materials for a

judgment upon the methods of Standard Oil, and there never was
a day when their minds were as clear on this subject as they are

now. They know that this great power has been built up by injus-

tice and oppression ; they know that its immense gains have been
made by forcibly despoiling citizens of their honest gains and
shutting the doors of opportunity upon them

"It is often assumed, I fear, that we do not need to be very

scrupulous about money which we can use in ' doing good.' That
indifference is deadly. The good that is done by lowering our

ethical standards might better be left undone. Shall the young
men and women of the missionary colleges be taught to regard Mr.

Rockefeller as a great benefactor? The colleges might better be

permanendy closed."

The Missionary Review of the World (New York, May) e.x-

presses its fear that the present dispute may " discourage wealthy

men from giving largely to religious objects," and "confirm some

careful givers, too, in a prevalent but pernicious idea that secular

benevolences, as compared with those usually classed as religious,,

are a safer investment." It continues :

"This is a risky time to touch upon the needs in missions at

home and abroad which clamor for attention. One of the assump-

tions of the attack upon the American Board for taking Mr. Rocke-

feller's money is that its officers have been blinded by needs in the

mission field to the extent of letting money relief bribe their con-

sciences. Nevertheless, braving the dangers of speech at such a

time, we must say what we had in mind before discussion of the

Rockefeller gift became hot. This gift, if received, is one whose

permanent influence will be beneficent, and that to a degree impos-

sible to forecast or even adequately to .suggest

" The mere fact of such disinterested munificence is an education

to wealthy Orientals on the uses of money. It deeply undermines

the Asiatic idea that the only possible use of wealth is as an instru-

ment of selfishness—of ambition, of ostentation, of debauchery,

with an occasional work of merit like a temple or a fountain put up

as an anchor to windward worth trying.

" We hope that the example of Mr. Rockefeller may yet lead

others who have great possessions to take in hand endowment oi

these important educational enterprises of the mission tield."
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M. KOKOVTSOFF,

Russian Minister of Finance, who says tliat

the cost of the war to Russia during the finan-

cial year 1904 was $327,500,000.

FOREIGN COMMENT.

RUSSIA'S RELUCTANCE TO CONCLUDE
PEACE.

RUSSIA will not make peace if she can help it. That is the

deliberate conviction of the London Spectator, which ad-

mits, to be sure, that peace is under consideration at St. Peters-

burg and that peace may soon come. " But the certainty with

which that result is ex-

pected," it fears, " is far

too unqualified to be

wise." The attitude of

the Paris Temps, which,

as organ of the French

Foreign Office, is

thought to be very well

informed regarding the

intentions of official

Russia, merely " com-

mends " peace to Russia

as a desirable thing,

making much of St.

Petersburg's natural re-

luctance to end the war.

Yet the Temps advises

Russia to make peace

and so does the I^aris

Gaulo/s. The Journal

lies D^bats (Paris) is also

academic in its refer-

ences to peace. But to

return to what the Lon-

don Spectator has been

saying

:

"The Czar, we may take it for granted, will not make peace if

he can help it, and his resources are not so exhausted that he must

accept peace from sheer inability to go on. Let the Japanese be

as successful as any expert imagines, they can not advance into the

old dominion of the Czars, 'and it is within that old dominion that

the true resources of Russia are still concentrated. Nicholas IL
may think, and is indeed reported to have said, that he has only to

fall back behind Lake Baikal, refuse to make peace, and rebuild

his forces, as France did in worse circumstances, until he is once

more ready for aggressive action.

Englishmen think this policy im-

possible ; but the Emperor has

many motives for believing that,

of the courses open to him. this

would be the easier. In his own
judgment, and apart from the in-

ternal question, he has only lost

an India, which in the future may
be regained. He is, it must be

remembered, the head of a mil-

itary despotism, and in the army
upon which his throne rests the

haughty resolution that such a

decision would indicate might re-

cement allegiance. To be beaten

by Europe as that army was in

1855 involved no more dishonor

than to be worsted in a duel ; but

to be beaten in Asia may involve,

to men of the Russian training,

something of inexpiable shame.

The Czar may well think that his

danger from a continuance of the

war is less than the danger to his

dynasty, and still more to himself

—for under a despotism there are

palace revolts as well as revo-

lutions—which would arise from

peace, and mav harden his heart.

GENERAL VEHCHKO,

Sent by Kuropatkin to the Czar to explain the

situation at the front.

Russia—" How can you expect me to give you an indemnity when I am
not even getting away with a whole skin ?

"

—Amsterdammer Weekblad voor Nederland.

like Pharaoh, from mere dread of being left defenseless in presence

of his people. We all foresee for him an internal situation in which
he may be no longer possessed of his free will ; but the fact that

autocracy may give place to the ascendency of a parliament is not

of itself a proof that that parliament would be in favor of peace.

Parliaments do not always love peace, and the wound to the pride

of Russia arising from a peace on severe conditions must be ter-

ribly galling to a race which for two hundred years has had for

consolation the expansion of its dominion. And yet the Japanese
terms must necessarily

be severe, may include,

for example, conditions

which would fetter the

use of war-ships in the

Pacific as war-ships are

fettered in the Black

Sea. That a Russian

Parliament would sub-

mit to huge sacrifices,

to still further additions

to taxation, to further

and huge supplies of

food for cannon, may be

most improbable ; but

it may insist on what
it would regard as an

armed truce, and an op-

portunity for complete

reorganization of the

army such as followed

in Austria the collapse

after Sadowa. That
every one in Russia is

asking the Czar to stop

the war is true ; but
' every one ' means in

Russia every one except

the peasants, who are

not yet audible. The conscription is a cruel burden even in the

rural districts ; but so it is all over the continent, and a hundred

years of conscription have nowhere produced a successful re-

fusal to be conscribed. The revolution may arrive in Russia, as

all Western men believe it will ; but one has heard of revolutions

which did not leave the populations enfranchised entirely opposed

to war. The industrials of Russia are suffering horribly ; but it is

not the industrials or the intellectuals, but the regiments, and those

who fill them, whom the Czar has to conciliate. A Pretorian

Guard has more power in a true despotism than a million of civil-

ian taxpayers. We are not, be it

remembered, affirming that peace

is hopeless, but only warning our

readers against the belief that be-

cause Kuropatkin has been de-

feated peace is certain to ensue.

It is not certain. The Czar, we
may rest assured, will not make it

unless he is compelled ; the Jap-
anese can not compel him; nor

is there any irresistible evidence

that anybody can, except the

army, which may decide on a

long truce as preparation for a

continuance of the war."

The efforts in the direction of

peace do ncrt remain unsupported

in the French press, however, the

Paris Figaro giving much of its

space to the plan for something

like intervention on the part of

Great Britain and France. It is

a plan advocated at much length

by the Count de Castellane. dep-

uty in the French Chamber, who

is attracting considerable atten-

tion in political circles by his
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utterances on foreign affairs. Some weeks asjo the Count advo-

cated in the Paris /'4'<;/v; an" understanding " of Russia, France,

and Cireat Britain. The Count seemed to forget, thought the Lon-

don Tiwes. that Great Britain is the ally of Japan. "
1 recollect

the fact ver>' well, on the contrary," replies the Count in a fresh

Figaro article. " For that very reason I cherish the hope of see-

ing the end. within a relatively short time and thanks to the un-

derstanding between France and Great

Britain, of the war which sets Russia and

Japan at loggerheads." The Count then

proceeds to declare that German policy in

the Far East brought about the war be-

tween Russia and Japan

:

" The German Emperor was the first to

denounce the yellow peril to Europe by ad-

vancing the idea of a coalition to make
headway against that peril. It seems that

his object was to create, under the pres-

sure of a common danger, a sort of federa-

tion of the European Powers, in which
Germany would play a leading part. He
aimed at familiarizing the armies of these

Powers with the idea of uniting and of act-

ing under the supreme command of the

heir of Charlemagne and the Barbarossas.

Russia, France, and Germany could alone

oppose the realization of this ambitious

dream. They must, therefore, be pre-

vented from arriving at an understanding

and from combining. To achieve this end
it sufficed to urge Russia forward in the

Far East and to involve her in the danger-

ous path which led inevitably to conflict

with Great Britain and war with Japan.
This preliminary result being obtained, the

rest of the task is done, for, the Franco-

Russian alliance being reduced to impo-

tence by the deadlock of Russia on the

shores of the Pacific, it is or it seems easy

to e.xploit the traditional hatreds of France
to enmesh her in a sort of continental

coaHtion against isolated England."

At this point the Count takes up the

course of German diplomacy in the Far

East from the time immediately prior to Germany's seizure of a

Chinese harbor until the present day, arriving at the conclusion

that Emperor William brought on the war. Therefore, France

should end it in harmony with England. " Regarded with friendly

eyes by both the belligerents, France, the ally of Russia, is thus

in a splendid position to facilitate, when the time conies, nego-

tiations for peace, in accord with Great Britain, the ally of Ja-

pan."— Translatiotis made for The Literary Digest.

A LATE PORTKAIT OF THE CZAR.

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT, SANTO DOMINGO,
AND THE SENATE.

SHOULD President Roosevelt's new term of office remain un-

troubled by grave crises abroad and at home, the judgment

of the best-informed commentators on American affairs in the Eu-

ropean press—including the London Spectator, the Paris Temps,

and \\\e Frankfurter Zeiiieng—\\\\\ht much at fault. It is from

this point of view of serious difficulties still to come that the

leading journals abroad discuss the triangular complication involv-

ing the President, the Senate, and Santo Domingo, a complication

which has attracted European attention to a degree. As between

the President and the Senate, European sympathy, on the whole,

is with the former, and as regards the merits of the conflict of

authority between the two over Santo Domingo, the triumph of

the President would render the Monroe Doctrine more " accept-

able." as the fournal des Ddbats (Paris) thinks, to Europe. The

Senate is treated with scant respect abroad, as the following from

the London Spectator, reflecting the general view, shows:

" There is a special reason why the action of the Senate in in-

sisting upon their full legal status is unfortunate. At the present

moment there is nothing which the United States needs more than

a strong Executive, and nothing which they could do so well

witiiout as a Senate on the old constitutional plan. The men who
framed the Constitution at Philadelphia did

not anticipate the kind of development in

store for their country. They could not

guess that it would become a world-power,

controlling territory beyond the shores of

their continent, and playing an important

part in the diplomatic game. They could

not know, and therefore they did not pro-

vide for the contingency. They considered

that the Senate, on whose creation they

had expended so much thought, would
continue to be an admirable bureau for

the transaction of America's scanty foreign

business. They did not foresee that their

Senate would become the home of the

great financial interests, or they would
have admitted that, just as a head of an

international trust might be a dangerous

foreign minister, so a body which repre-

sented world-wide commercial interests

might not be the best and safest arbiter

on foreign affairs. If America is to be an
imperial power, she must have a trusted

Executive empowered to transact her for-

eign business with the despatch and expert

knowledge which foreign administration

requires, receiving its mandate from the

people, but not compelled to hark back
continually for a fresh authority. Our
recent experience of the Senate as a bureau

of foreign affairs has not been reassuring.

We can not forget the performance in De-
cember, 1900, when in one brilliant sitting

the Senate passed the Nicaraguan Canal

Convention in an impossible form, and
abrogated the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty in a

style which would have been called high-

handed if it had not been comic. Certain-

ly their adventures in foreign affairs have

not impressed the world with their com-

petence in this direction. The real truth is that this branch of

politics can not be conducted through a representative body, even

tho that body is as able and distinguished as the American Senate.

Details must be left to experts to settle quickly and correctly

;

otherwise the new imperial policy of the States will fail through

sheer want of machinery. The usual answer to this argument is

that if the people are with the Executive, they will break down all

obstruction. But this is precisely what the people can not do.

The Senate are not a popular body, either in the nature of their

election or in their personnel. They represent money interests,

class interests, academic interests even, but rarely popular inter-

ests."

Granting " an inclination to fight on the part of the Senate,"

which must .exist, thinks the London Statist, or the arbitration

treaties would not have been disposed of so summarily, it predicts

that " a very interesting state of things will arise " if ttie present con-

flict be kept up. It thus estimates the chances of the belligerents :

"The President of the United States in some respects is more
powerful than a European king. He is, in fact. King and Prime

Minister in one. He has a vast patronage. He is the Com-
mander-in-Chief of all the land and sea forces of the republic. He
is the negotiator of treaties. And he can veto any act of Congress

to which he is opposed. Our own sovereign has, theoretically, the

right of veto, but that right of veto has in practise been long given

up. The right of veto, however, is constantly exercised by the

American President. It is a real and a living right. In spite of

all these immense powers, every appointment to office which he

makes, and every treaty which he negotiates, has to he ratified by
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the Senate. Consequentlj^ while he can checkmate Congress, the

Senate, on its part, can paralyze his power both of appointment

and of negotiation.
" That the Senate believes he is inclined to encroach upon its

powers seems to be clear; and that a large number of Senators are

eager to humiliate him seems also to be fairly evident. . . . On
the other hand, the Senate is entrenched in an almost impregnable

position. The public may side with the President against the Sen-

ate. But even the pubhc itself in the immediate present is power-

THE doctor's degree CONFERRED ON ROOSEVELT AND WILLIAM II.

Dr. William (to Dr. Roosevelt)—" What do you say to our going in these

togs to review my warships at Kiel? "

—Amsterdainmer Wcckblad voor Nederland.

less in regard to the Senate. Only one-third of the Senate retires

every two years. To completely alter the composition of the Sen-

ate, therefore, takes six whole years. And before six years are

passed President Roosevelt will again be put of office. Therefore,

unless the public takes serious measures to insure that the whole

one-third that will retire two years hence shall be supporters of

President Roosevelt, it is difficult to see what can be done. The
powers and the mode of electing the Senate are determined by the

Constitution. And the Constitution can not be altered without the

consent of the majority of the Senate. If, therefore, the Senate

should make up its mind to humiliate President Roosevelt and en-

croach upon his executive privileges, the Senate seems to be in a

practically impregnable position."

But leaving the theoretical side of the subject and taking up its

practical bearings on the Santo Domingo complication, we have

the Fraiikfurter Zeitiiiig ?i%^^ri\\\% that "on this point Europe will

be on Roosevelt's side," adding :

"Roosevelt says: We require foreigners to respect the Monroe
Doctrine throughout the whole of America. Therefore, it is only

just that we aid the foreigner in obtaining his rights when those

rights are disregarded in America. This means that just now the

Monroe Doctrine is not conceived in this spirit. The Monroe
Doctrine is a conjurer's hat, according to the New York Evening
Post. You can extract a cannon from it as readily as you can ex-

tract a goose. This sudden acknowledgment reveals how un-

schooled public opinion in America still remains in international

affairs, as it remains on the ciuestion of the tariff. America de-

mands from others the utmost friendliness of attitude as a matter

of course, without hitherto perceiving the existence of a reciprocal

obligation. It can be understood that the notion of being obliged

to assume responsibility for all Central and South America is ex-

cessively displeasing to many Americans. It is conceivable that

with such a policy the Union might involve itself in complications

and in grave dangers. But in that case there is incumbent the

courtesy of giving up the interpretation of the Monroe Doctrine

that has hitherto prevailed."

Nevertheless, the policy adopted by President Roosevelt in Santo

Domingo "takes a perilous course," according to a writer in the

Hamburger Nachrichten, a militarist champion of Bismarckian

diplomacy which, unlike the daily just quoted, is no friend to this

country. The writer in the Hamburg daily thinks that what is now
taking place in Santo Domingo must inevitably occur in Hayti,

Venezuela, "and other lawless and repudiating republics " of the

Western hemisphere. We read :

" To the federal Senate at Washington an unexpected light has
come. That deliberative body has suddenly perceived that the

Monroe Doctrine is a two-horned dilemma. For if the United

States simply forbids European Powers to vindicate their rights-

for themselves -in Central and South America, there will un-

doubtedly ensue, sooner or later, serious complications. On the

other hand, should the United States undertake the task of vin-

dicating the rights of the Powers, of enforcing the payment of

their bad debts, of protecting their subjects, and securing satis-

faction for injuries, the United States would manifestly be exer-

cising a sort of protectorate over all the American sister republics.

At least, it would be claiming the right to do so. The Senate

would probably not shrink from that prospect if it felt convinced

that those sister republics would be satisfied with that unsolicited

protectorate. But as it has good reason to doubt this, it believes

that the action of President Roosevelt, who has put all foresight

away from him, must at least be made the subject of very careful

deliberation. The federal Senate, in other words, has nothing to

say against the arrangement with Santo Domingo, but it fears that

that arrangement may entail all kinds of unpleasant consequences.

For that reason it intends to discuss the matter from every point

of view in order to ascertain clearly the true relations of the United

States with the other American republics.
" In any event, it is noteworthy that ' the greatest deliberative

body in the world ' has been forced to take into account the con-

sequences of the Roosevelt doctrine. When Great Britain and
Germany first asked leave of the United States before undertaking

their punitive expedition against Venezuela, the President of the

republic was evidently flattered. Subsequently, when the state of
public opinion in the United States forced him to call off the puni-

tive expedition and relegate the European Powers to the inter-

national peace tribunal, it occurrC-'l to him that perhaps he had
committed a blunder. For, tho he had not expressly done so, he

had none the less tacitly assumed responsibility for Venezuela and

given a pledge that Venezuela would fulfil the terms of the award

of the peace tribunal. But Venezuela failed to meet this expec-

tation, and consequently the United States must either play the

part of executor of the decree or withdraw from the affair alto-

gether and leave the European Powers a free hand. In Santo

Domingo, however. President Roosevelt has not let matters go so-

far as a punitive expedition, but has essayed to do in advance in

Santo Domingo what he must ultimately have to do in Venezuela.

President Roosevelt is not apprehensive regarding the most ex-

treme conclusion to be drawn from his doctrine, nor is he afraid to

ask for a great war fleet as a means of forcibly carrying out his

policy when necessary. But the old gentlemen in the federal Sen-

ate are in the first place jealous of Roosevelt's power, and in the

second place rather unea.sy at the thought that the United States

could certainly not venture into war with Mexico, Chile, Argen-

tine, and Brazil, because those great republics w-ould not be so

helpless in the face of the contemplated protectorate as are Vene-

zuela and Santo Domingo."

—

Translations made for T US. Lit-

erary Digest.

I

PREMIER ROUVIER'S MODE OF SEPARATING
CHURCH AND STATE.

I
SHOULD have preferred Combes to this man !" the Pope

is reported to have exclaimed, according to the Frankfurter

Zeitung. when the details of Prime Minister Rouvier's scheme for

separation of church and state in France were made known at the

Vatican. But reports concerning the Pope's state of mind on the

subject are not easily reconciled, some European newspapers

maintaining that Pius X. is calmly confident of the future in

France, while others learn that His Holiness has become despond-

ent over the eldest daughter of the church. Pontifical pessimism

—assuming it to exist—can scarcely be blacker than that of the
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clerical and monarchical Gauhis (Paris), which says that tlie plans

laid bv Kouvier for the coming separation of church and state con-

stitute "a monstrosity wliich the historians of the future will cite

as one of the most curious instances of cerebral deformation ever

engendered by the sectarian spirit," altho the anticlerical repub-

lican-socialist organ, the Paris Ac/ion. complains that the plan is

not "drastic " enough. But Rouvier will make the plan " drastic
"

enough to suit the most intense anticlerical, it is feared by leading

clerical or antiministerial organs in Paris, like the Croix, the

Autori/i', and the Libre Parole. In broad outline, the Rouvier

measure is thus appreciated by the Manchester Guardian :

"The hope which one places in the present bill for the separation

of church and state is that the church may at last find it unnec-

essary to meddle with politics on their material side and return to

a purely spiritual mission. That would not have been the result

from >i. Combes's bill, which would have penalized i)ut not eman-

cipated the church. M. Rouvier's scheme is altogether more lib-

eral. The monastic communities will still be crippled, above all

financially. The church will depend entirely on voluntary contri-

butions. But in return it gains complete freedom to choose its

own bishops and to manage its own affairs—so far, that is, as

Rome will tolerate Ciallican autonomy. The only difficulty arises

over the ownership of its buildings and its churches. It will retain

whatever it has built since Napoleon's day. but the historic

churches and cathedrals remain national property, to be leased by

the state to the church at low rentals for periods of ten years.

Here lies the one weapon which a persecuting spirit might still em-

ploy. One feels that a perpetual lease might have been a more

statesman-like arrangement. The one hope that the church may

abstain from political intrigue would lie in the complete elimination

of fear from her relationship with the state. While the state re

tains even one weapon the church can hardly afford to disarm.

But undoubtedly this bill is an improvement on earlier proposals,

and also upon the actual state of things."

This comment applies to the principle of the bill rather tiian to

its detail, which has been moditied. altho not fundamentally. A

special clerical grievance is thus set forth by the Gatdois :

"The project stipulates that Catholics may form themselves into

associations, and that these associations, in their turn, may rent the

churches to hold therein the rites of their cult. But the name of

Catholic is singularly elastic. It suffices, to claim that name, that

one has been baptized in the Catholic religion. Now, our Jaco-

bins, our Socialists, our Freemasons, and. in a general way. all

the men in the anticlerical combination are Catholic by baptism.

It was a circumstance at which they were wont to banter hereto-

fore. '
I was too little." they said. ' when that took place. I could

not defend my.self.' Now comes

separation of church and state.

Certain of these renegades will

be the first to set themselves up

in their capacity of Catholic be-

cause that will permit them to

add insult to per-secution.

"There is in each commune,

and more particularly in every

city, a certain number of anticler-

ical tricksters whose greatest de-

light is to defame the priest and

to make a mockery of the cere-

monies of worship. That is. in

truth, the only way in which they

understand free thought. They
are. for the most part. Catholic

by birth. They will be able,

therefore, in the capacity of Cath-

olics, to form themselves into as-

sociations for worship and to

claim, in competition with Cath-

olics of good standing, a title to

the church. Having equal rights.

they will have equal authority.

"Who will settle the conflict? The
commune? No. The parliament-

ary commission distrusts the

municipalities. It has resolved, consequently, that the dispute

will be settled by the civil tribunal, and as, inmost of the tribu-

nals, the magistrates are in subjection to the Masonic policy, it is

to the ridiculous Catholics, the anticlerical Catholics, that the

churches will be adjudged."

But the Vatican will not become a party to such proceedings,

according to a statement of the Bishop of Quimper and Leon,

Mgr. Dubillard, who says in the Gaiilois

:

"I am persuaded, convinced, almost certain, that on the day
after the promulgation of the new law, if the bill as we know it now
is voted, the Pope, in a solemn manifesto, will absolutely censure

the formation of associations for worship, whatever they may be,

the existence of which, proclaimed by the judicial power, would be

a formal disregard of ecclesiastical discipline and the spiritual

hierarchy."

Aside from such aspects of administration as this, the general

policy of separation seems, to the Berlin Kreuz-Zeitmig, to por-

tend advantage to the Vatican. It hints at important political

consequences

:

"The hierarchy and the clergy will be absolutely independent of

state influence. The Pope will .select the bishops to please him-

self, and the bishops will do the same in the case of pastors.

Thereafter there can be no more insinuations that in conflicts be-

tween church and state some members of the higher or lower

clergy are on the side of tlie latter. Even if the separation be

effected in a mode somewhat unfavorable for the church, the

church itself will gain more in inward strength than it will lose in

outward power. It will not have to take so much into consid-

eration. If it deems it proper to support any pretender to the

throne and to oppose the republic openly, the state will not be

able to do anything in return beyond what it does in the case of

private individuals who adhere to the monarchical parties. To-
day no royalist or Bonapartist pastor can be made a bishop. In

the future that will be different."

—

Translations made for The
LiTEK.ARV Digest.

SIR WILFRID LAURIER'S COM PROIVIISE OF
THE CANADIAN SCHOOL CONFLICT.
OT a compromise worthy of the name, but a surrender to

the demands of the hierarchy." is the verdict of the To-

ronto /J'or/c/ upon the settlement of the political deadlock in the

Dominion Parliament that began with the recent introduction into

the House of Commons at Ottawa of -Sir Wilfrid Laurier's auton-

omv bills for the proposed new provinces of Alberta and Sas-

katchewan. The point at issue involved the right of the central

Doi.iiiiion Government to prescribe that the new provinces shall

maintain sectarian schools with

public funds. This right is not

given up by the Canadian Prime

Minister. " The proposed amend-

ments." declares the Toronto

Globe, "leave the financial ques-

tion as it is to-day, that is, no

discrimination in the granting of

public aid against any class of

school, be it public school or

separate school." The "basis"

of the compromise arrived at, says

the Toronto World, is the " recog-

nition of the separate school'sys-

tem for the minority in the new

provinces," while the Toronto

Globe, practically abandoning, on

this point, its position as govern-

ment organ, continues to contend

for the principle of autonomy in

school legislation, " the provin-

cial rights of Saskatchewan and

Alberta." On the other hand,

this newspaper has been accused

N

FRANCE SLIPS THROUGH CLERICAL FINGERS.
-Wahre Jacob (Stuttgart)
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by some of its contemporaries of having yielded to official pressure

recently. The following utterance of the Toronto daily is held to

prove that, in the words of the Ottawa Citizen^ it is "preparing to

recant "

:

"We are advised by our Ottawa correspondent that a basis of

settlement acceptable to the Western representatives has been
reached, securing present-day rights, but leaving maintenance and
management to the provinces. Western members know the sen-

timent of the West and must give account to their constituents.

Any settlement essentially unjust in itself or repugnant to Western
sentiment would not settle the question. On the other hand, hav-

ing in view the whole educational situation in the Territories, any
settlement acceptable to the robust independence of the West could

scarcely offer insurmountable practical obstacles to thoughtful and
right-minded people in the East. It might not be The Globe's

solution of the question, but it would not be inherently and in the

long run unjust."

If Sir Wilfrid Laurier's interpretation of the fundamental law of

Canada is the correct one, thinks the London Advertiser, his pro-

posed compromise is well within the constitutional limits imposed

by the British North America act and supplementary legislation.

If, however, Sir Wilfrid's assumptions are unwarranted, the

Dominion Parliament " would have no right to insert any edu-

cational clauses in the autonomy bill," clauses which, as modified,

are still pronounced objectionable by the newspaper opponents of

sectarian schools. Thus the Toronto Sun :

"The proposed amendments in the separate school clauses leave

the measure as open as ever to objection on the ground of prin-

ciple, constitutional and general. The principles for which we
contend, and which we hope the people are determined to main-

tain, are the separation of the church from the state and the equal-

ity of all religions before the law ; and these are not less plainly

violated in the second version of the measwe than they were in the

first. The papal ablegate, with the Jesuit at his back, is resolved

if he can to have his way. Sir Wilfrid Laurier is bent on redeem-
ing his pledge to the papal ablegate and the Jesuit

" We must once more call attention to the fact that the terms
' system,' ' separate,' ' the minority,' used in reference to this edu-

cation question, are seriously misleading. What is meant by the

Jesuits, who are at the bottom of the movement, and one of whom
has shown himself in connection with it at Ottawa, is not a ' sys-

tem ' for general adoption, but a special privilege for their own
church. 'Separate' is a soft phrase for 'sectarian.' Every
church or sect in the Dominion is ' a minority,' but only one
claims special protection on that ground. The attempt is simply

an aggressive movement on the part of the papacy, and those who
control it, against the free education which is the characteristic,

and in their eyes the baneful characteristic, of our civilization.

The same power is pursuing the same policy in the United States,

and there also it is resisted by all who are true to those great

principles which are the gains of modern civilization, and which
the papacy, in the Syllabus, its most recent manifesto, denounces

and defies."

But the amended school clause is " much less objectionable to

the West than it was in its original form," thinks The Evening

Times (St. John, N. B.), and the Montreal Witness deems it,

"granted the continuance of the separate schools," a "fair arrange-

ment," but it is of opinion that the constitutionality of the legis-

lation will yet be tested before the House of Lords in London.
" A satisfactory solution," remarks the Ottawa Temps, organ of

French Canadian opinion

:

" Certain newspapers—even those which ought to be better in-

formed—said that the new provinces alone would have authority

over the laws concerning education.
" A great mistake !

" We affirm and we defy contradiction on the subject

:

" First, that the separate schools will be maintained absolutely

and under the same conditions existing to-day, such as were estab-

lisRed by the legislation of 1901.

" Secondly, that the minority in the provinces will have the right

of appeal if in any respect the effort be made to deprive them of

their rights as they are recognized by the new organic law.
" Thirdly, that the separate schools will have their share of pub-

lic funds, and that the adherents of separate schools will never be
forced, against their will, to maintain public schools.

" So there ! The comedy has lasted just long enough to prove
the weakness of our opponents."

One of those opponents, the Toronto Saturday Night, makes
these comments

:

"The much heralded' compromise' has been announced, and
now those persons who have been scrambling from one side of the
fence to the other during the last few weeks, in their efforts to be
on the winning side in the end, are trying to avoid looking con-
scious. The ' compromise ' is in no sense what it is called. It is

a surrender by the government supporters of the West and a tri-

umph for the Roman hierarchy of Quebec. The separate school
clauses as they originally stood in the autonomy bill provided for
the maintenance of separate schools in the new provinces forever,
and they also provided that such schools should be entitled to the
same government support, in money, as the public schools. The
amendment—the so-called compromise proposal—provides for the
maintenance of separate schools in the new provinces forever, and
it also provides that such schools shall be entitled to the same gov-
ernment support, in money, as the public schools. The only
change in the clauses is that which provides that the separate
schools shall be entitled to public moneys only so long as they are
conducted in accordance with the present regulations of the North-
west Territories in regard to separate schools. The hierarchy
could not have conceded less than that which is conceded in this

amendment, and the Western representatives could not be satisfied

with a more trivial excuse for swinging back into line with the

Government, as it is said they will swing back. The amendment
is a cheap political trick, which should deceive no one, and which
will deceive no one when the people of the country have an oppor-
tunity of expressing their opinion of a government that plays the

highwayman."

—

Translation made for T we. Literary Digest.

POINTS OF VIEW.
To Force America into Free Trade. — " Count Okuma regards Mr.

Chamberlain's proposals as the initial step in the direction of Free Trade within
the British Empire," says a writer in the Manchester Giiardian, "and when this

has been accompHshed he beheves that Great Britain, her colonies, and her de-
pendencies, firmly united behind a strong tariff wall, are sufficiently powerful to
force the rest of the world into adopting Free Trade or partial Free Trade in sheer
self-defense. He is convinced that Germany and the United States will never
abandon their protective systems unless they are compelled to do so, and the
British Empire is the only power on earth which has the means at her disposal to

bring about this result."

THE POLITICAL ANCIENT MARINER.

" ' God save thee, ancient Mariner,

From the fiends that plague thee thus !

Why look'st thou so ? '
—

' With my cross-bow

I shot the albatross !

' "—Coleridge's " Rime of the Ancient Mariner."

—Punch (London).
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NOTABLE BOOKS OF THE DAY.

EXCELLENT SHORT STORIES.
The Wedding ok the Lady of Lovell.

I*rice. (i.jo. Doubleday, Page & Co.
By Una L. Silberrad. Cloth.

MISS SILBERRAD has won a place of her own in the fiction of to-

day, notably by her novel "Petronilla Heroven." The six short

stories presented in this volume have already appeared in periodicals.

Her art and strong individuality are as evident in them as in her novels,

tho she finds a more appropriate line of artistic work in the latter. Altho

in motif and development these are short stories, each of them is in three

or four chapters. .\ semblance of unity is imparled to them by the recur-

rence in each of Tobiah the Dissenter. Both name and profession have a

grim grayness; but the author's most characteristic trait is to envelop

the lowly with distinction and to develop the simple into complex opu-

lence. Tobias is a Man of God, first and last, and lives up to the Faith

that is in him, a rather gaunt and primitive one. But he is captivatingly

human and surprisingly unctuous. He is a meddler by divine right, who
likes his religion straight and strong, as vigorous and unhesitating in ac-

tion as he is uncompromising in his tenets. But barring a brusk and

minator}- fashion of brandishing hell and damnation at an offender, he

is full of human feeling and common sense. Quite in keeping with his

oddity and quixotic relevancy, his

most frequent aid to the wounded in

these tales consists in cutting the

Gordian knot of entanglement by per-

suading to a matrimonial union, which

he often solemnizes himself.

Miss Silberrad' s manner of telling

a story verges on a curt simplicity.

She is not prone to descriptive passages

and is more concerned with souls than

with scener}'. She is an artist who
knows her craft and there is a sin-

gular wholesomeness in all her wri-

tings. Goodness appeals to her more
than beauty, but there is not a touch

of the falsely sentimental or of the

"goody-goody" in her portrayal of

the loveliest of human natures. Her
invention and facility are notable,

and of her more than of most writers

of the day it may be said that for one to enjoy her works is unconsciously

to write oneself down as of an "excellent character." Her types are

most original conceptions, yet impress themselves forcibly as genuine.

In "The Wooing of EUzabeth Fothergill," the sun-browned tinker who
plays his Tarot cards so marvelously is a craftsman of Cellini excellence,

and sings a Te Deum Laudamus which is Ambrosian as well as ambro-

sial, while wandering at large hke a gv'psy; but one accepts the impossi-

bly delightful creature without a flicker of protest. It is Miss Silberrad's

note, as has been said, and her pleasure as well as her art, to start a char-

acter very staidly and then let it bourgeon into compelling charm. Were
her variety of characters as great as her individualizing of them is strong,

clear-cut, and fascinating, she would be almost Shakespearian.

UNA L. SILBERRAD.

A CASE OF ARRESTED DEVELOPMENT.
The War Between the Union and the Confederacy, and its Lost

Opportunities. By Gen. William C. Gates. Cloth, 808 pp. Price, $3.00.
The Neale Publishing Company.

THE explanatory subtitle of this big volume contains a chronological

arrangement of the public offices held by General Oatcs. It states

that the author began his career as a colonel in the Confederate Army;
that in 1872 he became a representative in the General .Assembly of Ala-

bama, and some years later was elected to the United States Congress,

where he remained for fourteen years; afterward he became, for one

term, Governor of Alabama; in 1898, during the Spanish-American War,
he joined the United States Volunteers and was made Brigadier-General.

By this r^sum^ it vrill be seen that General Gates has been in the public

service for now somewhat over thirty years.

Finally, he has written a book. It is a volume of eight hundred pages,

nearly three hundred of which are of a purely local Alabamian interest.

Another hundred contain more or less new and entertaining army experi-

ences, which, being related in a casual and easy manner, have a certain

charm for the reader. The remaining pages may be regarded as a human
document testifying to the provincial's capacity to hug closely the corpse

of an issue long since dead. The book is a naive recital by an elderly

gentleman in whom a wounded pride seems to be stronger than love of

country, whose locale has varied little throughout his life, whose philos-

ophy is narrow, whose personal self-satisfaction is obvious, and whose
attainments fall considerably below his ambitions.

He is an interesting study of arrested development. He firmly believes

the Union should have been split, and that the Confederacy should have

been established. He intimates, by an indefatigable use of " ifs," that had

he been in charge of Confederate af-

fairs such a result would have followed

in the train of the Civil War.

His localisms are at times delightful.

Thus, he puts a speech into Welling-

ton's mouth which could only be ut-

tered by a dyed-in-the-wool Alabam-

ian. .'\11 his analogies, and the book

is full of them, are drawn between

classic conquerors and Confederate

soldiers, as against Northern hordes

and rude barbarians. He insists upon

the superior chivalry of the former and,

to prove it, relates many pungent in-

cidents within Confederate hnes which

certainly demonstrate one thing—the

unrivaled facility with which his

messmates could fling out a gentle-

manly oath when necessary.

The vials of his wrath are poured

out upon certain abolitionists who ".schemed and planned to place

Union manacles on the people;" who "forged the chains of the Union

upon a free, patriotic people;" who "aided the Federal Government

to drive its poisonous fangs into" Kentucky. Such eruptions are amus-

ing and pathetic rather than irritating. Of a different sort are his at-

tacks upon the parentage of Abraham Lincoln; the zest with which he,

now a Federal general, tells of Jubal Early's dying curse upon the

United States; and his boast that he, while a United States Congress-

man, voted against a bill to promote General Sheridan when the latter

lay upon his death-bed.

gen. WILLIAM C. OATES.

THE PATRON SAINT OF THE
ORCHARD.

AMERICAN

The Quest of John Chapman. By Newell Dwight Hillis. Cloth, pp. xii,

349. Price, $1.50. The Macmillan Company.

THE present generation knows next to nothing of "Johnny Apple-

seed," the strange, mysterious character who planted hundreds of

orchards in the Ohio and Mississippi valleys about a century ago. Going

in advance of the settlers, this man took with him an abundance of the

seeds of fruit-trees. Wherever he saw a suitable glade in the virgin wilder-

ness, he planted thousands of his seeds, wove brush fences to protect the

young trees from wild beasts, and pushed on into the forest to do the same

thing all over again at other points. And so it was that when the pioneers

crossed the AUeghanies they found in the mid-western valleys a precious

and abundant yield of apples, pears, peaches, and grapes. The inestima-

ble boon of John Chapman's work—for that was his real name—was appre-

ciated by the early settlers, and he became the hero and idol of his own day

and generation. But it was not an age of writing and few authentic

records of the man have come down.

It is known for certain that he first ap-

peared in his boat on the Ohio in

1790, and he seems to have followed

his strange vocation for fifty years, at

last being found dying under some of

the very trees he had planted. In Ueu

of authentic records, there is a mass

of traditions and legends that have

clustered about the man's name, many
of them being efi^orts to explain his

strange career.

Why did this man, evidently a

scholar, a figure as striking and fasci-

nating in his way as Scott's "Old
Mortality," devote his life to this

unique task ? He was evidently bro-

ken-hearted, thwarted; but whatever

his great grief was, it remained locked

up in his own breast.

These questions Dr. Hillis asked himself some years ago when the

meager facts concerning "Johnny Appleseed" first captured his imagina-

tion. Prolonged researches in old records, newspapers, county histories,

magazines and books, furnished a few facts, but no solution of John Chap-

man's motives. "Three motives alone," says Dr. Hillis, "can explain

his career—love and duty and God."
Letting his fancy weave along these lines, the Brooklyn divine has con-

structed a romance around the picturesque and scarred figure of the

orchardist whose life, he hopes, may be an inspiration and encouragement

to the yoUng men of to-day. This semididactic purpose, or, to put it

NEWELL DWIGHT HILLIS.
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differently, the voice of the pulpit-teacher, is a little too pervasive in these

pages; and, as far as the story goes, which is by no means a bad one, it

would make better reading if less cumbered with stock moralizings and

historical reflections. The insistent repetition of apple-trees, apple-blos-

soms and the perfume thereof, is apt also to become a trifle wearisome,

and one can detect a lameness in the narrative here and there. The
theme, however, is a most interesting and worthy one, and Dr. Hillis has

done well to make real to us the man who, with the exception of Colonel

Clark, is called "the most striking man of all the generation that crossed

the Alleghanics."

THE TRIALS OF AN EXPLORER.
The Lure of the L.abrador Wild. By Dillon Wallace.

Price, $1.50 net. Fleminjj H. Revell Company.
Cloth, 339 pp.

THE story of Leonidas Hubbard, Jr.'s, fatal venture into the wilds of

Labrador, as told by his companion and survivor, Dillon Wallace,

is a record of grim but fascinating interest. More tlian this, it conveys a

serious and valuable message to all who, tempted by the romance of dis-

covery and the fame accruing from the exploration of unknown lands,

would play the pioneer without proper apjjreciation of all that the role in-

volves. Not that Leonidas Hubbard, Jr., was exactly a neophyte in ex-

ploration. He had visited the Hudson Bay country and had penetrated

to the \\inter hunting-ground of the Mountaineer Indians in Southern

Labrador; but these were journeys of

small moment compared with the

trans-Labrador passage that cost him
his life—a passage of hundreds of

miles of bleak and Ijarren country,

where one may travel for days with-

out seeing a sign of life. Mr. Wallace

argues that all reasonable precautions

were taken to insure the success of

the expedition, but his own narrative

is convincing proof to the contrary.

The supply of "stock" food carried

was astonishingly small, the explorers'

equipment lacked indispensable items,

insufficient care was exercised to see

that the course mapped out was the

course followed, and, still worse, the

mistake was made of not spending

the winter at the point of departure,

and thus being able to take advan-

tage of every day of the short summer season, when alone traveling is

possible.

Hubbard's objective was Lake Michikamau, in Eastern Labrador, and

he planned to reach this via Grand Lake, the Nascaupee River, and the

Northwest River, a direct waterway. Unwittingly passing from Grand
Lake into the Susan instead of the Nascaupee, he entered a stream diffi-

cult of navigation and necessitating frequent portages through a valley of

swamps and gullies. In a simple, unaffected, but wonderfully vivid

manner, Mr. Wallace recounts the laborious advance, through a chain of

small streams and lakes, to a mountain-wall whence Michikamau could

be seen in the near distance. They were not to put paddle in Michika-

mau, however. Reduced to pitifully small rations, they lav, with their

guide, a resourceful half-breed Cree named Elson, storm-bound for

nearly two weeks. With the summer drawing to a close and their powers

of endurance failing rapidly, retreat was finally decided upon, and a des-

perate race against starvation began. On the upward journey subsist-

ence had been afforded by game and fish; but both game and fish were

now wanting. The climax of misfortune came when Hubbard insisted

on abandoning their canoe and returning via the Susan valley. Winter
found the explorers still in the wilderness, Hubbard dead, and "\^'allace

saved from death only through the heroism of the Cree, who had suc-

ceeded in making Grand Lake and despatching a relief party.

As may be imagined, pathos is the prevailing note of the tale told by
Mr. Wallace—a tale of rash endeavor, but of rash endeavor atoned for

by magnificent bravery.

Copyn;^lit, i'lcming U. Keveli Co., N. V.

DILLON WALLACE.

A NOVEL OF REVOLUTIONARY RUSSIA.
The White Terror and the Red. By Abraham Cahan. Cloth, 430 pp.

Price, S1.50. A. S. Barnes & Co.

AMERICAN admirers of the Russian school of fiction will find satis-

faction in "The White Terror and the Red." The work has that

combination of simplicity and strangeness, of homeliness and choiceness,

which we find in Tolstoy, Dostoievsky and Gorky, and a dash of that soft

beauty we find in Turgcnef. It is lacking in that heavy sadness character-

istic of the brotiillnrd Russe and which the cheerful air of .'\merica might
well dissipate in an author.

It is a simple narration of a complex situation, the workings of revolu-

tionary Russia from the time of the beginning of the Terrorist movement.

The formation of "The Will of the People" is the strong current under-
neath the story. No melodrama glares across even the most sensational

climaxes, such as the assassination of

Alexander II, and the ensuing Anti-

Jewish riots which led to the exodus,

in the '70's, of Jews to America.

A young Russian noble, of the

provinces, Pavel Boulatoff, is the

hero. Glimpses are given of the pro-

vincial " Circle" to which he came to

belong, after being admitted to the

St. Petersburg set of revolutionists.

As a noble and an "outsider," the

young prince's struggles to learn of

this circle are interestingly told. At
the beginning of the novel a vivid por-

trait sketch of the man Alexander II,

at a German watering-place, is flex-

ibly drawn. Here the Czar is demo-
cratically viewed by the young prince

of eighteen on the promenade, .'\lex-

ander, thus shown as a man of flesh

and blood, goes far to give vigor to the story of the assassination. The
terribly real and laconic presentation of the details of the plot is simple

and effective. In the provincial town Miroslav, where the young prince

lived, the beautiful Boulatoff palace and garden are contrasted with the

Jewish home of the heroine, Clara Yavner, a cellar, in the Jewish quar-
ter, ironically entitled "Paradise." Here and at Zorki and St. Peters-

burg, with large strokes, the author succeeds in presenting a crowd of

portraits without prejudice. One after the other, Jew and Gentile, noble

and artizan, moujik and conspirator, he sketches impartially, until a

clear picture is before the eye. The old fire of Judaism, glimmering at the

dark edges of the seething flames of revolt, illumines the whole. The love

story, somewhat subordinated, gleams like a flower from out the confused

and sufl'ering life whence it springs.

On the whole, Mr. Cahan's style is breezy and animated, boyish but

not puerile. His first work was intensely Yiddish in character. In this

he has got upon the smooth road of general interest.

ABRAHAM CAHAN.

A DEFENDER OF KING LEOPOLD.
The Story of the Congo Free State. By

F.R.G.S. Cloth, pp. XV -J- 634. I'rice, $3.50 net.

Henry Wellington Wack,
G. P. Putnam's Sons.

IT is of course right that one should hear in every case the other side of

a disputed question, and from this point of view Mr. Wack's book
is justified. He attempts to produce the impression that it is entirely an

impartial account of the Belgian regime on the Congo, but it is so ob-

viously a brief for King Leopold that

it produces an unpleasant impression

to find Mr. Wack contending that

" His Majesty may entirely disapprove

of this history." He suggests that the

whole movement against the barba-

rous cruelties which he is scarcely at

pains to disprove—though he denies

their extent—is due to Protestant jeal-

ousy at the success of Catholic mission-

aries and a "bear" movement on the

part of some Liverpool merchants.

He shows that in some instances per-

sons who have been horrified by the

revelations have shown more zeal than

discretion in their credence of all the

items of alleged crime, but he has

scarcely succeeded in removing the

impression that when remote from all

civilized control the officials and ad-

ministrators of the Congo Free State have at times acted with bar-

barous cruelty.

Mr. Wack bases his defense mainly on the testimony of travelers and

others who uniformly declare that they have not seen the horrors referred

to. It is somewhat surprising that a professional Fawyer like Mr. Wack
does not see the invalidity of such a method of proof. Allo\A"ing for all

the difficulties attached to the proof of a negative, it can scarcely be con-

tended that the present book makes even an approach to success in that

very difficult task.

The value of the book does not consist in this almost official defense,

as much as in the very full account of the manners and customs of the

native tribes. This latter is supplemented by a remarkably rich .series of

photographs which make the book a permanent contribution to anthro-

pology, tho its immediate purpose may not be altogether carried out.

The book is further adorned with an elaborate map of Central Africa.

henry WELLINGTON WACK.
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BOOKS RECEIVED.

The Literary Digest is in receipt of the follow-

ing books

:

" Johnny Reb and Billy Yank."—Alexander Hunter.
(Neale Publishing Company, $3.)

' The White Peril in the Far East."—Sidney L.
Gulick. (F. H. Revell Company, $1 net.)

"The Heart of the World."- Charles M. Sheldon.
(F. H. Revell Company, $1.25.)

" A Bookful of Girls."-Anna Fuller. (G. P. Put-
nam's Sons.)

" The Coming of Parliament."— L. Cecil Jane. (G.
P. Putnam's Sons.)

" The United States.—A History of Three Centu-
ries." — William E. Chancellor and Fletcher Willis
Hewes. (G. P. Putnam's Sons.)

" Manual of the Trees of North America."—Charles
S. Sargent. (Houghton, Miffiin & Co., $6 net.)

"A Madcap Cruise." — Oric Bates. (Houghton,
Mifflin & Co., $1.50.)

" Essays in Puritanism." — Andrew Macphail.
(Houghton, Mifflin & Co., $1.50 net.)

" Der Schuss von der Kanzel."—Conrad F. Meyer.
(Ginn & Co., $0.35.)

" My Country and Other Verse." — Robert Whit-
aker. (James H. Barry Company.)

" The First Warden and Other Poems."—William
J. Neidig. (Macmillan Company.)

"The Grito."— Moncure Lyne. (Neale Publishing
Company.)

" The Ravanels."— Harris Dickson. (J. B. Lippin-
cott Company, $1.50.)

"When Love is King."—Margaret Doyle Jackson.
(G. W.Dillingham Company, Si. 50.)

" Roman Catholic and Protestant Bibles Com-
pared." — Edited by M. Williams Jacobus. (Bible
Teachers' Training School.)

" Brothers." — Horace Vachell. (Dodd, Mead &
Co., $1.50.)

" Reuben Larkmead."—Edward W. Townsend. (G.
W. Dillingham Company, $1.25.)

".'Vrt Thou the Man?" — Guy Berton. (Dodd,
Mead & Co., $1.50.)

'; The Black Motor Car."-Harris Burland. (G. W.
Dillingham Company, $1.50.)

" The Verdict of the Gods." — Sarath K. Ghosh.
(Dodd, Mead & Co.. $1.50.)

N. L. Rigby. (Fleming H.

(Foote & Davies, At-

" Christ Our Creditor."

Revell Company.)

" Cartoons." — L. Gregg,
lanta.)

"Shining Ferry."—A. T. Quiller-Couch. (Charles
Scribner's Sons, $1.50.)

" Iconoclasts."—James Huneker. ( Charles Scril>

ner's Sons, 51.50 net.)

"An American Abelard and Heloise."—Mary- Ives
Todd. (Grafton Press, $1.50.)

' Italian Letters of a Diplomat's Wife." — Mary
King Waddington. (Charles Scribner's Sons, $2.50

net.)

" .An American Girl in Munich." — Mabel W.
Daniels. (Little, Brown & Co.)

" A Prince of Lovers." — Sir William Magnay.
(Little, Brown & Co., $1.50.)

"The Celibates' Club."—I. Zangwill. (Macmillan
Company, $1.50.)

" Help for the Tempted."—Amos R. Wells. (United
Society of Christian Endeavor.)

" A Prince to Order."
(John Lane, $1.50.)

Charles Stokes Wayne.

" Plane and Spherical Trigonometrv."— P. A. Lam
bert and H. A. F< '

- -• ~oermg. ( Nlacmilian Company.)

Owen Kildare. (Baker &" My Mamie Rose."
Taylor Company, $1.)

" The Digressions of Polly." — Helen Rowland.
(Baker & Taylor Company, $1.50.)

" The Divine Opportunity." — F. B. Stockdale.

(Eaton & Mains, $0.50 net.)

" Slaves of Success."— Elliot Flower. (L. C. Page
& Co., $1.50.)

' The Princess Passes."— C. N. and A. M. William-
son. (Henry Holt & Co.)

" Bryan's Dictionary of Painters and Engravers."—
Revised under supervision of George C. Williamson.
I Macmillan Company, $6 net.)

Nothing created by
man for the care of the teeth

proved universally

satisfactory,

—until

Powder
Paste
Liquid
Brush

By its peculiar indi-

vidual action, apparent at once, it

produces clean, white, healthy-

teeth, and leaves a delightful sen-

sation in the mouth.
A helpful booklet on "The Teeth," free.

The Sanilol Chemical Laboratory Company, St. Louis

Manufacturing Chemists for all Sanitol prepara-

tions, products of an Association of DENTISTS
conducted on the co-operative plan.

Highest and only Award World's Fair. 1904

\A/ator Supply for Country Homos
Deliver water from spring or stream to house, stable, lawn, storage tank, etc., by the

automatic working ___ __

RIFE HYDRAULIC ENGINES
Always coinKwitliout attention. Raise 30 feet tor every foot fall. 80% efBciency. Large

plants for irrigation, equipping towns, railroad tanks, etc. Over 5,000 m use.

Catalogue and estimates free.

RIFE ENGINE CO.. - - 126 Liberty Street, New York

Readers of The Literart Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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CURRENT POETRY.
Sonnet.

By Georgia Wood Pangborn.

The narrow moon liad stumbled to her knees

Beyond the mountains wliere the night was deep.

Except myself the world was all asleep,

And nothing stilting but the breathing trees
;

(But Mars was wakeful, and the Pleiades)—
Upon my window-pane soft wings' complaint,

A fire-eyed moth, with long rebellion faint

;

I let him go, and gave his wild heart ease.

And Thou, whose lanterns are the moon and Mars,

As all Thy glimmering shows of midnight pass,

Hear'st not the fret of wings behind the glass ?

Thy moth that longs to fly among the stars.

Would swim with Neptune, sport with Saturn's rings,

And in Arcturus burn his foolish wings.

—Prom Scribner's Magazine.

Temptation and the Maid.

. By Florence Wilkinson.

In the reflective largeness

Of evening's yellow shore,

Her room all swept and garnished.

There sat one by her door.

An ancient house her neighbor

Stood like some wreck of flame.

With sunken, sightless windows,

Close-shuttered in their shame.

Tar in the distance hovered,

Hung in the purple night.

Mysterious, faint and starry,

The City of Delight.

Down the long road of evening.

The ribbon-lying road,

There came a stranger singing

Unto the maid's abode.

Her voice was like the wailing

Of some weird violin
;

Her raiment was like sunset

And swathed her to the chin.

She paused upon the portal.

Spake to that lonely one :

" How chill it is and empty
At setting of the sun !

"

The lonely one made answer:
" The land is very still,

And all night in my chamber
I hear the whippoorwill.

' In this dull house beside me
There seems but little stir,

And yet it hath a tenant—
Oh, the wan look of her

!

" But yonder is that City

;

All night the street-lamps glow,

And underneath their splendor

The people come and go.

" Sometimes to sound of weeping
They close and lock the door

;

More oft with bugling laughter.

And they return no more.

" Always there comes the stranger

Whose face I can not see.

And down the dwindling distance

They pass in mystery.

" I, too, await a stranger,

Blowing on flute or fife,

To burst upon my quiet

And cill me out to life."

Glittered the starry City,

Trembled the twilight land.

Whereat a touch like silver

Fell on the maiden's hard

" I am the one awaited
;

I come to summon thee

To life and love and knowledge,
A passionate trinity."

The lonely one made answer :

" Thy face is clothed with dusk,

Thy garments smell of burning.

Thy hair of wine and musk.

Readers of The
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Price $1700.
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Price $650.

Our new Catalogue No. 22 illustrates in detail the most practical and brilliant
advance yet made in automobile mechanism. Free on request. '
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stained pine box rolls out from beneath on
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An Unusual Opportunity
To secure a limited amount of the preferred stock of one of the best dividend-paying

restaurant properties in New York City.

The Childs' Companies operate fifty popular priced restaurants in New York and

other cities. Every day these restaurants are filled with cash customers, and the business is

increasing daily. More than 50,000 meals are served daily.

The opportunity in a business of this kind is unbounded. People must and will eat

—

no matter how hard times may be, and in hard times these popular priced restaurants are

always full. In flush times they are equally well patronized because they give quick, clean

and good service at moderate prices.

The preferred stock is limited to $1,000,000. The net income of the Company for

the past year was two hundred and ten thousand dollars, which makes this a high-class

investment with larger interest than savings banks for anyone desiring a regular income.

This stock, with a par value of $100 with fixed dividend at 7% payable quarterly, is

now selling at $120, therefore the rate of interest earned would be 5.83%.

The amount of stock for sale is limited and is offered subject to prior sale and advance

in price. For further information address Edwin H. Haven, 31 Union Sq., New York City.

" Lean down unto me closer

And speak me low thy name."

The stranger leaned yet closer

Her sleepless eyes of flame.

" Yea, I will lead thee quickly

Unto thy soul's desire.

Thy head shall be anointed.

Thy feet be shod with fire.

" Even so they went aforetime

Who vanished from thy view,

And all within that City

Walk thus by two and two."

The lonely one made answer :

" When I have tired of thee,

Still must thou follow after,

A dogging Memory ?

"

But hark ! upon its hinges

A rusty door makes moan.

In the tall weedy garden

The neighbor walked alone.

She leaned across the twilight

Upon the shattered gate.

Her hair was gray like thistles,

Her voice—how desolate !

I

' " Maiden, her name is Darkness,

And long are her demands.

Her touch hath been upon thee

—

Go in and wash thy hands.

' A life ago I listed

The siren voice of her

Whose garments smelled of burning,

Whose hair of wine and myrrh.

" My feet were worn with walking.

She would not let me rest.

And her two eyes unsleeping

Burned holes into my breast.

" I came back to my dwelling,

The dust was on the floor

;

And still her shadow sits and sits

Moveless within my door.

Readers of The Lfterart

" Maiden, her name is Darkness,

And long are her demands.
Her touch hath been upon thee

—

Go in and wash thy hands."
—From The Smart Set.

Gen. Lew Wallace.

FEBRl'AUV 15, 1905.

By James Whitcomb Riley.

Nay, Death, tliou mightiest of all

Dread conquerors—thou dreadest chief—

Thy heavy hand can liere but fall

Light as the .\utumn leaf :

As vainly, too, its weight is laid

Upon the warrior's knightly sword;

—

Still through the charge and cannonade
It flashes for the Lord.

In forum—as in battlefield—

His voice rang for the truth— the right

—

Keyed with the shibboleth that pealed

His Soui fortli to the fight :

The inspiration of his pen
Glowed as a star, and lit anew

Tlie faces and the hearts of men
Watching tlie long night through.

A destiny ordained—divine
It seemed to hosts of those who saw

His rise since youth and marked the line

Of his ascent with awe

—

From the now-storied little town
That gave liim birth and worth, behold,

Unto this day of his renown,

His sword and word of gold.

Serving the Land he loved so well-
Hailed midsea or in foreign port.

Or in strange-bannered citadel

Or Oriental Court,

—

He— honored for his Nation's sake,

And loved and honored for his own.
Hath seen his Flag in glory shake

Above the Pagan Throne.

—From Collier''s Weekly.
Digest are asked to ineuiion tho publication when
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In Eternum, Domine.

By Arthur Munby.

This woman's soul and mine are one :

One spirit, one career ;

Not only till the days are done
Of our communion here

;

But after, tho we singly brave

The passage perilous,

That small seclusion of the grave

Has room for both of us.-

Both ? We are as a single life,

—

And death itself shaU spare

The dust of husband and of wife

That slowly mingles there.

One may go first, and one remain

To hail a second call

;

But nothing now can make us twain.

Whatever may befall

:

For we have long since pass'd the bounds
Of Self, of Time, of Space,

And felt the freedom that surrounds

Love's final dwelling-place.
—From the London Spectator.

April,

By C. G. Blanuen.

Oh, what's the time o' year?

Green—green things are growing
Far and near

;

Violets are blowing

Without fear;

Rivulets are flowing,

Of icy thraldom clear.

Say, what's the time o' year?

Oh, what's the time o' year ?

You, robin, singing so.

You, swallow, winging so,

You, grasses, springing so,

Say, what's the tiine o' year ?

Is April, April, merry April-
Is April really here ?

T-Froin Impressions Quarterly.

Rome.

By Arthur Symons.

A high and naked square, a lonely palm

;

Columns thrown down, a high and lonely tower
;

The tawny river, ominously fouled
;

Cypresses in a garden, old with calm

;

Two monks who pass in white, sandaled and cowled.

Empires of glory in a narrow hour

From sunset into starlight, when the sky

Wakened to death behind St. Peter's dome

:

That, in an eyelid's lifting, you and I

Will see whenever any man says " Rome."
— Prom The Cosmopolitan.

The Wind.

By Margaret Lee Ashley.

The Wind that made the meadovi-s dance
Came whistling through the glade,

And all the little birch-trees laughed
And twinkled in the shade

;

He tossed a red leaf in my hair,

Caressed each slim young tree,

And left the garden all agog
With gay expectancy.

To-day the Wind came back again,

—

He marched like men at war.

And dust and leaves and frightened birds

Came hurrying before

;

He trampled the meadows under foot,

He whipped the trees to shreds.

And oh, the havoc that he wrought
Among my garden-beds !

Next time the Wind comes whistling by—
So airily polite —

I'll run and tell my lady trees

To bind their tresses tight ;

—

I'll send a warning to the brook,

I'll bid the rain-crow shout,

And every garden sentinel

Shall hang storm-signals out !

—Prom Harper''s Magazine.
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PERSONALS.

yuay was luterested. - As illustrating the fact

that the late Senator Quay never forgot a kindness,

the Philadelphia AVc on/ relates the story of how he

went up to the White House, one morning during

I>resident McKinley's first term, and asked that a

woman be appointed postmistress of a small town in

Mississippi.

•• .\sk me tor anything in Pennsylvania,'' said the

President, "and it is yours. This place is promised,

and the circumstances are [jeculiar. The two factions

of the party in Mississippi have agreed on the i)erson

who is to have it. As it is the first ix)int on which

they have come together, I can not set aside their

wishes."
'• IJefore the war," said L'nay, " when I was a young

man, 1 taught school for three years in Mississippi. I

made my home with the parents of this woman, and

they treated me as a member of the family. They

have been unfortunate, and the daughter needs this

place. I hope. Mr. President that your answer is not

final."

The President sliook his head.
'

I regret it very much," he said. " but under the cir-

cumstances no other answer is possible."

•• Very well," said Quay, quietly, as he turned to go.

"
I hope w hen the next Republican convention is held,

Mr. President, that the eighteen votes from Missis-

sippi will compensate you for the sixty-four from

Pennsylvania."
• Have you got it so much at heart as all that. Sena-

tor?" asked the President.

" I have," replied Quay. ' I have tried to show you

how much I have it at heart."

The President reflected, and the family who had

been kind to the senior Senator from Pennsylvania

when he was a poor school-teacher got the post-office.

Jules Verne.-The death of Jules Verne, the well

known romancer, brings out many appreciations of his

work, and recalls a number of incidents of his life.

\'erne began to write when he was twenty-two years

old. and during his life he produced in all about eighty

novels. The following incidents are culled from the

Baltimore News

:

"One of the peculiar traits of Jules Verne was his

love for the boys for whom he wrote. On one occasion

he walked into a school reading club in Ramsgate,

England, and. laying a letter written in a boyish hand

on the table, he said, in his quaint French-English :

"
' Boys, I am M'sieu' Verne. I thank you for your

invitation. Let us now put some more coal on the fire

and tell stories.'

" An interesting story is passed around in French

literary circles with regard to the contract by which

Verne issued two books a year. It is said that this

contract was made forty years ago, and called for two

stories a year for a remuneration of 20,000 francs per

annum, or about $4,000. It is said that, despite the

enormous circulation of his works, which have been

translated even into Persian and Japanese, Jules Verne

never received a penny more than his stipulated salary.

His publisher, however, gave the author valuable

presents from time to time.

" Verne secured the basis for his novels by wide read-

ing, especially of works of geography and travel and of
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A letterhead be-

speaking quality, on

a paper of inferior

texture, may well be

termed cheap extrav-

agance.

^'Look/or tJie li- aiermark^''

Write \is on your present letterhead

for the Book of Specimens showing
Old Hampshire Bond in white and
fourteen colors, printed, lithographed

and engraved in letterheads, checks

and other business forms. Or, ask

your printer for it.

Hampshire Paper Co.

The only paper makers in the world
making bond paper exclusively.

South Hadley FallSj Massachusetts

nYour

Q Money

Don't be satisfied with 3 per cent or 4
per cent when you can just as easily

make your money earn % or ]^ more.
Every dollar you deposit with us is

safely invested
and earns 5 per cent for every day it's

here.

You can withdraw your money, or any
part of it, at any time without advance
notice.

Write for free booklet that explains

why we can pay 5 per cent and gives

the names of prominent business men
connected with this enterprise.

Calvert Mortgage & Deposit Co.
I Dept. K, Calvert BIdg., Baltimore, Md.

You Can Earn $3000
A Year

In the Real Estate Business.
We teach you by mail ; appoint you our special

representative : list with you all our choice salable

properties and investments ; help you secure custom-

ers ; co-operate with you and assist you to a quick

success. Do not spend the best days of your life

working for others.

Real estate offers better opportunities than any other

business to men without capital. We also teach you

General Brokerage and Insurance.

Hundreds indorse our institution.

Write for particulars and Free Booklet.
H. W. Cross ® Co.. 954 Tacoma BIdg.. Chicago.

OUIavmImwim «>4 en ^ letter of reply—and of
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by the author 'under 40) of Erbes' "Brain Book."
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PROIHETHEA.N FIB. CO., 622 N. Roektrell Street, Chicago.

Readers of The Literar

the reports of scientific societies. Then he permitted

his imagination to run riot, though with a method that

made his inventions seem possible and plausibly.

" To many Verne has appeared as a prophet, since

he forestalled, in his mythical adventures, the sub-

marine boat, the airship, the automobile and other

modern wonders, among them several of the most im-

portant developed in warfare.

"In speaking of his manner of collecting material

for his books, which always dealt w'ith the latest scien-

tific problems, M. Verne once said :
' I am a great

reader, and always read with pencil in hand. I carry a

notebook with me, and always jot down anything

that may appear to be of possible use in my books.

Every day after lunch I read through fifteen different

papers, bulletins of scientific societies, and whatever I

can obtain that is new on geography. I have thus

amassed thousands of notes on all subjects.'

' The writer's recreation consisted mainly in yacht-

ing, but he always sailed with an eye toward getting

information for his books. Once only he visited

America, then as a passenger on the Great Eastern.

He landed at New York and went as far as Niagara

Falls, which he saw locked in ice. He traveled all

over Europe, but knew the Mediterranean best.

"Among the greatest honors M. Verne ever re-

ceived, and his only decoration, was the rosette of

officer of the Legion of Honor.
" ' I was the last man decorated by the Empire,' he

once said :
' Two hours after my decree was signed

the Empire ceased to be. Yes, that is some recogni-

tion.' "

The Secret of SiSO.OOO a Year.—In this country

of 82,000,000 people, says The Financier (New York),

the number of men under thirty-five years of age who

are earning salaries of $50,000 a year probably could

be counted on the fingers of X\io hands. But, it may

also be said, the number of young men who would re-

fuse $50,000 a year for honorable occupation might be

counted on the fingers on one hand. Yet, according to

The Financier

:

" Over in Boston the other day H. L. Burrage, the

thirty-three year old president of the Eliot National

Bank, declined an offer of $50,000 a year to come to

New York and assume the presidency of the National

Bank of North America. Mr. Burrage was not hold-

ing out for a larger salary ; he simply did not care to

come. His reasons for turning down a magnificent

offer are not within the province of public discussion,

but they were no doubt satisfactory to himself. Cer-

tainly they were gratifying to the stockholders and

patrons of his bank. He preferred to link his future

with that of his home city, and it is hardly safe to

question the wisdom of a man who so early in life has

shown the stuff that is in him. The question will be

asked : Why, at thirty-three years of age, is Mr. Bur-

rage worth a $50,000 salary ? The answer is simple

:

He works ; he has accomplished results. He began

his career as a $5 a week messenger, and from the

ground up he learned the banking business. In 1899

he had risen to the position of vice-president and

active manager of the Eliot National; in June, 1902

he was elected its president. When he took charge in

1899 the bank had surplus and profits of $536,000 ; now
that item, the real index of a bank's business life,

is over $1,000,000. What more need be said ?

" Every young man can't be an H. L. Burrage, but

nothing will be lost in an honest effort to be one.

When we analyze the secret of success the answer is

amazingly simple. It is simply work, coupled with

good sense—and then more work, and continued moral

and business balance."

General Wallace and Abraham I.incolii.

—

Mary H. Krout, writing in Harpers Weekly, tells

how General Lew Wallace met Abraham Lincoln for

the first tim?. It was at a meeting of the members of

the Indiana bar at Covington. In relating the cir-

cumstance General Wallace said

:

" During the session we were in the habit of gather-

ing at the old tavern in the evening, after adjourn-

ment. It was a brilliant company, whose talk was well

worth hearing. One evening there appeared suddenly

in our midst a tall, ungainly man, homely of visage,

and rather shabbily dressed. He did not intrude him-

y Digest are asked to mention tiio publication when
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self, but sat on the outskirts of the company, neither

proffering opinions nor taking sides in the contro-

versies that, occasionally, became pretty warm. No
one seemed to know anything about him, and when I

asked a friend who he was he replied, carelessly, ' Oh,

that is some thirdrate lawyer ; a man named Lincoln,

from somewhere in Illinois.' One evening, however,

after he had been there some time," General Wallace

continued, " something moved him to speak, and then

he began to talk. We all sat spellbound.
" I have never,'' General Wallace said, " heard any-

thing that approached it ; the logic, the wit, the perti-

nent anecdote that poured out in an unceasing stream.

He talked thus for three solid hours. Some one said,

' Whoever that fellow is, we shall hear from him again

some day." It was my first meeting with .-\braham

Lincoln," he said, "and the prophecy that we should

hear from him again, it must be admitted, was abun-

dantly verified."

MORE OR LESS PUNGENT.
He Won Kasily.— Mr. Subbubs: '" Vou know

you're only talking nonsense. What do you want a

couple of new gowns for ? "'

Mrs. Subbubs: "Why, Mrs. Playne has got a

dozen gowns, all of them much handsomer than the

two or three that I've got."

Mr. Slbbubs: " Ves, I know. But a homely wo-

man like that needs rich attire in order to attract at-

tention from her face. You don't."— Ttt-Bits.

What He Didn't Know.— .\ retired Irish major

sold his horses and carriage and bought a motor-car ;

but instead of engaging a chauffeur he determined to

send his faithful old coachman to a Dublin firm of en-

gineers for a course of lessons in small repairs.

" Vou will go through a two months' training," he

explained to Pat, as he handed him a check for his

expenses, " during which time you will make yourself

thoroughly familiar with the engine and all its works."

Yes, sor," was Pat's reply.

' Vou will note every wheel and crank, and learn

what they are for and what they have to do, so that

when you return you will be equal to any emergency."
" I will, sor," said Pat, and, having stowed the

check away down in his trousers pocket, he took his

departure.

In two months' time he returned, with the con-

queror's look in his eye.
' Well, Pat ; have you succeeded ?

"

" I have, sor."

" And you know everything about a motor ?
"

" I know all, sor, from the big lamp in front to the

little number behind— e.xcept one thing," the new
chauffeur added, as he nervously plucked a few hairs

from his new bearskin coat.
' And what is it you don't know ? " demanded the

major.
" Well, I don't quite understand yet what makes the

blessed thing move without horses."

—

Tit-Bits.

Not For Her.—A New Thought mother who lives

in Lakewood, N. J., was putting her precocious small

boy to bed, and giving him his evening thought.
" Now, you must remember, Cliarlie, that all is love

and harmony, all is love and harmony ; that you are

filled with harmony, and must be happy.'
" Mamma," said the boy, sleepily, " how can I be

filled with hominy, when we didn't have any hominy
for supper r "—Exchange.

Robbie's Sad Future. - Visitor : "Why are

you crying so, Bobbie ? ''

Bobbie: " Boo-hoo ! 'Cause de Russians an' Japs
are havin' a war."

Visitor :
" What a kind-hearted little boy !

"

Bobbie: " An'—boo-hoo !- some day I'll have ter

study about it in ic\\oo\P—Judge

.

Feet.—" See that man ? Well, sir, he landed in this

country with bare feet and now he's got millions."
" Gee whiz ! he must be a regiilar centipede."—P/j/V-

adelphia Ledger.

l.ong Distance Appreciation.

—

Mrs. Jordan:
*' Did you ever hear my daughter sing, Mr. Johnson ?

"

Mr. Johnson: "Oh, yes; I only live five blocks

from your house, you Vno-w." —Philadelphia Tele-

graph.
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Learn the Truth
Do you know

that the main cause of unhappi-
ness, ill-health, sickly children
and divorce is admitted by phy-
sicians and shown by court rec-

ords to be ignorance of the laws
of self and sex ?

I
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Illustrated
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Dainty Books for Booklovers
Only 6^4 inches by 4^-3 inches and about

Yz an inch thick, yet they contain the con-

tents of two large volumes—WITHOUT
ANY REDUCTION IN THE SIZE OF
TYPE. It's in the paper.

NEW SIZE
One Volume

NELSON'S
NEW CENTURY

LIBRARY
is printed on Nelson's India paper—the thin-

nest opaque paper produced. These vol-

umes are incomparable because they are the
only books of the kind in the world—they
must be seen to be appreciated. Nelson's
New Century Library comprises the works
of authors who will continue to live in the
hearts of the people to the end of time.

DICKENS, v?.L

THACKERAY.vifs
SCOTT, vfi;

And Selected Works of the Best
Authors.

Price $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, according to style
of binding. They are for sale at the best
booksellers. Ask to see " Nelson's New
Century Library." In the meantime may
we not send you our descriptive price list

and specimen pages ?

THOMAS NELSON <a SONS,
37 East I8th St., New York.

Regular and rational riding in
fresh air and sunshine is exhila-
rating exercise.

POPE BICYCLES
havelongbeen synonyms for quality.
The 1905 models are better than ever.
Improvements and new features.

PRICES, $22.50 to $100.00
Complete Line of Juveniles.

Columbia Cleveland
Tribune Crawford

POPE MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.
Rambler Crescent
Monarch Imperial

POPE MFG. CO., Chicago, IlL
Addresa Dept. B for Catalogues.

Current Events.

Foreign.

Russo-Japanese War.
March 25. — It is asserted that peace negotiations

are in progress in Paris and may later Le shifted
to Copenhagen. The Russian army continues
the retreat. A few cavalry skirmishes are re-

ported, but no hard action is e.xpected for some
time.

March 26.—A despatch from Paris says that among
Japan's conditions of peace might be one de-
manding from Russia a pledge to restrict re-

armament for a term of years.

March 27.—Linevitch's scouts report no Japanese
within thirty-five miles of the retreatmg Rus-
sians.

March 28.—A despatch from St. Petersburg says that
Russia has outlined the condition under which
she is prepared to negotiate peace. The current
reports on the subject of peace are believed to
signify that the Russians are now ready to talk
peace provided they are allowed to dictate the
terms. General Oku reports that the ground is

rapidly thawing, and that the movement of guns
and transport wagons is difficult. A message
from Linevitch, dated at Harbin, and saying he
had no reports from his armies, leads to fear
that the Russian line of communication has
been cut. Two officers of the Russian cruiser
Lena, who broke parole, surrender to the com-
mander at Mare Island, San Francisco.

March 29.—A British vessel reports having seen
Admiral Rozhdestvensky's squadron of thirty
warships steaming east 250 miles northeast of
Madagascar on March ig. The Russian War
Council is planning to increase the army in Man-
churia to 600,000 men.

March 30.—The new Japanese bonds are in extraor-
dinary demand in the money centres of America
and Europe.

March 31.— Despatches from the front indicate that
the Japanese are carrying out a wide turning
movement against the positions of General Line-
vitch ; skirmishes are reported on the Russian
centre. The Japanese Minister at Paris declares
that no Japanese representative has been author-
ized to discuss peace, and that not even prelimi-
nary negotiations have been opened.

Russia.
March 26.— Baron von Nolken, chief of the Warsaw-

police, is injured by a bomb which destroyed his
carriage. Renewed disorders are reported from
all parts of Russia and growing weakness in
Government securities adds to^the Government's
embarrassments.

March 30.—Another meeting of Zemstvo representa-
tives is called at St. Petersburg for the end of
April.

March 31.— Russian internal conditions continue to
grow worse ; terrorists are renewing their ac-
tivity, aiming at the assassination of Governor-
General Trepoff and members of the imperial
family.

Other Foretgn News.
March 26.—A new monetary system, establishing tlie

!?

March 27.—The United States notifies Cuba that
the Spanish ordinance held by the Cuban Gov-
ernment sliould be returned to Spain.

old standard in Mexico, will go into effect

ay I.

March 31.—The president of the highest Venezuelan
court decides that tlie French Cable Company
lias forfeited its contract by failure to fulfil

terms.

Domestic.

March 25. — A tentative agreement, by which the
revenues of Santo Uominpo are to be collected
by a commissioner namea by President Roose-
velt is affected between United States Minister
Dawson and the Morales government.

Maurice Barrymore,the noted actor, dies in a sani-
tarium on Long Island.

March 26.—The President requests the resignation
of Colorado Federal office-nolders, because of po-
litical activity.

March 27.—Mrs. Chadwick is sentenced to ten years
imprisonment at Cleveland.

Sixty-two battle-flags, captured from Virginia
troops in the Civil War, are returned to the
Governor of Virginia.

March 28.— Pending action by the Senate on the
Santo Dominjjo treaty, the President approves
the plan for the collection of the revenues by an
American customs receiver.

New York State Senator Brackett files with the
Attorney-General a petition to begin action for
the removal from office of James H. Hyde and
JacobSchiff, andother directors of the Equitable
Life Assurance Company, who may be proved
guilty of misconduct toward the interests of the
policy-holders of the Equitable.

The Federal Grand Jury indicts the city of Louis-

^P

'jV»

The An^le Lamp
01 R PROPOSITION is to send you a light which

,

burning common kerosene (or coal oil), is far more
economical than the ordinary old-fashioned lamp,
yet so thoroughly satisfactory that such people as
ex-Pre.sideut Cleveland, theRockefeller.s,Carnegies,
Peabodys, etc., who care but littU' about cost, use
it in preference to all other systems. We will send
you any lamp listed in our catalog W, on thirty days'
free trial, so that you may prove to your own satis-
factiou, that the new method of burning employed
in this lamp makes common kerosene the best,
cheapest, and most satisfactory of all illuminants.

Convenient as Gas or Electricity
Safer aiul mure reliable than ga^^lIe:le or acetylene. I.iglited and
extinguished like ga.s. May be turned high or low without odor.
No smoke, no danger. Filled while lighted and without moving.
Requires filling hut once or twice a week. 1: floods a i oom with
Its lieautilul, soft, mellow light that has no equal. WRITE FOR
OUK CATALOG \V and our proposition for a

30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
Do it now— riglit auay. It WiW tell yon more facts about the

How and Why of gotxi light tlian you can learn in h hfetime's
experience with poor methods.

THE ANGLE MFG. CO., 78-80 Murray St., New York

Spring

Ensures Restful Sleep
Complete relaxation and restful sleep

are sure on Foster Ideal and Four
Hundred Spring Beds. They con-

form to every curve of the body, yielding

luxurious ease, yet never sag or become
uneven, every spring returning instantly

to its original level 'when the sleeper

arises. Especially adapted to heavy
people. Construction patented. "Ideal"
trade-mark on every one. Write for

booklet " Wide - awake Facts About
Sleep," sent free with name of dealer.

FOSTER BROS. MFG. CO.
41 Broad Street, - Vtlca N. Y.
1441 N. 16th St., St. Louis, Mo.

^^^ The ImiiroTed Method of

^FINISHING FLOORS
YsSK./ -M Filli II g cracks old or new, for rugs or
''i*i(Sp-jftj with otherwise, with Grippln's
AgU^ Grippin's Wood Crack and CKEVICK
H^Lj^ Filltrand FILLER and Finishing
^JHI Pdtent Specialties, is very simple
jfijoA Applier and economical, not re-

17nt3^^ quiring ski 1 led labor

1''' £} mi ^V .iII''j1|W of perfection is attained.

//rric~^nT'

///i^Jli

I X ' for treating all surfaces.

I I fiSvi VVrite to day for our de-
- 1 K \ 'ft scriptive matter to

\\\\\\ GRiPPIX MFG. CO.,

1 1 \*\\\\ Uepi. B, Newark, New lort

What Is Daus' Tip-Top?
TO PROVE that Daus' "Tip-top" Is

the best and simplest device for making
^
lOO Copies from pen-written and 50

Copies from typewritten original,

we will ship complete duplicator,

cap size, withoat deposit, on
ten (10) days' trial.

Price $7J0Ieg>t tradr <{» c __x
ilisriiiint (if 3S'A%<n 90 HBl

THK FEL.IX .*. DAIS DlTPL,IC.<TOH 1 O.
Daiis BiiildiiiK, 111 John St., New Vork City

Readers of The Litbtkart Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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WOBLDIJ

Leaders
By Merit

In every tongne; io every clime

UNDERWOOD
has earned its leadership by doing the best work
in the shortest time, with least troable, because oi

VISIBLE WRITING

I
"Known by its work**]

* UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER CO,
241 Broadway, New York.

Adapted for use with ttie Tnlt Book-keeping Systtm."

5^ TAI/ENT
It so, you owe it to yourself

to develop it. Nearly every maga-
Einein the country la calling for original

material. We can make you a JournallBt

by mail. Write at once for free particulars.

Sprasne Correspondence School ofJournalism«
284 Uejestlc Bnildlnit, Detroit Mich,

AGEIVTS ARB €UI\IIKC IMU.VKV.
A 20th-C»;ntury evolution in the art ot li^btiiis. Kntirelv new,
i"0 candle power, 7 hours one cent. Superior to electricity or

gas and cheaper than coal oil. No troubie to keep
clean, absolutely safe. Sells at sitrlit. We also manu-
facture table lamps, wall lamps, chandeliers, j-tore and
street lamps. Aeents wanted at o:Tce, M" rite for free

catalogue and prices. We manufai ture all kinds and
grades of mantles. If you buy them direct from us we
will save you dealers' pi ofita. Prices sen I upon request.

ChicaS" Solar litght Co., Dpnt. B. Chieago.

ville for peonage in holding negroes wanted as
witnesses in election fraud cases in the Federal
Court.

March 2q. — The members of the Panama Canal
Commission resign at the request of the Presi-

dent.

The American Board of Foreign Missions approves
the report of tlie committee in favor of accept-
ing tlie Rockefeller gift, but grants a delay of
two weeks before taking final action.

March -^o— Secretary of State Hay arrives at Algiers,
and is reported to be enjoying good health.

Mr. Hornsby, a negro postoffice clerk at Vazoo,
Miss., complains to the President that he is un-
able to hold his position because of the brutality

of the white citizens of the town.

March 31.—Reports show that immigration through
the port of Ps'ew York for the month of March
reached unprecedented figures, the total arrival
numlx!ring 97.000; last year for the same month
the arrivals were 47,877.

President Ale.xander of the Equitable Life de-
mands that J. H. Hyde resign his official position
with the society, or face a thorough investigation.

Mrs. Maybrick re<iuests the State Department to
take steps looking to securing a pardon for her.

BarriigtQR^Iall
,teel-(

CHESS.
[All communications for this Department should be

addressed :
" Chess-Editor, Literary

Digest."]

Problem 1,050,

By P. F. Blake.

First Prize, Hantpstead and Highgate Express.

Black— Nine Pieces.

m.sii Hi ^
Wi ^^P

mm. wMi

White -Nine Pieces.

bBiRsb; 3B4; 2P2P2; 3k4; 1P2S2K;
lP2pS2:4SSip; 7q.

White mates in two moves.

The award is as follows :
" First and second, P. F.

Blake; third, A. F. Mackenzie: fourth, F. Libby;

fifth. Dr. E. Palkoska ; sixth and seventh, G. Heath-

cote. Mr. F. Gamage, Westboro. Mass., received

second Honorable mention. The Judges were Messrs.

Challenger and Laws.

Problem 1,051.

A. F. Mackenzie.

Black—Seven Pieces.

'^P '

'WM. i^ WM
'"'

"'WM

Good to the L&st Drop
We are so certain it will please you that we offer a

Sample Can Free
SEE COUPON

(Possibly your nearest grocer bandies it now)

Barrinirton Hall is a ricb, well-matured, well-
blended Mocha and Java prepared for tbe coffee
pot by an entirely new process. Jt is cut into tine
particles o£ uniform size and is freed from the dust
and bitter tunnin-bearing chaff—the only injurious
property in coffee—always found in coffee ground
the old way.

Send for Free Booklet

''The Secret of Good Coffee
"

It explains why no other coffee can equal Bar-
rington Hall in flavor, and why it can be used with-
out ill effect by those who find <irdinary coffee
injures them. One pound of Barrington Hall (steel-
cut) tatI II make 20 cups more of perfect, full-strength
coffee than tbe same or any other brand ground
the old way.

A Delicious Coffee

Not a. Tasteless Substitute
CAUTION : Baker's Barrington Hall is the

only genuine Steel-Cut Coft'ee.

We own the process by patent right ; and roast,
steel cut and pack by machinery at our factory iu
1 and 2-lb. sealed tins. There are so-called imita-
tions on the market. Your protection therefore is

in asking for and receiving only tbe Original Bar-
rington Hall Brand.

CUT OFF THIS COUPON
or copy coupon, giving magazine and grocer's name

BAKER & CO.,
COFFEE IMPORTERS

244 2d St. N., Minneapolis, Minn.
Please send me without expense sample can of

Barrington Hall, the Steel-Cut Coffee, and booklet
;

in consideration I give herewith uiy grocer's name
(on tbe margin).

<<

My own address is..

rsw^

ESSAYS
SPEECHES
LECTURES
etc., etc.

TOrSTOY'S COMPLETE AVORKS. (Library
Edition.) 26 octavo volumes, photogravure frontispiece,

ornamental covers, deckle edges, gilt tops, ribbed olive

cloth, uniform style, but each independent so far as

paging and numbering are concerned. $1.50 per volume,
postpaid. Translated by Louise and Avlmek Mai'de.
Firstand second volumes, " Sevastopol and other Military

Tales," and "Tolstoy's Plays" now ready. Funk &
Wagnalls Company, Pubs., New York.

Readers of The LiTKRARr Digest axe asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.

written on any subject atshoi't iu>tice. Satis-

faction guaranteed. ,\ll transactions con-
fldential. Davis Piise, 177.! Rr.i!lrti\.iv, N. Y.

White—Eleven Pieces.

6br; 1B4P1; sBSiPb; iKskiP; 1P2S2P;
Q I p 5 ; 3 P 2 P I ; 8.

White mates in three moves.

'iix iriiiiis)(g)
Ten Centuries of Physic

Mankind endured the mistaken suffering of physic
for over i ,000 years before Twentieth Century science dis-

covered the true inwardness of this vital matter and

Mil^lUEKD the closet with the slant,

the only sort of construction that

is actually comfortable, cleanly,
healthful.

Prominent physicians are pro-

nounced in their praise of Nature.
Progressive architects are unan-
imous in specifying it.

You owe it to yourself to under-
stand tliis subject. Booklet D.
fully illustrated, free on request.

The Nature Co., Salem, N. J., t.S.A
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Ifc HIGHER DIVIDEND
25^ MOR.E INCOME

$25 upward, withdrawable
on 30 days* notice.

Investments bear earnings
from day received to day
withdrawn.

Supervised by New York
Banking Department.

SEARCHING investiga-
tion of this Company's

record, its present stand-
ing, and its conservative
methods will assnre you
that its funds are better
secured than the average
i% investment.
We pay you 5/c per annum

—a quarter larger income.
You will appreciate the
convenience of our " Cer-
tificate" system for han-
dling accounts by mail. 9
Write for particulars.

Assels, .... $l,7(MI,nOO
Surilns and Profits, .5100,000

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS AND
LOAN CO.

1139 Broadway, New York.

THilDEALSlUnT
* 14RESTORER

/^ Is Your
' X Sight Faaing?

All refractive errors,

muscular trouble &
chronic diseases of

the Eye cured by
\

scienUfic MASSAGE.
**

niusfrated treatise with aftidavit testimonials

Address

THE IDEAL COMPANY.
239 Broadway, New York.

r^^.

CURES WHILE YOU SLEEP

Whooping Cough, Croup,

Bronchitis, Coughs, Grip. Hay
Fcver,Diphtheria,ScarIct Fever

Don't fail to use Ckesolene
for the distressing and often
fatal affections for wliieh it is

recommended. For more than twenty j-ears
we have had tho most conclus'ive assurances
that there is nothing better. Ask your
physician about it.

An iiiferestingf descriptive booklet is sent free, which pivcs
the hijjhest testimonials as to its value. All lirugisitit^t

VAPO-CKESOLEXE CO., ISO Fulton Street, New York.

ENGINEERING
\ is good

" for a lifetime

HIGH SALARY
AND POSITION
• OPEN TO YOU

An engineering education enables
you to get a high pnUiry nnd position.

Our cour.'ips by riiiiil in Elpclricftl,

Steam, Mechaniral Eneineerhigr,
machine Desi!*i), Electric Light-
ing:, h;ive put Ihnu.'^nntls of cioilnr.s

in the pockets ofour.'Students. Write
ff)r our free ftO-iiae:e book .-md let

IIS tell vou whnt wp f:in rl'> (or voii.

FLECTItlCAl, ENGINEER INSTI-
TITE, Dept. 4, '-MO West asd
St., New York.

HANDBOOK OF QUOTATIONS
A fine, well-indexed volume of 300 pages. I have

ORIGINALLY
;f;e's:^oS'rnd ol"

35 cents

SOLD AT $1 fer the book for pOStpaJd
Send stamps or money order to

Ward Macauley,l72 Woodward Ave., DETROIT, MICH.

Gems . .

.

From the Sermons and
other Writings of Thos.

Guthrie. D.D. Ar g^-P ranged under tlie sub-
illus \Ji- trate. A suggestive

prrcVli."^"'!": Illustration
FUNK & WAGNALLS CO., NEW YORK.

i^

leets they

Attacks stopped permanently. Cause removed. Breath-
ing organs and nervous system restored. Symptoms never
return. No medicines needed afterwards. 21 years of
success treating' Asthma and Hay Fever. 58,000 patients.
Book 3."».% free. Very interesting.
Write P. HAROLD HAYES, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Solution of Problems

No. 1,044. Key-move: Kt—B 5.

No. 1,045.

R-K2

K^Q6

Kx P

P—K 4! B—R 6, mate

Kx R
3.

R—Q sq, mate

K-Qs
R Q 2 ch

3-

R—Q B sq, mate

K-E3
3.

B—Q Kt 7, mate

K-K5
.Solved by M. Marble, Worcester, Mass.; the Rev. G.

Dobbs, New Orleans ; F. S. Ferguson, Birmingham,
Ala.; H. W. Barry, Boston; A. C. White, New YorI<

City; W. Runk, Highland Falls, N. Y.; Dr. J. H. S.,

Geneva, N. V.; ,S. W. Banipton, Philadelphia ; F.

Ganiage, Westboro, Mass.; R. H. Ramsey, German-
town, Pa.; the Rev. W. Rech, Kiel, Wis.; A. Rooke,
Franklin Chess-club, Philadelphia ; C. Nugent, New
York City; the Rev. L. Biihler, Mariaville, N. Y.; E.

A. C, Kinderhook, N. Y.; B. W. La Mothe, Strat-

ford, Conn.; N. D. Waffle, Salt Springville, N. Y.; L.

R. Williams, Omaha ; C. H. Schneider, Decatur, 111.;

J. E. Wliarton, Sherman, Tex.; J. P. S., Collegeville,

I'a.; A. Heine, Parkersburg, W. Va.; " Clejor," New
York City; the Rev. J. G. Law, Walhalla, S. C; the

Rev. S. M. Morton, D.D., Effingham, III; L. Gold-

mark, Paterson, N. J.; C. S. Jacobs, Montreal; R. G.

Eyrich, New Orleans; W. T. St. Auburn, Grosse-

pointe Farms, Mich.; P. Stromme, Minneapolis ; R.

H. Renshaw, University of Viiginia ; G.Patterson,

Winnipeg, Can.; O. C. Pitkin, Syracuse, N. Y.; W. G.

Hosea, Cincinnati; J. H. Cravens, Kansas City;

Lyndon, Athens, Ga.; M. Stern, Des Moines ; C. P.

Crumb, St. Louis; W. E. Hayward, Indianapolis
; J.

McMtirray, Luna Landing, Ark.; C. Clerc, Bakers-

field, Cal.; A. W. Brett, Des Moines ; A. Regenbrecht,

Peters, Tex.; the Rev. J. Balogh, Pocahontas, Va.;

W. H. C, Canadian, Tex.; C. E. W. Woodward,
Chicopee Falls, Mass.; J. K. Curzon, Auburn, Neb.

1,044 :
" Twenty-three," Pliiladelphia ; Dr. P. Joor,

Maxwell, la.; Russell, Germantown, Pa.; W. S.

Caldwell, Louisville; K. D. Robinson, New York
City; J. B. Beverage, Auburn, Neb.; W. T. Dun-
away, Pinckardsville, Va.; M. Wisner, Norris, Mont.;

Z. G., Detroit; P. A. Hatchard, New York City; T.

V. Noland, Gulfport, Miss.; S.von Rague, St. Louis;

J. J. Donaldson, Greenville, Pa.; C. Silbert, Boston;

J. S. S., Orono, Me.; E. Irion, Elmhurst, 111,; Prof.

E. J. Rowse, Mercersburg, Pa.; G. A. Pfleuger, Shep-

ard, O.

Comments (1,044"): "A clever threat; imperfect

construction"—G. D.; " Very fine"—F. S. F.; "Very
difficult "—R. H. R.; "Very pleasing" -L. H. B.;

" Pretty key-move; but too easy"—C; "Good, very

good" -J. E. W.; "A real beauty"—J. G. L.; "Very
interesting"—S. M. M.; " A good bit of originality "—
C. S. J.;

" Beautiful "—" 23 "
; "Good tlieme, poor con-

struction"—K. D. R.

1,046: "A fine miniature" -G. D,; " I hardly know
which is the more admirable, the genius that made
this problem or the filial love that dedicated it "— F.

S, F,; " A flawless gem "—W. R.; " Its simplicity is

its chief beauty"— J. H. S.; "A skilfully arranged

offshoot from the author's famous 1,000"— R. H. R.;

" An artistic gem"— B, W. L. M.; " Key easy, varia-

tions fine"—L. H. B,; " This author's problems are

not difficult, as a rule; but they always have the

'something-different' flavor"— C; "Charming"— J,

E, W,; "Original and subtle"—J, G. L.; "Very ex-

cellent"— S. M. M.; " A precious miniature" — L. G.;

" An old theme with a sparklingly new setting"— C.

S. J.;
" Beautiful"—R. G. E.; " One of the very best"

— P, S.

In addition to those reported, E. W. Gile, White
Sulphur .Springs, Mont., got 1,038, '39, '41, '43; A. H.,

and A, R., '40; C. H, S., and J. G, Overholser, Balfour,

N, Dak., '42; S. H. D., Portland, Ore., E. E. W. W.,
and J. K. C, '43.

Morgan's "Chess-Digest."

The fourth volume of this great work will be ready

on May i. The publishers announce their purpose to

give copies of this work to be competed for by corre-

spondence games. We hope to be able to give particu-
lars of this m our next follow-ing issue.

Our esteemed solver, the Rev, G, Dobbs, takes the
second prize in the St. Louis Tourney, with his prob-
lem No. 1,002, which was originally ranked as fourth.

RHEUMATISM
RELIEVED

BY ABSORPTION
The Foot Pores Now Made to Yield Up

Acid Poisons from the Blood by
Remarkable Discovery

Which All Can

TRY FREE -PAY WHEN SATISFIED.

Send your name to-day
; you will get by re-

turn mail, postpaid

—

FREE To Try—a pair
of Magic Foot Drafts, the great Michigan dis-

covery, which has proven such a remarkably
safe and sure rehef for rheumatism of all kinds
that they are now being extensively imitated
abroad as well as in this country. In England
infringement against Magic Foot Drafts has
recently been enjoined by the courts, thus pro-
tecting rheumatic sufferers against imitations

j^
liable to be injurious.

Magic Foot Drafts
are worn inside the
stocking (without
the least inconven-
ience), and they re-

lieve rheumatism, chronic or acute, in every
part of the body, by absorbing uric acid and
other impurities from the blood through the
large foot pores. Thousands of letters from
relieved rheumatics—some of them the tough-
est old chronics in the country, can be seen by
anyone calling at our offices. If the Drafts re-

lieved all these people, why shouldn't they do
so in your case? Write today to the Magic
Foot Draft Co., T F 8 Oliver Bldg., Jackson,
Mich. You will get the Drafts by return mail.
If you are satisfied with the relief they give,
send us one dollar. If not, send nothing. You
Decide. A valuable new book (in colors) on
rheumatism comes free with the Drafts. Send
no money, only your name.

TRADE MARK

GEM
,
NAIL

,

CLIPPER^
Is very handy. It's

a complete mani-
cure outfit. Yet
smaljer than a knife
or scissors. Your
nails can easily be

kept in perfect condition. Price 25c.

by mail. Sold everywhere. Sterling
silver handle, price $1.00.

Send two cent stamp for "Care of
the Nails."

H. r. COOK CO..
li Main St., ,\nsonia. Conn.

To Cas Engine Operators
Dynamo Ignition.

Motsinger Auto-Sparker
No battery to start or run. The original
46peed-controlled friction-dri ve Dynamo.

l^jj Driven parallel with engine shaft. No
^^M^ *-. belts. No beveled pulley or beveled
^HPP»/ fly wheel necessary. For make and
* ^ breakandjump-sparksystem.Water

^ and dust proof. Fully Ouarantesd.
MOTSINGER DEVICE MFG. CO.,

67 Main Street, Pendleton, Ind., U.S A.

No Money Required
until you receive and approve of your

bicycle. U'e ship to anyone on
TEN DAYS FREE TRIAL
Finest guaranteed tf #/l #-» tf9^C
1905 Models iP M If *0 qt^f
with Coaster-Brakes &• Punctureless Tires.

i9oa & i<JU4 models tf7 «_ 4f#9
of Rest Makes S* ' '" Hf ' ^^
SOO Second-Hand Wheela
All makes & Mod- ^ O m^ CO
els good as new ^«» ««» ^€»
GKF.IT FACTORY Cl.EARLWG SALE.
RIDER AGENTS WANTED in each town at good
pav-//''*'/<^<'''''"^ffor catalog and SpecialOffer.

TIRKS. SI NDKIES, AUTOMOBILES.
MEAD CYCLE tiO., G 134, CHICAGO

THE STORY OF CARLiYLE. An intimate study of

tlie author's life, character, and works, by Thomas Ar-
nold. i2mo, cloth, 335 pages, illustrated. $1.00. Funk
& Wagnalis Company, Pubs., New York.

Reaaers of Thk Litbrary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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The Marshall-Janowski Martch,

The Eleventh Game.
MARSHALL.

White.

2 p— ij n 4

3 Kt-Q B 3

4 B-Kt 5
5P-1^3
6 B-g ?

8 B .X P
qB X B
10 R—Q B sq
11 Castles
12 g-H 2

13 P-K 4

•4P-K.5
15 g X p
i6g-K 4

17 B-g 5

18 g— K. 3

19 ij X Kt
20 K t — K 2

21 Q-K 3
22 Kt — IC sq
23P-B4
24 R -g B 3

25 g—B 2

26 Kt-B 2

27 R—g sq
28 Kt—B sq

29 Kt—K 2

JANOWSKl.
alack.

P-V4P-K3
Kt— K. B 3

g Kt-g 2

i;-K 2

p-n 3
P X P
Kt-g 4
C) X B
Castles
R—g sq
Kt-Bsq
Kt-B 5
P-K B4
Kt (B)-Kt3
P-Kt 4
B— Kt 2

Kt X B
P-B4
P-Bs
R—K Bsq
gR-gsq
Kt-R 5
Kt-K4

B— K 5
B-g 6
B— K 5K—Rsq
The Twelfth Game

.MARSHALL.
H'hiie.

-,o Kt— Kt 3
'

I P X Kt
2 P - R 3

3 Kt—K sq

34 Kt--B 3

35 Kt-Kt 5
36 K X R
37 Kt-B 7 ch
3S Kt X R
39 K— 1^ 3

40 P-B 5

41 P X P
42 R-K 2

43 Q-Q 4

44g-Q6
45 K—k 3
46 R-K B3
47 P-K 6

48 K—R 2

49g"B8
5og-QBs
51 P-K 7

52 R-K 3
53g-K5
54 R-K B 3

55 R-B 8
56 P-K 8(g)
57 Q X B

JANOWSKl.
Black.

Kt X Kt
P-QR3
R-B 2

g-Rj
k(B2)-g 2

R X P
gx R
K-Kt sq

g X Kt
h-B3
g-Q4
g X p
P-K 3B—K sq
g-Kt5
g-Kt4
K-R2
g-B8ch
g X p
B-Kt 3
g K7
g-K3
g- Ktsq
g- K sq

P—B6
Bx g
Resigns

JANOWSKl. .MARSHALL.
White. Black.

I P-K 4 p-g B 4
2 Kt-g B 3 P-K 3

3 Kt-B 3 P-g4
4 P X P P X P
5 P- g 4 Kt-g B 3
6 P X P Kt-B 3

7 B— K 3 B—K 2

8 P— K R3 Castles

9 B-K 2 B-K 3

10 Castles R— B sq

11 P—R ', Kt—K 5

12 Kt X Kt P X Kt
13 g X g Kt X g
14 Kt-g 2 B X P
15 1; X 1: R X B
16 P— (J B 3 P-B 4

17 K R—g sq Kt-B 2

18 P-K B 4 P-K Kt 4
19 P K Kt 3 K— Kt 2

20 Kt-B sq Kt-R sq
P X P
Kt— Kt 3K—B3
R-K Kt sq
Px B

K-B
22 P X P
23 K — Kt 3

24 B-R 5

25 B .Nj Kt

White, three hours ; Black, two hours and forty minutes.

JANOWSKL
White.

26 P-K R 4
27 Kt—K 3
28 R—g 2

29 R—R sq
30 R-g 6

31 R(Rsq)-
gsq

32 R X R
33 R X R
34 P-kt 4

35 B P X P
36 K—B 2

37 K-K 2

38 K—g 2

39 P -x P
40 K-B 3

41 Kt-B 2

42 Kt-g 4ch
43 P-R 5

44 Kt X P
45 P-Kt 5
46 K-Q 4

47 Kt-^ 4
Draw.

MARSHALL.
Black.

K R—g B sq
P—R 4
R(Bsq)-B3
R-B sq
R(B4)-B 3
Rx R

R-B 3PxR
P X P
K—K 2

K-gs
P-B 4
P X P
K—B 3
K-Kt 4
B-g 4
K-R 5
P X P
B—B2
K-R 4
B-Kt 3
B—R 2

The Thirteenth Game.
MARSHALL.
White.

J.\NOWSKL
Black.

I p-g 4 p-g 4
2 P-g B 4 p—K 3
3 Kt-g B 3 P-g B 4
4 P X (3 P K P X P
5 Kt-B 3 K-g B 3
6 B— Kt 5 P-B 3
7 B—B 4 P-K Kt4
8 B-Kt 3 P-Kt 5
9 Kt-g 2 Kt X P
10 P—K 3 Kt-g B 3
11 P—K R3 P—K R4
12 P X P B x P
i3g— Kt3 Kt-Kt 5
14 B-Kt 5chB—g 2

-.P-R 3
16 Kt X B P
17 K — K 2

18 B X P
i9g-B2
20 g R '

P-B 5
Kt-g 6 ch
P X Kt
Kt-B 4
Kt-K 2

gsqg-Kt3
21 R-g 6 B-B3
22 K R—g sq B-Kt 2
- ^ ^•- P—R -
23 P-Kt 4
24 P X Kt
25 Kt—K 4
26 P— B 3

27 g-g 3 --" =

28 R-g 8 ch R X R
29 g X R ch B-K
30 Kt-g 6

31 g-B 8

32 B-K 6

33 Kt X B
34 R X Kt
35 R N g

gxP ,y
g—K R 4 ch 60
P X B
K—B sq

63
64- ._ sq

Kt-B 3g-K4
Kt-g sq
g X B
gx gR—R2

White, four hours and
hours and forty minutes.

MARSHALL.
White

JANOWSKl.
Black.

65
66

67
68

69
70

twel

n ntte. mac
Kt-g 6ch K—K 2

Kt— B=;ch K—g 2

R— K Kt 8 K—K 3
P-K 4 B-R 3

Kt X B R X Kt
R X P R—R 8

P—B 4 R-gR8
R—g Kt 3 P-Kt 3
K-B 3 R—K B 8 ch
K-Kt 4 R-K 8

K-B 3 R-B8ch
K— K 3 R-K 8 ch
K-g 4 R—gsch
R-g 3 R-KKt8
P— Kt 3 R-K 8

- K-g 3
Px P
K-g 2

R-g 8 ch
R-K 8 ch
R—K Kt 8

R—B 8 ch
K-K 3
P-Kt 4
R—g Kt 8

R-R 8 ch
R-g KtS
P—R 4
P—Kt 5PxP
K X P
P-Kt 6
P—Kty
K—B 4
Resigns.

R-gB,
P—k 5 ch
P X Pch
K-g 5K—K4R-K 3K-B 5
K-Kt 6
P-Kt 4
P-Kt 5K-R 7
K-Kt 7
P-Kt6
K-Kt 8

P X P
R-K R3
R-g 3
P— Kt 7R-g 2

K-B 21^.- tj 2 Kesigns.

Ive minutes ; Black, four

'•HIGHEST AWARD"
Don't forget to ask for a

PEL0U2E POSTAL SCALE
It means you will get the

best postal scale money can buy.
Received highest award at

World's Fair.

They give instantly exact cost of
postage in cts. on all mail matter

Warranted.
"Save time and stamps."

4 lbs $3 00 ^°^ ^^'^ everywhere by
leading dealers.

Catalog. P.

PELOUZE SCALE & MFG. CO.
CHICAGO.

National
Union 2^ lbs. 2.50
Columbian 2 lbs. 2.00
Star lib. 1..50

Crescent lib. 1.00

MEDICAL OPINIONS OF

BUFFALO
LITHIA Vl&VTER

Strong Testimony From the Univer-

sity of Virginia.
• iV SHOULD BE RECOGNIZED AS AN ARTICLE OF MATERIA MEDICA."

Sur<rgry tn the Medical Department of the University of ytr^jnui and Pres.

%j£^nH'- "BOEFAU) LITHIAWHTR r;,.S'.^<,'l^eSp%tl^

resource. It should be recognized by the profession as an article of Materia Medica."

•• NOTHING TO COMPARE WITH IT IN PREVENTING URIC ACID
DEPOSITS IN THE BODY."

Dr. P. B. Barringer, Chairman of Faculty and Professor of Physiology,

Univ'ersityo/Vir<:inia, Charlottesville, Va.: "After twenty years' practice I have

no hesitancy in stating that for prompt re- Q|t««pBtn tmnAWsmt
suits I have found nothing to compare with DUcFALU I-l 1 fllfl IWtl til

in preventing Uric Acid Deposits in the body."

««I KNOW OF NO REMEDY COMPARABLE TO IT."

Wm. B. TowleS, M. D., late Prof, of Anatomy and Materia Medica, Uni-

versity of Va.: " In Uric Acid Diathesis, Gout, Rheumatism, Rheumatic Gout,

Renal Calculi andStoneinthe Blad-
n,,-.-.-- ** | ixuill WaTTU^P""^

der, I kno\/ofno remedy comparable to DUf fiiLlI UltllA Ifftl tRNo.2.
Voluminous medical testimony sent on request. For sale by the gjsneral drug

and mineral water trade. Hotel at Springs opens June 1 5th.

PROPRIETOR. BUFFALO LITHIA SPRINGS, VA.

Cha.rming Glimpses of a. Fascinating Land
" The things seen are seen from within and described in language which

visualizes for us the mysterious charm of tliat mysterious land." ,— The Graphic, London. Q

Things Seei\ ii\ Morocco
By A. J. DAWSON

Author of " Daniel Whyte,'' " African Nif^/its'' Euteriainmeiii.
" Hidden Manna,'" " In tlie Bight of Benin,''

" God's Foundlittg," etc., etc.

A bundle of fascinating sketches, stories, jottings,

impressions, and tributes from Morocco. The author
combines intimate knowledge with the skill to impart
and llie imagination to vivify it. He reproduces the Oriental atmosphere admirably in this book.

A BOOK OF ENTHRALLING INTEREST
" Then, besides these stereoscopic pictures of Morocco,

you have such stirring stories as ' Achmet's Charm,' as
interesting a tale of treasure-trove as Poe's ' Golden
Bug.' "

—

Truth, London.
" The author possesses a deep and accurate knowledge

of Moorish nature."

—

World, London.

" His vivid and realistic pictures of the Moor and his
country can hardly fail to be largely read with profit and
enlightenment by all who would know something of
Morocco as it really is."

—

Daily Telegraph.
" The tales are strong and dramatic—a vivid picture of

Morocco."

—

Ladies' Field.

^ 8vo, cloth, ornamental cover, 17 full-page illustrations. $2.50 net; by mail, $2.63

FUNK & WAQNALLS COMPANY, Pubs., 44=60 East 23d Street, NEW YORK

A LITTLE TREASURE FOR EVERY HOUSEWIFE
How best to clean every-
thing in and about the
house. Hundreds of
useful receipts. 13mo,

cloth, 75 cts.

The Expert Gleaner

FUNK & WAGNALLS CO., NEW YORK.

Men Do Not Go to Church
A bold and vigorous discussion by
Rev. Cortland Myers, 16mo, Clo. 60c.

Punk & Wagnalls Company, Pubs, 44-60 E. 23d St., NewVork

WHY

"Some live^g^^re like-

t'he more worn^^ff^l-he brighrer"
Busy wives who use SAP OLIO
never seem ^o grow old.Trv a. ce^ke •••

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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THE TEXXCOeRAPHER'S
^'jjasyQhair

In this column, to decide questions concerning the correct

Use of words, the Funk & Wagnalls Standard Dictionary is

consulted as arbiter.

THE SCIENTIFIC
SOURCES OF HEALTH

" The first attempt to view human disease

in its entirety from the standpoint of pre-

ventive medicine." — H. Timbrbll Bul-
STBODE, M.D., Cantab , D. P. H.

The
Prevention

of Disease
"S. N. S.," New York.—"I have recently seen it

stated that trottlns-hoises when going at full speed
do not have all four feet off the ground at any one
time. Will you kindly state whether this is correct? "

When a horse is trotting at a liigh rate of

speed, the fore foot usually precedes its diagonal
hind foot in being lifted from and placed upon
the ground, and the body is entirely without
support for about one-half of the total length of
the stride. This may be verified by referring to

the progressive diagrams 7, 8, and 9, given
under ^Movement of the Horse, on page 1157 of
the vStandard Dictionary.

"B. M.," Brooklyn, N. Y.—"Kindly distinguish be-

tween the meanings of tlie words ' receipt ' and 'recipe.'

r,' these terms interchangeable V
"

.\_ "receipt" may be a formal direction for

making something; as, "a receipt, for turtle

soup." (It has also other meanings too nu-
raeroits to print here, and for wliicli see the
Standard Dictionary.) A "recipe" is a for-

mula or list of ingredients of a mixture, with
proportions and directions for compounding

;

specifically, it is a medical prescription. The
terms in this sense are interchangeable.
" E. C" Bridgewater, Vt.—" What is the rule for the

formation of plurals of words ending in ' x,' as ' lynx ' V
"

"Lynx" is one of a few words of foreign
derivation which have a plural of regular Eng-
lish formation; it takes "-es," as do "box,
boxes"; "index, indexes." The rule is that
when a noun ends with a -sound that will

not unite euphonically with the sound of"s"
orof "z" (final "s" after a vowel or after any
consonant except " c," " f," " k," "p," and
"t" lias the .sound of "z"), the letter "e" is

added before the "s," forming an additional
syllable, "

-es," tinless the noun itself ends in

"e," in which case the "s" is added to the
" e," forming with it the additional syllable
"-es"; as, "fox, foxes"; "cliurcli, churches";
" face, faces."

W. W. S.," Brooklyn, N. Y. — " Adeste
l-'idelis" are the opening words of a hymn in
the Roman (Jatholic Church and mean "Come
Jiither, ye faithful."
" F. M. A.," Duluth, Minn.—" Can you trace the his-

tory of the spelling of the word 'herb' and give its

pn>ferred pronunciation to-day V
"

In Middle English the usual spelling of this
word is "erbe," from the Old French "erbe"
(eleventh century). The word was occasion-
ally spelled with an "h" after its Latin
original, Iterba, in both Old Frencli and Mid-
dle English, and since about 1475 it has re-

tained the " h," which remained nutte until

the nineteenth century, and is so considered
to-day by many persons. In best tisage, how-
ever, the "h" is now aspirated. In modern
Frencli it is spelled " herbe."

"P. »:. C," New York City.—"What do the letters

'C. I. F.' stand for in coniiiiercial transactions, and
why are they used V

"

The letters " ('. I. F." are abbreviations of
"cost, insurance, and freight," and are used to
designate that besides paying the cost of the
goods the purchaser must pay also for their
insurance and transportation.

"M. O'C," Fort McKenzie, Wyo.—" Please explain
what is meant by the phrase 'split infinitive.' "

A "split infinitive " is a construction in which
"to" (the sign of the infinitive) is separated
from the verb to which it belongs, usually by
the interposition of an adverb, as in the phrase
'' to quickly return."

Readers of The Literary

By Authorities of international

Reputation

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN
By WILMOT EVANS

Introduction by
H. TIMBRELL BULSTRODE, M.D..

Medical Department of H. M. Local Government

Board, Lecturer on Public Health in the Medical

School of Charing Cross Hospital, Honorary

Member of the Council of the Epidermological

Society of London, etc.

IT FURNISHES the latest and most

conclusively demonstrated facts and

expert opinions on the prevention of every

form of hnman disease. It is the only

work of the kind in the English language.

COMMENDED IN THE HIGHEST TERMS
Tlte Sun, New York (in a three-and-a-half col-

umn review): There is no doubt that the Funk &
Wagnalls Company has rendered a public service by
publishing this work.

The Springfield Xepiiblican : It offers a
sound and healthy code of life for all who are not
physically perfect, which few people are. If the tra-

ditional ratio of value between prevention and dis-

ease be correct, there should be the worth of at least

a hundredweight of doctor's bills in the two pon-
derous volumes.

The €leveV-ind Plain Dealer : To the medical
profes.sion the work appeals with force as being the
only one in the language which covers the whole
ground, and to the unprofessional reader it has value
for the sugestions it gives for individual conduct so
as to keep in perfect health.

St. Paul Pioneer Press: It is a scholarly
contribution to that present spirit which is trying to

cultivate sound health as a condition precedent to a
sound mind.

The Pittsburg Dispatch : The books ought
to make a welcome addition to the physician's library.

Tlte Medical Standard, New York : The
authorship represents as fine an array of medical
talent as is to be found in the world, and the quality
of the work does not belie the authorship. The
work is a very readable one—valuable for the prac-
titioner, interesting to the layman.

NewTHOMAS L. STEDMAN, M.D.
York, says •

" The idea of the work is excellent, and in its

present application novel ; I know of no other book
of the kind in the English language. The authors
are men of standing, and they have handled their

subjects in an eminently practical manner
I regard the work as one that should meet with favor
among physicians in this country. It is well written
on a novel subject, scientific in tone, and authorita-

tive."

Two ToliMues 8vo ; Cloth, 1081 pp. Price,
S3.75 net per volume. S~.50 per set.

Funk & Wagnalls Company, Pubs., New York

WILL YOU BETHEONE
OUT OF 500 READERS
who can guess the denouement of this " tan-
talizingly unsolvable" mystery story?

"A story whose end can not be foreseen
by one reader in five hundred."—iJe-
lidious Telescope.

" The denouement is entirely unforseen."
—Cincinnati inquirer.

" The underl>nng mystery long eludes the
shrewd(;st guess."

—

B(isfi))i Advertiser.
" To the last chapter the reader Is in
doubt as to the solution."

—

Booklover,
N. y.

" Holds one's interest without disclosing
the solution of the puzzle till the very
end."

—

Tlie Outlook.
" Complirations weave and interweave
themselves in a liewildering fashion,
holding the reader's attention with
singular grip."

—

BroohUjn Eaijlc.

"A Mystery Kept Tantalizlngly Unsolvable"
—LonisriUe ('oniio' Journal.

THE

SUMMIT HOUSE
MYSTERY

By L. DOUGALL
Author <)/ " The Zeit-flt ist," " Beggars All," Etc.

A story of tragic intensity, ptilsating

with liuman emotion, eacli chapter lead-

ing the reader on to the next with
tip-toe expectancy, the denouement baf-

fling tlie shrewdest guesser. The mys-
tery of a great crime, committed in New
York, tlie real criminal sliielded at terrible

sacrifice by a noble Cliristian woman, leads

the reader to thrilling scenes in the heart of

the majestic Georgia Mountains. It is writ-

ten with rare charm, giving a vivid picture

of life in the Southern mountains; its char-
acters are intensely human and are depicted
with absorliing psychological interest ; its

plot is strong, original, entliralling.

THE CHAPTERS
Tangled in the Coil
The Terrible Confession
Opening the Past
The Earthly Purgatory
What 'Dolphus Knows
The Woman with a

Secret
Lost in the Maze
A Tortured Conscience
A Hound on the Scent
Probing a Deep Wound
Forged Letters
The Vision in the Hut
A Flash of Light
What a Terrier Found
The Restoration
All That Happened
Readjustments

A Hut in the Piecipice
The Unwelcome Guest
A Strange Dismissal
The Hostess Jailer

The Northern Ladies
Events on Deer Moun-

tain
The Godson Possibility

The Wordless Letters

The Spectre in the Forest

A Skeleton in the Fire
TheMysterious 'Dolphus
The Secret of the Oak
A Sob in the Dark
The Going Out of Eve
The Question of Guilt

A Call for Help
Hermione's Advocate
A Startling Disclosure

Boston Times : " The beautv of the style, the ab-

sorbing narrative, underlying mystery, so carefully

concealed, so cleverly revealed at last, will give this

book a leading place among the best novels of this

or any other year."

The Sun, New York :
" It is a pleasure to come

across a good, fresh disentanglement of mystery.

... It show-s great art."

Xetv Torh Press: "We can recall no tale in

recent Action of a mysterious crime and its conse-

quences that can come within speaking distance of

this story."

The Globe, New York: "Here is a detective

story into which one might say a soul has been

infused."

Tiie Religious Telescope :
" It possesses the per-

fection of fascination."

12mo, Cloth, 345 pages. Ornamental

Cover. $1.50 Postpaid to any Address

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Pubs., NEW YORK

SECOND EDITION READY

Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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TOPICS OF THE DAY.

THE "EQUITABLE" BROIL.

"V T EARLY every city and village in the country, it is calculated,

^ ^ contains from one to several thou.sand people who are per-

sonally interested in the quarrel that is rending tlie great Equitable

Life Assurance Society. On the one hand are the society's 600,-

000 policy-holders, with their millions of direct and indirect bene-

ficiaries; and on the other are the railroads, l)anks, trusts, and

other financial and comme'^cial institutions which are closely re-

lated to the Equitable by financial ties. It is among the financial

managers of the society that the present war is raging, and it is

freely predicted that the unorganized and inert 600.000 will be the

sufferers.

" No business corporation, no matter what its character, can long

withstand a controversy in its management such as that going on

among different interests in the Equitable Life Assurance Society

of New York." declares the Philadelphia Press, and "if not

promptly adjusted, irretrievable harm is certain to be done."

Such ugly rumors and charges as figure in this fight "must tend,

sooner or later, to undermine public confidence in the very strong-

est and most reputable financial institutions," believes the Spring-

field Republican: and the New York Siin thinks " it is not too

much to say that the welfare of the whole business, the entire sys-

tem of life insurance, depends upon its outcome." The New York

Efeniiig Post, similarly, says that " these charges and recrimi-

nations are shaking men's confidence not merely in the Equitable,

but in the management of insurance companies generally."

Many papers are calling for a thorough -going and public inves-

tigation of the Equitable's affairs, for the benefit of the policy-

holders. "To attempt to cover up anything," says The Post, " will

only make the public believe that things are worse than they really

may be : a clean breast of everything is now the only recourse."

The two chief opponents have each asked the New York State

Superintendent of Insurance to investigate the company, and he

has assigned Chief Examiner Vanderpoel to the task. The World

objects to him. however, on the ground that "for ten years he has

been in charge of the department's work in this city," and "if he

did not know what was going on, he is unfit for his duties," while

" if he did know the facts and concealed them, he is worse than un-

fit." Other papers make the objection that the New York State

administration is too closely allied with ex-Governor Odcll, whose

friend and ally. E. H. Harriman, is one of the directors under fire.

"There is reason to fear," remarks the Hartford Tijiies, "that

Hendricks, who is a New York politician, having formerly held

the office of collector of the port, is now Harriman's friend, and

that any investigation which he may conduct will not be as impar-

tial as the circumstances of the case require."

Mr. Harriman, who is one of the most active of the society's di-

rectors and an untiring ally of young Mr. Hyde, has been a policy-

Copyright by Rcx-kwood, Nev/ York.

JAMES W. ALEXANDER,

President of the Equitable, whose
effort to oust Hyde tlireatens to rend

tlie society.

<."l'.vrij;IU I'V KoJiwoi.l, New V\ik.

JAMES HAZEN HYDE,

Charged with using tlie society's

funds for speculation, dinners, trips to

Paris, etc.

holder in the Equitable for only six or eiglit weeks, and does not

deny the allegation that the only stock he has in the company is

loaned to him by Mr. Hyde for voting purposes. Despite this

small direct interest in the company, however, he is credited by

the newspapers with tremendous power in its financial affairs.

The .5'?<;/has it that the Equitable loaned Mr. Harriman $2,700,000

a few years ago on Union Pacific stock, and that the society in-

vested nearly $18,000,000 in bonds of the Harriman roads in 1903,

on a falling market. Mr. Harriman has been made a member of

the committee from the directors " charged with the duty of thor-

oughly investigating and reporting upon the present management

of the society." The charges brought against Mr. Hyde by the

Alexander faction are that he has used the society's funds for

balls, dinners, trips to Paris, etc., has carried out various financial

deals without consulting President Alexander, and led a kind of

life tending to bring doubt upon the society's conservatism and

good management. Mr. Hyde denies the charges and accuses

President Alexander of injuring the society by airing these false

accusations in public. The Alexander faction are trying to oust
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Copj-riglil by Pach Bros., New York.

SENATOR DEPEW,

Friendly to Mr. Hyde, and trying to

be peacemaker. The Post thinks liis

" rose water" is wasted.

GAGE E. TARBELL,

A vice-president of the Equitable,

and considered by some tlie real leader

of the Alexander party.

JACOB H. SCHIFF.

An Equitable director who is charged
with profiting by the sale of bonds and
securities of tlie society.

Cupyright by Roikwnod, New York.

JOHN D. CRIMMINS,

Chairman of the Policy-holders' Mu-
tualization Committee, whose friendly

attitude toward Hyde leads the oppo-
sition to brand liim as a "traitor."

PROMINENT FIGURES IN THE EQUITABLE FIGHT.

Mr. Hyde from the control of the company, but as he owns a ma-

jority of the stock, they are finding it a hard task. A scheme to

"mutualize " the company by allowing the policy-holders to elect a

majority of the board of directors has been agreed upon, but many,

seem to think that Mr. Hyde will still manage to retain control.

Mr. Hyde says, in a statement to the agents and policy-holders:

"The public press for several weeks past has been filled with

scandalous charges relating to my conduct as a director and officer

of the Equitable Society. These charges are false. They have

their origin in an effort by individuals to obtain control of the

Equitable Society and its assets. It is impossible for me to meet

them and to have their falsity established in the newspapers, and

as the only way to meet them I have requested the superintendent

of the Insurance Depart-

ment of the State of New
York to make an imme-

diate, thorough and dras-

tic investigation of the

entire management of

the society.
" As to the granting of

participation in the con-

trol of the society to

policy-holders, I have,

ever since the subject

was first broached, e.x-

pressed my willingness

to have the stock left by

my father voted by the

trustees in whose hands

he left it, in favor of

granting such participa-

tion, and upon that sub-

ject I am ia entire ac-

cord with the board of

directors of the Equi-

table Society, with the

New York policy-hold-

ers' committee, and with

the .superintendent of in-

surance of the State of

New York.
"

I do not control the

Equitable Life Assur-

ance Society. The
stock left by my father,

1 . n. harripii.'^n.

Whose influence in " Equitable " finance is coni])ared by tlie New York Sh>i to the appointment

of a wolf to be guardian of a slieepfold.

the founder of the society, is held by trustees, of whom the presi-

dent of the society, James W. Alexander, is one. The only power
of that stock is to elect directors, and as to that no question has

ever arisen between the trustees and myself since my father's death.

The Equitable Society is governed by a board of directors, most
of whom were elected before my father's death and before I was
cf age. They are a body of men of the highest character and
standmg in the community.

"
I have no official power in the society except such as the presi-

dent of the society chooses to give me, and I have exercised no
power except with his concurrence and for the benefit of the society

itself. %
" The management of the society during the brief period of my

connection with it has been successful, prosperous, and in the

highest degree benefi-

cial, both to policy-hold-

ers and to the society. I

challenge the fullest in-

vestigation of that man-
agement, including every

official act of mine, and

1 ask the agents and
policy-holders who have

shared in the prosperity

of the great institution

built up by my father to

form their judgment of

me as well as of my as-

sociates upon the results

of such an investigation,

rather than upon irre-

sponsible and sensation-

al newspaper articles in-

spired by selfish personal

interests. I believe that

against any effort which

may be made to con-

tinue controversy for

personal ends this mat-

ter will shortly be dis-

posed of with advantage

to the society, and in

the mean time I beg you

to believe that your com-
pany never was stronger

nor your interests safer

financially than now."
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' A policy-holder of the company " is quoted in the New York

Sun as saying of the relations of Mr. Harriman to the State ad-

ministration :

"We know that Mr. Odell dare not go back on Mr. Harriman,

and. furthermore, we know that Mr. Harriman dare not go back

on Mr. Odell. The triumvirate of Republican legislators at Al-

bany and important State officers are entirely in the power of Har-

riman and Odell. As this tigiit goes on it will become necessary

to tell how Harriman and Odell acquired this power over the ruling

Republican legislators and the aforesaid State officers. Under
such a condition of affairs the loo.ooo policy-holders in the State

of New York who in good faith have paid their premiums to the

Equitable Society have little or no cliance of repealing section 56

of the insurance law [which provides that a policy-holder can not

sue an insurance company except through the attorney-general].

"In other words, these 100.000 policy-holders are at the mercy
f Harriman and Odell and the coterie of Republican legislators

and Republican State officers at Albany. There never was such a

state of affairs in any State in the Union. Here we have paid our

premiums for years, and from present appearances our money lias

been used, not to give us the dividends that are our due and which

would have been paid by any properly conducted corporation, but

a little clique of Harriman-Hyde directors in the society have

shufHed our money among themselves to suit themselves for their

own pecuniary benefit, and the dreadful part of the whole business

is that our money has been juggled in this fashion by men wIto are

only directors by the courtesy of Mr. Hyde, and by men who are

not even policy-holders in the society.
" In other words, we are compelled to witness the spectacle of

u.en using the society's funds for their own benefit and the benefit

of their clique, these men not having even the grace to become
policy-holders in the company. It is the most audacious and un-

thinkable system ever perpetrated in this country, and when we
are compelled to add to it that the power of Harriman and of

Odell over the Repuljlican legislators and Republican State officers

at Albany prevents us from obtaining any redress, well, it is a

spectacle to make angels weep and de\ils laugh. Ikit such a storm

is brewing that no clique of Republican legislators or Republican

State officers, no matter by whom controlled, will venture to

face it."

When younj; Mr. Hyde reviews the embarrassing results of that famous din-

ner, he will be inclined to cuddle up to the conviction of Professor Atwater, of

Wesleyan, that Americans eat too much.— T/i^ Hartford Times.

MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP IN CHICAGO.

' I "HE election of Judge Dunne (Dem.) to be mayor of Chicago
-- on the issue of " immediate " municipal ownership of the

street railways is interpreted by the Philadelphia Press (Rep.) as a
" sharp warning to every public service corporation in the country."

It is "possibly the last warning, added to those which in the last

two years have sounded across the land like alarm-bells rung at

night," says the New York Evening Mail {R.^^^.)-^ and the Brook-

lyn Standard Union (Rep.) thinks the Chicago result " has a na-

tional significance," and "may be duplicated in other States and

possibly in the nation at large." It " may be taken as a part of the

general movement in the country against corporations," remarks

the Baltimore //era/d (Ind.), similarly, and it adds that Chicago's

experiment " will be a tremendous one and will mean much for the

cities of this country if it succeeds." " It is fortunate," observes

the Brooklyn Times (Rep.). " that the initial stages of the great ex-

periment will be conducted under the direction of a man of the

high character and sound judgment of Judge Dunne, who can be

trusted to keep it free from the corrupting influence of the politi-

cians."

Judge Dunne received about 160,000 votes, Mr. Harlan (Rep.)

about 137.000. Mr. Collins (Socialist) about 20,000, and Mr. Stew-

art (Pro.) about 3.000. Last fall Chicago gave President Roose-

velt a plurality of 110,000, and Governor Deneen (Rep.) a plurality

of 114,000. Mr. Harlan's defeat is attributed largely to the oppo-

sition of Republican voters who had been alienated by his political

independence and by his fights with the Republican machine.

The Prohibitionists, too, considered him friendly to the liquor in-

terests ; and the negro voters, normally Republicans, favored

Judge Dunne on account of his attitude toward their race. Both

candidates favored municipal ownership, but Judge Dunne's prom-

ise of " immediate " ownership is thought to have carried the

greater weight with the voters. In a statement after the election

Judge Dunne seems to take a more distant view. He says

:

"It is the greatest victory municipal ownership ever won in this

country. Every pledge that I made during the campaign will be
solemnly kept. Chicago wants municipal ownership, and during

Courtesy of Collier's Weekly.

CHICAGO'S NEW MAYOR AT HOME.
The Washington Times, in discussing the causes of Mayor Dunne's success, says :

" Then came the strongly sentimental issue of anti-race suicide, Judge Dunne
being tlie proud father of thirteen children. Even tho they could not all vote for him, they proved royal vote-getters, and his triumph became assured. It revealed
President Roosevelt's theory as a valuable campaign slogan for any party, and in a cosmopolitan city like Chicago it caught the popular fancy."
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my tenure of office it will be my aim to bring about such a con-

dition as rapidly as possible.

"It will be necessary to proceed in this direction with a great

deal of care. First, I will appoint a corps of expert engineers to

make a careful survey of all the street railways in the city, so that

we will know just how the city, when it secures control of the

lines, will be able to handle the proposition. This will take time,

but I believe that before many months you will see the city of Chi-

cago owning and operating at least one street railway line.

" The traction question depends in a great measure on the action

of the courts, but in cases where legal proceedings are pending I

will endeavor to bring about an immediate settlement. Of course

it will be years before the city will come into possession of all the

street railway franchises in Chicago, but we will gradually assume
control of the different lines, and in time I sincerely believe the

day will come when the people will control the entire street railway

system of the city."

The Chicago Chfotiicle (Rep.) remarks that " the Republicans of

Chicago have once more shown that they prefer a Democrat to a

Republican for mayor," and the Chicago T?ibuiie (Rep.) also at-

tributes the result to Republican disaffection. Mr. Hearst, who

used his newspaper influence in Chicago for the successful can-

didate, says, in a signed editorial in his New York papers:

" The people of America can govern themselves, and they are fit

to govern themselves. They have not delegated their powers of

government to any financial oligarchy. The great city located in

the heart of this nation has told the agencies of corruption that

their day in Chicago is over. From all of the great cities that

message will be sent, and before many years shall have passed the

people's property will really belong to the people."

The New York Tizzies (Dem.), which does not believe in muni-

cipal ownership of street railways, as may be inferred, entertains

the following picturesque opinion of America's second city :

"It is notorious that in this great city of the West a large por-

tion of the electorate is in a semi-wild state so far as economic
theory and practise are concerned. That class of Chicago voters

gives eager ear to every visionary, every faddist, every radical, every

hair-brained professional friend of man who talks to them about

trusts and wealth. At bottom the impulse that moves them is to

be found in the Socialist doctrine, ' Give everybody everything.'

The dim notion that if the city owns the street railway passengers

will be carried for nothing would no doubt on cross-examination be

revealed as the actuating motive with many of Judge Dunne's sup-

porters.
" It is a beautiful experiment upon which Chicago has enteied.

The result will be instructive. The municipality will be called

upon to expend an enormous sum of money, and somebody must
pay the bills. The paying of the bills is the one thing that a So-

ciahst dislikes to think about."

THE NEW PA.NAMA CANAL COMMISSION.
""

I 'HE only criticism of the President's reorganized Panama
-* Canal Commission comes from a few of the newspapers that

have been denouncing, all along, his usurpation of power; but it

is the method of the President, not the personnel of the commis-

sion, that brings out these

objections. In fact, the

selections are so good that

many of the papers can

almost see the dirt flying

on the isthmus even now.
" In the reorganization of

the Panama Canal Com-

mission President Roose-

velt has shown himself an

adept in the art of twist-

ing an inconvenient law,

which Congress refused

to repeal at his request,

so as to attain the ends

which he has in view,"

remarks the Philadelphia

Record ( Ind. Dem.) ; and the Providence y<7«;-««/ (Ind.) thinks that

" it must grate sadly on the sensibilities of Congressmen to observe

the cool self-sufficiency with which President Roosevelt is proceed-

ing to accomplish, as near as may be, by executive order what they

failed to provide by legislative process." Mr. Roosevelt had for a

long time looked on the recent Canal Commission as a cumbersome

affair, and it has been known that he desired a commission of only

three men. The law provided for seven, and he was, therefore,

required to appoint that number. But after looking over the ap-

pointees and their instructions, the New Orleans Tizzies-Dezztocrat

(Dem.) declares that tho he acted within the law he has practically

made a commission of three. The Philadelphia Iziquirer CRfp.)

remarks that " four of these seven will be little more than figure-

heads, and the substantial responsibility for the construction of

END OF A SOFT SN.\P.

—Maybell in the Brooklyn Eagle.

UNFINISHED CASTLES.
" He is a man who must have a new plaything in the line of national problems

about once in so many [days."— Walter Wellman's despatch to the Chicago

Record-HeraId.

—Spencer in Mr. Bryan's Commoner.

BRYAN VIEWS OF ROOSEVELT

BRINGING THE OLD SHIP INTO A SAFE HARBOR.
—Spencer in Mr. Bryan's Commoner.
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THEODORE P. SHONTS,

President of the Toledo, St. I.itiis

and Western Railroad. " Athoroui^l.ly

trained and practical engineer whose
whole life has been spent in the man-
agement of large enterprises," says the

Kansas C'xty/ournti/.

CHARLES E. MAGOON.
" Probably no servant of American

expansion has contributed . . . more
of sound judgment, sagacious policy,

and unassuming but efficient industry

than Judge Magoon," says the New
York Sun.

JOHN F. WALLACE,
Chief Engineer on the old commis-

sion, who, in the words of the Balti-

more Herald, " has shown himself to

be a big man, in every way cjualified to

boss the job."

MASTER SPIRITS OF THE CANAL COMIVIISSION.

the canal will be imposed upon the other three, each of whom will

be the head of one of the three executive departments which the

President has directed to be organized."

The new commission is composed as follows, the first three

named being the executive committee : Theodore P. Shonts, pres-

ident of the " Clover Leaf " railroad system, chairman; Charles

E. Magoon, who was general counsel of the recent Commission,

governor of the canal zone ; John F. Wallace, retained as chief

engineer: Rear-Admiral M. T. Endicott. U. S. N. ; Brig.-Gen.

Peter C. Hains, L^. S. A., retired; Col. Oswald H. Ernst, Corps

of Engineers, U. S. A. ; and Benjamin ^L Harrod, reappointed

from the late commission. According to President Roosevelt's

letter of instruction to the members, Mr. Slionts is to be general

manager with supreme authority; Mr. Wallace will plan and exe-

cute the engineering features, and Mr. Magoon will direct the civil

affairs of the canal zone and serve as legal adviser for the Commis-

sion. Mr. Shonts's salary will be $30,000, that of Mr. Wallace

$25,000, and that of Judge Magoon $17,500. The other four mem-

bers will receive $7,500 each. " In selecting the new Panama Com-

mission," says the New Yoy]<. E7'cni/ig Post {InA.), "the President

has radically departed from the theory which guided him in choos-

ing the first. For engineering experts, it is evident that he has

determined to substitute driving men of business."

The President has arranged for the Commission to meet four
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BENJAMIN M. HARROD.

A member of the old commission,
who has had much experience as a civil

engineer. He superintended the recon-

struction of the New Orleans drainage

system in 1895 and is now a member of

the Mississippi River Commission.

COL. OSWALD H. ERNST.

He was a member of a former Isth-

mian Canal Commission, for some
years after 1899. " His ability is well

recognized," says the Cleveland
Leader.

REAR-ADMIRAL M. T. ENDICOTT.
" That he will do little actual work,"

says the Washington correspondent

of the Brooklyn Eagle, " is evidenced

by the fact that he will hold his old

place in the navy department."

BRIG.-GEN. PETER C. HAINS,

An active opponent of the sea-level

canal idea, who has been connected

with isthmian canal affairs for many
years.

MINOR MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION.
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times a year on the isthmus to adopt plans and transact business,

but when not in session all its powers shall be invested in the ex-

ecutive committee. The engineering reports and plans bearing on

the question of a lock canal or sea-level canal are to be submitted

to a board of consulting engineers composed of nine civil engi-

neers, who are to be appointed bj- the President. Mr. Shonts,

Mr. Wallace, and Judge Magoon must live on the isthmus, and are

required to hold regular meetings each week throughout the year.

TAXING "WALL STREET" AND THE TAX
DODGERS.

THE direst results are predicted by the financial and real-

estate papers in New York City to happen when the new

stock- and mortgage-tax laws go into effect. The Financier fore-

sees the diversion of millions of dollars of capital to other cities,

the depreciation of the

value of real estate, and

the stunting of New
York's growth as a

great financial center;

and The Financial Age,

The JVall Street Jour-

nal, and other commer-

cial papers have a no

more cheering outlook.

The Sitn thinks the Al-

bany legislators aie the

victims of " econom/c

ignorance " and " politi-

cal madness," TheJoiw-

nal of Commerce doubts

their possession of intel-

ligence or moral sense,

and The Times almost

despairs of the virtues

of democracy. Such

performances " almost

inevitably tend to bring

a representative form of

government into con-

tempt," says The Times,

and they show that the ideal theory of democracy is, in a case like

this, a " wildly, howlingly, incredibly absurd theory."

The World, however, is glad that "stock-gambling" is to be

taxed, and says that " the objections of the gamblers need not be

taken too seriously." The mortgage-tax law it considers imper-

fect, but it remarks that " as it stands it is a firm first step away

from a perjury-producing system." The Brooklyn Standard

67//<;;; thinks " tnere will be little objection to the stock transfer

tax outside of Wall Street"; and the Boston Transcript rem?iv\<is,

that " there is no reason why we should complain in this city of

such proceedings," for " the result will mean more business for

Boston." The Transct'ipt does not blame the " up-State " legisla-

tors for saddling these taxes upon New York City, for "the up-

country element is entitled to its innings," as " it was swept off its

feet by the referendum upon the thousand-ton barge canal, and

it has been looking for ways to get even."

The new laws which occasion all this outcry provide for a tax of

$2 on every transfer of loo shares of stock, and fix a five-mill tax

on all new mortgages. The mortgage tax replaces the personal

tax on such property, and is lighter than the personal tax, so that

one might suppose it would be welcomed by mortgage holders.

Instead, however, it is vigorously denounced, an attitude that is

explained by the daily papers as being due to the almost universal

custom of "swearing off" personal taxes. The mortgage holders,

in other words, prefer a heavy tax that can be "sworn off" to a

lighter one that can not be dodged. The mortgage-tax law aims

Copyrighted ity Pirie IVLicDon.ilii, New York.

GOVEKNOR HIGGINS, Ol" NEW YORK,

Who is accused of ''jamming" the stock-tax

and morttjage-tax laws throii"h the legislature.

to prevent the mortgage holder from passing the tax along to the

borrower, by providing that any such agreement shall render the

mortgage void, but it is freely predicted that this will be accom-

plished indirectly by the charge of a higher rate of interest.

About $500,000,000 in mortgages are recorded in New York vState

every year, and the revenue from the tax is expected to amount to

about $2,500,000 a year. The stock-transfer tax is expected to

produce about $3,500,000 a year.

THE PRESIDENT'S TRIP.

REPUBLICAN and Democratic newspapers all agree that

Mr. Roosevelt's vacation trip to the West and Southwest is

well earned, but the Brooklyn Citizen (Dem.) incidentally reminds

him that he might also give the country a rest and not discuss in

his addresses " questions of which, for some time to come, the peo-

ple at large have heard more than enough." The President will be

absent from the Capital for nearly two months. The greater part

of the time will be spent in the wilds of Colorado, where he will

hunt big game. In the itinerary of the trip brief stops were pro-

vided for on the way to San Antonio, Tex., where the President

attended the reunion of the Rough Riders. " He has chosen a

good tour," says the Philadelphia Ledger (Ind.),"not merely to

' make himself solid '—for that he does not need—but to stir up

the sentiment of union and nationality and good feeling, under

which any lingering sectionalism must disappear." The Brooklyn

Z/w^j- (Rep.) remarks

:

" For weeks to come President Roosevelt will hold his plans of

imperial conquer t in abeyance ; he will issue no orders for the an-

ne.xation of Santo Domingo or Haiti, nor will he order any Ameri-

can army of invasion to advance through the passes that guard the

approaches to President Castro's capital at Caracas. Ambition is

laid aside for the time being ; the free, clear air of prairie and
mountain will inflate his lungs and quicken his blood, and for a

few weeks he will forget that he ever aspired to be an emperor.

If Japan and Russia wait for his mediation before agreeing upon
terms of peace, they will have to keep on fighting a few weeks
longer, for our President has matters of more immediate moment
to engross his attention than the marches and counter-marches of

the rival hosts in Manchuria. He's loaded for b'ar."

Wherever a brief stop was made on the railroad journey the

President made a speech. It is noted, however, that he confined

his remarks chiefly to the topics of race-suicide and good citizen-

ship. He made special efforts, too, to address a few words to the

school children in the crowds. At Louisville the President re-

ceived an impressive and cordial reception. Governor Beckham,

in introducing the President, said :
" We lock forward to him dur-

ing the next four years, as the ruler of this Republic, to obliterate

the last faint line of sectional differences that mr,y exist in this

country." To this the President replied :

"As the Governor has so well said upon all the important ques-

tions, the questions that infinitely transcend mere partizan differ-

ences, we are fundamentally one. For in the question of foreign

and internal politics, the points upon which there can be no proper

division on party lines infinitely exceed in number those upon

which there can be such division, and. Governor Beckham, I shall

do all that in me lies to justify the hope to which you have given

expression and to try to show myself the President of all the peo-

ple of the United States. . . . Now we are all one, and as a united

people we have the right to feel the same pride in the valor of the

man who conscientiously risked his life in the Confederate uniform

that we have in the man who fought in the blue. And as I passed

by your ranks, oh, my friends in gray, to-day and saluted the flag

of our common country, held up by a man in the gray uniform, I

felt that, indeed, we are one, and that we have been able to show

mankind that the greatest war of the century can be followed by

the most perfect union that any nation now knows."

None of the newspapers, so far as we have seen, take up the

question whether the President should pay his railroad fare ; but

in some quarters the query has been raised whether he ought to
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engage in any recreation which involves a considerable degree of

personal risk. " This is largely a question for the President to de-

cide," replies the Baltimore Si^n (Ind.). " He can not fail to un-

derstand that perilous enterprises in which, as a citizen, he might

engage without hesitation, ought not to be regarded too lightly

when the safety of the nation's Chief Magistrate is involved. Mr.

Roosevelt is an excellent horseman, a good rifleman, and an ath-

lete. Such a man ought to be able to take care of himself in any

surroundings."

PLANS OF THE BATTLE OF MUKDEN.
WHILE it is likely to be years before the military reports at

St. Petersburg and Tokio will be studied out and set forth

in their final and authoritative form by the historian, the military

correspondent of the London Times has received such a quantity

of information through army channels as to make him feel justified

in drawing the accompanying plans of the battle of Mukden, a

battle which lasted fifteen days, exclusive of the pursuit, and " a

battle destined to take rank with Austerlitz, Waterloo, and Grave-

lotte, and to be reckoned among the greatest and most decisive of

'1 - SECOND PHASE. FEDRl ARY 28 TO MARCH 4

lineTltch and ReoQenkampf, RelnforceJ

B^RUAY dc C3 Right Plank Detachment

modern times." From his diagrams and description, which are re-

published in the New York Times, it appears that in the first

phase of the battle Kuroki and Nodzu attacked the Russian left

and center, " to beckon the Russian forces to this side." Then, in

the second phase, Oku and Nogi made a vigorous and rapid attack

on the Russian right, forcing Kaulbars to swing backward and face

to the west. During this brilliant movement Kuroki and Nodzu,

by heavy assaults, engaged the attention of two-thirds of the Rus-

sian army and prevented the despatch of reinforcements to Kaul-

bars. In the third phase the Russian left and center were drawn

back and Kaulbars was heavily reinforced, but Nogi's line "was

meanwhile extending more and more to the north of Mukden and

assuming the character of envelopment." By March 8, as seen in

liil.letliiii! IJnevitch and R^noenkampf

Kuruki null Flank Detachment BORMAY & CO.,N.V.

the fourth plan, the Russian army was in a "horrible situation."

Linevitch, on the Russian left, was unharmed, but at Mukden " the

situation was fast becoming impossible." Kuropatkin " madd a

•/apant'jte

4 - FOURTH PHASE. MARCH 8-9

Kaulbars nml BUderlina: Linevitch and Rennenkarapf

SDAHAV & CO..N.V. Kuroki and Flank Detichment

most gallant effort to break clear," and made an attack so fierce as

to cause serious disquiet at the Japanese headquarters, but on

March 9 he received the disastrous news that his line had been

. Rusm.n ^ " FIFTH PHASE. -MARCH 10-12
I Japanese Kaulbars and Bilderling Linevitch and Rennenkampf

No^, Oku, and N ORMAY if CO. ,H.V^

penetrated twenty versts east of Mukden. The battle then rap-

idly developed into the situation presented in the fifth plan, Nogi
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bestrode the main line of Russian retreat, cutting off all the roads

leading northward from IMukden, and a large part of the Russian

army " was forced to abandon its carriages and to escape over the

hills in disorder." " Linevitch alone retained his formations, and,

showing a bold front to Kuroki, appears to have retired in Echelon

from his right, covering, to a certain extent, the rout of the remain-

der of the armies." It would appear that Linevitch's resistance of

Kuroki throughout the battle prevented the success of the Japan-

ese surrounding movement and saved the Russian army. A
despatch from Harbin says that " complete returns received at

headquarters give the total Russian losses in killed, wounded,

and prisoners at the battle of Mukden as 107,000."

STANDARD OIL'S DEFENSE.

THE reply of the Standard Oil attorney to Mr. Rockefeller's

critics seems a very cheering omen to the New York Globe,

which thinks "it indicates a determination to fight for the privilege

of giving away money," a determination that ought to be encour-

aged. " It is even conceivable," adds TJie Globe, that Mr. Dodd's

plea" will have the effect of loosening other purse-strings that have

"gentlemen, we are ready."
—Kemble in Collier^ s.

hitherto been drawn against all appeals, lest their owners be looked

upon as persons who are conscious of their unworthinessto bestow

benefactions." Mr. Dodd's argument is, in brief, that the Stand-

ard Oil Company has not taken any railroad rebates since the In-

terstate Commerce law forbade the practise, and is therefore guilt-

less in the eyes of the law. " Prior to the enactment of the

Interstate Commerce law," he says, " the rebate system was mii-

versal . . . the Standard did not invent this system; it found it

existing and could not do business without submitting to it." The

stories about the immense sums received by the Standard in re-

bates he brands as untrue, and says that there was so much secret

rate-cutting that "the Standard often found that its competitors

had been paying less rates than it paid." And furthermore, " the

public obtained the advantage of the low rates received." Since

the enactment of the Interstate Commerce law, forbidding rebates,

the Standard has obeyed it in every particular."

The New York /'r<?j'j- replies that Mr. Dodd's argument " does

not defend the secret rebate on inoral grounds, but only on legal

grounds," and remarks that " it is the same defense that the thief

makes when he sets up the statute of limitations as a bar to im-

prisonment." "According to this logic, if highway robbery is

prevalent in any community, the strong man who fails to take his

neighbors by the throat and empty their pockets is following an

impossible counsel of perfection," argues the New York Eve7ihig

Post; and The Times says similarly: "It is plain that tli,is argu-

ment is not more available for Rockefeller than for Cain. There

was no prohibition against murder when Cain perpetrated his.

If the Cain estate still subsisted and were in a condition to hire

ethicists, it could make quite a plausible case in favor of the

founder of the estate as the victim of an ex postfacto law, contrary

to the Constitution of the United States." " All that the Standard

Oil defense proves," declares TJie IVorld, ' is that a seemingly in-

vulnerable hide has finally been penetrated by the arrows of public

opinion." Mr. Lawson seizes the occasion to telegraph his views

of the case to the newspapers. He advises Mr. Rockefeller to

consult his Bible, makes a misquotation himself, and then says

that altho up to now the people " have only refused tainted Stand

ard Oil money," they may get irritated, and conclude to take it all.

The Wall Street Journal thinks the Standard is making a her-

culean effort to get away from its past, but it believes that its

present is within the law. It remarks :

" We doubt very much whether this statement of Mr. Dodd's
can be controverted. We doubt very much whether the forthcom-

ing report of Commissioner Garfield will show it to be untrue.

The offenses of the Standard Oil Company are past offenses.

Whether its acceptance of rebates can in ethics be justified on the

plea that it did only what others were doing and that this was nec-

essary in order to do business at all, may be left for the moralist

to decide. Business men generally will say that that is a pretty

good answer. That the Standard should now welcome the pro-

hibition of rebates may be regarded by some as due to the high

character of its management which desires to do business on a

basis of absolute equality to all, or it may be regarded by others

as simply due to the fact that having built up its monopoly on re-

bates, it is perfectly willing now that the system by which its

wealth was created should be abolished in order that no possible

competitor should be able by this means to get the better of it in

the future."

TOPICS IN BRIEF.

Santo Domingo ought either to change its name or wear its halo at a less

rakish angle.— The Chicago Tribune.

The announcement that Oyama is advancing makes any mention of what tho

Russians are doing superfluous.— The Detroit Free Press.

There is a great field for the Santo Domingo Improvement Company if it

lives up to the improvement part of its name.— The Baltimore Sun.

Lord Charle.s Beresford smiled at the suggestion that Japan wants the

Philippines. Lord Charles has seen them himself.^ Z'/^f Dallas A'ews.

Japan's desire that Russia shall build no more battle-ships for a long term of

years is certainly humane and magnanimous.— The Atlanta Constitution.

Nicholas says he can not sign a treaty of peace and remain Czar. Naturally

he continues to think Russia should prefer a Czar.— The Chicago Record-Herald.

If the Asphalt Trust is as bad in South America as it is in this country, we
ought to send down a few battle-ships to protect the Venezuelans.— T^Adr .^c?///-

jHorc Sun.

Mr. Rockefeller might bring the case to a climax by offering Kansas a

present of money with which to build her independent oil refinery.— The New
York American.

Another reason for the high price of meat is that the beef trust has to send

its bookkeepers to Europe every time the grand jury meets in Chicago.— TViif

Washington Post.

"Should idiots be killed at birth? "asks a curious clergyman. Sometimes

you don't find it out till they are grown up and get to asking fool questions.—

The Houston Chronicle.

" Oyama stands with Napoleon," says a Japanese oiificial. Remembering
where Napoleon stands, the Russians doubtless wish that Oyama was with him.

— The Washington Post.

Minister of Finance WiLte's papers have been seized by the Russian authori-

ties. If he were in the Philippines we should ask, from force of habit, how much
he was short.— The Manila Times.

One of Mr. Bryan's favorite lectures is on " Tlie Value of an Ideal." It is no

wonder Mr. Bryan values ideals. Several times in his career he has been up

against the real.- The Chicago Tribune.

Mrs. Chadwick's sentence of ten years in prison maybe reduced by good

behavior to eight years and four months. A little good behavior in the last few-

years would have saved her all the sentence.— r/^t? Washington Post.

The Czar insists that he wants Admiral Rozhdestvensky to try conclusions

with Togo. It is more than probable that Togo has a conclusion that will tit

Rozhdestvensky as tho it were made to order.—The Washington Post.
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LETTERS AND ART.

MASCAGNI'S NEW DRAMATIC OPERA,
"AMIGA."

HAS Pietro IMascagni scored another success, one promising

to rival if not eclipse that of his " Cavalleria Rusticana,"

one of the most popular of the contemporary contributions to the

operatic stage? Since that intense and powerfully realistic little

"music drama" was produced. Mascagni has jniblishcd several

operas; but none has appealed either to managers or to the pub-

lic, and none has become part of the modern repertory. Accord-

ing to French critics, however, "Amica." a "dramatic poem in

two acts," tirst presented at Monte Carlo on March i6. is certain

to take its place beside " Cavalleria," if not to be ranked even

higiier from a musical and artistic point of view. Its music is de-

clared to be finer and more beautiful, its orchestration more color-

ful and richer, and its main thematic material more original and

more charming.

The "poem " deals with simple people in a simple environment.

In this respect it is to be classed with " Cavalleria." It was writ-

ten by Paul Berel. a Frenchman. The plot is not complicated,

but it is so treated as to give the composer ample opportunity for

the display of his gifts and powers. In an account by Charles

Joly in the Paris Figaro the story of " Amica " is summarized as

follows

:

"A rich Piedmont farmer, a widower, wishes to get rid of his

niece, Amica, whose presence has become embarrassing to him on

account of his disposition to make his new servant, Magdelone,
the mistress of the whole place. He has on the farm a poor boy,

Giorgio, who is sickly and shy, and who is in love with Amica.
He determines to make his niece the wife of this youth. She,

however, is in love with Rinaldo, Giorgio's brother, a strong,

manly, handsome youth, who had once worked on the farm, but

whose independence had led to his dismissal. Rinaldo guards cat-

tle in the mountains, and is sel-

dom seen in the village.

" Amica naturally refuses to

marry Giorgio, and the old

farmer, finding his insistence

vain, angrily drives her out of

his house. Giorgio implores

her to accept him, but she turns

a deaf ear to his pathetic plead-

ing. She sends for Rinaldo

and informs him of the situa-

tion. Will he take her away ?

She will accompany him to his

crude, comfortless mountain
hut. He hesitates at first, then

yields, for he reciprocates Ami-
ca"s love, and they depart.

" Magdelone has seen them
together ; she does not know
Rinaldo. and she hastens to tell

the scorned Giorgio that Amica
has escaped with another.

Giorgio arms himself, decides

to intercept the lovers, and to

kill his rival. A terrible storm

is raging ; the roads are de-

serted ; Giorgio makes a short

cut and waits for the pair in a

hollow whither the rain water

rushes down in torrents.
" When they approach, Gior-

gio recognizes his brother in

Amica's companion. The ten-

derest affection has always

united the two brothers, and
Giorgio, instead of lifting his

arm, collapses and falls to the

ground unconscious. As a mat-

ter of fact, Rinaldo did not know

that it was his brother Amica had been urged to marry; she had
feared to tell him the truth, knowing the strength of his devotion
to the timid, delicate, sickly (Giorgio.

" He reproaches Amica; he would never have consented to play
the part of his brother's rival. He now entreats Amica to return

with Giorgio; he is ready to renounce her for the sake of his

weaker brother ; she must give him up and be generous and self-

sacrificing. He is robust, he will seek peace and resignation in the

mountains, while Ciiorgio would not survive the loss of the hope of

possessing her love. He leaves her there, crushed, overwhelmed
with grief. She protests and attempts to follow him. She trav-

erses the torrent, scales rocks, hurries on to overtake him ; but her
strength becomes exhausted, and she falls into the ravine and dis-

appears under the raging waters."

The score is full of contrasts. There is music descriptive of

the natural surroundings of the drama—the quiet life of the vil-

lagers, the sounds from the mountains. The storm scene is real-

istic and climacteric, but the author's best work, M. Joly finds, is

in the passionate and lyrical "numbers" sung by Amica, Giorgio,

and Rinaldo. Amica's song, "
I take refuge in your arms," is the

gem of the first act. and Rinaldo's aria in the farewell scene is the

most melodious in the opera. Some pages, in their intensity and

dramatic force, are almost too violent for musical expressiveness,

continues the critic; but, on the whole, there is reserve, respect

for form and " science " in the score, and the orchestration shows

a decided gain in richness, breadth, and appropriateness over that

of " Cavalleria."

The composer conducted the first performance, and it was a
'

most brilliant success.— 7'r^i;/.r/iz//tf« wa^/t'yi^r The Literary Di-

gest.

HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN.

(Born in Odense, Denmark, April 2, 1805.1

"" Next to the Great Book and to Shakespeare," says a writer in The Revie-w of
Reviews," no other writings can show a more lasting quality than that which
attaches to the fairy tales of Andersen."

"THE GREATEST WRITER FOR CHILDREN."

IX view of the interest and enthusiasm evoked in this country

by the celebration of the hundredth anniversary of the birth

of Hans Christian Andersen, the statement of a current magazine

writer that, "next to the Great

Book and to Shakespeare, no

other writings can show a more

lasting quality than that which

attaches to the fairy tales of

Andersen," seems not over-ex-

travagant. The Bookman, The

Critic, and The Review of Re-

views all print articles on An-

dersen's life and work ; Book

News (New York) for April is

an Andersen number ; the New
York Times (April 2) issues an

illustrated Andersen supple-

ment ; and, in the public schools

of several cities, " Hans Ander-

sen Day " has been observed

with appropriate exercises.

" The greatest writer for chil-

dren " is what The Times terms

Andersen. The same paper

says, further

:

" Hans Christian Andersen's

wonder stories have got tangled

with the happiest memories of

children the world over. Ger-

man children have loved them :

English children, American
children, Spanish children, chil-

dren in the far isles of the sea

and away in the frozen North,

even the little, yellow, pig-tailed

children in China and the brown
children in India, know about

the Ugly Duckling, and the
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Nightingale, and the Tin Soldier, and the Stork, and the Match
Girl, and the Emperor's New Clothes, and all the rest of those

quaint and homely figures."

Hans Andersen has been called the first " child author," the first

" child who contributed to literature"; and Dr. Georg Brandes,

the eminent critic, once said that it almost seemed as if Ander-

sen's development along certain Hues had been arrested, so child-

like in his simplicity, so essentially child-like in his vision did he

remain, even to the day of his death. Pursuing this line of

thought, Mr. Talcott Williams, a writer in Book News, observes:

" He had for his grandfather an amiable lunatic. His father,

the cobbler, was on the edge of insanity. His mother was shift-

less. He himself had through all his life those strange signs of

arrested development with which the student of the abnormal is

familiar. Vain, sensitive, egotistical to a fault, unable to control

his impulses, his hates, or his chatter, seeing all of life from the

standpoint of an irritable self, he had those strange marks of the

grown-up child which perpetually suggest how little we know as to

the fashion and working of the mind. Nor is it exaggeration to

say, with Stevenson, that Andersen went ' thrilling from top to toe

with an excruciating vanity, and scouting even along the streets

for the shadows of offense.' The literary result of this nature was
that he failed at every serious task that he undertook except one,

and this he never considered serious. All his life he was writing

long plays, most of which no one would accept, and none of which

any one was willing to see acted more than three weeks. His
novels are inconceivably dull, mere narrative spun through pages

of running talk, in which the story is perpetually winding along

through endless changes without any clear grip of a plot. His
poems, when they leave the childlike note, command no attention.

" But one thing this child-man could do. He was just thirty

when he wrote, carelessly and casually and for a cheap publica-

tion, the fairy tales which were to make him known in coming let-

ters. . . . Each was varied, embroidered, and improved, added
to, expanded, and contracted, as mother and aunt, story-teller and
wandering pedler chose to deal with what was as much his own
as in all the story-telling generations which had gone before.

" It was with this fluid mind that Andersen saw nature, child-

hood, and society. The stories which he wrote so easily, of which
he thought so little, which his own country did not appreciate for

a generation, and which the world only held at their full value

toward the close of his life, repeated the attitude, the spirit, and
the method of those unknown men and women to wliom literature

owes all its beginnings, who, in the mire and brutality, the strug-

gle and agony of savage and barbarous life, set afloat on troubled

waters the fairy tale and fable.

"Of such is the kingdom of heaven, and the spirit of a little

child leads all who read Hans Christian Andersen."

When Hans Andersen wrote the story of the " Ugly Duckling,"

says Mr. Francis Gribble (in TJie Critic), \\t fashioned "an alle-

gory of which his life held the key." The duckling, " which never

would behave like a duckling, and did not greatly try to do so, and

was further despised because it was lacking in the particular ac-

complishments of its other companions, the cat and the hen," is

" the best of all possible images of the eccentricities and awkward-

nesses of his early years." Mr. Gribble continues :

" One must not, of course, be too hard upon him for his vanity.

He was a cobbler's son, and he had risen to such a pitch of fame
that Dickens made a special journey from Gadshill to meet him at

Lady Blessington's, and the Danish Ambassador took him to a re-

ception at Lady Palmerston's, and tiie Prince Consort invited him
to Marlborough House, and the Grand Duke of Weimar sat on a

sofa with him, holding his hand and imploring him to remain with

him forever. .Such happenings might easily turn such a man's
head ; and vanity had always been Hans Christian Andersen's

foible. . . . One of his bitterest hours was when his fellow crafts-

man, Grimm, did not know—or affected not to know—who he was
or what he had written. He was also bitter because he did not get

so much flattery in Denmark as in England. He complained of

the ' contemptible meanness ' of the Danes, by whom he was 'eter-

nally set at nought,' and who always ' spat upon the glowworm
because \X glo'wtdi.'' In other moods lie even prayed for his de-

tractors in the tone of ' Father, forgive them, for they know not

what they do,' holding apparently that, as his genius was given to

him by God, to ignore it was blasphemy, if not atheism. But the
most characteristic story is that of his greeting to a friend, to
whom he shouted, across the widest street in Copenhagen :

' Hi,
there ! What do you think ? I hear they are reading my books ia

Spain.'"

Mr. Paul Harboe, writing in The Bookman, points to Ander-

sen's undisputed place as "Denmark's most famous son " as the

sufficient answer to derogatory criticism ; and Mr. Julius Moritzeu

says (in The Reinew of Reviews) :

" The work of Andersen has done as much for humanity as that

of any other literary man of his time, irrespective of country and
nationality. As the children's Shakespeare he knew how to enter

into the kingdom of the juvenile, and bring forth a treasure-trove

of truisms that have stood many a man and woman in good stead.

In his ' Picture Book without Pictures,' besides, the artistic

scheme is such as to appeal to the most esthetic sense. The pig-

ments that went into the making of this and others of his works
were nature's true colors and those that life produce. ' Truth
Tales ' might well be the proper title for the stories of Hans Chris-

tian Ander.sen."

THE "FAILURE" OF SWINBURNE.
A PROPOS of the publication in this country of a new and
*^^ complete edition of Swinburne's poetical works, Mr. Bliss

Carman takes occasion to indulge in some reflections on what he

terms the " comparative failure " of Swinburne as a poet—his " fail-

ure to reach that influential place in current literature which his

great gifts would have otherwise entitled him to hold." Mr. Car-

man says (in the New York Times Saturday Review):

" While we all gladly acknowledge his eminence, we must alsc^

regretfully admit the slightness of his hold on the regard of his

age. He has been belauded and revered as a master by all lovers

of technique ; he has failed to make himself felt as a power in his

generation. For all his splendid achievement he pipes to us in

vain. He does not touch the heart of the multitude as Tennyson
and Longfellow touched it ; he does not stimulate thought and sat-

isfy our mental unrest as Browning did ; he has none of Arnold's
clarity and repose. He fills the ear without feeding the mind, and
we turn away in disappointment from his resonant but empty dithy-

rambs."

The "essential flaw " in Swinburne's work Mr. Carman finds in

his "redundancy of expression," his "lax and indiscriminate e.xag-

geration." To quote again :

" He is, if we may judge, a man of unbounded exuberance, of

unbridled enthusiasm ; he knows no moderation nor restraint ; he

is all superlative, always excessive ; he will never use an adjective

where he can possibly use two ; he is never satisfied with a perfect

line without wanting to duplicate it. From a single poetic thought

he will brew a barrel of verbiage. He seems never to have com-
prehended the value of economy in art. It never has occurred to

him that reiteration is almost always a mark of weakness. He
has never perceived what power there is in being concise. He is,

as was said of Gladstone, ' intoxicated with the exuberance of his

own verbosity,' and can never be quenched as long as there is an

adjective left in the dictionary. He must exhaust the very re-

sources of language before he will desist.

" The blunder is fatal. It is a juvenile error which a little judg-

ment ought surely to have corrected, but one which Mr. Swin-

burne has never outgrown. All of his later work, like his earlier,

suffers from this redundancy of expression, this lax and indiscrimi-

nate exaggeration. So indulgent has he been of his native talent

that there are scarcely half a dozen of his poems that would not

gain by pruning and condensation. With the great mass of his

work, of course, no such amending could be possible. Its blem-

ishes are too inherent. His genius itself is too diffuse and ungov-

ernable ever to submit to those nice limitations which perfection

in an}' art requires of the artist. You may open him almost at

random and find examples of his besetting sin. For instance, you
may turn to ' March : An Ode,' and read the first lines

:

Ere frost-flower and snow-blossom faded and fell.

And the splendor of Winter had passed out of sight,

and feel yourself still in the presence of the same sonorous voice
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that tirst sounded in the ' Poems and Ballads.' tho with just a sus-

picion of weakness. Before you reach the foot of the page, how-

ever, you come upon the lines :

That the sea was not lovelier than here was the land,

Nor the night than the day, nor the day than the night,

and at once feel that all force had evaporated from the poem.
' Nor the night than the day ; nor the day than the night '—what

pitiful bathos, what tawdry ineptitude ! And yet. to speak se-

verely, he has hardly written a page that is entirely free from any

such meaningless superfluity of words. His very, facility has been

his undoing.
" This great copiousness of language, while at first indicative of

abundance of power, produces, in the end, a sense of incompetence

and vapidity. Incontinence is a mark of feebleness, not of force,

and implies inefficiency or decrepitude. In art. as in life, too

much is as bad as too little. Only within the range of the golden

mean is perfection possible."

Mr. Carman concludes:

" All these ungracious things must only be said, of course, in the

interest of the severest criticism, in an attempt, which is periiaps

futile after all, to judge the poetry of our own day in comparison

with the greatest poetry of all time. And they may be said, I

hope, without any detriment to Mr. Swinburne's fame. For in

spite of all detractions he remains one of the chief ornaments of

the A'ictorian age of poetry, that is to say, one of the illustrious

poets of the world. As a wizard of versification, a startling and

magnificent artist, he remains without a rival."

THE REHABILITATION OF RABELAIS.

LONG ago Coleridge ranked Rabelais " with the creative minds

of the world, Shakespeare. Dante, Cervantes"; and in his

newly issued " Literary Portraits," Mr. Charles Whibley, a Lon-

don writer, registers his conviction that "for scholarship and gran-

deur of intelligence. Erasmus and Rabelais are the twin forces of

the intellectual renaissance." Mr. Whibley says further:

" For so many centuries has the name of Rabelais stood for a

book, that the world is apt to forget that it was ever borne by a

man. who in his busy life played the many and diverse parts of

scholar, priest, doctor, courtier, humorist. John Milton calls up

other images than ' Paradise Lost' : we do not straightway confuse

him with Lucifer ; we remember also Cromwell's accomplished

secretary, and the author who proved in his ' Areopagitica ' that

prose, no less than verse, might echo with noble music. Even
Shakespeare, tho he eludes the biographer, is seldom mistaken for

his works : we do not ascribe to him the joviality of Falstaff, the

misanthropy of Hamlet, the madness of Lear ; we still recognize

the poet who came from Warwickshire to conquer London, and
who held his own against the wits and ruffiers of Elizabeth's glo-

rious age. But Rabelais is merged in the ' Lives, Heroick Deeds,
and Sayings of Gargantua and his Sonne Pantagruel,' until the

amiable doctor and learned gentleman are both forgotten. And in

the case of Franqois Rabelais the injustice is the more profound,

because of all men that ever thought and wrote he is the most
clearly detached from his own creations."

Rabelais's life was spent in an alternation of ecclesiastical and

secular pursuits, as friar, scholar, pedant, physician, traveler, and

finally curate of Meudon, which post he resigned, after two years'

occupancy, in 1552, a short time before his death. The figure

which posterity, accepting the slanders of his detractors, has

erected of him is vastly different from the real man. Says Mr.

Wliibley:

" The Rabelais of legend is a monster of hideous mien and low
morals, clumsily put together by declared enemies. It was but
natural that the monks, whom he scarified in his book, should have
employed their ingenuity in detraction; and since they were
troubled by no scruples of truth or conscience, they found little

difficulty in creating a bogey. ' Who drives fat oxen must himself
be fat '—such was their argument, and therefore they boldly de-
clared that the author was no more than the living image of his

work. It was not for them to understand a masterpiece which
offended the dignity of their order ; they did not trouble to search

out the honorable life and employments of their victim ; they were

content to sow their slanders broadcast over the world, in the vain

hope that the tares of their foul fancy might grow up and choke the

harvest of intelligence. . . . Rabelais, the drunken buffoon, the

bawdy trickster, the impious impostor, the truculent enemy of God
and man, was already invented, and gossip was free to do the rest.

The adventures of his life were perverted to his disgrace ; wherever

he went he was tracked and convicted of an imbecility. So that

the man whom we know to have been a grave scholar and wise

healer is tricked out in the rags of a mischievous, intoxicated

schoolboy. The wonder is that the ra.scals who maligned him in

truth's despite did not make him vast as Gargantua, while they

pictured him cunning

and unscrupulous as

Panurge. For their
case rests wholly on the

freedom of his book:
they reck nothing of his

honest career and the

worthy affections he in-

spired. And had they

been consistent they

must have turned him
into a harlequin, ingeni-

ously composed of Pan-

urge and Friar John, of

Pantagruel and Episte-

mon. of Gargantua and
the Limosin."

Rabelais was between

forty and fifty when he

began to write his mas-

terpiece. Concerning

the nature of this work

the writer says

:

" The very texture of

the romance is sincere

and original. In the

warp of folk-lore he en-

tangled the woof of high

intellect. The warp was
nothing rarer than the chap-books and almanacs of the time,

which he knew (none better) how to compile ; the woof was the

threads which he had curiously gathered from the literatures of all

countries and ages
" Folk-lore and intellect, then, are the two elements of the Rabe-

laisian romance, and it is interesting to note that the two elements

changed their proportions as the work progressed. In the First

Book folk-lore predominates; in the Second the reader loses hold

of the gigantesque idea ; and in the Third a lofty and humorous
intellect is dominant. Afterward, the work declines in vigor as in

wit; the inspiration seems rather literary than sensitive. But the

chap-book is soon forgotten ; and, indeed, it may be said that no
sooner does the admirable Panurge appear on the scene than the

personages are only higher than men in the activity of their intel-

ligence

"The bone of the book, then, to use another Rabelaisian image,

is humor, pure humor; the marrow of the book is wisdom, pure

wisdom, and the safer the marrow is concealed in the bone, the

greater the difficulty which stayed its discovery. But laughter is

the keynote of the book—-laughter loud and wholesome. No man
in the world's history is so palpably shaken by hilarity as Rabelais

;

no man ever had the like genius for evoking merriment from others.

Above all, he meant men to laugh ; and tho beneath his text there

runs a stream of seriousness, he did not demand that the stream

should be plumbed from source to sea. In other words, he scorned

a minute and literal interpretation, and his good sense enabled him
to anticipate the folly of objection. He found men sad and serious,

and once more he wreathed human lips in smiles. But this result

could not be achieved by simple means : argument had failed ; con-

tempt passed unregarded ; there was nothing could regenerate the

torpid world save boisterous ridicule. So it is that destruction

must always precede reform ; and Rabelais, with an intellectua

courage which he shared with Lucian and Swift, killed with laugh-

ter the vain ignorance of his generation."

Concerning the foulnes of the work to which modern taste finds

FRAN(;01S RABELAIS

(1483-1553).

Author of the " Lives, Heroick Deeds, and
Sayings of Gargantua and his Sonne Panta-

gruel."
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so much objection, the author declares that it seems the greater

because it has been taken out of its environment. " The work of

Rabelais is rather a symptom of the prevailing license, than an

isolated phenomenon." He was " a type of the full, brutal Renais-

sance ; he preferred to the barren maxims of the schoolmen the

amenity of paganism and the lust of nature." Tho his criticism

was "bitterly destructive," he was "no apostle of mere negation."

The positive teaching of his book, says the essayist, " is clearer

and more forcible than the negative; and this is proved by nothing

so clearly as his half-resolve to teach nothing else than the duty of

laughter." "His scheme of education was more wholesome and

practical than the vaunted system of our public schools "
; and " his

eloquent plea for the liberal arts, for the dignity of the classics,

above all for the supremacy of Greek, is as good an argument

against the superstition of the church as may be found in the books

of the century." " Freedom and beauty are two chapters in Rabe-

lais's gospel of life ; and while Gargantua sketched the perfect hap-

piness, Pantagruel lent his name to the ideal of joyful sanity." Of

Rabelais's style the author writes :

" His style is accurately fitted to his substance. As, for the mat-

ter of his work, he welded together the folk-lore of France and the

wisdom of the ancients, so his language is the popular language of

France, haunted by memories of the classics. He disdains neither

proverbs nor slang ; if he can not find a word ready to his use he

scruples not to invent one ; but, on the other hand, he fashions

Greek as easily as he fashions French, and there is scarce a line in

his work that does not carry the reader back across the centuries.

The master of an admirably lucid style, he chooses at times to be

dark and obscure ; but you may be sure that, when his meaning is

not instantly clear, he deliberately intends to befog you. The real

difficulty of his book lies less in its construction than in its vo-

cabulary."

THE STRUGGLES OF A NEWSPAPER WOMAN.
" T ET the young woman who has ambitions of a literary nature

••—' .shun the newspaper office as she would any other hurtful

thing." Such is the keynote of a story of bitter disillusionment

contributed to a recent issue of The A tlaniic Month ly (Qosion).

The writer, Helen M. Winslow, declares that it was her intention

from childhood to become a -writer, and that she early obtained a

position on the staff of a city newspaper. During a period cover-

ing several years she had charge of twenty-eight columns a week,

on three papers, all of which she filled without help from subordi-

nates. She worked eight hours a day in a dark, dingy office, and

six more in her " den " at home every night, going to theaters from

twice to five times a week, and working all day Sunday to bring up

the ends. She edited news-columns, fashion, health, dramatic,

hotel, book-review, railroad, bicycle, fancy-work, kitchen, woman's

club, society, palmistry, and correspondence departments, and

withal kept up an editorial column for eight years. For all this

work she received a half, and sometimes a third and a fourth, of

the salary that would have been paid to a man. Then she started

a journal of her own, foreseeing the time when she would be calm-

ly dropped from the regular newspaper. She worked like a slave

for seven years more, wrote articles, editorials, read manuscripts

and books, kept up an enormous correspondence, solicited most of

her advertisements, and went to the printing-office ev^ry issue to

attend personally to the details of " make-up " and proof-reading.

She worked from the time she crawled out of bed in the morning

till she crept in again next morning. At last she had an oppor-

tunity to sell out, and did so at half the figures any man in her

place would have got. Here we quote verbatim :

" I am worn out. My brain is fagged. When I walk along a

country road to-day, I see no visions. The babbling brooks, the

singing birds, the soft west wind, the blue skies above, have no
great messages for me. My head aches. I can not exert my
mental faculties to evolve a second set of rhymes, even when the

first comes involuntarily. There is no more poetry left in me. I

dropped it somewhere in those dusty, musty newspaper offices

when I went home after midnight. 1 did not miss it then, I was
too dead tired ; but to-day I know where I left all my capabilities

for beautiful, poetic fancies. I try to write stories, remembering
the great novel which was the early dream of my life. But the

blue pencil habit has killed all ability to do fine writing. Conden-
sation is valuable in a newspaper; in a novel it does not help to

adorn the page nor point a moral. Human nature is no longer in-

teresting to me ; how can I make it so to others .-' I have seen too

much of it. I used to know a man journalist who said, ' The news-

paper will use you as long as there is any freshness in you; then it

will throw you aside like a squeezed lemon.' I am a squeezed
lemon.

" ' But you have had your day,' says the younger woman. ' Why
grumble now.-" Because it was not the day I wanted, and I only

meant to make it the stepping-stone to something better. I did

not want to be a newspaper woman and nothing more ; and now
that I have leisure for something more, I find my mental faculties,

instead of being sharpened for further use, dulled. I have done
desultory work so long I can not take up anything more thorough.

I have been a ' hack ' too many years. I can not be a race horse

now
" There is a moral to my tale of wo. Let the young woman who

has ambitions of a literary nature shun the newspaper office as she

would any other hurtful thing. I know women who are content to

be reporters to the end of the chapter. But they never cared to

write poems. They never glowed with imaginary triumphs.

They are content with whatever work falls to their hands, so long

as their daily bread and butter is assured. . . . There has been a

great influx of women into newspaper offices within the last dec-

ade, but I beheve they will never be so numerous as reporters

again. The life is too hard and too hardening. Women are not

fitted for the rush-at-all-hours a reporter's life demands. There
will always be a chance for them as editorial, fashion, household,

society, and critical writers, but the time is soon coming when the

reporters' ranks will be filled from the men's schools instead of

from the girls'. Meanwhile the young woman of literary proclivi-

ties will work her way, either from the editor's desk or from the

quiet of her own particular corner at home—as I should have done.

Look around you and see if the women who have really succeeded

with the pen have not been those who have kept off the newspaper
staff

" Had I remained in my country town, living sanely, thoughtfully,

and helpfully to myself and others, I could have lived on less than

half of what it has cost in the city. I should have had leisure for

reading, walking, driving, and enjoying things, with ample time to

write at regular hours. I should have arrived sooner at the point

where I could command good prices for my work, and at the same
time have given better, more enduring work. And I should have

been younger in spirit, better in health, and more plethoric of

pocket than I am to-day."

" A Man of Kent " (Dr. Robertson Nicoll), writing in The British

Weekly (London) refers to this" American experience " as one that

might have taken place in England. He comments further:

"Miss Winslow, however, must have had exceptional success,

for very few women indeed in the conditions that obtain nowadays,

both here and in the States, can succeed single-handed in starting

a paper and making it pay. Kate Field, one of the most brilliant

women journalists in America, broke down in trying to establish a

paper ; and her paper, as I remember it, was very bright and viva-

cious. There are others who might be named. All that the

vast majority of journalists can expect, all that the vast majority

of human beings can expect, is to make a decent living. If in

addition they are able to make a provision for old age, they must

be pronounced exceptionally fortunate."

NOTES.
BjOrnson's " Beyond Human Power" (second part) was given for the first

time in America, a few days ago, by the Progressive Stage Society, New York.

The Bookman''s April Hst of the six best-selling books of the previous month

is as follows :

1. The Clansman.—Dixon. 4. The Millionaire Baby.— Green.
2. The Masqiierader.—Thurston. 5. Beverly of Graustark.— McCutcheon.

3. The Prospector.-Connor. 6. The Man on the Box.—MacGrath.
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SCIENCE AND INVENTION,

ELECTROPLATED LACE.

F'*ABRICS made of tine metallic threads have long been known,

but the difficulty of weaving wire makes them rather stitf

and ungraceful. It has remained for modern inventors to devise a

way of depositing a metal coating electrically on the finest fabrics,

so that these are in effect woven of metal threads, while retaining

all their original delicacy and flexibility. The latest work of this

kind is described by Francis Marre in Ctfi'/z/^J (February 25). Says

this writer

:

" The idea of electroplating non-conducting objects is an old one,

dating back almost to the invention of the galvanic battery. The
methods used may be classified in two groups. ... In one, the

object is covered with a fine layer of a conducting powder, such as

graphite or finely pulverized metal ; in the other it is dipped in a

solution of a metallic salt, which, when chemically treated, de-

posits a thin layer of metal. ... It is thus possible to electroplate

objects of any kind, and skilful operators can thus make very pretty

things in metal, for instance flowers, leaves, fruits, and branches

. . ., even insects and fabrics. An Italian engineer, Sig. Arzano

Corrado, several years ago, plated anatomical preparations, which

are still used in Milan for the instruction of medical students. One
of our compatriots, M. Henri Monge,a chemical engineer of Brus-

sels, succeeded about the same time in plating embroidered fabrics

and obtained some curious results which, unfortunately, have found

no commercial application.
" It was reserved for our time to make important progress in this

kind of work and to render absolutely practical the electroplating

of tissues and laces. The discovery, which is quite recent, is due

to the collaboration of two men . . . and the first factory . . . has

begun to work with satisfactory results.

" The method employed by the new company to make objects

conducting is a secret. All that the inventors will say is that they

proceed neither by the wet nor the dry way. properly so-cd?lled, but

that they use an intermediate state, perhaps the colloidal. In any

case the operation is very simple and very rapid. A piece of lace

is made conducting in a few minutes. After being dried by pow-

erful electric fans, it is placed as a cathode in a galvanoplastic

bath and . . . plated with a thin layer of copper. The deposit is

very fine and lacks the granular aspect of many galvanic deposits ;

it is solid and not brittle ; and finally it is slightly plastic, so that

the lace may be manipulated. Pieces several yards in length and

a yard wide may thus be obtained and handled.

"After coming from the bath, the pieces are washed in water,

then quickly dried, polished, and placed in other baths, where they

receive coats of gold, silver, bronze, etc.

"Special manipulation makes it possible to give to the same
piece different coatings on the different parts of the design. Thus
a fine piece represents, on an elaborate field of ornamentation, a de-

sign of gold and silver on a background of Florentine bronze whose
decorative effect was positively surprising

" Finally—and this is one of the most curious parts of the proc-

ess—the plated laces, despite their extreme tenuity, may be joined

together end to end by autogenous soldering. That is to say, the

metallic layer that covers them is of perfect homogeneity.
" At first sight the industrial utility of metallized laces would

scarcely appear, and the reader may ask what use is to be made of

them
"In the first place, when covered with polished silver, dull sil-

ver, or gold, they serve for table ornamentation and for the fabri-

cation of center-pieces, etc.

"Also, architects use them in mural decoration, in applications

on upholstery, and for the hangings of panels in salons, boudoirs,

and rich dining-halls. The makers of fine furniture incrust wood
with them in the manufacture of screens and on surfaces of any
kind, plane or curved.

" But especially the clothing industry uses them with great suc-

cess. A maker of ecclesiastical vestments at Lyons has devised a

complete set of these in silk and satin covered with gold and silver

lace, which is absolutely unique in appearance. Also ball dresses,

or evening dresses in silk incrusted with plated lace, are garments
as sumptuous as economical.

" For this is really an important point to note—these metallized

laces are astonishingly cheap, and this perhaps will be the most
important item in their success.

"This new industry seems likely to take on a considerable de-

velopment; Fashion, that all-powerful goddess, adopted the metal-

lized laces at once on their appearance, and it is to be hoped that

the success of the inventors will stimulate competition. The
economic prosperity of our land is greatly bound up with the suc-

cess of new industrial enterprises, and in this review, which under-

takes to notice all new industries, it is only right that, in mention-

ing this one, we should show that apparently it has certain success

before it."

—

Translation made for Tu^ Literary Digest.

SOME IRRITANT HOUSE-PLANTS.

"P VERY one knows enough to give poison ivy a wide berth, and
*—' the sufferer from hay fever understands only too well what

particular plants have an irritant action on his mucous membrane.

It is not so generally known, however, that plants usually regarded

as harmless, even such as are commonly grown indoors for deco-

ration, occasionally poison those who come in contact with them.

An article contributed to Cosmos (Paris) gives a number of instances

of this kind. The writer first notes some instances where disease

is due to the presence of animals. He writes :

"Several years ago there was noted at Paris an infectious disease

communicated to man by parrots, and named psittacosis. This

affection, which was very often fatal, is somewhat similar to ty-

phoid fever, but has sufficiently clear characteristics to make it dis-

tinct. There are few animals that have not the power of com-
municating some disease to man, from the domestic dog, that may-

give him hydrophobia or tapeworm, to the rats of our cellars that

disseminate the plague, and to our cows, which so often suffer

from tuberculosis. I shall only mention insects, such as flies that

propagate malignant pustules, and mosquitoes that may inoculate

malaria and many other parasitic affections, especially in Africa.
" We may live far from stables, keep no dogs or birds, and wage

a war of extermination against rats and parasitic insects. This,

however, is not enough for the hygienists. These enemies of the

poetic will not allow us to place in our windows bird-cages or

flower-pots. House-plants, or at any rate a considerable number
of them, are dangerous, and are accused of causing skin diseases.

" We already know the irritating properties of the nettle and

those of the clematis of the hedges, called also ' beggar's weed

'

because professional mendicants are in the habit of producing with

the leaves superficial eruptions that gain for them the sympathy of

compassionate hearts. A large number of plants have the power
of producing effects of the same kind, and we see chronic eczemas
brought on by house-plants.

" M. Dubreuilh, in a memoir published in the Bordeaux Medical

Journal, recalls a number of cases of dermatitis caused by prim-

roses. A gardener who had suffered from violent attacks of ecze-

ma in the right hand every spring for nine years was relieved when
he excluded these plants from his house.

"Not less curious is the case, published by Retzdorff, of a

woman who had every year from 1S94 to 1901 in the latter part of

October a violent eruption on the hands and face, which did not

yield to treatment and would not disappear till spring. This lady

always received as a birthday present on October 15 several pots

of China primrose [Primtila obconica), which she cared for herself

until spring, when they were set out in the garden. The removal

of the primroses caused the eruption to disappear.
" Such is also the story of another woman, who, having received

a plant of China primiose, cultivated it and suffered an acute erup-

tion of the forearm and face, with inflammation of the eyes and

eyelids. In this case, and in others that have been reported, the

inflammation caused by the primroses was localized in the hands
and face. Nevertheless, it is not always so. Pizza has observed

an eruption on the chest of a lady who had carried on her person a

bouquet of Primula obconica. Kirke attended a lady who had a

habit of biting off and eating primrose blossoms and who had

acute sores on the lips and in the mouth
" Primroses are not the only house-plants capable of causing such

eruptions. Quite recently, in an article in the Munich Medical

Weekly, M. Hoffmann, assistant to Professor Lesser, of Berlin,

reported that a woman, after having spent six hours in cutting

chrysanthemums, was taken with itching and burning on the face
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and arms. . . . Another case of the same kind, observed by Hoff-

mann, was that of a waiter in a restaurant, who, after having

crushed between his fingers a leaf of arbor \\\.7£ (T/iuya occiden-

talis), touched his face. Soon he was attacived by an eruption on

the face and hands which it took ten days to cure.

" In his article, M. Dubreuilh cites also several species of RJius^

which are used in America as house-plants on account of their fine

foliage. Some people can not even touch these without being at-

tacked by eruptions. These cases are worth noting. They con-

stitute, however, exceptions and are rare. A special predisposition

is necessary. Those who are afflicted may, with some precau-

tions, continue to keep flowers. They should touch them as little

as possible, and when the eruption takes place, washing it with

alcohol to dissolve the irritant matter and then with soap and water

will soon stop the smarting and shorten the duration of the mal-

ady."— Translation madefor 'YYiY. Literary Digest.

WILL THE WHITE RACE HOLD ITS OWN?

THE falling birth-rate of most Caucasian countries is contrasted

with the rapidity of increase of the Japanese by a writer in

The C>2<//(7<7/^ (London, March ii). He calls attention to the fact

that in civilized countries generally, except in Russia, where the

average number of children to a married couple is still over six, the

birth-rate is diminishing. This does not mean diminution of popu-

lation, of course, nor does it even necessarily entail a diminution in

the rate at which the population increases, for the death-rate is also

steadily falling. But it is a fact that must be taken into account,

and it is generally regarded as an abnormal or unnatural one. That

this is necessarily so is denied by the writer. He says

:

"Ere we conclude, too hastily, that our declining birth-rate is a

morbid and lamentable fact, we must refer to that great ' Law of

Multiplication' which escaped all biologists, from Aristotle on-

ward, until it was disclosed by Herbert Spencer in the ' Principles

of Biology.' He showed that there is an ' antagonism between in-

dividuation and genesis '—the higher the individual type, the less

prolific is it.

" In the light of this law, which is now a universally recognized

canon of biology, we may regard the falling birth-rate of civili-

zation, in part at any rate, as a sign of higher efflorescence in the

individual life— in other words, a symptom of the fact that civili-

zation is civilization; for there is no civilization worthy the name
that does not add to the worth and character and variety of the in-

dividual life. But we can not have it both ways; and if we give

ourselves up strenuously to self-devel-

opment the race must take its chance.
" What, then, as to the consequences

of our falling birth-rate? Obviously

there is a very bright side to the pic-

ture. As the birth-rate and the death-

rate fall, we shall reach the state of

things predicted by Spencer, when
the amount of life is the maximum,
possible relatively to the number of

births and deaths. The future econ-

omy in human energy is quite incal-

culable, as is the gain in human happi-

ness and in the worth of life.

"But, as plainly, there is something

to be said on the other side. If it be

a biological law that the lower types

multiply at a greater rate than the

higher, there is always the risk that

the struggle for existence may become
too severe for the superior minority.

If lower types—or types that we con-

sider lower—find themselves able to

live and multiply in conditions which

will not support the higher, then we
shall no longer be able to labor under

the popular error that the ' survival of

the fittest ' means the survival of the

best, instead of the survival of the best

adapted Xo the conditions.

"The bearing of this question on

contemporary happenings in the Far
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East is obvious. We have no precise data as to the birth-rates

of the Mongolian peoples as a whole. We can not say whether
they are faUing as they are with us. In all probability they

are not falling. The birth-rate of Japan has risen from 26.8 to

32.7 in the last decade—another point in which the Land of the

Rising Sun is unique among civilized peoples. Furthermore, we
know that the Mongol can survive in conditions fatal to the Cau-
casian. As far as certain physical criteria go, he is fitter. At the

present time the yellow peoples constitute, I suppose, at least one-

fourth of the population of the earth—perhaps one-third. The
question then arises : What may be expected to happen if the Cau-
casian races—with the exception of Russia, specially interesting at

this time, tho the rise in her birth-rate during the past decade is

trivial—continue to multiply with ever-diminishing speed, while the

yellow races continue with unabated speed ? The case of Australia

is particularly in point. Here is a great continent well able

to support many millions of people, which has been taken by
the white man, and from which he finds it necessary in self-pro-

tection to exclude the yellow man. But his ability to continue this

policy will ultimately come to be a matter of counting heads. As
far as we can judge, the present war may be regarded as, in part,

a consequence of the rapidity with which the Japanese are mul-
tiplying. But the white man in Australia is hardly multiplying at

all, and is doing so at less speed every year. The Australian birth-

rate has fallen since 1893 in greater degree than the Japanese rate

has risen. How much longer, if the present conditions continue,

will the white race be able to hold its own in our great island

colony .'*

"

ANESTHESIA BY ELECTRICITY.
'T^HE method of inducing insensibility by using the patient's

-* body to transmit an intermittent electric current, as devised

by Dr. Stephen Leduc,a French physiologist, is meeting with suc-

cess, according to A. Frederick Collins, who describes it in The
Anie7-ican Inventor. Dr. Leduc uses the current in a manner with

which he is the first to experiment, namely by interrupting a direct

current with great rapidity. Says Mr. Collins :

" In the practise of electro-therapeutics the utilization of ^i gal-

vanic current applied intermittently does not seem to have occu-

pied the attention of those who make these combined branches of

science a specialty, and while the closure of a current, with the

brain intervening as a portion of the circuit, is often cited in various

cases, and one in which the first symptoms exhibited is vertigo or

dizziness, yet none of the practitioners seem to have ever tested out

the continued electrification of the brain with an interrupted direct

current until Dr. Leduc took up the sub-

ject. On the other hand, a faradic

current, that is, an induced alternating

current, when passed through the brain

transversely through the temples or

mastoid processes, or from the fore-

head to the back of the neck, seemed
to have absolutely no effect what-

ever.

" In the earlier experiments of Dr.

Leduc, a direct current of ten to thirty

volts was interrupted by a vibrating

make-and-break device at a rate ap-

proximating one hundred and fifty to

two hundred times per second, . . .
;

the electrodes were made of metal,

having sponges attached when animals

were experimented upon, and cotton

for human subjects ; in either case

they were moistened with an alkaline

solution.

" Dogs and rabbits were the living

objects selected by the investigator

for his first control experiments, and

Leduc soon ascertained that complete

inhibition of the cerebral hemispheres

could be effected in these animals very

quickly, sleep being induced easily and
followed by complete anesthesia in a

few minutes.

"These trials were, however, dis-

couraging when compared with the

El-;r IN A HUMAN SUBJECT.

an Inventor (New York).
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results of chloroform, for almost immediately the current was

switched on contraction of the muscles became apparent, followed

by clonic convulsions. . . . Had this result been due to a chemical

anesthetic it would have been decisive, and the test would have

been declared a failure.

" But not so with electricity, for ... by merely inserting a non-

inductive resistance in the circuit these undesirable features were

completely eliminated, and without further trouble. The reason

for this marked change was due evidently to the fact that in the

first instance the maximum value of the current was used through-

out the entire process of electrification, whereas, when the resist-

ance was included in the circuit, the current was stepped up very

gradually and gently from zero, reaching its full current strength in

from three to five minutes."

The object of using a non-inductive resistance, we are told, was

to avoid the induction of the circuit on itself, the effect often ob-

served as the passing of a spark when a circuit is broken. With

this current operated in the manner described, there was not the

slightest indication of pain, and with respiration and heart action

normal, the animal fell into a df'ep and regular slumber. To quote

further

:

Dr. Leduc continued his investigations on the value of his

method of electrical anesthetization by further experiment, testing

the action of the interrupted current on himself. In virtue of the

greater area to be covered, the pressure was increased to fifty volts.

One of the electrodes was held on his forehead while the comple-

mentary one was placed in a position immediately over the kidneys,

so that the spinal cord might likewise be included in the process of

electrification

" While the current was slowly being increased by the assistant.

Dr. Leduc states that he first lost the power of speech, this being

followed by the inhibition of the motor system. The next physi-

ological phenomenon he was capable of noting was the general in-

hibition of the senses, beginning with that of feeling, the limbs

becoming numb, etc.

" Now, unlike the action of ether or chloroform, the heart did

not suffer from depression, but remained absolutely normal, tho he

experienced some difficulty in the process of breathing. This dif-

ficulty of respiration was attributed by Dr. Leduc to an excess of

current density through the neck, which produced a contraction of

the muscles.
" The moment the current was broken, however, the return to

consciousness was instantaneous, with a refreshed feeling such as

one enjoys after a natural sleep. Danger to life may be easily

avoided by cutting off the current as soon as there is the slightest

tendency toward suspended respiration.

" While surgical operations have not yet been attempted under

the new r^gii/ie of electrically induced anesthesia, and there is still

room for improvement to be made in the application of the current

as well as the apparatus which produces it, it is evident that we are

nearing an era of painless surgery wherein electricity, soothing and

harmless, will supersede toxic chemicals with their hidden dan-

gers."

Temperature of the Ground.— Interesting experiments

on the temperature of the soil, both at the immediate surface

and to a considerable degree below it, are reported in Cos//ios

(Paris). Heat travels so slowly through the earth that altho the

surface is hottest at noon, a layer two feet below it does not reach

its hottest period until midnight. At the same time, of course,

the difference between hot and cold is vastly reduced even at that

slight depth. This fact was established long ago for the greater

changes involved in the transition from one season to another. At

a comparatively small depth it is warmest in midwinter, owing to

the extreme slowness with which the temperature wave travels

downward into the soil. Says the writer of the note in Cosjhos :

" The earth may be regarded as a sort of calorimeter storing up
in its mass the heat received at its surface; the gain of temperature

for a period of some days depends on the value of the total radia-

tion : its study is therefore an interesting one.
" The great heat of last July [in France] presented a very favor-

able opportunity, of which advantage was taken at the Observatory

of Juvisy. in a series of observations, from July 11 to July 17, at

different depths underground. The following results are given in

The Bulletin of the Astrono)nical Society
" I'nder the alternate influence of solar heat and nocturnal radia-

tion, the temperature of the earth's .surface undergoes a daily

variation. It increases

from sunrise till the early

hours of afternoon, and
then decreases till sun-

rise the day following.

"The amplitude of
this oscillation is much
more considerable than

that of the air. Its mean
value for the period con-

sidered was 34.9° C. for

the surface of the ground
and only 16.6 for the

air.

"If we observe the

temperature of the

ground at some depth,

we see that the tempera-

ture of the subjacent

layers follows a move-
ment analogous to that

of the surface, but that

the amplitude dimin-

ishes very rapidly with

the depth, and a!t the

same time the epoch of

the maxima and mini-

ma is later and later.

" At 25 centimeters [lo inches] the mean amplitude is only 3.5 ;

at 50 centimeters it falls to 0.4" and at 75 it disappears completely.
" The hours of maxima and minima are worth considering. The

maximum that occurs about i p.m. at the surface has penetrated by

8 r..M. to a depth of 25 centimeters, and by i a.m. to 50 centimeters.

It is the same for the minima, so that the hours of maximum and
minimum are completely reversed. This arises from the fact that

it requires a certain time to penetrate by conduction into the earth's

interior."

—

Translation madefor Tn'E. Literary Digest.

WILLIAM M. HOFFMAN,

Inventor of the new rotary engine.

A NEW ROTARY ENGINE.

A STEAM-ENGINE in which the power should be applied

continuously to produce rotation directly instead of waste-

fully jerking a piston back and forth in a cylinder, has been the

dream of many inventors. They have produced hundreds of fail-

ures and few successes, the greatest of these, up to date, being the

various types of the so-called steam-turbine. Another kind, which

is nearer, in principle, to the existing types of steam-engine is the

machine devised by William M. Hoffman, of Buffalo, which after

thirty years of experiment now bids fair, according to some experts,

to eclipse all its predecessors and even to revolutionize transit.

Says Wallace Armstrong, writing in Leslie's Monthly (February):

" Many remarkable inventions have had their striking romance,

but there is none in which the triumph of character is more signal

than in the Hoffman rotary engine. The patent offices of the na-

tions have thousands of patents on file, taken out by men who
thought they were about to succeed, and even now at least ten

thousand investigators have dropped their work only long enough

to learn whether William M. Hoffman's achievement is so great as

to make their further research in vain. Many notable mechanical

experts have decided that it is, and Dr. Nikola Stradola, of the

Zurich Polytechnicum, the author of ' The Steam Turbine,' says

that he believes Hoffman is ten years ahead of any other specialist

steam engineer in the world. If he had been merely an inventor of

the first rank, he would not have succeeded, for he has been com-

pelled to be his own laborer, financier, patent attorney, and doctor

as well.

"The details of his engine, which are now familiar to the scien-

tific and mechanical world, are simple. The engines in use to-day

are called reciprocating engines, because the piston is forced in one

direction by the introduction of steam into one end of the cylinder,

and forced back by the introduction of more steam into the (^her
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end, and the starting and stopping of motion thus achieved is made

to drag a wheel around by a crank attached to the piston. For

every revolution of that wheel, the piston must start and stop twice.

In the Hoffman engine the cylinder itself revolves. It encloses a

steel ellipse traversed by a hollow shaft, "into one end of which the

33 per cent., and the saving in floor-space to 8o per cent., while the

friction load has been reduced to i.i per cent.
" In both sizes there is a complete absence of vibration. As to

speed, Hoffman believes that in the present types the resistance of

the steel to centrifugal force is the limiting condition in the smaller

sizes, while in larger types the limit will be the ex-

pansion speed of steam. At first glance it seems
as if the reverse should be true. A specially con-

structed 48-inch drive-wheel will stand 2,000 revo-

lutions per minute. Taking this as a basis for

speculative calculations, one can figure that a train

could travel 250 miles an hour, making allowance
for friction and air resistance—or more than four

miles per minute. It seems probable that a liner

could be driven across the Atlantic in less than two
days. The things that are really attainable, how-
ever, remain to be proved in the next decade. They
may be even more wonderful than present indica-

tions warrant us to assume."

Fig. I. Fi"

The cylinder A revolves around the stationary ellipse E, whicli is permanently attached to the

hollow shaft S. Steam is admitted through the hollow shaft S during the first sixth of the revolu-

tion of the cylinder, and passes through the port F into the chamber L where it expands. The only

surface of this chamber which is not rigid is the convex face of the curved segmental blade B, which

nms the length of the cylinder, can retreat into its housing D and is fastened by a crank G to the

cylinder. A curved segmental blade is like a section of a pipe cut lengthwise. Steam pressure on

the blade causes it to recede to the right, away from the port F, and thus the cylinder A, which is

attached to the segmental blade, is forced to revolve. As the cylinder revolves it presses down upon
the stationary ellipse E, and the blade B is forced back into its housing D just as the blade C is in

its housing H at the beginning of the movement. Meanwhile the blade C, which is the duplicate of

the blade B, has been carried around and is beginning to protrude as it passes the port F. Steam
is again admitted by the automatic cut-off and the same processes are repeated.

Courtesy of Les/u'^s Monthly (New York).

Steam is introduced, and from the other end of which the exhaust

takes place. Steam is admitted by a port in the side of the ellipse,

in one-sixth of one revolution, and expands against the ellipse, the

cylinder, and a segmental blade protruding into the space between

the ellipse and the cylinder, but so arranged that it can be pushed

back into a housing in the cylinder as the cylinder in revolving

presses against the surface of the ellipse. It has its duplicate

blade diametrically opposite in the cylinder. The blade is moved
by the expanding steam, and forces the cylinder to revolve until the

second blade gets beyond the steam port, and then the pressure

against the second blade forces the further revolution, each blade

performing its function for half of the revolution."

That there is practically no limit to the speed of this engine,

which could, if applied to locomotion, drive a train at the rate of

one hundred miles an hour with ease, is the claim of its more en-

thusiastic advocates. It should be remembered that the recent

German high-speed experiments showed clearly that the develop-

ment of great speeds is now chiefly a matter of road-bed rather

than of motor. It is more interesting to read of what Hoffman's

engines have actually done. He has built twelve in all, in the

course of his years of investigation, each an improvement on its

predecessor. Says Broughton Brandenburg in The Technical

World (Chicago, April)

:

"The tests which have been made durmg the past seven months
have given the following results :

" The 50-horse-povver engine which is running the shop, compared
with the highest type of reciprocating engine, has consistently

shown an economy of 30 per cent, and a saving of 75 per cent, in

floor-space, as well as proportionate reductions in friction load.

Under the most favorable circumstances the friction load was xyi

per cent., as compared with 7 per cent, in the reciprocating engine.

This engine consumes 21 pounds of steam per horse-power per

hour.

"In the 300-horse-power compound engine, which is the largest

of its general type ever built, the economy has been increased to

Wireless Possibilities. — The following

roseate view of the possible future extension of

wireless transmission is taken by Eugene P. Lyle,

Jr., in an article on "The Advance of Wireless,"

contributed to The U'orlcTs IFork (February).

Says Air. Lyle :

"It may be that wireless will enter almost every

sphere of human activity. In railroading, there

will be small excuse for collisions when an engineer

can be overtaken between stations, or when he can

hear from a fellow engineer on the same track long

before the fatal curve is reached. Already London
is trying a wireless fire-alarm system. Perhaps the

device can even be made automatic by a thermo-
statically controlled attachment.

" An inventor is in the field with a wireless tele-

phone, another with a submarine wireless tele-

phone. A Frenchman declares that he has a tel-autograph which
by wireless reproduces handwriting. Airships will of course wish

to communicate with one another; at the St. Louis Fair one has

already ' talked ' with the earth by wireless. And can a torpedo be

guided to its victim without a wire?
" Indeed, the most astounding prospect of all is that suggested

by Mr. Nikola Tesla—for Tesla proposes the use of wireless in

transmitting energy. Ponder a moment on what such a thing

would mean. A central plant would generate power and send it

out to customers via the air alone, whether across a desert or over

the high seas. An automobile climbing the Alps might get its

' push ' from London or Paris. An ocean liner would need no
boilers, no engines, no dynamo, no coal. Steam, heat, light,

would all come to it from the land. A lone ranchman in Arizona

might set up a pocket-receiver and learn the latest news. Millions

of such little receivers might be operated from a single central sta-

tion. Even the mantel clock in a country home might tick in uni-

son with every other clock in the world, all responding to the same
wireless impulse."

An interesting account of the various methods tried unsuccessfully in San
Francisco Harbor to protect wooden piling against destruction by the teredo is

given by James McKeon in a paper printed in The Railu'ay and Engineering
Review ( March 4). Says the writer: " Powell Street Pier, San Francisco, for in-

stance, was constructed in 1S92, at a cost close to $42,000. On May 6, 1S92, the

harbor commissioners awarded a contract to the Paraffine Paint Company, desig-

nating the use of their process, which consists of some kind of wrapping, to pre-

serve the piles, at a cost of thirty-six cents per lineal foot for the part treated.

One thousand one hundred and fifty-one piles were used, the cost of the treat-

ment amounting to $16,750. Three years and seven months later (January 14,

1896), 250 feet of the pier was ordered taken up. The teredo had completely de-

stroyed the piling, notwithstanding that a guaranty bond had been given in the

sum of $5,000 that the piling would last five years. . . . The piles in Fremont
Street wharf met with a similar fate some years prior to this time, tlie same hav-

ing been treated by the Keywest Armor process, w'hich consists in painting the

pile Nvith bituminous matter, after which the pile is wrapped with nine-ounce

canvas, the same being fastened with nails four inches apart, a course of bitumi-

nous compound and coral sand being then applied. . . . When the use of this

method was dispensed with, another method was presented under the name of

the Teredo Proof Pile Company, or built-up-pile. .After the harbor commis-

sioners of San Francisco had spent some $70,000 experimenting with it, the same
was found of no value, and the commissioners refused to further use it. Appar-

ently iron piling or copper sheathing affords the only means of circumventing this

pest."
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THE RELIGIOUS WORLD.

OUGHT RADICAL THINKERS TO LEAVE THE
CHRISTIAN CHURCH?

THE right of the more radical " higher critics " and " advanced

theologians " to the title of Christian is being disputed in

German religious circles. Conservative thinkers declare that the

so-called "new theology " is practically a new religion, and that its

exponents ought to leave the Christian church. This attitude of

mind finds vivid expression in a recent address delivered before a

church convention by Ur. Stocker, former court preacher of Berlin

and probably the most influential pastor in Germany. Says Dr.

Stocker (as reported in the Marburg Chronik)

:

" The radicalism of modern theological thought, which has re-

cently even found its way into the pulpits, as is seen in the Fischer

case in Berlin [see The Literary Digest, ALirch 25]. is so sub-

versive of the essentials of Christianity that it is more than an open

question whether its champions can be regarded as members of

the Christian church. Their denial of practically all that conser-

vative believers regard as the very foundation of Christianity,

such as the Divine Inspiration of the Scriptures, the Trinity,

the Atonement, and the Divinity of Christ, virtually puts them

outside the pale of the historical Evangelical church. There is no

common ground between the old and the new schools of theology. It

is time to decide what ought to be done in the matter. Evidently

the best course would be to separate peacefully the liberals from the

Protestant churches. Let them go out and organize and maintain

congregations after their own manner and creed. Some of the

churches and parishes may be left in their

hands, as honesty and justice demand ; but let

them remain no longer in the church whose
faith they do not share. They represent no

type of Protestant Christianity ; they are the

teachers of a new religion."

The challenge issued by the conservatives

has been promptly accepted by Dr. Rade,

editor of the Christliche Welt, who writes

at length under the caption " Eine Neue Re-

ligion " (A New Religion). He says in sub-

stance :

The present condition of affairs in the Prot-

estant Church can not continue. The with-

holding of the name " Christian " from those

who at heart are Christians must stop ; it is

wrong and uncharitable. We can not and

shall not deny that there are far-reaching

disagreements between the various schools of

Protestant theology, but these constitute a

difference in the expression of religion, not

in religion itself. Even Protestantism and

Roman Catholicism are one religion, not two
;

and Christianity was originally regarded not

as a new religion but as a daughter of the Jew-
ish mother-religion. It only became an in-

dependent religion when persecutions com-
pelled it to go its own way. Again and again the conservatives

insist that we liberals ought to go out from the historic Protestant

churches and effect an organization of our own. Recently the

Krciiz 7.citu)ig. of Berlin, the chief conservative organ of the Prot-

estant laity, declared that the laity would gladly permit the liberals

to leave. But we moderns will risk anything rather than leave the

church. We want to stay in the church because we feel that we
belong there. But something must be done to reach a better

agreement between the contending brethren. Two policies are

possible. The first is for con.servatives to evince greater liberality

toward advanced thinkers ; there should be more room for me-
diating theological thought. The second is to allow an open and
free discussion of difficulties in the spirit of Christian faith. If

this latter policy is adopted, the advanced theologians have no fear

of the outcome. Only the truth will prevail, and God will give the

victory to those who ar'^ in the right. " Wherein we err God will

not give us victory ; and to whatever He does, we will say Yea and
'Amen.

"

The Leipzig Kirchenzeitung, in behalf of the conservatives,

replies to this demand :

The new theology strikes at the very heart of Christianity. The
important question for the church is this : What think ye of Christ

;

whose son is he? The Christian church stands or falls with the

second article of the Apostolic Creed. Christianity throughout the

world, no matter how many denominations it is divided into, is a

unity in the confession that Jesus is the true Son of God, who
came down from heaven and upon the cross sacrificed his life

for the sins of the world. This is the kernel of Christianity, yet in

the sense in which it is confessed by the historic churches of Chris-

tianity, it is denied by the advanced theologians. Where, then,

can there be found a common ground for discussion and debate,
or the possibility of an understanding between the two schools?

Dr. Rade's proposal offers not the slightest chance of effecting

the purpose desired.

With this opinion other conservative papers agree. The Alte

Glaube (Leipzig), in a special article headed " Wir bleiben !" (We
are determined to stay !), appeals to the conscience of the liberals,

and urges them to leave the church of which they are no longer

spiritually members.— Translations made for The Literary
Digest.

DK. .STiiCKER,

Former Court Preacher of Berlin, who calls

upon the German "liberals" to leave the

churches and organize congregations after

their own creed.

A METAPHYSICIAN'S VIEW OF liVIiVIORTALlTY.

'T^HE spirit of George Eliot's famous poem, "Oh, may I join

* the Choir Invisible," pervades a new article on " The Eter-

nal Life," by Hugo Miinsterberg, professor of psychology in Har-

vard University. His argument, which ap-

pears in The Atlantic Monthly (April), in the

form of a monologue—almost a soliloquy-

written after a funeral and addressed to a

friend, is summarized in these concluding

paragraphs

:

" In eternity lies the reality of our friend,

who will never sit with us again here at the fire-

place. I do not think that I should love him
better if I hoped that he might be somewhere
waiting through space and time to meet us

again. I feel that I should then take his ex-

istence in the space-time world as the real

meaning of his life, and thus deprive his noble

personality of every value and of every ideal

meaning. The man we love was not in space

and time ; he fought his life of strife and
achievement as a subject which calls not for

our perception with its standards of causality,

space, and time, but for our interpretation

with its standards of agreement, of values, of

ideals. We know him as a subject of his will,

and thus as a perfect part of the real world in

its eternal fitness of valid values. He lived

his life in realizing absolute values through

his devotion to truth and beauty, to morality

and religion ; as such an irreplaceable part of

the eternal world he is eternal himself. You
and I do not know a reality of which he is not in eternity a noble

part ; the passing of time can not make his personality unreal, and

nothing would be added to his immortal value if some object like

him were to enter the sphere of time again. The man whom we
love belongs to a world in which there is no past and future, but

an eternal now. He is linked to it by the will of you, of me, of all

whose will has been influenced by his will, and he is bound to it

by his respect for absolute values. In a painting every color is re-

lated to the neighboring colors, and it belongs at the same time to

the totality of the picture ; in the symphony every tone is related

to the nearest tones, and yet belongs to the whole symphony.

But when the symphony or the painting is perfect, then most of all

we do not wish the one beautiful color to sweep over the whole pic-

ture, or the one splendid tone to last through the whole music.

We do not desire the tone of this individual life to last beyond its

internal, eternal role, throughout the symphony of the Absolute
;
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its immortality is its perfect belonging to that whole timeless real-

ity. b>.'onging there through its human relations to its neighbors,

and through its ideal relations to the ultimate values.

" See, even these ashes of the wood which burns in the fireplace

are made up of atoms which will last throughout all future time ; I

do not long for that repulsive, intolerable endlessness which we
should have to share with those ashes. They are in time, and can

never escape the tracks of time, and however long they may last,

there will be endless time still ahead of them. We are beyond
time ; our hope and our strife is eternally completed in the time-

less system of wills, and if I mourn for our friend, I grieve not

because his personalit}' has become unreal like an event in time,

but because his personality, as it belongs eternally to our world,

aims at a fuller realization of its intentions, at a richer influence on

his friends. This contrast between what is aimed at in our attitude

and what is reached in our influence is indeed full of pathos, and

yet inexhaustible in its eternal value. We ought to submit to its

ethical meaning as we submit to the value of truth and beauty and

duty and sanctity. It belongs to the ultimate meaning of each of

us ; through our aims, through our influences, through our rela-

tions to the aims of our fellows and to the ideals of the Absolute,

and, finally, through these pathetic contrasts between aims and

influences we enter as parts into the absolute reality—not for calen-

dar years and not for innumerable aeons, but for timeless eternity."

A NEW "HERESY" CASE.
" T T almost seems that an accusation of heterodoxy, if not an

-* actual prosecution for heresy, will come to be needed, if it

be not needed already, as a vindication of the intelligence, the can-

dor, and the fearlessness of a clergyman in any way prominent,"

says the New York Times, apropos of the charges brought against

the Rev. Dr. Donald Sage Mackay, of New York, by the Iowa

Classis of the Reformed

Church of America.

The basis for these

charges is found in a

sermon dealing , with

" The Lost Sense of

God " and appearing in

a recent issue of The

Christian Intelligencer

(New York), the official

organ of the Reformed

Church. The passages

deemed " heretical " are

the following

:

" Third.—Still another

cause which I mention

as contributing to this

lost sense of God comes
from the crude and piti-

less theology of a pre-

vious age. I say previ-

ous age, and yet I can

not help remembering
that in Scotland to-day

eleven hundred minis-

ters have been rendered

legally churchless and homeless, and property of $55,000,000

taken from the church they represent, in order to satisfy the

legal demands of a church of just twenty-four ministers, whose
fundamental belief is a limited salvation : that God only saves

the elect, and that only to the elect can the offer of salvation

be made. These twenty-four ministers stand to-day, with that vast

revenue behind them, as representatives, if not exponents, of that

dreadful theology of a generation or two ago, which pictured God
as seeking His own glory at the expense of His creatures' wel-

fare ; as condemning ' for His own mere good pleasure ' innocent

children and ignorant savages to an eternal torment which presup-

poses eternal evil ; as punishing men for mistakes in doctrine : as

claiming a blind submission of the conscience and intellect; as

vindictive and cruel; and as, in fact, anything but the Father of

infinite love revealed in Jesus Christ.

"That theology, thank God, is not preached to-day, but the
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THE REV. DR. DONALD SAGE MACKAY,

Charged with heresy by the Iowa Classis of the

Reformed Church.

effects of it are felt to-day. Acting on sensitive minds, unable, as

more robust minds were, to see the essential truth behind the

crude expression, it drove many men away from religion, and in

the children of such people, grown to manhood and womanhood
themselves, the sense of God as the Father of infinite love has be-

come an extinct force with nothing to replace it

" Who is Jesus Christ, you ask.? And I reply, ' Jesus Christ is a
person in human history who has for man the religious value of

God.' That definition may not meet all the questions that the na-

ture of Christ arouses, but it is surely sufficient as a basis for

faith. You say you have difficulty in accepting Christ's miraculous
birth or his physical resurrection. Let them go, but accept this as
at least something to start from : Jesus Christ has for you the relig-

ious value of God."

The protest from Iowa was made in the form of this resolution :

" In view of the fact that in TJie Christian Intelligencer oi Feb-
ruary I, 1905, we find an article written by the Rev. Dr. D. S.

Mackay, which article—especially the matter included in Clause 3
— is decidedly against our Reformed doctrine ; in view of the fact

that the reading of such articles must necessarily bear evil results:

therefore

:

" Resolved, That we, as the Classis of Iowa, express our indig-

nation, and regret to find such a contribution in a paper which rep-

resents our Reformed Church, and that we, as classis, feel our-

selves obliged to withdraw our moral and financial support from
said paper if we can not recommend it to our Reformed families

as containing solid and orthodox literature."

The Christian Intelligencer Ti^vaWs, that Dr. Mackay, in the ser-

mon criticized, made use of " some unguarded expressions in de-

scribing the doctrinal attitude of the ' Wee Free Church ' "
; but

adds :
" The inference that he intended to deny any doctrine of our

standards we regard as altogether unwarranted." The Christian

]Vorld and Evangelist (^^^ York) remarks:

" I. Dr. Mackay is not responsible for expressing his disappro-

bation of an extreme statement of doctrine held by another church,

but which is certainly not held by the church of which he is a

minister. 2. Even if the statements in question had been reiter-

ated in the Revised Westminster Confession—which they have

not been—they are not binding upon the Reformed Church, for the

Westminster Confession is not one of the five basic creeds of that

church
" If there are any churches in the country that long for Preteri-

tion and a Limited Atonement they can probably secure some min-

isters who will consent to preach them, but there are many more
that will have none of them, and their number increases daily."

The Times comments further

:

" It is true that Dr. Mackay did in the same sermon speak disre-

spectfully of ' the crude and pitiless theology of a previous age,'

and even went on to remark upon the legal decision w-hich has

ousted in Scotland some 1,100 ministers from an organization pos-

sessing some $50,000,000 worth of property, turning it over to just

twenty-four ministers who represent the ' crude and pitiless theol-

ogy ' in question. The difference in numbers and importance

probably represents with tolerable accuracy the members of the

Reformed Church who continue to hold the 'historic standards'

literally, in comparison with those who find Dr. Mackay's version

of Christianity more credible. But it is likely that recent events in

other communions will deter even the most zealous members of the

Iowa Classis from going beyond the threat to boycott a newspaper

to the bringing up of the preacher on a charge of heresy."

LOSING ONE'S RELIGION: A WORD FOR THE
STUDENT.

" T^EW individuals who have passed through the heartrending

^ experience of losing their religion." says Henry Thomas

Colestock, a writer in the New York Outlook, " can ever forget

that experience." This loss of religion, he thinks, is apt to be as-

sociated with the period of college education, during which a proc-

e.ss of adjustment between religious faith and a growing knowledge

is taking place. The student goes to college with certain religious

beliefs, and finds an antagonism between his beliefs and the new

ideas he is taught. As these new ideas possess him, they tend to
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undermine his faith, and soon lie comes to the conclusion that he

has lost his religion, and he drifts into an indifference toward the

duties and claims of the religious life. " One word," suggests Dr.

Colestock, may prove helpful in such a case

:

"The word which some of us wish had been spoken to us who
have passed through one phase or another of this struggle of ad-

justment between faith and knowledge is this : Religious faith is a

life of fellowship with God; religion is the living of one's life in

view of this fellowship ; religious beliefs are explanations of this

life of fellowship with God, and it is reasonable to expect that

these explanations will vary according to our intellectual progress,

being different with the same individual in different stages of his

development ; and differing also in the thought of different persons

owing to training and temperament.
" With this distinction between religious faith and religious be-

Hefs tirmly grasped, the student need not feel that he is losing his

religion when he is being compelled to give up some of his early,

inadequate religious conceptions. Rather he will welcome all new
ideas which enable him to explain this fellowship and to under-

stand more fully its meaning. With this distinction between re-

ligious faith and the explanations of faith kept in mind, the student

can fearlessly investigate any subject in science or history or phi-

losophy without disturbing his religion, for he thinks of religion as

a life in fellowship with God ; but as new light dawns he may be

compelled to reinterpret all of the soul's relations with God. His

explanations of faith change ; his faith abides, grows, develops."

THE CHURCH'S RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE
SOLUTION OF SOCIAL PROBLEIVIS.

DR. WASHINGTON GLADDEN'S attitude of determined

opposition to the acceptance of Mr. Rockefeller's gift of

fioo.oco to the American Board of Foreign Missions may be held

to give special significance to his article on "The Church and So-

cial Problems " in the current International Quarterly. He states

emphatically his conviction that " the main interest of Christianity

must be in thesocialorder "
; thinks that the relation of the Ameri-

can churches to " certain large affairs " of a social nature has been

" less close than could have been desired "
; and concludes by say-

ing that if the church unfits itself for social work by" taking bribes

of tainted money," she " ought to perish with her money, and she

will."

Taking up, first of all, the question of public education, which

once was under the entire control of the church, but is now almost

entirely separated from it. Dr. Gladden argues that " it is not, per-

haps, to be regretted that religious teaching has been abandoned

by the public schools; such teaching as could be .supplied by the

secular authorities would certainly be perfunctory and might be

very defective." He intimates, however, that " a certain amount

of elementary moral instruction " would be beneficial, and suggests

that " the church has possibly failed of its duty in neglecting to in-

sist upon this." Moreover," the churches could unite in a resolute

purpose to keep clean, upright, honorable men in control of the

public schools," and, in Dr, Gladden's opinion, ought to do so.

Passing on to a consideration of the temperance problem, he

says

:

"It would seem that the recent tendency of temperance workers

in the church to put the entire stress of their endeavor upon the

suppression of the saloon is not an enlightened policy. The moral

forces are still of some account, and it would be becoming in the

church to give them a little more recognition. It is especially

needful that in waging this campaign the church should compre-

hend the value of the social forces. The causes of drunkenness

are. indeed, deeper than most of our temperance workers realize,

and the radical cure will involve something far more drastic than

any temperance legislation yet proposed ; but such temporary and

partial relief as we may now expect is much more surely gained in

many localities by providing some attractive substitute for the

saloon than by making futile war upon it. A great deal has been

done in England along this line, in the establishment of coffee-

houses and friendly inns, where shelter and warmth and society

may be found free from the temptations of drink. In this country
very little of this kind of work has been attempted, and the

churches are grossly derelict in their neglect of this hopeful instru-

mentality. It may be that in some communities and localities

measures of legal restriction or repression can be made more effec-

tive than counter attractions in reducing the amount of drunken-
ness ; but there are many localities where it is simply impossible

that such measures should be enforced ; and the church is doing
far less than it ought to do in the occupation of these regions with

such agencies as I have suggested."

Then there is the great negro question. Dr. Gladden thinks it

" of the greatest moment that churches at the North and churches

at the South should get

together upon this burn-

ing social problem

:

W'hat is the Christian

way of treating the

American negro.''" Fol-

lowing upon this ques-

tion is that of "white

slavery " which may

seem to involve an ex-

travagant inference, but

which the writer is dis-

posed to press. On this

point he says

:

"The condition of
the wage-laborer who
stands alone confront-

ing the enormous ag-

gregations of capital

now controlling nearly

all our industries, and
who is compelled to

make his own bargains

with such employers for

the wages on which he

subsists, is not very dif-

ferent from that of the

slave. . . . There ap-

pears to be but one way of salvation open to him. He must com-
bine with his fellow laborers, and collective bargaining must be
substituted for individual bargaining. That is the only way in

which he can be delivered from penury and bondage.
" Of course this remedy may involve some very unpleasant expe-

riences. The laboring men thus uniting are likely to misuse their

power. Most people who get power in their hands misuse it more
or less. Corporations abuse their power in many nefarious ways.

Labor unions are often guilty of grave abuses of power. They
make extravagant demands and vexatious rules ; they resort to vio-

lence. All this is reprehensible and must be resisted and punished.

But no system is to be denounced or forbidden because of its

abuses. It must be purged of its abuses ; it must be held firmly

to its purposes. The purposes of labor organization are righteous

purposes. It is the only method by which labor, under the present

industrial system, can save itself from degradation and slavery.

The laboring classes have a right to the hearty, cordial, outspoken

sympathy and support of the Christian church in their endeavors

to do this. Their unreason and spite and violence need not be ap-

proved, but their central purpose ought to be confirmed and ap-

plauded. If the Christian church does notapprove of slavery she

ought to say so, in terms which can not be misunderstood."

The problem of poverty Dr. Gladden regards as the " most por-

tentous of all social problems. " Quoting the " appalling " estimate

of Robert Hunter that there are fully ten million people in this

country in a state of poverty, he asks : What is the American

church doing toward the solution of this problem ? He confesses

that "it is doing very little," and pleads for " a closer and more

sympathetic relation between the churches and the philanthropic

institutions," as well as for the study of ameliorative legislation.

He concludes

:

" More people are killed in a year in this country by railway

THE REV. DR. WASHINGTON GLADDEN.

He holds that "the main interest of Christian-

ity must be in the social order," and that if the

church unfits herself for social work by " taking
bribes of tainted money," she " ought to perish

with her money, and she will."
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accidents than were killed on both sides in the three years of the

Boer War. Thousands of families thus bereaved are reduced to

poverty ; and a large share of these accidents are preventable.

"Tuberculosis slays every year 150,000 people in the United

States, and its annual cost to the nation is estimated at 5330,000,-

000. The amount of poverty caused by this terrible destruction

of human life is vast, and a very large part of this is preventable.

^'The ruin of health in unsanitary tenements is another great

cause of poverty ; and the community has the power to prevent

this evil.

" It is the business of the church to educate the community upon

all these subjects. She has no more urgent business. She must

not stand and look on whife such tremendous forces are at work
destroying the bodies and the souls of men. She is here in the

world to save men, and she needs a larger understanding of what

that means. She must learn to read her commission in the light

of the twentieth century and in the terms of modern social life.

Where else shall we look for an authoritative and commanding in-

terpretation of the ethics of the new industry and of the existing

social order?
" If the church can not do this work she has no business in this

Avorld. If she unfits herself for it by taking bribes of tainted

money she ought to perish with her money, and she will."

THE HIGHER CRITICISM DEFENDED.

DR. EMIL REICH'S article on "The Bankruptcy of Higher

Criticism" (see The Literary Digest, March 11) has

provoked a vigorous rejoinder from Canon Cheyne, of Oxford

University, one of the leading representatives of the school at-

tacked. Writing in The Con/emporary Review (March) under the

title, "Shall We Put the Clock Back in Biblical Criticism?" Dr.

Cheyne charges the Austrian writer with extravagance of expres-

sion and a too great eagerness to " make points." He thinks Dr.

Reich's impeachment of the philological methods of the German

critics is " very superficial," and asks: "Can there really be any

educated man who does not know that the phrase 'classical philol-

ogy ' has so expanded its meaning as to have become equivalent

to ' the study of classical antiquity,' and can this study be uncon-

•ducive to the progress of humanity?" He continues :

" I quite admit that biblical philology has lagged much behind

its classical sister. Certainly it is no longer a mere study of

words, tho it will be a bad day when the words of the biblical wri-

tings cease to be carefully and methodically studied in the light of

an improved, even if far from perfect, grammar and lexicography.

But it is only feeling its way toward a higher stage, and while some
of its votaries may be too cautious, others may be almost too bold,

thinking that they serve the community best by willingness to in-

cur the risk of making mistakes."

The theory now advanced by a number of prominent German

Assyriologists, that "astral myths are the outer garment of the

biblical stories of primitive times," is pronounced by Canon

Cheyne not the result of mere " philological jugglery " (as Dr.

Reich avers), but " a fine specimen of concentrated intellectual

work, and an attempt, by no means unsuccessful, to penetrate to

the center of the Babylonian, Canaanitish, and probably to some ex-

tent early Israelitish view of the world." The writer goes on to say :

"Without (I am sure) suspecting that he misrepresents any one,

Dr. Emil Reich leads the reader to suppose that ' the philological

school of historians' are destructive critics, and that Dr. Hugo
Winckler is one of their cliief leaders. Dr. Reich must, I think,

know better than this, but he probably dashed off his article too

quickly to be able to revise it. Of course, if he had looked again

into a few of the works of ' moderate ' scholars, both in England

(Britain) and Germany, he would have seen that the reconstructive

tendency has been gaining more and more strength, and that sum-

maries and conspectuses of critical results, relating both to the Old

and to the New Testament, with a view to tracing the history of

Jewish and early Christian literature and religion, are yearly in-

creasing in number."

Dr. Reich's emphasis on " the personal factor in history " is de-

clared to be natural, but not judicial. To quote again:

"The critical historian must be on his guard against the phan-

tasms of the imagination. Even in Greek and Roman history, in

which tradition may justly claim much more respect than was for-

merly accorded to it, we can not venture to assume the correctness

of unconfirmed details of a romantic appearance. And in He-
brew history, considering the strong subjectivity of the biblical

narrators, we can still less afford to follow the literary tradition,

where grounds for suspicion exist, and where there is no external

evidence for the facts. I am myself one of those who hold the

historical existence of a personage called Moses to be unproved
and improbable. It is quite illegitimate to neutralize the critical

arguments for this view by a backward gaze of the eye of the im-

agination. Gladly would I be introduced to such religious heroes
as the Abraham and Moses of the Pentateuch writings. But even
those who once clung tightly to Abraham as a person are now, for

good reasons, loosening their hold, and one can hardly doubt that

the same will shortly be the case with the ill-supported belief in

Moses. I wish that the facts were otherwise, but no conscientious

philological scholar can allow his wishes to dictate to his histori-

cal criticism. It is no use to answer that just as the Reformation
presupposes the historical character of Luther, and the Franciscan
Order the historical character of St. Francis, so the existence of

the Jews presupposes that of their founder, Moses. The sayings

and doings of Moses can not be said to be presupposed by the na-

tional existence of the Jews, nor can even the existence of the

Franciscan Order give us secure data for deciding the vexed ques-

tions as to the life of St. Francis. It is, however, perfectly legiti-

mate to say that the narrators of the lives of Abraham and Moses
were, relatively to their age, themselves great personalities, and
that they were all the greater because of their supreme humility in

not giving a thought to personal fame. And still greater are the

personalities of the chief writer-prophets."

With regard to the traditions of the Masai tribe which, accord-

ing to Dr. Reich, completely overthrow the conclusions of higher

criticism. Canon Cheyne says: "It is not correct to say that the

Masai are a negro people. There has no doubt been some admix-

ture of negro blood, but the people as a whole are, we are told,

anthropologically a homogeneous Semitic race." To Dr. Reich's

affirmation that " it is just as possible, with purely philological ar-

guments, to deduce the Masai legends from Hebrew stories as it

is to deduce Hebrew legends from Babylonian myths," Canon

Cheyne replies :
" No person experienced in the comparative study

of Hebrew and Babylonian stories would be so bold as to say this."

The writer concludes

:

"The educated public will gain greatly by coming into closer

touch with investigators of the Bible. It will learn what things

are really settled, and will come to understand the fascination of

the many unsettled important historical problems. A sense of the

love of truth, characteristic of the lay mind, will react upon the

critical workers and make them more fearless, more resourceful,

and less contented to rest in imperfectly defended positions."

RELIGIOUS NOTES.
Dean Frank K. Sanders, of Yale Divinity School, has been elected Secre-

tary of the Congregational Sunday-school and Publishing Society, of Boston,

and will hereafter devote his time to its affairs. The Society publishes a list of

periodicals with a circulation of more than half a million, and issues the denomi-

national newspaper, The Congregationalist.

A NEW Standard Bible Dictionary is announced by the Funk & Wagnalls

Company. It will be issued in a single volume of about 700,000 words, under the

editorial charge of Melancthon W. Jacobus, Dean of Hartford Theological Sem-

inary ; Edward E. Nourse, Professor of Biblical Theology in Hartford Theologi-

cal Seminary, and Andrew C. Zenos, Professor of Ecclesiastical History in

McCormick Theological Seminary, Chicago.

" The inauguration of a monument of Christ, the Redeemer, on the Cordillera

of the Andes," says Carolina Huidobro, in The Christian Hera/d ^y^nw \otV>,

"has a grand significance, at once political and social. The colossal statue upon

a pinnacle 14,000 feet above the sea, surrounded by peaks of perpetual snow, domi-

nating as it does the two countries which stretch out on either side of the moun-
tain-range, is a tangible witness of international brotherhood. . . . Chile and
Argentina have not only created a symbol ; they have inculcated into the minds

of men for all ages an idea of greater significance than any other in our contem-

porary age, by erecting that colossal monument to the Christ, with the inscrip-

tion on its granite pedestal :
' Sooner shall these mountains crumble to dust than

Argentines and Chileans break the Peace which, at the feet of Christ, the Re-

deemer, they have sworn to maintain.' On the opposite side of the base are the

words of the angels' song over Bethlehem :
' Peace on earth, good-will to sU men !

'

The statue cost about Sioo.ooo, and was paid for by popular subscription, the

working-classes contributing liberally."
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FOREIGN COMMENT.
THE BUREAUCRACY, THE CHURCH, THE

ARMY, AND THE CZAR.

IF Nicholas II. is to meet with any success in the policy of rigor-

ous reaction which recent reports incline European dailies to

attribute to him. he must rely, they think, upon the army, the bu-

reaucracy, and the church. For the tendency of the Russian

masses, so far as they are articulate, is con-

ceded to be toward revolt. Russia's friend,

the Paris Gau/ois, fears that the rural peas-

antry have been so wrought up by agrarian

agitation, maintained by means of literature

smuggled into the country, that the old ven-

eration for the throne is decaying. The Paris

Tfinps has some very dismal forebodings

based upon the same information. But as

long as the church, the bureaucracy, and the

army remain faithful the war can go on, Rus-

sia can retain some vestige of solvency, and

revolution can be kept within local limits.

But this is not at all the view of a writer in the

London Spectator, who has had considerable

tirst-hand e.xperience of Russian conditions.

" Russia is in a state of incipient revolution,"

he declares; "the fire is smoldering and will

never be put out ;" while regarding "the chief

supports of the throne "—the bureaucracy, the

church, and the army—he supplies this in-

formation :

" The bureaucracy is honeycombed by sub-

versive propaganda, and once the revolution

obtains a real hold it will throw in its lot

with the winning side. The police are the main prop of Govern-

ment: apart from the impossibility of coercing a nation for a

lengthened period, they are tired and disgusted with their duties.

A high police official once told me after forty-eight hours spent in

arresting innocent people because a great person had been assas-

sinated :
' Do you think we policemen have no hearts? Do you

think we enjoy pulling girls and boys out of bed, and arresting men
and women whom we know to be innocent of everything but a few

nonsensical liberal ideas?' 'Well,' I asked, 'why not give up
your position?' ' Some one,' was his reply, ' must do the work,

and I have a wife and family, but there are times when one would

rather starve !
' Comment is unnecessary, but the instance is not

an isolated one.
" The younger generation of priests are liberally inclined, and it

is significant that the first leader, demagogue tho he be, has been

thrown up by the church. In this connection it should be noted

that the village ' pope ' has lost all influence in the villages where

he does not sympathize with discontent.
" And the army ! It only require? a leader to show its open dis-

GENERAL DRAGOMIROFF.

A late portrait, apparently, of Russia's

greatest living soldier, who is advising the

Grand Dukes regarding the campaign and is

said to be Kuropatkin's enemy.

satisfaction, and will not such a leader be found in some man
whose ambitions have been disappointed in the colossal muddle of

Manchuria? I have a letter from a Russian provincial town from
one who up to two weeks ago scoffed at revolution ; in it occurs the

following passage: ' All the town property is guarded by soldiers,

and the rioters are beginning to be a little troublesome. We have
to feed the soldiers, and in return they tell us that when the rioters

come they will either join the rioters or else they will give them
their arms and sit down and wait arrest. You dare not tell the

officers or police, because if you did they

would kill you on the spot.' Comment again

is needless.
" The revolution has come to stay. At first

it will take the form of isolated risings in town
and country, accompanied by appalling ruin

and misery. Anarchy will reign supreme for a

time, each section of the community seek-

ing its own benefit until a man arises who
will weld the whole into an articulate force.

Whether the phenix to arise from the ashes

will be a constitutional monarchy or a republic

no one can foretell, but it does not require the

gifts of prophecy to say that the autocracy is

doomed."

This analysis of the situation is in harmony

with much that has recently been alleged in

the Berlin Vorwiirts and other Socialist organs

in Western Europe. On the whole, however,

the Berlin Kreiiz Zeitung, the foreign editor of

which is one of Emperor William's most trusted

advisers on Russian affairs, is inclined to think

that the bureaucracy, the church, and the army

will remain loyal to the Czar. Yet there must

be some fundamental divergences of view

among those elements, for a writer in the

Deutsche St. Fetersburger Zciiung, vouched

for by that paper as a responsible authority, attributes the "diffi-

culties and agitations" in Russia to " two fundamentally different

movements or tendencies " now strongly marked among persons

holding positions of distinction in the empire. The first of these

tendencies is " destructively anarchistic," while the other is " really

liberal," aiming simply at reform and betterment of social and

political conditions. We are told further:

" The misfortune is that the leaders of the latter well-meant

movement do not realize how utterly antagonistic are their aims

and sentiments to those of the first-mentioned destructive eleinents.

They do not know and understand that now, so long as war with a

foreign foe and rebellion of spirit in the domestic enemy continue

as they do, the time is not ripe for attempting to cajole reforms

from the Imperial Government through the medium of noisy peti-

tions and loud proclamations. Not anarchistic attempts, perhaps,

but the reckless proceedings of immature college students and a

dozen or so of professors are regarded by the liberals as welcome

Magician Ovam.^—" Now here is a

Cossack division— I put my hat over

it
"

' and it disappears." " You put your money into the con-

tribution box for the Red Cross "

" But when you try to take it out—

lo ! it is in the Grand Duke's pocket."

—Floh (Vienna).

PRESTO CHANGEI
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aids to their own cause. They feel called vipon to take advantage

of the present embarrassed situation of the Government through

their dread, occasioned by their own lack of courage, that other-

wise their demand for reforms may prove a belated one. They
let themselves be persuaded by agitators that many existing evils,

due to the character of the people and to the generally low plane

of civilization, are really caused by ' the system ' and the laws of

the land. Hence they give anarchy opportunity to masquerade in

the guise of liberalism
" The great misfortune resulting from this lack of discrimination

is that the great majority of individuals can not decide to which

movement to give their support. They do not see the wolf in

sheep's clothing, and they rush into compromising alliances. They
have got the idea that the kind of people who wield the readiest

pens and possess the glibbest tongues and hold forth at meetings

must be the true interpreters of Russian intelligence and even of

the Russian people."

—

Translations made for The Literary
Digest.

PARIS ON THE CONTINUATION OF THE WAR.

'"Y HROUGHOUT the whole period of nearly seven years, dur-

• ing which Theophile Delcasse has been Minister of Foreign

Affairs under the French Republic, he has never received so de-

cided a check, if we may rely upon the foreign press, as the rebuff

he seems to have sustained in his efforts to end the war between

Russia and Japan. That the effort to end the war has failed is

declared by the Paris Temps, which is understood to receive its

inspiration direct from Theophile Delcasse himself. Russia, it is

categorically declared by the great French daily, intends to go on

with the war; and this statement comes, it must be remembered,

from the one newspaper in the world which can claim to be, in

world politics, the editorial voice of Russia's ally. The Te)nps

has repeatedly asserted, of late, that St. Petersburg will not make

peace, is not considering peace, and does not want peace. To
quote :

" The hope that may have been formed of finding in the Mukden
hecatomb a linish to a sanguinary war is, for the moment, vain.

THE RUSSIAN COLOSSUS.

In Europe and in Asia he has one foot in the fire, and strives vainly to put the

blaze out.
—Kladderadatsch (Berlin).

Partizan organs are revolting against the evidence. They are

even, or nearly so, accusing of a change of mind those (and we are

of the number) who, having believed in the possibility of an imme-
diate settlement, expressed that opinion with the sincerity and the

moderation that were proper. That opinion, so far as we are

concerned, has not altered. But from that to disputing that Rus-

sia may be in a position to essay a new effort, from that to disre-

garding the fact that her unemployed resources are great enough
to permit her to make this effort, there is a distance which good
faith forbade us to cross. If this truth is offensive to certain in-

terests or to certain passions, so much the worse for those interests

and so much the worse for those passions.
" Count von Biilow, in his remarkable speeches of the other day,

reminded German Sociahsts that the ironically insulting tone they

employ in commenting upon Russia is both inconvenient and
absurd. The same reminder could profitably be addressed to the

Socialists of France. It would be well to commend more reserve

to them as well. To them it would be well to say, and to say loudly,

that Russia, after as before the war—assuming that the issue of

the war will be the worst possible—will remain a power of the first

rank, whose alhance is for our country a historical necessity. And
if there be Frenchmen who forget that no defeat is irremediable

and that all recoveries are possible, one can, in truth, only pity

them for having such a short memory."

Thus the official journalistic voice of Russia's ally. That very

voice had declared forty-eight hours previously :

"This determination (to continue the war) is for the moment
quite fixed, according to information that has reached us. And
ever since the announcement of the defeat at Mukden considera-

tion has been given in St. Petersburg only to measures of a kind to

make good that defeat. The appointment of a new commander-
in-chief is one of these measures. It is not the only one, and con-

sideration is likewise given to the despatch of reinforcements ca-

pable of organizing a new line of resistance. It is thought, in other

words, that nothing has been lost ; that resources still unemployed
make it possible to try the chances once again ; that these chances,

utilized with more audacity and more activity, may bring success

to the Russian arms.
" Russia, by this attitude, gives evidence of a ' stomach ' to

which homage must be rendered."

Nevertheless, it is a ' stomach ' to which no homage is rendered

by the Socialist Paris Action. That newspaper is vehemently

anti-Russian, reflecting in this the temper of the extreme group in

the Chamber of Deputies. The Humanity {Vz.r\%) professes itself

wholly disgusted at the news that Russia means to fight on. Its

radical contemporaries are much of the same mind. Yet the

Yitighiy Journal des DSbats (Paris) feels impelled to note :

" The appointment of a new commander-in-chief would seem to

indicate that Russia has decided to continue the war. Other cir-

cumstances gain further acceptance for this view. On this point

we continue to refrain from giving Russia advice. But we may re-

peat that if the protection of her interests seems to make peace

timely, she would make a great blunder by persisting in war for

the sole purpose of defending her honor in the eyes of the outside

world. As we have taken occasion to say, her honor is henceforth

secure, absolutely secure."

—

Translations made for Twe. Liter-

ary Digest.

FRENCH SUSPICION OF GERMAN POLICY IN

MOROCCO.

WHEN Emperor William dined at the French embassy in

Berlin on a certain evening last month, the newspapers of

the republic substantially agreed with the newspapers of the em-

pire that all possibility of a Franco-German misunderstanding on

the subject of Morocco had been rendered impossible. A long

conversation over the coffee and cigars, two pictures from the

Paris Louvre, brought especially to Berlin to decorate the walls for

the occasion, the presence of the Imperial Chancellor, and some

optimistic comment in the Kreuz Zeitung and Norddeutsche All-

gemeine Zeitung, official organs, were interpreted everywhere as

the beginning of the end of French suspicion of German policy in

Morocco. Now, however, the German Emperor has paid his visit

to the dominions of Mulai Abdul Aziz, he has made a speech

which is averred to be highly provocative, and the official organ of

the French Foreign Office, the Paris Temps, but lately delighted

by all that was said in the conversation over coffee and cigars, is

now proclaiming that Emperor William has gone to every length
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"short of openly quarreling" with France. Still, the Vossische

Zeitung (Berlin), not official and representing business interests

mainly, declares that the German Government has no intention of

opposing the policy of France in Morocco. On the other hand,

the Lokal Attzcigcr (Berlin), in touch with official opinion, thinks it

only natural that the Emperor's proceedings in Morocco should

e.\cite comment, and that no one in Germany is disposed to " deny

the political significance " of the imperial visit. The English dai-

lies explain the present discord on the basis of tlieir theory that

Germany resents the agreement between Great Britain and France,

according to which Morocco was made a French sphere of influ-

ence. London dailies recall complaints in \\\q Kolnische Zeitung

and other authoritative German organs, to the effect that the

agreement between France and Great Britain practically ousted

Germany from Morocco. But a progressive German daily, the

Berlin Volkszeitung. tells us that " the Powers which have the prior

right of action in Morocco are the Powers which dominate the

Mediterranean. Great Britain, France, and Italy." It fears that

the consequence of Emperor William's visit to Morocco will be

a further intimacy between Great Britain and France. " Hence,

Germany will become more isolated than ever." The English

view of the position of France in Morocco is thus put by the Lon-

don Times

:

" We recognize France's claim to predominant influence, which

she derives from her superior interests in Morocco. We know
that she recognizes the responsibility w hich this position lays upon
her. We shall rejoice to see the Tangier country rendered secure

as soon as possible; but France has plenty of time before her in

Morocco, and in the general development of her policy she need

not be hurried. The first practical steps to be taken may be left

to the French Minister's discretion. It will certainly be necessary

for France to restore order by cfificient means of her own ; whether

she is allowed to do it in the .Sultan's name, or is compelled to act

against the Sultan, is a matter which Mulai Abdul Aziz has it in

iiis own hands to decide. It may be remembered that, as far back
as last July, the Sultan agreed to the introduction of Algerian po-

lice into Tangier, tho he afterward vacillated characteristically.

It may be hoped that France will not have to resort to any mea.s-

ures of a more coercive kind than this, and both the character of

her minister and the known moderation of her Government furnish

the best guaranties that she will prefer all possible means of per-

suasion."

But the persuasion of France will now be neutralized by the en-

couragement of the Moroccan Sultan's resistance embodied in the

Emperor William's "provocative" attitude, according to Paris

dailies. The Te>nps has been hinting for weeks at " secret obstruc-

tion " to " pacific penetration " by the republic. The Sultan him-

self, it hears, will frustrate France if he can. On that point the

London Times adds

:

" Between one of two courses he will have to choose. Either he

must submit to the inevitable, and seek from the representative of

France that assistance in setting his house in order which he

sorely needs and which France has the right to afford him ; or he

must throw himself into the arms of fanatical advisers, who de-

test the foreigner and will carry their monarch straight along the

path of reaction and resistance. W' e call the first alternative inev-

itable, because it is quite clear that the second would only post-

pone, not avert it. If the Sultan proves recalcitrant, he will pro-

long the miserable anarchy of his kingdom, and he may make the

task of the French harder ; but he can not alter the result. The
end is certain, whether the Sultan stirs up Moorish fanaticism

against France or not. The French have a great work before

them in Morocco, imposed on them as a matter of necessity by
their contiguous interests in Northern Africa, and recognized by
the Powers chiefly interested as their special privilege and duty.

They would not let themselves be turned aside from it by the Sul-

tan, should he adopt the criminally foolish policy of obstruction."

It is pointed out by some British organs that the United States

is a factor of growing importance in Moroccan affairs. The Paris

Journal des D^bats wonders if President Roosevelt means to inter-

est himself " characteristically," and the London Outlook prints the

following from the pen of Raisuli's admirer, Mr. Perdicaris :

''Would not the American flag at Tangier be a lesser evil, from
the Anglo-European point of view, than any international conflict,

or than the condition of present native anarchy, which is a con-

stant menace to all concerned.''
" Of course, if the authorities at Washington were at this pres-

ent moment consulted, they would, naturally and inevitably, reply

that the friendship either of France or of any other European

POOR BEGGAR.

Bear—" Oh, I say, ma'am, don't be so hard "

Madam la France—" Sorry,—but not another penny."

—P2tnch (London).

Power is infinitely more important to the commercial advantage of

tiie United States than would be tiie possession of the whole of

Morocco, even were that country first swept clean of all its present

inhabitants, whose chief merit seems to consist in their eminent

adaptability to guerilla warfare. Yet is it not just possible that

were America at some future day very much pressed, or, on the

other hand, very indignant over some outrage to her flag or to her

interest, she might be amiable enough to ' take on a corner of the

African Continent,' just to see ' how it felt ' ?
"

—

Translations /nade

for The Literary Digest.

EUROPE'S LATEST IMPRESSIONS OF
PRESIDENT CASTRO.

THE unprecedented scarcity of commanding personalities in

what has come to be styled "world politics " was the theme

of a lengthy series of reflections in the London i>pectaior some

weeks ago. Apart from President Roosevelt and Emperor Will-

iam the British weekly confessed its inability to discern any stri-

king character. But it may be presumed, from what is said in

European newspapers in all the great capitals, that The Spectator

accidentally overlooked Cipriano Castro, President of Venezuela.

That statesman has attained, in the columns of the Hambtirger

]\lachrichtefi, the Journal des D^bats (Paris), and innumerable

other dailies abroad, a conspicuity which makes his name as fa-

miliar in Europe for the time being as that of Theodore Roosevelt

himself. But it is a bad eminence to which President Castro has

attained. " The gadfly of international politics," the London Tele-

graph calls him, declaring, moreover, that " he has again succeeded

in 7iiaking himself intolerable." We read :

" There is absolutely no parallel in modern times to the Presi-

dent of this small South American Republic, who manages to get

at loggerheads with practically every Power whose subjects have

any business relations with Venezuela. 1 1 is within the recollection
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of every one how, two years ago, Great Britain, Germany, and
Italy blockaded his ports in order to obtain what satisfaction they

could for a long succession of grievances. Ultimately a settlement

was arrived at, thanks to the good offices of the United States, but
President Castro has not thought fit to observe the terms of the

award. He has evaded full payment, and still evades it, strong in

his weakness and quite shameless in his cynical indifference to

protest. At the present moment he is embroiled with France, and
has an outstanding quarrel with Italy, while less than three months
ago he was being threatened with an ultimatum from the United
States and deluged with protests from Great Britain, Italy, and
Germany. There was a time when the United States were inclined

to champion the cause of Venezuela against the world, and Presi-

dent Cleveland's well-remembered message to Congress made a

great stir on both sides of the Atlantic. Americans, however,
know their Castro better by this time, for he has robbed them just

as impartially as he has robbed any other state. So the big

brother with the big stick is growing very tired of his junior's an-

tics, and is not unwilling that he should be taught a lesson in man-
ners. The only question is, Who shall administer it? and this is

one of some awkwardness. Punishment usually entails military

expeditions, which, in their turn, often involve seizure of territory,

while temporary seizures have a knack of acquiring the quahty of

permanence. Here the Monroe Doctrine interposes its ban, and
the Power inflicting punishment is brought into threatened col-

lision with the United States. Thus a situation of some delicacy

is at once created, and on his knowledge of this President Castro

presumes. But he carries his presumption too far. American
opinion, while adhering without the slightest abatement to the

Monroe Doctrine— that doctrine, indeed, tends always to e.xpand

rather than to shrink—freely admits the absolute indefensibility of

President Castro's conduct, and the absolute necessity of coercing

him into endurable behavior. Americans, therefore, are beginning

to see that the United States will have to act as a sort of Court of

Appeal between Europe and the Latin Republics, and will also

have to enforce the awards."

But a far more sinister view of American policy in Venezuela is

taken by the writer in the Hajiiburger iVachrickfen, who declares

that " Castro will in the beginning be supported in his efforts to

fleece his European creditors, but the moment he acts against the

interests of his big friend, the heavy fist that has hitherto upheld

his arm will seize him by the collar." The French attitude is re-

flected in \hQ Journal des Ddbats (Paris) thus :

"It would be a very great blunder on the part of the Venezuelan

Government to suppose that it can treat us evasively because we
recently showed ourselves less brusk in dealing with it than were

other Powers. On the occasion of the last incidents it was from a

spirit of conciliation, and not from hesitation, that we did not as-

sociate ourselves with the naval action of Great Britain, Germany,
and Italy. The Hague court, by recognizing in the intervening

Powers a preferential right ever the others, may have caused us to

regret our conciliatory attitude. In any event, as far as regards

the future, its sentence can be to the other Powers simply a warn-

ing to undertake energetically and without hesitation, should occa-

sion arise, the defense of their interests. The Venezuelan Govern-

ment would likewise be very badly advised if it relied upon the

United States and the Monroe Doctrine as a means of intimidating

us in the defense of our rights and the rights of our citizens. Mr.
Roosevelt has often given it to be understood that in his view the

Monroe Doctrine ought to be a principle of order and of political

morality in the New World, rather than serving for the protection

of governments which do not wish to fulfil their engagements or

which desire to violate the rights of others. It is true that accord-

ing to his interpretation of the doctrine it is the intervention of

the United States that should result in case of any foreign inter-

vention, which, to be effective, has to take the form of territorial

occupation. But, even if the European Powers accept this inter-

pretation, the outcome would be, as we have already observed, an

intervention in any case. In the present case it can not escape the

notice of the Venezuelan Government that our excellent relations

with the United States would permit us to obtain satisfaction all

the more readily.

" What surprises us most in President Castro is the persistence

he displays in renewing, against the interests of the Powers, at-

tempts that have always been frustrated. Not one of these at-

tempts has yet been crowned with success. There has always re-

sulted for Venezuela either a diplomatic defeat or a loss of money
or even intervention by force. It seems as if experience ought to

have taught tiie President. By proceeding as he persists in doing,
he runs the risk of finally creating for his country foreign compli-
cations from which it may be more difficult for him to extricate

himself than formerly. On the other hand, it would seem that,

apart from the faction which supports him, the Venezuelans them-
selves are wearied by his policy. The numerous attempts at insur-

rection aimed against him are proof of this. Finally, he can not
but bring down upon himself the opposition of the Spanish-Ameri-
can elements, still numerous, which desire to maintain the integrity

of Latin America and which, therefore, regard as culpable those
governments which furnish foreign Powers with motives for inter-

vention. In spite of a discouraging past, it may yet be hoped that

President Castro will ultimately see the force of these consid-
erations."— Translations made for Tvl^ Literary Digest.

ST. PETERSBURG'S HOPE OF ULTIMATE
VICTORY.

"D USSIA'S mouthpieces in the press of Western Europe begin
-'-^ to insist that she is the victim of material misrepresentation

on the subject of her attitude to peace. To such lengths has this,

misrepresentation been carried, we are assured, that the Japanese

Minister in London was hoaxed lately into supposing that Mr.

Witte wanted to negotiate with him for the purpose of ending the

war. At least, Mr. Witte authorizes the Paris Matin to say that

tiie Japanese Minister in London was hoaxed; but the Japanese

Minister himself authorizes the same daily to declare that he was

not hoaxed at all, and that he was approached on behalf of Mr.

Witte with the object indicated. However, the Matin is only one

of many European newspapers now involved in denials and coun-

ter denials on the subject of St. Petersburg's mysterious inten-

tions. Japan's intentions are more clearly defined in London and

Paris dailies. She will continue the war " as long as Russia likes,"

she regards no exchange of views regarding peace as possible un-

less " Russia takes the initiative," and she is convinced that she

has everything to gain and nothing to lose by continuance of the

struggle. That this is her real attitude even Russia's friends in

the press of Paris concede. The" unexpected factor "— the Temps

so calls it— is Russia's firm faith in ultimate victory over Japan.

If Russia cherishes any such hope, slie will derive encouragement

from organs like the militarist Hamburger Nacliricliten, which

feels confident that Japan will yet be humbled. It recalls that

during a certain period in the Boer War Great Britain's prestige

declined and her downfall was predicted. It is convinced that

" the war in Eastern Asia will ultimately and must ultimately take

the same turn in favor of Russia that the South .African war took

in favor of England," adding :

"It is certainly to be conceded that the Japanese are foes who,
in every respect, must be taken far more seriously than in time past

the Boers were taken by the English. We think such an outcome

of the war to be likely. That (Russia's final triumph) we desire

and hope for above all things, not only in the interest of Russia,

but in the interest of Europe and the whole civihzed world. Much
as has been said and written hitherto regarding the grave danger

which final victory for Japan and her establishment as the dominant

Power in East Asia— that is, as protector and guide of China and

of her 400,000,000 inhabitants—would involve for Europe and Eu-

rope's most important economic and political interests, we are con-

vinced that all these considerations convey but the faintest idea of

the greatness of the peril in store for the white race and its civili-

zation in the event of Japan's obtaining the upper hand. The well-

known admonition :
' People of Europe ! defend your holiest pos-

sessions !' would then acquire a new significance, far transcending

any conception of it hitherto current. Evidence is already to hand

that even the United States of North America, which, like Eng-

land, let all its sympathies go out to Japan notwithstanding its

official neutrality, and deemed its interests served by a triumph of

Japan over Ru.ssia, is now contemplating with a certain anxiety the

risk even to itself arising from an enduring Japanese success in the

Yz.x'E.'3.?,\.."— Translations made for Tn-E Literary Digest.
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NOTABLE BOOKS OF THE DAY.

WEALTH WITHOUT CULTURE.
SCROGGINS. By John Uri Lloyd.

Dodd, Mead & Co.
Illustrated. Cloth, pp. vii+ iig. Price, $i.;o.

PROFESSOR LLOYD'S fiction has been criticized for discursiveness

and formlessness of structure. This simple story is direct, unfolds

naturally, is sympathetically and in places touchingly told, and the style

is mellow, fitting, poetic. Professor Lloyd gains in literary skill.

Scroggins is an old man who for twenty years drove the "gulch stage-

coach " in the Rockies. Having made a lucky investment in mining

stock, he unexpectedly becomes very rich and docs as many "captains of

industry" do who acquire wealth after youth is passed—"retires" and

starts to "take it esisy." Worn out by the unaccustomed leisure, he

finally turns his feet toward his birthplace. He finds the village grown

to a small city. The brook where he used to catch speckled trout, now
brown with sewage, runs through a tunnel under streets; new-fangled

mansions have replaced the modest houses; the very hills are leveled,

and the valleys lifted. Not a soul does he know\ He inejuires his way
to the grave-yard: there are his old friends and acquaintances, all at

home, their door-plates on the tombstones. Down beside the grave of his

little sister Jennie he sinks; more than fifty years ago, when but ten years

old and he still in his boyhood, she was buried here. They were orphans

and poorhouse children, but they dearly loved each other. The old

life passes before him—the little sister's death. His heart breaks again!

After long meditation in his hotel-room Scroggins concludes: "Thar's

no use in talkin'. I've got ter git rid of this money. I've got ter stop

this blame foolishness, and go back

ter work. . . . Et's a mistake ter git

rich, less 'n you know how ter think.

I ain't got no eddycation, and I can't

think of nothin' but stage-drivin'."

He locks his door, takes off his coat,

unbuttons his suspenders, and with

their ends tied to a chair in front for

reins, and his umbrella as a w^hip, he

"drives coach" — finally tumbling,

himself and the chair, on the floor in

a mimic smash-up. Then he has an

interview on the old farm with his old

sweetheart (now a white-haired wo-
man), without revealing his identity,

and sets her up with a bank account.

(Her mother dismissed him, in the

old days, on the ground that ex-

joHN LKi LLo\D. " public chargcs" are undesirables.)

After that he endows the town with

a university, "ter teach young people how ter think"; establishing a

fund for enabling the inmates of the poorhouse having the necessary

ability to pursue the course. Before diffidently asking if a last resting-

place for himself might be reserved within the university bounds, he hes-

itatingly makes this one request for the little lost sister:

" 'Ef it air possible, ef thar hain't no objections, ner no disgrace ter the

Eenstitution, fer a poorhouse child who didn't hev no father ner mother

ter lie in the grounds, Scroggins would like ter hev what's left of that

leetle darlin' ter be moved inter a shady spot, off in some corner of the

grounds, and ter hev the same old stone sot over the head." A silence

such as this sacred request alone could bring came over his hearers. For

once, the lawyer lost his tongue. Scroggins misinterpreted the failure to

respond. His voice quivered as he pleaded:

"'She war a mighty leetle thing!'"

The "favor" is granted. Then, penniless, Scroggins goes back to the

"gulch stage-coach."

The tale holds a lesson and pathos to bring it home.

ANOTHER INTERNATIONAL ROMANCE.
Mysterious Mr. Sabin. By E. Phillips Oppenheim. Illustrated. Cloth,

397 pp. Price, $1.50. Little, Brown & Co.

MR. OPPENHEIM is a prolific English novelist whose stories—with-

out being of the first rank—are ingenious, fresh, and entertaining.

Sometimes they turn on public questions of the day, or are international

in scope.

In "Mysterious Mr. Sabin" Mr. Oppenheim exploits the possibility of

a war between Germany and England. "Mr. Sabin"—who, by the

way, is a devotee of golf—is the Due de Souspennier. Those of the other

characters who have had dealings with him declare him to be a very dan-

gerous man. He does, indeed, prove to be uncommonly straight-going

in pursuing his ends; yet, in the sequel, he appears as no mere selfish

schemer, but (in intention, at least) as a broad-minded patriot. His first

appearance is supping, late at night, e.t the smart "Milan" restaurant in

London, with his niece "Miss Sabin" (really the Princess Helcnc of

Bourbon). The marked distinction of the unknown pair attracts among;
the guests universal attention and

arouses the keenest curiosity. Lord
Wolfenden, supping at one of the

neighboring tables with two friends,

promptly falls in love with the young
lady. Lord Wolfenden's father, the

Earl of Deringham, was formerly an
admiral in the navy, and is the

greatest living authority on England's

coast defenses and the condition of

her fleet. He lives shut up in his

hbrary in Norfolk, where, closely

guarded and under conditions of the

utmost secrecy, he is engaged, at the

request of the Secretary of War, in

preparing a report—based on facts and
figures known in their entirety and
interrelation to himself alone—of the

exact state (deplorable in his own
view) of the British naval defenses.

This document, put in a powerful enemy's hands, would give him Great
Britain. Mr. Sabin's schemes make it imperative for him to get posses-

sion of it; and persistent, audacious, and finally successful are his at-

tempts. Lady Deringham, Lord Wolfenden's mother, was before her

marriage almost engaged to him, and he still holds an unguarded and
damaging letter written to him by her after her wedding. There is an
attacM of the Russian embassy in London (Felix, by name), who has
vowed to avenge a woman wronged by Mr. Sabin; he is the "sleuth" of

the story, and in a way its final arbiter. A pretty typewriter, emploved
by Lord Deringham while secretly in Mr. Sabin's pay, and who throws
herself at the son of the house, is another of the minor characters. Mr..

.Sabin finally so incenses the German Government that it sends a war-ship^

after him when fleeing to the United States, attempting to take him from
the Cunarder; and indeed it makes a still more serious effort to prevent

his escaping its vengeance. Too much can not be told. But it is clear that

here are ingredients, if judiciously mixed, for an absorbing tale of diplo-

macy, intrigue, love, adventure, mystery, and surprises; and the blend-

ing is of the deftest. It is a strong and engrossing story.

E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM.

THE MOST AMERICAN OF INSTITUTIONS.
Modern .Advertising. By Earnest Elmo Calkins and Ralph Holden. Illus-

trated. Cloth, 361 pp. Price, $1.50 net. D. Appleton & Co.

THERE is a Frederician mastery of advertising tactics manifest through-

out these pages which has caused us to lay them aside, after perusal,

with truly cosmic ideas of skirt-binding, lamp chimneys, and brass collar

buttons dipped in gold. For that distinctively American art, advertising,

has made these things an important feature in the formation of all'

the ethnical homogeneity we can claim. President Roosevelt has re-

ferred to the "astonishing" measure

of success with which this republic

has assimilated the most diverse ele-

ments in population, evolving, in flat

defiance of all previous experience,

an organic unity of national mind, of

national point of view, and of national

sensitiveness to social stimuli. This

stimulating volume makes the claim,

and compels one to regard it seriously,

that this is due in large measure to

the man who advertises extensively.

Thanks to Messrs. Calkins and Holden

we shall never again be able to regard

with flippancy unmixed with a phil-

osophical deference the injunction to

"say Zu-Zu to the grocer," or to "see

that hump." The incessant reception

of such impressions, not only by the

man whose ancestors came over in the

Mayflower, but by the Russian Jew who landed last week, prompts the

boast of the joint authors of the present work that the thing of which

they treat is sociological in scope, psychological in method, inspirational

in aim. They say:

"It [advertising] is something wliich, properly directed, becomes a pow-
erful agency in influencing human customs and manners. All the great

EARNEST ELMO CALKINS.
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forces that have moved the race, the eloquence of the orator, the fervor of
the religious enthusiast, superstition, terror, panic, hypnotism—all these
things are utilized in advertising. All the emotions of the race are played
upon, appealed to, coaxed, cultivated, and utilized."

The conception of their task with which the authors have gone about
their work is furthermore Napoleonic. Napoleon, they assure us, was
the first really great advertising man. However that may be, they have
imitated him well. Napoleon, as all military men know, was scrupulous
in eliminating from the field of \dsion of the raw recruit all traces of the

disconcerting realities of war. The dead were quickly buried, the field

hospitals were discreetly screened, the bands played their most inspiring

airs when the long day's march was weariest. And in this spirited and
informing little book, we read only occasionally of those who have fallen

in campaign after campaign for the conquest of the American market with
printer's ink. It is an epic of xTictory, telling of those who have rushed
important positions, outflanked the enemy, held some key-point and in-

vaded new territory. Yet is there something in it all that puzzles even
these master-strategists in that which they call an art and which, they tell

us, will soon be a science. What is that evanescent something which ena-
bles one gifted wight, by merely creating "an ad. that pulls" to flood a
merchant's mail with instant demands from all over the country for a
81.90 "city style" hat, whereas another, ^vith ten times as much knowl-
edge of the subject-matter, elicits not a single order from anybody any-
where, advertise he never so flagrantly ? Genius ! It is a genius that does
not wait for recognition either. When the doors of the department-store
open on JNIonday morning, when the clerks have gone through the next

mail, the advertiser knows at once

whether the writer of his latest an-

nouncement has the divine gift. What
is the slow recognition of George
Meredith to this?

There is much to assuage the me-
diocrity of the average man in the

revelation here afforded him of his

own importance. From an adver-

tiser's point of view, he is as necessary

as J. Pierpont Morgan, who can con-

sume but a relatively negligible quan-

tity of lawn-swings and potted pork.

Hence, the authors of "Modern Ad-
vertising" hold these truths to be self-

evident—that all men are created

equal in their sensitiveness to printer's

ink, and that they are endowed by

their creator with certain inalienable

rights, among which are magazines of

the largest circulation, tasteful display-type set off with illustrations of

the highest artistic merit, and rural free delivery for the development of

the mail-order business.

The authors write with a clear-cut, direct style that shows thorough

knowledge of (heir subject.

RALPH HOLDEN.

THE SEEDING OF CHARACTER.
Moral Education. By Edward Howard Griggs. Cloth, 352 pp. Price, $2.00.

B. W. Huebsch.

THI.S is a book written by a man "practised in God's matters"; for

what things more concern God than the training of human souls for

human service ?

Mr. Griggs takes a large field for his theme. He aims to give a full

philosophy of education with character considered as constant factor and

product. He enunciates the principles of such an education, and shows

the application of these fundamentals in home and school training. He
hears heavily against the doad formalism which is the logical result of

some of the older systems of education, showing that this formalism

springs from the assumption that men are all alike and can be cut and

notched and pinched into place like paper flowers.

He insists that education must consider not only personality—the

attribute that unites each one with his fellows—but also individuality,

the attribute which separates each one from all others.

Keeping in mind this dual make-up of man, Mr. Griggs would drill

along lines of personality (the universal ground^, basing all training upon

underlying moral laws equally affecting all men, principles that speak

through all moral action from poet Job, of Chaldea, to priest Gapon, of

Russia. But he would also see to it that each child is trained along lines

of individuality, which is the peculiar beauty of each soul. Each child has

its own idiosyncrasy, which is sacred and by which it can best serve its

fellows. This gift must be sought out and cultivated in accord with tem-

perament and heredity.

The blending of the spirit of the race, which is personality, and the

spirit of man, which is individuahty, so as to liberate each spirit to its

Copyritrht liy J. E. Ptirdy, Hoston.

EDWARD HOWARD GRIGGS.

highest use—this is the problem of m.oral education. This it is that will

draw to one divine purpose a man's humanity, a man's genius.

Professor Griggs warns us that the growth of character may not proceed
according to any fixed plan. He calls

attention to certain periods of quies-

cence, when nature is lying fallow,

gathering energies for a new spring

of life and power, and entreats that

parents and teachers inform them-
selves of these psychic starts and rests

so clearly revealed by biology, and so

important in conditioning all growth
of youth.

Primarily he would have all con-

cerned in moral training strive to se-

cure the two following all-important

results

:

1. "The substitution of an inte-

grating end of conduct for the mere
push or pull of desire as a cause of

action."

2. "The gradual extension of sym-
pathy (or of personality) over an ever-

widening area of life, so that the indi-

vidual comes to feel the pain and the joy of all other lives as somewhat
like his own."

To stimulate, to guide, and to supplement these tendencies that make
for righteousness—this is moral culture. And with this large, all-com-

passing view in mind, moral culture can never be partitioned off from
the so-called practical studies, but must invest and vivify the whole proc-

ess of education. The moral law must be built into the whole structure

of humanity if we are to have rounded human beings seeing, loving, will-

ing and acting out the highest in our mortal life. Mr. Griggs gives us a

brilliant study of moral culture as it is shaped and shifted by work and
play; by art, literature, and social atmosphere. He touches with illumi-

nating pen the questions of development in the home and in the school,

showing how character can be molded by personal influence, by the

lessons of history, by the ideals of literature, by the beauties of mythology

and folk-lore, by the aspirations of religion.

Mr. Griggs's "Moral Education" is a well-thought-out book with no

loose ends. Each chapter is a whole, and even the footnotes, digesting

important books, or summing up movements and theories, are crammed
with vital matter. The bibUography covers every important field in peda-

gogy and ethics. There is no effort at fine writing. The impassioned

orphic quality is absent. The writer is concerned only to fit his word to

the thought as a nest to hold the egg. It is easily the best book of its

kind yet written in America.

POSTBELLUIVl
R
SKETCH OF
IVER LIFE.

MISSISSIPPI

The River's Children. r>y Ruth McEnery Stuart. Cloth, 179 pp. Price,

$1.50. The Century Company.

THE river's workers figure more or less in this story, laid at the close

of the Civil War; yet it is not with these that the burden of interest

rests, but rather with the deposed aristocracy of the region and a little

group of their devoted slaves. These

touch equally the reader's sympathy

and fancy; his deeper feelings are

spared any especial harrowing by

virtue of the idyllic quality of the tale,

which lifts it quite out of the ruts of

everyday sordid reahty. One feels

that the author knew alike the finer

points of gentry rule and servile de-

votion, even as she knows how to

touch up effectively the dialect that

makes such devotion so touchingly

droll ; one also feels that both dialect

and devotion are taken from the plane

of common suffering and relegated to

the realm of creative fancy. In other

words, the nimbus of romance crowns

alike youthful joy, domestic devotion,

heroism, pathos, and triumph. Both

diction and handhng are in Mrs.

Stuart's best vein, and the graceful touch that turns the noble old river

into a thing of sentient life to its children, endowng it with a soul to

appeal to and conjure with, throws an intangible halo over the whole

story.

RUTH m'eNERY STUART.
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This illustration shows the Tierce Great

Arrow 28 -32 Ilorse-Power Suburban

Car. Price, $5,000.

This illustration shows the Pierce Great
Arrow 28-32 Horse-Power Landaulet

Car. Price, ^5,000.

Pierce Great Arro\v

28-32 H. P. Opera

Coach.

Body by

Quinby & Co.

Price, $5,000

The Pierce Closed Car
has settled the question of the adaptability of a gasoline car to social usage as well

as to ordinary touring. These three cars shown here represent

American Cars for American Conditions

and American Temperaments
The American people do not to-day recognize any car, American or foreign,

superior to the Pierce car. This is the result of six years of intelligent, consistent

American car-building.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY, Buffalo, N.Y. ..^^^T^^M^:^!";^^^...

$1000 in Prizes
The George N. Pierce Company is offering prizes for designs for bodies for open and closed cars

and for color schemes adaptable to the cars they are now building. Three first prizes and three

second prizes, aggregating one thousand dollars. Competition open to any one. Closes June 1st.

Men of prominence will act as judges. Full particulars and specifications sent on request, free.

Readers of Thk Literart Digest are asked to mention the publication when -writing to advertisers.
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Ever smoke two cigars at the same

time ?

That's the way that experts judge

tobacco and it is the only way to really

judge cigars.

Take one of my cigars

and the one you usually

smoke, or any other that

you please, light both and

smoke a little of each al-

ternately. You will soon

know which is the better

cigar, which draws per-

fectly, and note whether

the ash holds and is of

that " fine Havana gray "

color.

My offer will permit you

to try my cigars without

expense or trouble to

yourself.

MY OFFER IS: I will,

upon request, send to a

reader of THE LITERARY
DIGEST one hundred
Shivers' Panatela Cigars, ex-

press prepaid, on approval.

He may smoke ten and re-

turn the remaining ninety at

my expense, if he is not

pleased. If he is satisfied

and keeps the cigars, he

agrees to remit the price for

them ($5) within ten days.

I simply want to give the

cigars a chance to sell them-

selves.

If you are fond of a

good cigar and at the

same time fond of saving

money, what possible risk

can you run by trying a hundred ?

My name and guarantee go on every

box of cigars that I make. I have only

one name and I cannot let my cigars

run down in quality or I would lose my
name and with it my business.

Send me your order written on your business paper or

accompanied by your business card. State whether you

prefer strong, medium or mild cigars. Address

HERBERT D. SHIVERS,
913 FILBERT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

w.^y

%9.

Shivers'
Panatela
EXACT SIZE
AND SHAPE

HOWTO BREATHE
For Health, Strength and Endurance
r>ad filing: and HiiscIp Culture, tlie most instruc-
tive book e\trr pulilislitd 011 the vital suljjectof

BREATHING AND EXERCISE
(14 pages. Fiiily illustrated. 200,000 already sold.
Correct and incorrect iireathinj; descril'nd by dia-
grams, etc, book sent ou receipt of 10 cents.

p. von BOECKMANN. R.S.
1168 Bristol Building New York

25c. CORNO Removes CORNS 25c.
INSTANT RELIEF. PERMANENT COMFORT.

CflPNO Corn Killing Plasters are a harmless and painless
*'"'^'^'-' antiseptic. Made like wafers. Easy to apply.
rQpWQ Kills the Corn. Ends the Pain. Pkge. 2.5o. Guar-

"> anteed to remove or money back. Sample for 2c.
stamp. Ask your druggist, or mailed upon receipt of price.

BEST SITPLV CO., Sole Manufacturers, DEPT. 27. JOLIF.T, ILL

BOOKS RECEIVED.

The Liter.^ry Digest is in receipt of the follow-

ing books

:

" The Mystic Text Book." (Mystic Publishing

Company, Framingham, Mass.)

" The Story of the Odyssey." — Edited by Rev.

Alfred J. Church. (Macmillan Company, $0.25.)

"Story of the Iliad."— Edited by Rev. Alfred J.

Church. (Macmillan Company, $0.25.)

" Quentin Durward."— Sir Walter Scott. (Macmil-

lan Company, $0.25.)

" William Cullen Bryant."— William A. Bradley.

(Macmillan Company, $0.75 net.)

' Mrs. Dane's Defense." — Henry Arthur Jones.

(Macmillan Company, $0.75.)

" The American Thoroughbred." — Charles E.

Trevathan. (Macmillan Company, $2 net.)

"Introduction to Analytic Geometry."—Smith and
Gale. (Ginn & Co., $1.35.)

" The Secret of the Circle and the Square."—J. C.

Willmon, (McBride Press, Los Angeles.)

" After the Divorce."— Grazia Deledda. (Henry
Holt & Co., $1.50.)

" Belted Seas."—Arthur Colton. (Henry Holt &
Co., $1.50.)

" The Boys of Bob's Hill."—Charles Pierce Burton.

( Henry Holt & Co., ^1.25.)

" The Pioneer."—Geraldine Bonner. (Bobbs-Mer-

rill Company.) ^-

" Greek Painters' Art."-Irene Weir. (Ginn & Co.)

" Library of Congress." — Prepared by Thorvald

Solberg. (Government Printing Office.)

" Dictionary of Saintly Women."—A. B. C. Dunbar.
(Macmillan Company, $3.50 net.)

" The Autobiography of Andrew D. White." (Cen-

tury Company, $7.50 net.)

" The Apple of Eden." — E. Temple Thurston.

(Dodd, Mead & Co., $1.50.)

" The Heart of Hope." — Norval Richardson.

(Dodd, Mead& Co., $1.50.)

" La Neuvaine de Colette."—Jeanne Schultz. (Will-

iam R. Jenkins, $0.60.)

" Robert Browning."—Charles H. Herford. (Dodd,

Mead & Co., $1 net.)

" Wasps, Social and Solitary." — George W. and
Elizabeth G. Peckham. (Houghton, Mifflin & Co.,

$1.50 net.)

" The Far Eastern Tropics." — Alleyne Ireland.

(Houghton, Mifflin & Co., $2 net.)

" The Matrimonial Bureau."—Carolyn Wells and
Harry P. Taber. (Houghton, Mifflin & Co., $1.50.)

" The Outlet."--Andy Adams. (Houghton, Mifflin

& Co., ^1.50.)

" Hume's Treatise and Inquiry."— W. B. Elkin.

(Macmillan Company.)

" Burden Bearing."—John R. Thompson. (Eaton

& Mains, $0.75 net.)

" Later Poems."—John White Chadwick. (Hough-
ton, Mifflin & Co., $1.25 net.)

" The Last Message of Jesus Christ."—John Hamil-

ton Timbrell. (Eaton & Mains, $1.75 net.)

" Short Stories from American History."— Blaisdell

& Ball. (Ginn & Co., $0.45.)

" The Minister as Prophet."—Charles E. Jefferson.

(Thomas Y. Crowell, $0.90.)

" Phases of Modern Music." — Lawrence Gilman.
(Harper's, $1.25 net.)

" Poems."—Egbert Willard Fowler. (Richard G.
Badger.)

" A Royal Knight."— Isabella MacFarlane. (G. W.
Dillingham Company, $1.25.)

"The Story of Columbus and Magellan."—Thomas
B. Lawler. (Ginn & Co., $0.40.)

" The House of the Black Ring."—F. L. Pattee.

(Henry Holt & Co., $1.50.)

"The Russian Peasantry."— Stepniak. (George
Routledge & Sons, $1.25 net.)

Model I , >-'l .((,

IJMJjTiij"-' f.o.t,. Detroit

/

Among all automobile*

^/ the Cadillac stands pre-emi-
nent for its low cost of main-

tenance. Simple, durable, com-
mon-sense construction makes it

truly the **Car of Economy."
Because of simplicity of power-

development and efficiency of trans-

mission there is practically no energy
lost in the Cadillac—a feature which
alone reduces by a big percentage the

cost of fuel, lubrication, etc.

The Cadillac mechanism is de-
signed w^ith a view^ to making it

virtually trouble-proof, with the
result that the liability of damaging
the motor or its connections through a
mistake in manipulation is reduced
to a minimum. Absolute control at

all times and under all conditions is

maintained more easily

—

Ivith felver
things to think o/—in the Cadillac
than in any other machine. This
means that the Cadillac is the safest,

the most reliable and most easily

operated of all motor cars.

Model F—Side-Entrance Touring: Car
shown above, $950.

Model B—Touring: Car, with detach*
able Tonneau, $900.

Model E—Lig:ht, stylish, powerful
Runabout, divided seat, $750.

Model D—Four-Cylinder, 30 h. p.
Touring Car, $2,800.

All prices f .o.b. Detroit.

Write for Catalog A T), and address or
nearest dealer, Ivhere you can see and try

a Caddlac.

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Detroit, Micti.

Member A. L. A. H.

Shur-On

Eye -glas.se^
No more liKippinf; and breaking of glasses. No I

more wrinkled foreheads ivnd piuclied noses. No
[more shaky and drooping lenses.

Shur-On Eye-glasses overcome all objections of
ordinary glasses. Neat and comfortable and improve
the looks as well as the sight.
All shapes ; used with any nosi?-^ard. Fully guaranteed.

At all opticiaus'. '• .?/H(r-0?i "on everv pair.
'

Valuable Book Free
Contains eye-information of value to everybody.

Free for the name of vonr optioian.
K. Kirsteiii Sons Co.. Dppt. K.

Established 1864. Ro<-lie.ster, X. V.
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Parker
.Fountaiiii

Pen
Awarded
Gold
Medal

H-^World's
.»L^ Fair

Tho
New

PATENT

SPEAR HEAD

FEED

used in the Parker
Pen makes it far su-
perior to any other pen
that can be purchased.
It is to a Fountain Pen
what a governor is to a steam
engine. In buying see that
your pen Is so equipped. You
will be interested in readino th'
"Evolution of a Fountain Pen."

iMaywesendit as well as our Catalog/^

PARKER FOUNTAIN PEN COMPANY
JANESVILLE, WIS.

16 Foot Launch

ErNCINE- ^ C^V^
WE ARE TML UVROEST BtlLDERS OF BOATS L LAUNCHES IN THE WORIO
SEND FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG
ALL BOATS FITTED WITH WATER TIGHT COMPARTMENTS

C-^fN( rstOT sirsi^.*VE CARRV A FLiLL LirSE. OF BOATS REAOY TO SMIC*.

Michigan Steel BoatCo.'

CURRENT POETRY.
The New Age.

By Fredekkk L.wvrenxe Knowles.

When navies are forgotten

And fleets are useless things,

When the dove shall warm her bosom
Beneath the eagle's wings,

When memory of battles.

At last is strange and old.

When nations have one banner

And creeds have found one fold.

When the Hand that sprinkles midnight

With its powdered drift of suns

Has hushed this tiny tumult

Of sects and swords and guns
;

Then Hate's last note of discord '

In all God's worlds shall cease,

In the conquest which is service,

In the victory which is peace !

—From Love Triumphant.

Lost.

By Frederick Lawrence Knowles.

Night scattered gold-dust in the eyes of Earth,

My heart was blinded by the e.xcess of stars,

As, filled with youth and joy, I kept the Way.

The solitary and unweaponed Sun
Slew' all the hosts of darkness with a smile.

And it was Dawn. And still I kept the Way.
The Winds, those hounds that only God can leash,

Bayed on my track, and made the morning wild

With loud confusion, but I kept the Way.

The hours climbed high. Peace, where the Zenith

broods,

Fell, a blue feather from the wings of Heav'n :

Lo ! it was Noon. And still I kept the Way.

At length one met me as my footsteps flagged,

Within her eyes oblivion, on her lips

Delirious dreams—and I forgot the Way.

And still we wander—who knows whitherward !

Our sandals torn, in either face despair,

Passion burnt out—God I I have lost the Way.

O for that dusty trail, the stones, the thorns !

These meadow flowers they burn me like hell's flame.

Harlot, I hate thee ! O the Way ! the Way !

Before I die, one glimpse ! the Way ! the Way

!

—From Love Triumphant.

On a Redbreast Singing at the Grave

of Plato.

(in the grove ok academe.)

By Fiona Macleod.

The rose of gloaming everywhere 1

And through the silence cool and sweet

A song falls through the golden air

And stays my feet

—

For there ! . . .

This very moment surely I have heard

The sudden, swift, incalculable word

That takes me o'er the foam
Of these empurpling, dim Ionian seas,

That takes me home
To where

Far on an isle of the far Hebrides

Sits on a spray of gorse a little home-sweet bird.

The great white Attic poplars rise.

And down their tremulous stairs I hear

Light airs and delicate sighs.

Even here

Outside this grove of ancient olive-trees.

Close by this trickling murmuring stream,

Was laid long, long ago, men say,

That lordly Prince of Peace

Who loved to wander here from day to day,

Plato, who from this Academe
Sent radiant dreams sublime

Across the troubled seas of time.

Dreams that not yet are passed away, __;

Nor faded grown, nor gray,

But white, immortal are

As that great star

That yonder hangs above Hymetto's brow.

' Hit the

Bulls-Eye
^ ^^
.Success

by
Edward T Page

Aim at the advertising target—devote your time and

energy to the business that will bring you the highest

rewards. You will find that even the beginner in the

advertising business is better paid than the man who
has reached the top in almost every other line.

Where you succeed as clerk, stenographer, salesman,

etc., to the extent of earning a salary of ^153 week,

you should be able to earn $253 week as an adver-

tising man ; if you are earning j?2 5 a week in your

present position, as an advertisement writer you would

be worth $40 a week ; and so on up the scale.

We can cite you to hundreds of instances— recorded

on our employed students' lists—of men who have been

able to double and treble their incomes, and in many
cases become a partner in the business because of their

knowledge of advertising gained in our school. It

does not require a moment more time or a whit more
energy to earn 35.000 a year tlian to earn ^10 a week.

It's all a matter of special training.

Ask Mr. W. H. Barnes, of Los Angeles, California,

if he really works as hard, now that he is advertising

manager, as he did formerly when driving a laundry

wagon. Mr. A. A. Brentano, of Evansville, Ind.,

will tell you that he finds it far more pleasant and

remunerative to be advertising manager of a newspaper

than to work in a stove factory. Write to Mr. W.
A. McCall, of St. Louis, Mo., and see if he doesn't

assure you that his work is really less arduous as advertis-

ing manager for the Laclede Gas Company, than when
employed as a newspaper solicitor. You will hear the

same story everywhere from Page-Davis men—a story

of interesting work, short hours and good pay, as

against a former condition of monotonous routine, long

hours, and comparatively small pay. You have their

word for it, and you have ours. Can you ask for

greater evidence r

When you enroll with us, you enter our practical

training school of experience and do the actual work of

an advertisement writer, under the closest scrutiny of

successful advertising men. You are helped to write

advertisements for your firm, to work up an advertising

business in your own home, or to secure a position at

not less than ^i"; a week, if you desire it.

We will send you, free, upon request, full details

regarding the opportunities for getting into immediate

employment, and the latest list of employed graduates

earning up to ;^ioo a week, as a result of this very

training we now offer you. Address your letter :

PAGE=DAVIS COMPANY
Addrfss
either
oftlce

Dept. 31, 90 Wabash Ave., Chicago, or

Dept. 31, 150 Nassau St., New York

SPENCERIAN
PERFECT

steel Pens
USED BY EXPERT AND CAREFUL
PENMEN FOR NEARLY FIFTY YEARS
Sample card. 12 pens different patterns,
will be sent for trial on receipt of6 cents in

postage stamps. Ask for card R.

SPENCERIAN
349 BROADWAY,

PEN CO.
NEW YORK

Attacks stopped permanently. Cause removed. Breath-
ing organs and nervous system restored. Symptoms never
return. No medicines needed afterwards. 21 years of
success treating Asthma and Hay Fever. 58,000 patients.
Book 3.1A free. Verv interesting.
Write P. HAROLD HAYES, BUFFALO, N. Y.
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Send Your

Name

To=day

for

This

New Book

Enlarged eiUt in—beautifully illus-

trated i n colors.
A recognized au-
thoritii on wood-
^nisking.

Do notfinish or

refinish your home with-

out first seeing this book.

This book, " The Proper Treatment for Floors,
Woodwork and Furniture," will correctly answer
the important and often perplexing question—

How Can I Best Finish My Floors,
Furniture and Woodwork and Keep
Them In Perfect Condition ?

Tells all about finishing, refinishing, polishing
and cleaning wood. Gives simple, easy direc-
tions to econcnically produce all latest finishes
in oak, ash, birch, maple and pine.

All you need to keep your floors, furniture
and woodwork in perfect condition is a can of

JoKnson's
PrepaLfed Wslx
"A complete Finish a>ui Polishfor .411 Il''ao<r'

and Johnson's PoHshing Mitt
Free FoIUIiina: Mitt Offer—Mail us label from a 1 or 2 lb. am

ofJohnjion's Prepared Wax and we will seiul yi>ti t'ree (prepaid).

one Johason's Pobsliing 3Iitt. This njitt is made of sheepskin
witli the wool on ; is

open across the back ;

and 19 slipped on tlu"

hand. To remove label

plate can in steam or
water.

Johnson's Prepare
\\ ax produces a l.istiu-

niifi artistic tinish t<>

will! h dirt and ihist wjl

not adhere. It does not

crack or peel ofl'. Hi
marks ami scratches
will not show. Try it

und see.

Johnson's Prepared Wax is sold by all deile lint— l-j lb.

can. 30 cents ; I and 2 IIj. cans, fin cent- pei ptmnd , 4 ."> .tnd 8
lb. cans. 50 cents per pound. If your dealei will iii>t supply >on.
send direct to us.

Kemenibei". above book is free—wfite for it at once
and mention Edition L. D. 4. Send in label, too.

S. C. JOHNSON & SON
Racine. Wis.

" The ll'ood-Fiiiishinfr Authorities.'^

ESSAYS
,

.

cpppQLipo written on any subject at short notice. SaCis-

, ^^.SiiDce faction guaranteed. .All triiTisaetions con-LkOrUKba lUlential. Kavis rase, ITTIt llrcadnnv, .N. Y.
etc.. etc. i.^^^»ii I. II

But now
It is not he, the Dreamer of the Dream,
That holds my thought.

Greece, Plato, and the Academe
Are all forgot

:

It is as though I am unloosed by hands:

My heart aches for the gray-green seas

That hold a lonely isle

Far in the Hebrides,

An isle where all day long

The redbreast's song

Goes fluting on the wind o'er lonely sands.

So beautiful, so beautiful

Is Hellas, here.

Divinely clear

The mellow golden air,

Filled, as a rose is full.

Of delicate flame

:

And oh, the secret tides of thought and dream
That haunt this slow Kephisian stream !

But yet more sweet, more beautiful, more dear

The secret tides of memory and thought

That link me to the far-off shore

For which I long-
Greece, Plato, and the Academe forgot

For a robin's song !

.

—

Front The Lotidon Academy.

Checkmated.

By Aloysius Coll,

A novice in the tournament, so well

He matched the master-mind of rook and pawn
That who would win the prize no man could tell

Of all the wondering idlers looking on.

Until the master-player, striving less

To trap the youth by science than surprise,

A moment lured him from the game of chess,

And burned a nervous fear into his eyes !

Then he that could not win by dint of art,

As one victorious began to sing.

Captured the courage of his rival's heart

—

And swept away his castle and his king

!

—From Mimscy's Magazine.

My Garden.

By Sheila M. MacDougall.

There is a garden in my soul,

A garden where I may not go,

Where all the day the sun shines fair

And only softest zephyrs blow.

The winding pathways cross the turf

Thro' sunshine to the restful shade,

Under the low-arched chestnut-trees

And elms, that throng the quiet glade.

Sometimes the gayest song-birds sing,

And roses scent the balmy air.

And I would give my hope of Heav'n

To enter and to linger there,

Out in the noisy street I fare.

With all its dust and hideous cries,

Lonely, and slaving at my task

As long as daylight fills the skies.

But sometimes for an hour I steal

And by the gate, beneath the stars,

I lean and long and look within,

And cool my forehead on the bars.
—From Harper's Magazine.

Meenaneary.

By Stefhe.n Gwynn.

There's some that love the mountain and some that

love the sea.

But the brown bubbling river is the dearest thing to

me,

And sweeter than all w-aters irt all the lands I knovi'.

Is the stream by Meenaneary in the county of Mayo.

'Tis there the plunging torrents spread and slacken to

a curl.

And in below the fern-clad rock the dimpled eddies

swirl

;

'Tis there in blue and silver mail the fresh-run salmon
lie,

While overhead goes dancing the dainty-feathered fly.

I
^m^es^^ii9mmsm>^^Ami^Aymif
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Outfit

|p>-'*i^

LATEST DESIGNS.
Clean—Sanitary

—

Odorless Best
Appliances—Finest
Nickel Trimmings.

BATH TFB—White porcelain
enameled—heavy roll rim seain-
les8 castlron, af t long, 30 In.wide

LAVATORY—Genuine "Ital-
ian" marble countersunk slab
and V)aek— patent overflow por-
celain bowl.

CLO.SET—Syphon -wash down,
vlterous porcelain bowl—perfect
working—best wood work.

Price as described, $55.00
We win furnish the additional

trimmings—paper holder—two towel
bars-glass shelf—bath seat and soap
cup, for 87.00. We have other bath
room outfits, from 825.00 to 812.5.0 i.

WRITE US

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
Any ordinary mechanic can do the work.
We furnish working plans on application.

Any one Interested will do well to
write us before buying elsewhere.

We have the largest and finest selection In the
world and can save purchasers considerable money

I

Ask for Booklet No. FA 565. Teirs all about
Plumbing and Heating Apparatus.

Chicago House W. Company. 35th & Iron Sts., Chicago

NOJE—We furytish country homes with
complete water works system.

Dykema Cement Stone Houses

need no repairs or paint, and consider-

ing maintenance, cost less than wood.

Dykema. Cemervt Stone absorb no moist-

ure—never discolor and excel natural stone in

beauty.

DykemaL Cemervt House FlaLrvs repre-

sent special knowledge in cement construction.

Big book of plans, beaulifully illustrated, is sent

for 25 cents coin and S cents stamps.

Dykemai. Cement Storve Manvjfactvjre,
by the wet process, is worth investigation. We
help get the business. Booklet H-45 sent free.

K. DYKEMA ® SON,
Grand Rapids, Mich.445 Pearl Street,

^^^^U^^^^

HARTSHORN
SHADE ROLLERS
Bear the script name of Stewart

Hartshorn on label.

Wood Rollers. Tin Rollers.

^'¥' A T^PQ t I^° you Collect ? It's an entran-
'^ •* *» A M.r\J • cing relaxation. Let us start you.
loodiff. stamps— 1,000 Stamp Hinges— i Perforating Gauge
— I Dime Album— Lists, etc., all lor '?c. We buy stamps.

TOLICIMI ST.lMl* C«., TO! F,"^ li^HiO.
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Oh, to hear the reel go singing, to feel the rod a-strain 1

But still the days are passing, and I'll be back ajtaiu

To brush tlirouyli dewy heather in the myrfle-scented

air,

AVith the freshness of the morning, it is then I will be

there.

Here on the gritty pavement I'm pent in London
town.

But on the smoke-grimed elm-trees yon swollen buds

are brown

—

And witli the leaf's unfurling I'll say good-by and go

To airy Meenaneary in the county of Mayo.
—From The London Spectator.

The Hill of Stars.

By Arthur D.avison Ficke.

Here stood of old the .Aztec multitude

In the warm darkness of tlie summer night,

Watching the silent courses of the stars

That this hour rounded out tlie cycle's end.

And as the whitening dawn thrilled tlirough the East

A mighty shout went up to the dim sky ;

And all the multitude hurled down the hill,

Down the long hill to shatter into dust

The carven statues of their ancient gods.

Then looked they up into the paling sky

And with one voice cried out unto the stars.

And now I stand here on the sacred hill

And see the broken idols at my feet.

And turning from them to the slow wliite dawn
I know not unto whom to lift my voice

Save unto you, O Stars, that fade from sight

Even as I call upon your deathless names.
—From Scribner's Magazine.

PERSONALS.
Ten Tliousand Miles of Travel to P:\int One

IMoture.—Few people who are not artists realize the

immense amount oi labor, patience, and even courage

which often go with the painting of a single picture,

says Tit-Bits (London). That paper goes on to tell

of the trials and risks of an artist's life :

' Speaking of his great work, ' The Quest of the

Holy Grail.' Mr. £. \. Abbey, R.A., says: 'For this

picture I visited the romance countries, and went over

the whole of the South of France. It took me several

years to study the dress, the colors, and the architec-

ture of the period. To obtain bits of old castles and
buildings I took plaster<asts of many things I saw in

France.' From beginning to end this single painting

of the great American artist represents years of unre-

mitting labor and ten thousand miles of travel in

search of material. With such conscientiousness does
the true artist do his work.

" Before Mr. Luke Fildes, R.A., put the first stroke

on his canvas, ' The Doctor,' he spent months in

traveling over England and Scotland—literally from
Devonshire to Inverness—in order to familiarize him-
self thoroughly with cottagers and their homes ; and
when once his ideal cottage was pictured in his brain
he had it built in his studio, correct to the smallest

detail. So careful was he, too, to reproduce the doctor

he had in his mind that, as he says, 'several people

sat for him, but I knew perfectly well the kind of man
I wanted long ago—that is to say, the type I had in my
mind—and what 1 did was to get a brow from one per-

son, an eye from another, a bald head from a third,

and so on.'

" Mr. Leader, the great landscape artist, never spares
himself in the pursuit of liis ideal. How many thou-
sands of miles he has tramped, carrying an enormous
canvas and all his painting paraphernalia, even he
could not say. To get a single effect, he says :

' I used
to go five miles and more and caiTy all my traps. I

had a boy to help me with my things, but he was al-

ways in mischief. Instead of thinking of my picture

I was obliged to think what he was doing, so now I al-

ways carry all my sketching paraphernalia with me

;

and that is why I am such a familiar spectacle with a
seven-foot canvas on my back.'

" He has had more than his share, too, of physical
danger. His 'Manchester Ship Canal' was painted
at the risk of his life from flying stones and earth, the

c
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QRANKLIN
The charm of motoring in a Fra?iklin

is due to its enormous power, its lightness

and ease oi control. •

Water-cooled cars have been developed to a high degree of excellence

—especially since they have followed the lead of the Franklin in adopt'

ing four cylinders. But so long as they are hampered by their heavy

and cumbersome water apparatus, and their power is exhausted through

great weight and wasteful application, they cannot attain that spirited

and bird-like buoyancy that is found in every Franklin car.

Runabout 20 K. P. Touring-car
Light Tonneau 30 H. P. Touring-car

Send for catalogue and booklet which tells of the Franklin's record run from
San Francisco to New York. Both books are read from cover to cover.

H. H. FRANKLIN MFG. CO.. Syracuse. N. Y.
J/ember Association Licensed Automobile J\lanii/izcii<rers

c _D

WANTED Editors, clergymen, and other
"educated men of business ability

to represent us. Weekly salary or eruarantee paid. Give
age, qualifications, references. DODD, MEAD & CO.,
New York.

nUPJin DJITCC Ciilifornia, Washington. Oregon,
WnCfir nfllkO (iolorado. We secure reduced
rates on Houseliold Goods to the above States for intend-
ing .settlers. Write for rates. Map of California free.

TKASS-COSTI.NENTAL FREKJHT CO., F-Sou UearburnSt., Chicago.

Buy from Our Factory
SAVE A THIRD
Our plan of selling direct to user cuts out two
protits and saves a third on retail prices. Our
assortment of carriages and harness is larger than
any dealer can show you. We guarantee all our
goods. We are bona-Hde manufacturers—not a
commission house. Send for our free illus-

r'trated catalogue.

THE COLUMBUS CARBrAGFAND HARNESS CO., Columbus, Ohio.
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High Collar Quality

Means Four-Ply
The highest grade of collars

are alwaj^s four-pl3\ It is the

standard of serviceable weight
and strength.

Few two-for-a-quarter collars

have four-ply folds—cut up old

ones and find out which have.

Corliss-Coon Collars are 2 for

25c, but four-ply always and in

all styles.
* * *

Mark your collars every time

they go to the laundry. Find out

how much longer Corliss-Coon

Collars wear than others.

Ark the bPst dealers for Corlies-Coou
Collars. They have them or can get
any style you desire in our make. If you
are not willingly supplied, send your
orderto us with retail price. (2for'25c).
stating style and size desired. (Quarter

Write for the book. "Better Oollnrs."
It shows the styles and tells lehv better
collars.

Corliss, Coon & Co.
IS A Street, Troy. N. 1

Iff MEN'S^ -

flcjco Qarleirs
fit perfectly, hug the limb comfortably without
binding^, never let go of the hose, never tear
them, last longest, look neatest—are best
garters.
Sold by all dealers. Insist on Flexo, and if the dealer

hasn't them, send us his name and z^c. and we will see

that you are suppl'ed. Flexo Garters in fine heavy
ribbed silk elastic—Price Joe.

A. STEIN & CO., 316 Franklin St., Chicago.

result of blasting operations ; and on another occasion

he was attacked by a gang of rotighs intent on destroy-

ing his canvas.

Mr. Murray, R.A., is accompanied on his painting

expeditions by a wooden hut—a substantial structure

ten feet long and nine feet high—which serves the

purpose of an open-air studio ; and many a dangerous
scrape it has got him into.

"
' Once,' he says, ' at a place in Scotland, just as the

liut had been put up, the factor, with four men, jumped
in upon me and deinanded its instant removal or de-

struction. A terrific row enstved, and in the end the

factor insisted on my writing him formal letters asking

leave to paint on his land; and on another occasion,

when I arrived at my hut, I discovered a couple of fel-

lows busily preparing to burn it down—the fire was
already alight.'

" Mr. Carl Haag has carried his life in his hands for

long months at a time when painting in the East.

When sketching in the temple area at Jerusalem, he

says :
' One of the forty black guards foamed with rage

at the sight of me, while the murderous looking visages

of the whole gang, suggestive of the worst type of cut-

throat it is possible to conceive, simply appalled me.

They would have killed me to a certainty had not

special measures been adopted for my protection.'

" Mr. Haag rode nearly the whole way from Cairo to

Jerusalem on the back of a camel ; he visited five

deserts to paint his pictures, and spent many months
with the Bedouins, protected by his five-chambered

revolver, which kept them in awe, and by his medicine-

chest, which won for him the reverential respect due

to a magician.
" Even lady artists, if they wish to win fame, must

face hard work and privation, as Miss Lucy Kemp-
Welch, whose magnificent pictures of animals have

won such universal admiration, knows well. Many a

time she has followed a New Forest colt for hours,

until ready to drop with fatigue, in order to get a single

attitude of the pretty animal.
" She has hunted colts for half-a-dozen hours on

horseback; has even spent a day with the plow;

and, as a sample of the difficulties under which she has

at times to work, she says of one picture of seagulls ;

' The scene was on the Devonshire coast, and some-

times the sea would come up before I was ready to go,

so that I was obliged to divest myself of my shoes and
stockings and continue my work standing in the water,

which was very cold. The canvas was fastened to a

rock, and, as the tide came up, I had to take it higher

and higher up the cliff.'
"

As Mr. H. H. Rogers Does Things. — The

following accounts of the business methods of H. H.

Rogers, the vice-president of the Standard Oil Com-

pany, are taken from the April World''s Work:

" One of the traditions at the ' Standard Oil Build-

ing' at 26 Broadway, New York, is that Mr. Henry
H. Rogers, vice-president of the Standard Oil Com-
pany, arrives exactly at 10.30 in the morning and de-

parts at 3.30 in the afternoon. One morning recently

the veteran watchman who stands at the Broadway
entrance to the building was seen to take out b 3 watch
when Mr. Rogers hurried in, look at it, and confidently

set it forward ten minutes. For among the distinguish-

ing characteristics of Mr. Rogers is a regard that al-

most amounts to a reverence for time, and those who
know him are aware of it.

" Another is his quiet ability to resolve on an action

without discussion and to carry it out forthwith. A
typical story is told of him by the older residents of

Fairhaven, Mass., where, in 1857-58, he began his

commercial activities. He was then a struggling

newsboy. By dint of energy and a knack of taking

care of the pence, he found himself one morning worth

$200 in cash. Before night it was quadrupled, and the

Fairhaven newsboy had reached a turning-point in his

career.

" As the story goes, one Bartholomew Taber, at that

time a leading merchant in Fairhaven, was awaiting

the arrival of the Nancy James with a cargo of sperm
oil, before filling a contract for 500 barrels of oil with

the New York firm of Charles Pratt & Co. Young
Rogers had met the early morning train, as usual,

with the Fairhaven consignment of Boston papers.

No One is too young or too Poor who has a steady
position to acquire the habit of saving something from his

or her income each month. See "Marvelous Opening"
on first page facing reading matter.

Artistic a«d Distinctive
My designs for high-grade monumental

work are originated by my own artists and

sculptors. The large number of memorials

of my manufacture in the leading ceme-

teries proves the excellence of my work.

I not only have the knowledge and

artistic ability, but also all the necessary

facilities, making prices lowest for highest

class work. Middlemen's profits eliminated.

I also make Mausoleums and Public Drink-
ing Fountains.

DESIGNS AND
ESTIMATES FREE

J.LMiller
(Successor to

Thomas & Miller)

Quincy, Mass.
I work in Quincy,

Westerly, Barre, or any
leading granite.

THIS BOOK IS FREE
with each yearly subscription to FIREPROOF
MAGAZINis beginning with issue of April, 1905.

Comparative Costs of Fireproof
and

Non=Fireproof Construction
.,# of various classes of buildings.

The enormous annual loss of life and prop-
erty by fire is without e.xcuse. Destruction by
flre can be largely controlled. No investor in
buildings 1 large or small) can afford not to read

i FIREPROOF MAGAZINE
An 80-page illustrated monthly magazine now
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economy of right building. The magazine will
give you many ideas. The booklet may save
you thousands of dollars. Subscription price
for magazine $1.00 a year. The booklet is free.
Subscribe to-day. Enclose check for $1.00 and
address envelope to

FIREPROOF MAGAZINE
1311 Great Northern Building: Chicago

You Can Earn $3000
A Year

In the Real Estate Business.
We teach you by mail ; appoint you our special

representative ; list with you all our choice salable

properties and investments ; help you secure custom-

ers ; co-operate with you and assist you to a quick

success. Do not spend tlie best days of your life

working for others.

Real estate offers better opportunities than any other

business to men without capital. We also teach you

General Brokerage and Insurance.

Hundreds indorse our institution.

Write for particulars and Free Booklet.
H. W. Cross <&. Co., 954 Tacoma BIdg., Chicago.

Easy Paymcnls-$37.50to$50
Buys a bifh gradefactory rebuilttype-,

writer. Easy running, speedy anddur-
able. Best low priced machines ever
offered. Fully guaranteed. Money back
if not satiEfactory. Full information
for the asking—ask now.

F«y Sholcs Compeny
ISO Kees Street, Chicago

GOUT & RHEUMATISM
Usethe Great English Remedy
BLAIR'S PILLS\
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Glancing over the headlines, he saw that the Nattcy

James had gone down with her entire cargo; only

the captain and the crew were saved. Knowing of

the oil contract, he hurried at once to Bartholomew

Taber and imparted the news, at the same time olier-

ing to sell him the entire consignment of morning i)a-

pers provided he be permitted to invest his $200 in Mr.

Tabei-'s oil deal.

'• It would be fully three hours before another delivery

of papers could arrive, since a storm was delaying the

other trains. The shrewd oil merchant quickly saw

and grasped the opportunity to suppress the news of

the loss of the A'aiuy James and to purchase enough

oil at current prices to till his contract. Reasonably

sure that the loss of the whaling vessel would not be

known for two or three hours, he set about quietly buy-

ing oil, not only filling the contract, but laying in a

few score of barrels on his own account. Naturally

there were inquiries among the townspeople for the

morning papers, but by the time Fairhaven learned of

their disposition, and. incidentally, of the fate of the

Xaney James, the oil deal had been consummated.
• As it happened, the Fairhaven merchant h.id been

requested by Charles Pratt, the pioneer oil refiner, to

find him a New England boy to learn the oil business

in New York. A few days later young Rogers was fill-

ing the place.

' On another and more recent occasion Mr. Rogers

showed the same swiftness of judgment. He was

waited upon by the head of a leading New York chari-

table organization in need of funds in the middle of

winter. Finding Mr. Rogers busy with a mass of cor-

respondence, and overhearing a secretary remind him

that he was to attend a board meeting in fifteen min-

utes, the hopes of the visitor fell. Several minutes

went by before the correspondence was finished. Each
tick of the clock reduced the time for the caller. to ex-

plain his mission. Finally, when but three minutes

remained, Mr. Rogers received his visitor and cour-

teously asked the object of his call.

' I came to solicit a donation from you, Mr. Rogers.'

replied the other, • but, as you seem to be very busy

this morning, perhaps we had better wait until some
other time.'

' I am always busy here.' he was informed. ' but as

it happens, I have just two minutes to spare. How
much do you need ?

'

'
' ^Ve are trying to r^i.^e Jj.ooo.'

"
' My secretary will send you her personal check for

the amount to-day,' replied the financier, rising and
accompanying his visitor to the door."'

MORE OR LESS PUNGENT.
"What He Had Reajd.—A story is going the

rounds in the court-house of an Irishman who recently

went before Judge Ste;>hens to be naturalized.
' Have you read the declaration of independence? "

the court asked.
" I hov not." said Pat.
" Have you read the constitution of the United

States ?

"

' I hov not, yer honor."
' ^Vell. what have you read?"
Patrick hesitated but the fraction of a moment be-

fore replying

:

" I hov red hairs on me neck, yer honor."—Rochester
Times.

Got the Cro\r<I. — Reverend Si.xthly is always
thinking up some way to fill his church with women,"
says the friend. " He argues that if he gets them to

come, they will bring their husbands with them."
" Not bad reasoning, that."

"No. indeed. ^Vhy, last Easter he had nearly the

whole town to hear him preach."
" He did ?

"

" Yes. He announced that instead of passing the

usual plates for the collection, pattern bonnets from
the leading milliners would be substituted."— /,//<?.

A Hard Ode. —Ch.arley fwho thinks): "Say,
mamma, if we're made of dust, why don't we get

muddy when we drink ? "—/'«<r>fe.

Nervy. — "MjTtilla," said the old gentleman,
sharply, "that young man you had in the parlor last

night is dull of comprehension. All I had to do was
to cough when the other chaps remained too late and

in fvi'ry

ducements
able occii

in-rifiice not rt-quired.

KEYSTONE
^m Fire

Extinguisher
Kx.iminod and approved under the stanilard

of tlie National lioard of Fire Lnderwriters
— tlie chuapfst anil best approved e.xtin-

suisher. In some localities this agency can
be carried with i ther business interests.

\\' rite to-day for booklet and full particulars.

JAMES BOVO&BRO.. 4 N. 4th St., Philadelphia

Mfrs. of FIRE PROTECTION EQUIPMENT.

FRENCH—GERMAN
SPANISH—ITALIAN
Spoken, Taught and Mastered

by the

LANGUAGE-
PHONE
METHOD

Coinhineil ai ith

The Itosriithiil

Common Sense
Method of

I'riiclitiil Lingulstry

The Latest anil liest Work ofDr. Rieharrt S. Rosenthal

YOU HK.AK THE EXACT I'liONlINtVIATTON OF
K.\CH WORD AND PHRASE. A ft-w minutca' practice
several times a day at spare moments gives a thorough
mastery of conversatioual French, Orniaii, Spanish, or
Ituliun.

Sendfttr testimonials, booklrt. and Icttrr.

International Language- Phone Method
ll(i:i noli'opolis Itlilir., Ilriiailnny »n<l Kith SI., .\. y.

.\ls» .-Kit iiiiftMl reeorilK :iiiil <<>\t orelassionl
ixx'li-.t iiiiil |>r<>Ki> liy tli<> ;;re:it authors 111

Fi'<*ii4*li, 4*<'i*iii:iii, :iii<l S|):iiiImIi.

66e Vice-President of Gfie United States
CHARLES VV, FAIRBANKS, wrote us: "I find the New Inter=

national Encyclopcedia most valuable and prepared with g;reat

care. It is a pleasure to commend such a work."

THE CATHOLIC WORLD: "The New International has not followed
the traditional statements of worn=out books of reference, but has gone to
original sources; and as a consequence, presents not garbled and inaccu-
rate statements, but the truth. We marvel at the extent of this monu=

mental work."

REV. CHARLES H. FOWLER, D.D.,
LL.D., Bishop M.E. Church, Buffalo: "I
am pleased to be the owner of the New Inter-
national Encyclopaedia. It is the library of
libraries."

*" Here are three opinions, representative of the people and of
.' widely different religious creeds, which speak volumes for the
' scope of usefulness and accuracy of this, the greatest literary

work of recent years.

New International

Encyclopsedia
T Editors-in-Chief : DANIEL COIT GILMAN, LL.D.,
President of Johns Hopkins University (1876-iqoi), afterwards
President of the Carnegie Institution of Washington ; HARRY
THURSTON PECK, Ph.D., L.H.D., Professor in Colum-
bia University, and FRANK MOORE COLBY, M.A.,
late Professor in New York University, assisted by over three
hundred eminent scholars as assistants.

' The publishers are one of the oldest and best known publishing

houses in the United States. These are the men who offer you the

newest, the most accurate and complete Encyclopaedia in English.

IT Nothing has been omitted, nothing doubtful included.

• It is just as useful and comprehensive to the plain ^
people as to the scientist and investigator. It never ^O^ .

fails to show superiority in any fair test with any ^^ -"A x-
other work of its kind. Cj ..'-^x-n'^'^

^ 16,329 pages, 67,097 separate articles on
over 100,000 subjects. You can go to The
New International with confidence that ^5
you will find what you wish to know. ^
The matter is not ten or twenty ^ ^C
years old, but brought right down ^ v>^ 'v'^'"^.''
into the year 1904. ^ ,-.^ ^^ '^.H

lit ,^ A° s^'-V'*

^i-
"^.s-

^:ei^

'[ We have also a compan-
ion volume containing courses for study and reading in The New Inter- ^
national which greatly increase the value of the encyclopaedia to you. ^
"^ We will send a handsome 8o-paE:e book free which tells ^ ^ ^
many interesting th^gs, with maps, full-page_illustrations, and ^^^ <^ ^

^\s-A^:.^-
rO--

^^:S^^^sample pages from The New International. The New Inter-

national Encyclopjedia will prove the best bargain of your .^jjt' .y
t. <t>

life, and the price is within your reach ; the payments so ^'r v^ «5^<!^ ''"'

i.^

<r
easy that any one can meet them.

DODD, MEAD & COMPANY
PUBLISHERS

372 Fifth Ave., New York

s^
,-0"

<.>'
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they would take the hint and depart. Did this one

say anything when I coughed last night ?
"

" Ves," rephed the beautiful daughter, " he said the

next time he called he was going to bring you a bottle

of cough syrup."

—

Detroit Tribune.

Doubtful.—Stubb : '"So you are contemplating

taking a plunge in matrimony ?
"

Penn :
" Ves, I expect to break the ice to-night."

Stubb :
" Break the ice, eh ? Then it will be a cold

plunge ?

"

Penn :
'" I'm not so sure about that. I may be kept

in hot water the rest of my life."

—

Coluinbtis Dispatch.

Ou the Brink.—A Jewish couple during a trip

from New York to Boston by water were very seasick,

especially the wife. INIax, observing symptoms of her

total collapse, forgot for a moment his own troubles

Eind exclaimed

:

" Oh, Sarah ! be careful, there ! For Heaven's sake

remember that dinner cost a dollar and a half ! "—Lip-
pincotf s Magazine.

An Early Preference.—Teddy hated the dark,

and his mother was trying to cure him of his fear.

" Now, Teddy," she said as she tucked him in for

the night, " you know who is always with you even in

the dark."
" Well, I don't want a man, I want a woman," was

his astonishing x&\A^.— Lippiiicotfs Magazine.

Not Quite Alone. — Fargonn :
" Believe me,

dearest, I love you alone !

"

Small Brother (from back of screen) :
" Don't

believe him, sis. He'll never love you alone till he

gives me a dime for candy."— 11 ow««'j //isw/^ Com-

panion.

All to Herself.—One morning Mr.W.'s coachman
•was very late in getting to work, and on being ques-

tioned for an e.xplanation of his tardiness he said :

" To tell you de truth, Boss, I dun got mah'ied dis

mawnin', and dat's huccome it I got late."

"Well, Jim," his employer said, "where is your

wife, and why are you not off on your honeymoon ?
"

"Lord, Boss," said Jim, "she's dun gone off on de

honeymoon ; she hab all de money." — Lifpincotf s

Magazine.

A Bright Suggestion.

—

Section Boss: '"Say,

Mike, run down to the station an' tell th' oppyrayter

t' sthop number sivin at th' siding. Tell him that th'

bridge across th' creek is burnt. Hurry now. It's

two miles an' ye 've only thirty minutes t' get there

in."

Pat: " Sind Tim with him."

Boss :
" An' fer what ?

"

Pat :
" Baycause they'd get there a

as they'd only have a mile apiece to

News.
^

He "Waited.—" Supposing you wait here in this

comfortable seat by the elevator while I match these

two samples of ribbon," said Mrs. Mayfair sweetly to

her husband, who had been entrapped into going

shopping with her. When she came back she said

contritely

:

" Have I kept you waiting an unpardonably long

time, you poor dear ?

"

" Oh, I haven't minded it," he said, cheerfully. " 1

just jumped on to a car and ran out to the league

grounds and saw most of the ball game, and then I

heap quicker,

go."

—

Dallas

h ON YOUR MONEY

First Mortgage Loans
You ca ' "afely invest your money with us, and

be absolutely sure of getting six per cent free

and clear of taxes and all other expenses.

No risk or speculation -your money will be

secured by first mortgage on Farm Homes. We
give you $3 to $s worth of gilt-edge security for

every dollar you invest with us. Our j 28-page

publication descriptive of the country is full of

interesting facts, and puts this whole country
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spective investors—also our booklet "We're
Right on the Ground," and list of loans.

E. J. Lander & Co., Box 8, Grand Forks, N. D.

Every Man and Every Wonaan—young or old

—

should have some money working for them. If properly

invested it will double or treble in a short time. See " Mar-
velo'.'.s Opening " on first page opposite reading matter.
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"The open garbage pail is an unrealized source of
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—

Pres. N. r. Hoard oj Health.
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has a close-fitting lid. No odors leak out. Lid
can't be nosed off by dogs. A necessity in
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took a little spin in the park with Dorton in his new

auto. Did you match the samples ?
"

•• One of them. It's so provoking. I'll have to

come in again to-morrow, for they are closing the

store now."— Li/>/in coifs Mag^aziite.

A. Probability.—Ethel Clocking at the statue of

Venus of Miloj: "It seems to me, Maud, that the wo-

men in ancient times had larger waists than they

have now."

Maid; " Well, perhaps the men had longer arms."

Tit-Biis.

A Timely Interruption.— Some fifty years ago

Justice William T. Spear was a well known lawyer.

in Plymouth, Mass., and took great interest in town
affairs, being always present at town meetings and
speaking with jwint and force.

On one occasion he arose in town meeting and be-

gan : I am not liere. Mr. Moderator ''

.•Vpparently contused, he hesitated a moment, and

then began again :
" I am not here, sir"

He paused again, and U|x)n this a young man in the

assembly cried out :

'" Tell us where you are, then !

"

Mr. Spear turned, and shaking his finger at the

young man, said :
" I am not here, sir, to be barked at

by every puppy that crawls into the town house."

Then, turning to the moderator, he made an effective

speech on the measure before the mseXmg.—Pittsbjtrg

ChronicU- Telegraph

.

Current Events.

Foreign.

Russo-Japanese War.

April 2.—Oyama is reported to be moving the bulk
of his armies against Vladivostok on the east and
Tsitsihar on the west.

April 3.—A despatch from the front says that the
Russian army has completed its concentration at
Gun-Shu pass, and is awaiting the attack of the
Japanese. A letter from Admiral Rozhdestven-
sky to his wife says he w ill attempt to go directly
to Vladivostok, without waiting for the third
squadron, which has just arrived at Jibutil,
French Somaliland.

April 5.— General Linevitch is reported to have sent
5,000 men to defend Kirin, w'hile 250,000 are in-

trenched at Swantsanhei. Official reports show-
that tlie Russians lost 107,000 men in the battle
around Mukden. Several warships, presumably
Russian, are reported otf Ceylon steaming slowly
eastward. The United States officially discloses
that it was upon the suggestion of the German
Emperor that President Roosevelt undertook to
have neutral powers preser\'e the neutrality of
Chinese territory.

April 6.—The Russian Admiralty professes ignor-
ance of tlie whereabouts of Rozhdestvensky's
squadron ; Togo's warships are reported to be
lying in wait for the Russian ships south of the
Island of Mindanao, Philippine Islands.

April 7.—It is reported that a new effort for peace is

being made by French and English bankers which
contemplates payment of indemnity.

Russia.
April i.-The Russian internal situation continues

grave. The peasant revolt is particularly alarm-
ing. The Police Commissioner of Lodz is fatally
wounded by a bomb e.xplosion.

April 2.—Troops fire on rioters in Warsaw, killing
four persons and wounding forty.

April 5.—A report from St. Petersburg says that all

signs point to a general uprising or workmen and
peasants soon after the Russian Easter.

April 6.—Rioting continues in the Baltic provinces

;

the peasants are burning and pillaging.

April 7.—The Czar fails to review the parade of his
own regiment ; fear of assassination is said to

INVALID CHAIRS
At Wholesale Prices
Any style or size of Invalid
Chair you want we can fur-
nish DIRECT FROM OUR
FACTORY, at liberal dis-
counts. Our Chairs are
equipped with all the LA-
TEST IMPROVEMENTS for
the comfort of invalid chil-
dren ami adults. WE SHIP
PKdMPTLY and PAY THE
FKEIGHT anywhere. Write
for our complete catalogue.
FREE.
Gordon Mfg. Co.

510 Madison Ave. Toledo, O.
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Complete Loose Leaf Ledger Outfits at

$1.00, $2.00, $5.00, $10.00£l$18.00

wiTl be glad to have this book— containing one hundred and twenty-eight
pages of new, interesting and valuable information on the subject of Book-
keeping and Loose Leaf Accounting. Moy me send it?

shall be glad to send it, postage prepaid, // you Will ask for it on pour
business stationery. Those who have sent for it, say it is worth a great
deal more th^ it costs to write for it. Map We send it?

will be surprised to learn how easy and inexpensive it is to keep important
records of every kind and description in our Loose Leaf Binders. Their many
advantages over Card Systems will be obvious to you. fljay We send it?

carry forty different Special Printed Forms IN STOCK, designed for properly
maintaining the various records essential to business and professional men; they
are illustrated and described in this free book. Map We send it?

will be interested in the sample of our Movable Markers for indexing books
alphabetically and according to date at the same time; they afford instant
reference to all records requiring attention each day. Map We send it?

sell direct to constuners ONLY; which means you pay one profit ONLY ; and we
GIVE you the benefit of sixty-five years' experience in simplifying and improv-
ing office methods. Our book wUl convince you. Map We send it?
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A corporation that has long enjoyed the confidence of the insuring

public is the FideHty and Casualty Company of New York, whose

twenty-ninth annual statement has newly been issued. The le&uiia

achieved by the institution during the past year attest very clearly

that tlie confidence reposed by insurers in the stability of the Fidelity

and Casualty and the skill of its management is not misplaced.

To-day the company has assets of $6,791,185.19 and a policy-

holders' surplus of ^2,186,230.47. Regular reserves are maintained,

and in addition $550,000 is set aside to meet unlooked-for liabilities.

The insurance world is proud of the Fidelity and Casualty, and it

has aright to he.— 77te Chrojiicle.
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YOU CAN MAKE
^52M $2,000 to

$10,000 aYear
If you are a man of energy and have ability

to sell we can offer you an opportunity ttiiougii

which you can make from S2,(K)0 to S10,(KX»a year.
The work is selling the preferred shares of the
United Cities Realty Corporations on the instal-

ment plan in your own community. The pro-
position is of the highest standing and one of
the most attractive now before the American
l)ublic. It is one which has been widely ad-'

vertised in the best publications of the United
states, and representatives who engage with us
now will have the benefit of our future exten-
sive advertising. Every assistance to facilitate

your work will be given, and your compensation
\\ill he in the form of liberal commissions.
Those who apply must be of unquestioned repu-
tation and men of recognized business ability.

References to this effect required.

The United Cities

ReaLlty CorporaLtions
secure to the man who expects to live an
investment far superior to that offered by any
life insurance company in America. The Cor-
porations invest only in the highest class of
income producing city real estate, insuring
absolute protection of principal, accompanied
liy a steady and increasing income. Instalment
jiiirchasers will receive interest at the rate of
4;« per annum in cash while paying for their
shares. When shares have been paid f(ir in full

they will receive dividends of 5% a. yea.r to-
gether with oi\e-half the surplus profits. The
Directors and Otiicers of the Corporations serve
without salaries, depending for their compen-
sation upon the other half of the surplus pniflts.

The Corporations already own 81.000,000 worth
of the best type of business real estate yielding
over 9% net on the invested capital. The only
salaries paid by the Corporations are for man-
agement and clerical work amotmting in the
past year to less than S4,.500. Every shareholder
is privileged to make a thwrough investigation
of the Corporations' affairs. Provision has
been made to loan 7r>'i of the par value of shares
should holders deem it necessary to borrow.

SHARES $100 EACH.
TERMS : $1 down and $1 a month for each share.

WOOD, HARMON & COMPANY,
Exclusive Fiscal Agents

Dept. A-S, No. 257 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
KeFEBENCES : Any Hank. Trust Cuniiiiiuy. or

Commercial At.'fury in tln' TInitfd Slatrs.

H
Fifth Semi-Annual Dividend
THE UNITED CITIES REALTY

CORPORATION
At a meeting of the Hoard of Directors of the

United Cities Realty Corporation held Friday,
March 17, 190.5, the regular .semi-annual divi-
dend of 3)^?i and an e,xtra dividend of Jo of 1;,'

were declared upon the preferred shares of the
United Cities Realty Corporation, payable May
1, 1905, to all shareholders of record on the 31st
day of March, 190,i.

The books of the Corporation for the registra-
tion and transfer of the preferred shares were
ordered closed from April 1 to April 30, 1905,

both Inclusive.

WILLIAM H. MILNOR, Treasurer,

257 Broadway, New York.

Klip-Klip
BEST EVER MADE

A perfect manicure.
Quick, easy, simple'
and strong.

The
Original,

made in Gcr-
m.m silver,

25c.
Klip-Klip, Jr., nickeled, I5c. At deal-

ers or mailed. Accept no substitute.

As heretofore, made only by
KLIP-KLIP COMPANY,

558 Clinton Ave. S.,

Rochester, N. Y.
Send 4c. in stamps for book,

" How to Care for the Hands.'

have kept the Emperor w'.thin doors. Socialists
at .Smolensk parade the streets behind a banner
bearing the inscription, " Death to the Czar—the
Assassin ; '" the mob is dispersed by troops.

Other Foreign News.

April 2.—The Sultan of Morocco is reported to have
rejected in part the French reform plan.

The Simplon tunnel, connecting Italy and Switz-
erland, is formally opened, trains passing through
from both sides.

April 3.—President Morales, of Santo Domingo, is-

sues a decree putting the modus v!vendi\n\.Q im-
mediate effect.

April 4. - Earthquakes in India cause a heavy loss of
life and property.

April 5.—Germany formally announces that her pol-
icy in Morocco is the maintenance of the '' open
door" and the protection of the commercial in-

terests of all nations. The Kaiser, it is said, is

sounding the Powers as to the possibility of call-

ing an international conference on tlie Morocco
question, antagonizing the idea of exclusive
French control.

April 6. — KinjT Edward confers with President
Loubet at Paris over the Moroccan policy

;

France is e.xpected to take action soon.

Domestic.

April I.—James H. Hyde issues a statement denying
charges made against him regarding misappro-
priation of funds of the Equitable Life Assur-
ance Society.

Reports from all sections of the United States
show a condition of unexampled business thrift.

The National Association of State Dairy and
Food Department, at Chicago, declares that
455,000 infants died last year from poison admin-
istered in impu're foods.

April 2.—W. J. Bryan declares that the next Demo-
cratic platform will be written by the rank and
tile of the party.

April 3.—The President leaves Washington on his
trip to Texas and Colorado.

The members of the reorganized Panama Canal
Commission are announced by Secretary Taft,
together with the President's instructions for ex-
pediting the building of the waterway.

The Equitable Assurance Society is to be investi-
gated by New York's superintendent of insur-
ance.

April 4.— President Roosevelt is enthusiastically re-

ceived in Louisville; he says in an address, that
we are now a united nation on all general ques-
tions.

Judge Dunne, Democrat, who stands for early
municipal ownership, is elected Mayor of Chi-
cago.

April 5.—The beef trust incpiiry continues in Chi-
cago, and more comjjlaints of interference with
witnesses are made to the United States Attor-
ney.

President Roosevelt passes through Kansas, and
Indian Territory and enters Texas, being wel-
comed by great crowds at every stopping-place.

April 6.—The board of directors of the Equitable
Life adopts the amended charter giviii" to policy-
holders the naming of twenty-eight of the fifty-

two directors.

An expert from Glasgow will advise Chicago on
the subject of municipal ownership.

The United States, it is said, will not take any
part in the European controversy over affairs in

Morocco.

John D. Rockefeller, in a statement issued by
Chief -Solicitor Dodd, of the Standard Oil Com-
pany, replies to the criticisms brought out by his
gift to the American Board of Foreign Missions.

April 7.^President Roosevelt attends the Rough
Riders reunion at San Antonio, Tex., where he
receives an enthusiastic welcome.

DestcNeo _
ORDeR FOR.
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Coats 0imm
£M8LAZON£D IN
CORReCT STYLe

CD Addresses and Resolutions
engrossed and illuminated for
Club and .Society Committees.

Ames & Rollirvsorv

203 Broadway, New York
Send 2C. stamp for illus-

trated catalogue.

Always
a wise

Selection

_
For wedding gifts there

is nothing more appropri-
ate than

Rozane
It is a permanent, useful re-

minder of the giver. Rozane
comes in many designs and is a
genuine art product, strong and
substantiaL

Ttie Jug. K-U. is Rozane Mara.
a new ware, resembling most
beautiful sea shells. This is a
reproduction of an old Italian
ware, the iridescence of which is
the result of time's action upon
it's chemical composition.

The Vase. R-SfiS. is an exquisite
design, hand painted. Theblended
brown and gold tints make a rich
background. This variety, known
as Rozane Royal, is one of the
choicest art potteries now obtain-
able.

Other Rozanes are: Rozane Mon-
gol, a most beautiful red. very
lustrous; Rozane Egyplo, in artistic
green, very popular; Rozane H'ood-
land. new and unique, with enam-
eled designs on mat backgfround.
in natural wood shades.

Original colorings of
these decorations are
shown in our new and
valuable pottery book-
let, "ROZANE." Every
connoisseur should read
it. All genuine Rozanes
bear this mark.

The Roseville Pottery Company
Sales Department 55

Zanesville. Ohio
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You will find it in the

UNIVERSITY PRINTS
with 1 142 others not included
in any other series.

Bur<>:iii of I'liiversit y Travel,
tiOl Clai-eiKloii St.. Boston.

Absolutely Pure and Aerated

Distilled Walter
made in your own house with

THE SANITARY STILL
withnut ti-cuililc and at trirling
(list. Inlhiitcly su|)erior to any
niter. Write for lOO-page booklet,
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Problem 1,052

Composed for The Literary Digest by

F. S. Ferguson,

Dedicated to the Hon. Thomas G. Jones of

Alabama.

Bhick— Nine Pieces.

«»
I

qflc

#:

J^
A

i

Wliite Ten I'ieces.

4b3; P4P2; r3pP2: P7; ikiKiQz;
RiS2p2;iPPB2pi: S3S3.

White mates in two moves.

Problem 1,053.

H. Mendes u.\ Costa.

Black—Ten Pieces.

^fe

i

%

f.I r¥ ^

m ^ ^^
^
^^f

White—Seven Pieces.

3b4; S; p2ppsir; 2SSk3; S2piRir;S;
4 P 2 R ; K Q 6.

White mates in three moves.

Solution of Problems.

No. 1,046. Key-move: Q—Kt 5.

No. 1,047.

K—Kt 5 K—B 4 B—Kt 2, mate

Kt X Q ch Any

5^ And Safety

$25 upward. TrUhdrairable
ou 3U dajs* nutice.

Investments bear earnings
fi'om day received to day
withdrawn.

Supervised by New York
Banking Department.

PUOFEiSloNAL men and
otliers with limited op-

portunity for profttable home
investment ai'e advised by
many conservative authori-
ties to utilize the facilities of
this Company for effecting
loans on high-class real es-
tate. Our " certificate " sys-
tem is the simplest plan for
m.ail investment. Write tor
detailed information.

Assets, . . . $1,700,000

Snrplas and Profits, $160,000

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS AND
LOAN CO.

1139 Broadway, New York.

c

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL is publishing a series ot

articles, educational in character, treating of the precise nature of life

insurance. They are designed to place policy holders, actual or prospec-

tive, in a position to deal intelligently with their insurance affairs.

They are written by Miles Menander Dawson, F.LA., an

insurance expert ot high professional reputation, and are prepared with

the same care which THE WALL STREET JOURNAL brings

to the studs' of investments.

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL is the national financial

daily and its views are frequently quoted in The Literary Digest.

The articles began Mondav, March 20, but for $2 with the order

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL will be sent for two months,

including back numbers necessary to complete the entire series.

DOW. JONES & CO.. Publishers.
44 Broad Street, New York

Magically Appealing Irish Lofbe Stories

yo / iQ « CClrf^lWT A Tr Uir K BTC Beautiful, throbbing, full of novelty, humor,

One r Ao3lUiNA I C^ llLrAKio tenderness, passion, and tragedy are these
stories, these tales of gallant, ])oetic ^rish-

By ANNA. MACMANUS ""^" '"'^ blue-eyed Colleens are " instinct

with beauty," says the Glasgow Herald.

13mo, 75 cents, postpaid. FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Publishers, NEW YORK

Ride a Fine Bicycle 10 Days FREE
$13.75

AflD UP No Money Required ^x^^iSelfJirforWa"!^^^
compare it with other makes before paying U3 one cent. If it
don't suit—soud it buck atour expense,we will refund your money.

OUR BIG FREE CATALOGUE^Iptfi'n%\*hTst^ri:?i*o"«'l?
and oar guarantee. It illustniti'S anfldBscribe''ourlineat pricea
from iji 1 S. ?o up. All Btrictly high grade wheels. Our co-operutive
plan of selling saves you all the middlemen's profits you would pay

^__ _ Isewhere. Our famous KAIiiV BICYCLE at $'..'4.75 is positively
eqnal to any whee! sold elsewhere at $35 to $4U. This same wheel sold a few years ago for $150. Birycling
is again popular. Nearly everybody will ride this year. WKITE TOOAY FOUFKKK CATALOGTE.
FIRST NATiONAUCO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY, 1024il6Cash Buyers BIdg., Chicago.
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No Matter
How Far Away"'*^^ flls
you may be, every courtesy and accommodation for
which the Lonis System is famous, Is at your com-
mand.
Vr>ii Mo.f CalA/-4 * Diamond, Watch or other
I OU ITldy OCieCI articles from our I'JOo Catalogue,
and it w ill be sent to you on approval at once. You
incur no obligation to buy, o"- any e.'cpense, for we
prepay everything. If you like what we send, and It
perfectly satisfies you in design, quality and price,
you may pay one fifth and l£eep i t ; sending the balance
direct to us, In eight equal inontlily payments.

Anything You Buy ^°^ t"o bl^A^iXlX
and reliable beyond question. We guarantee the qual-
ity and value of every Diamond in writing, and any
Diamond sold by us, may be exchanged at any time at
full value, for other goods or a larger Diamond.
Hiio Dfi^nr- Our prices are the lowest in the
UUr r rices, country. This is possible from the
fact that we are the largest retailers of Diamonds
Jn the world, aud the only Diamond Cutters in the
world selling their product at retail.

v^.._ r^^A:-t I.. r^^A Please bear In mind.
Your Credit IS Good, that ti.e tottis
System is universal in its credit courtesies.
The account of the modest salaried clerk is
just as welcome on our books as Is that of

C his well-to-do employer.
Please write today for Catalogue.

LOFTIS BROS. & CO.
Diamond Cutters and Jewelers

I»ept. D.41
93 to 98 State Street,
OUIOAGO, ILL.

Kt X Kt, ch Q - B 5, mate

Kt-Q3ch K-Q
Q—H 4, mate

P37520
KENWOOD
CONCERT
GRAND
Guaranteed
for 25 Years
For tone, action,
s t.vl e and dur-
ability the Ken-
wood Concert
Grand is posi-
tively equal in
every respect to
pianos sold in wf

retail stores and f
by agents at 4i37.5

'

to ,$400. We will
prove this to your
COST TO YOU

_ Piano for $|73
One Year's Free Trial ^00̂

entire satisfaction WITHOUT
Our Co-Operntlve Plnii makes possible our low

price of S17:{. We ship direct from factory to your
home. VVe save you all the heavy expenses, agents'
foiiiiiiis-^Ions an'l all tin- middlemen's profits.

Send for Free Catalog ^Tu'V'il^'iiir.^'i'n
FltKl!: TKI.IL, OFFKK. our Liberal Terms and
our 25 year written binding guarantee. Catalog
beautifully illustrated and describes all our magnifi-
cent Kenwood Pianos at $115 and up. Tells how you
can try any Kenwood Piano in your own home for 30
days before paying us any monat". No other manufac-
turer, dealer or agent can sell a piano of such high
quality at so low a price. Don't buy a piano of any
make until you get our catalog.

FIRST NATIONAL CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY
1024 D, Cash Buyers Building. Chicago, III.

Boody,McLellan^ Co-

Bankers
57 BROADWAY. NEW YORK

Membeis of the New York Stock Exchange

ORDERS EXECUTED FOR CASH
OR ON MARGIN

Interest allowed on deposits subject to cheque

BRANCH OFFICES
Albany Poughkeepsie New Haven

Hartford, Bridgeport and Brooklyn

THE MEASURE OF A MAN. A new philosophy,
di.scussing the natural, the rational, the psychic, and the

spiritual man. By Charles Buodie Patterson,
Editor of " Mind." 8vo, cloth, 326 p^ges. S1.20 net.

Funk & Wagnalls Company, Pubs., New York

Kt-B 3

P.\ Kt

Q-B 4ch

K-B6

Q—K Kt 4, mate

Solved by M. Marble, Worcester, Mass.; the Rev. G.

Dobbs, New Orleans ; F. S. Ferguson, Birmingham,
Ala.; H. W. Barry, Boston; A. C. White, New York
City; W\ Runk, Highland Falls, N. Y.; R. H. Ram-
sey, Germantown, Pa.; Dr. J. H. S., Geneva, N. Y.;

the Rev. J. G. Law, Walhalla, S. C; B. W. La Mothe,
Stratford, Conn.-. C. Nugent, New York City; S. W.
Banipton, Philadelphia; the Rev. W. Rech, Kiel,

Wis.; the Rev. L. Bahler, Mariaville, N.\'.; A. Heine,

Parkersburg, W. Va.; R. H. Renshaw, University of

Viiginia; N. D. Waffle, Salt Springville, N. Y.; E.A.

C, Kinderhook, N. Y.; W. G. Hosea, Cincinnati;
" Clejor," New York City; J. P. S., Collegeville, Pa.;

L. Goldmark, Paterson, N. J.; B. Alten, Elyria, O.

;

O. C.l'itkin. Syracuse, N. Y.; L. R.Williams, Omaha;
the Rev. S. M. Morton, D.D., Effingham, 111.; W. E.

Hayward, Lidianapolis ; J. H. Cravens, Kansas City;

W. T. St. Auburn, Cirossepointe Farms, Mich.; C.

H. .Schneider, Decatur, Ind.; J. K. Curzon, Auburn,
Neb.; J. E. Wharton, Sherman, Tex.; R. G. Eyrich,

New Orleans; C. P. Crumb, St. Louis; J. McMurray,
Luna Landing, Ark.; W. H. M., Antigonish, N. S.;

the Rev. J. Balogh, Pocahontas, Va.; P. Stromme,
Minneapolis ; A. Regenbrecht, Peters, Tex.

1,046: "Twenty-three," Philadelphia; J. G. Over-

holser, Balfour, N. Dak.; Russell, Germantown, Pa.;

Z. G., Detroit; J. .A. Weber, Pekin, 111.; C. F. Derr,

Danville, Pa.; G. A. Pfleuger, Shepard, O.; M. Stern,

Des Moines; E. H. Davies, MagnoHa, Ark.; P. M.
Williams, Kansas City ; G. Patterson, Winnipeg,

Can.; P. A. Hatchard, New York City.

1,047 : C. E. W. Woodward, Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Comments (1,046): "Ragged, inartistic"—M. M.;
" Very fine"—F. S. F.; " Above the average"—J. H.

S.; " Charming"—J. G. L.; " Very good"— B. W. L.

M.; "Good"-S, M. M.; "Delightfully surprising"—
J. H. C.

1.046: "Not easy ;• very fine"— M. M.; "Fine key"
—F. S. F.; "Your 'originals' have lately been of an

unusually higli order"—W. R.; " King-strategy well

exemplified"- R. H. R.; " Very creditable"—J. G.L.;
" I found this rather hard, as the key-move eluded

me"-S. M. M.: " Remarkably fine"—W. E. H.;

"Where can we find a better one?"—J. H. C; "A
prize-winner"— C. H. S.; "A top-notcher "— J. K. C.

In addition to those reported, W. K. Greely, Bos-

ton ; E. W. Gote, White .Sulphur .Springs. Mont., J.

G. Ayers, Jr., Port Jervis, N. Y., got 1,044; F. W.
Howay, New Westminster, B. C. '42, '44.

The Marshall-Janowski Match.

This game is especially interesting on account of

Marshall's defense 3 P B 4.

Fourteenth G.^^me-Ruy Lopez.

JANOVVSKI.

i
Wlitte.

1 P-K4
2 Kt— K B 3
3B-Kt5
4 Kt B ^

5 P X P
6 Kt— K R 4
7P-Q3
8 Kt—Kt sq
oQx P
10 ij—K 2

11 H—Kt 5
li Kt—Q 2

13 Q X Q
14 K—B sq

15 B—Q 3
16 Q Kt— B 3
17 P .\ Kt
18 Ktx P
19 B—Q E sq

20 K Kt-B 3
21 B-K 3
22 R—K sq

23 R—K 2

24 P-K R 3
25 Kt X B
26 R—B 2

27 Ki—K 6
28 P X B

ch

MARSHALL,
Black.

p—K4
Kt-Q B3
P—B 4
Kt-B 3
P—K5
P-Q4
P-Qs
P .X P
<J-K
H— 2

Castles
R-Ksq
R X Q ch
R-K 4
Kt—Q Kt =

Kt X V,

R-Q Kt 4
R X K.t P
R-Q Kt 5
B—B 4R—K sq
R—R 5
P-Q Kt 3
B X Kt
P—B 4
Kt-Q 4
B X Kt
R X K P

JANOVVSKI.
White.

29 K— K 2

30 R— 2

31 R X R
32 P— Kt 4

33 R-Q sq

J4 K-Q 2

^5 P-K R 4
36 P-R 5

37 R-Q B sq
-,8 P-O 4
jq P X Kt
40 Px P
4' K-Q 3
42 P— K R6
43 P-K 4

44 P-K 5

45 P-K 6

46 R-Q Rsq
47 K-B 3
48 K—Kt 2

49 P-K 7
50 R—R sq
51 R—Rsq
52 R—Q B sq

53 R-Q B 3

54 R-Q B 2

Resigns.

MARSHALL.
Black.
Kt— Kt 5
R xP
Kt x R
Kt— Kt 5
Kt—O4K—Kt2
K-B 3
P R4
P-R 5
Ktx B
R—K s
P—Q Kt 4
R X Kt P
Px P
P-Q R 6
R-QR5
P-Q R 7
P—R 4
P-R 5
R—R 2

Rx P
R—R 2

R—R5
P-K R6
R—R 5
R—K Kt 5

Marvelous Opening for Safe Deposlt.s. Rapid
rise; large protits. See " Marvelous Opening," first page
opposite reading matter

No good
grocer sells a

lamp-chim-
ney without

Macbeth on it

You need to know how to manage your

lamps to have comfort with them at small cost.

Better read my Index ; I send it free.

Macbeth, Pittsburgh.

The
Home
KINDERGARTEN

FOR MOTHERS
Enables mothers to amuse and instruct their

children with right materials and according to

most approved Kindergarten principles. 1 1 is

simple and practical, saves care and worry,
requires no extra time. Inexpensive—all ma-
terials are furnished.

PATAI nniF Write for catalogue, civing synopsis and

CDCC '"" description of our mail course. It's

FREE valuable to you, but we send it free. ^
HOME KINDERGARTEN SCHOOL

525 Washingrton Arcade, Detroit, Mich.

MEMORY
MEANS MONEY

The Secret of Certainty in KecoUection,

PLAINLY STATED; SIMPLY TAUGHT.
Send a postal card for Pelman'e great Book:

"Memory, and What Can Be Done To Improve It."
It Costs you Nothing ; It Explains Everything.

WE GUARANTEE
To Double the Powers of Your Natural Memory in

a Month. Our Prospectus Contains Hundred* of
Convincing Testimonials and Press Reviews in.

Praise of the Pelman iSystem. Write for i t to-day.

PELMAN SCHOOL OF MEMORY.
963 Whitehall Building. New York'City.

U NEED IT
A Perfect
Health Waist

Adjustable, Comfortable,
Graceful, Washable,
and Economical.

Endorsed I»y liie « nrld-renowned
rtnttle t'rfoli Snnitarium.

Write for descriptive booklet.
Agents wanted. Send for

terms and territory. Address

Dross D«!pt.

Good Health Pub. Co.
l.'tt; X UaNliinatnn Avenue, N.

HATTI.l. CllKKK, MICH.

Readers of The Literabt Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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TARTARLITHINE
A Manland Physician writes :— I administered

Tartarlilliine tablets to a Methodist I'.van-

gelist who travels all over ihe Eastern Shore

of Maryland and all through Delaware and

Pennsylvania, and in two days he declared

himself feeling splendid—" more and better

relief than ever in my life from any remedy."

Rheumatism

Tart.irlithine rarely fails because it supplies

the blood with the necessary' substances to dis-

solve and remove the poison of rheumatism

—

uric acid. We wanteverj- sufferer to try it, and
will send a sample package with our booklet on
the cure of rheumatism free to every applicant.

Prescribed ami etitioned by thf

Uadin^ physicians of the country .

Ask Yovir Doctor Abovjt It

Pree satnpU and our booklet on the
cure ofRheuinutisnt sent on request

McKesson & Bobbins "V.nv'V;::.,r'-

Sole agents /or the fartarht/itne Co,

WE WANT AGENTS
ID every tokvn to ritie and sell our 1 irycles.

Good pay. Finest jjuaranteed IDOo 3I<>l>KLS«

with Puncture-rroof ^ 1f% #^« ^ 0.^f
tires.Coastcr-Brakes ^••' '*' ^^'*
10U3 & I'JIVt nodeU ^7 « tf#0
"f Best Makes V « '** ^M^
BOO Second-Hsnd Wheels
All makes & Mod-
els good as new
CLK.4RING S.A.LE at half cost
We SHIP OX ^ll'IRoyAI. and
TEM DAYS TRIAL to anyone
'uU/u'itt a cent deposit. Write at once for

Special Offer on sample bicycle.

TIKES, SUNORIES, AITTOMOBILES.
MEAD CYCLE CO., G 134, CHICAGO

$3 to $8

Whitman Saddle
The one saddle iilways preferreil liy

diseriminatine: Fillers. It isthelii^rh-
est type of the sjiddler's art. Correet
in every lint^always comfortable for
the horse and rider. Complete eata-
logue sent free, showing the Whitman
for men and women, and everything
from " Saddle to Spur." Address

The Mehlbarh Saddle Co., 101 fliambers St., .Vew York

Successors to The Whitman Saddle Co.

'TlnAf^ji^ -

hat Is Daus' Tip-Top?
TO PROVE that Daus' "Tip-top" is

the best and simplest device formaking
^100 Copies from pen-written and 50

Copies from typewritten original,
lill ship rompletp duplicator,
size, without deposit, on

1 10) days' trial.

rtisfiniDt of ..'.;' 3^ or 3pO n6I
THE FELIX A. DAI'S ni'PLIC.lTOR TO.

Daus Building, 111 John St., Xcw Vork City

The Fifteenth G.a.mh.

BEFORE YOV VISIT WASHINGTON
BE SURE TO R.EAD THIS BOOK

"A picture of Washington, both informing and
enteriaining."— Christian hitelligencfr.

WASHINGTON
ITS SIGHTS AND INSIGHTS

A chatty, entertaining guide to the National
Capital, full of anecdote and imconventional de-
scription. By H.ARRiET Earhart Monroe.
l2mo. cloth, illustrated. Ji net. by mail .fi.oq.

FUNK & WAGMALLS COMPANY, Pubs.. NEW YORK

.\t the same price no others contain so much
gold as the Kremenlz Plated Collar Button.
Kasily buttoned, easily iinlMittoned. !Kta.vs hut-

toned. Kooklet for postal giving iuu<-h inrtirnia-
tion. Kreinentz <fc Co. . BSCbestntit St.,Newark, N. J.

MARSHALL.
White.

' ''-y »
. P-Q B 4
; Kt—O H 3

4 H-Kt 5

'. R - B sq

7 Kt K B 3
8 P .X P
,, B^Q3
10 Castles
11 H— K B 4
I.' Q—B 2

iH-Bs
14 H—R 3

5 P~R 5

i6 B R6
I? Kt— K 5
i8 H X Kt
19 Q R—g sq
^o P—K 6
21 Kt-K2
22 P-K Kt 3
23 B-B 4

24 Kt .\ B
25 Kt F .\ Kt
-'6 K^Kt 2

27 K-Q 4
28 K R-Q sq
•i9 Q-Q2
30 5-S 3
3'K(y4)-Q2
3» Q-K 5

33 K—R sq

34 B X P ch

JANOWSKL
Black.
P-Q4
P—K 3
Kt-K i: 3

Castles
I'-Q Kt3
PxlP
B— Kt 2

P—B4
P-Q R ^

P-HS "

P—Kt 3
P—Q Kt 4
Kt-Ks
R-Ksq
Q Kt X Kt
Kt— B 4
Kt-Q6
P-B4
B-Q3
Q-H3
B X B
Kt X Kt
R X P
R-(J sq

1UK3)-Q.
R (Q)-Q 2

Q-Qsq
P-Q R 4
P-Kt 4
Px P
R—K Kt 3
R x 1;

JANOWSKI.
Black.

Px P
B x R ch
g-Kt4
K~Kt 2

K—R3R— Kt 2

R- Kt 3
R— Kt 2

MARSHALL.
White.

55 R X R
36 P X P
37 R X B
,8 g—K 8 ch
3q R-g 7 ch
40 g—B 8 ch
41 g-Q6ch
42 Q—B 8ch
43 Q-Q 6 ch g-Kt 3

44 Q—B 4 ch g-Kt 4

45 g—Q6 ch R-Kt 3
46 g— B Bch R—Kt 2

47 Q—Q 6 ch K—R 4
48 Q—<Jsqch K—R 3

49 g—g 6 ch K—R 4
50Q—Qsqch K—R 3

51 g—Q 6ch R— Kt 3

52 6—B 8ch R Kt 2

53Q—Q6ch Q—Kt3
54 g— B 4 ch Q- Kt 4

55 g-g 6 ch K—R 4
56Q-gsqch K-R3
57 g-g 6 ch g-Kt 3

58 Q— B 4 ch g—Kt 4

59 Q—Q 6ch R-Kt 3
60 g—B 8ch R-Kt 2

61 g—g 6ch K-R4
62 g—Qsqch K-R 3

63 Q-g 6 ch Q-Kt 3

64 Q—B 4ch Q— Kt 4

65 g—g 6ch R-Kt 3

66 g— B 8ch R-Kt 2

67 Q—g 6 ch Drawn.

The Sixteenth Game.

J
\NOWSKl.
White.

1 P-Q 4
2 K Kt-B 3
3P~B3
4 B -B 4

5 P-K 3
6Q— B 2

7 Q Kt-g 2

8 I'-K R 3

g K P X P
10 Q-Kt 3
11 p X g
.2 B-Q 3
13 Castles KR
14 P—Q Kt 4
i5Kt-Kt3
16 B X B
17 Kt-B 5
18 K K—K sq

ig Kt—g ,.

20 P-K B 4
21 Kt-i; 3
22 P—Kt 5

25 B X P
24 P .x Kt
25 13 X Kt

M.\RSHAI.L.
Black.
P-Q 4P-QB4
P-K 3

Q Kt-B 3

g-Kt 3

K Kt-B 3
i:-Q 2

P X P
R—Bsq
QxQ
p - g R 3
B-K 2

Castles
Kt—K sq
H-Q3
KtxB
R-B 2

B—Bsq
R—K sq
P-B 4
Kt—K 5
P X P
Kt xKt
B-Q 2

p X n

JANOWSKI.
White.

26 Kt-Q 4
27 R—R 6
28 P— (,) Kt 4
2y P-Kt 3

30 K - B 2

31 KR-QR .sq

32 Kt— 1; 3

33 K R—R 4

34 Kt-K s
35PXP
36 Kt X P
37 R X V,

38 R X R
39 P.-Q 5

40 K—B 3
41 Kt P X P
42 P-Q 6

4^ K—K3
44 K—K 2

45 P-Q 7 ch
46 R—g 6

47 P—B 6

48 Px P
4g R .\ R wins

MARSHALL.
Black.

K-B2
P-R 3
P Kt4
K-B 3R-K 2

B-K sq
K— Kt 2

R Kt sq
P-g;
K R—Q Kt 2

B X Kt
R X P
Rx R
K—K 5

P X B P
R-K 8

R-O 8

P-K 4

R-Q B 8

K— k 2

K-Qsq
R— P. 5
Rx P

The Seventeenth and Last Game.

MARSHALL.
While.

1 P-Q 4
2 P-Q B 4

3 Q Kt-B:3
4 H— Kt5
5 P-K 3
6 B-Q 3

7 K Kt-B 3
8 Castles
G P X P
loQ-B 2
11 Kt—K 5
12 B X Kt
13 Q R-Q sq
14 B—B 5

15 P-K B 4
16 P-Q R 3
17 P-K 4
18 Px P
19 Kt X Kt
20 Q—K 2

21 Q-R 5
22 B— Kt sq
23 Q-B 5

24 Q-R 3

25 P-B 5
26 Px P
27 Kt—B 3
28 Qx Q
2q Kt—R 4
30 Q R—K sq

31 R xR
32 K—B 2

33 Kt—B s

34 P-K Kt 3

JANOWSKI.
Black.
P-Q 4
P-K 3
K Kt—B 3

Q Kt-Q 2

B—K2
Castles

B—Kt

:

Px P
P-QB4
P-K R 3
Ktx B
P-B 5
P-Q R 3
P-Q Kt 4
B—Bsq
B—Kt 2

Kt X P
B X Kt
B-Q 3R-R 2

B- Kt sq
P—Kt 3
P-K R 4
Q-Kt 4
P-B 3
g-Kt 5PxQ
R-K 2

K R-K sq
Rx R
B—B 5R-K 3
B-g7

MARSHALL. jANOWSKl
While. /Hack.

35R-Qsq B-R4
36 Kt—R 6chK— Kt 2

37 Kt X P B—Kt 3
38 Kt-K 3 B-K 5

39 B X B
40 K— B 3
41 Kt-Q 5
42 Kt-B 4

43 P-Q 5

44 K X B
45 p-g 6

46 R-g 5

47 R X P
48 P X B P
49 R-B 5
50RX P
51 R-B 2

52 K-K 3

53 R-R 2

54 K-Q 3

55 K-B 3
56 K— Kt 3

57 P—O R .

58 K-B 3

59 K-Q 3
60 F—R 5
61 K—B 3
62 K-B 4
63 P—R 4
64 P—R 6

65 P—R 7
66 K-Q 3
67 K—Q 4 wins

R X B
R-K sq
B-R 4
B-B 2

Bx Kt
K X P
P-R 4
P-Kt 5
P-B 6

P X B P
R-Qsq
R X P
R-Q 5 ch
R-QRS
K-B 4
K—K 4
K-Q 4
R—Rsq
R—Kt sq ch
R—B sq ch
R-Q R sq
R-K 3
K-B 3
P—B 4
R-R sq
R-K Kt sq
R-Kt 5 ch
R X P ch

Daddy N«-ver Was Whipped. - He had taken

his punishment like a man, and for some time after-

ward he had been buried in thought.
' Mamma !" he said, finally

• Well, Willie ?
"

" Do you really spank me because you love me so

much ? "'

That's the reason I punish you, Willie."

" And don't you love [japa at all ?"

—

Tit-Bits.

SELF-DIGESTING FOOD FOR

WRITERS ^. MINISTERS
BUSINESS MEN

Arid ALL ACTIVE INTELLECTS
T.iro-cnrx, the cooked unsweetened meal of Hawaiian tare,

is easier to digest and more nutritious than any other food.
See Govt. Analysis in 32-page illus-

trated book on Taro-ena and tare

cultivation in Hawaii. Mailed free
on request. Write for it.

Taro-tna digests itself. It contains
no artificial digestant ; nor is it pre-
digcsted. Taro contains its own
natural digestant. It relieves the
stress on nervous, tired digestive
organs— calming, nourishing, build-

ing up and restoring their digestive

powers. It is nothing but a food

—

pure Hawaiian taro, a cultivated
vegetable, growing under water like

rice—nothing added, nothing taken
away.

Babies thrive on it fed in milk
from the bottle. Delicate women
gain flesh and strength. Invalids
accept and enjoy it, no matter how
weak their condition. Dyspeptics
quit grumbling. It will "stay down"
and nourish even in seasickness or any case of food rejec-

tion. It satisfies the most delicate stomach. Live on de-
licious Taro-ena. It brings Happy Health.

Send 10c. for Large Trial Package
IncluUintl the :i-^-page Book, Free.

Uegular size, .We.; Large, $1.00; Hospital, $.'!.00 ; at ilnig
stores or by mail prepaid. Order by ninil if your dealer does
not have it and is not acconimodatini? enoupli to get it for
you, whieh he can do easily and quiclvl.v. Address

TARO FOOD CO.. Box T. Danbury, Conn., Agts.^ Leonard
Cleanable
Refrigerator

LINED WITH

Genuine Porcelain Enamel
flred on sheet steel. Youcan
not break, scratch or cor-
rode this wonderful lining.

It will last forever, sweet
and clean. Sliding adjust-
able shelves of same mate-
rial, case of oak with quar-
ter sawed panels. Hand pol-
ished golden finish, nickel
trimmings, eight walls with,
mineral wool insulation.
This style 35x22 COT CA
x46inch ** I t^M
Freicht paid as far as the
Mississippi and Ohio rivers.

We sell direct where wo
have no agent. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Send for book-
let showing other styles from
$«.2.5 up and »ro» sampla ox

our wonderful lining. Beware of imitations.

The GraLnd Rapids Refrigerator Company,
33 Ottawa St., Grand Kapids, Mich.

Catch

Fish by

Electricity

1
.00
complete

The Electriclure ~ OUTFIT
Any kind of fifh may be caught by this aew method at will.

No State in the Union has pasted any law against this praLtice;

it's sure every time and great sport, without danger to oi>erator

(it fools the big fish). The original sample cost us $i,cco.

Only a limited number of these outfits can be made this year,

soorderearly. Outfitallcompleteonly*!.00 withfull instruc-

tions. Can be carried in the fisherman 's ordinary t.ackle box
.
By

express prepaid, 20 cents extra. Dealersand agents make big

money selling these. Send for catalogue of fishing tackle, etc.

The VIMCO., I>ept.l8. 68 E. Lake St., Chicago, III.

TOE BESTiUOnT
Blade in

Over 100 diff-

erent styles.

lOO-Candle Power
Li^lit at a cost o£
2c per week.

, THE !i:;sr light ro.

J] ore
brilliant than
Acetylene or
Electricity. No
Grease— Pir.oke

—

Dirt or Odor.
Agents Wanted
L\tTj where.

92 K. ath at , Canton, O. j

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when WTitlng to advertisers.
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THE TEXICOCSRAPHER'S^ J|ASVQjlAlR

In this column, to decide questions concerning the correct

use of words, the Funk & Wagnalls Standard Dictionary is

consulted as arbiter.

" W. H. D.," Philadelphia, Ta.—"To decide an argu-
ment will you be good enough to state whether it is

incorrect to say 'I feel bad,' meaning a condition of

health ? I understand that this is a colloquialism. Is

a colloquialism correct or ineoiTect ?
"

"W. O. E," Hamilton, Ont.—"' Which is the prefera-
able expression, ' I feel bad ' or ' I feel badly ' ?

"

Care should be exercised in discriminating
between these terms. Each has a distinct
meaning foreign to the other. If " W. 0. E."
means to express the idea that he is ailing in

health, "I feel bad" is correct. A colloquial-
ism may be perfeotlj' good English. To "feel
badly" is used only to express the idea that
one's powei- of touch is defective, as through a

mishap to the fingers, such as a burn ;

" badly "

in this sense meaning " imperfectly" or "de-
fectively."

"C. H. F.." Garden City, Long Island.—"Can the
lexicographer tell me whether the symbol in the center
of the flag of Korea has any specific significance ?

"

The T'aikhi, or symbol in question, consists
of two large commas in a circle. In Chinese
cosmogony and philosophy these commas are
black and white ; in the Korean flag they are
blue and red. The symbol represents the Abso-
litte or First Cause of the universe and of all

that exists therein.

"J. C. J.," Bloom City, Wis.—New Mexico,
Oklahoma, and Indian Territory are still terri-

tories.

"A. C. G.," Ermine, Minn.—"How should the word
'precedent ' be pronounced ?

"

As an adjective it should be pronounced as if

spelled pre-see'dent ; as a noiui it is preferably
pronounced press'e-dent.

" W. C," Fostoria, O.—" You will do me a favor by
giving the origin and meaning of concensus, which I

could not find in your dictionary."

The word required is spelled "consensus"
;

it is derived from the Latin consensus, the past
participle of consentio, agree, and it means
" unanimous opinion of a number of persons

;

general agreement."

"A. and G.," Pittsburg, Pa.—A noun as
nominative must agree in number with a verb
as predicate. The sentence you give is incor-
rect.

" C. R.," Beaumont, Tex.—" In your answer to ' E. B.
R.' (March 11) you say has should be have. I am sure
has is correct."

If "C. R." will reverse the sentence he will
see at a glance that he is misiaken : "Of the
best plays that have been published this is one."

"S. n," Steeple Rock, N.M.—"a) On'what authority
does The Literary Dige.st base its substitution of thu
for thoudh ? (2) Is the use of so for such in the follow-
ing sentence correct—'. . . The possibility of .so long
contacts would be allowed as to take up objectionable
quantities of copper ' ?

"

(1) On the authority of the American Philo-
logical Society and on that of the National
Educational Association, both of which recom-
mend the dropping of the silent letters in the
word.

(2) In the sentence quoted "such " is prefera-
ble to "so" if the intention is to refer to the
length of time of the contacts mentioned.
However, without the context it is difficult to
determine what is intended.

" E. G.," Baltimore, Md.—" Will you kindly tell me if

there is such a word as transmof/riftcatioii 'I

"

The word " tratismogrification " is a collo-
quialism for "transformation." It is generally
used in a humorous sense.

MiuiONSWasted on HairTonics
There, is But One

HAIR GROWER
Guarantee Backeo By The Banics

Failure of tonics to grow hair is due to the fact that such treatment does not

reach the seat of the trouble. The hair roots must be nourished before the hair

will grow, and this can be accomplished only by the presence of blood in the scalp.

A vigorous rubbing of the scalp produces a pleasant sensation, but it does not

open up the veins which supply food to the follicles. Use tonics if you want to

soften the hair and make it glossy, but if you want to ^row hair or keep it from
falling out you must cultivate the roots. Hair falls out for the same reason that

^ a plant dies—lack of nourishment—therefore to preserve it, you
ji^^ need only supply nourishment to the hair roots. This can be

.^ done only by the Evans Vacuun\ Cap.

Out- Guarantee.
We will send you by prepaid express an Evans Vacuum Cap to ijse thirty days, and

all we ask of you is to deposit the price of the appliance in ajiy bank in St. Louis dur-
ing the trial period, subject to your own order. If you do not cultivate a suflicient

growth of hair within this time to convince you that this method is effective, simply
notify the Ijank and they will return your deposit. The iffect of the Vacuum is

pleasant and exhilarating. It gives the scalp vigorous exercise without rubbing,
and induces a free and active circulation without the use of drugs or lotions.

IlIiistraltMl book frco on roqiiost

EVANS VACUUM CAP CO., 440 Fullertoiv Building. St. Louis

Williams'

Shaving

Stick

^ signifies—Perfection.

) Williams Shaving Sticks, Shaving .

Tablets, Toilet Waters, Talcum
^ Powder, Jersey Cream Toilet

^ Soap, etc., sold everywhere

Write for booklet " How to Shave "

THE J. B. WILLIAMS CO.
Glastonbury, Conn.

ENNEN'S ?rL^"J5

iPRICKLY HEAT,
' CHAFING, aad

""—"'-

SUNBURN, "t.l.'Sf"'
Removes sll odor o( perspiratioa.' De-

^^^^^^^^^^^^_ ll^htful after Sbaving. Sold everywhere. Of

I mailed^P .receipt of 25c.' Get Mennen's (tlie original). Sample Free.

CERMAJiD MENNEN COMPANY. N«<.'ulc N.J.

-* uTTif mciia

FLATFOOT
Rheumatic Pains, Weak Ankles, Tired Feet

instantly relieved and permanently cured hv tl>e

PLANTAR INSTEF SUPPORT
Worn inside the shoe like an ordinary innersole. Rec-

oiumended by physicians. (Juarnnteed if instructions

are followed. For sale at shoe stores, druggists, atid

surgical instiument dealers, or sent by mail postpaid

for S*2.00 IHT pair. Write to-day for free circular

and particulars.

GEO. «. i,oivno.\ jnvti. ro
401 Union ."Street, Lynn, Mass A

New Finsen Institute.

After May ist the Finsen Light Institute

of America—now located at 78 State St.,

—

will move to the magnificent new building

they have just erected. No expense has
been spared to make this the most complete
Institute of its kind in the world.

New Genuine High Power Finsen Lamps
direct from Copenhagen will be installed,

thus assuring quick treatment and minimum
cost.

Write to Dept. C for free literature telling how skin
diseases are cured by liglit. After May ist address

The Finsen Light Institute of America,
Dept. C, Washington Blvd. and Hamlin Ave., Chicago.

Men Do Not Go to Church
A bold jind vigorous discussion by

Rev. Cortland Myers, 16mo, CIo. 60c-

Funk & Wagnalls Company, Pubs. 44-60 E. 23d St., NewVork

WHY

The World's Greatest Missionary Magazine
With live up-to-date articles and information on every
feature of missions.

The Missionary Review of
the World

Interdenominational and International
" The only complete review of Missionary operations

and problems "—T/te Roek, London-

Issued mo7tthly and ilhistrcUed. %2 .JO per year

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Pubs., NEW YORK

,V\X'/,,

shines brlghHy in aL'house where
^^^^^ a^bolishes dirh bub"Dirh

e.nd despa^ir are close ofkirirTry jUn
your next- house-clea^nin^g
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For the

I'or theJOIN THE
SPRING CLUB

Greatest Sermon

SAVE $7.

ONLY $1 A MONTH

Twelve-Volume Work "The
Library in the World"

first time since its publication, \vc arc about to organize a
special club of Liti;i<ai<\-

DiGKST readers for one of

the most helpful and suc-
cessful homiletic works we
have ever published —

the ii'"^^''t '.'-lermon Bible"; giving' witliiu its twelve (12) volumes nearly 5,000 sermon outlines, more than 24,000 homiletic references,
including quotations from tiie most eminent American and British pulpit leaders. This work is one which provides the preacher with an
inexhaustible supply of suggesticui, illustration, and inspiration. We have already supplied over ij2,ooo copirs of these books throughout
the United States, and purchasers everj-where are constantly writing us that the books are of immense usefulness to them in their work.
The regular price of the '' Sermon Bible " is g^m^tt^frntx^tnu /tlianatlTrm ^•''^•oo- To members of The Literary Digest
Si'Ri.NT. Ci L'B just forming, we will supply SflTlSrAGTIUN GUARANTEED ••- for only Si i. 00, carriage prepaid. In order
that club members may carefully inspect the books before purchasing them, we will ship
the complete set on receipt of the enrolment blank below. Members may e.xamine the work for five (5) days, and if they want it, pay us
$1.00 a month. If members do not wish the work all they have to do is to notify us to that effect, and hold the books subject to our order.

THE SERMON BIBLE
The aim of this vast work is to present the choicest, most helpful, and most comprehensive homiletic literature of the present generation, in

readily accessible form, for the use of preachers, students, and all other religious workers. Its twelve volumes contain four thousand eight
hundred sermon outlines and over twenty-four thousand homiletic references bearing upon the entire Scriptures from Genesis to Revela-
tion. Every effort has been made to secure the most useful material from the best homiletic authorities, and to present this material in

accurate form. That these aims have been successfully attained is the unanimous opinion of the entire religious press and the many thou-
sands of users of this work.

" Beyond question the

richest treasury of modem
homiletics which has been
ever issued from the press."
— Christian l,vadvr,
London.

" The greatest sermon li-

brary in tlie world.''—
Mrthixlist I'rotf.ttnnt,

Baltimore.

" Exceedingly helpful and
suggestive.'' — Z i o n ' s
Hrrtil)!, Boston.

" A vast store of help."

—

The Xti(tpp»'ii<leiit, New
York.

" It is crowded with stri-

king passages from the chief

preachers of the last half
cen t u ry." ly o 11 d o n
Quarterly Heriew.

" Indispensable to every
painstaking preacher.' —
\ational Baptist, Phila-

delphia.

"We do not hesitate to

pronounce this the most
practically useful work of

its kind at present extant."—L ite r a r ij Ch urch-
ntan.

" It gleans in many fields

and gathers rich and valued
sheaves that might other-

wise be lost. The range of

subjects treated has great
breadth and variety." —
The ('hri.stlnii. Advo-
cate, New York.

"The work is strictly

evangelical, and the quota-
tions are singularly strong
and fine."— A'etr York
Era mfetist.

" It will be valued by
many a minister who will

here learn what light other
^ preachers have received on

j a selected text. "^'/'/ie Ob-
J server. New York.

FOUR VITAL FEATURES OF "THE SERMON BIBLE"
I, Under each text a full outline is given of important sermons by

eminent preachers. These sermons can be found elsewhere
only in periodical manuscript form, and are hence practically
inaccessible.

II. Under each text are also given full outlines of sermons which have
appeared in book form, but are not well known or easily obtained.

III. Under each text will be also found references, or brief outlines,

of sermons which have appeared in well-known works, such as
are likely to be in the preacher's library.

IV. Under each text are also given full references to theological
treatises, commentaries, etc., where any help is given to the
elucidation of the text.

Thus the preacher, having chosen his text, has only to refer to " The Sermon Bible " to find some of the best outlines and suggestions
on it, and many helpful references to all the available helps.

AN IMMENSE FIELD COVERED CAREFUL PROPORTION PRESERVED
The range of books consulted is far wider than in any homiletical index. There

is no other work of the kind in existence, and there are few others that will prove of

greater time and trouble-saving value to the busy preacher.

Great care has been taken to observe due proportion in the volumes. The
space given to each book of the Bible depending upon the number of sermons that
have been preached from it.

Twenty-four blank pages are bound in the end of each volume for manuscript notes. This feature adds much to the value of the work for practical usefulness.

COMMENDED BY ALL DENOMINATIONS
Methodist Revieir, New York: "Rich in homi-

letical suggestion, and valuable to those who must
preach the gospel."

The British Weehli/: " We can conceive nothing
better in the way of aids to sermon writing than this

work."

North and West, Minneapolis :
" A storehouse of

seed-com for sowers is no inappropriate name for ' The
Sermon Bible.' "

Zion's Herald, Boston: "It is an exceedingly
helpful and suggestive series and will be prized by the
studious minister."

The Literary Churchman. London :
" Here

is given the essence of the best homiletic literature of

this generation."

The Watchman, Boston :
" The finest thoughts of

the ablest preachers on the sacred writings are here
given."

NO MONEY REQUIRED
We enable every member of the Special Spring Club to test for himself each and every claim made

in this announcement. If for any reason members are dissatisfied with the work, after five days'

critical examination, they are under no obligation to purchase it. If they are satisfied, they .leed

send us only $1.00 within five days, and then $i.t)o for ten months. Remember, we prepay carnage.

FUNK & WA6NALLS COMPANY, Publishers, NEW YORK CITY

The Independent, New York: "The work con-
tains a vast store of help to those who employ it as a
base from which to carry on their own enterprising
explanations."

Christian InteHigencer, New York :
" No

English or American preacher of note has been
omitted, and the list of works referred to are world-
wide."

until You Have Inspected the
Work and Decided to Keep it

SPRING CLUB ENROLMENT BLANK
FOR THE SERMON BIBLE

Funk & Wagnalls Company, 41-60 East 23d Street, New York.
Gentlenifii : Please enroll me as a member of the Special Spring Chib of

the LlTEKAKY Digest readers for " The Sermon Bible," and send me, car-
riage prepaid, a set of the boolis. I acree to examine them within five (.5)

days of receii)t, and to send you Sl.OO if they prove Satisfactory, paying the
balance in ten (10) monthly instalments of $1.00 each. If unsatisfactory,
1 agree to notify you and hold the books subject to your order.

L. D. 4-15 Name.

Date Address

.

Readers of The Literary digest are asEed to mention the publication vrhen writing to advertisers.
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TOPICS OF THE DAY.

THE SOUTH AND THE PRESIDENT.
T^HE rousing welcome the President received in Texas prompts
•• some of the Southern papers to remark upon the tremen-

dous popularity he enjoys in the only section of the Union that

went Democratic last fall. Mr. Roosevelt's renewed pledge not to

accept another term, his reiterated declaration that he is " half

Southerner," his eulogies of those who wore the gray, and his

voluble appreciation of every locality visited are taken as confir-

mations of the idea that he is trying to make this four years an

"era of good feeling," and to win over his opponents of last No-

vember. It appears from the Soutliern journals that he is having

some success. "Apparently the Crum and Booker Washington

incidents are forgotten." says the Savannah xVeze/s(Dem.) ;
" either

the people have been captured by the President's announcement

that he intends to give the South a square deal on every question,

including the race question, or else it has a genuine admiration for

him because of his way of doing things." As for the Texans, the

Houston Fos^ (Dem.) declares that they "believe in the President

more than they ever believed in him before." To quote

:

" Texans believe in the President more than they ever believed

in him before, not because he came to see us, but because he has

recently become imbued with that spirit of democracy which re-

sists oppression ; because he has indicated that he intends to exalt

the power of the people by bringing within the scope of public

control those agencies which have long exploited the public; be-

cause he has indicated that he will promote a revision of the tariff

with a view to an elimination of its numerous iniquities, and be-

cause we have been led to believe that he will not be a party to the

perpetration of any injustice upon the Southern States.
" It is impossible to expect a great democracy like the people of

Texas to share the President's views on many questions of public

policy, but our regard for him will increase in the ratio that he
crushes the enemies of our legitimate progress, and every success

he may achieve in this direction will evoke our applause, admi-

ration, and gratitude."

The Atlanta Constitution feels encouraged to believe that the

President is regarding the South with less sectional prejudice and

partizan passion, and it looks for a more definite statement of his

policy in his coming speech in Atlanta. It says :

" It may not be too much to hope that Mr. Roosevelt has by this

time been able to see some of his mistakes on one or more phases
of the Southern question,' as our Northern friends call it. His
New York speech indicated that he has seen a great white light on
the ' race problem ' and at last recognizes Southern qualifications

to his ' door of hope' hypothesis. His attitude toward the South
in the Civil War seems considerably mollified to-day as contrasted

with his Arlington speech of a few years ago, and there are indi-

cations, through recent executive appointments and otherwise, that

the President's judgment is becoming more mature and judicial as

he is broadened by his great office. The South, believing it is

right and believing that the President is open to conviction of the

right, naturally feels encouraged over the bright prospect of a
' square deal ' at the hands of the federal administration for the

next four years.
" The present vacation trip of President Roosevelt is confirming

the prevalent belief that he means to make a manly, honest exami-

nation of questions that are local in their application to the South-
ern States and deal with them in the same spirit, indifferent to sec-

tional prejudices and partizan passions. His speeches en route are

distinctly in line with the promise of his New York address and
conversations had at the White House with representative South-

erners.

" It is understood that President Roosevelt has reserved for At-

lanta the honor of being the city in which he will definitely outline

his entire ' Southern policy.' The date of his intended visit to the

metropolis of tiie Southeast is as yet undetermined, but it is ex-

pected to be during the present year. Close friends of the Presi-

dent predict that he will make the greatest speech of his political

life in Atlanta, and that after it is made he and the South will have

a better understanding."

Other Southern papers warn the President, however, that he

must not mistake Southern hospitality for an indorsement of his

imperialistic and "big stick" policies. The New Orleans Pica-

jw;/^ (Dem.) thinks that President Roosevelt's "manner of treat-

ing the populace, when he goes out seeking popularity, sweeps the

people off their feet, and they hail him as one of themselves with-

out giving the least consideration to his acts or real characteristics

as a public official ; all this, however, does not prevent President

Roosevelt from being carried away by his impulses, prejudices, or

passions without a moment's warning, and thereby precipitating

the country into serious complications and trouble." And the

Houston Chronicle (Dem.) says, similarly :

"The enthusiasm with which the President has been greeted on

his Texas tour is such as was to be expected from the hospitality

of this State and section. Proper homage is paid to his great

office, and in the case of many thousands siiicere admiration is felt

and expressed for the man. It is believed that Mr. Roosevelt, to

use his own popular phrase, means to be the ' square deal ' Presi-

dent. His abandonment of the traditional hostility of his section

and his party to the South calls for unstinted praise. Because of

his present attitude in this regard, because of his especial, sincere,

kindly feeling for Texas, and because he is our guest, not one word
will be said concerning his policies that are no longer pursued.

Let the dead past bury its dead.
" But Mr. Roosevelt has just begun a term of four years in the

Presidency. He is the head of this nation at a time of transition,

for every wise observer of public affairs is aware that present con-

ditions can not continue and great changes are at hand.

"Alarming as has been the imperialism of our island-devouring
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From stereograph, copyrifjlit 1905. by Utiderwood & Underwood, New Y^rk,

ADDRESSING 15,000 PEOPLE AT WACO.
" The thing that really makes me proud of Te.xas is the men and women. That

is what counts. I like your men and I like your women even more, and I want to

congratulate you on the children, both on the cjuality and quantity." •

From slere.jgruph, copyrigtit 1905, by Uiidervvooil &. Underwood, New York.

GREETING 30,000 PEOPLE AT FORT WORTH.
" After all, I have come to the conclusion, traveling through this great land of

ours, from the Atlantic to the Pacific and over Maine, Washington and Montana
and Texas, that the chief thing 've need is to have Americans know one another.

I am willing to bet on the result, if you will just get them together."

PRESIDENTIAL ORATORY IN TEXAS.

foreign policy, witli the flag of freedom Heating over subject peo-

ples and the ' big stick ' waved over the heads ol: other peoples who
have a not unreasonable fear that it may be proposed to make
their countries our colonies, the main danger we have to face is

not in our foreign but in our domestic affairs. The problem of

our time is the problem of industrial freedom. How long must we
stagger under the tariff burden? How long will the trusts be al-

lowed to take tribute of us? Mr. Roosevelt invites criticism as he

RoniNisTfflTioN m ~ "

h^

THE I'NEASY LID.

—Cory in the New York Vl'orld.

proposes himself as a physician with a panacea. He deals with

the evils that beset us, and it is the duty of every patriotic citizen to

consider his record and his remedy, for upon the quality of the

former and the effectiveness of the latter his party, now the domi-

nant party in our Government, depends for its continuance in

power
" Patriotic Americans all over the country are asking these ques-

tions, and as Brutus did, they 'pause for a reply,' and they are likely

"i ^^

"THE CALL OF THE WILD."
— Maybell in the Brooklyn Eagle.

OTHER SIDE OF THE VACATION.
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"Birds in their little nests a^ree,

And 'tis a shameful sight

When children of one family

Fall out, and chide, and fight."

—Isaac Watts.
— Cory in the New York World.

to take it out in pausing until

campaign time comes again,

when we shall see what we shall

see."

One Southern paper notes

tliat " the Indian Territory

towns were holding municipal

elections as President Roosevelt

passed through, and they all

went solidly Democratic."

"IK THEV ONLY KNEW HOW HAKIi

IT IS TO GET RID OF IT, ANDY !

"

—Leipziger in the Detroit News.

NEWSPAPER OPINION
OF THE EQUITABLE
UPHEAVAL.
THE newspapers all over

the country are begin-

ning to take up the Equitable

quarrel (which has been treated

at length in our issues of Feb-

ruarj- 25, March 25, and April

15), and are demanding a public investigation of the society's affairs.

It would be agreat mistake, the Columbia (S. C.j^'/a/^ declares, to

" imagine that the people who carry insurance will be satisfied with

the announcement that Mr. Alexander and Mr. Hyde are recon-

ciled." for "nothing but the fullest and freest investigation of the

business methods of the company will restore the perfect confidence

and trust of the public." For this reason it would not be sorry to

see Senator Depew's efforts at conciliation fail. The Atlanta Con-

stitution believes that " the unfettered personal license " enjoyed by

the insurance magnates in handling the funds of the great com-

panies " constitutes to-day an insidious menace that requires fed-

eral attention." " The most sinister phase of the peril," it adds, " is

that the bulk of its possible victims is to be found among the help-

less and innocent widows and orphans of the millions of the policy-

holders of the present." The Nashville^w^r/V«« thinks that every

State in which the Equitable does business should begin an inves-

tigation, and the press despatches say that several are contem-

plating such action. The Memphis Cotnmercial Appeal credits

the New York WorlcTs theory that E. H. Harriman is trying to

gain control of the Equitable through young Mr. Hyde, with the

idea of amalgamating the New York Life, the Mutual, the Pru-

dential, and the Equitable into a huge insurance trust which will

give the Standard Oil group " control of pretty nearly all the avail-

able money in the country." The Detroit F?r(; P/rss, however,

thinks tiiat the New York, Mutual, and Equitable companies
" now form a trust, and the competition in the insurance field is

maintained for the exact purpose of concealing their relations;

and that competition may be sincere and actual as to life insur-

ance, but once the money of the policy-holder is secured, there is

a complete harmony as to its disposal."

The New York Financier urges the policy-holders to take a hand

in the fight. It says :

" If the policy-holders of the Equitable Assurance Society have
sufficient spirit to insist on their rights, now that the opportunity is

available, the outcome will be a victory for life-insurance policy-

holders and their interests the country "over. But a weak-kneed
compromise should not be tolerated for a moment. The time has

come when the sordid spirit which seeks to gain private and selfish

advantages to the detriment of the savings of the great bulk of the

insured must be crushed out of existence. Up to this time the

public has been treated to an exhibition of mudslinging and-vulgar

personal accusations. From
now on the policy - holders

should step in to protect their

property, even if this necessi-

tates the retirement of the en-

tire force of common scolds

who are bringing their com-
pany into disrepute."

The New York Sun, which

has had a sharp stick out for

Messrs. Hyde and Harriman

ever since the fracas began,

says

:

" No more flagrant instance,

to our mind, of gross, persist-

ent, and systematized dishon-

esty has ever come to light than

that of the Equitable corpora-

tion. Just enough has been re-

vealed to disclose an intermina-

ble vista of corruption and pec-

ulation in the administration

of the most sacred fiduciary

THE EQUITABLE'S WA.SH UA\.
—McDougall in the Philadelphia North Aincrican.

HONESTY IS THE BEST POLICY.
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institution that we know in our social scheme of life. And what

is the result? Tlie trustees and directors, in a panic at the dis-

closure, resolve to shut it out from public scrutiny, to heap deter-

gents and disinfectants over it, to whitewash the casement of the

cesspool, and to enshroud the whole unspeakable thing in a ficti-

tious oblivion. They have undertaken the impossible.
" It is impossible that public opinion, which is stronger than

boards of directors, stronger than the legislature, stronger than the

Governor of tlie State, stronger than all the subservient tools of a

polluted and debauched political hierarcliy at Albany and elsewhere

— it is impossible, we say, that public opinion will tolerate a Har-

riman in the control of such a public institution as the Equitable

Life !

"We admit that this man controls the legislature, as he boasts

that he does. We admit that he is a powerful and most baleful

figure in the depraved politics of our unhappy State, and that the

fountains of justice and the law are poisoned by him at their

source. We admit that there is no recourse for the victims; that

the law has been so contaminated and perverted that it is made, in

provision for this very contingency, to deny all relief. 15ut we do
not admit that the evil and repulsive influences which now have

the policy-holders of the Equitable and the public welfare beneath

tlieir heels can escape that retribution which it is in the power of

public opinion to invoke."

Diaz on the Monroe Doctrine.— It may not be surpris-

ing to learn that President Diaz confesses to a partiality for the

Monroe Doctrine, when it is remembered that if it had not been

for that dogma a descendant of Maximilian might be on the throne

of Mexico to-day. "The Mexican Government," he declares (in

Collier s), " can not but declare its partiality for a doctrine which

condemns as criminal any attack on the part of the monarchies of

Europe against the republics of America, against the independent

nations of this hemisphere, now all subject to a popular form of

government." He thinks, however, that our sister republics of

this hemisphere should not leave the United States to defend the

doctrine alone— they should all unite and make it " the Doctrine of

America." He says:

" But it is not our opinion that to the United States alone, in

spite of the immensity of its resources, belongs the obligation of

assisting the other republics of this hemisphere against the attacks

of Europe or Asia, if such attacks are still to be considered possi-

ble ; but for the attainment of the end to which we all aspire, each

one of the republics ought, by means of a declaration like that of

President Monroe, to proclaim that every attack on the part of a for-

eign Power, with the view of curtailing the territory or the inde-

pendence or of altering the institutions of any one of the Republics

of America, would be considered by the nation making such a dec-

laration as an attack upon itself, provided that the nation directly

attacked or threatened in such manner bespoke the aid of the other

nations opportunely. In this manner the doctrine now called by
the name of Monroe would become the Doctrine of America in the

fullest sense of the word, and, altho originating in the United

States, would belong to the International Law of the American
Continents As to the means to reduce this idea to practise, this

is not the place or occasion to discuss them."

NEARLY FOUR THOUSAND DESERTIONS
FROIVI THE NAVY,

THE problem of securing men to man the large number of new

war-ships has confronted the naval authorities for some

time, but just now the newspapers are discussing the problem of

retaining the men now in the navy. A statement issued by the

Bureau of Navigation shows that 3,210 men, or 10.7 per cent, of

the enlisted force, deserted during the past year. Of the trained

fighting force of the navy—the seaman branch— the desertions were

7.97 per cent., and of the engine-room force—principally coal-

passers— the desertions were 17.10 per cent. The total percentage

of desertions, says the bureau, was greatly increased by the num-

ber of desertions in the messmen's branch—stewards, cooks, and

attendants for officers' messes. Of this force the desertions were

23.17 per cent. A man does not have to be a citizen to enlist in

the messmen's branch, and the bureau declares that the large

number of desertions is due to the number of foreigners in that

branch of the service. A few days after this report was made

public, it was reported from Pensacola, Fla., that six hundred

sailors belonging to Admiral Evans's North Atlantic fleet had

deserted.

" The small pay and rigid discipline of the war-ship is not at-

tractive to Americans, particularly in a time of peace and general

prosperity," says the Boston Herald; and the New York Evening

Post remarks that "there is something radically wrong either with

the official treatment of our men or with the men themselves. The-

native American seems to resent being 'cabined, cribbed, confined
'

by superior authority as inconsistent with American democratic

ideals, and 'first-class figh tin' man' that he is, does not care to-

serve long in time of peace. Our jingoes must reckon with this-

<2». „.-/<-

-

NO SUBSTITUTE.

—Maybell in the Brooklyn Eagle. Count Cassini says tliat " Russia's position in the Far p:ast must be recognized."

—Davenport in the New York Evening Mail.

SEATS OF THE MIGHTY.
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temper in their plans for a navy with So,oooor 90,000 enlisted men."

The New Orleans yVV<7>'//«f comments :

" That the number of desertions from the messmen branch of the

service is large is not to be wondered at. The average American

is restive under discipline, even under the most favorable circum-

stances. It is, therefore, not astonishing that he should detest

menial service on board ship. Messmen are nothing more nor less

than the servants of the ship, and their duties are menial. While

they are amenable to the same discipline as other enlisted men, they

have none of the distractions and diversions of those in the militant

branches of the service. To a very considerable extent Japanese

are enlisted for mess attendants, but as they can not always be had,

the places must be tilled from other sources
" While the percentage of desertions may be cut down in course

of time, it is likely always to remain fairly large, unless the tem-

perament of the average young American undergoes a change or

the opportunities for earning good wages in civil life become less

abundant. The only remedy that it now seems possible to apply

is to pursue deserters more relentlessly and to punish them severely

when caught. The public should be educated to look upon deser-

tion as a crime, which it really is, and the fact that a man has de-

serted should cause his friends to shun him as unworthy of their

respect and confidence.

"

TOM WATSON CLAIMS CHICAGO.

TOM WATSON, the Populist candidate for the Presidency

last fall, claims the Chicago election as a victory for Popu-

lism. Mayor Dunne was elected, he avers (in the May issue of

Tom Watson's Afaga-i/ie. New York), because of " the principle

which he represented," and that was a Populist principle. Mr.

Wat.son says

:

"The National Democratic party has never declared itself in

favor of public ownership. The National Republican party has

never done so. Tks People's Party is the only jVatwnal organi-

zation ivhich has proclaimed and battled for the principle which

was involved in the Chicago election.

" So far back as 1890 the People's party of the State of Georgia,

and of other .States, grew tired of the deceptive compromise called

Public Control ; threw it aside as a failure ; boldly advanced to the

more radical ground of Public Ownership, and formed its line of

battle. In spite of abuse, ridicule, and defeat, our party has never

faltered in its steady advocacy of the principle which at that time

met the aggressive opposition of both the Democratic and Repub-
lican parties. /// the campaigns made by Mr. Bryan he stood for
no such principle as this. In the campaign led by Belmont and
Parker and Gorman in 1904 the Democratic party stoodfor no such

principle as this ; nor has the Republican party ever dared to pro-

claim itself in favor of such robust radicalism. Therefore, it is

folly to say that the victory won in the Chicago election is a Demo-
cratic victory. It is misleading to say that this election illustrates

the fact that ' the Democratic party always wins when it is Demo-
cratic'

"The principle of public ownership has never been a part of

the pohtical stock in trade of the Democratic party. Therefore

the principle of public ownership of public utilities can not be

classed as Democratic, if we use the term in the partizan sense

which attaches to it. The principle of public ownership is Popu-
listic, and it is merely rendering to the pioneers of that movement
simple justice when we say that the Chicago election, which wiped
out party lines and gave to the people and to the principle a mag-
nificent victory, should redound to the credit of those much-abused
and misrepresented men who thirteen years ago unfurled that par-
ticularflag and began tofight betieath it."

Mr. W^atson tells in the following paragraph how to cut the legal

snarl that is delaying " immediate " municipal ownership :

"Why shouldn't the lesson of the Chicago election be taken to

heart by every great city and every small town in this Republic?

If the people of Chicago can turn the rascals out, the people of

New York can turn the rascals out, the people of Philadelphia can
turn the rascals out. Talk about vested rights and charters which
grant monopolies ! Nobody wants to confiscate property or vio-

late contracts, no matter how ill-judged those contracts may have

been. But we say this : Just as private property was assessed and
taken under the principle of eminent domain, in order that corpo-

rations should construct their railways, their telegraph lines, their

telephone lines, so the same principle of eminent domain can be
applied to return to die people what was taken away from the peo-

ple. Assess these properties at a fair valuation, pay honestly and
fully what they are worth, then take them over for the public to be

operated for the benefit of the public. The law of eminent domain
can be applied to all sorts of property, real and personal, the tan-

gible thing called an acre of ground and the intangible thing called

a charter."

NEWFOUNDLAND STRIKES BACK.

CONSIDERABLE regret was expressed last winter when the

Senate killed the reciprocity treaty with Newfoundland by

loading it with unacceptable amendments. It was understood at

the time that this smothering of the treaty was effected to oblige

the Gloucester fishermen, who objected to the free admission of

fish from Newfoundland, in competition with their catch. Now
Newfoundland retaliates by revoking the American fishermen's

privilege of obtaining bait there, and by providing by law that if

an American fishing vessel is found within three miles of the coast

of Newfoundland with bait, supplies, or outfits purchased within

any port in the island, the vessel, equipment, stores, and cargo

shall be forfeited. The Newfoundland Government will also put a

stop to the American fishermen's practise of buying cargoes of fish

and entering them free of duty at our ports under the pretense that

they are American catch. The seizure of American fishing vessels

will cause international friction and bad feeling, in the opinion of

several papers, but the cutting off of the bait supply is regarded as

a worse danger. "This virtually will put a stop to American

fisheries," declares the New York Stin., " inasmuch as Newfound-

land has a practical monopoly of bait." Other papers also remark

upon the^" poetic justice " by which these "selfish" and "short-

sighted " Gloucester fishermen have invited their own ruin; but

the Gloucester folk are not so sure that they are ruined. They

claim that all the bait they need can be carried from this country

in refrigerators, and declare that they are perfectly independent

of Newfoundland's favors. The Boston Herald says on this.,

point

:

" The Gloucester fishermen have asserted that there was abso--

lutely nothing in Newfoundland in the fisheries line which the

Government of Newfoundland could deprive them of that they

would turn their hand over to retain. The Newfoundland authori-

ties have asserted that under the modus vivendi they have for

years past been making large concessions to the American fisher-

men, which concessions are now to be withdrawn. It remains

to be seen which of these statements is the reliable one. The
Gloucester fishing interest is absolutely prohibited by the past state-

ments of its representatives from making any protest against this

Newfoundland action, because, as we said above, Gloucester has

constantly maintained that Newfoundland was conceding nothing

that was of benefit to Gloucester, and, therefore, that it was useless

to make any effort to retain what was thus given. This being the

case, it will be equally useless, because uncalled for, to make any

protest when the aforesaid concessions are removed."

A St. John's correspondent of the New York Tribune, however,

sees dark days ahead for Gloucester. He declares :

" A serious situation is created for the American fishermen by
Newfoundland's action in the present crisis and her assured deter-

mination to fight this thing to a finish. She has already success-

fully contended against France along the same lines, with results

clear to everybody in the impoverishment of St. Pierre, the settling

of the French Shore question and the virtual crippling of the Bre-

ton trawling fleet on the Grand Banks. She has therefore sub-

stantial warrant for the belief that she will be able to conduct as

effective a crusade against the American fishermen and speedily

force a revision of the Bond-Hay Treaty by the United States.

Senate on more equitable terms than characterized its recent treafc-

ment of it."
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STAKE IN THE TOGO-ROZHDESTVENSKY
DUEL.

WHEN Admiral Rozhdestvensky"s fleet emerged into the

China Sea, and it became evident that a fight with Togo
was inevitable, the American newspapers volunteered such a

wealth of advice that the Baltimore A^eivs expressed the hope that

tlie Russian admiral patronized an American clipping bureau, and

remarked sadly that " the pity of it all is that such advice can not

reach him in time to be used to his advantage." The plans of

Togo and Rozhdestvensky were also discussed with a freedom that

would almost indicate wireless communication with the flagships,

except in the case of the Boston Herald, whose editor owned up

that neither admiral had confided in him. All agreed, however,

that the fight would be one of the decisive sea battles of history, a

Russian victory meaning the isolation of Japan from her victorious

army, and a Japanese victory meaning a blow to Russian naval

prestige "from which it probably never will recover," to quote the

Detroit Journal. The Nashville Banner was the only paper, so

far as we saw, to say that a Russian naval victory would not be

disastrous to Japan. " Should Russia succeed in entirely destroy-

ing Japan's sea power," said The Banner, " she could make diffi-

cult the sending of reenforcements and supplies to Manchuria, but

tlie retaking of that country appears to be in any light a task be-

yond her might. The Japanese advantage on land is now too

great to be easily overcome." The same paper remarks upon
" what might have been " thus :

" The fact that Russia is able to send such a powerful naval ar-

mament to the Far East makes the more glaring the fatal delays

that have marked her conduct of this war and her lamentable state

of unpreparedness when the war began. With Port Arthur well

garrisoned and Rozhdestvensky's fleet in Eastern waters at the

beginning, it would have been impossible for the Japanese to have

gained such an advantage as they now hold. Russia failed to act

in time. She discredited the ability and power of her adversary

and lost valuable opportunity."

The immense possibilities at stake in the battle are outlined as

follows by the New York Sjtn :

"The Mikado's humblest Subjects know that the destiny of their

country is to be settled on the ocean, and that a r..iscalculation, an

oversight, a stroke of evil fortune on the part of Admiral Togo
may compel them to renounce the hope of expansion on the Asiatic

mainland and condemn them to eventual suffocation within iheir

narrow, insular domain.
" It is not the Japanese alone who have reason to pray with fer-

vor that Rozhdestvensky's gallant venture may have a tragical and
irreparable outcome. The Russian admiral must be conscious
that, in a sense unparalleled for many a century, he carries Csesar

and his fortunes. Should he by chance win a victory or should he
even be able with a large part of his force to elude Admiral Togo,
the representatives of the Romanoff autocracy would fetch a deep
sigh of relief. The reactionary grand dukes would feel that their

grip upon the Russian people was assured for at least a generation,

and Nicholas II., like Louis XV., would be justified in believing

that the inevitable collapse of despotism would not be witnessed
in his lifetime. Awful, on the other hand, would be the blow that

the rehabilitation of the autocratic system brought about by Rozh-
destvensky's success would deal to the hopes of Russian Liberals.

To the advocates of constitutional government in the few un-

smothered centers of Muscovite thought and aspiration, to the

betrayed freemen of Finland, to the yet unquenched patriots of

Poland, to the wretched inmates of Ghettos within the Lithuanian

pale, the news of Rozhdestvensky's triumph would come as a mes-
sage of despair. It is not the Mikado's subjects, but the Czar's,

who have most cause to wish that the armada now on its fateful

way to Vladivostok may justify the forecast warranted by its ear-

lier experience—that it was ' built in th' eclipse and rigged with

curses dark.'
"

LABOR, LITERACY, PAUPERISM, AND CRIME
IN THE PHILIPPINES.

"PROM the point of view of some of our dailies, Republican and
* Democratic, the Philippine census, which has just been pub-

lished, shows a record of remarkable advancement of the Filipino

since he has been under the protecting wing of the American Eagle.

"The United States," says the Baltimore Herald (Ind. Dem.),
" gives a good account of her short stewardship "

; and the Brooklyn

Times (Rep), remarks that "the people of the United States have

every right to feel proud of the manner in which the Government

has discharged and is discharging the trust imposed upon it by the

result of the war with Spain. " The census, which places the popu-

lation of the islands at about 7,636,000, is to be used as a basis for

the establishment of a Philippine legislature. It is interesting to

note that all the persons engaged in the enumeration were Fili-

pinos, with the exception of 1 18 Americans and a few Japanese

HIS L.-\ST BAIT.

— Rehse in the .St. Paul Pioneer Press.

THE LAST THROW.
— Bartholomew in the W\r\u<ia.po\\s Journal.

A FORLORN HOPE CARICATURED.
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and Chinese. The report also contains some interesting observa-

tions regarding literacy, labor, pauperism, and crime in tlie islands.

The data ot education set forth in the census show that more

tlian half the population can neither read nor write in any lan-

guage, while of the Si2,ooo children said to be attending school ii

per cent, understand English. There are ii night schools in

.Manila, in which 4.000 adult Filipinos are studying Englisli. and

of the 41 newspapers published in the islands 12 are printed in

Engli.sh. The general impression in the United States has been

that the Filipino is lazy and not willing to work, but in a discus-

sion of labor and wages it is stated in the report that the Filipinos

demonstrate a natural aptitude and efficiency as workmen when

placed under intelligent supervision. It is shown that a large pro-

portion of the people, "much larger than in the United States, or

in almost any other country," are engaged in gainful occupations.

Cmt of nearly 7.000.000 civilized iniiabitants, 3.63S.000, or 43 per

cent., are in this class, as compared with 36 per cent, in the United

States. This large proportion, we are told, is due to the number

of women workers who assist in supplying the family exchequer

by spinning and weaving and to a less extent by working in the

fields. Here is what the report says regarding the Filipino as a

worker (as published in The National Geographic Magazine)

:

" Labor and wages are burning questions, and a great deal has

been .said and written to demonstrate the lazy habits of the Fili-

pinos and the worthless character of their manual labor. These
strictures usually begin and end with unfavorable comparisons

between Filipinos and Chine.se, Americans, or other foreign popu-

lations. There are two sides to this very interesting and important

question, and througli the efforts of Governor Taft, the I'hiiippine

Commission, and the army it has been made perfectly plain to un-

prejudiced persons that the Filipino has greater intelligence and
capacity tlian he has been given credit for.

"What the Filipinos need in order to demonstrate their capacity

as laborers is a fair opportunity under reasonable conditions, not

as rivals of the Chinese or other people, but of each other, as is

the rule in the United States, where, if Chinamen were permitted

to enter unrestrictedly into competition with American labor, the

value of wages would soon reduce the average American laborer

to a state of poverty. If American labor can not compete suc-

cessfully with Chinese labor, it should not be expected of Filipino

labor, and the Filipino should not be judged by such a standard.

The so-called aversion of the Filipino to labor is not believed to

be so entirely natural and instinctive as it is the result of causes to

which very little reference is usually made. The habits of cen-

turies, altho artificially acquired, may well be mistaken in any peo-

ple for natural traits. Thus, the abuse of the Filipinos throughout

the first two hundred years of their experience with the early

colonists, the assiduous and ceaseless efforts of their teachers to

humble their pride, stifle their ambition, and impress upon them
the dominant race, and the utter hopelessness of any kind of equal-

ity with them have no doubt had their effect in causing indiffer-

ence, shiftlessness, and recklessness."

Pauperism, we also learn, is almost unknown among the people

of the islands, their wants being few and easily supplied. In re-

gard to crime the report says :

"The number of criminals in confinement December 31, 1902, in

the Philippines was less than 8 in each 10,000 of population. In

the United States in 1890 there were about 13 in each 10,000 of the

inhabit?... Is. Considering the unsettled condition of affairs in the

island during the six years prior to the census, the showing is not

only favorable, but remarkable, and indicates that the Filipinos as

a race are not especially disposed toward crime.

"The most common crimes are ladronism, theft, assault, and
murder. The causes are traceable to the ravages of the war, to

the poverty and unrest which followed, accentuated by the subse-

quent failure of crops and loss of farm animals. In the majority

of the provinces crime is said to be decreasing."

" Nobody who approaches the Philippine problem with an open

mind." says the Providence /otirnai (Ind), " C3.n fail to see that

we shall be able to do for the ignorant inhabitants of the archipel-

^o infinitely more in the way of education than they could do for

themselves." The Boston Transi rip/ (Rep.) lakes this conserva-

tive view of the conditions presented in tlie report:

"Studying the details just spread before the American public it

becomes apparent that the mass of the natives of the islands are

in a transition state of civic and social development. They are

neither the highly cultivated and eminently capable race that their

American admirers declare them to be, nor the degraded people

only to be governed by a recourse to Spanish methods thinly

veiled, described by some of our citizens who have returned from
the Philippines 'led with the prejudices of the anti-Taft element
in Manila. In a word, the Filipinos are just wiiat they might be
expected to be after three centuries of Spanisii administration."

topics IN BRIEF.

I'erhaps the public would 1« willing to ])ay these congres.smen mileage for

tr;»veling the other way.— T//c Coiniiioner.

The peace policy seems to be one form of contract which one great insurance

company does not write.— The Chicago Evening Post.

-American cigarettes are shipped in large lots to the Japanese army. It may
not be all up with Russia yet. I'he Chicago Record-Herald.

" Real peace can be found only in religion," says Colonel Bryan. A dissent-

ing opinion will probably be filed by Mr. Rockefeller.— The Washi?igfon Post.

A HOTEL clerk in Arkansas has married an heiress, which fact brings that

haughty class down to a level with the I'.ritisli peerage. — 7"//^ Baltimore Ameri-
can.

Senator Tillman, who has been in. poor liealth of late, is reported to be him-
self again, tho we wish he might have done better than that. - The Boston Tran-
script.

Delaware has got on so well with senatorial vacancies that several other

.States might try the habit. Certainly tliey could lose nothing by it.— T/ie Louis-

ville Courier-Journal.

Nerve.—Mayor-elert Dunne refers to Chicago as '"the nerve center of the

nation." He will make a great record if he is as correct about other matters.
— The Washington Post

.

Harvesting by electric liyht has been introduced into Australia, we are told.

The companies have been harvesting over iiere for a good many years.— The New
Orleans Times-Democrat

.

Better Relieve Him of It.—If churches and colleges refuse Mr. Rocke-
feller's money, there seems nothing for him to do except to use it in extending
liis business. • The Washington Star.

Raisuli has been consoled with a governorship, and the Mad Mullah has been
given a definite sphere of action and has promi.sed to be good. Apparently the

only ones out are Tom Lawson and Tom Watson.— The Denver Post.

The Louisville Co?/r/Vr-yo?/;-««/ has brought to light the interesting fact that

the man who discovered chloroform was long past forty when he did it. Really,

Dr. Osier can't be blamed for insisting now that it was all a joke.— The Chicctgo

Record-Herald.

" It is a great idea," said the Czar, a gleam of hope crossing his face. " What
idea is this ? " asked the court official. " Maybe we can keep changing oflicersso

often that the Japanese will become confused and chase the wrong general."^

The Washington Star.

THE MODERN SAMSON.
— Rehse in the St. Paul Pioneer Press.
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LETTERS AND ART.

A SATIRE ON RUSSIAN BUREAUCRACY ON
THE ST. PETERSBURG STAGE.

RUSSIAN writers occasionally disclose some of the humors

and paradoxes of the censorship to which books, plays.

papers, magazines, and libraries are subjected. They do this long

after the occurrence. It is interesting to contrast the action of the

authorides in ordering the withdrawal from the stage of one of the

local theaters of Maxim Gorky's latest play, " Datchniki," of which

an account was given in these pages some months ago, and in which

the " intellectuals " were mercilessly attacked as parasites, birds of

passage, and what not, and the licensing by the St. Petersburg

theater censor of a satirical comedy which, as the critics cautiously

point out, " hits off " the typical Russian bureaucrat, the conserva-

tive supporter of "law and order," the enemy of all reform and

progress.

The comedy is the work of a popular playwright, Tchirikoff,

and is entitled " Ivan Mirovitch." It seems to be both thoroughly

realistic and symbolic. It tells a very ordinary story and depicts

familiar sides of provincial life; at the same time, it invites a

larger interpretation as an acute criticism of the entire political and

governmental system of Russia. It is very amusing, but the critic

of the Novosii says the author intended to point a serious and sig-

nificant moral, one preeminently appropriate just now, and " through

the laughter tears are to be seen."

Here is a condensed i-t'su»i^ of the play, which has very little

action and no plot, in the conventional sense of the term :

Ivan Mirovitch is a middle-aged teacher in a provincial gymna-
sium. He is an authoritarian to the core, a slave to routine and
duty. He worships the Government and never questions its orders.

He knows nothing, understands nothing, sympathizes with nothing

outside of existing law. His own life is rigidly regulated, and he

would regulate with ecj^ual sternness the lives of others—the mem-
bers of his family, the pupils, the subjects of the autocracy. He
has never known an independent impulse, a heterodox idea. He
is, spiritually, a dead man in a dead environment. His existence

is mean, narrow, joyless.

He has binding rules for everything, including the most trivial

details of every-day life. His wife. Vera, is younger than himself,

and belongs to a radically different type. He had killed his first

wife by his tyrannical exactions and enforced monotony and con-

formity to petty notions of order and propriety. Vera revolts.

"You would," she says to him, "prescribe for my benefit when to

laugh, when to grieve, and what to laugh or grieve over." The
most natural and innocent wish on her part, if it does not harmo-
nize with his " rules," is resisted. Even the furniture in the house

must not be readjusted. When he finds a thing in a new place, he

puts it back in the old place. " We must have order and sym-
metry," he explains; "nature is symmetrical. We have each two
hands, two feet, two sides." " Yes," answers Vera; " but only one

head, and that one, unhappily, is often empty."

He makes everybody miserable, and A'era, profoundly discon-

tented, finds some intellectual pleasure in the society of a young
man of intelligence and aspiration. She is not, however, in love

with this young man, and does not contemplate any extraordinary

action. She has children to care for and, if possible, save from
the blighting influence of the husband's precepts and example.

But, unhke the first wife, she gradually emancipates herself in a

moral sense. She can not change her external life, but she rises

above her environment and learns to despise it. Her husband's

"system," at first terribly formidable to her, becomes ludicrous.

"I no longer fear you," she tells Ivan Mirovitch finally; "I
thought you were dangerous, but you are only a scarecrow, I find.

I am not to be overawed and intimidated into submission."

And Ivan, so long an absolute despot, is shorn of his power.

He is disarmed, helpless, and Vera will have her own way hence-

forth.

Every scene in this comedy, says the Novosti, is fascinatingly

true to life. The spectator sees before him Ihe social and domes-

tic and pedagogical conditions of provincial Russia, with the dull,

contemptible, stifling, fatal " regularity " so dear to the bureaucratic

soul. And as he sees all this he can not help thinking of those who
yearn tor a fuller, freer, richer life, and who are deceived by scare-

crows they mistake for real and dangerous enemies.

The critic of the i\ovoye Vremya declares the play to be a thing

of hints and possibihties, scraps and undeveloped germs, rather

than a finished, thought-out, artistic whole. But he admits that it

was keenly enjoyed by the audience and voted a great success.

—

Translations 7nadefor Tnv. Literary Digest.

MUTILATING "THE STAR-SPANGLED
BANNER."

"TOURING recent years a "revised "version of " The Star-Span-
-*-^ gled Banner" has been given wide circulation through

-school books used in Indiana, Louisiana, New York, and other

States. It adds the following fifth stanza to the original four stan-

zas written by Francis Scott Key :

When our land is illumined by Liberty's smile,

If a foe from within strikes a blow at her glory,

Down, down with the foe who dares to defile

The stars of her flag and the page of her story
;

By the millions unchained who our birthright have gained
We will keep her bright blazon forever unstained.

The first remonstrance against what the New York Tinies terms
" a monstrous perversion " came from Confederate veterans of

Louisiana, who were amazed, in attending a school celebration in

New Orleans, to hear their own grandchildren singing a stanza

which credited the author of a song of the war of 1812 with knowl-

edge of the Emancipation Proclamation, issued half a century

later! The New Orleans School Board and the Louisiana State

Board of Education were led to take up the matter, and compelled

the American Book Company to withdraw the volumes containing

the objectionable version. In Indiana, the State Legislature has

called for the restoration of the original text in the school books,

impelled apparently by the consideration that the framers of the

revised version r.re guilty of an impudent interpolation. And now
the New York State Legislature has unanimously passed a bill

prohibiting the circulation of the mutilated version.

The authorship of the objectionable stanza is attributed by some

to Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes. It seems that during the Civil

War Dr. Holmes was prevailed upon to add two stanzas to the re-

ceived text of Key, to bring it down to date. But as The Times

points out, he was "a person of undoubted poetical sensibility " and
" subjoined his verses, instead of being guilty of the impertinence of

undertaking to interpolate them." The guilty agent in the present

instance is not named; but Superintendent Maxwell, of the New
York Board of Education, is held to a large share of responsibility,

on the ground that he sanctioned the use of the interpolated ver-

sion in New York State. The Tinies comments further:

" The whole ciuestion raised by the discussion which has resulted

in legislative action seems to us to be the question of interpolation

or subjunction. A stanza added to Key's poem, by whomsoever,

and without reference to its poetical value, was legitimate as an

addition, and impertinent as an interpolation. As to the ascrip-

tion of the additional stanza to Holmes, Dr. Holmes's own esti-

mate of its poetical value is evinced by the fact that it does not

appear in the collected edition of his poems, issued twenty years

ago, and twenty years after the close of the Civil War."

The New York Frecniaii's Journal says :

" It is gratifying to know that the fraud is not to be permitted to

stand anywhere. Other State authorities, New York included,

have already set about to follow the good examples of Indiana and

Louisiana in decreeing the restoration of the anthem to its original

form as it left the hands of its patriotic and gifted author, and so it

may be said and believed that assurance is thus given that as long-

as the glorious banner waves, the song in its entirety will be pre-

served and held in reverence as one of the noblest memorials

of it."
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THE SCHILLER CENTENARY.

THE himdredth anniversary of the death ol i-'riedrich Schiller,

which is being celebrated with speech-making and dramatic

festivals in many countries, has served to renew interest in one of

the few supremely great poets of the world. Of the tributes

evoked to lit the occasion, two of the most notable appear in the

pages of The Sorih American Re^'leiu (New York) and the

DeiitscfieiRuniischau (Berlin*, from the pens, respectively, of Wolf

von Schierbrand and Eugen Kuiinmann. The former writer

treats Schiller as "preeminently the national German poet," de-

claring further that, outside of Germany, his influence "has. per-

liaps, been greater than that of any other German writer, with the

possible exception of Heine." Herr Kuhnmann thinks that .Schil-

ler " outstripped all predecessors in the sphere of dramatic art,"

and was " the greatest, the most perfect, of born tragic poets."

Schiller's poetic activity is divided by Mr. von Schierbrand into

three periods: first, the period of "storm and stress." ending in

17S3, during which he wrote his

earlier poems and the three dra-

mas. " The Robbers," " Fiesco,"

and " Intrigue and Love "
; sec-

ondly, the esthetic-philosophical

period, concluding with his his-

torical works and the " Esthet

ic Education of Man"; and,

thirdly, the so-called classical

period, from 1793 ^^ 1.S05, dur-

ing which he was in close asso-

ciation with Goethe and wrote

"William Tell." His preemi-

nence in German poetrj' and his

popularity with German youth

and German women are attrib

uted to " his quenchless en-

thusiasm, his noble pathos, the

extraordinary wealth of imagery

in all his writings, his love of

liberty and the emphasis he lays

everywhere and always on hu-

man worth, his contempt of caste

and rank distinctions, his moral

exaltation, his purity of thought

and polish of expression, his

glorification of love and ideal-

ization of woman, the wide

range of his sympathies and of

his chosen subjects." Says Mr.

von Schierbrand

:

"Together, these distinctive

qualities of his muse constitute a

claim to affection and popularity

such as no other German writer

has ever been able to present, not even Goethe or Heine. Any
one at all familiar with German literature will know from number-
less biographies of noted Germans that it was Schiller's works,

and more particularly his poems, which molded their early thought

and youthful aspirations. All through the first three-quarters of

the nineteenth century Schiller stamped his impress ou the national

mind and heart. That Germany was known through those three

generations as the ' country of high thinking and low living ' was,

primarily, due to Schiller. His idealism and cosmopolitanism

prevailed among high and low. Rarely has a poet exercised for so

long such an overpowering and general sway over the sentiment

and intellect of his race. It overtopped by far that of Goethe.

Indeed, Goethe has never been ' popular' in Germany, tho a few
of his works have been. He has always been, and he remains to-

day, the poet of the select few; and not only Heine, but such sec-

ond-rate stars as Uhland. Theodore Korner, Kleist, Hauff, have
been, during nearly all this time, successfully vying with him for

l-RIEURICH SCHILLER

( I759-IS05).

He was '" preeminently the national German poet," says Wolf von Schierbrand,

and " his influence abroad has, perhaps, been greater than that of any other Ger-

man writer, with the possible exception of Heine."

the pri/e of popularity. If ever a poet could be termed " national,'

in the broadest sense of that word, it is Schiller.
" This is seen by every test. First and last, millions more of his

works have been sold than of those of any other German writer.

His poems are to be found in nearly every German home, however
humble, by the Riiine or the Hudson, the Danube or the Missis-

sippi. Schiller's dramas are performed on every (Jerman-speak-
ing stage on the globe, and they always ' draw,' whether in Berlin

or New York. Quotations from Schiller are more often used and
more generally understood by Germans than are those from Shake-
speare in the English-speaking world. About the last things a na-

tive (ierman will forget al)road are the ballads of Schiller he
learned by heart when a small boy.

"The Schiller conception of the world ; his notion of country,
home, and family, of love, honor, and duty ; his belief in the broth-

erhood of man, the oneness of tiie universe, and the inherent good-
ness of the human heart; his idea of divine government—these
things, within a decade of tiie poet's death, became part and par-

cel of the (ierman soul."

Herr Kuhnmann regards "The Robbers" as the fullest expres-

sion of Schiller's unique genius,

arguing that in this drama the

poet combines and reflects all

the great writers that preceded

him. Between Schiller and
Milton a " remarkable similarity

of imaginative power" is dis-

cerned. The German exhibits

a keen pathos kindred to that

of the Englishman. His char-

acters are " gigantic Titans like

Prometheus, of angelic stature

like Satan in ' Paradise Lost.'"

Both poets regarded man from

the standpoint of " the eternal

ordinance which decreed his

perfection." Mankind in com-

plete degradation confronted

Ihem as a dreary contrast. They

therefore painted humanity with

a sense of the tragedy of the

picture—humanity fallen from

primal glory. In the opinion

of Herr Kuhnmann, Schiller

surpassed Milton in his exposi-

tion of this tragic situation. To
quote further

:

"Carl Moor [the protagonist

of ' The Robbers
'J

is set forth

as a representative of universal

humanity confronted by the cold

legalism of his time ; in his very

wickedness he is the strong youth

who longs for the light. And the

tragic situation of which we
speak is concentrated in him ; we may say that in this character of

Schiller's true and perfect tragedy was for the first time personified.

The strength of goodness itself in him dies away in vacillation, and

thenceforth he develops wickedness in its most atrocious form.

Even the moral energy of his nature contributes to the tragic catas-

trophe. He comes to destruction through the very nobility of his

nature. Such a conception as this of Schiller's contains all that is

most serious, most pathetic, in human thought. It is not too

much to say that here is clearly and fully set forth the tragedy

which only dimly floats before the eyes of Milton. It is the eter-

nal tragedy of human life stripped of the husks of theological my-

thology."

One of the principal evidences of Schiller's power Herr Kuhn-

mann finds in the influence which he exercised on the poets of his

day, both German and foreign.

" Carl Moor is the connecting link in the nineteenth century
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between Milton's Satan and a whole host of poetic heroes, inclu-

ding the heroes of Byron. We see in this character the high-water

mark of pathos and satire; the war of the individual with the con-

ventionalities of society is here depicted. Here are typified the

depraved who are unconscious of their depravity, who revel in un-

bridled violence, ever unsatisfied in their restlessness and isolation

—from the Lucifer of Byron's ' Cain ' to Don Juan and other varia-

tions of the same type. There is a succession of such literary he-

roes from Milton's Satan through Carl Moor to the present time.

Goethe was the first to point out the affinity of Byron's genius to

that of Schiller."

In comparing Schiller with his contemporaries, Herr Kuhnmann

gives the author of " The Robbers " the first place. Like (loethe,

he wrote tragedy ; like Lessing, he took his characters from con-

temporary' life; but "Schiller alone attained perfection in the

graduation of his dramatic action." Moreover, he often soars to

a sublimity which his contemporaries never attained, and " must

therefore be counted a greater genius than any of them." The

writer finally proceeds to discuss Schiller's relation to Shake-

speare :

" The unfolding of such a character as that of Carl Moor, which

is the central point of the play, is without example in the works of

Shakespeare, altho it is a character most genuinely tragic. Pecul-

iar to Schiller is the poetic instinct which drives him to represent

the moral side of life as connected with future reward and retribu-

tion. Man as a moral being is his theme, and this he treats from

a point of view Shakespeare never took. This is exactly where

the two poets differ. In 'The Robbers ' Franz stands toward Carl

as good toward evil; the question of a moral ordering of the uni-

verse sinks into insignificance in comparison with the question of

the moral principle in these men. This tendency, as resulting in

the moralizing which crops up in tlie play, is peculiar to Schiller,

who had learned that only by such an expedient could tragedy be

made a living thing. The result has been significant. The whole

development of the German drama from Gerstenberg to Schiller

betrays the influence of Shakespeare. Schiller is the only poet

subsequent to Shakespeare who in his first work produced, by dint

of a conception of tragic representation wholly his own, a new and

original form of the loftiest tragic art."

—

Translation made for
The Literary Digest.

THE NATIONAL NOTE IN RECENT AMERICAN
POETRY.

APERLTSAL of Jessie B. Rittenhouse's new volume of criti-

cism, "The Younger American Poets." suggests reflection

on the extent to which the poetry of our day is transfused by patri-

otic and national sentiment. Miss Rittenhouse restricts herself to

the consideration of poets who have been born during the last half

century and "whose place is still in the making." In the case of

Richard Hovey, with whom the author begins her volume, that

part of his work dealing with themes that might be called national

is thus described :

"Aside from the dramas, and the noble elegy 'Seaward,'

Hovey's most representative work is found in his collection

' Along the Trail,' which opens with a group of battle-hymns in-

spired by the Spanish-American War. With the exception of
' Unmanifest Destiny,' and occasional trumpet notes from the

poem called ' Bugles,' these battle-songs are more or less perfunc-

tory, nor are they ethically the utterance of a prophet. There is

the old assumption that because war has ever been it ever will be

;

that because the sword has been the instrument of progress in past

world-crises, it is the divinely chosen arbiter. There is nothing of

that development of man that shall find a higher way, no visioning

of a world -standard to which all nations shall conform ; it is rather

the celebration of brawn, as in the sonnet ' America.' The jubi-

lant note of his call of the ' Bugles,' however, thrills with passion-

ate pride in his country as the deliverer of the weak, for the ulti-

mate idea in Hovey's mind was his country's altruism."

George E. Woodberry is characterized as "an American and

ever an American." " His ode to ' My Country.' " says Miss Rit-

tenhouse, "is an impassioned utterance, full of ideality, and pride

in things as they are, not lacking, however, in the prophetic vision

of what they shall be. He trusts his country without reservation,

recognizes her greater commission in what has terrified many poets

— the absorption of the Eastern isles—and bids her be swift to

yield her benefits." Passing on to an estimate of Frederic Law-

rence Knowles and his book of matin songs, " On Life's Stairway,"

the writer observes

:

"One notes its spontaneity, and the evident love of song that is

its primal impulse. The fancy is fresh and sprightly, not having

yet thought's heavier freight ; the optimism is robust, the loyalty

to one's own time impassioned and absolute, and the democracy
and Americanism distinguishing it are of the commendable if some-
what grandiloquent type belonging to youthful patriotism."

In the case of several of the other poets treated, however. Miss

Rittenhouse emphasizes a sense of detachment from modern life.

She describes Lizette Woodworth Reese as " an Elizabethan, not

by affectation but by temperament"; she points out that "the

Oriental poems of Mr. Scollard have often a greater vitality than

the Occidental ones," because " of their deep rooting in life, tho a

life foreign to us"; she notes that many of the verses of Miss

Edith M . Thomas deal witii " motives drawn from classic sources "
;

that Mary McNeil Fenollosa " in her Eastern poems is every whit

the artist; in her Western, her Occidental poems, she is without

special distinction "
; of the work of Louise Imogen Guiney she re-

marks that "it would be hard to say with what race classicism it is

tinctured. Rather say that she is a classic by temperament and

has drawn to herself, as by chemical affinity, such things as are

rare and choice in the world of books and life, and has fused them

in the alembic of her own nature, until the resultant blend is some-

thing new and strange, having a racy tang and a flavor all its own,

and yet with a hint of all the elements that went to its com-

pounding." Contrasting the treatment of nature in the work of

American poets as compared with the treatment of the same theme

in the poetry of Canadian singers, such as Bliss Carman and

Charles G. D. Roberts, Miss Rittenhouse says:

" What i^s there about Canada that sets the blood of her poets

a-tingle and lends magic to their fingers when writing of he.r.''

What is there in Grand Pr^'s ' barren reaches by the tide,' or in

the marshes of Tantramar, that such a spell should wait upon
them, calling the roamer

Back into the looming wonder,

The Companionship of Earth ?

With American poets of the present day, despite their feeling for

nature, it is rather her beauty in the abstract than any particular

locality with which they chance to be associated that inspires

them,—tho Mr. Cawein in his allegiance to Kentucky furnishes a

marked exception to this statement,—but the Canadian poets, with

a passion like that of a lover, sing of the haunts that knew their

first devotion : now with a buoyant infectious note, now with a

reminiscent sadness. In short, the Canadian poets seem to have a

sympathetic identity with their country, an interchange of person-

ality by which they reciprocally express each other."

Turning to the question of the apparent waning of poetic inspi-

ration in our day, the critic admits that the impression has come to

prevail " that art is choking virility of utterance, and tiiat a wholly

new order of song must grow from newer needs—song that shall

express our national masculinity, our robust democracy, our en-

larged patriotism, and our sometimes bumptious Americanism;

tliat labor must have its definite poet, and ' the hymn to the

workman's God ' contain some different note from that hitherto

chanted ; . . . that a sturdier race of bards must arise, ' sprung

from the toilers at the bench and plow '—that, in fine, the new

America must have a more orotund voice to sing her needs." If

this is so, she argues, we ought to find " the sturdy laborer and the

common folk in general " coming to Whitman and Kipling for re-

freshment and inspiration, Vv-hereas they are read by the cultivated,

and the boatman and the woodsman " will be found more often
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RICHARD HOVEY. LOUISE IMOGEN GUINEV. MAKY MCNEIL FENOLLOSA. BLISS LAKMAN.

A GROUP OF THE "YOUNGER AMERICAN POETS."

knowing his Bums or Slialcespeare or his Scott. To quote

further

:

" Heaven forfend that our bards shall spring from a race

Unkempt, athletic, rude.

Rough as the prairies, tameless as the sea.

Rather let them spring from the very ripest, richest-natured class of

men and women, not servile to custom, but having the breadth of

vision, the poise, the line and harmonious development that flowers

from the highest cultivation, whether in the schools or in life. It

did not emasculate the work of Browning or Milton or Goethe, nor

of our own Lowell, or many another, that he had the most pro-

found enrichment that education and traditional culture could give

him Originality is not crushed by cultivation, nor will native im-

pulse go far without it. The need is of a poet who shall divine the

underlying harmonies of life, who siuill stimulate and develop the

higher nature, and disclose the alchemizing truth that shall trans-

mute the gross ore of e.\perience into the fine metal of character

and spiritual beauty."

REVIVAL OF A MOLIERE COMEDY.
D ICHARD MANSFIELD is iield to have rendered a con-

-^ spicuous service to dramatic art in America by producing.

for the first time in the English language, Moliere"s comedy, "The
Misanthrope." This play is characterized by the New York //er-

ald diS "the dramatic masterpiece of its language and country."

comparable to the "Timon of Athens" of Shakespeare, but more
nearly akin to " Hamlet "

: and Mr. Winter, of the New York Trib-

une, speaks of the first American presentation (in the New Am-
sterdam Theater. New York) as " one of the most important theat-

rical events, not merely of the current season, but of the dramatic

epoch."

"The Misanthrope " was first played in 1666 at the Palais Royal
Theater in Paris. Moiiere himself taking the leading part. Its mo-
tive may be briefly elucidated as follows

:

Alceste, the leading character of the play, is a cynic, incorrupt-

edly and even savagely frank and honest, who turns with loathing
from the cant, the hypocrisy, and the vices of his fellow man. He
will neither use precaution in business, nor judgment in courtship,

nor suavity in social intercourse. He is in love with Cdlimene. a
selfish, shallow, beautiful young woman, accomplished in coquetry,
proficient in the arts of feminine fascination, shrewd, clever, cen-
sorious, heartless, and not in any way a suitable mate for him. A
rival aspirant for the favor of Celimene has written some silly

verses about that charmer, and he insists on reading them to Al-
ceste and demanding a critical opinion of them. Alceste is ad-
vised by his friends to say the usual commonplace words of empty
praise. He not only speaks the harsh truth, but makes it as offen-

sive as possible; and the result is a quarrel. Later he receives

documentary proof of the flirtations of the deceitful Celimene, and
confronts her with them. At the height of their stormy colloquy

he is interrupted and turned aside by peril of arrest, consequent on

the loss of a lawsuit. Alceste becomes almost frenzied in the

agony of his wounded spirit and the bitterness of his misanthropy.

The final catastrophe is precipitated when, in a deftly devised as-

semblage of the eight essential interlocutory characters, disingenu-

ous and malicious letters, written by C^lim^ne to Acaste and Cli-

tande—two of her butterfly suitors—are read aloud by these indig;-

nant dupes of coquetry, and the artful siren stands revealed as an

image of paltry vanity and shameful deceit. Even then the tor-

tured Alceste declares that he will wed her if she will discard all

society, forsake the world, and dwell with him alone in rural soli-

tude. This sacrifice she can not make, and the misanthrope finally

avows his loathing for such a nature and his repudiation of every

human tie. " Deceived on every side," says this wretched being,

"and overwhelmed with injustice, I will fly from this vortex of

vice, and, in some secret nook on earth, if such there is, enjoy the

freedom of being an honest man."

Of Mr. Mansfield's impersonation of Alceste The Suft says :
" It

was a strange adventure for Richard Mansfield, the vivid, volcanic

impersonator of picturesque, titanic characters, and stranger still

occurring on Broadway, the home of sound and fury. Yet the

strangest thing of all was that the huge audience followed each

word attentively, and rewarded stroke after stroke of the pure com-

edy of manners with intelligent and heartfelt laughter." Mr. Win-

ter's estimate (in The Tribune) is couched in these terms

:

" Mr. Mansfield's presentment of Alceste is remarkable for truth

of nature and poetry of ideal, and the method of his presentment is

remarkable for delicacy, precision, and ease. He shows, to the

vision, a handsome, haughty, aristocratic, elegant gentleman ; but.

from first to last, he is fervid, nervous, tremulous—revealing, in

solicitude of countenance and agitation of manner, the disquietude

of an anxious, restless mind and the anguish of a lacerated heart.

He is no carpet knight nor drawing-room fribble. His demeanor
toward tlv: courtiers is marked by predominant authority, and it is

made caustic with fine sarcasm. His denotement of Alceste's love

for Celimene is sympathetic with beautiful sincerity, and is made
very' piteous with revelation of the undercurrent of doubt, appre-

hension, mental conflict, and suffering. His delivery, whether of

blunt truths, veiled sarcasms, or the verbal shafts, of ridicule, is

swift, incisive, piquant, and at once bright and dark—as it should

be— in the interblending of humor with pain. His passion, in Al-

ceste's appeal to the possibly better nature latent in Celimene, is,

to an extraordinary degree, eloquent and touching. His portrayal

of the growth of Alceste's misanthropy— in a gradual transit from
morbid doubt and .splenetic bitterness to passionate, defiant desper-

ation— is admirable alike in subtlety of design and symmetry of art."
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SCIENCE AND INVENTION.

TO MAKE THE CACTUS USEFUL.

IS there anything that the plant-breeder can not accomplish?

He seems to be taking, in the popular mind, the place once

occupied by the electrical" wizard." Physics having held the cen-

ter of the wonder-working stage for a good many years, it is only

right that the botanist should have his turn. The latest contract

undertaken by Luther Burbank, who has given us so many vege-

table wonders, is to double the population of the world by peopling

its deserts—at least thi."? is what his new spineless cactus may
easily do, if we are to believe an " expert of national reputation,"

quoted (but not named)

LUTHER BURBANK,

Originator of the spineless cactus.

by Hamilton Wright in

an article contributed

to The World To-Day.

Says Mr...Wrigh|:

" The spineless cac-

tus, the latest plant

marvel originated by
Mr. Burbank, probably
gives greater promise

of usefulness to man
than any other of Mr.

Bur bank's creations.

The spineless cactus is

an improved variety of

the ordinary wild cactus

known as the prickly

pear, of which there are

numerous species and

more than a thousand

varieties. The spine-

less cactus upon which
Mr. Burbank has been

at work these ten years

is not alone a cactus

without spines. It is a

juicy, nourishing forage plant of great size and rapid growth ; its

blossom is larger, more vivid in coloring, and more fragrant than

that of its wild parent; som6 of tlie blossoms are a scarlet wine

red, others a golden yellow. Its fruit, which in flavor somewhat
resembles an orange or pomegranate, is as large as a big apple,

delicious, and sugary. The exterior of the fruit is pink, white, yel-

low, or a deep blood red, and the interior is often the color of

the reddish portion of the inside of a watermelon. The writer

was permitted to taste a portion of one of these fruits, and, by
the way, this single fruit was worth many thousands of dollars.

The taste impresses one with that quality of refinement in fruit taste

which one obtains from eating a delicious orange. The leaves of

spineless are smooth as an apple and soft as a peach. One may
rub his cheek upon the great flipper-like leaves of spineless with

impunity. The acrid juice found

in the cactus of the desert has

been eliminated by Mr. Bur-

bank.
" Bulk for bulk, spineless is

about half as nutritious as al-

falfa, which has been pro-

nounced by the United States

Department of Agriculture to

be probably the best all around

of known forage plants. But,

acre for acre, the yield of spine-

less cactus will be far greater

than the yield of alfalfa. . . .

The spineless cactus is relished

by all kinds of stock. Horses,

cattle, sheep, hogs, chickens,

geese, and other animals thrive

on it. When fed with cotton

seed or other hydrocarbons, it

will make a complete ration in

fattening stock for market. In

LlL.-WES Ol- THE TWO VARIETIES, SHOWING IN-

TERMEDIATE STAGE.

Courtesy of The World To-Day (Chicago).

THORNY CACTUS AND SPINELESS GROWING SIDE BY SIDE.

Courtesy of The Worlii i o-Day (Chicago).

one respect it is superior to alfalfa, as damage often comes to stock

by allowing them to run free in a green alfalfa field.

Altho Mr. Burbank has definitely established the strain of

spineless cactus, it will be several years before he is ready to place

it on the market as a commercial proposition. Among other things

he desires to ' fix ' the strain so that it will grow in any part of the

United States. Mr. Burbank has experimented with one thousand
or more varieties of

cactus on his sta-

tions at Sebastopol

and Santa Rosa, Cal-

ifornia, including all

known edible vari-

eties that grow in

the United States

from Maine and
Southern Canada
and Patagonia. It

is a favorable com-
mentary up6n the

usefulness of Mr.
Burijank's work that

all his plants, when
placed upon the mar-

ket, have been found

to reproduce the

qualities he has

stamped upon them.

If, therefore, Mr.

Burbank shall eventually develop a cactus adaptable to the many
climatic conditions of the United States, it will undoubtedly stand

the most rigorous tests that are placed upon it. Mr. Burbank has

lately received some very valuable varieties from Africa and South

America, and is anxious to obtain a species from the Galapagos
Islands, upon which the giant Galapagos tortoises feed.

" The fruit of the cactus has been used agriculturally to some ex-

tent in Sicily and the neighboring regions of the Mediterranean,

as well as by the Indians of the desert portion of the United States

and Mexico. The larger thorns are removed by brushing with a

stiff broom, and sometimes the tiny spines or spicules at the base

of the thorns are singed off. The cowboys of the Southwest burn

jff the spines in droughty times. It is only a short-feed measure,

however; the labor in removing the spines is too great and many
of the cattle get sick through the inflammation set up by the thorns

which may not have been removed. Only those who have seen

cattle die in a cactus country can realize what spineless may mean
to the cattleman. That portion of the staked plains in Texas cov-

ered with prickly pear cactus is probably as large as the State of

Ohio, yet thousands of cattle perish annually of drought amid cac-

tus jungles.
" Upon his plant farm at Santa Rosa, Cal. , Mr. Burbank has a

specimen of spineless which, at three years old, is between seven

and eight feet high and weighs probably about eight hundred
pounds. Another spineless is a year old and higher than a man's

shoulder. Its leaves are from a foot and one-half to two and one-

half feet long. They have a thickness of several inches; one of

them would nearly or quite feed

a sheep a day.
" As a commercial proposi-

tion it will cost from $io to ^25

an acre to plant spineless when
once it is generally grown. It

can be produced just as readily

as the spiny cactus, and with a

great deal less profanity. It

will, of course, be raised from

cuttings, and these need merely

be scattered over the earth.

Should a cactus be tipped over

and the top touch the ground,

that portion will immediately

send out roots exceedingly long

and slender. An adverse season

will not destroy the cuttings

which have been scattered over

the soil to grow
' In originating the spineless

cactus, Mr. Burbank has taken
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advantage of tlie fact that

the cacti are very much
more pliable than some
other plants, tho, indeed,

the laymen in plant breed-

ing might have difficulty

in discovering wherein

this adaptability lies. To
quote, with Mr. Bur-

bank's permission, from

the minutes of an address

delivered by him at the

International Plant
Breeding Conference in

New York in 1902:
Plants having numerous

representatives in various

parts of the earth possess

adaptability in a much
higher degree than the

monotypic species, for having been subjected to great variations

of soil, climate, and other influences, their continued existence

has been secured only by the inherent habits which adaptation

demanded; while the monotypic species, not being able to tit

themselves for their surroundings without a too radically expensive

change, have continued to exist only under certain special condi-

tions. Thus two important advantages are secured to the breeder

who selects from the genera having numerous species, the advan-

tage of natural pliability, and the numerous species to work upon

for still further variations."
"

It will be remembered that Mr. Burbank is now to devote his

whole time to research, the Carnegie Institution of Washington

having granted him Sicooo a year for ten years, so that his unique

labors can be carried on without interruption or limitation.

THE ROLLINt; ROAD Dl'RING CONSTKUCTIUN,
SHOWING BA,SE OK INCLINE.

Courtesy of The H'estern E/ecirician (Chicago).

UPPER END OF THE ROLLING ROAU, SHOW-
ING CONTROLLING STATION.

Courtesy of VVic H^esiern Electrician (Chicago).

it is only that necessary

to overcome friction and
raise the wagons.

" Four Westinghouse
motors are arranged, one

at each end and two be-

tween, at equal distances

apart. They revolve at

850 revolutions a minute
and are provided with a

17 to I reduction gear;

each carries a sprocket

chain 36 feet long, run-

ning over wheels at each
end, and these in turn en-

gage a large chain run-

ning the entire length of

the belt. This is accom-
plislied by placing teeth

on the outer side of the

motor chains, which engage the endless chain both above and
below, in this way evening up the pressure on the belt."

It has been found that the mechanism requires less than half the

power that has been provided. The road is not in continual mo-
tion, as it must be stopped for teams to drive on and off. Says the

writer in conclusion

:

" But two and one-half to three minutes are necessary for the

transportation of a wagon from the foot of the hill to the top.

And the road will carry all the wagons that can be driven on to it.

As high as seven or eight have been taken up at one time. The
saving in time from points about this place, where many coal and
lumber yards, factories, and warehouses are located, is about 50
minutes. The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad is building a fruit

depot near the road, and this will give it a large amount of busi-

ness. It is probable that another road will be built at a point

where wagons from several other large freight depots may be taken

up the hill in this way."

A MOVING STAIRCASE FOR VEHICLES.

A SO-CALLED " rolling road," utilizing the principle of the

now familiar escalator or moving stairway, is in operation in

Cleveland, Ohio. It conveys loaded wagons with their horses up

a steep incline, which would otherwise necessitate "doubling up"

or drawing smaller loads. The installation is the first ever at-

tempted and is said to attract considerable at-

tention. Says the writer of a description contrib-

tued to The IVestern Electrician (April i) :

"The rolling road consists of a great belt or

moving platform eight feet wide, carried upward
on a level with the concrete enclosure and back

underneath. It passes around a sheave at each

end. and is supported above by four rows of idlers

turning on roller bearings and so arranged that two

in each row are always under every truck of two

boards each in the belt. The lower half of the

belt, passing back down the grade, is supported

on two rows of idlers, one at each side. The belt

itself is made up of heavy boards arranged cross-

wise and divided into trucks of two boards each.

These are securely fastened together and the trucks

are connected with strong metal links. The boards

are metal bound on the edges, so that they will last

for years. Two safety cables extend the entire

length of the belt, and at short intervals links pass

up through the belt from them, to which the wag-

ons and vehicles are clamped.
" The length of the road is 420 feet and the rise

in that distance is 65 feet. Owing to the heavy

construction of the belt— it weighs 106 tons—at

first thought its operation would seem impossible
;

but when it is considered that the returning half is

descending the grade underneath the ascending half

it will be plain that the power necessary to operate

T^H

ROLLING ROAD IN CLEVELAND IN

OPERATION.

Courtesy of The IVestern Electri-

cian.

MACHINE-MADE MORALITY.
E as.sertion that there is no absolute and fixed standard of

morality—that what was right centuries ago may be wrong

to-day—is the protest of the modern student of ethics against the

rigid systems of his predecessors, the attempts to construct a hard

and fast body of rules to which right action must

of necessity conform. The idea that there is no

such system is apt to be repugnant to the mind of

the layman, but it is after all merely equivalent to

the statement that it is humanly impossible to con-

struct such a system. We may acknowledge that

there is an absolute standard of right and wrong

and still admit that we are not yet prepared to

state it, altho we may be readier to do so than our

ancestors were. In a recent book on " Morality

and the Science of Morals," by Professor L^vy-

Bruhl, of the Sorbonne, Paris, the writer inge-

niously likens all systems of theoretical morals to

curves subjected to the single condition that they

must pass through a certain number of given

points. He might have gone farther in his geo-

metrical simile and assumed the existence of an

ideal curve that should represent absolute morality,

to whose course the others approximate more and

more closely as the ages roll by, without, perhaps,

ever becoming identical with it. In a review of

Professor L^vy-Bruhl's book in the Revue Scien-

tifiqtie (February 25), M. Henri Pieron compares

the development of our ideas of morality, as one

of the factors of social order, with that of vegeta-

ble organisms, and points out that in each case
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progress is accompanied with the wasteful prodigaHty that char-

acterizes all evolution. He says :

"The propagation of a great number of animal and vegetable

species is assured by means of an immense number of millions of

germs which almost all perish, while only a few develop and come

to maturity—a process of frightful prodigaHty which would shock

our feelings of the reasonable adaptation of means to end if we had

not a preconceived attitude of admiration for whatever nature offers

us. In like manner human societies maintain themselves, and this

is a fact of nature ; but the social order that is thus perpetuated (of

which morality is one of the essential factors) is perhaps obtained

by an equal disregard of what we call economy and finahty. Per-

haps there is here also an enormous prodigality, an unjustifiable

expenditure (to our reason, at least) of suffering, of misery, of

physical and moral pain—a sacrifice, renewed at each generation,

of the immense majority of individuals to the operation of the so-

cial whole.

"These defects the knowledge of social science will doubtless

enable us to diminish, just as the prodigality of useless germs is

diminished when man adopts artificial cultivation. But we do not

need to announce to-morrow a ' rational art of morality ' made up

of whole cloth.

"As we are not now talking of purely theological speculation^

such a construction is not possible ; applications follow the prog-

ress of science but slowly, and this progress itself is slow. And,
besides, a system of morals made to order would not be accepted

if it could be offered, for to become practical, morality must be

based on sentiment ; and as our natures are already impregnated

with certain moral forms, a rational morality would remain sterile.

The progress of evolution is continuous, in spite of some apparent

intervals, and it is the same with moral as with biologic transform-

ism.

"There are two ideas that we must absorb deeply if we wish to

keep a scientific attitude of mind with regard to phenomena, if we
wish to escape from the domain of prejudice and sentiment . . .

on the one hand, that in science truth does not exist, but is con-

stantly growing, more and more completely, more and more exact-

ly ; that is to say, more and more adequately to phenomenal
reality, across and beyond all hypotheses, which are only tem-

porary and can not pretend to be eternal. On the other hand, of

justice itself the same thing is true : it does not exist, it becomes;
it also is in a continued process of evolution, and grows more and

more complete and exact as it assures social equilibrium better and

better, across and beyond all moral forms, all precepts and all sys-

tems. To these we should not attach any absolute value any more
than we do to theories and hypotheses."— Tfafis/alion ?nade for
The Literary Digest.

WATER: PURE AND ADULTERATED.
COMMENTING on a recent report by Dr. Hamer, the medi-

cal officer for the County of London, in which it is stated

that a quarter of a pint of carbonated or aerated water of some

kind is consumed daily by every man, woman, and child in the

United Kingdom, The Hospital says editorially :

"It does seem inconceivable that, with the supplies of the new
water board freely available, so large a number of persons should

seek to contaminate what poets describe as' the pure element,' not

only with carbonic-acid gas, but also with a great variety of phys-

icky abominations of different kinds. Dr. Hamer attributes the

custom, in some degree, to the fact that our potable waters, by the

filtrations and other processes necessary in order to present them
to the consumer in a state of satisfactory purity, are deprived of a

freshness which is grateful to the palate, and that this is in a cer-

tain degree restored by the artificial aeration. To some extent, no

doubt, this may be so, but the explanation is hardly adequate to

the magnitude of the phenomena to be explained. It is apparent,

not only from the quantities of these waters consumed, but also

from the extent to which they are manufactured of a low price in

poor neighborhoods, often by foreigners of highly objectionable

type, and for the supply of localities containing almost exclusively

a poor population, that they are regarded in some degree as nec-

essary, and that there must be an ignorant prejudice against mere
water, as such, sufficiently powerful to induce an enormous ex-

penditure upon substitutes of pence and halfpence which would be

far better devoted to the purchase of nourishing food. There is

an old story of a famous wine-taster who made a bet that, when
blindfolded, he would pronounce correctly upon the nature of any-

thing which was given him to drink. He confessed himself beaten

by a glass of water. He felt sure that he had never tasted that

particular liquid before, but he affirmed without hesitation that it

was ' very nice.' The late Mr. Justice Maule, too, is reported to

have given a famous decision, in the case of a locked-up jury, that

water was not ' drink ' within the meaning of the act ; but, in spite

of the judge and of the expert, we would strongly urge upon the

consumers of some of the messes described by Dr. Hamer that

they should at least give water a trial. We can not conceive that

any one in possession of his senses, who had once tasted pure

water, should wish it to be disguised by any of the common meth-

ods, or should waste half-pennies in compassing the adulteration

of a fluid which may be had of good quality for nothing."

SUGGESTION AND PERSUASION.

THE difference between the processes named in the title to this

article is explained in a recent contribution to the Re'inie

Scientifiqiie (Paris, February 25) by Dr. Bernheim, the famous

French hypnotic expert, professor in the University of Nancy.

According to Bernheim, writers on hypnotism have very often con-

fused the two words. Suggestion, says the writer, includes per-

suasion, but is a much wider term, embracing even methods of

influencing the unconscious activities of the organism. That such

activities may be influenced in this way has been denied by many
authorities, but Dr. Bernheim describes an interesting experiment

that supports his view. He writes :

" Persuasion, in the most ordinary sense of tiie word, is the intro-

duction of ideas into the brain by speech. It is one of the rfiodes of

suggestion. With speech are associated also the motive impressions

produced by gestures, intonation, tears, the physiognomy, and other

suggestive methods that reinforce the action of the spoken word.
" Suggestion includes persuasion by speech, but it includes much

else ; its significance is much more comprehensive. Every psycliic

image, every idea, whether it comes through one of the five senses

or through an internal sensation, or is awakened in the brain itself

by the shock of reminiscence, constitutes a suggestion. . . . Hear-
ing a waltz suggests the idea of dancing ; the sight of a beautiful

trinket may suggest the idea of ownership; the smell of a good
roast gives tlie idea of eating, etc.

" The idea may determine the correlative act after reflection, by

the initiative of the subject on which it acts. In other cases the

act follows the idea as a reflex, without time for consciousness or

reason to come in. These are facts well known in psycho-physi-

ology. The idea turns into action either automatically or after re-

flection. But the latter may also inhibit or prevent the transforma-

tion of idea into action, by contra-suggestion
" Suggestibility, in the case where it is brought about by per-

suasion, that is, by speech, depends on two elements : the aptitude

of the brain to accept the idea, that is to say, credivity j and its

aptitude to transform the idea into action, that is to say, ideo-

dynamic excitability."

The author's reason for using the word " credivity," instead of

"credulity" is, he tells us, that he wishes to express a different

idea. Credivity, the property of believing or trusting what is said,

is a normal property of the brain ; it is only when excessive that it

becomes credulity. The former is physiological; the latter is an

infirmity. A person may be very credulous and yet not suggest-

ible, because his ideas are not easily transformed into acts. Con-

versely, great suggestibility does not always imply credulity, for it

may be due to the fact that ideas are changed into acts so rapidly

that the reason has no time to intervene.

That suggestion may act upon functions independent both of

consciousness and will is illustrated by Dr. Bernheim thus

:

"
I register tlie pulse of a subject taken with a Marey sphygmo-

graph ; ... at the same time I register the time with a second's

pendulum ; I count the pulse out loud, but after a little time I

count more pulsations than there really are, for instance 120 in-

stead of 80; I thus apparently record an acceleration during a cer-

tain time. I then find, by examining the record, that the pulse has
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really beaten faster by an average of 9 to 10 pulsations a minute

while I have been counting faster, and lias returned to its normal

figure when I stopped counting. Likewise, if the count is made
slower than the real pulsation, the pulse slows up by 6 or 7 beats a

minute
" Here is a kind of suggestion that falls under my definition and

not under that of those who disagree with me. I have introduced

by the auditive nerve into the brain of the subject the acoustic

image of accelerated or retarded rhythm. This image becomes
psychic, that is to say, an idea. This idea acts on the innervation

of the heart and brings about its acceleration or retardation. The
psychic image is a phenomenon of consciousness ; the realization

ol the idea is unconscious ; the subject does not know that his pulse

has beaten faster or slower
" Have I operated by persuasion ? I have not spoken to the sub-

ject ; I have not explained to him that his heart was going to beat

slower or faster. His mind would probably not have accepted this

statement anyway, at least unless it had been previously illumi-

ni'ted by psycho-physiologic study.
" Have 1 operated by suggestion by causing to enter into the

mind of the subject the idea of acceleration or retardation of the

pulse, in some indirect way? By counting the pulse more or less

slowly, it may be said, you have made the .subject believe that his

pul.se was really beating faster or slower, and he has simply realized

this suggestion. To this I reply that a metronome, beating 120 or

200 per minute, simply placed before the subject whose sphygmo-
graphic record is being taken, without touching the pulse, without

appearing to count, also produces the same acceleration.
"

I add that I have made the experiment on one ot my patients,

who has in turn collaborated in my experiments on others. ... I

have obtained with him an acceleration of 15 pulsations a minute.

In the following form the experiment may be made by any one on

himself: The experimenter walks at an ordinary pace ; at a given

moment he counts quickly while continuing to walk. The pace
quickens automatically and instinctively, following the accelerated

rhythm of the step, without any intervention of the mind or the

will, in accordance with this law of ideo-dynamism that I have

formulated and that constitutes the mechanism of suggestion.

"This experiment with the heart shows also that the idea gov-
erns not only the voluntary life, the life of relation, but also the

unconscious and automatic life—a fact that is important from the

standpoint of therapeutics."

—

Translation made for The Lit-

erary Digest.

IS A SCIENTIFIC MARKING-SYSTEM POSSIBLE?

T^"*HOSE who have had to do with the inaccuracies, the eccen-

* tricities, and the injustice of the marking system as ordi-

narily employed in our schools and colleges will be apt to agree

that its reform is desirable; but most of those who know the dif-

ficulties in the way will be likely to admit that this is well-nigh im-

possible. It is only within recent years that the subject of the

assignment of numbers representing grades of excellence has re-

ceived any expert attention at all. First studied in connection with

biology it is now being applied to school and college grading.

That some of the members of our college faculties are giving it

serious thought is evidenced by the interesting article on " Exami-

nations, Grades, and Credits " contributed to The Popular Science

Monthly (February) by Prof. J. McKeen Cattell, of Columbia

L'niversity. Says Professor Catteil

:

"The determination of individual differences, the improvement
of useful traits, and the assignment of men to the work for which
they are fit are among the most important problems in the whole
range of pure and applied science. The extraordinary growth of

the material sciences with their applications during the nineteenth

century requires as its complement a corresponding development of

psychology. It would, under existing conditions, be intolerable to

erect a building without regard to the quality and strength of mate-
rials— to use at random a wooden beam or a steel girder; yet we
often do much this thing in selecting men for their work and ad-

justing them to it.

"In examinations and grades we attempt to determine individ-

ual differences and to select individuals for special purposes. It

seems strange that no scientific study of any consequence has been
made to determine the validity of our methods, to standardize and

improve them. It is quite possible that the a.ssigning of grades to

school children and college students, as a kind of reward or punish-

ment, is useless or worse ; its value could and should be determined.

But when students are excluded from college because they do not
secure a certain grade in a written examination, or when candidates

for positions in the government service are selected as the result

of written examination, we assume a serious responsibility. The
least we can do is to make a scientihc study of our methods and
results."

That the usual written examination as a test is worse than use-

less is Professor Cattell's opinion. Says the writer:

" It seems scarcely possible to determine what students are fitted

for a college course by means of a written examination ; and I fear

that the systematization of entrance examinations under the aus-

pices of a board will be harmful to secondary education. The
German method, which has made some progress here, of leaving

the decision to the school seems much better. If we can not ac-

cept the recommendation of the school, I should prefer to see the

candidate passed upon by two psychological experts. If their in-

dependent judgment agreed, I should have more confidence in this

than in the results of any written examination. In general, I

should admit to college any students who were not pronounced un-

fit by expert opinion, dropping of course those who subsequently

proved themselves unfit. Requiring all students to pass an exami-

nation in Latin composition and the like is as out of place in a

modern university as an ichthyosaurus on Broadway.
"Our college entrance requirements and examinations are a

serious injury to secondary education, and they select very imper-

fectly the men who should have a college education. Of 262 stu-

dents who entered Columbia College in 1900, only 50 completed the

regular four-year course in the college. Civil-service examinations

often exclude the fit from the public service. In Great Britain the

method is carried to an extreme, and the results depend as much on
the coach as on the candidate. Almost anything is better than ap-

pointments for party service ; but past performance, character,

habits, heredity, and physical health are much more important than

the temporary information that can be but imperfectly tested by a
written examination. I should not be willing to select a fellow or

an assistant in psychology by such a method, and to select a pro-

fessor would be nearly as absurd as to choose a wife as the result

of a written examination on her duties. To devise and apply the

best methods of determining fitness is the business of the psycho-

logical expert, who will probably represent at the close of this cen-

tury as important a profession as medicine, law, or the church."

In many cases Professor Cattell finds that there is a tendency to

grade men above the average. He says:

" Professor Pearson finds that in estimating the health of English

boys, teachers place twice as many above ' normally healthy ' as

below, and he seems to regard it as gratifying that English boys
should be more than normally healthy. We look on our own stu-

dents as better than the average and in any case give them the

benefit of the doubt. We call things ' fair ' that are only average,

and then the word ' fair ' comes to mean average. Then we assign

the grade ' fair ' to students who are below the average, and a
' fair ' student comes to mean a poor student. In assigning grades

such words should be avoided ; we should learn to think in terms

of the average and probable error.

"If grades are given on a centile system, the grade should mean
the position of the man in his group ; thus 60 should mean that in

the long run it is more likely than anything else that there would

be forty men better and fifty-nine not so good
" The determination of the validity of the grades given to college

students and their standardization appear to me to be important,

because I regard it as desirable that students should be credited

for the work they do rather than for the number of hours that they

attend courses. By our present method a student who fails gets no

credit at all, while a student who is nearly as bad (and perhaps

worse) gets as much credit toward his degree as the best student in

the class. In our graduate faculties we credit men for work they

do, and this principle is also adopted in the secondary schools that

have broken the ' lock step.' Just now we hear much about the

need of shortening the four-year college course. Men can not do

the work of four years in three by attending more courses each

year, but some men accomplish as much in three years as others

do in four, and many men, if they had an adequate motive, would

do as much in three years as they now do in four."
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THE RELIGIOUS WORLD.

HOW DID THE BELIEF IN THE RESURRECTION
OF JESUS ORIGINATE?

MANY Christian believers will learn with a certain shock that

German theologians are seriously debating, at this Easter

time, whether Jesus ever rose from the dead. Professor Gunkel,

of Berlin, a leader of one of the most radical schools of higher

criticism and an advocate of the so-called " historico-religious

"

method in dealing w-ith the Scriptures, has written a book on "The

Historico-Religious Interpretation of the New Testament," in

which he tries to show that the belief in the resurrection of Jesus

was the natural outgrowth of the mythology of the times. He says

in substance :

Among the factors that contributed to the belief in the resurrec-

tion, the first and foremost is the personality of Jesus. His dis-

ciples were convinced that such a life could not be extinguished.

But how could a belief in the resurrection of the dead originate at

all? The idea of resurrection is intimately interwoven with that

of ascension, and is the counterpart of the belief in a descent into

hell. Faith in the death and resurrection of gods was an impor-

tant part of the mythology of the Orient. Egypt, Babylonia,

Phoenicia, furnish ample proof of this fact. The empty grave of

Zeus in Crete is an evidence of this faith. The idea of a resurrec-

tion of the gods was no doubt originally suggested by nature. The
divinities of the sun and of vegetation seemed to die in the winter

and come to life again in the spring. The/^;;;/ in which the belief

in resurrection appears in early Christianity is identical with that

found in the Gentile nations, notwitlistanding the difference in con-

tent. It can not be claimed that the disciples ci'/rtYV/)' took their

idea of the resurrection of Jesus from foreign sources. But it is

plain that among the Jews themselves the foundations for this belief

already existed. Isaiah xlix. 6-8, li. i6, and liii. , can be understood

only in reference to the figure of a dying and a risen God. When
early Christianity, appealing to this prophecy, accepts the idea of

a resurrection, it unconsciously absorbs foreign material here as

elsewhere. True it is that the official i^iiih of the Jews in the time

of Christ knew nothing of such a doctrine ; but this does not make
it impossible for the belief to have existed in certain secret circles.

The day of the resurrection, too, can easily be explained along

the same lines. The sacred Lord's Day, on which the sun comes
forth from its winter night, can be identified only with the old

Oriental day of resurrection, and must certainly have been bor-

rowed from the Oriental tradition. The time indicated by the

phrases, " on the third day " or " after three days," is also the prod-

uct of foreign influences. These " three days " occur frequently.

Jonas remained three days in the belly of the whale—a variation of

a mythical account of the sun-god devoured for three days by the

monster of the deep. Uaniel is told by an angel that the evil one

shall hold power over the earth for three and a half " times." Ac-

cording to Rev. xii. the youthful hero from heaven needs three and
one-half times for his growth until his victory. Apollo on the

fourth day after his birth hastens to Parnassus and slays Pycho,
etc.

The real point at issue in the whole matter, however, is not so

much how the faith in a resurrection originated, as how it came to

pass that this belief was associated with the person of Christ, who
had suffered a disgraceful death upon the cross.

A reply to this book has been made by Pastor von Schwartz, in

^Q Studiensfube. He says:

" This new 'explanation ' really explains nothing. If the belief in

a resurrection has its source in mythology and prophecy, how can

we account for its becoming such an overpowering factor in the

faith of the early Christians and in the development of the church?
The new method is rich in guesses, but guesses are no proof, and
the causes alleged to have given birth to the mysteries of the

Christian creed are altogether insufficient to explain the wonderful

power of the Christian faith. It is true that Gunkel declares that

he seeks only to explain \htfor7n of the doctrine of resurrection,

without any detriment to the r^Wgious coitteni of this doctrine ; but

the average reader will pronounce this a distinction without a dif-

ference. Mere religious ideas and abstractions will not satisfy

hungry souls ; and if the Easter message has only the objective

basis in history which Gunkel credits it with, then it can never fur-

nish the certainty of the victory of life over death which constitutes

the basis of belief in a personal resurrection. GunkeFs statement

that the Egyptians expected the same blessings from the resurrec-

tion of Osiris that Christianity does from the resurrection of Jesus

brings no comfort to us. Even at best the religious idea in this

doctrine is not specifically Christian. The Christian church will

not be able to make any use of this new explanation. What would
a pastor in the pulpit proclaim to his people on Easter day if he

had accepted this new \\&\\}"—Trans/atio/is made for The Lit-

erary Digest.

A PSYCHOLOGIST'S ESTIMATE OF CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE.

CHRISTIAN Science possesses a twofold claim upon the inter-

est of thoughtful persons, says James Rowland Angell, pro-

fessor of psychology in the University of Chicago. In the first

place, " it exhibits in a striking fashion the slight extent to which

the much-vaunted scientific spirit of the present day has really fil-

tered into the intellectually middle-class mind." In the second

place, " it affords us unrivaled opportunity to observe a religious

cult and religious traditions in the making." Professor Angell

holds it evident that " Christian Science could never have taken

root, much less have thrived and spread, in a community where

the modern scientific conceptions of thoroughness, care, and pre-

cision were generally disseminated." Nevertheless, it is here and it

is flourishing. How can its remarkable development be explained ?

What measure of truth does it contain? What should be the atti-

tude toward it of a rational, broad-minded citizen?

Proceeding to answer these questions (in The World To-Day^

April), Professor Angell says:

" Viewing the situation broadly, it appears to me that two factors

are largely responsible for the rapid expansion of the Christian

Science movement. The first of these has to do with therapeutic

phases of the cult. The present-day American is notoriously pre-

disposed to neurasthenic ailments of all kinds. He—and she-
live at a high tension, which readily permits the emergence of

hypersensitivity of one kind and another, and readily gives an ex-

aggerated neurotic turn to many ailments that normally are free

from such complications. Here then is a very large contingent of

persons suffering from impaired physical tone, with a morbid in-

terest in their own hygienic welfare. Now, let it be forcefully an-

nounced that Christian Science has a panacea for disease, and you
will find thousands of these people ready and willing to try it, just

as they would try patent medicines
" The second great factor in the development of the Eddy doc-

trine is primarily religious, altho it is doubtful if its force would

ever have become discernible without the assistance of the thera-

peutic agencies already mentioned. Just as there was and is a

great mass of nervously ill-adjusted persons for Christian Science

to work upon, so there is a great mass of persons who have largely

lost a living faith in the religious traditions of the fathers ; or who
have, at all events, ceased to feel religion as a vital force in daily

life. Such persons are sometimes spiritually restless and unhap-

py, craving the firm standing-ground of their childhood's beliefs.

Sometimes they are simply out of touch with organized religious

life and interests, living a dwarfed and self-centered spiritual ex-

istence. To them enters Christian Science working miracles, ma-
king the blind to see, the lame to walk ; bringing to pass tangible

results in the common, work-a-day world, and doing all these

things in the name of a new revelation continuing the traditions of

the New Testament. Is it any wonder that to such minds a move-
ment which comes into the lives of men to ease pain, quench anx-

iety, and pour out comfort should seem touched beyond cavil with

the spark of the divine?

"I do not mean, of course, to say that no one ever became a

Christian Scientist apart from the working of the two influences I

have pointed out. But 1 do mean emphatically to urge that in the

supplying by Christian Science of certain poignant needs felt by

two great classes in the community, we find an explanation in some
sort proportionate to the magnitude of the movement to be ex-

plained."

A candid examination of Christian Science in its threefold aspect
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THE " CEREMONY OF FEET-WASHING,"

Held in Jerusalem on Thursday of Easter Week. Twelve priests, representing

the Disciples, sit on a platform around the Greek Patriarch, who washes their

feet with rose-water.

as religion, philosophy, and therapeutics is held to reveal extraor-

dinary limitations. It "has borrowed much that is true from

Christianity." but " it is certainly doubtful whether it has any real

right to the word Christian." and " its teaching upon certain funda-

mental tenets of historical Christianity is distinctly heterodox."

The doctrine of the atonement, for example. " becomes a farce the

moment one accepts tlie Christian Science denial of the reality of

sin." As a philosophy, " it has made all the most fatal blunders

and all the most ol)vious and needless errors which are open to this

form of metaphysics. " It" denies that matter exists and asserts it

is an illusion," but "fails utterly to account for the existence of the

illusion." As therapeudcs. Christian Science is admitted to have

"a far stronger ca.se." On this point Professor Angell writes :

"Mesmerists, hypnotists. Christian Scientists, faith-curists, men-
tal healers, medicine men. priests, saints, and physicians, one and
all succeed, by playing upon the imagination, in producing remark-

able changes in bodily health. Moreover, so far as the evidence

is available, the more intelligent employment of such agencies dis-

plays astonishing uniformity in the results achieved. Essentially

the same disorders show themselves amenable to alleviation under
the auspices of Christian Science as under hypnotic treatment

;

and about the same percentage of such disorders fails to yield to

treatment under the two forms of procedure. A great mass of dis-

eases—and among them most of the more terrible scourges to

which human life is heir— utterly withstand such methods. In-

somnia, headache, neuralgia, paralysis of certain types, chorea,

certain forms of epilepsy, hypochondria, hysteria, neurasthenia,

alcoholism, morphinism, asthma, and certain diseases of the ali-

mentary tract, not to extend the list to its full length, are frequently

reheved either temporarily or permanently.
" Other diseases, like Bright's disease and tuberculosis, may be

relieved of some of their more distressing symptoms through sug-

gestive therapeutics. And one method of mental healing will

sometimes prove efficacious when another one has failed. The
great thing is to get the patient's mind completely divorced from
his ailments and firmly convinced of his physical well-being. This

result is naturally achieved in certain cases more easily in one way
than in others.

" In all diseases caused by bacilli, such as typhoid, smallpox,

cholera, and bubonic plague ; in all cases of fracture and in all

cases of traumatic lesion, the efficacy of mental factors in the proc-

ess of recovery is wholly secondary and all but negligible. More-
over, in such diseases as cancer there is not a scintilla of really

reliable evidence to show the slightest recuperative effect from
mental sources. Many other diseases are also obstinately refrac-

tory to any such methods.
"The net result of this situation is, then, that there are certain

diseases upon which Christian Science, like other methods of men-
tal therapy, can exercise beneficent influences; whereas there are

many frightful diseases before which it is wholly powerless. The
diseases with which it succeeds most uniformly are those in which
the nervous system is primarily implicated."

Professor Angell prophesies that the Christian Science move-

ment will "go to pieces," but he thinks tl^vt its decadence will not

be due primarily to attacks from outsiders. He concludes :

" Such attacks are quite as likely as not to give the Christian

Scientist the benefit of apparent martyrdom. Indeed, one inevita-

bly hesitates to attack an institution which is bringing happiness

to so many people. All the outsider can do is to see to it that a

wholesome public spirit is maintained upon matters of public

hygiene and then allow the Christian Scientist to go his own way.
If one may venture to predict on the basis of history, one may feel

fairly sure that the sect will go to pieces by disintegration from
within. As soon as the authority of Mrs. Eddy's //tv';/^ personal-

ity is removed, schism will crop out and the beginning of the end
will be at hand. The crest of the Christian Science wave seems
already to have passed in certain portions of the country."

EASTER IN JERUSALEM

\ VIVID account of the "most picturesque of Easter cele-

-^^- brations "—^that held from year to year in Jerusalem—has

been written by the Rev. Dr. John Bancroft Devins, editor of the

New York Observer. Preparations for the Holy Week, he tells

us, are started at least as early as the beginning of Lent. Pilgrims

from every part of the world swarm over the country and gather in

the city. On Palm Sunday, Latins, Greeks, Armenians, Syrians,

and Copts, arrayed in their richest vestments and carrying palms,

march through the Church of the Holy Sepulcher. The greatest

ceremony of Easter Week, the "washing of feet," takes place on

Thursday morning and is thus described (in The IVomatt's Ho7ne

Covipanion, April):

"The ceremony of feet-washing is not called a miracle play; it

is rather a relic of the Middle Ages than a real play. In a chair

of state on an elevated platform sits the Greek patriarch facing the

east. Around him, representing the twelve disciples, are a dozen

priests ; at each corner of the platform is a stand for a large can-

dle ; a temporary pulpit has been set up in front of the platform.
" The robes of the priests do not suggest the simple garb of the

Galilean fishermen, and as for the vestments of the patriarch, they

are the admiration of every feminine heart. Covered with gold

and weighted with jewels, they must constitute a fortune for the

possessor. On his head he wears a jeweled crown of enormous
value.

" A priest reads the passage from the Gospel of John in which

the humility of Jesus is narrated in simple terms. Laying aside

his costly robe, the patriarch steps forward ; a priest relieves him
of his crown, and another rolls back the sleeve of his tunic and
lays a towel over his arm. From a large silver bowl rose-water is

taken, with which the feet of the priests are washed. The solemn

ceremony is somewhat disturbed by the frantic efforts of the pil-

grims to get even a drop of the water on their handkerchiefs or

other articles.

" Following this service, after a brief rest the patriarch and three

priests represent the ' agony ' in Gethsemane, the former kneeling

at the foot of the stairway leading to the platform, and the latter

representing the sleeping disciples a short distance away. Resum-
ing their places on the platform, after a few minutes robes and
crowns are replaced, a signal given to a photographer in a window
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opposite, and the scene is preserved for the faithful. As the pro-

cession wends its way back to the church, the patriarch sprinkles

the crowd with the water with which he had washed the feet of the

priests, and the pilgrims, with bared heads, devoutly receive his

benediction.

"The feet-washing ceremony in the public gaze savored little of

the humility which it represented ;• the ' agony ' was farcical."

Good Friday is celebrated with a mystery play. A small figure

of Jesus is placed upon a cross, " crucified," then taken down, car-

ried away, and laid upon the cover of the so-called "Tomb of

Christ," where it remains until Easter morning. Saturday after-

noon witnesses the most remarkable ceremony of ail, based on the

old tradition that on this day " holy fire " descends from heaven

into the Chapel of the Tomb. At this point we quote :

"Every person in the immense throng that packs the church and

the court on Saturday morning has at least one candle ; many have

three bound together, representing the Trinity, while others have

thirty-three bound together, each one standing for a year in the life

of their Lord. For hours they remain in the gloomy, unventilated

building—many of them all night—and from daylight until noon

they stand, pushed, jostled, and tlirust back by the Turkish sol-

diers, who clear the way for religious and civic processions. The
consuls from foreign lands have been besieged by visitors who
desire to secure advantageous places from which to view the ' mir-

acle.'

" Above the din of voices can be heard, by those who understand

the language, these words: 'This is the tomb of Jesus Christ;'

or, ' Jesus Christ has redeemed us;' or, ' This is the day the Jew
mourns and the Christian rejoices.'

"The processions have all entered the church, and the stillness

may be felt. Every candle and lamp has been extinguished. A
bell rings, and the voices of singers are heard. The procession

moves slowly around the sepulcher and stops in front of the door.

The patriarch enters the little chapel. The interest becomes in-

tense— the suspense painful. Will the ' Holy Fire ' descend as it

has done without fail for centuries, convincing the multitude that

the Holy Spirit is within the tomb manifesting Himself as at Pen-

tecost by fire? The openings through which the fire is to come are

crowded with eager, devout men, who have the special honor of

being the first to receive the ' holy fiame.' In a moment the hand

of a priest draws out a large torch all afiame, and in an incredibly

short time the interior of the church is ablaze ; the light soon

spreads to the crowd outside, until every candle is lighted not only

in the court but in the overhanging windows, and even to the roofs

of the highest buildings. Men and women alike are beside them-

selves in their anxiety to catch the light as quickly as possible.

They pass their hands through the flame, and then rub their cheeks

and hair and clothing; then they blow out the flame, and pour the

melted wax into the palm of one hand, and rub it on cheeks and
hands. Tallow and wax drip over the clothing and the bared

heads of the excited pilgrims, who have no tiiought of the con-

sequences.
" The fire is carried from the church to the waiting crowd by

runners, who are to take their lighted candles to Bethlehem and to

churches and convents as far away as Nazareth. Swift horses are

waiting at the city gates, for special honor is given to the one who
first reaches the church and lights the lamps, which are not to be

extinguished until the next descent of the ' Holy Fire.'
"

Dr. Devins thinks " it is pitiable to look dowfi on the thousands

of infatuated pilgrims who believe with all their hearts that the fire

which lighted their candles came directly from heaven " ; and he

.saystnat intelligent priests know that it was caused by the striking

of a match by the patriarch. " Tlie spiritual authorities," he

adds, " do not enlighten the credulous, it is said, because the shock

would be fatal to their faith." He concludes:

" .Soon another company wends its way toward the Holy Sepul-

cher, and. as on the previous night, men and women sleep until the

midnight hour, when the Easter services begin. This Sabbath
morning is ushered in by the ringing of bells, who.se echoes are

caught up, until the peal in Jerusalem is answered by those in St.

Petersburg and Rome and London and New York:

" Christ, the Lord, is risen to-day !

Sons of men and angels say."

METHODISM AS THE "ALTERNATIVE" TO
ROMAN CATHOLICISM.

IN the newly issued biography of the late Hugh Price Hughes,

written by his daughter, the story is told of how the London

Methodist leader once entered a Roman Catholic Church in Italy

on tiie evening of Christmas Day. He was visibly moved by the

prostration of the congregation and their manifest belief that

Christ was in their midst, and when he got outside he said to his

wife :
" I understand this. They have it—the root idea." The in-

cident serves to emphasize Mr. Hughes's admiration for the Ro-

man Catholic Church, and his oft-expressed conviction that Meth-

odism and Roman Catholicism represent the two supreme types

of organized religion for English-speaking people. Futile efforts

to federate the Free Churches of England in 1890 evoked the excla-

mation, " Protestantism is a mob !

" On another occasion he said :

" In Anglicanism or Methodism, or any other of the Protestant

communities, if a man comes along full of the zeal of the Holy
Ghost, willing to lay down his life for the advancement of the

cliurcii and humanity, and to use any method, conventional or un-

conventional, in the achievement of this purpose, he is scowled at,

looked down upon, tied up here and tied up there, so that in the

end, if he wants to do his work in this world, he has to clear out

of Methodism or any other ' ism ' altogether. But the Pope, on
the contrary, welcomes him, ties a rope round his waist, and gives

him more or less carle blanche to do as he pleases

—

i.e.^ he founds

an order, and so keeps both himself and the whole concern alive.

Oh, if we could only imitate his policy in this respect, the whole

world might be at our feet."

It was not that Mr. Hughes gave unreasoning allegiance to the

Roman Catholic organization—he considered the papacy itself "an

excrescencfe " and passed severest strictures on much of the

church's doctrine and practise ; but he felt that Methodism, if it is

to fulfil its mission, must incorporate the best features of Roman
Catholicism. To quote further from his daughter's narrative :

" Observation and reflection had led him to the conclusion that

Sttr (wrupli copyli_'hteci t.y Umlerw.i.ni A l'n.ier%vu<^d. New \ o) K.

RUSSIAN PILGRIMS STRUGGLING TO SECURE THK " HOLY FIRE."

The tradition runs that every year, on tlie daybefoie Easter, " holy fire" descends

from heaven into the Chapel of the Tomb.
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Christian churchmen must ultimately converge toward Roman
Catholicism or Methodism properly interpreted, i.e., he saw in

these the ecclesiastical organizations which were most consistent

and also most suited to the needs of humanity. Other branches

among the English-speaking nations must inevitably converge

toward one or the other. The idea came to him with increasing

force that all the special advantages offered by Romanism to weak
and tempted humanity could be offered by Methodism, without

any of the objections which are insuperable to thoughtful Protes-

tants
" Certain forms of Protestantism were felt by him to be the re-

ligion of the strong, not of the weak and erring. The system

hich John Wesley, under God. had inaugurated, was formed, he

iiiought, to meet the needs of the British multitude, to enter into

its life and respond to its needs, just as the Roman system claimed

to do. The Roman Catholic friars and tlie early Wesleyans had

alone made an indelible impress on the masses of the people.

The Reformation." he would .say. ' was essentially an upper and
middle-class movement, and did not affect the people.' ' Till

Wesley came they were left without any abiding religious influ-

ence.' He knew the early Quakers to be an exception to this, but

as a religious system their influence was ;///. It was ditficult to

conceive how a system which so dispensed with forms could ever

have an adherence save that of the few. The Salvation Army
again, who.se separation from Methodism he always deplored, and

the zeal of whose officers he greatly admired, was still less likely

to form a permanent organization. Moreover, he was heard to

say, ' They do not even make proper provision for the sacraments

specially ordained by our Lord, and that is fatal'; and again,
' The devotion of their officers is wonderful, but they lack men of

signal capacity.'

"Thus the Methodist ecclesiastical system, 'properly inter-

preted.' .seemed to him the alternative to Romanism, possessed as

she is of the .same compactness, the same interpenetration of the

ordinary life, the same recognition of the needs of humanity, but

suited to the self-respect and good sense of the English people.

To show how this was so, he intended to write a book."

FOREIGN COMMENT.

THOREAU'S RELIGION.
/^^NE of the most interesting passages in the Thoreau journal,

^-^ now being printed in T/ie Atlantic Monthly (see The Lit-

erary Digest, February i8) is that in which the Concord phil-

o.sopher compares Hinduism with Judaism, to the disadvantage

of the latter, and incidentally reveals his own religion. He says:

"The Hindus are more serenely and thoughtfully religious than

the Hebrews. They have perhaps a purer, more independent, and

impersonal knowledge of God. Their religious books describe the

first inquisitive and contemplative access to God ; the Hebrew
Bible a conscientious return, a grosser and more personal repent-

ance. Repentance is not a free and fair highway to God. A
wise man will dispense with repentance. It is shocking and pas-

sionate. God prefers that you approach him thoughtful, not peni-

tent, tho you are the chief of sinners. It is only by forgetting

yourself that you draw near to Him.
"The calmness and gentleness with which the Hindu philos-

ophers approach and discourse on forbidden themes is admirable.
" What extracts from the \'edas I have read fall on me like the

light of a higher and purer luminary, which describes a loftier

course through a purer stratum—free from particulars, simple,

universal. It rises on me like the full moon after the stars have
come out, wading through some far summer stratum of the sky.

"The Vedr.nt teaches how, ' by forsaking religious rites,' the

votary may ' obtain purification of mind.'

"One wise sentence is worth the State of Massacliusetts many
limes over.

" The Vedas contain a sensible account of God.
"The religion and philosophy of the Hebrews are those of a

wilder and ruder tribe, wanting the civility and intellectual refine-

ment and subtlety of the Hindus.
" I do not prefer one religion or philosophy to another. I have

no sympathy with the bigotry and ignorance which make transient

and partial and puerile distinctions between one man's faith or

form of faith and another's—as Christian and heathen. I pray to

be delivered from narrowness, partiality, exaggeration, bigotry.

To the philosopher all sects, all nations, are alike. I like Brahma,
Hari, or Buddha, the Great Spirit, as well as God."

THE TRUTH ABOUT MR. WITTE.

•T^HE personal dislike of Mr. Witte attributed to Nicholas II.

•^ by the most accurate newspapers in Europe does not seem

to eliminate the former Minister of Finance as, in many respects,

the most important factor in the immediate future of his own coun-

try. Instead of "sitting on the fence with his face toward autoc-

racy," as the London Standard describes the sometime attitude

of Mr. Witte, he is just now, according to the same exceptionally

well-informed authority, " sitting on the fence with his face to con-

stitutionalism." It is to be noted that the St. Petersburg corre-

spondent of tiiis English daily is known to be in the confidence of

Russian noblemen of high rank, and to have means of securing cor-

rect information concerning events within the Czar's palace not

enjoyed even by the representatives of some Paris dailies. Hence

entire credence is given to the following details supplied by him :

" It is believed, however, that the time is near at hand when the

long game will be ended. Mr. Witte's chances were apparently

never better, in spite of the fact that he was never so isolated as

now. The sympathies of the Liberals cooled markedly when, in

the heat of the struggle with Mr. Plehve, he abandoned the rural

members of the Agricultural Commission, who, relying on his

promise of protection, boldly laid a finger on the maladies of the

Russian .State. But the Liberals have of late turned their eyes

again on the masterful statesman.

"On the other hand, Mr. Witte has never been so feared in the

palace as since the Czar placed the execution of the reforms in his

hands. People at court are firmly convinced that he is a secret

patron of the Revolutionists, and it was this sentiment that inspired

the stories of his having been subjected to arrest in his liou.se and
that his papers had been searched. Nevertheless, both sides rec-

ognize his towering talents, and are unwilling to take steps which
would render his cooperation with either impossible. He remains

the living bridge between autocracy and constitutionalism—pos-

sibly the only bridge autocracy can cross safely."

Commenting editorially upon the information supplied by its

correspondent, the London Standard is impressed by the helpless-

ness of the Czar's attitude in the presence of the ministers to

whom he appeals for advice :

" We see at once the sovereign whom theory and tradition rec-

ognize as autocrat of Russia appealing in a tone of almost despair-

ing helplessness to confidential officials who, from the same stand-

point, are but creatures of his will. Nor is it difficult to imagine

how they shrank, as they listened to the invitation to speak [during

a recent ministerial council in the palace] from facing the ordeal of

telling their master the plain and wholesome truth. That is the

Nemesis of despotic rule. The irresponsible arbiter of fate who
insists upon bearing alone the awful load of authority can not in

the hour of distress by a mere summons convert .servants into

friendly counselors. Yet the very extremity of the country's peril

unsealed the lips of the Minister of Finance, to whose department

—by an arrangement which, in the light of Muscovite practise, is

not a paradox— the care of the factory system belongs. Mr. Ko-

kovtieff had the courage, the narrative runs, to hint in broken

words the absolute need of reform. Once the fateful word was in

the air, the eyes of the circle were turned to Mr. Witte. This re-

markable personage seems destined, for evil or for good, to be the

commanding figure in this stormy page of Russian history. Some-
thing of the mystery which attached to a famous English states-

man, and much of the masterfulness associated with the name of

Bismarck, belong to his character, as it is conceived both by close

observers and by distant spectators. It is pos.sible to detect a note

of sphinx-like irony in the remarks with which he broke the heavy

silence. He defined in cold, measured terms the relationship be-

tween autocracy and representative institutions. They were, he

laid it down, flatly incompatible, yet—and all the emphasis of his

pronouncement appears to reside in this sharp return to the reali-

ties of the position—the situation, he observed, is extremely criti-

cal. Developing his thesis that absolutism and constitutionalism

can not coexist, he suggested, but did not formulate, the inevitable

inference that absolutism must give way."
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TOGO'S STRATEGY BETWEEN ROZHDEST-
VENSKY AND VLADIVOSTOK.

TO await Rozhdestvensky as near as may be to Sasebo, to fall

upon him within maneuvering distance of that great Japa-

nese naval base, and to bring him to a decisive action by means of

everything available that can float, are courses long dictated to Ad-

miral Togo by all the principles of strategy of which the military

expert of the London Times knows anything. But he was un-

supported by that emi-

nent expert, Mr. H. W.
Wilson, who contend,

in the London National

Review , that "there is

only one course which

gives a reasonable prob-

ability of destroying the

Russians," namely, for

the Japanese admiral to

"move his whole force

to the neighborhood of

Vladivostok," and there

spend the time in

"watching the three

lines of approach with

cruisers. " The plan was

recommended by its au-

thor as possessing " the

great strategic virtue

of concentration," and

of "enabling Admiral

Togo to bring his whole
GENERAL SUKHOMLINOFF.

It is believed that he will play a prominent part

in the event of a continuance of the war. force to bear on the

approaching Russians."

Meanwhile Admiral Rozhdestvensky bore in mind, if the Paris

Matin mistakes not, that innumerable islets dot the surface of the

Far Eastern seas, said islets having no communication with the

outside world, and that they are admirably adapted for temporary

bases. Within this remote expanse of waters, Rozhdestvensky was

discerned by the sympathetic Paris Gaulois effecting a division of

his squadron and possibly eluding the vigilance of the foe " by

means of the various ruses certain to have suggested themselves

to one of his astuteness." Unfortunately for him, however—we

return to the analysis of the expert of the London Times—Rozh-

destvensky "s movements have for days been spied upon by Ad-

miral Togo's " despatch of fast scouts and cruisers in the direction

of the enemy," and " the scouts will have carried out the most im-

portant part of their mission when they have located the Armada

and reported the direction of its approach." As for the chances of

battle, this expert allotted them in Japan's favor, thus:

" The Baltic fleet wavers in its choice between heroism and

ignominy. It is not to be despised, and no serious man in Japan
makes the mistake of underrating its menace. The result of a

battle is on the knees of the gods, and no man will care to foretell

the issue. But, whatever the fate of the chief battle-ships, their

leader is cursed with the escort of a great, unwieldy, and vulnera-

ble convoy, and will have no freedom of maneuver. It is not un-

likely that he may endeavor to seize and fortify some temporary

base, place his convoy there in comparative safety, and confront

the enemy with war-ships alone until the question of supremacy is

decided. Out of all the vast armada of seventy or eighty vessels

there are only five battle-sliips which seriously count. Moreover,

the delay will reduce the speed of the Russian ships and corre-

spondingly lessen the chances of victory. The reduction in speed,

owing to fouling, varies greatly in different ships even in the same
waters and in the same time, but it is certain that it increases at

an accelerated rate, and that a ship will add double as much foul-

ing during the last half of a six months' period as during the first

half

"The great superiority of the Japanese in cruisers and torpedo

craft promises the destruction of the Russian convoy ; without

their colliers the war-ships must perish of inanition; the chances

are that even a successful battle, which is very far from assured,

will have results hardly to be distinguished from defeat. Even if

a battered remnant reaches Vladivostok, and finds that it has still

the right of the private entre'e, which is quite uncertain, it will

cause a fresh and a heavy strain upon the railway to make good
naval deficiencies and losses; the new harbor of refuge will be
ringed about by Japanese territory, and the scjuadron will be
nearly certain to have suffered such considerable damage as to be

out of court for the rest of the campaign."

The " forlorn hope," as English dailies termed it. that Rozhdest-

vensky might, by some unforeseen contingency, outfight or outwit

the Japanese, suggested serious reflections to the military expert

of the London Mail :

"The war, from the naval point of view, will begin afresh, and
all the work that has been achieved by Admiral Togo and his gal-

lant men will have to be done over again, under less favorable cir-

cumstances, with ships worn by hard service and severe fighting.

Should any misfortune befall the Japanese navy—and in war the

unforeseen often happens—Japan will be left in a most difficult

position. There can be no question of maintaining her army in

Manchuria if her command of the sea is once seriously menaced,
and she will be face to face with these alternatives: either an ap-

peal to England for intervention, which will necessarily involve

war on our part, perhaps war against an alliance ; or a reconcilia-

tion with Russia, of which England will ultimately have to pay the

cost."

EMPEROR WILLIAM AS THE EVIL GENIUS OF
THE CZAR.

SOME French journals are now earnestly warning the Czar

against Emperor William. Nicholas, it would seem from

recent articles in the Paris Figaro and other French publications,

conceives himself to be securing the service of William's cunning

and resources for the furtherance of Russian diplomatic ends ; and

that is precisely what William would have Nicholas suppose.

The point is taken up by the London press, and we are told that

there will be a day of reckoning for Emperor William. He pushed

the Czar into the war with Japan, says the London Times—not in

those exact words, but in many editorial remarks and in many

special articles by its most trusted correspondents. Emperor

William's aim, according to the London Spectator, is " to exploit,

politically and commercially, that portion of China which is out-

side the sphere of Russian ambitions," the war serving his purpose

THE RUSSI.^N D.^NCING BEAR.
— Wattle Jacob (Stuttgart).
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in that it has given him " the opportunity he had so long and so

ardently desired." "Japan," adds the British weekly, significant-

ly, ''will understand." and it suggests that she may give him "a

polite reminder" alter the war that " Kiao-chau belongs to China."

From a somewhat similar standpoint, the Figaro takes up the

theme ;

" Let us follow, step by step. German policy in the Far East, and

we shall see the realization from day to day of a plan formed in

advance in its most trivial details.

" There is. to begin with, in 1895. on the day after the conclusion

of the treaty of Shimonoseki, which ended the Chinese-Japanese

War, tlie intervention of Ciermany. who (thanks to tiie blindness of

those who then directed French diplomacy) obtained, with the

support of France and Russia, the renunciation by victorious

Japan of the Liao-tung peninsula and the fortress of Port Arthur.
" From this first error everything else resulted.

" As early as 1897. (lermany. ever pursuing the same policy, ex-

acted and obtained from China a lease of Kiao chau Bay, which

led Russia definitely to install herself in Port Arthur, and which

led England, drawn in spite of herself into an enterprise she dis-

liked, to occupy Wei-hai-wei temporarily.

"This seizure by European powers of territories belonging to

China inevitably provoked a movement of reaction, and the 15oxer

insurrection was tlie logical outcome of

the policy of invasion whicli Germany liad

begun.

"Did William II. at that time believe for a

moment that he could realize his dream of

a great European expedition against eastern

barbarism? It is possible. At any rate he

managed—and the result was substantial

enough in itself to satisfy him— to have the

supreme command of the troops in China en-

trusted to Field-Marshal Count von Wal-

dersee.

"It is unnecessary to recount the various

episodes signalizing the presence of Count

von Waldersee in China. Let it suffice to

note that he lost no opportunity to push Russia

into mstalling herself more solidly in Man-
churia. In a pamphlet which quotes many
documents in the case and which deals with

the causes of the present war, written by Baron
Suyematsu. formerly Japan's Minister of the

Interior, may be found proof that Count von
Waldersee strove to intensify the conflicts

over Manchuria that arose between Russia

and Great Britain

"Russia, thus encouraged by those who
should have halted her in the dangerous path

MR. MAMOUCHKINE.
He, it is said, will preside over the Ministry of

Justice in St. Petersburg.

she was treading, could no longer escape the trap so patently set.

The war broke out.
" We have seen the course of this war unfolding itself for more

than a year. But while Germany follows it with ill-concealed sat-

isfaction, encouraging with simultaneous decorations beaten gen-

erals as well as winning generals, it is with an agonized anxiety

that France follows the terrible spectacle.
" She did nothing to bring on the war, and Japan herself declares

that she does not dream of holding France responsible for it,

whereas she freely insinuates that bellicose instigations came from
the German side."

This, it will be seen, concerns the immediate past. But the French

daily is not less specific in its interpretation of the immediate pres-

ent. The Czar is still the deluded being, and William is still his

evil genius. That view is indorsed in every respect by M. Andre

Cheradame, the noted French writer on world politics, who has two

articles in different numbers of the Correspondant (l^aris), based

upon the theory that Emperor William's course in the Far East is

dictated by the sentiment that he has much to gain by a continu-

ance of the war in the Far East, and much to lo.se by its cessation

at this particular juncture. The factors at work are thus stated :

" Let it be well understood that while the Berlin Government
wi.shed war between Russia and Japan, while

it pushed Russia into the war, it had, at the

same time, a desire for the triumph of Russia

in the Far East. This desire is perfectly sin-

cere, for it is based upon well-defined interest.

" For much as the power of the Czar in

Europe is disadvantageous to Germany, to an

equally great extent is a Russia triumphant on

the shores of the Pacific a source of advantage

to the most clear-sighted statesmen in Berlin.

This may be understood without difficulty.

Russia, by opening up to European commerce
the vast regions of Manchuria and Korea,

renders the penetration of these countries

easier to the German business men, who are

far better equipped than are the Russian mer-

chants to take advantage of the new Asiatic

markets. Moreover, the sway of Nicholas

II.. firmly established at Port Arthur and ex-

tending, if possible, over Korea, would con-

stitute a protecting screen set between the for-

midable Japanese power concentrated in the

Nippon Archipelago and Germany, who, since

her installation at Kiao-chau in 1897, seeks

to penetrate the province of .Shan-timg. one

of the richest and most populous in China

and hence one of those in which European
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GRAND DUKE PAUL ALEXANDROVI TCH,

Who has been for some time in exile, and has
now been pardoned by the Czar.

penetration is irritating and will become constantly more irritating

to Japan.
" Were the Russians to hold Port Arthur. Seoul, and Fusan. they

would concentrate upon themselves the ill-will of the Nippons for

along time, and during that period the subjects of William II.,

left undisturbed at Kiao-chau. could make good their penetration

into the interior and secure their commercial foothold. If, on the

other hand, Russia is kept out of Korea, if the standard of the

Mikado floats over Port Arthur, it is Germany that becomes at

once the chief foe of

Japan. It can not be
too often pointed out

that Kiao-chau is but

twelve hours' steaming
distance from the Jap-
anese naval station of

Sasebo, and that, in the

event of a final check to

the Czar's troops in

Manchuria, no long time

can elapse without the

creation of severe fric-

tion in the relations be-

tween William II. and
t h e M i k a d o . I f h e

wants to avoid this, the

(ierman sovereign will

be compelled to act with

amiability and concilia-

tion, and yet practically

to abandon the plan of

German penetration in

Iilastern China, which
is one of his most cher-

ished aspirations. Were
William II. to persist,

he would incur certain

di-saster. The German
navy, built to be formidable in Europe more particularly, will for a

long time to come be quite inadequate for the defense of Kiao-

chau against a Japanese attack.
" Russian triumph in the Far East is therefore a German inter-

est. It is likewise desired in Germany, for a quite practical rea-

son, that the domestic trouble -m the empire of the czars shall not

exceed a certain limit. A Polish upheaval in Warsaw would in-

evitably react in the form of a serious agitation in Prussian Poland.

It is true that this concern is a secondary one, for the German
Government possesses all the necessary means for rapidly sup-

pressing any movement among the Poles that might tend to insur-

rection.

" The Russo-Japane.se war, consequently, entails some risks for

Germany; but these risks are a slight matter in comparison with

the solid advantages accruing, and long to accrue, to all Germany
from the mere existence of the struggle between the Czar and the

Mikado.
" Let us consider, first of all, the economic advantages.
" Since the commencem.ent of hostilities, the greater portion of

the supplies purchased abroad by Russia for the needs of the cam-
paign have been obtained in Germany. There were the German
ships, sold or chartered at very high rates to provision the Baltic

fleet. There were the thousand and one things Russia had to buy
outside her own boundaries and for which the Germans in St.

Petersburg, supple courtiers and wonderfully familiar with the

peculiar business methods of Nicholas II.'s capital, managed to

secure orders on most remunerative terms There is furthermore

that Russian loan of 1905 which was placed in Germany under
conditions prodigiously favorable to the lender, inasmuch as the

greater part of the money, nominally loaned to Russia, will remain
in the empire of William II. to pay for the ordered battle-ships

and cruisers just laid down in German docks. And the end is not

yet!
" But how describe the political advantages accruing to the Ger-

man Empire from the Russo-Japanese War.'' Russia, occupied for

long to come, as she will be, in the P'ar East, means, first of all, a

field left almost free to German influence in the whole Balkan pen-

insula, in Constantinople, and in Asiatic Turkey. It is already

manifest that the equilibrium maintained until so recently as last

year, thanks to Russian prestige in Sofia and Belgrade has become
again unstable

" Finally, the whole tremendous outcome of the Russo-Japanese
War to Germany is the reversal in her own favor of the balance of
military power existing in Europe in February, 1904. Every one
knows that to meet the Japanese in Manchuria, the St. Petersburg
general staff has had to disorganize the whole military system in

Poland, to empty the arsenals of their finest material for the equip-
ment of Kuropatkin's armies, and to despatch to the commander-
in-chief some hundreds of thousands of men really intended for the

purposes of a European war.
" Here are facts regarding which there can be no question.

Their results are plain. Even should Russia end, as we hope, by
being victorious, it is none the less certain that for years to come
she will not represent to Germany any offensive military strength.

As a direct consequence, the military power of Germany in the

Old World is almost doubled without any need on the part of

William II.'s empire to expend an additional mark for the support
of its armies or to fire oE a single gun."

—

Translations madefor
The Literary Dige.st.

RUSSIA'S REFUSAL TO BE HUMILIATED BY
JAPAN.

' I ^HE study of Russia's pride, which now absorbs the press of

-•- continental Europe, reveals autocracy untouched to nobler

issues by the humiliation thrust upon it. Russia's actual attitude

toward her crisis, as the Berlin Kreuz Zei/i/n^" expounds it, makes

peace and war equally hateful to her grand-ducal cabal, but war,

on the whole, less so. The Paris Figaro agrees that this is sound

analysis. The Anglo-American press, it complains, has preached

peace at Russia with a lofty superiority of tone that rasps her to

madness. " Blow, wind ! come, wrack !" she is, in effect, made to

say with Shakespeare's hero, "at least we'll die with harness on

our back." Whereat the Paris ^«;-«7r^ suggests that Russia " may
profitably for herself" be leminded "by any disinterested friend

she may have anywhere " that " from the sublime to the ridiculous

is but a step." The simple fact of the situation, contends the In-

di'potdance Beige (Brussels), is that " Russia would like to nego-

tiate with Japan as if she (Russia) had not been defeated," an atti-

tude which this liberal daily deems preposterous:

" Russia would assume to indicate herself the limits within which
she would negotiate. To begin with, she would under no circum-

stances consent to pay an indemnity, because this indemnity, which

would reach some $500,000,000, would permit Russia to continue

the struggle until Japan had become completely exhausted. It

would therefore be more advantageous, she believes, to devote this

sum to the ruin of Japan rather than to her enrichment and to per-

mitting her to acquire an immense navy. On the other hand, Rus-

sia would require the cooperation of France, the United States,

Germany, and Great Britain in the peace negotiations with a view

to moderating the demands of Japan. That conceded, Russia

would consent to make appreciable sacrifices.

" Thus speak the despatches sent out from St. Petersburg, which

are evidently intended to prepare the ground, to force Japan to re-

veal, on her side, the claims she intends to make good. Nippon
diplomacy, however, takes good care to refrain from any discus-

sion whatever, and, notwithstanding all the alleged interviews pub-

lished here and there, it holds to this simple announcement: Let

Russia make her propositions and we will see if there is any basis

for negotiation in them ; but until then we will go on with the war,

and we will fight until Russia admits that she is beaten. In all

reason, there is nothing else for Japan to say, and, desirous as she

may be for the restoration of peace, it goes without saying that she

will not compromise the result of her colos.sal etforts and of her

victories by premature negotiations.
" In principle, the two leading claims set up on the Russian side

—non-payment of an indemnity and participation by France. Great

Britain, the Lhiited States, and Germany in the negotiations—seem
inadmissible by Japan. Whatever may be alleged in St. Peters-

burg, the contest is no longer equal in Manchuria. Japan is tri-

umphant all along the line, and Russia has not gained a single ad-

vantage of a kind to diminish the moral force of her military

disaster. She is beaten, and hence it is quite natural that the
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Japanese should wish, by requiring an indemnity, to recoup tluni-

selves for the expenses entailed by this war. Russia aticcts to

beUeve tliat with the amount of this indemnity she could continue

the war until the complete exhaustion of Japan. That is madness.

In si.x months, in a year, Japan will be as well able as she is now

to make headway against Russia on land as well as on sea, and as

her conquests will be more e.xtensive she will have the right to be

more exacting. .Moreover, if loss of money be of no concern to

Russia, she should, at least, be concerned at the loss of men.
" .As regards the second point, it seems very difficult for Japan to

transform her negotiations with Russia into a sort of international

conference that would settle anew the Far Eastern question.

France. Ciermany, (ireat Britain, and the United States have ob-

served an absolute neutrality in the Russo-Japanese war. It

would, therefore, be logical for them to observe the same neutral-

itv in the peace negotiations that are to end the w-ar. Japan does

not tind herself confronted by a group of Powers. She is con-

fronted by Russia only. Besides, negotiations in which the Euro-

pean Powers were involved would be very liable to the risk of com-

plicating matters, since there would be an inevitable tendency to

discuss matters which do not affect Russian or Japanese interests

alone."

The upshot will be, concludes the Belgian daily, that Russia w ill

in the end have to make a peace more humiliating than any she

might negotiate now. Even so, declares the Berljn Kreuz Zci

lutig. peace is likely to be delayed. That daily speaks with an in-

timate knowledge of the circumstances when it says:

" We believe we are not in error in the assumption that a conclu-

sion of peace is not possible now because its consequences might

be momentous. Loud as may be the demand for peace in the

widest (Russian) circles, an unfavorable peace would, to all ap-

pearance, result in another revulsion of feeling that would be made
use of against the dynasty by the very elements which now re-

proach it with continuing the war. That the agitation conducted

from without has a direcdy anti-monarchical character can not be

doubted. Even the peasantry, set in agitation by misuse of the

Czar's name, unwittingly serve these ends. The priest (^apon.

who follows up his destructive work with fresh manifestoes, makes
no concealment of his anti-dynastic views. Russian socialism is

equally anti-monarchical and anti-dynastic. It is comprehensible if

under these circumstances the Government will not hear of peace."

According to the London Tivies. Russian officials of exalted

rank have connived at a mystification of the chancelleries and of

the world regarding the outlook for peace.— Translations madefor
The Literary Digest.

PRECIPITATION OF THE CANADIAN CRISIS
BY THE POPE'S DELEGATE.

IT was an unlucky moment for Sir Wilfrid Laurier, so nearly

every newspaper in Canada thinks, when the Vatican's repre-

sentative in Canada, Mgr. Donatus Sbarretti, invited a Manitoba

Cabinet Minister to call at the apostolic delegation in Ottawa.

Things were said at that interview and a document changed hands

under circumstances that seem to imply a connection in the apos-

tolic delegate's mind between Manitoba's desire to enlarge her

boundaries and the Vatican's desire to promote the cause of sec-

tarian appropriations for educational ends in that province. The

Toronto Saturday Night more bluntly expre.sses it. Mgr. Sbar-

retti. it says. " attempted to blackmail the province of Manitoba

into reestablishing separate schools, under the threat that, if such

schools be not reestablished, the present narrow boundaries of that

province would mark the limits of its territory forever." •" Mgr.

Sbarretti was speaking for himself only," retorts the French Cana-

dian Temps (Ottawa), adding that "the fall of the Laurier ministry

has been decreed in all the Orange lodges," and that effort is con-

sequently made to prove that the action of the papal representative

was taken with the connivance of the Prime Minister himself.

Here, in truth, was a point upon which newspaper comment imme-

diately fastened. Did Sir Wilfrid Laurier know of the proceedings

of the Vatican agent, and if so did he approve? Sir Wilfrid's own

organ, the Soleil, had declared a short time previously that " Mani-

toba is being punished for her sins." However, Sir Wilfrid lost

no time in denying that he was privy to the Monsignor's proceed-

ings. " There is not the slightest ground for the preposterous and

untenable theory," asserts the Ottawa Free Press, " that there was

any understanding or collusion between Mgr. Sbarretti and the

Government " At the same time, according to the Montreal Wit-

ness, the one object which prompted the Manitoba statesman

(Hon. Robert Rogers) who revealed the papal representative's act

was " to prove that the papal delegate and the Government acted

together." Furthermore:

"It is Mr. Rogers's deliberate charge that had the province ac-

cepted the amendments to the school legislation of the province as

proposed by Mgr. Sbarretti, the boundaries of the province would

have been extended by the Government quickly and willingly; but

that, as Mgr. Sbarretti's proposals were not accepted, the extension

DIGGING UP THE HATCHET.

Will this be the outcome of the strife at Ottawa ?

—News (Toronto).

CREEPING EVER WESTWARD
Moves the shadow of the great hand.

— World ( Toronto)

CANADIAN CARTOONS ON THE CANADIAN CRISIS.
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was obstructed, and in part refused. Sir Wilfrid Laurier denies in

the most unqualified manner that Mgr. Sbarretti had anything at all

to do with the Government's separate school and Manitoba bound-

arj- extension policy. This is the vital consideration in this contro-

versy."

Regarding the consideration thus pronounced " vital," the To-

ronto Mail and Empire says that " the whole case points to the

conclusion that through some channel of communication the Gov-

ernment and the representative of His Holiness have acted to-

gether." " Sir Wilfrid Laurier must do a great deal more than he

has done," adds the Toronto World, " before he can be held to

have cleared himself." But the attempt to establish a connection

between the course of Mgr. Sbarretti and that of the Dominion's

Prime Minister has failed, thinks the Toronto Globe, which, never-

theless, joins in the chorus of Canadian press denunciation of the

Vatican's representative :

"It is a matter for profound regret, therefore, that a gentleman

in Mgr. Sbarretti's position should have been guilty of conduct that

must tend to increase the public excitement and intensify the irri-

tations and heartburnings that are already altogether too much in

evidence. Roman Catholics will make a great mistake if they im-

pute the resentment which will undoubtedly be exhibited over this

incident to bigotry or any allied feeling. Thousands of the broad-

est-minded and most tolerant men in this dominion will condemn
the conduct of which Mgr. Sbarretti is accused, and which he

tacitly acknowledges by refusing to deny. The spectacle of the

representatives of a free province being threatened by one who is

not even a citizen of Canada, and whose interference in matters of

State is a violation of sound and established maxims of govern-

ment, should be intolerable to every one who values the peace and

liberty of his country. There should be no sectarian lines sepa-

rating one citizen from another on this ground.
" The indignation of the Government of Manitoba in this regard

will be overwhelmingly shared. There will be an entirely different

feeling with regard to Mr. Rogers's very lame efforts to connect

Sir Wilfrid Laurier with the matter."

A demand that Mgr. Sbarretti's recall be brought about has led

to some misunderstanding of his real position in Canada, notes the

Toronto Globe iMx\k\^x. He is not, it points out, a diplomatic agent

accredited to Canada officially. So far as the Dominion Govern-

ment is concerned, his status in the present controversy is that of

a private individual. " This," asserts the Toronto News, however,

" is to insist on the form and to ignore the substance." The To-

ronto World understands that the Vatican has already decided to

recall Mgr. Sbarretti to Rome, and the Montreal Herald informs its

readers that the ecclesiastic went to Canada after having served

the Vatican in Cuba, where " he and the American authorities did

not hit it off very well."

LINEVITCH AND THE TASK CONFRONTING HIM.

OLD General Linevitch stands out, in the French press, amid

the magnificence of battle prose. The kind complacency

with which he scatters flowers on the grave of Kuropatkin's repu-

tation, tolerating the presence of his predecessor as that of some

disembodied spirit which can not tear itself away from what it

loved in a previous existence, moves the Paris Tetnps profoundly.

It vouches for his possession of those " unmistakable attributes"

which " proclaim the soldier," and in flat defiance of the Osier theory

regarding men over forty— Linevitch was born, some say, in 1838

—

the French daily avers that the great achievements of his career are

still in the future. The prophecy is based, of course, upon the

conviction of the organ of the French Foreign Office that Russia

will continue the war. Nor is the tone of the Gaiilois (Paris) less

enthusiastic. Linevitch has succeeded, in a word, not only to

Kuropatkin's responsibilities but to Kuropatkin's prestige in the

columns of leading French newspapers. The Temps prints these

details concerning him

:

" In spite of his advanced age and of the numerous wounds he

has received, which compel him to walk with a cane, he is one of

those old men, niimerous in Russia, who retain to the end of their

lives the activity of mature age. Leaving the Tchernigoff college

upon the completion of his course, he did not go through any mili-

tary school, but wore, during his early years in the army, the sim-

ple cloak of a private soldier. For five years (1895-1900) he com-
manded the troops in the Amur region and was placed at the head
of the so-called Siberia corps when those regiments were united

into a single army corps (1900). He participated with them in the

China campaign and was first under the walls of Peking with

General Frey, who commanded the French troops. Returning to

Vladivostok and becoming commander-in-chief of the Amur dis-

trict when General Grodekoff passed from that district to the

council of the empire, he for three years united these functions

with those of the command of the first Siberian corps. Tempo-
rarily commanding the army of Manchuria in March, 1904, he was
compelled, not without resentment, to relinquish this command to

Kuropatkin in order to return to Vladivostok. In November he
reappeared upon the theater of hostilities as commander of the

first army.
" Tiie colorless character of his past makes General Linevitch

an object of suspicion to a certain category of officers who sur-

round the Czar and may influence his choice. Hence other mili-

tary combinations were studied out prior to that which was finally

effected."

His aptitude for the command of large numbers of men and the

fact that Russia's army in the Far East is still 250,000 strong, de-

clares Xho. Journal des Debais (Paris), led to the promotion of Line-

vitch. The Inddpendaiice Beige (Brussels), no friend to the autoc-

racy, concedes that Linevitch must be commanding at least 250,000

men at this time. The aged commander's task is to hold the Jap-

anese back from Harbin, says the Paris Matin. Hence he is

being reenforced at the rate of 35.000 men amonth. But the Gau-

lois assigns him a mission connected with the fate of Vladivostok,

the fall of which he must delay until the last possible moment in

the event of a Japanese siege. The garrison in that town, accord-

ing to the Berlin Kreuz Zeitung, amounts to some 24,000 men.

"The soldiers there," it adds, "know that life will soon become

stern for them." Linevitch will not be in any position to relieve

those unfortunates, admits the celebrated military expert of the

Paris Temps :

" The new strategical situation which the Russians must con-

front, now that the outcome at Mukden expels them from Southern

Manchuria, singularly resembles that against which they contended

in this very region at the beginning of 1904. Then Liao-Yang and

Port Arthur had to be covered. There are to-day Harbin and

Vladivostok
" And once more the initiative is with the Japanese. They may

direct their operations at will either against the Russian citadel or

against the Russian army of operations. To discuss the relative

merits of either of these objects of attraction and to decide which

should be the main consideration would be out of place at a time

when the perspective of a new campaign has not opened up. and

when it is the universal wish that it should not open up at all. It

is none the less allowable to say that the freedom of action of the

Japanese seems now complete, and that nothing need prevent them

from immediately laying siege to Vladivostok as they laid siege,

ten months ago, to Port Arthur. The 400,000 effectives at their

disposal in Manchuria would then be divided into two bodies.

One, of 250,000 men, would serve to watch the Russian force of

equal number now retiring toward the bend of the Sungari. The
other, of 150,000 men, would permit the delivery of a powerful

blow against Vladivostok
" But thus to push success to extremes would be a blunder at

this time. It would be dangerous to harry the giant already blind

of one eye through the fall of Port Arthur, by gouging out the

Vladivostok eye through which he looks forth upon the sea. That

would mean condemning him to turn forever the grindstone of a

war without issue. It would mean making of this blind and ago-

nizing Samson an object of derision. But it would likewise mean
bringing down upon oneself a fit of that fury in which the ener-

vated hero regains all his strength, seizes the column with both

hands, overturns the temple and overwhelms himself alive amid a

ruin which, at least, avenges him upon the Philistines."

—

Trans-

lations made fori WE. Literary Digest.
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NOTABLE BOOKS OF THE DAY. SHALL WE MARRY?

THE POETRY OF TALENT.
Pam. By The Baroness von Hutten. Cloth, 392 pp.

& Co.

Price, $1.50. Dodd, Mead

Music, AND Other I'oe.ms. By Henry \'an Dyke. Cloth,
net. Charles Scribner's Sons.

1 16 pp. Price, $1.00

HENRY %-AN UYKE

LIFK comes to Hcnn- \'an Dyke wath no wild questionings, no deep

regrets. He does not get the bitter flavor of mortality. His out-

look is serene and full of faith that all is well. He seldom probes past the

obvious and the orthodox, and because he speaks the heart of the common
and the everyday, voicing in neither orphic nor mystic strain the thought

of the ordinary well-bred, well-mean-

ing folk about us, he is, in his degree,

a poet of the home and the fireside, as

Longfellow was.

His new book, " Music, and Other

Poems," is keyed in much the .same

strain as his "Toiling of Felix and

the Builders." There is seldom the

Ooric touch in his vocabulary; there

is seldom the high lyric rapture, sel-

dom the last thrillinc; flush of beauty.

Moreover he gives us no deep and

original insights into the pathos and

the wonder of existence. But he gives

us the poetry of talent at its highest

reach—the perfectly correct form, the

eminently proper spirit, the entirely

acceptable lesson. And we have no

serious quarrel with this. The gar-

den has room for the marigold as well

as the magnolia. "The Statue and the Bust" and "The Cry of the

Children" brim with their passion and their tears; but because we
drink here the cup of trembling, need we reject the gourd of content?

Need wc fill our ears with the tent-maker's plaint:

" What without asking hurried whence.
And without asking wliithcr hurried hence.
O many a cup of the forbidden wine

Must drown the memory of that insolence!"

Need we fill our ears with this philosophy of despair, and reject the abi-

ding faith of Van Dyke's "Sleep Song":

"Life is in tune with harmony so deep
That when the notes are lowest

Thou still canst lay thee down and sleep.

For Ciod will not forget."

This mood of trust is common with Dr. Van Dyke. In his sonnet on
"Work," he asks that he may ever say:

"This is my work; my blessing, not my doom.
Of all who live, I am the one by whom
This work can best be done, in the right way."

A tine high wotij this, and recalling George Eliot's more objectified:

"'Tis God gives skill,

But not without men's hands: we could not make
Antonio Stradivari's violins

Without Antonio."

"The Legend of Ser\'ice" takes up another of Dr. Van Dyke's char-

acteristic lessons. Asmiel, the youngest angel in heaven, is puzzled to

know which of the three holy men of Lupon most loves the Lord, where-

upon God gives him a test by which to ascertain:

"Tell each of them his Master bids him go
Alone to Spiran's huts across the snow.
There he shall find a certain task for me,
But what, I do not tell to them, nor thee;

Give thou the message; make my Word the test,

\n<\ crown for me the one who answers best."

In the temple the angel finds Bernal praying. The holy man pauses at

the message to ask 'd.'hy. Malvin is in his closet thinking out great

thoughts. At the angel's word, disturbed, he looks up to ask how. But
Fermor, busy out upon the street, cries only when. The inference is

plain.

Perhaps the things in the book that move the heart most deeply are

those simple lines that touch the immemorial grief over the death of a

little child. In "Dulci's Memorial," with its gentle, grieving cadence,

"Was it long ago or yesterday?" there is a delicate and tender pathos;

and "The Message" pours out comfort to those remembering the little

mounds out under the rain and the snow.

But after all that can be said in praise of Dr. \'an Dyke's book, one
must admit that his work lacks the precious and peculiar fire of true poetry.

We seldom find the fresh and vivid phrase, the striking and inevitable

word, the new and startling attack.

" T)AM" is a wild little story moving among English manors and Italian

X villas in a station of life beyond all thought of toil and money. Pam
comes before us, with her monkey in her arms, a very young heroine of

ten; and we leave her, again holding the monkey, a young woman just at

the end of her teens—at about the age when the lady of the ordinary novel

steps upon the stage.

She is the daughter of Guy Sacheverel, an opera singer, and an English

lady of degree, both ostracized by society and living together in exile in

Italy, unmarried because of the obstacle of the man's living legal wife.

But this man and woman, the parents of the uncannily wise Pam, do not,

like Hester and Dimmesdale, feel the remorse of the situation. They are

most romantically happy, finding the world well lost in the society of each
other.

Careless, joyous, unmoral as the birds of the air, the two roam from
summer land to summer land, finding even the child an intrusion upon the

perfect, endless delight of being alone together.

Knowing her anomalous position in life, yet innocently una.'^hamed,

utterly careless of public opinion, utterly untrained in conventionalities,

the tragic-eyed young girl vibrates between sojourning with these irre-

sponsible light-hearted parents and visiting her charmingly cynical

grandfather, Lord Yeoland, who has himself left no experience of life un-

tasted, no illusion undestroyed.

Imperious, unaccountable to any authority, Pam's will is the wind's

will, and her purity the snowflake's purity. She knows no social punc-

tilios. She takes for her dearest friend

a tragedienne with a Bernhardt past,

and outside the pale of society; she

visits her father's cast-off wife; she

calls upon a bachelor alone in his

apartments with all the innocent as-

surance of one chaperoned by a vigi-

lant mamma. Defying thus every

convention and prejudice, she yet

walks through the world as unsmirched

and white-minded as Una with her

lion.

The timeliness of the book hinges

upon its running discussions and il-

lustrations of the philosophy of love

and marriage. Pam's position—and

it is emphasized by the ill-starred mari-

tal unions of the book—is that matri-

mony with its vow of the forever-after,

is the death-knell of love. The auth-

or in her j)rcfacc begs us not to ascribe to her the views of her erratic

book folk, but she has surely made out a bad case for the married. As
Pam sagelv observes of the little v^-orld .she knows, all the married here are

chafing under their chains, all held in other unions are finding life free and
joyous. One has to recall the tragedy of the scores of such reckless alli-

ances that he has known in real life to get his balance after the leaning to

the other side in " Pam."

BARONESS VON HUTTEN.

AMONG THE DEEP-SEA FISHER-FOLK.

The Harvest of the Sea. By Wilfred T. Grenfell. Cloth, 162 pp. Price,
$1.00 net. Fleming H. Revell Company.

Dr. Grenfell's Parish. By Norman Duncan. Cloth, 155 pp. Price, $1.00
net, Fleming H. Revell Company.

IN "The Harvest of the Sea" the story of the work accomplished by the

missions to the deep-sea fishermen of the Dogger, Newfoundland, and
Labrador banks is told by one of the missionaries, and in "Dr. Grenfell's

Parish" the story of the work of that particular missionary is told by one

who, we need scarcely remind our readers, possesses an intimate knowl-

edge of the affairs of the sea. Both books are characteristic of their au-

thors, and both are singularly effective. Their avowed purpose, to stimu-

late widespread interest and active cooperation in the task of ameliorating

the inevitably hard lot of the toilers of the deep, can not fail of fulfilment.

Casting his narrative in the form of a twofold autobiography, related in

part by a North Sea and in part by a Newfoundland fisherman. Dr. Gren-

fell grips the attention and appeals to the heart from the outset. It is

difficult to realize that the narrators are but creations, so thoroughly has

this "young Englishman who, for the love of God, practises medicine on

the coast of Newfoundland and Labrador" caught the spirit and the point

of view of these Captains Courageous. In literary adrentures of this type

there is always the danger of lapsing into artificiality, but there is nothing

of the artificial in Dr. Grenfell's rugged, straightforward account of the

horrible conditions prevailing before the coming of the mission and.hos-

pital ships to the fishermen of the North Sea, of the long battle against
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prejudice and greed that preceded their successful establishment, and of

the wonderful results already obtained; nor in his vivid recital of the cruel

hardships of tl^e "liveyercs," " comeouters," and other "harvesters" of

Newfoundland and Labrador.

"A wreck on the Labrador coast," Mr. Duncan tells us, "excites no

wide surprise. Never a season passes but some craft are cast away. But

that IS merely the fortune of sailing these waters. . . . Most men—I hesi-

tate to say all—have been wrecked; every man, woman, and child who
has sailed the Labrador has narrowly escaped, at least." Such is the re-

gion Dr. Grenfell has selected for his "parish." In his rounds he an-

nually patrols two thousand miles of the "worst coast in the world," by

NORMAN DUNCAN. WILFRED T. GRENFELL.

Steamer in the brief open season of summer, by sledge during the rigors

of winter. Prior to his advent the inhabitants of this realm of desolation

were practically without medical attendance. Now, not only hospital

ships but hospital stations, manned by brave, intelligent, and sympathetic

physicians, operating under the tireless direction of Dr. Grenfell, minister

to their needs the year round.

Nor is it only as a preacher of the Word and a healer of the sick that the

young English doctor has won a large place in the hearts of the Labrador

folk. By protecting them from the rapacity of "planters" and traders,

by promoting home industries, by establishing cooperative stores, he has

assisted them far on the road to an economic independence of which they

had hitherto not so much as dreamed. Small wonder, then, that in sum-

ming up his survey of the doctor and his work, we find Mr. Duncan pro-

nouncing him "the bravest and the most beneficently useful man I knov/."

These little books, telling a story of great needs and great deeds, deserve

a wide circulation.

THE BIOGRAPHY OF A CELEBRATED NURSE.
The Life oi- Florence Nightingale. By Sarah A. Tooley. Cloth, 344

pp. Price, $1.75 net. The Macmillan Company.

IT will be a surprise to the majority to learn that Florence Nightingale,

the Englishwoman who left London half a century ago to go to the

Crimea and nurse British soldiers, is still alive. The author of this biog-

raphy of her, just published, states in the preface that it was written to

commemorate the juVjilee of the illustrious heroine, who started on the

mission destined to bring lasting fame to herself and health and comfort

to thousands of suffering soldiers, October 21, 1854. She was eighty-four

years old last May, and her King, who was a boy when she began her

career, bestowed on her, as a compliment suited to the occasion, the dig-

nity of a Lady of Grace of the Order of Saint John of Jerusalem. Flor-

ence Nightingale, though such a very old lady and an invalid, who has

not left her bed for nine years, still retains an active interest in the same
humanitarian things to which her whole life has been devoted. Her de-

clining years are passed in a small but comfortable and refined home, 10

South Street, Park Lane, London. Her mind remains clear, and she fol-

lows with interest events of the day and retains her life-long ardor for all

that relates to nursing.

"Her friends marvel most at the almost youthful roundness and pla-

cidity of her face. Time has scarcely printed a line on her brow, or a
wrinkle on her cheeks, or clouded the clearness of her penetrating eyes,

which is the more remarkable when it is remembered that she has been a
suffering and overworked invalid ever since her return from the Crimea.
The dainty lace cap falling over the silver hair in long lapels gives a charm-
ing frame to Miss Nightingale's face, which is singularly beautiful in old

age."

The author of this biography has fitly performed her task. The book

is no great achievement as literature, but there was scant need that it

should be. On the other hand, while faithfully recording this exemplary

career, there is no foolish enthusiasm or obtrusion of the biographer upon
the biographed.

Florence Nightingale came of gentle folk who were intellectual.

well-to-do, and benevolent, so that her training and environment were

conducive to her vocation in life. Her strongest bias from the begin-

ning was toward kindness and helpfulness to others. In her day it was
an unheard-of thing for a woman of breeding and education to become
a professional nurse. She prepared herself systematically for this posi-

tion to which her nature drew her.

The class of women who were nurses made the Government little in-

clined to employ them. They were of the "Sairey Gamp" stamp. Sid-

ney Herbert suggested sending Miss Nightingale out to superintend the

nurses, and wrote her a letter on the subject. A letter from her, in ac-

ceptance, crossed his. Six days after the date of Lord Herbert's letter she

left London for the Crimea with thirty-eight companions. It was a revo-

lutionary step in the life of the world, and the corner-stone of a beautiful

progress. An Irish clergyman, when asked to what sect Miss Nightingale

belonged, made the effective reply: "She belongs to a sect which, unfor-

tunately, is a very rare one—the sect of the Good Samaritan."

ELLIOTT FLOWER.

TALES OF "MACHINE" POLITICS.
Slaves of Success. By Elliott Flower. Cloth, 304 pp. Price, $1.50. L. C.

Page & Co.

MR. FLOWER has collected into a volume seven stories originally

published in periodicals and adds an eighth, " now published in its

entirety for the first time." They are good enough tales to be rescued

from ephemerality, and call for little but commendation. Mr. Flower, in

his " Foreword," speaks of the collection as " this story," and designates the

several stories as "chapters." The same characters do indeed appear

and reappear in them, but there is no

common motif, except that all deal with

some form of machine politics.

Mr. Flower's style is simple; he has

scarcely any play of humor, and mani-

fests no resentment, latent or overt.

The impersonality that marks his

setting-forth of sad truths embodied

in examples is a fine artistic quality;

yet the reader is perfectly sure where

Mr. Flower's sympathies lie. Evil

comes to him who evil does. One
after another the "boss" artizans in

political jobbing get a throw-down,

coming croppers over the very wires

they have stretched for the feet of

others. It is a game of "set a thief

to catch a thief."

"Slaves of Success" means politi-

cians whose crookedness makes them

hostages to their own tools. Different types are presented. John Wade
is for power and Ben Carroll for money. "Wade was politically unscru-

pulous, but personally honest—a combination sometimes found. This

means that he was not a boodler himself, but that he was not above help-

ing boodlers in order that he might use them politically. He would not

oft'er a man money, but for a political price he would let him steal it from

others or from the State. Carroll, on the other hand, used politics for his

pecuniary advantage. . . . He liked to rule, but he played politics princi-

pally because it put him in the way of making money." These two needed

and used one the other, simply because neither was strong enough alone.

Wade was a good deal more "decent" a man than Carroll, but you can't

"handle pitch without being defiled." One perfectly honest politician is

introduced, of the "hayseed" brand, and Wade's dealings with him are

cleverly set forth.

The point Mr. Flower aims at making in these stories—and he succeeds

well in doing it—is thus set forth by Wade when Carroll is after him to

"save" a low-down criminal who has been "used" for political purposes.

Carroll tells Wade if he doesn't help Haggin out, that thug's friends will

learn of it and " throw him down." "They'll know who could have saved

him and them, and you won't be ace-high to a yellow dog in a district that

you and I rule now." Whereupon Wade retorts, bitterly:

" You and I are supposed to be bosses, Carroll, but we are slaves. To
hold our power, we have to do a lot of things we don't want to do and that

we know we ought not to do. We're slaves to the men we think we boss.

We have to watch out for them, protect them, and do their bidding in most
of the affairs of life, or we can't rule them in politics. That's philoso-

phizing, Carroll, and you may not understand it, but you'll understand
this: I've reached the limit; I've monkeyed with my little warped con-

science all that I dare. Bogan will have to handle his own crime business.

Is that plain enough ? " Carroll's reply was beautifully characteristic : "I
think you're a fool."

Wade gets downed in the State Senatorship he was gunning for, and by

a beautiful poetic justice it was simple Azro Craig, the "hayseed," who
woke up and "did" him. -So, too, Carrol! gets routed by a young, clean

politician with money, who is roused to fight him hard through his love

for a sweet girl in Settlement work. She marries him as a reward.
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THE HEARN & HYMAN STORE was established in February, 1904. Its productions are confined to

merchandise properly classed under the head of " Correct Dress For Women," and with spacious, handsome

showrooms, providing unusually efficient service, it caters in the most acceptable way to a select clientele.

^ TTiere is perhaps no material difference between this and other good stores in the range of PRICES, but a
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successfully carried out. For this feature, the store has received cordial and substantial recognition, and it is

now firmly established as one of the " prominent fashionable " stores of the city.

^ Visitors are invited to look through the various departments of the HEARN & HYMAN STORE at leisure,

whether immediate purchases are contemplated or not. It will be quite worth while to carry away a correct

impression of the store's character and its fitness to render high-class, economical service on some future occasion.

A nnrklinr'P'mi^ni' Some fine interior views of this interesting store and many of its latest characteristic productions in

Women's Apparel—the new Spring Suits, Coats, Gowns, Skirts, Waists and Costumes—are strikingly

pictured in a dainty " Fashion Booklet " just published. Mailed on request, and well worth sending for.

20 West Twenty-third Street, Fifth AvTu?Hotei, New York City

BOOKS RECEIVED.

The Literary Digest is in receipt of the follow-

ing books :

" Heroes and Hero Worship."—Thomas Carlyle.

(Macmillan Company, $0.25.)

' Library of Congress : A Bibliography and Chro-

nological Record."— Thorv'ald Solberg. (Government

Printing Office.)

The Quakeress."—Max Adeler. (John C. Win-

ston Company. $1.50 net.)

",Alaska and the Klondike." — ]. S. McLain.

(McClure, Phillips & Co., $2 net.)

"Scandinavia." — R. Nisbet Bain. (Macmillan

Company, $2 net.)

' Twelve Stories and a Dream."— H. G. Wells.

( Charles Scribner's Sons, $1.50.)

" The Orchard and Fruit Garden."-E. P. Powell.

(McClure, Phillips & Co., f 1.50 net.)

"The Yellow War."—"O." (McClure, Phillips

& Co.. f 1.20 net.)

" Little Stories of Courtship."—Mary Steward Cut-

ting. (McClure, Phillips & Co., $1.25.)

" The Story of a Literary Career."—Ella W^heeler

Wilcox. (Elizabeth Towne, Holyoke, Mass.)

" The Deluge and Its Cause."—Isaac Newton Vail.

(Suggestion Publishing Company.)

" Animals' Rights."—Henry S. Salt. (A. C. Fifteld.)

'• Free Thinking and Plain Speaking." — Leslie

Steplien. (G. P. Putnam's Sons, $1.50.)

" Religion and .Art and Other Essays."—Right Rev.

J. L. Spalding. (A. C. McClurg & Co., $1.)

" The Propje-ss of Hellenism in .Alexander's Em-
pire." — John Pentland Mahaffy. (University of

Chicago Press. $1 net.)

" Religion : \ Criticism and a Forecast."—G. L.

Dickinson. (McClure, Phillips & Co.)

CURRENT POETRY.

The Crisis.

By George Meredith.

Spirit of Russia, now has come
The day when thou canst not be dumb.

Around thee foams the torrent tide.

Above thee its fell fountain, Pride.

The senseless rock awaits thy word
To crumble ; shall it be unheard ?

Already, like a tempest-sun.

That shoots the flare and shuts to dun,

Thy land 'twixt flame and darkness heaves,

Showing the blade wherewith Fate cleaves.

If mortals in high courage fail

At the one breath before the gale.

Those rulers in all forms of lust,

Who trod thy children down to dust

On the red Sunday, know light well

What word for them thy voice would spell,

What quick perdition for them weave.

Did they in such a voice believe.

Not thine to raise the avenger's shriek.

Nor turn to them a Tolstoy cheek

;

Nor menace him, the waverer still,

Man of much heart and little will.

The criminal of his high seat,

Whose plea of Guiltless judges it.

For him thy voice shall bring to hand
Salvation, and to thy torn land.

Seen on the breakers. Now has come
The day when thou canst not be dumb.
Spirit of Russia: — those who bind

Thy limbs and iron-cap thy mind,

Take thee for quaking flesh, misdoubt

That thou art of the rabble rout

Which cries and flees, with whimpering lip,

From reckless gun and brutal whip.

But he who has at heart the deeds

Of thy heroic offspring reads

In them a soul; not given to shrink

From peril on the abyss's brink
;

With never dread of murderous power
;

With view beyond the crimson hour
;

Neither an instinct-driven might

Nor visionary erudite

;

A soul ; that art thou. It remains

F"or thee to stay thy children's veins,

The countertides of hate arrest,

Give to thy sons a breathing breast,

And Him resembling, in His sight.

Say to thy land, Let there be Light.
—From The London Times.

The Kings.

By Robert W. Chambers.

Over the world He died to save.

Crowned with thorn and scourged with rod.

The same sad world his tired feet trod—

See them capering over liis grave !

Lord ! — for they know not what they do.

Lord !
— for they know not why they rave,

Lord, forgive as he forgave.

And suffer the Kings to mock his grave.

Cap and bells and the grace o' God 1

Way for the half-crazed, inbred Kings !

One in a helmet with silver wings

Whose people cringe at his sullen nod

;

One in the cheap bronze crown he tore

From a herder of swine and his paramour.

And one whose crown shed many a pearl

When his beard was tweaked by a dancing-girl.

Way for the registered bencli-show breed !
—

Bred in and in till their crazed wits reel ;

Way for the limperor sheathed in steel,

Ally of (jod in His hour of need !

Hail ! to the squattering Balkan King
Who hacked the hands from a Man he feared;

Hail ! to the Thing that leered and peered.

Watching us under the Dragon's Wing !

Mate them close lest ye sully the breed !
—

Lest the dam cast back and bear a Man :

For not since the breeding of Kings began

Shall ye read of a Man from royal seed. ^

Headers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publ'cat'on when writing to iidvertisers.
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And one still lives who damned his soul,

Another who drove a Queen to shame—
From sire to sire, from foal to foal,

Carry the blameless royal name !

Lord !
— for they know not what they do,

Lord ! — for they know not why they rave,

And Men be many and Kinys be few.

Forgive them, Lord, as He forgave,

And suffer the Kings to mock His grave.

—Front Saturday Evening Post.

The Solitary.

By Mauison Cawein.

Upon the mossed rock by the spring

She sits, forgetful of her pail,

Lost in remote remembering

of that which may no more avail.

Her thin, pale hair is dimly dressed

Above a brow lined deep with care,

The color of a leaf long pressed,

A faded leaf that once was fair.

You may not know her from the stone,

So still she sits who does not stir.

Thinking of this one thing alone—
The love that never came to her.

— Frotn Harper''$ Magazine.

PERSONALS.
Oscar Wilde's I-ast Days.-The recent publica-

tion of Oscar Wilde's book '' De Profundis," which he

wrote while in prison, adds interest to a letter con-

tributed to the St. James's Gazette (London), in

which the writer (evidently an intimate friend of

Wilde's) corrects some misstatements about the noted

author's last days in Paris. The stories of his sup-

posed privations, his frecjuent inability to obtain a

scjuare meal, his lonely and tragic death and his cheap

funeral, are all grotescjuely false, says this writer.

The correspondent adds :

" True, Oscar Wilde, who for several years before

his conviction had been making at least ;{l5,ooo a year,

foimd it very hard to live on his rather precarious in-

come after he came out of prison ; he was often very
' hard up,' and often did not know where to turn for

a coin, but I will imdertake to prove to any one whom
it may concern that from the day he left prison till the

day of his death his income averaged at least ;f400 a

year. He had, moreover, far too many devoted friends

in Paris ever to be in need of a meal, provided he

would take the trouble to walk a few hundred yards or

take a cab to one of half a dozen houses. His death

certainly was tragic—deaths are apt to be tragic—but

he was surrounded by friends when he died, and his

funeral was not cheap; I happen to have paid for it in

conjunction with another friend of his, so I ought to

know.
" He did not become a Roman Catholic before he

died. He was, at the instance of a great friend of his,

himself a devout Catholic, 'received into the Church'

a few hours before he died ; but he had then been un-

conscious for many hours, and he died without ever

having any idea of the liberty that had been taken

with his unconscious body. Whether he would have

approved or not of the step taken by his friend is a

matter on which I should not like to express a too

positive opinion, but it is certain that it would not do

him any harm, and apart from all cjuestions of relig-

ion and sentiment, it facilitated the arrangements

which had to be made for his interment in a Catholic

country, in view of the fact that no member of his

family took any steps to claim his body or arrange for

his funeral.

" Having disposed of certain false impressions in

regard to various facts of his life and death in Paris, I

may turn to what are less easily controlled and exam-

ined theories as to that life. Without wishing to be

paradoxical, or harshly destructive of the carefully

cherished sentiment of poetic justice so dear to the
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British mind (.Mul the I'rench miiut, too, for that mat-

ter), I give it as my tirm opinion that Oscar Wilde

was, on the whole, fairly happy during the last years

<if his life. He had an e.xtraordinarily buoyant and

happy tem[)erament. a splendid sense of humor, and
si\ unrivaled faculty for enjoyment of the present.

l)f course, he had his bad moments, moments of de-

pression and sense of loss and defeat, but they were

not of lonj; duration. It was part of his pose to luxu-

riate a little in the details of his tragic circumstances.

lie harrowed the feelings of many of those whom he

came across ; words of wo poured from his lips ; he

painted an image of himself, destitute, abandoned,

star\ing even (I have heard him use the word after a

very good dinner at Paillard'si; as he proceeded he

was caught by the pathos of his own words, Viis beauti-

ful voice trembled with emotion, his eyes swam with

tears; and then, suddenly, by a swift, indescribably

brilliant, whimsical touch, a swallow-wing flash on
the waters of eloquence, the tone changed and rippled

with laughter, bringing with it his audience, relieved,

delighted, and bubbling into uncontrollable merri-

ment.

He never lost his marvelous gift of talking; after

he came out of prison he talked better than before.

Every one who really knew him before and after his

imprisonment is agreed about that. His conversa-

tion was richer, more human, and generally on a

higher intellectual level. In French he talked as well

as in English ; to myown English ear his Erench used

to seem rather labore 1 and his accent too marked, but

I am assured by Frenchmen who heard him talk that

such was not the effect produced on them.
' He e.\plained to me his inability to write, by say-

ing that when he sat down to write he always inevi-

tably began to think of his past life, and that this

made him miserable and upset his spirits. As long as

he talked and sat in cafes and ' watched life,' as his

phrase was, he was happy, and he had the luck to be a

good sleeper, so that only the silence and self-com-

muning necessary to literary work brought him visions

of his terrible sufferings in the past and made his old

wounds bleed again. My own theory as to his literary

sterility at this period is that he was essentially an in-

terpreter of life, and that his existence in Paris was
too narrow and too limited to stir him to creation. At
his best he reflected life in a magic mirror, but the lit-

tle corner of life he saw in Paris was not worth reflect-

ing. If he could have been provided with a brilliant

'entourage' of sympathetic listeners as of old and
taken through a gay season in London, he would have
begun to write again. Curiously enough, society was
the breath of life to him, and what he felt more than
anythingelse in his ' St. Helena' in Paris, as he often

told me, was the absence of the smart and pretty wom-
en who in the old days sat at his feet !

"

lieecher's Youthful Failing. Julia Ward

Howe, writing in T/a Reader Magazine, tells this

story o^ Henry Ward Beecher

:

'• I remember a delightful little supper which took

place at the Fields residence while the war was still

in progress. The guests of the occasion were Mrs.
Stowe, with one of her daughters, Henry Ward
Beecher, and myself. Mr. Beecher had occupied part

of the evening with a stirring k'cture on some topic

relative to the crisis of the moment. There had been

talk of a new federation of States, from which New
England should be excluded. The lecturer had said :

* I take it that there will be patching and darning on
ournational map when New England is left out in the
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=How to Hire=

Salesmen
Many a horse has pulled a plow

that could have been a Lou Dillon,

with training. Every excellent

thing is a combination of culture

and material. Teaching tells in all

other lines, why not in salesman-

ship ? Employers want salesmen

who can make good. Guess work
is expensive. We are teaching em-
ployers how to hire salesmen and

get the best results by test. We are

teaching salesmen on the road and

in the house how to build up trade

by tearing down awkwardness and

wastefulness. Time costs money
and false moves defeat strong men.

We can prove it. Wrlte for free book, 48

pages on Scientific Salesmanship.

THE SHELDON SCHOOL, CHICAGO
1 134 McClurg Building

keys in Straighl Rdw5
No,Shift Keys

Saves tiine-Nodoublemotians
The sSmitfi Premier
^ Typewriter
Bfanch Stores Everywhere

Salesmen
Make Bid
Money
We want good,

wide-awake men
in ev irs locality
to sell

The
Chicago Writing
We give you a $100 machine to sell at $35. This great

saving alone should do the business. But you Ciin back
this up by showing a man that The Chicacro has points
of advantage possessed by no other machine ; and the
toucli, speed, convenience and durability equal to any of
the ?100 machines made by the trust.

This is a money-making opportunity that you cannot
afford to hise. So write Today for our liberal proposi-
tion, full particulars and catalogue.

The Chicago WrUtng machine Co. gf} Wendell St. Chicago

Machine

cold.' He had also humorously commented upon the

grandiose style of Yankee lying in comparison with

that of our English relatives. At the supper which
followed Mrs. Stowe said to her brother :

' Henry,
when you were a boy, you used to lie in that lordly

Yankee fashion of which you spoke in your lecture

just now.' To this accusation Mr. Beecher laugh-

ingly pleaded guilty, amusing us with some anecdotes

of his youthful mischief."

An Instance of Darir g. — Brig.-Gen. E. V.

.Sumner relates in 77ie Army and Navy Journalih&

following, which presents a remarkable illustration of

the courage and chivalry of the American soldier.

General .Sumner says

:

" In the movements of large bodies of men during

war, the actions of individuals are scarcely noticed,

little thought of at the time and forgotten later. It

may be of interest to some readers to have a few in-

stances of personal daring and bravery brought before

them, a description of the incident as it occurred be-

ing the only object. Among the thousands of deeds

of individual valor that took place daily during

Grant's campaign in the Wilderness there was one
instance particularly striking.

" On May 6, Sheridan's cavalry struck out from the

main army of the Potomac toward the right of Lee's

army. At Todd's Tavern the Confederate cavalry

was encountered and the fight began, everybody on

foot, because there were few roads through the Wil-

derness, and the trees and underbrush were so dense

the men frequently had to crawl through on hands and
knees. The Confederates, being greatly outnum-

beredj were gradually forced back, and this forcing

process was going on until at one place in the line

there opened up to view a log cabin and a cleared field

enclosed by a rail fence. The Confederates on reach-

ing this clearing kept religiously to the fencing for

protection and went round the field like rabbits, but

among all those in retreat there was one Confederate

officer who disdained to seek shelter, and who had the

temerity to climb the fence and cross the open field,

lie was a large, fine-looking fellow, and in that open

held alone he looked to be ten feet high. The Union
cavalry on reaching this field saw this man alone and
began firing at him. The Union officer in command
of the line coming up and seeing this wonderful

bravery and self-control, ordered the men to cease

firing. Probably at the same instant the men them-

selves were struck by such an unlooked-for perform-

ance and instantly every rifle was silent. The Con-

federate officer heard the order to cease firing, and
while not more than one hundred yards away he de-

liberately faced about, saluted the Union soldiers with

his saber, turned, and marched off the field at a pace

slow enough to emphasize the dignity of the occasion,

carrying with him as he went the cheers of the Union
line.

" It would be remarkable for an officer not to be

confident and brave when surrounded by brave men,
ever ready to follow him ; but the individuality of the

Confederate officer, deserted as he was by all his men
while under fire, surpasses any instance of the kind in

the records of war."

Thomas A. Edison's Narro-w Escape. —
Thomas A. Edison's love for The North American

Review nearly caused his death once. He tells the

story as follows :

'• It was years ago, when I was a telegraph-operator

in one of the smaller Western cities. I was a great

reader every spare moment I had, and as my salary

was small. I used to buy many books at auction. One
day I found a veritable bargain— a whole stack of old

North American Revie7vs for $2. That night the

' good-night ' call came at 3 a.m., and I shouldered

my package and went up the dark street at a pretty

lively pace, for I was anxious to open and read the

magazines. I heard a pistol-shot behind me, and

»68.60 CAL,irOKNIA AND KETtJRN
First-class round trip tickets from Chicago on sale May i

to 3, II to 13, and 29 to 31, and June i, to San Francisco
and Los Angeles, via Chicago, Union Pacific and North-
Western Line over the only double track railway between
Chicago and the Missouri River and over the route of the
Overland Limited. Less than three days to the Pacific

Coast. Correspondingly low rates from other points. For
booklets and full information wxite to W. B. Kniskern,

P. T. M., C. & N. W. Ry., Chicago.

A man in Chicago bought
a cabinet that took care of
the odds and ends on his

desk. In it he placed cir-

culars, clippings from news-
papers and magazines, clever

extracts from letters, little

things that might be applied

to his own business or per-

sonal needs later on.

Twelve months from the time
he bought the cabinet, it con-
tained information that was
worth a thousand dollars. It

had taken care of itself—no
trouble, no time lost—every-
thing arranged simply.

Geo. H. Daniels, G. P. A., N. Y.
C. & H. R. Ry., says:—"! find it

indispensable in my worlt."

Bishop Vincent:—"This system is

of untold value."

Elbert Hubb:ird:—"I thinli your
cabinet has added several years to

my earth life."

Wouldn't it do the same for you f

Don't you throw in the waste basket
every day, things that you would give a

great deal for in six months? There is

valuable intormatlon on your desk or in

your pocket right now that ought to oe
saved ?

Let us tell you how. Write to-day
for our free book.

THE SIMMONS AGENCY
Dept. H, Wabash Ave., Chicago.
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A high-grade typewriter, the equal of any $100
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Visible Writing. Typebar Action, Easy Run-
ning, and great speed. Heavy /Vtanifoldine.

Every machine absolutely guaranteed.

Ifrite for free illustrated booklet.
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Healthful, Refreshing,
a smoke with the " May-Belle,"
the only pipe witliout nicotine,
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A Beauty. Cases 25 cents.
Money back if wanted.

NEW ERA PIPE CO., Dept. A-18, Norristown, Pa.

INSOMNIA
A few drops of Pinaedol sprinkled on your pillow will
induce sound, restful, natural sleep. It contains no anes-
thetics or drugs and is guaranteed absoltitely harmless.
One dollar per bottle. At your druggist's or mailed by
THK PIIVAUDOL. CO., Downing BIdg.. IVew Vork.
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^uiiiething whizzed past my ear, nearly grazin;; it in

tact. As I turned, a breathless policeman came up,

and ordered me, in tones I did not fail to hear that

tune, to drop my bundle. Evidently, hurrying along

the dark alley-way with my large bundle, I did look a

suspicious character. I stopped and opened my
package. The policeman looked disgusted. ' Huh,'

he said, ' why didn't you stop when I told you to ? If

I'd been a good shot, you might 'a got killed.'

"

MORE OR LESS PUNGENT.
A New Fish Story. — " Came wardens lead a

strenuous e.xistence, it is said, and I know that some
ot them have to be pretty shrewd to carry out the work
lor which they are appointed,'' said M. L. Ferguson.
'

I was told a story in a little town out on the edge

of the State the other day which bears out this state-

ment.

.\ game warden found a man spearing pickerel

througli,the ice. At the side of the httle shanty in

whicii tlie fishing was done lay a large pickerel. The
game w.arden stole to the hut and threw openj the

door.

Did you spear this pickerel ?
' he asked

• I did that.'

Did you know it is against the law ?

'

' Well, you see that fish isn't dead,' was the as-

sured response. ' I have been spearing catfish, and
that pickerel kept getting in the way. I had to jab it

lightly and lay it on the ice until I finish fishing.

Then I will put it back.'

The game warden walked off." Milwaukee Sen-

tine!.

A Matter of Stripes. — ,\ small lx>y from the

Nortli who was visiting a relative in one of the

Southern States where convict labor is employed in

public improvements became very interested in the

men and their black and white strii)ed clothes. One
day he went to a circus and for the first time in his

life saw a zebra.

Oh. auntie," he cried, " look at the convict mule ! ''

LippincoWs Magazine.

His Parting Shot.—" Mr. Spoonamore.' she said

with cutting scorn, "I wouldn't marry you if you were
worth a million dollars. Is that plain enough ?

"

No; it flatters,'' he replied.

For he was gazing despairingly at her portrait on
the mantel.

Then he took his hat and his departure.— C,4/V^^o
Tribune.

A Lively Animal.—He was a good-natured Ger-
man and his face fairly beamed as he walked into a
drugstore. The first thing that caught his attention

was an electric fan buzzing busily on the soda counter.

He looked at it with great interest and then turned to

the clerk.

" Py golly!" he said, smilingly, " dat's a tam'ed
lifly squirrel vot you got in dare, ain't id?"— Z/y//«-
cotfs Xlagazine

Sorr.v He Spoke.— '' Gloves," remarked Grouch-
erly, as he laid aside his paper, " have only been in use
about 1.000 years."

I thought," rejoined Mrs. Groucherly, " that mine
were somewhat older, but perhaps I may be rais-

taken."— C"y/«w/5?/.f Dispatch.
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SURELY YOU WANT ONE

The Swinging Typewriter Stand
is one of those invaluable inventions which make
an office man wonder how lie ever got along without
them. Attached to either or both sides of the desk,
it swings the typewriter, card index, or reference file

around just where you want them, and swings them
back out of the way when you are through.
Look at tKe illxjstratlorv and you'll appre-

ciate at once the ease and utility of the idea. Gives
one-third more desk room, saves time, space, and
money. When you've read the little descriptive
book and learnea how little they cost, you'll not be
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Typewriter Stand.
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RIFE ENGINE CO.. - - 126 Liberty Street, New York
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Lea ^ Ferrins'
Sauce

THE ORIGINAL WORCESTERSHIRE,

The Peerless

Seasoning
Even a football player lacks appetite

before an ill-flavored dish. Why spoil

good food with bad seasoning when at

the nearest grocer's a delicate sauce may
be found which gives millions satisfac-

tion ? LEA & PERRINS' SAUCE has
stood the test for more than seventy
years.

John Duncan's Sons, Agents, New York,

Stropping a Razor is a Fine Art

29 out of 30 who try it fail

TheFarny Razor Sharpener iufluding Safety Razor
attaohment) never fails.

Combines grinding, honing, sharpening in one operation.
Works with mathematical exactness always on same angle
of bevel and nnd*r even spring pcpssnre. Price, - - *4.00.

To enjoy shaving order Farny Double Concave Razor, ;^'2. 00.

Bookli't on request. Ordered tOKetlier, S.5.00.
F. A. Reichardt (Si Co., 3910. Broadway. New York

THIS BOOK IS FREE
with each yearly subscription to FIREPROOF
MAGAZINE beginning with issue of April, 1905.

Comparative Costs of Fireproof

Non=Fireproof Construction
of various classes of buildings.

The enormous annual loss of life and prop-
erty by fire is without excuse. Destruction by
fire can be largely controlled. No investor in
buildmgs (large or small) can afford N oT to read

FIREPROOF MAGAZINE
An 8U-page illustrated monthly magazine now

in its third year, jiublished to demonstrate the
economy of right building. The magazine will
give you many ideas. The hooljlet may save
you thousands of dollars. Subscription iirice

for magazine $1.00 a year. The booklet is free.
Subscribe to-day. Knclose check for $1.00 and
address envelojie to

FIREPROOF MAGAZINE
1311 Great Northern Building: Chicago

^ a Won/
is frequently paid by magazines for
original shortstories and well written
articles. No field is so profitable as
tlournalism. None easier to (nter.
We positively teaoh Journalism by
mail. Write us al once for free particulars.

Spragao Corrcq. Srhool of Journalisnlf

234 najebtic Bnllding, Bftroit. 9lich.

Current Events.

Foreign.

Russo-Japanese War.

April 8.—The Russian fleet under Admiral Rozli
destvensky passes Singapore and enters the
China Sea. Japanese scout cruisers are in

touch with the Russians, altho Togo's where-
abouts are unknown.

April g. -The opinion is expressed that the Russian
ships at Vladivostok would be ordered to sea,
thus threatening Admiral Togo in the rear.
Russia learns that Japan will demand an in-

demnity of $500,000,000.

April 10.— Tlie fleet that passed Singapore is said to
be under command of Rear .-\dmiral Enquist :

Admiral Rozhdestvensky and four battle-ships
are missing, and the Russian admiralty declares
it knows nothing of liis w'liereabouts. .Several
Russian officers, according to reports, have been
publicly disgraced for cowardice at Mukden.

April ti.—Admiral Enquist's war-ships are reported
to be anchored off the Anainba Islands. The
Japanese close the port of Kelung, Formosa;
this is taken to indicate that the Japanese may
use it for a naval base. Japan is pouring fresh
troops in Manchuria; it is reported that she
plans to have a million men in the field before
fall. Russian reports say tliat Japanese forces
are advancing northeastward to cut the railroad
to Vladivostok.

April 13.—The entire Russian fleet is siglited east-
ward of Saigon, sailing northeastward toward
Formosa. Cavalry skirmishes are frequent in
Manchuria. Tlie Japanese report that the Rus-
sians are continually strengthening Vladivostok :

the army of defense is said to number 100,000
men, and the port is provisioned for a siege.

April 14. German reports indicate that Rozhdest-
vensky's squadron is off the Cuyos Islands, a
part of the Philippine group. The Russian
hospital sliip Ore/ arrives at .Saigon to take on
board coal, provisions, and medical supplies. It

is reported that the main body of the Russian
land force that retreated east after the battle of
Mukden has reached Kirin.

Russi.\.

April 13.— St. Petersburg despatches say that the
Czar has created a commission to provide for
peasant reforms.

April i4.^The Russian Minister of Finance an-
nounces to a deputation of workmen that re-

forms in the labor laws are being prepared.

Other Foreign News.

April 8. — Four hundred persons are killed or
wounded by the collapse of a reservoir near
Madrid.

The Newfoundland Lower House adopts a rigid
bill for the exclusion of American ships from
Newfoundland fisheries.

Reports from India show that about 13,000 lives
were lost in the recent earthquakes.

April 10.—Dr. J. H. Hollander reaches Santo Do-
mingo, where he will investigate the Republic's
liabilities.

April II.—Advices from Venezuela say that Presi-
dent Castro's reply to the United -States is a
flat refusal to arbitrate the pending dispute.

April 12. -Under the terms of the commercial treaty
being negotiated between Germany and Mo-
rocco, Germany, it is said, will gain all the most
favored nation guarantees in Morocco.

April 13. -The Premier of Newfoundland inserts a
clause in the anti-.\merican fishing bill, reserving
power of suspension, which, he says, would be
necessary were the Bond-Hay treaty ratified.

April 14.—The body of John Paul Jones is unearthed
in Paris.

Domestic.

April 8. — The President arrives at Fort Worth
where he is heartily welcomed.

South American governments complain to Secre-
tary of War Taft that alleged discrimination in
rates liv the Panama Railway and combinations
with the Pacific Mail and other steamsliip lines
have made competition of other lines impossible
and has restricted the direct trade with the
United States.

April q.— Six hundred sailors belonging to the North
Atlantic squadron desert at Pehsacola.

April 10.— The .Supreme Court decides that the right
to trial by common law jury exists in Alaska.

Commissioner of Corporations Garfield arrives in

Kansas, where lie will begin the work of investi-
gating the Standard Oil Company,

John D. Rockefeller, according to reports, has
given $200,000 to the American Baptist Mis-
sionary Union.

J. H, Hyde and W. H. McIntyTe, of the Equitable
Life Assurance Society, are seeking to intervene

The An^le Lamp
01 R PHOPOSITIO.N is to send you a light which,

burning common kerosene (cr coal oil), is far more
economical thun the ordinary old-fashioned lamp,
yet so thoroughly satisfactory that such people as
ex-President Cleveland, the Rockefellers, Carnegles,
Peabodys, etc., who care but little about cost, use
it in preference to all other systems. We will send
you any lamp listed in our catalog W, on thirty days'
free trial, so that you may prove to your own satis-
faction, that tte new method of burning employed
in this lamp makes common kerosene the best,
cheapest, and most satisfactory of all illuminants.

Convenient as Gas or Electricity
^•ifer anil more reljr.ble tli.Tn gisolene or acetylene. Liglited and
extinguished like gas. May be turned hi^h or low without odor.
No smoke, no danger. Filled white lighted and without muvme.
Keqt.ires lilling but once or twice a week. It floods a room with
its beautiliil, soft, mj-ilow light that has no equal. WRITE Foil
OL'R CAT.\I.OG W diul our proiiositioii f..r a

33 DAYS* FREE TRIAL
Bo it now—right awny. It ivill IpU you more facts about the

How and Why of gooii light lh.;n you ciin learn in a lifetime's
experience wiih poor nirthod-'.

THE ANGLE MFG. CO., 78-80 Murray St., New York

> ^ <ti^-

* rAiakeAVoney Gro>vy^

i put your money where it will grow
the largest and quickest, and still be
s ife. You ought to get more than 3
per cent or 4 percent. No reason why
every dollar you save shouldn't earn 5
per cf nt interest.

We pay
oil all money invested with us, and
the interest starts the day we get the
money. It still remains subject ti>

your call and can be withdrawn im-
mediately.
You are losin r money every day you

neglect this o pirtunity. Write to-
day for free booklet ih:it <x.)lains
everything.

Calvert Mortgage & Deposit Co.

Dept. K, Calvert Building

Baltimore, Md.

The
' * Ocularscope '

'

^

Free p>

Get Your Glasses at Wholesale
Examine your own
eyes without an oca-
list. Send for our
"OCUURSCOPE.'the
latest invention of the

2oth century. SENT
FREE with our beautiful illustrated catalogue of specta-
cles and eyeglasses. MAIL ORDER ONLY. Send to-day.

GRAND RAPIDS WHOLESALE OPTICIANS,
404 Houseman Building, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Readers of The Litehart Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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"Better Than Ever
99

is the universal comment on our 1905 models.

Recognized Superiority

has been earned by constant adaptation

of the best means to the best ends.

Bear in mind the trade-marks
which stand for

Pope Quality.

PRICES, $22.50 to $i[00.00

(Comjilete Line of Juveniles riii'l M^t-r Cycles.)

COLUMBIA
CLEVELAND
TRIBUNE
CRAWFORD

RAMBLER
CRESCENT
MONARCH
IMPERIAL

POPE MANUFACTURING CO.
Hartiord, Conn. { Chicago, 111.

Address Dept. B for Catalogues.

in the suit ot l"raiiklin B. Lord, a stockholder,
for an injunction to restrain the officers of the
company Ironi carrying out tlie niutuali/atitn
plan.

April II. — In correspondence with Senator Ilans-
brough, Secretary of the Treasury Shaw defends
the ' drawback" on Canadian wheat.

.\pril 12.—The Kxecutive Committee of the Pana-
ma Canal Commission holds its first meetina in

Washington ; tlie members decide to abolish
preferential freight rates on tlie Panama Rail-
road.

The Prudential Committee of the American
Board of Forei-jn Missions declares that Mr.
Rockefeller's gift of «ioo.ooo could not be legally
returned, and the objections of the protestants
are not sufficient to warrant such action.

April 13.—Several hundred Democrats attend the
Jefferson Day baiKjuet in New York, at which
addresses are made by .Alton B. Parker, Mayor
McClellan, .Senator Newlands and otliers. At
Chicago, William J. Bryan and Mayor Dunne
advocate a platform based on the government
sunervision of railroads and control of other
puolic utilities.

The Grand Jury investigating the beef trust in
Chicago returns two indictments against two
men, but the names of the accused are kept
secret.

April 14.— President Roosevelt arrives at Colorado
Springs on the way to his hunting camp.

You can positively qualify to earn a
,

salary of from S25 to $100 per weelc if A
jou learn to write advertisements. Hun- •

CHESS.
[All communications for this Department should be

addressed: " Chess-Editor, Litekary
Digest."]

Problem 1,054.

J. VizELAAR, Amsterdam.

( Tijdshrift van den Nederlandschen Sckaakbond.~)

Black—Four Pieces.

'^

m^'m

^W iW ^""m

White—Five Pieces.

4B3: 3R4; 5K2; 1S6; 2pikp2; 8; 4PV.
S2.

White mates in two moves.

Problem 1,055.

Composed for The Literary Digest by

The Rev. Gilbert Dobbs, New Orleans,

Dedicated to Murray Marble.

Black—Six Pieces.

Attacks stopped permanently. Cause removed. Breath-
ing organs and nervous system restored. Symptoms never
return. No medicines needed afterwards. 21 years of
success tren tins,' Asthma and Hay Fever. 58:000 i)atients.
Book 3.1A free. Verv interesting.
Write P. HAROLD HAYES, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Readers of The Literary

m
wt:

m. i

i

White—Six Pieces.

7s; I R 3 p 2 ; 3 p k 2 K ; 5 p 2 ; i S S 2 R 2 ; 3 p 4

;

P4; 8.

White mates in three moves.

Digest are asked to mention the publication whan writing to advertisers.

f DERBY JQ RIBBED

This

trade-mark

on every

piece of the

genuine

COOPER'S
SPRING NEEDLE
DERBY RIBBED

UNDERWEAR
Made of the best and cleanest yarns in silkateen,

wool and cotton on the famous Spring Needle
Machine. This machine patented and manufac-
tured by Cliarles Cooper, will knit only the finest
yarns and produces a finished fabric of most

REMARKABLC ELASTICITY
Garments made from it retain their original shape

and elasticity until worn out. They fit easily and
naturally, yielding readily with every movement of
the body. The special silkateen fabric Is more
absorbent than linen and from first to last main-
tains the same elegant, silky feel.

Ask any high class haberdasher for the

genuine Cooper's Vnderwear. If

by any chance, he hasn't it, write at once
for samples of the fabric and our Booklet E.

coof»e:r a^f-g. CO.,
Bennlng^ton, Vt.

Ensures Restful Sleep
Complete relaxation and restful sleep

are sure on Foster Ideal and Four
Hundred Spring Beds. They con-

form to every curve of the body, yielding

luxurious ease, yet never sag or become
uneven, every spring returning instantly

to its original level when the sleeper

arises. Especially adapted to heavy
people. Construction patented. "Ideal"
trade-mark on every one. Write for

booklet "Wide-awake Facts About
Sleep," sent free with name of dealer.

FOSTER BROS. MFG. CO.
41 Broad Street, - Utica N. Y.
1441 N. 16th St., St. Louis, Mo.

ENGINEERING

HIGH SALARY
AND POSITION

OPEN TO YOU

An engineering education enables
you to get a high 9;il:iry and position.

Our rnurses by ni;ii! in Electrical,
Steam, neehaniral Engineering,
IHHcliiiie Desi<;n> Fleetrie Light-
iiigf hiivH pill thousands of dollars

in tlie pockets ofour students. "Write

for our free 81N|iage book and let

ii.^ lell vou wh:it we can do for y<iu.

ELEt'TltirAI. EN(iINEER INSTI-
TITF, Oept. 4, 240 West 33d
St., Neiv York.
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Soluticn I f Problems.

No. 1,048. Key-move: R - K 4.

[April 22, 1005

resc^jt^

CURES WHILE YOU SLEEP

Whooping Cough, Croup,

Bronchitis, Coughs, Grip, Hay
Fcver.Diphthcria.Scarlct Fever

Don't tail to use Cresolene
for the distressing and often
fatal affections for which it is

recommended. For more than twenty years
we have had the most conclusive assurances
that there is nothing better. Ask your
physician about it.

An interesting descriptive booklet is sent free, wliich (jives

the highest testimonials as to its value. All Itrugiflsts.

VAI'0-«'KF>OI,FNF, <'0.. ISO r'ulton SIreot, New York.

fDifmcH
«^^^

>/4 CARAT-
aUALITYA-1
WHITE PERFECT,

i/B CARAT-
aUALITYA-1
WHITE PERFECT

Let us send you, on
approval ,

prepaid,'
choice of rings shown,
upon terms Indicated.
Send first payment with
order, or we will send rinp;

C. O D., first payment, subject
to examination, balance monthly.
Ring Catalog No. 01 81 FREE. It

Interested in WATCHES or other
JEWELRY, ask for Special Catalog.

hekbe;rt I.. josf;ph & co
Diamonds —Watches — Jewelry

818 (1)181) State Street CHICAGO
Responsibility $2.50,000. Estab. 1882.

\l/^

PRICE-
»52S0

Oriole Go-Basket
THE BABY HANSOM

Combines usefulness, economy, com-
fort and common sense. Use it Win-
ter and Suinnit'i-. Wheel it or carry
it. Babies enjoy it. I 'arents praise
it. Physicians endorse it. Cum!)er-
jome four-wheelers are givii g way

N» to it.

' A patron writes : "I con-
side it invaluable.and think
it is as necessary as Baby's
clotlies.'*

Write t.)-dnyfor FREK BOOK-
liK.i'. Tells liow we sliip Y"ii Hil

Oriole («<>-Haskel on npitroval.

09 Elm St., Cinriiiiiiiti, Ohio.W^ITHROIV MFC CO.

At the same price no others contain so much
gold as the Kreineutz Plated Collar Button.
Easily buttoned, easily unbuttoned. Stays but-

toned. Booklet for postal Riving niiieh int'orma-
tion. KrementzA Co. , 63Chestnut St., Newark, N.J.

No. 1,049.

Q—Q R 6 Kt—K 6 ch

K X Kt (Q 4) ' K— K 5

Kt-K2ch

P—Q 3, mate

K x Kt (B 4) K—K 5

P -Q 3, mate

Q—K R 6, mate

K—Kt 4

Kt-Q3!

P X Kt (O 4) Kt-B 4

P—Q 6, mate

Q—K Kt 6, mate

Kt other

Kt-B 3 ! Q mates

P X Kt (B 4) Kt any

Q-Q3ch
I. 2.

Kt-B 4 K X Kt(B 4)

3-
-

Kt—K 6, mate

Q—K Kt 6 ch Kt—K 6, mate

Kt-B 5
' K X Kt (Q 4)

Kt— K 2, mate

K X Kt (B 4)

ESSAYS ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^'^^^^^
— ppPfNwce written onany subject at short notice. Satis-

pj; ""y""" faction guaranteed. All transactions com-LECTURES fldential. Davis Page, 177;t Bnmdivav, N. Y.
etC:, etc. i^^^^^^aH^^i^^^_ai^^_>_^^^>H^

Solved by M. Marble, Worcester, Mass.; the Rev. G.

Dobbs, New Orleans ; F. S. Ferguson, Birmingham,

Ala.; H. W. Barry, Boston; A. C. White, New York

City; W. Runk, Highland Falls, N. Y.; R. H. Ram-
sey, Germantown, Pa.; Dr. J. H. S., Geneva, N. Y.;

the Rev. J. G. Law, Walhalla, S. C; B. W. La Mothe,

Stratford, Conn.; S. W. Banipton, Philadelphia ; the

Rev. W. Rech, Kiel, Wis.; the Rev. L. Bahler, Maria-

ville, N. Y.; A. Heine, Parkersburg, W. Va.; N. D.

Waffle, Salt Springville, N. Y.; E. A. C, Kinderhook,

N. Y.; W. G. Rosea, Cincinnati; " Clejor," New
York City; J. P. S., Collegeville, Pa.; B. Alten,

Elyria,0.; O. C. Pitkin, Syracuse, N. Y.; L. R. Will-

iams, Omaha; the Rev. S. M. Morton, D.D., Effing-

ham, 111.; W. T. St. Auburn, Grossepointe Farms,

Mich.; C. H. Schneider, Decatur, Ind.; J. E. Whar-
ton, Sherman. Tex.; G. Patterson, Winnipeg, Can.;

W. M. P. Mitchell', Cambridge, Mass.

1,048: "Twenty-three," Philadelphia; L. Goldmark,

Paterson, N. J.; J. G. Overholser, Balfour, N. Dak.;

J. H. Cravens, Kansas City; Russell, Germantown,

Pa.; Z. G., Detroit; H. E. Hawkey, Poughkeepsie,

N. Y.; W. E.Hayward, Indianapolis ; A. Regenbrecht,

Peters, Tex.; P. Stromme, Minneapolis; C. F. Derr,

Danville, Pa.; Lyndon, Athens, Ga.; M. Wisner,

Norris, Mont.; J. K. Curzon, Auburn, Neb.; the Rev.

B. G. White, Jacksonville, Fla.; T. V. Noland, Gulf-

port, Miss.

1,049 R- H- Renshaw, University of Viiginia.

Comments (1,048) :
" A clever idea marred by duals"

—G. D.; " Very fine"-F. S. F.; " Neat, tho easy "—

W. R.; " Beautiful"— R. H. R.; " Very good, I found

it harder to solve than the average 3-er " - B. W. L. M.;

"Rather easy; but interesting"— S. M. M.; "Very
nice"

—"23"; "A fine collection of pure mates"—L.

G.; "More unusual than abstruse"—J. G. O.; '^ Sa

/lold, und scJioen, und rein "—J. H. C.

1,049 :
" Fairly good, tho the key seems obvious "—

G. D.; " A very interesting study"—F. S. F.; " Very

fine"—W. R.; "Classical. Excels '38 in beauty,

economy, and construction, and ranks fully as high in

difficultness. Assuming that they are equal in origi-

nality, I would place '49 first"—R. H. R.; " Charm-

ing"-J. H. S.; "Not so difficult as '38; but more

pleasing and piquant"— B. W. L. M.; "Superior to

'3S, if difficultness is an element of superioiity "—E.

A. C; " An unusually fine problem"— S. M. M.; "The
position of the Q is imjjlicative of the Kej', which

spoils the problem"— L. R. W.; " A royal battle of the

Kts ; very fine" -I-. H. B.; "It cost me more study

than any you have given us in a month "—J. E. W.

1,048, altho many solvers found it easy, proved to be

a snare and delusion to many. All sorts of moves

were tried. The defense generally overlooked is

I . One ingenious solver sent i R—B £. The
P-Q5

Q-B7ch
defense is i

— 2

Kt X B K-K 3.

In addition to those reported, M. Wisner, Norris,

Mont., W. F. Dunaway, Peckardsville, Va., got '46;

,
J. R. Bevan, Rutherford, N. J., '46, '47; B. G. W., '47.

^^YnAhj)

/NCOHt
Pittsburgh Securities

First Mortgage bonds—Preferred

stocks and bank stocks, backed

by the great industrial and finan-

cial institutions of Pittsburgh and

purchasable at prices that net the

investors

5 to 6 Per Cent.
A very liberal income combined
with perfect safety.

Write for particulars.

ROBERT C. HALL
Member Pittsburgh Stock Exchange

240 Fourth Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Reference :

Any bank or trust company in Pittsburgh.

THE
EurekaClip

Bankers, Lawyers, Editors, Students, and
Business Men have pronounced this clip

the best. Box 100, 25c. Stationers or

by mail. Sample card free.

CONSOLIDATED
SAFETY PIN COMPANY

Box i3i Bloomfield, N. J.

Ten Centuries of Physic
Mankind endured the mistaken suffering cf phytic

for over i ,coo years before Twentieth Century science dis-

covered the true inwardness of this vital matter rnd
produced

Mmhhh® the closet with the

the only sort of construction that

is actually comfortable, cleanly,

healthful.

Prominent physicians are pro-
nounced in their praise of Naturo.
Progressive architects are unan-
imous in specifying it.

You owe it to yourself to under-
stand this subject. Booklet D.
fully illustrated, free on request.

The Naturo Co., Salem, N. J., U.S.A.

THE

Holding Woodbury's Facial Soap is like holding the

key to a vexing problem—the face clears and brightens

immediately as a result of the welcome solution.

Send 10 <fts. for samples of all four preparations.

The Andrei) Jcrgens Co. Sole Licensee, Cin. 0.

Headers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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Janowski Be£ s Marshall.

After the finish of the Marshall-Janowski Match,

M. Nardus, a former member of the Manhattan Cliess-

Club, New York, ottered a special prize of joo francs

for one game, to be played by the experts, the winner

to receive 300 and the loser 200 francs. The game was

duly pla)-ed on March 14, and resulted in a victory for

Janowski.
Queen's Pawn Opening.

JANOWSKI.

iP-g4
2 Kt-K. B 3

3 P-Q a 3
4 Px H
5 p-g Kt 4
6P—K3
7 B-K 2

8 B—Q Kt a

9QK.t-g2
.0 P-Q k 3
It Q-Ii 2

13 Castles

13 P—K R 3
14P-B4
15 Kt-g 4
16 B X Kt
17 B— Kt 2

The Napier-Mieses Match.

S'otesfrom The Saturday Review, London.

Napier and Mieses have finished a ten-game match,

each scoring five games.

The following game, the eighth, is certain to rank

as a Chess-curiosity. Mieses has made a special

study of this opening ; indeed, lie is the only Master

who ventures to play it in tournaments. As the Open-

ing was played by arrangement, there is not even the

excuse of surprise for losing a game in fifteen moves.

Danish Gambit.
NAPIfiR. MIESES.
White. Black.
1 P—K 4 P—K 4
2 P—Q 4 P X P
3 P—Q B 3 P X P
4B-gB4

So far the moves were by arrangement.

.M.^KSHALL. lAXOWSKl. MARSHAL
Black. White. Black.

P-Q 4
p-y 1; 4

i8 P X P B X g P
19 P—Kt 3 k-gj

Kt—g i; 3 20 B-K 5 tJ-B sq

Kt-lfs 21 B X R r. X B
p-gk 3 22 P X Kt B-Kt sq
P-K4 23 K— Kt 2 B-B3
g-i:2 24 Kt-B 4 B—g2
B-K 3 25 R R sq Q-B3
B-K 2 26 Q R—g sq l'-B4
R—Qsq 27 kt—g 6 H-B 5
Castles 28 g-B 4ch K— Rsq
Kt—K Kt 5 29 Kt— 1; 7chR .\ Kt
Kt-R 3 30 g X R P-l!6ch
P-K.5 31 K— Kt sq P-R 3
Kt X Kt 32 B-K 4 K—R2
Kt—B4 33 P-R 5 Resigns.
Kt-R 5

5 kt X p
6 Kt—K B 3
7 Castles
8 B-K Kt 5
9Px B
10 B -k 4
n B—K Kt 3

Kt Q B3
B-Kt5
Kt—K B 3
Castles
B X Kt
P—K R 3
P-K Kt4
Kt X P

Is a Master one who defies principles ? An ordi-

nary player would have been quite content with being

a Pawn to the good, and would have proceeded to

develop his pieces by P—Q 3 with an eye for Kt—K 4

as soon as possible. Instead, Black not only leaves

his Q-side undeveloped, but irretrievablycompromises

the K-side for the sake of another Pawn. ,'\I1 of which

goes to show that the judgment of Masters is not in-

faUible.
12 g—Q 3 KtxB
i3g—Kt6ch K—Rsq
14 g x P ch K—Kt sq
15 Kt X P Resigns.

Intercity Chess Match Won by Phila-
delphia.

The telegraphic Chess-match between the Chicago
Chess and Checker Club and the Franklin Chess-

Club of Philadelphia was adjourned with four games
to be adjudicated by Dr. Lasker, the referee, and the

score standing 8% to 3}^ in favor of Philadelphia.

The score

:

Philadelphia.
Morgan i

Bampton %
Shipley *

Voight *

A.K.Robinson i

Reichhelm o
Martinez *

Reed i

Stadelman i

Kaiser i

Elson %
Young o
Roeske *

Grootz I

Chicago.
Eppens
Lee V^
Cravens *

Phillips *

Brown o
Parke i

Uedeman *

Taylor o
Sonnenshein o
Pardee o
Medinus Yi
Madsen i

Jelinek *

Jones o
Ferris }4 ^Vilcox y^
D. S. Robinson i I Kemeny o
Games to be adjudicated.

The final score is Philadelphia ioJ4 ; Chicago, 5%.

Learn the Truth
Do you know

that the main cause of unhappi-
ness, ill-health, sickly children

and divorce is admitted by phy-
sicians and shown by court rec-

ords to be ignorance of the laws
of self and sex?

Sexology
Illustrated

Contains in one volume

—

knowledge a Young Man Should Have.
Knowledge a Youni; Husband Should Have.
Knowledge a Father Should Have.
Knowledge a. Father Should Impart to His Son.
Medical Knowledge a Husband Should Have.

Knowledge a Young Woman .Should Have,
Knowledge a Young Wife Should Have.
Knowledgi a Mother Should Have.
Knowledge a Mother Should Impart to Her Daughter.
Medical Ktiowledge a Wife Should Have.

By Willinm H. Wallini;, A.M., M.D.
Rich Cloth Binding, Full Gold Stamp, Illustrated, S2.00
Write fur "(jther People's Opinions" and Table of Contents.

PURITAN PUB. CO., Oept. B. PHILADELPHIA

Peter Moller's
Cod Liver Oil
is just pure cod liver oil— ree from dis-

guise, because none is needed. It is the
impurity or aduiteratioa in cod liver oil

that makes it offensive to taste and smell.

The purity of Moller's Oil makes it

Free from Taste or Odor
It is this purity that makes Moller's

Oil so digestible and without that nau-
seous " repeat."

The genuine is sold only in flat, oval bottles,
imported from Norway, bearing the name of

SchleHelin & Company, New York

I
SOLE AGENTS

USEFUL
ARTICLE
25 cents

One used daily,

saving time and
trouble, is the

"COOK POCKET PENCIL SHARPENER."
Used like a knife, making any length point de-
sired, retaining the chips in a little box. Blades
are of the best tempered steel, body is brass and
heavily nickeled, size convenient for pocket or
purse. For sale by dealers or sent by mail on
receipt of 25 cts. Stamps taken,

H. C. COOK COMPANY.
17 Main Street, Ansonla, Conn.

Exceptional! Offer
It IS iinpos.siblp to .sf<ure iVorn any
nllter reliiilile dealer value equul to
Ilua exi.iui:iite

w;.?K $20^
lliirresulur c^italogiie price is $26.
It 13 giiar.-inteed UK. solid gold,
f. S. Assay; has .smooth hunting
i.i-e; yourchoiie <>l liism or Wal-
tli:iin (novenieiit. mid is a pei-f'ect

and anur.tte tune piece. We will
also sell the same waleh, gentleman's
tizp, fir $30c[uh.
Write f';r catalogue, Kdition 13.

The oLIest Diamond a7ic'
Jewelry Iluiiac in the Trcu.. .

Frank J. Marshall has challenged Dr. Tarrasch to

play a match of eight games up, for $500 a side. Dr.
Tarrasch is undoubtedly the strongest player in Ger-
many and one of the very greatest Masters in the
world. While in Berlin, Marshall played 32 games
simultaneously against the strongest members of the
Berlin Chess<lub, winning 22, losing 4, di awing 6.

Headers cf The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication wnen

J.M.LYON^CO.
65,67,69 NASSAU ST.NEWYORK

/ PROTECTS \^ INVESTORS \
The Financial World

SAMPLE COPY FREE
NO INVESTOR OR SPECFLATOR CAN BE

\VIT!IOl!'r this foarleHs Uiiniu'ial poper and Its
,\dvlee ."^ervk-e. It helps you to judge legitimate
InveHtmeiits from fakes. It exposes rotten finance
with all Its tricks and traps. It Is Independent as it
accept no advcrtlsinir but lives and prospers by sub-
scriptions only. It will

OPEN YOUR EYES
to judee sately any Railroad, Oil, Plantation,

Minings, Industriiil f>tock or Bond, In which
may be interested. A sample copy might

save you a fortune or make you one. Send
now for Free Sample Copy before you
forget It. FINANCIAL WOULD,

Ml Schiller Bldg., Chicago.

.A MInli
^^ you 1

^^k sav
^^ nc\

antatlon,
.vhlch ,^_
Ight M
md ^F/

Months FreeQ̂̂̂H If you are interested in any kind of invest-
^A^V ment. Oil. Mining, Plantation, Industrial,
^^^^ Lands, Stocks, Bonds. Morttjages, etc., send us

your name and address iiml we will send you
The Investor's Review for tliree months free of charge.
A journal of iidvice for investors. Gives latest and most
reliable information concerning new enterprises. Knowl-
edge is power. Great opportunities come and go. Great
fakes likewise. Get posted before investing. VVriteto-day.

INVESTOR'S REVIEW, 1300 Gaff BIdg., CHICAGO, ILL.

BICYCLES ON TRIAL
for 10 days. We ship on ap«
proval to anyone wiih.'tit a cent deposit.

1905 ^Models */0 tO ^24
with Coaster-Brakes & runcture-Proof Tires.
1003 & 1904 Models XT ^_ «««»
of best makes *Z tO ^12
SOO Second'Hand Wheels
All makes & Mod- $ Q 4^% $Q
els good as new O lO O
KIDER AGENTS WANTED io
each town at good pay. U'rite at once tot
Special Offer on sample Mcvcle.

TIKES, SUNDRIES, AUTOMOBILES.
MEAD CYCLE CO., G 134, CHICAGO

writing to advertisers.
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THE TEXICOGRAPHER^S

.

^ JJASYQlAm

In this column, to decide questions concerning the correct
iise of words, the Funk & Wagnalls Standard Dictionary is

consulted a? arbiter.

"W. L.," West Point, Nebr.—"What is Mrs. Chad-
wick s Bcrttllon, which I see has recently been taken ?

"

"W. L." evidently refers to the system of
measurements originated by Alphonse Ber-
tillon, the French anthropologist. The " Ber-
tillon system" is "a record embracing the
personal characteristics and measurements,
used as a means of identification, especially
when applied to criminals."
"F. A. T.," Moline, 111.—"Is there authority for the

pronunciation of the name Ultjsses with the accent on
the first syllable ?

"

In English the accent is on the second sylla-
ble, " U-lys'ses."

" L. R.," Osceola, Mo.—We do not know the
name " Modesca " about which you inquire
and therefore can not supply its significance.

.
" J-p- W.," Chester, Pa.—"Is it incorrect to use
and m ordinal numbers such as 'the one hundred

and twentieth book ' ?
"

_
It is not considered so, inasmuch as it is sanc-

tioned by the preponderance of u.sage and is
employed in cardinal numbers.
^^ "?•,?'• ?•"" Weatherford, Tex.—"Please pronounce
the following names for me : Linevitch, Kuropatkin,
Nogi, Nodzu, Oku, Togo, Sakharoff, Hammurabi, Tel-
el-Amarna, and Ritschl."

iuieyi7<'-A=lin-ay"vitch' (the "i" in the first
syllable is equal to "i" in "pin").

A'Mropa<^-m=koo'ro-pat'kin (the double " o "

in the first syllable of the respelling has
the sound of " oo " in "'woo " and the
a ' in the third syllable the sound of
a" in "arm").

Nogi=no'gi (the "g" is hard as in " ""

and the "i" has the sound of
" machine )".

Nodzu=no"zoo' (pronounce the "o'
"no").

Oku=o-koo' (pronounce the " o " as in " no ")
Togo^to-go' (pronounce the "o" in both

syllables as " o " in " no
)S'aMaro/=sa-ka'rof (both

word are equal to "a'
"o" to"o" in "not").

Hammurabi = ham'mu-ra'bi
should be pronounced as

'

" u" as in "rule," and "i'
Tel-el-Amarna=tel'el-a-mar'na

"sell"; both "a's" as "a" in
i?ii!sc/^i=rit'sliel (pronounce the

first syllable as " 1 " in "pin
in the second syllable as " e
ment ").

"C. 8. S.," New York.—"Does not 'two pairs of
pants^ really mean 'four pair of pants' ? Which is cor-
rect, two pairs of trousers ' or ' two pair of trouseis '? "

The word "pair" means "a .single thing
having two like parts dependent on each other
for a common use," as a pair of scissors, a pair
ot spectacles, or a pair of troitsers. " Two pair*
of pants " does not mean " four pair of pants "
but two pairs only. Do not say "two pair of
trousers ;" say rather " two pairs."
" H. G. H.," Kewanee, 111.—" How is Lex Miserahles

pronounced, and what is the meaning of the phrase ? "

These words are French and form the title of
a novel by Victor Hugo. They are pronounced
lay meezayrah'bl." Idiomatically transla-

ted the title in English would be " The Wretch-
ed."

"J. J. C," Maloy, la.-" Is 'of the proper preposi-
tion to use in the following quotation : 'Man's love of
nature i Should it not read : 'Man'slove /or nature' ?"
Either is correct.

go"
i" in

as in

').

"a's
in

"
in

arm,'
this
and

(both
'a" in
' as in
("er

a's"
" arm,"
'pin").
as in

arm").
i" in the
and "e"
in " mo-

OLT
ACETYLENE

GAS '

ECONOMY
It costs less than elec-
tricity. Averages less
than city gas at $1 .00 per
thousand. Cheaper to
use than kerosene tor
equal light.
Easy to use.

We Prove This in Our Free Book '117^^,7^,^^
ciple, Colt generator, pricf-s on all sizes from 10 lights up, and
scoi'es of testimonials. .State > our needs and ask questions.

J. B. COLT CO., Dept. T, 21 Barclay St., New York
CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA LOS ANGELES

SAFETY BRILLIANCE
Accepted by insurance No written comparison
companies without ex- can give an adequate
tra premium. Lamps idea ot its beauty or
ovei'turn, electric wires power. It gives the col-
" cross " and fire results, or values of sunlight.
There can be no stored Electric lights are dull
up gas with a Colt. and yellow beside it.

RHEUMATISM
Treated

Through the Foot - Pores
Nature's Method of Expelling Impurities.

Don't Take Medicine. Thousands
Are Being Relieved by New Ex-

ternal Remedy Which All Can

TRY FREE -PAY WHEN SATISFIED.

We want every reader of The Literary Di-
gest who has rheumatism to send us his or her

name to-day. We will send each by return mail

a pair of the new Magic Foot Drafts which
have excited so much comment by their remark-
able success in Michigan and other rheumatic
states. Try them. If you are satisfied with

the comfort they give you send us One Dollar.

If not, they cost you nothing. You decide.

TRADE MARK

Magic Foot Drafts relieve by drawing out
and absorbing the acid poisons in the blood
through the foot-pores, which are the largest in

the body. They relieve rheumatism in every

part of the body because they purify the blood.

At the same time they impart to the blood cer-

tain neutrahzing agents which hasten the effect.

It must be evident to you that we couldn't

afford to send a dollar pair of Drafts on Ap-
proval if they didn't do what we claim. Write
to-day to Magic Foot Draft Co., T F 22, Oliver

Bldg., Jackson, Mich., for a trial pair of Drafts

on approval. We send also a valuable booklet

(in colors) on Rheumatism.

Whitman Saddle
Tho one saddle .nlways preferred by
discriminating riders. It is the high-
est type of the saddler's art. Correct
in every line— always comfortable for
the horse and rider. Complete cata-
logue sent free, showing the Whitman
for men and women, and everything
from " Saddle to Spur." Address

The Mehlbiifh Saddle Co., 101 Cliambers St

Successors to The Whitman Saddle Co.

National 4 lbs.$3.00
Union 2!i lbs. 2..50

Columbian 2 lbs.2.00

Star 1 lb. 1.50

Crescent lib. 100

"HIGHEST AWARD"
Don't forget to ask for a
PELOUZE POSTAL SCALE
It means you will get the

best postal scale money can buy.
Received highest award at

World's Fair.
They give instantly exact cost of
postage in cts. on all mail matter

Warranted.
"Save time and stamps."
For sale everywhere by

leading dealers.
Catalog. P.

PELOUZE SCALE & MFG. CO.
CHICAGO.

SEEJHAT CLIP?
THE NIAGARA CLIP holds se-

curely from the thinnest sheet
ot paper up to ]4 in. in thickness,
and can be used overand over again.
Better than pins for filing letters,
records, cards, etc. Avoid unsightly
pinholes in attaching second letters,
business cards, checks, drafts, in-
voices, etc. c Put up in boxes of 100
especially for desk convenience.
Sample box 15 cents, postpaid.

NIAGARA CLIP COMPANY, 37 Park St., N. Y. City

WONDERFUL STOVE-»<
IC MONEY
AKER!

BCRXS 905S AIR-ONLT 10% OIL-GAS.
TSJOO sold one month. Customers delighted
with Harrison Valveless Oil-sras Stove,
Splendid for cookins; also heatinip rooms,

stores, ofBces, etc., with Radi-
ator Attch. Ko wick, dirt, or
ashes—no coal bills or drudg-
ery—cheap, safe fuel , 15c to 30o
a week should furnisii fnel-gas
for cooking for small family.
Easily operated — absolutely
safe—all sizes, $3 np. Wrlte^
Cntnloe FBRE and Special

Prices. AGENTS WANTEI»—$40 Weekly. Address
World Mffe. Co., 5?90 World li'ld'g, Cincinnati, O.

A SUBSCRIPTION
F0RI905-FREE!

Have you seen this

new and spicy little

periodical? Only a
few months old its cir-

culation already has reached ten thousand copies, and
the subscription list is rapidly growing. It Is intended
for men and women who love books and are able to
enjoy something more than the fleeting fiction of the
day. To introduce the little monthly periodical among
such persons we have decided to give one year's sub-
scription (or until the end of 1905) FREE to every
reader of The Literary Digest who will take the
trouble to ask for It. There will be no bills, duns, nor
question of arrears. The name of the periodical is
'• SAUCE PIQUANTE " and it is being published month-
ly by Funk & Wagnalls Company, 44-60 fi cmiAc
East 23d St., N.Y. Just send a postal with wAUvC
your name and address and ask

for the free year's subscription. PIQUANTE"

'He he.d smd.ll skill o' horse rlcsh
who boughha^goose bo fide onVBontbaJ^e

ordiridsry soa^ps ,

1
for

IS 3/\PO L-I O #•
«^Try a. ca^Ke of'iha.nd be convinc6d..=

Readers of The Litkrary Diokst are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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Results of the Collier's^

$5,000 Short Story Contest
The following sixtv-three stories have been accepted. At

least one of these stories will be published in each number

of Collier's, beginning with the number of April 8th.

TITLE AUTHOR TITLE AUTHOR

FAGAN (1st Prize)

MANY WATERS (2d Prize)

IN THE PROMISEDLAND
(3d Prize)

Rasselas in the Vegetable

Kingdom
The Golden Egg
The Best Man
Paradise Ranch

The Golden Age of Poin-

carre

The Dissembler

The Haunted Bell

Chains of Darkness

The Two-Gun Man
A New Light

The Rhyme to Porringer

The Village Child

Mr. Chadwick's Trial Balance

The Dragon-Painter

The Unearned Increment

Strone's Southerner

A Study in Values

A Belated Conscience

Cecilia

Lottridge

The System of Haddon-

Brown
Chance

The Valley of Sunshine and

Shadow
The Chief, the Child and

Mickey Sweeney

Keepers of the Gate

The Telegram

The Strategy of Shorty

The Atavism of Abimdech

M'Liss's Child

Victory

Georgia

Rowland Thomas
Mrs. Margaret Deland

Raymond M. Alden

Mrs. H. L. Pangborn

Ellen Duvall

Edith Wharton
Gouverneur Morris

Stanhope Sams

Mabel Herbert Urner

Herminie Templeton

Edith Larabee Lewis

Stewart Edward White

^L S. Kelly

James Branch Cabell

Jeannette Lee

Thomas Jackson

Mary McNeil FenoUosa

Frederick Trevor Hill

Charles Warren
Emma Kaufman
Florence Converse

Theodosia Garrison'

Ray Stannard Baker

David Lloyd

L. C. Hopkins

Rowland Thomas

Lincoln Stcffens

Dr. W. Lowndes Peple

Robert L. Bcecher

Rex E. Beach

Frank N. Stratton

Ella Higginson

Helen Palmer

John Luther Long

A Woman Laughs Last

Fisherman's Luck

Our Buzzilski

Children of Eden
The Meddler

The Daughter of the Factory

Paths of Flame

The Letter Written and the

Letter Sent

Across the Boundary

The Other Kind of Greatness

The Casting Out of Adoni-

ram Goforth

Of the Honor of the Dorans

But as Yesterday

My Father's Brother

A Woodland Heritage

Billy Boy
Sailormen

The Fog Maiden

The Spring by the Water

Tank
Politics and Little Pigtails

A Frost-Nipped Romance

On the Roof of the World

"Daown in Missouri"

The Donaghue Luck

Arms and the Woman
The Goddess of the Car

Forsaken Mountain

The Middle Ground

How Snorts Climbed Sour-

dough

Elizabeth

On the Face of the Waters

God's Way
Saddle and Croup in Turkey^

Hollow

The Talisman

Gordon Wilson

Jeannette Lee

W. S. Dunbar
Elmore Elliott Peake

Robert McDonald
Washington Gladden

Alvah Milton Kerr

Mabel Herbert Urner

Henry Wysham
Ella Higginson

Alice MacGowan
Jas. Gardner Sanderson

George Hibbard

John Farewell Moors

Alta Brunt Sembower
John Luther Long
Stephen French Whitman
Cloudesley Johns

George L. Teeple

Viola Roseboro
Alta Brunt Sembower
Arthur S. Pier

]\Iarianne Gauss

Kate Jordan

Rex E. Beach

Katharine A. Whiting

Samuel Hopkins Adams
Edwin Balmer

Alfred E. Dickey

Charlotte Lee Barrows

Jeannette Lee

Stella Walthall Belcher

F. L. Stealey

Van Tassel Sutphen

Details of the NEW Collier's Short Story

Prize Competition will be sent upon request
Readers of Thk Ltterart Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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A NOVEL OF DUNKER LIFE
COMBINING ORGINALITY
STRENGTH AND TENDERNESS

The Gift of the

Morning Sta^r
By ARMISTEAD C. GORDON

AFORCEFUL and original story,

dealing with the hitherto ne-

glected field, Dunker life and experi-

ence. The wonderfully strong and
beautiful motif hy which the power of

self conquest is illustrated with much
striking and life-like power, gives its

title to the work, as suggested by the

promise, " He that overcometh . , .

I will give him the Morning Star."

A great novel, written in an attractive

and poetic style and maintaining its

interest to the end.

I2mo. Cloth. $1.50 postpaid

yPUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Pubs., NEW YORK

A NEW NOVEL BY THE AUTHOR OF
"MY LADY PEGGY GOES TO TOWN"

THE

Marquise's Millions
By FRANCES AYMAR MATHEWS

A fascinating new novel, telling an amu-
sing story of Americans in France. It is a
sprightly and decidedly original story of an
American girl, sole heir to a fabulous for-

tune which was withheld for the benefit of
"The Nineteenth Louis," whose coming was
watched for by the girl's aunts. Her lover,

masquerading as the long looked for king,
tries to capture the Marquise's millions, and
meets with many curious adventures. The
plot is sparkling, the situations well de-

veloped and unique, and there is not a dull
page. It has pronounced originality and
individuality and will prove one of the most
taking novels of the year.

i2mo. Cloth, Frontispiece, $i.oo. Net
By Mail, $1.09

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Pubs., NEW YORK.

The Supreme Authority on Every Question

Relating to the Entire English Language

THE FUNK &. WAGNALLS

STANDARD DICTIONARY

D
F you would own a dictionary in which
you may seek and never be disap-

pointed, in which you may not only
find absolute authority on the spellings, pro-
nunciations, meanings, and correct usages of
words, but a vast wealth of other important
supplemental information, then you must
possess this unapproached and most recent
record of the whole English language.

U. S. Patent Office, A. G. Wilkinson, M.A., Ph.D. : "The
most perfect dictionary ever made in any language."

Send for Prospectus and Ternis
FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Publishers, NEW YORK

for

A List of Works Containing the Literary Nuggets of Many Libraries

HON. JOSEPH
H. CHOATE
" I have always found

this cyclopedia the most

complete and useful
book of the kind ever

published."

"JJ.V long odds the best hook.of quo/adoHs."'—New York Herald.

The Cyclopedia of Practical Quotations
Over 30,000 choice quotations classified under a wide diversity of
subjects, with 86,000 lines of concordance ; also a complete
appendix, with proverbs from the foreign languages, Latin law
terras, etc. By J. K. Hoyt.
8vo, 1,205 pp. Prices: Buckram, $6.00 ; Law Sheep, $8.00 ; Half

Morocco, $10.00; Full Morocco, $12.00.

HON. CARROLL
D. WRIGHT
"I find it one of the

most valuable books of

dates that has yet been

published."

Over Seventy Centuries of History Made Instantly Accessible.

The Cyclopedia of Classified Dates
The vital and important facts of universal history since the
earliest times are given, classified chronologically under the
chief topics of human interest. Archbishop Ireland says : "It
responds to a great need which thousands have felt." Compiled
by Chas. E. Little.

Large 8vo, 1,462 pp. Cloth, $10.00 ; 5heep, $12.50 ; Half Morocco,
$i.S.oo; Pull Morocco, $18 00.

BENJAMIN
KIDD
" I am struck with

its excellence and com-

pleteness. The plan

... is admirably car-

ried out."

A Complete Epitome of Social and Economic Fact and Opinion.

The Encyclopedia of Social Reforms
It supplies facts and expert opinions of Sociology, Economics,
and ail subjects directly or indirectly allied. The most eminent
authorities have set forth the theories of the various schools,
enabling the reader to weigh and judge for himself. Edited
by W. D. P. Bliss.

Large 8vo, 1,447 PP- Cloth, $7.50; Sheep, $9.50; Half Morocco,
$12.00; Pull Horocco, $14.00. Agents Wanted.

NEW YORK
OBSERVER
"This monumental

work has been made as

complete and perfect as

could be desired."

The Most Complete Concordance for Both Clergy and Laymen.

Young's Analytical Concordance to the Bible

It includes 311,000 references, marking 30,000 New-Testament
readings. It gives the original Hebrew or Greek of any word in
the English Bible, with the literal meaning of each, and reliable
parallel passages. By Robert Young, U.D.
4to, 1,168 pp. Prices: Cloth, $5.00; Tan Sheep, $7 50 ; Half Moroc-

co, $9.00 ; Full Morocco, $12.00. Thumb Index, 75 cts. extra.

PRESIDENT
W. H. P. FAUNCE
" It avoids the 'bo-

gus ' science so largely

used for illustration,

and is a safe handbook

for speakers and
writers."

A Condensed Library of Scientific Thought in One Volume.

Scientific Side-Lights

A Cyclopedia of Science, containing nearly 4,000 selections from
the foremost scientific authorities of our time, illustrating many
thousands of topics in religion, morals, politics, history, educa-
tion, social progress, and industrial and domestic life. Edited
by James C. Fernald.

8vo, Cloth, 925 pp. $5.00; Law Sheep, $6.50 ; Half Morocco, $8.00 ;

Pull Morocco, $10.00.

HON. RICHARD
OLNEY
"Thoroughly up to

date and indispensable

to all who aim to keep

in touch with the liter-

ature of the times."

THE BOSTON
HERALD
"The Office Standard

Dictionary is to be pre-

ferred to all other dic-

tionaries meant for

office or desk use."

The Richest Treasure-house of the English Language,

The Funk & Wapalls Standard Dictionary

The latest subscription edition, new from cover to cover, con-
tains 92,000 more terms than any other dictionary of the lan-
guage, or 317,000 vocabulary terms, cyclopedia and atlas of the
world, 24 beautiful colored plates, 125,000 synonyms and anto-
nyms, besides innumerable exclusive and superior features.

Sold exclusively by subscription. Send for Prospectus and Easy
Instalment Terms.

The 3Iost Comprehensive Abridged Dictionary for handy desk use.

The Office Standard Dictionary
Abridged from the Funk & Wagnalls Standard Dictionary. This
is the most comprehensive and up-to-date abridged dictionary
published. Inampleness, accuracy and convenience, and every
other feature it supersedes all other abridged dictionaries.

8vo, 923 pages. Heavy Cloth, Leather Back, $2.50; Full Leather,
$4.00; Thumb Index, 5o cents extra.

FUNK fH WAGNALLS COMPANY, Publishers, NEW YORK

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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TOPICS OF THE DAY.

SUPREME COURT ON THE TEN-HOUR LAW.

NO more important decision has been rendered by a high

court of law for a hundred years," .says Justice Harlan,

speaking of the Supreme Court's verdict against the New York

State law limiting labor in bakeries to ten hours a day. The de-

cision " works a revolution in the relationship between the court

and the States, in what has heretofore been considered purely do-

mestic affairs of the States," he adds, and sets up a "new doc-

trine " that is "far-reaching and dangerous." This momentous

decision was precipitated by a baker in the employ of Joseph Loch-

ner, of Utica, who wished to work extra hours to learn to make
cake. Lochner permitted him to do so, was arrested at the in-

stance of the Utica trade unions, and was fined $50 for breaking the

ten-hour bakerj' law. The case was appealed, the State Court of

Appeals upheld the law by a vote of 4 to 3, Judge Parker reading

the prevailing decision, and now that decision is reversed by the

L'nited States Supreme Court by a vote of 5 to 4. Chief Justice

Fuller and Justices Peckham, McKenna, Ijrewer,and Brown unite

in the prevailing opinion, while Justices Harlan, Day, White, and

Holmes dissent.

The majority justices hold, in brief, that the law " interferes with

the right of contract between the employer and employees," and

declare that " a law like the one before us involves neither the safe-

ty, the morals, nor the welfare of the public," and that "under

such circumstances the freedom of master and employee to con-

tract with each other in relation to their employment and in defin-

ing the same can not be prohibited or interfered with without vio-

lating the Federal Constitution." In the minority opinion, on the

other hand. Justice Harlan says that there are " many reasons"

why steady work in a bakery for more than ten hours a. day " may
endanger the health, impair the usefulness, and shorten the lives

of the workmen," and that we should " let the State alone in the

management of its purely domestic affairs so long as it does not

appear beyond all question that it has violated the Federal Con-

stitution," a view that "necessarily results from the principle that

the health and safety of the people of a State are primarily for the

State to guard and protect, and are not matters ordinarily of con-

cern to the national Government." The Supreme Court has held

in previous decisions that a State has the right to limit the hours-

of labor on work performed for the State, and that it has the right

to limit the hours of labor in coal-mines. Its right to limit the

hours of labor for women and children does not seem to be ques-

tioned.

The Brooklyn //w^w, which dissents from the Supreme Court

majority, makes the interesting suggestion that "if Justice Peck-

ham [who wrote the majority opinion] in his reincarnation should

find himself condemned to labor for ten hours a day or night in a

close underground cellar, with an August atmosphere superheated

by the presence of huge ovens, and every pore clogged with flour

and perspiration," he might revise his views, " and make up his

mind that baking for a livelihood was hardly so conducive to lon-

gevity as writing Supreme Court decisions." The Brooklyn Citi-

zen also thinks that Justice Peckham could not have been well

informed about the baking trade, and it declares that " it will be

the duty, not only of the labor organizations, but of the whole

body of liberal-minded society, to support the bakers in any re-

sistance of an orderly kind they may find it necessary to offer to

any attempt to throw them back into the evils of the not remote

past." The decision " must be regretted," agrees ll^e P'.iiladelphia

Press, which adds

:

" If the Federal Supreme Court had been nearer the evidence in

the case, it would probably have decided differently. A volumi-
nous investigation conducted by the English Covernment showed
that in all leading European countries the hours for bakeshops had
been Hmited, because with long hours cheap labor was introduced

;

with cheap labor came carelessness as to sanitary conditions, and
with this carelessness bread likely to be unwholesome itself and
likely to carry the germs of infection.

"The evidence submitted in New York to the legislature through:

an investigation by the city board of health was equally conclusive..

The regulation of the hours of labor in bakeshops is wise and ex-

pedient."

Samuel Gompers, president of the American Federation of

Labor, advises the bakers to " strike hard " for the ten-hour day.

He said in a speech in New York last week :

" I can not restrain myself from saying that if the majority of the
members of that court who signed the opinion had visited modern
bakeries in this State and had seen the conditions that prevail even
under the ten-hour law, they would have believed that it was within
the police power of this State to regulate the hours, and would
have declared for the ten-hour law. What are the bakers going
to do.-* Will they submit? 1 tell you what I would do. I'd strike

and strike hard until I got the ten-hour day.
" When it becomes necessary in the manufacture of the staff of

life to make the baker work longer than ten hours a day, then it is

time to pause and ask. Whither are we drifting?"

The newspapers that indorse the decision, on the other hand,

view it as a reafiirmation of the freedom of contract, and "that is

a result for gratification," remarks the Brooklyn Eagle, because

"the area and vitality of personal liberty are increased." "A na-

tion whose citizens could not have the utmost freedom to sell their

labor or employ their time in industry would not be a free nation,"

argues the New York Press ; an.d the Baltimore Sun reasons that

" restriction of the hours of labor by the State is equivalent to..
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THE PRESIDENT ON A VACATION.

partial confiscation of the only commodity the workingman lias to

sell." The decision "places the freedom of the citizen above the

power of the State," says the Brooklyn Standard i'liion.

The Baltimore A^eivs seems to regard the law and the decision

alike superfluous. It says :
" The shortening of hours of labor has

been going on steadily for a hundred years, without the interpo-

sition of legal prohibitions. Sucii a process is far more healthy

than one which calls in the paternal care of the State, and helps to

oindermine individual freedom."

A BUMPER WHEAT CROP.

SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE WI LSON recently pre-

'^ dieted higher prices for wheat on the ground that population

is increasing faster than the supply ; and the Philadelphia Record

recalls that several years ago Mr. C. Wood Davis compared the

rapid growth of population with the slow increase in wheat pro-

duction, and declared that within a few years we would be import-

ing wheat. Therefore nuicii interest is centered around the recent

crop report of the Department of Agriculture, which promises a

big wheat crop for 1905. The department thinks tliis }ear's crop

will total nearly 500,000,000 bushels, which will be 150,000.000

bushels more than the small crop of last year and 70.000,000 bushels

more than the bumper crop of 1902. This estimate is based on the

fact that 31,155,000 acres were seeded last fall. "This is discour-

aging for the speculators," says the New York Tiiiies^ "but it is

the best kind of good news for every one else. A great harvest

means widespread prosperity ; an active trade in every kind of

merchandise consumed in the farming districts; plenty of business

for the railroads; an industrial stimulation all along the line, and

.a contented and iiappy people."

The Buffalo Express believes that because of the increased do-

mestic consumption tin- " time of \ery cheap wheat has forever

passed." It says:

" Large crops of winter and spring wheat will, of course, lower

prices, but it is worthy of note that every year makes the declines

from this cause less severe. The explanation is found in the in-

creasing consumption at home, which offsets to a considerable ex-

tent the logical market effects of bountiful foreign crops. Good
crops in Argentina, for example, have always pushed prices down-
ward by lessening the foreign demand for our grain. With in-

creasing home consumption there is less need for selling abroad.
" Secretary Wilson has frequently called attention to this change.

which has become quite rapid in the last three or four years. In

an interview last Saturday he stated that the total exports of wheat,

including Hour, were 120,727,613 bushels in the fiscal year ended

on June 30, 1904, as compared with 202,905,598 bushels in the pre-

ceding year. The wheat crop of 1903 was 78,397,210 bushels

smaller than that of 1902, but the decrease in exports for the last

fiscal year, which was the year immediately following the crop sea-

son of 1903, was 82,177,985 bushels. At the same time there was
an increase of nearly 50,000,000 bushels in the quantity of wheat
retained for domestic consumption.

"The inference is that the time of very cheap wheat has forever

passed, in spite of tlie fact that the possibilities of production in

this country are practically unlimited. The apparent inconsistency

in this inference is explainable by the fact that many years must
pass before the Western farmers learn the art, or are willing to

practise it, of rotating crops. Year after year they are putting

their fields to wheat, for example, and, consequently, are steadily

exhausting them for that grain. When rotation is scientifically

practised, the yield per acre will be greatly increased, but when
that time comes the population will also have greatly increased."

A NEW DiSARMAIVlENT SCHEME.

OUR paragraphers are inclined to take a humorous view of the

fact that the monarch who proposed a general disarmament

movementa few years ago isfinding himself involuntarily disarmed

at an uncomfortably rapid rate, yet the despatches tell us that his

naval and military losses are affording Great Britain and Germany

a chance to retrench. Great Britain, whose aim has been to keep

her navy equal to the combined navies of France and Russia, finds

a large economy in that direction practicable now, while Germany

is able to decrease considerably her garrisons along the Russian

frontier. Thus the Czar's noble and pious wish is being fulfilled

in a way he probably did not anticipate. In France, whose navy

would seem to need an increase, in view of the losses of her Rus-

sian ally, Baron d'Estournelles de Constant signalized his entry

into the Senate a few days ago by proposing a new disarmament

scheme, similar to the one now in force between Argentina and

Chile. Under pretense of defending her, he said, the naval ex-

penses are ruining France, and he made the proposition that France

negotiate an agreement with Great Britain to limit naval expendi-

tures, and later secure the adhesion of the other Powers.

Few of the American papers seem to think that anything" will

come of this, but the Chicago y?t't<^;-</-//fr<z/rf remarks that while
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" doubtless to many the idea will seem Utopian at tirsl blush, there

is a good deal of the hardest kind of common sense in it, and it

has been ably defended by eminent economists on purely financial

and material grounds, absolutely without reference to humanitarian

considerations." Tiie Baltimore Aineiican also considers the

scheme practical. 1 1 says :

' From a purely financial and industrial standpoint this system

of colossal armaments must be regarded as the worst .statesman-

ship that can be imagined.
" Reduced to simple proportions, one nation builds a big sliip.

and another nation gets frightened and builds two big ships, and

the men and the ships accumulate by geometrical progression

The people, who don"t get frightened and who have to pay for the

fears of their respective governments, are forced out of their scant

earnings to foot the bill. Instead of lessening wars, these tremen-

dous armaments increase them. There have been more wars in

the last ten years than in the previous half-century. Governments,
instead of trying to avoid war. are tempted to provoke it.

"They have the means at hand with which to do their fighting,

and they are truculent to the strong, while they bully the weak.

It is needless to ask what kind of civilization tliis is. Any thought-

ful person must know it is wrong from any standpoint but that of

the prize-fighter or the brute, and yet year after year and decade
after decade it goes on simply becau.se the people in organization

fail to make a vigorous protest against it.

"It is on this account that the stand taken by Baron d'Estour-

nelles is important. Two years ago the British (jovernment threw

out a feeler. It suggested that proposals would later be made
witli a view to a reduction of armament. Whether this was sin-

cere or not can be easily tested by such .a proposal from France.

It is doubtful if any step can be taken while the war in the East
continues. Both nations have alliances which would seem to re-

quire the maintenance of the pre.sent status while that war lasts.

When it is over, however, there will be a peace congress. There
has been some discussion concerning the matters to be acted upon
by that congress. If it is to be really a peace congress, and not a

sham, the measures which lead to peace, and not platitudes, will

be the proper things to occupy its attention. Among these is dis-

armament. A compact of the nations to preserve the peace has

been suggested, and this is apparently the only way to put an end
to war, but it will be very much easier for a compact of nations to

curb unruly members if there be a preliminary' scaling down of

armaments to the requirements of police duty at home."

It is not unlikely that the hints about refusinj; Mr. Rockefeller's money have
worried possible beneficiaries more than they have Mr. Rockefeller.— 7"/;* Wash-
ingloti Star.

OUTLAWING THE CIGARETTE.

T^IX'E .Stales are just now engaged in an anti-cigarette crusade
* which is attracting considerable favorable and unfavorable

comment. In Indiana an anti-cigarette law went into effect oi;

April iS. and a similar law is to go into effect in Wisconsin July i.

Under these laws any one having cigarettes or cigarette papers in

his poss^ession as a dealer is liable to fine and imprisonment. The
promulgation of the law in Indiana, according to the press de-

spatches, was followed in many cities l)y wholesale burning and!

throwing away of stocks of cigarettes and cigarette papers. One
person was arrested and fined #35 for having cigarette paper irj his

po.ssession. and it is said that he will appeal the case and test the

constitutionality of the law. The Wisconsin law provides, as ar»

aid in the enforcement of the law. that half the money collected in

fines is to go to the informants The penalties range from a fine

of $5 to a fine of $500 and six months" imprisonment. The Illinois,

Michigan, and Minnesota legislatures are also discussing anti-ciga-

rette measures.

The anti-cigarette laws of Wisconsin and Indiana are criticized

in some quarters as interfering with personal liberty. " The law

will doubtless be tested in the courts," declares the Indianapolis

Neivs, but "till it is decided that it is unconstitutional, cigarette

smokers ought, as good citizens, to obey it, and the authorities

should enforce it." The News goes on to refer to the measure as

"foolishly extreme." The New York Times comes to the defense

of the cigarette, declaring it to be no more poisonous than tea and

coffee, and adding that " the Indiana cigarette law is an outrage in

its invasion of personal liberty and its interference with legitimate

trade."

On the other hand, tlie M inneapolis _/<3«;-«<z/ declares that "per-

sonal liberty is not infringed by the prohibition of the sale of

cigarettes. The cigarette is a slow poison. A good many people

of depraved taste like slow poisoning, but that constitutes no rea-

son why the State .should allow it to be sold to them. If the State

determines that it is contrary to public policy that a portion of the

community should devote itself to death by the slow poison route,

there is no moral or legal invasion of individual rights involved in

stopping the process." The Toledo Blade, in speaking of the

progress of the crusade against the cigarette, says:

" Unfortunately some of the spirit is taken out of the crusaders

when a publication like The Outlook attacks the legislation on the

" HURRY UP, BOYS ! I'VE GOT 'e.M TREED."
—McCutcheon in the Chicago Tribune.

Mamma Bear—" Cubs, I'm so nervous like ; seems to me I see that face every-

where !

"

—Walker in the Cheyenne Tribune.

"WIRELESS" VIEWS OF THE VACATION.
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ground that it is nothing short of paternalism. We might say the

same thing of liquor legislation, and yet the country has been edu-

cated to accept all degrees of restrictive law on that traffic. Pos-

sibly the cigarette has not done as much harm as whisky, altho

that is a problem open to speculation. We know that thousands

of boys are being ruined every year by the deadly cigarette. We
know that these young minds are being killed with the poison of

nicotine, but the real extent of the damage will develop only in

generations yet to come.
" Hired lobbyists are working desperately to stem the current of

public and legislative opinion, but they are having an uphill task.

There should be no let-up in the battle on the part of the crusaders

until the legislature of every State has put itself on record against

the sale of the cigarette. Now is the time to save the boys, that

the nation may not run short of intellect with which to meet the

problems of the future."

IS THE RISE IN BEEF PRICES A DEFIANCE?

THAT just at the time when a federal grand jury is busy inves-

tigating the doings of the beef trust in Chicago the price of

beef all over the country should go up again looks to many news-

paper observers very much like brazen defiance. "Perhaps the

packers believed that action the best that could be taken under

the circumstances, since a reduction might have been looked upon

as a confession that they had been exacting too much," the In-

dianapolis Sentinel remarks. Within the past two weeks the price

of beef in New York has advanced two to five cents a pound ; in

Cleveland three to five cents, and in Kansas City five to seven cents

over the rates of three weeks ago. A " scarcity of cattle " is the

excuse given by the packers for the advance.

"The beef trust is playing a desperate game," declares the

New York World. "It parries the indictment-s of its employees

by raising the price of meat. If the Government 'bothers' it, let

the public sweat ! As if to show its contempt of the courts it re-

asserts its absolute control of the country's markets." Then to

President Roosevelt the same paper says :
" There is bigger game

to be hunted around Chicago than Colorado's wilds can show."

The developments in the investigation in Chicago, says the Cleve-

land Plain Dealer, " may have nothing to do with the sudden rise

in the price of beef, and may be consonant with the entire inno-

cence of the big packers of any 'ways that are dark and tricks that

are vain' to deceive a trustful investigating commissioner and skin

a helpless beef-eating public; but it must be admitted that the

circumstances are suspicious."

While most of the daily newspapers are congratulating the Gov-
ernment on the work of the federal grand jury in Chicago, the

Chicago Trilnine raises the question whether the Government is

acting fairly in the investigation. TJie Tribune says:

" The public is beginning to inquire whether there is a purpose
on the part of representatives of the Government to 'railroad'

some of the packers to indictment. Are the officers of the law in-

vestigating the facts with rigid impartiality and fairness.^ Or are

they organized to convict? . . . It is impossible to .'^ay that all the

evidence against the packers has been disclosed, . . . but on the

face of the returns as they have been made to the public it does
seem as if a point had been strained, and as if there was some
disposition on the part of the prosecuting officers of the Govern-
ment to make out a case irrespective of the evidence.

"It does look as if there was an effort to make political capital

for some restless persons here or in Washington, and as if the idea

were erroneously entertained that an officer of the law may make
a great reputation by indicting the packers, even tho the evidence
shall be insufficient for their conviction.

" The bringing in of as many as 300 witnesses before the grand
jury is itself evidence that the case against the packers is incom-

plete. If there were sufficient evidence in the possession of the

Government it would not be necessary to throw out a drag-net and
haul in all the minnows as well as all the whales, in the hope of

catching something that may be useful to a diligent fisherman.

These are not methods usually resorted to in orderly investigations

carried on under free governments. While they are not precisely

the methods of the torture chamber, they are at least cousin ger-

man to them.
" Nobody wishes to shield the packers. If they are guilty they

should be indicted and punished, but if they are innocent the peo-
ple of this community are not going to see them prosecuted or per-

secuted for the purpose of making a Roman holiday or to enhance
the professional or political reputation of any man or set of men,
however high they may be in the confidence of the Administration.

" The laches or overt acts of the men who offend against the

Sherman anti-trust law in the East seem to be viewed with com-
parative indulgence in Washington. There ought to be no appli-

cation of the law of the United States in the West which can not

be made with equal severity in the East. There should not be one
law for the packers and another law for the railroad men, or for the

exponents of the coal trust or for the chiefs of the steel trust.

The Department of Justice should be able to find a paper trust in

the East as well as in the West. Other people have found it.

"The principle of the law and its method of application should

be embodied in two maxims :
' Let no guilty man escape ' and ' Let

no innocent man be punished.'
"

ONE FINAL TOSS ANYHOW !

— Rogers in the New York Herald.
"JUMP, YOU RASCAL, JUMPl''

— Reid in the Kansas Qx\.yJournal.

ASPECTS OF A STRONG "BULL MOVEMENT."
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PAUL JONES'S BODY FOUND.

^OME rather caustic remarks are being made by the press upon

^ the ingratitude of a republic tliat has permitted the body of

Joiin Paul Jones to lie unmarked, unhonored, and unknown for

more than a hundred years in an almost forgotten cemetery in

Paris, and upon the patriotism of a House of Representatives that

passed a " mileage grab." but ignored the President's request for

an appropriation to carry on the search for the burial-place of the

dougiity admiral. Many bills have been introduced into Congress

providing for such an appropriation, but without success. Let the

amends "be as splendid as they are tardy," says the Washington

Pos/. and " after Congress has as quietly as possible made shame-

faced provision for the expense of discovering the body of the

illustrious sailor, let it raise a monument, cither at Arlington or

in Washington, in memory of John Paul Jones." Gen. Horace

Porter, our ambassador to France, has carried on the search for

five or six years and has borne the expense himself. The St.
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Louis cemetery in Paris, where the admiral was buried, was cov-

ered with houses, and the search was carried on by tunneling. No
name-plate was on the leaden coffin containing the body, but the

remains, being immersed in alcohol, were so well preserved that

the identification is considered to be beyond doubt. The internal

organs were in such good condition that the doctors were able to

make an autopsy, and found distinct proofs of dropsy, from which

the admiral is known to have died. The color of the hair and the

measurements of the body also tallied with recorded descriptions.

Many of our papers refer to the British slur that Jones was a

pirate in his manner of warfare, and while they admit that Jones

did treat the British pretty roughly, they consider the British view to

be biased. The Baltimore American says of the admiral's career:

" The American love of doing honor to its war heroes has found

an unusual manifestation in the general rejoicing over the news that
Ambassador I'orter has been successful in his five years' search
for the body of John Paul Jones, who will ever be regarded as the
real founder of the United States navy. There seems to be no
room for doubt concerning the identification of the remains dis-

covered in the old St.

Louis Cemetery, in Par-

is, and it is fortunate

that the burial was made
in such a way that both

the leaden casket and
its contents are in an

excellent state of pres-

ervation. As soon as

plans can be made the

body of this famous
fighter of tlie eighteenth

century will be brought

to this country and bur-

ied with special honors
in the National Ceme-
tery at Arlington, where
lie at rest so many who
fought for this republic

on land or sea.

"John Paul Jones has

always been tiie ideal

hero of the American
boy. It stirs his blood

to the boiling-point to

read the story of his

tluilling and even dare-

de\il battle with tiie fine

British man-of-war Serapis. The odds were all against the Ameri-
can. His old boat, the Bon IIonDne Richard, named in honor of

Ben Franklin, who was then famous, not only as a diplomat, but for

the homely philosophy which he gave to the world as coming from
Poor Richard, had long been a trader and was poorly equipped
for any struggle with a fine war-siiip. Jones gave no thought of

the odds or the chances. He simply sailed in, as he had so often

and so successfully done before. When hisguns had been silenced,

many of his men killed and his ship riddled with shot, he closed in

with the enemy, fastened the vessels together, and, with pistol and
cutlass, he and his men fighting like tigers, he compelled the Brit-

isher to surrender and to beg for mercy.
" Such was this hero of the first American war, this terror of the

.seas, this bold mariner whom no enemy was ever anxious to meet.

To him fear was unknown, and he fell so in love with battling upon
the water that when the first American war had ended in a mighty
triumph for the colonies, John Paul Jones could not return to the

arts of peace or work again upon his Virginia farm. He became
a professional warrior and met the usual fate of those who make
battles a pastime, dying in poverty and being buried far from the

land which he had helped to make free. The navy which he did

so much to create has become one of the strongest in the world,

but it is more to his honor that the fighting spirit which he showed
in the Revolution has characterized so many of his successors.

It was shown time and again in the Civil War, it was shown by
Dewey at Manila and by Schley at Santiago. With that spirit

the American navy can never know defeat."

JOHN PAUL JONES.

From an old print.

A JAPANESE DEFENSE OF HARIKARI.

AMERICANS who can not understand why a defeated or mor-

tally wounded Japanese should take his own life are in-

formed by Mr. Adachi Kinnosuk^ that the Japanese who is thus

overcome commits suicide because he knows that his act will

"count more than the reinforcement of a thousand men." The

reason for this lies in the Japanese view of human life, a view that

most of us might think peculiar, but which Mr. Kinnosukd regards

as being found also in Christian doctrine. Writing in The Inde-

pendent, he illustrates his statement by the case of a wounded offi-

cer who took his own life at Liaoyang. He says

:

"In the military annals of our country it has always been held

that the death of an officer at the hand of the enemy reflects
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discredit upon the men under him, who have not been able or

thoughtful enough to prevent such shameful death to their officer.

"An officer, his sword broken, fatally wounded, committed
harikari in front of Liaoyang. The men under him dashed ahead
like a band of demons with one thought of avenging the death and
of carrying to completion the work he had left undone. This offi-

cer in question knew these things :

"First, he knew that the bullet had pierced through his heart;

he knew that his life was like unto a candlelight in front of a stormy

wind ; second, he knew, also, that as long as his breath was within

his body his men would cling around him in their desperate efforts to

save him from hostile bullets and hostile swords ; third, he knew,
also, that his men looked upon him as a samurai of the first water.

They were the men fostered upon the old ideals of the Nippon
soldier. Every one of his men would rather have given their lives

than to have discovered a jarring note in the make-up of their

commanding officer. Rather than to find their off-cer lingering

like a coward, reluctant of this earthly life, they would have given

their life if they could but apologize thereby for the fault of their

commander. Every officer is an embodiment of his men's ideals.

Their officer who expects them to look upon the earthly life quite

'as lightly as upon a particle of dust,' when the question of the

state, of the honor of the flag, is at stake, is, to their way of think-

ing, a man who also looks upon life even lighter than they them-
selves are required to look upon it. The all-important thing upon
the battlefield for the Nippon soldier is to accomplish his duty.

Through the combination of circumstances a Nippon soldier finds

himself powerless to carry out the work to completion. He is not

expected to spend time and thought in apologizing for the unkind-

ness of fate or the combination of circumstances. He faces one
fact—namely, the failure of accomplishing his duty to tlie state.

He finds himself utterly useless. He takes upon himself to shed
the useless abode of himself. Fourth, moreover he knew, also,

that under the circumstances to him was given one opportunity to

make himself either a god or a coward in the eyes of his men and
in the eyes of the army

" Remember that the Nippon officers of to-day in Manchuria are

not put at the head of their men to argue the rationality or the

irrationality of the heroic tradition of their country. To them cer-

tainly is not given time sufficient to revolutionize the sentiments

and ideals of the army. By taking this life when he found his

body utterly useless to the purpose to which he is dedicated he
takes it himself. This act proclaims him in the eyes of his men a

master of life, a man to whom death is a mere incident. Fifth, he

knew also that by so dying he would not only inspire his men with

a fire as from above, but his example in showing himself a samurai
of the old standard would inspire the morale of the entire army to

the extent that his example would count more than the reinforce-

ment of a thousand men ; for if you could fire the enthusiasm of

men to such a pitch thata thousand men could accomplish miracles

which are beyond the power of five thousand men, your death,

which, after all, is the death of one individual, is counted for the

reinforcement of many thousands."

The samurai's seeming disregard for his own life is explained

by Mr. Kinnosuke in another article on the same subject in Leslie's

MontJily Magazine as follows :

"The samurai looks at the life of earth somewhat differently to

what you do here in the civilized America. To him it is one of a
myriad expressions of life, the noumena, the entity. Life itself is,

as he looks at it, beyond your power to meddle ; no mortal has ever

touched, heard, smelled, or tasted of it. It is super-empirical.

When, therefore, you say that you have killed a man or crushed a
flower, you have only laid your impolite hand upon a mere expres-

sion or phenomenon of it. Your life on earth, which passes to day
under your own sword, may to-morrow enshrine itself in a new-
born patriot, or may blush in a cherry bud. Death, therefore, to

the samurai, is quite as light and frivolous an affair as sleep.

Such also was the conviction of Jesus Christ, was it not?"

THE FUROR OVER PANAMA RAILWAY RATES.

THE magnates of the transcontinental railroads are said to be

suffering from apprehension that the United States Govern-

ment may reduce the traffic rates on the recently acquired Panama

railroad to a level of reasonable profit. If the rates are thus

lowered, New York freight can be delivered in San Francisco at

#4 a ton, as compared with $9 a ton or more on the transcontinen-

tal lines, so the transportation experts consulted by the New York

Journal of Commerce say, and it is freely predicted that if the

Government takes the proposed action, the transcontinental rates

will be demoralized. Shippers and buyers, very naturally, are re-

garding the proposed cut with emotions just the opposite of those

experienced by the railroad men. The South American countries

and our exporters and importers who have dealings with those

regions are also taking a hand in the matter, so the newspapers

report. The freight tariffs on this bit of railroad, less than fifty

miles long, have been .so high that it has been from 25 to 30 per

cent, cheaper for merchants on the west coast of South America

to trade with New York by way of Hamburg and Liverpool than

by way of Panama. This and other grievances against the road

NO TIME K(JR SIDE SHOWS.

-De Mar in the Philadelphia Record,

ECLU'SED

:

—Leipziger in the Detroit News.

PLAY BALL!
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have been submitted to Secretary Taft by tlie diplomatic repre-

sentatives of Costa Rica, Nicaragua. Peru, Ciiiie. Bolivia. Guate-

mala, and Ecuador, and the Detroit J-'ne /'/rss believes that this

complaint " throws interesting light on the ditTiculties encountered

by American merchants in their endeavors to invade the markets

to the south." It appears that in many cases half the freight

charges on goods carried many thousands of miles went to this

road, and charges of $6 and $S a ton were made for a .service that

cost about S1.50. It seems to be suspected by our newspapers

that these high rates were maintained by an arrangement with the

transcontinental railroads and for their benefit.

Secretary Taft said last week that no more discriminating-

charges will be made m favor of the Pacific Mail Steamship Com-

pany, but he gave no assurance that the rates.will be lowered. He
.said: "The discontinuance of the exclusive control with the Pa-

cific Mail Steamship Company points to the end of discrimination

in carrying charges across the isthmus. Undoubtedly the present

commission will make a flat rate. It will study the problem and

will take the necessary action." Chairman Shouts, of the new

Panama commission, is quoted as saying that the proposed reduc-

tion will not be made. He declares :

" Nothing will be done that will disturb the balance of transcon-

tinental rates. The Panama Canal Commission will not do any-

thing that will atfect the stocks of lines owned by American citi-

zens. If at any time in the future the railroads engaged in

transcontinental traffic should menace the welfare of the country

by entering into a monopoly that proved to be a national hardship,

the Panama Railroad might be used by the Governmeni as a fac-

tor to bring them to terms The Government owns the road and

will use it for the best interests of the citizens. As for the mon-
opoly that the Pacific Mail Steamship Company is said to hold by

reason of its contract with the railroad company, I do not think

that is a matter of great concern. The concessions it enjovs, if

any. from the railroad are not of such size as to play a part in

transcontinental rates."

The Pittsburg Chronicle Telegraph thinks the rates should be

lowered, as " the interest of the shipper, being the concern of the

whole people, is superior to the interest of any agency or agencies

of transportation." The Philadelj^liia Press argues that as the

canal will demoralize transcontinental rates in a few years any-

way," it will be better for all concerned if this effect is spread over

a term of years and begins now with a modification of Panama

railroad rates." It says :

"The United States builds the Panama Canal to reduce trans-

portation charges from the Atlantic to the Pacific coast. The
effect of government ownership and control can not begin too soon

or be too complete. With five transcontinental lines competition

is as absent as when there was one. Three lines are owned or

controlled by one great combination. Two are held by another.

Both combinations act together on freights. An ' agreement." not

in terms but in fact, has for twenty-five years maintained isthmus

rates to aid the land lines in their control of transcontinental trade.

The French Panama Canal Company continued this agreement
under influences and tor reasons which its venal and corrupt man-
agement suggests and explains.

" A system of rates has been built up under various tariff sheets

extending through a score of years which burden traffic with the

Pacific coast in our own territory, Central and .South America
v.'ith exactions whose only justification is the overcapitalization of

transcontinental lines. When the canal is open this piiantom capi-

tal will go the way of all such under competition. It will be better

for all concerned if this effect is spread over a term of years and
begins now with a modification of Panama Railroad rates, which
looks only to its cheapest rate and not to the maintenance of high

through-freight rates on long land lines across the continent."

The Boston Transcript favors a " gradual " reduction of rates

as the fairest course and thinks the railroads would agree to it.

"Vested interests," it says, "even tho they may have been some-

what greedy, have certain rights that deserve to be respected, and

perhaps a chance to adjust themselves by degrees to new and un-

pleasant conditions is one of them."

WALL STREET METHODS IN LIFE INSURANCE.

THE Equitable scandal is now sure to improve, because it is

impossible for it to get any worse, argues the Brooklyn

Eagle in an editorial w hich is evidently intended to be optimistic.

"The final outcome," it says, "can not but be favorable, for the

present condition is intolerable, and whatever succeeds it can not

but be better than the present condition." The latest develop-

ment of the scandal, which affects the fortunes of 600,000 policy-

holders and their beneficiaries, introduces the State law, providing

that " No director or officer of an insurance corporation doing busi-

ness in this State shall receive any money or valuable thing for

negotiating, procuring, or recommending any loan from any such

corporation, or for selling or aiding in the sale of any stocks or

securities to or by such corporation," and providing further that

" An> person violating the provisions of this section shall forfeit

his position as such director or officer, and be disqualified from

thereafter holding any such office in any insurance corporation."

This is quoted in connection with statements from Mr. Hyde,

owner of a majority of the Equitable stock, in which he admits his

membership in a syndicate which "had been underwriters of a

number of banking issues of securities, and the Equitable Society

purchased, in some instances, in the ordinary course of business.

securities which had been underwritten by this syndicate." As

the propriety of his membership in such a syndicate is now ques-

tioned, he has deposited with the treasurer of the Equitable a

check for $61,446.92, representing his syndicate profits, witli inter-

est at 6 per cent. He denies that this is an act of restitution or a

confession of wrong-doing, but says he deposits this money for the

directors to retain or restore to him, as they may see fit. "It

never occurred to me until the recent controversy began," he de-

clares. " that any of these transactions were open to criticism.

They were a mere continuation of a custom whicli I lound to be in

existence when I came into the society, and as far as I can recall

were made with due regard to the interests of the society, and were

beneficial and ]:)rofitable to it." He also avers that President

Alexander, who is trying to oust him, participated equally in the

syndicate transactions, an accusation which the latter vigorously

denies, adding that Hyde is also mistaken in saying that such syn-

dicate dealings were a common custom. The Hyde party reiterate

this charge in spite of Mr. Alexander's denials, howe\er, and make

the further allegation that Mr. Alexander has loaded the society's

pay-roll with his relatives until the family is drawing $196,000 a

year. A meeting of the society's general agents in New York City

last week passed a resolution, by a vote of 170 to 14, requesting

.Mr. Hyde to resign, a request that was indignantly declined.

The Chicago Tribune thinks it would be "an edifying spectacle
"

to see the lords of the financial world " march in procession to the

office of the treasurer of the Equitable Company and hand over

the jnoney they made by an unlawful use of their official positions."

It has no expectation of seeing such a parade, however, and it

recommends a searching investigation, followed by prosecution.

The Hartford Times thinks that the whole quarreling force of

officers should be promptly retired ; and the New York Evening

Mail recommends that Governor Higgins "order a rigid inquiry

into the society, and meanwhile direct its affairs." The Provi-

dence Jourjial and the Savannah News think Mr. Hyde's remark

about syndicate operations being a common custom is rather dis-

quieting. Those who do not understand the workings of an under,

writing syndicate, such as Mr. Hyde admits his connection with,

will be interested in the following explanation by the New York

Evening Post, which says :

"It may be as well, however, to outline clearly what is the na-

ture of these undertakings. On the basis of such knowledge, we
think the reader cah draw his own conclusions as to the propriety

of a high officer in a life-insurance company participating in a syn-

dicate of this sort and selling the ' underwritten " securities to his
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company. The purpose of underwriting, in tliis sense, is to guar-

antee a market at a price for new securities. These securities may
be good or bad, sound or rotten ; they may be an issue of United

States Government bonds or the stock of tlie shipbuilding com-
bination. The syndicate, unless it can lind a market for the under-

written securities elsewhere, must promptly pay the contracted

price. Two necessary inferences follow : one, that the under-

writer's profits depend altogether on the price at which he can sell

the securities in question; the other, that the inducement to ' un-

load " in a friendly quarter becomes greater as the prospects of the

' underwriting ' grow less favorable. Thus it must be clear to the

simplest intelligence that the possibilities are such as to make the

Hyde transaction with tlie Equitable Society indefensible in both

law and morals."

The New York Jou7'iial of Conunerce says :

" Is not tlie purpose and intent, even the letter, of the law vio-

lated by such transactions? It is important to know the truth, not

merely about the alleged transactions between 'James H. Hyde
and associates ' and the Equitable Life Assurance Society, but

about the alleged custom or precedent which they are said to have

followed. Are such or similar syndicate operations common, and

are tlie funds of life-insurance companies, contributed by policy-

holders and held in trust for their benefit, used in corporate pro-

motions for the profit or advantage of directors or officers as par-

ticipants in underwriting' banking issues of securities ' ? This is a

matter that ought to be made known in the interest of sound and

honorable life-insurance management and the strict observance of

those provisions of law that are intended to protect the interests

of policy-holders."

To read the insurance press, one would think the Equitable up-

heaval is a mere ripple, which the newspapers have sinfully exag-

gerated, and which the public should not take seriously. " Mr.

Hyde has done no wrong," and " nobody can point out a single

transaction that is subject to just criticism," declares Iiisttrance

(New York), which adds :

" The Equitable policy-holder who has a paid-up contract should

congratulate himself thereupon and attend to his regular business;

he who has premiums coming due should pay them, and should

feel as undisturbed as a man who holds the best railway stock,

fully paid for, and thus independent of the market fiuctuations.

The twister is alert to what he thinks his opportunity ; but the

Equitable policy-holder should be as cold as ever to him. Should

one insure in the Equitable at present.'' The answer is. why not.''

Every consideration which was reasonable and valid for insuring

anywhere—and in the Equitable just as well— six months ago, is

valid and reasonable to-day. The Equitable considerably—and
life insurance generally somewhat— is under some disturbance at

present, speaking not by actual knowledge but according to natural

probability; but that is all. It needs only the wind of a day to

ruftle the surface of very deep water."

TOPICS IN BRIEF.

The country will be pleased to see the Dig Stick substituted for the Big Stick
in the Panama country.— T'/^e Washington Post.

When Linevitch reports that the Russian troops are in good spirits, he prob-

ably means the reciprocal.— TVi^ Detroit Free Press.

If we understand young Mr. Hyde's position, he is willing to arbitrate every-

thing e.xcept the main points at issue.— The Chicago Tribune.

The latest advices are that the fever at Panama has not yet extended to the

manner of constructing the canal.— The New York Evening Mail.

The man who is weighing the game killed by President Roosevelt has a fear-

ful responsibility on his conscience.— Tlie St. Louis Globe-Democrat.

It is now suggested that Mr. Frick be made Secretary of the Navy. He has
had much experience in floating steel on water.— The New York Americatz.

General Linevitch reports that his troops are in good spirits. Probably
because they are getting nearer home every day.— The New York American.

Russia has quit sending political offenders to .Sil)eria. The practise was de-

populating other portions of the empire too rapidly.— The Washington Post.

S. E. Mokfet, in CoU'er's Weekly, has an article on " Lawyers as Public
Enemies." Did Samuel just findii owf.— The Star of Hope, Sing Sing Prison.

In France they have discovered a burglary trust. Here in America the trusts

don't have to be quite as direct in their business metliods as that.— /'/^^ Atlanta
Constitution.

There is one kind of rats that we never find deserting a sinking ship— that is

not in Russia. That is the Autocrat. Perhaps the ship might not sink if he
only vio\\\A.~Puck.

A Boston clergyman says :
" Mr. Rockefeller has no ax to grind." The

dealers who have been struck by Mr. Rockefeller's ax don't believe it needs
grinding.— The Baltimore Sun.

The Evening JoitrnaPs circulation. It means that the American people are a

thinking people—strange that editors can't realize tliat fact.

—

Editorial headline
ill The New York Evening Journal.

Alfred .Austin is reported to be at work i i a poem dealing with the Russo-
Japanese War. That ought to make them agree to have peace without haggling
over terms.— The Chicago Record-Herald.

An innocent onlooker was killed the other day by a stray bullet in a fight be-

tween the native police and the ladrones. We trust that this will not discourage

the natives from being innocent onlookers.— The Manila Times.

We have arrived at such a high state of civilization and invention that we are

talking of the near solution of aerial travel, but we liave not yet got so far as to

have a general system of good roads.— The Baltimore American.

Now the United -States Supreme Court decides that the Constitution covers

Alaska. There must be .something in atmospheric conditions that makes the

Constitution expand in cold and contract in tropical climates.— 7"/^^ AV7f York
World.

ANDY'S OTHER LEG.

The Small College—" This leg is shorter than it really ought to be."

— Bartholomew in the Minneapolis /.sz^rwrt/.

Dr. Gladden—" Vou can't mix them, John, you can't mix them."
- Ireland in the Columbus Dtsfatch.

BLESSEDNESS OF GIVING PORTRAYED.
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LETTERS AND ART.

DOES IT PAY TO BE A LITERARY WOMAN?
MICH less pessimistic than the views quoted in tliese pages

two weeks ago. under tiie caption "The Struggles of a

Newspaper Woman." is the opinion of Jeannette Ciilder, editor of

The Vrific. in regard to the literary career for women. Miss Gil-

der is disposed to have a little fun at the expense of the "sweet

girl graduate who. when she leaves her Alma Mater, has made up

her mind that she will lead a literary life "
; and she does her best

to divest the writer's profession of its glamor and illusion. Hut

she confesses that, speaking for herself, the journalistic life has

seemed to her, from girlhood. " the most attractive life in the

world." and that even now she would not exciiange it for the

wealth of the Indies. She says further {m Leslie's Montft ly, Mayt:

"If the young girl with literary aspirations will write and then

destroy and write again and still destroy, until she has finally ac-

quired a style, and, above all, has found something to say, she

will make a success of it. If a girl is so fortunate as to get a start

in newspaper work it is a good thing for her. She is being paid

for her training, which is something, and the training is good.

But she should not stick to that sort of work after she has had the

training. It is a good beginning, but a poor ending."

Miss Gilder has been to some pains to gather a budget of opin-

ions from prominent American newspaper women on tlie cjuestion

under consideration. Their names are withheld, but their com-

munications have the ring of sincerity and spontaneity. The first

writer quoted says

:

"The literary life as I have known it—since the age of eight

—

has been one of increasing happine.ss and profit. All that is worth

while in life has come to me through the pursuance of this profes-

sion. It has been a gently inclining path up from obscurity, lone-

liness, and undesirable conditions, into broad fields of usefulness,

pleasure, and comfort. Its obstacles have been blessings, calling

out my strength and endurance. ... I appreciate the great op-

portunity for helpfulness to evolving humanity in prose work

;

and that is the mainspring of happiness—to be helpfuk It is the

sort of happiness which ' pays.' Of course the happiness which

comes from creating verse is like that of singing for the singer, or

painting for the painter— akin to

what God must have felt in flinging

stars into the Milky W^ay. Yes, it

' pays ' from every standpoint. Were
I to live my life over I should ask

no greater joy than to be allowed to

do just what I have done for a life

work."

Another writer, described as a reg-

ular contributor to newspapers and

magazines and the author of several

books, expresses iier views thus :

" Literary work pays in more ways
than one. It means a cultivation of

the imagination, a knowledge of good
taste, books at hand, music and the

theaters, the acquaintance of the

choicest people, a social position

that poverty can not affect, the re-

gards of thousands whom one does

not know but from whom one fre-

quently hears in letters or little gifts

which tell that a word was carried

straight to the understanding of some
living creature. I say it is the rich-

est life in the world and that I would
not exchange it for any other."

Arguing from an opposite point of

view, a woman, " still young, who
has run the gamut of the profes-

sion, and successfully," emphasizes

the nervous strain and accompanying ills of newspaper work.

She thinks the dark side of the journalist's life is so much more

dark than the bright side is bright that she can not advise women
to go into it. A fourth contributor to the symposium says :

"If one is willing to work hard enough, and keep at it long

enough, it pays fairly well in dollars and cents; but for ordinary

people, like myself, who have to work hard for all they get—that

is, are not born with unusual facility, not to speak of a spark of

genius—there are no fortunes in it, I am convinced. But one

ought to be able to earn enough money to command unpretentious

comfort, a little music and the theater, buy a few books, go to

Europe once in a while, and lay up enough by the time one is

seventy to live on until one is eighty, with enough to buy a grave

afterward. As to the satisfaction, of course tliat depends upon
how cheerful a person you are, and how inclined to put up with

what you get without worrying about what you want and don't get.

... It is satisfactory to feel that you are doing something, tho it

may not be very much, in the line of betterment and enlighten-

ment. It is a satisfaction to feel that you are annually getting a

little bit better hold of yourself and living a more genuinely intel-

lectual life."

Miss Gilder sums up the whole discussion with the comment:

"The young writer wlio reads these letters will not, I fear, be
discouraged. She will be convinced more than ever that the lit-

erary life is the life to lead, and will want to jump into the arena.

But let me call her attention to the fact that, with possibly one

exception, these writers have been sowing the seed for many years

and they are among the fortunate few. They are only now reap-

ing the harvest, and it is not a very big harvest at best. It is big

enough if their needs are not great, and it pays, as they all seem
to agree, in the character of the work, as well as in its pecuniary

results. It is a question if, given the same reputation along other

lines of business— millinery, dressmaking, or what not, they would
not have made more money."

MISS JEANNETTE L. GILDER

Editor of The Critic.

A CRITICAL STUDY OF HENRY JAMES.
TV /TR. WILLIAM CRAKY BROWNELL'S new article on
'•»-*• Henry James, which appears in The Atlantic Monthly

(April) and is regarded as the most important study of its subject

that has yet appeared, is remarkable at once for its high appre-

ciation of Mr. James's qualities and its note of disappointment in

regard to certain phases of his lit-

erary development. Mr. Brownell

thinks that Henry James's career has

been honorable in a very special way

and to a very marked degree. He
points out that Mr. James " has scru-

pulously followed his ideal," and has

never "yielded to the temptation to

give the public what it wanted." " No
rectitude," he avers, " was ever less

partial or more passionless. No nov-

elist ever evinced more profound re-

spect for his material as material, or

conformed his art more rigorously to

its characteristic expression." All

things considered, Henry James is

" perhaps the most individual novel-

ist of his day, who at the same time

is also in the current of its tendency."

And yet he has " chosen to be an

original writer in a way that precludes

him from being, as a writer, a great

one." Caught in a web of "subtle

sinuosities," "complicated connota-

tions," " utmost attenuations," he is

often so elusive that " the reader's

pleasure becomes a task, and his task

the torture of Tantalus."

The novels of Henry James are
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ranged in two periods and represented as a development from ro-

manticism to realism. If "The Portrait of a Lady " may be held

to embody the spirit of the first period, " The Tragic Muse " prob-

ably best illustrates the transition stage between the earlier and

later method. Mr. James "parted from his past in the pursuit of

a more complete illusion of nature than he coidd feel that he

achieved on his old lines." His maturest work is " the quintessence

of realism." To quote further :

"The most delicate, the most refined and elegant of contem-

porary romancers has thus become the most thorough-going real-

ist of even current fiction. It is but a popular error to confound

realism with grossness, and it is his complete exclusion of idealism

and preoccupation with the objective that 1 have in mind in speak-

ing of his realism as so marked ; tho of recent years he has an-

nexed the field of grossness also—cultivating it, of course, with

particular circumspection—and thus rounded out his domain. It

must be granted that his realism does not leave a very vivid im-

pression of reahty, on the one hand, and that, on the other, it does

not always produce the effect of a very close correspondence to

actual life and character. ' The Spoils of Poynton,' with its in-

adequate motive and aspiration after the tragic; 'The Other
House,' with its attempt to domesticate melodrama; 'In the

Cage,' with its exclusion of all the surrounding data needed to

give authenticity to an even robuster theme ;
' The Awkward Age,'

with its impossible cleverness of stupid people, are, as pictures of

Hfe,' neither very lifelike nor very much alive. But that is a matter

of art. The attitude of the artist is plainly, uncompromisiiigly

realistic. It is the real with which his fancy, his imaginativeness,

is exclusively preoccupied. . . . The ideal of realism has never

been held more devoutly—not even by Zola—than it is by Mr.

James. All his subtlety, his refinement, his extreme plasticity, his

acquaintance with the academic as well as the actual, are at tlie

service of truth, which is to be discovered rather than divined."

Henry James's art, continues Mr. Brownell, is "a critical prod-

uct," and it is so because his temperament is the critical tempera-

ment. In further elucidation of this line of thought the writer

says

:

" It would be idle to deny to the author of a shelf full of novels

and a thousand or two characters the possession of the creative

imagination, however concentrated upon actuality and inspired by
experience. Yet it is particularly true of him among the writers

of even our own time that his critical faculty is eminently prepon-

derant; that he has, as I say, essentially the critical teiupera)iient.

He has never devoted himself very formally to criticism, never

squared his elbows and settled down to the business of it. It has

always been somewhat incidental and secondary with him. His
essays have been limited to belles lettres in range, and they have

not been the rounded, complete, and final characterization of the

subject from a central point of view, such as the essays of Arnold,

of Carlyle, or of Lowell. They have been instead rather aggluti-

nate than synthetic, one may say—not \ery attentively distributed

or organized. But they have more than eschewed pedantry— they

have been felicity itself ; each a series of penetrating remarks, an

agglomeration of light but telling touches, immensely discrimi-

nating, and absolutely free from traditional or temperamental

deflection, marked by a taste at once fastidiously academic, and

at tlie same time sensitively impressionable. The two volumes
' French Poets and Novelists ' and ' Partial Portraits ' stand at the

head of American literary criticism. The' Life of Hawthorne ' is,

as a piece of criticism, altogether unrivaled in the voluminous

English Men of Letters series, to which all the eminent English

critics have contributed. One may feel that his view of the gen-

eral is, in this work, too elevated to permit him always correctly

to judge the specific—leads him to characterize, for instance,

Hawthorne's enviionment as a handicap to him, whereas it was an

opportunity. But to tiiis same broad and academic view, which

measures the individual by the standard of the type (and how few

there are to whom this standard does not equitably apply !), we
owe the most searching thing ever said about Hawthorne :

' Man's
conscience was his theme, but he saw it in the light of a creative

fancy which added out of its own substance an interest, and, I may
almost say, an importance.'

"

Mr. Brownell proceeds to an exhaustive analysis of Henry

James's motive and literary style, summing up in a paragraph

whicii we quote :

" He has, however, chosen to be an original writer in a way that

precludes him from being, as a writer, a great one. Just as his

theory of art prevents his more important fiction from being a

rounded and synthetic image of life seen from a certain central-

izing point of view, and makes of it an essay at conveymg the

sense and illusion of life by following, instead of focusing, its.phe-

nomena, so his theory of style prevents him from creating a tex-

ture of expression with any independent interest of its own. The
interest of his expression consists solely in its correspondence to

the character of what it endeavors to express. So concentrated

upon this end is he that he very rarely gives scope to the talent for

beautiful and effective expression which occasional lapses from his

rigorous practise show him to possess in a distinguished degree.

There are entire volumes of his writings that do not contain a sen-

tence like, for example, this from a brief essay on Hawthorne:
' His beautiful and light imagination is the wing that on the

autumn evening just brushes the dusky pane." Of a writer who
has this touch, this capacity, in his equipment, it is justifiable to

lament that his theory of art has so largely prevented his exercise

of it. The fact that his practise has not atrophied the faculty

—

clear enough from a rare l:)ut perfect exhibition of it from time to

time -only increases our regret. We do not ask of Mr. James's
fastidiousness the purple patch of poetic prose, any more than we
expect from him any kind of mediocrity whatever. But when a

writer who shows us unmistakably now and then that he could give

us frequent equivalents of such episodes as the death of Ralph
Touchett rigorously refrains through a long series of admirable

books from producing anything of greater extent than a sentence

or a paragraph that can be called classic, that has the classic

' note.' we may, I think, legitimately complain that his theory of

art is exasperatingly exacting."

Henry James " will occupy the very nearly unique niche in the

history of fiction—hard by that of Mr. Meredith, perhaps—of

being the last as well as the first of his line." says Mr. Brownell,

in conclusion. He has " a host of imitators"; he has " in away
founded a school." But it is questionable whether he has pro-

duced a single masterpiece. If any of his works are destined to

rank as such, they are, at all events, "not unmistakably of the

scale and on the plane suggested by his unmistakable powers —

powers that make it impossible to measure him otherwise than by

the standards of the really great novelists and of the masters of

English prose."

VICTOR HUGO AND JULIETTE DROUET.

I^HE French point of view in regard to the right of the public

to a knowledge of the most intimate affairs of great men is

stated in plain terms by Francois Coppee in his introduction to

Henry Wellington Wack's newly published " Romance of Victor

Hugo- and Juliette Drouet." "To the general public." he says,

" when their curiosity is aroused, a great man is no hero "
; and he

goes on to add :
" This curiosity, however, is, after all, quite legiti-

mate, and Mr. W'ack was. therefore, perfectly free to make known

to us, together with other anecdotes relating to his love-affairs, the

fact that Victor Hugo had Madame Juliette Drouet as his intimate

companion from the age of thirty years." The love-letters con-

tained in this volume, which have attracted widespread attention,

were discovered by the author of the volume during a sojourn in

the island of Guernsey, where Hugo spent twenty years of exile

after 1851. Juliette Drouet was an actress and was very beautiful,

tho curiously enough the single portrait of her that remains is an

inferior drawing by Vilain. She is said to have .sat for Pradier for

the statue of " Strasburg." which stands in the Place de la Con-

corde, and her beauty was highly praised by Gautier.

The story of the beginning of the intimacy between Victor Hugo

and JuHette Drouet can be told in a few words. It appears that in

1833 when Victor Hugo was about to bring out his play. " Lucretia

Borgia," he received a call from the actress and a request for a

part. Her charms won for herself not only the part but the poet
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VICTOR HUGO AND THE WOMEN HE LOVED.

himself, and after the first performance tlie autlior of the play pro-

fessed to see in her a higher histrionic gift than was apparent to

any other. He wrote :

" -Mile. Juliette cast extraordinary brilliancy

on this figure [Princess Negroni]. She had but a few words to

say. but she put a great deal of thought into them. This young

actress only needs an opportunity to reveal in an effective manner

to the public a talent full of soul, passion, and truth." Her last

appearance on the stage, which took place not long afterward, was

in the part of Jane in " Marie Stuart." but her impersonation was

severely criticized, and she was withdrawn from the cast after one

performance. The day after her appearance Victor Hugo wrote

her the following letter, which .Mr. Wack has given in English for

the first time

:

"You have only played Jane once, dear friend, but the trace you

have left on the part is for me as deep as if you had played it a

hundred times.
" You have played the part before two thousand persons, and one

alone understood your conception of it. It is because two thou-

sand persons do not represent two thousand minds. What you

have put into this part of your heart, your soul, your mind, your

character, your passion, your love, your beauty, your nature, I

will write one day. I will tr' to lose nothing of it, nor allow any-

thing to be lost. If I could do what I wish, that fugitive evening

would leave on your brow an everlasting halo. If my name lives,

yours will live."

The relation thus initiated survived during the lifetime of the

participants. The promise of the foregoing letter that she should

be the poet's Egeria was fully realized. Says the author

:

" With due respect for Victor Hugo's bias concerning his friend's

ability as an actress, contemporary critics united in saying that

Juliette Urouet possessed but mediocre talent, albeit a spirit and a

beauty which, properly directed, might have carried her far along

the way of her ambition. It is as a lover and mistress, as a beau-

tiful woman of tact and refinement, as a spirited hostess of great

savoir vivi-e, as a friend and companion, that she is most interest-

ing. She was the regnant goddess of \'ictor Hugo's poetry after

1834. and their fellowship and her devotion endured for jirecisely

fifty years and three months (1833-83). In some phases of this

remarkable relationship the sublimest chords of earthly existence

are made to intone every shade of romantic song and feeling. She
was the inspiration of much that widened his vision not only in his

flights of fancy but in what he met in the actual world around him.

"And he? He was her deity, her dream, and her only tangible

reality. The letters she addressed to him. often thrice daily, dur-

ing the fifty years of her devotion, attest her dependence upon his

touch and smile. She followed him in all his w'ork— in the assem-
bly, in the study, in their delightful rambles among curio-shops;

up and down the fern country around Fougeres, where Juliette was
horn. .She shielded him in his escape from Paris disguised as a

laborer, bearing a false passport; she followed him into exile, and
made for him and his intimates a world of gayety on a quiet little

island. When Madame Hugo died in 1S68, thirty-five years con-

scious of Juliette Drouet's part in her husband's life, Madame
Drouet. then a woman of sixty-two. Ijecame the poet's constant

companion with as natural a transition as he had become enmeshed
by her infinite charm in 1S33."

As to tlie irregularity of the relation the author writes:

"Where relations such as those which existed between Hugo
and Juliette Drouet last for nearly fifty years, it is certain that they

are founded upon something less ephemeral than passion. What
Beatrice was to Dante, that and more was Juliette I3rouet to Vic-

tor Hugo Did not some one make the cryptic assertion that the

wrong which harms nobody is not a wrong.' Madame Hugo was
wronged without doubt, but she was either oblivious of it or mag-
nanimously feigned to be so. The annals of real life record few

sucli cases of irregular domestic relations as Hugo's, and none, so

far as I am aware, quite parallel with it. Of a mistress being

fiercely jealous of other mistresses, as Juliette Drouet was, there

are records in abundance; but for the legal wife to submit to a

mistress being installed in a house a few hundred feet from her

own, and even consent to visit her and permit her sons and daugh-

ters to do so throughout a long term of years, as Madame Hugo
did, all as a concession to the waywardness of genius, is an exam-

ple of wifely self-abnegation which would have done credit to

Chaucer's patient Griselda. Madame Drouet, deep as her devo-

tion to Hugo was, had not the qualities which constitute such sub-

hme complaisance."

The author, however, does not withhold the touch that reveals

the tragedy of this relation in so far as it affected Madame Hugo.

He cites the following pathetic narrative, written by her cousin,

M. Asseline, and describing one of his visits to her Guernsey

home :

" I went one autumn day into Madame Victor Hugo's drawing-

room in Hauteville Holise and found her alone, sunk in sad

thoughts, and lying back seemingly exhausted. Her eyes had

already grown very weak, and she could not see how painfully I

was impressed at finding her so poorly. ' You are not to dine with

me to-day,' she said. ' And why? '
' Our gentlemen have organ-

ized a little merry-making at Madame Drouet's and they are ex-

pecting you.' ' But I prefer dining with you ; I shall certainly not

leave you alone.' ' No, I shall dine with my sister; and really I

shall take it ill if you stay. I insist on your going to Madame
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Drouet's. It will please my husband. There are few oppor-

tunities of pleasure-making here. I repeat that you are expected.

Go, you will laugh and the time will pass gaily.' I looked at my
cousin as she sat in the shadow of the great curtains with their

heavy folds. Her forehead was of marble, her lips without color,

her eyes almost lifeless. Then I drew my armchair nearer to hers

and we lost ourselves in endless talk. . . . The day was waning.

We exchanged no thoughts that were not of sadness. ' Go, go,'

she said at last; ' you would only make me cry !" I took a few

steps toward the door. She called me back. ' You will write

down for me that fine passage of verse you were quoting a moment
ago:

Time, the old god, invests all things with honor
And makes them white.

And now be quick and join your cousins : don't keep them wait-

ing.'"

HAUPTMANN'S NEW PLAY "ELGA": A
TRAGEDY IN A DREAM. '

FROM the gloomy realism of "Rosa Eerndt," which, in spite

of its dramatic strength, recognized by the critics, achieved

no more than a mild "success of esteem," Gerhart Hauptmann

turned to the poetic romanticism of Grillparzer, once a famous

Austrian playwright and novelist, for a plot for another play.

Grillparzer is seldom seen now on the stage, except in Vienna, and

Hauptmann's choice is considered singular. He has, however,

elaborated a short story into a play (described by himself as a

"nocturne"), which the critics compare with Maeterlinck's works

on account of its symbolism and fantastic background and atmos-

phere. The public received the first performance of the play with

more enthusiasm than it has been wont to manifest lately toward

Hauptmann's productions. The theme, in view of its origin, can

not be modern in spirit, and the favor with which the drama was

received is attributed to the inherent interest of the developed, plot,

which suggests Grillparzer's own play, " Der Traum : ein Leben
"

(The Dream : A Life), in which the whole action represents a

dream. The story is as follows :

A German knight, with his servant, claims for a night the hos-

pitality of a lonely monastery in Poland. A vaulted chamber is

assigned to him in the tower, and a black-bearded monk ministers

to the wants of the fair-haired, light-hearted, cheerful Teuton.

The knight is happy and exuberant, and he proceeds to tell the

austere monk the cause of his irrepressible joyousness. He is the

proud husband of a beautiful and charming woman and the father

of a lovely child. He shows the monk a portrait of the wife and

child, which portrait he rapturously kisses again and again. The
monk deprecates this exuberance and speaks of the vanity and illu-

soriness of all earthly things. He leads the knight to the casement

and shows him the ruins of a castle and noble estate, where not

long before a knight who had imagined himself equally happy had

lived in luxury and in a fool's paradise. The happiness had been

a mere delusion, founded on a lie, and there had come an awaken-

ing that had brought desolation and misery—and the realization of

the futility of all selfish aspiration.

The monk leaves the blond knight to attend the midnight mass,

and the prologue is over.

The next scene, like the five following ones, represents the

knight's dream, caused by the monk's warning and solemn exhor-

tation. We are in the castle of Count Starschenski (now the

monk), a Polish landowner. The count, in glowing words, tells

his aged mother of the inexpressible happiness he had found in his

union with Elga Lascheck, whose family, a noble one, had been

reduced to want and whom he had met three years before at War-
saw. The aged countess is somewhat, apprehensive lest her son

should be subjected to disappointment, but the son has no ear for

such misgivings. Elga enters, with her child, and her manner at

once impresses the spectator very unfavorably. In truth, she has

never loved her husband and had married him for his wealth and

position. She has maintained illicit and secret relations with her

cousin, Oginski, a dreamy and studious young man with little moral

force— the slave, rather than the master, of the impetuous and

scheming Elga. The guilty lovers have a secret meeting, and the

unexpected return of the count forces Oginski to escape by a win-

dow. The husband gradually realizes the true state of affairs in

his apparently happy household. His suspicions are confirmed by
the discovery of a portrait of Oginski as a boy and by the striking

resemblance between that portrait and Elga's child. His rage and

jealousy prompt him to resort to violent means of extorting a con-

fession. He hastens to Warsaw, invites Oginski to his castle in a

way the latter dare not decline, and, upon his arriving, arranges a

midnight revel and attempts by bold questioning and adroit attacks

to obtain the admission of guilt. Elga is too clever to fall into his

snare, and she successfully evades the count's cross-examination.

When she retires, Oginski, less self-possessed, betrays their secret-

The count condemns him to an ignominious death.

In the next scene the count drags Elga into the chamber into

which Oginski had been placed. The black curtains of the bed
are drawn aside, and Elga sees the lifeless body of her lover

stretched on it. She throws herself upon the corpse, then raises

herself to her full height and defiantly tells the count that she hates

and despises him.

This ends the dream. In the final scene the knight is roused from
his profound sleep by the faithful servant. It is time to depart.

The knight, oppressed by the tragic dream, gazes on the portrait

of wife and child, and vows that he will never forget the lesson of

the night's adventures in the land of shadows and dreams.

A writer in the London Academy thinks that "Elga" represents

a bid for popularity and a departure from the hitherto exalted ar-

tistic standards of Hauptmann. He says:

" In his new play Hauptmann has broken fresh ground, which, it

must be confessed, lies on a level somewhat lower than that of his

best plays. The dramatist of suffering humanity has in ' Elga

'

come down from his tragic heights and satisfied himself by giving

an able if slightly hackneyed version of the old story of the injured

husband. The gulf, in fact, between 'Elga' and the bulk of

Hauptmann's dramas is so wide that some explanation is necessary

of the circumstances under which it was written. In the beginning

of 1S96 Hauptmann's historical drama, ' Florian Geyer,' was pro-

duced at the Deutscher Theater in Berlin, and proved one of the

most signal failures that the German stage had known for some
years past. In the February of the same year ' Elga ' was casually

dashed off in three days. The inference would seem to be that

with the failure of his other plays still rankling in his mind, the

dramatist cynically resolved to come down to the level of the pub-

lic, and to give them, if not pure melodrama, at any rate a plaj^

slightly tinged with that melodrama which he knew would be ap-

preciated. . . . Hauptmann has attempted nothing either great or

phenomenal, but has contented himself with the production of a

vivid and vigorous dramatic episode. As such the play well mer-

ited its signal success, to which, however, the extraordinary bril-

liance of the principal actors largely contributed."

—

T7anslation

//lade fo}-TwE Literary Digest.

NOTES.
Sarah Bernhardt will make a final American tour next season.

" Nine-tenths of the good fiction of to-day," says Colonel Harvey, as quoted

by a New York Sun reporter, " is written by women. As a short-story writer,

woman practically has the field to herself. The short story might be defined as a

human atom, requiring special cfualities for its perfection. These qualities the

cultured woman of to-day possesses. If I were asked at a moment's notice to

name some men who were good short-story writers my list would be limited to

three, while I can think of many women."

A Schiller catalog, apropos of the centenary of that poet t iSos-igojX is being

sent out by Max Harrwitz, the well-known publisher of Berlin. Its format is

small octavo. 74 pages. The frontispiece is a portrait of Schiller in his thirty-fifth

year, and the title of the booklet is " Schiller and his Circle of Friends," these

friends being those who in any language have edited, published, commented on

or translated the works of the author of " The Robbers." This little brochure

supplies a valuable bibliography to the students and lovers of Schiller.

The announcement that the famous Rowfant library, collected by the late

Frederick Locker-Lampson, has been purchased by Messrs. Dodd, Mead & Co.,

will " come as a real shock," says the London Chronicle, to many book lovers.

Tlie same paper comments further :
" That such a collection should be bartered

away for American dollars seems little short of a national calamity. Frederick

Locker-Lampson had a genius for collecting. . . . He seldom failed to secure the

rare copy with the A flyleaf, the impression with the unique remarque, the impec-

cable saiig^ de bxitf, the irreproachable rose. Dubarry. He had the true collec-

tor's flair—an ounce of which is worth a pound of pedantry. Of his successes in

this way the ' Rowfant Catalog' is a standing monument, a veritable treasure-

house of Sliakespeare quartos, priceless manuscripts, first issues, tall copies, and
Blake and Chodowiecki plates."
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SCIENCE AND INVENTION.

VISION IN OCEAN DEPTHS.

ONE would think that an article with tliis heading? ought to re-

semble the famous chapter on snakes in Ireland ; tor below

a certain depth the ocean is pitch-dark. But in an interesting con-

tribution to Coswos. by M. E. Hericiiard. tiie writer tells us how

those of the deep-sea creatures that need light in the pursuit of

their prey manage to make it for themselves. He says:

" Dredging shows that the great depths of the sea may reach

S.ooo or even 9.000 meters [jS.ooo to 30.000 feet]; at this deptli, as

we go farther and farther, the temperature diminishes and tends to

approach zero; there is an increase of pressure of one atmosphere

for every 10 meters
1
32 feet] of depth, and finally the light grows

rapidly feeble, until below 400 meters it no longer penetrates;

there is eternal darkness. Plants, not being able to grow without

light, disappear at this level; as a first con.sequence of life in the

darkness all animal life found below it must be carnivorous; there

also result important modifications in the organs of vision.

"According to the transformist theory, every organ not in use

atrophies and finally disappears— a fact that had been verified in

the case of vision by creatures living in caves or under ground,

before the study of great ocean depths had been prosecuted.

Nevertiieless in this latter medium species belonging to three

es.sentially different groups— fishes, cephalopod mollusks, and
superior crustaceans—have organs of vision as perfect as possible,

while with others the vision is almost entirely atrophied
" By the side of creatures deprived of the sense of sight we have

others provided with huge organs of vision, like a young fish with

pedunculated eyes found at 2,000 meters depth by the X'aldivia

[a German exploring vessel]. This apparent paradox has been
cleared up since the first expeditions; the darkness, in fact, is not

absolute at great depths; certain animals are themselves a source

of light, as is the glowworm on land, or the firefly and so many
other species, especially in the tropics. Among marine fauna

phosphorescence is a much more frequent phenomenon, especially

at great depths; it is due either to a peculiar mucous secretion on
the .surface of the animal or to special organs that give out light in

flashes.

"The crustacean chry.sophorus. a carnivorous swimmer, with

enormous eyes, has luminous organs attached to these ; two others

ornament the. upper part of the thorax, and still another pair the

ventral surface. The structure of these latter organs is complex;
they include essentially a reflector, shaped like a horseshoe, and a

lens to concentrate the light. The organ that is attached to the

eye is less complex, having no lens, but only a parabolic reflector.

"These veritable projectors were at first taken by the anatomist
for an organ of vision, and this is not astonishing, for all the

animals .studied were then dead, and as their lanterns were all ex-

tingui.shed their analogy with the eye was complete.
" The luminous organ is found in perfect condition in the cepha-

lopods obtained by the Valdivia, and it was even possible to

photograph some of them by their own light. Among the fishes

these special organs are not less numerous and varied ; in the

stomiades there is a double set of luminous organs, one set being

by the side of the fishing-filaments.

"The function of the organs that accompany the eyes is to illu-

minate the surrounding space to enable the animal to perceive its

prey. Several hypotheses have been advanced regarding the role

of the others ; they may serve to dazzle and attract the prey as a

lamp attracts a moth
" Altho other creatures of the deep sea do not see, this is because

of their different habits . . . ; the absence of eyes is an absolute

characteristic of a sedentary life, and the swimming creatures all

see.

" At the surface, the eyes of the cephalopods strongly resemble
those of the vertebrates, while, generally speaking, crustaceans

have faceted eyes. . . . Extner has shown that in the light each
facet furnishes a special image, but that in the dark the images
become one by superposition ; thus the luminous sensation may be
sufliciently strong even with a very feeble illumination.

" The disposition of pigment in the eyes of the deep-sea crus-

taceans is always that which is determined by darkness in the

case of analogous surface creatures, and a large number of the

crustaceans of great depths are even wanting in pigment entirely.

"A very important fact about this structure of the eyes ... is

that this adaptation to the environment is found equally in three
very different groups . . . ; it must therefore be absolutely nec-
essary. To this special arrangement of the eyes, in long parallel

tubes, Chun has given the name of ' telescopic eye. ' The structure
is peculiar—no diaphragm, huge crystalline lens, and proportion-
ately large retina. The.se telescopic eyes are intended to grasp the
image of moving luminous points, showing the presence of other
creatures at short range.

" Here is preci.se correlation between environment and organ,
a correlation that becomes striking when we study the crabs.

Among species that live at the surface, while certain ones run
about, others remain almost constantly in the earth ; the eyes are
much more developed in the former. In great depths, this differ-

ence is much exaggerated . . . ; the species that are unable to

mount to the surface at any period of their lives do not see.

"Thus are cleared up, taking account of the conditions of exist-

ence, many facts of atrophy or organic disappearance that have
been hitherto unexplained."— TV^wj/a/w? made for The Lit-
erary Digest.

THE MECHANISM OF BLOOM.
X 1 /HY do plants blossom? We all know the place of the flower

^ * in the economy of the plant, but what is the precise cause

of its periodical appearance.'' Says a writer in the Vossischc Zei-

/////^ (Berlin)

:

" It is plain that there must be some cause which incites a plant

to the formation of blossoms after it has produced for a time on'y
stalk and foliage. The eminent plant physiologist, Sachs, after

persistent discussion of the question, has come to the conclusion

that every plant in its process of life must produce certain sub-

stances which exercise an irritant influence on its cells and vessels

that cau.ses them to be combined into organs of bloom, while pre-

viously it had produced the vegetative organs only. Other botan-

ists then proceeded to acquire closer knowledge of this particular

mode of irritation, and have now at their disposal a series of ob-

servations that can be accepted as reliable indices in this question.

Moebius, for instance, calls attention to the significance of light in

the formation of blossoms; but more important are the numerous
observations that together indicate that when a plant receives plen-

tiful moisture it produces leaves, and that it bears blossoms when
the moisture is meager. To this aspect of the question belong not

only climatic and meteorological influences, but especially the phe-

nomena that appear when the plant grows in heavy earth, or its

roots have been cut down, or in any other way its steady and large

absorption of moisture has been hindered. Regularly in this case

its formation of blossoms is favored.
" Latterly a distinguished plant physiologist, Oscar Loew, who

lives in Japan, has bestowed most assiduous study on this whole
cjuestion. In the course of his observation he has given thorough

attention to the extraordinary bloom of the Japanese cherry-tree.

This bloom is famous throughout the world, and the Japane.se

themselves display it in such frequent pictures that their portrayal

of it might easily be deemed extravagant if the fidelity to nature

with which the Japanese draw were not known sufficiently, and if

travelers were not ready to affirm that this bloom, particularly in

the vicinity of Kioto, is something wholly wonderful. Despite

this abundance of their blossoms, the Japanese cherry-trees do not

produce perfect fruit, as peculiar climatic conditions cause the

cherries, still in a quite unripe state, to fall from the trees. Loew
has ascertained that the nutritive matter which the tree provides

to bring its fruit to ripeness ceases to be operative after the unripe

cherries have fallen off, and is stored, in the form of starch, in the

bark. This starch, in the following spring, is transformed into

sugar and appears in an unusually large measure in the sap of the

tree. To this fact is due the inference that the sugar is the cause

of the irritant influence that leads to the formation of blossoms.

Conformably to this inference Loew finds, indeed, that all the

peculiar phenomena of the formation of blossoms may be traced to

an increased proportion of sugar in the sap and thereby explain

themselves precisely Especially is this the case in the blooming

of plants cau.sed, as already stated, by decrease in the absorption

of moisture, for, evidently, as soon as the quantity of moisture

absorbed begins to decline, the concentration of the cellular sap is

quickened and the latter's relative proportion of sugar is enlarged.

"This ingenious inference, stated here as briefly as possible, ap-
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pears slill more acceptable when the fact is remembered that sugar

is generally an irritant to protoplasma. This has been proven by

observation of animal tissues and, for instance, fortifies the known

fact that so-called transparent soaps, which often contain a large

component of molasses, easily irritate the skin of women and chil-

dren, for the sugar by means of osmose reaches the interior of the

cells and affects the protoplasmatic vital substance there."

—

Trans-

lation madefor Hw^ Literary Dige.st.

OPENING OF THE NEW CROTON RESERVOIR.

NEW YORK'S new Croton dam, one of the greatest engi-

neering structures in the world, has just been opened—or

rather, as a writer in Tlic Scicniijic American, tells us, it has been

closed ; that is, the gates through which the Croton River has been

flowing during construction have been .shut down, allowing the

great basin behind to fill with water. This it is now doing, despite

the prediction, made during construction, that, owing to the slight

excess of supply over demand, it would be many years before the

dam would be filled to its high-water level. During the past win-

ter, however, a record snowfall over the whole watershed of 360

square miles, melted by the sudden rise of temperature and the

heavy rain-storms of March, caused an abnormal blow into the

Croton Valley, amounting in a single day to 1,500,000,000 gallons.

At the time when the accompanying picture was taken, the water

stood 16S feet deep and was running out of the three "blow-off"

pipes, 70 feet below this level, at the rate of a million gallons daily

and with a roar like that of Niagara. Says the writer of the ar-

ticle in The Scientific American (April 15)

:

"As one looks at the visible portion of the Croton dam, he is

impressed with its immensity
;
yet it must never be forgotten that

some two-thirds of the masonry lies buried below the surface of

the ground. Altho the great wall extends, roughly, 160 feet above
the ground, it has to be carried down 140 feet below the ground to

find the firm rock footing, upon which it stands so securely that

its age will be as great as that of the rocks themselves. iVIoreover,

to secure a wide enough base to prevent the mass from being

overturned by the pressure of the water, its foundations had to be

carried out over a space, measured transversely to

the axis of the dam, of 206 feet. From the founda-

tion the dam narrows to about loo feet in thickne.ss

at the ground level, and to about 20 feet at its crest.

"As the waters rose in the dam, they spread out

l?.r and wide over the Croton Valley, reaching back
into the many valleys and canons and forming a lake

of remarkable beauty. The waters have backed up
over the crest of the old Croton dam, some three

miles up the valley, which is at present entirely

submerged. When the reservoir is full, its surface

will be 30 feet above the old structure. . . . The
water is carried to New York by the new aqueduct,

which opens out of the old reservoir, with its invert,

or bottom, at elevation 140. The aqueduct is 14 feet

in height; consequently, in order for this aqueduct

to take its full flow of about 280,000.000 gallons per

day, the water must stand at elevation 154. Now,
above elevation 154, when the reservoir is full, there

will be contained a total of 24.000.000.000 gallons of

water, and above elevation 140. at which water would

begin to trickle into the new aqueduct, there will

be 27,600.000.000 gallons of water. As the reservoir

now stands at elevation 168, there are about 7.000,

-

000.000 gallons of water in the reservoir above eleva-

tion 140.

" It is a curious fact, by the way, that there are

6,000,000.000 gallons of water contained in the new
reservoir below elevation 140, which can never be

available. Adding this to the 7,000.000.000 gallons

available, because lying above 140, we have 13,000,-

000,000 gallons as the amount now stored in the res-

ervoir. Elevation 140 was the lowest elevation that

could be taken to allow of a sufficient fall or grade

over the 30 miles from Croton to New York city, to

insure the water flowing in sufficient volume

"The Croton dam, when it is completed, will have

taken just thirteen years to build. Ground was

broken in August, 1892."

CLOSING OF THE CROTON D.AM AND FILLING OF THE CROTON LAKE.

The masonry dam is 206 feet broad at its base ; 297 feet high from base to crest ; its founda-

tion extends 130 feet below the bed of the river ; it contains 850,000 cubic yards of masonry ;
and it

impounds 30,000,000,000 gallons of water.

Courtesy of The Scientific American (New York).

Ten Persons in One.—A remarkable case of

multiple personality, in which no less than ten varie-

ties of the abnormal personality were noted, is de-

scribed in The Lancet {K^xW i). Says this journal:

" The patient was a girl, aged 12 >^ years, of healthy

parentage, who had herself been healthy in mind and

body until she was attacked by influenza, after which

the changes of personality manifested themselves.

Some of these were complete, others incomplete,

some sudden, others gradual in appearance. In some

the patient was totally, in all partially, ignorant of

her life during other states. Acquirements such as

drawing, writing, and also normal faculties pre.sent

in certain states were lost in others. While in a

blind condition the patient developed the faculty of
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A MOTOR-URIVEN J liWELEKb' LATHE. PORTABLE ELECTRIC RADIAL DRILL,

Courtesy of Cassur's Magazine (New York).

drawing with the aid of toucii alone, this sense being enormously

increased in dehcacy. The cliaracter and the behavior in some
states differed widely from those in others. The various phases

varied in duration from a lew minutes to ten weeks. The normal

state gradually became less frequent and of shorter duration till it

finally disappeared. The various stages lasted about three years

in all. until ultimately a particular abnormal stage was reached in

which the patient remained at tiie date of the report. In this she

v/as intelligent and able to work. The patient, it is important to

note, had two or three epileptiform seizures, but there was no rea-

son to regard the altered psychical states as post-epileptic. The
various manifestations in this case appear from the testimony of

competent and independent observers to be undoubtedly genuine."

The Zawr^/ dismisses as unsatisfactory several theories in which

an endeavor is made to account for such cases as this, and con-

cludes that "our present knowledge of the physiology of the con-

stituents of the cortex cerebri does not warrant attempts at expla-

nation of the various phenomena of consciousness."

NEW USES FOR SMALL ELECTRIC MOTORS.
T T is not generally realized to what an extent the use of the elec-

^ trie motor as a small and handy source of power has been de-

veloped. In a series of articles contributed to Cassier's Magazine,

by Fred. M. Kimball, so many of these uses are described that it is

difficult to enumerate them. We quote some of the most interest-

ing, from Mr. Kimball's final article (March). He says:

" Laundry machinery is largely operated by electric motors, and
especially is this true of centrifugal dryers and mangles. An at-

tempt has recently been made to operate family washing machines

by motors, and the results which have attended the preliminary

experiments have been highly gratifying
" In the large hotels and restaurants, motor driven blowers.

pumps, dumbwaiters, exhausters, knife-cleaners, and chopping and
mixing machines are in evidence on every hand, while the number
of electrically operated sewing-machines in the homes of the coun-

try is increasing very rapidly.
" Recently, motor-driven polishers have been brought out for use

in caring for the hardwood floors in large halls and public build-

ings ; motor-driven sweepers, which are used in some of the large

department stores for quickly sweeping the long aisles and wide
open spaces; and also electrically operated carpet-sweepers for

domestic use. These last are said to perform marvelous work in

removing dust and litter of all kinds from carpets and rugs. The
peculiar stroke of the rapidly moving brush whips up the finest

particles out of the pile of the carpet or rug and effectually pre-

vents the lodgment of foreign matter in it

"The electric motor is also largely employed by the medical pro-

fession. Physicians find it of great value for operating atomizers,

various special devices for massage purposes, and in connection

with the many forms of apparatus which have been devised for

effecting special exercises of the human body. Very ingenious

gymnasium exercisers have been developed, such as those for ex-

ercising the muscles of the body, as in horseback riding, walking,

running, and various exercises of the arms and shoulders
" Modern printing-offices, bookbinderies, and the allied trades,

too, make extensive use of electric motors. Nearly every mechani-

cal operation necessary

in the preparation of a

book may owe some-

thing to an electric mo-
tor. The author's man-
uscript was written on a

m o t o r - d r i v e n type-

writer, and the matter

was set up on a motor-

d riven linotype ma-
chine. .Stereotype plates

are trimmed, planed,

sized, and formed by

m o t o r - d r i v e n ma-

chinery. The press on

which the book is print-

ed may be driven by an

electric motor, for

which the ink may be

ground in motor-driven

mills, and. if the edition

be a large one, it will probably be printed on a press provided

with automatic motor-driven feeders. The sheets, as printed,

are folded by a motor-driven folder

" Many interesting, special, and labor-saving electrically operated

tools may now be found in manufacturing establishments. A por-

table drill, such as that shown in the illustration, is of the greatest

utility where a number of holes are to be drilled in a piece of work

which it is inconvenient, owing to its size or weight, to move to and

around a stationary drill. The drill can be clamped onto or along-

side of the work, an'd, by means of the trayeling carriage and radial

swinging arnl, the drill mechanism may be brought to bear on, or

operate in, the work within a comparatively large radius
" In the western part of the United States and in Mexico the

small electric motor is much used for operating pumps employed

in distributing water for irrigating purposes in those sections where

AN ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN BREAST DRILL.

Courtesy of Gassier s Magazi/ie (New York).
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the rainfall is very scanty or entirely absent. Vast tracts of other-

wise fertile land, capable of raising food-stuffs to supply millions

of people, have never been utilized, owing to the scarcity of water.

Many of these tracts are underlaid, at a depth of a few feet, by

moisture-bearing strata or subterranean water courses. Small, di-

rect-connected, motor-driven pumps, supplied with electric power
from long-distance transmission lines, are now enabling the recla-

mation of thousands of acres of this land.

" Mining engineers are adopting the motor-drive and electric dis-

tribution of power in much of the new developmental work now
being undertaken, and the substitution of electricity for com-
pressed air is making considerable advance in the re-equipment of

some of the mines already in production. . . . Pumping, hoisting,

ventilating, haulage, and, recently, rock drilling, by means of elec-

tric motors illustrate how the power-supply may be distributed not

only more directly and compactly than by systems employing pipes,

but also at materially decreased expense of direct attendance and

losses of transmission."

CRIPPLES BY DEFECTIVE EDUCATION.

'T'^HE question of single- or double-handedness is taken up
^ again by an editorial writer in The Medical Times (March).

Admitting that man is single-handed at birth, he points out that it

is easy to become ambidextrous by education Those who are

born left-handed do become so, for the right hand is trained to

make up for the deficiency. But the same deficiency exists with a

right-handed child, only in this case there is no realization of the

necessity of overcoming it by education. Most of our children

therefore go through life " crippled." Says the writer :

" Custom makes laws harder to break than those of the land in

which we may happen to live. We little realize the assertion until

we see this attempt made. It frequently happens that these laws

are founded on experience, on mature judgment, on good sense,

but occasionally they are founded on old superstitions which in

other forms have passed way. Among the unfortunate customs

that still linger is the habit of crippling the left hand.
" If a child in shaking hands offers the left, the horrified mother

or nurse at once corrects the blunder and apologizes for it to the

bystanders. She does not know why she does this beyond the

fact that ' it is the custom ' ; she does not know that in medieval

times the right hand was the ' dextrous' hand, the hand of good
faith, while the left was the ' sinister' hand, the hand of bad faith.

We have crystallized these beliefs in our present interpretation of

these words; if we are ' dextrous,' we are doing things in a right-

handed way, while the mildest meaning given to ' sinister' is ' un-

fortunate or awkward.' So the child is crippled in its left hand to

conform to a custom which has been discarded and forgotten."

The custom is all the more senseless, the writer thinks, because

it is now well established that there is no such thing as a genuine

ambidextrous person. Such people were originally left-handed,

and have been taught the use of the other hand. They were for-

tunate in being born left-handed, for then they stood a chance of

being properly educated. An examination of the early history of

these ambidexters proves, he says, that as a rule not only were

they originally left-handea, but that they generally retain the pref-

erence for this hand. He goes on:

"It is strange that we become so hidebound in habit that the

significance of this loss is unnoticed. Dr. Thomas Dwight. in en-

deavoring to determine the reason for right-handedness, in a recent

magazine article states :
' The characteristics of an educated left-

handed person which would first attract attention are more likely

to come from an uncommon ability to use the left hand than from

any deficiency in the right. Thus a billiard-player who makes a

shot with his left hand as well as with his right is called ambidex-

trous ; but the fact is that his right hand has been educated as the

left hand of most people have not. The most perfect ambidexter

ever known, whose skill in writing and drawing with either hand is

proverbial, has declared that he can not drive a nail, carve, or

whittle with his right hand.'
" There has been no note of protest from the scientists working

in this field as to the waste of human energy ; Dwight dismisses

the subject with the thought that the ambidextrous man has ' his

right hand educated as the left hand of most people are not.' It

is well that people are right-handed, for one side must be superior

to the other. This is true even of plant life ; but this is no reason

for crippling the left hand. If some one would propose to tie the

left hand up in a sling from birth, we could see the value of the

custom ; it would be scarcely more idiotic than our present habit

in the matter.

"Think for a moment of the advantage of being able to use each

hand with nearly equal facihty. On the side of the man it serves

to rest both mind and body, while from the standpoint of society

it increases the individual's power of producing, and reduces his

loss in case of accident. Our mariners have adopted the ' twin

screw '
; nature starts each man as well provided. To those who

use their hands to make their daily bread this matter is of great

importance, from the stenographer anxious to avoid scrivener's

palsy to the tired seamstress who can not even cut a piece of mate-

rial with the scissors in her left hand. Many children are being

taught to use both hands, and already it is a source of great com-

fort to them. Let the reader resolve to continue the good work
from this time on ; he will be quickly repaid by the gratitude of

the children as soon as they are old enough to realize the priceless

gift."

JULES VERNE AND OTHER SCIENTIFIC
PROPHETS.

' I ^HOSE writers who regard some of the imaginative creations

J- of the late Jules Verne as foretastes of actual inventions to

come are not upheld by a recent editorial contributor to The Z,a«-

(f^/ (London, April i). After noting some remarkable fulfilments

of romance, such as Swift's guess at the number of the sateUites

of Mars and at their abnormal rotation periods, he goes on to say

:

" Jules Verne, tho he was perhaps the first modern writer to per-

ceive the possibilities of modern science as an element of romance
in fiction, can not be said to have foreshadowed any great discov-

ery. Submarine boats were not new when he conceived the won-

derful Natiiilus, and altho submarines are now quite common, in-

ventors have not as yet reached Captain Nemo's success in making

electricity from the constituents of sea-water. Navigable balloons

of a kind have been constructed, but they are not worked on the

principle of the F/f^w/a, which, as designed by Dr. Ferguson, rose

or fell by expansion or contraction of the contained hydrogen, so

that the aeronauts were able to find a current of air blowing in the

desired direction, without losing either gas or ballast. But Verne

certainly used scientific facts in a most brilliant manner for the

manufacture of exciting stories. Nothing could bear an air of

greater verisimilitude in accordance with the canons of science

than his story of ' From the Earth to the Moon.' except perhaps

that entertaining history of the voyage through space on a comet

which crashed through the earth and bore away a portion of the

Mediterranean sea-board, including a fragment of Gibraltar. In

' Dr. Ox's Experiment,' again, how delightfully he put forth the

effect which saturating the atmosphere of a small Dutch town with

oxygen had upon the phlegmatic inhabitants. Verne was never

betrayed into making the absurd mistakes into which less scien-

tifically minded writers of romance have been led. We well re-

member in the early days of the ;i'-rays a story about a thief who
swallowed a diamond. This was detected by the acumen of an

amateur detective who took an .r-ray photograph of the diamond
by using a camera. To say nothing of the fact that .r-rays can not

be refracted, the diamond is the one gem which is transparent to

these rays. In medical matters, again, the writer of fiction very

commonly goes hopelessly wrong. The anesthetic, one whiff* of

which administered by waving a handkerchief in front of the vic-

tim's face causes instant unconsciousness, and the mysterious

powder made from plants growing in the Andes which at once

cures the deadliest diseases, are instances which w-ill occur to any

one who has studied fiction.

" But, on the whole, the ideals of ancient philosophers and of

romance writers are becoming every day more and more realized.

The ever-burning lamp of the ancients has in a manner had its ful-

filment in the discovery of radium ; the dreams of intercommuni-

cation without the intervention of any material substance have

been reahzed by the work of Clerk Maxwell, Hertz, Marconi, and

Lodge, while it is not impossible that the so-called magnetic sym-

pathy with which many seventeentli-century writers busied them-

selves may be found before long to have its roots in the ;/-rays or

some similar form of energv."
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THE RELIGIOUS WORLD.

ARE WE CHRISTIANS?

THIS question seems as pertinent to-day as in 1S73 when it

was asked by the hite Sir Leslie Stephen in a vokmie." Free-

thinking and I'lain-speaking," now reissued after being a long time

out of print. The answer which he gave categorically was : "No.

we are not Christians"; and the arguments with which he sup-

ports this conviction are derived from his observation of the loose-

ness with which the central dogmas of the Christian religion are

held by its adherents. He says :

"Christianity, as it is understood by ultramontanes or by ultra-

Protestants, implies a body of beliefs of unspeakable importance

to the world. They may be tiue or they may be false, but they

can not be set aside as perfectly indifferent. Man is or is not

placed here for a brief interval which is to decide his happiness or

his misery throughout all eternity. His situation does or does not

depend upon his allegiance to the church, or upon his undergoing

a certain spiritual change. Christ came or did not come from

God, and died or did not die to reconcile man to his Maker. An
intidel is a man who accepts the negative of those propositions;

a Christian is one who takes the affirmative ; an unsectarian Chris-

tian, if he has any belief at all, is one who says that they may or

may not be true, and that it does not much matter. If that is a

roundabout way of expressing agreement with the infidel, the

statement is intelligible, tho its sincerity is questionable. I5ut.

taking it literally, it is surely the most incredible of all the asser-

tions that a human being can possibly put forward. Can it possi-

bly be a matter of indifference whether or not hell is gaping for

me. and heaven is opening its doors? whether or not there is only

one means provided by my Creator of escape from the dangers

that environ us. and whether or not I avail myself of them?"

The writer avers that the vague aspirations of to-day have re-

duced Christianity to a few maxims from the Sermon on the

Mount He admits the simplicity of the creed, adding that " it is

not a bad one so far as it goes." tho "some exceptions might be

taken to the type of character which it is calculated to develop."

But such an interpretation can only be regarded as " the product

of intellectual indolence." To quote further:

" We have not the courage to say that the Christian doctrines

are false, but we are lazy enough to treat tlieni as irrelevant. We
shut our eyes to the Christian theory of the universe and fix them
exclusively upon those moral precepts which are admittedly com-
mon to Buddhists and Mohammedans, to Stoics and to Positivists,

tho, it may be, most forcibly expressed by Christians. To pro-

claim unsectarian Christianity is. in circuitous language, to pro-

claim that Christianity is dead. The love of Christ, as represent-

ing the ideal perfection of human nature, may indeed be still a

powerful motive, and powerful whatever the view which we take

of Christ's character. The advocates of the doctrine in its more
intellectual form represent this passion as tlie true essence of

Christianity. They assert with obvious sincerity of conviction

that it is the leverage by which alone the world can be moved.
But, as they would themselves admit, this conception would be

preposterous if , with Strauss, we regarded Christ asa mere human
being. Our regard for him might differ in degree, but would not

differ in kind, from our regard for Socrates or Pascal. It would
be impossible to consider it as an overmastering and all-powerful

influence. . . . No ! the essence of the belief is the belief in the

divinity of Christ. But accept that belief, think for a moment of

all that it implies, and you must admit that your Christianity be-

comes dogmatic in the highest degree. Our conception of the

world and its meaning are more radically changed than our con-

ceptions of the material universe when the sun instead of the earth

became its center. Every view of history, every theory of our

duty, must be radically transformed by contact with that stupen-

dous mystery."

There are two courses, says Sir Leslie Stephen, which may be

taken by those who believe in the continued vitality of Christian

ideas. We may "treat believing as a branch of gymnastics" and

attempt to " drill the mind into a docile acceptance of outworn

superstitions"; or we may try to "preach Christianity in such a

way as not to run counter to the best aspirations of mankind."

The first alternative, he contends, has been accepted by Roman
Catholicism, and, carried to its logical conclusion, he thinks it

would result in "a state of things in which the religion of all culti-

vated men is an organized hypocrisy, and in which the religion of

the lower [classes] means that they are drilled to obey a priestly

order." The other alternative is " to use the old phraseology to

represent new beliefs." We can talk about the corruption of man-

kind when we really cherish a firm belief in the natural origin of

virtue. We may say that Christianity is divine while we admit

that it is identical in kind with other religions. We may express

a belief in supernatural intervention in past epochs, tho banishing

it from the present. We may continue to pray while repudiating

as superstitious and presumptuous the meanings once attributed

to prayer. We may talk about another world while explicitly

founding our moral code on the necessity of adapting mankind to

the conditions of this present life. Sir Leslie concludes:

"All this is possible, and many people draw the inference that

it does not much matter which set of words we vise ; best, they

think, use those which give the least shock to the vulgar. Against
that doctrine I have tried to protest, in the interests of what I take

to be honesty to ourselves and to others. But, at any rate, I con-

fess that it appears to me to be a mere misnomer to call this body
of doctrine Christian. And, therefore, I should be inclined to ex-

tend Strauss's answer to cover a still larger area. No ! I should

reply ; we are not Christians ; a few try to pass themselves off as

Christians because, while substantially men of this age, they can
cheat themselves into using the old charms in the desperate at-

tempt to conjure down alarming social symptoms ; a great number
call themselves Christians because, in one way or another, the use

of the old phrases and the old forms is still enforced by the great

sanction of respectability; and some for the higher reason that

they fear to part with the grain along with the chaff; but such men
have ceased substantially, tho only a few have ceased avowedly,

to be Christians in any intelligible sense of the name. How long

the shadow ought to survive the substance is a question which may
be commended to serious consideration."

DR. CLIFFORD ON PASSIVE RESISTANCE.

JUDGING from recent statements made by the Rev. Dr. John

Clifford, the London Baptist leader, the spirit of religious

persecution is alive in England at this time. " At the beginning of

the twentieth century," he says, " Englishmen of high character

and indisputable loyalty are being sent to prison for exactly the

same reasons as those which were urged for committing John Bun-

yan to Bedford Jail; for exposing Richard Baxter to the brow-

beating of Judge Jeffreys and a sentence of eighteen months' in-

carceration ; and for sending George Fox to the noisome dungeons

of Carlisle and Derby, Lancaster and London." It seems that

nearly a hundred English freemen have been sentenced to different

periods of imprisonment since November, 1903. One of the first

" criminals " was an old and feeble man who had served in the

ministry of the Primitive Methodist Church for nearly forty years.

He refused to pay the rate for the maintenance of sectarian

schools, and was imprisoned, "weighed and stripped, put on

prison fare, and sent to a plank bed." Another victim, a young

Christian Endeavorer, was committed to jail because he would

not pay four shillings and sixpence. A well-known preacher of

the Wesleyan Methodist Church has been sent to Leicester Jail

twice. In fact, says Dr. Clifford, " nearly all the free churches

have had their representatives in jail." He continues (in The

North American Revieiv)

:

"Imprisonment is only one phase of this advancing cause; an-

other is that of the public sale of the furniture, pictures, and books
of those who refuse to submit. The first sale was at Wirksworth,

in Derbyshire, on June 26, 1903 ; and it has been followed by

about 1,600 more, in different towns and villages, all over Eng-
land. Sometimes as many as 150 ' lots ' have been offered at one

auction. Men and women have suffered gladly the spoiling of
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their goods, knowing that, in the future of English liberty and
English education, they had a better inheritance, altho the pro-

ceedings hav'e often been most costly. Men earning a pound or

twenty-live shillings a week have refused to pay ninepence or a

shilling or one shilling and threepence, and found themselves

mulcted of seventeen shillings or one pound or even thirty shillings,

because they would not be parties to the perpetration and perpetua-

tion of what they regarded as a gross injustice. In one extremely

flagrant instance, one hundred pounds' worth of goods was taken

for the sum of fifteen shillings, and in many cases fidelity to con-

science has meant loss of trade and of position."

No less than 40.000 summonses, we are informed, have been sent

forth by overseers to compel recalcitrant rate-payers to appear

before the magistrates and " show cause " why they will not pay.

The " Passive Resisters " have established a central committee in

London and are organized in 600 leagues throughout the country.

Foremost in the ranks are such men as the Rev. F. B. Meyer, ex-

President of the National Council of the Free Evangelical churches

of England and Wales, and the Rev. Dr. R. F. Horton, his suc-

cessor in that important position ; the Rev. R. J. Campbell, of the

City Temple; Dr. Campbell Morgan, of Westminster; and Dr.

Robertson Nicoll, editor of The British Weekly. Dr. Clifford

declares : "Never could a movement more confidently leave itself

to be judged as to its motives, its soul and inspiration liy the

moral and intellectual qualities of those who uphold it than the

present Passive Resistance movement." He goes on to speak of

the conditions existing in Wales :

"The prominent features of this singular situation are brought

home to us more powerfully by what is taking place in Wales.

The space at my disposal does not permit me to describe it ; but I

may say that the uprising in Wales is national rather than per-

sonal: and the fight is being waged by a whole people through

their elected county representatives ratlier than by individuals.

The antagonism to the invasion of conscience by Parliament is

most resolute, determined, and unsubduable. In the election im-

mediately following the promulgation of the act, the Progressives,

who are the opponents of the policy of paying for church education

from the rates, were increased by 187, and their majority in tiie

counties went up to 482 ; practically annihilating the party of sec-

tarian education in Wales. Nor was the victory local. It em-

braced the entire principality. The Government was hopelessly

beaten. In the next Parliament, the Cabinet, goaded by the

bishops, returned to the attack and passed, by entirely unconsti-

tutional methods, a special statute (' The Defaulting Authorities

Act ) to subsidize sectarian schools from the rates, in spite of the

will of the chosen representatives of the people. But it is in vain.

Wales resists more fiercely and unitedly than ever. The Govern-

ment dare not coerce. So they stand over against one another,

the people of Wales, and the Tory Government. What will

happen this year, no one knows. One party will give in; and, so

far as i can see. it will not l:)c Wales.''

Proceeding to an elucidation of the bed-rock principles on which

the Passive Resistance movement rests. Dr. Clifford points out

that, prior to the year 1870, the education of English children was

subordinated to the interests of the church. By the act of 1870

the "national system of education was made absolutely secular,"

and it was decided that " the citizens, as citizens, were not to pay

for sectarian teaching." All this was changed by the Education

Acts of 1902 and 1903.

"Those acts destroyed the school board system of 1S70; and

opened the doors for the control of the clerics in what had been

thoroughly democratic institutions; they continue and aggravate

the wrongs inflicted on the teaching profession (and on the nation)

by subjecting its members to ecclesiastical tests, and inflicting an

injustice on citizens by making entrance into a department of the

civil service impossible except by the avowal of particular the-

ological opinions; thus 16,000 head-masterships are closed against

all but Anglicans. They deprive women of the right, conferred

by the Education Act of 1870, of offering their services for the

administration of the education of more than a quarter of a mil-

lion girls in our cities and of two millions of p^irls and infants in

the country. They place the sectarian schools of Anglicans and

Catholics directly on the rates. Every citizen is forced to con-

tribute to their up-keep ; the payment of teachers, of ' Nuns,' and
' Christian brothers,' and Anglican teachers, is derived from the

rates and taxes, just as the payment of the police or of the officials

of the borough councils. Furniture, books, machinery, prayer-

books, crucifixes, images, light, heat are all paid from the rates.

Some of those books our money provides charge free churchmen
with being ' schismatics,' ' heretics,' and the teachers are trained

to represent to the children of free churchmen that the churches of

their fathers are not ' churches of Christ at all
'

; and that their ex-

istence is opposed to the teaching of the Scripture and to the good
of the country. The Positivist, Mr. f>ederic Harrison, says no
more than the literal truth when he asserts that: ' No honest mind
can refuse to see that the main object, and certainly the sole result,

of these acts was to enable Catholics and Anglicans to triumph

over Non-conformists.'
"

To Dr. Clifford the path of duty appears clear and plain. " We
must offer a patient and invincible antagonism to these statutes,"

he says ;
" we can do no other. We seek the total separation of

churches, as churches, and clerics, as clerics, from all state edu-

cation, elementary, secondary, and university. The functions of

church and state must be kept apart, in control, in cost, and in

every way. Let the churches do their own work at their own cost

and as they will : and the citizens do theirs in their way and at

their cost and without the interference of the churches. That is

the one and only way to educational efficiency, social harmony, and

national progress."

IS THERE TO BE A "JEWISH PROBLEM" IN

AMERICA?

^T^HE recently announced marriage engagement between a

» wealthy Christian Settlement worker in New York and a Jew-

ish working -girl has served to accentuate what seems to be a grow-

ing hostility on the part of the Jews toward intermarriage between

Jews and Christians. The Orthodox Chief Rabbi of New York

has felt called upon to denounce the union, and Dr. Silverman, of

the Fifth Avenue Temple Emanu-El, who is classed among the

liberals, has gone somewhat out of his way to discountenance

" the intermarriage of races." Even more marked is the editorial

utterance of The Hebrew Standard (New York)

:

"We do not believe in intermarriage, and Jewish young men and

women should be warned against matrimonial alliances with those

outside the faith. This is not written either in a spirit of religious

prejudice or narrow-mindedness. W^e recognize that not only are

there very many bad Jews, but that there are thousands of good

Christians who have made the world better by living m it. but the

Jein must remain a Jew.
"As a rule, intermarriages between Jews and Christians have

turned out unhappily. Here and there are solitary examples

whose wedded lives are so beautiful as to excite envy ; the excep-

tion, however, proves the rule. In almost every instance the Jew-

ish man and woman have become lost to Judaism and the children

educated as Christians. This, of course, does not refer to those

who have remained Jews and have persuaded the other party to

embrace our faith. Our Jewish sages have always protested

against proselytism, as they place proselytes in the same category'

as ' lepers.' Jews were not created as a nation for the purpose of

assimilating with other people. The Jewish race was to be pre-

served separate and distinct, and only when theJew was a Jew in

the real sense of the woj-d \NZ.?, he in a position to fulfil the divine

behest :
' Be Thou a Blessing. '

"

The New York Sun thinks that "pride in their distinction as a

race " is stronger among the Jews than ever before, adding: " Only

Southern resentment of any suggestion of a possible intermixture

of white and negro blood by intermarriage is to be compared with

it in intensity." The same paper comments further:

" Superficially, at least, the Jewish race, as a race, seems there-

fore to be drawing apart from the other races more decidedly than

in the past, and at the same time the others seem less disposed to
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intermixture witii it. tho on both sides the merely religious separa-

tion has come to count lor comparatively little, and association

with Jews m trade, finance, and the professions is intimate.
" Is it possible that in the assimilation of white races which is

going on in this country the Jews alone are to be omitted.'' The
color distinctiiui must always segregate the negroes, but can the

Jews, with their close business association witii the other races, be

kept apart permanently or even long.^ Do not the loud Jewish

protests against the proposed intermarriage under discussion sug-

gest that, strong as the Jewish solidarity now seems to be, there

is among the utterers of them a perception of the fact that the

sharp race distinction they would preserve is in danger of oblitera-

tion .''

" We ought to have no "Jewish problem " in this country. It is

inconsistent with the principles of our social and political organi-

zation."

SOME FURTHER REFLECTIONS ON MR.
ROCKEFELLER'S GIFT.

'T"HE current discussion of John D. Rockefeller's donation of

* Sioo.ooo to the American Board of Foreign Missions (see

The LITER.A.RV Digest. April i.S. and 15) continues with un-

abated vigor. Journals both secular and religious are taking a

lively interest in the issues involved ; pastors throughout the coun-

try have made the incident the subject of sermons and discourses;

and the committee of protesting clergymen have issued a state-

ment inviting all who sympathize with their attitude to enrol their

names with a view to future action.

If it has done nothing else, remarks the Chicago Adi'ance (Con-

gregationalist), the episode has shown how groundless is the reit-

erated charge that "the power of the pulpit is failing." More

potent than all the attacks hitherto made through the secular press

has been the protest of a little group of New England clergymen.

It is a real " sign of the times," declares The Northwestern Chris-

tian Advocate (Chicago. Methodist Episcopal), betokening our

entry upon "a period of intense discussion of social and industrial

problems." The same paper continues :

" It behooves all public teachers, especially ministers, educators.

and editors, to study these problems thoroughly and intelligently,

and to e.xpress opinions upon them dispassionately and judicially,

and direct the discussion as faras is in their power in a lofty spirit.

Most of the men connected with large combinations have made
their wealth by the natural growth of their business due to condi'

tions of great material prosperity, which they did not create nor

could they control. They are fortunate beneficiaries as others are

the unfortunate victims of these conditions, and are not to be

classed with some who have taken advantage of the same condi-

tions and have enriched themselves by unrighteous methods.

These conditions have created new problems. They are among
the most important problems the world has ever been called upon
to solve. They are religious as well as social and industrial prob-

lems, and can be solved rightly only in the spirit of the teachings

of Jesus Christ."

Commenting in similar vein. The Hoiniletic Review (New York.

May) points out that "the question raised with regard to Mr.

Rockefeller's gift involves necessarily the attitude the church

should take toward our whole economic and financial system." It

says

:

"The line of division between those who support the protest and

those who support the American Board's decision seems to run

between those who are radically in favor of what is called the
' social message ' of the church and those who hold more closely

to the traditional view of the church's message as one preemi-

nently and primarily to the individual. Whatever view one may
hold as to this larger question—perhaps the largest question with

which the church has to deal to-day—it can hardly be claimed that

the church as now constituted is in a position to pass any author-

itative judgment upon, let us say. the subject of railroad rebates

(the one specific charge against Mr. Rockefeller mentioned in con-

nection with this protest), or the protective tariff, or municipal

ownership of public utilities. If the church, as constituted, can

give no authoritative judgment on such questions, still less can a

church board, constituted for specific duties definitely determined
in its charter, be expected to pronounce conclusions on such sub-

jects. Whether or not the church should be reconstituted for the

purpose of applying religious and ethical principles to economic
and industrial institutions is ' another story.' But, at least, let us

refuse to criticize a missionary board lor not feeling called upon
to decide offhand questions that belong to the church as a whole,

if they belong to it at all."

The New York Outlook makes the same point. " We object to

the position of the protestants," it says, "because it converts, or

tends to convert, every board of trustee'" into more than a judicial

tribunal and directs them to pass judgment, not merely on isolated

acts, which is all any earthly tribunal ever attempts to do, but on

the totality of the individual's character—a judgment which no

man is competent to pass upon any of his fellow men." It sliould

be stated in tiiis connection that the protesting ministers have ad-

dressed a communication to the American Board in which they

argue that "no judicial tribunal is required," and that "public be-

lief and impression, formed on extensive evidence through a long

series of years, furnish sufficient basis for action." Their plea

wouldn't it be embarrassing to some of our prominent c:itizens?

'• "Wait a Minute ! How Did You Make that Dollar ?

"

—McCutcheon in the Chicago Tribune.

provokes a direct rejoinder from the Boston Congregationalist,

which takes the ground that, on the contrary, " the need is impera-

tive, if our Congregational principles are to be preserved, of a

competent and judicial tribunal to pass on this matter before the

policy thus far adhered to may be reversed." It goes on to say :

" We are not yet prepared to affirm that such a tribunal is within

the capacity of either protestants or supporters. It involves

greater difliculties the more thoughtfully it is considered. Share-

holders and promoters of great trusts who are officers in our

churches need to have some clearly stated principle which will

justify their condemning the great captains of industry and the

revenues of others while they are themselves allowed to remain

uncondemned. It will require a delicate balance to establish a

distinction guiding the same trustees in receiving money for Chris-

tian colleges in America and spurning gift^ from the same donors

for colleges in India and Ceylon. Such action by our denomina-

tion will in a sense set the pace for other bodies—at least, will pass

judgment on them. The Baptist Mission Board has just accepted

from Mr. Rockefeller gifts of twice the amount which he has

given to our Board. Are we prepared to declare that denomina-

tion unworthy of our 'fellowship.? If Mr. Rockefeller's money is

returned because he is unworthy, will not the acceptance of a man's

gift be a credential of good character?
" Before we decide on a plan of campaign for the Congregational
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churches of America we do need a judicial tribunal to decide what

order and method will best exemplify the noblest Christian ethics."

A London correspondent of the New York Tribune makes this

comment

:

" So much has been written about tainted money in connection

with the offer of $100,000 by John D. Rockefeller to the American

Board of Foreign Missions that it may be almost superfluous to

recall to mind the fact that an enormous number of churches, as

well as religious and philanthropic institutions in Europe, owe
their origin, their endowment and their maintenance to money that

can not be described otherwise than as not merely tainted, but

actually of evil origin. Thus, the great public gambling establish-

ment at Monte Carlo contributes each year the sum of ^80,000

toward the payment of the salary of the Bishop of Monaco and

toward the stipends of the Chapter of the Cathedral, which latter

was entirely rebuilt and endowed by the Casino Company ; that is

to say, by the proprietors of the most celebrated gambling estab-

lishment in the world, witli their earnings from the tables.

" In nearly all the Continental countries of Europe, state, provin-

cial, and municipal lotteries with money prizes are run for the

benefit of the various public charitable institutions, while in France

the Government, with the object of putting an end to the robbery

of the public by dishonest bookmakers and poolroom owners, has

taken charge of all the betting on races,—runs, in fact, a huge state

book-making establishment, the profits of which are entirely turned

over to the various philanthropic institutions maintained by the

state.

"The whole of Europe, from one end to the other, the Continent

as well as the United Kingdom, is dotted with churches, hospitals,

and charitable institutions which have been erected and endowed
with money wrongfully obtained by the pious or impious founder

and benefactor. I think it was Mark Twain who described this

form of munificence and liberality as insurance against fire—that

is to say, against the fire of hereafter. But no matter what the

origin of the money, whether it be obtained by pandering to the

worst passions of the human race, such as gambling, by usury or

from sources even still more tainted, it is accepted abroad and de-

voted to the purposes to which it has been assigned without any-

body dreaming of demanding that it should be returned to the

donor on account of the evil nature of its origin."

A CONSERVATIVE VIEW OF THE NEW
THEOLOGICAL METHOD.

THE so-called " h'istorico-religious " method of Biblical inter-

pretation, which seeks to explain Christianity by treating it

simply as a historical phenomenon and relating it to outside fac-

tors and forces, furnishes the dominant note in the theological

criticism of present-day Germany. It has won favor among a

host of radical scholars, bu.t is distrusted by conservatives on ac-

count of the extreme conclusions to which it has led. Prof. Paul

Feine, of the University of Vienna, who belongs in the latter camp,

has endeavored to stem the present tendency by writing a book on

" The Contrast Between the Religion of Christ and the Apostles,

and the History of Religion." He says in substance

:

The latest attempt of theological science to interpret Christianity

is based on the history of religions. It is the outgrowth of new
and surprising knowledge which has come to us as the result of

researches made in the history of the Orient and in the study of

religion. We had hitherto known that Hellenic elements found

their way into Christianity. Now we have learned to look more
deeply into the process of historical development through which

the people of Israel passed. We know to-day that the culture,

education, and pohtics of the nations which bordered Palestine on

the south and east influenced the Israelites much more than

had heretofore been supposed. We know that important parts of

the religious traditions of the Jewish people, which in the Old
Testament are explained in the light of a divinely revealed faith in

God, are to be found in cruder form among other peoples, espe-

cially those of the Orient. In the same way we have learned that

the period during which Christianity arose was one marked by the

intermingling of religions, and that Judaism, like other faiths, was
subjected to foreign influences.

There can be no doubt that through the new researches in the

department of comparative rehgion we gain a much better knowl-
edge than we ever had before of the conditions under which Chris-

tianity made its appearance and succeeded in winning the Old
World. This victory would not have been gained by the new
faith unless it had been built on broad lines and had touched at

many points the religions of that day. Notwithstanding this, the

victorious development of Christianity in the ancient world is,

above all, to be attributed to its possession of what the other re-

ligions lacked. Its strength lay in its unique elements, and its

course can be understood only by studying its specific qualities.

At the time that Christianity became a historical religion a
certain unity of religious feeling bound together Graeco-Roman
civilization, and also that of Western Asia, including Palestine.

Thus the way had been prepared for the rapid spread of the

Christian religion. But Christianity could not develop out of any
other religion than that of the Old Testament. The decisive rea-

son for this must be sought in the revelation of God to the Old-
Testament prophets, which has no analogy or parallel in the

history of mankind. Jesus based his proclamations on this divine

revelation, and brought it to full development. His appearance
as a historical personage revealed to mankind the nature of God
and the redemptive ways by which God proposed to save human-
ity. Jesus claimed to be the one man among men who stood in an
undisturbed relationship toward God, and could effect a com-
munion between God and men. The Kingdom of God, which he
proclaimed, and of which he declared himself the King, is the con*

dition in which all hostile powers are overthrown and the will of

God alone prevails. This Kingdom came with Jesus and is pres

ent in his person. His career on earth marked a struggle against

the powers unfriendly to God and the beginning of the activity of

God's power. But the supremacy of God could only be consum-
mated, according to the knowledge of Jesus himself, through his

voluntary submission unto death, whereby all hindrances were to

be removed and he was to be exalted to heavenly power.

This is the Christianity of Christ, and, at the same time, the firm

foundation of the Christianity of the apostles. The heart of the

doctrine of the entire apostolic church was the teaching that

through Christ, who has been elevated to the throne of power, be-

lievers enter into new life, which raises them above their former

sinful condition and above the life of this world. Heavenly powers
have taken possession of them and assure them that they are the

children of God and that they belong to a heavenly world.

Modern religious science is wrong when it abandons the unique

experiences of Christianity as the starting-point of its researches,

and fails clearly to distinguish between the real teachings of

Christianity and the parallels from ethnic creeds. If we proceed

from the historical Christ and the experiences peculiar to Chris-

tianity we can unhesitatingly acknowledge the relationship of

Christianity to other creeds, and in an unprejudiced way can con-

tinue researches in the history of religions. But all these re-

searches can not affect the one great and certain fact that men
enter into communion with God only in so far as the life and work

of Jesus Christ became a reality to them.— Translation made for
The Literary Digest.

RELIGIOUS NOTES.
The Salvation Army recently celebrated the twenty-fifth anniversary of its

activity in America with a four day congress in New York.

"Dr. Felix Adler, of New York is always active," says The Liberal Re-

view (C\'\\c2.go) . "He has built up in that great metropolis a rationalist center

of activities, and his grip upon New York is becoming surer every year. The
Ethical Society, founded by Professor Adler, holds its Sunday meetings at Car-

negie Music Hall, but it will soon move into its own handsome buildings on
Sixty-fourth Street near Central Park. Nearly a million dollars have already

been invested in its school buildings, now completed."

In Lady Burne-Jones's recently published " Memorials" of her husband there

are a number of references to the artist's religious development. As a schoolboy

he was deeply interested in theology, and he went up to Oxford with the definite

intention of taking orders. He abandoned this purpose, but, in giving himself to

art, entered upon his work in the spirit of a religious devotee. In his later life

his indignation boiled over when he heard some one say that Christ would have

been a more effectual teacher if he had been more cultivated. " As I live," he

cried, " these were his very words. And I wanted to smash him with the coal-

sci'ttle and wipe my boots on his face. And in a figure of speech I did, and for

days I railed at education and pined for tlie company of cabmen." On another

occasion he wrote, " I never doubt for a moment the real presence of God ; I

should never debate about it any more than I should about beauty and the things

I most love." Speaking of his mother's death in a letter, he says :
" As time goes

on, I think of it more and more. If ever I see her. why. she will be a young thing,

as young as Margaret. But we won't say ' \i'—when I see her. Let us die in the

faith."
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FOREIGN COMMENT.

ROZHDESTVENSKY AND THE BENEVOLENCE
OF FRENCH NEUTRALITY.

JAPAN'S leading newspapers have been unduly alarmed for

some little time past if the movements of Admiral Rozhdest-

vensky's ships do not entail a neutrality crisis of a far more deli-

cate kind than the war has yet produced. The fact that Tokyo
orjjans should be commenting upon the topic at all is evidence,

thinks the Fraiikturtcr Zeitung, that the Japanese Government is

so thorouglily exercised that it has relaxed the press censorship as

a means of impressing " too benevolent" neutrals. In any event,

the outspoken fashion in which \\\e Jiji S/iimpo, the Asahi Shim-

bun, the Kokuiiiin, and the Xichi jVichi have been recently re-

minding France of her obligations as a neutral contrasts markedly

with the reserve of the Tokyo

dailies in the immediate past.

Their utterances, as transmitted

by cable and as set forth in

those issues which have reached

the United States, are amplifica-

tions of the complaints of Baron

Suyematsu. the Japanese states-

man, who asserts in the IndJ-

pendance Beige (Brussels)

:

" While Japan is not unduly

alarmed by the presence of the

Russian squadron in Far East-

em waters, the fact remains

that these ships would never

have been in a position to make
the voyage had it not been for

the assistance rendered them by
neutral powers. There has been

more or less official aid to the

Russian expedition- against Ja-

pan. Then, too, the Baltic fleet

could never have proceeded very far without supplies of English

coal w-ith which the fleet has been provided in very great quan-

tities.

"The nation with which we are now at war is the beneficiary of

very material aid. According to international law, any person en-

gaged in contraband operations assumes a serious risk. But the

elaborate scale upon which violations of neutrality are being car-

ried on forces Japan into action to protect herself from the effects

of them."

Remarks of this kind, followed by utterances of a similar tenor

by \'iscount Hayashi. Japan's diplomatic representative in Lon-

don, elicit sympathetic comment from the London .S'/«;/^i'^/v^ and

Tillies. The duties incumbent upon neutrals in the Far East have

been stated very lengthily in London papers, and the following

from the London Spectator is but one among a variety of similar

editorial declarations repeated in one form and another almost

since the beginning of the war:

"The meaning of neutrality is well agreed upon. A neutral

state is the friend of both parties, and owes toward them the ordi-

nary duties of friendship. But such duties are governed by the

further prmciple that no act of friendship shall be done to one side

which shall in substance work out as an act of hostility to the

other. If a belligerent land force seeks the shelter of neutral ter-

ritory, as General Clinchant's army did in Switzerland in 1871,

then it must be received and protected ; but it must not be allowed

to use the shelter as a base from which, rested and refreshed, it

may attack the other belligerent. When it seeks asylum it goes
ipso Jacto out of action. The same principle holds in naval war-

fare, tho modified by the peculiar rules of maritime hospitality.

A belligerent vessel driven into a neutral port can stay for twenty-

four hours, whatever her condition. After that she is put to her

election. If she dares not go out because of the enemy's proxim-
ity, then she must suffer herself to be dismantled, and her crew

llow 1-'ranee treated her ally in the good
old days.

interned '' for the remainder of the war. She must either go out
and fight or be put out of action. If, however, she is badly dam-
aged, she has a right to stay for such time as is reasonably neces-

sary for repairs, and to demand sufficient coal and supplies to en-

able her to reach her own country. But these repairs and supplies

must only be such as will allow her to move, not such as will make
her again a fighting unit. For a neutral Power to put her in a
position to undertake fresh offensive operations would be to assist

directly one of the belligerents at the expen.se of the other."

But Uie Paris Temps, officially inspired, has been pointing out

of late that France does not construe neutrality in a British sense.

France, it declares, has never fixed a limit for the stay of helliger-

cnts in her ports. It adds that Rozhdestvensky's ships might

legally prolong their stay in Indo-China's ports beyond the time

limit set down by British organs. This view is carried, for argu-

ment's sake, to its logical conclusion in the editorial columns of

tlie Kobe Herald, a British

daily published in Japan, from

which we quote

:

" There appears to be nothing

to prevent a war-ship making
her sojourn in neutral waters

just as long as she chooses, pro-

viding the neutral Power does
not object. If this must be ac-

cepted as a correct statement of

tiie existing law, it seems to

make possible an almost intol-

erable state of affairs. Appar-
ently a belligerent ship can
jiractically use a neutral port as

a sort of naval base, repairing

thither when convenient and
sallying forth when she thinks

proper to resume active opera-

tions. Nor is this all, for by
thus employing a neutral port

she is to some extent better off

' than she would be in one of her

own bases, since she is free from the risk of capture. To us, as

laymen, it seems almost incredible that such a procedure can really

be legitimate, especially when we consider the far more stringent

treatment which is accorded to belligerent land forces. In the case

of the latter, once they enter neutral territory they are forbidden

from taking any further part against the enemy. We do not, of

course, suggest thatentrance into a neutral port should necessarily

entail similar consequences upon belligerent vessels, but it seems
unreasonable and inconsistent that the latter should enjoy almost

unlimited facilities for making use of neutral waters in the pur-

suance of their plan of campaign."

—

J ranslaiions made for The
Literary Digest.

HE WHO GOES A .'OKROWING GOES A SORROWING."

.And how she treats that ally now that

war loans are wanted.

- Jugend ( Municli )

.

THE FEAR THAT JAPAN IVIAY BECOME TOO
POWERFUL.

SHOULD Japan's advance as a great Power be maintained at

its present rate for another ten years, declared Herr von

Carban, an authority on the Far East, in an address recently de-

livered in Berlin at a meeting of the (German Asiatic Society, Ger-

many will be face to face with a peremptory demand from Tokyo

that she surrender her territorial acquisitions in China. The state-

ment has attracted some attention in the press of Berlin, and it

seems to harmonize with many prophetic utterances in the press of

London. The idea of war between Germany and Japan, in the

event of a final triumph of Tokyo over St. Petersburg, has been

broached in the London Times, Spectator, and News. They all

agree that official Germany is haunted by the fear of Japan's grow-

ing power. But the truth, according to the Hamburger Nach-

richten and the Berlin Kreuz Zeitung, is that Great Britain is the

power which most fears the growing strength of Japan. Great

Britain, to summarize a recent editorial in the Hamburg daily,
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COUNT LAMSDORFT,

The Czar's Minister of Foreign Affairs.

wishes the war to continue

just long enough to weaken

Russia, but not long enough

to strengthen Japan's hold

on the Asiatic mainland.

The immediate present is

the time for peace, viewed

from a British standpoint.

Hence, all " inspired " Eng-

lish organs are urging peace

upon Russia. Without go-

ing into this aspect of the

matter, the Leipsic Greiiz-

boii-n. in harmony always

with "Jingo" German senti-

ment and supposed to h.ave

some affiliation with an offi-

cial group in Berlin, calls

attention to the growing

power of Japan. It maybe
necessary, it fears, for Ger-

many, the United States, and

Great Britain to halt the pre-

tensions of Japan. The island empire, it points out. too. is well

placed for defying the world. To quote :

"Japan holds the great trump card of being concentrated in the

Far East. She has no distant possessions that she will be called

upon to defend. From Singapore to Bering Strait there is no

Power that could really get at Japan, apart from the fleets of

Great Britain and the United States. No other Power is concen-

trated there, and certainly no Power whatever has a land army
with which it could undertake to come to conclusions on the Asiatic

mainland, except Japan. At thismoment it is the Japanese, drilled

m German fashion, that the Chinese have to fear in Shanghai, in

Peking, in Nanking, and in Canton. Indeed, whereas the Rus-

sians could exert pressure effectively only in Peking— Mongolia.

East Turkestan, and Kuldscha do not affect this point— the Japan-

ese are in a position to land anywhere on the Chinese coast or by

means of gunboats to penetrate far into the interior along the

Yangtsekiang.
" To what extent Japan can be held in check has now become a

serious problem, to say nothing of the lengths to which Japan her-

self will be lured. Just now she is, of course, playing the part of

China's friend, for that was the part \x\io\\ which she based her ap-

pearance on the scene against Russia. Russia was to evacuate

Manchuria, and as slie did not voluntarily do this, Japan under-

took to compel her. After her triumph she can certainly take

Korea undei' her protection. She can likewise make Port Arthur

and the neighboring ports her own in any fashion she pleases. But
Manchuria proper she can not well retain. She must give it back

to China, exclusive, perhaps, of the northern portion of the prov-

ince which, in certain contingencies, might remain in the hands of

Russia—as a sort of plaster for the wound which Japan was con-

strained to inflict upon her good friend and neighjjor. As soon as

Russia is rendered harmless. Japan's only interest is to retain her

as a good and peaceful neighbor, just as Bismarck spared Austria

after the War of i866 when his object had been gained. China
would in that case be making the sacrifice, but China, in any event,

had given Manchuria up for lost. China is defenseless, and prob-

ably will in many matters be compelled to meet Japanese wishes.

To gain economic advantages at the expense of other Powers was
Russia's main thought. We shall find the same consideration

dominating the Japanese. Her policy will very soon take a course

hostile to the interests of Europeans and Americans in China."

Ideas of this kind have long been exploited in the columns of

the Paris Figaro, altho from different points of view. The French

daily expresses a special concern for the safety of French Indo-

China. If the conclusion of the war finds Japan " too powerful,"

we are told, there will soon be an end of the colonial empire of the

Third Republic in the Far East. A view not quite so alarmist but

in general harmony witii that of the Figaro finds frequent expres-

sion in the Paris Temps, and in all anti-Japanese European organs

the belief is expressed that the United States will yet join Europe

in exerting pressure upon Japan as a means of saving the Philip-

pines. But from a purely friendly point of view, the London Sta-

tist, organ of the great financial interests of the British capital,

tries to show that Japan after the war need not be a source of

dread to the world, powerful as she may become. We read :

" The war between China and Japan made clear to the English-

speaking peoples that a new great Power had arisen in the Far
East. This was proved very clearly, so far at least as our own
country is concerned, by our giving up consular jurisdiction in

Japan and by our conclusion of a treaty of alliance with that Em-
pire. On the Continent, on the other hand. Japan's claim to be

treated as a great and civilized Power was laughed to scorn, as

was shown by Germany and France joining with Russia to de-

prive the island empire of the fruits of its \'ictory. Now, however.

it is impossible for the most skeptical to refuse to recognize that

we are face to face with a world Power whicl; is destined to exer-

cise great influence, not only in the East, but also in the West

—

that, in fact, the ascendency of Europe is at an end now that there

are two non-European great Powers. It is never to be forgotten

that a great war is the supreme test of national efficiency. Not
only does it bring to the touchstone the courage, discipline, and

endurance of the army and navy, the intelligence and skill of the

officers, and the leadership of the generals and admirals; it also

tries severely the public spirit, determination, and self-sacrifice of

the civil population; and, lastly, it puts to the proof the foresight

and statesmanship of the nation's public men, their power to fore-

see all contingencies, and their capacity to make full preparation for

them. Nay. more, it tests the nation's economic efficiency, for a

great war can not be brought to a successful conclusion unless the

nation is able to bring to bear upon the enemy adequate naval and

military forces and to supply them with everything they recpiire.

That Japan in single combat with one of the greatest military

Powers of the world, the Power which hitherto has been supposed

to possess numerically the largest army, has borne the test well

nobody can deny. Therefore, we seem warranted in assuming

that the progress of Japan in the early future will be very rapid

—

at least as rapid as that of Germany during the past generation.

It is hardly necessary to remind our readers how great the progress

of Japan has been during the past half-century. Not only has she

passed from the co.ndition of a medieval feudatory state to that of

a highly civilized modern empire, but also she has developed a

commercial capacity which has surprised all observers. Her pop-

ulation is growing very quickly. She is colonizing Hokkaido on

the north. Formosa, which alone of all her conquests from China

was left to her by Russia, France, and Germany, she has recon-

ciled to her rule. Now she has obtained a protectorate over

Korea, and doubtless she will retain Manchuria at the close of

the war. To hand it over to China, which is unable to defend it.

would be folly. Possibly she may promise to return it to China

when China is capable of

successfully defending it.

But in the mean time, if she

is to keep out Russia, she

must herself undertake its

defense. W'ith Korea and
Manchuria, added to her pos-

sessions she will be immense-

ly strengthened. She will

have a great field for her

surplus population, and

doubtless she will extend

her own military system

both to Korea and to Man-
churia.

" Russia will have speedily

to make peace, or the rem-

nant of the Manchurian army
will be captured or dis-

persed, and Vladivostok and

Saghalien probably will be

taken. After a while the

Russian authorities will be

compelled to recognize the

inutility of protracting hos-

tilities. Fora long time after

that it will be incumbent on

GENERAL DANILOFF,

Ab()\it to assume an important command
in Manchuria.
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Japan to prepare for anotlier struggle ; for never hitherto has Rus-

sia permanently submitted to terms imposed upon her after a seri-

ous defeat. . . . It would appear that German traders in the Far

East are looking forward to a war between Germany and Japan.

These traders, of course, do not guide the policy of (Germany.

But the very fact that they are stirring up a feeling in (lermany

adverse to Japan will be carefully noted by the Japanese authori-

ties, and we may be sure, therefore, that they will prepare against

an attack from Germany as well as against one from Russia."

—

Traiislatip/i madefor Thk Literary Digest.

HOW GERMANY WOULD WAGE WAR
AGAINST THE UNITED STATES.

/'
^ ERMANY is the only great Power " able to tackle" the

^ -^ United States " single-handed," according to a member of

the great German general staff in Berlin, who explains in The

Xational Review (London) how his country might wage war

against this republic. "Political friction" between his country

and our own. he .says, " has not been lacking." and hence "we have

to ask ourselves what force we can possibly bring to bear in order

to meet the attacks of the

United States against our

interests and to impose our

will." The German fleet, we

are assured, " will probably

be able to defeat the naval

forces of the United States,"

the outlook for the latter be-

ing represented as gloomy.

To quote :

"The possibility must be

taken into account that the

fleet of the United States

will at first not venture into

battle, but that it will with-

draw into fortified harbors,

in order to wait for a favor-

able opportunity of achiev-

ing minor successes. There-

fore it is clear that naval

action alone will not be de-

cisive against the United

States, but that combined
action of navy and army
will be required. Consid-

GENERAL MASLOFF.

He has joined the Russian forces in Man-
churia.

ering the great extent of the United States, the conquest of the

country by an army of invasion is not possible. But there is

every reason to believe that victorious enterprises on the Atlantic

coast, and the conquest of the most important arteries through

which imports and exports pass, will create such an unbearable

state of affairs in the whole country that the Government will

readily offer acceptable conditions in order to obtain peace.
" If (lermany begins preparing a fleet of transports and troop-S

for landing purposes at the moment when the battle fleet steams

out of our harbors, we may conclude that operations on American
soil can begin after about four weeks, and it can not be doubted
that the United States will not be able to oppose to us within that

time an army equivalent to our own."

The United States army and the militia of the several States

would count for little in the struggle, we are likewise informed by

this member of the German general staff. "Only about 20,000

men of the regular army are ready for war." "The militia is not

efficient." Its weapons are inferior and " its training is worse than

its armament," while " the rapidity of the invasion will consider-

ably facilitate victory against the United States owing to the ab-

sence of methodical preparation for mobilization, owing to the

inexperience of the person-

nel and owing to the weak-

ness of the regular army."

Further

:

"In order to occupy per-

manently a considerable part

of the United States and to

protect our lines of operation

so as to enable us to light

successfully against all forces

which that country, in the

course of time, can oppose

to us, considerable forces

would be required. Such
an operation would be great-

ly hampered by the fact that

•it would require a second

passage of the transport

fleet in order to ship the nec-

essary troops that long dis-

tance. However, it seems
questionable whether it

would be advantageous to

occupy a great stretch of general soubovitch.
country for a considerable He is said to have charge of the new levies

time. The .Americans will for Linevitch,
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;not feel inclined to conclude peace because one or two prov-

inces are occupied by an army of invasion, but because of the

-enormous material losses which the whole country will suffer if the

Atlantic harbor towns, in which the threads of the whole pros-

perity of the United States are concentrated, are torn away from

them one after the other.

"Therefore the task of the fleet would be to undertake a series

-of large landing operations, through which we are able to take

-several of these important and wealthy towns within a brief space

of time. By interrupting their communications, by destroying all

buildings serving the State, commerce, and the defense, by taking

away all material for war and transport, and, lastly, by levying

heavy contributions, we should be able to inflict damage on the

United States.
" For such enterprises a smaller military force will suffice.

Nevertheless, the American defense will find it difficult to under-

.take a successful enterprise against that kind of warfare."

CAN THE UNITED STATES SAVE SOUTH
AMERICA FROM EUROPE?

BEHIND what that organ of British " imperialism," the Lon-

don (hitlook, describes as " President Castro's antics," be-

hind what it is further pleased to call "the abortive receivership"

of Santo Domingo, is a question which the English weekly puts

thus :
" Can the United States hold South America.''" Its answer

to its own question is less definite than that of the Leipzig Grens-

boieti, which is as much the organ of German " imperialism " as

The Outlook is of British " imperialism." The United States can

not hold South America from the expanding colonial energies of

Europe, according to the German periodical. It hints that the

Monroe Doctrine as interpreted by President Roosevelt must ulti-

mately prove untenable. Tlie Oiiilook puts the matter less per-

>emptorily in the following words :

"The broadest definition of the Monroe Doctrine is that no
European Power shall be permitted to colonize North or South
America, that the present foreign holdings on and around the con-

tinent shall neither be increased nor transferred, and that any pun-

ishment inflicted upon a South American republic must be such as

the United States approves, and must never take the form of per-

manent seizure of the offending State's territory. There are two

;points connected with all this that Americans have yet to decide.

First of all, are they prepared to maintain order and ' decency '

throughout the regions from which they exclude Europe.'' Hither-

to they have admitted no liability whatever for the outrages, dis-

orders, and financial crookedness of the half-caste republics under

their patronage. Mr. Roosevelt is aware that if any European
Power were to claim a similar irresponsible suzerainty over even

the most worthless portion of Africa, it would be instantaneously

challenged, and it offends his sense of dignity and justice that the

United States should be playing in South America the part of the

dog in the manger. But he has not so far succeeded in winning

•over the Senate to his way of thinking, and the immensely vital

question of whether the Monroe Doctrine implies duties as well as

confers privileges has still to be answered. And even when this is

disposed of, there will remain unsolved a yet graver problem.

How far does the Monroe Doctrine extend? Do the Americans
Intend it to be operative from the Rio Grande to Cape Horn.''

Would a European settlement of Patagonia be considered by them
just as much a cause for war as a European settlement of Mexico?
Has the Monroe Doctrine, in short, any limitations or does it apply

indiscriminately to the whole of that vast continent of which the

Americans occupy but a fraction ?

" If the Americans answer, as we suspect they will, that the

Monroe Doctrine includes the whole of both "the Americas and
their adjacent islands, and that if they deny that it carries with it

.

any responsibilities, we can only hope, by way of reply, that they

understand what they are about. For what is South America? It

is something more than ' a land of revolutions.' It is almost the

only part of the world's surface that has escaped the modern rage

for colonization. It is the last and most tempting field for the

reception of overcrowded Europe—colossal, sparsely populated,

much of it almost unexplored, inhabitable by Caucasians, its inte-

rior easily accessible by water, its soil of seemingly exhaustless

fertility, its mineral wealth barely tapped. Such is the prize that
is dangled before a world whose ceaseless endeavor it is to lower
the social pressure by emigration and secure for her traders easy
access to fresh and, above all, exclusive markets. To us it seems
part of the inevitable evolution of things that a congested Europe
should one day fling itself upon South America as it already has
upon Africa and China. On ,the_ one side put the implacable
loyalty of Americans to their famous policy, and on the other put
the ever-growing necessity for European expansion, the military
spirit of the continent, the extraordinary inducements offered by
South America, and the unrest that broods over the country from
Patagonia to Panama—and you have a situation which it will take
a miracle to preserve intact for another twenty years."

THE REAL MEANING OF THE GERMAN
EMPEROR'S ACTION IN MOROCCO.

\ A 7ILLIAM II. is resolved "now, as always," to "assert him-

* » self," " to let the world clearly understand that no impor-

tant move can take place in the field of international politics with-

out his consent or acquiescence," says the London Spectator, and

in this circumstance it finds much to account for the recent action

of his Majesty in Morocco. That action still seems to the French

dailies, especially the Paris Figaro, an attempt to discredit France

in the eyes of the Moroccan Sultan and to make more difficult the
" peaceful penetration " of the land by the agents of the Third Re-

public. The London Times supplies the information that William

II. tried to associate President Roosevelt with himself in this un-

dertaking. His Majesty addressed a note to the President on the

subject. " The note is almost personal," we read. " Parts of it

are extremely personal. The German Emperor addressed the

President as if the President's authority were, like his own, auto-

cratic." Conclusive information on this subject is not forthcom-

ing, however, for the London Times understands that the note will

not be published. The same authority discerns in this note some-

thing resembling a threat to the United States. " Germany is un-

derstood to mean that unless she has American support in Morocco
she will oppose the open door in Kiaochau and the vast Hinterland,

where her influence is great, and will hinder as best she can the

development of American trade." Yet, to revert to The Spec-

tator, we find it saying that " the German Emperor has himself no

definite policy in regard to Morocco," while to the Inddpendance

Beige (Brussels) it seems as if " this manifestation is directed

against France " for the purpose of "paralyzing the action " of the

republic in world poHtics. In that event the German Emperor is

warned that he incurs grave risks

:

" If the absolutely peaceful intentions attributed to William II.

permit manifestations that may be interpreted as attacks upon the

dignity and the interests of France, Berlin would be perpetrating

the grossest of blunders in assuming that the Government of Paris

carries its eagerness for the preservation of peace to the length of

accepting a solution (of the Moroccan question) that could be
viewed in the light of a humiliation. It must not be forgotten that

France has wonderfully improved her position in recent years, and
that her situation in Europe, strengthened by the precious friend-

ships that are so well known, makes her complete mistress of her

actions and permits her to scorn the tactics to which she was
obliged to resort in the time of Bismarck when the Triple Alliance

was in the plenitude of its glory and power. France wishes to

live in peace with all nations. She does not impede the political

action of any country, but simply because she respects the rights

of others she can not tolerate any systematic disregard of her own
rights or permit herself to be halted in a path upon which she has

entered in perfect confidence. If the Government of Berlin is in-

spired by the same peaceful intentions as is that of France, the

peace of the world is in no danger of being disturbed over Moroc-
co."— Translations madefor TyiY. Literary Digest.

The War a Blessing.—'"It is error to assert that war is an unmixed evil,"

thinks the Tokyo A7'/{';/?«/«, " and money spent on it an absolute waste. It is

owing to the Russo-Japanese War that so many of our factories are kept busy be-

yond precedent and that our industries are e.\panding in the healthiest manner."
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NOTABLE BOOKS OF THE DAY.

A SUBTLE STUDY OF WOMANHOOD.
Genevra. IJy diaries Marriott. Cloth, 313 pp. I'rice, J1.50. 1). Appleton

Cc Co.

ASL'RPLUS of leisurely description mars somewhat the opening pages

of this story. The heroine's looks, moods, and character, and her

relationship to environment are dwelt upon in a repetitious way that be-

comes at times wearisome; but the heroine herself, when she is allowed to

let her nature unfold and reveal itself, gains upon the reader and becomes

a fascinating problem. A Cuniljcrland girl, of oWl, decayed family, pul-

sating with a strong inward life for which there is no visible active outlet,

and emotionally endowed with the gift

of poetic utterance, Genevra de Joslin

is a human product whose roots are

embedded deeply in native soil. Her

interest becomes the greater in that

she is not introduced as a young girl,

but as a slowly matured woman of

twenty-nine, just growing into a reali-

zation of her first passion—a passion

supreme, volcanic, and primitively

honest in expression.

In depicting the love of this big-

naturcd, richly endowed creature, the

author displays unusual insight into

woman nature in general. It is not

given to every male author to differen-

tiate as he does the merely amorous

and the purely passionate love, whose
cH.ARLEs MARRIOTT. native force justifies and glorifies it

even when wrongly placed, and whose

very intensity keeps its possessor true and pure. Genevra is not a modern

product; she is rather a Shakespearian woman. The power she uncon-

sciouslv exhales makes the everyday novel heroine appear as "moonlight

unto sunlight, or as water unto wine." The author that can create such

a woman and maintain her as a power even after the miscarriage of the

love that called her nature into full fruition, has looked deep into the soul

of high womanhood.
The man in the case, altho he comports himself with a good deal of

brute force, turns out a poor creature beside the woman; but both carry

themselves \vith a frankness of speech and action that might have been

inspired by some of the people in the pages of Thomas Hardy.

A UNIQUE CROSS-SECTION OF HISTORY.
Californ-ia and Its Missions. By Bryan J. Clinch. Cloth, 2 vols., 538 pp.

Price, $5.00. Whitaker & Ray.

IT is quite the thing for parlor-car tourists to discover the California

Missions with a shock of surprise take a gulp at the guide-book, get

a "fill" from some local authority, and then write the last word upon the

place and purpose of these structures. The details of this founding by the

Spanish Franciscans during the times of the Revolutionary War; the

name and station of the twenty-one missions a day's journey one from

another; the beauty of them, for even to-day they present the most con-

sonant and consistent architecture of America; the building of court and
arcade, tower and dome, chapel and chamber, by the unskilled Indian

neophytes, aided only by a few priests and soldiers, with timbers hewn
and drawn from far forests, boulders dragged from the beds of creeks,

and clay shapen from the soil and baked in the sun; the gathering-in of

the Indians to hear of God, to learn the arts of civilization, to practise

gentle living; the planting of valleys with vineyards and orchards; the

seeding and reaping of vast harvests; the twice tenfold multiplying of

flocks and herds; the noble hospitality of the waiting guest-chamber,

guest-orchard, guest-horse and guest-purse—all these things have been

told of the era of the brown-robed Franciscans, the era before the

secularization of the Missions, w-hich, after the secession of Mexico from
Spain in 182 1, resulted in turning over all the church property of Cali-

fornia to the civil authorities.

The breaking up of the patriarchal system thus snatched from the in-

fluence of the padres; the retreating of the Indians to the mountains; the

falling into decay of the abandoned adobe structures; the splendid ruins

of them, each mission bearing still its old high-sounding hallowed Cas-
tilian name, each standing in ineffable dignity in its own sheltered val-

ley, each with long low swell repeating curve and color of the circling

hills about, and seeming in its perfect harmony of line and tint not as if

put in its place by man, but sprung from nature itself—all these things

have been written in the years since the gringo came, since 1821.

The study of the California Missions of most interest from a literary

point of view is that of Helen. Hunt Jackson, whose sketches appeared
in The Century some years ago. Her work is truthful and sympathetic,

and illuminating and adecjuatc as far as it goes. But her aim is to give

only the picturesciue present.

Bancroft, with his genius for collecting, and his organized corps of

scrapers and -sifters, has gathered together a vast mass of data relative

to the mission movement. But as yet this is mostly unorganized and
unvitahzed matter.

Mr. Bryan J. Clinch, in his "California and Its Missions," is the first

to give us a history of the missions undctachcd from its relation to gen-

eral history—a history that stands in sequence to the world-movement.
In two volumes he gives both the religious and the secular history of Cal-

ifornia during the period of the missions. In the first volume he incor-

porates the closely connected story 01 the peninsula of Lower California,

with its chain of missions and its Jesuit "Reductions," also the develop-

ment of the mission system in the rest of Spanish America during the six-

teenth century, and the final expulsion of the Jesuits. Incidentally he

touches upon the history of The Pious Fund, of controversial memory,
the missionary colleges, the influence of French philosophy upon the es-

tablished traditions of Spain; and he gives in fine temper the beginnings

of the American Occupation of California as revolving about the Fre-

mont episode. Besides using the stock Bancroft material, the C[uarry for

every worker upon Californian themes, and the 'esser work of Hittell,

Tuthill and Gleason, Mr. Clinch has gone for authority to the journal of

Juanipero Serra, the saintly founder of the system, and to the narrative

of Paltus Palon, himself for years a worker in the missions. He has also

fortified himself in an unusually careful manner by consultation of Vene-

gas, Bustamente, and La Fuente in the Spanish, and Clavigero in the

Italian. The various originals of English and American travelers of

that early time who wrote monographs and narratives upon the subject,

he has also absorbed. Woven in with the story of the advance and de-

cline of the missions is the political history of Mexico and California, a

history full of the feints and starts that characterize Spanish America

everywhere, a history as tangled as the plot of Sidney's Arcadia, and of

as little moment in the large sweep of time.

But the author's careful research, supplemented by his wide knowl-

edge of causes and currents of the historic movement of the world, gives

us a book learned but not ponderous, broad but not diffuse. While in no

degree a classic in style the book is one that brings into get-at-able shape a

unique cross-section of history, one that must always interest the student

of American institutions, and hereafter be reckoned with in any study of

the beginnings on the Pacific Coast.

A GOD-IVIADE GENTLEMAN.
When Love is King. By Margaret Doyle Jackson. Cloth, 352 pp. Price,

$1.50. G. W. Dillingham Company.

A DAUGHTER of the Pit," by Margaret Doyle Jackson, was a

somewhat somber novel of mining life in England which had

strength and atmosphere and treated its theme with controlled force.

This book is also concerned with mining in Cornwall, but the sporadic

melodramatic touches of the former novel are more obtrusive in this.

There is a sense of "properties" of the literary work-shop about this

which is wearying. The hero is intro-

duced as a child with the "bar sinis-

ter," and, to handicap the little beggar

more, he is of a " dime-museum " brand

of physical ugUness. " Todhunter Pay-

son," the name found on a paper tied

around the baby's neck by his dying

mother, who was dead when the waif

was discovered on Slatey Crags in

Cornwall, developed into a sort of

Rochester type of hero. His moral

character and his disposition were,

however, of an angelic quality. He
was a big, strong man of most win-

ning but somewhat saccharine char

acter, and distances with ease a very

handsome rival for Jessie Dunham's
hand. The "ending" is quite the

"happy" one which is the predestined

fictional reward of such excellence.

"When Love is King" is a pronounced case of "handsome is that

handsome does," banal in handling and irritating by its claims on

the "dear reader's" sympathy. "His Tribe were God Almighty's Gen-

tlemen," is the motto which the author inscribes upon the title-page, and

the story has been written up to that tag.

The interest and sympathy of those who read is aroused in a sort of co-

erced way. One feels only too clearly what is aimed at, but the way in

MARGARET DOYLE JACKSON.
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which the theme is handled causes dissatisfection. It is amateurish, and

the comments wliich are introduced to elucidate things sufficiently plain

in themselves is one of its most annoying shortcomings.

THE SHIELD'S OBVERSE. '

'I'm-. White Peril in t ie Far East: An Interpretation of the Significance
i)f the Russo-Japanese War. By Sidney Lewis Gulick, M.A., D.D. Cloth,
lOi pp. Price, $1.25 net. Fleming U. Revell Company.

THE first six chapters of this timely, acute, and fair-minded book an-

swer the question, How has Japan become able, in material resources

and psychically, to face and defeat a first-rate Western Power? This is

answered in a luminous r/siim/, made on first-hand knowledge, of her

evolution for the last fifty years. The last seven chapters study the

meaning of the Russo-Japanese War and the problems of the Far East.

The war's chief cause is declared to be Russian ambition for oriental em-
pire; with Japan's good-will to Korea and to China, and her stand for

honest diplomacy, as secondary causes. In a pregnant chapter on the

war's meaning, the author shows not only how Japan's actual existence

and China's and Korea's integrity are threatened, but how the history of

Eastern Asia, probably for centuries to come, hangs on the issue. It is a

([uestion of whether "the white man's aggression in the Far East has

come to an end," and whether the yellow man is "to have a fair chance

to enter into the world's bcot life and progress," or is to be crushed and
enslaved. Japan victorious would teach, lead, and lift Eastern Asia. A
quarter of the earth's population is concerned. Nor is this all. The future

of Russia, France, Germany, and England turns on the part they play

in the Far East. Military possessions there would cause them to develop

in a different way from that which they would otherwise take. The war
constitutes a universal crisis; the whole world is affected!

Dr. Gulick's justification of his 'cook's title may here be found:

"Surely the outstanding fact in the relations of the West to the East
has been the peril to the yellow and brown races through the presence of the

white man, whose assumption has been the theory that might makes
right. . . . The presence of the white man in the Far East has been dis-

tinctly destructive of morality. . . . The Orient and especially Japan
has been debauched by white men."

He thinks, however, that England's and America's attitude to Japan,
by breaking the solidarity of the white man against the brown and yel-

low races, has destroyed for her the white peril as such, and more and
more lessens any possibility of a "yellow peril" to the West led by Japan.
The only yellow peril is the one that will come if the white man persists

in exploiting the brown and yellow men. Then the latter will rise, de-

stroy Western property, and drive the whites from Asia. Any invasion

of Western territory by Asiatics is a groundless fear.

The author proposes this plan for securing the permanent peace of the

Orient after the war's close: After defeating Russia, Japan shall demand
of her the surrender of all Siberia east of Lake Baikal, and then offer this

great territory for sale. England and America should buy it, administer

it under joint commission as an international trust till it can govern itself,

after that establishing it as an independent "buffer" state.

Having lived seventeen years in Japan, Dr. Gulick is able to look at

things through Japanese eyes and to give the Japanese side. The chapter
on "The Mission of Japan" is luminous and inspiring, opening up new
vistas into the future of universal history. It would be difficult elsewhere

to find, in the compass, so much recent and reliable hght on the situation

in the East, and on the world-wide significance of the Russo-Japanese
War.

A SAD TEXAS LOVE-STORY.
Thk Girl of La Gloria. 13\ Clara ]:)iiscoll. Cloth, 297 pp. Price, $1.50.

George Putnam's .Sons.

THERE is color and sentiment to "The Girl of La Gloria." Some-
how, in the writing and in the cruelly unhappy ending, one seems

to read that the author is young. But there is a breezy quality to the de-
scriptions of Texas and ranch life, altho (and this is a fault not restricted

to unseasoned writers of fiction) there is too much description, especially

of scenery.

A New York firm has some claim on extensive ranch property in

Southwest Texas, near the border. Rander Walton, the handsome young
son of a member of the firm, is sent down there to look up the matter after

the return of the first investigator, who had run up against the gun of the
man in possession. Manuel Rodriguez, a Mexican, had been the original
holder, but he was "removed" by a rival, and the La Gloria ranch went
to his daughter. She married a worthless spendthrift named Buckley,
and eventually the bulk of the property fell into the hands of the son of
the man who had murdered Rodriguez. The homestead, however, was
saved, and the daughter of Mrs. Buckley is "The Girl of La Gloria:"
Uaria Buckley. Her father has been shot and her mother also has died.
The little eight-year-old girl, growing up in those lonely distances, has

only an old Mexican woman, Paola, and a shaggy pony as companions.

She is a touching figure by reason of such restricted environment. She

is also a radiantly beautiful creature.

The main interest and worth of Miss DriscoU's story is in this pathetic

character, and the reader, tho moved to sympathy, can not but feel that

more should have been made of it. The action is rather slight and
sketchy. The young man from New York and the wistful, innocent girl

fall in love, and it is rather harsh in the author not to have let it all lead to

a "happy ending." In a midnight ride, Ilaria tumbles into a deep gully

and is killed.

As it is, "The Girl of La Gloria" is a mildly interesting love-story,

when it might have been a Southwestern idyll a la Bernardin de Saint

Pierre.

A HARVEST OF HELICON.
The World's Best Poetry. Bliss Carman. Editor-in-Chief. Half morocco,

8vo, ten vols., 500 pp. each. Illustrated. John D. Morris & Co.

[In The Literary Digest, Novemb)er 26, 1904, this work was rather dis-

paragingly reviewed. The publishers felt aggrieved and challenged our critic's

conclusions. The importance of the work, from a literary standpoint, seems to

us to justify a departure from our usual custom and the opening of our columns
to a second review, which is from the pen of no less an expert than Mr. Edwin
Markham.—/;V?/sr 0/ The Literary Digest.]

WFIEN the world was smaller, there v ere perhaps those fortunate

men who could carry in mind all the poetry of their time. But
now the Muse has wider if not more prosperous harvests; and we must
trust largely to gleanings by others, if we would taste from the thousand

fields and fountain-places of poesy. In the ten volumes of "The World's

Best Poetry" the editors have gathered far and wide from the hills and
valleys of Apollo. Scarcely any well-known plowland has been neglected,

scarcely any obscure field has been forgotten.

This work is marked by elaborate discussions of the nature, elements,

and uses of poetry—papers prepared by accepted clients of Apollo and
by noted lovers of the lyric art. Bliss Carman opens the first volume with

a luminous essay on " The Purpose of Poetry." This theme is again taken

up in the eighth volume by Richard Le Gallienne with his fine chapter,

"What's the Use of Poetry?" And the strain is again caught by John
Howard in "After All, What is Poetry?" John Vance Cheney in "The
Future of Poetry" and Charles G. D. Roberts in "Nature Poetry," each

finds a topic suited to his mind and treats it with charm and candor.

Lyman Abbott and Washington Gladden come from the pulpit to tell of

the beauty and beneficence of poetry. Charles F. Richardson, William

Darnall MacClintock, Francis Hovey Stoddard, and Francis Barton

Gummcre, all come from the college platform to speak on some of the

problems and principles of the poet's art. These various discussions

make a valuable body of commentary upon many aspects of "the vision

and the faculty divine."

The poems in this anthology are massed under several comprehensive

heads. In the first division we have poems on Childhood, Home, and
Friendship, old familiar things of fireside and dooryard and elbow-touch.

Love is the burden of the second book; and here is many a tender lyric

cry: "Go, Lovely Rose," "To Helen," "The Fair Inez," "Rosc'aI-

meyr," and a hundred others.

After these lyric gatherings come other volumes dealing with Sorrow
and Consolation, the Higher Life, Nature Fancy, Patriotism, Tragedy,

Humor. Room has been found also for poems descriptive and poems
narrative. Thus we are given something to touch every mood and everv

mystery of the heart.

Of course one does not have to care for all the verse in these volumes

in order to value the high excellence of the work and the curious care of

the sifting and saving. One order of mind thinks that a pleasing ripple

of words will make a poem; while a higher order of mind demands not

only a sweep of melodious chords, but also a glimpse of the deathless

idealities. This collection of jjoems will appeal to both sorts of readers.

It is an anthology for the people as well as for the poet. It will be a re-

fining force in the workman's hoine as well as in the scholar's study.

Glancing down the long index, one finds an occasional poem that

seems to have no right to appear in this distinguished senate of song.

One also finds a few unexpected omissions. Some readers will deplore

the absence of such a poem as Oscar Wilde's "Ballad of Reading Gaol,"

perhaps the most impressive poem since "The Ancient Mariner." Some
will also note with regret the absence of such a minor poem as Joseph

Clarke's "The Fighting Race," the best thing called out by the Cuban
War.

In spite of any fault-finding, this extensive work remains an achieve-

ment of great dignity and value. We should naturally expect an excel-

lent anthology from the hand of so distinguished a poet and critic as Air.

Bliss Carman. This he has given us. Taken all in all, "The World's

Best Poetry" has no peer among our many collections of verse. It stands

at the head. It is a rich treasury, packed with delight, for all lovers of

noble ideas and fair imaginations.
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"Y
OUR local dealers can neither offer you /^UR stock is all made after our
goods of the style, quality or assortment ^ specifications and we absolutely

of our stock. American styles are originated

in New York and too often old stock or

unsalable styles are worked off by manu-
facturers on dealers who are too far away

to know.

own

specifications and we aosoiutely guar-

antee both style and quality. We can please

the most fastidious and at prices even lower

than New ^ork retail prices, which are

always lower than prices in smaller places.

WI? offer here a few of these articles in

which men are most often fooled as to

quality. Simply try ours side by side with
those you have been buying. You will see

at once that you are paying us less money for

better material. That is why our customers
are satisfied and we know " a satisfied cus-

tomer comes again."

Four-in-
Hand

YOUR ties fray out

and look shabby
after two or three wearings
because the silk is all on
the surface.

\ well-made all-silk tie

will outwear two or three

of the kind retailers usually

sell at 50 cents.

You have probably never
been able to buy an all-silk

four-in-hand of correct

style at retail for 50 cents.

Retailers cannot afford to

sell them at that price, nor
can we afford to sell you
one tie for 50 cents, but we
can and do.

Bat-Ties
All silk> same quality as four-in-hand

The kind you would use for evening wear

with standing or turned down collar.

To wear with

Pleated Bos-
om, White or

A'eglige Shirt.

The long string or

Club Tie
These are made in all

colors and are suitable for

Ladies' wear as well as

for Men.

W\ silk, same quality

as four-in-hand, jo inches

long and are sold in as-

sorted colors, six in a box

for

$3.00.

OFFER to send to any address, prepaid, on receipt of $3.00 a box of six
guaranteed all-silk four-in-hand. Bat or Club Ties, plain black
silk or satin or selected colors, all the latest spring styles.

WE WILL EXCHANGE anything purchased from us or refund your money if you are

dissatisfied. We claim that no fashionable haberdashery will

sell you the equal of any of these articles at anything like our price. In buyingf from us you not only get

better goods, but lower prices and later styles than dealers at your home will sell you.

LINEN
BOSOMPleated

White Shirts

rTh^ I

O

For Summer Wear
without Vest.

Six Shirts Delivered

Anywhere for $6.00

With Cuffs Attached $7.50

I

PEN front, very

fine linen bosoms,
full length with one
inch pleats, and the

best of muslin in the

body. They are cor-

rect dress shirts for

all occasions ; more-
over, these shirts are

made to Jit you. We
guarantee fit and satis-

faction. Send us $6
with the size of neck-
band, chest measure

and length from point two inches below your
back collar button to point of shoulder,

thence to WTist, and we will fill your order
promptly.
Remember your retailer will charge j'ou

this price for shirts—with muslin bosoms.

Colored Neglige Shirts
Made of Madras. Cuffs attached or unattaclied

Price $6.00 per half dozen

Finest Quality Madras
White or Colored Neglige Shirts

Witli Cuffs

Price $9.00 per half dozen

Write for samples of neglige goods.

Suspenders
HANDSOME and serviceable suspenders,

the best possible, y><// elastic, I '< inches
wide and full length to fit all men. an article

sure to give you satisfaction. White, Grey
or Black, two pairs in a box, c^| f\C\
your choice of colors. Price '>P*»V-'v/

The same quality and styles generally offered

by fashionable haberdashers ac $1.00 a pair.

You will find them better and more service-

able than any you have ever worn.

All goods delivered at prices named.

Metropolitan Fast Black
Half Hose

Our customers say are the most satisfactory that
ever went on their feet. Made in black only and
made to wear. Fine, long fibre, liand twisted
cotton closely woven; will keep their shape and
color; will not stretch, and will outwear two pairs
of the kind local dealers offer at the same price.

/

/
I

;

Compare them with anything you've ever bought
for anything like our price. If you don't tlnnk
ours are better send them back and we'll refund
your money. Box of six pairs sent picpaulfor
He sure to state size wanted. $1,50
Send all money by registered mail, Post-office

or Express Money Order, or add Ten Cents to
personal checks to cover exchange charges,
since New York Banks make that charge for
collection of out of city checks.

METROPOLITAN NECKWEAR COMPANY, 6052 METROPOLITAN BUILDING, NEW YORK
Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when vmflng to advertisers.
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Among all automobiles
the Cadillac stands pre-emi-

nent for its low cost of main-
tenance. Simple, durable, com-

mon-sense construction makes it

truly the **Car of Economy."
Because of simplicity of power-

development and efficiency of trans-

mission there is practically no energy
lost in the Cadillac—a feature which
alone reduces by a big percentage the

cost of fuel, lubrication, etc.

The Cadillac mechanism is de-
signed with a view to making it

virtually trouble-proof, with the

result that the liability of damaging
the motor or its connections through a
mistake in manipulation is reduced
to a minimum. Absolute control at

all times and under all conditions is

maintained more easily

—

Ivith felver
things to think of—in the Cadillac
than in any other machine. This
means that the Cadillac is the safest,

the most reliable and most easily

operated of all-motor cars.

Model F—Side-Entrance Touring: Car
shown above, $950.

Model B—Touring^ Car, with detach-
able Tonneau, $900.

Model E—Light, stylish, powerful
Runabout, divided seat, $750.

Model D—Four-Cylinder, 30 h. p.
Touring: Car, $2,800.

All prices f.o.b. Detroit.

Write [or Catalog A 0, and address or
nearest dealer, Ivhere you can see and try

a Cadillac.

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Detroit!, Mich.
:JIembei- A. L. A.M.

Shur-On
Eye-glasses
It's a waste of money to^
keep on buying new len-

,
ses every time you drop

I

your glasses. Get a pair of I

Slmr-0)i Eye-glasses and save I

monevand be comfortable. Don't pinch or feel
|

tight, but they won't drop off.

All shapes itt all ipptii laiis'. Vs.fi with any iiii«p c"
Fully guaranteptl. "* Sliur-On" *"i tl"' mounting.

Valuable book free
for the name of yoi:r optician. Full of helpful

hints on the care of the eyes.

E. Kirstein Sons Co., Dept. E.
Fst.ablislu-.t If-M. Iloclioslcr. V. l'.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
The Literary Digest is in receipt of the follow-

ing books

:

" Paul at Virginie."— Bernardine de Saint Pierre.

iG. P. Putnam's Sons, $1.25.)

" Colomba."— Prosper Merimee. (G. P. Putnam's

."^ons, $1.25.)

" Psyche."—Walter S. Cramp. ( Little, Brown &
Co., f 1.50.)

"Back to Bethlehem."- John II. Willey. 1 Eaton

cS: Mains, $1 net.)

" Paris and the Social Revolution."— A. 1". Sanborn.

( .Small, Maynard & Co.)

" The Bahama Island." -- George P.. Shattuck.

I Macmillan Company, $10 net.)

" The Romance of Victor Hugo and Juliette

Drouet."— Henry W. Wack. (,G. P. Putnam's Sons.;

"Miniatures." Dudley Heath. (G. P. Putnam's

Sons.)

" Man's Responsibility."—Thomas G.Carson, ((i.

P. Putnam's Sons, $1 net.)

" International E.xposition, St. Louis, 1904."—Edited

by Imperial Commission. ( Georg Stilke, German

Consulate General, New York. 1

"The Fair Land Tyrol."-\V. D. McCrackar. ( L.

C. Page& Co.)

" Copyright in Congress, 1789-1904." — Thorvald

Solberg. (Government Printing Office.

j

" Rose of the World."—Agnes and Egerton Castle.

( Frederick A. Stokes, $1.50.)

'•The Troll Garden." — Willa Sibert Cather.

(McClure, Phillips & Co.)

"Twenty Four Negro Melodies."— S. Coleridge

Taylor. (Oliver Ditson Company, ^2.50.)

" Selections from the Music Dramas of Richard

Wagner."— Otto Singer. (Oliver Ditson Company,

$2.50.)

"TheXift of the Morning Star.'"—Armistead C.

Gordon. (Funk & Wagnalls Company, $1.50.)

" The Marquise's Millions." — Fiances Aymar
Matthews. (Fiink & Wagnalls Company, $1 net.)

"The Morals of Marcus Ordeyne." — William J.

Locke. (John Lane, ^1.50.)

" The New Knowledge."—Robert Kennedy Dun-

can. (A. S. Barnes & Co., $2 net.;

CURRENT POETRY.
Geographical Knowledge.

' By Thomas Hardy.

Where Blackmoor lay, the road that led

To Bath, she could not show.

Nor tell the sky that overspread

Towns twelve miles off or so.

But that Calcutta stood this way,

That Horn there figured fell,

That here was Boston, here Bombay,

She could declare full well.

Less known to her the track athwart

From Mead, or Yell'ham Wood,

Than how to make some Austral port

In seas of surly mood.

She saw the glint of Guinea's shore

Behind the plum-tree nigh.

Heard old unruly Biscay's roar

.^mid the weirs hard by ... .

NOVEL PRIZE COMPETITION.

A prize competition of unusual interest to artists and

designers as well as to owners and users of motor cars has

been arranged by the George N. Pierce Company of

Buffalo, manufacturers of the Pierce Great Arrow cars.

This is an offer of three sets of first and second prizes.

First, for the best design of a body for an enclosed car;

second, for the best design of a body for a touring car, and

third, for the best color scheme for any motor car.

The first prize for each of the first two comj^etitions is

S2.)(l, and the second prize .SlUI). For the last competition

the first prize is S:il)0 and the second jKK).

The offering of prizes for this purpose shows a very

interesting status of the business of building automobiles.

The contest closes June 1st, and prizes will he awarded

as soon as a decision can be reached. Anv one wishing to

compete in this competition can secure full information and

scale drawings by writing to the George N. Pierce Com-

pany at Buffalo, N. Y,

Matte!
How Far Away"***^^ fllg
you may be, every courtesy and accommodation for
wlikh the Lioftls System is famous, is at your com-
mand.

Vnii IWav ^olo/-+ * Diamond," Watch or other
I liU tJVay .3CICI.I articles from our iau.3 Catalogue,
and it will be sent to you on approval at once. You
Intur no oljliKation to buy, or any expense, for we
prepay everything. If you like what we send, and it
perfectly satlsrtes you in design, quality and price,
you may pay one fifth and lieep it ; sending the balance
direct to us, In eight equal monthly payments.

Anything You Buy ^™™
To ^^f^hlgt^^^fi?^

and reliable beyond question. Weguarantee the qual-
ity and value of every Diamond in writing, and any
Diamond sold by us, may be exchanged at any time ai
full value, for other goods or a larger Diamond.
Our Dpiroe ^"'' Prices are the lowest in the
UUI ri ICCa. country. This is possible from the
fact that we are the largest retailers of Diamonds
In the world, and the only Diamond Cutters In the
world selling their product at retail.

Your Credit Is Good. fiJ^rthrLTfu^
SjKteni is universal in its credit courtesies.
The account of the modest salaried clerk is
just as welcome on our books as Is that of

— his well-to-do employer.
Pleuso wrlto today for Catalogue.

XOFTIS BROS. & CO.
Diamond Cutters and Jewelers

I>ept. D-41
93 to »8 State Street,

EST.\BLISHED 1824.

Samples and Prices from U. S. Sole
Agents,

PERRY & CO.
349 Broadway, New York.

Read up on it.

10 cents for a

whole year.

WILSHIRE'S
MAGAZINE

so ItFAt'li Kl.Dti.,

NEW VOHK.

A publishing house requires a woman for confidential

position. College graduate preferred. Must be. familiar

with corporation'bookkeepiiig. Knowledge of stenography

and experience in correspondence desirable. Salary- liberal,

opportunity deserved advancement. Address, gi\Hng full-

particulars'. R. Box 34, Station D, New York.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication wheu writing to advertisers.
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At last came explanation why
Her mind should be so clear

On distant scenes, and blank vvellnigh

On places that were near.

", My son's a sailor, and he knows
.•Ml seas and many lands,

.\nd when he's home he points and shows

Each country where it stands.

" He's now just there—by Gib's high rock—

.And when he gets, you see.

To Portsmouth here, behind the clock.

Then he'll come back to me !

"

- From the London Outlook.

The Old Home.

By Madison C.'Wvein.

An old lane, an old gate, an old house by a tree,

.\ wild wood, a wild brook—they will not let me be :

In boyhood I knew tliem, and still they call to me.

Down deep in my heart's core I hear them and my
eyes

Through tear-mists behold them beneatli the old-time

skies,

'Mid bee-boom and rose-bloom and orchard lands arise.

I hear them ; and heartsick with longing is my soul.

To walk there, to dream there, beneath the sky's blue

bowl

;

Around me, within me, the weary world made w liole.

To talk with the wild brook of all the long-ago

;

To whisjjer the wood-wind of things we used to know
When we were old companions, before my heart knew

woe.

To walk with the morning and watch its rose unfold ;

To drowse with the noontide, lulled on its heart of

gold;

To lie with the night-time and dream the dreams of

old.

To tell to the old trees, and to each listening leaf,

The longing, the yearning, as in my boyhood brief.

The old hope, the old love, would ease my heart of

grief.

The old lane, the old gate, the old house by the tree.

The wild wood, the wild brook—they will not let me
be:

In boyhood I knew them, and still they call to me.
—From The Criterion.

PERSONALS.
T. P. .Shonts a Iteal Hustler.— Theodore Perry

Shonts, former president of the Clover Leaf Railroad,

who has been appointed chairman of the new Panama

Canal Commission, is looked upon as the " right man

for the place " and one who is equal to the responsi-

bilities of the position. The Chicago Tribune pub-

lishes several anecdotes of the new commissioner, and

we select the following

:

" Mark Morton, at his house, in Lake Forest, added
that Mr. Shonts is a lion-hearted man, " never known
to show the white feather,' and related as proof of this

an anecdote which he said was characteristic of the

fiber of the man.
" A strapping big fellow, a contractor, who had a

grievance against Mr. Shonts for some fancied wrong,

called at his office in the Rookery ten years ago. ?nd
as Mr. Shonts was busy had some delay in getting

into the private office. His greeting was that he had
called to get even with Shonts.

" Looking up from his desk, Shonts, without any
comment, simply said, 'I'm glad you called,' sprang to

his feet, locked the door and pulled off his coat in a

jiffy. Theodore Shonts is as big physically as men-
tally—six feet or more, in weight 200 pounds, an

RT SW/A/G
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"^
SIT IN IT YOURSELF. TRIAL TEST FREE. Try it; that's all we ask. (See
frco trittl otTiT bi-low.i You caunot know luiw eomfurtablr the Comfort Chair is. until you actually
sit in it. Try it. In a few minutes you will feel as refrfshfd ns after u full night's sleep. This is
beeause the Comfort Chair helps you to relax completely. You flo not rest in an orrlinary chair
because you do not relax—you try to adjust yourself to the chair, but the Comfort Chair adjusts
itself to you. It conforms so perfectly to the shape of the body as to support uniformly your hj'ad,
back and feet. Being thus supported you unconsciously relax and rest. Y'ou sit in the Comfort
Ch.iir as inany other chair, and if you wish to recline, stretch yourself out as far as you like. The
chair moves as you do without effort on your part. Guaranteed suitable for heavy or light occupant.
The framework is steel. The seat and back canvas.
FREE TRIAL OFFER. Write us to-day that you will try the Comfort Chair. We will
notify our nearest agent and he will deliver it to you for trial. If you like it pay him ; if you don't
he will take it back—no charges. Where we have no agent and you desire to buy a chair, we will
ship on receipt of price, $3.E0you pay freight, or .^4.00 we i>ay freight, in the United States east of
Mont, and the Rocky Mts., north of N. Car. and N. Mex. Money back if not satisfied.

HAGGARD & MARCUSSON CO.. No. 413 S. Canal Street, CHICAGO
Furniture, Hardware aud Department Stores sliould write for " Agency Proposition."

SECURITY
and PROFIT

OPERATING urder conservative methods author-

ized by the New York Banking Department,
and .subject to its supervision, we pay 5 per cent, per
annum on sums of S25 00 or more, and remit quarterly

to our thousands of patrons throughout the United
States. T'lie money is not " tied up" but always sub-

ject to withdrawal, and earnings are calculated for

every day it is in our possession.

Let us send you lull particuliirs anil

letters of endorsement from patrons in

your own State or inuuediate locality.

Assets .... $1,7.S0,000

Surplus aid Profits, $150,000

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN CO.

1 1 39 Broadway, New York City

What the Literary DU/est is for Adults
The Little Chro>'iclk is for Young
People—(v*k7 Adults. Samples free.

Address The Little Chrouicle, Chicago.

SEE THAT CLIP?
THE M.-iUAHA CLIP holds se-

curely from the thinnest sheet
of paper up to '4 '"• '" thickness,
andean be used overand over- again.
Better than pins for tiling letters,
records, card.^, etc. Avoid unsightly
pinholes in attaching second letters,
bu.'^iness cards, checks, drafts. In-
voices, etc. Vut up in boxes of lou
especially for desk convenience.
Sample box 15 cents, postimid.

NIAGARA CLIP COMPANY, 37 Park St., N. Y. City

To Gas Engine Operators
Dynamo Ignition.

Motsinger Auto-Sparker
Nc "

"No battery to start or run. The orig:inal

speed-controlled friction-drive Dynamo.
Driven parallel with engine shaft. No
A, belts. No beveled pulley or beveled

j'v fly wheel necessary. For make and
break and jump-spark system. Water
and dust proof. Fully Oitarantekd,

^ MOTSINGER DEVICE MFG. CO.,
67 Main Street, Pendleton, Ind., U.S.A-

SAVE ONE THIRD
By Buying ©! tlac Makers$56.50 TO PORTI^AND AND RETURN

Account The Lewis aud Clark Exposition
From Chicago May 23 to 25 and 29 to 31 inclusive via

The Chicago & North-Western Railway. Choice of routes.
Correspondingly low rates from other points. A great
opportunity to \'isit one of the greatest grain and frtiit-

raising countries, the largest fishing and lumbering indus-
tries, and some of the most aggressive, rich, and growing
cities in the world. Full particulars in regard to the expo-
sition and descriptive of the Pacific Northwest sent to any
address on receipt of two 2-cent stamps to W. B. Kniskern,
P. T. M., C. & N. W. Ry., Chicago.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.

We are actual manufacturers—not a commission house.

We can and do save our customers one third on retail prices

by selling direct to user and cutting out all dealers' profits.

All our goods carry our guarantee. Our free Illustrated cata-

logue shows a greater assortment of carriages and harness
than any dealer can show you. Send for it.

THE COLUMBUS
CARRIAGE AND HARNESS COMPANY,

COLUMBUS, OHIO.
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You might as well send

an important document

bv penny post, as a busi-

ness letter on poor paper.

§m mwsmui mm
•Lookfor the Water Mark

lends to the letter that

^^undehnable something"

called quality.

Write us on your present letterhead

for the Book of Specimens showing

Old Hampshire Bono in white and

fourteen colors, printed, Hthographed

and engiaved in letterheads, checks

and other business forms. Or, ask

your printer for it.

Hampshire Paper Co.

The only paper makers in the v\orld

making bond paper exclusively.

South Hadley Falls, Massachusetts

The

Home"
KINDERGARTEN

FOR MOTHERS
Is a practical plan of instructive amuse-

ment accompanied by suitable material

and based on correct kindergarten

principles. A delight to children—
a boon to parents.

Terms reasonable—Book free.

HOME KINDRRQARTEN SCHOOL
.525 Washington Arcade, Detroit, Mich.

§^k FRENCH—GERMAN^ ' SPANISH—ITALIAN
Spoken, Taught and Mastered

by the

LANGUAGE-
PHONE
METHOD

Combiuod m ith

The lioseiithiil

Conunoii Sense

Method of

Pradicid l,iiii:iiistry

The latest and Best Work ofDr. Itirliard S. Iloseiithal

YOTI HEAR THK EXACT Pi;ONl]>.(']ATl()N OF
EACH \VORI> ANIJ I'HKASE. A f(-wminulcs' |.rai-tioe

Severn! times a day at spare nuinients irivcs a tliorough
mastery of conversational Kreiieh, (.ciiiKiii, S|iuiii»h, or
ItiiliHn.

i,g^,ifur teftimviiials. lioiikli t. ati<l letter.

International Language-Fhone Method
nO:i 11.lrc,|,c,Hs Hid;:., Ilii.iiil » iiy lUKl K.lli SI., \. ^.

athlete from head to toe. He went after that contrac-

tor fast and furious. It was a battle of giants. Crasli,

smash, bang the chairs went against the walls of the

room, and the clerks stood around outside, aghast.

In three minutes the contractor was as an.xious to get

out of the room as he had been to get into it. The
chairs were broken, and the room looked as if a ty-

phoon had swept through it.

" But Shonts was not through with his man yet.

He reminded the contractor that lie had wanted to see

him, and that he was there to be seen, and — crash,

smash, bang, some more. Then Shonts put his head
out of the door, cool as you please, and told the office

boy to ask the visitor to depart. He went, and Shonts
resumed work at his desk.

" That shows the physical energy of the man. One
can not say too mucli of his integrity, force, ability,

and judgment. He showed all these things in the

building of the Indiana, Illinois and Iowa Railroad

years ago. He was superintendent of the Iowa Con-

struction Company, of which his father-in-law, Gover-

nor Drake, was general manager and Russell Sage
was president. He took off his coat, got right out on
the work, and saw that it was done speedily and well.

I do not believe there is a man in America more fit for

the Panama task than Mr, Shonts."

ESSAYS '^"^^^^"^^^"^^^^^^^^^^^^""^
caccr^uca written on anysnhjeet at short notice. Satis
*>»"^ttonta faction Kliaraiiti-ed. ,\ll transactions con
LECTURES
etc., etc.

Ildential. Davis I'age, lIT.t Broiidniiy, H. Y.

.\ii Kpisode in Connection with the Czar.—

1 lere is an account, as told by the Kansas City Star,

of a little incident that occurred in Russia a few years

ago in the course of a struggle between Witte and

I'lehve for supremacy

:

An Ametican traction owner, visiting St. Peters-

buig, was impressed with the uiadequacy of the horse-

car service and employed engineers to work out a

modern system. Failing to make an impression on

the local officials he had abandoned the plan when he

fell in with a clever Russian who assured hiin that his

ignorance of the ways of the country was responsible

for the failure, and offered to engineer the deal for a

part interest in the company. The first step was to

purchase, for several thousand roubles, the sympathy

and support of a certain danseiise of the capital.

Everything went smoothly and Witte finally wrote a

report recommending the scheme and the Czar in-

dorsed on the document ;
'' I approve this in every

particular." Thereupon an --Xmerican rival attempted

to blackmail the successful francliise holder. When
the man refused to be held up the rival set various in-

fluences at work. A few days later Plehve handed the

Emperor a report condemning the traction scheme

and favoring its annulment, across which Nicholas

wrote: "I approve this report in every particular."

Horse-cars still operate in St. Petersburg.

This episode illuminates one phase of the Czar's

character. It also, perhaps, helps explain why Russia

is fighting on such unequal terms with the business-

like armies of Japan.

Current Events.

Foreign.

Russo-Japanese War.

April 15." St. Petersburg is enthusiastic over Rozh-
destvensky's daring challenge to the Japanese
fleet. Japanese advices say that no battle is ex-

pected until Admiral Togo is confident that he
can annihilate the Russian fleet in a single en-

gagement.

.April 16.—Japan warns foreign commerce that de-

fense zones have been established around certain
of the Pescadores and Loochoo Islands. .-\ part
of tlie Russian fleet is reported at Kamranh Pay,
200 miles northeast of Saigon. Details are given
of the rout of a Russian cavalry detachment,
about 40 miles noith of Sing-King, and a heavy
force of Japanese is reported as advancing on
Kirin.

April 17. A despatch from .Saigon says that Admiral
Togo has captured a number of Russian colliers

off the coast of Cochin China. Rozhdestven-
sky's fleet is coaling and provisioning at diffeient

points in or off French Indo-China.

April 18.—A despatch from Manila reports sixteen

FREE SAMPLE SHEET
DULLFROG (^RBONpAPER

*L> >^\l36IMPRESSI0NS

SINGLE SHEET

Absolutely Pure a.nd Aerated

Distilled Water
made in your own house with

THE SANITARY STILL
without trouble and at ti-illii:g

cost. Inttnitelv su)ieri<>r to ;'i v

niter. Write for booklet, free,

with letters from prominent
people. Agents wanted.

A. H. PEIRCE MFG. CO..
(iS \. dreeu 8t., Chicago.

.\ttaeks stopped permanently. Cause removed. Breath-
ing organs and nervous system restored. Symptoms never
return. No medicines needed afterwards. 21 years of
success treating Asthma and Hay Fever. 58.000 patients.
Book 3.5.% fi-ee. Very interesting.

^^^^__^___^. Write P. HAROLD HAYES, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Readers of The Litkrarv Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.

Interested in Second-hand Books?
Send ten cents for sample copy of «0«»K H'.*I«TS. a

Monthly devoted to purchase and disposal of second-hand
hooks. Send list of books wanted or for sale. BtlOK
WANTS PUBLISHING CO.. 5IBF West n3d St., N.Y. City

Send
us your

order for

one of these

portfolios to-day.

world's record of funiish-

Here's
a carbon
that has
three times
the life of
anv other copy-
ing paper made
the celebrated

Bull Frog Brand.
Finished Hke a typ;-
writer ribbon and
wears like one. Has th_ .. .^^

ing 136 impressions from a single sheet.

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE SHEET

We have patented a time and labor-saving port-

folio which pievents the carbon fi'om being
crumpled, torn, or soiled; and we are so certain

you will continue to buy the Bull Frog Brand
once you try it that we will send one of these
portfolios containing 12 sheets of Bull Frog Brand
silk finish carbon paper, postpaid, on receipt of

50 cents.

THE NEWTON ROTHERICK WFC. CO.
4 10 Superior St., Toledo, Ohio

Klip-Klip
BEST EVER MADE

A perfect manicure.
Quick, easy, simple '

and strong.

The
Original,

made in Ger-
man silver

25c.
Klip-Klip, Jr..

ers or mailed.

nickeled. I5c. .At deal

.\ccept no substitute.

As heretofore, made only by
KLIP-KLIP COMPANY,
Send 4c. in stamps for book,
" How to Care for the Hands.'

558 Clinton Ave. S.,

Rochester, N. Y.

5/V GUARANTEED
/O WATER BONDS

Write for Circular L. and Nt'w York. Boston. Phila-
delphia, and Pittsburgh bank references.

RS^Murife
OF PITTSBTJKGH, PA.

PAID-rP t".*I'IT.%I., - - ssoo.ooo.oo
JAMES S. KUHN, L. L. McCLELLAND.

Prc^lth'nt. St'c*ijon'l Trt'ast'rer.
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Japanese cruisers and destroyers near the coast,

apanese papers, in coninientinj; on the alles^ed

violation of neutrality by France in [lerniitting

the Russian squadron' to occupy I'lench waters,

declare that the time has come for action. France
instructs the Governor-General ot tocliin China
in regiird to tlie observance of neutrality.

April 19.—Japan makes a stronj; protest to F"rance
against the use of F'rench waters by the Russian
fleet. American war-ships are | atrolling I'hilip-

pine waters to insure the preservation of neu-
trality. A Russian force is driven out of Tung-
Hua, fifty miles east of Sing-King. The Rus-
sians report that the Jap.'inese are making
frequent atteni|)ts to cut the railway between
Harbin and \'Iadivostok.

April 20.—France, in reply to Japan's protest, denies
breach of good faith and gives assurances calcu-
lated to allay apprehension in Japan. Kvidences
of activity in Manchuria eastward of Harbin
give rise to the belief that Oyama is about to re-

sume the offensive.

April 21.—Russian advices indicate that the Russian
fleet is on its way to \'ladivostok. Russia warns
Rozhdestvensky that he is jeopardizing the
world's jieace by keeping his fleet in French terri-

torial waters. F'rance demands that her neu-
trality be rigidly observed.

Rr; u.A.

.\pril 15. The situation in Russia is still threaten-
ing ; additional troops are sent to St. Petersburg;
strikes are renewed at Lodz.

April 16. -Anti-Semitic riots are reported from
of siege exists in the Xarva

quarter of St. Petersburg, due to the suspension
of work at the Putiloff^Iron Works, which is

guarded by troops.

April 17. The Czar issues orders to formulate plans
for the introduction of the Zemstvo system into
Siberia and Poland.

Other Foreign News.

April 16.- King Edward and Queen Alexandra visit

Algiers.

A general railroad strike is declared in Italy.

Henry White, the new American Ambassador to
Italy, is received by King Victor Emmanuel.

April 18.—The Newfoundland Legislature passes
the bill excluding American fishermen from the
Newfoundland fisheries.

April 2i.^The Italian Government promises to grant
certain reforms in railroad management ; the
strikers return to work.

Domestic.

April !>.—President Roosevelt arrives at New-Castle,
Colo., on his way to the hunting camp.

J. H. Hyde, first vice-president of the EUjuitable
Life Assurance Society, issues a statement in
which he admits having used Equitable funds for
underwTiting purposes, but declares that Presi-
dent Alexander was a party to such transactions.

April 16. — Railroad representatives in Washington
are said to be putting forward every effort to
prevent the adoption bv the government of the
contemplated flat freight rate on the Panama
Railway.

April 17.— The Supreme Court declares the New
York law, fixing ten hours as a day's work for
bakers unconstitutional, holding that it is an
interference with personal rights and freedom of
contract.

The Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce
begins its hearings on the railroad rate qujstion
in Washington.

April 18.—Agents of the Equitable Society sustain
President Alexander and appeal to the State
Legislature to use its powers in enabling policy-
holders to sit in the directorate of the society.

Victor L. Morawetz, general counsel of the Atchi-
son, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad, testifies

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL
ENGLAND, FRANCE (CHATEAUX)
RIVIERA, ITALY and GREECE

With small select party under the personal leadership of

Dr. H. H. Powers, the well-known art scholar a- .1 lecturer

Will sail with Dr
Powers, aid w'l
visit the most in-

teresting Art and Historical Centers of F.urope.

THIRTY OTHER TOURS
Tour 37A London to Naples, 74 days £590
Tour 76 Norway and North Cape, 45 days 370
Tour 88 Spain and Italy, 73 days 585
Tour 67C Our Greek Cruise, 67 days 535

Our Copley Tours—same itineraries in less exper-
sive edition.

;
'. .ery expense included from port of embarkation,

duTj^u of University Travel, 201 Clarendon St., Boston.

UNIVERSITY TOUR 18
MAY 13th

c
The Business of Life Insurance

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL is publishing a series ot

articles, educational in character, treating of the precise nature of life

insurance. They are designed to place policy holders, actual or prospec-

tive, in a position to deal intelligently with their insurance affairs.

They are written hy Miles Menander Dawson, F.LA., an

insurance expert of high professional reputation, and are prepared with

the same care which THE WALL STREET JOURNAL brings

to the stud\' ot investments.

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL is the national financial

daily and its views are frequently quoted in The Literary Dicest.

The articles began Monday, March 20, but for $z with the order

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL will be sent for two months,
including back numbers necessary to complete the entire series.

c
DOW, JONES 6; CO.. Publishers,

44 Broad Street. New York
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AFFORDING EVERY LUXURY OF TRAVEL.

i::S:

READ COUPON BELOW

=^7^ S3
Cut out und send this coupoa nith 2.cent stamp for either of these tno illostraled booklets. Checli the one 700 desire.

A Camera .Toarney- to the Illnstrated Bnlletlus of Minnesota,
l.e\vls 6i, Clark Exposltlou North Dakota, Moiitaua, or VVasliiugtoii

For rates, detailed information, etc., address

F. 1. WHITNEY, Passenger Traffic Manager, ST. PAUL, MINN.

Name.

^.
Address.
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^OOT JbCGlK ought to be on every

new or old shingle, tin or felt roof in

the world. It is about the best invest-

ment the owner of a roof can make.

o^OOl <dibiCClK» stops the rusting process

on tin or iron, or rotting and warping in

shingles.

T^fiO'f ^ anXf '^ "°^ affected by heat, brine
V^WVJl qIaISMm or acid fjjaf would destroy

pure linseed oil Does not crack in coldest weather or

soften under highest heat. Easily applied. Imparts
no taste to water. Highly fireproof.

*Ti^^-e CprtV '^ " heavy rubber-like liquidVMVw t cM^\AIv cerritni and is applied as re-

ceived on worn and leaky suifacts One coat will

make a worn, leaky roof water- tigra On roofs in

good condition it is applied as received, or may be

reduced with one quart of boiled linseed oil to each

gallon.

''i^^Q-p Q AQIL '^ ^'^° made as a shingle dipOVtWW 1 cM^\AIVt for new shingles. Shingles so
treated will never warp or rot and any more highly decora-
tive paint may be applied over it.

^X>/^f\-P C o<nly '^ made in Black, Medium andO^WWl cJ>«VAIW Dark Green and Medium and
Dark Maroon. In gallon cans, $i.oo. In three, five and
ten gallon kits and barrels, 75c. per gallon. Freight al-
lowed 500 miles from New York or Chicago on 5 gallons

;

1000 miles on 10 gallons Price sli,^htly higher beyond.
Every package bears our trade-mark and is sealed.

Mail sample with booklet and color card on re-
quest. A pint, enough for much practical use,
and a thoroughly practical test, prepaid to your
door by express for 2 dimes or ten stamps.

^"i^QQ-p JS AqV. cements 100 square feet per gal-VVtWM t cM^\AM Ion of worn, leaky surface, or
will paint 200 square feet of surface in good condition.

SlUoft-A^dmWh^^. ;tVarrS.'!Ne'w^'^:?.'

ASK US QUESTIONS ABOUT

TRADE-MARK KEGI8TEKED

WILLIAMS
'SHAVING
STICK

The acme of luxury,

convenience

and

economy.
Williams' Sharing Slicks,
Shaving Tablets, Toilet
Waters, Talcnm Powder,
Jersey Cream Toilet Soap.

Wrllf rorbaollet
" How to Shm»e»

The J. B. Williams Co.
GLASTONBURY, CONN. Si

Whitman Saddle
The one sjifldle always preferred by
discriminating riders. It is the higii-
est type of the saddler's art. Correct M S Cfl'7
in every line— always comfortable for

J
^iLi

the horsp and rider. Complete rata- Ipk^b^bJ tn
logue sent free, jhowing the Whitman y^^^^ff ,iy-^
for men and women, and everything X.. y Nn^
from "Saddle to Spur." Address

-s^' ^yjO

The Mehlbadi Saddle Co.. 104 Cliiiinbers St., New York

Successors to The Whitman Saddle Co.

$500 wi 1 1 ear n SI50
When invested in our First Mortgage Farm loans
netting 6/c and runniTig for .5 years. Loans from .'6300

to .^'iOO secured by farms readily sold at from J5l,.500 to
..»,•.,..„ -d;,.i,. /,_ .|,p Ground." list

I

to .^'iOO secured by farms readily sold at from J5l,.50C

.S6.000. Booklet, '-We're Right On the Ground."
of loans, and full particulars upon reiiuest.

E. J. LANDER & CO., Box 8, Grand Forks. N. D.

Easy Paymenls-$37.50to$50
Buys a high gxadefactcry rebuilt type-
writer. Easy running, speedy and dur-
able. Best low priced machines ever
offered. Fully guaranteed. Money back
if not satiElactory. Fidl information
for tlie asking—ask now.

Fay Sholos CompDnv
130 Uees Htreet, Chicago

before the Senate Committee on Interstate Com-
merce, and justifies the railways in making rate
agreements.

The /\merican Asphalt Company asks the .State
Department to take action to obtain from Vene-
zuela the restoration of its properties until the
title is decided by the courts.

-\pril 19.— Agents of the Eciuitable Society pass
resolutions calling on Vice-President Hyde to
resign.

The Stock Transfer Ta.x Bill is signed by Gover-
nor Higgins,of New York

April 20.— Lucius Tattle, President of the Boston
and Maine Railroad, speaks against government
regulation of rates before the Senate Committee
on Interstate Commerce.

April 21. Orville H. Piatt, Senator from Connecti-
cut, dies at his home in Washington, Conn.

James H. Hyde, in a letter to the committee of
Agents of the Equitable, resents the request that
he resign from the vice-presidency of the society.
Chicago policy holders ask for a receiver for the
Equitable Society, charging misappropriation
of the funds by President -Alexander and Vice-
president Hyde.

CHESS.
[All communications for this Department should be

addressed; " Chess-Editor, Literary
Digest."]

Problem 1,056.

S. H. BiLLINGTON.

First Prize London Opinion Tourney.

Black—Seven Pieces.

m. "
'^

D 11
. ^ an i
i«^ Hi iw ts;«»j|

White -Twelve Pieces.

by; ripQ4; P2RP3; 2k2P2; KS3P2;
Bs2S3; PiPiB3;ir6.
White mates in two moves.

Problem 1,057.

H. D'O. Bernard.

Black— Nine Pieces.

'Wm, o9fPo m.,^

m 'm

'mm,

i

m. mm.

White—Seven Pieces.

6 b-. I Q 1 p r p 1 R ; 6 b B ; 4 p 3 ; 3 P p 3 ; p 7 ;

V T. K 4 1! I k.

White mates in three moves.

Compare the "Wonderful'' No. 953; These two
problems have been awarded first honors in T!ie Nor-
wich Mcyciiyy , King-in-the-Corner Tourney.

Cheap chimney,

dear lamp.

Macbeth.

My Index tells what chimney fits your

lamp. If you use that chimney, you get

perhaps twice as much light, and save a

dollar or two a year of chimney-money,

It tells, besides, how to care for lamps
;

even that is imperfectly known.

I send it free ; am glad to.

Macbfttt. Pitt<;hureh.

FLATFOOT
Rheumatic PainSf Weak Ankles, Tired Feet L

instantly relieved and permanently cured by the

»>

PLANTAR INSTEP SUPPORT
Worn inside the shoe like an ordinary innersole. Reo-
ommended by physicians. rJuarnnteed if instructions
are followed. For sale at shoe stores, druggists, and
surgic-^l instrument dealers, or sent by mail postpaid
for $3.00 por pair. Write to-day for free circular
and particiil.irs.

GEO. ^i. LOiVDOIV MFG. CO
404 Union Street, Lynn, Mass M

New Finsen Institute.

After May ist the Finsen Light Institute

of America—now located at 78 State St.,

—

will move to the magnificent new building

they have just erected. No expense has
been spared to make this the most complete
Institute of its kind in the world.

New Genuine High Power Finsen Lamps
direct from Copenhagen will be installed,

thus assuring quick treatment and minimum
cost.

Write to Dept. C for free literature telling how skin
diseases are cured by light. After May ist address

The Finsen Light Institute of America,
Dept. C, Washington Blvd. and Hamlin Ave., Chicago

AdnnA cfari *"* ^^^ road to perfect physical de-gUUU olAri velopment is made with the

-^\ IRISH MAIL
"It's geared."

A strong, fast, hygienic
children's car. Exercises
all muscles. Furnishes lun
and fresh air but keeps
child off its feet. Light, rub-
ber tired. Absolutely siife.

If .vniir (lealer hasn't it order
direct from us. \\'rite for
boolilet FREE.

HlLL-ST.l.NUARU .HFG. CO.
252 Irish Mail Street,

.Anderson, Ind.

SuccVs to The Standard Mfg. Co.

Readers ot The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when

^^o Money Required
until you receive and approve of your

bicycle. We ship to anyone on
TEN DAYS FREE TRIAL
Finest gu.iranteed tf #/1 <_ tfO^
1905 Model.s ip IV 'O ^^f
with Coaiter-Biakes & I'unctureless Tires.

1903 & 1904 SlodeU tf7 #— tf#9
of Best Makes qt M SO ip I

^

BOO Second-Hand Wheels
All makes & Mod- e^ '3 #_ ^O
els good as new V'O •" vO
GKFAT FACTORY CLEARING SALE.
RIDKR AfiF,NT8 WANTED in each town at pood
pav ;/ >•.'.'< .It . i:<cfor catalotrand SpeeialOffer.

tikes; ST NDKIES, AllTOMOBlLES.
MEAD CYCLE cO., a 134. CHICAGO

writing to advertisers.
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TARTARLITHINE
A promineiU plivMci.in writes :^One ot the
most striking cases which came into my hands
was a physician showing marked gouty mani-
festations along with absoUite inability to
digest starchy foods, muscular rheumatism,
frequent bilious headaches. I prescribed
TARTARLITHINK ami in oneweek there
was absolute disappearance of all the mani-
festations and he stand ili.u he had done the
best week's work which he had accomplished
for vears.

Rheumatism

Tartarlithine rarely fails because it supplies

the blood with the necessary substances to dis-

solve and remove the poison of rheumatism^
uric acid. We want every sufferer to trv- it, and
will .send a sample package with our booklet on
the cure of rheumatism free to every applicant.

Prescribed and endorsed by the
leading physicians o/ the country.

Ask Yovir Doctor Abovit It

Free sample and ottr booklet on tite

cure o/Rheumatism sent on request

McKesson & Bobbins ''IL'^'iTrw*-
Sole agents /o>' the lartariiihine Co.

Boody,McLellan^Co.
Bankers

57 BROADWAY. NEW YORK
Members of the New York Stock E.xchange

ORDERS EXECUTED FOR CASH
OR ON MARGIN

Interest allowed on deposits subject to cheque

BRANCH OFFICES
Albany Poughkeepsie New Haven

Hartford, Bridgepoii and Brooklyn

ENNEN'S BORATE

D

TALCUM

MWDER
I

PRICKLY HEAT, S
CHAFING, and

TiuM voctmxu
siKTiTuTQ, in
a IfAWXl F0« IT

-

SUNBURN, "ti-L-S™
Removes all odor of perspiration. De-

ligbtful after Shaving. Sold everywhere, or

j ^03 receipt of 25c. Get Mennen's (the original). Sample Free.

GERHARD MENNEN COMPANY. N«w»rk. N.J.

INSOMNIA
A few drops of Pinaedol sprinkled on your pillow will
induce sound, restful, natural sleep. It contains no anes-
thetics or drugs anl is guaranteed absolutely harmless.
One dollar per bottle. At your druscist's or mailed bvTHK PI.XAUDOI. CO., Downing Blilg.. Xow York.

THE BEST"UGMTi
Produces a safe, wtite, power-
ful light, brighter than acetylene;
or electricity. 100-candle power
at a cost of 2c per week.
Made in ovei' Ino different ptvles—

every one warranlefl Aeents>taiitpd
No dirt, i^moke, or odnr. Everywhere.
THK BKST LKJirr fOJll'lW,

'.Vi F. .".th St., Caiitoii. Ohio

CHEAP RATES California, Washington, Oregon,
Colorado. We secure reduced

rates nn H(>u^t*lioi<l Goods to the above States for intend-
iny settlers. Write for rates. Map of California free.

TRA.\.S-CO.Vri.NEST.lL KKEIGHT CO., F-355 Uearborn St., Chicago.

Solution cf Problems

No. 1,050. Key-move; Kt— Q 4.

No. 1,051.

Q—B 8 or
Q—R sq Q .\ P Q— IC R 3, mate

K. X Kt Any

(J- Q sq ch Kt Q 4, mate

K-Kt 5 K— 1! 4

Q—K H sq ch Q mates

B X Kt " Any

Kt—Q 4 ch Q—Q sq, mate
I. 2. 3.

B—B a K—Kt 5

Kt X P ch Q—Q sq, mate
I. 2. 3.

13 X P or any K— Kt 5

Q—Q sq Q—Kt 4, mate
I. 2. 3.

P—R6 K X Kt
P— Kt 4, mate

2. 3

B X Kt
Kt—Q 4, mate

2. 3.

Other

Solved by M. Marble, Worcester, Mass.; the Rev. G.
Dobbs, New Orleans; F. S. Ferguson, Birmingham,
Ala.; H. W. Barry, Boston; A. C. White, New Vork
City; W. Runk, Highland Falls, N. V.; R. H. Ram-
sey, Germantown, Pa.; Dr. J. H. S., Geneva, N. Y.;

the Rev. J. G. Law, Walhalla, S. C; .S. W. Bampton,
Philadelphia; the Rev. W. Rech, Kiel, Wis.; N. D.
Waffle, Salt Springville, N V.; E. .\. C, Kinderhook,
N. v.; W. G. Hosea, Cincinnati; " Clejor,"' New
York City; B. Alten, Ehria, O.; L. R. Williams,

Omaha; the Rev. S. M. Morton, D.D., Effingham,

111.; the Rev. C. H. Schneider, Decatur, Ind.; J. E.

Wharton, Sherman, Tex.; R. H. Renshaw, University

of Viiginia; W. E. Hayward, Indianapolis; the Rev.

B. G. White, Jacksonville, Fla.; P. M. Williams,

Kansas City; A. Regenbrecht, Peters, Tex.; J. K.

Curzon, Auburn, Neb.

1,050: B. W. La Mothe, Stratford, Conn.; L. Gold-

mark, Paterson, N. J.; the Rev. L. Bsihler, Mariaville,

N. Y.; G. Patterson, Winnipeg, Can.; O. C. Pitkin,

SjTacuse, N. Y.; A. Heine, Parkersburg, W. Va.;

"Twenty-three," Philadelphia; J. G. Overholser, Bal-

four, N. Dak.; J. P. P., Columbus; M. Almy,
Chicago; W. D. L. Robbins, New York City; Lyn-
don, Athens. Ga.; M. Wisner, Norris, Mont.; A. V^

Milholland, Baltimore ; S. Warner, Nicholson, Pa.;

C. E. W. Woodward, Chicopee Falls, Mass.; W. H.

M., Antigonish, N. .S.; Russell, Germantown, Pa.; Z.

G., Detroit; M. Moore, Columbus; G. P. Homnes,
Minneapolis.

Comments (1,050): "Very fine key" — M. M.;
" Clever cross-check"—G. D.; " A typical Blake"—W.
R.; "Superb"-;. G. L.; " Splendid"- J. E. W.; "A
beauty"-B. W. L. M.; " Puzzling key "—L. G.

1,051 :
" Not a thoroughbred .Mac, but contains some

fine points, one of which is the clever use of the black

R"-M.M.; "Fine.ofcourse"—G. D.; "Thisdoesnot
begin to rank with the eminent author's best work.

Although it may be difficult for the conscientious

solver, it is far from being beautiful. The manner by

QxP
which I is overcome and the failure of i Q

—

B sq, are the salient features "

—

Vf. R.; " Elegant"—J.

G. L.; " What traps the blind man sets for men with

good eyes !"—C.; "Has too many defects to be called

good. It is cumbersome and lacks beauty of form"—
L. R. W.; "The hardest and best 3-er since '34"—S.

M. M.; " Nothing but the author's reputation can make
this appear more than an ordinary composition"— J.

E. W.

In addition to those reported, G. Stephenson, Well-

ton, Ariz., got '44; F. W. Howay, New Westminster,

B. C. '46, '48 ; C. E. W. W., and W. K, Greely, Bos-

ton. '4S.

A Fine End Game.

The following end-game, by J. G. Gilmartin, of

Boston, was suggested by an ending in actual play :

White : K on K R sq
; Q on O Kt 5.

Black: K on K B8; Pon K 7.

In how many moves can White force mate, and

how?

1
1 want to send you,

free of charge, a

little real informa-

tion about cigaret-

I tes. Being some-

what of 3 crank on

the subject of

Smoke, 1 have ab-

I
sorbed in the last

I ten years or so con-

I siderable special in-

formation that will

appeal to other
cranks— (which is

another name for

connoisseurs).

Until six months ago I had about
as little idea of making a business

of my fad as a man could have. But
that's neither here nor there— 1 have done

it. Now 1 want to get in touch with people
who appreciate a good cigarette. To such I

promise nothing short of a revelation in smoke lux-

ury. As sole distributor in America lor the famous

KOMPANIJA MAKAROFF
RUSSIAN CIGARETTES,

I have something which I know ninety-nine good judges in a
hundred will prefer to anything they have ever smoked. 1 have
Four grades, each made in three sizes, and at prices from $1 .50
to $6.00 per hundred. 1 sell only to consumers and first class

clubs, and at wholesale prices. I guarantee satisfaction.

For a dollar I will send you ten each of the La Czarina,

Czarevitch and Czar sizes in the "Makaroff Special" brand,

a favorite blend, of exquisite smoking quality. I can and will

"put you right" on cigarettes if you will give me the opportunity.

JAMESHOWARD KEHLER. 838 Fine Arts BIdg, aicago

If You Have a Musical
Instrument

you have do doubt often wished to get a knowledge ol

mu.sic and how to properly play it. To gain thi,-; knowl-

edge at little expense and the least inconvenience may
also be a matter of much importance to you. To learn

in your own home from the very best musicians and

teachers would appeal to you if you knew it were possible.

While many persons do not know of the successful work of

the home-study courses of the U. S. SCHOOI. OF
MUSIC, over twenty thousand in every part of the

country have gained a thorough knowledge of music and

learned to play their favorite instrument by its simple and

easy method. It is difficult to fully realize the real merit

and marvellous success of its system without personally be-

coming familiar with the work which has been so success-

fully conducted during the past six years.

Pupils for these home-study courses are enrolled at any

time for either Piano, Organ, Violin, Guitar, Comet, Banjo,

or Mandolin, and no advance payment is required.

The courses are for either beginners or advanced pupils.

Pupils need know nothing at all of music or the instrument

to begin. They are taught to read the notes and to prop-

erly execute them just the same as though a personal in-

structor sat by their side.

The instruction for one having a slight knowledge of

music or for the advanced pupil is fitted to their respective

need.

If you have an instrument, we will send by mail on re-

ceipt of your request a booklet with full information. It

will place you under no obligation whatever, but will give

you a fuller and better idea than can be given here of the

work that is being so successfully done by us.

Address: U. S. SCHOOLOF MUSIC
(9 W. Union Square, New Ytrk City
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From the Napier-Mieses Match.

Evans Gambit.

NAPIER. MIESES. NAPIER. MIESES.
ir/,tte. B/,u/.-. White. Black.

I P-K4 P-K 4 27 R X Kt R— K sq

2 Kt— Iv B 3 Kt-Q 1; 3 28 R X R Kx R
3 K-I' 4 B-B 4 iq P-B 4(1) Px P
4P-Q Kt 4 BxP 30 K—B 2 Kt-K 2

5 P-li 3 B—R4 3. K-B 3 Kt— Kt 3lj)

6 Castles P-Q 3 32 B-B 2 Kt-R 5 ch

7 P— '.' 4 P X P 33 K-B 2 K—B 2

8 Q 1- 1 3 Q-K3 34 B X P K—B 3

9 P-K. 5 PxK P 35 P-Kt 3 P X H ch

10 R—K sq B-Q 2 36KX P k— Kt 4

II Q X P (a R— Kt sq ^7 B—K 4 P-lU
12 R X P ch K Kt-K2 38 K - Q 3 P—R 4

1-, X R ch b)Kt X Q 39 P-g R 3 P-B 5

14 B— Iv Kt sQxR 40 B X P kt -Kt 3

15 Kt X Q P-K B 3(c) 41 K—B 2 Kt— k 4

16 Kt X 1; Kt X Kt (d) 42 B-K 2 K-B 5

17 B-Q 2 B-Kt 3 (el ,3 K-K sq K-K 6

18 P X P Bx P 44P~K R4 kt-Q 2

19 B-B 3 B X B (0 45 P-R 5 kt— ts 3
20 Kt X B Kt-QB sq(g) »6 P—R 6 kt—R 2

21 Kt—Kt 5 P-B3 47 K—Q sq Kt-B 3

22 R— K sq c h K— (.) sq 48 B-B 4 K-Q5
23 Kt-Q 4 Kt-K 4 49 B— Kt 8 K-B 6

2+ B Kt 3 P-Kt 4 (h) 50 K—B sq P-Rs
25 kt—K 6ch K— 2 51 1 —^

'\ I sq(k' Resigns.
26 Kt X P 1' X Kt

Notes by L. Ih.ffcy.

(a) Napier, who knows this variation of the Gambit
perfectlj well, made this transposition involuntarily.

II B— Kt 5 is the usual move.

(b)It is fortunate that no more serious conse-
quences than the loss of the Gambit pawns result

from the mistake in the opening.

(c)i5.., R— Bsq; 16 P x P, B-Kt 3; 17 I! K 3,

Kt — B 4 could have been playea.

id I The remainder of the game is highly interesting

and an instructive end-game study. White wins, but
we can hardly admit that tliis should be so. In the
present jjosition even a draw should be an unexpected
issue for Wliite. 16. .. K x Kt would seem indicated

;

it brings tlie King into play and liberates the Rook.

(ei Kt Kt 3 would have been better. If 18 B x K 6,

that 18. . . K Kt r> p, and he gets some freedom for his

pieces. If 18 1! iCt 3, then again 18. ., Kt — B 3. with
a good game.

(f'We suggest iq.., B—Kt 3, defending the two
weak Pawns, to begin with. If 20 Kt- R 3, then 20. .,

}•—B 3 ; 21 R - K sq, K—Q sq : 22 B Kt 4, Kt B 4,

or B— U 4, with a good game again.

(g") Now he has the inferior game, and all he might
hope is a draw. The next move is required because
of the threat Kt— Kt 5. and to bring the Kt —O 3 as a
defense against the Rook.

'h) One Pawn must be lost, and the text move is

perhaps the best to draw.

(i) \'ery effective. It leaves Black an isolated
Pawn, and is the quickest means of getting the King
into i)lay.

f j ) The last of the series of inferior moves made by
Mieses. The game is lost now. He might still have
drawn witli ordinary care with Kt—Q 4.

ik~) The second half of the game was played by
Napier with consummate skill.

From the New Zealand Chess-Congress.

Notes Jroiii T/ie Saturday Review.

Ruy Lopez.

PI.EASANHS. BARNES.
IVhite. Hlack.

6 Kt X P B—Q 2

7 Q—R 5 ch P-Kt 3
8 P X P Q—K 2 ch
9 B— K 3 Castles

PLEASANTS. BARNES.
White. Black.

1 P-K 4 P-K 4
2 Kt—K B 3 Kt-Q B 3

3 B-Kt 5 P-K B4
4 P X P P-Q 3

5 P-Q 4 PxP
Instead of Castling, Black should play q Kt— Bj,

and if 10 P—Kt 7 dis. ch, Kt .x Q ; n P x R =^ Q,
Kt B 3, and it is difficult to see how White can e.x-

tricate his Q. as Black threatens to Castle followed by
B-Kt 2 or R3.

10 Castles B-Kt 2 13 Kt-Q n 3 Kt-B 3

II kt x Kt B X Kt 4 Q— H 5 ch K— Kt sq
12 B X B Px B isy-Q R5 P-Q 4

The P can not be defended. If 15.

16 Q-Kt 5 ch, followed by Q-B 6.

P B4, then
The utmost^t 5 (

,

Black could then hope for is the exchange of Q's. after
which he has a lost game, owing to the minority of his
Pawns.
16 'X K Pch K-n sq 23 X P ch K- 1; sq

17 Q R-(,) sq PxP 24Q— .< 8 ch K-Q 2

18 K R—K sq (;-Q ^ 25 g - R 4 ch K-B sq
ig P— K. kt 3 Kt-Kt 5 26 Q X K t ch Q-B 4
20 B-B 5 g-B , 27Q-Q r. 4 H X Kt
21 Q-R 8ch 1—Q-^

.
And White mates in four

22 R X P ch • P X R moves.

White's conduct of tlie game could not be excelled.

Mordecai Morgan, author of the'' Chess Digest,'' has

won the championship of the Franklin Chess-Club,

Philadelphia, in the annual tournament recently fin-

ished. Morgan won 10. lost i : Shipley took second

place with 9 wins, and Hampton third. Sj'i.
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With illustrative examples will be found in

English Synonyms

Antonyms

and Prepositions
Companion to "Connectives of English Speech."

Over 7,.')(X) classlfled synonyms with shades of

meaning carefully discriminated. Nearly 4,500

riassitied autiinyins. Correct use of prepositions

shown by illustrative e.xamples. Hints and helps

on the accurate use of words, revealing surprising

possibilities of fulness, freedom, and variety of

utterance.

"Important and Invaluable"

"This hook will do more to secure rhetorical
perspicuity, propriety, and precision of expression
than any other text-book of higher English yet
produced."— /'»''•<'. C«c/(rn»i, Brooklyn Polytechnic
Institute.
" It is, indeed, the first satisfactory attempt in Its

field." 27if Hiooklyti Citizen.
" Superior to any other treatise on the same theme,

and must be regarded as indispensable to the ready-
reference libraries of educators and writers."—
Northern Christian, Advocate.
" This Is a book of importance and Invaluable to

teacher, student, and speaker. The excellence of
the volume is testified to by leading literary authori-
ties in the United States."

—

TJie yeir York- Tinien.

KUNK

tions, Rela.tive Pronouns a.nd Adverbs

You will find ill concise, handy form in

Connectives of

Englisli Speech
Companion Volume to "English Synonyms, Anto-

nyms and Prepositions."

Giving the definitions with the correct usage of

these parts of speech so far as pertains to their office

as connectives In the construction of English phrases

and sentences ; indicating such prepositions as

should be used after verbs and those concerning

which questions are likely to arise ; with numerous
quotations sustaining the decisions as to correct or

incorrect usage.

"Convenient and Necessary"
"It is the most valuable treatise of its kind in

existence. It Is a delight to use the work as a book
of reference."

—

Nett' York Co>nniereial.
"Not only convenient but necessary." — The

Evening h'ost. New York.
"The work is likely to prove of great value to all

writers."

—

Washinf/ton Evening Star.
" In this valiiat)le manual the reader, the writer,

and the teacher will find on the instant an admirable
solution for ten thousand difficulties. The arrange-
ment is simplicity itself, and the treatment lucid
and convenient.''^—fli iladelph ia fntilic Ledger
" Its practical reference value is great, and it is

a great satisfaction to note the care and attention to

detail and fine shades of meaning the author has
bestowed upon the words he discusses."

—

The
Church Jierien-, Hartford.
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TOPICS OF THE DAY.

WILL SOCIALISM BE THE NEXT GREAT
POLITICAL ISSUE?

" A GROWING socialistic tendency among the American
^^ masses " is what most impressed H. Rider Haggard, the

English novelist, during tlie course of a recent visit to this country.

His words are being quoted by the newspapers in conjunction with

Mark Hanna's oft-repeated prophecy that " the next great issue

this country will have to meet will be socialism," and are regarded

in some quarters as indicating the dominant trend in American life

at the present time. The Detroit Free Press find.) analyzes the

present state of public feeling thus :

" Since the election last fall there has been a change of sentiment

as to the course which cities, states, and the Federal Government
itself should pursue to the end that corporate greed and financial

expansion may be curbed. The disclosures as to the methods of

the promoters of Amalgamated copper, the revelations as to the

abuses of privileges by the lighting trust in New York, a better

general understanding of the reasons that have prompted Chicago

to indorse municipal ownership of street railways, the agitation for

government control of freight rates, and, finally, the astonishing

facts as to the manner in which the resources of the Equitable and
other great insurance companies are manipulated by the controllers

and promoters of giant corporations, have all had a vast influence

in the shaping of public sentiment. Men who maintain the cor-

rectness of the theory of decentralization and the fostering of indi-

vidualism as essential to continuance of the government in accord

with the ideas of its founders, stand abashed at the revelations and
are almost willing to yield their beliefs in particular cases because
there is no other apparent remedy for the existing evils than re-

course to socialistic doctrine and the practical application of so-

cialistic theories."

It is upon developments within the Democratic party, however,

that radical theorists lay most stress, in contending that socialism

is soon to become a live political issue in the United States. Mr.

Brj'an, it is pointed out, is definitely committed by h's latest

speeches in Chicago and Buffalo to a program of " public owner-

ship." Mayor Dunne, the man of the hour in Chicago, is kept

busy explaining the difference between his point of view and that

of socialism. Mayor Johnson, of Cleveland, a radical single-taxer

with socialistic leanings, is again taking a prominent part in the

Democratic councils ; and George Fred Williams, of Massa-

chusetts, recently emerged from months of seclusion to attend the

Jefferson dinner in Chicago and to prophesy "a national uprising"

with " public ownership and direct legislation " for its slogan.

Furthermore, the chain of Hearst papers across the country is

eagerly lending itself to the propagation of the new Socialistic gos-

pel. All of which, in the opinion of the Chicago E^iening Post

(Ind. ), would seem to show that " socialism is going to be the craze

upon which the nervous political energy of the unthinking Demo-
cratic party is going to expend itself during the next four or eight

years, just as the free silver craze became the subject of its activity

ten years ago." The New York IVor/d (Ind. Dem.) comments:

"There can be no doubt of the determination of William Jen-

nings Bryan to destroy the Democratic party and erect a party

of state socialism on the ruins of the historic structure built by

Jefferson.
" This much was established at the Iroquois Club dinner in Chi-

cago and by subsequent statements made by Mr. Bryan's political

friends.

" In the Bryan scheme of things the Democratic party must favor

municipal ownership of telephone, lighting, and street-railway sys-

tems ; state ownership of all local railroads within each state, in-

cluding presumably interurban electric lines, and national owner-

ship of trunk lines and telegraphs. With this must logically come
national ownership of long-distance telephone lines ; of all railroads

which are not wholly within a single state ; of American steam-

ship lines on all navigable rivers, on the Great Lakes, and on the

high seas ; of all mines ; of all oil refineries, and of all other pub-

lic utilities the use of which is not confined to the territorial limits

of a city or a single state.

" Mr. Bryan is promoting the most colossal scheme of central-

ization that was ever devised to smother the vital principle of a

true republic. A constitutional monarchy similar to that of Great

Britain would not involve such subversion of Democratic insti-

tutions. And this propaganda of triple state socialism is jauntily

instituted in the name of Thomas Jefferson, the greatest of all op-

ponents of centralization and paternalism. The British troops

never wrought such devastation to Jefferson's plantation as the

Bryanites are trying to bring upon his political principles
" If Mr. Bryan's plans could possibly be carried out, which we

refuse to believe, Voltaire's definition of government would be ac-

tualized in the LTnited States: two-thirds of die people would be

paying all they could to support the other third—to maintain an

aristocracy of office-holders, if you please, responsible only to

themselves.
" As between the Republican party and the triple state social-

ism of WiUiam J. Bryan, the American people, under protest, will

take the Republican partv—extravagance, high tariff, big stick,

Theodore Roosevelt and all."

The Brooklyn Eagle (Ind. Dem.) holds that no such alarmist

view is warranted by the facts ; and the Philadelphia Record (Ind.

Dem.) adds:

" While there is a disposition to try the experiment of municipal

ownership of street railroads in Chicago and elsewhere, the conser-

vative Democratic mind is as far as ever from countenancing the

stupendous scheme of federal ownership of the great trunk lines of

transportation. Judge Parker, in his speech on Jefferson day, ex-

pressed the genuine Democratic sentiment when he spoke of the

intermeddling of the government in the affairs of the people until

it is now insisted that 'the general government must either own the
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railroads or dictate to their owners the minutest details of their

business.' Democrats who earnestly deplore such a policy in the

Republican party are not likely to countenance it in their own."

The New York Evenifig Post (Ind.) has tiiis to say :

"Prophecies as to political results are, as we have said, unwise.

To form a sound estimate of the strenp^th of the socialists is im-

possible. The party cast 97,730 votes in the Presidential election

of 1900, and 391,587 in 1904. The socialists themselves assert, and

not without reason, that Mr. Roosevelt's extraordinary personal

popularity and the widespread conviction that his own program is

radical, attracted the socialist lightning. Moreover, many who
draw the line at Debs or any declared socialist as President, are

ready enough to try local experiments in socialism. ... The
procedure of Chicago is probably typical. As socialism gains

headway here or there, one of the older parties will seize the occa-

sion to make capital for itself. This is the means by which an in-

dependent sociahst organization has been kept down in Europe.

In England, no less distinguished a Conservative than Joseph

Chamberlain himself has proposed old-age pensions. In this

country the Democrats, by adopting an ' advanced ' platform in

1908, may render the socialists, as such, a negligible quantity.

But radicalism is not. as President Roosevelt has shown us, the

exclusive patent of either party. In any event the tendency toward

socialism is a grave fact, a menace to our traditions, which will

disturb both the plots of our politicians and the visions of our

statesmen."

MR. CARNEGIE'S PENSION FUND FOR
COLLEGE TEACHERS.

MR. CARNEGIE'S -establishment of a trust fund of ten mil-

lion dollars to provide retiring pensions for college profes-

sors is regarded as one of the most remarkable and generous con-

tributions ever made by private wealth for a public purpose. It

has been undertaken in cooperation with a board of twenty-five

trustees, twenty-one of whom are college presidents or chancellors,

and is inspired by a desire to aid " the cause of higher education
"

and to remove " a source of deep and constant anxiety to the poor-

est paid and yet one of the highest of all professions." The

plan is explained in a letter written to the board of trustees by Mr.

Carnegie. He says in part

:

" I have reached the conclusion that the least rewarded of all the

professions is that of the teacher in our higher educational insti-

tutions. New York City generously, and very wisely, provides

retiring pensions for teachers in her public schools, and also for

her policemen. Very few indeed of our colleges are able to do so.

The consecjuences are grievous. Able men hesitate to adopt

teaching as a career, and many old professors whose places should

be occupied by younger men can not be retired.

"
I have, therefore, transferred to you and your successors as

trustees ^10,000.000 5 per cent, first-mortgage bonds of the United

States Steel Corporation, the revenue from which is to provide re-

tiring pensions for the teachers of universities, colleges, and tech-

nical schools in our country, Canada, and Newfoundland, under

such conditions as you may adopt from time to time. Expert cal-

culations show that the revenue will be ample for the puropse.

"The fund applies to the three classes of institutions named,
without regard to race, sex, creed, or color. We have, however,

to recognize that state and colonial governments which have es-

tablished, or mainly support universities, colleges, or schools mav
prefer that their relations shall remain exclusively with the state.

I can not, therefore, presume to include them.
" There is another class which states do not aid, their consti-

tutions in some cases even forbidding it, viz., sectarian institutions.

Many of these established long ago were truly sectarian, but to-day

ate free to all men of all creeds or none—such are not to be con-

sidered sectarian now. Only such as are under control of a sect or

require trustees (or a majority thereof), officers, faculty, or stu-

dents, to belong to any specified sect, or which impose any the-

ological test, are to be excluded
" 1 hope this fund may do much for the cause of higher edu-

cation and to remove a source of deep and constant anxiety to the

poorest paid and yet one of the highest of all professions."

In the opinion of the New York Times, " Mr. Carnegie's latest

discovery of an unoccupied field for his insatiable benevolence

does equal credit to the ingenuity of his mind and the kindness of

his heart." The Philadelphia Public Ledger -aX^o praises Mr. Car-

negie's " fine discrimination" in philanthropic work. "The new

foundation," it says, "admirably supplements Mr. Carnegie's re-

cently expressed intention to remember small, weak, and struggling

colleges. He is evidently searching for objects of beneficence that

have been forgotten hitherto in the distribution of great gifts."

The Springfield Republican comments :

" The profession of college teaching has undoubtedly declined

somewhat in prestige in the past two decades. The ablest and

most scholarly minds have found it less attractive than formerly,

in its middle and lower levels at least : and lately the need of funds

specially designed to provide larger salaries has been pressed upon

the attention of college and university administrators Mr. Carnegie

might have met this need in the cases of a few institutions by spe-

cial endowments, but even he could hardly have given enough

THE NEW 'DR. JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE.'

—Satterfield in the Brooklyn Citizen.

WHY NOT CHANGE ENDS?

—Evans in the Cleveland Leader.

THE EQUITABLE BROIL CARICATURED.
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money to all the institutions suffering from these adverse conditions

to have raised the average level of salaries all around. He has

chosen, therefore, to approach the problem at the other end. . . .

In the past it has often happened that a professor has been re-

tained in harness long after his usefulness had been seriously im-

paired, because to have retired him without a pension would have

been equivalent to turning a penniless man adrift upon the world.

The Carnegie fund of 5io.ooo.coo will provide for some 300 super-

annuateil professors, and its aid in maintaining educational etific-

ency is, tlicrelore, manifest at a glance."

in Harper's Weekly {X^xW 29), President Charles F. Thwing, of

Western Ke.serve University, presents the f«©llowing table, showing

the pay which college professors receive in some of our leading-

universities :

Full Associate. Assistant
Professor. Professor. Professor.

Instructor.

Brown $3,000-3,150
Chicago 3.000 7,000

Cornell 3000 4.000
Dartmouth 2.500

Hamilton i.Soo 2.000

Harvard 2,000-6.500

University of Illinois 2,0003,250
University of Minnesota 2,250 2.400

University of Indiana 2,000 2.500

University of Pennsylvania i.Soo-3.000

Williams
,

2,500

Western Reserve 2,000-3,000

$1,500
2.500
1,500-2.000

1.500-1,700

1.500

1,600- I.Soo

2,000 2.200

1,500-1.600
1,000-1.500
2.000

I.Soo

$1,000-1,200
2,000

1,000

1,200-1,400
800 goo

t

2,000 3.000
1,200-1,600

1,5'^
I.coo 1,500

1,000-1,500

1,500-2,000

$1 .000-1,500

750

500-

700
700
600

2,000

1,000

1.200

1,200

750-1,200

These figures, as the New York World points out, amply sus-

tain the contention that college professors are poorly paid. Their

incomes are " very small," when compared with those of successful

lawyers and doctors, and "there is little opportunity for saving

against old age and cessation of salary." The World comments

further:

"It is right and proper that mere money-making should not be

regarded as the chief end of a profession in which the community
puts much the same trust as it does in the ministry- At least need

should not be the termination of a faithful and responsible career.

For his far-reaching philanthropy the public no less than tiie col-

leges may well feel grateful to Mr. Carnegie. His new foundation

enriches the public by insuring comfort to teachers of proved merit

and by opening the way for capable successors."

In some quarters there is a disposition to question the wi.sdom

of Mr. Carnegie's plan. Dr. John Bach McMaster, professor of

history at the University of Pennsylvania, has expressed himself

in these emphatic terms :

" I do not believe in pension systems in general, and I am espe-

cially opposed to them in the teaching profession. It would be

practically the same thing as the police pensioning, and it could

not help but lower the profession.
" When one of us enters the teaching profession he does not do

it with the expectation of making money; he has an entirely dif-

ferent end in view. This pension system would certainly lower

our standard,
" I believe that in this and in all professions, as in business, each

man should stand on his own basis, and on that alone. Person-

ally, I would not accept such a pension, but I think that it might
prove acceptable to the majority of the profession. I am speaking

only for myself. We have 'Carnegie libraries' and 'Carnegie

heroes,' now we are to have 'Carnegie professors.' I do not

like it."

From this extreme view Dr. Charles Curtis Harrison, provost of

the University of Pennsylvania, dissents. He says:

"There are two results which will follow this gift of Mr. Car-

negie's. The first result will be the provision of a retiring fund
for professors after they are unfitted for further active service, as

is provided in the provisions of Mr. Carnegie's offer. This will

insure a competency for the faithful teachers who have been un-

able to save from their salaries during their service.

"The second result, which I consider equally important, will be
the stimulation of the work of the professors and instructors during
the period of their active work at an institution. As they will not
have to fear for the future, they being insured a competency in old

age, they will be able to enter into their work with much greater

vigor and more singleness of purpose,"

"T"'

FITZHUGH LEE.

lERE is no man in the South, and no man in the United

States," says the New York Times, " who contributed more

than Fitzhugh Lee to form, after the division of the Civil War, ' a

more perfect union.' And this not by any overt proceedings of his

own in that direction, but by the mere force of his generous na-

ture." T/ie Times cont'mues

:

"It is twenty years since the attention of the hundreds of thou-

.sands of New Yorkers who turned out to witness the funeral pro-

cession of General Grant was attracted by the only mounted man
in that impressive array

who was in (Civilian's

dress. Inquiring, they

learned that the horse-

man thus made conspic-

uous was Fitzhugh Lee,

the Governor of Vir-

ginia. His participa-

tion would have been

more in evidence as a

sign of reunion if he had
worn a Confederate uni-

form. But for this the

time was not yet ripe.

The same generosity

and good feeling that

this incident denoted

were the qualities which
have endeared Fitzhugh

Lee to his countrymen,

including those who, a

little more than forty

years ago, he would have

denied to be his country-

men."
GENERAL FITZHUGH LEE,

Who died in Washington on April 28.

From the same paper

we cull the following account of General P^itzhugh Lee's career:

Fitzhugh Lee was born in Clermont, Fairfax County, Va., on
November 19, 1835, and was sixty-nine years old. A nephew of

Robert E. Lee, the famous Confederate general, and a grandson
of Gen. Henry E. Lee, the noted "Light Horse Harry" of the

Revolutionary War, he came from a family of famous soldiers. He
graduated at West Point in 1S56, and entered upon his first military

service on the Western frontier, where he engaged in some spirited

combats with the Indians in Texas.

After his Indian fighting Fitzhugh Lee was ordered back to West
Point as an instructor in cavalry tactics. The outbreak of the Civil

War found him serving in that capacity. He promptly resigned and
offered his services to the Confederacy. , 1 1 was as a cavalry leader

that Lee displayed the greatest courage and skill during the Civil

War. The very last stroke of the Army of Northern Virginia was
the cavalry charge led by Fitzhugh Lee at Farmville, near Appo-
mattox, on April 8, 1865. He succeeded in driving back General
Crook's cavalry division, and held the situation he thus gained

against fearful odds, until Sheridan and Ord arrived, and, throwing

an overwhelming force against Lee's handful of men, put an end

to the struggle of the Confederacy. The next day Gen. Robert
E. Lee and General Grant settled the terms of the surrender. Fitz-

hugh Lee was present at the memorable meeting.

After the war Fitzhugh Lee returned to his home in Stafford

County, Va. For the next few years he applied himself to farm-

ing. Like the majority of the other great Confederate fighters, he

accepted the result of the war philosophically and was one of the

first recognized leaders of the Confederacy to preach the gospel of

peace. He was elected Governor of Virginia in 1885. Fitzhugh
Lee rendered his greatest service to his country during the Spanish

war and the period that immediately preceded and followed that

epoch in American history. For many years he held the respon-

sible position of consul-general at Havana. After the war he

became military governor of Havana during the American occupa-
tion. General Lee was appointed to the regular army with rank

of brigadier-general in February, 1901. For a time he was in com-
mand of the Department of Missouri, He retired for age from the

army the following March. A widow and five children survive him.
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PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT ON HIS HUNTING
TRIP.

THE Illinois chaplain who prayed that "the shield of the Al-

mighty " might protect President Roosevelt from " the mon-

sters of the mountains " is flippantly treated by newspaper writers

who evidently feel that the President is quite capable of taking

care of himself. He has killed bears," wolves, a bobcat, and a

rattlesnake ; is reported to be " having more fun than a schoolboy "

and " riding forty to fifty miles daily"; and says: " It was bully

THE JOY OF AROUSED AMBITION.

Little Johnny's Idea of Presidential Honors as formed by Recent Newspaper
Reports.

—Ireland in tlie Columbus Dispatch.

sport, and I hope it keeps up." A " very real side " of Mr. Roose-

ve'c, observes Collier^s Weekly., is that brought out by the vaca-

tion he is now enjoying. The same paper comments further

:

"We know nothing healthier than Mr. Roosevelt. His diet is

as simple as the diet of the Japanese. The pleasures he seeks all

tend to health and longevity. The danger which lurks in grizzly

bears, mountain lions, or whatever animals he may come across,

is as nothing compared to the dangers of inaction and the artifi-

cial life. Perhaps his hunting is mainly for air and exercise, like

following an aniseed-bag, and he may see few things more fero-

cious than a coyote or jack rabbit. Whatever he kills, or fails to

kill, he is happy in the West, in the open air, in the exercise of his

body, with the sky above him and the fresh breezes in his face."

President Roosevelt's evident enjoyment of his outdoor life in

the Southwest, says ihe Denver Republican, " will be something of

a mystery to a minority of Americans— the minority that can not

understand 'the call of the wild.' " But " most men can understand

it all and sympathize with the President, even to the boylike exu-

berance with which he is said to have raced ahead of the dogs to

a buffalo wallow, where he drank, in true frontiersman's fashion,

lying flat on the ground." The Chicago Trilnine compares the

exploits of the President with the labors of Hercules, and thinks

they will make Kaiser William positively envious. It continues :

"The German Emperor is 'a mighty hunter before the Lord,'

but there are no rattlesnakes and cougars in his country to be ex-

terminated. If there were he would not let them go unhunted.

It is a pity that he does not feel at liberty to go as far from home
as the Rocky Mountains or the wild regions of Oklahoma. If he

did, perhaps the President would ask him over and they would go
on a hunting trip together. Then there would be something for

the official correspondents to report.

"The President is enjoying his vacation—all the more because

>f the spice of danger— but there are few other men in public life

who would like to take their pleasure as he does his. One can
hardly imagine the chieftains of the Senate going out 'where the
wild beasts abound,' as the chaplain of the Illinois house words
it, in order to kill cougars and rattlesnakes. Their sport is to stay

at Washington and kill treaties and bills for the regulation of rail-

road rates. Mr. Cleveland was, and is, fond of fishing and duck
shooting. He kills to eat as well as to have sport. Mr. Roose-
velt is the first President to track to their dens the bear and the

mountain lion. Probably he will not have many successors who
will copy him in that."

The St. Louis Globe-De)noci-at\?, led to ruminate on the "con-

stantly growing scarcity of big game everywhere in this country."

1 1 says

:

" We are fallen upon evil days for the hunters of big game. The
last ten years have marked a decided change in that respect, and
it may be impossible for Mr. Roosevelt to write now as entertain-

ingly of hunting in the Rockies as he wrote in his earlier years,

when it was possible for him to meet with adventures, in a pursuit

of great animals, well worth the writing'and the reading.
" But in this country the bear is following the buffalo, not, of

course, to the point of complete extinction, owing to habit and
habitat, but to a point so near extinction that hunting him has be-

come such hard work that the sport has lost its zest. The Presi-

dent has decided to cut short his hunting trip, and it is very likely

that one of the reasons moving him to that decision is the diffi-

culty, and in fact the impossibility, of scaring up enough of big

game to keep him busy or interested. One result of promiscuous
hunting in this country is the disappearance of all quadruped game
worth the chase until a hunt for such game has become more
wearisome than exciting. The President may not tell us this in

what he writes for our entertainment, but he will hold it as a men-
tal reservation."

THE CHARGES AGAINST MR. LOOMIS.

\ SCANDAL which is said to " rack the entire community "

^ *• of Venezuela, and which, if correctly reported, is likely to

result in the removal of either Herbert W. Bowen, American Min-

ister to Venezuela, or of Francis B. Loomis, Assistant Secretary

of State at Washington, has been published by a Caracas corre-

spondent of the New York Herald, It involves charges of finan-

cial corruption alleged to have been preferred by Mr. Bowen
against his superior officer. Mr. Loomis is accused of having ob-

tained considerable pecuniary benefits from the New York and

HERBERT W. BOWEN, AMERICAN MINISTER TO VENEZUELA.

TA photograph taken at Caracas, showing Secretary of the Legation Russell,

Naval Attache Marbury Johnston, and Mr. Bowen seated in the center.)
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Bemiudez Asphalt Company, while acting in

his official capacity as American Minister to

Venezuela, several years ago ; and it is de-

clared that a check showing the payment of

^10,000 to him by the company is now in the

possession of President Castro. The Herald

correspondent continues

:

' Other charges that have been made against

Mr. Loomis are that while Minister at Vene-

zuela he purchased for a trifling sum a claim

for 20,000 bolivars (or ^4,000) against the Vene-

zuelan Government, and then used his influ-

ence as Minister to collect the full amount
from the Government. The report current here

is that a letter in Mr. Loomis's handwriting

has been forwarded to Washington, specifying

that one-half the money should be paid him in

cash and the balance in \'enezuelan (jovern-

ment bonds, issued against the salt-mines, at

80. -At that time the bonds were selling at 85.
" Still another document, that has been trans-

mitted to Washington, is apparently the draft

of a contract, entered into between Mr. I.oomis

and one Meyer, under which Mr. Loomis, then

American Minister, agrees to use his influence

to adjust one of the heavy outstanding obliga-

tions of Venezuela to the amount of J 10.000,000

for a consideration of one-seventh of that sum. or nominally ?i,-

400,000. These latter two documents are said to have been found

among papers in the American Legation in Caracas by Minister

Bowen."

Mr. Loomis has issued a public statement squarely meeting

these accusations. He characterizes the first charge made as "an

absolute falsehood," and goes on to say :

" I never asked nor received, directly or indirectly, in any man-
ner or form, any money or property or other thing of value, or any
promise or suggestion thereof, from the New York and Bermudez
Company, or from any one acting in its interest or behalf.

" Americans who have lived in Caracas know that rates of ex-

change between the United States and Venezuela are high there,

owing to unsettled conditions in \'enezuela, and that at times it is

impossible to purchase New York exchange at Caracas. On my
final departure from Venezuela as Minister I had money in a bank
in Caracas. I wished to convert my Venezuelan money into

United States money, and I exchanged checks at the posted

United States Government rates with the manager of the New
York and Bermudez Company at Caracas, my check to the com-
pany calling for Venezuelan money and his check to me calling for

United States money. It was a simple business transaction. . . .

"The second charge made is that while Minister to Venezuela
I purchased a claim of 20,000 boHvars (or $4,000) against the Vene-
zuelan Government, and then used my influence as Minister to col-

lect the full amount from the Government. I never purchased or

owned or had any interest in any claim against the Venezuelan
Government, and I never prosecuted, in any manner or form, any
claim against that Government except in obedience to instructions

from the Secretary of State, after submitting a full report of the

case to him.

"The third charge is that I agreed with Mr. Meyers to use my
influence to adjust an obligation to the amount of $10,000,000 for a

consideration of one-seventh of that sum, or, nominally, $1,400,000.
" I never agreed or promised or suggested, directly or indirectly,

in any manner whatever, that I would use my influence to adjust

any obligation against the Venezuelan Government. The charge
is absolutely false."

Mr. Loomis's complete and unequivocal denial of the charges

against him "leaves the onus of proof entirely with his accusers,"

as the New York 7>/(5««<? (Rep.) points out; and the New York

Evening Post {YndL-^WrmSa?, there is a possibility that Mr. Bowen
has been "gulled" by some shrewd diplomacy on the part of the

"wily Castro." The New York World (IxvA. Dem.) comments:

" Mr. Bowen's home-coming may now be looked for. Aside
from this last misstep he long ago made himself as obnoxious at

FRANCIS B. LOOMIS,
Assistant Secretary of State, against whom

charges of financial corruption have been pre-

ferred.

Caracas as Mr. Loomis had been before him.
The present Mmister would like to lay most
of his difficulties at his predecessor's door.
Wherever the blame lies, this Venezuelan
business has been bungled in a way that re-

flects only discredit upon the Administration.
" At the bottom of the whole trouble is the

Asphalt Trust, which, after capitalizing muni-
cipal corruption and other intangible assets of

questionable value, plunged into wholesale
bankruptcy. In his day Mr. Loomis was the

aggressive champion of its claims against the

Venezuelan Government. At one time he
came very near inciting armed intervention by
t;ie LTnited States. Mr. Bowen has shown an
equal inclination to urge interference at Wash-
ington with the decrees of the South American
courts.

" But there is more to the Asphalt Trust

case than the connection of either Mr. Loomis
or Mr. Bowen with it. Venezuela charges

that its agents fomented insurrection against

the (jovernment. Amzi L. Barber, who was
jjresident of the Asphalt Trust four years ago,

says

:

Speakin}^ authoritatively, I can say from private in-

formition which has come to me that the New York and
IJermudez Asphalt Company promoted and financed

the revolution which General Matos began against President Castro in 1901.

" The Bermudez Company is the backbone of the trust. Other
former officials of the Asphalt Trust have corroborated the charge.

1 1 is notorious that the trust sent armed men to Venezuela from this

city when the Matos rebellion was on. How would Americans take

it if alien owners of property in theUnited States stirred up treason

and revolt in this country.''

" The Bowen-Loomis matter must be cleared up without delay.

But before Mr. Roosevelt launches more thunder against Castro,

might it not be well for him to make a thoroughgoing investigation

of the Asphalt Trust's record in Venezuela?"

MR. CLEVELAND'S ARRAIGNIVIENT OF THE
CLUB-WOMAN.

GROVER CLEVELAND is impressed by a possible danger

to national life involved in the growth of woman's clubs.

In the current issue of The Ladies^ Home Journal, the ex-Presi-

dent declares that " there are woman's clubs whose objects and

intents are not only harmful, but harmful in a way that directly

menaces the integrity of our homes." He sees in this feminist

movement a discontent with Jhome life and motherhood and all of

their consequent labors and sacrifices. He finds the same spirit ex-

emplified in the movement to secure women the right to vote and

to participate in public affairs, and writes on this point

:

"The restlessness and discontent to which I have referred is

most strongly manifested in a movement which has for a long time

been on foot for securing to women the right to vote and otherwise

participate in public affairs. Let it here be distinctly understood

that no sensible man has fears of injury to the country on account

of such participation. It is its dangerous, undermining effect on

the characters of the wives and mothers of our land that we fear.

This particular movement is so aggressive, and so extreme in its

insistence, that those whom it has fully enlisted may well be con-

sidered as incorrigible. At a very recent meeting of these radicals

a high priestess of the faith declared: ' No matter how bad the

crime a woman commits, if she can't vote, and is classed with

idiots and criminals and lunatics, she should not be punished by

the same laws as those who vote obey.' This was said when ad-

vocating united action on the part of the assembled body to pre-

vent the execution of a woman proved guilty of the deliberate and

aggravated murder of her husband. The speaker is reported to

have further announced as apparently the keynote of her address :

*Ifwe could vote we'd be willing to be hanged.' It is a thou-

sand pities that all the wives found in such company can not suf-

ficiently open their minds to see the complete fitness of the homely

definition which describes a good wife as ' a woman who loves her
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husband and her countr}', with no desire to run either "

; and what

a blessed thing it would be if every mother, and every woman,
whether mother, wife, spinster, or maid, who either violently de-

mands or wildly desires for women a greater share in the direction

of public affairs, could realize the everlasting truth that ' the hand
that rocks the cradle is the hand that rules the world.'

" There is comfort in the reflection that, even tho these extre-

mists may not be amenable to reformation, there is a fair prospect

that their manifest radicalism and their blunt avowal of subverting

purposes will effectively warn against a dangerously wide accept-

ance of their theories."

Concerning club-life for women, Mr. Cleveland excepts from

condemnation the charitable, religious, and local organizations.

He speaks of clubs "of an entirely difterent order which have

grown up in all sections of our land, and which have already be-

come so numerous that in the interest of their consolidated man-

agement a ' National Federation of Woman's Clubs ' has been

created." To quote again :

" Doubtless in numerous cases the objects of these clubs and as-

sociations are shown in such a light and are made to appear so

good, or at least so harmless, that a conscientious woman, unless

she makes a strong fight against self-delusion, may quite easily

persuade herself that affiliation with them would be certainly inno-

cent and perhaps even within the dictates of duty. The danger of

self-delusion lies in her supposition that she is consulting the need of

relaxation or the duty of increased opportunity for intellectual im-

provement, when in point of fact, and perhaps imperceptibly to

herself, she is taking counsel of her discontent with the humdrum
of her home life

" I am persuaded that without exaggeration of statement we may
assume that there are woman's clubs whose objects and intents are

not only harmful, but harmful in a way that directly menaces the

integrity of our homes and the benign disposition and character of

our wifehood and motherhood ; that there aie others harmless in

intent, but whose tendency is toward waste of time and perversion

of effort, as well as toward the formation of the club habit, and

the toleration or active patronage of less innocent organizations
;

that there are also associations of women whose purposes of char-

ity, religious enterprise or intellectual improvement are altogether

laudable and worthy. Leaving this latter class out of account, and

treating the subject on the theory that only the other organizations

mentioned are under consideration, I believe that it should be

boldly declared that the best and safest club for a woman to pat-

ronize is her home. American wives and American mothers, as

surely as ' the hand that rocks the cradle is the hand that rules the

world,' have, through their nurture of children and their influence

over men, the destinies of our nation in their keeping to a greater

extent than any other single agency. It is surely not soft-hearted

sentimentalism which insists that, in a country where the people

rule, a decisive share in securing the perpetuity of its institutions

falls upon the mothers who devote themselves to teaching their

children who are to become rulers, lessons of morality and patriot-

ism and disinterested citizenship. Such thoughts suggest how su-

premely great is the stake of our country in woman's unperverted

steadfastness, and enjoin the necessity of its protection against all

risks and all temptations."

Some of the newspapers have come to the defense of the ladies.

" It is undoubtedly true," says the Boston Transcript, " that many

club women do neglect their families to attend their clubs, but it is

equally true that if there were no women's clubs on the face of the

earth these women would be forgetful of their home duties." The

Brooklyn Citizen thinks that man, and not woman, is responsible

for the growing strength of the club movement:

" Women as a whole have no desire to ruls the world. What they

want, above all, is man's companionship when they are married, and

man's financial assistance when they are unmarried. The affec-

tionate mother who lives only for her children, the devoted wife who
thinks only of bringing joys innumerable to her husband, are pos-

sible only in a different social and economic condition than that

which prevails in the world to-day. The feminist movement, in

short, is not of woman's own seeking. It has been forced upon
her by man."

SOUTHERN CRITICISM OF THE " OGDEN
MOVEMENT."

ON the ground that " the South is abundantly able to educate

its own people " and that " the education which it will get in

initiating and developing its own educational facilities, in bearing

its own burdens, will alone be worth more than would be all the

uncounted millions promised to Southern education," Mr. Richard

H. Edmonds, editor of The Manufacturer's Record (QzXxhmort),

has for some time been prosecuting a vigorous campaign against

the so-called " Ogden movement." Mr. Robert C. Ogden, as is

well known, is the leading spirit in an annual " conference for edu-

cation in the South," which is composed in large part of his invited

friends and which held its eighth annual session last week in

Columbia, S. C. The "good intentions" of Mr. Ogden and of

"many of the kindly hearted Northern philanthropists who are

furnishing the money for an educational propaganda in the South"

THE LAST PORT.
—Webster in the Chicago Inter-Ocean.

SPRING PLANTING IN THE FAR EAST.

— DelNIar in the Philadelphia Record.

GRIM WAR FANCIES.
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are acknowledged by Mr. Edmonds, but "good intentions," he

points out, " are no proof against fatal blunders." His argument

is elaborated in an editorial in a recent issue of I'hf Manufactur-

er s B^iOrii :

" The opposition of 'J/ie Manufacturers' Record to the move-

ment, an opposition which has involved apparent criticism of per-

sonal, business, and newspaper friends, has not reflected upon the

sincerity of purpose on the part of its promoters. It has not been

based upon antagonism to gifts to negro schools in themselves)

nor upon a lack of hospitality toward visitors to the South content

to recognize the conventional limitations of guests. Its opposition

has been and is due to the conviction, in knowledge of thirty years

of fatal mistakes, that the less individuals from the North, and

especially certain individuals prominent in the Ogden movement,
have to do with the direction of education in the South, particularly

the education of the negroes, the better it will be for the negroes

and the better for the South ; that the literature and the speeches

of the movement would be used effectively to galvanize for tem-

porary use the negro question as a baneful issue in American poli-

tics, as did happen, and, above all, that the South can not afford

to be or to be represented as a mendicant in education, a mendi-

cant either upon individual bounty or upon largess from the fed-

eral treasury, the inherent danger of the latter situation having

been recently illustrated most strikingly in the case of the trust

funds for Indian schools."

Other Southern papers, such as the Columbia State, resent this

attitude, and express tliemselves in terms of cordial sympathy with

the Southern Educational Conference. Commenting just previ-

ously to the opening of this year's convention, the Augusta Chron-

icle said

:

" This assemblage is what is frequently referred to as the ' Ogden
movement 'and has met with some opposition by short-sighted

Southerners prompted by a species of false pride. It meets in

Columbia, however, by invitation of Governor Heyward, the leg-

islature of South Carolina, the State Department of Education and

the Mayor, City Council and Chamber of Commerce of the city,

and it will be attended by people of prominence in educational cir-

cles the whole country over.
" As for the question of the South 's accepting the proffered aid,

it has the hearty concurrence of Chancellor Hill, of the University

of Georgia, and The Chronicle has expressed itself emphatically on

the subject several times in the past. There was a period, per-

haps, when the helping hand would have been even more accepta-

ble, but there is no reason for rebuffing its extension now."

AN EXPERT ON THE RAILWAY RATE ISSUE.

PRESIDENT SPENCER, of the Southern Railway, recently

delivered an address before the Traffic Club of Pittsburg,

which Jhe Railway World regards as " one of the clearest and

most forcible expressions of the attitude of the railroads toward

the governmental rate-making issue that has been made," and one

that can be taken as representing the general views of the railway

interests on the question. The fact that the Senate Committee on

Interstate Commerce is now hearing what the railway presidents

have to say in regard to federal regulation of railroad rates adds

timeliness to the address, which is published in full in The Rail-

way World. President Roosevelt, in his message to Congress in

December, announced that " die rebate, the secret contract, the

private discrimination, must go." and that " the highways of com-

merce must be kept open to all on equal terms." The owners and

managers of the railroads, Mr. Spencer says, zealously support

him in this declaration of purpose, but in favoring the enactment

of legislation which will aid in accomplishing this purpose, there

is a danger, he thinks, that they may suffer from " unwise and un-

fair regulation."

The Townsend railway-rate bill, which passed the House at the

last session, contained, according to Mr. Spencer, "not a single

provision for dealing with these or kindred abuses, nor was any

bill presented or suggested which could be construed as having

that most desirable end in view." The President thought it unde-

sirable if not impracticable, at present, to give the Interstate Com-

merce Commission the authority to fix railroad rates, yet, Mr.

Spencer declares, substantially every bill which has been presented

in Congress looking to granting increased powers to tlie commis-

sion would, if enacted into law, do the very thing that the Presi-

dent regarded as undesirable. Mr. Spencer goes on to discuss this

point

:

"Such enactments would not be 'regulation.' They would
mean incipient, if not final, control of the sources of revenue of all

the carriers, and that, it is safe to say, the President never in-

tended.
" They might easily mean the taking of property or the diminu-

tion of its value without due process of law, or without compen-
sation to the owners.

" The effect of such regulation undoubtedly would be the curtail.-

ment of future railway construction and improvements, not only

by reason of the impair

ment of railway credit,

but also from the unwil

lingness of investors to

own or to enlarge prop-

erties, the revenues of

which would be prac-

tically under govern-
mental or political con-

trol and the expenses

still be subject to the

uncertainties of indus-

trial conditions

"The Townsend bill

provided that a rate

once fixed by the com
mission should continue

in force indefinitely, un-

less changed by the

commission or by the

court. Under such law

all rates would, in time,

become commission's

rates, and the functions

of railway managers in

adjusting rates to meet
commercial conditions,

and in extending the sphere of usefulness of the transportation sys-

tem of the country, would, step by step, come to an end. Slow but

steady paralysis would creep into the industrial arteries through

which the blood of commerce flows, and the transportation system

would gradually become numb and rigid. The present activities of

railway managers would be eliminated as an agency in the intelligent

development of the resources of the country. Rates would soon

be machine-made only, and commercial and industrial centers, now
acknowledging no bounds for the ultimate distribution of their

products, would find themselves operating in narrower and nar-

rower zones, finally circumscribed by governmental edicts as to

where their wares should go."

The charges that rates are extortionate, are described by Mr.

Spencer as based on "garbled statistics and inflammatory general-

ities, appealing to popular prejudice." He declares that the " rates

in this country are only from one-half to one-third of those in coun-

tries with which the producers of the United States must compete in

the markets of the world," and that in eighteen years the Interstate

Commerce Commission "has not succeeded in establishing in the

courts a single case of rates unreasonable in themselves." And,

again, the charge of unreasonable and unjustly discriminatory rates

between localities is denied by Mr. Spencer. " Out of the average

of less than two cases per annum, or thirty-five cases in eighteen

years," he says, " the judgment of the commission has been reversed

by the courts in all but two."

One reason assigned for granting specific rate-making powers to

the commission is that of long delays incurred in deciding cases.

The Elkins Law of 1903, which was intended to do away with all re-

bates and unjust discrimination and to secure rates uniform to all,

was intended to expedite court proceedings instituted by the com-

mission, but as yet, Mr. Spencer says, there has been no indict-

SAMUEL SPENCER,

President of the Southern Railway.
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ment or prosecution of a single individual under the terms of that

law. " If the passage of that law," he asks, " with its drastic reme-

dies, and its almost summary methods of procedure, does not

expedite the trial of offenders against the Interstate Commerce

Law, what can be the effect of any additional legislation for simi-

lar ends ?

"

Mr. Spencer then presents what he calls a simple, direct, and

effective method of dealing with the question :

" If further legislation be necessary—and I do not say that it is

not—let it be given the direction pointed out by the evils calling

for correction, and along logical, not experimental, lines for the

remedying of those evils.

" Draw the distinction broadly and unmistakably between punish-

ment for crime or misdemeanor, on the one hand, and the unnec-

essary and unwise governmental or paternal interference with

legitimate and legal exercise of individual endeavor, on the other.
" Separate widely the functions of Government which detect, and

arraign, and prosecute, from those which sit in judgment upon
complaints and offenses against the law.

"Strengthen the laws in condemnation of rebates, secret devices,

and unjust discriminations to any extent that may be found pos-

sible, and provide, if such further provision still be necessary, for

the prompt arraignment and prosecution of all offenders of the law

in the duly constituted courts of the country, and for the unsparing

punishment of those who are found to be guilty. If there are such

offenders in the railway fraternity, their offenses should be exposed
and punished, but it is un-American and unfair, not to say out-

rageous, because it is alleged there are such, that every manager,
and every president and director, shall be subject to indiscriminate

public condemnation, and that the innocent investors shall have
their property jeopardized, and their rights infringed, because
those to whom the prosecution of the law is entrusted fail to find

the offender, and to punish him
" In a word—stop illegal abuses drastically, but avoid action

which will affect savings put into railroads in good faith ; avoid

legislation which might impair service and efficiency and reduce

the wages of our 1,300,000 employees, for to the wage-earners
alone among that number now go. over half of the gross expenses
of the American railways."

LABOR PRESS ON THE TEN-HOUR LAW.

THE decision of the United States Supreme Court in regard

to the unconstitutionality of the New York Bakers' Ten-

Hour Law (see The Literary Digest, April 29) is taken very

seriously by the labor and radical press. It "hits labor hard,"

says The National Labor Tribune (Pittsburg), and means tiiat,

from this time on, the trades-unions will be forced to depend on

"moral suasion " to extend the sway of the shorter work-day. In

the opinion of the Cleveland Citizen, an influential labor paper of

the Middle West, it " ranks with the famous Dred Scott decision,

as well as the celebrated Debs injunction case, if for no other

reason than that the so-called right of contract henceforth super-

sedes the public police powers, at least so far as labor is con-

cerned." The United Mine If 'orkers' Jojirnal (Indianapolis) com-

ments :

" The syllabus of the court shows that the decision hinged upon
the 'right of contract ' of ihe individual, which it held was superior

to the right of the vast public to obtain clean, wholesome food.

That is, the court held that the public's health is of less moment
than the right of an individual to overwork himself. The court

goes upon the supposition that an individual workman of to-day

stands in the same relation to a vast trust, the National Biscuit

Company, for instance, that he did with an individual employer of

a century ago. It takes no cognizance of changed industrial con-

ditions. It loses sight of the equity supposed to obtain in a con-

tract. It seems to think that an individual acting for himself

stands upon equal grounds when negotiating a contract with a trust

magnate. And a contract, where the parties thereto are not equal

in power, or where one was obtained by duress or force, the court

itself would declare void.

"Justice Peckham, who delivered the adverse opinion, said that

'men could not be prevented from earning a living for their famil-

ies.' That is not true ; tliey are prevented every day, by the pro-

prietors of unsanitary bakeries, but even if what he said were true,

would the judge assert that a man had a right to earn his living at

the expense of the health of the rest of the community.'* Seriously

he would not.

" The case was defeated by a majority of one. It is a noticeable

fact that these divisions occur with precisely the same affirmative

and negative votes. The decision is a dangerous one, repugnant

to common sense and lacking the attributes of equity. It over-

rides the police powers of the state given to it to protect the health

and welfare of its people."

Justice Harlan was quite right, observes the New York Worker
(Socialist), when, in his dissenting opinion, he said that "no more
important decision has been rendered by a high court of law for a

hundred years." The same paper continues :

" Let no one be alarmed. Let no one suppose that this decision

is an unfortunate one. Rather is it a step toward Labor's victory,

just as the Dred -Scott decision, in its day, was a step toward the

establishment of personal liberty.

"The slaveholders hailed Justice Taney's decision as a great

triumph for their unrighteous cause. They exulted in it and flat-

tered themselves that now the stability of 'the peculiar institution '

was assured, since it had received so plain an endorsement from
that most august tribunal. But within five years the slaveholders

had been defeated at the polls and, mad with the pride of power,

had taken up arms against the people's will; within ten years their

rebellion was subdued and chattel slavery was swept away.

"The Supreme Count at Washington is not the court of last

resort. There is a higher tribunal— the voters of the nation. To
it appeal was made in 1S58 and i860, and it reversed the Dred
Scott infamy. To it appeal is now made from this no less in-

famous decision, and this too will be reversed. In 1906 and 1908?

Or in igioand 1912? Who can say.'' It is not for us to predict.

It is for us, the Socialist Party, as counsel for Labor at the bar of

this highest of all courts, to plead the case well, and await its slow

but irresistible justice."

TOPICS IN BRIEF.

Togo has captured colliers enough to win the admiration of President Baer.—
The New York American.

Any one who attempts to grab Niagara ought to expect to get soaked.— /"/;«

New York Evening Mail.

We "advise Mr. Rockefeller to give his church contributions henceforth to the

Christian Scientists who do not believe that evil exists.— 77^^ Atchison Globe.

" Finally one of the men kicked the girl and told her to get out," says an ac-

count of a little social affair in New York. It seems they are introducing their

life insurance methods into society over there. — Z'/^ir Washingion Post.

"the AMERICAN BEAUTY ROSE CAN BE PRODUCED IN ALL ITS SPLENDOR
ONLY BY SACRIFICING THE EARLY BUDS THAT GROW UP AROUND IT."

—

John D. Rockefeller, Jr.

—Spencer in The Commoner.
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LETTERS AND ART.

SOME ESTIMATES OF JOSEPH JEFFERSON.

IT has been suggested that if we shall ever erect a statue to

American comedy it might well take the form of Joseph Jef-

ferson as Rip Van Winkle. " If it were possible to preserve the

sadly ephemeral creations of the histrion in one single instance in

our American stage history," says the Chicago Pos/." there is little

doubt that the popular vote would be overwhelmingly and, we be-

lieve, wisely, for the preservation of Rip Van Winkle." The gen-

tle and venerable actor, whose name in the hearts of the people is

almost identified with that of Washington Irving's pathetic old

vagabond died at Palm Beach. Fla.on the 23d of April. That by

his death the American stage loses its most beloved and in many

respects its most conspicuous figure is unanimously admitted by

the press. But on other

points relating to his place

and significance in the

dramatic world there is

some divergence of opin-

ion.

Mr. Jefferson was in

his seventy-seventh year.

His theatrical life covered

more than seventy years,

and for at least forty of

those years " he occupied

the most conspicuous and

honorable eminence that

an actor can obtain." The

New York Independent,

glancing back over his

career, says

:

" His long life carried

him through the rapid

change of our national ad-

vance ; he acted in barns

and darkened halls for

theaters ; he followed in

the trail of the Mexican
War, and always, whether

the days were dark or not,

his nature was such as to

meet necessity with a

smile. This happy dis-

position was the legacy

left him by three genera-

tions of actors before
him, and it shone sponta-

neously in his work.
There was a lovable quality to his ' Rip Van Winkle ' that had
to be judged by other than art standards.

"As a matter of dramatic history, there are many who will re-

member the Bob Acres, the Asa Trenchard. the Caleb Plummer,
and Mr. Golightly of this excellent actor—but it is with Rip Van
Winkle that he will remain inseparable—as closely knit to the

legend, one might say, as Irving, who first conceived it. Mr. Jef-

ferson, in later years, may not have done much to warrant the as-

sertion that his art was versatile, yet his early career showed him
in many roles of wide range. But always the dominant note was
comedy—a humor tempered by a ripe sympathy with the serious

—

a species of comedy that struck below the surface and kept the

heart healthy and the mind sound.
" It was the sterling quality of the man as well as of the actor

that helped raise the dignity of dramatic art. Mr. Jefferson may
not have been an active reformer ; rather was he an ex'ample of the

Matthew Arnold precept: ' Wouldst thou be as these are, live as

they.' He lived the life of a gentleman, and it told in his work.
Geniality, kindness, warm-heartedness can not be simulated,

neither can refinement.
" Mr. Jefferson was many-sided in his tastes ; he was an artist of

From a stereograph, copyright by Underwood & Underwood, New York.

THE LATE JOSEPH JEFFERSON,

At his winter residence, Palm Beach, Florida.

merit, as a canvas at the New York Metropolitan Museum of Art
will show ; he wrote in a natural and direct way, as his autobi-

ography bears evidence ; he was an ardent angler, a taste inherited

from his father, whose happiest days were spent perched near a
.stream, with a rod in his hands, and a whistle on his lips. Among
his friends Mr. Jefferson had his whole profession, as well as lit-

erary men
; he had likewise the public here and abroad. At the

time of his death he was president of The Players, which at once
links his name with that of Edwin Booth—the two great American
exponents of comedy and tragedy."

Joseph Jefferson was " preeminently an actor of and for all the

people," says the Louisville Courier. His art has been character-

ized as "the most delicate, the most appealingly human, of any

comedian of his time." The Chicago Tribune names him as "'the

most conspicuous example on the stage of the natural school of

acting." The same paper goes on to say :

" One came away from his personation of Rip Van Winkle, for

instance, with the impres-

sion, not that he had seen

Jefferson, but that he had
seen the actual good-for-

no thing, good-natured

reprobate of Falling Wa-
ters. It was not theatri-

• cal like Booth's Hamlet,
Couldock's Luke Field-

ing, Miss Cush man's
Meg Merrilies, Forrest's

Jack Cade, or Burton's

Toodles, but a bit out of

actual every-day life."

His death, says tne

New York Sun, removes
" one of the most illustri-

ous of the old school of

actors and, without dis-

paragement of the mod-

ern school, it seems to be

a fair and accurate state-

ment that the school in

which Booth and Jeffer-

son and their contempo-

raries were trained pro-

duced actors and actress-

es whose like can not be

found in this genera-
tion." Mr. Wilton Lack-

aye, in the New York

Herald, gives the follow-

ing estimate of Jeffer-

son's art

:

" Joseph Jefferson was the greatest low comedian and the great-

est technician of our time. He had no peer on the English stage

as a low comedian. He was as superior in his realm as Coquelin

is in France.

"Jefferson believed with the French in the perfection of tech-

nique. He deprecated the worth of inspiration or hysteria. The
actor, in Jefferson's opinion, should carry to its ultimate degree the

principle of preparation. He stood with Coquelin on that side of

the question, and differed from Irving and the English school.

Jefferson believed strongly also in strict adherence to the intention

of the author."

Says Mr. William Winter, the veteran critic, writing in T/ie

Tribune

:

" Some leaders of mankind prevail by what they do. Jefferson

prevailed by what he was— incarnate goodness, without insipidity
;

tender humanity, without effusive weakness ; exuberant humor,

that was never gross ; nimble wit, that was never unkind ; and

piquant eccentricity, that was equally sweet and droll. The
spiritual cogency of his life, accordingly, the authority of his char-

acter and the illuminative and final explanation of his amazing
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artistic career, can be designated by the single word charm. He
was not distinctively an intellectual power—as, for example, Henry
Irving is—but in the realm of emotion his power was supreme.

He spoke to the heart. He did not dominate by force. He made
no effort to command. He allured by spontaneous sweetness, and

he subdued by unstudied grace. He had an abundance of worldly

wisdom, but his best conscience, in the management of worldly

affairs, was to dwell away from the world, to avoid wrongs that he

could not redress, and to ignore complications of circumstance that

he was unable to adjust. He could not have managed society-

He could not have led the way in any conflict. Endued with per-

fect morality, he yet had no moral enthusiasm. The moment after

he had seen the serious side of anything he saw the comic side

of it. Resolute in will, he yet had no aggressive impulse. He
shrunk from all strife. His province, as he understood it, was to

dispense humor and kindness. His vocation was the ministry of

beauty. Mirth was his herald ; happiness attended him ; and love

followed after. He had, as all men have, who amount to any-

thing, trials, responsibilities, and cares, and these he bore with

dutiful constancy and in silence ; but, mentally and spiritually, in

his abstract and artistic life, he lived as the rose lives—tranquil

and sufificient to itself, heedlessly yielding its fragrance, and pleas-

ing all eyes with its perfection of color and bloom."

To those who criticize Jefferson's limited range and scope, Mr.
Winter answers

:

"In the maturity of his' powers and his renown the comedian
restricted his repertory to a few characters, but, in his earlier time,

he had played scores of parts : one authentic list mentions more
than a hundred of them ; and he might have continued to play

scores of parts had he not learned by experience that it is better to

do one thing thoroughly well than to do many things passably ; to

present one model of perfect art rather than many examples of

good artistic intention. . . . The range of Jefferson as an actor

was, in fact, remarkably broad ; and, tor the rest, it should be re-

membered that he rendered the greatest possible service that any
person can render to the stage, because he made it pure and honor-

able in the public esteem and dear to the public heartland kept

it so
" As long as the fame of gentle humor is prized, and as long as

kindness and pity remain on earth, the name of Joseph Jefferson

will be remembered, because—like the kindred names of Lamb,
and Hood, and Charles Dickens, and Thackeray, and Washington
Irving— it is written with smiles and tears upon the everlasting

pages of the human heart."

That Jefferson was master of all the resources of comedy would

be too much to say, admits The Evening Mail. It continues :

" He did not know its uttermost heights and depths. It was not

his privilege to walk with Thalia as Booth walked with Melpo-

mene. But, if his vision was limited, it was perfect vision so far

as it reached, and, tho his famous roles were comparatively few,

the exhibition they gave of his flawless technique and unerring in-

sight was a worthier attainment than the deeds of the apostles of

versatility. Jefferson's Rip Van Winkle, Bob Acres, and Caleb

Plummer were incomparable.

" If it be asked what was his chief service to the American stage,

let the answer be found in his influence for cleanliness, honesty,

and rugged justice. He loathed the decadents and all their works.

Night and day he longed for the victory of the artistic over the

commercial element. His voice was ever ready to proclaim the

gospel of sound theatrical morality. It was a great and a glorious

service."

From the comment of The Times we quote :

" Mr. Jefferson was relatively a great actor in an era of small

things in the dramatic world. He was not an interpreter of poets.

He could not be ranked with Kean and Kemble, the Booths, Ma.
cready, Forrest, and Henry Irving. He was ' the leader of the

stage ' only in the courteous phrase of his contemporaries. He did

not inspire dramatists, or encourage those playwrights who found
their inspiration, great or small, elsewhere. He did nothing what-
ever, except to act Rip Van Winkle and Bob Acres delightfully, to

build up the American theater."

The Evening /"r^j/ finds that Mr. Jefferson's range as an actor

was not wide, " but ran within rather a narrow region on the plane

of the higher eccentric comedy." It then proceeds to investigate

the grounds of his phenomenal popularity. We read :

"But if Mr. Jefferson was an actor of limited range and still

more limited achievement, how, it will be asked, is his popularity

to l)e explained and his fame justified,'' The answer is simple, and
wholly sufficient. Partly by the indescribable charm of his per-

sonality, partly by the exquisite, rare, but intensely human quality

of the vein of humor which he possessed, and, above all, by the

almost matchless skill with which he employed the resources of an
art, first learned in the arduous school of the old stock companies,
and perfected in long years of study and practise. His was the

hidden art that counterfeits by controlling the spontaneity of

natural impulse, and thus, paradoxically, becomes more natural,

on the stage, than Nature herself. The secret comes, if not by
prayer and fasting, at least by aspiration and self-denial, and is

unknown to the vast majority of our younger mimes. There was
not an artifice in his profession of which he was not a master. He
knew to a fraction the value of every stage situation, the effect of

the slightest modulation of tone, or the minutest change in attitude

or facial expression, and the significance of almost imperceptible

gesture. He could make a glance of the eye, the quiver of a fin-

ger, the twitch of a muscle carry infallibly its calculated suggestion

of merriment or sorrow. .A.nd his speech was perfect. His voice,

like Cordelia's, was ever soft, gentle, and low, but his elocutionary

skill was such, his enunciation so clear, sharp, and accurately

pitched, that even in the largest theater distant hearers lost no syl-

lable

" Herein lies the paramount value of his life and example. He
acted no part of the first importance, he acted few parts of any
kind, he failed lamentably to use his vast influence for the ame-
lioration of the stage, to encourage American playwrights to risk

something in the occasional production of old or new plays, or the

preservation of the old and only sound system of stock companies,

to which he owed his own success ; he chose the easy and lucrative

rather than the glorious and thorny road. But, first and last, he

was a great artist. He may have painted but one picture, and that

of an unworthy subject, but he did that so marvelously well, that

it long ago, in its own sphere, became the standard of the highest

artistic accomplishment. Thereby he dignified his profession and
set a priceless example to it. But he did more than this : He
showed his fellow actors how to respect themselves and their call-

ing, and how to make that profession honored. He proved that

an actor may take his place in the most exclusive ranks, as a pol-

ished gentleman and worthy citizen. It is, indeed, a well-graced

actor that has quit the stage. But it is his example of industry

and clean living that should be most precious to his fellow profes-

sionals."

" After all is said." remarks the Springfield Republican, " Jeffer-

son charmed chiefly by his personality. The word 'unique' is

much abused, but it belongs to this rare artist."

Nordica on Singing in English.—Madame Lilian Nor-

dica calls attention to the interesting fact that only in England and

America is opera tolerated in another language than the vernacular.

"Until we have presentations in English," says Madame Nordica,

who is herself an American, " the opera must be regarded as an

exotic in English-speaking countries." We read further (in The

Ladies^ Home Jo2irnal, May)

:

" In any other country than America the song in the vernacular

is demanded in public performance as a foregone conclusion.

Those songs are strongest in their appeal to any audience that

have as text the language of the country. Italy, the home of

opera, tolerates no other language in presentations than Italian.

People demand that they know what the artist is singing about

quite as strenuously as they do the notes that the composer has

written to voice his expression. In Paris the opera, as a national

institution, is a vehicle for sustaining an elevated standard of

French diction, and the proper delivery of the language comes
next in importance after the singing qualities of the artist. At the

German opera-houses you will find that German alone is the lan-

guage of the text, no matter of what nationality the composer may
be. The vital worth of the word is recognized equally with that

of the music
" The song stands in exactly the same position in the compar-
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ative value of its appeal to the public. 1 1 is the obligation of every

properly equipped singer to be a thorough linguist, primarily to

convey to the fullest limit the meaning of the poet as well as that

of the composer. Not only is it the duty of English-speaking

singers to present a certain number of songs in each program in

English, but it is the duty of foreigners who visit our country as

well. For years it has been my custom to include songs by

American composers in recital and concert programs, and I have

found it wiser in many instances to give the songs of Schubert and

of Schumann in English, where good transFations may be had. . . .

"The question of singing in English resolves itself into one of

sound sense ; people like something that they can understand. As
to the language being difficult to sing, it is only a matter of giving

the time to it. and I am a great believer in the over and over."

THE FUTURE OF THE AMERICAN NOVEL.

THE perusal of a " first novel " from the pen of a young Ameri-

can writer, in conjunction with some recent derogatory re-

marks by a prominent New York editor on the subject of " fine

writing." has drawn from Mr. James Lane Allen some expression

of his views regarding certain tendencies of American fiction.

The novel in question is " Hecla Sandvvith," by Mr. Edward Ufiing-

ton Valentine. Mr. Allen states that its significance rests for him

upon four grounds, namely: "Its choice of a great American

theme ; its reliance upon the dramatic presentation of human char-

acter as the novelist's true business ; its insistence upon giving

human life its true place in nature; and its adherence, for all this,

to the lofty standards of English style." These four things, then,

we may infer, Mr. Allen regards as desiderata, if not as essentials,

of American fiction. On the subject of fine writing he says (in the

Saturday Review Supplement of the New York Times)

:

" There seems to be need to bring this familiar matter up anew,

because, of late, voices (that ought to be- better employed) have

been raised among us in depreciation of the value of fine writing,

in contempt of the mere drapery of words. As tho words were

ever a drapery. As tho style were some cheap trick, some un-

worthy artifice, by which nothing, having been well written, is

made to acquire the value of something. As tho any deficiency or

demerit, any loss or lack, or crudity or perversion, or flatness and
failure in our recent or in our current fiction, could in any wise be

traceable to whatsoever respect, whatsoever reverence, whatsoever

cultivation, whatsoever practise may exist among us, as a reading

and a writing people, of the always manly and bold and fearless

and noble and ennobling fine art of literature

" Thus the fine art of literature as regards fiction is simply a test

and a revelation of the story. The richer the story is, the more it

can reveal ; the poorer the story is, the less it can reveal. If any

good story has ever been hurt or ruined in the telling, not the art

of literature is at fault, but the incompetent workman who misused

the art. But never since the world 6egan has the whole art of fic-

tion, most sagaciously and prodigally exercised, ever been able to

make a success of a dull, false story.
" Therefore, if there is anything the matter with American fiction

at present—and all seem agreed that something is the matter— then

the trouble does not lie in the fact that the novelists of the land

may be trying to write their stories in good English. It is not be-

cause they may be clinging to the old notion that fiction is essen-

tially literature and literature essentially an art."

Our national fiction, continues Mr. Allen, is not suffering from

an excess of fine writing, nor is it suffering from a national lack of

material for stories. On the latter point be says

:

" Our civilization has always thrown to the surface of life an
amazing wealth of splendid stories. Our race in the New World,
our mixture and competition of races, produce great stories. Our
wars and our times of peace, our religions and our politics, our in-

dustries and inventions, our manners, our morals and immorals,

humanities and inhumanities, endlessly produce colossal stories.

The whole civilized world to-day stands with eyes riveted upon the

single unfolding story of the nation itself. Every needed external

resource for great national fiction has existed within our civiliza-
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MR. JAMES LANE ALLEN.

tion from the beginning. Every needed external resource exists at

this moment."

The lack is not external, says Mr. Allen. He tlicn proceeds to

state the things required of the man who would write a great

American novel. We quote as follows:

" That he shall train himself to see a great story when it is before

his eyes, or search for it until he has found it ; that he shall acquire

the judgment to pick it out among a thousand inferior ones. Next
that he shall train himself to see the great story which he has

chosen deeply, see it as deeply as life itself is deep. Next that he
shall train himself to fix

this deep vision of his

great story clearly with-

in his own mind, as

clearly as he would be-

hold faces and forms,

lights and .shadows,

groups and distances, in

some wonderful, pellu-

cid, unshaken mirror

And next, and finally,

that he shall learn how
to transfix his vision,

whole and true, for the

eyes and minds of man-
kind. That is what a

great novelist is, and

that is what a great

novelist does when he

produces a masterpiece.

And that is why the fine

art of fiction is not the

despicable pastime of

turning out pretty sen-

tences, but the grave

and most difficult toil

of seeing and choosing

and fathoming, and then of delivering faithfully to others some
part of the realities of our human life."

Comparing the novehsts of this and an earlier generation Mr.

Allen writes

:

"To my mind, the broad fundamental difference between the

best work of earlier novelists and the best work of our contempo-

rary novehsts lies just here : that the great men and women of the

past, more than we, held it to be the very first commandment of

their art that they should look for and find the greater story, see it

more deeply, know it more thoroughly, and write it more exhaust-

ively

" For some reason the great American novels of our generation,

as compared with the greatest English-written novels of the past

—

where are they? There is some lack, some falling off, some inferi-

ority. We seem either indifferent about discovering or unable to

discover the great stories of our country; or, having discovered

and chosen one, we view it superficially rather than profoundly,

partially rather than completely ; or if we have attained a profound

and complete comprehension of it, we do not with patient waiting

and vigil, under the older faith, the older enthusiasm, master the

vision of it until the vision masters us; or having done all other

needful things, we lack the courage, the conscience, or the requis-

ite art bravely and completely to write down what we have our-

selves found out and known and accepted as the truth.

" Thus, it is what we think of this same great art of fiction that is

settling the fate of each of us and that settles the fate of our na-

tional literature."

In "Hecla Sandwith" Mr. Allen detects "the fresh warring of

two tendencies, the one or the other of which is likely to dominate

our national fiction more exclusively ere long." These tendencies

he indicates in the following passage

:

" Are our novels to become longer or shorter, lighter or heavier?

Will the present tendency toward lightness and shortness run its

course, until they become so light and so short that it will be

worth no man's time to write one? They will bring no credit,

they will bring no cash; and cash and credit both having ceased,

their natural vanishing point will have been attained Thus will
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the trade of novel writing under the influence of other trades and

of the ' Big Stick ' be ended ? And afterward will the art of fiction

reappear among us, reborn into its old classic proportions and

nobility? Some time will the millions of future Americans find

their Fielding, their Thackeray, their Scott, their Jane Austen,

their George Eliot? If it is not to be, it ought to be; and I can

never believe that the deeper and the more careful our national

life, the more shallow and careless our national literature."

A FRENCHMAN'S VINDICATION OF THE
"SEX DRAMA."

MONSIEUR FUNCK-BRENTANO, a French lecturerwho

recently visited this country under the auspices of the Alli-

ance Fran^aise, has been giving expression to his surprise at the

"very extravagant" ideas prevailing in America in regard to

French literature and drama. He admits that the standard novels

of France have met with serious consideration here. " In no coun-

try of the world, even including France," he says, " is Balzac, the

greatest writer of the nineteenth century, so highly appreciated

and perhaps so well understood " as in the United States. But to

the average American, he thinks, the contemporary French novel,

the " yellow back," is " the horror of horrors "
; and " when, in one

of the innumerable short stories with which American literature

is flooded, the author wishes to make a character repugnant, he

thrusts into his valise (people travel incessantly in America) one

or two French yellow backs. From that moment his fate is

sealed !
" As an even more vivid revelation of the American frame

of mind, the French lecturer cites a remark of the secretary of the

Alliance Fran^aise in Cincinnati to the effect that Madame
Rejane's repertory of plays, as given in that city a few weeks ago,

destroyed all that had been done in twenty years to arouse kindly

feeling for France and French literature. M. Funck-Brentano

continues (in the Paris Gatilois)

:

" On the occasion of Rejane's tour, American magazines and

newspapers have once more published hundreds of articles on the

modern French drama and its principal subject, the violation of

conjugal fidelity. And, once more, they have shown how little

they understand that art of which we still have the right to be

proud, and from which the Americans still draw inspiration, zeal-

ously and with profit.

"The following lines will be read, I know, by many Americans;

they are written for them. French literature, which has exercised

a unique influence on the world during eight centuries, has always

endeavored to study the human soul, and the great conflict of pas-

sions which fill it. Where do these storms of the soul appear as

clearly as in the trouble caused by love? It is love which shows

them to us in all their force ; it is love that is studied by a writer of

genius.
" So it is not the unhealthy pleasure of telling stories of adultery

which guided the hand of Augier, Dumas, Hervieu, Donnay.

This is so evident that it seems almost ridiculous to say it; these

writers were guided by the healthy desire to study the greatest and

most poignant spectacle in the world ; the deep currents of the

passions of men. Racine's 'Phedre ' will be still, as Dumasyf/j-

says, the typical work of the French theater, which will assure its

superiority for a long time to come."

The writer declares that he was much impressed by the intensity

of the literary movement in America and by the number and pros-

perity of the theaters in all our cities. He found that the Ameri-

can drama had "prodigious re.sources " at its command, but that,

in spite of this fact, it was utterly undeveloped. The reasons for

this backward condition are given as follows:

" I read the other day an article by the celebrated manager, Mr.

Frohman, in which he places the plays of George Ade above those

of Sudermann. It is so surprising to hear any one compare long-

drawn-out jokes, often puerile, like the ' College Widow,' to the

'Feuxde Saint Jean,' or ' L'Honneur,' that one feels scarcely able

to discuss the question. Why does the American theater remain

in this infantile s-tatCjand why will it continue to for a long time to

come? Because, in order to conform to the prevailing ideas, its

pieces end where ours begin, with the marriage of two young lovers.
" So the characters which these dramas portray can only be

studied from the outside. The authors can only depict the surface

of love, and love is the only thing that is interesting at the theater.

This makes the drama grow uniform, monotonous, superficial, and
prevents any great progress. The soul of the young girl is charm-
ing, but it is childlike, simple, and even, and it is only possible to

portray its exterior.

" So the playwrights are obliged to concentrate interest on the

episodes—a football match, a horse-deal where the horse is led on
to the stage. To employ a comparison often used, because Amer-
icans will not depict the dramas of real life, their plays, which
pretend to be plates of fish and meat are only sauce."

—

Translation

made for Tn^ Literary Digest.

BRYANT AS THE PURITAN POET OF
AMERICA.

\ 1 riLLIAM CULLEN BRYANT is represented in a new
• * biography by William A. Bradley as the poet who first re-

vealed an " ideal imaginative side to the American national char-

acter," and who showed that " the people who had achieved their

independence were worthy, in the highest sense, of a separate na-

tional existence." He is a national poet, however, not alone be-

cause his poetry was the vehicle of American idealism and bore

witness to the awaking of "an eager and intense delight in the very

face of the country," but because " there is that in his attitude

toward nature which is characteristic of the spiritual moods of

Puritanism." Mr. Bradley says, further

:

" Altho he came at a time when the initial impulse of Puritanism

had subsided and left only those petrifications of old forms of faith

and old ways of life from which Hawthorne revolted, Bryant is first

and foremost the Puritan poet of America. In him is heard the

late but authentic voice of a race which in its prime had produced

in America no poet worthy of remembrance, and which only in the

moment of its decadence and decrepitude gathered all of its spirit-

ual energies into one final effort for self-expression. If he wrote

of natural objects in much the manner of nineteenth-century natural-

ism, it was with a preponderance of religious feeling that led him

to find, in every element of beauty and order in the universe, visi-

ble evidence of the goodness and greatness of the God worshiped

by his fathers."

Bryant has been subjected to such extremes of criticism, adds

Mr. Bradley, that it is small wonder if even to-day his place in

American literature is still a matter of dispute. He has in his time

" suffered both eulogy and detraction, to an unusual degree "
; and

now " the tendency, just as in the time of Griswold, at the height

of the first reaction, is to regard him rather as a figure, a landmark

in the literary history of America, than as a true and original

poet.'" The biographer concludes:

" Bryant may not be a great poet—tho when we have lost that

impatience with minor poets which is still a sign of national cru-

dity and provincialism, this will weigh less heavily against him

—

but he marked, as we would have him mark it, the first growth of

imaginative self-consciousness in America. It was the wilderness

that called Europe to the Western World, and Bryant has caught

the sentiment of the wilderness and preserved some memory of

what it meant for those who came to find in it a refuge and a holy

tabernacle."

NOTES.

A WRITER in M. A. P. ( London ) claims for the books of Mr. Silas K. Hocking-

that they have totalled more sales than those of any other living author.

The son of D'Annunzio, it is reported, has announced his intention of becom-

ing an actor, and devoting himself exclusively to the interpretation of his fathe.'s

works.

7 lie Bookman''s May list of the si.x best-selling books is as follows :

1. The Marriage of William Ashe.- 4. The Masquerader.—Thurston.

Ward. 5. The Princess Passes.— Williamson.

2. The Clansman.— Dixon. 6. The Man on the Box.—MacGrath.

3. The Return of Sherlock Holmes.—
Doyle.
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SCIENCE AND INVENTION.

THE DEADLY TOOTH-BRUSH.

ONE by one the list of forbidden things grows. Among these,

we now learn, must be numbered the tooth-brush, hitherto

counted innocuous and even recommended for frequent use. But

Dr. E Palier, writing on "The Abuse of the Tooth-Brush" in

The Dietetic and Hygienic Gazette, tells us that it is the abode of

microbes and is skilfully adapted to introduce these by inoculation

into the organism with its penetrating bristle. Says Dr. Palier:

" The tooth-brush has been in vogue for a long time without

being suspected of doing any mischief. Nowhere is it used with

such vigor as it is here, and nowhere is the demand for artificial

teeth and their employment as prevalent as in this country. The
tooth-brush in my opinion is a potent factor in the causation of

many ills, and I consider the matter of too great importance to be

overlooked.
" The mouth, as is well known, is teeming with microbes ; if we

examine a drop of sputum under the microscope it will be found to

be loaded with bacteria. Pneumococci are frequently found in

the sputum of healthy people, and in addition there may be other

pathogenic micro-organisms from various sources. The means of

safeguarding against infection by these micro-organisms is to keep
the mucous membrane intact; wherever there is a breach of sur-

face, however insignificant it may be, infection may take place,

especially if the system be in such a state that the resisting power
is lessened, such, for instance, as extreme fatigue, hunger, etc. I

think we can safely say that in a number of infectious di.seases the

infection is introduced through the mouth. The local inflam-

matory affections are of course due to some local infection, but

even systemic infectious diseases, such as diphtheria, scarlatina,

etc., are frequently primarily caused by local infection of the

mouth.
" Now, the tooth-brush is first of all always loaded with m.icro-

organisms; in order to make it aseptic it would have to be sub-

mitted either to strong chemical germicides or to prolonged boil-

ing, as some microbes are extremely resisting, especially the

sporulent ones. The tooth-brush is seldom, if ever, properly

sterilized. It is simply rinsed in cold or hot water which is alto-

gether inadequate. Then, too, the brush is usually stiff, the hairs

get in between the teeth, causing an abrasion of the gums, and

thus one practically inoculates himself with microbes. If they

happen to be virulent ones they will surely cause disease. For
instance, a nurse attending a case of diphtheria may have blown

into her mouth some particle of the patient's sputum loaded with

microbes. She uses a tooth-brush which causes some abrasions of

the mucous membrane, and thus inoculates herself with the dis-

ease. Antiseptics for the mouth will hardly do, and it is prac-

tically impossible to sterilize this cavity on account of its many
nooks and corners. The ordinary mouth-washes and powders are

hardly strong enough to have any effect on bacteria. In addition,

the tooth-brush frequently causes local irritation and painful gums.
Such a case recently came to my ofiice, the patient complaining of

extreme tenderness of the lower gums, which entirely disappeared

on discarding the tooth-brush. I believe that the greater preva-

lence of affections of the teeth in this country as compared with

Europe is due to the tooth-brush, which is more frequently and
vigorously used here than anywhere else in the world. To see a

middle-aged or even young person in this country with healthy

teeth is a rarity ; even young ladies of eighteen usually expose to

sight one or more artificial teeth made of gold."

But if we are to taboo the brush, how keep the teeth clean? Dr.

Palier assures us that he has no objections to cleanliness, but he

has a substitute for the brush to recommend. Here it is

:

"I. have found that for cleansing the teeth aseptic absorbent

cotton is best. A piece of cotton, about the size of a walnut,

should be taken, soaked in fresh water, and made into a pledget,

tooth-powder put on it, and, holding it between the thumb and
index fingers, the teeth thoroughly cleansed. It will be a little

awkward, of course, at first, but with a little experience one may
easily manage it.

" The advantages of this method are that a fresh piece of aseptic

cotton may be taken each time, which is practically impossible

with a tooth-brush, and the cotton is soft and not likely to cause

any abrasion of the mucous membranes, nor does it cause irritation

and pain in the gums. Of course, before cleansing the mouth in

this way, both the face and hands should be bathed
" The tooth-brush, to be safe, must be disinfected each time it is

used. For reasons which are apparent, it is not wise to use on it

strong antiseptics, as it is taken into the mouth. If one is deter-

mined to use the tooth-brush, it should be sterilized by boiling it

for at least half an hour, and this should be done frequently.

This, however, is apt to spoil the brush and will not prevent it

from causing irritation. All things considered, I think without
doubt the absorbent cotton is best."

Dr. Palier cheerfully notes, in parenthesis, that a shaving-brush

is also a decidedly objectionable thing to have about one. In it,

too, lurk germs innumerable. The doctor offers us no substitute

for this, and perhaps, like Kipling's little asides, the matter is to

be elaborated— if not forgotten—in " another story."

HIGH SPEED RAILROADS.

A RE the strikingly successful high-speed trials on the Berlin-

•^^- Zossen experimental road to bear practical fruit or not?

They demonstrate clearly that we may travel at the rate of 125

miles an hour if we are willing to pay for it. The question is re-

duced therefore to one of expenses and returns. The United States

consul-general at Berlin, Frank H . Mason, writes as follows of it in a

report to the State Department printed in Daily Consular Reports :

" The Zossen experiments demonstrated clearly that, given a

straight, well-laid, and well-balanced track of the best modern con-

struction, a speed of 120 miles an hour was possible and safe. It

was shown that to propel a single motor car carrying the requisite

transformers and motors, with room to accommodate 60 passen-

gers, required, for a speed of no miles an hour, the expenditure of

1,300 horse-power, and that this consumption of energy was in-

creased to 2,000 horse-power when the speed was raised to 120

miles an hour, at which velocity the head-end air resistance alone

consumed about 1,100 horse-power.

"It was also found that in order to keep the rails and run stead-

ily, the car must be heavy and its running gear skilfully adapted to

slurring over with smooth elasticity the slight but unavoidable

irregularities of the track. It proved, for this reason, impractica-

ble to use light trail cars for any speed above 80 miles an hour;

at higher velocity the lateral oscillation became so great as to

compromise the comfort, if not the safety, of passengers. An-
other point clearly demonstrated was the importance of a prac-

tically direct line. Curves, if unavoidable, must have a radius of

not less than a mile, otherwise they must be passed at a reduced

speed. In other words, no steam railway of any important length

now being operated in any European country, except perhaps

Russia, is sufficiently straight to meet the requirements of high-

speed electric service. Whether the new system be adopted

sooner or later the lines will have to be resurveyed and specially

built.

"With these fundamental conditions clearly established, public

and technical interest has been concentrated on a high-speed elec-

tric railway between Berlin and Hamburg, a distance by the pres-

ent steam railway route of 177 miles, which could be shortened by

a new direct line to about 155 miles. The country between the

two cities is generally level and as well adapted to the construction

of a high-speed line as could be found between any two large and

equally distant cities in Europe. The ordinary passenger traffic

between Berlin and Hamburg now includes about 1,200 persons

per day, or 438,000 per annum, whose fares average 16 marks

($3.80) each. The best steam-train makes the distance in 3 hours

and 32 minutes, but accommodation trains take from 5 to 6}i

hours.
" During the discussion of the high-speed electrical line, two

definite propositions have been submitted, one by Messrs. Siemens

& Halske and the other by the General Electric Company, of

Berlin; both are firms of the highest rank and responsibility,

whose motor-cars, made in friendly competition, the experimental

tests between Berlin and Zossen. Messrs. Siemens & Halske

propose a single-track line, on which a train would be despatched

from either terminus every two hours or oftener, if found neces-

sary, the two meeting and passing each other at the midway station
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of Wittenberg, and making the through run in i hour and 55 min-

utes. Such a line, equipped for service, would cost, according to

tlie estimates submitted, 70,000,000 marks ($16,660,000), and, in the

opinion of Messrs. Siemens & Halske, such a road, carrying

520,000 passengers a year, each paying 15 marks ($3.57) for a uni-

form first-class fare, would earn a profit above interest and work-

ing expenses.
" The proposition of the General Electric Company is for a

double-track line, on which trains traveling at 100 miles an hour

would make the through trip in i hour and 25 minutes. For that

speed the road could be built and equipped for 125,000,000 marks

($29,750,000). If a speed of 200 kilometers (125 miles) an hour

were to be maintained, the road and equipment would cost 150,-

000,000 marks ($35,700,000), and at the proposed rates of fare— 15

marks ($3.57) for an ordinary seat, and 5 marks ($1.19) extra for a

section de luxe—would require 850,000 passengers yearly to earn a

profit over interest and running expenses. This proposition con-

templates trains of from 2 to 4 cars, according to the requirements

of travel, and it is to be assumed that each car would carry its own
motors and converters and be in all technical respects an indepen-

dent unit.

"Will the proposed Berlin-Hambuig line be built; and if so

when? These are the points on which public and press opinion

varies all the way from eager confidence to hopeless doubt."

WANTED : A SAFE EXPLOSIVE.

UNDER this heading a writer in TJie Scie^itijic American

laments our lack of an explosive that may be handled and

used with entire safety. He reminds us that, while it has become

increasingly necessary to use high explosives, these, almost alone

among the great sources of energy under our control, can not be

safeguarded. He says

:

" Guncotton possesses electrical properties, and the passage of a

current of heated air over the explosive may generate enough elec-

tricity to set it un fire.

"Good dynamite is of a plastic consistency. It should not feel

greasy to the touch. The density of it depends upon the ' dope,'

which is the absorbing material. It embraces the physical prop-

erties of nitro-glycerin, which is its chief explosive principle and is

equally poisonous. Its firing-point is 180° C, and at this tem-

perature it either burns or explodes. When free from pressure or

vibration, it burns; otherwise it explodes. The sensitiveness of

dynamite to blows increases with the temperature; as Eissler

says, ' at 350' F. the fall upon it of a dime will explode it.' When
ignited in small quantities in the open air it burns with great vigor,

out when larger amounts are ignited explosion invariably results.

It freezes at 4' C., and when once frozen it remains in this state at

temperatures exceeding it. When frozen, it can be detonated only

with difficulty and its force is weakened. It is true that all nitro-

glycerin powders, when heated up gradually to the point of explo-

sion, become extremely sensitive to the least shock or blow, and,

once that point is reached, they no longer simply ignite but explode

with great violence ; and further, owing to the poor conductivity of

the material, a small portion of dynamite in contact with the source

of heat may reach this point and cause the explosion of the rest of

the mass, which may be considerably below the danger-point, as

given by Walke.
" Let us look into the cause of explosions. Abel has shown that

while the detonation of guncotton would cause the detonation of

nitro-glycerin in close proximity to it, the detonation of nitro-gly-

cerin would not cause the detonation of guncotton. His theory of

synchronous vibrations, which he states: 'That the vibrations

produced by a particular explosion, if synchronous with those

which would result from the explosion of a neighboring substance,

which is in a state of high chemical tension, will, by their tendency

to develop those vibrations, either determine the explosion of that

substance, or at any rate greatly aid the disturbing effect of me-
chanical force suddenly applied ; while in the case of another

explosion which produces vibrations of a different character, the

mechanical force applied by its agency has to operate with little or

no aid
;
greater force or more powerful detonation must, therefore,

be applied in the latter case, if the explosion of the same sub-

stance is to be accomplished.
" Romite, invented by a Swedish engineer, was the cause of thir-

teen explosions in various parts of Stockholm. These were due to
' spontaneous ignition.' Impurities in the guncotton may account
for disasters, as in the case at Stowmarket, where over thirteen

tons of compressed guncotton exploded. It is well known that

dynamite, and for that matter all explosives containing nitro-gly-

cerin, frequently explode through fall or friction. Experienced
miners always drop the dynamite cartridge very gingerly into the

bore hole, imbedding it in fine, loose sand, that it may not be ex-

ploded by the manipulation of tamping. Not only is there great

caution observed by users of black powder or dynamite in the coal-

mines before a blast isfired,but even greater danger presents itself

when the explosive gives off large flames, setting fire to the coal-

dust and gases in the surrounding air.

" We to-day demand an explosive that is insensible to heat and
cold, that permits of safe transportation and rough handling, that

will not freeze, insensible also to shock, concussion or friction, and
likewise flameless."

TROLLEY OR AUTOMOBILE?
O HALL we give up our trolley-cars and use automobile stages

'^ instead.'' From time to time there arises some prophet who
tells us that this will ultimately be done. The subject has recently

been examined by Henry M. Sayers, who publishes in The Elec-

trician (London) his conclusion that the troUey-car is still ahead,

despite the expense and labor of making a special roadbed for it to

run on. His results were reached, we learn from an editorial in

TJie Electrical Review (March 11), by comparing the stadstics of

two companies in London, one operating nearly 1,400 electric om-

nibuses and the other 520 tramway-cars. The cost per 'bus-mile

was found to be about 15.7 cents, while the cost per car-mile was

only 12. 1 cents, and the cost per passenger transported was still

more in favor of the tramway company. Says the writer

:

" When the cost of maintaining the track and the pavement is

added to that of operating the tram-cars, the advantage still re-

mains in favor of the tramway system. . . . As to the advantages

of freer movement on the streets, it is held that these are offset by

the greater speed at which it is permissible to operate the cars. It

is a very different thing to control a rapidly moving vehicle which

is limited to a certain narrow strip of the street, than to control a

vehicle which may run anywhere. In other words, when the driver

must guide his vehicle, as well as control its speed, he should not

be allowed to attain a maximum speed as high as that of a tram-

way-car. According to this, the bus would lose much, if not all,

which it would gain by being able to dodge or pass around other

vehicles. There is a good deal of logic in this argument, and no

doubt the general public would take this position.

" As against the objection to tracks on the street, it is pointed out

that the tramway company pays for the privilege of placing them,

either by a direct tax or by maintaining more or less of the pave-

ment of the street. With the bus system there is no such return.

Instead of maintaining a street in good condition, the buses assist

in wearing.
" It is held by some that the expense of operating a gasoline or

steam bus can be made less than that of operating an electric tram-

way-car. If this be the case—and Mr. Sayers does not admit it-

he thinks that the proper thing to do would be to change over our

electric systems, and use gasoline or steam-moved cars on the

tracks. Thus, the saving in operating expense, due to the use of a

track, would be added to by that brought about by the new motive

power.

"It is admitted that these conclusions are not generally applica-

ble, for, with decreasing traffic, the point may be reached where

the cost of maintaining the track and the pavement may be such a

great proportion of the total cost of operation as to make the tram-

way the more expensive of the two systems. Where such con-

ditions obtain, it would be proper to adopt the automobile bus. pro-

vided the prospect of increased traffic is not sufficient to warrant a

greater expense for the tramway system. The proper place for

the automobile omnibus is along routes where they may ser\e as

feeders to existing railway systems. In this field there will still be

a considerable choice of system, for it may be found that the so-

called trackless trolley system would be better than a pure automo-

bile system, particularly when it is expected to convert the system
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to a tramway later on. A combination of an electric automobile

and a trackless trolley system has some advantages for rural dis-

tricts, as the vehicle would not be entirely dependent on the over-

head system, and wovild be able to pass over routes where overhead

conductors were not provided. It could charge its batteries while

running under the trolley, and use this charge in passing from one

route to another. The batteries for this service need not be very

heavy, and the bus could cover a large area where even a trackless

trolley system would not seem warranted."

MODERN ALCHEMY.

THE modem chemist has become an alchemist; he believes

not only in the tlieoretical possibility of transmuting one

element into another, but that the process is now in many instances

going on spontaneously, and that it is a legitimate aim to search,

as the old alchemists did, for a method of changing lead into gold

—all this is asserted by Prof. Robert K. Duncan, of Washington

and Jefferson College, in The Outlook. He bases these assertions,

of course, on the recent discoveries with regard to radioactivity,

and his article is an interesting exposition of the views of those

who interpret these discoveries in the most radical manner. After

a brief explanation of the alchemist's views regarding transmu-

tation, he goes on to say :

" We discover that there exists in nature a certain well-known

'element,' uranium. This element is radioactive; that is, it has

the power of continuously emitting rays. These rays are of two

kinds : one, the positively electrified and slightly penetrating alpha-

rays, and the other the highly penetrating and negatively electrified

beta-rays.
" Now, by methods of chemical fractionation, somewhat similar

to that by which radium is isolated from pitchblende, it has been

found possible to separate from this uranium another substance

altogether ; and, furthermore, it turns out that this separated sub-

stance is entirely responsible for the beta-rays of the original

uranium, the substance from which it was extracted giving rise

only to the alpha-rays ; the extracted substance is known as ura-

nium X. This fact is followed by another. The extracted ura-

nium X gradually but completely loses its power of emitting the

beta-rays, and at such a rate that half of it has disappeared in

about twenty-two days; while, on the contrary, the uranium from

which it has been extracted regains this power at the very same
rate, and eventually becomes as potent as ever. After it has been

restored you may, if you like, extract a second quantity of uranium

X, and a third, and a fourth, and so on, so far as is known, ad in-

finitnin. This is a matter of fact, into which no theory enters.

On the basis of this fact, then, we seem compelled to conclude that

the uranium is continuously manufacturing from itself another sub-

stance, uranium X, which has only a transitory existence
"' But,' you say, ' do you mean us to infer that the element ura-

nium [the element., mind you) is transformed into a totally different

body?' We may as well face the issue squarely. Yes. We do.

. . . We believe that we have here a veritable transmutation of

matter just as wonderful as would be the transmutation of lead

into gold, no more, no less. We believe that the alchemists were

right, that matter is not only transmutable but transmuting, and

Ma/ without the aid of any philosopher's stone, diabolic influences,

or even the modern appliances of a scientific laboratory. Nay, in

spite of them, for, apparently, no human effort can either aid or

hinder this process. It seems to be the very symbol of inevit-

ability.

" We may now imagine ourselves confronted by an opponent in

the form of a chemist of the old school, one whose mind has lost

some of its plasticity, so that he does not readily assimilate new
ideas, but who, nevertheless, is true to the traditions of his class

in being thoroughly ' skyptical.' We can imagine this gentleman

saying :
' Pooh ! How do you know that this uranium X is differ-

ent from uranium?' We can answer this question fairly and

squarely by the statement that it has different chemical quaHties.

. . .
' Well,' says the old gentleman, testily, ' you say that the

uranium X is a transitory element (save the mark !), and that it

decays. Now, what does it decay into? What becomes of the

dead uranium X ?

'

"This is an awkward question so far as uranium is concerned.

We do not know what becomes of the uranium X, for the reason

that it decays into a body which does not emit rays, and its radio-

activity is the only means by which we can measure it. The
amount of uranium X formed is so small that it would take ge-

ological epochs of waiting to secure enough to weigh, much less

examine chemically. But if we can not follow the process farther

in the case of uranium, we certainly can in that of an analogous

radioactive body. For, just as uranium gives rise to uranium X,
so does the element thorium give rise to a similar body, thorium X.
Unlike, however, uranium X, the thorium X, on decaying, gives

.rise to a third radioactive body which has been called the thorium

emanation—an emanation because its discoverer, Rutherford, was
unwilling to prejudge the question as to whether it was a gas. On
dissolving the thorium compound in water and bubbling air through

it, this emanation passes away with the air and floats about with

it. Its presence is obvious from its ray-emitting power, which is

intense. It is certainly not finely disseminated thorium X, because

its rate of decay is wholly different. It seems to be a gas

"We proceed to inform our opponent that not only has the

emanation a definite liquefying point, but that it obeys Boyle's law

in that, in a definite volume of air, its quantity is proportionate to

the pressure; and, further, that from its rate of diffusion tlirough

air, or through a porous plug, its density has been determined by

well-known methods as about one hundred times that of hydrogen

gas. We iieap this up by saying that we can even tell the particu-

lar family of the elements to which the emanation belongs; for

since it is absolutely indestructible and unchangeable under the

most drastic chemical treatment, it is, evidently, a gas belonging

to the argon family of the elements in the periodic law."

The thorium emanation, Professor Duncan goes on to say, is so

evanescent that it can not be observed with the spectroscope, but

even this may be done with the emanation from the new metal

radium, whose spectral lines were determined in 1904 by Ramsay.

To quote further

:

"'There is just one thing more,' says our skeptical chemist,
' that I can fairly ask you to do. These transmuted elements, such

as your emanation, are new. Evolve me, now, an element that we
^'«^7f—and I shall be an alchemist.'

" We shall do it. In June, 1903, about one year prior to the dis-

covery alluded to above, Sir William Ramsay and Mr. Soddy dis-

covered that this radium emanation decayed into, or became trans-

muted into, an entirely different element with which the world of

science has been acquainted for years—namely, the element helium.

By observing through a spectroscope a spectrum-tube containing

the radium emanation, they were able to observe the actual birth

of helium. At first no spectrum lines characteristic of helium were

observed; but presently they appeared, faint at first but ever in-

creasing in brightness until they became unmistakable, and the

biith of helium was an accomplished fact. Helium has been a

well-known element ever since its discovery on the sun by Lockyer,

twenty-five years ago, and its subsequent discovery on earth by

Ramsay in 1895. We have discovered that it is a transmutation

product of the element radium
" We have learned, then, without the use of any theoretical con-

ceptions, and as a matter of simple fact, that certain elements such

as uranium, thorium, radium, with as much right to the title of

elements as any other, break down or become transmuted into cer-

tain other elements also with a perfect right to the title. Certain

of these transmuted elements have but a brief span of existence,

and are but half-way stages to some final products of decompo-

sition. The following table shows us the duration of existence of

some of these transmuted elements

:

Time taken for half of body
Names of Transmuted Element. to undergo change.

Uranium X 22 days

Thorium X 4 days

Thorium emanation i minute

Radium emanation 3-7 days

Radium emanation X, first change 3 minutes

second change 21 minutes

third change 28 minutes

fourth change 200 years ?

•Final product.

" We know this elemental transmutation only as it is revealed by

radioactivity, the power these elements possess of emitting pene-

trating rays. The instruments by which these changes are traced

are hundreds of thousands of times more sensitive than any other
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known mechanism, but their results are definite and reliable. The
amount of elemental transmutation taking place at any one instant

is exceedingly small, but it is actual. It is at this day beyond the

power of man to aid or hinder this process. It seems inevitable.
" Twentieth-century science has this work to do. To use the

prescient words of Faraday nearly a century old :
' To decompose

the metals, to reform them, and to reaHze the once absurd notion

of transmutation, are the problems now given to the chemist for

solution.'

,

" The alchemist became the chemist, and the chemist has become
the alchemist."

BLONDS AND BRUNETTES IN THE TROPICS.

nPHAT in selecting troops for tropical service brunettes exclu-

-* sively should be chosen, is asserted by Dr. Charles E.

Woodruff, surgeon in the United States army. In a recently pub-

lished work entitled " The Effects of Tropical Light on White

Men," this author expounds the theory that skin pigmentation of

man was evolved for the purpose of excluding the dangerous

actinic or short rays of light which destroy living protoplasm.

This is the reason, he says, why a light skin is fatal to those who
live in tropical countries, so that Europeans have failed to colonize

there and blonds disappear when they migrate from their northern

homes. Says a reviewer in The Army and Navy Register (April

IS):

" Major Woodruff's argument is a vigorous attack upon some
long-treasured theories of the value and necessity of light ; and he

«hows, to put the case briefly, that animals live in darkness, as a

rule, and that man best thrives out of the light. ' We are,' he

says, ' the only people who have gone daft on the subject of ad-

mitting streams of powerful light into schoolrooms and nurseries

—far more than is necessary to see well. We are apt to seat the

children so that the light glares right into their faces, and then we
wonder why they develop sore eyes. We are now daft on the sub-

ject of letting the light stream into the living rooms and, con-

sequently, suffer from all kinds of nervous effects wholly unknown
to our ancestors, who were so careful to keep the blinds closed and

the houses darkened. It is the duty of the pediatrists to find out

how much of the curious modern nervousness of children is due to

excessive stimulation of the "light baths" of the nursery, peram-

bulator, or sclioolroom. They will find why so many children

come home from school daily with a headache and an attack of

"nerves."'"

According to Major Woodruff, acclimatization in the tropics is

impossible for the white man, and he gives, in his final chapter, for

the benefit of those living there, directions as to dress, diet, etc.

As to American soldiers in the Philippines he says that no exami-

nations should be held in the tropics on account of the general partial

loss of memory ; that at some places in the Philippines (Cavite is

one) the extreme limit of safety as a period of duty is 12 months or

less ; that, in selecting troops for tropical service exclusively, it

would be best to limit them to the brunettes, and preferably those

of short stature ; and that, even with such precautions, most of the

civil officers we send to the Philippines will be rendered unfit for

labor afterward, and a pension ought to be provided for them.

DISEASES AS ANTIDOTES.

THAT one disease may either strengthen or weaken another

when both are present in the same organism, seems to have

been established by recent experiments carried on in France and

reported in \\\& Archives de Mddiciiie Exph-itnentale. From an

abstract in the Revue Scieiitijique it appears that the effect is due

to an action of the germ of one disease on the toxin of the other,

and not to a mutually destructive effect of the two germs or of the

toxins secreted by them. Says the Revue :

" Every one knows the property possessed by microbes of man-
ufacturing toxins. But it is much less generally known that mi-

crobes are equally capable of destroying toxins, that is to say, of

making them innocuous by neutralization

"A bacterium is immune to its own toxin, in a certain degree,

but can not neutralize its effects on other organisms. Immunized
animals, in certain cases, are so by means of an antitoxic power
possessed by their juices. But microbes of a determinate species

may act in a very different way on the toxins of other microbes, as

shown by the results of Messrs. M. Gamier and G. Sabardanu.
In some cases the action is reinforced, as in that of the bacillus

of Eberth and the toxin of tetanus, or the bacterium of malignant
pustule and the toxin of diphtheria.

" The inverse action is the more consoling. The toxin of diph-

theria is destroyed by the bacillus of Eberth and the tetanic toxin

by the bacterium of pustule."

These facts are asserted by Messrs. Garnier and Sabardanu on

the strength of experiments with guinea-pigs. That the bacterium

acts directly on the toxin they believe to be shown by the fact that

a mixture of the two toxins of pustule and diphtheria does not

weaken the strength of either. The reviewer, however, seems to

doubt the validity of the methods by which this result is attained.

Another curious fact which they regard as proven is thus stated :

" Under the influence of the pustule bacterium the tetanic toxin

loses its power to produce tetanus, but not all its toxic power; it

acquires a different and non-specific toxicity (causing feebleness

and death) comparable to that of Ehrlich's toxones, but due to a
transformation of the primary toxicity. For a mixture of the two
toxins, neither of which is able to produce tetanus (because the

one has been enfeebled by the pustule bacterium and the other by
exposure to the air), will restore the ability to produce tetanus,

provided the attenuation has not been carried on beyond thirty

days, when all toxicity disappears. Here is a fact of importance
for the elucidation of the antitoxic mechanism of the action exerted

by the bacterium on the toxin."

—

Translation made for The
Literary Digest.

SCIENCE BREVITIES.

The latest in the electric line, says Biibier's Popular Electrician, is the elec-

tric hair cutter. " By this is meant, not the horse-clipper, . . . but a real hair

cutter for barbers' use. While, strictly speaking, it is a case of singeing, the re-

sult is essentially the same, with some points in favor of the new method ; one of

the principal of these is that of time. The device is adapted to be connected in

the place of a lamp in an ordinary lamp socket, and is comparatively easy to

operate. In fact, this latter feature is the one that is most discouraging to con-

sider from the barbers' standpoint, for there is the dreaded possibility of ' every

man his own hair cutter.'

"

" It is distinctly ' up to ' those who believe that M. Blondlot and the more con-

servative of his colleagues are mistaken " [in their ' «-ray ' experiments], says The
Electrical World and Engineer, " to show the cause of their error in some more
definite way than by calling the phenomena subjective. The case for the w-rays

has certainly been greatly damaged by the activity of the Nancy contingent who
see too much, but this does not properly affect the main question. Blondlot now
claims to have objective evidence of a conclusive character which will have to be

duly weighed. Certainly the subject is well worth investigation, for the «-rays

are either one of the most remarkable discoveries of recent years or by all means
the most noteworthy illusion."

" It would be instructive to know what lessons Mayor Dunne intends to learn

from the estimable gentleman from Glasgow," says The Western Electrician.
" It can hardly be the gospel of double-decked cars, for the people of Chicago cer-

tainly would not ' stand for 'these cumbersome vehicles. The two-story cars

would lend themselves but poorly to the quick, sharp operation which the busi-

ness of Chicago demands. The crowding of the rush hours, with the difficulty of

collecting fares, and stops at every street intersection, the low headway of some
of the elevated-railroad crossings in Chicago and the climate of the city are other

reasons which would preclude the use of the cheaply operated but rather awk-

ward cars used in Glasgow. Nor can it be the zone system of fares as used in

Glasgow which should be an example to Chicago. The five-cent fare tends to

quicker operation and is a great incentive to the workingmen to live in health-

ful suburbs. This sociological aspect of the fare question is an important one."

" It has been announced," says The Electrical Review, " that one of the features

of the Lewis & Clark exposition will be a large searchlight surmounting Mount
Hood. This will be used to good effect for illuminating the snow-capped mountain

peaks within one hundred miles of the light. It is also said that the beam thrown

from this searchlight will be visible to vessels one hundred miles off the coast.

This statement suggests that the searchlight might be used as a valuable aid in

lighthouse service, for warning vessels when they are approaching land. The
ordinary range of visibility of a lighthouse is about twenty or twenty-five miles.

For a lightship it is somewhat less, as the light is lower. Now, a powerful

searchlight can throw a beam upward which will be seen thirty or forty miles,

under favorable conditions. It is probable that a powerful ray thrown vertically

upward from a lighthouse would be visible long before the direct rays of the

lighthouse could be seen. A somewhat similar scheme has been tried on rail-

roads, where a beam from the electric headlight of a locomotive was thrown up-

ward as a warning to the engineers of other locomotives."
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THE RELIGIOUS WORLD.

DO WE BELIEVE?—A RELIGIOUS SYMPOSIUM
OF NINE THOUSAND PERSONS.

•* "T^O we believe? and if so, what?" To this question a partial

*—' answer has been essayed, based upon some nine thousand

letters received by the London Daily Telegraph, a secular paper,

which some months agoopened its pages to correspondence on the

subject. A selection from these letters, with an analytical intro-

duction by Mr. W. L. Courtney, editor of The Fortnightly Re-

view, has now appeared in book form, and the old question, thus

so prominently brought forward, is attracting the attention of the

press in America as well as in England. The leading features of

the correspondence are set forth in a recent issue of the London

Spectator. The first letter, which stirred up the whole discussion,

was signed " Oxoniensis." Of this writer's attitude The Spectator

says

:

" He enters into no niceties of metaphysical theology. He deals

with broad issues on common ground. All forms of Christianity

postulate a future life, a life infinitely more important, infinitely

longer, than this, for which the present life is but a preparation.

Do we act as if we believed that this world was a preparation for

the next? he asks. 'Is the prevalent cast of our minds one in

which the present is tinged with the mystery of the future? ' 'The

Sermon on the Mount is, I suppose,' he continues, * our ethical

text-book, just as the Divine Founder of our religion is the great

exemplar of how we ought to live.' For the sake of briefness he

tabulates the ideals of the Sermon on the Mount as it is illustrated

by the life of Christ, and the ideals of the world as he sees them.

The first are, he says, the ideals of ' poverty,' 'humility,' 'absence

of revenge,' 'self-sacrifice,' 'innocence,' 'purity of thought as well

as action,' and 'love toward enemies.' The ideals of the world are

'wealth,' 'ostentation,' 'notoriety,' 'self-assertion,' 'selfishness,'

'compromise (the ideal of the politician),' and 'fashionable impu-

rity.' Which of these two creeds, he asks, do we believe? 'They

are absolutely antithetical and contradictory.'"

This was answered by a letter of which The Spectator gives us

the following digest

:

" To the question ' Do we believe ?
' the writer returns a distinct

negative. 'No. What realistic mind dare speak for the majority

and affirm the contrary ?
' But he puts another like question which

he answers in the affirmative : 'Are we religious? Yes.' We are,

he maintains, less dogmatic, but not less devout. As to whether

we practise, that, he says, is not a question specially belonging to

to-day. Did they practise Christianity in the ages of faith?

Nevertheless, the Christian religion has been, he believes, the

greatest ally which morality has ever had. He gives voice to that

' calm and poignant pessimism ' which he regards as the prevalent

attitude of mind among the thoughtful of to-day, to whom he says :

' Mere atheism seems, from the intellectual and scientific point of

view, less rational than the crudest tenets of the straitest sects.'

Apart from ' that conviction of the essential Divinity of the unseen,

the dogmas rattle like dry bones in Ezekiel's valley where no wind

blows.' In the differences between the sects, he writes, 'modern

men take less and less interest. The churches present different

fagades, but the variety of architecture is less important than the

fact that the foundations are slowly settling under the lot.'
"

On these two letters, we are told, hangs all that is of intrinsic

interest in the remaining correspondence. A classification of the

whole nine thousand letters showed the ratio of believers to un-

believers to be about twelve to one. Another classification, made

by The Spectator, divides the correspondence into unintellectual

letters
—

" those, that is to say, whose writers show little cultivation

and little familiarity with what has been said by the educated on

both sides of the matter at issue"—and intellectual letters. In

both groups both belief and unbelief are represented. The " un-

intellectual letters " call forth the following comment

:

" We can not help thinking that those who profess belief in the

Christian religion show greater intelligence than those who bluntly

assert the absurdity of all faith in the supernatural. The simpler

believers all found their creed upon their need. Such-and-such
doctrines have, they say, upheld them in such-and-such hours of

adversity. They have received strength, consolation, and a sense

of sympathy, for which, apart from the truths of the religion in

which they were brought up, they are unable to account. The un-

believers, on the other hand, almost all base their unbelief—and
the odd thing is that these very badly informed persons express

real dogmatic atheism, which they evidently regard as a badge of

intellectual ability—upon certain statements of a scientific nature

in the Old Testament which they have recently discovered to be

erroneous. Feeling assured that Adam was 'a myth,' and that the

world was not made in six days, they profess themselves, as a con-

sequence, unable to assent to the doctrine of a supreme Being.

The most weighty conclusion to be drawn from these irritating

epistles is that the doctrine of verbal inspiration and the spiritual

pride engendered by ignorance are fruitful parents of infidelity."

Turning to the other group of letters, those whose writers are

cultivated men. The Spectator finAs that " few even among those

who profess faith could successfully pass what we might call an

early Victorian test of orthodoxy. " We read further

:

" Almost all admit tacitly or explicitly that unless the church will

comprehend those believers whose creeds are shorter than any
formulary of any Christian sect, her numbers will be wofully small.

The following extract from one of the letters expresses roughly

the religious position of very many writers :
' I believe in one God

only, who is to me a friend, long-suffering and of great kindness.

. . . For forms and creeds I care not one jot.' That such a God
was revealed by Christ, and by Him alone, is regarded as certain,

and the letter throws a curious sidelight upon those somewhat puz-

zling words of our Lord: 'No man cometh unto the Father, but

by me.' An extract from a letter signed by a doctor may serve as

a fair specimen of the so-called agnostic letters. 'Do we (the

medical profession) believe? Brought into contact in the course

of our daily work with all sorts and conditions of men, with sin

and sorrow, suffering and death, brought every day into contact

with facts often of the grimmest description, a kind of physical

clergy among both rich and poor in a day-to-day struggle with the

pale horseman, do we as a profession believe? To ask the ques-

tion, I think, is to answer it. We do not. . . . The agnostic's

position, as it is the most reverent, is also the most logical.' But
the writer goes on to assert that he does believe that the ' Force or

Being behind the veil has been, is, and always will be just in His
awards, just in His judgments, inevitably and for ever righteous.'

This agnostic seems to have a very real faith ; and what Christian

reading his words can refrain from exclaiming with Christ, ' Flesh

and blood hath not revealed it unto thee ' ? Many letter-writers

who are unable to accept even the more essential clauses of the

Christian creed declare their adherence to 'the ideals of Jesus.'

Nine-tenths of those who call themselves Christians give far more
weight to Christian ethics than to Christian dogma, and many
maintain that Christian morality is a more living power in the

world than 'Oxoniensis' would make out. It is not fair, one

writer justly observes, to confuse the actual conduct of the world

with its ideals. 'Oxoniensis's ' list does not, he says, represent

the ideal, but only the practise, even of the most frivolous classes.

He makes a different, and, we think, a truer, estimate of the sec-

ular ideals of to-day. They are these: 'the ideal of worldly suc-

cess 'of 'not letting others get the better of us,' 'not taking it

lying down,' of 'prosperity,' 'comfort,' 'luxury,' 'happiness.' A
doctor points out that conduct is not always a test of belief. Every

drunkard believes that it is better to be sober."

To the writer in The Spectator, the general effect of all these

letters is to emphasize three points, namely :
" That among the

thoughtful Christian morals are not theoretically questioned, that

belief in dogma is very much shaken, and that atheism is dying or

dead."

Commenting upon these letters in the course of a communication

to the New York Sun, Prof. Goldwin Smith writes:

" There is not in the whole collection the faintest trace of the

Oxford controversy, in which I may say I took no part. Nothing

appears but a present, earnest, and perfectly open-minded desire

for truth about the foundations of belief.

" The clergy at all events must be anxious to learn whether they
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are preaching truth or falsehood. It is impossible to suppose that

they will forever be content to pander to mere expediency or fash-

ion by teaching lies and enacting mummeries. They are, as a

class, men who have turned aside from the pursuit of lucre to ded-

icate their lives to the service of truth."

The same distinguished writer, in another issue of The Stm,

sums up the modern attitude toward religious belief, as he per-

ceives it

:

"It can scarcely be denied that between the higher criticism on

one side and Darwin's momentous discovery on the other, mate-

rialism, in the scientific and philosophic sense, positive or nega-

tive, is gaining ground. We are called upon at all events to find a

new warrant for spiritual life, for reliance on the dictates of con-

science, for any hopes that we may have cherished of existence

beyond the grave, for confidence in a divine order of the universe.

We can no longer believe that the miscellany of Hebrew writings,

many of them of doubtful authorship and date, some of them
plainly mythical, are a divine revelation. Nor is anything to be

hoped from an attempt to evade the difficulty by suggesting that

Deity, in its dealings with man, had to accommodate itself to the

Darwinian law of evolution. Of the Gospels, criticism has spared

only the character and teachings of Jesus, which, on any hypothesis

as to his nature, have given birth to Christendom. In the authen-

ticity, contemporaneity, harmony of the documents, we can confide

no more. We can no longer sincerely accept the evidence for the

Incarnation, the Immaculate Conception, the miracles, the Resur-

rection; or deem it such as would certainly have been given in

proof of a revelation which was to be the light of the world.

Moreover, the Fall being a myth, as it is now allowed almost on

all hands to be, there is no ground for the Incarnation and the

Atonement, a disclosure which in itself is fatal to the dogmatic

and traditional creed of Christendom. Nor, we must sorrowfully

confess, is the collapse of our evidences limited to the case of

revelation. It extends to that of natural religion. Bishop But-

ler's proof of immortality, resting on the separate existence of the

soul as an entity breathed into the body at birth and released from

it at death, has been swept away by evolution. Theism itself has

been seriously called in question and arguments founded on the

proofs of universal beneficence, such as the writers of the Bridge-

water treatises deemed conclusive, will unhappily no longer avail.

The wrench is great; but through frank abandonment of that

which can not be sustained lies our only road to truth.

" For the first time perhaps in history, man stands with his un-

assisted reason, independent of any revelation or tradition, in face

of the mystery of his existence and of the order of the universe."

Tho in many minds the beliefs on which religion rests may have

been shattered or completely destroyed by materialism, the

churches, which are based on these beliefs, are still, Mr. Goldwin

Smith admits, " a momentous part of our social organization." In

conclusion he suggests that " a new religion, independent of tradi-

tion, may yet be born."

THE LYNCHING OF JESUS.

A BOOK which bids fair, in the opinion of some critics, to

stand beside the works of Strauss and Renan, has lately

made its appearance in English form. Giovanni Rosadi, the

author of " The Trial of Jesus," is a famous criminal lawyer and

parliamentary leader of Italy. His book (some German comment

on which appeared in The Literary Digest, October i, 1904)

is an examination of the record of the trial and execution of Jesus

in the light of the sanctions of the Roman law ; and his conclusion

is that" Jesus of Nazareth was not condemned, but He was lynched.

His martyrdom was no miscarriage of justice, it was a murder."

Rosadi's summary of the tragic story is :
" Grasping priests

denounced Him, false witnesses accused Him, judges of bad faith

condemned Him ; a friend betrayed Him ; no one defended Him
;

He was dragged with every kind of contumely and violence to the

malefactor's cross, where He spoke the last words of truth and

brotherhood among men. It was one of the greatest and most

memorable acts of injustice." The author characterizes the arrest

of Jesus as " the execution of an illegal and factious resolution of

the Sanhedrin." He says:

" There was no idea of apprehending a citizen in order to try him
upon a charge which after sincere and regular judgment might be

found just or unfounded : the intention was simply to seize a man
and do away with him. The arrest was not a preventive measure
such as might lawfully precede a trial and condemnation : it was
an executive act, accomplished in view of a sentence to be pro-

nounced without legal justification. Hence the impudent mockery
of an examination accompanied with violence against the accused,

tlie subornation of witnesses bearing false and discordant tes-

timony, the flagrant pretext of the capital offense of blasphemy
having been committed by the accused when defending Himself,

the vulgar farce of the examining judge's simulated horror and
anger on so-called proof of the prisoner's guilt being offered, and
finally the application of the death-penalty as the result of pro-

ceedings invalid both from a legal and ritualistic point of view.

Futile and miserable acts of Pharisaical hypocrisy were, in fact,

resorted to in the effort to give a shadow 01 legality to the ferocious

and sanguinary action of those who acted with premeditated

malice. Nevertheless all these measures appear to Renan to have
been marked by a great spirit of order and conservatism."

It is necessary to bear in mind, says the author, " that the arrest

of Jesus was not due to any order legally given, since the Jews had

no power to issue such an order, and the Romans, to whom the

right belonged, had no occasion or motive to exercise it." He de-

clares that " the sole authority in Judea that could try Jesus, arrest

and examine Him, and render Him amenable to the consequences

of His alleged offense and of a condemnation, was that of the pro-

curator and vice-president, Pontius Pilate, but certainly not Annas

or Caiaphas, nor the whole Sanhedrin nor any other Jewish au-

thority. The common opinion to the contrary—which reduces the

Roman authority, represented by the vice-president, to the mere

granting or refusing assent to the execution of capital sentences

pronounced by Jewish judges— is opposed to historic truth and the

provisions of the law." From every point of view, and for every

reason, he concludes, " the judgment wrested from the power of

Pilate was nothing but an act of usurpation and vengeance." It

was, moreover, from the point of view of the present writer's ex-

amination, " unconstitutional and could only be viewed as null and

void "
:

"It was, in fact, an arbitrary and violent act. Here some critic

may exclaim, ' But all this is nothing but a mass of logical rig-

marole. What does it matter whether any abuse of power was
committed or not, if it were the most efficacious cause in consum-

mating the work of Jesus—a work so profitable to the destinies of

humanity? Moreover, was not the real judge of the innocent man,

after all, the interpreter of the Roman law and authority, who
washed his hands of the blood of Jesus when he might have pro-

tected Him, but disapproving the unjust condemnation pronounced

by his enemies?

"But this argument shows a fatalism before which neither his-

tory nor right—and they are not merely the creations of pedantic

lawyers—would have any raisoti d^etre. On the contrary, right

would be on the side of those fanatics, contemporaries of Tertul-

lian and Irena;us, who offered praise and thanks to Judas, since by

his betrayal he had facilitated the sacrifice of the Master. But
whoever investigates the circumstances and considers how deeply

the arbitrary judgment of Jerusalem affected the destinies of hu-

manity can not avoid meditating upon the singular fact that in

human destiny justice should, at all periods and among all people

claiming to be civilized, act the shameless and sinister part of op-

posing every movement toward a higher and more fruitful social

regeneration and placing in the hands of unlearned men and con-

servatives weapons which they will use to their own advantage for

defending the habits, prejudices, and interests of their class."

The conduct of the Sanhedrin, before which the case of Jesus

was laid, v/as one which took into account neither "analysis nor

synthesis of the most perfunctory kind," and their action, the writer

declares, is condemned by two contrary historical sources: on the

one hand by Scripture, tradition, and the varied belief of the Ju-
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daism of the time, which at all events rendered the Messianic

identity of the prisoner of the Sanhedrin matter for dispute and

discussion ; on the other hand, it is condemned by the spontaneous

and almost immediate belief of Christianity, which for nineteen

centuries has uninterruptedly professed its faith that the accused

was the Son of God, revealed by precisely those initiatory signs

and outward indications which the Hebrews have ascribed to the

Messiah." He continues:

"To-day the orthodox Jew and the Christian rationalist may be-

lieve that Christianity has long deceived itself in asserting this

belief, and that the rejection by Judaism was founded upon the

truth. But this inward thought is of no account in justifying the

judges of the Sanhedrin. The orthodox Jew and the Christian

rationalist might not only pardon, but even approve them, if they

had condemned Jesus upon a recognized principle, with due spon-

taneity and form of procedure ; but this is not what occurred, and

no excuse is given. They denied Jesus to be that which He de-

dared Himself to be, but they did not inquire who He was ; they

•did not examine whether the facts of His character and His mis-

sion corresponded with those upon which contemporary superstition

founded the Messianic identity. They did not back their denial

by proof either in the nature of comparison or of elimination, altho

that which they denied was what was generally and firmly believed.

And while they did not take even into summary consideration the

statement of the accused, which they set aside as a folly not

meriting discussion, they based upon it the proof and substantial

fact of a crime which should always be looked for in the free and

spontaneous tenor of a man's life, and not in the inviolable exer-

cise of his defense."

In conclusion, the author shows how the sentence and execution

of Jesus was accomplished by a frenzied mob whose act may be

explained by the law of collective suggestion. It is evident, he

argues, that "the Sanhedrin inflicted upon Jesus no punishment,

and that which He later underwent was not among those which the

Sanhedrin was able to apply."

INDEPENDENCE DEMANDED BY THE
RUSSIAN CHURCH.

TILL lately the anti-autocratic and anti-bureaucratic movement

in Russia has not affected the church— the higher or lower

Tanks of the priesthood. Some newspapers did not hesitate to

comment adversely on that fact and to intimate that such indiffer-

ence to national needs and aspirations on the part of the church

must aHenate large numbers and send them into the non-conform-

ist or heretical camps. Within the last few weeks, however, signs

of unrest and dissatisfaction have appeared in the clerical world.

The progressive elements of the church have made common cause

with liberal Russia and initiated a movement for "canonical inde-

pendence "— that is, for freedom from governmental control of or

interference with the activity of the church.

The first of these signs was the appearance in the Tzerkovnt

Viestnik, the leading organ of the church in the capital, of a mani-

festo signed by a number of St. Petersburg priests, in which

changes in church administration were demanded and historico-

theological arguments marshaled in support of a plea for independ-

ence. This was followed by an appeal of higher prelates, endorsed

by the Holy Synod, for a national church assembly. The religious

press, with few exceptions, seconded the appeal, but the Czar has

•declared the movement premature and untimely.

The meaning of the " independence" movement is thus explained

by a writer in the A'o^'osti, who, while sympathizing with it, points

out that from the standpoint of the nation it does not go far

enough :

" The church wishes to be free, independent of the secular

power, because only under absolute autonomy can her authority

be reestablished in the eyes of the people.

"The independence of the Russian church was abolished by

Peter the Great, and the recovery of that status must indeed seem
a great and sacred purpose. It is one thing to be a mere organ of

the autocratic government, a tractable tool, and another thing to

be an independent power subject to no influence or direction from
the secular authorities. The source of church decline and moral
retrogression is the article of the code which declares that in

everything relating to ecclesiastical administration the autocracy

acts through the Holy Synod created by it for that purpose.
" This means that the church as a distinct institution, having its

voice, its laws, its jurisdiction, does not exist. It is merely one
of the agencies of the secular power."

The author goes on to show that in ancient Russia the church

was governed by a national patriarchate, instead of by a synod,

and that it received no orders from the bureaucracy or the autoc-

racy. It gave orders, and even the czars respected and feared it.

Dostoievsky, the great novelist and mystic, said years ago that

since Peter's time the orthodox church had been in a state of

paralysis. Hence the great secession, the sectarian movement,

the hostility to the synod -ruled church resting on bureaucratic

authority. It is right and necessary, continues the writer, for the

clergy to agitate for a change, for the recovery of their lost auton-

omy and prestige, but the nation has the right to ask what use it

would make of independence. Will it trust to moral influence and

suasion alone, or will it demand government aid in the form of

physical force, repressive and prohibitory laws, prosecution and

persecution of dissenters and heretics, etc. ? The writer quotes

missionaries, church organs, and priests to show that the church

does not intend to dispen.se with the use of force to grant or

uphold freedom of conscience in the full sense of the phrase. He
concludes

:

"It would appear, then, that canonical freedom of the church

does not in the slightest degree guarantee our people freedom of

worship and conscience. The demand is therefore one prompted

by consciousness of class advantage rather than by recognition of

the fundamental ideas of Christian teaching.
" What, one may ask, will the people gain from the reform de-

manded? Little or nothing. No doubt the independence con-

tended for is legitimate and necessary, but it is equally certain that

church reform in Russia must be part of general governmental re-

form. The church should be divorced from the state finally and
completely ; the state should be deprived of the possibility of

coming to the aid of the church to gag the mouths of those who
think ' heretically.' The state may not, should not, possess the

right to support, either by subsidies or by repressive and penal

measures any particular faith. The human conscience ought to

be perfectly free."

Count Tolstoy advocates such perfect religious freedom, the

writer points out, but he is deemed a dangerous heretic, and few

churchmen are ready to give up the apparent benefits of state aid

along with the relation the church now sustains to the state.

—

Translations madefor Thk Literary Digest.

Is the Ministry Deteriorating?—Bishop David H.

Greer, of New York City, answers this much-mooted question

with an emphatic negative. "The ministry," he claims, " is at a

higher moral and intellectual level than ever before in its long his-

tory." He finds, moreover, in " the very narrowness of oppor-

tunity in the church for which it is criticized and the lean salary of

the average minister," a strong moral test of its character. He
says ( 77/1? Hoiniletic Review^ May)

:

" The opportunity to make money was never so eagerly sought

and money itself was never so much the criterion of success as

now ; and yet here in this diocese are scores of preachers laboring

for stipends that leanly meet their modest necessities, but who, if

they turned their attention to trade, would make fortunes. There

are many such men in the ministry, men who would stand at the

very top in other professions or vocations, and they are in the min-

istry in spite of its alleged loss of authority and influence. More-

over, it is my opinion that there are comparatively very few men
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in it who, with the same effort and zeal, would not reach a higher

average success elsewhere
" Every fact of my experience and observation teaches me that

the ministry has not only not deteriorated but that we are on the

eve of a still more powerful development. Men's minds are be-

coming settled as to what is the truth, and there has arisen a great

turning toward belief among those who doubt. ' Give us faith,' is

heard on all sides. There is nothing that finally so tires the mind
as a lack of divine faith, and history has repeatedly shown us how
contagious is the recoil from a skeptical condition of mind. The
recoil is setting in in places where it has been supposed by some of

the college presidents to be entirely lacking. Professor Peabody,
of Harvard, told me some time ago that he had never witnessed

so many signs of the awakening of genuine religion as are now to

be seen among the great student body of that university."

THE NEWER UNRIGHTEOUSNESS.
" A /rODERN sin," according to Mr. Edward Alsworth Ross,

^'•^ "takes its character from the mutualism of our time."

Nowadays, he points out, when " the water-main is my well, the

trolley-car my carriage, the banker's safe my old stocking, the

policeman's billy my fist," our interdependence ushers in a multi-

tude of new forms of wrongdoing. Most sin is predatory, and our

modern social conditions beget their own forms of cannibalism.

At the same time, says Mr. Ross, the springs of the older sin seem

to be drying up, while the modern sin, which in a new guise car-

ries on the traditions of the old, is " without prejudice," " imper-

sonal," and of a countenance, if not comely, at least "not super-

ficially repulsive." In regard to the decadence of the older sin,

we read {The Atlantic Monthly, May)

:

" Our forced-draft pace relieves us of the superabundance of

energy that demands an explosive outlet. Spasms of violent feel-

ing go with a sluggish habit of life, and are as out of place to-day

as are the hard-drinking habits of our Saxon ancestors. We are

too busy to give rein to spite. The stresses and lures of civilized

life leave slender margin for the gratification of animosities. In

quiet, side-tracked communities there is still much old-fashioned

hatred, leading to personal clash ; but elsewhere the cherishing of

malice is felt to be an expensive Luxury. Moreover, brutaHty , lust,

and cruelty are on the wane. In this country, it is true, statistics

show a widening- torrent of bloody crime, but the cause is the

weakening of law rather than an excess of bile. Other civilized

peoples seem to be turning away from the sins of passion."

The victims of the Newer Unrighteousness, says Mr. Ross, are

sacrificed not at all from personal ill-will, but " because they can

serve as pawns in somebody's little game." The essence of the

new sin is " betrayal rather than aggression." " The little finger of

Chicane has come to be thicker than the loins of Violence." Or,

more specifically

:

"The man who picks pockets with a railway rebate, murders

with an adulterant instead of a bludgeon, burglarizes with a 'rake-

off ' instead of a jimmy, cheats with a company prospectus instead

of a deck of cards, or scuttles his town instead of his ship, does

not feel on his brow the brand of a malefactor. The shedder of

blood, the oppressor of the widow and the fatherless, long ago be-

came odious ; but latter-day treacheries fly no skull-and-crossbones

flag at the masthead
" How decent are the pale slayings of the quack, the adulterator,

and the purveyor of polluted water, compared with the red slayings

of the vulgar bandit or assassin ! Even if there is blood-letting,

the long-range, tentacular nature of modern homicide eliminates

all personal collision. What an abyss between the knife-play of

brawlers and the law-defying neglect to fence dangerous machinery

in a mill, or to furnish cars with safety couplers !

" The stealings and slayings that lurk in the complexities of our

social relations are not deeds of the dive, the dark alley, the lonely

road, and the midnight hour. They require no nocturnal prowling

with muffled step and bated breath, no weapon or offer of violence.

Unlike the old-time villain, the latter-day malefactor does not wear

a slouch hat and a comforter, breathe forth curses and an odor of

gin, go about his nefarious work with clenched teeth and an evil

scowl. In the supreme moment tiis hneaments are not distorted

with rage, or lust, or malevolence. One misses the traditional set-

ting, the time-honored insignia of turpitude. Fagin and Bill

Sykes and Simon Legree are vanishing types. . . . The modem
high-power dealer of wo wears immaculate linen, carries a silk

hat and a lighted cigar, sins with a calm countenance and a serene
soul, leagues or months from the evil he causes. Upon his gentle-

manly presence the eventual blood and tears do not obtrude them-
selves."

This is why good, kindly men, says Mr. Ross, let the wheels of

commerce and of industry redden, rather than pare or lose their

dividend. The evil done seems impersonal and remote. Still

more is this so "when the immediate harm touches beneficent in-

stitutions rather than individuals." Thus:

"The blackguarding editor is really undermining the freedom of

the press. The poHcy kings and saloon-keepers, who get out to

the polls the last vote of the vicious and criminal classes, are sap-

ping manhood suffrage. Striking engineers who spitefully desert

passenger trains in mid-career are jeopardizing the right of a man
to work only when he pleases. The real victim of a lynching mob
is not the malefactor, but the law-abiding spirit. School-board

grafters who blackmail applicants for a teacher's position are

stabbing the free public school. The corrupt bosses and 'com-
bines ' are murdering representative government. The perpetra-

tors of election frauds unwittingly assail the institution of the

ballot."

Yet such transgressions, remarks the writer, rarely incur the

odium which is accorded to offenses against persons. We read

further

:

" Because these devastating latter-day wrongs, being comely of

look, do not advertise their vileness, and are without the ulcerous

hag-visage of the primitive sins, it is possible for iniquity to flour-

ish greatly, even while men are getting better. Briber and boodler

and grafter are often 'good men,' judged by the old tests, and
would have passed for virtuous in the American community of

seventy years ago. Among the chiefest sinners are now enrolled

men who are pure and kind-hearted, loving in their families, faith-

ful to their friends, and generous to the needy."

But what is the attitude of the public toward the new unright-

eousness? Mr. Ross answers

:

"The same qualities that lull the conscience of the sinner blind

the eyes of the onlookers. People are sentimental, and bastinado

wrongdoing not according to its harmfulness, but according to the

infamy that has come to attach to it. Undiscerning, they chastise

with scorpions the old authentic sins, but spare the new. They do
not see that boodling is treason, that blackmail is piracy, that em-

bezzlement is theft, that speculation is gambhng, that tax-dodging

is larceny, that railroad discrimination is treachery, that the fac-

tory labor of children is slavery, that deleterious adulteration is

murder. It has not come home to them that the fraudulent pro-

moter 'devours widows' houses,' that the monopolist 'grinds the

faces of the poor,' that mercenary editors and spellbinders 'put

bitter for sweet and sweet for bitter.' The cloven hoof hides in

patent leather; and to-day, as in Hosea's time, the people 'are

destroyed for lack of knowledge.' The mob lynches the red-

handed .slayer, when it ought to keep a gallows Haman-high for

the venal mine inspector, the seller of infected milk, the main-

tainer of a fire-trap theater. The child-beater is forever blasted

in reputation, but the exploiter of infant toil, or the concocter of a

soothing syrup for the drugging of babies, stands a pillar of soci-

ety. The petty shoplifter is more abhorred than the stealer of a

franchise, and the wife-whipper is outcasted long before the man
who sends his over-insured ship to founder with its crew

" In England till 14S7 any one who knew how to read might com-

mit murder with impunity by claiming 'benefit of clergy.' There

is something like this in the way we have granted quack and fakir

and mine operator and railroad company indulgence to commit

manslaughter in the name of business."

Under the patronage of Archbishop Farley, a periodical devoted to the dis-

cussion of religious questions, especially in their relation to modern theories and

discoveries, will be issued under the name of The New York Review. The first

number will be issued in June and the editor will be the Rev. Dr. DriscoU, presi-

dent of St. Joseph's Seminary, Yonkers.
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FOREIGN COMMENT.

BRITISH CALCULATION OF PROBABILITIES IN

ROZHDESTVENSKY'S CASE.

BE the fate of Rozhdestvensky what it may, he has covered

himself, in the opinion of the very London dailies which

most fiercely denounced him when the Hull fishermen lost their

lives in the North Sea, with an imperishable renown. The fatuous

oblivion of its saner self which prompted the autocracy to despatch

this admiral on his eight months' cruise to what the London Times

recently termed " final discomfiture "does not blind that newspaper

to the heroic aspects of the adventure. "The daring displayed by

its commander," it remarks apropos of the Russian armada, " will

not lack appreciation in this country." "There is no reason to

despise the Russian admiral," adds The Westminster Gazette

(London). "He has shown courage and skill." "Our estimate

was wrong," concedes The Evening Standard (London). "The
admiral nas steamed to meat his man slowly but surely. His ships

are old and foul, but his heart is young and lusty. We salute him

with the respect that is due to courage. If he dies in action, face

to the enemy, if the shot-scattered navy of Russia goes down in

a desperate fight, we shall forget the disgraceful incident of the

Dogger Bank and remember that his end became a man."

Rozhdestvensky's renown being thus assured whatever happens,

so far as London dailies can assure it, the Russian admiral's some-

time hostile critics next devote their attention to the calculation of

probabilities in his case. " We should be disappointed if the bat-

tle were postponed," confesses the London Standard. Yet, to

judge from British anticipations, the battle has been somewhat

delayed. The military expert of the London N'ews has been

almost alone in predicting that no battle could well take place until

about the time these lines appear in print. " Togo will keep out

of sight and draw on the Russians," declared this authority," while

day by day his torpedo-boats seek an opportunity of dealing a

blow." That course did not seem favorable, from a Japanese point

of view, to the naval expert of the London Mail, who said

:

" The great advantages which Japan holds are geographical po-

sition, the facility of communicating with her fighting forces when
the Russians move through the Formosa channel, and the power
of effecting repairs if actions are fought within reach of her shores

and ports. These must be used to the utmost.
' If so, her seamen will not meet the Baltic fleet with their heavy

ships till it passes some distance north of Singapore. They will

rather attack it with their torpedo flotilla, supported by the two
fast cruisers and some of the fastest armored cruisers, selecting

for their attacks the weak colliers and transports, which will be
sunk when encountered. If the Russians move up the Eastern
Sea, they will have to steam for 1,500 miles within reach of Japa-
nese territory, liable to incessant attack. About five hundred
miles from Vladivostok they must pass through the straits of

Korea, and there they can be located and met under the most
favorable conditions for Japan.

" Yet another course has to be faced. Suppose the Russian fleet

is not going to Vladivostok, but intends to seize a base either in

Chinese territory or among the small islands belonging to Japan
between the main archipelago of Nippon and the island of For-

mosa, the problem will be complicated. There are some signs

that such a solution is intended by the Russian admiralty. Or,

again, the Russian fleet may once more put into a neutral port, and
there wait for the third squadron. This, however, would produce

grave complications, as it would be a direct challenge to the Anglo-

Japanese alliance and an overt act of war by the neutral against

Japan.
" In the event of the Russians seizing a base, the Japanese tor-

pedo flotilla would come into play and should be able to do good
execution. But some means of sinking powerful ships on the high

sea has to be devised if the Japanese are to win. Here the torpedo

has conspicuously failed throughout the campaign. No vessel has

been sunk by the torpedo alone, and not one has been permanently

disabled. It is worth raising the question whether the ram might

not be used with greater effect, and whether the Japanese, whose
courage and seamanship peculiarly fit them for the employment of

this most terrible weapon, would not do well to use some of their

faster merchant steamers for this purpose, attacking the best of

the Russian battleships with them."

But the results of a collision between the two forces must de-

pend primarily upon the capacity of the gunners, thinks the Lon-

don Speaker. " With capable gunners on the Russian battle-

ships," it says, " it will be quite impossible for the Japanese

armored cruisers, excellent as they are, to fight those long range

'harassing' actions of which we hear so much. . . . The whole

thing is conditioned by gunnery." The London Times says, edi-

torially :

"It is not very likely that Admiral Togo will be so accommo-
dating as to give battle at the place and time which may suit Rozh-
destven.sky. It would certainly seem that Togo's best policy is to

lure the Russians on until he is within hail of his own bases in

Japan. Every mile the Russians steam exhausts their coal sup-

ply, adds to the foulness of the ships' bottoms, and offers to the

Japanese limitless opportunities for torpedo attack. Now that the

monsoon season is over, and the typhoon season a month or two

THE JAPANESE FLEET. THE RUSSIAN FLEET.

Name.

Battleships:
Asahi 1

Shikishima )

Mikasa
Fuji

Armored Cruisers:
Tokiwa \

Asama f

Yakumo
Azuma
Idzumo I

Iwate (

Kasuga
Nisshin

Protected Cruisers :

Takasago.
Kasagi /_

Chitose ("

Itsukushima
j

Hashidate r

Matsusliima 1

Naniwa )

Takichiho )

Akitsushima
Nitaka I

Tsushima f

Suma I

Akashi f

Idzumi

Dis-
place-
ment.

Horse
Power.

Nominal
Speed.

Gun
Protec-
tion.

Tons. Knots. Inches.

15,000 15,000 18.0 14.6

15,200

12,300

16,000

13,000

18.0
18.0

14.6
14.6

9750 18,000 21.5 6.6

9,850

9.436

16,000

17,000

20.0
21.0

6.6
6.6

9,800 15,000 22.7 6.6

7083
7,583

14,000

14,000

20.0
20.0

6.6
6.6

4,300 15,500 21.0 4.5

4,784 15,500 22.5 4-5

4.277 5,400 18.7 II.

4

3-727 7,120 17.3

3.'5o 8,400 ig.o

3.420 9,500 20.0

2,700 8,500 20.0 4.5

3,000 6,000 18.0 ••

Weight
of Broad-
side Fire.

Pounds.

4,232

4,232
4,005

1.779

1,679

1,679

1,779

1,686

1,606

1,260

1,200

380-

463

335

335

Name.

Battle-ships :

Kniaz Suvaroff "|

Alexander UI I

Borodino f

Orel J

Ossliabia
Sissoi Voliliy
Navarin

Armored Cruisers:
Dmitri Donskoi
Admiral Nakhimoff

Protected Cruisers :

Oleg
Aurora
Svietlana
Almaz
Jemtchug )

Izummd )

Dis-
place-
ment.

Tons.

13.516

12.674
8,880

9,476

5,893
8,500

6.775
6,630

3,858

3,285

3,200

Horse
Power.

16,800

14,500
8,500

9,000

7,000

9,000

19,500
11.600

8,500

7,500

17,000

Nominal
Speed.

Knots.

18.0

19.0
16.0
16.0

15.0
19.0

24.0
20.0
20.0
19.0

23.0

Gun
Protec-
tion.

Inches.

11.6

10.5

12.5

12.5

12.2
6.0

4.0

Weight
of Broad-
side Fire.

Pounds.

4,426

2,672
3,186

3.404

444
944

872
632
476
184

184

"The third Baltic squadron," says the London Times, from

which the above tables are copied, "is under the command of Ad-

miral Niebogatoff, and consists of the battle-ship Nicholas I., the

coast defense armor-clads Admiral Oushakoff, Admiral Senia-

vine, and Admiral Apraxine, the cruiser Vladimir Monomakh, a

hospital ship, and several transports and armed auxiliaries."

THE OPPOSED FLEETS IN THE AREA OF WAR.
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ahead, the Russians have not much to fear from the weather, but

it is nearly 4,000 miles steaming from Singapore to Vladivostok,

and at eight knots the Russians would take three weeks to a month
to accomplish this, even if unmolested. All the advantages of time

and place are on the side of the Japanese, and these with superior

seamanship and the experience of earlier fights may well be ex-

pected to outweigh any numerical superiority which the Russians

may possess on paper."

THE PLOT TO OVERTHROW THE FRENCH
REPUBLIC.

AMID the labyrinths of what turns out to have been a conspir-

-^^*- acy for the overthrow of the French republic, the news-

papers of Paris are now wandering like so many blind men tapping

with sticks. The Teuips vouches for the "flightiness" of the two

half-pay captains who organized the conspiracy on the basis of a

mythical colonial expe-

dition "for the glory of

France," while the Paris

Figaro asserts that the

whole enterprise was

a " mystification " con-

trived by the followers

of the late Premier

Combes for the purpose

of discrediting the

army. It seems signifi-

cant to the Journal des

Dt%ais that the conspir-

racy is taken most seri-

ously by those newspa-

pers which were warm-

est in support of Combes

and loudest in advoca-

ting the anticlerical pol-

icy of the groups sup-

porting him. The sub-

stantial fact, so far, is

the definite charge
against a certain Cap-

tain Tamburini "and

accomplices " of "having formed a plot with the object of destroy-

ing or changing the Government," the Paris Action, anticlerical

and socialist, supplying the further information that President

Loubet was to have been "kidnapped or made away with."

The //«;;/«;//// (Paris), the assertions of which are taken seriously

because of the high character of its editor, Jean Jaur^s, asserts

that the conspiracy "ramified widely " and was designed to es-

tablish a Bonapartist empire. The Gazilois (Paris) persists in

ridiculing the whole affair, and the EtoUe Beige (Brussels) prints a

formal repudiation of the conspirators by Prince Victor Napoleon,

the imperial pretender. The royalist pretender, the Duke of

Orleans, through his personal organ, the Correspondance Na-

tionale, likewise denies all knowledge of the plot. For the sake

of its detachment, the following view of the whole matter, from

the London Economist, seems quotable :

"There is always a special dignity about the crime of high trea-

son, and on that ground, tho on no other, it is proper at this mo-

ment to begin any observations on French affairs with some ref-

erence to the conspiracy. The obstacle to dealing with it seriously

is that it is about equally difficult to believe that any politicians,

however crackbrained, should have conceived such a design as

that attributed to Captain Tamburini, or that any Government

should have invented a stor>' so improbable, and so certain to be

disproved if it had no real foundation. The most likely, or, rather,

the least unlikely, explanation is that some unusually insane par-

tizans of an Imperialist or Royalist restoration have grown weary

of promising without performing, and have thought that there can

be no harm in sounding certain officers and in getting together a

PREMIER ROUVIER.

He has expressed the view that the plot to

overthrow the French Republic was of clerical

oriffin.

small collection of arms and uniforms, so as to be able to make a
demonstration on a small scale if anything like an opportunity

should present itself. Incidentally their action has helped to

strengthen the Government, against which it is apparently a pro-

test. That the authorities should be able to treat it with so much
indifference and that this indifference should so accurately repro-

duce the feeling of the French people are not facts that can carry

any encouragement to the conspirators. The Government are now
engaged on a very difficult piece of legislation, and one of the real

popularity of which, as it has never been submitted to the elec-

torate, it is difficult to feel any positive assurance. Captain Tam-
burini has, at least, enabled us to see that, whether the French
people like or dislike what the Government are doing, they have
not the faintest intention of overthrowing the Republic. That, at

all events, is too firmly seated to be at the mercy of the self-ap-

pointed agents of any pretender."— Translations made for The
Literary Digest.

RUSSIA'S "OUTLAW" PRESS ON THE
PROSPECTS OF REVOLT.

AMONG the illegal and "outlawed" organs now published on

the continent of Europe in the Russian language and smug-

gled into the Czar's dominions for clandestine circulation among
the workmen of St. Petersburg, Moscow, Odessa, and other cities,

is the Iskra. It is printed in Geneva and is the organ, more par-

ticularly, of the Russian social-democratic labor party. The ef-

forts of the Russian authorities to prevent the entry into the Mus-

covite world of copies of the Iskra can scarcely be successful if

recent statements by Herr Bebel in the Reichstag are to be relied

upon. The police are said to find innumerable copies of it in their

raids upon workmen's meetings in the large manufacturing centers.

To a quite different category must be assigned the Osvobozhdenie,

an " outlawed " organ now published in Paris, altho it long made

its appearance from Stuttgart. The appeal of the Osvobozhdenie

is to the educated and more or less aristocratic revolutionary ele-

ments of the Sonia Kovalevsky type. It is noted for the literary

quality of the Russian in which its sentiments are conveyed to its

large but select circle of readers, altho detection in the perusal of

it would have serious consequences wherever the Czar's jurisdic-

tion extends. Somewhat less " intellectual " but very important in

the revolutionary cause is the Razsviet, emanating likewise from

Geneva and understood to have been cited by Mr. Pobiedonostseff

as an instance of the depths of irreligiosity to which a Russian can

descend when he has lost his faith.

These organs, and many others which could be named, have

one thing in common—absolute confidence in the speedy triumph

of the revolutionary movement. The Iskra and its outlawed con-

temporaries assure us that the Western world has been quite mis-

led regarding the prospects of revolution within the Czardom. It

occurs to the Iskra to point out that no revolution has ever enlisted

the services of any nation as a whole. There are always, it thinks,

the active spirits, opposed by the reactionary elements, between

the two being the masses of the people whose course must be de-

termined by that of the revolutionary process itself. It feels

confident that the peasantry are now wrought up over the question

of the land. There may be no conscious scheme of revolution in a

Western poHtical sense, but there is, it believes, a general outburst

of discontent taking shape in disorganized revolt.

The arguments of the Osvobozhdenie seem to confirm this analy-

sis of the present situation. The revolution in Russia, it confi-

dently affirms, has already broken out and will proceed with little

interruption to a success that will be speedier than the non-Russian

world is inclined to think possible. The Czar is trying to stem the

tide with the aid of his new Minister of the Interior, but in vain.

The outlawed organ says further

:

" Upon the appearance of the Czar's manifesto dealing with

sedition, a manifesto bearing date February 26, 1903, written by

Prince Mestchersky (the reactionary friend of Nicholas II.) and

revised by von Plehve (the assassinated Minister of the Interior),
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PROFESSOR GESSF.N.

Editorof the Russian newspaper Praio, known
for his advanced liberal views, and recently ar-

rested for expressing them.

we spoke of the three authors of this historical document. There
now he before u.s three practically simultaneous governmental acts,

and we see in these documents, more than anything else, a single

author with three faces. This author is the bewildered, decadent,

fantastical, bellicose autocracy.

"It is this autocracy which announces with affright to all the

people that ' the seditious movement '
' audaciously ' hastens ' to

overthrow the existing

governmental order
and, in place thereof, to

establish a new admin-

istrative system.' This

official falsification,

couched in an archeolo-

gical style, reminds the

faithfully subservient

police of all ranks and

kinds that it should

'bear in mind its long

service and its sworn
oaths' and then—with

the aid of well disposed

people of all castes and
conditions—set to work
' to extirpate revolt from

our land.'

"Such is the menac-
ing chorus of autocracy.

This song is a sum-
mons to civil war. And
with ferocious and bel-

ligerent mockery the im-

perial utterance is re-

peated by the black

band of Kishineff, Go-
mel, Baku, and Theodo-

sia murderers, by the Pskov, Kursk, and Moscow cohorts now
rallying—for the sake of sweet morsels, rubles, and bottles of

vodka—under the political banner inscribed ' extirpation of revolt

'

and ' the destruction of reactionary sedition.' This is to them the

highest form of appeal, it is imperial compliment, the most grate-

ful of all kinds of commendation.

"But the menacing autocratic chorus of the twentieth century is

as cowardly as was the terrible czar of the sixteenth century. Sum-
moning the police ' to a stern moral sense of duty ' and ' to a con-

sciousness of their official responsibility to throne, altar, and coun-

try,' and encouraging the bands of ' patriots,' from the censors

who sell themselves outright to the bureaucratic functionaries of

the ' Russian League,' the autocracy throws down the white flag

in the form of the rescript issued in the name of Bulygin (Minister

of the Interior).

" A black band and a white flag! Is it possible to have any

faith in the white flag which floats over the Baku murderers and

the Kursk sanguinaries? For this white flag is not a harbinger of

peace but an ambush of mercenaries. Against this ambush we
must summon all our strength and turn our weapons.

"For the white flag is not merely an ambush. It denotes not

only a snare, not only a rear attack by the whole black band of

organized autocracy. The white flag of the Bulygin rescript is a

symbol of the cowardice and weakness of the autocracy, and, as

such, it is a promise to us of final and complete victory. It tells

us of our own strength, of the invincible strength of the liberating

movement.
"It will suffice merely to fall with all this strength upon the tot-

tering autocracy, and it will collapse beneath the pressure of the

huge wave of Russian solidarity and beneath the weight of its own
imbecility. But in the application of this pressure, if we wish to

avoid any other kind of pressure, it is impossible to delay.

"The revolution is not waiting. It says in the clearest fashion

to those who stand above :
' If we can not bend the gods on high

we will stir the depths of Acheron beneath.' There has been rev-

olution that hesitated, but this time the hesitation can not be for

long. With the Acheron of the laboring masses in the cities the

revolution got into touch and subsided on the historical day in last

January. But what if, this time, the revolution stirs against the

aistocracy the depths of rural life .'' Russian revolution has a magic
word for this purpose. It is the simple and effective word ' land.'

It unifies and embraces rural Russia. When the Russian revolu-

tion has thrown this word among the masses and when the masses
have taken it up, autocracy will perceive that against its black

bands the revolution can bring its red millions.

"Historical events and processes have their iron logic. The
logic of Russian revolution, whether we would have it so or not,

points the way from 'the gods above ' to 'Acheron,' from the noble

Dekabrists [name of the conspirators of 1825 in St. Petersburg] to

the plebeian educated elements, from the plebeian educated ele-

ments to the workmen of the cities, and from the workmen of the

cities to the peasants.
" The autocracy, not wishing to yield to public opinion, as in the

case of the acts and words of Father Gapon, brings the Czar face

to face with the workmen. Autocracy not wishing to yield to the

workers, revolution will bring it into conflict with the peasants.

"The revolution, we said, is not waiting. But while the eleventh

hour has still to strike, it is possible that the liberating movement
of the democratic constitutional reformers will be kept in the path

of peaceful effort for reform. But from such a course, in view of

the character and acts of the dreaming Czar, nothing whatever is

to be hoped. That is why the month of February ushered in not

an era of internal peace but a period of further tension. Demo-
cratic political reforms and fundamental social reforms must take

place and will take place. But they can not be realized otherwise

than through the most tremendous upheavals.

"So decrees Czar Nicholas."

—

Translations viade for The
Literary Digest.

EMPEROR WILLIAM'S "DELIBERATE UN-
.

FRIENDLINESS" TO FRANCE.

THE first act of "deliberate unfriendliness"—an expression

employed by the London Outlook, the Paris Teuips, and

other European papers—which the German Emperor has ever been

accused of aiming against France promises, according to the Brit-

ish weekly already named, to "leave a memorable mark on the

European situation." The act thus characterized was the dec-

laration of Emperor William at Tangier that Germany regards

the Sultan of Morocco as " the free sovereign of a free country,"

coupled with a warning against any reforms not based upon the

Moslem code. But the

purpose behind the Em-
peror's act, if the Lon-

don Outlook be right in

its conjecture, was to

test, " without too much

risk," the strength of

the new friendship be-

tween France and Great

Britain. " Russia," sus-

pects our British con-

temporary, " taking a

leaf from the Bismarck-

ian note-book, has rein-

sured herself with Ger-

many and encouraged

the Tangier visit as a

reminder to France that

she can not with im-

punity decline another

loan." The attitude of

the St. Petersburg press

is alleged to give coun-

tenance to this theory.

WILLIAM II S ELDEST SON.

The marriage of this young man is to take place

early in June.

It is thought significant, for instance, that a censored organ like

the Novoye Vremya (St. Petersburg) should handle the topic in

the fashion following

:

"For a long time. Emperor William had not been heard from.

But he found that the easily trod path of neutrality was scarcely

compatible with his innate tendency to large and comprehensive

ideas. Accordingly, quite recently, on the occasion of the unveil
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ing of an equestrian statue of his father in Bremen, the Emperor,

in a characteristic speech, put an abrupt end to his silence. He
announced to the world -that on the day of his accession to the

throne he made a vow, a soldier's oath, to direct every effort to the

avoidance, during his reign, of any need for employing the bayonet

and the cannon. The attainment of this end, however, was pos-

sible only by seeing, with the most vigilant eye, that the bayonet

was kept sharpened and the cannon always loaded, so that none

might be carried away by the desire, through envy, of preventing

Germany from laboring in her garden and adorning her abode.

Further than this domestic labor the ideas of the German Emperor
did not go, and the notion of himself as creator of a worldwide

monarchy he accordingly derided.
" But may it not be supposed that this modest desire for the

maintenance of peace at home is a cloak for some great plan or

other? Certainly, German bayonets and German cannon have

already labored, during the reign of the present Emperor, for the

glory of Germany in China and in Africa. The bayonet and the

cannon would now seem to be exerting their influence in other di-

rections. For while the Emperor was thus speaking in Bremen he

was already meditating both the form and the substance of the re-

markable pronouncement to which he gave utterance in the course

of his visit to Tangier. German gardens—very fine ones indeed

—

are to be found in Tangier as adjuncts to German establishments

represented in Morocco. In connection with the gardens, of

course, are the houses, even the they be mercantile houses. For
many German merchants' houses are to be found in ' the free coun-

try,' in ' independent' Morocco, with which Germany will always

have direct relations whenever ' necessary.'
" The effect of these declarations has been extraordinary, more

extraordinary, in fact, than that of any utterance by the German
Emperor in a long time. The Anglo-French agreement affecting

Morocco seemed for a time to have been almost overturned. . . .

What is to be the effect of this theatrical diplomatic hit, so subtly

and so adroitly made at Tangier? Diplomatists and statesmen are

wondering what the Emperor William may have intended to ac-

complish by all this. I3id he simply wish to give an impressive

lesson to the French diplomatists who had failed to give Germany
her due weight and influence in the matter, and who had not

deemed it necessary to discuss with the diplomatic representatives

of Germany the consequences of the new position of France in

Morocco, a position obtained in return for the renunciation of

French rights of interference in Egypt? Or did the demon-
stration of the,Emperor have an even more comprehensive object?

Was it to sow dissension between France and Great Britain or to

lure France into more intimate relations with Germany by showing
that Germany alone is in a position to assure the adequacy of the

French protectorate over Morocco and of French influence in the

western basin of the Mediterranean ?"

Other comment of the same kind in this and other Russian or-

gans is held in London dailies to reflect the official St. Petersburg

idea that France is growing too friendly to Great Britain, and that

it behooves her to remember that she is a continental Power and

therefore in no position to form pacts with the island realm. But

the London Spectator continues to maintain that Emperor William

really wished to give France " a very sharp snub," visible " to his

people and to the whole world." To quote :

" The cry for the ' open door ' is artificial, for the whole trade of

Germany with Morocco, now that the door is open, is incon-

siderable, and nobody is proposing to put on a door-lock. Neither

Great Britain nor Spain could have consented to that ; or if by
some blunder of the draftsmen they had appeared to consent, the

mistake would have been rectified after a little conciliatory nego-

tiation. The idea, again, which many journalists have put for-

ward, that the Kaiser is posing as protector or friend of Islam in

all quarters of the world, is rather a wild one, for the Emperor can
not wish to annoy Christendom, and Mohammedans do not love

protectors whom they suspect of wishing to be paid in territory,

which they can not under their creed surrender except when direct-

ly coerced hy force majeure. Nor is the assumption that the Ger-
man Emperor always wishes to be in front, and to be recognized

as the personage in the world without whose consent nothing can
happen, a sufficient explanation, for that was as true when France
and Great Britain signed their agreement, and ' the mighty sov-

ereign,' as one journal called him, did not then interfere. It was
only after Mukden had been fought and lost by Russia, and Ger-
many thus relieved from the danger of an attack on both flanks,

that he saw his opportunity to snub France, thereby at once
making manifest his own importance in the world, and facilitating

the passing of votes for more troops, better artillery, and a greater

activity in the construction of battle-ships."

—

Translations made
for The. Literary Digest.

A Philosopher.—" President Loubet, it seems, shed tears when he saw our
navy going to pieces under the administration of Minister Pelletan," says the

monarchical and clerical Paris Gaiilois. " After he had wept he resigned himself

to the situation."

.Of

ARTHUR-JOE-PARD.

A Hybrid Recently Discovered m Tariff Land.

This remarkable creature spends part of its time leaning against a fence and the

remainder concealed in the deptlis of the Fiscal Forest.

— Wesi}ui]ister Gazette (London).

DAMOCLES THE DIFFERENT.

Arthur Balfour Damocles: "Ah! Same old sword."

—Punch (London).

MORTE D'ARTHUR UP TO DATE.
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NOTABLE BOOKS OF THE DAY.

HISTORY GARNISHED WITH FICTION.

The Lion's Skin. Hy John S. Wise. Price, $1.50. Doubleday, Page & Co.

FEW men living arc better equipped than is John S. Wise for present-

ing an accurate picture of \"irginia and her agonies in the dark days

of Reconstruction. Born of a long line of \'irginian ancestors—albeit his

birthplace was not \'irginian soil—he received his education at \'irginia

Military Institute, the West Point of the South. Upon the outbreak of

the Civil War, though still a cadet at the Institute, he played a part in the

battle of Newmarket. After the close of the war, he was elected to Con-

gress; later, he became United States District Attorney; and, in 1885,

ran for Governor of Virginia. For the last fifteen years, however, he has

withdrawn himself from politics, for the practise of his profession—law.

Had the love-story been omitted completely from this work, "The
Lion's Skin" would stand as a book of peculiar strength and telling force.

The style of Mr. Wise, historian, differs vastly from that of Mr. Wise,

novelist. The former is simple, trenchant, \ivid, thoroughly alive, and
indicative of unusual historical intimacy; the latter is, on the other hand,

verbose, circumlocutory, forced, slow-moving, and abounding in stilted

conversations.

Mr. Wise has obviously used his story for filling in the chinks of an

otherwise complete historic structure. "The Lion's Skin" is not the

usual romance with detached fragments of history arbitrarily dragged in;

rather is it history garnished with the detached fragments of a romance.

That these fragments are not only detached but obtrusive as %vell is evident

to the most cursory reader.

The plot of the story, if it may be said to have a plot, is told in few words.

Powhattan Carrington, when still a lad in \'irginia, meets the little daugh-
ter of his father's college chum, learns

to love her, and, in spite of various

flittings about numerous Southern

belles, eventually marries her, to the

delight of all concerned. As a loyal

son of the Confederacy, Carrington

early engages in poUtics, eager to

bring Virginia safely out of the chaos

into which the Reconstruction Period

has cast her, resolved, if possible, to

rescue this Southern lion from the ra-

pacity of her vulture-like oppressors.

But the utter corruption and flagrant

selfishness surrounding him wean
Carrington from his disinterested pur-

pose, until at length he sadly leaves

the loved Southern home, to settle

with his family in New York City.

The strength of this book lies in

the intimate portraits Mr. Wise gives

us of the men who made the history of those years. Fairly and dispas-

sionately are they drawn throughout, and often with a strong dramatic

touch. Especially well-done is the description of General Lee's unex-

pected arrival at a fashionable Southern resort, two or three years after

the war.

The negro question is eloquently discussed, and with an absence of

prejudice rarely seen. Equally fair is the treatment given to state politics

and the corruption practised by both political parties. Overlooking the

weakness of its accompanying love-story, perhaps no such vivid picture

of Virginia and her tragic history has ever before been given to the reading

pubUc.

JOHN S. WISE.

STIMULATION FOR THE JADED TASTE.
The Fugitive Blacksmith. By Charles D. Stewart. Cloth, 321 pp. Price,

$1.50. The Century Company.

THE dejected novel reader should read this story. Its scene is a rail-

road "sand-house" (the shanty where locomotives take in ammuni-
tion for the conquest of slippery rails), or the three-room home of its

night-keeper. We are treated to views by proxy of freight and baggage
cars, a blacksmith-shop, the home of the blacksmith's daughters, drinking

saloons, the inside of a prison, a Southwestern sheep-range, a police sta-

tion, etc. The characters are Mike Finerty, the night-keeper of the sand-
house and coal-chutes; his wife and daughter; a locomotive engineer; a
little girl buying a cent's worth of candy; thirteen "hoboes"; a black-

smith's two daughters; a sheep-herder; a drunken boatswain named
Tiffin; "Stumpy," a wooden-legged vagrant; and finally Bill, a jack-of-

all-trades, blacksmith by choice, with five hundred dollars' reward on his

head for murder—the hero. Bill, imprisoned in New Orleans on charge

of killing the boatswain, breaks jail, finds Stumpy watching an empty
coal-barge at the Mississippi bank near Memphis, and adopts him as his

" pard." The two beat their way Southwest, over the railroad, to a hamlet

where they settle down and are in a fair way to become happy; but justice

scents Bill's whereabouts and he is forced to flee again—this time to Cen-

tral Texas, where he turns sheep-herder. Stumpy returns to tramping

and eventually reaches the Memphis
sand-house, where the crafty Finerty

shelters him through the cold nights

in exchange for the beguilement of a

history of his and Bill's adventures.

And here—in an atmopshere of sand,

railroads, and blacksmithing— the

denouement comes. The whole has

peculiarly an air of being a record of

actual happenings.

Here, surely, is as unpromising a

"lay-out" as could reasonably well

be asked. Localities, personages, ac-

tion hopelessly "low." Most suc-

cessful tales, too, have somewhere in

them an element of art, of idealization,

of uplift above the actual; but here

is one told (the story nearly all emer-

ges from the mouths of its char-

acters) literally just as humble people in sordid surroundings would tell

it in real life. Whatever suggestion there is of idealization is in the de-

scriptive parts (which are markedly scarce), or in the few unwitting

glimpses into the depths of the human soul, such as Stumpy's faith in

Bill, their liking for each other. Bill's capitulation to Eva, Mrs. Finerty's

leniency to Stumpy, the blacksmith's discomfiture on the sheep-range.

We get an almost unbroken expanse of realism that out-Moores George
Moore; and yet a reality, a humor, a mechanical knowledge, an acquaint-

ance with human nature, that confer unflagging interest, occasionally

touch emotion, and leave the story, coupled with a grateful sense of fresh-

ness, burnt into the reader's memory. The acquaintance with sub-

merged humanity displayed is as intimate as Josiah Flynt's.

Mr. Stewart is to be congratulated on having produced an entertaining

and strikingly original story.

CHARLES D. STEWART.

AN UP-TO-DATE SPOOK.

Tommy Carteret. By Justus Forman. Cloth, 347 pp.
day, Page & Co.

Price, Ji.jo. Double-

MR. JUSTUS FORMAN is an industrious young novelist, with very

definite aspirations. He has had (prior to "Tommy Carteret")

three novels to his credit—more or less to his credit: "Journey's End,"

"Monsigny," "The Garden of Lies." His faults as a novelist are patent

enough in his latest product, but it is an advance. The invention is re

markable and, though extravagant, has "method in its madness." As foi

interest, which counts more than anything else vnth the reading public,

there is plenty of that. The main fault with Mr. Forman is that he does

not know how to control his forces. He is evocative rather than dominant.

With a stronger hand, a more sedate mind, and more artistic treatment,

the "material" in this original novel

might have been converted into an

excellent piece of fiction.

The hero is Tommy Carteret II.,

and he is a very good sort of young

man to have gotten himself into such

a mess of trouble. Tommy Carteret

pere is the trifler, the play-boy, altho

he is well past fifty and should have

toned down, if for no stronger reason

than respect for his clean, manly son,

who is a grave youngster. Tommy,
Sr., is addicted to the ladies to a scan-

dalous degree. He gets into trouble

from being "found out," and the irate

husband calls at his Washington

Square residence with blood in his

eye, and utterly insensible to any

palliating circumstances. But he

thinks the delinquent is Tommy fils,

whereas that wholesome young man has just fallen virginally in love

with the very sweetest girl alive. Tommy fils soon sees that Tommy
p'ere is the gentleman the outraged husband is looking for. With noble

filial devotion he shoulders his sire's obliquity and professes himself wil-

Hng to accord the husband "the satisfaction due a gentleman," absurd

as a duel is in the atmosphere of " the States."

But no! That would be slight atonement to the injured man, who
offers Tommy II. the choice of going into exile as long as he (the husband)

JUSTUS FORMAN.
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shall be alive, or else having the scandal proclaimed from the housetops

to the utter niin of the Carterets. Moreover, the place of exile is to be

selected by the husband! Poor Tommy goes to some unlocated spot,

which is very primitive, or bucolic, at all events. Mr. Forman christens

it Egypt as a sort of notnen et omen.

There is a buxom gypsy-like girl there, Marianna, whom Tommy means
to marry. He does not love her. Indeed, she is far from his sort: so dif-

ferent from Sibyl. But he is lonesome, and has got, innocently enough,

tangled up with her, and she loves him. However, on their way to the

church, they are attacked by enemies of Tommy during a most terrible

thunder-storm. Marianna is cfraid, and has foreboding that she will lose

himi. She exclaims: "Promise me that it sha' n't separate us! We're as

good as married, aren't we ? They can't come between us now; nothing

can, not God, nor nothing. I tell you I won't leave you ! I'll come to you
from anywhere! They can't make me stay away, not if they kill me even.

I'd come to you from the other side of all the hills there is!"

This shows what an emotional girl Marianna was and that she had love

enough for them both. The men with the guns kill her in trying to "do"
Tommy, only succeeding in wounding him. Then a faithful henchman
takes Tommy away. It should have been mentioned that on the way to

the church somebody hands Tommy a telegram which says that his dio-

bolical jailer, the husband, has dropped dead of heart disease.

Then, of course, all goes well ? By no means. Now that he is freed and
should hasten back to Sibyl with a jingle of Grace Church wedding-bells

in the air, the superlative of horror happens. Marianna keeps her word!

She comes back from the place she mentioned. With no "cabinet," no
darkness, no anything to assist her materialization, Marianna visits him
constantly, but somewhat older and coarser! It nearly wears the poor

boy out. But in the end a clever ruse is worked by his friends, by means
of which Tommy II. and Sibyl are left having a lovely honeymoon trip on
the Mediterranean.

Mr. Forman is distinctly smart and terribly English. He speaks of

"rubber-tyred" wheels, and " hooves" of horses. He makes an American
say: "It makes me go quite hat," and "God will pay me out one day."

His worst fault, however, is the obtrusion, a la Thackeray, of personal re-

marks about his ov/n creations. He should recall how his enjoyment of

jantoccini is marred when the hand or arm of the man who works the

marionettes dips into view.

A STORY OF A WOMAN'S VENGEANCE.
Constance Trescott. By S. Weir IVlitchell, M.D., LL.D. Cloth, 3S4 pp.

Price, $1.50. The Century Company.

DR. S. WEIR MITCHELL'S powers of psychologic analysis and
his artistic skill find ample scope for expression in his latest novel,

—the story of a woman's—revenge that, for dramatic conception and
force, invites comparison with the story of Roger Chillingworth in

Hawthorne's "Scarlet Letter."

The narrative follows the fortunes of a young Union officer, George
Trescott, and his wife Constance during the critical Reconstruction period

in the South. Trescott, acting as at-

torney for his wife's uncle, Rufus
Hood, an eccentric New England
milhonaire, is involved in litigation

over an intricate question of land title.

John F. Greyhurst, the opposing coun-

sel, an irascible Creole, chagrined over

an adverse verdict and irritated at his

loss of prestige, shoots Trescott in

wanton murder. The scene is finely

dramatic:

"At the same moment he saw
Greyhurst emerge from the crowd
and knew that he must meet him first.

He would show him the telegram, and
offer to divide the land. It pleased
him and, forgetful of the insults he
had received and smiling at the kindly
thought, he raised his lame hand to

take the telegram from his pocket. As
he did so he was aware of Greyhurst's leveled revolver. He stood fac-

ing his foe, motionless; saw the crowd scatter, heard Constance scream,
and heard no more on earth. He fell on his face, clutching the tele-

gram."

From that hour, Constance Trescott lives with but one thought—to

revenge her husband's murder. Patiently, persistently, and remorselessly

she pursues Greyhurst. "I want him to suffer, day and night, till he
curses the day he was born," she says. She attacks Greyhurst by sending

him the telegram that was in her husband's hand when he fell; by ruining

him financially; by appearing in the audience when he makes a political

address; and, finally, by inducing his fiancee to jilt him. Naturally im-

S. WEIR MITCHELL.

aginative he becomes melancholy and finally shoots himself in Constance's

presence.

The plot thus finely evolved moves as relentlessly to its climax as a

tragedy of ^schylus. A thread of humor is supplied by the testy uncle

and by Coffin, a simple-minded mountaineer. There is a practical,

healthy-minded sister, Susan, who serves as a foil to her sombre sister

and who marries an Episcopalian clergyman. The Southern setting,

true in its local coloring, is picturesque.

Evidently a novel of purpose, its reflex influence ought to discourage the

fantastic ideas of insulted honor and the impulsive use of weapons.

The suffering of a sin-haunted soul and the hardening effect of the pas-

sion of revenge have, perhaps, not been so powerfully portrayed in fiction

since the day of Hawthorne.

FREDERICK S. DELLENBAUGH.

ON THE TRAIL OF TRAPPER AND PATHFINDER.
Breaking the Wilderness: The Story of the Conquest of the Far West.

By Frederick S. Dellenbaugh. Cloth, 360 pp. Illustrated. Price, $3.50 net.

G. P. Putnam's Sons.

MR. DELLENBAUGH, already known by his "Romance of the

Colorado River," and " The North American of Yesterday," brings

to his present task eminent training and equipment. He may justly claim

familiarity with the wilderness, for he was one of Powell's companions in

his second voyage (1871-1872) down
the Colorado; and on almost every

one of the principal trails he has made
his way—on foot or horseback, by

boat and wagon and train, even by
Pullman "Palace" car. In some re-

gions, his foot has been among the

first of his race to break the surface;

and in his own words, " If I have not

visited every nook and corner of the

Wilderness during the last thirty-four

years, it is the fault of my purse, not

of my spirit."

Concerning Coronado, Cabeza de

Vaca, and even Mackenzie, our peo-

ple are but superficially informed.

While the name of Daniel Boone is

familiar to every child, those of Jede-

diah Smith, Bridger, and Fitzpatrick

—alike conspicuous in the same pur-

suits—are almost unknown. A just appreciation of the many attempts

to explore the Western Wilderness is held by very few; few indeed are

they who are aware that "the first European entrance into these Western

regions was made over three and a quarter centuries ago." And therefore

it seemed urgently apparent to this vigorous explorer that "a single vol-

ume, which should tell the story of the Wilderness in an unbroken se-

quence, with special emphasis on the trapper and the trader, would be of

value." And so he has proceeded to show the first attacks by sea and

land, and the gradual closing in, on all sides, through the matchless

trail-breaking of the trappers and traders, down to the year when Powell

practically completed the white man's task by his bold conquest of the

Colorado—the year when the first railway trains, crossing the continent,

began a new era.

"Men," says Mr. Dellenbaugh, "are no better, no worse, in the wilder-

ness than in civiUzation; nor does race or color appear to define quality."

By noting this at the outset, we may be inclined to be more sympathetic,

and so may better understand thit vast region of marvelous diversity,

greater far than several of the Old World empires rolled into one. Such

was the Wilderness when the hordes of Europe descended upon it and

claimed it for their own. Yet it was never wholly theirs till the sledge

drove home that last spike of gold that pinned the East and the W^cst to-

gether, and tacked the skirts of Europe to the skirts of Cathay.

A spirit of sympathy, even of righteous indignation, seems to animate

the author whenever the American Indian (the "Amerind" of the ethnolo-

gists) comes into his field of view. The Amerind was not a savage, he

says; he was a barbarian, with a rather well-ordered society; on the war-

path or at the council-fire he could point here and there to an individual

of his race in whom even the white man recognized a high order of intel-

lect. He displayed many of the finer emotions of his white antagonists;

he loved his home, his family, his children. True, he was often cruel to

his enemies; he had the vices of humanity in the gross; but he cherished

more respect for the ideals of his race than the white man consecrated to

his own. From the beginning of the contact the Amerind began to change

for the worse.

For the voyageur, the coureur de hois, the trapper, the trader, we are

indebted to our author for passages of animated and picturesque descrip-

tion.

Too much can not be said in praise of the illustrations displayed in this

handsome volume; they are as excellent as they are abundant.
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The Doukhobors : Joseph Elkington 2 . 00
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.
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BOOKS RECEIVED.
The Literary Digest is in receipt of the follow-

ing books

:

" The Marquise's Millions." — Frances Aymar
Mathews. (Funk & Wagnalls Company, $i net.)

" The Orchid."—Robert Grant. (Charles Scribner's

Sons. Si. 25.)

" Oliver Hazard Perry and the War on the Lakes."

—Olin L. Lyman. (New Amsterdam Book Com-
pany. $1.25.)

" The Accolade."— C. E. D. Phelps. (J. B. Lippin-

cott Company, $1.50.)

" Dramatists of To-day."- Edward Everett Hale,

Jr. (Henry Holt & Co., $1.50 net.)

" A Grammar of Greek Art." — Percy Gardner.

(Macmillan Company, $1.75 net.)

" The Purple Parasol."—George Barr McCutcheon.

(Dodd, Mead & Co., $1.25.)

" The Idiomatic Study of German."—Otto Kuphal.

(George G. Peck, New York.)

" Great Revivals and The Great Republic."— Bishop

Warren A. Candler. (Methodist Publishing House,

I1.25.)

' A Practical Commercial Speller."—Elizabeth F.

Atwood. (Ginn & Co., $0.50.)

"Following the Sun - Flag." — John Fo.\, Jr.

(Charles Scribner's Sons, $1.25 net.)

" Problems of the Panama Canal." — Brig.-Gen.

Henry L. Abbott. (Macmillan Company, iti.50 net.)

"Me and Lawson."— Richard Webb.—Illustrated

by W. W. Denslow. (G. W. Dilhngham Company.)

" War of the Classes."—Jack London. (Macmillan

Company, $1.50 net.)

" The Eternal Life."—Hugo Miinsterberg. (Hough-

ton, Mifflin & Co., $0.85 net.)

"History of the United .States."- Edward Chan-

ning. (Macmillan Company, Vol. I., S2.50 net.)

" National Administration of the United States."

—John A. Fairlie, Ph.D. (Macmillan Company,

$2.50 net.)

" The Medal of Honor." -Gen. Charles King. (The

Hobart Company.)

" The Vision of Elijah Berl."—Frank Lewis Nason.

(Little, Brown & Co., $1.50.)

" The Outlook Beautiful. Lilian Whiting. (Little,

Brown & Co., $1 net.)

" Tlie East Africa Protectorate."—Sir Charles Eliot.

(Longmans, Green & Co.)

" Woodmyth and Fable."—Ernest Thompson Seton.

(Century Company, $1.25 net.)

" Sandy."—Alice Hegan Rice. (Century Company,

$1.00.1

" Mediaeval and Modern History." — Philip van

Ness Myers. (Ginn & Co., $1.50 net.)

" Cyr's Dramatic First Reader."— Ellen M. Cyr.

(Ginn & Co., $0.30.)

" The Haunted Temple, and Other Poems."—
Edward Doyle. (Knickerbocker Press.)

"Objections to Foreign Missions Stated and An-
swered." — Isaac L. Peebles. (Methodist Episcopal

Publishing House, Nashville.)

" Princess Elopes." — HarolJ MacGrath. (Bobbs,

Merrill Company.)

" Standard French Authors." — O. G. Guerlac.

(Ginn & Co., $0.55.)

" Lyrics of Sunshine and Shadow."—Paul Laurence

Dunbar. (Dodd, Mead & Co., $1 net.)

"My Memory of Gladstone." — Goldwin Smith.

(A. Wessels Company, $0.75.)

"Justin Wingate, Ranchman.'

(Little, Brown & Co., $1.50.)

" The Trial of Jesus."— Giovanni Rosadi.

Mead & Co., 1^2.50 net.)

" Uniform International Dictionaries : French-Eng-

lish — English-French." — Edited by R. M. Pierce,

(Hinds, Noble & Eldredge.)
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The Whole Wheat
is Good to E^a.i
If properly prepared for the human stomach.

4I,You can grind up " any old thing" into

meal and call it "breakfast food "—you can even roll it

into flakes—dirt, cockle, wheat and all, just as it comes
from the farmer's bin, but you can' t make Shredded Wheat
that way. You can't shred anything but perfect whole
grains of cooked wheat. That's the reason we have to

clean the wheat so thoroughly before shredding it. We
then cook it and draw it into light, porous shreds so that

^ the stomach may extract all the muscle-making, body-
building elements from the whole wheat—elements that are

discarded in the making of white flour.

There is health and strength

every shred of it—
"shreds of life " for the dyspeptic, for the out-door man and the

in-door man.

^ After you have tried all the "others" you will come back to

Shredded Wheat Biscuit
the one staple, cereal all-day food, better than bread, delicious as a

breakfast dish with cream or milk, or in combination with fruits, veg-
etables, eggs and oysters. CTriscuit is the new shredded whole

wheat cracker—may be used as a toast or wafer with butter, cheese

or preserves.

Our '-''Vital ^estton " Cook Book is sentfree. Write to-day.

The Natural Food Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

The PIERCE" SYSTEM OF STEAM
and WATER HEATING.

has been installed in thou.siiiuls of homes,
churches and public buildings. It means true
economy In heatliis. Do not experiment
with unknown, untried systems. Such
practice is costly and unsatisfactory.
Write for booklet explaining our perfect system of
Heating and Sanitary Plumbing.

I
PIERCE,BUTLER& PIERCEMFC CO.,

Dcpt. C, Syracuse, N. Y.,
Hannfaeturers Heating and Sanitary Goods.

WHEEL CHAIRS
WE MAKE OVER 70 STYLES

Catalogue" B'

SARGENT CO.,

illustrates—describes— 'freei.

291 Fourth Ave., NEW YORK

We Give these $5 Trousers
F vfP9 'With the first suit ordered of us,kAlld in order to demonstrate our
claims and secure your permanent
trade and that of your friends.

,

WE WILL PAY $100 to anyone who
Will prove that

we do not cut and make every suit to
measure.
By our Improved system we can make

suits and overcoats to your measure, correctly
fitted and elegantly trimmed, at less cost than
your local tailor would have to pay for the cloth
and trimmings.
Our New Style Book gives the latest city

fityles and our samples are of the newest and
most popular all-wool suitings. Don't buy
ready made suits (perhaps advertised as tailor
made) until you get our stjles^ samplei and
prices, sentfor the asking.
We Take AH the Risk, cut and mate

your suit to measure and give you five da^s
timp in yoDr own home to examine, try on, and i

how to your friends before deciding to keep
it. If you are not perfectly satisfied, send it

back, at our expense. A postal will bring full information.
John B. Woods <feCo.» 213 5th Ave., ChloaffO

POVAIXV PA in ^"^^ Musical Compositions.
IVvf I /\Iw i I r /\ILr We arrange and popularize.

ON
SONG - POEMS

PIONEER MUSIC PUB. CO.(liic.)
A-343 .Manhattan Building,
CHICAGO, Il.Ii.

Couch, Bed, Wardrobe for $IOl

Any article

manufactured in our factory

—

Reclining Couch, Davenport, Bed Couch. Dropside
Couch, Ironfold Bed. Mattresses—may he returned at our expense If not

thoroughly satlsfaetorT. We ship dtrerl Iroin lactory t'l you. Send us

your address for our Literature and Prices.

Handsome High - Grade Couch and
Double Bed Complete with 5pring,
Mattress and Flounce ; and Ward-
robe Box.

The mechanism is so simple that a child
can operate it. Made of very best Quality
steel angles, attractively and dtirably en-
ameled. Good dark green denim-top mat-
tress, filled with tine carded wool. Kip Van
^Tinkle Spring guaranteed 20 years. Cedsr-
stained pine box rolls out from beneath on
castors. Closed, couch is 2 ft. 2 in wide, 6 ft.

2 in. long ; as bed 4 ft. 2 in. wide. Send *10,

money order or N. Y. draft, and we will ship
couch to you promptly. Bargain at $18, but we
make this low price to introduce samples of our
goods in every community.

MFQ, COMPANY
New York

METAL FURNITURE
Dept. D, 17W. 42dSt.

Readers of Thk Literart Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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DON'T YOUi
WANT TO KNOW
MORE

about the tobacco you
smoke ?

OUR CIGAR BOOK
is full of information about all

kinds of Ciears—Imported, Clear
Havana, Domebtic; about to-

bacco growing, treating and man-
ufacturing: ' about Cigarettes,
Pipes ana Smoking Tobacco.
MAGAZINE SRE. printed in colors
and costs us 5()c. to produce and
mail each copy,but it comes to you

FR££ for the asking
It tells you hinv and uliy we can
guarantee cigars at least one-third
better in quality for the same
money. It brings one of our
stores to your door. It makes it

easy to find exactly the cigar you
like best.

YOU NEED IT
if you smoke, because it will
often save you the annoyance of
buying cigars you do not like, as
a cigar affords satisfaction only
when it suits your individual taste.

WRITE US TODAY
Cijjar Book will be sent '^ow post-
paid by return mail.

United Cigar Stores Co.
MAIL-ORDER SERVICE

321 Flatiron Building

NEW YORK

^

Tiie -vondcrfiil tiew sclf-lieathtg

Thermalite
In every viay better than

a hot luatcr bag.

Made of the best Para rubber,

and filled with "Thermalite."
Gives off heat at uniform tem-
perature for eight hours. Stores

heat which can be instantly

turned on, day or night. Lasts

for years without refilling or re-

newal of contents. Two-thirds
less in weight than hot water bag
of same size. Price of No. 2. fwo
quart size, $2.00. Money back
if not satisfactory. If not at

druggist we deliver prepaid on
receipt of price. Descriptive
book free.

The Thermalite Co 163 Elm Street, New York, U. S. A.

SALESMEN WANTED
Whether you are employed part or all of your time

makes no difference if you can influence business to us.

Men or Women Wanted Who
Can Get Orders

We are the largest manufacturers in the world of
Manifolding Busmess Systems for copying orders,
bills, receipts, etc., etc. We make duplicate books
and blanks, autographic machines for copying; Sales
Slips for Retail Stores; Carbon paper for pen, pencil
and typewriter work ; Duplicate and Triplicate Rail-
road Snipping receipts; Billing and Charging Sys-
tems; Duplicate Order books: Restaurant pads;
Department store duplicate books; triplicate pads
for Charge customers in retail stores. Manifolding
work of every possible description printed, ruled, per-
forated and numbered.

PHILIP HANO & COMPANY
806 to 8 1 4 Qreenwich St. , New York City

Salesmen
wanted for otir Pniteptioii
tor Men and ^ ii ni e ii .

itIHIO Folic)- li;i.ys S.'i.dO a
weet with $100 Kinergency
Benefit. I ost $2.1)0 a year.

Handgome black seal wallet ^ven tree with each policy.
Good salesmen earning $100 a week. Excellent side line.
Write today tor renewal contract with liberal commission.
GERMAS REGISTRY CO., 9<0 Hollan.1 Bide., ST. LOllS

" Tolstoy as a Sciioolmaster." — Ernest Howard
Crosby, t Hammersmark I'ublishing Company, $0.50

net.)

" The Van Suyden Sapphires." — Charles Carey.

(Dodd, Mead & Co., $1.50.)

•'American Thunib-Prints."— Kate Stephens. (J.
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CURRENT POETRY.
Loom of the Sea.

Bv John Davidson.

Island-Kingdom, our island-state.

Merry England, where fancy dwells

In pageant, pilgrimage, high debate,

And sprightly music of morris-bells;

Tourneys for love and battles for hate;

Torches, garland, exultant bells ;

Challenging trumpets and festal bells

;

Wars of the Roses, land-locked strife,

World-wide wars with France and Spain:

The color and pulse of that gallant life

—

Shall we never recover the mood again ?

Rhythmic deeds, melodious words ;

—

Merry England, the heart of mirth !

—

Songs of lovers and songs of birds

;

A bell for death and a bell for birth-

Jubilant fifths and somber thirds :

Pessimist ? optimist ?—death and birth I

Englishmen only on English earth !

Confident daring, travail and strife.

Battle and storm on the Spanish Main

—

How shall the fancy that donned that life

Be decked and renewed with such pride again ?

England's fancy shall live again

—

Merry England across the seas !

—

Jewelled with isles of the .Sijanish Main,

Gifts of the opulent destinies :

England's neart and England's brain.

Throbbing and thinking in many seas,

Belov'd of the opulent destinies.

Bluebird, oriole, bobolink.

Hark to them, hear them how they sing.

Where England's Canadians work and think.

Woo and wed in the throng of Spring 1

Axes ring on the mountain-sides

—

England's gain from England's loss

!

Lonely at night the ranchman rides.

Humming a tune to the Southern Cross
;

Argosies' on Austral tides.

From Charles's Wain to the Southern Cross,

Barter the plow for the Southern Cross I

Lord ! how the English hew their way,

Courage and fortune leading the van,

Round the world with the break of day.

Room for him, room for the Englishman!

Saxon, Norman, Dansker, Celt,

—

Merry England, mother of mirth !—

Gird the world with an English belt,

Englishmen all to the ends of the earth !

1 upp ose th e ver y
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strongest instinct in man is to save money.

Or, to say it another way, to gratify his taste at

the least possible outlay.

My appeal is to men luxurions enough to

love good tobacco and eco-

nomical enough to burn as

little money as possible with it.

Does it not stand to reason

that if a man could go to the

factory in which almost any

article is made, buy it, pay for

it, and carry it away with him,

that there is scarcely a thing

that he uses in daily life that

could not be bought at just

about half its retail selling

price .''

That is just what I am doing

—I am persuading men to

come to my factory to buy

their cigars and to get them to

do it I sell them the cigars at

wholesale prices.

The best advertisement I

have always thought to be a

genuinely good article.

I have to make my cigars so

good that they will not only

stick when sent out on ap-

proval, but that the smoker

will come back for more.

I would like you to try them.

You won't hurt my feelings if

you send them back.

To get them tried—to put it

up to the actual cigars (not

samples)—is why I make an

offer so broad that I fail to see

how any one can refuse to try

them, provided that ^5.00 per

hundred is not more than he

cares to pay.

This is my offer:

I will send, express prepaid, to a reader of
The Literary Digest, 100 of my Shivers
Panatela cigars. He is under no obligation
to buy them unless he is perfectly satisfied.

To test their qualities, he may smoke ten of
them. If he is satisfied, he agrees to send
me $5.00. If he is dissatisfied he is prompt-
ly to return the remaining ninety at my
expense.

Send me your order written on your business paper or
accompanied by your business card. State whether you
prefer strong, medium or mild cigars. Address

HERBERT D. SHIVERS,
913 FILBERT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

V.
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ill U. S.
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Gold and grain on Rand and veldt,

Orchards, hars-ests over the earth-

Liners and merchantmen round the earth

;

Power from east to western Ind,

Power and pomp on the Indian Main,

And wonder with every whispering wind

To dip our dreams in the dew again.

England, decked and dowered by fate--

Room for England, so please you, room'.

Sea-king's realm, our Ocean-state

Woven upon the world's wide loom

;

Dyed and tried in high debate,

And ever renewed on the world's wide loom.

With weaving fleets on a world-wide loom-

Warp and woof of the sea's wide loom
;

Shall garnish fancy in every land

With rhythmic deed and delight again-

Merry England from strand to strand.

From the Spanish Main to the Indian Main.

— From Loiidoji Outlook

.

The Woman Heart.

By Theodosia Garrison.

She never said " I love you not," but when

She was all fearful that she loved too much :

She never took her hand from yours— but then

When most she craved its touch.

She never laughed at you but when she fain

Would be too tender. Never turned away

Save when each impulse urged her once again

To listen and to stay.

A woman's heart is like a witch's prayer—

To be read backward and its craft defied.

Ah, judge us not by those poor lies we dare,

But by the truths we hide.

—Frotn The Tiventieth Century Home

.

By Joaquin Miller.

[Read by the Poet of the Sierras at the opening of
the exhibition of the Pacific Coast Forest, Fish, and
Game Association.]

Behold this miracle, the tree,

The third day's miracle, behold

What stateliness, what majesty,

What comeliness, contour, what mold

Of limb, of leaf, of arms in air

High held in attitude of prayer.

And yet we hew, and slash and slay

God's first born, " pleasant to the sight,"

And set, ere he laid hand to clay

And fashioned man to burn and blight.

We see no grace at all ; behold

We only see the sodden gold.

The sweet name Nazareth means wood.

The Christ companioned with the trees

He read their leaves. He understood

His alphabet the birds and bees.

Give us, oh, God, to heed, to hear.

To love, to cherish, to revere.

Give us to heed how clean, how tall

;

Give us like courage, patience, strength

To front the four winds, strength to fall

Serene and satisfied, full length

And full of years and majesty.

As falls thine Eden-fasliioned tree.

—From San Fran '-.tsco Call.

The Ivory Tower.

Bv Arthur Stringer.

In the quiet sunlight all day long

I watch the golden apples fall

;

Soft birds I hear, and waters cool.

I see the white sails dreamily

Drop down the quiet afternoon.

Where languid dials count the hours

And all the world seems touched with sleep.

There, rose-immured and wrapt in peace,

I watch the shadows, and I pace

My ivory tower of unconcern.

We both should be at ease, for see.

There runs a wall between the World
And us, my Soul ! If far away
Men grope and clamor thro' strange marts,

And grim the great wheels grind and roar.
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TAKE DOWN REPEATING SHOTGUNS
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Make $300
More Each Year

Do you want to make bigr money?
Uo you want to hanJle Something that

every Business Man—every Merchant—every
Professional Man— every Clergyman — every

Hotel Keeper needs?
Do vou want to Control the Sales in your

locality of Something that ali thesj men can t

afford to he without?

For Something that Pays its own Co<t in One
Year?
Then become Local Agent for the Oliver

Typewriter.
And you can make at least S300.00 a year.

And it will only occupy your spare moments
each day at your own C(^nvenionce.

You will be Welcomed by (jood Peonle who
will want to Buy—who will see it is to tneir In-

terest to Buy the Oliver— for it saves them
Money. Brietly—

Tl).

^fe Standard Visible Writer
Is Best Typewriter in the World.
It has H the Number of Parts the ordinary
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get out of repair— it writes more easily—more
surely—more clearly than any other typewriter.
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the Best of all the other typewriters.

It is welcomed by the Operator for It lessens

her work and makes it look better.

Each Oliver Saves its own Cost in one year!

We post you thoroughly on the Typewriter
Situation.
We analyze every typewriter for you and com-

pare the Points of all the other Typewriters with
the Oliver and show you that the Oliver is supe-

rior in every way.
We send our traveling Salesman to help you

make .Money.
And should we make any sales in your locality

ourselves—you get the full benefit just the same.
Xow this isn't any "House to house" Game.

It's a dignified Position— and a Chance to Make
Big Money— that may never occur again to you
We have Local Agents with 10 to 15 Assistants

under them—Many Local Agents are making
5300 a month and many of our Highly Salaried
Men— Managers, etc., were at one time Local
Agents.
Write in today for information.
We may be able to let you try in your own

town
Don't think because your own town is repre-

sented we can't find a place for you.
Only do not hesitate—Write today for we may

not be able to give you exclusive territory if you
leave off writing until tomorrow.
Remember we are receiving many applica-

tions. If you put off answering, you may never
again have such an opportunity to Make Big
Money. Address

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER CO.,
130 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111

Principal Foreign Office—75 Queen Vict*>ria St., Lonioa.
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There is Money
For You
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There
is a big and ^
increasing demand
for short story writers.

The field is big and the w
era few. We can train you by mail
for any branch of newspaper and maga-
linework. Writeto-day for full particulars.

Spraeue Corren. School ot° Journallxni,
884 Majeatlc Building, Petrolt, Mich.

Let us, my Soul remember not

!

What know we of those shadowy lives?

Wliat care we for those nuifHed cries ?

We have the sun, and all day long

Piirds sing, and waters flow, and see.

Iletween their world and us there runs

A wall -Vet why so dark, my soul .'

—From Aittslie's Magazine.

The Easter Bonnet.

By Edwin L. Sabin.

What is this in the morning news,

Causing the wife to don her shoes

;

Sending the daughter, gaze afar,

Wildly hailing the passing car !

What is this that their glad eyes see ?

" Grand Spring Opening ! Mill'nery !

Easter Fashions ! A Fine Display !

"

And Easter fully a month away

;

Wild excitement around about

;

Tones of longing, and tones of doubt

:

E.xclamations :
" A perfect dream !

"

" So becoming ! " (Hats, hats the theme I)

Faint objections :
" I can't afford "

Conversation a monochord

;

Brains but ribbons and blossoms gay,

And Easter a fortnight still away.

Hastenings down, and toilings back.

Can't get suited, alack, alack

!

Not a thing for the price is seen

—

" Save that hideous one in green !

How would it look re-trimmed, you think?

Wouldn't you have a touch of pink ?

Then 'twould match with my new piqu6."

And Easter only a week away.

Frantic messages to and fro
;

Dark forebodings of rain or snow

;

Anxious peerings adown the street

;

Doorward rushing on eager feet

;

Rustle of tissue—cries of " Ah !

"

" How do you like it now, mamma?

"

" Don't you think it becomes me, May ?
"

And Easter dawns with the rising day.
—From Leslie's Weekly.

A Hymn of Action.

By John Hay.

[Dr. Lyman Abbott recently read this poem in

Plymouth Church, Brooklyn, Sunday, April 2. The
lines were written many years ago ana, by permission,
incorporated in the Plymouth collection of hymns.]

Xot in dumb resignation, we lift our hands on high;

Not like the nerveless fatalist, content to do and die.

Our faith springes like the eagle's, who soars to meet

the sun,

And cries exulting unto Thee, " O Lord, Thy will be

done."

When tyrant feet are trampling upon the common
weal.

Thou dost not bid us bend and writhe beneath the

iion heel.

In Thy name we assert our right by sword or tongue

or pen.

And even the headsman's axe may flash Thy message

unto men.

Thy will! It bids the weak be strong; it bids the

strong be just

;

No lips to fawn, no hand to beg, no brow to seek the

dust.

Whenever man oppresses men beneath the liberal sun,

O Lord, be there : Thine arm made bare, Thy right-

eous will be done.

The First One.

By V. R.

I loved a girl when I was young,

A girl I dared not try to kiss
;

Our love was shy and found no tongue,

But eyes told tales we could not miss.

The years havs stretched a lifetime now,

And I have loved more girls than one

;

And I have kissed with deepest vow,

And kissed before I knew 'twas done.
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Fashionable Heat,

All heating methods other than
steam or hot \water are rapidly going
out of fashion. Those who build can-
not afford to put in anything but

American X Ideal
ii Radiators ^Iboilers

When the time comes to sell or
rent, this outfit assists to bring a
quicker transaction at better price.

Thousands move each year into new
houses, flats, offices or stores solely to

enjoy the comfort, convenience, clean-
liness, fuel-economy and labor-saving
of steam or hot water warming. Did
you ever hear ofany one of these v/ant-
ing to go back to old-fashioned heat-
ing methods? Any argument in that
to you?

Unlike stoves or hot-air furnaces, our Boilers and
Radiators are made upon tlie unit or sectional plan, so
that if the buildingf is made larger, or the rooms altered

{6s% of all buildings are rebuilt) extra sections or parts

may be readily added or removed. Hence, tubuy IDEAL
Boilers and AMERICAN Radiators is an investment—
not an expense. Put in now by best meclianics— a
good time to buy!

Whether your building is OLD or new, SMALL or

large, farm or city, send for our booklet (free (
" Heating

Investments Successful"— it will make you a better judge
of heating values.

j\MRICAN |?ADIATQR(;QMPi\NY
Dept, 32. CHICAGO

lOCAL i IDEAL 1 lOEftt I iDtAL ( IDEAL I lOEALi lOCAl.

BRIGHTON

And that first girl I never met

After her pigtails coiled her head;

And I can't say my eyes were wet

When some one told that she was dead.

Yet there it is ; she is the one,

The only one of women all,

Now that the list is closed and done.

Whom dreams of day and night recall.

Only last night she came to me.

Still silent came, and shy and sweet,

And then I learned what life might be

—Dream-drawn I sought my sweetheart's feet

;

I laid my head upon her breast

;

Within that haven reached at last,

There came no echo save of rest.

From all the life-long weary past.

To each poor dog his day, we're told

;

Of my queer luck here is the best

;

I dreamed that girl, forgot of old
;

Caressed my head against her breast.

—From McClure's Magazine.

PERSONALS.
America's Best Loved Actor. — Such is the

title conferred upon the venerable and loved actor,

Joseph Jefferson, whose long stage career came to an

end a few months ago. After a short illness Mr. Jef-

ferson died on April 23 at the age of 76. One may say

with little exaggeration that he was born on the stage,

for he was a baby in arms when he first appeared be-

hind the footlights. He was born in Philadelphia,

February 20, 1829. Many anecdotes, incidents, and

reminiscences of his career are being retold in the

newspapers from which we select the following:

" The fortunes of the Jeffersons were often at a very

low ebb, and as a boy, while receiving his stage train-

ing, Jefferson had to endure many hardships and pri-

vations. The family went West in 1839 and opened

the first theater in the then infant city of Chicago

under the management of Jefferson's father. The
venture was not very successful and the family set

forth again in quest of fortune, traveling over the

prairies in open wagons. At Springfield the manage-
ment built a theater. It was little more than a huge

dry-goods box, but its construction emptied the com-

pany's treasury. Had it not been for Abraham Lin-

coln it would have proved the grave of all their hopes.

This is how Jefferson told the incident

:

" ' In the midst of our rising fortunes a heavy blow-

fell upon us. A religious revival was in progress

at the time, and the fathers of the church not only

launched forth against us in their sermons, but by
some political maneuver got the city to pass a new
law enjoining a heavy license against our 'unholy"

calling ; I forget the amount, but it was large enough

to be prohibitory. Here was a terrible condition of

affairs—all our available funds invested, the Legisla-

ture in session, the town full of people, and by a heavy

license denied the privilege of opening the new
theater

!

"
' In the midst of our trouble a young lawyer called

on the manager. He had heard of the injustice, and
offered, if they would place the matter in his hands,

to have the license taken off, declaring that he only

desired to see fair play, and he would accept no fee,

whether he failed or succeeded. The case was brought

up before the council. The young lawyer began his

harangue. He handled the subject with tact, skill,

and humor, tracing the history of the drama from the

time when Thespis acted in a cart to the stage of to-

day. He illustrated his speech with a number of

anecdotes, and kept the council in a roar of laughter

;

his good-humor prevailed and the exorbitant ta.x was
taken off.

" ' This young lawyer was very popular in Springfield

and was honored and beloved by all who knew him,

and, after the time of which I write, he held rather an

ST, PAUI,, MINNEAPOLIS AND DULUTH
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Minneapolis via The North-Westem Line. The electric

lighted Northwestern Limited for perfection of service is

not anywhere excelled. Two fast trains to the Head-of-
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information address W. B. Kniskem, P. T. M., C. & N.
W. Ry., Chicago.
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Williamson UNDERFEED Furnace.
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A recent correspondent, referring to our UNDER-
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" I have used It for the past two winters,
beating ten rooms and an upper hall at a
cost of $35 per annum."

Hundreds of such letters come to us.

In the Peck- Williamson UNDERFEED
Furnace a ton of cheapest grade of coal
is made to produce as much heat as a ton
of the most costly grade; the coal is fed
from below and the fire is on top — the
rational way; the gases and smoke do
not escape up the chimney as they do in

ordinary furnaces, but are consumed as
they pass up through the fire; immunity
from gas, smoke and dirt; less ashes
and no clinkers; simple and strong in
construction, easy to operate.

Let us send you FREE our UNDER-
FEED Hook and fac-simile voluntary
letters proving every claim we make.

16 Peck-Williamson Co., 304 W. 5th St,, Cincinnati, 0.
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The Coolest Bed
For Summer

Sweet sleep all summer is yours if you rest

on a FOSTER IDEAL OR FOUR
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important position in the government of the United

States. He now lies buried near Springfield under a

monument commemorating his greatness and his vir-

tues -and his name was Abraham Lincoln.' "

•' One of tl)e stories of the ' road' that Mr. Jefferson

delights to tell grew out of an experience in an In-

diana town, where he was presenting ' Rip \'an

Winkle ' many years ago.
'• In the hotel where he stopped was an Irisliman

who was employed as a porter, but from the serious

interest he took in the house he might have been clerk

and proprietor rolled into one.

" At 6 in the morning Mr. Jefferson was startled by a

violent thumping at his door. With slowly returning

consciousness he remembered th.at he had left no call

on the night before, and naturally became indignant.

His sleep was spoiled for the morning, so he arose and

appeared before tlie clerk.
"

' See here,' he demanded, ' why have I been called

at this unearthly hour ?

'

" ' I don't know,' replied the clerk. ' I'll ask Mike.'

" The V)orter was summoned. ' Mike, there was no

call for >Ir. Jefferson. Why did you disturb him? ' he

was asked.
' Taking the clerk by his coat-sleeve, the Irishman

led him to one side. ' He was shnoring loike a liorse,

sor,' he explained, 'and I'd heerd by the b'yes how

onct he were after slapin' for twinty years, so, says I

to myself, it's a coomin' on to him agin, an' it's yer

juty to git the crayther out o' the house instantly I'
"

A Merchant -Philanthropist. An interesting

account of the public benefactions of Nathan .Straus,

of New Vork, is given in Pearson's Magazine by

Albert B. Paine. Mr. Straus was born in Bavaria,

Germany, in 184S. The family removed to this coun-

try in 1S54. It was in 1S92 that Mr. Straus's attention

was called to the startling death-rate among little

children in New York City and the statement that

this was mainly due to impure milk. He established

a sterilizing laboratory and during the first summer
1

he distributed 34,000 bottles of Pasteurized milk, with

the result of a prompt and marked decrease in the

death-rate. Mr. Paine relates further :

In 1S93, Mr. Straus was Park Commissioner, and his

wife, a woman in full sympathy with his generous am-

bitions, returned one day from Central Park with a

report of the poor, blue-looking milk that was distrib-

uted there at five cents a glass. She told how eager

the children were for even this doubtful blessing,

sometimes two or more drinking from one glass, which

they had combined their pennies to buy.

'"Can't we do something for them?" She asked,

and without delay Nathan Straus established his milk

stations in the parks, where pure milk was supplied

at one cent per glass. Also he continued the organi-

zation of a regular system of supply depots through-

out the thickly populated districts, dispensinu; the

sterilized milk at less than cost, paying all expense

for rent and help from his own purse.

But Mr. Straus's benefactions have not been con-

fined to the distribution of pure milk. To quote Mr.

Paine's words again

:

Across from the store on Fourteenth Street there

was then a church which Mr. Straus owned. In 1894

it was rented to the Rev. Dr. C. H. Yatman, a Chris-

tian Evangelist who was conducting meetings there.

On the same lot. in the rear, was a school building

not in use. One day Mr. .Straus consulted witli the

minister and proposed that the unused building be
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converted into a big lodging station wliere all who
came could obtain bed and breakfast for five cents.

"I will do this," said Mr. Straus, "I will give the
building and supply everything, if you will assume
management."

" Give me half an hour in which to decide," said the
minister.

" Certainly," answered Mr. Straus, " but if you are

a minister of the Gospel you can not refuse. You
must save bodies if you would save souls."

Dr. Yatman accepted the charge, and later, with
Mr. Straus's cooperation, established other similar

stations throughout the city. Tickets were sold at

five cents each, good at any of these ports of refuge, or

for coal, and thousands of tickets were given free to

those who could not afford to pay. Well-to-do per-

sons also distributed them, purchasing them in five,

ten, and twenty dollar lots. A multitude of men and
women preserved their lives and their self-respect by
this vast charity. J. Pierpont Morgan, learning of

what was being done, sent for Mr. Straus and asked
what he might do.

" You can establish a great store," replied Mr.
Straus, " where the poor can buy provisions at cost,

and get coal without going to the docks for it. I will

see to its management."
Morgan agreed, stipulating only that his name

should not be known in the undertaking. So a big

depot was opened on Grand Street, and all day long

the army of the poor marched through, obtaining the

means of life with their tickets, that were now made
legal tender for any article of merchandise, as well as

for coal and lodging. No questions were asked. No
investigations were made. All were served who came.

" I do not want to make a single one feel that he is

receiving charity," said Mr. Straus. " Suppose some
do come who are able to pay a little more. The fact

that they are willing to walk so far to save a few cents

proves that their hard-earned pennies are precious.

We sell a pound of coal at the rate of a boat-load, a

loaf of bread at the rate of a hundred thousand, rent

and haulage free. It is not charity—it is only a little

help over a hard place."

More than two millions of these five-cent tickets

were issued in 1894, and among the benefits thus dis-

tributed may be mentioned the single item of thirty-

seven and a half million pounds of coal. The recrea

tion piers that now surround New York City are

another of Mr. Straus's ideas, the first having been

projected at his own expense at the foot of East Third

Street. He had a milk dispensing depot there, and
noticed that in hot weather many dwellers of the tene-

ments came to the river-front for fresh air. One day

he erected a large pavilion, covered with canvas, and
provided with comfortable seats for the use of women
and children. From this small beginning was evolved

New York's splendid system of piers, covered with

huge domes and containing seats from which thousands

may listen to music and obtain refreshments on sum-

mer nights. When nominated for mayor, he declared

that if he ever filled that office he would have many of

these free piers. He did not enter the campaign, but

the piers have been built and their existence is due to

Nathan Straus.

To make milk pure and nourishing to helpless little

ones, who must take what we give them, to save life

and build up a strong and capable race, this is the aim

to which Nathan Straus will devote his remaining

years, and it is for this that his name shall endure.

Great as have been his commercial triumphs, the world

would not long remember these alone. In the days to

come the name of Nathan Straus will be most surely

recorded on the pages of history and in the hearts of

men, not as a merchant prince, but as a Captain of

Benevolence.

Two Alexanders as a Singer Saw Them.—
Madame Nordica, the noted opera singer, tells in The

Saturday Evening Post, of her first visit to Russia,

where she sang before the Czar Alexander II. It was

at a tragic period, for she arrived in St. Petersburg in

the days preceding the assassination of -Alexander II.

Madame Nordica writes

:

" Things were at a very terrible state at St. Peters-

burg then, the life of the Czar being constantly

threatened, and it was dangerous to announce where

he would be at a certain hour. We were told to hold

/AVoney
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ourselves in readiness every night at ten o'clock to

sing at court when we were not enjjai^d at the opera.

After many niylitsof preparation and weary waitini;.

one eveiiinsj at ten o'clock I was suddenly summoned

and we were whisked away in a closed carriage to tlu

Winter Palace.
" For two hundred yards before we reached the pal

ace the soldiers were standins in double lines, shoulder

to shoulder. These lines extended up the stairway,

through the corridors, and to the very door of the

apartments where we sang to tlie Czar.
' He appeared very handsome, his breast covered

with decorations ; and his manner, very high-bred and

very gracious, made him exceedingly attractive.

" The scene was a brilliant one—the splendid gowns,

jewels, and varied uniforms of the nobles, with a back-

ground of flowers, palms, marbles and paintings. The

Czar received us graciously, and as the name and na-

tionality of each singer were announced to him by the

court chamberlain he addressed each in the language

of his respective country. To me he said :
' And you

are a little singer come to us from the New World.'

" We were presented to all the Grand Dukes and

Duchesses, and the ladies were especially charming in

their manner ; the fact that I had my mother with me
made a great difference. .\ little Russian song that 1

had learned seemed especially to please them.
" Then came supper with a wonderful display of gold

plate, and fruits from the Caucasus: such fruits as I

have never seen. As a souvenir of the evening the

Czar gave me a bracelet of Ceylon cat's-eye. surrounded

by sapphires and diamonds.
' That was the Sunday before his assassination. I

did not know what might happen that night or w hetlier

we might not be blown into the air. Such thoughts as

these entered my head, of course, because of the state

of things and the threats that I had heard rumored,

but they naturally did not deter me from going.

" Ne.xt week, of course, the court was thrown into

mournmg, the opera was closed, and a terrible state of

gloom, an.xiety, and apprehension prevailed."

Madame Nordica goes on to tell of her glimpse of

the new Czar, Alexander III

:

" At Dantzic, Governor von Schnelling and his wife,

an English lady, came to see my mother and myself in

my dressing-room after the concert. They told us that

the new Czar was coming to Dantzic to meet the old

Emperor William of Germany at their palace.

' Preparations for the visit of the Czar and the Em-
peror were very elaborate, and were in progress for

days. Wagonloads of yellow gravel were hauled to

make a road three feet deep from the quay, where the

sovereigns were to land, to the palace. This was done

that the military, not being able to gallop over cobble-

stones, might have a smooth way, and the gravel was

pounded to the hardness of cement.
" For several days no business w-as done and the

streets were filled with people, who were allowed to go

to every place save those which were "forbidden'

—

which happened to be all the places that they wanted

most to see. Evergreens and flags almost covered the

houses along the route. School-children in double

lines, the little girls in front and the boys back of

them, were marshaled on both sides of the roadway.

Still farther back, shoulder to shoulder, were lines of

soldiers.

" The Emperor William, of commanding presence,

arrived with the Crown Prince, a splendid figure in his

white uniform. Prince Bismarck, General von Moltke,

and a brilliant suite of German princes and dukes in

glittering uniforms were with them. They were all

big men, except General von Moltke. Prince Bis-

marck, of noble height, but so well built that he did

not appear his full size, wore a dark-blue Prussian uni-

form with a black military topcoat tightlv buttoned

over his breast.

" The girls cast each her little bouquet into the Em-
peror's carriage as he passed, cheered from tliequay to

the palace. Madame von .Schnelling, my mother and

I were in a balcony overlooking the courtyard when
the cavalcade dashed into it—and waited. The long

lines of children and soldiers and the throng waited in

the streets. But the Czar did not come. At last his

yacht was sighted. After another wait, word came
that he was afraid to land. The men stood consulting

together. But Bismarck did not stop to parley, he

acted.

" I can see him yet as he flung himself into the sad-

dle and pounded out of the courtyard on horseback.

He sent a message to the Czar, and it was to the effect
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that he must come. Back they came together, the

Czar in his carriage, and Bismarck and von Moltke

riding on either side of him.
" That meeting of the Czar and tlie Emperor is

chronicled in the annals of Dantzic, but liow nearly it

came to not taking place has, I think, never before been

told.

" The cordon of soldiers in the palace was so great,

and the difficulty of passing them such, that when tlie

Governor wished to join his wife for a moment he had

to go down through the coal-cellars, carefully avoiding

the wires of a network of electric signals, and then up

again from those regions to get to us.''

MORE OR LESS PUNGENT.
A Learned Pastor.—A congregation in Connecti-

cut had lost their pastor, and were desirous of filling

his place. But their last minister had been self-

taught, and the aristocracy— to wit, the deacons, etc.—

stipulated that the new minister should have a classi-

cal education.

In order to be sure of their man, the deacons agreed

to let applicants preach a sermon on trial. The living

was good, consequently trial sermons were the order

of the day. But as the deacons said, they knew an

educated man from a duffer, so the living remained va-

cant. At last a Welshman heard of the vacancy, but

he was less learned than the one who had left ; still, lie

determined to try.

The day was arranged, the appointed minute ar-

rived, and the candidate mounted into the pulpit. He
got well on in his sermon, when he suddenly recollected

that he was expected to show his learning.

" My friends," he said, " I will now quote you a pas-

sage in Greek."

With a solemn look he repeated a verse in his native

tongrue. The effect was marvelous : approving nods

and smiles were exchanged among the deacons.

Thus encouraged, he followed up his advantage by

saying :
—

" Perhaps you would also like to hear it in Latin ?"

He then repeated another passage in Welsh ; this

was even more successful than before. The preacher

cast his eye over his flock, and saw that he was re-

garded with looks of increasing respect.

Unfortunately, there was also a Welshman in the

congregation ; he was sitting at the back, almost

choked in his efforts to stifle his laughter. The min-

ister's eye fell on him, and took in the whole situation

at a glance. Preserving his countenance, he con-

tinued :

" I will also repeat it in Hebrew."

He then sang out, in his broadest Welsh ;
" My dear

fellow, stop laughing, or they will find it out."

The other understood, stifled his laughter, and after-

ward dined with his successful countryman. — Tif-

Bits.

Did For the Poet.— "I am quite willing to con-

tribute to the—er—amusement of the evening," inter-

posed the amateur poet, who was bursting to read his

latest, and couldn't get anybody to take the hints he

threw out. There was a sound like a groan from a

corner of the room, and a gfuest went out. The others

prepared for the worst, except one elderly man, who
pulled down his waistcoat with an unnecessary show
of determination.

" The title of this little eff'ort," the poet went on

,

drawing a roll from an unsuspected pocket, " is ' The
Raindrops on tlie Roof.' "
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"Well, of course it does," exclaimed the elderly

man. " Where would you expect it to drop? When
the rain drops on any well-regul.ited house, it natur-

ally ch«.>oses the roof. Perhaps you expect people to

take the roof off when it rains? Or you tliink that

we imagine that it drops on the foundation or in tlie

umbrella-stand ? Everybody else knows that rain

drops on the roof, young man, and they don't want

you to write a poem to tell 'em. If you can \vrite one

that will explain why it rains when a man goes out in

a new hat and without an umbrella, we're open to hear

it."

The amateur poet did not contribute any further to

the amusement of the evening.— Tit-Bits.

Not Equal.—"All men," said the orator who re-

fuses to give up stump speaking, " are born equal."

"Hold on!"' exclaimed tlie listener. "That may
do to say in the street, but I can't take it home with

|

me. If I were ^o say to my wife tliat I thought our

boy, whom we've just christened Egbert, wasn't any

better than the red-haired twins ne.\t door, there

wouldn't be anything left for me to do e.xcept to say
' Farewell for ever,' and live at a hotel."— Tit-Bits.

Her Idea of It.—Tar.agon :
" The Russians

have great faith in tlie bayonet, the Japs in the sword.

Which arm do you prefer ?

"

MissI.Mi'LE (absent-minded); " liothl"

—

Woman's
Home Companion.

Her Fear.— He: "Clarice, you know I have al-

ways thought a great deal of you, and I have flattered

myself you think not unfavorably of me. May I— will

you be my wife ?
"

She ;
" What a start you gave me, Harry 1 Do you

know, I thought you were going to ask me to lend you

some money."— Tit-Bits.

Somewhat Mixed.—A young man who was about

to be married was very ner\'ous, and. while asking for

information as to how- he must act, put the question :

" Is it kisstomary to cuss the bride ? " - Brooklyni

Life

Equals,—
Manila, I'. 1., March i, i*^;.

To the Editor of Harper's Weekly :

Sir, — The following conversation that actually

took place in Manila strikes me as being significant

and very amusing.

.American housekeei^er to Filipino servant :
" Why

is it. Ramon, that you worked so well for the Span-

iards and for so little ? They treated you very badly,

while I treat you very well; they paid you only two

pesos per month, and you demand of me twenty-five;

I do not understand it."'

Ramon replied :
" .\h ! Seriora, the .Spaniards were

our superiors. Vou Americans are our equals."

lam, sir, R. De L. H.

Did 'Sot Need It. — A country doctor tells this

story on himself : After writing a prescription for a

patient, the physician told him that the druggist

would probably charge him sixty cents for filling it.

Then the patient asked the physician to lend him the

money. Thereupon the physician carefully scratched

out a part of the prescription and handed it back, with

ten cents, remarking

:

" Vou can have that filled for a dime. What I

scratched out was for your nerves."—P/ii/adc/fi/a'a

Ledger.

Wounded in Rattle and KlBewhere. — A
much-scarred veteran occupied a seat in a tranicar,

and ^Dposite to him sat a benevolent-looking old

gentleman who gazed with seeming interest on the

rugged face, and at length said :

" I think, my friend, you are the possessor of some
exciting experiences."

"I should just think so, sir." replied the warrior.
' This gash across my brow, this seam down my cheek,

and this cloven chin each cost more than one life in a

hand-to-hand fight
"'

' Dear me," said the old gentleman ;
" I can quite

believe it. And how did you come by that deep in-

dentation on your nose ? " . .

The warrior hung his head and seemed unwilling to

reply

Come, now, Joseph," said his better hall, who was
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seated beside him, " tell the gentleman how you got

that one."
" You keep quiet, Maria," snarled the warrior.

"I won't," snapped Maria; "it fairly riles me to

hear you bragging of the marks you got from the

nasty, dirty Arabs, while you ignore the most notice-

able of 'em all—the one I gave you when I liit you

witli the fire-shovel."

The warrior looked very uncomfortable, and the old

gentleman looked as if he deeply sympathized with

him.— Tit-Bits.

Not In His lAnf. — Heavy Tragedian:
" Hurry with my order. lam used to people serving

me in a hurry."

Waiter :
" I don't doubt it, but I am no sheriff."

—

Chicago News,

An Improvement Promised. — "Look here!"

exclaimed the old lady. " I want you to take back

that parrot you sold me. I -find that it swears very

badly."

" Well, madam," replied the dealer, " it's a very

young bird ; it'll learn to swear better when it's a bit

older."— r/V-i?/Vj-.

He AVouldn't Bf liosscd. - " What ? Fell

downstairs ! How did it happen ?
"

" Why, you see, I started to go down, and my wife

said, ' Be careful, John !
' And I'm not the man to be

dictated to by any woman, so down I went."

—

Tit-

Bits.

Adding Beauty.—Richard :
" They say he gave

you a black eye."

Robert: "That's the way people e.xaggerate. I

had the eye already. He merely laid on the color."

—

Tit-Bits.

A Demonstration. — Judge : "What did the

prisoner do to you ?

"

Witness :
" He hit me wid a pavin' block, Ver

'Onner, as I was walkin' on the track."

Judge :
" What excuse did he give ?

"

Witness: "Said he was testin' the block signals

and wasgivin' me the danger sign."— Cinciimati Com-

mercial Tribune.

Calling it Square.—Mamma : "Why, Johnny, is

it possible you are in the jam again, after 1 whipped

you an liour ago for getting into it ?"

Johnny: " Yes, ma'ain. I heard you tell grandma
you had whipped me too hard, so I thought I'd make
it even."— Chicago Neu's.

Not a Masterpiece.—A Scotch laboring man who
had married a rich widow exceptional for her plain-

ness was accosted by his employer. " Well, Thomas,"

he said, " I hear you are married. What sort of a wife

liave you got ?

"

" Weel, sir," was the response, " she's the Lord's

handiwork, but I canna say she's His masterpiece."

—

Harper's Weekly.

Not to He Deceived. — .Sergeant Sharp was as

regimental as it is possible for a man to be. "'Shun !"

he cried to his sciuad. " Quick march I Left wheel

!

Halt ! Take Murphy's name for talking in the ranks."
" But he wasn't talking," protested a corporal who

was standing near.

" Wasn't he ? " roared Sergeant Sharp. " Don't

matter then. Cross it out, and then put him in the

guard-room for deceiving me."— Tit-Bits.

Convincing Evidence.

—

L.'^wyer :
" Would you

believe the sworn testimony of this man ?

"

Witness :
" Certainly not, sir."

Lawyer :
" And why not ?

"

Witness :
" Because, sir, that man hates to tell the

truth. He always did. We were boys together, and

he used to cry when the teacher made him say two and

two made four."

Lawyer :
" Anything else ?

"

Witness: "Oh, yes. Once he was ill and de-

scribed the symptoms so that the doctor prescribed

for a sprained ankle when he was suffering from neu-

ralgia in the head."

Lawyer :
" That will do."— Tit-Bits.

Subtraction ,—A teacher in a Western public school

was giving her class the first lesson in subtraction.
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" Now in order to subtract," she explained, " things

have to alwaj-s be of the same denomination. For in-

stance, we couldn't take three apples from four pears

nor six horses from nine dogs."

A hand went up in the back part of the room.

" Teacher," shouted a small Ixiy, " can't you take

four quarts of milk from three cowsV— Hti>/>er's

IVeel-.y.

True Enough.—'- Here,'" said the cranky patron

of the reading-room. '' you've been snoring horribly."

• Heh :
" gurgled the drowsy patron.

" If you only kept your mouth shut," went on the

cranky one. " you wouldn't make so much noise."

" Neither would you," replied t lie other.- /^/uV^fi'^/-

phia Press.

Liberal. — Mrs. Qviverkil: " Tommy, did you

give your little brother the best part of that apple, as

I told you ?

"

Tommy Q.: " Vessum. I gave him th' seeds. He

can plant 'em an' have a whole orc\\?ixd.V' -Cleveland

Leader.

How Mr. Fussleigh Answered the Tele-

phone.- Mr. Fussleigh had a telephone in his resi-

dence, but as it is principally used by Mrs. Fussleigh

and by her many friends it is perhaps natural that she

and they should identify the instrument sol-jiv with

Mrs. Fussleigh, says The VWuiudi's Home Compan-

ion.

Not long ago, being alone in the house, Mr. Fuss-

leigh answered the 'phone when it rang violently at

about the hour of nine. The following conversation

ensued

:

"Hello!"
"Well."'

"Is this Mrs. Fussleigh?"
" No."
'• I mean, is this Mrs. Fussleigh's 'phone? "

" It is not. The ownership lies with the telephone

company.''
" Ha, ha ! That's pretty good ! But tell me seri-

ously, is this Mrs. Fussleigh's house ?"

" Really I can't say. Until lately [ thought not. but

as every one else seems to thjnk it is. perhaps I am,

after all, quite mistaken."
" You're a great joker, aren't you ? Kindly tell me

whether Miss Fussleigh is there."

" She is not."

"Who is this talking?"
" This? Oh, this is only Mrs. Fussleigh's husband,

the father of Miss Fussleigh, the man who lives at

Mrs. Fussleigh's house, and occasionally does odd
errands for Sirs. Fussleigh. She got him with the
house, you know !"

"Oh. she did. did she?"
"Sure thing I"
" Pretty tough on Mrs. Fussleigh. isn't it ?"

Whereupon'Mr. Fussleigh hung upthe receiver, and
determined to give orders the following day for the

removal of the 'phone.—Ara' York Mail.

Current Events.

Foreign.

Russo-Japanese War.

April 22. —Russia notifies the French Government
that Rozhdestvensky has been ordered to sail

from Kamranh Bay. Japanese newspapers con-

tinue bitter attacks on France, in the belief that

the Russians had been using Kamranh Bay to

prepare for battle. Russians are concentrating
near Possiet Bay ; this is believed to be part of

the scheme of defense of Vladivostok.

April 23. -The Russian fleet leaves Kamranh Bay.
and a despatch from .Saigon reports hearmg can-
nonading after the fleet had left French terri-

torial waters.

April 24.—The Russian fleet is said to be sailing

northward through the China Sea; aside from
this, mystery shrouds the naval war situation.

April 25.— .4 squadron of twenty Japanese ships is

reported to have passed Kamranh Bay on the
24th.

April 26.—Honw Kong reports that tlie cable to

Hainan haa been cut. presumably by Russian
warships. Rozhdestvensky is believed to be in

the gulf of Tonquin. where he will await the ar-

rival of Admiral Xebogatoff with the fourth
division of the Russian Pacific squadron. Two
hundred Russians are killed in an engagement
at Kai-Vuan, north of Tie Pass. A despatch
from St. Petersburg says that Charles M.
Schwab is to build a fleet of battle-ships for
Russia.

April 28—Tokyo reports the main body of Russian

or
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warships seventy miles north of Kamranh Bay.
Warships, believed to be those of .Admiral Ne-
bogatoft, are sighted near the entrance to Malacca
Strait. General Linevitch. in an interview, de-

clares the Russian army in condition to renew
the campaign ; he asserts that the retreat from
Mukden was unnecessary, and adds that the ex-
tent of the disaster was e.xaggerated.

Russia.

April 23. —The fate of the reform program and of the
revolutionary plans in Russia is said to depend
on the result of the approaching sea battle

;

troops are being gathered in St. Petersburg.

April 24.— An imperial decree is issued forcing com-
munities to pay for damage caused by peasants.

April 25. —Mutiny breaks out among troops entrain-
ing for the Far East at Borisoff ; rioting and
insubordination occur at Moscow on the de-

parture of the Omsk regiment.

April 27. -The Russian populace is aroused over the
reports that riot and bloodshed are to mark the
Easter season. Elaborate police and military
precautions are being taken.

Other Foreign News.

April 25.—The newly promulgated Transvaal con-
stitution gives the right to vote to the Burghers.

April 26.—Germany denounces the tariff agreements
with the United States because of reciprocity
treaties with seven European countries, and it is

believed in Washington that a tariff war might
result.

Domestic.

April 22.—New York. Philadelphia, and Fredericks-
burg, Va., claim the body of John Paul Jones:
the Navy Department thinks it should be buried
at .Annapolis ; the State Department favors Ar-
lington, and the President may be called upon
to settle the dispute.

John W. Gates's big deal in

on tlie Chicago Board of

of wild excitement.

May wheat collapses
Trade, amid scenes

April 23.—Joseph Jefferson, the roted actor, dies at

his home at West Palm Beach, Fla.

Frank G. Bigelow, president of the First Na-
tional Bank of Milwaukee, is arrested after con-
fessing to the embezzlement of #1.450,000, which
he lost speculating in stocks and wheat.

Walter D. Hines, formerly of the Louisville
and Nashville Railway, gives his view of govern-
ment regulation of railroad rates before the
Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce ; he
thinks that the present law is ample.

J. Wilco.x Brown, a'policy-holder of the Equitable
Life, sues for a division among the policy
holders of the $80,000,000 surplus of tlie society.

April 25.—Secretary Taft announces that the Gov-
ernment will make no attempt to use the Pan-
ama Railroad to affect transcontinental freight
rates.

Attorney-General Moody sustains Secretary of the
Interior Hitchcock in his interpretation of the
Interstate Commerce act that rebates by rail-

roads could be made legally to the Government.

A privats counsel of John D. Rockefeller declares
tnat Dr. Wasliing-ton Gladden garbled a report
to make a false accusation regarding Mr.
Rockefeller's connection with the South Im-
provement Company.

April 26. —The eightli conference for education in

the South begins its sessions at Columljia, S. C.

Postmaster-General Cortelyou informs the Assist-
ant-Postmaster at Louisville, Ky.. that he must
resign from the Republican State Committee or
be dismissed from office

A suit for more than S2,ooo.ooo against " James H.
Hyde and associates " for losses sustained in

connection with the L'nited States Shipbuilding
Company is brought by Leroy Dresser.

Allegations of misconduct on the part of Acting-
Secretarv of State Loomis when Minister to

Venezuela are published in the New York
Herald.

April 27. —Francis B. I^oomis declares that all the
charges against him of official misconduct while
he was Minister to Venezuela were unqualified
falsehoods. Wasliington expects the recall of
Minister Bo wen. at Caracas, who, it is said, pre-
ferred the charges.

Andrew Carnegie gives fio.ooo.ooD for tlis purpose
of pensioning college professors in tlie United
States, Canada, anct Newfoundland.

April 28.— Major -General Fitzhugh Lee dies at
Washington,

Federal Judge Kohlsaat at Chicago issues an in-
junction against the striking teamsters, and
orders are issued from Wasliington to transport
bullion in army wagons with a military guard if

the express companies should find themselves
unable t'> do so because of strike violence.

Our Straight Grain Hickory
Rubber Tired Tod Buggy

Each and Every
Transaction
is Backed by
Our 20 Years
of Success
Selling Direct to
the User by Mail

128-Page Catalog
FREE

WITH STEEL TIRES
$62.50 with Rubber Tires
Warranted Two Years

Vehicles from $10.25 Up
Harness from $3.95 Up

BEST
FINISH

Greatest
Durabil-
ity.

FINEST
STYLE
Longest
Service

Absolute-
ly Safe.

THE MAIN POINTS OF SPE,CIAL ME,RIT BRIEFLY ME,NTIONE,D:
straight grain hickory Wheels.
Straight grain hickory Gearwoods.
Straight grain hickory Shafts, dou-
bln braced at heel and crossbars.

Self-oiliug Axles.
Wrought Bailey Body Loops.
36-iu. open Head Springs.
Longitudinal Center Spring.
5th wheel with interlocking rear
kingbolt.

Straight grain hickory reaches
ironed full length

High Finish Painting.
36-in. Shaft Leathers.
Full Leather Quarter Top,
long with wool headlining.

Choice of 3 or 4 bow or handy top.
Leather stays padded and stitched.
16-oz. wool cloth or line genuine
leather trimmings.

Open bottom spring cushion.
Oval front to cushion.
High polished panel springback.

Frame of body ash, panels cleat
[

poplar,
extra 13-inch hand hold dash.

Fine grade full length carpet.
Full length storm apron.
Boot. Quick Shifters.
Body 18. 2U or 'J3-inches wide.
Choice of any style back.
Choice of any color paint.
Choice of plain or striped body.
Choice of arch or drop axles.
Xoe carpet and lined side panels.-„ Seat handles. .- .

This and 1^5 other vehioIeA ofall xtylex arc fully described In our handsome 128-pa|[e free vehicle
cotuloKue. StroiKht Grain Hickory is the Straightest. Strongest. Toughest and most Elastic wood for vehi-
cle wheels, gear woods, shafts and poles. Our catalogue tells all about the material and construction; about
our Co-operative factory; about the men who make the vehicles. It tells why we produce and sell the best
at lowest prices. If you see anything advertised at prices which seem'lower than our price ask us about it

before you buy. We can often offer you a similar vehicle for less money and may save you from deception.
The catalogue explains our binding two vear guarantee, our 30-clay trial offer, our Comparison Challenge
and C. O. D. shipment plan. Write todav for our big 1 !»0.-, CATALOG OF VKIIICLKs and 48-PAGK
HAR.VES8 CATALOG, and SAVK ALL the MII»ULKM K.\'4 l»KOFITS. HOTII « ATA LOGS FREE.

FIRST NATIONAL CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY
Dept. 1024°BB (Formerly Cash Buyers Union) CHICAGO

,,>'!,,

shmes brighHy in aLhouse where
^^^^© a^bolishes dirh bulr"Dirh

SLnd despa^irawre close o/^kinrTry iHn
your next-housc-clea.ningP^g^s^^—

a

Irish Mythology and Folk-lore

IN THE CELTIC PAST
By ANNA MACMANUS

They recount the wonderful and chivalrous doings of ancient
kings and warriors of Ireland, overflov\ing with magic,
prowess, and adventure. Magic swords, the miraculous
"quicken-tree," grown from a fairy-seed: the whistler

whose flute-like notes cliarmed his enemies into fateful sleep, and many other wonderful things are to be found here.

ISmo, cloth, 75 cents, postpaid. Funk & Wagnalls Company, Publisliers, New York

for Liquor and

Drug: Using
A scientific remedy which has been

skilfully and successfully administered by

medical specialists for the past 25 years.

Ai thm following Kmmloy Insthuiom:
ItirmiD^ham, Ala.
Hot Springs, Ark.
lios Anerelfs, C'al.

San Kranrisco, I'al.

1170 Market Sf.
West Haven, Cunn.
Atlanta, (ia.

Wasbiniftun, D, C,
nil N.Capitol St.

Dwitrht, lit.

naritin, Iiid.

Des Moines, la.'

Crab Orrhard, Ky.
Turtland, He.

Lexington, Mass*

St. Louis, Mo.
a803 LocQflt St.

Alhambra Hot
Spring*, Mont.

North Conway, N. H.
Itaffalo, N. Y.

White Plains, N. Y.

Columbus, O .

Dennison Are.
Portland. Ore.
Philadelphia. Pa.

si J >. KroadSt.
Harrisburg, Pa.

Pittsburff, Pa.
4J46 Fifth At*.

Providence, K. I.

KIrhmond, Va.
Seattle, Wa<ih.
Wankenha, Wis.
Toronto, Ont.

Readers of The Literary Digest are askea lo memioa tne publication vnen writing to advertisers.
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CHESS.

£A11 coniimmications for this Department should be

addressed: " Chess-Editor, Literary
Digest."]

Problem 1,058

T. Tavkknkk, London.

Black Ten IMoco-

^ ^ '/'

# - -

i

J *i i M*

:<§ -Q 1
White — Eleven Pieces.

2BR4: 5R2; Qjpi; P2Sp2s; 3pk3;
ipl'2p2; iKi P2qB; S4Sib.

White mates in two moves.

Problem 1,059.

Max Feii;l. Vienn.v.

First Prize Tidskriftfor Schack.

Black—Six Pieces.

Lea & Perrins'
Sauce

THE ORIGINAL- WORCESTERSHIRE

The Peerless

Seasoning

The housewife who knows the

deliciousness of a well-cooked

plate of Cold Meats, has a

revelation in store in

LEA & PERRINS' SAUCE.

It gives unusual relish to Cold

Roast Beef, Mutton, Lamb, or

Beef Tongue, Baked Beans,

Macaroni and Cheese, Chops,

Salads, etc.

John Duncan's Sons, Agents, New York,

m^WA

/
-^=?i i

ryUM

i '7m4. «s. ^P.

White—Nine Pieces.

sib3SK: S: 8; 2QPkipi: r2sBiRP;8:
3SiP2;8.
White mates in two moves.

Problem 1,060.

E. Pradignat.

Dedicated to A. van Eelde, late Problem-editor of

Tijdschrift van den Nederlavschen Schaakbond.

Black— Thirteen Pieces.

White—Eight Pieces.

8; iKiR2bp; pSippar; ippikiPi
P4pSs: 5 P 2; 2Q 2b2.

White mates in three^oves.

3P4;

.y/ave >b£//- Own
//or Spring

IT

*«

&

TrrrH

I I

Why not have an inexhaustible supply of hot
Wilier in your home by using a Humphrey Cres-
cent Instantaneous Water Heater. The only
heater that starts a flow of hot water the instant
you liij/it the <ja.i. That stops the gas the instant
the water is turned off. Heats a large bath in
seven niinule.s at cost of two cents. Never any
waste of fuel or time because it heats only the
amount required—a cupful or a tubful.

Humphrey

CRESCENT
Instantaneous

Water Heater
is a/ways ready ; always at your loiiiiiiand—atany minute of
any season, day or uislit, in sickness or health. Made wliolly
of I'oijper, beautifully nii'kel plated and practically indestruc-
tible. 5u,ui)0of tlieui in use. Send for our handsome illus-

trated booklet, " Thi' Luxury of a Hath." It is free.
Our other Instantaneous Heater—the CrescentAUTOMATIC

—supplies hot water to all parts of a ImildinK without the
truiilile of lighting. Gas turns on and oft automatically.
Catalogue on requeet.

HUMPHREY CO., Dept. B t'.nlamazoo, Mth. #:

HARTSHORN
SHADE ROLLERS
Bear the script name of Stewart

Hartshorn on label.

Wood Rollers. Tin Rollers.

Attacks stopped permanently. Cause removed. Breath
inLi organs and nervous system restored. Symptoms never

i

return. No medicines needed afterwards. 21 years of
|success treiiting Asthma and Hay Fever. 58,000 iiatients.

Kook S.^.t rr«>e. Very interesting.
Write P. HAROLD HAYES, BUFFALO, N. Y.

|

SEE THAT CLIP?
THE NIAGARA CLll' liolds se-

curely from the thinnest sheet
of paper up to % in. in thickness,
andean be used overand overagain.
Better than pins for flliug letters,
records, cards, etc. Avoid unsightly
pinholes in attaching second letters,
business cards, checks, drafts, in-
voices, etc. '- Put up in boxes of loo
especially for desk convenience.
Sample box 15 ceuts, postpaid.

NIAGARA CLIP COMPANY, 37 Park St., N. Y. City

A Life Saver What to do till the doctor comes.

fDeft hands and ready wits.
"Emergency Notes"' posts ev-
erybody. A book for every
household. Price 50 cents.

Funk Si Wagnalls Co., New Tork,

Quick!

I am in everybody's mouth three times a day—or ought to be
Sold Only in a Yellow Box—for your protection. Curved handle and face to fit the mouth. Bristles
in irregular tufts—cleans between tne teetli. Hole in handle and hook to hold

This means much to cleanly per-
sons—the ouly ones who

Adults' 35c.
Youths' 25c rhildren's 25c.

By mail or at d=ai.-rs. Siniii fnr our free
booklet,"Tooth Trtith?." FLORENCE MFG. CO., 11 Fine St.,Floi8nce, Mass.

Readers of The LiTKRARy Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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The WrongJVay:

THE
RIGHT
WAY IS

To CULTIVATE
THE POWERS OF
YOUR NATURAL

MEMORY
Send a postal card lor Pelman's great Book

:

"Memory, and What Can Be Done to Improve It."

It Costs you NoUiing ; It Explains Everything.

WE GUARANTEE
To Improve the Powers of Your Natural Memory
in a month. Our Prospectus Contains Hundreds
of Convincmg Testimonials and Press Reviews m
Praise of tlie Pelman System. Write to-day, be-

fore you forget it.

PELMAN SCHOOL OF MEMORY.
963 Whitehall Building. New York City.

KLIP BINDER
The KLIPS and the C'u\er Irujii the KLIP
BINDER. You can cover a magazine or
bind a volume in ten seconds. Instantly
removable. Sample dozen Klips, with keya.
mailed for 7.5 cents. Cover prloe-ll»l free.
H. H. BALLARD. 327. Pittsfield, Mass.

BOOKS BY A. T. SCHOFIELD. M.D.

Nerves in Disorder
The Most Advanced Principles for Treating All
Nerve Disorders. i2ino, cloth, $1.50.

Nerves in Order
A Complete Scientific Guide for the Maintenance of
Health. i2mo, cloth, $1.^0.

The Force of Mind
A Study of the Mind in Relation to Physical and
Psychical Life. i2mo, cloth, $2.

The Unconscious Mind
The Importance of the Unconscious Mind in Man.
8vo, cloth, $2.

Springs of Character
The Sources and QuaHties of Character. 8vo,
cloth, $1.50.

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Publisliers, New York

Prevention of Disease
This presents the latest opinion, and the most con-

clusively demonstrated fact, on the prevention of
human disease. Written by authorities of interna-
tional reputation, with introduction by H. Timbrell
BuLSTKODE, M.D. Two vols., 8vo, cloth , 1,081 pp.,
$7. 50 per set.

FUNK & WAGNAELS COMPANY, Publishers, New York

Kt—

K

K xR

Solution cf Probiemji

No. 1,052. Key-move: B—K 3.

No. 1,053

3 Kt .\ P ch Q

—

Q 3. mate

Kt .\ Kt

R .X R(B 4)

K X Kt

K-
R-

-Kt 6

-Bsch

P .\

Q-
R
K 4! ch

U X Q

Kt

Kt -Q 3 ch

K--Q4

Q- K Kt sq, mate

O X P, mate

ICt—Q :;, mate

Kt—Q 7, mate

Q— Kt 7, mate

P .X Kt (K 3) K-Q 4

Q—KtSch Q X B, mate

P X Kt (B 5)
' B—B 2

"*'

Solved by M. Marble, Worcester, Mass.; the Rev. G.
Doljbs, New Orleans; F. S. Ferguson, Birmingham,
Ala.; H. W. Barry, Boston; A. C. White, New York
City; W. Runk, Highland Falls, N. V.; R. H. Ram-
sey, Germantown, Pa.; Dr. J. H. S., Geneva, N. Y.;

the Rev. J. G. Law, Walhalla, S. C; B. W. La Mothe,
Stratford, Conn.; S. W. Banipton, Philadelphia ; the

Rev. W. Rech, Kiel, Wis.; the Rev. L. Bahler, Maria-
ville, N. Y.; A. Heine, Parkersburg, W. Va.; N. D.
Waffle, Salt Springville, N. Y.; W. G. Hosea, Cin-

cinnati ;
" Clejor," New York City; J. P. S., College-

ville, Pa.; B. Alten, Elyria, O. ; O. C. Pitkin, Syra-

cuse, N. Y.; L. R. Williams, Omaha ; W. T. St. Au-
burn, Grossepointe Farms, Mich.; J. K. Curzon, Au-
burn, Neb.; J. E.Wharton, Sherman, Tex.; W. H. M.,

Antigonish, N. S.; W. M. P. Mitchell, Harvard Uni-
versity ; P. M. Williams, Kansas City; G. P. Homnes.
Minneapolis.

1,052: "Twenty-three," Philadelphia; the Rev. S.

M. Morton, D.D., Effingham, 111.; L. Goldmark,
Paterson, N. J.; J. H. Cravens, Kansas City; J. A.

Weber, Pekin, 111.: J. G. Overholser, Balfour, N.Dak.;

J. G. Ayers, Port Jervis, N. Y.; M. Moore, Colum-
bus T. V. Noland, Gulfport, Miss.; W. K. Greely,

Boston L. A. Maynard, Kingston, Mich.; E. Mosko-
witz, New York City; Lyndon, .\thens, Ga.; E. A.

Kusel, Oroville, Cal.; L. W. Ohlman, Meadville,

Penn.; A. Regenbrecht, Peters, Tex.; W. D. L. Rob-
bins, New York City; C. Silbert, Boston; F. W.
Howay, New Westminster, B. C.

1,053 • -E. A. C, Kinderhook, N. Y.; W. E. Hayward,
Indianapolis.

Comments (1,052): ''The General has given us a
charming 2-er, with only one flaw : the Key prevents a
destructive ch" — M. M.; " .^n ingenious and original
illustration of the idea "—G. D.; " Most charming'"—
W. R.; "Not difficult; but attractively fresh and
spicy "— J. H. S.: " A worthy tribute to an incorrupt-
ible Judge"— J. G. L.; "Easy; but good"—W. R.;
" In general when tlie K-moves discover mate, all the
rest is easily seen"— N. D. W.; Very neat" "23";
" Verv pleasing"- S. M. M.; " Well constructed"- L.
G.; "Beautiful! delightful!"-]. H. C; " Quite ap-
parent"- J. A. W.; "An ideal problem, containing
many variations well hidden"—J. G. O.; " Much in-

ferior to i,o5o, as the key-move is evident from the
black P on K Kt 7"-J. G. A.; " Unique"- T. V. N.

1,053; "I" many ways beautiful, especially after
I " —M. M.; "Several capital variations"—
Rx R

G. D.; " Incomparable"—J. G. L.; " Verv eood "—W.
R.; " Easy and brilliant"— L. H« B.; " 6bod work "—
L. R.W.; "Easily in the front rank; the clean-cut
Knights' play is wonderful" -J. K. C;
In addition to those reported, E.'W. Gile. Whj^e

Sulphur Springs. Mont., got '48 and '50'; F. W. H.,
'50; J. P. S.,'50,'51.

From the Franklin Chess-Club Tourney.

French Defense.

VOIGT. MORG.1N. VOIGT. MORGAN.
White. B/ack. White. Black.

I P—K 4 P-K 3 tg B— Kt 5 O-B 4ch
2 P-Q 4 P-O 4 20 R—Q 4 Kt—K 6

3Kt— B3 Px P 21 Q X Kt (,) X B
4 Kt X P Kt—Q 2 v2 Kt—R 5 B—B 4
.;K Kt-B 3 K Kt- B 3 23 Q—K l<^t 3 B X R ch
6 Kt—Kt 3 B—Q 3 24PX B 0—K b 4
7 B-Q 3 P-(,) Kt 3 25 B—R 6 P-Kt 3
8 B—K Kt 5 P—KR 3 26 Kt—Kt 7 Q-Q4
9 B-K 3 )!-Kt 2 27P-B5 y X ( ) P ch

10 Q—K 2 Castles 28 K-R sq Qx P
II Castles P—K 4 29 P-B 6 y X R P
12 Kt X P Kt .\ Kt 30 P-R 4 K R-Qsq
i3PxKt- BxP 3t P-R s R-O 6

14 Q R— (J sqQ— >- sq 32Q-Kt5 Q R-Q sq
15 P-Q H 3 Q-R5 33 K-R 2 B X Kt P
16 B x R P Q— B 3 ;4 Q .N n R-Q 7
17 P-K R 4 B-Q 3 Resigns.
18 B— K Kt 5 Kt—K Kts

STROP-
AIDE 6

Your Razor

Sharpens

the Dullest

Razor, makes
a pijor razor
good — good

razors better,
and self-shaving

a positive luxury.
Cools the steel. Per-

forms priceless and nec-
essary service. Costs 25c.

Sent direct on receipt of price,
or to be had on demand wher-

ever cutlery is sold.

Firm of A. L. SILBERSTEIN'. Makers of

^ Cutlery, 445-446 Broadway, N. Y.

DIAMONDS

CREDIT
FOR GIFT or

INVESTMENT
Can you think of a handsomer

gift for a friend or a better in-

vfstmtnt for yourself than a fine
diamond, the most retined of all ornaments?
Aside from the pleasure and prestigK of wearing a

diamond, it is a possession of steadily increasing
value. Present prices are approximately 20 per
cent, higher than a year ago, and are still advan-

We are the oldest house in the trade. Estab-
lished 1843.

OUR TERMS ARE:

20% Down; 10% per Month.

Transactions strictly confidential. No employer's

references required. Exchange plan most liberal.

Guarantee certificate witli every purchase.

We cut and polish our own gems, importing
them direct in the " rough," to save heavy duties.*
This, with an enormous stock and no jobbers' oi^
retailers' commissions, accounts for our prices

being 20 per cent. lower than»nny
competitor's. Send for new catalog.
Edition No. 13

J. M. Lyon <a Ce.
65. 67. 69 Nassau Street _

NEW YOR-K

THE"NULrrE" —VA^6b—
GAS LAMPe

A«;r.\TS AKE CUI.\IJ\0 MO\EV.
A SOth-Ceutiiry evoliTtion in the ai t qI: lighting. Entireljr new,
lUOcauale power, 7 hours one cent, Superior to eU-ctricifev- or

pas and cheaper than cuul oil. No trouble t© keep
clean, absolutely safe. Sells atsigflit. We also maru-
faciure table lamps, wall lamps, chandeliers, store and
street lamps. Agents w-nted at once. jWrite for free
catalogue and prices. We manufacture all kinds and
arrades of manlles. If yon buy them direct from us we
will s:i\i- yiQ .lea Vers' pi "fits. Prices seiii upon request,

CbA/^aeo SaJar Light Co.. De^t. it. Chicago.

Socialism

Read up on if
ID cents for a

whole year.

WILSHIRE'S
MAGAZINE

30 BE.ICII ULPiJ.,
.NEW YORK.

Readers oi The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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NotA
Tonic

HAIR
GROWER

Our Gua.ra.ntee Ba.cked
by the Ba.nks

We will send you an Evans Vacuum
Cap by prepaid express to use thirty days,

and it you do not cultivate a sufficient

growth of hair within this time to con-

vince you that this method is effective,

any bank in St. Louis with whom de-

posit is made will return your money.
Even one application of a Vacuum

gives the scalp a pleasant tingling sensa-

tion that denotes the presence of new-

life in the scalp and which cannot be

obtained by any other means.

It requires only about ten days to get

the scalp loose and pliable, which condi-

tion is absolutely essenti.il to the life and

growth of the hair—the hair

cannot thrixe in a tight and
congested scalp.

us send yoii s rni
' literature about this in-

vention—even if you are

not in need of it. we know you
nill be interested in the .Appli-

ance and in what it does.

EVANS VACUUM CAP CO.

440FullertonBldg.,St.Louis,U.S.A.

THE STORY OF

THOMAS CARLYLE
By A. S. ARNOLD

This book provides an intimate study of

the great author's life, full of incidents and

anecdotes, throwing light upon his character

and works. The Weekly Scotsman says :

'• It is full of life and spirit, plain and direct

in style, full of character and readable in all

its pages." The Belfast Whig says : "A
well-written, consecutive narrative."

12mo, cloth, illustnted,

335 pages. * 1 .00 postpaid.

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, PU3S., NEW YORK

HANDBOOK OF MEDICAL AND ORTKOPEDiC GYMNASTICS

The principles and remedial application of Swedish

gymnastics, massage, and orthopedics. By .Anders
Wide, M.D. So, 382 pp., illustrated, cloth, $3.

FUNK & WAGN.' XS COMPANY, Publistters, New York

A Master's Game.

.\ practise-g.inie contested at the rooms of tin-

lirooklyn Chess-Club between Dr. E. Lasker and
Edward Hymes.

Double Kuy Lopez.

HVMES. l.\sk:er. HV.MES. LASKER.
ir;,iu: Btack. W/iite. Black.

I P—K 4 P-K4 21 R .\ Kt Q.vR
r..stles2 Kt-K B - Kt^QBa 22 P X P

3 B-Kt 5 Kt-fi3 23 P X P P X P
4 Kt-l;3 B-Kt 5 24 P-B 3 Q R-B sq

5 Castles V.X Kt 25 B-Kt 4 R—K B3
6 Kt P .X B H-Q 3 26 R— ( ) sq P-Kt3
7 R-Ksq B-Kt 5 27 Q-B 2 P-Q R 4
8 P—K R 3 1! .X Kt 28 B-R 3 R-B 39QxB Kt—Q2 29 Q-Q 4 Q— Kt 6
10 P-Q 3 Q-B3 30 K—Q 2 Q-K 8ch
II <J— Kt 3 Q-Kt 3 31 K-R 2 P-Q Kt 4
.2 Q-R 4
13H-R4

P-QR3
Kt-B 4

32 y-p 3

33 B— Kt 2

R-R Kt 3
R-li4

14 1!-Kt 3 Kt—K 2 34 R K 2 Q-Kt 6 ch
15 R-K 3 Kt -x B 35 K—R sq R-R4
16 R P X Kt P—K B4 36Q-Qsq

57 Px R
Rx Pch

17 K—Kt 3 Q-B 2 Q X B P ch
18 R-Kt 5 P-B5 "38 K-R 2 Q-Kt 6 ch
19 P-Q 4 P-R 3 39 K—R sq P—B 6
20 B—R 3 Kt—Kt 3 Resigns.

From the Napier-Mieses Match.

Bishop's Gambit.
NAPIER. MIESES. NAPIER. MIESES.
;/ -/ittc. Black. IVh'te. Black.

I P-K 4 P-K4 i4K-Q2(g) B-K4
2 P-K B 4 P X P 15 Q R-Ksq B-K3
3B-B4 Kt-K B 3(a) (h)
4 Kt-Q B 3 Kt-B 3 16 K-B 2 Q-Q 3
sKt—B3 B-Kt 5 I7R-Qsq B-B 4ch
6 P-K 5 (b) P 04 18 K— B sq Q-Kt 3

7 B-Kt 3 Kt— Kts 19 Q R—K sq Q R-Q sq
8 Kt X Pic) ]!-(,) B4(d) 20 R—K 3 B-K 3

9 Q— K 2 (e) Castles 21 Bx B 1; X Kt
10 P-B 3 K Kt X K P 22 B X B Kt X B
II P-Q 4 Ktx Kt ch 23 Q-K 4 Q-K R3(
12 Q X Kt B X P 24 R-K sq P-QB3
13 B X P U) R—K sq ch Resigns.

fa) Steinitz favored this defense: it was also fre-

quently adopted in the \'ienna Gambit tournament.
It turns the opening into a Vienna game.

(b) Castles is preferable.

(c) Even if this move were feasible the consequences
could not be correctly worked out in actual play.
P—Q 4 is compulsory, the te.\t-move was probably
made under misapprehension.

(di It is jtist f)ossible that White might not have
seen this powerful reply.

Ce) If P—O 4 now. then 9.., Kt x Q P, and the
Knight could not be captured.

(f I If 13 P X B. then 13.., Kt x P. followed by Kt x
B. and the King could not survive in such an exposed
position.

(g) K— B sg seems a comparatively more secure
place for the King.

(h) Here Q R—Q sq should be played.

Ci^ The decisive move in a lively game.

Bishop's Gambit.

MIESES. NAPIER. MIESES. NAPIER
White. Black. White. Black.

I P-K 4 P-K 4 22 Px P Rx P
2 P-K B 4 PxP 23 P-B 4 R-K 4

3 B-H 4 P-Q 4 24 R— sq B—K3
4 B X P Q-K5ch 25 R— ',' 4 R-Q B 4
5 K-B sq P-K Kt4 26 Kt-K 4 Rx P
6 Kt—K B 3 Q-R 4 27 R X R B X R ch

7 P-Q 4 H-Kt2 28 K—B 2 B x Kt P
8 Kt-B 3 Kt-K 2 29 Kt X B P B—B 3

9 P—K R 4 P-KR3 30 Kt—R 5 B-Q4
10 Kt—KsCa) (.) x Q ch 31 P-Kt 3 P X P ch
II Kt X Q KtxB 32 K xP B-K 3

12 P X Kt B-B4 33 Kt-B 6 K-Q.q
i^, PxP PxP 34 Kt-K 4 P-Kt 5
14 R X R B X R 35 Kt-B 3 P-B 3

15 Kt— r.2(b) Kt-O 2 36 P-R 3 K-B 2

16 B—Q 2 Kt X Rt 37 K-B 4 K-Q 3

17 Px Kt Castles 38 K-K 3 B-Q4
18 P-B 4 B X P 39 Kt—K 2 K-B 4

19 R— k sq P-K B3 40 K-Q 2 B—B6
20 B—B 3 B X B Resigns.
21 P x B P-Kt 4 (c)

(a) White has a number of better continuations at

his disposal. After the text-move the game is wound
up to an ending in Black's favor.

ib> If 15 P B3, then 15.., Kt—O 2 : 16 Kt x Kt,
K .X Kt, and White must lose a Pawn.

(c) Nothing more need be said about the remainder;
it is an easily won game for Black.
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the jexxcocsrapher^s
'^ "PasyQiair

In this column, to decide questions concerning the correct

use of words, the Funk & Wagnalls Standard Dictionary is

consulted as arbiter.

"A. S. M.," New York.—"Is the verb 'to benefit'
correctly used in the following sentence ? ' He took
her South in the hope of benefiting her health,' the
idea being that a change of climate would prove
beneficial."

The verb "benefit" means, among other
things, " to improve"; therefore, as one's health
can be benefited or improved, the sentence is

correct. Bttt the idea might have been more
clearly expressed by the addition of " by the
change of air [or climate]."

"C. O. L.," Pomeroy, la.
—"Does the word 'use'

comprehend the sale oif any commodity ? A asks B,
who does not smoke but sells tobacco, ' Do you use
tobacco V ' B replies, ' Yes.' Is B's reply correct ?

"

The commonest meaning of the word "use,"
in its transitive sense, is " to employ for the ac-
complishment of a purpose ; turn to account

:

make use of." From this definition it is evi
dent that the word "use" does not specifically

comprehend the sale of a commodity, but in

the sense " to turn to account" it implies the
profitable use of something. The question
asked by A is indefinite, but if it means,- "do
you use tobacco iia your business? " the answer
given by B is correct. If, however, A meant
by his qttestion to ask B if he smoked tobacco,
he should have employed the word "smoke"
and not "use."

" E. L. S.," Centralia, Mo.—" What are the character-
istics of Unitarianism, and what classes of Christians,
if any, hold to its tenets '!

"

The chief characteristic of Unitarianism is

that it is " the doctrine of those who deny the
Trinity." It has been held by many non-
orthodox bodies of Christians, as the Hicksite
Friends, and in Great Britain by a small body
that has separated from the Presbyterian
Church. In the United States the name is

specifically applied to the doctrine of those
New England Congregational churches that
became Unitarian tinder the leadership of
Channing and others early in the nineteenth
century.

•H. F. P.." Cleveland, Ohio.—"Kindly inform me
upon what theory the following constructions are
authorized: (1) 'He is like mc' (3) 'He looks like
hxm.'' Is it because in those cases ' me ' and 'him ' are
impliedly governed by ' unto ' ? Also please justify the
following: 'This age does nut produce many men like
/urn.' Why would it not be permissible to say, ' This
age does not produce many men like he, (is) ?' (o) I

notice that in a number of instances John Ridpath
speaks of things 'approximating to ' something. Is not
the preposition after ' approximate ' redundant ?

"

(1) The. sentence " He is like rwe" is correct,
" me" being in the objective case, object of the
preposition " unto " understood. (2) The sen-
tences "He looks like hinV' and "This age
does not produce many men like /;im" are
also correct for the same reason. It would be
illogical to construe the latter sentence so as to
read, "This age does not produce many men
like he (is)," as this would be an improper use
ofthe word "like." (3) "To" is redundant after

the verb " approximate" when used transitive-

ly; as, to cqiproximate perfection. When used
intransitively, in the sense of " to come close to,

as in quality, degree, or quantity," " to" may
be used after this verb, as in the following sen-
tence from Bulwer Lytton : "Things seem to
approximate to God in proportion to their

vitality and movement."
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TOPICS OF THE DAY.

THE BATTLE BETWEEN THE PEOPLE AND
THE CAS MONOPOLISTS.

NEW YORK, Philadelphia, and Chicago are just at present the

storm-centers in a conflict that is shaking the whole country

and affects almost every large city. The point at issue is the price

of gas. On the one side, the public are demanding, more vigor-

ously and intelligently than ever before, a reduction of the present

gas rates; on the other, powerful gas companies, backed, as is'

generally believed, by the Standard Oil Company, are resisting

this popular demand with all the weapons at their disposal.

What is a fair and reasonable price for consumers to pay for

gas? The New York Journal of Commerce, one of our leading

financial organs, has sought an authoritative answer to this ques-

tion, and reports

:

" Several years ago this newspaper m.ade a careful investigation

of the cost of making illuminating gas by different methods in this

and other cities, and presented the result in a series of articles.

The conclusion reached was that at that time gas could be pro-

duced and distributed to customers with a fair profit at about 70

cents per thousand cubic feet. This assumed a fair investment of

capital in plant and appliances, the adoption of the best methods
and reasonably efficient and economical management. It is not

likely that the cost has increased since that time."

These conclusions differ in a slight degree only from the findings

of an investigating committee recently appointed by the New York

State Legislature for the purpose of making an independent and

thorough investigation of the subject. The committee reported in

favor of fixing a maximum price of 75 cents a thousand cubic feet,

and a measure providing 80-cent gas for private consumers has

already been introduced into the legislature. It was defeated

last week after what the New York Evening Post (Ind.) calls " as

shameless a display of corruption as this State has witnessed for

many years." The Post comments further :

" The investigating committee had found abundant evidence that

the quality of gas is below specification ; that the price is extor-

tionate ; and that the Consolidated Gas Company is using its

monopoly franchise as a letter of mark. Honest men proposed to

stop this robbery, but the New York State Senate, led by the noto-

rious McCarren, promptly took sides with the plunderer and
against the gagged and bound consumer. Those who followed

McCarren offered no defense of their course, for none is possible.

Of the Tammany Senators, five were deaf to Mayor McClellan's

appeals. Further comment is superfluous; for everybody knows
by what argument the gas lobby persuaded men to this treachery."

One concession, however, was wrung from the legislature before

its adjournment on May 5. There is to be a new State commis-

sion, appointed by the Governor. It will have the power to "fix

the maximum price of gas " in any municipality and to " order such

improvement in manufacture, transmission, or supply as will, in its

judgment, improve the service." Of the outcome of the new sit-

uation the New York Tribune (Rep.) takes a hopeful view. It

says

:

" The bill directly reducing the price of gas to private consumers
was not, in our opinion, of the first importance. It is more essen

tial that a good quality of gas should be honestly supplied at a

proper pressure, that the monopoly should be righteously dealt

with in respect to its franchises and all its operations, and com-
pelled to discharge its obligations to the letter. The measures
which have been passed, if they go into effect and are scrupulously

administered, will be of great benefit to the people, even tho the

commission to be appointed should be unable or unwilling to re-

duce the price of gas."

The New York Sun (Rep.) prophesies that, in spite of all hind-

rances, " New York City consumers in a few months will get the

benefit of a reduction in the price of gas." At the present time

the gas rates in the metropolis are $1 a thousand cubic feet.

In Philadelphia the agitation over the gas question became

so intensely heated a few days ago that for a while it seemed as if

the people of that conservative city thought of nothing else. The

question there involves not only the price of the illuminant but also

the fraudulent disposal of gas franchises by corrupt political

bosses. The facts of this case are interesting, and may be briefly

summed up as follows :

In 1897 Philadelphia owned and was running itsgas works. The
United Gas Improvement Company made an offer to lease and

manage the plant, which was accepted. The lease was made and
is still in operation. It expires in 1927, but the city has the right

of buying it back in 1907. By the terms of this instrument the

company pledged itself to pay to the city all that was collected

above 90 cents per 1,000 cubic feet of gas until 1912, all above 85

cents until 1917, and all above 75 cents until 1927, when the plant

will revert to the city free of charge and incumbrance. At present

consumers are buying $1 gas and the city last year received an in-

come of $650,000 from this overcharge. Such was the "gas " sit-

uation in Philadelphia when the politicians in power sprung the

proposition that the lease should be extended until 1980, with the

right to charge $\ for gas until 1927 and 90 cents thereafter, in con-

sideration that the company pay to the city $25,000,000 in cash in-

stalments before December 15, 1907. The excuse offered for the

rather remarkable transaction was that the city was badly in need

of money and could obtain it most quickly by this means.

When this deal was made known, Philadelphia became aroused

as she seldom had been aroused before. The excited and desper-

ate state of the public mind and feelings which resulted is

evidenced by the tone of the newspapers at that time, some of

which even went so far as to advocate violence, if there should be
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no other way left to prevent the " robbery." The Public Ledger

(InU.) exclaimed :
" Every intelligent man who has any concern for

tlie security and credit of Philadelphia, for responsibility in busi-

ness or integrity in public life, must join his protest against the

consummation of this infamous plot." Tlie Record (Ind. Dem.)

threw temperance and discretion to the winds in giving expression

to its indignation. It said:

" When we consider that the city can borrow $15,000,000 if nec-

essary, a sum sufficient for all emergent purposes, without pawn-
ing its gas revenues, it throws a darker shade upon the proposed

deal. There is no need of sacrifice. But when we further con-

sider that there is a profit of 30 per cent, in the production and
sale of 90-cent gas, it opens a vista of opulent, overwhelming graft

that fairly dazzles the imagination. Fifty years of unchecked
plundering ! No past shaking of the plum-tree comes near it

!

There are no words sufficiently severe to characterize the enormity

of such a transaction. It is open, brazen, bare-faced robbery.

Precisely as an individual citizen would be justified in repelling

the assault of a burglar attempting to break into his house, the

people of Philadelphia will be justified in using whatever means
may be necessary to prevent the consummation of this scandalous

agreement."

It would have been foolhardy to oppose such a violent popular

uprising. So, bowing to the storm of protest from the public and

the press, the city councils last week resolved to sell the city's gas

works at public sale to the highest bidder. "By this action," as

7>4^ Pr^ji- (Rep.) says, " the scheme of leasing the plant lor sev-

enty-five years for $25,000,000 has been put beyond the pale of

possibility."

In Chicago also the gas problem is exciting intense feeling.

Several of the local papers have warned the companies that high

prices and bad management will drive the city to municipal owner-

ship of the lighting plants. We quote from The Tribune (Rep.):

" Dollar gas is a deliberate extortion. The people of Chicago
can not and will not submit to it longer. The companies must
make up their minds to accept 7'5-cent gas sooner or later, and the

sooner they make up their minds the better off they will be. If

they do not accept it voluntarily they will have to do so as the re-

sult of pressure. They are precisely in the position of the traction

companies, which resisted reasonable compromise when they

might have had it, and are now confronted with the choice between
competition, municipal ownership, and confiscation. That is what
the gas companies of Chicago will come to within two years if they

do not listen to reason now."'

PROBLEMS RAISED BY THE CHICAGO STRIKE,

" ^HALL it be possible for every employer to have his work

^ done promptly and satisfactorily ? Shall every man who
labors—non-union as well as union—have a chance to work?

These are the questions the people of this city have to decide in

the next few days," exclaimed the Chicago E-vening Post when the

teamsters' union inaugurated its great strike in Chicago during the

latter part of April. The questions propounded by The Post have

been answered generally in the affirmative by the press of that city

and of the country at large, for the riot, bloodshed, and disorder

precipitated by the Chicago teamsters seem to have been unjustifi-

able. The main facts in the case are these : Last fall the garment-

workers of Chicago went on a strike. The strike was not a suc-

cess. By the first of the year most of the twenty-eight employing

firms were running their factories at their full capacities. Among
these firms was Montgomery Ward & Co. This concern had

locked out nineteen of its former employees because of an alleged

violation of their contracts. This lockout began in November.

In the middle of April the teamsters employed by Montgomery

Ward & Co. insisted that the company take back the nineteen gar-

ment-workers. The company refused to accede to this demand,

and the teamsters walked out. On April 25 the garment-workers,

whose cause the teamsters claimed to be championing, notified the

Teamsters' Union that they did not wish the strike to be continued

against one firm alone, because all of the other twenty-seven firms

should have been attacked simultaneously with Montgomery Ward
& Co. The subsequent actions taken by both sides are related by

The Post

:

"Thereupon the teamsters—who had no grievance of their own,
but who had struck work out of sympathy with the garment-work-

ers—demanded that Montgomery Ward & Co. should restore to

their former places the drivers who had struck. At this time,

however, many other teamsters had struck work, because their

employers had sent them to deliver goods to Montgomery Ward
& Co., and the president of the Teamsters' Union ordered all of

his men who were on strike not to return to work except as union

men working with union men only.

"All of the employing firms refused to recognize the union or to

discharge any of their employees who might not be union men,

claiming that the unions had broken their contracts and that it was
impossible to renew relations with organizations which broke con-

tracts to suit their own convenience. Following this disagreement.

"C^/isiW^^*^
<c:i.

^il

NOT HARD FOR THE PROCESSOR TO CHOOSE.
— Davenport in the New York Evening Mail.

ANDY CARNEGIE MAKING HARD KOADS E.\SY FOR COLLEGE PROFESSORS.
—Rehse in the St. Paul Pioneer Press.

COMIC ASPECTS OF MR. CARNEGIE'S GIFT.
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SOME OF THE AMERICAN DELEGATES TO THE RAILWAY CONGRESS.
I. L. T. Ford (Gen.-Sup't Penn., N. V., and L. I. R.R.). 2. W. C. Hope (C. R.R. of N. J.i. 3. C. L. Addison (Gen.-Sup't L. I. R.R.). 4. H. H. Vreeland (Fres't

N. Y. City Railway Co.). ;. D. W. Cooke (Erie R.R.). 6. G. H. Campbell (Gen'l-Sup't II. and O.). 7. F. H. Meeder (N. V. Central). 8. G. T. Smith (Gen. Ag't

Penn. R.R.). 9. E. E. Loomis (Vice-Pres't D.. L. and W.). 10. W. G. Hesley (Vice-Pres't C. R.R. of N. J.). 11. T. E. Clarke (Gen.-Sup't D., E. and W.), 12. B.

B. Adams (Editor Railroad Gazcite). 13. R. W. Meade (Pres't N. V. Transportation Co.).

the employers made preparations for hiring such men as might be

willing to work, and tlie union leaders declared boycotts on every

firm that might have dealings with the firms against wliich a strike

had been declared."

The prominent features of the strike so far have been the appeal

of the strikers to President Roosevelt, the resort of the employing

firms to the federal courts to secure injunctions to preserve their

rights, and the reign of disorder which for awhile paralyzed busi-

ness in the city. A Chicago despatch to tlie New York Tribune,

dated May 4, reads as follows :

" Nineteen years ago to-day tlie Haymarkel rioters killed eight

and wounded sixty-si.x policeman detailed for order at their meet-

ing. Now strike sympathizers, rioting for nearly a month, have

killed three persons and seriously wounded 1S4. Hayniarket riot-

ers sought revenge on the police for enforcing the peace laws. The
striking teamsters defy the police authorities and deny business

men peaceable use of the streets for legitimate commerce.
" The actions of the Hayniarket rioters affected only a few. The

lawless acts of the striking teamsters .effect two millions of people,

and practically paralyze Chicago's vast commerce. The Hay-
market riot led to the prompt suppression forever of anarchists'

organizations here. The city authorities, with two thousand

policemen coping with rioters, now fail to preserve peace and re-

store order. Business men deny the Mayor's as.sertion that he

controls the situation, and demand that State troops be sent here

to suppress lawlessness and restore order. The entire city is at

the mercy of the lawless rabble, and citizens are in constant fear of

loss of life and destruction of property."

The Pittsburg Post says :

"Should the trouble continue to grow and the safety of the great

community in which it is located be seriously r naced, it would
not be surprising if President Roosevelt shoula '* incumbent
upon him to use his good offices to bring about a „._ lent, as he

did in the great anthracite miners' strike."

The scheme by which the employers obtained assistance from

the federal courts is thus described by the Hartford Courani

:

"The Employers' Teaming Association, for reasons best known
to itself, got itself incorporated in West Virginia. Actually its

members are citizens of Illinois, doing business in Chicago; but

by virtue of that incorporation, and for the purposes of their resort

to the federal court last week, they presented themselves before

Judge Kohlsaat as collectively West \'irginians. He seems to

have accepted them, unhesitatingly, as such."

This action on the part of the employers is not approved by the

New York Jonma/ of Commerce. The strong opposition which

this paper has always displayed toward,.§trikes makes its comment
the more significant

:

'•There should be no occasion to call upon the Covernment of

the United States to protect the common rights of property and
person in the streets of Chicago, unless the State admits a state of

insurrection which it is unable to quell and calls for federal help.

. . . Unless there is some other ground for this injunction, it looks

as tho Judge Kohlsaat had made a blunder."

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE INTERNATIONAL
RAILWAY CONGRESS.

''T' HE International Railway Congress, which opened its sessions

* in Washington last week, can only be regarded, says the

Baltimore Americafi, as " one among the most notable gatherings

that has ever assembled in this country, representing as it does the

greatest of all the world's capitalized industries, excepting only

that of agriculture." Conventions of a similar nature have been

held for twenty years in Old-World capitals at intervals of about

five years, but this is the first on American soil. For the benefit

of the foreign delegates, who number upward of five hundred, a

"white city " of fifty buildings has been erected in Washington,

containing a remarkable exhibit of railway appliances made by

American manufacturers. This exhibit was opened by Secretaries

Taft and Morton; the Congress proper by Vice-President Fair-

banks.

In the opinion of the Detroit Free Press," i\\Q. importance of

such a gathering can not be estimated." The same paper adds :

" The United States in many respects to-day leads the world in

transportation facilities, yet he would be a bold commentator who

insisted that there is no chance for improvement. We have supe-

rior accommodations for the traveling public, but we likewise have

the largest death list on the rail of any nation." To this the New
York Globe adds :

"The American railroad mileage is now approximately 225,000,

against 500,000 miles in all the world, and 175,000 in Europe.

Altho we must accord to an Englishman the invention of the

locomotive, we may properly claim that we quickly adopted the

invention and have brought it to its highest state of development.

We are par excellence the railroad country of the world, annually

moving on our steel rails a tonnage which is greater than all the
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international commerce of the world. While we must humbly con-

fess that our roadbeds do not generally equal those of Europe, and

must shamefully acknowledge that our railway death loss is still

appalling, we may take not a little pride in the size of the Ameri-

can trainload and the cheapness of the American freight rate.

" Speaking generally, all of Europe, with the exception of Great

Britain, have state ownership of railroads. We have private

ownership. The continental experts now with us have a chance

to compare the advantages of the two systems. If they deem it

appropriate to speak, let us hope that their statements will be can-

did and free from the influence of preconception. American opin-

ion is strongly in favor of private ownership as economically the

more desirable, but there is a considerable body of our citizens

who claim to prefer public ownership. Our foreign visitors, when
they shall have finished their inspection, should be able to advise

practically, not merely academically."

A Washington correspondent of the New York Evening Post

sees an even wider significance in the convention :

" Such gatherings as these, and that of the Universal Postal

Union, which is really an outgrowth of fast transportation, too,

seem to be paving the way for a more perfect union of the peoples

of the earth. The coming federation of the world is hastened by

the 'standardizing ' tendencies of the mechanical devices of this

present age. They are making all parts of the world very much
alike. The interdependence of the nations industrially, following

the adoption of ' standard sizes,' and uniform methods, may be

one of the best forerunners of universal peace. Congress and the

country have done well to welcome the railroad men of every land

to this capital. They will prove one of the best exhibits of those

interests which are a common possession of the modern world."

adverse criticism we quote the following from the New York
Tribune (Rep.)

:

" It seems fitting to say that such charges ought never, by any
act or by the carelessness of any officer of the American Govem-

A DIPLOMATIC SHAKE UP IN VENEZUELA,

TV /riNISTER BOWEN has been recalled from Caracas. In-

•*'-* formation from Washington assures the public that he has

been ordered home simply to assist in the inquiry into the charges

which he has preferred against Mr. Loomis [see The Literary

Digest, May 6], and that he will be returned to the diplomatic

service if he shall prove himself blameless in this unfortunate

affair. It is generally understood, however, that the ex-minister

must make good all he has said against his superior or suffer dis-

gfrace and lose his official head. The press of the country has not

been altogether friendly to Mr. Bowen. His charges have acted

in a measure like a boomerang, and many papers have used them

as an occasion for bitter editorial comment. As a sample of this

'-*''''--^'-

"help! help!"
— Bush in the New York W^orlJ.

From stereograph, copyright 1905, by Underwootl & Underwood, New York.

HON. W. W. RUSSELL,
The new Minister to Venezuela.

ment, to have been publicly divulged, until the Government had
sifted them to the bottom and had taken the final step which the

result of its investigations made necessary. So much is to be said

concerning them, whether they shall prove to be false or true. We
may add that the nature of the charges was so grave and the ante-

cedent probability of their truth so slight that even more than

ordinary discretion should have been exercised in withholding them
from publicity pending official investigation.

" Developments thus far leave some features of this deplorable

affair under a cloud of uncertainty, which will have to be com-
pletely removed, no matter what may be the personal con-

sequences. If there be any soiled linen in the case, it is a pity

that it has been dragged into the public gaze for washing ; but at

least it must now be washed quite clean."

Mr. Bowen will be succeeded at Caracas by Mr. William

W. Russell for some time minister to Colombia, where, as The

Tribune says, " he has acquitted himself with great credit in a pe-

culiarly delicate situation." The New York Times (Ind. Dem.)

indorses the change in these words

:

"The transfer of Minister Russell from Bogota to Caracas was
certain to suggest itself to the President, and there is much to be

said in its favor. In the first place, Mr. Russell will ' get on ' with

President Castro much better than Mr. Bowen was able to do, and

it is an elementary principle of diplomatic relations that in order

to serve well the interests of his country the minister must be per-

sonally on gor rms with the chief of the State to which he is

accredited. Russell, during his twelve years' service as Secre-

tary of Legation at Caracas, showed himself to be acceptable to

Castro and his ministers, and was several times in charge of the

legation. It can not be denied that our relations with Venezuela

are a bit strained, nor that Mr. Bowen, perhaps for reasons that in

no way reflect upon his competence, is not the best man to remove

existing causes of friction."

The New ^ork Herald {Ind.) is another paper which looks upon

this transfer of our Colombian minister to Venezuela as propitious.

It says

:

" Mr. Russell's appointment as Minister to Venezuela and hio
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proceeding there is a most vital element in the situation. For

weeks the Venezuelan Government has taken the unofficial attitude

that, if Mr. Bowen were withdrawn, settlement of pending disputes

would be easier. Now, if Mr. Russell is not cordially received

and his representations given a heeding ear it is probable that an

ultimatum will be presented to Castro, and that if he does not con-

sent to arbitrate he will be threatened by stronger methods than

diplomacy."

REBUILDING BALTIMORE.

BALTIMORE is rapidly recovering from the great fire of Feb-

ruary, 1904. That fire seems to have stirred the city to new

energy, remarks the Hartford Times. "The desire for a greater

and better city has taken possession of its people, and they have

set out in earnest to get it." And the New York Tribune adds

that " eventually Baltimore will owe to the fire of 1904 not only the

rebuilding of its business section on modernized lines, but a nota-

ble enhancement of its general desirability as a place of resi-

dence." Just after the fire the city voted $9,500,000 for the widen-

ing of streets and for new docks, and last week the voters approved

the floating of three municipal loans, aggregating $13,000,000, to be

used in beautifying and modernizing the city. Of that sum ten

millions are to be used to build a modern sewerage drainage sys-

tem. Two million dollars are to be devoted to opening streets and

developing property in an annex to the city, and one million is for

the building of new parks and boulevards. There was some oppo-

sition to these loans on the ground that the tax rate would be un-

duly increased and that higher rents would follow. Nevertheless

the voters sustained the loans by popular majorities of 11,924,

10,739, and 6,666, the largest being cast for the sewerage improve-

ment.

The Baltimore newspapers, which have been fighting shoulder to

shoulder for these improvements, are elated over the results. The

public voted, says The J>'««, " millions for the defense and im-

provement of their homes and not one cent for tribute to party or

to any one," The Herald tells us that the vote is an encourage-

ment to further municipal development, and that the $13,000,000

authorized to be spent is but a forerunner of other loans that will

be submitted for public improvements. The News remarks :

"The approval of the loan ordinances by the people of Bal-

timore at yesterday's election marks a turning-point in our mu-
nicipal history. It was a crucial question that was put before the

voters of this city for their decision. The endeavor to get a sewer

system had, from time to time for years, been renewed by public-

spirited citizens, and had met with delay or defeat for one reason

or another. But no such determined and concerted effort, partici-

pated in by great numbers of citizens, approved by the leaders in

all departments of activity, supported by men of standing in public

life irrespective of party, and earnestly advocated by the entire

press of the city, had ever before been made. The reason of this

concert of effort is evident. The situation arising out of the fire

called for a clean-cut choice of attitude on the part of all who took

an interest in the future of the city. You were bound to choose

either an attitude of timidity or an attitude of courage. You were

bound either to take the view that the fire had crippled Baltimore

and that she would have to emerge, slowly and painfully, into a

position somewhere near that which she occupied before the fire,

or the view that it was possible to turn the loss of the fire into a

gain by drawing upon the rese/ve force of energy and ambition

which such an emergency is capable of bringing out
" The carrying of the three loans means more for the physical,

moral, and intellectual advancement of Baltimore than can easily

be recognized at this moment—just as their defeat would have

meant more for her injury in all these respects than those who
voted against them could possibly have realized. With the adop-

tion of the loans, Baltimore starts out on a new chapter in her his-

tory. With such honesty and ability as she has a right to expect

in the administration of the funds thus secured for the great work

of municipal progress, the $13,000,000 of money voted yesterday

by the people of Baltimore will be worth many times that amount
to the inhabitants of this city in the present and future gen-

erations."

MR. SCHWAB AND THE NEW RUSSIAN
NAVY.

" "T^OR a gentleman who was a very sick man not long ago,

*- Charles M. Schwab seems to be regaining his strength

with encouraging rapidity," remarks the Duluth News-Tribtiiie, in

view of the report from St. Petersburg that he is to rebuild the

Russian navy. The Russian Government, that report stated, has

arranged for the construction of a number of formidable battle-

ships "of a type which will probably startle the world." The de-

tails of the construction remain to be worked out, but under the

contract several of the battle-ships are to be constructed in Ameri-

can shipyards, and a number of others are to be constructed at a

new shipyard to be built on the Baltic Sea under American super-

vision. Mr. Schwab, it is stated, has promised that these ships

are to be 20 per cent, more effective than any afloat. The de-

spatch says the contract was closed while Mr. Schwab was in St.

Petersburg, but neither the Russian Admiralty nor Mr. Schwab

have made any attempt to confirm or deny the report.

" It is a fine tribute to the efficiency of American workmanship

that the contract for rebuilding the Russian navy has come to this

country," says the Buffalo Express; and the Chicago Jitter-Ocea?i

thinks the contract is a testimonial to Mr. Schwab's business ca-

pacity and to the enterprise and superiority of American ship-

builders. The Philadelphia Inquirer comments :

"The contract is let at a peculiar time. The Eastern navy of

the Russians is destroyed, while the Baltic fleets are floating

around somewhere in the China seas, awaiting the final conflict

with Togo. There is little hope even in St. Petersburg that much
will be left of the present navy even in the improbable event of

victory. The Japanese will certainly fight to the last. As practi-

cally all the Russian war-vessels of any account will be involved

in the pending combat, it is certain that the Muscovites must begin

pretty nearly at the bottom
" It is certain that if the Czar is to have a navy he will need a

good one, and we rather think our builders can give it to him.

Time is a great element in such a work, and there is every reason

to believe that this country can beat the rest of the world in this

respect. Bethlehem is likely to be anything but a peaceful village

for the next few years, and we presume that the fleet that will

eventually sail down the Delaware with her armor plate will be

able to give a good account of itself anywhere ; we trust never

against American war-ships.
" Twenty years ago we were purchasing designs for our war-

ships in Great Britain and bought much of the equipment there.

Now we make the finest ships in the world and furnish every-

thing."

PEACE HATH HER VICTORIES, MUCH MORE THAN WAR.

—Morgan in tfie Philadelphia Inquirer.
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DR. G. FRANK LYDSTON, OV CHICAGO,

Who thinks that " in time, America will have
in its own more or less fixed criminal type, and a

larger proportion of criminals than Europe."

DEGENERACY IN AMERICA.

PEOPLE who have the idea that America is to reform the

world, beginning with Santo Domingo and the Latin-Ameri-

•can republics, with an occasional diplomatic reprimand to Russia

on Kishinef massacres and the like, may be surprised to learn that

America " is turning out

degenerates at a rate

that will one day stagger

the world," and will, in

time, have " a larger

proportion of criminals

than Europe." This

serious view of our situ-

ation is taken by Dr. G.

Frank Lydston, of Chi-

cago, who has made a

study of criminology for

some twenty-five years.

Dr. Lydston tells us

that vice and crime are

steadily increasing in

this country, and he

thinks the statistics sug-

gest that America may
" pass through a period

of [decadence, during

which the rapidly in-

creasing vice and crime

of the present epoch

will arrive at its maxi-

mum." In a new book

on " Diseases of Society and Degeneracy " he says :

" America has for many years furnished conditions peculiarly fa-

vorable to degeneracy. The strenuous life of the average Ameri-
can, certainly of every ambitious citizen, has many aspects bearing

upon degeneracy in general, and vice and crime in particular.

Lust for wealth, desire for social supremacy, ambition for fame,
love of display, late hours, lack of rest, excitement, the consump-
tion of alcohol, especially by women—all these factors combine to

cause what Eeard termed a distinctively American disease. The
body social is growing more and more neuropathic. In the train

of this wide-spread neuropathy comes degeneracy, with all its evil

brood of social disorders.
" The general neuropathic state to which I have alluded is behind

much of the violence of the American mob, and also sometimes
underlies that many-sided, often illogical entity called ptiblic opin-

ion, in its attitude toward certain social conditions and criminal

acts. Special environmental conditions operative in the causation

of crime in this country are the varying phases of the struggle be-

tween capital and labor. Here the relation of degeneracy to crime
does not at first sight seem clear, but . . . degeneracy is quite as

potent here as elsewhere in the etiology of crime. Another equally

important special factor of environment in America is our political

conditions. All political and governmental systems offer facilities

for and temptations to crime, but the political, office-holding ' thief

trust ' is an institution peculiarly American.
" Yellow journalism is not to be forgotten in the discussion of

etiologic factors of crimes that are distinctively our own
" In time, America will have its own more or less fixed criminal

type, and a larger proportion of criminals than Europe. The hurry
and fret of American life is turning out degenerates at a rate that

will one day stagger the world."

The presence of the negro and the heavy influx of immigrants

from Europe are also cited as important factors in the production

of social disease in the United States. The negro. Dr. Lydston

insists, will almost inevitably be " one of the determining factors in

the evolution of the distinctive American criminal type of the fu-

ture" ; but he also insists that " most of the responsiliility for the

degeneracy and crime of the Southern negro lies at the door of the

national Government. It has handled the blacks just about as in-

telligently and honestly as it has the Indian." In regard to immi-

gration he is equally outspoken :

"The immigration question is in this country one of the most
vital issues of the day. . . . There is something suggestive in the

fact that, altho our foreign-born citizens constitute but one-eighth

of the total population of the country, they furnish one-third of our

criminals, one-third of our paupers, and one-third of our insane.

In short, tiie character of our immigrants is so polluted by the

wholesale exportation by the Old World of the insane, criminal,

and pauper class, that every one thousand immigrants furnishes

twenty per cent, more of the inmates of our jails, a.sylums, and
almshouses than the same number of American-born

" Our immigration laws have improved of late years, but they are

not yet strict enough. ' America for Americans' would not be a

bad principle to follow for ten years or so. A special tax on im-

migrants would be an excellent thing for this country, which pre-

sents the anomaly of letting in immigration ' riff-raff ' free, and lay-

ing a heavy tax on art productions. A degenerate may enter duty

free, but a Raphael's Madonna was taxed one hundred thousand

dollars

"The suggestion has been made that our Government require a

passport for record of every immigrant, containing a perfect de-

scription of the individual, making identification easy. Foreign-

born criminals could thus be identified as such, punished, and after

punishment their citizenship annulled and they deported to their

native country, their return to America being penalized by life im-

prisonment."

IS THE JURY SYSTEM A FAILURE?

' I 'HREE trials have been held and nearly $100,000 have been

*- spent in futile efforts to convict " Nan " Patterson, a chorus

girl, of the murder of Ca;sar Young, racetrack gambler. " No re-

cent criminal ca.se," as the Philadelphia Public Ledger remarks,

"has attracted greater public interest than this." It has led to a

discussion of issues much larger than those involved in the imme-

diate facts growing out of the prosecution and defense, and in some

cjuarters is held to have furnished a formidable count in the indict-

ment of the whole jury system. Says The Ledger :

"The first trial of the chorus girl for the murder of Young was
suddenly ended by the illness of a juror. It was then said that

nine of the eleven remaining jurors favored acquittal. Her second

trial resulted in the disagreement of the jury. In that trial it was
said that six stood for acquittal and six for various degrees of

ABUSING OUR HOSPITALITY.

Europe's happy dumping grounds.

—Morgan in the Philadelphia Inquirer.
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GROVER ON THE WOMAN'S CLUB. THE WOMAN'S CLUB ON GROVER.

—Bartholomew in the Minneapolis /o«r«a/.

BETTER STICK TO YOUR FISHIN' ROD, GROVER.

—Evans in the Cleveland Leader.

MR. CLEVELAND STIRS UP A HORNET'S NEST.

manslaughter. It is reported that the vote in the trial which ended

on Wednesday [May 3] stood live for murder in the first degree,

six for manslaughter, and one for acquittal. The division of the

jury probably fairly reflects the varying opinions of those who
have followed the testimony in this extraordinary case. It is not

likely that the prosecution will be able to present a stronger case

against the woman than that presented in the exhaustive investiga-

tions which have resulted so inconclusively.

"The failure of juries to agree upon a verdict is a frequent

cause of the miscarriage of justice under the British and American
jury systems. In Germany, in criminal cases, the agreement of

two-thirds of the jury is all that is necessary to support a verdict.

The system we have inherited from England is more merciful to

the accused, and a unanimous verdict is more likely to be convinc-

ing than a mere majority finding. In practise, when unanimity is

required an ethical question arises which has troubled some hy-

persensitive minds. Is the verdict to which the juror agrees de-

rived from a conscientious weighing of the evidence heard, or is it

the result of the persuasive powers of his fellows.'' In other

words, is a juror justified morally in yielding his judgment to that

of another juror upon whom the evidence has made a different im-

pression .''

"This phase of the question has received judicial treatment.

Some years ago Judge White, of this State, in charging an Alle-

gheny County jury in a civil case upon the functions of a juryman
in relation to other jurymen, held that as the law requires unanim-
ity there must be in many cases concessions, that a juror may con-

scientiously unite in a verdict which may not be exactly according

to his judgment."

The New York Globe comments :

"The petit jury is an old and venerable institution, and we are

not likely to discard it. Yet we can not help perceiving that the

particular conditions which first called it into being have long ago
disappeared. Originally the petit jury was established as an in-

strumentality for the protection of the common man against the

possible tyranny of his rulers. These rulers not only made the

laws, but interpreted and enforced them. Now we have no rulers

in the old sense, and the old counterpoise is illogical. But so

great is popular tenderness for an accused that the people still

cling to a system under which to secure conviction it is needful to

convince twelve men, while to secure a disagreement which may
have the force of an acquittal it is needful to convince but one.

There is scarcely a doubt that the majority of Americans, altho

they boast their law-abiding character, actually prefer the jury sys-

tem, because of the very faults alleged against it, to a more rigid

and certain method of administering justice."

THE MASSACRE AT WARSAW.

A REPETITION of the St. Petersburg horror on a smaller

scale" is what the New York Evening Post calls the May
Day massacre in the city of Warsaw. The despatches indicate

that a hundred were killed and two hundred wounded while march-

ing through the streets of the Polish capital with red flags. It is

generally admitted that the assault, which was made by soldiers,

was unprovoked ; and revolutionary outbreaks and the proclama-

tion of a "general strike " are among its immediate results. Says

the Brooklyn Eagle:

"There has been some surprise expressed that the tumults of

May Day were confined to Poland. But while the inclination to

rioting and revolution is as great in other parts of the empire, par

ticularly in the Caucasus and in Finland, the temper of the people

elsewhere is leas turbulent, and the feeling of hostility to the Gov-
ernment is less acute than they are in Poland, where the memory of

ancient wrong intensifies the resentment of present oppression.
" A marked tendency to violence has been conspicuously evident

in Warsaw and in other Polish cities ever since the War Depart-

ment began to mobilize reserves tor service in the East. The
Pole, who loves his Russian master rather less than the average

Galway Irishman loves his English overlord, has never been able

to appreciate the advantages of a policy that sent him to die on the

plains of Manchuria, just when he was employed in fairly remuner-

ative industry at home. The spirit of resistance displayed by the

first of the Polish reserves summoned to the colors has permeated

all classes of society, and is kept in a state of constant ferment by
the agitation, open and secret, of malcontent workmen, revolution-

ary students, seditious journalists, and incendiary propagandists,

whose arguments are the torch, the dagger, the pistol, and the

bomb.
"It is true that the arm of the law in Poland is strong enough to

break in pieces any ordinary popular movement for its destruction.

Sporadic demonstrations on the part of the terrorists, such as re-

sulted yesterday in the death of several Cossacks and in the

wounding of a few inoffensive pedestrians, are easily dealt with so

long as the military are not averse to letting blood, and so long as

the temper of the troops is unquestionably loyal to the crown.

That most of the troops are loyal, either for self-interest or from

fear, has been proved by the events of the last four months, and

that they are indifferent to the occasional duty of killing a few fel-

low countrymen is equally obvious. While such conditions pre-

vail, while the Government is organized and the people are not or-

ganized, the clash of the two must always result fatally to the

latter. The hope of the revolutionary elements in Russia lies in.
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the gradual conversion of the army to their purpose, or in the con-

viction of the ruling clique at St. Petersburg that the concession

of constitutional freedom is less to be feared than the maintenance

of a system which puts a premium upon the murder of its agents

by those whom they oppress."

THE BUTCHERIES OF PEACE.

" T^HE fiercest and bloodiest of modern wars—excepting alone

-' the present Russo-Japanese conflict— result in smaller

losses in deaths, maimings, and the infliction of mortal diseases

than are caused by the ordinary processes of the capitalist system

of industry," says W. J. Ghent, writing in lorn Watsoiis Maga-

zine (New York). He goes on to fortify this statement by com-

paring the record of mortality during the Civil War with the annual

list of industrial casualties in the United States. Statistics are

confessedly incomplete, but they furnish a basis for the following

approximate calculation

:

Losses in Three Battles (Both Sides), 1863.

Gettysburg
Chickamauga. ..

Chancellorsville

Killed.

5,662

3.924
3,271

12,857

Wounded.

27,203

23362
18.843

69,408

Losses in Railroad Accidents, 1904.

Killed.

9.984

975
1,340

12,299

Wounded.

Interstate roads 78,247
7,500

52,169

137,916

State roads

The casualties in mining coal during the year 1901 are reported

by the United States Geological Survey as 1,467 killed and 3,643

wounded. " Except for the low ratio of wounded to killed," ob-

serves Mr. Ghent, "this would make a fair comparison with any

one of a number of important engagements during the Civil War."

In support of his contention that " Pennsylvania alone furnished

an industrial Bull Run," he presents this table :

Battle ok Bull Run, 1861.

Silled. Wounded.

Federals 470
387

1,071

Confederates 1,582

Total 857 2.653

Pennsylvania Coal Mines, 1901.

Killed. Wounded.

Anthracite 513
301

814

656Bituminous

Total 1,899

According to an estimate made by Mr. Frederick L. Hoffman,

of the Prudential Insurance Company, the annual rate of fatal

accidents in American cities is between 80 and 85 in each 100,000.

On a basis of 80,000,000 population, this would mean a yearly loss

of about 65,000 lives. By the same authority it is calculated that

1,664,000 persons are badly injured every year, and that some

4,800,000 receive wounds of a less serious character. So that " un-

der the benign reign of capitalist industry we have a yearly list of

fatalities somewhere between 64,000 and 80,240 and of serious

maimings of 1,600,000, whereas two great armies, employing all

the enginery of warfare, could succeed in slaughtering only 62.112

human beings yearly." Mr. Ghent thinks that "a modern Milton

might appropriately remind us that

" Peace hath her butcheries no less renowned than war."

THE PHILIPPINES AS AN ELEMENT OF
WEAKNESS.

SOME of our naval officers are much concerned over possible

military perils attending the American occupation of the

Philippines. It is now about five years since Admiral Dewey was

quoted as saying that the Philippines could not be successfully de-

fended by this country if it went to war with a first-class naval

Power; and Congressman Hull, of the House Committee on Mili-

tary Affairs, declared not long ago that the Japanese are planning

to get possession of the Philippines as soon as they can after the

war with Russia ends. He further expressed his conviction that

the Japanese are "getting ready to enforce a poHcy of Asia for the

Asiatics," and that, he averred, means "expulsion of the United

States just as soon as they are free in Manchuria." Now comes

another recognized naval expert, Rear-Admiral George W. Mel-

ville, retired chief engineer of the navy, with the statement that

the Philippine possessions constitute an enormous naval weakness.

In a recent address before the Geographical Society of Philadel-

phia he said :

"Our present navy, which cost more than ^200,000,000, is not

more than sufficient to protect our home coast. For the proper

protection of our foreign possessions it would be necessary to in-

crease the navy threefold. The question is whether the American
people are big and broad and liberal enough to support a navy
costing ^600,000,000. We really do not want the Philippines, for

we are not land grabbers. But the time may come when we— thir-

teen thousand miles away from our island possessions—may find

it difficult to keep them. It would be an easy thing to withdraw
gracefully now."

Admiral Melville's remarks are "little short of political heresy,

not to say rank treason," observes the Philadelphia Record {\nA.

Dem.), in semi-satirical vein. The Cleveland Plain Dealer (Ind.

Dem.), another paper with anti-imperialist sympathies, com-

ments :

" This country has spent millions of dollars and thousands of

lives, to say nothing of making the Declaration of Independence
a mockery and the Constitution a fiction, for the sake of rearing

on the other side of the world a structure that must collapse at

the first breath of war. These gentlemen have unconsciously done
the country a service by this candid speaking, even if they have

at the same time advertised our weakness to a possible enemy ; a

weakness, however, of which any naval power is probably quite

as well aware as the strategists in Washington."

The Boston Trauscj-ipi (Rep.), however, argues that "our Asi-

atic commerce, and not possession of the Philippines, is our vul-

nerable point in the Pacific." It adds :
" As a naval base the Phil-

ippines are invaluable ; not a source of weakness, but an addition

to our strength in time of war."

TOPICS IN BRIEF.

No very strong prejudice at Albany against " tainted money."— y^^ New York
Sun.

Instead of throwing mud at Loomis, Bowen used asphalt.— 7"/;^ AVa' York

World.

The Czar has promised home rule for Siberia, which will give that country a

distinct advantage over New York.— The Neiu York American.

If the officers of the Equitable want to know what real trouble is they should

arrange to be present when the Czar calls a cabinet meeting. - The Washington
Star.

Turkey has agreed to pay $7,000,000 of the French claims. All the details

have been arranged except the time the payment will be made.—The Washing-
t07l Post.

Rockefeller must think it most unkind of Carnegie to seize upon this junc-

ture to show that he can give money away without any one's declining to take it.

— The Chicago News.

It has been discovered that Japan began the fight before formally declaring

war. but is that any worse than Russia's trying to fight after the war is over.'—

The Saginaw News.

President Castro wishes it understood that Secretary Taft's effort to hold

the lid down does not imply that the \'enezuelan administration is in the soup.—
The Washington Star.
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LETTERS AND ART.

MORE LIGHT ON THE THEATRICAL TRUST.

ALTHO. as one editor reiiKirks. " Mr. Bela.sco"s quarrel with

the theatrical syndicate is not a combat of St. Michael and

the devil," il is noteworthy as having thrown additional light upon

certain matters of interest to all well-wishers of American drama.

The cry against this particular trust has been that it exercised a

tyrannical control over the amusements of the people, a control

detrimental to the werthy development of the drama in America.

For a concise statement of what the theatrical trust is, and how it

came into existence, we quote from The Eagle (Brooklyn)

:

" In the old days there were two parties to a theatrical contract

:

the manager of a local theater like the Montauk, and tlie manager
of a traveling compan}^ like Richard Mansfield, who is playing

there this week. ... In those days the manager of a local theater

had to negotiate with many actors and their managers in order to

get attractions for his theater, and the manager of a traveling com-
pany had to negotiate with the managers of houses in many cities

in order to get a ' route " which would employ his company for

€very week in the season, and which would keep him from jump-

ing back and forth over the same territory, and so spending all his

profits in railroad fares. The competition was keen, the system

was very complicated, and the results most unsatisfactory. Out of

that chaos grew ' booking agencies,' whose business it was to

secure routes for the traveling managers and attractions for the

managers of local theaters. The booking business quickly fell

into the hands of Klaw & Erlanger. and Klaw & Erlanger evolved

the theatrical syndicate, composed ol themselves, Charles Froh-

man, Al Hayman. and Nixon & Zimmermann. The syndicate

made contracts with most of the first-class theaters of the country

to supply them with attractions, and with most of the managers of

traveling companies to make for them routes. That system has
grown until the syndicate controls three-quarters, at least, of the

theaters in which traveling companies appear, and until the only

managers whose companies it does not book are David Belasco and
Harrison Grey Fiske."

vSo far the facts are

not in dispute. The

charges of Mr. Belasco

and other " indepen-

dent " actors and mana-

gers are that the trust

"is oppressive and

grasping, that it charges

more than its services as

a booking agency are

worth, that it exercises

tyrannical power in

keeping actors or plays

of which it disapproves

from the stage, and that

its members sometimes

demand a part owner-

ship of a play or a share

in the profits of an actor

before that play or actor

can appear in the the-

aters which it controls."

Mr. Belasco brought

suit to show that Klaw

& Erlanger demanded

a half interest in the

profits of David War-

field in the play, "The
Auctioneer." "The suit

has made it clear

enough," remarks The Eagle, "that the theatrical business is

absolutely in the control of this syndicate, and it has not shown a

shadow of justification, except power, for demanding a half own-

ership in the profits of a play before its manager can get a chance

to produce it." Considering the wider issues of the question. Col-

lier s //><?>(•/}' remarks

:

" Quarrels between a Belasco and an Erlanger are not inspiring,

but they may help to educate the public. They increase the gen-

eral familiarity with the inside meaning of what is so proudly called

business methods. We shall have a stage worthy of a civilized

community when enough of us are determined to have one. When
enough people in any

city actively determine i ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^—

,

i

that they will go to the

theater as often as they

choose, without select-

ing either an extrava-

ganza or a pretty man
or woman starring in an

idiotic historical ro-

mance, play houses will

spring up to meet the de-

mand. The syndicate

is not very powerful, af-

ter all. Its strength is

nothing in comparison

to the power of other

trusts, in sugar, beef, or

oil. A handful of first-

class business men and

a little public opinion

could end its monopoly
in a few months any
time."

The New York Dra-

}iiaiic Afirror (April 22)

calls for a government

investigation of the

theatrical trust. We
quote in part

:

"The Theatrical
Trust, while its opera-

tions do not go to the

necessaries of life, is a

combination as evil, as

demoralizing, and as

wicked as any that has cursed the country. It is indeed time, after

the disclosures that have been made of its sinister powers and its

grasping operations, for the federal authorities to step in and fully

investigate the Theatrical Trust. The newspapers of the country

that have advocated and are advocating this inquiry are now awake
to the future possibilities — as they know the present results— of

control of the American theater by a commercial cabal, whose
members are in every way unfit to say what the American people

shall or shall not have as drama and other entertainment, to say
• nothing of the blighting effects of such a monopoly, both as to art

development—which in other countries is safeguarded and nour-

ished—and the right of every American to do business with his

own money and on his own ideas, which right is denied by this

peculiar combination.
" An investigation of the Theatrical Trust by the Department of

Justice would be as legitimate as any other investigation that

branch of the Government has begun or contemplates."

The Mh-ror (St. Louis) is inclined to agree with Mr. Metcalfe,

of Life, that a theater endowed either by the State or by individual

bequest offers the only escape from the present undesirable con-

ditions.

DAVID BELASCO,

Dramatic author and theatrical manager, who
as an independent is in conflict with tlie syndi-

cate.

ABRAHAM L. ERLANGER,

One of the heads of the so-called theatrical

trust.

RIME AS A SYMPTOM OF DECADENCE.

SINCE the days of the Minnesingers, the Jongleurs, Trou-

v^res, and Troubadours, and from Dante to Swinburne, the

exquisite adornment of rime has corrupted the ear of the world,"

writes Mr. John Davidson, that most paradoxical of Scotch poets

and critics. It has become "as necessary to the general verse-

reader as brandy to the brandy-drinker." To the public, rime

has become almost an essential of poetry. Whereas, says Mr.
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Davidson, blank verse is the purer form of poetry—" nude poetry,

barbarous and beautiful, or athletic and refined, but always naked

and unashamed." Not content with decrying rime as a non-

essential, a mere adornment. Mr. Davidson brands it further as a

symptom of artistic decadence. Writing in The Outlook (London)

he says

:

"Rime is a property of decadence; but decadence in r.ny art is

always the manure and root of a higher manifestation of that art,

and so it was that Dante and Petrarch quickly subdued the new

wanton mode; and so it was that in time there came into being the

French Alexandrine and the English rimed pentameter, and as

the crown of the whole poetical aim of the world, English blank

verse. Yet at its best, rime is a decadent mode, altho great

ages and great poets have made it the vehicle of crescive work.

It is a special flattery of the external ear; it is as rouge on the

cheek and belladonna on the eye ; or it is an excrescence like a

sixth finger, ' a wasteful and ridiculous excess': it is commonly
either deceptive or meaningless. I am not thinking of bad poetry

;

but of the best Let me illustrate. Here is the first quatrain of

Shakespeare's seventy-third sonnet:

That time of year tliou mayst in me behold

When yellow leaves, or none, or few, do hang
Upon those boughs which shake against the cold,

Bare ruin'd choirs where late the sweet birds sang.

The rimes of this quatrain toll like a dead-bell : we pass from a

somber forest to a dim cathedral; the fancy is overwhelmed with

vision, both detailed and indefinite, in order tp bring the rimes

about; there is a feeling of effort, as of a thing achieved ; and it is

the rime that achieves; it is not the poet, not the poetry, but the

rime that requires this laborious 'or none, or few'; it is the

rime that requires those superbly imagined ' boughs which shake

against the cold " to shift at once as by the waft of a rococo con-

jurer's wand into ' bare ruin'd choirs.' Yet it is beautiful, it is

poignant ; it entertains the fancy, fills the eye and ear, and touches

the soul.

" But, now, let Macbeth say the same thing without rime :

My way of life

Is fallen into the sere, the yellow leaf.

" No comment : the hair of the flesh stands up and one knows
henceforth and for ever that there is a great gulf fixed between

rime and blank verse."

In the course of the same disquisition Mr. Davidson arrests at-

tention when he suggests that "civilization, which in all countries

is in great part a development and a sanction of every kind of stu-

pidity and misconception, could perhaps be helped out of its utter

artistic perdition in England by a great thing native here, blank

verse, namely ; and by another great thing, which we would have

to import, sculpture."

STEVENSON'S BACKGROUND OF GLOOM.

"I ^ ^E have grown so accustomed to the emphasis laid upon Ste-

^' * venson's indomitable optimism and his brave gospel of

joy that any reference to his gloom carries a momentary sense of

incongruity. Yet Henley long ago detected in him much of Ham-
let and something of the Shorter Catechist ; and now Dr. Alexan-

der H. Japp, in his recent volume, "Robert Louis Stevenson: A
Record, An Estimate, and a Memorial," devotes a chapter to the

subject of Stevenson's gloom. To account for this gloom, writes

Dr. Japp, we must take into consideration three things, namely:

(i) " His original dreamy tendency crossed, if not warped, by the

fatalistic Calvinism whicli was drummed into him by father,

mother, and nurse in his tender years ;
(2') the peculiar action on

such a nature of the unsatisfying and, on the v,'hole, distracting

effect of the Bohemian and hail-fellow-well-met sort of ideal to

which he yielded, and which has to be charged with much ; (3) the

conflict in him of a keenly social animus with a very strong egotis-

tical effusiveness, fed by fancy, and nourished by the enforced

solitariness inevitable in the case of one who, from early years up.

suffered from painful, and even crushing, disease." We read

further

:

" His text and his sermon—which may be shortly summed up in

the following sentence— be kmd, for in kindness to others lies the

only true pleasure to be gained in life ; be cheerful, even to the

point of egotistic self-satisfaction, for through cheerfulness only is

the flow of this inces.sant kindliness of thought and public service

possible. He was not in harmony with the actual effect of much
of his creative work, tlio he illustrated this in his life, as few men
have done. He regarded it as tlie highest duty of life to give

pleasure to others ; his art in his own idea thus became in an un-

ostentatious way consecrated, and while lie would not have claimed

to be a seer, any more that he would have claimed to be a saint, as

he would have held in contempt a mere sybarite, most certainly a

vein of unblamable hedonism pervaded his whole philosophy of

life. Suffering constantly, he still was always kindly. He encour-

aged, as Mr. Gosse has said, this pliilcsophy by every resource

open to him. In practical life, all who knew him declared that he

was brigiitness, naive fancy, and sunshine personified, and yet he

could not help always, somehow, infusing into his fiction a pro-

nounced, and sometimes almost fatal, element of gloom. Even in

his own case they were not pleasure-giving and failed thus in es-

sence. Some wise critic has said that no man can ever write well

creatively of that of which in his early youth he had no knowledge.

Always behind Stevenson's latest e.xercises lies the shadow of this

as an unshifting background, which by art may be relieved, but

never refined away wholly. He cannot escape from it if he would.

. . . Here was Stevenson, with his half-hedonistic theories of life,

the duty of giving pleasure, of making eyes brighter, and casting

sunshine around one wherever one went, yet the creator of gloom
for us, when all the world was before him where to choose. This

fateful shadow pursued him to the end, often giving us, as it were,

the very justificative ground for his own father's despondency and
gloom, which the son rather too decisively reproved, while he

might have sympathized with it in a stranger, and in that most
characteristic letter to his mother, said that it made his father often

seem, to him, to be ungrateful—^' Has the man no gratitude.'"

Two selves thus persistently and constantly struggled in Steven-

son. He was from this point of view, indeed, his own Dr. JekyU
and Mr. Hyde, the buoyant, self-enjoying, because pleasure-con-

ferring, man, and at the same time the helpless yet fascinating
' dark interpreter ' of the gloomy and gloom-inspiring side of life,

viewed from the point of view of dominating character and in-

herited influence. When he reached out his hand with the desire

of pleasure-conferring, lo and behold, as he wrote, a hand from his

forefathers was stretched out, and he was pulled backward ; so

that, as he has confessed, his endings were apt to shame, perhaps

to degrade, the beginnings. Here is something pointing to the

hidden and secret springs that feed the deeper will and bend it to

their service. Individuality itself is but a mirror, which by its in-

equalities transforms things to odd shapes. Hawthorne confessed

to something of this sort. He. like Stevenson, suffered much in

youth, if not from disease then through accident, which kept him

long from youthful company. At a time when he should have been

running free with other boys, he had to be lonely, reading what

books he could lay his hands on, mostly mournful and puritanic,

by the borders of lone Sebago Lake. He that hath once in youth

been touched by this Marah-rod of bitterness will not easily escape

from it, when he essays in later life to paint life and the world as

he sees them : nay the hand, when he deems himself freest, will be

laid upon him from behind, if not to pull him, as George Mac-
Donald has said, into life backward, tiien to make him a mournful

witness of having once been toucliad by the Marah-rod, whose

bitterness again declares itself and wells out its bitterness when set

even in the rising and the stirring of the waters."

From this gloom, says Dr. Japp, Stevenson struggled in vain to

escape. "It narrows, it fatefully hampers and limits the free field

of his art, lays upon it a strange atmosphere, fascinating but not

favorable to true dramatic breadth and force, and spontaneous

natural simplicity, invariably lending a certain touch of weakness,

inconsistency, and inconclusiveness to his endings : so that he him-

self could too often speak of them afterward as apt to ' shame per-

haps to degrade the beginnings.'
"

Elsewhere in the volume the present writer points out reasons

for Stevenson's failure as a dramatist ; and in reverting to the sub-
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ject in connection with his analysis of the element of gloom in the

novelist he declares that this may be taken as "another cause for

the undramatic character, in the stricter sense, of Stevenson's work

altogether." It is, after all. he says, "distressful, unsatisfying,

egoistic, for fancy is led at the beck of some preestablished dis-

liarmony which throws back an abiding and irremovable gloom on

all that went before ; and the free spontaneous grace of natural

creation which insures natural simplicity is, as said already, not

quite attained."

THE MODJESKA TESTIMONIAL.

IVTMK. HELENA MODJESKAS final retirement from the

-^' * stage was marked by a testimonial and benefit performance

at the Metropolitan Opera House. New York, on May 2. When
the idea of such a public testimonial was first advanced it received

the support of over one hundred well-known men and women,
among whom were (.rover Cleveland. Richard Watson Gilder,

Ignace Paderewski, W.
D. Ilowells, Seth Low,

Mark Twain, Maude
Adams, and Julia Mar-

lowe.

The program was

opened by Vladimir de

Pachman with a group

of Chopin numbers. A
scene from "The Coun-

try Cj\r\" was enacted

by Ada Rehanand Guy
Standing. Miss Ella

Russell sang an aria

from " Tannhauser."

and Mrs. Patrick Camp-

bell recited Jean Inge-

low's "High Tide on

the Coast of Lincoln-

shire." Then Madame
Modjeska appeared in

tiiree scenes from
"Macbeth." "Her

voice," says y/zt* Trib-

une, " was full and

steady, and her foreign

accent, it seemed to many, less pronounced than of old." Mr.

Edmund Clarence Stedman. the poet and critic, in the course of

an address to the distinguished actress, said :

" A quarter century ago you came to iis from a land invested

with traditions of valor, beauty, and romance, that martyr-land,

alas, bleeding this hour for freedom, and it has bled so oft before

;

from that land to which America is still in fealty for gallant aid in

our own struggle for liberty ; from the land of Pulaski and Kos-

ciusko—the motherland, in after time, of Chopin and Sembrich.

and of Paderewski (to whom our thoughts go out to-day); from

the brave and soulful country that flashed its sword in our behalf)

and that in our own time enthralls us with music, and through you
with impassioned tenderness and artistic power.

"The felicities of art are limitless, and. as in creations of our

master playwright you found the n.ost alluring range for your own
powers, so your fresh impersonations awoke in us the sense of
' something rich and strange.'

" Some haunting note of pathos is wont to lend its vibration to

our choicest testimonials. I am sure, Madame Modjeska, that

you recall the now historic scene when Hamlet was enacted in this

place as a tribute to Lester Wallack, and when around you— the

Ophelia of the play—was gathered a group of such actors as a sin-

gle event rarely has brought together. Here was the princely

Booth ; and here, of the foremost, were Barrett, Mayo, Florence

Wheelock, Edwards, and John (".ilbert—still without a successor;

here, too. was Jefferson incomparable as the First Gravedigger,

MME. HELENA MODJESKA,

In the role of Ophelia.

and. like the rest, without a thought of self, but all for tiie glory

of the play.

" That radiant hemicycle has vanished ! last of all, Jefferson has
returned to the mountain, and we shall see his smile no more.
You, their younger sister, to whom they gave their pride and sup-
port—long may your enviable years How on, consecrated alike by
the starlight of the past and the sunshine of the present !"

The following poem was written for the occasion by Mr. Rich-

ard Watson Gilder:

There are four .sisters, known to mortals well,

Wliose names are Joy and Sorrow, Death and I.ove.

Tliis last it was who did my footsteps move
To where the other deep-eyed sisters dwell.

To-night, or ere yon painted curtain fell,

These, one by one, before my eyes did rove

Through the brave mimic world that Shakespeare wove.

Lady ! thy art, thy passion were the spell

That held me, and still holds ; for thou dost show,
With those most liigh, each in his sovereign art

—

.Sliakespeare supreme, and mighty Angelo—
Great art and passion are one ! Thine, too, the part

To i)rove that still for him the laurels grow
Who reaches through the m'nd to i)luck the heart !

A letter was read from Paderewski, expressing intense disap--

pointment at being unable, through illness, to attend the benefit in

honof of his countrywoman, to whom he referred as "one of the

greatest and noblest artists of all times and nations."

The testimonial, remarks 7Vie Tribune, " served the triple pur-

pose of awakening fond memories of a fine actress by a renewed

sight and sound of her, of affording a large number of people the

opportunity to offer her their tribute of respect and admiration,

and finally of gaining for her a substantial gift—some ^10,000."

Mme. Modjeska made her farewell appearance on the Polish

stage in 1903.

HOW RUSSIA TREATS ITS AUTHORS AND
ARTISTS.

/\ SENSATION was caused in Russia by the recent action of

^ *• the St. Petersburg Conservatory in summarily dismissing

Rimsky-Korsakoff, the greatest living Russian composer, who has

been a professor in the institution for thirty-five years and has

educated more than one generation of music students and music

lovers. The dismissal was due to "politics" and is supposed to

have been ordered by the ministry of the interior. The composer

had written a bold letter to a Moscow paper of advanced liberal

views in defense of the students of the Conservatory who had

struck in sympathy with the university students after the January

disorders. The strike was directed against the Government in

general and the administration of the Conservatory in particular,

the strikers declaring that neither art nor science could be success-

fully taught in Russia under existing conditions. The majority of

the Conservatory professors shared the students' sentiments, but

Rimsky-Korsakoff was the only one to give strong moral support

to the unique movement.

A few days after his dismissal a new opera of his was produced,

anil the event was made the occasion for a defiant demonstration.

Literary, professional, artistic, and student societies sent hitii reso-

lutions of sympathy ; a banquet was given in his honor, at which

the action of the directorate was vigorously denounced and the

press joined in the demonstration.

Apropos of this incident, a writer in the A''oz'os/i says, that Rus-

sia has always hounded, persecuted, and maltreated her greatest

men, her authors, musicians, painters, thinkers, and intellectual

leaders. He goes on to say :

" We hang our heads in shame before the civilized world. The
Russians, it will be said, have expelled from their national academy
their most gifted composer. The real responsibility will not be

placed where it belongs.
" A genius remains a genius, and a bureaucrat remains a bureau-

crat, but the good name of Russia is meantime once more exposed
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to derision—to the derision of peoples who know how to honor

their geniuses.
" For over half a century we have been busily suppressing our

great men. We forced Pushkin to a suicidal duel. We sent

Lermontoff to death in a similar encounter. We branded Shevt-

chenko [a poet of Little Russia] and Plestcheieff [a novelist and

publicist critic] as convicts. We condemned Dostoyefsky to

hard labor in the Siberian mines. We buried alive in a polar

grave the great Tchernishewsky. We sent into exile one of the

noblest of minds—Herzen. We expatriated Turgenef. We have

excommunicated and sought to discredit and disgrace Tolstoy.

We have expelled from the national academy our greatest mu-

sician.
" And yet we pretend title to the respect of civilization !

"

The eminent art critic, Stasoff, calls attention to the fact that

thirty-tive years ago the Academy of Music dismissed Balakireff,

a composer of equal rank, exactly as it has just dismissed Rimsky-

Korsakoff, and for similar reasons. Tschaikowsky then hotly

protested, but to no purpose. Officialdom, says the critic, has not

moved in thirty-five years. It is still the same and stands where

it did. He adds that Glinka, Moussagorsky, Boradin [great com-

posers all], have been, likewise, the victims of official ignorance,

routine, and stupidity.

Other writers add the names of Uspensky, Gorshin, Pisareff,

Dobraluboff—critics, novelists, poets— to the above list. The

Russian authors and artists, they say, either die of starvation, are

exiled or imprisoned, or else driven to commit suicide, while the

bureaucracy cries, " Silence, not a word !"

—

Translation tnadefor

The Literary Digest.

THE GROWTH OF AMERICAN MUSIC.

MR. RUPERT HUGHES, author of " Contemporary Amer-

ican Composers," prophesies a musical revolution in Eu-

rope, to be effected by American music. " 15ut," he adds, "we

may discreetly omit to name the date, and we need not be sur-

prised if we ar£ not here when the time comes." He admits,

moreover, that at present we have to strain our ears if, out of all

the songs and folk-musics that are busy in America to-day, we

hope to hear above the jangle " some clear, soaring overtone that

we shall i - the American tone." He further indicates the situa-

tion by the following apt figure {TIte Pilgrim, May)

:

" There was once a king, as everybody knows, who loved no mu-

sic except that jumble, tootle, and squeak of discord made by an

orchestra when tuning up. It has ever since been called the

' King's Piece.' But the rest of us, who were not unlucky enough

to be born kings, prefer to arrive after the preliminary tuning is

over. It is pleasaniest to get to our seats just as the leader gives

the rat a-tat that hushes the cacophony, and raises his hands for

the opening chord.
" In American music there had to be a long period of assimila-

ting and tuning together all the instruments and all tiie families of

instruments. But the ' King's Piece ' has held the American stage

long enough. There has been discord enough, tootling enough.

It is high time for the American Symphony to begin. Some of

us believe that Kapellmeister Uncle Sam is about ready to start,

or perhaps has already begun—but very softly."

No prophecy concerning American music, says Mr. Hughes,

cian afford to ignore the contributions and musical influence of the

following distinct races: English, Irish, -Scottisii, Welsh, German,

Austrian, Italian, French, Jewish, Dutch, Spanish, Hungarian,

Polish, Norwegian, Swedish, Danish, Russian, Finnish, Negro,

Turkish, American-Indian, Syrian, Chinese, and Japanese.

Of these various influences and their relation to our musical de-

velopment he says

:

"The first expectation would be that the Anglo-Saxon element

would predominate. I am afraid that it does. Afraid?—Yes; for

those of us who usurp the title of pure American because we are

of British ancestry must sing small when it comes to music. This

is especially true of Puritan descendants, for the Puritans ab-

horred almost all forms of music They considered musical in-

struments to be the very tools of the devil. It was our Puritan
ancestors who opposed the whole principle of written music ; they

mentioned ten reasons against the writing and printing of music;
these are four of them :

"' 5th, It is popish ; 6th. it will introduce instruments; 7th, the

names of the notes are blasphemous; 8th, it is needless, the old

way being good enough '

"The bitter truth is that there is more creative and intrinsic mu-
sic in the little finger of Germany, Italy, France, Hungary, Po-
land, or Denmark than in all four limbs of Great Britain. We
must be thankful that the United States has become an asylum for

exiles of other peoples than these.

"The Netherlanders settled New York at a time when Flemish
music was great in the world, but there was no apparent importa-

tion of the genius of Flanders in the stout hulls of the Dutch.
" The first real awakening of music in the American wilderness

was when the young German, Siegfried, strolled into the magic
forest."

Of the further growth of American music we read

:

" In 1876 the United States celebrated the hundredth birthday of

its declaration of political independence. The Centennial Exposi-
tion was opened with a setting of Whittier's ' Hymn' by John
Knowles Paine, who had in that .same year been appointed a full

professor in the new and specially created chair of music at Har-
vard University.

"John Knowles Paine is the Thomas Jefferson of American mu-
sic. He drew up our declaration of musical independence in the

first symphony. It was brought out the same year, 1S76, by Theo-
dore Thomas, the Frieslander who came over into Macedonia to

help our musical paganism and unbelief.
" Dudley Buck was contemporary with him, and far more popu-

lar. He had a more genial and accommodating talent that seized

the great hunger for church music of all forms. Buck poured
forth a great flood of correctly written, fluent, and understandable

lyrics for the organ, the choir, and the church soloist. He was
thoroughly American in his ancestry, and he showed a praise-

worthy determination to use little but American poetry for his

music. Yet his training was German, and his lyricism Italian.

"Other composers of great importance in creating a school of

American music were men who went abroad to breathe atmos-
phere, to hear and talk and imbibe music in German centers, and
\yho then returned to America and gave their souls to the writing

of symphonies, overtures, orato^'los, cantatas, knowing that there

was no hope of financial reward and little hope even of the reward
of a public hearing.

"Theodore Thomas, Anton Seidl, Frank Van der Stucken, and
the various directors of the Boston Symphony Orchestra were,

however, occasionally hospitable to American works in the larger

forms. Among those who led the way and achieved real success

have been George W. Chadwick, Arthur Foote, W. W. Gilchrist,

S. G. Pratt, C. C. Converse, F. G. Gleason, and Mrs. H. H. A.

Beach; and, among those still younger, Henry K. Hadley and
Rubin Goldmark.

The most markedly individual of our important composers, says

Mr. Hughes, is undoubtedly Edward MacDowell. Of him we read :

"He has felt big moods, and written them large in almost all

musical forms except opera and oratorio. Nobody else ever

wrote just such music as MacDowell. Furthermore, his music is

not content with being merely different ; it is beautiful, sincere,

unaffected, fearless, lofty. From little songs of compacted mean-

ing and small piano pieces of a new import, through titanic piano-

sonatas and orchestral suites of noble thought, he has sounded a

gamut that is his own. He has earned his place among the fore-

most of living composers."

Mr. Hughes names others, contemporaries of MacDowell,

whose messages, while slighter, are, he claims, no less authentic:

" Edgar S. Kelley is the chief of these, with his humorous sym-

phony, ' Gulliver ' ; his amazingly beautiful Chinese suite, ' Alad-

din'; and such an epic song as his ' Israfel.' Harvey Worthing-

ton Loomis has ventured into new fields with splendid passion for

new beauties and new expressions of musical emotions. Henry
F. Gilbert has revealed unheard-of colors and processes in musical

expression. Lawrence Oilman, the critic, has done some haunt-

higly intense studies in mood and tone-painting."
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SCIENCE AND INVENTION,

MAGNETISM BY MIXTURE.

ANOTHER shock lias been liiven to received physical ideas

by the recent discovery that certain non-magnetic metals

may acquire magnetic properties by being melted together to form

an alloy. It has been generally supposed that the tnree magnetic

metals—iron, nickel, and cobalt—were so by virtue of some inher-

ent property not possessed by other metals and probably impossi-

ble for them to acquire. That this property should spring into

being as the result of a simple mixture is certainly interesting.

Says an editorial writer in The Electrical World ami Engineer

(April 15)

:

" Iron, nickel, and cobalt are very close to each other in their

atomic weights. . . . The nearest elements in atomic weight to

these are manganese and copper, neither of which elements has in-

dividually any appreciable magnetism. It is a suggestive circum-

stance that the only three inherently magnetic metals should ap-

proximate so closely in their atomic weights. It would seem as

tho at or about this atomic grouping, the peculiar dynamic quali-

ties pertaining to external magnetic action became possible. A
few elementary substances, such as bismuth, are known to have

inherent diamagnetic, or negatively magnetic, properties, and traces

of magnetism have been found in a number of others. These,

however, have been so feeble that some observers have held the

belief that the effect was due to traces of iron in the test pieces,

existing as impurity. Recent researches have, however, brought

to light the fact that alloys of non-magnetic metals may possess

magnetism in a marked degree. Tliis upsets all our ideas concern-

ing the divine rights of certain royally magnetic atoms to the ex-

clusive exercise of these prerogatives. But the loss of dignity

which the inherently magnetic metals suffer by the di.scovery is

more than compensated for by tiie increase in interest which the

phenomenon of magnetism thereby receives. Manifestly, if our

notions of the permanence of atoms are correct, magnetism is no

longer to be contined to atomic structures. It may be possessed

by molecular groupings of atoms. In fact, it becomes open to

doubt whether the property is atomic, after all, and whether it may
not be possessed by iron, cobalt, and nickel by virtue of the ca-

pacity possessed by their atoms for forming certain specific struc-

tural groups of atoms—molecular arrangements— in which the re-

quired static or dynamic conditions of the ether may be fulfilled."

The facts about these new magnetic alloys are to be found in an

article in the Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift, describing the re-

searches of their discoverer. Dr. Heusler. He finds them to be

far inferior magnetically to iron, but quite comparable with nickel.

Two of the components, manganese and copper, come nearest in

atomic weight to the iron-nickel-cobalt group, as noted above ; but

an important ingredient in the alloy is aluminum, and the best re-

sults have been obtained with that metal and manganese mingled

in the proportion of their atomic weights, or about one to two.

The greater the proportion of this mixture in the alloy, the stronger

the magnetic property, unless it exceeds 40 per cent., when the al-

loy becomes too hard and brittle to work mechanically. To quote

again

:

" Two samples of this wonderful alloy are described in magnetic

detail, the first containing nearly 40 per cent, of manganese-alumi-

num association and 60 per cent, copper, the second containing

about 30 per cent, of the association and about 70 per cent, copper,

with, however, i per cent, of lead thrown in. The first sample

was almost unworkable mechanically, and, after being ground into

the required cylindrical shape for testing, later broke into halves.

The second sample was machined without difficulty

" From a practical standpoint, the new magnetic alloys have as

yet no importance. . . . Nevertheless the hope is awakened of ul-

timately discovering an alloy that may compete with steel. An
alloy of high magnetic conductivity, high electric resistivity, and
high mechanical elasticity would greatly simplify and cheapen the

building of dynamo machinery, permitting field and armature

structures to be cast instead of laminated. From a theoretical

standpoint, the discovery of magnetic alloys is most valuable. It

not only alters and extends our conception of magnetism in metals,

but it also offers new facilities for the study and comprehension of

the law of alloys and metallic solutions, a most important but most
obscure subject. Every new phenomenon of this character helps

in the great task ot finding clews to the problems of matter, ether,

and electromagnetism."

ARE THE IRISH AKIN TO THE ANCJENT
ROMANS?

WHILE it has long been known that St. Patrick was an Ital-

ian, hailing as he did from Rome, it is just coming to light

that the ancient Romans were pretty close kin to the Iri.sh. So we

are told by Amy A. liernardy. Professor of Italian in Smith Col-

lege, in the Boston Transcript ; and she suggests that " probably it

is this unconscious and

AMY A. BERNARUY,

Professor of Italian in Smith College,

Northampton, Mass.

yet omnipresent feeling

of kinship that down in

the North End makes

Irish and Italian ele-

ments more interested

in each other, for the

better or for worse, than

in other elements and

other nationalities."

Signor Giacomo Boni,

the explorer of the Ro-

man Forum, has been

making some archeolog-

ical observations in Ire-

land that " have been

adding some astonish

ingly interesting items

to the history of Italo

Irish relations." With-

out mentioning the prob-

ability that Cicero and

Ca-sar owed their ora-

torical and fighting

qualities to their Irish blood. Miss Bernardy turns for proof to

the burial and funeral customs of the two peoples. In Rome
the burial-place of the great was made the place of public fes-

tival, as in the P'orum ; in ancient Ireland the burying grounds

were used for fairs and markets. Even the " wake " is an old

Roman institution. Miss Bernardy proposes, therefore, that the

archeologists who are looking for light on ancient Rome turn

their steps to Ireland. She says:

" From the Roman excavations and from the study of Roman
traditions and Roman texts, we are led to believe beyond dispute

that representatives of the Aryan race settled in prehistoric times

in the valley which was to be later the Forum, that the Celtic type

had a period of strong influence on the land where Rome was to

be, and that all the manifestations and traditions of that time and

of the following, well down into the centuries of Rome, were

strongly impressed with their original characters, Aryan ritualism,

and Celtic tradition. On the other hand, we know from the pages

of ancient Irish manuscripts how many Aryan traditions were

brought and settled in the isle of Erin, how mucii Aryan ritualism

is contained in the traditional lore of Ireland's most secluded in-

habitants, the unmixed descendants of indigenous Hibernians, of

aborigine Celts, akin to the early Italic population

"From all this one idea emerges with startling distinctness:

Through geographical and historical reasons the Irish Celts repre-

sent the most recent Aryan group settled in Europe, the population

which preserves in greater measure and with greater purity the

religious .and social tradition of the ancient Aryans, the most an-

cient inhabitants of the Roman P^orum. Ireland of to-day is still

in a comparatively large part Ireland of 2,000 years ago, and the

value of the Irish spirit and tradition, thus preserved, is of inesti-

mable value. An effort must be made to collect on a large scale
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sur\'iving traditions, to explore monuments so well preserved that

they can hardly be called ruins, to gather information as broad and

complete as possible from the unexplored mounds, ' crannogs,' and

burial-grounds of Ireland. For it is Ireland, perhaps, which holds

in her millennial tombs as well as in her customs of to-day and of

yesterday the last word about the enigma of earliest Rome."

THE NATURE OF A NERVE CURRENT.

THE speed with which the nerve-impulse passes from one point

.

to another is now measured with accuracy by psychologists,

but they are not agreed with regard to its nature or the manner of

its transmission. In reviewing a recently published theory on the

subject, that of Mendelssohn in the Bulletin de rinstitiit Ghidral

Psychologiqice, a contributor to the Re^me Scientijique tells us that

hitherto there have been two ways of looking at the phenomenon.

He writes

:

"The first attitude results from an electric representation of the

'nervous fluid.' Struck with the analogy with electrical phenomena
of the phenomena observed in the nerves, many scientists think

that they must be due to the transmission of a real electric cur-

rent by the nervous conductors. And, in fact, we know that elec-

tricity is generated by biologic action ; we know that the muscles,

when divided, show a current from the median zone of the muscle

to the center of the sectional surface, that the galvanometric anal-

ysis of muscular contraction enables us to prove the existence of

two inverse currents following one another, and that every excita-

tion of a nerve provokes also a current identical with those obtained

from battery cells. The study of the electrical phenomena of

jierves. started by the chance experiment of Galvani, is growing
claily more complete, altho slowly, on account of the very consid-

•erable difficulties in the way. . . . But allho bearing in mind the

•electricity produced by nervous excitation in the so-called electric

fish, . . . which would seem to justify a close natural analogy be-

tween the nervous and the electric flow, it is not possible to-day to

admit the hypothesis of their identity. The nerve is, in fact, a bad

conductor of electricity ; there is not developed during the pas-

:sage of the nerve-current the heat that, owing to its resistance.

lelectricity would cause there; the speed of the nervous flow is

much less than that of the electric current; altho an electric exci-

tation leads to muscular contraction, it does not do so by direct

transmission, for a constriction of the nerve that does not stop the

electricity does stop the excitation ; and mechanical excitation

produces in the nerves the same effects as electricity. The nerv-

ous phenomena generate electricity, but it does not follow that

nervous energy itself is electric in nature. For this generation of

electricity is a very general fact, particularly in biological phenom-
ena, even when these are not directly nervous.

" Must we then take the second attitude to which allusion has

been made.'' This consists in stating that we have here a 'vital

phenomenon.' As well, instead of employing this senseless phrase,

declare clearly that we give up the task of attempting to explain

this agent, with whose conscious or motor effects we are so famil-

iar. Happily we are using less and less this hypocritical method

of concealing ignorance.

"A new hypothesis regarding the nature of nervous activity has

been advanced by M. Mendelssohn. It refers to known physical

phenomena connected with electricity, but luider the form of elec-

trolysis.

" So long as it has been desired to assimilate nervous activity to

the electric current, of who.se nature we were almost entirely igno-

rant, only sterile results were obtained. But after the recent re-

searches that have shown the universality of electric phenomena,

of which the current constitutes only a very particular case, it is

possible to frame hypotheses in which are combined phenomena
that, while dissimilar, spring from the same mechanism.

" And it is thus that the conception of electrons^electrified cor-

puscles in excessively rapid movement, and in particular that of

electrolytic ions—fractions of molecules that carry positive and

negative charges in solutions—has enabled us to represent in a ra-

tional way the movement of the nervous flow.

" According to this hypothesis, free ions serve as the carriers of

electricity in motion across the chemical substances that constitute

the prolongations of the nerve-cells. Nervous excitation repre-

isents an absolutelv determinate amount of electro-chemical work.

The variability of the excitation depends on the size, speed, and
number of the ions, as well as tiie resistance met in their progress,

which is necessarily slow.
" This is an ingenious hypothesis, which is perhaps not yet en-

tirely satisfactory. It does not appear to be absolutely complete,

perhaps because the theory of electricity itself is not complete.

But it is probably a fertile hypothesis, which we must take into

account at least provisionally, for it is the most adequate to explain

the facts of observation at present known."

—

T?-anslation made
/or Thk Literary Digest.

IMPROVING THE ARC-LAMP.
' I ^HE newly invented arc-lampsof the so-called "flaming" type,

-*- in which the light is given off by incandescent gas instead

of by white-hot carbons, has already been noticed in these col-

umns. According to an editorial in T/ie Eletlf/cal World and
En§'/neer (April 22), this type of lamp has recently been greatly

improved and brought much nearer the stage when we shall see it

in general commercial use. Says the writer:

" The broad principle of such arcs ... is very simple indeed.

The ordinary open direct-current arc with carbon terminals gives

light in virtue of raising the carbon at the arc, and particularly in

the crater, to enormously brilliant incandescence. The light

comes from an incandescent solid body just as it does in a glow
lamp, but much energy is concentrated in a very small space, and
the temperature is forced to a point far above anything that a fila-

ment can endure. . . . Now, in the so called flaming arcs the ter-

minals are made of materials more volatile than carbon, which

give a large volume of luminous vapor and, incidentally, of in-

candescent particles streaming between the poles. The vapor,

whatever it may be, gives no longer the continuous spectrum of a

heated solid, but the line spectrum of a heated gas
" In the flaming arc the thing is accomplished which various ex-

perimenters have been trying to reach in work with vacuum tubes,

namely, the production of vividly luminous vapor giving a spec-

trum which, in virtue of its being discontinuous, does not necessi-

tate a vast amount of wasted work in the production of radiations

useless for illumination. The result has been the production of

arcs of immense efficiency giving two or three candle-power per

watt. The gain in efficiency is, unfortunately, accompanied by the

inconvenience of a considerable volume of smoke resulting from

the oxidation of the free vapor or from particles of oxide thrown

off from the electrodes."

In recent experiments by Ladoff, electrodes of ferro-titanium are

used, taking the place of the " carbons " in the ordinary arc. The

results are said to be remarkably good. To quote further:

"The arc produced is enormously brilliant, of a good white col-

or, better defined than the ordinary flaming arc from more volatile

materials, and wonderfully efficient—running up to nearly three

candle-power per watt. This much can be said with certainty,

that this and other arcs of the ' flaming ' type are working along

the only line that gives much hope of very high efficiency—the pro-

duction of light from gaseous radiants—which give therefore a

spectrum that is discontinuous and hence not necessarily limited in

efficiency by the temperature alone. The practical objections to

such arcs are in the main those due to the smudge they raise.

However, at the efficiency known to be attainable along these lines

it will probably pay to go to considerable trouble in taking care of

this difficulty. To be sure, there is small chance of enclosing

flaming arcs, but far too much efficiency is gained to be offset by

the often exaggerated objections to open arcs. It will take a deal

of experimentation to get the new arc in first-class commercial

shape, but considerable has been done already, and we welcome

every new attempt as a possible aid in the solution of a trouble-

some problem."

Temperance Lessons from the Present War.—
That chronic alcoholism among the Russians may explain, in part,

at least, some of the results of the war in Manchuria, is the edi-

torial opinion of American Medicine (April 22). Says this paper:

" On the Japanese side the reports are all of one tenor, and de-

pict an almost universal abstinence. What drinking is done is in
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extrt'ino moderation. Upon the Russian side we hear of immense

stores of vodka, champagne by car-load lots, and orgies innumer-

able. Tiie Russian officer is notorious, by general report of

course, for the large quantities of alcohol he daily consumes, and

it is impossible for any brain to submit to such insults without

undergoing the changes long known to take place in heavy drink-

ers. It is not remarkable then that the older officers, who are

managing the campaign, are constantly outwitted by the healthy-

niinded Japanese. It is apparently not so much a question of

drunkenness as it is one of the pathologic results of long-continued

excessive drinking wUhout drunkenness. The alcoholic lesson of

the Japanese War will no doubt be appreciated by the American
people, who are particularly sensitive to such matters. They will

take it to heart and will speak in no uncertain terms when they

learn how dangerous to the nation's welfare it is to trust military

power to a chronic alcoholic. Particularly in isolated places are

the false ideas, perverted reasoning powers, and enfeebled judg-

ment of such men sure to briiig disaster when coupled with arbi-

trary authority. The universal commendation showered upon the

President for the promptness with which he dealt with the incom-

petence in the Panama Commission, tho it had no possible relation

to alcoholism, shows how the people think on die subject of ob-

taining vigorous-minded public servants, and like commendation
will follow any efforts to rid the government services of the old

alcoholics. Should any such incompetents be retained in any
place to hamper or destroy efficiency, such as they have done in

Manchuria, there is apt to be complaint from an indignant people."

DO ECLIPSE EXPEDITIONS PAY?

THAT the money expended in sending parties to remote lands

to observe total solar eclipses would be better invested in

equipping permanent astronomical stations, is the opinion of Prof.

E. C. Pickering, of Harvard, as reported in the Boston Transcript

(.April 22) by Mary Bronson Hartt. After stating that it is not the

present policy of Harvard University to equip eclipse expeditions,

Professor Pickering went on to say :

" The experience of the last thirty years does not seem to me to

justify the sums invested in eclipse expeditions. Hundreds of

thousands of dollars have been spent in apparatus and traveling

expenses, and what is there to show for it.'' Nothing in the remo-
test degree adequate to the expenditure ! Previous to the starting

of an expedition there is a great outcry about possible discoveries

of immense importance to science. When the event is over the

telegraph reports, perhaps, that at the moment of totality clouds

unfortunately obscure the sun, entirely frustrating the plans of the

obser\-ers. Or perhaps the news comes that the weather was per-

fect, ever>thing propitious, and vast results may be expected.

We wait, open-mouthed, for further disclosures. Alas ! that is all

we ever hear of those vast results !

"Of course the astronomers have had a nice little outing.

And of course, too, there was a chance of important discoveries.

I am not discounting that chance. Neither have I the slightest

quarrel with those who pursue eclipses, so long as they do not
hoodwink anybody into donating money upon false expectations.

The Lick Observatory is this year sending out three well-equipped
expeditions, with the definite purpose of settling the vexed ques-
tion of an inter-Mercurial planet. They go at the expense of Mr.
Crocker, a wealthy Californian, who, having financed eclipse par-

ties before, has his eyes fully open to the risk of failure. The
Han-ard Observatory has loaned them valuable apparatus and
wishes them all possible success. But for itself, it can not recon-

cile it with its corporate conscience to spend its trust funds upon
the chance of discoveries. I myself have not gone out to observe
an eclipse for thirty years past, except in 1900, when I went to

Georgia at my own expense. I would much rather see the money
which is sunk in these expeditions invested in a fixed station some-
where ; I am confident that it would yield larger results."

On this Miss Hartt comments thus :

" Now of course all this is rank heresy. A hasty survey of
eclipse literature has failed to show me that any other astronomer
shares Professor Pickering's skepticism about the value of eclipse

expeditions ; or at least, if any one shares his opinions, he does
not seem to have intrusted his views to print. Most astronomers
do not even take the trouble to discuss the question. Everywhere

there is the tacit assumption that there is no knowing what impor-

tant results may accrue from the faithful efforts of eclipse-chasers

;

everywhere the tacit assumption that the efforts of past expedi-

tions have been crowned with abundant success. To be sure,

when a layman tries to simmer down the reports of observers, he
does not come upon anything which to his unlechnical eye seems
at all revolutionary. The principal result seems to be the securing

of fine photographs of the corona—those ' souvenirs ' of which
Professor Pickering speaks with such open contempt. But astron-

omers go cheerfully on devising new apparatus to photograph-

eclip.ses, and spectroscopes to assist in determining the chemical

nature of the corona, and bolometers to measure its heat; and
governments go on organizing expeditions, quite as if the question

of the righteousness of venturing public moneys upon uncertainties

had never been raised.

"One Government, however, is upon Professor Pickering's side.

In the seventies Germany sen< out an expedition, which, on its re-

turn, submitted to Bismarck its modest budget of expenses. ' And
what are your results.''" demanded the Chancellor. 'There are

none,' said the trembling eclipsers ;
' the sky, we are sorry to say,

was cloudy. '
' Then pay your own expenses !

' thundered the Chan-
cellor. Since then, when the nations foregather in eclipse regions,

Germany is conspicuous by her absence."

A LANTERN FOR OPAQUE OBJECTS.

A EORM of reflecting lantern tiiat has recently been put upon
-^^*- the market for use in schools and colleges and for lecturers,

is described in The American Inventor, which says :

" Heretofore, lecturers and teachers who used the projection lan-

tern have been confined to the use of lantern slides, and have been

REFLECTING LANTERN, SHOWING THE IMAGE OF THE HAND OF THE
OPERATOR PROJECTED ON A SCREEN.

Courtesy of The American Ini)e>itor (New York).

unable to make use of natural specimens and the countless illus-

trations in books and magazines. By means of this new instru-

ment, however, any illustration in a book or magazine, any sketch,

either plain or colored, can be shown brilliantly on the screen. Not
only can these be shown, but objects and specimens can be shown
with equal facility ; for instance, objects like the human hand, the

open face of a watch, the works of a watch, the movement of every

wheel and escapement showing perfectly and brilliantly. Natural

specimens, such as butterflies, moths, pressed flowers, and ge-

ological specimens, can all be shown brilliantly lighted and in their

natural colors. The accompanying illustration shows the image of

the operator's hand projected brilliantly on the screen- The great
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value of such an instrument is at once apparent, as it enables the

lecturer to present any conceivable subject to large audiences,

illustrating his remarks profusely with illustrations from books,

plain or colored, and sketches of his own. In lectures on botany

and entomology specimens can be shown on the screen in their

natural colors, while in lectures on physics and psychology, various

experiments and pieces of apparatus may be shown. If the appa-

ratus is in motion, as for instance the movement of the indicator of

a galvanometer or the works of a watch, all such movements are

shown on the screen and all the colors of the original are repro-

duced."

USE OF WAR BALLOONS IN MANCHURIA.

APPARENTLY captive balloons have not been used to any

great extent in the Russo-Japanese War, altho reports on the

subject are somewhat conflicting. In a note contributed to Cos-

7I10S (Paris, March i8). W. de Fonvielle writes :

" So far. we have only vague and incomplete information regard-

ing the performances of balloons in the present war. If we may
credit certain newspapers, captive balloons taken from the Rus-

sians rendered essential service in the capture of Port Arthur.

The aeronauts in them were able to furnish to the gunners indi-

cations that enabled them to rectify their tire. Informed by the

observers who had a view of the place from a sufficient height,

they were able to send bombs and projectiles of all kinds upon the

ships in the harbor and upon edifices that they could not see from

the batteries themselves. This re.sult, altho difficult to obtain, is

not at all impossible ; but it would be well to have confirmation

from some of the officers of the garrison
" It is certain, however, according to documents read before the

Congress of Scientific Aerostation, that the Russians hesitated long

before sending a detachment of military balloonists into Man-
churia. The authorities did not grant until the beginning of Sep-

tember the necessary subsidies requested by Colonel Kovanko,
chief of the corps, to put him on the firing-line with his material

and men. The causes of this neglect have not been officially indi-

cated, but it may be supposed that it is to be attributed to difficul-

ties of transportation, due to the facts that the Trans-Siberian Rail-

way has not yet been double-tracked and that the Trans-Uaikal

section has not been opened. At the present time [March] it is

possible that the severity of the climate has paralyzed the efficiency

of the balloonists. But when we take into consideration tlie im-

portance of the opposing armies and the extent of their fronts, over

which are distributed nearly a million men, it would seem to be

impossible that the tft-o general staffs should not have made, each

on its own account, the greatest efforts to inspect the enemy's

position. It should, however, be added that the progress of

telegraphy has made it possible to use a large number of hill-

tops as good observation stations, thus diminishing the strategic

importance of ascensions."

—

Translation made fo>-T\iK Literary
Digest.

FIRE PROTECTION THAT DOES NOT
PROTECT.

THAT the only safe protection against fire due to heat from

the burning of adjoining buildings is furnished by iron-shut-

tered windows is the beTef of John R. Freeman, who writes on the

subject in Tlic Municipal Journal and Engineer. In the efficacy

of other means, such as wire-glass or" water-curtains," he does not

place much confidence. Says Mr. Freeman :

"
I began experimenting with wire-glass very soon after it first

came out, and I have used it in numerous instances, and it is a

most excellent material in its way ; but it has its limitations. It

has the same limitations that a water-curtain has, and tliat is that

it does not stop the passage of radiant heat.
" You all have noticed how, when you are traveling in a railway

train, perhaps at sixty miles an hour, and they happen to be burn-

ing a pile of ties along the track, that, altho your face is directed

toward your newspaper, you will feel the flash of heat passing

through the car window and striking against your face as you go
past that pile of burning ties. That simply illustrates the great

ease and rapidity with which radiant heat pas.ses through glass.

" Now, radiant heat passes through glass with wire netting in it

almost as easily as it does through any other glass, and the record
made by wire-glass in a certain building in Baltimore, which is

pointed to with so much pride, is, I think, simply due to the fact

that it was at a place where nothing combustible was immediately
behind it. If you have a stock of dry -goods, or woodenware, or

baled cotton or hemp just inside a wire-glass window without shut-

ters, and there is a hot fire across the street, these can probably be

set on fire with much promptness by the radiant heat passing

through the glass, and the subject should be thoroughly studied on
a large scale in our underwriters' laboratories. P^or safety, there

must be something which will stop the radiant heat, and that can

only be in the form of a shutter, and, by virtue of stopping the

heat, the shutter will become hot.
" The case with the water-curtain is very much the same as with

the glass. Water is diathermanous, as physicists call it— that is,

radiant heat passes through water very easily.

" We must, I believe, set down these stories that have been told

about the efficiency of water-curtains as being mainly fairy tales."

Population and Rainfall.—That population depends di-

rectly on rainfall in India is ihe conclusion of L. W. Dallas, an

English statistician, who writes on the subject in The Quarterly

Journal oi the London Meteorological Society. It is the opinion

of a reviewer in Cosmos that the same will be found true in any

country whose welfare is closely bound up with its agriculture.

No rain, poor crops. Poor crops, bad times, fewer marriages and

births—that is a summary of the argument. Says Cosmos :

"The investigations extend over the decennial period 1891-19CI.

In this interval, the years 1892 to 1895 were marked by a super-

abundance of rain, 1897 and 1898 were normal, while 1891, 1895,

1896, and 1899 had a total annual rainfall below the normal. Of
course the lack of water did not exist to the same degree in all the

regions of the immense Indian empire, but L. W. Dallas, the

author of the report, arrives at this conclusion : that to periods of

deficit in precipitation corresponds a decrease of the population,

or at least a halt in the upward progress of its density. The prov-

inces where there is the greatest decrease are precisely those

where, in the corresponding period, the lack of rain was most de-

cided. This conclusion seems logical, even a priori, since the

rarity of rain is injurious to agriculture, on which depends the

whole economic system of India. The lack of water should then

inevitably give rise there to serious trouble, in the conditions of

life of the population. Now divers economists and statisticians,

notably Quetelet, have shown that the years of economic crisis are

distinguished by a notable diminution of the number of marriages

and births. It is extremely probabl: that the facts proved by

Dallas are common to all countries where the well-being of the

people is dependent on the crops."

—

Translation made for The
Literary Dige.st.

SCIENCE BREVITIES.
" Of the many matters in which photographers seek guidance from those who

are able to supply it, probably none is more constantly in evidence than the dif-

ferences in the optical properties of the modern anastigmat lenses." Says The
British Jo2irnal of Photography: " Very frequently the request is couched in

such vague terms that it is not possible to give any useful answer. ' Which is

tlie best lens?' is a query as common as it is silly, and about the only reply to it

is to tell the querist that he might almost as well ask ' Which is the best dog ? '

"

A NOVEL electrical " trick of the trade " is described in the New York Tunes

as disclosed in an interview with a travelirg salesman for makers of electrical

appliances. Says that paper: "In winter he was often obliged to, pass the

nights in hotels where, tho most of the ' modern improvements ' were present, the

bedrooms were usually very cold and the sheets often very damp. When it was a

hotel that had electric lights he materially mitigated these woes by e.Ntracting

from his ' grip' a 32-candle lamp, equipped with insulated wires long enough to

run from the bed to the nearest fixture, and ending in a 'plug' that would take

the place of a lamp destined for illuminating purposes. When ready for retire-

ment he would remove the lamp, usually a small one, attach Jiis own big one. and,

with the latter for companion, seek the seclusion of the icy sheets. They never

remained icy long, lie declared, for a 32-candle lamp gives out a considerable

amount of heat, mild and continuous." The interviewer suggests some possible

dangers connected with this scheme. He goes on to say :
" Shoved well down

toward the foot of the bed, the light of the lamp would be no annoyance, while it

would make no trouble as long as the insulation remained perfect and no un-

guarded movement with a bony heel shattered the fragile globe. That once

broken, however, there would be an explosion that w'ould at least give a some-

what painful start to the lamp's bedfellow and other mishaps might follow, pos-

sibly to the imperiling of the whole house. That is a question for the experts to

decide, and as the expert who made the revelation was not afraid to try the ex-

periment, presumably the peril is not excessive."
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THE RELIGIOUO WORLD.

THE CZAR'S GIFT OF RELIGIOUS LIBERTY.

EASTER day in Russia was marlced by tlie issuance of an Im-

perial ukase granting religious liberty to dissenters from the

orthodox Russian Church, to Roman Catholics and other Christian

sects, and to Mohammedans. The Greek Church, iiowever, remains

tlie established church of Russia. According to an Associated

Press despatch from St. I'etersburg, the Czar's action is there re-

garded as a historic event of the highest significance. Two years

ago he conceded " to all our subjects of heterodox and non-Chris-

tian denominations the freedom of observing their faitli and wor-

shiping in accordance with the rites thereof." His new decree

promises modification of civil disabilities as well, and will affect

about a third of the population of the empire, or some 40,000,000

persons. Among the disabilities under which the " schismatics
"

labored were the following: It was not lawful for them to hold

property. They could not enter military schools. They were

compelled to do military service, but were not permitted to rise

DELAVJNG THE WOLVES.
— Ralph Wilder in the Chicago Record-Herald.

above the rank of private. They were forbidden to build churches

or schools, or to circulate books defending their religious dogmas.

In the course of a cable despatch from St. Petersburg to TJic

Herald we read :

" The fact is that as a trysting-place all religions have been tol-

erated in Russia, but none has been allowed to trespass upon the

orthodox faith. People were free to remain true to the religion of

their fathers, but were forbidden to make proselytes. Everybody
might enter but none might leave the orthodox church without for-

feiting all civil rights.

" Among the ' Raskolniki,' the dissenters, are numbered a thou-

sand and one strange and rustic heresies, bred of the great schism

caused by reform of the ancient liturgy and augmented by the sup-

pression of the patriarchate by Peter the (^reat. The Old Believ-

ers, who clung to the old liturgy and made the sign of the cross

with three fingers instead of two, were broken up into numerous
sects, some discarding priests and sacraments and sometimes
trending toward free love and immoral practises, while others in-

stituted an episcopate and priesthood of their own, and dealt with

all innovations from the West as inventions of the anti-Christ,

eschewing tea, coffee, and sugar, and considering shaving wicked.
" These latter survived countless persecutions for years, without

legal recognition of marriages conducted by their priests, but

nevertheless became commercially the ablest class in Russia.

This branch of the Old Believers includes merchant princes of
Moscow, rivaling tlioseof America; but they have never ceased to

be regarded as apostates from the orthodox church, and have been
subjected to all sorts of legal persecutions as such.

"The humbler dissenters have had a much harder time, being
hunted down until secretly they gave rise to a breed of sects. One
preached redemption by suicide and a fiery or a bloody baptism

;

others worsiiiped images of Napoleon as tiie Messiah, believing

he escaped to Siberia and would return some day and establish a
reign of justice and peace, and still others indulged in most licen-

tious rites. Of these dissenters there are about 12.000,000.
" The Emperor's act will affect about forty millions belonging to

alien faiths, such as tlie Catholics, and Lutherans of Poland and
the Baltic Provinces, the Protestants of Finland and the followers
of Islam and Buddha in the Urals, the Crimea, the Caucasus,
Turkestan, and Central Asia."

The chief beneficiaries of the new decree will be the Old Believ-

ers, who iiave endured some two hundred and fifty years of per-

secution. Numerically they are said to be about -20,000.000 strong.

So slight are the points of difference between the Old Believers

and the orthodox, remarks TJic Globe, that it seems incredible that

a church should have been split by them. The same paper enu-

merates some of these differences :

"The orthodox sign the cross with three fingers extended, .sug-

gesting the Trinity ; the Old Believers with two, sign of the dual
nature of Christ. The orthodox cross has two beams, while that

of the Old Believers has four. The former repeat the alleluiah

twice; the latter tliricc. To such insignificant divergencies the

peopling of the outlying portions of the Russian Empire is largely

due."

Says the Chicago Rccoid Herald

:

"The Easter decree seems to put an end to all religious perse-

cution. Secession from the State cliurch is not to be punished as

a crime and is not to involve any loss or forfeiture of rigiits. Dis-

senters are to be permitted to establish monasteries and schools,

print and circulate religious works and maintain missions. It is

stated that the decree also affects tlie millions belonging to alien

faiths.

" Those who know the influence of the orthodox church in Rus-
sia will regard this decree as more revolutionary even than that of

March. The right— indeed, the duty—of enforcing conformity and
preventing heresy witiiin the church has been aggressively asserted

l)y the exjjonents of the old policy, and even the priests, who a few
weeks ago published a bold appeal for the separation of the church

from the bureaucratic organization and the restoration of the inde-

pendence it enjoyed prior to the abolition of the patriarchate by
Peter the Great, did not go so far as to include a demand for real

religious freedom. As the liberals pointed out, the priests wanted
more power and dignity for the ciuirch, but not more liberty for

the individual subject. The Czar has declared the movement for

church independence inopportune, but in conferring religious free-

dom on the empire he has done more than that movement contem-

plated. And religious liberty spells other liberty. It is an earnest

as well as an achievement."

The Times characterizes the Czar's Easter ukase as " a decided

step toward civilization." According to the Baltimore 6";/;/, "it

marks an epoch in the history of the Russian Empire, . . . and

denotes that Russia is gradually emerging from the darkness of the

Middle Ages into the toleration and enlightenment of the twentieth

century." The decree, however, appears to have a serious limi-

tation in its failure to abolish the oppressive discriminations

against the Jews. " In fact," remarks the Chicago Post, " it seems

to place them in a position less desirable than that accorded to

Mohammedans and other non-Christian subjects of the Czar who
have been styled pagans by the orthodox church." Says The

Tribune :

"The Jews, five million strong, are still outlawed. That may be
because the Jewish religion is esteemed in Russia less highly than

the Mohammedan. It may be because the Jews are a nation wit'n-

out a country, and no foreign government is inclined to champion
their cause, and therefore no political end is to be served by eman-
cipating them. Whatever the reason, this omission must be de-
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plored as gravely marring what would otherwise be one of the most

splendid acts in the history of Russian government."

The Evening Posl comments :

" Of the Czar's Easter gift of religious liberty a court in morals

could only say, regretting that the Jews have no part in that ireni-

con, that it is generously conceived and will do much good. On
the ground of policy, however, it should be noted that this act of

grace does not affect the class from whom the immediate danger

may come. That intellectual proletariat which is working for re-

form or revolution is made up neither of the orthodox nor of the

Old Believers. Religious toleration means little to it one way or

the other, except as anything that makes the people more con-

tented delays the propaganda. In a sense, then, the ukase of tol-

eration is almost as irrelevant as it is generous, and it will be

harmful even if it serves as a pretext for refusing or conceding too

grudgingly some sort of a legislative assembly."

GERIVIAN VIEWS OF THE IVIISSIONARY
SITUATION IN JAPAN.

THE present status of Christianity in Japan has recently been

the subject of prolonged discussion in the pages of the AH-

geiiiCDie Misstousseitschnyt i^erlm), which is edited by the veteran

Dr. Warneck, of the University of Halle, and is considered the

leading mission journal of Germany. From the first of a series of

articles published in that journal we quote as follows

:

" That Christian mission enterprise has a difficult task to perform

in Japan has been proved beyond a doubt by the experiences of

the past. It is well known that the first period of surprising suc-

cess, when the optimistic conviction was not infrequently heard,

that Japan would become a Christian nation in perhaps a gen-

eration, was succeeded by a period of stagnation and even of

retrogression. Among the versatile Japanese, Christianity had soon

lost its novelty, and political and economic problems soon usurped

the chief and prominent position in the mind of the people, which

further developed a Mammon worship and a greed for temporal

possessions ihat put the spiritual interests of Christianity into the

background.
" But it would be unjust to ascribe this reaction against Chris-

tianity exclusively to causes of this sort. One trouble has been a

mistake in the mission methods. There is but

one means of overcoming the resistance of the

heathen world to the claims of Christianity,

and that is tlie story of the cross. As early as

1900, at a general conference of the mission-

aries of Japan held in Tokyo, the Baptist mis-

sionary, Jones, correctly declared that the

mission work among the Japanese had to a

large extent ceased to be the preaching of the

gospel, and had become rather the exposition

of ethics or philosophy. It is only the proc-

lamation of the fundamental facts of the

gospel that can now, as was the case in the

days of .St. Paul, convert the heathen world.

Missionary McCullom, at the same conference

declared that many evangelists and not a few

missionaries, in their endeavor to make Ciiris-

lianity palatable to the Japanese, have failed

to preach ' the crucified Christ.' It is an

agreeable fact to report that in more recent

years this lesson has been heeded and that

mission prospects in Japan are becoming
more encouraging."

Along the line of this latter thought is an

article in No. 9 of the same Zeifschri/t. which

discusses in particular the influence of the

present war on the status and condition of

Christianity in Japan. In substance the fol-

lowing thoughts are expressed :

Fears were frequently expressed that the

outbreak of a war between Japan and a Eu-
ropean-Christian nation would give the anti-

foreign and the anti-Christian instincts of the

Japanese free range and activity. But these fears have not in the

slightest degree proved true. 1 1 is true, however, that the Japanese

Government deserves the warmest praise for having crushed such

outbursts while yet in their first stages, by issuing at the very

outbreak of the war a public pronunciamento to the effect that the

lives and the property of foreigners were strictly to be regarded as

sacred ; sending orders to all the schools, high and low, that the

pupils were to show all possible politeness to foreigners ; and in-

structing all the priests, preachers, and religious teachers. Bud-
dhistic, Shintoist, and Christian, to instruct their pupils to ob.serve

rigidly the principles of complete religious freedom and tolerance.

Naturally the Greek Catholics" mission church of Japan had the

hardest task to perform in this direction, since there are not a few
foolish people in Japan who think that this church subserves the

interests of Russia. Interesting in this connection is a two-hour

interview between the American Presbyterian missionary. Dr. Im-
brie, and the minister president, Count Katsura, some months ago
on the yellow peril. In this interview the minister emphasized the

principles of religious tolerance and liberty, and pointed to the fact

that in both army and navy many prominent positions were held

by Christians, and that Christian literature is being circulated

freely in the hospitals, and that a large number of the nurses are

Christians, and that arrangements had been made that just as

many Protestant missionaries should accompany the army in Man-
churia as Japanese clergymen, the expenses to be paid by the Gov-
ernment. In May last year, a convention of the representatives of

the different religions was held in Tokyo, especially of Buddhists

and Christians, which declared that the present war had nothing to

do with the differences of religions and races. In fact, the utter-

ances of both official and unofficial Japan do everything to avoid

the appearance that the country is not standing fully and firmly on

the standpoint of modern civilization.— Translations inade .for

The Literary Digest.

THE INFLUENCE OF JOHN KNOX
AIVIERICA.

IN

JOHN KNOX.
" The spiritual and ecclesiastical father of

most of the presbyterially governed churches

of America."'

(From an old engraving.)

' I ^HE four hundredth anniversary of the birth of John Knox,
* the great Scottish reformer, will be publicly celebrated in

Scotland on May 21. As not only the exact day of his birth, but

even the year, is largely a matter of surmise, the date set is purely

arbitrary. His quatercentenary is further marked by the appear-

ance of a book, "John Knox: His Ideas and

Ideals," from the pen of he Rev. James Stal-

ker, D.D. " Knox is the spiritual and eccle-

siastical father of most of the presbyterially

governed churches of America," remarks the

Boston Congregationalisf. It says further:

" To him their insistence upon an educated

ministry is largely due. Next to Calvin he

was most influential in creating both the order

and the doctrinal formularies of the Presby-

terians of Scotland and America, and the oc-

casion will not be allowed to pass unimproved

on this side of the Atlantic. The anniversary

joins on to another chapter of reformation

history, inasmuch as this is also the three-

hundredth anniversary of the death of Theo-

dore Beza, the colleague and successor of

Calvin. In these three names, Calvin, Knox,

and Beza. is written much of the history of

the first and formative period of the reformed

churches. Calvin"s birth came four years

later, and its commemoration falls in well with

the next meeting of the General Council of the

Alliance of the Reformed Churches which

meets in New York in 1909."

Principal Lindsay, in the London Quarterly

Review, gives the following terse characteri-

zation of Knox :

" More than any other man he was ihe

maker of modern Scotland and the typical

Scotsman. His perfervid genius, his fond-

ness for abstract reasoning which often led
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him astray, his metaphysical theology, are all Scotch, and can not

be appreciated by oiitsider.s. So is the mystic streak in his char-

acter.

He had not the full-blooded humanity of Luther, nor his ovcr-

tiowinij sympathies for men. women, children, birds, and beasts;

he would have scorned

the great German's lute-

playing, gift of song,

and readiness to tell the

secrets of his soul to all

and sundry. He was a

man of the people, not

a reserved French aris-

tocrat like the reformer

of Geneva ; his invec-

tive sounds coarse be-

side the calm, polished

sarcasm of Calvin — the

bludgeon to the rapier.

But he was unique

among the great Ref-

ormation leaders in

these three things : he

had a gift of genuine

humor which none of

them possessed ; he had

a genuine democratic

instinct which trusted

the people to the full-

est extent; no man
matched him in per-

sonal courage."

" The impress of John

Knox's mind on the

American church may

be said to appear as a

permanent result in the

form of the Presby-

terian denominations,"

JOHN K.NOX.

( rroiii a picture in the possession of Lord Somer-

viUe.)

writes Dr. Andrew C. Zenos. in the Chicago Ititerior (Presby-

terian;. He continues

:

" Their general organization, their method of working, and their

relations to the State are simply the continuation of what was insti-

tuted and developed in Scotland under Knox. He w'as preemi-

nently an (irganizer. His genius was that of the statesman, and

his atfiliation with political leaders both gave him an insight into

principles of organization and enabled him to steer the Scotch Ref-

ormation away from danger and into the highways of a prosperous

growth. It was he who in 1560 brought together the six ministers

and thirty-fo'jr laymen of the Reformed Church of Scotland into a

General Assembly; and that in due time has served as the model,

and to a large extent, as the mother of synods and general assem-

blies in American Presbyterianism. It can not be an altogether in-

significant fact that John Witherspoon, who convened the first of

these general assemblies, was a lineal descendant of the reformer.

The Scottish immigration in the earlier part of the colonial era

was not voluminous; but the men who constituted it were tena-

cious and persistent, and through these qualities succeeded in per-

petuating Scotch influence in at least one large branch of the

American church."

Another channel through which the traditions of Knox's teach-

ing reached America was the Scotch-Irish population of Ulster.

We are told that " of the Scotch cole ly planted in Ulster in the

seventeenth century there are probably three descendants in Amer-

ica to one left at home." And Dr. Zenos indicates yet a third

channel

:

" Carlyle has remarked :
' The Puritanism of Scotland became

that of England, of New England.' And therein Knox's influence

may be traced as through a third independent stream, into the

thought of this people. The Scottish reformer's personality was
not the least of the secondary factors which in the reign of Edward
VI. gave an impulse to the movement toward radical reform in

England. John Knox was himself a stipendiary under that pre-

r^f'O'-s but thoroughly good monarch : and tho in the years of the

bloody Mary and of Queen Elizabeth, he was for obvious reasons
2. persona Jioit grata in the .southern of the British kingdoms, his

influence and ideas helped to develop the Puritanism of Cromwell
and Milton. Subtle and incapable of measurement as this influ-

ence may be by the time it reaches American thought, it is never-
theless real and potent. The name of Puritanism may not now
be a word to conjure by, but the thing itself is being better

thought of and receiving more and more credit as one of the sanest

and most wholesome factors of modern Americanism by as much
as it is better understood and more clearly seen through the calm
temper of historical study.

" If, then, we would look for the marks of this heroic personality

in the thought of the New World, we must learn to detect them in

those Scottish, Scotch-Irish, and Puritan constituents of American
thinking which continue to this day. For, as Carlyle truly says,

John Knox ' was the 'chief priest and founder of the faith that be-

came .Scotland's. New England's. Oliver Cromwell's.'
"

"CODDLING" THEOLOGICAL STUDENTS.
TS it wise to assist the young men who are preparing for the

-* pulpit more than the equally deserving, and perhaps equally

poor, young men who are looking forward to the bar or the bench,

or tlie profession of the physician or the surgeon ? Why should

the young theologue pay no tuition fees, when his own brother,

perhaps, is compelled to pay fees in the law school or the school

of medicine.'' Why should the one receive help, and the other be

compelled to help him-self.'" With these questions Mr. Everett

T. Tomlinson calls attention to " the so-called beneficiary system

of aiding students for the ministry," and proceeds to point out the

alleged baneful effects of this system. Writing in The World's

Work (May) he says:

"That many honored men in the pulpit to-day were aided in

their student days and apparently received no harm from the gifts,

is undeniable. But it is also true that there are many clergymen

who have apparently been injured by the help, and whose present

chief claims to clerical authority seem to be manifest in a lo-per-

cent. reduction expression of countenance and the privilege of a

half-fare ticket on the railroads. . . . The favorite illustration of

the defenders of the present .system is that of the army and the

students at West Point. Just as it is desirable and advisable for

the country to train the leaders of its own military forces, it is fit-

ting, tliey maintain, that the army of the Lord should provide its

own leaders and look after their training from the earliest possible

moment. That there is force in the argument every candid ob-

server must admit, and if the comparison were applied in fact as

well as in theory, perhaps every objection would be invalidated.

But the application falls short. If the same care were taken in the

selection of men that prevails at West Point, if something of the

same discipline were demanded, if from the moment when a man
entered a theological seminary he ' ijelonged ' to the body that sup-

ported him as the military student' belongs' to the army of his

country, if the same demand were made upon him for a high grade

of work, and if similar rigid tests were applied throughout his

student days, then the major part of the objections to the workings

of the system would be withdrawn
" Another assertion of the defenders of the system is that the

world has need of workers, and the supreme problem of the church

is to provide them. True, the work is vast, and workers are de-

manded. But men who are not leaders, if they are placed in lead-

ing positions, become hinderers, not helpers. It is as necessary

to weigh as to count."

The seminaries themselves, as well as the students, are sufferers

by the present system, says Mr. Tomlinson :

" The system lias produced a condition of competition, of ' bid-

ding for students ' that is demoralizing, to call it by no more sug-

gestive term. One professor in a prominent theological seminary

freely admitted the competition to the writer, and acknowledged its

demoralizing effect ; but he justified the action of his own insti-

tution on the ground'that it was compelled to do as it did for its

own self-preservation. The uncle of a brilliant young seminary

student, himself a clergyman, informed me that his nephew, who
was as shrewd as he was brilliant, after he had graduated with
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high honors from a certain Canadian college, pitted several semi-

naries in ' The States ' against one another for inducements to him,

until at last he closed with an offer equivalent to $700 a year.

Within a few months a certain seminary president complained

bitterly that five students who had practically decided to enter his

institution had been ' bought off ' by another seminary and had

been enrolled there. These facts are quoted to illustrate the

naturally baleful effects of a system which reacts upon the very

ones that employ it."

Continuing the arraignment

:

" Another effect of the system was recently referred to by a

prominent college president—the bribing of students poor in spirit

to prepare for a life work for which they are not qualified. The
result is seen in every large city whither the tribes of the church-

less pastors go seeking fresh pastures and even a place in which

they can labor, men whom every prominent minister knows, for

they clamor at his door, who are not fitted for the work to which

they have been ' aided ' and who by their training are unfitted for

.any other calling. Some one has blundered somewhere, sometime,

in ' aiding ' such men. . . . The demand upon the pulpit is pri-

marily for manliness, independence of character, fearlessness.

And are these quaHties best developed by the promiscuous aid

which creates first of all a sense of reliance upon others? Such a

method may produce agreeable men, but they are followers, not

leaders."

Mr. Tomlinson closes with the following suggestions:

"
r. It is practicable to abolish at once the existing bidding for

students by the theological seminaries. The cure rests with the

seminaries. Even ' self preservation ' is not a sufficient excuse for

a questionable practise. The need of the world is not that a spe-

cific seminary should exist, but that the students of every seminary

should not be in danger of having their manliness undermined or

even threatened.
" 2. Men of no special promise should not be undulv encouraged

or aided. The occasionally startling success of some man who
gave no indications of unusual success in his student days should

not outweigh the failures that many times outnumber him. The
inborn preacher can not be held down, but the unnatural can not

be bolstered up.
"

3. As a rule men should not be the recipients of gifts. They
should be helped, but not unconditionally. Some seminaries have

already adopted this plan, and their proffers of aid are all regulated

by the scholarship, the labors, and the accomplishments of the

student. The board of one great denomination now makes the

recipients of the aid pledge themselves to devote at least two years

,
after graduation to work in the home mission field as an equivalent

for the help received. And the plan has much to commend it.

Clinical work is as necessary in the theological seminary as in the

medical school."

ROMAN CATHOLIC AND PpOTESTANT
BIBLES COMPARED.

AVERY general interest has been aroused in the subject of

the difference between the Roman Catholic and the Protes-

tant versions of the Bible by the publication of the essays success-

ful in the competition instituted by Miss Helen Gould (see The
Literary Digest, M?rch 25) under the title "Roman Catholic

and Protestant Bibles Compared." The outstanding result of this

contest, as is stated in a preface, will probably be to bring into

bold relief the one great difference between and the otherwise

practical unity of the Douay and revised versions of tiie Bible.

The main point of difference lies in the presence in the Roman
Catholic Bible of the Apocryphal group of books rejected by

Protestants as uncanonical. A lucid statement of the differences

is given by the Rev. R. W. Thompson in Tlic Hoiniletic Review

for March, 1905. This writer says :

" Perhaps the most obvious variation between these versions is

in the names and number of the Old Testament books. The titles

in the Douay version are taken from the Septuagint, being trans-

ferred with little change in their form. Our Zephaniah, Obadiah,

and Haggai would scarcely be recognized in the Sophonias, Ab-

dias. and Aggeus of the Anglo-Catholic version. We might i-earch

at length for i and 2 Samuel, i and 2 Kings, i and 2 Chronicles

before discovering that they are respectively i. 2. 3. and 4 Kings
and I and 2 Paralipomenon.

" The discovery that other books than those contained in our Bi-

bles are found in the Douay demands more serious thought than

the variety of names. Instead of thirty-nine Old Testament books
it contains forty-six. The seven additional are those known gen-

erally as Apocryphal books. They are Tobias and Judith, preced-

ing Esther; Wisdom and Ecclesiasticus, preceding Isaiah; Bar-

uch, following Lamentations ; i and 2 Maccabees, closing the Old
Testament volume. Besides the separate books there are added
to Esther verses from chapter x. 4 to xvi. 24; to Daniel iii. 24 the
' Song of the Three Children ' ; to the book ot Daniel, constituting

the thirteenth and fourteenth chapters, the ' History of Susanna'
and ' Bel and the Dragon.' Of the three general divisions of the

Christian Church— the Roman Catholic, the Greek Catholic, and
the Protestant—only the first admits these vritings on an equality

with the books of the Hebrew Bible. Those rejecting them claim

that there is not sufficient evidence to show that they were a part

of the Scriptures read and quoted as such by Christ and his apos-

tles, and that they were not regarded by the early Christian Church
generally as in the same class with the indisputable bo ks of the

Old Testament. Internal evidence, it is argued, contests their

right to canonicity. The decree of the Council of Trent in 1546

decided the question of their unqualified adoption among the sa-

cred writings, tho it was the desire of some members of that coun-

cil to denominate them ' deutero-canonical.'
"

The Apocryphal books are asserted on the highest Roman Cath-

olic authority to be as valuable as the rest, but they do not come be-

fore English-speaking Roman Catholics with the authorization of

the church. Upon this point the author of the second prize essay

in the Gould competition, the Rev. Dr. Gerald Hamilton Beard, of

New Haven, Conn., writes:

"Accurately speaking, the Catholic Church has given formal

authorization to no English version of the Bible. Still less has it

given approval to any one English version exclusively. The
authority of the Douay version .... is that of certain Roman
Catholic clergymen of the College of Douay, 'confirmed by the

subsequent indirect recognition of English, Scotch, and Irish

bishops,' and by its long use among English-speaking Catholics.

Similarly, the several ' editions ' of the Douay Bible, which have

been so far revised through comparison with other English versions

as to be very different from the original Douay, have received no

expressed authorization from the Holy See. They come before

us usually with the approval of some archbishop. Both the Douay
Version proper, however, and those of the modern Catholic versions

that are in general use, are based primarily on the Latin \'ulgate."

It is the Latin Vulgate, containing the questionable books, that

alone has received the authorization of the Roman Catholic Church.

Dr. Beard thus gives a summary of the reasons entertained by the

Protestant Church for its dissent from the decision of the Council

of Trent

:

"The Hebrew Bible excluded all these seven books and enlarge-

ments of two more. The New Testament writers, however famil-

iar with these apocryphal works, never quote from them. The
testimony of the church fathers to the Apocrypha is neither unani-

mous nor decisive ; while their quotations from other writings ad-

mittedly apocryphal, as if they too were Scripture, show that an

argument built on the fathers' reference to some of these seven as

Scripture again proves nothing, or too much for the purpose."

In the bocks admitted as canonical by both Roman Catholic and

Protestant churches the differences are not important, as the wri-

ter of the first prize essay, the Rev. William Thomas Whitley,

M.A., of England, points out:

"The Catholic and Protestant versions concur in most points of

importance. If they took their origin in suspicions of opposing

parties, . . . the text and translation were dealt with honestly.

Each has been repeatedly revised, and the modern editions are

much nearer each other than those of the sixteenth centurv; but

Catholic revisers may not avail themselves of their own scholar-

ship to go behind the standard text of the Latin Vulgate of 1592

or 1861. Both editions are freely annotated, but the Catholic

reader is generally given a little further guidance in faith and mor-

als, while the Protestant reader is rather warned when the render-

ing or text is open to question."
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FOREIGN COMMENT.

ST. PETERSBURG'S GOOD FAITH IN DEFYING
TOKYO.

THE good laitli of the Russian Government in announcing its

determination to go on with the war has been impugned in

certain Austrian anil Italian organs. Nevertheless, the autocracy

has set its official face— if only for form's sake—against peace,

unless such usually well-informed sources of information as the

Politische Korrespoiuicuz (\'ienna) and the -SY. Pctcrsburger

Zei/titig \\:v\'i been imposed upon. "The recent military energy

displayed by Kussia," remarks the organ last named, " has nothing

whatever of the nature of a temporary course of conduct designed

to mislead." As for the notion that any liberal element, however

powerful, has been able toe.xert pressure upon the autocracy in the

interest of peace, " the idea," as the correspondent of the IJerlin

AVt7/~ Zeituiii; puts it, " is fundamentally unsound." From the

comment in all these dailies, not to mention others supposed to be

"well iniormed." it would seem that Russia's liberal elements have

been offered an inducement to end their peace agitation. That

inducement is said by these authorities to take the shape of reform

in as liberalizing a sense as autocratic institutions will permit.

The yovoye I'reniya (St. Petersburg) goes so far as to declare

that the liberals in Russia have been won over to the war by the

latest of the Czar's innumerable promises of "reform" :

"Those who have attentively followed the comments of the for-

eign press during the last six months, must inevitably have fore-

seen with what attention public opinion abroad would receive the

imperial reform rescript. Now that the step has been taken, there

will be heard neither protest nor surprise, we venture to say, tho

not a single foreign newspaper, to whatsoever party or political

group it may belong, fails to make much t)f the point that Russia

must be on the eve of establishing a popular assembly for lierself

by freely choosing from her whole population delegates enjoying

the confidence of their fellow citizens and empowered to give all

their talents without impediment toproductixe-legislative work for

the realbenetit of the people. Hence, we repeat, there is no doubt
that public opinion abroad will view the imperial rescript with an

interest no less intense than that felt by all classes of thinking

Russians. The rulin,^ authority in Russia—conhdent of the en-

during fundamental form of our autocratic and social mstitutions

— faith in which was to some extent shaken by information propa-

BEFORE THE SEA FIGHT.

M.ARS—" Now for a fresh game ! Shall we play for money ?

"

Neptune—" No. Our stakes shall be the lives of men—and the happiness of

peoples." —Humoristische Blatter (Vienna).

gated in foreign journals in connection with lecent events—will

now instantly recover all its former and ancient vigor. News of

the coming assemblage of a zemsky sobor has gone around the

world and encourages our friends everywhere.
" Not less significant and portentous of great events seems to us

the influence which the rescript will have upon our relations with

our enemies and, more particularly,

with Japan. To no one is it a secret

—and just now it is timely to say

this openly—that the cjuestion of

peace or war, or rather the question

of' the urgent necessity' of ending

at once the war on the shores of the

Pacific, has of late been disingen-

uously connected with the question

of reform by a certain section of

Russian opinion. There have un-

doubtedly been certain ' antago-

nists ' of the war who agitated
against it simply because they

dreaded that its victorious conclu-

sion might i)ut an end to the agita-

tion for reform recently begun.

There have even been men—may
their folly be forgiven !-whodreaded lieutenant-general max.-
Russian triumph, apprehending that movitch,
victory might entail reaction New Military Governor of War-

" God be praised ! Happiness, saw.

success, will ensue for all Russia

and for all Russian interests now that the cjuestion of reform has

been decided and decided irrevocably in the most auspicious way.
Now the last weapon has been taken away from those who, under
the false mask of philanthropy, sought to lure us into ' honorable

peace.' Now all reform elements, with full and free convictions,

can exert themselves for the uninterrupted conduct of the war to a

successful issue. Reform has been irrevocably decided upon.

Now every victory, every fresh encouragement to soldier and
civilian alike, every fresh glory won by Russian arms, will serve as

an additional leaf of laurel in the crown which future generations

will weave in honor of the reform movement and of the reigning

sovereign who inspired it."

The subject being thus viewed from the standpoint of internal

policy, it remains to consider what the St. Petersburg Ncn'osii

terms the "strategical factors" which, it avers, are in Russia's

favor. It takes note of " the skeptical note in Japanese comment

upon Russia's determination to go on with the war," but it assures

Tokyo that " no one can tell what the future holds in store " and

that " to play the part of prophet has its dangers." It makes these

reflections

:

"Russia now expects great things from L.inevitch. It is nec-

essary to organize anew the disorganized army and save as much
as possible from its wreck. Experience gained in the war and

better knowledge of local conditions will facilitate for Linevitch

the solution of his difficult problem.
" Simultaneously with this news (the determination to go on with

the war) Western Europe will receive intelligence of the measures

taken for the despatch of fresh forces to the Far East. It is not

a difficult thing to understand that European governments and

European peoples will interpret in different senses the Russian

determination to go on with the war. The peoples condemn this

war as terrible and futile. The governments regard the subject

from another standpoint. Count von Biilow, the German Imperial

Chancellor, speaking on this point, expressed the views of prac-

tically all the governments. In his opinion, Russia is waging war,

not for her own gratification but for the sake of her highest gov-

ernmental interests and in the capacity of a great Power which can

not, and which should not, be false to the obligations of its position.

The German Government has firmly decided not to intervene in any

manner in this war, and in like fashion the other governments are

maintaining neutrality. We see now repeating itself the history

of the Anglo-Boer War. England then declared, from the very

commencement of the struggle, that she would not tolerate any

outside interference, and no one dared then to act contrary to her

wish, altho she was waging war against a Christian people who
had universal sympathy, whereas Russia is waging war against
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pagan Japan, whose success will be a menace to every European

I'ower iiaving interests in the Far East.
" There now opens a new and crucial period of the war, an occa-

sion for all the Powers to show greater patience than ever. For

them this terrible war entails its manifest disadvantages, but they

allowed it to be brought on with light hearts, and some among
them -for instance, England—undoubtedly played a part in pre-

cipitating it."

—

Translations j/iadeforTnY. Literary Digest.
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PROF. RlMSKl KORSAKOFF,
Of the St. Petersburg Conser-

vatoire of Music, who was de-

prived of his jirofessorship, be

cause of his criticism of bureau
cratic methods.

IMPORTANCE OF THE RUSSIAN SITUATION
TO GERMANY.

THE thinking portion of mankind— it constitutes a minority, or

there would be more Socialists, according to the Berlin I'or-

wciris—has long perceived that revolution, in the thoroughgoing

sense of the word, can never be parochial in its scope and effect, or

so it would appear from the combination of philosophy and pre-

diction inspired in the (ierman Socialist press by the present sit-

uation in R.ussia. The upheaval

which the official organ of the Social

IJemocratic party considers to have

already begun throughout the Czar"s

dominions must, it ventures to think,

profoundly modify political condi-

tions in Germany through the mere

process of overturning the autocratic

system in Russia. In perfect sym-

pathy with this view is that other

(jerman Socialist organ, the Nejie

Zcit (Stuttgart). Once before, it

feels confident, German political

conditions were, as they are now, on

the eve of profound modification in

a democratic sense. That was in

1848. " The subsidence of the wave

of revolution in that fateful year

would have been impossible if it

had not beaten against a rock in the

shape of the Czar's despotism, which

could not at that period be swept away." From this very point

of view to-day, adds the Socialist organ, the Russian revolution,

"already begun," concerns no nation so nearly as Germany. To
quote further

:

" For the last hundred and forty years, ever since the Prussian

State has been counted among the great Powers, it has been in-

debted for this position to the protection of the czardom. Only
as the vassal of Russia was the Prussian hero Frederick enabled

to survive the seven years' war. As Russia's vassal he then

brought her the Polish booty, and was subsequently put off with

the poorest portion of it

"This unexampled humiliation of the Prussian State was enthu-

siastically accepted by the Prussian territorial aristocrats, with

Bismarck at their head, and they hailed the Czar as ' the father of

the fatherland.' Matters went so far that in the year 1854 a Prus-

sian prince betrayed to the court of St Petersburg a newly formed

plan of mobilization. But when England and France, in the Cri-

mean War, broke the European dictatorship of the Czar, there en-

sued in Berlin a spell of such shuddering agony that the Prussian

.State cowered beneath the weight of Europe's contempt. The
weight of the czardom was, for the time being, lifted. But the

Prussian territorial aristocracy knew too well what it possessed in

this ' father of the fatherland ' not to .show toward him a benevo-

lent neutrality. More than by any one else, this was realized by
the rural aristocrat Bismarck. Faithful to the old l^russian tra-

dition, he from the very first based his ' national ' policy upon the

protection and support of the Czar's despotism. With grateful

candor Bismarck alludes to this in iiis memoirs
"This Russian dictatorship was carried to such heights of arro-

gance that even Bismarck had to seek some means of protection

against it. This was afforded by the Triple Alliance. But even

with this insurance, Bismarck at once negotiated a ' reinsurance
'

with the C/ar. He had no higher concern than to keep the wire

to St. Petersburg from being cut. Under Bismarck's successors

tiie situation has not altered. Nor will it alter as long as the Prus-

sian territorial aristocrats retain their hold upon the German Gov-
ernment. Throughout all its reactionary history, this class has
found firm support in the despotism of tlie Czar, the fall of which
would entail its own collapse."

This branch of the subject is practically monopolized by the So-

cialist organs. German dailies of other political complexions con-

tine themselves, if liberal, to denunciation of the rigor with which

Russia has repressed popular outbursts, or, if conservative, to ap-

proval of the energy which, it is maintained, the autocracy dis-

played in timely fashion if the State is to be saved. This conflict

of point of view has been studied by the Journal des Ddbats

(Paris) with special reference to the light thus thrown upon the at-

titude of official Germany to official Russia :

" The attitude of a portion of the German press, on the occasion

of the St. Petersburg disturbances, should be noted as an interest-

ing indication as regards the turn which official Germany wishes to

give to its relations with Russia. We have reference to the press

which is at once conservative and readily accessible to official in-

spiration, such as the A'orddeutsche Zeiltaig, the Kreuz Zeitung,

the /'('j7, etc. While the liberal organs, either on account of their

general tendencies or through their ethical and religious affinities

with a portion of the Czar's subjects, showed great severity in their

judgment, the conservative and official press used a quite different

language. It commenced by casting doubt— and rightly—upon
the absolute authenticity of the news relating to the extent of the

troubles and the importance of the repression. This is what we
ourselves have done from the first and the event itself seems to

prove that there was ground for this. In fact, it appears in a con-

stantly clearing light that if the official version erred from exces-

sive optimism, the press despatches were even wider of the truth

in a pessimistic sense. This precaution being taken, the official

and conservative press of Berlin, after having shed some decent

tears over the corpses, has indulged in a veritable dithyramb in

iionor of the manner in which the repression was carried out.

' It may be that this attitude has, to a certain extent, been in-

spired in a portion of the press by a wish to approve, in Russia, of

what would be desired to occur in similar circumstances in Ger-

many. But there would be no risk of error in attributing it more
articularly to the wish of the German Government to make use of

every means to the diplomatic end it pursues, which is to arri\ e at

a Russo-(jerman understanding. We have seen that German di-

plomacy has already made the Russo-Japanese war serve this pur-

pose. The German Government has done in Ru.ssia's favor all

that neutrality would permit. No doubt, as w^e have hinted, the

TA.NGIEK.

The Prussian Eagle came just in time; there is still some flesli on the Ixsnes.

—Simplicissinius (Munich^
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HlsHur ANTUNINli.

Leader of the Liberal Greek
clergy in Russia.

.\U;K. ANIONILS. .Mi;i<. THKOVNOSE, Ki;V. FATHER TAN U ISC H Kl' K,

The highest ecclesiastic of Metiopolitan I'rimate of Ki.'f. Once Confessor to His Majesty,

St. Tetersburg, and a candi- the Czar,

date for the I'atriarch.ate.

SOME PILLARS OF NICHOLAS II. 'S CHURCH.

iM(.K. VLADIMIR,

Metropolitan of Moscow.

German (Government is intere.sted in the success of Russian arms
owing to the importance of (Icrmanys economic interests in the

Far East. I>ut the manner in which this has been done and tlie

eager insistence which it has manifested have revealed its an,\iety

to draw nearer to St. Petersburg. Now, no means can seem more
efficacious to the German (iovernment. in attaining tliis end. than

to create in Russia the impression of a Russo-German solidarity

of political principles. Without going back as far as the Holy
Alliance, Cierman publicists, seconding in this the action of their

own Government, have often undertaken to prove that a similarity

i;i political ideals ought to take form in a diplomatic agreement

between Russia and (iermany, even while they insisted upon what
they believed to be the paradoxical feature of an alliance between
autocratic Russia and democratic France. This theory, it can not

be gainsaid, has even found adherents in Russia. It can be under-

stood, therefore, how favorable must have been the impression

created in official Russian circles by the attitude of the conserv-

ative and official press of Berlin."

Returning, now. to a first-hand analysis of the opinion of the

German press, we find it in a state of agitation as to the right tone

to be adopted in commenting upon what has occurred across the

eastern frontier. The Berliner Tageblatt fairly well reflected the

tone of liberal newspaper opinion when it denounced the Russian

authorities in unsparing terms. " A cry of horror," it thinks. " goes

up throughout the civilized world." But the militarist Haiiibiij-ger

Aaclir'cliteii professes amazement at " this fanatical incitement of

the masses in a neighboring and friendly State," and it furtiier de-

clares that if this sort of liberal press comment be not ended the

effect upon the masses in Germany may be " dangerous " to say

the least.

Tiie melancholy feature of the situation to the riaiiiburgcr

A'achrichlen continues to be. however, that " German dailies, os-

tensibly advocating middle-class inte'-ests, let themselves be led

into blind partizanship on behalf of the St. Petersburg workmen."

altho these very German dailies must be aware, it thinks, that the

Russian masses are " senseless tools in the hands of revolutionaries

inspired by Nihilists. Socialists, Poles, Japanese, and others."

Nor should the world be influenced by Socialist exaggeration of

comment upon the international effects of the Russian internal

crisis, says the organ of the German Imperial Chancellor, the

Siiddeutsche Reichskorrespondeitz :

" Russia, so a liberal sheet dt-clares. has few friends abroad and

the number of them must now be still further reduced. Both of

these views must be received with a grain of salt. In all demo-
cratic circles the recent events may intensify dislike of the official

system of the Czar. But this dislike will not prevent the alliance

of France with Russia from enduring still. It will not prevent the

unshaken continuance of Russia's understanding with Austria-

Hungary in the lialkans. It will not impede the efforts made in

influential London and Paris circles to bring about an Anglo-Rus-
sian understanding under the auspices of France."

—

Translations

made jor 'Ywv. Litekakv Digest.

SOUTH AMERICAN VINDICATIONS OF
CASTRO.

^OUTH AMERICA, through her newspapers, is beginning to

'^ assure ixith Europe and the United States that President

Castro, of Venezuela, is the champion of a far more righteous

cause than repudiation and revolution. There has. in fact, been a

growing tendency in the press of the republics to the south of us

to make something like a hero out of Cipriano Castro. "There

seems to be a conspiracy to make an international farce out of the

cause for which the Venezuelan President enters the lists with

such intrepidity," avers the Tarde (Asuncion). " President Castro

may be right in matters of detail or he may be wrong, but the

tone which Europe is pleased to take respecting him is insulting

to South America as a whole." The Dia (Montevideo), represent-

ing official opinion, is peculiarly offended at the notion that " Eu-

rope is indicting South America as a region of lawlessness and vio-

lence." It states its opinion that the United States is "to be

cajoled " into acting as Europe's agent for the preservation of or-

der in the southern continent. "The United Slates might say to

Europe." it contends, " that in many parts of great European coun-

tries violence, rapine, murder, and arson run their course un-

checked. Has there been a Kishineff in South America, a CiO-

mel.^ Is there a parallel in South America for the brigandage in

Macedonia.'"' It advises President Roosevelt to remind Europe

of these things. The Razon (Montevideo) and the Chilcno (Santi-

ago) fear that if Europe is to be permitted to make naval demon-

strations because " Venezuelan court decisions displease the great

Powers." there will be similar action in case law-suits in neighbor-

ing republics are decided unsatisfactorily to Berlin, Paris, or Lon-

don. The Comercio ( Lima) thinks that President Castro has " out-

witted " Europe thus far. Th^ Journal do Brasil {R\o de Janeiro!
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fears that the more powerful republics of South America will, in

view of the Castro incidents, proceed to build up their navies.

" There has been a tendency to keep down South American na-

vies," it says. " Chile sold two of her powerful battle-ships to

England, and the Argentine Republic has been disposing of her

war-ships. These measures of disarmament were inspired by a

serious sense of the obligations of maintaining peace,"

But President Castro's warmest supporters are the newspapers

of his own country, with an occasional exception. The Presi-

dent is said, however, to suppress forthwith newspapers which do

not accord with his views. At any rate, the Co)istiiucional (Ca-

racas) declares that President Castro has all along been upholding

the integrity of the Venezuelan courts. "All patriotic Venezue-

lans," it says, "will uphold the arm of President Castro in his

effort to sustain the law as interpreted by our courts. Europe

would reduce the judicial tribunals of the land to impotence, be-

cause she approves of neither our laws nor our institutions." The

Eco Reshiiirador (Caracas) asserts that the foreign companies

which appeared as litigants in Venezuelan courts acted, in some

cases, "in flagrant bad faith," and the Combate (Caracas) wonders

if the United States would submit the decisions of the Supreme

Court at Washington to Europe "for revision."

—

Translations

j/iatie forlMK Literary Digest.

NEWFOUNDLAND'S STRUGGLE WITH THE
UNITED STATES.

AMERICAN dealings with Newfoundland in fishery questions

comprise the policy " simply to take everything from us and

give nothing in return," writes the noted Newfoundland jurist,

Hon. D. \V. Prowse, in the London Standard^ while that English

organ editorially declares that the very length of the struggle be-

tween Newfoundland and the Lhiited States shows " what a stren-

uous fight England's oldest colony is making for her rights against

the world's most powerful republic." As Judge Prowse himself

states the matter in the columns of The Standard, " Newfound-

land, as a self-governing colony, claims the right to control her

own people, to regulate her own fisheries, including the export and

sale of bait fishes. " Sir Robert Bond, the Newfoundland political

leader, is asserted by this authority to have "warned " the United

States that, "if no fair arrangements were made," Newfoundland

would retaliate by putting an end to the supply of bait absolutely

necessary for the successful prosecution of the bank codfishery.

Sir Robert, it now appears, is keeping his word. " It is a self-

denying ordinance," admits Judge Prowse, " because our fishermen

earn a good deal of money selling them (the Americans) bait."

He feels confident that Newfoundland will win the "fight" be-

tween "little David and Goliath of Gath." To quote :

"The Americans, like the French, calculate that the people will

rebel against the law and that the Canadian masters will smqggle
some supplies for them—also that they can get along with salted

and irozen bait. Our ilvals, the French, were possessed of the

same ideas. Now that their fishery is virtually destroyed, they

recognize their error. The Newfoundland Premier is a man of

remarkable energy; his big majority in the House of Assembly
and the country are all with him, and I feel absolutely confident

that Newfoundland will beat the Americans as she has already

beaten her French rivals.

" The Canadians contend that as British subjects they have an

absolute right to fish in British waters. Against this position

stands the Newfoundland Bait Act, with its imperial ratification.

No Canadian can obtain bait without a license. Stringent meas-

ures will be taken to prevent them smuggling bait to our rivals."

The whole difficulty between Newfoundland and the United

States has long seemed to T/ie Saturday Review (London) "a

mere incident" in a policy hostile to British interests on the Norlh

American continent. The London Times has likewise printed

various articles by a Newfoundland authority tending to show that

the American position is " untenable " and " unreasonable." The

London Standard A&itm's, the dispute a striking illustration of the

force of Mr. Chamberlain's jireferential tariff arguments:

"Now, if Newfoundland regarded these matters from the same
angle as we in England have done during the past two generations,

there would have been nothing to follow but submission to the high
duties which hamper Newfoundland produce in the United States-

markets, while Anierican fishermen would have obtained from the
Newfoundland coasts the materials for their competitive fishing:

trade. Happily, Newfoundlanders take a different view, and they
are putting in force against Americans the Newfoundland 15ait

Act of 1887, the effects of which will be to destroy the American.
fishing trade on the Banks. This, perhaps, is real retaliation-

something more drastic than the retortion of tariffs for tariffs,,

which is all the English Retaliationists propose. But it is certaia

that if Newfoundland—small, poor, with few industries, and over-

shadowed by her great neighbor, with whom she is at variance-
can successfully crrry out her retaliatory policy, England could
adopt a similar (and milder) policy without any serious danger of
failure. It is alleged against the policy, that its adoption would
expose us to severe reprisals and perilous hostility from foreign

nations. But if there were any real substance in such apprehen-
sions, is it likely that the little colony would dare to prosecute such,

a policy against a great neighboring Power?"

.^HY THE CZAR HAS NOT BEEN
ASSASSINATED.

QUITE recently, according to a story for which the Paris .-^r-

//^'// finds space, Nicholas II learned that the floor under

his desk in the study atTsarskoe Selo contained a trap-door. His

Majesty is represented as " in consternation " at the discovery, and

as being unable to obtain from any source a satisfactory explana-

tion of the trap-door's existence. The Geneva Jskra, organ of the

labor element in Russia, supplies a clue to the mystery. That

trap-door, the world is assured, is simply evidence of the activity

of the terrorists, who, according to a writer in the Geneva organ,

could easily make away with the Czar by " throwing a bomb."

But such an act. it is added, would serve no purpose at present.

The Paris Temps has recently stated that the hurlers of bombs-

doubt the expediency of assassinating Nicholas, and now the Paris-

/7^^;;v is given to understand by one in touch with the terrorists

that the assassination of the Czar would even interfere with the

plans of the revolutionary organizations. " The weakness and ir-

resoluteness of the reigning sovereign," we read, "at present pro-

mote the aims of conspiracy. A strong man at the head of affairs-

in Russia would become a far more formidable foe to the forces-

that disposed of Von Plehve and Sergius than the present occu-

pant of the throne would ever be." That view is supported by 3.

writer in the Socialist Berlin Vorwdrts, which notes a tendency to

doubt the numerous reports of "detected conspiracies" in the

Czar's palace. Those conspiracies exist, it says, and they are

allowed to be " detected " as a means of influencing " the nerve sick

Nicholas." Thus, recently, a man disguised as a Cossack ofticer

was arrested while about to be presented to the Czar. On another

occasion a man disguised as a gardener boldly handed Nicholas a

"terrorist manifesto," while his Majesty was w^alking through the

palace grounds. " Nothing would be easier than the assassination

.

of the Czar," thinks the Paris Lanterne. "But he is not worth

so much trouble." "His turn will come," predicts the Gil Bias

(Paris). The London Standard asserts, regarding the rumors of

the Czar's liability to assassination, that the German police have

been expecting "something of the kind " for weeks. Such rumors,

are pronounced "nonsensical," however, by the 'P3.y\s Humanife',

socialist, and opposed to propaganda "by deed." This paper has

a story, to the effect that the Czar was promised immunity from

bomb-throwing if he would abandon the reactionaries. The Paris

daily assures him that he would be well advised to accept "so ad-

vantageous a proposition." The socialist Avanti (Rome) pro-

fesses intense amusement at the Trilntda's (Rome) conjecture that

Nicholas may be too carefully guarded for the bomb-throwers to*

get at him.

—

Translations made for The Liter.arv Digest.
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NOTABLE BOOKS OF THE DAY.

HENKV SMITH \V1LL1AM>.

THE ONLY REAL UNIVERSAL HISTORY.
Thk 1Iish)rians' History of thic NVokli). Edited by Henry Smith Will-

iams, l.L.D. Twenty-five volumes, three-quarter morocco, each volume
loH X 2H X 7H inches, 660 pp., $4.37. The Outlook Company.

r^htis coronal opus. It is often by a flash of genius that great works
^ of art or literature are conceived; but the idea needs sagacious in-

tellect to be elalx>rated into a plan; while the accomjilishment of that

plan can only be likened to the Twelve Labors of Hercules, and when
the work is brought to completion,

there is something of triumph in the

splendor of its achievement. These

thoughts arise as we turn over the

twenty-five volumes of tlie I listorians'

History just issued by the Outlook

Company. On the publication of the

first twelve volumes we hastened to

point out the salient features of the

work so far advanced (Literary
Digest, Vol. XXI\, p. 396). Since

then the series has been brought

down to the present time, by the

addition of chapters on the Nether-

lands, Germany, Scandinavia, Switz-

erland, Russia, British Isles, United

States, Spanish America, Turkey and

the East, China and Jai)an. In the

case of the last country history ends

with the capture of Port Arthur,

and the battle of Liao-^'ang. Thus the jjeriod covered by the work
extends from 7000 B.C. to the present time, a space of nearly ninety cen-

turies. In using the word triumph in connection with such a task so thor-

oughly accom;)lished as this has been, we speak advisedly. Dr. Williams

and his statT have in these volumes now produced for the English-si)eak-

ing peoples the first and only universal history worthy of the name. We
are <)uite aware of the fact that the earliest histories were all universal

histories. The Bible is the universal history of the lands and nations

known to the Jews. The nine l)ooks of Herodotus contain a universal

history of the world as the Greeks knew it. In a certain sense Charles

Rollins wrote a universal history of ancient nations, just as Gibbon in his

"Decline and Fall" compiled all that was at his time to be learnt of the

civilized world as it existed before the Renaissance. But it was quite im-

possible for any author of the eighteenth century to compose a universal

history, even of the countries he knew and of which he could handle all

attainable records. .\s a matter of fact the materials for such a history

did not e.\ist, or were quite inaccessible. They were buried under the

sands of Babylonia, in the tomb-cells of Egypt, under the lava and a.shes

of Parthenope, or the ruin-mounds of Greece, and of the Troad. Some
of them were just as completely hidden in undecipherable inscriptions,

or unexplored archives of modern E^uropean governments. Within the

last hundred years the science of history has entered upon a new develop-

ment. The excavator's spade, and the philologist's microscope have

opened up the ruin and read the insoluble scroll. Thousands of scholars

of every land have discovered, epitomized, and published historic docu-

ments, of antique papyrus or medieval vellum, concealed for centuries in

tombs, sand-buried libraries, or dusty record chambers, and have thus

contributed to the mass of new material which has been accumulating,

until it has become enormous in size and complexity, quite as bewildering

and of quite as little practical use, as a tangled knot of many-colored

silks, which defies the fingers of one who would draw out one single

thread of a desired dye.

.A.n .\mericaH scholar has been the first to conceive the idea of attacking

this mountainous tangle of rich material; of separating its threads; coor-

dinating its parts; harmonizing its colors and weaving it as a symmetri-

cal whole until it becomes a web of clear and uniform design, not only

interesting to the scholar and the savant, but to the ordinary reader of

inteUigence. We look upon the completed work of Dr. Williams and his

collaborators, aided as they were by the concurrence of a unique op-

portunity, as an editorial achievement in the field of historic literature, so

far unparalleled in intellectual annals, ancient or modern. This is a cos-

mopolitan book, suited for a cosmopolitan age and a cosmopolitan people.

And with regard to its execution it has grown stronger and brighter as

every volume dropped from the press. Witness the luminous treatment

of Scandinavia, Russia, and Japan.

The index of 500 pages almost doubles the value of the text, and gives

access to every toi)ic as to an encyclopedia. T\\2 work should be in every

American Library. Wherever possible, it should be adopted in every

home, and opened to the examination even of children, so soon as

these are old enough and curious enough to enjoy the explanation of its

picttores.

A GREAT PORTRAIT-PAINTER.
Frans Hals. 15y Gerald S. Davies, M..'\., of Charterhouse. Cloth, pp. xix,.

144. Price, $1.75. George Bell & Sons, London.

AT one time in his life Hals was fashionable; he never became jjopu-

lar, and in old age he sank into want. For a hundred years after

his death in 1666 little value was placed on his work. In the last century,

chiefly after 1850, he took rank among the Masters, and his paintings

still grow in esteem. ( )ur .\merican commercial sense may form some
idea of the appeal they make to connoisseurs from the fact that a " Portrait

of a Lady" by him—a canvas slightly over four feet by three, now in the

Boston .Art Museum—was bought by that institution in i8gq for $10,500.

Mr. Davies's book—with its chronological list of Hals's pictures, its

chronology of events in his little-known life, bibliography, and descriptive

and historical catalogue of works arranged by countries, cities, and the

galleries in which the pictures are hung—gives about all the desirable

information (not at first hand) on this great painter and his works, and
contains a very rational, convincing, and shrewd yet sympathetic estimate

of the latter. The volume has thirty-six full-page or double-page
reproductions of Hals's paintings and an index.

Here is Mr. Davies's estimate of Hals:

"Truth, absolute truth, to what he sees so far as he can get it, nothing
imagined and nothing added or read into it . . . one of the greatest por-
trait-painters who ever lived. . . . His deliberately chosen aim in art is

to represent the external play of features as they express the varying emo-
tions, but mainly the more ordinary ones of laughter, amusement, sur-
prise, conceit, swagger \nd it was an empty field . . . till Frans
Hals filled it—em])ty still to this day, moreover, so far as any rivalry to

Frans Hals is concerned."

The great Dutchman's large merits, his limitations, and his defects are

discriminatingly pointed out: his mastery of accessories (so that, if he had
not chosen to paint portraits, he might have been well-nigh unrivaled as ,

a still-life painter); his wonderful manual dexterity and speed, at their

best during the last twenty-five years of his life ("There is no man who
ever handled a brush," says Mr. Davies, "that can be set before him");
the exceptional way in which his canvases grow on us with acquaintance.

In his painting of women he used a certain "restrained, ]:)recise, and less

summarized" technique; this being, in Mr. Davies's view, a clever device

for imparting to the portrait the f|uictness and simplicity of demeanor of

the North Holland women who furnished nearly all the painter's women
sitters, instead of employing the slashing, almost fierce style in which he

did his men. In Hals a full sense of atmosphere and harmony, and of

the play of light on color, came only comparatively late in life—as usually

happens, even with the great ones.

No student or lover of Dutch art will wish to be without this book.

A CHAiVIPION OF THE ICONOCLASTIC
DRAMATISTS.

Iconoclasts. A Book of Dramatists. By James Huneker. Cloth, 430 pp.
Price, fi.50 net. Charles Scribner's Sons.

WOMAN-H.ATERS and problem -lovers will find entertainment in

this the latest book by James Huneker. The elegant mind will

receive plenty of shocks. These essays have been published before in

apparently spontaneous journalistic form. The author is wont to make
merry in print, and whether his mad-

dest humors are fit for crystallization

is a matter of taste. If the reader

enjoy the work of the dramatists in-

cluded, he will like the_ interspersed

roulades, trills, and general din of a

very sprightly style. While Ibsen dis-

ports himself dangerously over chasms

and Shaw plays like a clown among
sermons, we thankfully possess Hune-
ker, who tosses these and others up

like motley balls in his own bewilder-

ing sleight of hand. Each to his taste,

but let us be amused.

It is pleasant too, for once, that

Ibsen and Hauptmann, Gorky and the

terrible mad Strindberg are not taken

with utter solemnity by an English-

speaking person. .\11 the more illu-

minating is the criticism for this in-

fallible playfulness which neither mutilates the surface nor doubts the

depths of these great authors, ultra-moderns, who make up the ten. This

is constructive criticism. The pitv is that minds of academic tradition

which might profit most by the tolerance, the many-sided view of the

work of Hervieu, Hauptmann, Maeterlinck, Gorky, Becque, will prob-

ably not read it with that cheerful smile which we fancy upon the icono-

JAMES HUNEKER.
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clastic face of the author. The wrinkles of an erratic spirit of irony and
kindliness seem to have deepened in this criti(|uc since the earlier writing.

• Iljsen confessed," epitomizes the critic, "that the lecoming was better

than the being.'' Emerson is quoted: "Is it not the chief disgrace of the

world . . . not to }-icld that peculiar fruit which each man was created

to hear, but to be reckoned in the gross, in the hundred of thousand in the

party, the section to which we belong, and our opinion predicted geo-

graphically as the North or the South?" Huneker calls Ibsen the an-

archic preacher—"Life is no longer an affaii of the tent and tribe." He
dips into the metaphysical from time to time, quoting Nietsche, Schopen-

hauer, Comte. "Submission is the base of perfection"; but "this sub-

mission must be voluntar}-." He maintains that every piece of Ibsen can

be played, even "Peer Gynt" and its forty scenic changes. Ibsen "has,

like Maeterlinck, abjured the drama of poison, violence. . . . Does the

soul flower only on nights of storm?" asks the author, turned serious for

a moment.
"To search for God and fmd the Devil!" August Strindberg explains

in his Inferno—that is what happened to me." And Huneker spares the

reader's mind only a little in this account. Strindberg is to the Ibsenite

of Boston as Ibsen is to Broadway. Even the critic does not dare to draw
the curtain too far in displaying Strindberg's idiosyncrasy of tortured

soul. Of the cynical, clear-cut Becque; the sympathetic and subjective

Hauptmann; of Hervieu, the delicate and sensitive, "significant of the

new century"; of Sudermann, " more cerebral than emotional"; and
D'Annunzio, of whom it is put: "Often we cannot hear the play becau.se

of the words";—of all these one epigrammatic phrase follows another.

The temptation is to quote too much.

This is a valuable book. Its brilliancy as well as its depth of analysis,

besides the inere bulk of information it contains, makes it so. Every actor

who is a student of the stage, and every similar playgoer will be forced to

delight in it before the end, even if he is a doubter at the beginning.

THE CLASS STRUGGLE.
Mass .and Class. A Survey of Social Divisions. By \V. J. Ghent. Cloth,

260 pp. Price, $1.25. The Macmillan Corhpany.

MUCH has been written to prove that classes do not exist in "free

America"; much has been written in the attempt to analyze the

classes that the clear-sighted know do exist. All analyses, except those of

the Socialists, have divided society into classes on the basis of relative in-

comes. Such classifications are inadequate because there are no charac-

teristics held in common by all the members of a society that enjoy ap-

proximately the same income. The socialist analyses are based on the

methods of obtaining the income, but none have been complete enough.

The author of the present work seeks to describe fully the classes as

they exist in America to-day and to indicate the progress toward social

justice that is being made in spite of

the obstacles presented by "the blind-

ness of the workers, the rapacity of

the masters, and the subservience of

the retainers." According to the

economic interpretation of history,

the method of obtaining the income,

or the social function of individuals

and classes, determines the economic

interests, and with these the mental

and moral bias and ideals of con-

duct.

Mewed according to its social and

economic functions the industrial

population of our society divides

itself into six classes that remain more

or less distinct, altho the lines of

separation cannot be sharply drawn,

since many individuals have diverg-

ing interests and functions. The six

classes are the Wage-earning Producers, the Self-employing Producers,

the Social Servants, the Traders (subdivided into the manufacturing and

commercial, and the financiers), the Idle CapitaHsts, and the Retainers.

The functions of these classes arc described, and the relations of their re-

spective interests to their moral ideals are made clear. Notwithstanding

the efforts of preachers and teachers, the classes continue to be guided,

tho it may be unconsciously, by their economic interests, largely influ-

enced by the ethic of the traders, who are for the time dominant. The

ethic of this class is the contract ethic, the apotheosis of the bargain. The

ethic of cheap buying and dear selling sanctities all possible corruption

and rottenness in the holy name of the Bond. It says you have a right to

sell whatever you can manage to palm off on another, and to buy as

cheaply as you can induce the other to part with what he has, whether it

be goods, or honor, or labor, or capital. That is business, and as every

one knows, business is business. The chapters on the "reign of graft"

are not onh' a forcible indictment of prevailing })usiness morals, but also

W. J. GHENT.

explain what so many of us have often wondered at, namely, how it is that

men apparently as honest and sincere and kindly as the best of us will per-

mit themselves to do in the name of business what none but moral jjcr-

verts would hesitate to denounce as iniquitous if done in the name of jus-

tice, or science, or say charity even. Recent "revelations" in the world

of commercial and political corruption have at last forced a glimmer of

light to penetrate the heads of "reformers" and they learned with much
raising of hands in horror and rubbing of eyes in wonder that there is a

very intimate and perhaps necessary connection between normal busi-

ness methods and the prostitution of public officials and the professions.

Well, says Mr. Ghent, if you had listened to the Socialists' economic in-

terpretation of history instead of scoffing at it, you would have known all

this long ago.

The dominant class has given society fraud and inefficiency; we shall

have nothing better until a new ethic takes hold upon us. This new ethic

is developing among the wage-earning producers, and its ideals are social

service and fellowship. The ascendency of this class will mean not the

placing of another class in power, but the final abolition of all class differ-

ences, functionally as well as structurally.

THE RESURRECTION AND THE PASSING OF
SHERLOCK HOLIVIES.

The Return of Sherlock Holmes. By A. Conan Doyle. Cloth, 381 pp.
Price, $1.50. McClure, Phillips & Co.

DR. DOYLE is to be congratulated on his successful revival of Sher-

lock Holmes in the "Return" of that famous character. It was

very desirable that the exploits of Holmes in this book should be up to his

usual standard, since the author had announced that this was to be posi-

tively the last appearance of the great detective—not a passing of the

Patti variety. It was, furthermore, a somewhat hazardous undertaking

to reopen the Holmes series, for the reason that the same public that so

enthusiastically demands that an author shall w-rite along a single line,

until he has lost his freshness, is perfectly capable of turning about and

charging him with being a writer of one idea.

There are few authors who can disobey with impunity when the public

begins to dictate what they shall write. It was in obedience to this law

of literary production, for example, that Anthony Hope abandoned dia-

logue, which he wrote well, and returned to his specialty in romance.

In the case of Conan Doyle the demands of the reading public have

been even more insi.stent that he should produce a certain kinfl of litera-

ture, altho he has been much more independent in this respect than many
other writers. Poetry, history, drama, stories of the sea and of war, and

novels of various periods and climes, have all come successfully from his

pen. He created Sherlock Holmes in 1887, when the detective ran Jef-

ferson Hope to earth in "A Study in Scarlet." This passed compara-

tively unnoticed, but "The Sign of the Four," which soon followed, at-

tracted more attention. The stories that made up "The Adventures of

Sherlock Holmes" were next published, and the name of the famous de-

tective not only became known "wherever the English language was

spoken" but it came to be a name for a new thing—an actual addition to

the language. For Holmes was more than a detective, he was a " Sher-

lock." After the "Adventures," came the "Memoirs." "By the time I

had finished those," Dr. Doyle once remarked, "I was absolutely deter-

mined it would be bad policy to do any more Holmes stories." He must

have been partially confirmed in this opinion when he read the criticisms

of "The Hound of the Baskervilles," for altho the artistic requirements

of the book and of the character of Holmes demanded that the detective

should allow himself to be baffled again and again by the black-bearded

man, the ever-hounding critics promptly pounced upon the apparent in-

efBciency of the detective and gravely noted what they supposed to be

the approaching decadence of his powers.

But, luckily, the public was not disappointed in that story of mystery

and horror, even if the critics were, and sufficient pressure was brought

to bear upon Sir Arthur to induce him to give us the stories of the "Re-

turn." Indeed, it might be said that he owed the public another book of

Holmes tales, inasmuch as he had left, scattered through the previous

stories, a score or more of unsolved problems that he had half promised

to clear up some time. Only one of these, however, appears in the present

book, and that is " The Adventure of the Second Stain." This is the best

story in the collection, as it ought to be. Could any title be more finely

suggestive? Other alluring captions are "The Adventure of the Empty

House," "The .\dventure of the Norwood Builder." "The Adventure of

the Dancing Men," "The Adventure of the Sohtary CycHst," "The .Ad-

venture of the Golden Pince-Nez"—and all of these stories are as good as

their names are suggestive. "The Adventure of the Dancing Men" de-

pends for its interest upon the reading of an ingenious cipher, and those

critics who see nothing in Sherlock Holmes except an imitation of the

Dupin of Poe will doubtless regard this story as a copy of that author's

"The Gold Bug." There is. however, no more similarity between the

stories of Poe and Doyle than is made necessary by the narrow limits of

the type in which both worked.
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My Dear Sir
(And tliis is addresseil to the gentleman who is now reading it.)

A man who is an acknowledged authority in the cigar business

recently said to a friend of mine :
" Shivers^ Panatela Cigar is a good

cigar—better than I expected, andfor the life of me /don't see how it can

be soldfor lite money."

I will tell liim, as there are no secrets in my business.

Ke orders —My cigars have to sell themselves. They are good

enough to cause men, in constantly increasing numbers, to re-order

them of thfir own volition, and they do.

-As an instance : One firm in New York has bought

from me during the past two years an average of over

one thousand cigars per month for their own and their

employees' smoking. The oflfice of this firm, by the

way, is within three minutes' walk of three of the best

retail cigar stores in the world.

If I had to hunt up a new customer every time

I make a sale it would put me out of business in a

month, but re-orders, not once, but repeatedly, I must

have and do receive in continually growing volume.

The result is I have built up a constantly increas-

ing patronage. Incidentally I have sufficient standing

orders for cigars, to be shipped on stated days of the

month as they come around, to keep a small factory

busy.

Every cigar that I make is sold direct to the

consumer in lots of a hundred or more at wholesale

prices (there are no discounts to dealers or clubs, nor

for any quantity), and is shipped from the factory in

the best of condition without any rehandling.

I manufacture every cigar that I sell, conse-

quently know exactly what is in them.

I do not retail cigars nor sell sample lots. It

costs more to do so than to ship the original package,

and, in addition, one or two cigars is not a real test.

Moreover, I might be charged with sending samples

better than the goods prove to be. I ask smokers to

give the actual cigars a fair trial, and if they are not

pleased, to return the remainder. I can afford to

take back a few cigars. I cannot afford to have any

one displeased.

My theory at the start was that most men know

and appreciate cigar values, and that they would

sufficiently appreciate the difference between retail and wholesale cigar

prices to go to the trouble of ordering cigars from me could I once

induce them to give the cigars a fair trial. To get them tried—to gel

you to try them—is why I make my offer so broad and so liberal.

What risk can^v// assume, provided, of course, that ^5.00 per hundred

is not more than you care to pay ?

My factory is close to the business center of the third largest city

in the United .States. It is open to my customers and friends.

1\/r__ C^f^f^f ic • ^ ^^'^' "P°" request, send one hun-
iYiy V/lier la . ^^^^ shivers* Panatela Cigars on ap-

proval to a reader of The Literary Digest, express prepaid. He
may smoke ten cigars and return the remaining ninety at my
expense, if he is not pleased with them ; if he is pleased, and
keeps them, he agrees to remit the price, $5.00, within ten days.

In ordering, please use business letterhead, or enclose business

card, and state whether mild, medium or strong cigars are desired.

Shivers'
Panatela
EXACT SIZE
AND SHAPE

OTHER CIGARS
I manufacture a line of Clear Havanas, ranging in price from

$6.50 to 515.00 per hundred, and when I say "Clear Havana," I mean

every particle of the cigar is Clear Havana and of fine quality. They

are strictly Cuban hand-made.

Also, a line of my Havana filled and Sumatra wrapped cigars,

ranging in price from $5.00 per hundred for my famous Panatela to

$8.00 per hundred for my Perfecto. In the opinion of many expert

smokers, a cigar with a clear, clean Havana filler and a genuine

Sumatra wrapper is the best smoke in the world. They are not quite

so rich and full flavored as an all Havana cigar, but are not to be

confused with some that are sold, represented as being Havana

filled.

To many discriminating smokers a Clear Havana filler is too rich,

and for these we make a cigar, for which we have an

enormous sale—the Yellow Ivose, Concha Regalia size.

at |>4.oo per hundred. This cigar I sell under the

same terms as my Panatela. My offer is—smoke ten

and return the remaining ninety if you are not in

every way pleased with them.

This cigar has not a Clear Havana filler; the

filler is of Havana mixed with Zimmer tobacco. You
never heard of Zimmer tobacco before ? It is a to-

bacco that looks and works very much like Havana,

but it is grown in the United States, and is put in

cigars by the million and nothing said about it. This

cigar at $4.00 per hundred is larger, fuller, richer

than any cigar that I have ever yet seen sold at this

price.

Did you ever smoke two cigars at the same time ?

Experts test tobacco by taking a cigar they know and

one made from the tobacco they wish to test, light-

ing the two and smoking a little from each alter-

nately. By this means almost any smoker can tell

very readily which is the better cigar, and I invite

close comparison between mine and any other cigar.

CONCERNING CIGARS
is the title of a little booklet that I publish about

cigars, which I wish every smoker, no matter whether

he thinks he can trust me or not, would permit me to

mail him. Whether you think you will ever buy

cigars from me or not, the reading of the book can do

no harm if you are a smoker, and I can assure you

it places you under no obligations whatever to buy

cigars from me.

A business to permanently prosper must be of as

much benefit to its patrons as it is to its proprietors,

and I have to furnish cigars of better value than can be bought in any

other way to make and hold my trade.

As an indication as to whether I am of benefit to my patrons,,

it may not be amiss to add, that in three years I have moved four

times into constantly increasing quarters and now have the entire

five-story building at 913 Filbert St., every particle of which is devoted

to my cigar business. This factory, by the way, is located in the very

heart of the business centre of the third largest city in the United

States, and I wish that all my customers could pay it a« visit. It is

open from sub-cellar to roof to my friends, and I am only too glad to

show my cigars in process of manufacture from the opening of the

bales of tobacco to the packing and shipping of the cigars.

The growth of my business has not been from the securing of new

customers, but by holding them when I once get their patronage.

Let me at least send you my book.

Shivers' |;

Yellow Rose
Concha De
Regalia Size

S4 per 100

HERBERT D. SHIVERS, 913 Filbert Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication wUen writing to advertisers.
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Corliss-Coon Collars
do not chafe because they have
the "gutter seam." The inner
and outer surface linens are each
folded in over a heavy interlining

—leaving no sharp inner edges to

irritate the neck. Two equally
supported, rounded edges with-
stand the wear, and put off the

day of rough edges that saw the

neck.
* * *

Mark your collars every time
they go to the laundry. Find out
how much longer Corliss-Coon
Collars wear than others.

Ask the best dealers for Corliss-Coon
Collars. They have them or can get
any style you desire in our make. If you
are not willingly supplied, send your
orderto us with retail price. i2for'25ci.
stating style and size desired. Quar-ter
Sizfs.

Write for the book, "Better Collnrs."
It shows the styles and tells whu better
collars.

Corliss, Coon & Co.
15 e Street. Troy. N. Y.

VJ oo'
,\etv&

yofous

Fickle Spring is again

here, making it advisable

for every man, woman and

child to have an Underwear

that effectually protects at

all hours and in all weathers.

"Jaeger" alone does this.

Recommended by Physicians
Everywhere.

Explattaiory Catalog and
Samples Free

New York: 306 Fifth Ave., 157 Broadway

Bklyn., 504 Fulton St. Boston, 228 BoylstonSt.

Phila., 1510 Chestnut St. Chicago, 82 State St.

Agents in all Principal Cities.
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" Marriage and Divorce."—Felix Adler. (McClure,

Phillips & Co.)

" The Wing of Love."— Katharine M. C. Meredith
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" The Golden Flood."—Edwin Lefevre. (McClure,

Phillips & Co.)

"Juggernaut: Christian Science Exposed."—W. H.
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" Russian Literature."- Prince Kropotkin. (Mc-
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"An Observer in the Philippines."—John Bancroft
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" House in the Mist." — Anna Katharine Green.

( Bobbs-Merrill Company.)

" A Short History of Venice." — W. R. Thayer.

(Macmillan Company, $1.50 net.)

" Etudes de Contemporaines."—Georges Pellissier.
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CURRENT POETRY.

Memorial Day.
BY MCLANDBURGH WILSON.
From out our crowded calendar

One day we pluck to give
;

It is the day the Dying pause

To honor those who live.

—From The Atlantic Monthly.

Readers of The

Immortality.

By Joseph Jefferson.

Two caterpillars crawling on a leaf.

By some strange accident in contact came ;

Their conversation, passing all belief.

Was that same argument, the very same.

That has been " proed and conned" from man to man.

"\'ea, ever since this wondrous world began

The ugly creatures.

Deaf and dumb and blind,

Devoid of features

Thai adorn mankind,

Were vain enough, in dull and wordy strife.

To speculate upon a future life.

The first was optimistic, full of hope
;

The second, quite dyspeptic, seemed to mope.

Said number one, " I'm sure of our salvation."

Said numter two, " I'm sure of our damnation

;

Our ugly forms alone would seal our fates

And bar our entrance througli the golden gates.

Suppose that death should take us unawares,

How could we climb the golden stairs ?

Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when

" I have read ' Slaves of Success ' with

great satisfaction."

—

Grover Cleveland.

By the Author of

THE

SPOILSMEN

Mr. ELLIOTT FLOWER'S
second volume of politic

cal fiction : : : : : :

SLAVES
OF

SUCCESS
With 12 striking illustraLtions by

'AY HAMBIDGE

"Clever in construction and signi-

ficant in every sentence ; excellent

because it depicts character accu-

rately and with realism. The best

political story we have yet seen."

—A<:w York Evening; Post.

L. C. PAGE m. COMPANY

FRENCH—GERMAN
SPANISH—ITALIAN
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by the
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PHONE
METHOD
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1111(1 IScst Work olDr. Richard S. Kosenthal

YOU HEAR THE EXACT PRONUNCIATION OF
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International Language-Phone Method
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Shur-On ^i^l%asses
If you need glasses you should wear Shur-On
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|
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'^mnft^m
CORRECT DRESS KOR W'OAIEX

tmliii/ J

Elegance and Distinction in Women's Apparel

Every woman appreciates the fact that to be really well dressed means to be

original and to preserve a note of distinct individuality. How to compass this

at moderate expense—at a cost within the bounds of reason— is the problem

that we are helping thousands of women to solve. Originality is the keynote

;

commonplace things are excluded. By unremitting effort we are maintaining

in each season's productions an unrivalled variety of tasteful fabrics and

correct styles at the lowest prices consistent with honest merchandise

Suits, Gowns; Waists, Coats and Skirts

MODEL 9285

Persian Lawn Tailored Waist made
with deep hemstitched tucks, extending

to waist line, new sleeve with hemstitched

cuffs to correspond, open front, $1.50

Some fine interior views of this interest-

ing store and many of its latest charac-

teristic productions in" Women's

Apparel," the new Spring Suits, Coats,

Gowns, Skirts,Waists and Costumes, are

strikingly pictured in a dainty " Fashion

Booklet " just published. Mailed

on request and well worth sending for

Our Summer Booklet,

just completed and which

contains twenty-four

pages of illustrations,

showing Dainty Creations

in Waists made in

Lawns, Batistes, Mulls

and Linens; Tub

Frocks in Batistes, Lin-

en Mulls and Silk Japs;

Trotting Skirts in

Linens, Piques and Hol-

lands. This Booklet will

be mailed upon request,

and you are assured of

prompt attention to all

Mail Orders.

MODEL 8008

Jap Silk Dress, Waist with yoke of

Val Insertion and Vandykes of the silk,

lower part of waist with medium tucks,

collar and sleeves trimmed with lace.

Skirt, yoke of tucks, Spanish flounce

effect trimmed with medium and large

tucks $25.00

20 West Twenty-third Street, Fifth Sr^ufHcei, New York City
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If maidens shnn iis as tliey pass us Isy,

Would angels bid us welcome in the sky?

I wonder what great crimes we liave conmiittecL

That leave lis so forlorn and so unpitied.

Perhaps we've been ungrateful, iinforgiving;

'Tis plain to me that life's not worth the living."

"• Come, come, cheer up," the jovial -worm replied,

Let's take a look upon the other side

;

Suppose we can not fly like moths or millers,

.\re we to blame for being caterpillars ?

Will that same God that doomed tis crawl the earth.

A prey to every bird that's given birth.

Forgive our captor as he eats and sings,

.And damn poor us because we have not wings?

If we can't skim the air like owl or bat,

.\ worm will turn ' for a' that.'

"

They argued through the summer ; autumn nigli.

The ugly things composed themselves to die.

.And so to make their funeral quite complete,

Each wrapped him in his little winding-sheet.

The tangled web encompassed them full soon,

Each for his coffin made him a cocoon.

All through the winter's chilling blast they lay

Dead to the world, aye. dead as human clay.

Lo, spring comes forth with all her warmth and love;

She brings sweet justice from the realms above ;

She breaks the chrysalis, she resurrects the dead

;

Two butterflies ascend encircling her head.

And so this emblem shall forever be

A sign of immortality.

—From The Neiv York Tribtaie.

Before Mary of Magdala Came.

By Edwin Markham.

Xow in the place where he was crucified there was a
garden ; and in the garden a new sepulcher. . . . The
first clay of the week cometh Mary Magdalene early

.... unto the sepulcher .... .\nd .... she turned
herself back, and saw Jesus standing .... Jesus
saith unto her, Mary. She turned herself, and saith
unto him .... Master.— A'./t;//;/ .xix., .\.\.

From silvering mid-sea to the Syrian sand.

It was the time of blossom in tlie land.

On field and hill and down the steep ravine,

Ran foam and fire of bloom and ripple of green.

The Sepulcher was open wide, and thrown

Among the crushed, hurt lilies lay the Stone.

A light wind stirred the Garden ; everywhere

The smell of myrrh was out upon the air.

For three days he had traveled with the dead.

And now has risen to go with stiller tread

The old earth ways again,

To stay the heart and build the hope of men.

He made a luster in that leafy place.

His form serene, majestical ; His face

Touched with a cryptic beauty like the sea

When night begins to be.

The cold gray east was warming into rose

Beyond the steep ravine where Kedron goes.

Now suddenly on the morning faint with flame

Jerusalem with all her clamor came

—

A snarl of noises from the far-off street.

Dispute and barter and clack of feet.

A moment it brawled upward and was gone

—

Faded, forgotten in the deep still dawn.

He passed across the morning : felt the cool.

Keen, kindling air blown upward from the pool,

A busy wind brought little tender smells

From barley fields and weeds by April wells.

Up in the tree-tops where the breezes ran.

The old sweet noises in the nests began.

And once he paused to listen while a bird

Shouted the joy till all the Garden heard.

There in the morning, on the old worn ways

—

New-risen from the sacrament of death

—

He looked toward Olivet with tender gaze :

Old things of the heart came back from other days—

Model C (shown above) has a 90-inch wheel base, and long, easy riding, half elliptic springs. This
insures comfort. Weight is only 1,600 lbs., and the double opposed cylinders are 5x5. This
insures power. The motor and fly-wheel are hung under the chassis frame making the center of grav-
ity low, thus preventing skidding, and lengthening the life of the tires. This inSUreS eCOnOmy.

A year ago you couldn't buy the equal of Model " C " under
It's the biggest value on the market to-day at $1,250.

Model B is a four-cylinder (vertical) 24-28
/B ^i^ H. P. car, 102-inch wheel base, sliding gear

jpPl^'A __^____ r-^ transmission, double side

^«^ entrance tonneau, has few-

||^j™ er moving parts than any

4-cylinder car made.

PRICE, $2,000
All cars have standard equii>-

meiit. Write us for catalogue and
records of actual performances of
Wayne Cars.

Wayne Automobile Co.,

DETROIT, MICH.

^^YTlAHji

$500 ^vi 11 earn $150
When invest<'d in our First Mortgage F.irm )onns,
netting 6% and running for 5 years. Loans from $300
to $'200 secured by farms readily sold at from .^1.500 to
-$6,000. Booklet. "We're Right On the Ground," list

of loans, and full particulars upon reciuest.

E. J. LANDER & CO., Box 8, Grand Forks, N. D.

/NCOHt
Pittsburgh Securities

First Mortgage bonds—Preferred

stocks and bank stocks, backed

by the great industrial and finan-

cial institutions of Pittsburgh and

purchasable at prices that net the

investors

5 to 6 Per Cent.
A very liberal income combined

with perfect safety.

Write for particulars.

ROBERT C. HALL
Alemher Fhtdntrgh Stock Exchange

240 Fourth Ave., Pittsburgh/ Pa.

Reference :

Any bank or trust company in Pittsburgh.

The
'^Ocularscope"

Free

Get Your Glasses at Wholesale
Examine your own
eyes without an ocu-
list. Send for our
"OCULAKSCOPE,"the
latest invention of the
20th century. SENT

FREE with our beautiful illustrated catalogue of specta-
cles and eyeglasses. MAIL ORDER ONLY. Send to-day.

GRAND RAPIDS WHOLESALE OPTICIANS,
404 Houseman Building:, Qrand Rapids, Mich.

BICYCLES ON TRIAL
for 10 dajs. ^Ve ship on ap-
proval to anyone. -i".:h':,i a cent deposit.

1965 5vioSeis */0 to ^24
with Coaster-Brakes & Puncture-Proof Tires.
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The happy homely shop in Nazareth ;

The noon-day shadow of a wayside tree

That had befriendeil Mini in Calilee ;

Sweet talks in liethany by the chimney-stone.

And nightlong linjjerinij talks with John alone.

And then he thought of all the weary men

He would have gathered as a mother hen

Gathers her brood under her wings at night.

.\nd then He saw the ages in one flight.

And heard as a great sea

.-Ml of the griefs that had been and must be ... .

.\s He stood looking on the endless sky.

Over the Garden went a sobbing cry.

He turned, and saw where the tall almonds are

His Mary of Magdala, wildly pale,

l"ast-fleeting down the trail.

And suddenly His face was like a star !

He spoke ; she knew -a blaze of happy tears ;

Then " Master ! " . . . and tlie word rings down the

years

!

—From The SiiiiJay ^lagazinc.

When We Two Walked in Arcady.
BY CAROLINE Ul'EK.

I

When we two walked in .Arcady

How sweet the summers were !

How thick the branches overhead.

How soft the grass beneath our tread.

And thickets where the sun burned red

Were full of wings astir, my dear.

When we two walked in Arcady
Through paths young hearts prefer.

II

Since we two walked in Arcady
(How long ago it seems !)

High hopes have died disconsolate;

The calm-eyed angel men call Fate

Stands with drawn sword before the gate

That shuts out all our dreams, my dear

;

Since we two walked in .Arcady

Beside the crystal streams.

in

Beyond the woods of Arcady
The little brooks are dry.

The brown grass rustles in the heat.

The roads are rough beneath our feet.

Above onr heads no branches meet.

And yet, altho we sigh, my dear,

Beyond the woods of Arcady
We see more of the sky !

— From Scribner s Magazine.

Out of the Night,

BY MARSHALL ILSLEY.

As from a vapor silver ships emerge,

And fall to anchor in the realm of sight.

So in the languid dawn upon the verge

Of conscious morning from the far-off night,

Come drifting dreams tliat of a substance seem,

Although below the dream we know we dream.

Slow are the lieavy limbs to feel the day.

Slow answer drowsy eyelids to the morn
;

The will is child-eyed to those visions gray

Of sails long-traveled and of cordage worn :

Gazes acceptant. wondering not— and then I

Dilates with wonder at the long-dead men.

50^ THE BEST MAIL
'^ INVESTMENT
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Control
Driving an ordinary pin with ^^J

a mammoth 30 horse-power auto- "

mobile, by repeatedly approach-

ing and gently touching the head,

is the latest achievement illustrat-

ing the unusual sensitiveness of

the motor connections and brake
device of the wonderful Cadillac.

This perfect control results from
mechanism so simple, so durable,

so manifestly common -sense, as

to make the Cadillac almost trouble

proof. Because of this excellence

of construction, a Cadillac may be
maintained at but a fraction of the

expense required by other cars

—a feature which, combined
with never-failing serviceableness,

makes it the most satisfactory au-

tomobile in America.

Model D—Four-Cylinder, 30 h. p.

Touring: Car, $2,800.
Model F—Side-Entrance Touring

Car, $950.
Model B—Touring: Car, detachable

tonneau, $900.
Model E—Lig:ht, stylish, powerful

Runabout, $750.

All prices f. o. b. Delroit.

Vvrite for Catalog A 3 , and address of

nearest dealer, tvhere you can see and
try a Cadillac.

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE CO..

Detroit. Mich.

Member Asso. Licensed Aula. Mfrs.

1/4 CARAT-
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V
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PRICE-

Let us send you, on
approval, prepaid
choice of rings shown
upon terms Indicated.
Send first payment with
order, or we will send ring
C. O D., first payment, subject

to examination, balance monthly.
Ring Catalog No. Cl 81 FREE. If

Interested In WATCHES or other
JEWELRY, ask lor Special Catalog
HEKHKRT L. JOSEPH & CO.

Diamonds — Watches— Jewelry
818 (ElMl) State Street t'HirAGO

Responslb'nity 82,'J0,OU0. Estab. 1882.

PRICE-
$52So

For no strange mariners from sunburned lands,

Tliese friendly faces leaning o'er tlie rail;

Who smile from living eyes, wave loving hands

;

With old, familiar, long-lost voices hail

:

No strangers, yet from somewhere sounds the dread-
" Remember and remember, tliey are dead."

" All, no," the dreamer murmurs, "' let me be,

For I would hold those happy hands again
;

The voices answer, and the faces see,

And know past knowing tliey are living men :

Somehow, I have forgotten that they died."
" But I have not forgotten," Morning sighed.

And with the sigh there falls the cruel light

;

.\nd in the light the friendly faces fade
;

For Day is still an infidel of Night,

And scorns the stuff whereof our dreams are made,-

Dear Living Forms, that may not be so far

As Day believes, who knows not where they are.

—From Harper''s Monthly.

The Song of the Plains.

By H. H. Bashford.

No harp have I for the singing, nor fingers fashioned

for skill,

Nor ever shall words express it, the song that is in

my heart,

A saga, swept from the distance, horizons beyond the

hill.

Singing of life and endurance, and bidding me bear

my part.

For this is Song, as I sing it, tlie song tliat I love the

best.

The steady tramp in the furrow, the grind of the

gleaming steel.

An anthem sung to the noonday, a chant of the open

West,

Echoing deep, in my spirit, to gladden and help and

heal.

And this is Life, as I read it, and Life, in its fairest

form.

To breathe the wind on the ranges, the scent of the

upturned sod.

To strive and strive, and be thankful, to weather the

shine and storm

Penciling, over the prairies, tlie destiny planned by

God.

And no reward do I ask for, save only to work and
wait,

To praise the God of my fathers, to labor beneath

his sky,

To dwell alone in his greatness, to strike and to fol-

low straight.

Silent, and strong, and contented — the limitless

plains and I.

—From The Neiv York Rvejiing Mail.

Hands.

BY T. STURGE MOORE.

Sing, for with hands.

One thumb and four fingers a-piece.

They built the temples of Egypt and Greece !

Sing, for in many lands

Are things of use and beauty seen,

That without hands had never been—
Without skilled hands

!

White hands, deft hands,

No lily is more lovely, no.

Nor can the swan more graces show
Than lady's arm commands !—

O strength as of a giant's grip

!

O firmness meet to steer a ship !

—

O swart, male hands.

Frank hands, firee hands.

When shall my little ones grow great

And clasp such huge ones for their mate .'

Who thinks, who understands.

How hands of soldiers and of kings.

And all those by princesses waved,

Were once a baby's hands and craved

For jangling toys and shining things ?

—From The Academy.
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PERSONALS.
Told of Fitzhugh Lee. — The death of Major-

General Lee removes the last of the famous members

of the Virginia family of Lees. Many stories are told

of him of which the following are samples :

" Fitzhugh Lee was the eldest son of Sydney Smith
Lee and was the favorite nephew, just as his father

had been the favorite brother, of Gen. R. E. Lee. Both
father and son were beloved by the great Confederate

commander for similar qualities. ' Rose' was the pet

nickname with Gen. R. E. Lee for the brother, while
' Fitz' was his and everybody else's pet nickname for

the son.

" There was ever too much of the old-time Virginian

in Fitzhugh Lee for him ever to take kindly to salt

water. It involved too little opportunity to get

astraddle a horse's back, and Fitzhugh from his very

boyhood loved a horse. So he did not follow his father

into the navy. He followed his uncle, Robert E., into

the army
"It was to the Second United States Cavalry that

Lieut. Fitzhugh Lee went on leaving West f'oint.

His active service commenced at once. The Indians of""

were much aroused at emigrants crossing their lands

and hunting grounds. With his usual energy Lieute-

nant Lee distinguished himself in every fight with the

Comanches in which he took part. He had some close

calls. While on a scout once he dismounted to follow

the trail of an Indian, who had taken to the brush. As
Lee passed along the bottom of a ravine, the Indian,

who had concealed himself above the young lieutenant,

leaped upon Lee's back, and for the moment bore him
down. The Comanche chief attempted to draw his

knife, but Lee seized his right arm and prevented its

use. Holding the warrior in this way, it was equally

impossible for Lieutenant Lee to draw his pistol. The
Indian, a famous war chief, was larger and heavier

than the young oflficer, who was getting the worst of

the tussle. Hisgymnastic training saved his life. Sud-

denly releasing the right-hand hold, Lee struck the

chief twice in the face, knocking him down. Before

the warrior could recover from this new form of attack,

Lee had settled conclusions for good and all by two
shots from his Colt's revolver.

In another Indian fight a warrior, dashing up close

to him, shot Lee with an arrow. It would have killed

him had not the point turned on a rib. As it was, it

penetrated several inches, and Lee had to ride about

and command his men with the feather end of an ar-

row sticking out of his breast. It began to be painful,

and, laying down on his side, Lee called a friend and
said :

' Jack, pull this devilish thing out.' The friend

gave a tug. The arrow did not move. ' Put your foot

against my side and try it again.' The other did so.

Finally the shaft of the missile came out, leaving the

steel head four or five inches deep in the young lieu-

tenant's breast.
' Lee displayed skill as well as courage as a cavalry

leader. At Farmville, near Appomatto.x, he led a brill-

iant charge, which drove back General Crook's cavalry

division and held the key to the situation until Sheri-

dan and Ord arrived with Federal reenforcements and
put an end to the struggle. On the following day Gen.

Robert E. Lee and General Grant settled the terms of

surrender of the Confederate forces.

Gen. Fitzhugh Lee witnessed this memorable meet-

ing between his uncle and Grant, and he frequently ex-

pressed his appreciation of the magnanimity displayed

by the victorious commander on that occasion. The
fact that General Grant refrained from asking for Gen.

Robert E. Lee's sword made a lasting impression on
Fitzhugh Lee, who subsequently said :

' General Grant

not only refrained from demanding my uncle's sword,

as is customary, but he actually apologized to General

Lee for not having his own sword on at the time.'

" After the war Gen. Fitzhugh Lee lived quietly for

many years on his farm on the banks of the Potomac,
in Stafford County, Virginia. He accepted the result

philosophically, and counseled his neighbors to return

to their several industries and make the best of the

situation."

The Premier's Retort, — Sir Wilfred Laurier,

the Canadian Premier, possesses a particular aptitude

for administering crushing retorts to ill-mannered

people. This story is told of him in Tit-Bits:

"At one of Lady Minto's big receptions some time

ago he was tremendously bored by a young American,
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who was criticizing our colonies in general and Can
ada in particular. Every institution (says a biog-

rapher) was compared in turn, to their great disad-

vantage, with those of the .States.

" ' Can't think why you don't choose some animal,

some good-sized beast or bird, for your national em-
blem, instead of a maple leaf," he remarked. " S'pose

you're waiting till we annex you !

"

" ' We have the beaver,' Sir Wilfred reminded him,
' the emblem of industry.'

" ' Beaver, indeed ! Do you know what we call the

beaver ? A rat with a swelled tail,' chuckled the

American.
" ' .^nd many people are apt to look on your Ameri-

can eagle as a jay with a swelled head,' the Premier
promptly replied."

A New Fnnstoii Story.—At a dinner recently

given by .Adjutant Cole, of Connecticut, the late Fitz-

hugh Lee told a new story about General Funston.

The incident happened while Lee was at Havana and

just before the Maine was blown up. The New York

Sun relates :

" He was alone in his office when the door opened to

admit a visitor. The man had long hair, an unkempt
beard and a gaunt appearance. His hat was fidl of

holes, his shoes about all gone and he had no clothing

except a linen duster. He approached General Lee
very cautiously and the latter instinctively grasped

his revolver.

" ' If that fellow once put up his hand under his

duster, I am positive I would have sliot him without

waiting for a word,' said General Lee. ' I was satis-

fied he was hired to come and kill me. When he ap-

proached to speaking distance he astonished me by
asking in good English if I was General Lee. I told

him I was, and asked him who he was. He said he

belonged to the Cuban Army and was General
Gomez's chief of artillery and wanted to go back to

the States. He said he was from Kansas and had had
enough of the Cubans.

" ' I told him he was taking his life in his hands by

coming into the Spanish lines, and that if he were
caught they would make quick work of him as a spy.

He said he didn't care. I was satisfied that he was
telling the truth and sent him out for a bath and a

haircut. When he came back in a new suit of clothes

you wouldn't recognize him as the same man.
" ' I got liini aboard the Ward Line steamer next day

without arousing any suspicion, and he was landed

safely in the States. That man was General Funston,
who captured Aguinaldo.' "
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Castro, Venezuela's "Man of Destiny."— Ci-

priano Castro, President of Venezuela, is regarded as

an international trouble-maker, yet, it is admitted, he

possesses some personal qualities that are to be com-

mended. .\ writer in the London Mail says of him :

" Castro is paramount now, and has been for years.

All his enemies are killed or imprisoned in the dun-

geons under Maracaibo's old fort, or else exiled in

Bogota, Paris. New York, or London. How Castro

started with an ' army' of twenty-three muleteers and
smugglers; how this force grew and grew; how he

directed battles from a horse litter, where he was con-

fined with broken legs— these and other episodes are

but incidents in this wonderful man's career.

" Everybody in the town speaks of him with bated

breath—some of them pretty boldly, for he was away
in his little mountain resort of La Victoria, where he

utterly disregarded cablegrams about international

blockades and such-like boresome things, on the prin-

ciple that ' they will arrange themselves if they are let

alone.' Indeed, the President will often disappear al-

together, leaving no address at the American Legation.
" Castro is always popular with his people, for he

gives them no end of concerts, dances, and bull-fights.

He frequently retires to bed at 5 o'clock in the morn-
ing and receives visitors at midday in his night-dress.

He is a thick-set, keen-eyed man, much below middle

height, and with his Indian blood showing most plain-

ly. I do not think he is an inch over five feet, and he

is stooping at that.

" And yet here is the man who has conquered a coun-

try with a handful of mule-drivers and has given sleep-

less nights to the diplomats of the world ! He asks all

his visitors many questions about the navy and army
RT Digest are asked to mention ttie publication when
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of their country, and fully believes that the one war-

ship he lias seen in his Wi^—iVL^ Presideiite Stirm/eii/d,

of the Ari;entiiie Republic— is the most powerful bat-

tle-ship in the world.
' Tresident Castro did not conceal his contempt fur

Kn^land and (ierniany, and I afterward heard he was

unaware of the very existence of India and .\ustralia.

"So you see there is no 'side' about Venezuela's

autocrat. Any one may approach him. He does, how-

ever, carry a revolver in the outside breast-pocket of

his frock-coat. .An assassin tried to shoot him once,

but the President lamed the man with a well aimed

shot.
' Often he will invite casual passers-by into the pal-

ace and give impromptu balls, in which the stranger is

amazed to see poor Indians in canvas clothes, little

better than rags, and rough sandals, side by side with

brilliant uniforms, gold lace and orders. At such func-

tions the President dances with short women and girls,

for he is very sensitive about his diminutive stature.

" It is common knowledge in Caracas that the Presi-

dent detests Mr. Powen, the American Minister, solely

on the ground that this now famous diplomat is almost

a giant.

" .'Vn .Vmerican official on one occasion took him an

important telegram to his mountain retreat and found

him at an open-air picnic, dancing under the trees with

a lot of peasants and pretty girls.

" ' You cannot talk about business,' a high official

said. ' See, his E.vcellency is dancing.'
"' Have you any notion,' the American said, ironic-

ally, ' when President Castro will stop dancing ?

'

" Castro's right-hand man threw up his arms with a
gentle ' Quien sabe ? He has been doing it for the last

five days.' Just then the President saw his visitor.

The girl hanging on his arm took the most important

telegram and read it, whereupon Castro stopped his

band and made a speech about shedding his blood for

' the sacred soil of Bolivar,' and so on. The girls

shouted applause, while the dancers banged empty
beer bottles on the iron tables.

" An amazing man truly ! Knowing nothing of mil-

itary science, he has yet carried everything before him
in battle. Though he has never left his own country,

yet he has got the better of the most skilful dijilomats

and men of the world ; and there is at this hour not

the slightest chance of any rival ousting him from his

remarkable position as insolent and autocratic dic-

tator."

MORE OR LESS PUNGENT.
Well Answered.—Mistress :

" Do you like chil-

dren?"
Applicant for Nurse: "Do yez i.\pect to git a

Roosevelt fer four dollars a week .' "

—

Harper''s Ba-
zar.

Tainted Money.—'' Here's a penny, my man."
Beggar: "Before I -an accept it, sir, will you

kindly show me a certificate as to your moral charac-

ter ?"-i?://V.

Wliat He Hart.—A well-known judge fell down a

flight of stairs, recording his passage by a bump on

every step until he reached the bottom. A servant ran

to his assistance and, raising him up, said: "I hope

your honor is not hurt ?

"

" No," said the judge, sternly, " my honor is not hurt,

but my head is."— Tit-Bits.

What He Couldn't Do.

—

Mrs. Peck (contemp-

tuously) :
" What are you, anyhow, a man or a

mouse ?

"

Mr, Peck (bitterly) :
" A man, my dear. If I were

a mouse I'd have you up on that table yelling for help

right no'vi."— Cleveland Leader.

All Kvasive Answer.—What could be more beau-

tiful in the way of tact, suavity, wit, and conversa-

tional strategy ? W^e recall only one parallel to this

skilful bit of maneuvering, A lady sending a green

servant to answer the doorbell, said: "If anybody
asks if I am in, give an evasive answer," The servant

soon returned. " Who was it ? " esked the mistress
" .\ gentleman who wanted to see you ma'am ; and I
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cloth, 236 pages. Si, 20 net. Funk vS: Wacu: lis Cmi-
pany, Pubs., New York,
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ar." nor au " artiiicuU," nor a *' preflij^ested " food. It
is a tuber fotxl which hns been the prineipn! food of
Hawaiitins for (•<'nturies. The tuber is tiiro, a cultivated
vegetable, grown on phintntions in Hawaii under water

like rice. It is cookt d to a fine
meal byanoriginal processwhich
makes it easier to digest and
more nutritious than any other
f<i<Hi. Nothing is added to it or
taken from it. It is not sweet-
ened, yet babies tease for it.

Makes weaning easy. Develops
strong, complete, perfect di-
gestion. Never causes summer
complaint because it contains
nothing indigestible. Sickly Ba-
V>ies, Bottle Fed Babies, Weaning
Children, Tired Mothers ; Wor-
rying, Rushing Business Men ;

Brainweary Kditors. Writers and
Ministers, Invalids, Convales-
cents and all delicate stomachs
can digest Taro-ena without ef-

. fort. It i« very delicious and ap^
peti^ing. You can live on it alone,
have a healthy appetite, sleep
soundly and gain rich blood and
strength. Always ready —simply
stir in water or milk and sip.
I>escriptive booklet free, write

•
• for it.

Send lOf. /or Large Trial Siaie

50c., $1.00 or $3.00 size of your dnigfii.-t (or by
' Ckkmt " from t<»i> of box

I fiep an e!t-a,-uit I;trge ph<ito-eiiBritviniE; of;i ltt"iutifn!

H.iw;iii:iii .•iCPiie MiiT;ilile for fine fr iiiiiiii? ( no a<l\ i-rl i-^ing on it '.

TAKO FOOD CO., Box T, Ilaiihury. Conn.. Aleuts

FRFF ^"^
* IXM-/*-* m-iil prepaid of us). Senil ii9 the '

n\ ' ill mail
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gave him an evasive answer." "'What did you say r

"'

"I asked him if his grandmother was a monkey."

Buffalo Express.

Howler?.—In his "Comic School Tales," H. J.

Barker gives some amusing answers by children tech-

nically known in England as " Howlers." " A teacher

was giving a lesson on the circulation of the blood.

Trying to make the matter clearer, he said: 'Now.
boys, if I stood on my head the blood, as you know,

would run into it, and I should turn red in the face.'

' Ves, sir,' said the boys, ' Now,' continued the teacli-

er, ' what I want to know is this : How is it that while

lam standing upright in the ordinary position the

blood doesn't run into my feet ?
' .A.nd a little fellow

shouted: ' Why, sir, because yer feet ain't empty.'

"A teacher of a class was disturbed by giggling

among certain boys and called upon one of the culprits

to tell him the cause. ' Please, sir,' responded the lad,

' Turner says he knows of a baby who was fed ele-

phant's milk and gained ten pounds a day.' 'Turner,'

said the teacher, sternly, ' you should not tell lies.'

' But it's true, sir,' rejoined the pupil. ' Whose baby
was it ?' ' The elephant's, sir,' replied the lad."— C/;/-

casro News.

True To Her Promise.—" Josiah," said Mrs.

Chugwater, " What do you do at those lodge meetings

you attend twice a month ?
"

" You don't e.Kpect me to tell you that, do you ? Our
proceedings are secret."

" A man oLip;htn't to have any secrets from his wife.

What is the password ?
"

" I've taken a solemn obligation never to communi-
cate that to any outsider."

" I'm not an outsider. A man and his wife are one.

You have a right to communicate it to me."

Mr. Chugwater reflected.

" Well," he said, " If 1 repeat the password to you

once will you promise never to ask me to say it

again ?

"

" Yes."
" And you will never tell anybody else ?

"

" Never."

Whereupon he rapidly uttered the following astor.-

ishin,:^ word:
" M a ge lliellinellikazenalottaruvistualizabelilliwin-

kamanakalilooleroo."

Mrs. Chugwater kept her pronii.se. -She never re-

peated that password to a living soul. — Chicago

Tribune.

The linjrfisli of It.— The following was over-

heard in a third-class carriage on the London and
Northwestern Railway the other day :

Mother (opening a p? :el of sandwiches):
" Johnnie, what kind of sand\ jch will you 'ave ?

"

Johnnie :
" I'll 'ave 'am, mother."

Mother :
" Don't say 'am, dear. Say 'am !

"

Man in Far Corner (chuckling to himself):

" Both of 'em thinks they're saying 'am ! " ~ Tit-Bits.

Modern.—Up-to-date Pastor: " The collection

will now be taken, and those who contribute ten cents

or more will receive trading-stamps from the ushers."

--W^omaii's Hotne Cotnpattion.

Current EvoiU:

Foreign.

Russo-Japanese War.

April 30. - Linevitch reports the capture of Tung-
Hiia, a town near the Korean border. The sec-

' ond and third Russian squadrons are reported
to have effected a junction off the island of Hai-

May I. — Tlie Russian fleet is reported forty miles
north of Kamranh Bay; the Japanese are again
restive under wliat tliey claim is a continued vio-
lation of French neutralitv.

May 2. — It is rejjorted that French warships have
sailed from Saigon, presumably to maintain
French neutrality on tlie Indo-China coast.

May 3. It is rumored in Tokyo that Rozhdestven-
skv will go to Petropavlovski, on the Peninsula
of Kamchatka, instead of Vladivostok.

May 4.— Nebogatoff's sq uadron is sai d to have passed
through the Straits of Malacca, and is headed
north into the China Sea.

May 5. It is believed that Admiral Rozhdestvensky
has sailed south to meet Nebogatoff's fleet.

\nis is pre-emmctvt-
\\y a. family car:
, I-ts erijoymen-t i«

riot, con^nea. -to

ItKe Kours wjnen
*^& rrLen o-f trie
VioviseKold. are

! iTree; z^om-en. and
\ crii?cl'yeyx ctxri use

it yrtecLrzvofiile. C,Operation
\$ rsy orve. le-ver, pedals and. a
tlirottle B±tsL<A\ea. ±0 tKe steer-
ing "wrieel. ti,Tlie Kana tKa.t

.Steers is -^n.^ lna.na tna,t con-
trols. 4I,Ignitioi\ tlS a-utomatic

^Mtxi-n.. Office a>i£/.^ct:o-Ky, Kenoslia.^WiJConsm.
Ox.AncKe.r . ^o.s-toii — Chicago — PtxilcLae^pKia.
2>I«v.r Yor-k A^«i^c>', Li^'W^t^t TT»i

lea.cl.iz^d cities.

THOMAS B. JEFFERY& COMPANY

SUR.R.EY. TYPE ONE
16 "to lo lior-^e po-wer*. $15DO
OtKcr models $ 75o, ^ 65a, $ Zooo a,od
$3ooo. Full ixiforma+iorL on x*eque«t.

Odorless ^arba^e
"The open garbage pail is an unrealized source of

disease, breeding germs tliat menace the family health
no less than bad drainage."

—

Pres. N. T. Boat d oj Health.

Cp±4.ic4j^<€^^^^

has a close-fitting lid. No odors leak out. Lid
can't be nosed off by dogs. A necessity in

homes where perfect sanitary conditions and
neatness are valued. Trim and strong; made
of corrugated steel. Practically never wears out.

Witt's Pail forgarbage and forgeneral house-
hold uxc. Easv to carry . Tji'O sizes : 5 and 7 gal,

AsR your dealer for "Witt's"
("Witt's Can" stamped in lid.)

THREE sizes:
No. 1—15^x25 in., No. 2-18x25 in., No. 3—203^x25 in.

Ifyou can't buy itin yourtown send nsyour dealer's name;
we will send you through him on his order, Can or Pail

On Approval.
Ifyou like It, pay the dealer; if not. send it back to him.
We will protect the dealer and it won't cost you a rent.
If there is no dealer near you, we'll supply you direct.

The Witt Cornice Co.. Dept. K, Cincinnati. O.

FLATFOOT
Rheumatic Pnins, Weak Ankles, Tired Feet

instantly relieved and permanently cured by the

FL^tNTAR IXSTEP SUPPOMT
Worn inside tlie shoe like an ordinary innersole. Rec-
ommended by physicians. Guarnnteed it instructions
are followed. For sale at shoe stores, driipcisfs, aiid

surtrical i"vt?-umetit f^ ealers. or sent bv iiiai' postpaid
toi- $3.00 per pair. Wiite to-day ior free circular
and particulars.

GEO. 4;. I>OIVDOIV MFC CO.
^ 464 Union Street. Lynn, Musi. M

I Turned Out S30l^
. worth of plating in iwo w-eka, writes M. L. Smith of
[ P&. (uae>l small ouLtii). Rev. Gf^o. P. Crawford writes,

I made $7.00 first day. J. J. 3. Mills, & farmer, writes,
can easily make $5.00 day plating. Thoa. Parker,

school teacher 2i years, wriiea, •' I made $9.85
proflt one day, $9.35 another." Plating

^Business ea.sily K-arned. We teach joj
•Free—Xo Experience Bequired.

J ^^\i Everybody has tableware, wa,chea,jew-
(
elry and metal goods to be plated with

= iold, Silver, Nickel and Tin platinp.
'Heavy Plate—latest process. No toy or

hnmbitcr. Outfl'a all size^. Evervihing guaranteed. LYV TS
3TAKT YOO. Write today for Catlog, Agency and Offer. Address
F. tiray &. Co. Plating Works, Cincinnati, O.

JOXATH AN, A TRAGEDY
A charming volume of verse by Thos. Fwing, Jr. By

mail, $1.07. Funk&Wagnalls Company, Pubs., New York
Readers of The Literary L)iqkst are asked to mention ti:e publication when wntmg to advertisers.

'm
GtJ J C*"^ - , . ^^

3tf Q C. O Q Q Q"?

LiA^Hmil

r(OTi.ji(jrdiK jrilatan

rm r> r:x T^ riT^n
o 9 p O_o. 0_6

$5.00 $10.00
A'ciir- Eirrybody can havf
an Adiittf MaihiTte'

Rapid. Simple. Handy,
Practical, Durable.

Capacitv. 999,999.999
Bonlilfi Fr«. Afrmts ^^ anted.

C.e. LOCKE MFO.CO
IPaJDUt Sl_ Kaaaett. low*
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Russia.

April 3g.— Troops fire on strikers at Czestochowa,

killing; four and wounding many.

April W. - The Kaster services pass quietly in Russia.
The czar issues a ukase proclaiming reliijious

liberty throughout Russia, and remitting certain

[leasant arrears of ta.xes.

May I.—May Oay passes quietly everywhere in Rus-
sia except in Poland. In \Varsa\v 62 are killed

and 203 wounded by troops who are said to have
attacked the workmen without provocation.
Large forces of troops are lield in readiness in St.

Petereburg

May 2.— The Social Democratic party in Poland or-

ders a general strike as a result of the May Day
massacres. Quiet prevails in other parts of the
empire, though the situation continues to liave

elements of peril ; the temper of the population
is most bitter against the troops.

May 4. Business is at a standstill in Warsaw, and
large bodies of troops preser\'e order. .\t Lodz
Cossacks tire into a group of Catholics luiddled
together on the steps of a church, killing seven.

Other Foreign News.

April 30. King Edward exchanges official visits

witli President Loubet of France, and is given a
state dinner at Paris.

May 2.— Prince George of Greece asks the aid of the
protective Powers in quelling the insurrection in

the Island of Crete.

May 3. - Before the International Congress of Berlin,

Professor Lassar tells of his almost uniformly
successful treatment of cancer by Roentgen rays.

May 4.—King Edward arrives in London after his
Continental tour.

Domestic.

Chicago Strike.

April o. All efforts to end the teamsters' strike
fail ; the Federation of Labor passes a resolution
asking President Roosevelt, Governor Deneen,
and Mayor Dunne to investigate.

May I. Many acts of violence are committed, and
the employers proceed to arm their drivers with
rifles, whith are carried openly.

May 3.—Business men of Chicago send a delegation
to Springfield to ask Governor Deneen to order
State troops out to quell tlie riots.

May A. Governor Deneen refuses to send troops to
Chicago, and says he would not do so until
Mayor Dunne or the sheriff liad notified him that
they are unable to control the situation.

Other Domestic News.

April 2g.- Minister Bowen is ordered to Washington
to explain the charges against Assistant-.Secre-
tary of State Loomis.

April 30.—The funeral of Joseph Jefferson is held at
Buzzard's Bay, Mass.

May I.—James H. Hyde accuses Alexander and
Tarbell of stirring up, in violation of an agree-
ment, the agents of the Equitable Life to de-
mancl radical mutualization.

May 2.— Hugh L. Bond, of the Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad, in a statement before the Senate Com-
mittee on Interstate Commerce, says that the
anti-trust act is responsible for the consolidation
of the railroads.

At an election in Baltimore the citizens approve
the plan to spend $13,000,000 on civic improve-
ments.

May 3. James J. Hill, President of the Great North-
ern Railroad, tells the Senate Committee that
discrimination in railroad rates is necessary.

James W. Alexander, of the Equitable Life, re-

signs as trustee of the Hyde estate stock.

Secretary of tlie Navy Morton addresses the dele-
gates to the International Railway Congress in
Washington on the railroad rate question.

May 4.—The International Railway Congress opens
in Washington ; Vice-President makes an ad-
dress in which he urges reform of American
transportation abuses.

James H. Hvde refuses to accept the resignation
of Alexander as trustee and announces that he
will bring suit for an accounting of the trust.

The 8o-Cent Gas bill is defeated in the New York
State Senate.

May 5.—Attorney-General Moody holds that Con-
gress possesses the power to fix railroad rates,
and, having passed a general law on the subject,
can delegate the rate-making function of another
body.

THE OVEIlI>AXD l.IMITED
Less than t'lrce diys Chic.igo to the Pacific Coast, elec-

tric li rhted throughout, leaves Chicac o daily at 8 P. M. via
The Chicago, Union Pacific & North-Westem Line. The
California Kxpress—^inothtr fast through train to San
Francisco, Los An-i^eles and Portland—leaves at 11.00

P. M. The best of everything. Send 4c. in stamps for

California booklets and maps to W. B. Kniskem, P. T. M., I

C. & N. W. Ry., Chicago. I

Readers of The Literarv

SURELY YOU \A^ANT ONE

The Swinging Typewriter Stand
is one of those invaluable inventions which make
an office man wonder how he ever got along witliout
tliem. Attached to either or both sides of the desk,
it swings tile typewriter, card index, or reference file

around just where you want them, and swings them
back out of the way when you are through.
Look at tK© lIl\jstrailor\ and you'll appre-

ciate at once the ease and utility of the idea. Ciives
one-third more desk room, saves time, space, and
money. When you've read the little descriptive
book and learned how little they cost, you'll not be
satisfied until you've seen and tried tne Swinging
Typewriter -Stand.

Let VIS servd you tKe little book

The Swinging Typewriter Stand Company
No. I Dennison BIdg., Toledo, Ohio.

Absolutely Pure a^nd Aerated

Distilled Walter
made in your own house with

THE SANITARY STILL
witliout troublo and at trifling

cost. Inllnitely superior to any
filter. Write for booklet, free,

with 1 c 1 1 (! r s from prominent
people. Agents wanted.

A. H. PEIRCE MFG. CO.,
68 N. Green St., Chicago.

Easy Paymcnls-$37.50to$50
Buys a hJL'h gradefactory rehuilttype-
writer. Easy running, speedy anddur-
able Best low priced niachires ever
offered. Fnllv guaranteed. Money bnck
if not 8at's:f -.ctory. F'^U information
for the asking^—ask now.

Fny Sholrs Compfinv
130 Ue(» btrect, ChlcaffO

FIRST FCILIO SHAKESPEARE
Photographic facsimile of the famous British Museum
Volume, over i ,000 pages, ?2.5o.

FUNK a WA'NALLS COMPANY, Pubs., NEW YORK

Three Opportunities
TO LOOK INTO

WHILE ON YOUR WAY THROUGH

Minnesota, North Dakota, Montana
7 A a.m ^AND\A//\SHHNGXOIN

TO THE
LEWIS <a CLARK CENTENNIAL EXPOSITION

F>OF9-ri_AIM D, ORE.

GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY
THE COMFORTABLE WAY

LO\A/ r/\xe:s
WITH LIBERAL STOPOVER PRiVILECES

Cut out and send this coupon with 3-cent stamn for either cf tliese two illus-

trated bjokleis. Check the one yon des re.

A Camera hurney to th3 Illustraiei B"lleti..s of Ml -nesota,

Lewis & Clark Exposition North Dakota, Montana, or Washington

For rites, detailed information, etc., adiress

F. I. WIIITXEV, Pass. Traffic Manager, ST. PAUT., M:\X.

Name

Address.

Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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DIAMOND
FAST COLOR

EYELETS
NEVER
WEAR
BRASSY

ALWAYS
LOOK
NEW

Look closely at the

eyelets in ycur shoes, and

see if a small -O is slightly raised on

them—you will have to search for it,

it is so small.

Small, But Important

If it is there, it means that Diamond
Fact Color Eyelets have been put

ill by your shoemaker, because they.

will outwear the shoe. Never turn

brassy. When you purchase shoes,

insist upon having- those whicli have

the little diamond -<> mark on the

eyelets. It is a guarantee of wear.

Samples Free and
Booklet teiJiu); ;iil

aDuut them mailed
on request by

United Fast CoFor

Eyelet Company.
Boston, Mass.

SPENCERIAN
STEEL PENS.

The

FOR OVER Fin^f YEARS

Have been subjected to the test

of years and are recognized for

all purposes TJie Best.

SPENCERBAN PEN CO.
349 Broadway, New York.

Whitman Saddle
The one saddle always preferred by
discriminating riders. It is the high-
est type of the saddler's art. Correct
in every line— always comfortable for
the horse and rider. Complete cata-
logue sent free, showing the Whitman
for men and women, and everything
from " Saddle to St>ur." Address

Tlie Jlclilbacli Saddle Co., lOt Chambers St., New York

Successors to The Whitman Saddle Co.

OH.|ptl/i/
ELEOirmC

WE ARE SELLING
Battery Fan Motors. $].i;.5to
Battery Table Lamps, $3.00 to
Telephones, Complete, $2.50 to
Kleetrie Door Bells, Vw. $1, .Sl.'.i5

(Carriage and Bicycle Lights, 75c to
Liinti-ins & Pocket Flash Lights. 7.5e

jK.OO .M.-dieal Batteries
Ti'li-grai-h Outfits, $1.75 to
BattiTy Motors, 75c. to
Necktie and Cap Lights, 7.5c. to
Dynamos and Motors, $i00.00 to

C'atalitg (jve. Ff)rtuMP ior AK**nts

Ohio Kleetrie Woi'liS, Clevela

$10.50
10.00
11.25
1.50
5.00

3.00
3.9r>

2..50
12.00
.5.00

1.00

u<l,0.

^^^gam

The 'BEST' Light
Portable ]00-Candle Power light,

jKveiy lamp warranted.The n]<)St|
brilliant,economical light made
Mo grease, dirt, odor or su.cke.

AGENTS WANTED KVERTWHEEE.
TKE BEST LIGHT COMPAKV.
gn E. 6lh SI,, Canton, O.

CHESS.
[All communications for this Department should be

addressed: " Chess-Editor, Literary
Digest."]

Problem i,o6i.

First Prize Western Daily Mercury.

J. VAN DiJK.

Black—Seven Pieces.

':m.

«
m. wm im m

White—Eight Pieces.

B5Q1; 5S2; ipqSp2K; b2k4; SpPi;
I Pib4; 8; 6B1.

White mates in two moves.

Problem 1,062.

Composed for The Literary Digest as a

Companion-piece to No. 1,055 by

Robert H. Ramsey, Germantown, Pa.,

Dedicated to The Rev. Gilbert Dobbs.

Black—Three Pieces.

^^S

M M

t t

m. m.
i^«ii

^^i
Wi

m m
1^

White—Nine Pieces.

1 R 6; 2k5; p 2 R 2 p i ; P2B2P1; 3S4;
K S 4 P I ; 8 ; 8.

White mates in three moves.

Solution of Problems

No. 1,054. Key-move: R—Q 3.

No. 1,055.

Kt—E6

K-Q4

K—

B

Also,

P—B3

R .\ P eh

Kx Kt (H

2.

KxKt (B

K—K 3

K—K5
Kt-Q4

2.

Any
R-(J7

Any
Kt—Q 8 ch

2

K-Q4
Kt—Q 4 ch

K—Kt 4, mate

Kt— R 5, mate

Kt—Q 4, mate

Kt X P, mate

R X P(E4), mate

R X O P, mate

R—Kt 5, mate

R X B P, mate

P Q4 K—B3

'
'Oft' siESiT

All transactions on honor. Save a Diamond.
Win a heart. Every woman loves a Diamond.
Every woman knows that to be attractive she
must look attractive. She wants to wear a
Diamond. Gratify her. Gratify her love lor
the beautiful. Present her with a Diamond.
The sparkling Diamond lasts forever. Every
day during life the loved one is rcit^lnded ol
the giver's admiration and generosity.

Tho Tima ^n O,,,, a Diamond Is right now. Yon
I lie I Hilt; lU DUy can make a prolit while you
are wearing It. iJlamonds are going tip In value
twenty per cent every year. Wrile/or Catalog,

Write for Our Splendid Catalofffuofnius^
tratlons of Diamonds Watches and Jewelry. We will
send It to you. We will also mall to you ourlnterestlng
Souvenir Diamond Booklet. You can solect the article
you want and wear It yourself or present It to a loved
one. We will send it to you on approval. If you like
It, pay one-flfth the price and keep It, sending the
balance to us in eight equal monthly payments. We
pay all express charges. We ask no Bocurltv. We
create no publicity. We make no Inquiries of em-
ployers. All transactions are prlvateand confidential.
Your account will be welcomed. Write for Catalog.

fliip r.iioraniaa Certlflcateof quality and value l8UUr UUdrdllieC sent with every Diamond. We
allow you full price if ever you wish to exchange
for other goods or a larger Diamond. Goods best.
Prices lowest. Terms easiest. Write for Catalog.

We Are the Largest ^ISan'd FJ^T^^''l'n
the world. We are the only Diamond Cutters selling
at retail. The Loltls System received highest award,
Go'd Medal, at the St. Louis Exposition.

lOFTIS1 BROS & CO. 1858

DIAMOND CUTTERS
WATCHMAKERS. JEWELERS
Oept. E-41, 92 io 98 Stalest.

I BROS & CO. 1858 CHICAGO, ILL.. U. S. *.

Boody,McLellan^Co.
Bankers

57 BROADWAY. NEW YORK
Members of the New York Stock Exchange

ORDERS EXECUTED FOR C^iSH
OR ON MARGIN

Interest allowed on deposits siibject to cheque

BRANCH OFFICES
Albany Poughkeepsie New Haven

Hartford, Bridgeport and Brooklyn

ENNEN'S r^^S.

qrpiLET
ioWDER

PRICKLY HEAT, S
CHAFING, and
SUNBURN,
Removes all odor of perspiration.- De-

llgbihil after Shaving. Sold everywhere, or

inailed.lOPlreceipi of 25c. Get Mennen's (the original). Sample Fne.

A IIAJO. fO. T

CERHARD MENNEN COMPANY. N•^»•rk.N.J.

SEE THAT CLIP?
THE N1.\G.AKA CLIP 1j..IiIs se-

curely from the thinnest .-heet

of paper up to ^4 in. in thickness,
and can be used overand i>veragain.
Better than pins for filing letlei-s,

recoids. cards, etc. Avoid unsightly
pinholes in .'ittaehing second letters,

business cards, cheeks, drafts, in-
voices, etc.'^ Fut up in boxes of inu

especially for desk convenience.
Sainple box 15 cents, postpaid.

NIAGARA CLIP COMPANY, 37 Park St., N. Y. City

orn

Readers of The Litkkai{Y Digest are asked to mention the publication when

12 Com Killing Plasters.

C O R N O removes corns.

Builds new skin. A heaven-

ly relief. Send Qvakter
Now. Nocure,moneyback
Sample 2 cent stamp.

BEST SIPPLY CO., Sole JIfrs., Kept, a:, JOLIET, ILLS.

Also Drug and Shoe Stores,

writing to advertisers.

CORNO REMOVES CORNS
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You want to know
how to get my lamp-

chimncvs.

{i\ Your grocer sells

them, if he is ht to be

your grocer; may be

he don't.

(2) It you'll write

me, rll send you my
Index; that tells every-

thing.

Macbeth, Pittsburgh.
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Visible Writing
Perfect Constrnction

and Easy Manipulation
place

UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER

in a field by itseU.

"A STANDARD-BEYOWD COMPETTnON."

Eventaally YOU will use no other.

UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER CO,
241 Broadway. New York.

Adarird lor osc Hilh the
Tnil Bookkeiplng System."

Learn the Truth
Do you know

that the main cause of unhappi-
ness, Ill-health, sickly children
and divorce is admitted by phy-
sicians and shown by court rec-

ords to be ignorance of the laws
of self and sex ?

Sexology
Illustrated

Confains in one volume

—

Knowledge a Young Man Should Have.
Knowledge a Young Husband Should Hare.
Knowledge a Father Should Have.
Knowledge a Father Should Impart to His Son.
Medical Knowledge a Husband Should Have.

Knowledge a Young Woman Should Have.
Knowledge a Young Wife Should Have.
Knowledge a Mother Should Have.
Knowledge a Mother Should Impart to Her Daughter.
Medical knowledge aWife Should Have.

By William H. Walling, A.M., M.D.
Rich Cloth Binding, Full Geld Stamp, Illustrated, $2.00
Write for "Other People's Opinions ' and Table of Contents.
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We will send you a
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Dept. D. F.othen Hair Cnltnre Co., Cleveland, O.

Kt-Kt3 K—Q 4

Kt—Q 8 ch k— Ivts, mate
1. 3.

R X P(B 2) mate

K-B3

Solved by M. Marble, Worcester, Mass.; the Rev. G.
Dobbs, New Orleans; F. S. Ferguson, Hirmingham,
.•Ma.; H. W. Barry, Boston; A. C. White, New York
City; W. Runk, Highland Falls, N. Y.; R. H. Ram-
sey, Germantown, Pa.; Dr. J. H. S., Geneva, N. Y.;

the Rev. J. G. Law, Walhalla, S. C; B. W. La Mothe,
Stratford, Conn.; .S. W. Banipton, Philadelphia ; the

Rev. W. Rech, Kiel, Wis.; tlie Rev. L. Bijhler, Maria-
ville, N. Y.; A. Heine, Parkersburg, W. Va.; N. D.
Waffle, Salt Springville, N. Y.; J. P. S., CoUegeville,

Pa.; B. Alten, ElyTia, O.; L. R.Williams, Omaha;
J. K. Curzon, Auburn, Neb.; J. E. Wharton, Sher-

man. Te.\.; W. H. M., Antigonish, N. S.; W. M. P.

Mitchell, Harvard University ; G. P. Homnes ; Min-
neapolis; the Rev.S. M. Morton, D.D., Effingham, 111.;

L. Goldmark, Paterson, N. J.; M. Moore, Columbus,
O.; W- E. Hayward, Indianapolis; J. McMurray,
Luna Landing, Ark.; C. W. Sandel, Philadelphia; H.
O. and A. R. Beyer, Edgewood. la.; the Rev. T. Ba-
logh, Pocahontas, Va.; A. Regenbrecht, Peters, Tex.;

W. H. C, Canadian, Tex.; C. P. Crumb, St. Louis;
Dr. J. G. Hayward and B. A. Mann, Brownsville,

Tenn.; A. Rooke, Philadelphia.

1,034: " 23," Philadelphia; " Russell," Germantown,
Pa.; J. H. Cravens, Kansas City; A. V. MilhoUand,
Baltimore; G. A. Pflueger, Shepard, O.; J. G. Over-

holser, Balfour, N. Dak,; J. G. Ayers, Port Jervis, N.

Y.; L. W. Ohlman, Meadville, Pa.; E. A. Kusel,

Oroville, Cal.; W. K. Greely, Boston; O. G. P., Pueblo,

Col.; P. M. Williams, Kansas City; E. Maskowitz,
New York City; Dr. Tompach, Racine, Wis.; Z. G.,

Detroit ; M. Almy, Chicago ; J. A. Weber, Pekin, 111.;

Lyndon, Athens, Ga.; Dr. .\. G. Belsheim, Aitkin,

Minn.

Comments (1,054): "A very pretty threat, with nearly

all pure mates"—M. M.; '"Neat and easy"-G. D.;

"Hackneyed theme"—W. R. ; "A dainty morsel"—
R. H. R. ;

" Simple and easy, but a beauty "J. H. S.;

'Solves itself"— L. H. B. ; "Very simple, but pleas-

ing"—S. M. M. ;
" Very good "—L. G. ;

" Rather com-
monplace"—M. M.; " Prestissimo!"- 23; "Graceful"

-J. H. C; " Not so simple as it looks"—.\. V. M.;
" Illustrates ' bottling' "—J. G. O. ;

" Ten minutes "—
J.G. A.

1.05? :
" Highly grateful for the dedication of this

unusually pretty work"— M. M.; "Splendid setting"

—W. R.; "A beautiful problem "-R. H. k.; "Most
charming"—J. H. S.; " Compares favorably with the

work of the best authors"—J. G. L.; " Elegant com-
binations of Kts. Compare with 1.049" — L. H. B.;

" This might please the novice, on account of its

simplicity "—L. R. W.; "Not hard; but pretty and
clean mates "-J. K. C; ".A. beauty"-]. E. W.; "One
of the prettiest and neatest I have seen for a long

time"—W. M. P. M.; "A real hard problem, and a

good one"- S. M. M.; "The satisfaction of solving

such a problem is only surpassed by the pleasure af-

forded" L. G.; " One of the best I've ever seen "—

M

M.; "Grand, with subtle Key-move"—W. E. H.;
" Very pretty. The composer is an honored member
of the Brownsville Chess-Club"—J.G. H.and B. A. M.

It is a very strange fact that not one solver sent both

continuations after i . The author's continua-

tion ,, _ K.—B 3

IS 2

In addition to those reported, Russell, M. Wisner,

Belgrade, Mont.; R. M. Brockman, Grand Forks, N.

Dak., got 1,052; J. M. M., the Rev. T. B., '52 and '53.

The Champion of the World, Emanuel Hasker, re-

cently played simultaneously against eighteen strong

players, in the Mercantile Chess-Club, Philadelphia,

winning 14 games, drawing 3, and losing one, to Mr.

Sharp.

International Tournament.

The next great Masters' Tournament is to be held in

Ostend. The number of players is limited to sixteen,

and each competitor must play two games with every

other. First prize, 5,000 francs; second, 3,000 francs
;

third, 2,000 francs ; fourth, 1,200 francs ; fifth, 900

francs ; sixth, 700 francs. The sum of 2,000 francs will

be divided fro rata among the ten non-prize winning

competitors, each game counting according to the

points of the final score of the player from whom the

Let us Prove What We
Claim at Our Expense

THERE is only one way to prove anything
about a typewriter, and that is an AC-
TUAL TEST of the machine itself IN

YOUR OFFICE.
That is what we want every possible pur-

cinser of a Fox Typewriter to do before he
buys.

When we say the Fox Typewriter can be
operated with from 25 to 100 per cent, less

energy than any other typewriter, it doesn't
mean anything to you unless we can show by
this saving that will enable you to reduce the
cost of typewriting in your office, give you a
better grade of work, and save you a vast

amount of worry about repairs. When we
show you THAT, you are interested.

We have proved this to

some of the most discrimi-

nating buyers in the coun-
try. 75 per cent, of our
Sales are made under .just

such circnmstances.

If we ceo prove it tX) you, you want our
machine.

Remember, we PROVE THIS at our
expertse. All you have to do is say you are

interested, no matter where you are.

Write us to-day.

r OX 1 ypewriter Co.
Executive Office and Factory :

550 Front Street, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Branches and Agencies in

Principal Cities

Tft IDEAL SIGHT
RESTORER

Is Your
Sight FaUing?
All refractive errors,

mnscalar trouble &
chronic disease* of

the Eye cured by

scientilic MASSAGE,

ninstrated treatise with aiiidavit testimoTiials

free. Address

THE IDEAL COMPANY.
239 Broadway, New York- flCfit
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game was won. In addition to this amount the player

(among the non-prize winners) scoring the highest

number of points will receive an additional prize of 200

francs. The second best in the consolation score will

receive 150 francs, the third best 100 francs and the

fourth 50 francs. Time limit, the first 20 moves in 1

hour and 20 minutes ; afterward, 15 moves per hour.

Five games to be played weekly. A letter recently

received by a gentleman from Mr. Pillsbury tells of his

great improvement, and his friends extend to him their

heartiest wishes for his entire recovery, so that he will

be able to represent America in this Tournament.

An Irregular Game.

The moves in this game were made by the four

players in rotation, without any consultation.

HVMES
and

LiBAIRE.
IV/itte.

1 P-K4
2 P-O B 3
3B-Q3
4Kt-B3
S Castles
6P-K R3
7 Kt X Kt P
8 Kt—B 3

9 Kt

—

K sq
ioQ^B3
11 B—B 2

12 P—Q Kt 4

13 P-R 4

HOWELL
and

BARRETT.
Black.

P-K4
Kt— K. B 3
Kt—B 3
B—B 4
P-Q 3
F—K Kt 4R—K Kt sq
Bx R P
Q-Q2
R—Kt 3
Castles
B— Kt 3
B—Kt 4
Kt—K R 4

HVMES
and

LIBAIRE.
White.

'5 P-R 5
16 P X B
17 P X R P
i8P-R8(Q)

ch
i9B-y 3
20 Kt X Kt
21 Kt~K sq
22 P—B ^

23 K X B
24 P-Q B 4
=5 P-Q 3
26 Kt—B 3

HOWELL
and

BARRETT.
Black.
Kt-B 5
Kt X Q
Kt X B
Kt—Kt sq

Kt X B
B—B 6
Bx Kt P
B X R dis ch
O R—Kt sq
Q-B ,

g-Kt 3

Howell announced mate for Black in seven moves,

-as follows

25.., Q—K6;
K X Q ; 28 R—K 7 en, js. x k ; 29

K—Kt 3 ; 30 P—B 5 ch, K X Kt
; 31 anytl

mate.

26 Kt—Kt 2, R X Kt:

R 7 ch, K X R; 29

27 Q X P ch,

Kt-Kt 5 ch,

ling, R—Kt 8

Masters' Games.

Evans Gambit.

TSCHIGORIN,
White.

1 P—K 4
2 Kt— K B3
3B-B4
4 P-Q Kt 4
5 P-Q B

3

-6 Castles

7 P-Q 4
8 P-Q R 4
9 B-Q Kt 5
10 B X Kt ch
11 P—R 5
12PX P
13 Q—K 2

14 Kt-Q 4

LASKER.
Black.
P— K 4
Kt-Q B 3B—B 4
B X P
B—B 4
P-Q 3
B— Kt3
Kt—B 3P-QR3
Px B
B—R2
Ktx P
P-Q 4
Kt X Q B P

TSCHIGORIN.
White.

15 Kt X Kt
16 Q-Q 3
17Q— l^t 3
18 B-Kt 5

19 Q R—B sq
20 P X P
21 B—B 4
22 Q-B 3

23 K R—K sq

24 Q—K 2

25Q-R2
26 K-R sq
27 Resigns.

LASKER.
Blach.

B X Kt
P-QB4
B—K 3
Q-Q 2

P—K B 3
P X P
R— K Kt sq
Castles ((} R)
P—BsB-KB 4
Rx P ch
Rx B P

M. Tschigorin, the Champion of Russia, has the

refutation of being the greatest exponent of the

Evo .

King's Bishops' Gambit.

CHAROUSEK.
White.

1 P-K 4
2 P-K B 43B-B4
4BX P
5 K—B sq
6Kt—K B 3
7 P—K R 4
8 Kt— B 3
9 B-B 4

10 P-Q 4
11 K-B 2

laP X B
13P X P
14 Kt-K 2

1SP-B3
16Q R4
17Q xKt
18 B X P

Charousek

liave ranked

LASKER.
Black.
P— K 4
PxP
P-Q 4Q-R 5 ch
P—K Kt 4
Q-R 4
B-Kt 2

P-QB3
B—Kts
Kt-Q 2

BxKt
Castles (Q R)
Q xP
Q-K2
Kt—K 4
Kt X B
Kt-B 3
Kt-Q 2

CHAROUSEK.
Il'hite.

19 Q-R 4
20 Q-R 5
21 Kt— Kt 3
22 Kt-B 5
23 B— Kt 3

24 Kt X B
2SQ-K5
26 B X Q
27 B X P
28 R—R 6

29 K—K 3
30K-Q2
31 P-K 5

32 Q R-R sq
33P-B4
34 K—K 3

^5 P-Q 5

36 P-K 6

LASKER.
Black.

P-QR3
Kt-B sq
Kt—K3
Q-Bsq
R—Q 2

Q X Kt
QxQ
P-B3
R- Bsq
Kt-B 5
Kt-Kt 7 ch
R(Q2)-KB2
Kt-Bs
R—Kt sq
Kt-Kt 3
Kt—B sq
R—Q2
Resigns.

;, who died at an early age, would probably

with the greatest masters.

It is our purpose to publish every week games that

have been played by the great Masters.

Easily Kemedied.—A mother was trying to im-

press her young son with the grief his naughtiness
caused her, and said

:

" George, you know it hurts me terribly when you do
wrong, and if 1 were ever to be taken away from you,

it would make you feel sorry to look back and think

how you had grieved me. Boys do lose their mothers
sometimes, you know. Tommy Brown's mother died

last year."

" Yes, but he got another, right away," said George,
and his mother wished she had chosen a different ex-

ample to point her moxa\.— Brooklyn Life.

Readers of Thb Literary
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Bright's Disease
Cystitis and Diabetes

This Book will be sent to you free of cost— if afflicted or in doubt.

We are Specialists in these three diseases.

We cannot heal all ills, but do a few things well.

We do successfully //r*?/ Bright's Disease and Diabetes—acute or chronic.

Proof ! Our patients secure Life Insurance after previous rejection.

Lesser Kidney Troubles are naturally the more quickly cured.

Uremic Poisoning is very prevalent and ixry dangerous.

An analysis (free) necessary to detect these stealthy diseases.

Dr. Tompkins compounds no patent medicines.
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Investigation compels belief. Established 1890.
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A Word
To People Who Think
Goat Lymph Feeds Nerve Cells

Brain Pag

Paralysis

Epilepsy

Neurasthenia

Nerve Exhaustion

Locomotor Ataxia

Premature Old Age

r

During the last four
years we have thoroughly
demonstrated by actual re-

sults that Goat Lymph is

the scientific and rational
treatment for all nervous
affections. Scientific men,
medical .iournals, and the
daily press after investiga-
tion have given it their
unqualified endorsement.
The action of the Lymph

is such that the exhausted
nerve cells are physiologic-
ally revitalized, thus giv-
ing new life and force to

the worn-out system. For this reason patients suf-
fering from serious nerve complications have found
prompt and permanent relief through its use.
Our faith in this treatment is unbounded, our

purpose is to extend the knowledge of it as widely
as possible, and if yon are a sulTerer we advise you
to send for

THE GOAT LYMPH MAGAZINE
which will lie mailed to you upon request. If, at
the same time, you will in your own language oat-
line your ailment we will lie glad to discuss the sub-
ject with you and advise you as to the results you
may reasonably expect to obtain from the adminis-
tration of the Lymph. A»\i for Magazine No. S,

3rd edition.

Goat Lymph Sanitarium Association
GILBERT WHITE, M.D., Medical Director,

1 7 East 32d St,

,

23 Auditorium Building,

New York City. Chicago, III.

Electro-Diagnosis and
Electro-Therapeutics

This gives a clear and concise explanation of the
principles of electricity, and the latest research as to
the physiological effects of electricity upon the human
body. By Dr. Toby Cohn, Nerve Specialist, Berlin.
8vo, 8 plates, 39 cuts, cloth, $2.

FUNK & WAONALLS COMPANY, Publlshere, New York

GOUT & RHEUMATISM
VaetbeCreat English Remedy
BLAIR'S PILLSl
Safe, Sure, Effective; 50c. & SI.
I>RirOGI8TS. or 221 William St., N. lY.

JUST PUBLISHED I

TARTARLITHINE
A Syracuse Physician writes : I have

three patients tipon Tartarlithine
who can hardly do without it ; in

rheumatism and chronic cystitis,

prostatitis, etc., I have never met
its equal. It has come to stay

—

with me at least.

Rheumatism

Tartarlithine rarely fails because it supplies
the blood with the necessary substances to dis-
solve and remove the poison of rheumatism

—

uric acid. We want every sufferer to try it, and
will send a sample package w ith our booklet on
the cure of rheumatism free to every applicant.

Prescribed and endorsed By the
leading' physicians of the country.

'

Ask Yoxjr Doctor Abovjt It

I^ree sample and our booklet on tlie

cure ofRlieuniatistn sent on request

McKesson & Bobbins '^^e^vVo'^K**-
Sole agentsfor the Tartarlithine Co,

The Travelers' Handbook
By JOSEPHINE TOZIER

A practical book prepared on new lines for

travelers in the eastern hemisphere. It is

not intended to take the place of such
" Guide Books " as those of Baedeker, but
full of suggestions helpful in directing the
American abroad with regard to such per-

plexing matters as shopping, hotels, tips,

foreign usages, etiquette, and many other
details of comfort and convenience.

12iuo, cloth. Price SI.00 net

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY. Pubs.. NEW YORK
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FIELDING AND SMOLLETT
A De Luxe, Limited, Unexpurgated Edition

We have acquired from the Eighteenth Century Club the remainder of a choice limited edition of

FIELDING and SMOLLETT.
We will supply the first few inquirers with a set of either FIELDING or SMOLLETT, or both, but we

cannot guarantee a set under any condition.

No library is complete without FIELDING'S and SMOLLETT'S works. Hitherto no satisfactory,

unexpurgated edition, at reasonable prices, has been issued to American booklovers. Here is your oppor-

tunity to possess either, or both, of these remarkable sets of books at less than one-half the Special Club
Rates, which means actually less than one-third the regular publisher's prices.

*• Fielding the Father of the English Novel
"

FIELDING established a new school of literature, and
even after a lapse of over a century and half, his works
hold a foremost place among the enduring novels of the

world.

FIELDING depicted his characters with such skill and
genius that they still glow with life and realism. His writings

are fresh, vigorous, and sincere.

Andrew Lang, Stylist and Essayist, says: "There is

something unexpressibly heartening to me in the style of

FIELDING." Sir Walter Scott has christened him for all

time " The Father of the English Novel," while Lord Byron
characterized him as "The prose Homer of human nature."

The work is completed in twelve volumes.

Tobias Smollett— Physician and Novelist

SMOLLETT has often been compared with his great
rivtil FIELDING, notably by Scott, his illustrious biographer,
and by Hazlitt. His rollicking humor has been his strong
point, as against the power of narration and portraiture

possessed by FIELDING.
SMOLLETT'S writing was marked by a great fund of

original comedy, keen sense of ridicule, and a versatility of

talent Ijy which he could accommodate himself to any species

of writing, from burlesque solemnity to broad wit. lie be-

longed to an age of free and easy manners, and he depicted
what he saw with dash and abandon.

Thackeray says, " The Novel of Humphrey Clinker is, I

do think, the most laughable story that has ever been written

since the goodly art of novel-writing began." This work
comprises twelve volumes.

Editorial and Mechanical Features
These novels are edited by Gustav Howard Maynadier, Ph.D., of Harvard, who contributes an introduction to each. The

type is new and especially set, the paper and press work of the highest grade. The volumes are beautifully illustrated by photo-
gravures, made especially for this edition by Dunsmore, Williams, and others.

A Letter from a Fielding and Smollett Subscriber

April 14th, 1905.Messrs. John D. Morris & Company,
1201 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

Gentlemen: I have received the superb edition of SMOLLETT and FIELDING. The contents of these volumes are not
new to me, as I have been a lecturer on English literature ; but the letter-press, ah ! it is equal to De Vinne, and the binding is

worthy of a Jean Grolier.

Hazlitt, in his essay on "The Conversation of Authors," says :
" I remember the greatest triumph 1 ever had was in per-

suading Lamb, after some years' difficulty, that FIELDING was better than SMOLLETT."
1 would require a Hazlitt now to help me to a decision as to which of these two sets to keep, and the only wav to settle the

matter to my satisfaction is to keep them both. Yours truly, Rev. '

NOW IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY
To procure at a remarkably low price on easy terms a set of this limited and beautiful de lu.xe edition of either Fielding's or Smollett's
work, or of both.

REMEMBER THIS IS AN VNEXPUR.GATED EDITION

JOHN D. MORRIS &. COMPANY. 1201 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia.. Pa.

CUT OUT C:OUF»OIN /V\/\IL TO'D/IY

JOHN D. MORRIS & COMPANY, 1201 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

Gentlemen: Kindly send me full particulars of your Special Prices and Terms on FIELDING and SMOLLETT.

Name _ „ _ _

Street _ _

City State

Key L. D. F.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertiseni.
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The Springfield Reptiblican: It is a clear and well-ordered compendium of what has been heretofore
scattered and voluminous literature on the subject of communistic experiments in America. . . . It is a serious and
important work.

History of Socialism in tlie United States
A complete account of the origin, development, and present status of socialistic move-

ments throughout the United States, indispensable to an intelligent appreciation of socialism
as it exists in this country. By Morris Hillquit.
Cincinnati Cotninereial Tribune : Every position \ Tlie Watchman, Boston: It is exceedingly timely

taken has behind it the authority of facts and figures. and valuable.

Ttte Philadelphia Item: It is a work of extensive I The Washington Keenimj Star: An intelligent

scope and sociological as well as historical value.
| and well-written record of a popular movement.

12mo, Cloth, 371 Paiges. $1.50 Net; by Ma.il, $1.67

FUNK <a WAGNALLS COMPANY, Pvibs.. New York

By DR. WASHINGTON GLADDEN

Working People

and Their Employers
The Author of this work Is extensively known sls

one of the most spirited writers and is just now
prominently before the public as one of the chief
critics of John D. Rockefeller. He grapples here
with one of the difficult and vital problems of the
times. He is, however, at home with his theme.
He says:—"The greater part of my life has been
spent among working people, in working with
them, or in working for them." Sure of his "audi-
ence," he uses plain and forcible words, both to
employers and employees. The questions discussed
by him so sensibly and practically, are among the
most important and pressing involved in what Is

called " The Labor Question," including Duty and
Discipline of Work ; Labor and Capital ; Rising In
the World ; the Household and the Home ; Strong
Drink ; Society and Societies ; Duties of Employers ;

Hard Times and How to Ease Them ; the Future
Labor.

" This book we cordially recommend. It is sound
and economic in principle, and Christian in spirit

"

—The Examiner, New York.

PAPER, 25 CENTS, CLOTH, $1.00

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Pubs., NEW YORK

TOLSTOY'S COMPLETE AVORKS. (Library
Edition.) 26 octavo volumes, photogravure frontispiece,

ornamental covers, deckle edges, gilt tops, ribbed olive

cloth, uniform style, but each independent so far as
paging and numbering are concerned. Si.sopervolume,
postpaid. Translated by Louise and Avlmer Maude.
First and second volumes, " Sevastopol and other Militaiy

Tales," and " Tolstov's Plays" now ready. Funk &
Wagnalls Company, Pubs., New York.

fl? "^ ()() monthly for eleven months, or $20.00 cash with order, and either Revolving Book Case or Atlas free, on terms of

%^^» Coupon below—for 40 vols, cloth ; half Persian morocco, $12.00 more.

AN IDEAL CYCLOPEDIA
THE DICTIONARY CYCLOPEDIA ; a Library of Universal Knowledge, and an Unabridged

Dictionary, in one alphabetical order—the ONLY one of its kind,

1905 EDITION NOW READY
40 \/olumes, INoarly :28,000 Pages, and ^,000 fliliastrations

It is of the highest scholarship, as ample, unimpeachable evidence shows. Every title is pronounced—

a

feature liked by all, not usual in Cyclopedias.
I'ostffssing three others, yours is referred to oftener than any other.—Rev. .). DULLER, Roselle. N. J.

IdsSll Form, it is anldeal, handy size—the only such Cyclopedia—4K x 7 !/< x ij^ inches.

An Ideal Revolving Book Case

gives a delightful touch of co/n/eiiie/we

and utility possible to no other Cyclo-

pedia, because of big, clumsy volumes.

Put in the best light in the most-used

room of home, it becomes an ornament

and an honor superior to any other pos-

session of so little cost.

It meets more tuUy my ideal than any other.—J. F. Ckookkb, Ex-Supt. Public Instiuction. N. Y.

^^OSt ^s ^ fraction of the price of any other Cyclopedia of similar magnitude and merit.

I find myself continually consulting it. It deserves all the pood things that are said about it.

—

Henky WiDB
RoGKR.s, LL.D., ExPres. Northwestern University, Evanston, 111.

Eg^SiCr T©rnflS o^ payment than offered by any other Cyclopedia.

I would rather have it thau the Century Dictionary.—Chas. E. Taylor, Prin. High School, Orange, Cal.

lyisi^nitXJQC. It 's 0°^ °I ^^ largest of all American Cyclopedias.

.Jii.st the inforriiatiOM that nine out of ten persons look for. I prefer it to Johnson's or Britannica.—A. D.
Beechy. Supt. Schools, Norwalk, Conn.

ItQ ^^*\r»Q latest, best, most numerous, are in a separate cloth volume Moixr Knrtvv1f>r1df> A Weekly Magazine, $1.00 ayear (samplefree),
t.a X to.|Ja itnaking 41), full atlas size, instead of being foolishly folded and i^C^^ J^IIUW iCtA^P. ^jt^ bound volumes at short intervals, uniform

scattered among many volumes. Sold separately, $1.50 ; postage, 24c. with Cyclopedia (at half-price to owners of this) , supplements all Cyclopedias.

Meets more fully my idea of the perfect Cyclopedi.i than any work I have ever ex- Every volume arouses fresh ailmiralion—a really first-class Dictionary and Cyclo-
amiued.—F. S. Fitch, ExSupt. Public Instruction, State of Miehitran. pedia.—Pennsylvania School Journal.

y^cxt'k^ Most people will prefer it to any other at any price. Abundant testi- Tfial Off«»-«-c? Your money back if after go days' use you are not
1 icrn. ^^,^y gf ^i^ iria.1 v^iieria.

satisfied.

I'ertainly worthy of a position side by side with other works of this character.— Sample volutnei. doth or half morocco ether or both, prepaid, for a nominal
Pres. Harper, Chicago. paynunt of 50 cents each, and money refunded on return.

fJi^ ^r\ Date Sharply up to date—more truly so than any other Cyclopedia" *-ycxi.c»
j,gjj i^g^ because of its novel form and plan.

In all respects answers my expectations- comprehensive, accurate, and compact.

—

Pkof. Day, of Yale.

niw Ttrr*** 3""^ bandy form make it the easiest for the eye of any
*JlB * ypc Cyclopedia.

Although I have several, I always refer to yours in preference.—Adrian Reynolds,
Desan, Kun.

\^X\\n\\P' convenience and comprehensiveness cause its use ten
***M ^<^ of any other Cyclopedia that stands by it.

I use fifty times where I refer to the Britannica once.-B. F. Knapp, Oen'l Pass. Asso.,
Chicago.

Have five others—it is yours I refer to oftener than all the rest.—Dr. I. T. Cotton,
Charleston, W. Va.

times to once

R-evolving Book Case Free.

or the ATLAS, if you prefer it, if you send or copy this coupon, and after in-

vestigation your order for Cyclopedia is sent within 30 days.

Name ...

Ad<lress .

L. D. 5-13

ANY BOOK supplied: lowest prices ever
known ; lists and terms free.

Old Cyclopedias wanted. ALDEN BROTHERS PUBLISHERS and BOOKSELLERS
Bible House

9tK St. and 4tK Ave., New York City

Readers of The Liteiiart Disest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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You want to know
how to get my lamp-

chimncvs.

(i) Your grocer sells

them, if he is lit to be

your grocer; may be

he don't.

(2) If you'll write

me, ril send you my
Index; that tells every-

thing.

Macbeth, Pittsburgh.

visible Writing
Perfect Constrnction

and Easy Manipulation
place

UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER

In a field by Itself.

"A STA^NDARD-BEYOW) COMPFTmON."
Evenloally YOU will use no other.

UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER CO.
241 Broadway, New York.

Adafled lor ose HJlh the
Tnil Bookkeeping System."

Learn the Truth
Do you know

that the main cause of unhappi-
ness, ill-health, sickly children
and divorce is admitted by phy-
sicians and shown by court rec-

ords to be ignorance of the laws
of self and sex ?

Sexology
Ul-ustrated

Contains in one volume

—

Knowledge aToung Man Should Have.
Knowledge aToung Husband Should Have.
Knowledge a Father Should Have.
Knowledge a Father Should Impart to His Son.
Medical Knowledge a Husband Should Have.

Knowledge aToung 'Vroman Should Have.
Knowledge aToung Wife Should Have.
Knowledge a Mother Should Have.
Knowledge a Mother Should Impart to Her Daughter.
Medical Knowledge a Wife Should Have.

By William H. Walling, A.M., M.D.
Rich Cloth Binding, Full Cold Stamp, Illustrated, $2.00
Write for "Other People's Opinions " and Table of Contents.

PURITAN PUB. CO., Dept. B, PHILADELPHIA

H
EAVY
HAIR
EALTHY
EAD

We will send you a

FICEE SHAMPOO
and tell you how to obtain
heavy hair and perfect
scalp conditions.

Drpt. D. Eotben Hair Cnltnre Co., Cleveland, O.

Kt-Kt3 K-Q 4

Kt—Q 8 ch R—Kt 5, mate
1. 3. •

R .\ P ( H 2) mate

K-B3

Solved by M. Marble, Worcester, Mass.; the Rev. G.
Dol)bs, New Orleans; Y. S. Ferguson, Birmingham,
.•\la.; H. W. Barry, Boston; A. C. White, New York
City; W. Hunk, Highland Falls, N. V.; R. H. Ram-
sey. Germantown, Pa.; Dr. J. H. S., Geneva, N. Y.;

the Rev. J.G. Law, Walhalla, .S. C; B. W. La Mothe,
Stratford, Conn.; S. W. Banipton, Philadelphia ; the

Rev. W. Rech, Kiel, Wis.; the Rev. L. Bahler, Maria-

ville, N. Y.; A. Heine, Parkersburg, W. Va.; N. D.
Waffle, Salt Springville, N. Y.; J. P. S., Collegeville,

Pa.; B. Alten, Elyxia, O.; L. R.Williams, Omaha;
J. K. Curzon, Auburn, Neb.; J. E. Wharton, Sher-

man. Tex.; W. H. M., Antigonish, N. S.; W. M. P.

Mitchell, Harvard University ; G. P. Homnes ; Min-

neapolis ; the Rev..S. M. Morton, D.D., Effingham, 111.;

L. Goldmark, Paterson, N. J.; M. Moore, Columbus,
O.; W. E. Hayward, Indianapolis; J. McMurray,
Luna Landing, Ark.; C. W. Sandel, Philadelphia; II.

O. and A. R. Beyer, Edgewood, la.; the Rev. T. Ba-

logh, Pocahontas, Va.; A. Regenbreclit, Peters, Tex.;

W. H. C, Canadian, Tex.; C. P. Crumb, St. Louis;

Dr. J. G. Hayward and B. A. Mann, Brownsville,

Tenn.; A. Rooke, Philadelphia.

1,054: " 23," Philadelphia; " Russell," Germantown,
Pa.; J. H. Cravens, Kansas City ; A. V. Milholland,

Baltimore; G. .A. Pflueger, Shepard, O.; J. G. Over-

holser, Balfour, N. Dak.; J. G. Ayers, Port Jervis, N.

Y.; L. W. Ohlman, Meadville, Pa.; E. A. Kusel,

Oroville, Cal.; W. K. Greely, Boston; O. G. P., Pueblo,

Col.; P. M. Williams, Kansas City; E. Maskowitz,
New York City: Dr. Tompach, Racine, Wis.; Z. G..

Detroit ; M. Almy, Chicago ; J. A. Weber, Pekin, 111.;

Lyndon, .\thens, Ga.; Dr. A. G. Belsheim, Aitkin,

Minn.

Comments i 1,054) :
"A very pretty threat, with nearly

all pure mates"—M. M.; "Neat and easy"~G. D.;

"Hackneyed theme"—W. R.; "A dainty morsel"—
R. H. R. ;

" Simple and easy, but a beauty "- J. H. S.;

" Solves itself"— L. H. B. ; "Very simple, but pleas-

ing"—S. M. M. ;
'• Very good "—L. G. ;

" Rather com-
monplace"—M. M.; " Prestissimo !"' 23: "Graceful"

—J. H. C; " Not so simple as it looks "—A. V. M.

;

" Illustrates ' bottling' "—J. G. O. ;
" Ten minutes V—

J.G. A.

1,055 ' " Highly grateful for the dedication of this

unusually pretty work"—M. M.; ".Splendid setting"

—W. R.; "A beautiful problem "-R. H. R.: "Most
charming"—J. H. S.; " Compares favorably with the

work of the best authors"—J. G. L.; " Elegant com-

binations of Kts. Compare with 1,049" -L. H. B.;

" This might please the novice, on account of its

simplicity"—L. R. W.; "Not hard; but pretty and
clean mates"-;. K.C.; " A beauty "- J. E. W.; "One
of the prettiest and neatest I have seen for a long

time"—W. M. P. M.; "A real hard problem, and a

good one"— S. M. M.; "The satisfaction of solving

such a problem is only surpassed by the pleasure af-

forded"— L. G.; " One of the best I've ever seen "—

M

M.; "Grand, with subtle Key-move"—W. E. H.;
" Very pretty. The composer is an honored member
of the Brownsville Chess-Club "—J.G. H.and B. A. M.

It is a very strange fact that not one solver sent both

continuations after i . The author's continua-

tion
K4-Q4.

K-B3

In addition to those reported, Russell, M. Wisner,

Belgrade, Mont.; R. M. Brockman, Grand Forks, N.

Dak., got 1,052; J. M. M., the Rev. T. B., '52 and '53.

The Champion of the World, Emanuel Hasker, re-

cently played simultaneously against eighteen strong

players, in the Mercantile Chess-Club, Philadelphia,

winning 14 games, drawing 3, and losing one, to Mr.

Sharp.

International Tournament.

The next great Masters' Tournament is to be held in

Ostend. The number of players is limited to sixteen,

and each competitor must play two games with every

other. First prize, 5,000 francs; second, 3,000 francs
;

third, 2,000 francs; fourth, 1,200 francs; fifth, goo

francs ; sixth, 700 francs. The sum of 2,000 francs will

be divided pro rata among the ten non-prize winning

competitors, each game counting according to the

points of the final score of the player from whom the

Let us Prove What We
Claim at Our Expense

THEKE is only one way to prove anything
about a typewriter, and that is an AC-
TUAL TEST of the machine itself IN

YOUR OFFICE.
That is what vre weint every possible pur-

ciieser of a Fox Typewriter to do Iwfore he
buys.

When we sey the Fox Typewriter can be
operated with from 25 to 100 per cent, less

energy than any other typewriter, it doesn't
mean anything to you unlese we can show by
this saving that will enable you to reduce the
cost of typewriting in your office, give you a
better grade of work, cmd save you a vast
amount o( worry about repairs. When we
show you THAT, you are interested.

We have proved this to

some of the most discrimi-

nating: buyers in the coun-
try. 75 per cent, of otir

5ales are made under Just
such circamstances.

If we can prove it It) you, you want our
machine.

Remember, we PROVE THIS at our
expense. All you have to do is say you are
interested, no rT>atter where you are.

Write us to-day.

r OX 1 ypewnter Co.
Executive Office and Factory :

550 Front Street, Grand Rapids, MicK.

Branches and Agencies in

Principal Cities

Ideal SIGHiT
RESTORER

Is Your
Sight FaUing?
All refractive errors,

mascalar trouble &
chronic disease? 0!

the Eye cured by
scientific MASSAGE.

Illustrated treatise with allitlavit testimonials

free. Address

THE IDEAL COMPANY,
239 Broadivay, New York- (|||

Readers of The Litkbart Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertiBerfl.
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game was won. In addition to this amount the player

(among the non-prize winners) scoring- the highest

number of points will receive an additional prize of 200

francs. Tlie second best in the consolation score will

receive 150 francs, the third best 100 francs and the

fourth 50 francs. Time limit, tlie first 20 moves in i

hour and 20 minutes; afterward, 15 moves per hour.

Five games to be played weekly. A letter recently

received by a gentleman from Mr. Pillsbury tells of his

great improvement, and his friends extend to him their

heartiest wishes for his entire recovery, so that he will

ix able to represent America in this Tournament.

An Irregular Game.

The moves in this game were made by the four

players in rotation, without any consultation.

HOWELL
and

BARRETT.
B/ack.
Kt-B 5
Kt X Q
Kt .X B
Kt— Kt sq

Kt X I!

B—B 6
B X Kt P
B X R disch
O R—Kt sq
Q-H ^
O-Kt 3

HVMES HOWELL H Y M ES
and and and

LiBAlRE. BARRETT. LIBAIRE.
H-'/izif. Black. White.

I P—K 4 P-K4 15P-R5
3 P-O B 3 Kt—K B 3 16 P X B
3B-Q 3 Kt-B 3 17 P X R P
4Kt-B3 B-B4 18 P-R8(Q)
5 Castles P-Q3 ch
6P-K R3 P—K Kt 4 19 B-(,) 3

7 Kt X Kt P R—K Kt sq 20 Kt X Kt
8 Kt—B 3 i; X R P 21 Kt—K sq

9 Kt—K sq Q-Q2 22 P—B 3

10 Q-B 3 R—Kt 3 23 K X B
rr B—B 2 Castles 24 P-Q B4
12 P—Q Kt 4 B-Kt3 J5P-Q3
13 P-i< 4 E—Kt4 26 Kt—B 3

^4 Q-Q 3 Kt—K R 4

Mcffl-well announced mate for Black in
'

as follows

;

25... Q—K6; 26 Kt—Kt2, R x Kt

;

K X Q ; 28 .R—R 7 ch, K x R ; 29

K—Kt 3 : 30 P—B 5 ch, K X Kt
; 31 anytl

xnate.

seven moves,

27 Q X P ch,

Kt-Kt 5 ch,

liing, R—Kt 8

Masters Games.

Evans Gambit.

"TSCMlGORTN LASKER. , TSCHIGORIN
White. Black. White.

X P-K 4 P-K 4 15 Kt X Kt
a Kt—K B 3 Kt-Q B 3 16 Q-Q 3

3 B K 4 B—B 4 .7Q-Kt3
-t P-Q Kt 4 B X P 18 B -Kt 55P-QB3 B—B 4 19 Q R-B sq
•6 Castles P-Q 3 20 P X P
7 P-Q 4 B-Kt3 21 B—B 4
^8 p—y R 4 Kt-B 3 " Q-B 3

^ B-Q Kt 5 P-QR3 23 K R-K sq
10 B X Kt ch Px B 24 Q-K 2

.. P-R 5 B—R2 25 Q-R 2

taPx P Ktx P 26 K-Rsq
13 Q-K^ 2 P-Q 4 27 Resigns.
S4Kt-Q4 Kt x Q B P

LASKER.
Black.

B X Kt
P-QB4
B—K 3

Q-Q 2

P-K B 3
Px P
R— K Ktsq
Castles (Q R)
P—B5B-KB 4
R X P ch
Rx B P

M. Tschigorin, the Champion of Russia, has the

ire ^utation of being the greatest exponent of the

Ev^

King's Bishops' Gambit.

CHAROUSEK. LASKER.
White. Black.

19 Q—R 4 P—Q R 3
20 Q—R 5 Kt— Bsq
21 Kt— Kt 3 Kt—K 3
22 Kt-B 5 Q—B sq
23 B— Kt 3 R—Q 2

24 Kt x B Q X Kt
25 Q-K 5 Q X Q
26 B X Q P-B 3
27 B X P R-B sq
28 R—R 6 Kt—B 5
29K—K3 Kt-Kt 7 ch
30K-Q2 RCQ2)—KB2
31 P-K 5 Kt-B 5

32 Q R—R sq R—Kt sq

33 P-B 4 Kt-Kt 3
34 K—K 3 Kt-B sq

^s P-Q 5 R-Q 2

36 P—K 6 Resigns.

Charousek, who died at an early age, would probably

Iiave ranked with the greatest masters.

It is our purpose to publish every week games that

liave been played by the great Masters.

<CHAROl-SEK. LASKER.
White. Black.

I P-K 4 P-K 4
a P-K B 4 PxP
3B-B4 P-Q 4^Bx P Q-R 5 ch

S K—B sq P-K Kt 4
S Kt-K B 3 Q-R 4
7 P-K R 4 B-Kt 2

8 Kt-B 3 P-Q B3
StB-B4 B-Kt 5»oP—Q4 Kt—Q 2

II K-B 2, BxKt
IS P X B Castles (O R)
13 P X P xP
14 Kt-K 2 Q-K 2

15 P B 3 Kt-K 4
»5Q--R 4 Kt x B
17 g X Kt Kt-B 3
23 1! X P Kt-Q 2

Easily Kemedied—A mother was trying to im-

XJress her young son with the grief his naughtiness
caused her, and said

:

" George, you know it hurts me teiribly when you do
"Wrong, and if I were ever to be taken away from you,

it would make you feel sorry to look back and think

Stow you had grieved me. Boys do lose their mothers
sometimes, you know. Tommy Brown's mother died

iJast year."

" Ves, but he got another, right away," said George,
axA his mother wished she had chosen a different ex-

'^ample to point her vaa'CdX.—Brooklyn Life.

. Readers of The Litkrar-*

Authority on
Bright's Disease
Cystitis and Diabetes

This Book will be sent to you free of cost— if afflicted or in doubt.

We are Specialists in these three diseases.

We cannot heal all ills, but do a few things well.

We do successfully /r^^//" Bright's Disease and Diabetes—acute or chronic.

Proof ! Our patients secure Life Insurance after previous rejection.

Lesser Kidney Troubles are naturally the more quickly cured.

Uremic Poisoning is very prevalent and 7'ery dangerous.

An analysis (free) necessary to detect the.se stealthy diseases.

Dr. Tompkins compounds no patent medicines.

Ours are herbal, non-poisonous, and iioti-alcoholic preparations.

Separate medicines and treatment for each disease.

Investigation compels belief. Established i8go.

The TompkinsXorbiiv Co.

Dept. 15

27 West 24th Street
Ne^v York City

A Word
To People Who Think
Goat Lymph Feeds Nerve Cells

Brain Fag

Paralysis

Epilepsy

Neurasthenia

Nerve Exhaustion

Locomotor Ataxia

Premature Old Age

During the last four
years we have thoroughly
demonstrated by actual re-

sults tbat Goat Lymph is

the sclentldc and rational
treatment for all nervous
affections. Scientific men,
medical journals, and the
daily press after Investiga-
tion have given it their
unqualitled endorsement.
The action of the Lymph

is such that the exhausted
nerve cells are physiologic-

^mm^^^^^^^m^,^^ ally revitalized, thus giv-
^ ing new life and force to

the worn-out system. For this reason patients suf-
fering from serious nerve complications have found
prompt and permanent relief through its use.
Our faith in this treatment is unbounded, our

purpose is to extend the knowledge of it as widely
as possible, and if you are a sufferer we advise yoii

to send for

THE GOAT LYMPH MAGAZINE
which will be mailed to you upon request. If, at
the same time, you will in your own language otit-

line your ailment we will be glad to discuss the sub-
ject with you and advise you as to the results you
may reasonably expect to obtain from the adminis-
tration of the Lymph. Afh for Maoazine No. s,

3rd edition.

Goat Lymph Sanitarium Association
GILBERT WHITE, M.D., Medical Director,

17 East .^2d St., 23 Auditorium Building,

New York City. Chicago, III.

Electro-Diagnosis and
Electro-Therapeutics

This gives a clear and concise explana;ion of the
principles of electricity, and the latest research as to
the physiological effects of electricity upon the human
body. By Dr. Tobv Cohn, Nerve Specialist, Berlin.
8vo, 8 plates, 39 cuts, cloth, $2.

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Publishere, New York

GOUT & RHEUMATISIVI
etneCreat Engrllsh Remedy
BLAtR'S PILLS
Safe, Sure, Effective
PRUGGI8T8

50c. & SI.
224 Wllli.im St., N. lY.

TARTARLITHINE
A Syracuse Physician writes : I have

three patients upon Tartarlithine
who can hardly do without it ; in

rheumatism and chronic cystitis,

prostatitis, etc., I have never met
its equal. It has come to stay

—

with me at least.

Rheumatism

Tartarlithine rarely fails because it sirpplies

tlie blood with the necessary substances to dis-

solve and remove the poison of rheumatism

—

uric acid. We want every sufferer to try it, and
will send a sample package w ith our booklet on
the cure of rheumatism free to every applicant.

Prescribed and e7idorsed by the
leading physiciatts of tlte coufttry.

Ask Yovir Doctor Abovit It

Free sample and our booklet on the
cure ofRheumatism sent OTt request

McKesson & Bobbins 'lle^v'iTrK'*-

Sole agentsfor the Tartarlithi>te Co.
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The Travelers' Handbook
By JOSEPHINE TOZIER

A practical book prepared on new lines for

travelers in the eastern hemisphere. It is

not intended to take the place of such
" Guide Books " as those of Baedeker, but
full of suggestions helpful in directing the
American abroad with regard to such per-

plexing matters as shopping, hotels, tips,

foreign usages, etiquette, and many other
details of comfort and convenience.

121110, cloth. Price SI.00 net
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TOPICS OF THE DAY.

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT TO THE CHICAGO
STRIKERS.

\17HEN Mayor Dunne entered his office on the morning of

' ' May II, he looked as if a great trouble had been lifted

from his mind— the despatches report that his face was wreathed

in smiles while his walk was brisker and his eyes were brighter

than they had been for the" two weeks last past."' The reason for

this changed but cheerful appearance of Chicago's chief magis-

trate will be given in his own words. He said

:

"The strike atmosphere has very materially cleared. I attribute

this to President Roosevelt more than to any other individual. I

indorse everything the President said yesterday to the laboring

men who submitted to him a memorial. I indorse all that he said

at last night's banquet. President Roosevelt is a great, strong,

brave man. He has backbone. What he said has already had
wonderful weight with the public."

The expressions to which Mayor Dunne ascribed such potent

and beneficial effect were contained in the speech that the Presi-

dent delivered at the Iroquois banquet, and in his reply to the

vigorous protest of the union labor men against the use of federal

troops to quell the riot precipitated by the strike. This protest,

which has been variously described as " impudent," "impertinent,"

"a gross presumption," and "a sullen defy " by papers that do not

sympathize with the strike, was presented to Mr. Roosevelt during

his short stay in Chicago, by a committee of labor leaders who,

relying upon the fact that he was an honorary member of a union

lodge, perhaps presumed tco much upon his avowed sympathy.for

the workingman. The President had intended to receive the com-

munication in silence, but stirred by what he styled its " unfor-

tunate phrasing" he gave an immediate and impromptu reply,

which settled all doubts as to his opinion of the "club and

brick-bat" argument of strikers. The part of the memorial

objected to was that which quoted tiie inflammatory address of

Benjamin F. Butler, delivered to the workingmen of Lowell sixty

odd years ago, wherein he exclaimed :

"You have your right arms and your torches, and by them we
will blot out this accursed outrage. As God lives and I live, by
the living Jehovah ! if one man is driven from his employment by
these men I will lead you to make Lowell what it was twenty-five

years ago—a sheep pasture and a fishing place ; and I will com-
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From a stereograph, copyright 1905, by H. C. White Company, New York.

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT AT THE DINNER TENDERED HIM IN CHICAGO BY THE
DEMOCRATIC IROQUOIS CLUB.

" There need not lie the slightest apprehension in the hearts of the most timid,"

he said in his speecli at this dinner, " that ever the mob spirit will triumph in this

country. Those immediately responsible for dealing with the trouble must ex-

haust every effort in so dealing with it before call is made upon any outside body;
but if ever the need arises, back of the city stands the State, and back of the State

stands the nation." The President is indicated by the arrow.

mence by applying the torch to my own house. Let them come
on. As we are not the aggressors, we seek not this awful con-

test."

The most significant sentences in the President's now famous

reply were these :

"
I am a believer in unions. I am an honorary member of one

union. But the union must obey the law just as the corporation

must obey the law, just as every man, rich or poor, must obey the

law.
" In every effort of Mayor Dunne to prevent violence by mobs

or individuals, to see that the laws are obeyed and that order is

preserved, he has the hearty support of the President of the

LJnited States, and in my judgment he should have that of every

good citizen of the United States.

" In upholding law and order, in doing what he is able to do to

suppress mob violence in any shape or way, the mayor of Chicago,

Mayor Dunne, has my hearty support. I am glad to be a-ble to

.say this to you, gentlemen, before I say it to another body."

A truly remarkable fact to be noted in connection with President

Roosevelt's vigorous and unequivocal denunciation of mob vio-

lence, is that it neither offended the strikers at Chicago nor any of
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the prominent labor leaders of the nation. Many of them have

even emphatically approved the attitude which he has assumed.

Pittsburg union men are especially in accord with his statements.

Patrick Dolan, of the United Mine Workers, says:

"The President is right. He never uttered truer words than

when he said that the laws had to be obeyed by rich and poor

alike. While the President favors unionism, he will not tolerate

lasvlessness under the guise of unionism."

With similar expressions of approval, Mr. N. S. Glass, business

agent of the Sheet Metal Workers' Union, remarks:

" No true union man can take offense at what the President said.

I believe that he, as President, is doing more for trade-unions than

any other occupant the White House ever had."

But the retention of his cordial relations with workingmen is not

the only personal advantage gained by President Roosevelt as a

result of his unpremeditated declarations on the Chicago strike.

For some while back the opposition press has entertained misgiv-

ings as to his impartiality if he should be called upon to act. But

when he publicly took the stand that both sidesmust obey the law,

all apprehensive doubts were removed, and for the time being the

land resounded with his praise. His reply to the strikers, which

the New York Tribune (Rep.) calls a " timely rebuke," is dignified

into a "notable public service" by the New York Post (Ind.).

The Post, moreover, attributes the powerful effect of his utter-

ances to his " personal popularity," and then compares his attitude

to that of President Cleveland in 1894. Says The Post :

" Cleveland was not popular with the workingmen. His Admin-
istration's bond dealings in New York had aroused bitter resent-

ment among the millions, to whom the very name of Wall Street is

a taunt. When, therefore, the railway riots of that memorable

July interrupted the transportation of the mails, President Cleve

land ran the risk of being seriously misunderstood if he employed
the federal troops; he would be charged with subservience to the

railway managers, with allowing millionaires to foreclose their

mortgage on his Administration. But with fine courage Cleveland

brushed these small personal considerations aside, and stood for

the law. No act of him as President ever commanded more in-

stant and cordial approval. The impact of his mailed fist upon
the faces of Debs and his following came with a swiftness and

directness that left a wound yet unhealed. Since July, 1894, every

mob leader in the United States has trembled at the word ' army.'

President Roosevelt has not yet been asked to make such a grave

decision as rested with Cleveland The Governor of Hlinois has

not called upon him for help, and there is no clear case of inter-

ference with either the mails or interstate commerce. But Presi-

dent Roosevelt's plain talk is proof that if the emergency shall

arise he will not fall a whit behind Cleveland in promptness and

vigor."

TEAMSTERS' SIDE OF THE STRIKE.

"X X / HEN Mayor Dunne of Chicago issued his proclamation of

^ * May 6 announcing the appointment of a committee to in-

vestigate the strike and make public findings of " conditions pre-

cedent and existing," the Socialists and union labor men were

elated because they understood, from certain significant terms of

the proclamation, that the mayor had officially recognized the fact

tliat the striking teamsters had some claims to justice on their side

of the controversy that should be given careful and respectful con-

sideration. The tone of the union and Socialistic press is consid-

erably different from tha't of the papers whose comment was con-

sidered in these columns last week. Some of the more conservative

papers, too, do not hesitate to criticize the employers, especially

for their importation of negro labor. Thus the Chicago Tribune

says

:

" Theoretically the employers have the right to import negroes,

Malays, Hottentots, or bushmen and give them temporary work
in the streets of Chicago as 'strike-breakers.' Practically it is not

expedient that anything of the kind should be done. Race preju-

dice often rises superior to law. It is narrow, vindictive, unjustifi-

able, and should not be encouraged, but it can not be gainsaid that

it exists. It always will exist, and it is especially bitter in a com-
munity like this in times like these. The strikers, knowing that

the negro teamsters are to be employed only temporarily, and that

they are mercenaries, some of whom are bad characters and sup-

posed to be armed, will resort to extreme measures.
" The Tribune does not think any provocation of the kind should

be offered. There are enough white men in the country who really

want employment to fill the vacancies that exist in Chicago. Their
services should be soHcited."

Many other equally conservative papers criticize this feature of

the strike with equal severity, and agree with The Times-Democrat

of New Orleans, which declares that " the spectacle of armed

negroes on wagons threatening white persons is one calculated to

arouse the worst passions in the dominant race, and to lead to

bloodshed and murder. It should never have been permitted

to become a part of the trouble in Chicago, for its invariable re-

sult is to encourage disrespect for law and to lead to violence."

So much for the strike-breakers. As to the justification for the

strike and riots precipitated by the strikers, there does not seem

to be any room for doubt or argument in the minds of the Social-

ists and other professed friends of labor. "The cause," exclaims

The Socialist of Toledo, " was a broken agreement between master

and man. Not an agreement broken by workers, but by the capi-

talists, those boasted conservers of morality and good faith." As
the teamsters' strike was begun out of sympathy for a garment

workers' strike, this reference to a "broken agreement" evidently

UNE WAV TO BREAK UP THE S T RI KE-BR EAKEKS.

—McCutcheon in the Chicago Tribune.

THE POINT OF VIEW.

-May in the Detroit /(7«r«a/.

STRIKE REFLECTIONS ILLUSTRATED.
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POSSIBLE EXPLANATION OK THE DELAY IN THE (IREAT SEA FIGHT.

Maybe Admirals Togo and Rozhdestvensky are too busy reading the war news.

— Bradley in the Chicago Neu>s.

WHEN TOGO AND ROZHUEST V ENSKV MEET.

—Davenport in the New York Evening- Mail.

CARTOONS ON THE EVE OF BATTLE.

refers to the latter trouble. The Chicago Public (Single Tax)

criticizes as follows the methods adopted by the employers for

crushing the teamsters' strike :

" What the motive of the employers may have been it is not

easy to say. Their animosity toward the teamsters' union and

that of the team owners (which worked together very exasperat-

ingly to mercantile interests) might sufficiently explain their readi-

ness to facilitate a plan for crushing those cooperating organiza-

tions. But the manipulators of this crushing program are quite

freely accused of ulterior designs. They are suspected of intend-

ing to involve Mayor Dunne in such embarrassments, political and
official, as to balk his municipal ownership policy. They are

thought even to have intended entangling President Roosevelt in

the alternative of angering organized labor by calling out Federal

troops or of giving the railroad interests a leverage against him for

refusing to call troops out."

The Socialist of the same city also attributes the cause of the

strike to the far-seeing designs of the capitalists, and then con-

tinues :

" Whatever the tinal result of the present contest, the Socialist,

both in and out of the union, knows and understands thoroughly

that it will settle nothing. He knows that so long as the capital-

ists own and control the opportunities to work, that strikes, lock-

outs, boycotts, black lists, injunctions, bull-pens, police clubs,

militia bayonets, and general contempt from the capitalist class and
their retainers will be the common portion of the real wealth-pro-

ducers. Still he is hopeful, for he knows in the end the workers
will learn how to fight, and see the necessity of possessing them-
selves of the essential implements of war—the powers of govern-

ment."

of Count Cassini that this move should be considered as a promo-

tion is not treated seriously, for as the New York Press asserts

:

"It is a considerable stretch of the cheerful fiction of diplomatic

courtesy to speak of the transfer from a first-class post like Wash-
ington to a fourth-class power like Spain " as an honor to be

sought and gloried over. A general belief is gaining ground that

the Count was superseded by the Baron with the hope and purpose

that the change would place at Washington one who could check

and probably turn the great tide of popular sentiment that has set

against Russia in America.

Count Cassini Replaced.— In spite of the surprise man-

ifested in W'ashington at the unexpected event, the despatches

from St. Petersburg declare that the transfer of Count Cassini to

the embassy at Madrid, and the nomination of Baron Rosen to

succeed him as ambassador to the United States, were substantially

decided upon several months ago. Nothing, however, but the

usual formal and stereotyped phrases modified to fit the particular

case were used in making the change. So the inference generally

adopted by the press seems to be that the Czar was prompted by

reasons of state which he did not deem it politic or otherwise ad-

visable to make pubhc. The suggestion emanating from friends

AMERICAN VIEWS OF FRENCH NEUTRALITY.

FRANCE may have been technically within her rights in har-

boring Rozhdestvensky's squadron in Kamranh Bay and

other ports along its route from the Baltic, but our newspapers

seem to be pretty generally agreed that the French style of neu-

trality has proved so valuable to Russia as to cast doubt upon its

title to being neutrality at all. It is the belief of many officials in

Washington, according to 77ie Sun's correspondent, that the

French assistance to Rozhdestvensky " will result in a claim

against France by Japan at the end of the war." This assistance

has been of such service to Russia that " it would not be very much

worse for the Japanese if France were openly at war with them,"

declares the Hartford Titiies; and the New York Times remarks

that " it is conceivable that the result of the decisive naval conflict

between Russia and Japan might depend upon the aid and comfort

received by the Russian squadron through the violation of French

neutrality." " Rozhdestvensky could never have got across the

Indian Ocean, or having crossed it he could never have hoped to

cover the three thousand miles which separate Saigon from Vladi-

vostok without French assistance, and whatever peril to Japan his

presence in Asiatic waters embodies has been created by the failure

of the French Government to respect the obligations of neutrality,"

believes the Philadelphia Inquirer, and so think many other

American papers. The New York Globe brings the question home

very forcibly by asking what we would have done if Germany had

allowed a Spanish fleet to use the Caroline Islands as a base for

preparations to destroy Dewey's squadron in 1898; and declares
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A GLOOMY OUTLOOK.

The Russian Bear—" And they say he is to arbitrate for me. Heaven help

me! " —Bartholomew in the Winneapohs /otiriia/.

SUGGESTIVE

that an ultimatum, and perhaps war, would have followed within a

month.

The Springfield Republican thinks that the French violated the

spirit of their own neutrality regulations in this instance. It says

:

"The French neutrality regulations, while not embracing any

24-hour rule, contain strong clauses prohibiting the use of French
waters as a naval base. ' In no case,' say these rules, ' can a bel-

ligerent make use of a French port . . . for a warlike object . . .

or to carry out therein . . . work intended to increase its fighting

power.' Belligerent ships ' must abstain from all inquiry regard-

ing the forces, position, and resources of their enemies ... in a

word, they must abstain from making the place of their residence

a base for any operation whatever against the enemy.' While the

same rules provide that a belligerent may be revictualed and sold

enough supplies to meet the needs of the crew for subsistence, and

that enough repairs may be made to insure the safe navigation of

the ship, it is wholly contrary to the spirit of the regulations that

a French bay should be used for 10 days or more by a great fleet

for the purpose of putting it into a fighting condition in proximity

to the enemy's home waters."

The French assistance to Rozhdestvensky is described in the

following remarkable despatch from the New York Sim's corre-

spondent at Hongkong, a despatch which the French authorities

at Saigon refused to transmit from that place. Says the corre-

spondent :

" My visit to Kamranh Bay and my personal observations have

convinced me that without French assistance in allowing the Bal-

tic fleet to rendezvous at Kamranh Bay and to receive the fullest

supplies of coal, cattle, water, and fresh and other provisions, and

to make full use of the French telegraphs, the Russian fleet would

have been in sad straits. When they arrived on April 15 they were

dangerously short of supplies.

" The fact that Kamranh is a magnificent bay, which is held by

the Marquis Bartdlemy Pontalis, who as concessionaire is allowed

to receive cargo and transship it without its passing through the

BVench customs, suggests prearrangement, with the knowledge of

the French. Immense quantities of coal and other stores have

been stored at Saigon, with the full knowledge of the French

authorities that they were for the use of the Baltic fleet, for months

past, ready for transshipment.
" The reprovisioning of the Russian vessels proceeded under the

direction of Prince Lieven, captain of the interned Russian cruiser

Diana. He was assisted by Ginsberg, a Russian naval contractor,

who came to Saigon for the purpose. The captains of French and

German vessels received enormous sums for carrying the stores

from Saigon to Kamranh Bay.
" During nearly the whole time the fleet was replenishing its sup-

plies no attempt was made by the French Government to check
this violation of neutrality until I cabled to The Sun what was
actually occurring. Then, about April 23, Admiral De Jonquieres,
the French naval commander, advised the Russians to cease taking
aboard supplies and to hasten their departure from French ter-

ritorial waters. The admiral then left for Whatrang, after arrang-
ing with an agent at Kamranh Bay to telegraph him when the

Russians left.

" Instead of leaving, the Russians continued their work as before.

On the average three transports arrived daily, and war-ships en-

tered the harbor, coaled and departed, using the harbor as a

Uncle Samuel—" Did you overlook this one, Theodore?"

—Rogers in the New York Herald.

AFTERTHOUGHTS

base. Admiral De Jonquieres returned on April 24, after further

remonstrances had been made to France by Japan. The Russians

left the following morning, thus having had ten days in which to

receive the fullest supplies. They only left, however, when their

transports were empty.
" Your correspondent personally boarded the French steamer

Quangnain, which had a full cargo of contraband, which was being

discharged under the superintendence of two Russian paymasters.

Junks and other boats were carrying these supplies to the Russian

cruisers in the presence of the French flagship, the cruiser Des-

cartes. This wide stretching of neutrality enabled the Russians to

proceed and intercept neutral vessels. The Russians are now fully

stocked, thanks to the French allowing them for ten days to con-

vert Kamranh Bay practically into a Russian naval base."

ADIVIINISTRATION DIFFERENCES ON RAIL-
ROAD CONTROL.

THE discussion of federal control of railroads reached a par-

ticularly interesting stage last week. The renewed interest

was awakened by a supposed conflict which was detected between

President Roosevelt's words and the public utterances of two of

his cabinet ofticers on the rates question. At the banquet of the

American Railway Guild, Mr. Morton premised his remarks with

the following statement :
" It will not be amiss for me to say some-

thing of the attitude of the President on the railroad question."

And shortly thereafter he declared :
" If all vicious discrimination

can be abolished, the question of rates will take care of itself." In

commenting upon this statement, which at the time seemed to be

authoritative. The World-Herald {V^m.) of Omaha says:

" This, it will be seen at a glance, is far less comprehensive than
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the views heretofore attributed to the Chief Executive. It means,

virtually, an abandonment of the vital principle of the Esch-Town-
send bill, that the Interstate Commerce Commission be given the

:ate-making power."

Many other papers also professed to see a " real inconsistency
"

between the secretary's utterance and the position assumed by the

President; and as a result there was intense satisfaction among

the foes of the Administration over what they claimed to be a

serious breach between prominent members of the Republican

party on the issue which bids fair to be the most active when Con-

gress meets again. But the elation over this incident soon gave

place to doubt. Upon his emergence from the wildernesses of

Colorado and by the time he reached Chicago he and Secretary

Taft, his alter ego at Washi.^gton, had placed themselves so em-

phatically on record that the New York ^F<7rA/ remarks

:

" President Roosevelt renewed his railroad-rates campaign with

a broadside from Denver, and Secretary Taft opened up almost

simultaneously at the other end of the line before the International

Railway Congress at Washington. From now on the Adminis-

tration evidently purposes to force the fighting. The one pre.ssing

and important reform in the railroad situation. President Roose-

velt emphatically repeats, is Federal supervision and regulation of

rates through the Interstate Commerce Commission, vith power to

enforce new rates at once. The railroads, he says, are ' highways

of commerce,' and while in private hands must be put under close

public control."

The Z/'^rA/, however, continues " with a Senate Committee on

Interstate Commerce avowedly hostile to his policy Mr. Roosevelt

is assured of what he would call a ' bully fight ' next winter." And
this view is entertained by many other papers, especially on ac-

count of the legal difficulties involved in rate control, of which

VACATION IS OVER.
—Evans in the Cleveland Leader.

OF A STRENUOUS

some were pointed out by Attorney-General Moody in his much-

discussed opinion that he submitted to the Senate Committee on

Interstate Commerce. In substance the attorney-general's under-

standing of the law is to the effect that the rate-making power over

railroads is a legislative and not a judicial function, and so can not

be delegated nor "constitutionally conferred upon the courts of the

United States, either by way of original or appellate jurisdiction."

But " the lawmaking body, having enacted into law the standard

of charges which shall control, may entrust to an administrative

body not exercising in the true sense judicial power the duty to fix

rates in conformity with that standard." And then when any rate

or rates have been fixed by legislative authority, the courts have

power to investigate them, and to determine "whether they are

such as would be confiscatory of the property of the carriers, and

if they are judicially found to be confiscatory in their effect, to re-

strain their enforcement. Any law which attempts to deprive the

courts of this power is unconstitutional."

The New York 7/';/'/d'j(Dem.) declares that this opinion bespeaks

a division in the Republican household, and believes it will put a

damper on legislative action. It says

:

" Indeed, the more the statesmen of the Senate and House study

the attorney-general's opinion the less inclined they will be to sit

down and draw a bill. The pen of an Esch or a Townsend might
not falter, but the hand of any man of sense or experience in affairs

would surely hesitate and draw back at the point where the ' maxi-
mum future charges ' would have to be put in. The attorney-gen-

eral's opinion will not tend to increase congressional confidence in

the propriety and constitutional possibility of enacting into law the

policy insisted upon by Mr. Roosevelt. The President himself, if

he attentively studies his attorney-general's opinion, will very likely

find his enthusiasm somewhat cooled and sobered by the prin-

ciples it lays down and the limitations it draws."

This adverse view of the case, however, is not entertained by

Republican editors. The Chicago Tribune asserts that " it is the

opinion of the attorney-general that Congress has unquestioned

power to do all that the President recommended it should do."

Secretary Morton has announced that he will resign from the

Cabinet next fall. Many think that this is due to his differences

with the President on the railroad-rate question.

CLUB-WOMEN'S REPLIES TO MR. CLEVELAND.
T N reply to ex-President Cleveland's advice to women to give

-*- more attention to their homes and less to clubs (considered in

these columns two weeks ago) the club-women advise him to stick

to some subject that he knows something about— fishing, for ex-

ample—and not try to meddle with their affairs. Mr. Cleveland

once said that angling puts a man into a " contemplative and phil-

osophical mood," and one observer of the situation remarks that

the volley of feminine flings that he is experiencing are likely to

make him contemplate before he begins such a discussion again.

Susan B. Anthony calls the ex-President's ideas "ridiculous," and

says that woman is the best judge of what her sphere should be

;

Delighted he's gone." " Delighted with the trip." " Delighted he's coming."

all's well that ends well.
—Morgan in the Philadelphia Inquirer.

VACATION.
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and Mrs. James Frake,. president of the Illinois Federation of

Women's Clubs, says that Mr. Cleveland " should be excused on

the ground of his ignorance of the subject." Mrs. George Bene-

dict Carpenter declares that " the woman's club is the greatest

educator I know," and another critic thinks he " would do better

to write a treatise on ducks." Some of the critics go so far as to

denounce Mr. Cleveland's favorite pastime. Mrs. Sarah Piatt

Decker, president of the Missouri Federation of Women's Clubs,

says: "I have heard of families that starved because the fathers

went fishing all the time. We should condemn fishing. Fishing

is a terrible thing !

"

"In Mr. Cleveland's view, evidently," remarks TJic lVoiiiaii''s

Journal (Boston), "man is the human race, and woman is merely

a gift to it. Her appointed sphere is ministration to man, and if

she wants to do anything else in addition, it is restlessness and re-

bellion against her ' ordained lot.' This is the keynote of the

whole article." The Federation Bulletin (Lowell, Mass.) replies

at length to Mr. Cleveland's denunciation of the National Fed-

eration of Women's Clubs, and the following paragraphs show the

general tone of the whole editorial

:

" Has it really come to this.'' Are Julia Ward Howe and Mary
A. Livermore to be lectured on the nature of home and mother-

hood by Grover Cleveland.^ Have we forgotten our history of

the United States, or are we living in a kind of crystal maze where
the laws of proportion are lost? It must be a new case of Alice in

Wonderland.
"And then the innocence of it all—suc'.i a judge, assuming to

discuss such a question, about which he manifestly knows nothing,

and concerning which, with his boasted conservatism, he ought to

be the last man in the world to express an opinion—when all is

done, and the laborious fifteen-minute investigation is over, he

brings in the cheering verdict that our federation is not only harm-
ful, but harmful in a way that directly menaces the integrity of our

homes and the benign disposition and character of our wifehood

and motherhood
"But after all, what has Mr. Cleveland to say about the home;

from what standpoint does he view it, and whose home is it for

which he pleads.'' It is the plea of a man who speaks from a pure-

ly selfish standpoint, as tho he were afraid his wife might become
a club-woman. All that he says is well enqugh, so far as it goes;

it is simply what we have taught all our lives. If he had taken a

leaf from our programs he could not have followed our teachings

more servilely than he has, on the points which he touclies. But
he stops at the standpoint of a selfish man, who can see nothing

Ci-UB
ICOUNC PL

beyond himself and his own idea of personal welfare. Where, so
far as his plea is concerned, are we to find the wants of others than
ourselves.? Where are the claims of the desolated and ruined

homes for which we have striven.'' What of the three million

working women and children for whom we have stood, as—be-

tween them and their greedy oppressors—we have demanded that

home should mean something for the poor and downtrodden, for

the weary and the defenseless, as well as for wealthy publishers

and ex-Presidents of the United States. Wnat does Mr. Cleve-
land know about home in any wider sense than his own? What
does he know about the years of labor by which we have helped
to secure the passage of laws in twenty States, protecting the

homes of the future by rescuing children six years of age from the

horrors of child labor in the mills? But for our help many of

these bills never could have passed, and good judges say that we
have the only consistent program of national child labor legislation

now in existence
" Is it necessary for us to say to any one in America, except Mr.

Cleveland, that we are not a political organization, that we are not

a suffrage organization, and we are not a social organization ? If

we are not a religious and a philanthropic organization, in the full-

est sense of those words, then there are none such in our country.

Our critic thinks that woman's duties lie in the rearing of children

and in influencing men toward the ends of citizenship. Indeed !

Perhaps he will tell us who it was that reared our families, and
who it is that are the mothers of the distinguished men of this

generation ?

"

In all the current discussion of race suicide and the mission of

women, it is interesting to note this criticism of President Roose-

velt from Club Life, official or^n of the California Federation of

Women's Clubs

:

"The ridiculous spectacle of the President of the United States

galloping over the country, urging women to bear more children,

is counteracted to some extent by the spirit of rebellion it has de-

veloped in the minds of many women. These women, too, are the

ones who ' have all the rights they want.' Women who have never

taken the least interest in national affairs, or any remark of a

President or any other prominent man, unless it was of some fad,

are in open rebellion, and on all sides the remark may be heard,

'It is none of his business."
"

" THERE, NOW 1

Cleveland has made himself the target for attacks by nearly all women's

organizations. —Bowers in the Indianapolis News.

ENEMIES OF THE PURE-FOOD BILL.

IN the crusade against food adulteration and poisoning that is

now filling the magazines with articles on jams, pickles, baked

beans, etc., some of the writers are asking who the guilty parties

are who have blocked the pure-food bills in Congress for the past

twenty years. It seems to be easier for the Senate to declare a war

than to outlaw poisoned food, says Henry Irving Dodge, in The

IVomans Home Companion, and he finds the reason for it in the

fact that the blenders of whiskies, patent-medicine men, and

makers of adulterated foods and drugs have "influenced" the

Washington legi.slators in various ways, chiefly by campaign con-

tributions. A fund of $250,000, he hears, is being raised to defeat

the present pure-food bill. Edward Lowry, writing in The World's

Work, says that the chief opponents of the bill at the last session

were Senators Aldrich, Lodge. Hale, Frye, Kean, Wetmore, and

Penrose, while Senators Piatt of Connecticut and Spooner op-

posed it on legal grounds, and some of the Southern Senators,

Morgan, Bacon, Bailey, Blackburn, and Carmack, held that it in-

fringed upon States' rights. Mr. Lowry ascribes most of the

opposition to the influence of corporations that would be hurt by

the measure. The Louisville Cotirier-Journal says of the cause of

the bill's failure at the last session :

" Both friends and enemies of the bill say it was the whisky trust

that did it, but they are not agreed as to what constitutes the

whisky trust. One party says it consists of six straight whisky

companies, the other says it is the rectifiers. There has been a

good deal of controversy whether alcohol is food or not, and even

those who say that it is admit that the food element is very

small. Still it seems to be conceded that the producers of alcohol

take the liveliest interest in the pure food bill, and this for the sim-
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pie reason that it looks to purity in drinks and drugs as well as

food. A Washington correspondent of the New Orleans Tunes-

Democrat says that the cause of all the dissension is the propo-

sition, strongly backed by the (iOvemment. to require compound

or mixed liquors to be so labeled as to distinguish them from

straight whisky. The law permits the production of these mixed

liquors, but it is proposed that such liquors shall be plainly

labeled. This the rectifiers oppose. It is also said that an effort

will be made at the next session of Congress to impose an addi-

tional tax on such beverages."

MR. CHOATE'S HOIVIE-COMl NG.

THE newspapers of England and America were invariably very

friendly to Joseph H. Choate during the entire time that he

served the United States as ambassador at the Court of St. James's,

but tliey make a special occasion of his home-coming to be unusu-

ally expressive of their kindly feelings and high regard. All seem

to think that "he has sustained the best traditions of American

diplomacy," and has done more to create an era of good fellow-

ship, and has enjoyed a greater popularity than did any of his pre-

decessors, altho they include such famous Americans as Edward

Everett, George Bancroft. John

Lothrop Motley, James Russell

Lowell, John Hay, James Monroe.

John Quincy Adams, Martin \'an

Buren, and James Buchanan.

The remarkable success and un-

precedented popularity attributed to

Mr. Ciioate have naturally given rise

to much discussion as to tlieir causes,

and, as a result, his traits, character,

and capacities have been the subject

of a great deal of friendly but critical

investigation. Altho a motive for

the unstinted praise heaped upon

Mr. Choate has been found in the

desire of the English press to main-

tain and strengthen the entente cor-

diale between the two nations, yet

it is contended that this considera-

tion should in no wise be taken into

account in estimating the value of

his services and in awarding him the

honor that is due him from his un-

doubted worth. Perhaps the most

careful and exhaustive examination

of the reasons for Mr. Choate's suc-

cess and popularity as an ambassa-

dor that has appeared in print is an

article by Mr. R. H. Titherington,

published in Munsey's ^[agazine.

Mr. Titherington says in part

:

possesses a unique personality, an exceptional mental and physical

endowment, a rare combination of intellectual and social powers,

that he will be remembered as one of our strongest representatives

at the British court. . . . 'He who sows courtesy,' says an Eastern
proverb, 'reaps friendship.' Not that Mr. Choate has eversought
to curry favor abroad by abating a jot of his Americanism. 'An
American of the Americans,' a leading American resident of Lon-
don recently called him. Nor has he relied upon the cheap com-
monplaces about 'Shakespeare and our common tongue ' that have
.so often done duty upon international occasions. Mr. Choate has
far too much originality to condescend to such trite platitudes.

He has made himself felt in England, beyond the routine of diplo-

matic work, by his tact and geniality, by his wit and eloquence, by
his rich fund of information, and above all by the force and the

magnetism of liis personality."

AMBA.SSAUOK CHOATE.
" He has made himself felt in England beyond the routine of diplo

matic work, by his tact and geniality, by his rich fund of information

and, above all, by the force and tlie magnetism of his personality."

'"When Mr. Choate was appointed to the most important posi-

tion in our diplomatic service, he had had practically no experi

ence of political life. He had never held office, elective or ap-

pointive, beyond a brief term as member of a state constitutional

convention. He had been known purely as a lawyer—as tlie most

brilliant and successful lawyer of the New York bar— and as a

most graceful and skilful after-dinner speaker. He iiad been pres-

ident of a semi-political club, and he had occasionally spoken at

political meetings; but in no sense of the word was he a politi-

cian. . . . Yet when President McKinley offered him the post from
which John Hay was retiring to become Secretary of State, Mr.

Choate accepted it. altho it involved exchanging a very lucrative

practise for a position that costs its holder more than its salary;

and his success as an ambassador has been signal. ... It takes

an extraordinary man, a most extraordinary man, to make a suc-

cessful ambassador. That is precisely the reason why no course

of training can be trusted to develop one. The great ambassador,
like the poet, is born and not made. It is because Mr. Choate

COMMERCIALIZING NIAGARA.
'T^HE fear that Niagara Falls will run dry, because its waters
A are being diverted for industrial purposes, and the recent

attempt of a power company to induce the New York State legis-

lature to grant it the right to generate power at the falls, have

aroused tiie newspapers. The bill to grant the right to the Ni-

agara, Lockport & Lake Ontario

Company came up at the recent

session of the legislature, and in

spite of the almost universal con-

demnation of the press, the Senate

passed the "grab" by a single vote,

cast by a senator who had four tim6s

voted against it. The despatches

say that the session was marked by

a riot of corruption. It is calculated

that the promoters of the "grab"

spent ^150,000 in getting the bill

through the .Senate, and were ready

to spend as much more to engineer

it through the Assembly. The bill

was before the Assembly when the

legi.slature adjourned. The measure

is blocked for the present, but the

fight is expected to be renewed at the

next session, and the belief is ex-

pressed by many that corruption

will win in the end. The newspapers

are unanimous in opposing the effort

to commercialize the cataract.

The St. Paul Pioneer Press thinks

that Niagara Falls is not so wholly

at the mercy of the boodling New
York legislators as may be inferred

from the despatches. " The Niagara

River," it says, " being a part of the

international boundary, is subject to

whatever regulations the United States and Great Britain may by

treaty impose." The .same paper believes that President Roosevelt

" has full authority to order the suspension of any works affecting

Niagara River until an agreement shall have been reached between

tlie two governments." The Brooklyn Eagle declares that " elec-

trical power is easily generated without the use of water, but it is

impossible to create another Niagara," and it continues:

" In view of the inroads already made on the falls, and those now
in progress on the Canadian side, preservative measures should be

taken at once, and such as will guard against further danger of

legislative gift to strangers of influence ; for there is hardly a

doubt that tlie grab bill is destined to appear in every successive

legislature until the ability to grant it is removed from the law-

making body of this State. The remedy lies in an international

commission, representing the interests not of New York, but of

the nation and Canada. It is useless to guard the falls from our

side unless Canada joins in the effort to keep them. The slope of
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the river-bed throws a larger volume of water toward the Cana-

dian side than toward the American fall, so that when a heavy

draft is made, the American fall will go absolutely dry, as it has

on one or two occasions; hence it is essential that Canada do her

share in preserving the flow.

"The first step should be the cession of the Niagara shores to

the United States Government, for use as a national park, for all

peoples, forever. Canada has already parked a strip beside the

fall, but is doing even less than New York to check vandalism and
to prevent the overdraft of water. The disfigurements of commer-
cialism on the British side are much worse than those on the

American bank. Having effected a national park on our own
border, it would be easic to secure an international control of the

entire territory, and we could rely on the preservation of the cata-

ract by the Federal authorities, as time has proved that we can not

rely on the lawmakers of our State. It is a matter in which to urge

speed, for if the delay is long the spoilers ma}' secure the upper
hand, as they have already come near to doing

"

Earl Grey, Governor-General of Canada, recently said that

" Canada has no desire to issue franchises which will be a detri-

ment to the splendor and grandeur of the falls. The necessity of

further development will have to be forcibly demonstrated before

additional grants are made for the use of water on the Canadian

side." This stand was strongly upheld by the Ontario Govern-

ment when it refused to permit a Canadian company to develop

125,000 more horsepower from the falls. This attitude of the

Canadian Government is heartily commended by the American

press. The amount of water that is now being diverted from the

falls is shown in the following quotation from the New York

Evening Post :

"Dr. John M. Clarke, the State geologist, contributes to the

April number of T/ic Popular Science Monthly an article which
expresses in mathematical terms the present danger to the falls.

Dr. Clarke quotes ' a competent hydrauhc engineer ' to the effect

that the abstraction of 40,000 cubic feet per second from the flow,

as measured in past years, will bring the water down to rock bot-

tom on the American fall, and twice that amount will leave the

fall entirely dry. The two active American companies are per-

mitted to consume 16,300 cubic feet per second, the three Cana-
dian companies 32,100. This makes 48,000 cubic feet per second

out of a total of 222,400 feet, the average of forty years' measure-

ments. The Niagara, Lockport & Ontario Company, for whose
benefit the bills of last year and this at Albany were drawn, would

consume perhaps 10,000 cubic feet additional, and the projected

power stations on the Canadian side, including presumably the

plan just rejected, would have added 29,900. As it stands, ac-

cording to Dr. Clarke, the use of water for power already author-

ized will leave the American falls ' a weakly, thin, white apron of

waters,' while, had the American and Canadian companies been

granted what they asked this winter, they would inevitably have

destroyed the fall entirely on the American side, leaving, sup-

posedly, ten feet of water or less on the Horseshoe."

Underfed School-children.— Mr. John Spargo has in-

vestigated for The Independent the sensational charge of Mr.

Robert Hunter that there are from si.xty to seventy thousand school-

children in New York City who suffer daily from underfeeding,

and says: " It is not a question of sixty or seventy thousand under-

fed school-children in New York, but of nearly three million chil-

dren in the United States unfed and suffering in consequence from

underdevelopment, physically and morally. Boston, Philadelphia,

Cleveland, Chicago, Jersey City, these and scores of other cities

are equally, in proportion to their size, confronted by this grave

problem." Mr. Spargo does not give statistical data upon under-

feeding of school-children. Unfortunately for th? correction of the

trouble no systematic inquiry has ever been made in America so

as to enable him to be thus definite and precise. He has, however,

succeeded, with the scant material at his command, in showing

that " the evils of underfeeding and improper feeding, due to the

destruction of the best features of our heme life by our industrial

conditions, are terrible in their magnitude and far-reaching influ-

ences." To illustrate the method of Mr. Spargo's investigation

and to give some evidence of the condition he has discovered and

condemns, we quote the following extract from his interesting arti-

cle in TJie Independent :

" Principals and teachers have told me of children giving out,

fainting from hunger and, when they were given wholesoine and
nourishing food, which they ate ravenously, being nauseated be-

cause they were not used to it. In one school where there is a
special class of backward, defective children, provision has been
made for feeding them. A fund has been created by the teacher,

to which the children contribute their pennies, the balance being
made up by the teacher and the principal. Every day at ten

o'clock the children get a cup of hot milk each, and three times

a week they get the products of the Girls' Cooking Class. Only
after feeding them could the teacher begin to make progress with

the.se defectives. She assured me that careful study and inquiry

had led to the conclusion that there was generally, if not always,

undernourishment and consequent physical underdevelopment to

account for the mental underdevelopment of the children. Ex-
periments in Boston have shown similar results."

TOPICS IN BRIEF.

It seems tliat Russians are now at liberty to believe as they please, but will find

it advisable not to. - T/ie Detroit Free Press.

Evidently Judge Dunne could have witnessed the battle of Mukden without
noticing any particular violence.— ///«? Detroit News.

Attorney-General Moody says that Congress can regulate railway rates.

It can if the railroads will let it.— T/te New York World.

Ph!LADelphi.'\ has reached the condition where it is not only not pleased to be
robbed, but almost indignant about iX.— T/ie Detroit Free Press.

If there were a free press in Warsaw it would certainly contain some amazed
comments on this week's news from Chicago.— Ttie Pro-^idence Journal.

Virginia Republicans say that they are going to elect a governor this fall.

This must mean that they are going to vote the Democratic ticket.— Ttie Atlanta
Journal.

Possibly Mr. Schwab clinched that Russian contract for battleships by agree-

ing to provide some of the influential officials with bullet-proof shirts free of

charge.-- /'/id? Washijigtoii Star.

Called out on Strikes.— If President Roosevelt decides to act as umpire
in that labor game at Chicago, his decision should be easily made. Three strikes

have already been called on the teamsters.— /'//f Washington Post.

" Mr. Roosevelt will yet take the life-blood out of the trusts," says a Repub-
lican organ. Such drastic measures are not necessary. Better results will be ob-

tained if he will just take the water out of them.— The New Yorii American.

Some of the commercial papers are thanking Russia for awarding the contract

for the rebuilding of her navy to an American firm. We have a notion that the

thanks should go to the Japs, who made that contract possible.— Z'^^ Washing-
ton Post.

handicapped.
—Rogers in Harper's Weeikly.
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LETTERS AND ART.

SHAW'S IMPEACHIVIENT OF SHAKESPEARE.

MR. GEORGE BERxXARD SHAW, the well known critic.

novelist, and playwright, who finds unfailini; pleasure in

jogging accepted opinion in regard to every subject he touches, is

now attracting his share of attention in consequence of a lecture

on " Shakespeare," delivered recently at the Kensington Town

Hall. London. As his fellow critics were not as accurate as he

could wish in reporting his views, Mr. Shaw published in the Lon-

don Daily jWwj " a very brief summary of what I actually did

maintain." This summary, further condensed, is as follows :

"That the idolatry of Shakespeare which prevails now existed

in his own time, and got on the nerves of Ben Jonson.

"That Shakespeare found that the only thing that paid in the

theater was romantic nonsense, and

that when he was forced by this to

produce one of the most effective

samples of romantic nonsense in

existence— a feat which he per-

formed easily and well—he publicly

disclaimed any responsibility for its

pleasant and cheap falsehood by bor-

rowing the story and throwing it in

the face of the public with the phrase,
' As Vou Like It."

" That Shakespeare tried to make
the public accept real studies of

life and character in—for instance
—

' Measure for Measure ' and ' All's

Well That Ends Well,' and that the

public would not have them, and re-

mains of the same mind still, pre-

ferring a fantastic sugar doll like

Rosalind to such serious and digni-

fied studies of women as Isabella

and Helena.
" Not. as has been erroneously

stated, that I could write a better

play than ' As You Like It,' but that

I actually have written much better

ones, and, in fact, never wrote any-

thing, and never intend to write any-

thiig, half so bad in matter. (In

mr-iiner and art nobody can write

better than Shakespeare, because,

C3.iiessne3s apart, he did the thing

as well as it can be done within the

limits of hum.an faculty.)
" That to any one with the requisite

ear and command of words, blank

verse, written under the amazingly

loose conditions which Shakespeare

claimed, with full liberty to use all

sorts of words, colloquial, technical,

rhetorical, and even obscurely tech-

nical, to indulge in the most far-

fetched ellipses and to impress ignorant people with every possible

extremity of fantasy and affectation, is the easiest of all known
modes of literary expression, and that this is why whole oceans of

dull bombast and drivel have been emptied on the head of England
since Shakespeare's time in this form by people who could not

have written ' Box and Cox' to save their lives.

"That Shakespeare's power lies in his enormous command of

Avord music, which gives fascination to his most blackguardly re-

partees and sublimity to his hoUowest platitudes, besides raising

to the highest force all his gifts as an observer, an imitator of per-

sonal mannerisms and characteristics, a humorist, and a storyteller.

" That Shakespeare's weakness lies in his complete deficiency in

that highest sphere of thought, in which poetry embraces religion,

philosophy, morality, and the bearing of these on communities,

which is sociology. That his characters have no religion, no poli-

tics, no conscience, no hope, no convictions of any sor^ That
th°re are, as Ruskin pointed out, no heroes in Shakespeare. That

Ml{. GEORGE RF.RNARD SH.AW.

He complains that Shakespeare's characters '' have no reliL,ion, no
politics, no conscience, no hope, no convictions of any sort," and that

Shakespeare himself shows ' a complete deficiency "' as a sociologist.

his test of the worth of life is the vulgar hedonic test, and that,

since life can not be justified by this or any other external test,

Shakespeare comes out of his refiective period a vulgar pessimist,

oppressed with a logical demonstration that life is not worth
living, and only surpassing Thackeray in respect of being fertile

enough, instead of repeating ' Vanitas Vanitatuin' at second
hand, to word the futile doctrine differently and better in such
passages as ' Out, out, brief candle.' Finally, that this does not
mean that Shakespeare lacked the enormous fund of joyousness
which is the secret of genius, but simply that, like most middle-
class Englishmen bred in private houses, he was a very incom-
petent thinker and took it for granted that all inquiry into life

began and ended with the question, ' Does it pay?' Which, as I

could have told him, and as Mr. Gilbert Chesterton could have
told him, is not the point. Having worked out his balance-sheet
and gravely concluded that life's but a poor payer, etc., and there-

by deeply impressed a public which, after a due consumption of
beer and spirits, is ready to believe everything maudlin is tragic, and

everything senseless sublime, Shake-
speare found himself laughing and
writing plays and getting drunk at

the Mermaid much as usual, with
Ben Jonson finding it necessary to

reprove him for a too exuberant
sense of humor."

" We have been looking around

for a Shakespeare that could be in-

dorsed by the theatrical syndicate,"

remarks the Brooklyn Eagle, "yet

never suspected that we had him in

Mr. Shaw." Mr. Gilbert K. Ches-

terton, writing in the London Daily

News, takes exception to Mr. Shaw's

attitude as a Shakespearian critic,

an attitude which he explains as

"due to a certain psychological trait

in Mr. Shaw which makes him un-

responsive to a tone which is very

especially the tone of Shakespeare."

To quote further

:

"Mr. Shaw maintains that Shake-
speare wrote ' As You Like It" be-

cause he found that romantic non-

sense paid, and gave it its title as an
expression of contempt for the pub-

lic taste. I say Shakespeare wrote

romantic plays because Shakespeare
was romantic ; and I say that roman-
tic plays paid because man is ro-

mantic. In these undemocratic days
we can not grasp the possibility of

the great man enjoying the same
things as the ordinary man. Shake-

speare enjoyed the same romance
as the ordinary man, just as he

enjoyed the same beer. And if

Mr. Shaw really wished to com-
pare himself with Shakespeare (which I think he never did) the

comparison is really very simple. Mr. Shaw may be quite as ex-

traordinary a man as Shakespeare ; but he is only an extraordinary

man. Shakespeare, like all the heroes, was an extraordinary man
and an ordinary man too

" Mr. Shaw says that in manner nothing could be done better

than ' As You Like It,' but in matter he himself would never do
anything so bad. When I read this, I saw suddenly how simple

is the whole mistake. I can only draw Mr. Shaw's attention to

the fact that ' As You Like It' is poetry. What can anybody

mean by talking of the matter or manner of a poem ? I will give

Mr. Shav three lines out of ' As You Like It,' from the exquisite

and irrational song of Hymen at the end

:

There is a joy in Heaven
When earthly things made even

Atone together.

" Limit the matter to the single incomparable line' When earthly
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things made even.' And I defy Mr. Shaw to say which is matter

and which is manner. The matter is quite as artistic as the man-
ner, and the manner is quite as solid and spiritual as the matter.

The meaning is essential to the words ; the words would not be so

good if they happened to mean, ' There are six tom-cats in the

back garden.' But the words are quite equally essential to the

meaning. If the words, ' When earthly things made even ' were
presented to us in the form of ' When terrestrial affairs are reduced

to an equilibrium,' the meaning would not merely have been spoilt,

the meaning would have entirely disappeared. This identity be-

tween the matter and the manner is simply the definidon of poetry.

The aim of good prose words is to mean what they say. The
aim of good poetical words is to mean what they do not say.

When Shakespeare says (in one of the long philosophical speeches

which Mr. Shaw does not quote because they do not happen to be

pessimistic),

For valor is not Love a Hercules
Still climbing trees in the Hespeiides—

it is difficult, or rather impossible, to use any other language, to

express what he conveys. You can not convey a sense of sunrise

and an ancient hope and the colors of the ends of the earth. But
if Mr. Shaw thinks that the lines mean, ' Is not the sexual instinct

like Hercules in the matter of valor, and is it not like him in the

garden of the Hesperides and climbing a tree?' I can assure him
most sincerely of his mistake."

SIGNIFICANT TENDENCIES IN AMERICAN
FICTION.

j\ FTER reading "with care" some sixty new novels, both Eng-
-^^- lish and American, Mary Moss, a writer in lYw Atln)iiic

MoitJily for May, endeavors to lind "suggestions of a certain de-

finable motion where, at a glance, all seemed cross-current, eddy,

and purposeless back-water, defying orderly classification." Her

first step toward classifying the fiction under consideration is the

obvious geographical division of English from American. We
will note here only some of her findings in regard to the latter.

We read :

"America again presents infinite subdivisions. East, West,
North. South, with a fragment of unadulterated New England left

over from a brilliant past. This speciously simple arrangement,

however, is rendered highly complex by so mechanical a factor as,

to state it baldly, cheap flats in New York. Yet we must no more
suppose that paying a poll-tax in Manhattan transforms your
Western man into a New Yorker, than that myriads of Southern
romancers are changed into Yankees by living in the vicinity of

Washington Square. Nevertheless there is one significant effect

from this steady tide of immigration, namely, the tendency of many
young Eastern writers to detach themselves from their own geo-

graphical group, and drift over to the larger and livelier body now
crystallizing into a recognizable Western school. This, needless

to say. does not apply to those men hailing from the East who
choose Western subjects. Mr. Owen Wister, treating of cowboys
and biscuit-shooters, frankly does so from his own point of view

as a sympathetic and impressionable outsider, who no more be-

longs in the West than Mr. Thompson-Seton in a menagerie. The
influence lies far deeper, so deep that much contemporary fiction,

bearing every hall-mark of the Western school, proves on inquiry

to be written in the East, by an Easterner. It is an unexpected
phase of assimilation ! The Southern school, on the contrary, like

the Jewish faith, preserves its own characteristics, but makes no
converts, leaving the West to absorb into its ranks many waverers

whose tendencies and convictions do not bind them firmly to another

standard.

"Here we at once come upon a vital difference between Eng-
land and America. The average colonial writer, moving to Lon-

don, is apt to keep his own flavor, but seldom acquires an influence

over accepted standards. ... It is hard to imagine a body of

Australians or Afrikanders wielding such power as now belongs to

companies of able young Westerners pitching their tents in New
York. Of course the cause is not far to seek, it may even be a by-

product of our famous national humor. Having achieved no defi-

nite standard of our own, the majority of us are open to every

passing impression. This has its good side. We are liighly alive,

inapt to fall into ruts. ... It is becau.se we have not aimed at

establishing a standard . . . that the Hoosier actually exerts more
influence upon New York than New York upon the Hoosier..

Lacking vigor and conviction, the representatives of conservatism
lie at the mercy of every untrammeled young free lance who comes
out of the West, to rescue American fiction from the unpopular
and un-American superstition that literature should strive to be
literary."

It will be clear from the above quotations that a geographical

classification of current American fiction presents difficulties and

inconsistencies. Turning, then, to another basis for her classifica-

tion, the writer groups the American volumes read under some
five heads, as follows: The historical novel; the specialized

sketch; the special local story; the novel devoted to social re-

.search ; and the financial novel. This last group she finds most
significant of all. " These books of the market-place signal the

opening of new territory to fiction. . . . We have heard the ex-

pression, but never before have we actually heard 'money talk '
!

"

This phase of American fiction the writer finds in essence in Mr.

Lorimer's "Old Gorgon Graham. "a seriesof letters "blending the

wisdom of those two great ethical teachers, Benjamin Franklin

and Lord Chesterfield." To cjuote further:

" Could any advice be sounder? That lionesty is the best policy

stands proved en every page, through the illumining medium of

hog. In fact, it is impossible to imagine an atmosphere more
thoroughly basted with clean, wholesome. American lard. Old
Graham uses a direct style, his anecdotes are apt and laughter-

provoking. He represents the fine flower of our honest American!

merchant with his own wit, his own standards, and his own fathom-
ing of heaven, earth, and hell by the length of his own pocket foot-

rule. You read every letter with zest, respecting the ability with
which it has been conceived and carried out. to feel in the end in-

finitely debased by tolerance of an odious, and unreverent material-

ism. The young man who follows old Graham's advice will live

cleanly, work indomitably, will avoid all pretense, and be a just,,

appreciative master. But if this world be only as old Graham sees,

it, why should our young man take such pains to deny himself .''

True, that advice will make him richer, but might he not reason-

ably prefer a few millions less and—a good time? Perhaps, after

all, the old-fashioned wallowing stye pig had quite as much comfort
as the prophylactic article of modern commerce. If all of life be
mere balancing profit and loss, why not count so many points of

the game to the pleasures of self-indulgence? Such a book forms
an inestimable piece of evidence in the history of second genera-

tions, and these are at present a dominant note in our national life.

Apparently without intention, Mr. Lorimer exposes the source of

their unspeakable, contagious vulgarity and materialism. A taste

for frenzied application is rarely transmitted, and Grahams' phi-

losophy, leaving the soul without guidance or nourishment, pro-

duces complete atrophy of a member grown useless, and therefore

cumbersome. This philosophy is all the more dangerous, since

old Graham has every domestic virtue and a set of morals entirely

tallying with the police code and the Ten Commandments."

This question of the ethical bearing of Air. Lorimer's philosophy-

suggests to the writer " a plausible theory as to why, in spite of

their talents, many of our younger writers continually fail to pro-

duce books of serious, lasting worth." She says:

"May it not be that we have reached a new plane? Does not

all this point to a really new drift, an elimination of the personal

element from fiction, and a substituting of aspects of human life

illustrated by clever marionettes? Do not all these fields— the

historical, animal, fisher folk, horticultural romance, the stock

market—which are undoubtedly absorbing our best writers, at bot-

tom form part of a tremendous scramble of an entire generation to-

escape from fundamental emotion—not merelv an aversion to any

manifestation, but from the smallest harboring of so alien and un-

allowed a sensation? Whether this hostility will eventually be-

come a national trait, or whether it be a temporary phase, time

alone can show. At present, undeniably, our novels as a whole

truthfully depict a condition of which we hardly realize the force,

until, thrown suddenly among people and literature of another race,

we see with how much freer rein they treat their emotions. Hence,

when our young writers dwell upon situation rather than people.
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instead of empirically classing this predilection as the sequela of

too much Zola, should we not believe it the result neither of direct

inriuence nor similar conditions, but a queer outcome of our na-

tional life, with an occasional and confusing likeness to the French

realists.' If .Mr. Georg Brandes be right in saying 'Knowledge of

the manner in which it' (the emotion of love) "is apprehended and

represented by any age is an important factor in any real under-

standing of the spirit of an age.' then the significance of this ten-

dency to conventionalize or ignore can hardly be overrated. Are

we perhaps drifting toward an almost Japanese standard of imper-

sonality, without even a glimpse at Japan's standard of finish, in

which as a guide to behavior, sheer exquisiteness supplants pri-

mary human impulse.' A crude Japanese is inconceivable, would

be intolerable. Crudeness can be excused only by the presence of

purifymg heat and passion. As music calls for instruments and

the plastic arts can find substance only through certain mechanical

devices, so fiction has hitherto been held to rely upon intense real-

ization of people in the most intimately personal sense. Conse-

quently, apart from style, a less fundamental question, the most
striking feature of our fiction to-day proves to be an almost uni-

versal avoidance of personal quality (even to the point that one

man's work frequently can not be distinguished from another's)

and a steady ignoring of that discredited element in human affairs,

purely human and personal emotion. That this avoidance leaves

on the whole meager sustenance for ordinary appetites is con-

stantly suggested by the disproportioned popularity of such cheap
appeals to sentimentality as David Harum, Mrs. Wiggs., and
Emmv Lou."

THE FRIENDSHIP BETWEEN CHATEAUBRIAND
AND MADAME R^CAMIER.

THE amours of French literary men furnish historic material

which is sometimes neither pleasing nor wholesome. A
striking exception is found in the beautiful friendship that existed

between the author of the " Genius of Christianity " and Madame
R ^ c a m i e r .

" The last

decade of Rene', Vicomte

de Chateaubriand, was

softened, illumined, and

guarded by the unweary-

ing solicitude of the most

beautiful woman in the

world, who was also mar-

velously kind — Juhe R6-

camier," writes John J.

a' Beck e t , in The A tneri-

caii Catholic Quarterly

Review. Their friend-

ship, we are told, was of

the warmest yet of the

purest type. Says Mr.

a'Becket:

" From the letters to

Mme. Recamier, written

while he was at the Em-
bassy in Rome, here is

one extract to prove how
endearingly and affect-

ingly Chateaubriand
could show his heart to

his angelic triend. The
epithet does not seem excessive. This extract can not but help

to a just appreciation of the elevated friendship existing between

this sensitive and gifted man and this woman, world famous

for her beauty, yet lovelier in soul than in body :

"' When shall I cease to waste on the high roads the days that

were given to me to make a better use of? I have spent with my
eyes shut while I was rich ; 1 thought the treasure inexhaustible.

Now, when I see how it is diminished and how little time is left to

me to lay at your feet, I feel a pain at my heart. But is there not

a long existence after that on earth ? A poor, humble Christian, I

tremble before Michelangelo's " Last Judgment." I know not

VICOMTE DE CH.ATEAUBRI.^ND,

Author of The Genius of Christianity."

where I shall go, but wherever you are not 1 shall be very un-

happy.'
"

.Madame Rdcamier was the darling of her time. When she was

in London, admiring crowds^ used to follow her as she walked

abroad in Kensington Gardens. The most eminent men of the

day were counted among her devotees. We read :

"Benjamin Constant was passionately devoted to her, and the

letters of this prominent man of the times were so intense that his

descendants have stoutly protested against their publication.

Then there was the grave, ciean-hearted, dog-like fidelity of Bal-

MiME. RECAMIER,

Whose friendship for Chateaubriand is said to have been one of the most beauti-

ful to be found in the literary annals of France.

lanche until his passing, with Madame Recamier weeping at his

side. Mathieu de Montmorency, in name, character, and ability

of the highest nobility in France, said smilingly :
' Three gen-

erations of the Montmorency family have passed under the yoke.

We are all wounded, but we do not all die.'

" Sainte-Beuve, who touched on the last but not least brilliant

period of the salon of the Abbaye-aux-Bois, was evidently as fas-

cinated as others by this innocent Circe, whose magic did not turn

men into swine, but changed distinguished lovers into life-long

friends. His essay on Mme. Recamier in the ' Causeries de Lun-

di ' proves this. He asks if Madame Recamier ever loved? ' the

chief and almost only question to be put in speaking of a woman.
I boldly reply: No.' He then states that 'the need of loving

belonging to every tender spirit became with her an infinite need

of being loved, and a fervent wish to repay those who loved her by

kindness. She always remained pure, but always preserved the

desire of conquest and the gentle skill of winning hearts—^let us

say the word, her coquetry ; but (may orthodox doctors forgive

the expression) it was a coquetry of the angels.'
"

Bernadotte, King of Sweden, acknowledges his devotion to her.

General Massena begged of her a white ribbon from her gown and

wore it at the siege of Genoa; and Wellington, the Iron Duke,

wrote to her :
" I confess, madame, that I do not much regret that

business will prevent me from calhng on you after dinner, because

every time I see you I leave you more impressed with your charms

and less disposed to give my attention to politics." During her

later life Chateaubriand was her constant companion. "M. de

Chateaubriand," says Sainte-Beuve. "was the center of her world,,

the great interest of her life, to which I will not say she sacrificed
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all the rest—she only sacrificed herself—but to which she subordi-

nated everj'thing. " The writer of the article continues :

"Every day Chateaubriand wrote early in tlie morning to Mme.
Recamier, just as, when he was ambassador at Rome, not a day

passed without a letter to his absent friend. Every afternoon at

three o'clock he went to see her. He said jokingly that ' his regu-

larity was such that people on the Rue de Sevres set their watches

as they saw him pass.' This privileged honor was his alone.

Rarely, and with his permission, some others were admitted.
" About the middle of 1S46 Mme. Recamier was afflicted with a

cataract, which gradually ruined her sight. About this time, too,

an accident led to partial paralysis for Rene. Half-buried, then,

before his complete descent into the tomb, his iieryand opinionated

soul flamed strongly still. Mme. Mohl remarks on ' his beautiful

white silky hair blown about by a cold wintry wind as he watched

the doctor coming from Mme. Recamier in the Abbaye.' He
would come in his carriage and be helped to his seat in the corner

before any one arrived. There he sat listening, grave, possibly

saturnine in his reserve, some ironic remark or keen question fall-

ing now and then from his lips. Chateaubriand had asked of God
the grace of dying before his friend. She was the only close friend

in his long life he was to predecease. Ballanche had prayed for

the same favor. Both obtained it

" After his wife's death Chateaubriand wished Mme. Recamier
to consecrate their long friendship by becoming his spouse. She

most gently, most tenderly declined the honor. Her motive was
still that of the most thoughtful friendship. She believed that his

daily call on her supplied an incident in his life which alone inter-

rupted its eventless routine."

THE REVOLUTIONARY SPIRIT IN FRENCH
LITERATURE AND ART.

THE impulse that demolished the Bastille has by no means

spent itself," says Mr. Alvan Francis Sanborn in his recent

book, " Paris and the Social Revolution." Every novel and vol-

ume of short stories that has appeared since the Franco-Prussian

War, he claims, reveals some trace of the doubt, the trouble, and

the protest of the period. Nor is this note confined to fiction.

As the writer surveys the poetry, the criticism, and the drama of

France he discovers that these also are permeated with revolution-

ary sentiments; and in the fields of painting and sculpture he finds

the same tendency even more insistently evidenced. He suggests

that it may be again the mission of France " to redeem (or appear

to redeem) the world by a sort of vicarious atonement." As con-

spicuously exemplifying this spirit of revolt, Mr. Sanborn cites the

writings of M. Anatole France, of whom we read :

"If you ask intellectual Frenchmen, without distinction of social

posidon or political faith, who is the foremost P>ench living man
of letters, five out of the six will answer, without an instant's hesi-

tation, Anatole France. Less pictorial, less colossal, and less epic

than Zola, but more penetradng and more profound; esthetic and

erudite (in the good old-fashioned sense of the latter word), subtle,

suave, and refined; abundantly endowed with the humor and the

wit in which Zola was deficient ; as impeccable in point of language

and style as Zola was careless, as measured as Zola was violent,

as gentle as Zola was brutal, as finished as Zola was crude ; as per-

fect an embodiment of the Greek spirit as Zola, if he had only had

a keener sense of the grotesque, would have been of the Gothic

—

Anatole France is none the less a redoubtable iconoclast, the most
redoubtable iconoclast of his generation, perhaps. A playful pes-

simist, a piquant anarchist, a mischievous nihilist, if you will, but

a pessimist, an anarchist, a nihilist, for all that."

Of another field in which this spirit manifests itself, Mr. Sanborn

writes

:

" The revolutionary fervor of considerable portions of the intel-

lectual elite has found further expression during the last ten years

in a score or more of reviews (^ j'eunes revues'' or ' revues des

jeiincs') ' which,' says Paul Adam, 'have created, promulgated,

sustained, and caused to triumph almost two-thirds of the ideas

upon which the new century is beginning its life.'

Of the relation of the French drama to this tendency we read :

" The revolutionary sentiments prevalent among the intellectual

dlite of France have found abundant expression in the French
drama, as was to be expected in a country which has a literary

stage and in which nearly every man of letters is something of a

playwright. Indeed, it would not be surprising if the stage, by
reason of its superior capacity for giving vividness to ideas, were
quite as efficacious an instrument of revolutionary propaganda as

the press, the chanson, cr tl : novel

"Revolutionary and semi-revolutionary plays were for a con-

siderable period well-nigh a monopoly of the Theatre Libre, where
unconditional literary form and unconventional acting were the

handmaids of unconventional ideas. Latterly they have invaded

every legitimate stage of Paris, not excepting the august and sup-

posedly inhospitable Comedie Francjaise ; and they may be said to

be the specialty of four houses : the Theatre Antoine (founded by

Antoine after he abandoned the Theatre Libre) ; the Grand Guig-

nol, the nearest existing counterpart to the Theatre Libre ; and the

Gymnase and the Renaissance, which are now copying the general

policy of the Antoine. Maurice Maeterlinck and his company
have latterly made their headquarters in Paris. Maeterlinck's
' Monna Vanna ' was applauded by the revolutionary organs."

Revolutionary sentiments seem to be the common bond connect-

ing tiiat succession of rather bizarre coteries in which the younger

French poets have allied themselves during the last decade. Says

the writer

:

"The Decadents and Neo-D^cadents, Symbolists, and Neo-
Symbolists, Instrumentistes, Deliquescents, and Brutalistes, most
of the sets of poets, in fact, who have made a stir in the French
world of letters since the disappearance—as a coterie— of the Par-

nassiens, have included many revolutionists, mostly of anarchistic

bent, protesters as well against the oppressions of politics and the

conventions of society as against the obsession of stereotyped

poetic forms.

"'The greater part,' writes one of their number, 'flaunted

proudly their disdain of current prejudices, current morals, and

current institutions. . . . Some attacked property, religion, family :

others ridiculed marriage and extolled rnnion libre ; others vaunted

the blessings of cosmopoHtanism and of universal association. . . .

With some, it is true, the antagonism was only apparent—simple

love of paradox, inordinate desire to get themselves talked about

by uttering eccentric phrases. But this state of mind existed. If

all did not detest sincerely our bourgeois society, each one lashed

it with violent diatribes, each one had a vague intuition of .some-

thing better.'
" * .

In the case of modern French painters, sculptors, and illus-

trators, declares Mr. Sanborn, the prevalence of revolutionary

sentiments and of an art revolutionary in its content and method of

expression is even more marked. " Whatever the reason therefor

may be—emotional temperament, weariness with physical pri-

vation, bitterness of unrecognized talent, disgust with the ugliness

of modern commercialism and industrialism, the subtle connection

between freedom of thought and freedom of form (noted in the

discussion of poetry), or all these things combined— it is safe to

venture the assertion that there are, and long have been, in France

more revolutionists of various stripes among the ardsts than among

any other class of the community engaged in liberal pursuits." Of

the subtle correlating force of this sentiment working through the

various modes of artistic expression the author says

:

" It is more than a coincidence that the revolutionary Zola should

be a zealous defender of the art of Courbet, of Manet, of Monet,

Pissarro, and Cezanne, and that a pronounced anarchist like Oc-

tave Mirbeau should have been an early admirer of Wagner, the

introducer to France of Maeterlinck, the chief champion of Monet,

and an apotheosizer of Rodin—should have been, in short, the

foster-father of the irre'guliers in every department of art. He
would be a surpassingly subtle analyzer and a masterful synthe-

sizer who could establish the connection between polyphonic

orchestration, impressionism in paindng and sculpture, and the

vers libre, and between each and all of these and the anarchistic

philosophy— between the revolt against academicism in the arts

and revolt against die State ; and yet no one who observes ever so

little can doubt that the connection exists."
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SCIENCE AND INVENTION.

THE DISAPPEARANCE OF THE SOIL.

Ol'K fertile soil is being washed away into the sea at a rate

that threatens the permanence of our food supply. This is

the somewhat sensational assertion of Prof. N. S. Shaler, in a

contribution to The International Quarterly entitled " Earth and

Man." This layer of soil, on which the maintenance of our civili-

zation depends, is exposed to injury and loss by the conditions of

that same civilization. When man was in a wild state it was auto-

matically protected. Says Professor Shaler:

" In the life below man. the relation of the creatures to the soil

had been beautifully adjusted. The plants, by associated action,

formed on all the land surfaces, except in very arid regions, a mat
of roots and stems which served to defend the slowly decaying rock

against the attack of the rain-water. This adjustment is so per-

fect that in a country bearing its primeval vegetation the eroding

of the soil is essentially limited to what is brought about by the

dissolving action of the water which sweeps through the earth and

there takes the substances of the rocks into solution ; very little

goes away, in suspension, in the form vif mud. In these conditions

the slowly decaying rock goes very gradually to the sea ; for a long

time it bides in the soil layer where, with the advance in its de-

composition, it affords the mineral .substances needed by the

plants that protect it. Thus until man disturbs the conditions of

forest and prairie the soils tend to become deep and rich, affording

the best possible sustenance to the plants which feed in them. In

their normal state they represent the pre.served waste of hundreds,

or it may be, thousands of feet of rocks which have gradually worn
down by being dissolved in the rain-water that creeps through

them.
" As soon as agriculture begins, the ancient order of the soils is

subverted. In order to give his domesticated plants a chance to

grow, the soil-tiller has to break up the ancient protective mantle

of plants which through ages of natural selection became adjusted

to their task, and to expose the ground to the destructive action of

the rain. How great this is. may be judged by inspecting any
newly plowed field after a heavy rain. If the surface has been

smoothed by the roller, we may note that where a potsherd or a

flat pebble has protected the soil it rests on top of a little column
of earth, the surrounding material having been washed away to the

streams where it flows onward to the sea. A single heavy rain-

storm may lower the surface of a tilled field to the amount of an
inch, a greater waste than would, on the average, be brought about
in natural conditions in four or five centuries. The result is that

in any valley in which the soils are subjected to an ordinary de-

structive tillage the deportation of the soils goes on far more
rapidly than their restoration by the decay of the underlying rocks.

Except for the alluvial plains whereupon the flood waters lay down
the waste of fields of the upper country, nearly all parts of the

arable lands which have been long subjected to the plow are

thinned so that they retain only a part of their original food-yield-

ing capacity. Moreover, the process of cropping takes away the

soluble minerals more rapidly than they are prepared, so that there

is a double waste of soil in body and in the chemical materials

needed by the food-giving plants."

Professor Shaler thinks that this wasting of soils under tillage

unquestionably constitutes a very menacing evil. In the lands

bordering on the Mediterranean may be seen almost everywhere

the result of this process. Besides the general thinning of the

soils there are great areas where from steep slopes the rains have

stripped away the coating down to bedrock. In Italy, Greece, and

Spain, this damage has greatly reduced the food-producing ca-

pacity since they were first subjected to general tillage. To quote

further

:

" There is no basis for an accurate reckoning, but it seems likely

from several local estimates that the average loss of tillage value

of the region about the Mediterranean exceeds one-third of what it

was originally. In sundry parts of the United States, especially

in the hilly country of Virginia and Kentucky, the depth and fer-

tility of the soil has in about one hundred and fifty years been
shorn away in like great measure. Except in a few regions, as in

England and Belgium, where the declivities are prevailingly gen-
tle, it may be said that the tilled land of the world exhibits a stead-
fast reduction in those features which give it value to man. Even
when the substance of the soil remains in unimpaired thickness, as
in the so-called prairie lands of the Mississippi valley, the progres-
sive decrease on the average returns to cropping shows that the
impoverishment is steadfastly going on.

"In considering the struggle which men have to make in the

time to come in order to maintain the food-giving value of the soil,

it is well to keep in mind the fact that the battle is with one of the

inevitables—with gravitation which urges everything ponderable
down into the sea. What we know as soil is rock material on its

way to the deep, but considerably restrained in its going by the

action of the plants which form a mat upon it. All the materials

which go into solution naturally pass in that state on the same
way; thus whatever we do, we cannot expect to effect anything
more than a retardation of the process to that point where the de-

cay of the bed-rocks will effectively restrain the wasting process,

so that the lo.ss may be made good. It is indeed not desirable to

arrest this passage of earth material to the sea. So far as that

passage is here and there effected by natural processes we find

that, in time, the soil loses its fertility because the necessary min-

eral constituents are exhausted. Thus in tiie case of the coal-

beds, the swamp-bottoms in which the plants grew did not have
their materials renewed by the decay of the underlying rock and
so were in time exhausted by the drain upon them, and became too

unfertile to maintain vegetation. The preservation of the food-

giving value of the soil as used by civilized man depends on the

efficiency of the means by which he keeps the passage of the soil

to the sea at a rate no greater than that at which it is restored by
the decay of the materials on which it rests."

MODERN MEDICINE !N ANTIQUITY.

I^'HAT much of what we consider up-to-date medical practise

was known to the ancients is asserted by the author of an

essay on the evolution of medicine, contributed to \\\q Journal de

Pharinacie. After mentioning numerous so-called discoveries of

the past two centuries that were merely the revival of forgotten

facts, the writer goes on to quote an abstract in The Lancet

(April 22)

:

" Many remedies that were employed in remote antiquity fell into

disuse and were again introduced into practise at a later date.

Thus arsenic was used as a febrifuge by Lentilius, and Hippo-
crates reconmiended it for cancerous affections. The most recent

researches have resulted in the employment of arsenic for the same
purpose in the form of organic compounds. . . . Pythagoras rec-

ognized the diuretic value of squill, but its use lapsed for a long

period. Opium has been found in the dwellings of the inhabitants

of the lake villages of Switzerland as well as in ancient Egyptian

tombs, but afterward it appears to have been forgotten during sev-

eral centuries Hippocrates employed this drug freely as a seda-

tive, and afterward it had a vogue in the Middle Ages. Even
Paracelsus did not scruple to use this vegetable drug in the case

of one Kornel von Lichtenfels who had vainly tried other prac-

titioners without being cured. Paracelsus speedily effected a cure,

but it is of interest to note that the patient refused to pay the fee

which had been agreed upon before the treatment was begun.

The case was tried before the court at Basle, with the result that

the fee was reduced to a few florins. This so angered Paracelsus

that he reproached the judge and so brought about his banishment

and the loss of the chair which he occupied in the university. A
remedy known to Galen was the male-fern, which after the lapse

of centuries was brought to the notice of Louis XVI. by a quack.

In surgery it is no less true that some of the methods employed by
modern advanced surgeons were known to the ancients. Thus
Hippocrates mentioned intubation of the larynx and Coelius Aure-

lianus gave instances of the successful operation of tracheotomy.

Praxagoras ventured to perform a laparotomy and employed intes-

tinal sutures. Operations for hernia were performed 250 B.C., and

Serapion removed diseased kidneys. Puncture of the thorax in

empyema was rediscovered in 1650, after having been forgotten ap-

parently for centuries. That the practise of asepsis is not entirely

modern is shown by the fact that contemporaries of Hippocrates

were in the habit of dipping their instruments in boiling water. In
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the thirteenth century it was customary before operating to admin-

ister to patients, by means of sponges placed in the nose, the juices

of sedative plants

—

e.g., stramonium, belladonna, and mandra-

gora, consciousness being regained by the application of vinegar

compresses. Among other methods of treatment now in vogue

hydrotherapy, gymnastics, and the open-air treatment were prac-

tised by the Romans and the Greeks. Hypnotism was thought

highly of by the priestly physicians in the temples of I sis, in

ancient Egypt. Perhaps one of the oldest forms of medication is

organotherapy, which after a period of decline has again come into

TOgue. In medicine and surgery, as in all the arts and sciences,

methods become general, then lapse into disuse, to be revived pos-

sibly at a later period and then to achieve a popularity which at-

taches to a supposed new thing."

THE MECHANICAL EFFECTS OF POLISHING.

THE study of metallic surfaces by means of the microscope

has revealed much that is interesting about the physical

causes of different states of those surfaces. What, for instance,

happens to a metal when it is polished ? The microscope shows

that it is simply scratched, the polish growing more perfect as the

scratches are more minute and nearer together. Says T/ie Engi-

iieeiing Magazine in an abstract from a recent paper by two

French investigators, Messrs. Osmond and Cartaud:

" Altho the polishing of metals is one of the oldest of the arts, it

is one which has been almost entirely neglected in technical litera-

ture. Those investigators in the science of metallography who
have made the most valuable contributions to our knowledge of

the physical structure of metals have in nearly every instance been

compelled to develop with their own labor the methods necessary

to produce surfaces suit-

really differs in degree only from the earlier stages in the prepara-
tion of the surface. The gradual increase in the fineness of the
abrading material acts simply to produce finer and finer scratches,

until the visible marks have been replaced by invisible ones. It

has been assumed that this operation removes the surface film,

which, according to Beilby, differs in physical constitution from
the metal beneath, and that a new strained surface film is not pro-

duced, but this does not necessarily follow. In many instances the

highest and most brilliant polish acts simply as a mask to conceal

the artificial skin from the eye, while the application of either

chemical or mechanical revealers will demonstrate the fact that the

altered surface layer is still there. These facts are clearly shown
by reproductions of a number of micro-photographs of etched sur-

faces, in which the action of etching solutions has brought out the

lines and markings made by the operations of polishing the metal,

and which to the untrained observer might give wholly erroneous
ideas concerning the structure of the metal."

REAL FIRE-PROOF SCENERY.

T^HEATRICAL scenery that is actually fire-proof—not painted
' canvas daubed with some chemical, but scenery whose sub-

structure is of a non-combustible substance— is now in use in Paris,

and is described at length in La A'aUire by M. Georges Vitoux.

Apparently it is simple and practical, and the hope is expressed

that, like the pins which save people's lives " by not swallowing

them," our present fire-trap scenery will shortly perform a service

to the public by putting itself out of harm's way. Says M.
Vitoux :

" Several months ago, in a little volume entitled ' The Theater
of the Future,' the author

able for examination, while

it may be shown that when
the surface is not properly

prepared the conclusions

drawn may be altogether

misleading.

'.'When the surface of a

metal is reduced, either by

a file or by such a medium
as an emery paper, every

tooth of the file and every

grain of emery produces

a scratch, the surface thus

produced consisting of a

mass of such scratches.

Apart from the removal of

the material affected by

such means, the production

of a scratch or similar break

in the surface of a metal

produces a very appreci-

able influence upon the

material immediately sur-

rounding; and, as such

methods form a portion of

the operation of polishing preliminary to metallographical exami-
nation, these effects demand attention. Thus, when a depression

is iTiade in the surface of a metal by the point of a punch, or

by a steel ball, as in the Brinell test for hardness, there will be

produced what may be termed a series of undulatory waves in

the mass of the material, and if the depression be produced
far enough the deformation may develop lines of rupture within

the material. In like manner the production of grooves or

scratches by any tool, such as a file, will cause the development
of internal stresses, so that the skin of the metal, as it may
be termed, is in a different molecular condition from the inte-

rior of the mass. The extent of the effect of a scratch depends to

a large extent upon the brittleness of the material. Thus the

scratch of a diamond upon a piece of glass will affect the material

so that it may be easily broken along the line of the break in the

skin, while a scratch upon a material like gelatin or rubber may
cause a more distinct break in the surface with a much shallower

effect within the material

"However complete the polishing may appear, the operation

M.\K1NG METALLIC FIRE-PROOF SCENERY IN P.\RIS.

wrote the following lines

:

. . .
' When shall we make

our curtains of asbestos

cloth, of spun glass, or even

of wool, as has often been

proposed.? When shall we
really have fire-proof sce-

nery, cut from a thin sheet

of iron or aluminum, or

more simply of metal net-

ting serving as a support

for the painted tissue that

we now hold up by means
of wooden framework ?

'

" Now, thanks to M .

Moisson, this wish has to-

day been completely real-

ized ! Contrary to the re-

peated declarations of the

machinists of the profes-

sion—a class for the most
part given over to routine—
fire-proof scenery really

exists, and is not only in-

combustible but also easy

to make, practical to use, and necessitates no particular manage-

ment—a valuable fact, since it may thus be utilized at once on all

stages, large and small

"And this absolute incombustibility of scenerj- according to

Moisson's system is so well recognized that the [Paris] police de-

partment recommends the new system of decoration to stage-man-

" Theatrical scenery, as all know, is commonly formed of wooden
framework supporting painted canvas, generally stiffened behind

with sheets of paper, often old theatrical programs. Such arrange-

ments, in spite of the fire-proof applications with which they must

be periodically covered in compliance with police ordinances, are

by nature essentially combustible. Lamentable experience has

shown this any number of times in recent years
" We may see from this what is likely to happen when, for rea-

sons of economy, there is substituted for the canvas, paper scenery

... a specialty of the Italian dealer Rovescali, of Milan, who has

succeeded in introducing it into a number of large French theaters,

in particular those of Rouen. Nancy, ^'ichy, Dijon, Nice, etc
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"To remedy radically tlie serious inconveniences presented by

these various systems ot scenery, M. Moisson has simply done

without paper, canvas, and wood, replacing them all by metal

—

light galvanized iron and metallic gauze. All the framework of

the scenes ... is of iron tubing, supporting metal gauze specially

made for the purpose, on which the

scene painter places his designs ex-

actly as on canvas.

"As for scenery in outline, as in

landscapes or architectural pieces,

it may be obtained in \arious ways,

as for example ... by not placing

a preliminary coating on tiie parts of

the gauze that are to remain invisible.

According to the thickness of the

layer put on by the painter, we thus

obtain, with remarkable ease, foli-

age, flowers, trees, etc.. blending

wonderfully well with the surround-

ing r.tmosphere and giving a most
artistic impression of truth. . . .

Such metallic scenery is particularly

advantageous in practise. It is ex-

ceptionally solid—more than twice as

much so as that made on wooden
frames—and yet it weighs about the

same to the running foot for tall

scenes and notably less for short

ones. But this is not all; while they

are at the outset somewhat more
expensive than scenery of wood and
canvas, thev are often cheaper in the

end. This is because their constitu-

ent parts may always be utilized.

When a scene has finished its career

it is only neces.sary to detach the

metallic gauze from the framework
to which it is lightly soldered, to

find a skeleton already to be used

again. The old wooden frames, on the contrary, are considered

worthless.
" Again, the system devised by M. Mois.son reduces to a mini-

mum the handles and frames that the machinists are always apt to

construct of exaggerated dimensions. Now this reduction is not

only a notable economy but also a real simplitication of the mise

en scene, which results in easier and swifter handling of the scenes

and in a reduced number of assistants, With small frames, only

about the height of a man. there is no more need of a great num-
ber of machinists to handle the elements of the scenery. A single

workman can manage each one

"This metallic system also lends itself admirably, provided the

theater is of sufficient* height, to the construction of drop-scenes

and even of drop curtains. For the curtain, its installation pre-

sents a considerable advantage in that it does away with the ne-

cessity for the iron drop, so expensive and difficult tc handle."

This fire-proof scenery, we are told, is already in use in a nuni

ber of small theaters in Paris, and one large one—the Odeon, has

t:sed it in a recent production (" Aronide et Gildis"). M. Vitoux

thinks that its use will become universal.— Translation made for
The Literary Digest.

\ .MOl.SSON FIRE I'KUOl' .SCENL

Others in a mixture may cool more rapidly. These facts explain

how the first layer of the solidified crust of a planet may easily be
formed of the most diverse elements and even contain substances
of great density, as is the case with the earth's crust. On the

odier hand, whatever may be the nature of two incandescent

liquids in contact, there will form,

with rare exceptions, at the end

of a great period of time, a mix-

ture of homogeneous density, espe-

cially if the liquids are frequently

agitated. M. Leduc concludes that,

aside from considerations of pres-

sure, we are not obliged to suppose
that the density of the strata in the

interior of the earth necessarily in-

creases with the depth. Finally, he
asserts, relying on various considera-

tions, that the cooling takes place

from without inward. But he further

supposes that after the formation

of the first solid layer, there will ar-

rive a moment when, in its turn, a
solid nucleus will appear at the

earth's center, separated from the

exterior crust by a liquid mixture.

In fact, modern experiment has

shown that, up to a certain limit,

the melting-point becomes higher

with increase of pressure. It is

therefore easy to imagine that un-

der the enormous pressures exist-

ing at the earth's center the melt-

ing-point must have risen. . . . Thus
by the time that the cooling proc-

ess began to reach the lower
strata, these would have solidified

and fallen to the center of the earth

where their agglomeration would
have brought about the formation

Translfltion j/iade for The Literaryof a solid nucleus. "-

Digest.

How the Earth has Solidified.—Light has been thrown

on the manner in which the planets, including our earth, must have

cooled down from incandescent liquid globes to solid masses, by

recently acquired information regarding the behavior of molten

substances. These are embodied in a recent " Note on the Mode
of Solidification of the Planets," read before the Paris Academy
of Sciences. We translate an abstract contributed to La iVature

(April 1 ) by M. C. de Villedeuil as follows :

"The author bases his conclusions on modern experiments re-

garding the point of fusion of solids and the diffusion of divers

incandescent substances when in prolonged contact. Bodies
whose melting-point is highest are not always those whose density

is greatest. It may happen that substances rnore dense than the

SPIDER-SILK FROIVI MADAGASCAR.

THE silk-spinning spider of Madagascar and its product are

the subjects of a special report from United States Consul

Hunt at Tamatave, printed in The Daily Consular Reports.

Says this officer, among other things

:

"It appears, in the opinion of many, to be an established fact

that the Madagascar spider's web is capable of being woven into

cloth which might warrant its cultivation for purposes of textile

industry. . . . From an industrial point of view, the silk of the

spinning spider (£'^^/ra) has been known for centuries, even by the

savages of Paraguay, and in the seventeenth century one Alcide

d'Orbigny in South America ordered a pair of trousers of the

material. Consul Plumacher, in his report of December 26, 1S99,

refers to the existence of a spinning spider in \'enezuela, which is

apparently the same insect.

" The Madagascar spider in question is the Nephila viadagas-

cariensis, and combines all the characteristics of Arachnida in

general. Its bite is not dangerous, altho the irritation caused by
its legs is annoying. The egg which produces this spider is laid

by the female in a silky cocoon, i inch in diameter, of a yellow

color at first, but turning white after an exposure of two or three

months to the air, at the end of which time several hundred insects,

the size of a pia-head, burst the shell and come out. Three

months later the female is 2>^ inches long, while the male remains

only one-sixth of that size. The female is generally black, lives

in solitude, and only tolerates the presence of the male at the mo-
ment of procreation. The spiders are carnivorous and by pref-

erence frequent the forests. In some of the wooded gardens in

the suburbs of the capital, especially the old royal parks, they may
be seen in millions, and would give the impression of being gre-

garious, but this is not so, it being the abundance of food which

brings them together in seeming peace and amity ; but so soon as

the supply fails, they fight and devour each other."

In another part of his report Mr. Hunt tells us that at the Paris
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Exposition of 1900 a piece of spider-silk fabric, 18 yards long and

18 inclies wide, was exhibited. It was woven of 100,000 yards of

spun thread of 24 strands, and for its manufacture 25,000 spiders

were required. These were procured by offering the natives so

much a hundred, but they brought the insects in by baslcetfuls,

mosdy dead, so it was found necessary for the winding-off

machines to go to the spiders, instead of calling in the spiders to

the filatories. However, the piece of cloth was completed, and

was of a shimmering golden-yellow color.

THE BALANCE OF BIRTHS AND DEATHS.

RACE suicide hasevidently no terrors for the editor of Ameri-

can Medici)ie. In a leading editorial (April 29) he declares

his belief in an automatic connection between the birth-rate and

the death-rate, by which, when the latter is decreased, the former

also drops, to maintain the population at a level This, he asserts,

is what is going on at present. He writes :

" The diminishing birth-rate is a topic of unending interest in

current literature. It is a phenomenon as old as the human race,

but because it has just been widely noticed it has given ri.se to

needless alarm. Even physicians have failed to note that all such

natural laws are wholly beyond man's control, and many writers

seem to think that by our voluntary efforts we can change a proc-

ess which has been going on ever since the time when every woman
was annually fruitful. It is an invariable law that the lower the

civilization the greater the birth-rate. In no other way could the

savage races survive under their tremendous death-rates. Those
families which were too small have simply perished, and the fami-

lies which carried on the race have been those large enough to

have some survivors to marry. Among lower organisms, where the

death-rate is prodigious, survival could only result from an equally

prodigious birth-rate as with certain fishes. It is the same law of

natural selection as with primitive man, who was so markedly dif-

ferent from modern man.
"Birth-rates are remarkably sensitive to changes in death rates.

Reproduction is such a drain upon the organism that, by the law

of economy, the surviving lines are those which produce the mini-

mum possible, even tho that minimum may be a great number.

Hence, when death-rates diminish, the fittest for survival are those

with the lesser number and not those which have wasted their sub-

stance by useless reproduction. Man has survived through the

action of this law, and his birth-rate has invariably diminished with

the diminishing death-rate of an increasing civilization. If too

many are born in one family they may not be as strong nor as well

started in life as the offspring of the smaller families, and extinction

follows in time. If too few are born, the ordinary accidents of life

will end the line. In the case of man, as well as every other spe-

cies, natural forces are more concerned with the welfare of the

species and not of the individual.

" The proper size of family for ultimate survival can not possibly

be determined, because the future environment will probably be so

different from the present. The population of some centuries

hence will be descended from the present families of the fittest size,

and it is no more possible for man to change the matter than it is

for him to change his complexion. He must be adjusted to his

environment or perish. So we need not worry over it in the least

—for nature will mind her own business, as she always does. The
lay press has had its sensation over the matter, and its readers have

been duly thrilled at the idea of a manless earth, but they can now
sleep peacefully, knowing that the future race will be amply pro-

vided for by a diminished birth-rate, which is the best for nature's

purposes. In the meantime they can console themselves with the

thought that, as a rule, tlie men who have made the world's history

have not left descendants, and the few who have left a posterity

have probably regretted it ever since. The ancestors of the future

great men are now in the great normal healthy class of average

men with the proper-sized families. They will keep every part of

the world filled with as many men as can find subsistence, just as

they always have done. The upper classes tend to disappear, and

their small birth-rate is of no special significance."

memorial lecture to the Anthropologic Institute, as quoted in The

Globe, (London). Says this paper:

"Observations on more than 3,000,000 individuals show that in

regard to 'cephalic index,' or general form of the head, Europe is

divisible into four regions: A region of long-headed people, with

areas of medium-headed people, occupies the northwest— namely,
Great Britain, Holland, the north of Germany, and Scandinavia.

A region in the southwest, including Portugal, Spain, the south of

Italy, and the east of the Balkan Peninsula, is even more long-

headed. A region comprising Russia and Poland, moderately
long-headed in the center, and medium-headed in the east and
west. A region in West Central Europe, including Southeastern

France, South Germany, Switzerland, the north of Italy, and west
of the Balkan Peninsula, where the people are very short-headed.

Europe contains the 'tallest race known '—namely, the Highlanders

of Scotland. Tall statures are common in the northwest, and me-
dium or short in the rest of Europe. The Swedes are the blondest,

and the South Italians the darkest people. Northern Europe is

mainly blond. Southern Europe dark, and Central Europe inter-

mediate. Dr. Deniker classifies the population of Europe into six

main races or types: i. A tall, blond, long-headed, straight-nosed,

northern race (the 'Cymric ' race of Broca and 'Teutonic' race of

Ripley), with a less tall, blond, medium-headed, 'pug-nosed ' sub-

race found near it. 2. A blond, short, square-faced, 'Eastern'

race of Eastern Europe, with a subrace like it, and very short, oc-

curring in Poland and Prussia, and called 'Vistulian.' 3. Short,

long-headed brunettes, or Mediterranean race. 4. Very short,

round-headed, broad-nosed, dark Cavenole, or Alpine race. 5. A
very dark, fairly tall, long-headed, Atlanto-Mediterranean or Lit-

toral race found on the coast from Rome to Gibraltar. 6. A tall,

dark, short-headed Adriatic or Uinaric race."

SCIENCE BREVITIES.
" The formidable contrivances shown in the accompanying cut," says Popular

Mechanics, " are not a pair of torpedo guns ; they are ' hydraulic buffers.' which
are being used e.xperimentally on the Caledonian Railway, Scotland. When an
incoming train strikes the piston-rods the pistons are forced into the cylinders,

Mixed Races of Europe.—That races are blended to a

greater extent in Europe than anywhere else in the world is as-

serted Ijy Dr. Deniker, the French anthropologist, in his Huxley

HYURAULIC RAILROAD BUFFERS.
Courtesy of Popular Mechanics (Chicago).

which are filled with water. The blow opens a valve which allows the water to

pass out at a rate which acts as a yielding cushion to the train. The pistons

have a travel of seven feet, and in a test a train of 400 tons moving at 10 miles an

hour was successfully stopped."

' As the result of ten years experiments on the durability of paints at the ter-

minal station of the Pennsylvania Railroad, at Jersey City, it was found tliat no

paint tried could be relied on to protect a clean steel surface for more than about

eight months," says Engineering. '" The conditions here are extremely severe, and

for many years the cost of renewing the paint has amounted to $5,000 per annum.

Finally, a system has been introduced of protecting the steel surfaces with

painted paper, which is stated by the railway company to give excellent results.

The metal is cleaned in the ordinary way, and is then coated with a single coat of

a very sticky substance. Paraffined paper is next pasted over this, and finally

painted any color which may be desired. Holes are cut in the paper for the

rivet-heads to pass through, and these heads are then covered with caps of paraf-

fined paper. It is stated that, as the work can all be done at one setting of the

scaffolding, the coat is but little more than two coats of litharge in boiled linseed

oil applied direct to the metal, and the result appears to be permanent, while

painted bars scale off in the conditions of the test in a few months."

"For those sections of the Panama Canal which lie in the coastal plains, as

from Colon to Piohio on the Atlantic side and from Miraflores to Panama on the

Pacific, hydraulic dredges may be used eftectively to deal with all soft material,"

says The Eng'neering Magazine. "How vastly different this from the Suez

methods ! There, when slaves were not actually engaged in digging with their

hands in the broiling sun, the laborious chains of buckets of the dredge lifted up

the sand and spouted it on the bank, only for much of it to run back again. The
work of the American Contracting Company at Panama, who in the eighties em-

ployed chain-bucket dredges with long spouts, was also of this description ; and it

is notorious that they got paid several times over for much of the material. The
elevator dredge with long spout is obsolete for canal work, and we now have tools

of far greater efficiency and capacity, which can be run with smaller crews, and
which will put the material w-here it is required."
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THE RELIGIOUS WORLD.

THE RELIGIONS OF NEW YORK.

rpKDKRA T/OA', the official publication of an organization

called the Federation of Churches, has gained, says T/ie

Sit/i. " a reputation for remarkable thoroughness and accuracy in

the gathering of social and religious statistics of New York." In

its last issue it gives tables showing approximately the relative

numerical strength of the chief religious groups represented in

New York's crowded population—which it estimates at close upon

four millions. These tables reveal a number of striking points.

By comparison with similar statistics issued in previous years they

seem to show a failure on the part of Protestantism to keep pace

with the growth of the city's population. They show also, says

Fedcratioit, that "the greatest home missionary field in the United

States is New York City, and tlie sooner the churches realize it

the better it will be for our city and our land." Says The Sun,

generalizing from Federaiioii's statistics :

" At present the aggregate of the distinctively Christian popula-

tion of the town is only about two-tifths of the whole. This in-

cludes the whole of the Roman Catholic population and the total

number of I'rotestant communicants. Besides these, the Federa-

tion estimates a total of about half a million Protestants who attend

church more or less regularly and more than a million Protestants

who are 'churchless,' or outside of any religious faith.

" New York, therefore, can not now be called a Christian city.

Jews and infidels and the religiously indifferent or unattached con-

stitute a majority of the inhabitants. The Protestant percentage

is becoming less, the vast preponderance of the additions to the

population being of Roman Catholics and Jews. The total of

Protestant communicants and church attendants, as estimated by
the Federation, is only about as great as that of the Jews alone,

and by 1910 it is likely to be much less. By that time there will

be more Jews here than natives of native parentage. The Jewish

population has increased from only about 3 per cent, of the whole

in iSSo to nearly 20 per cent, m 1905.

"These are important facts for social, political, and religious

philosophers to bear in mind when they are planning for the gov-

ernment of the New York of the future

"The most important and significant revelation made by the

Federation of Churches, however, is not of the divisions of the

population in religious belief, whether Protestant. Catholic, or

Jewish, but of the preponderance of unbelief, or. at least, of relig-

ious indifference.

" No one of the religious bodies in New York has reason for ex-

ultation over another. The whole town, as this Federation argues,

is missionary ground, so far as concerns the propagation of religious

belief of any sort. There is a free field for all of them . The Roman
Catholic Church has a hard task to hold to its faith the people

nominally in its fold. The Protestants numerated as churchgoers

are much less than half of the estimated Protestant population.

The relatively small attendance of Jews on their synagogues is a

frequent cause of complaint by their rabbis
" Statistics and estimates of the religious divisions of the popu-

lation of New York afford no ground for boastfulness on the part

of Catholics, Protestants, or Jews. All of these have reason rather

for humility in a community of which the people of a definite and

devout religious faith of any kind are in a minority."

The first of Federation's tables makes the following estimates

for the chief religious groups in Greater New York :

Roman Catholic
Russian Orthodox
Greel< Orthodo.x
Armenian Apostolic
Jewish
Protestant Communicants
Additional Protestant Attendants
Churchless Protestants

Per Cent.

1,300.000 SZ-O
1,500

1,500 ....

900
725,000 18.4

331.69S 8.4

4§7o47 12.6

1,087,762 27.6

3^945.907 99-9

tabulated in this study. The above figures would give an average
of 872 separate persons, or the equivalent of 189 families, as under
the direct and regular influence of each Protestant church. The
Protestant Episcopal Church had the largest gain in Greater New
York, 1903-04, and has the largest communicant membership. The
average number of families in its parishes, reporting the item, is

375. In the classes of the Reformed Dutch Church, the only other

body reporting families, it is but 156; and this is our oldest, and
a resourceful communion. An average of 189 families for each
church of all communions is probably not below the facts.

" If 829,245 persons exhaust the regularly attending constituency

of Protestantism in Greater New York, or a little over one-fifth of

its whole population, the churchless Protestants must number
1,087,762 or over one-fourth of the whole.

" The churchless Protestants of New York, in other words, out-

number the whole population of Nebraska, and are the equivalent

of the whole population of Washington, Idaho, Montana, and
Wyoming."

Another table shows a slight decrease—about .16 per cent.— in

the proportion of Protestant communicants, and a gain of about

.19 per cent, for the Roman Catholics.

The relative strength of the chief Protestant communions is

given as follows

:

Episcopal 69,840
Lutheran 47,006
Presbyterian 44 461
Methodist Episcopal 42,373

Baptist 37,441
Reformed ( Dutch) 22.424
Congregational 18,644

Among other facts of interest relating to the religious popula-

tion of New York, we may quote the following, from the same

source

:

"There are at least sixty-six separate Christian bodies at work
in New York City. Fifty-seven of these are included in the Prot-

estant total of the appended table The Greek, Russian, Arme-
nian, and Roman entries of that sheet ; the Christian Scientists,

two kinds of Mormons, Dowieites and Spiritualists of New York
bring the total up to sixty-six.

"The Dunkards have recently announced their intention of

opening services in this city ; and in the canvasses of the Federa-

tion Mennonites, Church of God Christians and Waldensians have

been found.
" In the canvass now going on on the West Side Vedantists and

Buddhists have been discovered. Mohammedans have elsewhere

been found, and the roster of the city's diversity of religion is

growing with the roster of diversity of race."

To quote further from the same publication :

"There are 951 Protestant churches whose memberships are

THE CHURCH AND THE PUBLIC SCHOOL.

DIFFERENT aspects of the problem as to what should be the

relations between the church and the state in the matter of

religious instruction are now adding bitterness to party politics in

England and in Canada. In England the trouble arises from the

Education Act, while in Canada the storm-center is a recrudescence

of the Manitoba School Controversy. These facts give special

appropriateness to a leader in the New York Churchman (Protes-

tant Episcopal) on the place of the church in national education.

The Springfield Republican claims that The Chiirchmaii's article

" presents the true principle on which a democracy must base its

dealing with all the problems of citizenship." The secular journal

summarizes this principle in the following words :

" It is not to assume the office of religious instruction, it is not to

allow any religious body to take part in the order and purpose of

education ; it is to be in scope such as to meet the needs of all

children of the general state, for their mental cultivation and their

fitting for the practical conditions of entering service as citizens,

where there can be no other tests properly employed than those

which measure their capacity for such service, in whatever shape

it may open before them. That part of teaching devolves upon

the state of necessity. But when it comes to the discurrence of

doctrine, where ecclesiasticism or denominationalism have marked
out separate paths — there the State must cease. It must not in

any way, by any compromise, give to any church special privilege

The plain deduction is that every religious body must assume for
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itself that particular burden. It can not justly unload its respon-

sibility on the public schools."

After admitting the right and privilege of Christian bodies to

maintain denominational schools in which Christianity "may be

taught directly, definitely, pragmatically," the writer in The

Churchman asks the following questions : Must religion be taught

in this definite way in the public schools? Can it be so taught, or

-ought it to be? Can it be taught in any other way than as it issues

in the public school teacher's life without imperiling the great func-

tion of the public-school as a nationalizing force, the great assimi-

fator, the mightiest solvent of democracy ?

Of the attempts various nations have made to answer some of

these questions the writer says :

" In Germany religious instruction is given in all public schools

by accredited teachers of the three confessions recognized by the

State— Protestant, Roman Catholic, and Jewish. In many in-

stances the entire school faculty and practically the whole school

enrolment is Protestant or Roman Catholic. The plan works
smoothly, as bureaucratic plans in a military State are apt to do,

but it has made of religion, even among this emotional people, a

matter of politics to some, of policy to others, of indifference to

most. If you would know why, ask any German youth how he

was prepared for confirmation. In French public schools the

separation of church and state is insisted on in a spirit almost

fiercely doctrinaire, which is the natural result of the conduct of

,
the church in the schools of the Second Empire. Devout parents

' here have in some cases a real grievance, for the effect and iTiipli-

•cation of the training can not but be unfavorable to developing the

religious life in accordance with parental ideas. ... In America
we had, as those of an older generation will remember, perfunctory

religious exercises in public schools very generally, even in the

seventies, but the best educational thought joins now with the

ripest Christian judgment in recognizing that the public schools

must be as absolutely separated from formal religious instruction

as the State is from the church, and this in the interest both of re-

ligion and education."

The following statements and figures seem to demonstrate that

the private denominational schools barely touch the fringe of the

problem :

" In every nation where there are public schools they come,

sooner or later—usually sooner—to dominate the educational sit-

uation. Private enterprises can not compete with them, either

because private enterprises are conducted at a prohibitive expense,

or because they are inferior. In England the voluntary schools

welcomed the Education Act, and abdicated their freedom as a

•condition of their existence. In this country parochial schools are

maintained by the Roman Catholics always with the hope, con-

stantly expressed in Roman Catholic journals, that they may soon

be supported at the public charge. In Germany the public school

has practically no competitors; in France those that it had before

the suppression of the Congregationist schools existed chiefly as

nurseries of sedition. Their raison d^etre was quite as much po-

litical as it was either religious or educational, and for those that

remain, after a Jesuitical compliance with the law, it is so still.

" In all countries where education is in any sense popular, it is

public. The figures for the United States may suffice to indicate

the situation. We had here, according to the just-issued report of

the Commissioner of Education, in public elementary schools—that

is, the primary and grammar grades— 15,417,148 pupils enrolled in

the school year 1902-1903. Private schools, including all the Ro-
man Catholic parochial schools, had 1,093,876 pupils, or barely one

to the others' fifteen. Public high schools and academies were

educating 608,412 pupils, and the city evening schools, which min-

ister largely to older pupils, 229,213 more, while private high

schools and academies had altogether an enrolment of only 168,-

223."

According to these figures, fourteen young Americans out of

every fifteen are being educated in our public schools. To them,

more than to any other factor, we owe our national character.

"To say, therefore, that the public schools are Godless," remarks

T]ie Churchinaii, " is to bring an indictment against the whole

American people." Such an indictment, altho not infrequently

made by representatives of the Christian ministry, The Church-

man considers "as thoughtless as it is baseless." In conclusion it

says

:

" Does not the endeavor to ally the church and Christianity with

the public school place the church in just as false a position as

would the endeavor to ally it with the state? The church repre-

sents Christ infinitely more than through a mere code of laws or a

system of education. She is in the world to convert, to inspire,

and to furnish the enabling power for the life of men and of so-

ciety in its entirety. There are no formal alliances or compacts
for her recognition that do not in some sense compromise or limit

her mission. She seeks no favors from the State
" Definite religious teaching should be left where it belongs, to

the church and to the home. State officials could not teach even
the Ten Commandments in other than a perfunctory way without
arousing controversy. It is because the church and Christian par-

ents have failed to give the religious instruction that they ought to

have given that the demand is made for such instruction in the

public schools. With anxiety, it seems sometimes almost with
desperation, they ask that the State shall do what the church has
failed to do. The state can not do what they ask, but the church
can. With renewed zeal and the best educational methods she

must supply the religious instruction that the State and its schools

can not give."

NEW PHASES OF ZIONISM.

SINCE the death of Dr. Herzl last year, says The American

Hebrew, Zionism has suffered "not dissolution, but trans-

formation." Popular interest in the Zionistic movement has been

greatly stimulated by the recent visit to this country of Israel Zang-

will, one of the most conspicuous of those who dream of a Jewish

nation. Nevertheless, a writer in one of the magazines feels it

necessary to warn his readers that the Zionism of Zangwill must

not be confused with the Zionite movement of the Rev. James

Alexander Dowie, " the prophet Elijah II.," whose Zion City " is

as far removed from the Zion for which the Ghetto novelist pleads

as Illinois is from Palestine."

Rabbi Edward N. Calisch. writing in The Booklover's Magazine,

describes what is now the most conspicuous issue in the Zionist

moveinent

:

" A year ago the British Government made a proposition to give

to the Jews a large tract of land in East Africa, the Guas Ngishu
plateau, a tableland about four thousand feet above Lake Victoria

Nyanza, and containing about five thousand square miles. This

territory was to be settled by Jewish colonists, with a Jewish gov-

ernorand Jewish political autonomy, but under English sovereignty

— practically a Jewish State under the protection of the English

Government. A commission has gone to Uganda, as the place is

more generally known, to investigate the questions of its desir-

ability and practicability. Its report will be considered and passed

upon by the Congress at its next meeting in July."

Even if the commission reports favorably, says Rabbi Calisch,

it is very doubtful whether the majority of Zionists, who are " pas-

sionate idealists and not practical opportunists," will approve the

scheme. On this point he writes :

" Uganda is a noble opportunity ; but East Africa is not Zion.

Its hills hold not the cedars of Lebanon, nor do the roses of

Sharon bloom in its vales. It has no sepulchers or tombs, no hal-

lowed spots or memories. None of the patriarchs trod within its

borders, none of the sainted seers or teachers breathed its air. No
prophet dreamed here his glorious and world-compassing visions,

or thundered his mighty rebuke, or gave his message of hope and

redemption. No blood was here shed to fructify the ground and

to enrich the heart with tender and heroic memories. Its history

is virgin as its soil. It is in no way associated with Jewish

thought, or ideals, or traditions. It has, in short, no appeal .save

that of the practical and material consideration of safety, of a ref-

uge from the horrors of persecution and the insult of social ostra-

cism."

Zionism, says the same writer, has "cleared the mental and

spiritual atmosphere for many, and intensified a newly aroused
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Jewish consciousness." But "the iridescent bubble of its imprac-

ticable hope will soon burst." he concludes, "and it will witlur as

b.ive done many similar movements in Jewish history—tho, let us

pray, without the tragedies that accompanied them."

Mr. Zangwill, speaking recently before the ITnei Zion Asso-

ciation of London, is reported as saying in part

:

"The real position is childishly simple. The door of l^alestine

is closed to us. Shall we weep outside it forever like our brethren

at the Wailing Wall within? Or shall we do our best to accumu-
late political power and make of ourselves a nation elsewhere,

whether in East Africa or—East Africa beir-g found unsuitable—
in some still better territory? Before such a policy can be said to

be opposed to the Basle program it must be proved that it is not

one of the ways by which we. or our posterity, may get to Pales-

tine. Nobody has proved this. Nobody has shown a better way
of carrying out the Basle pro-

gram, and if all such territorial

ideas are rejected, and the next

Congress puts forward no prac-

ticable policy by which to

achieve its aim, I think it would

be just as hopeful for tlie Jews
to return to their prayers for

Palestine, as to weary man and
heaven with annual outlnirsts

of rhetoric."

The American Hebrew (New

York) reports other develop-

ments in the movement

:

" From every quarter comes
new enthusiasm, but enthusiasm

of another order. The Wilna
Conference strenuously opposed
East Africa, commission or no
commission, yet it waxed en-

thusiastic over its program of

work for Palestine. Everything

now tends in the direction of

Palestine, not Palestine of the

chartered hope, not Palestine

the gift of the powers, but Pales-

tine the holy land, the land of

the latest refuge, where Turkish

dominion is to be endured for

the sake of the establishment

of a nation de facto in the cradle

of Judaism. The charter seems

to be cast aside. No one will

venture to get it. There are not

a few Zionists who would not

take it if it were given to them. Herzl himself, it will be remem-
bered, was fearful of the day when he really could say that he had it.

So the post-Herzlian Zionist seeks no charter. Creep into Palestine

any way. Colonize, redeem the land, populate it, establish fac-

tories, stimulate trade ; in a word, rebuild Palestine and then see

what the Sultan will say. Colonel Conder recently suggested to

London Zionists that they must have a people on the soil in order

to be able to contend for separate existence. That is, colonization

must precede the charter

''The ciilfitr Zionists are in the ascendant where Palestine is a

remote desire, and they are devoting themselves to the difficult

task of Jewish education. The Achad Haam Zionists, of whom
there are now a large number, are in danger of being anchored in

sterile labors. Without the outward stimulus of active work in the

future land of refuge, there is no safe basis for the activities of the

culturists. But Zionism has so far advanced, it seems, that it has

room for specialists, who are devoted to Palestine by extensive

methods ; others devoted to Zion by extensive methods; and still

others hoping to attain Zion by way of East Africa, ?tac/iasyls,

colonies, etc."

If the Zionists can emerge from their next congress united on a

general program, says The A>//en'ca>! Hebreiv, Zionism need not

fear for the future.

As giving some idea of the growth of the movement since its

inception tiirough (he publication of Herzl's pamphlet in 1S96, it

may be mentioned that the six hundred delegates to the Zionist

Congress in 1904 represented about twenty-five hundred organi-

zations, in Europe, Asia, America, and Africa.

Copyright. 190i', by .)• s
i
h Gray Kitchell.

THE FIRST COMPOSITE MADONNA IN THE WORLD.

Two hundred and seventy-one of the most famous paintings of the Virgin

Motlier went to the making of this picture.

THE FIRST COMPOSITE MADONNA.
"pROM photographs of two liundred and seventy-one of the
-*- world's most famous paintings of the Madonna, Mr. Joseph
Cray Kitchell has produced a unique picture, the first composite

ALidonna in the world, it is claimed. The result here shown rep-

resents some ten years of collecting, of reducing or enlarging prints

to a uniform size, of making composite photographs of various

groups of the least dissimilar heads, and of finally merging these

group composites into the pres-

ent picture. Mr. Kitchell tells

us that this process led to one
" curiously surprising discov-

ery," namely, " that the faces of

many of the Madonnas painted

by the old masters were out of

drawing, especially the eyes,

one of which was not infre-

quently found to be higher or

larger than the other." This

mechanical defect, we are told,

"appeared chiefly in the so-

called portrait Madonnas,
painted from living models, and

was rarely to be detected in

the paintings of a purely ideal

type." Further facts relating

to Mr. KitchelTs Madonna are

supplied by Tlie Ladies' Home
Journal (May), from which we

quote as follows

:

"The first intention was to

include only old masterpieces,

but later it was decided to make
the result more completely rep-

resentative by reproducing a

sufficient number of the com-
paratively few famous Madon-
nas of recent times to maintain

the proportion between them
and the many great Madonnas

of the Middle Ages Nearly one-half the paintings included, there-

fore, belong to the sixteenth century, and about a third more to the

fifteenth and seventeenth centuries, while the rest are almost evenly

divided between the fourteenth and the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries.
" Of the great masters. Raphael, of course, is represented by the

largest number of paintings, with Giovanni Bellini next, closely

followed by Perugino, Andrea del Sarto, and Murillo, after whom
come Guido Reni, Botticelli, Correggio, Titian, Rubens, Paul

Veronese, Giotto, Filippo Lippi, Leonardo da \'inci, Albrecht

Diirer, and Van Dyck. Of the moderns, Bouguereau is the besi;

known.
" FuU-tace pictures were used almost exclusively, of course ; but

occasionally two three-quarter faces of similar aspect, turned in

opposite directions, were combined, as in the case of Madonnas
by Titian and Nicolas Poussin. Errors of line inseparable from
the blending of so many faces naturally crept into the final picture,

and needed to be corrected. This delicate task was intrusted to

an Ame»'ican painter of Madonnas, Elliott Daingerfield, whose
work consisted, to use his own words, in ' a little surer placing of

line and subtlety of modeling.'
"

The number of Madonnas, it is claimed, is greater than that of

any other single class of pictures in existence, owing to the fact

that for ages the greatest painters have all striven to realize on
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canvas humanity's ideal of the Virgin Mother. According to the

journal quoted above, this composite Madonna "bears a singular

likeness to the face of Christ as it is usually portrayed."

FEAR AND HYPNOTISM IN REVIVALS.

THE recent outbreak of religious revivals in England, Wales,

and in some parts of America gives especial interest to an

essay at a " sociological interpretation " of these phenomena by

Frederick Morgan Davenport, formerly a Methodist minister, and

now Professor in Sociology in Hamilton College. Probably many

of Mr. Davenport's fellow Methodists, to say nothing of other de-

nominations, will differ with him pretty radically in his view of the

means by which so many have found an entrance to the Methodist

fold, and many of the converts will think the revival more valuable

than it appears to him. His interpretation, entitled " Primitive

Traits in Religious Revivals" is given in "terms of law and per-

sonality " and in his analysis of the phenomena the writer dis-

criminates two modes by which the skilful revivalist, in more

remote as well as in recent times, has secured the success of his

efforts. These are the appeal to fear and the use of hypnotic

suggestion. Of the former the author writes :

"The appeal to fear in the revivals of the past has been based

upon two forms of this dread emotion. There has been the fear

of retribution for sin, produced by the preacher in vivid imaginative

pictures of a hell of endless torment and of endless remorse.

There is also in the average man a great slumbering mass of fear

that he can not shake off, made up of instincts and feelings in-

herited from a long human and animal past. This can be awak-
ened in ways that every psychologist understands theoretically and

that the skilful revivalist employs practically. Under conditions

which will bring men together, sharply arrest their attention, fix

their minds upon issues of the gravest import for time and for

eternity and distinctly discourage all critical thought—under these

conditions men will be governed chiefly by their feelings, and their

action, in general, will be reflex and impulsive rather than delib-

erative. That is, for the time being, their mental make-up will

revert to the primitive type. With few exceptions, each indi-

vidual's power of inhibition will be swallowed up in the maelstrom,

and every wave of emotion, whether of fear or of joy, will sweep
the major portion of the audience with it."

The employment of irrational fear which played so large a part

in earlier revivals has largely passed away, the author declares :

but the employment of the hypnotic method has not. One of the

secrets of the late Dwight L. Moody's success in the field of pure

revivalism, he avers, was "his past-mastership in the art of hyp-

notism." As to its pre-sent-day employment he says:

" There has rather been a recrudescence and a conscious

strengthening of it because the old prop of terror is gone. And it

can not be too vigorously emphasized that such a form of influence

is not a ' spiritual ' force in any high or clear sense at all, but is

rather uncanny and psychic and obscure. And the method itself

needs to be greatly refined before it can ever be of any spiritual

benefit whatever. It is thoroughly primitive and belongs with the

animal and instinctive means of fascination. In this bald, crude

form the feline employs it upon the helpless bird and the Indian

medicine-man upon the ghost-dance votary. When used, as it has

often been, upon little children who are naturally highly sugges-

tible, it has no justification whatever and is mentally and morally

injurious in the highest degree. I do not see how violent emo-
tional throes and the use of the art of suggestion in its crude form

can be made serviceable even in the case of hardened sinners, and

certainly with large classes of the population the employment of

this means is nothing but psychological malpractise. We guard

with intelligent care against quackery in physiological obstetrics.

It would be well if a sterner training and prohibition hedged about

the spiritual obstetrician, whose function it is to guide the far more
delicate psychological process of the new birth."

Impulsive self-surrender as opposed to deliberative self-devotion

is, in the opinion of the writer, one of the fundamental defects in

the old-time revival method. Upon this point he continues

:

"The emotional revival has never taken into account the proper

function of the will in conversion. Emphasis has been most un-

fortunately laid upon impulsive and mystical self-surrender. Men
and women have been urged to become as ' drift logs on the cur-

rent of divine purpose,' as ' nothing in the floods and water spouts

of God." They must ' surrender all,' their intellects, tlieir talents,

their social pleasures. . . . The suggestion of abject surrender has

been potent in professed conversions just because it fits so beau-

tifully a type of mind that is very common in every population.

There are large numbers of persons whose rational and volitional

processes are so imperfectly under control that when they attempt

to use them in time of religious storm and stress, or at any other

time of great emotional agitation for that matter, they fail utterly.

. . . The lower cerebral processes will not work in harness with

the higher. It is only when they cease to think and cease to will

and cast themselves unreservedly into the current of the subcon-

scious and the mystical in their natures that they find relief. And
your professional revivalist, tho not a trained psychologist, has had
a very practical experience with the mental life of congregations.

He knows what his crude methods will accomplish with this type.

A suggestion of the impotence of the human will, of the power that

comes tlirough complete surrender, an explosion of the ice-jam at

the heart through the dynamite of emotion, and you get your

result

"Candid investigation will compel a true bill against the revival

of the past on the evidence of its having violated the fundamental

principles of education. Its normal tendency is not to strengthen

the intellect and the will, but rather to submerge both under billows

of suggestion and emotion. It is a thing of impulse rather than of

reason. When allowed full sway in a population, its manifes-

tations become primitive and ultimately so gruesome and grotesque

that they can no longer be associated in the thought of earnest man
with soundness of method or of mind. Whenever in the past, as

has sometimes happened, genuine good has been done in society

through the revival, it has been directly in proportion to the con-

trol which the reflective processes of individual leaders have exer-

cised over what is essentially impulsive social action."

The place of the old revival will be taken by the "new evangel-

ism " which the same author, in an article contributed to The Out-

look (April i8), defines as an effort which " contemplates first of all

a program of Christian nurture, the cultivation of a form of con-

version which manifests itself, not in crises, but in the normal

evolution of character." In this form of evangelism the religious

impulse is recognized as the climax of the social impulse. And
while the awakening of the God-consciousness should not be un-

duly hastened in the child, "no man may say how early it will ap-

pear under the simple rational nurture of an intelligent Christian

home." Recognizing the existence of a large class, not thus pro-

vided for, the writer continues :

" But what of that great multitude who for generations to come
because of unwise parenthood and imperfect methods, or sheer
wilfulness, or some other cause, will continue to pass out of the

home and out of the church of childhood and youth into adult
maturity without God and without hope, and perhaps without love

to man? Are the days of ' crowd " evangelism altogether done?
I do not so believe. But the emphasis of preaching and the man-
ner of winning men to a more normal and rational life will undergo
modification. The new evangelism will speak less of the soul's

depravity and more of its infinite worth. There are a few instinc-

tive criminals in society whose heredity and environment have left

them very little of the image of God. But we shall not allow their

existence to determine the content of religious doctrine. The ap-

peal to fear, that central prop of the old revivalism, will be em-
ployed no more. Side by side, however, with the preaching and
the teaching of the love of a heavenly Father, there will be clear

emphasis upon the essential justice of the universe and of law and
of God— that punishment does not await the verdict of an eternal

assize, but that every hour of his life a man is at the judgment-
seat, and every day he lays up penalty in character."

A MOVEMENT for " liturgical enrichment" among Unitarians was endorsed at

a recent meeting of the Unitarian Club of Boston. This leads T/ie Living

Church (Episcopalian, Milwaukee) to remark: " The experience of Christendom

in favor of a liturgy is not apt to be disregarded permanently, even by those bod-

ies which attach least weight to precedent or to continuity of Christian practise.

Liturgical worship is only another name for popular worship. There can be no

real worship on the part of the people without a liturgy. Thus it is that the idea

of worship as the central theme of Simday services has dropped out of non-litur-

gical conceptions. A merely preaching service substitutes the intellectual for the

spiritual."
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FOREIGN COMMENT.

NEUTRALITY AND FRENCH NEUTRALITY.

T " KENCH maritime neutrality and English maritime neutrality

-1 are not the same thing. Perhaps French neutrality is some-

thing like " French leave." The accusations made against France,

which imply a violation of the neutrality guaranteed in the Kusso-

Japanese War are three in number. It is alleged first, that Rus-

sian war-.ships have been afforded facilities to purchase fresh pro-

visions at Saigon, in French territory. Second, that there has

been loaded on Russian war-ships at Saigon English coal, for-

warded in advance on German bottoms. Third, that the stay of

the Russian squadron in French waters was not limited to twenty-

four hours.

The Temps (Paris) referring to "the disagreeable attitude to-

ward France taken by the Japanese press, an attitude which is imi-

tated by a certain number of English journals." remarks that the

whole question is being wrongly viewed from a purely English

standpoint. The following are the exact words of this semi-official

French organ

:

"The English press plainly proposes that France should give up

her own interpretation of the laws of neutrality and follow those

of Great Britain, a course which

she has always refused to take.

No set of laws of neutrality is uni-

versal, but such laws vary in ac-

cordance with the conditions of

life peculiar to the nations who
adopt them. Insularpoweis, which

possess numerous naval bases, in

terpret the laws of neutrality with

great strictness, while continental

powers, wiio possess but few^ naval

bases, interpret them in a different

way. The latter powers would

place themselves in a place of

lamentable inferiority if they held

to laws of neutrality as rigorous as

those of other nations. The
French Government has informed

the English Parliament that steps

will be taken to enforce the laws

of French neutrality in Indo-Chi-

nese waters, but it must be under-

stood these are the French laws

to which we have always remained
faithful.

"The current opinion is based

on a mere misunderstanding by
which it is assumed that we must
not only enforce the laws of neu-

trality, but the English la-ws of

neutrality."

The message sent to Parliament and read by Mr. Balfour was

as follows

:

"As soon as the French Government was aware of Admiral
Rozhjestvensky's presence at Kamranh Bay representations were
sent to St. Petersburg, with the result that, under the orders of the

Emperor himself, instructions were telegraphed to the admiral de-

siring him to leave Kamranh Bay at once.
" The Russian squadron was subsequently reported to be at

Hon-Kohe Bay, a few miles north of Kamranh Bay. Admiral de

Jonquieres, commanding the French station, was sent there to re-

port. He found Admiral Rozhjestvensky's squadron there, tho not

inside French territorial waters.

"Thereupon the governor of French Indo-China, who iiad re-

ceived instructions to see that French neutrality was duly re-

spected, sent the French Resident at Sha-Trang, the nearest point

to that place, with directions to ask the Russian admiral to leave.

The admiral promised to do so May 3.

" As regards the reports that the Russian squadron received val-

uable assistance from the French authorities at Kamranh Bay, I

am informed that there are only two Frenchmen there, neither of

whom is an official, l)ut they are holders of concessions from the

French (Government in that place."

The French press has been unanimous in its asseverations of

France's desire for justice and peace. The /v]^«rtf (Paris) says

:

"We desire peace, and to live in friendship with Japan." The
_/r)?^;v/^/ (Paris) is irritated and announces: "We hear the com-

plaints and threats of Japan with calmness and composure, such

as belong to those whose conscience is clear. It remains to be

seen whether Japan will succeed in proving whether her alliance

with England is anything more than a name." In the same tone

the Gaulois (Paris) observes :
" If the British Government has the

same views as the English press. France will soon learn what value

to put upon the Anglo-French convention."— Translations made

for The Literary Digest.

RUSSIAN REINFORCEMENTS.

THE COMEDY OF PARLIAMENTARY OFFICE.

\ 1 7 HEN the mule of (}il Bias was on sale the prospective buyer

* * secured the animal at a .sacrifice by inducing certain out-

siders, ostensibly disinterested and friendly to the owner, to show

that the mule was actually worthless. Since the time of Bismarck

Germany has never shrunk from trying to defeat the patriotic

measures of French ministers by

stirring up the French opposition

against them. In the case of Del-

cassfcS however, the mule was not

sold.

Delcass^, Minister of Foreign

Affairs in the Rouvier cabinet,

after a debate on the Morocco in-

cident, felt that he had not been

treated fairly, and prompdy re-

signed. The German press was

exultant over the event. " All

confidence in him," says the Hain-

bnrger Nachrichien," is gone ; his

glory is at an end. His object

had been to form a political clique,

a circle, consisting of Italy, Spain,

France, England, and Russia, and

this circle was intended to hem in

Germany. There can indeed be

no question that Frenchmen had

full confidence in Delcasse, and

considered him as seeking, through

peaceful means, the highest inter-

ests of France. But the day

came when he permitted himself,

apropos of the Morocco affair,

to exhibit a want of foresight which was c-'minal."

This want of foresight was indeed a ligment of the German

brain. He was accused by Germany of neglecting to inform the

German Government of the Anglo-French Convention, but, as the

Paris correspondent of The 7/wi?j (London) points out, this is a mere

pretext. No complaint was ever made because Germany was not

informed of the convention between Austria-Hungary and Russia in

1897. Speaking of the latter incident the correspondent goes on :

" As a matter of fact, Germany had not been consulted, nor, to

the best of my knowledge, was she subsequently officially informed

of the understanding that had been arrived at, altho it affected a

part of the world where German commercial interests are involved

to a much greater extent than in Morocco—namely, the Near East.

The object of the agreement was very similar to that of the Anglo-

French entente—namely, the maintenance of the political status

quo. the restoration of order and security in the disturbed districts

of the Balkan Peninsula, and the introduction of reforms."

But the point of the Delcasse incident is that Germany has not

What in Heaven's name is the matter ?

These are Russian Volunteers starting for the Far East.

—Simplicissimus (Munich)

.
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pushed things to extremes, but has simply given Emperor William

an opportunity to stand forth personally as a champion of the

Mussulman world. Meanwhile Delcasse has accepted back his

portfolio. Perhaps he has not been guilty of a cotip de thealre,

and we must take with a grain of salt these words of The Daily

Neivs (London).

" M. Delcasse has stepped back in order to take a better spring.

Once again, in that language of the theater to

which the French so naturally resort, picturing

all things in dramatic guise, he has made a

Jausse sortie, that is to say, his exit from the

scene was only a pretended departure, so that

he could return in a moment with tenfold

effect. It is necessary, one observes, to have

recourse to the French idiom in these matters,

for English diplomacy is less gifted, osten-

sibly, at least, with these arts of finesse."

7!-l„- Spectator (London) well sums up the

results of the incident thus :

" M. Delcasse now returns to the control of

French foreign policy with greatly increased

force, for it must not be forgotten that before

his resignation he was not completely recog-

nized in France as the necessary man. The
Nationalists hated him, as a leading member
of a cabinet hostile to the Vatican and friendly

to England ; while the extreme Radicals and

Socialists, besides disliking him as a represen-

tative Moderate, were probably convinced,

whether by the German Embassy or other-

wise, that he was bringing nearer by his policy

the German invasion which is to them a hor-

ror. . . . The agents of the German Foreign

Office in the press are receding from their posi-

tion, and Count von Biilow and his master

must either concern themselves with some new object, or prepare

some new diplomatic bombshell. Meanwhile i\L Delcasse will ad-

here to his policy in Morocco, but will probably telegraph to his

agents in Fez: 'Give up nothing, but go slow.""

This incident affords a curious example both of the Machiavel-

lian and the melodramatic in French politics, with side-light on the

devious policy of the Republic's foe.

M. DELCASSE

France's able Foreign Minister who works for

European peace.

THE NEW TRANSVAAL CONSTITUTION.

GREAT interest is being manifested in the new constitution

which the Transvaal has received from the British Crown,

a

constitution wliich is new in more senses than one, in that it is care-

fully adapted to harmonize the relations of two peoples, conquerors-

and conquered sharing a common territory. The main features of

the constitution are well summarized by the Economist (\^o\\diOVi)

in the following words :

" The Transvaal is to have a legislative as-

sembly of from 30 to 35 elected members, with

from six to nine official members nominated
by the Crown, and holding their seats during

pleasure. The persons qualified to vote for

these elected members will be all male white

British subjects who (i) have been 'enrolled

on the latest list of burghers of the late South

African Republic, and entitled to vote for

members of the First Volksraad ' ; or (2) are

occupiers of premises of the value of ^100,
or of the annual value of ^10; or (3) are in

receipt of salary or wages bona fide earned

within the colony of ^100 a year. It will be

seen that as regards the Dutch this is a very

liberal measure. The ex-burghers of the

South African Republic are allowed to exer-

cise the franchise without pecuniary qualifica-

tion, in order to ' confirm in their electoral

privileges a class which the misfortunes of war

have, it is hoped, only temporarily impover-

ished.' Of the prudence of this step there can

be no doubt. If no special provision had

been made for the ex-burghers the gift of the

franchise would have been illusory, since it

would have taken no account of the excep-

tional poverty to which the war has reduced a
portion of the conquered population.

"The Transvaal will be divided into from 30 to 35 equal electoral

districts, the size of each constituency being determined by the

number of electors, not by the population. The powers of the

legislative assembly will include the making of laws, but it will not

be lawful for it to appropriate any part of the colonial revenue, or

to impose any rate, tax, or duty unless it has been recommended ta

the assembly by a message from the lieutenant-governor. This

restriction is part of the distinction between representative govern-

THE KAISER en voyagc.

Captain—" Your majesty, the French fleet is signalled !

"

Emperor William—"And to think I do not possess a French Admiral's

uniform !

" —hidiscrct ( Paris).

THE MATCH-MAKER.

Mlle. La France (to John Bull)—' If slie's going to glare at us like that, it

almost looks as if we might have to be regularly engaged."
—Punch (London).

FRANCE, GERMANY, AND ENGLAND.

I
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I lUKCH AND STATE IN FRANCE.

Dividing up and sharing alike are different things.

—Kladdcradatsch (Berhn).

A PLEASANT COUNTRY.

" Are you afraid of the pohce yonder ?

"

" Not for myself, but for you, my dear cure. "

—

Figaro (Paris).

DISESTABLISHIVIENT IN FRANCE.

ment and self-government. If the legislative assembly could vote

or refuse taxes it could make and unmake the executive Govern-

ment. The Transvaal would then be a self-governing colony,

which is precisely what his Majesty's ministers have determined

not to make it for the present. To this exclusion of finance there

is. however, one curious exception. Tho the legislative assembly

may not vote money or levy taxes, it may authorize a loan toward

that wonderful contribution of thirty millions toward the cost of

the war, of which so much has been heard and so little seen."

The extension of the franchise to the colored population, many of

whom have become quite as civilized as were the negroes of the

Georgia rice-fields forty years ago, has not been touched upon by

the new constitution. This does not please

the Statist (London), which says:

" The result is that we are organizmg a State

in which two white races, nearly equal in num-

ber but estranged from one another by the

bitter memories of an exhaustive war, are

given all effective power and are allowed to

domineer over a vastly more numerous body

of colored people. Does anybody seriously

doubt that the power thus given to domineer

over the blacks will be abused? . . . It may
be said that if Britons and Boers are alienated

by the memories of the war they will not coa-

lesce to oppress the colored man. It is to be

recollected, however, that both look upon the

black man as merely a hewer of wood and a

drawer of water, and one. moreover, who is to

be made to work whether he wishes or not.

Furthermore, it is to be remembered that it is

not merely the natives who are concerned.

There is a considerable number of Indians and

other British subjects in the Transvaal, and

these will be at the mercy of the white oli-

garchy just as much as the natives."

The new assembly is tied up to a greater extent than the erstwhile

debating society. Its right to legislate is merely a favor, and its

motto is, ' Pay up and look cheerful.' The only thing evident is

that Downing Street is badly supplied with statesmen."

—

Trans-

lation madefor Tn^e. Literary Digest.

LORD SELBORNE,

The constitution is not received with much

favor by the Dutch press of Pretoria, and the

name of Lyttelton, the English statesman who

formulated the document, is not spoken of as if he were a Jeffer-

son. The Boer journal. Volkstein (Pretoria), says, bluntly:

"Who cares twopence for Mr. Lyttelton's Transvaal opinions?

The succesor of Lord Milner as High Commis-
sioner of South Africa.

A PERSECUTED AMBASSADOR.
" \X/H^' 'ire we so brutal to the American ambassador?" asks

» ^ Sydney Brooks, in The Daily Mail (London). And he

continues

:

" We never really give the poor man a moment's rest. We might
almost be accused of trying to kill him withi

kindness. Even before he lands on English^

soil he is pounced upon by the mayor and cor-

poration of Southampton, an address of wel-

come fired at him on shipboard, and a speecb
extorted in reply. And that is but a foretaste

of what is to come. . . . No sooner has he

presented his credentials than the bombard-
ment begins. I must admit at once it is most
vigorously replied to. England and the Amer-
ican ambassador set to forthwith to see which

can spoil the other the most. Chambers of

Commerce swoop down upon him and bear

him off in triumph as their guest of honor.

The Omar Khayyam Club points an invitation

at his head, demanding unconditional surren-

der. The Dante Society insists on his escort-

ing its members through the infernal regions.

The Wordsworth Society, the Browning Soci-

ety, the Boz Club, the Sir Walter Scott Club

—all press their claims. The Birmingham and

Midland Institute insidiously elects him as its

annual president, and exacts by way of tribute

an address on Benjamin Franklin. The Edin-

burgh Philosophical Institution bestows the

same honor for the price of a paper on Abra-

ham Lincoln.
" And so it goes on. The big public

schools, knowing that he is an American,

and therefore wrapped up in education, play upon his weak-

ness and lure him into distributing their prizes. Political leagues

expect him to tell them all about the United States Supreme

Court. The historic city companies never once let go of.
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him. He is a standing feature on the toast-list of the Guildliall

banquet. Charitable and philanthropic societies pursue him re-

lentlessly. Workingmen's institutes, trading on his democratic

sympathies, bid for an evening's loan of his presence and voice.

Libraries refuse to be opened except by him. He is the obvious

man to unveil a bust or a portrait. The organizers of a dinner in

honor of a famous English cartoonist turn to the American Em-
bassy for the orator of the occasion."

The ambassadors from other countries are never treated in the

same way by the English public, says Mr. Brooks, who continues :

" One never hears of the Russian or German ambassador being

asked to lecture before a philosophical or historical society, or in-

vited to a literary dinner. They and their colleagues are permitted

to stand outside all but a fraction of the national life. They may
entrench themselves behind the ramparts of society and official-

dom, and none will seek to drag them forth.

" The public at large knows nothing of them, and does not care

to know anything. They are what the American ambassador never

is—they are foreigners, and treated as such. We surrender them
cheerfully to Downing Street, the court, and the West End. The
vast majority of the people do not even know them by name. A
paragraph in the papers is enough to announce their advent or re-

call ; while their American colleague, on his arrival as well as his

departure, receives a full-blown editorial salute from the entire

London press. The one is merely an incident of officialdom, the

other is a national event."

But after all, he concludes, the Americans are to blame because

of the character of the men they send to the Court of St. James's

:

" After all, I suppose it is partly America's own fault. She
should not send us such charming, cultivated, broad-gaged men.

Adams, Lowell, Phelps, Bayard, Hay, and Choate—what other

country has sent us representatives to compare with them? The
capacity of a long line of American ambassadors to warm both

hands at the cheerful fire of English existence has been so pal-

pable, their interests have so manifestly stretched bevond the hum-
drum game of protocols and despatches, they touch life at so many
more points than the ordinary professional diplomat, that we
should hardly know what to do if the United States accredited to

the Court of St. James's any one short of her JDest. A tongue-tied,

unsociable, purely official American ambassador has become un-

thinkable to this country. W^e calmly take it for granted that the

representative of the United States, whoeverjie may be, will be a

first-class after-dinner speaker, and able and willing at any time to

deliver an address, preside at a meeting, or unveil a monument.
And so he invariably is. Why, then, should we not use him for

our profit and entertainment?"

THE EUROPEAN SCHEME TO EXERT PRES-
SURE UPON THE UNITED STATES.

^7 "HE " hurried" abandonment of President Roosevelt's pursuit

•^ of bear in the West, the " no less hurried " trip to London of

the laritish Ambassador in Washington, and the " mysteriously

hurried " movements of American diplomatic representatives from

one continental European capital to another indicate to the Berlin

Kreiis Zeitu)tg—a.n organ with facilities for ascertaining the facts

in such cases— that events of a far weightier character than even

the Venezuelan developments are " upsetting " presidential plans.

Tt conjectures that " something of highest interest " is now tran-

spiring " behind the scenes," and it opines that this " something " is

connected with plans of Mr. Roosevelt's that have "gone wrong."

The Pester Lloyd (Budapest) and the Politische Correspondeiiz

Vienna), are more definite. They understand that " unwelcome

ressure " has been brought to bear upon Washington for the sake

of denecimg American policy from the pro-British trend which

renders it " an echo of London" in the Far East. This infor-

mation is not wholly new. The London Outlook has for some

weeks past been hinting that there is a misunderstanding between

Washington and Berlin, and the Iiidcpendaiice Beige (Brussels)

avers that it results from Berlin's tendency to insist upon, '"a quid

pro quo " in South America before there can be any " relaxation of

the vigorous attitude " of certain Old-World Powers in the Far
East. Continental European Powers, we are further told, are sup-

portmg Russia in her demand that a world conference be summoned
to end the war. Such a world conference is opposed by Japan.

Great Britain stands by her ally. The idea now is to exert such

pressure upon the Lhiited States as will induce th;.t republic to

become a partizan of the " world conference idea." That pressure

has taken the form of thwarting America in Venezuela, in Moroc-

co, and in China. To what extent this pressure will prove success-

ful is the subject of various reflections in some European organs.

To the London Times and the London Outlook it seems clear

that Germany is the leading spirit in the exertion of this pressure.

"The attempt of the Wilhelmstrasse to secure American support,"

it says, . . . "took the form apparently of a direct appeal from

the Emperor to the President." and it ventures to say that it would

not be on the German side that " policy and inclination " would

urge the United States to "enlist." Further:

"Clever as he is, the Kaiser has never understood America, and
he is probably now quite unaware that the suspicion and dislike

with which Americans have watched German diplomacy at work
in Manila Bay, in China, in South America, and in Washington
itself, have not in any way been averted by Prince Henry's visit

and the gift of a statue of Frederick the Great. Between Mr.
Roosevelt and William II. there is a sympathy founded on a real

community of tastes and temperament ; between the President ana
the German Emperor there is, so far as the former i.= concerned,

a divergence of aims and ideals that is only prevented by lack of

opportunity and contact from developing into a divergence of

policy."

One of the propositions made to the President by Emperor Will-

iam assumed a form " so fantastic," according to The IWitional

Review (London), that it was negatived forthwith. The propo-

sition concerned Venezuela, we are further told, but its nature is

not stated. However this may be. the " pressure "' upon the I nted

States is " constant and skilful," according to a writer in the I\'eue

Freie Presse (Vienna), it is exerted in the interest of Russian aims

and its effect upon W'ashington are pronounced" embarrassing."

—

Translations madefor Thy. Literary Digest.

POINTS OF VIEW.

Mu.ST See Money.— '' The idea that Japan will be content to surrender all

chance of an indemnity," says the London Mail, '• must be dismissed as an idle

dream."

No Gold Bricks Bought Here.— "Peace now can give Russia only a

respite," thinks the Tokyo Nippon, " which she may take advantage of in reor-

ganizing her army and navy."

Escaped the Censor? — "The war," asserts the St. Petersburg Xasln
Zhizn, which, by the way, is said to have been suppressed for three months, " is

useless, the war is absurd, the war has no object."

Speed of Russia's Fall.—" Never could there Ix; a more striking illu^tra

tion," says the London Eveni>tg Standard,'^ oi lines which when Byron wrote

them seemed exaggerated enough

:

' A thousand years scarce serve to form a state,

An hour may lay it in the dust.'

So it has been. As things go in the cycle of history, it is but an hour since the

hand was raised that has dashed Russia helpless and broken to the earth."

One of a " Nation of Shopkeepers."—" My idea of politics begins and

ends with a desire to see the sun shine on the British Isles," writes Henry

Labouchere in London Truth. " To better the lot of the forty-two millions that

inhabit them is my sole aim. I would exchange our whole Empire for the cer-

tainty that there will be fewer suffering from want in the British Isles, and that

the toiling millions of which our population is mainly composed will find life

better worth living. I would give up India for old-age pensions. Australia and

Canada for a free breakfast-table, and all our recent annexations in Africa for a

substantial reduction in our present heavy taxation."

A London journal says the Temps ( Paris) relates an anecdote whi,-h has made

the round of diplomatic salons in Berlin. Count von Biilow. wlio loves a good-

humored joke, at a recent dinner-party addressed Count Mouye, the Japanese

minister at Berlin, in the following terms :
" Do you know. Count, that we Ger-

mans are beginning to feel particularly proud of you Japs? Vou are tlie best

pupils we have ever had. You have not only adopted our tactics, but your system

of campaign, including your use of artillery, is German. .Almost all your doctors

have studied in Germany, and you have imitated us, even to the inaugur.;tion of

a social-democratic movement." " You are quite correct, chancellor," replied tlie

Japanese diplomat, "but there is one thing which we have not borrowed from

you." "And what is that?" asked Count von Biilow with some curiosity.

" Your fear of Russia !

"
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FAGAN.
This story of life in tlie Philippines is condensed

from Collier's Weekly, which awarded its author,

Rowland Thomas, a prize of $5,000 in a contest in

which over 12,000 stories were submitted by more than

11.000 writers.

\Vhile Kagan was still a kinky-haired youngster a

question forced itself on his attention. " Wliy ain't 1

got a pappy ? " His mother, when asked, laughed the

deep melodious laugh of her race. " Lawszee, chile, I

raickon you has. Mos' chillen has."

" But who is my pappy ? " persisted the child.

' Lawszee, honey, how you 'si)ec nie to 'maimber

that ? I'se got other things to 'maimber.''

It was a careless, soapless, buttonless existence that

he led, this unfathered negro waif whom a bit of food,

a bit of clothing, and a chance to roll around on the

levee with the other pickaninnies and bask in the sun-

shine and sniff the sweetsome smells of the sugar

ships, sufficed, and lie might have lived on thus in-

definitely, but one day at a game of dice liis well-known

good-nature was taken advantage of by another black

man. Fagan, the kindly, felt a sudden blinding desire

ON THE LEVEE.

Courtesy of Collier's Weekly (New York).

to strike. He did so—and the other man dropped

dead.

This act of Fagan's was in accordance with the only

rule of conduct be could comprehend. He had no de-

sire to harm others—but when they hurt him it seemed
no more than fair that he should retaliate. He had not

the intelligence to grasp or understand the fact that

our community of interest requiresevery man to forego

a certain amount of freedom and submit to a certain

amount of unfairness.

To escape the law Fagan ran away and joined ihe

army. His splendid giant-like physique made him
valuable in the ranks, but he found it hard to obey

orders, and he was unfortunate in his immediate com-

mander.

Lieutenant Sharp lacked discretion in liis methods.

When he discovered the buttons on Fagan's blouse

imcleaned he reprimanded him before others. Where-

upon, Fagan, ignorant of any law against immediate

explanation, replied :
" Lawszee. Luetenant, I raickon

I plumb forgot them buttons." For this retort he was

put under arrest and taken to the guard-house, mildly

expostulating, as he went :
" He suah'd orter give me

a fayah show— all I wanted was a fayah show." By
the time the regiment was ordered to the Philippines

Fagan's record loomed black with five trials.

It was during the first engagement of the campaign
that a little brown man rose in front of Fagan and

flashed a dart straight at liis breast. The wound was

slight—but the first sharp tingle of the flesh stirred

something ferocious in Fagan. As once before, he felt

a blinding instinct to strike, and whirling his heavy

rifle in one hand like a club he felled his opponent.
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Then a mad joy of strengtli surged over him. He
called to his comrades :

'" Come on, boys, come on and

kill these damn Filipinos."

From that day he was called " Wild Fagan." No
one had ever equaled him as a fighter, and his methods

were original. " He doesn't fire his rifle ;
just butts in

and swats 'em with it like he was playin' golf."

Each night his " melodious bellow " would ring out

AT FIRST FAGAN COULD ONLY liAZIi ABOUT HI

STUPIDLY.
Courtesy of Collier''s Weekly (New York).

in song :
" Don't you hear the bugle callin' !

" and his

happy, kindly courage served to cheer the drooping

men. Even the officers began to boast of him :
" Finest

build of man you ever laid eyes on. Like a cat and a

grizzly rolled into one." But when the campaign was

over and the regiment settled down to quiet in the

villages, Fagan encountered his old trouble about

obeying orders. The punishments meted out to the

huge culprit were always prompt and severe. Once he

was imprisoned for a month.

Fagan emerged from this confinement still a child,

but a sullen child, moping over a bitter sense of in-

justice. " I only want a fayah show " was always the

substance of his thoughts. Shortly afterward Fagan
deserted and, as report had it, joined the Filipinos.

There was renewed fighting about this time, and the

regiment imputed it all to Fagan ; attributing every

move of the enemy to hisleadershi[). The Government
offered a large reward for his captiu'e " alive or dead."

And all the while Fagan, poor, stupid child, was living

<juietly with a dusky sweetheart in a little village not

fifty miles from the company's station. He heard of

the reward offered for him and the reports about him.
" Why can't they let us alone, when I don't hurt no-

body," he complained to Patricia.

One day the Filipinos captured an officer wliom
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Fagan knew, and they brought their prisoner before

the genial black gi.int.

The white man asked Fagan what they were going

to do with him.
" Oh, don't you worry, Lootenant.I won't let 'em liurt

you. Vou just sit down and have a smoke."

The officer was treated like a guest ; put quite at his

ease, and finally he asked, with genuine interest:

" Fagan, why did you desert ?
''

The answer was characteristic :
'"

I niickon I did it

—just "cause I had to have mo' room. Seems like I'm

so big I has to have a whole plenty of room.''

In spite of the fact that he knew this ofiicer would

report his whereabouts, Fagan had him safely escorted

back to the camp.

Then he and Patricia, to avoid certain capture, be-

took themselves to the great waiting wilderness, where

there was plenty of room, where you had a right to hit

back when you were hurt, and where there were no

orders to be obeyed.

Two weeks of happy wandering brought them where,

unseen by them, a village was i-erched on the trunks

of trees, and keen-eyed men, hidden in foliage, watched

and followed them. They were men short of body

and long of hair : men w ho squatted naked in the mists

of evening and did not shiver ; men who brought their

sweethearts hideous dowries of human heads.

One evening Fagan suddenly missed Patricia. He
followed a few steps in the direction she had gone and

a moment later came upon her lifeless body !

At first Fagan could only gaze about him stupidly,

then a wild impulse of wrath came over him. He
called out to the unseen enemy and shook his fist at

the empty air, but the only answer was the whizz of a

flying arrow.

Poor Fagan had not the brains to think it out, but

the lesson was forced upon him that even in the wilder-

ness one had not always a"fayah show."

He had only asked to be " lait alone " but the laws

of life preclude this Absolute freedom cannot be

found, for each man is bound to his brother.

Fagan wandered on alone, possessed at times with a

'mighty fear of the forest. To dispel this he would

sing loud and long--" Oh, don't you hear the bugle

callin'?" At the end of the third day, after kindling

his evening fire and toasting a piece of venison, an

overwhelming drowsiness came upon him. Then he

lay back and twisted his last bit of tobacco into a

cigarette.

" I'se kind o' sleepy now,'' he announced at length,

'an I'se gwine to bed.'' The fire flickered and he,

pillowed his head on his arm. " Lawszee, I raickon

Patricia 'd think I was afraid again." He threw his

great arm over the empty ground beside him, " good-
night, Patze." he murmured.
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sitive to llaw. Every piece of dirt that

falls on it, stays, in it; every finger touch

of a workman shows; a wrinkle made
then never comes out.

You, yourself, or possibly your sten-

ographer—most positively your printer

—

have found some of these defects in bond-

paper even of high price.

N
" Look for the Water Mark.'"

is '< hand-selected." Every sheet sold has

been carefully examined and passed as

perfect by the keen eye and nimble fingers

of a woman who ior years has done this,

and this only.

Truly, Old HAMPSHIRE Bond seems

to be *' made a little better than seems

necessary," but in business life to-day, wise

men buy the best.

Write us on your present letter-

head for the Book of Specimens,

or ask your printer for it. It

shows Old Hampshire Bond
in white and fourteen colors,

printed, lithographed and steel

die stamped in letterheads, checks

and other business forms.

Hampshire Paper Company
The onlv papermakers in the world making bond paper exelusively

South Hadley Falls, Massachusetts

Readers of The Literary Digest are asKed to meniion the publication when writing to advertisers.
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CURRENT POETRY.
"Said Love to the Young Knight."

By Theodore Roberts.

Said Love to the young knight :
" I am the spur and

the prize.

I am the hand of thy 'squire and the Hght in thy lady's

eyes.

I am the force of thy arm that is more than of sinew

and bone.

I am the favor of Arthur smiling do\vn from his throne.

" I am the spirit of Christ, white and high as a star,

I am the crown of Mary, outlashing the helmets of war.

I am courage, and peace—valor and gentleness.

I am the master of pride and the servant of distress."

Said Love to the young knight ;
" I am the humble

task.

I am the high adventure behind the visored mask.

I am the fire of youth that fails not with the years.

I am the master of passion and comforter of tears."

—From Scribner's Magazine.

Patience

!

By Lowell Otus Reese.

Have you wearied of the battle ? Have you grown
discouraged, son ?

Looking backward on life's pathway, is it little you

have done ?

Does the woof beneath your fingers seem to tangle

more and more
While the riddle of the future seems yet stranger than

before ?

Just be patient for a season : for at last the mystic

fates

Bring the tangled threads out even for the one who
works and waits.

Does she shyer seem and farther from your love's en-

treating hands

Than his harbor from the sailor wrecked upon the

barren lands ?

Is the call of music stronger than your heart's beseech-

ing cries

As she whirls amid the gay ones with the glamor on
her eyes ?

Yet be patient. Youth will waken, and at last the

time will come
When the heart no more is stifled and when love will

not be dumb.

Have you seen your idols falling by the road you

bravely trod

With your whole life dedicated to your people and
your God !

Did you lift against the dragon dauntlessly your single

lance,

To be stricken down by malice or the sword of circum-

stance ?

Still be patient, oh, my brother, and take courage in

the fight-

For your own soul will reward you in the battle for

the right !

Have you wandered in the wilderness till hope is

nearly dead,

While the flying brush of time has painted winter on
your head ?

Is the promised land no nearer to your an.xious, dim-

ming eyes

Tliat have watched the silent heavens for a glimpse of

paradise ?

Patience !—just a little longer, and the dark night will

be gone.

And your soul behold the splendor of the everlasting

dawn !

—Fi-ojn Leslie's Week/y.

The Hushed House.

By Madison Cawein.

I who went at nightfall,

Came again at dawn ;

On Love's door again I knocked

—

Love was gone.

He who oft had bade me in

Now would bid no more;

Silence sat within his house,

Barred its door.

« . « f0im^ "»
V
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Fine Free Book
For Horsey Men

It's our fine 300 page Blue Book of horse
goods, 28th edition, and is invaluable to every

one who takes pride in his horses, especially to

those who wish to buy harness and horse boots

for pleasure driving. It illustrates all grades
of medium and fine harness, the largest assort-

ment of turf goods and the most extensive line

of stable supplies, all guaranteed to be the latest

patterns and correct style, It is a very expens-
ive book and we can afford to send it only to

prospective buyers to whom we forward it by
express charges paid by us.

Saves 20 to 40%
We are the largest manufacturers of reliable

horse goods in America and the only house
offering such goods direct to the consumer at

popular prices, that will save you 20 to 40^.
Everything is sent to your own home subject to

examination and approval. If in need of stable

Supplies send for our Blue Book and state the

kind of goods you are liable to need, mention-
ing this magazine.

Tuttle & Clark,
183 Jefferson Ave. Detroit. Mich.

« mmMP^^^W^mmm-mism i iiiiiiwiii l i
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The Electrielure

Catch

Fish by

Electricity

1
1.00
complete

OUTFIT
Any kind offish may be caught by this new method at will.

No State in the Union has pasted any law against this practice;

it's sure every time and great sport, without danger to operator

(it fools the big fish). The original sample cost us $1,coo.

Only a limited number of these outfits can be made this year,

soorderearly. Outfitallcompleteonly$1.00 withfull instruc-

tions. Can be carried in thefisherman'sordinarytacklebox. By
express prepaid, 20 cents extra. Dealers and agents make big

money selling these. Send for catalogue of fishing tackle, etc.

The VIM CO., Pept. 1 8 . 68 E. Lake St., Chicago. 111.

[faZ^^^

HARTSHORN
SHADE ROLLERS
Bear the script name of Stewart

Hartshorn on label.

Wood Rollers. Tin Rollers.

^No Money Required
~ until you receive and approve o£ your

bicycle. Il'e ship to anyone on
TEN DAYS FREE TRIAL
Finest guaranteed ^ #/) #-» tf O.^F
1906 Models fl>#t/ «<» ip^t
with Coaster-Brakes &- Punctureless Tires.

1903 & 19tl4 Models tf7 «— tf#9
of Best Makes V ' '** V'^
SOO Second-Hand Whee/»
All makes & Mod- ^ O #_ d9'
els good as new "^O ««» ^O
GKir.lT FACrOKV CLEARING SALE.
RIDER AGENTS WANTED in each town at good
pay . /^ 'rite at o?ti:efor catalog and Special OITer.

TIRES, SUNDRIES. AUTOMOBILES.
MEAD CYCLE CO., G 134, CHICAGO

THE"NULITE 99 ^-VAPOR—
GAS LAMPS

AGERTTS ARE COI\II!VO IMOiVKl'. ^
A 20th-Ctfiitury evolution in the art of lighting. Entirely new,
1(10 candle power, 7 hours one cent. Superior to electricity or

gas and cheaper than coal oil. No trouble to keep
clean, absolutely saff. Sells atsiglit. We also manu-
facture table lamps, wall lamps, chandeliers, store and
street lamps. Agents wanted at once. ©Write for free

catalofjiie and prices. We manufacture all kinds and
grades of mantles. If you buy them direct from us we
wilisave you dealers' pi ofits. Prices sen i upon request,

Chicago Solar I^tghtCo., Dent, B. Chicago.

Send fop this
Print your own cards, circular^. &c.
Press *.>. Small newspaper press *1S.
Money saver. Print for others, big profits.
Tyi)esetting easy, printed rules sent.
Write to makers for catalog, presses, type,
paper. &q. THE PRESS CO., .nERIDE.N, CONJi.

VA/ator Supply for Country Homos
Deliver water from spring or stream to lioiise, stable, lawn, storage tank, etc., by the
automatic working

RIFE HYDRAULIC ENGINES
AI\\ a\ s poinp: without attention, liaise 30 feet for every foot fall. 80;V etTicienoy. Large

plants for irrigation, equipping towns, railroad tanks, etc. Over 5,tX>o in iise.

(.'atalogue and estimates free.

RIFE ENGINE CO.. - - 126 Liberty Street, New York

Headers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention tiie publication when writing to advertisers.
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This
Ulas-
tr&tei
razor
rsady
for
•tUoat
ment.

MORJE THAIS
400 SHAVES
>V^IXHOUT STROPPING

i'liis IS a low average of the imniber
of shaves that can be seucred with a

(giIldtpsatviu|?a2or
With each razor there are twelve double

edged blades of wafer steel, tempered so hard
by our secret process, they must be ground
with Diamond Dust, and so perfectly sharp-

ened, every one will give from ten
to forty delightful, velvety shaves
without stropping. 'When they
are dull we will send you one new
blade for every two returned to us.

Repeated exchanging in this way
gives you an equivalent of twenty-
two blades with every outfit. After
they are all used, new ones can be
purchased at so low a price that
your shaving will cost you but a
fraction of a cent a shave.
Gillette Sales Co., New York.

t.irntlemen — I i>oiiylit one of your razors
last S«pteiiil>«r and I would not sell it forinany
times its value if I could not get anntlier. In
f.\ct it is tlie onlv r.i/or. I have used one
blade tlzty-two tlmea and am still lulng It.

We liave a cliain of 2tl banks and sevrral of
our boys have bought the razor from seeing
mine. Respci-tfully,

L. Greenwood,
Auditor Farmers' Loan & Trust Co.,

Sioux City, Iowa.

Ask your dealer for the (Si(IPltr

Safrljj Razor; he can procure
it for you. Write for our inter-

esting booklet which explains
our thirty days free trial offer.

Most dealers make this offer; if

yours don't, we will.

Contpany.

1140 rimes BIdg., Times Sq.,New York

References: Any oneofotir 168,141

I satisfied users to Jan. 1, 1905, our first year in the market. J~

BRIGHTON
claJp carters
have a continuous contract to hold up
the socks on millions of energetic
American legs. Flat as your hand,
adjustable, neither bind nor slip, made
of one piece pure silk webbing (not

mercerized
cotton). All

colors and
patterns,
nickeled trim-

mings— can-
not rust, 25c a
pair—all deal-

ers or by mail.

Try them.
PIONEER BISPE.NDER CO.,

718 Harkpt St., Philadelphia.
Makers of Pioneer Suspenders.

Regis-
tered
Trade
Mark.

GORDON
"The Aristocrat of Suspenders"

The "Gordon" stands for comfort with
service, elegance with simplicity.

It represents the higliest development
of the sliding web principle.
Cannot twist or twirl, but lies flat on

your back.
The exclusive "Gordon" feature is the

absence of friction between the webbings
when in action.

Made in 4 lengths, 50 els. and $1.00 a pair.

If your haberdasher cannot supply you, send
us 50c. or Si.00 and his name ; we'll send you
a pair and see that he carries them in future.

aOROON MFQ. CO., Box M, New Rochelle, N. Y.

When the slow door opened wide

Through it I could see

How the emptiness within

Stared at me.

Through the dreary chambers
Long I sought and sighed,

But no answering footstep came;
Naught replied.

Then at last I entered

Dim a darkened room ;

There a taper glimmered gray

In the gloom.

-Xnd I saw one lying

Crowned with helichrys.

Never saw I face as fair

As was his.

Like a wintry lily

Was his brow in hue

;

And his cheeks were each a rose

Wintry too.

Then my soul remembered

-Ml that made us part,

And what I had laughed at once

Hroke my heart.

— From Harper^s Magazine.

PERSONAL.
An Hour With the Czar.— Melville E. Stone,

president of The Associated Press, visited Russia last

year, and, by a talk with the Emperor, brought

about the removal of the Russian censorship on

foreign news. Mr. Stone describes the interview in

the May Century Magazine:

" I was shown into an anteroom, where the Grand

Duke .\ndre awaited me. He introduced himself and

chatted most agreeably aljout American affairs, until

a door opened and I was ushered into the presence of

his ifnperial majesty. The room was evidently a

library. It contained well-filled book-shelves, a large

work-table, and an .\merican roller-top desk. With-

out ceremony and in the simplest fashion, the Emperor
fell to a consideration of the subject of my visit. He
was dressed in the fatigue uniform of the Russian

navy braided white jacket and blue trousers. The
interview lasted about an hour.
" I represented to his majesty the existing condi-

tions, and told him of the difficulties which we en-

countered, and the desire on the part of his ambassa-

dor at Washington that Americans should see Russia

with their own eyes, and that news should not take on

an English color by reason of our receiving it from
London. I said that we felt a large sense of responsi-

bility. Every despatch of the Associated Press was

read by one-half the population of the United States.

I added that Russia and the United States were either

to grow closer and closer or they were to grow apart,

and we were anxious to do whatever we properly

might to cement the cordial relations that had existed

for a hundred years.

"His majesty replied: 'I, too, feel my responsi-

bility. Russia and the United States are young,

developing countries, and there is not a point at which

they should be at issue. I am most anxious that the

cordial relations shall not only continue, but grow.'

" When assured, in response to an inquiry, that the

Emperor desired me to speak frankly, I said: 'We
come here as friends, and it is my desire that our rep-

resentatives here shall treat Russia as a friend ; but it

is the very essence of the proposed plan that we be

free to tell the truth. We can not be the mouthpiece

of Russia, we can not plead her cause, except in so far

as telling the truth in a friendly spirit will do it."

"
' That is all we desire,' his majesty replied, ' and

all we could ask of you." He reciuested me to re-

count the specific things I had in mind.
" I told the Emperor that the question of rate and

speed of transmission had fortunately been settled by

his ministers, and that the two questions I desired to

present to him were those of an open door in all the

departments, that we might secure the news, and the

removal of the censorship. ' It seems to me, your ma-

jesty,' I said, ' that the censorship is not only valueless

from your own point of view, but works a positive

harm. A wall has been built up around the country.

METROPOLITAN NECKWEAR CO.

Metropolitan Building NEW YORK
Readers of THE Literary Digi;st are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.

Our Broad Claim
is, that no fashionable haberdasher any=-

where will sell you the equal of any of

the goods we offer at anything like our
prices. Everything we offer you is sold

under our guarantee of entire satisfac=-

tion. You may return at our expense
anything you buy from us if you are not
satisfied and we refund your money.
We deliver at your door, all charges

paid, anything bought from us. We take
all the chances, knowing you will be
pleased.

In purchasing Men's Wear from us

you are buying at wholesale rates,

and yet you are not required to take

any great quantity in order to get the

wholesale prices.

Our purpose in doing business this

way is to give every customer a chance

to get a better grade of goods for less

money than he has been
getting heretofore, and
the only way that we can
do it is by treating him
right.

We have never yet been
asked to refund a cent

to a dissatisfied customer.

Give us a trial.

Our neckties are all

silk— no shoddy— latest

N. Y. spring styles, the

kind retailers sell at 75c.

and $1.00 each ; we offer

6 four-in-hand black silk or
satin, or assorted colors, for

$3.00.

6 50 inch long string or club

ties for Summer wear, also

for ladies' wear, plain or

figured, for $3.00.

6 Bat ties, assorted colors,

plain or figured, for $3.00.

Pleated linen bosom white shirts, sold

by retailers at ^1.50 each, our price 6 for

$6 00. Open front, body of fine muslin, linen

bosoms, full length pleated, for summer wear
without vest.

Madras Colored Negligee* shirts with
cuffs, fine quality, $6.00 per half dozen.

Best grade Madras shirts, $o.oo per
half dozen. Send for samples of negligee goods.

For shirt measurements send size of neck-band and size

of collar worn ; chest measure ; length from a point 2

inches below back collar button to shoulder point and
thence to wrist.

Dress Suspenders, full elastic, i !^ inches
wide, in white, grey or black, 2 pairs for $l.OO.

Metropolitan fast black hose. You'll

recognize them at sight as the greatest bargain

of your life. We can't say enough about these,

so we won't try. Just send us $1.50 and your
size for a half dozen pairs. You'll never regret

it and you'll tell your friends.

Everything we sell is made of extra good
quality material and is much lower in price

than you would be able to obtain elsewhere.

The success of our business depends entirely

upon these two points—QUALITY and PRICE.

Send P.O. Money Order or add loc. to check to cover
exchange charges

.

Remember, your money back if dissatisfied

// rite /or illustrated booklet.

{
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ARTISTIC DESIGNS
My artists and sculptors produce memorials
that meet the wishes of the most cultivated

and exacting people. The design shown in

this advertisement is only one of a great many
I have ready, one of which would undoubtedly
prove satisfactory to you. If desired, I will

make an exclusive design after your ownplans.
If you contemplate the purchase of a high-

grade memorial, write me for estimates, and
for my \\e\y free booklet full of valuable in-

formation. You will find it a decided advan-
tage to deal with one responsible firm for

both the manufacture and the setting of a
monument.

I IT!SE QUI.VC V, n ESTKnJLY, B.tRKK
OK AW OTHKR I.EADIi\4,l UKAlVITl!:

Mil mottu—The liigliesi grade of
work at the most reasonable prices

I also design and make Mausoleums and Public Drinking
Fountains. Designs and estimates furnished on request.

J. L. MILLER.
< Su<"cf".'4or to

.Thomas i flillt- •) Quincy, Mass^^U. S. A.

The growth of money
Pennies, nickels and dimes

quickly grow to dollars ; and
dollars quickly beget other

dollars.

But saving money isn't all.

The thing is to make your
money work. The more you
can safely make it earn the

better.

On every dollar you save you

get 5% interest
here. Interest starts just as

soon as your money is received

and is compounded semi-annu-
ally. We send you the interest

or add it to your original in

vestment.

ll^riie jor booklet. ^-jl^
Calvert Mortgage & Deposit Co. [ C

Dcpl. K, Calvert BIdg., Baltimore, Md.

INVESTORS
Read the

WALL STREET JOURNAL
^Write 44 BROAD ST., N. Y., for Sample^

Copies and Special Sub-

scription Offer.

$500 wi 11 earn $150
When invested in our First Mortgage Farm loans,
netting W^ and running for 5 years. Loans from $300
to >;'^00 secured by farms readily sold at from $1,500 to
*fi.OOO. Booklet, "We're Right On the Ground," list
of loans, and full particulars upon request.

E. J. LANDER & CO., Box 8, Grand Forks, N. D

and the fact that no correspondent for a foreign paper
{

can live and work here has resulted in a traffic in false

Russian news that is most hurtful.

" ' To-day there are newspaper men in Vienna, Ber-

lin, and London who make a living by peddling out

the news of Russia, and it is usually false. If we were

free to tell the truth in Russia, as we are in other

countries, no self-respecting newspaper in the world

would print a despatch from Vienna respecting the

internal affairs of Russia, because the editor would
know that, if the thing were true, it would come from
Russia direct. .^11 you do now is to drive a corre-

spondent to send his despatches across the German
border. I am able to write anything I choose in

Russia, and send it by messenger to Wirballen, across

the German border, and it will go from there without

change. You are powerless to prevent my sending

these despatches, and all you do is to anger the cor-

respondent and make him an enemy, and delay his

despatches, robbing the Russian telegraph lines of a

revenue they should receive. So it occurs to me that

the censorship is inefficient ; that it is a censorship

which does not censor, but annoys.'

" I went over the common experiences of all news-

paper men who had been in Russia, and the Emperor
agreed that the e.xisting plan was not only valueless,

but hurtful. He said that if I could stay in St.

Petersburg a week he would undertake to do all that I

desired."

MORE OR LESS PUNGENT.
Kxclusive.—The following notice is said to be

posted on the door of an English country church :

" This is to give notice that no person is to be

buried in the churchyard but those living in the

parish, and those who wish to be buried are requested

to apply to me. [Signed] , Parish Clerk."

- Harper^s Weekly.

Twins.

—

Oldad :
" By George, old man, you must

be feeling tip-top ! Your chest is puffed out and "

Nudad: "Ha! ha! That's what I'll name 'em-
Tip and Top !"

—

Detroit News-Tribune.

Such a Plausible I>ie.
—"I admire a liar," said

Morgan Robertson, the writer of sea-stories, " even

when his prevarications strain my credulity. A friend

of mine, who objects to efforts to pry into his personal

affairs, recently limped into my workshop. ' What's

the matter with your feet ?
' I asked, more to be polite

than because I cared what was the trouble. Then he

gained my everlasting admiration by a display of nerve

and mendacity I never saw equaled. ' An eel stepped

on it.' he said.'

—

Detroit Journal.

Too Personal.

—

Respect.adle Deacon—"I wish

that young Canon Mayberry weren't obliged to preach

to such a small congregation."

I^'rivolous Widow—" So do I. Every time he said

' Dearly beloved' this morning I felt as if I had re-

ceived a proposal."—.Swar/ Set.

A Martyr.—A friend tells of a recent visit a Senator

made to church with one of his grandchildren. The
little fellow tried several times to talk, but was always

told he could not talk in church.

" Then, grandpa," he begged, " please take off my
shoes and let me move my XoQS."—Lippincotf's Maga-
zine.

Current Events.

Foreign.

Russo-Japanese War.

May 6.— Oyama is reported to have assumed the
aggressive against the Russian left flank.

May 7.—Advices from both Russian and Japanese
sources say that the right and left wings of

Ovama's army have made material advances.
The Japanese press demands that the treaty
with Great Britain be invoked as the result of
Russian violation of French neutrality ; the
despatches are accepted in England as produc-
ing a serious situation.

May 8.—French officials declare that the French
rules of neutrality, tho not so strict as those of

other nations, have been carefully observed. A
report from St. Petersburg declares that the

We hiive 25 Kimls of Instruments to .\ssist Hearing.
Sent on approval. Write for Catiiloeue.

_______^_^^_ %Viii. A. Willis & Co., las s. nth St., Philadelphia.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.

Lea & Perrins

THE ORIGINAL VvORCESTERSHIR'S

The Peerless
Seasoning

This bottle with the

label bearing the

signature.

Lea 8c Perrins. is

familiar to the pub-
lic, having been on
the market for more
than seventy
years. As a sea-

soning it improves
more dishes than
any other relish ever
offered to the public.

Soups, Fish, Meats,

Game, Salads, etc.,

are made delicious

by i's proper use.

LEA&PERRINS»
SAUCE

adds enjoyment to

every dinner.

John Duncan *b Bona , Agents^
New York.

The Coolest Bed
For Summer

Sweet sleep all summer is yours if you lesl

on a FOSTER IDEAL OR FOUR
HUNDRED SPRING BED. The open
construction permits a free circulation of cool-

ing fresh air. The springs conform perfectly

fo every curve of the body, yielding luxurious

ease, yet never sag, returning instantly to orig-

inal level when you move or arise. Write to-

day for free booklet, " Wide-awake Facts

About Sleep," and dealer's name, with cat-

alog of Foster Safety Cribs, Iron Beds, etc.

Look for Foster Bros. Mfg, Co.
^ A <^ 4 1 Broad St., Utica, N. Y.

Mirk B^ l44IN.I6thSt.,St.UuiB.Mo.

i

GS^

>>;

''^ M\

The wonderful new self-heating

Thermalite
In every way better than

a hot water bag.

Made of the best Para rubber,

and filled with "Thermalite."
Gives off heat at uniform tem-
perature for eight hours. Stores
heat which can be instantly

turned on. day or night. Lasts

for years without refilling or re-

newal of contents. Two-thirds
less in weight than hot water bag
of same size. Price of No. 2, two
quart size. $2.00. Money back
if not satisfactory. If not at

druggist we deliver prepaid on
receipt of price. Descriptive

book free.

The Thermalite Co., 163 Elm Street, New York, U. S. A.

ARE YOU DEAF?
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The Wrong Way:

may THE
RIGHT
WAY IS

To CULTIVATE
THE POWERS OF
YOUR NATURAL

MEMORY
Send a postal card lor Pelman's great Book :

"Memory, and What Can Be Done to Improve It."

It Costs you Nothing ; It Explains Everything.

WE GUARANTEE
To Improve the Powers of Your Natural Memory
in a month. Our Prospectus Contains Hundreds
of Convincing Testimonials and Press Reviews in

Praise of tlie Pelman System. Write to-day, be-

fore you forget it.

PELMAN SCHOOL OF MEMORY.
963 Whitehall Building. New York City.^

Flcxo"'Gorters
fit perfectly, hu^ the limb comfortably without
binding, never let go of the hose, never tear
them, last longest, look neatest—are best
garters.
Sold by all dealers. Insist on Flexo, and if the dealer

hasn't them, send us his name and 2?c. and we will see

that you are supplied. Flexo Garters in fine heavy

ribbed silk elastic—Price, 50c.

A. STEIN & CO., 316 Franklin St., Chicago.

AtinctA cfaW *"* ^^^ road to perfect physical degOUU stall velopnient is made with the

IRISH MAIL
"It's geared."

.K strong, fast, hygienic
children's car. Exercises
till muscles. Furnishes I uii

and fresh air but keeps
child off its feet. Light, nili-

ber tired. Absolutelii scfe.
Ifyour dealer hasn't it oruer
direct frum us. Write for

l.^nklPt FIIEE.
HII.I.-STA.NDARO JIK(;. CO.

^5'2 Irish Mail Stret*!,

Anderson, Ind.
Siicc'rs to Tlte StiinditrLi ISIfc. Co.

To Cas Engine Operators
Dynamo Ignition.

Motsinger Auto-Sparker
No battery to start or run. The original

^epeed-controlled friction-drive Dynamo.
X^ji Driven parallel with engine shaft. No
•«|t «^ belts. No beveled pulley or beveled
iWB'Y fly wheel necessary. For make and
^y^y break and j ump-spark system.Water

-a^ and dust proof. Fully Ouarakteed.
MOTSINGKR DF,VICE MFG. CO.,

67 Main Street, Pendleton, Ind., U.S.A.

squadrons under Kozhdestvensky and Neboya-
toff liave joined forces north of Saigon Ad-
miral Togo is said to have concentrated his
vessels in the Korean straits.

May Q.- Kozhdestvensky is reiiorted to have sailed
from I'rench Indo-China waters. The neutral-
ity question continues to threaten an Anglo-
French crisis.

Ma)- 10. Japan holds France responsible for allow-
ing the Russian Baltic fleet to reach the China
Sea. It is announced in Paris that Russia owns
coal lands in the vicinity of Saigon, and is,

therefore, acting within her rights in taking on
coal there.

May II.—Two Russian war-ships from Vladivostok
are sighted off the northern coast of Japan. A
semi-official defense of France on the charge of
violating neutrality denies the charges and pro-
fesses an impartial attitude.

.May 13. A despatch from St. Petersburg states that
Rozhdestvensky has divided his concentrated
fleet into squadrons, putting the battle-ships un-
der Volkersham, cruisers under Enquist, scouts
under Nebogatoff, and torpedo craft under LJo-

trovsky.

Russia.

May 8. - Russian peasants in Kerson, Poltava, and
Bessarabia provinces continue to loot and burn
estates.

May 10.— Si.xteen persons are killed and more than
one hundred injured in anti-Jewish riots at
Zhitomir; other cities report similar outbreaks.

Other Foreign News.

May 8. — A report of a speech made by Emperor
William at Wilhelmsnaven shows tnat he de-
scribed the Japanese as " the scourge of God"
commissioned to correct faithless Cnristian na-
tions.

Domestic.
Chicago Strike.

May;?. —The advantage in the strike is apparently
with the employers.

May 8. -Three men are fatally injured in riots.

May q. — Tlie leaders of the striking teamsters
threaten to e.xtend the struggle to oflier unions,
but the employers make deliveries with little

serious trouble.

May 10.— President Roosevelt arrives in Chicago,
and tells the strikers that he heartily approves
Mavor Dunne's efforts to preserve law and
order. The President also receives a protest
from the strikers against Federal troops being
sent to the city to suppress rioting.

Other Domestic News.

May 6.—The Illinois House passes the amended bill

passed by the Senate. givin<j Chicago control of

the price of gas and authorizing the city to .sell

surplus electricity.

May 7.—The President's huntiu" trip in Colorado
ends. At Glenwood Springs he gives a farewell
dinner to those who made ui) his hunting party.

All records for the number of immigrants arriving

at New York are broken. 12,039 foreigners being
admitted.

.May S.—The President is warmly greeted as he
travels through Colorado on his way back to
Washington.

Former Minister Bowen arrives in New York from
Venezuela.

E. F. Hale, a witness in the Federal tobacco trust

inquiry, is fined for refusing to answer certain
questions.

Directors of the Equitable Life Assurance Society
decide to take no action in the Hyde-.Alexander
controversy until the report of the investigating
committee is received.

May Q.—In a speech at Denver the President states

that it is absolutely necessary that the nation
assume siipervisory control of railroad rates.

Secretary Taft makes a speech on railroad rates

at Washington.
Twenty-six persons are killed by a cyclone that

wrecks a part of the town of Marquette, Kan.

DeSlONfcD _
, TOOROeR. FOR.
^OOK LOVeRS,

—AT LOW PR.ic.es>

!eA\8LA20N£D IN
CORR€CT 5TYLe

^ Addresses and Resolutions
engrossed and illuminated for
Club and Society Committees.

Ames <& Rollirvsorx

203 Broadway, New York
Send 2C. stamp for illus-

trated catalogue.

^^

HAIR
Guaranteed by Bank

We will send you an Evans Vacuum Cap by
prepaid express, to use thirty days, and the
Jefferson Bank of Saint Louis will give you a
certiflcate agreeing to return to you the price
of the Cap If you do not cultivate a sufflcient

growth of hair within the trial period to con-
vince you of the effectiveness of this method.
The bank will also specify that you are to be
the .judge as to benetlts derived. From this ar-

rangement you will observe that if the Cap
fails to make your hair grow, we will be the
only lo.ser in the transaction, for you under-
stiind the price of the appliance would be de-
liosited with the bank, subject to your own
order—not ours—and we pay all express charges.
You do not have to have faith to get results
from the use of our appliance, for If you will
apply a strong vacuum to your scalp each day
and draw the blood to the hair roots, your hair
will grow whether you want it to or not. The
hair is an independent little plant that really

has a tendency to grow, and all It needs is the
right kind of help, and the Evans Vacuum Cap
Is the only effective means of accomplishing
the work. Even one application of a vacuum
gives the scalp a pleasant, tingling sensation
that denotes the presence of new life in the
scalp and which cannot be obtained by any
other means.

Let us send you some literature about the
appliance—even if you are not in need of it, we
know you will be interested in this invention
and in what it does.

EVANS VACUUM CAP CO.

440 Fullerton Building

ST. LOUIS. U. S. A.

THE

Bankers, Lawyers, Editors, Students, and
Business Men have pronounced this clip

the best. Box 100, 25c. Stationers or
by mail. Sample card free.

CONSOLIDATED
SAFETY PIN COaPANV

Box i3i Bloomfield, N. J.

Readers of Thk Literari Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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DIAMONDS

CREDIT

10% per Month.

FOR GIFT or

INVESTMENT
Can you think of a handsomer

gift for a friend or a better in-

vestment for yourself than a fine

diamond, the most refineil of all ornaments?
\side from the pleasure ami prestiye of wearinc a

diamond, it is a possession of steadily increasing

value Present prices are approximately 30 per

cent, higher than a year ago. and are still advan-

We are the oldest house in the trade. Estab-

lished 1843.

OUR TERMS ARE:

20% Down;
Transactions strictly confidential. No employer's

references required. Exchange plan most liberal.

Guarantee certificate with every purchase.

We cut and polish our own gems, importing
them direct in the " rough." to save heavy duties.

This, with an enormous stock and no jobbers' or
retailers' commissions, accounts for our prices

being 20 per cent, lower than any
competitor's. Send for new catalog.
Edition ]So. 13

J. M. Lyon ® Co.
65. 67. 69 Nassavi Street

fi^^^ NEW YOR^K

3
The Advantages of

^^^ ^^^^^ ^^

Mail Investments ]:i^{l:^^
^,^^^^^^__„^^^^,„^^^^^^^^^ and the se-^^~«1—iii^^—^^^i'MiMi^i™^ CLirity afforded
by New York Banking Department supervision,
give to all of our investors the advantage of loaning
money safely in the best market. In our mail-invest-
ment department we carry accounts of $25.00 and up-
ward, payings percent, per annum from day of receipt

to day of withdrawal. We have long-standing patrons
•in nearly every State, and will refer yv\ for testi-

monials to those nearest at hand.
Write for these names and for

other information.

Assets . . . $1,750,000
Surplus and Profits, $150,000

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN CO.

No. 9 Times lildg., B'wiij'. X. Y. City

\A7H/\T IS IT*?
\A/HERE IS IT*?

You w ill find it in the

UNIVERSITY PRINTS
with 1 142 others not included

in any other series.

Itnreau of I'niversity Travel,
'.JOl I'larendon Mt., Boston.

SEE.THAT CLIP?
THE NIAOAKA clip holds se-

curely from the thinnest sheet
of paper up to ]4 In. in thickness,

and can be used overand overagain.
Better than pins for filing letters,

records, cards, etc. Avoid unsightly
pinholes in attaching second letters,

bueiness cards, checks, drafts, in-

voices, etc. Put up in boxes of 100

especially ' for desk convenience.
Sample box 15 cents, postpaid.

NIAGARA CLIP COMPANY, 37 Parl< St., N. Y. City

you 155^ TAI/ENT

i
If so, j'ou owe it to yourself

to develop it. Nearly every maga-
zine in the country Is calling for original

material. We can make you a .louruallBt

by mail. Write at once for free particulars.

Spraeue Correspondence School ofJournalism,
284 Majestic Bulldlnn, Detroit Mich,

May 10.- Count Cassini, the Russian Ambassador
at Washington, is transferred to Madrid, and
Baron Rosen, former Russian Minister at
Tokyo, is to succeed him.

May II.— President Roosevelt returns to Washing-
ton from his Western trip.

Governor Cummins, of Iowa, testifies in favor of
railroad-rate legislation before the Senate Com-
mittee on Interstate Commerce.

Twenty-two persons are killed and more than 100
injured by an explosion of dynamite following
the wreck of an e.xpress train on the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad, at Harrisburg, Pa.

One hundred and twenty persons are known to
have been killed by a tornado which wrecked the
town of Snyder, Okla., on the loth.

May 12.—The President and Cabinet are said to be
in favor of interring John Paul Jones's body at
Annapolis.

CHESS.
[All communications for this Department should be

addressed :
" Chess-Editor, Literary

Digest."]

Problem 1,063.

L. A. KuijERS.

Black— Twelve Pieces.

tiilB Bi

White—Thirteen Pieces.

ibbs; B1RR4; pPp3pi; 2k2rpi;
P1S3PS; 2PP1P2; BiQriSiK;s7.
White mates in two moves.

Problem 1,064.

V. HOLST.

First Prize, Tidskriftfor Schack.

Black—Seven Pieces.

White -Six Pieces.

r3kiSi; ib3pPi; 3SS3; 7Q; 2P3B1;
b 7 ; 7 K ; 8.

White mates in three moves.

SPECIAL, ROUND TRIP RATES DAILY TO
THE PACIFIC COAST

Via The North-We8tern Line
Beginning May 23d, account Lewis and Clark Exposition.
Round tnp, Chicago to Portland via direc; routes, $56.50;
via San Francisco and Los Angeles in one direction, *!67.5o.

Send 2-cent stamp for illustrated folder and full informa-
tion as to extensive choice of routes offered, eitlier via

Omaha or via St. Paul and Minneapolis. W. B. Kniskern,
P. T. M., C. & N. W. Ry,, 22 Fifth Ave., Chicago.

THE ANGLE LAMP
Comfort in Sximmer Lighting

A-^ the tiays grow loneer it is nmre and more important that you
use the right ill Limination. If you have a system that^reqiiires

endless attention, that smctkes and smells and makes a room tin

bearably hot, you will find it more disagreeable every day that
bring:* you nearer warm weather. Thi.'* lamp is, therefore, the
one kind of illumination that will bring you absolute satisfaction.

\Mule more brilliant than gas or electricity, it never smokes,
smells, or gets out of order, is hghted and extinguished as easily
as gas, gives almost no heat, and is economical beyond comparison
with anything else.

Eighteen Cents'
worth of oil will burn tor one month and will show you that it is

possible to use oil with comfort and savinp. It presents a perfect
substitute for gas, electricity, and other new systems, and, bemg
absolutely non-explosive, it can be placed in any hands with,

absolute safety. The unique feature

No-Under-Shadow
insures all the light ftllmg directly dtiwnw.ird and outward, which
makes every occupation ot the evening a penuine pleasure. They
are handsome, well made, and a distinct decoration wherever used.

Thousands are empl()yed in homes, stores, chun hes. halls, libra-

i»ies, etc., and give unbounded satisfaction. Our Catalog W shows
all styles from $1.80 up. \\'e willgladly send itto you on request

THE ANGLE MFG. CO., 78-80 Murray St., N.Y.

WARNER "Little Wonder"
WATER MOTOR. $4.00
Sharpen your knivrs, scissors and tools, and

polish your cutlery and silverware. This motor
will attach to any water faucet, and is indis-
pensable in every home, to doctors, dentists, etc.

Will run a sewing machine, enialldynamo,
or otlier liglit machinery. Our new otitTit in-

cludes moi<.>r, emery wheel, pulley, two bufi'-

ingand p(»iishing wheels, silver and steel pol-

ishing compositions. Price complete, $4.00.

Absolutely practical—money back il not

satisfactory. Descriptive booklet Free upon
request. We also make larger water motors
and fans ofall sizes. WARNER MOTOR CO.
Dept. 11, Hatiron Bid?., New lork City.

Whitman Saddle
The one saddle always preferred by
discriminating riders. It is the high-
est type of the saddler's art. Correct
in every line— always comfortable for
the horse and rider. Complete cata-
logue sent free, showing the \Vhitnii;n
for men and women, and everything
from " Saddle to Spur." Address

Tlie Jlelilbivcli Saddle Co.. lOt riiiiuibers St., New Voric

Successors to The Whitman Saddle Co.

ESSAYS ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^"^^^^i*"^"^^^^
cpccciJc'c "ritten on any subject atshort notice. Satis-

?!rjr.5rl"^5 faction guaranteed. .\ll transactions con-LECTURES tidential. DhtIb I'a^e, lj;;t Broadwar, .V. Y.
etc., etc. i_ai^.^a.^^^^^^^H^^^^^>^^MiMBa

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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Solution of Problems

No. 1,056. Key-move: Q Kt 7.

No. 1,037.

Q—Kt sq B —K 15 4, dbl. ch B—K 3, mate
I.

-^^ 2. 3.

K—R 7 K-Kt8
i;-KB4dis. ch B—K 5, mate

I. a- 3-

B—B4 K— Kt 8

B—R 3. mate

*
1; X R
g X P ch B-K 3. mate

Ii-R4 ' I—H6
Q—Kt 2, mate

2. 3.

K— Kt 8

Q— B 2 Q—KKt2, mate
I. 2. 3.—

B X R Any
B— Radis. ch B-K B 4, mate

' PxP "' K-R 7

BxPdis. ch Q X B, mate
1. 2. 3.

P- K 6 B X R
R X B, mate

2. 3.

B—R*

Solved by M. Marble. Worcester, Mass.; the Rev. G.

Dobbs, New Orleans ; F. S. Ferguson, Birmingham,

Ala.; H. \V. Barry. Boston; A. C. White. New York

City; W. Runk, Highland Falls, N. V.; R. H. Ram-
sey, Germantown, Pa.; Dr. J. H. S., Geneva, N. V.;

the Rev. J.G. Law, WiiUialla, S. C; S. W. Bampton,

Philadelphia ; the Rev. W. Rech, Kiel, Wis.; N. D.

Waffle. Salt Springville, N. Y.; W. G. Hosea, Cincin-

nati ; B. .-Mten, F.lyria, O. ; L. R. Williams, Omaha

;

R. H. Renshaw, University of Viiginia; W. E. Hay-

ward, Indianapolis ; P. M. Williams, Kansas City

;

A. Regenbrecht, Peters, Te.x.; J. K. Curzon, Auburn,

Neb.; G. Patterson. Winnipeg, Can.; J. Moore and J.

E. Wharton, Sherman. Te.\.; O. C. Pitkin, Syracuse,

N. Y.; G. P. Homnes, Minneapolis ; E. Moskowitz,

New York City.

1,056 : The Rev. S. M. Morton, D.D., Effingham. Ill;

" Twenty-three," Philadelphia; Russell. Germantown.

Pa.; M. Wisner, Belgrade, Mont.; R. G. Eyrich, New-

Orleans; M. .\lmy, Chicago ; Z. G., Detroit ; W. K.

Greely, Boston ; J. D. Graves and W. D. Foster,

Chicago; J. M. Harper, Columbus, Ind.; T. V.

Noland, Gulfport, Miss.

1,057: E. A. C. Kinderhook, N. Y.; C. P. Crumb,

St. Louis; P. M. Williams, Kansas City.

Concerning 1,056 P—B 3 will not do. Look again !

Comments (1,0561: " Clever "—M. M. ;
'" A good all-

round threat-position"—G. D. ; ''A splendid prob-

lem"—W. R.; "Two strikingly interesting prob-

lems"-]. H. S.;"Very good "-W. R.; "Only a

2-mover ; yet difficult after finding the key "—W. E.

H.; " None better "-J. K. C; • Key is well hidden "-

S. M. M.

1,057: "Apparent, but very symmetrical. I prefer

953 "-M. M.; "The movements of the Bs are orig-

inal"—G. D.; "A poor key, and no redeeming feat-

ures "—W. R.; "In comparison with 953, it is like a

revenue<utter beside a modern battle-ship"— R. H.

R. ; "Fine"—W. R.; " Rather pretty, but not diffi-

cult "-L. R. W.; "Delightfully interesting "—W. E.

H.; " Equal to any "-J. K. C.

Gilmartin's End-Game.

Mate in four moves.

Q-B4 Q-Q B 4 ch Q-Q 4

Q—Kt sq,
mate

K—B 7(best) K-K 8 K-B 8

In addition to those reported, G. P. got 1,052 and

1,054; O. C. P., 1,054 and i,o55-

Morgan's "Chess-Digest."

The fourth volume of this magnificent work has
been received. This brings the science and practise

of the Openings down to the present time. The
Chess-student who is fortunate to possess these four

volumes, has the whole theory of the Openings as ex-

emplified by the great Masters of the game. We do
not hesitate to say that this work is the greatest and
best in the English language, and Mr. Morgan de-

serves the thanks of all persons interested in Chess.

Readers of The Literari

What Do You Pay
for Paint?

There is little difference in cost between PURE
WHITE LEAD and poor White Lead, but an enor-

mous difference in its value to you. You may save
half a cent a pound or a few cents per gallon by buying
adulterated lead or cheap paint, but you will lose this

saving several times over because of its short life and
poor ser\'ice.

PURE WHITE LEAD
costs a trifle more a pound than poor White Lead, which
is full of stuff that looks like White Lead but isn't. But
PURE WHITE LEAD will cover more square feet

of house and better, and last 50% longer. There never
was a cent of money saved by buying poor paint. On
the contrary, you can keep your house in spick and
span condition with PURE WHITE LEAD cheaper
than with any other paint.

If .1 saving of at least 50% in your house palming seems worth your

while, send to-day for out book " What Paint and Why,'' which
treats the whole subject simply and fairly It tells why PURE
WHITE LEAD is the money saver.

Free ot\. request. Send postal to-day

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY
100 WILLIAM
STREET
NEW YORK

I

^S ''Bi

What Is Daus' Tip-Top?
TO PROVE that Dans' "Tip-top" is

the best and simplest device for making
100 Copies from pen-written and 50

Copies from typewritten original,
we will ship complete duplicator,
cap size, Tvithout deposit, on
ten (10) days' trial.
Price $7.50less trade nj pf _/v4.
discovnt of 3SV^% or90 "ol

THE FEMX A. DA US DrPL,IC.*TOR CO.
Dans Biiildint;, 111 John St., Xcw Vork City

Physician vs. Bacteriologist

This embraces Rosenbach's discussion on clinico-

bacteriologic and hygienic problems based on original

investigations, representing the contest against the
overgrowth of bacteriology. By Prof. O. Rosenbach,
M.D. i2mo, cloth, 455 pp., $1.50.

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Publishers, New York

''''/A

"Some live^i^^re like-

fioes
the more worn^Vf|p^lfie brighrer."
Busy wives who use SAP0L=.IO
never seem t'O grow old.Trv e. C5.ke -

Digest are asked to mention the publication when -writing to advertisers.
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Masters' Games.

Ruy Lopez.

ZUKERTORT.
li^hit/r.

1 P-K4
2 Kt—K B ^,

3 B-Kt 5

4 Castles

5 P-0 4 .

6 Q—K 2

7 B X Kt
8 P X P
9P-QB4
loKt—Q B 3
11 P— K 6

12 R—Q sq

ANDERSSEN.
White.

1 P-K 4
2 Kt— K. B3
B-Kt 5
Castles
P-Q 4
P-Qs
Kt X P

8 R—K sq

9 l<t-Q B 3
joKt— B 3
11 B—K 4
12 O—K 2

13 PxB
14 B—K Kt 5
15 B X Kt
16 P X P
17 P—B 7
18 P X Kt(Q)
19 Kt—Q 5
20Q-K 3
21 Kt X B

STEINITZ.
Black.

P—K 4
Kt—Q B 3
Kt— 1:3
KtxP
B-K 2

Kt-Q3
Kt P X B
Kt-Kt2
Castles
P—K B3
P X P
O—K sq

ZUKERTORT.
White.

13 Kt-Q 4
14 Kt— Kt 3

15 Kt-R 5
i6 Kt—Kt 3
17 P-K B 4
:8 Q— K 4

19 Rt—Q 5
20 P x P

STEINITZ.
Black.

P-K 4
Kt-Q 3
Kt— B 4
B— 1< 3

g—B2
P—B 4
I'—Q 3
P X P

21 R—K B sq P—Q R 4
22 B-K_3 P— B 3

23 Kt—Kt 6 Drawn.

Ruy Lopez.

STEINITZ.
Black.

P-K 4
Kt-Q B 3
Kt—B 3
Ktx P
B-K 2

Kt—Kt sq
Castles
Kt-K B3
P-Q 3
P—B3
B-Kt s
Bx Kt
R—K sq
P—Kt4
P xQ B
Px B
Q-Q^
QRxQ
K—B sq
K— Kt 2

R-Kt 4

ANDEKSSEN.
White.

22 Kt-Bsch
23 Q-Q 3

24 K— R sq

25 R-Kt sqch
26 R-Kt 3

27 Q X Q
28 K—Q sq
29 P—Kt 3

30 R P X P
31 P-Q B 4
,2 P— B 4

33 P-K B 5

34 P-B 4

35 P X R
36 R X P
37 P-Q Kt4
38 R— R 6

39 K—Kt 2

40 K X P
41 R X R P
42 R—B 7

STEINITZ.
Black.

R X Kt
KR-K4
R—B sR-K Kt 4
(J—B 4
Q Rx Q
R-QKt4
P X P
R-QB4
R—K3R—K Kt 3R—Kt4
R X R
R—B 4
Rx K BP
P—K R4
P—R5
P X P
R—K R 4R— R sq
Resigns.

Scotch Gambit.

ANDERSSEN.
White.

1 P—K 4
2 Kt—K B 3

3 P-Q 4

4 B-Q B 4
5 Castles
6P-B 3

7 P-Q Kt 4
8 B-Kt 2

9 B-K 2

10 Kt X P
11 B X B
12 T' X Kt
13 P—K R 3
.4P-Kt3
15 P-B 3
16 K—R sq

17 Kt-Q 2

18 Kt- Kt 3

PAULSEN.
White.

1 P—K 4
2 Kt-Q B 3
3!St-ti3
4

5
6

:

7
8

9
10

ZUKERTORT.
Black.

P—K4
Kt-Q B 3
Px P
B—B 4
P-Q 3
B-K Kt 5
E—Kt3
Q-B3
P—K R 4
Kt X Kt
PxB
Q-Rs
P X P
QxKP
Q— K 6ch
Castles(0 R)
P-Q 4
Kt—K2

ANDERSSEN.
White.

19 B— B sq
20 B—B 4
21 R—K sq
22 P—Kt 4
23 B-R 2

24 P— R 4
25 P-R 5
26 R X B
27 P— Kt 5
28 P— Kt 6ch
29 P X P ch
30P X P
31 R—B sq

32 Kt-Bs
33Q-Kt3
34 Q-Kt 6 ch

35 White
moves.

ZUKERTORT.
Black.

Q-K3
P—K B3
Q-B2
P—Kt 4
P-K B 4
P-B 3
B-B 2

K X 1!

PxK Kt P
K— Kt sq
Kx P
Kt— Kt 3
Kt-Bs
K R—K sq
Q—B2
QxQ

mates in five

Four Knights' Game.

B-Kt 5
Castles
Kt X P
Kt X Kt
H-B 4
B— K 2

Kt X Kt
11 B—B 3
12 P-B 3
13 P-Q Kt 4
14 P-Q R 4
isQxP

MORPHY.
Black.

P-K 4
Kt-Q B 3
Kt-B 3B—B 4
Castles.

R—K sq

Q P X Kt
P-Q Kt 4
KtxP
R X Kt
R—K3
Q-Q6
B-Kt 3
P X P
B-Q2

PAULSEN.
White.

16 R—R 2

.7 Q-R 6
18 P X Q
iq K—R sq
20 R—Q sq

21 K—Kt sq
22 K— B sq
23 K—Kt sq

24 K-Rsq
25 Q— B sq
26 R X B
27 R—R sq
28 P-Q 4
29 Resigns.

MORPHY.
Black.

Q R Ksq
Q X B
R—Kt 3ch
B—R6
B—Ktych
B X Pdis. ch
B-Kt 7 ch
B—R 6 ch
Bx P
Bx QR—K 7R—R 3
B—K6

A Purely Heathen View.—" Who is that fellow

down on the beach? " asked the savage chief.

" That's a missionary who just landed," replied his

first lieutenant.
' Run down and see if he has any tainted money."
" And if he has ?

"

" Drive him back to the boat."

" Yes, sir ; I'll proceed at once."

" And, lieutenant.''

" Yes, sir."

" Take the money away from him." ~ Chicago

Chronicle.

The Key to Success
is my correspondence course in

MEMORY TRAINING.
Write to-day for free,

wonderfully interest-

ing, illustrated

32- page booli,

How to Remember."

Dickson School of Memory,
7S4 KIjaBALL HALL, CHICAtlO.

DO YOU KNOW THAT

TKADE-MAKK EECilKTElt KI)

will add at least ten years to the life

of a new or an old leaky SHINGLE,
TIN or FELT roof?

^OOf JbeaK is a heavy rubberlike

weatherproof liquid cement made in Black,

Medium and Dark Maroon, Medium and
Dark Green. One coat will make an old

porous, leaky roof watertight, and this one

coat is equal in thickness to three coats of

pure linseed oil paint and is far superior in

durability. Does not crack in the coldest

weather or soften under highest heat. A
boy can apply it. Imparts no taste to water.

Highly fireproof.

^^OOl Jb^dl^ stops the rusting process

on tin or iron, or warping and rotting in

shingles.

o'OOl db^OlK* is not only suitable for roof

protection, but is the best liquid protection possible to

make for tin, iron or wood, subjected to arctic or

tropical weather or to heat, brine or acid or for

electrical insulation.

v'OOl <db6AK* wants your order— if your

dealer does not carry it, we will fill your order direct.

Price east of Colorado in one-gallon cans, $1.00 per

gallon ; in three, ,five and ten gallon kits, 75c. per

gallon. Freight prepaid 500 miles from New York
or Chicago on five gallons. 1000 miles on ten gal-

lons or more—slightly higher f. o. b. distributing

points beyond.

OmWW « c^ImVAIw liquid sample by mail with booklet

and color card on request. It is worth sending for if you own a

roof. A pint, enough to coat 20 square feet and enough to give
" Roof Leak "' a thoroughly practical test by express prepaid to

your door for 20c. in stamps or 2 dimes.

€liU0tt''VanU^ I^O-. 'fwarJeTst^l'New Yo?k

Charles Dana Gibson : " It is

like a trip to Paris.'

Inside glimpses of the
world's greatest Bo-
Iieuiia, profusely
illustrated, .•flil.SO.

r n Funk & Wagnalls Company,
flt Hj)r|Q Publishers, New York.
U I ill W Frederic Remington : " You have

By F. Berkeley Smith left nothing undone."

The Real

Latin Quarter

Stops Snoring

,yx. M ', \->

A Simple Devica Which Preventm
and CURES MOUTH-BREATHINC.

30 DAYS' TEST FREE.
Mouth-breathing; is the sole and only cause of

snoring, and while snoring is annoying to the
friends of the victim, its cause is decidedly danger-
ous to the suorer liiraseli. Mouth-breathing irri-
tates the throat, causes bad taste in the mouth,
offensive breath, and aids and causes catarrh.
There is but one positive cure for mouth-breath-

ing—the Respirator—a device prescribed by physi-
cians everywhere. It immediately and absolutely
prevents snoring, mouth-breathing and all kindred
troubles. The Respirator is not a harness, nor in
the least objectionable. There are no drugs or
treatments; it is a simple device worn only at
night, compelling proper nose-breathing while
asleep. It is a certain cure (or insomnia and
somnambulism

We will send the Respirator
to any one for a 30 Days'

Free Trial Test. If unsatisfactory will cost you
nothing. If you are a mouth-breather or snorer,

I send the name and address of your physician today
tor the Respirator.

NATIONAL RESPIRATOR CO.,
117 Respirator BIdg., • LOUISVILLE. KY.

FREE TRIAL.

A USEFUL
ARTICLE
25 cents
One used daily.

saving time and^ trouble, is the
"COOK POCKET PENCIL SHARPENER."
Used like a knife, making any length point de-

sired, retaining tlie chips in a little box. Blades
are of the best tempered steel, body is brass and
heavily nickeled, size convenient for pocket or
purse. For sale by dealers or sent by mail on
receipt of 25 cts. Stamps taken

H. C. COOK COMPANY.
17 Main Street, Ansonia, Conn.

A LITTLE TREASURE FOR EVERY HOUSEWIFE
How be.«t to clean every-
thing in and about the
house. Hundreds of
useful receipts. 12mo,

FUNK & WAGNALLS CO., NEW YORK, cloth, 75

c

ts.

The Expert Gleaner

Readers of Thk L.iterart Diqicst are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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"How Money Grows"
is the title ot a book which tells how to
invest small sums, how to tell a good in-
vestment, how you can convert $ioo
into $358.83, how to choose between
real estate and stocks, how savings
banks make their money, how to

choose your partners, how to
guard against uncertain "pros-
pects," how to protect your-
self in case you should not
care to hold an investment
indefinitely, etc. This book
is not an advertisement of
any particular investment.
It is a general "talk " about
investments, based upon my
experiences and observations'.
My book will interest everyone
who can save $10 or more per

month from their income. Write
me a postal saying simply, " Send
How Money Grows." You will re-
ceive the book, free, by return mail.

W. M. OSTRANDER,
INVESTMENT DEPARTMENT,

599 North American Building.

PHILADELPHIA.
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A high-grade typewriter, the equal of any
Si 00 machine; the superior of many

—

Its distinctive features are :

Visible Writing, Typebar Action, Easy Run-
ning, and great speed. Heavy manifolding.

Every machine absolutely guaranteed.

Write for free illustrated booklet.

SUN TYPEWRITER CO., 239 Broadway, New York.

TITTLEBAT TITMOUSE
The new edition of Dr. Samuel Warren's immortal
"Ten Thousand a Year," Cloth, illustrated, Ji-so.

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Pubs., NEW YORK

THE TEXIC0€RAPHER*S— gASYQlAlR

In this column, to decide questions concerning the correct

use of words, the Funli & Wagnalls Standard Dictionary is

consulted as arbiter.

"N. V. K.," Huntington, W. Va.—" (1) Which of the
foliovvins; is correct V (2) Why? 'There are satisfac-
tion and profit in liandling our goods'; 'Ii^ handling
our goods tliere is satisfaction and profit.'

"

(1) The first sentence is grammatically cor-
rect; the second is graninuttically wrong. (2)
The verb in the second sentence is singular,
whereas it should be plural to agree with
its nominatives "satisfaction" and "profit."
"There," in both sentences, is merely an ex-
pletive adverb, and can have no influence on
the number of the verb. Note the following
examples, which are grammatically correct

:

"There is co.mfort for the afflicted "
; "There

are pains worse than death "
,
" There h hap-

piness alone in Christian living" ;

" There are
sorrows to come for the wicked." In each
case here cited, the verb (in italics) agrees with
its nominative (in small capitals). "There
(ire satisfaction and profit in handling our
goods" is therefore correct.

"P. B.." Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.—" What is the error,
if any, in the following V ' They are here in all the cor-
rect spring style;—orrect as considered by the best-
dressed men in the country.'

"

The sentence is grammatically correct, but
inelegant. An improvement in the wording
woultl be: "They are here in all the correct
spring styles—correct in the estimation of the
best-dressed men in the country."

"T. H. S.," Brookline, Mass.—"(1) Why should we
say 'a pair of trousers ' any more than 'a pair of coat'
or 'a pair of shirt ' V A shirt has a pair of arms and
the trousers a pair of legs. (2) Why should we use the
possessive in writing ' both a's in this word,' 'two b's
in this,' 'three r's'V (3) Why should we say 'a friend
of mine,' 'a friend of yours,' 'a friend of his,' 'a friend
of Grant's'? We usually say 'the friend of Grant,'
not 'the friend of Grant's,' etc. Isn't 'a friend of
mine ' using two possessives ?

"

(1) The meaning of the word " pair" in the
phrases cited is " a single thing having two like
parts dependent on each other for a common
use; as, a patV of scissors ; a patV of spectacles."
The use of "pair" before such plural nouns
as "spectacles," "scissors," and "trousers,"
whicli is sanctioned by good usage, is .justified

l)y the construction. It would be obviously
improper to use "pair" before the words
"shirt" or "coat," as both are singular nouns.

(2) One of the rules for the use of the apostro-
phe reads as follows :

" It [the apostrophe] is

used to denote the plural of figures, letters, and
symbols." For other uses of this iiiurk of
punctuation see the Standard Dictionary or
any English grammar. (3) This is a case of
the so-called "double possessive," which is

usually explained as an elliptical partitive
genitive. The use of the expressions " a friend
of mine," "a friend of yours," "a friend of
his," etc., dates back even as early as the days
of Chaucer, whose works contain several ex-
amples. The value of the double possessive as
a medium of expression is undeniable.- It dis-

tinguishes clearly a phase of the subjective
genitive from all phases of the ol)jective geni-
tive. A language which allows the following
distinctions is certainly richer than one which
does not: " a criticism of him" and "a criti-

cism of his," " a portrait of mine" and " a por-
trait of me," "a notion of John" and "a
notion of John's." In spite of adverse criti-

cism, literary usage has long sanctioned the
double possessive.

Attacks stopped permanently. Cause removed. Breath-
ing organs and nervous system restored. Symptoms never
return. No medicines needed afterwards. 21 years of
success treating Asthma and Hay Fever. 58,000 patients.
Book S.iA free. Very interesting.
Write P. HAROLD HAYES, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Readers of The Literart Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.

Build The Man Right
and your business problems are

all solved. Any normal man
may become the ideally suc-

cessful man who is willing to

Try
Not Witchcraft—But Science

The plain workaday kind, is the

master that plans the way. Just

tell us to send along the evidence
and we will abide by your decision.
All instruction by correspondence.

d.

The Sheldon School

1135 NcClurg BIdg. Chicago

Touch a lever and

instantly write

another color

for emphasis

for display

or any other reason, on the

Typewriter

with

Bi-Chrome

Ribbon
Ribbons inked for

copying and

record are used
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Banks,

Insurance

Companies,

etc.

The famous leather-food and shoe polish
combined, and a Complete Outfit for 25c.

YOUK DEALER OR BY MAIL.

Osinir Chemical Company
Itroeliluii. Mass.
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HELPS TOWARD THE MOST EFFECTIVE PUBLIC SPEAKING
New MetKods for Acqvilring Effective Elocution

THE ESSENTIALS OF ELOCUTION
Novel ways by which to perfect every gesture and articulation to that high

degree of art where the art itself is concealed and the hearer is made oblivious of

everything but the sentiments uttered by the speaker. These talks are radical de-
partures from old-time methods. By Alfred Aykes, Author of " The Orthoepist,"
The Verbalist," etc., etc. i6nv Cloth. 75 cents.

The Luthc-an Observer;
phies on the subject."

"t is worth more than all the ponderous philoso-

Ho>v to Reach, Move, and Influence &.i\ Avidiarvce

BEFORE AN AUDIENCE
This is not a hook on elocution, but treats, in a new and original way, public

speaking. The author devotes particular attention to the use of the will m public
speaking, and emphasizes creative rather than imitative speaking. It contains many
interesting facts and illustrations. By Nathan Sheppard, Compiler "The Dick-
ens Reader," " Character Reading from George Eliot," etc. i2mo, Cloth. 75 cents.

The Literary World, Boston: "We advise every public speaker to read at
least the opening chapter of this book ; the rest will follow."

Perfection of Voice, Gestvire, a^nd BeaLring

THE DRILL BOOK IN VOCAL CULTURE
A comprehensive study of the fundamental constituents of effective, graceful

speaking. Heartily commended by the highest authorities. The book contains
several illustrative diagrams. It is the result of wide reading, careful study, and
practical experience. By Edward P. Thwing, M.D., Ph.D., Author of "A Hand-
book of Illustrations,'" " Outdoor Life in Europe," etc. i6mo, Paper. 25 cents.

The Independent, New York :
" Compact and inexpensive, but it omits noth-

ing essential."

TKe Best Selectlorvs for PIa.tforrrv Delivery

BELL'S STANDARD ELOCUTIONIST
Principles and exercises, followed by a copious selection of extracts in prose and

poetry, classified and adapted for reading and recitations, from ancient and modem
eloquence. For senior and junior pupils and students. Revised edition, i88th
thousand. By Prof. Chas. Bell and Alexander M. Bell, F.E.L S., Late
Lecturer in University College, London. i2mo, Cloth. J1.50.

Pi of. T. C Trueblood, Department of Literature, Science, and the Arts, Uni-
versity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.: " It is standard, and contains many valua*
ble hints and exercises."

FUNK 6. WAGNALLS COMPANY, Publishers. 44-60 East 23d St., NEW YORK

Partly Paid for Books
One Man's Loss Is

Another Man's Gain
This is Your Opportunity. Read Carefully.

We have on hand twenty-three (23) sets of the " Library of Historical Romances " in eighteen (18) magnificent volumes,
bound in combination art cloths, that have been partly paid for by some one. These twenty-three (23) sets were subscribed
for by our customers and delivered to them, and we received in payment about one-half of our price; then the books were
returned to us on account of the inability of the subscriber to pay us the balance due. The books have been thoroughly
inspected, and where a volume was not absolutely as good as new a new volume was substituted ; thus these twenty-three (23)
sets are perfect in every respect ; this we guarantee.

The regular price of the eighteen (18) volumes is $36.00 a set, but as we have already received about one-half of the price
of these books from our customers, we have decided to let these special sets, only twenty-three (23) in number, go to those
who first apply for less than half price upon small monthly payments. Read coupon carefully.

THE '•' LIBRARY OF HISTORICAL, ROMANCES " are strong, vivid stories as well as good history.
No set of books published reproduces so vividly the social life of the times they describe.
" Frederick the Great and His Court " is the most remarkable romance ever issued.

" Henry the Eighth and His Court" and " Joseph the Second and His Court " are marvels for interest and instruction,
" Sans-Souci " and " The Merchant of Berlin " are unrivalled in the entire domain of historical romance.
All classes are represented in these volumes as they lived and loved, thought and acted. Thus the human interest always

prevails and has given this set of books enduring ])opularity.

Himdreds of historical characters are written about in these volumes, and their lives and actions are described in the most
interesting style imaginable. In reading these romances one really feels they are a part of the time and the people they
are reading about.

Below we give the contents of one volume. This will illustrate to you how interesting the entire set of 18 magnificent
volumes must be.

NAPOLEON AND BLUCHER. Napoleon at Dresden. Frederick William and Hardenberg. The White Lady.
Napoleon and the White Lady. Napoleon's High-Bom Ancestors. Napoleon's Departure from Dresden. The Last
Days of 1812. The Conspirators of Heligoland. The European Conspiracy. Gebhard Leberecht Blucher. Recollec-

tions of Mecklenburg. Glad Tidings. The Oath. Chancellor Von Hardenberg. The Interrupted Supper, The Defection
of General York. The Warning. The Diplomatist. The Clairvoyante. An Adventuress. The Two Diplomats. The
Attack. The Courier's Return. The Manifesto. Leonora Prohaska. Joan of Orleans. The National Representatives.

War and Armistice. Theodore Komer. The Heroic Tailor. The General-in-Chief of the Silesian Army. The Ball at the

City Hall of Breslau. The Appointment. After tiie Battle of Bautzen. Bad News. The Traitors. Napoleon and Metter-
nich. Deliverance of Germany. On the Katzbach. Blucher as a Writer. The Revolt of the Generals. The Battle of Leip-

sic. The Nineteenth of October. Hannibal Ante Portas. Blucher's Birthday. Passage of the Rhine. Napoleon's New
Year's Day. The King of Rome. Josephine. Talleyrand. Madame Letitia. Fall of Paris. The Battle of La Rothiere.

The Diseased Eyes. On to Paris. Departure of Maria Louisa. The Capitulation of Paris. Night and Morning Near Paris.

Napoleon at Fontainbleau. A Soul in Purgatory.

REAI> CAREFULLY : Remember these books are partly

paid for, so you can have them for less than half-price. We extend

to you free examination ; if the books are not found to be satis-

factory return them at our expense ;
you do not take any risk ; it

costs you nothing to have the books sent to you ; if you do not care

to keep them after seeing them they are to be returned, all charges

collect.

Sign and mail coupon to us to=day. We say

to=day because we know that these sets will

all be claimed almost immediately.

These Are the Titles of the Eighteen Volumes
Napoleon and tht Queen of Prussia

The Empress Josephine
Napoleon and Blucher
Queen Hortense
Marie Antoinette and Her Son
Prince Eugene and His Times

The D.iughter of an Empress
Joseph II. and His Court
Frederick the Great and His Court
Berlin and S.ins-Souci

Frederick the Great and His Family
Goethe ar.d Schiller

The Merchant of Berlin, and Maria
Theresa and Her Fireman

Louise of Prussi.i and Her Times
Old Fritz and the New Era
Andreas Hofer
Mohammed Ali and His House
Henry VIII. and Catherine Parr

These 18 volumes contain a history of the great cities in Germany, Austria, Russia, England, Switzerland,

Egypt, France, Holland, Prussia, during 200 years of startling events, told in intensely interesting and

romantic form. ',
. , , . , .n ^ j j

The books are printed upon extra quality of paper from easy-to-read type, are attractively illustrated and

beautifully bound. Titles and ornaments are stamped in gold on back, with gilt tops and trimmed edges. Size

of the volumes is seven and three-quarters by five and one-half inches.

These 18 volumes contain 9,C00 pages oJ th t most instructive and Interesting reading ever published.

A. L. FOWLE. 16 EAST 17th STREET. NEW YORK.

PARTLY PAID BOOK COUPON

A. L. Fowle. 16 East I7tK Street. New York

You may send me for inspection and approvjil one
complete stt of the

Library of Historical Romances,

18 vohimes. size 1% xh)4 inche?, bound in combina-
tion art cloths, light red backs, dark green sides, and
gold back stamping. Regulni- pt ice S3«.00. After ex-

amining the books, if I decide to kee|) Ihcm, I » iM pay
voii for the "Library of Historical Komances " 81.00

after examination, and $\M a month for 11 months.

It i* understood you Rend to me upon ani'roTal. the
" Library of Historical Konian<> fi. " in 18 volumes, and
it I decide not to keep the bookr. I am to itjturn them
to you, charges collect.

NAME

STREET

CITY OR TOWN.
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L. D. May »
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TOPICS OF THE DAY.

RAILROAD AUTHORITIES ON RATE CONTROL.

y\ ROUSED by the repeated and outspoken declarations of

^^ President Roosevelt, and apparently alarmed by the prog-

ress which his railroad policy seems to be making, the railroad

managers have at last inaugurated a campaign of instruction and

defense. This campaign is being vigorously and intelligently con-

ducted. The services of prominent men of various professions

have been enlisted. Influential newspapers and financial and com-

mercial journals have added their valuable assistance ; and it must

be admitted that the work of molding public opinion has been so

far successful that the people to-day, if newspaper comment is any

criterion, seem to be more inclined to give the railroads a fair hear-

ing and a square deal than they were a few months ago when the

Esch-Townsend bill passed the lower house of Congress.

Many reasons have been assigned for this growing demand for

fairness and impartiality, but perhaps the most plausible are the

belief now generally prevailing that railroads as a rule sincerely

condemn secret rebates and discriminations, whether they are guilty

of the practise of giving them or not, and the doubt that also is

continuing to spread, as to whether the evils which arc supposed

to exist are as bad as they have been painted. The railroad men
are fostering and strengthening this belief and doubt by the judi-

cious use of all available means. One of the most noticeable ex-

amples of this method of defense is the publicity which thev are

giving to the reports of the Interstate Commerce Commi -iion

which show, to quote from an eminent financial journal, " th^t in

the whole o£ the period since the organization of the commission,

from April 5. 1887, down to March i, 1905, or almost eighteen years,

only 770 formal complaints in the aggregate had been filed with

the commission, making an average of less than 43 complaints a

year, or not quite four a month, for a railroad system comprising

over 200,000 miles of road, with annual gross earnings of two thou-

sand million dollars."

The principal vehicle of expression, however, which the rail-

roads have made use of during the past month has been Senator

Elkins's investigating committee. The speeches and essays which

the railroads have presented in the form of testimony before that

committee seem likely to be the chief showing and argument upon

which they will rest their case before Congress this fall. Nearly

all the testimony taken by this committee is valuable and instruc-

tive, but jt is generally conceded that the clearest and most con-

cise presentation of the issue under investigation was made by Mr. I

Robert Mather, chairman of the executive committee of the Chi-

cago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad. The substance of Mr.

Mather's statement is as follows :

" That there is a public clamor for giving the rate-making power
to the commission can not be denied, but that it is a misled clamor
is plainly apparent. The evil which is in the public mind and
which the public generally believes is to be cured by the proposed
legislation is the evil of rebates and discriminations between ship-

pers. This was the keynote of the President's message. If it were

clearly comprehended that these practises are all prohibited by the

original act to regulate commerce and that all can be prevented

under the Elkins act, public clamor would be at a loss to put its

finger upon any specific evils to be remedied by new legislation

and would agree with the statement of the Interstate Commerce
Commission itself that the 'existing system of laws applicable to

the wrongdoing is complete and simple.' No amendment of the

statute, therefore, is necessary."

This claim of Mr. Mather that present laws are sufficient seems

to be the main argument of those who oppose the President's rail-

road policies. Mr. George R. Peck, general counsel of the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, was one of the witnesses before the

committee. A few extracts from his testimony follow :

" I have only to say that they [the railroads] will welcome any

legislation, criminal or remedial, which in any degree can make the

payment of rebates more difficult and increase the certainty of de-

tection and of punishment. . . . The Esch-Townsend bill undoubt-

edly proposes a comprehensive system of rate-making by the com-
mission. If it becomes a law, the most powerful body of men in

the world will be the Interstate Commerce Commission of the

United States. Can this commission, which, under the Esch-

Townsend bill, will stand in the place of Congress, under the pref-

erence clause limitation of the Constitution make any preferences

in its regulations of the ports of one State over those of another?

If the constitutional provision applies and is binding on the com-
mission, they can not make preferences, but if on the other hand

—as they themselves insist—they will not be governed by this con-

stitutional provision in the making of rates, then I submit the

power never should be given to them. It is an open question to-

day which would be the greater calamity to the people of the
'

United States— to have the constitutional provision applied so that

only distance tariffs could be made to the ports of competitive

States, or to have it held that the constitutional provision does not

apply and may be disregarded. In either case the evil conse-

quences would be far beyond calculation."

Prof. H. R. Meyer was another of the expert witnesses who ap-

peared before the committee. He has made a special study of

conditions in Germany and Prussia, and he also believes that g.ov-
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ernment control is not a remedy for the troubles complained of.

He says

:

"To have the Federal Government, or its agent, the Interstate

Commerce Commission, exercise the power to make railway rates,

would in no way prevent secret rebates. Railways would find it

no more difficult to depart secretly from rates made by the Gov-
ernment than they have

AS ^lAi^k TWAIN)
SAID- 7?ePo;?TS 1

SPOILING THK WAKE.
— Maybell in the Brooklyn Eagle.

found it to depart se-

cretly from rates made
by themselves, and they

often would be under
much greater pressure

to depart from the rates

made by the Govern-

ment, for it is the ver-

dict of all experience

that the Government
will not and can not

make railway rates that

will meet the needs of

expanding trade and in-

dustry."

The list of those who
oppose, like that of

those who favor, the

"Administration's policy" might be extended indefinitely. It

should be noted that the arguments of those who oppose it are not

based alone upon the supposed injury and injustice that might re-

sult to the railroads therefrom. There are many who think the

policy subversive of our present form of government. Mr. Samuel

Spencer, president of the Southern Railway, belongs to this class,

as his speech before the National Association of Manufacturers at

Atlanta last week clearly shows. He said

:

" Whether business be conducted by a person, a firm, or a cor-

poration large or small, it is the ambition, the enterprise, and the

achievement of the individual that make it successful.
" We seem to be threatened now with a most serious departure

from these fundamental laws and principles. Recent tendencies

in our legislation seem to threaten this danger of sapping the

strength and the courage and the enterprise of the individual citi-

zen. Socialism is stalking abroad, and the possibility of its en-

trance in our national life clearly and distinctly confronts us."

So the signs of the time seem to justify Bradstreefs in declaring

that " there is a possibility of a severe strain between the President

and the upper house " when Congress meets again. But more than

that, if some conservative journals are to be believed, there is a

strong sentiment being formed against Mr. Roosevelt personally

by certain powerful elements of the people, who exclaim with the

New York Commercial and Financial Chronicle : " If we are going

to have the wrong prevail anyhow, we would much rather help

put in ofifice the real thing and not its counterfeit." On account of

the importance which is always accredited to the utterances of The

Chronicle we reproduce its remarks at length. It says:

" We regret the keen disappointment which his unexpected ex-

pression of opinion and purpose has given rise to, and on this oc-

casion in sections wider than the same sentiments would have met
last winter. Besides, added emphasis was imparted to this ad-

dress because it was followed by a speech the next night by Secre-

tary Taft at a dinner to the International Railway Congress at the

Willard Hotel, Washington, echoing almost literally the Presi-

dent's proposal on the rate question. Mr. Taft said that not only

must railway rate legislation come, but he threw in the unneces-

sary threat or pressure of something worse about to happen to the

railroads if they attempted to protect the properties with the care

of which they are entrusted. That kind of big talk or menace was
well enough in the Bryan campaigns, but it does not fit conditions

as they now exist.

" We assert that the starting up into new life of this old source

of disquietude through the strong utterances by the leading repre-

sentatives of the Government, one in Denver and the other at

Washington, on almost the same night, is unfortunate, and we may
add also very untimely. . . . Moreover we know that the managers
[of the railroads] will succeed. That is inevitable for several rea-

sons. One is, because the President's way does not hit the evils

which are sought to be corrected— that is, rebates, discriminations,

private and refrigerator cars, and other devices for giving prefer-

ences to one shipper over another; two, because the railroad view

does hit the real evils, and as a rule they are evils which the provi-

sions of the law if not clear and wide enough now to catch them,

the belief of the railroads is that they should be widened and made
plain and the enlarged provisions enforced ; three, because the

right always will prevail, and it is no more right for a shipper to

use his neighbor's property for nearly nothing than it is right for

the consumer to enter the farmer's wheat-bin and compel the

farmer to let him have his grain at less than its market value;

finally (to descend from high moral grounds to a much lower level),

it is not good politics, for the Republican Party has no reason for

existence except it is to fight directly for the right or indirectly for

it by antagonizing the wrong."

SHALL IT BE TEDDY OR PAPA?
—Johnson in the Denver News.

RACING FOR THE KAISER'S CUP.

ALTHO the yacht race across the Atlantic is being held under

the auspices of the Kaiserlicher Yacht Club, for a cup given

by the Kaiser, it is widely remarked, as the Philadelphia Press

puts it, that " the contest is really between British and American

built vessels." The single German entry, the Hamburg, was the

former British cutter Rainbow. The American Apache and the

Ailsa were designed and built in Great Britain. The Utowana,

altho constructed in the United States, was designed and built by

an Englishman. So the list practically is composed of six English

and five American vessels. The date of the race, we are told, was

selected because the records show that during the months of May

and June 70 per cent, of the winds of the Atlantic come from the

southwest and vary enough to make fine test weather for sailing

craft.

There is considerable diversity of opinion as to what are the ob-

jects—besides the prizes—and what might be the use of this race

which is now in progress. Lord Brassey confesses that he entered

the Sunbeam simply for the honor of his nation, and he believes

that the issue of the race will depend so largely upon luck and

favoring winds that every contestant will have a chance for the

Kaiser's cup. These seem to be the views entertained by the

owners and skippers of all the yachts who were interviewed. The

comment of the newspapers is varied and interesting. The New
York Times says

:

" As a sporting event, nothing could be more absurd and more
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THE CUP
AND

THE YACHTS. THISTLE.

ENDYMION.

ATLANTIC.

APACHE.

fated to be inconclu.sive than tlie

ocean yacht race instigated by
the German Emperor. . . . Even
between vessels of the same class

and size there is nothing proved

by a race across the Atlantic.

The elements are altogether too

many, the chapter of accidents or

of chances altogether too copious.

In the first and most famous of

these races, the winter race east-

ward between the Henrietta,

Vesta, and Fleetwing, a genera-

tion and more ago, it was com-
monly considered that the slow-

est boat won, facilitated by pluck

and luck, the pluck being that of

the surviving veteran, Captain

Samuels, who sailed her and who
carried canvas with a boldness

which the other skippers did not

venture to emulate. When the

Cambria and Dauntless raced

across to the westward, and, as

it was expressed at the time
' Asbury got into Parliament by

an hour and a quarter,' it was by
no means agreed that it was be-

cause he had the faster boat. In

fact, the Dauntless lost some-

thing like the time by which she

was beaten byheaving-to in mid-

ocean in the hope of rescuing a

man who had fallen overboard.

Neither were the later races ac-

cepted as conclusive or indeed

as illuminating, upon the respec-

tive merits of the inanimate con-

testants.

"If this be true as to those fair

and equal races, how can any-

thing conclusive be expected

from a race in which the entries

Ife-

HAMBURG.

KLEUR DE LYS.

VALHALLA.

SUNBEAM.

A

HILUEGARDE. r TOW.AN.A..
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Details of the Racers.

Yacht and Owner.

Ailsa. H. S. Redmond
Atlantic, W. Marshall
Apache, E. Randolph
E)idymion, G. Lauder, Jr
F/czir de Lys. L. A. Stimson.
Hildcgarde. E. R. Coleman..
Thistle, R. E. Tod
Uto-ivana, A. V. Armour
Hamburg, Syndicate
Siinbeavi, Lord Brassey
Valhalla, Earl Crawford.. .

.

Rig.

Yawl
Schooner
Bark
Schooner
Schooner
Schooner
Schooner
.Schooner
Schooner
Bark'tine
Ship

Country.

United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
United -States

United States
Germany
Enijland
England

Club.

N. Y. Y. C.
N. Y. Y. C.
N. Y. Y. C.
Indian Harbor
N. Y. Y C.
Corinthian
Atlantic
N. Y. Y. C.
Norddeutscher
Royal .Squadron
Royal Squadron

Made.

i8g5 in Great Britain by
1903 " United States by ,.

.

1890 " Great Britain by
iSgg " United States by
1890 " United States by
1597 " United States by
iQoi " United States by
1S91 " U. S. by the Englishman
1598 " Great Britain by
1874 " Great Britain by
1892 " Great Britain by

Designer. Tons.

Fife 116
Gardner 206
Reid 307
Crane 116
Burgess 86
Chesebrough 146
\Vintringham 235
Webb 267
Watson 185
Byrne 227
Storey 648

L. W. L.

135
168

100

86

103-4
110

155
116.

2

135
240

range from a schooner of 86 tons and a yawl of 116 to a full-rigged

ship of 647, and comprise four 'auxiliaries' with their screws

taken inboard, by rig a ship, a barkentine, a three-masted topsail

schooner, and a three-masted fore-and-after respectively, in addi-

tion to the seven which provide for no other impulsion than that

of wind? Evidently the affair as a yacht race is the height of

absurdity."

The New York Evening Post notes that it can not be said of

any one of the yachts flying the American flag that it was designed,

constructed and manned by American citizens, and The Post seems

to think that Europe can properly claim more interest in the race

than the United States.

THE PHILADELPHIA GAS FIGHT.

"\ 1 f HEN the city councils of Philadelphia, early in this month,

* ^ postponed final action on the gas question in order to give

the people an opportunity to be heard, the newspapers of that city

seemed to think that the battle had been won. They did not be-

lieve that the politicians would dare to renew and extend the gas

lease for seventy-five years in the face of the great popular up-

rising and hostile demonstration which resulted from the fear of

such a possibility. Subsequent events, however, have shown how

wrong was this prejudgment. On May iS the city councils met

again, and only 13 out of 124 members voted against the extension

objected to. The hope of those who felt outraged by this action

was then placed in the Mayor who has solemnly promised to veto

the measure and to do his best to finally defeat it. We quote the

following from The Ledger's (Ind.) account of the proceedings:

" Ignoring the fervent pleas of representative citizens flaunting

defiance in the face of a maddened crowd of constituents, who
crowded the galleries, hissing and hurling cries of derision at the

men who were there to protect their interests
;
guarded by detec-

tives and policemen in plain clothes from bodily harm, many of

them craven-hearted and scared, yet cringing in obedience to the

'Organization' leader, the members of the city councils yesterday

sacrificed the most valuable franchise of the city— the lease of the

gas works.

"It was the most flagrant betrayal of public trust in the history

of municipal government. For seventy five years to come these

men, who are bound by their oaths to legislate in the interest of

good government, handed over to the United Gas Improvement
Company a property which, by the expiration of the lease, esti-

mated from present earnings, will be worth hundreds of millions of

dollars. And for what? Twenty-five million dollars! A few

honest members of the councils raised their voices in protest, but

their pleas, like those of the citizens who for hours begged for de-

lay, were swept aside in an avalanche of ayes from the puppets

of the 'Organization.'

The editorial comments of The Ledger are as forceful as the

reports in its news columns as the following sample will serve to

illustrate. It says

:

"The recklessly improvident and dishonest barter of the gas

works is to be carried through defiantly according to the program.

The pretense of giving consideration to other propositions had

never any other purpose than to distract attention for a time from

the bald iniquity of the original 'deal,' which had been already

determined on, and which is pressed to a conclusion by all the

power of the corrupt organization that rules the city with an irre-

sponsible tyranny.

"This flagrant betrayal of public rights and interests can be jus-

tified on no considerations of expediency or necessity. It is crime

so daring and outrageous that to most honest people it has seemed
incredible. It surrenders a well-considered, satisfactory, and pro-

fitable lease, with assured income and control, and turns over the

public property and franchise absolutely to a private corporation,

with the unrestrained monopoly of selling gas to the community at

an exorbitant and oppres-

sive rate, for three-quar-

ters of a century. The
pretended consideration

is a sum of money less

than is assured the city

under the existing lease,

for wiiich the city aban-

dons all claim upon the

gas works or upon the

income derived from them
for two generations to

come. Public protest

against this shameless

robbery has been in vain.

The power to defeat it

rests now with the Mayor,

who has come to the su-

preme test of his whole

career."

In all the reports which

come from Philadelphia

there seems to be no doubt

expressed that the city

councils took the bit be-

tween the teeth and de-

fiantly overrode public

sentiment in voting upon

the gas propositions. Says The Press (Rep.) in its report of the

affair

:

" At the announcement of the passage of the gas grab, there arose

from the crowded galleries of the Common Council a storm of hoots

and hisses that drowned the tattoo which President McCurdy beat

with his gavel in an ineffectual effort to restore order. Roars of

'Thieves! Robbery! Shame!" buist forth. One man began to

sing 'We'll hang common councils to a sour apple tree,' and a

score of voices took up the refrain. So great did the clamor be-

come that a riot was threatened and a party of policemen and de-

tectives was hurried upstairs to clear the galleries."

The only change from the original plans contained in the bill

upon its final passage, according to the Philadelphia papers, is an

amendment which provides for a small graduated reduction in the

price of gas. The scheme as at first presented fixed dollar gas till

1928, and 90-cent gas for the remainder of the seventy-five years.

As it stands it fixes the rate at a dollar till 191 1
; 95 cents till 1921

;

90 cents till 1936; 85 cents till 1956 ; and 80 cents till 19S0.

But this change, in the opinion of The Press, is insignificant and

leaves the lease as it stands far from being satisfactory. The

Press says

:

" This concession is far from making the scheme acceptable or

justifiable. It is only a tub to the whale. The job is still a gigan-
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"
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MAYOR JOHN WEAVER,

Of Philadelphia, who has promised to do

everything in his power to defeat the gas lease.

Some question his sincerity, others think the

lease may be passed over his veto.
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tic wronij to the people, and every legitimate means should be

taken to thwart its final consummation. The Mayor is bound by

his public pledge, by every instinct of manhood, and by his mani-

fest sense oi public duty to veto it. and meanwhile the whole force

of popular sentiment should be exerted to fortify and sustain that

vetj when it comes. Let us stand pat on the present lease. Here

we are on impregnable ground. Here we have the best Uiat is

now possible for the city and the people. Here we have what

everybody knows and understands, and it should be our rallying

crj-."

BUYING PANAMA SUPPLIES ABROAD.

WHEN in consequence of the outcry against Secretary Taft,

President Roo.sevelt assumed all responsibility for grant-

ing authority to the Panama Canal Commission, to buy ships and

supplies in the cheapest market without regard to American goods

and bottoms, he took particular pains to say that he did not con-

sider that any political principle was involved. The high protec-

tionists, however, took an entirely different view of the case, and

they brought such strong pressure to bear that the President, has,

according to the latest reports, consented to a slight modification

of his plans. But nevertheless he declares that his rr,ain policy

has not been changed, for he is going to pursue the only course

open to him, which is to build the canal at the lowest possible

price. " At any rate." he is reported to have remarked, " the ques-

tion is up to Congress. That body had an opportunity to act once

and will have an opportunity to act again." The incident to which

the President referred was the warning which Secretary Taft gave

to Congress last winter in submitting the report of the Canal Com-

mission, a warning which was not acted upon. The words of the

Secretary were as follows :

" If the Isthmian Canal Commission are not bound by any re-

striction of Congress as to where they shall purchase machinery',

material, and supplies, then it would seem to be their duty to con-

struct the canal as cheaply as possible. . . . This, however, is cer-

tain to produce, every time that a large contract is awarded to a

foreign manufacturer or dealer, an outcry on the part of the Ameri-

can unsuccessful competitors. If Congress approves the policy of

favoring American manufacturers and dealers, even if it increases

the cost of the construction of the canal, then it seems to me only

just that it should declare this policy by law and lay down a rule

which the commission can easily follow."

But this explanation of the President's desire that a free hand

be given to the Canal Commission in the purchase of ships and sup-

plies in foreign markets is not satisfactory to a large class of Re-

publican protectionists whose views in the matter are voiced by

Representative John Dalzell of Pennsylvania. His statement con-

densed follows

:

" I venture to say that it never entered the mind of any member
of Congress in either House or of either party that the necessary

outlay for the construction of the Panama Canal .should not be
made in American markets. Congress did not think for a moment
that the taxes paid by Americans were to be expended to the en-

hancement of foreigners.
" The proposition thattiie United .States Government buy foreign

ships which can not be sailed under the Stars and Stripes would
be a sight for gods and men.

"There is no rule applicable to the construction of the Panama
Canal that is not entirely applicable to the construction of govern-

mental enterprises. Why not have our battle-ships built abroad?
Why not have our guns manufactured abroad.? These questions

answer themselves.

"The policy announced [by Mr. Taft and the President] gives

encouragement to the Democratic and Mugwump press that is agi-

tating a revision of the best tariff law known in our entire history."

The actions of President Roosevelt and Secretary Taft and the

positive declaration that the policy announced will be followed in

all its main features, have furthermore been construed to mean
that the President has purposely made use of this occasion to

bring the tariff issue to the front. Indeed, many are predicting

that he will cause a split, first in iiis Cabinet, and finally in his

party, with the " stand-patters " and conservative Republicans on

one side, and the revisionists and "trust-busters" on the other.

Says the Springfield Republican (Ind.) in substance :

"Yet what a reflection is the Government's course upon that

great American system which is embodied in the sacred sched-

ules ! From a 'stand-pat ' point of view the situation is truly dis-

tressing. From the other point of view it is delicious. If we want
steel rails we have to pay the home price. The tariff follows us

into almost every detail of our material lives, and if there is any-

thing you can never get the best of in this country it is a rate ad
valorem. Yet the United States Government kicks against buy-

ing exclusively in a market to which all of the citizens of the United

States are held by the most rigid bonds.
" The Government is to be subjected to terrific pressure in order

that its position may be modified."

But the Chicago Evening I'ost (Kt."^.) takes a view quite oppo-

site to that expressed by The Republican, and says:

" A roar of wrath has gone up from certain interested persons

ANXIOU.S TO GET BUSY.

—Gilbert in the Denver Times.

Russia—" I wonder why I am not popular."

—Barclay in the Baltimore News.

GLORY AND THE GRAVE.
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over the reported intention of the Isthmian Canal Commission to

buy ships and canal materials outside of the United States. More-
over, the Democrats who believe that protective duties result from

the worst form of political crime are dancing about in glee because

they think they will be able to 'put the Republicans in a hole ' dug
by their apparent inconsistency in evading their own tariff laws in

favor of a national enterprise, altho they will not allow the people

to do the same thing.

" Unfortunately for the Democratic mirth, however, no one will

be deceived by their hilarity. The determination of the commis-
sion to purchase supplies in the open market, whether offered by
foreigners or citizens, is based upon economic good sense. None
of the material is intended for use in the United States. It will go
into an enterprise remote from our territory and from our peo-

ple. . . . Consequently it does not affect the protective principle,

which is designed solely to prevent the product of labor in foreign

countries from entering our home markets."

The New York Age, the leading negro publication, is wrought

up over the fact that the American negro shall have no part in the

digging or bossing. It says :

" Why have the canal commissioners overlooked so entirely, per-

haps ignored so entirely would be better, the large surplus black

labor population of the Southern States and of many of the large

cities of the Northern and Western States.'' Why have they de-

cided to rely on alien labor to dig the canal? Why have they

decided to put bread paid for by the taxpayers of the United States

in the mouths of those not of the household, when there are so

many of these latter who would be glad to have it. and who are in

every way capable of earning it? Is it advanced as a theory that

the blacks of the British West Indies or the browns of Japan are

more capable of doing the work than the blacks of the United
States?

"The fact of the matter is that the canal commissioners have the

same contempt for the black men of the United States, not only

as a labor force but as any sort of force, that the appointing power
felt in making the canal commissioners and the civil body to gov-

ern in the canal zone. It was not deemed necessary by the Presi-

dent and his advisers of the War Department to place one
Afro-American in a responsible position in the canal enterprise,

altho the bulk of the manual labor, and therefore the bulk of the

canal zone population, will be black."

CHINESE BOYCOTT OF AMERICAN TRADE.
" A CHINESE Roland for the American Oliver seems to be
-^~^ on the program." These arc the words used by the Brook-

lyn Eagle in commenting upon the surprising and disturbing report

that the Chinese merchants had determined to boycott American

goods. The facts regarding this reported boycott are in doubt.

According to the despatches, the pronunciamento against Ameri-

can goods originated with the Shanghai Chamber of Commerce,

and was inspired by the attitude of this Government toward Chi-

nese who came to the United States. It seems that Chinese mer-

chants do not mind how severely the United States restricts the

entrance of coolies and other laborers, but they do object to the

practise of imposing burdensome and humiliating regulations upon

Chinese citizens who come as merchants, students, and travelers.

As the Boston HeraM descnhes the case :

"At the present time if a steamship arrives at an American port

having as one of its passengers a Chinese merchant or scholar,

even tho he may have a suite of staterooms in the first cabin, and
may have a French or English valet as an attendant, it is assumed
by our immigration authorities that the incomer is a Chinese lab-

orer in disguise, and is coming here for the purpose of seeking

employment at wages below those which can support American or

European immigrant laborers on a reasonable living basis. On
this account this Chinese traveler is isolated from the rest of the

first-cabin passengers, is not permitted to land until he can estab-

lish his identity in an unmistakable manner, by submitting to a

species of star chamber inquisition which is insulting and humili-

ating to an intense degree."

There has been much severe criticism upon this rigid adminis-

tration of the law. A little over a year ago the New York Cham-

ber of Commerce adopted and sent to Washington resolutions in

protest against it. In acknowledging receipt of these resolutions,

Mr. Cortelyou, then the head of the Department of Commerce and
Labor, which includes among its bureaus that of immigration,

made what the New York Journal of Commerce calls the " some-

what evasive reply that certificates of the Chinese Government,

revised by United States consular officers, when presented by

members of the exempt classes, are accepted a.s prima facie e.\\-

den-e of the facts set forth therein, but the contents thereof may
be controverted by the United States authorities."

This declaration of Mr. Cortelyou in plain terms means that the

decision as to whether a Chinaman is a laborer, an American citi-

zen, or belongs to the " exempt" class rests entirely with the immi-

gration officials from whose action there is no appeal. This view

of the case seems to be borne out by a recent decision of the

United States Supreme Court. Hence, as the American Govern-

ment has for the time being at least abandoned all attempt tom.ake

a new treaty, the Chinese people realize that they must submit in-

definitely to the oppression of the old laws, and so they have re-

solved, as it appears, to retaliate unless their requests are granted.

All that they have officially a.sked for so far, is that the United

States Government define by treaty what it means by " laborer,"

and having made the definition as broad as language will permit,

stop there.

The Philadelphia Ledger (Ind.), in referring to the proposed

Chinese boycott, says

:

" The course taken by the Chinese commercial bodies and the

action of the Chinese Minister may be inadvisable from certain

points of view, but they are not unnatural. It is clear that similar

oppression and ostracism practised by the Chinese Government
against Americans in China would be speedily resented by the

mobilizing of the fleet.

" The Chinese Government desires another treaty, which, among
other things, will soften the rigor of the exclusion law with re-

spect to educated Chinese, and will guarantee such persons de-

cent treatment. This much, at least, should be conceded. Our
exportations to China are not of great volume at present, but the

possibilities of trade with such a populous country as China are

not to be lightly regarded. This is a secondary consideration.

The question of international justice is paramount."

The commercial aspects of the threatened boycott are a very

important feature in the case. As the Indianapolis News (Ind.)

remarks, "We can not expect to maintain an open-door policy for

trade in China with one hand, while holding a closed door against

Chinese immigration with the other." At present our trade with

China is not large when we consider the size of its population.

Last year the United States bought about ;?240,000,000 of exports

from that country, but did not sell there over $30,000,000 of im-

ports. But the trade is growing, especially in the exportation of

textile goods from our mills. We quote the following from an

interview given by Mr. James S. Fearon, president of a firm heav-

ily interested in Chinese trade, and who long resided in China:

"If such a boycott is declared and enforced in the way that it is

entirely possible it may be enforced, the results to American trade

with China would be very unfortunate. It would hit our textile

trade a particularly hard blow. The effect upon the cotton-mill

industry in the South would be little short of disastrous. And of

course what would happen to our textile trade would happen pro-

portionately in other lines of our exports to China.
" And the worst of it is that our position, our attitude toward

Chinamen coming here, is unreasonable and is a ground for legiti-

mate complaint. There is no disposition on the part of those who
are back of this movement in China to induce us to relax our re-

strictions against coolie immigration. All that they ask is that

Chinese of respectability and of financial and social responsibility

have the same privileges of coming and going in this country as

other foreigners have. I do not know yet how far this movement
against American trade has gone in China, but I do know that it is

capable of going far enough to result in serious injury to American

commerce."
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PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT AND THE THIRD-
TERM TALK.

WHEN President Roosevelt announced in unequivocal lan-

guage, immediately after his election, that he would not

again be a candidate for the Presidency, his declaration was gen-

erally accepted by the newspapers as representing his real feel-

ings. However, soon after the inauguration, the New York World

(Uem.), which strongly opposed his election, prophesied that Mr.

Roosevelt will be nominated by the Republicans and reelected

President in 190S. That journal reiterated this conviction from

day to day, and in its news-columns showed its readers that since

his renunciation of a third term, the President's "activities in the

way of public addresses and state papers have been extraordinary."

" No avowed candidate for President," declared The World," tv^r

swung around the circle at so dizzy a pace, and the orbit is widen-

ing from week to week. Even in the South, where Mr. Roose-

velt's name was once execrated, a warm and friendly feeling has

suddenly manifested itself." Here is a sample of the highly com-

plimentary editorials that have appeared almost daily in The

Jl'orld:

•' T/ie World is well aware that in the bubbling enthusiasm of

an unprecedented victory Mr. Roosevelt said that he would not

again be a candidate. It is also well aware that Mr. Roosevelt's

first impulses are frequently reversed by his sober second thought.
" Mr. Roosevelt controls the Republican organization. The

Southern delegates will favor his rcnomination. The far West
will be wildly enthusiastic for him. In New York and Pennsyl-

vania the machine will be for him. Favorite sons may have friends

in the next national convention, but Theodore Roosevelt will be

the real choice of the delegates.

"'Thirty-six months is a long time for any candidate to keep

the pre-convention enthusiasm of his followers at a white heat,'

observes our neighbor The Sun. The enthusiasm of Mr. Roose-

velt's followers is always at a white heat. He is the radium of

American politics.

"He will be renominated, and his election will follow as a mat-

ter of course. What candidate of a hopeles.sly divided Demo-
cratic Party would stand one chance in a million against Theodore

Roosevelt?"'

The prediction was received with incredulity. Some of the Re-

publican journals, among them the Washington Star and the Kan-

sas C\\.y Journal, looked upon the prediction as insincere. The

talk of a third term for Mr. Roosevelt, said The -SV^r. " comes, not

from his own party, but principally from men who have practical-

ly been without a party for the past eight years"; and The Jour-

nal remarked recently :
" We are inclined to think it may be a mis-

chievous insinuation under the guise of acompliment. The World
wants to make the people believe that the Republican party is a

one-man's party." The Houston Post (Uem.), however, though:;

that President Roosevelt's " renomination, all things considered,

is much more than a probability."

But President Roosevelt, as the Detroit Free Press (Ind.) re-

marks, " is making his plan not to run in 1908 emphatic, if not

unanimous." Three times during his recent hunting trip he added

to his statement on election night that he would retire at the end

of his present term. At Dallas, Tex., he declared that " I shall

be permanently through with my present position four years

hence "
; and to a representative of the Omaha Bee he said :

" You

are authorized to state that I will not again be a candidate for the

ofifice of President of the United States. There are no strings on

this statement. I mean it." At the Iroquois Club (Dem.) banquet

in Chicago the President was nominated for another term by a

Democratic speaker, to which the President replied :
" In looking

at the possibilities of the future, let me add that I have not the

least anticipation of Chicago's ever reversing that most compli-

mentary vote which 1 so deeply appreciated last year, because it

will never have the chance."

These declarations are accepted as final by the newspapers,

altho The Iforld is noticeably silent on the matter. " Well meant

tho they may be," says the New York Sun (Rep.), "any suggestion

that he will depart from his freely and honorably made decision is

really an insult to President Roosevelt." The Cleveland Plain

Dealer (Dem.) says

:

" Other distinguished men have in the past announced with great

positiveness that they were not candidates in any sense, and that it

would be useless to press the matter, yet their friends did not re-

gard the question as really settled. But these distinguished de-

cliners were politicians and therefore might be 'persuaded.' Pres-

ident Roosevelt has shown himself to be difficult of persuasion

when he makes up his mind on a subject, and there is a prevailing

impression that he is sincere in his determination not to be again

a candidate
" No longer hampered by the limitations of a prospective candi-

date. President Roosevelt has already manifested an independence

that has brought him into conflict with leaders in his own party

and at the same time won him the hearty approval of prominent

NOT IF THE ELEPHANT CAN SNARE HIM.

— May in the Detroit /o«r;i.'

PUZZLE PICTURE—WHY IS MR. BRYAN SO PLEASED?

—Bartholomew in the Wu\wsi.^o\\ii Journal,

THE THIRD TERM IDEA IN CARICATURE.
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men in the political party opposed to him. This may result m the

disorganization of the Republicans to a degree that will put m

jeopardy the hopes of the party's candidates three years hence.

RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION OF
EXPLOSIVES.

I^HAT not a life would have been lost in the railroad wreck at

Harrisburg, Pa., on May ii, had it not been for the explo-

sion of a car-load of blasting-powder is the opinion of practically

all the newspapers that comment on the disaster, and is admitted

by one railroad official. The wreck was caused by the " buckling
"

up of a long freight train, to which the brakes had been suddenly

applied to prevent a collision between the freight-train and a

switching engine. The " buckling " of the train threw some of the

cars on another track, just in the path of the express train which

was wrecked. The crash was followed by the explosion of the

powder, and, subsequently, the burning of the wreckage. Twenty-

three persons were killed and about loo injured. The freight-car,

which contained 20,000 pounds of powder, was one of 36 cars that

made up the freight-train, and the newspapers regard this as noth-

ing short of criminal negligence on the part of the railroad officials.

The New York Evenmg Post declares that it is the "company's

business to explain what sort of management it is that places a car

of dynamite in such a train. ... To attach a car, thus loaded and

unguarded, to an unmanageable train of 2,000 feet in length—this

seems to us to approach as near to criminal recklessness as rail-

roading can go." Of course high explosives have to be trans-

ported in some way or other, but the question is raised by the

newspapers whether railroads and shippers exercise sufficient care

in the transportation of this class of freight. " There are strict

regulations for the local conveyance of explosives in city streets

and for their storage and handling," says the New York Journal

of Commerce, which adds: " Are they carried on railroad trains as

freely and with as little care as .so much canned goods?" The

Philadelphia Press believes that the Federal Government should

regulate the transportation of explosives. It remarks :

"No regulation whatever exists to-day. A statute two-score

years old, passed after an accident, prohibits, under penalty, the

carriage of explosives by land or sea in the same vehicle or boat

with passengers. New York has enacted a like provision for com-

merce within that State. Most States are without even this pro-

hibition, tho gross carelessness in the matter leading to loss of life

would doubtless be held by a jury to be manslaughter, even with-

out a statute

"The manufacture of high explosives must necessarily be under

State supervision in this country; but the Federal Government

should regulate transportation. A brief act could place the power

in the hands of the Interstate Commerce Commission. At present

dynamite is shipped as freight, with other freight. Abroad it has

to be sent in separate trains, suitably marked.

" Over 1,000,000,000 pounds of blasting powder are yearly made

in this country. High explosives to the amount of 215,000,000

pounds were made in 1900. This is nearly all transported by rail.

This means that about 500,000 tons of blasting powder and 100,000

tons of nitroglycerin are yearly in freight-cars going somewhere.

Yearly the amount increases. Many industries depend on cheap

explosives. Their transportation should be unhampered, but it

should not continue unregulated."

According to the press reports, nearly all the railroads of the

country carry dynamite and other high explosives. " Dynamite is

simply classed as slow freight," declares one railroad official," and

is treated just like so much coal, except that a sign is generally

put on the car reading ' High Explosive.' As a common carrier a

railroad has to accept it, but there isn't a railroad man who doesn't

dread handling it." Senator Elkins, chairman of the Senate Com-

mittee on Interstate Commerce, introduced a bill in the last Con-

gress to regulate the carrying of explosives on railroads, but it

received no consideration. He has announced that he will make

another attempt at tht approaching session. Speaking on the

subject recently he said :

"
I had been traveling in Europe prior to introducing the bill,

and I observed that in Germany when a car of explosives was

coming, persons along the track would be warned of it. Each car

of explosives bore flags and labels showing its character, and a

wide berth was given. Such cars .vere placed on separate sidings

and either carried alone or at the end of a train.

"I had been observing for years the carelessness with which

explosives were carried in this country. At Grafton one night I

slept in my car within two feet of a carload of dynamite. I have

often been traveling on my own roads when I would find my car in

a train right back of a flat car loaded with Italians and dynamite.

This stuff may be set off by concussion merely, and such disasters

as that at Harrisburg are sure to follow unless more care is taken."

TOPICS IN BRIEF.

A NEW magazine is called Htnnan Life. Every State has a statute against

taking \\..—Piick.

First we had the Strenuous Life, then came the Simple Life, now we have the

Equitable Life.— /,//>.

Engt ish delegates to the Railway Congress are opposed to the check system

of the American railways. It works well in the Senate.- The Washington Post.

Perhaps Togo was waiting to see if Rozhdestvensky would not mistake Ne-

bogatoff's ships for the Japs, and so save him a lot cf trouble.- J'/i^ Detroit Pre/:

Press.

The international railway congress is holding its sessions in the same city

where the national railway congress meets every winter.- T/r^ Detroit Free

Pi-ess.

A MAN rode five days in a refrigerator car and had both his feet and legs

frozen. He will probably receive a bill from the beef trust for icing en route.-

Puck.

As a last resort Mr. Rockefeller might cause the publication of testimonials

from heathens who have been benefited by the use of his money.-The Washing-

ion Post.

New York's legislators receive $1,500 a session, out of which sum several of

the members are said to have laid by recently between $25,000 and $40,000.- i/^f

Chicago News.

If Admiral Rozhdestvensky is a reader of Dickens, he must have a deep sym-

pathy for the poor fellow who was always being told to move on.- The Balti-

vtore American.

It may be noticed that these other baseball teams have'recovered from their

old-time habit of wishing they could play more games with the Washington team.

— The Washington Post.

Color -iDO Retorts.-How easy it would be to reprint some of those editor-

ials of advice to Colorado from Chicago papers-and merely substitute the name

Chicago for Colorado.- TA^ Denver Republican.

Teacher "If it took one man seven days to do a piece of work, how long

would it take seven men to do the same work?" Tommy :
"Seven weeks.

" How so ?" " The seven men would go on a strike."- TA^ Washington Eve-

ning Star.

The South—" Wish we could swap ends awhile."

— Diggers in the Nashville Banner.
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LETTERS AND ART.

WHY IS BROWNING POPULAR?

EACH season, it appears, brings at least one new book on

browning. Two things would seem to be clear from this

succession of commentaries, remarks Mr. Paul Elmer More in

Tht- Evening Post : Browning must need a deal of exegesis, and

he must be a subject of wide curiosity. Since obscurity and popu-

larity do not commonly go together, the question arises. Why is

Browning popular? Curiously enough, as Mr. More points out,

this question has received little attention from the poefs numerous

commentators. Seeking some of the reasons for a popularity

which at first glance presents many of the features of a paradox,

Mr. More finds them in the following facts: Browning sometimes

wrote great poetry ; in spite of the fact that he approaches the

emotions indirectly, his work is intensely emotional ; his very ob-

scurities " hold out the flattering promise of an initiation into mys-

teries not open to all the world "
; and lastly, " he dresses a worldly

and easy philosophy in the forms of spiritual faith, and so deceives

the troubled seekers after the higher life."

In the following passages Mr. More makes clearer the points

taken

:

" It would hardly seem worth while to say that despite his dif-

ficulty Browning is esteemed because he has written great poetry
;

and in the most primitive and unequivocal manner this is to a cer-

tain extent true. At intervals the staccato of his lines, like the

drilling of a woodpecker, is interrupted by a burst of pure and

liquid music, as if that vigorous and exploring bird were suddenly

gifted with the melodious throat of the lark. It is not necessary

to hunt curiously for examples of this power; they are fairly fre-

quent and the best known are the most striking. Consider the

first lines that sing themselves in the memory :

O IjTic Love, half-angel and half-bird,

And all a wonder and a wild desire

—

there needs no cunning exegete to point out the beauty of these.

Their rhythm is of the singing, traditional kind that is familiar to

us in all the true poets of the language ; the harmony of the vowel

sounds and of the consonants, the very trick of alliteration, are

obvious to the least critical
;
yet withal there is that miraculous

suggestion in their charm which may be felt but can not be con-

verted into a prosaic equivalent
"

I remember once hearing a lady, whose taste was as frank as

it was modern, say that she liked Browning better than Shake-

speare because he was more emotional and less intellectual than

the older dramatist. Her distinction was somewhat confused, but

it leads to an important consideration ; I do not know but it points

to the very heart of the question of Browning's popularity. He is

not in reality-more emotional than Shakespeare, but his emotion is

of a kind more readily felt by the reader of to-day ; nor does he

require less use of the intellect, but he does demand less of that

peculiar translation of the intellect from the particular to the gen-

eral point of view which is necessary to raise the reader into what

may be called the poetical mood. In one sense Browning is near-

ly the most intellectual poet in the language. The action of his

brain was so nimble, his seizure of every associated idea was so

quick and subtile, his elliptical style is so supercilious of the

reader's needs, that often to understand him is like following a

long mathematical demonstration in which many of the inter-

mediate equations are omitted. And then his very trick of ap-

proaching the emotions indirectly, his suspended psychology as I

have called it, requires a peculiar flexibility of the reader's mind.

But in a way the very roughnesses of the shell possess an attrac-

tion for the educated public which has been sated with what lies

too accessibly on the surface. They hold out the fl-\ttering prom-

ise of an initiation into mysteries not open to all the world. Our

wits have become pretty well sharpened by the complexities of

modern life, and we are ready enough to prove our analytical pow-

ers on any riddle of poetry or economics. And once we have

penetrated to the heart of these enigmas we are quite at our ease.

His emotional content is of a sort that requires no further adjust-

ment ; it demands none of that poetical displacement of the

person which is so uncomfortable to the keen but prosaic intel-

ligence."

Turning to the secret of Browning's " more esoteric fame," Mr.

More writes

:

"I suspect that we have not yet touched the real heart of the

problem. All this does not explain that other phase of Browning's

popularity, which depends upon anything but the common sense of

the average reader ; and, least of all, does it account for the library

of books, of which Pro-

fessor Herford's is the

latest example. There

is another public which

craves a different food

from the mere display

of human nature ; it is

recruited largely by the

women's clubs and by

men who are unwilling

or afraid to hold their

minds in a state of self-

centered expectancy

toward the meaning

of a civilization shot

through by threads of

many ages and confused

colors ; it is kept in a

state of excitation by

critics who write length-

ily and systematically

of 'joy in soul.' Now,
there is a certain philos-

ophy which is in a par-

ticular way adapted to

such readers and wri-

ters. Its beginnings, no

doubt, are rooted in the

naturalism of Rousseau

and the eighteenth cen

MR. PAUL ELMER MORE,

Literary Editor of The Evening Post. He
traces much of Browning's fame to the fact that

"he dresses a worldly and easy philosophy in

tlie forms of spiritual faith, and so deceives the

troubled seekers after the higher life."

tury, but the flower of it belongs wholly to our own age. It is

the philosophy whose purest essence may be found distilled in

Browning's magical alembic, and a single drop of it will affect

the brain of some people with a strange giddiness

" Browning's philosophy, when detached, as it may be, from its

context, teaches just the acceptance of life in itself as needing no

conversion into something beyond its own impulsive desires

:

Let us not always say,

' Spite of this flesh to-day

I strove, made head, gained ground upon tlie whole !'

As the bird wings and sings,

Let us cry, ' .'VII good things

Are ours, nor soul helps flesh more, now, than flesh helps soul !'

Passion to Shakespeare was the source of tragedy; there is no

tragedy, properly speaking, in Browning, for the reason that pas-

sion is to him essentially good. By sheer bravado of human emo-

tion we justify our existence, nay—

We have to live alone to set forth well

God's praise.

His notion of moral strength,' as Professor Santayana so forcibly

says, ' is a blind and miscellaneous vehemence.'
" But if all the passions have their own validity, one of them in

particular is the power that moves through all and renders them

all good.
In my own heart love had not been made wise

To trace love's faint beginnings in mankind,

To know even hate is but a mask of love's.

It is the power that reaches up from earth to heaven, and the

divine nature is no more than a higher, more vehement manifes-

tation of its energy :

For the loving worm within its clod

Were diviner than a loveless god.

And in the closing vision of ' Saul ' this thought of the identity of

man's love and God's love is uttered by David in a kind of de-

lirious ecstasy :

"Tis the weakness in strength, that I cry for ! my flesh that I seek

In the Godhead ! I seek and I find it. O Saul, it shall be

A Face like my face that receives thee ; a Man like to me,

Thou shalt love and be loved by, forever : a Hand like this hand

Shall throw open the gates of new life to thee ! See the Christ stand !

'

" But there is no need to multiply quotations. The point is that
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in all Browning's rhapsody there is nowhere a hint of any break
between the lower and the higher nature of man. or between the
human and the celestial character. Not that his philo.sophy is
pantheistic, for it is Hebraic in its vivid sense of God's distinct per-
sonality; but that man's love is itself divine, only lesser in de-
gree

"There is an element in his popularity (and this, unhappily, is
the mspiration of the clubs and of tlie formulating critics) which is
concerned too much with this flattering substitute for spirituality."

" It is not pleasant," concludes Mr. More, "to be convicted of
throwing stones at the prophets, as I shall appear to many to have
done. My only consolation is that, if the prophet is a true teacher,
these stones of the casual passer-by merely raise a more conspic-
uous monument to his honor; but if he turns out in the end to be
a false prophet (as I believe Browning to have been)—why, then,
let his disciples look to it."

DANISH JOURNALS ON HANS CHRISTIAN
ANDERSEN.

^7HILE these pages have already given space to comments of
the American press on the centenary of the birth of Hans

Christian Andersen, " the children's Shakespeare " (see The Lit-
erary DIGE.ST, April 15), it may be still interesting to glance at
the journals of his own country in connection with the same event.
It is well known that Andersen's uneasy vanity frequently broke
out into expressions of bitterness over Denmark's alleged depre-

celebrated only as the children's poet. For it was his greatest am-
bition to become a writer for the grown people, and he himself
never considered his novels inferior to his fairy-tales. Of these
novels ' The Improvisator ' and ' Only a P^iddler ' were those that
established the foundation of his fame in Germany and England
The former is the work of greatest psychological interest with re-
gard to Andersen's own life. The hero of this book has all of
Andersen s own characteristics

: timidity, bashfulness toward the
opposite sex, fantastic zeal, dependence on friendly advisers grati-
tude over the growth of his own talent, and extreme satisfaction
when this talent becomes more and more recognized and ap-
plauded.

' Only a Fiddler ' won fame partly because of the at-
tacks of which It was made the object, and which were made by
people who did not believe that genius could be hampered by pov-
erty

' True genius always forces its way,' they said, but Ander-
sen knew better; his knowledge had been gathered by his own
bitter experiences, and for that reason Christian, the hero of the
book, lives and dies as ' only a fiddler.'

"

"What the literary critic thinks-about H. C. Andersen," says
^/'.^/r«^/,z^^/," is of little importance, . . . for if there is one Dan-
ish poet on whom we can afford to look with other than literary
eyes it is he. There is nothing on earth more wonderful than the
child, nothing more fascinating in its innocence, nothing more in-
teresting in its growing consciousness; and the poet who has dis-
covered the soul of the child, and has had the understanding to
speak to it in its own language-who has amused it, interested it,

brought a smile to its lips or a tear to its eyes ... he is by virtue
thereof a great poet, without any literary ' buts.'

"

About Andersen's love-affairs the Politiken has this to say:

"The women with whom he fell in love did not reciprocate his
affection

;
they found him unattractive—no doubt on account of his

appearance. But there is one woman whom he has loved with a
love stronger and more fervent than ever bestowed on mortal
woman ... and her name is ' Fame.' She alone loved him in re-
turn. She cared nothing for his unattractive exterior ; she scorned
all other poets and authors of his time. She discovered in Ander-
sen that which made him akin to her.self ; in other words, she dis-
covered that in him which was immortal. . . . And she blew a
bugle note which reechoed from the Old World and the New, pro-
claiming him the greatest son born of old Denmark."— 7>a«i-
lations madefor The Literary Digest.

HANS CHRISTIA.N AN'UERSEN,
At " Rolighed," the country seat of his friend, M. G. Melchior. It was here that

Andersen died.

elation of his genius. That she now acknowledges him her great-
est son would in itself doubtless afford him extreme satisfaction, but
the satisfaction would probably be turned again to bitterness when
he perceived upon what foundation his great fame actually rested.
The Copenhagen daily PoUtikenh^^n-x^ an article by saying that

the fact that Andersen is remembered chiefly through his fairy-tales
constitutes no injustice to his memory; and the paper continues:

"It would no doubt pain him deeply if he could realize that he is

FICTION AS AN ART.

lyi R. JOSEPH CONRAD, that unique craftsman of English
prose, of whose style an eminent critic has said, "

it may be
regarded as embodying a discovery of yet another use to which our
tongue can be put," is a reverent votary of the art which he serves.
"Any work that aspires, however humbly, to the condition of art
should carry its justification," he claims, " in every line." And he
demands of fiction that it shall be " a single-minded attempt to
render the highest kind of justice to the visible universe, by bring-
ing to light the truth, manifold and one, underlying its eve^y
aspect." The philosopher and the scientist also seek truth upon
which to base their appeals, but the artist differs from both in that
his appeal is made in different terms. Says Mr. Conrad {Harpers
lVeek/y,.Ma.y 13):

"The artist, then, like the thinker or the man of science, seeks
the truth and makes his appeal. Impressed by the aspect of the
world, the thinker plunges into ideas, the scientist into facts-
whence, presently emerging, they make their appeal to those quali-
ties of our being that fit us best for the hazardous enterprise of
living. They speak authoritatively to our common sense, to our
intelligence, to our desire of peace, or to our desire of unrest ; not
seldom to our prejudices, sometimes to our fears, often to our ego-
ism-but always to our credulity. And their words are heard with
reverence, for their concern is with weighty matters: with tlie cul-
tivation of our minds and the proper care of our bodies: with the
attainment of our ambitions ; with the perfection of the means and
the glorification of our precious aims.
"It is otherwise with the artist. Confronted bv tlie same enig-
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matical spectacle, the artist descends with himself, and in tluit

lonely region of stress and strife, if he be deserving and fortunate,

he finds the terms of his appeal. His appeal is made to our less

obvious capacities; to that part of our nature which; because of

the warlike conditions of existence, is necessarily kept out of sight

within the more resisting and hard qualities— like the vulnerable

body within the steel armor. His appeal is less loud, more pro-

found, less distinct, more stirring—and sooner forgotten. Yet its

effect endures forever. The changing wisdom of successive gen-

erations discards ideas, questions facts, demolishes theories. But
the artist appeals to that part of our being which is not dependent

on wisdom ; to that in us which is a gift and not an acquisition—

and, therefore, more permanently enduring.
" He appeals to temperament, and he speaks to our capacity for

delight and wonder, to the sense of mystery surrounding our lives,

to our sense of pity, and beauty, and pain ; to the latent feeling of

fellowship witli all creation—and to the subtle, but invincible, con-

viction of solidarity that knits together the loneliness of innumer-

able hearts; to the solidarity in dreams, in joy. in sorrow, in aspi-

rations, in allusions, in hope, in fear, which binds men to each

other, which binds all humanity— the dead to the living aiid the

living to the unborn."

Thus, according to Mr. Conrad, if fiction at all aspires to be an

art. it must make its appeal to temperament:

" In truth it must be, like painting, like music, like all art, the

appeal of one temperament to all the other innumerable tempera-

ments whose subtle and resistless power endows passing events

with their true meaning and creates the moral, the emotional at-

mosphere of the place and time. Such an appeal to be effective

must be an impression conveyed through the senses; and, in fact,

it can not be made in any other way, becau.se temperament,

whether individual or collective, is not amenable to persuasion.

"•.AH art, therefore, appeals primarily to the senses, and the

artistic aim when expressing" itself in written words must also make
its appeal through the senses, if its high desire is to reach the

secret spring of responsive emotions. It must strenuously aspire

to the plasticity of sculpture, to the color of painting, and to the

magic suggestiveness of music—which is the art of arts

"To snatch in a moment of courage, from the remorseless rush

of time, a passing phase of life is only the beginning of the task.

The task approached in tenderness and faith is to hold up unques-

tioningly, without choice and without fear, the rescued fragment

before all eyes and in the light of a sincere mood. It is to show
its vibration, its color, its form, and, through its movement, its

form, and its color, reveal the substance of its truth—disclose its

inspiring secret; the stress and passion within the core of each

convincing moment. In a single-minded attempt of that kind, if

one be deserving and fortunate, one may perchance attain to such

clearness of sincerity that at last the presented vision of regret or

pity, of terror or mirth, shall awaken in the hearts of the beholders

that feeling of unavoidable solidarity : of the solidarity in mys-
terious origin, in toil, in joy, in hope, in uncertain fate, which binds

men to each other and all mankind to the visible wcrld."

The writer who, rightly or wrongly, holds by these convictions,

admits Mr. Conrad, can not be faithful to any one of the tem-

porary formulas of his craft. " Realism, romanticism, naturalism,

and even the unofficial sentimentalism, must abandon him, even

on the very threshold of the temple, to the stammerings of his

conscience and to the outspoken consciousness of the difficulties

of his work." That Mr. Conrad regards the art of fiction as a

" high calling " is still more clearly revealed in his closing words :

" Art is long, and life is short, and success is very fp.i off. And
thus, doubtful of strength to travel so far. we talk a little about the

aim—the aim of art, which, like life itself, is inspiring, difficult,

obscured by mists.
" It is not in the clear logic of a triumphant conclusion ; it is not

in the unveiling of one of those heartless secrets which are called

the laws of nature. It is not less great, but only more difficult.

" To arrest, for the space of a breath, the liands busy about the

work of the earth, and compel men entranced by the sight of dis-

tant goals to glance for a moment at the surrounding vision of

form and color, of sunshine and shadows : to make them pause for

a look, for a sigh, for a smile—such is the aim, difficult and eva-

nescent, and reserved only for a very few to achieve. But some-

times, by the deserving and the fortunate, even that task is accom-
plished. And when it is accomplished—behold !-all the truth of

life is there."

RODIN'S ARTISTIC IDEALS.
" 'T) ODIN shows himself an essentially French and northern

-*-^ artist, alien from all that the academies, hypnotized by the

Italianism of the second Renaissance, have chosen to invent as

dogmas of beauty." Thus writes M. Camille Mauclair, a w-ell-

known French writer on matters of art, in his recent book, " Au-

guste Rodin: The Man— His Ideas— His Works." The writer

further characterizes the famous sculptor as " the greatest living

French artist, and one of the most complex and powerful movers

M. AUGUSTE RODIN.

' He is the greatest living French artist, and one of the most comple.x and power-
ful movers of thought in modern art."

(Frum n dr.iwing by Williaiii Nicholson.)

of thought in modern art" Probably the work of no other living

artist has aroused such discussion among the art critics as has the

work of Rodin since the appearance in 1898 of his statue of Balzac,

his first innovation in his present manner. His election to the

presidency of the International Society of Sculptors. Painters, and

Gravers may be said to mark his final triumph over dissenting

opinion. Recently in London he formally opened the collective

exhibition of the works of James McNeil Whistler, the former

president of that society.

Rodin, according to M. Mauclair. is not "an innovator, oppo-

sing himself to a school that retains classic traditions," but he is

rather, speaking precisely, himself "a classic, returning to nature,

replacing himself in the state of mind of a Greek before his model,

opposing himself to a school that has overloaded art with methods,

formulas, and expedients that change the character of antique

and Gothic art." In Rodin's own words, as M. Mauclair quotes

them :

"
I invent nothing. I rediscover. .And the thing seems new be-

cause people have generally lost sight of the aim and the means of

art; they take that for an innovation which is nothing but a return

to the laws of the great sculpture of long ago. Obviously, I

think ; I like certain symbols, 1 see things in a synthetic way. but

it is nature that gives me all that, I do not imitate the Greek. I

try to put myself in the spiritual : late of ihe men who have lelt us
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the antique statues. The Ecole copies their works: the thing that

signifies is to recover their method. I began by showing close

studies from nature like ' The Age of Brass.' Afterward I came
to understand that art required a little more largeness, a little ex-

aggeration, and my whole aim, from the time of the Burghers, was
to find a method of exaggerating logically : that method consists

in the deliberate amplification of the modeling. It consists also in

the constant reduction of the figure to a geometrical figure, and

in the determination to sacrifice any part of the figure to the syn-

thesis of its aspect. See what the Gothic sculptors did. Look at

the cathedral of Chartres; one of the towers is massive and with-

out ornament; they sacrificed it to rive value to the exquisite deli-

cacy of the other."

The position of Rodin, viewed in historic perspective, is given

thus: " He goes back to the Egyptians and Greeks in the matter

of technical ideas. In his

tragic feeling he proceeds

directly from the Gothic

artists. It is from them

that he descends, and es-

pecially from the sculp-

tors of the French Renais-

sance, in particular Ger-

main Pilon ; and he blends

his Greek remembrances,

passed through an Italian

influence, with a concep-

tion altogether national,

vigorous, and decora-

tive." Further:

"Rodin appears to

stand alone in his own
time; first, by his genius

;

and, secondly, by the

special character of his

artistic conception. This

solitude, however, is only

apparent. Rodin's ideas,

as opposed to the teach-

ing of the ' Ecole,' form a

body of logical principles

which are slowly attract-

ing the adhesion of young
artists. The long strug-

gle of impressionism
against academism has

now entered upon its last

phase : the return to the

French tradition, to na-

tional affiliation in oppo-

sition to the Roman neo-

classicism. That idea, which is the program of all independent

and interesting critical intelligence in our country, finds in Rodin

its perfect demonstration, and the only one afforded by contem-

porary sculpture. UntU now Rodin has preached only by ex-

ample, and we know how slow the critics and the public are in ex-

tracting from a work the ideas that it contains. But the extraction

is now begun, and Rodin himself speaks with undisputed authority.

Since the exhibition of 1900 his moral position stands ten times

higher. Youth greets him as a chieftain, and his detractors are

silent. While the synthetic and symbolic mind of Rodin arouses

enthusiasm and inspires the thoughts of writers, the theory of the

amplification of the modeling is making its way in the studios of

the sculptors
" He is the greatest living French artist, and one of the most

complex and powerful movers of thought in modern art. He does

not found a school, but he influences the soul of a generation. He
remains alone, not susceptible of imitation ; but if he did not exist

sculpture would be deprived of its greatest regenerator. By in-

scribing passions in symbols, he touches the sensibilities of all, and

is a master to poets as much as to sculptors, because his subjects

are moral, affecting, never commanded by an anecdote, bathed in

the universal lyric."

Part of Rodin's famous group representing

the six burghers of Calais who, on the capitula-

tion of tliat town to Edward III, presented

themselves with ropes around their necks as a

ransom for their fellow townsmen. Behind tlie

shoulder of the figure in tlie foregroimd anotlier

burgher is partially seen clasping his head in

his hands.

THE CONSOLATIONS OF POETRY.

SOME men could not face life without the aid of poetry,"

claims a writer in the London AcadcDiy and Literature, al-

luding to a recent jeremiad which foretold the ultimate ruin of the

United States because of the materialistic trend of its enthusiasms

and its alleged determination " to live by bread alone." Nature,

we are told, would have all her children poets ; and therefore :

" To the most materialistic must come at times a feeling that

without 'the light that never was ' man's place would be one of

ghastly sadness, dull fact, dull, plodding business, worthless ambi-

tion, material pleasure, a stark and bare world unlit by a single

glimmer of the imaginative light that glorifies it. Of course, all

men are poets, tho some are not aware of it, and many would
scoff at the thought, as at an insult, connecting poets with dream-
ers and imbeciles, who do not look facts in the face ; whereas they

are only seers who behold more than the fact—and other facts

—

and are able to express what they have seen : only men who have

lived and felt intensely and are able to express what they have felt.

For poetry is the deepest utterance of life—of life's joy, of life's

agony ; and the time that has been most living in the nation's his-

tory has produced the greatest poets. Life and poetry are not

separable. 'By thine own tears thy song shall tears beget, O
singer,' is an incontrovertible truth, a test by which all poetry lives

or dies; moreover, the greatest quality in life is sincerity, and sin-

cerity is the only soil from which a poem can grow to lasting

beauty."

Of the lover of poetry this writer goes on to speak with un-

abashed enthusiasm :

" Experience tends to show him tliat there is no petty nuisance

in the play of circumstance, no great joy in life, and no great

trouble, which poetry can not smooth away or heighten, or make
tolerable by investing the joy or the anguish with the beauty that

lies in the depth of every human emotion. Take an instance how
it lifts him from pettiness. He comes back tired with reality after

riding on a slow tram or underground in metropolitan despair, and

can see nothing but the crowd and the dirt and the weariness of

life ; then he turns to the splendid unreality of Spenser and paces

with Artegall, knight of justice, and Talus, his page of iron mold,

down the green glades of Faerieland, delivering lovely ladies from

their cruel tyrants, slaying the Paynim, grappling with the 'cursed

cruell Sarrazin,' or leaving all care for meaning, reads on, allured

by the cadence of the verse, soothed and sustained by its sheer

music, and the book droops in his hand and his mind gains a wider

outlook and other lines come to him.

Brightness falls from tlie air
;

Queens have died young and fair

;

Dust hath closed Helen's eye
;

and gradually the heart opens like a flower before the flooding

light of Beauty and the conviction, that had faltered, becomes
strong again and the whole soul echoes the great cry of Keats

—

... In spite of all

Some shape of beauty moves away the pall

From our dark spirits.

And the material side, which is only half , and the less important

half , of life, gives place to the spiritual, which is life's true reality.

'From link to link it circulates the soul of the world ' Shelley was

no mere dreamer when he finished that wonderful outburst of his

in defense of poetry, written with the fire of inspiration in every

sentence, with the words 'poets are the unacknowledged legisla-

tors of the world.' He uttered common sense, but common sense

impassioned. Hard facts pave life's way like cobble-stones in a

market town, but there's a starlit sky above our heads it is good

to remember, for the memory and the sight of it do not weaken

but rather strengthen us to press on our way with fresh bravery

—

'Back and breast as either should be.'
"

Mr. Shaw's recent criticisms of Shakespeare call forth the following comment
from Mr. Sidney Lee, joint editor with Sir Leslie Stephen of " The Dictionary of

National Biography," and author of " A Life of William Shakespeare "
:

" Mr.

Shaw's inversions of the commonplace and his portrayals of sentiment upside

down, were in his own plays most refreshing. But when he publicly asserted that

' As You Like It ' was romantic nonsense, and that he had written very many
better plays himself, one could only recommend him to ponder Bacon's observa-

tion that ' vainglorious men are the scorn of wise men, the admiration of fools,

the idols of parasites, and the slaves of their own vaunt.' "
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SCIENCE AND INVENTION.

JAPAN'S "HUMANITARIAN" BULLET.

THE army-rifle ball has been steadily diminishing in caliber

for fifteen years. The Arisaka rifle bullet used by the Jap-

anese in Manchuria—slender, long, and light, built for speed, and

with an outside covering of'polished steel or German silver— is less

than a quarter of an inch in diameter. Its purpose of sparing life

and avoiding lasting injury as much as possible, while disabling

for the time those whom it wounds, it well fulfils. It must, how-

ever, be confessed that it has allowed many of the Russian

wounded to return to the field after a short absence ; in some

cases, several times. Much of the time it passes through the tis-

sues leaving only a small, easily healed wound. But a writer—

evidently a French surgeon within the Russian lines, who has been

studying this projectile inaction—under thecaption "The Human-

itarian Bullet," in L'lllustration (Paris, April 8) says:

" Yet this bullet, moving on exit from the barrel with a velocity

of 600 to 700 meters [about 656 to 765 yards], stops again pretty

easily in the tissues w hen it either conies from too far, or has rico-

chetted on the ground, or lastly has encountered, on its way amid
human tissues, a sinew, an aponeurosis, or an osseous crest that,

deflecting it from its trajectory, on which it is pretty unstable, has

made it wobble, or turn over and over. It acts then in the manner
of a bulky and irregular projectile suddenly stopped in its course

by the resistance offered it by the anatomical elements, which hold

it prisoner and endure very well, without reacting, the presence of

this rather brutal guest.
" A singular and apparently paradoxical fact, tiiis iron-clad bullet

. . . often splinters on contact with less hard bodies, like a tendon-

edge, or an osseous crest, and these splinters become in their turn

very bad projectiles that tear the tissue.s, and are sometimes difi^i-

cult of extraction."

In its favor this professional observer notes :

"The mortality /i'/- shot diminishes and will diminish in propor-

tion as the range of the anns shall increase. The rate of the dis-

abilities consequent upon the wounds lowers.

"The lesions that it produces are, in a general way. much
'milder' than those of the Gras- or the Mauser-rifle leaden balls,

for instance. The latter used to make big entrance- and, espe-

cially, exit-holes, and tear the tissues, which they used to infect

with the numerous germs lodged in the roughnesses of their sur-

face. Suppuration was the rule. The small bullet makes micro-

scopic entrance- and exit-orifices, very clean. Its course in the

tissues is often aseptic, and suppuration is the exception . . .

especially if the surgeon keeps from probing the wounds.
" In the soft tissues (the muscles of the thigh, for instance) it

passes 'like a letter in the mail.' It is enough to put a very clean

dressing on the two entrance- and exit-orifices and do nothing. In

a few days the wounded man can return to his rifle.

"The bones, too, allow themselves to be pierced without too

great difficulty ; and the lesions have not much weight—or in every

case heal well—when the projectile has been shot from a certain

distance. A perforated bone is moreover cracked ; it splinters at

several points; the fragments are projected into the adjacent tis-

sues, or precede the bullet on its way toward exit. Suppuration is

pretty frequent, but is not an obstacle to recovery. Formerly
these osseous wounds used to necessitate, the greater part of the

time, amputation. Nowadays we are preservative, and the radi-

cal processes of the old surgery have grown to be exceptional."

Still, even this bullet of mercy is found to be not wholly harmless :

" But when a bullet moving at high speed (which means shot

from 200 to 300 meters) hits perpendicularly to its surface the hu-

merus, the femur, or a bone of the forearm, then the effects are

terrible. The projectile's entrance-orifice measures five to six

millimeters. The exit-orifice is a crater-shaped wound, seven to

eight millimeters long, and five to six wide. The tissues are hor-

ribly torn, the muscles reduced to pulp. The projectile has caused

the bone to splinter and bulky fragments, driven before the bullet

which communicates to them its own velocity, seek a way through

the tissues, which literally ^«;'j/ under this internal, eruptive im-

petus.
" The small-caliber bullet easily goes through the lungs and its

wounds heal with remarkable facility, which did not happen with

the large leaden bullet. To make amends, the abdominal wounds
are very serious and the mortality is considerable."

These facts give some idea what war is :

" This small projectile's most interesting and also most frightful

effects are those that it produces on the skull in going through the

brain. A bullet shot from afar can go completely through the

cerebral mass and the wounded man not be otherwise incommoded
by it, if no important zone has been injured. But when the bullet,

moving at full speed, shot 150 or 200 meters, hits the skull, then

everything bursts. There occur those hydrodynamic effects that

are not very well understood as yet. The skin yields, fragments

of bone as large as one's hand are thrown for 10 meters, and' pieces

of brain as big as your fist fly through the air. In other cases if

the projectile really passes to the center of the cerebral mass, the

hydrodynamic action spreads over the whole interior surface of the

cranium, which shivers into a thousand pieces ; the skin often re-

sists. And when the physician holds in his hands the corpse's

head, everything grates under his fingers; the fragments of bone
play on each other; you would say you were handling, through a

napkin, a soup tureen or a salad bowl broken into small pieces."

The writer sums up :

" But outside of these exceptional cases, less mortality, quicker
recovery from the wounds, less serious consequent disabilities-

such are the three reasons that allow us to give to the small-caliber

projectile the rather strange designation, 'humanitarian bullet.'"

—

Translation made for TwY. Literary Digest.

HOW LONG DOES A SENSATION LAST?

SENSATIONS often appear to be apprehended instantane-

ously, but they are not so ; the process occupies a measurable

period of time, or rather a period that would always be measur-

able if it were not for certain inherent difficulties. It is easy to

measure the time between the beginning of a sensation and the

motion or act consequent upon it ; but only part of this is occupied

by the sensation itself. In the case of sight, however, there are

ways of getting at the desired result, and the measurement has

been very accurately made by French physiologists. Says a

writer in Cosmos (April 15)

:

"Physiologists have often measured the time that elapses be-

tween an excitation of the living organism by a sound, a light, a
pin-prick, etc., and the corresponding reaction—the movement
showing that the excitation has been apprehended by conscious-

ness. The interval between these two phenomena corresponds to

fifteen-hundredths of a second in most cases. But this length is

occupied by a double phenomenon, the centripetal one of con-

scious perception and the centrifugal one of motor decision ending
in the exterior reaction.

" It is interesting to measure the length of a sensation taken by
itself, without motor reaction. The experiment is particularly

convenient when it concerns visual impressions. Two authors

have accomplished it by two different devices based on the same
principle.

" If we provoke successive sensations at constantly diminishing

intervals, we reach a moment where the sensations are no longer

distinct but mingle, fuse, and end by being confused and unified.

"The apparatus of M. Dupont consists of a tuning-fork whose
rate of vibration is regulated by the displacement of a sliding

weight ; at each vibration two points of light appear during a short

instant. The subject indicates the moment when the luminous

points appear permanent. If the fork is vibrating at this moment
at 100 per second we may conclude that each luminous sensation

persists freely during a hundredth of a second.
" M. Pierre Janet has recourse to Newton's well-known disk.

This disk, formed of sectors colored with the principal hues of the

solar spectrum, gives a uniform impression of grayish-white when
it is rotated at sufficient speed. For the actual experiment it is

sufficient to cover the disk with sectors of two colors—blue and
yellow, for instance. The apparatus is very simple ; the delicate

point is to measure exactly the speed of rotation of the disk. M.
Janet has succeeded in devising a very light counter to do this.

" Fixing the eye upon a given point of the disk which is being
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rotated with increasing speed, tiie experimenter sees at first the

moving colors, then there is a fluttering appearance, and a mo-
ment afterward a pinkish-gray fusion-color appears through this

;

finall}', there is complete fusion with a sensation of uniformity.

"The fusion of the colors begins with most persons when the

luminous impressions reach a frequency of about 40 per second
;

when 130 is reached there is the gray impression, and complete

fusion takes place at about 225. ,

"It is interesting to note that with persons subject to nervous

affections luminous impressions are either longer or less clear than

with others; the complete fusion of the colors takes place with

them at frequencies of 150 or even 1 10 impressions per second."

—

T?-anslatioji made for The Literary Digest.

PEARY'S NEW ARCTIC SHIP "ROOSEVELT."

IF Peary does not make a polar record of some kind in his com-

ing attempt it will not be for lack of the finest vessel in the

history of Arctic exploration—^a boat that long experience and

constructive skill have combined to make the most perfect of its

kind. She is now receiving her finishing touches in the yard

where she has been building, at Portland, Me. Says the writer of

an article about lier in The Marine Revie^u (Cleveland, May 4):

"This last Arctic ship is naturally very remarkable in many
ways. Physical hardiness and a determined spirit to buck against

the seemingly insuperable difficulties presented by the icy barriers

of the far north are not enough, as past experience has proved, to

reach tiie North Pole. The prime question, even despite the in-

tense cold, is one of provisioning, and successful provisioning de-

mands that supplies be carried to the north to the utmost limit of

navigation and in sufficient quantity to last at least two years. To
carry so large a mass of stores into and through the many obstruc-

tive leagues of dodging ice-floes in a minimum coal-consuming

vessel, calls for a craft of peculiar qualities. . . . Finally, the craft

must be strong enough to pound, pound, and pound for months at

a time against the ice-bound channels of that inhospitable region.

Experience has demonstrated that the sturdy whalers, stout as

they are, are not strong enough for this persistent attack, and, to

provide for this almost disheartening work, this new ship was
especially designed and constructed.

" The model of the ludl is rather bluff and lies fairly low in the

water and is suggestive both of strength and capacity. Probably

in no part of the world can be found a model or form of hull simi-

lar to this vessel, whose mission is to drive into, break down, and

force away the ice-fields in front, with a stern so shaped that the

overhanging portion will more or less protect the screw when the

heavy ice-floes come together against the vessel's quarters. There

is no ' tumble-home ' of the top sides such as may be found in

former Arctic vessels, but instead the top sides " flare out' up to

the rail, which admits of working a very heavy guard strake.

"The purpose of this guard strake, apart from being a buffer, is

to help lift the vessel out of the water as the ice crushes about her.

WHEN THE

SAIL I'LAN (JF THE '' ROOSEVELT."

As can be seen, the ice will press against her sides, and then, as

they offer first resistance, it will rise and catch under the counter

or overhang of this guard and bodily raise the vessel. In case the

ship, on the other hand, has been frozen in a thick pack of ice and
it is desirable to free lier, hydraulic jacks are set upon the ice and
brought to bear upon the under side of the guard, and these, in

turn, will raise the craft, and as she is permitted to settle back, her

own weight and her form, acting as a big wedge, will tend to break

a way clear. This is a peculiarly novel arrangement.

"Reference to the midship section and the lines will show the

combination in form of the old line ' frigate floor,' and the modern
ferry-boat bilge, which together gives a body that will admit of the

vessel laying over on her side without damage, and also gives what
is known in ship parlance as a ' freeing section ' from lateral com-
pression of the ice from without. The most important feature of

this vessel's form is the bow and ' fore-foot.' This is designed so

that when driving into thick ice the vessel will ride upon the ice

and break it down, and at the same time keep the broken ice from
piling too high as to be an impediment to the next ramming. . . .

The ' squeeze ' of the ice will tend to lift rather than crush her

between the grasp of the

gathering pack. The ex-

treme 'ferry-boat* form

of midship section will

raise her up out of the

ice the harder the squeez-

ing becomes
"The vessel is divided

fore and aft into five

water-tight compart-

ments, any one of which

is of sufficient reserve

buoyancy to keep the

vessel afloat in case of

serious puncture below

the water-line

"All of the spaces be-

low deck can be reached

by independent hatches

from the main deck, and,

with the exception of the

lazarette, all holds are communicating by means of small water-

tight doors in the upper part of the bulkheads, thus affording means
of fore and aft communication below the main deck in case it is

not practicable or desirable to open the main deck hatches when
once the serious work of the expedition has commenced

" One of the first things that strikes the seafaring man as missing

from this remarkable vessel is the water-tanks, which is accounted

for by the fact that fresh water can be had in plenty in the polar

regions, and for that reason the distilling plant is small, thus sav-

ing much valuable space that otherwise would have been consumed

by the tanks."

The ship will take a tremendous pounding from the ice. owing to

her extraordinarily heavy bow framing. In her de-

sign and construction the aim lias been to provide a

structure that will take the shock of the impact ' all

over ' and not locally at the bow or amidships. This

result it has been sought to attain by the very heavy

scantling of the main keel, also the main, top. sister

and side keelsons. To carry out the idea additional

outer keelsons, extending back from the fore-foot,

are fitted directly under the foremast step. The

writer goes on to say :

"A very interesting feature of this entire framing

is the filling between the frames and the timbers;

every opening between the timbers, futtocks, and

top timbers, cants, etc , is filled in sohd to the plank

sheer with a lic[uid filling. After the plank liad been

worked and fastened, a liquid filling of sawdust and

marine glue was poured down in all cavities from the

top sides, so that between the inside course of the

plank and tlie ceiling, the fiame has been made a

solid water-tight structure in itself.

" One is apt to marvel at the size of the deck

ROOSEVELT" REACHES THE
NORTH POLE.

-Maybell in the Brooklyn Eagle.
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beams, carlings, and fore-and-afters. which would be considered

heavy lor a vessel twice the size of the Roosevelt, but when it is

considered that at a critical moment, such as be'i'g squeezed from

both sides at once, just at. above, or below the water-line, the life

of the ship may depend upon the strength of one or periiaps two of

tliese beams, their looks become unimportant, and crushing strength

becomes the factor. It would seem tliat the designer had suc-

ceeded in providing a very strong deck structure
" The anchors of this vessel are of the stockless type and are ar-

ranged to be housed up close into the hawse pipe, and are handled

by a steam windlass from the forecastle deck with a small inverted

engine locited on the under side of the forecastle beams
"The steering-gear of the vessel is a combination of hand and

steam gear, arranged so that the vessel can be steered from four

different points. In case of break-down at any one of these four

points, relief tackle can be rigged up over the quadrant aft of the

main deck. In view of the fact that the rudders are quite fre-

quently carried away in the Arctic regions, the steering-gear ar-

rangements have received deliberate consideration for strength of

parts.

"The fore, main, and mizzen masts are of single sticks of Ore-

gon pine, the topmast and bowsprit are of yellow pine, the gaffs

and spanker booms of spruce
" The rigging is of galvanized wire rope almost throughout. The

lower topmast rigging is served for the entire length. All the

standing rigging is set up inside the bulwark with rigging screws,

shrouds, stays, and back stays, and laid down over tlie heads of

the masts with eyes."

RESPONSIBILITY IN MENTAL DISEASE.

IN all systems of law it is recognized that an insane man should

not be punished for his acts. This is simple enough so long

as we admit that a man must be either sane or insane. But science

to-day recognizes a vast number of mental diseases. Just where

shall we draw the line between moral responsibility and irrespon-

sibility ? This question has been complicated, on the one hand, by

metaphysical discussions on the freedom of the will and, on the

other, by recent physiological discoveries regarding the part

played by the mind in disease. The matter is discussed in the

light of these discussions and discoveries by a French expert. Dr.

Grasset, in an article entitled, "Physio-pathology and Respon-

sibility," contributed to the Journal de Psychologie Normale et

Pathologique. From a review of this article in Cosmos (Paris,

April 22) we translate the following:

" When an illegal act is under adjudication by a court of law, a

fundamental question presents itself: Is the accused normal .* Did
he possess, at the time when he committed the act. the integrity of

his intellectual faculties?

"The problem is not always very easy, and in recent trials we
have seen equally celebrated experts come to contradictory con-

clusions regarding the same subject, as to his complete irrespon-

sibility, his partial responsibility or his complete responsibility.

We may imagine the confusion of judge and jury in such a

case. Would the physician who concludes that the accused is

irresponsible sign a certificate that would commit him to an asy-

lum? Certainly not, in many cases, when a certain degree of re-

sponsibility is recognized. What is the criterion that will enable

the physician to decide whether a convicted person should be con-

signed to the asylum or to prison?
" The theory of ' double psychism ' has enabled Dr. Grasset to

lay down a guiding principle on this point. Physiological respon-

sibility is a function of the superior psychism, and it is consequent-

ly connected with the anatomical and functional integrity of certain

nerve-cells.

" In the sleep of somnambulism, in the crisis of epilepsy, in the

state of profound hypnosis, the sub-consciousness, the automatic

consciousness, the inferior psychism, which Grasset calls ' the

polygonal activity," is alone in play ; the superior consciousness,

wiiicli he represents in his scheme by the letter O, exerts no con-

trol, and in this state of psychologic disaggregation there can be
no responsibility.

" What is called a' free and voluntary act ' is an act of very high

psychic synthesis. Mental disease makes a person irresponsible ;

but disease that readies only the nerve-cells of the lower mentality

does not involve irresponsibility.

" Now, the author adds, besides very clear extreme cases, either

of alteration of the higher psychism involving irresponsibility, or

of integrity of this same superior psychism with responsibility in-

tact, there are cases of ' polygonal ' lesion in which the respon-

sibility is weakened. This is not as absurd as certain lay journal-

ists seem to think.

" If the' polygon ' is attacked, if its relat^ions with O are troubled

and interfered with by disease, the subject is not armed against the

arguments of his trouble as is one whose polygon is intact. In this

case the subject is responsible but his mind is not entirely normal.
" This weakening of the responsibility is not susceptible of

mathematical measurement ; magistrates can not ask of an expert

to express it fractionally as he would express physical incapacity

after an accident. But this impossibility . . . does not exclude

the reality of the thing
" There is then no contradiction between these three propositions

stated together at the end of an expert's report: i. The accused is

not irresponsible. 2. The accused is responsible. 3. The respon-

sibility of the accused is limited or weakened.
" The following are Dr. Grasset's conclusions, given word for

word :

'" The vexatious crisis through which legal medicine is passing

in the matter of responsibility would appear to have two causes,

which it is well to know, and whose inconvenience it is impossible

to disguise.
"'

I. The first cause, which is philosophical, arises from the dif-

ferent metaphysical doctrines of free will and moral responsibility

and from the new ideas on these questions, which seem to render

useless all expert opinion because they do away with the ideas of

individual liberty and responsibility.

" ' The remedy lies in separating the medical question completely

from the philosophical question ; the medical expert should remain

wholly on medical ground, examining only the physio-pathologic

problem of responsibility. On this ground, the only region where
they are really at home, all physicians are competent, whatever

may be their opinions on metaphysics or religion.
"'

2. The second cause, which is medical, arises from the recent

investigations that have analyzed the psychic phenomena of many
diseases, thus multiplying considerably the number of mental

maladies . . . and consequently extending the field of irrespon-

sibility.

" ' The remedy consists in a denial that all the psychic nerve-cells

are in the same degree factors of responsibility or irresponsibility,

and in showing that, for this function as for others, we must dis-
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tinguish and observe separately the superior and inferior mental

mechanism. Alterations of the superior mentality (diseases of the

mind) alone involve irresponsibility; alterations of the inferior

mentality alone do not involve it, but they may weaken normal re-

sponsibility in various degrees.'

—

Jratislation viade fo^-THK Lit-

erary Digest.

HIGH COLLARS AND THE PNEUIVIOGASTRIC
NERVE.

npHAT a stiff high collar may press against the pneumogastric,

* or vagus, nerve to such a degree as to cause serious symp-

toms, such as loss of strength, neuralgic pains, nausea, and even

anesthesia, is the behef of Dr. F. B. Brubaker. as stated in T/ie

Medical Mirror (St. Louis). People

who habitually wear high collars

without experiencing any of these

ill effects may be surprised to learn

the harm that this seemingly inno-

cent article of haberdashery can

wreak. Says Dr Brubaker:

"It is a noteworthy fact that all

the more important vital structures

of the body are safeguarded from in-

jury, encased within bony walls, or

hidden deep under layers of muscles.
" The important functions of the

pneumogastric nerve render it nec-

essary that in its passage through

the neck it should be protected from
injury. We therefore find it en-

closed within the same sheath as the

carotid artery and placed between

the artery and internal jugular vein,

lying posteriorly to both. By this

provision the nerve is placed be-

tween fluid on either side, this ar-

rangement providing a degree of

elasticity uncommon in nerve pro-

tection.
" The effect of compression on

structures in this locality was known
to the ancient writers on medicine,

but the phenomena observed were

ascribed to the artery rather than

the nerve. For instance, it was
noticed then, as now, that pressure

on this part of the neck was followed

by a sensation of want of air, by
deep and laborious breathing, rapid

heart primarily, to be afterward retarded with sometimes a sense
of sinking over the precardial region. Continuing the pressure
occasions a deep-seated, benumbing sensation in the head, as if

one were about to lose consciousness. Gastric symptoms, amount-
ing to nausea, etc., even vomiting, may arise, with lassitude, lan-

guor, lowness of spirits and want of repose, remaining for an hour
or two then gradually wearing away. It will thus be seen that

pressure over the carotid artery in the neck is followed by various

symptoms."

After describing several cases in which these and similar symp-

toms seem to have been caused by wearing high close-litting col-

lars. Dr. Brubaker reminds his readers that they also accompany

many diseases, such as those of the lungs, in which disintegration

of the pneumogastric nerve is a feature, and he asserts that we are

warranted in believing that irritation due to prolonged pressure

may act in a similar way. He goes on to say :

"Believing that collars extremely high and tight might become
an exciting cause of irritation to this important nerve in certain

cases, and being stimulated to further research along this line by
the experience of my patient whose difficulty was undoubtedly
caused by continuous pressure upon this nerve by iiis collar, I be-

lieve it to be the cause of at least transitory symptoms in such

people as book-keepers, writers, professional men, and others whose
various callings require constant and interrupted stooping and bend-
ing of the neck. . . . It is . . . not necessary to suppose in sup-
port of our argument that irritation or pressure must be direct and
immediate upon the pneumogastric, the nerves supplying the in-

tegument of the neck and the overlying skin being at least simply
supplied by nervous energy which communicates with the pneu
mogastric. All irritation and all pressure therefore, when of suffi-

cient degree, must become reflected thereon to the detriment of
the sufferer."

A Vegetable Combat.—What the writer calls a " fight to

a finish," between a live oak and a g»apevine, in a North Carolina

forest, is described and comm; \VA upon by an editorial writer m
Poresiiy and Irrigation (April). He
says

:

" Here is a sturdy live oak, per-

haps several centuries old, and be-

side it in early days a grapevine

started its existence. Little by liitle

it extended its octopus-like branches
up and finally over the oak. In

course of time it nearly enveloped it,

appropriating to itself the life-giving

sunlight for which the live oak was
also striving. How long the struggle

must have continued is shown by the

great size of the vine, for its trunk

had attained the unusual size of

nearly a foot in thickness. This size

is also evidence that it was winning

the victory, as is further attested

by the fact that it had partly killed

the tree. But one of its massive

folds near the base had become in-

volved in the crotch of the tree

which gradually closed in upon it,

constricting it, as tho with monstrous

jaws, until it has nearly killed the

vine. It is only a question of a little

more time when its destruction will

have been complete and the tree will

again revel in its full measure of

coveted sunlight."

SCIENCE BREVITIES.
Photo by Romeyn B. Hough. Courtesy of " Forestry snd Irrigation " (WashinEtouJ

ILLUSTRATION OF A FINISH FIGHT BETWEEN A LIVE OAK AND
A GRAl'E-VINE IN A NORTH CAROLINA FOREST.

A CURIOUS phenomenon observed on rail-

ways in India is reported by Mr. Wilkinson,

an English engineer, and noted in La Na-
ture (.\pril 29). Says that journal :

" At the

end of a certain time, the rail presents a

series of protulserances on the rolling surface, spaced about 5 millimetres [1-5

inch] apart and i-io millimetre [.04 inch] high. This arises from an e.xcessive

elasticity of the metal ; under the influence of the vibration, ' nodes and loops'

are produced and the ' loops ' wear away more quickly than the nodes by contact

with the rails."

That alcohol exists normally in the tissues of the living body, as a product of

its activity, is asserted by M. F. Maignon, in a paper read before the Paris

Academy of Sciences. Says Cojw/oj.' "Alcohol and acetone are met with con-

stantly in all the tissues of the organism, in the blood and in the urine ; they are

normal products of the economy. These two substances are present during the

life of the animal, for when tissue is removed from the living subject and plunged

at once into boiling water, the search for alcohol and acetone always gives posi-

tive results."

—

Translation made for The Literary Digest.

A RECENT law case referred to in La Semainc Medicale points to the desir-

ability of a prescriber always committing his prescriptions to paper. A medical

man was supplied with a corrosive liquid instead of a one per cent, solution of

cocaine whicli he clearly ordered by a written prescription. The court held the

prescriber to be absolved from blame, owing to the stress being laid on the fact

that the prescription was given in writing. " Cases of misadventure are fortu-

nately rare," says The Lancet in a notice of this case, " but when they happen it

is satisfactory to be able to lay the blame on the author of the mistake. In the

past it has been the general custom to write prescriptions, but since the advent

of the telephone it is obviously an easy thing for medical men to ring up the

pharmacist who dispenses for them and to dictate their prescriptions. There
would seem to be no undue risk of error in such cases if only the precaution be

taken to request the pharmacist to repeat the instructions. It is open to doubt

whether, from another point of view, this practise is on the whole a good one,

since the act of committing a prescription to paper is more likely to be accom-
panied by calm and deliberate judgment than when a batch of instructions are

hurriedly dictated through the telephone."
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THE RELIGIOUS WORLD.

AGNOSTICISIVI AND NATIONAL DECAY.

THAT tlif liiture of England, as of otlicr countries at a lil'

degree of culture, depends on its attitude toward the sect

ike

spends on Us attitude toward tne secu-

larist or agnostic view of life and action, I am convinced, "declares

Dr. William Barry, the well-known novelist and priest. He finds

that the agnostic, through his inability " to discover and to estab-

lish a code of morals that should make for progress." is the herald.

and in no small measure the cause, of social decay. To the pica

that agnosticism does not necessarily repudiate Christian ethics.

Dr. Barry answers :
" As for religion. Christian or any other, wluii

its dogmas are no longer believed, its ethics pass away, by sheer

logical necessity, in obedience to that instinct which is ever round-

ing our existence into an ordered whole." And society, he claims.

has already " to an amazing extent," translated the agnostic views

into a code of conduct, with results which he indicates (in The

^Xational Review, London ) as follows :

"We hold that civilization, here in England, oversea in the

United States, in Australia, and, coming back to the Old World,

above all in France, is exposed to a great danger, and may, during

the twentieth century, enter on a period of decline. We believe

that period has begun in France, which seems to have lost the

power of selecting fit governors, and is utterly given over to Mal-

thusian practises. But we observe the like phenomena, due to not

unlike causes, tho not yet on so large a scale, in Great Britain and
many of its dependencies ; while in the United States a dissolution

of marriage seems to be spreading far and wide. The Puritan

families, on which the greatness of America was founded, are

dying out of the land they refuse to occupy with their descendants.

President Roosevelt, who is alarmed at the reign of trusts, now
calls for legislation to stem the tide of divorce. These are grave

symptoms, not confined to any one race, constitution, or social

degree, in the hundred and seventy millions who we may describe

as the vanguard of progress. I will not extend the survey across

the Rhine, altho in Germany too, and elsewhere on that side, the

prospect is assuredly disquieting. But when we perceive whole

nations liable to one disease, which every year returns only to

multiply its ravages, we are led to imagine that it can not have in

these various countries different causes; but that a certain kind of

atmosphere and climate favors the deadly infection. What, we
ask ourselves, has happened to bring about this plague and to give

it strength? In social changes it will be seen, if we look closely

into them, that a revolution in thought is always the beginning,

wherever some great cosmic influence—some glacial period or

some abnormal increase of temperature—can not be invoked. A
glacial period, truly, is setting in; but of the mind, not of the

globe. And its name is agnosticism. The intellectual sun is

darkened: human life is moving away from the center of light

toward the depths of space. Men and women shape their conduct

more and more as if there were no God
" For look at the facts and figures. Social misery is always with

us in the shape of a residuum, to be counted by millions, who are

on the brink of destitution. Degeneracy has become so menacing

that royal commissions make it the .subject of their inquiries.

Crime does not diminish, tho it changes its character from vio-

lence to cunning and robs where it used to commit murder. Out-

rages due to the animal passions are everywhere greatly on the

increase. Low birth-rates, as we have seen, bear witness to the

number of fraudulent marriages, never so frequent or so largely

approved at any previous time in our national history, which from

this point of view is now comparable to that of the declining

Roman Empire. Divorces have grown to be familiar among the

wealthy classes; desertion of wife or husband, and separation by

the magistrate's fiat, among the working people. Speculation,

betting, games of hazard, form the business or the amusement of

women no less than men, to a degree which would have struck a

generation not so bent on gain dumb with surprise and amazement.

The drink problem balfles legislation, confounds the preacher, and

is explained by the physician as arising from nervous demands
made by an overwrought temperament, by the high pressure at

which every one lives, and the consequent feeble reaction to nor-

mal stimulus. Cynicism, pessimism, and other less describable

tones, may be heard at dinner-tables, color conversation, have their

schools in literature, and form no insignificant chapter in current

politics and philosopliy. There can be no question that, as a

materialized civilization spreads in towns and even in villages, the

rate of mental disturbance rises and asylums mark its growth.
Last of all, suicide, laying its dreadful grasp on children as well as

their elders, closes the tragic record. Suicide is the most ap-

palling result of a social order from beneath which the moral and
religious supports have been, to an incredible extent, withdrawn."

But granting all this, the agnostic may rejoin, how does it show

that I and my agnosticism are in fault? Dr. Barry answers:

" Not the wildest of dynamite apostles can charge upon the New
Testament or on orthodox pulpits that merciless idea of compe-
tition which represents the ' cosmic process'-—as it is understood
by Darwinians— transferred to society. How, then, does it hap-

pen that a syndicate of millionaires is governing whole peoples

either in defiance of law or with its connivance, and that public

opinion is languid or indifferent, or admires and envies the suc-

cessful exploiter of his fellows? I am not pretending that a uni-

versal silence gives consent to the usurpations of money-lords ; or

that protests are not made here and there whicli may lead to better

things in time. But this I do say, that we should not now find

ourselves in a crisis of morality and civilization had the principles

on which religion was once acknowledged not suffered severely at

the hands of men— themselves often superior to their unbelief

—

who made it out to be a delusion, a sort of mirage or cceli miracula
-i'aiia, while the present world alone was real and worthy to be

taken into account
" The evidence is abundant, and is accumulating, that the agnos-

tic negation is not simply negative. Under its influence, precepts

most positive, shaping the creed of no small number, have risen

from the deeps. When we look at the ways of business, fashion,

literature, and at social statistics, a new decalogue appears in view.

What are its commandments? I seem to read among them these:
' Thou shalt make money, have no children, commit adultery,

plead in the divorce court, and, such duties done, commit suicide.'

Not the individual only, but the nation, if it loses its old Christian

prejudices, will enter on this journey toward Hades. The test and

proof that a mistake has been made by our agnostic philosophers

are to be found in the national decay which follows on their teach-

ing, as darkness follows on eclipse. And by national decay noth-

ing else is meant than the suicide of the race, consequent on frauds

in marriage, a dwindling birth-rate, unlimited divorce, degeneracy

in offspring, the abuse of stimulants and of pleasure, the clouding

of intellect, all which are fated to terminate in one disease— the

denial of the will to live."

Mr. Robert Blatchford, the socialist and agnostic leader, re-

ferring in his own paper, the London Clarion, to Dr. Barry's

article, says that the answer to the main contention may be put

into two words— " Russia and Japan " "Russia is orthodox and

Christian; Japan is un-Christian and largely agnostic."

A BISHOP ON CHURCH UNION.

THE first joint meeting of the Southern and Northern Baptist

Conventions, and the practical consummation of the plans

for union between the Cumberland Presbyterians and the Northern

Presbyterians, are among the events of the week which give spe-

cial interest to a recent declaration of Bishop John H. Vincent

(Methodist Episcopal) on the .subject of church union. To a cor-

respondent who asks him if organic Christian union is desirable,

he answers (in TJte Christian Advocate):

"The union of all denominations in one great visible church,

called by the same name, subject to the same government, is an

ideal which the Roman Catholic Church has dreamed of for cen-

turies. But I see no more advantage in such unification than in

one universal organized political institution—a world-government.

And I see serious limitations that would render certain important

experiments impossible under such government. Its evils would

surely outweigh its advantages. ... It would be vastly better to

have two or three more new denominations organized. The 'sur-

vival of the fittest' is a wholesome law. Gradually the weak and
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'

really unnecessary external organizations will die out, and repre-

sentative churches will remain -churches that stand for their re-

spective restatements, reforms, and emphases. Such churches are

contributing to a spiritual and divine union far more genuine and

valuable than a forced system of external unity can possibly effect.

They are all the while building up the Holy Catholic Church, of

which every loyal believer is in his personality a visible represen-

tative."

The Eve7ting Post also doubts whether a universal church is

either possible or desirable. The number of sects, it admits, may

diminish somewhat, but "that disputatious pertinacity which

began and still perpetuates schisms among the followers of Christ

will continue to be a human trait." It continues

:

" Moreover, the competition of sects is, within limits, a mighty

engine for the propagation of religion. Shaftesbury's dictum, 'It

is well for mankind that beasts do not act in union,' is still true if

the word 'churches ' be substituted for 'beasts.' In the Middle

Ages we came uncomfortably close to a universal church ; and

that was a time, miscalled an age of faith, when religion almost

perished from unanimity. The church developed all the vices of

a despotism. The crushing of rivalries turned the whole system

into a vast piece of routine. Now, as philosophers have always

taught, whatever runs into routine loses its vitality; it lacks mind,

energy, heart ; it goes through the motions without doing the work.

In the industrial world there is— the socialists to the contrary not-

withstanding—a limit to the benefits of consolidation ; and in the

intellectual and spiritual world the boundaries are still more quickly

reached. It is v/hen all tlie streams come together that the living

waters of Jordan empty into the stagnant Dead Sea."

ADVANCED THEOLOGY TO BE MADE
POPULAR.

ADVANCED theology in Germany appears to have adopted a

new attitude in regard to propaganda. Its tendency in the

past has been to treat its convictions as a kind of esoteric knowl-

edge, the concern of the professional savant, but not of the aver-

age congregation. It has now, however, announced a program

which will bring it into actual conflict with the conservative pulpit

and press. The first move on this program is the publication, in

enormous editions, of pamphlets entitled "Religioitsgeschichtliche

Volksbiicher," of which numbers two and three, treating of

"Jesus," have already appeared. Each number costs only from

8 to ID cents. These brochures declare that even the most simple-

minded, in church, school, and home, is entitled to full and free

instruction on religious matters in accordance with the " results
"

of modern research. What is the character of these results which

are henceforth to constitute the basis of the church's creed and life

can be judged from an extract or two from these pamphlets. In

regard to the death of Christ they have this to say :

"It is undeniable that in this faith in the vicarious suffering of

the Just One and in the boundless value of this martyrdom there

is indeed hidden a deep and eternal truth. But we do not see

clearly here. Only so much is clear, that Jesus himself never

clearly conceived or expressed the thought, that, as a matter of

principle, the forgiveness of sin on the part of God is to be made
dependent on the vicarious atonement which is offered in his

death. We are really nearer to Jesus, if we drop this special con-

sideration of his death. Suffering, cross, and death are for us the

crown and the completion of his life."

In regard to the resurrection, the following is to be taught the

average Christian

:

" Jesus is the leader of the ages and the peoples to God. For the

grave could not contain his spirit or his person. After the passion

season, the Easter season came into the souls of the disciples;

and upon the announcement that the Lord had risen and that he

was living, the first Christian congregaton was established. What
it really was that the disciples experienced in those Easter days

no longer constitutes a part of the picture of his person or of his

life, but belongs to the history of the first Christian congregation.

But one thing must be said in this connection, in order that we

may secure the right rule to measure the life of Jesus by. Every-

thing that the disciples experienced and the manner in which they

experienced these things belongs to the external and passing form
of the story. The innermost kernel of their Easter experiences,

however, was this, that the form of their Lord and Master, as he
had appeared to them in his earthly days, was now transformed

into its endless glory and power, separated from the dust of the

earth and from the accidental features of every day life, and was
now seen with spiritual eyes. This form, and not at all any exter-

nal experience, it was that in reality overpowered their souls when
they confessed that the Lord was living and was with them with

his spirit to the end of the days."

In lectures and sermons on these subjects the propaganda for

the advanced views is being systematically pushed. One series of

such lectures, delivered in SoUingen by Professor Weinel, formerly

of Bonn but now of Jena, has called forth a vigorous debate be-

tween this savant and Dr. Lipsius, a leading defender of the con-

servative views. The latter, in his own journal. Das Reich Christi,

has been vigorously defending the old views. The following is the

substance of one of his recent statements :

The newer type of radical and rationalistic thought is at least

honest. This could not be said of its predecessors, who tried to

conceal their real views before the church at large, or to use the

old theological terms in new meanings. In this way the Kitschl

school was dishonest, as it retained such terms as "justification,"

"divine nature of Christ," etc., but emptied them of their historical

meanings. The new school of advanced theology is open in stating

that its views are contrary not only to traditional convictions of

the church, but also antagonistic to the Pauline and Joannine the-

ologies. Weinel openly declares that we can no longer ascribe a
divine nature or character to Jesus. He was human, and only

that, altho the greatest among men. The reverence of their school

is merely "hero worship," as one of its own advocates declares;

an unbounded but somewhat vague enthusiasm for the model con-

duct of the pious and ecstatic Jesus of Nazareth. In reality, the

fundamentals of traditional Christianity are discarded by the new
school, and its advocates do not deny this. It is at least an honest

rationalism.

Conservative scholarship and the church at large can only wel-

come the new policy of popularizing these views. It will end in

the death, either of the church or of the modern theology. Which
will be the victim, can readily be learned from the pages of the

history of the church. The church has stood at the open grave of

the old "vulgar rationalism," and the signs are already at hand to

show that the grave of the modern representative of this radical

theology is being prepared. Only let the Christians at large be

thoroughly informed as to the neological tendencies of the new
school, and the healthy Christian consciousness of the congrega-

tions as a whole will turn with disgust from a theology that empties

historical Christianity of its real and objective contents.

The brilliant G. Bettex, one of the best of modern Christian

apologetical writers, in his work entitled "Die Bibel, das Wort-

gottes" (The Bible, the Word of God), gives this summary of the

"results" of modern radical Biblical criticism, which Lips-

thinks will open the eyes of earnest Christians. Bettex says :

"According to this radical criticism is there any inspiration?

None. Any Traiity.? None. Any fall into sin? None. Any
devil or angel? None. Any miracles? None. Any law from

Mount Sinai? None. Any wrath of God? None. Any prophecy?

None. Is Christ God? No. Is the death of Christ vicarious?

No. Did Christ rise from the dead? No. Has there been any

outpouring of the Holy Ghost? No. Will there be any resurrec-

tion of all the dead or a final judgment? No. This is rather rad-

ical and practically robs Christianity of everything that it has.

With this kind of a faith Christianity can not live."

In a recent number of Das Reich Christi Dr. Lipsius says that

the new propaganda is destructive of the principles of the Refor-

mation and is no longer an attack, as it was a few years ago, on the

Apostolic Creed, but upon the apostles themselves. It is "a dec-

laration of war on the tSospel," but the Christian church need not

fear the combat, especially now that Christians know what the is-

sues are.— Translations madefor The Literary Digest.
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MINISTERIAL IRRESPONSIBILITY.

pKOF. SHAILER MATHEWS, Dean of (he Divinity School
J- of Chicago University, has called the attention of the New
York Ou/Zoo^ io the following " Hagrant case of ministerial irre-

sponsibility "
: The Rev. A. C. Dixon, of the Ruggles Street Bap-

tist Church, Boston, recently declared it to be an open secret " that

when Mr. Rockefeller learned that a prominent representative of

Chicago University was tearing tlie Bible to pieces in a course of

lectures, he ordered the lecturer to cancel his engagements and go

to Europe for the pur-

pose of purchasing a

library." This state-

ment was made by Mr.

Dixon through the col-

umns of the public

press. When called

upon to substantiate his

words, which amounted

to a serious public

accusation against the

academic freedom of

Chicago University, he

failed to do so, but re-

plied by naming Presi-

dent Harper as the

" prominent representa-

tive," and offered as

evidence the following

statements

:

" The open secret to

wliich I referred floated
i., inir.iy, Bosl'tu.

PRESIDENT H.ARPER,

The "prominent representative of Chicago through certain circles
University " referred to by the Rev. .-\. C. Dixon

jj^ Greater New York
in his recent "' irresponsible " utterance. , ,when I was pastor

there. It was reported that President Harper, when delivering a

course of lectures, was requested by Mr. Rocltefeller to go to Eu-
rope to purchase a library, and it was given out widely, as a sort

of open secret, that the reason for this sudden request was that

the learned president was tearing the Bible to pieces in a way that

did not please Mr. Rockefeller."

When asked for an immediate public correction of his charge,

Mr. Dixon, it appears, refused to comply. Dean Mathews closes

his letter to T/w Oiithwk with the following words: "
I am there-

fore forced, by means of the press, to correct the slander and de-

clare to tiie public, as I hiive already declared to Mr. Dixon, that

his statement is false in general, in particular, and in implication."

The more general aspects of the case lead Tlie Outlook to make

the following editorial comment

:

" The conditions under which a minister works lay him open in a

peculiar degree to the danger of being heedless of facts. He is

constantly speaking without fear of contradiction, and is therefore

seldom made aware of the value of having corroborative evidence

at hand. He is accustomed to dealing with general principles

which are tacitly admitted to be true, and naturally falls into the

habit of assuming tliat anything which will serve his purpose is a

general principle that needs no proof, but will be accepted upon
its proclamation. He is accustomed to use as his text book a lit-

erature which is replete with the marvelous, and, finding tliat so

generally believed, he easily regards the slow processes of demon-
stration irksome. He is chiefly concerned with the side of life that

is farthest from being reduced to an exact science, and he is there-

fore less accustomed to appeal to facts than to inner experience,

intuitions, and faith. He is the officer of an institution that has in

the past exalted dogmas and decfees,and he inherits its traditions.

He has learned by experience, especially if he is an evangelist,

that he is most likely to be immediately effective if he appeals to

the emotions of his hearers rather than to their reason, and there

is something in mere facts that cools ardor and interferes with a

directly visible success. He is, therefore, not only unaccustomed

to the u.se of cold, hard facts, but generally unaware how precious
under certain circumstances they may be To the honor of the

great majority of ministers be it said that they know their danger
and try to guard against it. There ought, liowever, to be culti-

vated among ministers so strong a professional opinion concerning
recklessness of statement that no man who is guilty of it should be
able to maintain his standing as a minister, much less any emi-
nence. In this matter not only is the good name of the ministry at

stake, but also the power and leadership of the church."

JAPAN "THE SCOURGE OF GOD."

T^MPEROR WI LLl AM, when swearing-in the naval recruits
-*—

' at Wilhelmshaven, says the Evansclischc Kircheii Zeitiing,

spoke of the Japanese as "the scourge of God, like Attila and

Napoleon," and warned his people that it devolved upon them " to

take care that God did not chastise them some day with such a

scourge." He is reported to have said further that the Russian de-

feats were due, in his opinion, " to the fact that Rus.sian Christianity

was in a deplorable condition," but that "one must not, however,

draw the conclusion from Japanese victories—victories of a heathen

over a Christian people— that Buddha was superior to our Lord

Christ."

While the Kaiser has declared that he was seriously misquoted

in the newspaper reports of his Wilhelmshaven speech, the des-

patches do not say that he repudiates the phrases above cited.

These phrases, but especially the reference to the Japanese as the

scourge of God, have aroused a. good deal of interest in the Ameri-

can press. That reference is described by the Baltimore Sim as

smacking of "old-fashioned dogmatism, if not fanaticism." The
State (Columbia, S. C.)

comments as follows

:

" But what are these

people that the Kaiser

calls the scourge of

God? Pagans? Yes,

frankly so. They are

so frankly pagan that

we can not help admir-

ing them, when we
remember how much
' infidelity,' and ' free

thought' and atheism

and agnosticism is

hypocritically con-

cealed among us.

They are open, how-
ever, to all good influ-

ences, ready, like the

Christian apostle, to

prove all things and to

hold fast that which is

good. ' There is truth

in all the faiths,' says

Nathan in Lessing's

play. ' Let us judge

their followers by their

lives and not by their

creeds.' And so the

Japanese believe some
of the doctrines of Con-
fucius, some of the prin-

ciples of Shinto, some
of the precepts of Gau-
tama, some of the truths

of Christianity.
" Moreover, they have

proved themselves as

moral as we are, as courageous as any people tliat has ever lived

on the earth, as capable on sea as on land, as able administrators

as ever Rome or England furnished, as humane on the field of
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battle as any Christian people, and far more able than any Chris-

tian power to t-ake care of their wounded and sick/'

The Sun (New York) deprecates such an appeal to religious and

racial antipathy, and says, in further criticism :

"It is scarcely worthy of the enlightened and tolerant spirit of

the twentieth century to compare the highly civilized and human-
ized Japanese with the barbarians who at various periods have

invaded Europe ; with Attila's Huns, with the Avars whom Charle-

magne extirpated like so many vermin, with the Magyars who next

seized the vacant valley of the Middle Danube, with the nomad
hordes obedient to the descendants of Genghiz Khan, or with the

fanatical followers of the Ottoman Sultan. The permanent suc-

cess of Attila would perhaps have prevented the transmission of

Roman law and Greek thought to modern times, while the imme-
diate and complete triumph of the Avars, the Magyars, the Tatars,

or the Turks might have proved fatal to Christianity.

"There is not an atom of foundation for similar apprehension in

the case of the Japanese. If they have any counterparts in his-

tory, they recall those Teutonic peoples which, quartered for cen-

turies on the confines of the Roman Empire, had gradually

borrowed from their neighbors some appreciation of the arts, to-

gether with respect for law and social organization, and for the

most part had become converts to Christianity, so that, when they

conquered much of the Mediterranean world, the Christian religion

and to a considerable extent the treasures of civilization were safe

in their hands. When we keep in view the remarkable facility

with which tiie Mikado's subjects have absorbed Western culture,

and their existing alliance with Great Britain, we must own that it

is not with the Huns that the Japanese should be compared, but

rather with the Visigoths who. on the decisive tield of Chalons,

helped the last of the Romans to withstand successfully the
* Scourge of God.'

"

FOREIGN COMMENT.

A MISSIONARY SPIRIT IN MOHAIVIIVIEDANISIVI.

MOHAMMEDANISM, "the religion of Turkey in Europe,

of forty millions of people in India, and of the majority of

African negroes," says The Central Christian Advocate (Metho-

dist, Kansas City), " is increasing more rapidly than any other re-

ligion in the world." The Christian Work and Evangelist (non-

sectarian, New York) emphasizes the same point, and gives facts

indicative of tiie missionary spirit that tlie religion of Islam is now

manifesting. We quote as follows :

" The conversions of adult Mohammedans to Christianity are not

only few, but Mohammedanism is winning its way outside the do-

mains in which it was a little while ago a subsiding force. Now
and then a mosque goes up in this country, and one has for some
years been supported in Liverpool by a few converts from Chris-

tendom. In view of the growing number of Moslems resident in

London, a movement is on foot to build a mosque at a cost of

^750,000, which will be situated in some central part of the metrop-

olis. Meetings of a Moslem mission character iiave recently been

held in Liverpool and London. The Christian Conunonwealth
portrays a recent occurrence in Hyde Park: 'Some strips of oil-

cloth were spread under the trees, and here twelve worshipers took

their places, with faces turned toward Mecca, while Sheikh Abdul
Qadir, wearing a turban of white and gold, chanted melodiously in

Arabic the ordained verses of the Koran. The worshipers took up
the chant, touching the earth from time to time with their fore-

heads. At the close a little missionary speech was delivered by
the sheikh. It is suggestive that whereas Christianity is yearly

encroaching very aggressively on Islam, comparatively little

counter influence is exercised by the disciples of the Prophet on
Christendom. Its chief missionary success is among the heathen
negroes of Africa.' Islam is about to extend its mission work— in

fact it seems to have caught the missionary spirit— it will doubtless

win new laurels. All religions that afe non-missionary are virtu-

ally dead religions. That Islam has not become such is due to its

efforts at pushing itself into foreign lands; the same holds true as

to Mormonism, as between which there does not seem much to

choose."

African Islamism is now divided into mysterious religious orders,

of which there are said to be at least forty-five in French Algiers,

in the Sudan, and along the Morocco Hinterland.

THE PROSPECT OF WAR IN THE SCANDI-
NAVIAN PENINSULA.

"D USSIA watches the growing disaffection between Sweden
-*- *- and Norway " with an eager eye," according to an editorial

survey of the crisis in the Scandinavian peninsula which takes up

much space in Blackwood's (Edinburgh). Not that the Scotch

magazine is solitary in its contemplation of a theme which is be-

coming more and more pressing in its claims upon the attention of

European organs. The London Times, in addition to various edi-

torials of a pessimistic tone, has had its columns trenched upon by

an acrimonious debate between Fridtjof Nan.sen and Sven Hedin,

both those intrepid explorers and politicians contemplating war

between Sweden and Norway as a solution of the problem which

time may render inevitable. Indeed, according to Blackwood's,

the leaders of the radical party in Norway, " to their eternal dis-

grace," did not hesitate " to make use of those whom they should

have recognized as their country's natural enemies "—the Russians.

" Bjornson himself," we read, " was prepared not long ago to come
to terms with Russia, and to promise her the ports which she has

so ardently desired in return for her aid against Sweden." The
Norwegian grievance which has made this situation so tense is the

now familiar one embodied in the demand for a separate consular

service. But Sven Hedin makes light of this in the London Times.

" Let nobody believe that Norway has restricted her endeavor

solely and alone to the procuring of her own consuls. That is only

one step on the road to a complete dissolution of the union." To
which Fridtjof Nansen retorts, in the columns of the same daily,

that Sweden had some years ago begun to adopt a system of high

tariffs while Norway remained a practically free-trade country, the

resultant divergence in fiscal policy causing the existing consular

system to become an instrument for the subordination of Norwe-

gian interests to those of Sweden. Dr. Nansen denies that the

Norwegians wish to sever the union witn Sweden. Dr. Hedin's

assumption that if the union were dissolved and Norway became

independent, Sweden could afford to remain indifferent, is one to

which the London Times editorially takes exception. To quote:

"He [Hedin] predicts that a great part of the northern territory

of Norway, including several naval harbors of great natural

strength and value, would become the prey of Russia, and he sug-

gests that other Powers would seek for 'compensations ' at other

points upon her coasts, but all these changes, he seems to think,

would be no concern of Sweden's. Few Swedes, he declares,

would care to accept an offensive and defensive alliance with Nor-

way as a separate State. They would leave her, apparently, to

stew in her own juice, and look on as disinterested spectators

while Russia and other countries helped themselves to desirable

slices of her territory. That, we need hardly say, is not an atti-

tude which Sweden could in any case adopt. We believe that,

however bitter might be the passions which a rupture willed and

accomplished by Norway would provoke, the old sentiments com-

ing of common stock, of common creed and of practically common
language would induce the Swedes, who are a generous and a

chivalrous people, to spend blood and treasure in the defense of

their sometime partner against foreign oppression. But. even if

Sweden were willing to look on unmoved at the dismemberment of

Norway, there is a conclusive reason why she could not gratify her

desire. Her own vital interests would imperiously forbid a course

of conduct so suicidal. If the presence of Russia in Finland is a

steady menace to Sweden and Norway combined, as Dr. Sven

Hedin contends, the presence of Russia in what is now Norwegian
territory, from the Varanger fiord on the east to Tromso and Kvalo

on the west, would be a far greater menace to Sweden alone. If

Russia is a dangerous neighbor on the east, she would be a much
more dangerous neighbor when she was settled on the northern

frontieis of Sweden as well."

But to have brought out. as Dr. Hedin has done, that " of all

Russia's objectives, the road through Norway to the Atlantic is
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Who ' was prepared not long ago to come to terms

with Russia, and to promise her the ports which she

has so ardently desired, in return for her aid against

Sweden."

IR1I)TJ(M' NANSKN.

Who avers that the joint consular service has been

used to subordinate Norwegian interests to those of

Sweden. Both Nansen and Hedin contemplate war
as a solution of the problem.

SVEN HEDIN.

Who predicts that in the event of separation, a
great part of northern Norway would become the

prey of Russia—a matter that would be no concern

of Sweden's, he thinks.

LEADERS IN THE SCANDINAVIAN QUARREL.

the line of least resistance." seems to the London Outlook a real

service, but it doubts if that point will much impress the Norwe-

gians. And the London Spectator takes a very gloomy view of

the situation. The Norwegians, it says
—"even those who deny

it"—intend to claim independence, and it adds:

"It may be asked whether it is out of the question for the

Swedes in the last resort to apply force ; and no doubt if Scandi-

navia were in the I'acitic that might be the final alternative. As
matters stand, however, it could hardly be adopted. The Swedes
outnumber the Norwegians by two to one. are much the wealthier.

and are full of the historic

military pride which helps

so much to make good

soldiers. Sweden, it is

just possible, might by a

great effort conquer Nor-

way, but victory would be

achieved at a ruinous cost.
** We are not in any way

dreaming when we declare

that dangers such as we
have indicated are visible

on a not remote horizon.

and we must say, tho we
admire the Norwegians

as a people who are among
the few capable of self-

government, that we think

them entirely in the wrong

in staking their own fu

ture, and the peace of the

world, upon a struggle for

a dignity which will bring

them so little reward."

Since Tlie Spectator

expressed the above opin-

ion, the Norwegian Stor-

thing has passed unanim-

ously a bill providing for

a separate consular serv-

ice. It remains to be

seen how this will be

taken by the Swedes, who
are already irritated by

other acts of N orway.

OSCAR II.

King Oscar, who abdicated in favor of the Crown Prince Gustaf a short time ago, may
resume the reins of government, the Christiana Dagblatt thinks, to sanction the bill for a sepa-

rate Norwegian consular service, which has just passed the Storthing unanimously. In this way
he will relieve Gustaf of the responsibility for an act that may irritate his Swedish subjects.

NOBLESSE OBLIGE.

AMERICA AS RUSSIA'S "REAL ENEMY."

"T^HE United States is denounced by a writer in the Novoye
-^ Vremya (St. Petersburg) as "the real enemy of Russia."

The Japanese have been egged on to war against the Czar by

American intrigue, and the Russians are being driven back to

Siberia, merely because America covets the richest territory of the

Russian Empire, covets it, that is, for the exploitation of mining

engineers, and a market for goods manufactured in the United

States. Japan is fighting for the cause of American enterprise,

and the Mikado is being

used by the American

Go\'ernment merely as a

catspaw by which greedy

Western capitalists may
pull the chestnuts out of

the fire. .Such is the opin-

ion of the writer referred

to, who proceeds to ex-

plain the advantages to

American speculators af-

forded by China and Si-

beria. He says

:

" Two colossal regions

presented themselves for

exploitation—China, with

its countless population,

as a market for manufact-

ured goods ; and Eastern

Siberia, with its immense
untouched natural re-

sources. This explains

why they curried favor

with China by returning

part of the Boxer contri-

bution, their defense of

China's interests in

Europe, and their advo-

cacy of the integrity of

the Chinese Empire as a

principle of their national

politics. But Russian in-

fiuence was already estab-

lished in Manchuria and

GUSTAF v.
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was moving on toward China. America, uniting the European
Powers and Japan by means of the doctrine of ' the open door.'

commenced to instigate war between Japan and Russia."

He quotes Senator Beveridge as voicing the opinion of the

American Government in his book, "The Russian Advance, ".in

which the Senator claims both coasts of the Pacific as belonging

to the United States, at least for purposes of commercial exploi-

tation. According to Mr. Beveridge Russia ought not to be

allowed a sphere extending farther east than Irkutsk and Lake

Baikal, twenty degrees from the Pacific. The writer in the A'o7'oyc

Vremya quotes Beveridge as adding, " No European countries

have any right to exploit the countries of the Far East, and the

American sphere practically includes not only the maritime Pacific

provinces, but inland Siberia, Amur, and Yakutsk as far west as

Lake Baikal."

Then comes his arraignment of American perfidy. In order to

drive the Russians back from China and Eastern Siberia, the Gov-

ernment of the United States" hounded on " the Japanese to a war

whose end would be to leave Western speculators in peaceful pos-

session of their mines and their market. So far, he concludes by

saying, American shrewdness has triumphed, for the war has at

least served for a diversion, and, as a matter of fact, America, un-

noticed by Russia, continues to absorb gradually an extensive and

extremely rich portion of Russian territory, " in accordance with

the well-known policy of President Roosevelt, who has repeatedly

proclaimed that the Pacific Ocean, with its islands and coasts, is

the proper sphere of American domination."

RUSSIA'S HOPE OF REVENGE.

A A 7 ITHIN ten years from the present date, Russia intends to

^ * possess a navy of twenty-five first-class battle-ships, about

forty of the swiftest armored cruisers then afloat, and flotillas of

torpedo-boats, destroyers, and submersibles. So says the Fren:-

deiiblait (Vienna), upon the authority, it is hinted, of the Grand

Duke A-lexis. Russia's Asiatic land forces in another decade, ac-

cording to the same authority, will total 1,000,000 men, all " effec-

tives," and armed and drilled "in the best school of efficiency."

The purpose behind these thoroughgoing measures is summed up

in tlie words of the Hamburger Nachrichten : " revenge upon

Japan." There is some doubt in the mind of a writer for the Snd-

dentsche Reichscorrespondeiiz
,
personal organ of the German chan-

cellor. This newspaper can not understand why Russia should

take the world into her confidence if she be really revolving any

far-reaching plan of vengeance. However, all the leading organs

of Europe credit Russia with just such a scheme. According to

the military organ, Ar/zide ct Marine (Paris), the plan has the ele-

ments of success in it, and a similar view has been expressed by

the organ of the German general staff, the J//////?;' M'ocJienblatt

(Berlin). The best-informed London organs likewise agree that

Russia is, in good faith, maturing plans of the sort outlined, altho

they supply no definite details. Japan, says the Iiidepeiidance

Beige (Brussels), is perfectly well aware of Russia's great expec-

tations, and it is for this reason that Tokyo will make no peace

without an indemnity. It seems to the Paris Alatin a sufficient

explanation of the delay in concluding peace that Russia has set

her mind upon revenge, that Japan knows it, and that the indem-

nity is " a symbol " of the situation. If Russia be forced to pay a

huge indemnity, we are told, her plans of vengeance must miscarry

for want of funds.

Russia's hope of revenge being thus taken more or less for

granted, the question suggests itself, as the Paris Figaro's expert

on military affairs puts it :
" Can Japan escape ? " '" That depends

upon the attitude of England," replies the Journal dfx Ddbais

(Paris), which has considered this and kindred topics frequently of

late. What Great Britain particularly fears, thinks this weighty

daily, is the prospect of a Russian descent upon India. Hence

British state.smen are striving to extend the scope of the Anglo-

Japanese alliance, making it a source of protection to Japan from

the meditated vengeance of Russia and a source of protection to

Great Britain from the possible Russian descent upon India. We-
read further

:

" The present dread of England's statesmen is that Russia, if she

be finally excluded from the Far East, will be tempted to find her

revenge in the direction of India. The Russian peril has thus not

ceased to exist so far as India is concerned. It is very easy to

understand the advantage to be derived by Great Britain from an.

alliance which would compel Japan to guarantee her ally the pos-

session of India as against Russia. But would Japan derive equal,

profit in such a combination? Her ambition, for the moment, is

to dominate the Far East. Now this ambition would be promoted
by a Russian policy that was directed away from China and sought

to expand in the direction of India. On the other hand, it ought'

to be a matter of indifference to Japan whether India belonged to.

Russia or to England. It may even be that Japan would not be

displeased to see these two European nations wear each other
down by war in the Asiatic continent, since Japan's secret wish,

must be to see European influence decline in Asia."

But this is a totally wrong point of view, we are told by the Lon-

don Tii/ies and its contemporaries That newspaper, in harmony

with the London J/a//and Standard, avers that Japan's only pro-

tection for the future against the designs of Russia and of Russia's,

sympathizers is to be found in an enlargement of the scope of the

Anglo-Japanese alliance. That, thinks the London Outlook,

would end, once and for all. the Russian hope for revenge. "To-

reopen it (the war) at a moment or under conditions unfavorable to

Japan," says this authority, "would then become both a physical,

and a political impossibility."

—

Translatiotts made for ^Yi^ Lit-

erary Digest.

JAPANESE MENACE TO EUROPEAN
COLONIES IN THE EAST.

VICTORIOUS Japan a menace to European possessions ini

the Far F-ast, is the key-note of an elaborate article by Mar-

cel Dubois in the Correspondant {Vaus). He thinks that the future

conquests of the Japanese will extend south, not north. They may

colonize Korea, but the climate of Manchuria gives the advantage-

to the Russians over the soldiers of Nippon, who are accustomed

to the softer latitude of the monsoons. On the other hand, the

vast population of China renders it impossible for the Japanese tO'

build up powerful settlements there. But the path to southern

conquest is clear. Tlie writer goes on to say

:

" How favorable to the' Japanese is the prospect of expansion in

the islands and peninsulas of the south ! The Philippines could

afford room for twenty or thirty millions of descendants of the

present Japanese; Borneo, Sumatra, Java, and the deltas of the

Indo-Chinese region for hundreds of millions. Why then did the

Japanese strike the first blow of vengeance at Russia, and not at

other rivals whose possessions they covet just as eagerly as they

do those of the Russians? Their object was clear. They found

the naval preparation of Russia quite unequal to the emergency,

and the Russians farther removed than any of the powers whom
they would profitably attack, from their naval base in Europe.

Doubtless they counted also upon the startling moral effect which

would follow the unexpected blow; the obstinacy with which they

persisted in the storming of Port Arthur was not a piece of incon-

sequent folly, it was part of a diplomatic game conducted with,

consummate skill
"

The field of Japanese conquest in the East, we are told, will in-

clude the English Indo-Chinese territory and Borneo. Holland

will be driven from Java, Sumatra, and the rest of her Eastern col-

onies; France from her Indo-Chinese possessions, and the United:

States from the Philippines. The writer adds that there is only

one way by which Japanese aggression can be checked. He says;

"There are five maritime and colonial powers of Europe, and
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I. . of North America now threatened by Japanese ambition. In-

stead of washing iheir hands like I'ontiiis I'ihite over the war be-

tween Japan and Russia, instead of having recourse to the honeyed

promises of peace coni;;resses, these powers should without delay

call for active measures. They should consolidate their forces,

and sign a convention guaranteeing the inviolability of the colonial

territory pertaining to each and every party. The Japanese will

not remain quiet before the day when Russia, Germany, France,

and Cireat Britain have formed a defensive league with exclusive

reference to affairs in the Far East. The terms of the alliance

will provide for the perpetual presence in the waters of the Far

East of a naval squadron of each nation concerned, these four or

five squadrons, and those of any other I'owers that may join the

league, to maneuvre in company. ... It is to be hoped that the

I'nited States of America will waken up to the wonderful tempta-

tion which the Philippines offer to the eye of the Japanese. The
balance of power on the ocean, thus arrived at, should be main-

tained by four ironclads and four cruLsers from the fleet of each

nation, and this 'cooperative fleet ' should cruise in as close neigh-

borhood as possible to the Japanese ports, in order to keep watcii

over Japan's naval armaments and their movements. . . . Japan
is even more an.xious to found colonies tiian to export goods. She
therefore requires territory, she requires the fruits of conquest,

she is bound to acts of seizure by force of arms. It is this point

that makes especially formidable in the future the problem of Jap-

anese expansion in the Far East, unless lairopean powers will with-

stand it by a solid front. It is useless to discuss the rights of the

case when only interests are likely to be considered ; and, indeed,

in politics right is little more than interest writ large. 15ut here we
are not playing with words. The Japanese are keenly alive to

their own interests, and they have a jierfect right to })ursue them.

They also have the power to do so, and it is jiossibly this circum-

stance that raises for them in Europe so many eloquent champions

of their rights. The best course for the European Powers to take

is to follow their example, and unhesitatingly to lace this question

of self-interest instead of singing hymns of peace, and pronouncing

denunciations against war, a course which can do little either to

suppress war or promote peace."

—

Translation made for The
Literary Digest.

IS THE BRITISH EMPIRE OPEN TO INVASION?

IN\'ADERS of Britain are always being looked for by alarmists

either on the boundaries of North India, or the shores of the

channel. According to The Times of India (Calcutta) the Rus-

sians are building a new railroad from Samarcand to Balkh. the

latter town being about two hundred miles from Cabul. TItc

Times takes it for granted that the Russians do not intend an im-

mediate descent upon Afghanistan, but merely aim to occupy

Southern Persia as a fortified base, whicii they can easily do with-

out hindrance from England. Meanwhile Mr. Balfour, in the

Hou.se of Commons, declares the invasion of the British Isles im-

possible. It would take two days and two nights to disembark

70,000 men, and transports amounting to 210,000 tons would be

required. He continues:

"How is it possible that these helpless transports could escape

our torpedo-boats, putting out of consideration anything our cruis-

ers and torpedoes could accomplish.'"'

The Times (London) gravely discusses the same question apro-

pos of an article upon " Modern War," published in that paper's

columns. This journal says, in a helpless tone :

" Our whole army, witii all the reserve about the more or less of

which we hear much solemn controversy, would not suffice to cope

even with the initial mobilization of any Power of equal popu-

lation. Here again the man who does not want to be troubled is

ready with his answer. What does it matter, he says in effect,

when we are girdled by the sea, and when our navy can command
the sea? He talks as if we had nothing to think about but these

islands, whereas of course, as a matter of fact, our empire is not

girdled by the sea at all. It is accessible by land. It is open to

invasion by enormous forces at points where our fleet could do us

no good. If we wish to keep the empire we must be prepared for

modern war upon its frontiers. The physical barriers upon which

easy-going people rely have for all practical purposes ceased to

exist. Our possessions are greatly coveted, and when those who
covet them find a convenient opportunity, neither our policy, how-
ever pacific, nor our virtues, eminent as we know them to be, will

ward off attack. If prepared for modern war we shall keep our

own ; if not prepared we shall lose it."

The Westminster AVtvVtc/ (London) believes it idle to think of

crossing bridges until they are reached, and is inclined to pooh

pooh the question as a military problem. The danger is one

which only statesmanship can meet and avert. It goes on :

" The comfort which the public may draw in considering the

awful possibilities ahead of the British Empire is that the problems

are at least as much political as military. The military man has

to consider all the possible dangers as if they were actually immi-

nent ; the statesman's business is for the most part to see that they

do not occur. It is, or should be, fundamental to him that certain

HO.ME RULE 1-OR THE TRANSVA.AL, WHY NOT KOR IRELAND?
Erin to John Bull—" Why refuse it to me ?

"

— Weekly Frcoiian 1 Dublin j

VALE.
Ganymede Choate and the American Eagle.

—Punch (London).

DISTRIBUTION OF BRITISH AFFECTIONS.
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conflicts must not arise, if he can possibly prevent them, and tliat

the British Empire must not be exposed to risks to which its forces

are unequal. The conditions are, or should be, well-defined, and
governments must endeavor to work within them. A policy which
relied in the last resort on imposing compulsory service for a war
across the seas is thereby condemned. We see what follows in

Russia when a conscript army is transported 6,000 miles for a

colonial war, and it is vain to suppose that the British Empire will

ever be successfully defended by these means. We shall be told,

however, that the struggle, when it comes, will be forced upon us.

It maybe so, but the probabilities at this moment are that our
chief possible antagonists will desire peace, not war, during the

next few years. Russia will need, and must desire, to recuperate

after her present struggle. If she is not stirred up, her internal

condition and the state of her finances will impose upon her a

period of domestic reform. And in spite of our perpetual bicker-

ings with Germany we have no point of probable contact with her

at present. With France, the United States, and Japan our rela-

tions are happily of the best. These are conditions in which pru-

dent statesmanship should be able to keep the British Empire at

peace."

AMERICAN INFLUENCE ON ENGLISH NAVAL
POLICY.

"T^^HAT the recent revolutionary changes in the naval policy of

•*• Great Britain received their main impulse from the United

States, is the contention of Auguste Moireau in the Rc7'ue dcs

Deux Moiides (Paris). England's navy, he says, originally con-

sisted of the Channel, the Mediterranean, the North and South

Atlantic, the American Pacific, and the China fleets. There was

also a naval station of the Antilles at Jamaica. But this is all

changed now. Says this writer

:

" The abolition of the divisions of the Pacific, which had its base

at Esquimau, of the South Atlantic, which had no permanent base,

of the division of the North Atlantic and the Antilles whose bases

were Port Royal, Jamaica, and Halifax, Nova Scotia, produced a

profound sensation in England. If there was one naval principle

which appeared to be firmly established, it was this, namely, that

it is necessary for the efficiency of a fleet and its facilities as a

transferable arm that in every sea there should be established a

great number of coahng stations and of naval bases, with all pos-

sible supplies for victualling and repairing. . . . How had the ap-

plication of this principle become so utterly ignored? Why were
all these naval stations suppressed? Did it not imply a reckless

fling-away and waste of naval power? Did not the abandonment
of Jamaica imply a public renunciation of obligation to protect the

West Indian Islands? And the abandonment of Esquimalt, what
did it mean but the surrender of all power in the American
Pacific?"

The writer proceeds to say that the great safeguard of English

interests in the islands and on the continent of America lies in

the American assertion of the Monroe Doctrine, which protects

sufficiently the British colonies, as well as the Latin Republics and

the Dutch possessions, in the Atlantic. He proceeds:

" It is well known how the American Government undertakes to

interpret in these days the venerable Monroe Doctrine. The
maintenance of the static quo in the New World, as far as European
Powers are concerned, is the main point in that interpretation.

The United States will notpermit any Old-World power to acquire

new territorial possessions in America, and thus the English An-
tilles find themselves just as well protected from European inva-

sion as Cuba and Porto Rico. What is the use, then, of Eng-
land's maintaining naval stations and garrisons in the Atlantic?"

He suggests the natural answer to this statement, (luis custodes

custodiet? Who shall protect the English colonies in the West

from the aggressions of the United States? He replies:

" They run no risk from this point of view ^ for it must finally be

admitted that the recent new distribution throughout the world of

British naval forces is based upon two points—a well-considered

estimate of the strategic situation in Europe, but principally upon
a profound realization of the friendship for England which the

United States cherishes."

He finally concludes that the greatest risk England runs in her

position as a first-class power is from enemies nearer home. To
quote :

" The only real danger which England has to fear, if we may
look so far into the future as to suggest it, would be a hostile

coalition of Russia, France, and Clermany, a coalition to which
Japan was forced to yield after her victory over China, and with
which some day England and the United States might find them-
selves Q.o\^ixovi\^6."— Translation made for The Literary Di-
gest.

THE DANGER OF AGRARIAN REVOLT IN
RUSSIA.

T)OLITICAL agitation, Russian reformers and writers admit,

*- excites little or no interest in rural Russia; in fact, the peas-

ants, constituting four-fifths of the population, hardly know that

such agitation exists. The discussion of the zemsky sobor, free

speech, university independence, and so forth, is not understood

by the peasants. Count Tolstoy emphasized this in his adverse

comments on the liberal program. The peasants have but one

wish, one demand, one " plank "—more land.

Within the last few months serious agrarian disorders have been.

reported from various sections of Russia. Estates have been pil-

laged, crops destroyed, houses burned, and nobles threatened with

assassination. Revolutionists are taking advantage of this situa-

tion and circulating proclamations advising an agrarian revolution.

The Kievlianii, an influential newspaper published at Kieff, said

recently :

" We hear that the riotous peasant bands are led by an intelli-

gent person. This may be inferred, too, from the character of the

circulars which are scattered in great quantities in this district and
elsewhere. The people are urged to rise against the landowners
and take possession of the land that is declared to belong to them
of right."

The peasants still believe that the Czar intends and always has

intended to give them all the available land. Certain "illegal"

organs urge the constitutional reformers to make this universal de-

mand for more land the corner-stone of their whole movement and

thus enlist the cooperation of the peasantry. The St. Petersburg

A'ovoye Vremya, after reporting a number of typical peasant ex-

pressions regarding the " student revolution " and the grinding pov-

erty which may drive even a peasant to make common cause with

the students, comes to this conclusion:

" We should recognize that the present struggle for political rights

diverts national attention from the most urgent of all Russian prob-

lems—the land or agrarian problem. This does not mean that

political rights are not needed ; no, on the contrary, at this moment
society most acutely feels this need. But in truth the government
can easily and quickly satisfy Russia on this score, and when that

has been done the difiicult, tremendous, and intricate problem will

confront us and it. To make a comparison : When a man is

gagged, it is of course necessary to remove the gag and permit him
to speak, but this is a very simple thing to do. But to come to an

understanding with the same man regarding his permanent needs

is a much more difficult problem."

The same paper says that the demand of the peasants is couched

in the plainest language. They ask nothing less than the transfer

to them of all the land belonging to the nobles and the crown.

The government has appointed a commission to study the agra-

rian problem and report upon desirable relief measures.— Transla-

tions madefor Thk Literary Digest.

The map of the world is to be further altered as it was by the Suez Canal, by

a new ship canal across Russia, which will allow an e.xit for the Russian Black

Sea fleet, which is now barred from passing the Dardanelles. According to the

Tribn,ia (Rome', the Russians are projecting a canal from the Baltic to the

Hlack Sea. The course will start from Riga in the Baltic and utilizing three

rivers, the Berersna, the Dnieper, and the Dvina will debouch at Kherson on the

Black Sea. The length will be about a thousand miles, and si.\ years will be oc-

cupied in its construction, for which American and English engineering (inns

have already contracted.
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NOTABLE BOOKS OF THE DAY.

A NEGLECTED PAGE OF OUR HISTORY.
Oi'R Navv and the Bakbary Corsairs. 1>v Gardner W. Allen. Cloth,

pp. xiii,354. Price, $1.50 net. Houghton, Mifflin & Co.

IF this book did nothing more than make us realize the vast improve-

ment that has taken place in international morals, to say nothing of

international dignity, within the last one hundred years, it would by driv-

ing home that one idea repay the reader's time and attention. In these

days when, with growing fre(|uency, disputes between nations are settled

by arbitration and when, amicable negotiation failing, great wars are

waged primarily for a principle; when piracy e.\ists only in Malayan seas,

and when slavery is unheard of in civilized countries, it is difl'icult to

realize that something like a century ago the States fringing the southern

shore of the Mediterranean—petty, puny States, we think them—levied

tribute on the great Powers of Europe, maintained fleets of pirates and

made slaves of all and sundry white men who fell into their clutches and

whose throats they did not cut.

It is a matter of no small pride to Americans that the United States,

then an infant power, first checked this piracy of the IVIohammedan

States. It is true that for a time the American Government, following the

example of the European nations, attempted to protect its shipping by

paying tribute to the corsair; but when at last Tripoli's demands became
too large and arrogant for endurance, refusal to pay led to a war that

effectually snubbed the cruel and greedy beys.

The complete account of these dealings of the United States with the

Barbary Powers, which covered a period of about forty years, is now pre-

sented for the first time in this volume. The author, a New England

physician who served as a volunteer medical officer in the navy during the

late Spanish-American War and has long been interested in naval history,

was astonished to find in his researches that the interesting and romantic

episode of which this volume treats had lieen taken little account of by

historians. In fact, .so little had previously been written upon the subject

that he was obliged to go to original records for many of his details. The
results show that he has been painstaking and thorough. He has com-

piled much information; and, witli scholastic furnishings such as bibliog-

raphy, index, and appendices, has made it a convenient instrument for

the use of other investigators.

But the book is by no means merely a handbook for scholars and con-

sequently too desiccated a morsel for the general reader. It is of course

history, but there is no schoolboy who will not enjoy the romantic flavor

of the picturesque exploits of Preble and Decatur, and the adventures with

the famous Mediterranean pirates experienced by American consuls and

seamen like Eaton, Bainbridgc, and Cathcart. Interesting pictures arc

given of these pirates and the rulers of the bandit states, and of the wretched

lot of the whites who fell into their power. The fact that America, tho

at that time exhausted from the struggle for indejjendence, preferred war

to servile compliance, deserves all the emphasis it can get. Her reward

came not only in placing a damper upon the corsairs but in the training

which the officers and men of her little navy gained in fighting the pirates,

training which enabled them to cope at great odds with the navy of Eng-

land a few years later.

The volume contains a map of the Mediterranean and numerous inter-

esting illustrations.

A PINK AND PURPLE ROMANCE.
The Fire of Spring. By Margaret Potter. Cloth, 253 pp. Price, $1.50. D.

Appleton & Co.

TO have a story of tragic love working from within outward, and

carrv'ing, without the need of bill-boards, its lesson of pity and

terror—this is art. But to have a love-story shaped by padding on the

outside and hung with tags of proper sentiment, this is only millinery.

And beside a tale by George Eliot, or Mrs. Ward, or Thomas Hardy, Miss

Potter's seems perilously far from the first category. Making sin seem

excusable, condonable, and inviting, and making sin seem inevitable yet

abominable—these are dilTercnt attitudes of the spirit. Between them is

a gulf fixed as great as between the purging and the poisoning of the soul.

INIiss Potter is far from achieving the Aristotehan cleansing. The real

criminal of the book, the fashionable mother who practically sells her

innocent daughter to \'an Studdiford, the wealthy, fleshly plow-maker, is

never brought to repentance. She is somewhat annoyed by her daughter's

intrigue with the porky husband's cousin, but anything so destructive to

the complexion as remorse the correct dame does not experience. That

she is only a genteel procuress is never impressed upon the reader by

intimation or by declaration. This reserve might be considered good art,

and well thought-out "business" if it were not the author's practise to

advise us of the state of mind of her people. The only villain so char-

acterized, the suave cousin, is heralded toward the end of him as "nicely

saved" from his sins, and so pointed out to us, not by his acts, but by the

comment of the writer. So we know Mrs. Merrill's vices and virtues

would have been announced had they been recognized.

The double standard of virtue Miss Potter acceyjts with careless acqui-

escence. The atrocious Van Studdiford is only called "remarkably

foolish," for the same action by which society is tacitly justified in ostra-

cizing the inexperienced and somewhat flabby young wife. The melo-

dramatic murder of the fastidious and flirtatious cousin is passed over in

the light-hearted way of the ancient Medici knivings. The murderer

never thinks of the affair except to justify himself as one might for having

filliped ofl a gnat. The decorous mother-in-law receives the husband's

somewhat boastful confession of his

action without a bUnk. The daugh-

ter, whose plan to run off with the

charming villain precipitated the pic-

turesque demise, seems in a little

while to cast the whole affair out of

her mind The thought of the death

lying at her own and her husband's

hands docs not occur to her as she

voluntarily comes back from the pen-

niless exile her husband has forced

upon her to live with him again

—

back to the home of her old clandes-

tine love-making where the virtuous

husband, while he has put her away
for repentance, has installed for him-

self a blond divinity of his bachelor

days.

In the light of a human document
like Oscar Wilde's "De Profundis,"

the spiritual renovation of Miss Potter's unwholesome personages seems

a very crude imitation of virtue. The people still remain unclean, and
their atmosphere tainted. After closing the book one feels like burning

sticks of sulphur, and putting out chloride of lime to clear the spiritual air.

But all of this does not deny that Miss Potter has a certain power in

writing, a keen eye for the happenings of life; a good "approach" in

story-telling—a dramatic putting of things, and a notable gift in shifting

slides in her plot development. What she needs most is a good bracing

spiritual tonic that will harden her fiber in the handling of morals—

a

draught of Emerson mixed with her Pepys. It is safe to say that she will

live to be ashamed of the warmed-over-Ouida f[ua!ity of this book.

MARGARET POTTER.

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A GOOD FELLOW.
The Long Ago and the Later On. By George T. Bromley. Cloth, 2S9

pp. A. M. Robertson, San Francisco. Cal.

ROPEMAKER, sealer, whaler, sailor, customs official, railroad con-

structor, railroad conductor, mine manager, boniface, consul,

promoter and general contractor, the eighty-seven years to which Mr.

George Tisdale Bromley confesses in one of the oddest autobiographies

that have ever come into this office, have been years of active and varied

endeavor. Devoid of literary quality, his cheery, breezy memoirs never-

theless constitute a very human document, interesting even when they

relate only to matters of personal moment to Mr. Bromley and his friends.

He tells us that wherever he went—and he traveled widely—he made
friends, and we can readily believe him. Even the most puritanical of

readers, shocked tho he may be by this octogenarian's gleeful accounts of

his exploits as "one of the boys," cannot but feel attracted by the kindly

old gentleman who has smiled his way through life, meeting with delight-

ful equanimity the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune.

Mr. Bromley's youthful years were passed in New England, a region

of which he gives some characteristic glimpses as it existed in those days

of the long ago when "people were more interested in what they were

going to eat and drink than in how they were to eat and drink what was

set before them." Marine matters held his fancy at an early age, and

after graduating from his father's ropewalk he found congenial, but unre-

munerative, employment before the mast. The ups and downs of his life

on the ocean wave included blockade-running and service on the celebrated

pioneer steamboat, the De Witt Clinton, but need not detain us. In 1850,

being offered a post in the San Francisco custom-house, he emigrated

West, to make his home thereafter on the Pacific Slope, where he was soon

"Uncle George" to a constantly increasing host of friends and acquaint-

ances, which included many of the more notable men of the coastal region.

Much of his social success, it would seem, was due to his qualities as a

speech maker, and, judging from the proffered specimens of his platform

wit and wisdom, it is not difficult to accept his statement that as an orator

he was always a decided "hit."

The event of his life came when he was appointed United States consul

at Tien-tsin. Li Hung Chang was then gracing that delectable Chinese

stronghold, and we are assured that ere long he and the new American

consul were extremely chummy. Mr. Bromley served as consul for over
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three years, and, there can be no doubt, contributed materially to the gaiety

of life in the foreign settlement. His popularity extended even to the

natives, whom he made his friends for life by appropriately participating

in their national "Feast of Lanterns." Journeying to Peking he affords

clear-cut and vigorous pictures of Sir Robert Hart, Sir Harry Parks, and
other diplomats of his acquaintance. Altogether, this portion of his

reminiscences furnishes rare entertainment.

Diverting, too, are his recollections of the early days of the celebrated

Bohemian Club of San Francisco, of which he has been an honored mem-
ber for more than a quarter of a century, and to which his autobiography
is dedicated. Accounts of various "High Jinks" and "Low Jinks" per-

petrated by the club enliven the pages, and cast instructive sidelights on
the history of that ancient and honorable hterary and artistic organiza-

tion. Fittingly enough, Mr. Bromley brings his work to a close by print-

ing a sheet of the many "tributes of friendship" bestowed upon him from
time to time by his fellow Bohemians. The gist of all is " Long Life to

Uncle George"—a wish, we need hardly say, that has seen its fulfilment.

the last page is hnished. Mr. Watson has the happy faculty of sailing his

yacht without swamping the average reader under an avalanche of nautical
terms, and this will be vastly appreciated by those to whom " foretopmast,
staysail, down haul," and terms of that ilk used by our friend Clark Rus-
sell and others, bring bewilderment and stupor.

AN ELUSIVE MILLION.
Hurricane Island. By H.

Doubleday, Page & Co.
B. Marriott Watson. Clotli, 308 pp. Price, $1.50.

H. B. MARRIOTT WATSON.

CTEVENSON'S "Treasure Island" is brought to mind by this story

v3 of millions, mutiny, and shipwreck told by Mr. Marriott Watson.
The story is rather a fascinating one, altho a reader with a hypercritical

sense might be inchned to pick flaws in the plot. The story of Hurricane
Island moves briskly; so very briskly, in fact, that one is led breathless

and gasping through the book and
dropped suddenly at the end of the

last chapter, as from a height. We
have given, a German prince who re-

linquishes his princely rights to marry
an opera singer; and his sister, the

beautiful and accompHshed but rather

haughty "Ali.x"; and a doctor who is

young and impressionable, but pos-

sessor of a wonderful coolness and
sagacity under the most trying cir-

cumstances. Put these on a yacht

bound for parts unknown. Then add
a crew of harbor rats, headed by a

shrewd, crafty, and unmitigated vil-

lain in the person of Holgate, the

third' oflicer; and to this combination

add the disturbing element of a mil-

lion pounds in bonds and bullion,

which the worldly wise prince is bring-

ing with him, and even the most unimaginative reader settles himself

more deeply in his chair preparatory to encountering the wildest events.

The crew mutinies and the prince develops a fanatical disregard of the

actual condition of affairs; ordering, in a lordly tone, the remaining faith-

ful few to shoot or hang the mutineers, whichever is most convenient.

Dr. PhilUmore and the princess fall in love w'ith each other, of course,

and the doctor outrivals General Grant in his strategical ability against

Holgate. The character of Mile. Chateray, the woman for whom the

prince is giving up everything, develops a rare combination of hysterics,

fascination, and imbecility; and she does her best, in her anxiety to be

landed somewhere near to her dear Paris, to hand over to Holgate and the

mutineers the million pounds. To be sure, during the course of this toil-

some and arduous span of life, most of us have found that a million

pounds has an annoying habit of vanishing just as we are on the point

of reaching its hiding-place, but Prince Frederic's million pounds, under

his guidance, outdid all its predecessors in the vanishing act. No wonder
the mutineers were bewildered and maddened, one cannot help a fellow

feeling of sympathy for them. Then, too, it was really rather strange that

the crew should search the yacht from stem to stern for the treasure, but

of course such an unusual and out-of-the-way place as a safe did not seem

to enter their minds.

It cannot be said of any member of the party on board the Sea Queen,

that his or her education, in the romantic line, had been neglected. All

live nobly up to their duty. The Sea Queen, too, sees her duty, and im-

mediately strikes upon a rock near Hurricane Island; Holgate turns

traitor to his men and they in turn revenge themselves upon him. The
poor prince and the frivolous Mile. Chateray each has a little scene and

make their exit from the stage, with more or less tragic effect; while the

doctor and the princess, in a far-seeing moment in the last chapter, put

themselves on board the abandoned Sea Queen, now off the rocks, and sail

swiftly forth to happiness, accompanied by the now calm and sedate mil-

lion pounds, which has again returned from its peregrinations to the

yacht's safe.

Taken all in all, "Hurricane Island" is a remarkably well written and

fascinating story, and one which the reader will be loath to lay aside until

FAUX, AND HIS " JVIEMORABLE DAYS IN
AIVIERICA."

Early Western Travels (17481846). Edited by Reuben Gold Thwaites,
LL.D. Vol. XI. Faux's Memorable Days in America (1819-18201.
Part I. Cloth, 8vo, 305 pp. Price, $4.00 net. The Arthur H. Clark Company,
Cleveland, O.

IN an informing Introduction to Vols. XL and XII., Dr. Thwaites dwells
upon the tide of emigration which, at the close of the War of 1812-15,

set toward our shores from the British Isles; and attributes the sudden
revival of interest in "American transplantation" to a chain of related

events in the mother country: chiefly the termination of the Napoleonic
struggle, and the consequent agricultural distress—resulting in wide-
spread political dissatisfaction. English newspapers and magazines
teemed with information concerning the American country and people,

or with warnings compassionately addressed to prospective colonists. In

articles, pamphlets, books, intending emigrants were alternately cajoled

and admonished. Americans were either enlightened freemen or turbu-

lent savages; "America was either a paradise or a purgatory," according

to the prejudice or the temper of the writer. The London Quarterly, with

Gifford at the helm, began in 1814 a series of articles in the guise of cari-

cature, ridiculing everything American—" ways," manners, administration

of justice, habits of private life. In London and Edinburgh the maga-
zines reveled in acrimonious screeds, and the North American Review,

and all its reputable adherents, retorted.

The author of Memorable Days in America, William Faux, calls himself

"an English farmer," and describes his purpose as intended "to show
Men and Things as thev are in America." The British reviewers, who
quoted from him freely, described him as "a simpleton of the first water,

a capital specimen of a village John Bull—staring at everything, grum-
bling at most." His book betrays bad manners and bad taste, coarse

offenses against hospitality, ill-bred cravings after notoriety. Says the

British Quarterly, "nothing can be more desultory than his erratic ram-
blings, nothing more incongruous than the contents of the same page

—

radicals and rye coffee, slavery and green peas, bugs and statistics."

Adelard Welby, who followed Faux, cuts a more tolerable figure as man
and author. A gentleman, as compared with his predecessor, and trained

in polite society, "he respects honorable reserves." -Accustomed to the

conditions encountered by the upper middle class in England, he had
formulated for himself, says Dr. Thwaites, a standard of comfort as yet

not attainable in the United States, "and lacking imagination, he failed to

perceive that the crudeness in American life signified lack of opportunity,

rather than indifference or deterioration." Travehng westward in his

own carriage, with a valet to attend him, he stoutly inveighs against the

bad roads, poor inns, high charges, and wretched food, as well as the

coarseness and license of American manners, and the rudeness and un-

cleanness of American living. Nevertheless, it is in the pages of Faux, •

rather than of Welby, that Mrs. Trollope may be supposed to have found

her inspirations; for despite his insularity and narrowness, Welby not

only throws much light on the conditions of the early West, and the en-

vironment and the outlook which then and there await the emigrant, but

he makes many practical observations, of sincerity and value to the student

of social conditions. Seen through his pessimistic glasses, Ohio was a

wilderness, the abode of the land shark; Kentucky lands had depreciated,

and the people were moving away; the Illinois settlement was a failure,

its founders at variance, the emigrants longing for their old homes. He
remarks upon sectional divergencies, moralizes upon duelling, and depre-

cates an oligarchy of money and good clothes; and while he notes the out-

ward Hstlessness and lounging habits of the people, earnesth deprecates

the prevailing greed for money, the fevered eagerness to be rich. He
especially admires President Monroe, the democratic simplicity of his

manners, and the freedom from official pretension in his entourage.

Faux is not without a sense of humor, and is ready to enjoy the drollery

of an incident, even when it involves a fling at British arrogance and its

brutal "chaff." He tells of a hunchback pilot in the port of Boston,

whom some British oiflcers ventured to " guy." "What's that on your

back?" one of them asked. "Bunker's Hill," said the pilot.

To his countrymen, "of decreasing means and increasing families,

uprooted, withering, seeking transplantation, somewhere," Faux cries,

insistently: "Come away!—from poverty, which in England is crime,

punishable with neglect and contempt. But come, one and all of you, in

your working-jackets with your axes, plowshares, and pruning-hooks

—expecting to be your own servants, no man's masters; and to find in

America a land of everlasting labor.

"I am now living on wild bucks and bears—barbarizing, with men

almost as wild as they."
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MORE BOOKS Almost New
At Great Bargains

Tlie following is a partial list of books which have been withdrawn from circulation in The Booklovers and

Tabard Inn Libraries and are offered while they last to book buyers at a fraction of the publisher's price. As the

quantity is limited orders should be sent at once. We give publisher's price and our special sale price. All orders

sent by mail or express prepaid.

rublishcr's Our

Prite Price

Benjamin Disraeli: 3/r {/»!(» $3.00 $1..50

The IX>ffetl Coronet : .1 iioji 2.35 .75

Domestic Manners of the Americans:
Mr». TioUope 2.00 .90

The Doukhobors: Ji;//ciij(7/o»i 2.00 .90

Education and the Larger Life : Hendcriion 1.30 .65

Education of the American Citizen

:

Hmllctj 1.50 .&5

Elizabeth, Empress of Austria : Tsc/iutJi 2.50 .90

Etiiiuette for All Occasions

:

Mis. Kingsland 1.50 .75

Facts and Comments : Spei/fcr 1.20 .50

Fashions in Literature : ^yarncr 1.20 .00

The Flower Beautiful : Trf«<J 2.'A) .75

Germany: von Schicrhraiul 2.40 1.10

La Grande Mademoiselle : liarinc 3.00 1.25

The Great Siberian Railway; Shoemaker '2.00 1.15

The Heart of John Wesley's Journal

:

Parker 1.50 .75

In Favorite Fields : Fi.<kc 2.00 1.00

In Tuscany : Carmichael 3.00 1.25

The luilividual : Sliahr 1..50 .75

Japanese Plays and Playfellows : Edwards 3.50 1.2")

The True Thomas Jefferson : Curtis 2.00 1.00

Jesus Christ and the Social yuestion :

Peahody 1.50 .75

Josephine, Empress of the French : Ohcr.. 2.00 .75

The Kaiser's Speeches : von Schierbrand 2.50 l.IO

A Keystone of Empire: Anon 2.25 1.00

Memoirs of Paul Kruger 3.50 1.25

Autobiography of Joseph LeConte 1.25 .05

Theodore Leschetizky: Pofo(Aa 2 00 1.10

Lettersof a Diplomat's Wife: Waddington 2 50 1.25

The Level of Social Motion : Lane 2.00 .85

Literary Boston of To-day : ]Vinsh>w.. .. 1.20 .60

Literary Friends and Acquaintances

:

Howells 2.r,0 1.25

Literature and Life : Ho wells 2.25 1. 10

The Lost Art of Reading : Lee 175 .90

Love Letters of Victor Hugo : Latimer. . . 3.00 .90

The Love of an Uncrowned Queen :

Wilkins 2.00 .75

Makers of Music : Sharp 1.75 .90

The Making of an American : Kiis 2.00 1.00

Manual of Personal Hygiene : Pi//c 1.75 .75

Meditations of an Autograph Collector
Joline 3.00 1.25

Memoirs of Yale Life and Men : Dwight.. 2 .50 1.25

Millionaire Households : Carter 1.40 .65

Mrs. Seeley's Cook Book : Mrs. Seeley. . . . 2.00 .90

My Autobiography : MilUer 2.00 1.00

Napoleon: Poseherry 3.00 1.25

The Night Side of London : Mavhray 2..5C .90

An Onlooker's Note Book : P wsell 2.25 .90

Our Bible and Ancient Manusc-ipts

:

Kenyan 2.00 .90

Our Literary Deluge : Jfa/sey 1.25 .65

Parsifal ; Huckcl 75 .40

Orations and Essavs of E. J. Phelps :

MvCidlongh 3.50 1.00

Pongapog Papers : Aklrich 1.00 .65

Margaret Junkin Preston : ^na?i 1.75 .90

Principles of Home Decoration : Wheeler 1.SO .65

Principles of Western Civilization : Kidd. 2.00 .85

The Real Latin Quarter : Sinitli 1.50 .50

Recollections of a Long Life : Cuylcr 1.80 .75

Recollections of a Player : Stoddart 1.80 .75

Reminiscences of a Dramatic Critic

:

Clapp 1.70 .85

Cecil Rhodes : Hensman 5.00 1.50

Life of John Ruskin : CoUingwood 2.00 .90

The Russian Advance : Beveridgc 2..50 1.25

A Sailor's Log : £ra?is 2.00 .75

Stage Coach and Tavern Days : Earle 2.50 1.25

The Strenuous Life : Roosevelt 1.50 .65

The Tribulations of a Princess : Anon— 3.50 1.00

roblislier's Our
Price Price

The Widow's Mile : Funk $2.00 $1.15

Foundations of Modern Europe : Reich.. . 2.00 1.15

Watchers of the Trails : Roberts.. 2.00 1.10

Overtones: Ilunrker 1.25 .65

The Opening of the Mississippi : Ogg... . 2.00 1.15

Autobiogiaphy of Herbert Spencer (2 vols.) 5.50 3.25

Life of Louis Agassiz : Mrs. Agassi

z

2.50 1.00

American Political Ideas : Flskc 1.00 .55

American Traits : Munsterberg 1.60 .75

Animals of the Past : Lucas 2.00 .75

Samuel Chapman Armstrong : Armstrong 1.50 .75

The Real Benedict Arnold : Todd 1.20 .65

The Art of Life: dc Maulde la Claviere. 1.7t> .85

Asia and Euro))e : Towiiscnd 2.50 1.00

Astronomy with an Opera Glass: Scrviss. 1.50 .65

Athletics and Outdoor Sports for Women :

Hill 1..50 .75

Life of Audubon : Mrs. Audubon 1.50 .75

Auld Lang Syne : MUllcr 2.00 1.00

Backgrounds of Literature : Mahie 2.00 1.00

Battle with t he Slum : Pi is 2.00 1 .00

Autobiography of Sir Waller Besant 175 .65

Love Letters of Bismarck : Lewis 3.00 1.00

Personal Reminiscences of Bismarck :

Whitman 1.60 .65

William Black (Novelist) : Peid 2.25 .90

De Blowitz - Memoirs 3.00 1.50

A Book of Remembrance : Mrs. Gillespie 2.50 .75

The Book of Weddings : Mrs. Kingsland 1.20 .60

Life and Letters of Robert Browning :

Mrs. Orr 2.00 1.00

Colonial Days and Ways : Smith 3.50 1.50

Contemporaries: Higginson 2.00 .75

Contemporary France. 1870-73 : Hanotaux 3.75 1.65

Memoirs of Baroness Cecile de Courtot

:

Kaiscnberg 2.50 .85

Democracy and Social Ethics: Addams.. 1.25 .60

Letters from England : Mis. Bancroft. . . 1.50 .85

Cardinal Newman : Barry 1.00 .65

Robespierre: Belloc 2.00 1.00

How to Get Strong : Blakie 1.00 .60

Bronte, Eliot and Austen : Bon ncV 2.00 1.10

Mary Boyle—Her Book : Boyle 3.50 .65

Representative Modern Preachers]
Brastow 1.50 .85

Victorian Prose Masters: Urotmcn 1.50 .75

Literary Values : Burroughs 1.10 .05

Madame : Cart wright 3.00 .75

German Life In Town and Country :

Dawson 1.20 .70

Matthew Arnold : Dawson 1.75 1.00

Sixteen Years in Siberia : Deutsch 3.50 1.60

Three Years' War : De Wet 2..50 1.10

The Teachings of Dante : Dinsmore 1.50 .75

Robert Brow ning : Dowden 1.50 .85

My Air Ships: Dumont 1.40 .80

Life of F. W. Farrar : Farrar 3.00 1.15

Yesterdays with Authors : Fields 3.50 1.65

The True History of the American Revo-

lution : Fisher 2.00 1.00

Rise and Growth of American Politics :

Ford 1.50 .85

Letters from Japan : Mrs. Fraser 3.00 1.85

Life of Charlotte Bronte : Mrs. Oaskcll . . 1.75 .90

The Play of Man : Qroos 1.50 .75

Authors of Our Day in Their Homes

:

Halsey 1.25 .60

Women Authors of Our Day : Halsey— 1.25 .60

Korea, : Hamilton 1.50 .85

Physical Training for Women by Japanese

Methods : Hancock 1.25 .65

John Ruskin: Harrison 75 .50

Argonaut Letters : Hart 2.00 l.W
The Frigate Constitution : Hollis 1.50 .65

Dutch Life in Town and Country : Hough 1.2(J .70

Publislier'i

Price

Wayfarers in Italy : Hooker $3.00

The Evolution of the Soul : Hudson 1.20

Life and Letters of Lady Sarah Lennox :

niehester 4.00

Benjamin West : Jackson 1.00

The Last Years of the Nineteenth Cen-

tury : Latimer 3.50

Musical Education : Lavignac 2.00

Flench Life in Town and Country : Lynch 1.20

Lettersof Mile, de Lespinasse : Lcspinasse 1.25

Alfred, The West Saxon : Macfayden. . . . 2 00

Christ : McConnelV. 1.25

The Double Garden : Maeterlinck 1.40

Rambles and Studies in Greece : Mahaffy 3.00

Ten Singing Lessons : Marchesl 1.50

Memoirs of a Musical Life : Mason 3.00

From Grieg to Brahms : Mason 1..50

The Historical Novel : Matthews 1.25

The Creevey Papers: Maxwell 3.75

The Present South : Murphy 1.50

Ritschlianism : Orr 1.75

Russian Life in Town and Country :

Palmer 1.20

Matthew Arnold : Paid 75

Theodore Roosevelt, The Citizen : Riis... 2.00

The Deer Family : Roosevelt 3.00

A Week in a French Country House :

Sartor is 1.50

Russia—Her Strength and Weakness

:

Scliierhrand 1.60

Barblzon Days : Sm ith 3.00

The Shame of the Cities : Steffens 1.30

Tolstoy, the Man : Steiner 1.50

George Eliot : Stephen 75

Swiss Life in Town and Country : Story.. 1.20

The Fat of the Land : Streeter 1.50

Memoirs of Vailima : Strong and Oshorne 1.20

Why My Photographs Are Bad : Taylor. . 1.00

Stars and Telescopes : Todd 2.00

The Woman Who Toils : Van Vorst 1.50

Italian Life in Town and Country : Villari 1.30

By the Fireside : Wagner 1.00

The Progress of the Century : Wallace... 2.50

Working with the Hands : Washington.. 1.50

Japan Aspects and Destinies : Watson . . . 3..50

Mankind in the Making : Wells 1.50

Hawaiian America: Wliitncy 2.50

The Land of the Latins: Willaid 1.40

The End of the Era : Wise 2.00

True Tales of Mountain Adventure

:

Le. Blond 3.00

Sacharissa : Cartwright 2.50

Studies In Contemporary Biography

:

Brycc 3.00

The Art of Cross-Examination : Welltna7i 3.50

Winter India : Scidmorc 2.00

Poland : Brandes 2.50

Saunterings : Warner 1.00

Americans in Process : Woods 1.50

American Authors in Their Homes

:

Halsey 1.25

1 he Riddle of the Universe : Hacckel 1.50

Three Studies in Literature : Gates 1.50

The Story of the 19th Century : Brooks. . . 1.50

Parts of "speech : Matthews 1.35

The Lore of Cathay : Martin 3.00

From Cromwell to Wellington :

Wilkinson 3.50
Remembrances of Emerson : Albee 1.00
Mendelssohn: Stratton 1.35

Paudita Ramabai : Dyer 1.35

The True William Penn : Fisher 3.00
The Problem of Asia : Mahan 3.00

The Painters of Florence: Cartwright... 2.50

Twentieth Century Inventions

:

Suthei-land 1.50

Progress of Invention in the 19th Century

:

Byrn 3.00

Talks with Mr. Gladstone : Tollemache... 1.25

Our
Price

$1.50

.70

1.25

.50

1.25

1.00

.70

.45

1.00

.70

.85

1.65

.75

1.00

.75

.55

2.10

.85

.95

.70

.50

1.15

1.00

100
1.10

.75

.90

.50

.70

.90

.65

.50

1.00

.75

.70

.65

1.35

.90

2.00

.90

1.25

.75

1.00

1.35

1.35

1.50

1.35

1.00

1.35

.50

.65

.65

.75

.65

.65

.65

1.25

1.75
.45

.65

.50

1.00
1.00
1.25

1.50
.50
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Control
Driving an ordinary pin with g^i

a mammoth 30 horse-power auto-

mobile, by repeatedly approach-

ing and gently touching the head,

is the latest achievement illustrat-

ing the unusual sensitiveness of

the motor connections and brake

device of the wonderful Cadillac.

This perfect control results from
mechanism so simple, so durable,

so manifestly common-sense, as

to make the Cadillac almost trouble

proof. Because of this excellence

of construction, a Cadillac may be

maintained at but a fraction of the

expense required by other cars

—a feature which, combined
with never-failing serviceableness,

makes it the most satisfactory au-

tomobile in America.

Model D—Fonr-Cylinder, 30 h. p.
• Touring Car, $2,800.

Model F—Side-Entrance Touring:
Car $950.

Model B-Touring: Car, detachable
tonneau, $900.

Model E—Light, stylish, powerful
Runabout, $750.

All prices f. o. b. Delroit.

y^rite for Catalog. AT) , and address of

nearest dealer. U'here you can see and
try a Cadillac.

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE CO.,

De'.roit, Mich.

Member Asso. Licensed Auto. Mfrs.

Klip-Klip
BEST EVER MADE

A perfect manicure.
Quick, easy, simplf
and strong.

The
Original,

made in Ger-
man .silver

25c.
Klip-Klip, Jr.,

ers or mailed.

nickeled, 15c. At deal-

Accept no substitute.

As heretofore, made only by
KLIP-KLIP COMPANY.
Send 4C. in stamps for book,
"How to Care for the Hands."

558 Clinton Ave. S.,

Rochester, N. Y.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

The Literary Digest is in receipt of the follow-

ing books

:

'^ \ Knot of Blue."—Wm. R. A. Wilson. (Little,

Brown & Co.)

" The Fallen God." — Joseph Spencer Kennard.

(George W. Jacobs & Co., Philadelphia.)

" The Spirit of the Service."—Edith Elmer Wood.
( Macmillan Company, paper, $0.25.)

" Scottish Reminiscences."—Sir Archibald Geikie.

(MacLehose.)

" The Life Insurance Company."— Wm. Alexander.

( D. Appleton & Co., $1.50 net.)

" William Hickling Prescott." — Harry Thurston

Peck. (Macmillan Company, $0.75 net.)

" The Bishop's Niece."—George H. Picard. (Her-

bert B. Turner & Co.)

"Enchantment." — Harold MacGrath. (Bobbs-

Merrill Co.;

"On Tybee Knoll."—James B. Connolly. (A. S.

Barnes & Co., $1.25.)

"Primitive Traits in Religious Revivals." — Fred-

erick Morgan Davenport. (Macmillan Company,

$1.50 net.)

" Modern Utopia."—H. G. Wells. (Charles Scrib-

ner's Sons, $1.50 net.)

"Specimen Letters."— Cook and Benham. (Ginn

& Co., S0.65.)

" The Young Christian Teacher Encouraged."— B.

C. G. (B. Heider, St. Louis.)

" The Wine Press."—Anna Robeson Brown. (D.

Appleton & Co., $1.50.)

" Anna, a Daughter of Japan." — Gensai Murai.

(The Hochi Shimbim, Tokyo.)

" The Corrected English New Testament."—Samuel

Lloyd. (G. P. Putnam's Sons, $1.50.)

" Jesus and the Prophets."— Charles S. Macfarland,

Ph.D. (G. P. Putnam's Sons, $1.50 net.)

" The Garden of a Commuter's Wife."—The Gard-

ener. (Macmillan Company, $0.25.)

" Essays : Biographical and Foreign Politics." —
Robert, Marquiss of Salisbury. (E. P. Dutton & Co.,

2 vols., $4 net.)

" Lessons in Hygienic Physiology."—W. M. Cole-

man. (Macmillan Company, So. 50.)

" Shakespeare's London."— Henry Thew Stephen-

son. (Henry Holt & Co., S2net.)

"An Embarrassing Orphan."— W. E. Norris. (The

John C. Winston Company, $1.)

" The Walking Delegate."— Leroy Scott. (Double-

day, Page & Co., $1.50.)

" A Condensed History of the Church of God."—
Elder J. V. Kirkland. (Author, Fulton, Ky.)

" The Witness to the Influence of Christ."—Wm.
Boyd Carpenter. (Houghton, Mifilin & Co., $1.10

net.)

" Mirabeau and the French Revolution."— Charles

F. Warwick. (J. B. Lippincott Company.)

" The Iron Age Directory." (David Williams Com-
pany, New York.)

" Tides of the Spirit."—James Martineau. (Ameri-

can Unitarian Association, $1 net.)

" The Christian Ministry." — Lyman Abbott, D.D.

(Houghton, Mifflin & Co., $1.50 net.)

" Principles and Methods of Industrial Peace."—

A. C. Pigou. (Macmillan Company, $1.10.)

" The Fleeing Nymph and Other Verse."— Lloyd

Mifflin. (Small, Maynard & Co.)

" The Norsk Nightingale." — William F. Kirk.

(Small, Maynard & Co., $0.75 net.)

" The Aftermath of Slavery."—William A. Sinclair.

(Small, Maynard & Co., $1.50 net.)

"Wild Wings." — Herbert K. Jtb. (Houghton,

Mifflin & Co., $3 net.)

" For a Free Conscience."— L. C. Wood. (Fleming

H. Revell Company, $1.50.)

" Christianity as Taught by Christ." —Henry Stiles

t IITlinDO Send us your MS. ; if worthy of cloth bind-

AU I nUno ins ^e will publish it. To Publ gh.'rs. fa-
cilitiesforhiindlinglargeeditions. Pleased

to quote vou. Finest ecjuipped plant in New Eni-'land.
MAYHEW PrHI,ISHIN<i CO., yj-lOO KhitkU's St., Boston, Mass

All transactions on honor. Save a Diamond.
Win a heart. Every woman loves a Diamond.
Every woman knows that to be attractive she
must look attractive. She wants to wear a
Diamond. Gratify her. Gratify her love for
the beautiful. Present her with a Diamond.
The sparkiinjj Diamond lasts forever. Every
day durint; life the loved one is reminded of
the giver's admiration and generosity.

Tha Ticna in D,,,, a Diamond Is right now. You
I ne I Ime to oUy can make a profit while you
are wearing It. IHamonds are going up In value
twenty per cent every year. Write for Catalog,

Write for Our Splendid Catalog ?oo*o^n,'?s^
tratlons of Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry. We will
send it to you. We will also mail to you our Interesting
Souvenir Diamond Booklet. You can select the article
you want and wear It yourself or present It to a loved
one. We will send it to you on approval. If you like
It, pay one-fifth the price and keep It, sending the
balance to us In eifrht equal monthly payments. W^e
pay all express charges. We ask no security. We
create no publicity. We make no inquiries of em-
ployers. All transactions are prlvateand confidential.
Your account will be welcomed. Write for Catalog,

(\ur Cti'tr^niaa Certificate of quality and value Is
UUr UUardniee sent with every Diamond. We
allow you lull price If ever you wish to exchange
for other goods or a larger Diamond. Goods best.
Prices lowest. Terms easiest. Write for Catalog.

We Are the Largest ^v^lfctl aSd l'^^^^^^
the world. We are the only Diamond Cutters selling
at retail. The I.oltls System received highest award,
Go'd Medal, at the St. Louis Exposition.

lOFTIS
DIAMOND CUTTERS
WATCHIVIAKERS, JEWELERS
Dept. E-41, 92 to 88 State St

BB BROS & CO. I8?8
CHICAGO, ILL.. U. S. ».

FREE SAMPLE SHEET
PULLFROa (ARBONpAPEP

*L> >^\ 136 IMPRESSIONS

SINGLE SHEET

Here's
a carbon
that has
three time
the life of
any other copy-
ing paper made
— the celebrated

Bull Frog Brand.
Finished like a type-

writer ribbon and
wears like one. Has
136 impressions from

Send us your

order for one of

these portfolios

0-day.

the world's record of furnishing

a single sheet.

SEND FOR THE PATENT PORTFOLIO

We have patented a time and labor saving port-

folio which prevents the carbon from being crumpled,

torn, or soiled; and we are so certain you will con-

tinue to buy the Bull Frog Brand once you try it

that we will send one of these portfolios _ _
containing 12 sheets'of Bull Frog Brand silk nllp
finish carbon paper, postpaid, on receipt of UU U

THE NEWTON -ROTHERICK MFG. CO.

410 Superior St., Toledo, Ohio

Boody,McLellan^Co.
Bankers

57 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Menibeis of the New York Stock Exchange

ORDERS EXECUTED FOR CASH
OR ON MARGIN

Interest allowed on deposits subject to cheque

BRANCH OFFICES
Albany Poughkeepsie New Haven

Hartford, Bridgeport and Brooklyn

Readers of The Literakt Digest are asked to mention the publication wben writing to advertisers.
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Bradley, D.D. (.Fleminji H. Revell Company. $1.25

net.)

'• The Dream of the Rood."- Albert S. Cook. (Clar-

eiiduu Press. I

' CoUotiviorvm Martvrini CorderiiGalli." (Chilton

Print i\i Comi>any, f I.25.')

"James Watt." — Andrew Carnjgie. (Doubleday,

Page vS: Co., $1.40 net.)

•• T>ld in the Gardens of Araby." Izora Chandler,

and Mary \V. Mont;.^oniery. (Eaton & Mains, $0.75

net. I

'•J. II. Shorthouse's Life and Letters."- His Wife.

(Macmillan Company, 2 vols., 54.25.)

" Songs : Daisy,' " In Steyermark,' ' The Virgil." "

—

Hubbard William Harris. (.Clayton F. Sunimy, #0.50

each.)

" Songs :
' Lullaby,' ' Unnumbered.' "— Rossetter G.

Cole. (Claj-ton F. Summy, fcjo each.)

" Songs :
' Cupid Swallowed,' ' Legacies.' "—Mildred

J. Hill. (Clayton F. Summy, $0.50 each.)

" Man Limitless."-Floyd B. Wilson. (R. F. Fenno

Company, $1.25.)

/^

CURRENT POETRY.
The Sacrament of Spring.

Bv Frank Crane.

As when the young priest first comes close

To altar lights and reredos.

And lifts his hand to take the cup

Wherein God's blood is gathered up,

So stand 1, hushed and wondering,

Before the Epipliany of Spring.

Life ! Life I Oh, miracle divine !

I cannot disbelieve the fine

Impulsion here. My heart flames out

And burns the barriers of doubt.

- From The Independent.

Dagonet.
By Lucile Rutland.

The night King Arthur climbed the dismal stair

At Camelot 1 forsaken by liis queen

And by his kniglits, without a hope to lean

His grief upon or comfort his despair).

About his feet within the darkness there

A Voice clung with low worcfs and sobs between—
" Lo ! Dagonet, thy fool, weeps here unseen.

Who nevermore a smile shall make thee wear."

Alas for him who climbs the dismal steep

Of life alor.e—who must endure the pain

Of an o'erloving heart whose trust was vain ;

To whom a Voice comes from the shadows deep—
' Lo ! I am Love, thy poor fool, and I weep
Because I ne'er shall make thee smile again."

—From The Cosmopolitan

.

The Founts of Song.

By Fiona Macleou.
" What is the song I am singing ?

"

Said the pine-tree to the wave :

" Do you not know the song

You have sung so long

Down in the dim green alleys of the sea,

And where the great blind tides go swinging

Mysteriously,

And where the countless herds of the billows are hurl'd

On all the wild and lonely beaches of the world ?

"

" Ah, Pine-tree," sighed the wave,
" I have no song but what I catch from thee

:

Far off I hear thy strain

Of infinite sweet pain

That floats along the lovely phantom land.

I sigh, and murmur it o'er and o'er and o'er,

When 'neath the slow compelling hand
That guides me back and far from the loved shore,

I wonder long

W^here never falls the breath of any song,

But only the loud, empty, crashing roar

Of seas swung this way and that for evermore."

" What is the song I am singing 1

"

Said the poet to the pine :

" Do you not know the song

You have sung so long

SWEET MUSIC FOR YOUR SUMMER DAYS AND EVENINGS
liver ready to entertain and charm, at your instant command, with a variety of choice
selections ranging all the way from an air from the latest opera to a classic symphony.
What could offer more fascinating enjoyment on the veranda of the summer home, on tlie

deck of the yacht, or in the garden summer-house, during the dreamy summer afternoons
or the moonlit evenings, than this princely musical entertainer.

A $75 MUSIC BOX Delivered for Only $1 Down
We leccMtly ottered Lirr.R.xuv Duiicsr readers a few liigli-grade music boxes, whicli were placed in our
stuck through an adjustment of a wholesale order. These bii.xes formerly sold at $75, but we
offered tl>e remaining boxes at tlie special price of $41 ea-ch, guaranteeing satisfaction and enabling
the purchasers to pay for them on easy little payments. (p#" All were qviickly sold out. Many
orders had to be declined. So many Dic.est readers were deprived oi this opportunity to secure a high-
grade music bo.x at half-price tliat we liave yielded to retiuests for a renewal of the offer, and have manu-
factured jo boxes identical with the ones first offered and of tlie same price. If you want one, prompt
action is necessary.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED-ONLY 50 BOXES

Full and Splendid

Equipment

The box is
equipped w i t h
three6 tunecylin-

ders (the regular

price of which is

56 each), giving

eighteen tunes in

all. The cylin-

ders are 7^2
inches long. The
handsome solid

mahogany, hand-
carved case is 2 3

inches long, 13'-^

inches wide, and
1 1 inches deep.

It is a big, hand-
some music box.

Exquisite Solid

Mahogany Case

The box is fur-

nished in a rich

and elegant hand-
carved full solid

mahogany or oak
case (with drawer
for cylinders),
giving it a singu-

larly chaste and
sumptuous ap-
pearance. It

forms a beautiful

addition to the

home furnish-

ings, and will
please the most
particular lover
of the tasteful.

It Irvcludes SlU the IsLtest perfectiorvs, sucK ^s tvjne ir\dica>.tor, latrge cylinders, tune,
skipper. ir\dJca.tor, etc., etc. Any number of cylinders rrvaLy be a^dded. Its torve is
wonderfully brilliant, ricK SLnd cKa.ra.cterful, full of melody aLrvd mvjsica.1 cha.rm.

A Genuine Jacot Swiss Interchangeable Cylinder

MUSICBOX
T/iis Splendid Box is 7nade by the Oldest Music Box House in the United States.

Awarded Gold Medal at the St. Louis Exposition.

A FEW WORDS OF SUGGESTION I,''hirh%%%r;c^T^.^;^V"No?P?r,
Every music lover, whether able to play a musical instrument or not, may listen at any time to the sweetest tunes
from this splendid little instrument. It reproduces the choicest selections with such delicate expression, such
rich luirtno7iy, and such f>er/ect modidation as to entertain and delight the most refined and critical tastes. It

enables you to enjoy an almost unlimited variety of music ; it is always ready to play for you ; it never gets tired,

•it will last for years upon years, and it is far more inexpensive than many other musical instruments. It is more-
over a beautiful addition to the furnisliings of the home.

A Few of the Superior Features of this Superior Box
WORKMANSHIP—Every feature of the workman-

ship of this box and the materials used in its construc-
tion is of the highest obtainalile quality. "We are the
oldest music box makers in this country, and we devote
minute care to every detail of construction.

SAFETY CHECK—This valuable appliance pre-
vents any damage to the box in case its mechanism
gives way.

REMEMBER, ONLY 50 BOXES
AT THIS REDUCTION

TUNE INDICATOR—This is a dial with figures

corresponding to those on the pro.?ramme card, and

a hand controlled by the motion of tlie cylinder, and

pointing to the number of the tune playing.

TUNE SKIPPER- By means of this mechanism

the cylinder can be set at once on any desired tune.

You Take No Risk. We Guarantee
Satisfaction. Only $ I Down Brings

a Box to Your Home for Examination
We are so confident of the pleasing qualities of these boxes that we offer them to Literary Digest readers on
the most liberal terms, placing the 50 boxes within
easy reach of every reader of this magazine. You
take no risk in accepting this special offer. Sign
and mail the coupon to-day with $\. Upon receipt
we will send you one of the 50 boxes securely
boxed, express or F. O. B. New York If the box
is satisfactory pay us the balance in eight montlily
instalments of j^i; each. If not satisfactory hold
subject to our order.

JACOT MUSIC BOX CO.
Sendfor catalogue ofSielhi and Mira Music Boxes

39 Union Square* New^ York.

Special Coupon Good for One of the 50 Boxes

Jacot Music Box Co., 39 Union Square, New York
Gknti.kmkn : 1 :t< i ept ymr speci;il olit-r tif a Jiunt Iiiltrchiinge-

able Cylinder Mii.s!c Bux, foiinecly ^Tj; speiial price to 50 Litkk-
AKY DiGKST readers, $41. I enclose herewith $1, uiion receipt o J

which jrou are to send me the box, F. O. B. N. Y. 1 agree to pay
the balance oCihe price in 8 monthly instalments of $5 each. It is

understood that yon euarantfe satisfaction, and that il the box proves
unsatisfactory, 1 may hold the same subject to your order and you
will refund whatever 1 have paid on the box. It is also agreed that

tlie box remauiji your property until entire'y paid for.

I.. D. Xame

.

Address.

Readers of The Literar? Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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Here in the dim green alleys of the woods

Where the wild winds go wandering in all moods,

And whisper often o'er and o'er,

Or in tempestuous clamors roar

Their dark eternal secret evermore ?
"

" Oh, Poet," said the pine,

" Thine

Is that song

!

Not mine !

I have known it, loved it, long

!

Nothing I know ef what the wild w-inds cry

Through dusk and storm and night.

Or prophesy

When tempests whirl us with their awful might.

Only, I know that w-hen

The poet's voice is heard

Among the woods

The infinite pain from out the hearts of men
Is sweeter than the voice of wave or branch or bird

In these dumb solitudes."

—From The Academy.

On the Proposal to Erect a Statue to

Shakespeare in London.

Bv Alfred Austin.

Why should we lodge in marble or in bronze

Spirits more vast than earth, or sea, or sky ?

Wiser the silent worshiper who cons

Their page for Wisdom that will never die.

Unto the favorites of the passing hour

Erect the statue and unveil the bust,

Whereon contemptuous Time will slowly shower

Oblivion's refuse and negle;tful dust.

The Monarchs of the Mind, self-sceptered Kings,

Need no memento to transmit their name :

Throned on their thoughts and high imaginings,

They are the Lords, not servitors, of Fame.

Raise pedestals to perishable stuff

;

Gods for themselves are monument enough.
—Prom The National Review.

Out of Doors.

By Charlotte Perkins Oilman.

Just to be out of Doors ! So still ! So green !

With unbreathed air, illimitable, clean,

With soft, sweet scent of happy growing things,

The leaves' soft flutter, sound of sudden wings,

The far faint hills, the water wide between.

Breast of the great earth-mother ! Here we lean

With no conventions hard to intervene.

Content, with the contentment nature brings.

Just to be out of doors.

And under all the feeling half foreseen

Of what this lovely world will come to mean
To all of us when the uncounted strings

Are keyed aright, and one clear music rings

In our hearts. Joy universal, keen,

Just to be out of doors.
—From The Cosmopolitan.

An Invitation.

By Arthur Guiterim.\n.

"They have said; they will say ;—then let them be

saying.

The World's an old woman, but we'll go a-Maying."

The bluebird has come in the wake of the swallow;

Anemones, columbines, dance in the hollow

;

The river is laugliing ; the hedgerow discloses

A present of lilacs, a promise of roses
;

And sweet from the orchard, where blossoms are

falling.

That tempter, the Wind, like a truant is calling.

" They have said ; they will say ;—e'en let them be

saying

!

Away ! little Gipsy, for we'll go a-Maying !
''

-Froi'n The Criterion.

SPECIAL ROUND TRIP RATES DAILY TO
THE PACIFIC COAST

Via The North-Western Line
Beginning May 23d, account Lewis and Clark Exposition.
Round trip, Chicago to Portland via direct routes, $56.50;
via San Francisco and Los Angeles in one direction, S67.50.
Send 2-cent stamp for illustrated folder and full informa-
tion as to extensive choice of routes offered, either via
Omaha or via St. Paul and Minneapolis. W. B. Kniskem,
P. T. M., C. & N. W. Ry., 22 Fifth Ave., Chicago.

r
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'HE COST of a modern sanitary bathroom equipped with

snowy iStattdafd" Porcelain enameled ware is so moderate
that every home can and should have the comfort, health and
luxury which its installation brings. No matter how low the cost,

each fixture is beautiful in appearance and absolutely sanitary.

It has the purity of china and the wear of iron.

The bathroom question is so important, that we ask you to send to-day for

our complete book "MODERN BATHROOMS," which shows many prac-
tical interiors from $70.00 to $550.00 with cost of each fixture in detail. It gives
expert advice regarding every phase of the subject, and is the only practical

book about bathrooms. It was prepared at great cost in the interests of

sanitation and "jStattdattT Ware, and is sent to any address for 6c. postage. If

you are thinking only of a bath tub, you need this book.
The fixtures shown in this illustration are : LENOX Lavatory, NEW

FAVORITE Bath and EDUX Closet. The cost complete is approximately
$101 , not counting piping and labor.

CAUTION : Every piece of 'SUviati" Ware hears our guarantee 'jStafldawT

"Green and Gold" label, and has our trade-mark '^taitdatd" cast on the outside.

Unless the label and trade-mark are on the fixture it n not "^tftitdaiKf Ware. Refuse
substitutes—they are all inferior and ui!l cost yiu more in the end.

Standard 3anttar^ ll)fa, Co. ^^p^- 35. piTysBUROH, pa.

Offices and Showroom in New York : Standard Huilding, 35-37 West 31st Street
London. England : 23 llolii'UM Vi:i<luct, E. C.

«
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SPRING
NEEDLE

DERBY RIBBED

' r
V3t\'A®'

x^
eaJf

Sa^*
MsX^

UNDERWEM^/ /
4

Made ofthe best .ind cleanest yarna in silkafccn ^

wool and ration on the famous Spnng Needle ,M,'-
chrne This machine patented and manulhttn- . 1

by Char es Cooper, will knit only the finest van,*
and produces a rinished fabric of most ' '\

Keinarknble Elasticity. •

Garments made from it retain the.r original shape
and elasticity until worn out. They fit easily and
naturally, yielding readily with every movement of
the body The special silkateen fabric is more ab-
sorbent than Imen and from first to last maintams
the same elegant, silky feel.
Ask any hieh-clnss haberdasher for the fien-

,

"•ne Coopoi-'s Unclerwenr. If by
'my rhanc e, he hasn't it, write at on.e lor

sanii.l...s of the fabric and our Booklet E.

Cooper Mfg. Co. >feoPE^
Bennington, V*. ^j^<7-ii--^=^pp-i^

DERBY {^ribbed]

AUCan DATCC California. Washington, Oregon,UnCAr nH I CO (lolorado. We secure reduced
rates on Household Goods to the above States for intend-
ing settlers. Write for rates. Map of California free.

TRANS-CONTINENTAL FREIGHT CO., F.355 Dearborn St., Chicago.

The best Spring tonic.

Effectually protects at all

hours, in all weathers.

Not only protects, but in-

vigorates. Nothing like it

for Health and Comfort

both.

Recommended by leading

physicians everywhere

Booklets and Samples Free

New York: 306 Fifth Ave., 157 Bro.idway

Bklyn.:504 Fulton St. Boston: 228 BoylstonSt.

Phila.: 1510 Chestnut St. Chicago: 82 State St.

Agents in all Principal Cities.

GOV'T
KEVOLrVERS. Ol^lfS. SWOBDS. Mili-
tary Goods. NEW and old auctioned to V.

Itau'nrrman, o"9 B'w'jr, .\.Y. 153. Cat'l'g m'l'd 6c
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PERSONALS.
When the Finaucier Scored.— The late Baron

de Hirsch, the Jewish financier, relates the London

.1/. A. P., ^vas dining at a German nobleman's house

in Germany in company with a certain prince, who

made no secret of his venomous antipathy to the

Jews.

" Remarking upon a tour he had made in Turkey,

he said he had been favorably impressed witli two of

its customs :

• All Jews and dogs that are caught are immedi-

ately killed.'

" The baron, with smiling sangfroid, immediately

relieved the scandalized consternation of the other

guests with a bland rejoinder :

" • How fortunate you and I don't live there.' "

Joseph Jefl'ersoii as it I'ainter. —Some interest-

ing reminiscences of Joseph Jefferson as a painter are

contributed to Harper's Weekly by Frederic Rem-

ington. He writes

:

"I found Joseph Jefferson, a few years ago, in a

secluded spot on the west coast of Florida, and he in-

vited me into his den. I had known before that he

had painted, but I did not know that he gave so much

time to It. The studio was an honest workshop, with

paint and brushes in hopeless crisscross all over the

place, like a tamarack swamp after the fire has swept

it, canvases piled against the walls, and Mr. Jefferson

in a new character. His tea-gown or blouse was long

and voluminous, and gracefully daubed with stray

paint. His long hair had fallen in a shock over his

eyes, pulled there in the nervous moments when the

thrill of color had robbed him of his consciousness,

and from under it shone the quaint face which three

generations of .Americans can recall to their fancy.

' Are you going to paint to-day, Mr. Jefferson ?
' I

asked.
" ' Of course !

'

" What .'

' I ventured.
"

' Oh, bless you, I don't know ! I never know what

I am going to paint.'

" This was a shock to my ideas, but I gradually re-

covered as my brain titillated with the new idea. My
own pictures, if at all successful, are finished before

they are begun, but, on a little reflection, ' there is no

one way in art.' Only teachers have methods : artists

play with color and line unconsciously.
"

' I have no method beyond fussing with color, e.x-

cept to stop short when the thing suits me,' he said

;

and picking up a sponge, he applied great sweeps of

sky tone in his enthusiastic way.

"' I account this '—holding up the dripping sponge
—^ the best weapon, after my fingers and thumb.' And
he gave the sky a few vicious wipes with the superior

weapon.
"

' Clouds,' he went on, ' are not intellectual, you see

;

they do not know where they are going. A premedi-

tated cloud-can you imagine it?' And the sponge

worked vigorously, and the clouds blew over and under

each other on the canvas just as they would in nature.

Current Events.

Foreign.

RtJSSO-jAPANESE WaR.

May T4.—A statement made by a high Japanese
official shows Japan has proof that the Russian
warships were in French territorial waters as
late as May 12. Captain Clado. the Russian
naval expert, is dubious about the outcome of
the approaching battle, expressing the belief
that R.ozhdestvensky can not hope to escape
without heavy losses.

May 15.— Skirmishing continues on the Russian left

in Manchuria, and Marshal Oyama is reported

Whitman Saddle
The one saddle always preferred by
discriminating riders. It is the high-
est type of the saddler's art. Correct
in every line— always comfortable for
the horse and rider. Complete cata-
logue sent free, showing the Whitman
for men and women, and everything
from "Saddle to Spur." Address

The Mehlbach Saddle Co., IM Chambers St.. New York

Snccessors to The Whitman Saddle Co.

TKe Ford Model F, Price $1200
In addition to Henry Ford's originality of design, there is more actual value

of material and workmanship in FORD MODEL " F " than in any other auto-

mobile ever built at the price.
It seats five people, climbs hills on high speed, has a roomy side entrance tonneau, is light,

strong, and rides like a yacht. Has the latitude of speed on the high gear of a $5,000.00 car.
If you are thinking of buying a $700 or $800 car, put a few hundred with it and get a Ford

Model F. If you tliink a $2000 to $2soo car is necessary, save $800 to $1200 and buy a Ford
Model F.

Model F has the stuflf in it, the common sense, the power, the satisfaction, to meet the re-

quirements of any ordinarily conservative man, for years. It is not too big for a handy runabout
nor too small for a comfortable touring car.

We do not try to make it look like a millionaire's touring car, but it acts like one in all but
the expense of maintenance, and it is good enough for any millionaire in the world. It has big
tires, a light strong frame, a powerful engine. It don't lug around several hundred pounds of
e.xtra weight to wear out your tires, to consume gasoline, and use up power. It laughs at hills
thsLt rr\2Lke tKe hveavy cars clatter and bang on the low gear.

Mr. Automobile Buyer, keep this in mind. Big Touring Car bodies on cheap, roughly built

chasses, will look like you are getting a lot for your money, but new sets of tires at $160 to $200
per set, big repair bills, clattering machines struggling with little hills will convince you that
something besides bigness of looks is to be considered in buying an Automobile.

When you buy a motor car look at all the cars. Find out what they will do and 'what they
have done in actual service. Get demonstrations on the road. Select difficult roads and steep
hills. Don't let a slick salesman spin you along on an asphalt pavement. After you have found
what o.thers will do, go to the Ford agent and ask him to take you out in a Ford. If it doesn't
do as good work as a car costing half as much again, and better work than any car at the same
price our agent won't have a word to say.

Call on our agent. If you don't know who he is write and ask us and get our little booklet
on Maintenance and what it costs to run a Ford.

FORD MOTOR CO.. Detroit, Mich.
Carvadiarv Tra.de Supplied by Ford Motor Co. of Canada, Limited, Wa.lkerville, OntaLrio

Members A merican Motor Car Manufacturers A ssociation, Chicago

DON'T EXPERIMENT-JUST BUY A FORD

ENNEN'S BORATED
TALCUM

^MWDER
j
PRICKLY HEAT. >^;

'CHAFING, and Si£
SUNBURN, "ttl.'S""
Removes alt odor of perspiration. De*

'
Hghtfu'l after Shaving. Sold everywhere, or

f mailed Ion" receipt of 25c,' Get Mennen's (the original). Sample Free.

GERHARD MCNNEN COMPANY.fJ«wark.N.J*

$500 will earn $150
When invested in our First Mortgage F.irm loans
netting 6> and running for 5 years. Loans from ijiSOO

to fcOO secured by farms readily sold at from $1,500 to
$6,000. Booklet, "We're Right On the Ground," list

of loans, and full particulars upon request.

E. J. LANDER & CO., Box 8, Grand Forks, N. D.

ESSAYS
SPEECHES
LECTURES
etc., etc..

written on any subject at short notice. Satis-
faction guaranteed. All transactions con-
tideiltial. Davis I'aRe, 1773 Broadway, N. Y.

SAVE ONE THIRD
By Buying of the Makers

We are actual manufacturers—not a commission house.
We can and do save our customers one third on retail prices

by selling direct to user and cutting out all dealers' prollts.

All our goods carry our guarantee. Our free Illustrated cata-
logue shows a greater assortment of carriages and harness
than any dealer can show you. Send for it.

THE COLUMBUS
CARRIAGE AND HARNESS COMPANY,

COLUMBUS. OHIO.
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STEEL PENS

ESTABLISHED 1824.

Samples and Prices from U. S. Sole
Agents,

PERRY & CO.
349 Broadway, New York.

WE WANT AGENTS
in every town to ride and sell our bicycles.
Good pay. Finest guaranteed 1905 SIUDELS,
with Puncture-Proof ^ ff% ^ ^O.^F
tires.Coaster-Brakes V* '*' '*' %p£*W
1903 & 19U4 models tf7 ^ tf^O
of Best Makes V * «** iP i^
SOO Second-Hand Wheels
All makes & Mod- tf ^ #_ ^O
els good as new V'"' '** wO
CLKARING SALE at half cost.
We SJi/P ON APPROVAL and
TEN DAYS TRIAL to anyone
'without a ccKt deposit. Write at once for

Special Offer on sample bicycle.

TIKES, SUNDRIES, AUTOMOBILES.
MEAD CYCLE CO., G 134, CHICAGO

A NOVEL FOR YOUR VACATION
*' Something to take o^ one's hat to.'*

** A very cleverly written satire,**

'* Happily spontaneoia.^'
** There is no sting in thisfitn."

2d Edition

The Little

Vanities of

Mrs. Whittaker
By JOHN STRANGE WINTER

Author of " Booties' Baby," etc.

The latest novel of this most popular

novelist has made an immediate hit.

Everybody who likes a good love story

with a vein of genial satire and comedy
should read this book at once.

At all bookstores $ I net ; by mail $1.11

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Pubs., New York

to be concentrating his troops on the westward.
Russia advices say that So.ooo fresh Japanese
trooi)s have reached the front. Reports from
.Saigon declare tliat after a return to tne Cochin-
China coast, the Russian squadron had sailed.

May i6.—Another battle-ship division is practically
ready to sail from the Baltic Sea to reinforce
Rozhdestvensky.

May 17.—A part of Togo's fleet is reported to be
south of Formosa. Saigon reports lay the blame
for breaches of neutrality on Rozhdestvensky,
who refused to heed French requests. There
are rumors in St. Petersburg that Rozhdestven-
sky's health has broken down and that he has
asked to be relieved.

May 18.—Foreign commercial aj^ents are ordered to
leave Vladivostok, and withdraw to other cities
in the province. The Russian fleet is reported
off the coast of Annam.

May ig.—St. Petersburg despatches say that Ad-
miral Birileff has been appointed supreme com-
mander of the land and naval forces around
Vladivostok, superseding Admiral Rozhdest-
vensky if the latter arrives there. A fleet of
colliers is reported near the coast of Cochin-
China under the surveillance of French war-
ships.

Russia.

May 13.—A Paris newspaper states that a nurse
tried to scald to death the heir to the Russian
throne, but the Czarina saved her child's life.

May 14.—Cossacks lash girl students with whips at
the May Day celebration in St. Petersburg, but
the promised disorders throughout the Empire
are prevented. The Czar sanctions a law per-
mittmg Poles to purchase land in Poland.

May 15. — General strikes are called in Saratoff,
Odessa, and Libau ; disorders occur at Mitau
and Ekaterinoslav. Cossacks disperse a com-
pany of strikers in St. Petersburg.

May 16.—General Sokalovsky, governor-general of
the Province of Ufa, is shot and probably fa-

tally wounded by an assassin. Riots occur in

Warsaw in which several persons are killed or
wounded by troops.

May 19.—The Czar, as a birthday-gift to the nation,
is reported to have authorized a people's council
to be convened on October 17.

Other Foreign News.

May 13.—German political parties indorse the Gov-
ernment's stand regarding reciprocity with
America, and say that while hoping to avoid a
tariff war the dangers can be averted only by
concessions on the part of the United States.

May 14 —A report from the Philippines states that
General Wood personally conducted a campaign
in which 300 Moros were killed and. General
Wood lost seven men killed and si.\teen wounded.

Domestic.

May 13.—Secretary of the Navy Morton announces
that he will resign from the Cabinet in the fall.

Assistant Secretary of State Loomis submits a
statement to the President in answer to the
charges preferred by Minister Bowen.

May 1.1. — The Railway Congress at Washington
declares for an elastic freight tariff system,
governed by relative values of service, and for

like treatment for all shippers under similar
conditions.

Lawlessness continues in the Chicago strike. The
business agent of a Chicago union confesses that
the union has paid thugs to beat certain men.

May 15.—The formal trial of the issues between
Assistant Secretary Loomis and Minister Bowen
begins at Washington.

Secretary Taft instructs the Isthmian Canal Com-
mission to buy all materials and ships needed
for the canal in the cheapest market, whether at

home or abroad.

Mayor Dunne says that if a spread of the trouble
occurs, with a continuance of violence, he will

call out the State troops.

May 16. — President Gompers, of the American
Tediration of Labor, is using his influence to
b i ig the Chicago strike to an end, and Mayor
Dunne's threat to call out the militia strengthens
the prospect of peace.

The decision to buy the material for the canal
work in the cheapest market-causes many pro-

tests from manufacturers; the "stand-patters"
believe that if this action is taken it will cause a
crisis in the tariff issue.

General Davis, retiring Governor of tlie Canal
Zone, declares that reports of unhealthy con-
ditions on the Isthmus have been exaggerated.

May 17.—The members of the Cabinet are reported

Quick Trips to Staten Islund

The Richmond, one of the five large, fast, and bes*

equipped ferry-boats ever made, was launched Saturday,

May 20, 1905. Hon. Geo. B, McClellan, Mayor of New
York City; Hon. Maurice Featherson, Commiss'oner of

Ferries; Hon. George Cromwell, President of Richmond
Borough, were on board when the vessel slid into the water.

See Pkospekitv, first page facing reading matter.

The

Home
KINDERGARTEN

FOR. MOTHERS
Is a practical plan of instructive amuse-
ment accompanied by suitable material
and based on correct kindergarten
principles. A delight to children—
a boon to parents.

Terms reasonable—Bookfree.
HOME KINDERGARTEN SCHOOU

525 Washington Arcade, Detroit. Mich-

FRENCH—GERMAN
SPANISH—ITALIAN
Spoken, Taught and Mastered

by the

LANGUAGE^
PHONE
METHOD

Combiiu'd « ilh

The Rosfiithal

(fliuuioii Sense
Method of

Friitljral Liiiguistry

The tatest and Ilest Work 1 Dr. Itichard S. Koseiithal

YOU HE.\R THE EXACT PRONUNCIATION OFEACH WORD AND PHRASE. A few minutes' practice
several times a day at spare moments gives a thorough
mastery of conversational French, German, Spanish, or

Send for testimonials, booklet, and letter.

International Language- Phone Method
110:! netriipolis Bide., UroadiMij and Kith St., N. V.

Lyc-
assc5Shur-Ongif^

It s a waste of money to keep on buying new1
lenses every time you drop your glasses. Get a

[

imir of Shtir-On Eye-glasses and save money and
j

be comfortable. Don't pinch or feel tight, but I

I

they won't drop off.
|

All shnpes at all opticians.' Used with any noae-guard.

Fully guaranteeil " Shur-On " on the mnunting.

Valuable book free
for the name of your optician. Full of helpful]
liints on the care of the eyes.

E. Kirstein Sons Co., Dept. E.
Kstiiblishe,! I'-'-i Rochester, N. Y.j

% GUARANTEED
WATER BONDS

Write for Circular L, and New York. Boston, Phila-
delphia, and Pittsburgh bank references.mm
CORPO^OK

OF PITTSBURGH. PA.

P.1II»-IP C.ll'IT.*!, - - $300,000.00
JAMES S. KUHN, L. L. McCLELL.AND,

President

.

Sec'y and Treasurer.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when

Easy Paymenls-$37.50to$50
Buys a hii^h pradefactory rebuiUtyp©.
writer. £a;y running, speedy anddur-
able. Best low priced machines ever
offered. FnUv euaranteed. Money back
if not satiefrictory. Fnil information
for the asking—ask now.

Fay Sholos Company
130 Rees (Street, Chicago

writing to advertisers.
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to be .it odds and on the verge of a split over tlie

order in regard to canal supplies; a split of the
Republicans in Congress is also predicted.

A new suit is brought against the Kciuitable Life
Assurance Society on behalf of a holder of an old
line policy since 1S71, who asks for a sliare in the
sixiety's surplus.

The yacht race across the Atlantic for the Kaiser's
cup begins from Sandy Hook.

May iS. The Wisconsin Senate passes Governor
La FoUette's railroad bill.

The Select and Common Councils of Philadelphia
pass the seventy-five year gas grab.

The Interstate Commerce Commission renders a
decision fixing the differentials to be allowed by
the railroads to Atlantic ports on goods in-

tended for export.

Hiram Cronk, last of the veterans of the War of

1S12, is buried at New York.

May iq.- Secretary Morton decides to leave the
Cabinet on July i. if the President will accept
his resignation at that time.

Secretary Taft announces that no foreign ships
would oe bought at present for use in connection
with the Panama Canal, and that .\merican
manufacturers would be given the preference in

the purchase of material and supplies for the
waterway, but no combination to force prices to

unwarranted figures would be tolerated.

CHESS.
[All communications for this Department should be

addressed :
" Chess-Editor, Literary

Digest."]

Problem 1,065.

J. DUVERG^, A.MSTERDAM.

Black—Four Pieces.

White—Ten Pieces.

3r4; 2S2P2; zbj; 3Pk2r; 4B2
4RP2; 2QR1K2.
White mates in two moves.

Problem 1,066.

N. IswoLSKY, Moscow.

A First-prizer.

Black— Nine Pieces.

B;8;
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Y/EDDINGGir^
—of Meriden Silver-Plated Ware are always

eminently appropriate and practical. Coffee

and Tete-a-tete Sets, Candlesticks, Entree

Dishes, French Coffee Percolators, Chafing Dishes and the Silver Service for daily use.

Forks, Spoons and Knives of the famous 1847 Roger Bros, brand—such gifts as these

are beautiful, useful and highly prized, because their artistic quality and durability are so

universally recognized.

THE MERIDEN CO., Silversmiths,
INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.. SUCCESSOR

218 Fifth Avenue Madison Square NEW YORK

"Welch's Grape Juice
is a delicious drink for the table or
between meals ; a life-giving tonic

for the sick ; a substitute for wine
in all cases; pure as the grape itself.

The Welch process retains all of the

real, delicious taste of the Concord
grape and all of its tonic properties.

It will stand dilution because it is

nothing but grape juice.

Ask your druggist or your grocpr for it. It is solil in

quart rtnd pint bottles. Trial dozen pints $3.00, Express
paid east of Omaha. Booklet with delirious reripes for

beverage* and desserts made Iroin Welch's (irape

Juice, free. Sample three-ounce bottle of Welch's
Grape Juice by mail, 10 cents

Iliytipst Award at St. TMiiis

WELCH GRAPE JUICE CO., WESTFIELD, N. V.

ft »»•«"

The Red Poocher, by Sei:mas MacManus.—A
story bubblinR over with Irish wit. 7.5 cents. Funk &
Wagnalls Company, Publishers, New York.

A Word
To People Who Think
Goat Lymph Feeds Nerve Cells

Brain Pag

Paralysis

Epilepsy

Neurasthenia

Nerve Exhaustion

Locomotor Ataxia

Premature Old Age

During: the last four
years we have thoroughly
demonstrated by actual re-

sults that Goat Lymph is

the scientific and rational
treatment for all nervous
affections. Scientific men,
medical journals, and the
daily press after investiga-
tion have given it their
unqualified endorsement.
The action of the Lymph

is such that the exhausted
nerve cells are physiologic-

ally revitalized, thus giv-
T' ing new life and force to

the worn-out system. For this reason patients suf-

fering from serious nerve complications have found
prompt and permanent relief through its use.

Our faith in this treatment is unbounded, our
purpose is to extend the knowledge of it as widely
as pcssible, and If you are a sufferer we advise you
to send for

THE GOAT LYMPH MAGAZINE
whicli will be mailed to you upon request. If, at

the same time, vou will in your own language out-

line your ailmeiit we will be glad to discuss the sub-

ject with vou and advise you as to the results you
may reasonablv expect to obtain from the adminis-
tration of the Lymph. AiK for Magazine No. 8,

Srd (dition.

Goat Lymph Sanitarium Association

GILBERT WHITE, M.D., Medical Director,

17 East 32d St., 23 Auditorium Building,

New York City. Chicago, III.

Headache ^"^Neuralgia
QUICKLY CONQUERED BY USING

DR. WHITEHALL'S MEGRIMINE
Write for a trial box—we send it without cost. If you suffer from

headache or neuralgia, Megrimine is a necessity—the safest and most

reliable remedy on the iriarket. Conquers any headache in thirty min-

utes and leaves no unpleasant effects. After one trial you will never be

without it. Twenty years of success places Megrimine at the head of all

remedies for painful nervous troubles. Ask any druggist or addressWhite -Eight Pieces.

1S3R1S; 4 k 2 T
; 4P2P; 4P2S; 3P4;

2PP1Q2; 2Kipiqi;4b3.
White mates in two moves.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers,

The DR. WHITEHALL MEGRIMINE CO., 236 N. Main St., South Bend, Ind.

y
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**Ocularscope

Get Your Glasses at Wholesale
Examine your own
eyes without an ocu-
list. Send for our
"OCULARSCOPE,"the
latest invention of the

2oth century. SENT
FREE with our beautiful illustrated catalogue of specta-
cles and eyeglasses. MAIL ORDER ONLY. Send to-day.

GRAND RAPIDS WHOLESALE OPTICIANS,
404 Houseman Building, Qrand Rapids, Mich.

Learn the Truth
Do you know

that the main cause of unhappl-
ness, ill-health, sickly children
and divorce is admitted by phy-
sicians and shown by court rec-

ords to be ignorance of the laws
of self and sex ?

Sexology
Illustrated

in one volume

—

a Young Man Should Have.
'ledge a Young Husband Should Have.

Knowledge a Father Should Have.
Knowledge a Father Should Impart to His Son.
Medical Knowledge a Husband Should Have.

Knowledge a Young Woman Should Have.
Knowledge a Young Wife Should Have.
Knowledge a Mother Should Have.
Knowledge a Mother .Should Impart to Her Daughter.
Medical Knowledge a Wife Should Have.

By U'iUiam H. n\illini;, A.M., Jir.D.

Rich Cloth Binding, Full Gold Stamp, Illustrated, $2.00
Write for "Other People's Opinions" and Table of Contents.

PURITAN PUB. CO., Dept. B. PHILADELPHIA

I
SOL on Small t^ll,;

^^ Savin as ^r'^bu^i^-
ness h.indled
at minimum

cost, and always increasing value of securities, enable
us to distribute a larger proportion of the earnings
of safely invested funds than small investors usually

secure— 5 per cent, instead of s'^ or 4 per cent.

Full information concerning the Company — its

strength, reputation and record, its investors and
borrowers, and its safe system of caring for mail
investments of $25.00 and up-
ward, will be sent on request. >i%V"*r>"'

Assets ? 1, 7.50,000 f-^ .nM-i^f^
Surplus and Profits . $150,000

Under Xew York Banking De-
partment Snperriaion.

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN CO.

No. 9 Times Bldg.. Bwiiy, N. Y. City

MOVING PICTURE MACHINES

thei^UDllc. Nothing affords better opportuni-
tiel for men with
small capital. \Va

I

start you, furnishing

I
complete outhts a.id
explicit instructions
at a surfirisingly low

I cost The Kield Is

Large comprisingthe
regular theater and
lecture circuit, also

localfi^lds in Church-
•I, Public Schools, Lodget, and General Public Oatheringa. Our
Entarlainment; Supply Catalugne and special offer fully ex} lains

everything, Sent Fre.. CHICAGO PROJECTING CO.,
SSio Dearborn Streeti l>cpt> io5 Chivaeo, [lis-

CASH FOR YOUR
REAL ESTATE

OR BUSINESS
I can sell your farm, home or busi-

ness for cash, no matter where lo-

cated. Send description and price

and learn how. Write to-day.

FRANK P. CLEVELAND, Real Estate Expert,

7828 Adams Express Building. Chicago. III.

Solution of Problems.

No. 1,058. Key-move : R—K R 7.

No. 1,059. Key-move : Q—R 3.

No. 1,060.

Rx P

K .\ R

13— L! =

Q X P ch

K .\ Q
K-B 7

Any
Q X Kt ch

Kt

—

K 4, mate

Kt—Q 7, mate

Kt—K 4, mate

KtxP(Kt5) KxR
Other variations depend on those given.

Solved by M. Marble, Worcester, Mass.; the Rev. G.
Dobbs, New Orleans; E. S. Ferguson, Birmingham,
Ala.: H. W. Barry, Boston; A. C. White, New York
City; W. Runk, Highland Falls, N. V.; R. H. Ram-
sey, Germantown, Pa.; Dr. J. H. S., Geneva, N. V.;

B. W. La Mothe, Stratford, Conn.; S. W. Baniptor,

Philadelphia ; L. R. Williams, Omaha
; J. K. Ciirzon,

Auburn, Neb.; the Rev. W. Rech, Kiel, Wis.; J. E.

Wharton, Sherman, Tex.; A. Regenbrecht, Peters,

Tex.; G. Patterson, Winnipeg, Can.; G. P. Homnes,
Minneapolis; O. C. Pitkin, Syracuse, N. Y.

1,058 : The Rev. L. Bahler, Mariaville, N. Y.; Lyn-
don, Athens, Ga.; M. Stern, Des Moines ; E. Mosko-
witz, New York City.

1,05s and '59 :
" Twenty-three," Philadelphia ; Rus-

sell, Germantown, Pa.; C.S. Jacobs, Montreal; R. H.
W., St. Louis; M. Wisner, Belgrade, Mont.; J. P. S.,

Collegeville, Pa.; W. M. H. Woodward, Bisbee, Ariz.;

E. G. Hill, Houston, Tex.

1.058 and '60
: C. P. Crumb, St. Louis.

1,059: A. Heine, Parkersburg, W. Va.; B. Alten,

Elyria, O. ; J. H. Cravens, Kansas City; W. E. Hay-
ward, Indianapolis; R. H. Renshaw, University of
Viiginia; C. B. Grove, Columbus, Ind.; W. H. M.,
Antigonish, N. S.; J. T. Graves, Chicago.

1.059 ^""^ '^°' L. Goklmark, Paterson, N. J.; E. A.
C, Kinderhook, N. Y.; N. D. Waffle, Salt Springville,
N. Y.; W. G. Hosea, Cincinnati

; J. McMurray, Luna
Landing, Ark.; A. F. Chace, East Providence, R. I.

1,060: The Rev. T. Balogh, Pocahontas, Va.

Comments (1,058): "One of the finest keys and
finest 2-ers I ever saw "— M. M.; " The key is a master-
stroke, and the whole construction fine"— G. D.;
" Fine ; on a par with 1,056"— W.R.; " I'or a 2-er this
isapeach"--L. R. W.; " Very fine"— J. K. C; ' Diffi-

-23; ^' A finished^ product of a favorite prol>
' Extraordinarily good and diffi-

cult

lematist'^'- C. S. J.:
cult"-C. P. C.

1,059: " Good construction, but doesn't seem worthy
of first prize "— M. M.; " .\n unusual combination of
purity and strength. Four pure mates "— G. D.; '" Key
altogether too apparent"— W. R.; "Good"—23; "A
difficult key and some original play, as far as 2-ers go "

-C.S. J.; "Agem"-L, G.

1,060: " A departure from ' puristic' standards ; but
a beautiful double sacrifice"—G. D.; "The eminent
composer must have failed in his theme"—W. R.;
" This sort of sacrifice is child's play, a mere joke"

—

L R. W.; " Fair to middling"-!,. G.

In addition to those reported, M. W
J., '56; J. P. S., '56 and '57; the Rev. L:^

ot '54

B.,
; C.
'57.

s.

Masters' Games.

Petroff Defense.

LASKER.
ll^Al/e.

1 P—K 4
2 Kt—K B 3
5 Kt X P
4 Kt-K B 3
5P-Q4
6 H-Q 3

7 Castles
8 R—K sq
oP-B ,

log— Kt 3
11 B— K B4
12 P X B
13 K—Kt 2

14 (^—B 2

15 B-
16 Kt-
17 Kt-

I'lLLSBURV.
Blac/t.

P—K 4
Kt—K B 3P-Q3
Kt X P
P-Q4
H—K 2

Kt-Q B 3
B—K Kt 5
P—B 4
Castles
K X Kt
Kt—Kt 4
Q-Q2
Kt—K 3

} K sq B-Q 3

Q
-B sq

O R- K sq
Kt(K 3) X P

LASKER.
ll'/uU.

18 Q—Q sq

19 Q X R
20 K X Kt
21 Q-Q sq
22 K—K 2

23 K-Q 2

24 KxQ
25 K-K 2

26 P— B 3P— Kt 3K—O 2

B—Kt 2

P-K R 3
Kt—R2
P— B 4
Px P
Resigns.

King's Bishop's Opening.

TARRASCH
White.
P-K 4

'. B—B 4
Kt-Q B
K Kt-K 2 Kt
Kt X Kt
B-Q 3
B X P

8 P-Q 3

9 B-Q 5
10 Castles

11 P-Q 4
12 Px P
i3Kt— B 4

SCHLECHTER.
Black.
P—K4
Kt-K B3
Kt—B 3

P
P-Q 4
P X Kt
Q-R5
P-B4
B—Q 2

P—B 5
Castles (Q R)
P—B 6

Ktx P
14 P-KKt3Q-B3

TARRASCH.
White.

15 Q-Q 4
16 R—K sq

17 O X P
18 Ktx B
19 P—B 4
20 R x Kt
21 Q—R 8 ch
22 Q x P
23 Kt-K 3
24Q-Kt3
25 Q-B 2

26 B—Q 2

27 Resigns.

PILLSBURV.
Black.

R X R
Kt X P
P-B5
Kt-K 4 ch
Q-Kt 5ch
Q X Q ch
Kt X B
Kt-K 4
R—K sq
Kt—Kt 5 ch
Kt-K 6

Kt-Kt 7
B-B4
B—B 7
Px P
P—K R 4

SCHLECHTER.
Black.

B—B3B-Q 3
B X B
Q-K3
K R-B sq
B X R
K—Q2
Q-R6
K-K 3P—B4
R-Qs
R-R5

Popping of

lamp-chim-
neys is music

to grocers.

Macbeth.
If you use a wrong chimney, you lose a

good deal of both light and comfort, and

waste a dollar or tvi^o a year a l.imp on

chimneys.

Do vou want the Index ? Write me.

Macbeth, Pittsbureh.

FLATFOOT
Uheumatic Pains, Weak Ankl^, Tired Feet

instantly relieved and permanently cured by the

1

FLAyTAR INSTEP SUPPOUT
Worn iiisiiie the shoe like an ordinary innersole. Rec-
ommended by physicians. Guaranteed if instructions
are followed. For sale at shoe stores, druggists, and
surgiortl i"«;tru»neiit r-ealers, or sent by mail postpaid
tor $2.00 |»or pair. Write to-day tor free circular
and particulars.

iiVAt. U. I>0.\DO.V MFG. CO.
464 Union Street, Kiynn, Masss A

Absolutely Pure ak.nd Aerated

Distilled Water
made in your uwn house with

THE SANITARY STILL
without trouble and at trifling

cost. Infinitely superior to any
Alter. Write lor booklet, free,

wl t h letters from prominent
people. Agents wanted.

A. H. PEIRCE MFG. CO.,
68 N. Green St., Chicago.

HOWTO BREATHE
For Health, Strength and Endurance
Re.iii Tun? and Muscle Culture, the most instruc-

tive bitok ever jiublished on the vital subject of

BREATHING AND EXERCISE
CA pages. Fully ilhistrated. 200,000 already sold.

C'Trect and incorrect breathing described by dia-

grams, etc. book sent on receipt of 10 cents*

P von BOECKMANN, R.S.
1 169 Bristol Building New York

Vff -^.f^. mPlaces ManiDd
pendent, Portable gas plant at

your service. It makes and burns its own gas

and produces a more brilliant light than electricity

or acetylene. It costs but a trifle to maintain. '*

No Crease, Dirt, Smoke or OHxr. Agonts Wanted.
THE BKSTLKillT rO , 92E. 5th St.. CantcnO.

Owners of Orieinal Patents.

1ifS?«\« A RAZOR
IF YOU WISH TO KX.\JUNE THE FAMOI^S

RADIUMITE RAZOR STROP
with its wonderful Radiumite Patent, Diamond Honing
Pattern, send us your name and address and stamp for
postage. We will mail you a coupon for free examination,
which is a contingent Free order on your dealer, fora fine,

hollow ground, hand forged, highly polished and finished

Radiumite Razor, that usually sells at *3.00at retail, honed
and stropped ready for use. Send 2c. stamp and niinie and
address to-day. THK PETKR L. FKOST rOMP.*.\¥.
Dept. S.-*. 97-99-101 South Clinton Street, Chicago.

Headers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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BARRELS OF AIR BURNED AS FUEL
New, Remarkable Stove—Ohioan's Great Invention—Consumes 395 Barrels of Air to One Gallon

of common Kerosene oil making oil-gas—the New Fuel that looks and burns like gas.

Wood, coal and oil all cost money. ONLY FREE FUEL IS AIR! Unlimited supply— no trust in control. Air belongs
to rich and poor alike. We can't burn air alone, but see here ! Our WOnderful StOVe burns air and gaS—Very

little gas—principally air. Takes its fuel almost entirely from the atmosphere.

A miniature gas works—penny fuel for every family—save }4 to ys, on cost—save dirt and drudgery—no more coal or

wood to carry—ashes unknown—absolute safety.

SEE HOW SIMPLE? TURN A KNOB-TOUCH A MATCH-FIRE IS ON.
TURN AGAIN-FIRE IS OFF? THAT'S ALL.

Astonishing but true—time-tested—proven facts—circulars give startling details— overwhelming evidence.

NO SUCH STOVE SOLD IN STORES-UNLIKE ANYTHING YOU'VE SEEN OR HEARD OF.
A genius of Cincinnati has invented a new, scientific oil-

gas generator that is proving a blessing to women folks,

enabling them to cook with gas—relieving them of drudg-
ery. Makes cooking and housework a delight and at the

same time often saves ' j to '3 in cost of fuel.

How often have many lady readers remarked that they
would give anything to get rid of the drudgery of using
the dirty coal and wood stoves—also the smoky oil wick
stoves and their gasoline stoves which are so dangerous
and liable to cause explosions or fire at any time.

Well, that day has arrived and a fine substitute has been
discovered and every family can now have gas fuel for

cooking, baking and heating, and not have their kitchens a

hot, fiery furnace in summer, and be carrying coal and
ashes—ruining their looks and health.

Thousands a Week.
This invention has caused a remarkable excitement

all over the U. S.—the factory is already rushed with

>oniNG vesset

SECTIONAL CUT OF GENERATOR.

thousands of orders, and the Company's representatives

and agents are making big prodts as we oner splendid
inducements.
As will be noticed from the eng^raving, this OIL-GAS

GENERATOR is entirely different from any other stove

—although its construction is very simple— may be easily

and safely operated and is built on the latest scientific

principles, having no valves, which is a marked improve-
ment, as all valves are liable to leak, carbonize, clog up or

overflow.

By simply moving a knob the oil is automatically fed to

a small, steel burner bowl or retort, where it is instantly

changed into gas, which is drawn upwards between two red

hot perforated steel chimneys, thoroughly mixed with air

and consumed, giving a bright blue flame—hottest gas fire,

similar in color and heating power to natural gas.

This invention has been fully pro lected in

the U. S. Patent Office and is known as the

HARRISON VALVELESS, V/ICKLESS,
AUTOMATIC OIL-GAS GENERATOR
the only one yet discovered that consumes the

carbon and by-products of the oil.

The extreiTiely small amount of Kerosene
Oil that is needed to produce so large a volume
of gas make it one of the most economical
fuels on earth, and the reason for the great

success of this Generator is based on the well-

known fact ot the enormous expansiveness of

oil-gas when mixed with oxygen or common air.

Oil-Gas is proving so cheap that 15c. to 30c.

a week should furnish fuel gas for cooking for

a small family.
Kerosene oil from which oil-gas is made may

be purchased in every grocery— is cheap and
a gallon of it will furnish a hot, blue flame gas

fire in the burner for about 18 hours, and as a

stove is only used 3 or 4 hours a day in most
families for cooking, the expense of operating

would be but little.

In addition to its cheapness is added the

comfort, cleanliness absence of soot, coal, dirt, ashes, etc.

What pleasure to just turn on the oil— light the gas—

a

hot fire ready to cook. When through, turn it off. Just

think ; a little kerosene oil—one match—light- a beautiful

blue gas flame—hottest fire- always ready— quick meals—

a

gas stove in your home.
It generates the gas only as needed—is not complicated,

but simple—easily operated, and another feature is its

PERFECT SAFETY.

NOT DANGEROUS LIKE GASOLINE
And liable to explode and cause fire at any moment. This
stove is so safe that you could drop a match in the oil

tank anj it would go out.
This Oil-Gas Stove does any kind of cooking that a coal

or gas range will do— invaluable for the kitchen, laundry

—

summer cottage — washing—ironing- camping, etc. Splen-
did for canning fruit with a portable oven placed over the
burner splendid baking can be done.

Another Important Feature

is the invention of a small Radiator Attachment which
placed over the burner makes a desirable heating stove
during the fall and winter, so that the old cook stove maybe
done away with entirely.

At the factory in Cincinnati may be seen thousands of

letters from customers using this wonderful oil-gas stove,

showing that it is not an experiment but a positive suc-

cess and giving splendid satisfaction, and a few extracts

may be interesting

:

L. S. Norris, of Vt., writes :
" The Harrison Oil-Gas

Generators are wonderful savers of fuel—at least 50;; to 75^
over wood and coal."

Mr. H. Howe, of N. Y., writes :
" I find the Harrison

is the first and only perfect oil-gas stove I have ever seen

—

so simple anyone can safely use it. It is what I have
wanted for years. Certainly a blessing to human kind "

Mr. E. D. Arnold, of Nebr., writes :
" T hat he saved

$4.35 a month fur fuel by using the Harrison Oil-Gas
Stove. That his gas range cost him $^.^,0 per month and
the Harrison only $1.25 per month."

J. A. Shafer, of Pa., writes :
" The Harrison Oil-Gas

Stove makes an intense heat from a small quantity of oil

—

entirely free from smoke or smell—great improvement over
any other oil stove. Has a perfect arrangement for com-
bustion—can scarcely be distinguished from a natural gas
fire."

Mr H. B. Thompson, of Ohio, writes :
'

I congratulate

you on such a grand invention to aid the poor in this time
of high fuel. The mechanism is so simple -easily oper-

ated- no danger. The color of the gas flame is a beautiful

dark blue, and so hot seems almost double as powerful as

gasoline."
Mrs. J. L. Hamilton writes: "Am delighted—Oil-Gas

Stoves so much nicer and cheaper than others—no wood,
coal, ashes, smoke, no pipe, no wick, cannot explode."
Hon. Ira Eble, J. P., of Wis., writes :

" Well pleased
with the Harrison— far ahead of gasoline. No smoke or

dirt no trouble. Is perfectly safe- no danger of explosion
like gasoline."

Chas. L. Bendeke, of N. Y., writes :
" It is a pleasure

to be the owner of your wonderful Oil-Gas Stove no coal

yard, plumbing— ashes or dust. One match lights the

stove and in 10 minutes breakfast is ready No danger
from an explosion—no smoke—no dirt—simply turn it off

and expense ceases. For cheapness it has no equal."

Agents are doing fine—Making
big money.

WONDERFUL QUICK SELLER.
Geo. Robertson, of Me., writes: "Am delighted with

Oil-Gas, so are my friends - took 12 orders in 3 days."
A. B. Slimp, of Texas, writes :

" I want the agency. In
a day and a half took over a dozen orders."

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to meution the publication wheit

Edward Wilson, of Mo., writes: "The Harrison very
satisfactory. Sold 5 stoves first day 1 had mine."

J. H. Halman, of Tenn., writes :
" Already have 70

orders."

This is certainly a good chance to make money this
summer.
Hundreds of other prominent people highly endorse and

recommend oil-gas fuel, and there certainly seems to be no
doubt that it is a wonderful improvement over other stoves.

It is made in three sizes— i, 2 or 3 generators to a stove.
They are made of steel throughout—thoroughly tested be-
fore shipping -sent out complete— ready for use as soon as
received—nicely finished with nickel trimmings, and as
there seems to be nothing about it to wear out, they should
last for years. They seem to satisfy and delight every
user, and the makers fully guarantee them.

HOW TO GET ONE.
All Digest readers who want to enjoy the pleasures of

a gas stove—the cheapest, cleanest and safest fuel—save }^
to J^ on fuel bills, and do their cooking, baking, ironing
and canning fruit at small expense, should have one of

these remarkable stoves.

Space prevents a more detailed description, but these oil-

gas stoves will bear out the most exacting demand for

durability and satisfactory properties.

If you will write to the only makers. The World Mfg.
Co.. 5882 World Bli'g.. Cincinnati, Ohio, and ask for

their illustrated pamphlet describing this invention and
also letters from hundreds of delighted users, you will

receive much valuable information.
The price of these Stoves is remarkably low, only J3.00

up. And it is indeed difficult to imagine where that amount
of money could be invested in anything else that would
bring such saving in fuel bills, so much good health and
satisfaction to our wives.

DON'T FAIL TO WRITE TO=DAY
for full information regarding this si)lendid invention.

The World Mfg. Co. is composed of prominent business

men of Cincinnati, are perfect^ responsible and reliable,

capital if 100,000, and will do just as they agree. The
stoves are just as represented and fully warranted.
Don't fail to write for Catalogue.

$40.00 Weekly and Expenses.
The firm offers splendid inducements to agents, and an

energetic man or woman having spare time can get a good

position paying big wages by writing them at once and

mentioning this paper.

A wonderful wave of excitement has swept over the

country, for where shown these Oil-Gas Stoves have caused

great excitement. Oil-Gas fuel is so economical and de-

lightful that the sales of these Stoves last month were

enormous and the factory is rushed with thousands of orders.

Many persons have spare time or are out of employ-

ment, and others are not making a great deal of money,

and they should wTite to the firm and secure an agency

for this invention. Exhibit this stove before 8 or 10 people

and you excite their curiosity, and should be able to sell 5

or 8 and make $10.00 to $15.00 a day. Why should people

live in penury or suffer hardships for the want of plenty of

money when an opportunity of this sort is open ?

writing to advertibcrB.
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tHE TEXlCOfiRAPHER'S

In this column, to decide questions concerning the correct
use of words, the Funli & Wagnalls Standard Dictionary is

consulted as arbiter.

"A. V. N.," Toledo, O.—"Is there any authority for
placing the accent on the first syllable of the word
'confessor'? "

The Standard, Century, Encyclopfedic, New
Imperial, Stormonth's, and Webster's dictiona-
ries place the accent on the second syllable,
while Smart's, Walker's, and Worcester's dic-
tionaries place it on the first syllable.

"A. B.," Brooklyn, N. Y.—"Is it correct to say? (1)
' I buy goods o/ a person

' ; (2) ' I donot knowifhct/icz-
it is so.'

"

(1) Among the meanings of " of" is " from,
out from, or proceeding from, usually indica-
ting the relation of instrument, movement,
separation, or the result of some acting cause or
agency." For this reason the use of the word
in this sense is correct. (2) One of the mean-
ings of "whether " is "if," and as one may say
correctly, " I do not know if it is so," one may
say just as correctly, "I do not know whether
it is so."

" E. P. C," Elmira, N. Y.—" Who was Hoyle, author
of ' Hoyle's Games,' about which I have heard fre-
quently ?

"

Edmond Hoyle (1672-1769) was an English
writer on games, who published a " Treatise on
the Game of Whist" in 1742, and various other
manuals on gam^s with cards. Jii 1887 an
American adaptation of Hoyle's work was pub-
lished under the title "The Standard Hoyle."

"A. E. M.," Nanaimo, B. C—"Please state to what
country Marie Corelli belongs ; also who are her parents,
her present name, and her home."

Marie Corelli is of mingled Scotch (Highland)
and Italian parentage. She is an orphan. In
her infancy she was adopted by Dr. Charles
Mackay, poet and litterateur. Her home is at
Stratford-on-Avon. "A. E. M." will find a
characteristic biography of Miss Corelli in the
English edition of " Who's Who " for 1905.

^^

" J. W. T.," Tioga, Pa.—" More sacred " and
"more solemn" are the correct comparative
forms of these adjectives, not "sacreder" and
"solemner."

"J. B. V. D.," Saratoga Springs, N. Y.—
" Voile" is a Frencli word which translated
means "veil," or, if applied to dress-goods,
"veiling," a transparent, coarsely woven
fabric.

"H. R. C," Chicago.—" (1) Is there any authority for
the word 'proofing' commonly used by bakers to de-
note the act of setting molded dough aside to raise ?
(2) Is the word ' trough ' ever correctly pronounced
' trow '— ' o ' as in ' now ' ?

"

(1) On the assumption that the word is de-
rived from the verb "prove" in its sense "to
put to a test or trial to ascertain the quality of,
as by some standard ; subject to experiment,"
the preferable form would be "proving." (2)
No. The word "trough," used to designate a
large wooden receptacle in which dough is

mixed and worked before being made into
loaves, is preferably pronounced " trof "

—" o
"

as in "nor."

"R. H. G.," East Sound, Wash.—"Why do you use
the form 'hari-kari' for the Japanese word 'hari-
kiri ' in The Literary Digkst for April 29? what is

the meaning of this word ?
"

The spelling referred to is the one adopted by
that magazine. The Standard Dictionary con-
demns the form "hari-kari" as a misspelling.
It defines " hara-kiri "as " a Japanese method
of suicide by ripping open the bowels, practised
formerly by daimios and military officers;
spelled wrongly hari-kari, harri-karri."

Authority on
Bright's Disease
Cystitis and Diabetes

This Book will be sent to you free of cost— if afflicted or in doubt.

We are Specialists in these three diseases.

We cannot heal all ills, but do a few things well.

We i/o success/////}' treat Bright's Disease and Diabetes—acute or chronic.

Proof ! Our patients secure Life Insurance after previous rejection.

Lesser Kidney Troubles are naturally the more quickly cured.

Uremic Poisoning is very prevalent and I'ery dangerous.

An analysis (free) necessary to detect these stealthy diseases.

Dr. Tompkins compounds tio patent medicines.

Ours are herbal, non-poisonous, and 7ion-a/coJio/ic preparations. w
Separate medicines and treatment for each disease.

Investigation compels belief. Established 1890.

Dept. 15

The Tompkins-Corbiiv Co. ^'ZT^.t^^T'

TARTARLITHINE
A Kansas City physician writes :

" I desire to

state that I have used Tartarlithine in my
own case, and results obtained, under minute
observation during administration, thus far

have been exceedingly favorable."

Another writes: "The Tartarlithine tablets

are excellent, and I am more than pleased
with their good results in Gouty and Rheu-
matic troubles."

Rheumatism

Tartarlithine rarely fails because it supplies
the blood with the necessary substances to dis-

solve and remove the poison of rheumatism

—

uric acid. We want every sufferer to try it, and
will send a sample package with our booklet on
the cure of rheumatism free to every applicant.

Prescribed a?id endorsed by the
leading' physicians cf tlie country.

Ask Yovir Doctor Abovit It

Free sam/ilc and our booklet on the
cure ofRheumatism sent on request

McKesson & Bobbins '»v.^^';r.f*-
Sole agentsyor the Tartarlithine Co.

What Is Daus' Tip-Top?
^ ^

TO PKOTE that Daus' " Tip-top " is-
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317.000 Vocabulary Terms
257 Editors and Specialists

533 Readers for Quotations

125,000 Synonyms and An-
tonyms

24 Beautiful Colored Plates

5.000 ItlustrsLtions

Appendix of 535.000 Facets

Cyclopedia, of 300.000 En-
tries

96 Pages of Colored Maps
Cost nearly $1,100,000

"TKe Greatest
Diction,a-ry

Ever Made in

Any Language"

317,000 Vocabulary
Terms — nearly 100,000

more than in any other

—

only dictionary that de-

fines all the new, impor-

tant words.

257 leading Specialists and Scholars—far more than

were ever before engaged upon a dictionary—500 Readers

for quotations.

The most convenient dictionary—the common meaning
of the word is given first, then the rarer, archaic, obso-

lescent, and obsolete meanings. The etymology, being

less sought, is given last.

Best guide to the correct use of English—giving tens

of thousands of exact discriminations in the meanings of

words, correcting faults in pronunciation, etc.

Court of last resort on disputed spellings and pro-

nunciations.

The only practical and scientific system of diacritical

marks to denote pronunciation.

125,000 Synonyms and Antonyms—thousands more
than in other dictionaries. It is the only dictionary that

gives Antonyms.

Gives correct pronunciation of proper names, names of

celebrities, Bible and Apocryphal names, and all geo-

graphic names. A list of over 5,000 irregular plurals

—

with rules governing their formation.

5,000 exquisite illustrations—marvels of definitive value

and as specimens of art.

.

FUNK (EL WAGNALLS COMPANY. Pubs.
NEW YORK AND LONDON

The
Dictionary

Ha.bit

" The only criticism I have to

make upon The Standard Dic-

tionary is that it is too interesting.

Being a professional scholar, I natu-

rally have a good many dictionaries and lexicons on my
shelves, and spend a good deal of time in thumbiag them.

I find what I want, or fail to find it, and put the volume

back. With The Standard it is different. One can not

open it— I speak the literal truth—without finding ' mighty

interestin' reading.' He is tempted to dawdle over it and

improve his mind against his higher resolution.

" Are the publishers of The Standard Dictionary

fully aware of the responsibility they must face ?

" Suppose this dictionary habit that I speak of should

grow and strengthen until a large part of the intelligent

public finds The Standard more entertaining than the

average novel : What is then to become of the class whom
Mr. Howells calls ' wofsmiths ' ? "

—

Prof. Calvin Thomas,

Columbia University, New York.

Hon. John Hay, Secretary of State under President Roose-

velt : "The great value and importance of the work are apparent

at the first glance."

Hon. Richard Olney, Secretary of State under President

Grover Cleveland :

'

' The Standard has always been an authority

on all the points for which a dictionary is used. But the new
and important word.s contained in this edition, popular, technical,

and scientific, by bringing the work thoroughly up to date, give

it an advantage over every other dictionary."

You Must Speak at Once

Specia-l Offer Closes Deco-
ration -D a^y— May 30, 1905

Until Decoration Day we will send this great Dictionary

free for five days' examination to Literary Digest readers

who sign and mail the Examination Form below. We pay

the carriage charges. Keep the work for five days—ex-

amine and compare it with any other Dictionary. If it

fully meets your expectations and you wish to own it,

remit |2.00 as a first payment and send the balance of

the price in monthly remittances of $2.00 each. If for any

reason you do not care to purchase, replace it in the box

in which it was received, and tell the express company to

return it at our expense.

EXAMINATION FORM—STANDARD DICTIONARY
Decoration-Day Offer to Literary Digest Readers

FUNK & WAGN.\LLS COMPANY,
44-60 East Twenty-third Street, New York City.

Gentlemen : Please sen<l me for examination, carriage free, a copy of the
new Standard Dictionary, in two volumes, bound in full Russia leather, price
$27.00. It is expressly understood that I may retain this work for live days, and
if then I do not care for it, I will return it to you at your expense, I assuming no
risk of any kind, either while the volumes are in my possession or in transit. If
retained, I will remit to you $2.00 as the initial payment within six days of re-

ceipt of the Dictionary tiy me,and $2.00 mi nt lily until the $27. 00, the regular price
of the Dictionary, is paid. Books to remain your property until fully paid for.

Signed Profession

.

Date 1905. 5-2"-5 Address.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to- advertisers.
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"The humor is delicious and the situations as they
develop are convulsing."-- A'^war.^ Evening News.

The Marq\iise's

Millions
ByFRANCES AYMAR MATHEWS

A uthor of" My Lady Peggy Goes to Town,"
" A L title Tragedy in Tien- Tsin, '

' etc.

IT tells of an American girl and her French
fiance and a curious and romantic in-

trigue by which they seek to gain pos-

session of the millions belonging to her rich

aunts. The amazing adventures and mis-

adventures of the lovers in connection with
the disposition of the Marquise's millions

afford situations of delicious humor.
" When we say that Frances Aymar Mathews is the

author of ' My Lady Peggy Goes to Town ' and ' A
Little Tragedy at Tien-Tsin,' we know just what sort

of a treat lies hidden between the covers of ' The Mar-
quise's Millions.' It is a striking story, containing a

pleasant mingling of comedy and adventure, with just

the requisite dash of despair. Frances Mathews has
recreated the atmosphere of the old French chateau
with marvellous success."

—

Philadelphia Item.
" It is vivacious, sprightly and high-spirited through-

out, not a dull page checking the animated movement
of the narration. It discovers an original way of look-
ing at things, presenting even the most commonplace
scenes from a new point of view. It is continuously
amusing, enlisting smiles that often turn to laughter,

being, like its predecessor, an admirable book to read
aloud."

—

Philadelphia Evening Telegraph.
" A spriehtly and most entertaining story."

—

Buffalo
Evening Neivs.

i2mo, Cloth, Frontispiece, $i.oo Net
By Mail, $i.og

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Pubs., NEW YORK

GLOWING PRAISE OF

The Gift of the

Morning Star
ARMISTEAD GORDON'S
beautiful, strong and absorb-
ing story of Dunkard Life

OPINIONS FROM EMINENT AUTHORITIES
Hon. H. St. Geo. Tucker, Dean of Law School,

George Washington University, WasblngtQU, D C,
and President of the American Bar Association,
says :

" I am not much of a novel reader, but you
have greatly charmed me In this work."

Dr. Thomas Nelson Page says :
" It was the

sincere realism of your people, and above all the
charm of your style that made your story one of the
most delightful books I have read."

Son. Jos. A. WaddeU, Clerk Supreme Court of
Appeals of Virginia, author "Annals of Augusta
County, Va.," Staunton, Va., says :

" I thank you
for the pleasure and instruction your book has
given me."

Hon. George M. Harrison, Judge Supreme
Court of Appeals of Virginia, Staunton, Va., says :

" I could not lay the book down from the time I

read the first page until the end was reached."

Gen. .John E. Roller, prominent lawyer, Harris-
burg, Va., says : "I wish to congratulate you upon
the exquisite pleasure that you have giren your
friends in this book of yours."

Aleoc. F. Robertson, Esq., prominent lawyer,
Staunton, Va., says :

" I have just read ' The Gift of
the Morning Star ' and found It intensely interesting
from beginning to end."

Carter H. Harrison, Esq., City Engineer,
Staunton, Va., says : "I consider the story a strong
one, and striking in its originality."

The Princess Trotibetskoy (Amelie Rives) says:
"It Interested me as something wholly new and
fresh must always interest us."

Hon. John Sharp Williams, Washington, D. C,
says : "I can not tell you how much I was pleased
with it."

OPINIONS FROM THE PRESS

Fine Character Study
The Boston Advertiser says :

" Its charm is in
forceful development of character, consistent with
a familiar promise."

A Remarkable Story

Tlie New York World says that it is "a re-

markable addition to the list of stories which are
studies."

Forceful and Original

The Buffalo (N. Y.) Neivs says :
" It is a forceful

and original story."

Grips the Heart
The Washington Star says: "It is a story to

grip the heart."

Holds Interest Fast
The Philadelphia Telegraph says that it is

" told with a power that grips the attention and
holds it fast."

Strong and Beautiful

The Pittshnrg Press says :
" This novel merits

praise because of its sincerity, Its beautiful descrip-

tions of nature, its satisfying conversation, as well

as for its strong original plot."

ISino, Cloth, Frontispiece, 373 Pages
S1.50 Postpaid

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Pubs., New York

$2000 A YEAR
can be earned by an energetic and capable man in each of the following cities:

Cincinnati, Pittsburg, St. Louis, Kansas City, St. Paul, Omaha, Montreal,

Toronto, Indianapolis, Louisville. We require in each of the cities named above

a man to represent our Publishing House in the management of a local office.

We prefer a high school or college graduate and those who have a few

thousand dollars capital wall get the preference. For further information address

Oept. S, FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, 44-60 E. 23d St., NEW YORK

MEMORIAL
DAY

OHIS day of honor to the patriot
dead is given full attention in

1 the cyclopedia " Holy Days and
HoIida.ys." Following is a. brief
gla^nce over the articles, addresses,
sermons, suggestive thoughts, etc.

MEMORIAL DAY
A brief sketch describing the origin of this day, with

appropriate sentiments on its observance.

THIR.TY YEARS AFTER
An eloquent address by Rev. Clark Wright, delivered

when the speaker's old regiment, the gth New York Volun-
teers, entertained the 3d Regimental Association of Geor-
gia, under Colonel Sneed.

A MONVMENT'S MESSAGE
Dedication address delivered by Rev. Charles Elmer

Allison in front of the old Manor Hall, Yonkers, New York.

MEMORIAL DAY ADDRESS
Embracing extracts from the oration delivered at Arling-

ton, Va., by James A. Garfield.

SUGGESTIVE THOUGHTS
Pertinent paragraphs on the honor of our Patriot Dead

—

Our Country's Defenders; The Graves of Our Heroes;
The Cost of Our Liberties; Memorial Day Reminders;
Patriotic Messages ; Tributes to the Unknown, etc., etc.

MEMORIAL DAY POEMS
Including among others "The Bivouac of the Dead,"

by O'Hara; "The Blue and the Gray," by Finch;
" Cover Them Over," by Carlton ;

" Killed at the Ford,"
by Longfellow; "Memorial Day," by Gilder; "Home
They Brought Her Warrior," by Tennyson ; etc., etc.

FLAG-RAISING
DAY June 14.

nHIS dak.y originally observed in
the State of Ne>v York is nov*'

I coming to be celebrated in many
StaLtes throughout the Nation. Fol-
lowing is the trea.tment given it in
the cyclopedidL " Holy Da.ys and
Holidays."

FLAG-RAISING DAY
While one of the youngest of our national anniversaries,

being first observed on June 14th, 1894, when the Governor
of New York ordered the Stars and Stripes to be raised on
all public buildings in the State, this day is fast finding

a large place in the hearts of the American people, espe-
cially in our schools.

THE HISTORY OF OUR FLAG
An interesting description by Zitella Cocke.

THE STARS AND STRIPES
How the flag has been changed, and the stories which have

been told concerning its design and use, by A. Y. Leech.

BETSY ROSS AND THE FLAG
By Harry Pringle Ford.

ABOUT FLAGS
By Eliza E. Clark.

THE SCHOOL FLAG
How it is being raised on schoolhouses throughout the

country.

FLAG PRESENTATION
A Civil War sketch.

SUGGESTIVE THOUGHTS ON THE FLAG
Nine pertinent paragraphs on the national colors.

POETRY ON THE FLAG
Seven pages of poems on the flag, including "The Star

Spangled Banner :
" "Union and Liberty," by Holmes;

"The Flag of Stars," by Channing; "The American
Flag," by Drake; "Our Country's Starry Flag," by
Sangster, etc.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when

|rilT|HlLE: the above is an outline
I vi of the treatment given Memorial
mkm Day a^nd FlaLg-Racising Day in
•• Holy Days and Holidays," all other
important anniversa.ry days a.re

given ample and sa.tisfa.ctory atten-
tion.

8vo, Cloth, 768 Pages. Price, $5.00

Funk <a Wagnalls Company, Pubs.
writing to advertisers.
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TOPICS OF THE DAY.

MAYOR WEAVER'S DEFIANCE.

nr^HE bold stand taken by Mayor Weaver in defying the Repub-
-* lican leaders who elected him to office, defeating the gas

lease extension and rallying the people to a desperate fight with

the " machine," has aroused newspaper comment all over the coun-

try. Realizing that his opposition to the schemes of the United.

Gas Improvement Company (considered in these columns last

week) would bring down upon his head the wrath of the Republi-

can bosses who elected him, the mayor decided to leave the organ-

ization for good and so he boldly declared :
" I propose to fight

this whole battle—the gas lease and all allied and kindred matters

arising from the present situation—to the bitter end." The first

step he took in pursuance of what his friends are pleased to term

"his declaration of independence" was to remove from office the

two chief men of his cabinet, thereby creating, in the opinion of

the Philadelphia Hecord (Dem.), " xhc most pronounced political

sensation sprung for many years." The Philadelphia Press (Rep.)

also considers this a momentous step and says

:

" By his action Mayor Weaver inaugurated what promises to be
Philadelphia's greatest political battle. In no way could he have
struck a more vital blow at the organization. He has wrested
from the leaders the control of elections through the medium of

the police, and the control of municipal contracts by favored mem-
bers of the machine."

The two men Mayor Weaver removed were Peter E. Costello,

Director of Public Works, and David J. .Smyth, Director of Public

Safety, spoken of by Philadelphia papers as trusted henchmen

whom Boss Israel W. Durham had put in office for the purpose of

controlling the city's patronage. With their fall all other office-

holders are given to understand that the power of Durham over

the administration is ended, and that their positions now depend

upon the mayor, who seems to have the absolute right to dismiss

any of them for " the good of the service" simply by giving his

reasons therefor in writing to the city councils. This political

pressure by the mayor upon the politicians brought about the re-

sult he desired, and the Lhiited Gas Improvement Company with-

drew its offer for the lease. A question, however, has arisen as to

the morality of this procedure. Quite a number disapprove of the

methods of warfare which the mayor has adopted. The opinion

of the Philadelphia //iguirer (Rep.) in substance is as follows :

" No one has any doubt as to the inspiration and object of this

proceeding. It is not charged that the officials thus displaced or

threatened to be dis-

placed have been dere-

lict or incompetent in

the discharge of their

respective duties. The
demand for their resig-

nation has not been

based on any personal

grounds. It has been
conditioned upon the

use by them, in a man-
ner which the law for-

bids, of the influence

whicli they derive from

the discharge of their

public duties. It has

been prompted by a de-

sire to coerce the action

of city councils through

the devious and unavow-
able processes of intim-

idation, and from this

point of view it invites

reflections and provokes

criticism of the most
serious kind. Let it

be admitted that in

what he has done he

has been actuated by
a praiseworthy motive.

Let it be admitted

—

which is difficult, all things considered—that he is sincerely seek-

ing to do the community a service, and that in the extraordinary

step which he has taken he has been animated by a single-

minded desire to promote the public welfare. Let him receive

the benefit of every doubt, and the fact remains that he has exerted

the powers which the Bullitt Bill confers upon him in a manner
which the law never intended. What the mayor has done consti-

tutes an audacious invasion by the executive of the legislative

sphere. He has in effect served notice on councils that they must
have no opinion of which he disapproves, that they must take no
action which he opposes, that they must entertain no designs to

which he objects, that they must dance to his piping, and only

sneeze when he takes snuff. It would be hard to find a modern
parallel for this assertion of superiority, by one whose duty it is

to execute the laws over the body by which the laws are made."

The Philadelphia Record (T) em.), however, defends the mayor's

action in the following words

:

" A chief magistrate who uses the appointing power for the ben-

MAYOR WEAVER.

" I felt confident from the first," he says,
" that the people would be aroused as never be-

fore, when once this thing had been brought to

a square issue, but the extent of it surpasses all

my expectations."
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efit of his party is a mere partizan politician and no statesman.

The man who uses it for himself is no better than an adventurer;

he is false to his trust, devoting public opportunity to private ad-

vantage. But a President who uses his appointing power in the

'""mzm^..

ENOUGH TO MAKE A QUAKER FIGHT.

—McWhorter in the St. Paul Dispatch.

interest of a nation's own existence, or to deliver it £rom a wretched

law that is dragging it down to ruin, or a mayor who uses his

patronage to deliver his city from a gang of plunderers, is devoting

the public service to the public welfare. He is using the power of

which he is trustee for the benefit of the cestui que trust."

But Mayor Weaver and the great majority of the people of Phil-

adelphia do not seem to be bothering themselves about any ques-

tions of morality involved in his method of procedure.

They believe that the defeat of the gas company was an end

Shade of Boss Tweed—" I salute my superiors !''

— May in the Detroit /c'^/r/Zir/.

which justified the means. While the politicians are planning to

impeach the mayor for coercing councilmen by an alleged unwar-

ranted use of power, public spirited citizens are raising a fund of

$1,250,000 to fight the corrupt politicians to the bitter end.

" A much-talked-of feature in the legal complications which

have arisen on account of the fight on the gas question is the

interesting fact that the mayor and other citizens who are fight-

ing the United Gas Improvement Company have obtained legal

counsel outside of the city. Mr. Weaver has retained Mr. Elihu

Root of New York, while Chairman Winston of the "Com-
mittee of Seventy " has employed Mr. Joseph C. Auerbach of the

same city. The reason assigned by Mr. Winston for his act is

that he could find no prominent lawyer in Philadelphia suitable for

his purposes who was not connected with the gas company. We
quote the following from an interview published in the New York

World. Mr. Winston says :

I set out yesterday to engage special counsel for the Committee
of Seventy—a man capable of coping with the eminent gentlemen

already announced as counsel for the other side. I wanted a man
who could and would probe into this condition of rottenness and
corruption that fairly envelops our city. Could I find such a

man? No. All the noted lawyers of the town suitable for this

kind of work are already tied up by this great corporation, either

directly or through its allies."

RUMORED CABINET CHANGES.
FOLLOWING the announcement of Mr. Morton's intention

to resign as Secretary of the Navy are persistent rumors

that there will be other changes in the Cabinet before the end of

the year. The occurrence of these rumors at the very time when

talk is rife about differences of opinion between the President, his

official family and Republican leaders, makes them doubly signifi-

cant. Major John M. Carson, the veteran correspondent of The

Public Ledger (Ind.) of Philadelphia, declares that "a split in the

party is foreshadowed." However, the extent to which the Pres-

ident's independent policies on the tariff, railroad, and Panama
Canal questions are responsible for the rumors now current, seems

still to be largely a matter of speculation. Besides Secretary

Morton, several other members, if statements of intimate friends

can be believed, had expressed their intentions of retirement some

time before the Administration's policies became an issue. Mr.

Metcalf, Secretary of Commerce and Labor, had decided to resign

next fall, we are told, but latest rumors say that he has reconsid-

ered his plans and will be transferred to the Navy Department

when Mr. Morton's resignation takes effect. The Tribune's (Rep.)

Washington correspondent says:

" No decision has been reached regarding Mr. Metcalf's succes-

sor, altho it is understood that James R. Garfield, the Commis-
sioner of Corporations, is under consideration for that portfolio.

Mr. Garfield's views with regard to corporations command the

hearty support of the President, and only the fact that he is

younger than the usual selections for Cabinet offices might deter

the President from deciding in his favor."

But probably the most interesting piece of political gossip from

Washington is the rumor of Secretary Shaw's intention to resign,

coming immediately after the revival of the discussion on the tariff

question. We repeat the following information which Major Car-

son sends from Washington

:

"Secretary Shaw has never given any countenance to the tariff

revision talk even when the President seemed most in favor of it.

He has, on the contrary, given aid and comfort to the stand-pat-

ters whenever he has had an opportunity. He has never intended

to remain in the Cabinet throughout President Roosevelt's Admin-
istration. His purpose has been to resign long enough before the

approach of the National Convention and enter upon his canvass.

"Should the present difference of opinion result in an actual

split in the Cabinet, Shaw will undoubtedly resign before he in-

tended to, and will enter the lists as the stand-pat candidate for

the Presidency against Secretary Taft.

" Secretary Hay is away. Secretary Morton is not in a position

to take an active part on either side. Postmaster-General Cortel-

you is not a politician, but stands with the President in everything.

Attorney-General Moody is with the i resident, and the same is

believed to be true of Secretary Hitchcock."

Happily the story that serious sickness would compel Secretary
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Hay to resign has proved unfounded. Despatches from Europe

announce that he is in tine health and excellent spirits, and will

return to the I'nited States in June and go direct to Washington.

COiVIIVIERCIALlSIVI IN COLLEGE ATHLETICS.

THE article in ^fcCh^re's Magasine for June, by Henry Beach

Needham, a graduate of Brown, on "The College Athlete,"

is ver)- direct and daring in its personal references and bears the

marks of honest and painstaking investigation.

Some of the disclosures are startling, but

nevertheless they have simply given light on

a state of affairs such as the public has sus-

pected for along time. If all that is said in

McCiiire's be true, athletics in some of the

prominent institutions of learning in this

country are badly tainted with professional-

ism. At least it seems that there are frequent

violations of the rules and regulations which

the Conference of Intercollegiate Athletics

adopted in 1S9S, .so as to prevent the employ-

ment of professionals and to stop " the prac-

tise of assisting young men through college

in order that they may strengthen the ath-

letic teams." Some of the instances cited in

McClure's show that there has been developed

in undergraduate life a peculiar order of busi-

ness capacity that is well paid for services

rendered, and is expected to, and does, under

the stress and strain of strenuous competition

disregard proprieties and moral standards

just as is charged against the big captains of

industry in the great outside world. The

guiding principle of the managers of the

football and baseball teams (as it is claimed) is "to win—at any

cost." If their respective colleges lack the right kind of men

to assure victory, it is their duty to get them. Hawk-eyed recruit-

ing sergeants watch over academies and preparatory schools, sin-

gle out fledgling athletes and " proselytize them." If these insti-

tutions fail to furnish satisfactory material, it is drafted from any

HENRY BEACH NEEUHAM.

" Thanks to the influence of the colleges,'

he says, "there is growing up a class of stii

dents tainted with commercialism."

jilace. And wlien once a "star" is found, he is persuaded to pro-

long his stay in college until shame at his age perhaps compels

luni to retire.

A striking illustration of a successful professional college ath-

lete is afforded by the career of Hogan of Yale. According to

the account in McClure's, this man, after taking the course at

Exeter, was "sought after" by Harvard, Princeton, and Yale, but

finally matriculated in the latter college at the age of twenty-seven.

He is now about thirty-two years old. His tuition is abated. He
has been assigned a scholarship which pays

$100 a year. He occupies a suite in the most

luxurious dormitory, and takes his meals at

the expensive University Club. The Baseball

Association has given him a share in the score-

card privileges, which must pay him a hand-

some sum. In addition to all this he is the

agent of a tobacco company which allows him

a commission on all cigarettes of the favorite

brand sold to the Yale boys. Hogan is one

of tiie three big geniuses of his kind whom
AfcChnr's mentions.

These alleged practises are of course con-

demned by many college men and professors.

Col. Norris G. Osborn of the New Haven

A't'g/s/cr, a loyal Yale man, in deploring the

present tendencies, declares that " college ath-

letics are honeycombed with commercialism."

Mr. Alfred Stearns, principal of Andover, in

speaking of one feature of the evil, says : "It

is one of the most corrupting influences to

which a young boy can be subjected. It acts

not merely on his athledc standards ; it under-

mines his whole moral make-up, and gives

him false and superficial views of life.

. . . It is high time that the public were made to realize the vi-

ciousness of this practise." And the public seems to be realizing

the viciousness of it. The article in Mchire's has aroused con-

siderable interest, and many papers are very emphatic in express-

ing their disapprobation of the professionalism or semi-profession-

alism with which college athletics are supposed to be tainted. As

NOT THE TIME FOR A SUNSHADE.
" Now, I wonder if this will do in case of a cloudburst ? ''

—Barclay in the Baltimore Neu^s.

"there hain't coin' to be no core."'

W. J. Bryan is e.xpecting that when Roosevelt retires in 1908, the Republican;
will nominate a railroad sympathizer for President, and that a good part of the

Roosevelt following will then swing over to Mr. Bryan.

— Morry in the Spokane Spokesman-Review.

DISAPPOINTMENTS IN PROSPECT.
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a sample of the severity used in newspaper comment we quote the

following from the Boston Transcript

:

" In this era of commercialism and the discovery of many evil

methods in business life, it is not surprising that we should find so

much commercialism in college athletics. But it is none the less

grievous that while in student life, at least, the young man should

not be trained to the highest moral conduct both in precepts and

in practise. Wholesome preliminaries to his after life are certainly

as necessary as the text-book instruction which he receives. Yet

for years now college athletics have been notoriously tainted with

fraud. Probably no institution in the land has been exempt from

it, but we believe that it has grown to its present extent in the last

few years. When it is possible for a reputable magazine to pub-

lish, as facts, stories that football and baseball stars are being

practically supported during their college term for the sake of their

athletic skill, it is certainly time that the subject should be a mat-

ter of investigation by the university authorities themselves. . . .

The degrading after-effects of these influences upon the consciences

and mental processes of men who were originally honest can not

be gainsaid."

RIVALRY OF THE ATLANTIC PORTS.

SOME rather caustic criticisms of the Interstate Commerce

Commission are being published in the New York and Boston

papers, as a result of its decision that Philadelphia and Baltimore

are properly entitled to differentials over New York and Boston in

the rates on flour and grain intended for export. The commission

recommends that the differential of three cents per hundred

pounds of flour, which has been allowed in the past to Baltimore,

should be reduced to two cents, and that the differential of two

cents to Philadelphia be reduced to one cent. It is also urged that

the existing differential on grain that comes via lake and rail routes

should be reduced three-tenths of a cent a bushel below the rate to

New York, and be allowed to Baltimore and Philadelphia. The

dispute over this matter between railroad managers, we learn, was

so keen for a while that a rate war seemed inevitable. The matter

was handed over to the commission for arbitration, and it is be-

lieved that the railroads concerned will abide by the decision.

But the commission, in its conclusion, says: "This is not a pro-

ceeding in which the commission could make an order, nor do we

intend to intimate that the facts appearing would justify an order

in any proceeding. Our impression is that the above modifications

would be fair to the various communities and lines of railway in-

terested." The Baltimore American, in commenting on these

statements, remarks

:

"This can only be interpreted as meaning that the commission

does not believe it possesses the authority to compel the railroads

to maintain any differential at all, but only thinks it would be a

good plan for them to do so. If it has no such authority, then its

value as a regulator of interstate commerce is inconsiderable. If

it has the authority and fails to use it, then the commission is dere-

lict in its duty. This problem of the regulation of railroad rates

and railroad operations is evidently too difficult for that body to

handle."

Philadelphia and Baltimore look upon the decision as a consid-

erable victory. " What we have gained," declares the Philadelphia

Inquirer, " is a maintenance of the port of Philadelphia as a ship-

ping point." But New York and Boston are sorely disappointed,

and the merchants of those cities declare that the differentials al-

lowed by the commission discriminate against the natural advan

tages that ought to give New York and Boston the export trade.

The New YorV Journal of Commerce says :

" The whole basis of its conclusion is that New York has superior

advantages for foreign commerce, due to its location and splendid

iiarbor and to facilities which generations of enterprise and ex-

penditure have built up, and that it is only right that some of these

should be sacrificed or counteracted by giving the other ports an
advantage over it in the cost of inland transportation, for which
there is no other reason or excuse

"This is the extraordinary doctrine to which the Interstate Com-

merce Commission has given its sanction, sustained by a most
illogical course of reasoning. Let us realize what it means. If it

costs less to bring commodities from the interior to New York than

to other ports, the railroads should still charge more in order to

divert to the other ports a share for export. If New York has bet-

ter harbor facilities and steamship connections, or cheaper ocean
rates, that is a reason for putting a burden upon inland transporta-

tion to its wharves in order that rival ports may have a share of its

business. . . . This is a preposterous and iniquitous doctrine, and
if New York is not to consent to the bleeding process, the trans-

fusion of its commercial vitality to others, just so far as a combina-
tion of railroads may see fit to carry it, it must resist vigorously

before its energy wastes away. There should be no submission to

this conspiracy any longer. There is neither law nor equity, nor
common honesty or common sense, to support it. It rests upon a
wrong acquiesced in until a plausible claim of vested interest is set

up and allowed by shallow casuistry."

The Boston Herald thinks that the decision, in effect, diverts

the flow of commerce from its natural course. It says

:

" The business community of Boston and New York have had
this practical illustration given them of the manner in which their

interests would be jeopardized if the entire settlement of railroad

rates was left to a tribunal at Washington, subject, as that tribunal

must be, to the potent influences which can be brought to bear in

favor of special interests. In this instance what may be termed
the Pennsylvania interest, represented by its great railroad system,

allied with its industrial trusts, has ' come out on top.' Pennsyl-

vania has for nearly two generations laid the country under tribute

through protective tariffs, trafific arrangements, and other equally

arbitrary devices for gaining unwarrantable profit at the expense

of others. It has now won another victory by obtaining a decision

from the Interstate Commerce Commission which, in effect, forces

commerce which would otherwise take the shortest route between
the point of departure and point of destination to follow a circuitous

route for the benefit of favored interests."

A TREND TOWARD SOCIALISM.

NO sympathy is felt by the conservative New York Eveni7ig

Post with " the shallow taunt that municipal ownership is

socialism," and many other papers seem to share its feeling. That

the sentiment in favor of municipal ownership is having an unmis-

takably rapid growth is remarked alike by Mr. Hearst's papers,

which view it with elation, and by such papers as the New York

Times, which view it with alarm. Several financial papers, too,

are impressed with the spirit of hostility to corporations that is

abroad in the land. This hostility, thinks the New York Journal

of Commerce, has been aroused by corporate abuse of power, and

it adds that the recent behavior of some corporations is " calcu-

lated to intensify that feehng." " Public opinion is rising and ad-

vancing on this subject of the abuse of corporate power," it says,

"and it would be much wiser to show respect for it and seek to

reconcile private interests with public rights so that neither may
be sacrificed." The Wall Street Journal (New York) remarks

upon the peculiar fact that great prosperity and great discontent

are existing in America simultaneously, and it goes on to say, in

explanation of it

:

" There is a feeling abroad that perhaps after all dollars and

cents are not the only measure of success, and that there are some
things which have not a price. There are many economic her-

esies abroad in the land, as there are always and always will be,

but they are not the substance of the complaint. The principle of

municipal ownership is prominent only because of the outrageous

debauching of municipal bodies by public service corporations.

The agitation for government ownership of railroads is merely a

phase of the real trouble which is that the present statute-book is

totally unfitted to deal with present conditions. The demand for

destruction of large corporations is merely froth ; the real demand
is that the corporations shall only obey the law and shall keep

their lobbyists from the legislatures."

Many conservative papers are coming out strongly in opposition
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to the municipal ownership movement. The Chicago Tribune

asks the ** ownerites " why they do not carry the idea to the length

it is carried in England and have municipal laundries, municipal

flowers for the poor, municipal music, and municipal horse-racing.

The New York //V>/A/ shudders at the thought of the power Tam-

many would swing with an army of loo.ooo municipal employees

on its pay-roll. To quote :

" If New York were to purchase and operate the public utilities

within the city limits the total army of otTice-holders would num-
ber 105,328. In other words, there would be one office-holderJor
every six voters.

"It is true that at least 15,000 of these ofifice-holders would be

women, but women have fathers and brothers and masculine ad-

mirers, and on any question atfecting their interests they could

wield as much political influence as if they themselves were voters.

"Think of a Tammany go\ernment with 105,328 ofifice-holders

at its mercy ! And think of a city where 105,328 office-holders

could trade on Tammany's lust for loot and power. The police

alone are said to control 30,000 votes. How many votes would

105,328 office-holders control?"

A similar argument was presented by Judge D. Cady Herrick,

Democratic nominee for governor of New York last fall, at the

Reform Club dinner on May 22. Replying to a remark of Lyman

"MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP."

Are we ready for it ?

— Pughe in Puck (New York).

Abbott's, that " the dangers from municipal ownership are far less

than from corrupt combinations between party machines and

favored corporations," Judge Herrick said :

" If I had control of a first-class political organization—and I

used to have one some time ago—and if I didn't care what hap-

pened twenty-five years after, I wouldn't want any better asset

than to have the say in a State municipal ownership. You are

segregated by tariff walls, with the result that great aggregations

of capital have grown up. They are afraid of all change, and can

beat us every year. Give the same organization control of the new
enterprises, with their tremendous expenditure, and what a mag-
nificent opportunity you have granted to those who control the

machine !

" I am a believer in trades-unions, and I find in average unionists

a far more intelligent apprehension of governmental functions than

that had by the average business man. He knows how to use his

franchise. Now, by municipal ownership, either the trades-unions

will be crushed out of existence, for it is hard to contemplate a

self-respecting, stable, strong government allowing its employees
to dictate to it or even to discuss questions with it, or the trades-

unions will dominate the Government. Which would be worse?
I do not know."

HOME VIEWS OF WISCONSIN'S RATE
LEGISLATION.

"X ;\ 7HAT President Roosevelt is trying to do in Washington,

• * says one observer, tiovernor La Follette is doing on a

smaller scale in Wisconsin. After a struggle extending over a

long period, with all the corporate interests of the State and the

machine politicians arrayed against him, Governor La Follette

has at last secured the passage, in the Wisconsin Senate, of the

bill which provides for the appointment of a commission em-

powered to regulate railroad rates. Its passage by the Senate,

which is said to be anti-La Follette, indicates its certain passage

by the assembly, which is strongly in favor of the administration.

This will complete the principal legislation that the Governor has

long been fighting for. The primary election law is on the statute

books; the ad valorem railroad taxation law is in operation, and

now the railroad commission bill is in a fair way to become a law.

Having now done what he set out to do as Governor, La Follette's

friends believe that he will accept the election to the United States

Senate, which was given him last winter, and which he said he

would not take until he had completed his local undertaking. His

friends are predicting that he will carry his ideas to Washington,

where he is expected to become a big figure in national affairs.

The newspapers outside Wisconsin regard the passage of the rail-

road bill as a great personal victory for the Governor, but they

devote little space to a discussion of the merits of the bill.

The main features of the measure are condensed as follows

:

The bill creates a commission of three members, to be appointed

by the Governor, each of whom will receive )?5,ooo a year and
traveling expenses.

The railroad companies can make such rates as they please under

a rule of uniform classification, but the commission will have power
to review challenged rates and to make others subject to review by
the courts. All new rates must be filed with the commission, and

no advance in rates can be made until the commission has had ten

days to pass on them.

Any person may make complaint as to any rate, and if the com-
pany does not change it within ten days of the notice the commis-

sion may order a hearing. If that body finds the rate unreason-

able or unjustly discriminatory, it can fix a rate which will go into

effect within twenty days. If either party is dissatisfied he may
prevent the rate from going into effect pending a determination of

its justice by a court.

The commission shall have power to examine the books of any

railroad, and any railroad refusing to allow this or failing to answer

a summons from the commission shall be fined ^100 to $1,000 for

each day.

The giving of rebates, special rates, drawbacks, etc., is made a

misdemeanor. The railroad offending in this manner is subject to

a fine of $10,000 and the agent to a fine of $50 to $100 for each

offense. The shipper accepting such favors is subject to $1,000

fine.

" It is demonstrated that the Government of Wisconsin is a gov-

ernment of the people, by the people, and for the people," remarks

the Milwaukee Free Press (ReTp- ; organ of Governor La Follette).

" It is a victory of the people of the State, who have got what they

have Set out to get." The same journal says in another editorial:

" There is no such thing as defeating the demand for government

control of rates. It may take a long time, but movements of this

kind do not go backward. Railroad influence is not strong enough

to permanently keep the public from getting what it believes it has

a right to have. . . . Even the Senate of the United States can be

reached, and made to regard the wishes of the voter. Wisconsin

has found a way, it thinks.

" What the railroads are asking the public to consent to is that

it shall pay whatever is demanded of it, and )ook pleasant; and

that it shall continue to do this indefinitely. It is not a reasonable

request, and it is not going to look more reasonable by and by than

it does now. The public is imbued with the idea that it has been

the victim of overcharges for years. The railroads deny that it

has, and assure it that the business is being done at as low rates as

it can be done at a profit. If that is true, the commission could
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not lower the rates; and that is the only action of which any rail-

road man has any dread. Rates have got to be up to the profit-

yielding point, or the court will set them aside. If rates are rea-

sonable they will not be touched. If they are unreasonable they

ought to be changed ; and to this principle the public mind appears

to be pretty firmly welded."

The Milwaukee Se/iti/ie/ (Rep.), one of the leading opponents of

the La Follette administration, says that the rate bill is far from

perfect, and declares that the main benefit "that will follow the

enactment of this new law will be the practical education the gen-

eral public will acquire as the result of its enforcement. If a radi-

cal, anti-railroad spirit should direct the acts of the commission,

the experience will be dearly bought."

IMIVIIGRATION FRAUDS.

DURING the last fiscal year, according to a statement in the

New York ll'orM, "undesirable immigrants arrived at the

rate of two a minute." Even if T/ie World considers all immi-

grants undesirable, its statement rates the number of undesirable

arrivals at about a quarter of an immigrant per minute more than

the total immigration figures for the year. " Tens of thousands of

them'" says the World, " were criminals, tens of thousands of them

were dissolute women, and hordes of them carried diseased bag-

gage bearing counterfeit certification." The New York Herald

also speaks in a similarly uncomplimentary strain. It says

:

" For they are barbarians most of them. Subtracting a certain

small percentage of fairly intelligent—a percentage drawn for the

most part from the better class of Scandinavians, Scotch, and Ger-

mans—the great residuum are to all appearances so densely igno-

rant, so utterly alien to all our preconceived notions of what con-

stitutes civilization, that it is only with great difficulty that we force

ourselves to remember that most of them have been born and bred

in the very strongholds of Christendom."

This year the numbers of incoming aliens are expected to sur-

pass all previous records, and will reach, according to reliable pre-

dictions, at least one million, or one-eightieth of the entire popu-

lation of the land. A most alarming fact in connection with this

increase is the revelation made by Mr. Braun, secret agent of the

Government, to the effect that it is largely due to the frauds prac-

tised against the immigration laws with the connivance of foreign

governments which are seeking to rid them.selves of their pauper

and criminal classes. The report of Mr. Braun, as published by

The World, shows that

:

"Tens of thousands of foreigners are permitted to emigrate to

this country without the fumigation of their baggage, as provided

by law.

"The organized gangs of crooks who connive at this evasion

stamp the emigrants' belongings with counterfeit government

labels, and a counterfeit United States consular stamp, indicating

that their baggage has been properly fumigated.

"These counterfeits are accepted at Ellis Island without ques-

tion, and luggage from European centers, scourged with bubonic

plague, cholera, trachoma, smallpox, and the germs of deadly

fevers, are permitted to enter our ports daily. For this counter-

feiting service the Italian gangs in particular charge 5 lire, or $i.

" In several of the European countries it is the custom to promise

convicted criminals immunity from punishment, if they will emi-

grate to this country, or if their relatives will send them here."

But these are not the only irregularities which Mr. Braun un-

earthed. Besides learning of the practise of communities where

jails were overcrowded, of liberating and giving prisoners assist-

ance to go to the United States, and thus treating us as a penal

colony sustained for their benefit, he also found an institution near

Budapest from which parties of pauper children were sent here in

care of fictitious parents, paid for the job. Of violations of the

contract labor law Mr. Braun found abundant tiaces. Agents rep-

resenting railroads were busy soliciting laborers around the head

of the Adriatic. The present system of issuing naturalization pa-

pers is also claimed by Mr. Braun to be a prolific source of fraud

in the emigrant traffic. The Administration at Washington has

become so thoroughly alarmed over the situation that the des-

patches report that it is now considering measures of relief. Sec-

retary Metcalf of the Department of Commerce and Labor is re-

ported as saying that " in my opinion the immigration problem is

the most serious one which confronts the Government and the

people of this country." Other members of the cabinet have fre-

ciuently discussed the question, and now it is generally believed

that President Roosevelt will make important recommendations

on the subject to Congress at its next regular session. The com-

ment of the press shows that the newspapers and the public think

that the President and Congress can act none too soon in providing

remedies to correct the evils of immigration, either by adopting

restrictive measures or arranging for the better distribution of the

aliens upon their arrival.

But the public sentiment in the Southern States is not particu-

DUMPED!—THE P.-\TRIOTS FEEL PUT OUT.

X
^>.,.

4^My
—Maybell in the Binoklyn Eag-lc.

NEW STYLES OF TARIFF DRAWBACKS

COME BACK, MY WANDERING BOY.

—Rosrers in the New York Herald,
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larly hostile to foreign immigration, provided the criminal and

worthless elements are not admitted. The South seems to think

that it has room for many more foreigners, and it is extending a

welcoming hand to immigrants of the better classes, especially

irom Italy. The St. Louis Republic, speaking of the progress

which emigrants from Italy have made beyond the Mississippi,

says :

"In Southwest Missouri and Northwest Arkansas are thriving

settlements of Italians, with opportunities for thousands more.

The climate in the Ozark range is pecuharly suitable to the Ital-

ian, and there he is free from the fevers to which he is commonly
susceptible. The soil of these sections is suitable for the Italian's

kind of farming, and the land can be purchased at small cost. It

has been found that within a few years the Italians in these sec-

tions not only pay for their land in a short time, but build com-
fortable homes and become farmers and citizens of high char-

acter."

SECRETARY TAFT'S PRESIDENTIAL
PROSPECTS.

1\ /TOST of the papers outside of Ohio in discussing the Repub-
-^'-'- lican State Convention which met at Columbus on May 24,

made Secretary Taft the main subject of their remarks. Tiie man
w ho " sat on the lid " when President Roosevelt was hunting bear

in Colorado was by all odds the chief center of interest at that

convention. There were several reasons for this. It was pre-

sumed that what he would say on national questions would reflect

the attitude of the Administration, and would also disclose his own
individual views and show whether or not he was in line for the

Presidential nomination in 190S. His fellow Republicans of Ohio

gave Mr. Taft an excellent opportunity for these purposes by

electing him the temporary chairman of the convention, and al-

lowing him to deliver the keynote speech for the State campaign.

The scrutiny to which this speech has been put has been all the

more severe on account of the rumor that it had been read and

approved at the White House before its delivery at Columbus.

No material differences have been detected between it and previ-

ously reported utterances of President Roosevelt and Secretary

Taft on the issues discussed, but considerable adroitness, however,

has been noted in the way things which might have been difficult

to say were left unsaid. For instance, as the Rochester Democrat

and Chronicle (Rep. ) points out

:

" It was expected that the Secretary- would make some reference

to the recently announced policy of the Administration regarding

the purchase of Panama Canal supplies from foreign manufactur-
ers who offered lower rates than American houses; but those who
were looking for a discussion of that theme were disappointed."

The Baltimore AVt^'j (Ind.) also noticed this act of omission,

and in comment on it and on the tariff in general says in substance :

Whatever may be the truth about the history of all this little

affair, the present status of the Administration in it is pretty neady
indicated by the way in which Mr. Taft touched upon the tariff

question in his speech to the Ohio Republican Convention yester-

day. It was only in connection with the deficit that he spoke of the

tariff at all. Secretary Taft proceeded to discuss the possible ways
of increasing the revenue and declared that if the deficit continues
in serious amount, then, in one way or the other, either our taxa-

tion on imports or our internal revenue system must be changed
to meet the shortage, with every effort to cause the minimum of

business disturbance. That is all. And surely it is not much.
It will not set the Thames on fire, or disturb the repose of the

most sensitive stand-patter.

But the New York Tribune (Rep.) thinks that Mr. Taft has

treated the tariff question in a way that the " stand-patters " can

not ignore. The Secretary referred to the contention that our

growing deficit results from protection, which by stimulating our

manufacturers to supply the home market, discourages importa-

tion, and so tends to cut off revenue. President McKinley's later

utterances showed some evidence of this view, and so The Tribtme

rejoicefully exclaims

:

"It is significant to find Secretary Taft directing the Republi-
cans of President McKinley's State to the need of taking up the

subject and bringing our revenue laws up to date with our indus-

trial position."

Another vital question discussed by Secretary Taft at Columbus
was government regulation of railroads. Mr. Taft opposes Mr.

Bryan's plan for government ownership, but on tiie other hand he

favors the Townsend-Esche bill as it passed the lower house of

Congress. This appears from the following quotation. Says the

Secretary :

"It [the bill] does not as yet provide for a general fixing of a

table of rates by the commission, but only calls for a fixing of a

maximum rate upon complaint with respect to a specific instance

From sUireograph, copyright 1905, by Underwood & Underwood, New York.

SECRET.'^RY TAFT,

At a reception to the Railroad Congress in Washington. His position on
Railroad rate legislation and on buying Panama supplies is expected to arouse
powerful opposition in certain quarters to his presidential " boom."

of injustice. It seems a moderate measure, calculated to give the

added power to the commission necessary to effectiveness in

remedying wrongs in rates without creating an all-powerful tribunal

which shall in advance take away from railways the power of rate-

making and of elastically responding to varying conditions."

The Wall Street Jouriial i^^'^.) itzxs that the words " as yet

"

suggest the possibility of further and more drastic legislation, but

on the whole The Journal approves of the speech and says

:

" We believe, as Secretary Taft does, that government regulation

of rates, by providing an effective method for remedying railroad

abuses, will prove the best possible barrier against the socialistic

agitation for government ownership."

Whether Mr. Taft's presidential boom gained impetus from his

speech at Columbus is a question which has given rise to lively

comment. Among those who take a view of the case friendly to

Mr. Taft is the Boston Transci-ipt (Rep.). This paper sums up in
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a very effective way about all that has been said on the side it sup-

ports. So we clip the following from its editorial page

:

"The Ohio Republicans know all about his [Taft's] record on

the Phihppine problem. They are familiar with what he said

about railroad regulation and they are not deterred thereby in any

purpose to do him honor. In this purpose both Secretary Taft's

personality and his political antecedents aid and encourage. He
is a big-brained, big-hearted, big-bodied man. He has a cordial

manner which is simply the expression of his nature. He is a

man-mountain full of kindliness ; and at the same time, as is apt

to be the case with men large according to the standards of moral

and mental measurements, he is not without plenty of force. He
can be strenuous if need be, but he prefers to be suave. In this

respect he resembles in no small degree President McKinley, who
entertained for him the warmest regard and even personal affec-

tion.

" Indeed, Secretary Taft was one of President McKinley's dis-

coveries. . . . From his appointment as chairman of the Philip-

pine Commission dates Mr. Taft's prominence before the people

of the United States, and he has grown steadily year by year in

their estimation. So rapid was this growth that in January, 1903,

there was a considerable Taft movement looking to his nomination

as the Republican candidate in 1904. This boom lacked many
things essential to its success, among them encouragement from

Governor Taft, as he then was. It was much talked over in Han-
na circles, both in Washington and in Ohio, but it came to no con-

clusion of which the public ever heard. If Ohio should in 1908

bring forward the name of William H. Taft, it might have the

force of combining, oddly enough, the support of two such ele-

ments, ordinarily diverse, as the Roosevelt Republicans and Re-

publicans who followed Marcus A. Hanna."

THE JAPANESE NAVAL VICTORY.

OUR newspapers consider the sma.shing defeat of Rozhdest-

vensky the end of the war between Russia and Japan,

whether the St. Petersburg authorities try to continue it or not-

" The forlorn hope of a sprawling empire " is ruined, says the New
York Pr^ss, a fate " which in one form or another was sure to over-

take it from the day it set sail on its desperate errand under the

ill-starred flag of the Romanoffs." Togo commands the sea, and

Oyama commands the land, a situation that " can hardly mean less

than that the war is over," declares the New York Globe, which

continues

:

"The great Japanese admiral, whose fame is now transcendent,

has won for his country the decisive mastery which makes perma-
nent all her other victories. Not for five years could Russia, by
the utmost endeavor, hope to meet her enemy in Asia on anything

like an equal footing.

" St. Petersburg, under the domination of the unscrupulous min-

isters who control tlie government of the Czar, may still speak
words of defiance in the hour of crushing defeat. But the last

blow for Russian occupation of Manchuria has no doubt been

struck. At best Russia can still say there is war where there is

no war."

As a result of this tremendously significant victory, "Asia has

definitely entered upon anew era," believes the New York Evening

Mail, and it goes on to say, in an interesting editorial

:

"Already Port Arthur, Liao-Yang, and Mukden had drawn the

curtain for this era. The destruction of what remained of Rus-
sia's sea power was necessary to bring upon the stage, fully pano-

plied in victory, the figure of the future mistress of the East.
" So long as Russian ships which were the equal, in steam and

steel, of the Japanese navy, remained on the water, the issue be-

tween the nations could not be regarded as conclusively decided.

. . . Russia's navy is gone with Spain's. Whatever remnant of it

survives in Eastern waters may be destroyed at Japan's con-

venience. Unguarded transports, laden to the limit of safety with

soldiers, munitions, and supplies, may traverse undisturbed the

waters between Japan and Manchuria, magnifying Japan's advan-

tage in the contest on shore.

"Admiral Togo's victory renders certain not only the effective

prosecution of the land campaign in Manchuria, but the future in-

vestment of Vladivostok, and the serious menace of Russia's

power on the whole coast of Siberia. It threatens to cut Russia

off from access to the Pacific.

" With every day now the Japanese demands will grow. If they

grow much more, they will menace the interests of other European
Powers in China and Asia generally. The pressure of these

Powers to avert further trouble must at once descend upon the

Czar and his cabinet

"It is time now for the world to say to these warring Powers,

whose bloodshed is reddening the dawn of a century that must be

one of glorious peace and progress, that their fight has been

fought. No hope now remains to Russia of turning the tide of

Japan's victory. Let us have peace, in order that we may turn

our eyes and our thoughts to the new situation created in the East
by Asia's mastery, at last, of a European antagonist."

Captureof the Kaiser's Cup.—The victory of the Ameri-

can ^2iC\\\. Atlantic, in the ocean yacht race for the Kaiser's cup,

incidentally breaking the record, causes as much jubilation in

America as it causes depression in England and Germany. Says

the New York Globe :

" Now that an American yacht has shown the way over the ocean

to an international fieet, it will be difficult to push home the re-

proach that we keep the America's cup, not because we are the

world's first yachtsmen, but by means of freak boats which we can

sail in home waters with impunity. The handsome victory of the

Atlantic shows that the America was not an accident.
" The widespread interest with which the race for the Kaiser's

cup has been followed has afforded gratifying evidence to those

who believe that no sport is sound which does not serve some sub-

stantial, useful purpose. In the eyes of these critical observers of

modern contests, whether of strength, endurance, or ingenuity, the

recent matches for the America's cup have promoted a deplorable

type of vessel, especially on our side, which, far from adding to

sailor craft, are rather means of demoralizing a pastime from
which lessons of real commercial value should be drawn. Their

joy in the victories of the American yachts has been turned to bit-

terness by contemplation of the makeshift toys with which our tri-

umphs have been won, and they look to the present contest to

reestablish in popular favor the seaworthy craft of which the old

America, which brought us the famous cup that took her name,
was a noble example."

TOPICS IN BRIEF.

Alas, could Teddy only feel

He had square men for every deal,

He'd have no need to work and plan

For a square deal for every man.

—

Life.

While the Moros were thoroughly pacified some time ago, they appear not to

have heard about it.— The Chicago News.

Now that Philadelpliia is awakened the grafters will have to adopt the refined

methods in use in Michigan and other States.— The Detroit Free Press.

Admiral Beresford wants the United States and Great Britain to have
one flag. Does that mean one President, also ?

—

The Atlanta Constitution.

The participation of school-children in the outbreaks in Chicago indicates the

need of a few strikes where they would be most effective.— The Detroit Free
Press.

It is said woman has a great influence on the national game of baseball. We
have seen the home team when it certainly played in a very womanly way. - The
Denver Pepublicait

.

Negro strike breakers may do the work in Chicago now. but there'll be no

keeping them in Chicago after the watermelon season opens down this way.— The
Atlanta Journal.

If the Panama mosquitoes are all they are reported to be, the Government is

making a mistake in not breaking them to harness and employing them in the

work of excavation.— Tlie Chicago News.

" What would happen if every one told the truth for twenty-four hours?" asks

the New York Herald. One result would doubtless be a severe shock to the

Herald readers.— The Washington Post.

" Nicholas," says a Russian official, " is not so anxious for ability in his ap-

pointees as for devotion to his own person." You liave only to observe the ap-

pointees to believe this.— The Chicago News.

Astronomer Flammarion says Mars has a mild and delightful climate.

But it is just possible that there are misguided astronomers on Mars who say the

same thing about the earth.— The Chicago Tribune.

Paul Morton was taken into the Cabinet to advise the President how to run

the railroads. When he quits the Cabinet he may be able to advise the railroads

how to run the Government.— The New York World.
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LETTERS AND ART.

TEARS AS A TEST OF LITERATURE.

TV^rR. MARRIOTT WATSON, an English writer of some repu-

-*-'-^ tation, recently suggested that a series of articles by tlie

"right people" on "Books that Have Made Me Cry" would find

many interested readers. This suggestion serves as a signal for

an attack by Mr. Richard Le (lallienne upon a certain alleged ten-

dency toward cynicism and brutality in the literature of to-day.

A list of " books that have made me cry," says Mr. Le Gallienne,

would contain few written in the last fifteen or twenty years. For

the cynical hardness that he detects in recent literature he allots

much of the blame to Omar Khayyam and the German philoso]ihtr

Nietzsche.

" The rough-rider," .says Mr. Le Gallienne. " has now his literary

counterpart in the rough-writer."

Writing in The Sunday Magazine, which circulates as a supple-

ment to the New York Tribune, the Philadelpiiia Press, and sev-

eral other papers, he elaborates his impeachment of the age and

its literature as follows :

" Now, for some twenty years the human weather has been incle-

ment for anything in the nature of a lofty or gentle ideal. It has

been impossible to obtain a hearing for any causes except tiiose

with force or e.xpediency to back them. Causes involving moral

or spiritual issues such as would have set our fathers' hearts on

fire have found us cynically indifferent. The world has coldly

looked on at the tortures of Armenia, at the suppression of Fin-

land, at the destruction of the Boer republics, at the massacres of

Jews and working men in Russia. When such men as Lincoln and
Gladstone were in the world, such happenings would have created

irresistible waves of universal indignation. But now

—

The dreams that our fathers dreamed, to-day are laughter and dust,

And nothing at all in the world is left for a man to trust.

Let us hope no more, or dream, or prophesy, or pray;

For the iron world no less will crash on its iron way

;

And nothing is left but to watch, with a helpless, pitying eye,

The kind old aims for the world, and the kind old fashions die.

"So wrote a certain poet in a mood of disillusion, and, looking

back over the last few years, one might be pardoned for sharing

his pessimistic view of things. For, whatever the reason, or what-

ever the source, there is no denying that a spirit of cynical hard-

ness of heart has been abroad in the world during the last two
decades, a spirit manifestly, and even explicitly, unchristian ; and
this spirit has not only been reflected in the literature of the time,

but perhaps even it has emanated from two writers who certainly

have wielded a marked influence: the German philosopher

Nietzsche on one side, and Omar Khayyam on another—one
scornfully rending the Christian doctrine of pity, in the glorifica-

tion of imperious physical force, and the other sapping a serious

interest in life by an atheistic gospel of passing pleasure.

Nietzsche's scourge, and Omar's roses! They may seem very

different things; yet both have been doing the same work of moral

and spiritual disintegration, both have hardened the heart of man.
One stanza of Omar Khayyam has done more to shake man's be-

lief in his spiritual destiny than all IngersoU's lectures put together.

"

"The automobile," says Mr. Le Gallienne, slipping into a more

fanciful vein, "is no little symbolic of that hard and cynical spirit

of the times of which I am speaking." On this point he continues:

"Compare the faces of coachmen and the faces of chauffeurs,

and you will understand what I mean. Notice the kindly human
look of the man who deals with horses (there is, so to say. some-
thing humanizing about horses), and notice the hard, cold, even

cruel face of the man who drives the machine. The spirit of the

machine seems to have passed into him, relentless and arrogant,

the pride of power and speed."

But after all, the writer concludes, "man is an emotional, even

sentimental, animal, and his cynical moods are of no long dura-

tion." Further:

" At heart he is a dreamer, and a lover, and something of a poet;

and no literature that fails to respond to his emotional and imagi-

native needs can long survive. Cynicism may produce narrow mas-

terpieces for the appreciation of the cynical connoisseur of such
things; but no really vital work can be done in literature or any
other art without deep feeling. Emotion is the basis of all great

art, and pity is ever the sign of the masters, . . . and the writers,

great or small, who have made the deepest impression, and longest

kept a living place upon the book-shelves of the world, are those

most deeply imbued with ' the sense of tears in mortal things,' that

wistful pathos which so strangely haunts all the actions of men and
women, and is no less present in their joy than in their sorrow— the

pathos of being alive at all, alive in a world where every experience

is mysterious or seemingly charged with some unknown immortal
meaning."

A -sense of this "poignant quality in all that pertains to human
beings," says Mr. Le Gallienne, has animated the work of all last-

ing writers. He cites /Eschylus and Homer and Shakespeare and

Dante as "sometimes bringing us up with a sharp break by some

short cry of unbearable human anguish, or some heart-breaking

crisis of the eternal human drama." He finds this same quality in

Balzac's vast canvases and in Lamb's thumb-nail sketches. And
in the Bible he hnds it in the very cadences of certain passages.

We read

:

"All great and vivid feelings lie close to tears, and therefore all

great utterance ; and no writing so fully illustrates this strangely

moving power of words as the solemn cadences of the Bible.

Open it where we will, be it some psalm of comfort, some love-

song of Solomon, or some denunciation of Isaiah ; and so thrilling

are the words tiiat the tears spring to our eyes at once, partly

doubtless through association, but mainly, I think, from our joy in

tlie perfectness of the expression :

The Lord is my sliepherd; I shall not want. He maketh me to lie down in

green pastures : he leadetli me beside the still waters.

Remember now thy Creator in the days of thy youth, while the evil days come
not, nor the years draw nigh, when thou shalt say, I have no pleasure in them.

I am the rose of Sharon, and the lily of the valleys.

I sleep, but my heart waketh : it is the voice of my beloved that knocketh, say-

ing. Open to me, my sister, my love, my dove, my undefiled : for my head is filled

witli dew, and my locks with the drops of the night.

" Here are words with no apparent sorrow in them, words of

peace and faith and good counsel, and the ecstasy of happy love

—

yet why do our eyes fill as we read them ? Is it not because they

are so beautiful, and so vibrating with the very accent of living,

so instinct with the grave import, the sweet savor and the keen

thrill, of mortal existence?"

FAILURE OF THE DRAMA OF WEALTH-
GETTING.

PLAY.S which deal with the "money question," with the strug-

gle for wealth and the whole atmosphere of finance, high or

low, have never been popular and never can be interesting to the

mass of theater-goers. This is the conclusion of the dramatic

critic of the fortnightly French review, Mercure de France, in con-

nection with a new and very powerful " drama of finance " by £mile

Fabre, a gifted playwright, in which the real and only "hero" is

money. In discussing this and other plays in which financial

operations, financialdishonesty, and the power of money are the

main themes, the critic, A. Ferdinand Herold, shows that no

amount of realism, force, skill, and truth has ever given such

dramas hold on public interest and attention.

The plot of Fabre's play, called" Les Ventres Dor^s"(the name

of a company of promoters and investors), is admitted to be ab-

sorbing and well developed, and the scenes are exciting and dra-

matic throughout. The story, briefly summarized, is as follows:

" A life-and-death struggle is in progress between two rival' pro-

moting ' companies and their respective heads. Baron de Thau,

the ' king of finance,' as he is known on the Bourse, a man without

ties, affections, passions other than that of money-getting, and in-

terests other than financial, a man of great energy and no heart

or conscience, is the president of one of the companies ; Baron

d'Urth. a man of greater passion and violence, who hates his

powerful rival and constantly schemes to ruin him and wreck his

enterprises, heads the other company. Each has his followers,
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parasites, and real collaborators—mercenary politicians driven to

shady finance by the extravagance of their womankind, cosmopoli-

tan birds of prey, gamblers by habit and profession, old cynics,

impoverished nobles, fortune-hunters, and so on.

"Thau is at the height of his success and prestige. He patron-

izes rulers of petty kingdoms, dictates their policies, appoints

ministers and ambassadors. He tells one ' absolute ' ruler that if

he is not accommodating, his kingdom will speedily be converted

into a republic.

"Thau has organized a New Africa Association, at a capitali-

zation of three hundred million francs to develop the mines and

other resources of Mauritania. The enterprise is launched with

great pomp and circufnstance, and shares are issued to an eager

and excited public. But d'Urth is bound to wreck the company,
and he circulates all sorts of damaging and alarming reports. The
workmen of the society are attacked by insurgent tribes and rebels,

property is destroyed, plans upset, etc. Such a report causes a
' slump' in the value of the shares, and unfortunately it is a true

report. But d'Urth is largely responsible for the attack on the

company. He had bribed the rebel chief and instigated the up-

rising.

" Of course, the Government is at once appealed to. An expe-

dition must be sent to Mauritania to protect French rights and
property, and the campaign to enlist the politicians and ministers

is begun forthwith. But the military expedition may be sent too

late; the collapse of the company is imminent, and the shares are

steadily declinhig.
" In violation of the law, the directors decide to buy in the shares

of the alarmed investors with the company's funds. Other crimi-

nal means are resorted to in the hope of averting disaster. But all

effort proves vain. The company goes to pieces. The president,

officers, and directors are threatened with prosecution, and prison

sentences stare them in the face. One of them, an honest man,
has conscientious scruples and determines to reveal the truth in

order to save what can be saved of

the property for the stockholders.
" But at a critical moment he dies

of apoplexy, and the corrupt officers

breathe freely again. His wife has

compromising letters, but she is per-

suaded to make common cause with

the dishonest directors, for a Belgian

company is ready to purchase the

assets of the bankrupt concern, and

she will get something for herself

and children, otherwise exposed to

absolute destitution.

"Thau is not wholly safe yet.

D'Urth is still fighting him and

seems certain of complete triumph.

It so happens, however, that

d'Urth's sister is in love with Baron
Thau and wants to marry him. She
gets possession of evidence proving

her brother's part in the rebel up-

rising and depredations, and places

it in Thau's hands. When d'Urth

calls upon his rival to confound him
completely, the tables are turned.

It is d'Urth who is facing prison

and ruin.

"Finally, the two financiers, real-

izing, like practical men, that neither

can crush the other, decide to bury

their differences and operate to-

gether henceforth in the world of

high finance. Community of inter-

est is to replace warfare."

critic, seem an exception to the rule. It has gained a permanent

place in the modern repertory, tho it has for its hero a financier

and man of affairs. But in reality, that play is not a finance

drama. Isidore Lechat does not struggle for money; his misfor-

tunes are not of the financial order. It is not the financier who
suffers and is overwhelmed ; it is the man who is crushed. The
death of his son, the dishonor and flight of his daughter—these

episodes have nothing to do, directly, with money. As a man of

affairs he is irresistible, unconquerable. We pity him because his

power and wealth do not avert the catastrophe of the final act, and

because his fate illustrates the folly of subordinating all interests

to the acquisition of money. In short, "Business is Business" is

the drama of a great financier, not a drama of finance. Moliere,

Balzac, and many lesser lights have attempted the latter drama,

and none has succeeded in it.— Translation made for TnK LiT-

EKAKY Digest.

ONE NOVEL WITH A PURPOSE" THAT
SUCCEEDED.

Why, asks M. Herold, do dramas

of finance fail to attract the general public? He answers that

the average man is averse to being reminded in the theater of the

worries, cares, and struggles which engross his mind during the

day. He seeks a respite ; he wants a different, a plea.santer atmo-

sphere ; he does not enjoy seeing and hearing about the miseries

of the perpetual struggle for existence.

Octave Mirbeau's "Business is Business" may, continues the

MR. J. H. -SHORTHOUSE,

Who achieved a single and conspicuous literary success in " John
Tnglesant," a book wliich lias been said to contain tlie author's wliole

l)ersonality between its first page and its last.

\ LTHO the name of Mr. Joseph Henry Shorthouse appears

^ * on the title-pages of several fairly well-known books, it is

probable that his claim upon the interest of posterity will rest en-

tirely with his "John Inglesant," which is avowedly a "novel with

a purpose." The writing of this book occupied ten years of Mr.

Shorthouse's life, and when it was finished " it contained his whole

personality between its first page and its last."

The author's life, letters, and literary remains have just been

published in two volumes, edited by his widow. From these we
learn that all his books, as he proudly declared, were written " with

a purpose." In one instance at least

he succeeded, where so many with

the same literary creed have failed.

How his first and most successful

book got itself written we are thus

told by his wife :

"He would often say, half play-

fully to me,' I should so like to write

a book : if it was only quite a little

book which nobody read, I should

like to write one.' Then when he
felt that he collected materials for a
work, he said, ' I am quite ready to

begin a book, only I want a plot.'

By and by he found just what he

wanted— the story of a knight who,
on returning from a crusade, met and
forgave the murderer of his brother.

Round this one incident was woven
the story of 'John Inglesant.'

" For about ten years he worked
at intervals at his self-chosen task,

always reading to me each para-

graph or page as it was written, but

rarely mentioning the matter to any

of his friends. Once, for a period of

almost two years, he left off writing,

said that he was tired, that it was of

no use to go on, for he would not be

able to afford its publication him-

self, and he was certain that no pub-

lisher would take it."

The book was finally finished, and

a hundred copies were privately

printed. One of these fell into the hands of Mrs. Humphry Ward,

who took it with her on a visit to Mr. Alexander Macmillan.

The publisher, who was something of a Platonist, became inter-

ested in the book and undertook its publication. Its popular suc-

cess was instant. One of the letters of the present work gives

the author's own account of his book :

" The book is a philosophical romance. The examples of this
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MR. IKEUERUK 1)11 IMAN,

1 resident of the National Academy of Design.

kiiiil in literature are

very lew. They have

.seemed to me to err "^

giving such a quantity

of pliilosopliy and .such

a httle romance. 1 have

endeavored to avoid tliis

fault; tlie characters are

therefore introduced
with a philosophical pur

pose, and not as mere

representatives of life.

Inglesant was loyal to

an idea. I do not think

lie can be said to have

been loyal even to the

Jesuit— it was the idea

of devotion with which

the Jesuit had inspired

him. Much less could

he be said to be loyal to

the king, for whom per-

sonally he probably

cared little ; the r~) Kalw

of his master Plato en-

between its first page and its last. He never wrote another long
book

;
probably he could not have filled one ; the stories which

followed his sudden fame are the slightest possible fragments.
Where, as in 'Blanche. Lady Falaise ' and 'Sir Percival,' he tried

to throw his stiff, ornate robes over titled personages of contem-
porary life, the result is little short of ludicrous. 'John Inglesant'

stands alone, with little or no merit as a novel, with its philosophy
worn very thin, yet a deeply attractive book, partly owing to the

charm of its grave austerity, but mostly because a lofty and mature
mind has here lavished its entire store."

abled him to be loyal to apparently opposite

interests—as you say. he was loyal to the Jesu-

itical order and to the cause of religious free-

dom. He was not loyal even to his lady-love,

for he deserted her at the call of the domina-

ting instinct. What this instinct was is not

easy to put into a tew words. He had been

taught to prefer ideas to men. to believe that

men were actuated more or less by good and

noble ideas; that the noblest of such ideas

was self-.sacrifice and obedience ; that there-

fore, whatever came, he supposed self-devo-

tion and obedience were most becoming.

Added to this, doubtless, was an intense de-

sire to approve himself in the eye of his

teacher. Father .St. Clare; but this idea was
subordinated to the higher one. as is proved

by his attempt to exchange the Jesuit influ-

ence for that of the Benedictine.
" Altogether I should say that Inglesant's

life was one gallant struggle for freedom.

The struggle of a being handicapped in every

way—by constitutional heredity, by circum-

stance, by accident of training, by course of

events—but a struggle triumphant to the end

and bringing satisfaction to himself. His in-

stinct reminds us a little of Socrates"s demon
—"a kind of voice which from childhood al-

I'KESIDENT BUTLER, OF COLUMlil.A,

With whom, it is said, the idea of a merger
between the art schools of the National Acad-
emy of Design and of Columbia University

originated.

NEW YORK'S ART MERGERS.
' I "'HE National Academy of Design recently accepted, by a

^ large majority vote, the proposals of Columbia University

to create under joint control a school of fine arts, in which botli

the theory and practise of art will be taught. This event, in the

opinion of 'flte Outlook, " should create in New N'ork one of the

leading art schools of the world." The terms of the agreement,

as stated in the press, are as follows : The Academy is to transfer

its schools to Columbia University, but is to retain certain rights

and jjrivileges in those schools. It is to maintain, at its own ex-

pense, three, and possibly five, professors. It is to become jointly

responsible with the University for raising a

sum of $500,000 for the erection of a suitable

building for the proposed school of fine arts,

which will include the Academy's schools of

painting, sculpture, drawing, and engraving,

together with the Columbia courses in archi-

tecture, music, and tlie history and criticism

of art. The University is to loan a site on

its own premises, rent free, for twenty-five

years, but the building is to be the property

of the University.

It is said that a small but earnest minority

of the academicians were opposed to the

terms of this alliance. This minority ex-

pressed doubt as to whether the schools of

the Academy could be merged into this larger

scheme for a Columbia school of art without

"losing their identity or jeopardizing their

own interests and traditions." The Evening

Post is inclined to hold its judgment in re-

serve. The result of the merger, it says, will

be a school of the theory and practise of art

" more rigidly academic in its management

ways diverts me from what I am about to do. Init never urges

me on.'

"

The identification of the man with his book is one of the points

emphasized by other contributors to the memorials besides the

author herself. Shorthouse was born a Quaker, but he went over

to the Church of England and always described himself as a

"strong sacramentalist." The Rev. J. H. Smith, in his introduc-

tion, says, " Mr. Shorthouse was neither a professed theologian

nor a systematic philosopher. Yet perhaps no one in our time

more forcibly than he brought home to men's minds the reality of

the immanence of God in all the works of His creation, the sacra-

mentarian spirituality of the ordinary facts of life."

A writer in the London Times thus summarizes his estimate of

the man and his work :

" But the most characteristic charm of his work is its intense

individuality. Shorthouse is utterly without the dramatic gift, he

has very little insight into character or motive, he created no really

living figure. What he does is to present, steadily and patiently,

a smgle point of view. For ten years he labored to express him-
self in one packed, elaborate book. He threw himself entirely

into it. and when it was finished it contained his whole personality

than even the Ecole des

Beaux-Arts and the affi-

liated schools of the -Sor-

bonne and Louvre." It

remarks further

:

" Only time will tell

whether scholasticism is

an appropriate atmos-

phere for the growth of

the artist. Meantime,

the Academy solves the

rather difficult problem

of its schools, and is free

to work for a central

exhibition building. But
this plan must wait until

the mooted union be-

tween the Academy and

the Society of American
Artists is effected. If

this federation should

result in a worthy an-

nual exhibition of Amer-
MR. JOHN LA 1-AKGE,

I'resident of the Society of American Artists.
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ican art, the general public will care rather little how the Acad
emy schools were eliminated from the transaction. Finally, it

should be realized that nothing like absorption of the Academy
has been proposed or contemplated. Under the new arrangement,

while entering into a partnership which is terminable with Colum-

bia, it retains control of its present schools, and actually gains

greater freedom to exercise its functions as an exhibiting body."

Another interesting merger in the New York art world is alluded

to in the above paragraph. It has been persistently rumored for

the past month that the Society of American Artists contemplates

a union with the National Academy of Design, from which it se-

ceded in 1877. It is further reported that other organizations, as,

for instance, the Ten American Painters, who in their turn seceded

from the Society of American Artists, would also be glad to merge

into the Academy. Harper's Weekly remarks :

" The proposed union, if carried out, would put the art interests

of the town in a stronger position than they hold now, and would
be likely to result in better exhibitions than are now given, and in

more of them, and in more public interest in them. The merger
would probably be strengthened by the accession of some other

smaller societies, and the resulting academy would be in a good
position to get public support for the much-coveted art institute,

a larger building more suitable for picture exhibitions than any

that the present societies can command."

The Sun points out that the obstacles to such a union are slight

:

"A merger like the one planned, according to an academician,

will be easy, because the Academy and the society have 87 mem-
bers in common. Of the society's 139 members, 48 are academi-
cians and 39 are associates There is likely to be no opposition

to the merger, it is said, except such as may come from a few
hard shelled old members who may feel they are somehow being

crowded out. But as a two-thirds vote will carry the merger, it

is said to be practically assured.
" The charter of the Academy at present limits the number of

full-fledged academicians to 100. This number may have to be

increased when the society is absorbed. But a change like that is

not difficult."

A FRENCH VIEW OF IRELAND'S LITERARY
REVIVAL.

M AUGUSTINE FILON, \^x\\:mz'^n\\\^ Journal des Ddbais

.

gives a brief but interesting French impression of the

Irish literary renascence that has become so familiar to American

readers. After noting tiie rise of the various Irish societies— Lit-

erary, Folk-song, and Text; after a word for the National Theater

at Dublin and the plays of Mr. Yeats, who, as he puts it, " seems

to be recognized by everybody as the Victor Hugo of this Irish

pleiad," M. Filon interprets tire whole movement, both in its

Irish and its English aspects, as " the old national spirit reanima-

ting itself; the old duel beginning again, no longer in the field of

material and political interests, but in the realm of sentiment and

idea." Thus, from this French point of view, " the Land League

of twenty-five years ago lives again in the Gaelic League, and Mr.

Y'eats is Parnell become poet and dramatist."

In the Irish theater M. Filon finds not so much real drama as

" poetry in concrete form." In fact, throughout this new litera-

ture, above all in Yeats
—

" with charm of originahty and fancy, and

now and then the grand compelling accent of the ancient Celts "

—

he finds

:

" First, an idealism, vague but immense, which seems to derive

its force consciously or unconsciously from catholic inspiration,

and which ranges itself scornfully against the vulgar and grasping

commercialism of the Anglo-Saxon. Then a patriotism which our

own, ardent as it is, can not comprehend. The explanation of it

all is inthe fact that Ireland's ideal of herself is never realized,

never incarnated ; she hovers always aloft in memory or dream,
untouched by the stains of reality. An actual, living country may
compromise its honor—may make itself ridiculous or corrupt ; but

the ideal land keeps ever the ineffable loveliness of things divined

—of realities but half-revealed."

And again

:

"The Irish temperament knows naught of seeking its bles.sings

in this world; it is divinely idle and contemplative. Ireland still

lives that life of the olden time that ran so much slower and deeper

—so wonderfully deeper. The individual was fully aware of his

own being ; he was not, as to-day, swept along in great social cur-

rents, absorbed by the collective mass of which he is but a mole-

cule. . . . The Irish poetry gives us something of those feelings

so intense, so personal, that made the charm of that existence.

Humble, rustic life attracts it, and solitude for it has irresistible

fascinations."

In the following passage M. f^ilon makes a significant point

:

" Yet the Celtic soul comes to nature, not in the manner of

Rousseau or Wordsworth, to confide to her its own emotions, to

impose upon her its own inner states of feeling, to demand of her

a sympathy she can not give ; rather does it lay itself upon her

bosom as if to sleep and dream, to become imbued with her calm
and strength, to forget and lose itself in her, to fly with the winds
and flow with the waters until it feels across its passing flesh the

sweep of the sublime breath, the infinite stirring of universal

life."

Whether this Irish poetry is to "ennoble itself with master-

pieces" or to continue "only a repertoire of poetic impressions";

whether it will actually succeed in "reviving the language that be-

longs to it," or will " bend the idiom of the odious Sassenach to

the expression of unwonted sentiments," M. Filon invokes some

score of years to settle. — Translation made for The Literary

Digest.

Zangwili's Indictment of Modern Comedy.— Mr.

Israel Zangwill utters some rather pungent criticism upon the class

of musical plays and farcical comedies which find favor with the

amusement-seeking public. He finds in most of them a vein of

"appalling vulgarity " which "must be steadily debasing to the

moral currency." This vulgarity, he points out, is not related

merely to those matters which are the concern of the censor.

" Sex is not the whole of life, or the whole of vulgarity." Proceed-

ing to the chief count in his indictment, Mr. Zangwill writes (in

The Cosmopolitan) as follows :

" But the cynical ideas which are accepted as the current coin of

comedy, the low ideals which are supposed to animate everybody,

the sordid acceptance of pecuniary standards, the universal men-
dacity ascribed to mankind in a fix, the mutual deception of

spouses—^this pervasive wink, this sniggering acquiescence in a

human nature infinitely below the best standards of our race— all

this, presented steadily year in, year out, in a thousand theaters,

must be perpetually corroding and undermining all the ideals for

which the churches are fighting. Little wonder the Puritan reads

Defoe's distich as

:

Wherever God erects a house of prayer,

The devil always builds a theater there.

"It is indeed somewhat perplexing to consider that both

churches and theaters cater to the very same population, and that

by some extraordinary transmogrification the person who aspires

to all that is noble and true so long as he is sitting in a pew, be-

comes a contented smirkerover the sins and weaknesses of human-
ity the moment he is placed in a stall."

NOTES.
Dk. Osler, speaking recently before his fellow alumni of McGill University,

advanced a plea for greater academic leisure in American universities. " Time
to think," he fears, is denied to many professors because of the demands made
upon them as teachers. Mr. W. H. D. Rouse makes the same point in " From a

College Window," in the Coriihill Magazine (May).

Madame Modjeska, it appears, is no longer a believer in the movement for

the creation of a national theater in this country. Twenty >ears ago she WTote

the first article that appeared urging the foundation of such an institution. But

she is recently reported by the Evening Mail as saying: "I know the United
States better now than I did then, and I would never urge such a thing now.

The conditions that exist here would make a national theater impossible. And
I don't believe that it will ever come to pass."
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SCIENCE AND INVENTION

TO CLEAR FOGS WITH ELECTRICITY.

FOCiS are not only disagrceal)le, but very expensive, especially

in fog-bound London, where they are often the direct cause

of great loss to merchants. During the week preceding Christmas

last it is estimated that as a result of foggy weather at least $50,-

000,000 was lost in that city, business being paralyzed for the time

being. This being the case, the invention of some means for

clearing the air of fog would mean to tne British merchant a very

material increase of prosperity. The problem is one of such

serious importance that experiments are now being carried on with

a view of tinding practical means for dispelling the dense atmos-

pheric conditions. Says W. Raymond, in an article on the sub-

ject in The American Inventor:

" Some twenty years ago, a great English scientist. Sir Oliver

Lodge, now principal of the University of Birmingham, rediscov-

l)urning paper, wet straw, turpentine, magnesium ribbon, or other

substances, or by the use of burning sulfur and ammonia. The
Voss machine is then turned and the small particles of smoke are

at once seen to form into long streamers, which are deposited on

BATTERY OF RECTIFIERS CONNECTED UP TO A LARGE RUH.MKORKK COIL
WITH CONDENSERS.

Courtesy of The American Inventor (New York).

ered the fact that by discharging electricity into a smoky or dusty

atmosphere, the small particles of which the smoke is composed
tend to coalesce into Hakes in the space around the points of dis-

charge, and to be deposited on all opposing surfaces.

"Now this property of the electric discharge of the coalescent

deposit of matter suspended in the air has many possible appli-

cations, such for instance as the clearing away of fog or mist, or

the deposit of useful fumes, such as the lead fumes in the manu-

facture of white lead : or again, the possible use in the electrifying

of clouds to produce rain, by causing the small particles to coalesce.

Indeed it may even be possible to affect the weather by the dis-

charge of electricity into the air, positive electricity for fine weather

and negative for wet.
" The apparatus needed for a laboratory experiment to show the

deposition of fog is a large glass bell-jar in which to keep the arti-

ticial fog, and a Voss or a Wilmshurst machine to give a small

current at a very high potential. This experiment was exhibited

to the British Association at Montreal, in i<S84, in .Sir Oliver

Lodge"s lecture on ' Dust.'

"The apparatus is shown herewith. One terminal of the Voss
is connected to a sharp point, which stands up inside the bell-jar,

and which is well insulated. The other terminal is connected to a

metal plate to represent the earth, on which the bell-jar stands.

"The bell-jar is then filled with smoke, which can be made by

APPEARANC E OF THE BELL-JAK DURlN(i THE DISCHARGE OF ELECTRICITY.

Courtesy of Tkc American Inventor (New York).

the discharging rod and on the sides of the jar, while the air in the

jar is left entirely clear.

"This method of depositing fogs, tho simple and easily per-

formed in the laboratory, has not come into practical use on a

large scale, owing to the difficulties which arose in the production

of a direct current of sufficiently high potential to spit off readily

from the discharging points into the atmosphere.
"There are two ways of producing a suitable current. One is

by using an electro-static machine, such as a Voss or Wilmshurst.

These are satisfactory in the laboratory, but would not be reliable

for use on a large scale, as they are very delicate, and are affected

by moisture in the air. The second method is by using a dynamo,
but until recently this has been impossible, owing to there being

no continuous current dynamo capable of working at the high po-

tential necessary. Now, however, Mr. Cooper Hewitt's mercury
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SIR OLIVER lodge's LABORATORY FOG DISPERSING APPAR.'VTUS USED IN
EXPERIMENTS MADE IN 1884.

Courtesy of The American Inventor (New York).

vapor rectifier has been found capaiile of working at very high po-

tentials, and its use enables alternating dynamos and transformers

to be employed, their current being rectified so as to maintain a

continuous discharge in one direction. ......" •
'

The use of two aerial wires, both fitted with discharging points,

one for the positive and the other for the negative current, is be-

lieved by the writer to be the most suitable arrangement for de-

positing fume in the flues, or settling chambers of factories, and
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for clearing fogs within a limited area. It would be applicable,

he thinks, to navigable rivers, on whose banks the wires might be

suspended at a safe height from the ground. He goes on to say :

" At the present time experiments are being carried out on a small

scale at Birmingham University. Wires have been erected from
Sir Oliver Lodge's laboratory to the adjoining roofs. But as the

site is high and somewhat shut in by buildings, a really dense fog

is extremely rare. Nevertheless, if there are no fogs, some val

uable experience is sure to be gathered from the experiment.

"It remains now for some of the large enterprising shipping or

railway companies to undertake a really practical test on a large

scale. Large sums of money are spent yearly by the railway com-
panies on detonators, extra signal men ' foggers," and to this is

added the expense and inconvenience of trains delayed by fogs.

Surely it would be cheaper and simpler to disperse the fogs, even

if it were only for a comparatively small area around the large

railway stations. The benefit it would be in a large harbor if the

sides of the harbor, or if each vessel in it. carried a small fog dis-

persing apparatus, is, of course, obvious. It would seem hardly

available while ships are traveling at full speed, since it would
have to be capable of maintaining a clear space of, say, a hundred

yards ahead of the vessel. The apparatus might also be employed
with advantage in lighthouses, lightships, rivers, and other places

where natural fogs accumulate.
" In general, all town fogs are artificial, in that they can be pre-

vented if the public would take the trouble to burn their coal com
pletely, and not waste more than half by discharging it into the air

in the form of smoke and soot. There are several open fireplaces

and grates now on the market which burn a considerable percen-

tage of the smoke made, and are a marked improvement on the

old-fashioned fireplace built high

up, with open bars in front and

underneath, which cause an un-

necessary draught up the chim-

ney, wasting most of the heat,

and not giving the coal time to

burn completely.
" When the gas companies sup-

ply a cheap form of gas for heat-

ing and power, and when an im-

proved form of gas fire is univer-

sally adopted; then the thick town

fogs of to-day will no longer ex-

ist, and there will be no need for

the double expense of first mak-
ing a fog and then dispersing it.

Meanwhile, it will be interesting

to see the experiment tried on a

large scale in a fog-producing

town.

"The method now devised and

patented of supplying extremely high tension electricity from ordi-

nary city mains renders the discovery for the first time feasible

and practicable on a commercial or engineering scale.

" Sir Oliver Lodge made extensive experiments during the above-

mentioned fog in London, which resulted in partially dispelling the

heavily laden air. His methods for dispersing entailed the use of

electricity from the tops of specially erected towers. Tho he has

been working upon this problem for the past twenty years, the

practical solution of dispelling fogs on a large scale yet remains to

be performed."

lamp is comparatively small, and tiie covers good heat insulators,

it does not take long for a high temperature to be attained. This
supply of energy, at the rate of loo watts, is equivalent to 5.7 Brit-

ish thermal units per minute, which would be sufficient to raise

one pint of water about fifty-seven degrees in ten minutes. When
the lamp is closely surrounded by a non-conductive material it

does not take long for the latter to be heated to a dangerous point.

One can test this easily for himself by wrapping a thick cloth about
an incandescent lamp when it is lighted. In a few minutes the

cloth will be smouldering, and possibly break into flame. When
such a condition is not merely likely, but almost certain to occur,

there is no necessity of dwelling upon the inadvisability of obtain-

ing a comfortable night's rest by the means suggested. It is a fact

that possibly the greatest danger of fire from an incandescent lamp
arises from this cause, because many persons who should know
better seem to forget that it gives off heat, and therefore provision

should be made for dissipating this. In other words, the lamp
should not be placed in an enclosed position, unless it is surrounded
by fireproof material, and it should not come in contact with any-
thing combustible. This is one of the requirements of the fire un-

derwriters, and it is something that should be known by every
one."

CATTLE WAYS LEADING DOWN
CIS.SBU

Fire from Incandescent Lamps.— Referring to an

item, quoted recently in these columns, about a salesman who used

an incandescent lamp as a foot-warmer, Tlie Electrical Reinciv re-

marks editorially that the author of the item did not bring out suf-

ficiently the real danger attending such a proceeding. Says the

writer

:

" It is not impossible that, as suggested, a restless sleeper might

break a lamp placed under the bed-covers, and should he do this,

he might cut his foot on the broken glass ; but there would be lit-

tle danger of fire arising from the accident. The real danger of

fire exists before the lamp is broken. A thirty-two candle-power

incandescent lamp absorbs about 100 watts. Placed under the

bed-covers, all of this energy is converted into heat, and as the

PREHISTORIC WATER-SUPPLY.
' I ^HE ridges that mark so many English hill-slopes and the em-

*- l)ankments that crown their tops have been the despair of

many an archeologist. " Camps," they are usually called, yet if

they were fortifications it would have required more than the coun-

try's whole population to man them. Even if they were but tem-

porary refuges for men and cat-

tle, where could such a host have

been fed and watered ? One the-

ory is that their builders con-

structed " dew-ponds "—hollows

where water collected nightly by

condensation from the moist at-

mosphere, and the remains of

these are shown to the visitor to-

gether with evidences of the

tracks over which cattle were

driven to drink from them. Altho

;heir construction presupposes a

considerable degree of scientific

knowledge on the part of primi-

tive man, this theory is upheld

with such skill in a recent book

on " Neolithic Dew-ponds and

Cattle-ways" by A. J. and G. Hubbard (London, 1905), that it is

regarded by a reviewer in Nature as well-nigh established. Says

the writer (April 27)

:

"The construction of dew-ponds by the early inhabitants of

Britain has otten been glibly asserted, but few, if any, have fur-

nished such clear and circumstantial evidence as the authors of this

short treatise. The water-supply for the occupants of our huge
prehistoric ' camps ' has always been somewhat of a mystery, and
it has been suggested that they were only temporary refuges, when
the country was ' up,' so that a permanent supply was not regarded

as a necessity. But the watering of men and animals on the scale

indicated by the areas enclosed would be a formidable task even

for a day, and another explanation must be sought. The late

General Pitt-Rivers, for example, held that the water-level of the

combes was higher then than now, and streams would have been

plentiful on the slopes; but, feeling the inadequacy of this view,

he also had recourse to the dew-pond theory. To those familiar

with the process, this might seem an obvious expedient, but the

interesting account given of the formation of such reservoirs might

make us chary of crediting prehistoric man with such scientific

methods.
" An exposed position innocent of springs was selected, and straw

or some other non conductor of heat spread over the hollowed sur-

face. This was next covered with a thick layer of well-puddled

clay, which was closely strewn with stones. The pond would

TO DEW-POND AT THE NORTH Ol

KV RING.
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gradually till, and provide a constant supply of pure water, due to

condensation during the nignt of the warm, moist air from tiie

ground on the suriace of the cold clay. Evaporation during the

day is less rapid than this condensation, and the only danger is that

the straw should become sodden by leakage. It is for tliis reason

that springs or drainage from higiier ground are avoided, as run-

ning water would cut into the clay crust.

" Some ponds of this kind, no doubt of very early and perhaps

of Neolithic date, may still be seen in working order : others are of

modern construction; but to and from the ancient dew-ponds (or

their sites"! can sometimes be traced the hillside tracks along which

the herds were driven, one leading from the camp, or cattle en-

closure hard by, to the watering-place, another leading back, to

avoid confusion on the road. These and other details as to guard-

houses and posts of observation are brought to our notice in the

description of selected strongholds in Sussex and Dorset; and

verification, if, indeed, such is demanded, must be sought on the

spot by any who have doubts or rival theories.
" The banks, that enclosed pasture areas, sometimes of vast ex-

tent, were no doubt stockaded against man and beast, and may be

compared with tiie base-court defences of the Norman burh : but

the excavator of Wansdyke had an alternative theory that such

banks were sometimes erected for driving game. Incidentally, the

authors discountenance the view that the ' camps.' not to mention

the outworks, were ever efficiently manned. Their extent would

necessitate for this duty a vast number of fighting men within call.

" Possibly, in a few instances, the ridges on the hill-slopes may
be due to outcropping strata, and others might suggest terrace cul-

tivation ; but there seems ample evidence for the view taken that

Neolithic catde-tracks have survived to this day around certain of

our most imposing ' camps."
"

work they fared as badly as in their other endeavors to find the

vein.

FINDING A LOST MINE.

STORIES of lost mines are not uncommon, and they are always

fascinating. In many instances a promising vein has come

suddenly to an apparent end owing to a " fault " or other geologic

breach of continuity that has carried the rest of it upward or down-

ward beyond the miner's ability to find it again. The history of a

case in which the lost end of the vein was rediscovered by persist-

ent digging, briefly told by Harold I. Read in The Engineering

and Alining Journal {}>\2iY 4). is especially interesting on account

of the accompanying diagrams. Says Mr. Read :

"The condition of the mine at the time it was abandoned by the

original owners is shown in Fig. i. They had followed the vein

down between walls of gray limestone to a depth of 650 feet, where

the contact between diorite and limestone was encountered. How-
ever, this condition had nothing to do with the regular course of

the vein, and they continued to extract the same rich ore to the

900-foot level. It is estimated that the production of the mine to

this point aggregated $7,000,000. At the 900-foot level an unex-

pected condition confronted them. They were at an entire loss as

to what to do to rediscover the vein. They ran thousands of feet

on the fault ; owing to particles of ore (.' the drag ') within the fault,

they decided to sink. Conditions seemed to warrant the conclu-

sion that the vein had taken a directly reverse dip at the 900-foot

level. As nothing was encountered in the shaft, a raise was made,
as shown in Fig. i, but still on the near side of the fault. They
then started to cross-cut and raise on the further side, but in this

" Owing to these circumstances, the mine was permanently aban-
doned by the original owners in 1889. In 1900, Mr. I. E. Rock-
well, of Chicago, became interested in the property. He decided

to unvvater the old workings after an idleness of twelve years and
see what could be done in the matter of rediscovering the lost

bonanza. The undertaking proved costly. However, after this

part of the work had been accomplished and the mine had received

a thorough study, he decided to continue the cross-cut at the. 900-

foot level away from the fault ; then a raise was made, which again

encountered the vein and ore. as shown in Fig. 2.

" Later explorations encountered a series of faults, causing simi-

lar breaks in the vein."

ORIGIN OF THE TURKEY.

'T'HE turkey, which, according to some authorities, should be
-* our national bird rather than the eagle, is doomed instead to

bear by accident tiie name of an alien land, and to be honored in

the country of its origin only for culinary purposes. Hj>-, ' e^ni-a

to be introduced into Europe and bow it was given its j <r~^^<'\ ,n

appropriate name are chapters in an interesting stor.\ , ,..;t (/t

which is told by a French investigator, M. Oustalet, in the Bulletin

tie la SociStt' jYatiotiale d'Accliniafation. From a notice of this

article in Cosmos (Paris) we translate the following paragraphs :

"The domestic turkey is so similar to the wild turkey of the

United States and Mexico that we are forced to seek its origin in

the New World. Those are at fault who believe that they recognize

the mention or description of this fowl in old Latin works ; these

relate incontestably to the guinea-hen.
" If we are to credit the evidence collected by M. E. Oustalet

. . . our turkey is a descendant of that of Mexico and Texas.

The ancient Mexicans began the domestication of these birds.

When the famous adventurer, Hernando Cortez, conquered Mexico
in 1520 he found several thousands of them kept in the courts of

Montezuma's palace.

Spain was doubtless the first European country to receive these

exotics (1520) which were first called ' Indian peacocks.' Thence
probably they passed, four or five years later, into England. An
old poem relates that turkeys, carp, and beer reached England in

the same year. This famous year was the fifteenth of Henry
VIII. 's reign (1524).

" What is the origin of the English name turkey cock or turkey ?

It was doubtless thought that the fowls came from Turkey, for

probably they had been brought to England by merchants who
dealt chiefly with Turkey and the Levant. As the newly discov-

ered West Indies were also confused with the East Indies, the
' Indian peacocks' took with us [the French] the name of ' Cal-

cutta fowl,' ' Indian fowl,' and ' Indian cocks.' The alteration

and abbreviation of these latter names \pottles dUnde and coqs

dVnde'\ give us the present [French] names dindes and dindo?is.
" In 1541 turkeys were valuable in England ; a rule promulgated

by Archbishop Cranmer prohibits the serving in a feast of more
than one individual of the great species of birds, ' such as cranes,

swans, and turkeys.' Fourteen years later, the species was
already less rare; at a banquet there appeared, among other deli-

cacies, two large and four- small turkeys, which were valued at

only four shillings each, while swans and cranes brought ten shil-

i'lG. I. KIG. 2.
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lings and capons a half-crown. In 1573 tliey were no longer re-

served for formal feasts ; farmers, for Christmas, were accustomed
to serve turkeys at table, and the turkeys that fluttered about in

the farmyard, awaiting their turn at the spit, were dangerous

neighbors for the fields of peas and hops.

"For a long time the two counties of Norfolk and Suftolk were

rivals in the raising of turkeys. In autumn on the roads that led

to the capital could be met flocks of hundreds of the fowls, driven

by a lad armed with a long pole having a piece of red cloth at the

end. for the sight of red cloth always excites turkeys, as is well

known. Nearly a century ago the city of Norwich sent to London.
in"the space of three days, more than 4,000 turkeys.

" In France, according to popular tradition, twelve turkeys were

offered as a rarity by the municipality of Amiens to King Charles

IX.. when he was passing through that city. But in reality the

species was well known fifteen or twenty years before Charles

IX
" We find details on the raising of turkeys in the Maisoii Riis-

tiqtie. This book, published in Paris in 1578. contains the follow-

ing passage: ' Calvy, who brought this bird to France from the

isles of the Indies, newly discovered by the Spanish and Portu-

guese, whether it be called Indian cock or Indian peacock, has

enriched us rather in taste than in profit. . . . They are hideous to

look upon because of their deformity of head. . . . Truly their flesh

is delicate, but it is insipid and difficult of digestion, wherefore it is

usually larded and spiced.' . . . If we are to believe the physicians

of the time, turkeys' eggs were a cause of leprosy.
" Nevertheless turkeys had a better reputation with some others,

even at this period. In 1584, Cleoffroy Linocier, in a ' History of

Four-footed Animals, Birds, Etc' declared that turkeys were a

delicious morsel, worthy of the tables of the great. And altho the

good King Henry IV. wished that all the peasants of his kingdom
should have boiled chicken every Sunday, his caterers desired

doubtless that roast turkey should be reserved for the royal feasts,

for dealers in poultry once went from village to village, taking

turkeys without payment ' under the pretext that they were for the

King.'"

—

Translaiioii /fiade/flrTHK Literary Digest.

STILL ANOTHER SENSE.

IF we are to accept all the suggestions of recent writers on psy-

cho-physiology, man will be credited, not with five senses, but

with at least a score. The researches that have led to these sug-

gestions are valuable in showing that the subject of sense-percep-

tion is much broader than used to be supposed and can not be

separated into clearly defined regions labeled, "sight." "touch,"

etc. A recent French writer, M. Bounier. in a book entitled "The

Sense of Attitudes" (Paris, 1904), suggests that we group together

a number of the proposed subsidiary senses under a single head,

and refers them to a property of the nerves by which we appre-

hend the direction from which a sense-impression, external or in-

ternal, comes. He would thus assign a physiological reason for

what has usually been accounted a purely mental phenomenon—

a

tendency that has become noticeable of late. His argument is

condemned in the Revue Scientijiqiie (May 6) by M. Henri Pidron,

in a review of Bounier's book. Says. M. Pidron :

"The 'sense of attitudes' is M. Bounier's substitute for the

muscular sense, the ' kinesthetic ' sense, the ' stereognostic ' sense,

etc., and is conceived as a consequence of the possibility of the

cortical brain-elements being notified of the terminal origin of any

impression that comes to them, no matter of what nature it may
be or from what place it starts. In like manner, the author says,

we are informed of the place of departure of a letter that we re-

ceive, by means of the first postmark that it bears, with the differ-

ence that we receive letters from all points, and that each neuron

receives impressions only from a limited region.

"This neurological conception is certainly very seductive, and.

in part at least, it is well-founded ; but it does not exclude other

conceptions, of psychologic nature, which M. Bounier rejects be-

cause he admits only what he can localize in space

"In principle we may well admit that what we are looking for is

a representation from the anatomical or purely neurological point

of view of psychic phenomena, but on condition that conscious-

ness shall be neglected and treated as if it had no existence. To

say that consciousness is to the brain what heat is to the sun is

surely to plunge into metaphysics as much as it would be to say

that the nervous system, independent of consciousness, could not

explain the phenomena of sensorial reaction. It can not properly

be said, as M. Bounier says, that ' the intellect, like senses, ideas,

and feelings, is something that has weight, warmth, and a definite

form, and that can live, in man, only in the neighborhood of 38'

Centigrade.' This is true of the brain, which gives rise to the

reactions that we call intellectual, but it is not true of the ' intel-

lect'—if this abstract idea signifies anything—and is no more true

of consciousness, which is incapable of spatial representation.

We can not appeal to consciousness as a comprehensive expla-

nation, which is alone possible by reference to nervous processes;

i)ut neither can we give, without resorting to metaphysics, a

material definition of consciousness, of which the idea is present

in each of us as a fact absolutely eluding any kind of definition.

"It is. then, right for Bounier to look for neurological expla-

nations, but he is wrong, we think, to consider them as excluding

all others; for provisionally we may, and even should, in science,

appeal to psychological interpretations, which, altho they can not

be realized in space, in Bounier's sense of the word, are neverthe-

less scientific, in so far as they enable us to foretell with certainty
;

for when we eliminate all metaphysical notions, the only definition

of science that we have is that which describes its nature as the

formulation of laws that permit the prevision of phenomena with

certitude."

—

Translation madefor Tn^^ Literary Digest.

Paper Milk-Bottles.—That the disadvantages of the glass

milk-bottle, especially the difficulty of cleaning it, may be obviated

by using receptacles of paper is asserted by a writer in American

Medicine. He says

:

" Efforts to secure improvement in this detail of milk service

have heretofore been unsuccessful, mainly because of failure to

obtain a satisfactory substitute. Recent investigations by Dr. A.

H. Stewart of the bacteriologic department, Philadelphia bureau

of health, indicates that at last a very acceptable container has

been found in what he designates as a single-service paper milk-

bottle. It is made of heavy spruce wood fiber paper, conic in

shape to facilitate nesting, and with an ingenious locking device to

retain the bottom. An important feature of the bottle is its satu-

ration with paraffin by being dipped in that substance at 212°

Fahrenheit, and then baked. This sterilizes the bottle and pre-

vents the milk coming in contact with the paper itself and adher-

ing, as it does, to the glass bottle. For shipment, the bottles are

packed in nests of twenty, three nests being sealed in a sterile bag;

the lids are also put up in sterile packages. Bacteriologic tests

with sample bottles were exceedingly satisfactory. As received

from the manufactory, none were found to contain micro-organ-

isms. Closed bottles were sent to .several dairies near Philadel-

phia, a glass bottle and a paper bottle at each being filled from the

same lot of milk. When received at the bureau, the glass bottles

invariably showed slight leakage around the caps, the paper bottles

did not. In every instance the milk in the paper bottle contained

fewer bacteria than did that in the glass bottle, the average being

a fourth as many as in the latter. Certified milk in the paper bot-

tles kept sweet two days longer than that in the glass bottles. If

these paper containers give such results in general use, the deliv-

ery of milk in cities bids fair to be revolutionized. They are light,

tightly sealed, perfectly clean and sterile, and are to be used but

once, thus doing away with all bottle-washing in private houses

and in milk depots. Their cost is such that they may be used

without increasing the price of milk to the consumer. The sub-

ject is one that should at once be thoroughly investigated to de-

termine if every-day use confirms these laboratory findings. If

it does, a very great advance has been made."

" The vapors of ammonia, so disagreeable for man to breathe, are no less so for

other organisms, and this quality has caused it to be adopted as an energetic dis-

infectant in cases of contagious disease," says Cosmos. " .According to experi-

ments made on the subject, it has been proved that the bacilli of cholera were

killed after two hours of e.xposure in a room to ammonia ; two hours also sufficed

for pustule germs and two for diplitheria microbes. Tlie same bacilli, exposed

to the air, not in a room, but in the open country, are destroyed only slowly and
incompletely, sometimes even air and light have no action on them. We may
then, in case of contagious disease, expose all the objects in a room to ammonia
vapor to obviate all danger of cont?i%ion.'"— Translation made for The Lit-

erary Digest.
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THE RELIGIOUS WORLD.

THE ROMAN CATHOLIC THEORY OF
DIVORCE.

BlSHOr DOANE, of Albany, an eminent theologian of the

Protestant Episcopal Church, contributed recently to The

North American Revieiv an interesting discussion of the Roman
Catholic attitude toward divorce. " That church." he pointed out,

" is in a perfectly different position toward this whole subject from

any other religious body in the world, because she claims two

things: first, the power to annul a marriage, or. rather, to declare

it void ab initio ; and, secondly, the power todi.spense with certain

hindrances to marriage." Whatever honor should be paid to the

broad declaration of the Council of Trent on the indi.ssolubility of

marriage, Bishop Doane claims that the Roman Church " multiplied

possibilities of remarriage by innumerable grounds of dispensation

and countless definitions of prenuptial impediments." Hence it

appears to him " that Rome justifies and practically sanctions what

amounts to divorce, altho it is not called so. in the freest possible

way, imless both parties to the previous marriage are Roman
Catholics."

The Rer. Dr P. J. Hayes, chancellor of the Catholic Arch-

diocese of New York, and Rector of Cathedral College, publishes

in the same review an answer to Bishop Doane's paper. Dr.

Hayes denies that there is any warrant for the statement that

Rome "practically sanctions what amounts to divorce." "The

Catholic Church," he says," teaches that marriage, ordained in the

beginning by the Creator, was raised by Christ to the dignity of a

sacrament." And again : "No decree of ecclesiastical or secular

court and no act of parliament or legislature can break the indis-

soluble tie of Christian marriage." But " the church has placed

around marriage certain safeguards in the nature of prohibitions

and impediments, in order to preserve the sacredness of marriage

and the .sanctity of the Christian home." These impediments, ex-

plains Dr. Hayes, are of two kinds :
" foi bidding {iiiipedicjiiid) and

invalidating ydiriiiientia)." The former make marriage unlawful.

but not invalid. It is only on the ground of the second kind of

impediment that the church can annul a marriage. Of the itiipe-

dientia we are told :

"To marry a baptized Protestant without a dispensation, to

marry without religious ceremony or publication of the banns, to

solemnize marriage during Advent and Lent, would render the

marriage illicit but not invalid. The church has no power to annul

such unions, altho the parties thereto are guilty of grievous sin.

which after due repentance is forgiven in the Sacrament of Pen-

ance."

The invalidating impediments {dirinientia) Dr. Hayes states,

are fifteen in number, and either arise from " the natural law, the

divine positive law, or the ecclesiastical law." Of the first class

we read :

"This natural law, either in its primary sense or in its practical

deductions, nullifies a marriage if contracted with any of the fol-

lowing impediments: Error, marrying through mistake or fraud

the wrong person; gravefear orforcible abduction, depriving one

of freedom of consent or action under duress; childhood, if either

of the contracting parties be too young to understand responsibility

imposed by marriage ; impotency, physical incapacity to fulfil the

conjugal obligation ; and, finally, consanguitiity of parent and off-

spring."

The divine positive law, which " is found in the Gospel, has pro-

mulgated the impediment of liga>/ien, the indissoluble bond pre-

venting bigamy, polygamy, and divorce." Concerning the invali-

dating impediments of the ecclesiastical law, Dr. Hayes writes :

" Reverence for the Christian home has wisely ordained the im-

pediments of consanguinity to the fourth degree (third cousins), of

affinity to the same degree and of spiritual 2S\6. legal relationship.

At the sacred threshold of the home, bv her command, stands

reverence as an angel guardian of purity. Nothing defiled must
enter therein. The horror naturalis of carnal intercourse with

one's own fiesh and blood underlies these impediments. There is

a difference in kind between the affection a man has for kin and
that which he has for his wife. These affections can not be min-

gled with impunity. The first is sacred by nature ; tiie second

becomes holy by grace. Carnal love will pollute the first, whereas

due reverence for its holy character will reflect chastity and purity

in marriage. The church has akso in mind the physical advantage

to the race from the fusion of distinctly separate blood in families.

To blood relationship are akin affinity, spiritual relationship, and
legal adoption, because of the intimacy which naturally arises from
such close association."

The Roman Catholic Church's power of dispensation. Dr. Hayes

states, does not extend to the invalidating impediments of the nat-

ural or the divine positive law. " Her authority of dispensation is

restricted to the impediments of ecclesiastical origin, and is cor-

relative with the authority that enacted them."

NEW LIGHT ON THE CRUCIFIXION.

N]
EW light has from time to time been thrown upon many de-

** tails of Biblical interpretation by the discovery of papyri

and other records of a period contemporary with the writings of

the New Testament. Some of these literary finds, it is claimed,

explain indirectly certain features in the tragic drama of Christ's

crucifixion. The Munich Allgenteine Zcitung gives a rt'sunu' of

new data gathered on this subject, in substance as follows:

Some time ago the French savants, Parmentier and Cumont,
published a series of essays entitled " Le Roi des Saturnales," and
at the same time the German scholar, Paul Wendland, published a

small work called "Jesus als Saturnalien-Koenig " (Jesus as Satur-

nalia-King), in which it was shown, on the basis of new sources,

that the mockery of Jesus on the part of the Roman soldiers, as

reported in the gospels, was simply a reproduction of the extrava-

gant excesses by which Roman soldiers were accustomed to cele-

brate their Saturnalia festivities. Special reference was made to

a passage in Josephus, in which the reception of the Jewish King
Agrippa in Alexandria is described. On that occasion the anti-

Semitic mob of the city instituted mockeries of the crowning of a

king, such as are described in Matt, xxvii. 27-31, in the crowning of

Jesus with thorns.

Recently the Berlin University savant. Dr. Hermann Reich, has

published a discussion of the subject with new materials, entitled

" Der Koenig mit der Dornenkrone " (The King with the Crown of

Thorns). This appears in the recent issue of Teubner's Neue
falirbiicher, of Leipsic. In this paper Reich shows at length that

the Roman soldiers inaugurated a public mimicry scene in the case

of Christ, just as the Alexandrian plebs had done in the case of

Agrippa. In the New-Testament age the Jew was a common ob-

ject of ridicule in public mimicry on the stage and elsewhere ; and,

in fact, this continued down to the Byzantine age. In such public

exhibitions a burlesque of a Jewish king was a common figure.

An example of this can be seen in one of the Oxyrhynchos papyri,

find. No. III., recently published, in which such a mimicry scene

is accompanied with music, only that in this case we have to do with

the parody of an Indian king. In a papyrus now deposited in the

Louvre there is found such a burlesque of a Jewish king. To this

must be added the fact, that in the Orient, more than elsewhere,

where the soldiers of Pilate were in garrison, such mimicry on the

stage was exceedingly popular during the times of Christ. Espe-

cially was this true of Caesarea, the headquarters of Pilate, from
which town the soldiers had gone up to Jerusalem during the fes-

tival season. Even as late as the third Christian century, a promi-

nent Jewish rabbi of Caesarea, Rabbi Abbrahu by name, made a

public protest against the crude jokes and mockeries in the the-

aters which were directed against the Jews of that city.

Reich, in discussing this subject, says:

"Jesus is led into the court of the barracks. Without is heard

the noise of the Jewish mob, a people so hated by the Romans.
The soldiers accordingly decide to make a public mockery by

mimicry of these much ridiculed Jews, and accordingly the Jewish

prisoner they have in charge is made to serve the purpose of a

mock king of the Jews. The soldiers from the entire barracks run
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together and keenly enjoy the Saturnalia sport of this " king of the

Jews/ He is made to assume the role of the ' king of mimicry,'

just as this was done in the case of Agrippa in Alexandria. Now
we can understand why the whole scene is carried out without con-

fusion or a break on the part of the soldiers. It is the repetition

of a program they had often witnessed with keen enjoyment. To
reproduce a mimic scene of a Jewish king, and all their actions,

such as the mock court scene, striking him upon the cheek, etc.,

did not have the purpose of hurting him. but simply of affording

them an accustomed enjoyment, for the beating of the burlesque

character in this mimicry was a standing feature of such plays.

No mimicry on the stage was complete without tlie noise of tiie

beating (alapitharum sonitus), the echo of boxing the ears, and the

like. Now. too. we can understand why no officer tried to inter-

fere with this sport. The soldiers were simply enjoying a sport

which it was their standing privilege to participate in. Similar

data on this matter are also found in the article of Professor von
Dobschiitz, in TJie Journal of Theology entitled ' Jews and Anti-

Semites in Ancient Alexandria,' who interprets the scene, however,

as a piece of sport concocted on the spur of the moment."

—

Trans-

lation made fori n-e. Literary Digest.

ARE MUSIC AND RELIGION RIVALS?

THE radical attitude of the Pope in regard to the reform of

church music serves to draw the attention of a writer in The

InternationalJournal of Ethics to the general relations of music

and religion. This writer finds a parallel between the two, inas-

much as both appeal to the element of mysticism in human nature.

But he goes still further, and advances the theory that music stands

to religion in the relation of a dangerous rival. " Our rationalism

and our dissatisfaction with it furnish the prime condition for a

revival in religion, as the past shows, and the question arises why

history does not repeat itself in our day." His answer is that the

nineteenth century has been notable for achievements in two great

directions, science and music, and that the latter satisties the mys-

tical need which would otherwise seek satisfaction of religion.

We quote more fully some of the points he undertakes to make :

" The large majority of people will readily admit that they attend

church primarily for the purpose of hearing music, and that with-

out this feature the service would offer litde attraction. The
church, for its part, recognizes the situation in the popular mind,

and always desirous of securing churchgoers, makes the attempt,

as to the legitimacy of which it must be its own best judge, to give

the public what is wanted. Witness the extensive provisions made
in all churches in the way of musical committees and trained choirs,

the large proportion of the ordinary service given over to music,

and the immense number of purely musical programs of the

vespers order, which differ from ordinary dignihed musical enter-

tainments only in the fact that they are given in churches, and that

the words deal with religious themes."

If we grant, says the writer, that there is a real difference be-

tween the attitudes which characterize music and religion, " it be-

comes necessary to account for the constant confusion and inter-

mixture in practise :"

"We may say in general that this results from their exceedingly

close kinship, as both find their psychological origin in that part of

human nature which we denominate the mystical. No distinct

meaning of the term mysticism has ever been formulated, and at-

tempts usually end in all the vagueness which tiie word implies.

At the same time, the method of its application in current usage is

tolerably clear. We may say that mysticism is a matter of the

emotions, but this does not tell the whole truth unless we extend

the meaning of the latter term. . . . There may be under certain

conditions an abstract, dry, impersonal contemplation of the world,

but only a moment's consideration is necessary to show us what a

small part is played in real life by abstract intellectual processes,

and how much of our experience has that personal flavor, that esti-

mate of value, which is the mark of an emotional attitude. There

is a sense in which prejudice is more to be trusted tlian clear think-

ing, in spite of our logics. Even in science, once in a long while,

insight plays a part as well as scales and weighing pans. Feeling

is not so much the enemy of the best thought as its motive power,

and, if we dare to say it, its guide. What, then, is mysticism ? It

is the intuitive judgment in which no attempt is made to clarify the

terms. It is not a pure feeling state, but a feeling attitude, or feel-

ing comprehension. So far our account covers what takes place

in normal every-day experience. There is one step farther, name-

ly, that in which the state of mind becomes a source of satisfaction

and therefore an object of realization in itself. This need or in-

clination is probably the common source of both artistic and re-

ligious mysticism."

Music, he claims, is that form of art " in which the conditions

are so arranged as to place the emotion attitude at its best, with a

minimum of the thinking process." It is therefore " the most mys-

tical of all the arts." He continues:

" In religious mysticism we find to a large extent a parallel of the

conditions we have been studying. Whatever the general system

may be, the essence of religion is taken to be a matter of personal

experience, of emotional attitude. ... It must be admitted then

that religion falls psychologically largely within the field of ideal

contemplation, or, in other words, of the imagination. So far we
have nothing to differentiate the religious from the artistic feeling.

. . . The difference then, as we see it, is that while the religious

consciousness involves the same mystical attitude, and the same
creation of ideal situations, as we find in the artistic consciousness,

it goes a step further and requires assent to some body of doc-

trine."

Why is there little probability of a widespread religious revival

at present? he asks. He offers an answer in the following sum-

mary of his argument

:

" We have seen that there are two chief factors in the religious

consciousness, the personal, mystical attitude coupled with the

element of belief. In spite of the fact that so many believe that

faith must be supported by doctrine, the history of religion shows
exactly the opposite. Just as artisdc feeling inspires the imagi-

nation to create appropriate situations in the various forms of art,

so the religious feeling is the one necessary motive in the creation

of religious systems. Given a sufificiently strong faith, intellectual

difficulties fall into the background, and assent to doctrine comes
as a matter of course. Logical proof of the existence of God is

for the intensely religious nature a needless procedure. If, how-

ever, the religious feeling fails to reach the proper degree of in-

tensity, a body of doctrine must justify itself as a philosophy.

Tills is just the difficulty at present. Rationalistic investigation

makes belief, at the best, a difficult matter, and the necessary ele-

ment of faith is lacking. Why .'' Because music, the great modern
art, can satisfy the mystical need, and indulge the cosmic emotion

without asking assent to anything or putting the slightest strain

upon purely thinking processes.
" The reaction against rationalism is now on. All kinds of small

mystical ' isms' arise, make for a time absurd exhibitions of them-

selves, and then die out. Even the more respectable ones like

Christian Science, spiritualism, and theosophy are not remarkable

for the educated intelligence of their adherents. The scientifically

trained mind which is unable to play its mystical inclinations out in

any kind of crude occultism, is willing enough to be religious, but

its faith is not sufficiently strong to overcome the difficulties, so it

follows the line of least resistance and listens to music, and this

still more dulls the edge of faith."

CHURCH UNION IN THE MAY CONVENTIONS.

A MARKED tendency toward church union characterized the

May meetings of the various denominations this year.

Among the definite steps taken were the organizing by the North-

ern and Southern Baptists of a permanent body to be known as the

General Convention of the Baptists of North America ; the agree-

ment of the United Brethren, at their quadrennial conference in

Kansas City, to accept the plan of federation with the Congre-

gationalists and the Methodist Protestants, looking to a complete

consolidation in the future ; and the action of the General Assem-

bly of the Presbyterian Church toward completing organic union

with the Cumberland Presbyterians. The vote approving the lat-

ter merger was taken on May 22. Says a correspondent of the New
York Herald, in reference to this vote :

" It was the final action of the General Assembly on one of the
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greatest questions wliicli have come before it since the Civil War.

and brings back into that organization a branch which went out

during: the war liecaiise of differences over negro slavery.

" If the opposition to the union lias made any fight it has been

chietiy at the secret meetings of Ihe special canvassing committee

appointed last Saturday, but there were to-day no signs of such a

contest. The special committee in its rejiort canvassed the votes

taken by presbyteries on the question of union. It showed 144

yeas to 3<) noes. Two took no action, one gave conditional assent.

and five made no report."

The same correspondent gives the following further details:

"The special committee in its recommendations asked that the

proposition be referred to the Committee on Cooperation and

Union; that the committee be increased in membership to twenty-

one ; that it have jiower to confer with a committee from the Cum-
berland church; that it find what details must be worked out to

consuinmate the union, and that a report be made to the General

Assembly ne.xt year.

"This committee is to consider the corporate and legal rights of

both general assemblies. The purpose is to keep the consolidation

within legal limits, that all civil suits and injimctions may be

avoided."

Althono question of union came before the Protestant Episcopal

Congress, which met in Brooklyn early in the month, a note of

strong opposition to the idea of further division was sounded by

the presiding officer, Bishop Burgess of Long Island Speaking

of the negro problem in its relation to the Protestant Episcopal

Church, he .said :

" One thing alone we cling to in all our thoughts on the subject.

We will not divide the churcli We will not erect a separate

churcii for the negro. It is one communion of the body of Christ,

and at all costs we will maintain unity."

an epigram, it is true. 'Curiosity.' observed Renan, reflecting on

his own tastes, 'will be always an entertainment, even if this world

should turn out to be nothing but the dream of a sickly God."
"

.Singularly impressive, says Dr. Barry, is the contrast between

Newman, the Oxford divine, and Renan. the Parisian dilettante.

Newman had entered the Catholic Church within three days of the

RENAN AS AN ARTISTIC TRIFLER.

/\ ROMAN Catholic estimate of Ernest Renan appears in a

^^ new biography by William Barry, in which this forcible and

entertaining writer describes Renan as passing through various

stages of belief and unbelief until he became merely an "amused

spectator" of time and existence. Disappointed in his efforts to

find a basis of certainty anywhere. Renan "fell into the mood of

artistic trifling," which "absorbed all that was austere and fine in

his character." In this final period of his life his sentences " flow

like a stream of honey," but "do not convey one uniform or con

sistent idea." We read further :

" That charming woman. Madame Alphonse Daudet, said in her

gentle way of Renan, when he had delivered his address on being

received into the French Academy,' No, he really has not the sen-

timent of affirmation.'

"At any rate, we may watch this fine intellect losing its grasp on

reality in proportion as it loses its moral earnestness. The unity

of its conception wavers and disappears; the divine drama moves
' in a wide sea of wax,' not tending any whither ; and by a fortune

which we have illustrated elsewhere from his French contempo-
raries, this Plato becomes, instead of a noble thinker, a student in

bric-a-brac, idly strolling through collections wherever old cu-

riosities are to be found. If science did not lay down conclusions

why should he? The plausible guesses which left events unde-

cided-much as certain story-tellers have written two endings to

their novels—were at least amusing. History thus became anec-

dotage, or psychology taught by examples ; the governing idea

withdrew into its own heaven whither no man could pursue

it

"By and by Renan would be saying. ' Let us not make haste to

arrive at truth. Who knows whether it may not be something

melancholy."^" The former dogmatist, who had put his faith in re-

ligion only to renounce it, now went away sad from the oracle of

science after giving it a trial. He wrapped himself round in illu-

sion, took the most comfortable stall in the theater, and gently ap-

plauded until, for him, at any rate, the play was played out. M.
Seailles pictures him as one that, from his days at the seminary,

had ' lived in a mental intoxication.' It is very well said and, for

STATUE OF ERNEST RENAN,

Recently erected in one of the public squares of Treguier, the town of his birth.

date when Renan left it Dr. Barry says of them :
" Agreeing as

they did in their conception of literature, in devotion to Greek and

Roman antiquity, in disdain of the applause which is caught by

picturesque language, in their superb isolation from the crowd, and

in their gifts of irony and brilliant humor, they set out from con-

tradictory premises and arrive at opposite conclusions." He adds :

" Newman is a Mystic, Renan a Rationalist. To Newman his

conscience makes known a present deity; but to Renan it is a hu-

man invention without echo in the heights or the depths. The one

enlarges on the ' ventures of faith '
; by the other we are warned

not to be the dupes of our better feelings. Prayer is the philosophy

on which Newman feeds his mind ; to Renan prayer has become
absurd, for what is it more than talking to one's self.'' Reverence,

adoration, shame, and holy fear betoken that the one is face to face

with the Supreme Judge, in whose kindness he revives, under whose
frown he wastes away. The other sees no intellect superior to his

own ; reveres no divinity ; suppresses the idea of sin ; loses the

delicacy of feeling which protects all exquisite virtue; and writes

his page in the scandalous chronicle of French letters. With
Newman, learning, style, eloquence, are but means to a nobler

end ; he is always intent on religion, even when he comes down to

a schoolmaster's exercises. But Renan, who began at tne same
starting-point, turns all this another way. THe lowest knowledge
is the only real truth ; art loses its former interest ; religion is a
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pretty make-believe, ethics a lottery, life itself an entertainment.

Thus tc the meditative Newman things eternal grow more and

more vivid ; as he realizes the divine attributes man takes on him

grander proportions, becomes the heir of infinite hopes, and is

called to heroic deeds. The golden key of personality unlocks doors

which remain obstinately barred when the Parisian science beats

upon them. In such a way is absolute negation met by no less

resolute assertion. But the denials that scatter Kenan's phi-

losophy to the four winds, leaving him the wreck of his own fan-

cies, can not have much to commend them, since all his wonderful

endowments do not avail to save him from incoherence and de-

spair."

A FATAL GAP IN HERBERT SPENCER'S
PHILOSOPHY.

FREDERIC HARRISON, who, as he says, "enjoyed the

friendship, and valued the advice of Mr. Spencer" for forty

years, and for many years "was in close touch with him and with

his most intimate associates, so that I had ample opportunity of

becoming familiar with the inner story of his long intellectual mar-

tyrdom to his high purpose," thinks that the claims made for the

Synthetic Philosophy are " far beyond the truth," and he even con-

fesses that he is beginning " to doubt if the very basis of the evo-

lution system were on sound philosophical lines." This striking

statement was made by Mr. Spencer's old friend on March 9 in

the first of a series of Herbert Spencer lectures to be delivered at

Oxford University, under a lectureship endowed by an eminent and

learned Hindoo. The lecture has just been issued in pamphlet

form.

Mr. Harrison believes that Spencer made a grievous error in

founding his philosophy on the laws of change and ignoring the

laws of stability. After quoting Spencer's famous definition of

evolution and remarking that his philosophy seems to be "simply

the law of the processes of change," Mr. Harrison points out this

fatal gap in the Synthetic Philosophy :

" But the laws of stability, of permanence, are equally essential

and dominant; indeed, they come prior to laws of change. Using

the terms in their true philosophic breadth, C^;v/<v' precedes Prog-

ress, determines it, and regulates it. Progress is evolution out of
Order. That is to say, the course of every development is irre-

vocably determined when the primordial type is constituted. The
child is father of the man. But the child has all the essential

organic features out of which the man is developed.
" The orthodox Spencerian would possibly reply—there is no

such thing as stability /// rem//! /latura. Everything is in evo-

lution, from the solar system to the last theory about taxation, and

the latest novelty in dress or in games. Absolutely, no doubt, we
have no example of rigid immobility. The sun, the everlasting

mountains, human nature—all are changing, however subtle and

invisible to us be the process. But relatively, an immense body

of our observations, and nearly half our scientific knowledge, deal

with phenomena of apparent stability, order, permanent type. It

would be riding to death the old apophthegm of Heracleitus

—

TTiii-ra /)n—to think of things only \\\flu.x, to ignore the vast field of

persistence of type as dominating change. To those who reject

the relativity of knowledge, it may be open to disregard mere rela-

tive permanence in a universe of absolute movement. This is not

open to those who regard all our knowledge as relative, not abso-

lute, to whom it is wholly based on experience.
" For all practical purposes of reasoning, our experience reports

a vast substratum of stability; and its laws and its conditions are

as essential to all reasoning as the laws of change. It is one of the

inherent vices of the objective synthesis, that it has to banish Sta

tics from its scheme, and to concentrate its study on Dy/ia//iics

alone. It is the intellectual and moral disease of our time to de-

spise everything that is not in constanty7?/.r. The philosophy of

evolution is limited ex hypothesi Viwd ex vi ter//ii/ii io dy/ia//!ical

movements. But it is not true that science consists solely of

dynamical laws. The laws of type, of a stability relative to hu-

man observations, are antecedent in fact, and also in order of

thought. Complete philosophy must rest on a theory at once

statical and dynamical. A full science of ethic can not be consti-

tuted by tabulating in a series the changes recorded in moral senti-

ment, while wholly ignoring the permanent uistincts of the human
heart, the qualities of the human will, the powers of the human
intelligence, and the personal, domestic, tribal, and national insti-

tutions wiiich cling round man under all conditions of develop-

ment. In ethic these types and axiomatic forms are far more
dominant, and even more conspicuous, than are the changes and
developments. We do not doubt that ethic is subject to in-

cessant development. But relatively and for real knowledge,

the fixed types, even if only apparently fixed, are far more essen-

tial to us."

.Spencer's materialism, and his attempt to apply identical laws

to everything from molecules to the French Revolution, are ridi-

culed by Mr. Harrison thus :

" Mechanics, physics, chemistry, biology undoubtedly explain

man as an animal. But they never can explain man as a loving,

sympathetic, social, moral, religious being. This side of man's
nature, the greatest side of his nature, the largest, most dominant,

and most sublime fact m all nature, can only be explained by social

science, solid philosophy, true religion. As the poet saw it in a

vision, the last man shall proudly confront in his conscious supe-

riority the waning and unconscious sun. The central and vivifying

life-blood of this social science, of this philosphy, of this relig-

ion, must be—not evolution, or the transformation of the homo-
geneous into the heterogeneous by continuous differentiation and
integration—^No ! It must complete the development of humanity
by faith, hope, and love.

" To attempt in any single scheme a key to all the sciences is as

futile as a ' Key to all the Mythologies.' Matter and thought are

irreducible, for neither can be stated in terms of the other. The
same is true of the organic and the inorganic worlds, of the human
and the non-human worlds, of the physical and the moral worlds,

of the cosmical and the social worlds, of the law of progress and
the law of order. On all sides we are confronted with a series of

antinomies, dualisms, and irreducible ultimate conceptions. The
world and humanity are not reducible to any common measure. If

objectively, and /// rei-iii/i tiatura, the world is everywhere in eter-

xi?Ciflux ; relatively and ]iu//ia)ily, the world of inorganic nature is

in a state of comparative permanence and stability as compared
with the organic world. So the non-human world is relatively in

a state of fixity as compared with the human world and its infinite-

ly complex and subtle laws of progress. The evolution of man is

infinitely more subtle, more continuous, more important to us than

the evolution of the physical world. Wonderful as may be the

evolution of the horse from Eohippus and Hipparion in ten or

twenty millions of years, the evolution of man in ten or twenty cen-

turies is infinitely more marvelous, and is certainly more complex

—

and perhaps is more useful for us to know. No formula which

explains the evolution of the horse, and of man, in terms of the

evolution of the Milky Way and the nebula of Orion, can be a very

fertile organum of thought. It does not advance us much to be

furnished with a set of formulas which profess equally to explain

the rotation of the earth and the French Revolution, the pressure of

the atmosphere and the growth of the moral sense, the precession

of the equinoxes and the social improvement of women, the in-

divisibility of molecules and the rise and growth of the Catholic

Church. And this law is the perpetual ' transformation from an

indefinite incoherent homogeneity to a definite, coherent hetero-

geneity, through successive differentiation and integration !
' That

may all be quite true. I hold it to be very largely true, and pro-

foundly suggestive. But it is not definite enough—not specific,

not itself sufficient'- differentiated. Mill, adopting a phrase of

Novalis, called Comte a ' morality-intoxicated man.' Comte
might perhaps have looked on Spencer as a man intoxicated with

evolution."

RELIGIOUS NOTES.

It is reported from Warsaw that since the promulgation of the Czar's ukase

abolishing tlie rehgious disabilities of Roman Catholic and other Christian com-

munions outside of the Orthodox Church of Russia. 26,000 persons in the govern-

ment of Siedlee and Lublin alone have changed their religious affiliations.

The art treasures of the French churches, it is said, far surpass in value those

of her museums. From an inventory of church treasures supplied to the Minister

of Fine Arts, in answer to a circular calling for returns, an estimate of their ag-

gregate value has been made which gives the enormous sum of $1,200,000,000.
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FOREIGN COMMENT.

EMPEROR WILLIAM FEELING THE PULSE OF
FRANCE AND FORCING THE HAND

OF ENGLAND.
T^HE Emperor of Germany, if we are to believe his British

* critics, is not only a most astute, but a most unscrupulous

politician, and it is a happy thing that the vigilance of the Agra-

rian and Social-Democrat parties keep his nose so close to the

grindstone of domestic government. His range of ambition is pic-

tured as something indeed Napoleonic, but he is a muzzled Napo-

leon, who can scarcely do more than bark. As the trophies of

Miltiades haunted the dreams of that other Greek general, so do

the naval armaments of the nations, particularly that of England,

disturb William II. 's .slumbers. He has lately been more or less

instrumental, we learn, in straining tlie relations between Delcasse

and Rouvier, and he has also imperiled the good understanding

between England and France. It was the German papers which

cried out against France as violating international neutrality witli

England's ally, Japan. In this they were followed by the French

press, including the Gaulois (Paris), the I'i^aro (Paris), and Henri

Kochefort's little sheet. The great English government organ,

The 7//«^j (London \ took serious alarm, and hinted at England's

bounden duty to interpose on behalf of Japan. This paper, on

cooling down, discovered that the public had been hoodwinked by

German intrigue. This is what it says :

" The hostility to M. Delcasse is due mainly to German intrigue.

M. Delcasse represents a policy which is based before all on the

Anglo-French entente and the agreements with Italy and Spain.

The policy which led to these different conventions had been that

of M. Waldeck-Rousseau for some time before he retired from
office. It was continued and developed by M. Delca.sse during the

Combes Ministry, and has also been that of M. Rouvier's Cabinet.

From the beginning it has been the source of profound concern to

Germany, who has sought by every possible means to thwart it and

to destroy the consequences which it has hitherto produced ; for it

was not only the entente between France and England that ran

counter to all Germany's plans for the future, but also the prospect

of seeing the Anglo-French entente contribute to a result which

Germany dreads more than anything else—namely, a rapproche-

ment between Great Britain and Russia.
** Such a rapprochement could only be based on the renunciation

of Russian expansion in Asia, which would inevitably be followed

by the restoration of Russia as a predominant Power in Continen-

1 1' Europe
'

.\t a moment, therefore, when the efforts of Germany, not only

in Paris, but in different quarters of the globe whence material in-

fluence is exercised on the course of international politics, is work-

ing against the present Minister for Foreign Affairs and the policy

which he represents, it would seem that the interests of France.

as also of the Anglo-French entente, are 'oest served by supporting

him, as his retirement could not fail to constitute one of the most
important successes that Germany has ever achieved without

drawing the sword."

Alike conviction at length dawned on France, for the St. Peters-

burg correspondent of the Echo de Paris confirms this view in

communicating the result of a conversation which he had with a

well-informed Russian diplomatist. William II. of Germany, it

seems, had declared in Berlin, on the outbreak of the Russo-Jap

anese War, which he had done all in his power to bring about,

" Now is the time to feel the pulse of France." After the battle of

Mukden, when the ally of France was reduced to impotence, he

" felt the pulse of France " by descending on Tangier, and when

Russia was practically disarmed, having neither shells nor modern

quick-firing guns sufficient for her to join France in a war with

Germany, he sought in every way to break the entente cordiale of

France with England by dwelling on the former's breach of neu-

trality as an incentive to the latter to take up arms on behalf of

Japan, her ally. The skill and boldness of Delcassd have again

baffled German plots as they were being carried out by political

antagonists in Paris.

The London Times, quoted above, sees much ground for con-

gratulation in his triumphant vindication of his own honesty and

his efforts after the preservation of French neutrality. It says :

" M. Delcass^, who has been the most successful Foreign Minis-

ter ol the Republic for many years, has apparently once again

GERMAN STYLE IN MOROfCO.

Since tlie visit of Willia.n II to Tangier, tlie joyful Mussulmans adopt a new
style of shaving, and swear no longer " by the beard of the prophet " but " by the

mustache of the Kaiser. - Jiigend (Munich).

foiled iiis enemies, and tiie enemies of France who work behind

them, in their joint efforts to overthrow him. He has an opportu-

nity of adding one more to the long list of eminent services he has

rendered his country and the peace of the world by solving this

difficulty in the only way in which it can be solved."

IS NORWAY PREPARING FOR WAR?

NORWAY has recently floated on the Paris Bourse according

to the Figaro (Paris), a loan of 40,000,000 crowns, about

$10,000,000, and Sweden has suspicions that this is a war fund.

The Storthing made the vote on the proposal almost unanimously
;

four voices only being against it. The last time Norway raised a

loan, it was for thirty millions, of which ten millions are still in the

treasury. Thus, say the Swedish press, the Norwegians have fifty

million crowns to spend in supporting the claims of Norway, it

may be, by force of arms. King Oscar has refused to s gn the'bill

for separate Norwegian consulates. 'The Figaro says of some ot

the other bones of contention :

"The situation has not become improved, it has even grown

more serious. . . . The two parties to the discussion will next

have to consider the delicate question of the Minister of Foreign

Affairs, an office, whicii, at present, can not fall to a Norwegian.

The Norwegians recall with bitterness that the compacts made in

former times with the Swedes were signed and countersigned, but

never enforced. Meanwhile the Swedes are suspicious because

Norway has raised a loan and the Norwegians are suspicious be-

cause Sweden proposes, as a sort of sop, the formation of a com-

mission to seek tor some common ground of agreement."

The v.riter goes on to state how curious it is to see the literary

lights of the Scandinavian Penin.sula embroiled in the debate.

"Who would have'believed that Nansen and Sven Hedin, whose

writings and exploits all Europe admires, and who have vied with

each other in adventurous deeds, would be contented with the lists

of so narrow a field of effort?" How can minds so cosmopolitan
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exhibit a patriotism so parochial and uncompromising? Bjornson,

who is the standard-bearer of the Norwegian claims, is a moderate

man in comparison with the eccentric IS'ansen, and proposes to the

Norwegians to draw up a petition with a multitude of signatures

and send it to the Swedes. Nansen. the " demolisher of icebergs,"

shrugs his shoulders and smiles at the thought of sending to Sweden

this ton of ink.

An illustrious Swede who is opposed to Sven Hedin is Auguste

Strindberg, the novelist and playwright, who considers that the

union of the two nations is " against nature."

The Figaro thinks that these Scandinavian literary men impart

elements of confusion and anarchy into the political debate. He
adds

:

" Ibsen alone soars above these passing perturbations. I think,

moreover, that he is a little tired of soaring, a thing he has been
doing for some years."

—

Translation made for 'Ywv. Literary
Digest.

COMING END OF THE RUSSIAN AUTOCRACY.
"/^^UR Czar is one of those typical rulers sent in periods of

^-^ national transition to peoples foredoomed to be stung into

pulling down the tottering fabric of the past," says an anonymous

Russian writer in The National Review (London), the same writer,

we are told, who wrote the two striking articles on the Czar in The

Quarterly Review a few months ago. The present article is a

strong and bitter arraignment of Nicholas IL, as being personally

responsible for the present condition of things in Russia. The
Russian monarch stands practically alone. The hereditary grand

dukes and the queen dowager have become converts to the reform

movement; only his queen and a few faithful flatterers form round

him a "Boudoir Council" which is guiding him to ruin. Mean-

while he is practically a prisoner. The writer says:

" Since Nicholas II. dismissed his one statesman, renounced all

rational policy, and took to governing a sixth of the terrestrial

planet as the spirits moved him, events have been literally chasing

each other with bewildering rapidity. Sudden historic changes

pni.i.AUA. RETVIZ.AN.

From stereograph, copyright 1905, by Underwood & Underwood, New York.

THE SUNKEN HULKS AT PORT ARTHUR.

It is said that more than twenty of the vessels of various classes which were
sunk at Port Arthur have been refloated. Some of them are already serving as

Japanese transports. The statement is reiterated that all the warships can be
raised and repaired.

are frequently confronting us as irrevocable facts, and before we
can even guess their significance or gage their trend they are fol-

lowed by happenings more fateful still. Thus it is hard to realize

that the autocracy, with no constituent assembly to harm it, is al-

ready in its death-throes; that the autocrat is a life-prisoner, albeit

there has been no flight to Copenhagen or to Darmstadt; and that

the nation is in intermittent revolution without the stimulus of an

August ID. And those startling events constitute hardly more than

the prelude to the drama. Indeed, we dread to speculate on the

ADMIRAL BIRILEEF,

Who has been appointed supreme commander
of the Russian land and naval forces around
Vladivostok. Admiral Birileff is sixty - four

years old.

scene of blood and fire which may be unfolded to our gaze when
the curtain is next rung up on the death dirge of a system and an

epoch."

The Czar's pretorian guard of grand dukes has deserted him.

The article proceeds

:

" His own relatives, the political grand dukes, have abandoned
him. They suddenly stopped short in their onward course, wheeled

round, and bowing re-'

spectfully to the Lib-

erals, made their profes-

sion of faith. His own
mother talked with him,

exhorted and implored

him to see things as

they are. Then she too

finally ranged herself on

the side of the moderate

Reformers. This dis-

tinguished lady is now
in favor of representa-

tive government, strong-

ly sides with those who
desire peace, and ma-
terially helped to obtain

at least one instalment

of justice to the Finns.

She also sympathizes

with the downtrodden
tribes of the Caucasus,

and regrets the spolia-

tion of the church prop-

erty of the Armenians.

It was largely due to

her influence that Count
Vorontseff D ash k off

has been appointed

Viceroy there, in .succession to the madcap Prince Galitzin. In a
word she has made motherly love quite compatible with plain

speaking and a policy of common sense."

His evil genius is his fond and doting queen. To quote further:

"The siren's voice of the wife goes straight to the husband's

heart, while the warnings of the mother leave the son unconvinced.

And the wife's exhortations are but the echoes of the son's neu-

rotic visions. In her naive dreams there is no place for prosaic

fears, and her fond ambition is bhnd to obstacles and to conse-

quences. It would be rash to criticize without knowing the order

of considerations that moved her to turn a deaf ear to the voice of

the Dowager Empress. But it is not easy to imagine any rational

grounds on which her own sister reasoning, advising, beseeching,

should have been also put out of court without a hearing. The
widowed Grand Duchess Sergius, whose vision long experience

has sharpened, and whose motives have been chastened by severe

suffering, has over and over again sought to impress upon her

crowned sister the fact that there are times when true conjugal

affection is more effectually shown by judicious hindrance than by

uncritical incentive."

Nicholas II. has done more than tyrannize over, he has de-

ceived his people by promising them representative government.

This, the present writer thinks, will really hasten on the end of the

present regime ; and he adds :

" The Czar has virtually withdrawn his promise to convoke a

legislative assembly, but the people whose help he bespoke for the

execution of that promise are taking him at his word. He called

them, and they are coming with loins girded and lights burning,

and also, alas ! with firebrands smoking. The articulate millions

are fraternizing, combining, organizing. Their forbidden con-

gresses are held in the light of day, and eloquent philippics delivered

against the autocracy and the autocrat. For the people are begin-

ning to pay as little heed to arbitrary edicts as the authorities pay

to law. Silent leges. By early summer the intelligent classes will

have been welded into a homogeneous mass, responsive to the

slightest signal from the center. And against the wishes of this

new Russia it may well be doubted whether any administrative

machine could work, even tho it were guarded by the mightiest arm^'
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that ever I'olknved a leader. For the prisoner of Tsarskoye-selo.

however, there would still remain one. but only one issue : tiie un-

leashing of the blind forces of the peasantry against the few mil-

lions of the literate. This barbarous expedient, unfortunately, de-

.serves mention, for it has often been threatened and partially tried

of late. For the sake of humanity one hopes it may never be seri-

ously resorted to. For if the wild beast dormant in our peasants

be once stung to violence, wo to our ill-starred country. Elemen-

tal chaos, primeval welter, paralyzing terror would result. No
concession would then avail to stop the advances of the destructive

avalanche as it swept away historic landmarks and blotted out men
and institutions.—neither the disappearance of the autocrat, nor

the abolition of the autocracy, nor even the establishment of a

democratic republic."

WRANGLE BETWEEN FRANCE AND JAPAN.

THE neutrality question between France and Japan has at

length come to a clear and definite understanding. At tirst

it would seem as if there had been some very palpable mendacity

on the part of one or other of the contestants—but it appears that

the fable of the chameleon is repeated and black is sometimes

white. In the columns of the Paris Tewps we. find japan's state-

ment of her case, which .Motono. the Japanese Minister at Paris,

published simultaneously in Japan, England, and France; and

France's reply to it. The antagonist of Russia charges the French

Republic with violating international neutrality inasmuch as " all

assistance, whether in the shape of coal, provisions, or means of

making repairs, furnished to the Russian squadron in the course

of its hostile voyage, constitutes in the first place ' assistance in

carrying on the war,' and consequently when die obligations im-

posed on neutrals are taken not only in the letter, but in the spirit.

all assistance of this kind, whether rendered within the ports or

territorial waters of neutrals, constitutes a violation of such obliga-

tions." The Japanese brief enumerates eight geographical points

from Cherbourg to the Bay of Kamranh where such assistance

was rendered. It is admitted that the French Government in-

structed its local officials to do their duty in maintaining neutrality,

" Nevertheless," the document concludes, " without accusing the

French Government of bad faith, we think its orders were not suf-

ficiently obeyed. Altho right has been done after the event, it is

a pity that a more diligent watchfulness had not been exercised

before the wrong was committed." While admitting the complex-

ities of the legal question, the Japanese contend that as Rozhdest-

vensky was much assisted in reaching the East Asiadc waters by

French aid, which aid tended to carry out his purpose of offensive

warfare, Japan has therefore just ground for complaint.

The French Government files an answer to the Japanese brief

through Uelcasse, Minister of Foreign Affairs, and states its own
rule of neutrality, as formulated at the outbreak of the Spanish-

American War. in the following terms:

"In no case shall a belligerent make use of a Spanish base for

the carrying out of a hostile project; nor for being supplied with

arms or ammunitions of war ; nor for executing under pretense of

repairs any works which may add to hostile efficiency.

" The duration of the stay of belligerent ships in French ports is

unlimited, unless they be accompanied by prizes. Belligerents

must be supplied with nothing more than provisions and food and
such means of making repairs as are necessitated by the subsist-

ence of their crews and the safety of their voyage."

In conclusion, the document nms :

" To sum up, the French Government considers that it has ful-

filled to the best of its power its duty as a neutral, not only in the

letter, but in the spirit."

The French press has been very free in its comments on the

Japanese contention. The Ri-pitbliqiie Fran^aisc (Paris) says, " In

keeping a very close watch upon the relations of Admiral Rozh-

destvensky with Indo-China, France has gone farther than she

was bound to, and has almost favored Japan." The Matiti (Paris)

is authorized to state that the French Government positively and

actually rejected all the accusations of violation of neutrality.

" The grievances of the Japanese are as singular as they are futile,"

says the Gaiilois (Paris), and Figaro (Paris) asks proofs, which are

not given by the Japane.se, of French delinquency. The Journal

(Paris*, speaking to the same effect, declares that accusations are

made without the citation of facts.

T/ie Times (London) which at one time grew somewhat excited

over the situation, now assumes a more collected air, and says, in

reference to the French statement of the Government's case :

"It is evident from this account that the French Government
has been making energetic efforts to put an end to the use of its

waters by the Russian fleet, but that it has to deal with a very

THE WAR HOLOCAUST IN ASIA.

Not only money, but men to burn.

—Fischietto (Turin).

TWO \NtK^^ OF KEEPING AT IT.

French Gendarme—" Pass on, please. Sorry, but those are my instruc-

tions."

Russian Admiral (conducting Ship of the Desert) -" Don't apologize. We
filled up at your last place." —/'««cA (London).
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shifty commander. What is perhaps of more importance from the

point of view of the Japanese is the categorical statement that the

Russian fleet has received no assistance from any French official

at Kamranh Bay, and that, in fact, there are no French officials.

... If there are no officials, there can be no French establish-

ments capable of supplying a lieet with munitions or assistance of

any serious kind."

Some of the German papers make out that the French statement

is merely Delcasse's brief in defense of Russia. " Delcasse," says

the ^^i-j/x^/z^ Z'^Z/wz/f (Berlin), "sees nothing in the wide world but

Russia. . . . France has plainly vindicated her neutrality as regards

tlie Russo-Japanese War in an official form ; but M. Delcasse has

given this neutrality a personal significance which had never be-

fore been understood and acknowledged anywhere else excepting

at St. Petersburg."

GERMANY AND THE THREE ENGLISH
ADMIRALS.

THE recent great stir-up in English naval circles has brought a

good deal of discussion before the public, and admirals, re-

tired admirals, and lords of the admiralty, are taking part in

speeches and letters to the press. Premier Balfour apologized for

mentioning France in his speech on the question of England's

being invaded by sea. The mention was merely academic. Re-

tired Admiral Fitzgerald can scarcely make the same excuse. He
bearded the lion in his den and printed his article in German in

the Deutsche Revue (Stuttgart), thus rousing a hornet's nest among

the German press, and varied comment is made upon his some-

what unnecessary bluntness. The Vossisc/ie Zeitiiiig (Berlin),

credited with being an Anglopiiile journal, exclaims:

"Still another admiral— three for luck, for this is the third!

First came Admiral Fitzgerald, who raised a mighty outcry

against Germany and urged the necessity of a preventative war
with her, unless the German Empire left off increasing her fleet,

and extending her commerce, as she has begun to do in recent

years. Then came Admiral Close, who demanded that the Atlan-

tic fleet should be stationed at Dover, and the Channel squadron

off Scotland in order that England might be secure from German
attack. And now comes Admiral Cyprian Bridge, who, in order

to forestall the Germans, thinks it his duty to prescribe to Eng-
land how her fleet ought to be divided up. Sir Cyprian believes

that the island kingdom will not long be left free from German
attack."

The tone of the article in this German paper is not unfriendly to

England, and the writer claims that Germany has never given that

country any ground for such suspicions as t'.ie admirals seem to en-

tertain. It dwells on the facts that neither the British Government

nor the majority of the British people shares Fitzgerald's views
;

and asserts that the majority of the German people are opposed to

war with England. The writer adds " Admiral Fitzgerald has been

severely taken to task for his remarks in many English journals."

In a second article the Vossische Zeitimg ^Si^^?,: "We especially

deplore the admiral's utterance, from the fact that it is likely to

prove prejudicial to that movement toward a better understanding

which recently has been operating between England and Ger-

many." The Voriuarts (Berlin, Social- Democrat) thinks that Fitz-

gerald merely represents the many fire-eaters who agitate on both

sides of the iSorth Sea. According to the Temps (Paris), the pres-

ent evident soreness existing between Germany and England is

only a recrudescence of the feeling generated at the time of the

Boer War, intensified by the Venezuela controversy and still fur-

ther by the tariff conflict l)etween (Germany and Canada. Naval

competition, according to the Teinps, filled the cup of wo to the

brim. " As soon as the ' German land rat ' realized that ' his future

was on the water ' there was at once an end to Anglo-German

friendship."

The English view of the situation is well staled by Public Opin-

ion (London) in these words:

" Admiral Penrose Fitzgerald has played into the hands of the

German Navy League with a vengeance. In an article in the

Deutsche Revue he has stated bluntly that while he hopes peace

between the two countries will be maintained, he can not ignore

the unfriendly acts for which (Jermany has been responsible, and
if war must come he would rather we fought now than later, when
the (German navy has developed. The Germans have seized upon
this as a declaration that England would not be unwilling to pounce
on the German fleet and destroy it before it gets too powerful. It

is a pity the German press should so far seek to mislead public

opinion as to suggest any such contingency, but equally it is a

pity that British naval officers should not l)e forbidden to embark
on the dangerous seas of diplomacy. Admiral Fitzgerald does not

speak for the British Government or the British people. At the

same time, if the Germans watch the British press closely they can
not come to any other conclusion than that Germany is mistrusted

in England."

The Teiiips,mi\\^ article already quoted from, concludes by say-

ing that France will not seek to throw oil on the flame of this

quarrel, and that it is neither right nor safe for her to have a hand

in the development of a conflict, which is of such a kind as is likely

to spring a surprise on the systematic " pacifists," with which the

country is too abundantly furnished. As a set-off against this we
may quote the words of The JVest/zii/tstcr Gazette (London)

:

" Such an article as Admiral Penrose Fitzgerald has lately con-

tributed to the Deutsche Revue is read with anxiety in France, for

tho Frenchmen may have their own quarrels with Germany, they

have not the smallest desire to be involved in other people's quar-

rels. In this matter they can not be guided by any party which
has not similar liabilities. Once more we can only assure them
that British policy is not governed by these irresponsible people,

and that we have no design whatever lor using France against

Germany for any end of our own."

—

Translations made for The
Literary Dige.st.

POINTS OF VIEW.

An Impending Revolt.—" Nothing is more likely in the near future," says
the Berlin National Zeitung-, " than a general and bloody insurrection of the

black races of Africa against the whites."

TwE names of the Japanese leaders, read as Russian words, have all plain mean-
ings—iVo^/, legs ; Okti, eye. 7*0.^1? may be rendered, " that there ; " while Oyama
means " Oh, a pitfall," out of which the following epigram is made

:

We Russians have no tegs (Nogi) to get around the Japs,
We haven't got an eye (.Oku) to ferret out their traps ;

We haven't got i/iat 'ere CTogo) (touching tlie forehead) indispensable to \vin»

-So now we've got to cry " Oli,u'liai a Itoic tve'rc in .' t Oyama)."

^^^v.^

THE GIFT HORSE.

Right Hon. Alfr-d L-tt-lt-n fColonial Secretary) —" There, my boy
that's something like a horse ! He'll carry you toppingly for some time to come."

Transv.a.'^l Burgher—" H'm—much obliged. (Aside) Doubt if he'd pass

De Wet !

" —Puncli (London*.
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WHY NOT GET RE-CREATION
IN YOUR VACATION? Illness, hard work, unhealthful

surroundings or habits are con-

stanll) destroying -the house we live in." Why not have it re-created by skilful health culture? Why take a vacation

solely for e.xhausting pleasure? Why not go where you can get new life, mental and physical, and at the same

time find comfort, elegance, and pleasure? You can make just sucli use of your vacation if you spend it

IIM IHI3 IVl HEALTH
ABSOLUTELY
FIREPROOF.

^^!5: SOLID AND
ENDURING

jt^

BUILT OF STEEL
STONE. BRICK.

COST
$1,200,000

THE BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM
THE Battle Creek Sanitarium has long been

known throughout the United States, and
to a considerable e.xtent in foreign lands, as

the foremost exponent and most complete repre-

sentative among medical institutions of the phy-

siological method, not as an e.xclusive system, but

as the true curative method. The ph3'siological

method makes use of all the natural agents which
are essential to the maintenance of vigorous life.

An intelligent and experienced physician-patient

recently remarked: "I note that the forces of

nature are here utilized as the chief means of treat-

ment, and more fully than I ever before witnessed;

and what more powerful agencies can be imagined
than the forces of nature ?"

A GreaLt Vniversity

of HeaLlth.

THE SYSTEM COMPRISES:
Open-Air Treatment, HeaLltK Culture,

Cold-Air Gymnastics, Swedish Gym-
nastics, Cross Country Walks, Out-door
Sports, Attractive Menu Daintily Served,

Diet Kitchen, Prescribed Dieta.ries, Ex-
tensive PhysiologiczLl LsLboraLtories,

Finsen Ray, X-Ray, Phototherapy, Baths

of Every Sort, including NaLuhein\ Baths
and Royal Electric Light Baths, Massage
and MechaLnica.1 Movements.

EVERY CONVENIENCE
AND COMFORT FOR INVALIDS.

100 Suits with PrivaLte BaLths; GresLt

Paln\ GzLfden with Magnificent Tropical

Growths ; Big Gymnasium with Four

Large Swimming Ba.ths; Dining Room
and Kitchen at Top of House ; no Kitchen

nor HospitSLl Odors; Unifornv TenvperaL-

lure DaLy and Night ; Plentiful Suppiv of

Sweel, Pure, Crisp Michigan Air; Home-
like, Unconventionatl Socia^l Life.

SEND FOR HANDSOME
ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET-FREE.

Our 64-page booklet " U," containing more
than 100 photographic glimpses of this great
Temple of Health and its surroundings, 5;ives

an interesting account of the Battle Creek
Sanitarium .System of Health Culture for

sick and well. It will be sent free to all

who sign the attached request coupon
and mail it to

N
C)T simply a medical hotel or resort, but the

perfected result of thirty years' experience
in sanitarium construction and management

—a place where, by the aid of all the helps afforded
by modern ideas of hygiene, sanitation, and ra-

tional medicine, the patient is trained and educated
out of his morbid state into a condition of health.

A model building, absolutely fireproof, erected in

1903, with electric lights, telephones, steam heat,
and ventilating duct for every room ; all modern
hotel appointments.

The Ide8Ll ClimaLte.

Michigan enjoys tiie ideal ''temperate"
climate. The sultry air of other latitudes

in July and August is scarcely /^^
felt here. In winter, the not too /S^
severe cold weather "tonins;

Iivvalids Recover

Health at Battle Creek
who have sought relief elsewhere without success.

It is the most thoroughly equipped and comfortable

place for sick and tired people. Special provisions

are made for the expert care of sick folks. Ex-

penses are moderate. Medical attention, baths,

services of bath attendants, together with required

medical treatment, with room and board, all are in-

cluded at no more than first-class hotel rates for

only room and board elsewhere. The Battle Creek
Sanitarium is a place where i^eople eat for health,

exercise for health, sleep, dress, take baths, learn

to swim, get sunburned and tanned in the sun in

summer, and by the electric light in winter—do
everything for health; where they find the way out

from invalidism and inefficiency into joyous, en-

during, strenuous Kea.lth.

THE SANITARIUM. BATTLE CR.EEK. MICH.
Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.

up ' is one
stimulants.

People often ^et sick

in pursuit of pleas
ure. There is rea.1

pleasure in get

ting well. Here
is the place

to find this

pleasure

THE

SANITARIUM,

Battle Creek'

Mich.

Please mail to my
address below your

illustrated booklet " D "

as advertised in The Liter-

ary Digest 6- 3.

\ainc

Add
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BOOKS RECEIVED.

The Li terakv Dices r is in receipt of the follow-

ing books

:

The Art of James McNeill Whistler.'' — T. R.

Way and (i. R. Dennis. < Macmillan Company, ?2.)

'•Rome." M. A. R. Tuker and Hope Malleson.

(A. & C. Black, $6.

»

'Edwin McMasters Stanton."—Frank A Flower.

(Saalfield Publishing Company.)

"Man and the Incarnation."- Samuel J. Andrews.

(G. P. Putnam's Sons.)

" Mrs. Essington."— Esther and Lucia Chamber-

lain. (Century Company, $1.50.)

" The Psychology of Be?uty."— Ethel D. Puffer.

(Houghton, Mifflin & Co., $1.25 net.)

'Shelburne Essays."'— Paul Elmer More. (G. P.

Putnam's Sons, Si. 25.)

" The Home Life of Wild Birds."- Francis Hobart

Herrick. ( G. P. Putnam's Sons.)

•• Talks in a Library with Laurence Hutton."—

Isabel Moore. (G. P. Putnam's Sons, 2.50 net.)

" The Unfolding of the Ages."-Ford C. Ottman.

(Baker & Taylor Company, $2 net.)

"Life's Dark Problems." - Minot J. Savage, D.D.

(G. P. Putnam's Sons, $1.35 net.)

• The Breath of the Gods." -Sidney McCall. (Lit-

tle, Brown & Co.)

" The St. Lawrence River." — Cieorge Waldol

Browne. (G. P. Putnam's Sons, $3,50 net.)

•' How to Write."— Charles S. Baldwin. ( Macmil

Ian Company, $0.50 net.)

CURRENT POETRY.
Prayer For a Little Boy.

Bv BuRGES Johnson.

Now I lay me down to sleep,

I pray Thee, Lord, my soul to keep.
If I should die before I wake,
I pray Thee, Lord, my soul to take.

And this I ask for Jesus' sake.

But while I live, I want to be from quick and angry

passions free,

With gentle thoughts, and happy face, and pleasant

words in every place.

I pray, whatever wrong I do, I'll never say what is

not true ;

Be willing at my task each day, and always honest in

my play.

Make me unselfish with my joys, and generous to

other boys
;

And kind and helpful to the old, and prompt to do

what I am told.

Bless every one I love, and teach me how to help and

comfort each.

Give me the strength right-living brings, and make me
good in little things. Amen.

— Fiotn Harper's Bazar.

The City Sleeps.

Bv Charles Mui.ford Robinson.

The city sleeps and dreams, and dreams are sweet.

How dark and still the street !

At peace, the citizens all silent lie;

There is no restive eye ;

The breath is calm, no hurried feet go by,

Night falls and rest is sweet.

The strife and struggle of the garish day,

The world of work and play.

The turmoil and the fighting- all is past.

Nor loves nor hates outlast

The wondrous shadow of the truce that's cast

When night puts all away—

Whitman Saddle
The one saddle iilwiiys prefem-d by
discriminat.inj^ riderH. It is the high-
est type of the siiddler's art. Correct
in every line— always comfortable for
the horse and rider. Complete cata-
logue sent free, showiny the Whitman
for men and women, and everything
from " Saddle to S|)ur." Address

The Mehlbarh Saddle Co.. 101 Cliainlicrs St

Successors to The Whitman Saijdle Co.

IRANICH-fi&CH

PUNOS
^iwit t\)z 2l>ai?s; of i\)z Spinet

—

No invention has worked such wonders

in the improvement of the piano as our Patented

Spiral Spring Automatic Action Adjustment.

I t/ci-Z/'/z'd'/)' overcomes the effects of atmospheric

changes, so ruinous to a piano— ^w^/ no other

piano has it.

And this is only one of the details of our

progress during 50 years of piano making.

Altogether they have given our piano a world-wide

reputation that places it in a class of its own among tlie

highest grade instruments. Pre-eminently a Home
Piano, and every part made in our own factory. Easy

installment terms and prompt delivery no matter in

what part of U. .S. you may live. Our handsome cata-

logue No. 52 gives full information. Mailed on request.

How to Obtain a "Nonpareil

"

Grand Piano Free
If you have not sent for a copy of the " Kranbach

Nocturne," the latest musical story by Joseph Gray

Kitchell (advertised in the May magazines), it is not too late to obtain one. In it there are

introduced five notes, the best piano composition from which will earn one of our " Nonpareil "

Grand Pianos, sent to the successful contestant, freight prepaid, to any part of the U. S. This is

truly a fascinating romance. The N. Y. Sun in reviewing it wrote that it was "... a delightful

little book, elegantly printed and beautifully illustrated . . . as interesting as any of the Sherlock

Holmes series ..." etc. Sent free on request with particulars of contest.

KRANICH «, BACH,
233 to 245 East 23d Street, NEW YORK

i»<.- •'HhB '•'

t .^.
i^m

Fine Free Book
For Horsey Men

It's our fine 300 page Blue Book of horse

goods, 28th edition, and is invaluable to every

one who takes pride in his horses, especially to

those who wish to buy harness and horse boots

for pleasure driving. It illustrates all grades
of medium and fine harness, the largest assort-

ment v.f turf goods and the most extensive line

of stable supplies, all guaranteed to be the latest

patterns and correct style. It is a very expens-
ive' book and we can afford to send it only to

prospective buyers to whom we forward it by

express charges paid by us.

Saves 23 to 40%
We arc the largest manufacturers of reliable

horse goods in America and the only house
offering such goods direct to the consumer at

popular prices, that will save you 20 to 40'^.

Everything is sent to your own home subject to

examination and approval. If in need of stable

supplies send for our Blue Book and state the

kind of goods you are liable to need, mention-

ing this magazine.

Tultle & Clark,
183 Jefferson Ave, Detroit. Mich.

The Coolest Bed
For Summer h

g2L m f^MR s

Sweet sleep all summer is yours if you rest

on a FOSTER IDEAL OR FOUR
HUNDRED SPRING BED. The open

construction permits a free circulation of cool-

ing fresh air. The springs conform perfectly

to every curve of the body, yielding luxurious

ease, yet never sag, returning instantly to orig-

inal level when you move or arise. Write to-

day for free booklet, " Wideaw ake Facts

About Sleep," and dealer's name, with cat-

slog of Foster Safety Cribs, Iron Beds, etc.

Look for Foster Bros. Mfg. Co.

Tta^ <^ ^
' ^'""^ ^' •

'-^''"=^- '^^ '^•

Mark R^ 1441 N. l6thSt.,St.Loui»,Mo.

ff-'^

KLIP BINDER
Til. Kl.li-tl and the Cu\t.r Irum the KLIP
BINl'EK. Vou can cover a mag^azine or
bind a volume in ten seconds. Instantly
removable. Sample dozen Klips, with keys,
mailed for 1h cents. Cover prU'e*ll»»i free*

H. H. BALLARD. 327. Pittsfield, Mass.

Readers of Tiik Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication wlien writing to advertisers.
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As if the citizens were only boys

Grown tired of tasks and toys,

And seekinjj loving mother's knee, that there,

With bedtinit: kiss and prayer,

They might forget the daylight's little care

And surfeiting of joys.

O peaceful stars, compassioning, watchful eyes,

Make low the lullabies

That in vast unison the planets sing;

Let them wake not, nor bring

Too soon the pitiless, mad dawn on wing

That, gleaming, stirs the skies !

And thou, pale moon, pass on with silent tread—

Thou'st seen the world to bed.

Do ye, mild winds, snuff out her little light

With big clouds, soft and white,

As she upon the sleeping world shuts tight

The door, her " good-night " said.

And ye black rivers, rolling to the sea.

Roll on most quietly.

Lest ye may wake the city, lying still.

Unconscious of tlie ill

Or good the morrow may bring forth to fill

Its cup blest mystery !

And, last, O Father of the world, look down
With pity, not with frown.

And guard the city, proud and rich and great.

Forgot is its estate

;

In childlike innocence, immaculate,

It sleeps—Thy Peace its crown !

—From The Outlook.

Nobody Kno^vs.

Bv M.\RIE VAN VORST.

Show me the place where the white heather grows.

Kind little fairies in bonnets of blue.

Why don't you tell, when they said that you knew ?

Nobody knows

!

Show me the place where my little dream goes

—

(I wake in the morning, the sky is so blue) -

They said that you sent it. I thought that you know.

Nobody knows 1

What have you done with my pretty red rose ?

It felt like the down on the thistle I blew.

They said you bewitched it—oh, say, is it true ?

Nobody knows

!

-From The Pall Mall Masaziiic.

The Scott Monument, Princes Street,

Edinburgh.

By William Watson.

Here sits he throned, where men and gods behold

His domelike brow— a good man simply great

;

Here in this highway proud, that arrow-straight

Cleaves at one stroke the new world from the old.

On this side. Commerce. Fashion. Progress, Gold

:

On that, the Castle Hill, the Canongate,

A thousand years of war and love and hate

There palpably upstanding fierce and bold.

Here sits he throned ; beneath him, full and fast,

The tides of Modern Life impetuous run.

O Scotland, was it well and meetly done ?

For see ! he sits with back turned on the Past -

He whose imperial edict bade it last

While yon gray ramparts kindle to the sun.

—From the London Saturday Rexie-cv.

The Sheep-Killers.

Bv Stanley Waterloo.

I.

THE NIGHT DOGS.

Hid in the gloom of the thicket that droops Ijy the

pasture's fence.

Lurking amidst the brushwood, gliding through rushes

dense,

They are creeping, the half-wise devils, near where the

helpless sleep-
Then, growling, they burst from the covert, and — death

to the startled sheep I

w

WARNING
To My Customers aad Friends

ONCRETE instances of dealers claiming' to have my
Shivers' Panatela Cigars under another brand are abso-

lutely false.

A dealer recently said to one of my customer^, "I have Shivers'

Panatelas."

When my friend objected on account of the brand, he said,

" Oh, of course he doesn't sell them to the trade under that brand,

but does under another. I \\n\\ sell them to you at 5c.

each or $4.50 per hundred."

Not one Shivers' Panatela Cigar has ever been sold

excepting under my own brand, and there is a way for

you to be absolutely sure, and that is by the factory

number. Every cigar factory in the United States has

its own registered number. Mine is factory No. 1887,

First District, State of Pennsylvania. No other cigar

factory in the world dare use that number. It is

stamped on the bottom of each box, so when a dealer

tries to sell you a cigar as Shivers' Panatela look at

the factory number.

There are many cigars crying, " I am just as good as

Shivers'," but the fact remains that my sales for the

first four months of 1905 exceed those of the corre-

sponding months of last year by over /our hundred

tJiousand cigars.

My customers know\

Dealers and Clubs who buy them—and a number

do—pa}' exactly the same for them that you do,

namely, $5.00 per hundred, $50.00 per thousand with-

out discount.

It is possible to put other cigars into my boxes, but

this is an offense punished so severely by the Govern-

ment that few w^ould dare to try it.

MY OFFER IS

:

tti<^.

P-^^

I will, upon request, send

one hundred Shivers' Pana=

Exact Size

PANATELAS
Exact Shape

tela Cigars on approval to a reader of The Literary Digest,

express prepaid. He may smoke ten cigars and return the remaining

ninety at my expense, if he is not pleased with them ; if he is pleased, and
keeps them, he agrees to remit the price, $5.00, within ten days.

In ordering, please use business letterhead or enclose business

card, and state whether mild, medium, or strong cigars are desired.

If you cannot persuade yourself to try one hundred of these

cigars under this offer, let me send you my book, ".Concerning

igars.

HERBERT D. SHIVERS
,•913 Filbert Street PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Readers of Thk Litekary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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INSIST
upon having the

Ferris Delicious

Hams and Bacon
Your dealer may tell you

:

" I havn't Ferris ; but can
give you ' just as good.' "

If you wish Ferris,

why not have it ?

INSIST!

Ttae
Supply

of Hot Water
Never Runs Out

with a

Humphrey
^CRESCENT

Instantaneous
Water Heater

^'ith a Crticeut AVater Heater in your bath
room you have any quantity of hot water al-
ways at your comraaad—a drop or an ocean
of it. Heats 20 gallons in seven minutes using
only two cents' worth of gasorgasoline. And
It does the work instantly ; the water simply
Hows in cold and out hot. Alwavs ready, al-
ways sure—» life-long friend to the household.
The most economical, durable, aTid efficient
heater made. Send for our booklet " The
Luxury of a Bath'.' It's free.
Our other Instantaneous Heater— the Crescent
AUTO.MATIC—supplies hot water to all p»rts
of a building without the trouble of lighting.
Gas turns on and off automatically. Catalogue
on request.

Homphrov Co. , Pept. B, Kalamazoo, Mich.
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Readers of Th

They yelp not as they harry, for beliind the blood-

hist is fear,

And keen is the farmer's eyesight and the rifle is ever

near,

But they swirl over bush and tussoch- both wether

and ewe are weak—
And the Dogs of the Night are tireless, and it's ever

the throat they seek !

They have drunk from the throats of their victims till

every maw is full

;

Their jaws drip with the blood-slaver and their fangs

are clogged with wool

;

And each slinks to the distant kennel, to offer an

honest face

When the farmer comes out to his milking and there's

life about the place !

II.

THE DAY DOGS.

Where the haunts of men are crowded, where the few
consult alone,

Where the maws of the richer clamor, -where the wealth

is overgrown.

There they lurk in the rug-spread ofifice, hungry for

witless sheep.

And then, when the flock is startled and suddenly

waked, they leap

!

They are smug, with rounded bellies, but they're tire-

less in the chase
;

Their jaws have the blood and the wool tufts ; they are

fat—but they can race

!

And after the hunt they are pious, and they give in a

ponderous way

;

But—they are one and one, the sheep-killers, the Dogs
of the Night and the Day !

—From The National Magazine.

A Ballad of Wooing.

By Gouverneur Morris.

I

The languid lilies lolled among the shadows of the

valley.

And nodded to the bird that sung so shrilly and so

rarely.

He music made for every one, for May was up and

doing,

But 'twas that proud, tall man, Lord-John,

Was wooing, wooing, wooing.

II

He wooed her to St. Hubert's kirk (because that saint

had sent herJ.

The good priest bustled to the work ; says he: "My
flowers, enter "

So in they went and mf.rried were, and not so longly

after,

A little son was born to her—
And all the rest is laughter.

Ill

For this is spring, and everything that bloweth in the

valley

Is thrilling to the birds that sing so shrilly and so

rarely

;

O, every flower of the May is up, my Love, and doing

;

I hope that all the Lord God's World

Is wooing, wooing, wooing !

—Prom Co!lier''s Weekly.

The Babe and the King.

By Louise Dunham Goldsberry.

If I were a queen in a golden crown

And Thou came by,

A baby a-dream in her bosom,

My jewels, my queendom, my bright gold crown,

For a kiss on Thy palm I would lay them down
;

I'd lay them all down and I'd follow away

That maid-mothered Babe in her bosom !

If I were a beggar in roadside dust

And Thou came by,

A King going down to his crowning ;

Oh, sweet to my lips were that beggar-crust,

Oh, blest were my feet in the happy dust

;

For sunned in His shadow I'd fare me away,

With the King going down to His crowning.

—From The Independent.
free).
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HINTSAND HELPS
TO INVESTORS
To those having funds to

invest, to whom safety as to

principal and liberal interest return

are primary considerations, we offer

a high-grade railroad bond invest-

ment, the entire issue of which we

have purchased outright for our

own account.

Because of the non-speculative

character of these securities they

are especially desirable for the in-

vestment of Saving and Trust
as well as individual funds.

These bonds are of the highest

legal and financial standing and

have our highest recommen-
dation and endorsement.

We sell bonds only

—

and do

not deal in speculative stocks.

On request we shall be pleased

to give our opinion, analysis, and

quotation on any bond in which

you are interested.
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LIST OF JUNE OFFERINGS

A. N. CHANDLER ^ CO.
BANKERS
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is a study of bond investment well worth reading.

It may be had by sending your name and address,

which, for convenience, may be written on the

margin of this page and mailed to us.
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cents or $1 .00 (stating length
desired) and we'll send you
a pair postpaid.

OORDON MFG. COMPANY,
Box M> New Rochelle. N.Y.
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PERSONALS.
An AutoorHt'B Fall. — The power of M. I'obie-

donostsetT, rrocurator-General of tlie Holy Synod in

Russia, who, for twenty-five years has been dominat-

ing the reactionary influence of the Russian state.

seems shattered at last. According to a St Peters-

burg despatch to the New Vork Tribune lie is dying

an embittered old man. We read :

" M. Pobiedonostseff has been called a fanatic by

the West. The secret of his wonderful sway over the

minds of two Emperors lias been his unshaken belief

in, and devotion to, the principles of autocracy and
orthodo.xy as the twin cornerstones of Russia's future

greatness. Holy Russia he believes, with all the in-

tensity of his soul, was destined to dominate the globe,

and he was ever fond of asserting: ' Russia—Russia
is not a state; Russia is a world!' Democracy to

him was irresponsible despotism and liberty a license,

and he was especially hostile to a free press.

" In the Council of the Empire for a quarter of a

century none of the Ministers could hold his own
agrainst M. Pobiedonostseff. With all his might he

struggled, in spite of failing health, against the new-

reform movement, and in recent months, when he was
unable to win outright, he managed at least to obtain

the appearance of a draw, by inspiring his imperial

master to balance the reform rescript with a reaction-

ary manifesto. His last signal triumph was the block-

ing of the scheme of the Metropolitan .Antonius for a

church council and the restoration of the Patriarchate,

and in having the satisfaction of seeing its author

practically banished in the Caucasus.
" The crowning defeat of M. Pobiedonostseff came

with the imperial ukase striking the shackles from
religion, the blow being all the harder because it was
delivered on the anniversary of his jubilee as Procura-

tor-General of the Holy Synod.
' To friends M. Pobiedonostseff talks bitterly. He

says he has lost hope and washes his hands of every-

thing. He sees only ruin ahead for church and state.

The government, he declares, has gone mad, and to

allow the people to play with questions of state as

they would with new toys is deplorable. The crisis he
attributes to the lack of a strong and commanding
statesman, and he severely blames the Emperor for

Ins weakness in yielding to the importunities of the

Liberals. On Friday M. Pobiedonostseff said to a

friend :
' Ten years ago one of the Emperor's sub-

jects would have been exiled to Siberia for what the

Emperor now proclaims in his manifesto.'

"

Admiral Rozlidestveiisky.— Rear Admiral Z. P

Rozhdestvensky, commander of the combined Russian

fleets in the Far East, and Vice-Admiral Togo, the

" Japanese Dewey," are nearly the same age, the

former being born in 184S and the latter a year later.

The New York Herald says of the Russian :

" Rozhdestvensky is a typical Russian and a typical

naval officer. His men call him ' Admiral Molt-

chalivi,' the silent admiral, and taciturnity goes well

with the reserved e.xpression and manners of the Rus-
sian aristocrat. The naval man shows himself in his

tastes, for he is devoted to the sea, not merely as a

profession, but also as a life passion.

" Rozhdestvensky is a stern disciplinarian, but he
differs from all disciplinarians, past and present.

Blame in the form of a string of anathemas might be

expected from a ' Silent Admiral.' Rozhdestvensky,
however, is a humorist, and during the last six months
he has been worrying his ill-mated officers and men
into efficiency by characteristic methods. Instead of

storming or reprimanding, he issued periodically

'general orders,' holding up careless and ignorant

officers to the derision of the fleet.

"Among his officers the Russian admiral is not a
favorite. They declare that they never know his mind,
and that he springs surprises of blame upon them
without warning. Many an officer whose work has

teen inspected without comment by the admiral has

afterward found his name quoted in an ironical repri-

mand addressed to negligent officers generally. Rozh-
destvensky has none of the bluff heartiness of manner
associated usually with such genuine seamen. He is

said never to express approval, and he always issues
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3% or vastly more
as you choose.

«>

The bank may pay 3;^ interest on

the cash difference between the cost

ofputting in a hot air furnace or stoves

and the cost of

AMRICANxIDEAL
ii Radiators ^Iboilers

But this difference invested in our

outfit for steam and water warming
will yield many times the 3% (many

users save as high as 40%) by the

great economy in fuel and labor, ab-

sence of repairs and in household

cleanliness. Then, too, the outfit

outwears the building— is a perma-

nent investment. These facts are

established. It is not the first cost

but the low cost of running that

decides shrewd investors our way.

After all, the comfort, convenience and abso-
lute control of inside temperature in anv weather,

are most important. These benefits represent the
real economy— the dividends which figures do not
and cannot measure.

Whetheryour building is OLD or new,SMALL
or large, farm or city, send for our booklet ( free)
" Heating Investments Successful." It will make
you a better judge of heating values. This is the

best season to buy !
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at CLAVERACK, near HUDSON. N. Y.
THE PROPERTY KNOWN A.S

Hudson River Institute
It consists of 20 acres of land and two large buildings,
containing about 300 rooms. Suitable for summer boarding
house, school, sanitarium; or might be used for light
manufacturing. Very healthy

;
good spring water, .small

lake and large gymnasium on premises. Original cost over
$75,000; offered for less than $18,000. Terms reasonable.
Address JOHN C. HAVEMEYER, Yonkers, N. Y., or
J. F. HAVEMEYEK, 100 Broadway, New York City.

MAJORS CEMENT
IS THE BEST for Repairing- Broken Articles, 15c
Major's Xieather and Rubber Cement same price.

blame in such a way as to make tlie culprit feel it

most.
" Rozhdestvensky, nevertheless, has his human side.

Neatness of person and irreproachable uniforms he-

regards almost as important as gunnery and seaman-

ship. His own appearance is not distinguished, the

his features are regular and he has a lifelong wart over

the nose, which is the subject of much joking among
irreverent 'mitchmen.' The admiral, however, is in-

variably uniformed like an emperor, and in this con-

dition he will grub in grimy stokeholds and pick his

way among greasy cases of beef for hours in the hope

of discovering something wrong. He is intensely

punctilious, and is responsible for the paraphrase of

Bacon, ' Manners make seamen.' Another foible is

his love of pretty surroundings. His office under the

gilt spire of the St. Petersburg ' Admiralteistvo' was
adorned with photographs, mirrors, relics of old friend-

ships and cozy furniture, and resembled a lady's bou-

doir rather than a place of work. Apparently these

harmless luxuries in no way demoralized his tough

character, for his long swims and solitary cruises in

single-handed yachts are constantly referred to in the

Russian press."

A New Port Arthur Anecdote.—In a paper on

"The Morale of Troops" in the Revtce des Deux

Mondes—in which he sharply criticizes the present

status of the French army—General de Negrier, the

veteran of the Franco-Prussian War, of Algeria, and

of Tonkin (now hale in hissi.xty-sixth year), attributes

the success of the Japanese to psychic traits. Apropos

of the famous bottling up at Port Arthur he says :

" There is in Japan a touching custom. When in a

family one of the members is to start on a distant and

dangerous journey his relations meet to bid him good-

by. A vessel filled with water is brought, in which

each in turn dips his lips. It is a sort of communion
that shall leave in the memory of each a profound

recollection." The General then tells the following

anecdote, taken from the first number of a cjuarterly

review that appeared in Tokyo in .April, 1904, under

the management of Colonel-of-staff Kinkodo :

" In the second fortnight of February, the Japanese

determined that the Russian fleet should be bottled up
in Port Arthur by means of steam transports thrown

into the channel and sunk by blowing up at the

moment when they should reach a place designated

beforehand. Five steamers, of a tonnage varying from

2,766 tons (.the Hokokiimartt) to 1,249 tons (the Biishn-

manO were chosen for this deed. On February 19

these vessels were boarded by 77 volunteers, officers

and men, under the orders of Commander Arima. Be-

fore setting off, the good-by ceremony took place on

the ships these gallant fellows were leaving to go to

almost certain death. On board the armored vessel

Asama, Captain Vashiro, holding a big silver cup con-

fided to him by the crown prince of Japan, filled it

with water and said to the volunteers :

"
' In entrusting you with the commission of block-

ing up the entrance of Port Arthur—a commission tliat

does not give you one chance in a thousand of coming

back alive—I feel the same emotion'as if I were parting

from my own children. But if I had a hundred chil-

dren, I would send them all to seek an adventure so

glorious and daring as yours ; and if I had but one son,

I should send him on it equally. In fulfilling your

commission, if it happens to you to lose your left hand

use the right one. If you lose both hands use your

feet. If you lose both feet operate with your head, and

faithfully accomplish your commander's orders. I

send you to death, and I do not doubt for one moment
that you are willing to die. Still, I do not wish to say

you are to despise your life, and that you have the

right to brave the danger without weighty reason or

simply for the glory of your name. What I ask of you

is to perform your duty without taking your life into

consideration. The cup of cold water that we are

TOILET POWDER.
There is no toilet article in the selection of which greater

care should be used than a toilet powder.
It is far wiser never to take chancer with an unknown

article. Be sure, rather, to insist upon a trade-marked
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For your protection, Mennen's face (the trade-mark of

the MennenCo.)is on the cover of every box of the genuine.
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will supidy itif you insist. It is supplied by the Govern-
ment for both Army and Navy.
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drinking together is not intended to give you en-

couragement : you do not need it. It consecrates you

as the representatives of the bravery of the Asaiiui's

crew. Now I wisli to think of tlie happy day when
perhaps, after their success, I shall see certain of you

again. Submit your life to Heaven's will and perform

with calmness your tragic duty.'
' Wo remember what happened. On l"ebruary 22,

under a terrific fire, the five vessels under full steam

directed themselves against the entrance of Port

Arthur. They were sunk or blown up. The attempt

was nevertheless remade in the same manner on May3
with a like result."

By deeds like this, diffused in book and picture,

General Negrier thinks, has Japan's national courage

been bred and nurtured. " The whole nation," as he

puts it, "is engaged in the development of the race's

hraxiry."— Translitiion made for The Literary

Digest.

MORE OR LESS PUNGENT.
Those ForfigiierH !— Doc roR (after careful ex-

amination): "Some foreign substance is lodged in

your eye.''

Dennis: '• Oi knowed ut ! Thot's what Oi git f'r

wurrukin' wid them Dagoes !
''

—

Cleveland Leader.

Make It PleaHant for Hiiu.

—

If hubby's rich and very old. and you are poor, tho new
Vou should try to make his life a pleasant joke.

For instance, if he's eating shad and stumbles on a

bone.

Just laugh and say, "• John, dear, I hope you choke
!

"

-Life.

Digillugioned. -Great Author: ' Waiter, this

steak is as tough as leather.''

Waiter: "I've always heard you was an original

character, sir, but I'm hanged if you don't say jist the

same as all on "em Ao^— Tit-Bits.

Sure Thing.—" I must confess." remarked Mrs.

Crabbe. " I don't believe there ever was a really per-

fect man."
" Well," replied Mr. Crabbe, " Adam would have

been perfect, I suppose, if Eve had only been made
first."

' How do you mean ?
"

" Well, she would have bossed the job of making
Adam."- Philadelphia Press.

False Deduction.—A certain office-boy was wont
to appear at his employer's office with a very dirty

face. One morning he appeared with the remains of a

breakfast round his mouth. The junior clerk with an

eye to business, said. " I bet you sixpence I can tell

you what you had for breakfast this morning."
" Done ! '' said the office-boy.

" It was eggs," triumphantly replied the clerk.

" Wrong," said the boy ;
" wot you see on my mouth

is yesterday's."— 7'//-.fi/Vj.

Had Quite Knough. - A very subdued-looking

boy of about twelve years of age, with a long scratch

on his nose and an air of general dejection, went to

the master of one of the Board schools and handed
him a note from his mother tefore taking his seat and
becoming deeply absorbed in a book.

The note read as follows :

" Mr. Brown.—Please excuse James for not being
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INSURE YOUR HAIR!
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present yesterday. He played trooant, but you don't

need to thrash him for it, as tlie boy he played trooant

with an' him fell out, an' the boy fought him, an' a

man they throo at caught him an' thrashed him, an'

the driver of a cart they hung on to thrashed him allso.

Then his father thrashed him, an' I had to give him

another one for being impoodent to me for telling his

father, so you need not thrash him until next time.

He thinks he better keep in school in future."— 7'?V-

Bits.

The Universal Peacemaker. — The two boys.

Bill and Tom, were fighting. Bill was on top.

" Let me up, durn ye !
" bellowed Tom. " Let me

up, or I'll tell Roseyfelt on y^V"—Chicago Tribune.

Th.e Place for Satan.—Mother : "Been fight-

ing with that Murphy boy again, have you ? Why
didn't you say, ' Get thee behind me, Satan ? '

"

Benny :
" Behind me ! Gee ! I was wishin' he'd

get between us ! "

—

Puck.

Current Events.

Foreign.

Russo-Japanese War.

May 21.—Rozhdestvensky, Saigon reports, has sent
his slow ships back to the Indo-China coast.

General Stoessel submits to the board of in-

quiry at St. Petersburg evidence that when the
war began Port Arthur was nearly defenseless
and without supplies.

May 22.— Russian naval officers believe that Ad-
miral Rozhdestvensky may already liave reached
the Pacific, but definite news of the fleets has
not been received.

May 23.—Fighting is reported near Fakumen and
Changtu. Russian advices say that a great
battle is imminent in Manchuria, and that Gen-
eral Linevitch has removed all the wounded
from Harbin westward.

May 2;.—Several of Rozhdestvensky's scouts are
reported in the vicinity of Shanghai.

I\Jay 26.—More of the Russian scouts appear off the
China coast, causing speculation and nervous-
ness. Mistchenko's Cossacks return from a
raid in the vicinity of Takumen, and report
various successes, including the capture of 239
prisoners.

Russia.

May 20.—The plan of the Russian Rescript Com-
mission is said to recommend the establishment
of a national assembly with limited legislative
powers.

May 21. — The Czar issues a rescript creating a
council to have charge of the army and navy,
under the presidency of Grand Duke Nicholas
Nicholaievitch.

May 24.—A bomb kills Prince Nakachidze, gover-
nor of Baku, and another bomb wounds the
Chief of Police in Siedlce, Poland.

Other Foreign News.

May 20.~Cuba celebrates the third .anniversary of
the inauguration of the Republic.

May 21.— Judge Albion W. Tourg^e, author and
United States consul, dies at Bordeaux.

Roumania threatens to end relations with Turkey
unless reparation is made for the arrest of school
teachers.

May 22.—The British House of Commons is forced
to adjourn because of riotous proceedings.

May 23.—Secretary of State Hay's physician at
Baa Nauheim reports that the Secretary is well.

The Chilian Government dec'des to issue bonds
for 100,000,000 pesos to construct a national rail-
way system.

May 26.—Baron Alphonse Rothschild, head of tlie
Rothschild's Paris branch bank, dies at Paris.

Domestic.
Chicago Strike.
May 21.—Two men are killed in riots between whites

and negroes.

May 22.—Representatives of the teamsters and the
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employers' association at Chicago hold another
conference in an effort to settle Hie strike.

May 2^.—All hope of peace is abandoned; the mili-

tia" is beinjjheld in readiness to answer a call in

the event of violence.

May 24.—The strike in Chicago spreads to the luni-

Der district and practically all the lumber yards
are tied up.

Othkk Do.mestic News.

May 20.— Minister Barrett arrives in New York
from Panama and says that conditions on the
Isthmus are alarminij because of yellow fever.

May 22.— The I.oomis-Bowen investigation is post-
poned until Minister Russell arrives from Co-
lombia to testify in the case.

President Roosevelt is said to favor drastic action
to cut down the number of immigrants.

Interstate Commerce Commissioners Cockrelland
Fifer appear before the Senate committee on
Interstate Commerce and urge that tlie power
to regulate railroad rates be given to the com-
mission.

The Presb\'terian General Assembly votes to per-
mit the Cumberland branch to merge with the
main body of the Church.

May 2^.—The Senate Committee on Interstate Com-
merce closes its hearings on the rate question.

Governor Glenn, of North Carolina, at the open-
ing of the Southern Industrial Parliament at
Washington, denounces the immigration agents
of certain railroads for publishing false reports
dbout the South.

Mayor Weaver supports his stand against the gas
lease ordinance and begins war on the Republi-
can organization by dismissing the directors of
the departments of public works and public
safety.

Au^ist W. Machen pleads guilty to another in-

dictment in the postal fraud cases, and is sen-
tenced to two additional years in the peniten-
tiary at Moundsville, W. Va.

Mrs. Mary A. Livermore dies at Melrose, Mass.

May 24.—Ohio Republicans meet in State Conven-
tion at Columbus, and are addressed by Secre-
tary Taft.

The Carnegie Hero Fund Commission, at Pitts-
burg, makes its first awards, presenting nine
medals.

William Ziegler, the baking-powder millionaire
and patron of polar expeditions, dies at Great
Island, Conn.

President Roosevelt is asked to make a general
investigation of insurance companies.

May 25. - The Ohio Republican State Convention
nominates a State ticket without a contest, and
adopts a stand-pat platform.

Charles G. Magoon is inaugurated governor of the
Canal Zone.

May 26.—The New York Supreme Court enjoins
the Equitable Life Assurance Society from
carrying out the proposed mutualization plan.

CONTINUOUS INDEX.
Below will be found an index covering the issues of

The Literary Digest for the last three months.
Each week the subjects for the week previous will be
added, and the subjects for the issue fourteen weeks
previous will be eliminated, so that the reader will
always be able to turn readily to any topic considered
in our columns during the preceding three months.

Acquittal, victims of, Indemnification for, 310
Action at a distance possible ? Is, 318
Advanced theology taught from pulpit, 435
Age-limit of man s usefulness. The, 395
Agnosticism and national decay, 783
Alchemy in modern times, 661
Ambassador, A persecuted, 753
America as Russia's " real enemy," 787

Degeneracy in, 696
American church life, Italian view of, 362

influence on English naval policy, 790
language. Frenchman's comment on, 505
men of letters in the sixties, 394
music. Growth of, 702

" Arnica," Mascagni's new opera, 541
Andersen, Hans Christian, 541, 776
Anesthesia by electricity, 546
Antidotes, Diseases as, 662
Aphrodite statue in New York, 355
Arbitration treaties, 40,^

Archeological research in Palestine, 474
Arc-lamp, Improving the, 704
Aristocracy of Art, The, 467
Art, The machinery of, 469

in Russia defended, 478
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Austria-Hungary as dual monarchy, 36S
Automobile or trolley ?- 660

Baltimore, Rebuilding, 695
Beef mafjnates and prison stripes, 305

prices, Rise in, 616
trust's small profits, The, 3S6

Believe ? Do we, 663
Berlin cathedral. The new, 401
Bible, A freethinker's tribute to the, 402
Bio°;raphy as coming literary form, 430
Birds, Sense of smell in, 315
Births and deaths balanced, 746
Blonds and brunettes in tropics, 662
Blood not affected by gravitation, 471
Bloom, The mechanism of, 625
Boodling in California, 30S
Broadway Tabernacle, The new, 475
Brownino; popular ? Why is, 775
Bryant the American Puritan poet, 658
Bryce. James, revisits America, 499
Bullet, Japan's " humanitarian," 779.

Cabinet appointments, 388
Cactus made useful, 586
California, Japanese immigration in, 420

senators. Alleged bribery of, 308
Canada's political upheaval, 441
Canada, Sectarian upheaval in, 405
Canadian crisis precipitated, 597

school conflict, 517
Capitol, a woman's statue in the, 307
Carnegie pension fund for teachers, 648
Cassini, Count, replaced, 733
Castro's defiance, 457

Europe's impressions of. 553
vindicated by South America, 713

Caucasians, Failing birth-rate of, 546
Celibacy criticised by a Roman Catholic, 322
Censorship of dime-novel literature, 468
Chateaubriand and Madame Recamier, 741
Chicago strikers, Roosevelt to, 731

campaign, The, 460
claimea by Tom Watson, 579

China, An agitation for the partition of, 404
Chinese boycott of American trade, 772
Choate's, Mr., home-coming, 737
Christian Endeavor movement, Growth of, 364

Science, Psychologist on, 590
Christians ? Are we, 629
Church and the public school, 747

envoy to labor, 365
hold on American men, 511
impeached by Frederic Harrison, 512
life in America, Italian view of, 362
ought radical thinkers to leave the ? 549
The, and social problems, 551
union, A bishop on, 783

Cigarette, Outlawing the, 615
Clarke, Sir C. Purdon, director of Met. Museum, 313
Cleveland, G., arraigns club-women, 651

Club-women's replies to, 735
Coal-tar colors. Poisonous, 509
Collars. High, and the pneumogastric nerve, 782
Colorado governorship. The, 426
Composite Madonna, The first, 749
Confederate battle-fiags returneaj 349
Congress, Record of the last session of, 352
Cooking by electricity, 360
Copper as a purifier of water, 318
Copyright law. Protests against our, 313
Creation, A chapter in, 396
Cripples by defective education, 628
Croton reservoir. Opening new, 626
Crystal, Limit to growth of, 361
Czar, The puppet, 464
Czar's escape from assassination, 714

gift of religious liberty, 707

Daguerreotype, How to copy an old, 509
Degeneracy in America, 696
Desert plants get their water. How, 431
Diaz on Monroe doctrine, 578
Disarmament scheme. New, 614
Divorce, Teaching of Christ concerning, 363
Doors, Some new forms of, 317
Duels on strictly sanitary principles, 434
Dukhobdrs, The, 321
Dust and patent medicines, 508

Earth has solidified, How the, 745
Easter in Jerusalem, 591
Eclipse expeditions pay ? Do, 705
Electric lighting. New discovery in, 358

motors. New uses for, 627
Electricity to transmit music, 506
Electroplated lace, 545
" Elga," Hauptmann's new play, 624^
Emperor W'illiam as Czar's evil genius, 594

attitude to France, 669
English, Nordica on singing in, 656

comment on Torrey-Alexander crusade, 435
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* Equitable" broil, The, 5.^4
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Fire protection, 700
Fishery disputes with Newfoundland, 714
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French disarmament scheme, 614
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republic. Plot to overthrow. 66S
suspicion of German policy, 554
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Haeckel, Sir Oliver Lodge on, 320
Harikari defended bv Japanese, 617
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Hugo, Victor, and Juliette Druet, 622
Human body float ? Will the, 395

Ibsen's "' When We Dead Awake," 393
Immortality established by scientific methods, 399
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International railway congress, 693
Irish akin to ancient Romans, 703
Islam defended by German Mohammedan, 400

James, Henry, Critical study of, 621
New tribute to, 314

Japan as the " Scourge of God." 785
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Knox, John, influence in America, 708
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Mohammedanism, A missionary spirit in, 786
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mean anything to you unless we can show by
this saving that will enable you to reduce the
cost of typewriting in your office, give you a
better grade of work, and save you a vast

amount of wony about repairs. When we
show you THAT, you are interested.

We have proved this to

some of the most discrimi-

nating buyers in the ccun-
try. 75 per cent, of our
5ales are made under just

such circumstances.

If we can prove it to you, you want our
machine.

Remember, we PROVE THIS at our
expense. All you have to do is say you are
mterested, no matter where you are.

Write us to-day.

r OX 1 ypewriter Co.
Executive Office and Factory :

550 Front Street, Grand Rapids, Mich.
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C. O D., first payment, subjec
to examination, balance monthly
Ring Catalog No. F I 8 1 FREE. I

Interested In WATCHES or other
JEWELRY, ask tor Special Catalog.

HERBERT L. JOSPJPn & C
Diamonds - Watcties — JeWelrv ,

S18 (Fl.Sl) State Street CHICAUO
Responslbhlty 82.i0,0()0. Estab

THE TEXICOGRAPHER*S^ JJASYQiAIR

In this column, to decide questions concerning the correct
use of words, the Funic & Wagnalls Standard Dictionary is
consulted as arbiter.

"H. M.," Brooklyn, N. Y.—" What part of speech is

hut in the following sentences? "He was anything
hut pleasant.' 'There was not a man hut did his
duty.'"

In the sense used hut is a conjunction. How-
ever, the Standard Dictionary says: ''But has
many and varied uses, so that it is often diffi-

cult and impossible to decide whether the word
is a conjunction, a preposition, an adverb, or a
participle having various offices."

"C. W. L.," Brockton, Mass.—"On page 1079 of your
dictionary you say ' see Marabout ' 1. Should this not
be 'see Marabout ' 2 ?

"

As printed the cross-reference is correct. It
simply refers the reader for the remainder of
the etymology to the etymology of the word
Marabout 1, where additional information is to
be found. By adoption of this system much
valuable space was saved in the Standard
Dictionary.

"W.T. v.," Cincinnati, 0.—" What is the origin of
the word ?jus7i in the phrase ' Good wine needs no
husli i '

"

Formerly it was the practise of tavern-keepers
to place a bough outside the tavern door to
designate that they sold wine. From this prac-
tise the phrase "Good wine needs no bush "

was derived, and lexicographers define hush as
follows :

" A bough used as a sign for a tavern
;

hence, a tavern." Shakespeare uses the phrase
in the epilogue to "As You Like It."

"F. M.," Seattle, Wash.—"Is this sentence correct?
' It is not I you are in love with ? ' ^ claims that mc
should be used in place of 7."

As it stands the sentence is not correct and
should read " It is not I with whom you are in
love." A is incorrect. If " F. M." will trans-
pose the sentence as revised she will see that a
nominative must be used and not an objective
" I it is not with whom you are in love." No
educated person would think of using the ob-
jective "me" except in such a sentence as
"You are not in love with me," where it is

correct.

"G. A. D.," Elizabeth, N. J.—" What is the meaning
of 'escrow,' a word I have seen used recently in a sen-
sational law suit ?

"

An escrow is a legal instrument, under seal
placed in the hands of a third person for deliv-

ery to the grantee on some condition, the in-

strument being of no effect until delivery.
According to Blackstone the delivery of a deed
may be either absolute, that is, to the grantee
himself, or to a third person, to hold till some
conditions be performed on the part of the
grantee; in which last case it is not delivered
as a deed but as an escrow ; that is as a scrowl
or writing, which is not to take effect as a deed
till the conditions bo performed. The term is

derived from the old Frencli escroue, a strip.
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TOPICS OF THE DAY.

COMMENTS ON TOGO'S VICTORY.

THE Naval Battle of the Sea of Japan, as it has been officially

named by the victor (considered in these columns last week),

is now generally spoken of as one of the most famous and decisive

in history. This epochal event took place May 27 and 28 along

the coasts of the Okino and Orleung islands, and resulted in the

annihilation of the Russian fleet as a fighting force, with the capture

of its commander-in-chief and the loss of from eight to ten thou-

sand other officers and men, counting the missing, killed, wounded,

and prisoners. Only two cruisers and three destroyers escaped.

All the rest of the two combined squadrons engaged and composed

of more than twenty battle-ships, armored and protected cruisers,

and a large number of destroyers, torpedo-boats, and other craft

were either sunk or surrendered. The only losses sustained by the

Japanese in accomplishing this remarkable victory were three tor-

pedo-boats sunk and six hundred officers and men killed and dis-

abled. These figures are based on Japanese reports. An unsatis-

factory attempt to account for the Russian disaster and for this

appalling disparity between the two lists of casualties is made by

M. Lockroy, French ex-Minister of Marine, who makes the fol-

lowing almost incredible statement:

" Half the crews of the Baltic fleet never saw the sea before em-

barking at Libau. Very few officers had a naval training. Many
cavalrymen were hastily transferred from the saddle to the quarter-

deck to fill gaps."

Altho newspapers are filled with such sentences as "end of a

forlorn hope," and " the expected has happened," and other phrases

disparaging the fortunes and capacities of Russia and Rozhdest-

vensky, yet a kindly word of sympathy is occasionally expressed

for the fallen. " Rozhdestvensky is beaten, disastrously, decisive-

ly, and hopelessly," remarks the New York Tribune, "but his flag

does not go down in dis-

honor." The Baltimore Sun
adds: "He has proved him-

self worthy of respect and

admiration." Many other

prominent editors, in com-

menting upon the battle,

pause long enough to bestow

a little condolatory praise

upon the brave man whom
they speak of as " the vicari-

ous victim of his country's

faults, and deserving of a bet-

ter fate." Nobody, however,

in explaining the cause of

Rozhdestvensky 's defeat,

shows any inclination to der-

ogate from the glory of Togo

or to belittle his victory's im-

portance. The Washington

Post expresses a popular op-

inion about the " ogre admi-

ral " in saying that he " has

become one of the greatest

naval heroes for all time," while other papers have gone even to

the verge of extravagance in extolling his merits.

Says the Boston Herald : " The naval battle which was begun at

Tsushima Strait and continued in the Sea of Japan will go down

in history as a parallel, if not a superior historical event, to the

battle of Trafalgar." The Philadelphia Public Ledger declares

that " the Japanese victory in the Korean Strait is greater than any

of the naval victories of history in proportion to the vast develop-

ment of modern forces." Quotations from many other papers

might be given in support of the claim that in far-reaching results

the achievements of Togo surpass those of Dewey, Nelson, Drake,

Don John of Austria, and Themistocles. This highly colored view

is based on the assumption that The Battle of the Sea of Japan has

ADMIRAL TOGO,

Who says that the victory was wholly due
to the resplendent virtue of the Mikado.

PROTECTED CRUISER "ALMAZ,"

Which escaped to Vladivostok.
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BATTLE-SHIP " BORODINO." SUNK.

BATTLE-SHIP "OREL," NIEBOGATOFF'S FLAGSHIP. CAPTURED.

BATTLE-SHIP SOUVAROFF," ROZ HDESTVENSKY'S I-LAGSHIP. SUNK.

T^fufi
bM^iB i'^u:l U^

s2p*

BATTLE-SHIP "ALEXANDER III." SUNK.

The four battle-ships above were all new and were rated among the best in the

world.

ADMIRAL ROZHDESTVENSKY,
Seriously wounded and captured.

ADMIHAL NIEBOGATOFF,

Who surrendered with his ship, the Orel.

THE RUSSIAN ADMIRALS AND

forever saved the teeming millions of Asia and the Orient from a

Caucasian aggression. But, as T/w IVa/I Street Joiiriinl remarks :

"There is, howevei , a disposition to overrate the political con-

sequences of Togo's victory. Napoleon was greater after Trafal-

gar than he had ever been before, reaching the zenith of his fame
seven years afterward. The command of the sea was not indis-

pensable to him. It is not indispensable to the Russians. It is

indispensable to the Japanese, and for this reason Japanese bonds
have rapidly recovered. The financial markets of the world cor-

rectly reasoned that what was a matter of life and death to the

Japanese was merely a matter of a more or less Jiumiliating and
expensive defeat to the Russians. Russian prestige in the West is

perhaps more weakened than in the East. She has no ships worth

the name in the Baltic or the Black Sea left to throw into the scale

of European politics. There is still a Russian army in Manchuria.

It can still fight. It may not fight very successfully, but it need

not make peace to-morrow morning, or for an indefinite time to

come. The war may be over, but it is certainly not over because

a large part of the Baltic fleet has joined certain North Sea fishing-

boats at the bottom of the sea."

The case as stated by The Journal is disputed by the Springfield

Republican, which declares :
" The entire world, outside of the

Russian autocracy, agrees that Russia is in desperate need of

peace, in order that a terrible and profitless drain on her resources

may end, that she may bind up her wounds, and devote her ener-

gies to the immense work of domestic reform." And "peace"

seems to be the keynote struck perhaps by the majority of Ameri-

can newspapers. The Philadelphia Press, in summing up the

case, declares

:

" Russia can have no further hope. No courage and no sacrifice

can alter the outcome of this struggle. The Czar began this need-

le.ss contest with the largest army and the third strongest fleet in

the world. The fleet has vanished. The army has lost eighteen

pitched battles and a great fortress. Nothing remains but such

peace as Japan can be persuaded to grant in the East."

The final and complete proof in the Japan Sea of Nippon prowess

and fighting capacity has awakened alarm and widespread interest

;

and much inquiry and speculation are now being indulged in to

learn "the lessons it teaches" and its possible effect upon the

course of international events. In his speech at Brooklyn on

Decoration day President Roosevelt made this significant ref-

erence :

"If our navy is good enough we have a long career of peace

before us, and it is only likely to be broken if we let our navy be-

come too small and inefficient. A first-class navy, first class in
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ADMIRAL VOELKEKSAM,

Killed in the conning tower of the

Osliabta.

ADMIRAL ENgUIST,

Who escaped to Manila with three

THEIR LOST BATTLE-SHIPS.

point of size, in efficiency both in units and in combination of

units, is the best and cheapest guarantee of peace. I sliould think

that any man looking at what has happened and what is happening

abroad, and in our own history in the past few years, must be blind

if he can not read that lesson clearly."

The New York Sun, in answering the President, calls attention

to the fact that the world is still " blind " as to the particulars of

this momentous engagement, and then continues:

" Whether the lesson taught is that the great navies of the world

as they now are in their prime elements have demonstrated finally

their effectiveness in actual war, or the adoption of a new policy of

construction or of distribution of naval power is suggested, no one

can yet tell."

The New York Ei'ening Post does not believe that Togo's vic-

tory is an argument for a larger American navy, as appears from

the following facetious reply to the President's speech :

" As a matter of fact, nothing happens in this country or abroad

that is not an indisputable argument for a larger navy. The earlier

Japanese successes were proof positive that we must have more
battle-ships. Had the Russians won on Saturday last, the in-

ference as to our own needs would have been exactly the same.

Every disturbance in the Philippines, every tlurry of politics, in

Europe, Asia, or South America, serves but to eiTiphasize our de-

fenseless condition. The peril of Perdicaris and the rascality of

Raisuli were as clear a warning as the handwriting on the wall.

An earthquake in Alaska would, we are confident, be received by

the President as a sort of miraculous token of divine wrath at the

smallness of our navy."

But the undisputed fact projected into the international situation

by the "momentous event" in the Japan Sea is, according to the

best authority, that Japan now exercises control over the Western

Pacific, and that no European Power, with the probable exception

of England, could send a fleet sufficient to cope with the little isl-

and empire. This view is forcefully expressed by the Pittsburg

Dispatch in the following words :

" In the train of results follows the leadership of Japan in the

affairs of China and Manchuria. After Russia's experience no

land-grabbing European Power will be likely to repeat the experi-

ment of 1895. The day when such Powers can seize Chinese ter-

ritory and ignore native rights is past. Those who had an appetite

for such practises may think that the yellow peril has arisen. But
a truer statement is that the white peril for the East is dis-

pelled."

U.ATTLE-SHll' "OSLlAlilA,' VOELKERSAM'S FLAGSHIP. SUNK.

BATTLE-SHIP "IMPERATOR NIKOLAI I." SUNK.

BATTLE-SHIP " NAVARIN.'' SUNK.

BATTLE-SHIP "SISSOI VELIKV." SUNK.
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THE "ATLANTIC'S" VICTORY.

ASIDE from the natural gratification of the American press

over the victory of the American yaclit in the international

yacht race for the Kaiser's cup (briefly considered in these

columns last week), the hope is expressed that these races may
give a new impetus to the construction of sailing craft of every

size. While the result of the race is regarded as a notable triumph

CAPT. CHARLES I5ARR AND THE ATLANTIC.

of American skill in shipbuilding as well as in seamanship, the

Cleveland Zi?a^/^;- holds that there is " proof of progress in yacht-

building, not merely in the narrow field occupied by racing ma-

chines such as contest the possession of the Anieiica's cup, but in

making seaworthy boats able to carry their owners and crews

comfortably from one side of the ocean to the other " ; and the

Baltimore American remarks: "It will be remembered, too, that

when the American yachts won regularly in the America's cup

races it was said in England that these yachts were merely toy

boats, and when it came to real vessels Britannia would rule the

seas. And now an American real vessel has won no less decisively

than the American toy boats."

The Atlantic, under the guidance of Capt. Charles Barr, who

commanded the Columbia in both of the years when she defended

the America''s cup, not only won the race, but crossed the ocean

in a shorter time than any other sailing yacht had ever done, her

time being twelve days and four hours. The only German yacht,

Xht Hamburg-, c2.mG^ in second, her time being thirteen days and

two hours, and the Valhalla, an English yacht, finished third.

The race began at Sandy Hook on May 17. The results, as given

unofficially in the newspapers, are as follows :

Yacht. Finish. Elapsed Time.

d. h. 111.

1. Atlantic May 29, g : 16 p.m 12 4 i

2. Hamburg May 30, 7 : 21 p.m 13 2 6

3 Valhalla May 31, 8 : 08 P.M 14 2 53

4. Endymioii May 31, 9 : 34 p.m 14 4 19

5. Hildegarde May 31, 10 :o8 p.m 14 4 53

6. Sunbeain May 31, n :40 p.m 14 6 25

7. Fleur de Lys June i, 2:48 a.m 14 9 33
8. Ailsa June i, 4: 25 a.m 14 11 10

Yacht. Finish Elapsed Time.
d. h. m.

9. Uto7vana June 1, 5 :o6 a.m 14 11 51

10. Thistle June I, 12: 44 P.M 14 19 29

11. Apache.

The victory and the flying speed of the Atlantic will revive both

interest and faith in the possibilities of sailing ships, thinks the

New York World, which says:

" Forty years ago a steam-crazed world anticipated the disap-

pearance of that occasional

glint of distant white that

keeps the sea from being

lonely. Steam was to con-

cjuer everything. Later peo-

ple almost ceased to build

ships. In 1887 this country

turned out 92 tons of iron

and steel sailing-vessels and
barges. Just ten years later

we built 46,158 tons. We
haven't kept the pace, but

last year showed a respecta-

ble total of 18,773 tons, the

number of new sailing-ves-

sels of both wood and steel

being 330.
" More than half of our few

vessels in the foreign trade

and more than one-third of

our tonnage carry white sails.

The six- or seven-masted

schooner is the cheapest form
of self propelling cargo-car-

rying craft afloat to keep
in commission. With steam
winches to set the sails

fourteen men can manage
the biggest schooner ever

launched.
" Steam propulsion is ex-

pensive and getting con-

stantly more so. British
steam coal costs more as

the mines become deeper.

An 'ocean greyhound' must
charge high passenger fares

because she is expensive to

build and to run, and she carries less freight than a fair-sized

'tramp.'
" Sailing ships could still convey passengers more cheaply and

more comfortably than steamships, and almost as safely. They
are not likely to get the chance, as so few people have the wisdom

not to care when they 'get there.' But as cheap carriers of slow

freight they have not yet been surpassed. And a Maine six-

masted schooner carrying coal from Baltimore is a beautiful sight

with all sail set."

The Washington Post, in speaking of this country's victories in

this and other international sporting contests, says:

"It is not a mere coincidence that the victorious yacht was

handled by Capt. Charles Barr, the man who piloted so many cup

contestants to glorious achievements. Captain Barr, of all the

yacht commanders, was best qualified for the work. He is a sailor

by instinct. Bred upon the sea. he knows every trick of wind and

current. He must have laid his course with remarkable fidelity to

the shortest line between the start and finish. He was, of course,

fortunate in commanding a vessel which carried an unusually large

sail area, aggregating 22,000 square feet, but this advantage would

have proven of no avail if he had lacked in experience, watchful-

ness, and courage. It was the man behind the sails in this in-

stance. . . . It is something to wrest from Englishman and Ger-

man the supremacy of the seas.

"What new fields are there for us to conquer.'' Travis beat the

Englishmen and Scotchmen at their own game of golf, and our

amateur athletes, who contest with the teams of British colleges,

come home covered with glory. In one sport only do the English

now excel. They still stand foremost when it comes to playing

cricket. Somehow or other, we have never conquered the intrica-

cies of that game. In course of time, however, even this sport will
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JOHN C. WINSTON,

Prominent leader in reform
movement for better government.

A. LINCOLN ACKER,

1 lie new director of I'ublK

Works, an active reformer.

WILSON H. HROWN,
.\ member of the Commiin

Council who voted against the
' ijas steal."

THOMAS D(.)LAN,

President of the gas company,
who surrendered new gas lease.

hang at our belt. When that day comes,

the world will realize that it might as well

award us the palm for supremacy in every

line of sport."

RESULTS OF THE PHILADEL-
PHIA CAS FIGHT.

'

I
'HE sudden termination of the gas fight

-*• in Philadelphia in an overwhelm-

ing victory of the people was an end that

neither the public nor the press of that city

seemed to have anticipated. The results

and far-reaching effects surpassed their

fondest hopes. As the New York Tribune

(Rep.) says:

"It is not strange that Philadelphians

pinch themselves and wonder whether it i.s

all really true. Israel Durham, whose word
was law a week ago in local administration,

a political exile ! John Weaver, ignored by

the ring-leaders and threatened with im-

peachment, not only master of the city gov-

ernment, but recognized as head of the puri-

fied Republican organization which is to rise

on the Durham machine's ruins I

"

On the ist of May, when the newspapers

.""#

^
f

w%f
JOHN WEAVER,

The English-born mayor and hero of tlie day in

Philadelphia.

were calling the gas lease a " steal," denounc-

ing Boss Israel W. Durham and his organ-

ization as "grafters" and accusing them of

trying to loot the city, they did not intimate

in their columns that they had any purpose

of bringing about a grand popular uprising

against the hosts of corruption. The ward

gathering.s and the monster mass-meetings

that were held, the committees of seventy

and of nine which were appointed, the " man
hunts" that were instituted against council-

men, and the threats of social ostracism and

something worse that were made, all ap-

peared at the start to have no object in view

except to help Mayor Weaver in his efforts

to kill the gas bill by forcing a sufficient

number of the city councils to sustain his

veto. But when all this was accomplished,

and the (^as Company refused to accept any

favors from the execrated politicians, out of

fear, as it was supposed, for an honest, cour-

ageous mayor, backed by strong public

opinion, then the ambitions of the newspa-

pers and the people began to grow, and a

determined war on corruption in general was

ISRAEL W. DURHAM,
Republican " boss " who abdi-

cated in the face of the popular
uprising.

"CHARLIE" SEGER,

Member of Select Council, and
" Boss " Durham's right-hand

man.

I'ETER E. COSTELLO.

Deposed director of Public

Works, typical'" ring" politician.

JAMES P. MCNICHOL,

"Business" partner of Dur-
ham, who probably loses millions

in contracts.

Fhotoeraplu by F. GulekuDSt, Philadelphif

LEADERS AND LIEUTENANTS IN THE PHILADELPHIA FIGHT.
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BADGE WORN BY CITI-

ZENS. IT HELPED.

declared. Thus The Public Ledger (Ind.), which took a promi-

nent part in the fight, exhorts :

" The infamous gas lease is dead for the present, but the aim of

the people of this municipahty is to remove absolutely the baleful

conditions that make gas leases probable or other scheHies of the

same kind even mentionable ; to take from
corrupt contractors and their tools the power
to waste the pubHc money ; to banish the

thieves to private life and lift the commu-
nity up to the plane of good citizenship,

good morals, and honorable, safe govern-

ment."

These expressions of TJie Public Ledger

seem to voice the sentiments of the citizens

of Philadelphia, for they are raising funds

and organizing permanent clubs with the

purpose of keeping up the fight against corruption in all its varied

forms. The example set by the long-suffering Quaker City is being

attentively watched and approvingly discussed by papers from all

over the country. Says the St. Louis Republic (Dem.)

:

"Voters of all cities may learn much about gang tactics and
gang daring and gang shrewdness and gang rottenness by watching

closely the fight in Philadelphia between the boss, the gang, and
the franchise-seekers on the one side and Mayor Weaver and the

public on the other side. The St. Louis combine, at its worst,

never was so brazen in its operations as the Philadelphia gang,

and never was such a gigantic game attempted here as the pro-

posed seventy-five-year lease of the Philadelphia gas plant."

The Pittsburg i?/j-/<r/(:// (Rep.) also sees in this fight a lesson

for all machine-ridden communities, and continues

:

" Those political combinations for the satisfaction of political

greed exist only by the sufferance of the popular indifference of

somnolence. It has existed in Philadelphia solely on those quali-

ties. The State machine has the same foundation. In Pittsburg

those quahties have permitted the persistent prosecution of poli-

tics for personal benefit. All that is necessary to stop such things

is that the public conscience shall awaken. No machine—not

even the Tweed clique in its palmiest days—seemed so impregna-

bly entrenched as the Durham clique. Yet a few weeks of aroused

public opinion has driven it to retreat."

Whether the exposure and war on corruption and other recent

events will have a tendency to strengthen the Socialist Party, and

THE REAL BOSSES TAKE A HAND.
-De Mar in the Philadelphia Record.

lease in Philadelphia." But the papers in that city which have

been the most prominent in the fight are emphatically against

municipal ownership. The Pubhc Ledger states what seems to be

the prevailing opinion of Philadelphians in the following manner:

" Don't let any citizen be troubled by this side issue of munici-

pal ownership or municipal management or control of public utili-

ties which indiscreet persons are attempting to throw into the

arena. Thrust it aside peremptorily and decisively at this time as

an unfortunate bait or lure of the enemy. There is now one sin-

gle, plain issue before the people, which every child can under-

stand and which every honest man in the city can support with all

his heart and soul, without misgiving, without debate and without
the slightest questioning as to its wisdom and expediency—and
that issue is, throw the rascals out of the city government; stop

the thieving and grafting; give Americans the free ballot and a
fair count; drag the police out of politics; put the contractors and
looters under the discipline of the city instead of permitting the

Government to stay slavishly under the feet of the contractors,

and, in a word, bring back to Philadelphia American government
in fact and in form."

advance the cause of municipal ownership is a mooted question.

The New York E%iening /"<?.*•/ (Ind.) asserts that " ten thousand

speeches by the most eloquent Socialists would not have been so

effective as the circulation broadcast of the terms of the proposed

NEW YORK FRANCHISE-TAX LAW SUSTAINED.
' I ""HE large increase of revenue provided for almost every city

in New York State by the franchise-tax law causes regret

and gratification, respectively, to the corporations that are hit and

the other taxpayers who are relieved, by the United States Su-

preme Court's decision upholding the statute. The newspapers of

the State feel that the importance of the decision can hardly be

overestimated.

New York City alone, according to a table prepared by Comp-
troller Grout, should receive on July i for oack taxes and interest,

1900 to 1904 inclusive, the sum of ^24,008,863.21. Naturally the

comptroller says: "I am overjoyed at the decision." He adds,

however: "But I can't say that I am surprised. It was what I

had expected." The following brief account of how the law

stands now is compiled from the columns of The World

:

The bill for the franchise law was prepared in 1899, and was in-

troduced by Senator John Ford and favored by Governor Roose-

velt. It was passed in its present form at a special session of the

legislature. In 1900 the tax was first levied, and ever since then

the public-service corporations affected have been fighting it in the

courts and withholding payment of their just and lawful share of

the public burdens. Former Chief-Judge Earl, as referee, re-

ported in favor of the constitutionahty of the law. Justice Herrick

confirmed the report. The Appellate Division of the Third De-
partment reversed Judge Herrick. The Court of Appeals reversed

the Appellate Division, and the United States Supreme Court now
sustains the Court of Appeals.

The law is very simple. Prior to its passage franchises went un-

taxed. Under the tax law their position was unique in that they

were taxable neither as real estate nor as personal property.

Altho representing immense value, franchises contributed next to

nothing to the public treasury. All that the franchise-tax law does

is to declare that franchises are real property and taxable as such,

precisely as lands and houses are taxed. As a concession to the

corporations the assessments are made by the State Tax Commis-
sion and not by local assessors.

In commenting upon the resistance of the corporations The Wall

StreetJournal remarks

:

" The action of the corporations in trying to escape this tax has

been ill-judged from the beginning ; it has cost them a large sum

in litigation and interest, and it has had much effect in producing

an unfavorable public sentiment toward them."

The law is undoubtedly a popular one. As The Tribune remarks

:

"It is, moreover, a signal victory for the great body of the peo-

ple in their campaign to make the great corporations which are en-

riched by public gifts and patronage bear their fair share of the

public burden."

The Evening Post manifests a similar friendly attitude toward

the law. It says :

"The decision handed down yesterday by the Supreme Court in
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the franchise-tax cases will be greeted, and
riglitly, with profound popular approval.

That it is good law the somewhat unusual

spectacle of a unanimous bench will attest.

... It is additional ground for gratulation

that for once the highest judicial tribunal of

the country has spoken with no divided voice.

Ever since the income-tax decisions and the

various insular cases, the court has seemed
hardly to know its own mind, and the spec-

tacle of an almost equally divided court in

every important case has not been edifying.

Our Populist and Socialist friends will also

note that t'ne present decision seriously weakens
their view that the Supreme Court is held in

leash by unscrupulous capitalists."

The case has settled some very important

points cf law respecting the taxing power of

the State. The right to compel corporations

to share in the burden of supporting the

Government can no longer be questioned,

while statutes copied after the New York

franch ise-ta,\ law can not be successfully

assailed on the ground that they impair the

obligation of contracts. This was the main

objection raised by the corporations, and in passing upon it the

court said :

" It must be borne in mind that presumptively all property within

the territorial limits of the State is subject to its taxing power.
"It would not be doubted that if a grant of specific, tangible

property like a tract of land and the payment therefor was a gross

sum. no implication of an exemption from taxation would arise.

Whether the amount was large or small, greater or less, if the pay-

ment was distinctly the consideration of the grant, that which was
granted would pass into the bulk of material property, and, like all

such property, be subject to taxation. Nor would this result be

altered by the fact that the payment was to be made annually in-

stead of by a single sum in gross. If it was real estate, it would
be equivalent to the conveyance of the tract subject to ground
rent, and the grantee taking the title would iiold it liable to taxa-

tion upon its value. If this be true in reference to a grant of

tangible property, it is equally true with respect to a grant of a

franchise, for a franchise, tho intangible, is none the less property,

and oftentimes property of great value. Indeed, growing out of

the conditions of modern business, a large proportion of available

property is to be found in intangible things like franchises."

calls the fact that Air. Bonaparte was the only

Republican Presidential elector chosen in

Maryland in 1904 and that he led the poll.

The Baltimore .Inicncan (Rep.) has the fol-

lowing to say as to Mr. Bonaparte's politics:

" Tho a Republican, Mr. Bonaparte has given,

evidence of independent leanings in more than

one campaign, and has never felt it incumbent

upon him to endorse all the acts of his party."

REORGANIZATION OF THE
EQUITABLE.

w

CH.\RLES J

New Secretary of the

Jerome Bonaparte,

BON.-\PARTE,

Navy. .A descendant of

brother of Napoleon.

JW\ LE some of the metropolitan papers

think that a more drastic houseclean-

ing will be necessary before the Equitable Life

/\ssurance .Society can regain public confi-

dence, it must be said that the action of the

directors last week provided for the removal

of the chief target of their attack. At Fri-

day's meeting a resolution was adopted in

which Mr. Hyde is " requested, within three

months, to divest himself of the control of the

stock of the society, on such terms and conditions as shall b^

.satisfactory." Theboard also voted that a chairman of the board

be created, with plenary power over all departments and affairs of

the society. This will i^emove the chief cause of newspaper criti-

cism— .Mr. Hdye's control. The relinquishment of control was

voluntary on Mr. Hyde's part, following the resignation of three of

the directors who had demanded, in the " Frick report," that Presi-

dent Alexander, Vice-President Hyde, and Gage Tarbell be ousted

from office. Instead of ousting these three officials, who have

been the leaders cf the warring factions, the meeting grew so warm

that Messrs. Frick, Harriman, and Bliss themselves retired, after

New Secretary of the Navy.— In designating Hon.

Charles J. Bonaparte, of Baltimore, to be the new head of the

Navy Department, the ^Maryland papers .seem to think that Presi-

dent Roosevelt has accorded to their State no more than a deserved

and well-earned honor. Maryland, as the Baltimore Sjui points

out, " has been closely identified with the navy. Its great training-

school for officers is here at the capital of the State." All local

papers refer to Mr. Bonaparte as a representative citizen, and de-

clare that the President could not have made a better selection in

Maryland ; so the new Secretary of the Navy certainly goes to

"Washington with the good wishes of the Maryland press regard-

less of politics. They have even gone to the pains of answering

in advance the questions that are being asked as to what political

party Mr. Bonaparte belongs. The Baltimore News (Ind.) pro-

tests that the widely prevailing impression that he is not a " thor-

oughgoing Republican" is a wholly mistaken one. " He is," says

The News, " a good deal of the same kind of a Republican that

the late Abram S. Hewitt was a Democrat." "But," continues

T/ie jVews, in taking a survey of the past twenty-five years, " it is

safe to say that Mr. Bonaparte has had more to do with making it

possible for the Republican party to be a real power in this State

than any other one man." The Baltimore Sun (Ind. Dem.) also

calls Mr. Bonaparte a Republican, but states that he has identified

himself only with the better elements of his party. T/ie Sun re-

Uncle Sam—"The Equitable Life is all rght, but I don't like the Hyde
bound edition." —Jack in the Glenwood Springs CColo.) Post.

which Mr. Hyde announced his willingness to relinquish control.

He said :

" By the resignations of these gentlemen this board stands more
truly purified than if I had gone out of it. Now I am willing to

offer the control of my stock on such terms as may be deemed
wise. 1 have said that I never would get out under compulsion.

Now I do so voluntarily. I have quarreled with Mr. Alexander

and he with me, and there is still bitter feeling between us, but he
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never tried to put me out of my property for the benefit of his own
pocket, as these gentlemen have done."

This rather slurring reference to the retiring directors is gener-

ally taken to relate to the suspicion that they were trying to gain

control of the company and its immense funds under the guise of

purifying its staff of officers. The paragraph in the Frick investi-

gating conimittee's report recommending tiie removar of Hyde,

Alexander, and Tarbell. ran thus :

"The extraordinary powers of the principal officers of the society

carry with them the highest measure of responsibility. The com-
mittee finds that of these the president, vice-president, and the

second vice-president have fallen far short of their duty both in

acts of commission and omission, and changes in these officers

should be made. The loose and irregular methods obtaining in

the management are largely due both to the example of the acts

and the example of the neglect of these officers. The shortcom-

ings in inferior executive officers are largely due to the methods
which the principal officers have encouraged or permitted, and so

far as correction of these irregularities calls for further removals of

officials that matter should be dealt with and largely controlled by
the judgment of the reorganized management."

The Wall StreetJournalt\\\nks the directors made a deplorable

mistake. It says

:

"The fatuity which has characterized the actions of the protag-

. nists in the Equitable trouble from the start is still the most nota-

ble characteristic of the situation. The refusal of the directors to

accept the Frick report and the consequences thereof is the most
deplorable mistake that has yet been made by that body.

" Suppose that the report is unduly drastic, and that in making it

the committee 'leaned backward ' so as to avoid the least suspicion

of a 'whitewash.' Suppose that it is hard for Alexander and
Hyde and Tarbell to have to get out of the company. The one

clear fact is that the Equitable Company can not go on doing busi-

ness with either faction triumphant and in control, or with the

management composed as it is at present. If the Equitable Com-
pany is to continue in business it must be reorganized, and there

must be a complete exposition of its condition and of the acts of

the management. It may be that popular sentiment is running

hopelessly against the present officers, and that popular sentiment

is unfair to them. In some respects this is perhaps true. It is

perhaps true that many of the things which have been done are not

regarded as wrong by the financial world, and that for some of the

other things which have been done legitimate excuse can be found
in other ways. Granting all this, it is still quite evident that pub-

lic sentiment is the one governing influence in the affairs of the

company and that whatever else the company does it must satisfy

public sentiment. This can only be done by the retirement of the

three officers and a complete reorganization— if necessary from top

to bottom."

The New York Herald believes that the most important thing

for the public to bear in mind is the fact that the solvency of the

company is unshr.ken. It remarks:

" Amid the uproar and confusion of the Equitable wrangle, the

charges and counter charges, it is well for the policy-holders to

bear in mind that the solvency of the company is in no wise im-

pugned.
" This is the first and most important thing to be considered, for

assuming that each of the six hundred thousand policy-holders has

on the average four possible dependents, we have nearly two and
a half million persons vitally interested in the stability of the

Equitable Company.
" In the long run these persons will l^e not hurt but benefited by

the present storm ventilating the hitherto concealed irregularities

in the company's management and preparing the way for reforms.

This outcome is evident even now through all the clamor of yes-

terday's meeting of directors and through the dust kicked up by

interested parties to becloud the real issues.

"That the report of the Frick investigating committee was
impartial as between the warring factions among the company's

officials is attested by the bitterness with which its findings were

combated from both sides. It found that Second Vice-President

Tarbell has been doing unwarranted things ; that First Vice-Presi-

dent Hyde has been guilty of flagrant irregularities, and that his

present opponent. President Alexander, if he has not participated,

has been guilty of gross neglect of duty in permitting all these

things to occur
" It is admitted that an efficient supervising official is needed and

that reorganization is imperative, but it is not proposed to expose

the irregularities or dispense with the services of the officials re-

sponsible for them and for the present deplorable position of this

great corporation. The one way to restore the confidence of the

policy-holders and the public would be to make a clean breast of

the miserable business. Nothing is so injurious as uncertainty,

doubt, and suspicion. The personal intrigues and squabbles and
ambitions of officials are of little importance compared with the

interests of the policy-holders, who have hundreds of millions at

stake, and even this vast interest is subservient to that of the public

—of the State which created and is responsible for this corporation.
" It is the duty of the Insurance Department of this State to see

that these interests are asserted and protected. In view of yester-

day's events it becomes the imperative duty of Superintendent

Hendricks to assert himself and wield the official powers with

which he is invested to make known the whole truth, allay existing

fears, protect the policy-holders, and assert the majesty of this

Commonwealth."

TOPICS IN BRIEF.

If even Philadelphia can arouse itself, why not Russia ?— The New York
World.

Ohio Republicans feel sure their platform is safe since Secretary Taft can
stand on it.— Z'^^ Chicago News.

Philadelphia's citizens may yet become so thoroughly aroused as to go to

the primaries and run their own elections. — The Washington Star.

That Ohio convention handled the railroad issue with all the resofute firmness

with which the average individual handles a hot potato.— 7"//^ Chicago News.

By making a wide detour and coming up from behind Russian cavalry dis-

covered that it is physically possible for the Japs to turnaround.— The Detroit

Free Press.

Young swells at an Eastern university have been ordered to give up their bull-

dogs. Sympathy for dumb animals is growing in this country all the time.— The
Chicago News.

The Sultan of Zanzibar wants an American warship present at his coronation

services. As the Sultan does not owe us anything, his request will probably be

denied.— The Washitigton Post.

The Colorado campaign for the governorship has started again, as many prom-
inent citizens think it unfair to allow one man to occupy the chair more than
eight days.— The Washington Times.

Addicks declares that Delaware will return to the Democratic column as soon
as he retires from politics. Even Republicans will hardly object to Delaware
going Democratic under those terms.— The Washington Post.

ANOTHER BOARD OF INQUIRY.
" What is father striking for, mother ? Higher wages ?

"

" No, dear. The wages are satisfactory."
" Is he striking for shorter hours ?

"

" No, dear. The hours are satisfactory. It's a sympathetic strike."

" Sympathy for us, mother ?

"

" No, dear." —McCutcheon in the Chicago Tribune.
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LETTERS AND ART.

END OF THE DRAMATIC SEASON.
/~^ ENERAL surprise is being expressed over the fact tiiat the

^^J theaters throughout the country are closing this year much
earlier than usual. The New York Dramatic Mirror's statistics

relating to the plays that hare claimed metropolitan attention re-

veals a rather gloomy summary for the season. Out of two hun-

dred and twenty-four new plays but fourteen went above the hun-

dred mark, and but thirty-si.x ran for fifty performances and

over. A comparison

with last year's recapit-

ulation shows that man-

agers had to depend

upon eighty-nine revi-

vals during 1904-05, to

thirty seven during 1903

-04. Two plays only

have had phenomenal

runs :
" The Music Mas-

ter " and " The College

Widow." T/ie Mirror

comments editorially

:

"Bad as business has

been in New York, there

is every reason to be-

lieve that it has been

worse the country over,

taken as a whole. Out-

side cities, early in the

season, had to take up

with plays that failed

last season in New
York, and in many
places this foisting of

unmarketable or dam-

MR. GEORGE ADE,

Author of " The College Widow," one of the

two most successful plays of the season in New
York.

aged ' goods ' was resented, to the great loss of the exploiters.

Later in the season plays that had not achieved success here, yet

had been kept on at a loss that they might get some sort of repu-

tation for ' the provinces,' fared little or no better on the road.

"It is notable that most of the real successes of the season have

been of plays produced by managers who are not members of the

theatrical trust, which organization's component parts have been

hit hard now for two seasons, while they are at the moment the

targets for legitimate criticism of the press from one end of the

country to the other, for their mismanagement of the great insti-

tution they have seized. Their hold on the theater may, as a result

of press demands, be ofificially inquired into, if it is not loosened by

interests which thev have abused and which must act at last for

self-preservation. The outlook is serious, not only for the ring but

for all concerned in the theater ; for it is plain that the trust's

operations have inspired a distrust of the theater on the part of the

public that it would take honest and equitable administration, with

a natural variety of enterprise, a long time to remove."

The increased number of revivals seems significant to the New
York Evenitig Post, but it adds :

"It may denote simply a mere temporary lack of new material,

or a radical change in managerial policy. Doubtless, many of the

old plays are vastly better than most of the new ones, but the pres-

ent dearth of playwrights with any capacity or inclination for

serious work is, nevertheless, deplorable. It is not, however, in

the least surprisisg. It is simply the natural result, foretold over

and over again by observers of the contemporary stage, of the dog-

in-the-manger policy which has smothered healthful opposition and

rivalry of all kinds, and exhausted all existing resources without

making any provision for their renewal."

The same paper points to Aldrich's " Judith of Bethulia " as one

of the most artistic productions of the season.

The interest shown by the public in American plays has shifted

the attitude of the manager somewhat, and the opportunity for the

American dramatist has never been so propitious as now. Daniel

Frohman is quoted by the New York Times as saying

:

"There are no arbitrary fashions in plays bevond the general one
of appealing by irresistible convictions to strong human interest

and to human emotion, but those works embodying national char-

acteristics are, for an American audience, more certain of a suc-

cessful appeal than the exotic drama."

Writing in Leslie^s Monthly of the year's advance in drama,

Walter Pritchard Eaton remarks :

" The public has reached the point of satiety after a long diet of

imported plays. Only a drama that transcends nationality can now
be considered significant to us, and few new plays do that, certain-

ly none imported during the current season. The American public

has reached the point, in other words, where it is, unconsciously,

no doubt, aware of its own individuality, its own racial rights, and
hungers for vital representation of American life and manners, for

something native. It longs to feel confidence in its own authors

and actors. Therefore the production of a fresh and vital play

about American life, or the development of a native player into an
actor of authority and charm is what is significant. George Ade
has written ' The College WMdow,'and Mr. Belasco has developed
David Warfield— or given him the chance to develop, which is al-

most as creditable and quite as rare—and so the season has not

been barren."

It was George Ade who not very long ago wrote in the New
York Hei'ald that not only did the managers seem to desire whole-

some American comedies, but that there was an evident inclination

to return to melodrama. Editorially, Tlie Reader Magazine sup-

ports Mr. Ade's view, calling attention, however, to the fact that

we are given melodrama modified by the word " refined "—such

plays for example as " Leah Kleschna," " Sunday," and " Sherlock

Holmes." The New York Times recently published a sympo-

sium of managerial views upon the dramatic season just drawing

to a close. David Bel-

asco, always pessimistic

about the situation,

wrote :

"The trouble is not

that there are too many
theaters, but that among
these theaters there is

too little competition.

This sums up the situ-

ation in a word, for

it stands for the evils

that have been brought

about by the commer-
cialism of the drama
through the methods
and influences of the

theatrical trust

" The genuine suc-

cesses of the past sea-

son in New York have

been so few that they

can be counted on one's

fingers. It has been a

worse year than that

which preceded it; the

coming year will be still

more disastrous unless

there shall be some heroic revolt on the part of intelligent and art-

loving managers against the arbitrary and grinding commercial
principles that control the American stage of to-day."

Charles Frohman's representative considers the public the arbiter

of the theater's fate. " If there is at any time anything wrong with

the stage," he said, "it isn't the drama itself that is to blame, or

the managers, but the playgoing public." If this be so, it is en-

couraging to find such managers as Klaw & Erlanger stating that

the theater public is becoming more discriminating.

Whatever press comments there have been on the subject of

dramatic conditions have all emphasized the growing favor of the

MR. DAVID WARFIELD,

Who has achieved phenomenal success in
" The Music Master," a new play by Mr. Charles
Klein.
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American play and the radical change in management which will

come as a result of public opinion. In the mean time, bands of

ardent reformers are getting together. Concerning these The

Read&r Magazine remarks

:

"There has never been a time in the history of the drama when
there were not those who, having gone to the theater, have come
away with the idea that they could make it better. Criticism is

supposed to separate the wiieat from the chaff, for the audience,

playwright, and actor ; but the desire for reform in theater con-

ditions has, within recent years, manifested itself through bands

of theorists who have formed societies for the uplifting of the

stage. .Such efforts are of interest, chiefly because of the people

they attract, people whom the theater, as an existing institution,

would like to reach. Charles Sprague Smith, author of ' Barbizon

Days.' and director of the New York People's Institute, ap-

proaclies the subject from a purely practical viewpoint ; he would

place desirable plays within reach of the masses, and especially of

school-children, by so reducing the prices on certain days as to

make it possible for them to purchase seats. He gave, last year,

several successful matinees, when Ben Greet and Edith Wynne
Matthison appeared in ' The Merchant of Venice ' before a juvenile

audience, which appreciated what it got, and yet paid but twenty-

five cents for it; so with those people, living in the crowded quar-

ters of a large city, who, as part of an audience, are keen to beauty

and responsive to thought. This year Mr. Smith has advanced

still further; he has arranged with certain companies to meet him

half way, and to reserve for him, at times, a number of seats in

different parts of the theater, to dispose of at nominal cost. He is

wise in seeking cooperation from the best that is at present on our

stage ; he has his audience — and when a People's Theater comes,

by his judicious advances, he will have the good will of the rec-

ognized manager and the actor."

The same editorial calls attention to the Progressive Stage So-

ciety, and the National Art Theater Society, each of which has as

its aim to infuse new blood into stagnant conditions.

The past season has likewise shown a notable increase in the

number of stock companies, and many critics have expressed a

hope that the old stock regime might be recalled to life. Several

actors are accumulating repertoires, which are making encouraging

demands upon whatever ability they may possess. No critic has

attempted to tell us the reasons for these seeming changes; the

dramatic comments sound a final note of questioning : what result

will the disastrous consequences of the year just ending have upon

next year's drama ?

RUSSIAN REALISM.

ANY one interested in the broader tendencies of modern fic-

tional art will find suggestive matter in Prince Kropotkin's

recent book, " Russian Literature." Realism is the note empha-

sized in all the important work of the literary men of modern Rus-

sia, but, according to Prince Kropotkin, it is a realism different

from that of other literatures. It is realism with a "higher back-

gro'und " of idealistic purpose. In his opinion, the influence of

certain Russian writers will change some of the most firmly estab-

lished canons of literary art. It remains a question, he says,

whether realism in the Russian novel dates from Pushkin or

Gogol ; but " there is no doubt that it was Gogol's writings which

introduced into Russian literature the social element, and social

criticism based upon the analysis of the conditions within Russia

itself." He continues:

" Realism in art was much discussed some time ago, in connec-

tion chiefly with the first writings of Zola; but we Russians, who
had had Gogol, and knew realism in its best form, could not fall in

with the views of the French realists. We saw in Zola a tremen-

dous amount of the same romanticism which he combated; and

in his realism, such as it appeared in his writings of the first period,

we saw a step backward from the realism of Balzac. For us,

realism could not be limited to a mere anatomy of society : it had

to have a higher background ; the realistic description had to be

made subservient to an idealistic aim. Still less could we under-

stand realism as a description only of the lowest aspects of life,

because, to limit one's observations to the lowest aspects of life

only, is not to be a realist. Real life has besides and within its

lowest manifestation its highest ones as well. Degeneracy is not

the sole nor dominant feature of modern society, if we look at it as

a whole.
" Realism in France was certainly a necessary protest, partly

against unbridled Romanticism, but chiefly against the elegant art

which glided on the surface and refused to glance at the often most
inelegant motives of elegant acts—the art which purposely ignored

the often horrible consequences of the so-called correct and elegant

life. For Russia this protest was not necessary. Since G6gol,

art could not be limited to any class of society. It was bound to

embody them all, to treat them all realistically, and to penetrate

beneath the surface of social relations. Therefore there was no
need of the exaggeration which in France was a necessary and
sound reaction. There was no need, moreover, to fall into ex-

tremes in order to free art from dull moralization. Our great real-

ist, Gogol, had already shown to his followers how realism can be

put to the service of higher aims, without losing anything of its

penetration or ceasing to be a true reproduction of life."

This type of realism found its highest realization in the work of

Turguenef and Tolstoy— "the two greatest novelists of Russia if

not of their century altogether."

After serfdom was abolished, in i86i, " new and far deeper prob-

lems concerning the life and ideals of the Russian people rose

before every thinking Russian." Literature attempted to show

something of the real character of that mass " of nearly fifty mil-

lion people, whose manners of life, whose creed, ways of think-

ing, and ideals were totally different from those of the educated

classes, and who at the same time were as unknown to the would-

be leaders of progress as if these millions spoke quite a different

language and belonged to a quite different race." Out of this move-

ment grew "a new, eminently realistic school of folk-novelists.

. . . And the result was the appearance of quite a number of

writers who broke new ground and, by cultivating a very high con-

ception concerning the duties of art in the representation of the

poorer, uneducated classes, opened, I am inclined to think, a new

page in the evolution of the novel for the literature of all nations."

Of Ryeshetnikoff, the founder of this ultra-realisdc school of Rus-

sian folk-novelists, the author writes :

" The literary defects of all Ryesh^tnikoff's work are only too

evident. Yet in spite of them, he may claim to be considered as

the initiator of a new style of novel, which has its artistic value,

notwithstanding its want of form and the ultra-realism of both its

conception and structure. There is not the slightest trace of

romanticism in his work ; no heroes ; nothing but that great, in-

different, hardly individualized crowd, among which there are no
striking colors, no giants ; all is small ; all interests are limited to

a microscopically narrow neighborhood
" His writings are a violent protest against esthetics, and even

against all sorts of conventional art. . . . He would have felt

ashamed if, even unconsciously, he had resorted anywhere to dra-

matic effects in order to touch his readers—just as the public

speaker who entirely relies upon the beauty of the thought he

develops would feel ashamed if some merely oratorical expression

escaped his lips."

Maxim Gorky, says Prince Kropotkin, derives by direct artistic

descent from Ryeshetnikoff. We read :

" Gorky is a great artist; he is a poet; but he is also a child of

that long series of folk-novelists whom Russia has had for the last

half century, and he has utilized their experience, he has found at

last that happy combination of realism and idealism for which the

Russian folk-novelists have been striving for so many years. Rye-

shetnikoff and his school tried to write novels of an ultra-realistic

character without any trace of idealization. They restrained them-

selves whenever they felt inclined to generalize, to create, to ideal-

ize. They tried to write mere diaries, in which events, great and

small, important and insignificant, were related with an equal ex-

actitude, without even changing the tone of the narrative. We
have seen that in this way, by dint of their talent, they were able to

obtain the most poignant effects ; but like the historian who vainly

tries to be impartial, yet always remains a party man, they had not

avoided the idealization which they so much dreaded. They could
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not avoid it. A work of art is always personal ; do what he may
the author's sympathies will necessarily appear in his creation, and
he will always idealize those wiio answer to them. Gorky does

not object in the least to a certain idealization. In his adherence
to truth he is as much of a realist as Ryeshc^tnikoff ; but he ideal-

izes in the same sense as Turguenef did when he pictured Riidin,

Helen, or Bazaroff. He even says that we must idealize, and he

chooses for idealization the type he admired most among those

tramps whom he knew— the rebel."

REJECTION OF "LYCIDAS" BY THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

TV /I ORE attention seems to have accrued to the Royal Academy
•^'^ this year through its rejection of Mr. llavard Thomas's

statue of " Lycidas " than through all the works of art which won
the approval of its hanging committee. In fact, the Academy's

action in regard to this statue may be said to have afforded Lon-

don the artistic sensation of the season.

Altho his name is hardly known to the general public, Mr.

Havard Tiiomas, it appears, has for years enjoyed the distinction

of being a marked man among his fellow sculptors. Instead of

figuring persistently in the annual exhibitions, he has devoted the

past sixteen years to living at Capri and studying the Greek statu-

ary in Italian museums. D. S. MacCoU, in The Saturday Re-

7'ie7if, writes of him :

"For many years he has exiled himself from London and its

chances of work, advancement, and notoriety, so that he might pur-

sue the problems of his art. In that single-minded pursuit he has

become the most learned of our sculptors in the theory and prac-

tise of his craft; but his slow critical adjusting of knowledge and

art is only measured by his occasional returns to this country with

the fruits of two or three years' work. . . . Wherever English

sculptors meet, what Havard Thomas is doing is a subject of keen

inquiry and interest. When he does return he is expected to bring

with him fresh ideas and an expression of them that will supply a

tonic to our anemic schools. In the present spring Mr. Thomas
made one of these returns, and the word went round the studios

that he had brought a most remarkable work, the fruit of years of

thought and labor. The sculptors who had seen it were immensely
impressed, and everybody was eager for its appearance at the

Academy. The Academy, it was thought, would seize the chance

of regaining some little of the credit that has been so grievously

shaken."

The Academy, however, did not seize its "opportunity," and the

rejected statue found shelter in the New Gallery. It is described

as " a male nude study rather less than life size." The material is

wax, but the artist " by deft coloring and handling has produced

the effect of bronze." We are told that two and a half years went

to the completion of this statue.

In spite of the storm raised by its rejecdon of this work, the

Academy has offered no official explanation. It endures the

clamors of the critics with the same imperturbability with which

it greeted the suggestions of a government commission some forty

years ago, or the advice of the Committee of the Lords last au-

tumn in regard to its administration of the Chantrey Bequest. But

one " leading Academician " has been moved to offer, anonymously,

an explanation through the public press. In The Evening Stand-

ard h& writes: "The rejection was made on the ground that the

work represents a modern tendency which the responsible authori-

ties for the time being are not prepared to encourage—a tendency

to loose sculpture. . . . They consider that in certain details it is,

so to speak, photographically incorrect. It gives the expression

of life without being true to life." To this Mr. MacColl answers:

" Nothing more fatuous than his last phrase was ever uttered.

... If there is a dangerous tendency in Mr. Thomas's statue, it

is towards photographic accuracy at the expense of the expression

of life, the rigid copying of a model without due sacrifice and em-
phasis. It is so 'tight ' that it would be difficult to find its ana-

logue in English sculpture."

Mr. Arthur Symons describes the "Lycidas" as "simple and

sensitive," and refers to its rejection by the Royal Academy as an
" honor." The London Academy characterizes the statue as " the

most scholarly, original, and sincere piece of sculpture that an

Englishman has produced for many years," and remarks, further:

" Its offense to the academic mind is an absolute mystery. Not
only is it exquisitely finished, but it is even, we should have
thought, in sympathy
witii the tendencies of

modern academic sculp-

ture wliich are toward

the Florentine Renais-

sance of Donatello and

Luca della Robbia,

rather than, as former-

ly, inlluenced by the

Greek classics.

" The Royal Academy
has once more asserted

that mediocrity is the

only sure claim to rec-

ognition. Silly imita-

tions of Donatello are

sure of a place, but this

work, which is no im-

itation at all, but in-

formed with the spirit

of the Renaissance,

while retaining a sure

hold of nature, is shock-

ing to their susceptibil-

ities."

The art critic of

the London Spectator

writes

:

" The modeling of the

figure is subtle and close

to life, and recalls Ver-

rocchio and Donatello,

and also has some of

the qualities of archaic

Greek sculpture. It

would no doubt be easy

produced for niany years," says the London
I cadeiny

.

MR. HAVARD THOMAS'S " LVCIUAS."
" The most scholarly, original and sincere

to point out a stiffness P'ece of^ sculpture that an Englishman has

in the pose of the arms

;

but it is equally easy to

point out the fineness of the head, and the life which animates

the whole surface of the body. The sincerity of the study of form
of every part, and the absence of show, should have insured the

acceptance of this work by any institution which was alive to the

interests of serious art."

The critic of The Outlook (London) writes vehemently as fol-

lows :

"This hostility on the part of officialdom to sincerity and char-

acter is no new thing. It was shown by the Salon officials who
rejected Corot and Rousseau and Millet, and by those who at-

tacked the Preraphaelites. In each case it was veiled under the

charge of ugliness. In each case time has proved that sincerity

and character are a necessary part of true beauty, and that the

artists who condemned them are themselves condemned as empty
mediocrities. Can the academic crusaders against sincerity and
character expect a better fate? . . . Nevertheless, every case like

that of the ' Lycidas,' in which sincerity and character in a work
of art are publicly censured by the authorities of the Royal Acad-
emy, does good service by calling the attention of a still wider

public to the difference between art that is strong and vital and

art that is effete and dead. When the difference is thoroughly

realized, the coming of the surgeon to remove the atrophied tissues

can not long be delayed."

The London Graphic attributes the rejection of the " Lycidas
"

K) its " conspicuous lack of anatomical construction." It adds :

" Yet the modeling is marvelous. Modeling, of course, is not

always sculpture—in fact, it is essentially not sculpture, but only
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a stage of it, and that not the highest. But it has the air of an

early Greek work modified by early Italian Renaissance. It is

frankly ugly, as ugly as the 'St. John ' of M. Rodin, not only in

its pose but in its parts; and yet it has an element of greatness

and style that will doubtless appeal powerfully to the connoisseur."

A PERIL TO OUR LANGUAGE.
" T T is not from the quarter of license that any danger to our

J- speech arises," claims Prof. Thomas R. Lounsbury. Pro-

fessor Lounsbury fills the chair of English at Yale University, and

is known as the writer of eminently readable magazine articles on

various technicalities of the English language. " If peril exist at

all," he says, " it comes from the ignorant formalism and affected

precision which wage perpetual war with the high-honored idioms

of our tongue, or array themselves in hostihty to its natural de-

velopment." In an article on " The Standard of U.sage " {Harper's

Magazine, June) he goes on to say :

"It is no infrequent remark that in these latter days there exists

a distinct tendency toward lawlessness in usage, a distinct indispo-

sition to defer to authority. We are told that the language of the

man in the street is held up as the all-sufiicient standard. If this

statement were ever true, it was never less true than now. There

might have been apparent justification for an assertion of this sort

in the great creative Elizabethan period. Then no restraints

upon expression seem to have been recognized outside of the taste

or knowledge of the writer. As a consequence, the loosest lan-

guage of conversation was reproduced with fidelity in the speech

of the drama, then the principal national literature. But nothing

of this freedom is found now. A constant supervision over speech

is e.xercised by the amateur champions of propriety who are en-

sconced at every fireside. In colleges and academies and high

schools an army of instructors, assumed to be experts, are regu-

larly engaged in holding in check any attempt to indulge in real or

supposed lawlessness."

When men tnink not so much of what they want to say as of how

they are going to say it, what tiiey write is fairly certain to lose

something of the freshness which springs from unconsciousness.

On this point he writes further

:

" No one can- be expected to speak with ease when before his

mind looms constantly the prospect of possible criticism of the

words and constructions he has employed. If grammar, or what
he considers grammar, prevents him from resorting to usages to

which he sees no objection, it has in one way been harmful if in

another way it has been helpful. Correctness may have been

secured, but spontaneity is gone."

So far Professor Lounsbury is assuming that the grammars and

manuals of usage are absolutely trustworthy. " But no such state-

ment," he says, " can be made of most of them, if, indeed, of any."

To quote further

:

" It is an unfortunate fact that since the middle of the eighteenth

century, when works of this nature first began to be much in evi-

dence and to exert distinct influence, far the larger proportion of

them have been produced by men who had little acquaintance with

the practise of the best writers and even less with the history and

development of grammatical forms and constructions. Their lack

of this knowledge led them frequently to put in its place assertions

based not upon what usage really is, but upon what in their opinion

it ought to be. They evolved or adopted artificial rules for the

government of expression. By these they tested the correctness

of whatever was written, and proclaimed their own superiority to

the great authors of our speech by pointing out the numerous vio-

lations of them into which such authors had been unhappily be-

trayed. As these rules were copied and repeated by others, a fic-

titious standard of propriety was set up in numerous instances and

is largely responsible for many of the current misconceptions which
now prevail as to what is grammatical

" Assertions as to what is proper or improper in speech are now,
indeed, encountered everywhere. They naturally form a constit-

uent part of grammars. They furnish the sale contents of some
manuals. They turn up in most unexpected places in books and

periodicals of every sort. It is a subject upon which everyone
feels himself competent to lay down the law. It has now become

practically impossible for any writer so to express himself that he

shall not run foul of the convictions of some person who has fixed

upon the employment of a particular word or construction as his

test of correctness of usage. Should any person seriously set out

to observe every one of the various and varying utterances put

forth for his guidance by all the members of this volunteer army
of guardians of the speech, he would in process of time find him-

self without any language to use whatever."

If there is any revolt against the authority of such guides, if

there is any lack of deference to the rules they seek to impose,

says Professor Lounsbury, it is a condition of things to be wel-

comed, and not to be deplored.

THE MOST WHIMSICAL OF PAINTERS.

MUCH emphasis has been laid upon the frequent eccentricities

of men of genius, more particularly, perhaps, in the case of

tho.se whose genius found expression in music. But the histories

of famous painters also furnish striking instances, such as that of

Goya, the Spanish Rembrandt, who, when he was painting the

portrait of the Duke of Wellington, "kept the hero of Waterloo

in a rigid attitude for

J. W. M. TURNER,

The great English painter, who, it is alleged,

was the most eccentric of all artists.

hours, at the least move-

ment threatening him

with a dagger. " But ac-

cording to Mr. W. H.

Cotton, it remains for

the Anglo-Saxons to

claim the most whim-

sical of painters in

Turner, the great artist

to the exploitation of

whose pictures so much

of Ruskin's life was de-

voted. Says Mr. Cot-

ton, writing in Leslie's

Weekly:

"He was a short,

grubby person, with a

blotched, red face and
' the smallest, dirtiest

hands on record '—and

his house was worthy

of his appearance; the

gallery where he kept

his priceless pictures

—

he often refused to part with them, tho offered enormous sums

—

was covered with dust, the windows were broken and old papers

were stuffed in the holes, the covering on the floor was foul with

dirt and mold, the walls were streaked with wet. and in one place

the plaster had fallen behind one picture until it bulged out over

the frame with the mass of accumulated mortar and rubbish it up-

held. From time to time this uninhabitable den was deserted by
its owner, who disappeared among Irhe sailors' taverns of Lon-

don's water-front, or tramped through some foreign country, his

destination unknown. Toward the end of his life he used his

great house merely as a gallery for his pictures, and Hved under

assumed names in various quiet, out-of-the-way parts of London,

jealously hiding his place of residence from his friends, with whom
he held no communication. During one of these excursions,

anxious friends, having searched all London, at last found him in

a little cottage in Chelsea, dying; he was propped up in an arm-

chair, gazing through the window upon the world outside
" It was at the academy that he showed himself to be the oddest

of men, sometimes sending a canvas filled with meaningless lines

upon a dirty gray ground to be changed on ' varnishing day ' into

a work of great beauty before the eyes of the idlers who had col-

lected around the dingy figure squatting on a step-ladder, with his

worn brushes and filthy palette, painting a masterpiece. For years

the tides of his pictures had attached quotations from a manuscript

poem called the ' Fallacies of Hope.' The poem itself was never

found after Turner's death, and it is believed never existed except

in the painter's mind."
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SCIENCE AND INVENTION.

TALKING-HEADS MADE BY THE ABBE
MICAL IN 17S3.

SOME ANCIENT TALKING-MACHINES.

THERE have been many attempts to show that the Scriptural

assertion "There is nothing new under the sun " is literally

true, and it is a fact that much that we consider invention is only

revival. Wendell Phillips's once famous lecture on " The Lost

Arts" went even further, asserting that some ancient inventions

still remain lost to modern engineers and scientists. Some time

ago a French scholar, M. Kdouard Fournier, published a book

entitled " History of the

Old-New." filled with in-

stances of ancient knowl-

edge that is to-day re-

garded as up to date. The

investigator along this

line, however, is rather

apt to make excessive

claims. An example is

an article on old talking-

machines, contributed to

La Naiiiir (Paris) by

Henry Rened'AUemagne

under the title " Ances-

tors of the Phonograph."

The machines described

were attempts to imitate

speech by making work-

ing models of the vocal

organs. The phonograph,

on the other hand, re-

produces rather than imitates and can scarcely be regarded as a

descendant of such models. M. d'AUemagne says :

"Tradition asserts that the famous Albert the Great made a

speaking-head that was a veritable wonder, but Thomas Aquinas,

who was a pupil of the celebrated savant, regarding the invention

as a work of the Evil One, broke it to pieces. The illustrious

Bishop of Ratisbon, seeing this, cried out: 'So perishes the work

of thirty years.'

"Later, Valentine Merbiz made, for the amusement of Queen
Catherine of Sweden, another talking-head which was said to be

able, at its inventor's pleasure, to answer questions in Hebrew,

Greek, Latin, or French.

"We lack information regarding this astonishing masterpiece,

and may be permitted to cherish a certain degree of skepticism

about it. It is very probable that its performances were due to

some ingenious ventriloquist, who was able to make the mouth of

his automaton move, while he himself did the talking without

moving his lips

"The first talking-machine about which we have really accurate

data was constructed by the Abbe Mical, and presented by him.

on July 2, 17S3, to the Academy of Sciences."

The accompanying illustration, from an engraving in the Bibli-

othiqiie Nationale, shows MicaPs talking-machine. The dialogue

that the two heads were capable of carrying on is printed below

them. The writer goes on to say :

" The Abbe declared that his work was the solution of a mechan-

ical problem which before his day had been considered very diffi-

cult, if not insoluble, and he adds: 'The Academy of Sciences

said in its report that these speaking-heads might throw great light

on the mechanism of the vocal organs and on the functions of

speech. The learned assembly declared that this work was worthy

of its approval as well from its importance as from its execution.'

The ' Dictionnaire Universel ' asserts that these heads were broken

up by their inventor, but Montuchat says that they were sold by

him. for a considerable sum, to a foreign nobleman.
" In the journals of the latter part of the eighteenth century there

was mention of a talking-head that had been made about that time

by a certain Wolfgang von Kempelen, born in 1737. . . . The
Journal des Savants of October, 1787, mentions a fourth phono-

graph made by C. S. Kratzenstein ; unfortunately we have only

a brief notice of this invention, giving no other information about
the inventor or the method of construction

" Ingenious persons found that it was simpler to reach the same
results by less honest means : thus in 1783 a ventrilociuist made all

Paris run to .see a talking-head that he declared he had invented.

This figure, which measured about a foot and a half in height,

answered all questions distinctly, but. as in the case of the famous
calculating-horse that piqued the curiosity of scientists and others

in Berlin recently, it was quickly found that it was not endowed
with intelligence; it was the showman who answered the questions

put to his automaton, summoning to his aid the secrets of ventrilo-

quism. However this may be . . . it is none the less certain that

in the eighteenth century were made talking-machines of remark-
able ingenuity, which must have been constructed on principles

similar to those of the charming little singing-birds ... of whose
manufacture the Swiss have a kind of monopoly."

—

Translations

madefor The Literary Digest.

THE ANT AS A MEDICINE.

T T AVTNG thoroughly exploited the curative powers of the bee,

-*- -* writers have now apparently turned to the ant. The latter,

like thp former, owes its medicinal virtues to the formic acid that

it contains. Indeed, this acid owes its name to the ant [Latin /br-

/nica']. But while the living bee is able to administer a hypodermic

injection of the drug, the ant must be killed in order to get it. If

we are to judge from some recent French investigations, formic

acid is likely to prove valuable as a stimulant and tonic, and the

high regard in which ants were held by the ancients as a medicine

would seem to be justified. Says a contributor to Cosmos (May 6)

:

"The pharmacopoeia of the ancients borrowed from the animal

kingdom a number of medicaments—serpents' flesh, snails, ants'

oil—for the most part now quite forgotten.
" The work of Brown-Sequard opened the way to research which

has justified the use of certain of these odd medicines, and has

given a plausible explanation of some of them and of their mode
of action.

"We now extract from the thyroid gland and the suprarenal

capsules, active drugs that must be handled with great prudence,

and altho the modern pharmacist has neglected to put the flesh of

the serpent on his list, the scientists of the Pasteur Institute make
a very active serum with its venom.

"The secretions of certain animals, such as musk and castor,

have kept their place in modern formularies.
" The ancients utilized crushed ants as a topical application, and

also internally, especially in cases of peripheral paralysis of the

limbs. In some countries the peasants simply plunge the paralyzed

limb into an ant-hill. In Germany ants are sometimes used in

general baths, in local vapor baths and fomentations, for paralysis,

rheumatism, and gout
" Formic acid is a violent caustic, acting perhaps with even

greater energy than nitric acid itself ; this action could probably be

utihzed in the cauterization of tumors. Diluted, it is sometimes

used on inveterate ulcers, whose cure it seems to hasten
" Formic acid enters into divers preparations of the old phar-

macy, such as the acoustic balm of Minderer, the ' water of mag-
nanimity,' etc., and even into several preparations used in Germany
at the present day
"According to the investigations of M. Clement, of Lyons,

formic acid is a very important drug. It augments considerably

the muscular strength and the resistance to fatigue. ... Its use

causes to disappear the sensation of fatigue in the Hmbs, often felt

on awaking in the morning. . . . These statements have probably

only relative value, but Clement has supported them by experi-

ments with Mosso's ergograph on a young man of 22 years. . . .

The results showed that after the use of formic acid the subject

was able to furnish ten periods of work instead of five, and to raise

a weiglit 479 times instead of 232, making an expenditure of 106

kilogrammeters of energy instead of 21. In brief the formic

acid made the man do five times more work than his normal

amount. No known substance has hitherto given such an excess

of energy

"This note of M. Clement brought out another from I\I. L.

Garrigue, who has been studying for several years the influence of
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formic acid on the organism. Garrigue uses the formiates of soda

and lime instead of the pure acid. He first injected solutions into

the veins and cellular tissue of rabbits . . . after which he did not

hesitate to experiment on himself. . . . The results were rapid

—

greatly increased appetite and cerebral and physical activity. . . .

"The first effect of the formiates, when injected or absorbed by

the stomach, is to lower the arterial tension. The subject soon

feels more steady, his thoughts are lighter, his nights better, his

appetite good. . . . What is the action? It remains still some-

wliat obscure. M. Garrigue says: ' The formic salts do not act

by their mass, but by the impulse that they give to the exchanges:

they remain in the organism, so that their effects not only accumu-

late but are infinitely multiplied.'

"A recent communication from M. Huchard to the Academy of

Medicine would appear to confirm these conclusions. . . . The
facts, ho >vever, are not yet well established, despite these inves-

tigations. We must still have confirmatory experiments, but as

the drug is not poisonous these will be easy to carry out. It used

to be said: ' Go to the ant, thou sluggard !' Now we must say
' O sluggard, eat ants ; thou shalt thus incorporate their courage,

their resistance to fatigue and—-who knows—perhaps their spirit

of economy !' "

—

Translation made for The Literary Digest.

HOW ANIMALCULES BEHAVE.

TO use such a word as " behavior " with regard to the actions of

one-celled organisms, such as infusoria, may seem little less

than absurdity, but after carefully observing them for ten years.

Prof. Herbert S. Jennings tells us that he has come to the conclusion

that their movements are not purely mechanical—mere simple re-

actions to stimuli, as he had once thought—but that they show the

germs of intelligence. The simple organisms, in fact, behave just

like men ; only so much the more simply as their structure is more

simple. Professor Jennings describes his investigations and sets

forth his conclusions in a book published by the Carnegie Insti-

tution in Washington. We quote from a review in JVa/ure, Lon-

don, entitled "The Rudiments of Behavior." Says the reviewer:

" When effectively stimulated by agents of almost any kind, the

animalcule moves backward and turns to a structurally defined side

of its minute body, while at the same time it may continue to re-

volve on its long axis. In relation to all sorts of stimuli, the be-

havior seemed exceedingly simple and machine-like. But Pro-

fessor Jennings has been gradually discovering that the simple

reaction-formula does not cover all the facts, and he now gives us

news which seems almost too good to be true.

" He finds that even among unicellulars ' the behavior is not as

a rule on the tropism plan—a set, forced method of reacting to

each particular agent—but takes place in a much more flexible,

less directly machine-like way, by the method of trial and error.'

This is a momentous conclusion, notably in relation to comparative

psychology. The data are foundation-stones for the science of

animal behavior, and the author is to be congratulated on his

demonstration that the ways of even very simple creatures are

more than series of ' tropisms.'

"In his' Introduction to Comparative Psychology' (1894), Dr.

Lloyd Morgan told the story of his dog's attempts to bring a

hooked walking-stick through a narrow gap in a fence. The dog
' tried ' all possible methods of pulling the stick through the fence.

Most of the attempts showed themselves to be ' error. ' But the

dog tried again and again, until he finally succeeded. He worked
by the method of trial and error ; and so, Professor Jennings now
assures us, do the infusorians. [He says]:

"
' This method of trial and error involves many of the funda-

mental qualities which we find in the behavior of higher animals,

yet with the simplest possible basis in ways of action ; a great

portion of the behavior consisting often of but one or two definite

movements, movements that are stereotyped when considered by
themselves, but not stereotyped in their relation io the environ-

ment. This method leads upward, offering at every point oppor-

tunity for development, and showing even in the unicellular organ-

isms what must be considered the beginnings of intelligence and

of many other qualities found in higher animals. Tropic action

doubtless occurs, but the main basis of behavior is in these organ-

isms the method of trial and error.'
"

The reviewer here reminds us that the dawning of intelligence

has been discovered in the protozoa before, but it always has been

reported by casual observers or by investigators unacquainted with

the tropisms. Professor Jennings has made a special study of the

tropisms, and declares that it is almost impossible to describe the

behavior of the unicellulars intelligibly without using terms like

"perception," "discrimination," and "intelligence." To quote

again

:

" Of course these are used in an ' objective sense,' and ' when
their objective significance is kept in mind there is no theoretical

objection to them, and they have the advantage that they bring out

the identity of the objective factors in the behavior of animals with

the objective factors in the behavior of man.'
" With such difficult subjects any evidence of the registration of

experience was not to be expected, and the author is to be con-

gratulated on having discovered considerable evidence in support

of the thesis that the behavior of unicellulars is largely a method

of trial and error, one reaction by trial and error becoming the

basis for a succeeding reaction. This is surely a pathway leading

to the high-road of intelligence.

" It is easy to make an inanimate system—a little potassium pill

on a basin of water, or a tiny wound-up engine on a smooth table

—which, once set a-going, will charge against an obstacle, will fail

to overcome this, will recoil passively and charge again, and some
observers have thought that, imitaiis mtitandis, the animalcule did

little more. But Professor Jennings has shown that the infusorian,

in relation to its experience of ' error,' changes its little tactics, and

changes them again, until it succeeds. In a word, it profits by ex-

perience. The very essence of vitality, as Spencer pointed out, is

in effective response to environment; but when we find an infu-

sorian ' trying ' one response after another, abandoning those that

spell ' error,' we can not but feel that vitality has been raised to a

second power ; it is just beginning to be intelligent. The infu-

sorian is more than a tropic automaton, it is playing a little game
of tactics ; perhaps if we could educate one it would develop the

rudiments of strategy. It is, of course, extremely difficult to keep

to a scrupulous objective record of what occurs, but we incline to

think that Professor Jennings has supplied what comparative psy-

chologists have been waiting for, namely, quite trustworthy ac-

counts of the beginnings of selective or controlled behavior.
"

' The method of trial and error involves some way of distin-

guishing error, and also, in some cases at least, some method of

distinguishing success. The problem as to how this is done is the

same for man and for the infusorian. We are compelled to pos-

tulate throughout the series certain physiological states to account

for the negative reactions under error, and the positive reactions

under success. In man these physiological states are those con-

ditioning pain and pleasure. The ' method of trial and error' is

evidently the same as reaction by ' selection of overproduced

movements,' which plays so large a part in the theories of Spencer

and Bain, and especially in the recent discussions of behavior by

J. Mark Baldwin. The method of trial and error, which forms the

most essential feature of the behavior of these lower organisms, is

in complete contrast with the tropism schema, which has long been

supposed to express the essential characteristics of their be-

havior."

In closing this notice of what he terms " studies in the infant

school of life," the reviewer emphasizes their importance in rela-

tion to the general theory of animal behavior, and expresses his

belief that Professor Jennings " has rescued the animalculas from

the bonds of automatism too hurriedly thrust on them, and has

afforded a secure basis for the study of the evolution of intel-

ligence."

A Chemical Definition of Life.—The old question

"What is Life.-"" is discussed anew by Sir Oliver Lodge in The

North American Review for May, in an article thus summarized

by The Electrical World and Engineer

:

" Beginning with an examination of certain recent views in chem-

istry as to the manner in which atoms of various substances group

themselves, and pointing out that fresh qualities are liable to be

introduced as the groupings grow larger and become more com-

plex, he inquires what new property may be expected of a com-

pound containing billions of atoms attached to each other, not in a

rigid manner, but by loose, unstable links. Such compounds are
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able constantly to rearrange themselves. Sir Oliver confesses

that we could not guess v/hat would happen in coinpounds of this

kind, but we have a concrete answer to the question in the physio-

logical development and structure of man. The cell possesses the

power of uniting with other cells, and it absorbs into its own sub-

stance such portions as may be suitable, and rejects the unsuitable
;

thus begins the act of feeding. Such a cell, again, is split into two

or more new cells, which separate and continue independent exist-

ence ; thus begins the act of reproduction. In the same way Sir

Oliver traces the development of the various functions of the per-

fected aggregation of the human body. This complex molecular

aggregate is capable of being the vehicle of life, but we have as

yet no answer to the question what life itself is. All efforts to

generate life have been failures, and Sir Oliver dissents from those

who regard life as being generated from matter by any such proc-

ess as he has described. He regards it rather as a contact between

the material frame of things and a universe higher and other than

anything known to our senses."

MR. WESTINGHOUSE'S "EXHIBITION
COLLISION."

" I "HE exhibition of new brake and draft appliances to which the

* delegates to the recent railway congress were treated at the

Westinghouse works at Pittsburg seems to have been misunder-

stood by the representatives of the daily press. With their eyes

open for sensational features they seem with one accord to have

fixed upon the test for absence of recoil in draft-gear, in which

one section of a train was backed into another at a considerable

speed. This appears to have been regarded as an exhibition of a

mechanism whereby passenger trains may be enabled to collide

with perfect safety to the passengers, and one paper seriously ex-

presses grave doubts, on its editorial page, regarding the efficiency

of such a device in actual practise, wisely noting that " the differ-

ence between an arranged collision and one occurring casually is

very wide." We quote below the brief account of these tests as

given in a technical journal, T/ie Railway and Engineering Review,

from which it will be seen that their sensational features were con-

fined chiefly to the reportorial imagination. Says this paper:

" Some ver>' interesting tests were made on a fifty-car freight

train on the tracks of the Interworks Railway.
" This train of fifty heavy cars was equipped with the improved

type of Westinghouse triple valve, the Westinghouse friction draft-

gear, the American automatic brake-slack adjuster, and the West-
inghouse automatic air-coupler. Each car had a light weight of

45,000 pounds and a rated capacity of 100,000 pounds, the total

light weight of the train being 2,250,000 pounds.
" The first test was to show the length of stop and the dissipation

of shocks. The train was brought up to a speed of over 20 miles

an hour, when an emergency application of the brakes was made
from the rear.

" The second test was to show the capacity of the friction draft-

gear for absorbing strains. In this. test the train was standing still

and the brakes were applied on the last ten cars. The locomotive

was then backed up until all of the slack was taken out of the train,

when it was again started ahead with full power.
" The third test was made to show the absence of recoil in the

draft-gear and the automatic coupling of the air-brake hose. The
train was separated into four parts, placed a short distance apart,

and the locomotive with one part was backed at considerable speed
into the first uncoupled section ; then in turn into the two remaining
sections, after which it was reversed and the completely coupled
train was started ahead."

Fishing with Drugs.— In some of the South Sea Islands,

the natives catch fish by stupefying them with the narcotic fruit of

a tropical tree, the Barringtonia speciosa. The species, we are

told by a writer in The National Geographical Magazine, is found

in the Malay Archipelago, the Andaman Islands, and Ceylon, but

the fruit is used for fishing also in other islands, whither it is car-

ried by ocean currents. The tree grows near the shore and the

fruit is apt to reach the water, where it floats, being very light.

Its use for catching fish in Guam, our new island possession, is

thus described by the writer referred to above :

" The fruit is pounded into a paste, inclosed in a bag, and kept

over night. The time of an especially low tide is selected, and
bags of the pounded fruit are taken out on the reef next morning
and sunk in certain deep holes in the reef. The fish soon appear

at the surface, some of

them lifeless, others at-

tempting to swim, or

faintly struggling with

their ventral side upper-

most. The natives scoop

them in their hands,

sometimes even diving

for them. Nothing more
striking could be imag-

ined than the picture pre-

sented by the conglom-

eration of strange shapes

and bright colors—snake-

like sea eels, voracious

lizard-fishes, gar-like
houndfishes, with their

jaws prolonged into a

sharp beak ; long-snouted

trumpet-fishes, flounders,

porcupine-lish, bristling

with spines; squirrel-

fishes of the brightest

and most beautiful col-

ors—scarlet, rose color,

and silver, and yellow and blue
;
parrot-fishes (Scarus), with large

scales, parrot-like beaks, and intense colors, some of them a

deep greenish blue, others looking as tho painted with blue and
pink opaque colors; variegated Chaetodons, called 'sea butter-

flies ' by the natives ; trunkfishes with horns and armor, leopard

spotted groupers, hideous-looking, warty toadfishes, ' «;//>/,' armed
with poisonous spines, much dreaded by the natives, and a black

fish with a spur on its forehead. As many young fish unfit for food

are destroyed by this process, the Spanish Government forbade

this method of fishing, but since the American occupation of the

island the practise has been revived."

A KISH INTOXICANT,

The fruit of the Barringtonia speciosa,

which is used by the natives of Guam, and
other tropical islands of the Pacific, to stupefy

fish.

LOSS OF SUBSTANCE WITH ODOR.

IT has long been known that odorous bodies part slowly with

their substance in giving out their characteristic smells, even

when they are apparently non-volatile ; but the delicacy of the nec-

essary measurements has hitherto prevented exact determination

of this loss of weight. These measurements have recently been

effected by the celebrated French chemist, Berthelot, who recently

gave the Paris Acadhnie des Sciences the particulars of a series

of experiments made by him. These are thus described by the

Drogen Rundschau, to quote a translation made for The A^ational

Druggist

:

"The object of the experiment was to determine how much a
strongly odorous material loses in weight by the exhalations on
which the spreading of its odor depends. It will be readily under-

stood that the measurements necessary to determine the desired

facts must be of extreme delicacy, and this has been the reason

why previous efforts in this direction have been failures. Inci-

dentally, Berthelot had determined that a gram of iodoform lost in

one hour one-millionth part of its weight. At this rate, the stuff

would lose in one year 8,760 millionths, or less than one-hundredth
part of a milligram [about yttVo of * grain], and, therefore, it would
require more than a hundred years (to be more accurate, over 114

years) for one single milligram of that substance to be used up
in odorous emanations alone. When one remembers the pungent
efficacy of that odor, one can not but be astounded at the tact.

These remarkable figures are, however, far surpassed, when the

savant comes to consider musk, the loss of which, in the same
length of time, is far less, or in the neighborhood of only one-

thousandth part of the same. So small, indeed, is it, that any de-

gree of absolute accuracy in its determination is out of the ques-

tion. In this connection, we would say that Berthelot has devised
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a process by which it is possible, using the facts which he has de-

termined in this direction, to detect minute falsifications in odor-

iferous bodies."

Commenting on this T/ie National Druggist goes on to say :

" In c6nsidering the statement made in regard to musk, we are

reminded of a fact related by those who have visited the mosque
of St. Sophia, at Constantinople. It is related thatwhen the walls

of the celebrated edifice were in process of construction, a large

amount of musk, the contributions of hundreds of pious pilgrims.

was mixed in with the mortar used in the masonry, and that after

the lapse of a thousand and more years, the odor of the substance

is yet plainly discernible. Especially is this the case with those to

whom it is disagreeable, and to those who enter the building on

a damp ' muggy ' day."

STUDENT OR APPRENTICE?

WILL an occupation—trade or profession—be learned better

by actually practising it or by attending a school where in-

struction is given in its rudiments? In old times the former

method was almost exclusively in use, and altho the latter is re-

placing it, the apprentice system still finds favor with some per-

sons who do not altogether approve the trade school. One of

these is George W. Dickie of the Union Iron Works, San Fran-

cisco, who in a recent paper read betore the Technical Society of

the Pacific Coast, spoke as follows, according to a report in The

A tnerican Machinist :

"The majority of tradesmen have been, and I think always will

be, educated in the workshop. I noticed, however, four years ago,

a tendency abroad to introduce a certain amount of technical work
in the shops. I found this idea worked out and in operation in

several of the large industrial institutions in England and in some
places in Scotland. This I found especially the case in Berlin,

where, in several large establishments, the apprentices had to

spend two hours each day in the schoolroom attached to the works.

"There is a large class of industries, which, from the nature of

the operations, can not be taught practically in any school. We
could never expect to go to a trade-school and get fitters, riveters,

etc., for work in the shipyard—such work could never find a place

in any school. Then, the commercial element is almost excluded

from the trade training of the school ; that is, the ability to do
work in commercial competition with others forms no part of such

teaching, and this is the most important part of trade education.

One hard thing for a boy to learn is to be prompt at work when
the whistle blows at 7 o'clock, and to keep steadily doing effective

work until the whistle blows at 5 o'clock in the evening, and thus

acquire the ability to produce enough to enable his employer to

keep him steadily employed, and give him the regular compen-
sation for such work. The schools are not required to run a

profitable business in order to keep open, and they thus fail to teach

the most important thing that always confronts the tradesman:

that is, that his production must be worth more in the market than

the remuneration he expects to get for it.

" I am quite interested in the subject, and I occasionally visit the

trade-schools, especially the evening schools for imparting tech-

nical knowledge to young men who are at work in the shops all

day. They are doing a grand work, and they should receive sup-

port from all technical men. The day trade-schools are also a

great help, but we must not expect too much from them. I do not

think that they can ever take the place of the regular system of ap-

prenticeship in the shop. We have a large number of apprentices,

about 600, but not many of them come to us from the trade-

schools."

Wild Horses on Sable Island.—Droves of wild, or

"feral," horses inhabiting storm-swept Sable Island are described

by A. P. Silver, of Halifax, in The Empire Review (April). In a

note on Mr. Silver's article, Nature says:

"This island, which lies about eighty miles to the eastward of

Nova Scotia, consists of an accumulation of loose sand, forming a

pair of ridges united at the two ends and enclosing a shallow lake

;

tracts of grass are to be met with in places, as well as pools of

fresh water. The droves of wild horses, or ponies, and herds of

seals appear to be the chief mammalian inhabitants of the island-

It is generally suppo.sed that the original stock was landed from a

Spanish wreck early in the sixteenth century, altho some writers

make the introduction much later. Five-and-twenty years ago the

number of ponies was estimated at between 500 and 600; at the

present day there are less than 200, divided into five troops. Not
more than two-thirds of these are pure-bred, the remainder being

the offspring of mares crossed with introduced stallions. The in-

troduction of these foreign stallions (which is to be regretted by
the naturalist) has been a matter of great difficulty, as the strangers

were attacked and wounded by the leaders of the droves. The
author comments on the striking likeness of these wild ponies to

the horses of the Parthenon frieze and to the now exterminated

tarpan of Tartary. They also seem to resemble the wild horses of

Mexico, altho their coat is doubtless longer. These resemblances
seem to point to reversion to the primitive type of the species.

All colors save gray characterize the pure-bred stock ; but chest-

nut, with a dark streak on tlie back and on the withers, is the

most common tint, after which come bays and browns."

Electricity in Railroading.—Commenting on the recent

Railway Congress in Washington, The Electrical World and En-
gineer says, editorially

:

" To our.selves it has been a matter of great pleasure to note the

prominence of electricity in connection with this notable event,

evidencing not only great opportunities at the present time, but the

opening up of a vast new field in the near future, for the conquest

of which the electrical forces, trained, drilled, expert, and enthusi-

astic as any Japanese army, are ready and eagerly waiting. This
is indeed a psychological moment in the passing of steam railroads

under the new regime of electricity, and in future years we may all

look back upon the congress as the landmark from which to regis-

teradvance. That whicli the New York Central and Pennsylvania

Railroads are doing in America ; that whicli the Lancashire &
Yorkshire and other roads have done in England ; that which the

Orleans and other lines in France have tried with success; that

which the Mediterranean system in Italy has proved available

—

can not long be delayed in its universal adoption. The revolution

may not come quite so quickly or in quite the manner expected,

but that it will come and is even now dawning upon the railroad

world, no observant man will or can deny; and herein lies abun-

dant encouragement for those who have helped introduce the great-

est and most beneficial advance in railroad work since Stephenson,

Ericsson, Stevens. Cooper, and Evans did their pioneer work with

steam and on the steam locomotive. Their glory is none the less

because younger and newer geniuses take the lead with the younger

motive power at command. ' Thus God fulfils Himself in many
ways, lest one good custom should corrupt the world.'

"

SCIENCE BREVITIES.
" Altho it may seem rather odd at first sight," says La Nature, " molasses

has been successfully used to make coal-dust up into briquettes [for fuel]. Crude
molasses is utilized in the proportion of i to i.; per cent, in warm water. A little

linseed-oil is added to counteract the tendency to absorb moisture that has been

shown by briquettes thus prepared."

—

Traiislatioii made for The Literary
Digest.

In our issue of May 13, under the head of " Science Brevities," we reprinted

from The Neiv York Times a paragraph concerning a man who took to bed with

him a 32-candle-power lamp. Subsequently we quoted from a technical paper a

note to the effect that this would be dangerous, as it might set the bed on fire

This warning, in another form, appears in a letter addressed to The Digest by
K. L. Aitken, who writes :

" The scheme is novel, but exceedingly dangerous, for

the amount and intensity of the heat radiated from the ordinary incandescent

lamp is appreciated by very few people. The idea might easily be popularized,

and therefore the following extracts from tests may serve as a warning :
' .\ j6-

candle-power lamp was rested lightly against a vertically placed white pine boardi

and a spot, about one inch in diameter, and of a light brown color, appeared after

about four hours. When a strip of well-seasoned varnislied oak was substituted

for the pine, the varnish became blistered in three minutes, and blackened in

about fifteen. The wood near the point of contact was charred but was not

ignited. With the lamp incased in two thicknesses of muslin, the latter became
scorched in one minute, in three minutes gave off smoke, and at the end of six

minutes, when the muslin was removed and fresh air reached its interior, burst

into flame. A newspaper was carbonized in three minutes, and ignited in forty-

five. When the lamp was immersed in half a pint of water, the latter boiled

within an hour. Again, with the lamp buried in cotton wool, the wool soon

scorched and ultimately burst into flame. A lamp in contact witli celluloid fired

it in less than five minutes.' From the above you will appreciate the risk of

placing a 32-candle-power lamp under bed-clothes. To my mind the electrical

man who did this was guilty of criminal negligence."
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THE RELIGIOUS WORLD.

A NEW EFFORT TO EVANGELIZE NEW YORK.

A JOINT movement of all the evangelical ciuirches to reach

the unchurched millions of New York City was inaugurated

at a mass meeting in Carnegie Hall, on May i6. Since that date

the active work of this religious campaign has got well under way.

with such picturesque features as a revival gathering at the City

Hall steps, and prayer-meetings in Wail Street. The movement

is the result, in part at least, of the religious statistics recently

published by Dr. Laidlaw, secretary of the Federation of Churches

(see TnK Literary Digest. May 20). These statistics showed

that there were in New York 1,087,762 persons of Protestant

affiliation connected with no religious organization whatever. It

is purposed to reach these by tent meetings to be conducted all

summer long. Tents will

be located in the Italian

quarter, in tiie Bronx and

in Brooklyn, and in other

sections where vacant

lots are available. The
organization is called the

Evangelistic Committee

of Greater New York.

No collections will be

taken at .nny tent meet-

ing, altho it is estimated

that the cost of the sum-

mer's campaign will be

about $30,000. Great re-

sults are expected from

this experiment, altho

the difficulties of evan-

gelistic work in New
York are admitted to be

many and varied. Mr. A.

J. Pitkin is the chairman

of the Evangelistic Com-

mittee, while the execu-

tive committee includes Dr.

and Dr. Charles L. (ioodell.

York)

:

"So far as organization, personnel, and spirit go, the project

gives great promise of fruitfulness. The unity and enthusiasm of

the churches and the cheering example of six years of successful

endeavor in Philadelphia indicate the condition and possibility of

success That outdoor and tent preaching in New York in mid-

summer will draw crowds of those who are not attracted by the

usual church services has been fully proven, and no one who walks

these streets with his eyes open can gainsay the crying need.

Here is a field for home mission work of the most vital sort, and
as for foreign missions, tlie street-preacher in whatever language

of Europe can tind an audience here."

On May 29 the first of a series of prayer-meetings was held in

Wr.U Street, at the noon hour. At tiiese meetings clergymen

address the crowds from automobiles drawn up beside the curb.

The Times considers the Wall Street meetings ill-advised. We
quote

:

"Of the purpose which actuates these men there can be no two
opinions. It certainly is not a profitable and it can not very well

be an agreeable service, consequently it may be assumed to be dis-

interested. Those who render it incur the risk of some personal

annoyance. A solemn invocation loses some of its solemnity when
disturbed by cat-calls and the hooting of curbstone brokers, and

a Gospel sermon can scarcely be impressive if the speaker is fes-

tooned with reels of ticker paper or has to dodge harmless but ex-

asperating missiles. The thunders of Sinai would hardly be im-

pressive in such an environment, and the gentle mes.sage of the

Gospel would not be heard well enough to make its meaning clear.

A REVIVAL MEETING ON THE CITY HALL STEPS.

The revivalist addressing the gathering is the Rev. Dr. Charles L. Goodell, who has won con-

spicuous success as a director of evangelistic effort.

F. Mason North, Prof. E. S. Tipple,

Says The Christian Advocate (New

To make things which are solemn to all and sacred to many
ridiculous l)y intruding them where they are conspicuously out of

place does not seem to be the wisest use of the time and effort re-

quired to conduct a midday meeting in the hubbub and confusion

of Wall Street during 'Change hours. Indeed, it may be ques-

tioned if irreverence is not encouraged by such ill-advised efforts

to reach those who have neither the leisure nor the inclination to

listen to the words of wisdom uttered for their good, even if they

were audible. That there is a time and place for everything we
have on good authority, confirmed by experience ; and it would
require much ingenuity of reasoning to make it appear that any-

where along the curb of Wall and Broad Streets near their junc-

tion would be well chosen for an open-air religious service in busi-

ness hours."

Speaking of this metropolitan revival movement in its more

general aspects, the Springfield Republican remarks

:

"The very circumstances determine that doctrine, dogma, the-

ology in any more than

the simplest form, must
be practically laid aside.

The revival to be worth
while must leave out
points of difference, and
there is no basis for a
congruous and effective

campaign for the lifting of

men other than the simple

message of God's love

and the love of God—two
aspects, the one of the

divine life appealing to

man, the other of the hu-

man life reaching toward

God, its source. . . . The
revival which is contem-

plated should be, and no
doubt is, based on very

simple foundations. No
sensational preaching of a

hell and a heaven which

are mere attempts of

man's feeble conception

of what he would do with

those who do or do not

utter his shibboleth can

find place from the symbolical cart-tail of the noon meetings, or

in the tents where the stereopticon helps to tell some things that

could not be so well told without. The elevation of humanity from

its appetites, from its prejudices, from the slavery which tradition

imposes upon it in a thousand ways; the help of the great brother

Jesus toward the understanding and love of the father— the spirit

in which all life moves, as from it all being proceeds; the en-

couragement and furtherance of the brotherhood of man—these are

the lines of true revivalism."

CHRISTIANITY IMPUGNED BY CONFUCIANISM.

''T^HE duel between Confucianism and Christianity is presented

^ in what some reviewers have called the most brilliant parts'

of the Hon. George Peel's latest publication entitled " The Friends

of England." The chapters alluded to are named " The Case of

the Yellow Peril " and present a controversy between the writer

and a presumably imaginary Chinese sage named Ah Hok. The

latter is purported to have lived long in the West, to have become

familiar with the English language and the course of European

history. He characterizes as entirely " specious " the excuse which

Europe advances to cover up her " license," This excuse is that

she is endowing Asiatics with a " superior civilization." He ad-

mits that Europe has enjoyed every opportunity of civilization,

but adds

:

" Europe being too materialistic ever to produce any religion of

her own, procured hers from Asia ; for it was to the bosom of an

Asiatic virgin that he was entrusted whom you identify with the

salvation of the world. He was never weary of enforcing on his
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followers the transcendent merits of tenderness toward others, of

peace on earth and good-will among men ; and thus Europeans

might well be expected to excel all other peoples in the mildness

of their charity, in the beauty of their holiness, and in their ab-

horrence of the criminal arts of war. By way of comment, look

down, dear sir, upon Hongkong honeycombed with fortresses, and

crammed at this moment with an ample selection of the war-ships

of the world."

Setting in contrast with the foregoing the ideal which Confucius

gave to his followers, he says:

" You in Europe hold the dogma that man's nature is essentially

evil, and, indeed, when I look at Europe I am not surprised. But
Confucius held that man's nature is fundamentally and originally

upright, y/n /)un s/iai, perhaps because he lived among us Chinese.

All that was needed, then, was to map out more precisely the

sphere and scope of mutual obligation, and tlierefore in the Doc-
trine of the Mean he declared that nature is the gift of heaven

;

that to accord with nature is duty ; and that to prescribe this path

is the end of instruction. This he did without any pretense of in-

spiration, so that his followers might never cloak their passions

under the sacred name of piety, and so that all human actions

might be referable to human purposes. Next, above all other

duties, he inculcated the need of harmony, more especially among
families, as his first and great commandment, to the end that from
this pure source it might spread throughout that greatest of all

families, the Chinese race. Right, not might; and so throughout

the stretch of centuries, as your own Sir Robert Hart has said, the

worship of right has gone on strengthening among us, and to hint

to a Chinaman that ri^iit must be supported with might excites

something more than amazement.
"There is a third point upon which the ancient teacher, the per-

fect sage, laid stress. He described himself one day to a disciple

as a man who could forget the need of food, and could ignore the

call of sorrow, in his eager enthusiasm for the truth. He held,

with Plato, that the wisest citizens are those best fitted to rule a

state, and he valued knowledge at the highest price

"To do one's common duty in the working world, to fulfil all

ties in the family, and to seek truth in the inner chambers of the

heart, was his triple injunction. This was the sound and goodly
bridge which, an architect, not a visionary, he cast for man across

the troubled waters.
" Such principles as these, dear sir, enlarged and deepened by

Buddhism in some respects, if in others vulgarized and popularized

by Taoism, produced the magnificent empire of China. This
empire, according to European ideas, had a weakness; it was not

military ; and its vast expansion and solidity was due to the singu-

lar attraction exercised upon others by the untiring industry, the

invariable cheerfulness, the intelligent procedure, the high sense of

honor and honesty, the peaceful and law-abiding proclivities of its

people, rather than to its frowning armadas or to its ambitious

soldiery. 1 1 was a people exquisitely courteous, worshiping talent,

able to learn anything and do anything, delighting in literature,

possessed of and practising an admirable system of ethics, won-
derfully endowed with common sense, devotees not of violence

but of equity, full of respect for the claims of the family, and
humbly resigned to the awful will of heaven. Thus richly en-

dowed, the empire towered above its neighbors, antique, stately,

unaggressive, honored, and secure, materially as well as morally;

in the words of your old Sir John Mandeville, 'the greatest king-

doin of the world.' Such, indeed, was the Middle Kingdom—
such, alas, would it be to-day but for you."

The answer which the writer in the name of Christendom offers

is optimistic in its tone. He believes in the eventual success of

Western nations in modifying in our favor the sentiments of the

"changeless East." But, he adds, "we have to deal with pre-

judices as old and as strong as humanity." Further:

" We shall succeed on one condition, and on one alone. The
gulf between us is as deep as the division between Confucianism

and Christianity. On that subject you made, perhaps uncon-

sciously, many admissions. You explained that Confucius con-

fessed to an entire ignorance of anything beyond human conduct,

and that in effect, he had no religion at all ; so that to-day China,

to make good the void, must draw from heaven the cloudy meta-

physics of Buddha, and from earth the base material superstitions

of Tao. On the other hand, in the midst of your invective of

Christendom, you said of Christianity that it came from Asia, the

true home of religion, and that it preached peace on earth and
good-will among the nations.

" This is the religion which came to you long ago, and you re-

jected it. Like the Sibyl of old days who returned with ever

diminishing volumes, Christianity stands again before you, but

three centuries have been torn from the Book of Life which it can

give. Consider well and wisely ere you again reject it. For on

that decision hangs the issue of the union or division of the world."

THE POPE'S PESSIMISM.

13 I U S X. , in his latest encyclical letter to hierarchies and clergy,

draws in gloomy colors a picture of the " religious deca-

dence " of the age, and quotes as applicable to the present state of

society this passage from the Hebrew prophet Osee [Hosea]:

"There is no knowledge of God in the land. Cursing, and lying,

and killing, and theft, and adultery have overflowed, and blood hath

touched blood. Therefore shall the land mourn, and every one

that dwelleth in it shall languish." From the encyclical, as trans-

lated for the New York Freonaii's Journal, we take the following

pessimistic passages

:

" Long has the enemy been prowling round the fold, attacking it

with such subtle cunning, that now more than ever seems to be

verified the prediction made by the apostle to the elders of the

church of Ephesus :
' I know that after my departure ravening

wolves will enter in among you, not sparing the flock ' (Acts xx.

29). Those who still cherish zeal for the glory of God are seeking

out the causes of this religious decadence. While differing in their

conclusions they point out, each according to his own views, differ-

ent ways for protecting and restoring the kingdom of God on earth.

But to us, venerable brothers, it seems that while other reasons may
play their part, we must agree with those who hold that the main

cause of the present lassitude and torpor, as well as of the very seri-

ous evils that flow from it, is to be found in the prevailing igno-

rance about divine things

"It is a common lament, only too well founded, that among
Christians there are large numbers who live in utter ignorance of

the truths necessary for salvation. And when we say among
Christians we mean not only the masses and those in the lowei*

walks of life, who are sometimes not to blame, owing to the inhu-

manity of hard taskmasters, whose demands leave them little time

to think of themselves and their own interests. We include, and

indeed more especially, all those who, while endowed with a cer-

tain amount of talent and culture and possessing abundant knowl-

edge of profane matters, have no care nor thought for religion. It

is hard to find words to de.scribe the dense darkness that environs

these persons ; the indifference with which they remain in this

darkness is the saddest sight of all. Rarely do they give a thought

to the Supreme Author and Ruler of all things or to the teachings

of the faith of Christ. Consequently they are absolutely without

knowledge of the incarnation of the Word of God. of the redemp-

tion of mankind wrought by Him. of grace which is the chief

means for the attainment of eternal welfare, and of the Holy Sac-

rifice and the Sacraments by which this grace is acquired and pre-

served. They fail to appreciate the malice and foulness of sin.

They have, therefore, no care to avoid it and free themselves from

it

" In these circumstances, venerable brothers, what wonder is it

if to-day we see in the world, not merely among barbarous peoples

but in the very midst of Christian nations, a constantly increasing

corruption and depravity.'"'

To combat these conditions the Pope urges upon his priests a

more assiduous promulgation of Christian doctrine, with special

admonitions to apply themselves to the teaching of the catechism.

Commenting upon the pessimistic note with which the encyclical

opens, the Springfield Reptiblican remarks

:

" To the Pope's view the world is on the downward path. He
sees, ' in the very midst of Christian nations, a constantly increas-

ing corruption and depravity.' This is the old cry of those who
have ideals of holiness. The early church was built up in the

midst of a decadent religion, from which truth had long departed,

for it no longer had the restraints of faith. But hope was then its
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key-note. Later came the days when the faith of Christ was over-

slaughed by worldly disaster, when the great Latin hymns of the

church were framed, when ' Hora novissima " sang sonorously the

burden which is now that of Pius X.'s introduction to his encycli-

cal And yet even then the new awakening was in progress. And
so it will ever be; the spiritual progress of humanity contests its

life with all manner of evil circumstance, and whether irruptions

of barbarians or corruptions of overrich civilizations rotting to

their doom, it conquers them, and each resilient wave of the di-

vine life lifts a little higher."

THE GREATEST PROBLEM BEFORE CHRISTIAN
MISSIONS.

' I "HE Rev. C. S. Eby, who has spent many years as a mission-

* ary in Japan, is a believer in the reality of " the yellow peril."

He naturally views the question from a religious as well as a

political point of view. "While Japan may be reorganizing the

triple Eastern Empire on lines of militarism, and may show her

leadership there," he claims. " China will very soon take the lead

in all questions of industry, commerce, and great finance." Be-

hind these material figures on the chessboard there lie unseen the

psychic forces which control them. It is only by influencing these

unseen forces, thinks Mr. Eby, that the yellow danger will be

averted. This is the task that he calls upon the Christian missions

to perform.

In support of his view that the danger to Western civilization

and to Western Christianity is a real one, he emphasizes the

"gradual but inevitable " awakening of China. On this point, wri-

ting in T/ie Methodist Magazine and Review (Toronto), he says :

"China has been slowly awakening. For thousands of years her

culture was unquestioned, supreme. . . . With haughty pride she

refused the culture of the West during a whole century of inces-

sant and increasingly persistent contact, until aroused by the blows

of the Japanese army and navy. The young Emperor launched an

edict opening the Empire to Western learning. The Empress
Dowager suppressed him and his edict for the time, and Old China
made another struggle against the inevitable New China in the

Boxer rising. Again they were punished by the West. Now an

edict, for some time in force, has been filling the land with schools

in every province, culminating in an immense Imperial University,

in all of which Western knowledge and culture will be taught.

The old type of official examinations, which looked only to the

past, is giving place to new examinations which look to the culture

of the West and to the future of China. A revolution, simply be-

yond the power of description, has already begun. What has oc-

curred in Japan on a small scale during the last forty years is being

reenacted in China on a scale colossal and portentous."

Mr. Eby lays stress on an ominous feature of this movement, a

feature, he says, which is generally overlooked :

"This whole development of Western culture in the Eastern

mind, so far as it is national and popular, is anti-Christian and
materialistic. The educational department of Japan, so far as

possible, has wrought for the exclusion of Christian influences

from the national system, and. when able, cripples the mission

schools. The result may be seen in the religious census of two

schools, typical of the whole. And let it be remembered that 92

per cent, of the boys of school age, and 83 per cent, of the girls,

are in these schools. In a school of 200 students, whose average

age was 18,'/^ years, there were : Christians, 2 ; Buddhists, g; Shin-

toists. i; Agnostics, 140: Atheists, 27; non-committal, 21. In a

school of 130 students, average age 21 ^'i years : Christians, o; Bud-
dhists, 3: Shintoists, o; Confucianists, I ; Agnostics, 95 ; Atheists,

26; non-committal, 5. Thus it will be seen that the old religions

are passing, and that the Gospel to-day accepted in Japan is that

of Herbert Spencer and Professor Haeckel. In China they have

not gone so far in that direction, but cling to Confucius, with his

earth-bounded ethics and culture of the 'natural,' the psychic man.
" But to such an extent does the old hold sway that no Christian

child and no Christian teacher can remain in their national system

of schools. From the common school to the university the Chris-

tian is excluded, and, of course. Christian teaching is impossible.

The culture of the West is accepted in the curriculum, deliberately

and of set purpose, for its materialistic advantage, in the war
against aggression and in the wider field of industrialism and com-
merce, in order to preserve their ancestral inheritance, mental,,

ethical, religious."

Nevertheless, Mr. Eby believes that the problem with which

Christian missions are thus confronted is not insoluble. It re-

mains for " true mission statesmanship to organize the vast forces

of Christendom for a new and overwhelming crusade." As to

what has already been accomplished, Mr. Eby says:

" While it is true that the educational departments of both Japan
and China ostentatiously reject all contact with Christianity as

such, the Christian missionary is still one of the migiitiest factors

working along the lines of intellectual culture in both these lands.

That influence is backed and emphasized by growing religious,

moral, and humanitarian results of the self-denying labors of the

missionaries. In Cliina hundreds of mission schools are crowded
with boys and girls, and if ten thousand more could be opened
they would be crowded to the doors; the thirty mission colleges

are crowded with paying students, while the thirty government
colleges have ditificulty in getting students, tho giving free tuition

and support. The mission presses have been multiplying apace,

and such is the demand for literature dealing with Western mat-

ters, including religion and ethics, that the presses, working night

and day, can not keep up with orders. One mission press in

Shanghai celebrated its jubilee in 1894 ; it then had a force of

ninety-six printers and thirty binders, .aib.1. for the preceding five

years had sold 200,000,000 pages, of which 123,000,000 were Holy
Scriptures, 43,000,000 religious books and tracts, and 18,000,000

magazines."

Sir Robert Hart has asserted that " the only salvation from the

'yellow peril' will be either the partition of China among the

European Powers, or a miraculous spread of Christianity that

shall transform the Empire." Mr. Eby looks to the latter alter-

native.

MR. CARNEGIE'S DISCRIMINATION AGAINST
DENOMINATIONAL COLLEGES.

T^HE clause excluding the denominational colleges from the

' benefits of Mr. Carnegie's ;?io,ooo,ooo pension fund for col-

lege teachers is greeted with disapproval by some of the religious

papers. The limitation applies to " such [colleges] as are under

control of a sect or require trustees (or a majority thereof), officers,

faculty, or students, to belong to any specified sect, or which im-

pose any theological test."

The report of the United States Commissioner of Education for

1901 showed 475 denominational universities and colleges, exclu-

sive of theological seminaries. To-day the number is probably

considerably greater.

While some of the Protestant papers refer to Mr. Carnegie's

"unkind discrimination," and enter into a general defense of the

"denominational college," a more specific point is urged by

The Catholic Citizen, of Milwaukee. The terms of the gift ex-

clude Roman Catholic colleges and .seminaries, of which there are

now 274 in the United States. The Catholic Citizen claims that

the distinction is false which assumes " that what is broadly Prot-

estant is non-sectarian because there are sects in Protestantism,

but what is Catholic is sectarian because there are no sects in

Catholicism." A similar case could be argued by the Jews, whose

institutions also are not beneficiaries by the fund. The New York

Sun thinks that "undoubtedly there is reason in this criticism."

Its comment is in part as follows :

" For example, Princeton L^niversity is classed by the Roman
Catholic paper as Presbyterian, and Chicago LIniversity as Bap-
tist—at any rate, as distinctively Protestant in the sense that their

faculties are limited to Protestants. The Catholic University at

Washington that paper describes as no more sectarian than they.

It is Roman Catholic because ' it is virtually limited in its board of

trustees to Catholics,' but it ' admits students of all creeds and has
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now or has had Protestants in its faculty, e.g., Carroll D. Wright

as professor of economics.'

"But probably Mr. Carnegie's exclusion of the Roman Catholic

and Jewish institutions was due to his rejection of the theory that

religion is the necessary and obligatory basis of all education, and

this religion dogmatic and exclusive. He did not want to do any-

t-hingfor the encouragement of religious education specifically, and

he seems to hav'e assumed that Roman Catholic and Jewish col-

leges and seminaries are primarily for the teaching of a specific

religion, while the primary purpose of the Protestant institutions,

as also of the wliolly secularized, is rather education apart from

religion.

" He did not go to the extreme of Stephen Girard, who left about

$8,000,000 in 1S31 to found the institution at Philadelphia bearing

his name, with the condition that no minister or ecclesiastic of any

sect or church should have any connection with the college or be

allowed to visit its premises; but he showed an indisposition to

further any sort of distinctively religious instruction. His theory

seems to have been that colleges other than Roman Catholic and
Jewish are secular institutions; and practically they may now be

called secular. Sectarian influences may have entered into their

foundation, but the theory that religion should be the basis of their

instruction no longer prevails in them. In their faculties the pre-

ponderating opinion is on the side of religious skepticism, as ex-

pressed in contemporary criticism of the historical validity of the

scriptural basis of religion."

To the Roman Catholic and Jewisli colleges The Sun suggests

this consolation :

"They can console tliemselves by drawing the inference from the

exclusion of their colleges and the inclusion of Protestant insti-

tutions that in the mind of the giver of the fund the latter are out-

side of the sphere of religion : that their education is scientific

rather than religious ; natural rather tiian supernatural in its basis."

The Rev. J. M. Buckley, writing in I'lie Cliristiaii Advocate,

states that there are at the present time more than 150,000 students

in the denominational colleges and universities. The function of

these institutions, he says, is to offer " the best opportunities for a

special education, without damage to religious faith." He writes

further:

" Under present circumstances, were the denominational colleges

to dissolve, there is every reason to believe that a current away
from anything definite, positive, or aggressive in religion would be

generated to a degree which would in time emit an influence simi-

lar to that exerted by the educational institutions of Germany over

that people."

THE LITURGIC TREND IN PRESBYTERIANISM.

F"'OLLOWING upon Justice Harlan's proposal for a great

Presbyterian cathedral in Washington the Rev. Dr. Henry

Van Dyke of Princeton has submitted to the General Assembly

a " book of forms " for voluntary use in Presbyterian churches.

Both these events are regarded as illustrative of a liturgical trend

in modern Presbyterianism. This tendency finds both eager

friends and zealous opponents within the denomination.

Dr. Van Dyke was chairman of the special committee on forms

of service which recently submitted its report to the General As-

sembly at Winona Lake. " Historically," says the report, " the

use of forms of service was practically universal among the early

Calvinistic or Reformed churches." It states, moreover, that let-

ters of inquiry to the churches brought replies showing that nine-

tenths of the ministers desire improvement and better order in the

conduct of worship in tl ; church, that almost all the ministers

wish the people to take part in the service, that nine-tenths of

them wish for more unity in Presbyterian worship, and that more

than four-fifths feel the need of a book of forms. In regard to

these findings of the committee, the Hartford Coura/it makes the

following comment

:

" It gives Presbyterians no information to tell them that many
of their churches, particularly in the large cities, have incorporated

antiphonal features in the services, the order of worship has been
somewhat enriched and formalized, and that many of their minis-

ters wear gowns in the pulpit. It is the extent to which the move-
ment has spread and the favor with which it is looked upon by so

large a body of ministers that will be found surprising. But the

inquiry of the committee was made with an honest purpose, and
the statement of facts is to be accepted as entirely reliable."

Among the delegates to the General Assembly there was differ-

ence of opinion about accepting the prayer-book compiled by the

special committee to meet the needs revealed by their investiga-

tion. The objections were purely on the general ground that

printed prayers and fixed forms are not native to the genius of

Presbyterianism. The friends of the new prayer-book, however,

were in the majority. The book contains forms for morning and

evening worship, for baptism, the Lord's Supper, marriages,

funerals, and the ordination of ministers, as well as a "treasury"

of prayers for general and special uses.

The attitude of those opposed to the new " liturgy " and the

trend which it represents maybe gathered from the following quo-

tations. Jennie Geddes, writing in The Herald and Presbyter,

says :

"Of course, the proposed ritual is voluntary. One does not

have to u.se it any more than he must hang himself if somebody
gives him a rope. But ritualism has a hypnotic influence.

Familiar with its face,

We first endure, then pity, then embrace.

" We now know that suggestion is contagious. The bad weed
of formalism never asks for anything more than toleration. You
give it a start, and it will do the rest

"
I suppose we must admit that the Presbyterians did have

some ritual once, when they were but a short while out of Popery,

but it is hardly fair to remember it against them. I read of a

Madame Rack-a-bones, who put on a decolletd dress, and asked a

gentleman how he liked it, and he replied that he did not think

she ought to bring out the family skeleton that way !

"But what is the chaff to the wheat? Must we gather it up

again after the grain has been threshed out? Is not the Holy
Spirit the Master of Ceremonies in all churches of the saints?

Must we put up the bars of formal service against his operations?

Is not this one hindrance now, that we proceed according to a

routine that does not suit itself to varying occasions?"

In the same paper the Rev. George H. FuUerton, D.D., writes:

" I would that this whole subject might be devoutly discussed in

our church courts and religious papers, not in the interest of a

stubborn conservatism that would oppose all changes in our forms

of worship, but to arrest a tendency toward a formalism which

hampers Christian liberty and chills evangelistic spirit and work."

But the friends of the movement are no less emphatic than its

enemies. From the same paper we quote the Rev. John Clark

Hill, D.D., to this effect:

"'The Trend' is on, and, thank God, it is a trend toward the

restoration of forms sanctified by long use in the Ancient Church

before it became corrupt. The Presbyterian Church of to-day is

too intelligent to be frightened by a bogy, resurrected to do honor

to the puritanical iconoclasts of the sixteenth century, who in their

blind zeal attempted to banish everything that was in use by the

Roman Church. Let us be reasonable and recognize with grati-

tude 'The Trend,' which is doing so much to restore reverence in

our worship and is putting emphasis on 'the end of Presbyterian

worship, which is that all people should join in the service of God.'
"

After admitting that the adoption of a liturgical service would

deprive Presbyterianism of one of its distinctive marks, T/te Times

says

:

" But to those who believe that differences, whether in shades

of doctrine or in orders of church government, are obstacles which

should not be permitted to stand in the way of Christian unity, in

the way of converting and amalgamating all the churches into one

great 'National Society for the Promotion of Goodness,' that con-

sideration would not seem either conclusive or even very relevant."
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FOREIGN COMMENT.

A JAPANESE TRAFALGAR.

THE news of Togo's victory and Kozhdestvensky's crushing

defeat, as learned from Japanese sources, calls to mind the

message of the Russian Admiral to his master, the Czar: "
I will

telegraph to you if I win the fight; if I am defeated Togo will send

you word." As a matter of fact Togo did send the terrible news

of Russian disaster, by which the Czar's fleet was practically wiped

out, every battle-ship, armored cruiser, and coast defense vessel

being either sunk or captured. The newspapers of the world are

asking how did so complete a dt'bacle come about? How did it

happen that Togo at one stroke

gained as complete a control of

ocean in the extreme East as

Nelson by his victory at Trafal-

gar gained of the seas of Europe ?

The Shanghai correspondent of

The Daily Telegraph (London)

attributes it to Rozhdestvensky's

deficiencies as a tactician. His

battle formation, says this writer,

was at fault. Yet Rozhdestven-

sky was Russia's finest sailor.

On the eve of the battle the

French military and naval organ.

Arm^e et Marine (Paris) said:

"It is impossible not to admire

the tenacity, strength of purpo.se,

and address which have enabled

the Russian commander of the

Baltic fleet to conduct to the ex-

treme East the imposing naval

force of which he is Admiral, in

spite of the immense length of

the voyage, and the dangers

which lay in wait for it at every

point. To lead such an armada

to the end of the world, to keep

it fully victualed, and present it ready for battle at the seat of war

seemed to be something impossible, yet the first half of his pur-

pose Rozhdestvensky has fully accomplished." Even The Daily

Telegraph (London), quoted from above, can only suggest a par-

tial explanation of the decisive result of the conflict. The whole

brunt of the battle was borne by the weaker vessels. Rozhdest-

vensky had arrayed his "armored ships on the starboard side.

with the cruisers and gunboats on the port side. The Japanese

main force coming from the northwest attacked the port line

first, and promptly threw it into disorder. This disorganized the

starboard line. Thus the real action was of very short duration."

The consequence was what Captain Mahan had half predicted as

"a miserable stampede of confusion and disaster." But the

Shanghai correspondent adds :
" The sinking of so many iron-clads

and the surrender of others without fighting demands explanation."

According to the correspondent of The Daily yI/«// (London ) the

Japanese fleet attacked the Russian fleet at six in the morning.

May 27. The first ship to sink by a mine or torpedo was the Ad-

miral I^akhimoff, a Russian armored cruiser. The Japanese sub-

marine boats did vast damage. Ship after ship was sunk or

compelled to surrender. The correspondent continues :

"Togo risked nothing, and lost nothing. Darkness brought a

glorious night, with smooth and transparent seas. The Russians

were edging northward with the powerful Japanese fleet in a hori-

zontal line across their bows, forming an effective barricade.

Then, under searchlights and the cover of the big guns of the war-

ships, the Japanese torpedo flotilla began like locusts to sting and

sink the enemy, the Russians continuing to return the gunfire. At
two o'clock in the morning the fighting was fierce and intense and
no rest was allowed the Russians.

" With dawn of Sunday the Japanese fleet came into closer range.

All day long the battle continued, and by evening was raging off

Northern Nagoto. The Russians were powerless to offer any
effective resistance."

The Austrian Fremdenblatt (Vienna), which is credited with

being the semi-official organ of the Government, views the crushing

defeat of the Russians with concern. It declares that the Japanese

victory was too complete and sweeping to be quite acceptable to

Great Britain and the United States; that it may be far from

bringing peace, but may necessitate a new adjustment of inter-

national relations. The National ZcitHng{V>zr\\\\) actually states

that Togo's victory is of serious

and threatening import to the

white races. Not only Russia's

jjrestige, but the reputation of

the white with the yellow race

have become engulfed in the

Korean Straits. With regard to

Russia there is only one opinion.

The Echo de Paris says that

such a defeat indicates the ruin

of Russia's hopes, and The Jour-

nal (Paris) announces that Rus-

sia has lost the game. The
Figaro declares pointedly :

" The
news will be particularly pain-

ful to us; but the whole of Eu-

rope will receive with some ap-

prehension for the future this

fresh success of ambitious Ja-

pan, the glorious champion of

the yellow races." The Temps

(Paris), a semi-official organ of

the Government, thinks that this

defeat of Russia by sea makes
Of course, Edward, you are charming, but while you clasp my hand, your pups it impossible to imagine how,

are snapping at my legs !

"

—Rire (Paris).

THE ENTENTE CORDIALE.

with her inferior land forces,

and the insufficiency of her Si-

berian railroad, she can ever retrieve her fortunes by land.

It is noticeable that the naval expert of the Arnn'e et Marine

(Paris) did not anticipate that the Russian fleet would have tried

to reach Vladivostok from the south, but would have made for the

open Pacific and approached either by the Straits of Perouse,

between Yezo and Sakhalin, or the Straits of Tsugaru, between

Nippon and Yezo. It is thought probable that Rozhdestvensky

was compelled by the exigencies of coal and victualing to attempt

the shorter route, where he was pounced upon by Togo, altho it

does not follow that he could have evaded the swifter ships of

Japan, and reached Vladivostok for refitting by taking a course so

as to approach his destination from the east. Nor must we fail to

take account of the fact that, according to the journal above quoted,

Russia was outweighted and outnumbered by Japan, the fleet of

Rozhdestvensky standing to that of Togo as 89 to 98, tiuis being

inferior by about one-ninth.

The panic into which the battle of the Korean Straits has driven

the Czar and the bureaucracy of Russia is aggravated by the re-

ported revolt of Russian troops in Manchuria. The Russian press

is, however, divided in its utterances. The A'ovosii (St. Peters-

burg) and the Bourse Gazette {Si. Petersburg) clamor for peace,

but most of the newspapers confine themselves to denouncing the

Government and make the completeness of Russia's downfall the

text of an appeal for political reform and a popular representative

Government. Thus the Slovo, a popular paper, says:

" Enough ! Blindfolded for two hundred years, the Russian
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GERALD BALFOUR, M.P.,

Who has introduced a bill into Parliament for the

BEN TILLETT,

The labor leader of the Bristol " Dockers," who
says there are a million unemployed.relief or employment of the unemployed.

FIGURES IN THE LABOR CRISIS IN ENGLAND.

KEIR HARDIE, M.P.,

A labor leader who is bringing delegations of the
unemployed to flood London.

people have been marching to the brink of destruction, but the

bandages are now torn from the eyes of 130,000,000 of Russians,

and they will neither be led nor driven over the precipice. Let the

people speak ! The bureaucracy has had its say, and has crowned
its work of national shame and humiliation. Let it now listen to

what those who have suffered in silence and who have supported

it in luxury have to say. From this moment a convocation of the

people has become as necessary as the air we breathe."

On the other hand, the Sviet {Si. Petersburg) maintains:

" We must not yield an inch, but fight on, if not on the sea, then

on land. An ignominious peace would reduce Russia to a second-

class Power."

THE UNEMPLOYED IN ENGLAND.

SINCE the irruption of Jack Cade and his rabble into London,

and the gathering of the Chartists on the Lancashire sands

early in the last century, there has never been such a concentration

of the British proletariat as is manifested in the invasion of London

recently by the discontented laboring class during the weeks of late

spring. The first detachment to reach the capital were the army

bootmakers of Raundes, who marched to London amid the en-

couragements and hospitable entertainment of every village

through which they passed. After making their demonstration

they were sent home by rail by their sympathizers. Since then

other industrial centers have forwarded their delegations. For

instance, at the Dockers' Congress held recently at Bristol, Mr.

Ben Tillett stated tliat at present there were over a million men
and women out of employment, and 50 per cent, of dock laborers

only obtained two and a half days' work per week. The only way

to remedy matters, he said, was to direct the attention of ministers

in a forcible manner to the needs of the unemployed, and one of

the best means was to march on London.

It is, indeed, a sign of the times that these hordes of the unem-

ployed pour into the city without riot, menace, or signs of temper

and indignation. The whole proceeding, says T/ie Standard, is

characterized by good-humor and patience. On the other hand,

the Government of the country acknowledges its responsibilities in

the matter. A bill is now being brought before Parliament by

Mr. Gerald Balfour, in which special provisions are made for fur-

nishing work and relief for those who need them. Of this bill,

"The Unemployed Workmen's Bill." The National Review (X.on-

don) gives the following account:

"It is proposed to establish a local body in every metropolitam

borough, and a eentral body for the whole London area, the former
being charged with the duty of investigating applications for em-
ployment, and of dividing the applicants into two classes: (i)

Those willing but unable to obtain work owing to exceptional

causes; (2) suitable objects of ordinary poor-law relief. For the

former class they would endeavor to obtain employment. The
central body would exercise a general supervision over the local'

bodies, and would establish labor exchanges and employment reg-

isters. While the local bodies would endeavor to obtain employ-
ment, they were not empowered to provide work. This problem'

would be exclusively re.served for the central body, which would,

for certain clearly defined objects, be entitled to draw to a limited

extent upon the rates."

Meanwhile strenuous efforts are being made to secure the prompt

passing of this measure, and a regular "Coxey's army" continues

to stream into the capital. The policy of the invasion is thus out-

lined by Mr. W. E. Skivington of the Manchester Unemployed

Committee. He says, according to The IVestminste?' Gazette

(London)

:

"The unemployed are organized throughout England, and are
determined to exercise their strength in the event of the Govern-
ment Bill being endangered. We propose to dump the unem-
ployed into London if the Government shows any slackness. This

line of action, conceived in Manchester, has been enthusiastically

approved in all our centers. The idea is that men shall go to Lon-

don by different routes at the rate probably of two or three hundred
a week. These large gangs of ' tramps ' will be advised to seek

shelter of the casual wards on their journey in preference to ap-

peals to people on the roadside. May be guardians who control'

the casual wards will seek to apply the labor test to them, but it is

believed to be more probable that the poor law authorities will be
only too glad to get rid of the men at the earliest possible moment
The men will be advised to throw the responsibility of the mainte-

nance of their wives and children during the period of their journey

upon the poor law , and also to direct their children to demand food

in the schools. The scheme, it will be seen, is a big one. It is-

well organized, and can be put into operation the moment the sig-

nal is given. But it is hoped that the Government will obviate tlie

necessity of any demonstration by pressing on the bill."

Mr. Keir Hardie has a somewhat different scheme, which, ac-

cording to the same journal, he thus describes :

" In view of the great distress due to almost chronic unemploy-
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ment which prevails ia most of our great towns and centers of

population, I am determined not to allow the unemployed bill to

go under without making a big effort to save it. The bill now
before the country, witli all its shortcomings, will, when it becomes

A M-W riCTLRE OV THE KMl'liKOR AND EMPRESS OF GERMANY.

law, create the machinery and locate the responsibility for dealing

with this most pressing of all social problems, and with people in

our midst dying daily of starvation, or ending a miserable life by

suicide; it is a scandal that a bill intended to end this tragedy

should be treated as if it were a matter of no moment. Having
put this view before my colleagues on the National Council of the

Independent Labor Party, it has been decided that on a given day,

as early as possible, and not later than June lo, a great national

demonstration be held in London, Hyde Park by preference, at

which all the Labor M. P. 's already in the House, and L.R.C. can-

didates and representative trade unionists who are not candidates,

will be invited to take part, and at which a resolution embodying
a petition to the Government will be submitted. Deputations of

the unemployed from the big towns of England will also be pres-

ent. Simultaneously with the great national gathering in London
similar meetings will be held in every town and city of any size in

Great Britain."

TAe S/a fIe/arei (London) does not approve of Mr. Skivington's

plan. It says

:

"It requires a curiously perverse judgment to discover how the

means of employment can be brought within the reach of laborers

in the heart of the country by marching them to the metropolis to

swell the ranks of those who already crowd our labor market.

Nor can it be pretended that an arrangement which involves, as an

initial step, the breaking up of homes and the consignment of

women and children to the care of the poor law, and which implies

dependence throughout upon casual charity, is a particularly im-

pressive protest against the hardship of the workhouse system and
the humiliations of precarious relief. On the dangers from the

police point of view and on the incidental demoralization we would
not insist, for presumably a genuine effort will be made by the

promoters of the enterprise to keep it within the bounds of so-

briety."

TAe Tribtina (Rome) says that " the final object cf this move-

ment is not so much to present a deputation to Parliament as to

concentrate in London such a large mass of the unemployed as will

force the Government to provide some relief by legislative enact-

ment." Such legislative action is in accordance with the final

comisel of The Standard^ which says:

" It is time that statesmanship, if it cares to justify itself as truly

practical and patriotic, should accept it as a paramount and urgent

function to convert theoretical potentialities into matter-of-fact at-

tainment. The ' Condition of the People ' question must be the

primary article in a rational program."

THE EMPEROR OF GERMANY AND THE
POPE.

'T^HE Kaiser's acceptance of the Cross of the Order of the

*- Holy Sepulcher, of which the Pope himself is Grand Mas-

ter, is thought by many of the best-informed European journals to

foreshadow a closer relation between Germany and the Holy See.

While this prospect arouses the liveliest satisfaction among the

Catholics, especially in Germany, it gives the radical press a

chance for a fling at both Pope and Kaiser, whom they regard

with about equal affection. Thus the Intransigeanf, a' Parisian

radical paper, indulges in the following comment:

"The [German] supporters of Socialism and Dreyfus must feel

a little awkward when they see their dear Emperor, the Kaiser of

Germany, hobnobbing with the Vatican and the Catholics Altho

he is a Huguenot, William poses as a champion of the papacy, and
Pius X., who, if lie were a good Catholic, would e.xcommunicate

and condemn this child of Luther, sends him his blessing and the

Cross of the Order of the Holy Sepulcher, in order to show him
how great a champion of Christianity the Emperor William IL is

considered."

The Temps (Paris) says :

" The sudden reunion at Metz of the Chancellor of the Empire,

Cardinals Kopp and Fischer, and Bishop Bengler has given rise in

political circles to many commentaries. The general opinion is

that the Emperor thinks of adopting a new attitude toward the

Holy See, on account of the separation of the church and state in

France."

There is indeed an opinion current that the separation of church

and state in France has suggested to the Roman Curia to seek for

countenance elsewhere. This is the opinion of the Cologne Ga-

zette which announces " The Vatican is alarmed by the hostile atti-

tude of France, and is considering the advisability of changing the

axis of papal policy and invoking the support of Germany." Com-

A LESSON IN PROTEAN TRANSFORMATION.

" That's right, my dear sons, it is necessary to show yourselves good Protes-

tants, but also to know how, on occasion, to be excellent Catholics !

"

—Fischietto ( Turin).

menting on this remarkable utterance, the Berlin correspondent of

The Times (London) says :

"The question is said to have arisen whether it may not be

found necessary for the church to place its chief reliance in future

upon the German element in its communion. The Pope is de-

scribed as being in great perplexity and as having no counselor

upon whose advice he can depend. There are reasons, however,

for regarding with a certain degree of skepticism the further state-
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ment that the Roman cardinals now realize the mistake which has

been made in concentrating all the efforts of papal policy upon the

recovery of the temporal power.

"In Protestant and, still more, in rationalist quarters the hope
is expressed that the German Government will not allow itself to

be employed by the papacy as a bogey for the intimidation of

France. Count von Biilow, who spent many years as Ambassador
in Rome, is believed to haveamore extensive and practical knowl-

edge of Roman, including papal, politics than of any other branch

of foreign affairs, and it is assumed that he would not easily fall

into any snare set for him by papal diplomacy. On the other

hand, there have been manifold evidences of the Emperor's desire

to turn the machinery of Roman Catholicism to account in the in-

terests of Weltpolitik"

On receiving the Cross from Monseigneur Kopp, the Cardinal-

Bishop of Breslau, the Emperor said :

"I gladly accept this order and see in the bestowal of this honor

a new tie, which allies me with the religious activity of Christi-

anity in the Holy See."

This calls forth from the Berliner Neucrte NacJuichleii the re-

mark that it is to be hoped that Count von Biilow will not allow

Germany to be drawn into conflict with France in the matter of the

Christian or rather Catholic protectorate in the East now exercised

by France. It almost looks as if this were the real point at issue,

for the Cologne Gazette, quoted above, sets at the head of its col-

umns a note on the subject, which was evidently inspired by the

German Chancellor, in which we read :

" The sending to the German Emperor of the Cross of the Holy
Sepulcher has been much commented on, all tiie more because this

order has never before been bestowed upon a non-Catholic. But
if any one considers that apropos of conferring this order Cardinal

Kopp has talked with the Emperor on the question of assuming

the protectorate of Catiiolic missions in the East, he shows an ut-

ter ignorance of the position Germany takes in the matter. The
right of protection over the Catholics of the East, which France,

as is well known, has always claimed as founded on antique and

obsolete treaties, Germany has never recognized."

After saying that all nations protect their own people in the

East, the writer continues :

" In spite of her differences with the Catholic Church the French
Republic has never ceased to attach great value to this mantle.

which is certainly very decorative, even tho exceedingly ragged.

Altho, as has been said, we do not recognize France's right to the

protectorate, we have no ambition to obtain a monopoly for our-

selves of that which we consider no one should monopolize."
— Translations madefor The Literary Digest.

ENGLISH VIEWS OF OUR NAVAL TRAINING.

THE training of naval officers is becoming year by year more

and more complicated and elaborate. The most recent

events in naval warfare point to the fact that the finest and most

powerful vessels are mere instruments of self-destruction to unin-

structed crews and commanders

—

"like powder in a skilless sol-

dier's hands." It is therefore interesting reading to turn over the

report which has been rendered by Prof. J. A. Ewing, director of

naval education in England, to the British Admiralty after a visit

to the Lhiited States, the object of which he thus describes:

" In the first place to see in operation the American system of

training young naval officers ; secondly, to get what information

could be gathered as to current opinion among naval officers on

the practical effects of the amalgamation scheme, according to

which thedistinctic:. wliich formerly held between engineer officers

and officers of the line has been abandoned ; and finally to see

what is being done for the training of naval constructors."

Professor Ewing visited the United States naval schools at New
York and Annapolis and was afforded ample means of testing the

character of the instruction there given, and the method of classi-

fying naval officers on active service. Discussing the training at

Annapolis he says

:

"Taking the Annapolis training as a whole, one is astonished at

its combination of comprehensiveness with thoroughness. The
officers are sent out so well equipped for the various duties which,
under their system of interchangeability, may and do fall to the lot

of each, that no post-graduate courses of study are provided.

There is no selection, as with us, at a later period, of officers to

qualify in one or another subject by special courses of study. No
later courses in gunnery or torpedo, or navigation, or engineering

are judged necessary. It is only in naval architecture, for the few
graduates who are selected to become constructors, that any pro-

vision of post-graduate study is made. The Annapolis graduate
is able to serve in any of the usual specialist capacities, but his

Annapolis training is held to be sufficient to qualify him for such
service. It is also held to be sufficient to qualify him for coming
back to Annapolis as a teacher in any branch."

While Annapolis does not train specialists, the want of men of

the highest and profoundest knowledge in particular branches is

being felt and will doubtless one day be met. To quote from the

report

:

"The Annapolis system does not train experts, in the sense of

men who have gone deeply into one subject and made it thoroughly

their own. There is evidence, to which I shall refer later, that the

want of such experts is being felt. Tho the Annapolis graduate is

admitted to be remarkably competent for any and all of the ordinary

duties of a young officer, there is anxiety in some quarters lest the

navy be left without men possessing a higher quality of knowledge
in particular branches."

A most interesting question was that of the amalgamations of

the executive and engineering branches of the service, concerning

which English views are somewhat stiffly conservative. He pro-

ceeds :

"It is generally admitted that the amalgamation scheme has

been successful, and that the young officers are able with no more
than the general training which they have in common to discharge

satisfactorily the duties of the engine-room. I had emphatic testi-

mony to this effect from Admiral Evans, who had lately returned

from the command of the China Squadron. He spoke in enthu-

siastic support of the amalgamation scheme, and said his expe-

rience of it had been entirely satisfactory. He found the young
officers trained under it perfectly competent to take charge in the

engine-room and to undertake ordinary repairs, and added that the

older engineers were becoming convinced of their efficiency. He
strongly condemned any idea of separation or permanently detail-

ing certain officers to engine-room duty, but would interchange

them very frequently, and not tie an officer to the engine-room even

for a single cruise."

There was a pleasing sentimental phase of Professor Ewing's

investigations, as appears in his account of the religious service at

Annapolis, where the reverent behavior of the youths much im-

pressed him. Perhaps out of compliment to the English visitors,

the chaplain, he says, introduced into his sermon a striking pas-

sage, hinting, not obscurely, at an Anglo-Saxon alliance, which

should secure the peace of the world ; and it was clear from the

remarks made afterward by officers that he had the general sym-

pathy of his audience. This, it is remarked, was only one of

several indications which the visitors came across of how far

American opinion has traveled in recent years in the direction of

friendliness, and more than friendliness, toward England. In the

United States navy Professor Ewing notes that the prevalent feel-

ing appears to be a wish to act in concert, and there is a growing

and already strong sense of brotherhood and of community in na-

tional ideals.

POINTS OF VIEW.

h Popular Impression Corrected.- "Japan," says the St. Petersburg

NoToyc Vrciityn, '' has far more need of peace than Russia."

It is declared by those who served under him that General Stoessel, the surren-

derer of Port Arthur, rTirely vient to the froni.szys £re>!ti!g- S/atidard a.nd Si.

James's Gazette, but devoted his principal energies to enriching himself. Mme.
Stoessel is said to have owned forty cows, which were fed on bread while the gar-

rison were on short rations. The milk from these cows was sold at the rate of

2s. ($o.;o) a bottle. One officer stated that he gave £,t, ios. ($17.00) for a turkey

which he purchased from General Stoessel.
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NOTABLE BOOKS OF THE DAY.

PICTURES OF ITALIAN LIFE.

Italian Letters ok a Ditlomat's Wii-e. Hv Mary King Waddington.
Cloth, 324 pp. Illustrated. Price, $2.50 net. Cnarles Scribner's Sons.

THE sights and personalities of Italy—the dinners, balls, fetes, fashions,

and all the brilliant pageantry of court and \'atican—are presented

in attractive fashion in a volume made up of the letters written by Madame
Waddington, daughter of Charles King, President of Columbia College,

New York, and wife of M. William Henry Waddington, some time Premier

of France and a noted diplomat. It is divided into two parts. Part I. con-

taining the letters written by Madame Waddington to her mother and sister

during a winter's sojourn in Rome in 1879-80, and Part II. relating the

incidents of a visit to Rome twenty years later, after the death of M. Wad-
dington. There are pen-pictures of the Popes, Pius IX., Leo XIII., and

Pius X.; and the picture of the latter has a contemporary interest that

makes it seem worth transcribing.
' He was dressed, of course, entirely in white. He spoke only Italian

—

said he understood French, but didn't speak it easily. He has a beautiful

face—so earnest, with a refined, upward look in his eyes; not at all the

intellectual, ascetic appearance of Leo XIII., nor the half-malicious, kindly

smile of Pius IX.; but a face one would remember. . . . He was much
interested in all Bessie told him about .America and the Catholic religion

in the States—was rather amused when she suggested that another Ameri-
can Cardinal might perhaps be a good thing. . . . He gave me the im-

pression of a man who was still feeling his way, but who, when he had
found it, would go straight on to what he considered his duty. ... As we
were leaving I explained that I was a Protestant, my son also, but that he

had married a Catholic, and I would
like his blessing for my daughter.

He made mc a sign to kneel and
touched my head with his hand, saying

the words in Latin, and adding, ''A'

per Lei c tulta la sua jamiglia" (for

you and all your family).

It will be seen from this brief quo-

tation, that the style is vivacious,

chatty, and brilliant—just such a style,

in a sentence, as a clever .American

woman of the most exclusive social

circle might be expected to write in a

friendly letter. The accounts of inti-

mate acciuaintance with such notable

personalities as Cardinal Howard, Mr.

\\'illiam .Story, the distinguished sculj^-

tor, and the portraits of Queen
Margherita of Italy, Victoria, Crown
Princess of Germany, Cardinals Anto-

nelli and Merry del \'al, unite to form a fascinating and picturesque nar-

rative of Italian Ufe.

As might be expected, in an ei)istolary style, there are occasional lapses

ia taste which a more careful editing would have removed. Examples
are, "Two swell porters were at the door" (p. 241), and "I am tired from

the quantity of people we saw at the Schuylers" (p. 48). The volume is

profusely illustrated with excellent views of places and persons. The
book will prove a diverting supplement to Baedecker for those en tour in

Italy—in prospect or retrospect.

MARV KING WADUINGTO.N.

ESSAYS OF AN ARISTOCRAT.
Essays by the Late Marquess of Salisbury, K.G. Two volumes.

Cloth, 212, 241 pp. Price, $2.00 net, per volume. E. P. Dutton & Co.

THE sturdy, rugged, straightforward English, of unfailing dignity and
majestic stateliness, that marks the essays of Lord Salisburv,

clothes with new interest the topics of a half-forgotten time. So far as

concerns the subjects of which they treat, it must be said that the repose

of these essays of forty years ago might well have been left undisturbed.

Political and polemical in character, they deal, in the main, and in a

frankly partizan tone, with purely contemporaneous issues. But though

the occasions which gave them raisoii d'etre have vanished with the passage

of time, there is ample warrant for their reappearance. Not only do they

exhibit Lord Salisbury's work in letters at his best, but they possess a sin-

gular autobiographical value, in that they present a remarkably vivid

portrayal of the personality of their distinguished author, and constitute a

lucid statement of the abstract principles of policy which were in after

vears to guide him in shaping the destinies of Great Britain.

Six in number, they were originally contributed to The Quarterly Re-

view during the years 1861 to 1864, when, as Lord Robert Cecil, the writer

wae Conservative Member for Stamford. The first is a vigorous, and, to

IHL LATE LORD SALISBURY.

a large extent, successful, effort to vindicate the memory of that Castlc-
reagh of Napoleonic War renown and Irish notoriety. The second and
third are occupied with a review of the domestic and foreign [)olicy of the
younger Pitt, and were evidently called forth by the animadversions of
Lord Macaulay and Lord Russell. The fourth is a cold analysis, from
the historical standpoint, of the Pohsh
question, and was written in 1863, at

the height of the rebellion which Gen-
eral Muravief repressed with such
ferocity. The fifth is a clear and
thorough exposition of that most in-

tricate of Continental Problems, the

Schleswig-IIolstein (juestion, which re-

appears in the sixth, a bitterly hostile

survey of the foreign policy of Lords
Palmerston and Russell. .As litera-

ture, each dis[)lays impressive negative

and positive virtues. The style, tho

distinctly inferior in l)eauty and charm
to that of Burke or Macaulay, irresis-

tibly calls to mind these masters of

prose, and contrasts sharply with the

pretty phrase-making so popular now-
adays and, unhappily, so frcquentiv

employed as a mask for superficiality.

One needs not to read far to understand why Lord Robert Cecil was ac-
counted a pillar of the periodicals which numbered him among their con-
tributors. Nor, in the light of subse(|uent events, will one be long in

perceiving, in the pungent criticisms and the jirofound generalizations,

the revelation of the Lord Sahsbury that was to be.

The patriotism, the devotion to duty, the unswerving adherence to prin-

( i])le, the candor, the sincerity, the unflagging energy, the contempt for

humbug, the practicaUty, the aristocratic exclusiveness—in short, all the
traits that interacted to make his public career such a strange medley of

successes and failures—may be plainly discerned. IMost clearly revealed

are his supreme and lasting faith in the right of the "ruling cla.ss" to rule,

and his correlative mistrust of the aspirations of the " people." Sneering
allu.sions to "our ([uarrelsome cousins on the other side of the Atlantic"

—

our Civil \\i\T was raging at the time the essays were written—to the "dis-

integration" of the Republic, and to "that kind of freedom which is con-

ferred by universal suffrage," suiliciently indicate the temper of the future

opponent of reform and uncompromising foe of the democratic principle.

Hut criticism is by no means confined to the democracy of the United
States; shaft after shaft is directed at popular enthusiasms of all sorts.

In the Castlereagh essay, for instance, occurs this characteristic sentence,

apropos of the remodeling of the map of Europe by the Vienna Congress
of 1814: "It was impossible for any statesman to consult the wishes of

the peoples, for the simple reason that the peoples had no enduring and
settled wishes to consult." It is well to remember, however, that with all

his "class" loyalty Lord Salisbury was able to win and to hold "mass"
approval, and that his was, on the whole, a beneficent administration

And if these pages proffer an explanation of his failures, they none the less

truly assist to a better understanding of his successes. In this lies the real

justification for their republication.

A STUDY OF WOUNDED HEARTS.
The Port OF Storms. Hy .\nna McClure Sholl. Cloth, 334 pp. Price, $1.50.

D. Appleton & Co.

THIS is a story in which a young man of excellent character falls in

love, and becomes engaged to a noble girl; then falls in love with

a fascinating, unif|ue woman whose chief defect is that the many excellent

elements which the author has used to build her with are not dominated

by any more potent force than caprice, and hence she remains a rudderless

craft throughout. The first girl, who is a touchingly and humanly beauti-

ful example of her sex, returns to a severely gray life-role, as woman
guardian of a family of motherless brothers and sisters and of a neurotic

scholarly father. Her virtue is of that type which accepts and endures

with nobility but no splendor, a kind wont to awaken indignation in those

ac(|uainted with it rather than eager sympathy. The interesting but

"made-up" personality of the impo.singly attractive girl, Olivia Winwood,
is necessarily subject to erratic moves. But the spirit which leads her to

throw over the young man. Dr. Robert Erskine, after Brooke Peyton has,

unasked, released him from his engagement to her, is with difficulty, if at

all, made to fit into her proudly egotistic character. The Winwoods are

nouveaux riches, but the only son of a terribh' exclusive family wishes to

marry her. Olivia is not in love with him and is too full of herself and

conscious of her force to ko-tow very much to society people. But at a

musicale, good fat Mother Winwood is stung to a sloppy tearfulness by

two bitter direct snubs from the Real Things. Olivia thereupon sends a

note to Paul Mallory, the swell youth, accepting him, that she may launch
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ANNA MCCLURE SHOLL.

the good-natured mother in the "Great World" of New York Society,

receiving as her only reward the pleasure of snubbing the same at her

pleasure.

The misery which these love-affairs produce might have seemed suffi-

cient measure for one novel. But Brooke Peyton's mother dies in child-

birth; Dr. Robert Erskinc's father is financially ruined, partly through

interested advice of his son as to spec-

ulation, and Dr. Erskine himself is

impoverished and has fever. Then
a poor little dancer called The Firefly

has to fall in love with Dr. Erskine,

but marry a slummy youth in her

own class.

However, this is life as Miss Sholl

conceives il, and she presents it with

much ability. Olivia Winwood, who
is the central figure, is too palpably

the author's creation, and never seems

to crystallize into a thoroughly or-

ganic whole. But as she is presented

as lacking this clear directive force,

tho with abundance of will-power,

perhaps that sort happens occasion-

ally.

Miss Sholl calls her story "The
Port of Storms." She styled her first

novel: "The Law of Life." This later one has the advantage in attract-

iveness and suggestivcness. But in both the "moral," so far as there is

one, is that people whom Life hits too hard must fall back on what the

better nature points out, or acquiesce in what is at hand and to be done.

The conclusion of each of them is singularly alike, and yet it is quite pos-

sible that this will strike the author as something not at all appreciated

before. In "The Law of Life," a young married woman sends her lover

away and returns herself to the unloved but loyal bondship of an old

Professor's wife. In "The Port of Storms," after Mrs. Mallory deter-

mines that she may as well resume platonic relations which have a se.x

throb in them with Dr. Erskine, and accordingly sends him an invitation to

dinner, he sends her a conventional regret, leaves New York behind and
the vernal freshness awakening emotional memories of "old voices" he

returns to a subdued life of duty and doing the best he can after harvest

of his highest hopes of love has been denied to him.

Miss Sholl has more dexterity in this second novel than the first.

OUvia Winwood is a more elaborate composition than Helena Dare, "the

Emperor," tho she has not as much humanity, and hence is humanly less

interesting. Nothing of human kind that is frankly selfish and seeking

only its own amusement, no matter how excusable by quality of nature,

can appeal very deeply to the heart of its fellows. A woman who is not

much of a woman must fall short in effective appeal. .She may win a

grudging admiration in impersonal esteem, but she will not do much
damage to hearts. Miss .Sholl has not preserved Olivia Winwood from

this consequence.

The style is admirable, and every now and then, quite naturally, a very

original turn of thought or flutter of imagination delights the reader.

Thus a woman's face darkens at an unhappy prospect as if "she had
passed under an archway of the mind." There is strength, force, and de-

cided interest in Miss Sholl's work, but it is not great, and one lays the

book aside v/ith the sense that so much attraction should have been ac-

companied by somewhat larger gain.

PASSION-FLOWERS, HUSKS, AND LITERARY
ART.

Belchamber. By Howard Overing Sturgis. Cloth, 360 pp. Price, $1.50. G.
P. Putnam's Sons.

HERE is a novel by a new writer, who possibly is a young man; but

the technique betrays a practised pen, close observation of man-
ners, and critical assimilation of what counts in literary work. The
style and character drawing are commendable, if unlikely to arouse

enthusiasm, and the most certainly deserved praise to be accorded to

"Belchamber" is due to these merits. But the best readers will be apt

to close the lengthy tale with the doubt whether it was worth while.

One reason why the book does not score signally is that the hero is not

of a kind to inspire any warmer feeling than the pity that sensitive hearts

feel for a weakling. It is quite possible that Mr. Sturgis elaborated this

> piece of human architecture with an eye to its enlistment of sympathy, but

his method is so objective and " modern " that it is equally possible his own
interest was entirely absorbed by the charm of a deft and minute portrayal

of a sweet nature manqiie: a man, whose lack of personal virility and overt

manliness is so pronounced as to make him unacceptable to normal human
taste, and whose tenderness of soul, generous instincts, and lowly self-

estimate lean rather to the side mi vice than of virtue, through lack of

stamina.

The poor chap is responsible to his ancestors for the kit of personal

endowments which handicap him. What there is in him lovable and

virtuous is an atavistic throw-back beyond his four or five immediate

ancestors, for these typical blackguards are more than sketched by the

author. Here is the unmitigated way in which the author presents the

subject whom he intends to analyze so elaborately:

"Charles Edwin William Augustus Chambers, Marquis and Earl of

Belchamber, Viscount Charmington, and Baron St. Edmunds and Cham-
bers, for all his imposing list of names and titles, started in life without that

crowning gift—wanting which all effort is paralyzed—a good conceit of

himself. And in fact, except for the gewgaw of his rank, which set upon

him as uneasily as a suit of his ancestral armor, he had not much that

would win him consideration from the people among whom his lot was

cast. From his father he inherited his feeble constitution, his irresolution,

and want of moral courage: from his mother her sallow complexion and

lack of charm, her reserve and shyness and the rigid conscience which a

long line of Covenanting ancestors had passed down to her and which in

him, who had none of their counterbalancing force of character, tended

always to become morbid."

He is called "Sainty," and was such a meek, impressionable child that

he even grows to feel the injustice of his being the elder son and heir,

instead of his robust and very earthly brother, Arthur, who has all the

physical qualities which he lacks. Sainty can not learn to ride, and
shrinks from boisterous sports. He loves to do wool-work and other

sedentary girlish things with his governess. A fall from his pony, which

results in a permanent lameness, is fairly welcomed by him as a release

from riding, cricket, and the muscular diversions of the young Briton.

Even ties of blood hardly enable one to love such a little creature as this.

His later development and the peculiarly hideous trials he is subjected to

barely make it possible to pity him. Even the pity has a tinge of repulsion

in it and an irritated indignation at the lack of moral verve in his rabbit-

like acceptance of his lot. The greatest physical weakling may have a

certain splendor of moral strength. But Belchamber, with a keen sense

of justice, and most altruistic emotionality, is so supinely righteous that he

scarcely escapes being contemptible. There are certain passages of true

pathos: notably, his poignant grief over the death of the infant who was, to

the world, his only son and heir. It would be a hard heart that could read

untouched the chapter in which he is shown brooding over the tiny cofEn

that held the only comforter his brooding but blameless life had known.

Admitting the literary art of this book, its artistic portraiture, the suave,

plastic English, and the contained achievement of Mr. Sturgis, brightened

by a very pretty humor and a Thackerayan intiviite between the author

and his creations, the ultimate sentiment such a novel awakens is that it

was not worth while. To swallow so much depravity, to be steadily torn

by contempt and a wincing pity, is too heavy toll for such a portrait of

contemporary manners—even for a tour de force in literary skill. Life has

worthier diversions that cost less.

A TYPICAL ENGLISH NOVEL.
An Act in a Backwater.

Appleton & Co.
By E. F. Benson. 335 pp. Price, $1.50! D.

MUCH that goes to the make-up of a goodly section of mcdern Eng-

Ush life may be found in this novel. There is the retired Indian

official now turned garrulous clubman, the bishop, bishop's wife and

bishop's son, the titled man and his relatives. A sister of the titled man
and the bishop's son become hero and

heroine, and an interesting couple they

make, altho they never wander outside

conventional paths. A bevy of lesser

lights circulate about these; gossip

bubbles, babbles, and overflows.

Nothing of unusual import really

happens, yet interest is sustained by

the force and vividness with which the

people flitting before us are held up to

the mirror that reflects the narrow,

gossipy interests of an English pro-

vincial town in which the intimate

personal note is paramount and the

large interests of the outside world

play no part. And yet there is an

ethical value in the minute exposition

of this seeming inconsequent every-

day life, because of the unlooked for

heroisms that underlie it and crop to

the surface as the story unfolds. .'Vs for the rest, it is sprightly in move-

ment, well seasoned with the salt of humor, marked by literary skill in the

construction, and in general fidelity to detail might be called Jane Austen-

like—almost.

E. F. BENSON.
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BARRELS OF AIR BURNED AS FUEL
New, Remarkable Stove—Ohioan's Great Invention—Consumes 395 Barrels of Air to One Gallon

of common Kerosene oil making oil-gas—the New Fuel that looks and burns like gas.

Wood, coal and oil all cost money. ONLY FREE FUEL IS AIR! Unlimited supply — no trust in control. Air belongs
to rich and poor alike. We can't burn air alone, but see here ! Our WOnderful StOVe burnS air and gaS—Very

little gas—principally air. Takes its fuel almost entirely from the atmosphere.

A miniature gas works—penny fuel for every family—save % to Yi on cost—save dirt and drudgery

—

no more coal or
wood to carry—ashes unknown—absolute safety.

FIRE IS ON.SEE HOW SIMPLE? TURN A KNOB-TOUCH A MATCH
TURN AGAIN-FIRE IS OFF? THAT'S ALL.

Astonishing but true—time-tested—proven facts—circulars give startling details— overwhelming evidence.

NO SUCH STOVE SOLD IN STORES-UNLIKE ANYTHING YOU'VE SEEN OR HEARD OF.
A genius of Cincinnati has invented a new, scientific oil-

gas generator that is proving a blessing to women folks,
enabling them to cook with gas—relieving them of drudg-
ery. Makes cooking and housework a delight and at the
same time often saves ', to 1; in cost of fuel.

How often h.ive many lady readers remarked that they
would give anything to get rid of the drudgery' of using
the dirty coal .ind wood stoves—also the smoky oil wick
stoves and their gasoline stoves which are so dangerous
and liable to cause explosions or fire at any time.
Well, that day has arrived and a fine substitute has been

discovered and every family can now have gas fuel for

cooking, baking and heating, and not have their kitchens a
hot, fiery furnace in summer, and be carrying coal and
ashes—ruining their looks and health.

Thousands a Week.
This invention has caused a remarkable excitement

all over the U. S.—the factory is already rushed with

AjJtdMvc

SECTIONAL CUT OF GENERATOR.

thousands of orders, and the Company's representatives
and agents are making big pronts as splendid induce-
ments are offered.
As will be noticed from the engraving, this OIL-GAS

GENERATOR is entirely different from any other stove
^although its construction is very simple—may be easily
and safely operated and is built on the latest scientific

principles, ha\'ing no valves, which is a marked improve-
ment, as all valves are liable to leak, carbonize, clog up or
overflow.

By simply moving a knob the oil is automatically fed to
a small, steel burner bowl or retort, where it is instantly
changed into gas, which is drawn upwards between two red
hot perforated steel chimneys, thoroughly mixed with air

and consumed, giving a bright blue flame—hottest gas fire,

similar in color and heating power to natural gas.
This invention has been fully protected in

the U. S. Patent Office and is known as the
HARRISON VALVELESS, WICKLESS,
AUTOMATIC OIL-GAS GENERATOR
the only one yet discovered that consumes the
carbon and by-products of the oil.

The extremely small amount of Kerosene
Oil that is needed to produce so large a volume
of gas make it one of the most economical
fuels on earth, and the reason for the great
success of this Generator is based on the well-
known fact of the enormous expansiveness of
oil-gas when mixed with oxygen or common air.

Oil-Gas is proving so cheap that 15c. to 30c.

a week should furnish fuel gas for cooking for
a small family.

Kerosene oil from which oil-gas is made may
be purchased in every grocery— is cheap and
a gallon of it will furnish a hot, blue flame gas
fire in the burner for about iS hours, and as a

stove is only used 3 or 4 hours a day in most
families for cooking, the expense of operating
would be but little.

In addition to its cheapness is added the
comfort, cleanliness absence of soot, coal, dirt, ashes, etc.

What pleasure to just turn on the oil—light the gas—

a

hot fire ready to cook. When through, turn it off. Just
think ; a little kerosene oil—one match—light— a beautiful
blue gas flame—hottest fire — always ready—quick meals—

a

gas stove in your home.
It generates the gas only as needed—is not complicated,

but simple—easily operated, and another feature is its

PERFECT SAFETY.

NOT DANGEROUS LIKE GASOLINE
•

And liable to explode and cause fire at any moment. This
stove is so safe that you could drop a match in the oil

tank and it would go out.
This Oil-Gas Stove does any kind of cooking that a coal

or gas range will do—invaluable for the kitchen, laundry

—

summer cottage —washing—ironing— camping, etc. Splen-
did for canning fruit- with a portable oven placed over the
burner splendid baking can be done.

Another Important Feature

is the invention of a small Radiator Attachment which
placed over the burner makes a desirable heating stove
during the fall and winter, so that the old cook stove may be
done away with entirely.

At the factory in Cincinnati are shown thousands of

letters from customers who are using this wonderful oil-gas

stove, showing that it is not an experiment but a positive

success and giving splendid satisfaction, and a few extracts

may be interesting

:

L. S. Norris, of Vt., writes :
" The Harrison Oil-Gas

Generators are wonderful savers of fuel — at least 50;? to 755S

over wood and coal."

Mr. H. Howe, of N. Y., writes :
" I find the Harrison

is the first and only perfect oil-gas stove I have ever seen

—

so simple anyone can safely use it. It is what I have
wanted for years. Certainly a blessing to human kind "

Mr. E. D. Arnold, of Nebr., writes :
" That he saved

$4.25 a month for fuel by using the Harrison Oil-Gas
Stove. That his gas range cost him $5.50 per month and
the Harrison only §1.25 per month."

J. A. Shafer, of Pa., writes :
" The Harrison Oil-Gas

Stove makes an intense heat from a small quantity of oil

—

entirely free from smoke or smell—great improvement over
any other oil stove. Has a perfect arrangement for com-
bustion—can scarcely be distinguished from a natural gas
fire."

Mr. H. B, Thompson, of Ohio, writes :
" I congratulate

you on such a grand invention to aid the poor in this time
of high fuel. The mechanism is so simple— easily oper-
ated—no danger. The color of the gas flame is a beautiful

dark blue, and so hot seems almost double as powerful as
gasoline."

Mrs. J. L. Hamilton writes :
" Am delighted—Oil-Gas

Stoves so much nicer and cheaper than others—no wood,
coal, ashes, smoke, no pipe, no wick, cannot explode."
Hon. Ira Eble, J. P., of Wis., writes :

" Well pleased
with the Harrison—far ahead of gasoline. No smoke or
dirt - no trouble. Is perfectly safe—no danger of explosion
like gasoline."

Chas. L. Bendeke, of N. Y., writes :
" It is a pleasure

to be the owner of your wonderful Oil-Gas Stove — no coal
yard, plumbing—ashes or dust. One match lights the
stove and in 10 minutes breakfast is ready. No danger
from an explosion—no smoke—no dirt—simply turn it off

and expense ceases. For cheapness it has no equal."

Agents are doing fine—Making
big money.

WONDERFUL QUICK SELLER.
Geo. Robertson, of Me., writes :

" Am delighted with
Oil-Gas, so are my friends—took 12 orders in 3 days."

. A. B. Slimp, of Texas, writes :
" I want the agency. In

a day and a half took over a dozen orders."

Readers of Thk Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when

Edward Wilson, of Mo., writes: "The Harrison very
satisfactory. Sold 5 stoves first day I had mine."

J. H. Halman, of Tenn., writes :
" Already have 70

orders."

This is certainly a good chance to make money this
summer.
Hundreds of other prominent people highly endorse and

recommend oil-gas fuel, and there certainly seems to be no
doubt that it is a wonderful improvement over other stoves.

It is made in three sizes— i, 2 or 3 generators to a stove.
They are made of steel throughout—thoroughly tested be-
fore shipping-sent out complete—ready for use as soon as
received—nicely finished with nickel trimmings, and as
there seems to be nothing about it to wear out, they should
last for years. They satisfy and delight every user, and
the makers fully guarantee them.

HOW TO GET ONE.
All who want to enjoy the pleasures of a gas stove—the

cheapest, cleanest and safest fuel—save }^ to }4 on fuel
bills, and do their cooking, baking, ironing and canning
fruit at small expense, should have one of these remark-
able stoves.

Space prevents a more detailed description, but these oil-

gas stoves will bear out the most exacting demand for
durability and satisfactory properties.

If you will write to the only makers. The World Mfg.
Co., S972 World BIdg., Cincinnati, Ohio, and ask for
their illustrated pamphlet describing this invention and
also letters from hundreds of delighted users, you will
receive much valuable information.
The price of these Stoves is remarkably low, only 1^3.00

up. And it is indeed difficult to imagine where that amount
of money could be invested in anything else that would
luring such saving in fuel bills, so much good health and
satisfaction to our wives.

DON'T FAIL TO WRITE TO=DAY
for full information regarding this splendid invention.
The World Mfg. Co. is composed of prominent business

men of Cincinnati, are perfectly responsible and reliable,

capital ;?ioo,ooo, and will do just as they agree. The
stoves are just as represented and fully warranted, and
delivered promptly to any address.

Don't fail to write for Catalogue.

$40.00 Weekly and Expenses.
The firm offers splendid inducements to agents, and an

energetic man or woman having spare time can get a good

position paying big wages by writing at once and men-

tioning this paper.

A wonderful wave of excitement has swept over the

country, for where shown these Oil-Gas Stoves have caused

great excitement. Oil-Gas fuel is so economical and de-

lightful that the sales of these Stoves last month were

enormous and the factory is rushed with thousands of orders.

Many persons have spare time or are out of employ-

ment, and others are not making a great deal of money,

and we advise them to write and secure an agency

for this invention. Exhibit this stove before 8 or 10 people

and you excite their curiosity, and should be able to sell 5

or 8 and make $10.00 to S15.00 a day. Why should people

live in penury or suffer hardships for the want of plenty of

money when an opportunity of this sort is open ?

writing to advertisers.
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BOOKS RECEIVED.
The Literary Digest is in receipt of the follow-

ing books

:

"Foes in Law."—Rhoda Broiighton. (Macmillan

Company, paper $0.25.)

" The Herbert Spencer Lecture.''—Frederic Harri-

son, M.A. (Clarendon Press.)

"Life Illumined."— Ella Dean Moore. (Neal Pub-

lishing Company.)

" Sohrab and Rustum."—Matthew Arnold, edited

by Justus Collins Castleman. (Macmillan Company,

$0.25.)

" Mrs. Darrell." — Fo.xcroft Davis. (Macmillan

Company.)

" Certainty in Religion."—Rev. Henry H. Wyman.
(Colombus Press, paper $0.10.)

" Heroes of the Reformation: John Knox."— Henry
Cowan. (G. P. Putnam's Sons, $1.35 net.)

" The Foundations of Sociology." — Edited by
Richard T. Ely. (Macmillan Company, $1.25 net.)

" Development of the English."—Wilbur L. Cross.

(Macmillan Company, $1.50 net.)

" Main Currents in Nineteenth Century Literature."

— George Brandies. (Macmillan Company, volume

IV. $3 net.)

" Legislative Manual."—Senator E. W. Durant.

" The Voyageur." — William Henry Drummond.
<G. P. Putnam's Sons, $1.25 net.)

" Sturmsee."—Author of " Calmire." (Macmillan

Company, $1.60.)

" Problems in Maneuvre Tactics."—Major J. H. V.

Crowe. (Macmillan Company, $1.50.)

" Antarctica."— Dr. N. Otto G. Nordenskjold and
Dr. Joh. Gunnar Andersson. (Macmillan Company,

$S-)

" Elizabeth."—James T. Elliott. (A. C. McClurg
& Co., $1.50.)

" Conscience." — George Winston Reid. (W. F.

Brainard.)

" The Beautiful Lady." — Booth Tarkington.

(McClure, Phillips & Co.)

" Motormaniacs."—Lloyd Osbourne. (The Bobbs-
Merrill Company.)

"Diplomatic Mysteries."—Vance Thompson. (J.

B. Lippincott Company, $1.50 net.)

" The Religion of Duty."—Feli.x Adler. cMcClure,
Phillips & Co., $1.20 net.)

CURRENT POETRY.

America to England.

Read at the Lotus Club Dinner to Whitelaw Reid

By Minot J. Savage.

The youngest of the nations,

Grown stalwart in the West,
Yearns back to where each morning
Glows o'er the ocean's crest,

And cries: " O Mother Country,
Ours is your ancient pride,

And, whate'er may befall you.

Our place is at your side."

Ours are the old traditions

Of Sa.\on and of Kelt

;

We visit rare Westminster
And kneel where you have knelt.

Your restful country places.

Hills, lakes, and London town—
Their memories we inherit

And share in their renown.

IF YOU ARE A WRITER
We can aid you to find a market for anythins vou write

M8.S. SIX'C'KSSFIIJLLY I'l/.lfED,
Criticised, Revised, Typewritten.

References: Edwin Markham, Margaret E. Sanester
and others. Established 1890. Send for leaflet L

UNITED LITERARY PRESS \\\?'UT.^:-

RAN&I^I
You may make a costly error it you judge Franklin

cars by anything except what they will do.
They cannot be fairly judged by ordinary standards.

Their engineering is so far advanced and their entire de-
sign SO superior in correctness to that of other cars, that
every one of the six FrLniklin models does more than any
other automobile of its type and more than the average
car of a much costlier type.

Our 12 H. P. Roadster shown below carries two people actually 40 miles an hour.
It is the only four-cylinder strictly runabout machine made in this country and the
finest and speediest ever built. In this car Whitman made his famous record run
from Sail Francisco to New York in the hottest summer weather in Jess than 33 days •

against the best previous record of 61 days (made by a water-cooled car).

Our Light Touring Cars with rear or side entrance tonneaus—fixed or detachable
shown above costing $1,650 and $1,700, carry four or five people faster, safer and
more comfortably than the average heavy $2,000 touring car. They have all its
ability and strength without its complication, cumbrousness and tremendous oper-
ating expenses.

Our High-power Touring Cars shown above costing $2,500 and $3,500 are on
average American roads— the speediest, livliest, safest, most pleasurable cars built
anywhere at the price.

No sensible investigator now doubts the complete practicality of
Franklin air-cooling under all possible conditions ; but some water-
cooled manufacturers are much dissatisfied about it, naturally.

If you want tlie facts, all the facts, and nothing but the facts, send
for oui- Catalogue and "Coast to Coast" booklet.

H. H. FRANKLIN MFG. CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturer...

pUCAP RATF^ California, Washington, Oregon,WntHi nH I kw Colorado. We secure reduced
rates on Household Goods to the above States for intend-
ing settlers. Write for rates. Map of California free.

TRANS-CONTINENTAL FIIEIGHT CO., F-SiS Dearborn St., Chirago.

ESSAYS '

SPEECHES
LECTURES
etc., etc..

written on any subject at sliort notice. Satis-
faction guaranteed. .All transactions con-
tulentiaK Davis Page, 1773 Broadway, N. \.

Our Factory
THIRD

Our plan of selling direct to user cuts out two
prolit3 and saves a third on retail prices. Our
assortment of carriages and harness is larger than
any dealer can show you. Wc guarantee d.'\ our
goods. We are bona-fide manufacturers—not a
commission house. Send for our free illus-

'^/ft rated catalogue.

THE COLUMBUS CARRIAGE AND HARNESS CO.. Columbus, Ohio.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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How
Many
Trips

to the

Laundry?

The Reigning Style
The Outing collar, introduced

first by us last Spring, was univer-

sally adopted by well dressed men
and altho' copied under many
brands, none possess its distinctive

style and perfect fit. Be sure to

get the Corliss-Coon Outing, a col-

lar you'll enjoy wearing.

If You Want to Know
about wearing qualities, mark your

collars each time they go to the

laundry. You will find that Cor-
liss-Coon collars outwear others.

And here's why

—

They are always full 4-ply

strength with heavy interlining cut
away at the end of the folding line

so they will fold more times with-

out breaking.
* * *

Ask the best dealers for Corliaa-
Coon Collars. They have them
or can get any style you desire
inourniiike. If you are not will-
ingly supplied, send your order
to us with retail priee, i'.!for25ci,

Btatini; style and size desired.
Qniirttr Sizes,
Write for the book, "Better

Collars." It shows the styles
and tells tc/ii/ better collars.

Corliss, Coon St. Co.
15 C Street. Troy, N. Y.

FOR SALE
»t CLAVERACK. near HUDSON. N. Y.

THE PROPERTY KNOWN AS

Hudson River Institute
It consists of 20 acres of land and two large buildings,
containing about 300 rooms. Suitable for summer boarding
honse, school, sanitarium; or might be used for light
manufacturing. Very healthy ; good spring water, small
lake and large gymnasium on premises. Original cost over

f
75,000; offered for less than $18,000, Terms reasonable,
.ddress JOHN C. HAVEMEYER, Yonkers, N. Y., or

J. F. HAVEMEYER, 100 Broadway, New York City.

Pan-Toc A GENTLEMAN'S
DRESSING CILAIR

which presses anj creases ytiiir trousers while
you sleep. Provides an improved hanger for
coat and vest, a handy place for slippers or

1
shoes. This chair will POSITIVELY prevent'

baggy knees by 500 lbs. pressure in-

stantly applied. Your clothing will

appear as FRESH EVERY DIORNING
as it just from the tailor's. Saves its

cost in fi months and will last a

lifetime. Indispensable in a gentle-
' roan's apartment. Price within reach

ofalL Write to-day for illustrated descriptive folder and price.

CENTBAL MANTEL CO., 1316 Olive St^ ST. LOUIS, MO.

^'()llr mighty men of science

Who've made the world anew,

rr.insforining earth and heaven,

Wroiii^lit not alone t\)r you.

I'rom Newton up to Darwin
I'^acli, from liis trutli-biiilt throne,

Nods greeting to our homage

—

We claim tliem for our own.

\'ou fought the fight for freedom

.'\nd taught mankind the creed ;

Long ere our " Declaration "

There was a Runnymede.
We won at .\ppomatto.\,

But you had won before

;

Our Bunker Hill and \'oikto\vn

Look back to ^L1rston Moor—

Our Washington and Lincoln

Were of your sturdy stock

—

Cut out of Milton's quarry,

One piece with Cromwell's rock.

Our Pilgrims learned the lesson

That English means the free,

And through the wintry weather

They brought it over the sea.

Here in the West grown mighty,

Tho we alone might win,

We look back to the Home Land
And feel the thrill of kin.

Then let us stand together

Till over all the earth

Our manhood and our freedom

In every land have birth.

One vision let us cherish -

That as the years increase.

We two may teach the nations

To love and welcome peace.

But should the war-cloud gather

O'er Neva or the Rhine,

And should the threatening navies

Wheel into silent line

—

Then, when the peaceful heavens

Are darkened in eclipse.

May our two lightnings mingle

One tluinder from our ships.

We need l)ut stand together

To hold the world in fee.

And to the noblest issues

Control the age to be —

Then let this glorious vision

Along our pathway gleam
As up the future leads us

The Seer's, the Poet's dream.

One race and one tradition,

English, American,

And one high inspiration

—

The destiny of man !

The Music That Carries.

By Strickland W. Gillilan.

I've toiled with the men the world has blessed,

And I've toiled with the men who failed
;

I've toiled with the men who strove with zest,

And I've toiled with the men who wailed.

And this is the tale my soul would tell,

As it drifts o'er the harbor bar :

The sounds of a sigh don't carry well,

But the lilt of a laugh rings far.

The men who were near the grumbler's side,

O, they heard not a word he said
;

The sound of a song rang far and wide.

And they hearkened to that instead.

Its tones were sweet as the lales they tell

Of the rise of the Christmas star

—

The sounds of a sigh don't carry well.

But the lilt of a laugh rings far.

If you would be heard at all, my lad.

Keep a laugh in your heart and throat

;

For those who are deaf to accents sad

Are alert to the cheerful note.

To Acquire a Fine Library at
a Very Slight Expense

Write for the 72-page Clearance List of Good Books, just
issued by The Rare Book Dept. of

1 The Burrow^s Brothers Co.. Cleveland, Ohio
Readers of Thie Literaak Diqkst are asked to mentioa tiie publication wiiea

f.o.b. Detroit. ~«-«"*'"*

Economy
Cadillac construction is so

simple—so closely does it ap-
proach absolute perfection

—

that practically all energy the

motor develops is used in an
actual propelling force. This
principle of economizing pow-
er—and hence minimizing the

cost of maintenance—b the

chief feature of Cadillac
superiority.

i

economy^
coupled w^ith

unfailing reliability,

has placed the "Car that

Climbs" in the front rank of

motor vehicles. Of all auto-

mobiles it comes nearest to

being actually trouble-proof.

You would be interested

in our beautiful catalog —still

more interested in seeing and
trying a Cadillac at the near-

est dealer's.

Write for booklet A D and
the dealer's address

Model F— Side-Entrance
Touring: Car shown
above, $950.

Model B—Touring: Car
with detachable Ton-
neau, $900.

Model E—Lig:ht, stylish,
powerful Runabout,
divided seat, $750.

Model D—Four Cylinder,
30 h. p. Touring: Car,
$2,800.

All prices f.o.b. Detroit.

CADILLACAUTOMOBILECO.
Detroit, Mich.
Member A. L. A. M.

EVERY
ONE

WANTS
A

^mmmju^:^^ —-- DIAIVIOND
There are eighty-two millions of people In the United

States. Every one of them wants a Diamond. tUamonds
win Hearts. A Diamond Is a shrewd investment. Dia-
monds Increase in value twenty per cent per year. Bet-

ter than savings banl^s. Write to-day tor our Catalog—
1000 Illustrations. Selact the Diamond which is your
Bpeclal fancy. We will s?nd It for your examination.
Our credit terms ; One- fifth the price to be paid when you
receive the article, the balance J;i eight equal monthly
payments. We pay all express charges. Write To-day!

Diamond Cutters
Manufactui'ii ~i Jewelers

Dept. F-*!

I BROS & CO. ia5a 92t'>98Stateat.Chicaoo

writing to advertisers.

lOFTIS
BR0S&CO.is5a.
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Keep hold on the cord of laughter's bell,

Keep aloof from the moans that mar

;

The sounds of a sigh don't carry well,

But the lilt of a laugh rings far.

— Fro»i Success .Magazine.

A Song.

By Katherine Armstrong.

Who can tell me whither's gone my love away ?

Tell me, did he speak, or smile, or moan.

Or pause, or turn, as if he wished to stay?

Through the dusk alone !

Through the dusk alone !

Was there one among you here that saw his face ?

Drooped his head or raised he, as in pride ?

Or showed he, as he passed you, by his pace.

There was one beside

—

There was one beside ?

—From The MetropcUtaji Magazine

.

The Sea Captain.

By Gerald Gould.

I am in love with the sea, but I do not trust her yet

;

The tall ships she has slain are ill to forget

:

Their sails were white in the morning, their masts

were split by noon ;

,

The sun has seen them perish, and the stars, and the

moon.

As a man loves a woman, so I love the sea.

And even as my desire of her is her desire of me :

When we meet after parting, we put away regret.

Like lover joined with lover; but I do not trust her

yet.

For fierce she is, and strange, and her love is kin to

hate

;

She must slay whom she desires; she will draw me
soon or late

Down into darkness and silence, tlie place of drowned
men,

Having her arms about me. And I shall trust her

then.
—From The Spectator.

Current Events.

Foreign.

Russo-Japanese War.

May 27-28.—Admiral Togo's fleet engages tlie Rus-
sian warships under Rozhdestvensky in the
Korean straits. Twenty-two Russian sliips,

most of them large vessels of war, are sunk or
captured; Admiral Rozhdestvensky, seriously
wounded, and Admiral Niebogatoff are taken
prisoners ; Admiral Voelkersam is killed. The
Russian casualties in men and officers drowned,
killed, wounded or captured is estimated at be-
tween 8,000 to lo^ooo, while the Japanese losses,
as reported from Tokyo, are only about 550 men
killed or disabled and three torpedo boats sunk.
The slower vessels of Rozhdestvensky's fleet are
said to have taken tire outside course to Vladi-
vostok east of Japan.

May 31.—Only four of the vessels of Rozlidestven-
sky's fleet are known to have reached Vladivos-
tok—the cruiser A!ma4, and the destroyers
Grozny, Bravi, and Terosiahty. Despatches
from Russian headquarters in Manchuria say
that the disaster to the fleet has not yet been
made known to the troops. Practically all the
Russian newspapers are calling for the immedi-
ate convocation of a national assembly and the
end of the war.

June I. It is reported from .St. Petersburg tliat the
Czar declared that he would rather die than sign
an ignominious peace treaty.

June 2.—All the Russian possessions in the Far East
are now open to Japanese attack. e.\cepting Vla-
divostok, and it is believed that operations
against the fortress will soon be under way. In
alconference at the White House with Count
Cassini, the Russian Ambassador, President
Roosevelt expresses his earnest hope that Rus-
sia would forthwith conclude peace with Japan.

One hundred and forty mortally wounded Rus-
sians were thrown overboard from the battle-ship
Orelm the midst of the battle, Tokyo reports,
and the other wounded, obstructing the c5ecks,
were lashed to masts.
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Otuek Foreign News.

Hay 21).—The American schooner-yacht Aflaiitic
tinishes riist in the international race for the
Kaiser's cup.

May 30.— King Alfonso, of Spain, arrives in Paris.

The Hamburg, the German representative in the
international yacht race, finisnes second.

May 31. -The Chinese Chamber of Commerce in
Nuinila decides to stand in line with the treaty
jKirts of Cliina in boycotting American nierclian-
dise in retaliation for the American e.\clusion
laws.

An anarchist's bomb is exploded near the carriage
containing; Kini; Alfonso and President Loubet,
as they are leaving the opera in Paris, without
injuring either the President or the King.

Domestic.

May 27.—Mayor Weaver wins in the fight against
the Philadelphia gas lease, the gas company hav-
ing withdrawn the offer.

Secretary Taft. at Cincinnati, declares tliat it is

legallv feasible for the Senate to delegate to the
President such powers as are contemplated in
the arbitration treaties.

May 2S.—The strike continues in Chicago; both
sides are planning fora long struggle. The New-
York branches of the Teamsters' Union discuss
a sympathetic strike in New York to backup the
Chicago unions.

May 20.— The Supreme Court of the United States
upholds the constitutionality of the New York
State franchise tax law.

I. W. Durham leader of the Republican organi-
zation of Philadelphia, withdraws all opjiosition
to Mayor Weaver in the fight against the gas
lease.

The grand jury in Chicago begins the investiga-
tion of the charges that the strike leaders had
attempted to force employers to pay them to
prevent the industrial troubles.

May 30.— President Roosevelt visits Brooklyn and
makes two Memorial Day addresses to vast
crowds. A monument to General Slocum is un-
veiled.

The E.xecutive Committee of the Panama Canal
Commission decides on an eight-hour day for
labor for the Canal Zone.

May 31.— President Roosevelt authorizes the an-
nouncement that Charles J. Bonaparte, of Balti-
more, would be appointed Secretary of the Navy,
to succeed Paul Slorton, who will retire on July i.

The injunction proceedings in Philadelphia against
officials appointed by Slayor Weaver in place of
the discharged ''machine" leaders are with-
drawn.

The International Arbitration Conference begins
its session at Lake Mohonk, N. Y.

June i.— The Lewis and Clark Exposition is opened
at Portland, Ore.

Jane 2.—The Equitable directors reject the report of
the Frick Investigation Committee, and adopt
resolutions urging the creation of a chairman of
the C)oard and the relinquishing by Mr. Hyde of
control of Ecjuitable stock. Frick, Bliss, and
Harriman resign from the directorate of tlie

company.

CONTINUOUS INDEX.
Below will be found an index covering the issues of

The Literary Digest for the last three months.
£3ch week the subjects for the week previous will be
added, and the subjects for the issue fourteen weeks
previous will be eliminated, so that the reader will

always be able to turn readily to any topic considered
in our columns during the preceding three months.
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due you— ifistead of half—write now for memoranda of various Bond Issues

owned and offered by them, also 14-page booklet, containing sample bond,

photographs, and full details of improved real estate security, etc.

Jennings Real Estate Loan Company
First National Bank Building Chicago, 111.

»>
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5hur-0n

You won't have so much
trouble with your eyes, and
none at all vnth your glasses

I

if you wear
"Shur-Oa Eye-glasses."
Hold the centre of the

lenses directly before the
I eye-balls. Don't shake or
pinch, and won't drop off.

All shHpes aCall opticians'.
I'spd with any nose-prnard.
Fully eruaranteed. " Shur-
On " on the mounting.

Valuable book free
" Eyeology " is full of in-

formation on the care of the

eyes. Send us your op-
tician's name and get a
copy free.

E. Kirstein Sons Co., Dept.E

. Esi-ii). 1864. Rochester, N. V.

Klip-Klip
BEST EVER MADE

A perfect manicure
Quick, easy, simpl
and strong.

The
Original,

made in Ger-
man silver

25c.
Klip-Klip, Jr.

ers or mailed.

nickeled, I5c. At deal-

Accept no substitute.

As heretofore, made only by
KLIP-KLIP COMPANY,
Send 4c. in stamps for book,
" How to Care for the Hands.'

558 Clinton Ave. S.,

Rochester, N. Y.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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You are no more justified in

concluding unfavorable judg-

ment of a man because he is

indifferent about his business

stationery, than you are of a

man because he dresses care-

lessly. The cases are analogous.

. ®LD BilAMPSIlilffiE Mi
" Look for the M'aUr Mark "

clothes properly your business

stationery.

When you have seen the Book of Speci-

mens you will not wonder why so many
business men throughout the country say

that Old Hampshire Bond is the best

paper made for business stationery. Sent

by mail on request, or may be
seen at any printer's.

Hampshire Paper Company

South Hadley Falls, Massachusetts.

The only paper makers in the world
making bond paper exclusively.

Learn the Truth
Do you know

that the main cause of unhappi-
ness, ill-health, sickly children
and divorce is admitted by phy-
sicians and shown by court rec-

ords to be ignorance of the laws
of self and sex ?

Sexology
Illustrated

Contains in one volume

—

Kuowledge a Young Man Should Have.
Knowledge a Young Husband Should Have.
Knowledge a Father Should Have.
Knowledge a Father Should Impart to His Son.
Medical Knowledge a Husband Should Have.

Knowledge a Young 'n'omau Should Have.
Knowledge a Y'oung Wife Should Have.
Knowledge a Mother Should Have.
Knowledge a Mother Should Impart to Her Daughter.
Medical Knowledge aTife Should Have.

By JVilliam H. WalUng, A.M., M.D.
Rich Cloth Binding, Full Gold Stamp, Illustrated, $2.00
^Vrite for "Other People's Opinions and Table of Contents.

PURITAN PUB. CO., Dept. B, PHILADELPHIA

9f GUARANTEED
O WATER BONDS

Write for Circular L, ami New York, Boston. Phila-
delphia, and Pittsburgh bunk references.

^ORpoE/VnOf*>^CQMPANr
OF PITTSBURGH, PA.

PAID-UP CAPITAL, - - S200,000.00
L. L. MCCLELLAND,

Sec*y and Treasurer.
JAMES S. KUHN,

President.

YOU GET 6%
BUY THIS :

No. 1796 $250. 6% due Dec. I, 1908.
This loan is secured by 160 acres of land with small

house and barn valued at .^JiSOO. Since 1883 we havo
made and sold Farm Mortgages in thislocality without
the loss of a dollar. Send for descriptive list of on-hund
loans, booklet " We're Right on the Ground," etc.

E. J. LANDER & CO., " Box 8," GRAND FORKS, N. D.

ROVAITV PA in ""'' Musical Compositions.
IVv' I ^L 1 I r/\ILr We arrange and i)opularize.

ON
SONG - POEMS

PIONEER MUSIC PUB. CO.(lnc.)
Ii-3(:i llaiihallnii liiiililin:;,

C'HIC.HiO, ILL,.

Osier dictum of age-limit. Comment on, 395
" Outlawed" Russian organs on revolt, 668

Pagoscope, The, a frost-predicter, 470
Panama canal commission, The new, 536

canal supplies abroad. Buying, 771
mismanagement at, 497
railway rates, Furor over, 6iS

Parliamentary office. Comedy of. 751
Patmore, Coventry- Intellectual traits of, 356
Paul Jones's body found. 617
Peace, The butcheries of, 69S
Peary's new .Arctic ship, 7S0
Personality, Multiple, 626
Persuasion and suggestion, 588
Philadelphia praying for civic betterment, ^76
Philadelphia's gas fight, 770
Philippines an element of weakness, 6g8

Census returns from, ;So
Photography, Hi^h-speed, 397
Physiological optics, 39S
Poetry, Consolations of, 778

Is there a slump in r 391
National note in American, 584

Polishing, Mechanical effects of, 744
Population and rainfall, 706
Potato, New species in Brazil, 432
Protestant and Roman Catholic Bibles, 710
Pure food bill. Enemies of the, 736
Pyromania, 472

Rabelais, Rehabilitation of, 543
Races of Europe, Mixed, 746
Racing for Kaiser's Cup, 76S
Railroad authorities on rate control, 767

Projected, to Key West, 434
rejoinder. A, -^90

control. Administration differences on, 734
Railroads, High-speed, 659
Railway rate issue, Spencer on, 653
Rat trap, A vegetable, 471
Reading of our country communities, The, 42S
Religion, Losing one's, 550
Religions of New York, 747
Renan as an artistic trifler, 823
Resistance, passive. Dr. Clifford on, 629
Resurrection, Origin of belief in the, 590
Revivals, Fear and hypnotism in, 750
Revolutionary spirit in French literature and art, 742
Rockefeller and the clergy, 473
Rockefeller's gift, Religious views of, 513
Rodin's artistic ideals, 777

Further reflections on, 621

Roman hierarchy and Canadian politics, 441
Roosevelt and the third term, 773

inaugurated president, 347
Rotary engine, A new, 547
Rouvier on separation 01 church and state, 516
Rozhdestvensky investigation. Result of, 480

London papers on, 667
Russia, Agrarian revolt in, 790

Assassination in, defended, 478
Editing a paper in, 427
End of autocracy in, 826
Hope of revenge in, 7S8
Popular representation in, 353
Reaction in, 553
reluctant to conclude peace, 514
Student strikes in, 477

Russian bureaucracy and nobility, 369
bureaucracy satirized, 582
church demands independence, 665
Czar, Personal view of the, 464
losses. The, 496
masses oppose free institutions, 439
navy and Mr. Schwab, 695
press on prospects of revolt, 668
press on the zemski sobor, 440
refusal of humiliation, 596
situation. Importance of^the, to Germany, 712
treatment of artists and authors, 701

Russo-Japanese War:
American views of French neutrality, 733
Battle of Mukden, 384
Linevitch's task, 598
Looking for peace, 425
Paris oil continuation of, 554
Peace Japan does not want, 477
Plans of battle of Mukden, 539
Prospect of peace, the, 403
Rozhdestvensky and I'rench neutrality, 633
Russia refuses to be humiliated, 596
Russian losses, 496
St. Petersburg's hope of victory, 556
Togo-Rozhdestvensky duel, 580
Togo's strategy, 594

.St. Louis Exposition awards, 462
scandal rejoinders, 500

St. Petersburg's hope of victory, 556
Santo Domingo, Failure to ratify treaty with, 420

Financial affairs of, 461
Roosevelt and the .Senate, 515
Shrewdness of president of, 495
treaty. Shearing the, 3S7

Scandinavian Peninsula, Prospect of war in the, 786
Schiller centenary. The, 583
School-children, Underfed, 73S
Sea-command, Coming struggle for, 479
" .Segregation " plan of New York police, 462
Senate of U. S., Europe discontented with, 370
Sensation last ? How long does a, 779
Sense, Still another, 820
" Sex drama" vindicated by a Frenchman, 658
Shakespeare as an imitator, 504

impeached by Shaw, 739
-Shaw, Bernard, politico-social satire, 357
.Shijjs, determined by shape of fishes, 433
Short story, American, Observations on the, 354
.Simplon tunnel completed, 433
Sin, Modern, 666

The

HoiEe
KINDERGARTEN

FOR. MOTHERS
Is a practical ])lan tif instructive amuse-
ment accoinpaniecl by suitable material
and based on correct kindergarten
principles. A delight to children—
a boon to parents.

Terms reasonable—Bookfree.
HOME KINDERGARTEN SCHOOL

.52.'; Washington Arcade, Detroit. Alich.

An investment that always

pays

:

jaegeiSanilanjUniieiwear

Insures the Best Wealth—Health

The lightness and porosity of

our Summer Weights secure

the body against the clammy
feel of a perspiration-soaked

underwear.

New York: 306 Fifth Ave., 157 Broadway

Bklyn.:504 Fulton £t. Boston: 228 BoylstonSt.

Phila.: 1510 Chestnut St. Chicago:82 State St.

Agetits in all Principal Cities.

Whitman Saddle
The one saddle always preferred by
discriminating riders. It is the high-
est type of tlie saddler's art. Correct
in every line— always comfortable for
the horse and rider. Complete cata-
logue sent free, showing the Whitman
for men and women, and everything
from ' Saddle to Spur." Address

The Melill.ii.il Saddle Oo

Succe

$12
to

$65
lot Cliiuiibers St., Sew York

;ors to The Whitman Saddle Co.

BOOKKEEPERS BECOME

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
through my personally conducted course of home study.
From the moderate salary of Bookkeeper to the large fees
of the .\uditorisan easy step for any ambitious accountant
w'lo will applv a little leisure time to mv mail course.
I»r;i<'tl«':il .lecouiitiiiji, Tlioory of .%p<'Ounts niid

Aiiilil ins are thoroughly covered. My book, "Advanced
.\ccoiinting." will be sent without cost.

L. R. STELLE, Public Accountant and Auditor,

Ml .» Mcars Iliiildins - - Scraiitou, Pa.

.i^ESSS^^, y 12 Com Killing Plasters.

v~v Arm jry M \^ COR NO removes corns.

)glW T iB ^- \J Builds new skin. A heaven-

V^l 1 Ixj^^^ 'y relief. Send Quarter
^"-"^ Now. No cure, money back.

ij:ii:t»M:iaui»ij.T»^fin^Kl Sample 2 cent stamp.
BEST SUPPLY CO., Sole Mfrs., Dept. -j:, JOLIET, ILLS.

Also Drug and Shoe Stores.

BO\A/ I

Straightened quickly, easily, at

^^ ^^ ''
I home by our apparatus.

A. WEBB, Manager,
Ann Arbor, Mich.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writiut,' to advertisers.
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It's

y nwtify. Jits'

>iiail us a pos'

il or letter

Full of

jTitetiiial, iiiex-

penaive itleasfor

bfaiitifijing your
home

.

lUttstrtition
ctbore .s/Ktirs maid

pntisliitid stdim iritfi

Johnson's Fri-'pared Wax
and Johnson^s Polishing Mitt.

Your Floors, Furniture and Woodwork will
always be in Perfect Condition with little
effort and expense if you follow the simple in-

structions given in the above book—"The Pri per
Treatment for Floors, Woodwork and Furniture "

It tells all about cleaning, polishing, finishing and re-

iinishing wood. Explains how to finish pine almost
as beautifully as hardwood. This book sent free by
the manufacturers of Johnson's Prepared Wax.

All you need to keep your floors, furniture
and woodwork in perfect condition is a can of

JoKnsons
Prepa.red Wa^x
"^ complete Finish and Polisk/or All Wood''''

and Johnson's Polishing Mitt
Johnson's Wax produces a lasting and artistic fin-

ish to which dust and dirt will not adhere. It does
not crack or peel off. Heel marks and scratches
will not show. It brings out the natural beauty of

the wood and preserves it.

Fr4M> 1*oli.<4hfiiff
mtt Oircr. Mill
1..I..-I f.ufii i .!l>. ur
i.trKiT »;iii t>r Ji*|iii'i<»ii'>

l*rfparetl \\:\\ ;uu! we
wtll send yoii free, pre-

paui, one.lohii^on's Pol-

ishing MiU. Tins milt

is nintle of slict^pskin

witli wool oil ; IS open
Rcro!«9 the hack aitJ

slip.s tin Ii.Tnd. Is con-
v**Tiieiit Ji nd diirahle.

Api)I.v water or steam lo

ffiiiovc Ubel from can.

JolinsoiiN Prepared Wax is sold by all dealer^ in pmnt— ^o \\\.

can. 30 tents ; 1 and 2 II). cans, 60 cents per pound ; 4, 5 ;iii.i H

lb. cans. 50 cents per pound. Ifyonr dealer will not supply yon,
seird direct lo us.

Doirt ilelay—write for abov<» bonk now wbile it'i^ on your
mind. It's absolutely FREE. 31enlion edition L. D. G.

S. C. JOHNSON & SON
Racine. Wis.

" The ll'ood-FinisJiii!^ A nthoritiesy

^Ho Money Requirett
until you receive and approve of your

bicvcle. ll'e ship to anyone on
TEM DAYS FREE TRIAL
Finest guaranteed df 1 ft ^_ ^'iJ§
1905 Models ip 1 9J *** qf^t
with Coaster-Brakes & Punctureless Tires.

19U3 & 19U4 Models tf7 «— <?#9
of Best Makes iP f *** ^t^
SOO Second-Hand Wheels
All makes & Mod- ^ O «— tf
els good as new <M»«» «*» V'*»
grf.it f.ictok)' clearing sale.
RIDER AGENTS >V.*NTED in each town at good
pa\'.//>:/(f'?^^";''*'for catalog and Special Offer.

tires; sundries, automobiles.
MEAD CYCLE tiC, O 134, CHICAGO

TOE BESmUGIlT
Over 100 difE- ^T^^mBj *',"",","' *^''"

Prpnt-. Qt.ylPR. W^ V, ,/ ^^^V rirrtTniln T'l,

ino-t'andle Power \ X^ g^^T Urease—Siiiok&—

2c°per week. N^ ^^/ Agents Wanted
^'^ i.\erywhere.

^ TUB BEST LIGHT CO., 92 3. 5th 8t, Canton, 0. j

.'-Imith, Sydney, The Inimor of, 42Q

."^ociiilisiit ;is a menace to Christianity, 510
ne.\t threat poHtical issue? 647
A trend toward, SoS

Soil, l)isapi)earance of tlie, 743
Soiitli .\iuerita saved from Europe by U. S., 636
Specific gravity of human body, 395
Spencer's pliilosoiiliy. Fatal ;;ai) in, 824
Spider-silk from Madagascar, 74;
-St.iircase, Movint;, for vehicles, 5S7
Standard oil's defense, =;40

Stanford, Mrs. Leland, Death of, 351
''Star-spangled IJanner" nnitilated, 582
Stevenson's backs^round of gloom, 700
.Stonelienge was built, How, 5sS

bleStrike, in Chicago raises problems.
Labor press on New 'Vork,
on subwa\-elevated in New
Labor press on New 'Vork, 498
on subway-elevated in New I'ork, 389
Teamsters' side of, 732

Strikers, Chicago, Roosevelt to, 731
.Sun-spot .' What is a. 359
Swayne acquittal. The, 3jo
Swinburne, Present position of, 542

Taft's Presidential prospects, 811
Tears as a test of literature, 813
Telegraphy, Obstacles utilizecfin wireless, 507
Tenii)erature used to develop new species, 508
Ten hour law. Labor press on. 654

Supreme Court on the, 614
Theatrical trust. More light ini the, 669
Theological students. Coddling of, 709
Theology as a university discipline, 475

Advanced, made popular, 784
Thorean's religion. 593
Tooth-brush, The deadly, 659
Toriey-.Me.xander crusade, 43;
Transvaal constitution. The new, 752
Trolley or automobile ? 660
Tropics, rdonds and brunettes in the, 662
Turkey, Origin of the, Sig

L'nited States, European pressure on the, 754

\"egetable combat. A, 7S2
\'ehicles. Moving staircase for, 587
Venezuela, Diplomatic shake-up m, 694

P'resent regime in, 457
Verne, J., and other scientific prophets, 628

Death of, 502

Wall Street and tax dodgers, 53S
methods in life insurance, 619

War-balloons in Manchuria, 706
War, How waged between U. S. and Germany, 635
Warsaw, Massacre at, 697
Water : pure and adulterated. 588
Water-supply, Prehistoric. 818
Wealth-getting, Drama of. 813
Weaver's defiance. Mayor, 805
Wlieat crop. Bumper, 614
Whistler e.xhiljition in London, 503
White race hold its own ? Will, 546
Why do we see riglit side up ? 398
William II. , France, and England, 825
Wilde. Oscar, Confessions of, 311
Willard, F. E.. statue in Washington, 307
Wireless possibilities, 548

telegraphy, Obstacles utilized in, 507
Wisconsin's rate legislation, 809
Witte, Mr., Truth about, 593

Veats's impressions of America, 465

Zionism, New phases of, 748

CHESS.

Solution of Problems,

No. 1,061. Key-move:

No. 1,062

Kt—Q 2 R—Q 8 ch

K .X R (Kt 3)
' K-B 2

Kt—K 6, mate
3-

R—Q R 8, mate

K—R2
R-Q8ch

3-

Kt—B 6, mate

K.xR(Q6) K—K2
Kt(Q2)-B3, mate

K-K4
Kt—K 6, mate

Kt—D 2

Kt (Q 2)—Kt 3,

mate

K—B 4

Solved by M. Marble, Worcester, Mass.; the Rev. G.

Dobbs, New Orleans; F. S. Ferguson, Birmingham,
Ala.; H. W. Barry, Boston; A. C. White, New York
City; W. Runk, Highland Falls, N. Y.; R. H. Ram-
sey, Germantown, Pa.; Dr. J. H. S., Geneva, N. Y.;

the Rev. J. G. Law, Walhalla, S. C; B. W. La Mothe,

Stratford, Conn.; S. W. Bampton, Philadelphia ; the

When You Want

The Wedding Gift
tliat will give the keenest pleasure and is
certain not to be duplicated, tell us how
much you desire to pay and we will gladly
send you by e.xpress, where we have no
agent, a selection of pieces direct from the
[lottery

; you can choose the one you
prefer—remit for it and return the others.

RooKwood
Is The Best Gift

because no two pieces are ever alike—each
is an original painting on pottery, a real work
of art that will always be prized. No illus-

tration can truly show Rookwood—its beauty
of design— decoration, colorings and glaze
must be seen to appreciate why it is a work
of art.

Cr.-iiKl l>rix P:ii-is lOOO
Two Craiia I'l-izes St. liOiils 190-»
The grejit vjtriety of exquisite new designs

rnntjing in price from $1.00 to ^.'SOO.OO
t^ives an unusual opportunity for selecti(^n.
St>ml for "The Kookwood Uook

"

which illustrates in colors many charming
designs.

This mark is

impressed in

cverij piece

and there is

'no Rookwood
without it.

THK R00K%V001> POTTERY
16 Uookwood I'lace, Cincinnati, l". S. A.

Rookwood is sold in each city only
by our exclusive Rookwood Agents.

Npw York, Pavis Collainore & Co. Ltd. ; Chicago.
Marshall Field & Co.; Boston. Bigelow, Kenimrd &
Co, ; St. L.0111S, Merinod & Jaccard Jewelry Co.. Sini-

nions Hardware Co. ; Phihulelphia, Wright, Tyndale &
Van Roden; PiUsbnrg, Hardy & Hayes Co., Hamilton
& Clark Co. ; Washington. D. C, Dnjin & Martin Co. ;

San Francisco, Raphael Weill & Co. ; Indianapolis,
Chas. Mayer & Co. ; Portland, Oregon, A. & C. Fel-
denheinier ; Cleveland, C A. Selzer ; Cincinnati,
l.oring Andrews & Co. ; Toledo, J. J. Freeman & Co. ;

Atlanta, Ga., Maier & Beikele ; Denver, Daniels tfc

Fi.^lier Stores Co., The Boutwell-Biooks Art Co. ;

Louisville, Ky., AV'illiam Kendnck's Sons; New Or-
|e;iii.-», La.. A. B. Griswold & Co.; Colnmbns, ().,

Hasbrook-Bargar Co. ; Ithaca, N, Y., George llankm
& Son; BiiRalo, .J, R. Brayton, Walbridge & Co.

To Gas Engine Operators
Dynamo Ignition.

Motsinger Auto-Sparker
4^ No battery to start or run. The original
#'/'<flpeed-controlleil friction-drive Dynamo.
IjS^ Driven parallel with engine shaft. No
rfiS' *-^ belts. No beveled pulley or beveled
^HM'v fly wheel necessary. For make and
" -^ breakandjump-sparksyetem.Water

' i^ and dust proof. Fully Guaranteed.
MOTSINGER DEVICE W.'Q. CO.,

"5 67 Main Street, Pendleton, Ind., U.S.A.

WE ARE SELLING
Battery Fan Motors. %\.'lf> to $10.50
BattiTV Table LainTis, $3.00 to . 10.00

Telephones. Coniiilete. $2..'J0 to 11.25

Electric Door Bells. 75c., '(I, Sl.'25 1.50

Carriage ami Bicycle Lights, 75c. to 5.00

Lanterns & Pocket Flash Lights, 75c. 3.00
*;H.n(l Me,li<.al Batteries 3.95

TeleKrapli Outfits, $1.75 to 2.50

_ Battery Motors. 75c. to 12.00

Cl WTf^eCfiC. Necktie and Cap Lights. 75c. to 5.00

tLEUJ.v'* ' lf„ Dynamos and Motors. $900.00 to 1.00

Tl r^^^aiSORKS CntiiU.S free. Forlune for Agents.

V»l.E?VgirA>JD. Ohio Electric Woi-Us. Cleveland O.

FOLDING BATH TUB
Weight 16 lbs. Cost little. Requires
little »aU>r. Strong. Duinble.

AVrite for special offer.

M. L. IRWIN,
103 ClL^uibers St., Ken York, PJ. T.

Beaders of The Litkrary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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FlcjtcT'Claifleirs
fit perfectly, hugr the limb comfortably without
binding, never let go of the hose, never tear
them, last longest, look neatest—are best
garters.
Sold by all dealers. Insist on Flexo, and if the dealer

hasn't them, send us his name and 25c. and we will see

that you are supplied. Flexo Garters in fine heavy
ribbed silk elastic—Price, ;oc.

A. STEIN & CO., 316 Franklin St., Chicago.

24 Razors

On Approval

For a Penny Postal
Send us your name, occupation, home and

business addresses and we will send you,

charges paid, on seven days' free trial, 24 of

the smoothest, keenest, sharpest razors ever

made. Enough razors for a year without strop-

ping or honing.
The "EVER READY" is the newest razor

idea—built like a repeating rifle—the " SAFE-
TY," with 24 blades; the "OLD STYLE,"
with 12.

Whether your beard is wiry or fine; regular

or irregular; your skin tender or tough, the

"EVER READY" will shave you without a

pull or scratch ; better and cleaner than any
other razor.

Don't take our word for it

—

try them at our

expense ; then if you wish to keep them you can
pay us ^5.00, on terms to suit ; otherwise ex-

press them back, collect.

In ordering, state whether you prefer the
" SAFETY " or " OLD STYLE "—to cut close

or medium.

SHERMAN & COMPANY
Box D, 41 PARK ROW NEW YORK

ENNEN'S IS^SfM"

^TPILET
OWDER

PRICKLY HEAT,
ii;-

CHAFING, and "^-'^
SUNBURN, -t.-i.'^""
Removes all odor of perspiration. De-

'

ligbtful after Shaving. Sold everywhere, or

fmaileiLj&alreceipi of 25"c.' Get Mennen's (the original). Sample Free,

GERHARD MENN£N COMPANY. Newiirk. N.J.

t°rGOUT & RHEUMATISM
Usethe Great English Remedy
BLAIR'S PILLSl
Safe, Sure, Effective. 50c. & $1.
IHUUiftlSTS. or 22i William St., N. Y.

|

Rev. W. Rech, Kiel, Wis.; the Rev. L. Bahler, Maria-

ville, N. Y.; A. Heine, Parkersburg, W. Va.; N. D.

Waffle, Salt Springville, N. Y.; J. P. S., CoUegeville,

Pa.; B. Alten, Elyria, O.; L. R. Williams, Omaha
;

J. K. Curzon, Auburn, Neb.; J. E. Wharton, Sher-

man, Tex.; W. H. M., Antigonish, N. S.; W. M. P.

Mitchell, Harvard University; J. McMurray, Luna
Landing, Ark.; the Rev. T. Balogh, Pocahontas, Va.;

A. Regenbrecht, Peters, Tex.; Dr. J. G. Hayward and

B. A. Mann, Brownsville, Tenn.; A. Rooke, Philadel

phia; J. H. Cravens, Kansas City ;" 23," Philadel-

phia; Russell, Germantown, Pa.; P. Stromme, Min-

neapolis; M. Stern, Des Moines; G. Patterson,

Winnipeg, Can.; E. A. C. Kinderhook, N. Y.; O. C.

Pitkin, Syracuse, N. Y.; R. H. Renshaw, University

of Virginia ; W. G. Hosea, Cincinnati ; the Rev. C.

H.Schneider, Decatur, Ind.; M. Almy, Chicago; O.

C. Brett, Hulmboldt, Kan.; J. T. Graves, Chicago.

1,061; The Rev. S. M. Morton, D.D., Effingham,

111.; Dr. C. M. Menville, Houma, La.; Lyndon,
Athen, Ga.; J. G. Overholser, Balfour, N. Dak.; O. J.

P., Pueblo, Colo.; Dr. W. C. Clemo, Hancock, Mich.;

S. W. Tuscano, Port Jervis, N. Y.; F. Miller, Wash-
ington, D. C; F. W. Royster, Raleigh, N. C; Prof.

M. L. Hoblit, Mesilla Park, New Mexico.

Comments (1,061): " Pretty construction"—M. M.;
" Very artistic "—G. D.; " Good ; but too easy "—W.
R.;" The Kt-sacrifice on a diagonal adjoining the K
is productive of countless beautiful combinations, of

which this is a fine specimen"— R. H. R.; "This
pretty theme has seldom been more delightfully ren-

dered"-]. H. S.; "Graceful; not great "-J. H. C;
"Simple and easy"—S. M. M.; "The sacrifice is

catchy"— C. M. M.
1,062 :

" Delightfully symmetrical, with charming

mates"—M. M.; " I thank the author for remember-

ing me in connection with this graceful position "—G.

G.; "A gem"—W. R.; "A rich and rare companion

for 1,055
"—J- H. S.; " I do not like it as well as 1,055.

A good example of extreme 'simplicity combined with

cleverness"— W. M. P. M.; " A good one"—J. K. C;
"Good economies; neat mates; very attractive"—J.

H. C; " Fine" — 23 ;
" Beautiful key. A fitting com-

panion-piece to 1,055 "— R.; " Very fine "—P. S.

In addition to those reported, E. W. Gile, White
Sulphur Springs, Mont., got '50, '54, '55 ; Mrs. J. W.
Scholl, Ann Arbor, Mich., '52, '54 ; W. M. H. Wood-
ward, Bisbee, Ariz., '54 ; C. E. Woodward, Chicopee

Falls, Mass., i,o56-'6o; J. McM., '56, '57; W. H. M.,

L. Goldmark, Paterson, N. J., '57; A. H., '57, '58 ; A.

R. Beyer, Ames, la., '58, '59 ; W. D. L. Robbins, New
York City, '59.

ST. LOUIS PROBLEM -TOURNEY.
Judges' Award in Section Devoted to

Sets.

Eighteen Sets were submitted to the Judge, of

which just half proved to contain, at least, one un-

sound member. The authors of the Sets "Juncta

Juvant," "Tyrol.," "Wreath of Nuts," " Caissa,"

and " Sinfonia " made corrections.

Set-Prizes.

First, " Thesaurus " Emile Pradignat, France
;

second, " Gudrunia," the Rev. J. Jesperson, Denmark ;

third, "What You Will," A. W. Daniels, England;

fourth, "New Ideas," R. H. Ramsey, Pa.; fifth,

" Aida," Karl Kondelik, Bohemia ; sixth, " A King

in Armor," X. Hawkins, Mo.

Two-MovERS.

First, "A Wreath of Nuts," H. W. Schmidt,

Hawaii; second, "Caissa," Dr. A. Decker, Illinois;

third, " Sinfonia," V. Marin, Spain ; fourth, " Juncta

Juvant," the Rev. G. Dobbs, La.

Three-Movers.

First, " Sinfonia " ; second, " Lost," F. Forester,

Germany; third," Caissa" ; fourth," Juncta Juvant " ;

fifth, "Tyro I.," R. S. T. Burk, India ; si.xth," A King

in Armor," " Sinfonia," " Juncta Juvant," " Aida."

Four-Movers.

First, " Lost " ; second. " Caissa "
; third, " Sinfo-

nia"; fourth, " Tyro I." ; fifth, " Juncta Juvant."

Seven of these sets have been published in The
Literary Digest: "Thesaurus," q63-'66; "New
Ideas," 987-'9o; " King in Armor," i,oo3-'o6: " Wreath

TARTARLITHINE
A Philadelphia Physician says: "I have

three cases in which I have been experimenting
with Tartarlithine. All of the cases have
been markedly benefited by the Tartarliikine
treatment after the failure of other treatment
extending over long periods. One case, a
man who had for eighteen months suffered
from a lumbago which nearly disabled him,
is now so much improved after using Tartar-
lithine that he considers himself well. Cer
tainly his disorder is under thorough control."

Rheumatism

Tartarlithine rarely fails because it supplies
the blood with the necessary substances to dis-

solve and remove the poison of rheumatism

—

uric acid. We want every sufferer to try it, and
will send a sample package w ith our booklet on
the cure of rheumatism free to every applicant.

Prescribed and endorsed by the
leading physicians of the country.

Ask Yovir Doctor Abovit It

Free sample and mir booklet on the
cure ofRheutnatisyn sent on request

McKesson & Robbins '«ve''^'i"„%'*-

Sole agents /or the Tartarlithine Co.

FRENCH—GERMAN
SPANISH—ITALIAN
Spoken, Taught and Mastered

by the

LANGUAGE-
PHONE
METHOD

Combined m ith

The Rosenthal

rommon Sense
Method of

Practical LInguistry

Richard S. Rosenthal

YOU HEAR THE EXACT PRONUNCIATION OF
EACH WORD AND PHRASE. A few minutes' practice
several times a day at spare moments gives a thorough
mastery of conversational French, (lerman, Spnnish, or
Italian

Send for testimonials, booklet, and letter.

International Language- Phone Method
UOS Metropolis BIdg., Kroadnaf and 16th St., N. Y.

SECURITY
and PROFIT 5%

/^PERATING under conservative methods author-
^—

' ized by the New York Banking Department,
and subject to its supervision, we pay 5 per cent, per
annum on sums of $25.00 or more, and remit quarterly
to our thousands of patrons throughout the United
States. The money is not " tied up " but always sub-
ject to withdrawal, and earnings are calculated for

every day it is in our possession.

Let us send you full particuI.Trs and
letters of endorsement Irom p;,trons in

your own Slate or immediate lot :ilit3'.

Assels .... $1,7.S0,000

Surplus and Profits, $150,000

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN CO.

1 1 39 Broadway, New York City

r^^s-.^,
rue famous leather -foud au.l j-lioe pnlisli

tombined, and a Com plete Outtit tor 25e.

YOUR DEALER OR BY MAIL.

Osinie ChpmiPal Company
Iti-ocktoii. Mass.

Readers of The Literary L>igest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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of Nuts," q36-'3g; "Sinfonia," 967-'7o; " Caissa," 954-

'57; "Juncta Juvant," 944-'47. The three-movers are

96S, ^36, 946, 1,005, <;69, 943, 972. Four-movers, 957,

970. 947-

"Lasker's New Gem."

In the Mercantile I.ibrary seance, held some woeks

ago, Champion Lasker developed a new gem-game of

Chess. Opening in a Center Counter, the world's

First Player sprung a new move on his fourth turn,

and, somewhat unwittingly assisted by his adversary,

created a position of remarkable beauty, in which he

sacrificed a Rook, and the consequent play was a

wind-up of singular beauty.

OR. LASKER.

IP-K4
2PX P
3QKt-B3
4 P-Q Kt 4 (a)

5 R— Kt sq
6 Kt—B 37B-R3
8 B—B 4
9Kt-K4
loQ-K 2

11 B X B P (d)

12 R X Kt P (e)

13 K Kt— Kt 5 ch
J4 Kt—Q 6 ch
15 B X y and won (g)

L. C. BERG.
Black.
P-Q 4
QxT>
Q-QR4
Qx Kt P
Q-Q 5 (b)

Q home
P-K Kt3
B-Kt2
P-QB3
K—B sq (c)

Kx B
Bx R
K—Ksq
Q X Kt (f)

Comments by Reichhelm in The North American

.

(a) This variation of the Center Counter opening is

not in the books.

(b) Better Q- Q 3. The whole game is a brilliant

skittle.

(c) To thwart Kt-Q 6 ch.

(d) Beginning the sacrificing.

(e) The grand coup !

(f) If K-Q 2, Q- Kt 4 ch wins.

(g( Mr. Berg, who is a strong player, lasted some
time yet, but the " gem " part of the game is over.

Masters Games.

Evans Gambit.

MORPHV. BODEN. .MORPHV. BODEN.
White. Black. White. Black.

I p—K4 P-K 4 18 Q R—K sq K-B sq
2Kt-K B3 Kt-Q B 3 ch
3B-B4 B-B4 19 Q-Q Kt 4 K—Kt sq
4P-Q Kt 4 B X P ch
5 P-Q B 3 B-B4 20 B X Kt Q X B
6 P-Q 4 Px P 21 Kt-K 4 Q-Kt 37Px P B-Kt 3 22 K—R sq P-K R 4
8 Castles P-Q 3 23P-B4 P-R5
9 P-Q 5 Kt-R4 24 P-B 5 Q-R4
10 P-K 5 Ktx B 25R-B4 P-K B3
11 Q—R 4 ch B-Q 2 26 Kt X P ch PxKt
126 X Kt
i3Kt X P

P X P 27 R-Kt 4c liQx R
Q-B3 28 Q X Q ch K—B sq

14 Kt X B KxKt 29 R-K6 R-R 3

»5 Q—Kt 4 ch K—K sq 30 Q-K B 4 K-Kt 2

16 H—Kt 5

17 Kt-B 3 ^t-B^j
31 K—K 7 ch Resigns.

Kieseritzk y Gambit.
KOLISCH. -INDERSSE.V. KOLISCH. ANDERSSEN
White. Black. White. Black.

I P-K 4 P-K 4 27 Q X Q ch RxQ
2 P-K B 4 PxP 28 P X R PxP
3 Kt-K B 3 P-K Kt4 29 Kt X P K— Kt sq
4 P-K R 4 P— Kt s 30 Kt-K 6 R— K sq
5 Kt-K 5 P-K R4 31 K-Q 2 P-R5
6 B— B 4 R—R2 32 Kt-K Kt. R-K B sq

7 P-Q 4 P-B6 33 Kt (B 3)- P-Q 4
8 P X P P-Q 3 K4
9 Kt-Q 3 B-K2 34 Kt-B 2 P-Kt6
loB-K 3 B X Pch 35Kt (B2)- B-Kt 5
II K-Q 2 B-Kt 4 R3
12 P--B 4 B—R3 36 P—B 4 R— B 4
13 Kt-B 3 B-Kt 2 37 P X P R X P
14P-B5 Kt Q B3 38 R—K 4 Bx Kt
15 Q-K Kt sq B—Q 2 39 Kt X B R-K R4
16 R-K sq Kt—R 4 40R-B4 K-Kt 2

17 B— Kt ^ Kt X B ch 41 K-Q 3 P-R3
18 R P X Kt I'-Q 1; 3 42 K-K 4 K-Q Kt 4
19 Kt— B 4 Kt-B 3 43 Rx P Rx P
20 K— B sq B-R3 44 R—Kt 4 K-R 3
21 P-K 5 B xR 45 Kt-B 4 P-K Kt4
22 P X Kt B-B6 46 Kt-(,) 3 K-R 4
23 Kt (B4)- K-Bsq 47RX P K-R 5

„Q5 ^ 48 R—Kt sq P-Kt5
24 B X B ch R xB 49 P-Q 5 R-Kt 3
25 Q-K 3 R xP 50 K-K 5 Resigns
26 Q-Kt 5 R-Kt3

Explaining His Policy. — " How is your guar-
dian on diplomacy ? Do you think that he can under-

stand the finer points of a secret alliance like ours ?

"

asked the young man.
" I can answer that question for myself," said a sud-

den voice. " I am in favor of an open-door policy just

now—and I believe this is your hat, %\xP—Cincinnati
Commercial- Tribune.

Odorless ^arba^e
"The open garbage pail is an unrealized source of

disease, breeding germs that menaee the family health
no less than bad drainage."—Prw. N. T. Board oj Health.

C<yk> L̂U4;f<^f^^^^<^

has a close-fitting lid. No odors leak out. Lid
can't be nosed of? by dogs. A necessity in-

homes where perfect sanitary conditions and
neatness are valued. Trim and strong; made
of corrugated steel. Practically never wears out.

Witt's Pail forgarbage and forgeneral house-
hold use. Easy to carry. Tt^jo sizes: 5 andT gal,

AsK your dealer for "Witt's'*
(" Witt's Can" st&mped In lid and bottom.)

THREE sizes:
No. 1—15iJ4x25 in.. No. 2-18x25 in., No.3—20>^x25 in.

Ifyou can't buy It In your town send us your dealer's name;
we will send you througb liim on his order, Can or Pail

'' On Approval.
If you nice It, pay the dealer; ifuot.send it back to 111 in.

We will protect the dealer and it won't cost you a cent.
If there is no dealer near you, we'll supply you direct.

The Witt Cornice Co.. Dept. K. Cincinnati. O.

NEW FOOD
for INFANTS and INVALIDS

Taro has always been the chief
food of Hawaiians. Taro is a
very nutritious and delicious veg-
etable grown in great quantities
on plantations under water in
Hawaii.

It has a peculiar but very de-
licious and appetizing taste.
For seven or eight years practi-

cally all physicians in Hawaii
have been prescribing Taro-ena

—

a condensed, cooked, unsweetened
form of Taro—for Infants, In-
valids and people with delicate
stomaclis.
During the last two years,

Taro-ena has spread rapidly
throughout the Pacific Coast, and
as soon as its remarkable quali-
ties as a food for infants and in-
valids have become known by
physicians, it has been prescribed
to the exclusion of cereal, malted,

sweetened, artificial, and pre-digested foods.

"DIGESTS ITSELF"
Taro-ena is the most nutritious, easily digested food known.

The weakest stoniaeh can digest it without distress.
Hawaiians claim that it " di(?ests itself." Children tease for

it. it makes w-eaning easy. It grows strong bone and muscle
and develops perfect digestion. Invalids enjoy it and gain the
needed strength. It is the best food known for preventing
summer complaint.
It is always ready; simply stir in milk or

water and give in bottle, glass or spoon.
It is served in hospitals preceding and fol-

lowing critical operations, and In all cases of
sickness where a food is required to give
strengthening nourishment without tax up-
on digestion.
Our new pamphlet entitled "Taroena,

The Food That Digests Itself" contains an
interesting description of the Taro industry
written by the leading physician of Hawaii.
It also reports a great many cases showing
how easy t ) digest, how delicious and how
wonderfully successful Taro-ena is as the
natural unsweetened food for infants and
invalids. The pamphlet is free for the asking.

Send IOc» for Trial Size
Enough for Four Mcak

TTT^ T^TT ^^ ^'^"' '^"y a recular si7p. 50.-., large size $1.00, hos-

f*^ W^ 1^ ^^ Pil;"l ^ize $3.00 of your dniKKt^t or hy m;til of us, Htiil^ XX,J-^J-^ ^end us the cres^ from lop of box, we will mail you
free a beautiful 8 x 29 photo-engravmg of the famous

Hrnvrtiian wittering place " Waikiki Beach." No aJvertisiiig on it ; elegant
l(ir fraijuiig.

TARO FOOD CO., Box T, Danbury, Conn., Agents

THE 3IEA.SURE OF A MAN, A new philosophy,
discussing the natural, the rational, the psychic, and the
spiritual man. By Charles Bkouie Patterson,
Editor of " Mind." 8vo, cloth, 326 pages. $1.20 net.
Funk & Wagnalls Company, Pubs., New York.

The Evolution of Man
By PROF. WILHELM BOELSCHE, of Berlin.

The latest facts in science told in a charming style,
easily understood. This book not only states but
PROVES the theory first advan<-ed by Darwin. It
shows how the "MISSING LINKS" have all been
found; it traces the germs of "mind" far back into
the simplest organisms, and establishes the identity
of the life force with the force operating in matter
that we have been taught to call inorganic. It opens
the way to the revolutionary philosophy on which
modern socialism is based.

Cloth, illustrated with 24 engravings, 50 cents
postpaid.

CHAR.LES H.

56 FiftK Averwie.

KERR. <$. CO..

- - - CHICAGO
Mention the LITERARY DIGEST when ordering and a

ropy of the International Socialist Heview will

be sent without extra charge.

a

V

Save Worry Tour* Summer Trip

In compact and practical form this little

book provides the prospective European

tourist with just those hints and that infor-

mation which will save him a world of worry

from the time he boards the outward bound

steamer until he arrives back at the home port.

15he
Travelers*
Handbook

By JOSEPHINE TOZIER

A practical book prepared on new lines for

travelers in the eastern hemisphere. It is

not intended to take the place of such
" Guide Books " as those of Baedeker, but

full of suggestions helpful in directing the

American abroad with regard to such per-

plexing matters as shopping, hotels, tips,

foreign Jisages, etiquette, and many other

details of comfort and convenience.

lamo, cloth, .*1.00 net ; »1 lO by mail

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY. Pubs., NEW YGR';;
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tME TEXICOGRAPHER'S^ JjasyQhair

In this column, to ciecule questions concerning the correct

•use of words, the Funk & Wagnalls Standard Dictionary is

consulted as arbiter.

" W. P.," Binghamton, N. Y.—" Wbat i.s the meaning
of tbe worci ' Mi-eareine ' ? Is the word an English
word ? I have repeatedly corae across it in the news
columns of my paper. It seems to be quite common
about Louisiana."

" Mi-carerne " is a French word which means,
when translated, "mid-Lent." It is the Thurs-
day of the third week in Lent and is observed
in Catholic countries, or in regions inhabited
by the French, as a day of festival. This cus-
tom of observance dates back to the fifteenth

century.

"J. G. W.," Charlotte, N. C—" What is the differ-

ence between (1) 'sanitorium' and 'sanitarium,' and
(2) to ' talk ' and to 'speak ' ?

"

(1) ''Sanitarium," being derived from the
Latin saiiUns, is the correct word to use to desig-
nate a health retreat. The form "sanitorium"
is a corruption. (2) To "talk" is to utter a
succession of connected Avords ordinarily with
the expectation of being listened to. To
"speak " is to give articulate utterance even to
a single word; the officer speaks the word of
command, but does not talk it.

"E. R. P.," North Bend, Ore.
—"Is the following ex-

pression correct? ' James, than vlmtu no one is better
qualified, was elected.' It seems to me that a pronoun
in the nominative case should be used instead of
'whom' and the construction changed."

" Whom " in this case is correct, although it

is an exception to the general rule. Fernald
("Connectives of English Speech," p. 238) says:
"A pronoun after than is now commonly con-
strued as the subject of a verb understood,
and hence is put in the nominative case ; as, he
is richer fhan I [am]. The use of the olijective

(taller than me, etc.) common in tlie older Eng-
lish is now held to be incorrect. The single
exception is tbe phrase than w/ioin." The same
work on page 242 says :

" The phrase thaii ivhom
is an exception to tliis rule, and appears to be
fixed in the language as such. . . . For this
phrase it seems impossible to suggest a sub-
stitute. We could not say than who, and the
only alternative wotild seem to be to avoid the
relative by changing tbe structure of the sen-
tence, which w^ould often be inconvenient."
Gooki Brown (" Grammar of English (iram-
mars," pp. 675-677) furnishes a long list of
grammarians who sanction the use of " whom "

after "than."

m. IDEAL SIGHT
A RESTORER

Is Your
Sight Failing?

All refractive errors,

muscular trouble &
chronic diseases of

tlie Eye cured by

scientific MASSAGE.

UluEtrated treatise with ailidaift testimonials

tree. Address

THE IDEAL COMPANY,
239 Broadway, New York-

Buffalo
LiTHiA Water

Has for Thirty Years Been Recognized By the Medical
Profession as an Invaluable Remedy in Bright*s

Disease, Albuminuria of Pregnancy, Renal Calculi,

Gout, Rheumatism and All Diseases Dependent
upon a Uric Acid Diathesis. Time Adds to the Vol-

uminous Testimony of Leading Clinical Observers.

Robert C. Kenner, A. M., M. D., Ex-President Louisville Clinical Asso-
ciation, atid Editor of Notes on '' Garrod's Materia Medica and Therapeutics,"
Louisville, Ky. (See " Garrod's Materia Medica and Therapeutics," fourth edition,

revised by Kenner.)

:

"In the treatment of Gout and all the manifestations of Uric Acid Poisoning,

RllWAI fl I ITHIA IMATFD ^^ indicated and will be found very efficient.
DvXrAlAJ Idllnlft IffuEiK in Rheumatism, especially the chronic ex-
pression, we shall find the water very valuable. The waters of both springs have
been found by extensive trial to possess remarkable solvent powers over Renal
Calculi and Stone in the Bladder. We have the authority of that great clinician.

Prof. Alfred L. RllEiMii n I ITUIll WaTE'D ^^ °^ ^^^^'^ ^^^"^ ^^ Bright'a

Loom is, that WvEr«MJ I-IlHlIf* IHtlEK. Disease, and Hammond and
other great observers find it greatly beneficial in this condition. In dyspepsia and
gastro-intestinal disorders the water has been found very efficacious. In vomiting
and nausea of pregnancy there is {l||C>pi|| *\ t fXHIII ^MATPR f^'^^^^^'^tly

no remedy more efficacious than
to be."
Medical testimony mailed to any address

generally.
Hotel at Springs opens June 15th

shows itself

For sale by druggists and grocers

PROPRIETOR BUFFALO LITHIA SPRINGS. VIRGINIA.

'Some livc^

hoes
Vhe more worri-^ff^^^me brighrer!^
Busy wives who use SAPQL^IQ
n^ver seem ^o grow old.Trv e. ca.ke •••

"^COPVBi nuT ;

for Liquor and

Drug Using
A scientific remedy which has been

skilfully and successfully administered by

medical specialists for the past 25 years.

At the following Keeley Institutes:

Itirminslium, Ala.

Hot Sprin:;s, Ark.
Los AnL'«^lp''. * ill.

10*^-2 Sm. HoMpr St.
Sun KraiK'isiMi, <'ul.

117<» :»ljirkel S).

>ffst iiu\i>ii, roiiii.

Atlanta, Oa.
)Vasbini;tiin, I). C.

211 N. (iipitul 81.

Dwi^ht, 111.

marinii, liiil.

I)es .floiiif>, la.

rriih (trclianl, Ky.

Portland, Mf.
I'pxMiirtoii. ;na§s.

81. Louis, .>lo.

_>S0:{ Lorusl St.

Alliaiiihra Hot 8pr
North I'oiiHay, iN.

Ituffalo, N. V.

in:;*, Mont.
II.

White I'liiins. N. Y.

Coliimlnis, O.
1<)H7 N. Ileniiison Ave.

Porllan<I, Ore.
Fhila<li'lphia, Pa.

81*-' N. Knmd St.

Ilnrrislmre:, Pa.

Pittsbnrs. Pa.
4*J4«1 Fifth Ave.

Pr<»vid*'noe, K. I.

Kiohmond, Va.

Seattle. Hash.
Maukexha, His.
Toronto, Ont.

By ARMISTEAD
C. GORDON

The Gift of the
Morning Star
A really forceful and original story, dealing with the

hitherto neglected field, Dunker life and experience.

The wonderfully strong and beautiful motif by which
the power of self-conquest is illustrated with much
striking and lifelike power, gives its title to the work,
as suggested by the promise, " He that overcometh
... I will give him the Morning Star."

121110, cloth. $1.50 postpaid
FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY. Pubs., NEW YORK

What Is Daus' Tip-Top?
TO PKOVJE that Dans' "Tip-top" is

,-= .,^=, the best and simplest device for making
'^J'^mt.^-'^'^^^^P^ Copies from pen-written and 60

'^^
' ' Copies from typewritten original,

we will ship complete duplicator,

cap size, without deposit, on
ten (lO) days' trial.

' Price $7.5olcf<t( trade t^t' „n*
iliscouiit of ;?.:3H*or 90 "Cl

THK FEI>1X A. DAI'S Dl'PL,IC.*TOB < O.
D.1IIS BiiilUiii;;, 111 Jotau St., Xew Vork City
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TOPICS OF THE DAY.

LESSONS OF THE GREAT NAVAL BATTLE.

THE graciousness of Togo in ascribing the outcome of the

Battle of the Sea of Japan to " the brilliant virtue " of the

Mikado and to " the protection " of his " imperial ancestors," has

not forestalled the inevitable inquiry into the more practical and

scientific reasons for this remarkable victory. The never-ending

controversy of the relative merits of the battle-ship, the torpedo-

boat, and other constituents of the navy has been revived, while a

lively discussion, in many instances marked by alarm, is going on

as to what may be the significance and the ultimate consequences

of the historic and momentous event. Speaking from the strictly

naval point of view, the St. Louis Republic well says :

" Japanese and Russian commanders brought about exactly the

battle the world has been awaiting for forty years. Nations have

been building navies on theory. Battle-ships, cruisers, torpedo-

boats, and submarines have been constructed and maneuvered.

Authorities and inventors have argued, and strategists have pon-

dered over the relative values of the various types. Whether 12-

inch guns were worth their cost and whether more of 8-inch or of

6-inch calibers should be mounted have been debated questions."

The Louisville Courier-Journal, however, aptly remarks that

" the lesson of the latest naval battle is somewhat obscured by the

circumstance that the naval strategy seems to have been all on one

side." The Chicago Post also notices that " the human element"

played a conspicuous, if not the most important, part in determin-

ing the results of the battle. Says The Post :
" As in the case of

Dewe.y at Manila, if Togo and Rozhdestvensky had changed

places, there would have been no change in the identity of the vic-

tors." The Chicago .^^f<?rrt^/^^r/2/rt^ speaks in a similar vein and

declares that " the most striking lesson of the fight is the impor-

tance of efficiency." In fact, the great majority of popular and ex-

l)ert opinion is inclined to the view that it was the officer in the

conning-tower and the man behind the gim that did the work. At
least Admiral Dewey seems to think so, and it is reported that he

will try to have the necessity of the better training of W\^ personnel

urged upon Congress next winter. He is quoted by the New York

World as saying

:

" Ranking with the demand for battle-ships is the necessity for

the training of \\\& personnel oi the navy. Rozhdestvensky, whO'

tried to whip green crews into shape in six months and failed, as
compared with the veteran fighters of Togo, has proved that fight-

ing crews, like fighting ships, can not be made in a day."

The battle and the make-up of the two fleets engaged have alsa

suggested questions as to whether our own navy is being built with.

a due regard to the proper number of each class of vessels com-

posing it. Our great and steadily increasing military marine,

which within a few years will be fourth in size in the world, "*3

being constructed along the lines of big battle-ships and long-

range guns. President Roosevelt (as pointed out in these columns

last week) and his new Secretary of the Navy, Mr. Bonaparte,

seem to think that it is far too soon to place any limit upon the

existing scheme and policy. But many people disagree with this

position. Thus the Springfield Republican says:

"There is no lesson to be drawn from the recent encounter to

the effect that a navy of great size is the sine qua non of success.

Those who would agitate for a larger American navy because the

Russian fleet was annihilated show no ability to discriminate be-

tween essential and non-essential factors. Of more importance

than the number of battle-ships, after a certain limit has been

reached in naval construction, is the skill of the officers and crews

in handling what ships there are. More can be done to make the

United States navy formidable by careful training of its gunners

and by making life on shipboard endurable to the crews in time of

peace than by building three new battle-ships a year. We do not

believe that the next Congress will find in recent events the slight-

est argument for increasing materially the ships of the line and try-

ing to rival England in the amount of her naval tonnage."

The Chicago Record-Herald endorses this belief in part in the

following language :
" For the United States the evident moral of

this is that with plenty of big war-ships built and building, the

place to put the money in the future is in the officers and the

crew." But on the 6ther hand, much support can be found for

the Presidential policy. The Philadelphia Inquirer, while declar-

ing that Togo's victory emphasizes in a convincing manner "the

paramount consequence of the /t'ri-^;;«^/," nevertheless speaks a

strong word for the battle-ship. T/ie Inquirer says :

" The battle-ship must always form the basis of an effective

navy, because great guns can not advantageously be placed on a

small and feebly protected vessel, and it is the fire of the great

guns that counts. This is one of the things which have been

freshly demonstrated by the recent action, and President Roose-

velt is quite right in drawing the conclusion that battle-ship

strength is the one thing most essential to the maritime security of

the United States."

Torpedo-boats, as all reports show, were used with telling effect

in the Battle of the Sea of Japan. We are told that the Russiaa

fleet was battered with big guns all day Saturday, May 27, and
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stabbed with torpedoes during the night. The Japanese had be-

come expert at gun practise in rough seas such as prevailed on

Saturday, while most of the Russian shots went wild. The sea

was too rough for torpedo-boats during the day, but quieted at

nightfall, allowing the mosquito fleet to do its part. Of course full

information is not yet available as to all details of the manner in

which material was used in attack and defense, but, as the Chi-

cago Post remarks, " enough is not known to warrant the belief that

no extremist theories about ships, guns, or torpedos have been

proved correct." The Post continues :

"That battle-ships would bear the brunt of a battle-ship action;

that all of the guns would be utilized with the highest effectiveness

that could be given to them, and that torpedo attacks would be

made unceasingly wherever an opportunity offered have been fore-

gone conclusions with every navy officer who had not a fad on the

brain. . . . Evidently all of the claims against the 6-inch and 8-

inch guns as factors in sea fights—claims that were so confidently

made after the Port Arthur battles as to cause a change in the bat-

teries destined for two of our battle-ships—have been wiped out.

Relieved of the necessity for fighting at the long ranges deemed
desirable in the battles of last year, Togo sent in a storm of 6-inch

and 8-inch projectiles that smothered the Russian fire."

There is one conclusion, however, about the Battle of the Sea of

Japan that all seem to have come to. There is not the least doubt

that the event is of far-reaching international importance. But

American papers do not express any alarm about the " Yellow

Peril," which is creating such a scare in Germany. As the Chi-

cago T}-ibnne defines this European bugbear, it lies in the sugges-

tion that the yellow people will be able to defend themselves

against Caucasian aggression. "And so far as this is the case,"

says The Tribune, " Hurrah for the yellow peril ; the more of it

the better." The New York S//u also sees good in Japanese suc-

cess from an American point of view. The Sun calls attention to

the great size and value of Korea, which will fall into the posses-

sion of Japan in case of a victorious peace, and noted the proba-

bility that the vast natural resources will attract Japanese immi-

gration and deflect its threatened course from the United States.

Those Russians continue to make remarks about the bureaucracy wliich

sound just like the way tiie bleachers talk to the umpire when he decides a close

point against the home team.— 7"//^ Atlanta Journal.

A FAR WEST EXPOSITION.

T ^7HILE the St. Louis Fair has hardly become a thing of the

* * past, the attention of the general public is again invited to

the attractions of another international exposition, to commemorate
the centenary of the Lewis and Clark Exposition, which, in the

words of the Pittsburg /"(^.j/, "gave so much of the great north-

west to the United States, a territory which is peculiarly interesting

to Americans from the fact that it is the only land this country ever

held by right of discovery." Altho on a smaller scale than the St.

Louis Exposition, the Portland enterprise is, according to the

newspapers, historically of almost equal significance. The Fair

was opened at Portland, Ore., on June i, the celebration being

participated in by President Roosevelt and Vice-President Fair-

banks. The Vice-President attended the opening exercises in per-

son, while the President, at the White House, pressed the gold

telegraph key which sounded the chimes in the Government Build-

ing and started the machinery of the Exposition.

The Portland exhibition is the first under the patronage of the

Federal Government ever held west of the Rocky Mountains.

While the St. Louis Fair occupied 1,200 acres, the Portland Ex-

position occupies 406 acres, including a natural lake 220 acres in

extent which takes the place of the grand basins of former fairs.

It is also noted that there was no need to build papier inachi moun-

tains as scenic accessories, since nature has provided the real.

Almost every nation is represented in this exposition, and the best

of the foreign exhibits at St. Louis have been transferred to Port-

land and have been supplemented by new features. The exposition

will require an expenditure of $7,500,000, of which the city of Port-

land has contributed $400,000, the State of Oregon 15450,000 and the

National Government $475,000.

" The Portland enterprise," says the Buffalo Express, " will fur-

nish an excellent opportunity for citizens from the central, south-

ern, and eastern parts of the country to become^.acquainted with

thejSwestern lands ;
" and the Cleveland Plain Dealer remarks on

the fact that " tho, like the Omaha and Buffalo expositions, this

will have perforce largely a local or sectional character ; it will

surpass even the great fairs in its natural scenic effects. The
efforts of the landscape architect would seem poor and pitiful when

compared with the handiwork which nature has lavished on the

WILL IT COME TO THIS.?

A new pilot for the Russian ship of state.

—Ireland in the Columbus Dispatch.

THE EMANCIPATOR.

— Maybell in the Brooklyn Eagle.

VICTORY OF THE VANQUISHED.
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BIRD'S-EYE VIEW OF THE LEWIS AND CLARK EXPOSITION.

scene of the Portland Exposition,

observes

:

Tlie Philadelphia Ledger

" The charm of the Portland fair will consist not only in its ex-

hibits of people of the northwestern genus, but in the displays of

the native arts and crafts, the progress of the people of the Pacitic

coast ; what they have achieved in industry, commerce, agriculture,

forestry, and in the winning of their West. The place is all so

new, the country so lately won from forest and prairie, the people

so ingenuous and enthusiastic and hearty and hopeful, that the fair

will undoubtedly be worth a trip across the land to see
" Everj-body who can afford to go to fairs should go, and every

Eastern man, especially, who thinks that life is becoming stale and

that the country is in a decline should go to a Ear Western fair and

there note the mighty enthusiasm of the Western man, woman, and

child ; the bursting faith in their country ; their energy, joyous-

ness, frankness, sincerity, and wholesome genuine good-nature and

strong Americanism."

" The Lewis and Clark Exposition," says the Tacoma Ledger^

"offers the best opportunity that has ever been afforded to adver-

tise the Pacific Northwest," and it goes on to say :

" The event is one of paramount importance to the whole Pacific

Northwest. Nothing in the history of this section of the country

has ever brought its romantic past, its superb climate, its bound-

less resources, its vigorous growth, and its teeming possibilities

into such general notice throughout the length and breadth of the

land as the preparations for the celebration at Portland by a mag-
nificent exposition of the centennial anniversary of the expedition

into the Oregon country of Lewis and Clark. To-day every intelli-

gent reader of the newspapers in the United States has a vastly

better conception of the Pacific Northwest than before the Expo-
sition was determined upon. To-day the people of the whole

country are looking with interest toward this wonderful section

and hundreds of thousands of them are preparing to make the

journey to Portland and to see for themselves not only the .splendid

cities that have sprung into world-wide prominence in the last

quarter of a century, but to investigate for themselves the resources

and opportunities of what is justly proclaimed to be the most prom-
ising and highly favored portion of our entire domain

" This is the gateway of the Orient and Alaska. This section is

destined to become the commercial and industrial center of the

Pacific seaboard. Westward the star of empire takes its way, and
the celebration of the two hundredth anniversary of the overland

expedition of Lewis and Clark will find this Pacific Northwest
rivaling in population, commerce, manufactures, and wealth the

present centers of the world's trade and industry. The Lewis and
Clark Exposition begins to-day its splendid career of education

and promotion not for Portland alone, but for the entire Pacific

Northwest."

MR. CLEVELAND ON RABBIT HUNTING.

A N irreverent newspaper writer, after reading ex-President

-^^*- Cleveland's article in The Ittdependent on hunting rabbits,

recalls his article on another topic by expressing the hope that

Mr. Cleveland will " have better luck with his article on rabbits

than he had with his article on hens." The ex-President finds

himself in another controversy, however, the controversy over the

ethics of shooting small game. President Roosevelt has recently

confessed that he is growing less and less inclined to shoot any-

thing except "varmints," and ex-President Cleveland devotes a

large part of his article to a discussion of the right and wrong of

killing the cottontails. In the first place he holds, Punny must

be shot on the run, even if a kick be necessary to start him off.

To quote :

" Of course, no decent man will shoot a rabbit while sitting, and

I have known them to refuse to start for anything less than a kick

or punch. When they do start, however, they demonstrate quite

clearly that they have kept their feet in the best possible position

for a spring and run. After such a start the rabbit must in fairness

be given an abundant chance to gain full headway, and when he

has traversed the necessary distance for this, and is at his fastest

gait, the hunter that shoots him has good reason to be satisfied

with his marksmanship. I once actually poked one up and he

escaped unhurt, tho four loads of shot were sent after him.
" In the main, however, dogs must be relied upon for the real

enjoyment and success of rabbit hunting. The fastest dogs are

not the best, because they are apt to chase the rabbit so „"-iftly

and closely that he quickly betakes himself to a hole or other safe

shelter, instead of relying upon his running ability. The baying

of three or four good dogs steadily following a little cottontail

should be as exhilarating and as pleasant to ears attuned to the

music as if the chase were for bigger game. As the music is heard

more distinctly, the hunter is allowed to flatter himself that his

acute judgment can determine the route of the approaching game
and the precise point from which an advantageous shot can be se-

cured. The self-satisfied conceit aroused by a fortunate guess

concerning this important detail, especially if supplemented by a

fatal shot, should permit the lucky gunner to enjoy as fully the

complacent pleasurable persuasion that the entire achievement is

due to his sagacity, keenness, and skill as tho the animal circum-

vented were a larger beast. In either case the hunter experiences

the delight born of a well-fed sense of superiority and self-pride
;

and this, notwithstanding all attempts to keep it in the background,

is the most gratifying factor in every sporting indulgence.

"Some people speak slightingly of the rabbit's eating qualities.

This must be an abject surrender to fad or fashion. At any rate

it is exceedingly unjust to the cottontail ; and one who can relish
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tender chicken and refuse to eat a nicely cooked rabbit is, I be-

lieve, a victim of unfounded prejudices."

If the rabbit be given a fair chance for its life, the hunter is free

from blame. Saj-s Mr. Cleveland :

" Why, then, should not rabbit hunting, when honorably pursued,

be given a respectable place among gunning activities.'' It certainly

has every element of rational outdoor recreation. It ministers to

the most exhilarating and healthful exercise; it furnishes saving

relief from care and overwork ; it is free from wantonness and in-

excusable destruction of animal life, and, if luck favors, it gives

play to innocent but gratifying self-conceit.

" Let us remember, however, that if rabbit hunting is to be a

manly outdoor recreation, entirely free from meanness, and a sport

in which a true hunter can indulge without shame, the little cotton-

tail must in all circumstances be given a fair chance for its life."

NEUTRALITY LAWS ENFORCED.

THE arrival of Admiral Enquist in Manila Bay, on June 3, with

the three protected cruisers, Aurora, Oleg, and Jemchug,

which escaped disaster in the Battle of the Sea of Japan, gave

President Roosevelt an opportunity to make what is generally

looked upon as a new interpretation of the law of neutrality. The
Admiral stated that his vessels were unseaworthy and in need of

supplies, and requested the privilege and time to take on coal,

food, and to make repairs. He claimed that this was a right due

him under the law of nations and the neutrality proclamation issued

by the United States Government on February 11 of last year,

which in effect provides that a belligerent ship may not remain in a

neutral port longer than the prescribed limit of twenty-four hours

" except in case of stress of weather or of her requiring provisions

or things necessary for the subsistence of her crew or for repairs."

There seems to be no doubt that Admiral Enquist sought Manila

as a safe retreat for his damaged vessels in order to avoid a possi-

ble engagement with the enemy on a homeward trip to Russia.

President Roosevelt decided not to grant the asylum requested.

He insisted upon the twenty-four-hour rule. So there being no

other alternative for the Russian admiral except a return to the

deep sea, he interned his vessels at Manila. The cable message

which the President ordered Secretary Taft to send to Governor

Wright was as follows :

" Advise Russian admiral that, as his ships are suffering from

damages due to battle, and our policy is to restrict all operations of

belligerents in neutral ports, the President can not consent to any
repairs unless the ships are interned at Manila until the close of

hostilities. You are directed, after notifying the Russian admiral
of this conclusion, to turn over the execution of this order to Ad-
miral Train, who has been advised accordingly by the Secretary of

the Navy."

It will be seen that the decision of President Roosevelt hinges

upon the construction of the word "repairs." He decided that

this word did not include damages received in battle. This con-

struction is said to be without precedent for or against it, so natu-

rally it has precipitated a lively discussion. The Russian press

feels that an injustice has been done. The Riiss, of St. Peters-

burg, declares that" Mr. Roosevelt not only narrows the American

regulations, but infringes recognized principles of international

law "
; and the Novoye Vremya bitterly exclaims that he " takes full

advantage of the fact that Russia is helpless and powerless to do

more than to protest." There are also some American papers

which criticize the President's decision. Thus the New York Her-

ald says

:

" While the nations are engaged in friendly effort to bring about
peace in the Far East, it is to be regretted that President Roose-
velt has excited bitter feeling in Russia by his arbitrary and un-

precedented order respecting the disabled war-ships at Manila.

The unquestioned right of a nation to remain neutral is coupled
with the duty of absolute impartiality between the contending par-

ties. Mr. Roosevelt's order that the vessels must leave the port

of Manila without repairs on twenty-four hours' notice or be interned

affords ground for the contention of the Russian journals quoted
in the cable despatches this morning that it is an act of partiahty to

Japan."

But the majority of the American newspapers, however, seem to

approve the President's decision, not only as a matter of policy,

but also because they think it accords with justice and the law.

This favorable view of the case is briefly expressed by the Chicago

Chronicle in the following fashion :

" It is obvious that the repair of damages received in battle is

on a different footing from a shortage in provisions or coal or from

damages due to wind and wave. If war-vessels that had been en-

gaged and had been made unseaworthy by shot and shell could

take refuge in neutral ports, repair their damages, and then sally

forth again to renew the conflict, they might just as well be allowed

to take on arms and ammunition also, so far as neutrality is con-

THE NEW PEACE ANGEL.
" I wonder if my wings set right."

—May in the Xi^\.xo\VJournal.

AN OPENING.
—Evans in the Cleveland Leader.

SNAP SHOTS OF THE ANGEL OF PEACE.
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THE UPRAISED THUMB.
— Barclay in the Raltimore News

AN ANXIOUS ALLY.
" Pardon, m'sieur, but may I ti allowed most respectfully to suggest that you

have been licked ?
" —Triggs in the New York Press.

TIME TO QUIT.

cemed. Such a usage would promote hostilities, engender strife,

and be violently opposed to a humane policy."

FIGHT ON THE RAINES-LAW HOTELS IN

NEW YORK.
\ 11 THEN the Raines law passed the New York legislature in

'' ^ 1896, nobody seemed to have anticipated that it would be-

come the cause of all the crime and evil subsequently charged

against it. Its purpose—to close the Sunday saloon and yet allow

the use of intoxicating liquors with meals at hotels and restaurants

—looked reasonable and easy of execution. As shown by the

newspaper comment which we printed at the time of the passage

of the law, the only objection interposed by its enemies or fear

expressed by its friends was that it might not prove effective to

take the " saloon out of politics," as it was intended to do. But as

everybody familiar with current New York history knows, as soon

as this now confessedly inadequate measure was placed upon the

statute-books of the State, there sprung up a horde of "fake" ho-

tels as an adjunct to saloons, which in many instances are said to

have degenerated into low dens of vice. Senator Raines, the author

of the law. in arguing for its amendment at Albany last month,

gave the following figures of the increase of hotels in the different

boroughs of New York City since 1896 :

" In Brooklyn the increase has been from 236 to 661 ; Manhat-
tan, from 362 to 1.491 ;

Queens, from 384 to 366 (a decrease) ; and
Richmond, from 124 to 192. The total increase for the city has
been 1,604."

The New York Globe, in explaining the management of these

hotels, says

:

" The time has come once more to call attention to the condi-

tions caused by the existence of these fake hotels in the city.

They put a premium on the encouragement of vice and immoral-
ity, and. what is worse, are the means of leading thousands of

young girls lo ruin, and corrupting young men, who, in these resorts,

which have some of the semblances of respectability, fall easy vic-

tims of brazen harpies that make them their headquarters."

Senator Raines, it should be noted, contends that the trouble

with the original law was purely administrative, and he declared

that "the desired abolition of the ' fake ' hotels could be accom-

plished under the present law if the city authorities would enforce

it." Nevertheless, he voted for the amendatory laws, signed on

June 3 by Governor Higgins, and which, as it is hoped, will stamp

out the evils which have sprung up under the law as it originally

stood. These corrections and additions to the law are called the

" Raines " and the " Ambler " amendments. The remedies which

they provide are simple. We quote the following from the mes-

sage of the governor approving them :

" The purpose of those bills is to compel the so-called Raines-

law hotels to comply with the provisions of the laws, ordinances,

rules, and regulations of the State and locality relating to the fire-

proof construction of hotels, and the laws pertaining to the build-

ing and health departments of the State and locality. The proceed-

ing under the Ambler bill is Gummary in its character, but it can

harm no one who is carrying on his business properly under exist-

ing law. The provisions of the Raines bill are for the purpose of

preventing evasions of the law by requiring a proper inspection of

the applicant's hotel before a liquor tax certificate is issued to him.

These bills are in the interest of morality, and are supported by
organizations and citizens interested in removing the disgrace that

attaches to the name of the so-called Raines-law hotel. If I were

not satisfied with the constitutionality of the Ambler bill it would
not receive my approval. It is no more drastic than are prohibi-

tory liquor laws, the constitutionality of which has been upheld by
the supreme court of the United States."

Just what effect the Raines law as now amended and in force

will have when put to practical test remains, of course, to be seen.

"The apologists of the Raines-law hotels," according to the New
York World, " say that the new laws may be made the means of

exacting graft or wreaking private spite." In commenting upon

the probable effect of these new laws, the New York Tribune con-

fines itself to the remark that " a great opportunity is placed before

the decent, law-abiding people of the metropolis." The New York

Globe, in congratulating itself over the passage of the amendments,

simply says that under the new provisions " the way is opened t®

a speedy abolition of the vile fake hotels." Thus we see that it is

pretty generally admitted that the effectiveness of the Raines law

now, just as was the case before its amendment, depends upon t'!iie

honesty and ability of the officers charged with its execution. In

the mean while the liquor-dealers who can not meet the require-

ments of the law, so the New York Times editorially asserts, are

proposing to continue in business thus

:

"They will lock up their certificates, refuse to surrender therDj
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CORNELIUS N. BLISS. A. J. CASSETT,HENRY C. FRICK,

Steel and coke magnate, who Treasurer of the Republican President of the Pennsylvania
urged the resignation of Hyde, National Committee in four Railroad.

Ale.xander and Tarbell. campaigns.

ROBERT T. LINCOLN,

President of the Pullman
Company. Eldest son of

President Lincoln.

MELVILLE E. INGALLS.

President of the " Big Four"
Railroad system.

E. H. HARRIMAN,

Railroad magnate, accused of

treachery by Mr. Hyde.

fo|i>ri;;lil l,y A. Ilii|."Ut. N.-w l..rk.

JACOB H. SCHIFF,

Banker whose firm was in-

terested in several Equitable
deals.

JOHN SL0.4NE,

Carpet merchant.

D. O. MILLS,

Director in eighteen large New
York corporations.

MARVIN HUGHITT,

President of the Chicago and
Northwestern Railway.

SOME OF THE RESIGNING EQUITABLE DIRECTORS,
Whose retirement precipitated the reorganization.

and seek an injunction forbidding the autliorities to interfere witli

their property. Then they e.xpect to drag out the legal proceed-

ings for months and possibly for a year."

THE EQUITABLE SETTLEMENT.

PRACTICALLY everything that pr.blic sentiment (as voiced

by the press) has demanded of T.io L.ciuitable Life Assurance

Society was realized last week, when Mr. Hyde sold a majority of

his stock to policy-holders represented by Thomas F. Ryan; when

the directors elected Paul Morton, now Secretary of the Navy, to

be chairman, with absolute power over all departments and officials
;

when President Alexander, Vice-President Hyde, and Messrs.

Tarbell, Wilson, and Mclntyre placed their resignations at Mr.

Morton's disposal; and when Mr. Ryan announced that he had

asked ex-President Cleveland, Justice O'Brien, and George West-

inghouse to be trustees of the stock acquired from Mr. Hyde.

Mr. Hyde's sale of his stock eliminates his control, which has been

the chief target of criticism; and Mr. Ryan announces that the

distinguished trustees who will control the former Hyde shares

will effect a mutualization plan satisfactory to the State Superin-

tendent of Insurance. Thus the Equitable is to pass from private

ownership and control into the ownership and control of its policy-

holders. This settlement was precipitated by the resignation of

thirteen directors, some of them men of the lirst rank in the world

of finance, wlio expressed despair of the situation when Messrs.

Hyde. Alexander, and Tarbell failed to resign at the meeting two

weeks ago. It was only a few days after these resignations that

the reorganization outlined above was effected.

This reorganization, says the New York Times, "ought to put

an end to the troubles, controversies, and scandals which have re-

cently afflicted the Society, restore public confidence, and advance

it upon the path of prosperity." The same paper says this good

word for Mr. Hyde :

" Neither the courts nor the Legislature could have taken Mr.
Hyde's shares from him. He has of his own will disposed of

them, thus effacing himself as the controlling power in the man-
agement of the society. To say that his action is creditable is

praise of which the insufficiency will be well understood by many
a strong man in this city who feels in his heart that he would not

himself have risen to that height of renunciation. IVIr. Hyde's
sacrifice will command the admiration of the community and its

gratitude as well, for he was the one man who could end the con-

troversy that has so troubled men's minds, and he has chosen the

one effective way to end it.

" In making choice of Mr. Paul Morton to be the chairman of its

board and its controlling executive, a fortunate way has been found

to put the Equitable in the pay of progress and prosperity. Mr.

Morton is in the very prime and vigor of life, and he is a man of

such attested and high capacity that his services have recently

been sought by one of the great transportation companies in this

city. The criticism will be heard that in his career as a railroad

official having, according to report, disregarded the Federal stat-

utes forbidding rate discriminations, he can not now be trusted not
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to violate State laws forbidding unsafe insur-

ance practises. As to that, the plain answer
is that recent chastening experiences must
have put everybody about the Equitable es-

tablishment in a mood to walk straight; while

the unpleasant revelations concerning dummy
directors make it practically certain that the

members of the Equitable board will in future

exhibit a great deal of inqnisitiveness as to the

management of its aifairs."

An opposite view is presented in the follow-

ing comment by the New York World

:

"Thomas F. Ryan has bought James H.
Hyde's stock in the Equitable Life Assurance
Society. Mr. Ryan is one of the choice spirits

in the Consolidated Gas Company and the

Metropolitan Securities Company, two cor-

porations notorious for their corrupt alliances

with corrupt politicians.

"Mr. Ryan has elected Paul Morton chair-

man of the Equitable Board. Mr. Morton is

a self-confessed violator of the Interstate

Commerce law, and is the distingui.shed gentle-

man who used to manipulate the rebate busi-

ness for the Atchison, Topeka and Santa V6
Railroad Company.
"Alexander, Hyde, Tarbell, Wilson, and

•Mclntyre have resigned. In place of them the policy-holders have
Thomas F. Ryan and Paul Morton. What a compromise ! The
exalted ethical element in life insurance could hardly achieve a

more triumphant victory unless .Anthony N. Brady and Charles F.

^lurphy were taken into the syndicate.

"The par value of the stock for which Mr. Ryan has paid .sev-

eral million dollars is S50.100. Under Article 3 of the Equitable
charter the 'holders of the said capital stock may receive a semi-

annual dividend on the stock so held by them not to exceed 3,'^ per

cent.' The sole honest income which the purchaser can legally

derive from an investment ot millions of dollars is $3,507 a year.

His object is thus of great public interest.

" Mr. Ryan, Mr. Morton, and their associates are promoting a

vast scheme of underground railway construction in New York.

The prospective investment is estimated at $150,000,000. The as-

sets of the Equitable Life Assurance Society are $400,000,000. It

is obvious that a great life-insurance society might be a very valu-

able annex to a rapid-transit company.
" Mr. Ryan has invited Grover Cleveland, Judge M. J. O'Brien,

and George Westinghouse to act as trustees of the stock which he

has purchased. All three are eminently re-

spectable gentlemen. Like adversity, respect-

ability also has its uses.

" Without discussing Mr. Ryan's motives in

acquiring this Equitable stock which can yield

him only $3,500 a year in legal dividends, The
World can only' say that the necessity for a

legislative investigation into Equitable cor-

ruption is more acute now than ever."

PAUL MORTON,

Secretary of the Xavy, who retires to take con-

trol of the Equitable.

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT'S
PEACE PROPOSALS.

UNLES.S some unforeseen and improb-

able accident interferes with the course

of events, friendly relations, our newspapers

predict, will soon be reestablished between

Russia and Japan. The credit of bringing

affairs in the Orient so suddenly to this en-

couraging situation is ascribed to President

Roosevelt. Indeed, the official utterances

and answers received in reply to his "identi-

cal note " are considered as sufficient evi-

dence to secure him a place in history as a

chief factor in bringing to a speedy end a

great war between two nations slill able and

ready to fight; provided, of course, that the negotiations now
afoot will result in peace. Thus, the press despatches report

the following as emanating from the Foreign Office at St. Peters-

burg :

" President Roosevelt's ' sole purpose to bring about a meeting '

has been achieved, and now it is merely a question whether the

results will be the peace for ' which the whole civilized world will

pray.' It is a diplomatic triumph of the first magnitude, and the

diplomats here make no attemjit to conceal their admiration for the

New World brand of diplomacy, which aqts while the remainder

of the world thinks."

And Mr. Takahira, the Japanese minister at Washington, in

referring to the part played by President Roosevelt, is made
to say :

"It is the most admirable piece of statesmanship I have ever

.seen. It is based entirely upon the noble idea of humanity and
civilization. It will be regarded as a beacon light of the civilized

world, to be followed in international transactions, and 1 am sure

'the attitude of EUROPE."
—Bradley in the Chicago News.

WHEN Togo's real troubles will come.
— Bradley In the Chicago News.

WORST YET TO COME.
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that the suggestion made in that manner by the President will be

promptly accepted by Japan."

Not a discordant note has been struck so far in the praise which

the press and official circles of Europe and America are bestowing

upon the President. The newspapers of all parties in this country

in lauding him, exult in his achievement as a national victory.

The New York Tribune (Rep.) in speaking of his success in secur-

ing the initiation of peace, exclaims that it "is recognized all the

world over as another triumph of Roosevelt the man, and another

instance of his unerring recognition of the right moment to do the

right thing." In further comment TJic Tribune says :

"It was America alone that assumed the responsibility. It is to

America alone that the world will give the credit. This was as

advisable from the diplomatic point of view as it is gratifying to

our national pride. A joint movement of the Powers, however
discreet and benevolent, could scarcely have avoided the appear-

ance of an effort to exert pressure or even to make menace, while

the suggestions and urgings of a single entirely impartial Power
could not thus be interpreted, but must seem to be, as they were

and are, inspired solely by a generous and friendly desire to do

good to both belligerents and to all nations. It is, of course,

gratifying to know that all Powers recognize the fitness of the

United States to take such an initiative, superior, in some respects,

to that of any other nation. It is still more gratifying to possess

the consciousness that such fitness is based upon genuine disin-

terestedness and honest friendship for both parties to the dispute.

It will be most gratifying of all to record, as we may now con-

fidently anticipate the pleasure of doing, the complete success of

the President's action."

As gathered from Washington press reports, the steps taken by

President Roosevelt in accomplishing his great diplomatic success

and so opening the way for peace in the Far East are these : After

astutely sounding the Russian and Japanese representatives and

finding that a tender of his friendly offices would not be misunder-

stood nor declined, he then notified the principal European

Powers, under a pledge of secrecy, of his contemplated move and

transmitted to the two belligerents on June 8 an identical note ask-

ing them " to open direct negotiations for peace with one another"

and offering his services " in arranging preliminaries as to time

and place of meeting," if an intermediary should be deemed nec-

essary. On June lo, both Russia and Japan accepted the Presi-

dent's offer of "good will," and signified their willingness to ap-

point plenipotentiaries for the purposes indicated in his note.

SEAMY SIDE OF JAPANESE CIVILIZATION.

THE civilized world, regaled by the glowing accounts of such

influential Japanese as Baron K. Suematsu and Baron K.

Kaneko, has been led to believe that Japan is an ideal land where

no drunkenness, filth, nor misery exist, and where strikes, labor

disturbances, and social discontent are unknown. In the May
Arena, however, we are given the other side of the picture by

Mr. Kiichi Kaneko, who writes, as he boasts, not as a patriot but

as a Japanese socialist. He is apparently not a relative of his

distinguished namesake, the baron. If his words be true, Japan is

afflicted with the usual social vices and troubles incident to modern

life, aggravated in her case, by over-population and underproduc-

tion of the staple articles of food and clothing, while iij people,

moreover, frequently assume a very hostile attitude against organ-

ized government and the established order of things. Mr. Kaneko

speaks of serious strikes in 1889, 1899, 1901, 1902, and in 1904; and

in describing the situation of the poorer class of citizens generally,

he says in substance :

The condition of the working men in Japan is a most miserable

one. They are working generally twelve hours a day, and some-
times fifteen hours. Ordinary workmen receive from 12 to 20 sen

(10 to 20 cents) a day ; skilled laborers from 30 to 40 sen
;

girls

earn from 10 to 20 sen, and children only a few sen per day. Even

skilled mechanics receive but 50 sen per day ; Japanese policemen

get only 12 yen per month. Carpenters earn 75 sen per day

Mr. Kaneko also has nothing complimentary to say of the Jap-

anese Government or of the officials who administer public affairs.

From the great Marquis I to who " is personally the worst type of

statesman," and of whose "private life," " immorahty," and "de-

graded character " he is " ashamed to speak," down to the despotic

policemen who arrest too enthusiastic speakeis at socialistic gath-

erings, they are all bad, and each contributes his part in creating a

condition "somewhat better," it is true, "than that of our neigh-

boring country [Russia]; but when we come to compare Japan

with England or the United States, we can not but feel ashamed

that we are so far behind both these countries." The love of

country and loyalty to the Mikado, universally believed to be a

national trait of the Japanese people is, in the opinion of Mr.

Kaneko, mainly a fiction of the imagination. Mr. Kaneko claims

that all the trouble which he sees in his native land is due to the

fact that the constitution in force provides for only a "make-

believe " government of liberty and equality. We quote the

following

:

"The Japanese government system is the make-believe system.

It is not by the people, of the people, for the people. It is the

government of the few, of the nobles, of the titles, and, above all

of the figure-head—the Mikado. There is a strange Hne drawn in

the society of Japan. It extends a little higher than the heads of

the people, and once you get within this line you are assured of

perfect safety all your life
;

your condition is insured for life
;

nobody can disturb you ; no criticism will affect you. That line

encloses the aristocracy, the titles, the confidants of the Mikado.

You can not hope to prevail against a man within that line. No
matter how incapable or unworthy he may be, you must be con-

tented with him ; otherwise your life is no longer safe."

TOPICS IN BRIEF.
When Secretary Taft struck Columbus, O., every lid was raised in enthusias-

tic salutation.— 7"//*; Chicago Tribujie.

When the information comes from Mr. Roosevelt Russia will probably begin

to believe that she is licked.— The Detroit Free Press.

We ought to get the truth now about the battle. The American Admiral at

Manila is holding an Enquist. — Z'/if New York World.

Admiral Rozhdestvensky is vindicated: the sinking of those North Sea
fishing trawls was certainly accidental.— The Detroit Journal.

Philadelphia's gang has been reformed at least so far as to decide not to

steal anything while the public is looking.— The Chicago News.

Mr. Rockefeller wants a church merger. Perhaps he thinks that this will

make the price of church donations cheaper.— The Atlanta Journal.

Togo may not be able to speak in six languages, as reported, but there seems
to be no doubt that he is able to fight in six.— The Atlanta Journal.

"You've had a long experience as a politician, pa?" "Oh, yes, my son. I

can remember when there was harmony in the Democratic party."—/"z/c^.

Having destroyed 5,000 lives in thirty-six hours, Japan's claim to a place in

tlie front rank of civilization can no longer be disputed.— The Chicago N^ews.

The new method in fishing, it seems, is first to tickle trout and then catch

them. The method is comparatively ancient with men, if new with fish.— 7'/;^

Baltimore American.

Expositions accomplish another great work besides gathering rare and won-

derful exhibits. Tliey provide excuses for the being of vice-presidents.— /"/^i^

Baltimore American.
" Back of the city is the state, and back of the state is the nation," declares

President Roosevelt. Quite correct—and back of the nation are the giant cor-

porations.— The Commoner.

As Vice-President Fairbanks has two brothers who are master plumbers, he

should have no trouble in raising a big campaign fund wlien his chase for the

nomination begins.— The Atlajita Journal.

The Russian people are howling for a constitution and a constituent assembly.

Evidently they have never heard what has happened to the constitution of the

tinited States in the Roosevelt ftxii.— The Atlanta Constitution.

President Roosevelt is reported to have complimented China for retain-

ing neutrality. The President probably thinks that China deser\'es a compli-

ment for being able to retain anything.- The Atlanta Journal.

Stumped.—A diminutive newsboy came running dow-n Eleventh Street from

Grand Avenue toward Walnut, yelling, " Extry !
" " Hey, Billy,'' called another

newsboy across the street. " tell 'em what it's about." The little fellow heard

him and considered the advice good. " Extry!" he yelled as he hastened away.
" All about Togo whippin' Roz -Roz—Roz—whippin' the feller who wuz fightin'

liim."

—

The Kansas City Times.
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LETTERS AND ART.

THE RUSSIAN STAGE DURING A CRITICAL
YEAR.

" X
I
ATIONALIST" writers like Prince Mestchersky, editor

^^ of a " court " journal, have commented with some bitter-

ness on the fact that the St. Petersburg public pursued the even

tenor of its way in regard to amusements without thought of the

disasters abroad or the disorders and assassinations at home.

Even on the day of the assassination of the Grand Duke the theaters

did not close their doors, and the audiences enjoyed themselves,

says Prince Mestchersky, as tho nothing noteworthy had hap-

pened to take the public mind off its ordinary pleasures; and this

seems to him a most alarming symptom It is a fact that the

tragic events and calamities of the year had no effect on the dra-

matic and musical season. Many new plays and some new operas

were produced, and there was no sign of any decline of interest in

the stage.

The Literary Digest has already dealt with two or three of

the more significant plays of the St. Petersburg season, but other

novelties aroused a good deal of interest and critical attention,

and it is pointed out that, with some exceptions, the plays reflected

the intellectual and moral state of the country. A few of them

will be reviewed here.

Undoubtedly the most "literary" and thoughtful of the new

plays is L N. Potapenkos "Tied Wings." Potapenko is a popu-

lar and brilliant author and dramatist who seldom fails, but his

latest work for the stage is accorded special praise. He is sup-

posed to have touched upon a burning question and pointed a

general moral.

The plot of the play is summarized as follows in the St. Peters-

burg papers

:

Professor Lagodin, famous and successful, is so busy attend-

ing to his medical practise that he has not a moment for any other

work, nor lor study, rest, or recreation. His life is regulated in the

minutest way. He rises early, barely glances at a newspaper, hur-

ries to the university to deliver his lecture, which he hardly pre-

pares—habit, popularity, long experience making the task easy.

After the lecture, clinics, visits, office practise— aad the professor

does not get through till after midnight. His name and work are

in such demand that he allows his secretary, a young, underpaid

physician, to write a text-book to which he attaches his name
without so much as a reading of the manuscript.

Thus the days glide by, the best years of his life, and the pro-

fessor accomplishes nothing and thinks of nothing worthy, per-

manent, and socially useful. Yet when he was a young man, an

assistant of a Swiss professor, he had ideals and aspirations. He
loved science then and thought little of financial success.

Lagodin had married when young and enthusiastic, but his wife

had died, leaving him three children, and he had married again a

striking beauty, Irene, a woman without any interest except dress

and society. Irene had a sister, Xenia.a superior woman devoted

to her work. Lagodin had proposed marriage to Xenia, and she

had refused him because of this devotion to science and social

service. His empty, useless life was largely the result of his second
marriage—of the constant demands of his wife and of two of his

children, cold, selfish, thoughtless creatures who lived a parasitic

life. Only the youngest child, a girl, pursued serious studies and
had intellectual ambitions.

Xenia, after a long estrangement, arrives in St. Petersburg and
observes the situation in her brother-in-law's home. She revolts

and bitterly reproaches Lagodin. He awakens, laments his own
decline, and promises to make a heroic effort to redeem himself.

He will think, investigate, teach, and let his rich practise take care

of itself. He does make an effort, but it is too late. Circum-
stances are too strong for him. The wife, the two selfish children,

will not let him neglect the financial side of his success. He suc-

cumbs and glides back into his routine, his fruitless toil and joyless,

senseless existence. Xenia gets discouraged and leaves the family

in disgust.

The critics praise the construction and characterization of the

play and dwell on its wider moral. The No7'os/! \s not entirely

satisfied, because the dramatist emphasizes the professor's treason

to science while ignoring his duties as a citizen and man. Even

men of science, it says, are useless to Russia, unless they are also

liberals and reform advocates.

Another successful play of "social" tendencies is one called

"The Builders." It is the work of a progressive dramatist, F.

N. Falkavsky, who seems to share the modern view of the extreme

importance of the "engineer" as a builder not merely of houses,

bridges, roads, and canals, but of lives and institutions. In the

play the developing Russian professional class is depicted in bright

colors. It is the apotheosis of practical education, of applied

knowledge. The modern builders are those who "do things," in-

stead of merely dreaming about them, and upon th&m depends the

salvation of Russia. But, unfortunately, some of the builders are

not overscrupulous ; they enrich themselves by means that, if legal,

are morally questionable, and in their struggle for power and place

they trample upon the rights of others. In the play the hero is a

young engineer who is popular and brilliant, but whose methods

are so dubious that his wife, at first very much in love with him,

gradually "finds him out" and leaves him because of the protest

of her finer and nobler nature against "graft" and dishonesty.

She meets an idealist and visionary, but refuses to listen to his

professions of love. She must arrange her own life and work out

her own destiny.

A third play, by C.Raffalovich, is called " For Love " and has no

new social idea

:

A middle-aged teacher falls in love with an empty-headed, friv-

olous village girl, the ward of a good family. He thinks he dis-

cerns fine spiritual qualities in her, but in truth it is her physical

beauty that has rendered him captive. She has flirted with an-

other, who has not cared to incur the obligations of matrimony,

and takes the teacher because there is no one else at hand more
suitable. The marriage takes place, and for a time the teacher is

happy. His wife continues her dangerous flirtations, violates her

marriage vow, and her seducer, contrite and ashamed, commits
suicide after a confession. The husband forgives, and in the wife

a moral resurrection is wrought. Then the husband contracts a

contagious disease, and the wife conscientiously nurses him back
to life and health. In the process she herself is infected, and tho

she recovers, she loses her beauty. She becomes disfigured, in

fact, and repulsive. Alas ! her moral regeneration does not save

her. The husband, originally charmed by her good looks, feels

that he has ceased to care for her. He must live with her out of

a sense of duty, and the thought is appalling to him.

" Spring Floods," by A. I. Kosorotoff, is a play with a tendency.

It contrasts the stagnant life of convention, superficiality, and

falsehood with the life of progress and protest, a strenuous, irre-

sistible, all-conquering life. There are " new people " in the play

and people of old-fashioned views. The new preach boldness, au-

dacity, resistance to prejudice and narrow morality. The heroine

is a young girl who follows her honest, healthy impulses, and

knows how to listen to the voice of life. The hero is a middle-

aged man, a victim of his wild oats who can not be happy because

a conventional and respectable brother had wrecked his life by

separating him from a " lower-class " girl he had loved, and turned

him into a path of vice, moral degradation, and disease.

Finally, an event of the theatrical season was the production

after a delay of forty-two years imposed by the censor, of A. Tol-

stoy's " Don Juan, " a play in verse which has lain under the ban

till now and which the new political reform wave has rescued from

obscurity and oblivion. The censor objected to Tolstoy's Satan,

whose speeches are audacious and revolutionary, and to the au-

thor's conception of the hero. His Don Juan is thus character-

ized by the critic of the Novoye Vretnya:

" A. Tolstoy's Don Juan is the most idealistic of all the portraits

of that character painted by the world's poets and dramatists.

The licentious, inconstant, perfidious rake is transformed into an
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ardent seeker of the eternal ideal of beauty, truth, and love. It is

because of his great qualities that Satan disputes with the angels

the soul of Don Juan. Tolstoy has made his hero a knight and
philosopher ; he wishes to believe, but is unable to conquer his

innate skepticism. He is perpetually disappointed ; "there is no
love,' he says, and 'hence no God,' and he declares war on religion

and morality. But in Donna Anna he at last finds the embodi-
ment of his ideal. He determines to win her; she escapes him
and finally dies, but not until after she has converted Don Juan,

who retires to a monastery to spend the rest of his life in medita-

tion and prayer."

There is much noble and beautiful poetry in this dramatic poem,

and it is pronounced one of the finest works in Russian literature.

— Translations jnade Jor Tn-E. Literary Digest.

ground and painting flowers and uncurling fern-fronds springing

out of nothing, together with peculiar arrangements in composition

—all originate with Sotatsu."

JAPAN'S IVIOST JAPANESE ARTIST.

" TV' ORIN is the most Japanese of all the artists of Japan, the

•^ * final quintessential flower of that nation's traditions of de-

sign," states a writer in The Times Literary Supple)ne)it (London),

apropos of a new volume on the Korin school of art recently pub-

lished in Tokyo. The same writer proceeds to an even more

sweeping characterization, when he says that Korin's decorative

genius " was perhaps the boldest and most fertile that the world

has ever seen." The term "decorative," he explains, carries dif-

ferent associations in Eastern and in Western art. We read :

" For one thing, modern painting has ever since the Renaissance

occupied itself so much with problems of representing depth and
relief that pictorial motives have in great measure lost touch with

the primary motive of decorative design ; and decorative art has

come to connote in ordinary language an art which is concerned

with the interest of pattern only, and from which the naturalis-

tic and imaginative elements have been almost discarded. Also,

since the governing idea in decoration must always be architectural,

the solid and massive character of our architecture has controlled

the decorative instinct of designers toward the symmetrical and the

rigid. Without disparaging the grandeur of the greatest decora-

tive art of Europe, we may point out how different are the condi-

tions that have always prevailed in Japan. In Japanese painting

there has never been a divorce between decorative and any other

kind of painting ; the decorative motive has never been lost sight

of, however strong the imaginative or naturalistic interest in the

picture. So, too, their applied art has found means and courage

to be pictorial, including landscape and figure elements, where
Western art would either eschew them or in attempting them
would be mastered by them. The same extraordinary tact and
sureness of taste have enabled the Japanese to discard the princi-

ple of symmetry and contrive far more subtle ideas of balance in

design, evolvmg schemes that to most Europeans seem, quite er-

roneously, the result of lucky accident or caprice. Frankness,

buoyancy, delicacy— these qualities of the Japanese race, appear
. . . in the art of the nation."

But Korin adds to these qualities something more, " a superb

audacity, a gaiety that is almost insolent, a confident challenging

note." Nevertheless, he is "always a decorator." Of his style we

are told :

" Something fiery and abrupt informs his design and gives

strangeness to its beauty. If his work reminds us of any Euro-
pean paintings it is of none which we count as decorative ; it is, if

of any, of the paintings of Daumier. Like that Frenchman, Korin

had a way of getting to the bare elements of expression, so that a

figure, for instance, would be one great gesture. But there the

likeness ends. Korin as a painter is perhaps most famous for his

paintings of flowers. Like all the.Japanese, h-is interest's in their

growth, the charm of their natural springnng lines, never to be per-

verted and tamed, or used as mere adumbrations of or embroid-

eries upon a geometrical pattern."

Korin's principles of design, altho identified with his name, are

largely derived from Sotatsu, an artist of an earlier period. We
read that " such well-known characteristics of the Korin school

as the veining the leaves with gold, or the device of omitting the

"THE UNPLEASANT GIRL" IN LITERATURE.

|\ /I R. GEORGE BERNARD SHAW is practically the first

^'-* literary man to achieve the feat of making his heroines

genuinely disagreeable persons. This fact, if we accept the pun-

gent comment of Mr. James Huneker, may be no small part of

Mr. Shaw's claim to immortality. To have so successfully foisted

the Unpleasant Girl upon a public that did not want her is no mean
victory, says Mr. Huneker. What the novel-reader and theater-

goer demand is: "The adventuress at one end of the dramatic

scale, the loving angel from whose shoulders wings are sprouting,

at the other ; in the middle the feminine idiot of the hour who
plays golf, or bridge, or piano, or tennis, or the horses." The
sinner the saint and the silly one, says Mr. Huneker, we accept,

only demanding that they be definite types, and that these speci-

mens, each in \i^x genre, please. In a word, according to the dic-

tum of the public, a heroine may be anything but truthfully dis-

agreeable. But as Mr. Huneker points out, the predilections of

the public do not greatly impress this Iri.sh dramatist and writer

of novels. From Harper^s Bazar (June) we quote as follows :

"'No!' says Bernard Shaw. 'Too long has literature been
dominated by the Womanly Woman, by the Colossal Sinner. It

is time to put a stop to such fictions. Behold ! I give you the

Unpleasant Girl.' And he does. His plays and novels rain from
some ironic cloud unpleasant, disagreeable, ugly, hard, selfish,

sometimes wicked, always opinionated, conceited smart girls.

They live so vividly upon paper that, knowing Mr. Shaw's Hogarth-
like eye for human defects, you are convinced that they are di-

rectly drawn—rather, kodaked—from life."

There is a belief, extending to our literature, that Anglo-Saxon

races are more gallant than all others. Says Mr. Huneker:

" We are taught to think that woman is sacred, that if she be

painted she must be either angelically radiant or heroically dia-

bolic. Above all no midway in this portraiture : Ophelia or—Lady
Macbeth. Yet the Elizabethan dramatists, the dramatists of the

Restoration, thought otherwise. That is one reason why they are

in disfavor to-day. No self-respecting wife of a dramatic critic

would permit her husband to praise the witty and licentious plays

of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. They come too near

grazing the truth
" Each time an English novelist in the nineteenth century—for

England had no dramatists worth counting except Pinero—at-

tempted to lay bare a feminine human soul you instinctively felt

the extra gauze veils descending. Charm, at times, as in Jane

Austen; strength, arid and photographic, as in George Eliot; or

refined hysterics, as in Charlotte Bronte were there ; but whether

men or women wielded the pen, English literature has never had
an Anna Karenina, an Emma Bovary, the Sonia of Dostoievsky,

or a Madame Marneffe. Dear old Thackeray was too kind-hearted

to write ill of the ladies—God bless 'em !—and his champion
wicked creature is only the half of a woman, tho a very interesting

half. His merely frivolous girls do not count; next to Becky
Sharp, Blanche Amory is his nearest to a disagreeable young
woman. Beatrix Esmond has too much personal charm, with all

her odious qualities, to be classed as a very disagreeable young
woman. The Dickens women, like George Meredith's, are ap-

paritions, and only in Thomas Hardy and Anthony Trollope do
we tread the solid earth. But they, too, idealized their mothers'

sex."

But Mr. Shaw, it appears, is hampered by no gallant scruples.

Consequently "he has drawn the prize specimens in English, or,

for that matter, in any literature, of the plain, snub-nosed, selfish,

pretty, and intensely disagreeable girl." He could almost estab-

lish a claim to be regarded as the creator of the Unpleasant Girl

in literature.
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THE PENALTY OF MEREDITH'S STYLE.

PROBABLY no other novelist of George Merediths cahber, if

we except Henry James in his later manner, has so persist-

ently set between himself and his public the barriers of a difficult

literary style. He has been called a " novelist's novelist." This

may be taken to mean that his brother writers have accorded him

an eminence in regard to which the general public has been less

unanimous The penalty he pays for " whimsically misusing the

English language," as one critic expresses it. is eminence without

WMde popularity. Mr. Paul Elmer More, in his second series of

"Shelburne Essays." just issued, writes : "If he [Meredith] can

not stand with the three great novelists who

were almost his contemporaries, this is due

rather to perversion than to feebleness of

wit." The reference is to his perversion

of style.

Mr. More finds an apt formula for a

perfect style in a passage from Castiglione's

" II Cortegiano." The Italian writer insists

upon an avoidance of "affectation," and

the adoption of " a certain sprezsatitra." a

word signifying, .says Mr. More, "an easy

contempt for the means employed, a sort

of gentlemanlike superiority to the results."

"It is the complete absence of this sprez-

zatura that renders much of Meredith un-

comfortable and at times even painful

reading." Mr. More further describes

Meredith's style, in the novelist's own

words, as " the puffing of a giant ; a strong

wind rather than speech." But English

novelists generally, states this critic, have

not been conspicuous for their mastery of

style. We read :

" One can not help remarking . . . how-

few of our English novel-writers are great

stylists. It is a noteworthy fact that any

other class of authors—essayists, histori-

ans, divines, and even philosophers—can

boast a greater number of avowed mas-

ters of language. Fielding has a strong

virile style, but lacks charm and grace ;

Sterne is exquisite but capricious; Jane

Austen's language is as limpid as still

water, and occasionally as biting as acid,

but fails in compass ; Hawthorne's style

is perfect for romance, but scarcely flexible

enough for an ordinary novelist's use. Per-

haps Thackeray alone can be accounted a master in wordcraft, and
certainly Meredith is not the least peccant among the brotherhood.

"

Alluding to Robert Louis Stevenson's opinion that " Meredith's

is the only conversation since Shakespeare," Mr. More says :

" It is a little hard to understand Stevenson's unreasoning enthu-

siasm for an author who is in every respect a direct contrast to

him—a contrast nowhere more apparent than in the dialogue of

these novels. Mr. Meredith's characters all talk Meredith; they

are all epigrammatic, and all his fools are wits. This might per-

haps be pardoned , if our author had only learned from Shakespeare

the further art of making his fools witty and natural at the same
time; but it must be confes.sed that Mr. Meredith too often em-
ploys a language so artificial as entirely to destroy the illusion. In

one respect, however, he has been led by his oblique method of

thought into a false kind of realism which a deeper sense of art

would have corrected. He says of one of his characters that 'she

had not uttered words, she had shed meanings '

; and this is an ad-

mirable description of much of his conversation. To be sure, in

real life we are apt to leave our thoughts half expressed, or even

to say one thing while another thought is in our minds; but the

artist should remember that in actual conversation there are, be-

sides words, a hundred ways of conveying our meaning which the

printed page can not employ. To produce the same impression
the novelist's language must necessarily be fuller and more explicit

than is needed in life, and true realism should recognize this dif-

ference. Generally Mr. Meredith leaves his readers to gather this

undercurrent of thought as best they may."

Another writer, Prof. Wilbur L. Cross, in the latest issue of his

book, "The Development of the English Novel," gives additional

testimony to the <;///r/ quality of Meredith's style and emphasizes

the penalty of it:

" The audience Meredith felt assured of in 1859 has hardly come
to him, and he seems to allude to tiie fact in the closing paragraph
of 'The Amazing Marriage.' Why has there been no rush pell-

mell toward him? Probably not because

of the reason he implies— his subject mat-
ter—so much as because of his obscurity.

There are in his earlier novels passages of

unsurpassable poetic beanty : Richard and
Lucy in the woods by the lake ; the puri-

fication of Richard as nature and the storm

speak to him; Wilfrid and Emilia by
Wilming Weir; and most marvelous of

all in its rich Oriental luxuriousness, the

London scene between Richard and Mrs.

Mount the enchantress. A master of color

and melody when he wills, Meredith has
mostly cast his lot with those who have
whimsically misused the English lan-

guage; he is of the company of Sterne,

Carlyle, and Browning. He does not

speak directly, his aim being 'a fantastic

delivery of the verities'; and to be at

pleasure utterly unintelligible is one of the

graces of his style."

THE DRAMA AS AN
SEDITION.

AID TO

I

Copyright by E. H. Mills, Loiiilon.

MR. GEORGE MEREDITH.
" Meredith has mostly cast his lot with those

who have whimsically misused the English lan-

g^iiage ; he is of the company of Sterne, Carlyle,

and Browning."

N no other part of the world, per-

haps, does the drama exercise such

a direct and tangible influence as among

the Filipinos. The friars early discovered

that the natives were more quickly influ-

enced by the drama than by any other

means, and the various revolutionary lead-

ers have not been slow to use this pe-

culiarity to their own ends. Mr. Arthur

Stanley Riggs, writing in The Bookman,

tells us that since 1898 the Filipino stage

has largely devoted itself to seditious

plays, directed 'against the American

Government. Some of the best known

plays of this class are " Pulong Pinag Lahuan " (The Enchanted

Island), "Tatlong Pung Salapi " (Thirty Pieces of Silver), " Hindi

Aco Patay " (I Am Not Dead), and " Kahapon, Ngayon at Bukas "

(Yesterday, To-day, and To-morrow). Mr. Riggs thus describes

some of their typical features :

"All with tlie one object, the freedom of the islands, many of

them similar in incident and construction, ringing the same changes

on the one theme, the seditious plays are nevertheless gifted with

a threnodic power which is little short of remarkable. The song

they sing is the old one of the battle of the weak and incompetent

against the strong and able, but it is characterized in places by a

rhapsodic fire which stands out clear and strong against the sinis-

ter background of the long night of savagery and barbaric cruelty

in which the native has grown up.
" In plot and action some of the dramas are .surprisingly like the

plays of Christendom ; others are clearly the product of the mind
which has as yet been unable to a.ssimilate the doctrines of peace

tribunals and Red Cross societies. But in two respects the Fili-

pino plays are unlike anything Americans have ever seen on their

own stage. Pitifully lacking and faulty in stage 'business' and

effects, for the reason that the apparatus at their command is so
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scanty and primitive, these plays have one scenic effect that is be-

wildering to the eye untrained to catch a lightning change and ap-

preciate it in the brief instant of its duration. In 'Hindi Aco
Patay,' 'Kahapon, Ngayon at Bukas.' 'Pulong Pinag Lahuan,'

and one or two of the others, the costumes of the players are so

colored and draped that at a given signal or cue the actors and

actresses rush together, apparently without design, and stand

swaying in the center of the stage, close to the footlights, their

combination forming a living, moving, stirring picture of the Fili-

pino flag. Only an instant or so does the phantom last, but that

one instant is enough to bring the entire house to its feet with yells

and cries that are blood-curdling in their ferocious delight, while

the less quick-witted Americans in the audience are wondering

what all the row is about."

Another characteristic of these plays is their persistent punning.

Says Mr. Riggs

:

" In no play which is seditious is there a single important char-

acter whose name has not some definite, and to the native, deeply

symbolic meaning. In some, even the name itself, as with 'Hindi

Aco Patay,' is a grim homonym. Others not going so far as that,

still play on the names, which in most cases represent some char-

acteristic of the roles to which they are attached. Not only do the

names of the characters reappear continually in a punning way,

but the words are also rapidly and continually used in their true

significance as native words, without the mention of the characters

at all."

More than twenty of these seditious plays have come under Mr.

Riggs's personal notice. " Yesterday, To-day, and To-morrow "

he considers the most striking, altho the least excellent in literary

quality. As " Yesterday " it depicts the former state of the islands

under Chinese and Spanish rule ;
" To-day " represents the Ameri-

can domination ; and " To-morrow " is the glorious day when free-

dom and liberty shall dawn upon the Filipinos through their own
" unaided efforts and superhuman sacrifices."

Mr. Riggs makes an interesting division of the Filipino drama

into four classes. The first, or prehistoric class, is represented by

a sort of lyric poem-drama which the natives had had and lost be-

fore the advent of the Spanish in 1521. In the second class he

places the religious dramas founded and encouraged by the friars.

Then comes the Moro-Moro class, dramas which "deal chiefly

with intertribal wars." These were supplanted by the " seditious

drama" of to-day.

The Filipino drama, says Mr. Riggs, deserves attention for the

fact that " it is one of the few types of semicivilized literature

which has been the means of directly, if only in part, raising a peo-

ple out of barbarism of the crudest type to a state of some literacy

and enlightenment."

WAS BALZAC HIS OWN LITERARY
ANCESTOR?

THE work of Balzac resembles nothing that preceded it. We
see in it the creation of a completely new art— it is marvel-

ous. Such, according to Andre Le Breton in his recent work
" Balzac, I'Homme et I'Qiuvre," is the popular and erroneous dic-

tum concerning the author of " Cousin Pons " and " Eugenie Gran-

det." The writer proceeds to say :

"Genius is aJways marvelous. But genius always has its roots

in the past. Daring and original as genius is, whether it appears in

a Shakespeare or a Moliere, a Rousseau or a Lamartine, it always

owes something to some one. As regards Balzac, the truth is that

he reached the full consciousness of his powers very gradually,

more gradually, indeed, than any other of our great writers. Many
preliminary flights preceded this final stage of success—eleven or

twelve years of toil and perplexed effort, and so far from having

been his own literary ancestor, so far from being unlike any one

else, he had masters of the most diverse kinds. Some of them

were excellent, others far different.

"It is not difficult to prove this. We learn it from his corre-

spondence, which keeps us mi courant, year by year, from 1819,

with his connections, his studies, and his enthusiasms. His work

itself bears witness to its origin, and to practised eyes shows plainly

the lessons he has learned from others."

The critic proceeds to show that the Balzacian romance was

really a development of the popular romance which sprang into

being with the Revolution, with the day that France became a

democracy. A few years before this Restif de la Bretonne pre-

pared the way by his coarse and cynical romances, but the new
school was definitely founded by Pigault-Lebrun and Ducray-

Duminil, between 1793 and 1800. The former wrote in a comic

vein, the latter's novels were gloomy and funereal. They neither

of them showed any power of characterization, taste, or refine-

ment. Thus they presented a glaring contrast to the romances of

L^sage and Prevost. Their comedy was that of the barrack and

HONORS DE -B.\l.Z.\C.

Mr. Henry James, in the course of a recent lecture, spoke of himself as " a fellow

craftsman who has learned more of the engaging secrets of fiction from Balzac

than from any other, whose debt to him is so big it has to be discharged in in-

stalments, as by one not having the requisite cash on hand."

the workshop, their pathos brutal, their sentimentality sickly. Such

was the popular romance as Balzac found it. and from which he

drew his first inspiration.

But France had not sufficient resources of her own to satisfy

the needs of a generation just fresh from the ordeal of the Revo-

lution. The atrocities of the Terror had created a taste for the

refinements of horror in fiction and occasioned the founding of

another school, "The School of Nightmare," as exemplified in

England by the works of Anne Radcliffe, Lewis, and Maturin.

From these writers Balzac drew freely, as did the German Hoff-

mann, the Enghsh writer Walter Scott, and the French Merimde,

Nodier, George Sand, and Victor Hugo.

But we must look elsewhere to discover the greatest influence

that Balzac received from others— the men of his own epoch:

Cuvier, Geoffroy-Saint-Hilaire, Gall, Lavater, and Mounier exer-

cised over him a power which seemed like fascination. But his

compatriots, Rabelais, La Bruyere, Moliere, and Diderot, from

1830 to the end of his life, were almost always in his hand and in

his mind, and " thanks to these men, the insight of Balzac became

clear, the period of abortive efforts was closed, and the Coiiiedie

Htiiiiaine rose in vision before him vaster than the Cathedral of

Bourges."

—

Trattslations madefor Tw^ Literary Digest.
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SCIENCE AND INVENTION.

HOW TO SAVE NIAGARA.

T NSTEAD of using the head of water at the Niagara cataract,

A thereby iniperiHng the existence of the great falls, why not

develop the water-power of the rapids in the gorge below ? From

the foot of the cataract to Lewiston, five miles down stream, the

river descends a hundred feet and develops 2,500,000 horse-power,

all at present unused. That the development of this great power

may save the falls, at least temporarily, is the suggestion of Alton

D. Adams in The En^neering Magasifie (June). Mr. Adams's

plan savors somewhat of the

procedure of the Russian trav-

eler who secures a few minutes

more of life for himself by

throwing his child to the pursu-

ing wolves. Some of us would

hate to see the whirlpool rapids

go, and the falls would doubt-

less disappear in their turn, tho

somewhat later. However, Mr.

Adams's suggestion deserves

notice. He says

:

"This energy, represented by

the normal discharge of 222,000

cubic feet of water per second,

is now expended in excavating

the great gorge in which the

White Horse rapids, the whirl-

pool, and Niagara Glen are lo-

cated. Fully So leet of this fall

along the rapids occurs between

a point several hundred feet

south of the Cantilever Bridge

and another at the lower end of

the glen, which can be connect-

ed by a tunnel some 10,000 feet

long, on the New York side of

the river. With the head of 80

feet and the discharge of 222,000

cubic feet per second, named
above, these rapids thus develop

2,000,000 horse-power, as me-
chanical motion and heat. This

power is fully one-half as great

as that of the American and

Horse Shoe Falls combined,

since the volume of water is

substantially the same in the

falls and the rapids, and the de-

scent of the former is only twice

that of the latter. Making the

fair assumption that 60 per cent,

of the gross energy in the water

of these rapids can be trans-

formed into electric current, the output of plants utilizing the

entire How would reach 1,200,000 horse-power. This capacity is

nearly double that of the six great electric power stations that are

now in various stages of completion about Niagara Falls, three on

the New York and three on the Canadian side of the river

" If advantage is to be taken of the steeper parts of the rapids,

both above and below the whirlpool, so as to obtain an operating

head of not less than 80 feet of water by a tunnel, the intake end

of the tunnel on the New York side of the Niagara River should

be located beneath the water level at a point some 400 feet above
the Cantilever Bridge, and the lower end should discharge into the

gorge about 7,000 feet down stream from the whirlpool. A tunnel

in a straight line between the openings just named would represent

one side of a triangle, with the chains of rapids above and below
the whirlpool respectively for the other two sides

"While the power development just considered, wiih a tunnel

whose intake is above the rapids and whose outlet is below in the

gorge, is more attractive than any other that is practicable on the

SCALE

A PLAN TO SAVE NIAGARA.

Courtesy of The Engineering Magazine (New York).

lower river, because it offers the greatest head for anything like

the same length of tunnel, it is by no means the only possible one
there. In fact, there are numerous locations, both above and be-

low the whirlpool, wliere hundreds of thousands of horse-power

may be developed under heads of 20 to 60 feet, with only moderate

investments in plant construction. On the New York side of the

river the great promontory of limestone and shale, that separates

the rapids above from those below the whirlpool, might be pierced

by an indefinite number of tunnels that would give heads of water

roughly proportionate to their lengths."

But the possibilities of water-power plants in Niagara Gorge

are not exhausted by tunnels. The river may be dammed at Lew-

iston, raising the water level in the gorge 100 feet, and changing

the river into a storage reservoir

from the foot of the cataract to

the brow of the escarpment.

This would drown the lower

rapids, and fill the whirlpool,

but it would develop 1,500,000

electric horse-power at Lewis-

ton. Says Mr. Adams

:

"When this power is not in

use a third cataract will be

created, with the combined dis-

charge of both the American
and the Horse Shoe Falls flow-

ing over a dam 100 feet high be-

tween Lewiston and Queenston.

At this dam fully 60 per cent, of

the energy of 222,000 cubic feet

of water per second falling 100

feet and developing 2,500,000

horse-power may be transformed

into electric current. If the

question of power development
at the escarpment was the only

one to be considered, the dam
at Lewiston might be 200 feet

high without overflowing the

sides of the gorge ; but such a

dam would raise the water basin

at the foot of the American and
Horse Shoe Falls 100 feet

thereby destroying these falls in

a large degree, and also the

value of the great generating

stations that draw water from
the upper river. A dam about
100 feet high, corresponding to

the drop of the river surface

from the foot of Niagara Falls

to Lewiston, 5 miles below,

would work no substantial in-

jury either to the natural falls or

the existing power plants."

As noted above, such a dam
would, however, flood the rapids,

and turn the whirlpool into a comparatively quiet body of water.

As an offset to this it would develop power at a much lower cost

per unit than tunnels between different points in the gorge. A
horse-power of 1,500,000 is more than twice that of all the present

or proposed hydro-electric plants about Niagara Falls, and would

raise the total to more than 2,000,000 horse-power, which, accord-

ing to Mr. Adams, would provide all the energy that could be util-

ized within 300 miles of the falls in at least the next half-century.

He closes as follows :

" In considering the effect of the diversion of water from the

upper river on the American and Horse Shoe Falls, it should be

remembered that the channel leading to the former, owing to its

greater elevation and less width, carries only 10 to 20 per cent, of

the total river discharge. As a result, a reduction of a very few
feet in the river level above Goat Island will lay bare the channel

to the American Falls, while the Horse Shoe Falls still carry a
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large volume of water. If diversion of water above the falls was

the only practicable method of developing Niagara power, it might

be very hard for New York to check the ardor of investors, or for

the Government of Ontario to deny itself further income from the

lease of water rights. While it is entirely practicable, however,

to develop some 1.500.000 electric horse-power in the gorge, there

seems to be lacking any good excuse for the complete destruction

of the American Falls. Nor is this conclusion shaken by the

probability that the development of power sites in the gorge will

be somewhat more expensive per unit than that of plants close to

the falls. Those who have enjoyed the wild scenery of the White
Horse Rapids at close range will be loth to give them up, but when
the hard alternative is to drown these rapids or dry up the Ameri-

can Falls, the former seems much the less of the two evils."

o
SOME PERNICIOUS MEDICINES.

F wide interest are the results of analyses of various medi-

cinal preparations recently made by the State of Massachu-

setts, through its analytical chemist, Albert E. Leach. These are

published in The Pharmaceutical Journal and condensed in Tlie

Lancel (London), which rather unkindly heads its article " Ameri-

can Quack Nostrums." It should be noted that the disclosures in

question are due to an American chemist, who has warned the

American public against certain noxious preparations. Presuma-

bly the British public is still allowed to consume its nostrums in

blissful ignorance. Says Tlie Lancet

:

" In one case a five-dollar package consisted of two bottles of

liquid, yielding respectively 41. i and 28.2 percent, of alcohol by

volume, together with a small bottle of pills containing nux vomica
and coated with a very thin layer of gold foil. In another case

twelve powders in a box and sold for %\ were found to contain am-
monium chlorid and milk sugar, but were free from gold and alka-

loids which were stated to be present. Many 'tonics ' and 'bitters
'

are sold in tlie United States for a similar purpose, bearing various

attractive recommendations, a few of which are here quoted

:

'purely vegetable, recommended for inebriates,' this liquor con-

tained no less than 41.6 per cent, of alcohol; 'entirely free from
alcoiiolic stimulant,' yielded 25.6 per cent, of alcohol ; 'sulfur bit-

ters, contains no alcohol,' this preparation actually contained 29.5

per cent, but was free from sulfur; 'a non-intoxicating stimulant;

whisky witliout its sting,' gave 28.2 per cent, of alcohol; and

'liquid beef tonic, recommended for treatment of alcoholic habit,'

death's laboratory.

" Patent medicines are poisoning people throughout America to-day. Babies

who cry are fed laudanum under the name of syrup. Women are led to injure

themselves for life by reading in the papers about the meaning of backache.

Young men and boys are robbed and contaminated by vicious criminals who lure

them to their dens through seductive advertisements."

—Kemble in Collier''s Weekly.

contained 26.5 per cent, of alcohol. Next to this type of fraud

comes the class of diabetic flours or wheaten glutens. Of 11 sam-

ples examined starch was present in all, the lowest yield being 10

per cent., two others under 20 per cent., two between 50 and 60 per

cent., and six between 60 and 70 per cent. One sample containing

59 per cent, of starch was described by the proprietor as 'protein

in its purest form." The price for these flours varied from 11 to

50 cents per pound. Taking cigarettes next, the brand of

Medicated Cinnamon Cigarettes, purporting to contain no tobacco,

were actually found to contain a large proportion, together with

cassia and other aromatic herbs. . . . The report contains a list

of hair restorers, some of them well known in this country, giving

the amount of lead present. In the 12 articles analyzed the per-

centage varied from .3 to 2.32. Nine toilet preparations were found

to contain mercuric chlorid or some other poisonous salt of mer-

cury in proportions varying from i to 15 grains per ounce. In one

case a six-ounce bottle contained no less than 47 grains of corrosive

sublimate. Some of these preparations have already found a ready

market in this country and doubtless others will follow in due

course. The advertising managers of many of our most widely

circulated newspapers and magazines will accord them a cordial

reception, with the result that the public, with simple faith in what

they read, will buy them as eagerly as they have done in the past.

It is surely time that some official control was exercised over this

growing evil."

OWNERSHIP OF THE NORTH POLE.
'\ 11 7 HO owns the North Pole, or, rather, who will own it when
* * it is found? This rather unprofitable question has, in

some of the daily papers, been dividing attention with Togo's vic-

tory and the Equitable

scandal. It appears to

have been raised by a

statement made in the

Canadian House of Com-

mons by the Premier of

the Dominion in a debate

on the organization of the

Far North lands. On
recent maps American

names, it appears, have

been given to territories

in the far north which,

in the Premier's judg-

ment, are British. He as-

serted most emphatically

NOTICE ,

CANAOft CLAIMS
THE NORTH POLE.

nf

WU.L CLAIM THE MOON NEXT.
- Maybell in the Brooklyn Eagle.

that Americans would not be permitted to " take a position in those

lands." Commenting on this assertion, the New York Sun (May

28), remarks, editorially :

"In other words. Sir Wilfrid does not recognize the existence

of a right by discovery. Are we to conclude that if the new Amer-
ican expedition . . . should achieve its coveted object, the North
Pole itself would be claimed at Ottawa as British property.'' ....

" Admitting, for the sake of argument, that a tract of land exists

at and around the North Pole, we can see that the question of its

ultimate ownership is complicated by the further inquiry whether
such land is an island encircled by the Polar Sea or is connected

by an isthmus with land previously known and claimed. We may
take for granted that in the former event the validity of the discov-

erer's title to ownership would not be disputed
" Let us suppose, then, that the region environing the geographi-

cal Pole should prove to be linked with Franz Josef Land, to

which Austria has acquired a claim by discovery ; or with Spitz-

bergen, which is claimed by Sweden, though it was known to the

Russians long before its discovery by Barents ; with Greenland,

which belongs to Denmark ; or with British North America, which

as we have seen claims Grinnell Land and all the more northerly

points yet discovered on the coast bordering on the west the straits

which have Greenland for tlieir eastern boundary. Under such

circumstances would there be even any technical ground for the

assumption that the North Pole would belong, not to the discov-

erer or rather to the Power of which he is a citizen or subject, but

to the Power with which the circumpolar region happened to prove
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connected ? Jt seems clear that in the absence of any international

agreement regarding spheres of influence within the Arctic zone,

and in the absence of any express treaty stipulations, the question

would be answered in pursuance of the doctrine propounded and
acted upon in the sixteenth century and later by England, France,
Holland, Sweden, Denmark, and Russia, the doctrine that discov-

ACETYLENE AND PLANT GROWTH.

These Plants have never seen Sunlight.

Courtesy of The AcetyleneJournal.

ery gives a valid title, tho such title may be lost by non-use and
needs to be confirmed by occupation. That any treaty exists be-

tween England on the one hand and France, England, Russia, or

Denmark on the other, by which British North America is admitted

to extend northward as far as the Pole, we do not believe ; for

treaty framers would hardly choose for a terminus a geographical

point which, conceivably, may be connected by land, not only with

British North America, but also with Greenland, and perhaps also

with territory to which Russia or Sweden might lay claim."'

And aside from all these considerations, it would be "mischiev-

ous and odious " to discourage explorers by claiming the pole in

advance of discovery. To quote further :

"Even if there were any technical ground for the claim that the

North Pole will belong to Great Britain if the circumpolar tract

shall prove to be linked by land with British North America, it

would be mischievous and odious, from a scientific and moral point

of view, to assert such a claim in advance, and thus discourage the

aspirations and efforts of explorers. It is in the interest of inter-

national science that the attempt to ascertain the precise location

of the North Pole is made, and it is the duty of enlightened coun-

tries to promote and not impede such high aiming endeavors. If

ever, too, a moral right to ownership ought to be conceded to the

exhibition of fortitude, daring, and self-sacrifice, such a right must

be held to vest in those who, in the cause of science, have con-

fronted the hardships, the privations, and the dangers of polar ex-

ploration. Dearly bought, at cheapest, will be the honor of dis-

covering the North Pole ; and he who accomplishes the feat should

not be robbed of the privilege of planting there the flag of his own
country.

" Meanwhile, it is quite possible that the North Pole will prove

to be surrounded by water. In that case, of course, there will be

no land for anybody to claim."

Snapshots by Lamplight.— Instantaneous photographs,

as every amateur knows, give the most lifelike and natural portrait

effects. They usually require bright sunlight, which is apt to

spoil the portrait by distorting the face, but a French invention is

now reported by which they may be taken in a studio by artificial

light. The device, which is due to M. G. A. Liebert, is described

in Le Revue Patrique de I'Electricitd, from which Aiitateur Work

gives us the following abstract

:

"The device consists of a large parabolic reflector of aluminum,

having placed on its inner edge a series of incandescent lamps

shaded with ground-glass screens. The object of these is merely

to light up the subject, permitting the photographer to secure the

best pose and to determine when the real exposure should be made.
At the center of this reflector is an arc lamp with three carbons.

One of these is fixed and the other two are movable. When a

photograph is to be taken, the subject is arranged and the sensitive

plate is exposed. The photographer then waits until a desirable

pose has been secured, when he presses a rubber bulb, which
draws the two movable arc light carbons across the fixed one, thus

forming a brilliant arc ; but the moment the current passes through

the lamp the movable carbons are drawn away from the fixed one
by means of an electromagnet, and the arc is thus extinguished.

It lasts about one-fiftieth of a second, but this gives sufiicient time

for an exposure."

It would seem that this device would advantageously replace the

"flash " in many instances where the latter is now used.

GROWING PLANTS BY ACETYLENE LIGHT.

THE similarity between the quality of acetylene gaslight and

sunlight, as evidenced by their effect on plant-growth, is stri-

kingly shown by a series of experiments recently made at Cornell

University. Says The Acetylene Journal (Chicago, Mayi, in a

notice of these experiments :

" The close approximation of the light value of acetylene to that

of the sun was years ago demonstrated by spectrum analysis. It

has remained for later experimenters to test the rays of the gas on

plant growth, for determining the degree of resemblance between

the illuminant and the sun. Among in-

vestigations with various lights upon plant

growth, those which have been made
under the intelligent charge of Professors

Bailey and Craig, with their assistants

at Cornell University, have been more
painstaking along practical lines than

any others recalled in that particular

direction
" Take the radish crop under sun by

day with acetylene at night, and under

sun by day and dark at night, and the

conclusions are remarkable. It is seen

that 37 radishes on the light or acetylene

side of the curtain aggregated 136 grams,

as against 38 radishes on the dark side,

reaching but G\ grams, less than half.

"The behavior of peas, under which

blooms and good-sized pods were present

by the aid of acetylene, at a time when
without this not even buds were apparent,

is equally marked.
" Perhaps most interesting of all is the

photograph, in which plants are figured

that had never seen daylight.

"Altogether, these Cornell acetylene

experiments are the most complete in

their line yet given to the American

public. Investigations to follow will be

watched with much interest. Whether
the discovery will have commercial value

to florists and plant-growers, remains to

be seen. When it is considered that the demand and price of

flowers and other forced growths is the greatest in the period of

shortest days about the holidays, it seems likely that enterprising

plant-forcers will avail themselves of these results to conduct tests

having a commercial bearing."

MARKED DIFFERENCE IN
GROWTH.

One in Bloom from Acety-

lene Side of Curtain.

Courtesy of The Acetylene

Journal,

.\ MISTAKE in chemical nomenclature, common to untechnical writers, appears

in an article quoted recently from a popular writer in these columns, and has

elicited the following reminder from Dr. G. S. Fraps, of the Te.\as Agricultural

e.xperinient station ;
" In your issue of April 22, Mr. Wright, in discussing Bur-

bank's spineless cactus says: ' When fed with cotton-seed or other hydrocarbons,

it will make a complete ration in fattening stock for market.' Now hydrocarbons,

the conmwn representatives of which are crude petroleum and kerosene oil, have

no nutritive value for animals whatever. The writer has evidently confused car-

bohydrates, represented by starch, sugar, cellulose, and similar bodies, with hy-

drocarbons. Further, cotton-seed is neither a carbohydrate nor a liydrocarbon,

nor is it considered as rich in carbohydrates. We have noticed similar mistakes

by non-technical writers, which are ludicrous to one who knows anything about

the subject, and emphasize the care which they ought to take to get tilings right.

.\ similar mistake caused a farmer to try feeding hogs with crude petroleum,

which he heard was rich in hydrocarbons."
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AN ETHICAL CULTURIST'S DENUNCIATION
OF DIVORCE.

FELIX ADLER. the leader of the Society for Ethical Culture

in New York, takes, in regard to the vexed question of di-

vorce, a position more uncompromising than that of the orthodox

Christian churches, with the possible exception of the Roman
Catholic. In his recent volume entitled " Mar-

riage and Divorce."he states that " one can no

more disown a spouse than he can disown his

cliild." His claim is that the tie between

husband and wife "is one that differs from

the parental and filial, the natural tie, only

in the fact that while into the one we are

bom. into the other we can freely enter, but

we are as truly bound when we have entered.

The decision is irrevocable; the resolution

can not be rescinded; morally speaking the

man and woman of honor are permanently

bound." The usual reasons adduced in favor

of divorce, he says, rest upon an entire mis-

conception of the purpose of the marriage

relation. The ethical conception of mar-

riage is given thus

:

"The highest end of marriage is to per-

petuate, promote, and enhance the spiritual

life of the world, to keep the flame of men-

tality burning in the universe, and to confer

perpetual benefits one upon the other, espec-

ially the highest benefits of moral growth.

The supreme aim of marriage is to contribute

to the growth of character, of the mind, of

the feelings—of the whole nature. This is

a blessed task where the union is blessed.

Where the union is unblessed, the performance of it may be at-

tended with unspeakable pain. Yet it must be attempted none

the less and persevered in to the end."

Incompatibility of temper, the author declares, is the weakest of

the grounds taken as sufficient for severing the marriage tie, and

the one " open to the greatest abuse." In cases of moral incom-

patibility he admits the wisdom of separation, but not divorce.

His answer to those who urge the sufficiency of incompatibility as

a ground for divorce is here given :

"The most common argument is that people should not be made
to suffer tor a single mistake, that the happiness of a lifetime

should not be sacrificed, and that the punishment is disproportion-

ate to the fault. But as to the disproportionateness, is it not true

that this appears in life everywhere, and that it is the only effec-

tual means of educating the human race.'' It appears in our deal-

ings with nature. A person absent-mindedly mistakes a bottle,

and instead of taking medicine drinks poison. The fault, how
venial; the punishment how terrible! In the case of our social

acts it is not different. A young fellow under the influence of boon
companions, after he has perhaps indulged too freely in wine, en-

lists in the army. On the morrow he bitterly repents. What has

he done? He has enlisted and soon he will be sent to the front,

perhaps to meet his death. A man enters into a business partner-

ship with a person who proves to be the worst of associates; but

he has made a contract, and can not prove a fraud, and so must
live up to his contract. There are countless situations in which

decisions become practically irrevocable, at least for a term of

years, and in which the penalty is out of all proportion to the fault.

But if we can not lielp the results of rash and ill-mated marriages,

we ought to show more kindness to those who have not yet entered

the marriage relation. We ought to give young people some idea

of the gravity of the step they are taking. We ought to teach the

ethics of marriage in the churches, in ethical societies. In this re-

spect we are all culpably negligent."

Concerning the " statutory" grounds the writer says :

"And this brings me to the supreme crime against marriage.

DR. l-'ELIX .'MILER,

I^eader of the Society of Ethical Culture iu

New York. His attitude toward divorce is

more uncompromising than that of the ortho-

dox Christian Churches.

that crime which in the stringent laws of the State of New York,
is admitted as an adequate ground for divorce. I am compelled
to reject even a breach of the seventh commandment, as a ground
for divorce. It is ground for separation undoubtedly; but why
should there be permission to remarry.'' To the guilty I should

not grant it, because it seems absurd that a person who has just

demonstrated his inability to fulfil the marriage relation should be
allowed immediately to reenter that relation. The public con-

science is constantly flouted by persons who are proved adulterers

and adulteresses, and who immediately dishonor the marriage tie

by entering it anew. And to the innocent it

seems to me unnecessary to grant remarriage,

and this on grounds of feeling and of duty :

on grounds of feeling, because I can not un-

derstand how a person of fine feeling who has

been dishonored in that particular, even
through no fault of his or her own, after pass-

ing through such an experience, could wish

to turn in a new direction. And, as to the

matter of duty. I do not see that one can be
discharged from it. That poor wretch who
has gone wrong is still the spouse. Tho he
or she may be exiled, yet there is a responsi-

bility left. Tho the pledge of honor has been
violated by one side, that does not annul it for

the other. Marriage is not a contract. The
contract idea, as the laws embody it, has
greatly vitiated the right understanding of

marriage. If it were a contract, then non-

observance on one side would mean the right

to cancel obligation on the other ; but it is

like a natural tie, and non-observance on the

one side does not annul the duties by which
a person of high honor conceives himself or

herself to be bound.
'.

. . It is a profound truth that many peo-

ple do not realize the sanctity of the moral
commandments until after they have come
into collision with them ; that often one who
has transgressed has his eyes opened for the

first time to the greatness of the law which he has irfringed. It

is quite possible that the guilty may acquire a finer and deeper re-

alization of the moral relation than those who, because they have

never been tempted, have never sinned. I do not say this to ex-

cuse or palliate the sin. But what I mean is that even in the case

of this ultimate crime against marriage, it is necessary to discrim-

inate ; and it may be possible even in such a case, while not resum-

ing intimate fellowship— I do not see how that could be possible

—

to resume moral relations. I do not say that permanent exile from
home is in all cases indispensable. I think there can be pardon

even in such cases, pardon to the extent of the resumption of the

moral relations."

Concerning the reaction which is taking place in ecclesiastical

quarters toward the divorce question, the author has this to say:

"This reaction seems to me to be open to the objection that it

seeks to combat the desire for liberty, by shutting down upon it

with the simple force of authority. The marriage bond is declared

to be permanent, not because there are valid reasons for such per-

manence, but because the Lord has said :
' Whom God has joined

together let not man put asunder.' God is supposed to be a party

to the bond ; and God is supposed to be offended if the bond is

dissolved. But this use of dogmatic authority is resented by the

modern spirit of liberty. This position of the church is not strong,

and can not be until the church is ready to revise the attitude and

conception of marriage which we find permeating the Bible, name-
ly, the conception that in marriage tiie man shall predominate, that

the man shall be head of the wife as Christ is the head of the

church. In driving those who wish to escape from the marriage

connection back into it, the church is obviously driving them into

a relation which their sense of equality resents. Or. again, the

social interest is set up against the individual interest, and it is said

that the individual must sacrifice himself to the good of society.

The good of society demands that unions must be permanent;

hence, individuals must be sacrificed. But it must be shown in

addition that the individual interest and the social interest are

identical, that he or she who labors over the lost and seeks to re-

claim a moral wastrel, is not merely sacrificing him.self or herself
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to that particular thing, the social interest; but that lie or she is

rising by such effort to the sublimest possible heights, is achieving

his or lier highest spiritual worth."

feller's opponents."

continues

:

Warming to his subject, Dr. MacArthur

"THE BAPTIST BROTHERHOOD DEFENDED."

OWING to its practical identification of the head of the Stand-

ard Oil Company with the Baptist denomination, the Rev.

Dr. Robert Stuart MacArthur's passionate and unequivocal de-

fense of Mr. Rockefeller is likely to receive a good deal of attention

from the religious press. Dr. MacArthur is pastor of the Calvary

Baptist Church, New York City. Writing in T/ie Examiner

(June i), under the caption "The Baptist Brotherhood Defended,"

he maintains that " the recent coarse, cruel, and perhaps criminal,

criticisms of .Mr. John D. Rockefeller have maligned the entire

Baptist denomination." " His traducers are its defamers," he ex-

claims : and urges that Baptist pastors ought no longer to remain

silent " when their denomination is made the subject of such unjust

criticism." As a member of the Baptist Brotherhood, Dr. Mac-

Arthur protests against the " condemnation of our churches by

these cowardly and utterlv unjust attacks." Coming to the more

personal note of the defense, we read :

"
I have known Mr. Rockefeller for many years, and my intimate

personal acquaintance with him has convinced me tliat he is

worthy of the highest honor as a man, and of the fullest confidence,

esteem, and affection as a Christian. I have taken pains to make

careful inquiry regarding certain business transactions which have

been the subject of fierce denunciation on the part of some of Mr.

Rockefeller's critics, and I do not hesitate to declare, on the basis

of sucii knowledge, that these transactions, when fully understood

and fairly judged, are in accordance with the highest standards of

commercial morality. My examination has

shown me that many charges are based upon

half truths, and that when the full truth was

ascertained, these very transactions redounded

to Mr. Rockefeller's honor as a leader in

business and as a professor of the Christian

faith."

Justice to the church of which Mr. Rock-

efeller is a member, says Dr. MacArthur, de-

mands the assumption that it will retain no

unworthy person in its fellowship. He con-

tinues :

"It has been affirmed by some of Mr.

Rockefeller's critics that, by his gifts to the

Baptist denomination, he has purchased its

approval, or, at least, its silence. These crit-

ics instantly remind one of the Pharisee who
posed in the temple and thanked God tiiat he

was not as other men are. These critics do

not fully know the Baptist denomination. It

is a very large and uniquely independent body

of men and women. It has been charac-

terized all through the centuries by its advo-

cacy of soul liberty. Its loyalty to this idea

led to the imprisonment of John Bunvan, to

the fierce denunciation of John Milton, and

to the banishment of Roger Williams. Even
governments, armed with the power of life and

death, could not buy Baptist approval or Baptist silence, when

civil and religious liberty was at stake. ... To say that such a

body of Christians could be bought by Mr. Rockefeller's money is

to excite the derisive laughter and evoke the righteous indignation

of every inteUigent Baptist."

There are Baptist leaders of to-day, says Dr. MacArthur, who

would not hesitate to advocate the expulsion of Mr. Rockefeller

from the Baptist denomination, " if it were proved that he had ac-

quired his money dishonestly or by means morally or socially de-

structive." These leaders are " becoming thoroughly indignant at

the malevolent spirit and contemptible methods of Mr. Rocke-

REV. DR. ROBERT STUART MACARTHUR.

He holds tliat " the recent coarse, cruel, and
perhaps criminal criticisms of Mr. John D.

Rockefeller have maligned the entire Baptist

denomination."

" By the way, does the public realize that every specific instance

of wrongdoing that his defamers try to fasten on Mr. Rockefeller

dates back from twenty to thirty years, and that every one of them
has been either flatly denied or satisfactorily explained by unini-

peached sworn testimony.^ I strongly suspect that these hostile

critics from the notorious Lloyd of an earlier day down to the

present coterie of Congregational ministers, are fundamentally, if

the secret were out, socialistic, if not anarchistic In their secret

hearts, they are at war with the present organization of society.

They find in the popular prejudice against great wealth a fertile

soil, and in Mr. Rockefeller a convenient victim. Argument and
testimony are alike lost on them. If Mr. Rockefeller's friends de-

fend him, they say, 'Give us only official denials' If the sworn
testimony of officers of the Standard Oil Company is introduced,

they cry, 'Give us the decision of an impartial tribunal.' If the

reports of legislative committees are invoked, they cry, 'Legisla-

tors are corrupt.' If decisions of courts are appealed to, they

shout. 'The courts are bought.' If a newspaper defends Mr.
Rockefeller, it is declared to be venal. If his church supports

him. we are coolly told that the church can be bought. The
churches, the courts, the legislatures, they say, are purchasable.

It is only the people that can not be bought. And against the

light of the courts, of sworn testimony, of legislative committees,
and of their Christian brethren, they appeal to the prejudices and
passions of the unthinking multitude. This is lynch law. It is

anarchy. It is assassination of character with the denial of every
right of protection which civilized society affords.

"As a member of the Baptist brotherhood, I am jealous of its

reputation. I, therefore, invite any man who can prove any breach
by Mr. Rockefeller of the laws of business morality and Christian

honor to come forward with the formulations of his charges and
v/ith explicit proofs of the same. Until this is done, I declare the

current denunciations to be but the vaporings of ignorance, the

rant of declaimers, or the malevolence of

slanderers and traducers. These calumniators

shout themselves hoarse with the cry, 'Thou
shalt not steal'; but they utterly fail to ob-

serve that the same majestic moral code de-

clares with the same moral authority, 'Thou
shalt not bear false witness against thy neigh-

bor.' I indignantly repel the charge that the

Baptist denomination has solicited money
from a man whose wealth has been dishon-

estly acquired. Mr. Rockefeller is a man
worthy of confidence, admiration, and affec-

tion ; he is a man whose honest right hand
gives additional value to every dollar he be-

stows. Let him lie accorded that fairness of

judgment which the humblest and obscurest

has a right to demand ; then it will be seen that

the vituperations of his unjust judges will fall

with double weight on their own heads."

After dwelling upon Mr. Rockefeller's

"simple and beautiful life." Dr. MacArthur

goes on to say that his genius has set a

standard for the organization of great enter-

prises, amounting to "as distinct a gift to the

world as any discovery by Laplace, Newton,

Edison, or any other man of modern or re-

moter times." As to the bearing his genius

has had upon the religious world, we read :

"The spirit of concentration, of centralization manifested by

Mr. Rockefeller, is revealing itself in every missionary organiza-

tion throughout the world. It is showing itself to-day in the de-

mand for greater unity among the different churches. The object

is the same, the avoidance of wasted energy, and the concentration

of all forces for the purpose for which churches exist, the good of

man and the glory of God."

Dr. MacArthur concludes with the statement that he writes "not

so much to defend Mr. Rockefeller as to do justice to the Baptist

denomination." The Evening Post, commenting editorially, re-
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marks that "thousands of Baptists will be shocked when bluntly

told by Dr. MacArthur that their church is sponsor for Mr. Rocke-

feller, and that his traducers are its defamers."

TO COMBAT RADICAL THEOLOGY IN
GERMANY.

nPHE radicalism of advanced theological thought in Germany,
-*- which honestly confesses that it rejects such fundamentals

as the divinity of Christ, the atonement, and the inspiration of the

Scriptures as historically accepted by the church, has become so

aggressive in the propagation of its views, that the conservative

element, to judge from the German religious press, has developed

^./urorEvangeltcus against these innovations. A call was issued

some weeks ago for a convention of the adherents of the older

views to meet in Berlin, and this convention afforded a surprise to

both friend and foe. We read that not even the new Dom in Ber-

lin was large enough to hold the assembly, which had gathered

literally from all the corners of the empire. They came in re-

sponse to an appeal which declared " that without the faith in the

divine truth of the Holy Scriptures and in His atoning death and in

the resurrection of the living Son of God, the church can not exist-

or live or do its work." And while recognizing the rights of inde-

pendent but fair theological research, the appeal declares "that

tlie utterly subversive character of modern theology recognizes

neither revelation nor the Holy Scriptures, and accordingly can be

accepted neither as Christian nor as churchly." It also declares

that the issue at stake is the very existence of the church.

Rather singularly, the outward occasion for the calling of this

great convention was a literary undertaking. A series of popular

booklets is being issued, in editions of tens of thousands, in advo-

cacy of the most radical type of theology, which they aim to make
intelligible to the average layman (see The Literary Digest,

May 27). The convention enthusiastically took a stand against the

whole radical theological trend of the times. In its final conven-

tion it adopted a series of resolutions, of which the following are

. specimens

:

1. This convention, in harmony with the historical confessions

of the church, takes its stand on the foundation of the divine reve-

lation in the Holy Scriptures, and accepts as the essential of its

faith the divinity of Christ, as the Lord who has been crucified and
who has arisen for mankind.

2. With sorrow we note the fact, that both at the universities

and in the pulpits destructive errors are permitted to be taught,

which are a serious menace to the life of the congregation. In late

months this condition has simply become intolerable.

3. We repeat the demand made already in 1895, and addressed

to the authorities of the state and of the church, to the effect that

in the appointment of theological professors not only the literary

attainments but also the confessional faithfulness of the candidate

should be a decisive factor.

4. We further demand that if a pastor of any church teaches

contrary to the confession of the congregation, that disciplinary

measures should be resorted to at once.

Among the many special papers read, all of them in the interests

of the older views, one of the most important was an irenic but

firm address by Professor Liitgert, of Halle, entitled " Christianity

and Theology." The speaker took the position that no com-

promise was possible between the old ami the new theology, and

that the church must stand and fall with its confession of the

divine Messianic character of Jesus.

Quite naturally, the organs of the advanced theology, as also the

Catholic papers, seek to minimize the importance of the conven-

tion. As a representative of the former, the Berlin Tageblatt.

however, can not suppress its surprise at the size and the enthu-

siasm of the convention.

In other places, too, the conservatives are thoroughly aroused.

In Leipsic Professor Ihmels, the ablest orthodox dogmatician in

the university, has been delivering popular apologetic lectures,

which some papers report to be as classic as were those of Lu-

.thardt. No auditorium in the city was large enough for these

lectures. The two.chief addresses, one entitled "Who was Jesus?"

and the other " What did Jesus want.-"" have been published in

large editions. The first is devoted to the proof of the historic

character of Jesus, especially his divinity ; the second shows that

Jesus himself taught the same things concerning the salvation

through his atoning death which Paul afterward develops so fully

in his epistles.

In general the conservatives are becoming more and more ag-

gressive in their attacks upon the advanced positions. As an anti-

dote to the radical series of popular books, a conservative series is

to be published under the title "Biblische Zeit una Streitfragen,"

aiming to unite with orthodox theology a thoroughly scientific

spirit of re?,ts.rc\'\.— Tra/islatioiis7/iadeforTKY. Literary Di-

gest.

LATEST PHASES OF THE SCOTTISH CHURCH
CONTROVERSY.

OINCE the sensational decision of the House of Lords which

'^ allotted to a small body of ministers and laymen known as

the " Wee " Free Church the properties and funds held by the

powerful United Free Church of Scotland (see The Literary
Digest, January 7) the situation has developed into what one of

the English weeklies describes as "an open and frightful scandal."

It will be remembered that while the decision of the House of

Lords was recognized as final in establishing, on the purely tech-

nical side, the claim of the "Wee Frees" (or legal Free Church,

as it is now designated) to the properties in question, there re-

mained factors in the case so complicating as to necessitate the

appointment of a royal commission. This commission, which

consisted of the Earl of Elgin, Lord Kinnear, and Sir Ralph

Anstruther, has recently published its report.

The commission finds " that this is a case which fully justifies,

indeed necessitates, the interference of Parliament," and "that

the Free Church are unable adequately to execute the trusts of all

the endowments which they claim to hold under the judgment in

their favor." It regrets, however, "that during the stage of the

controversy between the separation in 1900 and the legal determi-

nation of the proprietary rights in 1904, the minority did not receive

more consideration at the hands of the majority." On the other

hand, it finds that the»Free Church, since the decision, has been

unreasonably aggressive, and has refused to recognize its obvious

inability to administer the large funds which have fallen into its

hands. " Never," say the commissioners, " was the letter of the

bond interpreted more rigidly than by the minority."

Their suggestion is, in brief, that Parliament appoint another

"fully endowed commission," and that " all funds and property,

held by the Free Church when the union with the United Presby-

terian Church took place in October, 1900, shall be vested in this

commission, and administered by it so as to give effect to the pur-

poses for which the funds were raised, and the various trusts were

constituted." It is further suggested that, the legal Free Church

being unable adequately to administer the trusts," the commission

should have power, wherever this inability is proved, to transfer

the funds and property "
; and that " the United Free Church, by

virtue of its institutions and traditions, its material and moral re-

sources, and its organization as a National Presbyterian Church,

is entitled to be preferred, on the ground that it can adequatuly

perform the trust purposes," and that no such transfer shall take

place "except upon equitable conditions," and not "until liberal

provision has been made for the equipment of the legal Free

Church."

Pending action of Parliament, which Mr. Balfour promises shall

be soon, the Free Church, we are told, continues its declared pol-

icy of forcing the ministers and members of the United Free
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LORD KINNEAK,

Judge of the Cuurt of Session, Scotland.

THE EARL OK ELGIN,

Chairman of the Royal Coniniission.

MEMBERS OF THE ROYAL COMMISSION,
Who have recently reported on the Scottish Church Controversy,

SIR RALPH ANSTRUTHER, BART.,

Proprietor of estates of Balcaskie, Fife.

Church out of churches and manses which they have occupied for

years, and which, in many instances, were built by the funds of

the ejected members. It is a sad spectacle." remarks The Xorth-

luestcrn Christian .-/r/tY^^a/^ (Chicago), " and illustrates how un-

Christlike a spirit Christians will sometimes exhibit."

It seems to The Presbyterian Banner (Pittsburg), that "the

United Free Church bids fair to get and retain possession of the

great bulk of its property, both general and congregational, and

the monstrous decision of the Law Lords, however right it may
have been technically, will be practically reversed." That deci-

sion was referred to by The British Weekly as " one of the great-

est, and perhaps the greatest, judicial error of modern times."

The London Gnaniian (Church of England) remarks:

" This spectacle of a body of men who claim to represent a his-

toric religious movement demanding the letter of their bond, with-

out regard to equity or Christian charity, is not very admirable,

and we wish we could hope that in the remaining stages of the

proceedings, before the final distribution of the assets, a different

spirit might prevail. In the southern part of this kingdom, at all

events, there will be no sympathy with either side which may
seek seriously to impugn the conclusions of the Royal Commis-
sion. . .

"It would have been a calamity for Scotland, for religion, and

for theological scholarship had the United Free Church been de-

nuded of the pecuniary means of v.hich it has made such excellent

use at home and abroad. To have handed great investments and

noble groups of buildings to a small and unprogressive denomina-

tion, while an eager, living, energetic, and growing one was strug-

gling to continue its work, would have been to put back the clock

in a manner which would have hopelessly shocked the public con-

science."

The British /fV^;^/}' (London), while deprecating the unseemli-

ness of the controversy, tries to believe that spiritual benefit will

accrue from it. We read :

" That the most awful mysteries of the Christian faith should be

handled in law courts is a scandal which living Christian men in

all churches must unite to put down. The trial of the United Free

Church has been very severe, more severe than it has seemed.

Many have been impoverished who are very little able to bear im-

poverishment, but that has been the least part of the pain. The
suspense, the humiliation, the agony of being driven from the

churches round which all the most pathetic and sacred associations

of life were gathered, the cruel test applied to the loyalty of con-

gregations, the grief over the shaming and hindering of the work
of Christ—these and other things have been very bitter. But no

man can deiu- that they have been borne with dignity, without

complaint, and with splendid courage alike by the ministers and

by tiie people. The day is not far distant wiien it will be seen that

the United Free Church has not been weakened by this sorrowful

and strange passage, but strengthened and ennobled
"

Meanwhile the situation in Scotland is one closely approaching

to ecclesiastical chaos.

REVERENCE AND RITUAL.

WE meet with references in the religious press to a growing

spirit of irreverence, typical, it is alleged, of the age in

which we live. Some papers lay special emphasis on the manifes

tation of this spirit in places of public worship. In connection

with certain recent indications of a liturgical tendency in Presby-

terianism, it is interesting to note the tone in which the Boston

/f^zA/zwa// (Baptist) discusses the question of ritual as a safeguard

against irreverence. " In the Protestant revulsion from the elabo-

rateness and formalism of the Roman Catholic ritual "it states,

" there was confessedly a loss of the spirit of worship." Never-

theless, as The WatcJinian points out, the facts do not warrant

the conclusion that an absence of ritual necessarily produces a lack

of reverence. We read further:

" This lack is rather due to the variation in the spirit and methods
(if those conducting the services. In ritualistic churches no one is

allowed to conduct a service who has not been trained for the

duty, and with the time-honored ritual even the most formal and

perfunctory conduct of the service can not banish the atmosphere

of reverence, nor impair seriously the worship of a devout Christian.

In non-liturgical churches the contrary is the case. The whole

responsibility for the character of the service falls upon the con-

ductor. If he is imbued with an earnest and reverent spirit there

will not be any serious obstacle to satisfying worship on the part

of devout persons, and even the indifferent and inattentive will be

impressed. But if the leader of a non-ritualistic religious service

is wanting in reverence, earnestness, and devotion, there is noth-

ing to cover or compensate for his defects. The service might as

well not have been held, 'as far as the worship of God is concerned.

In fact, in view of the provocation it offers to irreverence and

levity, the service had better not have been held."

The Pittsburg Christian Advocate (Methodist), after dwelling

upon the " injurious and perilous irreverence " too often exhibited

in the house of God, remarks :
" We may point with profit to the

example of the Roman Catholics in this regard. They always

hold .sacred their temples of worship, and they are profited thereby."
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FOREIGN COMMENT.

CAUSES OF NORWAY'S SECESSION.

THE crisis which came when Oscar II. of Sweden resumed

the reins of government and refused his sanction to the bill

passed in the Storthing giving Norway an independent foreign

consulate, has not been unexpected. The fate of the consulate

bill is onlj' a proximate cause of the rupture. The discussions in

the European press show that while for nearly a century Sweden

and Norway have been united under the royal family of Bernadotte,

founded by Napoleon's marshal of that name, the union has never

been natural or complete, and Norway has always strained and

struggled after home rule. While the fiscal policy of Norway is

for free trade, Sweden stands for protection, and the peoples of

the two kingdoms are separated by the deepest differences in the

geographical character of their territories, by language, racial

peculiarities, and national pursuits. All during the month of May
the Afieuposten (Christiania), the Vei-doiegaiig (Christiania), and

the Morgeiibladet (Christiana) have been uttering predictions of

coming disaster, and a recent utterance of the last-mentioned jour-

nal expresses a hope that at least the secession may not be fol-

lowed by bloodshed. " A peaceful dissolution of the Union is at

the present moment the most we can hope for."

The refusal of his sanction to the consulate bill by King Oscar

has brought to a head the disagreement for a long time fomented

by the literary agitators Nansen and Hedin.

The essential causes of the disagreement were, however, much

profounder. and more irresistible. They are thus outlined by a

correspondent of the Hamburger Nachrichten:

" We Norwegians are a people of two millions, and out of these

two millions there are not a hundred who approve of the present

union. Swede and Norwegian can not live together. The Swede
feels that he is an aristocrat. He is punctilious, stiff, and cere-

monious as a Spaniard. We Norwegians are democratic and con-

scious of our freedom and independence. The Swedes can never

forget tlieir e.xalted national glory ; they dream about it, treat us

haut-cn-bar. and call us peasants. And peasants indeed we are,

and are proud of it, but we are not canaille. When any conflict

takes place, our king is never on the spot here; he is in Sweden.
We have, however, no complaint to make of King Oscar person-

ally. He is a peacefully disposed, simple, and fair-minded man.

. . . We also have a high opinion of the Swedes as men, but not

as fellow subjects. What we want with regard to Sweden, as

soon as the union has been dissolved, is a defensive alliance with

her, in whicli Denmark may also be eventually included. But we
are aiming at complete independence, both in our domestic and
foreign affairs. If the question is raised whether Norway is to lie

a monarchy or a republic, I would answer, we have no objection

to a king, and Prince Karl (who has been suggested as a king for

Norway) is a peaceful and sincere man, but the fact of it is we do
not think it necessary to have any sovereign lord at all."

The Danish papers speak with great anxiety of the crisis, and
seem rather to favor the protest which King Oscar has uttered

against the decree deposing him from the throne of Norway. The
A^o Dagligt Allahaiida (Copenhagen), an official organ, says :

"The Norwegian Government has overstepped all bounds of

moderation, but undoubtedly it acted according to its conviction,

that it was for the country's welfare, and no Swedish party or poli-

tician will attempt to persuade or compel Norway to maintain a

union which has become a burden. The Swedish Diet will meet
in extraordinary session in two weeks, and will speak in the name
of Sweden. Meanwhile the King of the Union has already pro-

tested against the revolution promised in his Norwegian kingdom."

The Dagblad speaks in a tone of profound indignation against

Norway. It says

:

" The revolutionaries have at last dropped the mask, and have

trampled under foot both the Union and their own oath of alle-

giance to the King. It is our duty, as soon as possible, to dismiss

every Norwegian in our diplomatic service. Sweden can not allow

herself to be trodden down by the people of a land which is setting

on foot a revolution, dethroning her King, and breaking down every

bond of union."

Bjornson in a recent speech at Copenhagen spoke of the settle-

ment of the present dispute by Norway's independence as bringing

in a time "ripe for the union of the three sister countries."

—

Translatio7ts made for The Literary Digest.

Krotn stereograph. Copyri^lit K'n4 hy Underwood & Underwood, New York.

KING CSCAR II. OF SWEDEN,
Whose refusal to sanction the Consulate Bill has precipitated the secession of

Norway.

Vroin stereofjr^ijih, copj-ri^ht 190.^, by Underwood A Underwood. New York.

GUSTAV, CROWN PRINCE OF SWEDEN, DUKE OF WEOMLAND,

Who has recently terminated his temperorary regency. Gustav is in the fore-

ground with field-glasses in his hands. Next to him stand Prince Karl and
General Rhiije.
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FRANCE AND THE WEDDING OF THE
CROWN PRINCE.

ONE of the last official acts of Delcasse, ex-Minister of For.

eign Affairs in France, was to obtain the sanction of the

Government to the despatch of a French delegation to the mar-

riage of the Crown Prince Frederic William with Cecilia. Duchess

of Mecklenburg. The measure has been commented upon in

many ways by the French press, and it is remarkable that while

Gorman papers speak in the calm official tone of a gazette about

the marriage and preparation for it. P'rench editors grow, in turn.

sentimental, hysterical, and abusive. The Pester Lloyd (Buda-

pest) does, indeed, give two-thirds of a column to a description of

the bride's trousseau ; the other papers content themselves with

announcing the royal and noble guests who will attend the cere-

mony. The Temps (Paris) observes that this royal marriage is one

of love, not a sort of sentimental catastrophe in which the sacrifice

of the two victims to diplomatic necessity appeals to our pity. It

continues

:

" For some time past we have met with examples of princes who
refused to permit reasons of state to dictate to impulses of the

heart, or at least have tried to force their feelings and their duty

into unnatural reconciliation. Princes have as much need of love

as their subjects, and from the very fact that they have been some-
times compelled to forego it. we rejoice when we see a prince es-

caping the lot of so many of his class. The ordinary lover is flat-

tered when he sees that his own human nature is shared by those

whom destiny has raised so high above him. and this is the reason

why people at large applaud the happy love-matches of sovereigns,

and are touched with tender emotion as they gaze upon the gra-

cious attitude of mutual confidence and intimacy in which the

future Emperor and the future Empress are represented in their

recently published portraits."

The Journal des D^bais (Paris) dwells upon the point tliat the

German people who have sometimes evidenced little interest in

royal matches of mere policy, have shown great pleasure over the

prospect of their Crown Prince's early marriage. Not only does

the heir to the throne, a young prince of twenty-three, as a young

man and a bridegroom enlist their sympathy, but as William II.

has inaugurated the system of giving the royal family the same

education as that shared by the general people, his marriage is to

them an event in the general domestic life of Germany, for Fred-

eric William has always been kept in close touch with the life and

heart of his future subjects. Speaking of the French mission to

tlie marriage, the same newspaper remarks : •

The names of the persons chosen from the army, the navy, and
the office of the Minister of Foreign Affairs indicate the importance

which our Government desires to give to this manifestation of in-

ternational courtesy, which it would be an error to look upon as a

merely formal expression of etiquette. General Lacroix. who will

be the chief of the special mission, is the most conspicuous general

officer in our army, at present military governor of Lyons, one of

the highest offices that could fall to a French general. When we
remember that General Lacroix was attached to the personal staff

of the Czar during the latter's visit to Paris we can see how the

importance of the mission is enhanced bv his leadership."

We need not be surprised that the radical paper Intransigeant

(Paris) does not share the calm and dignified satisfaction of the

papers we have just quoted. It exclaims :

"What good will it do us. this marriage of the Crown Prince?

He is twenty years old, is fond of the ladies, his fiancee in partic-

ular, the style of whose frocks and laces he evidently inspires. He
is the son of the Kaiser, wliose office he hopes some day to fill and
rear around the throne of his ancestors a crop of imperial children.

But how can this insignificant incident in imperial matchmaking
interest or stir the French Republic, daughter of the Revolution,

of that Revolution which proclaimed, in the face of all Europe,

feudal and monarchical, that kings in the social order of things

were exactly the same as monsters in the order of nature. . . .

Delcasse, like the rest of the world, has learned from the papers

that the imperial brat is about to take a wife. He strains all the

resources of tlie Foreign Office, not to settle the Morocco ques-

tion, not to enligliten us on our rights as neutrals in Indo-Cliinese

waters—no, he sees an opportunity for bowing and scraping—and
under any sort of a pretext rushes forth to seize it. . . . Just think

of it ! For months we have been the butt of William's rhodomon-

CKOWN PRINCE AND PRINCESS OK (iERMANV,

Who were married in Berlin last week.

tades, of the menaces and invectives of the whole reptilian press

beyond the Rhine ; tiie bludgeon has rained blows on our head, and
we have been kicked and cuffed on all sides. The Emperor has

cut the ground from under our feet at Tangier; thence he goes to

Metz, on our frontier to receive from the Pope the girdle of the

Holy Sepulchre. It is time to put a stop to these affronts. And
this is tlie way we do so—we send special envoys to Berlin !"

The Kolnische Zeiiitng t-sik&s the words of the Journal des DS-

luits above quoted with a certain cold reserve, yet hopes they are a

presage of the time when France can live and deal with her East-

ern neighbor in friendly courtesy without fear of sacrificing her

national honor thereby. The writer proceeds:

" In Germany also the significance of this French mission to

Berlin will doubtless be interpreted in the spirit in which X\\it Jour-

nal des Dehats speaks, and people will discern in it tliat reaching

after harmony and mutual courtesy, by which we may hope that

kindly political relations and the several interests pertaining to

them may be further promoted. On the side of Germany this

kindly spirit has never been wanting whenever momentary misun-

derstandings arose, for the adjustment of which in the future the

Journal des D^bats draws such happy auguries from the sending of

the mission. But France must know that altho the formal relation

of one people to another, and of government to government is

often very efficient in removing difficulties between them, the chief

point still remains, namely, always to regard these difficulties in

their practical, non-sentimental import, and in their direct relation

to the interests at stake. ... In France these ideas seem to have
received little attention in circles where the main object of activity

has been that of creating bad blood between Germany and France."

There is a tone of decided distrust in the closing sentence with

which this German journal dismisses the subject as follows

:

" The world in general will have greater reason to hope for the

prevailing influence of such sentiments, when they are seen to be
somewhat more generally advocated by the French press."

—

Translation madeJor The Literary Digest.
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DELCASSE'S DEFEAT IN MOROCCO.
''

I "HE German attempt, more or less successful, to disturb

A France in her protectorate of Morocco is taken to be the

real cause of I\I. Delcasse's political catastrophe. The retirement

of that minister was, perhaps, assured as soon as it became an es-

tablished fact that Count von Tattenbach, Envoy Extraordinary

of the Emperor of Ger-

many, had been duly

received and welcomed

at the court of the Sultan

of Morocco, Abdul -Aziz,

to whom William II., by

the way, has sent the

grand decoration of the

Red Eagle. M. Delcasse

has always been described

by the German press as

the greatest enemy of

German policy in Mo-

rocco, The Paris corre-

spondent of The Times

(London) did not hesitate

recently to say :
" The

general feeling here is

that whoever might suc-

ceed M. Delcasse would

be the nominee of the

German Emperor." As

M. Rouvier, the French

Premier, has himself, for

the present, undertaken

the functions of the Min-

ister of Foreign Affairs,

it will be curious to watch

the sequel of these sud-

den and scarcely-to-be-

looked -for changes. It

is certain that M. Del-

casse failed to accomp-

lish at Tangier what von

Tattenbach successfully

achieved, i.e., the accep-

tance of the terms he

offered ; and the Neusie

Nachrichten (Berlin) is

so far justified in its sar-

castic inquiry :
" Is it pos-

sible that M. Delcasse

does not understand the diplomatic checkmate which he has re-

ceived at Morocco.'""

According to TJie Times (Londcni, the difficulty which M. Del-

casse has had to contend with started from the day, April 8, 1904,

when Lord Lansdowne and M. Cambon signed the "Declaration

respecting Egypt and Morocco " which became the diplomatic

basis for the Anglo-French entente. Says The Times :

" By Article ii. of that agreement we [England] recognize that it

appertains to France, more particularly as a Power whose domin-

ions are conterminous for a great distance with those of Morocco,

to preserve order in that country, and to provide assistance for the

purpose of all administrative, economic, financial, and military re-

forms which it may require. . . . By Article ix., the two Govern-

ments agree to afford to one another their diplomatic support, in

order to obtain the execution of the clauses of the present declara-

tion regarding Egypt and Morocco."

After the establishment of the entente between England and

France, according to the London Times, William II., whose

Government is not a Mediterranean Power and has little commer-

MULAI ABD-EL-AZIZ,

Sultan of Morocco. His acceptance of Ger-

many's interference with Delcasse's protector-

ate plans precipitated the latter's downfall.

cial dealings with Morocco, made his descent upon Tangier, ac

cording to the same authority, with a view of harassing France,

and, if possible, disturbing the Anglo-French agreement. He,

moreover, intimated to the French Chamber of Deputies that his

sanction was required to ratify the virtual French protectorate over

Morocco arranged by Delcasse. The Kaiser's successful interfer-

ence at this point led to Delcasse's first resignation, for the views

of Germany were echoed by political partizans opposed to the min-

istry, and Delcassd was crushed and disgusted, but was eventually

induced to take back his portfolio. Meanwhile, as we learn from

the Echo de Paris, the German Envoy, Count von Tattenbach,

has done all he can to supplant the French and the influence of the

French with the Sultan and the tribes of Morocco. Tattenbach

had skilfully suggested that all matters concerning foreign interfer-

ence should be decided by an international conference. This was
agreed to by the Sultan, and his acceptance checkmated M, Del-

casse. The correspondent continues to describe the situation of

the French at Fez as not being everything that could be desired.

He says :

" Promises had been made as to the acceptance of the French
program, but without committing Morocco to anything final, and
the Sultan goes so far as to deny having given such promises, now
that the German envoy has arrived. It is true, he adds, that the

program of military reforms has been partly accepted, but on an
inadmissible condition—that is to say: ' The Moroccans agree tO'

reform and train their army with the assistance of French instruc-

tors, but with the proviso that the program of reforms shall be
submitted to the approval of a third Power, which will guarantee

its scrupulous fulfilment within the limits indicated.' The corre-

spondent remarks that the third Power is evidently Germany, and
that France can never consent that Germany should supervise

French action in Morocco. He thinks that as long as Count von
Tattenbach is at Fez the answers of the Maghzen will be invaria-

bly the same. Everything will be accepted on condition that Count
von Tattenbach is consulted, and in this way the status quo—\h2,X.

is to say. Moroccan chaos— will be respected."

This second defeat of M. Delcasse in the Morocco question was

a staggering blow to that minister's influence both with M. Rou-

vier and the Chamber of Deputies. He was forced to resign, and

the vacant olifice of Minister for Foreign Affairs was wisely taken

by the Premier himself.

ANARCHY VERSUS ANARCHY.

THAT the Russian Government is at present being adminis-

tered in accordance with the principles of anarchy, is the

thesis of a trenchant and convincing article in Tlie Quarterly Re-

view (London). The anonymous writer contends that the Czar is

an anarchist, attempting to put down anarchy by methods in which

all law and legal principles are set at defiance, " Anarchy employed

by the nation as a stepping-stone to order; crime perpetrated by its

leaders as a means of establishing law ; rebellion fomented by the

Government as a homeopathic specific against revolution; and

ruthless massacres prescribed by grand dukes as a cure for disaffec-

tion—such," we are told, " are the salient features of the Muscovite

panorama which is ciuickly unrolling itself before the fascinated

gaze of the civilized world." The writer proceeds to say that the

character of the Russian people has been changed from the pictures

given of it in the works of Tolstoy and Dostoieffsky. Submis-

sion, resignation, a quiet acceptance of suffering and hardship

seemed once to be the Russian ideal. But all this is a thing of

the past.

" These traditional conceptions of Russia's temper and accepted

forecasts of her destiny have been rudely shaken by the tempestu-

ous events of the past five months. It has now become clear that

the Russian people is made of the same clay as European nations.

For from out of the turmoil of conflicting forces a cry of liberty

has been heard; and its note is as pure and fresh, as passionate
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and inspiriting as when it first rang out in the early morning of

modern Europe."

Tlie Czar's subjects have discovered their own strength and have

learned that they will have to wrest their forfeited liberties from

the grasp of tyranny by main force, and they are beginning to do

so. To quote further :

"The autocracy will not surrender its position except under

compulsion, and force is accordingly being applied. Tiie question

has been asked whether tlie compulsion which is now being brought

to bear upon it from all sides amounts to a revolution. Those who
regard the movement as short-lived point to the fitfulness of its

manifestations, its lack of organization, the meagerness of its re-

sults, the ease with wiiich the Government violates its promises

and withdraws its concessions; and they ask triumphantly where
the Russian counterpart to the storming of the Bastile or the Ten-
nis-court oatli is to be found. One answer is that a revolution, in

the restricted historical sense, has not begun. And yet the Russia

of the twentieth century is demonstrating in manifold ways that

blood is the price of liberty and dethronement may be the wage of

tyranny. The existing system is giving way under the pressure of

force."

The writer plainly and openly advocates the employment of vio-

lence and assassination as means of winning liberty. "The bomb,

the revolver, and the dagger " are in order, for drastic measures

are required and nothing can be effected, we are told, against the

anarchy of the Government but by violent means. Sozonoff. the

assassin of Plehve, builded better than he knew, for he did not

expect to bring about any change in the regime.

" Vet much more was attained than Sozonoff dared to hope : a

new era was inaugurated. The concessions bestowed under Mir-

ski have indeed been rescinded, but the blow that struck down
Plehve made an advance which can not altogether be retraced. It

is only natural that the temporary success should embolden the

Revolutionists and win them new recruits. It is not surprising to

learn that the Social-Democratic party, which was hitherto an

implacable enemy of violence, has lately endorsed the views of the

Revolutionists and expressed the conviction that the bomb, the

revolver, and the dagger are the only means of which Russians

now dispose to modify the misrule of the autocracy. And lest

there should be any ethical misgiving in the minds of these men
of action, Russian society has signified in no uncertain terms its

approval of methods which, under less severe conditions, it would
brand with an indelil)le mark of obloquy."

One weapon used against the people by the Government has

been that of wholesale massacre. Promises of political reform

have been held out and rudely broken. Another method of weak-

ening the popular cause has consisted in setting one class against

another. As this writer continues :

" To sow dissensions among various sections of the people had

long been an expedient of the autocracy. The non-Russian or

non Orthodox elements of tlie community were saddled with the

responsibility for national misfortunes. Jews, Finns, Armenians,
Poles, Stundists, Uniats, Dukliobortsy were fiercely denounced in

turn. But now, in the extremity of its distress, the autocracy has

raised this method to the rank of an administrative principle. Its

agents, imhampered iiy prejudice, pit the well-to-do burgher

against the working man. tiie working man against the ' intellec-

tual,' the peasant against the member of the Zemstvo, the Tartar

against tlie Armenian, the Orthodox against the heretic, the ' Hool-

igan ' against them all. Terror is the watchword; and, as the

morbid fancy of the writer Andreyeff discerns in the horrors of the

Manchurian war nothing but the grim insanity of a ' red laughter,"

so to the overwrought imagination of many Russians has appeared

the vision of a more fearful ' black laughter' that, widi the fierce

derision of the lowest depths, will sweep away that earnest of

freedom which a short time ago seemed within tlieir reach."

The only hopeful sign is the unanimity with which the thinking

class of the country condemn in their hearts the proceedings of the

Government which knows no law, and of a Czar wlio is a law unto

himself. Unless the reform rescript, so grudgingly issued by the

sovereign, be carried out. Russia may be plunged into the horrors

of a civil war, the accompaniments of which will cause Western

peoples to shudder. Meanwhile there is revolt and revolution in

the air. As this author says :

" Everywhere old needs have become articulate. The semblance

of national unity that prevailed so long as ' order ' of the kind

affected by the autocracy could be maintained, has fallen away
now that the stern hand of repression has perforce been relaxed.

The silence that was construed to mean absolute cohesion has

given place to a very babel of protests from all classes, profes-

sions, and races, that miglit seem to connote utter dissolution were

it not for the fact that they all are directed against one object—the

THE HEADLESS CZAR.

Adjutant—" Your majesty, they want your head."

Nicholas II—" Tell them I have lost it." —IViiAre /acod (.Stuttgart).

THE NEW RUSSIAN EDICT.

The Czar will give to the Russian people the same freedom that lie himself

enjoys. —Kladderadatsch (Berlin).

PRESENT POSITION OF THE CZAR.
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Government. Poles and Finns, Armenians and German Jews,

Stundists and Old Believers, landed proprietors and peasants, no-

bles and commoners, employers. of labor and working men. mer-

chants and artists, students and professors, academicians and doc

tors, lawyers and men of letters are all at one. There is hardly a

class that has not joined in the insistent demand that the nation

should be allowed to govern itself

"They know that until and unless this change is accomplished,

neither law nor order nor security for property or life can be main-

tained in a realm which comprises one-sixth of the habitable globe.

Assassinations, niassacres, the burning of manors, the devastation

of estates, armed risings, successful insurrections, general strikes,

and the unimaginable frenzy of benighted peasants whom famine

has driven mad are among the piienomena which will be associated

with the present and last phase of one-man rule in Russia. It is

painful to reflect that these abnormal conditions, and the untold

misery which they inflict upon millions of innocent people, are the

direct and indirect results of tlie action of a man to whom personal

cruelty has never been brought home. And that impression is

made more painful still by the reflection that a stroke of his pen

would suffice to put an end to tiiat widespread and acute suffering,

and would at the same time bestow more real power upon himself

as head of a constitutional regime than he ever possessed as a

lonely autocrat. But it is to be feared that, left to himself, he will

never discern the dilemma nor realize the necessity of choosing be-

tween the alternatives."

ENGLAND'S BUFFER STATE FOR NORTH
INDIA.

IT is realized by all English statesmen that the most vulnerable

point of the British Empire is undoubtedly Northern India,

toward the confines of which Russia has recently been pressing.

It is therefore not considered surprising that Premier Balfour, in

HABIBULLAH KHAN.

Formerly Ameer, now Kini;^ of Afghanistan, who bars railroads and telegraph

lines from his realm, believing that they would menace its independence.

his recent speech on imperial defense, plainly asserted the ne-

cessity of maintaining a zone of neutral ground, between Central

Asia and British India. This has caused considerable outcry in

the European press, especially when it is understood that the neu-

tral zone included Afghanistan, toward which Russia has recently

been directing what is called a strategic line of railroad. " The

last Ameer of Afghanistan," says the Preussisclie Zeitiing [WitrXxn)

"repeatedly stated his oppo-sition to the building of a railroad

through Afghanistan, for he believed and asseverated that such a

MEMBERS OF THE BRITISH MISSION TO THE KING OF AFGHANISTAN.

From left to right—front row: Mr. Dobbs, Mr. Louis Dane, Mr. Grant; back
row; Captain Brooke, Captain Turnbull, Major Malleson, Major Norman. This

commission recently ratified a treaty with the King of Afghanistan, which is

denounced by the Russian press as nearly equal to annexation.

road woidd Ijring an end to the independence of that country. He
urged upon his successor to prevent the building of sucii a line

either from Russian territory on the north, or India on the south.

And, as a matter of fact, the present Ameer has proclaimed that he

will keep his realm completely isolated and absolutely exclude

from it not only railroads but telegraph lines."

The warning uttered by Mr. Balfour in the House of Commons
implies that England will go so far as to fight for the integrity and

independence of Afghanistan, as a buffer State between Russian

and British Asia. This has roused the fury of the Russian press.

The No7)oye Vrejfiya (St. Petersburg) declares that this course

on the part of England is tantamount to the annexation of Afghan-

istan. The Rmsiiet (St. Petersburg) compares the British Gov-

ernment to the dog in the manger. On the other hand the Aovosti

(St. Petersburg) speaks more mildly in the following sentences :

" Altho we do not share the apprehensions of the British Govern-

ment regarding India, and would prefer a peaceful settlement of

the question by joining the Russian and Indian railways, we can

have no objection if the English insist that Afghanistan is nec-

essary to the protection of India from an alleged Russian invasion.

Let everything remain as it was, provided Anglo-Russian relations

do not suffer. The English Government has just displayed its im-

partiality by recognizing the justice of the French explanations of

neutrality. This proves that England values the maintenance of

good relations with Russia and France. We must consider Mr.

Balfour's utterances from the same standpoint, as implying no

threats against Russia and no new claims."

The Times (London) speaks as follows:

"The maintenance of Afghanistan as an independent State—the

in special treaty relations with the Indian Government—from which

Russian influence is altogether excluded, must be held to De an

elementary precaution. We do not want Afghanistan ; but Russia

can not want it either, unless she wants something more. When
she has quite ceased her efforts to gain a footing in Afghanistan we

shall be in a position to believe that she does not intend aggression

upon India. The wildest Russian Anglophobe can hardly pretend

to believe that we want Afghanistan in order to invade Central

Asia. The position is therefore perfectly clear, and Russia has

at all times the means of coming to a friendly and enduring

understanding with this country."

—

Translations made for The
Literary Digest.
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WHY NOT GET RE-CREATION
I |k| \^^\| I ^^ %# A ^^ A TI^\IWI ^ Illness, hard work, unhealthful

11^ Y^/wT\ It rK^^ r^ I IVrl^ f surroundings or habits are con-

stantly destroying "the house we live in." Why not have it re-created by skilful health culture? Why take a vacation

solely' for exhausting pleasure? Why not go where you can get new life, mental and physical, and at the same

time find comfort, elegance, and pleasure ? You can make just such use of your vacation if you spend it

IIN HEIA H
ABSOLVTELY
FIREPROOF.

SOLID AND
ENDVRING

BUILT OF STEEL
STONE. BRICK.

COST
Sl.200.000

THE BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM
THE Battle Crtelc Sanitarium has long been

known throughout the United States, and
to a considerable extent in foreign lands, as

the foremost e.xponent and most comjjlete repre-

sentative among medical institutions of the pliy-

sioiogical method, not as an exclusive system, but

as the true curative method. The physiological

method makes use of all the natural agents which
are essential to the maintenance of vigorous life.

An intelligent and experienced physician-patient

recently remarked: "I note that the forces of

nature are here utilized as the chief means of treat-

ment, and more fully than I ever before witnessed

;

and what more powerful agencies can be imagined
than the forces of nature ?"

Invalids Recover

Health at Battle Creek
who have sought relief elsewiiere without success.

It is the most thoroughly equipped and comfortable

place for sick and tired people. Special provisions

are made for the expert care of sick folks. Ex-
penses are moderate. Medical attention, baths,

services of bath attendants, together with required

medical treatment, with room and board, all are in-

cluded at no more than first-class hotel rates for

only room and board elsewhere. The Battle Creek
Sanitarium is a place where people eat for health,

exercise for health, sleep, dress, take baths, learn

to swim, get sunburned an.d tanned in the sun in

summer, and by the electric light in winter—do
everything for health; where they find the way out

from invalidism and inefficiency into )oyous, en-

during, strenuous KeaLlth.

THE SANITARIUM. BATTLE

A Grea^t University

of Health.
THE SYSTEM COMPRISES:

Open-Air Treatment, HeaLltK Culture,

Cold-Air Gyn\nastics, Swedish Gym-
nastics, Cross Country Walks, Out-door
Sports, Attractive Menu Daintily Served,

Diet Kitchen, Prescribed DietSLries, Ex-

tensive PhysiologicaLl LsLboraLtories,

Finsen Kay, X-Ray, Phototherapy, Baths
of Every Sort, including NaLuhein\ Baths
and Royal Electric Light Baths, Massage
and MechsLnicaLl Movenvents.

EVERY CONVENIENCE
AND COMFORT FOR INVALIDS.

too Suits with Priva^te Ba.ths; GreaLt

Palnv GaLfden with Magnificent Tropical

Growths ; Big Gymnasium with Four

Large Swimming BaLlhs ; Dininjj Room
and Kitchen at Top of House ; no Kitchen

nor HospitaLl Odors; Uniform Ten\peraL-

ture DaLy and Night; Plentiful Suppiv of

Sweet, Pure, Crisp Michigan Air; Home-
like, UnconventionaLl SociaLl Life.

SEND FOP^ HANDSOME
ILLVSTK.ATED BOOKLET-FREE.

Oiir 64-pag:e booklet " D," containing more
than loo photographic glimpses of this great
Temple of Heahli and its surroundings, gives
an interesting account of the Battle Creek
Sanitarium System of Health Culture for
sick and well. It will be sent free to a!l

who sign the attached request coupon
and mail it to

CREEK. MICH.

NOT simply a medical hotel or resort, but the
perfected result of thirty years' experience
in sanitarium construction and management

—a place where, by the aid of all the iielps afforded
by modern ideas of hygiene, sanitation, and ra-

tional medicine, the patient is trained and educated
out of his morbid state into a condition of health.

A model building, absolutely fireproof, erected in

1903, with electric lights, telephones, steam heat,

and ventilating duct for every room ; all modern
hotel appointments.

The Idea.1 ClimaLte.

Michigan enjoys the ideal ''temperate'
climate. The sultry air of other latitudes

in July and August is scarcely
felt here. In winter, the not too

severe cold weather "toning
up" is one of the best of vital

stimulants. y^\
People often get sick /^~

in pursuit of pleas- /^j!^

C/ THE

SANITARIUM,

Battle Creek'

Mich.
ure. There is rea.1

pleasure in get-

ting well. Here /^
is the place /V^
to find this /"^ '

pleasure /\\> .
, . , • r^ t' AS^/ as advertised in The Liter

^/ ARY Digest 6 17.

Please mail to my
address b e 1 o w your

illustrated booklet " D ""

A'ame

iS / Address

Readers of The Litekary Digest are asked to mentluu the pul)lication wnen writing to advertisers.
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Sectional outline
below shows new
Universal Rim with
removable flanges
adapted for any
standard clincher
tire

Sectional outline
below shows Uni-
versal Rim with
flanges adapted for

scalloped tread tire

or Goodyear Detach-
able tire (pneumatic)

A Solid Auto Tire

witli Real Resiliency

Goodyear Endless Solid Tire with Scalloped Tread cuts down running cost of
your car and doubles its life. All the durability of common solid tires, with at
least twice the resiliency.

Other solid tires throw the severe road shocks on the driving mechanism, keeping the machine in
repair shop and sending it prematurely to the scrap pile. The scalloped tread ends this difficulty, allow-
ing full expansion in four directions, wliich takes off the worst of the jar.

Less power is required to push a car equipped with the scalloped tread. Tire meets the ground
smoothly. In all other solid tires there is a perpetual " ripple " just above point of contact with road,
requiring the motor to be always driving car uphill.

If you own a commercial auto the scalloped tread will save you dollars every week. If vou own a
pleasure car you need the Goodyear Detachable Tire, which affords a new standard of pneumadc luxury
with freedom from tire trouble. Both adapted to the New Universal Rim, the sensation of the tire art.

Goodyear " Good News Book " is worth its weight in gold to the car owner. Free to you on request.

TIRE & RUBBER COI^PANY
Liberty St., Akron, O., U. S. A.

New York: 253 W. 47th S*
Cincinnati: 24-2 E. 5tfi St.
Boston: &-B Merrimao St.
Chicago: 110 Lake St.
Minneapolis: 116 S. 6t

Branches :

DPtroit: 242 Jeffersnn Ave.
St. Louis: 1219 N. Broadway.
Los Angeles: 932 S. Main St.
Cleveland: 69 Frankfort St.
Buffalo: 670 Main St.

Denver: 220 Sixteenth St.
Syracuse: 41(5 S. Salina St.
Omaha: 1516 Capitol Ave.
Philadelpfiia: 1521 Spring St.
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Chocolates

Confections

The crowning

delicacy to the dinner.

For sale wiiere tlie best is sold.

Instantaneous Chocolate

Made instantly with boiling milk
STEPHE.V 1'. IVHITMAX <fc SO.V,
ISIG Clioimniit St.. Pliiliidelplij.t

Est:il>lislie<l 1(4-13

l^^;'a«is*'°32i.

HARTSHORN
SHADE ROLLERS
Bear tlie script name of Stewart

Hartshorn on label.

Wood Rollers. Tin Rollers.

Electro-Diagnosis and
Electro-Therapeutics

This gives a clear and concise explanation of the
principles of electricity, and the latest research as to

the physiological effects of electricity upon the human
body. By Dr. Toby Cohn, Nerve Specialist, Berlin.
8vo, 8 plates, 39 cuts, cloth, $2.

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Publishers, New York

lA/ator Supply for Country Homes
Deliver water from spring or stream to house, stable, lawn, storage t.ink, etc., by the

automatic working

RIFE HYDRAULIC ENGINES
Alwa> s t'oiiiK witliout attention. H.^ise 30 feet t'oi- every foot fall. Siif, ettieienoy. Large

I)iants foi' irrigation, equippingr towns. lailroad tanks, etc. Over 6.000 in use.
I'atalog'ue anil estimates fi-fe.

RIFE ENGINE CO.. - - 126 Liberty Street, New York

Headers of The Literary Digest are asked to mentlou the publicatiou when writing to advertisei-s.
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CURRENT POETRY.
Song.

By Charlotte Becker.

I jjave to love the fairest rose

That in my garden grew ;

.-\nd still my heart its fragrance knows

—

Does he remember, too ?

He laid his dreams upon my day,

Mis kisses on my mouth,

I woke, to find him Hown away
With summer to the south.

Love's vajjrant step once more to greet.

My garden blooms in vain ;

The roses of the south are sweet-

Love will not come again !

The roses of the south are sweet-
Love will not come again !

—From Aiiislee's Mas:nztiic.
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The Wise and Kind.

By Richard Kirk.

I will stop thy ears with earth.

And close thine eyes

On all mirthlessness and mirth :

I am wise.

I will bind thy eager hands,

Too unconfined.

In unsullied linen bands
;

I am kind.

I will ease thee of ill thought,

Tongue uttereth

;

I who seek thee long unsought,—

I am death.

—From Leslies Magazine.

Youth.

By Louise Morgan Sill.

Lyxical are the trees

Blossoming all together,

Vocal the day with bees

Birds, and the breezy weather.

Happiness keen as pain

Lilts in the ringing rain,

Drips in the showery trees,

Lisping together.

Lyrical, too. art thou,

Blossom of living beauty,

Rapture upon thy brow,

Joyousness all thy duty.

Sorrow may woo in vain—-

Seek thee in sun or rain

—

Stab her with laughter now,
Slay her with beauty !

—From Harper's Weekly-

Piper, Play

By John Davidson

^nOW the furnaces are out.

And the aching anvils sleep

;

Down the road the grimy rout

Tramples homeward twenty-deep.

Piper, play ! Piper, play !

Tho we be o'erlabored men,
Ripe for rest, pipe your best !

Let us foot it once again !

Bridled looms delay their din
;

All the humming wheels are spent;

Busy spindles cease to spin
;

Warp and woof must rest content.

Piper, play ! Piper, play !

For a little we are free !

Foot it, girls, and shake your curls,

Haggard creatures tho we be

!

Racked and soiled the faded air

Freshens in our holiday

;

Clouds and tides our respite share;

Breezes linger by the way.

Piper, rest ! Piper, rest'.

Now, a carol of the moon !

Piper, piper, play your best,

Melt the sun into your tune

'

hc^i^i^

From an actual photograph of Type VIII, Pope-Toledo 30 H.P. Price $3,500.

Gen. Horace Porter and Secretary in Tonneau. Taken in front of the home of

Count and Countess Bonne de Castellane, Paris, France, January, 1905.

j^OLONEL POPE, Ih«speaking of automobiles, said recently in a characteristic speech r

^^ " Buy whatever automobile suits your fancy best. I shall insist that my factories

build Pope Automobiles as we have ALWAYS built bicycles—so GOOD that your own
judgment is bound to make your selection a car with the word POPE on the name plate."

If you invest $2,800 or more in an automobile, insist on

DOUBLE DIRECT CHAIN DRIVE
Because it gives you a solid rear cixle—not BROKEN—enables you to get more power

TO THE WHEELS; enables you to readily change gearing to meet varying road

conditions ; minimizes repair cost.

Get a copy of our 1 905 catalogue. It contains a list of over 1 00 Pope-

Toledo victories in speed, hill climbing and endurance contests. Describes:

30 H.-P. Front Entrance, _ _ -

20H.-P. Side
"

. . - .

30 H.-P. " " . - - -

45 H.-P. " "
- - - .

Victoria or Canopy Top, $250 extra.

$3,200.

2,800.

3,500.

6,000.

POPE MOTOR CAR. CO. Desk P. Toledo, Ohio.
Members Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

"No
crooked
legsfor
this baby"

StraLight Legs
and a strong, fiat back developed

if the baby learns to walk with

Glascock's
Baby-Walker
Endorsed by physicians as the best
physical developer. In it child

can sit, stand, jump or walk.
" Cushioned-spring support-
ed." Adjustable. Keeps child

clean; safe. Insist upon
"Glascock's"—the standard.
Special sizes for cripples.

Buyof your dealer ifpossible, or direi.t. )( lio linsn't OKTsrock's Walker.
Write to-day for our ilUistrated descnptive ciitaloR F1!P;F.

Glascock Bros. Mfg. Co., 662 West St., Muncie, Ind.

ARE YOU DEAF9
We have 25 Kinds of Instruments to Assist Hearing.

Sent on approval. Write for Catalogue.
Will. A. WiWis & Co., 134 S. llth St., Philutlelphi.i.

Readers of The Litbrar-; Digest are asked tx) mention the publication when writing to advertisers

Whitman Saddle
The one saddle always preferred by
discriminating riders. It is the high-
est type of the saddler's art. Correct
in every line— always comfortable for
the horse and rider. Complete cata-
logue sent free, showing the Whitman
for men and women, and everything
from " Saddle to Spur." Address

The Jlelilbarh Saddle Co., 104 Chambers St., Sew York

Successors to The Whitman Saddle Co.

TROUBLED WITH FAULTY IGNITION?
We are igrnition »;|it>t>iiilists. Our

APPLE
Automatic Sparker

is a portable storage battery
charger that cures all igni-
tion faults. All owners of
launches, automobiles or
gas engines should write
to-day to

THE DAYTON ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.
1S5 B<>avei- Bldir., Dnyton, Ohio
tri aHvArtisftra
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THE WAGER
Exposure Scale makes every
plate a good plate. Saves money,
trouble and disappointment. Sim-

fle to use. Gives absolutely correct
conditions for both interior and

[

I
outside views. No sensitized paper used. Both stops,
F and U.S. Write Cor boolilet. 50c. by mail postpaid.

I The John Howard Herrick Co., 12 Clay St., Italliniore, Md. I

^DCEOUPC written on any subject at slu.rt notice. Satis-
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LECTURES fldential. WavU Page, 1573 Broadway, N. Y.
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We are of the humblest grade ;

Yet we dare to dance our fill

:

Male and female were we made-
Fathers, mothers, lovers still !

Piper -softly ; soft and low

;

Pipe of love in mellow notes,

Till the tears begin to flow,

And our hearts are in our throats.

Nameless as the stars of night

Far in galaxies unfurled,

Vet we wield unrivalled might.

Joints and hinges of the world !

Night and day ! night and day !

Sound the song the hours rehearse !

Work and play ! work and play !

The order of the universe!

Now the furnaces are out,

And the aching anvils sleep ;

Down the road a merry rout

Dances homeward, twenty deep.

Piper, play! Piper, play!

Wearied people the we be.

Ripe for rest, pipe your best

!

For a little we are free !

—From Selected Poems.

A New Poet.

By R. W. Gilder.

I.

Friends, beware !

Stop babbling ! Hark, a sound is in the air

!

Above the pretty songs of schools

(Not of music made, but rules),

Above the panic rush for gold

And emptinesses manifold.

And selling of the soul for phantom fame,

And reek of praises where there should be blame ;

Over the dust and muck,

The buzz and roar of wheels.

Another music steals,

A right, true note is struck.

11.

Friends, beware

!

A sound of singing in the air !

The love-song of a man who lovae his fellow men
;

Mother-love and country-love, and the love of sea and
fen

;

Lovely thoughts and mighty thoughts and thoughts

that linger long;

There has come to the old world's singing the thrill of

a brave new song.

They said there were no more singers,

But listen !—a master voice !

A voice of the true joy-bringers !

Now will ye heed and rejoice,

Or pass on the other side.

And wait till the singer hath died,

Then weep o'er his voiceless clay ?

Friends, beware

!

A keen, new sound is in the air

—

Know ye a poet's coming is the old world's judgment

day!
—From The Atlantic Monthly.

The Shadow on the Lyre.

By Elsa Barker.

The sweetest singers sing with aching hearts.

And hawk their soul's cry in the common marts ;

For Pain and Passion are the doorkeepers

That guard the jealous threshold of the arts.

—From A/itusey's Magazine.

FOUR riKST-CLASS TOURS
Lewis and Clark Exposition, Portland.

Personally conducted. Choice of tours to include Den-
ver, Colorado Springs, Cripple Creek, Pikes Peak Royal
Gorge, Salt Lake, the Yellowstone, San Francisco and
Los Angeles. Railroad fare, sleeping cars, hotel service,

side trips and all expenses included in the rpte. Parties

leave Chicago via the Chicago, Union Pacific & North-
Western Line, July 6, 12, 27 and August 10. Full infor-

mation on application to S. A. Hutcnison, Manager, 212

Clark St. (Tel. Cent. 721).

USEFUL
ARTICLE
25 cents
One used daily,

-aving time and
trouble, is the

"COOK POCKET PENCIL SHARPENER.'
Used like a knife, making any length point de-

sired, retaining the chips in a little box. Blades
are of the best tempered steel, body is brass and
heavily nickeled, size convenient for pocket or

purse. For sale by dealers or sent by mail on
receipt of 25 cts. Stamps taken

H. C. COOK COMPANY.
17 Main Street, Ansonia, Conn.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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PERSONALS.
Togo I'nder Firr,—A Japanese official who was

on Tokos flag-ship the .\/iJtusti, during the naval en-

gagement at Port Arthur, last August, told, in a

recent issue of TAe Independent, how the Admiral

carried himself during that battle. Togo directed the

battle from the bridge, refusing to take advantage of

the conning-tower. When the Mikasa, leading the

column, had intercepted the flight of the Russian fleet,

the tight grew hot about the flagship.

" A 6-inch shell struck a chart-room just under the

bridge, killing every man in it. The fragments flew

about Togo's staff, wounding four of them. Togo,
after seeing that the wounded officers were attended

to, went on using his glass.

" There was aboard an old valet of the Admiral, a

feudal retainer of his family. This man, when he

heard that the .Admiral was in a place of great danger,

broke all Jap etiquette and rushed to the gangway
leading to the bridge. There he hesitated, but a shell

struck just tlien, wounding Imperial Prince Fushimi,
who was aboard. The valet made a rush and pros-

trated himself before the .\dmiral, begging him, for

the good of Japan, to go to the conning-tower. The
Admiral, ' with a half-amused seriousness,' gave a

kind refusal.
' Just then the 6-inch shell struck the chart-room

and scattered the staff. A flying splinter wounded
the valet on both legs. He was carried to the hos-

pital, howling protests. From his cot lie implored
the surgeons to carry the Admiral away by force.

Finally, the deck officers surrounded Togo and almost
dragged him to the conning-tower. Togo laughed
indulgently as they locked him in.

"This first-hand observer of the Japanese fleet in

action made note of the perfect coolness which pre-

vailed onboard, the outcome of Togo's iron discipline.

From the Admiral down they fought like clockwork,
without excitement, without cheering. Togo was a
bronze and blue statue. A shell killed a whole gun
<;rew in the secondary battery. The men at the next
gun were spattered with the blood of their comrades,
yet they kept up their regular fire w;ithout the loss of

a second."

^^WoMWo (>% (>%h% 6% 616% ^;«v.iiSIX'S

A Joke With the Kaiser.— Altho somewhat

short-tempered, the German Emperor is more easily

diverted from anger to good-humor by means of a

piece of wit than many of his fellow-sovereigns, says

Tit-Bits, which relates the following:

" Some years ago, when old Baron Boetticher, who
-was secretary of state for the interior, was discussing
•with his majesty the most suitable nominations to be
made in the case of a number of vacant offices, the
latter became greatly irritated by the statesman's un-
answerable objections to the candidate whom he him-
self desired to obtain a certain post. His anger, in

fact, grew quite violent, and when the baron inquired
if there were no other person ui)on whom his majesty
would like to confer the appointment the Kaiser re-

plied, curtly:

" Oh. confer it on .Satan himself, if you like !

'

" ' Very w^ell,' replied the old minister, with a twinkle
in his eye, and then continued in his most suave and
courtly manner :

' And shall I allow the patent signed

The Safest and Best 5 Investment
TNyESTING through this Company is the same* \n effect as taking a iirst mortgage on good real
estate, but you have no trouble nor expense, and you
can begin with a sum as small as S25 00. Assets of
Si, 750 000, proved conservatism, and New York
Binkin? Department supervision give you every assur-
ance of safety, and earnings at 5 per cent, per annum
remitted iiunctually every three months will doubtless
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send you complete information
and letters of endorsement from

f^J^TIS^^\ ^^'^y section of the country.
" — -^ ^^^^1^ .... $1,750,000
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Your Money is Worth 6/^
Are j;ou getting it ? Or are you dividing it wit^ ^ middle-man ?

THREE or four per cent, implies a middle-man's profit. You can
get both the interest paid and the profit made by the middle-

man, with equal or better security, through the TEN-YEAR SIX
PEli CENT. (;OLD IU)NDS of the American Real Estate Com-
pany, which combine liberal return, unquestionable safety and cash
availability—the three essentials of the ideal investment.

This is a simple and time-tried proposition, merely a matter of
safely investiiiff your money instead of safely loaning it. We make
direct connection between the man who owns the money and the man
who tises it. Other institutions loan your money and divide the in-

terest with you ; we invest your money in business to gain business
profits and share these profits with you to the extent of 6 per cent.

We assure you the largest return consistent with the fullest security

by engaging your money directly in the most profitable conservative
business in the World.

These Bonds are based solely on the company's extensive owner-
ship of New York real estate, and your investment is safe as long as
New York City is on the map. They afford a thoroughly conserva-
tive 6 per cent, investment, with interest payable semi-annually by
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It isn't as if the American Real Estate Company were unknown
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sale. Its present holdings include more than six miles of lot frontage
at stations of the new subway, in the direct line of New York's great-
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It isn't as if the corporation had no assets except a plan. A-R-E

SI.WS are secured by assets of over ^7,000,000, including capital and
surplus of over $1,125,000. You can verify our statements through
the regular business channels.

It isn't as if we were seeking speculative and uncertain avenues
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—

since the tax assessors' books were first opened, when real estate val-

ues in New York have not shown an increase of more than 6 per cent,

per annum.
An interest-bearing security, based upon carefully selected New

York real estate is unique, always pays and does not hazard the money
invested. No other investment combines such security and profit

We offer you the advantage of investment with us in this best of
all securities. If you are interested in placing funds for yourself or
others, let us send you circulars giving detailed information concern-
ing A-R-E SIX'S and the valuable properties upon which they are
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Electricity
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The Eleetrlclure "" OUTFIT
Any kind of fi?h may be caught by this new method at will.

No State in the Union has passed any law against this practice;

it's sure every time and great sport, without danger to operator

(it fools the big fish). The original sample cost us $i,coo.

Only a limited number of these outfits can be made this year,

so order early. Outfit all completeonly$ 1.00 with full instruc-

tions. Can be carried in Ihefisherman'sordinarytacklebox. By
express prepaid, 20 cents extra. Dealers and agents make big
money selling these. Send for catalogue of fishing tackle, etc.

The VIM CO., Dept. 18. 68 E. Lake St., Chicago, 111.

Oiii- (Hanionds are distinguished
for brilliancy, pure color and pei-

fcctiou in cut and polish. Goods are forwarded
piepaid, for examination, and may be purchased
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Transactions strictly confidential. Every pur-
chase fully Kuaranteed. We are famous for low
prices. Send for latest catalogue, edition i:i.
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by your majesty in that case to go out in the usual

form, •' To my trusted and well beloved cousin and

counselor ? " ' "

Hfilen Keller's College Days. — Helen Keller,

deaf, dumb, and blind, writes for McClure's (June)

her " Apology for Going to College." She says, in part

:

"
' I was of course hampered by my limitations,

which turned to drudgery much work that might have

been delightful; for they imposed upon me tedious

methods of study. I was often behind in my work at

a distance forbidden by military law ; I was never
j

ahead ; and once I fell so far behind that it seemed as !

if I might as well try to keep pace with a shooting

star ! Experience, however, taught me to tack against
|

wind and tide—the first lesson of life I learned in

college. And this was easier with Miss Sullivan at

the helm. I would not part with one of those strug-

gles against the gales — 'the winds and persecutions of

the sky.' They tested my powers and developed the

individuality which I had been advised to bring up on

books at home. . . . Altho I always tried to work

with a cool head and steady hand, and sleep according

to the law, I too was drawn into this whirlpool of con-

fused, incomplete tasks. I met other girls in the col-

lege halls and on the stairs who stopped a moment to

greet me, but they were rushing from lecture to exami-

nation, from examination to basket-ball practice, from

practice to dramatic rehearsal, from rehearsal to con-

ference, and there was no time for a pleasant chat.

And if the girls who had eyes and ears were overbur-

dened and distraught, I was at least no better off.

During four years a torrent of miscellaneous knowl-

edge poured through my fingers, and it fills me with

despair to think how much of the choicest matter of

this abundant stream dripped and oozed away. I was

eager to draw from the living waters of wisdom ; but

my pitcher must have had a hole in it. I was like the

Danaides who poured water eternally into a broken

urn.

Boycotting the War. — Richard Barry, one of

the few successful correspondents with the Japanese

forces, tells, in the New York Times, some amusing

stories of the trials and tribulations of his colleagues

at the seat of war.

" It appears that, shortly after the beginning of hos-

tilities, there were a number of American correspond-

ents in a portion of Northern Manchuria still held by

the Russians who were very anxious to secure from

the St. Petersburg Government permission to accom-

pany the troops southward. This permission was

denied, and notification given the correspondents in a

body. ' We think you are making a great mistake,'

said one of the correspondents to the officer who had

read his Government's telegram.
"

' Possibly,' returned the polite Russian, with a

smile ;
' but I don't see how it can be helped.'

" At this juncture a brash young man from Chicago

interjected with :

'
' It seems to me that your Government is taking

a big chance with us. Suppose we should collectively

and individually advise our publications to refrain

from advertising your old war ?
'

"

The Czar's Kitchen. — The most extravagant

housekeeping in Europe is that practised at the

Czar's Court. The sums spent there in eating and

drinking and servants are colossal. Says Ttt-BHs

:

" The kitchen is French in all its details, and more
than one eminent Parisian restaurateur made liis first

fortune in the Czar's employ before he started busi-

ness at home. In fact, the heads of these household

departments rapidly become wealthy men.
" The kitchen, pantry, and housekeeping arrange-

ments are all under the charge of the Court Marshal,

Count Benckendorff, but the real general in command
is a Court ' forager,' as he is called, once a chef, now
an official with the rank of colonel, with a Court uni-

form, a cocked hat, spurs, sword, etc., while his breast

is decorated with stars and orders. This awe-inspir-

ing individual must take a special oath of allegiance

and fidelity, in view of the risk that he might other-

wise arrange for poisoning his Imperial master.
" In this man's chancery there are twelve secretaries

S^'*Mfs
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SIT IN IT YOVRSELF. TRIAL TEST FREE. Try it: that's all we ask. (See
f rre trial nffor below.) You cannot know how comfortable the Comfort Chair is, until you actually
sit in it. Try it. In a few minutes you will feel as refreshed as after a full night's sleep. This is

because tho Comfort Chair helps you to relax- completely. You do not rest in an ordinary chair
because you do not relax—you try to adjust yourself to the chair, but the Comfort Chair adjusts
itself to you. It conforms so perfectly to the shape of the body bs to support uniformly your head,
back and feet. Being thus supported you unconsciously relax and rest. You sit in the Comfort
Chair as in any other chair, and if you wish to recline, stretch yourself out as far as you like. The
chair moves as you do withoiit effort on your part. Guaranteed suitable for heavy or light occupant.
Thi' framework is steel. The seat and back canvas.
FREE TRIAL OFFER. Write us to-day that you will try the Comfort Chair. We will
notify our nearest agent and he will deliver it to yon for trial. If you like it pay him : if you don't

I

he will take it back—no charsps. Where we have no aeent and you desire to buy a chair, we will
[ship on receipt of price, $3..';0 you pav freiL'ht, or .*4.00 we pay freight, in the United States east of
Mont, and the Rocky Mts., north of N, Car. and N. Mex. Money back if not satisfied.

HAGGARD & MARCUSSON CO.. No. 413 S, Canal Street, CHICAGO
Furniture, Hardware and Department Stores should write for " Agency Proposition."
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ACETYLME.

For yom* convenience we can ar-

range with your local hardware
merchant to supply and install a
<'oIt liglitiuif system in your home.
Send us his name and

Write for Our Free Book
which lu'oves all our claims for Colt
Acetylene and refers you to hun-
dreds of owners "f residences,
stores, etc., now' lighted on theColt
principle ; also to chui-ches, puMi'*
buildings, large hotels, and to town
lighting plants. Please state your
needs and ask questions.

How to Light Your Home
A Colt Lighting Plant saves expense, trouble and

worry. Cost of illumination is only 65'S that of
electricity, 50S that of gas, and even less than kero-
sene, and the light is next to daylight in quality.

No danger from crossed electric wires. N°
chance for asphyxiation as in gas. No meters
working overtime. Vou are independent because
you own your own lighting plant.

Our prices have been placed so that our generators
are within the reach of all home owners. We make so
many sizes that one is sure to fit your particular needs.

To our extended line we have added tlie following
series of Colt Leader (Model N) Generators:

1 Light Size . .

20 ••
"

. .

54 ••
•

. .

48 " ••
. .

72 ••
••

. .

95 ••
'•

. .

J. B, COLT COMPANY, Dept. T, 21 Barclay St., New York

LOS ANGELESPHILADELPHIA

FOR MEN WHO THINK AND ACT
| The Perfect Perpetual Calendar

"The Affirmative Intellect," by Chas. Ferguson, goc. I Simplest, most reliable : .50 cents. Post-free. Funk
Funk & Wagnalls Company, Publishers, New York. 1 & AVagnalls Company, 44-60 East 33d Street, New York.
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COOPER'S
SPRING NEEDLE
DERBY RIBBED

UNDERWEAR
Made of the best and cleanest yarns in silkateen,

wool and cotton on the famous Spring Needle
Machine. Tliis machine patented and manufac-
tured by Charles Cooper, will knit only the finest
yarns and produces a finisiied fabric of most

RENAR^KABLE ELASTICITY
Garments made from it retain their original shape

and elasticity imtil worn out. They tit easily and
naturally, yielding readily with everv movement of
the body. The special silkateen jabric is more
absorbent than linen and from frfit to last main-
tains the same elegant, silky^eel.

Ask any high class haberdasher for the
genuine Cooper's Underwear. If
by any chance, he hasn't it, write at once
for samples of the fabric and our Booklet E.

C:OOF»ER JWf^G. CO.,
Bennlng^ton, \/t.

Genuine Proliistoric Stone and Flint Ini>
pleinentH foi* s:«le. Semi 10 cts. foi" a nice ari-o\\

Ijoiiit, or n Hint knife, or a notched scraper, or a wiiiie

quartz point, or an old shell wampum. Mailed free
with our Cataloe-iie of 100 illustration".

J. R. XISSLEV, ADA, OHIO.

and four under-foragers, twenty-four upper lackeys,

thirty-four lackeys, eighteen under-lackeys, and fifty-

four lackey assistants. At the heat! of the kitchen are

two chefs, each with tlie salary of a Cabinet Minister,

besides perquisities. Tliey are both Frenchmen.

They, in turn, are assisted by four under-chefs, thirty-

eioht ordinary male cooks, twenty apprentices, and

thirty-two kitchen boys.
' A department in itself is the pastrycook's, presided

over by a cliief baker and two dozen assistants. And
yet the Czar eats the simplest food, preferring above

all else native Russian soii|)s like borsch and stchi.

Tlie cellars are filled with 25,000 dozens of wine of all

sorts. The Czar himself takes a glass of claret and a

little champagne - nothing more. Fabulous sums are

spent on rare fruits at seasons when they can only be

forced.'

IVIORE OR LESS PUNGENT.
Ch»nre for a Hanging. Fore.man: " How do

you vote—to convict, or to acquit f
''

Jlkor Gilligan: "How's that felly wid th'

R-roman nose an' curly hair votin' ?"

Foreman :
" ' Guilty.' "

Juror Gilligan: "Then I vote 'not guilty,' be

gobs I "—Chicago Tribune.

Every Man to His Trade.— Tatient : "Doc-
tor, it hurts me awfully to cough."

Dr. Snapper: "Then I wouldn't do it; wouldn't

do it."

Patient :
" But how can I help it ?

"

Dr. Sn.apper: " .\ii, that's a question in physi-

ology ! • V'ou'll have to consult Dr. Groper. I confine

myself to pathological OLsei."— Boston Transcript.

niade It Quite Clear. — Mrs. Sparks: "I do

wish, John, that you would explain this Chinese ques-

tion to me."

Mr. Sparks: "It's very simple, Maria. You see,

the Russians don't want an open door, but desire to

keep a slice of China for themselves. Now, the Japa-

nese want an open door and wish to keep Russia from
keeping a slice of the country. On the other hand,

Germany is trying to keep Japan from keeping Russia

from closing the door, and also wants to keep her from

keeping Russia's keeping a slice of China. Now, if

.\merica can keep Germany from keeping Russia from
keeping a slice of territory, the door can be kept open.

See ?

"

Mrs. Sparks:' "Oh, yes, it's quite clear to me.

.Anyhow, the weather's so warm there that tlie Chinese

will find it more comfortable to keep their doors open.

.~>till, I can't see why the Powers are making such a

fuss over a little thing like that."

—

Tit-Bits.

No Time for IVork.—FATHER : "Well, Julia, if

I allow young Smithers to become my son-in-law do

you suppose he will be willing to work and support

you ?"

Julia :
" Oh, papa, how can he when he has prom-

ised to do nothing but think of me all the time ?
"

—

Chicago Journa I.

Their Number Grew Less.—As the liner cleared

the leads and the heavy swell of the open Atlantic

became noticeable, dinner was served. The twenty-

si.x places at the captain's table were filled, and as the

soup appeared the captain addressed his table com-

panions.
" I trust that all twenty-five of you will have a pleas-

ant trip," he said, " and that this little assemblage of

twenty-four will reach port much benefited by the

voyage. I look upon these twenty-two smiling faces

as a father upon his family, for I am responsible for

the lives of this group of nineteen. I hope all four-

teen of you will join me later in drinking to a merry

trip. I believe we seven fellow passengers are admir-

ably suited to each other, and I applaud the judgment

which chose from the passenger-list these three per-

sons for my table. You and I, my dear sir, are "

The captain chuckled.
" Here, steward, bring on my fish and clear away

these dishes."--- T'iV-.ff//'J.

Dear Old Man.—An old gentleman of the writer's

acquaintance has a rather peculiar, and at times un-

VICTOR
Special
Offer

HIS MASTER'S VOICC "

FREE TRIAL
»-AT YOUR HOME-^

Special Offer to Readers of

THE LITERARY DIGEST.
To responsible parties, teachers, lawyers, phy-
sicians, business men, farmers, persons steadily
employed and others who can assure us of their
responsibility, we will ship our Victor Royal
Talking Machine and your choice of one dozen
Victor Records (lowest net cash price every-
where $20) on free trial.

If after 48 hours' free trial at your home you
are not satisfied with the instrument, return it at
our expense and we refund in full wliatever you
may have paid us. We charge you nothing lor
the trial.

If satisfactory send us $5.00 after trial at your
home, balance $15.00 payable in si.x instalments

2.50 A MONTH
Please do not confuse this with toy machines

offered at ridiculous prices. The Victor has an
oak cabinet, spring motor, and the best reprn =

ducer made. It will play any disc record. Any-
body can play it ; tlie greatest concert pieces,
songs, comic recitations, etc.

This is the genuine Victor Talking Machine,
and you cannot buy this outfit for spot cash any-
where for one cent less than $20, the established
price. Buv direct from us, and get it just as
cheap on monthly payments.

PI FA^F NDTF ' '^^ '^^^^or chattel mort-
LLnOL I1UIL I gages; no guarantee

from third parties. We trust any responsible

party to pay as agreed,

DonH you u<ant to hear it talk, laugh, sing
andplay andgive concerts in your home f

Catalogue and List of 2,000

R-ecords Free

l^/)e TALKING MACHINE CO.
Dept. 2IS. 107 Madison Street, Chicago. 111.

to those who already own a Victor : 25
new soft-tone, non-scratching needles.FREE

MATERNITAS
A BOOK FOR TIIK

PROSPECTIVE 310THER.

BY
C.E. PADDOCK, M.D.
Professor of Ubstttrics
Ch icayo Post-dnuinate

Medical School,

Not a book of fiids, but
just such directions
nnd information as
will enable every wife
tocontemplate mother-
hood without anxiety
!ind uneasiness, and to
secure and preserve the
health of her oflfsiiring.

Ilaiidsomfly bound in

vellum clulh, $l.'2o.

For sal*^ by booksellers
or sent prepaid on re-

ceipt of price by the Publishers, C. i. IIEAIt & CO., tbiciigo.
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Typewriter
will be apparent

The Smith
Premier

Typewriter Co.
Syracuse, N. Y.

Branch storts
everywhere

24 Razors

On Approval

For a Penny Postal
Send us your name, occupation, home and

business addresses and we will send you,
charges paid, on seven days' free trial, 24 of
the smoothest, keenest, sharpest razors ever
made. Enough razors for a year without strop-

ping or honing.
The "EVER READY "is the newest razor

idea—built like a repeating rifle—the " SAFE-
TV," with 24 blades; the "OLD STYLE,"
with 12.

Whether your beard is wiry or fine; regular
or irregular; your skin tender or tough, the
" EVER READY " will shave you withoiit a
pull or scratch ; better and cleaner than any
other razor.

Don't take our word for it

—

try them at our
expense ; then if you wish to keep them you can
pay us $5.00, on terms to suit ; otherwise ex-

press them back, collect.

In ordering, state whether you prefer the
" SAFETY " or '• OLD STYLE "—to cut close
or medium.

SHERMAN & COMPANY
Box D, 41 PARK ROW NEW YORK

INVESTORS
Read THE

vWALL STREET JOURNAL,
sprite 44 BROAD ST., N. Y., for Sample^

Copies and Special Sub-
scription Offer.

TITTLEBAT TITMOUSE
The new edition of Dr. Samuel Warren's immortal
"Ten Thousand a Year." Cloth, illustrated, iSi.50.

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPAIVY, Pubs., NEW YORK

fortunate, habit. He invariably addresses a member
of the opposite sex as " My dear!"
Moreover, he is rather deaf, which occasionally com-

plicates matters. Not long ago he moved into a new
house, and in discussing certain proposed improve-
ments with the owner—a lady—he unwittingly offended
her.

And the drawing-room, my dear," he was saying.
' Don't you think it is a little damp, my dear ?

"

The oft-repeated term of endearment roused the

lady's temper at last.

' • My dear,' indeed!" she snapped. " Do you take

me for a servant, Mr. X— ?
"

Perhaps the old gentleman heard and understood—
perhaps he didn't. Anyhow, he scarcely improved the

lady's temper by blurting out :

" Servant ! Servant ! Dear me, no ! I thought I was
addressing the owner of the premises, my dear. You
may tell your mistress I'll take the house, my dear, but

a serrant—no ! I wouldn't have you as a servant on
any consideration, my dear \"— Tit-Bits.

CURRENT EVENTS.

Foreign.

Russo-Japanese War.

June 3. — Three damaged Russian cruisers, the
Attrora, Oleg, s.xxd.jemtcling, under command of
Admiral Enquist, arrive at Manila.

June 4.—Admiral Togo visits Admiral Rozhdest-
vensky at the Sasebo Hospital. Enquist asks
that his ships be permitted to remain two weeks
at Manila for repairs, an .\merican board of in-

spection reports that it will take two months to
finish repairs on the warships. A Russian de-
stroyer, in a damaged condition, with 180 men
abroad, is towed into Shanghai.

June 5. — President Roosevelt instructs Governor
Wright, of the Philippines, that the damaged
Russian vessels at Manila must disarm and be
interned or put to sea immediately. Admiral
Uriu, with a Japanese squadron, reaches Hang-
Chow Bay, near Shanghai. Despatches from
St. Petersburg, London, and Paris hold out no
hope of speedy peace in the Far East. Peace
conferences between President Roosevelt and
Ambassadors of the various Powers continue at
the White House.

June 6.— General Linevitch expresses himself as de-
siring the war to continue, and declares confi-
dence in his ability to defeat the Japanese.
Nearly all the leading Powers are now making
efforts to bring about peace.

June 7.—A despatch from St. Petersburg says in-

structions have been telegraphed to the Russian
Ambassadors at Washington and Paris to the
effect that Russia is desirous of learning Japan's
peace terms.

June 8.—The three Russian ships at Manila are dis-

armed and interned. Advices from St. Peters-
burg declare that the Japanese have occupied
Omoso, seventy-five miles east of Kirin and ah
equal distance from the Siberian railroad.

June 9.—A note addressed by President Roosevelt
to Russia and Japan, urging them to conclude
peace, is made public.

June 8.—The All-Russian Zemstvo Congress sends
a deputation to the Czar with an outspoken de-
mand that a representative national assembly
be called immediately to determine between
peace and war.

June 9.—Norway proceeds with the organization of
a new Government ; a new flag is raised at
Christiania and elsewhere througliout the coun-
try. King Oscar declines to name a King of

Norway, and it is believed that the country will

become a republic. Norwegians in the diplo-

matic service resign their posts.

Other Foreign News.

June4.— Many persons are wounded in an anti-war
riot in St. Petersburg; Governor-General Tre-
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Ferris Delicious

Hams and Bacon
Your dealer may tell you

:

" I havn't Ferris ; but can
give you ' just as good.' "

If you wish Ferris,
why not have it?

INSIST!

The Coolest Bed
For Summer A

Sweet ileep all lummer u youri if you rest

,on a FOSTER IDEAL OR FOUR
* HUNDRED SPRING BED. The open

conilruction permits a (ree circulation of cool-

ins fresh air. The tpringt conform perfectly

to every curve of the body, yielding luxurious

ease, yet never sag, returning instantly to orig-

inal level when you move or arise. Write to-

day for free booLlet, "Wide-awake Facts

AboulSleep," and dealer's name, with cat-

alog of Foster Safety Oibs, Iron Beds, etc.

Loot ff Foster Bros. Mfg. Co.
T^ ^ 4 I Broad St., Utica. N. Y.

NWk 1^ H4I N. 1 6th St.. St.Louis,Mo.
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poff is appointed .\ssistant Minister of the In-
terior.

The Sultan of Morocco requests that a conference
of the Powers be held in Tangier to discuss re-

forms in Morocco.

June 5.—United States .Ambassador Reid is cor-
dially received by King Edward.

King .Mfonso arrives in London as the guest of
the British nation.

June 6. The Zenistvo Congress is held at Moscow
despite the police orders.

M. Delcasse, French Foreign Minister, resigns his
post, owing to disapproval of his Moroccan
policy.

Crown Prince Frederic William, of Germany,
and Duchess Cecilia, of Mecklenburg, are mar-
ried at Berlin.

June 7. The Norwegian Storthing passes resolu-
tions declaring that King Oscar is no longer
ruler, and that Norway is an indeiJendent State;
and asking King Oscar to aid in choosing a
Prince of the house of Bernadotte for King of
Norway. Tlie [people of Norway are asked to
give every aid in mamtaining their independence.

Domestic.

June 4.—Government attorneys advise President
Roosevelt that the evidence obtained against the
beef trust is sufficient to warrant criminal pro-
ceedings.

June 5.— President Shea, of the International
Brotherhood of Teamsters, and President Hugh
McGee, of the Truck Drivers' Union, are ar-
rested on charges of conspiracy in connection
with the Chicago strike.

Jacob H. Schiff. T. Jefferson Coolidge and M. E.
Ingalls resign from the directorate of the Equita-
ble Life Assurance Co.

Mayor Weaver, of Philadelphia, forces the resig-
nation of the chief of the liureau of Highways,
and issues an order that city employees need not
join political clubs, nor pay political assess-
ments.

June 6.— Judsje Lafontaine, E.\tradition Commis-
sioner at Montreal, orders the surrender of Gay-
nor and Greene to the United Slates.

June 7.— Negotiations to end the Chicago strike are
again declared off.

Three more directors resign at a meeting of the
Board of Directors of the Equitable, and meas-
ures are taken to curtail salaries and expenses of
agents.

June 8.—The Merchants' Association appeals to
President Roosevelt to negotiate a new treaty
with China, giving Chinese not in the laboring
class free entry to the country.

A train on the Pennsylvania Railroad goes from
Chicago to Pittsburg. 468 miles, in ^40 minutes,
breaking all records for steam traveling for that
distance.

The President, it is said, has abandoned his inten-
tion of calling an e.xtra session of Congress this
fall.

June 9.— Paul Morton is chosen chairman of the
board of directors of the Equitable, and Hyde,
-•Me.xander, Tarbell. and others tender their re-

signations. Mr. Hyde disposes of his controll-
ing interest in the society to policyholders repre-
sented by Thomas F. Ryan.

CONTINUOUS INDEX.
Below will be found an inde.x covering the issues of

The Liter.ary Digest for the last three months.
Each week the subiects for the week previous will be
added, and the subjects for the issue fourteen weeks
previous will be eliminated, so that the reader will
always be able to turn readily to any topic considered
in our columns during the preceding three months.
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THE TEXICOGRAPHER'S

In this column, to decide questions concerning the correct

use of words. Ilip Kunlj iX Wagnalls Standard Dictionary is

consulted as l rbiter.

"J. J. C," New York City.—"The following sentence
contains a grammatical construction wbich I And in

general use, although it seems incorrect :
' It is a very

different thing to control a rapidly moving vehicle . . .

ihan to control a vehicle which,' etc. Should not the

form be ' To control a rapidly moving vehicle ... is a

very different thing /roni, controlling a vehicle which ' V

Can we say ' different than ' V
"

"Than," after "different," in the construc-

tion cited, is considered an erroneous usage.
" Than " has the office of connecting a, subordi-

nate proposition as an adverbial inodifier witli

an adjective or adverb of comparison in a prin-

cipal proposition: hence its use is improper
where there is no comparison. When the

words are closely joined the faulty construction

is obvious, but this error is commonly fallen

into by careless writers when there are inter-

vening words. For example, the sentence

:

" This is derived from a wholly different source

than the other," is rendered correctly only
when "from" is substituted for "than."
"Different to" and "different than" are col-

loquialisms prevalent in England.

"L. B. W.," Chicago, 111.—"In the use of the accent-

mark (' ) does one or do two accents after a figure denote

inches? Under 'accent' in the Standard Dictionary

two marks (") are used."

According to American practise in mensura-
tion the single accent denotes a foot or feet

while the double accent denotes an inch or

inches. In European books the same practise

is followed with the addition of three acceiits,

which are used to denote line or lines, the line

being one-twelfth of an inch. In botany the

degree-mark is used to designate foot or feet;

the single accent, inch or inches, and the double
accent, line or lines.

"L. v.," George, la.—"Is it ever correct to say 'I

have draji/i"/ I have been tofd that there is good
authority tor 'drank' being used in the past perfect

tense, but am unable to lind any."
" I have drunk" is the accepted modern form,

not " I liave drank." However, some old gram-
marians (among them Sanborn) sanction the
latter. Even such a recent authority as Goold
Brown says ("The Grammar of English Gram-
mars," p. 393): "The preponderance of author-
ity is yet in favor of saying ' had drunk '

;
but

' drank ' seems to be a word of greater delicacy,

and perhaps it is sufficiently authorized. A
hundred late writers may be ciuoted for it, and
some that were popular in the days of Johnson. '

'

" T. J. S.," Greenwood. Ind. —" (1) What does ' Erin
go bragh ' mean ? Ci) Is it in the Standard ?

"

(1) Ireland forever. (2) On page 2248, col-

umn 3.

"W. M. J.," New York.—" Is it correct to say (1)
' He is not like you or me '

; (2) 'I would be pleased if

you will quote a price ' V
"

(1) The sentence is correct, "me" being in

the objective case, object of the preposition
"unto" understood. (2) The .sentence is in-

correct, because tliere is an error in tense. It

should read, " I shall, be pleased if you quote a

price" or "I ivould be pleased if you quoted &

price."
" E. B. L.," Brooklyn, N. Y.—"Is this sentence com-

plete, 'Kindly advise' us as to whom payment shall bo
made ' ?

"

The sentence is complete, " as to " being used
here in the sense of " concerning" or " regard-

ing." A simpler and more direct way to word
this sentence would be to omit "as" entirely,

making it read: "Kindly advise us to whom
payment shall be made."
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TOPICS OF THE DAY.

WASHINGTON CHOSEN FOR THE PEACE
CONFERENCE.

THE selection of Washington for the seat of the peace confer-

ence by the voluntary and cordial agreement of the two bel-

ligerents, is looked upon not only as a recognition that the United

States has been absolutely neutral during the war, but also as a

mark of distinction, showing the friendly and high regard now

everywhere entertained for this nation. Some papers that might

not have regarded the selection of Geneva or The Hague as a rec-

ognition of Switzerland or Holland as a world power regard the

selection of Washington as such a recognition of America. Thus

the New York Tribune remarks :

" It is an auspicious incident in the history of this nation and

of the world. It is unique, for never before has the American

capital been sought as the scene of such a meeting. It gives a

new and most gracious emphasis to the characterization of Amer-
ica as a world power. We have been a world power for four gen-

erations, but the realization of the fact is made more vivid and

more vital, both here and elsewhere, by such an incident as this."

Washington was chosen, as the despatches show, on June 15,

apparently without any friction and at the very time when a lively

discussion was going on in the European and American press as

to which was the most proper city, and while much fear was being

expressed that a hitch in this preliminary matter might seriously

interfere with the final peace negotiations. Most of the American

newspapers are inclined to the belief that from now on the course

toward peace will be "smooth sailing." The New York Herald

states it as a fact that " Russia has gained a sufficient idea of the

terms Japan will require to end the war to know that they are

moderate and that the plenipotentiaries will enter upon their task

with promise of success." Some presuming journals even claim

to know the exact conditions which will be embodied in the treaty

that is now in the making. From diplomatic gossip as published

in press reports from Washington it seems that the prevailing idea

as to Japan's terms is this :

An indemnity not to aggregate more than the cost of the war,

and possibly not more than #500,000,000, to be discharged on easy

terms.

Japan's control of Korea and the Liao-Tung peninsula; Japan-
ese or international control of the Manchurian Railway.

Restoration of Manchuria to China and renewal of the adherence
of Russia and Japan to the principle of the open door.

It is considered improbable at this juncture that Japan will im-

pose any restrictions as to Vladivostok, or as to the movement
of Russian naval forces in the Far East or that she will demand
the Island of Sakalin.

But while the American press generally, as has been said, seem

to be hopeful of the best, divergent opinions regarding the out-

come of the Peace Conference are expressed in Europe and by

some papers in the United States which draw their information

from foreign sources. The prospects of peace have given rise to

grave complications which have "set all Europe on edge," says a

cable despatch in the New York Sun, which continues as follows:

" The question of peace negotiations is complicated with certain

features of what is easiest described as the European situation

which almost overshadows it in general importance. Peace may
come, but it will be negotiated with considerable unwillingness on

the part of both belligerents, who are influenced in accepting Presi-

dent Roosevelt's invitation at the present moment by considera-

tions quite extraneous to the Far Eastern situation."

The Sun correspondent describes the Franco-German crisis over

Morocco as being so acute and threatening that the French pre-

mier felt compelled to ask the Czar to reenforce his garrisons

along the German frontier, under the terms of the alliance, and the

correspondent adds that the peril of this European imbroglio was

the real cause of the Czar's inclination toward peace.

It is also alleged that Russia is anxious for a European im-

broglio, as she thinks that thereby she could get out of the Orien-

tal war more gracefully or be enabled to resume it again under

more favorable auspices. This distrust over Russia's sincerity has

gained ground in some quarters since the announcement published

by the St. Petersburg Foreign Office upon the acceptance of Pres-

ident Roosevelt's proposal. The wording of this announcement

is as follows

:

"As for an eventual meeting of Russian and Japanese plenipo-

tentiaries, charged with ascertaining how far it would be possible

for the two Powers to elaborate conditions of peace, the Imperial

Government would have no objection in principle to such an at-

tempt if the Japanese Government expressed a desire therefor."

In commenting upon the phraseology of this utterance, the New
York Ti/nes says

:

" It is impossible to regard this statement as conclusive, in itself,

of any clear desire or intention on the part of Russia to make
peace. The Imperial Government would 'have no objection in

principle ' to what? To an 'eventual meeting of Russian and Jap-

anese plenipotentiaries.' For what purpose? To ascertain 'how

far it would be possible for the two Powers to elaborate conditions

of peace.' Nor is this assent in principle to a meeting in itself
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entirely tentative given unconditionally. Altho the Foreign Office

had already said that Russia had been convinced that Japan was
'equally disposed to accept the President's proposal,' it now adds

that the assent above described holds only 'if the Japanese Gov-
ernment expressed a desire therefor.' We repeat that it is impos-

sible to accept such a statement as conclusive of a definite desire

or intention on the part of Russia to make peace."

MENACE OF JAPANESE SUCCESS.

J
GORDON SMITH, who accompanied General Oku's army as

• the correspondent of the London Post, believes that the suc-

cess of the Japanese in the struggle in the Far East menaces Euro-

pean and American trade in the Orient, and he sees, even now,

signs of a Japanese effort to monopolize Manchurian trade. The

Japanese, Mr. Smith writes, in the current World's JJ'ork. "will

close 'the open door ' in Manchuria before they open it, more effec-

tualty than the Russians were reputed to have done. Whatever

the political policy of the Russian, he bought goods ; and there

was a share in his trade for all those dealers of various nations who

gathered on the fringe of Asia. Not so after the war. The mer-

chants of Tientsin and other populous mercantile centers of North

China see the future domination of Manchurian trade by the Japa-

nese."

It will be recalled that a well-known Japanese writer, in reply to

various articles on the " Yellow Peril," a few months ago, declared

that the Japanese are in peril rather than perilous. He added that

Japan, instead of endeavoring to oust all European Powers from

the Eastern Hemisphere, is actually busy introducing into Asia

Western goods, customs, education, etc. But from Mr. Smith's

article, one would believe that the Western goods that Japan is in-

troducing into Asia are imitations made in Japan. To quote

further

:

" I was one of eighteen war correspondents who started in July

last to ride from Dalny in the wake of Oku's army, then fighting

at Ta-shih-chiao after routing Stackelberg from Wafangkou. The
imperial highway leading to the north passed through many villages

and many walled cities, entering at the south gate in each case and

leaving by the north. In those muddy Chinese cities I stopped at

many shops, and saw St. Charles cream offered for sale. . . . The
Japanese noted the demand, with the usual result. Factories in

Japan made ' St. Charles cream.' The label of the American

manufacturer was copied, tho badly misspelled, and the Chinese
dealers were given what to them seemed the same as that shipped
from Tientsin and Shanghai. . . . Tome the ludicrous label of the

Japane.se imitation was instantly plain, but the Chinese could not

distinguish between the genuine and the imitation. The spelling

of the labels was ridiculous ; the picture of the cow was absurd

—

but the Manchurians knew no difference."

Imitations of French brandies, cube sugar from Bordeaux,

Price's candles from Liverpool, Rowat's pickles, and Libby's

corned beef could also be had of the Chinese storekeepers. They

are made in Japan, says Mr. Smith, packed or bottled identically

with the goods of the American or British manufacturer, and the

various labels are copied after a fashion. Mr. Smith writes

further

:

" At the beginning of tl e war the Japanese enacted legislation

bringing all the tobacco manufactories of Japan under government
control. The manufacturers were forced to dispose of their fac-

tories, their machinery, their trade, and their stocks, to the Gov-
ernment. The manufacturers were indemnified, tho far from satis-

factorily in some cases. The American Tobacco Company was
largely interested in the firm of Murai Brothers of Tokyo, one of

the largest establishments, and when the legislation was enacted

by the Japanese Diet, giving the Government a monopoly of the

industry, the American manufacturers moved their scene of indus-

try to Shanghai, whence an effort was made to secure the Man-
churian and the North China trade. But the Pin Heads, Pets,

Heroes, and other cheap cigarettes manufactured in Japan with

the Government's stamp on them, are being pushed in the wake of

the armies. As nearly all the population of Manchuria, male and
female, are smokers, the trade is large. It has already been lost

to the American dealer.
" In the trail of the Japanese armies Chinese hucksters gathered

outside the city gates to open marts, selling various knickknacks

imported from Japan. While walking through one of these marts,

where booths are spread beneath large umbrellas, one day in Sep-

tember last I found some tooth-powder offered for sale, labeled
' Colgate's Best White Rose—Made in Chicago.' This label

which falsely proclaimed Chicago as the scene of manufacture

further said

:

"' These Teeth-powdrs iS beSt fr Leeving Teeth-ache.'
"

The Literary Digest persists that it is " Rozhdestvensky,'' while the A"*-

I'/Vjf ofKevieu's makes it " Rozhestvenski," and the rabble of ordinary newspa-

pers vulgarize it into " Rojestvensky " The name, in any event, is supposed to

be the Russian word for "mud."

—

Tlte Pathfiyxder (Washington).

5i^)))%,

THE PE.\CE DINNER r.\RTV.what's THE MATTER WITH THE STOVE?

The Old Lady—" Good gracious ! As fast as one simmers down a new one The Ho.stess— " If the gentleman at the door will kindly come in and sit down,

boils over !

" we will make it unanimous."

^Bradley in the Chicago News. —Ireland in the Columbus Dispatch.

A WORLD OF TROUBLE.
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GEORGE WESTINGHOL'SE.

A broad-minded, philanthropic and in-

dependent business man.

JUDGE MORGAN J. O'BRIEN,

Who lias received marked proof of

public confidence.

Copyrighted by Pach Bros,, New York.

EX-PRESIDENT CLEVELAND.
" Mr. Cleveland will not consent to be

a figurehead or a dummy."

THOMAS F. RYAN.

Mr. Ryan and Mr. Morton, who are

considered the real heads of the Equit-

able, are bei ng subjected to considerable

criticism.

NEW EQUITABLE OWNER AND HIS TRUSTEES.

WEIGHING THE NEW EQUITABLE
MANAGEMENT.

T XSTEAD of restoring the Equitable Life Assurance Society

- to public confidence by the reorganization of June 9 (consid-

ered in these columns last week), the new management appear

merely to liave .stepped into the position under the searchlight

formerly occupied by their predecessors -and the resulting exam-

ination does not seem to be entirely satisfactory. The New York

T///ies, which has taken an optimistic view of the broil throughout,

now regards the company's troubles as over; and the New York

Su/i, which has outdone all the rest in making the worst of the

scandals, arrives at the same happy conclusion. Most of the news-

papers, however, in New York and throughout the country, do not

seem to regard Mr. Ryan and Mr. Morton as ideal leaders to con-

duct the Equitable to the uplands of righteousness. The Hartford

Times suspects that Mr. Ryan did not pay millions of dollars for

the Hyde stock merely as philanthropy. The dividends on the 502

shares bought by Mr. Ryan are restricted to 7 per cent, a year, and

some are a.sking why he paid $2,500,000 for them. The purchase

"one must suspect, is not solely for the dividends it will pay," re-

marks the Providence _/(i«r//r;/. And as for Mr. Morton, who is

placed in almost unrestricted control of the society, "the known
and inferred facts of his corporate career." observes the Pittsburg

Dispatch, "fail to show such Spartan opposition to the corporate

ethics of doing things law^fully, if possible, but doing them any-

how, as to guarantee that his supervision will wipe out all the

practises by which personal profits are made out of funds belong-

ing to policy-holders."

Even conservative journals like The Independent. The Evening

Post, and The Journal of Commerce are expressing dissatisfaction

with the new management. The selection of Mr. Morton "leaves

something to be desired," says The Tndependent, and it believes

that "a manager more deserving of public confidence could have

been found." The Evenijig Post, too, thinks that Mr. Morton's

unfitness " is sufficiently proved by the fact that his career as rail-

way manager is at this moment under investigation by the Govern-

ment's lawyers," and it regards the transfer of Mr. Hyde's stock

to a Wall Street promoter as " bound to inspire suspicion." The

Journal of Commerce thinks there has been " only a change of con-

trol from a discredited combination to one that has its record to

make but does not start with a very strong appeal to general con

fidence," and it adds, in another editorial

:

"There are disquieting circumstances about this 'recent change
of control in the Equitable,' notwithstanding the virtuous profes-
sions of the head of the 'Ryan syndicate,' the new chairman of
the board of directors, and the trustees chosen to vote the syndi-

cate stock. These men have not been so conspicuously identified

with the straight and upright administration of the trusts of life

insurance as to command spontaneous confidence in both their

judgment and their integrity ; and the secrecy and mystery about
the proceedings of the last few days are not calculated to allay

suspicion
" Let this settlement of the Equitable conflict be accepted as a

remedy for past abuses and an act of oblivion for all offenses, with
suspicion lulled to sleep and public attention diverted from this

exciting episode, and what assurance is there that life insurance
administration has been 'reformed ' and the trust funds of policy-

holders are henceforth safe from employment in promotion schemes

BOARDING THE DERELICT.
- Bush in the New Vork World,
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. THE NEW YORK CENTRAL'S EIGHTEEN-HOUR TRAIN TO CHICAGO.

" The snap shot from which this picture was made," we are told, " was taken in the thousandth part of a second while tlie train was running at the rate of ninety

miles an hour, near West Point on the Hudson River."

and the operations of syndicates for the profit of exploiters and

operators?

"The matter can not be allowed to rest here, and something

more is needed than the professions and assurances of the men
who have effected this recent change of control in the Equitable

"

No adverse criticism, however, is heard regarding the three

trustees who are to hold the Ryan stock—ex-President Cleveland,

Justice Morgan J. O'Brien, and George Westinghouse. These

trustees are to elect twenty-eight directors chosen by the policy-

holders, and twenty-four of their own choosing to represent the

stock they hold. As the charter provides that the directors shall

be shareholders, it is expected that the minority shareholders will

be fully represented in the board. The Chicago Tribune repre-

sents a very general feeling when it says :

" Mr. Cleveland will not consent to he a figurehead or a dummy.
He will insist upon knowing all that is going on and upon having

a valid reason for all that is done. If he shall discover that it is

his name and nothing more that is wanted by the men into whose

hands the control of the Equitable has passed his connection with

them will be speedily dissolved. He will insist on economy and

integrity in the management of the affairs of the company, and

if he can not get it he will go back to the peace and quiet of

Princeton.

"So long as Mr. Cleveland remains a trustee the policv-holders

in the Equitable will entertain a lively hope that the disgraceful

scandals of the past will not be repeated and that the sordid dummy
directors will be replaced by men of honor and integrity who be-

lieve with Mr. Cleveland that 'a public office is a public trust.'
"

The New York Times says similarly :

" Mr. Grover Cleveland is the most uncompromising and im-

movable figure in our public history since Andrew Jackson. Mr.

Justice O'Brien has the confidence of this community in such a

high degree that the Governor's designation of him to succeed

Judge Van Brunt as Presiding Justice of the Appellate Division

was by its unanimous voice heartily approved. Mr. George West-

inghouse not only enjoys that independence which pertains to the

quality of a great captain of industry, but he has in broad minded

and generous philanthropies given evidence of disinterested solici-

tude for the welfare of his fellow men. To criticize Mr. Ryan's

plan is to express want of confidence in the three eminent gentle-

men whom he has chosen for trustees, and we make bold to say

that any one who would be dissatisfied with them would be content

with no earthly solution of the Equitable's troubles."

In his letter to Mr. Ryan accepting the trust Mr. Cleveland says :

"
I assume this duty upon the express condition that, as far as

the trustees are to be vested with discretion in the selection of

directors, they are to be absolutely free and undisturbed in the ex-

ercise of their judgment, and that, so far as they are to act formally

in voting for the directors conceded to policy-holders, a fair and

undoubted expression of policy-holding choice will be forthcoming.

" While the hope that I might aid in improving the plight of the

Equitable Society has led me to accept the trusteeship you tender,

I can not rid myself of the belief that what has overtaken this

company is liable to happen to other insurance companies and

fiduciary organizations, as long as lax ideas of responsibility of

trust are tolerated by our people. The high pressure of specula-

tion, the madness of inordinate business scheming, and the chances

taken in new and uncertain enterprises, are constantly present

temptations, too often successful, in leading managers and direc-

tors away from scrupulous loyalty and fidelity to the interests of

others confided to their care.
" We can better afford to slacken our pace than to abandon our

old, simple American standards of honesty, and we shall be safer

if we regain our old habits of looking at the appropriations to

personal uses of property and interests held in trust in the same
light as other forms of stealing."

s
EIGHTEEN HOURS TO CHICAGO.

OME time ago one of our English critics said that the chief

causes of the large record of casualties on the railways of the

United States were the "makeshift arrangements for saving time

and the general strenuous life." Some of our newspapers, how-

ever, think that the greater the speed the greater the efficiency of

the road, and commend the railroads for the recent reduction in

the running time between New York and Chicago. This reduction

is the result of a speed war between the New York Central and the

Pennsylvania railroads. " These two cities," say the Baltimore

Herald, "are so fast that the companies evidently think it desir-

able not to let travelers slow down while going from one to the

other."

For some time the New York Central has been running 20-hour

trains each way between New York and Chicago, and now both

companies have established 18-hour schedules, running the " fast-

est long-distance train in the world." It is declared by both com-

panies that no distinct rivalry or competition is intended. The

cutting down of the time, they say, is the result of a public demand

for such service. A similar contest between these roads began in

July, 1902, when the Pennsylvania established a 20-hour train, but

this train had to be taken off, because of traffic congestion and con-

struction work. The New York Central, however, has been run-

ning its 20-hour trains regularly since then.

It was only 10 years ago that the standard running time of

trains between New York and Chicago was 24 hours, but some fine

exhibitions of speed have been given by the New York Central and

the Pennsylvania experimental trains during the trials over the two

routes, which are respectively 9S0 and 904 miles long. The reports

of the running time that have appeared in the press are said to

have been greatly exaggerated, but we summarize a few of the

despatches : The New York Central ran an inspection train be-
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tween Buffalo and Chicago, a distance of 526 miles, in 470 minutes,

or at the rate of over 67 miles an hour. The Pennsylvania com-

pany ran its New York-Chicago express from Crestline, Ohio, to

Fort Wayne. Ind., 131 miles, at the rate of 6S.4 miles an hour.

When the Pennsylvania flyer made its first trip it was reported

that a stretch of tliree miles was covered at a rate of 127 miles an

hour. This feat, however, turned out to have taken place in the

imagination of some reporter. So successful was the inauguration

of this fast service that the managements are said to be considering

the putting on of 17-hour trains.

" There is no doubt that all managements are attempting to re-

duce time on trunk lines," says the St. Louis Republic. "This is

a policy which appeals to patrons and the general public." The

fast service is e.\pected to produce a marked effect on business, for,

as the Philadelphia Inquirer says:

"The train is essentially for business men, and since the West
has recently become more closely linked to the East than formerly

it is expected to be popular, and is inaugurated to meet a demand.
Some of the biggest financial men in New York are now West-
erners, and they can not spend too much time going between
places

" Annihilation of space and time has become the crux of modern
business. There is no time to spend in looking at scenery. By
this train the New York or Philadelphia man loses no time from
his desk and spends only on the train the hours which he would
otherwise consume at a caf^ or in a hotel. There are multi-mill-

ionaires to whom minutes are golden, and the smaller business

man must compete with them. He can now make the trip with-

out loss of time or abandoning any business considerations, and if

he wants he can transact business on the train."

The Philadelphia Ledger is confident that this high speed is a

guarantee of the safety of the road. To quote :

" If the railroads find it advantageous to maintain these fast

trains, they can do so. The question for the general public is.

What influence do fast trains have on general efficiency of rail-

roads and what relation do they bear to safety? A railroad man
expresses the opinion in a letter to the New York Times that very

fast trains are not safe, and that the spurts at the very high speed

of from 70 to So miles an hour are very perilous. Is there not an-

other side to the question? In order to maintain trains of high

speed tlie signals must be in order, the trackwalker must do his

duty with exemplary care and diligence, the roadbed must be in

the best condition, the rails must be heavy and in perfect order;

all the officials who have any duties to perform on the track o/er

which the flyers pass must be keyed up to a very high pitch of

alertness and general efficiency, and. in a word, the equipment and

the operating department of the road which maintains flyers must
be as nearly perfect as human skill and intelligence can make
them.

" If the influence of the flyers is to make the road safer and bet-

ter in every way, are not the higher general efficiency and safety

of the road very important factors in making it safer for all trains

which are operated over the line? . . . There is no doubt a limit

to speed on railroads. The limit on American tracks, which are

not nearly so rigid and solid as the permanent ways of England, is

narrower than on English roads ; but if the Atlantic City trains

may be handled with great ease at the rate of considerably over
60 miles an hour for the actual running time, why is it that on a
well-ordered railroad a train may not be moved to Chicago over a

stretch of 900 miles at the rate of less than 51 miles an hour? The
problem evidently resolves itself into one of preparation, shifting

of engines, clear track, and general efficiency."

TRIMMING HIM.
—Evans in the Cleveland Leader

LEAKS IN COTTON-CROP REPORTS.
^T" HE charges of corruption brought by Mr. Richard Cheatham,
* secretary of the Southern Cotton Growers' Association,

created a veritable sensation the first part of the month. The ex-

citement, however, has died down, and the newspapers now seem

more inclined to await further developments. As The Journal of

Commerce well says, neither Mr. Cheatham nor Secretary Wilson

"has seen fit to let the public know enough about the matter to

enable any one to form an intelligent judgment." The charges are

that some one in the bureau of statistics in the Department of

Agriculture at Washington furnished advanced information to cer-

tain bearish elements of the New York cotton market, and also

falsified figures to indicate a cotton crop in excess of actual condi-

tions. The immediate cause of the trouble and accusations, ac-

cording to the despatches, is this :

" The estimate of the cotton-crop acreage, as made by the South-

ern Cotton Growers' Association in its report issued May 31, was

7 per cent, less than that of the Government, as published a few
days later. This difference caused a drop of $2 per bale in the

price of cotton at New Orleans. So the cotton men in that city

held a meeting and sent Mr. Cheatham to New York and Wash-
ington to make investigation and complaint."

When the matter was brought to the attention of Secretary Wil-

son, he indignantly denied that there could be a "leakage" or

manipulation of his reports, and he defied anybody to get advance

information from his office. He claims that his method of gather-

ing data and computing results precludes all such possibilities.

This method, as explained by himself, is as follows:

"The reports from the various States in the cotton belt and
those from the field agents of the department are received by the

statistician under seal and placed in a safe. On the day when the

totals are to be footed and the estimates made, these reports are

taken from the safe in the presence of myself, the statistician, and

such assistants as we may need to do the work. Behind locked

doors we examine the reports and make up the report which, as

soon as we complete the task, is given to the public. There is no
possibility, so far as I can understand, of anybody obtaining ad-

vance information as to the report made public. I can conceive

that, by collusion with an agent here or there in the country, one

might obtain a little information, but it would be of no value what-

ever."

In view of this explanation of Secretary Wilson many papers

are led to believe that Mr. Cheatham's charges are not well

founded. Thus the Nashville Banner (Dem.) says :

" That there should be such a small reduction in acreage after

the earnest efforts made by the association to induce the planters

to curtail their crops is doubtless irritating to the association man-

agers, and the resentment expressed at the government report has

come in part, probably, from that fact. Yet the world at large will

be disposed to accept the government report as the most accurate

statement because- it is disinterested and authoritative. The asso-

ciation is new in the work of collecting statistics, and its agents

would naturally be disposed to take the most favorable view of

conditions relating to the as.sociation's wishes and aims. Secre-
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tary Wilson is now entering on his tenth year in charge of the agri-

cultural department, and his administration of its affairs has been

[so] uniformly good, thorough, and unbiased as to sections that

there should be no haste in accusing the department of improper

action in this instance."

The Charleston Post suggests a possible motive that might de-

stroy the effect of the charges. Says The Post

:

" If the association can put suspicion upon the government's crop

reports it will advance the value of its own estimates by contrast

and place the control of the cotton market more completely than

could have been expected in the hands of the planters it was or-

ganized to represent."

Other papers, among which might be cited the Atlanta Consti-

Uition (Dem.)and The News and Courier (Dem.) of Charleston

do not look upon the casein such a favorable light, but refer to the

suspension of a trusted employee and some other incidents that

have occurred in the department as strong indications that Mr.

Cheatham's charges are being given the serious attention which

they deserve. Laying aside all questions as to the truth or falsity

of the charges, all papers icem to think that they have placed the

Government in a very unenviable position, and should make it ex-

ercise more care in keeping its reports above suspicion. The Bal-

timore American (Ind ) expresses its opinion as follows:

" If the Government is under obligations to send out cotton sta-

tistics, it is under obligations to send out the statistics of all the

crops raised in this country. The humblest trucker is entitled,

along with the millionaire dealer in cotton futures, to know the out-

look for peas, potatoes, or pie-plant, so that he can arrange his

deliveries to suit the market. But the legitimate producers and
dealers in cotton do not want the statistics, and why should they

be forced on them? They do not aid the legitimate trade in a sin-

gle particular. The bounding up and down of the price of cotton

upon premature rumors of the Government's report, which,

strangely enough, frequently turn out to be true, benelits the specu-

lator or speculators who make the astonishingly correct guesses,

but they would probably be able to take care of themselves if there

never were any cotton statistics."

Incident to the alleged " leakage " a question has arisen as to

whether the making of crop reports is a legitimate business for the

federal government. The argument for the government is that if

it did not undertake the work it would be conducted by private

agencies and the information gathered would be available only to

their subscribers. But under the present arrangement the entire

public is said to receive the benefit of the investigations.

CHINESE EXCLUSION TROUBLES.
^T^IIE discovery by the Chinese that they "may have rights that
* they dare and can maintain," as the New York Evening

Mail^MXs, it, is stirring up a new ripple of feeling over the exclu-

sion law. The St. Louis Globe-Democrat fears that the defiant and
retaliatory spirit which the Chinese have recently been displaying

toward the United States has been incited by Japan's great vic-

tories, and says

:

" Russia's defeats have diminished the superstitious regard which
the Chinese have had for the power of the white races. Altho
Russia alone is the aggressor, her defeat will necessarily, for the
time at least, lessen the prestige of every other white nation, in-

cluding the United States, in the eyes of the Orientals."

But whatever may have inspired this changed spirit and de-

meanor of the Chinese, it has had the very apparent effect of ma-
king the American press suddenly realize that these people can no
longer be trifled with and ignored. The slighting references to

China as an impotent and inferior nation whose rights might be

safely and contemptuously disregarded have ceased to be popular.
" Signs are multiplying," says the Washington Evening Star, " that

Congress next winter will be asked to make some changes in the

Chinese exclusion law." T/ie Star seems to be prophesying cor-

rectly, for President Roosevelt has taken the complaints of the

Chinese in hand and is reported to have expressed "great indig-

nation" at what the Philadelphia Public Ledger calls the "long

series of outrages" which " has awakened the cotton and textile

trades of this country to the sense of the danger of permitting the

Bureau of Immigration to enforce the present exclusion law harshly

according to the letter," As noted in our issue of May 27 last, at-

tention was first attracted to this phase of the Chinese question by

the threat launched by the Shanghai chamber of commerce to boy-

cott American goods. Since then two incidents have occurred

which have further complicated matters. One is the report that

the Chinese Government has decided to annul the concession

granted to the American-China Developing Company to build a

railway from Canton to Hankow. The other was the harsh treat-

ment accorded four wealthy Chinese students in Boston a week or

so ago. According to the Philadelphia Inqiiirer :

" They were provided with passports in due form, and, as tho in

anticipation of the possibility of trouble, they carried letters of in-

troduction Irom no less a person than Mr. Joseph H. Choate, the

retiring American Ambassador to Great Britain. Their identity

FREE AGAIN.
-Bush in the New York World.

^^
DIVIDING THE BOAT.

—Maybell in the Brooklyn Eagle.

AMERICAN VIEWS OF THE LATEST SECESSION.
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was therefore perfectly established and no
room was left for a reasonable doubt as re-

gards the treatment to which they were en-

titled. But all this made no difference to the

immigration authorities. They are accus-

tomed to proceed upon the theory that the

Chinese are all alike, that they are savages,

barbarians, and outlaws without any rights

that need be respected, and they treated the

party of students for whom Ambassador
Choate had vouched accordingly. The stu-

dents were detained a whole day on board

ship. Then they were compelled to submit

to be photographed, and they were not allowed

to go on their way until they had given bond
not to open laundries or undertake any other

kind of manual labor in this free country."

These four students, one of whom was a

son of the Governor of the province of Shang-

hai, were highly incensed at the American

Government on account of this insult; for. as

the Pittsburg Chronicle Telegraph remarks,

" race pride is quite as strong among the Asi-

atic as among Caucasian nations, and the

Asiatic of position naturally resents it when

he is accorded no better treatment on arrival

at our ports than is given the coolie invader

of the American labor market." The students

made a violent protest, and stirred up a news-

paper discussion which bids fair to continue

until the Chinese question is satisfactorily set-

tled. The New York Evening Mail, \ngtnQ-

ral comment on the situation, declares:

" We have been brutally assuming, more in

the way our Chinese exclusion law is enforced

than in its terms, tho the law itself is harsh

and out of harmony with our treaty with China,

that we may bully the Chinese as much as we
please, because they can not do anything to

us. It has now been discovered, however,

that the Chinese can do something. They
can refuse to buy goods of our manufacturers

or to employ American steamships for car-

riage. They have acted in the matter, and our manufacturers

and merchants are pretty thoroughly alarmed
" What do the Chinese ask? Not for a moment that their coolies

shall enter this country in competition with our labor. All that

they demand is the right of entrance for 'traders, students, and

gentry.' These three classes were all guaranteed entrance by our

treaty of 1880. And it is precisely these classes that are now being

subjected to annoyance by asinine immigrant inspectors."

JAMES D.\LRYMPLE.

Brought from Glasgow to Chicago as an ad-

viser on municiijal ownership, lie advises

against it.

DOUBTS OF MR. DALRYMPLE.

MAYOR DUNNE seems to have caught a Tartar in the per-

son of Mr. James Dalrymple, the Glasgow expert, whom
he invited over from Scotland to teach the people of Chicago how

to run their street-cars under municipal ownership. Instead of

elaborating a method to enable Chicago to take possession of its

street railway system, as he was expected to do, Mr. Dalrymple

bluntly told the mayor that the great Western metropolis was not

ready to undertake this experiment. In the few other places he

visited Mr. Dalrymple noticed defects of government similar to

those he discovered in Chicago. So before he left for home he

enlarged his accusation to include all the cities of the land, and

then made the sweeping statement that conditions at present pre-

cluded all thought of municipal ownership in the United States.

To quote his words :

" Until politics is entirely disassociated from municipal govern-

ment and men entirely free from political influences are placed in

office, successful municipal control of public utilities in the United

States is practically impossible. To put street

railroads, gas works, telephone companies,

etc., under municipal ownership would be
to create a political machine in every large

city that would be simply impregnable. These
political machines are already strong enough
with their control of policemen, firemen, and
other office-holders.

" If, in addition to this, they could control

the thousands of men employed in the great

public utility corporations, the political ma-
chines would have a power that could not be

overthrown. I came to this country a believer

in public ownership. What I have seen here,

and I have studied the situation carefully,

makes me realize that private ownership under

proper conditions is far better for the citizens

of American cities."

Thus it seems that in referring to the po-

Hth;al influences and corruption at work in

this country, Mr. Dalrymple believes that mu-

nicipal ownership in America is impossible

for one of the very reasons why people are

trying to bring it about. As the New York

Journal of Commerce explains :

" The cause of the headway which the move-
ment for public ownership appears to be ma-
king in this country—not only municipal own-
ership of what are called public utilities, but

government ownership of railroads and tele-

graph and telephone lines—does not lie in a

general belief that business of this kind can

be more efficiently and economically conducted

by government agencies, dominated by politi-

cal influences, than by private enterprise under

the incentive of personal gain, but in a feeling

of resentment and a sense of outrage at the

corporate abuses that have developed in the

use of chartered privileges. Few people be-

lieve that the business could or would be bet-

ter managed, so far as practical results are

concerned, under public ownership ; but many
take such a discouraging view of the possi-

bility of putting an end to the abuses by legis-

lative and administrative action that they are disposed to take all

the chances of the change of policy."

In view of the limited knowledge which Mr. Dalrymple has of

his subject from the American point of view, the papers are in-

clined to express a belief that about the only good that has come

from Mr. Dalrymple's visit is that it has emphasized the facts,

known to all. that business and politics will not mix, and that pos-

sibly there are, as the New York World oiitn suggests, many pre-

liminary reforms necessary to be brought about before there can

be full assurance that municipal ownership ventures will be suc-

cessful in all cases. Besides citing as instances some cities notori-

ously corrupt, but where public morals are undergoing improve-

ment, Mr. Dalrymple furnishes, as advocates of municipal o\s'ner-

ship maintain, very little evidence to substantiate his final conclu-

sion that " private ownership under proper conditions is far better

for citizens of American cities." The V>&\xo\\. Journal, in discuss-

ing the matter, says:

"On coming down to details, however, the advice of an expert

from a British municipality is not calculated to be of any great

value in an American municipality. The greater territorial extent,

the sharp division between business and residential sections and

the greater percentage of the population who ride are samples of

the conditions in respect to which the American center of popula-

tion differs from the British center of population in features that

must be considered in providing for transit needs.
" The best guarantee of what can be done under the public man-

agement of a municipal transit system is what has already been

done with such a system under private management whose waste-
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ful, extravagant, offensive methods have violated almost every

principle of good business policy. Mr. Dalrymple says that as a

proposition in finance universal transfers can't be granted in Chi-

cago. Still, if he would figure up the amount of interest on watered

stock the street-car-riding public of Chicago has been compelled to

pay in the past, he would find that the amount would be sufficient

to provide transfers daily for a considerable fraction of Chicago's

total population."

SOUTHERN NEGROES AS PROPERTY-
HOLDERS.

" "OETWEEN the Southern negro as property and the Southern

A^ negro as a property owner worthy of account, American

progress has set its milestones thick and strongly marked," says

Leonora Beck Ellis in Tom Watson''s Magazine, and she con-

tinues :

" When the epochal pen-stroke fell and ^3,000,000,000 worth of

Southern property was suddenly obliterated as property, but yet

stood there in plain world's view, like the m'etamorphosed dragon's

teeth, as men with the rights of men, there were masters of state-

craft everywhere who faced one another blankly, asking how such

a situation was to resolve itself."

But the question, in the opinion of Mrs. Ellis, has been solved by

what she calls "natural processes." This she illustrates by con-

ditions in Georgia which is the biggest State east of the Missis-

sippi. Its surface presents a marked diversity of soil and physical

aspects. It lies largely within the so-called " Black Belt." It has

1,034,998 negroes by the last census, or the largest black population

of any in the Union, but its white voters, in spite of their radical

views, occasionally expressed, are in the main "swayed by an in-

tense sense of justice toward their black brothers." These facts

are the reasons given by Mrs. Ellis in justification of her use of the

situation in Georgia to illustrate the progress and possibilities of

the black man throughout the South. We condense the following

from her interesting article :

New Year's Day of 1863 saw 470,000 freedmen in Georgia, these

in the main having been ushered into liberty in quite as destitute

a condition, regarding land and other worldly possessions, as that

in which they were ushered into existence. To-day, these freed-

men and their children pay taxes on more than a million acres of

Georgia land, not to mention houses, household goods, stock,

agricultural implements, merchandise and other taxable properties.

The toilsome processes by which the Georgia negro has climbed
from destitution to his present state of comparative prosperity

deserve more than a passing glance. But what of skill did the

negro have, save in the rudimentary forms of agriculture? What
did he know of life experimentally beyond the log square of a

slave's cabin, or by observation and hearsay beyond the compass
of the plantation lord's domain.'' Yet, somehow, working on
blindly, gropingly, toilsomely, he has still contrived to press for-

ward.

Such facts, Mrs. Ellis believes, argues well for their future.

She says

:

" Comprehending the situation in its fulness, no man can deny
that the race is actually started on the road to better things than

their past might have indicated that they were capable of attain-

ing."

TOPICS IN BRIEF.

John Bull is affectionately patting his chest as one who would say, "Jappie
and me killed the b'ar !

"— The Atiajita Constituiiojt.

It is stated that there is no word meaning " hurrah " in the Russian language.

Does not seem to be any need for one.— The Washingion Post.

The people of Russia seem to be as ignorant as the people of Pennsylvania as
to what their politicians and leaders are doing.— The Washmgton Post.

If they have any surplus peace after they are through with the negotiations in

the Far East Chicago would like to get some of \i.— 'The Chicago News.

" I HAVE a new scheme in the insurance line." " What is it ?" " I'd organize

a company to insure insurance companies against their directors."—/'?«r^.

Secretary Taft says the Filipinos are too poor to pay taxes. Those Fili-

pinos are learning to talk like New York millionaires.— The Washington Post.

If those North Sea fishermen had known then what they know now they would
have handed Rozhdestvensky's fleet a broadside of codfish balls.— The Housto?i

Post.

The Mikado's order to Oyama to go ahead has made it unnecessary for the

Czar to send any word to Linevitch as to which direction he shall take.— T'A^

Detroit Free Press.

Russian statesmen think that European nations will chip in and help bring

Japan to reasonable terms. In looking over the earth does Russia see any nation

with a navy to \o%^'>.— The Chicago News.

Secretary Taft seems to insist that as Panama is foreign territory, the

American trusts must sell construction material for the Panama Canal at their

foreign price.— The Atlanta Constitution.

The prospect is that the terms of peace will be discussed at Washington, but

not by the Senate ; so that there is a chance of their being settled within a rea-

sonable time.— The Philadelphia Inquirer.

Mr. Rockefeller will now realize the meaning of the expression " The last

straw." The prisoners of a penitentiary out West publish a newspaper in which

he is taken to task for immoral business methods.— 7"/^^ Baltimore American.

SUPPOSE THE BEES GO WITH THE HONEY."
— Rehse in the St. Paul Pioneer Press.

NOAH NICHOLAS AND THE DOVE.

—Morgan in the Philadelphia Inquirer.

PAYING THE FIDDLER.
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LETTERS AND ART.

A NEW ESTIMATE OF IBSEN.

T N America there is a wide and growing popular curiosity re-

-• garding the Ibsen drama. It is probably partly due to this

fact, as well as to the space actually occupied in tlie literary world

by the great Norwegian, that fully one-third of Mr. James Hune-

ker's " Iconoclasts" isdevotedto Henrik Ibsen and his work,altho

the book deals, in all, with a round dozen of very modern Euro-

pean dramatists. Mr. Huneker cha-racterizes the plays of Ibsen

as "a long litany praising the

man who wills." Their mes-

sage, he says. is. " Be strong,

not as the " blond roaming beast

'

of Nietzsche, but as captain of

your soul's citadel." To quote

again

:

" The .soul is the stake for

which his characters breath-

lessly game throughout the vast

halls of his poetic and historic

plays and within modern mid-

dle-class apartments
" Let us symbolize the arch

symbolist. Ibsen is an open
door. The door enacts an im-

portant role with him. Nora
Helmer, in 'A Doll's House,'

goes out of the door to her new
life, and in The Master Build-

er,' Hilda Wangel. typifying the

younger generation, enters to

Solness. An open door on the

chamber of the spirit is Ibsen.

Through it we view the struggle

of souls in pain and doubt and
wrath. He himself has said that

the stage should be considered

as a room with the fourth wall

knocked down so that the spec-

tators could see what is going

on within the enclosure. A
tragic wall is this missing one.

for between the listener and the

actor there is interposed the soul of the playwright, the soul of

Ibsen, which, prism- like, permits us to witness the refractions of

his art. This open door, this absent barrier, is it not a symbol?"

Mr. Huneker further characterizes Ibsen as " a reflective poet

who pays the tax to Beauty by his vivid symbolism." Moreover,

at one stage of his growth at least, he was a Romantic—"and a

Romantic is always a revolutionist." Ibsen, we read, " waged war

with life for over half a century ; fought for his artistic ideals as

did Richard Wagner : and. like Wagner, he has swept the younger

generation along with him. He, the greatest moral artist of his

century, Tolstoy not excepted, was reviled for what he had not

said or done—so difficult was it to apprehend his new, elusive

method." The author classifies Ibsen, generically, as "a polem-

ist. ... as were Byron and Shelley. Tolstoy and Dickens, Tur-

genef and Dostoyevsky." By way of further definition and ex-

planation we read :

"Born a Northman, he is melancholic, tho not veritably pes-

simistic of temperament : moral indignation in him must not be

confounded with the pessimism that sees no future hope for man-
kind. The North breeds mystics. Shakespeare would have made
his Hamlet a Scandinavian even if the legendary Hamlet and the

earlier play had not existed. The brief, white nights, the chilly

chmate, the rugged, awful scenery, react on sensitive natures like

Ibsen's. And the various strains in his blood should not be for-

gotten—Danish. German, Norwegian, and Scotch. Thus we get

a gamut of moods, philosophic, poetic, mystic, and analytic. And
if he too frequently depicts pathologic states, is it not the fault of

From stereograph, copyright UtO.S, by Underwouil A I'lulLTwuud, New York.

HENRIK IBSEN,

" The greatest moral artist of his century, Tolstoy not excepted," says

Mr. Huneker.

his epoch.'' Few dramatists have been more responsive to their

century

"In Ibsen there rage the thinker, the artist, the critic. . . .

These sometimes fail to amalgamate, and so the artistic perception

is cloudy. He is a true VMking who always loves stormy weather
;

and, as Brandes said :
' God is in his heart, but the devil is in his

body.' . , .
' The thinker often overrides the poet in him ; and at

times the dramatist, the pure Theaierviensch, gets the bit between
his teeth and nearly wrecks the psychologist. He acknowledges
the existence of evil in the world, knows the house of evil, but has

not tarried in it. . . . If in Flaubert's eyes ' man is bad because

he is stupid ' in Ibsen's ' he is stupid because he is bad.' ' To will

is to have to will,' says his Maxi-

mus in 'Emperor and Galilean.'

This phrase is the capstone of

the Ibsen structure. If he ab-

hors the inflated phraseology of

altruism, he is one with Herbert

Spencer, who spoke of a relapse

into egotism as the only thing

which could make altruism en-

during."

In the following sentences

other interesting points are in-

dicated.

" In men the pathologic symp-
toms are more marked than in

women ; hence the number of

women in his dramas who as-

sume dominant roles. . . . He
has seen that the modern woman
marks time better with the zeit-

geist than her male comple-

ment. . . . Will, even tho your

own will be disastrous in its

outcome, but will, he insists;

and yet demonstrates that only

through self-surrender can come
complete self-realization. . . .

The stage is Ibsen's pulpit, but

he is first the artist. . . . His
plays may be broadly divided

into three phases . . . first, the

national romantic; second, the

histor cal ; third, the social dra-

mas of revolt."

A thorough rhumd and analysis of Ibsen's plays follows with

frequent quotations from Wicksteed, Monkhouse, Brandes, Will-

iam Archer, Havelock Ellis, and Kierkegaard as to their signific-

ance and intention. Toward the end: "'What if this man were

telling the truth?' we shiveringly ask." And again, "to call him

time names is to betray the inner anxieties that assail us at some

hard of our existence."

WHY DO WE PAINT PICTURES?
"\ 1 THEN Rousseau, the French painter of forest scenery, was
^ * one day painting an oak in the forest of Fontainebleau,

says Mr. H. Heathcote .Statham in TJie Nineteenth Century^ he

became aware of some one standing behind him, and looking up,

saw a peasant, a wood-cutter, staring with all his eyes at the pic-

ture in progress. The painter thought he was the object of ad-

miration, when the rustic suddenly exclaimed :
" Eh, master, why

are you making the oak, when it is made already?" In this un-

sophisticated remark, says Mr. Statham, is the question of the

whole raison d^etre of the art of painting. Pursuing this question,

he writes

:

" I would put it this way : painting is the artist's own mood r
'^

feeling, expressed to us through materials taken from nature. In

addition to this, and as a secondary but very important source of

interest, is the painter's own particular style, his peculiar conven-

tion, in treating and representing the subject. Landscape painting

(to keep to that for the moment) is not imitation of nature, for one
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very good reason— that you can not imitate

nature. Her detail is too interminable, for

one thing. And we do not see anything in

nature as it is ; we only see it as it appears to

us. And we can not give the real effect of

nature, because a painter has no real light 2X

his command ; he has only color, which is, in

fact, a stopping out of part of the light. The
brightest thing that a painter has at his com-
mand to represent light is bnly pure white.

Hence he has to sacrifice something to get the

balance of effect. . . . Then the picture must

be decorative in line ; it must be a composi-

tion. Nature seldom obliges painters with

this. Turner, in spite of all that Ruskin says

about his truth to nature—which is quite true

as far as regards foreground detail—when he

professed to paint an actual scene treated it

just as he pleased ; it was his own composi-

tion, with nature as the basis. Then there is

the infinite variety of style in the hands of

real artists—the manner which each has of

treating color and indicating texture. A
painter who has no special style, who only

tries to make as good a reproduction of na-

ture as he can witii pigments, merely becomes
commonplace. He can not really give us

nature, and he has nothing of his own to give.

GEORG BRANDES,

The great Danish critic, whose latest volume
of literary criticism has been described as " a
romance with Byron as its hero."

the better, they preferred the worse ; having

put their hands to the plow, they turned back.

Wordsworth took to Christianity and conserv-

atism, Southey to Christianity and hack work,

Coleridge to Christianity, muddle-headed
metaphysics, and opium. Let them, therefore,

be bowed or kicked out of the competition ac-

cording to their merits. Moore, Scott, and
Campbell stand for nationalism and for

nothing more. The best of them only under-

stand political freedom— the sort of freedom
that 'shrieked when Kosciusko fell

'
; they do

not perceive that even under a constitutional

government the human spirit may be enslaved.

Let them, too, be dismissed. Keats is very

beautiful, but inadequate, because purely

sensuous. Landor had the right ideals in the

main ; but he was crotchety and not born to

command ; he had not the power of inspiring

a multitude of other minds. Shelley had the

root of the matter in him. He breathed the

very spirit of defiance, making it also a spirit

of beauty. In religion as well as in politics he

was the most uncompromising Radical of the

band. But he died without coming into his

kingdom ; and he was too vague and ethereal

—too much, to quote another critic, the "beau-

tiful, ineffectual angel '— to command atten-

. . . The landscape is the painter's own poem, expressed in terms

of nature."

The same truth applies, tho in varying degree, says Mr. Statham,

to other kinds of painting. Even in portrait painting the " per-

sonal equation " of the artist is an important factor. The ultimate

moral of Mr. Statham 's paper is " that the main end of painting is

the intellectual pleasure of the spectator through an expression of

the mood of mind or the imagination of the artist, using natural

forms as a language ; that imitation of nature, whether of human

or inanimate nature, is not the end in itself, but only the means to

an end; that a painter works on our minds through form and

color as a musician through sound." ,

THE APOTHEOSIS OF BYRON.

IN English-speaking countries no volume of Dr. Georg Bran-

des's " Main Currents in Nineteenth Century Literature" has

been awaited with as much interest as this latest addition to the

series, with its promised discussion of English poetry. Under

the title " Naturalism in England " the illustrious Danish critic un-

dertakes to trace in the British poetry of the early decades of last

century "the course of the strong, deep, pregnant current in the

intellectual life of the country, which, sweeping away the classic

forms and conventions, . . . bears in its bosom the germs of all the

liberal ideas and emancipatory achievements of the later periods

of European civilization." In doing so he achieves a virtual

apotheosis of Byron, that most lauded and most decried of poets.

A critic in the London Tit/us characterizes the work as " a romance

with Byron for its hero," and declares that to the praise of this

poet " the whole book leads up as to a dramatic curtain and cul-

mination." The gist of Dr. Brandes's argument is summarized by

the critic of The Times as follows :

" The purpose of poetry is to assert and celebrate the emancipa-

tion of the human spirit from the fetters of political and ecclesias-

tical control— to carry out, in its own sphere, and by the means
proper to it, the work begun by the French Revolution, and cynic-

ally set back by the Holy Alliance. The poet must be an artist,

of course ; but the great poet must also be a rebel. That he should

be an enlightened patriot is much; but that he should be an en-

lightened cosmopolitan is more. These being our standaids, let

us apply our tests, and see which of the poets bear them'and which

break down under them. The poets of the so-called Lake School

break down at once. The French Revolution after having inspired

them, frightened them. They became renegades. Having seen

tion, exert authority, and exercise direct and immediate influence."

In Byron, the Danish critic declares, " Romantic sentimentality

comes to an end ; with him the modern spirit in poetry originates;

therefore it was he that influenced not only his own country but

Europe." It is the Byron of later years here referred to. who,

"after Shelley's death arises and Hfts up his mighty voice." To
him the critic attributes the inauguration of the "Radical cam-

paign against political Romanticism and that Holy Alliance which

was nothing but a systematization of the political hypocrisy of

Europe." He continues:

" European poetry was flowing on like a sluggish, smooth river

;

those who walked along its banks found little for the eye to rest

on. All at once, as a continuation of the stream, appeared this

poetry, under which the ground so often gave way that it precipi-

tated itself in cataracts from one level to another -and the eyes of

all inevitably turn to that part of a river where its stream becomes
a waterfall. In Byron's poetry the river boiled and foamed, and

the roar of its waters made music that mounted up to heaven. In

its seething fury it formed whirlpools, tore itself and whatever

came in its way, and in the end undermined the very rocks
" What language ! What tones breaking the death-like silence

of oppressed Europe ! The political air rang with the shrill notes
;

for no word uttered by Lord Byron fell unheard to the ground.

The legions of fugitives, the banished, the oppressed, the conspir-

ators, of every nation, kept their eyes fixed on the one man who,

amid tlie universal debasement of intelligences and characters to

a low standard, stood upright, beautiful as an Apollo, brave as an

Achilles, prouder than all the kings of Europe together. Free, in

his quality of English peer, from molestation everywhere, he made
himself the mouthpiece of the dumb revolutionary indignation

which was seething in the breasts of the best friends and lovers of

liberty in Europe."

In estimating the immediate influence of Byron's poetry upon

the temper of European literature, the writer says:

" In the intellectual life of Russia and Poland, of Spain and

Italy, of fiance and Germany, the seeds which he had strewn

broadcast with such a lavish hand tructilied—from the dragon's

teeth sprang armed men. The Slavonic nations, who were groan-

ing under tyrannical rule, who were by nature inclined to be melan-

choly, and in whom their history had developed rebellious instincts,

seized on his poetry with avidity ; and Pushkin's 'Onjaegin,' Ler-

montoff's A Plero of Our Own Days,' Malczewski's 'Marja,'

Mickiewicz's 'Conrad ' and' Wallenrod.' Slowacki"s' Lambro ' and

'Beniowski ' witness to the powerful impression made upon their

authors. The Romance races, whose fair sinners his verses had

celebrated, and who were now in the act of revolt, eagerly trans-
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lated and studied his works. The Spanish and ItaUan exile poets

look up his war-cry ; in Spain the 'Myrtle ' Society was formed ; in

Italy his influence was most plainly manifest in the writings of

Giovanni Berchet, but hardly less so in those of Leopardi and

Ciiusti. His death made an extraordinary impression in France.

A week or two after it happened, Chateaubriand went over to the

Opposition, and his first action after his fall was to become a mem-
ber of the Greek Committee. Hugo's ' Les Orientales ' was not a

flight straight to the East, like the Oriental poetry of Germany;
his way lay through Greece, and he had much to say of the heroes

of the war of liberation. Delavigne devoted a beautiful poem to

Byron ; Lamartine added a last canto to 'Childe Harold '
; Merimee

allowed himself to be influenced by Byron's occasional spirit of

savagery : Alfred de Musset attempted to take up the mantle

which had tallen from the shoulders of the great poet ; and even

Lamennais began to employ a style in which many of the words

and expressions recalled the language of Byron's sallies. Ger-

many was still politically too far behind the other nations to have

exiles and emigrants among its poets; but its philologists had,

with quiet rejoicing, beheld in the rising of Greece the resurrec-

tion of ancient Hellas
;
poets like Wilhelm Miiller and Alfred

Meissner wrote beautiful verse in honor of Byron ; and there were

other writers who were still more deeply moved by liyron's poetry

—men of Jewish extraction, whose feelings were those ol tlie ex-

iled and excommunicated—chief among them Borne and Heine.

Heine's best poetry (notably 'Deutschland, ein Wintermiirchen ') is

a continuation of Byron's work. French Romanticism and German
Liberalism are both direct descendants of Byron's Naturalism."

hers arouse the wildest enthusiasm. The 'Life ' by Niecks is read

only by serious students, and in England we can scarcely expect the

American author Huneker to defeat at a blow the noisy Haweis or

tlie flowery Liszt."

It goes without saying, says Mr. Runciman, that Chopin "wrote

better for the piano than any other composer." Moreover, claims

this critic, in Chopin's finest music there is a greatness and depth,

an "earth-bigness," which force one to place him among the might-

iest composers.

THE TWO CHOPINS.

MR. JOHN F. RUNCIMAN, the well-known musical critic

of the London Saturday Review, says that " in proclaiming

the real greatness of Chopin one is by no means kicking at an open

door or insisting on the obvious." This, we gather, because there

were really two Chopins. the smaller and the greater— " the smaller

who wrote delicious trifles for the drawing-room, and the glorious

energetic soul who revealed himself on the piano with a sincerity

of force that even Beethoven rarely attained." Says Mr. Runciman :

" One can not say that the smaller or the greater is the true

Chopin ; but there is the fact that the smaller slowly developed

into the greater. He had very little to help him. He was already

far advanced in his art before Beethoven died, but to Beethoven

he seems to owe scarcely anything at all. For the essential in

his music he was mainly indebted to Mo-
zart, for the outer form of nocturnes to

Field : but the forms of the scherzos, studies,

ballades, and preludes are entirely his own
creation. In them he showed far greater and

finer constructive power than can be found

in all the music of Berlioz or of the dozens

of young men who could beat him at writing

concertos. He could not write a concerto
;

he could not score for the orchestra : the

piano sonatos—what misery I—but in the

forms he himself invented and found suited

to his purpose he easily beat every one out of

the field."

Concerning the popular misconception of

Chopin we read further

:

"Despite the efforts of Messrs. Niecks,

Huneker, and a few others, I believe the com-

mon notion of Chopin still to be that he was

a composer for young misses fresh from board-

ing-school. The late Mr. Haweis in a very

popular book managed to propagate this idea ;

and as Chopin /j- undoubtedly loved by board-

ing-school misses it is a difficult task to per-

suade people that he was anything more. . . .

Go to a recital of a popular pianist— Pade-

rewski or Pachmann for example—^and you

will find the audience to consist very largely of

young misses of seventeen to seventy years

:

and you will find also that the Chopin num-

UKNRY JAMES.
.Since his return to America he has been

strongly impressed by the fact '" that the wo-
men . . . appear to be of a markedly finer

texture than the men. and that one of the live-

liest signs of this difference is precisely in

their less narrowly specialized, their less com-
mercialized, distinctly more generalized,

physiognomic character."

A NOVELIST'S IMPRESSION OF AMERICAN
MEN AND WOMEN.

T T ENRY JAMES, it has been said, will be recognized years

-» -^ hence as one of the most skilful artists of his time in detect-

ing and preservmg the more delicate impressions of a period in

which the provincial, not only in Ainerica, but in Europe, passed

over into something which simulated, if it did not really secure,

cosmopolitanism. From this point of view Mr. James's "New
England: AnAutuinn Impression," which appears in the last three

numbers of The A'orth American Re^/iew, altho not treating spe-

cifically of literary matters, supplies some material for surmise as

to the novelistic motives wherewith liis return, so long delayed, to

his native land, may supply him. In the third instalment of his

impressions, emerging, as 'J'hc Sun phrases it, from " the fog of

his own idiom," Mr. James comments forcibly on the striking con-

trast between the men and women of America. He says:

"No impressiof ,o promptly assaults the arriving visitor of the

United States as nat of the overwhelming preponderance, where-

ever he turns and twists, of the unmitigated 'business man' face,

ranging through its various possibilities, its extraordinary actuali-

ties, of intensity. And I speak here of facial cast and expression

alone, leaving out of account the questions of voice, tone, utter-

ance, and attitude, the chorus of which would vastly swell the tes-

timony and in which I seem to discern, for these remarks at large,

a treasure of illustration to come. Nothing, meanwhile, is more
concomitantly striking than the fact that the women, over the land

—allowing for every element of exception—appear to be of a mark-

edly finer texture than the men, and that one of the liveliest signs

of this difference is precisely in tiieir less narrowly specialized,

liieir less commercialized, distinctly more generalized, physiog-

nomic character. The superiority thus noted, and which is quite

another matter from the universal fact of the

mere usual female femininity, is far from con-

stituting absolute distinction, but it constitutes

relative, and it is a circumstance at which in-

terested observation snatches, from the first,

with an immense sense ol\ts portfc. There
are, with all the qualifications it is yet open to,

fifty reflections to be made upon the truth it

seems to represent, the appearance of a queer

deep split or chasm between the two stages of

personal polish, the two levels of the con-

versible state, at which the sexes have ar-

rived. It is at all events no exaggeration to

say that the imagination at once embraces it

as the feature of the social scene, recognizing

it as a subject fruitful beyond the common,
and wondering even if for pure drama, the

drama of manners, anything anywhere else

touches it. If it be a 'subject,' verily—with

the big vision of the intersexual relation as, at

such an increasing rate, a prey to it—the right

measure for it would seem to be offered in

the art of the painter of life by the concrete

exainple, the art of the dramatist or the nov-

elist, rather than in that of the talker,' the re-

porter at large. The only thing is that, from

the moment the painter begins to look at

American life brush in hand, he is in danger

of seeing, in comparison, almost nothing else

in it—nothing, that is, so characteristic as

this apparent privation, for the man, of his
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right kind of woman, and this apparent privation, for the woman,

of her right tcind of man.
"The right kind of woman for the American man may really be>

of course, as things are turning out with him, the woman as to

whom his most workable relation is to support her and bear with

her—just as the right kind of man for the American woman may
really be the man who intervenes in her life only by occult, by

barely divinable, by practically disavowed courses. But the ascer-

tainment and illustration of these truths would be, exactly, very

conceivably high sport for the ironic poet—who has surely hitherto

neglected one of his greatest current opportunities. It in any case

remains vivid that American life may, as regards much of its mani-

festation, fall upon the earnest view as a society of women 'located
'

in a world of men, which is so different a matter from a collection

of men of the world ; the men supplying, as it were, all the canvas,

and tlie women all the embroidery."

THE AUTHOR OF "A FOOL'S ERRAND."

THE recent announcement from Bordeaux, France, of the death

of Judge Albion W. Tourgee recalls to the public mind a

name which, altho practically unknown to the younger generation,

was once a household word throughout tlie United States. The

publication of his famous book, "A Fool's Errand," placed him,

says the Augusta Chronicle, "alone in a literary field of his

own creation — that of

the sectional novelist."

This book stands in

somewhat the same re-

lation to the Recon-

struction Period and

the activities of the Ku-

klux Klan as " Uncle

Tom's Cabin " stands to

the later days of slavery

in the South. Garfield

is reported to have said

that he owed his elec-

tion to " A Fool's Er-

rand." Judge Tourgee

added nothing to his

literary output during

the past twenty years.

The list of his published

works includes :
" Bricks

Without Straw," " Hot

ALBION w. TOURGEE, Plowsharcs," "Black
Whose book, "A Fool's Errand," may be said Ice," "Button's Inn,"

to stand in somewhat the same relation to the « -iir-fi r ^ t; 1

Reconstruction Period and the activities of the With Gauze and bwal-

Kuklux Klan as " Uncle Tom's Cabin" stands low," " Pactolus Prime,"
to the later days of slavery in the South. „t i t- » « t^i tt-

John Eax, The Hip

Roof House," "A Son of Old Harry," " Out of the Sunset Sea,"

" The Man Who Outlived Himself," " An Outing with the Queen of

Hearts," "A Royal Gentleman," "An Appeal to Cassar," and

"Figs and Thistles."

"Broad-minded, deeply cultured, widely experienced," says the

St. Paul Pioneer Press, "Judge Tourgee put into his books such

an accumulation of power as belongs to few writers of to-day."

According to the same paper, a comparison of his books with those

that now Hood the market "makes the current declension clearly

visible." From the New York Tribune we take the following con-

cise account of his career :

"Albion W. Tourgee was born at Williamsfield, Ohio, in May,

1838. He spent his youth in Western Massachusetts and in 1858

he went to the Rochester University. But his college course was

interrupted by the outbreak of the war. In April, 1861, he enlisted

in the 27th New York Regiment and at the first battle of Bull Run
he was wounded. This wound made him an invalid for a year,

which time he spent in the study of law, thus securing his admis-

sion to the bar of Ohio. He reentered the army in July, 1862, as a

first lieutenant in the 105th Ohio Regiment. His service in the field

was soon terminated by the fortunes of war, which made him a

prisoner. He was confined at Atlanta and Salisbury and in Libby

Prison. At the close of the war, a mild climate being essential to

the restoration of his broken health, he settled, with his wife and
daughter, in Greensboro, N. C. He was successful in his profes-

sion there, and in 1867 was elected as a delegate to the State Con-
stitutional Convention. A year later he became a judge of the

Superior Court, holding his office until 1874. During his term of

service as judge the Kuklux Klan was exposed and broken up,

largely through his individual efforts. He took the sworn confes-

sions of several hundred members of the order, and the material

thus obtained was afterward utilized in his books. ... In 1869 he

was one of the commissioners appointed to prepare the code of

North Carolina, and in 1875 he was again a delegate to the State Con-
stitutional Convention. His first contribution to fiction was made in

1874, when, under the noni de plume of Henry Churton, he wrote
' Toinette,' a tale of the South, a work which attracted much at-

tention from moralists living below Mason and Dixon's line by the

peculiar views expressed in it concerning the social relations of the

whites and blacks. In September, 1879. Judge Toiirgee published

a second novel, ' Figs and Thistles; a Story of the Western Re-

serve and the Civil War.' The embodiment of a portion of Gen-
eral Garfield's career in this story added to its interest, and during

the campaign of 1880 it was placed on the list of exceptionally suc-

cessful works. The publication of ' A Fool's Errand ' two months
after ' Figs and Thistles ' appeared produced a genuine sensation

throughout the country. The resources of the publishers were

taxed to the utmost to supply the demand, which in a year's time

had called for nearly one hundred and fifty thousand copies of the

book, a sale which is said to have been unknown since the publi-

cation of ' Uncle Tom's Cabin.' ' Bricks Without Straw ' appeared
in October, 18S0. The circulation of these three books, published

within thirteen months, was in February, 1881, placed at nearly

two hundred and twenty-five thousand copies
" From 1881 to 1884 Judge Tourgee was editor of T/ie Continent,

a literary weekly. He was appointed consul at Bordeaux in 1897,

and in 1903 was promoted to the post of consul-general at Halifax,

returning later to his former office at Bordeaux."

In the opinion of the Providence Journal, "Judge Tourg^e's

really important work was done as a jurist, not as a novelist." As

a jurist he did much toward breaking up the Kuklux Klan, and

had a principal part in preparing the North Carolina code. But

"A Fool's Errand," says The Journal, is "one of those novels

which, by dealing with a burning question, attain a popularity out

of all proportion to their literary merit." The Brooklyn Citisett

remarks that Tourgee, like Churchill, "blazed the comet of a sea-

son, and his career may be used to illustrate the difference between

fame and ephemeral popularity."

NOTES.
It is reported from London that the " Shakespeare Festival" at His Majesty's

Theater this year has been an astonishing success ; and the dramatic notes from
the British provinces further indicate that the modern theater-goer has still some
interest in Shakespearian drama. But this interest appears to be somewhat
erratic. For instance, it is said that the record success at His Majesty's was

achieved by the revival of Richard II., a play which is not generally regarded as a

conspicuous popular favorite. Further, we read in The Evening Post (New
York ) :

" Mr. Tree never thinks it worth while to disguise matters, and it has been

an open secret that some of the touring companies he has sent into the country

with various Shakespeare plays have not attracted very large audiences. And
they were excellent companies, and the mounting was the mounting of His Ma-
jesty's. A few weeks ago ' The Tempest " went into tha provinces. The company
was no better, the scenery was not more magnificent, theatrical business in the

country has made no marked general improvement. Vet ' The Tempest' itiner-

ary has been a triumph everywhere. Why is it ?

"

"I HAVE been busying myself of late," says Count Tolstoy, in a recent issue of

the New York Independent, " elaborating a system of reading for every day, to

consist of the best thoughts of the best writers. Reading all this while Marcus

Aurelius, Epictetus, Xenophanes, Socrates, Brahman, Chinese and Buddhist

wisdom, Seneca, Plutarch, Cicero and, of the moderns, Montesquieu, Rousseau,

Voltaire, Lessing, Kant, Lichtenberg, Schopenhauer, Emerson. Channing,

Parker, Ruskin and others(this is the second month since I have stopped reading

newspapers and magazines), I am ever more and more astonished and even fright-

ened not so much by the ignorance as by the ' civilized' savageness in which our

society is engulfed. Enlightenment and education," continues the Count, " are

given us that we should avail ourselves of the spiritual heritage left us by our

ancestors. While familiar with our newspapers, we neglect the real pabulum of

literature. How I should like." he finally exclaims, "to alleviate at least a

little this terrible calamity, which is worse than war, for upon this most terrible

' civilized ' and therefore self-satisfied calamity grow all borrows, and among them
also war."
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SCIENCE AND INVENTION,

HASTY SCIENTISTS.
' I ""HE haste of some of our scientitic investigators to announce
A their discoveries, and to ventilate the theories based thereon,

is contrasted unfavorably in the editorial columns of The Electri-

cal World ami Eitgi/ieer ("Sl^y 2-j) \\'\\\\ the cautious conservatism

of Sir Isaac Newton, who waited for years before giving to the

world his law of gravitation, because some of his data appeared at

the time not to be in accordance with the new principle. Says this

paper :

" It is now near two and a lialf centuries since Isaac Newton, in

one of the flashes of intuition that form man's best title to immor-
tality, saw disclosed to him the key to the mysteries of space. It

was half a lifetime later when, through years of patient study and
waiting, data enough had come to his hands to clear his conscience

in announcing his discovery. For very truth's sake he gave to

the world no half-baked hypothesis nor ventured to exploit with

specious arguments a doctrine which did not quite meet all the

facts. We do things differently nowadays. How would the great

discoverer have fared had he occupied the chair of physics at

University, where a monthly blank is forwarded to heads of de-

partments to be filled out with reports on the 'researches' they

have completed and the number of lectures tiiey have given before

women's clubs? Would he have held his peace or would he have

sent for a reporter of The Daily Saffron and have filled him full

of speculations on the bounds of space and the origin of life?

Would he have cut up his great hypothesis into stove lengths, as

it were, to furnish his hustling pupils fuel for frying their theses?

Would we have had Prof. I. Newton and Thomas Snoobs, B.S.,

'On Gravitation in Jupiter,' and Prof. I. Newton and Richard
Roe, A. B., 'On Gravitation in the Saturnian System,' and soon
ad nausea//!.^ And would the president have sacked him for in-

sinuating that something in the universe had a more consistent

pull than the chief benefactor?"

These reflections are due chiefly, the writer confesses, to medi-

tation on some of the recent publications on the properties of

radium. He goes on to say :

We are far from denying the possibilities of the working

hypothesis assumed by Rutherford and his confreres, but what
would Newton have done? Would he have left, before develop-

ing the results of his hypothesis, any stone unturned that might

give him light on its fundamental correctness? Profoundly inter-

esting as are theories of the genesis of the so-called elements, they

furnish no adequate excuse for neglecting to examine the elements

at hand. Take, for example, the substance radium itself. There
is good reason to assign it a definite place among the other ele-

ments, and a rational set of chemical and physical properties quite

apart from its radioactivity. Who, of all those who have theorized

about its radiations, have any knowledge of the physical proper-

ties of the metal, with the bromide of which they are daily work-

ing? Is there anybody, indeed, who can affirm from actual knowl-

edge that the metal radium is radioactive at all? Radium salts

are, unhappily, costly, the latest newspaper quotation being ^3,000,-

000 per ounce, but the subject is surely of sufficient importance to

justify some one in trying to produce a few milligrams of the metal.

Again, it seems to be well established that radium salts give off

heat spontaneously and steadily, as an accompaniment to their ra-

dioactive activity. But there has not yet been any adequate inves-

tigation of the actual cause of this thermal energy.
" We have had any amount of speculation based on the assumed

endothermic properties of radium, including a voluble explanation

of the source of the sun's heat and the interior temperature of the

earth, but there has not been yet a really serious attempt to deter-

mine whether the phenomenon itself is primary or secondary—due
to disintegration or to the return of energy received from exterior

sources. Everybody seems to have jumped at the former conclu-

sion as the striking and sensational one without further discrimina-

tion. Likewise in the case of the radium emanation we have on

good authority the appearance of helium as a decomposition prod-

uct. Radium has a definite spectrum and so has helium, but

altho the spectroscopic study of this mysterious evolution of helium

ought to show clearly and certainly the whole progress of atomic

disintegration, no word has yet come to enlighten us. The true

and faitiiful student of radioactivity seems to hold old-fashioned

chemistry as anathema, and the spectroscope, that magic wand
that has turned back the veil from interstellar abysses, as a deceit

of the devil. Now the subject is a tremendously important one

—

we began this comment intentionally with a reference to gravita-

tion—and it deserves the best efforts of the greatest investigators.

The thing which we would impress upon them, however, is that

hypothesis needs to have its wings clipped a bit just now. It is

well to remember Newton's immortal lesson in scientific self-re-

straint, and to make sure of one's foundations, before building a

new heaven and a new earth from anything so elusive as radium

emanation."

WHAT IS ANTHROPOLOGY?
ANTHROPOLOGY belongs to a group of younger sciences

whose boundaries are still but imperfectly drav/n. The

phrase "science of man" is ambiguous; it may signify the accu-

rate measurement of prehistoric skulls, or an inquiry into the racial

and geographical distribution cf man, or, finally, the study of the

various stages of savagery and civilization. An interesting dis-

cussion of some of the

DR. W J MCGEE,

President of the American Anthropological
Association.

larger problems of the

science by Dr. W J

McGee, president of the

American Anthropolog-

ical Association, ap-

pears in Science (May

19). Concerning the or-

igin of anthropology.

Dr. McGee says

:

" Viewed in the light

of history, it is no acci-

dent that anthropology

is the youngest of the

sciences; for it is the

way of knowledge to

begin with the remote

and come down to the

near^to start with the

stars, linger amid the

mountains, rest awhile

among rare gems, and

only slowly approach

such commonplace
things as plants and
animals and soils, to

end at last with man. The sciences have come up, just as the

cosmos seems to have developed, in an order of increasing com-
plexity ; and the science of man is, more than any other branch

of knowledge, interdependent with all the sister sciences and
more many-sided than any of the rest. Astronomy and mathe-

matics and chemistry are systems of knowledge produced by men
and minds, anthropology is systematic knowledge of these pro-

ducers; and neither the old sciences nor the new can be rendered

complete and stable without the support of the others."

The writer discovers at the basis of anthropology the general

law, first grasped and enunciated by Francis Bacon, that "mind is

at once product and mirror of other nature." The modern anthro-

pologist's interpretation of this law runs as follows :

" Minds of corresponding culture-grades commonly respond simi-

larly to like stimuli, [while] minds of other grades frequently re-

spond differently—as when the savage eviscerates an enemy and
devours his heart as food for courage, or the barbarian immolates

a widow on the bier of her spouse, or the budding Christian lends

himself to the tortures of the inquisition, each reveling in his own
righteousness and reprobating all the rest, tho all are alike ghastly

and obnoxious to enlightened thought."

The " culture-grades " which modern anthropology substitutes

for the older division of mankind into " races " are the result of a

new point of view. The older anthropology was physical

:

" Its makers busied themselves with features of the human frame
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corresponding to those of lower animals; comparative anatomy
was cultivated with assiduity and profit, anthropometry flourished,

and mankind were apportioned into races defined by coloi" of skin,

curl of hair, slant of eyes, shape of head, length of limb, and other

structural characters—/.^., the methods and principles of zoology

were projected into the realm of humanity. One of the collateral

lines reverted to the abnormal, to mature in criminal anthropology

—the science of abnormal man ; another line led through prehis-

toric relics to archeology, and still another stretched out to the

habits and customs of primitive peoples, and eventually to com-
parison of these with the usages and institutions of civilized life."

The newer anthropology, we are told, is mental ; it considers

human conduct and human activity, instead of physical structure.

It is declared by the writer to be essentially an American product,

having as one of its pioneers Albert Gallatin, who noted that " the

color and stature and head-shape of tribesmen were of trifling con-

sequence in contrast with their actions and motives," and whose

classification of the native tribes on the basis of language is de-

clared to have " marked an epoch in science no less important than

that of Linne." This new school of anthropology may be likened

to the vitalistic school in biology, in that it assumes the existence

of " mentality " as a force of nature.

To quote further:

but unsatisfying husks—the great fact remains that even the low-

est savage known to experience is human-man—in attitude, mien,

habits, and intelligence, while even the highest apes are but bristly

beasts. How the chasm was crossed, either in the one place and
time required by monogenesis or in the many places and times de-

manded by polygenesis, is a question of .such moment as to rank
among the great problems of anthropology until (if ever) the solu-

tion is wrought."

The question of the antiquity of man the writer considers only

less difficult ; still he thinks it probable that there were men in

Asia and Europe and Northern Africa before the glacial periods of

the Pleistocene, and that the earliest Americans came later—prob-

ably before all the ice-periods closed, but possibly nearer the earlier

than the latest.

T
fast

Sfun

/.y

" In the last analysis the modern
definitions of mankind are primarily

psychic ; and it matters little whether

men are classed by what they do or

by what they think; the practically

scientific classification of mankind
must rest on a kinetic basis, i.e., on

self-developed and self-regulated

conduct. Of late the activities them
selves are grouped as arts, indus-

tries, laws, languages, and philos-

ophies, and each group constitutes

the object-matter of a subscience,

thus giving form to esthetology, tech-

nology, sociology, philology, and
sophiology; and these (together

called demonomy, or principles of

peoples) with somatology and psy

chology, rriake up the field oijin-de-

siecle anthropology."

Altho anthropology has passed

beyond the "physical" stage, the

problem of physical structure remains in the form of an evaluation

of heredity ; the problem "as to the weight properly assignable to

hereditary structural characters in classifying men and peoples."

Under this head stand several minor problems; among them, the

problem of physical improvement of individuals and types, the

problem of the mean length of life and its variability, and the

problem of "degeneracy." Concerning the last problem. Dr.

McGee is inclined to be optimistic, at least as regards "degeneracy
"

in America. He writes :

"The morbid view imported by Nordau and his ilk demands
little American notice, however large the problem in Europe; for

under the stimulus of that personal freedom which is the essence

of enlightenment, normal exercise of mind and body springs spon-

taneously, while hereditary disease, constitutional taint, idiocy,

unhealthy diathesis, and all manner of transmissible abnormalities

tend to wear themselves out, as our vital statistics sufficiently

show."

Current anthropological problems that are still more general

relate to human origin, racial distribution, and the antiquity of the

human race. Says Professor McGee :

"To the comparative anatomist the gap between simian struc-

ture and human structure was of little note even before it was di-

vided by the Dubois discovery in Java ; for the differences be-

tween higher apes and lower men are less than those between
either (i) lower and higher apes, or (2) lower and higher men. Yet
to the sympathetic student of mankind these dead homologies are

GREAT GUNS WITH RAPID FIRE.

HE " rapid-fire "guns are often confused by the layman with

"machine guns," which pump out a stream of bullets as

as they can be fed into the weapon. The fire of a " rapid-fire
"

is only relatively " rapid." The term is applied to guns of

considerable caliber, which can nor-

mally be discharged only at inter-

vals of several minutes, owing to the

necessary work of aiming, loading,

cleaning, and cooling. A'arious de-

vices for shortening this time have

been adopted, so that a gun of me-

dium size may now be fired once a

minute or oftener, and these devices

are now being applied to guns of the

largest size, such as are used in coast

fortifications. We translate the fol-

lowing paragraphs from an article

on the subject in La A'aiure (April

29). Says the writer:

fr \

DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING COAST DEFENCE

" The importance of rapidity of

fire, which has not been far extend-

ed in the case of large calibers, is e.s-

pecially great at sea, where we must
concentrate the greatest possible

weight of metal, in a few minutes, on

a vessel that is passing at a good
rate of speed. The difficulties are

of various kinds: the slowness of aiming the gun, the recoil, and

the weight of the projectile, which retards loading.
" It is known, in fact, that a piece pointed at Z sends its projec-

tile to the point B. The shell, when it starts, makes an angle with

the horizontal plane, and then curves gradually away downward
from the line of fire. It may easily be understood that the relation

between these elements may be embodied in a mechanical device,

and Deport's apparatus, which has long been known, enables the

aiming to be done automatically.

"This is in essence a telescope whose mounting is adjusted to

the gun itself. The relative movements of the different parts are

so calculated that if the telescope is pointed at B, the gun takes the

direction AZ. After it has been fired, the gun recoils; it takes

always 3 to 4 minutes to aim it again and fire a second time.
" For a long time experts have been studying the adaptation of

the brake to cannon of large caliber. These brakes, which are

generally hydropneumatic. absorb the energy of recoil and prevent

great movement; the gun, fastened to the piston of the brake,

runs into a receptacle connected with the carriage.

" Finally we must bring our efforts to bear on the operation of

loading. A shell for a gun of 240 millimeters [about 10 inches]

weighs 150 to 200 kilograms [330 to 440 pounds] or more, and is

difficult to handle. In recent armor-clads, electric elevators and

loaders have been installed, and these perform all the necessary

operations, being veritable marvels of mechanism.
" Without going farther, we may say that at Havre a gun of 24

centimeters [10 inches] has been fired three times a minute, instead

of once every three or four minutes—a remarkable result.

" Thus we may fire in one minute three shells at a vessel in
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sight, and this is all that we ought to expect, for it is incredible

that the same gun should keep on at this rate, sending 15 shells in

ri\ e minutes, etc. The use of great guns is accompanied with nu-

merous delays, due to the necessity of cleaning, cooling, etc.

" Rapidity of fire has even been delayed, in certain marine guns,

by an extremely curious fact. The breech-block of these pieces is

so well made and so closely adjusted that it refuses, it would ap-

pear, to close when encrusted with the residue of the powder, so

that it must be completely washed out at every discharge. Thus

we have learned by experience that the adjustments at the breech

of a good rapid-fire gun must be left very loose, to the great scan-

dal of good workmen at our factories."

—

Translation made for

The Literary Digest.

THE COMING OF HIGHER SPEEDS.

THE announcement in the daily papers of June 12 tiiat the new

Pennsylvania flyer had made some remarkable speed records

in the nm between New York and Chicago lends especial interest

to some conclusions drawn, in an interesting paper read by Dr.

Friedrich Schulz before the International Railway Congress, at

Washington, from the Berlin-Zossen high-speed tests. The preva-

lent opinions or fears that these tests were made under conditions

too perfect ever to be realized in commercial practise are not in-

dorsed by this author, who is confident of the practicability of

verj' high-speed operation of electric cars. He also believes that

the present methods of track construction are satisfactory, and that

slight modifications will enable our present cars to be operated at

speeds of over 100 miles an hour safely, provided a clear way can

be assured. Says The Electrical Revieiv in an editorial note :

" The greatest danger seems to be in the failure of the signal-

ing system, for, during foggy weather, the track signals were not

visible soon enough to be effective. This trouble was somewhat

overcome by an electrically operated signal carried on the car it-

self, which operated satisfactorily throughout the tests. But where

speeds of from 100 to 120 miles an hour are sought, it would seem

to be only proper to provide a duplicate signaling system to insure

safe operation during bad weather. A high-speed road, to be suc-

cessful, must be able to maintain its schedule at all times, and al-

tho the passengers on the test car may have felt safe during the re-

markable experimental runs, as they knew there was no other

train on the track, greater precautions seem necessary for a road

designed for actual service. A possible solution of the problem

would be the cutting of high-speed roads into long blocks— for ex-

ample, a block from New York to Philadelphia, a second from

Philadelphia to Baltimore, a third from Baltimore to Washington,

etc. The longest section here is but little over ninety miles, and,

with an hourly service, each block would be clear before a train

left. Of course, such a road would have to be elevated over other

roads or have them carried over it. Grade crossings of any kind

would not be permissible
" There is no doubt that a safe high-speed road connecting the

largest cities would get the greater part of the through passenger

traflfic, but whether we are quite ready for it is not so sure. The
large railroads of this country are at the present time carrying out,

or planning to carry out, some very remarkable and expensive

work, and they will feel some hesitation toward undertaking what

will be something of an experiment. On the other hand, if they

delay too long they may find that the electric roads have forestalled

them, and that their through traflfic is being reduced as seriously as

their short-haul traffic has been cut down by the suburban electric

roads. We wonder if the railway presidents do not often wish

that the electric motor had never been invented."

A Smoke-Cooling Pipe.—A tobacco pipe so constructed

as to cool the smoke before it reaches the mouth and prevent it

from impinging against the tongue has been devised by Mr.

Charles Elkin and his son, of New York. The " burning " of the

tongue by direct contact with the smoke is a reputed cause of

cancer, wherefore the inventors have named their device an " anti-

cancer "pipe. However this may be, certain other advantages are

claimed for it, as may be seen from the following paragraphs

quoted from The Scientific American, export edition. Says the

writer, in sul)stance :

In view of the enormous advantage of the pipe, its simplicity

becomes the most striking feature. At the end of the stem is a
chamber closed at the end and the under side, having outlets only

on the top side, so that the impossibility of direct contact between
the smoke and the tongue is at once obvious. Other improve-
ments aim to overcome the disadvantages of the ordinary pipe out-

lined below.

The main difficulties presented by the old or ordinary construc-

tion of pipes, and which have distinctly received scientific solution

by the invention of the Messrs. Elkin, may be summarized as,

First : A continuous concentrated jet of hot nicotin-laden smoke
striking one spot on the tongue setting up inflammation and swell-

ing accompanied by the possibility of cancer or other malignant
affection. Nature's effort to cool the spot is evidenced by abnor-

mal generation of saliva. Second : Continuous flow of saliva into

the stem resulting in an occasional mouthful of diluted nicotin.

Third : It does not always draw ' free,' with the resultant ' pulling,'

coughing, and spitting. Fourth : When partially out, the unpleas-

ant taste of ' pulling up ' and subsequent burning when the fire

comes. If it is as impossible to remove the smoking habit from
the race as it is to eliminate nicotin from tobacco and remain to-

bacco, it is clearly a great benefit to have a source of danger
avoided, and at the same time make a gain in the direction of com-
fort and cleanliness.

THE MIGRATIONS OF BUTTERFLIES.
" I "HE great flights of butterflies, which flutter by millions along

* some rivers in South America have been described by sev-

eral travelers in the Amazon valley, but, according to a writer in

the Revue Scientifiqne, no one has yet succeeded in accounting for
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A FLIGHT OF BRAZILIAN BUTTERFLIES.

them satisfactorily. An account of some recent observations, ab-

stracted from The Bulletin of the Para Museum, appears in the

former periodical (May 20). Says the writer :

"The migrations of birds are well known, but those of butter-

flies do not appear to be so generally recognized. M. Goeldi, the

director of the museum at Para, Brazil, gives some information

about such migrations in the Amazon valley, which are positively

huge. The author states that he was deeply impressed in 1870 by
a migration of this kind, lasting nearly an hour, which he witnessed

in Switzerland, near Lake Neuchatel. This was composed of an

enormous number of individuals of Pieris brassica. These pierides

also made up the flight of butterflies in the Amazon valley.

" Such flights have been noted several times, especially by Bates,

by Spruce (in 1849), and also in an old Brazilian chronicle in 1615.

But some of the authors declare that the flights were southward

and others that they were northward. M. Goeldi has reconciled

these stories; he followed, on the Rio Capim, a flight of these

myriads of butterflies, and showed that the direction varied with

the period of the journey.
" The flights were composed exclusively of pierides, of which
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about 99 per cent, were Catopsilia staiira and the rest almost en-

tirely Eiirema albula. Goeldi took instantaneous pliotographs of

the butterflies, of which one is very interesting" (see illustration),

since it represents a passing irregularity in the disciplined order

of their flight; in certain places columns are detached, make a

detour, and rejoin the main body later, after describing a sort of

circle.

"The excursionists who thus detach themselves temporarily,

also do so to direct their course toward a leguminous tree of fre-

quent occurrence on the banks of the Rio Capim. It is called in

Brazil the arapary. . . .. This tree at the time of the observed mi-

grations (July-August) is in flower, and the blossoms, tho not visi-

ble to a great distance, give out an intense perfume. The flower

has a nectary to which the insects resort to get the juice. It is al-

ways in the neighborhood of these trees that the butterflies make
their detours. The trees are very characteristic of the river-banks

of the Amazon basin, and must offer a highly prized food to the

pierides of the region, which perhaps do the tree a service in aid-

ing its pollinization. But what is the cause of these immense
flights—of these enormous assemblages that move in masses along

the rivers? M. Goeldi does not attempt to explain them. Spruce

thought that the flights were mostly of males and on the other

hand that the migratory instinct of the females, was to be ex-

plained by the necessity of seeking certain species of mimosas to

lay their eggs thereon. But so far as we know, no one has ad-

vanced any satisfactory explanation of the reason why myriads of

pierides should thus join in a common flight."

—

Translation inade

for The Literary Digest.

THE PROBLEM OF DYNAMITE TRANSPOR-
TATION.

THE article, recently quoted in these columns, on the present

need of a safe high explosive, has been since emphasized

strikingly by the accident on the Pennsylvania railway near Harris-

burg, caused by the detonation of a carload of dynamite follow-

ing a collision. ]n view of this disaster, all sorts ')f regulations

have been proposed by the daily press, on some of which Engi-

neering News (May 25) quite sanely comments as follows :

" Before any change is made in existing laws or regulations or

customs, we should be entirely certain that any change will not

lead toward dangers greater than those which it aims to avoid.
" For example, various newspaper editors have proposed that the

transportation of dynamite by rail should be prohibited altogether.

But if this were done the result would be the establishment of

hundreds of small dynamite factories all over the country, whose
product would have to be distributed by wagon over country roads,

passing through streets of towns, cities, and villages. As the

manufacture of dynamite is many times as dangerous as the han-

dling of the finished explosive, the net result of such a change would

surely be a multitude of accidental explosions in all parts of the

country and a total annual loss of life and property by far greater

than that which now occurs.

"The same thing would be true in some degree of any general

law or regulation so restricting the carriage of dynamite by rail as

to make its transportation seriously difficult or expensive.

"There is no doubt at all that railway men generally would gladly

be rid of the responsibility of transporting explosives, and that they

are taking a broad and correct view of theii uuties to the public as

common carriers in accepting it for transportation under proper

regulations.
" It has been suggested that railways might transport dynamite

only in special trains, to be run at times when the road is least busy

with other trains and with especial care to keep the track clear.

There may be merit in this proposal for trunk-line railroads, where

the amount of such freight shipped would justify the use of a spe-

cial train at intervals of a week or more ; but how about the great

mileage of branch lines? If dynamite may only be carried in special

trains to the towns along these lines, then the inevitable effect would

be to greatly increase the amount of dynamite held in storage every-

where ; and this again would manifestly be contrary to public

safety.
" The best general requirement that we can see for the safe trans-

portation of high explosives is the requirement that all shipments

shall be conspicuously labeled. Let every car in which more than

so many pounds of dynamite is carried be placarded on both sides

with a large colored label bearing the word 'explosive.' Such a

label would be a useful warning to trainmen, yardmen, and all

concerned, to be particularly careful in handling such cars

"Doubtless the best solution to the whole question, and the one
which in the course of years will eventually be brought about, will

be the substitution of safety explosives in place of the explosives

of the nitro-glycerin class, which have so long held the market.

Many of these safety explosives have been invented and several

are now in extensive commercial use. The tendency ought to be
in the future toward their gradual substitution for the explosives of

the nitro-glycerin class, just as these displaced nitro-glycfrin itself

in general use some thirty years ago."

SUBSTITUTES FOR TEA.
' I ""HAT the flowers and leaves of various plants and herbs will

^ yield, on infusion, beverages of various degrees of medic-

inal value, is well known. Such "teas" formed part of the mate-

ria medica of our forefathers and are still widely used in many
localities. Their use for other than medicinal purposes, however,

is still local and occasional. It is the opinion of M. Jules Rudolph,

who writes on the subject in Cosmos, that this is largely a matter

of custom, and that tea-drinkers could get along very well with

camomile or boneset if required to use either as a substitute for

ordinary tea. He gives a list of a large variety of common herbs

that he believes should serve the purposes of the tea-drinker as

well as the Chinese plant. Writes M. Rudolph :

" This drink [tea] has now become a part of our customs, and its

consumption is greater every year ; it comes to us from the Eng-
lish and the Dutch, who were the first to make use of the Chinese

beverage that Guy Patin called, in 1648, an 'impertinent innovation'

and Joncquet, a French physician, named in 1657 'the divine

herb.'
" Tea, or an infusion of it, is an aromatic drink, more or le.ss

astringent and stimulant. It aids the digestion and quickens the

circulation by acting on the nervous system and the intellectual

faculties.

" Now other plants have exactly the same qualities as the Chi-

nese tea, but they have the great fault of being much cheaper.

Every infusion of a plant that has the same properties as tea will

have the same effects; thus the word 'tea' has come to signify, in

a general way, 'digestive beverage,' and we shall see that several

plants may replace the real tea. One of them has already won a

considerable place as a digestive drink, so much so that instead of

'afternoon tea,' we may some day have our 'afternoon camomile.'

Every one knows the camomile and its properties; it is tonic and

stimulant and one soon becomes accustomed to its slightly bitter

taste. It is a French flowering plant. Antheimes nobilis, and the

variety most cultivated is that with double flowers, which is more

active than the wild single-flowered type.

"What is called 'European tea' is furnished by the officinal

veronica {Veronica officinalis), of very aromatic bitter taste, whose

flowering heads are used, fresh or dried, in the proportion of 30

grams to a liter of water [about an ounce to a quart]. 'French

tea' or 'Greek tea' is a plant of Southern France, the officinal sage

{Sakua officinalis) of strong and agreeable aromatic odor, whose

flowering heads and leaves have a pronounced taste, hot and a trifle

piquant; its properties are tonic, stimulant, and cordial.

" The 'Mexican' or 'Jesuits' ' tea is the product of the 'ambro-

sia' {Chenopodium a>nbrosioides) [a species of 'goosefoot' or 'pig-

weed'] an aromatic plant, a native of Mexico whose flowers and

seeds have stimulant properties. 'Oswego' or 'Pennsylvania' tea

comes from a horsemint {Mo/iarda didynia), a beautiful plant of

Mexican origin, often cultivated in gardens for its beautiful purple

flowers. Its leaves yield an agreeable tea.

" The 'Canada' or 'mountain' tea, called also 'red tea' or 'New-

foundland tea' is the product of the common wintergreen {Gaulthe-

ria procttinbens) whose perfumed leaves are used for this purpose."

The author goes on to cite a considerable number of other shrubs

whose leaves and flowers may be used to make a substitute for

tea. Among these the only familiar ones are the Paraguay tea

{Ilex para ge?-ayensis) so largely used in South America, and the

" false tea" {Lantana pseudo-thea) employed in Brazil. The others
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make up a list of little more than botanical names.' M. Rudolph

then goes on to say :

"It may be seen that there is great choice of plants that may be

used for tea; every country has found its own, so to speak, by

looking among the weeds that spring up in its own fields. The
digestive and stimulant qualities of these teas of course vary with

the species, and it is proper to select those that possess them in the

higliest degree. We incline to believe that the Roman camomile

holds first place, but it is easy to try a large number of other teas

whose plants may be found in the gardens— for here we must not

discuss t^istes. and each plant has its own peculiar flavor.

"
I must not end this little notice w ithout speaking of an un-

known tea. for which I have found the recipe in the Revtie Hor-

ticole for 1S74. and which is made from the tarragon {Artemisia

Dracunculus).
" The common tarragon is a tonic and stimulant plant, a febrifuge

and stomachic; its infusion has a penetrating odor and a very

aromatic taste. The dried leaves are used in the proportion of 3

grams to 2 deciliters of water [about half an ounce to the quart]

and a very agreeable drink is obtained, of a warm taste, whose ac-

tion is favorable in cases of indigestion and weakness of the stom-

ach. I have tried this personally and have found it a very

pleasant tea to drink."

—

Translaiion made for The Literary
Digest.

THE ELECTRIC TRANSFORMER
AND DOES.

WHAT IT IS

A MYSTERIOUS black thing, looking something like a spider

in a web of wire, may often be seen on the crossbar of a

pole that supports an electric line. This is a box containing what

is known as a transformer, whose function is to change the current

in the transmission-wire into another, more suitable for use in a

neighboring house or shop. Since the current that leaves the

transformer is on an entirely separate circuit from the one that

enters it. we should perhaps say that the device does not change

one into the other, but rather enables the former to generate the

latter. The matter is thus explained by a writer in Railway and

Locomotive Engineering, who says :

"The action of the transformer is really simple, tho it may not

appear so at first sight. To begin with, the power-house generates

an alternating electric current at high pressure, or. as it is called

by electricians, at high voltage, and this current is produced in

small quantity and is in a certain sense like the compressed air in

the train-pipe of the Westinghouse brake. This small quantity

high-pressure current requires a coinparatively small copper wire

to carry it. and the installation for such a current is economical

of copper, and its maintenance charge reasonable. The economy
of alternating current transmission does not depend on the voltage,

but on the ampere capacity of the wire. That is why this kind of

current is generated. It is best suited for transmission from the

power-house to the shop.
" When it gets to the shop it happens that it is not the kind of

current which the shop wants for consumption in its numerous glow-

lamps and its small motors for running machines, and it is neces-

sary to change this current into the kind that the shop can use

economically. The shop wants low pressure, or low voltage, if

you please, and greater quantity of current. Alternating current

it must be, of course. The current for shop use has to be more
like the air supplied to a blacksmith shop, which is of only a few
ounces pressure, but there is plenty of air.

" We have, therefore, two kinds of current, each good in its place,

and the action of the transformer is to change power-house current

into shop-use current. The power-house current travels over a

small wire, and when it enters the transformer it is still provided

with a small wire to travel on, which is carefully insulated and
wound round a soft iron core, in a great many separate turns, and
a small wire leads it out of the transformer and back to the power-
house after it has traversed the many fine wire coils. This soft

iron core extends beyond this fine coil, and on this extension are

wound a few turns of heavy copper wire and each end of the large

copper wire goes to the shop. The fine wire from the power-house
runs in and out of the transformer, and so does the heavy shop
wire, and neither of them is in actual contact ; both are insulated

and wrapped round the soft iron core. These fine and coarse coils

and the soft iron core form altogether the electric transformer.

"The action of the transformer, when the alternating power-

hou.se current flows, is briefly this : The high voltage current in the

fine wire magnetizes the soft iron core, and the magnetic lines

created by this current set up an induced current in the neighbor-

ing heavy wire. This induced current flows to the shop. The
relative number of windings in each determine just what the trans-

former will do. If it was desired to transform a 2,000-volt current

into a ICO- volt current, the fine wire coil would require 20 windings

to I of the heavy wire coil, and with the small loss due to the

action of any man-made machine, in this case between 2 or 3 per

cent., we can take out of the transformer very nearly all the energy

we put into it."

Progress in Electrical Industries.— Looking back

over the wonderful advance in methods of generating and apply-

ing electricity in the past two decades, Electricity predicts still

more remarkable progress in the near future, and, in particular,

prophesies that the electrical generator will reach unprecedented

size before very long. It says:

" Twenty years or so ago the products of electrical enterprise

were very crude and limited. It can be well remembered by some
how a plumbing system was attached to the early jumbo dynamos.

This was the only effective way of keeping them cool. . . . Scien-

tific knowledge was so rare that even the mechanical crystallization

of the things best known stood on the ragged edge of failure. Arc-

lamps, incandescent-lamps, dynamos, and motors were purely ex-

perimental in character. Sparking at the brushes was considered

a healthy sign, and the continuous tho uneven light of an arc-lamp

a distinct victory. Retrospection shows how much things have

changed since then. It points out the advance in the fields that

mark the most intense displays of progress and energy. It shows
how the incandescent-lamp has reached a high state of perfection,

the arc lamp a degree of regulation that leaves no criticism, the

motor an efficiency that has established it in the majority of com-
mercial and industrial projects for all time, and the dynamo a posi-

tion in the nation's development that makes its utilization indis-

pensable. The last is but a sign of what is to come. Larger and
larger each year the generator has grown, until now its size is be-

coming that of a behemoth. . . . The kilowatts capacity are being

increased at so rapid a rate that little doubt now remains of what
the future will yield. The electric light and power station of

a decade hence will be equipped with the most modern of appli-

ances. Not the least of these will be generators of a capacity that

will overshadow those now in use. Valid objections to great size

in this case can not exist. Great generators offer every advantage

in the consideration of large power enterprises. For this reason

the shops have tasks before them that will alter the architectural

and electrical conceptions of our engineers as few things in this

last period of our progress."

SCIENCE BREVITIES.

In relation to the article in The Literary Digest of April 20, 1905, on
" The Mechanism of Bloom," Russell J. Hall, of Craftcjnville, Cal., writes to us
as follows :

" A part of the theory so ably set forth is seemingly contradicted by
the orange bloom this year. It has been the wettest season for years in Southern
California, and the flow of nectar has been excessive, so that it dropped from the
flowers, sprinkling the foliage and liberally spraying whoever or whatever came
in contact with the trees. It would be interesting to have the authority ciuoted

e.xplain this away, for in other ways his theory seems to accord well with the

facts ; except, perhaps, in that part of it which relates to excess of sugar causing
the unmatured fruit to drop. This season's crop will tend to prove or disprove

this part of the theory."

" An English engineer, M. Jacquet," says Cosmos, "gives some interesting de-

tails regarding a violent explosion of rocks that took place on December 15. 1904,

in the new Hillgrove mine, in New South Wales, Australia. The area involved

in the explosion extended over about 100 meters [328 feet] in length and 30 metres
[qS feet] in height, and the shock was felt to a distance of 2 to 3 kilometres [iK
to 2 miles]. These explosions, which frequently occur in this mine, are a source
of disquietude and anxiety to the miners ; it is probable, also, that their violence

is increasing with the depth to which the mine penetrates. Such explosions,

which may be called spontaneous, have been reported from many parts of the
world. A^(7/?/rif recalls that in the lead mines of Derbyshire, for example. Stra-

ham has described masses of ore that explode as soon as disturbed by the pick.

Numerous explanations have been given of these phenomena; they have been at-

tributed to molecular tension, to gas imprisoned ia the rock, and to compression
of schists by granite. At Hillgrove, it is thought that the walls of the galleries

are in a state of tension or instable equilibrium, which is disturbed by the least

2i<:z\di^x\\.P—Translatio)i made for The Literary Digest.
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THE RELIGIOUS WORLD.

CONDITION OF JUDAISM IN NEW YORK.

A FEW weeks ago The Sini, in its editorial comment on some

recent religious statistics for New Y'ork City, intimated that

there is a drift of Jews toward rationalism. The Sutt admitted its

inability to estimate, with any approach to accuracy, how large a

percentage of the three-quarters of a million Jews residing- in New
York City are strictly religious believers. Dr. Isidor Singer, of

the "Jewish Encyclopedia," responds with an array of corrobora-

tive detail which would seem to indicate, as far as New York City

is concerned, a striking decline in the religious observances of

Judaism. We here quote portions of Dr. Singer's letter:

"On May i Dr. Walter Laidlaw presented to the Sisterhood of

the Shearith Israel Congregation startling facts showing the irre-

ligiousness of the greatest Jewish community of the world, three-

fourths of whose members are recent arrivals from Eastern Europe,

which is generally considered as the main bulwark of Hebrew
orthodoxy.

"Dr. Laidlaw found that in the tifteenth assembly district 63

per cent, of Jewish families are without synagogue connection; in

the twenty-first he found that of 1,018 Jewish families 78 per cent,

reported themselves not to possess a pew in any synagogue ; of

the remainder 13 per cent, claimed affiliation with downtown syna-

gogues, thus representing the well-to-do Russian and Roumanian
families who, while moving into more fasliionable quarters con-

tinue, for various reasons, to pay for their pews in their former

modest houses of prayer in East Broadway, in Norfolk and Hes-

ter Streets. Among the 1,748 Jewish families in the fourteenth as-

sembly district in 1899 over 93 per cent, were without regular syna-

gogue connection and there was not one synagogue in the district.

In the Greenpoint section of Brooklyn over 76 per cent, of the Jew-
ish families were churchless. This percentage rises to over 80 per

cent, in the twenty-secor.d and to 90 per cent, in the eleventh and

thirteenth assembly districts of Manhattan.
" Thus, if we except the so-called Ghetto proper, where the

population is clustered around nearly 300 synagogues and private

prayer-halls, over 81 per cent, of the Jews of New York can, as far

as their synagogue connections are concerned, bravely compete
with the overwhelming 'churchless majority' of the Protestants

and the large number of Roman Catholics inattentive to the obser-

vation of their religion.

" As to the Ghetto itself, the very center of the foreign-born

Jewish population (Tenth Street to Chatham Square, from the

Bowery to the East River), its utter irreligiousness passes belief.

To grasp the full meaning of this statement, which may seem
strange to some, the reader must not forget that Judaism is no dog-

matic religion in the theological sense of the word, but rather a

complex of religious laws, customs, and traditions

"The Sabbath, one of the main institutions of the synagogue, is

boldly thrown to the winds by at least four-fifths of the 350,000

Jews living in that section of our city where the natives of War-
saw, Wilna, and Odessa keep their stores open on the day of rest,

as if they never had heard of a Decalogue, of the Talmudical

treatise Shabbat, where a minute description of the legal injunc-

tions relative to the Fourth Commandment is given, the hallowed

traditions of the Jewish past and of their own youth. Every Sat-

urday morning tens of thousands of Jewish workingmen and work-

ing-girls leave in streams the streets of the Ghetto, while the elder

people prepare for the synagogue. Evidently the struggle be-

tween the old and new faith, in Grand Street and East Broadway,
has been decided in favor of the more liberal dispensation.

"Another pillar of Jewish orthodoxy, the strict observance of

the dietary laws, is also crumbling away among the cliildren and
grandchildren of the various uptown and downtown Jewish colo-

nies. Tlie most fashionable Jewish restaurants, those kept by

Jews and almost exclusively patronized by Jews, have long ago

thrown away the last religious fig-leaf, I mean tlie kosher sign. If

I were permitted to makfe a suggestion to Dr. Laidlaw, since the

great and rich Jewish community of New York has not yet plucked

up courage to establish a Jewish statistical bureau of its own, I

would ask him to give us some data about the synagogue attend-

ance on Saturdays and holidays, and the consumption of the so-

called kosher meat among the 1,500,000 Jews of the United States;

for these figures would constitute the surest religious barometer of
American Judaism.

"Not less characteristic of the gradual dissolution of old-time

Judaism is the absolute indifference of the Jewish masses, from
the multi-millionaire to the pedler, with regard to the study of the

law and the cultivation of Jewish literature, held by the rabbis of

old to be of greater importance for the maintenance of Israel than

oven the most scrupulous observance of religious customs and
traditions."

Dr. Singer does not undertake to predict the final outcome of

this tendency which he emphasizes. Mr. Adolph Oppenheimer,

also in a letter to The Sun, writes in part as follows :

"The gist of argument over Judaism's future is the fact that

when and where persecuted, oppressed, and restricted because of

being Jews, they lived up to the full tenor of their faith
;
yet with

persecution relaxed or absent, fuller or complete liberties and civil

rights granted, they no longer live the strenuous Jewish life. His-

tory repeats itself; the Pilgrim Fathers were certainly more de-

vout Christians than their present Back Bay descendants.
" An analysis of Judaism will, as Dr. Singer says, show it to be

'a complex of religious laws, customs, and traditions.' Is it not

forever looking backward? Is not living a life of past times diffi-

cult and almost impossible, because of totally changed sphere and
conditions?

" Does it not seem wise for the divided branches of Judaism, in-

stead of continuing their present and apparently endless wrangle,

to convene for the purpose of radically analyzing the faith, elimi-

nating the observance of obsolete ancient or national customs and
traditions as part of the religion, yet carefully preserving the sim-

ple and grand old laws which constitute the rock foundation of

Judaism, and which are the similar bases of Christianity? Let us

look forward, not backward."

A writer in The American Hebrew, s\gn\ng himself Hierony-

mous, remarks

:

" Judaism, alas ! lies enshrined in a beautiful Afif/ah, covered

with costly flowers; left of it stands the long and imposing, bare-

headed row of Reform-Abelim, at its right, with sincere sorrow in

their hearts, the S'hurah of orthodoxy's mourners. And this sad

spectacle is only relieved by the pious and active communal
worker, wending his way through the dry grass and tombstones of

the field of the eternal shadows, swinging his charity-box and
chanting his monotonous : Zedokoh Tazil mi-Moves.

" But we need not despair, altho it were useless to console our-

selves with trite phrases and honeyed rhetoric. All American
Judaism needs is one great new idea and one great courageous

leader. Leo N. Levi is dead. Herzl has gone. Have the 800,-

000 Russian Jews living in the United States vitality enough to

produce from their midst a man who is able and willing to inaugu-

rate the second great epoch of our history in this country, the first

being marked by the 250th anniversary of the arrival in New Am-
sterdam of a handful of Brazilian Sefardim?"

EGOISM AS A BASIS FOR CHRISTIAN ETHICS.

DOES there not appear to be a quarrel between some phases

of the system of ethics which modern Christian peoples pro-

fess to accept as a revelation from the Deity, and the spirit of im-

perialism ? asks Mr. Albert R. Carman, in his recently published

book on "The Ethics of Imperialism." The paradox which he

points out is that nearly every nation of the present day which has

embarked upon a campaign of imperialistic aggression is adhering

with the same unanimity of devotion to the ideals of Christian

ethics, while all the time "the teachings of Christian ethics—as we

hear and accept them in the calm of peace—are diametrically op-

posed at nearly every point touching foreign peoples to the prac-

tical code of imperialism." He says :

" Christian ethics—by whicii I mean the modern ethics of Chris-

tian peoples—ignores national boundaries and knows no difference

of race. Its only recognition of an enemy is an instruction to love

him. Its working principle is 'the brotherhood of man,' as a nec-

essary corollary to 'the fatherhood of God ' ... It teaches the

equality of men and the doing 'unto others as ye would they
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should do unto you,' the extension of equal rights to all people.

It refuses to see inferiority of rights in color, race, or feebleness.

Its message is, 'One Father and one family,'

"The imperialistic spirit, on the other hand, makes much of na-

tional boundaries and differences of race. Its recognition of an

enemy is to prepare for war with him. Its working principle is

the division of man into hostile nations; and it always has the

hated people of some modern 'Samaria' to present to the 'elect' of

its own household as types of the public en-

emy. It teaches the essential inequality of

men, the duty of recognizing that inequality,

the duty of doing unto some others precisely

what you hope they will not be able to do unto

you, the refusal of equal rights to some peo-

ple. It sees inferiority of rights in color,

race, and feebleness—especially in the latter.

Its message is
—'One Father, and He is on

our side.""

To admit the hopeless inconsistency in the

position of the Christian imperialist, the author

proceeds, is to " arraign the sanity and good

faith of practically all European peoples."

He proceeds therefore to examine the grounds

which underlie the two systems of conviction,

laying stress upon what we may call " the in-

stincts of humanity." Our instincts, he says,

"are the accumulated teaching of generations

of experience; and the very fact that the

races that possess them have survived is

prima facie evidence that their tendency is

toward survival. Two of the strongest of

these are "the instinct of patriotism, which

leads a man to fight for his country, and the

instinct of brotherhood, which leads him

to help a brother man," and the latter, he

says, may be seen to become suspended precisely at the point

where national danger begins. He continues :

"The fact which most outstands from the operations of this law

is that altruism— that is, the caring first for the interests of others

— is under some circumstances suspended, and suspended with the

approval of our moral judgment. Altruism, under certain condi-

tions, becomes treason. Now we have been accustomed to think

of altruism as the basic principle of our Christian ethics; and to

imagine that, without it, all that is best in our moral code would

disappear. Still here we find it in direct collision with the equally

valued moral principle of patriotism ; and one of tjieni must cer-

tainly make way for the other. War has never been defined as

concrete altruism. Yet the universal judgment of mankind shows
in practise that when the choice comes between the two. it decides

for imperialistic patriotism and against altruism, and so decides

with that inner sense of moral uplift which approves its action as

right."

At this point, the author argues. Christian ethics, if made to rest

upon altruism, suffers a real collapse. "It is not merely that the

teaching of Christian ethics will be ignored. It is far more seri-

ous than that. It is, in a word, that we must prepare for the dec-

laration, on the authority of the universal human conscience, that

at this point Christian ethics becomes immoral." To avoid such

a pass, some ground must be sought upon which brotherly love

may be harmonized with patriotism, and the only principle left for

choice, the author declares, is egoism. He admits the alternative

is not agreeable to many minds, but declares that the case is des-

peratCjand sees some novelty " at least in the widespread desire of

earnest patriots and earnest believers in Christian ethics to save

their moral sanity by finding an ethical principle which will justify

at once the sacrifices of the worker in the slum and the sacrifices

of the soldier on the battle-ground " In answering the question as

to whether egoism will really save the system of ethics which we

call Christian the author says :

" Egoism is the principle of seeking first one's own life and hap-

MR. ALBERT R. CARMAN.
He claims that only in egoism can be

found an ethical principle that will justitiy

at once the sacrifices of tlie worker in the

slum and the sacrifices of the soldier on the

battle-izroiind.

piness. Civilization is but the fuller enlightenment and better

equipment of egoism. The more civilized a people, the more ef-

fective is its egoism. From this it follows that nations relatively

low in the scale of civilization have a relatively inefficient and un-

developed egoism ; just as peoples who had advanced no further

than family loyalty would stand no chance against other peoples
who had seen the wider wisdom of tribal loyalty. But the prin-

ciple in each case is exactly the same. And the farther you push
the principle— the more you develop it and
apply it with intelligence—the better are the

results. It is only limited egoism which de-

feats its own purpose ; and this only occurs

when it comes into competition with a more
developed form of egoism

" Egoism does not at any point overthrow
modern ethics; it merely provides a new foun-

dation for the system. When teachers of

ethics, misled by the delusion that the foun-

dation of their system was altruism, have
made false applications of their principles,

egoism prunes them away. The striking in-

stance of this—in which altruism maladroitly

brings brotherhood and patriotism into con-

flict—may serve as an illustration; but un-

happily the mischief does not confine itself to

striking e.xamples. The miasma of altruism

permeates ethical teaching with regard to all

the details of every-day life ; and the result is

that the kingly rights of the individual, the

supreme ethical value of liberty, the funda-

mental truth that the State has no mystic

rights over the individual which have not been

delegated to it by individuals, the doctrine

that one man must not interfere with another

except in legitimate self-defense, and all such

maxims of free and untrammeled individual

development, are obscured by this sentimental

haze in which much of our later moral agi-

tation is hopelessly befogged. Many of us have lost faith in

liberty and— to paraphrase a great saying— think that the cure of

misshapen evils which flow from restricted liberty, is—more re-

striction. A clear conception of egoism, as the true ethical basis,

would dispel the fog ; and show that to-day, as in all the past, a

nation will always rise in power as it recognizes the right of the in-

dividual to greater and greater liberty."

SCHILLER'S RELIGION.

THE recent widespread commemoration, in Germany and in

America, of the hundredth anniversary of the death of

Friedrich Schiller, has iocussed much attention upon this Ger-

man poet. Unnumbered articles have appeared, dealing with al-

most every phase of his life, his art, and his ideals. The latest

contribution is an examination of Schiller's religion, by Mr. W. H.

Carruth, who writes in The Open C^z^r/ (Chicago) for June. The

subject has the greater interest from the fact that Schiller is al-

leged to have influenced, more than any other poet, the ideals of

the German people.

"From the standpoint of the enlightened thought of the twen-

tieth century," says Mr. Carruth, "Schiller was without question

a deeply religious man, and all of his writings no less than his life

bear testimony to the fact." Nevertheless, it appears, critics in

the past have found room to differ on this subject. By some he

has been classed "with the more respectable rationalists." while

others have claimed him as " inherently a good Christian." Mr.

Carruth draws his inferences as to Schiller's religious convictions

from three sources, namely : (i) The declarations of his contempo-

raries; (2) his own writings ; (3) his life. The first source, appa-

rently, yields no evidence of a very definite nature. " Truth and

love were the religion of his heart," records Karoline von Wolzo-

gen. " its results the striving after the purest things of earth and

after the infinite and eternal." Equally vague is Goethe's testi-
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mony that " this Christ-spirit was innate in Schiller. He touched

nothing common without ennobling it."

From the second source, however. Mr. Carruth draws more

specific evidence. We read :

" In the letters to the Duke of Augustenburg on esthetic educa-

tion it seems at times as tho Schiller dreamed that the cult of

beauty was to displace religion. But it seems to me that he aims

rather at ennobling religion by the cult of beauty than at substi-

tuting the one for the other. 'Just as the madman in lucid inter-

vals subjects himself voluntarily to bonds—so we are under obli-

gation when free from the assaults of passion to bind ourselves by

religion and esthetic culture. ... I have deliberately put religion

and taste into the same class here, because both have the merit of

serving as a substitute for true virtue. . . . Religion is to the sen-

sual man (the man governed by his senses) what taste is to the re-

fined man—taste isfor every-day life, religion is for extreme needs.

We must cling to one of these two supports, if not better to both,

so long as we are not gods.' Very much the same thing is said in

a letter to C^octhe about 'Wilhelm Meister,' 1796."

From the essay " Vom Erhabenen" Mr. Carruth cites: "The

divinity, then, represented as a power which is, indeed, able to

cancel our existence, but which, while this existence is ours, can

exercise no control over the processes of our reason, is dynamic-

ally sublime—^and only that religion which gives us such a concep-

tion of the divinity bears the stamp of sublimity." And from the

" Theosophie des Julius" he quotes as follows :

" All the perfections of the universe are united in God. God
and nature are two quantities which are precisely equal. . . . Na-
ture is an infinitely subdivided God. As in a prism a beam of

white light is split up into seven darker beams, so the divine Ego
has split himself up into numberless feeling substances. And as

seven darker rays may combine again into one clear beam, so from

the reunion of all these substances a divine being would emerge.

. . . The attraction of the elements brought about the physical

form of nature. The attraction of spirits . . . would needs finally

put an end to that separation, or bring forth God. Such an attrac-

tion is love. ... So love is the ladder by which we mount to like-

ness with God."

In a letter from Schiller to Goethe Mr. Carruth finds the follow-

ing comments upon the Christian religion :

"'It seems to me that too little has yet been said about the

peculiar character of the Christian religion and of Christian relig-

ious fervor; . . . that it has not yet been fully expressed what this

religion may be to a sensitive soul, or rather what a sensitive soul

can make of it.' And later in the same letter :
' I find in the Chris-

tian religion the potentiality of all that is noblest and best ; and

the various manifestations of it in life seem to me to be so repel-

lant and foolish merely because they are a blundering exposition

of this highest. If we look for the distinguishing characteristic of

Christianity, the one that distinguishes it from all other monothe-

istic religions, we find that it lies precisely in the suspension of the

law, or of the Kantian imperative, in the place of which Chris-

tianity wishes to see established a voluntary and loving consent.

It is, therefore, in its pure form a manifestation of beautiful mo-
rality, or of the incarnation of the holy, and in this sense the only

esthetic religion.'"

Yet curiously enough, as the writer points out, Schiller wrote

almost no poems inspired by any distinctively Christian sentiment.

The results of his examination of Schiller's letters, essays, and

other writings are summarized bv Mr. Carruth as follows:

" Schiller rejected practically the whole theological system of

the church as he understood it, and, very explicidy :

"All impeachments of the law-full-ness of the universe, includ-

ing special revelation, the inspiration and peculiar authority of the

Bible, the exceptional divinity of Jesus, his miraculous origin and

deeds, and especial providences.
" He distrusted religious organizations of all kinds, fearing their

tendency to fetter the human spirit, whereas he found the very life

of the spirit to consist in the liberty to discover and assimilate the

will of God. Hence he avoided and to some extent antagonized

the hierarchy, the clergy, public worship, and all rites and cere-

monies.

"And from these sources, supported by the evidence of his

poems and dramas, we find that his religious sentiment, far from
being simply negative, was deep and reverent and sincere. The
one simple couplet, 'Mein Glaube,' shows why he stood apart
from the religious organizations of his day. And while the poet's

reverent spirit shunned the formulation of a credo, ... his writ-

ings afford ample basis for declaring that he held the following
beliefs in a more or less positive way

:

" He believed steadfastly, with no more hesitation and intermis-

sion than many a patriarch and saint, in one all-good, all-wise, all-

knowing, loving power, immanent in the universe, and especially

in man.
"He believed in virtue supremely and trusted the inner voice, its

monitor, holding virtue to be the harmonious adaptation of the in-

dividual's will to the will of God as revealed in the laws and his-

tory of the universe and in the heart of man.
" He believed with a strong faith in immortality, wavering some-

times as to the persistence of the individual consciousness, and re-

jecting all attempts to locate and condition the future state.
' He believed in the brotherhood of man, and trusted man as

the image of God on earth.

"He recognized the greatness of Jesus of Nazareth and revered
his ethics and his life.

"He recognized the immense service to mankind of the Chris-

tian religion.

" He was intensely reverent toward all that was good and beau-
tiful, and worshiped sincerely in his own way, which was, indeed,

not the way of the church."

Religion, says Mr. Carruth, was for Schiller " the longing and

the striving for harmony with the spirit and tendency of the uni-

verse" ; and "this essence of all religion he embraced with a fervor

and a deep reverence not exceeded by the most pronounced devo-

tees of any sect.

THE ENGLISH MANIFESTO ON BIBLICAL
CRITICISM.

/^^NE hundred and one clergymen of the Church of England
^^ have recently signed and distributed a statement which they

sent to all " brother clergymen of the Anglican communion," and

in which they advocate the right of the new school of Higher Bib-

lical Criticism to claim the attention and study of the English

Church. This manifesto is looked upon by High Churchmen as

a determined attack on the faith of the church, especially on the

subject of the Virgin birth and the resurrection of Christ.

The signatories to the manifesto desire to record: (i) Their

sense of the "grave and manifold religious issues involved in the

present critical discussions," and of the urgent need for Englisb

churchmen to " contribute to a solution of these problems." (2)

Their desire that the clergy, as Christian teachers, may now re-

ceive "authoritative encouragement to face the critical problems

of the New Testament with entire candor, reverence for God and

His truth, and loyalty to the Church of Christ." (3) Their fear

lest the door of ordination should be closed "to men who patiently

and reverently apply historical methods to the Gospel records,"

and so an increasing number of such men should be lost to the

Christian ministry. (4) Their conviction that it is not without

grave responsibility and peril that any of us" should build the faith

of souls primarily upon details of New Testament narrative." the

historical validity of which "must ultimately be determined in the

court of trained research." (5) Their confidence that the faith of

the church in the years to come will stand " upon the spiritual

foundations to which Christian experience and the creed of the

church alike bear testimony."

A great deal of correspondence has been the result of this mani-

festo, which was inculcated among many thousands of people. As

The Saturday Review (London) says, the clergy of the Church of

England have "the manifesto habit."

"The clergy of the English Church have a persistent faith in the

efficacy of a manifesto. As far back as memory runs, each school

of thought in turn has issued its protest and gathered its signatures
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by the hundred or the thousand, and each has had to confess, when
tlie excitement was over, that the result fell short of its expecta-

tions. Hut the succession continues, and in a church whose na-

tional position forbids corporate action in matters of controversy,

the manifesto must remain. Convocation is powerless, as the

small attendance of the representative members of the two Lower
Houses shows ; if it were an effective force they would not leave

its debates to the official clergy. Even the bishops, when, as in

the Colenso case, they are practically unanimous, can not bind

their own order, much less the society over which they collectively

preside. They can only state the sense in which, at the moment
and by those who are justly accepted as the guides of thought, the

authoritati\e documents of the church are being interpreted. Such
powerlessness is a heavy price to pay. but it is willingly paid for

the privilege of representing the nation in its religious aspect."

But The Saturday Review is really like Gallio. and cares for

none of these things, excepting as they disturb the peace of his

Most Gracious Majesty's realm of England.

The Guardian (London) which represents the old High Church

school in its adherence to king, church, and the universities, and

is much read by the landed gentry, says in a leading article of

some gravity, that the manifesto has raised, in a very direct form,

this highly important question, namely—
" How far is it wise or honest to speak out all that is in one's

mind about the difficulties and hopes which are being raised by

modern criticism.^ We may say at once that we are strongly of

opinion that it is often distinctly unwi.se to take this course. Honor
does not require it. and sometimes involves the speaker in unfor-

tunate statements, which may bear a wider interpretation than was
intended. But first let us express our sympathy with what seems

to be the general wish of the signatories of this declaration. We,
too. earnestly desire that no ignorance or prejudice may be allowed

to hinder the clergy from facing 'the critical problems of the New
Testament with entire candor, reverence for God and His truth.

and loyalty to the Church of Christ.'

In many ways the discussion of the manifesto has been exceed-

ingly barren in the obtaining of practical results. Canon Knox

Little, a preacher of reputation, writes to The Church Tizzies (Lon-

don) in favor of tradition, authority, and the disregard of critical

decisions. He says:

'The L^niversal Church is the witness and keeper of God's
Word and God's revelation. 'Follow back,' as you think of her,

says Dean Church, 'the lines along which the development of

society, and the unfolding of human character, have traveled, and

we tind them meet in liiat same point to which all prophecy con-

verged : they find their way backward, through the revolution of

time, to the inn and the manger, to the little child for whom the

shepherds praised and glorified God, and in whom the sages and
ministers of a religion of Eastern heathendom found the object of

their search, and felt that they had come on no fool's errand, when
they saw Him and were glad.' It would seem to me, sir, impossi-

ble for the English clergy to accept the provisional faith suggested

—doubtless with the highest motives—by the signatories of the

appeal, because they are pledged to a belief in 'The Holy Catho-

lic Church '—the witness and keeper of divine revelation."

The whole of the English press, as a general thing, seems by its

tone to imply that the manifesto, with its " private and confidential

"

inscription, was unnecessary', and to some extent puerile, as no

one or nothing in the world, not even an ordination vow, was

hindering these gentlemen from studying scriptural criticism and

preaching the truth to their heart's content. The Speai^er (Lon-

don), dealing with the subject with a certain air of indifference,

and making only indirect reference to the action of the one hun-

dred and one signatories, remarks:

"A religion which, like Christianity, finds its objects of faith re-

vealed to it through certain historical happenings must be willing

to submit the record of those happenings to free critical research.

The only conditions which it has a right to demand are compe-

tence and honesty on the part of the critics, and a sufficient length

of time for results to emerge from the sustained clash of opinion

with a certainty which only ignorance or the perversity of wilful

prejudice can challenge. That these conditions of criticism are

being fulfilled day by day is now very generally admitted by even

the most orthodox Christian scholars. There is probably no de-

partment of intellectual effort into which more sincere, serious, and
morally disciplined work has been put during the last two or three

generations than that of Biblical criticism. That there should be

extravagances of conjecture and even absurdities of method in the

course of a long process extending over a century and worked out

by minds of all varieties of character and competence was inevita-

ble. That there have been such excesses is certain. But even

these extravagances and absurdities, and they have been but occa-

sional in the main sum of effort, have had their value in eliciting

and determining such truth as has been reached. It is the living

process that corrects its own excesses. If it had been possible

artificially to limit the scope, or even the method, of criticism,

truth itself would have suffered."

A Protest Against Church Union.—The implication,

contained in a dispatch quoted in a recent issue of The Literary

Uk;est, that the Cumberland Presbyterian Church separated from

the northern branch of Presbyterianism during the Civil War and

because of differences over negro slavery, has brought letters of

protest from a number of correspondents. These letters reveal

incidentally within the Cumberland Church an apparently strong

element of antagonism to the idea of a Presbyterian merger. The

pro-union party in that church, we are told, consists of " a small

majority of its preachers, and a very small minority of its elders

and laymen." The Rev. Lynn F. Ross, of Warsaw, Mo., informs

us that "the Cumberland Church was formed in i8oS, and the is-

sue was on the ordination of uneducated men to the office of the

ministry; while the church formed in 1861 is popularly known as

the 'Southern Church.' its official title being 'Presbyterian CI rch

in the LTnited States.' " Mr. S. R. Chadwick, writing from Gilmer,

Tex., contributes further information, together with some apparent

intensity of feeling on the subject, thus

:

" Now, the gross and unjust historic error is, the Cumberland
Presbyterian Church never belonged to the Presbyterian Church
in or of the United States of America, therefore did not and could

not have separated from it on account of differences on negro

slavery in the time of the late Civil War, or for any other cause.

. . . It never had any organic connection with the Presbyterian

Church in the United States of America, or any conventional or

federated alliance with it or any other church. It is a distinct and
separate legal church — and the only American Presbyterian

Church. It knows no North, no South, no nationality. It is one

and undivided everywhere. It did not split in the time of the late

Civil War as the other churches did. But. alas ! in this time of

unrest a small majority of its preachers, and a very small minority

of its elders and laymen, are trying to merge it into the Northern

Presbyterian Church, and thus extinguish its existence—to crucify

and bury it face downward beyond the hope of a resurrection.

But nearly half the ministers and more than two-thirds of the elders

and members are determined not to be driven into another sheep-

fold."

RELIGIOUS NOTES.

The Jews celebrate this year the 250th anniversary of their settlement in the

United .States.

K Baptist World Congress is announced, to be held in London, England,
from July 11 to July iS.

An evangelistic movement is reported from Christiania, Norway, which, ac-

cording to the Congvcgatioiialist , is worthy to be compared with the great Welsh
revival. It is led by the young evangelist, Albert Lunde. who has been working
until recently among the Norse and Danish people in various parts of America.

The Christian World and Evangelist states that "remarkable results are re-

ported from the conversion of thieves, murderers, and fallen women, as well as

from the law-abiding and respectable."

I.N Paris, on May 27, was celebrated the International Jubilee of the Young
Men's Christian Association. The occasion was the fiftieth anniversary of the

first World's Conference of the organization. The event is one of unusual inter-

est to Christian workers of all denominations throughout the world Prince

Bernadotte, son of the King of Sweden and Norway, and one of the vice-presi-

dents of the Congress, delivered an address in sympathy with the efforts of the

.A.ssociation. " That organization." he said, " has now 7,061 branches, and a
total membership of 66S,odo persons." Sir George Williams, the founder of the

V. M. C. A., attended the celebrations.
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FOREIGN COMMENT.

RUSSIA'S FUTURE.

RUSSIA'S dawning recognition of the hopelessness of her

position is regarded by her neighbors as being in itself a

hopeful sign. The Government can now turn its attention to the

betterment of internal conditions, says one journal ; the ruinous

burden of war will no longer rack the people, says another; and a

third remarks that Russia's defeat relieves her of the responsibil-

ity of guarding Europe against the yellow peril, a task that will

now be assumed by the other Powers. The rise in Russian bonds

is taken to mean that the bankers see more hope for Russia in her

hour of recognized defeat than they did when she was assuming

the more heroic and romantic at-

titude of defying fate.

La R dp 11 b I i q Ji e Franqaise

(Paris) declares that the time is

come for Russia to give up the

struggle. It says

:

" If she will listen at last to the

dictates of reason, we hope and
believe that she will not pay too

dearly for her prudence. To con-

fess her helplessness is implicitly

to appeal to European solidarity,

a sentiment which will be intensi-

fied in proportion as the preten-

sions of the yellow race grow
greater. When the last gun has

been fired in this war, the East-

ern Asiatic question will cease to

be exclusively for Russians and
.Japanese to solve."

The Te)nps (Paris) puts on the

best face it can for the allies of

France, and speaks even hope-

fully of Russia's future, drawing

an augury from the condition of

Spain. Says this semi-official

organ :

"It could not have been antici-

pated that melancholy thoughts

would darken the first hours of a

day in which the French Govern-
ment is to welcome to the capital

its august visitor, his Majesty
Alfonso XIII., King of Spain. History and politics yield some
strange lessons in their unexpected coincidences. Spain, like Rus-
sia, has entertained boundless ambitions and undertaken enter-

prises disproportionate to her strength. The very conception of

such schemes witnesses to the greatness of a people, altho it may
transcend the limitations of human powers to realize them. The
western seas have also seen an Armada engulfed in their waves.

Yet Spain is still living, s*ill glorious in history, full of new vital-

ity, grown young again with her young king. The terrible trials

that Russia has undergone shall not exhaust the springs of power
which still abide in the Russian people, a people whose history has
been so short, and who have the whole future before them."

The Frankfurte?' Zeiliing, in a leading article, also speaks liope-

fully of the future of Russia, quoting the resolute words of Gor-

tschakoff :
" Russia is not sulking, she is bracing for new efforts."

To quote this German editorial writer:

" In considering the collapse of Russia's war power both on land

and sea in the Far East, we feel safe in predicting that the future

policy of Russia will be one of concentration, not of expansion.
Such was her program after her disasters in the Crimean War.
The present defeat of Russia must have a great effect upon her
domestic policy, and result in weakening both the autocracy and
the bureaucracy under which she has been staggering. In this

connection the Japanese successes in the Straits of Korea will nat-

urally have an encouraging effect on the liberal movement in Rus-
sia, especially if peace be established between the two nations, a
contingency, however, which will depend much more upon the at-

titude taken by Japanese statesmen than by anything that Russia
Z2.-a.6.o"— Translations made for Tn^ Literary Digest.

ALFONSO XI

Who narrowly escaped assassination in Paris on May 31. The rapid re-

covery of his kingdom from naval defeat is taken as a promising augury for

Russia.

THE FATE OF NORWAY.

^I^HE Crown Prince ot Sweden and Norway, according to the
-* Independance Beige (Brus.sels), has been making an attempt

to restore union to the realm of Oscar 11. He proposed that nego-

tiations should be taken up once more on the subject of the con-

sular service
; and the Swedish Parliament was not averse to the

idea, which, however, was, with equal unanimity, says the above

authority, declined by the Nor-

wegians. The question of the

consulate has been one of some
standing. Says the Independance:

" More than fourteen years ago
a committee, nominated by the

Minister of the Interior, presented

a report to the Government in

which they stated that the inter-

ests, maritime and commercial, of

Norway imperatively demanded
that,(i) Norway have full control

of her consulates; (2) the most
important of these consulates be
always entrusted to Norwegian
incumbents.

"Since then, the carrying out

of this resolution has been left

an open question. It should be
borne in mind that the commu-
nity of consulates is not included

in the Treaty of Union between
Norway and Sweden, either of

which therefore had the right to

repudiate it. No less indubita-

ble is it that Norway has the

constitutional right of establish-

ing and filling what consulates

she chooses. It is in this spirit

and in accordance with her Gov-
ernment that Norway votes—but

the King, as soon as he finds

Sweden on the other side always
quashes Norwegian measures."

After vetoing the consular meas-

ure King Oscar was freely criticized by the Norwegians and,

according to the Journal des De'dals {Pa.ns), sent to them a very

kingly and spirited message in which he says

:

" In consequence of the language used by the Norwegian Gov-
ernment and the words spoken by it at the session of the Council

of State, because of my refusal to ratify the consulate law, I must
inform you that I repudiate most energetically these demonstra-

tions directed against me and against my acts, and I maintain and

asseverate all that I have said before the Council of State with

regard to my constitutional rights, and I beg that the Minister of

State will communicate this message to the public as soon as pos-

sible."

A Norwegian newspaper of considerable importance, the S/ock-

holins Tidning, advocates a dynastic, not political union, i.e., the

appointment of a common sovereign, with complete "enaration of

the two countries in every other respect. It says

:

" A personal union ought to give satisfaction to all parties con-

cerned. It would satisfy the dynasty, which would retain its out-

ward position, and avoid a sorrowful page in its history. It ought

to satisfy Norway, whose one aim has been to get the present

compact recognized as only a dynastic one. It should satisfy

Sweden, as it offers in the midst of a crisis from which there seems
to be no peaceful issue a practical solution, obviating the fearful

KING OF SPAIN.
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responsibility of resorting to a measure which would sever the two

countries for ever from each other, driving them into different

spheres of attraction. It is true that in such a personal union we
should retain our obligation in regard to defense without the cor-

responding guarantees of a common foreign policy, but that is a

risk which we must take. Our position as the greater of the two

countries obliges us to be foremost in the defense of the peninsula."

The Spectator ( London) seems to speak of the disruption be-

tween two tine and generous nations as little more than a storm in

a teapot; but it thinks that Norway is likely to set up an independ

ent monarch. The Spectator says :

"The Norwegians, if they elect a king, will soon tind that his

prerogatives are inconvenient; while the Prince who accepts such

a throne will soon discover that he has gained little except a step

in rank which entails the obligation of being much advised. The
fate of Europe was not much affected by the separation x)f Hol-

land from Belgium, nor will it be if Norway and Sweden are no
longer united. We shall regret the division if it comes, as appar-

ently it will, because we regard it as a needless waste of political

energy, and a reduction of the reservoir of political ability in two

ancient States ; but we do not fear that its effect upon international

politics will be great, or that the more westerly kingdom will as-

sume toward its ancient ally the attitude which, till the thrones

were joined, Scotland consistently maintained toward her southern

neighbor. The two peoples will not dislike each other more than

they do already, and the mutual dislike of peoples is only occa-

sionally of political importance." — Translations made for The
Literary Dige.st.

THE ARABIAN REBELLION.

''F'^HE Turkish question, which has always been the source of

* trouble to the subjects of the Porte, of perplexity to Euro-

pean statesmen and of scandal to an age of boasted civilization,

may possibly find a solution from an unexpected quarter. The

threats against Turkish oppression and persecution have generally

come from Christian Europe, but now there seems some probabil-

ity that rebellion and insurrection among the Mussulmans them-

selves will end in crippling and dismembering tlie Turkish Empire.

Arabia at least may be lost to the Sultan ; for Arabia, the cradle of

Mohammedanism, has risen in insurrection against Turkey. Says

the Neuc Freie Fresse (Vienna)

:

"The long list of Turkish revolts in the countries bordering the

east shores of the Red Sea is to be increased by another more re-

markable and serious rebellion, which promises to be of permanent

consequence. Despatches from Constantinople, which perhaps

must be taken with a grain of salt, inform us that the nominally

Turkish province of Yemen has risen in arms with the battle-cry.

' Arabia for the Arabians.' The son of the energetic and success-

ful soldier Iman Hamid Efifin. who is known as Mohammed Jahia,

has captured Sana, the capital city of Yemen, put to rout the Tur-

kish army, and killed its commander. There are said to be 50,-

000 armed followers of this genuine and only authentic successor

of Mohammed."

The Times (London 1 attaches great importance to this revolt.

Says that paper:

"The revolt of Southern Arabia against the Sultan may prove

to be an event of much more than local importance. The eastern

shores of the Red Sea are so little frequented by Europeans that

it is only on rare occasions that any news from the vast tracts of

country which were known to the Romans as Arabia Felix reaches

the outside world. Running from north to south, the three divi-

sions of territory known as the Hejaz, the Azir, and the Y2men are

nominally provinces of the Turkish Empire, tho Turkish rule has

never effectively penetrated into the less accessible mountain dis-

tricts. The Hejaz is by far the most important of these divisions.

for it contains the holy cities of Mecca and Medina, the possession

of which is the visible proof to the Mohammedan world of the Sul-

tan's title to be regarded as Caliph."

A writer in La Revtie, Paris, who signs himself " Retired Con-

sul," speaks like one who knows about the situation in Arabia, and

thinks that it offers an opportunity to France. He says:

"The time for insurrection has been most judiciously chosen.

The complications in the Halkanswill compel the Sultan to accept

the situation, i'art of Asia Minor and the whole of Turkey in

Europe will be all that is left to Adbul-Hainid II. It is therefore

interesting to follow this Arabian movement. French commerce
and manufactures will gam by the improvement of that of Asia

Minor where the Arabs, crushed under an oppressive Oovernment,
decline all serious labor, and leave uncultivated lands of exceeding

fertility. Morocco, where diplomatic and other difficulties await

us, should not hypnotize us to such an extent as to make us neg-

lect other quarters of the earth. Our minister for foreign affairs

must not repeat the fatal mistake that was made regarding Egypt.

We have again and again cried out against England on this sub-

ject, but our neighbor would like nothing better than our coopera-

tion, and it is our abstention from action in the East which has

compelled her to take that initiative from which she alone reaps

the benetit. Great Britain has acted quite logically. To-morrow
she will repeat herself in dealing with Asia Minor, and then, a lit-

tle later, with Arabia. For it is only for such European States as

shall support, counsel, and assist the young realm of Arabia that

the profitable monopoly of trade, the prize of mineral wealth, and

the market for manufactures will be reserved."

—

Translations made
/<?/" The Literary Digest.

" POWERLESSNESS" OF THE AMERICAN
PRESIDENT.

""r" HERE is a clever epigram that the King of England reigns,

' but does not rule ; that the President of the L'nited .States

rules, but does not reign ; while the President of France neither

reigns nor rules. And, indeed, some political writers have spoken

of the American presidency as an autocracy of four years. No
sovereign of a limited monarchy, we have been assured, has ever

exercised such arbitrary powers as belong to President Roosevelt.

The opposite view to this, however, is taken by Charles Giraudcau

in La Grande RcTiie (Paris\ He says that it is customary to con-

trast the constitutional rights and powers proper to the office of the

French President, and those proper to the office of the American

President, to the advantage of the latter. " It is indeed trwe theo-

retically that in the United States the President can do almost

anything, while it is practically certain that in France the Presi-

dent can do nothing. But on examination we are forced to the

conclusion that tlie President of the United States has no power

excepting that of wishing to do something, while he is actually

powerless to turn the manifestations of his wishes into acts."

While speaking of Mr. Roosevelt as an almost unique figure

among the successors of Washington in that he is neither a profes-

sional politician, a self-made man, nor the possessor of acquired

wealth, he adds, " Roosevelt pursues politics because he has a

taste for it, and because he has ideas which he thinks it would

benefit his country to put into practise."

One of these ideas is that the United States has reached the age

of manhood and should now play the role of a world power. Mr.

Roosevelt returned from the .Spanish War with his imperialistic

ideas intensified. He has since then done all he can to give to

the United States a powerful army and a fleet of the first rank.

American squadrons are found cruising in European waters, and

the capture of an American citizen by an African brigand has been

made the pretext for a naval demonstration at Tangier. " .\ short

time afterward the same squadron went to the other end of the

Mediterranean to scare the Sultan." To quote further:

•" But the imperialistic policy of Mr. Roosevelt has a corollary
;

namely, the strict application of a perfected Monroe Doctrine.

"The aim of President Monroe was to prevent the creation of

new colonies in the Western world by European Powers. He
thought that the United States ought to mount guard over the

whole American Continent in order to keep off all intruders. Mr.

Roosevelt goes farther. He considers himself as in some way the

guardian of all the American republics, and that this guardianship

gives him the right of interfering in their affairs, in the manage
ment of which he sometimes fails to show the predominating in-

fluence of good faith. In virtue of this principle, Mr. Dawson,
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United States Minister to Santo Domingo, signed witli President

Morales a convention which was the occasion of conflict between
Mr. Roosevelt and the Senate at Washington, and which by its

failure exhibited the powerlessness with which the President, in

spite of all his constitutional powers, finds himself hampered."

The writer cites also the failure of the President to arrange the

financial difficulties of Santo Domingo. He continues:

" Mr. Roosevelt dreams not only of a greater America, he wishes

also for a moral and honest America, but he finds that the way in

which trusts are managed is neither moral nor honest. He is of

the opinion that certain colossal fortunes of Ihese petroleum, pork,

or railroad kings have not been acquired exactly as the Gospel

recommends, or by means which the laws should tolerate."

M. Giraudeau goes on to say that the President on the eve of

his election found himself powerless to reconcile his convictions

and his self-interest. " As he was virtuous, but also ambitious, he

dropped the thunderbolt and drew in his claws. He was elected

by the Republican Party— the great lords of the trusts."

Altho commander-in-chief of land and sea forces, altho he nom-

inates ambassadors, chooses ministers, and concludes treaties, his

foreign policy is quite under the control of the Senate, in which a

majority of two-thirds is necessary to a treaty or convention of

whatever sort.

" In this particular," the writer continues, " the President of the

United States has less extensive powers than those of the Presi-

dent of the French Republic or the French Minister of Foreign

Affairs, who can make any treaty without the ratification of the

chambers, unless a cession of territory or a national financial ob-

ligation is provided for by such treaties. . . . The present situ-

ation of Mr. Roosevelt, crushed down by absolute powerlessness

as a consequence of desiring to do too much, and to do too well,

may be thus summarized : He must either give up a portion of his

program by leaving the trusts alone, or confine himself to a purely

negative course, in which he has the humiliation of seeing his

powerlessness publicly and officially attested."

—

Translation made
for The Literary Digest.

JINGOISIVI REBUKED IN GERMANY.

NEWSPAPERS which regard William II. as a '"war-lord."

and who think that he is trying to bully France into a war

over the Morocco difficulty, are expressing astonishment at the

rebuke he has administered to some of his too loyal friends who

have been flooding the empire with bellicose speeches and writings.

His dispute with France is also regarded as a half defiance to Eng-

land, so that his rebuke to his friends of the Navy League for

bullyragging the British is considered doubly surprising. This

league is a vast association whose members are scattered through-

out Germany. His aim is to agitate for the increase of the navy

and the extension of the weltpolitik of the Kaiser. It consists

of 668.GOO members, including some of the highest military and

naval officials in the country. At its last annual meeting, in

Dresden, an agitation was begun for increased taxation and the

filling out of a vast naval program, including the building of

three double squadrons of first-class battle-ships, and their com-

plement of large and small cruisers. Since then the tactics of

its leaders have been extravagantly Chauvinistic and aggressive,

even Anglophobe in character. Hundreds of speeches have

been delivered breathing defiance to Britain, hundreds of articles

written in the same spirit have flooded the journals. Count von

Reventlow, an active member of the league, has himself published

over two hundred such articles within the past twelve months, while

the public utterances of the President and Vice-President have

been decidedly anti-British in tone. Meanwhile William II. has

been hurrying from one coast of the Mediterranean to the other,

and professes to have heard a great deal about the doings of the

league while abroad. And then suddenly the bolt flies; the most

prominent members of the league, General Menges and General

Rein, are struck down out of the blue. They have resigned, for

the Emperor tells them, by a peremptory telegram, that unless they

cease their agitation he shall consider that they are guilty of usurp-

ing, in the navy and in the Government, powers and prerogatives

that belong solely to himself. On two previous occasions William

had warmly and emphatically thanked the Naval League for its

patriotic agitation of Germany's claims upon the sea. Now, as

by a sudden change in mind, he rebukes the men whom he had once

set an example in pursuing the course he now condemns. In ex-

plaining this new departure the Temps (Paris) days

:

" More royalist than the Emperor, the league has ended by be-

coming troublesome to the Government, whose desires it exagger-

ates, and whose name it compromises by its ceaseless and tactless

fussiness. The incident of an article written in the DetitscJie Revtie

by the English Admiral Fitzgerald has called forth the Emperor's
action. It is, moreover, considered that the league is responsible

for the tension between England and Germany, and the Emperor
has taken the present opportunity of answering coldly a message
of loyalty, and in begging that the Anglophobe agitation may
stop."

The weekly journal Eiiropa (Berlin) attributes the peremptory

despatch of William II. to the action of Admiral Hollmann, Sec-

retary of the Navy, who had informed the Kaiser that the league

was exciting a widespread hostile agitation against the English.

This view is also mentioned by the Vossische Zeihtng Oi^xWxv).

The publications of the league seemed full of threats against Eng-

land, we are told. "These writings," says the Vossische Zeitung,

"gave ground for the idea that the most recent agitation of the

league's leaders was in accordance with the views and wishes of

the responsible government authorities, while these diatribes con-

tributed not a little to raise suspicion and distrust in England and

to convey a wrong impression concerning the naval plans of Ger-

many, as, for instance, was manifested in the writings of Admiral

Fitzgerald."

This view is echoed by some of the English papers. The Siand-

fl;?Yi'( London) gives us the idea that William II. acted like that

famous negro whose reputation for wisdom was founded on the

fact that he dropped, without either advice or order, an uncooled

horseshoe which he had inadvertently taken from tiie forge-floor.

When the league's agitators had published three hundred anti-

British pamphlets, William, whose indirect approval had inspired

them, grew alarmed. To quote the words of the London daily :

" The continued coolness between the two nations (England and

Germany) which has been to some extent the outcome of the activ-

ity of the league has apparently convinced the Emperor that the

aims and objects of German weltpolitik might be better served

than by these feverish attempts to force the pace which his Gov-

ernment had set itself in naval affairs. There was danger, not

only that the aroused suspicions of Great Britain might have un-

toward consequences, but also that the German taxpayer might

revolt against the increased demands made upon him for what, in

many quarters, is still regarded as a costly experiment. Conse-

quently, William II. seized the opportunity of a dutiful telegram

of homage sent him by the leaguers assembled in council, to 'turn

the hose of common-sense' on the firebrands who directed the

policy of the Kriegsflottenverein."

—

Translations made for Thk
Literary Digest.

POINTS OF VIEW.
The Czar has conceded religious freedom to all his subjects e.xcept the Jews.

Still the Jews, says Punch (London i, must be thankful for small mercies. They

retain the right to die for their Czar in Manchuria.

The Colonial Exposition at the Crystal VA^^cs. ss^ys VIiHyansigreant (Paris)

will contain a remarkably curious section, namely that of Thibet, in which will be

seen the collection of Colonel Waddell, one of the leaders of the recent English

filibustering expedition to Lhassa. From this collection may be learned all the

details of the temples, palaces, and convent of what has hitherto been a city of

impenetrable mystery.

Zemski Sobok.- Zemski is a Russian adjective meaning, literally. "teiTitor-

ial'" and " provincial." It is accented on the first syllable. Sobor is a Russian

noun meaning, literally, council," and in a secondary sense "assembly." It is

also used sometimes in the sense of " cathedral." It is accented on the second

syllable. Zemski sobor would thus mean, literally, "territorial council" and

more generally " assembly of tlie land." The Russian root "zem" conveys al-

ways the sense of "earth," " land." or territorial nature.
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NOTABLE BOOKS OF THE DAY.

ENJOYABLE DUTCH SKETCHES.
My Poor Relations Uy Maarten Maartens. Cloth, 375 pp. Price, $1.50.

D. Appleton & Co.

MR. M.\.\RTKN M.\.\RTEXS has given another proof of his re-

markable gift as a novelist in the aptly named collection of short

stories that forms his latest book. These stories present many different

pictures of life among the lower classes of the Dutch people, the peasant

life and that of the towns and villages. With this field the author is so

perfectly familiar that it may be deemed peculiarly his own. Looking

upon scenes with who.sc counterparts he must have been familiar since

early boyhood, the great Dutch novelist has been able to picture them in

a manner that retains for the reader all the freshness, the picturesqueness,

with which they must i)resent themselves to unaccustomed eyes.

The first story in the collection, the longest, and, perhaps, the best, is

'Jan Hunkum's Money." The scene is " De Hemel," which the author

describes as "one of the dirtiest spots in a country where no spot is dirty,"

a collection of broken-down huts on the Dutch moor near Horstwyck.

The story is at once strong and beautiful. As a psychological study of a

remarkable community, alone, it would be noteworthy, or, minus its

psychology and its genuine jihilosophy, the cleverness of its plot would

suffice to make it unusual; but with these qualities combined the tale be-

comes a model of its kind, a superb e.vample of the storj- -teller's art.

There is so much to the story that to attempt a sketch of it would be inad-

visable; merely an indication of the main turns of its plot could only mar
its beauty. So is it also with " The Mother," a study of parental love and

filial devotion in a struggle against an
inherited passion for drink, and such a

tale as one would characterize by the

word "strong." In "Tom Potter's

Pilgrimage" w-e see the effect of en-

vironment, of secret pride, and fmally,

of unexpected kindness, on a resentful

old man who bears a grudge against

the world. .A clever yjicture of village

life among the middle classes is "The
Fair-I,over," its main interest hing-

ing on the Kermesse exj)criences of

a guileless young girl. .Another vil-

lage story relates how the lovers of

the daughter of a smith sought to com-
ply with the latter's vow that no man
should marry his daughter who had

not })een in prison. For the smith,

having been drunk at Kermesse, beat

the favored young suitor whom he

had caught trv-ing to kiss his daughter and had been cast into jail, thereby

earning the sobriquet "jailbird." He resented this, being a respectable

man—for respectability and Kermesse tipsiness are quite compatible

among Mr. Maartens's "poor relations"—and swore that no son-in-law

of his should ever taunt him with being better than himself. Broad humor
characterizes the tale. Purely pastoral in its setting and theme and deli-

cately beautiful in its treatment is the little story which the author has

called "In Extremis." It is cjuitc short, a miniature, but a gem, with a

world of feeling in its few lines, and a world of pathos. Like all the other

of the fourteen tales in the volume, it carries a picture of the simple Dutch
life, the verity of which can not be doubted. Those who have read Mr.

Maartens's "Dorothea," "Cod's Fool," or " Joost Avelingh" will not

wish to miss these deeply enjoyable stories.

MAARTEN MAARTENS.

ALICE HEGAN RICE IN A NEW VEIN.

Sandy. By Alice Hegan Rice. Cloth, 312 pp. Price, $1.00. The Century
Company.

ALICE HEGAN found an audience promptly for her first book, "Mrs.
Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch." There are many persons who like

that sort of thing. There is nothing in it to tax the mind, and the

humor is obvious. It is also human, altho brought forth with the exag-

gerated effort which a mountebank employs in his appeal to the crowd
at a countrj- fair. Encouraged by this first venture, she presented "Lovey
Mary," the very title sounding the note distinctive of the author's lean-

ings. "Sandy," her third book, is something of a departure. En-
couraged by the popularity of her earlier efforts, she has "apparently

determined to test her powers at the writing of story with a plot," and has
" succeeded beyond her most ambitious dreams," so the Boston Transcript

thinks; the New York World believes that in this story she "has widened
her field of humor and pathos, and has gained, perhaps, in an artistic

way." Altho the humor is Mrs. Hegan's, the atmosphere and motij are of

a different quality. " Sandy" is a sweet, interesting love-tale, with a run-

aw-ay Irish boy as the hero. The love interest predominates, and Mrs.

Hegan injects a truly Keltic ardor and naivete into the speeches Sandy
makes to his fair I^entucky sweetheart.

Sandy is an orphan, and his memory of home and parents is the dearest

but most shadowy of his recollections. When he pictured it, he saw the

two people sitting in chairs by the

hearth, "one, a silent Scotchman,

w'ho, instinct told him, must have

been his father, and the other—oh,

tricky memory that faltered when he

wanted it to be so clear!—was the

maddest, merriest little mother that

ever came back to haunt a lad." He
had been thrown on the world to shift

for himself. It was his "sporty"

instincts which led to his coming to

America, contrary to the majority of

Irish emigrants who acquire theirs

after affiliation with this brisk land.

There was to be a big race between
an English and an American steamer,

and, to see the finish, Sandy stowed

himself away in a life-boat on the

latter and "ran across."

Of course, he never goes back, and
of course, he succeeds in the manner usual with good little adventurous
boys in story-books.

One day, on the ship, he was on the steerage-deck, very hungry, when
"suddenly something fell at his feet. It was an orange." This was fe-

licitous rather than romantic, but on looking up, "he saw a slender little

girl in a long tan coat and a white tam-o'-shanter leaning over the railing.

He only knew that her eyes were brown and that she was sorry for him,
but it changed his world. He pulled off his cap and sent her such an ar-

dent smile of gratitude that she melted from the railing like a snowfiake

under the kiss of the sun."

It is needless to tell the most inexperienced reader that the dashing
young man w^ho drives away with Ruth Nelson, the Kentucky heiress,

amid a shower of rice, at the end of the book is Sandy Kilday, now a su-

perb young "gentleman," whose bride was the kindly little Miss with the

orange. Reversing the order of nature, the orange was the precursor of

the orange-blos.soms.

There is a bit of tragedy introduced and one dissipated and erring

young man dies, as well as a sweet little girl, who was also in love with

Sandy. But the book is eminently cheerful and those who liked "Mrs.
Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch" and "Lovey Mary" will doubtless accept

Mrs. Hegan smilingly in a new role.

ALICE HEGAN RICE.

A BAG OF FEATHERED VAGRANTS.
Wild Wings. By Herbert K. Job. Cloth, 341 pj). I'rice, $3.00 net. Hough-

ton, Mifflin & Co., Boston and New York.

" A ^ r ILD WINGS" is a nature book, dealing with birds of the larger

V V and least tame kind, a book that breathes of the open air, of

the pine-scented wood and of the untrammeled sea. There are one hun-

dred and sixty illustrations of birds, their haunts, nests, and young, every

one of which represents a "shot" of Mr. Job's camera. Hunting with this

innocent arm is not as insipid as one might think. Climbing high trees

and scrambling up cruel, slippery sea-

cliffs were preparatory measures for

its use, with Mr. Job. There is hint

of strenuous daring in this ornitho-

logical quest in the dedication of the

book to the author's mother—"in

lo\ing recognition of her many anx-

ieties for a roving naturalist."

A letter written to Mr. Job by a

sportsman whose hunting trips are

events of national interest, shows such

just appreciation of his writing and

of his ardent if bloodless hunting,

that it may be quoted. "I desire to

express to you my sense of the good

which comes from such books as

yours and from the substitution of the

camera for the gun," writes Theo-

dore Roosevelt from the White House.

"The older I get, the less I care to

shoot anything except 'varmints.' I do not think it at all advisable that

the gun should be given up . . . but there is altogether too much shoot-

ing, and if we can only get the camera in place of the gun and have the

sportsman sunk somewhat in the naturalist and lover of wild things, the

HERBERT K. JOB.
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next generation will see an immense change for the better in the life of

our woods and waters."

This is a pretty "send-off" for Mr. Job and does the President credit

as well. In his "Preface," the former says for himself: "Of all the

various outdoor recreations which I have tried, when it comes to gen-

uine, exciting sport, give me hunting with the camera. In past years I

have tried shooting and collecting, but this new hunting entirely out-

classes them. It requires more skill than shooting, and hence is a finer

sport. The results are of more interest and value, and, withal, the lives

of the wild creatures are spared for our further pleasure." " Mr. Job's pic-

tures of birds in their native haunts," says the Boston Herald, "form
proV)ably the most remarkable series of bird photographs that any one

man has been fortunate enough to secure." The Sun, in speaking of

"the two modern schools of nature study, the realistic, scientific study of

facts and the imaginative, sentimental attribution of human motives to

brute beasts which is being forced upon school-children" cites Mr. Job's

"Wild Wings" as an example of the one and Mr. Ernest Thompson
Seton's "Woodmyth and Fable" of the other. Each is good of its kind,

and the lush poetizing of Seton will lure those who are not nature-lovers

into knowledge of the dumb children of the Great Mother, while one
must have some naturalistic bias to enjoy thorouglily Mr. Job's patient

and loving litcralness, whose charm is inherent in the subject treated.

Mr. Job is a member of the "American Ornithologists' Union" and a

lecturer on Birds. The material for this book was gathered by ranging

from the Magdalen Islands of the Gulf of St. Lawrence to the Florida

Keys, including excursions in Nova Scotia, New England, and South
Carolina. The Boston Transcript, in a pleasant and favorable notice of

this book, pays full tribute to its attractive appearance, and says that the

suggestions which are due to the felicitous title, "Wild Wings," are " ad-

mirably seconded by the graceful terms that fly across the side cover"

—

which typographical slip for terns is a little confusing because Mr. Job
really has many "graceful terms," but they fly across the pages between
the covers. It is an attractive gift-book.

MORE LIGHT ON DARKEST AFRICA.
Africa From South to North, Through Marotseland. By Alfred

St. Hill Gibbons. Price, $7.50 net. John Lane.

TO traverse Africa from the mouth of the Zambesi to the mouth of the

Nile, to discover the source of the former and otherwise add to our

geographical and topographical knowledge of largely unexplored Central

Africa, to gain a definite idea of the country's climate, resources, and in-

dustrial and commercial possibilities, and to secure data for the route of

the late Cecil Rhodes's projected Cape to Cairo railway, were the principal

objects of the expedition under Maj.
A. St. H. Gibbons, whose travels dur-

ing the years 1898-1900 form one of

the most important chapters in the

history of African exploration. The
purely scientific results of the expedi-

tion have been almost altogether ex-

cluded from the pages of his "Africa

from South to North," and the result

is a graphic, swiftly moving narra-

tive of unusual interest. The earlier

part of the journeyings was by
steamer and launch up the lower

Zambesi, and the fact that navigation

was found possible, even in the time

of low water, for a distance of several

hundred miles, has already stimulated

commercial ventures that will un-

undoubtedly result in the opening

up of Marotseland, that vast interior

plateau from twenty-five hundred to five thousand feet above sea-level and
described by Major Gibbons as preeminently a white man's country, an

agricultural region par excellence. The greater part of the first volume
is devoted to an account of the investigations of the author and his fellow

officers in this inland empire, ruled over by a dusky monarch, Lewanika,

who appears to measure far above the standard of his kind. The Major,

indeed, does not hesitate to affirm that " he has the manners of a gentleman

and the unobtrusive dignity of the well-bred." His sway, however, is that

of the iron hand, as it might well be in view of the wide diversity of the

score of tribes owning allegiance to him.

Leaving his comrades to pursue independent researches Major Gibbons

pressed north, accompanied only by a few native "boys." His route lay

through the Congo Free State, through Uganda and the Soudan. And it

is worthy of remark that the only occasions on which he found his life

really endangered by the children of the wilds through which he passed,

occurred in territory where the native had learned to fear the advent of the

white man. That he was able, single-handed, to carry his venture to a

successful termination, is a tribute at once to his endurance, daring, and

ALFRED ST. HILL GIBBONS.

tact and to the innate friendliness of the tribesmen, his experiences serving

well to give point to his assertion that the "armed party" system in the

field of exploration can not hope to be productive of the best results. Un-
pleasant situations not infrequently developed, but even in districts peo-

pled by barbarians of cannibalistic tendencies he found it unnecessary to

place a guard about his camp. It is significant that his progress was most
sharply opposed in the Congo country, where he soon discovered that the

natives were imbued with a deadly hatred of the Belgian officials. Of the

"system" in vogue in the Free State he writes with some discreetness, yet

with sufficient plainness of speech to bring comfort to those who would
deem baseless the horrible stories that have emanated to the outside

world.

Another subject into which Major Gibbons enters at some length is the

value of missionary endeavor in Africa, his opinion being that despite a

tendency to neglect "practical civilization," to introduce sectarian jeal-

ousies, and to take too little account of the peculiarities of the African

mind, the missionaries are doing a work deserving of the heartiest support.

Apart from that with which it is directly concerned, this portion of Major
Gibbons's volume will repay study by those who are interested in the solu-

tion of the race problem in the United States.

The work is abundantly illustrated from photographs, has a fairly good
index, and carries, in cover pockets, large-scale maps of the more impor-

tant sections of the territory explored.

FREDERIC HARRISON.

THE FOUNDER OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE.

Chatham. By Frederic Harrison. Cloth, 289 pp. Price, $1.25 net. The Mac-
millan Company.

DISCRIMINATIVE, convincing, and adequate are words which may
fittingly be applied to Frederic Harrison's "Chatham," at once

the latest and the most satisfactory portraiture of this great British states-

man. It is not so much by reason of affording additional knowledge re-

specting the facts of Pitt's career that

this study must be accorded primacy

over its predecessors—tho, to be sure,

Mr. Harrison makes free and profit-

able use of sources unavailable to

Thackeray or Macaulay, hitherto

Pitt's most authoritative biographers:

it is in point of interpretation. Free

from the obsequiousness and the sav-

age irony that severally distorted the

presentations of Thackeray and Ma-
caulay, thoroughly incisive and lucid,

sympathetic but just, the new "Life"

gives us a Pitt of profoundly human
characteristics, a Pitt measured by the

standards of both contemporaneity

and posterity and placed in what we
must regard as true historical per-

spective. Not that his biography is

free from blemish. Errors occur in

his treatment of several of those who most largely filled the public eye in

the piping limes of peace immediately preceding the mismanaged Spanish

War and in the period of drift that intervened before the outbreak of the

history-making Seven Years' War. Nor can we deem free from fault the

covert allusions to certain helmsmen of the present day. But when we
have said this we have said practically all that need be said in way of

criticism. As concerns Pitt himself Mr. Harrison has assuredly given us

a masterpiece of psychological analysis. The too common error of focus-

sing attention on success and failure, and of leaving endeavor out of ac-

count is not apparent here.

Needless to say, the facts justify Mr. Harrison's inclusion of Pitt's name
in the list of the few really great creative statesmen of English history

—

the others, in the author's opinion, being William the Conqueror, Edward
the First, and Cromwell. "William the Conqueror made all England an

organic nation. Edward the First conceived and founded Great Britain.

Cromwell made the United Kingdom and founded our Sea Power. Chat-

ham made the Colonial System and was the founder of the Empire."

But, after all, as Mr. Harrison himself clearly demonstrates, the greatness

of Pitt has its roots not so much in his genius for empire building, as in the

force he exerted in favor of reform. This being understood, his career

may be the better understood. Doubtless Pitt the Reformer was always

Pitt the Constructive Statesman, for with an eye single to the future he

saw that where honor lay, there lay power also. But the fact remains that

from the day he first sounded defiance to Walpole, from the day his

eloquence reverberated through the House of Commons, he was the un-

tiring foe of dishonesty, corruption, and oppression. This and more Mr.

Harrison reveals to us. His "Chatham" is not a Lockhart's " Scott,"

nor is it a Morley's "Gladstone." But it holds within it qualities that

make us confident it will find a place among the books which do not die.
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VERY Cigar Manufacturer has some personal friends

to whom he sells cigars at wholesale prices.

Some years ago I concluded that if I could have

enough of these friends who would come or send to me
for their cigars it would make a right good business.

I talked the matter over with George Batten Company,

Advertising Agents, New York, and after convincing them

that I could sell cigars by the hundred at wholesale prices to

the consumer, provided orders would come in sufficient

quantity, they undertook the task of securing me the neces-

sary customers.

That I have succeeded, beyond even my own expecta-

tions, is best evidenced by the fact that I have moved four

times in three years, always into a larger factory, and now

have the entire building at 913 Filbert St.,

Philadelphia, devoted to my manufacturing

and office purposes.

That my cigars make friends for themselves

and forme is again evidenced by this fact : that

out of 103 new orders received on a recent

day 39 of them were recommended to me by

those who are already my customers. Again,

more than 80% of the cigars that I send out

are to men who have previously bought from

me.

My ofifer to send 100 cigars to any respon-

sible man, without any prepayment, with the

expressage prepaid, and my agreement to

take back the remaining cigars ^fter 10 are

smoked, and to pay the return expressage,

ought to convince the most sceptical that I am

in dead earnest.

Moreover, if I had to hunt up a new custo-

mer for every sale I couldn't make a living.

ITI^ Vyild Ii5 • send one hundred
Shivers' Panatela Cigars on approval to aread=

er of The Literary Digest, express prepaid. He
may smoke ten cigars and return the remain=

ing ninety at my expense, if he is not pleased ;

but if he keeps them, he is to remit the price,

$5.00, within ten days.

The fillers of these cigars are long, clean,

clear Havana, of fine quality—the wrappers

are genuine Sumatra. They are much better

than the average ten cent cigar, even though

it claims to be all Havana. They are hand

made, not machine molde'. or paper bunch

work, and the making has much to do with the

quality of a cigar. They are shipped direct from my factory

without any rehandling or resweating.

All that I ask for them is a fair trial—if they won't sell

themselves they are not sold.

In ordering please use business letter-head, or enclose

business card, and state whether strong, medium or mild

cigars are preferred.

I make cigars other than my Panatelas. If a Panatela

cigar is not the favorite size and shape, let me send you my
tg Cigars. "

HERBERT D. SHIVERS, Inc., 91

Shivers'
Panatela

EXACT SIZE
AND SHAPE

M

book " Concerning Cigars.

I
ALSO manufacture Clear Havana Cigars right here in

Philadelphia by genuine Cuban process and workman-
ship. I have not heretofore advertised them, for my

customers have taken all that I could make ; but in my new
factory I can increase the output. I employ only the best

known methods in the manufacturing of exceptionally fine

Clear Havana Cigars.

The manufacture of Clear Havana Cigars is not a mat-

ter to be lightly undertaken, with the idea that one can buy
the tobacco, " soak it up," roll it into cigars—and they will

be Clear Havanas. So they will ; strong, rank butter is

produced from sweet, rich milk.

With the growth of my business I am now able to offer

fine Clear Havana Cigars to discriminating smokers and
give the same value, by selling direct from my factory, as I

have always given with Shivers' Panatelas. I call my Clear

Havanas " ^/ RolUnsor I sell all El Rol-

linso Cigars on the same ofifer as I have sold

all my other cigars : with the guarantee that

they are Cuban hand-made, with nothing but

finest Havana tobacco.

The cigar here shown is a full four and '

' "^

three-eighths inch Conchas Especial, and sells

for $8.50 per hundred. I invite smokers who
appreciate a fine Clear Havana Cigar to try

100 El Rollinso Conchas Especial upon this

ofifer.

Mv Offer W • '
'^"' ^^"'*' "°

LJXj v^itwi 10 • press prepaid, to

a reader of The Literary Digest, 100 El Rol =

linso Conchas Especial upon request, lie may
smoke ten cigars, and if not pleased return the

remaining ninety at my expense. If he keeps

them, he agrees to remit the price, $8.50,
within ten days.

Ev,ery cigar is Cuban hand-made. The
workmen take just enough tobacco, no less

and no more than enough to get the cigar of

proper shape and size, rolling and forming it

together without packing or twisting to insure

even draft and burn, cutting each wrapper so

that it will fit and bind without tucks, and
producing a cigar so even that you cannot
detect a difference in size or shape. This
you will realize takes skilled labor.

This extra skilled labor costs more, but it

is worth the difference if the manufacturer
expects to build and hold his business.

As to tobacco, the question with me is,

" Does it come up to my standard," and to do
so it must be nothing but choicest Havana,
and my cigars are manufactured under the

best possible conditions.

So confident am I that my Clear Havana
El Rollinso Cigars cannot be surpassed either in quality or

workmanship, I am further willing to take the burden of

proof upon myself and ask all smokers to C07npare this cigar

with any other Clear Hai'atia Cigar, imported or domestic, of

the same size and shape, no matter what the price. If after

the severest test they do not appeal to the smoker as being
equal to any Clear Havana Cigar, I would prefer to have
them returned. I can take back a few cigars—I cannot
aiTord to have anyone think that I am not a man of my word.

This sounds like a big statement—and it is. I wouldn't

think of making it if I were not mighty sure of my cigars.

If they cannot stand the comparison, I want to know it as soon

as possible. I ask for my cigars a chance to sell themselves,

all the risk (if any) on my part. Why not try a hundred ?

In ordering, please state whether strong, medium or mild

cigars are preferred.

At least let me send you my book, " Concerning Cigars."

3 Filbert Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

El Rollinso
Conch,- s
Especial
EXACT SIZE
AND SHAPE

Readers of Thk Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertiser^.
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Model F, e950,\
r.o.b. Detroit.

Power
Economy

Cadillac construction is so

simple—so closely does it ap-
proach absolute perfection

—

that practically ail energy the

motor develops is used in an
actual propelling force. This
principle of economizing pow-
er—and hence minimizing the
cost ofmaintenance—is the

chief feature of Cadillac
superiority.

'i

i

economy,
coupled with

unfailing reliability,

has placed the "Car that

Climbs" in the front rank of

motor vehicles. Of all auto-
mobiles it comes nearest to

being actually trouble-proof.

You would be interested

in our beautiful catalog—still

more interested in seeing and
trying a Cadillac at the near-
est dealer's.

Write for booklet A D and
the dealer's address

Model F— Side-Entrance
Tourine Car shown
above, $950.

Model B—Touring: Car
with detachable Ton-
nean, $900.

Model E—Liffht. stylish,
powerful RunalMJUt,
divided seat, $750.

Model D—Four Cylinder,
30 h. p. Touring Car,
$2,800.

AH prices f.o.b. Detroit.

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE CO.
Detroit. Mich.
Member A. L. A. M.

BOOKKEEPERS BECOME

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
through my personally conducted course of home study.
From the moderate salary of Bookkeeper to the large fees
of the Auditor is an easy step for any ambitious accountant
who will apply a little leisure time to my mail course.
I'r.-K'ticsil Aocoiintiii^, Thcor.v of Aocwiiiils and

AiHlitiiis are thoroughly covered. My book, "Advanced
Accounting," will be sent without cost.

L. R. STELLE, Public Accountant and Auditor,
SIS M^enrs Huildin^ - - Scrniitou, Pa.

Attacks stopped permanently. Cause removed. Breath-
ing organs and nervous system restored. Symptoms never
return. No medicines needed afterwards. 21 years of
success treating Asthma and Hay Fever. 58,000 patients.
Book 3.'>.% free. Very interesting.
Write P. HAROLD HAYES, BUFFALO, N. Y.

CURRENT EVENTS.

Foreign.

Russo-Japanese War.

June 10.—Japan and Russia accede to President
Roosevelt's request that plenipotentiaries be
named to discuss peace terms. An armistice is

expected as the next step in the effort for peace.

June 12.— Russian officers at Vladivostok explain
the defeat of the Russian fleet on the grounds of
ignorance of plans, lack of preparation, and in-

efficient crews.

June 13.—The Russian auxiliary cruiser Dni^er,
formerly the St . Petersburg, sinks the British
steamship St. Kilda in the China Sea, the Brit-
isher having on board contraband.

June 14.—Great Britain, it is said, will protest to
Russia regarding the sinking of the St. Kilda.

Reports from Gunshu Pass are to the effect that
the Russian left has been driven back, and that
Oyama is ready to open battle.

June 1;.— President Roosevelt officially announces
that Washington has been selected as the loca-
tion of the peace conference. Marshal Oyama's
advance on the Russian flanks continues, and
General Linevitch is withdrawing from his ad-
vanced positions along the railway.

June 16.—A report from Tokyo says that Linevitch's
forces are completely surrounded ; the Japanese
army has made a circle of 100 miles around him
and is gradually closing in.

Other Foreign News.

June II.— Moorish robbers at Mazagan murder the
Austrian Vice-Consul and a British subject.

June 12.— The Czar, it is said, approves the plan of
a national assembly without more than advisory
power.

The head of the German mission is reported to
have assured the Sultan of Morocco that Ger-
many is prepared to protect the country from
France. Concessions are granted to Germany
which may anger France into forcing a crisis.

June 13. — Theodore P. Delyannis, Premier of
Greece, is stabbed and killed by a gambler in
Athens.

King Oscar, in a letter to the President of the
Norwegian Storthing, defends his course in
vetoing the consular bill, saying thatfhe acted
within his rights. Norway is calm after the
peaceful revolution, and no trouble with Sweden
is expected.

June 16.—Advices from Paris say that the situation
regarding Morocco is strained, France and Ger-
many having almost reached a deadlock.

Domestic.

June 10.—Frank G. Bigelow, who stole $1,500,000
from the First National Bank of Milwaukee, is

sentenced to ten years at hard labor in the fed-
eral penitentiary at Leavenworth, Kan.

The teamsters' strike in Chicago settles into a
mere question of endurance, and the employers
declare that they will make no more overtures.

Grover Cleveland accepts the trusteeship of the
Equitable stock bought from Mr. Hyde.

The record for five-inch guns is broken on the
battle-ship Kentticky , a record of thirteen hits
out of fourteen shots a minute being made.

June II. — The Pennsylvania Railroad begins its

regular eighteen-hour service between New York
and Chicago.

June '2.—The American Asiatic Association asks
President Roosevelt to aid in placating the
Chinese, who threaten to boycott American
goods because of severity on the part of the im-
migration officers.

Considerable damage is being done by floods in
the Mississippi Valley whicli have spread over
the lowlands of Iowa and Missouri.

Baltimore forts repell two attacks by Rear-
Admiral Dickens's fleet, the army scoring a vic-

tory in the opening brush of the mimic war.

June 13.—An agent of the Chicago team owners de-

Absolutely Pure and Aerated

Distilled Water
made in your own house with

THE SANITARY STILL
without trouble and at trifling

cost. Infinitely superior to any
filter. Write for booklet, free,

with letters from prominent
people. Agents wanted.

A. H. PEIRCE MFG. CO.,
68 N. Green St., Chicago.

GINSENG
8RKnS AIVD ROOTS.
Prices low. 50 cent book on
Culture and Profits of Ginseng
FRKI':. Send for it. Address

Uox <(.'>. Broiiion, Ohio.

FREE SAMPLE SHEET
DULLFROa (ARBONpAPEI

i^> /^\ 136 IMPRESSIONS

^ FROM A

SINGLE SHEET

Here's
a carbon
that has
three times
the life of
any other copy-
ing paper made
— the celebrated
Bull Frog Brand.
Finished like a type-
writer ribbon and

Send us your
order for one of

these portfolios

to-day.

wears like one. Has the world's record of furnishing

136 impressions from a single sheet.

SEND FOR THE PATENT PORTFOLIO

We have patented a time and labor saving port-

folio which prevents the carbon from being crumpled,
torn, or soiled ; and we are so certain you will con-

tinue to buy the Bull Frog Brand once you try it

that we will send one of these portfolios _ _
containing 12 sheets of Bull Frog Brand silk Kllp
finish carbon paper, postpaid, on receipt of www
THE NEWTON -ROTHERICK MFG. CO.

4 10 Superior St., Toledo, Ohio

Shur-On
Eye-glasses

Many pei'sons increase tlieii- eye-tro\ihles l>y wearing: 1

[shakyand tigrht-fitting grlasses tbnt pinch the nose,

wrinkle the forehead and cause nervou?noss.
Sliiir-Ou Eye-glnsses overcome alUbeseohJec-

I tions. As conifortHble as spectacles and come otT

onlv when you take them off.

All shapes; ii»eil with any nose-pianl. Full.v guaranteed.
]

At all opticians', '* Sh 11 r-( J« " "n every pair.

Valuable book free
Contains eye-information of value to everybody.

I

Free for the iiame of your optician.

E. Kirstein Sons Co.. Dept. E,
lEstablished 1.W4 Rochester, N. Y.

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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clares that he could prove that he had settled

over 400 strikes by paying hlx)r leaders.

June 14.— Senator I\>lliver presents to the I'resident

a memorial, adopted by the delegates to the
Nor\vej;ian Musical Festival, urging him to

recognize the diplomatic and consular officers

appointed by Norway.

President Roosevelt directs Secretary Metcalf to

see that immigration officers e.xercise discretion

in the enforcement of the Chinese exclusion law.

June 15.—Secretary of State Hay arrives in New
York from his trip abroad.

Thomas I". Ryan states that he was the sole buyer
of the j02 shares of Hyde's Equitable stock, for

which lie paid J 2,500,000.

For the first time in the history of the academy
two Chinese are admitted as cadets at West
Point.

June 17. The Chicago coroner places the fatalities

resulting from the teamsters' strike so far at

sixteen.

President Roosevelt appoints a committee to sug-
gest improved methods for conducting public
business.

CHESS.

Solution of Problems.

No. 1,063. Key-move: Kt—R 5.

No. 1,064.

Q-Q R 5 Q-li 7 ch Kt—B 6, mate

K-Q

Kt-Kt .

RxQ

R -B sq

P X Kt

K--K sq

Ktch

B-
Kt

B3
-B6ch

K-

Q-
-K 2

-Q8ch

R
Q--B7

Kt -1^5

Q X B, mate

P—Kt8(Kt),mate

Kt—B 7, mate

B^R 5, mate

Q or Kt, mates

Other

Solved by M. Marble, Worcester, Mass.; the Rev. G.

Dobbs, New Orleans ; F. S. Ferguson, Birmingham,

Ala.: H. W. Barry, Boston); A. C. White, New York

City: W. Runk, Highland Falls, N. Y.; R. H. Ram-
sey, Germantown, Pa.; Dr. J. H. S., Geneva, N. Y.;

the Rev. J. G. Law. Walhalla, S. C; S. W. Bampton,
Philadelphia; the Rev. W. Rech, Kiel, Wis.; N. D.

Waffle, Salt Springville, N. Y.; W. G. Hosea, Cincin-

nati ; B. Alten, Elyria, O.; L. R. Williams. Omaha
;

R. H. Renshaw, University of Virginia ; W. E. Hay-
ward, Indianapolis: J. K. Curzon, .Auburn, Neb.; G.

Patterson, Winnipeg. Can.; J. E. Wharton, Sherman,

Tex.; O. C. Pitkin, Syracuse, N. Y'.; E. A. C, Kinder-

hook, N. Y'.; the Rev. C. H. Schneider, Decatur. Ind.;

J. P. S.. Collegeville, Penn.; O. C. Brett, Humboldt,
Kan.; C. P. Crumb, St. Louis ; W. H. M., Antigonish,

N. S.; J. McMurray, Luna Landing, Ark.

1,063: "23," Philadelphia: the Rev. S. NL Morton,

D.D., Effingham, 111.; W. D. L. Robbins, New York
City; Russell, Germantown, Penn.: C. E. W. Wood-
ward, Chicopee Falls, Mass.; A. Heine, Parkersburg,

W. Va.; A. Regenbrecht, Peters, Tex.; T. Flatow,

Be! Rio, Tex.; J.G. Overholser, Balfour, N. Dak.; M.
Ahny, Chicago; S. W. Tuscano, Port Jervis, N. Y.;

M. Wisner, Belgrade, Mont.; O. G. P., Pueblo, Col.;

M.Gottlieb. Denver; Z. G., Detroit ; W. K. Greely,

Boston ; J. T. Graves. Chicago.

1,064: The Rev. L. H. Bahler, Mariaville, N. Y^

5% THE BEST MAIL
INVESTMENT

MONEY received in sums of
$25.00 and upw aid from smal 1

investors thiouelioiit the Upjted
States is loaned by this Company
under New Yorl; Banking De-
partment supervision on home-
buiiders' real estate. It is with-
drawable at pleasure. It earns 5
per cent, per annum, which we
remit at regular intervals
throughout the year ; and earn-
ings are paid for every day the
money is in our possession.

Assets i?I,".';0,000

Surplus and Pri.ats . .«iloO,<)0()

INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN CO.

So. 9TlmesBldg., B'way,J(. Y. City

Full pHrticiilars will

iiitere-^t mII who would
like to get helter returns
thnii 3\4 or 4 per cent.

Without speculative risk.

L-dKffej
PORCELAIN
ENAMELED
Bafhs&OnoPiQCQ

LavatoriQS

»r

X

^1

4
.a. A

In every home where the bathroom is the fount of family health,

S^aatfMf fixtures remain the preferred equipment to every nian
and woman who takes pride in home surroundings, '^taitdard' fix-

tures are so beautiful in design and apt>earance, so perfect m their total freedom
from cracks and crevices, that their installation in your home, not only is a source

of never-ending personal satisfaction, but increases the value of your property far

beyond the original cost of the fixtures themselves.

The fixtures shown in this illustration, "^taudfll'd" Modem Bathroom Design P-37,

cost approximately $81.50, not counting piping and labor.

Whether you want an entire bathroom equipment, or only a lavatory, you will find our handsome
book, " MODERN BATHROOMS," of the greatest assistance. It shows many simple, ioexpensive

interiors as well as luxurious ones ; elves expert advice, suggestions for decoration and approxi-

mate cost of each fixture. Sent on receipt of 6c. postage ( lOU pages).

CAUTIOX: Every piece of '^taodaKT Ware bears our guarantee '^taoiai'd" "Green and Gold
"

label, and has our trade-mark "iStandanf cast on the outside. Unless the label and trade-mark

are on the fixture it is not 'Stttind" Ware. Refuse substitutes—they are all inferior and will cost

you more in the end.

Staitdard cSanitai:^ 1Dfo. Co. '^^p*- ^s. pittsburg, pa.

Oltlces and biiowr ..niis in New Voi k : "^tamJonT Building 35-37 West 31st Street
Li ndon, Eiig and : 22 llulboi n Viaduct, E. C.

Klip-Klip
BEST EVER MADE

A perfect manicure. /
Quick, easy, simple ^
and strong.

The
Original.

made in Ger-
man .silver,

25c.
Klip-Klip, Jr.

ers or mailed.

nickeled, I5c. At deal-

Accept no substitute.

As heretofore, made only by
KLIP-KLIP COMPANY.
Send 40. in stamps for book,
" How to Care for the Hands."

558 Clinton Ave. S.,

Rochester, N. Y.

lOO^
?.^2»

.^^-^s^^^

We Sell Farm Loans
Netting Investors 6^. We have done so for 22 years—
never lost a cent for anybody. We solicit correspond-
ence from parties who have money to invest. We
shall expect to satisfy you as to our financial respon-
sibility, reliability and safety of our loans. Let us
send you list of on-hand loans with ftill particul.^rs.

E. J. LANDER & CO., Box " 8 " GRAND FORKS, N. D.

SCIENCE AND AFUTURE LIFE
By PROF. JAMES H. HYSLOP, Ph.D., LL.D.

$1.50 net. 12 cts. postage, extra.

Based on scientific investigation of psychic phenomena.

HERBERT B. TURNER & CO., BOSTON

A Perfect
Summer Underwear'
should absorb the vapors of the

skin before they condense on

the body; should transmit these

vapors to the outside before they

saturate the fabric.

JAEGKR is the only underwear that

can do this within the limits of health
and comfort.

Special light and porous
weights for Miininer.

New York: 306 Fifth Ave., 157 Broadway

Bklyn.:504 Fulton St. Boston: 228 BoylstonSt.

Phila.: 1510 Chestnut St Chicago:82 Sate St.

A^e7it.^ in all Principal Cities

ESSAYS ^^^^^^^"^^^^^^^^^^^^''^^^^
QDpccHPQ writtenonany subject atshort notice. Satis-

p!.jr,ZrliiE5 faction guaranteed. All transactions con
LECTURES fidential. Uavis I'age, 1773 Broadway, N. ¥.
etc., etc. ^^__ai^^^^^^^^^i^aBa^a^^KB^^

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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Many business houses

select a special color from

the fourteen in

©LB KIIAMF'SfllffiE ia)»
"Look for ike U'uicr Murk"

and use that color with

an individual type and

ink effect as a sort of

trade-mark.

The Book of Specimens gives hints

of the limitless possibilities; letter-heads

printed, lithographed and engraved. You

can see it at your printer's or we will

send it if you ask on your

present letter-head.

Hampshire Paper Company
South Hadley Falls, Massachusetts.

The only paper makers in the world
making bond papers exclusively.

FRENCH—GERMAN
SPANISH—ITALIAN
Spoken, Taught and Mastered

by the

LANGUAGE-
PHONE
METHOD

Combined » if h

The lioseiithiil

( m in (I II Sense

Method of

rractical l.iiisfuistry

The Latest and Best Work of Dr. liidiard S. Rosenthal

YOU HEAR THE EXACT PliONUNCIATION OF
EACH WORD AND PHRASE. A few minutes' practice
several times a day at spare moments pives a thorough
mastery of conversational French, (ierrann, Spanish, or

" '"" Sendfor testimonials, bookli't. and letter.

International Language-Phone Method
no:! Mi'tiopolis Bill!-., Ilri)iiil«ay iind Kith St., N. V.

What Is Daus' Tip-Top?
^^ TO PROVE that Daus' " Tip-top " is

yfT^S'f^f^^B^ the best and simplest device for makinfr

^^^^^^^^1^100 Copies from pen-written and 5<)

Copies fi'Din typewritten origrinal,

we will siiip cdiiipletc duplicator,

cap size, without deposit, on
ten (10) days' trial.

1 Price .Sr.SOlenf trade ^r^ „_*

THE FEL-IX A. DAI S IHiPI.ir.iTOR CO.
Daus Biiildiiii;, 111 John St., \ow Voric Clty

Readers of The Literary

Comments (1,063): "Very ingenious, but don't like

the key''—M. M.; " What seems a simple ' threat,' is

in reality not so, on account of ' pinned ' Rook.
Finely constructed"— G. D.; " A rather light heavy-

weight"—W. R.: "A good one for such a crowded
board"—J. K. C; "Beautiful. One problem-expert

said 'it could not be done'"— 23; "Rather cumber-

some; but good"— S. M. M.; "Strikes me as e.xcefj-

tionally fine"—W. D. L. R.

1,064: "Very clever"—M. M.; "A fine 'threat' in-

volving a beautiful double Q-sacrifice"— G. D.; " Neat
theme; but lacks finish"- W. R.; " Good key; beau-

tiful mate with Kts "—R. H. R.; " Too many mates
on second for a first-prizer"- J. E. W.; " Worthy of

first prize"—J. K. C; "No doubt the mate after

I is what eave this the prize. Problems of
R X Q

this kind are rare"— C. H. S.

In addition to those reported, C. P. C. got '60, '61,

'62; W. K. G., E. A. Kusel, Oroville, Cal.; Dr. J. N.

McCartney, Clifton, Kan., '61 ; the Rev. L. H. B., \\.

E. H., C. E. W. W., '61, '62.

No. 1,065. Author's Key: P—Q 6.

Cooked by P—B 4 ch, and B-Kt 6 ch.

No. 1,066. Key-move: Q—R 8.

Solved by M. Marble, Worcester, Mass.; the Rev. G.

Dobbs, New Orleans ; F. S. Ferguson, Birmingham,
Ala.; H. W. Barry, Boston ; A. C. White, New York
City; W. Runk, Highland Falls, N. V.; R. H. Ram-
sey, Germantown, Pa.; Dr. J. H. S., Geneva, N. Y.;

B.W. La Mothe, Stratford, Conn.; S. W. Banipton,

Philadelphia ; L. R. Williams, Omaha ; J. K. Curzon,

Auburn, Neb.; the Rev. W. Rech, Kiel, Wis.; J. E.

W'harton, Sherman, Tex.; A. Regenbrecht, Peters,

Tex.; G. Patterson, Winnipeg, Can.; G. P. Homnes,
Minneapolis; O. C.Pitkin, Syracuse, N. Y.; W. G.

Rosea, Cincinnati ; A. Heine, Parkersburg, W. Va.;

the Rev. S. M. Morton, D.D., Effingham, III; J. P. S.,

Collegeville, Pa.; W. E. Hayward, Indianapolis
; J.

H. Cravens, Kansas City, Mo.; H. S. Johnson, Azusa,

Cal.; M. Almy, Chicago; W^. K. Greely, Boston; E.

A. Kuzel, Oroville, Cal.; the Rev. H. Leith, Zelieno-

ple, Pa.; M. Stern, Des Moines; W^ H. M., Antigon-

ish, N. S.; M. L. Hoblit, Mesilla Park, New Mex.;

J. McMurray, Luna Landing, Ark.; "23," Philadel-

phia; F. S. Hesseltine, Boston; Mrs. J. W. Scholl,

Ann Arbor, Mich.; C. P. Crumb, St. Louis ; M. Gott-

lieb, Denver; T. Flatow, Del Rio, Tex.; P. M. Wil,

liams, Kansas City, Mo.; T. V. Noland, Gulfport-

Miss.; J. B. W., West Seneca, N. Y.; P. Dowell, Port

Richmond, N. Y.; S. W. Tuscano, Port Jervis, N.

Y.; J. T. Graves, Chicago.

1,065 : W. C. Clemo, Hancock, Mich.; J. G. Overhol-

ser, Balfour, N. Dak.; B. B. Farnsworth, Ne,w York
City ; A. S. McClintock, Cleveland.

Comments ("1,066): " Altho it lacks variety, and has

a bad ' short,' still it is original and very entertaining "

-M. M.; "Fine key"—G. D.; " Quite chic "-W. R.;

"Hurrah for the Russians."—J. K. C; "Good."—J.

E. W. ;
" A little' disappointing for a first-prizer "

—

J. H. C; Too old an idea for a first-prizer"-H.
S. J.;

" A fine illustration of the poetry of Chess"—
W. K. G.; "Very good"—M. L. H.; "A very pretty

oddity"-T. V. N.

In addition to those reported, N. P. W. got 1,058;

Lieut. W. Ball, U. S. N., Monte Cristo, San Domingo,
'5g; Lyndon, Athens, Ga., '62; L. R. W., W. G. H.,

'63, '64. -^

The Key-move of 1,061 is Kt—K 4.

Twenty-three States, Canada and Nova Scotia rep-

resented by solvers thii. week.

Any typewriter looks pretty when new —
<iny typewriter ^vill rio jjood worl< for a

little. Hut true typewriter wortli is found
only after years of test and service.

The Smith Premier has

been tested I 5 years.

300,000

CONTINUOUS INDEX.
Below will be found an index covering the issues of

The Literary Digest for the last three months.
Each week the subjects for the week previous will be
added, and the subjects for the issue fourteen weeks
previous will be eliminated, so that the reader will

always be able to turn readily to any topic considered
in our columns during the preceding three months.

Adler, Felix, on divorce, 896
Advanced theology taught from pulpit, 435
Agnosticism and national decay, 783
Alchemy in modern times, 661
Ambassador, A persecuted, 753
America as Russia's " real enemy," 787

Degeneracy in, 6g6
American influence on English naval policy, 790

language, Frem hman's connnent on, 505
music. Growth of, 702

" Arnica," Mascagni's new opera, 541
Anarchy versus Anarchy, 902

Digest are asked to mention the publication when writ

STEEL PEHS

established 1824.

Samples and Prices from U. S, Sole
Agents,

PERRY & CO.
349 Broadway, New York.

Boody,McLellan^Co.
Bankers

57 BROADWAY. NEW YORK
Menibeis of the New Yoik Stock E.xchange

ORDERS EXECUTED FOR CASH
OR ON MARGIN

Interest allowed on deposits subject to cheque

BRANCH OFFICES
Albany Poughkeepsie New Haven

Hartford, Bridgeport and Brooklyn

5/y GUARANTEED
/O WATER BONDS

Write for Circular L, nnd New York, Boston, Phila-
delphia, and Pittsburgh bank references.

^ORPOE/SlOr^A^CQMPANnr
OF PITTSBURGH, PA.
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JAMES S. KUHN.
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See^ti and Treasurer.
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CoNTiNuois Index (Continued).

Andersen, Hans Christian. 541, 776
Anesthesia by eleitricitv, 54t)

Animalcules, how they behave, 856
Ant as a medicine. The. S55

Antidotes, Diseases as, 662
Archeoloi;ical research in I'alestine, 474
Arc-lamp', Iniprovinif the, 704
Aristocracy of .Vrt, The. 467
Art mergers. New York's, iiij

Art, The machinery of. ^69
in Russia defended, 47S

Atlantic- iH)rts, Rivalry ot the, SoS
• .Ulantic's" victory, Tlie, S46
Automobile or trolley? 660

Baltimore, Rebuilding, 695
Balzac his own literary ancestor ? Was, 892
' Baptist brotherhood defended," S97

Beef prices. Rise in, 616
Believe ? Do we, 663
Biosnaphy as coming literary form, 430
Birtns and deaths balanced, 746
Blonds and brunettes in tropics, 662
Blood not affected by gravitation, 471
Bloom, The mechanism of, 625

Bonaparte, new Secretarv of tlie Navy, 849
Broadway Tabernacle, Tlie new, 475
Browninsj popular? Why is, 775
Bryant the .Vmerican Puritan [wet, 658
Bryce, James, revisits America, 499
Bullet, Japan's " humanitarian,'' 779.

Cabinet changes. Rumored, 806
Cactus made useful, 586
California, Japanese immigration in, 420
Canada's political upheaval, 441
Canadian crisis precipitated, 597

school conflict, 517
Carnegie pension fund for teachers, 648
Cassini, Count, replaced, 733
Castro's defiance, 457

Europe's impressions of, 553
vindicated by South America, 713

Caucasians, Failing birth-rate of, 546
Censorship of dime-novel literature, 46S
Chateaubriand and Madame Recamier, 741
Chicago strikers, Roosevelt to, 731

campaign. The, 460
claimed by Tom Watson. 579

Chinese boycott of American trade, 772
Choate's, Mr., home-coming, 737
Christian Science, Psychologist on, 590
Christianity impugned by Confucianism, 859
Cliristians ? .•\re we, 629
Church and the public school, 747

hold on .American men, 511

impeached by Frederic Harrison, 512
• Ought radical thinkers to leave the ? 549

The. and social problems, 551
union, .A bishop on. 783

Cigarette, Outlawing the, 6:5
Cleveland, G., arraigns club-women, 651

on rabbit hunting, 883
Club-women's replies to, 735

Coal-tar colors, Poisonous, 509
Collars, High, and the pneumogastric nerve, 782
College athletics. Commercialism in. 807
Colleges, Denominational, e.\cluded from Carnegie

benefit, 861
Collision e.xhibition, Mr. Westinghouse's, 857
Colorado governorship. The, 426
Comedy, Zangwill's indictment of modern, 816
Comjxisite Madonna, The first, 749
Conventions, Church union in the May, 822
Cripples by defective education, 628
Croton reservoir. Opening new, 626
Crucifixion. New light on the, 821
Czar. The puppet. 464
Czar's escape from assassination, 714

g^ft of religious liberty, 707

Daguerreotype, How to copy an old. jog
Degeneracy in America. 696
Dilcasse's defeat in Morocco, 902
Desert plants get their water. How, 431
Diaz on Monroe doctrine. 57S
Disarmament scheme. New, 614
Divorce, Felix Adler on. 8q6

The Roman Catholic theory of, 821
Drama as an aid to selition. The, 891
Dramatic season. End of the. 851
Duels on strictly sanitary principles, 434
Dust and patent medicines, 508

Earth has solidified. How the, 745
Easter in Jerusalem. 591
Eclipse expeditions pay? Do, 705
Electric motors, New uses for, 627
Electricity in railroading, 858

to transmit music, 506
Electroplated lace, 545
' Elga," Hauptniann'snew play, 624
Emperor William as Czar's evil genius, 594

attitude to France, 669
England's buffer state for North India, 904
English. Nordica on singing in, 6;6

comment on Torrey-Alexander crusade, 435

FOUR FIRST-CLASS TOURS
JLew^is and Clark Fxposition, Portlaud.

Personally conducted. Choice of tours to include Den-
ver, Colorado Springs, Cripple Creek, Pikes Peak Koyal
Gorge, Salt Lake, the Yellowstone, San Francisco and
Los Angeles. Railroad fare, sleeping cars, hotel service,

side trips and all expenses included in the rate. Parties
leave Chicajo via the Chic?go, Union Pacific & North-
Western Line, July 6, 12, 27 and August 10. Ful 1 infor-

mation on application to S. A Hutchison, Manager, 2'2
Clark St. (Tel. Cent. 721

McCLURE'S IS ON THE STANDS

The man here pictured is the most

abused
lauded

maligned
flattered

feared
envied

denounced

private American that ever lived.

If you're interested in knowing
why, read Miss Tarbell's char-

acter-study of

John D. Rockefeller
It contains neither abuse nor flat-

tery. It is simply the truth, and
mighty interesting truth. See for

yourself in

McClure's for July
TEN CENTS ALL NEWS-STANDS

Preventdon of Disease
This presents the latest opinion, and the most con-

clusively demonstrated fact, on the prevention of

human disease. Written by authorities of interna-
tional reputarion, with introduction by H. Timbrell
BuLSTRODE, M.D. Two vols., 8vo, cloth, 1,081 pp.,
$7.50 per set.

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Publishers, New York

Physician vs. Bacteriologist
This embraces Rosenbach's discussion on clinico-

bacteriologic and hygienic problems based on original

investigations, representing the contest against the

overgrowth of bacteriolo,gy. By Prof . O. Rosenbach,
M.D. i2mo, cloth, 455 pp., $1.50.

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Publishers, New York

Headache ^^^Neuralgia
QUICKLY CONQUERED BY USING

DR. WHITEHALL'S MEGRIMINE
Write for a trial box—we send it without cost. If you suffer from

headache or neuralgia, Megrlmine is a necessity—the safest and most

reliable remedy on the market. Conquers any headache in thirty min-

utes and leaves no unpleasant effects. After one trial you will never be

without it. Twenty years of success places Megrlmine at the head of all

remedies for painful nervous troubles. Ask any druggist or address

The DR. WHITEHALL MEGRIMINE CO., 236 N. Main St., South Bend, Ind.

Readers of The Litkrar'* Digest are askud to mention the publication when writing to advertisers.
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Learn the Truth
Do you know

that the main cause of unhappi-
ness, ill-health, sickly children

and divorce is admitted by phy-
sicians and shown by court rec-

ords to be ignorance of the laws
of self and sex ?

Sexology
Illustrated

Contains in one volume

—

Knowledge a Young Mau Should Have,
Knowledge a Young Husband Should Have.
Knowledge a Father Should Have.
Knowledge a Father Should Impart to His Son.
Medical Knowledge a Husoand Should Have.

Knowledge a Young Woman Should Have.
Knowledge a Young Wife Should Have.
Knowledge a Mother Should Have.
Knowledge a Mother Should Impart to Her Daughter.
Medioal Knowledge a Wife Should Have.

By U'llliajji H. Walling, A.M., M.D.
Rich Cloth Binding, Full Gold Stamp, Illustrated, $2.00
Write for "Other People's Opinions " and Table of Contents.

PURITAN PUB. CO., Oept. B. PHILADELPHIA

^A\ iri[iiis>(g)
Ten Centuries of Physic

Mankind endured the mistaken suffering of physic

for over I ,cc» years before Twentieth Century science dis-

covered the true inwardness of this vital matter and

produce

]J;Jj\^^]|^^ ^^^ ^j^^^j ^,.j^ jj^^ ^j^^j^

the only sort of construction that

is actually comfortable, cleanly,

healthful.
Prominent physicians are pro-;

nounced in their praise of Naturo.

Progressive architects are unan-

imous in specifying it.

You owe it to yourself to under-

stand this subject. Booklet D.
fully illustrated, free on request.

The Naturo Co., Salem, N. J., U.S.A.

By deciding to by Woodbury's Facial Soap you build

better than you know— It is literally a facial tonic.

Stimulating while cleansing the outer self.

SendlO<5ls. for samples of all four preparations.

The Andre'W Jergens Co., Sole Licensee, Cin. O,

Whitman Saddle
The one saddle always preferred by
discriminating riders. It is the high-
est type of the saddler's art. Correct ^ _^| <tl'7
in every line-alwa.vs comfortable for ^^^^Bj v'^
the horse and rider. Complete ciita- m,^^^^M ^logue sent free, showing the Whitman Vj^g^^y d»^r
for men and women, and everything ^^^^F tiiIt
from "Saddle to Spur." Address

^^ «;'"U

The Melilbarh Saddle Co., 101 Chiimbers St., New York

Successors to The Whitman Saddle Co.

12 Com Killing Plasters.

COR NO removes corns.
Builds new skin. A heaven-
ly relief. Send Quarter
Now. Nocure,moneyback.
Sample 2 cent stamp.

BEST Sri'PLY CO., Solp .flfrs., Dept. 27, JOHET, ILLS.

,\lso l)i-iig and Shoe Stoi-es.

orn
CORNO REMOVES CORNS

CHEAP RATES California, Washington, Oregon,
Colorado. We secure reduced

rates on Household Goods to the above States for intend-
ing settlers. Write for rates. Map of California free.

TKANS-CUNTINENTAL FREIGHT CO., F-3i)o Dearburn St., Chicago.

Continuous Index (Continued).

" Equitable" broil. The, 534
Life Assurance, Mutualizing the, 424
Regeneration of the, 849
settlement, The, 886
upheaval, Newspapers on the, 577

European pressure on Lnited States, 754
Evangelization of New York, 859
Explosive, Safe, wanted, 660
E.Kplosives, Railroad transportation of, 774

Fiction as an art, 776
Tendencies in American, 740

Financial corruption charged against Loomis, 650
Firefly, Source of light of, 470
Fire proof scenery, Real, 744
Fire protection, 706
Fishery disputes with Newfoundland, 714
Fishing with drujjs, 857
Fogs, To clear, with electricity, 817
France and the German Crown Prince, goi

German Emperor unfriendly to, 669
Separation of church and state, 516
Wrangle with Japan, 827

Franchise-tax law, New York, sustained, 848

French disarmament scheme, 614
dramatic season, Successes, 466
neutrality, American views of, 733
republic, Plot to overthrow, 668
suspicion of German policy, 554

Frencliman's comment on our language, 505

Gas monopolists vs. the people, 691
German fear of Japan's growing^ power, 633
Germany affected by Russian situation, 712

and English admirals, 828
Crown Prince wedding, 901
would wage war with U. S., How, 635

" Girl, Unpleasant," in literature, The, 890
Goethe as an egotist. 427
Gold in solution in the sea, 432
Gospels, Credibility of, 511
Great Britain open to invasion? Is, 789
Ground, Temperature of the, 547

Harikari defended by Japanese, 617
Higher-criticism defended, 552
" iTistorico-religious " Bible interpretation, 632
Horses, Wild, on Sable Island, 856
House-plants, Some irritant, 545
Hugo, Victor, and Juliette Druet, 622

Immigration frauds. 810
Immortality, Miinsterberg on, 549
Incandescent lamps. Fire from, 81S

India, North, England's buffer state for, 904
Insurance jugglery, Lawson on, 458
International railway congress, 693
Ireland's literary revival, 816
Irish akin to ancient Romans, 703
Islam defended by German Mohammedan, 400

James, Henry, Critical study of, 621

Japan as the " Scourge of God." 785
may become too powerful, 633
Missionary situation in, 708

Japanese civilization. Seamy side of, 888

menace to colonists in the East, 788
naval victory, The, 812
Trafalgar, A, 863

Jefferson, Joseph, Some estimates of, 655

Jesus, The lynching of, 664
" Jewish problem" in America, 630

Jury system a failure ? Is the, 696

Kaiser's Cupj Capture of the, 812
Knox, John, influence in America, 708
Korin, the Japanese artist, 890

Language, A peril to our, 854
Lantern for opaque objects, 705
Laurier's compromise of school conflict, 517

Lee, Fitzhugh, 649
Lewis and Clark Exposition, 882
Life, A chemical definition of, 856

insurance, Wall Street methods in, 619

Literary woman ? Does it pay to be a, 621

Liturgic trend in Presbyterianism, The, 862
" Lycidas " rejected by the Royal Academy, 853

Macedonian outbreak imminent, 480
^Iachine-made morality, 587
Mackay, D. S., charged with heresy, 550
Magnetism by mixture, 703
Manchuria, War balloons used in, 706
Marking-system, .Scientific, possible, 589
Mathematical laws in aesthetics, 469
Matter only two states ? Has, 506
Medical jesting, Inadvisability of, 472
Medicine, Modern, in antiquity, 743
Medicines, Some pernicious, 894
Mental disease. Responsibility m, 781
Meredith's literary style. The penalty of, 891

Methodism as alternative to Romanism, 592
Milk-bottles, Paper, 820
Mine, Finding a lost, 8ig
Ministerial irresponsibility, 785

training. Specialism in, 437
Missions, Cliristian, The greatest problem before,

Modjeska testimonial. The, 701
Mohammedanism, A missionary spirit in, 7S6

Moliere comedy revived, 585
Monistic basis for theology and ethics, 399
Morales, The shrewdness of, 495
Morocco, Delcasse's defeat in, 902

German Emperor's action in, 636
German policy in, 554

Music at a distance, 506
and religion rivals, 822

Nan Patterson case.'Verdict in the, 696
Naval trai.iing, English views of our, 866
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Mouth breathing

irritates the throat,
affects the voice, often causeo bad dreams,

produces offensive breatli and taste, and re-

sults in Chronic Catarrh and Hay Fever.

It is the sole cause of snoring.

Dr. Lautenbach says :
" Mouth breath-

ing by children affects the child's mentality

and often causes narrow and weak chests,

in addition to impairing the digestive

organs."

Mouth breathing is simply a habit and
can be easily overcome. The Respirator is

a physician's device which prevents mouth
breathing. It is neither a medicine nor a

harness. It so naturally compels perfect

breathing that the fault is soon permanently

corrected. We have many testimonials from
former mouth breathers, attributing the

most restful .sleep and the best health in

years to the "Respirator." It prevents in-

somnia and somnambulism.

P|-gg Trial. '^^^ Respirator will be sent to any mouth
* breather on thirty days' free test. If

unsatisfactory, it will cost you nothing. If you are a
mouth breather—a sufferer from any of the above men-
tioned ailments—send "for the Respirator to-day, giving

your name and address and your physician's name
and address, and tell us how mouth breathing affects

YOU. National Respirator Company,
iig Respirator Bldg., Louisville, Ky.

Home
KINDERGARTEN

FOR> MOTHERS
Is a practical plan of instructive amuse-
ment accompanied by suitable material

and based on correct kindergarten
principles. A delight to children—
a boon to parents.

Terms reasonable —Bookfree.
HOME KINDERGARTEN SCHOOL

525 Washington Arcade, Detroit. Mich.

CASH FOR YOUR
REAL ESTATE
OR BUSINESS

I can sell ynur farm, home or busi-

ness for cash, no matter where lo-

cated. Send description and price

and learn how. Write to-day.

FRANK P. CLEVELAND, Real Estate Expert,

7828 Adams Express Buildirvg, Chicago, 111.

THE BEST LIGHT
Produces a safe, white, power-
ful light, brighter than acetylene
or electricity. 100-candle power
at a cost of 2c per week.
Made in over 100 different stvle"^—

ever>' one warranted. Aeents wanted
No dirl, smoke, or odor. Fvervwliere.
THE BEST LIGHT COJIl'AVV,
Sa E. oth St., rantnn, Ohio

jl^FOLDiNG BATH TUB
\Vt-itrlitlfilbs. Cost little. Requires

little water.
Write for special offer.

M. L. IRWIN
103 Chambers St., New \orli ft. la

Readers of The Literary Digest are asked to mention the publication when wriliut; to advertisers.
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WILL HAIR GROW?
Ten min\ites' test will tell

You can tell by a ten min-
""

utes' use ofthe Evans Vacuum
Cap whether it is possible for

you to cultivate a growth of

hair, and we will send you the

Cap without expense on your

part and let you determine

this for yourself.

If the Vacuum makes your

scalp red and gives it a healthy

glow, you can rest assured that by a reasonable use of the Cap
you can cultivate a natural growth of hair. If, however, the

scalp remains white and lifeless after applying the Vacuum,
such a case would be a hopeless one, regardless of all the

infallible hair restorers advertised.

If the gradual loss of hair and the baldness which follows

were caused by DISEASE—physicians would have long ago

found a remedy. Tonics and lotions applied to the outside

of the scalp do soften the hair—but that's all. By exercising

the arms, we build up muscle

—

not by outside application of

medicine. The arms, the body and the lower limbs can be

exercised at will—but the scalp requires mechanical aid. Exer-

cise makes the blood circulate, lack ofexercise makes it stagnant.

The Vacuum method is the kind of exercise that makes the

blood circulate. It gently draws the pure and undiluted blood

to the scalp and feeds the shrunken hair roots. This causes

the hair to grow. It is the simple, common-sense principle

of PHYSICAL CULTURE, applied to the scalp.

Our Guarantee (Backed by the Baivk)

:

We will send you, by prepaid express, an Evans Vacuum Cap,
allowing you ample time to prove its virtue, and all we ask of you
is to deposit the price of the appliance in the Jefferson Bank of

St. Louis during the trial period, subject to your oivn order.
If you do not cultivate a sufficient growth of hair to convince you
that this method is effective, simply notify the bank and they will

return your deposit.

A sixteen-page book, illustrated, will be sent you free.

EVANS VACUUM
640 Fullerton Building

CAP COMPANY
St. Louis

ENNEN'S BORATED
TALCUM

WWDER
PRICKLYHEAT,;
CHAFING, and ---"-

SUNBURN, "t.l.'S.'""
Removes all odor of perspiration. De-

__^ llgbiful after Sbaving. Sold everywhere, or

[mflilei.ca-receipt of 25c.' Get Mennen's (the original). Sample Free,

CERHARD MENNEN COMPANY. N«w»rk. N.J.

Daniel Everton, by ISRAKL Putnam.—This is a
story of love and soldier adventure In the Philippines.
:il.2(J. Funk & Wagnalls Company, Pubs., New York.
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els good as new «* «/ O
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each town at ^ood pay. Write at once for
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MEAD CYCLE CO., G 134, CHICAGO
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:=!= ON =^=
SONG - POEMS
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and Musical Compositions.
We arrange and popularize.

PIONEER MUSIC PUB. CO.(lnc.)
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A Feast of Fun
Just Served!

Marshall P. Wilder's irresistible book "The
Sunny Side of the Street " is now ready. The
inimitable entertainer of Kings, Presidents,

Princes and vast audiences the world over has

provided a vast quantity of bright and diverting

wit, humor and clever comment in this happy
volume. In its fascinating pages you will find

little bits of interesting personalia about great

men the author has known, amusing experiences

in "smiling round the world," witty anecdotes

and situations and a great deal of captivating

chat about things in general.

Marshall P. Wilder says
in the first chapter of his new book

:

" I live on the sunny side of the street ; shady
folks live on the other. I always preferred the

sunshine, and have tried to put other people

there. As birds of a feather flock together, it

has been my good fortune to meet thousands

of other people on the sunny side of the street.

In this volume I shall endeavor to distribute

some of the sunshine which these fine fellows

unloaded on me."

Hon. Chauncey M. Depew, in speak-

ing of Mr. Wilder's genius, says :
" His mirth

is contagious."

GET A COPY TO-DAY
and begin to read it at once. It is an ideal

vacation book ; i2mo, cloth, humorous drawings
by Charles^ Graham and Bart Haley. Hand-
somely printed and bound, ^i.2o net; by mail

$1.30. Funk & Wagnalls Company, Publishers,

New York
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TARTARLITHINE
A San Francisco physician says : "Tartar-

Hthine, under my personal notice in my own
family, has been the most efficient remedy that
I have ever seen."

An Indianapolis physician says: "I have
used Tartarlithine in complicated cases of
rheumatism, and in all cases the results have
been gratifying. I have considerable confi-
dence in the efficacy of the compoimd."

T

Rheumiatism

Tartarlithine rarely fails because it supplies
the blood with the necessary substances to dis-
solve and remove the poison of rheumatism

—

uric acid. We want every sufferer to try it, and
will send a sample package with our booklet on
thecureof rheumatism free to every applicant.

Prescribed and endorsed by the
teading' physiciafts of the cmtiitry.

Ask Yovjr Doctor Abo\jt It

Free sample and our bootitet on ike
cure ofRheumatism sent on request

McKesson & Bobbins "*v,r;:'i"„"rh**-

Sote agents/or the Tartarlithine Co,
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BLUE BOOI
OF MISSION

EDITED BV

HENRY OTIS DWIGHT. LI
Secretary 0/ the Bureau of Missions

AN UP-TO-DATE handy compen
of the essential facts of the w
important missions, designed tc

vide workers at home and abroad
necessary and useful information. Tl
line of contents indicates the scope

work. The facts are provided in C(

form and made accessible by a cc

index.
" It is the sort of book that those who have

to speak, read or write about missions will, a

they see it, feel they have always neede
Churchman, New York.

ISmo, cloth, 340 pages. $1.00
By Mail, Sjil.lO

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Pubs., f

v^

G0U1 & R'HEUM
Use the Great English Remf»dy

BUAIR'S PILLSl
Safe, Sure. Effective. 50c. & $1.
OKl'GGISTS, or 224 WiUiam St.. N. Y.
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